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Jannary 12, 1888. 

TO OUR READERS. 

The contents of the Index for binding with the half-yearly volume closing with the end of the year 1887 will 

show the varied nature of the subjects treated therein. We trust the several articles were serviceable and 

interesting as they appeared, and that in the collected form they will fairly represent the horticulture of the 

period. We may also hope that the volume will not he unworthy of the long series preceding, the whole 

forming an encyclopaedia of practical and ornamental gardening creditable to the many pens and many minds 

that have shared in its production. 

Looking over the pages of the Past, sad and pleasant memories are intertwined. Our fellow helpers 

who have gone before we cannot forget, and we shall always find it hard to part with old associates; but the 

loss is tempered by the thought and the knowledge that they strove, and not unsuccessfully, to do their duty 

and leave the world better than they found it. 

For the Present we have to express our thankfulness and satisfaction in that we have still with us so 

•many friends whose efforts do not flag, and whose enlarged experience enables them to teach sound doctrine. 

To the old and the young these remarks apply, for both gather wisdom yearly by study and by practice. 

To the Future we look forward with confidence. We have the same co-helpers who will not fail, so 

long as health is given them, to disseminate the knowledge they have acquired, and which is sought for by 

others in increasing numbers. We have also young men of promise pressing steadily on—men who are acquiring 

knowledge by their commendable efforts to impart it; and we have earnest inquirers who, in seeking instruction, 

stimulate to research. 

Our greetings, therefore, are conveyed to old and young writers, readers, and inquirers indeed to all 

who aid in tbe realisation of the desire for pleasant and fruitful gardens, and a long period of horticultural 

prosperity. 
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INDEX. 

ABBERLEY HAI.L, 318 
Aberaman House. 322 
A calypha tricolor for decora live 

purposes, 34n 
Achinienes, 282 
Adiantums, 111;cuneatum and 

Pacotti, 126; dolabriforme, 
225; Hegrandi, 235; regime, 
518: cuneatum, 525 

Agatbata coelestis, 516 
Agriculture, tropical, 272 
Ailantus glandulma 292 
Ailamandas, 216, 549 ; A. Hen- 

dersoni (Wardleana), 341 
Alnwick Castle. 296 
Amaryllises, 803 ; culture of, 

193; at rest, 360 ; reticulata, 
468 

Amateur.what's an ? 4.°8 
Amateur’s rineiy in autumn, 

244 
Amberboa moschata, 516 
American plants. 124 
Anderton’s, a dinner at, 538,566 
Anemone Fannini, 337 
Annals of Botany, 116 
Annuals for spring flowering, 

Anthurium Veitehi, 560 
Antirrhinums, spotted, 360 
Antwerp, shows at in 1888,469 
Apples—spues, thinning, 42 ; 

crop in Canada, 91; Cooling’s 
Beauty, 120; tree leaves 
spotted, 128; cold storage of, 
139 ; in Yorkshire, 163; leaves 
blotched, 218; Court I’endit 
Plat, 227 ; late, 281; for or¬ 
chard, 284; selections of for 
Great Britain, 271; and Pears, 
stocks for, 309 ; Bismarck and 
Gascoigne’s Seedling, 825; 
Bear grafted on, 320; Brain- 
ley’s Seedling, 416; Notting¬ 
hamshire, 444 ; Nutmeg Pip¬ 
pin. 482 ; and Plums for 
market, 482; Potts’ Seedling, 
505; notes on the, 541 

Apple trees, scale on, 438; 
enemies, 494 

Apple and Pear Congress at 
Fdlnbnrgh, 271 

Arboricuitnral (English) So¬ 
ciety, 156 

Armstrong Park, 186 
Artichokes, Globe,2l5 
Ashton Court,, n> tes from. 468 
Ashhurne House. Sunderland, 

276 
Asparagus culture, 97, 268. 271, 

291 ; varie'ies, raising plants, 
154; transplanting, and ma¬ 
nures for, 191; thinningseed¬ 
ling, 219; notes on culture, 
223: teds, salting, 328 ; the 
cultivation of the,312 ; beds, 
372 ; forcing, 435, 548; nlu- 
mosus, 525; manuring, 64 

Aspleninma. 110 
Attlee, death of Mrs., 494 
Auriculas, descriptions of. f0; 

•descriptions of, green-edged, 
91; grey-edged, descriptions 
of, 123; descriptions of, 142; 
descriptions of seifs. 209; 
Page's Champion, 540, 561 

Auricula (National) and 
Primula Society, suggestions, 
356 

Auriculas (Scottish) Society’s 
Meeting, 494 

Autumn work, 353 
Avondale. Bath, 276 
Azaleas, 18, 808; dividing, 284 ; 

hardy, S92,425 

APMTNTOW, NOTES PROM, 383 
” >t I la-t-burnin g, 356 
Bmns'ey, Annnal Meeting of 

the Yorkshire Association ni 
Horticultural Societies at,... 

Bath, jottings from, 276 
Bath snow, 234 

Beans, Kidney,391,215; preserv¬ 
ing, 42 

Beaulieu, Mr. Gray’s garden at, 
18! 

Bedding plants—for spring, 18; 
propagating, 149 

Bedford chrysanthemum So¬ 
ciety, 336 

Bedford show, 57 
Bees—practical bee-keeping, 19, 

79. 149. 191, 238,282, 3'6, 37.1, 415, 
458, 526, 672; apiarian notes, 
h ngle ease hives - bee-keep¬ 
ing queries, 41 : notes on 
swarming, foundation, win¬ 
tering, seutions, 64; notes on 
the weather, the heather, 
disease of bees, lioney fairs, 
102; notes on, 126, 261; Hants 
and Isle of Wight Bee-keepers’ 
Show, 163; Cyprian and Car- 
niolian bees, 103; a li’avy 
honey yield, 102; crowding 
bees in winter, 126; the best 
hive in creation, standard 
h ve, foreign bees, Svrian 
bees, 127 ; gathering honey 
from Wheat, 127; Cyprian 
ami other foreign varieties, 
172; at the moors, mead, 
visiting flowers, 19*> ; hints to 
beginners, 21G, 347. 550; hives, 
216; robber bees, drones, 217; 
North bf Scotland Apiarian 
Society, 217; May sickness, 
240 ; swarm ng, queens de¬ 
throned. 2*i; in a box, weather 
and honey, heather season, 
preparations for winter, sus¬ 
pend in? sect.ions, 304; ternner 
of bees, Cyprians, 305; pre¬ 
paring for next summer, 347; 
large swarms, 347 ; swarming 
v. non-swarming, 348 ; comb 
foundation, 348: the past 
honey season, .348; odourless 
foul brood, 371 ; term of a 
bee’s life, number of eggs laid 
by a queen. 340 ; honey 
strainer, the weather, Syrian 
bees 393; the distance bees 
fly. 303 ; Biccillns minor, 
416; in-and in breeding,4.37 ; 
dronesin November, 437; dis¬ 
tance of flying, 459; curing 
foul brood. 48<>; fertile work¬ 
ers, odourless foul brood. 481; 
wearing our. at the Heather, 
503 ; distance oF flying, re¬ 
swallowing honev, gathering 
honev, 504 ; odourless foul 
brood, 527 ; placing bees at 
the Heather, 527 ; wintering 
bees, 550 ; queen rearing 
stand and feeder, 551; dis¬ 
tance from Heather, 573 

Beetroot, storing, 345 
Begonias—tuberous, 3, 28, 101, 

216 495; at Forest Hill, 3, 228 ; 
new,32; unhealthy,42; Clari- 
bel and Ro.-a com pacta, 53; 
Edelweiss, Major Lendy, 
Shirley H bberd, 76; at Ye> 
vil, 272; ,344; John Ileal, 360 ; 
Adonis. 402, 408 

Belgian horticulturists, meet¬ 
ing, of, 81, 250. 539 

Belladonna Lilies, 273 
Benefit and I’rovident Society, 

United Horticultural,323 
Beta maritima, a substitute for 

Spinach, 333 
Bilston, new park at, 8 
Birmingham, lectures on gar¬ 

dening at, 3.36 
Blackberries, American, 805 
Black Hamburgh Grapes, late, 

259 
Blots in gardens, 177 
Bocconia cordat i, 227 
Bolbopbylluin barbigerum,6 
Bones, dissolving, 42 
Bone flour, steamed, 552 
Book, review of: Dir. A. F. 

Barron’s Vine and Vine cul¬ 
ture. 342 

Borecole, Jellico’s Hearting, 494 

Botanic(Royall Society’s Even¬ 
ing Fete. 26; dates of shows in 
1888, 517 

Bougainvillea g’abra, 216, 549; 
splendens, 241 

Bouquets, exhibiting and judg¬ 
ing, 468. 483, 545, 445, 563 

Bouvardia®, 2 50 ; President 
Cleveland, 360, 367 ; at Roe- 
ham pton. 425 ; the culture of, 
538, 558, 572 

Briars from seed and cuttings, 
350 

Brighton and Sussex Floricul- 
t.urai Society, 116 

Brighton Show, 233 
Broccoli, 548 
Bulbs how to grow, 9; the 

Dutch trade in, 54; notes on, 
60; replanting, 160; peeling 
ar’d storing, 241 ; beds, 386 

Bullfluches and fruit trees, 
424 

Burton-in Lonsdale Floral and 
Horticultural Society, 204 

CABBAGE AND CELERY SHOW, 
25) 

Cabbages, antumn-sown, 12 5, 
259 ; blindness in, 218 

Calanthes, 30, 178. 436 ; at Ewell, 
223 ; Halli, 408; in baskets, 
496 ; at liaby, 516; sangui- 
naria. 518 

Calceolarias, raising, 65; 303, 
369. 572 

Caledonian (Royal) Society’s 
I |Show, 59 
Cal las. 260; leaves spotted. 262 1 
Camellias, 18. 303 ; in mid-win¬ 

ter, 556 ; notes on the. 551 
Canker in fruit frees, 424 
Cannas, new, 162; 525 
Oanwlck Dal), Orchids at, 381 
Cape Gooseberry culture, 196 
Cardiff and its gardens, 379 
Cardiff Castle,404 
Carnation and Picotee Shows, 

71,121 
Carnations— Alice Ayres, 76; 

tree, 101; layering, mi; Mrs. 
Reynolds Hole, 139 ; Souvenir 
de la Malmaison. 162: 803; 
Pride of Pen^hnrst, 447, 470, 
434 ; Paul Engleheart, 470 ; 
Mrs. C. Hawtrey, 434 447 ; for 
winter, 532; 518 

Carpet bed, a Jubilee, 248 
Carter’s Provident Sick Fnud, 

425 
Castle Coch, 405; Vineyard, 427 
Oatasetnm Bungerothi. 120 
Caterpillars, destructive, 350 
Cattleya G-askelliina, 89; Ame- 

siana, 134 ; 436 ; Ltwrenci- 
ana rosea snperba, 418: and 
Lffilias, 472 ; sororia, 516; ci- 
trina, culture of. 564 

Cauliflower Dean’s Snowball, 8, 
31; 70,259; Veitch’s Autumn 
Giant, 345 

Cedar of Lebanon, 251 
Celery, earthing, 3u2; at, Kal¬ 

in agoo, 561 
Celery Sho at Kendal, 293 
CeJosias, 18. 346 
Cereus grandlflorus, 91 
Chats wort h, notes from, 4G7 
Cheadle Show, 163 
Chei la tithes odora, 174 
Chelsea, a day at 564 
Chemistry of vegetation, 286 
Cherries— Morelio, 21; Reine 

Hort^nse, 103 ; Emperor 
Francis, 120; under glass, 303; 
leaves blistered. 372 

Cherry House, 101, 525 ; work 
in,479 

Chertsey Show, 33 
Chestnuts, Gunnersbnry, 470 
Chinchonas, introduction of to 

the Nilgiris, 339 
Chiouodoxa Lucili®, 416 

Chiswick, a critique of trials at, 
45; vegetable trials at, 161 

Chiswick Show, 58 
Chiswick Gardeners’ Mutual 

Improvement Association, 
470, 56 ) 

Carnation and Picotee Society 
(National). Northern Section, 

Christmas in Canada, 561; 
Christmas Roses (Hellebores) 
559 

Church decorating, 535 
Chrysanthemums — Madame 

T> ^granges,31.204 ; 4 j ; dwarf, 
123; eaten, 128; bug, 150; 
growers at Swahley, 164; 
notes, 288 : prospects of the 
season in the nortn, 289 ; top¬ 
ping plants, early blooms 
challenge plate at Huil,3Ll; 
L’Africaine, J. W. Cobbett, 
325 ; insects on, 328 : at the 
Inner Temple, 336 ; Finsbn y 
Park, 3:38; list of shows, 338 ; 
protection for, 34;; shows, 
certificating, at Camberwell 
and Putney, 362; Edouard 
Audigii'cr, 363 ; at Morden 
Park, the Hull challenge cup, 
314; Mrs. J. Wright and Mary 
Ouvray certificated, 367; leaf 
miner, 372-; Mr. Garnar, 381; 
Mrs. J. Wright, 384; size of 
stand for, 394 : notes — Mr. 
Mease and the Hull Challe nge 
Cup. 387; new varieties, 387; 
at Chelsea, 887 ; »t Roehamp- 
ton, Warren House, Finsbury 
Park, mid Hackney. 368 ; Mr. 
A. Salter’s varieties, 388 ; 
northern shows, 389 ; measur¬ 
ing blooms, 389; notes, at 
Swanley, 3)9; Forest Hill, 
Chllwell, 400; northern and 
southern growers, 401; the 
Hull Vase controversy, 401, 
423; early varieties, saving 
seed, 4)5 ; measuring, 448 ; 
stands for, 46»; a review of 
the past season, 464 ; chal¬ 
lenge cups, 471; sports, Mrs. 
Norm in Davis. Charles Gib¬ 
son, 47t; an old, in France, 
judging, 471 ; the scieuce of 
judging, 485 ; in America, 
49'; at Woodcote, Down ham 
and Walton Lea, equal prizes, 
Mrs. N. Davis, Amy Furze, 
Hull cap. 499 ; new, 505 ; at 
Leeds, Edinburgh, P iris, and 
Perry Ilill, 500 ; judging by 
ballot, 500; Hans Nieniind, 
5)7; Lord Everslev, 518; 
leif-mining insect (Tryptera 
artemisia>),528; Shows, Rival, 
523 ; house at Chilwell, M9 ; 
judging,524; class, a represen¬ 
tative. 622; class cards, 522; 
challenge vases, 522, 524 ; 
Eccles and Alnwick shows, 
523; Amy Furze, 523 ; at Ash¬ 
ton Hall. 523 ; new, 541; Amy 
Furze challenge vases, 546 ; 
a repre?entative Chrysanthe¬ 
mum class, 547; rival shows, 
547 ; useful varieties, 567 ; 
judging, early varieties, new 
varieties. 568; Amy Furze,568 

Chrysanthemum Shows-Corn 
Exchange London, South¬ 
ampton, ’390 ; Crystal Palace, 
4')H ; Havant, Kingston, 409; 
Highgate,4L<); Exeter, Brigh¬ 
ton. 411; National Chrysan¬ 
themum Society, 412; Croy¬ 
don, 419; Huddersfield, 426 ; 
Portsmouth, 429 ; Brixton, 
Lewisham, 430; Bath, 431 ; 
Weston-super-Mare, 432 ; As¬ 
cot, 433; Street, Newport, 
Walton, 433; Putney. Twick¬ 
enham. Sheffield, 4J4 ; Ips¬ 
wich, 435 ; Falmouth, Devizes, 
418; Wells,Clonmel, Watford, 
4)9; Winchester, Cuckfleld, 
450; Lincoln, 451; Birming¬ 
ham, 452; Kyue,Rugby,York, 

CH RYSANTHEMUM SHOWS— 
continued— 

Chiswick, Colchester, 453; 
Wimbledon, Barnsley, Salis¬ 
bury, 454; Hull,455; Beading, 
Wokingham, Sheffield, 456 ; 
Bolton, 471; Faversham, 472; 
St. Albans,473 ; Buckingham, 
Beverley, Bristol, 474 ; Bed¬ 
ford, 475; Fareham. Chiches¬ 
ter, and Pontefract, 476: Wel¬ 
lington and Liverpool, 477 

Chrysanthemum Society (Na¬ 
tional), 236, 368, 469 ; Floral 
Comrn ttee, 321, 447, 495, 336 ; 
General Committee Meeting, 
381; annual dinner, 522 

Cigars, home-made. 1.5 
Cinerarias leaves disfigured, 20; 

3;9 
Cladosporiumfulynm on Toma¬ 

toes. 429 
Clerodendron Balfourianutn, 

216. 549 
Clovenfords, the Grapes at, 323 
Coelogyne corrugata, 173; cris- 

Lata, 4:37 
Coffee leaf disease. 88 
Cottagers and amateurs exhi¬ 

biting. 574 
Cragside, Rothbnry, 251 
C run urns, note-) on 397,406, 407 
Crotons, propagating, 148 
Croydon Flower Show, 9 
Crystal Palace Fruit and Dahlia 

Show, 210 ; judging at, 205, 
221, 228, 251,277 ; Fruit Show, 
317 

Cucumbers in July, 18; notes 
on, 28 ; plants, "clubbing at 
the roots, 42; in a cold frame, 
218; in America, 272 ; 282 ; late 
fra'ting plants, 326; in win¬ 
ter, 436, 549 

Cultivation, deep versus shal¬ 
low, 199 : deep, 389 

Cycas fruits, 128 
Cyclamens, 18, 346; insects on, 

3*2 
Cyperns altenrfolius, 471 
Cypripediuin insigne, 39’; or- 

phanurn, 120, 134 ; praes-ans, 
179; Harrisianum superbum, 
325; 515 

DAFFODILS FOR TOTS, 150; 
287 

Dahlias, Cactus and decorative, 
241; certificated, 278 

Dahlia Show (National), 211 
Dahlias, analyses of at the 

National Show, 313 
Damsons, the Farleigh, 228 
Dtvaliias, 110; tenuifolla 

Veitchiana, 111 
Delphiniums, 109 
Dendrobiums, 437, 562 ; Stra- 

tiotes, 236 ; formosum gigan- 
teurn, 517; nobile, 517 

Dendrochiium filiforme, 223 
Deutzias, 392 
Digging and drenching, 501; 

notes on. 333 
I) ip laden las, 249 
Disa graudidora, 159 
Dracaenas. 10 
Drayton Manor Gardens, 357 
Drought, the recent, 86; at 

Cardiff, 116; and its lessons; 
181; and it^ effects. 300,334 

deep v. shallow working, 311 
Dry weather, notes for, l 
Duumore Show, 165 

EAGLE HOUSE, DOWNHAM 
Grapes at, 467 

Ealing Show, 33 
Earwigs and fruit, 191 
Eastcliffe House, Orchids at, 382 
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Edinburgh Show, 232 
Edinburgh Apple and Pear 

Congress, Report, 270 
Edinburgh, horticultural sap¬ 

per in, 540 
Elder, the Go'den, 162,250, 274 
Elford Ila'l Gardens, 141 
Endive. 215 
Eranthis hyemalis, 272 
Ericas, 18 ; summer dowering 

species,94 ; Shan noniana, 94 : 
ampullacea, 95; mundula, 438 

Eryngium giganteom, 8y 
Esher Show, 95 
Essex Field Club, £92 
Eucharis amazonica, 282 ; spoil¬ 

ing and restoring, 316; fre¬ 
quent flowering of, 840; cul¬ 
ture, 343; and Gardenia cul¬ 
ture, 438 

Eupatoriums,260 
Evergreens, transplanting, 260; 

for winter, 392 
Exhibition, plants for, 218 
Exhibits and judging, 294 
Eyles, Mr. G* death of, 516 

Farm —Forage crops, 21, 
43 ; permanent or temporary 
pastures, 22 ; Royal Agricul¬ 
tural Show, New-castle-on- 
Tyne, 44; the drought, 65; 
Hessian Fly, 66; cropping a 
farm, 81,105,129; iron sulphate 
v. parasitic fungi, 106 ; effects 
of drought, expei iments, 151; 
grten crops, 174, 197; Hessian 
fly enemies, 198; keeping a 
cow, 219, 263; Michaelmas, 
285,306,329,351; farmers und 
their cattle, 107 ; true and 
false Hessian fly, 308; seeds 
and roots at the Hairy Show, 
330; report of seed harvest, 
330; agricultural education, 
352 ; progress, 395, 439, 483, 
506 ; Wheat growing, 374; 
prize farm and cropping, 
418; Progress and educa¬ 
tion, 461; distinguishing sex 
of Guinea Fowls, 484 ; the 
"Wheat crop, 484 ; Essex As¬ 
sociation’s rules, 507; ma¬ 
nures (Mr. l.uckhurst’s pa¬ 
per), 5(8 ; breaking up layers, 
529; manures in relation to 
agriculture, 530 ; Potatoes 
for cows, 530; cultivation, 
553 ;quality, quail t ty, depres¬ 
sion, 554; poor pasture, 130 

Fareham, 257 
Fareham Show', 59 
Fasciated stems, 89 
Fernery, hanging baskets for a 

cool, 110 
Ferns for baskets, 110 ; for warm 

house, 224; winter treatment 
of, 354 

Fertilisation of Grapes, 375 
Ficus elastica variegata, 116 
Figs in pots and planted out, 

260 ; early iu pots, 391; early 
trees plaLted out, 414; forcing, 
457, 100 

Filberts and cobnuts, 571 
Fir tree branches withering, 373 
Flora of West Yorkshire, 91 
Floral decorations, 243 ; at 

Regent’s Park, 26 
Florists’ flowers, seasonable 

notes on, 384 
Flow’er garden at Easton Lodge, 

Essex, 90 
Flowers in 'East Lothian, 222; 

fertilisation of, 341; iarming 
in south Fram e, 344; struc¬ 
ture of and insect fertilisa¬ 
tion, 365, 389 ; packing, 83 

Flower garden, 260, 346. 356, 442, 
540 

Flower show (co-operative) at 
South Kensingtou, 90 

Flowering plants for a thrub- 
bery border, 395 

FogSjithe effects of on plants, 470 
Forcing, early, 436 
Forget-me-nots, raising, 64 
Fowler, death ui Mr. Archibald, 

16 L 
Foxglove, a peculiar, 5 
Frames unhealed in winter, 103; 

me of cold, 150 
France, horiiculture and agri¬ 

culture of, 493 
Froine Show, 121 
Frost—in the-north, 138; in Sur¬ 

rey, 161; early, 216; preparing 
for, 260; early, 292; and its 
effects, 466 

Fruit—packing, 23, 29 ; culture 
iu Jersey, 107 ; and flowers— 
transit of, 160; the supply of 
and packing tor market, 163; 
gathering and sioring, 196; 
crops and the storms, 204 ; 
trees in pots, 2U4; remarks on 
hardy,265; showing and judg¬ 
ing, 278 ; facts about, 279; 
exhibition at the (Jhilwell 
nurseries, 427 ; from Huppas 
House, N.B., 425 ; storing, 460 

Fruit trees — cankered and 
cured, 226 ; root priming, 281; 
for a south wall, 284 ; trans¬ 
planting and root pruning, 
295; planting, 343; on w’alis, 
394 ; canker in, 424; hardy, 
480 ; for kitchen garden walls, 
512 ; protecting, 528 ; manure 
for, 524 ; winter dressing lor, 
571 

Furnishing vases when the 
flowers are few, 119 

Furze for banks, 340 

GAILLARDIAS, 85 
Garden pest, 70, 9) 
Garden, study in a, 206 
Gardeners, old and new, 353; 

advice to journeymen, 423; 
under, and exhibitors, 546 

Gardeners’ Orphan Fund, 2, 73, 
408 ; List, £04; list of local 
secretaries, 293 ; finances, 489; 
General Meeting, 24 

Gardenias, 457 
Gardening lectures at Birming¬ 

ham,; 36 
Gelasine azurea, 357 
Gesneras, 282 
Ghent, Royal Agricultural and 

Botanical Society of, 3L 
Ghent Quinquennial Show in 

1888,469 
Gishuretine, 337 
Gladioli in Scotland. 99; corms 

and mites, 196; The Bride, 262; 
notes, 380; reduced prices of, 
4C3 

Glasgow, Horticultural Shows 
470, 561 

Glasgow Pansy Show, 93 
Glasgow Show. 233 
Glazing with white-lead and 

sand, 321 ; bars for glass 
houses, 89 

Gloriosas, 249; superba, 272 
Gloucester Show, 254 
Gloxinias, 282; leaves dis¬ 

figured, 20 
Gooseberry cm tings, 372 ; prun¬ 

ing the, 557 
Gourock, Mr. Campbell’s nur¬ 

sery at 99 
Grafting Pears on Apples, 271; 

notes on, 309 
Grape9-Madresfield Court, 6 ; 

ripening, 84 ; growing in Jer¬ 
sey, 107; Carmichael s Seed¬ 
ling, 120; shanking, 128; 
Black Hamburgh, varieties 
of, 128; methods of keeping, 
201; judging at the Crystal 
Palace, 205, 221, 228, 251, 277 ; 
houses of ripe, 215 ; abnormal 
production of. 218; not colour¬ 
ing, 218; B'ack Muscatel (Mo¬ 
rocco), 263; late, 259; Black 
Hamburgh uot colouring,305; 
judging, 311 ; wine, making, 
373; fertilisation,stoning,and 
swelling of, 375; facts about, 
398 ; Gros< olman, not colour¬ 
ing, 428 ; Lady Downe’s, nn- 
satisfactoiy, 438 ; at Ipswich, 
426; keeping thin skinned 
436; setting, stoning, and 
swelling, 442,536 ; for quality, 
445 ; not colouring, 448; at 
Eagle Home, Howuham, 467 ; 
Barbarossaand Alicante, 482 ; 
Lady Howne’s, 527 ; facts 
about, 534; Ma-dresfield 
Court, Black Hamburgh,and 
Gros Guillaume, .584; pro¬ 
duction, rapid, 585 ; insect 
enemies of the, 558 

Grasshopper plague iu Algeria, 
9 

Greenhouse, heating a small, 
394 438 ;. removing, 552 

Gronping’plants, 75 
Grubs, destroying, 548 
Guelder Roses, 392 
Gumming of Cucumbers and 

Melons, 561 
Gunnera scabra, 173 

HABENARIA MIIITARIS, 235 
Halesia retrapte a, 425 
Hallamshire Show. 187 
Hampton Court Gardens, 137 
Harding, death of Mr.. 320 
Harpalium rigidurn, 162 
Hastie, death of Mr. 'I'., 31 
Hawke, death of Lord, 493 
Hawkfnirst Show, 57 
Heale, deatn of Mr. William, 336 
Heaths, summer flowering, 94 
Heathfleld House,229 
Heating, hints on, 204 
Hedera Helix canariensis, 470 
Hedges, plunts for, 262 
Helensburgh Rose Show, 99 
Helicophyllum Alberti, 560 
Heliotropes, 346, 572 
Hellebores,559; notes on Dlant- 

inv, 377 
Hepaticas, double, 536 
Hessian fly, 175 
Hexham .Nurseries. 498 
Hibiscus roots, warts on, 438 
Hindlip Gaidens, 491 
Higbgate Show, 77 
Hui House, Langport, 278 
Hole, Canon, appointment as 

Hean of Rochester, 516 
Holeyn Hall, 340 
Holiday in the south, 135, 202 
Hollies, a bed of, 297 
Holiyhock3, 155, 201, 228, 444, 

267, 291, 32L 
Holloway, notes at, 541 
Hooker, Copley medal to Sir 

Joseph, 493 
Horseradish bed, making a, 284 
Horsetails for florists, 321 
Horticultural (Ruyal) Society- 

meetings, 32,76, 89,120, 160,235, 
278, 324, 408, 428, 513, 518, 539; 
Professor Foster’s re - or¬ 
ganisation scheme, 68 ; 
and provincial support, 191 ; 
Floral Committee at Chis¬ 
wick, 210 ; publications, 250 ; 
vegetable competition, 366 ; 
leaving South Kensington, 

HORTICULTURAL (ROYAL) 
SOCIETY—continued— 

446; past and present position, 
463; donations and subscrip¬ 
tions, the Society’s charter, re¬ 
model ling the Society, 544 ; 
trials at Chiswick, 545; Coun¬ 
cil and Committee meetings 
in 1888, 560 

Horiicultuial (United) Benefit 
Society, 292 ; twentv - first 
anniversary dinner, 323 

Horticultural Club, meetings of 
the, 337, 423, 516 

Hotbed, making a, 574 
Hoveas, 269 
Hutt, death of Mr., 225 
Hyacinths, useful, 238 
Hybrids fertile, 426 
Hybridising and cross fertilisa¬ 

tion, 521, 569 
Hydrangea—stellataflorepleno, 

20; propagating, 62; dwarf, 602 

IMPATIENS HAWKERT, 457 
Indian experiences, 88, 100, 214, 

256, 280, 338, 358, 382 
Insects—at flower shows, 115; 

attacking Vines, 143; and hot 
water, 321; enemies of garden 
crops : the Grape, 558 

Inula glandulosa, 273 
Irises—Spanish, 10; Krempferi 

varieties,32; Saari var. lurida, 
337; whit^, 872 

Irrigation in Australia, 139 
Isle of Wight, notes in, 135,202 

JASMINUM GRACILLIMUM, 241; 
Reeve si, 535 

Jersey, notes in, 107 
Jesmond Dene, 186; Lord 

Armstrong's garden, 229 
Jolmston, death of Mr. G., 336 
Jubilee carpet bed, 248 
Jubilee tree planting, 447 
Judging—criticism of, 221; at 

the Crystal Palace, 205, 221, 
228, 251, 277; Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, the science of, 487 

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, 424 
Kendal Celery Show, 293 
Kew Bulletin and Colonial 

fruits, 404 
Kew bulletin, 516 
Kingston ( lirysanthemum So¬ 

ciety, 517; annual meeting, 
540 

Kinver, seed selection at, 113 
Kitchen garden—work in the 

38, 125,548 ; walks for a, 395 ; 
autumn work in the, 391; 
walls, tree-< for, 512 

Kitchen gardening, 77 

LABKL REST, A NEW, 9 
Laburnums, 523 
Lacharme, death of Mr. Fran¬ 

cois, 425, 511 
Ladybirds, swarm of, 250 
Ltelia anceps, 479, 563 ; Bate- 

manniana, 33, 55; rosea, 134 
Laing, Mr. John, 56L 
Lambton Castle, 207 
Landolphia fiorida, 494 
Lapagerias-rosea, Nash Court 

variety, 381; 525; at Chelsea, 
566 

Larkhall, 276 
Laurus nobilis, 424 
Lawns—in autumn, 245 ; tennis 

ground, making a, 382; im¬ 
proving. 416 

Leaf soil, preparing, 557 
Leaves, preserving the colours 

of, 438 
LeedsClirysanthemumShow,336 
Leeks, show of, 447 
Leicester Show, 122 
Lettuce—Early Paris Market, 

123; and Endive in frames, 
302 

Lewisham Show, 77 
Lilacs, Marie Lequay, 10 
Lilies—in sun or shade, 267; 

under glass, 414; at Duneevan, 
518 

Lilies of the Valley, culture of, 
205, 305. 502 

Liliums, 10 ; Harrisi, 70 ; japoni- 
cum Colchesteri, 115 ; for 
shrubberies, 162; L. neil- 
gherrense, 173; Browni, cul¬ 
ture of, 284; speciosum and 
its varieties, 358 

Limes, caterpillar on, 128 
Lime-superphosphate of, 128; 

for Rose beds, 219 
Liquorice culture, 42 
Liverpool Show. 96 
Liverpool Horticultural Asso¬ 

ciation, annual meeting, 521 
Lobelias—Duchess of Suther¬ 

land, 31; Wave of Blue, I16 
London’s lesser open spaces— 

Chelsea, 273; 446 
Lyca9tes—Skiuneri, 479; plana 

Measures]'ana, 516 
Lychnis viscaria fl. pi., 57 

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIUM WINE, 
8 

Maidenhead Show, 166 
Manchester Show, 255 
Manchester. Apple and Pear 

Show at, 336 
Manures—artificial, 28 ; for hot 

weather, 85; for Mushrooms, 
218; applying, 333, 501; pre¬ 
paring, 4s9; in relation to 
agricu ture, 530 ; Odam’s hor¬ 
ticultural, 517; 552; heaps, 
558; odourless, 659 

Marguerite Cloth of Gold, 337 
Market garden, a large, 381 
Market plant nursery, 117 
Marigolds in pots, 495 
Masdevallia Cufex, 236; to 

varensis, 437 
Maxillaria picta grandiflora, 

479 
Melons, 18 ; forcing, 100; Long- 

leat Perfection, 128; roots 
clubbed, 150; notes on, 224; 
raising, 2i7 ; in autumu, 302, 
3J6; inl8'7,376 

Mealy bug, eradicating, 492 
Memories of a tour, 361,404 
Mesembryanthemums, propa¬ 

gating, 227 
Meteorological observations— 

in Notts, 227; report from 
Hodsock Priory,293; at Work¬ 
sop, 425 

Meteorological Society (Royal), 
517, 470, 567 

Metropolitan Public Gardens 
Association, 320 

Microsperma bartonioides, 562 
Mignonette—standards, 62 ; in 

pots, 534 
Mildew and oil, 321 
Mildew on Roses,376 ; destroy¬ 

ing with oil and sulphur, 487 
Millipedes, garden infested 

with, £19 
Mina lobata, 333 
Mistletoe, notes on the, 537 
Moore, memorial stone to the 

late Mr. T., 72; death of Mrs., 
494 

Morina betonicoides, 494 
Morley House, bt. Helier’s, 107 
Moulsey Show, 59 
Mulching, 182 
Muscat of Alexandria, late, 259 
Mushroom — culture. 158; iu 

pastures, 196; culture, good, 
222; 259 ; growing in a tunnel, 
266 

Mutisia decurrens, 209 

NANNAU PARK, 137 
Narcissi, polting, 238 
Nectarine Peach, 3i 6 
Neilgherry Hills,2.55 
Nerine Manselli, 518 
Newbury Show, 123 
Newcastle ou-Tyne Autumn 

Show, 90 
Newcastle-on-Tyne Show, 212 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, * parks of, 

185; gardens around, 229,315 
Newton Hall, 340 

OAKWOOD ORCHIDS, 316 
Octoberfiowering perennials,310 
Odontoglossums —crispnm, 6 ; 

40; Harryanum, 87; Schrcede- 
rianum, 236, 257 ; Pescatorel 
Germinyanuin, 516; ramosis- 
simurn. 541 

Odoutoglossum house, work in 
the, 479 

Oil and sulphur on hot-water 
pipes, 487 

Oil on hot-water pipes, 350 
Oleanders not flowering,372 
Oncidium das\ style, Dr. Wood- 

foorde’s variety, 66; micropo- 
gon, 56L 

Onions, large. 80; at Chiswick, 
16L; sowfng,170; winter, 204; 
harvesting,215; storing, 345 

Oranges and Lemons, culti¬ 
vated, 336 

Orange, the Otalieite, 293 
Orchids, 6; Mr. Charlcsworth’s, 

56; notes on, 134,223,515; cool, 
tare for, 159 ; in the open air, 
Dr. Duke’s, 178 ; atTulse Hill, 
257 ; paper on, 272 ; at East- 
wood Park,277; at Westbrook, 
277 ; comp st about the roots 
of, 290 ; at My In hurst, Shef¬ 
field, 334; at Arnot Hill, 355; 
at Lincoln, 382 ; at Morden 
Park, 424 ; Oncidium da^y- 
style,495 ; chierophorum, 496; 
at Upper llolloway, 541; Den- 
drobiums,562; Lidia anceps, 
563 ; at Veitch’s, 566 

Orchid Album, Williams’, 87, 516 
Oxalis brasiliensis, 170 
Oxford Rose Society's Show, 31 

PiEONIA ALBIFL )RA, 230 ; P. 
officinalis lobata, 517 

Pieonies—Moutan. 312 ; 460 
Palms for rooms, 439 
Pansies, properties and culture, 

350; cuttings, striking, 4U3 ; 
double, 535 

Parsley, 259 
Passion Flower, priming, 21 

Teaches-culture, 16,326 ; man¬ 
agement of, 61; the Dymond, 
226 ; Gregory’s Late, 262; Dr. 
Hogg and Royal George, 305; 
In autumn, 369 ; forcing, 502 ; 
In winter, 548 

Peach trees—cropping, 42 ; bor¬ 
ders for, 148 ; cropping, 305; 
luxuriant, 328 

Pears—tree slug, 104; Madlle. de 
Solanve, 120 ; Chiswick report 
on, 153; gathering. 262; graft- . 
ing on Apples, 271, 293 ; se¬ 
lection of for Great Britain* 
271; late, 281; decaying at the 
core, 284 ; October. 337; un¬ 
healthy, 350; Dr. Hogg, 381 ; 
Doyennd du Comice, 394 ; 
regralting, 395 ; renovating, 
461; twelve good, 465 

Peas — prolific, 53 ; Invincible 
Blue Sweet, 2a2 ; William 
Hurst, Abbot’s Duchess, 181; 
deep sowing, 204 

Pelargoniums—double flowered 
Ivy-leaved. 9, 27. 260; at St. 
Neots, 90; French and Fancy, 
101 : Zonal, 251, 260 ; at Chil- 
wel 1,342 ; scented, 369 French, 
fancy, and zonal, 571 

Perennials for October, 310; for 
town gardens, 872 

Petroleum as an insecticide, 323 
l’haius grandiflora, 178 
Plialamopsis Maria}, 494 
Phylloxera in California, 561 
Pines—forcing, 2L5,549 ; young 

plants in winter, 457 
Pinery, constructing, 395 
Pinks, notes on, 109 
Pitcher Plants at Chelsea, 381 
Pits, forcing, 302 
Plants—met hod of certificating, 

53; the mterdependence of, 
89; chemical composition of, 
E8; drought enduring, 132; 
for halls and co ridors, 150; 
Mr Cypher’s, and how he 
grows them, 144 ; in rooms, 
147 ; neglected, 249 ; for exhi¬ 
bition, 263 ; cleaning, 300, 323, 
338 ; certificating old, 403 ; 
hardy, increasing, 420 ; 
names, 545, 570 

PLANTS CERTIFICATED- 
Adiantuin Regime, 518. As- 
plenium scandens, 160.-Be¬ 
gonias (Tuberous): Prince of 
Urange, Mrs. Lewis Castle, 
aiba magna, Jupiter, Snow- 
ba 1, Jubilee, Perfection, 
Adonis, Lustre,32; Edelweiss, 
Major Leudy, Shirley Hib- 
berd, 76 ; John Heal, 4(8. 
Berberis aristata integripe- 
tala,33. Bouvardi President 
Cleveland, 367.-Calanthe 
Halli, 408; sanguinaria, 518. 
Carnation Amber, pink Sou- 
ven.r de la Maluiaison, 33; 
Alice Ayres, 76; Gravetye 
Gem, 77. Catasetum Bunge- 
rotlii, 120. Chrysanthemum 
l’Africaine, "Win. Cobbett,325; 
Mrs. J. Wright, Marie Ouvray, 
367; Mr. Ralph Brocklebank, 
Edouard Andiguier, 408; Lord 
Eversley, 518; Elsie, Macau¬ 
lay, 368 ; Mr. Garnar, Amy 
Furze, C. Orchard, Mrs. Beale, 
408; Edwiu Molyneux, 410; 
Mrs. M. Russell, Thorpe 
Junior, Gorgeous, Sarah 
Owen, Charles Dickens, 4.3; 
Charles Gibson, Maggie 
Mitchell,Miss A. Lowe, Agnes 
Flight, album iiuibriatum, 
448 ; J. Collins, 495. Cypripe- 
uium orpbanum, 120; praes- 
tans, 160 ; Harrisianum super¬ 
bum, 825.-Dahlia Miss 
Gordon, 160; Maude Millett, 
Miss H. Uenshaw, Glow¬ 
worm, Lustrous, William Car- 
li>le, Purple Prince, Olivia, 
236; Canterbury Tales, Mrs. 
II. Whitfield, Frank Pearce, 
Plutarch, 278; Sidney Hol- 
lings, Malcolm, Miss Roberts, 
Henry Patrick, Zulu, Gr; ce, 
lsult, Janet, Nellie Cramond, 
Lady Emiiy Dyke, W. T. 
Avery, Mrs. Marsham, 237 ; 
Royalty, Blazer, Excelsior, 
William Carlisle, 212. Den- 
drobium stratiotes, 236. Disa 
cornuta, 160.-Epidendrum 
Parkiusonianuin, 33.-Gail- 
lardia Princess Royal, Wm. 
Kehvay, Wm. Roupell, 121 ; 
Admiral ion, 160. Gladiolus 
John Douiiny, Halle, Mary 
Anderson, Mrs. Edgar Wild, 
Bona via,El ton, Sullian, Paget, 
Stanley, Frank Miles, 160; 
Rupert, Irene, lolanthe, 237. 
Uabenaria militaris, 236, 
Hollyhock William Archer, 
Scarlet Gem, 121.-lresine 
Colernani, 236. Iris Kiemp- 
feri, Acquisition, Eclipse, Ex¬ 
quisite, 32 ; Criterion, Unique, 
33.-Ladia Bateman niaua,33. 
-Marigold (African)Leuion 
Queen, Prince of Orange, 120. 
Masdevallia Culex, 236.- 
Nepenthe Curtisi, 236. Nerine 
Manselli, 518.-Odoutoglos- 
BQin Vuylstekianum macula- 
turn, 33 ; Harryanum, 77 ; 
Schrcederianum, 236. Oplis- 
menus albidus, 236.-Pea 
(Sweet) Mauve Queen, Prim¬ 
rose, Splendour, 33. Pelargo¬ 
nium (Ivy-leaf) Souvenir of 
Caarles Turner, 237 ; (Zonal) 
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PLANTS CERTIFICATED—COtt- 
fl'ntud— 

Mrs. D. Saunders, Bridesmaid, 
495 Primula sinensis Brides¬ 
maid,518; Emperor, 448. Pteris 
claphamensis, 518.-Rhodo¬ 
dendron Thetis, 236. Rose 
Paul’s single White Perpetual, 
121.-Saccolab um Heathi, 
120. Streplocarpus Kewensis, 
Watsoni, 76.-Viola Lucy 
Ashton, 120 

Pleurothallis lamphropliylla, 
541 

Plumbago capensis alba, 4 >3 
Plums—Green Gage, 21 ; useful 

varieties of, 249 ; Mirabel le 
Petite, 284, 292, 350 ; under 
glass, 288 ; house for, 479 ; 
origin of Greengage, 505 ; 
pruning, 524; tree gumming, 
552 

Polemonium flavum, 494 
Polygonum Brunonis, 252 
Polystichum proliferum,148 
Pomegranate, double-flowered, 

162 
Pope’s Villa, 118 
Poplar leaves, insects on, 305 
Poppies, 10 
Portmadoc Show, 162 
Potatoes—Lemon Kidney, 42; 

in Yorkshire, 163 ; trials, 201; 
digging, 215; King ot the 
Russets, 320 ; late, 345 ; super¬ 
tubering, 509; at Wakefield, 
516 ; statistics, 539 

Poulett Lodge, Twickenham, 
118 

Power, Mr. F., 516 
Primulas—Reidi, 52, 321 ; ob- 

conica, seeding and growing, 
184; sinensis out of doors, 
272 ; Sapphirina, 321; erosa, 
425; sinensis Bridesmaid,518 ; 
the history and progress of 
P. sinensis, 668 

Primula Conference, report of 
the, 203 

Privet, goffien-edged, 4C3 
Prizes, winning and losing, 

419 6 
Propagating, late, 216 
Pterises, ill ; serrulata, 126; 

claphamensis, 518 
Pyretlirums, 109 

Quality, quantity, depres- 
sion, 487 

RABY CASTLE, 166 
Railway rates and producers, 91 
Ramsbottom Floral Society, 

116 
Rain in London, 138 
Ranunculuses, culture of, 482 
Raspberries—and dry weather, 

28; Lord Beaconsfield, 116 ; in 
autu inn, 336 

Reading, notes at, 255 ; show 
at, 188 

Rea spider and mildew, remedy 
against, 91 ; destroying, 174 

Review of book—Veitcn’s Or¬ 
chidaceous Plants, part 2, 472 

Rhododendrons, greenhouse,564 
Richmond Horticultural So¬ 

ciety, annual meeting of, 540 
Rock work, making, 5.6 
Rogieras, 269 
Roots for winter, 391 
Roots, excrescences on, 505 
Rosemary, 574 
Rose garden, Dr. Budd’s, 277 
Roses—in summer, 5; growing 

for beginners, 7; watering, 
29 ; 42 ; enfeebled, 42 ; sports, 
insects, 56; at Edinburgh, 
Scottish growers, 67 ; Earl of 
Dufferin and sir ltowiand 
Hill, 68; not opening, 81; 
sporting, 80 ; Marechal JSiet, 
house for, 1'>4 ; in pots, culture 
of, 114; Marechal Niel, 129; 
best for forcing, 151; Duchess 
of Albany, 22/ ; mildew on, 
228; at the National K*se So¬ 
ciety’s Metropolitan Show, 
18s7, 245; Roses Gloire de 
Dijon, Tea-scented, 272 ; 
Gloire de Dijon, 293 ; season 
of 1887,331 ; heps, 35o ; mildew 
on, 337,376; in pots, 350; plant¬ 
ing, 360; o*i a wall,394; Rose 
Marechal Niel, 438; at Alder- 
minster Lodge, 421; Review, 
441; pruning when planted, 
528 ; garden, selections o;,549; 
*• Roses for Amateurs,” 494; for 
tree i and arches, 505; for ex- 
hibition, 505 

Rose Shows—National Rose 
Society’s Metropolitan Show, 
12; Canterbury, 14; East 
Gloucestershire, Eltham, 15; 
Twickenham, 16 ; Crystal Pa¬ 
lace, 34; Bath, 35j Ports¬ 
mouth, Reigate, 36 ; Farning- 
liain, Maidstone, Sutton, 37; 
Edinburgh (the National), 
47 ; Oxford, 49 ; Hitchin, 50 ; 
Birmingham, 50; Hereford, 
51; Brockham, 51; Alexan¬ 
dra Palace, 53; Carlton, 72; 
Christleton and Wirral, 73; 
Leek and New Brighton, 
74; in Dublin, proposed, 515 

Rose Society (Naiional)Annual 
Meeting of, 520 

Rothschild, Baron Natliaaiei 
and his gardener, 227 

Rubus rosaifolius, 560 
Rux ey Lodge Gardens, 143 

SACCHAROMETER, 373 
St. Neots (Hunts) Show, 98 
Salisbury show, 188 
Salting walks, 81 
Samphire, 305 
Saxifraga opposit.ifolia, 262 
Schubertia grandiflora, 236,49 7 
Scottish Arboricultural Soc ety 

excursion to Balmoral, 116 

Scutellaria Mocciuiana, 293 
Seakaie, 435 
Season and crops in East 

Lothian, 184 
Seedlings, raising, 528 
Seeds from Sikkim, 204 
Seed stands at Islington, 5 7 
Seed trade, English, and Sun¬ 

day labour, 8 
Shading and air giving, 46,29 
Sheffield and West Riding 

Chrysanthemum Society, 115, 
539 

Showing and judging, 221,252 
Shrewsbury chow, 167 
Slugs in the Orcid house, 479 
smoke injuring p ants,damages 

for, 139 
Snow in London, 320; on plants, 

574 
Sobralia macrantha, culture of, 

179 
Soil—improving, 81, 333 ; Mr. 

Gilmour’a lecture ou, 445, 414 
Solauums, 26J; corniculatum, 

429 
Sophrocattleya Batemanniana, 

472 
Southampton Show, 98 
Southampton, 258 
South shields Parks, 274 
Spinach for dry weatuer,333 
Stable manure, 294, 421 
Statice Suworovvi, 337 
Stephanotis doribunda, 216,549 
Streptocarpus Watsoni and 

kewensis, 76 
Styrax japonica, 29 
Strawberries—Pauline, 8 ; Lox- 

ford Halt Seedling, 27; Fete 
at Chiswick, 31 ; at Bath, 31; 
in pots, 38, 215, 281, 326, 414, 
479,525; early, 61; Laxton’s 
Noble, 71; oid versus young 
plants, 77 ; flavour of, 76; for 
IorciUg, 86, 133, 269, 489, 559; 
main crop and late, 99; selec¬ 
tion of, loo; beds, old, 100 ; in 
1887,108; runners (last year’s) 
133 ; rusted,” 151; planting, 
155,182; effects of drought ou, 
varieties, 157 ; alpines, 174 ; 
preparing for forcing, crowns 
splitting, 269 ; plantations, 
mulching 4.1, 

Streptocarpus hybrids, 89 
Sudbrooke Holme, Orchids at 

382 
Sutton Show, 147 
Sunderland Parks, 274 
S wanmore Park, 258 

TAB LE D £ C 0 BAT IONS AT RlC H- 
mond, 8 

Taunton Show, 145 
Tea plant, the, 561 
Tenuis lawn, size of, 430 
Tennis grounds, making, 488 
Tenth redo adumbrata, 104 
Thames Dittou House, 169 
Thomson’s Vine mauure, 574 
Thoughts on current topics, 6, 

isl; random, 512 
Thrips, destroying, 219 

Tobacco culture—in Kent, 236 ; 
conference ou, 497 

Tomatoes, 42; growing 128; 
without vent lation, 103: 
notes on, 135; the “Tree, 
138 ; at Chiswick, 161; Earliest 
of All, 163 fine crops out of 
doors, 184; Carters’ Perfection 
out of doors, 256; out of doors, 
251; Chiswick trials of, 276 ; 
certificated, 278 ; Ham Green 
Favourite. 336 ; ripening late, 
345 ; from cuttings, 345 ; di¬ 
seased, 350 ; fungus, 429 ; for 
the market, 441; Cardinal,527; 
notes ou, 560 ; tue Peach and 
Puritan, 561 

Tomato house, heating a, 219 
Transplanting vegetables, 215 
Trees in London, 181; lor the 

seaside, 284 ; on wails, regu¬ 
lating, 325 

Trees and shrubs, late planting, 
266 ; ornamental, 313 

Tree Ferns, sale at Chiswick,4go* 
Trenching, effects oi, 182 
TropoeolumMrs. Ellice, 116 
Trowbridge show, 166 
Tryptera artemisiai, 528 
Tulips for forcing, 238 
Tulip Tree, 424 
Tweed Vineyards, Clovenfords, 

323 
Twickenham Gardens, 118 
Twickenham show, 16 

UNDER GARDENERS AND 
PRIZES 495 

VAN IIOUTTE .MEMORIAL 
prizes, 53 

Vallota purpurea, culture of, 
482 

Vegetables removing waste, 
177 ; coarse, 354 ; competition 
at South Kensington, 367 

Veitch Memorial medals, 567 
Vicia Denesiaua, 494 
Vines—borders an 1 unorthodox 

pruniug, 4,52,87,133 ; summer 
treatmeut of. 27 ; seasonable 
notes oii,78; borders, wet, 12>; 
the “Mauresa,” 139; lilting, 
150,193, 215,328; insects of, 143 ; 
borders and Vine-pruning, 
183; manure, Thomson’s, 203 ; 
leaves withering,218; methods 
of pruning, 23u; in autumn, 
259 ; shoots, more room for, 
290 * border, compost for, 305; 
early forced, 302; methods of 
pruning, 317 ; and insects, 322; 
flowers, erect and defiexed 
stamens, 343; forcing, 345 ; 
renovating, unsatisfactory, 
373; in pots, 386 ; a large, 
426 ; borders, dressing for, 460; 
reuovating, 46L; forcing, 478 ; 
plantiug, 482; pruning, 482 ; 
and mealy bug, 492; at 

vii. 

VINES—conti n ued— 
Garston, 527 ; borders, 517 ; 
pruning, early v. late, 519; 
forcing, 571, 525; for late 
vinery, 552; fruiting in a 

year, 558 
Vine of Kinnell, the great, 4(59 
Vineries, ventilating, 24L 
Vinery, an amateur’s, 259 
Violas—bedding, lists or varie¬ 

ties, 199 ; 245, 270, 323, 422; 
notes on, 295, 837, 402, 443 ; 
the classification of, 377 

Violets—cultivation,292, 320; in 
winter, 4 9 

WADDON HOUSE, 490 
Wakefield Paxton Society, 8, 

116, 250, 272; meeting of, 204, 
516 

Walkley Amateur Floral and 
Horticultural Society, 250 

Walnuts, keeping, 293 
Walnut trees coming into bear¬ 

ing, 306 
Walks for a kitchen garden, 

S95, 422 
Wallflowers, 574 
Wail trees, winter dressing for 

571 
Walls, fruit trees for, 612 
Wasps—varieties of, 133 ; and 

fru t, destroying, 182, 204 
Water, scarcity of, tanks, 131; 

and watering, 182; soft for 
gardens, 448 

Watercress beds, 80 
Watering plants in hot weather 

104 
Weather—in Notts, 139 ; notes 

on the, 336 i the, in December, 
539; chart, a, 539; at Christ¬ 
mas, 560 

Weeds, 259 
Weeping tree, a real, 337 
Welsh Shows, 169 
Wentworth Castle, 164 
Weston-super Mare Show, 145 
Wimbledon Show, 3 
Wimbledon Horticultural So¬ 

ciety, annual meeting, 540 
Wine, making from unripe 

Grapes, 373 
Winuing and losing prize3, 

419 
Winter—Greens, 53; Aconitei 

272 ; in Scotland, 320,515 
Woad,328 
Wood wardia*, 110 
Worms in soil, p>8; in pots, ex¬ 

pelling, 482 
Wyiam, 315 

Year, notes on the clos- 
ing, 55» 

Ye vs, Golden for hedge3,180 
York Chrysanthemum Show, 

264 
York florists, annual dinner of 

the, 540 
Y ucca aloifolia variegata, 2)4 
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Bith.Farnham, FarniDgtiam, Ipswich, Malvern, Reign te, and Winchester 
Hitchin and Maidstone Shows. r ;03e Shows 
Crystal Palace Show. 
5th Sunday after Trinity, 

Royal Horticultural Society, Committees at 11 A )[. 
Edinburgh Rose Show (N.K.S ). 

NOTES FOR DRY WEATHER. 

HAT is best to be clone in weather such as we 
have experienced up to the present time is 
somewhat puzzling to determine with satis¬ 
faction to ourseives and with, benefit to the 
objects of our charge. The thermometer 
gives daily indications of higher tempera¬ 
tures than have been known for many years. 
On one day in the walled garden over 90° 

in the shade was indicated, and the general daily range 
is either 80° or over it. A soft breeze somewhat 
tempers the heat, so that animals are less heavily burdened 
than might have been. But alas! for the flowers. The 
surface of the soil is a layer of heated dust, and the breeze, 
so grateful to man and beast, is only another item which 
goes to break up the life of the plant. 

It is a rule with the inexperienced to fly to the water¬ 
ing pot in seasons of drought, and there is no gainsaying 
the utility of the application of water. Given heat and 
abundance of water, with manurial agents in due propor¬ 
tion, we secure an abundant growth. Therefore the rule 
is a good one. But in a large garden with pot plants, 
fruit houses, flower gardens, shrubberies, Ac., each call¬ 
ing for attention, with a supply of labour power and of 
water itself inadequate to the requirements of the place, 
there must be some modification of the rule. 

It may therefore be of service to look at what must be 
watered, and the best method of supporting plants in very 
dry weather, and as a means of helping them to pass through 
a period of drought with as little damage as possible. It 
goes without saying that all plants in pots and in borders 
must be watered, but although that is a patent fact there 
are methods of management which help to save both 
labour and water. Though apparently paradoxical, a good 
way to save water is to apply it to plants before the soil 
turns to dryness. I found out this truth through experi¬ 
ence in the dry seasons which occurred before and after 
1870. Many of the plants in large pots required water 
three times a day, the water had to be conveyed a good 
distance by manual labour, and consequently the easiest 
method was in favour. I do not wish it to be inferred 
that the reason for watering before dryness was apparent 
was because it saved labour. It was thought to be better 
for the well-being of the plants to keep them constantly 
moist, and it was only found out in a secondary way that 
less water was required to do this than when the soil was 
allowed to become dry before watering. Experience since 
then has repeatedly proved this to be the case. It is 
much better for plants no matter whether in pots or in 
borders, outdoors or in, and better for all kinds of 
things requiring to be watered—even shrubs—to give it 

No. 3G7.—Yon. XV., Tittro Series. 

before dryness, and in all cases it takes less water ami 
therefore less labour. 

Shade from direct sunshine is also of importance. In 
such strong heat as has come upon us plants do not 
sutler from the direct rays of the sun being denied them, 
perhaps the opposite ; at any rate they do with less water. 
Then the pots of plants which are exposed should be 
protected. This is doubtless most efficiently secured by 
plunging in earth or other material. I have also found 
it of benefit to mulclr the surface of pots with some light 
open material. With regard to borders, no approach to 
dryness should be allowed, and by all means they ought to 
be mulched. Flower beds or borders requiring water 
should in each case be treated on their merits. Where 
plants are large and closely set together water the whole 
of the ground. If the plants are not very deeply rooted 
give about 1 to lj inch. If down to a good depth as 
much as 3 inches will be none too much. When half 
dried the ground must be hoed slightly over the surface. 
There are slightly over 6 gallons of water in a cubic foot. 
An inch of water is therefore provided by applying 
1 gallon to every 2 feet by 1 foot of surface; but in 
the case of smaller plants* and where it would be .waste¬ 
ful to soak the ground, the best method is either to draw 
drills by removing the dry surface soil and pouring the 
water therein, or the dry soil may be removed from 
round each plant,, a basin formed, and the water poured 
in. The dry soil in both cases is drawn over the watered 
portion, and thus in some measure forms a mulching. 

It may be noted that of the commoner bedding plants 
those that it is most necessary to water are Calceolarias, 
Violas, Lobelias, Ageratums, Golden Feather, Iresines, 
and Alternantheras. When once started into growth, 
Pelargoniums, Kimiga,- Marguerites, Grasses, and succu¬ 
lents do fairly well without watering. It is of the greatest 
benefit to all flowering plants to remove regularly flowers 
which are beginning to decay. Soil which has been well 
firmed where at all inclined to be naturally open is less 
liable to get dry, and retains water longer than if left 
loose. 

With regard to shrubs, it is doubtful if there is a more 
neglected class in times of drought, and certainly none 
suffer more permanently where neglected. There are 
some soils where shrubs thrive so well that it is only 
necessary to plant and they will grow through all changes 
of weather. We are not fortunate in a kind soil of that 
nature. In the best qualities water is found to act most 
beneficially, and in the worst — mostly pure sand ov 
gravel—we find it necessary to water shrubs for a few 
years during times of drought. Some species require 
more water than others. For instance, Conifera? once 
started fairly may be left to take care of themselves. 
Portugal Laurels are \vor.se to establish than any others 
of the family. Yews generally take a large amount of 
attention, Irish Yews being the least easy to manage. 
With Rhododendrons it is very much a question of soil. 
We have those that havq become strong healthy plants 
without requiring any wafer other than rain, and others 
which have needed looking to for several seasons. Again, 
in watering shrubs it is essential that the condition of the 
roots be well known, for a plant with a ball of healthy 
roots requires more at a time but less often than another 
floes with a poor ball, or none at all, and few roots. A well- 
jplanted shrub should have had the soil surrounding its 
'roots wrnll broken, and this as well as the ball must be 
(moistened. In light, soils'; they should be planted a little 
below the level, and a basin left for watering. A little 
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loose soil drawn over that which lias been moistened is 
of great help. The soil should in no case be allowed to 
become dry, much less water being required to moisten 
in the one case than in the other, and the plants can be 
sooner left to themselves. The quantity we give to each 
varies according to size, &c. Most plants 3 feet high 
need at least 2 to 3 gallons at a time. Large-balled 
specimens have as much as from 40 to 60. Very sandy 
soil may need water twice a week, soil of better quality 
from once a week to once a fortnight. 

With regard to vegetables, deep trenching and the 
employment of plenty of good fresh manure is of the 
greatest help in tiding over a period of drought. It is 
also of importance that vegetables, especially in light 
soils, should be deeply planted or sown. All our Peas, 
as an instance in point, are sown in trenches. The 
roots are down out of reach of dryness, as shown by the 
robust growth made by those from every sowing. In hot 
weather, however, it is well to help the plants by cutting 
elf the tops when sufficient flowers are opened for a full 
■crop. A soaking of water is also advantageous when the 
pods are swelling. Broccolis, Cauliflowers, Brussels 
Sprouts, Lettuces, Leeks, &c., never get more than one 
watering, and that to establish them when planted, but 
the precaution is taken of drawing aside the loose dry 
soil when planting, so that the roots get well into the 
moist stratum below, and when finished the dry soil is 
drawn back as a mulching. 

Seed-sowing in dry weather is rendered quite a satis¬ 
factory process if the drills are well watered before sowing 
and the seeds covered at once. Mats laid over beds help 
wonderfully in causing a good seed to braird. In the case 
of Spinach we find it of advantage to give a good dressing 
of Mushroom bed refuse underneath the place where the 
rows are to be. This, well moistened before sowing, 
causes a good leafage. 

Fruit trees we do not as a rule need to water, but 
those who employ rough turf should see to it that plenty 
of water is given, as this material has a tendency to 
become very dry.—B. 

TIIE GARDENERS’ ORPHAN FUND. 
When Mr. Charles Penny, of Sandringham, made a proposition 

in our columns for the establishment of a Gardeners’ Orphanage, 
commemorative of the fiftieth year of Her Majesty’s reign, we gave 
a welcome to the proposition as one good in itself, but in that 
particular form impracticable ; and suggested that much more good 
could be done in a manner that could be devised by a central com¬ 
mittee, with the contributions of the well disposed, without expend¬ 
ing them on a necessarily costly building. No one was more 
\eady than Mr. Penny to place the matter in the hands of a 
committee and to acquiesce in whatever decision might be 
arrived at. 

On the appointment of a provisional committee it was first 
determined to test the feeling of gardeners on the subject of raising 
a fund for the succour of children that might be left helpless, and 
the response, though it did not equal the anticipations of some 
members, exceeded that of others, yet on the whole was regarded as 
sufficiently encouraging to justify further action in the matter with 
a view to establishing the movement on a sound basis. 

On full consideration of the whole subject, the building project 
was abandoned, and attention concentrated on the establishment of 
a fund that should be entirely devoted to relieving the necessities of 
the orphans of gardeners ; and on this basis a sub-committee was 
appointed for framing rules to be submitted to a general meeting 
that is to held on the 12th inst. at South Kensington, for the 
management of the fund. In this important work the committee 
had the advantage of a chairman of great industry and business 
capacity, Mr. G. Deal (of the firm of Messrs. John Weeks & Co.), 
and after several meetings the rules in question were formulated. 

As it is thought desirable that those rules at least that bear 
directly on the collection and distribution of the moneys composing 
the fund] be made known to the great body of gardeners and 

sympathisers with the object, we have had placed at our disposal 

an advance copy for bringing them before the public prior to their 

presentation to the general meeting alluded to. 

Rule I. is merely descriptive of the title of the fund. 

II. —Objects.—The objects of the fund shall be to make allowances or 
grants of money (iu accordance with Rules 13 and 14), to aid in the 
maintenance of the orphans of gardeners, foremen in gardens, and 
the managers or departmental foremen in nursery and seed estab¬ 
lishments. 

III. —Membership.—Any person contributing 5s. or more per annum 
shall be a “subscriber;” and a donor of £5 or more shall be a 
“ life subscriber.” Local associations or corporate bodies contributing 
to the fund £5 or more shall, for a period of fifteen years, exercise 
the same right of voting as a life subscriber. Annual subscriptions 
to be paid in advance, and shall be due on the first day of 
January. 

IV. —Management.—At the first general meeting of the subscribers to 
the fund, a governing body shall be elected, to consist of a president, 
vice-presidents, three trustees, a treasurer, secretary, two auditors, 
and an executive committee of twenty-four subscribers, with power 
to add to their number, five to form a quorum. The president, 
trustees, treasurer, secretary, and the secretaries of local committees, 
shall be ex officiis members of the executive committee ; and the trea¬ 
surer and secretary shall continue in office for one year, and shall 
be eligible for re-election at the annual general meeting. One-third 
of the members elected on the executive committee and one of the 
auditors shall retire in rotation each year, and the vacancies so 
occasioned shall be filled at the annual general meeting. The retiring 
members shall be eligible for re-election. The executive committee 
shall have power to fill any vacancy that may occur during the 
current year. * 

V. —Funds.—No part of the general funds shall be used for the purpose 
of erecting any building of whatever kind ; but should the fund at 
any future time assume such proportions as to render it desirable to 
erect or purchase a building, special arrangements can then be made 
for the purpose. All donations and legacies, and such proportion of 
the annual subscriptions as shall be sanctioned by the executive 
committee, shall be invested in the names of the trustees, on the 
authority of the committee, endorsed by the signature of the 
treasurer. The trustees and treasurer shall at all times, when 
requested by the executive committee, give such information con¬ 
cerning the funds in their hands as the committee may require. 

* * * * * * * 
XI. —Qualifications of Candidates.—All candidates must be (1) 

orphans of persons who have been gardeners, foremen in gardens, 
or managers or departmental foremen in nursery or seed establish¬ 
ments ; and (2) must be nominated by two subscribers to the fund, 
who shall furnish to the executive committee such information 
respecting their nominee as the committee may require. The eom- 
mitfee shall decide upon the definition of the words “ gardener,” 
“ foreman,” “ manager,” &c., and shall also decide generally upon 
the validity of the qualification of candidates. 

XII. —Mode of Election.—Candidates shall be elected by the votes of 
the subscribers at the annual general meeting. Subscribers of 5s. 
per annum shall be entitled to one vote at each election ; subscribers 
of 10s. to two votes ; of £1 to four votes ; of Jf2 to eight votes, and 
so on in like proportion. Life subscriptions of £5 shall entitle the 
donors to one vote at every election ; of £10 to two votes ; of £20 
to four votes, and so on in proportion. Any person or persons con¬ 
tributing special donations or payments other than annual sub¬ 
scriptions to the amount of £G0, may place, without election, one 
orphan on the fund for an allowance of 5s. per week for a period of 
six years. The votes recorded in favour of unsuccessful candidates 
shall be carried forward to their credit in succeeding elections ; and 
in the event of the death of a candidate after the publication of 
the voting papers, and before the date of election, the votes given to 
the deceased candidate shall be credited to a brother or sister, if 
eligible. Before the annual general meeting the executive committee 
shall examine the claims and qualifications of candidates, and 
prepare an approved list of those eligible, and from this list the 
election shall be made. A copy of the list and voting papers shall 
be sent to each person entitled to vote at least fourteen days before 
the day of the election. 

XIII. —Allowances.—The allowances shall consist of any sum not 
exceeding 5s. per week to children under the age of fourteen years 
who, within the knowledge of the executive committee, may be 
placed with relatives or other responsible persons acting as guardians. 
Allowances shall be paid quarterly, in advance, except when the 
committee may consider it desirable to make’other arrangements. 
No child shall receive annual support after leaving attained the age 
of fourteen years ; but the executive committee, at their discretion, 
shall have power to grant a sum, not exceeding £10, towards 
apprenticing, or otherwise promoting the start in life of any orphan 
on whose behalf application shall have been made to the committee. 
The committee shall also have power to grant, on application, a sum 
not exceeding £2 to any orphan who may have ceased to be charge¬ 
able to the fund, and who shall have given evidence of his or her 
satisfactory conduct during the subsequent twelve months. 'Ihe 
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executive committee shall have power to suspend allowances where 
the circumstances of candidates have been misrepresented, or have 
since altered so as to render further assistance unnecessary. 
Arrangements may be made by the executive committee for placing 
the children elected to the benefits of the fund, either with care¬ 
fully selected foster parents as cottage-boarders, or with the master 
or mistiess of a school or institution, who shall be required to furnish 
satisfactory security for the proper discharge of their duties. The 
duties shall be to board, lodge, clothe, educate (finding all books), 
to do the washing, mending, and all that is necessary for maintaining 
and educating (including medical attendance and medicine) such 
child or children as may be placed in their care for the term of 
years agreed upon. The committee shall have power to remove such 
child, or children, at any time should circumstances arise which 
would render it desirable to do so, and such foster-parent, or 
master, or mistress shall not be allowed to relinquish the charge of 
any child or children under their care unless by special permission 
of the executive committee. The provisions and clothing shall be 
thoroughly good in quality, and samples shall be produced for the 
inspection of the committee when required. 

XIV.—Special Grants.—The executive committee may, if the? see 
fit, make special grants in cases of extreme urgency to orphans not 
elected to the fund, but such grants shall in no case exceed the sum 
of 2s. (kl. pgr week for one year. 

Rules VI., VII., VIII., IX., and X. are of a routine character, and 
refer to the investment of moneys, the duties of trustees, treasurer, 
secretary, auditing of accounts, and the holding of the annual general 
meetings. 

It will be seen that the Gardeners’ Orphan F und will shortly be 
an established fact1 and will take its place amongst other good insti¬ 
tutions in the country. The benefits it will confer must obviously 
be controlled by the support that is accorded, and this it is hoped 
will be great, and that young as well as gardeners of long experi¬ 
ence will regard it as worthy of their support. 

We may add that persons who have had wide experience in the 
founding of benevolent societies express the opinion that the 
Gardeners’ Orphan Fund will commence its career under conditions 
decidedly more favourable than pertained to the founding of many 
existing institutions that have secured a strongly established posi¬ 
tion and dispense assistance to persons who are entitled to share in 
their benefits. 

The Gardeners’ Orphan Fund is not an opponent of, but an ally 
to, other agencies that grant aid in the time of adversity ; and 
we believe the active Secretary of the Gardeners’ Royal Benevolent 
Institution, which affords the means of support to aged gardeners 
and widows of gardeners, is a contributor to the younger fund that 
is intended to minister to the wants of gardeners’ children who may 
be left, as many are left, without the means of subsistence. 

The co-operation of gardeners of all grades, and of persons who 
are engaged in trades and industries connected with horticulture, is 
desired for this excellent object, and it is believed that the fund being 
established their support will not be looked for in vain. Already 
good friends and substantial helpers are enrolled, and a favourable 
report is expected to be submitted to the general meeting by the 
chairmen of the provisional and sub-committees that hive endea¬ 
voured to place the matter on a business footing. The secretaries 
and members of these committees having finished the preliminary 
wrork they were appointed to do will then resign their positions, but 
we believe they are willing to give their services to the fund if 
elected by the subscribers present at the meeting in question. 

At this meeting Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., the nominated 
President of the fund, is expected to preside, and all subscribers 
and intending subscribers to the fund are cordially invited to attend. 
The exact time of the meeting has not yet been fixed, but it will 
probably be soon after the Fruit and Floral Committees rise, which 
is usually before one o’clock. 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS AT FOREST HILL. 

An astonishing example of the progress made in the improvement of 
Tuberous Begonias can now be seen in the houses of Messrs. J. Laing 
and Co.’s Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest Hill, and all those who are 
interested iu these handsome plants would do well to take a journey 
thither. We cannot point to any group of plants in which such a 
wonderful development has been effected within the same short period, 
for Tuberous Begonias have now become almost indispensable in thou¬ 
sands of gardens where they were unknown a few years since. When 
Messrs. Laing & Co. issued their first coloured illustration of their best 
varieties nine or ten years ago, the incredulous thought the artist had 
given full scope to his imagination, and some even ventured to say that 
one of the best formed flowers was an impossibility. The doubters have 
long since been silenced, and now, so great has been the advance, those 
varieties would not be tolerated in a fourth class garden, and even 
those engaged in the work had no conception at the time what grand 
results they would ultimately secure. No better instance could be given 
to show the effects produced by a continuous, intelligent, persevering 

course of crossing and selection with a limited number of forms to start 
with than is found in the Tuberous Begonias of the present time. Year 
by year it has seemed that the limits of improvement had been reached, 
the finest varieties only were distinguished by names, and each season 
the selection of those to be so honoured was more rigorous. This season 
still further progress is evident, and the raisers are almost disposed to 
give up naming as regards the single varieties, for the difficulty of 
making a selection where all are of such nearly equal merit is too 

great. _ . . 
Having attained so large a measure of success with the single 

varieties, Messrs. Laing & Co. turned their attention specially to the 
double forms, and now a corresponding advance is being made with them. 
Charming symmetrical blooms are seen in profusion, which for their 
regularity of forms and richness of colours are entitled to rank amongst 
the best of florists’ flowers. For placing on elevated stages in pots 
suspended from the roof, or in baskets, most of these varieties are 
admirably adapted, owing to their flowers drooping gracefully from the 
stems. When arranged on a low level stage the plants are not seen to 
the best advantage, and at a first glance it might be supposed that the 
colours were not nearly so bright as they really are, because the back 
part of the flowers only is seen. The shades are in fact as varied, delicate, 
bright, or rich as in the majority of the single forms, and there is a neat¬ 
ness about the better forms that is particularly pleasing. Another good 
point is that the flowers are excellent for cutting, standing remarkably 
well when placed in water, and in some cases they bear carriage better 
than the others. One sturdy compact variety has been secured which 
holds its blooms very firmly and more erect than the others ; it will 
make a useful decorative plant, and will probably be largely propagated 
for another season. From a host of varieties a dozen “ J ubiiee double- 
Begonias ” have been selected for distribution this season, named as 
follows Alba fimbriata, a beautiful white variety, very full, sym¬ 
metrical, with petals fringed like the well-known Camellia of the same 
name, of which it might be considered a reproduction on a smaller 
scale. Alba magna is another handsome double white variety of great, 
size and excellent form ; Alba rosea is pretty and very distinct, bright 
rose with a white centre ; J ubiiee has large, deep, rosy crimson flowers, 
very full ; Lady Lennox is one of the best of the double yellows, bright 
in colour and capital in form and substance ; Lillie, a charmingly 
symmetrical flower, like a diminutive Camellia, rosy salmon with a 
white centre ; Little Beauty, also remarkable for its beautiful form, pale 
rose with lighter centre ; Lord Loughborough, a grand variety, brilliant, 
scarlet; Lord Randolph, crimson, full and beautiful ; Marchioness of 
Stafford, a fine flower, creamy white ; Marquis of Stafford, rich crimson,, 
very effective; Mrs. Amy Adcock, reddish salmon, white centre, very 

distinct and handsome. 

For another season a group of novelties is being formed amongst the- 
double varieties in which the petals are beautifully undulated, imparting 
a crisped appearance to the blooms that is quite unique. Several of 
these have not yet been named, but they will be certain to become 
general favourites. Of the recent double varieties, many of which have 
been honoured with two and three certificates each, the following 
deserve notice :—Blanche Duval, creamy white ; Clemence Denizard, 
rich rose ; Comtesse Horace de Choiseul, white and rose ; Formosa, rich 
crimson, white centre, large drooping flowers, one of the best for a 
basket ; Goliath, crimson, large and full; Lord Mayor, rich rose, another 
fine basket variety ; Madame Arnoult, rosy salmon, very beautiful; Mrs. 
Howe, salmon mauve, white centre ; Prince Albert Victor, bright crim¬ 
son ; Prince of Wales, a grand crimson variety , which has been awarded 
three first-class certificates ; Robin Adair, brilliant crimson, excellent 
form and free. As a curiosity a variety named viridiflora deserves a line 
or two of description. The axis of the flower has elongated and some 
of the petals are wholly or partially transformed into miniature leaves, in 
some cases the lower portion retaining the colour and texture of the 
petals, the upper that of the true leaves. In another form of the same 
type, in which there is a combination of rose and green in a similar way, 
the effect is peculiar and even pleasing. Those interested in abnormal 
forms of this character would find a subject worth their attention in 

these varieties. 
A larger span-roofed house is appropriated to the single Begonias, 

100 feet long and 25 feet wide, with a central and two side stages. In 
this structure a most brilliant effect is produced, dazzling to the beholder, 
especially on a bright sunny day. The flowers are of remarkable size, 
5 to 7 inches in diameter, with hundreds C inches across, the petals broad, 
rounded, massive, inches in diameter. The colours comprise varied 
shades of scarlet, orange, yellow, and cream to white, with dark and 
light crimson, rose, pink, and blush. Extremely elegant are those in 
which the petals are margined with rose more or less deeply, with the 
centre white ; in some the colour is confined to a narrow picotee-like 
edge, in others extends to half the depth of the petal, but all are attrac¬ 
tive. One remarkable variety suspended in a basket from the roof of 
this house is very conspicuous. The flowers are 6 inches in diameter, very 
open, of a deep rose, and borne in spikes of eight to ten, which, droop¬ 
ing round the plant, giro a magnificent appearance. The “Royal” 
Begonias represent the cream of the single varieties both in shape, size, 
and colours. They are as follows Queen Victoria, rich rose, very 
large ; Prince of Wales, scarlet-crimson; Princess of Wales, rich rose ; 
Prince Albert Victor, scarlet with orange ; Princess Louise, pure white, 
excellent shape; Princess Victoria, rosy crimson margin and light 
centre ; Duke of Edinburgh, maroon, one of the darkest flowers yet 
obtained ; Duchess of Edinburgh, yellow shaded with orange. 

As already stated the unnamed plants comprise some excellent addi- 
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tions to .those already obtained. They are all seedlings raised in 
January, 1886, were planted out in the beds which produced such a 
grand display last summer, carefully selected and assorted, and potted 
for exhibition and stock this season. Another series of seedlings early 
raised this year have been just planted in the beds for the present sea¬ 
son’s outdoor display, and as 100,000 have been so accommodated, it 
can be imagined that there will be something to be seen in a few weeks’ 
time. The main portion of the ground near the road contains 50,000 
plants, the beds being at right angles with the road instead of parallel 
as last year, with a few plants of the variegated Maize in the centre to 
yelieve the colours and improve the general effect. 

Messrs, J. Laing & Co. have done valuable work in several depart¬ 
ments, but they conferred a boon on cultivators when they took the 
Tuberous Begonia in hand.—Visitor. 

VINE BORDERS AND UNORTHODOX PRUNING. 

1 am indebted to Mr. Abbey for another review, not so elaborate as 

the former one that I had the pleasure to acknowledge, nor, perhaps, 
so perspicuous; but he has no doubt done his best to prove me wrong in 
my advocacy of long-pruning Vines under certain specified conditions; 
and not only so, but for my frankly giving whatever credit there might 
be due to border influences in improving the Grapes referred to. I take 
that as a compliment, and have not the slightest objection to being made 
a victim in such a case. 

Mr. Abbey is a very clever man. He evidently knows more about 
Vines he lias never seen than I do Who have examined them as carefully 
and critically as my eyesight and mental state permitted ; and perhaps 
1 may add, the examination was made in broad daylight. If ever 1 
envied a man it must be Mr. Abbey. I have been inspecting Vines, 
studying Vines, working amongst Vines for I scarcely know how many 
years, and trying in every way to understand them, not only generally 
but the individual peculiarities of peculiar Vines, and yet here I am 
humbled to the dust by my incapacity. It is a misfortune that I must 
bear as well as I can. Of one thing I have no hope, and that is of 
understanding more about anything I have never seen than of what I 
have examined. I am no match for Mr. Abbey in that respect, and 
quietly take a back seat. 

As my signature indicates, in what I write now and then I simply 
give the teachings of experience. I record results, and as far as Is 
ascertainable, the practice that ltd to them. If I find barren Vines 
made fruitful by a small departure from professional routine, I am apt— 
it may be presumptuous—to think the orthodox methods of orthodox 
men may possibly be a little faulty. Mr. Abbey is very orthodox, even 
severely so, judging from his critique; theoretical and scientific too—that 
seems apparent. I have met several scientific men in my time, who 
were great in theory and all the ologies. I always hoped they were 
happy, but when I have found them labouiing to prove that something 
that actually is could not be, I have preferred the experience that was 
productive to the philosophy that was barren. 

Mr. Abbey will perhaps allow me to ex[ress my suspicion of his 
having a scientific bee in his bonnet on this question of Vine-pruning. 
It seems to me tolerably clear that he lacks some experience on the 
process to which 1 have directed attention—experience that some good 
Grape-growers have profited by. Has Mr. Abbey ever heard of Mr. 
Henderson of Cole Orton Hall ? I daresay he has. Has he seen the 
medals won for Grapes by that fine old gardener 1 Perhaps not, I have. 
It was a wonderful display, possibly unequalled. I have seen the Vines, 
too, that produced the Grapes that won the medals. Possibly Mr. Abbey 
has not. I hope at least he did not inspect them after pruning, or his 
nervous system might have received a great shock, for, sad to say, from 
his point of view, they were pruned on the unorthodox system that I 
have had the audacity to advocate and which Mr. Abbey condemns. “ Oh,’ 
but our friend saj’s, “ such pruning is contrary to science, the extension 
making loose bunches, badly set, stoneless berries, Grapes deficient in 
colour, not finished and shanked.” That is his verdict on Vines pruned 
in the free manner described. But against that dictum are the medals, 
including the only £20 one I believe ever offered and won for Grapes. 
1 am an. old-fashioned believer in success, and take it to be more 
expressive of good treatment than philosophical argument with nothing 
tangible at the end of it except a good signature. 

Mr. Abbey is great in big words. They are enough to frighten a 
young and timid man ; but luckily I do not happen to be either very 
young or nervously timid, so can look at them calmly in all their 
imposing array—assimilation and alimentation, and elaboration, and 
solidification, and nitrogenisation, and organisation, and mineralisation 
—all in one article. I have altered the terminals a little of some of 
them for the sake of euphony, but they are all there on page 526. They 
arc almost ponderous enough to shake the fruit off Vines that were not 
pruned on the orthodox system. But they were not uttered when Mr. 
Henderson was winning prizes against all comers with, Grapes that 
ought to have been loose, irregular, badly coloured, and shanked, 
according to the erudite deductions of Mr. Abbey. I am quite sure he 
wanted me to “ review ” his review, and I am trying to oblige him as 
well as I can. 

Since writing the above I have found a reference in the Journal to 
the Cole Orton Grapes which is perhaps worth quot ing :— 

“Entering the walled garden, which is about two acres, we see the 
vineries on the south wall, and could not resist the involuntary mental 
inquiry, Are these the structures which for a quarter of a century pro¬ 
duced the Grapes which won so many prizes and medals at the Royal 

Horticultural, Royal Botanic, and other Societies’ shows? The houses 
are neither large, lengthy, nor lofty, but just such commonplace erections 
as were placed in ordinary gardens half a century ago, and the Vines are 
certainly as old-fashioned as the houses. Their gaunt stems rise from 
the ground, and their branches are trained ‘anyway,’ one Vine covering 
a roof and the shoots disposed according to the one governing condition 
that the foliage can have light. They are pruned, too, on ‘ no principle, 
as some might call it, yet on the principle of selecting and cutting to 
the best eyes, let them be situated where they may. That is how, so far 
as regards training and pruning, Mr. Henderson has ‘ swept the boards 
on so many occasions by the splendid quality and superb finish of his 
Grapes, it may be urged that this mode of culture is without 1 system, 
but rather should it be regarded as the fruit-producing and prize-winning 
system of which Mrs. Henderson, with just and commendable pride, did 
what the veteran did not care to do —gave abundant proof by such a 
display of gold medals as have probably never been won by otic man. 
Mr. Henderson showed until he was tired of showing, and won until he 
was tired of winning, but he grows good Grapes by liis old ‘ no system 
mode of culture, and on the same old Vines, 

“ But also in worse than these old houses, or at least in a structure still 
more unlikely and uninviting, have some of the conquering Grapes been 
produced. And now I am going to state something wonderful, almost 
incredible, yet true. At the end of the vineries is an old brick pit. It 
was once a Pine pit heated by dung, the bottom being arched forming a 
chamber beneath in which to place manure. Thirty years ago Mr. Hen¬ 
derson converted this brick frame (for that is what it is) into a vinery 
by placing in it a little more than a foot of soil and planting with Vines, 
the canes being trained near the glass. The pit is now heated by a hot- 
water-pipe (no bottom heat), the lights push up and down—there are 
twelve of them —and the bed in which the Vines (seven) are planted is 
7 feet wide. It is from this homely pit that the aristocratic Grapes have 
come. And now for the marvel—this twelve-light put has produced 
Grapes which have won prizes of the value of £300. Is not this an 
achievement unparalleled intlib annals of Grape culture ? Eleven pounds 
of fruit to the square yard of glass is the annual produce of this pit. 
The canes are trained ‘any way,’ and pruned as before to the 1 best eyes. 
The wood is stout and exceedingly short-jointed, and the foliage in 
October possessed the thick leathery texture of that of the Fig. It is 
hardly necessary to say that these Vines have been top-dressed and fed 
with the right food, and in right quantity, and at the right time.” 

Seize on that word “ top dressing,” Mr. Abbey, and make the best of 
it. Every sensible man does the best he can for the Vines in his charge ; 
but the great fact remains that the unorthodox pruning did not prevent 
the finest crops of the best Grapes being produced ; and Mr. Henderson 
told me he was quite certain that he could not have produced such a 
weight of fine fruit if pruning had been conducted on the rule-of-thumb 
system that is called scientific, whereas in instances innumerable where 
close pruning is rigidly adhered to regardless of the condition of the 
Vines it is exactly the reverse, for it is thoughtless, foolish, wasteful, and 

barbarous. _ . ■ 
If Mr. Sanders was wrong in his method of pruning old Vines at 

The Firs, the change resulting in such marked improvement in the 
estimation of all who saw them', Mr. Henderson must have been wrong 
also; but I am fully convinced both were right. Mr. Sanders in my 
opinion acted very wisely in doing what he could in dressing the border, 
and abo in not closely spturring his Vines ; and here let me remind Mr. 
Abbey that he is totally at fault in the assumption that the top-dressing 
on the outside six-foot border influenced the rooting of the Vines from 
the “ collar,” for there is a wall between the stems and the lime 
dressing. It is sometimes better to see after all than to found an 
argument on a guess, and that a wrong one. 

Mr. Abbey has conveniently overlooked a statement in the article he 
criticises that demonstrates the advantages of long over close spur- 
pruning much more conclusively than the Vines do that he concludes 
have been “rejuvenated.” It is true they have been greatly improved, 
and mainly by the change in pruning ; but we will pass to a small 
house with no outside border to improve, and the roof covered with an 
old Muscat Vine. On some parts of that Vine close pruning was 
adhered to, but not all, and where it was not there the best Grapes hang 
unmistakeably. But Mr. Abbey had perhaps better not go and see them, 
for fear he should witness the breakdown of his argument ; still if he 
would like to run the risk, I shall be glad to accompany him if we can 
arrange for an outing together. I forget, though, it does not appear to 
be necessary for him to inspect the Vines, he knows all about them 
without going to that trouble ; but I wonder why he so complacently 
ignored a statement of fact showing that the improvement of the crop 
on the Vine in question was the result of a change in pruning, and in 
pruning alone. 

I have stated as clearly as I am able to state anything, that when 
Vines root freely near the surface of a good border, and the growths are 
trained thinly and the foliage kept clean, that they bear admirably on 
the close pruning system, and 1 have been particular to advise an ad¬ 
herence to the method that is satisfactory. It is only where there are 
no results, or bad results, from the existing rule-of-thumb routine that 
a change is advocated—a change that cannot do harm, and which I 
know in many cases has doubled, and much more than doubled, the pre¬ 
vious crop of Grapes the first, season, nothing whatever having been 
done to tiic roots of the Vines. With the roots under control arid not 
neglected I have pruned Vines as closely as they could be pruned for 
years, and had Grapes that no one grumbled at; but at another time I 
have had Vines under my charge where border renovation was positively 
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prohibited, and to have pruned' the Vines on the orthodox system would 
have been orthodox nonsense. They would not bear on the close spur, 
and the owner of the Vines wanted- Grapes. He did not pay me for 
cutting oil the laterals as close.as it could be done, and if I had foolishly 
persisted in following that plan I should have had to adopt the extension 
system by extending myself off ttlic' premises. 

If Mr. Abbey does not know there arc dozens of vineries in which the 
Vines cannot have fresh soil and new borders, no matter for what 
reason, he is in blissful ignorance of circumstances with which many 
readers of this “ defence ” are familiar. His lot has been cast in plea¬ 
sant places. Trusted,, as I am sure he deserves to be, to do what he 
deems best, he has not known what it is to labour under difficulties. 
He steps from place to place with a little enjoyable rest between, and 
enters on fresh duties like a jgiant refreshed. I hope lie will always 
have scope for his abilities, and will teach sound doctrine ; but he will 
have to shake the bee out of his bonnet on Vine pruning before he can 
meet the wants of workers under difficulties—the very persons who are 
in need of i uidance from which they can derive substantial benefit. 

It would not be difficult to adduce more evidence of a departure 
from the system of closely spurring Vines proving highly satisfactory, 
and to refer to' one authority that I believe even Mr. Abbey cannot 
ignore ; but a consciousness of incurring a literary castigation for this 
my temerity renders it prudent to reserve something to counteract its 
effect, therefore at present I only add two words more—Experientia 

DOCET. ... 

ROSES IN SUMMER. 

So far, the present season h»s not been in favour of Roses in 
South Wales; the winter ,,was*.long, the spring cold, the summer 
until now excessively hoi and dry. In some parts, notably at 
Swansea, there is a water-famine; and although some may recom¬ 
mend watering Ros'es, it' is,"under such circumstances, no easy 
matter to accomplish. Indeed I fear that Roses cultivated in a 
general way, and withotit fitly special appliances, will be very 
inferior in many parts tljjs ' year, and cultivators will do well to 
treat them in such a way.as. io secure autumn blooms, and improve 
the plants, if possible, for next year. 

No Roses will succeed in-flight or poor soil. They may appear 
fresh and green in early plumper, but as soon as a slight drought 
occurs in June or July they shrink, and cease to grow or open 
their buds. Where the s.oil is light, and little or nothing can be 
done to make it heavy, extra manuring ought to be applied. A 
large quantity of rich manure--should be dug into the soil near the 
roots early in the year, and when the hot dry weather begins, mulch 
heavily on the surface. Somd object to mulching, as it gives the 
beds and borders an untidy appearance, but that is nothing if good 
blooms, and plenty of them, can be secured. It matters not what 
kind of soil recently planted Roses are growing in, they should all 
be well mulched at the present time. If liberal supplies of water 
can be given them excellent results will follow, but mulching saves 
watering to a great extent. Good manure is excellent for mulching 
when it can be watered, but when this cannot be done any light 
material, such as lawn mowings, will answer the purpose, as the 
main object is to prevent the roots being dried too much. Unless 
Roses make considerable wood in May and the fore part of June 
they will never bloom well at this time, and unless strong shoots 
are produced from now until the middle of August or later, autumn 
blooms will be deficient. Where the blooms are very poor now, 
and the returns altogether disappointing, the best way will be to 
pick off the buds and blooms, mulch and water heavily, and encou¬ 
rage the production of strong growths to bloom in autumn. It 
will be found that these will expand, gaining size, colour, and 
fragrance, which cannot be secured on poor plants at the present 
time. Red spider is very apt to damage the foliage of Roses, and 
its presence is indicated by the leaves becoming pale in colour and 
of an unhealthy appearance. Shoots badly infested will not make 
much progress, and they ought to be cleaned, if possible, by a 
frequent use of the syringe. The evening is the best time to 
syringe at this season,'as the foliage retains the moisture throughout 
the night. 

Many Roses throw up suckers from their stocks at this time. 
The shoots of these are always liable to be infested wiih insects, 
and worse than this, they rob the plant of much substance ; in fact 
they are worse than useless, and every one should be cut off as soon 
as they appear. Old blooms and seed pods are not beneficial to the 
plants, and they should be removed once or twice weekly. We find 
Marechal Niel bloom very much better when confined to forming a 
number of very strong shoots than when allowed to make a host of 
small twigs, and if those who do not succeed with it well would cut 
away the majority of the small shoots, and encourage the growth 
of a number of very strong ones, they would find them produce 
many grand blooms in the spring. This applies to Marechal Niel 
in the open air and under glass, but it is important that the shoots 
form early, as they must be well ripened in the autumn. 

All Roses which have a tendency to bloom best on longTstrong 
shoots should be treated in this way when they are making their 
growth. Climbing Devoniensis is a splendid white Rose when pro¬ 
perly grown, but it does not flower freely if restricted, and the best 
way is to allow it plenty of headway. There is a plant of it grow¬ 
ing against Margam Church, which borders the pleasure grounds 
here. It has grown up 20 feet or more, and of late it has been 
producing armfuls of charming blooms. 

As a cottage or villa Rose in June, or indeed from May until 
October, none surpasses Gloire de Dijon. The fronts of some of the 
small houses about here have lately been covered with its massive 
buff blossoms, and let the weather be what it may, they never fail 
or disappoint. I should like to see Chesliunt Hybrid planted as a 
companion to it everywhere, as it is almost as free in growth, quite as 
free in blooming, and its lax-ge bright flowers are charming in colour 
and exceedingly fragrant. When it comes to a question of cut 

Roses, it is a difficult matter to secure large, perfectly formed, and 
coloured blooms in the glare of the sun, but if half-expanded 
blooms are cut about 7 a.m., and placed in water in the shade, they 
open beautifully.—J. Muir, Mwrgam Parle, South Wales. 

A PECULIAR FOXGLOVE. 

Abnormal floral forms occasionally occur in the common Foxglove, 

Digitalis purpurea, as in other plants with irregular monopetalous 

corollas, and the tendency is commonly towards a regularity of form, 

as in Linaria vulgaris var. Peloria. In the Foxglove represented in the 

woodcut (fig. 1), the corolla has become greatly enlarged and split up 

into spreading segments, beautifully spotted and very handsome. Mr. 

E. M. Holmes, F.L.S., curator of the Pharmaceutical Society's Museum, 

has kindly brought this specimen to our notice and submits the follow¬ 

ing description. 

“ This Digitalis was grown in aqarden at Bush Hill Park Farm, Kent 
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There are more than fifty stems of Digitalis in the garden, but no other 

inclining to this formation. This plant has one central stem, and four 

more slender (growing from the ground) offshoots, which have fewer 

flowers. Each of these five stems terminates in a monstrous flower> 

which is circular campanulate, more or less regular, with a capsule 

formed of about ten carpels (the stigmas having an opening in their 

centre), and being five or ten celled. In every case of these five 

terminal flowers it is the first instead of the last to open, so that the 

inflorescence is determinate as respects the terminal flower, whilst the 

other flowers, and they are fewer than usual, are developed normally, 

and show no indication of monstrosity. The terminal flower of the 

central stem is surrounded by a circular involucre of bracts or sepals 

(scarcely distinguishable from each other) of about twenty-one or more 

leaves in three whorls, or rather crowded spirals, reminding one of 

involucre of the Composite. The corolla is 3| inches across, and is 

plaited and lobed, the petals forming it being more or less separated 

at their terminations, and one being attached outside by its sub-tubular 

base to the base of the corolla. 

“ The corolla has twenty-four lobes, with five petaline stamens growing 

upon it, eighteen perfect stamens—one abortive. The terminal flowers 

on the other stems are of the same kind, but formed of fewer parts and 

less plaited than the above, one being imperfectly united on two sides of 

the corolla.” 

We have seen similar instances before, but this is so well marked 

that it is worth depicting. We have also seen a variety in which the 

tube is greatly enlarged and somewhat like a Gloxinia. 

MADRESFIELD COURT GRAPES. 

Of black Grapes no more delicate variety can be grown than this, 
the risk being either at stoning or when swelling preparatory to colour¬ 
ing. Knowing its peculiarities, no Grape with me has such close atten¬ 
tion. In the case stated by “ A Hampshire Gardener,” I am inclined 
to think that while fumigation did it no good, other causes were at work 
to produce the calamity. Foliage is no criterion just now, as this may 
be good and yet the Graces be faulty. Had syrin.ing been mentioned 
this might have put me on the track ; still, if the house had been closed, 
and sun shining through on to the Grapes after fumigating, the evil 
would be done at once. Again, should the vinery be closed so that any 
condensed moisture settled on the berries with smoke the mischief would 
be done quickly. The skin of this variety is very susceptible to injury, 
as sun will affect this when all other varieties are safe in the same 
house. Late ventilating iu bright weather would cause the injury. 1 
have made front ventilation so that a little air is admitted constantly. 
Not having fumigated a vinery for some years I am unable to speak 
personally of its effects.—Stephen Castle, We*t Lynn. 

t*el)id5 
ODONTOGLOS3UM CRISPUM. 

Though such large numbers of the Odontoglossum have been 
imported of recent years, and it might be expected that succeeding 
consignments would begin to contain a greater proportion of poor 
varieties, this does not seem to be the case, and the fact is the col¬ 
lectors have to push their way into fresh districts to obtain any¬ 
thing worth sending home. Some places have been thoroughly 
ransacked for years, and as each tiaveller has been anxious to obtain 
varieties distinguished by their size, good form, or rich markings, 
those who go in search of such plants now necessarily have to look 
very closely for them and extend their journeys. At first less care 
was exercised in the selection, there was a demand for all, and the 
better forms had not acquired such a distinctive value as they have 
now, consequently nearly every importation contained a large pro¬ 
portion of inferior varieties which would scarcely be allowed house 
room at the present time. Of course they are not all treasures now 
that are brought over for sale, as many, no doubt, are collected when 
not in flower. But some collectors have become noted for the high 
quality of their consignments with much advantage to the firms 
that have employed them. The best varieties of this favourite 
Orchid command high prices, but there are thousands of plants 
grown of good varieties, the flowers of which find their way to 
Covent Garden and the leading florists’ shops in considerable 
quantities. We have recently seen a variety bought as a plant that 
had not flowered, and certainly if the dealer had seen it he would 

not have parted with it for the very moderate sum demanded. The 
sepals and petals were broad, well proportioned; the latter slightly 
fringed at the margin and pure white, the upper sepal with a 
median line of purplish crimson and one central brown spot, the 
two lower sepals deeply stained with crimson, each with one central 
brown blotch. The lip was particularly neat, broad, slightly but 
evenly fringed, the crest bright yellow, a rich reddish-brown centre, 
a white margin dotted pale purple. Varieties like this have a very 
distinct appearance ; they are more pleasing than the heavily 
spotted forms, and more effective than the pure white varieties. 
For buttonholes, one flower of a fine Odontoglossum crispum with 
a small Adiantum frond behind it is admirable. 

ORCHID FLOWERS. 

Mr. J. Cypher, Cheltenham, sends fresh bright flowers of the 
following—Cattleya gigas Sanderiana, one of the richest coloured 
forms we have seen, and there are many handsome Cattleyas of 
this time now in cultivation ; the sepals and petals were deeply 
suffused with crimson, the lip of a marvellous rich magenta hue ; 
Cattleya Warneri, very beautiful, a capital variety ; Odontoglossum 
crispum, fine spotted variety, the flowers well formed ; a good 
variety of O. Pescatorei and Cattleya Gaskelliana, from a plant 
with six fine white flowers. 

BOLBOPHYLLUM BARBIGERUM. 

The Burfoid Lodge Orchids at South Kensington last week 
formed a beautiful and much admired group, as not only were 
several of the plants valuable varieties or interesting curiosities, but 
they were all notable for their healthy condition, proving that they 
appreciate the treatment accorded them by Mr. Bickerstaffe. One 
of the most peculiar of what would be termed the botanical curio¬ 
sities was Bolbophyllum barbigerum, which is illustrated in my 
treatise on Orchids, and specially described in the chapter devoted 
to a consideration of the characteristics of the labellum. Br. 
Lindley has noticed the plant in the following manner :—“ The lip 
is one of the most extraordinary organs known, even amongst 
orchidaceous plants. It is a long, narrow, flexuose, sharp-pointed 
body, closely covered with a yellow felt; just within its point is a 
deep purple beard of exceedingly fine hairs ; on the under side, at 
a little distance from the point of the lip, is another such beard ; 
and besides these there is, at the end of the lip, a brush, consisting 
of very long purple threads, so exceedingly delicate that the slightest 
disturbance of the air sets them in motion, when they wave gently 
to and fro, like a tuft of threads cut from a spider’s web. Some 
are of the same thickness throughout, others terminate in an oblong 
club, so that when the hairs are waving in the air (and I do not 
know that they are ever entirely at rest) a part floats gracefully 
and slowly, while others are compelled by the weight of the glan¬ 
dular extremities to a more rapid oscillation. Nor is this all. The 
lip it3elf is articulated with the column by such a very slight joint 
that to breathe upon it is sufficient to produce a rocking movement 
so conspicuous and protracted that one is really tempted to believe 
that there must be something of an animal nature infused into this 
most unplant-like production.”—L. C. 

THOUGHTS ON CURRENT TOPICS. 

It has been almost too hot to think lately, and as to writiflg I can 
scarcely understand anyone indulging in it as a pleasurable operation 
with the temperature between 80° and 90° in the shade. Even read¬ 
ing is irksome to the indolent, of which I fear I am one, and such 
individuals are apt to merelyglance over the pages before them and wonder 
how it has been possible to fill them ; still, the fact that they are filled 
shows that all men are not lazy, and all the more credit to those who 
labour when so many are naturally inclined to rest. And beyond 
doubt rest is well won by many whose lot is to toil the livelong day 
under a tropical sun, and then commence the tiring work of water¬ 
ing till the shades of evening invite them to repose. 

I AM inclined to think there is no class of men who work so many 
hours’ overtime as gardeners do—not for what they gain by it, for hun¬ 
dreds are never paid for this extra labour, nor do they expect a cash 
return. They are content if they can win success and approval, with 
a holiday now and then pleasantly granted at a convenient time. In 
my experience it is not those men who, in their probationary days, 
have rebelled against a little extra labour when circumstances de¬ 
manded it, who have made the best headway in the world ; and also 
I am equally convinced that those emjloyers of men who are unrea¬ 
sonably exacting do not get the best served. During such weather as 
we have lately experienced many gardeners have had to work long 
and wearily, both before and after the stereotyped hour's, and is it too 
much to hope and expect that consideration will be extended them 
when the strain is over, and that their wages may not be “ stopped ” 
during a few days’ or a week’s cessation from labour when this can 
be indulged without prejudice to the contents of the gardens in their 
charge ? There are few things l like better to see ami to think about 
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than gardeners winning by their zeal a claim to rest, and those for 
whom they labour recognising that zeal and claim, and granting facilities 
for the compensating holiday. Many do so, but not all ; nor do all 
make good their claim for consideration. 

When I commence a series of erratic notes I never know where my 
thoughts will lead. They led me to say that writing was not tempting 
to the tired or the lazy, and reading somewhat of a task rather than a 
recreation in broiling summer weather; but I did read with attention 
and enjoyment the “ Reminiscences of Fifty Years Ago,” in the opening 
article of the issue of the 23rd ult. Not many persons could have 
evolved from their memory that most interesting historical review. 
It seems to have attracted attention beyond the community of gardeners, 
for I find in a daily paper a paragraph that was evidently inspired by 
tthe article in question. Very clever are expert newspaper paragraphists 
in garnishing ideas and placing them temptingly before the public, and 
the example referred to is worthy of reproduction. Here it is. 

J‘ Evolution and advertising are two very incongruous subjects, but 
they come readily together in a retrospect of the last fifty years as 
regards horticulture. Fifty years is but an hour or a second in con¬ 
nection with evolution ; but what marvellous changes have been effected 
by the skill of the horticulturist in that comparatively short time ! 
The flowers we have now would scarcely be recognised by the old 
gardeners, so much have the}7 been improved or altered. What, then, 
nrust be the result of fifty centuries of cultivation and trying what can 
be done ? Fifty years ago the old firms of seedsmen and horticulturists 
•considered it inf a dig. to advertise ; but more enterprising rivals arose, 
took another course, and, by persistently telling the public what they 
had to sell, they gradually drove the old firms out of the market. We 
bdlieve only one of the pre-Victorian ‘ large firms ’ in the seed trade 
still exists as a leading house ; though some of those which have since 
risen to the top of the tree had an existence in a small way fifty years 
ago. Certain it is that the present leading firms have accomplished 
their elevation primarily by persistent advertising, and secondarily by 
supplying good articles ; for it is no use keeping the latter unless you 
let the public know that you do keep them andean supply them. Fifty 
years, after all, tells much in favour of the evolution theory, and a 
great deal more about the advantages of advertising.” 

That paragraph was evidently founded on the article in question, 
and I have only one objection to it. I do not believe that any firm 
could become strong and really and lastingly great who made the sup¬ 
plying of goo<l articles a “ secondary ” matter. An ephemeral success 
may be attained by “ puffing,” but public confidence can only be won 
by making the superiority of the article sold the first consideration ; 
but it is palpable that the mere possession of such articles does not 
suffice to make a prosperous trade. The public must know of their 
existence and disposal, or they simplv represent dead capital. And 
farther, experience oroves that advertising to be profitable must be per¬ 
sistent and systematic. A full succession of crops can only be had in 
the garden by regular successional sowings of seed. 

Another thought now arises. It has sprung spontaneously from 
the subject and was in no sense premeditated. It is that some would- 
be advertisers do not pay a great compliment to the discernment of 
readers to whom they appeal; and I am not quite sure that the editors 
of papers are to be altogether congratulated in encouraging a system, 
that appears to be growing, of vendors extolling their own wares under 
the guise of “ news,” for disguise it how they may the public can see 
the underlying motive, and a feeling of revulsion, rather than approval, 
is engendered. There is nothing like fair and square legitimate adver¬ 
tising in a genuine business manner for winning confidence, and it is by 
acting on that principle that every really great firm in the kingdom has 
made itself what it is to-day. 

But I must go back to the “ Reminiscences ” mentioned, or rather to 
the comment on them by an “ Old Gardener,” on page 523. I claim 
to be an oldish member of the craft, but feel to be nowhere as regards 
long experience with the author of the historical review, which is the 
most complete of its kind of any I have seen. It is possible, too, that I 
may be younger than the “ Old Gardener,” who so ably supplements the 
notes in question, and may consequently appear a little presumptuous in 
venturing to dissent from one observation in the comment. With nearly 
everything said by an “ Old Gardener” I agree, only my memory will 
not take me back for much more than forty years ; and I believe we had 
quite as good Potatoes, Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Onions, Parsnips, Carrots, 
and Celery then as we have now. I gathered Peas forty years ago 
quite as early in the season as I have done since, but we have finer later 
sorts now. 

In "the far past time we had, apart from the Early May, the Charltonsj 
Scimetar, Bedman’s Impeiial, and the best of all the lates, the British 
Queen ; and it is not bad yet. But we had no Champion of England, 
Ne Plus Ultra, Veitch’s Perfection, Telegraph, Telephone, and a number 
of others now in cultivation, therefore I am bound to conclude a great 
advance has been made in Peas. We had Ashleaf Potatoes just as good 
then as we have now, and just as good now as we had then ; but I am 
not certain that the same can be said in respect to any other variety. 
But I had, perhaps, better not dwell on that subject, or friends Iggulden 
and Abbey may—well, not give me their generous support. 

The remarkof “ An Old Gardener,” in which I cannotquite coincide,or 
rather with two words in it, is this—“ There is not much gain in the 
quality of fruits, it any.” The qualifying words “ if any ” implies there 
has been no gain. I think, on the contrary, the gain has been very 
decided, but am open to correction. I have no time to hunt up records 
on the point, and may possibly be led a little astray by faulty memory, 
and we have it on a great polemical authority that this is excusable. 

In considering old and new fruits let us take Grapes. The two best 
in existence, the Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria, were 
grown half a century ago ; so were the Frontignans, but these latter 
delicious little Grapes appear to have gone out of fashion. But previous 
to Her Majesty’s reign we had, I think, no Black Alicantes, no Gros 
Guillaumes, no Foster’s Seedlings, no Mrs. Pinces, no Madresfield 
Courts, no Duke of Buccleuchs, no Gros Marocs, no Gros Colmans, and 
others might be indicated that were not known in 1837, but sufficient 
are named to show that there has been advance in Grapes, and I cannot 
help thinking a very great advance. 

Now let us go outside. Apples.—I know we had good sorts over 
forty years ago ; indeed, I never remember better than the red-cheeked 
“ Summerings,” the old Ribstons, the Wyken Pippins, and some others ; 
but possibly their quality was enhanced by the circumstances of the 
case, for we often incurred some risk in gathering them, for the simple 
reason they were not exactly our own property before they were in 
possession ; but I remember no Cox’s Orange Pippins or Pomonas, no 
Lord Suffields, no Duchess of Oldenburgs, no Prince Alberts, no Ecklin- 
villes, no Stirling Castles, no Lord Derbys, no Lady Hennikers, no 
Lord Grosvenors, no Mr. Gladstones, unless the old “Summering” was 
identical, for we know that “ grand old ” sorts do sometimes get new 
names. But the subject as regards Apples need not be pursued, as I 
think enough has been said, if no mistake has been made, to show that 
there has been a little gain in this important fruit. 

Pears.—Names crowd on me] which I had not seen forty years ago. 
Here are a few—The Royal Pears of Mr. Huyshe, Prince Consort, Prince 
of Wales, Princess of Wales and Victoria. Beurr^s Giffard, Hard1', 
de l’Assomption, Superfin; Doyennd du Comice, Souvenir du Congres, 
Marechal de Cour, Marie Benoist, Madame Treyve, and Ollivier de 
Serres. We have thus the additions of early and late Pears, and all of 
the best. Numbers might possibly be enumerated that have been 
brought into cultivation during the past fifty years if anyone were dis¬ 
posed to search into the matter. 

Plums.—I think there has been a useful gain in Plums during the 
period in question. The most generally productive and serviceable of 
all Plums, Denyer’s Victoria, whenever and wherever it may have been 
raised, has certainly come into cultivation during Victoria’s reign. The 
season of Plums has been extended too by the Messrs. Rivers, father and 
son, the former giving us the Early Prolific, the latter the Grand Duke. 
From the same source also comes the Czar, that has met with much ac¬ 
ceptance by growers of fruit for market, and the demand for trees is, I 
believe, constantly increasing ; indeed, I think that is the case with all 
the varieties named, so that there seems to have been a gain in Plums. 

So there has in Cherries, Peaches, and Nectarines ; but a long time 
elapses before new fruits get widely circulated and generally known. 
Early Rivers, Governor Wood, Monstreuse de Mezel, Reine Hortense, 
Bigarreau Noir de Schmidt have been added to Cherries in my time—at 
least I think so, but may be wrong as regards Governor Wood. Peaches 
have increased in numbers and in varieties that cultivators would not like 
to be without, especially the early American and Sawbridgwortheans—of 
the former Alexander, Waterloo, and Hale’s Early ; of the latter Early 
Rivers, Alfred, Beatrice, and Louise ; then of late sorts we have 
Goshawk, Sea Eagle, Magdala, and Gladstone, some or all of which 
hive probably a long future before them. As to Nectarines, it will not 
be far from the truth to say that Rivers has revolutionised them. When 
Her Majesty ascended the throne there was no such large and rich 
fruits as are now produced under the names of Pineapple, Rivers’ 
Orange, Lord Napier, Victoria, Stanwick Elruge, Albert Victor, Hum¬ 
boldt, Milton, Newton, and Spencer. The “ gain” is enormous, as I am 
sure must be admitted on reflection. 

In small fruits additions have been made that arc worthy of recog¬ 
nition. In Strawberries I have no recollection of gathering Vicomtesse 
Hericart de Thury, Dr. Hogg, President, Sir Joseph Paxton, Marguerite, 
or Empress Eugenie even thirty years ago ; and I suspect that no half- 
dozen that were grown in 1837 can be found to equal those named. In 
Raspberries we have gains in Prolific and Prince of Wales; in Black 
Currants, Lee’s Prolific ; in Reds, Victoria ; in Gooseberries—well the 
additions are so numerous that I had perhaps better let them alone, or 
the Editor will be playing old gooseberry with me, on the ground that 
he has more than enough at once of the jottings of—A Thinker. 

ROSE-GROWING FOR BEGINNERS. 

Mr. Gilhour has now, I presume, completed his useful and interest¬ 
ing articles on “ Rose-Growing for Beginners.” Now please allow him 
to collect them into a neat little volume, and command him peremp¬ 
torily to publish it, when I feel sure it will meet with a ready sale. 

As soon as Bank Holiday in August is past, and R >se shows over. 
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all rosarians will be purchasing ife next season, mixing compost, 
chopping turf, and making new borders where needed to be planted in 
October and November. 

No book would be more useful for a beginner, and every old hand 
at Rose growing and showing might find advice and hints to improve 
his method of culture. Though I have been at Rose-growing near forty 
years I will promise to take a copy, and advise all my friends to do the 
same, simply because I am in the matter of Rose growing, Rose showing, 
Rose loving—Fanaticus Ego. 

[We grant the allowance; a “ command ”, perhaps may not be 
necessary.] 

We have received a printed protest signed by twelve seed firms 

against some statements respecting the English Retail Seed 

Trade and Sunday Postal Labour, which Mr. Martin J. Sutton wrs 

reported by the T>mes to have recently made before the Select Committee 

of the House of Commons. It is right to state that Mr. Sutton was 

the first to point out to us the inaccuracy of that report, which did not 

appear in our columns. The note we published on page 513 was 

inserted as a correct version of Mr. Sutton’s evidence, to which the 

protest referred to has obvtously no application. We may add, however, 

that the firms who desire to state they do not receive letters and despatch 

goods on Sundays are Messrs. Barr A Son, London ; James Carter & Co., 

London ; Drummond & Son, Dublin ; Drummond & Son, Stirling; 

Daniels Bros., Norwich; Charles Fuller, Reading: Harrison & Son, 

Leicester; Hooper A Co., London ; Kent A Brydon, Darlington; 

Lamoureux A Co., Plymouth ; Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle ; Oak- 

sliott A Millard, Reading. 

-Begonias and Annuals at South Kensington.—We under¬ 

stand that Messrs. John Laing A Co., Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest 

Hill, intend making a large display of double and single flowering 

Begonias at the Royal Horticultural Society’s meeting on July 12th ; 

and Messrs. Carter A Co., High Holborn,a large display of annuals in pots. 

■- A very light shower fell in the neighbourhood of the me. 

tropolis early on Tuesday morning, but it was scarcely sufficient to lay 

the dust. It is the first rain that has fallen since June 3rd. and a heavy 

downpour is much needed by languishing crops. The air, however, is 

cooler, and in that respect the change is highly acceptable. 

-- The Newcastle-under-Lyme Rose and Horticultural 

Society will hold their third Exhibition in the Stubbs Walks,-Newcastle 

(Staffs) on Monday, August 8th, this year. Fifty-five classes are enume¬ 

rated in the schedule, sixteen being devoted to Roses, the prizes ranging 

from £3 to Is. First, second, and third, and in some cases fourth prizes 

are ofFered. The other classes are for plants, fruit, and vegetables, the 

prizes mostly of small amount. The Hon. Secretary is Mr. W. H, Ramm, 

Sutherland Chambers, Newcastle. 

- The fifteenth annual exhibition of the Wimbledon Royal 

Horticultural Society's Show, held on the Gth inst.; was one of 

the best the Society has had. The entries were very numerous, compe¬ 

tition brisk in many classes, and produce good. We are not able to 

insert a report of the Show this week. 

- Strawberry Fete at Chiswick.—In answer to our inquiry 

on the subject we are authorised to state that Fellows of the Royal 

Horticultural Society have the privilege of introducing eight friends by 

written order on that occasion, or any ordinary day. As has been pre¬ 

viously intimated, the Fete takes place on Saturday next. 

-Mr. J. C. Arnall, Headington Hall, Oxford, writes:—*11 shall feel 

much obliged if any. of your readers will kindly inform me where I can 

get a small packet of seed of Digitalis Mariana (the Sierra Morena 

Foxglove), and Digitalis Thapsi (the Mullein-like Foxglove). I only 

want about six plants of each for hybridising.” 

- Last Thursday (June 30th) was a grand day'at the'CRYSTAL 

Palace, Sydenham, when it was visited by the Prince and Princess of 

Males, with the Crown Prince and Princess of Germany and a large 

party of distinguished persons. The floral decorations in the Royal 

dining-room were simple but tasteful, consisting chiefly of Marcchal 

Niel and Safrano Roses placed with their own foliage and Fern fronds 

on the cloth. In the centre were small vases filled with Odonto- 

glossum vexillarium and 0. crispum, the former having a most delicate 

appearance. The decoration of the Royal boxes was conducted by Mr 

W. G. Head, and an excellent effect was produced by narrow marginal 

borders of Roses in variety, Anthurium Schertzerianum, Gloxinias, and 

Ferns ; the divisional lines on the staircases being formed of Ferns, 

Palms, and Caladiums. Two bouquets were prepared for presentation to 

the Princesses, and consisted in one case of light and dark Roses, Bouvardia 

longiflora, Odontoglossum crispum, and Cattleyas, in the other of yellow 

and pink Roses with Stephanotis, In the evening the grounds were- 

illuminated in an exceptionally beautiful manner by some thousands of 

the Yauxhall lamps. 

-Mahonia Aquifolium.—A correspondent, “ Curious,” desires 

to ask if any reader of this Journal could oblige him with a receipt for- 

making wine from the fruit of Mahonia Aquifolium. 

- New Public Park, Bilston.—Mr. William Hall of Bilston,. 

having generously presented the town with 22 acres of ground within ten 

minutes’ walk of the Bilston Town Hall as a Jubilee gift for a public- 

park, it was decided to offer two prizes of twenty and ten guineas 

for the best design for laying out the same. The first prize has been 

awarded to Messrs. W. Birron A Son of Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash. 

Derby, and the second to Mr. W, Milner, Crystal Palace School of 

Landscape Gardening, Sydenham. 

- “ X.” sends the following note :—“ At the Richmond Show 

(Surrey) last week the Table Decorations were not quite so good as 

usual, but considerable discussion was caused by what was generally 

regarded as a strange error of judgment on the part of the censors in 

that class. Mr. J. R. Chard, Stoke Newington, and Mr. Goodwin. 

Twickenham, were the principal exhibitors, and though Mr. Chard was 

placed second, his table was preferred by many persons. In the first, 

prize table Iceland Poppies were freely employed, but they were- 

arranged with other flowers too thickly, and constituted an almost 

impenetrable screen for persons facing the vases. The fruit also were 

very formally arranged. Mr. Chard’s arrangement was in his customary 

light graceful style, perhaps not finished with so much care as generally 

characterises his work, but admittedly superior in most points to that 

placed first. The Judges spent considerable time over the class, and had 

ultimately to call in a referee, but it was a case that would have well 

deserved the attention of the Committee, if it were not for their rule 

that the Judge’s decision is final. The undue interference of committees 

with the judges’ awards or the encouragement of protests is not desir¬ 

able, but instances like this sometimes occur, when a further appeal 

would be advantageous.” 

- Gardening Appointment.—Mr. William Suart, late foreman- 

at Hartsholme Hall, near Lincoln, has been appointed head gardener to 

Lord Monson, Burton Hall, near Lincoln. 

—— “Amateur” writes:—“I have a row of Pauline Straw¬ 

berry this year, which in several points is giving me much satisfaction.. 

It is early, productive, and the fruits eome of a good size, their distinct 

appearance rendering them attractive as a dish on the table. In flavour- 

it is not quite so good as might be desired, but this may be owing in some- 

degree to the unusually dry weather, as several other varieties are not 

up to their usual standard this season.” 

- A meeting of the members of the Wakifield Paxton 

Society was recently held at Councillor Lupton’s, the Saw Hotel. 

Councillor Milnes presided, and Mr. H. Oxley was in the vice-chair. 

Some of the members of the party who visited Studley Royal, the seat of 

the Marquis of Ripon, gave an interesting report with regard to their: 

excursion. On the motion of Mr. Herbert Chapman, seconded by Mr. 

John Fletcher, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Tom Mason, 

1 of Fountains Hall, steward to the Marquis, and also to Mr. Clarae, the- 

head gardener, for their kindness and courtesy to the visitors, who were 

permitted to visit the gardens and to look over the house, museum, &c. 

There was no essay read at the meeting last Saturday evening, but a 

long and interesting discussion took place on the Pyrethrum, the Pansy, 

the Viola, and other early summer flowers, of which there was an exceed¬ 

ingly good display on view. Mr. T. Garnett, head gardener to Miss- 

Edith G. Mackie, opened the discussion with some very interesting 

details with regard to the growth of Pyrethrums and Pansies. Alderman 
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W. H. Lee proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Garnett for opening the 

interesting discussion, and to the exhibitors of flowers. Mr. T. Senior 
Seconded the motion, and said they were much indebted to Mr. Garnet^ 

-for the great interest he had taken in the Society since its formation, and 

for the ability he displayed in reference to all horticultural matters. Mr. 

T. 11. Preston supported the motion, as did also Mr. H. Oxley. The last 
named gentleman remarked that formerly market gardening was exten¬ 

sively Garried on at the Adel Reformatory, but on visiting it that daybe 
found that the cultivation of flowers had taken the place of growing 

vegetables, and he saw no less than 7000 Rose trees and large beds of 
, flowers of various kinds, for which there was a great demand. He had 
.no doubt that the present great love for flowers had been brought about 

.in some measure through the influence of such societies as the Paxton 
Society. 

- The Grasshopper Plague is giving serious trouble in Algeria 

' this year. The efforts made to destroy the eggs have proved useless. In 
-one.district 50,000 gallons have been collected and burned. This rtepre- 

. sents the destruction of 7,250,000,000 insects. 

- We are informed by Messes. Sutton & Sons of Reading, that 

the statement which appeared in our columns last week, to the effect 

that they “ provided a substantial repast for 2000 aged persons,” is 
'incorrect. They only placed two of their large rooms at the disposal of 

the J ubilee Committee, who provided the dinner. 

- Messrs. Storrie & Storrie of Dundee send us samples of 
■a new label rest. It is an ingenious yet simple arrangement of 

-galvanised wire, in which a label horizontally placed is tightly gripped 

.and held at an angle convenient for reading, the wire being twisted 

below the label and made to form two legs for inserting in the ground. 

These labels, we are informed, have been in use for two years by the 
patentees, and have given such great satisfaction as to justify them in 
offering them to the public. They are durable, portable, and useful for 

flowers and trees in gardens. 

- Croydon Flower Show.—A correspondent informs us that 

a very successful and largely attended show was held at Croydon last 

week. The most successful winners in the plant classes were Mr. W. 

King, gardener to P. Crowley, Esq., and Mr. T. N. Penfold, gardener to 
Rev. Canon Bridges. The last named exhibitor also staged fruit and 
Iloses successfully, and Mr. Jupp, gardener to Cuthbert Johnson, Esq., 
secured the Society’s and Messrs. Sutton’s prizes for excellent vegetables. 

There was a great display of Roses, but the blooms were rather small, 
Messrs. B. R. Cant, F. Cant, G. Bunyard, G. W. Piper, and Cheal & Sons 

were prizewinners, as also were, in other classes, Revs. R. C. Hales and 

Alan Cheales, with Mrs. Waterlow and Messrs. T. B. Heywood, A. 
Slaughter, E. R. Linsdell, J. Macdonald Smith, E. Mawley, W. J- 
Dart, W. E. West, and M. Hodgson. The National Rose Society’s 

medal offered for the best Rose in the Show was won by Miss Baker with 

• Catherine Mermet. Messrs. J. R. Box, J. Laing A Co., and J. Cheal and 

Sons contributed to the attractiveness of the Show by their special 

■exhibits. 

——- Mr. Robert Sydenham of Birmingham, in describing in a 

small manual how he came to grow bulbs, states:—“ When I first 
went specially to Holland to see why the Dutchmen were able to grow 

bulbs better than they can be grown in any other country, I quite 

-realised when there the secret of their success. The land is all perfectly 

flat, the soil is nothing but fine sand, such as seen by the seaside, which 

is always about one even moistness, for about 18 to 24 inches under the 
surface is always water, consequently, however dry the weather is, the' 
moisture drawn up from the water always keeps the bulbs in one even 

state of moisture, as the soil is never dry 3 inches under the surface. As; 
a proof of this, I am told the Dutch can plant young Lettuce out in the 

hottest weather, and the plants will hardly feel the shift after the first: 

night. Should heavy rain ever fall it drains through the sand iinmc- 

’ -diately, i The Dutch always cover their bulb beds over during the 

winter with straw or reeds about 4 inches thick to keep out the frost, 
and they tell me the great secret of success is to keep the bulbs in an 

even temperature and away from the frost. The land where the bulbs 
are grown is very richly manured with cow manure every second or 
third year, the ground being covered withmaiiure Cor 8 inches thick. There; 

is such a demand for cow manure in the bulb districts that it is brought 

from all parts of Holland, and constitutes quite a trade ; in fact, many 

'dairymen make nearly as much out of their cows’ manure as they do 

out of the milk. Hyacinths are only grown in the same ground once 

in three years, then a crop of Tulips or Crocus) the third year often 

standing idle.” 

DOUBLE FLOWERED IVY-LEAF 
PELARGONIUMS. 

This section of the Pelargonium has been improved very much 
during the last few years by Mr. Cannell and others. They can be 
grown into any shape and to a great size within a space of twelve 
or fifteen months. I lately saw several well flowered plants at 
Northerwood, Lord Londesborough’s beautiful place near Lyndhurst. 
They were trained to a pyramidal-shaped trellis, about 5 feet 
high, and 3 feet through at the pot. These Pelargoniums are also very 
useful for draping a pillar or a wall in the conservatory or green - 
house. Small plants grown in 32-size pots, having five thin sticks 
round the edge of the pots, with an inclination to the centre of the 
ball, and the tops brought together and tied to a short stick placed 
upright in the centre of the pot and the shoots trained loosely 
thereto, make very useful and effective plants for standing in vases 
on the dinner table and for other decorative purposes. 

Veritable pyramids of dark scarlet, pink, rose, white, &c., from 
5 to 6 feet high, and from 3 to 4 feet through at the base, may be 
grown in a 12 or 10-inch pot within a period of two or three years 
from cuttings, provided the plants are potted in a compost consisting 
of three parts of sound fibry loam and one of pulverised horse 
droppings and sweet leaf mould, with a liberal sprinkling of coarse 
sand added. Any young plants which are destined to be grown into 
large specimens should not be placed on a trellis until they are 
shifted into their flowering pots, as many of the shoots would bo 
sure to get broken in the process of uncoiling, but, instead, support 
the shoots by tying them to upright sticks in the meantime. Strong 
galvanised wire, painted green, is the best material to make the 
trellises with for ordinary sized specimens, but for large .specimens 
the framework of the trellis should consist of quaiter-inch thick 
iron, with rings of stout galvanised wire. 

In training the plants, commencing, as a matter of course, at 
the bottom, coiling the shoots round the trellis until the top is 
reached, and the whole is completely covered with short-jointed 
shoots. If the object be to secure large specimens in as short a 
time as possible all flowers should be picked off as soon as they 
appear, and alternate waterings cf weak liquid manure and clear 
water be given at the roots when considered necessary . 

The double-flowered Ivy-leaf Pelargonium is also a capital 
basket plant, the flowering shoots hanging gracefully over the edge 
of wire baskets suspended from the roof of greenhouse or conser¬ 
vatory being very effective. S nail fl weiing [lints in 48 pots aie 
good for drooping over the edge of the side and central stages in green¬ 
house and conservatory. It is also a first-rate plant for planting in 
rustic vases in the pleasure grounds, in which, likewise, large 
pyramids of the various distinct flowered varieties may be formed 
during summer by the use of enriched loam, moss, and small plants. 
The interior of the pyramids may be formed by the mould, working 
the moss round the outside, and putting in a plant here and there 
as the work proceeds, giving sufficient water through a rose to settle 
the soil about the roots, and the moss several times during the 
progress of the pyramids, on the completion of which the Pelar¬ 
gonium shoots should be pegged loosely into the moss. In the 
absence of rain the floral pyramids should be watered through a 
moderately fine rose every afternoon. As the above remarks are in 
reference to rooted plants, I may here say that cuttings of the 
most approved varieties taken at once, or, indeed, any time between 
February and October, and inserted in 3-inch p its filled with sandy 
soil in a close moist frame or propagating house, will soon root 
They should then be potted singly, watered, and grown near the 
glass ; afterwards shift the plants into larger pots as they require 
more room at the roots, using the loam in a rougher state at 
each potting. The plants, I find, make satisfactory progress and 
flower freely during the winter and spring months in a light house 
and in a temperature ranging between 43° and 50° at night and 
between 50° and (10° in the daytime. 

In the following list are included a few of the best varieties to 
grow for any of the purposes indicated:—Madame Thibaut, deep 
pink ; Isadore Feral, flowers large and very double, of a most pleas¬ 
ing shade of light rose colour ; Louis Thibaut, deep red, of fine 
shape ; Jeanne d’Arc, one of the best varieties, white, suffused with 
light lavender ; Comtesse Horace de Choiseul, beautiful satiny rose, 
shaded towards the edge of petals white ; Abel Carriere, of a beau¬ 
tiful soft magenta colour, feathered maroon in upper petals ; A. F. 
Barron, lilac rose flowers, larg i and very full ; De Brazza, lively 
salmon, full pips of perfect shape, short jointed and free ; Gloire 
d’Orleans, rich crimson magenta, produced in great abundance, 
trusses and flowers medium size, of dwarf habit, consequently not 
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suitable for growing into large specimens ; Candeur, flowers very 
double, pure white, vigorous habit, and very free ; Congo, of fine 
form and substance, light lilac, shot deeper, centre rose, edges 
silvery white ; Hanoi, reddish salmon, of a pleasing colour, fine pips 
and trusses ; and La Florifere, soft rose pink, a most suitable 
variety for baskets and vases.—H. W. Ward, Longford Castle. 

LILACS. 

In shrubberies Lilacs are invaluable, while few plants are so common 

or so generally appreciated in suburban gardens as the ordinary forms 

of Syringa vulgaris and S. persica. Quite a large trade has also sprung 

up in forced flowers early in the year, and small plants in pots are also 

much valued for decorative purposes, grouping either in the conserva. 

tory, rooms or corridors. Small standards are most useful for such 

purposes, and the variety Charles X. is especially adapted for them, 

with clear stems 1 to 2 feet high, and neat bushy heads. The variety 

named is compact in growth, flowers freely and early, and therefore 

forces well. For culture in pots several varieties have been introduced 

of recent years, mainly from the continent, but for general planting out 

of doors few have paid much attention to any but the ordinary old 

forms that have been grown for so many years. One handsome variety 

of recent introduction was brought to our notice a few weeks since by 

Messrs. Wm. Paul it Son, Cheshunt—namely, Marie Lequay, of which 

two trusses are shown of their natural size in fig. 2. The flowers are 

pure white, of great size and substance, the lobes long and oval in form, 

the panicles dense compact conical trusses, and the fragrance powerful. 

It is one of the S. vulgaris varieties, and would make a grand addition to 

any shrubbery. 

A selection of the best from a continental collection of sixty varieties 

was given some time ago in these pages and comprised the following :— 

Dr. Lindlgy, massive trusses of purplish lilac flowers ; Alba grandiflora, 

splendid spikes of pure waxy blooms ; Gloire de Moulins, very free, 

dark, and effective; Goliath, immense trusses of dark lilac flowers ; Due 

d’Orleans, soft rose colour, late, distinct, and attractive ; Schweelavina, 

silvery blush ; Yerschaffelti, pale lilac, bold trusses ; Rubra insignis. 

dark lilac, massive heads ; Gloire de Coureelles, very large, medium 

colour, late ; Madame Briot, lilac deepening to violet, the darkest of all ; 

Hyacinthiflora, a distinct and beautiful variety with fine spikes and 

symmetrical double flowers ; and azurea plena, double, free and effective- 

CHOICE HARDY PLANTS IN FLOWER. 

At this season of the year choice hardy flowering perennials are 
somewhat numerous, and as it is a good time for making selections for 
future planting, I will briefly note some of the most useful from a large 
and representative collection. 

SPANISH IRISES. 

For the middle of June to the middle of July it would be difficult to 
conceive a group more lovely and so extremely varied as the Spanish 
Irises. Though somewhat late this season, they are not devoid of any of 
the charms which always attend their flowering. So characteristic of 
Orchid beauty are they in general aspect, that they would command far 
greater attention were they the inhabitants of some tropical clime. 
Quite recently in conversation with an Orchid fancier I pointed to the 
beauty and purity of that unequalled English Iris, Mont Blanc, as white 
as driven snow, and as he looked upon it with admiration he wondered 
whether “he was more fond of Orchids than the genus Iris.” If the 
Spanish Irises were more generally known who could fail to admire them ? 
and I am sure a far greater number would grow them than now. It is 
not strange that many Orchid growers are much in love with this family, 
f_>r in them they see much of that extreme beauty and grace which 
marks the flowers of their choice, and but for these Irises would hold a 
unique position in the floricultural world. These Irises are extremely 
hardy, are easily established, and increase with remarkable freedom. 
They are at home in the herbaceous or rockery border, and prefer a dry 
and rather sunny position. A moderately rich soil will suit them well, 
and once planted they will annually increase in beauty, and may be left 
at least five or six years undisturbed. September and October are the 
best months for planting them, and not more than 4 inches below the 
surface, using plenty of sharp sandy grit about the bulbs. In point of 
colour they are very much varied, and in a good collection pure whites, 
creams, and shades of sulphur, lemon, canary, and rich golden anil 
orange yellows, celestial and lavender blues, together with golden and 
bronzy hues interspersed, will all be found, as well as many intermediate 
and varying shades of each. For cutting they are simply unique, and 
will vie with the choicest floral gems of the day, while not the least 
important particular respecting them is their lovely and welcome fra¬ 
grance. Such, then, is a brief, though very inadequate, idea of one of 
the most useful groups among hardy bulbs. 

LILIUMS. 

The season of Liliums has now commenced, and many fine species and 
forms are in full beauty. First on the list comes L. pyrenaicum, a 
yellow Turk's-cap, very hardy and free flowering. It is freely spotted 
with black ; it attains 3 feet high when established, and increases readily 
without assistance. L. pyrenaicum rubrum grows somewhat taller, and 
has flowers of a bright orange red ; it is a most pleasing and effective 
Lily. It is sometimes erroneously sold as pomponium, from which it is 
distinct. The true L. pomponium is also splendidly in flower ; it is quite 
distinct in foliage from the preceding, and besides has fiery scarlet 
flowers. A noble Lily at this period, and one which cannot be too ex¬ 
tensively employed. It grows 3 feet high or more, and succeeds well in 
ordinary well enriched soil. It is a native of southern Europe, and 
always admired when seen in flower. When fully established it forms 
one of the most striking objects in the whole of this extensive and ex¬ 
ceedingly rich genus of plants. But by far the most noble and princely 
among early Liliums is that known as L. monadelphum Szovitzianum, 
for it stands without a rival. It is a Lily of great beauty, possessing 
much of the grandeur so characteristic of its race, while its fragrant 
handsome flowers tell their own tale. The cultural requirements are 
very simple, a rich loamy and rather sandy soil being all that it needs. 
In this, if left undisturbed, it will thrive for years, all that is requisite 
being occasional waterings with weak liquid manure during hot weather. 
No plant more noble or imposing can possibly adorn the higher portions 
of the rock garden in a partially shaded position in a deep rich soil than 
this ; in fact, it improves by being lifted up slightly on account of its 
lovely pendent blossoms. These, it may be remarked, are more or less 
spotted with black, and vary in colour from pale primrose to deep golden, 
scarcely any two bulbs producing flowers of a similar shade. The 
flowers arc recurved in a remarkable manner, and are borne on stout 
stems about 4 feet high. It is not unusual for large well established 
clumps of this magnificent Lily to produce spikes of eighteen to twenty 

of its lovely flowers. 
Another Lily which has become a rarity of late years, is L. Martagon 

album ; it is still somewhat scarce, and is only another instance of the 
riches of this genus. It is a very distinct plant, producing quite a 
pyramid of its pure white wax-like flowers. It is perfectly at home in 
sandy loam, a soil which by the way suits so many Lilies, and even those- 
which are reputedly peat lovers will, with care and discretion, succeed 
in it. I find cow manure on our light soils suit the majority of this 
genus, for even pardalinum and superbum, both recognised peat and 
moisture-loving plants, quite surpassed my expectations both as regards 
the height they attained and also the progress they had made below: 
when lifted last season ; in fact, I regarded it as highly successful, con¬ 
sidering our very dry summer, and the fact that the plants were fully 
exposed to the sun. The other Lilies in the month of June are the forms 
of L. Davuricum, among which L. D. erectum is conspicuous. But I 
must not omit the lovely little L. tenuifolium, with its fiery scarlet 
flowers ; these are very similar to pomponium in point of colour, of 
which it may also be regarded as a miniature. It grows a foot to 
18 inches high, and delights in moist sandy peat. Its general aspect is 
fragile, and it should be regarded as one of the most slender gems af 
this valuable group of plants. 

THE DOUBLE SCARLET GEUM. 

Geum coccineum fl.-pl.—This is one of the most profuse of early 
summer flowering perennials, the colour vivid scarlet on spikes nearly 
2 feet high ; it is a most serviceable border plant. 

POPPIES. 

Papaver orientale and varieties. — For producing a dazzling dis¬ 
play of brilliant crimson, scarlet, and orange flowers nothing can equal 
these Eastern Poppies. Perfect giants in their way, having gorgeously 
coloured flowers nearly equal in size to an ordinary dinner plate, and 
which in the case of many have a huge black blotch at the base of each 
petal, these plants are suited for large gardens when they may be 
viewed at a little distance, for it is not too much to say of them that 
they are overwhelming when seen in quantity and close to the eye. Some 
of the varieties grow to 4 feet in height, while there are others which 
only attain to about half that height. Very distinct indeed from them 
are the forms of Papaver nudicaule in their simple beauty and only a 
foot high, with their varying colours of white, orange, and yellow. 
Perfect gems for the rockwork are these, where they flower in great 
profusion for a considerable time.—J. H. E. 

PROPAGATING DRACAENAS. 

Such useful and effective varieties as D. gracilis, D. Goldieana, 
D. Lindeni,and others of similar habit that have become too tall for ordin¬ 
ary decorative purposes, may have their tops taken off and rooted. This can 
be accomplished without the loss of a single leaf, provided they are cut 
where the wood is not too hard. When cut through where the wood is 
moderately firm only they root quickly and retain the whole of their 
foliage, which is not the case when the base of the cutting is hard. 
Each head if large should be inserted in a 5-inch pot, properly drained, and 
filled with a compost of loam and peat in equal proportions, with a 
liberal dash of sand added. Place a good pinch of sand in the centre: 
for the base of the head to rest upon. Give a good watering, and plunge.- 
the pots in cocoa-nut fibre or other material, covering the rim of the pot 
and surface of the soil, and then keep them close under large bell- 
glasses or handlights. Shade from the sun. Other varieties, such as. 
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D. Cooperi and D. terminalis, do not root so certainly without losing 
their leaves when the heads are cut and inserted. If these are taken 
they should not be confined in the propagating frame or under hand- 
lights unless the lights are tilted to prevent the foliage damping, an evil 

slower, but no less certain method of ringing them and binding the stem 
above with moss. If the stem is well cut in the first instance, the plant 
shaded afterwards, and the moss kept moist, roots at this period of the 
year will be quickly emitted from the stem, when more moss or lumps of 

which is very apt to occur. The greatest success can be attained by in¬ 
serting them, and then plunging the pots in a shaded house where the 
atmosphere is close and moist ; the leaves do not damp under these con¬ 
ditions. Those unfamiliar with the process of cutting the heads and 
rooting them according to the directions given may follow the older, 

peat may be added, and finally the top taken. When they are first takers 
off the heads should be treated for ten days or a fortnight the same as. 
advised above for rooting heads, by which time they will be established 
in their pots, and may occupy a position with the general stock. Pot 
young plants as they need more root space. Dracaenas grow rapidly in 
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ribadcd from the sun and given a high moist temperature. Be., careful 
not to overwater these plants after they are first potted. More plants 
are brought into a stunted-condition through this than any other cause. 
—B. W. 

ROSE SHOWS. 
NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY. 

METROPOLITAN SHOW.—July 5th. 

GAIN the great annual 

tournament of Roses has 

been held at South Ken¬ 

sington, and though intending 

exhibitors have had an anxious 

period lately the gathering far 

surpassed the expectations of 

even the most sanguine rosa- 

rians. The season has, however, 

been an exceptionally trying one 

for the Hybrid Perpetuals, so that all 

must have been prepared to find, what 

1/ was actually the case—namely, much 

deficiency in size and substance o 

blooms, with considerable irregularity in the 

merits of the collections. There was scarcely one good 

all-round stand, except in the Tea classes, but there were 

numerous fine blooms scattered throughout the Show. In 

the nurserymen’s classes the want of size was most notice¬ 

able, and in the great seventy-two class it was a remarkable 

victory for Messrs. Harkness Co. to defeat the champion southern 

trade grower at the leading southern show. Yorkshire rosarians have 

reason to be proud of their representative. Most of the winning stands 

were, however, below the standard of previous years, except the Teas, 

which were in grand force, fresh, fine, and beautiful, quite refreshing in 

their purity, and amply proving how much they enjoy a tropical summer. 

It was somewhat curious that the Eame Hybrid Perpetual and Tea 

varieties should gain the silver medals in the nurserymen’s and amateurs’ 

classes, Ulrich Brunner being selected amongst the former, and Comtesse de 

Nadaillac amongst the latter, both varieties being shown capitally in a 

number of other stands. There was nothing special amongst new Roses, 

and there was no entry for the gold medal, but the classes provided for old 

.garden Roses, buttonhole and Moss Roses were very interesting, and 

attracted much admiration from the visitors. 

In the conservatory there were four rows of boxes, the whole length on 

central and side tables, while a great portion of the eastern quadrant was 

occupied with the classes from 20 to 38. All the arrangements were well 

made, the judging was expeditiously performed, and the prize cards 

promptly affixed, but there was not a very large attmdance of visitors. 

NURSEYMEN’S CLASSES. 

Class 1, for seventy-two varieties. A beautifully fresh collection from 
Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, Yorks, secured the premier award in this 
important class. In size they were wanting, but for freshness and clear¬ 
ness of hue they were excellent. The varieties were as follows :—Reynolds 
Hole, very fine ; Madame Willermoz, M. Alfred Dumesnil, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, General Jacqueminot, Princess Bea'rice, Auguste Rigotard, Captain 
Christy, Ulrich Brunner, Madame Theresa Levet, Dr. Sewell, Marquise de 
Castellane, Jean Ducher, Francis Michelon, Horace Vernet, M. Noman, 
La France, Constantin Fretiakotf, Queen of Queens, Etienne Levet (beauti¬ 
ful), Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Duke of Edinburgh, Heinrich Schultheis, 
La Rosiere, Reine du Midi (?), RosL-riste Jacobs, Madame de Watteville, Sir 
G. Wolseley, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Duke of Connaught, Marie Yan Houtte, 
Comtesse d’Oxford, Yiolette Bouyer, Star of Waltham, Catherine Mermet, 
Marie Baumann, fine ; Pride of Waltham, Beauty of Waltham, good ; 
Madame Montel, Antoine Ducher, Therese Levet, Merveille de Lyon, 
Le Havre, Niphetos, Dupuy Jamain, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, A. K. 
Williams, Du hesse de Vallombrosa, Charles Lefebvre, Edith Giffard, May 
<Juennell, M. E. Y. Teas, Madame Cusin, grand; Innocente Pirola, Sultan of 
Zanzibar, fine ; Souvenir d’un Ami, Hippolyte Jamain, Duohesse de Morny, 
Mareohal Niel, Prince Arthur, Princess of Wales, Alfred Colomb, Royal 
Standard, Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Magna Charta, William Warden, Duke 
of Teck, Marie Finger, Fisher Holmes, Gloire de Dijon, and Madame E. 
Verdier. Mr. B. R. Cant of Colchester had a good stand, his blooms being 
of fair size and many in fine condition ; some, however, lacked freshness, 
Her Majesty was very good, as were Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Madame 
Ducher, and Dupuy Jamain. The third prize went to Mr. Frank Cant, 
Colchester, and the fourth to Messrs. Paul & Son, The Old Nurseries, 
Cheshunt. Five collections were staged. 

Class 2, forty-eight distinct varieties, three trusses of each. There 
were three stands in competition iu this class, Mr. B. R. Cant improving 
on his previous essay by securing the first prize. He showed the following 
varieties :—Merveille de Lyon, Nardy Fibres, Baronne de Rothschild, 
Madame Cusin, Mareckal Niel, Annie Laxton, Niphetos, Franjiis Michelon, 
Madame Lacharme, Marie Baumann, M. Noman, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, 
Marguerite de St. Amand, Madame Ducher, Madame Caroline Kuster, 

Alfred Colomb, Souvenir d’nn Ami, Souvenir de M. Soil, Mafiame IJJugene 
Verdier, Marchioness of Exeter, Her Majesty, Ulrich Brunner, Madame 
Gabriel Luizet, Dupuy Jamain, Madame Prosper Laugiet. Comtesse de 
Nadaillac, Madame Marie Verdier, Souvenir d’E ise Vardon, Ethnne Leypt, 
Madame de Watteville, Xavier Olibo, Catherine Mermet, Star of Waltham, 
Etoile de Lyon, Maurice Bernardin, Edouard Morren, Duke of Wellington, 
Madame Willermoz, Dr. Andry, Mdlle. Marie Cointet. A. K. Williams, La 
Bouled’Or, Edouard Hervc, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Duke of Edinburgh, 
Innocente Pirola, Hippolyte Jamain, and Marie Finger. This was a sur¬ 
prisingly good collection. The second prize went to Messrs. Paul & Son, 
Cheshunt, who showed exceedingly well, and the third to Mr. Charles 
Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, in whose boxes Madame Gabriel Luizet 
was conspicuously good. 

Class 3, forty-eight varieties. Messrs. J. Burrell it Co., How House 
Nurseries, Cambridge, here secured the first prize, staging the following 
varieties :—Ulrich Brunner, M. Noman, Beauty of Waltham, Mardohal Niel, 
Madame Prosper Laugier, Baronne de Rothschild, Etoile de Lyon, Madame 
Gabriel Luizet, Franqois Michelon, La Boule d’Or, Duke of Teck. Marie 
Rady, Innocente Pirola, Duke of Edinburgh, Madame Eugene Yerdier, 
Princess of Wales, Merveille de Lyon (excellent bloom), Hypolyte Jamain, 
Madame de Watteville, Marie Baumann, Marie Verdier, Jean Ducher, 
Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Fisher Holmes, La France, Etienne Levet, 
Horace Vernet, Madame Montet, M. Boncenne, Souvenir de Gabriel Drevet, 
Xavier Olibo, Constantin Fretiakoff, S. Reynolds Hole, Catherine Mermet, 
Abel Carriere, Pride of Waltham, Violette Bouyer, Dupuy Jamain, Maurice 
Bernardin (excellent), Madame Hypolyte Jamain, Prince Arthur, Madame 
A. Jacquier, Her Majesty, Louis Van Houtte, Comtesse de Nadaillac (very 
fine), Madame Cusin, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, and Le Havre. This was a very 
even and fresh collection. The second prize went to Messrs. Curtis, Sanford, 
and Co., Torquay, their stand including noteworthy blooms of Madame 
Gabriel Luizet, Baronne de Rothschild, and Marguerite de St. Amand. The 
third prize fell to Messrs. John Cranston A Co., King’s Acre. Hereford, for 
a litt'e inferior collection, Her Majesty, Marie Rady, and M. Alfred Du¬ 
mesnil being good. Fourth prize was awarded to Messrs. Jefferies & Son, 
Cirencester. Seven collections were staged in all. 

Class 4, twenty-four distinct varieties. Mr. H. Merryweather, Southwell, 
was the most successful exhibitor in this class, his first prize stand being 
moderately good, but somewhat marred by a lark of freshness in some 
varieties. The following composed his stand:—Ulrich Brunner, Madame 
Lacharme, Etienne Level, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Mary Rady, La France, 
Pride of Reigate, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Mdlle. Marie Cointet, Madame 
Prosper Laugier, Madame de Watteville, Prince Arthur, Catherine Mermet, 
Charles Lefebvre, Marguerite de St. Amand, Comte de Raimbaud, Countess 
of Roseberv, Niplisto3. Francis Levet, Madame Catherine Soupert, A. K. 
Williams, M. Noman, Madame Cusin, and Duchesse de Vallombrosa. The 
first-named bloom, it may be noted, received tlie silver medal as being con¬ 
sidered the best Hybrid Perpetual iu the show. It was a fine substantial 
bloom. Mr. J. Mattock, New Headington Nursery, Oxford, receivid the 
second prize, his flowers being fresh, and the third and fourth prizes went 
to Messrs. G. Mount, Rose Nurseries, Cant rbury, and Messrs. G. Cooling 
and Son, Bath, respectively. Six stands were shown in all. 

Class 5, twenty-four varieties, three trusses of each. Messrs. J. Jefferies 
and Co. secured a highly creditable victory in this class, their blooms being 
in excellent condition. The varieties were as fo'lows :—Marquise de 
Castellane, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Ulrich Brunner, Marie Cointet, 
Comtesse d’Oxford, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Madam^ Marie Verdier, Cannes 
La Coquette, Annie Laxton, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Rosieriste Jacob, 
Madame Montet, Mareahal Niel, Marchioness of Exeter, Merveille de Lyon, 
Marie Rady, Comtesse de Serenye, Etienne Levet, Niphetos, Louis Van 
Houtte, Marie Finger, Mrs. Charles Wood, Marguerite de St. Amand, and 
American Beauty. Messrs. John Cranston followed, their stini including 
several good blooms ; and the third and fourth prizes went to Messrs. 
Cooling & Son and G. Mount, in the order named. Eight collections were 
in competition. 

AMATEURS’ CLASSES. 

The competition was keen in the chief amateurs’ class, and nine col- 
lect’ons of forty-eight distinct single trusses were staged. The challenge 
trophy was won by W. J. Grant, Esq., Hope End Farm, L dbury. Hereford, 
with an admirable stand of blooms, comprising Bonne capital specimens for 
the season. The varieties were Sir Garnet AVolseley, Mons. Noman, 
Alfred Colomb, Merveille de Lvon, Annie Wood, Madame Welch, Duchess 
of Bedford, Souvenir d’EIise Vardon, Madame Crapelet, Her Majesty, 
Marie Rady, Marie Van Houtte, Le Havre, Cattle1 ine Mermet, Star of 
Waltham, Marechal Niel, General Jacqu minot, Anna 0 ivier, Ulrich 
Brunner. Belle Lyonr.aise. Constantin Fretiakoff, Madame Gabriel Luizet, 
A.K.Williams, LouisVan Houtte, Marie Baumann, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, 
Camille Bernardin, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. Charles Lefebvre, Comtesse 
de Nadaillac, Thomas Mills, Marquise de Castellane, Abel Carriere, Madlle. 
Eugenie Verdier, Lord Macaulay, Caroline Kuster, Xavier Olibo, Niphetos, 
Etienne Level, La France, Duke of Wellington, Souvenir d’un Ami, Duke of 
Edinburgh, Franij fis Michelon, Charles DarwiD, Henrich Schultheis, La 
Rosier?, and Cotmtess of Oxford ; the Rev. J. H. Pembe-ton, Havering, 
RunforJ, was a very good second with handsome blooms, among-t which 
was the premier Hybrid Perpetual in the amateurs’classes, Ulrich Brunner, 
very large, and handsome in colour, a magnificent bloom. Fine examples 
of Charles Lefebvre, Catherine Mermet, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, and 
Horace Vernet were also shown. T. B. Hall, Esq., Rockfeiry, was third,and 
H. Slaughter, Esq., Ju vis Villa, Steyning, fourth, both having creditable 
collections. 

Class 7. twenty-four varieties, thr.e trusses each. W. J Grant, Esq. 
Ledbury, Hereford, secured the honours in this class with a creditable 
collection, the blooms mostly of moderate size but including a good propor¬ 
tion of well-formed samples, very clean and fresh in colours. The varieties 
represented were—Marie Rady, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Charles Lefebvre, 
Madame Gabiiel Luizet, Abel Carriere, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Caroline 
Kuster, Xavier Olibo. Niphetos, Le Havre, Cathrrine Mermet, Charles Dar¬ 
win, Ulrich Brunner, Merveille de Lyon, Sir Garnet Wolseley, La France, 
Francois Michelon, Camdle de Rohan, Alba Rosea, A.K.Williams, Marie 
Cointet, Louis Van Houtte, Souvenir d’un Ami, and Marquise de Castellane. 
The second place was adjudged to T. W. Girdlestone, Esq;, Sunnirrgdale, 
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Berke, pome of his best blooms being Madame Bravy, Francis Michelon, 
and A. K. Williams. Mr. S. P. Budd, 8, Gay Street, Bath, was third with 
bright blooms, but several rather weak. There were three entries. 

For the best thrty-six single trusses, E. B. Lindsell. E-q., Bearton, 
Hitchin, was accorded premier honours for an excellent collection of good 
blooms, comprising the premier Tea in the amateurs’ classes, Comtesse de 
Nadaillac. of i ood s’ze, grand form, and altogeth :r a grand bloom. The others 
were—Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Alphonse Soupeit, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, 
Louis Van Houtte, La France, Marie Cointer, Alfred Colomb, Xavier Olibo, 
Charles Lefebvro, Madame Lacharrne, A. K. Williams, Catherine Mermet, 
Her Majesty, Dr. Sewell, Volet’e Bouj'er, Beauty of Waltham, Innocente 
Piro’a, Alnl Carriere, Mulame G. I.nizet, Horace Virnet, Madame Cnsin, 
Le Havre, Mons. Noinan, Li Ros ere, Marechal Niel, Marie Baumann, 
Madame de Wattevitle, DacheBse de Morny, Niphetos, Marie Rady, Comte 
Raimbaud, Merveille de Lyon, Ulrich Brunner, Captain Christy, and Mar¬ 
quise de Castellane. Mrs. Wateilow,Great Doods, Reigate (gardener, Mr. J. 
Brown) was second, noteworthy blooms in the stand being Eugene Furst, 
Pierre Nott n?, Marie Rady, Abel Carriere, Reynolds Hole, and Etienne 
Levtt. W. H. Waktley, Esq., Macklands, Rainham, was placed third, 
bright examples’ of A. K. Williams, Thomas Mills, Marie Radv, and Princb 
Arthur being observable. The Rev. A. Foster Melliar, Ipswich, was fourth, 
Alfred Colomb, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, and Dupuy Jamain b( ing his best 
blooms. There were Beven exhibitors. 

In Class 1) Mr. C. J. Day, Rowton, Chester, took the lead with twentv- 
four single trusses, showing bright fresh blooms of La France, A. K. 
Williams, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Dr. Sewell, Princess Mary of Cam¬ 
bridge, Prince Arthur, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Marie Rady, Cannes La 
Coquette, Lou's Vau Houtte, Merveille de Lyon, Barthelemy Joubert, 
Duchesse de Vallombrcsa, Rosieriste Jacobs, Niphetos, Marquise de Castel¬ 
lane, Marie Cointet, Marie Baumann, Abel Carriere, Secateur Vaisse, 
Catherine M<rinet, Francois Michelon, Le Havre, and Camille Bernavdin. 
G. Chri-ty, Esq , Buckhurst Lodge, Westerham, was Becond. Earl Stan¬ 
hope, Ch vening, Sevenoakt (gardener, Mr. Gray), was third, and Rev. 
W. H. Jackson, Bedford, fourth. Six competitors entered. 

With twelve trip’etf'W. H. Wakeley, Esq., took the lead with Marie 
Rady, Marquise de Castellane, Madatre Gabriel Luizet, Henri Lcdechaux, 
Violeite Bouyrr, Abel GarriOre, Louis Van Houtte, Marechal Niel, Baroness 
Rothschild, Camille Bernard in, Frargo’s Michelon, and Mons. Noman. 
E.’ B. Lindsell, E-q., was ■a-good second, Mrs. Waterlow third, and the 
Rev. W. H. Jackson fourth; with two other exhibitors. 

Claes 11, eighteen single trusses. The Rev. L. Garnett, Christleton, 
Chester, won the first prize with fresh, bright, and moderate-sized blooms 
of Madame Gabriel Luizet, Louis Van Houtte, Marquise de Castellane, 
Marie Cointet, Abel Carriers, Beauty of Waltham. Duchess of Bedford, La 
France, Emily Fontair.e, Innocente Pirola, A. K. Williams, Madame Cusin, 
Horace Vernet, Catherine Mermet, Duke of Wellington, Ulrich Brunner, 
and Caroline Kuster. The second p’ace was gained by Edward Mawley, 
Esq., Rosebank, Berkhamstead, with a good stand, of which the following 
were noteworthy:—Dupuy Jamain, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Marie Finger, 
Merveille de Lyon, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, and Marie Cointet. Miss Baker, 
Holmfels, Reigate (gardener, Mr. J. Budgen), was third, and Mr. W. Nar- 
roway, Headingh n Quarry, Oxford, fourth. There were eight exhibitors. 

Class 12, twelve single trusses. Amongst the nine exhibitors the Rev. 
Alan Cheales, Brockham Vicarage, Surrey, won first honours with clean 
blooms of Captain Christy, Marechal Niel, Marie Baumann, Madame 
Gabriel Luizet, Charles Lefebvre, Frargris MicheloD, Lady Mary Fitz¬ 
william, Countess of Rosebery, Star of Waltham, Mons. Noman, Etienne 
Levet, and Madame Lambard. Mr. H. Wallace, Brentwood, followed, his 
examples of Madame Gabriel Luizet, Catherine Mermet, and Souvenir 
d’Elise Va’don being very notable. Mr. H. Shoesmith, gardener, Saltwood 
Rectory, Hythe, was third, and Mr. H. H. Hayward, Ealing, fourth. 

Cass 13, nine single trusses. J. Bateman, Esq., 72, Twisden Road, 
Highgate Road, took the lead in a class of nine competitors with Ulrich 
Brunn r, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Le Havre, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, 
Frangois MicheloD, Marquis de Castellane, Camille Bernardin. Baroness 
Rothschild, and Marie Rady. Mr. E. Wilkins, Lyndhnrst, Sutton, Surrey, 
was second with several good blooms in an even stand. Julius Sladden, 
Esq., Badsey, Evesham. was-third, and Mr. C. E. Cuthell, Chapel Croft, 
Dorking, fourth. 

Class 14, six distinct single trusses. Seven exhibitors entered in this 
class. T. T. Burnaby Atkins, E q., Halstead Place, Sevenoaks (ga-dener, 
Mr. A. Gibson), was adjudged first honours for Uliich Brunner, Baroness 
Rothschild, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Marie Baumann, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, and Madame Bravy. O. G. OrpeD, Esq , Hillside, Colchester, was 
Becond, showing a fine bloom of Avocat Duvivie-, Mr. H. Foster, High 
Street. A'hford, Kent, third, having Xavier Olibo very neat and rich, and 
Rev. F. S. Taylor, Littleton Vicarage, Evesham, fourth. 

EXTRA CLASSES. 

Class 15, six single trusses, open ODly to amateurs who have never won 
a prize at an exhibition of the National Rose Society. Only four stands 
were shown in this class, O. G. Orpen, Esq., leading with Innocente 
Pirola, Princess of Wales, Caroline Kuster, Madams Cus;n, Marechal Niel, 
and Souvenir d’un Ami; W. D. Freshfield. Esq., Parkeide, Reigate, second ; 
Mr. W. W. Northover, Haslemere, Wimbledon, third, and O. T. Hodges, 
Esq., Lach'ne. Clrisleburst, fourth, with small blooms. 

Class 16, six single trusses of Roses grown within eight miles of Charing 
Gross. J. Bateman, Esq., was first for Ulrich Brunner, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, Duches-e de Valombrosa, Countess of Rosebery, Etienne Levet, 
and Le Havre. Mr. W. Northover was awarded the second prize. 

Class 17, six new Roses oft’eed for the first time in English nurserymen’s 
lists in 1884. Mr. H. Shoesmith, was first with Benoit Comte, Her Majesty, 
Clara Cochet, Dr. Dor, Madame de Watteville, and Souvenir de Gabrielle 
Drevet. 

Class 18, six sirigle trusses of any Hybrid Perpetual Rose. There was a 
keen competi ion in this class, twenty exhibitors staging blooms, and the 
majority were good. J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, Woodford, Essex, 
secured leading honours with magnificent blooms of Ulrich Brunner, large, 
bright, fresh, and of good substance; W. J. Grant, Esq., Hope End Farm, 
Ledbury, Hereford, was seoond with the same variety but smaller blooms ; 

T. B. Hall, Esq., was third w th Li France ; Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Haver¬ 
ing, Romfoid, was fourth wi;h A. K, Williams of medium size, frirly good 
shape and colour. 

Twelve stands of six Teas or Noisettes were staged, the Rev. Alan 
Cheales gaining the first place with Mrrecbal Niel, veiy handsome, large, 
substantial richly coloured blooms. The Rev. H. A. Berners followed 
cl s°ly with Comtesse de Nadaillac, charming blooms of excellent form. 
W. J. Grant, Esq., was third for the same variety, and E. Mitchell, Eeq., 
Romford, fourth for Madame Margottio. 

TEA AND NOISETTE CLASSES. 

Nurserymen's Classes. — The Tea and Noisette Roses were grandly 
shown in all the classei devoted to them, and they constituted the leading 
feature of the exh bition. Five handsome collections of twenty-four Tea 
and Noisette Roses were shown in class 20, equal first prizes being awarded 
to Mr. B. R. Ca-.t, Colchester, and Mr. G. Prince, Oxford. Mr. Cant’s- 
varieties w re Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Souvenir d’un Ami, Madame 
Ang-le Jacquier, Etoile de Lyon, Catherine Mermet, Marechal Niel, Inno¬ 
cente Pirola, Souvenir d’Elise VardoD, Marie Van Houtte, Madame Welch, 
La Boule d'Or, Comtesse de Nadai lac, JuFs Finger, Moire, Niphetos, 
Machine Margottin, Princess of Wales. Hon. Edith Gifford, Madame Caro¬ 
line Kus'er, Madame de Watteville. Davoniensis, Claudius Levet, Anna 
Ollivier, and Madame Willetmoz. Mr. Prince’s blooms comprised the fol¬ 
lowing :—Marechal Niel, Ca'herine Mermet, Anna Ollivier, Souvenir d’un 
Ami, Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Princess of Wales, Innocente Pirola, Com¬ 
tesse de Nadaillac, Homere, Hon. Edith Giffard, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, 
Niphetos, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, Perle des Jardins, Marcelin Rhoda, 
Marquis de Sannina, Marie Van Houtte, Mdlle. M. Arnaud, La Princess 
Vera, Jean Ducber, Etoile de Lyon, Madame A. Jacquier, La Boule d’Or, 
and Madame Willermoz. Mr. F. Cant was third, and Mr. G. W. Piper, 
Uckfield, fourth, with good stands. 

In class 21, for eighteen Teas or Noisettes, there were eight strong 
exhibitors, all the blooms being remarkably clean and bright. Premier 
honours were accorded to Messrs. J. Burrell ifc Co., Cambridge, for very 
handsome blocms of La Boule d’Or, Madame Margottin, Jt’an Bucher, 
Catherine Mermet, Marie Guitlot-, Souvenir de Madame Fernet-, Etoile de 
Lyon, Innocente Pirola, Madame Bravy, Madame Cusin, Madame Angele 
Jacquier, Niphetos, Madame-de' Watteville, Rubens, Francisca Kruger, 
Devoniemis, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Marechal Niel. Messrs. Harness 
and Sous were second with small, neat blooms ; Mr. G. Mount, Canterbury, 
thiid, and Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, fourth. 

For twelve trusses of any Tea or Noisette Rose, Marechal Niel excepted, 
Mr. Frank Cant, Colchester, was first with remarkably beautiful even blooms 
of Souvenir d’Blise ; Mr. G. Prince followed with Comtjsse de Nadaillac ; 
Messrs. Paul & Sop, Cheshnnt, third with Niphetos; and Mr. B. R. Cant 
fourth for Catherine Mermet, neat, clean blooms. There were five com¬ 
petitors. 

Mr. B. R. Cant was awarded the first prize for eighteen Teas or Noisettes, 
three blooms of each, and exhibited the following varieties:—Niphetos, 
Madame Caroline Kuster, Souvenir d’un Ami, Marie Van Houtte, Innocente 
Pirola, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Catherine Mermet, Madame Margottin, 
Rubens, Hon. Edith Gilford, Marechal Niel, Madame de Watteville, Souvenir 
d’Elise, La Boule d’Or, Etoile de Lyon, Madame Cusin, Madame Welch, and 
Devoniensis ; Mr. F. Cant took the second place, Mr. G. Prince the third, 
showing the premier Tea Rose in the nurserymen’s class, Comtesse de 
Nadaillac, very handsome, substantial bloom; Messrs. Paul & Son were 
fourth. 

Amateurs’Cl asses.—In these competition was brisk, and some of the most 
noteworthy flowers in the Show were included in the amateurs’ stands. 
The Rev. J. Page Roberts, The Rectory, Scole, Norfolk, secured the pre¬ 
mier award for eighteen Tea or Noisette varieties, bis charming stand com¬ 
prising brautiful blooms of Marechal Niel, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Alba 
Rosea, and Madame Hippolyte Jamain, amongst others. Mr. Harris, gar¬ 
dener to E. M. Bethune, Esq., Denue Park, Horsham, was a creditable 
second. W. J. Grant, Esq., Hope End Farm, Ledbury, Hereford, third; 
and the Rev. E. G. King, Madineley Vicarage, Cambridge, fourth ; an extra 
prize being awarded to the Rev. ,T. R, Burnside, Chipping Campden. 
There were eight collections in all, and they formed a very attractive class. 
A similar remark applies to the succeeding class—that for twelve Teas or 
Roisettes, ten stands being in competition. Mr. Brown, gardener to Mrs, 
Waterlow, Greit Doods, Reigate, secured a well-deserved victory, a beauti¬ 
ful bloom of Souvenir d’Elise, an equally meritorious one of Princess of 
Wales, with charming examples of Comtesse de Nadaillac and Catherine 
Mermet. forming features of a fine stand. G. Christy, Esq., Buckhurst 
Lodge, Westerham, was a fair second, showing Niphetos and Alba Rosea 
well. The Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, Ipswich, was third, and W. H. Wakeley, 
Esq , Macklandj, Rainham, fourth. 

There were six contestants in the class for nine Tea or Noisette varieties, 
victory resting with the Rev. L. Garnett, Christleton, Chester. Madame 
Cusin, Contesse de Nadailac, and Souvenir d’un Ami were best shown, but 
all were bright and fresh. The second prize flowers of Alfred Slaughter, 
Esq., Steyning, were fresh and clear, but small, and very little in advance of 
the third prize stand, sent by Mr. Budgen, gardener to Miss Barker, 
Holmfels, Reigate. The fourth prize went to Mr. H. Shoesmith, Saltwood 
Rectory, Hythe. Lieut.:Colonei Standish-Hore, Rosehill, St. Asaph, was 
first amongst eleven competitors in the class for six Teas or Noisettes. 
A grand bloom of Souvenir d’Elise Vardon was th: most conspicuous flower 
in this stand. E. Horne, Esq., Park House, Reigate, was a close second; 
the Rev. Alan Cheales, Brockham Vicarage, Surrey, a good third; and the 
Rev. F. S. Taj lor, Littleton Vicarage, Evesham, fourth. 

For twelve Tras or Noisettes, three trusses of each, Mr. Rldout, gardener 
to T. B. Haywood, Esq , Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate, was first with a fine 
stand, Catherine Mermet being particularly good, and Innocente Pirola 
noteworthy. The Rev. F. Burnside was second, his flowers being some¬ 
what small, but in capital condition. The Rev. W, H. Jackson, Bedford, 
was third, and the Rev. F. Page Roberts, fourth. Six collections were 
staged. 

OPEN CLASSES. 

A very interesting class was that for garden Roses, in which (here was 
an unusual number of entries, seven exhibitors contributing good stands.. 
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Julius Sladden, F.sq., Bad?ey, Evesham, Worcester, secured first honou s 
■for a collection that attracted much attention, and which comprised the 
following—La Ville de Bruxelles (Damask), the real York and Lancaster 
(Damask), Heine Marie Henriette (Hybrid China), BelleMaconnaise (Tea), 
Rosa Mundi (French), The Garland (Hybrid Climbing), Aimee Vibert 
(Noisette), Austrian Briar, Alba Felicite, Crimson China, Hybrid Provence, 
Hypatia, Triomphe de Bayeux, Polyantha, Fabvier (China), Moss Princess 
Royal, Old Blush (China), Narcisse (Ncieette), Fellenberg(Noisette), Double 
Margined Hip (Hybrid China), Queen (Bourbon), Homer (Tea), rugosa 
*ubra, Bougere (Tea), and Alba La Seduisante. Messrs. John Cranston 
and Co., King’s Acre, Hereford, were awarded the second prize, also for an 
interesting collection of old Roses ; the Rev. J. H. Pemberton being third, 
and Mr. John Walker, Thame, fourth. 

With twelve bunches of Mobs and Provence Roses, Messrs. Paul & Son 
were first, their best varieties being Lanei, White Bath, Blanche Moreau, 
•Cristate and Perpetual White Moss, all being pretty. Messrs. G. Bunyard 
and Co., Maidstone, were second, Little Gem, Reine Blanche, and Blanche 
Moreau being very notable amongst the Moss Roses. Mr. J. House, Peter¬ 
borough, was third. 

E:ght beautiful stands of buttonhole Roses were exhibited, Mr. J. Mat¬ 
tock, Oxford, securing first honours with a charming collection, comprising 
the following—W. F. Bennett, Rubens, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Jean Pernet, 
Madame Falcot, W. A. Richardson, Marie Van Houtte, W. F. Bennett, Sou¬ 
venir de Paul Neyron, Homere, Niphetos, and Devoniensis. 

Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, were second, their best rarieties being 
La Roeiere, Madame Lambard, Madame Willermoz, Marie Yan Houtte, Sou¬ 
venir d’un Ami, Alba Rosea, and Catherine Mermet. Mossrs. G. Bunyard 
and Co. were third with a good collection, comprising most of the preceding 
varieties, with some others, David Pradel of the Madame Cusin type being 
notable. 

For twelve new Roses first offered in English lists in 1881, Messrs. 
Curtis, Sanford & Co., Torquay, were first with Her Majesty, Madame 
Baulot, Comtesse de Frigneuse, General Appert, Madame Norman Neruda, 
Souvenir de Victor Hugo, Baroness Nathaniel de Rothschild, Victor Hugo, 
The Bride, Laurent de Rille, Princes3 Amelia d’Orleans, and Roul Guillard. 
Messrs. Paul &. Son were second with several of the preceding, together 
with Pride of Reigate, Clara Cochet, Mary Bennett, Marshal P. Wilder, and 
Ella Gordon. Mr. B. R. Cant was third. 

In class 33, for twelve single trusses of any new Rose first offered in 
English lists in 1884, there was a good display. Mr. B. R. Cant took the 
lead with grand blooms of tbe Tea Madame de Watteville, white tinged 
rose, charming. Messrs. G. Cooling & Son, Bath, were second with good 
h'ooms of Her Majesty. Mr. H. Bennett, Shepperton, was third with 
Princess Beatrice, the pedigree seedling Tea, which has already been certi¬ 
ficated several times, and Messrs. Curtis, Sanford it Co. fourth with Her 
Majesty, this variety also being shown by anoiher exhibitor. J. Bateman, 
Esq., was second, showing Madame de Wellenstein, Grace Darling, Gloire 
Lyonnaise, Mr. G. Dickson, Madame de Watteville, and H r Majesty. 
T. W. Girdlestone, Esq., was third. 

Marechal Niel was strongly in evidence in the class for twelve trusses of 
any yellow Rose. Seven stands were in competition, Mr. B. R. Cant taking 
first place with the variety named in fair condition, Mr. G. W. Piper, Uck- 
field, the second, and Mr. Frank Cant the third, both with theMa dchal. 
Mr. W. J. Grant was fourth with Madame Caroline Kuster. Eleven growers 
were represented in the succeeding class—that for a similar number of 
white Roses, Merveille de Lyon beiDg the variety selected in seven cases. 
A magnificent stand of this variety from Mr. B. R. Cant easily took the first 
prize, Mr. Piper secured the second with a charming lot of Niphetos : T. W. 
Girdlestone, E*q., Sunningdale, Berks, the third with Duchesse de Vallom- 
brosa ; and Mr. S. P. Budd the fourth with Merveille de Lyon. 

There were four stands to divide the four prizes for twelve crimson 
flowers. Messrs. Curtis, Sanford & Co., Torquay, were first with neat 
Sblooms of Marie Rady; Mr. R. E. West, Firth Dene, Reigate, second, with 
Ulrich Brunner in excellent condition ; Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Old 
Nurseries, Maidstone, third with the same variety, and Messrs. G. Cooling 
and Sons, fourth with A. K. Williams. Messrs. J. Cranston & Co., Curtis 
and Sanford, and B. R. Cant were the only competitors with twelve blooms 
of a dark velvety crimson variety, and the first, second, and third prizes 
went to them in the order their names are placed, the first and second prize 
lots being composed of Abel Carriers, and the third of Reynolds Hole. 

For twelve single trusses of any Rose there were twelve comp titors, the 
first prize going to Mr. H. Bennett, Shepperton, Middlesex, for neat blooms 
of Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, the second to Mr. Grant for fine blooms of 
Ulrich Brunner, the third to Mr. Frank Cant for Madame G. Luizet, and 
the fourth to Messrs. Curtis, Sanford & Co. for Ulrich Brunner. 

CANTERBURY AND EAST KENT. 

Although there are other Societies who are earlier in the field— 
Torquay, Ryde, Croydon, and Bagshot—yet Canterbury is generally the 
•one, if not always so, at which I commence my annual circuit. I looked 
forward to it with no small degree of interest, not only because the old city 
ds very dear to me and I have many good friends there, but especially was 
I anxious this year, as I wanted to find out how far my anticipations had 
been realised with regard to the season. To an exhibitor I look upon this 
as a perfect season, provided he has a good supply of water. It is anj thing 
but a perfect season to my good friend Mr. Biron on the top of Lympne 
Cliff, where, as he once said, he might as well attempt to give them 
real champagne as to supply them wfth water, and where, moreover, his 
Roses attract so much attent'on and excite the interest of his neighbours 
so much, that they occasionally send half a score of sheep and lambs to 
inspect them ; but to the exhibitor who has plenty of water the weather 
is superb. The temperature is modified by the north-east wind, and 
so the high-coloured Roses do not get scorched, while the light Roses 
which so rejoice in rainless skies are not splashed or dirtied by bad weather. 
There is at present no high wind, and as far as my poor judgment goes 
amateurs are having a good time of it. Nurserymen are not able to give 
perhaps so much attention to watering, owing to their large stock, but even 
fer them the time is a good one. These notions which I have entertained 
•about the season are fully borne out by the Roses which were exhibited at 

Canterbury. They were good in colour, true to character, and very clear; 
and that this was net confined to one or two- persons may be seen from 
the fact that in nearly all the classes the stands ran so closely that it 
became necessary to go through the blooms by points, and in most instances 
the contest was very close. 

The stand of eighteen varieties with which Mr. W. H. .Wakley of 
Rainham won the prize and also the National Rose Society's silver medal 
f r the best box in the show contained some very perfect Roses, and indeed 
the whole stand was one of rare excellence. The sorts were Dr. Sewell, a 
grand bloom; Ferdinand de Lesseps, Comtesse de Nadaillac, very fine; 
Alphons i Soupert, A. K. Williams, Innocente Pirola, Jules^ Finger 
Rosieriste Jacoos, Marechal Niel, Beauty of Waltham, Dr. Andre, Gloire 
de Bourg la Reine, without doubt the finest bloom I have seen of this very 
high coloured flower; Eugene Fiirst, Mons. Noman, Prince Arthur, veiy 
fine ; Duke of Edinburgh. The second prize was gained by Mr. F. Warde 
of East Farleigh with a stand containing fine blooms of Royal Standard, 
Louis Van Houtte, Marechal Niel, Duke of Edinburgh, Catherine Soupert, 
Charles Lefebvre, a grand bloom, to which fell the prize for the best Rose 
in the show ; Senateur Vaisse, Belle Lyonnaise, Marie Rady, Annie Laxton, 
Reynolds Hole, La France, Duke of Teck, Constantine Fretiakoff, A. K. 
Williams, Marguerite de St. Amand, Beauty of Waltham, and Jules Finger. 
In another class Mr. Warde secured the first place with Dupuy Jamain, 
Xavier Olibo, Prince Arthur, Belle Lyonnaise, Charles Lefebvre, La France, 
Marechal Niel, Gabriel Luizet, Duke of Edinburgh, Comtesse de Nadaillac. 
The second was taken by a veteran grower, Mr. J. Hollingworth of Maidstone, 
his box containing Ernest Boncenoe, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, La 
France, Marie Baumann, Moss. Boncenne, Marechal Niel, Alfred Colomb, 
Eugene Verdier, Dr. Andre, Comtesse Pamise, and Madame Gabriel Luizet. 

In class 3, for twelve Teas or Noisettes, Mr. Wakley was first with a 
fine box of Caroline Kuster, Innocente Pirola, Jean Ducher, Souvenir d'un 
Ami, Marechal Niel, Princess of Wales, Perle des Jardins, Marie Van 
Houtte, Souvenir de Therese Levet, Madame Bravy, Niphetos, and 
Catherine Mermet. The second was taken by Mr. F. Warde with Etoile 
de Lyon, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Bougere, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, 
Innocente Pirola, Catherine Mermet, Marechal Niel, Madame Lambard, 
and Souvenir d’un Ami. In class 4, for six varieties, three trusses of each, 
Mr. Wakley was again first with Marechal Niel, Henri Led^chaux, Mad. G. 
Luizet, A. K. Williams, Edith Giffard, and Duke of Wellington. Mr. E. K. 
West of Reigate was second with La France, Marie Baumann, Captain 
Christy, Madame Gabriel Luizet, and Xavier Olibo. In class 5, nine 
varieties, Mr. G. Packham was first with Marechal Niel, La France, Louis 
Van Houtte, Etienne Levet, A. K. Williams, Marquise de Castellane, 
Charles Lefebvre, and Captain Christy. Mis. Washer was second. In 
class 6, for six Teas or Noisettes, Miss Hawksworth was first with fine 
blooms of Anna Ollivier, Souvenir de Therese Levet, Rubens, Souvenir 
d’un Ami, Catherine Mermet, and Etoile de Lyon. In class 7, for three 
varieties, three trusses of each, the first prize was taken by Mr. Dean with 
A. K. Williams, Marechal Niel, and La France. In class 8, for six varieties, 
Mr. S. Hill Dean, the Treasurer of the Society, took first with Souvenir 
d’un Ami, Duchess of Bedford, Louis Van Houtte (a very fine bloom), Jules 
Finger, Prince Arthur, Madame Cusin. In class 9, three varieties, Mr. Dean 
was also first with Prince Arthur, Anna Ollivier, and Niphetos. Mr. B. 
Tassell was second. In class 10, three Teas or Noisettes, Mr. Dean was 
again first with Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Madame Berard, and Niphetos. 
In class 11, for those who have never taken a first prize at this Society’s 
shows, Mr. H. Foster of Ashford had first with Mrs. Baker, Marie Van 
Houtte, Jean Luz;n, Ferdinand de Lesseps Marquise de Castellane; and 
in class 12, six trusses of any Rose, Mr. F. Warde was first with Marechal 
Niel, and Mr. E. G. Pentham second with A. K. Williams. 

There were two classes open to all England, and in one of these both 
nurserymen and amateurs can compete. There was a very spirited contest 
indeed, the first place being eventually secure! by Mr. Wakley. The 
class is for twelve Teas and Noisettes. The winning stand had fine 
examples of Madame Welch, Souvenir de Therese Leve1’, Niphetos, Marie 
Van Houtte Souvenir de Madame Pernet, Madame Bravy, Marechal Niel, 
Innocente Pirola, Laurette, a very pretty Homere-like flower ; Hon. Edith 
Giffard, Madame Margottin, and Caroline Kuster. Messrs. Paul & Son, 
Mr. Geo. Paul, and Mr. Geo. Mount ran so closely th .t they were awarded 
equal seconds. Messrs. Paul & Son’s flowers were Souvenir d’un Ami, 
Niphetos, Francisca Kruger, Gloire de Dijon, Marechal Niel, Duchess of 
Edinburgh (the best bloom of this Rose I ever saw), Devoniensis, Presi¬ 
dent, Madame de Watteville, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Jean Ducher. 
Mr. George Mount’s were Madame de Watteville, Innocente Pirola, Marie 
Van Houtte, Anna Ollivier, Mariichal Niel, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Adam, 
Souvenir d’un Ami, Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Madame Cusin, and 
Catherine Mermet. 

In the class for thirty-six varieties Messrs. Paul & Son were first with 
Comte Raimbaud, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Alfred Dumesnil, Baronne 
de Rothschdd, Abel Carriere, Alphonse Soupert, Prince Arthur, Abel 
Grand, Sultan of Zanzibar, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Ulrich Brunner, 
Souvenir d’un Ami, Centifolia Rosea, Duke of Edinburgh, Niphetos, 
Beauty of Waltham, Etienne Levet, Marie Baumann, Madame Eogdnie 
Verdier, Maurice Bernardin, Comtesse de Morny, Lady Alice (new, a 
sport from Lady Mary Fitzwilliam), A. K. Williams, Dr. Andre, Madame 
Gabriel Luizet, Marshal P. Wilder (a promising American Rose), Duchesse 
de Vallombrosa, Prince Camille de Rohan, Annie Laxton, Marie Rady, 
Madame de Watteville, Victor Hugo, Marie Cointet, Camille Bernardin, 
and M. Isaac Pereire. Mr. Geo. Mount’s were Captain Christy, John 
Hopper, Ann:e Laxton, Madame Eugenie Verdier, Ulrich Brunner, Abel 
Carriere, Her Majesty, General Jacqueminot, Anna Ollivier, Marie Bau¬ 
mann, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Horace Vernet, Prince Arthur, Henrich 
Schultheis, Catherine Mermet, Madame Nachury, E. Y. Teas, La France, 
Duke of Wellington, Dupuy Jamain, Jules Finger, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, 
Hippolyte Jamain, Senateur Vaisse, Innocente Pirola, Louis Van Houtte, 
Baroness Rothschild, La Rosiere, Marie Van Houtte, Violette Bouyer, 
Eugene Fiirst, Marechal Niel, Duke of Teck, Etienne Levet, and Madame 
Willermoz. 

The excellence of the blooms staged to-day augurs well for the success 
of the Rose season, and I should imagine that the display at the National 
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on Tuesday will be one of the best the Society has ever brought together.— 
D., Deal. 

EAST GLOUCESTERSHIRE (MORETON-IN-MAR3H).—June 30th. 

The annual Exhibition of this Society was held in the large cricket 
field adjacent to the railway station. Two large marquees had been erected, 
and more than ample space was available for all the growers who com¬ 
peted, some cf whom came from distances as far as Bath, Colchester, 
Canterbury, Cirencester, Oxford, and Ledbury. The President’s special 
prize of £10, supplemented by the Society with three others for twenfcy-rour 
varieties, open to all, txcited keen competition, and what was especially 
nota' le was the increased proportion of the Teas in the t.vo first divisions, 
and the uniformly high quality of the blooms staged of them throughout. 

In the first division for nnrstrymen. cl iss 1, for tbirtj-six varieties, the 
premier position was tak u by Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, who staged 
remarkably fino blooms, amongst them being Mons. A. Dumesnil, Fisher 
Holmes, Marie Baumann, Duke of Edinburgh, Sultan of Zanzibar, very 
vivid ; Reynolds Hole, Alfred Colomb, Dr. Sewell. A. K. Williams, Ulrich 
Brunner, Mons. Noman, Baroness Rothschild, Magna Cbarta, Madame 
Ctemence Joigneaux, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, ;Marguerite de St. Amand, 
Etienne Levet, Ville de Lyon, Merveille de Lyon, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, 
superb; Madame de Watteville, Innocente Pirola, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, 
very fine; Catherine Mermet, Madame Cusin, Marezhal Niel, Niphetos, and 
Souvenir d’un Ami. The second prize s and l kewise hailed from Col¬ 
chester, and was staged by Mr. Frank Cant, notable flowers in this exhibit 
being Dupuy Jamain, Duke of Teck, Le Havre, Marie Baumann, Alfred 
Colomb, Countess of Rosebery, very bright; Her Majesty, Mdlle. Marie 
Cointet, Marie Finger, Catherine Mermet, fine; Jean Duch r, Madame 
Brayy, Marechal Niel; Marie Van Houtte, Souvenir d’un Ami, Souvenir 
d’Elise Vardon, exquisite; and Souvenir de Paul N yron. Messrs. Geo. 
Cooling & Sons,Bath, were third, a few of their most noteworthy flowers being 
Merveille de Lyon, Countess of Pembroke, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Princess 
of Wales, and Etoile de Lyon. 

In class 2, for twelve Roses of one variety (dark), Mr. B. R. Cant was 
first with large highly coloured blooms of Duke of Edinburgh ; Mr. Geo. 
Mount, Canterbury, taking the second prize with Fisher Holmes, and 
Messrs. Geo. Cooling* Son the third with A. K. Wil iam-. In class 3, for 
twelve Roses of one variety (light), Mr. B. R. Cant was again first with a 
very fine stand of Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. Mr. George Prince, Oxford, was 
s cond with a charming stand of Souvenir d’Edse Vardon, and Messrs. 
Jefferies & Son, Cirencester, were third with Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. The 
competition in this class was keen, and the appearance of the exhibits 
oecas-oned general expres.-ions of admiration. For the guidance of exhi¬ 
bitors in the two latter class s it was specified in the Society’s schedule of 
prizes that in the former they should not be of a light-r co’our than General 
Jacqueminot, and in that of the other they should not be darker than 
Eugenie Verdier. 

In the division for amateurs of all England, in class 4, for twenty-four 
varieties, Mr. W. J. Grant, Ledbury, succeeded in taking first honours, in 
his stand being very fine blooms of Marie Baumann, Horace Vernet, Ulrich 
Brunner, Auguste Rigotard, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, La Duchesse de 
Morny, La France, Louis Van Houtte, Souvenir u’Elise Vardon, Jean 
Ducher, and Comtesse de Nadaillac ; the second prize was awarded to Mr. 
&. P. Budd, Bath, who staged fine examples of Alfred Colomb, Countess of 
Pembroke, Mons. Noman, Louis de Savoie, Ulrich Brunner, and Souvenir 
d’un Ami. 

In class 5, for eighteen varieties, from which exhibitors in the last one 
we-e excluded, the premier position was taken by Miss Watson Taylor, 
Keadington, Oxford, and it was from this stand that the Judges selected 
the best Tea or Noisette exhibited—namely, Mardchal Niel, for the dis¬ 
tinction of being awarded the National Rose Society’s silver m- dal. Of the 
other most n- teworthy blooms in this exhibit may be mentioned those of 
Charles Lsfebvre, Marie Baumann, St. George, A. K. Williams, Dupuy 
Jamain, Baron Adolph de Rothsch Id, Magna Charta, La France, Alba 
Rosea, Devoniensis, David Pradel, Catherine Mermet, Comtesse de Na¬ 
daillac, Jean Ducher, and La Bou'e d’Or. The second prize was taken 
by Mr. A. Evans, Marston, Oxford, in whose stand were very fine blooms 
of Belle Lyonna’se, Catherine Mermet, La France, Mons. Noman, Marie 
Baumann, and Harrison Weir. The third prize was awarded to Mr. 
Wrm. Narroway, Headington Quarry, Oxfo-d. So, as will be seen, the 
Oxford growers in this class swept the board. 

In class 6, for twelve varieties, the first prize was secur- d by Mr. J. 
S’addeD, Badsey, Evesham, who staged superb blooms of Belle Lyonnaise, 
Marechal Niel, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon. and A. K. Williams. The second 
prize was won by the Rev. F. R. Burnside, Chipping Campden, whose most 
noteworthy blooms were those of Countess of Rosebery, Madame 
Angele Jacqui r, and Jean Ducher. 

In cla-s 7, for six varieties, the first prize was awarded to the Rev. F. S. 
Taylor, Lit’leton Vicarage, Evesham, who staged very fine blooms of Belle 
Lyonnaise, Souvenir d’un Ami, Marechal Niel, Marie Baumann, Thomas 
Mills, and Madame Gabriel Luizet. The second prize was taken by Mr. J. R. 
Neave, Chipping Campten, and the third by Mr. C. E Morris of the same 
place. In class 8, for six Roses, one variety, Miss Watson Taylor was first with 
a fine stand of La France; the Rev. F. R. Burnside second with Marechal 
Niel, and the Rev. F. S. Taylor third with the same variety. In class 9, for 
twelve varieti- s, three trusses of each, Mr. W: J. Grant exhibited an excel¬ 
lent Btand and secured the first prize ; Miss Watson Taylor being second, and 
Mr S. P. Budd third. This class proved a very attractive one ; the varieties 
of Teas already mentioned being exceedingly well shown. 

The special prize of £10 presented by the President of the Soci- ty, A. B. 
Freeman-Mitfora, Esq., C.B., Batsford Park, for the best t wenty-four varie¬ 
ties in class 10, w as awarded to Mr. W. J. Grant, who likewise won the 
National Rose Society’s silver medal for ths best H.P. Rose, his Xavier 
O.ibo in thiB stand being selected for this honour. This stand of RoEes was 
deservedly the admira ion of all, and must bo considered as a decidedly 
well-deserved amateur’s triumph. The second prize was taken by Mr. B. R. 
Cant, the third by Mr. Frank Cant, and the fourth by Mr. George Prince, 
Oxford. 

In c’ass 11, the Tea and No-setts division for nurserymen, for twenty-four 
varieties Mr. B. R. Cant was first, Mr. George Prince second, and Mr. Frank 

Cant third. In class 12, for eighteen varieties, Mr. B. R. Cant was first, Mr. 
George Prince second, and Messrs. Jefferies third. In class 13, for twelve 
varieties, M--. B. R. Cant was again first, Mr. Frank Cant second, and Mr. 
George Prince third. 

Iu cl iss 14, Tea and Noisette division for amateurs, for eighteen 
varieties the Rev. F. R. Burnside was first, Mr. W. J. Grant second, and 
Miss Watson Taylor third. In class 15, for twelve varieties, Mr. S. P. Budd 
was first, Mr. J. Sladden second, and Mr. Wm. Narroway third. In class 
16, for six varieties, the Rev. F. J. Taylor was first, and the Rev. J. A. 
Williams second. In class 17, a special prize given in kind by Mr. B. R. 
Cant, Miss Watson Taylor was first, the Rev. F. R. Burnside second, and 
Mr. W. J. Grant third. 

In the class restricted to ladies, for hand bouquets, the Moreton ladies 
secured th -prizes, the Misses Snowdon being placed first, Miss Ina Moore 
second, and Mis3 Allen third. For the prizes offered to cottagers for three 
va ieties of Roses, three competitors only were represented, and the exhibits 
suggested that the growers of them might profit by a little instruction in 
the matter of staging. 

Two more classes have to be noticed, and they are certainly not the least 
interesting—the one open to Moreton school children for a basket of wild 
flowers, given by A. B. Winterbottom, E->r^, M.P., and that for acollection of 
Grasses and wild flowers. These two classes attracted no less than sixty- 
six competitors, and the exhibit that gained first honours in the former 
class was as well finished and elegant an arrangement of wild flowers as a 
child even of a larger growth could well conceive. 

Extra productions were staged by Messrs. R. Smith & Co., Worcester, 
and Mr. George Prince, Oxford, the former sending boxes of flowers of 
herb ceous and bulbous plants, Clematis, tie., and the latter a beautiful 
stand of Tea Roses, Comtesse de Nadaillac. 

ELTHAM. 

I have more than once alluded to the very delightful quaintness and 
Old-World air there is about this pretty village, ODly within eight miles of 
Charing Cross, and the very pleasing little Rose Show which is annually 
held here on the first Saturday in J uly. This year the Show, which was 
held in the pretty grounds of H. M. Gordon, Esq., was considerably 
improved by the fact that the Crystal Palace Show, which is generally held 
on the same day, had been postponed for a week ; and thus Messrs. Paul 
and Son, Cant, West, Rumsey, Pemberton, and others were enabled to 
compete, and in the classes for twenty-fours and twelves ran a very close 
race. As usual, amongst the amateurs Mrs. Fuller was far ahead of her 
competitors; while the Jubilee class, one of those demoralising prizes 
which I think are not really conducive to the best interests of Rose-showing, 
brought a good competition. It was only for six Roses, confined to growers 
in the parish of Eltham. There was only one prize—a piece of plate valued 
£13—more than is usually given for seventy two Roses ! As showing how 
little one can speculate on weather, the observations I made on this sub¬ 
ject about Canterbury are totally inapplicable now. The thermometer has 
gone into the 80o’s, and the season promises to be a very short one. 

In the class for eighteen Roses Mrs. Fuller was eas-ly first with a good 
stand of well-coloured flowers of the following varieties :—Dr. Andrd, 
Capta’n Christy, Violette Bouyer, Dupuy Jamain, Louis Van Houtte, 
Abel Carriere, Comtesse d’Ox’ord, Alfred Colomb, Marquise de Castellane, 
Prince Arthur, Etienne Levet, Xavier Olibo, Ferdinand de Lesseps. and 
Marguerite de St. Amand. This box also obtained the National Rose 
Society’s silver medal for the be-t box in the Show, and the bloom of 
Etienne Levet obtained the prize for the best Rose iu the Show. Mrs. 
Fuller also obtained the prize for four trebles with La Fiance, Camille 
Bernardin, Madame Gabriel Luizet, and Charles Lefebvre. In the 
class for six Teas Mr. Ongley was first with Jean Ducher, Caroline Kuster, 
Catherine Mermet, Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and 
Madame Berard. In the Jubilee class the contest was very close with Mr. 
Ongley and Mr. R. Bloxam, and was ultimately awarded to the former, 
while a silver medal was recommended for the latter. Mr. Ongley’s 
flowers were Souvenir d'Elise, Gabriel Luizet, Mons. Noman, A. K. Williams, 
Marquise de Castellane, and Caroline Kuster. Mr Bloxam’s flowers were 
Duke of Connaught, Belle Lyonnaise, Henri Ledechaux, Bouquet d'Or, 
Xavier Olibo, and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. 

In the open classes (open to nurserymen and am teurs alike) there was 
a strong competition in the class for twenty-fours, as will be seen when I 
mention that Messrs. Paul * Son, B. R. Cant, Rumsey, West, and 
the Rev. J. H Pemberton entered into the contest. The first prize was 
awarded after a very cloje competition to Messrs. Paul & Son for the 
following:—Baronne de Rothschild, Magna Charta, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, Duke of Edinburgh, Comtesse F. de Bollinger (new), Merveille de 
Lyon, Marie Baumann. Franqo-s Michelon, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Camille 
Bernardin, Niphetos, Xavier Olibo, Her Majesty,Baron Bonstettin, Etienne 
Levet, Charles Darwin, F. Levet, Dupuy Jamain, Lady Alice (a sport with 
a yellowish tinge from Lady Mary Fitzwilliam', Reynolds Hole, Etoile de 
Lyon, Maurice Bernardin, Marie Cointet, Boieldieu, and Alphonse Dumesnil. 
Mr. R. E. West, who gained the second prize, had Ulrich Brunner, Victor 
Verdier, Captain Christy, Marquise de Castellane, Franco’s Michelon, Mad. 
Gabriel Luizet, Etienne Levet, Baronne de Rothschild, Comtesse d’Oxford, 
Duke of Edinburgh, Souvenir d'Elise, Eugene Fiirst, Alfred Colomb, La 
France, Violette Bouyer, Xavier Olibo, Catherine Mermet, Henri Lede¬ 
chaux, Merveille de Lyon, A. K. Williams, Marie Van Houtte, and Le 
Havre. In the class for twelve Mr. R. E. West was fir.-t with Victor 
Verdier, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Barthelemy Joubert, Her Majesty, Alfred 
Colomb, Etienne Levet, Ulrich Brunner, Marie Van Houtte, Jules Finger, 
A. K. Williams, La France, and Baronne de Rothschild. Mr. B. R. Cant 
was second with Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Alphonse Dumesnil, Alphonse 
Soupert, Marguerite de St. Amand, Xavier Olibo, Mons. Noman, Marie 
Baumann, Gabriel Luizet, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Reynolds Hole, 
Ulrich Brunner, and Duke of Edinburgh. The competition for twelve 
Teas was a very close one, and ultimately it was decided to place Mr. B. R. 
Cant and Messrs. Paul & Son equal firsts. Mr. Cant’s flowers were 
Souvenir d’Elise, Madame Lambard, Hon E. Giffard, Niphetos, Bouquet 
d’Or, Catherine Mermet, Devoniensis, Madame de Watteville. Madame 
Cusin, Madame Bravy, Souvenir d’un Ami, and Marechal Niel. Messrs. 
Paul * Son’s flowers were Alba Rosea, Sunset, Souvenir d Eliso, Jean 
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Duclier, Madame Cusin, Etoile de Lyon, Niphetoa, Marechal Niel, Madame 
de WatteviHe, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Hon. Edith Giffard, and Francisea 
Kruger. 

The day was a brilliant one, and the tent very destructive to the staying 
powers of the Hoses.—D., Deal. 

TWICKENHAM.—July Gth, 

Few of the districts around London- can equal Twickenham in its 
historical, interest not on account of the great events that have there 
occurred, hut from the number of celebrities who have resided in its 
vicinity. Pleasantly situat d on the right bank of the Thames a short dis¬ 
tance above Richmond, it long ago became famous as an agreeable retreat 
for the wealthy and literary, but in recent years it has undergone consider¬ 
able changes ; the builder has been busy, and many of the old landmarks 
have disappeared, though it still retains some of its former charms. Per¬ 
haps one of the most noted places was Pone’s Vil'a, which during the life of 
the poet Alexander Pope was the resort of the most distinguished people of 
his age.' The villa itself has long since disappeared, and the grotto if it still 
exists, but has lost all that characterised it in the time of its designer. 
There are-some remains of the garden in which the poet took so much pride, 
but bis Willow has been lost, and -little remains in the way of mementos. 
Another riverside mansion, near by which, a hundred years ago, was the 
residence of Earl Poulett, and still bears the title of Poulett Lodge, is more 
interesting for its present histoiy than the past. It is now occupied by 
Mrs. Meek, and the gardens during the life of the late J. E. Meek, Esq., and 
under the management of Mr. Bates, gained mo e than local fame, the 
products, both plants, fruits, and vegetables, having won honours at 
many exhibitions during recent yeai s. Nearly opposite to this was a garden 
which early in the present century was well known to horticulturists and 
botanists as the Twickenham Botanic Garden. It was the residence of 
Isaac Swainson, E-q., who amassed a considerable fortune by the sale of 
Develno’s Veg table Syrup. He was the brother of William Swainson, an 
eminent naturalist, and devoted his garden mainly to a collection of hardy 
plants, which became one of the largest in cultivation, under the charge of 
Mr. Robert Castle, and is repeated'y mentioned in the early volumes of 
“Loudon’s Gardeners’-.Magazine,” several plants from it being also depicted 
in the “ Botanical Magazine ” during the time that work was edited by Dr. 
John Sims. The whole collection was swept away many years ago, and the 
place is unknown except to a few veterans-who can carry their memory 
back for half a century. Strawberry Hill, the residence of Horace WalpoU, 
a shott distance from there, is full of historical interest, to do justice to 
which a volume would be required. The residence of Mr. Twining, in 
another portion of the town, was at one time celebrated for the museum of 
economic products it contained, but which was totally destroyed by fire, the 
loss being estimated at £10,000. Cambridge House is of some historical 
interest, and, while occupied by the late Lady Chichester, the gardens, under 
the care of Mr. Munro, became well known to horticulturists in this and 
neighbouring districts. Marble Hill is another celebrated establishment, 
formerly the residence of‘the Countess of Suffolk. Orleans House was for 
a number of years the residence of Louis Phillippe and other members of 
the Orleans family; subsequently it passed into the occupation of the 
Orleans Club, and is now the property of W. Cunard, Esq. 

The Twickenham Horticultural Society held their eighteenth exhibition 
in the delightful grounds of- the last-named establishment on Wednesday 
last, when four large marquees were devoted to the competing and non¬ 
competing exhibits. The quality was very satisfactory throughout, the 
arrangements were well conducted, and the Committee, with their Hon. 
Sec., J. J. G. Pugh, Esq., may be congratulated on their success; Mr. Bates 
deserving especial praise for hi#energy in superintendence. 

In the specimen plant classes there was not a large competition. Messrs. 
Jackson & Son and Mr. Parsons led with stove and greenhouse plants. 
Tuberous Begonias from Mr. Little and Gloxinias from Mr. Parsons were 
good. Messrs. Hooper & Co.) Twickenham, had the only group in the chief 
class, gaining the leading honours with a charming arrangement. Mr. Fil- 
sell was first with a group of plants arranged for effect, followed by Messrs. 
Parsons, Buckland, and J. Street. For a stand of flowers, Mr. A. Ayres, 
Sandycombe Road, East Twickenham, was first with alight tasteful arrange¬ 
ment, followed by Mr. T. W. Alexander. Mrs. Stev.ens had the best button¬ 
holes, followed by Miss Little. Miss Laming, Miss G. Gardner, Miss Pou- 
part, Mrs. Griffiths and Miss L’lian Cobbett also showed well in other classes. 
Stands of flowers, baskets of Roses, bouquets, &c., were well shown; cut 
Roses being also fresh and good, especidly those from J. P. Kitchin, Esq. 
(gardene--, Mr. C. Warwick).J 

With black Grapes, Messrs. W. & E. Wells (gardener, Mr. G, Thompson), 
Sir H. Thompson (gardener, Mr. G>, H. Hookings), and T. Twining, Esq. 
(gardener, Mr. Parsons), were the prizetakers in that order; Mr. Hookings 
leading with white Grapes, good examples of Foster's Seedling; Messrs. 
Thompson and Hookings showing Peaches, and the lat'er had the best 
Melon Longleat Perfection. Six fine Melons from Sir Henry Thompson 
were highly commended, as also were some magnificent Sir Joseph Paxton 
Strawberries from Mr. R. Clarke, Pope’s Grove. Strawberries were also 
well represented in the class for one dish. 

Of the non-competing exhibits, especially fine were the groups of plants, 
a good collection of Orchids from H. Little, Esq., Twickenham (gardener, 
Mr. F. Hill), being highly commended, and cultural certificate awarded:. 
Fine groups were also contributed by Mr. Laing,Twickenham. A superb 
group from Mess-s. Jackson & Son, Kingston, was . highly commended. 
Mr. H. Little had a group of Pelargoniums, and Mr. W. Gordon a group of 
Lilies and Orchids. Me-eers. J. Yeitch & Sons, Chelsea, had six boxes of 
handsome Rose blooms (very highly commended). 

A group of Cockscombs from Mrs. Meek, Poulett Lodge, Twickenham 
(gardener, Mr. W. Bates), comprised some well-grown plants with large 
richly coloured heads ; they were highly commended. Mr. Poupart had a 
collection of vegetable?, and Mr. W. Taylor Roses and fruits, which were 
similarly recognised. There were many other meritorious exhibits which 
cannot be noticed now, especially table plants, with foliage plants from 
Messrs. Hooper & Co , who contributed well to the attraction of the Show, 
Mr. Little al-o assisting materially from his collections.. The Judges were 
Mr. W. Smythe, Basing Park Gardens, Alton, Hants, and Mr. Lewis 
Castje. , A .... 

PEACHES AND NECTARINES OUT OF DOORS. 

According to my ideas of good culture, most of the operations con¬ 
nected with Peach culture should be completed noxv. How can success 
be expected if the trees are left smothered writh unnecessary growth 
until a late period l and how can anyone expect well-ripened wood it 
sncli be the case ? One of the most important practices, however, is the 
pinching in due time of gross shoots. This can scarcely be done too 
early : they need not be more than 4 inches in length when.this is per¬ 
formed. This practice is equally applicable to young trees or those in 
full bearing. Some persous have affirmed that there is no need for 
pinching when the trees bear well ; but this is not correct. Of course 
we do not expect much gross wood from trees performing hard duty ; 
nevertheless they are still, if healthy, liable to produce such, and should 
be handled accordingly. Indeed, in the latter case the practice has a 
double effect, which is scarcely the case in young trees ; it concerns the 
fruit of the present year quite as much as the welfare of the trees in 
future years. 

As I consider it indispensable that every amateur gardener should 
well understand the mode in which this practice influences the trees I 
will endeavour to explain it. Young Peach trees are very apt to pro¬ 
duce unequal wood ; one or more riotous shoots not unfrequently 
threaten to destroy the balance of the whole tree. Of course it will be 
here understood that what befits the Peach applies equally to the 
Nectarine. Now, the pinching back gross shoots in this case simply 
tends to throw part of the overweening power of these robbers—or rather 
monopolisers—into the inferior shoots, or those which do not assume so 
much consequence. This gardeners term equalising the sap, or, in other 
words, sustaining a due proportion between the various members of 
which the tree above ground is composed. 

In the case of pinching, as applied to trees in bearing, we have an 
extra feature to record and explain. Those who are in the least con¬ 
versant with the habits of the Peach and Nectarine will have frequently 
observed that very commonly a tendency exists in the tree to produce 
coarse “ breast shoots ”-—shoots springing with more luxuriance half-way 
up the branches than at the extremities. This carries a very anomalous. 
appearance to those who have not spent much time, or exercised much 
close observation as to the mode in which Nature works. The fact is- 
that under such circumstances one or more causes may be adduced to 
account for it. The chief, however, seems to be that the upper portion 
or extremity in trees of any age and bearing habits becomes much robbed 
of its sap by certain demands consequent on bearing. As a necessary 
consequence of the parts becoming drier, a sort of contraction or shrink¬ 
ing of the vessels takes place, and thus less facility in receiving the 
ascending fluids, and, indeed, of reciprocating with the root, and other 
portions of the tree. But the root having acquired power will not long, 
be baffled ; absorption proceeds, and the hitherto untaxed portions of 
the lower parts of the tree receive more life ; those which were inferior 
speedily evince a desire to take a lower position, and hence the sudden, 
impulsive, and somewhat unexpected movement which occurs as to tho 

matter in hand. 

It so happens that in such cases, whatever tends to arrest the 
ascending sap before it can reach freely the extremities of the branches, 
tends in a like degree to rob the fruit at the extreme portion of their 
proper share of nourishment, and also to lower the energies of the 
branches in that quarter ; hence the reason for so often “ cutting back ” 
in Peaches—sometimes whole branches. 

Here I must observe, that in this, as in most other matters, a certain 
amount of caution is necessary. There are cases in which it is desirable 
to cover naked walls as speedily as possible. Here the pinching must 
be modified according to circumstances, having regard to the extent of 
walling to be covered. In such cases the luxuriant shoots may be left 
until about a foot in length before they are pinched. This will bring 
them to the end of June ; and if pinched about that time, two pairs of 
side or lateral shoots may be counted on from the side of each gross 
shoot. These may be suffered to ramble until 9 inches in length, 
when their heads should be pinched, and they will ripen tolerably well, 
and may, in the succeeding training season, be laid in as permanent wood. 
I do not think that under any circumstances it is expedient to attempt 
to gain more than this in one season ; but it may be here observed, that 
the gross shoot will produce another leader besides the two pairs at the 
sides ; this may be allowed to ramble another foot, and then bp pinched. 
Thus it will be seen that one gross shoot, properly handled, may be 
made to cover a considerable amount of wall in one season. 

The disbuddin?, as it' is termed, will have been looked well to, 
doubtless, by this time ; and I recommend that a final handling of this 
kind be carried out in the end of June or early in July. My practice is 
to remove every shoot not required for the ensuing year. Of course, it 
is difficult to determine on every one ; but I approach this; principle as 
near as I can. Whenever any doubt exists in the mind of the operator 
as to whether a certain shoot or shoots should be removed, sqch may at 
once be retained, simply pinching off the point. At that period, when 
the fruit commences the last swelling towards ripening, say the last 
week in July, I commence pinching.the wood in general. But this is 
not everybody’s, practice. Be that as it may. I have found immense 
benefit from it; indeed, how could it be otherwise ? This pinching is 
best done at thrice; and if we say the first, at the end of July, the 
second in the middle of August, and the third in the first week of 
September, we shall be as near the point, according to my idea of 
principles, as. possible. I go over first and pinch all the very strongest 
shoots, be they where they may ; those, of course, are not what I before; 
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termed the gross shoots ; they were pinched or disbudded long before i 
they fire the next in order as to strength. The second operation takes 
hold of a second series, and the third is of a similar character, only it 
™a-v i6- n10tef* that the second is a much lighter duty than the first, and 
the third much lighter than the second. One thing must here be 
observed; I never pinch any shoots that are considered too weak, 
especially those in an inferior position towards the bottom of the trees ; 
these are allowed to ramble to the end of the season unmolested — 

•N. E. R. 

TREES IN PARIS. 
Trees in London are by no means so plentiful. as they should be 

«ind it is only within the last year or two that any steps have been taken 
to plant the various spaces with suitable trees and shrubs. In Paris 
however, sajs a correspondent of a daily paper, the trees have long been 
the pride and delight of natives and the wonder and admiration of 
foreigners and provincials. In no other city in the world is there to be 
5een such a display of arboreal verdure. It meets the eye in every 
direction, and in some parts of the city even lingers long after autumn 
has begun to leave the traces of its fiery fingers on the foliage of the 
W, h? the more opulent portions of the city the tree foliage has a 
tun fresh look, even m midsummer, and on the outer boulevards, where 
inferior growths are used, there is a wealth of greenness which often 
compensates for grimy surroundings. The cause of the freshness of the 
f ans trees is not far to seek. Around the base of the most stunted 
plant there is always a circular pit, not very deep, and covered vrith iron 
bars, which look like the spokes of a wheel. By means of this pit the 
trees receive refreshing moisture, and their, roots have what may be 
termed stretching-room. But independently of these precautions the 
trees are well looked after by the city authorities, whose gardeners 
watch and tend them with jealous care. One of these horticultural 
caretakers gives an interesting account of arboriculture in the rnetro- 

Pr ioer? •Vel'° comli:ll'»tively few trees in Paris before the Exhibition 
of 18.m, and it was only at that period that the asdiles began seriously 
o think of planning those shady nooks and corners which now relieve 

the stucco and the general monotony of metropolitan buildings. Nur¬ 
series were established in various places. In the Bois de Boulogne, near 
the Longchamps racecourse, was located a kind of hospital for sick trees. 

^ ... sancUr s°il near Auteuil were planted Pines and resinous shrubs ; 
at V incennes, and also at Passy, were cultivated ornamental or blossom¬ 
ing trees : while at Petit Bry, on the banks of the Marne, there was a 
special establishment devoted to the raising of trees intended to decorate 
the great highways which had been designed by the architectural in¬ 
vention of Baron Haussmann and the political exigencies of Napoleon 111. 
the number of trees reared for the boulevards exceeds 100,000. They 
are usually Planes, Chestnuts, Elms, Poplars, and Sycamores, and their 
transplantation to Paris costs about £7. for each tree. The pearl of all 
the gardens in Paris is, of course, the Parc ,Mon(,-eau, with its wealth of 
1 al“s and Eucalyptus trees, its Banana from Abysinnia, and its tasteful 
parterres. - > 

July 7th, *Batb,*Faruham,*Farn- 
ingham, * Ipswich, 
Malvern, * Keigate, 
and * Winchester, 

i, , 3th, *Hitchinand*Maidstone 
„ 9th, Crystal Palace. 
„ 12th, * Broekham, * Diss, and 

* Oxford. 
„ 13th, * Edinburgh (N.R.S.). 
,, 14th, Alexandra Palace, Bir¬ 

mingham and Harles- 
ton. 

ROSE SHOW FIXTURES. 

July 15th, * Helensburgh, * Here' 
ford, and Hull. 

„ 1C hT * New Brighton. 
., 18th, * Christleton. 
„ 19thi * Leek. 
,, 20th, * Biikenhead. 
„ 21st, Carlton - in - Lindricks 

(Notts) and Salter- 
liehble (Yorks). 

„ 22nd, Manchester 
„ 23rd, * Ulverstone. 

Those exhibitions which are held by the National Rose Society, o’-by 
v-ocieties affiliated w.th it, are di-tinguishfd by an asterisk. IntbeabJve 
list there is one show extending over three days at the Alexandra Palace. 
n each of these cases the date of the first day’s exhibition only is given. No 

less than six fixtures have been altered since mv fast fist appeared at the 
end of March-viz., Broekham, Crystal Palace, Hereford, Hitchin, Christie- 
toD, and Keigate. 

- c,las>ing of fixtures is much to be regretted, but still more serious 
is, - think, the practice of altering fixtures which have been once definitely 
decided upon and made generally known.—Edward Mawley. Rosebank, 
Berkhamsted, Herts. ’ 

jO WQRi K/ofUfffiV/EEK.] 
mT IS IPhxw 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

I he Apple (. hop.—There is every prospect of an exceptionally good 
crop of Apples being obtained, though in many districts the trees already 
give signs of suffering from drought. Observant cultivators will have 
already noted that trees which bore heavily last year are in many 

instances very thinly cropped this season. They flowered as freely as 
the rest, but the blooms were weakly, and have all, or nearly all, fallen 

This points plainly to the need of severe thinning in the case of all 
restricted trees, and the sooner this is done the better. Only the very 
finest fruit will fetch good prices, and if the thinning is done in no half¬ 
hearted manner, not only will much finer fruit be secured, but the 
trees will not have been unduly exhausted in the vain attempt to per¬ 
fect all that set. Clusters of fruit afford good harbour for maggots, and 
all that are accessible ought, therefore, to be reduced to a single fruit. 
Cordon, espalier, bush, and pyramidal trained trees should also have 
all lateral growths not required for furnishing the trees shortened back 
to the fourth or fifth joint, preventing the waste of vigour, and 
admitting more light and air to the trees. Any well placed shoots may 
well be left untouched both now and at the winter pruning, and these 
will most probably be covered with fruit spurs in less than two years. 
Some seasons well ripened and unpruned young growths will flower the 
following season. We have plenty such fruiting this summer. Fruit 
trees on heavy land are gradually recovering their- original profitable 
state, hot and dry weather really suiting them. 

Summer-pruning Wall Trees.—If the lateral growth of these 
was not duly thinned out and stopped when it could be done with the 
finger and thumb, it. ought to be done at once, and with the knife. All 
shoots not needed for, furnishing vacant wall space ought to be thinned, 
and those left cut hack to within 4 inches of the old wood. The leading 
growths are now sufficiently matured to be safely nailed or tied in, and 
if left much longer some will break rather than fit closely to the walls. 
The strong central growth of the espalier or horizontally trained trees 
will now in early localities he fit for shortening back to about 12 inches 
of its base.. From the breaks resulting select the three best placed, one 
for continuing the lead, and the others for side branches, in this manner 
securing two tiers of branches in one season. Only in the case of vigorous 
trees in a. sunny position should this plan he adopted. Vigorous Peach 
and Apricot trees stopped early will soon require fresh attention, 
otherwise the increased number of young shoots will quite smother the 
fruit.. Peaches are extra plentiful. In very few instances will they be 
sufficiently thinned out, and overcropped trees will make but little 
growth requiring removal; in fact, unless plenty of water and liquid 
manure be given the trees, they will come to a standstill as far as wood 
growth is eoncerned. 

Insect Pests.—A few weeks ago these were not so plentiful as 
usual, hut the case is very different now, thrips, aphides of sorts, and 
reu spider being most abundant. Nor are they easily exterminated. 
The first proceeding should he to prune and nail the trees as just 
advised, this removing much of the green and black fly from the 
Cherries and Plums, and rendering it much easier to clean the rest of 
the tree. Clear water applied forcibly, and rather often, with a garden 
engine, if available, usually effectively clears the trees of nearly all the 
insects named, and if this fails, try a weak dose of tobacco water or,a 
solution of quassia chips and softsoap. Tobacco water can either be 
purchased from the vendors of horticultural requisites, or be made from 
shag tobacco or tobacco paper. About 4 ozs. of the former, or a pound 
of the paper or rag soaked in a gallon of hot water, in which has been 
dissolved 4 ozs. of softsoap, will make a powerful insecticide, and which 
may be diluted with soft water according to its tested strength. The 
quassia chips, at the rate of G ozs. to the gallon of water, should be 
boiled for half an hour, G.ozs. of softsoap being added at the last. This 
solution, after being strained from the chips, may be stored and used at 
the rate of a 5-inch potful to three gallons of syringing water. In this 
and other cases it is best to test the strength or efficacy of the insecti¬ 
cides, and mix accordingly. The fruit being well advanced, it is advis¬ 
able to freely syringe or engine the trees on the mornings following the 
evening application of insecticides. Red spider will not be much dis¬ 
turbed by any kind of insecticide, a coating of sulphur only checking 
it, and as this ought not to be applied till the fruit is off the trees^ 
plenty of moisture at the roots and frequent svringings will keep the 
trees in good health. 

FRUIT FORCING. 
Pine?.—Preparations should be made for starting the suckers, which 

will soon be fit to be taken from the plants which formed the early sec¬ 
tion of summer fruiters, the necessary provision being made at once, so 
that the plants may have the benefit of the undiminished solar heat in 
developing growth for as long a time as possible, The means essential 
are a fermenting bed in a low damp house or pit, and the heat of it in a 
steady state of about 90° at 6 inches from the surface, but a few degrees 
higher, or 95°, may be allowed at the start, care being taken that it is 
not exceeded. The plants or suckers should be taken from the parent 
plants and then placed directly into 5 or 7-inch pots according to the 
size of the plants or suqkers, and be watered once in order to settle 
the soil about them. Good fibrous loam torn up by hand without any 
admixture is the most suitable compost, which should be firmly embedded 
in the pot, which will tend to cause speedier root-action and sturdier and 
more satisfactory growth in the plants. For a week or ten days the 
house or pit should be kept rather close and moist ; shade effectually 
and give but little air, sprinkling through a fine syringe once or twice a 
day according to external influences. As soon as growth takes place 
more ventilation with less shade is desirable, which must be proceeded 
with gradually until the growth is well decided and the plants are inured 
to the sun, when ordinary treatment should be given. Once the plants 
are started they must not be allowed to become root-bound, but the 
growth accelerated as far as is consistent with a sturdy growth ; conse¬ 
quently there must not be any delay in shifting into the largest pots 
immediately the roots have taken firm hold of the soil and before they 
become matted together at the sides of the pots, which for Queens anil 
Black Jamaica may be 10-inch, and for other sorts 11 or 12-inch, using 
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fibrous loam, but more lumpy than for suckers, adding a sprinkling of 
half-inch bones, and to prevent worms entering the pots a handful of 
soot or wood ashes may be sprinkled over the drainage. 

Cucumbers.—A few seeds may now be sown for late summer and 
early autumn fruiting. They will germinate, and the seedlings be 
fit to plant out in about a month. Attention must be given to plants in 
bearing, thinning the exhausted growths and foliage, laying in young 
bearing wood, stopping one joint beyond the fruit, and earthing the 
roots periodically. Copious supplies of liquid manure will be required 
about twice a week, or as may be necessary, but avoid applying it too 
strong, syringing at closing time, and maintaining a good moisture all 
day by sprinkling every available surface as necessary, but more 
frequentlyin hotweather than when dull. Do notovercrop young plants, 
and do not allow the fruits to hang too long, as upon attention to this 
depends in a measure a good and continuous supply. 

Figs.—The first crop in the early house is gathered, and more 
moisture in the atmosphere will be desirable, therefore resume syring¬ 
ing the trees twice daily, and sprinkling the house as advised before the 
fruit commences colouring. Thinning the fruit, if plentiful, must be 
free, reserving those which are nearest the base of the shoots. Tie in 
the growths to the trellis as they advance, stopping or removing such as 
are not required, regulating those retained, so that they may receive the 
beneficial effects of light and air to mature them perfectly. Do not 
.allow the trees to suffer by want of water ; those in pots or planted out 
in borders of limited extent will require water frequently, affording on 
every occasion some stimulating food—such as guano or other manure. 
Where crops are ripening constantly maintain a free circulation of dry 
warm air, which is essential to the Figs ripening perfectly. Trees in 
pots required for early forcing must not be neglected in syringing 
occasionally, attending with regularity to the watering, supplying 

liquid manure. 
Melons.—It is important that the late plants be planted out 

without delay, especially where the means of affording artificial heat 
is confined to fermenting materials. Whether grown in pits or frames 
a sufficiency of fermenting materials should be used to raise a bottom 
heat of about 90°, so as to start the plants quickly. In houses as the 
crops are cleared, the plants, if exhausted, should be removed, and pre¬ 
parations made for a fresh start at the earliest opportunity ; but if the 
plants are in good health it is folly to root them out, as they will come 
into bearing again much sooner than young plants, and are in every way 
more tractable ; indeed if the plants are not overcropped, do not suffer 
for water at the roots, and if the foliage is kept healthy they 
will continue bearing as late as it is desirable. When the crop is cut the 
plants should be divested of most of the old or damaged leaves, fresh 
growths beiDg encouraged in the place of any exhausted, which should 
be cut away. The surface of the bed should be loosened, and the loose 
surface soil removed, applying a couple of inches in depth of fresh loam, 
giving a good watering, and when growth is taking place afford a free 
application of liquid manure, and treat as for former crops. When 
Melons are grown upon the continuous system it is well to note that the 
laterals will grow freely and show fruit abundantly after a few joints of 
growth. The flowers after being fertilised will set and the fruits will 
swell freely, so that sufficient moisture only need be accorded to main¬ 
tain the plants in continuous bearing. Attend to stopping, thinning, 
tying, or otherwise regulating the shoots, not allowing pressure of work 
in other departments to interfere with this, or the results will be detri¬ 
mental. Successional plants should be earthed up as soon as the roots 
show at the sides of the hillocks, making the soil firm, being careful that 
the plants do not suffer by want of water, and, on the other hand, are 
not too wet. To plants swelling their fruits supply liquid manure, but 
be careful not to give too much. Maintain a bottom heat of 80° to 85°, 
and afford a moist atmosphere to growing crops, syringing freely, except¬ 
ing when the fruit is setting or ripening, being careful not to allow one 
or two fruit to take the lead, but have them all as nearly as possible of 
one size on a plant. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Ericas.—When these plants are used during their flowering season 
in the conservatory, be careful not to crowd other plants about them. 
Serious damage is frequently done to hardwooded varieties during the 
time they occupy such places ; crowding so as to exclude light from 
their foliage means destruction in a very short time. First the 
leaves turn brown and eventually fall, which not only gives a severe 
check to the roots, but renders the plants unsightly. Light and air are 
essential features in the culture of these plants. After flowering 
nothing is gained by any attempt to push them into growth. After the 
fading flowers have been removed the plants should have cool airy treat¬ 
ment, gradually exposing them to full light and air stood on ashes in an 
open aspect outside. The full force of the sun shining on their branches 
will not injure them, but the pots must be protected, or the silk-like 
roots of the plants will be severely injured. Varieties that it is 
necessary to retard may be kept in a northern aspect where they can be 
kept perfectly cool. Young stock that it is intended to grow on as 
rapidly as possible may have any shoots that are taking the lead pinched 
so as to induce the formation of a duly proportioned plant. If well 
rooted in the pots in which they were placed in February last, they may 
be transferred into others 2 inches larger. Use a compost of fibry peat 
to which is added a liberal dash of sand. In potting, drain well and 
liberally, be careful not to disturb the old ball, and press the new soil 
firmly about the roots. The collar of the plant must not be buried 
deeper than has been previously the case. Plenty of room should be 

ft in the pots to hold sufficient water to soak the whole ball. Water 

le 

carefully, but do not allow them to become dust dry or suffer in the 
least by an insufficient supply, or serious injury will certainly result. 

Softwooded Ericas.—These are much better outside fully exposed to 
the sun than crowded closely together in frames. The same provisioa 
should be made for the protection of their pots, or if the plants are in 
from 5 to 7 inch pots the outer rows may be plunged, or partially so, and 
these, if arranged in beds not too far apart, will afford ample shade to 
the pots in which the inner rows of plants are growing. Syringe liberally 
twice daily, and be careful that the ashes or other material upon which' 
they stand is kept moist. Epacrises that have made good growth may 
be placed outside to harden and ripen ; in fact, the treatment advised 
for softwooded Heaths will suit them well. Later plants may still be 
encouraged in cold frames. 

Azaleas.—Early varieties will by this time have set their flower buds. 
Plants in this condition cannot be retained under glass during the re¬ 
mainder of the season, or they will flower early in September when they 
are not wanted. Gradually harden them and remove them to cool out¬ 
side quarters. If exposed suddenly to the full force of the sun their 
foliage will be very much browned, but if stood in a light partially 
shaded place they will have ample time to thoroughly ripen their wood, 
and at the same time their flower buds will be retarded. Give all the 
air possible day and night to those that have completed their growth 
and about to form flower buds. This must be done gradually at first if 
the plants have been subjected to a close moist atmosphere. Until it is. 
certain that flower buds are forming maintain a slightly drier atmo¬ 
sphere, but do not diminish the supply of water at their roots. Watch 
carefully for thrips, for if any exist in the house they are certain to 
attack the plants during the time the syringe is withheld. Water freely, 
and syringe liberally those that are in active growth. Shade them from 
the sun, and close the house early in the afternoon while the sun is 
upon it. 

Celosias.—Those intended for winter decoration should now be well 
established in 3-inch pots ; they must not be allowed to become root- 
bound before they are placed into 5 'and 6-inch pots. Place a stake to 
each plant, theD grow under cool airy treatment after they are once 
rooting freely in the new soil. When these plants are required for 
winter decoration they must be developed under hardier conditions than 
when required for the summer. Plants that are in a backward state 
and require pushing forward under close treatment, more especially in, 
their later stages, are very liable to damp off during the dull days of 
winter. To avoid such consequences press the soil firmly into the pots, 
and induce the plants by giving air abundantly to make a dwarf sturdy 

growth. 
Cyclamens.—The earliest plants should now be placed in 6-inch 

pots and arranged on ashes in cold frames or in low light houses. Use 
for a compost good fibry loam three parts, and one part leaf mould and 
sand ; one-seventh of cow manure may also be added. Keep the frame 
or house close for ten days or a fortnight, and then give plenty of air 
and only sufficient shade to break the strong rays of the sun. If over¬ 
shaded the foliage is drawn weakly and the plants are quickly ruined. 
Water carefully at first, but never allow them to become dry ; syringe 
them heavily twice daily, and keep the material upon which they are 
standing moist. Give to later plants the same treatment until they are 
ready for their largest pots. Seed may now be sown in a pan in a warm 
house for the earliest supply of plants for another year. 

Camellias.—Plants that were assisted early in the season to make 
their growth under the influence of heat and a close atmosphere will 
have completed it by this time. The main object to be attained is. 
to prevent the plants starting into fresh growth, as, if they 
do, flowers will not be forthcoming. In order to avoid this maintain 
drier atmospheric conditions about the plants, at the same time do not- 
allow them to suffer by insufficient water at their roots. Give air 
abundantly and admit more light to them. This will harden and ripen 
the wood, and the formation of flower buds will be certain. Without 
brown, hard well matured wood a good crop of fine flowers cannot be 
expected. As soon as the flower buds are visible the syringe may on aM, 
brio-ht days be freely used, and a moister atmosphere given to the plants. 
Feeding with weak stimulants may also be resorted to, for in no stage 
do Camellias need assistance more in this matter than during the de¬ 
velopment of their flower buds. Directly the buds commence swelling 
syringe the plants thoroughly with petroleum and water, 1 oz. of the 
former to each gallon of the latter. This in addition to proving a. 
stimulant will destroy any insect pests that are upon the plants, and 
cleanse the foliage from dirt; in fact, it imparts to the foliage a dark, 
green glossy appearance, as if they had all been thoroughly sponged. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Spring Bedding Plants.—These during June usually experience- 
rather rough treatment, nor is this greatly to be wondered at, seeing how 
much labour has, this season especially, to be expended on refilling the- 
beds with their summer occupants. They must not long be laid in by 
the heels or neglected in any way, or many may not be available for next 
winter. All must have plenty of water, particularly those evergreen* 
and Conifers that have small balls and roots. The latter if once allowed 
to become very dry can only be moistened and kept alive by soaking 
them in a tub or pail of water prior to replanting them in good light 
soil, or where they are to remain till wanted again. When it is necessary 
to lift Crocuses, Snowdrops, Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, and Scillas, 
they ought for a time to be laid in the ground, and when the foliage is- 
well ripened the bulbs may be taken up and stored in boxes of sand_ 

• A dry cool shed is the best place for keeping the bulbs, but they must be 
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protected from mice. All, however, are best left in the ground. Ane¬ 
mones ought not to be disturbed more than can possibly be avoided, 
8>ut if they must be taken up, store them in boxes of sand directly after 
they are ripened. Ranunculuses are apt to either keep badly or to start 
prematurely when left in the ground. After the leaves have turned 
yellow the roots may safely be lifted, dried, and stored on dry shelves. 

The various perennials used in the beds during the winter ought now 
to be attended to and largely increased, young plants in nearly every case 
being preferable to old and exhausted stock. Ajuga reptans rubra, an 
easily grown useful plant for the carpet beds, divides readily, and mav 
Ik; dibbled out at once in a cool place till wanted. Alyssum saxatile 
and varieties may frequently be split up, each division having a few 
roots attached, and dibbled out on a partially shaded border.” Small 
pieces of healthy, sturdy growth may be pulled off with a heel and 
dibbled in thickly in a handlight or at the foot of a north wall. Any 
light sandy soil suits them, and they should be watered in and shaded 
from bright sunshine where necessary. Arabises to be pulled to pieces 
and each division with or without roots be dibbled out firmly in good 
garden sod, watered in, and lightly shaded with branches of trees for a 
time. Aubrietias require exactly the same treatment. Daisies are often 
spoilt through being planted during the summer in a hot and dry 
position. A cool north border is the proper place for them, and now is 
the time to pull old plants to pieces and replant. Euonymus radicans 
variegata, a plant useful alike for winter and summer bedding, is propa¬ 
gated by means of cuttings in summer. They should be taken off about 
4 inches in length, dibbled closely into a bed of fine sandy soil, and 
covered with handlights. Shade from bright sunshine, and give water 
whenever the soil is at all dry. Gentians ought not to be disturbed fre¬ 
quently, or they will flower indifferently. Always move them with a 
good ball of soil about the roots and divide the strongest clumps only. 
Plant in a good sunny position. Hepaticas transplant readily, and may 
also be freely divided. Replant firmly in good light ground, and keep 
them well supplied with water in dry weather, lberises may be treated 
in every respect similar to the Alyssum. They are of somewhat slow 
growth, and good sized plants are most effective, being available for 
several seasons. Myosotises as a rule are raised from seed, this beino- 
sown early, or not later than the middle of June. The white and blue 
varieties of Myosotis dissitiflora are the most beautiful, and capital 
plants can be had by division of old stock, or small pieces may be pulled 

■off and dibbled, into handlights stood in a somewhat cool place. 
Primulas are quickly increased by division, it being possible to separate 

eveiT crown with roots to each. These divisions should be 
dibbled out at the foot of a north wall or other cool shady position, a 
rather rich or moisture-holding soil suiting them. Saxifrages granulata 
nore-pleno, pyramidalis, and umbrosa are as easily propagated as 
Primulas. The first-named is increased by division of its grain-like 
roots, and the others by dividing the crowns. Plant out in rows on 
good ground. Violas and Pansies that have been lifted, trimmed in, and 
laid in by the heels in good ground are now pushing up numerous youno- 
shoots, and may be freely divided. Plant out these divisions on well- 
manured ground, and when the growths are well advanced, or say early 
in August, take off a number of cuttings and insert either under hand- 
lights or at the foot of a cool wall. 

i HE BEE-KEEPER. 
Jl 111. 1 ~ ‘ - I 1 • 1 -,| - ! . I - q. | - 1 - , • i - i . i . | , , . | . | . , . j-v-j-j- 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING. 
No. 14. 

It is comparatively easy to work an apiary ujion 
the swarming system ot management, because when once 
a swarm has been located in its new home successfully 
only gross neglect will cause it to send out a swarm that 
season ; while the old stock, after it has sent forth a cast, 
and that cast has been returned on the evening of the 
day it issued, will also give no further trouble that year. 
V lien once a stock has been allowed to gratify the swarm¬ 
ing desire no anxiety need be again entertained about 
either stock or swarm, except to watch for and return 
the cast which is sure to issue on or about the ninth day 
from the issue of the swarm, unless supering arrange¬ 
ments are most culpably neglected. 

Taking into consideration the length of the honey 
season it has been determined, let us say, to adopt the 
swarming system. This determination having been arrived 
at, great attention must be paid to one point of manage¬ 
ment. Ibis point is to discover, if possible, about what 
time the Clover will begin to bloom in the district, because 
by this all our efforts must be guided. When this date 
has been ascertained every effort must be made to have 

both swarms and stocks ready to work in supers by the 
time that the honey flow commences. The success or 
failure which attends these efforts will be the measure 
of success or failure to which we shall attain in our 
management. 

In the majority of English counties the Clover will 
begin to bloom during the first week of June, I think, 
and therefore we may take the 7th of June as a day when 
every colony should be ready for supering, whatever the 
system of management may be. If it were possible to 
insure that both the swarm and the stock would be strong 
enough to work in supers during the first week in June, 
a greater result would ensue than when no increase is 
allowed, except for one heavy drawback in the fact that 
during the short honey glut not only would the bees have 
to collect the honey, but they would also have to build 
the comb and cells in which to store it, which, when a 
hive is managed on the non-swarming system, are always 
ready to receive the honey which the bees may be expected 
to gather during the height of the season; but where 
there is no honey to be collected in the month of May 
the bees cannot work in supers even in drawing out comb. 
Therefore I say it is more profitable in such a case to 
take an increase, feed the swarm, and, if necessary, the 
stock, gently, and have two colonies ready to do what they 
are able while the Clover is in bloom. If, however, combs 
can by any means be given to the stock and swarm the 
result will be far in excess of that obtained from a stock 
not allowed to swarm. When, therefore, an extractor is 
used, and there are at hand four or five tiers of frames 
filled with comb—not foundation—the swarming system 
is the one which should be adopted. These frames of 
comb can be used year after year for the same jmrpose, 
and it is therefore profitable to make a special effort to 
obtain them in the manner to be afterwards pointed out. 
If honey in the comb is required increase must be pre¬ 
vented in order to obtain supers of comb by the time 
when the great honey flow sets in, but these supers of 
comb can only be obtained when there is a fair supply of 
honey to be collected in May. I may be permitted to 
say here that I have read Mr. Simmins’ “ Original Non- 
Swarming System ” with some interest, but fail to see 
many signs of originality in it, except perhaps in some 
trifling details. Iiis system is simply a scarcely veiled 
return to ekeing and supering, a system carried out 
with success years ago. The whole question, then, of 
choosing between these systems depends upon the simple 
fact whether we are able to obtain frames of comb and 
supers ol new white comb. If these can be obtained in 
an easy practical way the swarming system must be 
adopted. Frames of comb can generally be raised, supers 
of comb are obtained with difficult). When extracted 
honey is required the swarming system may generally be 
adopted. When comb honey is required the non-swarm- 
ing system must be adopted, unless the May honey flow is 
so small as to give no chance of the bees having an oppor¬ 
tunity of drawing out comb ready for the June flow, when 
the swarming system should be the one followed, because 
the bees may be kept in health and vigour, and will be 
ready for supering if properly managed by the 7th of 
June, even when one swarm has been taken from every 
stock. If no stock has empty combs to fill, a swarm and 
the stock from which it has issued will collect more honey 
and seal it than an old stock from which no increase has 
been taken. In addition to this, when honey is scarce bees 
are very anxious to swarm, and it is difficult to restrain 
them. 

By the 7th of June every swarm and stock must be 
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ready for supering, therefore every swarm should have 
issued not later than the 15th of May. A swarm hived 
on the 15th and assisted with a little syrup will be ready 
to work in supers on the 6th or 7th of June at the latest 
if the weather has been at all favourable and the swarm 
strong; while the old stock will, after sending out a cast, 
and this cast having been returned, be ready also to work 
in supers about ten days after the issue of the swarm, 
thus having a week or more to prepare for the great glut 
which we annually expect and often receive. As a matter 
of fact very few stocks are ready to yield a swarm on the 
15th day of May. If a stock is ready to work in supers 
on the 1st May it will not swarm, generally speaking, before 
the 20th of that month, and such a swarm will miss the 
earliest days of the Clover honey flow. Here is the crux—• 
The honey glut is so short, and the weather so precarious, 
that it is absolutely necessary to be prepared to take 
advantage of every fine day. What, then, are the condi¬ 
tions which make the swarming system sometimes more 
profitable than the non-swarming system ? They are 
three:— 

1. Where there is little honey in May. 
2. When there is a Heather harvest expected. 
o. When swarms can be obtained before the 15th May. 

Again, in any case and under all circumstances the 
swarming system is most profitable when there is 

1. A supply of frames filled with comb. 
2. A supply of supers filled with new white comb. 

The Heather harvest has not been considered at length’ 
because it will really not necessitate any great change in 
our arrangements, except under conditions which shall be 
fully explained at some future time. Now, it will be 
self-evident that if the honey glut begins later than the 
7th of June the swarm may be allowed to issue later in 
proportion; if the glut commences earlier the swarm must 
also issue earlier too. It need hardly be added that in 
those districts where the harvest is principally from fruit 
bloom, &c., in May, and no Clover honey is expected, no 
increase must be allowed—at any rate, until after the 
honey season is at an end; when, if a Heather harvest is 
expected, the time between the two flows may be utilised 
in increasing the number of stocks. 

For the success of the swarming system a careful 
autumn preparation is absolutely necessary, and any 
neglect in the preceding year will be the forerunner of 
failure in the succeeding spring. It may also be said 
that it is more natural to allow a stock to swarm, but 
great stress need not be laid upon this point, although it 
is not wise—unless there is a benefit to be gained—to 
thwart Nature gratuitously. More than one swarm 
should never be taken from any stock that is afterwards 
expected to yield a honey harvest; but every cast should 
be returned on the evening of the day of issue. 

Three special advantages result from allowing swarms 
to issue. These are 

1. The camber of stocks is doubled at least. 
2 Young queens are raised under the swarming impulse. 
3. If permanent increase in the number of stocks is not desired, 

any stock can be strengthened by the addition of the bees 
of its swarm in autumn. 

To some the first point would be a consideration; to 
others, however, who do not require such a permanent 
increase, and who are unable to sell their surplus stocks, 
it would offer no temptation of itself: but, as pointed out, 
the bees of these swarms can be utilised in autumn for 
strengthening the permanent stocks, and are thus a great 
advantage/ and save the cost otherwise often incurred by 

purchasing driven bees for the pui’pose. Young queens 
raised under the swarming impulse are very valuable, and 
this point is of considerable weight; unless the practice of 
giving young fertile queens, and thereby “lifting” the 
stocks, is adopted, when this advantage will be to some 
extent lost. 

When, then, there is only a little flow of honey in May, or 
when there is a good flow of honey in May, if super bodies- 
of frames filled with comb or supers filled with virgin comb 
can be obtained the swarming system should be adopted. 
In the former case it will give better results than the 
opposing system, because if neither has a supply of empty 
comb the stock and the swarm will do more work than 
the stock alone: in the latter case because, if sufficient 
empty comb can be obtained without keeping the bees 
busy working it in May, a stock and swarm will fill and 
seal more combs than a stock from which no swarm has 
been allowed to issue. When there is a good flow of 
honey in May, and there are no empty combs at hand, 
then it will be more profitable and more practical to prevent 
increase and to compel the stock to work out tier upon 
tier of comb ready to hold the surplus, which may confi¬ 
dently be expected about the 7th of June. These are my 
conclusions. I have endeavoured to state my reasons for 
arriving at such conclusions as concisely and clearly as 
possible. The subject is, however, intricate and difficult, 
but those who are aware of the many considerations to be 
kept in view in such a discussion of two opposing systems 
will be able to understand how hard it is to explain 
everything clearly, so that all may grasp the chief points 
to be considered without being biassed in favour of or 
against either system by the personal predilections of the 
writer. No hard-and-fast rule can possibly be laid down 
as to the merits of the one system or the other; each one 
must endeavour to understand the salient points in both, 
take into consideration his peculiar circumstances, and 
then decide which system will most probably give the best 
results in his individual case.—Feltx. 

0oc All correspondence should be directed either to “ Tub 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so Subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same "sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions ^at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written oil one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 

letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 
in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for. press. 

Cinerarias {A. B.).—The leaf sent is tunnelled with a small maggot—a 
leaf miner. It is 'simi'ar in its action to the Celery fly, and batches from 
eggs deposited in the l aves by a small fly. When the maggots take 
possession of the leaves we know of no remedy for their.extirpation without 
injuring the plants. If any of our readers can send us the particulars of 
any method-that lias proved effectual in banishing'the pest We will readily 
publish them. 

Gloxinia Leaves Disfigured (F. •/.).—The leaves are spotted and dis¬ 
coloured on the margin, evidently scorched by the suri acting powerfully 
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upon tbem whilst wet. They have also evidently suffered from a deficiency 
of nutriment both at the roots and in the at nosphere. The remedy for 
the former is to feed with liquii manure, and to maintain a moister and 
more genial cond tion of the atmosphere by damping available surfaces at 
least twice a dsy, and admitting air moderately so as not to dry the air too 
suddenly and so cripple the foliage. Get the plants into better health, and 
they will then have finer foliage and flowers. Your letter was insufficiently 
stamped, and it is a wonder it was taken in by our receiving clerk ; perhaps 
you would like to send liim the penny he paid as extra postage. 

Pruning Pas3ion Flower (ft. IF.).—You may cut back the laterals that 
have flowered, and it is poss ble, if the plant is strong and its position in 
the conservatory light, that fresh growths would push tnat might flower 
latter in the season, but not in six weeks. The shortening of those growths 
would, moreover, admit light and air the more freely to the growths not 
cut back, and these would ripen the better. Overcrowding should be 
avoided, and any parts of the plant may be removed to prevent a close 
thicket of growth, that being neither agreeable in appearance nor goo i for 
the plant; but a general sj'stem of close pruning must not be carried out 
till late in the autumn. 

Morello Cherries not Stoning (Af. Tj. G.).—The tree is over-luxuriant, 
r>o much so that the wood does not ripen, the buds not being thoroughly 
perfected in embryo. We advise your taking out a trench in early autumn 
or in late summer, when the growth is complete and the wood becoming 
rather firm, at a distance from the stem of one-lialf the radius the branches 
extend, and down so as to detach all roots outside the radius, and fill in the 
trench after mixiag a fourth of old mortar rubbish with the soil, making it 
fluite firm. The operation is beat done in cloudy weather, for if bright 
the detaching of the roots may cause the foliage to flag, in which case 
shade lightly from powerful sun, and syringe in the evening and early 
morning. Uu ess the soil becomes very dry no water should be given, but the 
foliage must not suffer by the want of it. l!ai*ly in November remove the 
surface soil down to the roots, and some of it from amongst them, add a 
fourth of lime rubbish, and return, covering the roots 3 or 4 inches deep. 
Mulch with 2 or 3 inches thickness of short 1 tter about 1 foot further than 
the roots extend. 

The Green Gage Plum (G. 0. F.).—Tlre-e is no doubt that this is a very 
old Plum. We have nothing to add t) the history of it as given in the 

Fruit Manual: This universally known and highly esteemed fruit 
has been longer in this country than is generally supposed. It i* said to 
have been introduced at the beginning of the last century by Sir Thomas 
Gage of Hengrave Hall, near Bury St. Edmunds, who procured it from his 
brother, the Kev. John Gage, a Roman Catholic priest, then resident in 
Paris. In course of time it became known as the Green Gage Plum. In 
Fiance, although it has many names, that by which it is best known is 
Grosse Re me Claude, to distinguish it from a smaller and much inferior 
Plum called Reine Claude Petite. The Green Gage is supposed to he a 
native of Greece, and to have been introduced at an eaTv period into Italy, 
where it is called Verdochia. From Italy it passed into France, during the 
reign of Francis I., and was named in honour of his consort Queen Claude ; 
but it does not appear to have been much known or extensively cultivated 
for a considerable period subsequent to this, for neither Champier, Olivier 
do berres, \ autier, nor any of the early French writers on husbandry and 
gardening, seetn to have been acquainted with it. Probably, about the 
same time that it was introduced into France, or shortly afterwards, it 
found its way into England, where it became more rapidly known, and the 
name under which it was received was not the new appellation which it 
obtained in France, hut its original Italian name of Yerdochia, from which 
we may infer that it was brought direct from Italy. It is mentioned by 
Paikinson, in 1320, under the name of Verdoch, and, from the way he 
speaks of it. stems to have been not at all nqw, nor even rare. It is also 
enumerated by Le.mard Meager in the 1 list of fruit which I had of my very 
loving friend. Captain Gurle, dwelling at the Great Nursery between 
Spitalfields and Whiteehappel,’ aud is there called VTrdocha. Even so 
late as the middle of the last century, after it bad been re-introduced, and 
extensively grovvn under the name of Green Gage, it continued to bear its 
original title, and to be regarded as a distinct sort from the Green Gage. 
Hitt tries to describe the distinction; but as he tries also to show that 
the Reine Claude is also distinct from the Green Gage, his authority 
cannot be taken for more than it is worth; a remark which may safely 
be applied to all our pomologists of the last century. Miller also laboured 
under the same misapprehension as Hitt, for in his Dictionary he says, 
speaking of the Cross a Reine Claude, ‘this Plum is confounded by most 
people in England by the name of Green Gage.’ We have seen, there¬ 
fore, that the gene^^ opinion that this valuable Plum was 
hrst introduced to this country by the Gage family is incorrect, but that 
it must have existed for considerably upwards of a century, at least, 
before the period which is generally given as the date of its introduction.’’ 

Names of Plants.—We onlv undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flow ring plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Nob more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(A. R*C.} Licerpofl).—Epidendrum tovarense. The variety of Cattleya 
Mendeli is an excellent one. (J. <T, TVoolton).—It is a very handsome 
variety of Odontoglossum crispum. We have seen some similar in several 
large co lections, but not named; such well-formed flowers are always 
tnucli prized. (\V. B. S.).—The specimens arrived in such bad condition 
that it is impossible to recognise them. Correspondents who wish their 
plants named should take especial care in packing them at this time of 
year, and not simply enclose them in an envelope. (E. S.).—It is perhaps 
Lilium umbellatum, but we do not undertake to name plants from a single 
petal and an imperfect leaf. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKE T.—July Cth. 

kulk of the outdoor Strawberries new reaching us prices of all 
sorts of indoor fruit are lower, Grape3 especially being affected. Business 

VEGETABLES. 
p. 

Artichoke?, dozen .. .. 1 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 1 
Beaus, Kidney, per lb. .. 1 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 1 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 
Brussels Sprout?, £ sieve 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 1 
Capsicum?^ per 100 .. 1 
Carrotp, bunch .. .. 0 
Cauliflower?, dozen .. 3 
Celery, bundle .. 1 
Colewortp, doz. bunches 2 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 
Endive, dozen.1 
Hero?, bunch.  0 
Leek?, bunch.0 

Apples, | sieve. 
Nova Scotia and 

Canada barre 
Cherries, £ sieve .. .. 
CLbs, 100 lbs. 
Fig?, dozen . 
Grapes, per lb. 

d. s. 
0 to 2 
6 4 

d. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
4 

FRUIT. 

Lettuce, dozen .. .. 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Ouion?, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, ;er cwf. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. 
Scorzonera, bundle 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallot?, per tt>. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
ToraatoQ?, per lb. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

3. d. s. d. 
0 9 to 0 0 

i 0 

8 0 
0 6 
0 4 

6 0 
0 0 
0 0 
I 6 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 

Melon, each*. 

Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 
Arbof vitee(golden) dozen 

~(common),dozen.. 
Azalea, dozen. 
Begonias, dozen .. ,, 
Calceolaria, dozen .. .. 
Cineraria, dozen ,, 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 
Dracaena terminals, doz. 

,, viridis, dozen.. 
Erica, various, dozen 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 
Ficus elastica, each ., 
Foliage Plants, var,, each 

Abutilons, 12 bunches .. 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. .. 
Bluebells, 12 bunches .. 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 

,t J2 bunches.. 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 
Daisies, 12 bunches 
Day Lilies.. 
Eucharis, dozen .. 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 
Ixia, 12 bunches .. .. 
Lspageria, white, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium loagiflorum, 12 
blooms. 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunch . 

Lily of Valley, 12 spray? 0 0 0 0 
„ ,, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

d. B. d. 
0 0 to 0 0 

10 0 13 0 
5 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 0 6 0 
1 6 2 6 

10 0 15 0 
2 0 3 0 

PLANTS 
8. a. 8. d. 
8 0 to 12 0 
6 0 O 
0 0 .0 0 
0 O' 0 0 
4 a 9 0 
4 0 9 0‘ 
0 0 ■ 0 0 
3 0 4 0, 

30 0 60 0 
12 0 24 •0 
IS 0 30 0 
6 0 18 0 
6 0 24 0 
4 0 18 0- 
1 6 7 0. 
8 0 10 0 

CUT El 
8. (1. 8. d. 
2 0 :o 4 0 
8 0 4 0 
3 0 6 0 
0 0 0 a 
0 0 0 0 
0 6 1 0 
0 0 -0 0 
1 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 4 0. 
8 0 4 0 
5 0 7 0 
4 0 6 . 0 
1 6 8 0 

0 0 0 0 
2 0 9 0 
2 0 4 0 

0 0 0 0 

3 0 6 0 

0 0 0. 0 

Oranges, per 100 .. 
Peaches, dozen •• 
Pears, dozen. 
Pine Apples, English, 

per lb.. 
Plums, 4 sieve. 
St. Michael Pine*, each 
Strawberries, per lb. 

Fuchsia, dozen. 
Genista, dozen. 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 

m Tricolor, dozen 
Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 
Lilies Va’ley. dozen 
Lilium longiflorum, doz. 
Lobelia, dozen. 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 
Musk, dozen . 
Myrtles, dozen. 
Palms, in var., each 
Pelargoniums, dozen 

* ,« scarlet, doz. 
CSpirre i, dozen. 

Marguerites, 12 bunohes 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 
Myosotie, 12 bunches .. 
•Narciss, 12 bunches 

„ White, English, bch. 
Pansies, 12 bunches 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 

„ scarlet, 12 trusses 
Pinks, Whit9, 12 bunches 

„ various, 12 bunch 
Pneony, 12 bunches.. .. 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 
Primula (single), bunch.. 

.. (double), bunch .. 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 

,, (indoor), dozen 
,, Tea, dozen .. .. 
„ red dozen 
„ de Mois. 12 bunohes 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 
Tropmolum, 12 bunches 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 

p. d. a. d. 
6 0 tol2 0 
4 0 12 0 
0 0 0 0 

16 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
SO 6 0 
0 3 0 10 

s. d. 8. d. 
4 0 to 9 0 
0 0 0 0 
4 0 
3 0 
9 0 
0 0 

18 0 
3 0 
6 0 
4 0 
2 0 
6 0 
2 6 
6 0 
3 0 
6 0 

s. d. 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 

6 0 
6 0 

12 0 
0 0 

30 0 
5 0 

12 
9 
6 0 

12 0 
21 
15 

9 
12 0 

to 6 
4 

d. 
0 
0 

3 0 
0 0 

6 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 

9 
0 
0 
0 
9 
6 
0 
0 
6 

1 0 
0 9 

0 0 
6 0 
8 0 
2 0 

0 
0 0 0 0 

FORAGE CROPS. 

That; the trials of Mr. Martin Sutton of different 
manures upon the permanent and temporary pastures at 
Dyson’s Wood will be productive of good there can be no 
doubt. The point to which general attention will be given 
is the important and satisfactory fact that most of the 
results show a margin of profit upon expenditure of suffi¬ 
cient magnitude to compare favourably with that of any 
other kind of farm produce. So regarded, these trials 
assume an importance that cannot be ignored, and we have 
no doubt they will lead-to the laying down of much corn 
land to permanent pasture, 

In East Anglia, especially the iron'hand of the agri¬ 
cultural depression has laid hold of many a good man 
and true with a grip of such power that it has brought 
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him to poverty. Bred to corn-growing almost to the ex¬ 
clusion of other branches ol farming, the man of ordinary 
ability was totally unfit to cope with difficulties arising 
simply from a great and apparently permanent reduction 
in the price of corn. Even in corn-growing his practice 
was but too often that which had been h inded down from 
one generation to another. To plough, sow, and reap; a 
long fallow about every fourth year, followed by a dressing 
of farmyard manure, about summed up his routine of 
farming. Cause and effect, if they had attention from him, 
were seldom, if ever, grasped in such a manner as to lead 
to real improvement. In proof of the general ignorance of 
other branches of agriculture we may point to Mr. Sut¬ 
ton's experiments, for they are a tacit acknowledgment of 
it. If the culture of pasture, either temporary or per¬ 
manent, had been understood, we may be very certain that 
he would not now be engaged in what are plainly termed 
experiments, and which, too, are so clearly intended for 
the general enlightenment. If further proof were re¬ 
quired, we have it in the outspoken objections to laying 
down land either temporarily or permanently. Positive, 
assertion generally springs from ignorance, and it certainly 
does so in this instance. 

The cultivation of all forage crops is worthy of care¬ 
ful attention and inquiry. We must know all about the 
requirements of the crops we cultivate in order to obtain 
the greatest possible bulk per acre, and also, if necessary, 
be able to continue the culture of any given crop year 
after year upon the same field. To do this in the best 
way we must know all about the food required for its full 
growth and development, and how it obtains such food— 
what from the soil, what from the air. Clover-sick land 
arises from the simple fact of the last crop of Clover 
having absorbed certain manurial constituents from the 
soil, which must be replaced in sufficient quantity before 
a full crop of Clover can again be had from it. Yet what 
do we find many farmers doing by way of a remedy for 
land so exhausted ? Why, they just make over the land to 
Nature for a time, and say they must withhold Clover 
from it for so many years. There is no doubt that Clover 
is a very exhaustive crop. Take, for example, the 
manurial constituents in decimals of an average croji of 
Clover upon an imperial acre of land, and we have of 
potash 73 parts, of soluble phosphate G9, and of nitrogen 
140, which shows unmistakeably that, though potash is un¬ 
doubtedly indispensable for Clover, yet we also require 
heavy dressings of nitrogenous manure if we would have 
a full crop. 

Great caution must be observed in our conclusions 
about the proportions of different manures to be used for 
pasture. The mixture we have hitherto recommended 
has answered so admirably upon every pasture we have 
tried or seen it tried upon, that it is with considerable 
reluctance we make any change in it. Regard must, 
however, be had to cost as well as efficiency, and it must 
be owned that nitrate of potash is very expensive, and in 
taking muriate of potash as a substitute we but follow 
the lead of Ville and other chemists. That a mixed 
dressing is best we proved long ago, not only as supplying 
all the immediate wants of the crop, but also in providing 
food to sustain the plant in full vigour after the first 
growth is removed, either as hay or by grazing. For , 
permanent pasture formation and development we should 
much prefer beginning with clean, well-drained, fertile 
soil, sown with the best possible mixture of Grasses and 
Clovers, and sustained in full vigour by the timely appli¬ 
cation of manures; but old pastures may be brought 
into flourishing condition by judicious treatment, and we 

certainly do not advise breaking them up simply because 
they do not contain all the best Grasses. 

WORS OS THE HOME FA.RM. 

Heat and drought have told upon posture, spring corn, and root 
crops, especially upon light land farms. No roots, a short corn crop, 
bare pastures, falling prices for both lambs and sheep ; these are the 
special troubles of light land farmers just now. There is time enough 
and to spare, however, for a crop of white Turnips if we do but get some 
rain, and so far as we have been able to ascertain early sown Mangolds 
are a good crop, well established in the ridges, and growing freely. The 
roots will probably be small, and we have in view of this had them left 
closer together in the rows than usual. Never was the importance of 
sowing early more apparent, especially among Swedes. We know some 
fields of Swedes now with a full plant quite as vigorous and flourishing- 
as the best Mangold, simply because they were sown while the soil was 
moist and the weather showery. Often have we heard it given as a 
reason for the late sowing of Swedes that an early sown crop is liable 
to suffer from mildew. True it is that occasional patches of mildew- 
stricken plants may be found in a field of early Swedes, but then the 
greater bulk of the sound roots more than atones for such failures. The 
chief thing is always to be alert to seize an opportunity for getting in 
the seed when it has a fair chance of quick tjerminatioa followed by 
free growth. Late sown Swedes are generally a failure this year, and 
silage will probably be raa le in larger quantities than usuai, especially 
where Maize has been sown freely. 

The nourishing properties of silage have now become clearly recog¬ 
nised by every unprejudiced farmer, and with the risk of failure in 
root crops from drought it is surely well to provide a store of forage by 
every known means. True it is that we are making some splendid hay 
and stover now, and we shall certainly do well to add to our store for 
nest winter and spring by turning as much Maize or other herbage into 
silage as can be spared. No matter how it is done, whether in pits or 
stacks, each plan is equally good in its way. Coarse rank herbage from, 
a bog has under pressure been converted into wholessome food as savoury 
and palatable as the best meadow hay. To any who question this 
statement, we say a visit to a well-managed stack of it must convince 
the most sceptical of its truth. 

PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY PASTURES. 

In a letter advocating the laying down of temporary pastures, Mr. 
J. H. Millard adduces the following testimony of Monsieur H. Joulie, 
and read before the Socidtd des Agriculteurs de France :— 

“Of all the various methods for producing hay, the best, without 
doubt, is that of temporary lays, composed either of Graminacem alone, 
or of a mixture of Graminaccre and Leguminosae, according to the nature 
of the soil. Are not fields of Leguminosae, such as Clovers, Sainfoin, 
Lucerne, which are of such service in well directed farming, simply 
temporary grass lands? The merits which have so long been recognised 
in them belong equally to temporary occupation by Graminacate, and 
these have, moreover, the advantage of being serviceable as pastures^ 
which is only seldom the case with fields of artificial leguminous Grasses. 

“ The practical application of this principle is, that the temporary 
occupation of the land by a grass ley for two or three years, which takes, 
its turn in the rotation of crops, should be preferred to temporary occu¬ 
pation by grass. We thus secure the improvement of the soil obtainable 
from the cultivation of Clover, Lucerne, Vetches, &c. But as this class 
of plant will not succeed on every soil, temporary leys with gramina¬ 
ceous herbage ought to give, where leguminous plants do not succeed, 
analogous if not equally good results, aud so assist us materially in 
solving the problem of producing cereal, root, and other crops with 
increasing economy.” 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° Si' 40" N.; Lmj, 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

Date. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

1887. Hygrome- d . Shade Tem- Radiation a 

June 
g=orj o> 
o ^ 

ter. 5 a Q._ O perature. Temperature 83 

aud In On 
July. m2 S Dry. Wet. fio H Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deer. deg.: In. 
Sunday.2 s 30.2 72 5.5 4 52 8 N.E. 62.0 62.6 48 2 76 5 47 4 _ 
Monday.27 30.227 593 54.4 E. 60.8 84 2 43 0 121 5 38.2 _ 
Tuesday .. . 28 30.240 64 3 58.9 E. 622 75.3 53.9 1186 50. L _ 
Wednesday.. 2D 86.485 66.2 59.C N.E. 62 6 78.2 58.2 125.5 58 2 _ 
Thursday .... 30 30.401 61.7 57.0 N.E. 62.8 71.1 53.3 108 8 48 7 _ 
Frid.iy . 1 30.371 6s 7 58.6 N.E. €2 2 82 3 49 l 130 8 44 8 _ 
Saturday .... 2 30.263 74 l 63.8 N.W. 62 8 81 9 54 8 116.8 60.2 — 

30 323 Cl 2 57.9 6.‘.2 . 76.5 61.5 1141 48.2 — 

REMARKS. 
26th.—Dull and cold, but clow all day. 
S7ih.—Close hazy morning; bright hot afternoon. 
28 h.—Cloudy and cooler in the morning; warm, with a good deal of sun in afternoon. 
29th.—Fine b it olose. 
SOth.—Cloudy morning, afternoon fine, and generally bright. 
1st.—Warm and fine, but at times cloudy. 
2nd.—Fine and warm. 

The third consecutive rainless week and a hot one, the fourth considerably above the 
average.—<3. J. SYMONS. 
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COMING EVENTS 

14 TH Alexandra Palace Rose Show (three days). Birmingham, Harleston, 
15 F Helenburvh and Hereford Shows. [and Chiswick Shows. 
16 S New Brighton Show. 
17 SUM 6th Sunday aftek Trinity. 
18 M Chii&tleton Show. 
19 Tu Lees Show. 
20 w Birkenhead Show. 

PACKING FRUIT. 

EIIHAPS of all indoor and outdoor fruits 
'Str I JltP Grapes are the most difficult to pack for a 

l°no railway journey without injury. Those 
""’ho grow for home consumption only, and 
can dish up their fruit directly it is cut from 
the Vines, may consider themselves fortunate 

gU in comparison with those who have to pack 
the bulk of the produce they grow. Full 

•credit is not always accorded to the latter cultivators. 
Not long ago I heard the remark, “ What an excellent 
bloom there is on your Grapes ! Ours are not so tempting, 
for they are often very badly rubbed.” No allowance 
being made in the case of the one who had to pack his 
fruit for a journey of nearly 300 miles, to be then un¬ 
packed by persons who would not handle the fruit with the 
same care as the producer. The Grapes with the fine 
bloom had only to travel from the vinery to the house. 

It may be contended that Grapes can be packed to 
travel any distance without injury to the bloom, and this 
I admit, for hundreds of examples can be seen at our 
great fruit shows from all parts of the kingdom without 
the slightest blemish. If gardeners could follow the 
same plan for the conveyance of fruit from the vinery to 
the table as is the case when staged in the exhibition tent, 
then all fear of the appearance being injured would be 
removed. This system would not be tolerated except on 
special occasions, for the cost in conveyance would amount 
to more than the fruit was worth. Economy has to be 
too closely considered in the management of gardens at 
the present day to think of attempting any such practice. 
I think that it is almost impossible to pack Grapes in an 
ordinary way without the bloom being damaged. I have 
examined hundreds of examples that have been packed 
both for the market and private use, and have always 
observed that those that had been well packed were slightly 
rubbed. Grapes can, however, be packed in various ways 
to arrive in good condition without their appearance being 
injured to any serious extent. 

Whether Grapes arrive in good condition or the 
reverse depends almost entirely upon whether the fruit is 
overripe, the bunches firm and compact, or the reverse. 
Those that are overripe—take Black Hamburghs for 
instance—are very difficult to pack to insure their giving 
satisfaction when they reach their journey’s end. With 
the least pressure or knocking about the berries fall from 
the footstalks. Grapes in this condition are seldom 
packed for the market; most varieties, even if kept for 
months after they are ripe, adhere to the footstalks much 
more firmly than is the case with the variety named, and 
the berries are far less liable to burst. When the fruit 
is in this condition large quantities must never be packed 
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in the same box or basket for fear of the whole being 
spoiled. Pack each bunch separately, so that the risk of 
destruction can be limited. Large bunches are as bad 
to pack satisfactorily as Grapes that are overripe; they 
are certain to be rubbed to a much greater extent than 
those of moderate size, which are the best for travelling. 
Varieties that have long tapering bunches and are 
moderately wide across the top are perhaps the most 
difficult of all to pack well. Loose bunches are much 
more liable to rub one another when packed together in 
quantity than those that are firm and compact. 

Packing Grapes for the market and for private use 
are two totally different matters. For the former 
they are generally packed in larger quantities than are 
needed by private establishments. For instance, a 
basket or box, or a number of each, is sent away at one 
time according to circumstances, while on the other hand 
a regular supply has to be maintained in most cases, and 
two, four, six, or more bunches may have to be packed at 
intervals of a few days along with other fruits and 
garden produce. In cases of this description the quantity 
to be sent is insufficient to fill a box or basket unless 
very small, and if these were provided they would in¬ 
variably upset other arrangements where boxes, trays, or 
tins are so arranged to fit in one large box or hamper. 

For some years we have been in the habit of sending 
small quantities of Grapes a long distance during the 
greater portion of the year two or three times a week, and 
found the best method of packing was to place each bunch 
separately. The paper used was moderately stiff and 
highly glazed on one side. These were prepared as if for 
sugar, and tapered from the top to the point accord¬ 
ing to the size and width of the bunch, the point being 
doubled up before inserting the bunch, and the top care¬ 
fully folded over the stalk. These were then packed in 
tins upright, or laid on their side, whichever way they 
would fit best, a little cotton wool being placed between 
them, and to fill the tin, so that they could not shake 
about. The' paper used must be sufficiently stiff to 
remain straight and as smooth as possible inside, then 
few berries will be rubbed. Some years ago to test this 
principle I had two bunches sent a long distance, then 
returned, with scarcely any perceptible damage to the 
bloom. I may say, if the paper is not highly glazed the 
whole of the bloom will be removed from the berries that 
touch it. Care is necessary in placing the bunches into 
these papers and in folding them and taking them out 
again. The papers are easily pressed straight, and can 
be used several times. 

When numbers of bunches are required to be packed 
these may be placed closely together in baskets or boxes 
with but little material. The basket or box used must be 
full, then but little rubbing will take place. If baskets are 
used they can either be square, oblong, round, or oval. If 
of the latter two they are all the better if they taper 
gradually from the base upwards, then the bottom portion 
of the basket is certain to be filled. If we had large 
quantities to pack at one time for market oval baskets 
with a handle across them, tapering as described, would 
be preferred. In square baskets the difficulty is to fill 
the bottom where the bunches taper as well as the top. 
With a little care this can be done. For instance, a layer 
of moss, cotton wool, or paper shavings should be spread 
over the bottom, then a layer of tissue paper, and the 
same up the sides of the basket. At the end where it is 
intended to commence placing the bunches the same 
material as used for the base may be sloped gradually 
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from the base to the top, so that the first bunches prac¬ 
tically lie in a sloping direction instead of being upright. 
The bunches may afterwards be placed close together, 
and when there is room only for the last row of hunches 
the basket may have a sharp tap on the end where the 
first bunches were laid. It can now be ascertained what 
vacant space will be left at the bottom after the last row 
of bunches is placed in, and this should be filled behind 
the paper with packing material, so that the point of the 
bunches will fit tightly. Any corner or vacant space in 
the basket where the Grapes do not fill it exactly should 
be made good with packing material, so that no movement 
can take place when the lid is closed. A sheet of paper 
over the top will be all that is needed, provided the basket 
is full; if not, over the paper place cotton wool or any 
other material at hand. If the baskets have only to be 
conveyed a short distance all this care is not needed, but 
for a long journey too much attention cannot be paid to 
filling the basket, so that no movement of the lruit can 
take place. 

Peaches are more easily packed than Grapes. For 
market purposes they should be gathered just before they 
are ripe. For private use they have to be gathered in 
most cases when fit to be placed on the table, and under 
these circumstances packing has to be done even more 
carefully. Perhaps the worst Peach of all to pack is 
Noblesse. If gathered before it is ripe for the market it 
never possesses that beautiful golden colour that it attains 
if left on the tree until it is ripe. When ripe it is almost 
impossible to pack the fruits without their being damaged ; 
in fact, it is a difficult matter to gather them from the 
tree without bruising them. It is one of the most delicious 
Peaches that can be grown for home consumption if 
gathered from the tree and placed on the table at once, 
but for packing purposes it is unsuitable. Amongst 
Nectarines Lord Napier is difficult to remove from the 
tree if allowed to remain until it is ripe. It clings even 
when thoroughly ripe closer than any Peach or Nectarine 
known to me. When needed for packing it should be 
gathered before it is ripe, and placed in the full sun for a 
few hours before removal to the fruit room. It can then 
be packed without injury, but the great difficulty is to 
remove them from the tree. For these fruits boxes or 
tins should be provided 3 to 4 inches deep—boxes of both 
depths are advisable. A layer of cotton wool should be 
placed at the base, then a sheet of tissue paper for the 
fruit to rest upon. In the case of Peaches we take a strip 
of cotton wool and place it in tissue paper, and bind it 
once round each fruit and place them closely together. 
The tissue paper is not needed in the case of Nectarines, 
for the wool will not give trouble by sticking to them as is 
the case with the rough skin of the Peach. The ‘small 
corners between the fruit can be filled with cotton wool, 
but this is not needed if the fruit is packed closely toge¬ 
ther. Over the fruit place a sheet of tissue paper, and 
then one of cotton wool, to ensure the box being full when 
the lid is placed on. If this is attended to the fruits will 
never move, and will be found in as good condition when 
removed as when they were placed in the box. 

Figs are rather bad to pack, especially if they are 
allowed to hang until they are thoroughly ripe. These 
should be placed in shallow boxes 2 or 3 inches deep, 
according to the size of the fruit. A layer of wool 
should be placed at the base, then tissue paper, and each 
fruit in a soft Vine leaf with the stalk of the leaf upper¬ 
most. If placed firmly together, a few Vine leaves 
over the top to fill the box will ensure their travelling 
safely. 

Melons are amongst the easiest of fruits to pack, and, 
may be placed in baskets or boxes. Each of the fruits 
should be rolled singly in cotton wool and then placed 
closely together amongst paper shavings, nothing is- 
better. Dry moss or even hay can be used and will answer 
the same purpose. The only caution needed is to- 
preserve the stalk and fill the box or basket containing; 
them so that they cannot move. 

Plums and Cherries are not difficult to pack to ensure- 
their travelling well and arriving in good condition. For 
dessert purposes they can be laid closely together with 
a thin layer of cotton wool at the base, covered with a 
few soft Vine leaves. The stacks of the latter may be 
left about 1 inch long and the box made full the same as 
advised for other fruits. Two layers of these fruits may 
with safety be packed in the same box by placing between 
the layers a few soft leaves. For cooking or market 
purposes small hampers can be packed full without any 
injury, provided the fruit has not been allowed to become 
too ripe. 

To ensure Strawberries arriving in a fresh condition, 
as if only just removed from the plants, requires con¬ 
siderable care. The flesh is soft and easily bruised, 
although some travel much better than others. No fruit 
arrives in the market in a worse condition than these- 
I allude especially to those gathered out of doors- 
Hundreds of tons find their way into the market with 
anything but an inviting appearance. It may not pay to 
spend more time and care in packing the fruit, but I. 
cannot help thinking that a better price could he 
obtained for perfectly fresh unbruised fruits than for 
that which has the appearance of having been partially 
made into jam. To insure good travelling varieties, such, 
as Sir Joseph Paxton, arriving in good condition not more 
than two or three layers at the most should be packed in, 
each box with leaves between the layers. We have 
recently been packing on this principle, and were informed 
that the fruit came out in excellent condition. With 
forced fruits greater care certainly is taken, not only for 
private use, but with those sent to the market. Our 
plan for years has been to place one layer in shallow 
trays or boxes with cotton wool at the base, then a layer 
of leaves, each fruit being placed in a soft Strawberry 
or Lime leaf, the latter we prefer when they can be had 
the box is then filled in the same way. We have packed 
them with the stalks down and with them up, and 
although the fruits travel equally well either way, we are- 
inclined to prefer the latter, for the fruit is more readily 
removed when wanted. For years we packed in shallow 
tins that held several pounds of fruit, but prefer small 
narrow boxes that will hold from 1 or 2 lbs. Boxes that 
hold about 1 lb. are much preferred early in the season 
when the fruit is sent to the market. This season we 
have packed a quantity of fruit in small shallow boxes 
without placing each one in a single leaf for travelling 
any distance; this method is not advisable, but for short 
distances they can be packed much more quickly— 
which is a consideration when growing for market—and 
without injury to the fruit, especially all those varieties 
that have moderately firm flesh.—Wm. Bardney. 

THE GARDENERS’ ORPHAN FUND. 
GENERAL MEETING. 

This Fund is now established, the rules, subject to a few small altera¬ 
tions, haring been adopted, and the various officers elected at the first 
general meeting held at South Kensington on Tuesday last. It was in every 
way a most successful meeting, and it was the unanimous opmion of those 
present that in Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., the Orphan Fund has 
secured a President of marked ability, great business aptitude, and in strong 
sympathy with the object of its promoters. Amongst the supporters pre- 
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8°nt at the meeting were :—Sir Julian Gol Is ni l, M.P., wli» preside! ; Dr. 
(representing the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society); Dr. 

Masters; Messrs. G. Deal, H. J. Veitch, Penny, Wynne, R. Dian, S iirley 
Hibberd, Noble, Fraser, Laing, J. Fromow, D. T. Fish, W. Richards, 
ilerbst, Roberts, Wright, Udale, A. F. Barron, See. 

Mr. Deal read the report of the Provisional Committee :— 

1TO THE DONORS AND SUBSCRIBERS TO THE GARDENERS’ 

ORPHAN FUND. 

Ladies and Gentlemen,— 

, We, the members of the Provisional Committee, nominate 1 to con luot the 
Initiatory proceedings io connection with this Fund, hire now the pleasure to present 

”P°rt»▼hich is. in fact, an epitomise! statement of our labours, and will show how 
the idea or the "Gardeners’ Orphan Fund’’ originated, developed, anl step by step 
reaohe i its present proportions. 

Early in March last Mr. Penny, gardener to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, 
bandnogham ; Mr. Clayton of Grimston Hall, Tadoaster; and Mr. UJala, Elford Hall, 
Tam worth, suggests 1 in the horticultural papers thit the most fitting way for the 
Hardening community to commemorate Her Majesty's Jubilee would be to establish a 
<Jard sners Orphanage or Fund for the benefit of orphan children of gardeners. The idea 
met with approval, and a meeting was held March 24th in the Conservatory of the Royal 
Horticultural Society, South Kensington, to take into consideration the suggestion and 
the bes. means of furthering it. The subject having been fully discussed, a n solution 
was passed to the effect that it was desirable to establish snch a Fund, bat that it was not 
uisirable to purchase or erect any building as an Orphanage. It was further resolved to 
appoint a Provisional Committee to prepare a scheme for carrying out theobjects of the 
meeting, and the following gentlemen were nominated Dr. Masters (Gardeners' 
LA-ontc e), Mr. Shirley Hibberd (Gardeners' Magazine), Mr. Deal (Weeks & Co , Chelsea) 
Mr. James Douglas, Great Gearies, Ilford, Mr. 0. Penny, Sandringham, Mr. C. H. 
Sharmaui (James Carter & Co.. Holborn), Mr. J. H. Veitch, Chelsea; Mr. J. Roberts. 
Gnnnersbury Park; Mr. J. Woodbridge, Syon House; Mr. A. F. Barron. Chiswick; Mr. 
K. Dean. Ealing; Mr. J. Matthews, Weston-snper Mare; Mr. J. Wright (Journal of Ho-- 
luulture); Mr.B. S. Williams, Holloway; Mr. W. Richards (Gardeners' Chronicle), and 
Mr. B. Wynne (Gardening World). 

This Committee held its first meeting on March 25th, and again met on April 12th, 
when the members present (after first agreeing to defray preliminary expenses should 
the scheme fail to mature), discussed the lines npon wbiok ths Fund should be organise! 
and oondnoted. A circular letter was drawn up and widely circulated, with a view of 
testing the feeling of gardeners respecting the pnposals. The result was highly gra¬ 
ta Jlng. Inasmuch ae in a short time promises of support were received in the form of 
donations and subscriptions to the amount of £400. By May 24th the amount had 
reached nearly £600, and now exceeded £980. 

At a meeting of the Committee held on the last mentioned date, the progress made 
9uffloi8ntlJ sa'isfactory to wa-rant ths calling of a public m 'eting to 

establish the Fund. It was therefore resolved to convene such mseting for July 12th 
and a sub commit'es was appointed to make the necessary arrangements, also to draw up 
rules ana regulations for the general minagement of tha Fund. 

This sub committee, consisting of Messrs. Barron, Deal, Dean, Roapell, Woodbridge. 
•Vright, and Wynne, at once proceeded to consider and revise the draft rules submitted 

by the Chairman, which, after much anxious consideration, were agreed to, and are now 
T .commended to the subscribers for adoption. 

.. J118 Committee have been much encouraged in their labours by the fact that so 
distinguished a friend to horticulture as Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., &c., has 

ndly consentel to accept the office of President, and trust that the donors and 

in generM* cor“1*^J endorse this seleotion, and approve the initiatory proceeding! 

In conclusion, the Committee beg to offer their best thanks to the subscribers ani 
ad who have so kindly given them their assistance and support. 

The Chairman : It becomes my duty as Chairman of the meeting to-day 
to move the adoption of the report and of the rules which are recoam°nded 
to you by the Provisional Committee. I have just looked at their minute 
book, and I see that they have held nine meetings, and consequently it is 
obvious that they have carefully considered the various questions which 
they have had to deal with, because, as they are all business men, and know 
the value of time, I am sure they would have been unwilling to spend time 
over nine meetings unless it had been necessary to mature the proposal 
they put before you. The proposal is one which recommends itself to every- 
•one who has an eye to nature, I think that we shall all agree that the 
.gardeners of to-day offer us beuitiful objects to look at, which in former 
diys were almost unknown. I was looking, for in3tanc:, just now at that 
wonderful collection of Begonias downstairs. When I was a boy I think 
■many of these were not known at all, and consequently onr forefathers lost 

, ® advantage and beauty of those splendid objects. So, in the same way, 
•a 1 through the different classes of p'ants you will find th it won ierful 
improvements have been made by the able gardeners of to day. I am quite 
sure that the gardeners who look after these things which are so beautiful, 
•ought also to look after themselves and their fam lies. (Hear, hear.) Now. 
.every one of us is liable to sickness, and of course now and then the head of 
the family is removed, and his children are left to battle with an eager and 
a greedy world. Just as it is the duty of those in other trades and occupa¬ 
tions of life to endeavour to provide for their posrer neighbours and for 
the orphans of those removed from them in an untimely manner, so I be¬ 
lieve those who originated this idea were right in saying that it is in the 
•same way the duty of gardeners to provide for those connected with them 
who are placed in similar unhappy circumstances. We all know that there 
is an excellent Society ca'led the Gardeners’ Benevolent Society, which 
dooks after gardeners when they are broken down and cease to be able to 
take their share in their work ; but there ha3 hitherto been no organisation 
to provide for the children of those who were suddenly removed by death • 

it' ” to fill up this gap, to avoid in future the risks and the diffi juries 
■that the children of gardeners who die are naturally exposed to, that it his 
been dec ded to establish the Gardeners’ Orphan Fund. It is in promotion 
•ot this organisation thit the Provisional Committee have c illed you here 
to-diy. I have much pleasure in presiding at this meeting, and am glad to 
be able to ask you to adopt this report and to accept the rules which are 
.recommended to you. Of course, I do not say that the rules now proposed 
to you are the most ideally perfect that can be prepared, but I do say that 
an every institution it is desirable to have ru'es. These have been carefully 
•considered. If in the course of a fear years’ experience i’. is found by the 

i?im?ltte0 manages this Institution that any modification is desir¬ 
able, I am sure they will be prepared to recommend them to the subscribers. 
At the same time, I think we cannot do better than adopt the rules which 
they recommend to us, for they have very carefully prepared them, after 
having consid-red the various points broaght befo e them by their Chair¬ 
man and others. Consequently I have much pleasure in moving the adop¬ 
tion of the report an 1 the rules. (Cheers.) 

Mr. Penny seconded the motion, and said he thought that they would a'l 
feel that they were now placed in a much different position to what they 
were o i the 25fch March, when they met in the c onservatory, without any 
rules and without any money. Since then the object for which they met 
had, to a great exten’, been achieved, and he expressed the hope that the 
Institution would goon and prosper, and make as much progre:s ia the 
future as it wis already miking. In endeavouring to further the interests 
of the Institution he hid met with a wonderful amount of kindness. With 
ref rence to the rules, the Committee hat work d very hard in order to 
make them what they were. Hs wished, however, to stite that if anyone 
who heard him or nrglit read what he said, had any suggestion to mike, if 
he would write to the Secretary those suggestions would receive proper con¬ 
sideration. He hoped those who did not join the Society would not find fau't 
with them, butif anyone had a suggestion to make for the imorove nent of 
the o-g .nisation, he had no doubt that those suggestions would be well con¬ 
sidered. (Cheers). 

Mr. Shirley Hibberd sa'd he wished to make an observation in r fer- 
ence to rules 9 and 10, anl what he ha 1 to say woull not be likely to divide 
the meeting. The smallest thing was of importance in an affiirof this sort. 
In ru e 9 it was provided that a charge of one shill'ng should be charged for 
a copy of the annual report, balance sheet, and list of subscribers. It had 
occurred to him that a penny would be a more reasonable charge. That 
was a small matter, but the next thing was from his point of view of con¬ 
siderable importance. It was provided that the annual meeting was to be 
held in February. That seemed to him to b s fatal to i s success. Meetings 
ia Febru ary in Loudon did not succeed as one c iuld w.sh. Men of years did 
not attend them wherever they might live. Men who lived in th3 country 
would not attend them, for it was not a time for travelling. He therefore 
suggested th it they should fir the price of reports at a penny, and that the 
annual meeting should be held in May instead of Februa-y. 

Mr. Roupell was very sorry to have to disagree with Mr. Hibberd. He 
had found in practice that no objection was nude to paying for th •. report 
and list of subscribers. Anyone who applied for a copy with so ne business¬ 
like object would not object to pay a shilling for it; and he hid never fouad 
any complaints made ou the part of such applicants because they had to pay 
for the report. As to the time of meeting, that of course was a subject for 
consideration. Many of the charities held meetings in the beginning of 
the year, and generally they got a good attendance. He did not know any 
better place to meet in than London, in the month oE February. 

M1-. D. T. Fish objected to the mode of election provided by rule 12 in 
the case of candidates for the benefits of the Institution. Tae system, he 
knew prevailed in other similar institutions, includ ng the Gardeners’ Bene¬ 
volent Institution, and he hai had some experience of this mode of election 
by the votes of subscribers. He thought that the system led to a great deal 
of abuse in the administration of such charities. He saw a statement made 
the other day by a society that was trying to abolish tlrs mods of election, 
that at least one-third of the benefits were paid ia postage and canvassing. 
He thought that in establishing this new Institution, the promotion of wh:cb 
reflected great credit upon those who initiate 1 it, they should considsr 
whether it was not practicable to abolish this mole of election and allow 
the Committse to elect ths candidates. Aocording to the ru’e the Com¬ 
mittee were to select a list of candidates, and he thought the selection by the 
Committee would be the same as if th y ha 1 actually elected the candilate3. 
(No, no.) As they had gone so far in giving the Committee thit power, 
he did not see that they should not go a step further, because he had no 
doubt that the Committee who would administer the fund woull be high'y 
influential and thoroughly representative. His experience in tlree institu¬ 
tions with which he was connect sd was that the result of canva sing and 
bartering and higgling about the votes was that the most deserving candi¬ 
dates were not elect d. He would far rather trust to such a holy as he 
knew would be elected by thi3 Institution than to the votes of subsc ibers. 
He had hearl it said that a good miny subscribers would not subscribe if 
they hid not the pow r of voting. All he could siy was that it wouid be a 
great relief to him if he were not pestered with applications in reference to 
his votes. 

Mr. Deal said perhaps as C lairman of the Provisional Committee he 
might be expected to say a worl or two upoi the rules. He would tike 
Mr. Shirl y Hibberd’s objection first, with reference to piying one shilling 
for the report and list of subscribers. Hs thought it was very well known 
that whenever an application was made for the rules and list of sub tcriosrs 
of any institution it was generally for the purpose of getting the list of 
subscribers and not so much for the rules. Tae Committee had wished as 
fir as possiole to check any unlne expense which might be thrown upsn 
the fund in printing these rales. They must bear in mind that even the 
first issue would be at a considerable cost. They ha 1 700 names to put into 
the book; they hal the repert, the list of otdi :ers, and the rep ere of the 
meeting, and to issue all that for the nominal sum of a penny would be 
throwing a considerable cost upon the Fund. He was quite prepared, if it 
were thought advisable, to agree to presenting reports to a certain number 
of the leading subscribers, but he assured them that they would be con¬ 
siderable losers by the transaction if they charged only a penny for a copy. 
The matter hai been thoroughly threshed out by th? Oimurttae, and he 
hoped the meeting would adhere to the one shilling. With regard to hold¬ 
ing the annual meeting in February, ha was wd iag to agree to ths altera¬ 
tion suggested by Mr. Hibberd, and te hold the meeting in Mty. With 
regard to the mode of election, that hal received the serious consideration 
of the Com nittee. It had been tho *oughly discussed, and arguments had 
been advanced pro and con. Other charities hal been ceasulted on the 
matter, and he might now siy in the briefest manner that, without 
exception, every person who had hid p'aetieal experience in p'omoting 
the welfare of suoh institutions, hai one aid all told him—and he tho ight 
he had the support of the Cemnittee in what he wis saying—thit, if 
they took away the voting from subscribers, they would tike away the 
interest, and if they took away the interest they would get no mmey. 
He was afraid that if they abolished tie rule it might give rise to the im¬ 
pression that the whole Institution was the property of the Comm ttee, and 
that subscribers who lived at Carlisle or N swoastte woull have very little 
to say in the matter. Hi was for spreading the Dower of voting through¬ 
out the length and breadth of the land. He wa3 therefore against 
abolishing the rule, and was decidedly in its favour. ' 
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The Chairman : I should just like to say a word or two upon the matters 
mentioned. The point with regard to the charge for the annual report, 
balance sheet, and list of subscribers is, I think, an important one in this 
sense, that if you do not make some charge you may have to print a very 
large number, and as it is hoped that all the gardeners of England will 
ultimately belong to this Society, you will find that to get up a book of 
subscribers will be a very expensive affair. Consequently you will diminish 
the fund which you are establishing for the benefit of the orphans. I there¬ 
fore think it would be better to charge one shilling, or some sum which will 
amply cover the cost of the book. With regard to the second proposal, on 
the whole I agree with the gentleman who said that February is not a good 
month, as some later month for an annual meeting. There is this to be 
remembered, that the Committee hope gardeners will come from all parts of 
England to attend this meeting. As you know the month of February this 
year was very disagreeable, and the weather was very bad, and many people 
would hesitate before they took the journey up to London. Gentlemen who 
live in the country would not be very anx:ous to come here even to attend 
the annual meeting of such a useful institution as this. What I suggest to 
the Committee is, that they might put in the word “ Spring,” which will 
leave a little margin to the Committee to fix the exact rate of tbs meeting. 
It does not signify very much whether it is held in April or May. (Heir, 
hear.) Witn regard to the mode of election, I very much sympathise with 
what Mr. Fish has said. Belonging, I think, to about forty institutions. 
I get applications without number to vote for vaiious candidates, and if I 
had not a very excellent Secretary, who is good enough to keep lists of all 
these institutions, and the persons to whom I have promised my votes, I 
should be in very great difficulty. At the s ime time we must look at the 
practical side of the question. Theoretically it would be a good thing if 
the Com mittee could select the most deserving candidates, but you must 
remember that everybody is not so high-minded and generous as 
Mr. Fish ; and consequently some people like to have what they call fu'l 
value for their money, and to many people full value for their money 
even when given in the form of a subscription is the vote. I have 
tried over and over again in other institutions to persuade the subscribers 
that they would relieve themselves of great trouble by dispensing with their 
voting power, and they have replied, “ It is not trouble, but a pleasure.” 
Therefore, what are you to do? On the whole, I think the Provisional 
Committee have struck a very capital road between these two opposing 
powers. If you look at the latter part of the clause, they say that “ before 
the annual general meeting, the Executive Committee shall examine the 
claims and qualifi :at:o ns of candidates, and prepare and approve a list of those 
eligible, and from this list the election shall be made.” That indicates that 
the Committes will strike out any candidates whom they do not consider to 
be deserving candidates. In that respect they exercise a certain amount of 
selection. Having chosen the eligible and deserving candidates, they say to 
those who subscribe, “Oat of those you choose whom you like.” I think, 
therefore, it is a good middle road between the two opposing powers, and on 
the whole, though sympathising very much in what Mr. Fish has said, I 
should advise the meeting to adopt the plan suggested in the proposed 
rules. 

Mr. Green said that the month of May was a busy time with gardeners, 
and would be an inconvenient time for the annual meeting. He suggested 
that it should be held in August or September—(No, no)—or, at all events, 
at a le-s busy time of the year. He would also, suggest that at the same' 
time there should be some other ttractions for gardeners, such, for instance, 
as the show like that which was being held. (Hear, hear). 

Mr. Veitch proposed that the annual meeting should be held in July. 
This was agreed to. 
The motion for the adoption of the report was then carried. 
Mr. Veitch proposed that Sir Julian Goldsmid be elected President of 

the Gardeners’ Orphan Fund. He felt that in selecting him they woull 
have the right gentleman in the right place. Sir Ju ian had already told 
them that he was connected with forty institutions. He (the speaker) was 
thankful to say that theirs was the forty-first wi h which he had associated 
himself. He was quite sure that the experience which Sir Julian Goldsmid 
had gained in connection with oth- r institutions would be for the advantage 
of the Gardeners’ Orphan Fund. Sir Julian was in great sympathy with the 
gardeners of England, and the interest which he took in their occupation 
was shown by the beautiful place which he had at Tunbridge Wells, and the 
beautiful gardening which he carried out, by means of an English gardener, 
in the south of France. He might mention, as another evidence of the 
interest which the Chaiiman took in this movement, the fact that he had 
given £100 towards the Fund. He thought they would agree with him that 
they could have no more excellent President than Sir Julian Goldsmid. 
(Cheer sh 

Dr. Masters seconded the motion, which was unanimously adopted. 

The Chairman in acknowledging Lis appointment said : I am very much 
obliged for the kind observations which my friend, Mr. Veitch, has made. 
Of course we all know that he stands at the head of that enterprising pro¬ 
fession to which he does to much honour. I am quite sure that in the 
interest that can be taken in the progress of gardening I can equal anyone, 
because I know that more is to be gained by the observation of the beauties 
of Nature than almost any other kind of intellectual work, and I am satisfied 
that you who spend your lives in producing beautiful things are devoted toa 
profession that doet you great honour. I have to thank you for the honour 
you have done me, and I have great pleasure in accepting the po3t of 
President. 

Mr. Deal proposed that Messrs. H. J. Adam=, E. J. Beale, W Bull 
Shirley Hibberd, Dr. Hog.?, Dr. Masters, J. M’lntosh, H. M. Pollett, Baron 
Schroder, Messrs. A. W. Sutton, H. J. Veitch, and F. G. Tautz be elected 
Vice-Presidents of the Gardeners’ Orphan Fund. He explainfd that this 
was only the list made up to the present time, and that under the rules the 
Committee would have power to add to their number. 

Mr. Wynne seconded the motion, which was carried. 
On the motion of Mr. Fraser, seconded by Mr. Noble, Messrs. S. 

Courtauld, J. T. D. Llewelyn, and A. H. Smee were appointed Trustees of 
the Fund. 

Mr. Shirley Hibberd moved the election of Mr. T. B. Haywood as 
Treasurer, and said many of them knew Mr. Haywood was Treasurer of the 
National Ro;e Society, and in various ways was interested in horticulture. 

The important point was as to the custody of their money. The opinion 
appeared to be that it would be pe fectly safe in Mr. Haywood’s hands. 
(Laughter and hear, hear). He would take this opportunity of saying in 
reference to the suggestion which had been made, tnat holding the annual 
meeting in July would afford them an admirable opportunity of increasing 
the burdens on the Treasurer’s shoulders. (Laughter.) A gentleman 
had suggested that on th9 occasion of the annual meeting, or in con¬ 
nection with it, they should have some kind of floral jollification. (Laughter.) 
If that could be carried out in a large way there was no doubt whatever 
that it would conduce to the prosperity of the Institution. They might 
have some outdoor festival in which gardeners and horticulturists gene¬ 
rally might take an interest. He would mildly suggest a comfortable 
meeting, in which the ladles might be associated with them, and where 
something to eat and drink he provided; or they might have a Straw¬ 
berry feast or what they liked. An outdoor festival for the benefit 
of the orphans would have a certain domestic character, and he was sure 
would be calculated to enlarge the labours of their worthy Treasurer- 
daughter and cheers.) 

Mr. Laing seconded the motion, and it was carried. 
Mr. Dean proposed the el ction of Mr. A. F. Barron as Secretary of the 

Fund. He said that in asking Mr. Barron to accept the post they were 
selecting a gentleman who was known to all of them. There were three 
reasons why they should appoint Mr. Barron to the secretaryship. The 
first was that he was the best known man in the horticultural community. 
(Hear, hear.) In the second place he was greatly esteemed for his high 
personal character and business capacity. In the third place, from the very 
inception of the Fund, Mr. Barron had taken an important part in bringing 
the scheme up to its present point of succe-s. (Caeers.) 

Mr. Roberts seconded the motion, and it was unaiinously adopted, 
Mr. Wright moved the appo’ntment of Messrs. J. Fraser and W. Sharp 

as auiitors, remarking tbat both those gemlemen were well and widely 
known—the former as a horticulturist, the latter as being specially identi¬ 
fied with work of the nature indicated—and he did not think that two 
more suitable for the position could be chosen. 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Richards and carried. 
On the proposition of Mr. Fish, seconded by Mr. Udale, the following 

gentlemen were appointed an executive, with power to add to their 
number:—Messrs. P. Barr, W. Bates, H. Cinnel,' R. Dean, G. Deal, 
J. Douglas, W. GoldriDg, W. Head, H. Herbst, W. Holines, W. Ingram, 
J. Laing, G. Nicholson, C. Penny, W. Richards, J. Rob its, W. Roupell, 
C H. Sharman, J. Smith, H. Turner, H. Williams, J. Woodbridge, J. 
Wright, B. Wynne. 

Mr. Deal, in reference to a wish expressed that country members should 
be represented on the Comtutte?, explained that the ruleB provided that the 
Secretaries of Local Committees were to be ex-officio members of the Com¬ 
mittee, an 1 as it was the intention of the Committee to establish a large 
number of Local Secretaries, the country would be largely represented. 

On the motion of Mr. Wright, second ’d by Mr. Deal, a cordial vote of 
thanks was accord d to the Royal Horticultural Society for the use of their 
room for this meeting. 

On the proposition of Dr. Masters, seconded by D*. Hogg, the Chairman 
was cordially thanked for his kindness in taking the chair, and Sir Julian 
Goldsmid biiefly acknowledged the compliment. 

Mr. Eull propos d, and Mr. Herbst seconded, a vote of thanks, which 
was parsed, to the Horticultural Press for their interest and assistance in 
reference to the Institution. - , 

The compliment was acknowledged by Mr. Wynne. 
The proceedings then terminated. 

FLORAL DECORATIONS. 

The Royal Botanic Society’s Evening Fete, in their beautiful, 
gardens at Regent’s Park, is one of the. events of the season which is- 
always looked forward to with considerable pleasure, and. it invariably 
attracts a large number of distinguished visitors. The Fete and show of 
the floral decorations on Thursday last would compare favourably in all 
respects with any of the productions of preceding years ; the gathering 
was also favoured by exceptionally fine weather, which assisted greatly 
in rendering it highly successful. The Society, with their Secretary, 
Mr. William Sowerby, and Curator, Mr. Coomber, have every reason to be 
satisfied with all their exhibitions of the present year, which well main¬ 
tained the fame the Regent’s Park shows have so long enjoygd. 

The spacious marquee, together with the approaches and corridor 
appropriated to the two summer shows, was as usual devoted to the- 
floral decorations, for which prizes were offered by the Society, and in 
several cases the competition was extremely keen. As is customary at 
shows of this character, much diversity of taste was displayed in the 
arrangements submitted to the Judges, and in some instances the 
latter functionaries bestowed their commendation upon efforts that, in 
the opinion of many experienced and disinterested decorators, rather 
merited condemnation. Differences of opinion always exist respecting 
matters of taste, but there are lim’ts within which we may expect such 
divergences to be confined, though some seem to endeavour to indicate 
the independence of their judgment by defyingall rules. These remarks 
do not apply to the winning exhibits in the majority of the classes,, 
which were carefully selected, and to which exception could only be 
taken in two or three instances, but to the additional recognition 
accorded to some of the unsuccessful competitors. Twelve classes were 
provided, but we can only refer to a few of the leading features, and the 
floral decorations for a dinner table, 10 feet by 5 feet, were the most 
largely represented, some sixteen competitors entering. Messrs. G. & J. 
Lane, St. Mary’s Cray, won first honours for an extremely light, grace¬ 
ful, and bright arrangement, with a single central trumi et stand, the 
base filled with white Water Lilies, double scarlet Tuberous Begonias, 
Grasses, Ferns, and Asparagus plumosus, the top containing Grasses, 
Asparagus, single and double Begonias, and a few leaves of Caladium 
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argyrites. Small corner arid other glasses each contained a few bright 
effective flowers and a little elegant foliage. Mrs. Chard, Brunswick 
Nursery, Stoke Newington, was a capital second with a charming 
arrangement, simple in design, but effective and tasteful. In the two 
central stands white and pink Rhodanthes, with Aquilegia chrysantha 
and Brizas, furnished the upper part, the base containing Cattleya 
Mossiae flowers, Lilium longiflorum, and Gladiolus Colvilli albus, with 
sprays of Lygodium scandens round the stems. The side stands were 
filled with Roses and yellow Carnations, the ten small glasses contain¬ 
ing a single flower each of a pink Rose. Mr. W. Gardiner, 127, 
Queen s Road, Bayswater, was third with a very elaborate arrange¬ 
ment of white Water Lilies, mauve English Irises, and yellow Sweet 
Sultans, with Grasses and Typhas, on a large central mirror, but it 
had too heavy an appearance to please many persons. A certificate 
•of merit was awarded to Miss Paget, 31, High Street, Clapham, for a 
peculiar contribution, consisting of two huge cushions 2 feet in diameter 
and 1 foot high, composed of white Pinks, with three dark crimson 
Roses at the top, and a central crown also of white Pinks, Miss Jolliffe 
Carnations, dark crimson Roses, and Myosotis. This exhibitor evidently 
possesses considerable floral taste as displayed in another class, but much 
time was wasted in the production of the exhibit in question, and we 
consider, in common with many others who saw it, that the Judges 
passed several far more meritorious exhibits in according this an official 
recognition. The table decorated with seaweed by Mrs. Smout of 
Hastings was exquisitely delicate. Mr. Arthur Parmley, 19, Park Side, 
Albert Gate, had an effective and simple design, consisting of wreaths 
of La I'rance Roses with foliage, the only fault in which was that 
rather too much material was employed, an evil which could have 
been easily l'ectified. Mr. J. E. Anderson, Belsize and Eton Road, 
Hampstead, had some graceful baskets of double pink Pelargoniums 

• with Perns and Japanese Maples, the centre of Lilium spcciosum 
rubrum, and several others could be named both original and pretty. 

In Class 2 the prizes were offered for table decorations under the 
same conditions as the other, but dressed ready for use. There were 
•eight exhibitors, Messrs. Hooper A Co., Pineapple Nursery, Maida Yale, 
w inning the chief honours for a handsome and novel arrangement. In 
the centre of the table was a large cut-glass bowl supported on a gilt 
stand, filled with Cattleya Mossiae, Odontoglossum crispum, and Ferns, 
ten other glasses of various sizes much smaller than the central one being 
? Prizes, Agrostis, and other graceful Grasses, and a few Miss 
-JoJliffe Carnations. Messrs. Cullum & Sharpus, 13, Piccadilly, were 
second with a varied and tasteful display in central trumpet stands and 

. ?lde dishes, the third prize being awarded to Dick Radclyffe & Co., High 
Holborn, for an arrangement in green and variegated foliage, which had 
a rather heavy, dull appearance at night. A certificate of merit was 
awarded to Miss Paget, this time amply deserved, for a graceful com- 
bmation of flowers and foliage. 

Class 3 was for three groups of floral decorations for a dinner table, 
•only one kind of flori'er to be used in each group, a condition with which 
several of the exhibitors failed to comply. Messrs. G. & J. Lane were 
first, their central stand comprising white Water Lilies, Carex, Purple 
Leech, and Ferns, the side stands containing crimson and yellow Roses, 
with arches of Asparagus. Mr. A. F. Youens, Leigham Court, Streatham, 
was adjudged the second prize for a neat central basket of crimson 
Roses, and side dishes of pink and common Roses, with a few light 
sprays of Polyant ha Roses. This was very pleasing for its simple, 
•graceful, yet effective appearance. Mr. E. Sperling, 140, Southampton 
Row, was third, yellow and purple Irises and white Water Lilies being 
•the chief features. 

Only two prizes were awarded in the class for an arrangement of 
foliage and flowers suitable for a side-board, Mr. C. Handley, The Elms, 
Moke Newington, having the best contribution, consisting of an arch of 
Lonicera aurea reticulata with two dishes of yellow Sultans and light- 
coloured English Irises, very pretty and distinct ; Mrs. Bengafiekl, 
M andsworth Road, followed, having Lilium speciosum and Gladiolus 

'Colvilli albus with foliage. In several other classes for groups of plants 
for tables or recesses, Mr. Walter Wood, Mr. J. Prewett, Mrs. Sperling, 
and Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co. were the prizetakers, but their efforts 
-do not call for special notice. Mr. A. Parmley was awarded chief 
•honours for a standing basket, in hich foliage plants were gracefully 
arranged ; while for a hanging baset Mr. Chard was an easy first, fol¬ 
lowed by Mr. J. Anderson and Mr. C. Handley. In the bouquet classes, 
Mrs. White, 403, Strand, won the chief prizes for both bridal and ball¬ 
room bouquets, but we considered Messrs. Perkins & Son’s second prize 
bouquet in the latter class superior to the first. 

Miscellaneous exhibits comprised two extensive and handsome groups 
of Roses from Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross (large silver- 
•gilt medal) ; a magnificent group of flowering and foliage plants from 
Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway (large silver medal) ; and an ex¬ 
cellent collection of annuals in pots from Messrs. J. Carter & Co. (silver 

■•medal). 

JLOXFORD HALL SEEDLING AND OTHER 

STRAWBERRIES. 

T have this year grown Loxford Hall Seedling for the first time, 
and am very much disappointed in it. With me it has produced a heavy 
crop of large fruit, handsome but hollow, and as tasteless as James 
Veitch. I doubt whether it would do for a market Strawberry, as no 
one would try it a second time. Dr. Hogg and Filbert Pine are—though 
carrying a light crop-as usual first rate; I know none to equal them 

as mid-season and late varieties. I wish I knew of an early one fit to 
plant with them. Keen’s Seedling is too small, and Marguerite is as 
tasteless as Loxford Hall. I do not know Sir Harry or Reeve’s Eclipse, 
are they good ? Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury bears so freely that the 
berries come very small. Pioneer is no good in dry weather, and gene¬ 
rally fails its second season,—J. E. 

DOUBLE IVY-LEAF PELARGONIUMS. 

Mr. Ward’s list of these does not include one of the most lovely and 
perfect of these attractive flowers. I refer to Fiirsten Josephine von 
Hohenzollern, a pip of which I enclose. As this variety is certain to be¬ 
come a standard sort, I would venture to suggest that its name, however 
sweet to German ears, might be contracted and anglicised to Princess 
Josephine. M. Lemoine, of Nancy, has this year distributed a series of 
novelties. Of these I have flowered Galilee, Laplace, and Gay Lussac. 
The colours are distinct, habit of plants good, and pips generally very 
large—some of them over 2J inches across. 

We have some handsome plants of Congo, Mons. Thibaut, &c.,grow- 
in 8-inch pots, which measure 3 feet or more across, and full of bloom. 
These have been kept pinched. Unfortunately cut trusses of these 
carry badly, but in time, and no doubt shortly, this fault will be 
remedied. 

It is only fair to say that most of the sorts in cultivation have 
originated on the Continent.—B. 

[The blooms sent are extremely fine, nearly 2 inches in diameter, and 
symmetrical in form, with imbricated petals. The variety is evidently 
meritorious.] 

SUMMER TREATMENT OF VINE BORDERS. 
It is frequently asserted that it is almost impossible to give Grape 

Vines too much water or too much liquid manure at the roots, and 
under certain conditions this maybe correct It is. however, mis¬ 
leading, as I shall endeavour to prove. When the Vines have been 
several years in undisturbed possession of the borders they will have 
exhausted whatever fertilising property it originally contained, and 
stand in great need of external assistance. More often than not, 
however, old borders are poisoned wtih manure, and rendered uncon¬ 
genial to the roots, these finding their way to better feeding ground. 
When this happens all or nearly all that is expended on the border 
in the shape of rich mulchings, of solid manure, dressings of bone and 
artificial manures, and frequent drenchings of water are thrown 
away, and only serve to render the soil still more sour and inert. 
Where this state of affairs prevails no amount of lime or other 
remedies are of much avail, and nothing short of breaking-up the 
greater portion of the old border and relaying the roots in a fresh and 
more wholesome compost will restore the Vines to a healthy profit¬ 
able state. The more these comparatively useless borders are fed 
and watered the greater the certainty of the crops ripening imper¬ 
fectly, shanking wholesale, and keeping badly It' plenty of roots 
cannot be found near the surface of outside borders the chances are 
no water is needed, the roots running deeply, having few or no 
fibres, and having mure moisture than is guod for them within reach. 
All that can be done in such a case at present is to crop lightly and 
to avoid sharp forcing. Let the crops lipen slowly, and reserve the 
fire heat for the autumn, when its ripening influence will greatly 
benefit the wood. 

If there are no roots on or near the surface of an inside border, in 
all probability they have struck downwards in search of food that 
should have been at their disposal on the surface. Inside borders of 
long standing are not often poisoned with manure ; on the contrary, 
they usually fare badly, hence the rush of the roots for the outside 
borders that are frequently connected with those inside. Cultivators 
with a fairly good water supply, and who are fully aware that it must 
be judiciously applied to the borders, may well h ive their Vines root¬ 
ing wholly or partially inside the house ; but those who have a poor 
water supply, or who are either careless in the matter or who imagine 
two or three soakings in the year are ample, ought to plant in outside 
borders only. It i3 true in the latter case, a greater difficulty is 
experienced in keeping (he Grapes after they are ripe owing to there 
being too much water in the border, but a little extra fire heat and a 
good circulation of air will go a long way towards dissipating this 
surplus moisture taken up by the Vines thereby, and checking a rapid 
decay of the benits. 

Newly formed borders, or those which have been partiallyrenewed 
with fresh compost, are the most liable to be injured by either too 
much water or too much liquid manure. To treat these similarly to 
old well-cccupied borders, or in accordance wi.h the theory that it is 
impossible to give them too much moisture or manure, is, to say the 
least, a most reckless proceeding. It is a very little food that the 
Vine roots are capable of assimilating, and that little almost any kind 
of turfy loam contains. To add a quantity of rich solid manure, ora 
heavy addition of any kind of special manure, only serves to render 
it more unsuitable as a rooting medium. Unlimited supplies of 
strong liquid manure serve to make matters worse. It'poisons the 
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6oi! and kills the roots wholesale. 1 have seen young Vines refuse to 
make any' progress in quite a new border on which, during the winter, 
several rows of Cinerarias were grown. The latter we were ambitious 
to bring to p< rfection, and, as might be expected, used liquid manure 
from the farmyard varied with artificial manure very freely. We 
had a fine display of Cinerarias and ruined the border for the time 
being. A bank of Show Chrysanthemums once proved quite as 
injurious to a nearly new inside border, and I could point to a border 
rendered most unsuitable for Vines by clear water principally, this 
being applied to Azaleas and various other plants stood on it during 
the winter. A large well-constructed border needs little besides clear 
soft water for at, least four years, and my experiments tend to c> n 
vince me that at no time do the roots take up much other than water. 
They certainly require a little manure, which ought always to be 
within th< ir reach, but directly we commence giving them extra s'rong 
doses the woik of poisoning the border is begun, and a healihy root 
action checked. Follow it up, and shanking and other evils are the 
almost sure consequence. 

Doubtless a Vine’s decadence may sometimes be traced to the 
poverty of the border, but in very many' cases the mischief has been 
brought by the very' opposite conditions. Those great Vines at Long- 
leat were built up with the assistance of very little manure, nor waR 
the loam of good quality. A freer use of manure might have pushed 
them along more rapidly, but would they' have lasted in such splendid 
health 60 long ? They certainly get more manure now, and they 
respond to the more liberal treatment, Mr. Pratt being in a position 
to point to a still better lot all through than previously'. With better 

an<^ exPtri£nce gained Mr. Taylor is building up his 
Muscat of Alexandria and other Grapes more rapidly at Bath than at 
I.ongleat, and remarkable Vines they are likely to prove. Now, I 
think I may 6afely assert they have not received much if any manure, 
and it is very certain the border has not been poisoned with manuie 
supplied to pot plants stood on the surface. I am well aware that 
the market grow'ers round London, at Worthing, and elsewhere give 
large quantities of manure to their Vine borders, and they succeed in 
growing enormous cro{s on quite young Vines, but I am told very 
little other than common garden soil is used, certainly not much good 
turfy loam. They go in for a short life and a merry one—in other 
words, they erop so heavily as to soon cripple the Vims (and that too 
in spite of the abundance of water and manure) when out they come 
and in go a fresh lot. Private gardeners cannot follow their examt le, 
but most go to work slowly but surely. 

When would you supply water? some may reasonably inquire; 
and I will anticipate their query. I would never let either an inside 
or outside bord<r become really dry, but during the winter and up to 

vvt, **me rooJs are active we may easily give them too much. 
VVhy, even pot Vines maybe ruined by having too much water before 
the young roots are forming, this being especially the case with those 
receiving a fresh shift either in the autumn or eaily in the year. 
Too much water sums the fresh soil before the roots are in possession 
and the consequence is the loss of these as well as the older ones, and 
the change of the foliage to a yellowish green. If well-drained pot 
plants suffer we may reasonably assume still worse consequences 
may follow overwatering a new border. A Vine border ought to be 
frequently examined, and when approaching dryness be wattred. 
No harm is done by probing to a good depth, and it does not require 
an expert to decide if the soil is in a fit state to receive water. If 
it binds in the hand when pressed none is required, but if it crumbles 
readily it may be given. If applied before it becomes dust dry a 
very moderate amount suffices to moisten it thoroughly, but if it is 
delayed till the soil is dust dry, then large quantities, or the thousands 
ot gallons we sometimes read about being necessary, is required. 
” hen the borders are very narrow or shallow, or are being formed 

liecemeal, they need much more water, and if the soil is not fresh 
liquid manure of some kind frequency. Any under glass that have 
been formed several years and now well filled with roots also require 
abundance of water as well as borne manure, nothing being better 
Than a surfacmg of good loam, burnt garden refuse, and partially 
decayed farmyard manure. Jensen’s fish-bone manure and 1 bomson’s 
V me manure are both very valuable for surface dressing or for mix¬ 
ing with the compost. Only a little at a time should be used, as the 
roots that both manures seem capable of attracting to the surface 
are easily injured by them. The borders being duly mulched with 
strawy manure do not so quickly become dry, and fortnightly water¬ 
ings are, as a rule, quite often enough, no matter how hot the weather 
may be. We have drains to our borders, but it is not often much 
witer passes through them, for the simple reason that by anticipating 
•Irvness not much water or liquid manure is needed to moisten it 
sufficiently, 

< hitsiae borders as yet have needed but little water, ours receiving 
a soaking close to a dry wall only. We treat them exactly the same 
as those inside. When found to be dry the}' are watered, and they 
also receive a little of Jensen’s manure, as well as a mulching of 

strawy manure. Heavy and repeated doses of water and liquid 
manure would cause the berries to shank badly, and on the other 
hand, if allowed to get too dry, the berries would colour badly, and 
other evils also result.—W. Iggulden. 

CUCUMBERS—ARTIFICIAL MANURES. 
I have been growing the following varieties of Cucumbers 

this summer, and I now send the result of my experience with 
them. 

Rollisson’s Telegraph stands first in my estimation for quality, 
cropping, and general usefulness, but everyone knows it so well 
that I need only say it pays me best, for I have cut double the 
quantity of good sized fruits from Rollisson’s than of any other 
variety. 

Gilbert’s Burghley Pet stands next as a paying Cucumber, all the 
fruits being of good length and of exceptional thickness. The 
neck is short, the skin dark, and the quality all that could be 
wished. I have got a better price for the fruits than for Rollisson’s, 
but the latter is the better cropper. 

Sutton’s Improved Te'egraph I found slow in coming into 
bearing, and not nearly such a good cropper as Rollisson’s. It is, 
however, a handsome fiuit and large. 

Cardiff Castle I saw so highly praised that I determined to try 
it, but I am not very pleased with it. It is certainly a good 
cropper, and the colour is dark and the fruits handsome, but they 
are too short, and I find they do not sell nearly so well in a 
profitable sense as Rollisson’s and Burghley Pet. 

A friend sent me two packets of seed, one marked “ Telegraph,’’ 
and the other “ Ward’s Telegraph.” The former I found of the 
Telegraph type, but not equal to the true Rollisson’s, and the latter 
I never wish to see again. It is a most peculiar fruit, quite one- 
third of it being neck, and a very thin neck too. I at first thought 
the first two fruits were grown out of form, but every succeeding 
fruit has been the same. 

I may add that I have succeeded far letter with Cucumbers 
this year than I have before, and I ascribe the better cropping and 
finer fruits to the use of Jensen’s Fish Potash Guano. I bought 
some of this manure to apply to my land for a crop of Oats, and I 
may here say that they look remarkably well, and the farmer who 
had the land last year is surprised to see such a good piece of Oats. 
Having some quantity of the manure left I have frequently used it 
as a top-dressing to my Cucumbers mixed with soil, and have also 
watered it in. Previously I have always used liquid manure, pre¬ 
ferably that made with sheep droppings, but in future I shall 
content myself with the Fish Potash Guano, which is less trouble¬ 
some to prepare and use. I have also applied this manure to 
Gloxinias, and Lilium auratum, also to Tomatoes and Peas, and I 
have seen the beneficial effect on them.”—H. S. Easty. 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS. 

I should much like to have the experience of others who have gone 
largely into the culture of the above. I have had them bedded out 
eight years ; first the common ones, then many named sorts from 
Messrs. Laing & Co., grown one year in conservatory ; and since then I 
have placed out many good varieties in beds. Many of my tubers are 
five, six and seven years old. Last season I noticed considerable 
deterioration in all, not being anything like so floriferous as in preced¬ 
ing seasons. Each year I consider I have had them both in beds and 
conservatory rather better in every way, as far as culture goes, than the 
first two or three years. I remark a deterioration in flowering of some 
of the best sorts, such as Dr. Masters, Prince of Wales, Empress of 
India, Madame Crousse, Comtesse H. de Choiseul, and other high-priced 
ones of this class. Last season, in the tropical heat of June and July, 
the leaves of those bedded out were attacked for the first time by some 
insect of the weevil tribe, and I had before August to cut off all the 
eaten large leaves. When rain came the plants recovered their foliage, 
and bloomed fairly well all the late autumn. Two or three plants were 
attacked in a vinery. 

I have always been very successful in keeping all sorts through the 
winter, rarely losing more than one or two. This last spring I found six 
of those seven or eight-year-old corms did not start like all the others, 
laying on their sides in pots under boards at the back wall of the 
vinery. No damp was near them, but on examination I found them 
decayed but dry. I have never lost any kept in boxes, packed in wins 
cases in layers of cocoa-nut fibre refuse. I should like to hear from 
some amateur growers how long they consider Begonias last before 
showing deterioration in blooming, all things being done perfectly from 
the first flowering of the seedling. I have come to one conclusion, that 
Begonias, like most plants, deteriorate after their third season of 
flowering, no matter how well they are done, winter, spring and summer.— 
Saxoring. 

RASPBERRrES and the Dry Weather.—The long drought has 
quickly left its mark on the Raspberries, and the fruit, though very 
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plentiful, promise to be exceptionally small. Very heavy rains would 
be needed to well moisten the ground, and in any case we advise good 
waterings being given for two nights in succession. A mulching of 
cither strawy manure or lawn grass ought to be given, unless this has 
been already done. A marked improvement in the quality of the crop 
will soon follow this treatment. It is advisable to also freely thin out 
the young canes, leaving as many only as are needed for fruiting next 
sea.on. 

WATERING* ROSES. 

Alarmed by the extraordinary drought of last month I made efforts 
to afford my Hoses, a small number in a small space, regular sup¬ 
plies of water—hard only—but always well tempered by long standing 
in the sun. At least three times a week the Roses were liberally supplied 
at the roots with sutllcient quantities of water, without interfering with 
the delicate roots. Wide channels were made, which were patiently and 
continuously filled and re-filled till the ground was well and deeply 
soaked. At the same time, or just after, each tree was carefully watered 
over the foliage also with tempered water, and when the sun was off. The 
result has surpassed my expectations ; my Roses are better, cleaner, finer 
m bloom and foliage than I have ever seen them, and have won high 
encomiums from others, as well as from their gratified attendant— 
A. M. B. 

PACKING FRUIT FOR TRAVELLING. 

A correspondent having desired us to publish the “ instructions 
that were issued several years ago by the Pomological Society,” we have, 
after some trouble, discovered them, and comply with the request:— 

“ I ruit should be protected against injury from pressure, by being 
packed in boxes or stout baskets ; very light baskets, and frails, are 
frequently used, and damage more or less is invariably the result. 

“ Against injury from shaking, or turning over, it should be guarded 
firstly, by using cases of moderate dimensions in every direction, or 

larger cases with partitions in them, that there may not be too great a 
bulk to move about within the package ; secondly, by laying the separate 
articles so closely and compactly together that they shall just keep each 
other steady without crushing. This last is, perhaps, the most important 
matter of all—no fruit suffers so much as that which is loosely packed. 
Common sense, of course, dictates, that in packing soft and solid fruits 
in the same case the latter should be laid in the bottom ; if, however, 
the box is turned upside down on its journey, this arrangement becomes 
valueless ; and, to guard against such casualties, horizontal partitions of 
thin deal should be dropped into the box between layers of soft and solid 
fruit, and secured in their position by nailing or otherwise. 

“ Fruit is also frequently damaged in flavour by being packed in moss, 
brown paper, straw, or hay chaff, or other substances which impart their 
aroma and flavour to all delicate and absorbent fruits which are sur¬ 
rounded by them. If such materials are used, the fruit should be 
separately enclosed in tissue, cap, or writing paper, cotton wool, leaves, 
or other scentless material. 

“ The bloom of certain fruits is best preserved if they are packed in 
young Nettle-tops, partially dried. Stout cartridge paper is also ex¬ 
cellent for the purpose, as it keeps them steady, without pressure upon 
more than a small portion of their surface, and its stiffness prevents 
crushing. 

“ Pine Apples travel with least injury to the crown if folded up in a 
piece of stout cartridge paper, and firmly but not tightly secured by 
matting. 

“ Grapes carry be t if tied down to the bottom of a shallow box, in 
the manner first used by Mr. Fleming, of Trentham, at the London ex¬ 
hibitions. The next best method is to enclose each bunch separately in 
a piece of stout cartridge paper—folding it somewhat like a grocer's 
pound package of sugar—ami placing them as close together in a box as 
they will lie without crushing. 

“ Melons should be enclosed in cap paper, placed in a box, and sur¬ 
rounded by chaff, bran, or dry sawdust. 

“ Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots should be carefully enclosed in a 
piece of tissue paper, and kept separate from each other by cotton wool. 
The two former when sent to be named should always be accompanied 
by leaves; and information should be sent as to the size of the 
flowers, whether large or small. 

“ Plums, when the bloom is important, should be rolled up, six or 
eight together, in a piece of cartridge paper, and tied round with 
matting. When the bloom is not important, they may be packed in 
Strawberry or similar leaves. The first should always be accompanied 
by leaves and wood. 

“ Cherries, Gooseberries, and Currants travel very well under general 
circumstances if laid together in small shallow baskets or punnets, 
covered with leaves, and tied over with paper. 

“ Strawberries, Raspberries, and Mulberries should be packed in 
shallow boxes or punnets, each fruit being separately surrounded by one 
or two Strawberry leaves.” 

STYRAX JAPONICA. 

Several varieties of the officinal Storax, Styrax officinalis, have 

been known in gardens for many years, and are ornamental in no 

ordinary degree where they succeed, generally producing their white 

flowers freely against walls or in warm sheltered positions. The Snow¬ 

drop or Silver Bell Tree, Halesia tetraptera, is a near relative of these 

plants, and the species—Styrax japonica—represented in the woodcut 

(fig. 3), is as much entitled to the two former popular names as the 

Halesia. The pure white, bell-shaped, drooping flowers are very sug¬ 

gestive of Snowdrops both in size and substance, and have a charming 

appearance. Messrs. J. Yeitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited specimens of 

Styrax japonica at a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society 

at South Kensington, when a first-class certificate was awarded for it. 

The tree thrives well at the Coombe Wood nurseries, where it has proved 

hardy near a wall, and has attained a height of 12 feet. It seems 

Fig. 3.—Styrax japonica. 

rather quicker and more free in growth than Styrax officinalis, which is 

extremely slow, even in favourable situations. 

SHADING AND AIR-GIVING. 
Having received several examples of scalded Grapes and 

scorched foliage of late, with requests to point out the cause of 
the injury and methods of prevention, we print the following 
article that was prepared by a gardener of great ex, erience, and 
who has treated the subject more fully than we could do in the 
form of replies to inquirers :— 

Few things are more bewildering to young beginners in exotic 
plant cultivation than shading; and to amateurs, whose chief 
physical engagement is connected with attention to their plants 
only on mornings and evenings, there are few matters more marked 
by perplexing and uncheering disappointments. Gardeners, in large 
places, and men of business, with their pet single house, have often 
alike to complain of want of thought in the case of their, no 
doubt, well-meaning coadjutors. Neglect of giving air early 
enough, and then a burst of it, after the house has been steamed 
up with sun heat and vapour ever so high, will produce results, less 
or more analogous to pouring among pot plants a blast of hot air 
from a furnace, just in proportion to the difference in temperature 
and moisture inside and outside of the house. One of the best 
known and most successful gardeners of the day, told me recently 
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of a splendid house of Grapes, the greater part of the bunches of 
which had been completely scorched from this cause alone. Air 
was neglected in a very bright day, and then a sudden rush admitted. 
He aptly said—if the house had been shaded, plenty of moisture 
thrown about on paths, stages, &c., and then only a very little air 
given, when the house began to cool, the mischief would have been 
avoided. As a preventive remedy for all cases, and especially 
applicable to gentlemen who are absent from home during the day, 
and cannot depend thoroughly upon shading, nothing is so effectual 
as never taking the whole of the air away, night or day ; or, if for 
the sake of heat, it is removed at night, to be sure to give air at the 
back of the pit or house early in the morning. The heat of the 
house, from the power of the sun, thus increases gradually ; there 
is no sudden accumulation of scalding vapour, and the strong con¬ 
stitution, from the low temperature at night, enables the plant to 
regale itself in a temperature at mid-day without any shade, which 
would be destructive to one coddled up in a high temperature at 
night, or with air given at breakfast time, after the sun had been 
playing on the glass for hours. 

This early or continuous air-giving, is, therefore, to a great 
extent, a substitute for all the bother and litter of shading. We 
thus, likewise, in most cases, place the plants in the circumstances 
they would realise in their natural climates. This is a matter of 
importance to all who follow gardening in large towns. The night 
and morning air is ever the freest from sooty exhalations. The 
more given then, the less will be required during the day. Instead 
of a difference of some 5° or 10° between the temperature of night 
and day, many of the plants we cultivate, enjoy, in their natural 
wilds, a difference of 30° or 40°. 

I fully acted on this principle when I gardened in London many 
years ago. Even then I could do no great things with Pelargoniums, 
Epacris, &c., without shading from very bright sun, and a very free 
application from the syringe at all times, just saving the bloom as 
much as possible. But I found little difficulty, except my com¬ 
parative ignorance, with any plants requiring heat—such as stove 
plants, Cucumbers, Melons, Pines, Vines, &c. ; and these had 
seldom shading, except during sudden changes from dull to bright 
weather. During early spring, even in bright days, the air was not 
vastly increased, because it brought so much soot with it, but addi¬ 
tional moisture was given to the atmosphere, and air was either left 
on all night, or given early in the morning. After shutting up 
early in an afternoon, I have often given a little air to the tops of 
all my sashes at bedtime, and increased that but little during the 
day, until the atmosphere of summer came. In a vinery, for 
instance, it was no uncommon thing to have a difference of 40° 
between the house at midnight, or an hour or two after, and the 
same house, with a bright sun, in March or April, at noon—the 
temperature ranging from 50° to 55° in the one case, and from 
85° to 95° in the other. The fertility and luxuriance proved the 
treatment to be right. Such a difference taking place suddenly 
would have been ruinous with such a small amount of air and no 
shading : the air at night, or early in the morning, caused the 
temperature to increase gradually. The expanding and assimilating 
powers acted, therefore, in unison. No little money was also saved 
in fuel and shading-cloths. 

These remarks will meet the case of several recent inquiries- 
In most towns of moderate extent any plants may be cultivated in 
summer, unless there are pestiferous fumes emitted from some 
neighbouring manufactory. But in the centre of such Babylons 
as London, or even of Manchester, Glasgow, &c., a vast deal of 
labour in washing, &e., will be requisite to keep during the year 
the denizens of the greenhouse. No one likes to cut away their 
own standing ground, and yet honesty compels me to say, that the 
plants that mostly come under my department of labour cannot be 
maintained in vigorous health, in such circumstances, without a 
great amount of care and labour, and hardly even then. The thick 
smoky fogs in winter, unless great care is taken in watering, will 
fill the stems with watery juices, the precursors of hosts of insects. 
If you open the sashes the plants will get a saline sooty incrustation. 
If you keep them shut, and shade in a bright day, the plants 
become weakly and drawn. Your chief remedies are—thin bunt¬ 
ing, a fine gauze wire over the air apertures, to help to sift out the 
soot, and a free application of the sponge and syringe to the foliage. 
Where this labour is deemed too much, with the exception of 
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, succulents, and a few others, which remain 
at rest during the winter, it will be the most satisfactory to have 
the place fresh furnished, or partly so, every spring. 

This last mode, however, would lessen the pleasure of having 
plants of one’s own growing. For these there are two classes of 
plants peculiarly applicable. The first of these are hardy plants, 
chiefly of an herbaceous character, and requiring in winter similar 
protection as that afforded to alpines—namely, protection such as 
a covering of snow would render, which is well imitated by thick 

glass cases on the top of a house even, and, in severe weather, the 
benefit of a tarpaulin. For months during the cold season, no further 
care would be necessary than a little air in fine weather, to keep 
the atmosphere sweet, and prevent moulding and damping. If the 
pots are plunged, little of the water-can will be required from 
November to March. After that period more air would have to 
be given, and then, in April and May, the whole lot may be turned 
out of doors, unless there are a few very delicate and rare. T he 
other class would suit those who can afford all the paraphernalia of 
a well-arranged plant stove. 

(To be continued.) 

DESCRIPTIONS OF AURICULAS. 
In our issue of the 9th ult. (page 459) an esteemed correspondent, the 

Rev. F. I). Hoiner, suggested the publication in this Journal of the Rev. 
George Jeans’ vivid and concise descriptions of Auriculas twenty-five 
years ago, and kindly offered to lend the volumes of “ Gossip of the 
Garden ” containing them for the purpose. Other correspondents 
having expressed a similar desire, and Mr. Horner obligingly furnishing 
references to Mr. Jeans’ notes, we find the volumes in which they lie 
entombed in our library, and have pleasure in acting in compliance with 
the desires of old and new growers of the Auricula. 

We print in slightly abridged form Mr. Jeans’ introduction to his 
descriptions as follows :— 

I have a disadvantage as an Auricula grower as compared with the 
Lancashire patrons of the flow'd', that so far as I know 1 stand alone in 
my county as yet, though there are some springing up around me from 
whose collections I may some day glean instruction and pleasure. At 
present I am obliged to swell my list to an inconvenient number, and 
consequently to increase my labour and expense proportionally, in order 
to compare varieties and estimate excellencies. Even now I have above 
100 sorts, from which I cannot discard many ; and several that were here¬ 
tofore weeded or lost must be replaced, as wtll as new ones added. But 
owing to this I find myself gradually acquiring a better knowledge of 
the peculiarities both of the flower generally and of each variety in par¬ 
ticular. No two people probably altogether agree in taste. It is dis¬ 
cernment I am speaking of ; and with reference to that, the disad¬ 
vantage I allude to is of service to me as a means of improvement. I 
have been called to account by several writers, nor can I expect to be 
always right ; but as f have advanced nothing but what has passed 
under my own eye in the actual culture of each variety, and with a 
pretty large assortment too under my care, I am sure that I have made 
no mistake in the facts from which the conclusions were drawn, for 
locality makes a considerable change in many flowers ; but this I 
know that my descriptions were taken from the close observation 
of not one day or two, corrected from time to time as changes took 
place, or as my eye became more familiar with them. And I have com¬ 
menced a series of short descriptions of all I possess, which are at your 
service if you think them worth printing. The form resembles that 
adopted by botanists, to give in order a short account of each point of 
difference whereby the subject differs from other kindred subjects. 

I never had, nor have I elsewhere seen, such a bloom as I had this 
year (1860). And as some sorts that do not commonly rank particularly 
high rose to the first degree of excellence I will subjoin a list, in the 
order of their superiority, of those out of which in each class my selec¬ 
tion for exhibition would have been made. 

GREEN EDGED. 

1, Headly’s Conductor. 
2, Olliver’s Lidy Ann Wilbraham. 
3, Smith’s Lycurgus. 
4, L'ghtbody’s Star of Bethlehem. 
5, Dickson’s Matilda. 
6, Hudson’s Apollo. 

GREY EDGED. 

1, Chapman’s Maria. 
2, Maclean’s Unique. 
3, Wilmer’s Squire Chilman. 
4, Waterhouse’s Conqueror of 

Europe. 
5, Lancashire. 
6, Grime-’ Piivateer. 
7, Lightbody’s Sir C. Napier. 

WHITE EDGED. 

1, Heap’s Smiling Beauty. 
2, Taylor’s Glory. 
3, Taylor’s Favourite. 
4, Taylor’s Incomparable. 
5, Hughes’ Pillar of Beauty. 
0, Popplewell's Conqueror. 

SELFS. 
1, Martin’s Mrs. Sturrock. 
2, Sims’Vulcan. 
3, Spalding’s Blackbird. 
4, Faulkner’s nannibal. 
C, Lightbodv’s Mtteor Flag. 
6, Martin’s Eclipse. 
7, Smith’s Mis. Smith. 

These, as may well be supposed, are not all the sorts that were fit 
for the exhibition table, nor could I at any one time have shown all 
these together as one lot. What I mean is that they were the best of 
the year, and in that order of excellence. Those which stand first re¬ 
spectively in each class were such as to justify a little of our proverbial 
enthusiasm. 

GREEN EDGED. 

Ashton's Prince of Wales.—A moderate second-rate flower. Pip 
slightly undersized, flat, starry ; edge impure, otherwise good ; colour 
chestnut, narrow, angular; paste medium quality, fair breadth, angular; 
eye somewhat full, orange ; anthers even with surface ; fair trusser ; 
foliage abundant, light green, serrated. 

Beetton's Apollo.—A good second-rate flower while it lasts, but both 
in foliage and bloom it is flimsy (mouse-eared) though of good constitu¬ 
tion. Pip circular but angular, flat ; edge pure, vivid grass green ; colour 
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violet, of proper breadth ; paste good, circular ; eye pale yellow, which 
bleaches soon ; anthers hidden ; carries a well-shaped truss of nine. 
Foliage light green, of thin substance, but shapely and handsome. An 
immoderate breeder. 

Booth's Freedom.—Of tender constitution and very impatient of any 
neglect or mistake. Where number of pips are not regarded, or where 
sufficient may be obtained, and it seems that they may be obtained, 
this must still be admitted to be the hest green-edged flower. Pip cir¬ 
cular, sufficiently flat ; edge the purest and best of all the greens, con¬ 
trasting strikingly with the intensely black body-colour which is of 
sufficient breadth and boldness ; eye of proper size, greenish yellow, 
closed with the' stamens (not the anthers), has a weak small stem, and 
rarely produces more than four pips. Foliage veined, deep green, curled, 
not serrated. 

Buckley's Jolly Tar.—Pip full sized, broad petalled, tolerably flat, 
pointed ; edge vivid green, pure ; colour dark mulberry, much too 
narrow ; paste circular, of good substance, whiter than most, almost 
in excess; eye too large, orange, anthers above surface. Truss good. 
Foliage light green, handsome. May be admitted into the second- 
rates. 

Campbell's Lord Palmerston.—One of the immoderate breeders, with 
smooth glossy foliage of medium tint of green, and robust health. Pip 
flat and round but slightly pointed, and with petals too small ; edge 
apple-green, beaded ; colour nearly black, of sufficient breadth ; paste 
ever., well defined, too narrow ; eye lemon, large, round, closed by the 
stamens not anthers. A pretty second-rate flower, not unlike a bad 
Booth’s Freedom. 

(To be continued.) 

At a general meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, held 

July 12th, in the Conservatory, South Kensington, Maxwell T. 

Masters, M.D., F.R.S., in the chair, the following candidates were elected 

Fellows—viz., Duncan Gilmour, jun., Mrs. Lewis, Fred, John Potter. 

- At the meeting of the Royal Agricultural and Botanical 

Society of Ghent, held on the 20th of June last, Dr. Hogg was elected 

an honorary member of the Society, “ in recognition of the services he 

has rendered and still continues to render to botanical science.” Last 

year His Majesty the King of the Belgians conferred the honour of the 

Cross of the Order of Leopold on Dr. Hogg, but coming through the 

British Embassy at Brussels, he was prohibited from accepting it by 

regulations of the Foreign Office. 

- There was a considerable attendance at the Strawberry 

Fete at Chiswick last Saturday afternoon, and the day being hot the 

demand for fruit was so great as to almost over-tax the “ pickers.” A 

large marquee was erected for the comfort of visitors, and the boys’ band 

from the Duke of York’s school gave general satisfaction. The evening 

was enjoyably spent by those present, and Strawberries were getting 

scarce after seven o’clock. Sir Joseph Paxton, President, and Sir 

Charles Napier were the leading varieties, the first named being the 

finest in appearance, the last the best in quality. Among the newer 

varieties on trial, Countess is perhaps one of the richest in flavour, the 

frnit being of good size and deep crimson in colour. Wc may expect; 

however, that a report of the Strawberries will be prepared for publica¬ 

tion at some time, and it would be useful. 

- At the Oxford Rose Society’s Show on Tuesday, the 

12th inst., the National Rose Society’s gold medal for the best stand of 

Roses exhibited in the open classes was awarded to Mr. W. J. Grant, 

Ledbury, and the silver-gilt medal competed for by amateur members of 

the Society was won by Mr. Wm. Narroway, Headington Quarry, Oxford. 

The silver medals for the best H.P. and the best Tea or Noisette blooms 

were awarded, for the former to Mr. H. Evans, Marston, Oxford, for 

Mdlle. Marie Rady, and for the latter to R. Ramsden, Esq., Chadwick 

Manor, Knowle, for Marechal Niel. The two first-mentioned medals 

being given by the President of the Society, G. Herbert, Esq., Headington 

Hill Hall, Oxford. 

- Strawberries at Bath.—Prizes are offered for Strawberries 

in connection with the Bath Rose Show, but outsiders would not have 

been surprised if these had not been so keenly competed for as usual. 

As it happened there were more staged than usual, the competition being 

good in every class, and many of the dishes were very fine indeed. 

Several varieties, new and old, were shown, but all were eclipsed by the 

good old Sir Joseph Paxton, this being extra large ’and good, and no 

other variety much surpasses it either for firmness, travelling properties, 

or flavour. President and Sir C. Napier were also very good, and 

Eleanor, Newton Seedling, and Clipper were fairly well represented. 

The principal prizewinners were Messrs. T. Evrey, M. Tiley, W. Scott, 

W. G. Tilee, E. T. Hill, and E. Fisher. 

- The best Cauliflower in the Chiswick trials recently was 

Dean’s Snowball from home-grown seed. It is a carefully selected 

form of the Early Erfurt, and showed to great advantage by the side of 

a plantation from imported seed. The heads appeared as if resting on 

the ground, and the plants as uniform as if east in a mould. 

- Messrs. W. Lovell & Son, Strawberry Growers, Driffield, 

send us a box of Strawberries. They consist of Sir Joseph Paxton; 

Filbert Pine, President, and Dr. Hogg. We are told they were gathered 

from one-year-old plants put out on a bad after Potatoes, and which, in 

spite of the very dry weather, have yielded an abundant crop. The 

fruit is very fine indeed, particularly so under the circumstances. 

- Death of Mr. T. Hastie. — A Lanarkshire correspondent 

sends the following—“ It is with deep regret I have to announce the 

death of an old friend, florist, and bee-keeper, Thomas Hastie of 

Craigmill, Strathaven, which occurred on Monday the 4th current 

in his seventy-ninth year. For nearly seventy years he has been a keen 

florist, Pinks being his first fancy when a boy at school, and Auriculas 

were his favourites in his mature years. Mr. Hastie was a Justice of the 

Peace for a long period, was highly respected, and widely known. He 

read all the popular papers on horticulture, and encouraged all with 

whom he was acquainted, particularly youths, to fill up spare time by 

reading. In his early years he was associated with the late Mr. Petti¬ 

grew’s father. He leaves a widow to mourn his loss, but no family.” 

- “ D.” writes that “Lobelia Duchess of Sutherland is by 

far the best white Lobelia of the Erinus section I have seen. Messrs. 

John Laing & Co. have it planted out at their Forest Hill Nurseries, and 

it is just as free and good as the best strain of speciosa, and with snow- 

white flowers.” 

- Mr. R. P. Brotherston sends us from Tynninghame a shoot of 

Chrysanthemum Madame Desgranges, which has been in flower 

since May, and observes:—“We have had good bushes, and the bunches 

of bloom have been very serviceable for sending to London. These 

plants bloomed late last year out of doors, then after lifted and 

grown under glass, and now after flowering will be treated so as to 

furnish another crop at the ordinary season.” The stem had 

seven large pure white flowers, equal to those produced in the autumn, 

and the foliage was similarly fresh and healthy. They were packed in 

green Fern fronds, the common Bracken, and arrived as fresh as if just 

severed from the plant. 

-At a recent meeting of the Belgian Horticulturists in 

Ghent the following members were present: MM. Jules Hye, Ern 

Delaruye, Baudu, L. De Smet-Duvivier, Fr. Desbois, A. Rosseel, C. Spae, 

Raphael De Smet, Jules de Cock, and Em. De Cock, with M. Alexis 

Dalliere in the chair, and M. Victor Cuvelier as Secretary. Certificates 

of merit were awarded for Cypripedium Schrceleias, from M. James 

Bray ; Begonia Mr. Hardy, from MM. Fr. Desbois & Co.; Cypripedium 

Sedeni candidulum, and Cypripedium Schroederas, from M. Jules Hye ; 

Coleus Monsieur Lemoinier, and Spirea astilbo’ides, from MM. F. Desbois 

and Co. ; Odontoglossum vexillarium album, from M. L. De Smet- 

Duvivier ; Odontoglossum (Miltonia) vexillarium var., from MM. 

Vervaet & Co. ; Odontoglossum crispum, Cypripedium selligerum majus, 

and Oncidium macranthum hastiferum, from MM. Vervaet & Co. A 

cultural certificate was awarded for Adiantum dolabriforme, from M. 

Aug. Van Geert ; and honourable mention for Metrosideros floribundum 

rubescens, from M. B. Spae; Aralia Chabrieri, from M. le Comte Paul 

de Hempcinne ; Polygala Dalmaisiana, from M. Aug. Cornells ; Cypri¬ 

pedium Stonei, from M. Arth. De Smet ; Restrepia pardina, from M. 

Jules Hye ; Cypripedium Rsebelini, Tillandsia Siebokliana, from M. le 

Comte P. de Hemptinne ; Tuberous Begonia, from MM. Smeding & Van 

Exter; Cypripedium selligerum, Odontoglossum lyroglossum, Cattleya 

Mossise, from MM. Vervaet & Co.; and Genista racemosa, from M. 

Auguste Cornelis. 
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- We are informed that the Floral Decorations at the recent 

ceremony at South Kensington, when the Queen laid the foundation 

stone of the Imperial Institute, were executed by Messrs. Wills and 

Segar, Onslow Crescent. Large numbers of flowering and foliage plants 

were employed, and the effect produced was highly imposing. The same 

firm has also carried out the decorations at Arcadia (Agricultural Hall), 

Islington, where a picturesque effect has been produced by forming beds 

of foliage and flowering plants, with sloping walks, terraces, &c. 

- In the note on Lilac Marie Lequay last week it should have 

been stated that the trusses figured were received from Messrs. Wm. 

Paul A Son, Waltham Cross. 

- Gardening Appointment.—Mr. J. T. Ashlee (late foreman to 

Mr. J. Lessels, deceased), has been appointed head gardener to Sir T. F- 

■Boughey, Bart., of Aqualate Hall, Newport, Salop. 

- The following summary of Meteorological Observations 

at Hodsock Priory, Worksop, Notts, for June, 1837, has been sent 

to us by Mr. Joseph Mallender :—Mean temperature of month, 59-l°t 

Maximum on the 27th, 83-5° ; minimum on the 21st, 36-3°. Maximum 

in the sun on the 12th, 139'6° ; minimum on the grass on the 21sti 

28-0°. Mean temperature of air at 9 A.M., GP2°. Mean tern; erature of 

soil 1 foot deep, 58'8°. Nights below 32°, in shade 0, on grass two- 

Total duration of sunshine in month 219 hours, or 41 per cent, of possible 

duration. Maximum in one day on 23rd, 14-7 hours, or 88 per cent, of 

possible duration. We had one sunless day. Total fall rainfall 0-22 

inch. Maximum fall in twenty-four hours on the 2nd, 0'09. Rain fell on 

three days. Approximate averages for June—Mean temperature 57-1°; 

rainfall, 2'36 inches. Sunshine (six years) 152 hours. The month was 

warmer, drier, and brighter than any June during recent years. No rain 

whatever fell after the 3rd. In the May report the maximum should 

read 71-3 on the 8th. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
July 12th. 

A VARIED and interesting display was provided in the conservatory 
on Tuesday last, hardy plants, annuals, Tuberous Begonias, and mis¬ 
cellaneous plants with Peas and Strawberries being well represented 

Fruit Committee.—Present: Dr. Robert Hogg in the chair, and 
Messrs. T. Francis Rivers, G. T. Miles, Alfred H. Pearson, Arthur W. 
Sutton, Harry J. Yeitch, James Smith, T. B. Haywood, C. Ross, Phillip 
Crowley, Sidney Ford, G. Bunyard. 

Mr. W. Allan, Gunton Park Gardens, Norwich, exhibited seven boxes 
of fine Strawberries, representing fourteen varieties, including the fol¬ 
lowing—Auguste Nicaise, Mr. Radclyffe, Auguste Boisselot, The Countess, 
President, Dr. Hogg, John Powell, Amateur, ITnser Fritz, James Yeitch, 
Sir J. Paxton, British Queen, Sir Charles Napier, and Crimson Queen. 
A bronze Banksian medal was awarded for this handsome collection. 
Messrs. James Yeitch & Sons, Chelsea, sent several dishes of the large 
dark coloured Strawberry Waterloo, which were greatly admired, the 
fruits being large and of good flavour. Stewart Hodgson, Esq., Lvthe, 
Haslemere, showed two fine Pine Apples, fruited in sixteen months from 
the time the suckers were taken. Mr. C. Ross and W. F. Hume Dick- 
Esq., Thames Ditton House, sent seedling Melons. Mr. Maher, Yattenden 
Court Gardens, Newbury, showed a seedling Peach named General 
Gordon, and two Melons, named Cloth of Gold and Lord of the Manor. 
Mr. Forman, Louth, Lincolnshire, had several dishes of Strawberries! 
including Gloria Mundi. Forman’s Luda, Yictoria, and Recherche. 

Special Prizes for Peas.—Messrs. J. Carter k Co.’s prizes for four 
varieties of Peas brought a number of competitors, who had good samples 
for the season. Mr. H. Marriott, sen., Skirbeck, Boston, was first with 
capital pods of Telephone, Pride of the Market, Stratagem, and Anticipa¬ 
tion. Mr. Marriott, jun., Prospect House, Boston, was second, and 
Mr. T. A. Beckett, Amcrsham, third, with the same varieties. There 
were nine competitors. 

Messrs. Sutton & Sons’ prizes for two varietiee of Peas brought eight 
exhibitors. Mr. T. A. Beckett, won first honours for Duke of Albany 
and Royal Jubilee. Mr. R. Timms, Penn, Amersham was second ; Mr. 
C. J. Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, Esher, was third ; and Mr. H. Marriott 
fourth with the same varieties. The same firm’s prizes for Magnum 
Bonum Cauliflowers were awarded to Mr. C. J. Waite, who was first and 
Mr. T. A. Beckett third. 

Messrs. \Yebb A Son, Wordsley, Stourbridge, offered prizes for 
twenty-four pods of Wordsley Wonder Peas, for which seven competitors 
entered. Mr. H. Marriott, sen., was first, Mr. II. Marriott, iun., second, 
and Mr. E. G. Wiles third. 

Floral Committee.—Present, G. F. Wilson, Esq. (in the chair) 
Messrs. Shirley Hibberd, W. Wilks, J. Fraser, H. Herbst, Dr. Lowe G 

DufEeld, B. Wynne, R. Dean, C. Noble, H. Ballantine, J. Dominy, Major 
Lendy, T. Barnes, J. O’Brien, E. Hill, H. Turner, W. Holmes, and W 
Goldriug. 

Mr. H. Eckford, gardener to Dr. Sankev, Boreatton Park, Baschurch, 
neai Shrewsbury, had a collection, of seedling Sweet Peas, comprising 

some exceedingly pretty varieties, three of which were certificated. 
Other pretty varieties were Empress of India, rose and white ; Purple 
King, deep purple ; Eliza Eckford, white ; and Boreatton, dark crimson 
and purple. Messrs. H. Caunell k Sons, Swanley, exhibited two beau¬ 
tiful Tuberous Begonias—Mrs. Lewis Castle, double, and Prince of 
Orange, single, which were certificated. Mr. Ross, The Gardens, Pendell 
Court, Bletchingley, was awarded a cultural commendation for six 
trusses of Lagerstrcemia indica, loaded with bright pink flowers. Mr. 
H. B. May, Upper Edmonton, sent three flowers of Croton Etna, a bold 
variety, the leaves veined with yellow and red on green. Messrs. 
Collins Bros. & Gabriel, 39, Waterloo Road, showed a plant of a large 
variety ofiOx-eye Daisy, named Imperialis. Mr. W. Gordon, Twickenham, 
exhibited flowers of Lilium Krameri, tinged with rose, and several good 
varieties of Iris Kmmpferi. Mr. C. Turner, Slough, had a group of Car¬ 
nations, the yellow free variety Amber, and the pink Souvenir de la 
Malmaison, both of which were certificated. F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studley 
House, Hammersmith (gardener, Mr. C. Cowley), showed plants of Epi- 
dendrum atropurpnreum var. Randi, Cypripedium tonsum, C. Curtisi 
(vote of thanks), and C. selligerum majus. 

Messrs. John Laing A Co., Forest Hill, were awarded a silver-gilt 
Banksian medal for a magnificent group of single and double Tuberous 
Begonias, comprising a large number of superb varieties, several of which 
were certificated and are described at the end of this report. The other 
varieties were the same as those recently noticed in our report of the 
Begonias at Forest Hill. Messrs. J. Carter A Co., High Holborn, were 
awarded a bronze Banksian medal for large beautiful groups of annuals, 
early Gladiolus, varieties of the G. Colvilli type. Very handsome 
amongst the latter were G. Brilliant, scarlet, with white blotches in the 
three lower petals ; General Grant, pale pink, crimson spots ; Blushing 
Bride, white, with crimson spots ; Duke of Albany, scarlet, white spots ; 
and Fire King, scarlet, pale crimson spot-', darker margin. The annuals 
and other plants were very numerous and most tastefully arranged. 
Some of the most notable plants were I’hlox Drummondi varieties, Bal¬ 
sams, Stocks, Tropaeolums, Petunias, Godetias, Gaillardias, Poppies, 
ornamental Grasses, and Eucharidium concinnum. 

Messrs. J. Veitch A Sons, Chelsea, had a group of new and interesting 
plants, together with several stands of Iris Kmmpferi varieties, very 
rich and diverse in colour. Amongst them the following were note¬ 
worthy :—Minnie Palmer, white, veined with mauve, yellow central 
blotches ; Thomas Manning, richly veined with violet purple ; Refulgens, 
intensely deep crimson; Charles Maries, dark rose, veined white ; La 
Grandesse, pure white; Striata superba, delicate mauve, finely veined 
purple ; Lord R. Churchill, rosy crimson ; Viceroy, veined and suffused 
crimson purple ; Mikado, violet purple ; Christine, veined and tinged 
purple on a light ground ; Harlequin, flaked purple on a mauve ground. 
Several other good varieties were certificated. They also had plants of 
the handsome Nephrolepis rufescens bipinnatifida, Anthurium Roth- 
schildianum, the handsome Miconia Hookeriana, a variegated Impatiens 
Sultani, an elegant variety of Adiantum Capillus-Veneris named Mariesi, 
the white bell-flowered Andromeda speciosa cassinasfolia, Escallonia 
philippiana, the peculiar little pink papilionaceous Notospartium Car- 
michaeliana from New Zealand, and the bright red Clematis coccinea. 

Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, was adjudged a silver-gilt Banksian 
medal for an extensive and handsome collection of hardy flowers, which 
for diversity of colours and taste in arrangement was one of the best 
shown this season. Very notable were the groups of Lilies, comprising 
the creamy buff Lilium testaceum, the bright scarlet L. chalcedonicum 
the white L. longiflorum, and the old L. candidum; the long tubed, 
white with purplish exterior, L. Browni; the intensely dark maroon, L. 
Martagon dalmaticum ; the graceful scarlet L. tenuifolium ; the bright 
yellow, neat, L. Parryi ; the rich orange, dotted, L. croceum ; the small 
orange, spotted, L. Columbrianum lucidum ; L. pardalinum Burgei ; 
L. Humboldti, L. pulchellum, and L. elegans alutaceum were all very 
fine. Gaillardias were very bright and rich, especially Maxima and 
Brilliant with miscellaneous seedlings. A basket of the dark purplish 
blue Triteleia laxa Murrayana attracted much attention, reminding 
one of Campanula glomerata dahurica. The pure white Malva 
moschata alba, the yellow Pride of Penshurst Carnation, Papaver 
nudicaule varieties, Delphiniums, Erigcron speciosum superbum, Eryn- 
giums, and other plants made up a most interesting group. 

CERTIFICATED PLANTS. 

Tuberous Bcqonii Prince of Orange (H. Cannell A Sons).—A brilliant 
scarlet single variety, petals broads and rounded.' Very handsome. 

Tuberous Begonia Mrs. Lewis Castle (H. Cannell A Sons).—A hand¬ 
some double variety, flowers of great size and good form, of a soft salmon 
tint ; the petals broad and symmetrically arranged. 

Tuberous Begonias (J. Laing A Co.).—Albamagna, pure white, double, 
very fine form. Jupiter, brilliant scarlet, double, very handsome. 
Snowball, pure white, full, neat. Jubil e, rosy crimson, double," 
extremely full and distinct. Perfection, scarlet, double, capital shape! 
handsome flower. Adonis, rich salmon, double, undulated petals, very 
pretty. Lustre, scarlet, double, brilliant colour. 

Iris Kcempf-ri Eclipse (W. Gordon).—A pretty variety, dark 
crimson veined with white, yellow at the base. 

Ir s Kmmpfuri Exquisite (VY. Gordon).—Flowers of medium size, 
lilac blue, yellow centre. 

Iris Knemiferi Acquisition (J. Veitch A Sons).—A beautiful deli¬ 
cately coloured variety, flowers large, white, veined with crimson purple, 
stigmas purple, yellow central blotches. 
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Iri» Kcempferi Unique (J. Veitcli A Sons).—A medium sized flower, 
veined purple on a light ground, yellow central blotches. 

Iris Kcempferi Criterion (J. Veitch & Sons).—A grand variety, 
flowers large, inner and outer divisions broad, rounded, nearly equal in 
size, richly veined with violet crimson, yellow central blotches. 

JJerberis aristata integripetala (J. Veitch A Sons).—An ornamental 
shrub with ovate green leaves edged with red, and long racemes of pale 
yellow flowers on red peduncles. 

Scolopendrium rulgarc, var. VaVaisi (J. Veitch A Sons).—A distinct 
■variety, the apices of the fronds much cut and tufted. 

Carnation Amber (C. Turner).—A bright clear yellow variety, flowers 
neat in form and very freely produced. 

Carnation Souvenir de In Malmaison, pink variety (C. Turner).— 
Exactly the same as the well-known Souvenir de la Malmaison, except 
the flowers are deeply tinged with pink. 

Street Peas (H. Eckford).— Mavve Queer, pale mauve, delicate, large 
flower. Splendour, deep rose, very rich and handsome. Primrose, pale 
buff yellow. 

Lalia Batemanniana (Baron Sehroeder, The Dell, Egham).—This 
interesting plant was shown with five flowers, 3 inches in c.iameter, 
sepals and petals rosy crimson, suggestive of Impatiens Sultani ; lid 
small, white in the centre ; wings and central lobe crimson. This 
Orchid is a hybrid between Cattleya intermedia and Sophronitis grandi- 
flora, and was fully described in this Journal, page 127, vol. 13, 
August 12th, 1886. 

is an irregular edifice, consisting of three chambers of the most elaborate 
execution, leading by passages into each other. The walls and vaulting 
of the passages and chambers are inlaid in various devices with minute 
pieces of spar, minerals, and shells ; the lower parts united with won¬ 
derful skill. The upper chamber has a dome ceiling, from which artifi¬ 
cial stalactites formed of satin spar of a large size are suspended with 
great art and elegance.” It is unquestionably a wonderful piece of 
work, and Sir William Drake kindly permits visitors to inspect it on 
application to the gardener, Mr. J. Gubbins. 

But to the Show. Though of very great excellence in every depart¬ 
ment it can only be briefly reported. One marquee was entirely filled 
with charming groups. In the large group class, 14 feet by 7 feet, the 
first prize was won by Mr. J. Beeves, gardener to W. Hewett, Esq., 
Oatlands Park, with choice healthy plants most tastefully arranged, 
brightness and grace being combined with good quality. Mr. J. Gubbins 
was a very close second with an extremely cheerful arrangement, and 
Mr. Reed, gardener to E. Petitt, Esq., third with a group that would 
have been first at not a few shows we have visited. In the smaller 
group class the prize given by the President, G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., 
was won by Mr. Millican, gardener to H. Cobbett, Esq., Walton, with a 
charming arrangement, in which several plants of Campanula persicifolia 
played an important part. Mr. G. Carpenter, gardener to C. J. Abbott, 
Esq., followed very closely indeed with a bright display; Mr. C. 
Gardner, gardener to R. A. Turner, Esq., well winning the remaining 
prize. Specimen stove and greenhouse plants, including Ferns 

Fig. 4.—0 VTLAND3 lODOE. 

Kpidendrxtm Parkinson in nvm. (H. M. Pollett, Esq.).—A species with 
long fleshy leaves and large flowers, the lip three-lobed, white, the sepals 
and petals narrow and yellowish. 

Odontoglossum Vvylstekianum maculatum (Sir Trevor Lawrence, 
Dart., M.P.).—An interesting variety, sepals and petals pale yellow, 
white centre, spotted brown, lip pale with a few central brown spots. 

THE CHERTSEY AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL 

. SOCIETY. 

A8 has been intimated in previous years, the exhibitions of this 
-Society are moveable, and are held in the grounds of gentlemen residing 
in Chertsey, Weybridge, or Walton—a district noted for many charming 
suburban residences, also for good gardening. The twenty-second annual 
Show was held on the 7tli inst. in the grounds of Oatlands Lodge, the 
residence of Sir William Drake, and it would be difficult to imagine’any 
site better suited for the purpose, the grounds being gently undulated 
and well wooded with splendid trees. The Secretary of the Society, Mr. 
T. J. Rawlings, Chertsey, in his attractive and entertaining “ Handbook 
of West Surrey,” gives an illustration of Oatlands Lodge, which he has 
placed at our disposal. As will be seen, it is in the Italian style of archi¬ 
tecture—not an extensive but a handsome building situated in beautiful 
grounds. The great feature of these grounds is "a wonderful grotto, of 
which it would be difficult if not impossible to find its equal else¬ 
where. In North’s “ Views of Walton and Neighbourhood” (J. North, 
•Oatlands Park) it is stated “ This magnificent structure of shell work 
was constructed about 1747 by the first Earl of Lincoln, who afterwards 

.succeeded to the Dukedom of Newcastle, at a cost of above £40,000. It 

Fuchsias, Gloxinias, Caladiums, and Begonias, were remarkably good 
Messrs. Reed, Reeves, Plow-nan, Millican, Child, Thorne, and Sutton 
winning prizes and giving the most satisfactory evidence of their skill 
as cultivators. 

Roses were represented by many excellent stands, Messrs. G. Jack 
man A Sons, J. Thorne, gardener to A. G. Flood, Esq., being placed first 
in their respective classes, followed by Messrs. Sparrow, Gubbins, Davis 
and Millican. 

Black Hamburgh Grapes were splendidly staged by Mr. S. Osman, 
gardener to L. J. Baker, Esq., Ottershaw Park ; Messrs. Gardner and 
Sutton taking the remaining prizes. In the white class Messrs. 
Gardner and Osman were first and second with superior examples of 
Buckland Sweetwater, Mr. Reed following with Muscats not quite 
ripe. 

Vegetables were remarkably fine, Mr. Waite staging grand examples 
in one class, and Mr. Reed winning chief honours with sixteen dishes in 
another; Messrs. Bennett and Hopkins being also prizetakers with 
highly creditable collections. The entire show reflected credit on 
officials and exhibitors ; and Mr. Gubbins must be congratulated on the 
flower gardening and carpet bedding that was in keeping with the 
terrace on which it is displayed. 

THE EALING, ACTON, AND HANWELL 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The annual Exhibition of the Society was held on the 6th inst. in the. 
grounds of the Royal Indian Asylum, kindly placed at the disposal of the 
Committee by Dr. Christie. Five large tents were used for the purposes 
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of the Exhibition, one of them for epergnes, bouquets, baskets of flowers, 
and table decorations—a charming tent ; another for fruit and cut 
flowers only; one tent for cottagers’ productions, which, owing to the 
adverse seasons, were not up to the usual standard generally, although 
numerous, and to nearly 400 bunches of wild and garden flowers 
exhibited by children. The other tents were devoted to plants and the 
gardeners’ vegetables, Ac. 

In the principal tent was a very handsome display ; at the entrance 
a superb group of Pelargoniums, exhibited by Mr. C. Turner, Eoyal 
Nurseries, Slough, were staged by the veteran Geranium grower of the 
Slough Nurseries, Mr. Frost, and these plants were most deservedly ad¬ 
mired ; five of them, including Chief Secretary, and Mandarin, and a lovely 
fancy “Ambassadress,” obtaining first class certificates. At the other end 
of the tent Messrs. Charles Lee & Son staged a large and beautiful 
group of Boses in pots, suitable for conservatory decoration, showing 
how easily good well-flowered plants can be grown in small pots ; and 
handsome gold and other coloured Ivies in pots were intermixed with 
them. Close by this eminent firm of nurerymens had set up a 
large group of rare variegated and other ornamental trees and shrubs 
in pots, a beautiful specimen of the variegated Maidenhair Tree occupy- 
ing a central position. These groups are always most interesting to 
our older horticulturists. In this tent Mr. Eoberts of Gunnersbury 
Park contributed, not for competition, a very large handsome group of 
Palms, flowering and fine-foliaged plants, in which were some very 
fine Gloxinias, superbly grown Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations, 
and several admirably grown specimens of Impatiens Sultani 
grown from seed. This admirably put up group was one of the 
most striking feature of the Exhibition. In the larger groups for 
competition, Mr. Hudson, gardener to H. J. Atkinson, Esq., Gunners¬ 
bury House, was first with a beautiful group ; Mr. Chadwick, gardener 
to E. M. Nelson, Esq., being second with a capital group. In stove and 
greenhouse plants there was a great falling off, Mr. Chadwick being the 
chief exhibitor, and exhibits in the classes for Ferns and ornamental 
plants fell short. Mr. Wright, gardener to G. E. Springfield, Esq., 
Hanwell, deserves much praise for his four fine Fuchsias, which took 
the first prize, as well as for his single specimen, which not only took the 
first prize, but also was awarded Messrs. Wood & Sons’Jubilee medal for 
the best flowered plant in the Exhibition. Some good Pelargoniums and 
Zonals were staged. In the next tent, Messrs. Fromow & Sons, the well 
known nurserymen, occupied the front place with a well set up large 
group of plants, in which were several Orchids, and their exhibit was 
another feature of the Exhibition. In the smaller groups in this tent 
Mr. Sutton, gardener to Mrs. Wilkinson, Ealing, was placed first, four 
other groups also being set up. 

The very heavy entry of exhibits of wild and garden flowers by the 
school children gave the Judges a heavy morning’s work. The large 
fruit and flower tent was an exhibition in itself, and a most attractive 
one. In the competing classes for Eoses in the large open classes Mr. C. 
Turner, Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. Bumsey took the honours in the 
order of their names. In the other classes there was a keen competition 
amongst the amateurs. The Eose portion was considerably augmented 
by very large collections of fine blooms sent by Messrs. James Veitch 
and Sons, and Messrs. C. Lee & Son, the latter firm also contributing a 
fine display of cut herbaceous blooms. The other cut flower portion of 
the Exhibition was well filled. There was not a large display of fruit, 
but Mr. Daw of Castle Bar took the first prize for a good collection. In 
black Grapes two medium-sized well-finished bunches of Madresfield 
Court was first, some excellent Black Hamburghs being placed second. 
The weather was fine, a large company attended, the ground was 
most pleasant and most suitable for a horticultural exhibition. 

There is one thing which crops up at these exhibitions which should 
be remedied as far as possible. Exhibitors enter in various classes some 
time beforehand, but fail to fill many of these classes on the morning of 
the exhibition. At Ealing Mr. Bichard Dean and his coadjutors mark 
out spaces for each collection entered, and a card with the classes and 
exhibitor’s name is placed in each, so as to facilitate the work of the 
exhibitors and the Superintendent, and get everything in order for the 
Judges at an early hour. The arrangements in these respects are perfect 
at Ealing, and if exhibitors would only let the Secretary know on the 
morning preceding the Show what they cannot exhibit spaces would not 
be allotted, and much unnecessary work and annoyance would be spared 
the executive. It is simply a duty on the part of exhibitors that they 
should do this, and these remarks apply to the exhibitors connected with 
every exhibition in the kingdom. 

WIMBLEDON SHOW. 
As was briefly intimated last week, the fifteenth annual Exhibition 

of the Wimbledon Horticultural Society, held on the 6th inst., was one 
of the best of the series, and decidedly an improvement on some of the 
shows of recent years. The parkdilce grounds of Woodhays, the suburban 
residence of Laundy Walters, Esq., were kindly placed at the disposal of 
the Committee, and the site was admirably adapted to the worthy object 
of displaying the horticultural produce of the district. It is gratifying 
to observe that much active interest is taken in the work of the Com¬ 
mittee, no less than seventy special prizes being given, apart from those 
offered by the Society—a number not often equalled and very rarely 
excelled. 

The marquee that was provided for cut flowers was well filled, and 
the boxes of Eoses, stands of herbaceous flowers, great display of 
buttonhole bouquets, Gloxinias, collections of Grasses, and other objects, 

proved highly attractive to the visitors. Eoses were not large, but, as a 
rule, fresh, and the display on the whole was satisfactory. In the special 
class for twenty-four Eoses there was good competition, Mr. C. Gibson, 
gardener to J. Wormald, Esq., Morden Park, securing the premier place- 
with fresh good blooms, admirably arranged. W. F. Faulkner, Esq.,. 
Fairholm, Wimbledon, was a rather close second ; and Mr. G. Walsh, 
gaidener to S. Wilson, Esq., the Old Eectory, Wimbledon, third. 

Several good stands of twelve blooms were staged, the Society's 
prizes being won by Mr. H. Alderman, gardener to G. Hatfield, Esq., 
Morden Hall ; Mr. F. Ware, gardener to F. Fox, Esq., Hill House ; and 
Mr. Smith, gardener to J. MacFarlan, Esq., in the order named, the first 
prize stand especially containing excellent blooms. Sir F. Saunders’ 
prizes for the same number of blooms were awarded to Mr. C. Gibson, 
W. Northover, Esq., and Mr. Smith respectively, the second running the 
first prize blooms closely, Mr. Northover being evidently a good grower 
and exhibitor. Dr. Hughes’ prizes for three blooms in four varieties 
were won by T. Conway, Esq., and Mr. E. Gibson, the former staging 
fresh and good Teas, Anna Ollivier, Madame Falcot, Caroline Kuster, 
and Innocente Pirola. Mr. W. B. Faulkner gave prizes for six blooms 
of any variety, and won the first himself with Merveille de Lyon, Mm 
Northover following very closely indeed with Marquise de Castellane, 
Mr. W. S. Thomson, nurseryman, staged very fine Eoses not for com¬ 
petition, and contributed materially to the general display. Hardy 
flowers were well represented, Messrs. Hunt, Southean, and Caswell 
securing the prizes, Mr. Thomson staging an excellent non-competitive: 
collection. 

The plant tent was well furnished, several groups arranged round 
the sides contributing to the effect. In the 100 square feet arrange¬ 
ments, Mr. D. Bridger, gardener to Laundy Walters, Esq., secured the 
first position with a free, fresh, and bright assortment of healthy plants. 
Mr. J. Law, gardener to E. Dean, Esq., was a close second, his arrange¬ 
ment being more formal, and Mr. Bentley, gardener to Sir T. Gabriel, 
Bart., Edgcombe Hall, third. In the smaller group classes the prizes 
were awarded to Messrs. Ware, Smith, Carter, and Methven. In the 
specimen plant classes, Messrs. Methven, Bentley, H. Alderman, Law, 
and Newell, were the prizetakers, the whole staging good examples of 
culture. Ferns, Fuchsias, Achimenes, Coleuses, Caladiums, Pelar¬ 
goniums, and Begonias were well represented, the chief prizewinners-, 
being Messrs. Bentley, Law, Cole, Newell, Thornton, Methven, and! 
Smith. Messrs. J. Laing & Co. contributed very fine Begonias, and 
Messrs. Jas. Yeitch & Sons an excellent group of Eoses in pots. 

Fruit was well represented. In the class for black Grapes the first 
prize was well won by Mr. J. Fenn, gardener to T. Single, Esq., with 
very fine Black Hamburghs, and he was first also in the white class with 
good Muscats, the othpr prizes falling to Messrs. Caswell, Methven, and 
Bentley. Mr. H. Alderman staged the best Peaches and Strawberries, 
Mr. Methven the best Melon, Hero of Lockinge. 

Vegetables were wonderfully fine, especially those with which Mr. 
C. Waite, gardener to Hon. W. P. Talbot, won the Society’s and Messrs. 
Sutton & Sons’ prizes, Messrs. H. Alderman, W. Harris, and E. Eeal also- 
securing prizes for excellent produce. Mr. A. Newell won the chief 
prize for salads, also for Cucumbers, staging a handsome pair named 
Jubilee. 

Two excellent Secretaries, Dr. George Walker and Mr. J. Lyne, 
represent a combination of science and practice that cannot fail to be 
of great advantage to the Society. 

ROSE SHOWS. 
CEYSTAL PALACE, SYDENHAM.—J0LY 2nd. 

SATISFACTOEY Show 
was held at “ the 
Palace ” on Saturday 

last, though the effects of the 
season were clearly evident 
both in the number of exhibits 
and in the quality of many of 
the Eoses shown. Taking them 
generally, however, the Hybrid 
Perpetuals were of better sub. 

ttanee than at South Kensington on 
the preceding Tuesday, but the Teas 
were not so numerous. In some of the 
leading classes the competition was 

very keen, but in the smaller classes the Judges 
had but little difficulty in making their awards. The 

exhibits were conveniently arranged on tables in the nave of 
the Palace, and the Show was visited by a large number of 
persons during the afternoon. 

The classes for Eoses were in two sections, Classes 1 to 22 open 
classes, 24 to 28 for amateurs, the three concluding classes being 

for Picotees, Carnations, and Pinks. 

The principal open class was for seventy-two distinct, single trusses. 
Mr. B. E Cant, Colchester, was awarded first honours in a class of four 
exhibitors with capital bloom*, more even and of better substance than at 
South Kensington recently. The varieties were Mrs. Baker, Madame Hip- 
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polyfce Jamain, Reynolds Hole, Madame de Watteville, Charles Lefebvre, 
Crloire de Vitry, Dupuy Jamain, Marguerite de St. Amand, Etoile de Lyon, 
Mrs. G-eoree Paul, Madame Bravy, Duchesse de Caylus, Queen of Queens, 
Sultan of Zanzibar, Hon. Miss Edith Giffard, Prince Arthur, Prince Camille 
ue Rohan, Jean Ducher, Mary Bennett, Ducbes3 of Connaught, Beauty of 
Waltham, Marie Van Houtte, Madame Cusin, Alfred Colomb, Madame 
Charles Wood, Emily Laxton, Dr. Sewell, Merveille de Lyon, Marie 
Baumann, Comtesse de Serenye, Countess of Oxford, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, General Jacqueminot, Louis Peyronny, 
Ferdinand de Lesseps, John Hopper, Madame Caroline Kuster, Black 
Prince, Lord Frederick Cavendish, Madame Margot tin, Harrison Weir, 
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Star of Waltham, La Boule d’Or, La Duchesse de 
Moruy, Madame Lacharme, A. K. Williams, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, 
Etienne Levet, Innocents Pirola, Madame Prosper Laugier, Madame Eugene 
V erdier, Ulrich Brunner, Her Majesty, Mad une Marie Cointet, Madame 
Alfred Dumesnil, Marechal Niel, Marie Rady, Frangois Michelon, Xavier 
Ohbo, Catherine Mermet, Le Havre, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Mons. 

Eugene Fiirst, Baroness Rothschild, Abel Carriere, Souvenir 
d Elise, Duke of Wellington, and Duke of Teck. Mr. F. Cant, Colchester, 
was second with a bright, fresh collection : Messrs. Paul & Son being third 
with neat blooms. 

In the next class, which was for forty-eight varieties, distinct, three 
trusses of each, Messrs. Paul & Son secured first honours with the follow- 

'-^arie Rady, Marquis? de Castellane, Merveille de Lyon, Abel Carriere, 
Comtesse d’Oxford, Marechal Niel, Queen of Queens, Alfred Colomb, Etienne 
Levet, La France, Charles Lefebvre, Her Majesty, Marshal P. Wilder, Dr. 
Andry, Souvenir d Elise Vardon, Edouard Andre, Madame Prosper Laugier, 
Catherine Msrmet, Innocente Pirola, Prince Arthur, Xavier Olilio,Etoile de 
Ey°D, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Madame Norman Neruda, Grandeur of 
Cheshunt,Victory erdier, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Maurice Bernardin, Beauty 
of Waltham, Henrich Schultheis, Jean Ducher, Fisher Holmes.HoraceVtrnet, 
Marguerite de St. Amand, Niphetos, Beauty of Waltham, Reynolds Hole, 
Pride of Waltham, Boieldieu, Duchesse de Caylus, Alphonse Soupert, Sena- 
teur Vamse, Madame de Watteville, La Duchesse de Morny, Marie Baumann, 

^ Malmaison, Comtess? F. de Bellanger, Marie Louise Pernet. 
■M'rV’ ’ E- Cant was a close second, these two being the only competitors. 

Lor twenty-four varieties, three trusses of each, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, 
was placed first amongst nine exhibitors with fresh handsome bloom3 of a 
good selection of varieties; Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, 
were second, and Messrs. W. Balchin it Son, Hassocks Gate, Sussex, 
third. ’ ’ ’ 

Class 4 was provided for twenty-four varieti s, distinct, sing'e trusses, 
and the competition wa3 remarkably keen, no less than sixteen stands being 
entered, and though the quality was not high numbers of fresh bright blooms 
were shown. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, were first with 
C Inch Brunner, Merveille de Lyon, A. K. Williams, Duchesse deVallombrosa, 
Xavier Olibo, Baroness Rothschild, Reynolds Hole, Madame Eugene Verdi r, 
JNiphetos Star of Waltham, Catherine Mermet, Mdlle. Marie Rady, 
Marechal Niel, Penelope Mayo, Madams Gabriel Luizrt, Alfred Colomb, 
branpois Michelon, Madame Sertot, Madame Charles Wood, Peach Blossom, 

Jacobs, Souvenir d’Elise, Horace Vernefc, and Her Mijesty. Mr. 
Jv. j ■ Eiper, Lckfield, was second, and Mr. G. House, Peterborough, 
third. . ’ ° ’ 

at ^•dVt}1 ®xk*kitors staged collections of eighteen Tea and Noisette Ro3es. 
rlr. ±5. K. t int was adjudged the first prize for capital blooms of Souvenir 
d un Ami, Innocente Pirola, Devoniensis, Li Boule d'Or, Jean Ducher, 
Madame Guam (grand b’ooms), Niphetos, Converse de Nadaillac, Marechal 
fiiel, Madame Bravy, Madame de Watteville, Catherine Mermeb Etoile de 
Lyon, Hon. Miss E. Giffard, Souvenir d’Elise, Rubens, Madame Caroline 
Luster and Madame H. Jamain. Mr. F. Cant followed in the second and 
third places respectively with fresh blooms. 

^The open classes for collections of Ro3e3 in pait'cvilar colours, and for 
specihed varieties or others sirnil ir to them in colour, formed an interesting 
feature of the exhibition, most of the blooms being of good quality. For a 
collection of yellow Roses, three trusses of each, Mr. B. R. Cant took the 
Lad with Marechal Niel, Jean Ducher, Marie Van Houtte, Madame Caroline 
Lust r, Etoile de Lyon, Madame Margotiin, La Boule d’Or, and Comtesse de 
.Nadaillac, excellent. Mr. Prince followed with smaller blooms, and Mr. G. 
Mount wa3 third. 

Mr. B. R. Cant led with white Roses, Merveille de Lyon, Innocente 
rro a, Davoniensis, Niphetos, Madame Lacharme, and Madune Bravy 
eing the best represent d. Mr. G. Frince was second, havipg Alba Rosea, 

■“uTs >, “e Lyon, and Innocente Pirola very fin». Messrs. J. Burrell 
a?'l- t? ’ Cambridge, were third. Mr. F. Cant had the best collection of 
pink Loses, comprising Mons. Noman, Baroness Rothschild, Souvenir d’un 
Ami, Madame de Watteville. Pride of Waltham, Her Majesty, Catherine 
mermet, Mons. Cointet, Madame G. Luizet, Marie Finger, and La France. 
• r*iT' i .n* an^ Messrs. W. Balchin it Sons were tho other piizetakers 
1 a a c ass arL the order named. With crimson Roses, Messrs. W. Balchin 
and Sons were the chief winners, staging good blooms of A. K. Williams, 
Losieriste Jacobs, Alfred Colomb, Duke of Marlborough, Earl of Pembroke, 
mons. E. Y. Teas, Charles Lefebvre, Comte Raimbaud, and Fisher Holmes, 

Raul it Son and B. 11. Cant following closely. Messis. W. Balchin 
and Sons were also first with velvety crimson Roses, having satisfactory 
examples of Fisher Holmes, Eugene Fiirst, Abel Carriere, Reynolds Hole, 
Victor Hugo, and Louis Van Houtte. Second, Mr. B. R. Cant; third 

Messrs. Paul & Son. ’ 

Marechal Niel was shown by Mr. B. R. Cant, who was first with mode- 
8°°d blooms, Mr. G. W. Piper and Mr. F. Cant, who were second and 

third. For eighteen trusses of any Tea or Noisette Rose Mr. B. R. Cant 
wa? arst with Innocente Pirola, Mr. F. Cant second wilh La Bonle d’Or, 
ru n' ^‘Per with Jean Ducher. In the Marie Baumann class Mr. 
B. R. Cant Jed with handsome blooms of Ulrich Brunner, Mr. G. Prince and 
Messrs. W. Balchin & Son being second and third with Marie Baumann. 
1 rince Camille de Rohan was not shown in the class devoted to it, but the 
?Jizer>Wenti ^rst *° Messrs. J. Cranston & Co. for Abel Carriere, second to 
Mr. B. R. Cant for Reynolds Hole, and third to Mr. G. Mount for Abel 
Carriere. In the Francois Michelon class Messrs. Paul & Son were first with 
Ulrich Brunner in capital condition, Mr. B. R. Cant was second with Francois 
Michelon, and Mess’s. Balchin & Son third for Boieldieu. The Lady Mary 

Fitzwilliam class was a good one, nine competitors entering, and all the 
prizetakers showed Her Majesty, Mr. H. Bennett, Shepperton, leading with 
good blooms. Mr. B. R. Cant was second, and Mr. C. Prince third. Fize 
lairly good stands of A. K. Williams were exhibit d, Mr. B. R. Cant winning 
first honours, followed by Messrs. Low ifc Co., Clapton, and Messrs. Paul and 
Son. lhe best blooms of William Allen Richardson came from Messrs. J. 
Cranston ifc Co., Hereford ; Mr. John House and Messrs. Bunyard ifc Co. also 
exhibiting well for the second and third places. Niphetos was shown by 
Messrs. G. W. Pip r, Paul ifc Son, and Keynes, Williams ifc Co., Rosa poly- 
antha varieties being contributed by Messrs. C. Turner, C. Prince, and Paul 
and Son, who were awarded the prizes in that order. 

The principal class devoted to amateurs was that for forty-eight 
varieties, distinct, single trusses, in which Mr.W. J. Grant, Hope End Farm, 
Ledbury, gained first honours with fresh, bright blooms of Annie Wood, 
Baroness Rothschild, Alfred Colomb, Madame Sophie Fropot, Ulrich Brun¬ 
ner, La France, Comtesse d’Oxford, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier ; an unnamed 
Lose much like Caroline Ku6ter, but thought to be Madame Margottin, 
Dupuy Jamain, Alba Rosea, Marie Baumann, Caroline Kuster, Horace 
Vernet, A, K. Williams, Rubens, Mrs. Jowitfc, Catherine Mermet, La 
Ro-iere, Innocente Pirola, Louis Van Houtte, Madame Lambard, Fisher 
Holmes, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Eflenne Levet, Merveille de Lyon, 
Star of Waltham, Madame Eugene Verdier, Mrs. Baker, Marguerite de St. 
Amand, Marie Verdier, Etoile de Lyon. Anna Ollivier, General Jacqueminot, 
Duchesse de Morny, Dr. Andry, Madame Gabriel Lnizet, Duke of Edin¬ 
burgh, Pride of Waltham, Abel Carriere, Le Havre, Captain Christy, Marie 
Rady, DevonienBis, Madame Crapelet, Souvenir d’un Ami, Prince Arthur, 
and Mrs. Rodoconache. The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering, Essex, was 
second, having handsome blooms of Marie Rady, Xavier Olibo, Ulrich 
Brunner, Horace Vernet, and A. K. Williams. S. P. Budd, Esq., 8, Pay 
Street, Rath (gardener, Mr. G. Campbell), was awarded the third prize for 
a fresh collection of small blooms. There were1 five exhibitors. 

Mr. E. B. Lindsell Bearton, Hitchin, took the lead with twenty-four 
varieti* s, single trusses, showing flowers remarkable for their fresh bright 
colours rather than for their size. The varieties were Ulrich Brunner, Abel 
Carriere, Marie Cointet, Madame C. Luizet, Horace Vernet, Lord Macaulay, 
Marie Rady, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Dr. Sewell, Charles Lefebvre, Louis 
Fan Houtte, Monsieur Noman, Beauty of Walihim. Marie Finger, Prince 
Arthur, Marquise de Castellane, A. K. Williams, Merveille de Lyon, Dr. 
Andry, Duke, of Wellington, fAlfred Colomb, Duchesse de Morny, La 
France, and Frangpis Michelon. C. Christy, Esq., Buckharst Lodge, 
Westerham, was second, and R. West, Esq., Reigate, third. 

There were seven entries with twenty-four triplets, Mr. E. B. Lindsell 
being again first with a grand collection, comprising Baroness Rothschild, 
Fisher Holmes, La France, Madame G. Luizet, Marie Baumann, Etoile de 
Lyon, Merveille de Lyon, Dr. Sewell (very fine), Caroline Kuster, Mons. 
Noman, Duke of Wellington, Marie Cointet, Comtssse de Nadaillac. Marie 
Finger, Etoile de Lyon, Ulrich Brunner, Niphetos, Innocente Pirola, Sou¬ 
venir d’Ehse Vardon, Abel Carriere, Catherine Mermet, Louis Van Houtte, 
Marechal Niel, and Comte Raimbaud. Mr. James Brown, gardener to Mrs. 
Waterlow, Great Doods, R’eigate, and the Rev. J. H. Pemberton secured 
the other prizes. The bed; collection of twelve varieties (H. P.) was shown 
by Mr. H. Shoesmith, Sa'.twood Rectory Gardens, Hythe, Kent; T. F. B. 
Atkins, Esq., and Messrs. Ashurst & Tucker following in that order. 

The Rev. E. G. King, Madingley Vicarage, Cambridge, was first with 
substantial blooms of twelve Tea and Noisette Roses, hut badly staged. 
The best were Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, Jean 
Ducher, Souvenir d’un Ami, Madame Bravy, Caroline Kuster, Madame 
Cusin, Comtesse de Nadaillac. E. M. Bethune, Esq., Denne Park, Horsham 
(gardener, Mr. Harris), was second with fresh neat bloom3. The Rev. Hugh 
Berners, Ipswich, and the Rev. J. H. Pemberton were placed equal thirds. 
There were seven entries. 

The prizes for Picotees, Carnations, and Pinks were awarded to Mr. J. 
Douglas, Ilford ; Mr. C. Turner, Slough ; Mr. F. Hooper, Bath; and Mr. H. 
Catley, Bath. The miscellaneous exhibits, for which special prizes were 
awarded, were as follows :—A large collection of ha>dy flowers from Mr. 
T. S. Ware, Messrs. Barr & Son, aud Hooper it Co.; Messrs. H. Cannell and 
Sons showing a handsome collection of double Tuberous Bevonias; and Mr. 
J. House, Peterborough, had plants of a Strawb rry named Victoria, said to 
be a cross between President and British Queen, very prolific, one plant 
having 125 fruits, bright red, and of conicil form. Certificates were 
awarded to Mr. C. Turner for Carnation Amber; to Mr. Douglas for Picotee 
Agnes Chambers ; and to Mr. T. S. Ware for Gaillardia maxima. 

BATH.—July 7th. 
Although unfortunate’y clashing with several other fixtures, and also 

taking into consideration how very injurious the long spell of excessively 
hot and dry weather has been to the Roses, this popular Exhibition must 
yet be considered a decided success. There were certainly fewer exhibitors, 
notably in the open classes, than usual, many entries being withdrawn at the 
last moment, but thanks to the efforts of several competitors who put up 
their surplus blooms no appreciable falling off, as far as quantity was con¬ 
cerned, was noticeable. As will be seen by the prize lists, many well-known 
exhibitors from far and near were represented, though only in but few 
instances were their exhibits up to their usual excellen le, more especially 
as regards the size of the blooms. The Show was held in the Sydney 
Gardens and was well attended. 

In th? nurserymen’s class for seventy-two distinct varieties, single trusses, 
Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, were easily first, their blooms generally 
being larger than thoss staged by other competitors, and were fresh and 
bright in colour. The most noteworthy blooms were of Alba ro°ea, Princess 
Beatrice, Mons. Alfred Dumesnil, Madame Montet, Prince Arthur, Duke of 
Teck, Alfred Colomb, Frargois Michelon, Countess of Oxford, Louis Van 
Houit?, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Violet Bouyer, Duke of Edinburgh, General 
Jacqu minot, Auguste Rigotard, Captain Christy, Mons. Noman. Constantin 
Pelriakoff, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, E. Y. Teas, Therese Levet, Mane Bau¬ 
mann, Etienne Levet (very fine), Sultan of Zanzibar. Duke of Wellington, 
Dupuy Jamain, and La Duchesse de Morny. Messrs. Paul ifc Son, Cheehant, 
were second, among theirs being good blooms of Horace Vernet, Madame de 
Watteville, Camille Bernardin, Louis Van Houtte, Le Hav. e, Jean Ducher, 
and Sultan of Zanzibar. Messrs, G. Cooling ifc Sons, Bath, were a creditable 
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third, such sorts as Her Mijssty, Duke of Albany, Dae de Rohan, and 
Marechal Niel being especially good in their stands. Messrs. Paul A Son 
were first for thirty-two distinct varieties, triplets, and Messrs. G. Cooling 
and Son second, each having a good selection. There was stronger competi¬ 
tion with eighteen triplets, distinct, and here Messrs. Curtis, Sanford, and 
C>., Torquay, were placed first, although many of their blooms were too far 
advanted. They had good Niphetos, Dr. Andry, Mtrdchal Niel, Marie Bau¬ 
mann, Mrs. C. Wood, Merveille de Lyon, Charles Darwin, Charles Lsfebvre, 
and Baroness de Rothschild. The second prize was well won by Messrs. 
Keynes, Williams it Co., Salisbury, who had a much fresher lot, among 
which the best were Marie Baumann, Ulrich Brunner, Reynolds Hole, 
Niphetos, A. K. Williams, Star of Waltham, Catherine Mermet, and Marie 
Rady. Messrs. John Jefferies & Son, Oxford, were third. Tne last named 
were well first for thirty-six varieties distinct, single, among which were 
good Marie Banmann, Etienne Levet, Duke of Teck, Dr. Andry, M. E. Y. Teas, 
Louis Van Hontte, and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam ; Messrs. Curtis, Sanford 
and Co. were second, and Mr. George Prince, Oxford, third. There w=re 
several good stands of eighteen Teas or Noisettes in competition, Mr. Prince, 
however, being well first with, among others, fresh and beautiful blooms of 
Reine de Portugal, Comte-se de Nadaillac, Marechal Niel (awarded the 
medal offered for best Tea in the Show), Catherine Mermet, Souvenir d’uu 
Ami, Boule d’Or, Madame Hippo’yte Jamain, Madame de Watteville, Alba 
rosea, Hon. Edith Giffard, Princess of Wales, Madame C. Kustcr, and The 
Bride. Messrs. Paul A Son were second, M tdame de Wa' teville, Jean Ducher, 
and Innocente Pirola being extra good; and Mr. J. Matt-ck, Cirencester, 
third. 

Among the amateurs’ exhibits were some of the freshest, if not quite 
the largest, blooms in the Show. Particularly gool were those shown by 
Mr. T. B. Hall, Birkenhead, in the class for thirty-six distinct varieties, 
single trusses, and which were awarded the first prize. The best of these 
were Julius Finger, Marquise de Castellane, Louis Van Houtte, Duchess of 
Bedford, Marie Rady, Madame Cusin, Li Havre, Rosieriste Jacobs, Sir 
Garnet Wolseley, Prince Arthur, Mirveille de Lyon, General Jacqueminot, 
Ulrich Brunner, Hon. Elith Giffard, Captain Christy, Dr. Andre, and Louis 
Van Houtte. Mr. S. P. Budd, Bath, was a good second, his best being Xavier 
Olibo, Duchess of Bedford, M. Benoit Comte, Dupuy Jamain, Charles 
Darwin, and Lou's Van Hourto. Mr. W. J. Grant, Hereford, followed, his 
stands including Francois Michelon, Duke of Edinburgh, Star of Waltham, 
John Bright, A. Colomb, and Countess of Oxford in good condition, the 
last named being awarded the silver medal of the National Rose Society 
offered for the best Hybrid Perpetual in the Show, hut which in our esti¬ 
mation should have gone to the E ienne Levet in Messrs. Harkness’ exhibit 
previously noted. Mr. T. B. Hall was again first for eighteen triplets, dis¬ 
tinct, Mr. W. J. Grant being second, and Mr. S. P. Budd third, all having 
many good blooms of well-known sorts. The best twelve Teas or Noisettes, 
distinct, were staged by Mr. W. J. Grant, who had Madame Hippolyte 
Jamain, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, La Boule d’Or, Madam® B:avy, Caroline 
Kuster, and Jean Ducher, fresh and good. Mr. 8. P. Budd second. In the 
next three classes amateurs exhibiting in the three preceding classes were de¬ 
barred from entering. Mr. A. Evans, Marston, was well first for tweaty- 
four distinct varieties, single trusses, Mr. W. Narrowav, Oxford, be'ng 
second, and Mr. T. Hobbs, Bristol, third, all having creditable stinds. With 
twe ive triplets Mr. Narroway was first, his best being Duchess of Bedford, 
Comtesse de Nadaillac, aud Mar.e Rady. Mr. T. Grubb, Warminster, was 
a good second, and Mr. A. Evans third; an extra prize being awarded to 
Mr. W. Chaoman, Warminster. Mr. Narroway wis first for six Teas or 
Noisettes, Mr. J. Smith, Warminster, second, and Mr. T. Hobbs third. 

Several classes were provided for looal amateurs, several of who n showed 
fairly well. The National Society’s gold medal and a money prize offered 
for twenty-four single trusses, distinct, was easily won by Mr. S. P. Buld, who 
had good examples of Comtesse de Paris, Duchess of Bedford, Benoit Comte, 
Horace Vernet, Camille Beruardin, Star of Waltham, Ulrich Brunner, 
Xavier Olibo, Comt-sse de Serenyi, Baroness de Rothschild, M. Nomau, 
and Boie'dieu ; Mr. F. J. Walker was second, and Mr. A. Hodges third. 
Oth-r successful local exhibitors were Mr. R. B. Cater, Mr. H. James, the 
Rev. G. E. Gardiner, Mr. T. W. Dunn, Mr. F. J'. Walker, and Mr. T. Jolly. 

There was a great falling-off in the competition for various prizes open 
to all exhibitors. In the cla-s for twelve single trusses of any Rose Messrs. 
Keynes, Williams & Co. were first for the richly coloured Reynolds Hole in 
fairly good condition, Messrs. C-irtis, Sanford A Co. being second for a gooi 
stand of Merveille de Lyon, and Mr. Hobbs third with Baroness de 
Rothschild. Mr. J. Smith was the only exhibitor of twelve blooms of any 
yellow Rose, and was awarded the first prize for a finestindof Marechal 
Niel. For any crimson variety Messrs. Curtis, Sanforl A Co., wars first 
with Marie Rady, fresh and gool, Messrs. Keynes, Williams & C). being 
second with A. K. Williams, anl Mr. S. P Buld third with U.rich Brunner. 
The prizewinners for La France we e Messrs. Curtis, Sanford & Co., and 
Mr. S. P. Budd. In the class for six trusses of any new Rose, 1885 and 6, 
Messrs. Paul & Son were first with Her Majesty, of good size and quite 
fresh, Messrs. Cooling A Sons being a close second with the same var.ety, 
and Mr. G. Prince third with The Bride.. Messrs. Cooling A Son were first 
for twelve bunches of Teas suitable for buttonholes, another exhibitor being 
disqualified owing to having inoluded Noisette W. A. Richardson. Messrs. 
Cooling & Son were well first w.th a lovely basket of Roses on a stand, Mr. 
Mattock being second, and Mr. A. A. Walters third. For twelve bouquets of 
Roses Mr. Mattock was first and Messrs. Cooling A Son second, both having 
Beautiful exhibits. Mr. W. Narroway was first for six bouquets, Mr. S. 
Brown second, and Mr. W. Chapman third. 

PORTSMOUTH.—July 5th. 

Fob the last four years summer shows have been held in this town in 
connection with a fancy baziar, without offering prizes in any form, the 
prooeeds being devoted to local charities, and right well have they been 
carried out, judging from the amount handed over to these institutions. In 
no town do we know where horticultu'al exhibitions are more largely 
att.-ndod by the working classes, owing, no doubt, in a measure to the fact 
that popular prices are charged for admission, h gh charges not being 
tolerated ; as low a rate of ono penny each is the admissioa on the evening 
of the last day. This year a new departure was tiken with a view to 
improve the quality of the exhibition—viz., that of off ring subdantiil 

prizes for a representative show in all branches of horticulture, which had 
the effect of inducing such giants as Mr. J. Cypher of Cheltenham to entsr 
the lists. Roses, too, were a strong feature of the Show, but fruit and 
vegetables were thinly shown. The arrangements were, as they always are 
at Portsmouth, under the direction of the courteous Hon. Secretary, Mr. 11- 
Power, of the beBt class, the tents being arranged near the band stand la 
the Victoria Park, which is located quite in the centre of the town, easily 
accessible both by train and tram. Tue floral arrangements in the Park, in 
spite of such a continual spell of dry weather, reflected great credit upon 
Mr. Hatch, the Superintend nt. 

For eight stove and greenhouse plants, distinct varieties, not less than 
four in bloom, the substantial sums of £10, £7, and £i were offered as 
prizes. Mr. Cypher easily beat his two opponents, staging Latania bor- 
bonica, Dasylirion acrotrichum, Erica Parmenteriana, E. trioolor elegans, 
Ixoras Wiliiamsi and regina, all freely flowered and fresh. Mr. C. Penford, 
gardener to Sir F. Fitz-Wygram, Leigh Park, Havant, was second ; Cycas 
circinalis was represented by a capital plant, as was also Cycas revoluta ; 
a freely flowered specimen, globular in shape, of Polygala Dalmaisiana was 
effective. Mr. W. Hawkins, gardener to Mrs. Bishop, Swan wick, took third 
honours with smaller plants. For a miscellaneous collection of plants 
arranged in a half circle, 10 feet by 8 feet, Mr. M. Hider, gardener to Dr. 
E. K. Parson, Emsworth, occupied the first place amongst five others with a 
bright group, composed of plants suitable for the purpose, and neatly mar¬ 
gined with Maidenhair Ferns and Isolepis gracilis. Mr. F. D. Short, 
Castle Road, Southsea, was second, the back of whose group was much too 
thin, in consequence exposing tli9 pots too freely ; Mr. Penford third, while 
an extra prize was awarded to Mr. Hawkins. Prizes were offered for three 
specimen Palms, not less than 6 feet in height; these being arranged down 
the centre of a large marquee, had quite a noble appearance. Mr. Cypher 
took first honours with vigorous specimens of Kentias Canterburyana and 
Fosteriana ; Mr. Penford second; Mr. J. Short third, all showing well- Mr. 
Hider and Mr. Penford staged the best Ferns in the order named, while Mr. 
Cypher was successful with single specimen stove or greenhouse plant iu 
bloom, and also for specimen foliage plant, the latter an excellent specimen 
Cycas revoluta, and the former Ixora Pilgrimi, followed by Mr. Short with 
a good Rhyncospermum in the flowering, and by Messrs. Legge A Son in 
the foliage class. For single specimen Palm, Mr. Cypher had to be content 
with second place, Mr. Legge beating him with Chamaerops excelaa. P-lar- 
goniums, Show and Zonal, Petunias, Fuc isias, and Gloxinias were staged in. 
goodly numbers, but call for no special comment, being freely flowered 
although small, the principal prizetikirs being Mr. Hawkins and Mr. 
Penford. Piizes were offered also in the various plant classes for those 
persons residing in Portsea Island only, wnich brought forth good 
competition. 

Cut Roses were staged in considerable numbe-s, and were fairly good 
considering the season being so dry and all against even good quality. For 
forty-eight distinct, single trusses Messrs. Keynes, Williams A Co., Salisbury, 
occupied the first position with flowers small but neat in form; Marie Bau¬ 
mann, Niphetos, Camille Bernardin, Souvenir d’Elise, Mdlle. Mirie Ridy, 
and Pride of Rugate were the most conspiououB blooms in the stand. M . 
N ville, gardener to Mr. F. W. Flight, Cornstiles, Twyford, Winchester, was 
second with a stand rath.-r uneven in size, Etoile de Lyon, A. K. Williams, 
and Ulrich Brunner being some of the best. For twenty-four distinct, three 
trusses, the places were occupied by the same exhibitors and in the sam 5 
order. Mr. Neville led the way for twelve Tea varieties, distinct, single 
trusses, with a box of clean good blooms—Innocente Pirola, Etoile de Lyon,. 
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Anna O.livier, and Princess of Wales ; Messrs. 
Keynes was second witn smaller and coarser blooms ; Messrs. Ewing, Sea. 
View Nurseries, Havant, was tbiri. For twelve dark Hybrid Perpetual and 
the same number of light Hybrid Perpetual blooms Messrs. Keynes was. 
first in both classes. 

Fruit was staged in small quantity. The best b’ack Grapes in three bunches 
were from Mr. E. Smith, Rockville, and were of moderate quality. The 
best white Grapes, some number of bunches were from Mr. Hawkins, the. 
variety. Foster’s Seedling, requiring a little more time to finish them properly - 
Mr. C. H. Kingswe’l, gardener to Adarral Hopkins, Portsmouth, put up the 
best green flesh Melon, a fine fruit of Sir G. Wolseley, and for an equally 
good fruit of Blenheim Orange he was awarded premier prize for scarlet 
colour. Mr. Penford was second in both classes. This latter exhibitor- 
staged the best dish of Nectarines, a fairly good one of Elruge. 

REIGATE ROSE ASSOCIATION.—July 7th. 

Discounting the adverse atmospheric influences, the Reigate Show 
quite sustained its high reputation for specimsns of the highest class of 
Rose cultivation. There were magaificent blooms distributed throughout 
the different c’aises of exhibits, bat those in division A were particumrly 
fine. Below we wi 1 give the names iu detail of those in the winning box of 
thirty-six. Quite a feature of the Show wasa new Rose, named there Margiret 
Haywood, grown by the genial Treasurer of the National Rose Society, and 
P.esiient of the Re gate Association. Unless we are much mistaken Rose 

rowers and Rose lovers will becom: better acquainted w.th this fine fl ower. 
t has an uausu d depth of petal, and its habit is quite luxuriously free without, 

being at all loose, and its colou- is q lite different from any present favourite. 
Mrs. Waterlow and Mrs. Hiywood carried the highest honours of the- 

Show, but Miss Baker had an exedleat box of tweaty-four. The Rsv. 
A. Caeales took the gold medal with other prizes, and Mr. Mawley, the able 
Secretary of the National, to k a silver and bronze medal ana another 
prize. Th '■ prize list appended will afford fuller i..formation. 

Open Classes.—Class 1.—First, thirty-six variedes, distinct, Mr. T. B- 
Haywood. Second, Mrs. A. J. Waterlow. Class 2.—First, twenty-four 
varieties, distinct, Miss Baker, who exhibited a very good box for the- 
seaso-1. Second, Mr. T. B. Haywood. Class 3.—First, twelve trebles, Mrs. 
A. J. Waterlow ; the best Roses were Lord F. Cavendish, Abel Carrere, 
and Morveille de Lyon. Second, Mr. T. B. Haywood, who followed very 
<1 'sely with a gool box. Class 4.— First, eighteen Teas, distme', 
Mr . A. J. Waterlow, who showed a fair collection. Second, Mr. X. B- 
Haywood. 

Members’ Prizes.—Class 5.—First, Rev. Allan Cheales, for a ve y gool 
stand, Messrs. Tryo and West being respectively second and third. Class ti- 
—First, Mr. Maw.ey, and medil, for Jem Liabaad, Mr. Slaught r anl Mr- 
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Cheales taking second and ilrrd prizes. Class 7.—First, Mr. Mawley; second, 
Mr. Cu hill; third, M s. Freshfield. Class 8.—First, Mr. Cut'hill ; second, 
Mr. Cheales ; third, Mr. Bethune. Class 9.—First, Mr. Be’huue; second, 
Mr. Cheales; third, Mr. Horne. Class 10—First, Mr. Bethuae; second, 
Mr. Bernand; th rd, Mr. Home. Class 11.—First, Mr. Chea’es ; second, 
Mr. Tryo; third, Mr. Slaughter. 

Table Decorations.—Class 12.—First, Miss Waterlow, for a very tas*e- 
fally arranged exhibit. Second, Miss Steel. Class 13.—First, Miss Thorn¬ 
ton ; second, MBs Waterlow. Class 14.—First, Miss Steel ; second, Mi6s 
Waterlow. Class 15.—First, Miss Baker ; second, Mibb A. Harding. Best 
Hybrid, Mr. Haywood (for Margaret Haywood). Best Teas, Miss Baker 
(for Hon. E. Giffard). 

The following are the name3 of the Rosas exhibitel in Mr. T. B. 
Haywood’s Btand. Class 1, Division A :—Ville de Lyon, La France, Auguste 
Rigotard. Beauty of Waltham, Mdlle. G-. Luizet, Due de RoliaD, Marie 
Verdier, Ulrich Brunner, Margaret Haywood, Merveille de Lyon, Frangois 
Michelon, Louis Van Houtte, Lord F. Cavendish, Horace Vernet, Marquise 
de Castellane, Baroness Rothschild, Duchess of Bedford, Dupuy Jamain, 
Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Countess of Oxford, Marie Rady, Camille Ber- 
nardin, Alfred Colomb, A. K. AVilliams, Jean Liabaud, Xavier Olibo, 
Duchesse de Cavlus, Priie of Reigate, Eclair, Royal Standard, Le Havre, 
victor Hugo, Madame Lacharme, Duke of Wellington, Charles Lefebvre, 
Annie Wood. 

A few of the best in twelve varieties, three trusses of each, Class 3 :— 
Xavier O ibo, three fine trusses ; Marie Rady, very fine; Due de Rohan, 
br'ght; Mrs. Laxton, very good. 

FARNINGHAM. 

The pleasantly situated village of Farningham, so well known to moBt 
London disciples of Isaak Walton, was all alive again on Thursday, when 
the annual Show of the Farningham Rose and Ho ticultural Society was 
held (not Horticultural and Rose, for the queen of flowers bolds her place 
here), with all that could enhance its success, a lovely dry, bright sun (loo 
bright for the Roses), a delicious breeze, and with its u-ual smroundings of 
umbrageous trees, and the clear shiny Darenth flowing right through the 
Show grounds, made up a total that could not fail to satisfy the most 
exacting; and when to this was added an admirable show of Roses, little 
room was left for complaint. The weather, it is true, was broiling, and 
the poor Roses felt i'.s effect, for, as the day drew on and the company 
thronged the tents, th< y could tot stand being so gazed at and succumbed. 

In extent the Shew w as not so good as in some former years, and, as 
a whole, I believe the flowers were not so large or of such substance as in 
former years, with the exception of Teas, which were very grand ; indeed 
everywhere they have taken Rose growers by storm, and many are thiukin" 
seriously of abandoning H.Ps. for them. This would be a grand mistake, 
although one would never obj-ct to the increased growth of this beautiful 
class. Although there were other things exhi red, and table decorations 
were here, as they always are, a great feature, yet, as in duty ani loyalty 
bound, I shall confine my report to the Rose show. 

In the first class for thirty-six (nurserymen) the first prize was awarded to 
Mr. Geo. Mount of Canterbury, beating Mr. B. R. Cant and others, thus con¬ 
firming the opinion I have always formed of him, that he would one day come 

the front, and when we get a dripping season, such as will suit his soil, I 
think that he will occupy a still more prominent place. His blooms were 
clean and bright, consist ng of Ulrich Brunner, Prince Arthur, Mrs. Jowitt, 
Countess of Rosebery, Fisher Holmes, Devoniens’s, Duke of Teck, Baroness 
Roth-child, Marechal Niel, Marie Venier, Marie Rady, Marie Baumann 
Madame Gabriel Luizet, Dr. Andre, Moir5, Catherine Mermet, Duke of 
Edinburgh, Her Majesty, a very good bloom ; Alfred Colomb, Merveille de 
Lyon, Dr. Sewell, Madame Eugenie Verdier, Louis Van Houtte, Eugene 
Furst, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Belle Lyonnaise, La Rosiere, Madame Cusin, 
Abel Carr ere, Etoile de Lyon, Duke of Wellington, Innoc nte Pirola 
Camille B -rnardin, Marie Van Houtte, and Xavier Olibo. Mr. Cant was 
second. In class 2, for twelve Teas, Mr. Frank Cant, Colchester, was first 
with a beautiful dozen, consisting of Madame de Watteville, Souvenir 
d’Elise, Marechal Niel, Madame Caroline Kuster, Madame Margottin, 
Catherine Mermet, Innocente Pirola, Jean Ducher, Niphotos, Madame' 
Apgele Jacquier, La Boule cTOr, and Madame Eippolyte Jamain. Mr. Geo. 
Mount was second with an excellent box consisting of D-vomen?i-\ 
Marechal Niel, Jean Ducher, Innocente Pirola, Madame Hippolyte Jam jin, 
Souvenir d’un Ami, Etoile de Lyon, Catherine Mermet, C intense de 
Nadai.lac, Madame Caroline Kuster, Niphetos, Souvenir de Paul Nejron. 

In class 3, for the best twenty-four (amateurs!, Mr. W. H. Wakley staged a 
very fine box containing the following flowers :—Eugene Fiirst. Madame 
Gabrielle Luizet, Etienne Levet, Lord Beaconsfield, Baroness R thschild, 
A. K. Williams, Princess of WaleB. Frangois Kruger, Merveille de Lyon 
Camille Bernardin. Mons. Noman, Marie Rady, Marechal Niel, Lou's Van 
Houtte, Marie Baumann, Duke of Connaught, John Hopper, Baron de Bon- 
stettin, Fisher Holmes, Jules Margottin, Reynolds Hole, Mabel Morrison, 
and Charles Lefebvre. In class 4, for the best twelve, distinct, the fir-t prize 
was awarded to Mr. E. R. West of Reigate for La France, Marie Baumann, 
Madame Gabriel Luizet, Violette Bouyer, Alfred Colomb, Frangois Michelon, 
Prince Arthur, Ulrich Brunner, Marie Finger, Reynolds Hole, Marquise de 
Castellane, and Duchesse de Vallombrosa. In class 5, for nine Teas, th re 
wasa sharp contest between Mr. W. H. Wakeley and the Rev. F. Burnside, the 
latter winning with excellent blooms of Souvenir d’Elise, Marechal Niel, 
Niphetos, Madame Cusin, Catherine M rm t, Madame de Watteville, Madame 
Bravy, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Innocente Pirola. In class 6, for the six 
be.-t blooms of any dark Rose, the first prize was taken by Mr. W. H. Wakeley 
with Louis Van Houtte, and the second by Earl Stanhope with Ulrich 
Brunner. In class 7, for the best six blooms of any light Rose, the prize 
fell to Mrs. Fuller for Madame G-abri-1 Luizet, and the second to Dr. Ashurst 
for Baroness Rothschild. In class 8, for the best twelve Roses, Mrs. Fuller 
was again first with Camille Bernardin, Baroness Rothschild, Charles 
Lefebvre, Marquise de Castellane, Merveille de Lvon, Ulrich B unner.Mad ms 
Gabriel Luicet, Prince Arthur, Abel Carriere, Marie Finger, Etienne Lsv< t, 
and Reynolds Hole; this was a beautifully fresh and even box of bloom'! 
Dr. Ashurst was a good second. In class 9, for nine blooms, Mr. A. SI uter 
was first with Madame Lacharme, Princa Camille de Rohan, Edouard 

Morren, Alfrel Colomb, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Lori Frederick Cavendish, 
Marquise de Castelline, Prince Arthur, and Duch sse de Caylus. Iu c’ass 
10, for six blooms, Dr. Tucker was fir.-t with good blooms of Countess of 
Rosebery, Captain Chriity, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Catherine Mermet, 
Madame Gabriel Luizet, and Beau'y of Waltham. In class 11 th^ first 
prize was taken by Dr. Tucker with Innocente Pirola, Marechal Niel, Belle 
Lyonnaese, Catherine Mermet, Madame Willermoz, and Etoile de Lyon. In 
the Jubilee class for nine Teas, three blooms of each, there was a sharp 
contest between Mr. W. H. Wakley and the Rev. F. A. Burnside with two 
stands of excellent flowers, Mr. Wakley securing the first prize with Madame 
Caroline Kuster, Princess of Wales, Marechal Niel, Marie Van Houtte, 
Innoc nte Pirola, Souvenir d’un Ami, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Madame 
Bravy. and Laurette. Mr. Bursside’s flowers were Comtesse de Nadaillac, 
Hon. Elith Giffard, Jules Finger, Marechal Niel, Madame Bravy, Catherine 
Mermet, Madame de Watteville, Madame Caroline Kuster, and Madame 
Cusin. In class 43, Jubilee class, the prize was taken by Dr. Tucker with 
Ulrich Brunner, Marie Rady, Madame Eugene Verdier, Mardchal Niel, Baron 
de Bonstettin, Camille Bernardin, Anne Laxton, Madame Marie Cointet, 
and Madame Annie Wool. In class 44, also a Jubilee class, the prize was 
taken by Dr. Ashurst with Baroness Rothschild, Abel Carriere, Madame 
Gabriel Luizet, Prince Camille de Rohan, Madame Sophie Fropot, and 
Madame Victor Verdier. 

There were, as usual at Farningham, a number of very beautiful table 
decorations, and when such able and experienced hands as Mrs. Seale, Miss 
Dalton, &e., ent -r into competition it may be taken for granted that good 
aste wi 1 be the prevai ing feature, and so no doubt it was ; but I must not 
inger on these nor on the very excellent examples of vegetables sent in for 

competition by the cottagers who cultivate the allotments on Sir Wm. Hart 
Dyke’s property. But I cannot end these notes without saying how much 
indebted the Judges and exhibitors are to the indefatigable Secretary, Mr. 
Hodsell, and to the thoroughly hardworking and p-actic il Committee, who 
do all they can to insure succ ss, and who must be gratified at the manner 
in which their efforts are appreciated.—D., Deal. 

MAIDSTONE. 

The Maidstone Society held its Show on Friday last in the Concert 
Hall, a terribly trying place for Roses, and ia consequence they presented 
a sorry appearance in ihe aft rnooa. Mr. VVakely added to his many 
triumphs this year by winning the Mayor’s cno for twenty-four (twelre 
H P. and twelve Teas). In bis box was a Mons.Noman of sp cial excellence. 
Mr.Warde was second, and Mr. Hoi ingworth third. For eighteen V irieties, 
any kind, Mr. Hollingworth was first, showing a lovely bloom of Her Ma¬ 
jesty. Second. Mr. Foster, with a snort from Anna Ollivier, approaching in 
colour that of W. A. Richardson. Tlrrd, Mr. Wardle. With twelve Teas, 
Messrs. Shoesmith, Warle, and Wakely were the prizetakers. For eight 
triplets Mr. Hollingworth was first with a wonderful Elouird Morren; 
secona, Mr. Wakely, with a very fine Eugene Fiirst. With nine, any kind, 
first, the Rev. H. Biron ; second and third, Messrs. Ongl-y and Fuller. A 
very good class. For six Teas, first, Rev. F. Burnside, with very bright and 
beautiful b'ooms of Madame Cusin, Souvenir d’EliseVirdon, Etoile de Lyon, 
Madame de Watteville, a'l excellent; second, Rev. H. Biron, containing a 
fine solid specimen of The Bride, but more like Madame Bravy than its 
parent, Cath rine Mermet; third Mr. Ougley. For six varieties, tripl s, 
any kind, the Rev. H. Biron was fi-st, Caroline Kuster and Marie Rady 
being very fine in his stand ; second, Rev. Fuller, showing Marie Baumann 
in capita: condition With six Teas, triplets, Messrs. Wardle and Burnside 
we-e first and second; these bad the finest boxes m the Show. The third 
had three under-ized Marechal Niels. Six of the same kind : Ten entered 
in this class, and it was most d fficnlt to compare Teas and H P.’s. First, 
Mr. Warde with fine Marechal Niels; second, Mr. Ougley with Edouard 
Morren; third, Mr. Shoesmi h, with Gab id Luizet. 

The Decoration Prize was taken by Miss Bensted ; the shoulder-knot by 
Mrs. Birn, with a long spray of W. A. Richardson. The Judges were 
T. D. Power, Esq., Rev. A’an Cheales, with Mrs. Fuller added for Decora¬ 
tions.—A. C. 

SUTTON. 

It has been sometimes said that it is a good thing to have deserved 
success even if you have not obtained it It may he so ; hut it is far better 
to have both deserved and obtained it, and this has been the case with the 
founders and upholders of this excellently managed Society, which not 
only collects £130 subscriptions, but endeavours by every means in its 
power to foster the growth of the Rose, and in which it has succeeded to a 
remarkable degree. Each year shows an improvement in the local classes, 
both in the flowers exhibited and in the manner in which they are staged, 
while the zeal displayed by those who manage the Society does not 
diminish. I dropped in the evening before on the Honorary Secretary as 
he was completing his work for the following diy. There were three- 
others with him working away as diligently as if they were paid so much 
a minute for their labour—to say nothing of his energetic helpmate, who 
was rendering most valuable service. It is by such means that success is 
achieved, and not by sitting down and mourning over the want of spirit 
di-played by one’s neighbours, or like the carter sitting down and crying 
on Jupiter to help them. 

The Show was held this year in the gr unds of the Sutton Waterworks 
Company, a place admirably suited for it, a large open expanse of grass 
where the tents were pitched, and giving abundance of room for pro¬ 
menading, and with a number of trees for shade. The day was a brilliant 
one—rather too much so for the Roses—hut still one in which the managers 
of the Show could not hut rejoice as likely to bring a number of visitors. 
The hot weather had told here, as elsewhere, severely on the smaller 
growers, but I think most people were surprised at tbe freshness of the 
flowers and the general excellence of the r quality. Colours were good, 
brilliant, and pure, the greatest injury done by the excessive heat being 
the diminishing the size of the flower', and to some extent their substance. 

As Sutton is essentially an amateurs’ Society I must take them first. 
In class 1, for twenty-four distinct, single trusses, Mr. E. B. Lindsell of 
Hitchin was first with a very grand stand of flowers, con-isting of Horace 
Vernet. Niphetos, Xavier Olibo, Merveille de Lyon, Ulrich Brunner, Lady 
Mary Fitzwilliam, Louis Van Houtte, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Comtesse 
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deJNadaillac (a splendid bloom), Duke of Edinburgh, Etienne Levet, Earl 
of Pembroke, Marie Cointet, Le Havre, Innocente Pirola, A. K. Williams, 
Comte Raimbaud, Marechal Niel, Charles Lefebvre, Duchess® de Vallom- 
brosa, Marie Rady, Marquise de Castellane, and Baronne de Rothschild. 
In class 2, for twelve single trusses, Mr. A. Slaughter was first with 
Frangois Miebelon, Dr. Baillon, Marquise de Castellane, Charles Lefebvre, 
Madame Gabriel Luizet, Duke of Teck, La France, Marie Rady, Ulrich 
Brunner, Dupuy Jamain, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, and Duke of Welling¬ 
ton. In class 3, for eight trebles, Mr. E. B. Lindsell was again first with 
a magnificent box, consisting of grand blooms of Ulrich Brunner, A. K. 
Williams, Merveille de Lyon, Marie Rady, Abel Carriere, Marechal Niel, 
Xavier Olibo, and Gabriel Luizet. In class 4, for twelve Teas or Noisettes, 
Mr. T. W. Girdlestone of Sunningdale was first with a box of beautiful 
blooms, consisting of Catherine Mermet, Marechal Niel, Anna Ollivier, 
Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Hon. Edith Giffard, Souvenir d’un Ami, 
Madame de Watteville, Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Madame Caroline 
Kuster, Bougere, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Innocente Pirola. In class 5, 
for nine distinct trusses, the Rev. Alan Cheales of Brockham Vicarage was 
first with a very beautiful set of blooms, consisting of Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, A. K. Williams, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Ulrich Brunner, Dr. Hogg, 
Mons. Noman, Marechal Niel, Frangois Michelon, and Marie Baumann. 
In class 6, for six blooms, Mr. Cheales was again first with Merveille de 
Lyon, Baronne de Rothschild, A. K. Williams, Alfred Colomb, Prince 
Arthur, and Marechal Niel. In class 7, the Rev. W. Wilks of Shirley, Croy¬ 
don, was first with good triplets of Xavier Olibo, Marquise de Castellane, 
La France, and Ulrich Brunner. In class 8, for six Teas, the Rev. A. 
Cheales was first with Marechal Niel, Catherine Mermet, Souvenir de 
Thirese Levet, Souvenir d’Elise, &c. In class 10 (local claes) the first prize 
was awarded for Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Frangois Michelon, Merveille 
de Lyon, Star of Waltham, Marie Rady, Baronne de Rothschild, Jean 
Liabaud, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Comtesse de Serenye, Edouard Morren, 
Madame Lacharme and General Jacqueminot. In class 11, for nine distinct, 
single trusses, the first prize was awarded for Madame Georges Schwartz, 
Marie Rady, Madame Eugen’e Verdier, Marquise de Castellane, and 
Countess of Rosebery. In class 15, for the ladies’ challenge cup, the 
award was made to Mr. R. W. Miller for a good box of Charles Lefebvre, 
Louis Van Houtte, Marie Finger, Duke of Teck, Marie Baumann, and La 
France. 

In the class open to all England for nurserymen only there were some 
good stands exhibited, Mr. B. R. Cant of Colchester being first with Marie 
Cointet, Ulrich Brunner, Marguerite de St. Amand, Baronne de Rothschild, 
.Frangois Michelon, Dr. Sewell, A. K. Williams, Madame Lacharme, 
Boieldieu, Duke of Wellington, Innocente Pirola, Victor Verdier, Souvenir 
d’Elise, Maurice Bernardin, Heinrich Schultheis, Xavier Olibo, Antoine 
Ducher, Marie Baumann, Her Majesty, La Rosiere, Mons. Noman, Prince 
Arthur, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. Mrs. Baker-, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, 
Star of Waltham, Princess of Wales, Le Havre, Marechal Niel, Marie 
Rady, Madame Charles Wood, Sultan of Zanzibar, Madame Prosper 
Laugier, Marquise de Castellane, and Dupuy Jamain. Messrs. Burch of 
Peterborough were second, and Messrs. Paul & Son third. In the class for 
twelve Teas Mr. B. R. Cant was first with a beautiful box of the following 
—Innocente Pirola, Etoile de Lyon, Madame Cusin, Marechal Niel, 
Devoniensis, Catherine Mermet, Madame de Watteville, Niphetos, Hon. 
Edith Giffard, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Souvenir d'Elise, and La Boule d’Or. 
Messrs. Pope & Son were second. Messrs. Burch third. The National 
Rose Society’s silver medal for the best H.P. in the amateurs’ classes was 
awarded to the Rev. Alan. Cheales for the best bloom of A. K. Williams I 
have as yet seen this year. A similar award was made to Mr. E. B. 
Lindsell for the best Tea or Noisette in the Show, a bloom of Comtesse de 
Nadaillac. 

The bouquets, hanging baskets, basket of Roses, and breast sprays, 
which always form a feature of this Show, were as abundant and as good 
as usual, and there is no place where I see the difficulty that the Rose 
always presents for such purposes better surmounted than they are. Mrs 
E. Wilkins, Miss Gutteridge, Mrs. Dart, Miss Hughes and others were 
the successful competitors. 

The arrangements were good, and carried out effectively by the Com 
mittee and the indefatigable Secretary, and I hope that the success which 
has attend-d their efforts will be an encouragement to press on while 
others are standing still, and indeed in some cases retrograding.—D., Beal. 

ROSE SHOW FIXTURES. 
July 14th, Alexandra Palace, Bir¬ 

mingham and Harles- 
ton. 

„ 15th, * Helensburgh, * Here¬ 
ford. 

„ 16rh, * New Brighton. 
,, 18th, * Christleton. 
„ 19th, *Leek. 

Those exhibitions which are held by the National Rose Society, or by 
Societies affiliated with it, are distinguished by an asterisk. — Edward 
Mawley, Rosebanlc, Berkha.7nsted, Herts. 

July 20th, * Birkenhead. 
,, 21st, Carlton - in - Lindricks 

(Notts) and Salter- 
liebble (Yorks). 

„ 22nd, Manchester 
„ 23rd, * Ulverstone. 
„ 29.h ana 30th, Hull. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

The Weather and the Crops.—We have experienced another 
fortnight of unusually dry weather, but there are signs of rain, and it 

is much needed, as we are getting short of water not only for the 
kitchen garden crops, but for indoor plants as well. Our supply is 
drawn from a 10 acre pond, but the mountain streams which feed if 
have fallen so low that the supply is less than we have ever seen it, and 
as this state of matters is rather general the shortcomings of garden 
water supplies should be noted and rectified if possible before another 
summer comes. Our Peas are not well in until they are over or too old 
for use. Spinach has come to a standstill, we have some quarters of it 
that are absolutely useless. Lettuces are running to seed prematurely, 
and wherever water and time will allow they should all be drenched 
once or twice weekly. Onions are succeeding, but the spring-sown ones 
are behind what we Have had in some seasons. Four years ago we 
lifted a number of spring-sown Onion bulbs which measured 13 inches 
in circumference at the middle of July, and at the same date this year 
our best only measure 7 inches, thus indicating the state of the 
season. 

Cauliflowers.—The heads are forming fast, indeed faster than we 
can use them, and as this is a common occurrence some of them should 
be cut and stored in a cool place before they are too large. Of all 
Cauliflowers those that are green are the worst. They are produced by 
being too much exposed to the sun, and they are not valued in the 
kitchen or for exhibition ; they should, therefore; be cut before they 
become green or too large, and when the heads are not well protected 
with leaves from the first, break some of the outer ones half through 
and turn them down over the heads. Where caterpillars are destroy¬ 
ing the heads pick them off with the hand, or shake a sprinkling of salt 
over the soil. If planting the latest Veitch’s Autumn Giant has been 
retarded place them out as soon as possible. 

Broccoli.—We bad placed various kinds of Broccoli out before the 
weather became so dry, and they have progressed fairly well, but we 
have still some thousands of plants for permanent quarters, and as many 
growers have still to plant out the bulk of their crops no opportunity 
should be lost of doing so. July-planted Broccoli succeed well as a rule, 
but August-planted Broccoli are rather late, and planting in that month 
is not recommended. All Broccoli growers should include Veitch’s 
self-protecting autumn variety, as it is excellent in November and 
December. 

Turnips.—Our late Swedes and some other varieties sown three 
weeks ago have been hardly treated by the scorching sun ; many of the 
young plants have failed, and the crop as it stands will not suit. Imme¬ 
diately rain falls the blanks in the rows will be opened with a drag hoe, 
a little seed will be sown, and at the same time some will be sown in 
another quarter, as we cannot afford to be without Turnips in winter. 
All Turnips sown before July is out will form useful crops by October 
or a little later. c : 

Parsley.—The whole of our 188G plants have gone to seed, and 
most of them have been drawn up and thrown away. Our supply is 
now derived from seed sown in March, as it germinated freely and has 
produced some good rows, but these would not remain good all winter, 
and another sowing should be made. This may be done as soon as pos¬ 
sible, placing it in ground free from worms and rather rich. After the 
soil is well saturated with rain, draw up a number of plants from the 
spring-sown rows, and dibble them in elsewhere. This will give them a 
severe check ; the large leaves they now bear will droop and die, but 
fresh ones will push up, and these will form compact plants for late 
autumn use. 

Savoys.—The early-planted Savoys, are making progress, and many 
of them will be ready before the Savoy season has well set in, and a 
good number should be planted to come in later. Those planted now 
will form heads in November and December where the stems of Potatoes 
have become ripe ; but if the crop is yet undug dibble the Savoys in 
between the rows, as the lifting of the Potatoes will not interfere with 
the Savoys, and they may have gained considerable size before the 
Potatoes are taken up. This planting between the rows saves ground 
and time. 

Vegetable Marrows.—We are now cutting tender fruits of Pen- 
y-byd from plants on a south border. This variety is of good quality 
and very prolific, but no Vegetable Marrow will fruit freely if allowed 
to bear a superabundance of roots and leaves, and care should be taken 
that these are constantly well thinned. Many flowers open under the 
shade of the large leaves, and fail to form fruits. It is generally about 
this time that complaints are heard of Vegetable Marrows failing, or if 
the fruit forms it falls before gaining a useful size ; and the remedy for 
this is to thin the shoots in good time. Never allow the plant to make 
much growth, and reduce it by the armful on one day, and see that they 
have sufficient water at the roots. In many cases Vegetable Marrows are 
planted on mounds. They then require much more water than if 
planted on the level ground, but this fact is often forgotten by those 
who grow them. 

Drying Herbs.—The best time to cut and dry herbs is before they 
come into flower. Sage, Mint, and Thyme are the principal herbs we 
dry. The best of the shoots ai-e cut from them, spread out on the floor 
of a cool shed or room for a time, and then tied together in bundles and 
hung up. If dried in the sun the leaves become brittle and fall off. 
Dried herbs are always useful in the winter time. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Strawberries in Pots.—With more than a month of dry weather, 
a broiling sun, and not over-abundant supplies of water and means for 
its application, mulching in many cases being out of the question— 
these circumstances, with a cold spring and late summer, have been 
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against securing a sufficient supply of strong early runners for layering 
in pots for forcing. Our best supply of runners has been furnished by 
the young plants that were planted out last year. There is a difference 
of opinion as to the most serviceable plan of layering the runners—viz., 
whether it is best to do so in small pots, and when they are well rooted 
detach and shift into the fruiting pots, or layer at once into the pots 
the plants are to be fruited in. Both plans are good. In either case it 
is essential that the first runners, which give the best plantlets, should 
be selected, and that they be induced by attentive watering to fill the 
pots with roots, so that by after judicious attention they may develope 
into good plants and form well-developed crowns. If layered into the 
fruiting pots they need not be detached until they have become 
thoroughly established. Those layered in 3-inch pots should, so soon as 
they have filled the pots with roots, and before they become much 
matted around the sides, be detached and stood in a shady place for a 
few days preparatory to shifting them into the fruiting pots. These 
should be 5-inch for early forcing, and f> inches for succession, whilst 
7-inch may be employed for plants that may not be required for starting 
before February for affording late crops of larger fruit. For early 
forcing we find La Grosse Sucree and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury 
capital setters, swellers, and finishers ; for succession, Sir Harry or 
Empress Eugenie, President, and Sir Joseph Paxton, good croppers, and 
of excellent quality ; whilst for later supplies, Sir Charles Napier, 
Marshal MacMahon, and Auguste Nicaise are superb. British Queen, 
Dr. Hogg, and Cockscomb are indispensable for late supplies. The 
fruiting pots must be clean, have a large crock in each, about three or 
four of lesser size, and over those some half-inch bones—-the drainage 
altogether about an inch or a little more. Turfy loam, rather strong, 
should form the staple of the compost, being laid up sufficiently long 
only to destroy the herbage, tearing or chopping up, adding a quart each 
of soot, dissolved bone, and wood ashes to every bushel of the loam, 
thoroughly incorporating. The compost should be moderately dry when 
used, for if wet it will shrink after potting, leaving the sides of the pot. 
Place the rougher parts of the compost at the bottom first, and ram it 
hard, potting firmly, and so that the base of the crown is about half an 
inch below the rim. Stand the pots on a hard base in an open sunny 
situation, with sufficient space between them to allow for the full 
exposure of the foliage. Water as required, and sprinkle the foliage a 
few days after potting. When the roots are working freely in the 
fresh soil, copious supplies of water will be needed, not allowing the 
foliage to flag. Remove all runners as they appear. 

Vines.—Mixed Mouses.—In forcing Vines early it is hardly possible 
to escape attacks of red spider ; more especially is this the case when the 
Grapes are kept for any length of time upon the Vines after being ripe. 
On account of this liability to red spider we do not advise large houses 
with a motley assemblage of Vines for forcing, but houses only of such 
size as will admit of a supply of Grapes for the establishment for a 
period of not more than six to eight wreeks. This admits of the foliage 
being cleansed with the syringe or engine, but with a house having 
h rontignans, Sweetwater, and Hamburgh Grapes ripe in May, Muscats 
in June, and late sorts in July, the dry warm air essential to the ripen¬ 
ing of early kinds will cause red spider to increase upon the foliage of 
the Muscats and other late sorts before they are ripe. This is most 
disastrous to present and future crops of Grapes. Instead of having a 
mixed collection—that started in December to the new year will afford 
fruit from May to August—we would divide the house into two or three 
compartments, so that the respective kinds may have secured to them 
their proper treatment. In case of an attack of red spider paint the hot- 
water pipes with sulphur, heating them to over 1G0°. Be careful not to 
overdo this, or it will spoil the tender-skinned kinds, as Muscats, it often 
causing brown spots upon the skin of those and Frontignan Grapes ; 
sulphur, therefore, applied to heated surfaces must be done with great 
care. 

Scalding.—This is a source of no little anxiety, and is common to 
some kinds, notably Lady Downe’s, and in lesser degree Muscats. 
\ arious causes have been assigned to it, but the remedy is very decided 
—viz., to admit air rather freely, especially in the early part of the day 
and tln-ough the day, with a little at night, and a genial warmth in 
the pipes, so as to maintain a temperature of about 70° artificially. It 
is most prevalent towards the close of the stoning period, just before (a 
fortnight to three weeks) Grapes change colour for ripening. A slight 
shade is advantageous at this period and during the early stages of 
ripening, when the weather is very bright a double thickness of herring 
nets drawn over the roof lights being of great benefit in breaking the 
fierce rays of the sun from middle June to past the dog days, or mid- 
July. 

Muscats Ripening.—These require time and assistance from fire 
heat so as to insure a night temperature of 70° to 75°, 85° to 90° by day, 
with abundance of air. They require a rather dry warm air, for under 
no other conditions will they attain to that golden hue characteristic of 
their inapproachable rich vinous flavour. Muscats also of all Grapes 
require very plentiful supplies of water when swelling their fruit. They 
can hardly be overdone with water at the roots after the leaves are full 
sized until the Grapes are well advanced in ripenin/, the border having 
thorough drainage, therefore attend well to the watering of inside 
borders, and outside also in dry weather. Too much atmospheric mois¬ 
ture, however, is fatal to Muscats when ripening, causing them to spot ; 
therefore seek by a gentle warmth in the pipes and a little air con¬ 
stantly to prevent the deposition of moisture on the berries, surfacing 
the borders inside, after a final watering, with a few inches thickness of 
dry material. 

Shanliing.—This often causes great trouble through deterioration of 
crop. It is chiefly caused by suspended root-action at the critical period 
of the Grapes ripening, which may result from various errors. The first 
of these is deficiency of ventilation in the early stages of growth, com¬ 
bined with too much moisture, inducing long-jointed growth and thin 
foliage, or it may be the roots are deep in favourable rooting medium. 
To avoid shankjng we must have properly madfi borders and well 
managed Vines, being careful to fully expose the foliage it forms to light 
and air, allowing no more than can have those essentials, not seeking to 
encourage root-action by a thicket of growth which must sooner or later 
be removed in quantity, and give a check accelerating the failure of 
supplies when most needed, but contrariwise keeping as much foliage as 
can have due exposure, and no more, in a healthy state, so that the 
supplies of nutriment may be steadily maintained. Shanking is strictly 
cultural, and as such avoidable by judicious treatment. Vines prone to' 
shank should be given time, also avoid sudden fluctuations of temperature, 
particular attention being given to the ventilation, thereby securing a 
constant supply of nutriment, not only for the formation of starch, but 
that still further process of ripening, and by which it is converted into 
sugar. Regulate the young growths, adopting the extension rather than 
the restrictive system where there is room for it without crowding, 
keeping all gross laterals stopped so as to cause an equal flow of sap 
throughout the Vines, and this will do much to prevent the liability to 
shank. 

Young Vines.—Those of this season’s planting should, provided the 
light is not too much obstructed, be allowed to grow unchecked, it 
being presumed that they will be cut back to the bottom of the 
trellis, or to three or four eyes, at the winter dressing. Any super¬ 
numeraries intended for next year’s fruiting should be regularly 
stopped at a length of 7 or 8 feet, removing the laterals from the 
buds intended to give fruit next year, preserving the old leaves, and 
as the wood will require thorough ripening, a free circulation of air 
will be necessary, with fire heat if the weather be cold and wet. The 
border should be well mulched and duly watered right up to the neck 
or collar, with a view to obtain and encourage the growth of adven¬ 
titious roots, which are highly favourable to a strong break the following 
season. 

Vines in Pots.—Those intended for fruiting next season should by 
this time have completed their growth, especially those required for 
early forcing, which should have no more water than will prevent the 
foliage from becoming limp, and they should bs exposed to all the 
light and sun possible, so as to thoroughly ripen the wood and the buds. 
Keep the Vines free from insects, as it is very important that the leaves- 
perform their functions. After the wood becomes brown and hard the 
Vines may be stood in front of a wall with a south aspect, securing 
the canes to the wall to prevent the foliage being damaged by wind. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Calanthes.—-Where large pseudo-bulbs were placed to start them into 
moderately small pots they may, without further delay, be placed into 
the size in which they are intended to flower. This should always be 
done before the first pots become unduly crowded with roots, or the 
new compost will not pro*e of much benefit to the plants. Large pots 
for these useful plants are not desirable, for they do not require a large 
mass of soil in which to root. Plenty of room should be left in the 
pots, so that liberal supplies of water can be given. When the pots in 
which they are growing become full of roots feed them with weak 
stimulants every time they need water. The plants should be arranged 
close to the glass, and a close moist atmosphere maintained about them. 
Be careful to shade the foliage from the sun, but admit every ray of 
light possible to solidify the growth as it is developed. Any plants in a 
backward state must be pushed forward, so that their growth can be 
thoroughly ripened before the short sunless days of autumn. The 
immature ripening of the pseudo-bulbs means weak growth another 
year. 

Cypripedium. insigne.—-Plants that have been assisted after flowering 
to make their growth, by introducing them for several years in suc¬ 
cession into vineries and other warm structures, will by this time have 
developed their growth. Plants that have been trained to flower early,, 
and now in this condition, need very careful treatment, or their 
flower spathes will soon be visible and the plants in full flower in 
October. They are much more useful from the end of November, and 
will then last in perfection in the conservatory during December and 
January, the two worst months in the year for flowers. Remove the 
plants into cold frames with a northern aspect, which will retard them 
wonderfully ; in fact, their growth under these conditions will appear 
stationary and no injury to the plants will result. Syringe the foliage,, 
and water the plants at their roots liberally while in this position. 
C. villosum, C. Sedeni, and other strong varieties will be growing freely, 
and if their pots or pans are full of roots they will be benefited by a 
little stimulant. It must be applied in a weak state and perfectly clear. 
That made from cow manure is excellent, but all the solid matter should 
be allowed to settle at the bottom of the tub or tank in which it is 
prepared, or failing this it should be strained by passing it through some 
close tiffany or canvas. 

Dendrohiunu.—Such species as D. nobile, D. Wardianum, and others 
that start early into growth will have fully lengthened their new pseudo¬ 
bulbs by this time. Remove all in this condition to the lightest end o,f 
the house, or to a slightly cooler structure, where they can be gradually 
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but thoroughly ripened. Maintain about them slightly drier conditions. 
It is a mistake to hurry them in this stage, for they are apt to start 
again into growth, which would have but little chance of maturing 
before winter. Soft, unripened growths are almost certain to damp off 
during the resting period. A lower and drier atmosphere will prevent a 
second growth and give the pseudo-bulbs every chance of ripening 
thoroughly, which is the secret of their flowering well from every joint 
All still growing should be encouraged as much as possible, to prevent 
the too-frequent practice of trying to ripen them when they should be 
enjoying a period of complete rest. More Dendrobiums after they have 
been imported a few years dwindle and die because they are not 
thoroughly ripened and rested than from any other cause. By the 
achievement of these ends there is every prospect of the plants increasing 
annually in strength and vigour. 

Thunias.—The majority will have flowered unless they have been 
started late or retarded. Every endeavour should now be made to ripen 
well their new pseudo-bulbs. Well ripened growths are certain to pass 
the winter safely and grow and flower well the following season, while 
those drawn up soft and weakly and retained in a close, moist, shaded 
atmosphere will fail to flower another year if they do not rot during the 
winter. The early plants will have every opportunity in a light posi¬ 
tion to ripen, while the later ones must be well cared for to enable them 
to do so. 

Odontofllossvma.—Of late it has been difficult to keep the tempera¬ 
ture in this department sufficiently low for the well-being of these 
plants ; that is, where the structures are exposed either on one side or 
the other to the sun. A good quantity of air should be left on all night 
and increased early in the morning. The blinds should be drawn down 
at the same time, by these means only can the temperature be kept 
moderately low. The greatest difficulty in most structures when freely 
-ventilated during hot dry weather is to maintain about the plants the 
requisite amount of moisture. Every care must be exercised in this 
matter, or the plants will suffer worse from dry atmospheric conditions 
than from the temperature rising high. If plenty of moisture has been 
supplied the moss will have grown luxuriantly, and may now be 
clipped round with a pair of shears. That removed may be utilised for 
top-dressing those upon which the moss has failed to grow well. 
Cattleyas that were not mossed when potted in spring can be done now. 
or any other Orchids in any of the departments that require doing. Any 
that have been previously mossed should have the dead and decaying 
moss removed before that in a living state is placed on the surface of 
the pots. 

w. 
HE BEE-KEEPER. l 

APIARIAN NOTES AND HINTS TO INQUIRERS. 
ALBINO BEES. 

A correspondent and reader of this Journal asks 
my opinion of albino bees. I have no experience what¬ 
ever of these bees ; but from descriptions and what bees 
I had sent me about the same time from Italy that the 
American discovered the albino bee, mine answering the 
description of the American ones, I am of the opinion 
that the albino is a cross with a variety of the eastern 
races of bees. 

When any of the coloured bees are once crossed and 
then bred back to the original they are commonly lighter 
in colour. That, and the reputed good working qualities 
which they appear to possess, tally with my own experi¬ 
ence that they have either Cyprian or Syrian blood in 
them. 

INFORMATION FOR BEGINNERS. 

The same and other correspondents, novices in bee¬ 
keeping, ask many queries which are difficult to answer 
privately, and as some of them are interesting, I thought 
it better to give the information wanted through the pages 
of the Journal. I will therefore as introductory give 

NOTES FROM MY OWN APIARY. 

The heat since the 14th June has been excessive— 
rather too much so for abundant honey gathering, 
although on the morning of the 21st June the thermometer 
stood at 30° Fahrenheit, after which we have had a night 
temperature of from 40° to 50° and a day temperature 
of from 75° to 87° in the shade, taxing all resources to 
prevent swarming and supply the bees with sufficient 
super room, as by the 27th June every super was occupied, 

and I was not in a fit state.to make others, and unwilling 
to buy. Owing to this some of my best hives swarmed, 
and what a trouble this warm se.nson with so many stray 
swarms and stranger bees flying about. Many queens were 
killed by these bees, while other swarms, owing to the 
queens being encased, abandoned their hives after being 
placed in them. I have only lost one queen by this, but 
my near neighbour out of a dozen swarms has only one 
spai-ed, and every hee-keeper about here has experienced 
loss and annoyance. A Carniolian swarm occupied me 
for six hours before it settled, and after I had it secured 
the queen left three or four times; she was encased, and I 
suppose terror caused her to fly for safety. Before I had 
her secured the first time she flew about from twig to twig 
after the fashion of a bird in the bright sunshine, and 
travelled a long distance from the apiary. During her 
flight my neighbour had two or three swarms : the queens 
were all killed, the bpes flying about and attempting an 
entrance to other hives. When I had fears of queen-en¬ 
casement I closed the entrance for a little, and slipped 
in a carbolicised paper where the queen was likely to be. 
This puts the bees into confusion, and they become ex¬ 
cited. When long enough in this state, and before suffo¬ 
cation commences, I open the ventilator, then when calmed 
down open the doorway. 

AMOUNT OF HONEY GATHERED. 

Your Notts correspondent was anxious to know the 
amount of honey gathered by foreign bees. July is com¬ 
monly our honey-gathering month. I am recording the 
doings in June only. Honey-gathering began on tli314th, 
but owing to the excessive heat the honey was neither so 
plentiful as it would have been had it been cooler, nor 
if we were situated in a more salubrious and lower lying 
pasture. My best stock of crossed Cyprians rose from 
134 lbs. on the 18th June to 200 lbs. or more on the 30th. 
As our steelyard weighs that only I am not exaggerating 
the weight. A friend to whom I gave one has a stock 
much heavier. 

Carniolians are also making great weight and doing 
well, especially so the nuclei with so few bees during 
winter that I made mention of before. One of these gave 
the first swarm, and one that occupied one Stewarton box 
only the last day of May is now occupying three body 
boxes and three supers sealed ready for the fourth and 
fifth, while I observe much honey in the bottom box. I 
have hitherto been of the opinion that three body boxes 
were nearly the right number, but judging from others 
occupying at least space equal to four I am of opinion that 
to prevent swarming and keep the bees at work they will 
require 5000 cubic inches of body space. This may seem 
too large, but when we take into account the prolificness 
of foreign bees, together with their honey-gathering quali¬ 
ties, as well as the room they require for breathing space, 
it will not in my opinion be a bit too large. Nine-tenths 
of the hives in use ai’e not only too small, but they are in 
many cases not half large enough. We all know how 
slow bee-keepers were to advance from the old-fashioned 
bell- shaped straw hive of about 1500 cubic inches internal 
capacity, and the same stubborness still exists amongst 
many bee-keepers regarding foreign bees and the size of 
hive they require in a good season, and adopting what 
would benefit both themselves and their bees. So prolific 
are some of these foreign bees that two swarms of Syrian 
first crosses that went together weighed 18 lbs. I do not 
remember seeing so large a number of bees in one swarm, 
and, judging from the weight of it since it was hived, it 
is rising in weight as rapidly as the crossed Cyprians are 
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doing. A crossed Syrian gave me the first sealed super 
alter the crossed Cyprian, and a pure Syrian swarm will 
give me the first supers from swarms of this year. 

SINGLE-CASED HIVES. 

These are dryer in winter and cooler in summer than 
double-cased ones. Archangel mats hung loosely around 
the former make a capital shade, and when the hive is 
large enough and the ventilator iu the fioor opened the 
bees keep steadily at work, and do not swarm so readily 
as do those in douole-cased hives of small dimensions and 
without any means of ventilating. 

I have just overhauled a Syrian stock, and had to 
deprive it of some honey, those who have seen my hives 
and those who read and believe this will have no difficulty 
m recognising the superiority of foreign bees and the 
system of management, and the urgency to adopt both. 
I could say a great deal more on behalf of foreign bees, 
but the object at present is to give such information as 
will put the beginner on equal terms to the most advanced. 

For cheapness, simplicity, and effectiveness nothin0, 
can surpass the single-cased hive with its ventilating floor” 
iron cover, and a slight covering on sides, with ample 
on top of some non-conductive material. A step 
in advance is the “ rig and fur” outside case, which may 
be plain or as ornate as desired. These cases keep the 
hives dry and airy at all times. 

The floor (perhaps the most important part of a hive) 
admits of improvement. The plan of “F. M., Dumfries¬ 
shire,” of using peat is a decided improvement for absorbin° 
damp and preventing it ascending and again enterin° the 
hive. Turf for covering hives is unequalled. Hives on °ht 
to be provided with a stand, but fixed legs are a mistake. 
-Lhe stand and ventilating floor in one gives every 
advantage, and to have that perfect the inner sides of 
stand and false bottom or shutter ought also to be lined 
with zinc, having a tap at lower and back of floor to draw 
oft the condensed moisture, which in strong hives even 
during summer is great and astonishing. 

With but few exceptions all my hives at the present 
time are as strong in bees as the 18 1b. lot, and by the 
end of July my stock will have increased to two-thirds 
more than I require for another season. How am I get 
rid of the surplus to join such enormous stocks ? Either 
to risk the sending to the Heather or at the fall would 
be simply folly; and all the more so when we take into 
consideration the fact that while mere nuclei of a few 
thousands of bees have lived through winter, consumin° 
little food, and are now the weightiest hives, or as weighty 
as those strong ones that were always strong but have 
consumed much more meat, and now with not more 
surplus. Who will solve the problem how to get rid of 
the surplus stock in a profitable point of view as well as 
a humane one, without that sensational nonsense of 
‘‘saving condemned bees?” If I had youth on my side 
I might try the experiment at home, or if it were not for 
the expense would join at the moors; but who could 
handle such hives if the season was a favourable one ? 
Others beside myself are in want of information how to 
get rid of what we sometimes term too much of a °ood 
thing. ° 

. .begin»er, however, may weigh the foregoing well 
in his mind, and as the year advances I will give practical 
advice how to make the best and most of the industrious 
and willing working bees.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

between combs, will the bees move down to the hive—the bees all 
leaving the super ? 

2. If, before manipulating bees, the face and hands are washed with 
carbolic solution, will it prevent stinging 1 

3. Hints as to putting on and removing supers would be acceptable. 
1. bhould all supers be removed end of July till Heather is in bloom ? 

—Nom de Plume. 

[L Crude carbolic acid should be painted slightly on stiffish brown 
paper, and if these be pushed between combs, sections, supers, or frames 
the bees will retreat from them instantly. 

2. Carbolic acid on any part of the body does not prevent their 
stinging, as the body cannot bear being so frequently carbolicised. Warm 
weather, when the bees are full of honey, is the best time to manipulate, 
and when bees are not inclined to sting; but with the aid of carbolic 
acid, judiciously used, we can manipulate at any time without getting 

®tuIJ* 18 desiral:>le to wear a veil, and the German mask as sold by 
G. Neighbour & Sons is the best. Heavy netting, or dyed cloth of any 
kind, as well as loose garments dangling near the bees, irritates them 
much, stinging the cloth, leaving their stings behind, which aggravates 
the case and makes the bees furious. Gloves have the same effect. A 
leather kept m the hand or in a convenient place saturated with the 
acid, to be ready during all manipulations, to be applied at the proper 

bees an' Place’ ias more effect than anything yet known in pacifying 

3. We intend giving some practical hints from our own apiary at an 
ea.ly date, which will cover this query better than a direct answer to it, 
strong hives and successful supering go together. By keeping bees 
in non-swarming hives with little drone comb and a young queen are 
the farst requirements, giving room in advance of the wants of the bees 
A crowded hive never works satisfactorily. Ventilate below during 
hot weather as well as to shade. Fresh cut grass or wet cloths placed 
upon, and an occasional syringing over the hive, all tend to keen 
the bees cool and at work. As a rule, it is better to put empty supers 
uppermost, but this year has been favourable to the opposite. As you 
use small supers, the better way to manage them is to put on one cover 
and, immediately the combs are well begun, lift the two front ones and 
place them on the top of the back ones, and then put empty ones in the 
place of those removed. By following this course, the first finished' 
supers are easily removed ; and there is nothing better to prevent swarm¬ 
ing than depriving the bees of honey. When hives are kept on the non- 
swarming principle, there are mostly plenty of swarms for the require¬ 
ments of the bee-keeper and apiary—such as giving advantages for 
laismg young queens and removing old combs. 

5i1IA^e£eni aHogether on the weather. Sometimes supers are filled 
on till the Heather is m bloom, and sometimes there is an interval of 
some weeks. All half-filled Clover supers should be removed so as to 
have a pure sample of Heather honey.—A. LB] 

TO CORRESPONDENTS 

BEE-KEEPING queries. 

1 In removing supers, before lifting them off the hive, if a piece of 
b.o,vn j aper saturated with a carbolic solution is pushed down from top 

°e~ All correspondence should be directed either to “The: 
ditor or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 

,9r mem^ers °1- Hie staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them t& 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 

articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATi^,INQt7rRrES‘~It ls necessary to again remind correspondents that 
!n tw“rriVTS on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 
in the next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Black Currants Unhealthy (rld Subscriber).—We regret to sav vour 

affects*the budasC^udtirith th® Currant bud mite (Phypotoptis Ribis), ^hich 
attects the buds in the manner represented in the engraving on pace 391 

bueZVhavelf87 ^ th,e P«“nt year. Hundrefs of blackcurrant 
W,wV? beD rulned b-V the mite, and, so far as we know, no remedy has 
been discovered for its extirpation. a 

flo™2,tHra!lOVC (Misf Mainwaring).-We have seen several 
be comrnn? v the y°U enclose’ th°ugh they can scarcely be said to 

would see a rather striking example of the same kind 

m onedp-arj0agi last 'Ve,ek' We remember seeing about twenty plants 
e- tffi t!';"111,. a termmal, campanulate flower, but in subsequent 

jears the flowers in the same garden were of the normal type. 
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Lemon Kidney Potatoes (F. —Your letter is really an advertise¬ 
ment, and it is not the rule to publish requests for articles unless they are 
rare and not wanted for commercial purposes. As you have grown the 
variety for many years, and have it true, you canno' do better than increase 
your stock. 11 e know that Potatoes have been distributed under the name 
of Lemon Kidneys that were not true, though the senders of them thought 
them to be so. We know the variety very well, and esteem it an excellent 
selection of the Ashleaf Kidney. We think it is grown about Mcrecambe 
in Lancashire. 

Cropping Peach Trees (F. A.).—Healthy vigorous trees will carry a fruit 
to each square foot pf wall surface, and assuming that your trees grow freely, 
and are supplied with liquid manure, mulching them to encourage roots near 
the surface roots, the crop you name is permissible ; still, if you perceive 
the strain on the trees is so great as to unduly check the gro wth of the trees 
you must remove the pressure by tiking off some of the fruits from the 
weaker parts of the tree. Exercise good judgment in that respect, keeping 
the leaves clean, and all will be well. 

Thinning Apple Spurs (F. J.).—It is a good plan to th:n out the spurs 
where too thick, as by so doing the leaves on those retained have more 
space for a«similating the sap through the greater advantages of light and 
air ; in fact, it very o (ten makes all the difference between the spurs forming 
fruit buds or not. It, however, requires to be done with judgment, as too 
free thinnirig of the spurs on free-growing trees may force the buds on the 
spurs retained into growth, besides a reservation should be made of spur 
buds other than those wanted to form fruit buds in the current year, so as 
to maintain a succession of crops. 

Chrysanthemums (F. S.).—If you top the plants now you will increase 
the number of growths, but diminish the size and impair the quality of the 
blooms. If you prefer few and fine blooms do not top the plants, but pinch 
out the axillary growths that push from the stems, taking care that the 
plants do not suffer by want of water at any time. An exposed sunny 
position is suitable. If plunged in ashes twist the pots round often to 
prevent a great extension of roots through the drainage. The less they 
root into the ashes the better. Very few of the “great growers.” plunge 
the pots, but stand them on a tlrck firm layer of ashes impervious to 
worms. We presume you do not possess Mr. Molyneux's book. You 
would find it very useful on the question of setting the buds. 

Hoses (Novice).—Thin out small wiry looking growths now, cut back to 
about half their iength any rather strong growths that have not flowered, 
also cut back those that have flowered to buds that, appear starting, 
or bold buis on the stems, giving water copiously to the roots, and liquid 
manure if needed, then by keeping the shoots and foliage perfectly free 
from insects a second crop of flowers is produced by many varieties. Free 
growth is essential, and this can only be produced by healthy plants well 
supported, with liquid food. We think it not unlikely tint Mr. Gilmour 
may publish his practical articles to which you refer in pamphlet form 
There appeal's to be a desire that he should do so. We agree with you that 
such a manual would be useful, and think it would meet with acceptance. ^ 

Dissolving Bones (J. M.).—About half the weight of the bones is re¬ 
quired of sulphuric acid for their dissolving. The bones should be dry. 
Take of them 5 cwt., place on an earthen floor, and surround with a rim 
of fine dry ashes. Pour on the bones as much water as they will suck up 
without any standing, and then xiour on it 2 cwt. of sulphuric acid. It will 
boil somewhat violently for a while. When this has subsided it will get 
tolerably solid, and the whole may be mixed together, ashes and all, and 
will be fit for use in a few days. If the superphosphate is required pure, 
then, of course, the ashes must not be mixed therewith. It is not necessary 
to break the bones. It is a very valuable manure. It is necessary that it 
be kept dry. 

Tomatoes (S. F.).—Do not top the plants as you propose above the 
truss of flowers and take up a second shoot to be treated similarly, or you 
will lose much time in producing a good crop of fruit; but let them grow 
as long as they have head room—of course, inducing sturdy growth by 
assigning the plants a light position and taking care they have plenty of 
air. All you have to do then is to take out the axillary growths when 
they are an inch long or so, not pinching them back to'a leaf, but removing 
them entirely, leaving only the fruit and foliage on the main stem. Plants 
treated in that way have produced stems 15 feet long, with clusters of fruit 
their entire length j and we have had others similarly treated as regards 
pinching the side growths bear heavily when topped at a height of 4 or 
5 feet, this being necessary because there was not room for further 
extension. 

Preserving Kidney Beans (J F.)—We have not preserved the small- 
podded Dwarf Kidney Beans, but have preserved the stout fleshy pods of 
Scarlet Runner Beans in salt. They are gathered when still crisp and 
dry, placed in layers 2 inches thick or so in stone jars, the first layer 
resting on salt, and each layer just covered with it as the packing pro¬ 
ceeds. . Prev ous to use in winter the pods are soaked for several hours, 
or a night, then placing them in fresh water for a hour or two before 
cooking. We think there would be a possibility of the smaller Beans 
getting too salt by remaining in the jars a long tiine—that is, if salted 
down now and left till the winter. The pods of Scarlet Runners, besides 
being much- morn fleshy, have not to remain in the jars so long, as they 
are only packed in them in late autumn, and properly prepared and 
cooked they are very good till late in the following spring. 

Cucumber Plants Clubbing at the Roots (T. 8.).—The plants have the 
root disease, which is due to, in most cases, an excess of organic matter in 
the sod. especially vegetable or animal matter, generating humus, with its 
attendant nematoid germs. The corrective for this is to char the soil 
before use so as to destroy the nematoid germs, and also reduce the excess of 
organic matter over the inorganic, by which a more healthful plant is 
secured, safeguarding against disease ; or, in the case of soil not full of 
vegetable matter or fibre, therefore not likely to contain the germ of disease, 
manures of a kind calculated to strengthen the plant in proportion to its 
vigour should be employed, as superphosphate (dissolved bones), soot, and 
wood ashes, so that lime, potash, Ac, will be available for building up the 
plant ’ s structure, which, with due regard to other cultural requirements, are 

the only preventive me mures thatavail, remedial onei being of questionable 
eflicacy through the disease being internal, and to reach it requires 
measures destructive of the plants The only advice we can give is to root 
out the plants and soil, making a fresh start with healthy plants, fresh and 
sweet soil, observing cleanly culture. 

Enfeebled Roses (M. A. Bemham).—Judging by the leaves sent the 
Roses must be in a very exhausted state, and they have been nearly 
devoured by insects. They have not been syringed half freely and often 
enough, and the “periodical manure waterings” have not been nearly 
adequate to sustain healthy growth. Being near a wall the soil is quite 
dry a foot or more below the surface, and poor. Nothing less than 
2 gallons of water to each square foot of surface, followed the next day 
with the same quantity of liquid manure, can be of real benefit to your 
Roses, following while the ground is wet with a covering of 4 inches of 
manure for retaining the moisture and enriching the surface. The Roses 
should also be violently syringed every evening. By carrying out the 
practice indicated there is reason to hope that improvement would follow. 
The ground must be made moist right down to the subsoil and kept 
moist and that can only be done by very heavy waterings indeed, and 
mulchings. If the water will not enter the ground, drive stakes down 
here and there, making deep cavities, and fill these with water over and 
over again till the ground is saturated. 

Liquorice Culture (Seer).—We have grown Liquorice satisfactorily 
according to the method described in Thompson’s “ Gardener's Assistant.” 
It succeeds best in deep, rich, and rather sandy soils, or in an alluvial one. 
The ground should be heavily manured the year previous to planting, in 
order that the manure may be completely decomposed; and it should 
either be trenched 3 feet deep in autumn, laid in ridges, and allowed to 
remain in that state till spring, or it may be trenched immediately before 
planting. The former method is the preferable one. Liquorice is pro¬ 
pagated by portions of the creeping stem, commonly termed the creeping 
root, from 4 to 6 inches in length, each having two or three buds. These 
having been prepared, should be planted in February or early in March, 
in rows 3 feet apart, and 11 inches from each other in the row, covering 
with earth to the depth of 2 or 3 inches. Every year in November, when 
the sap has gone down, and the leaves have turned yellow, the old stems 
should be cut down with a pruning knife to the level of the ground. At 
this time also the creeping stems ought to be forked up and cut off close 
to the main stems, and preserved in sand or in heaps covered with straw 
and earth for future plantations. The ground between the rows should be 
forked occasionally, and be kept free of weeds. The roots will be ready 
for taking up three years after planting. This should be done in winter 
after the descent of the sap. A trench about 3 feet deep must then be 
cast out, and a rope being fastened round the top the roots should be pulled 
up, after which they may be stored in sand for use; or if there is a large 
quantity they may be kept in pits like Potatoes. 

Begonias Unhealthy (Saxoring).—In the first place we may inform 
you that we have had good Begonias six years old, bushes 4 feet high 
and as much in diameter, bearing, say, 500 flowers, but we have also had 
the tubers of other varieties canker before they have exceeded half that 
age. All the varieties are not equally vigorous, and some of the doubles less 
so than the singles. We have examined the leaves .you have sent very 
carefully and can find no insects on them, and we do not imagine the 
pigeons that you have seen pecking the plants were attracted there by 
insects. We are of opinion that the root action of your plants is defective. 
This may have been caused by aged or impaired tubers, allowing the soil 
to get too dry at some time, causing some of the roots to shrivel, or too 
wet, causing them to decay. The effect on the plants would be the same 
in all cases—namely, the evaporation of moisture from the leaves in bright 
weather would be in excess of the absorption by the comparatively inactive 
roots, with the inevitable result of portions of the leaves shrinking, 
eventually drying up near the edges, or in blotches, just as is the case with 
Vines under similar conditions that are “ scorched.” If your plant that is 
so badly affected in the outdoor vase has not been long there, or, in 
other words, if it was approaching the flowering stage when put out, we 
have small doubt that we have indicated the cause of the injury. The dry 
air of your drawing room would also excite rapid transpiration, and the 
plants in the vinery would be much more liable to suffer in the same way 
on dry stages than on a close and rather damp base. The best and 
healthiest of plants we have seen are either stood on a close base or 
partially plunged in ashes from which moisture steadily rises, currents of 
dry air passing upwards and in contact with the under side of the leaves 
being as injurious to Begonias as to Cinerarias and Calceolarias. We have, 
as you will admit, given particular attention to your case, though we shall 
not be surprised to learn that our views are not in complete accord with 
your own. We are sorry your plants are in such an unfortunate state, and 
should only be too glad if we could point out a remedy. We think we 
could have prevented the evil, unless the tubers were enfeebled, but we 
fear it is now so aggrevaled that a cure is practically impossible. Try the 
effect of standing some of the plants on the north side of a wall, never 
letting the roots get dry before water is given, and keep the ashes damp on 
which the pots stand. The double flowers sent are very small indeed, 
and indicate that they have not had the requisite support. If the tubers 
are not sound, strong healthy plants could not be expected. The most 
extensive and successful cultivators of Begonias are constantly raising 
fresh plants from seed, these being more vigorous than plants raised from 
cuttings, and, as a rule, the most vigorous plants and finest blooms are the 
produce of tubers two or three years old, and only a few very robust sorts 
continue healthy seven or eight years. 

Names of Plants.—We onlv undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should^ arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(Tree). — 2, Spiraea Filipendula flore-pleno; 5, Monarda didyma; 
0, Agrostemma flos-Jovis; 13, Polemonium coeruleum ; 23, Hemerocallis 
fulva. (W. W.).—The name of the Orchid with the long leaf was given 
on page 475; it is Scuticaria Hadweni. The other is a very fine variety 
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of One id mm dasystyle. (A. D.).—3, Platycodon grandifforum ; 4, Cam- 
panula earpatica.; 5, Campanula rapunculoides : 6, Campanula glomerata ; 
7, Astrantia major; 8, Stacliys Betoniea fl.-albo. (B. C.)— 1, Lastrea 
spmulosa; 2, Lastrea Filix-mas ; 3, Lastrea dilatata; 4, Athyrium Filix- 
foemina; 5, Appears to be a stunted form of Lastrea oreopteris : 6, Poly- 
stichum aculeatum. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—July 13th. 

No alteration, large supplies reaching us. Trade as last week. 

FRUIT. 

Applep, 1 sieve. 

Cherries, J sieve 
Cobs, 100 lbs. .. 

G rapes, per lb... 

Artichokes, dozen ., ,, 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. ,, 
Broccoli, bundle .. 
Brussels Sprouts, ^ sieve 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 
Capsicuinp, per 100 ., 
Carrotf, bunch .. .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle ., .. 
Colewortp, doz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 
Endive, dozen .. .. ,. 

Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 
Arbor vitae (golden) dozen 

„ (common), dozen.. 
Azalea, dozen. 
Begonias, dozen .. ., 
Calceoliria, dozen .. .. 
Cineraria, dozen .. 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 

„ viridis, dozen.. 
Erica, various, dozen .. 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 
Ficus elastica, each 
Foliage Plants, var., each 

a. b. d. F. d. 8. d. 
0 0 to 0 0 Oranges, par 100 .. .. 6 0 to 12 0 

Peaches, dozen .. .. 4 0 10 0 
10 0 13 0 Pears, dozen.0 O 0 0 

5 0 6 0 Pine Apples, English, 
0 0 0 0 per lb.1 6 0 0 
3 0 4 0 Plump, £ sieve.0 0 0 0 
1 6 2 6 St. Michael Pine*, each .8 0 6 0 

10 0 15 0 Strawberries, per lb. .. 0 3 0 10 
2 0 3 0 

VEGETABLES. 
e. d. s. d. 6. d. p. a. 
1 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 0 
1 6 4 0 Mushrooms, punnet .. 0 6 1 0 
1 S 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
1 0 2 0 Onions, bunch.0 3 0 6 
0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches 2 0 3 0 
0 0 0 0 Parsnips, dozen .. .. 1 0 0 0 
1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per owt. 4 0 5 0 
1 6 2 0 „ Kidnev, ier owt. 4 0 0 0 
0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 9 
3 0 4 0 Salsafr, bundle .. 1 0 1 6 
1 0 2 0 Soorzouera, buudle .. 1 6 0 0 
2 0 4 0 Seakale, basket .. .. 0 0 0 0 
0 4 0 6 Shallots, per lb.0 s 0 0 
1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel .. .. 8 0 4 0 
0 2 0 0 Tomatoos, per lb.0 6 0 9 
0 3 0 4 Turnips, bunch .. 0 4 0 6 

PLANTS IN POTS. 
p. a. s. d. s. a. a. 
6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen.3 0 to 9 0 
6 0 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 4 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 „ Tricolor, dozen 3 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
4 0 9 0 Lilies Valley, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 
3 6 8 0 Lilium Jancifolium, doz. 12 0 18 0 
0 0 0 0 .. Lngiflorum, doz. 18 0 30 0 
3 0 4 0 Lobelia, dozen.3 0 5 0 

30 0 60 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
12 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 
12 0 24 0 Musk, dozen .2 0 4 0 
6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen.6 0 12 0 
6 0 24 0 Palms, in var., each .. 2 € 21 0 
4 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen .. 6 0 15 0 
1 6 7 0 „ scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
2 0 10 0 Spirret, dozen.6 0 12 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 

s. d. s. d. 
Ahutilons, 12 bunches .. 2 0 to 4 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 3 0 6 0 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Bluebells, 12 bunches ..0 0 0 0 
Bouvardiae, bunch .. ..0 6 10 
Camellias, blooms .... 0 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms ..10 20 

„ 12 bunches.. 4 0 6 0 
Cornflower, 12 bunohes .. 16 3 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches ..2 0 4 0 
Eucharis, dozen .... 4 0 6 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms ..16 SO 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays .. 0 0 0 0 
Iris, 12 bunches .... 2 0 9 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 
blooms. 0 0 0 0 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 3 0 6 0 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunoh . 0 0 0 0 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 12 0 24 0 
„ Orange, 12 bunches 9 0 12 0 

Lily of Valley, 12 sprayp 0 0 0 0 
» » 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Marguerites, 12 bunohes 2 0 to 6 0 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 2 0 3 0 
Nareiss, 12 bunches ..0 0 0 0 

„ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
Pansies, 12 bunches ..2 0 4 0 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 3 0 6 0 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 10 

„ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 0 6 
Pinks, White, 12 bunches 10 4 0 

„ various, 12 bunch 2 0 4 0 
Poeony, 12 bunches.. ..0 0 0 0 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 

., (double), bunch ..09 10 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Ranunoulus, 12 bunohes 0 0 0 0 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 

„ (indoor), dozen ..09 10 
„ Tea, dozen .... 1 6 3 0 
i, red dozen .. ..0 0 0 0 
„ de Mois. 12 bnnohes 0 0 0 0 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays ..16 80 
Tropasolum, 12 bunohes 10 2 0 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms ..0 6 10 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

FORAGE CROPS. 

As the season for the work comes round, year after 
year have we for some time now called the particular 
a tention of our readers to the use of chemical manures 
lor the improvement of permanent pasture. Gladly do 
we record the fact that the intelligent application of our 
advice to practice has led to results so satisfactory that 

expressions of congratulation and thanks have reached us_ 
not li om one locality, but from several. We mention this in 
proof of the high value for general use of home-mixed 
chemical manures. It is said, and rightly so, that to use 
the same mixture in given quantities for every farm 
involves some often much—waste, yet by a few experi¬ 
ments any farmer may see in a single season how best to 
ai range the proportions of the mixture for his particular 
farm. No doubt chemical analysis is useful, but it is 
very seldom called for if a farmer will but apply the test 
to his soil in the way we suggest. He may go farther 
and try other manures, not unfrequently with benefit to 
himself. For example, we have repeatedly made mention 
of nitiate of potash, nitrate of soda, mineral superphos¬ 
phate, and steamed bone flour as being when mixed an 
excellent manure for pasture. Undoubtedly it is so, for 
we have used it for several years upon many farms with 
remarkable success, this year it was used by an amateur 
farmer in February upon a new piece of permanent pas¬ 
ture laid down last year. The result has been so extra¬ 
ordinary, the growth of the young pasture so abundant, 
that he is disgusted with the comparatively bare aspect of 
his old pasture, and has asked our advice as to whether 
he ought not to break it up and sow it with a carefully 
selected mixture of the best sorts of Grass and Clover. 
Instead of doing so we recommend him to retain the old 
pasture intact, and to apply a dressing of the chemical 
manure to it next February, for it is only in exceptional 
cases that we ever should destroy old pasture. 

In our own practice this year upon grass land we have 
used muriate of potash instead of nitrate of potash, ancl 
have reason to adopt this change altogether in future, as 
it enables us to insure an abundant crop at a much less 
cost than when we used the nitrate of potash. We shall 
probably still farther modify our original recipe, and 
discard mineral superphosphate if we are able to procure 
a pure sample of steamed bone flour. If we cannot do so, 
and have to use ordinary bone Hour, then a certain quan¬ 
tity of mineral superphosphate would be mixed with the 
bone flour a few days before using it, in order that the 
sulphuric acid with which the coprolite is saturated may 
act upon the bone dust, and render it soluble much sooner 
than it would otherwise be. 

To new readers of the Journal we may explain that 
although mention is made of chemical manures now, they 
are not used upon pasture at this season of the year, but 
in February or early in spring. It is to results that we 
call attention now while they are before us, so that we 
may be able to see if any improvement in practice is 
possible for another year. But though we do not use 
chemical manures now, sheep-folding may be said to go 
on throughout the year. Very much of the redundant 
growth of the forage crops now in the process of being 
made into hay is solely the outcome of sheep-folding 
last year, and so far as is practical the sheep are always 
kept in. folds to enrich the soil in a thorough ancl 
systematic manner. Of forage crops ou arable land there 
is none more useful or profitable than Perennial Rye 
Grass ; sown with a corn crop it affords us an admirable 
suPPty. of green food early in the following spring, and 
which is available for sheep-folding, for cattle and horses, 
and for hay. In deep fertile land it yields a wonder¬ 
ful bulk of crops per acre, the second growth often being 
as abundant as the first. As hay it is very useful; one 
special purpose to which we apply it is for chaffing for the 
ewes consumption both before and after lambing. It is 
either used alone or mixed with Oat or Barley straw chaff 
for them according to the condition of the ewes. So 
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useful is it that we would have a few acres of it upon 
every farm both for grazing and for hay ; and all possible 
care should be taken to have the land in high condition 
for the culture of a crop so worthy of our best care. It 
forms an admirable successional crop to Rye in spring, 
and is of especial use for dairy cows then. 

Local custom affects the way in which Rye Grass is 
sown. In East Anglia, where the climate is so favourable 
for the development and harvesting of Clover seed, the 
Rye Grass is sown alone, and upon some farms is still 
regarded as an annual, and is, like Red Clover, only 
retained for the two growths of the year after sowing, and 
is then ploughed in. The true perennial character of 
Lolium perenne is, however, getting better known, and 
the layers are gradually being left for a few years. For a 
heavy bulk of excellent forage the general plan of sowing 
it with Clover and Trifolium is altogether best. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

All sound lambs and sheep have been dipped in Cooper’s dressing, 
which not only destroys all such parasites as ticks and lice, but, for a 
time, renders them less liable to suffer from attacks of fly. In hot, dry, 
summer weather, they should—even when so dressed—be examined at 
least once daily for fly, and if maggots are found in the fleece, a little of 
Cuff’s dressing, poured and rubbed in, brings out and destroys every 
maggot. There is, undoubtedly, much negligence and brutality on the 
part of some shepherds, evidence of which is afforded in foul sores 
denuded of wool, lameness, and debility. If only only one or two cases of 
fly-striking are discovered, the entire flock is carefully examined twice 
daily, and this is best done by connecting two small folds by means of a 
passage of hurdles, through which the sheep are made to pass as quietly 
as possible. The practical eye will then quickly discover symptoms of 
fly-striking in any sheep, and no doubtful case is passed over. The 
master’s eye should very frequently overlook this process, and it should 
not be left to a shepherd’s discretion till there is a feeling of certainty 
that he is really capable and trustworthy. We lay considerable stress 
upon this matter from the promptings of dear-bought experience. In 
point of fact, we have recently had to discharge a respectable, sober, 
steady man, whose conceit and obstinacy had led to such serious losses 
that we were reluctantly compelled to part with him. 

Immediately after the lambs were weaned the whole of the ewes were 
carefully examined ; barren ewes, forward in condition, were at once 
sold, and all others with any blemish were withdrawn from the flock to 
be fattened in folds as crones and gradually sold. Of such we took sixty 
from the home flock, which contains ewes of various ages, and we shall 
replace them with two-shear sheep selected with care from good flocks. 
It is wrong to retain a faulty ewe, for there is much risk of the loss of 
animals or their lambs next season. In dipping sheep care is taken to 
exclude any having sore udders or unhealed wounds caused in shearing. 
Every effort should now be made to eradicate foot-rot, and when this is 
done, be on the alert to discover and treat any fresh symptoms of it 

at once. 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 

The above Show opened on the 11th, and continued to the 15th inst., 
but we cannot do more than describe briefly the imposing seed stands 
arranged by the principal growers in England. They are of easy 
access, being disposed right and left near the entrance of the Show. 

The first stand to the left is that of Messrs. Webb & Sons of Wordsley, 
Stourbridge. This splendid stand is 150 feet long, the various contents 
being most artistically displayed, showing to the observer what can 
be done by ingenuity and skill. Messrs. Webb A Sons show great 
■quantities of seed from their Kinver Seed Farm. Amongst Potatoes we 
observed Wordsley Pride, Discovery, Renown, Red King, and others. 
Lawn Grasses are prominent, being shown in a growing state. Forage 
Grasses are also represented in a very complete manner, and all named 
botanically, hence the display is instructive. Seeds for foreign exporta¬ 
tion are also shown, Messrs. Webb A Sons having a large branch estab¬ 
lishment at New Zealand. The firm show case and tins of their own 
invention, which effectively protect the vitality of seeds when exported. 

Messrs. Dickson, Brown, & Tait, Manchester, show an interesting 
collection of agricultural seeds, especially Grasses for permanent pasture. 
These are so arranged that the observer can see them in all stages, from 
the first growth to the development of the ripened seed. 

The next stand is that of Messrs. Wm. Fell & Co., Hexham, local 
nurserymen, who also show^a varied stand of agricultural and garden 
seeds. Grasses are shown in their natural state as collected from 
the woods around Hexham. This firm also exhibited a new Lobelia 
named Jubilee, which is very fine, resembling pumila in the growth, 
Brighton Blue in the flower. It may be added that Messrs. Fell were 
entrusted with the decorations of the pavilion where the Prince of 
Wales dined. The front of the verandah is covered with Vines in pots 
and variegated Ivies, producing a striking appearance, being relieved 
with Pelargoniums, Kalosanthes, Ac., and other greenhouse flowers. 

Messrs. Robert Bell A Son, Newcastle, show a stand of purely agri¬ 
cultural seeds and manures. 

Messrs. Dickson A Son, Manchester, show a very interesting collection 
of Grasses suitable for permanent pasture and alternate husbandry. 

Going back to the entrance again, we come to the magnificent stand 
of Messrs. Sutton A Sons, Reading, Berks, which is seen to advantage 
from all parts of the Show. The stand is about 150 feet in length, 
roomy offices being provided at each end. There is a winding staircase 
which leads up to a balcony, this forming an agreeable promenade for 
the convenience of customers. Grass and lawn seeds are shown in 
varieties to suit all kinds of land, also for lawns and foreign exportation. 
Forage Grasses for silos form a prominent feature. Potatoes are shown, 
embracing all Sutton’s recent introductions—such as Magnum Bonum, 
Sutton’s Reading Hero, Sutton’s Early Regent, and many others. 
Tobacco grown by themselves is represented in twelve varieties, recom¬ 
mended as suitable for growth in this country, but English Tobacco is 
not expected to equal the best foreign brands. A lawn sown with this 
year’s seeds was very fine. All Sutton’s recent introductions of 
vegetables are represented, the entire display being very interesting. 

The next stand is that of Messrs. F. A A. Dickson A Sons, Chester ; it 
is most interesting and varied, containing permanent Grasses and Clover 
of guaranteed excellence, also Grasses that are often injurious in 
pastures. Seed-cleaning is practically illustrating by machinery, so 
that the visitor has every advantage of leaving this stand with valuable 
information. 

Messrs. Finney A Son, Newcastle, provide the next stand. This 
firm is a local one and a very old one, having commenced in 1749, Mr. 
R. G. Fort being now the proprietor. It includes new Winter Barley, 
which is sown in the autumn and eaten off withgras3 by the sheep in the 
spring. This Barley is represented as possessing capital malting quali¬ 
ties and ripens early in August in the north. The firm shows fine 
examples of Swedes grown in their trial grounds, being quite fresh and 
sound ; also specimens of Tobacco grown in Durham. 

Messrs. Oakshot A Millard, Reading, have a large and interesting 
stand. They show 200 varieties of Grass and Clover seeds ; their lawn is 
very fine, sown with a mixture at the rate of 60 lbs. per acre. Grasses 
that are regarded as weeds are represented, and the entire exhibit is in¬ 
structive to the initiated. 

Messrs. James Carter A Co., High Holborn, London, have a most 
important stand, 130 feet long, showing their new Peas Anticipation, 
Electric Light, also Telephone and Stratagem. Onions very fine. There 
are also forty varieties of Tobacco, and some fine specimens of Nastur¬ 
tiums in pots render the stand very bright. Agrostis pulchella and 
Hordeum jubatum are shown in this stand as weeds, the former is very 
pretty and much appreciated for ladies’ hair. This firm also exh ibit 
Peas preserved in a natural state by Carter’s process, which is now 
patented. All kinds of agricultural crops are also admirably re pre¬ 
sented, and the display in its entirety is excellent. 

Messrs. James Dickson, 108, Eastgate Street, Chester, show a fine 
collection of seeds in great variety, as also do Messrs. Little and 
Ballantyne, Carlisle, their stand being decorated with fine plants of 
Abies Alcoquiana, Biota elegantissima, Abies inverta, Arthrotaxus 
selaginoides, Abies Engelmani, and other Conifers. 

The seed stands form a most interesting feature in the Society’s 
exhibits, and were crowded by well-known northern farmers and ex¬ 
perts in agriculture. Messrs. Richardson A Co., Darlington, also Foster 
and Pearson, Chilwell, exhibit excellent glass structures.—B. C. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 82' 40" N.; Ling, 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, lit feet. 

Date. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

Hygrome- a . 
o Shade Tem- Radiation a 

g«» ? ter. 3 a perature. Temperature a 
« 

July. In Ou 
a Dry. Wet. Q o Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. Iu. 
Sunday . 3 30.217 73.8 62.7 S.E. 63.1 888 55.1 125.9 50.8 _ 
Monday. 4 29.991 77.2 63.3 S.E. 64.3 88.3 58 9 133.4 52.4 0.037 
Tuesday .... 5 29.926 62 8 56.0 N.W. 65.8 70.9 56.2 114.2 49 9 
Wednesday.. 6 30.153 59 9 52.3 E. 64.7 75 6 51.3 122 6 4.5.1 _ 
Thursday .... 7 30.140 70.4 63.1 w. 64.5 819 57 8 128.6 52 7 _ 
Friday . 8 30.069 74.7 62.1 S. 64 8 86.9 65.2 133.4 49 2 _ 
Saturday .... 9 29.926 65.6 .60.2 N.E. 65.7 79.0 63 0 126.2 58 7 — 

30.060 69.2 60,7 64.7 81.6 56.8 126.3 513 0.037 

REMARKS. 
3rd.—Very hot and bright. 
4th.—Very hot, pirticulariy in the sun. 
5th.—A little rain in the small hoars,cold pleasant day, shady at times. 
6th.—Bright and p'easant. 
7rh.—Fine, and generally bright, bat rather close and oppressive. 
8th.—Bright and hot. 
yth.—Overcast early ; frequently cloady daring morning; bright hot afternoon. 

A very fine and hot week, although 9)* was not reached iu the shade, the average 
maximum, 81.6°, wa9 higher than in anv week for several years. The nearest approach 
was in the week ending August 16th, 1884, which gave the following values 

9 A.M. Temp. Shade. Radiation. 
Dry. Wet. At 1 foot. Max. Min. Sun. Grasr. Rain. 

1884, August .. 69.1 62.4 66.9 81.2 f8 5 118 9 63.8 O.OiO 
1*87. July .. 69.*2 60.7 64.7 81 6 66 8 126.3 61.8 0.0'<7 
Difference ..+0.1-1.7 -2.2 +7.4-1.7 +7.4-2.6 -O.tOJ 

Therefore this week has been rather hotter by day and rather cooler by nlg’U than the 
one quote1, but ou the whole very similar. Tii* sun temperatures la>t week were 

I exceptiondly high.—G. J. SYMONS. 
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Highgata Show. 
Quekett Club at 8 P.M. 
Royal Botanic Society at 3.45 r.M. 
7th Sunday after Trinity. 
Show nt the People’s Palace. 
Royal Horticultural Society—Fruit and Floral Committeer at 11 am. 

[National Carnation and Pic.tee Society’s Show. 

TRIALS OF PLANTS AND CROPS AT 

CHISWICK. 

NOTE in the Journal of last week referring 
to the Strawberries grown in the Royal Horti¬ 
cultural Society’s Gardens induces me to bring 
the subject of the “trials” there conducted 
to the notice of the public generally, and the 
Council of the Society particularly. 

A sentence in the note referred to on 
page 31 expresses exactly my own hope, 

desire, and views, and no doubt those of many others. 
It is the breathing of expectancy and the foreshadowing 
of utility in these words : “ We may expect that a report 
of the Strawberries will be prepared for publication at 
some time, and it would be useful.” 

Unquestionably a carefully prepared official report 
would be useful, and it seems to me that authoritative 
“reports ” of all trials that are conducted in the Gardens 
should be published as soon as possible after the results 
of the different varieties have been determined. We may 
expect the Strawberry report will be published at “ some 
time;” but when? This policy of expectancy has, I 
respectfully submit, been pursued long enough, and we 
want' more promptitude in action. As one of the several 
supporters of the Royal Horticultural Society who can 
seldom visit the Gardens, I cannot remain satisfied with 
the existing state of things. Trials of plants and crops 
have been held year by year, but of what benefit are they 
to those who cannot inspect them ? It is presumed that 
systematic reports of all experiments are prepared and 
stored in the Society’s archives pending the issue of some 
“Journal”, or official medium for their publication and 
distribution, but we see none of these reports, the “ ex¬ 
pected ” information does not appear. If I am in error 
in assuming that a careful digest of the trials is prepared 
by the committees, superintendent, secretary, or whoever 
may be the authorised compilers, and if nothing of the 
kind is done, then I am of opinion the Council of the 
Society cannot be entirely exonerated of laxity in what 
we may fairly consider the performance of their duties, 
for it is naturally expected the instructions issued by that 
distinguished body are carried out as far as is practicable. 
It is useless suggesting that an official should do this or 
that; no official is responsible for the conduct of the 
Society’s affairs, but the Council, and to them belongs 
whatever of glory or the reverse that attaches to the 
position as measured by results. 

The gardens at Chiswick are established for ex¬ 
perimental purposes in the interests of horticulture 
and for the benefit of the Fellows wffio support them, 
and the general public; but what return do absentee 
supporters of the Society get if no information is placed 
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within their reach ? At present, and for some time past, 
we have heard little or nothing about the proceedings in 
the Gardens in question beyond a scratch note from some 
casual visitor. Nothing official or authoritative is pub¬ 
lished, and so far as regards the great general public of 
horticulturists and persons interested in the pursuit 
which it is the first duty of the lfoyal Horticultural 
Society to promote, the Gardens might almost as well be 
closed if the proceedings in them are sealed from the 
great body of their supporters. 

Is it too much to expect that the character of every¬ 
thing sent to Chiswick for trial should be estimated 
and recorded, and these records published on the 
responsibility of the respective committees in their 
capacity of juries ? We want not the particulars alone 
of the few varieties to which honours are awarded, but of 
those that escape, it may be by a solitary vote, admission 
into the charmed circle. It may possibly be urged that 
preparing systematic descriptions of every variety included 
in the trials would be a work of such magnitude that it 
could not well be accomplished by the staff, but it has 
been done in the past, and most valuable the reports 
have been. Admitting, however, the force of the objec¬ 
tion under present circumstances, is not the remedy in the 
hands of the Council ? Cannot they limit the number of 
varieties sent by individuals so as to reduce the whole 
trials within reasonable, and, to coin a term, “ workable ” 
limits ? It is surely better to do well that which may be 
undertaken than to incur liabilities that can only be 
discharged in a slipshod manner. 

But apart from that, it can scarcely be considered 
satisfactory to allow any person to send as many varieties 
as he likes for trial in the Gardens, especially if only 
descriptions of those that may be certificated are pub¬ 
lished, for it is conceivable that nothing more would be 
heard of the others, and in that case the person contribut¬ 
ing would alone benefit; indeed, the Society would be 
devoting space and incurring cost in the labour of cultiva¬ 
tion which it has no right to bear. If there is no limit in 
respect to the number of Peas, Potatoes, or whatever may 
be on trial, the Society is liable to be placed in the not 
very dignified position of doing the work that raisers and 
introducers of novelties ought to do themselves, as they 
are the sole beneficiaries when the demerits as well as the 
merits of what they send are not published to the world. 
And the objection to the present state of things becomes 
intensified when varieties are tried and adjudicated upon 
under numbers. I am not able to refer to the rules of 
the Society, but have an impression that everything sub¬ 
mitted to the Society’s censors for examination must be 
named. That certainly would seem to be a reasonable 
provision ; but is it not a fact that certificates have been 
granted to Potatoes and other things under numbers, and 
these numbers published in the gardening press ? Of 
what possible use is that to the public? It is worse than 
useless, for it is tantalising. But whether the numbers 
are published or not, awards ought not to be made to any 
unnamed variety whatever, and nothing ought to be 
grown on trial in the Gardens without its name being 
attached from beginning to end. 

When Fellows of the Society or their friends visit the 
Gardens they do so for purposes of instruction, and the 
first thing they look for is the names of the different 
varieties of flowers or vegetables that are included in the 
trials. I was in the Gardens a few weeks ago and looked 
in vain for the names of several new Peas that were 
advancing to maturity, and I have heard others complain 
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of this blind method of procedure. If it is right there 
must be some occult reason for it that is not apparent to 
ordinary visitors, and on this point perhaps the Council 
might vouchsafe a little information. 

1 am not writing to praise or to blame anyone whether 
in an individual or corporate capacity. There has been 
perhaps more than enough of that sort of thing, but I wish 
to have the whole system brought under review, for at 
present it appears to be in some respects faulty, not to 
say loose; and the opinion is gaining ground that the 
non-publication of complete systematic reports of the 
Chiswick trials is a mistake from whatever point of view 
the omission is regarded. 

Wherever the head of the Royal Horticultural 
Society may be, Chiswick is its heart; and I am 
one of those who think it is a small matter as to 
whether the offices of the Society remain at South Ken¬ 
sington or not, in comparison with making the most and 
the best of the Gardens at Chiswick—doing all that can 
be done there as far as the Society’s resources allow, and 
making the public acquainted with the proceedings in an 
official manner and without avoidable delay. This 
would do more than anything else to strengthen the 
Society and gain for it public sympathy and confidence, 
as records of the doings in the Gardens would afford proof 
that the Society is actively engaged in the work it was 
established to perform A good deal is no doubt done in 
the gardens now, but what avails that if the great body of 
cultivators know nothing about it except what is casually 
gleaned from the observations of some visitor who hap¬ 
pens to record his impressions in one or more of the 
gardening Journals? 

That the Council of a Royal Society should he content 
with that haphazard method of placing its work before 
the public is a little surprising, and to say the least it 
betrays a lack of real active interest on the part of that 
body, and an absence of a genuine horticultural spirit 
that should animate every member and form the basis of 
his action in the conduct of the Society’s affairs. It 
should be, and it can be, popularised, and in no way so 
well as in developing the resources of Chiswick, and placing 
the work that is being done there before the public as 
often and as quickly as the materials can be provided, 
and this would be much more frequently and promptly 
than has been the case during recent years. Official 
inactivity is largely interpreted as apathy, and can only 
represent a society in an enfeebled state.—A Fellow. 

SHADING AND AIR-GIVING. 

(.Continued from page 30.) 

A COOL temperature at night, and early air-giving, will minimise 
shading, and so far as growing and ripening are concerned, would 
render the process next to unnecessary, could we depend upon 
regular courses of weather. But in all shallow structures, such 
as pits and frames, shading is often required, when, after several 
days of dull, cloudy weather, one with bright sunshine suddenly 
comes. We see even hardy plants flag for several hours under 
such circumstances, and unless the preventives of early air-giving, 
and additional moisture in the atmosphere, have been attended to, 
the danger of scalding and burning would have been imminent, 
without shading, in all such structures. 

A good syringing, or an hour’s shading, will often habituate the 
plants to the change, and no crumpling or scalding of leaves will 
be the result. But this shading should never remain a moment 
longer than is necessary. It is nothing uncommon to meet with 
people that can only have one prominent idea at one time. They 
will never do great things in gardening, unless they are fixed to one 
department, and hardly even then. It is nothing uncommon to see 
a man careful in shading; but go hours after the sun has been 
clouded, and there is still the shading. The necessity of removing, 
as well as putting on, is a sort of double idea, and that was too 

much for thorough attention. One of the cleverest men I ever 
knew never held a situation long from this very cause. Whatever 
he was doing was done well, because it received his undivided 
attention. There was no room for anything else, and the general 
results may be guessed at. There was praiseworthy attention to- 
one object, but for all other things demanding equal care and 
thought, they might as well not have existed. Every minute’s, 
shading more than is necessary renders the plant more enervated, 
and just requiring more and more of future shading and coddling. 

Having said sufficient of the principle to be kept in view 
in shading, let me now say a few words as to the modes and 
material. For though the hints thrown out would reduce shading 
to a minimum when growth and maturation were concerned, it 
becomes less or more indispensable when we wish to preserve plants 
in bloom as long as possible. 

For this purpose nothing is better for houses than thin calico- 
or open bunting, fixed by one side to the ridge of a house, and at 
the front side of the house to a round roller of wood, from 1^ to- 
2£ inches in diameter. In houses about 30 feet in length, a cord 
twice the width of the house, wrapped round a grooved wheel on 
the end of the roller, will be sufficient to let the roller up and down. 
As you pull the string, the resistance given will cause the roller to- 
revolve and mount the roof, and by means of a pin in front it may 
be fixed at any elevation. 

But even at the above length, or a little more, there will be a 
tendency in the roller and blind to drag at one end, and, therefore,, 
in the cases of blinds over long houses, it is better to have two or 
three pulleys instead of one. The mode of working is quite as- 
easy, but different. Each pulley will require to be from three to 
five times the width of the houses. Fix the blind on the apex of 
the roof and to the roller, respectively, as stated above. Then, 
supposing you are to have three pulleys, one near each end, and 
one in the middle, fix your pulley lines firmly in these places to the 
apex of the roof, then bring down the cord on the glass, underneath 
the shade, passing it over the wooden roller, and taking it back 
again to the apex, and passing it there through a pulley wheel, and 
bringing the end of the line down over the loof again, so that yen 
can easily catch it by the hand. Do the end ones the same way, 
only in addition carry the cord from the pulley wheel along the apex 
of the roof, to another pulley wheel close to the centre, and bring 
down the cord over the roof in the same way as the first. You can 
thus take all three cords in your hand at once, by pulling which the 
blind will rise regularly from end to end, and you can fasten it at 
the top or any intermediate distance, by twisting the ropes round a 
post with a peg through it. When unloosed the weight of the 
roller will bring the blind down. On the same principle you may 
bring all the strings to one end, instead of the middle, and you 
may have as many pulley-strings as you like. Three would be 
quite ample for a length of 70 or 80 feet. 

For pits, a similar plan may be used. Any mode, almost, is 
better than the littery mats we often use. I saw, the other day, a 
very simple and effectual mode in operation. Thin bleached calico 
was used. Each piece covers from four to eight or ten lights-, 
according to the size of the pit. Each end is fastened to a rod of 
wood about half an inch in diameter, and a foot or two longer than 
the covering. On one of these the covering i3 rolled up when not 
wanted. When used, one rod is fixed at the end of the pit or 
frame. You stand at the front of the pit, hold the lower end of 
the other rod in your hands, and, placing the other end on the apex 
of the back of the pit, you turn it round, walking briskly along, 
and leaving the cloth on the glass as you proceed ; the rod is then 
fixed at the other end. From having the rods longer than the pit 
you thus easily shade and unshade, without the rods ever touching 
the glass. On the cloth, opposite the handles of each light, there 
are strings sewed on, which, when tied to the handles, prevents any 
wind but a hurricane from moving it. The rods, besides being 
thus useful, are a great saving to the shade, as when not wanted, or 
in wet weather, they can easily be transported to a waterproofed 
shed. Any other cheap thin material, such as Nottingham netting, 
may be used in a similar manner. 

Many, however, will object to the trouble even of these shades, 
and would prefer something that would give a mild continuous 
shade during summer. The other day I saw a house thickly en¬ 
crusted with lime. The objection to this is, that if used at all in a 
quick state it will injure both paint and putty. Whiting is better. 
The objection to both is, that the first shower will wash them off. 
Hence I recommend double size, with the smallest amount of 
whiting—say the size of a walnut to more than a quart. I saw 
many of what had been fine blinds lying in a nursery, fast going to 
decay, lately, and the houses had been sized and whitened instead. 
The proprietor told me that it answered far better, and saved an 
immense number of mishaps and bother in mistakes about shading. 
He had, however, put his on on the inside of the glass, instead of 
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the outside, stating that when on the outside the rains washed it 
off. This, I believe, must have been owing to some mistake in the 
process. Besides, the moisture inside, especially when much of the 
syringe was used, would be apt to bring the material about the 
plants, and render them unsightly. In my own practice, I do not 

■get rid of it until after the rains of autumn, when placed on the 
outside. Of course, a little whiting water, put on in a moment 
with the syringe, is washed off with the first shower. I may, there¬ 
fore, repeat the essentials necessary for sizing the outside of the 
glass. Double or jelly size is used ; that is heated nearly to boiling 
point, without any water being put with it. When the glass is 
"thoroughly dry, and the sun not shining strong, it is put on the 
glass in the hot state, by means of a brush pulled briskly along it. 
This will give a roof resembling thin rough sheet. When a little 

•more shade is wanted, the size of a marble of whiting is dissolved 
in the size, and when still more shade, the size of a walnut of that 
material. This sticks so fast, when so put on, that I have fre¬ 

quently had to use a little soda, in water just warmed, to remove it 
■entirely when the dull days of autumn came. 

From trying various experiments, I can recommend another 
mixture, chiefly the invention of a respectable young painter. The 
mixture is as follows :—One quart of water, one pound of size, 
the jelly kind, one pint of turpentine, the size of a walnut of 
whiting, and half a tablespoonful of oil, all blended together, well 
•stirred, and put on with a brush when hot. I am just now looking 
into a small greenhouse with a west aspect so done. For the glass 
of the roof, the brush was dipped in the mixture and then pulled 
quickly along it. For the upright front sashes, the squares were 
thus painted, and then quickly daubed with the points of a dry 
brush, which gave it a slightly mottled appearance. When standing 
*-t a short distance, you cannot perceive that anything has been 
done to the glass, and yet in the strongest afternoon suns, the shade 
has been quite effectual, and secured a luxuriant blossom, in the 
case of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Cactus, &c. There seems no like¬ 
lihood of rains washing it off. A damp from the syringe, and a 
rub with a cloth or brush, easily removes it. I think that the 
Iiloom is better coloured, and longer preserved, than by any other 
mode of continuous shading. A little goes a great way. The 
turpentine and oil prevent all danger to the paint. In dull weather 
you can scarcely perceive that the house is shaded. No cloth of 
any kind could do it so finely, and then all the trouble is saved. 
I do not think that more light will be wanted until the end of 
October. 

ROSE SHOWS. 
THE EDINBURGH SHOW OF THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY. 

FTER holding a number 

of provincial shows in 

England, for the first 

time in its history the National 

Rose Society ventured across 

the Tweed and held its pro¬ 

vincial Show on Wednesday, the 

13th inst., at Edinburgh, in con¬ 

nection with the summer Show 

of the Royal Caledonian Horti¬ 

cultural Society. The classes, as will 

be seen by the prize list following,"were 

generally well filled. Something like 

330 entries were made for the National 

Rose Society’s prizes, and about another fifty 

for those offered in connection with the legitimate Show 

cf the local Sooiety. It was very interesting to note the 

points of differ! nee in so many Roses, brought as they were 

from places so far distant from each other as Wale’, Essex, 

Aberdeen, and Ireland, and in this feature, no doubt, the Exhib'- 

tion was unique, affording an opportunity of comparison which 

has never occurred before. The English blooms were characterised by 

compactness of build, brilliancy of colour, and general high finish, wanting 

in the Irish and Scottish flowers, more particularly as referring to the 

■darker coloured varieties. The blooms of the northern growers were fuller, 

looser, larger in petal, but in the case of the dark sorts altogether deficient 

in the richness of hue which gave tin southern flowers so much of their 

charm. Owing to the rapidity of access from the south by means of the 

night trains, the English growers, though generally farther distant, had the 

advantage of their northern confreres, who in most cases would find it 

necessary to reach Edinburgh the evening previous to the Show. The 

blooms were stag 'd and ready for the Judges in good time, the prize cards 

Were placed on the boxes without unnecessary de’ay, and it goes without 

saying that the Auld Reekie folks were delig'itel with the treat afforded 

them, and took advantage of it so fully as to render access to the tables a 

matter of some difficulty. It is regretable that, owing mainly to the in¬ 

discretion of some of the exhibitors, the close of the Show was rendered 

somewhat unruly, visitors snatching the blooms out of the boxes and making 

matters uncomfortable for those who wished to save their blooms. 

Undemoted is the prize list:— 

Nurserymen's Classes. 

Jubilee Class. Thirty-six, distinct, single trusses, open to all nurserymen, 
the winner of the first prize will hold for the year a challenge trophy, v lue 
£50, and £3; second £3; third £2; fourth £1. For this valuable prize there 
were nine entries, the trophy being well won by Messrs. Harkness A Son, 
Bedale, Yorkshire, with blooms which, though not large, were very bright 
and fresh. The varieties staged were Etienne Levet, Pierre Notting, Alfred 
Colomb, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Stir of Waltham, La France, Charles 
Lefebvre. Captain Christy, Louis Yan Houtte, Merveille de Lyon, Duchesse 
de Morny, Beauty of Waltham, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Abel Curriere, 
Innocente Pirola (very fine), Duke of Connaught, Ulrich Brunner, Penelope 
Mayo, Marechal Niel, Madame Hausmann, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Due de 
Rohan, Queen of Queens, Dr. Andry, Jean Ducher, Marie Verdier, Catherine 
M' rmet, Charles Darwin, Mar e Finger, Marie Baumann, Baroness Roth¬ 
schild, Harrison Weir, Annie Wood, Reynolds Hole, and Auguste Rigotard. 
Messrs. R. Mack & Son, Catterick Bridge, Yorkshire, were second with 
fresh buds, but smaller than the first prize ; third Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester; 
and fourth Mr. John Cranston, King’s Acre, Hereford. 

Division A.—Seventy-two, distinct, single trusses. First prize is a piece 
of plate presented by some amateur members of tbe Royal Caledonian 
Horticultural Society, with £4 added by the National Rose Society ; secon 1 
£5; thi d £3. There were six entries for the seventy two’s, Messrs. 
Harkness & Sons repeating their victory. Many of the blooms were very 
large and fine, and the colours fresh. The sorts were Fr^ngois Michelon, 
fine ; Star of Wabham, fine; Baroness Rothschild, Duke of Edinburgh, 
Madame Eugene Verdier, John Bri ht, Captain Chris y, Charles Lefebvre, 
Count ss of Rosebery, Marie Verdier, E. Y. Teas, Comtesse de Nadaillac, 
Gloire de Bouig la Reine, Catherine Mermet, Dr. Sewell, Magna Cbarta, 
Dupuy Jamain, Thdre3e Levet, Niphetos, Duke of Teck, Madame Cusin, 
Prince Arthur, La Boute d'Or, Harrison Weir, Paul Nerun, Mrs. C. Swail s, 
Marie Hausmann, Souvenir d’un Ami, Alfred Colomb, Henrich Schultheis, 
Rosieriste Jacobs, Auguste Rigotard, Prince Camille de Rohan, Madame 
H. Jamain, Penelope Mayo, Jean Ducher, Marie Rady, fine ; Marie Finger, 
Fisher Holmes, Royal Standard, A. K. Williams, Souvenir de Paul Neyron, 
Marquise de Castellan-, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Sir Garnet Wolseley, 
Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Antoine Ducher, Violette Bouyer. Mr. B. R. Cant 
was second with a stand in which were some eood b ooms. Notably so wete 
Her Majesty, Merveille de Lyon, Queen of Queens, and Madame de Watte- 
ville. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts, third, with small but 
remarkably fresh blooms and of fine colour. 

Thirty-six, distinct, three trusses of each. First £5, second £4, thi d 
£2.—Only three exhibitors staged for these prizes, the first going to M>. 
B. R. Cant. The blooms being rather unequal in quality, some being rather 
passed though large, and others being rather smalt. The sorts were Pride 
of Waltham, Camille Btrnardin, Merveille de Lyon, Abel Curriere, Souvenir 
d'un Ami, Star of Waltham, Madame Hippo!) te Jamain, Abel Carr ere, 
Ulrich Brunner, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Duke of Edinburgh, Queen <f 
Queens, A. K. Wdliams, Madame de Wa'.teville, La Boule d’Or, Prince 
Arthur, Mardchal Niel.Mons. E. Y. Teas, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Ma ie 
Van Houtte, Duke of Wellington. Her Majesty, Dr. Sewell, Souvenir d’Ehee, 
Marie Rady, Comtesse Serenye, Madame Cusin, Madame Hippolyte Jamair, 
Innocente Pirola, Madame Charles Wood, Madame Caroline Kuster, Marie 
Baumann, Marguirite de St. Amand, and Fisher Holmes. Messrs. Paul and 
Son, Cheshunt, were a very close second, and Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, 
third, with large blooms, rather lacking in colour and finish. 

Twenty-four, distinct, single trasses, open only to nurserymen resident in 
Scotland. First prize a piece of plate, with £2 added, second £3, third £2. 
—Six of the Scottish nurserymen staged, and staged well in this class. Tue 
blooms were mostly large and full petalled, but awanting in the fin bIi 
apparent in the English blooms. Messrs. James Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, 
bad the first prize awarded to their Rot-e-r, the whole of the blooms being 
fine and of a large ar.d even size. The varieties included Magna Oharta, 
Charles L°ftbvre, Constantine Pretiakoff, Francois Michelon, Her Majest , 
Comtesse d’Oxford, Baroness Rothschild, Alphonse Soup rt, Merveille de 
Lyon, Exposition de Brie, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Senateur Vaisse, Lslia, 
Baron Hausmann, La France, Prince Camille de Rohan, Etienne Levet, 
Madame Victor Verdi r, A. K. Williams, Marguerite de St. Amard, 
Marquise de Ca’tellane, Duke of Edinburgh, Madame Hippolyte Jamaii , 
and Mons. E. Y. Teas. Mr. W. Montgomery, The Glen Nursery, Cardroes, 
second, with a lot scarcely inferior to the first, and third Mr. D. Robertsor, 
Mossend, Helensburgh, also good. 

Division B.—Tbe classes ia this divLion were open only to the trade 
growers who did not compete in the corresponding classes in Division A* 
Class 4, thirty-six, distinct, single trusses, first £4, second £3, third £2. 
On'y three exhibitors staged for these prizes, and to Mr. John House, 
Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough, the first prize was awarded. The buds 
were rather small, but fresh, the most notable kinds represented betng 
Francisca Kruger, Matechal Niel, CatherineMermet, and Niphetos. Mes-rs. 
J. Cranston & Co., Hereford, were second ; and Mr. Fret ingham, Beeston, 
Notts, third. , „ 

Claes 5. eighteen, distinct, three ttusses of each, first £3, second £2, 
third £1.—There were again three entries for these, Mr. House again being 
first, Merveille de Lyon, Catheiine Me met, and Jean Durher being his most 
noteworthy blooms. Mr. Frettingham was second in this class, and Messrs. 
J. Cranston & Sons third. 

Tea and Noisette Division. 

The Teas, to judge by tbe limited number of exhibitors, one of the 
classes being without entries and the other only poorly filled, were not in 
good condition at time cf show. The quality of the blooms shown lent 
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further probability to this*, as they were mostly Email in size, though 
beautifully fresh and sweet. 

Nurserymen.—Eighteen Teas or Noisettes, distinct, single trusses, first 
£2, second £1 10s., third £1.—Mr. Geo. Prince, Oxford, was in this class 
awarded the first prize, the blooms in his stand being rather heavier thru 
those in the others. The sorts werf—Cornelia Koch, Comtesse de Nadaillac, 
Etoile de Lyon, Catherine Mermet, Marie Guillot, Msrechal Niel, Hon. 
Edith Giffard, Souvenir d’un Ami, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, The Bride, 
Princess of Wales, La Princesse Vera, Francisca Kruger, Innocente Pirola, 
Madame Cusin, Madame Mavgottin, Niphetos, and Marie Van Houtte. 
Second, Mr. B. R. Cant, with very fresh though smallish buds. Third, 
Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herts. There were six entries. No blooms 
were shown in the class for twelve sorts. 

Amateurs.—Twelve Teas or Noisettes, distinct, single'trusses, first £2, 
second £1 10s, third £1; first prize presented by Mr. George Prince, 
Oxford.—There were four entries for these, Mr. Thos. B. Hall, Rock Ferry, 
Cheshire, being first with not large hut very fresh examples of Hon. Edith 
Giffard, Etoile de Lyon, Madame l min, Alba Ros< a, Comtesse de Nadaillac, 
Anna Ollivier, Madame Margottin, Jr an Dncher, Marcellin Rlioda, Francisca 
Kruger, Innocente Pirola, and Caroline Kuster. Second, Rev. J. H. Pem¬ 
berton, Havering, Essex; and third, Mr. Thos. P'aiquharson, Broughty 
Ferry. 

Six Teas or Noisettes, distinct, single tx'usses, first £1 10s., second £1, 
third 10s.—Six boxes were opened for the above, Lirnt.-Col. F. S. Hore, 
St. Asaph, North Wales, being first with neat buds of Caroline Kuster, Hon. 
Edith Giffard, Jean Ducher, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Madame Angele 
Jacquier, and Comtesse de Nadaillac. Second, Mr. L. Garnett, Cbristleton 
Rectory, Chester ; Mr. E. Mawley, Rosebank, Berkhamstead, being third. 

Six Teas or Noisettes, distinct, single trusses, open only to amateurs 
resident in Scotland.—These were lacking in size as compared with the 
buds from England, Mr. Farquharson being first, Mr. Parlane second ; and 
third, Rev. J. A. Paton, Castle Kennedy. 

Twelve Teas or Noisettes, three trusses of each.—Rev. J. H. Pemberton 
was the only exhibitor of these, which were in many cases small, though 
perfectly fr.sb. The first prize was awarded for them. 

Amateues’ Classes. 

The several classes in the division devoted to amateur growers were very 
well contested, and though many of the boxes were filled with blooms of 
inferior quality, the leading p’izetakers and some others showed blooms 
good in size, of fine quality, and well up to the standard of the trade 
growers. 

In the Jubilee class, twenty-four distinct, single trusses, open to all 
amateurs, the winner of the first prize to bold for the year a challenge 
trophy, value fifty guineas, and £3 in money; second, £3; third, £2; 
fourth, £1. The winner was T. B. Hall, Esq., Rock Ferry, Cheshire, who 
well won the trophv with fine blooms of John Stuart Mill, Lord Macaulay, 
A. K. Williams, Charles Lefebvre, Due de Rohan, Madame Hippolyte 
Jamain, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Baroness Rothschild, Marie Rady, Alfred Colomb, 
Lord Bacon, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Julius Finger, Etienne Levet, Louis 
Van Houtte, Le Havre, Captain Christy, Thos. Mills, Marie Verdier, Fisher 
Holmes, Merveille de Lyon. Mrs. Laxton, Henri Ledechaux, and Comtesse 
do Camondo. Mr. E. R. Whitwell, Boston Hall, Darlington, was a very 
close second; third, Rev. J. H. Pembeiton, Havering, Essex; and fourth, 
Mr. J. E. Backhouse, Croft, Darlington. 

Division C.—Thirty-six distinct, single trusses. First prize a piece of 
plate presented by some amateur members of the Royal Caledonian Horti¬ 
cultural Society, with £4 added by the National Rose Society; second, £5 ; 
third, £3; fourth, £1. First, Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Harering, Essex, with 
Catherine Mermet. Alfred Colomb, Merveille de Lyon, Exposition de Brie, 
Innocente Pirola, Rosieriste Jacobs, Louis Van Houtte, Countess of Rose¬ 
bery. Niphetos, Etienne Levet, Duke of Wellington, Captain Christy, Etoile 
de Lyon, Marie Baumann, Duchess of Bedford, Marie Fingpr, Francois 
Michelon, A. K. Williams, Camille Bernardin, Dr. Andry, Grandeur of 
Cheshunt, Caroline Kuster, Magna iCharta, Abel Carriere, Harrison Weir, 
Lady Sheffield, Duke of Edinburgh. Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Eclair, La 
France, Pierre Notting, Pride of Waltham, Horace Vernet, J-an Ducher, 
Earl of Pembroke, and Ulrich Brunner. S cond, Mr. 0. R. Whitwell, 
and Mr. Hall third. These were the only exhibitors. 

^Twelve distinct, three trusses of each.—Prizes, first, £3; second, £2; 
third, £1. First, Mr Hall, with Alfred Colomb, Etienne Levet, Duchesse 
de Caylus, Fisher Holmes, Baroness Rothschild, Merveille de Lyon, Duchesse 
de Vallombrosa, John Stuart Mill, Captain Christy. Marie Rady. La France, 
and Ulrich Brunner. The other prizes going to Mr. Whitwell and Rev. 
J. H. Pemt erton in the order named. 

Division D.—Exhibitors in this division were debarred from competing 
in that foregoing. In Class 8, twenty-four distinct, single trusses, £5, £4, 
£2, and £1. First Rev. L. Garnett, Christleton Rectory, Chester, with fine 
specimens of Francois Michelon, Heinrich Schultbeis, Duke of Bedford 
Mdme. E. V rdier, Beauty of Waltham, Marie Verdier,Marquise de Castellane! 
Baroness Rothschild, Annie Wood, Charles Darwin, Emily Laxton, Captain 
Christy, Her Majesty, A. K. Williams, Prince Arthur, Duke of Wellington, 
Merveille de Lyon, Mdlle. Marie Rady, John Stuart Mill, Madame Prosper 
Laugier, Ulrich Brunner, Mrs. Laxton, Etienne Levet, and Madame Gabriel 
Luizet. Mr. W. Boyt s W8B the only other exhibitor, and to his Roses the 
second prize was awarded. 

In Class 9, twelve distinct, single trusses, prizes .£3, £2, £1, and 10s., 
seven txhibitois. First Mr. James E. Backhous”, Croft, Darlington, with 
Duke of Teck, Her Maj sty, Marie Rady, Julia Dymonier, Marquise de 
Castellane, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Madame Lacharme, Comtesse de 
Serenye, Dr. Andry, Madame Gabriel Lu’zet, Louis Van Houtte, and La 
Fiance. Second Mr. Arthur Whitton, Askew, Bedale. Third Lieut.-Co1. 
Hore. 

In Class 10, six distinct, single trusses, four exhibitors. First, E. 
Mawley, Esq., Rose Bank, Berkhamsted, with Ulrich Brunner, Niphetos, 
Comtesse d’Oxfoid, Etienne Levet, Captain Christy, and Horace Vernet. 

Division E, open only to amateurs resident in Scotland.—The Roses in 
the following classes were very decidedly inferior to those from the growers 
hailing from forth the Tyne, the amateurs of Scotland in this respect 
falling much behind the Scottish nurierymen. 

In Class 11, eighteen distinct, single trusses, the first prize, a piece of 
plate, value 7 guineas, presented by Messrs. Paul & Son. Cheshunt, Herts ; 
second, £3; third, £2; eight exhibits. First Mr. A. Kirk, gardener to 
J. F. PatoD, Esq., Norwood, Alloa, with Jean Liabaud, Francois Michelon, 
Charles Lefebvre, Beau’y of Waltham, Alfred Colomb, Barouess Rothschild, 
Duke of Edinburgh, Madame E. Verdier, Marie Baumann, Comtesse 
d’Oxford, Marquise de Castellane, Mons. E. Y. Teas, La France, Sir Garnet 
Wolseley, Pride of Waltham, Xavier Olibo, and Etienne Levet. Second 
Mr. W. Parlane, Golfhill, and third Mr. T. Hogg, Cathcart. 

In Class 12, twelve distinct, single trusses, twelve exhibits. First Mr. 
Thos. M’Crorie, Burnbrae Co tagj, Kilbarchan, with Louis Van Houtte, 
Madame Gabriel Luizet, Seuateur Vaisse, Pride of Wa’tham, Marie Baumann, 
Mprveille de Lyon, Prosper Laugier, Madame Marie Verdier, A. K. 
Williams, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Charles Lefebvre, and Baroness Roth¬ 
schild. Rev. J. A. Paton second, and Mr. John Kidd, Rothesay, third. 

Class 13, six distinct, single trusses.—In this class Mr. John Thomson, 
Carron Flats, Grangemouth, was first with a nice lot of blooms, and Mr. G- 
Robertson, Naworth, Kelso, second. 

Extra class, open to exhibitors in divisions C, D, and E, six new Roses, 
distinct, single trusses, for Roses offered for the first time in English- 
nurserymen’s lists in the spring of 1884 and subsequently. Mr. Wm. Boyes, 
Milford, Derby, was the only exhibitor in this class, showing medium- 
flowe-s of Directeur Alphand, Souvenir de Ldon Gambetta, Gloire Lyon- 
naDe, Grace Darling, Madame Dellavaux, and Eclair. 

Open classes, the prizes in each case, £1, 15s., 10s. Class 21, twelve new 
Roses, distinct, single trusses. Messrs. Paul ifc Son, Cheshunt, Herts, were- 
first with good blooms, comprising Princess de Bearm, Comtesse F. de 
Bellauyer, Marshal P. Wilder, H>r Majesty, Ella Gordon, Eclair, Madame 
Massieaut, Madame Miossett, Mary Bennett, Alphonse Soupert, and 
General Appert. Second, Mr. B. R. Cant, the only other exhibitor. 

Twelve single trusses of any yellow Rose. Mr. B. It. Cant was first 
with fairly good Marecbal Niels. Messrs. McGready & Son, Portadown, 
Ireland, second with same variety; and Mr. Hugh Dickson, BeFast, third,, 
also with Marechal Niel. 

Twelve single trusses of any white Rose. Eleven competitors entered 
for this prize, Mr. Thos. Smith, Stranraer, receiving first with a very fine lot 
of Merveillo de Lyon, large in size and spotless in purity. Mr. Hugh 
Dickson, a good second with same variety, and Mr. Cant, Colchester,, 
third. 

Twelve single trusses of any crimson Rose. First, Messrs. John Cran¬ 
ston & Co., King's Acre Nursery, Hereford, with A. K. Williams. Second, 
Mr. John House, Peterborough, with Fisher Holmes, and Messrs. Mack and 
Son with Marie Rady. 

Twelve single trusses of any dark velvety crimson Rose. First, Mr. 
Hugh Dickson, with a good box of Horace Vernet. Second, Paul & Son, 
Che-hunt, Herts, wilh Abel Carriere, and. third Mr. Caut with Reynolds 
Hole. 

Twelve single trusses of any Rose. This was a strongly contested class, 
twelve exhibitox-s staging, and Messrs. Alex. Dickson «fe Sons, Newtonwards 
Ireland, being first with very fine blooms of the Earl of Dufferin, large and 
good ; Mr. James E. Backhouse, Croft, Darlington, second with Duchessen 
de Vallombrosa ; and Mr. J. House, Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough, a 
good third with Queen of Queens. 

Three trusses of any new seedling Rose, or distinct sport (not yet in 
commerce; a growing plant of the variety to be also shown), gold medal 
of the National Rose Society. Th's was awarded to Mes-rs. Robert Mack and 
Sons, Darlington, for S r Rowland Hill, a velvety deep maroon variety 
somewhat shaded, and of a moderately full build. The habit of the plant is- 
strong and healthy with good foliage. The silver medal for best Hybrid 
Perpetual was awarded to T. B. Halls, Esq , for a fine bPotn of Louis Van 
Houtte ; and Madame Willermoz shown by Mr. J. C. Day, Rowton, Cheshire, 
gained the medal for the best Tea Rose. 

Royal Caledonian Society’s Classes. 

In connection with the ordinary summer Show of the Royal Caledonian- 
Horticultural Society the following Jubilee prizes for Roses grown by 
gardeners and amateurs only,wr re offered—thirty-six Hybrid Perpetual Rose 
blooms, not less than eighteen distinct varieties—a silver cup or piece of 
plate, presented by Mr. Janus Alexander, of Messrs. Dicksons & Co., nur¬ 
serymen, Edinburgh, value £10 10s, for Scottish growers only. For this 
prize there were six entries, one or two of the lots being very good, Mr. 
A. Kirk, Norwood, Alloa, being fortunate in obtaining the cup with fresh 
blooms of the following varieties—viz., Etienne Levet, La France, Richard . 
Wallace, Baroness Rothschild, Alfred Colomb, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Charles 
Lefebvre, Edouard Morren, Louis Van Houtte, Miss Ingram, Marguerite de' 
St. Amand, Madame C. Jo’gneaux, Francois Michelon, George Dickson,- 
Xavier Olibo, A. K. Williams, Marie Baumann, Emilie Hausburg, Ulrich 
Brunner, Miss Hassard, Jules Margottin, and Madame Laurent. 

Thirty-six Rose blooms, distinct va-ieties—Prize presented by Messrs'- 
John Lamont & Sons, nurserymen, Edinburgh, £3 3s.—In this class only- 
two competitors came forward, the first prize going to Mr. James Walker, 
Clarendon, Linlithgow, for the following varieties-Duchesse de Vallombrosar 
Francois Michelon, Countess of Rosebery, Baroness Rothschild, Merveille' 
de Lyon, Paul Neyron, Magna Charta, Madame Lacharme, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, Etienne Levet, Marie Baumann, John Blight, La France, Ulrich 
Brunner, Countess of Oxford, Madame Eugene Verdier, Fisher Holmes, 
Souvenir d’Elise, Henry Pages, Due de Montpensier, Francis Fontaine, - 
Elie Morel, Madame Willermoz, Comtesse de Paris, Alfred Colomb, Helen 
Taul, General Jacqueminot, Emilie Hausburg, Senateur Vaisse, White 
Baroness, Marquise de Castellane, Queen of Queens, Ulrich Brunner,. 
Antoine Ducher, and Madame George Paul. *• 

Twenty-four Rose blooms, distinct varieties—First and second prizes 
presented by Messrs. James Cocker & Sons, nurserymen, Aberdeen. First- 
£2 2s., second £1 Is., for Scottish growers only. In this class there was a 
keen competition, no fewer than eleven competitors staging. The general 
quality of the blooms was excellent. Mr. G. L. Hunter, Lauriston Castle, 
Midlothian, was first, and Mr. Parlane, Golfhill, a good second. The first 
prize lot contained the following kinds—Madame Nachury, Duchesse 
de Rambriaux, Francois MicheloD, Etienne Levet, Senateur Vaisse, Alfred 
Colomb, Marquise de Castellane, Albert Pages, La France, Madame GhasV 
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Crapelet, Baroness Rothschild, Marie Rady, Marie Baumann, Marshal 
Vaillant, John Hopper, Charles Lefebvre, General Jacqueminot, Madame 
Thdrese Levet, La Prance, and Madame Hippolyte Jamain. 

Twenty-four Rose blooms, distinct varieties—First and second prizes 
presented by Mr. Hugh Dickson, nurseryman, Belmont, Belfast. First 
£2 2s., second £1 Is., English growers excluded.—There was six entries in 
this class, Mr. A. R. Henderson, gardener to Mr. Macfie, Cleimistou, Corstor- 
phine, being first, and Mr. W. Parlane second. Amongst the first prize lot 
were good blooms of Annie Laxton, Franqois Michelon, Marie Finger, 
Magna Charta, Ulrich Brunner, Countess of Oxford, Thomas Mills, Marquise 
■de Castellane, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Victor Verdier, A. K. Williams, 
Baroness Rothschild, Madame Isaac Periere, Pride of Waltham, Marhchal 
Vaillant, Lrelia, Alfred Colomb, Madame Nachury, Xavier Olibo, Star of 
Waltham, Dupuy Jamain, La France, Senateur Vaisse, and Marquise de 
Mortemart. 

Twelve Roses, distinct varieties, three blooms of each. First and second 
prizes presented by Mr. Thomas Smith, nurseryman, Stranraer. First prize, 
£2 2s.; second prize, £1 Is., for Scottish growers only. Three competitors 
staged. Mr. Henderson was placed first with very fresh blooms, and Mr. 
P. McTavisb, Airthry Castle, Stirling, second. The first lot comprised the 
following sorts—viz., Louis Van Houtte, Baroness Rothschild, Victor 
Verdier, Peach Blossom, Annie Laxton, Comte de Raimbaud, Madame 
Hippolyte Jamain, Francois Michelon, Xavier Olibo, Etienne Levet, and 
La France. 

Twelve Tea, and twelve Hybrid Perpetual Rose blooms, distinct varie¬ 
ties. Prize presented by Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons, nurserymen, Edin¬ 
burgh. For this prize there was only one entry, Mr. Parlane staging fresh 
blooms of the following varieties—Clara Cochet, Gloire de Dijon, Souvenir 
d’un Ami, Perle des .Tardins, Catherine Mermet, Alba Rosea, Niphetos, 
Rubens, Marie Van Houtte, Baroness Rothschild, Edouard Morren, La 
Prance, A. K. Williams, Duchesse de Vallambrosa, Alfred Colomb, and 
Hippolyte Jamain, Horace Vernet, Captain Christy, Marie Baumann, Reine 
•du Midi, and Beauty of Waltham. 

Twelve blooms of the old Cabbage Rose. A flower stand presented 
by Mr. A. Jenkinson, merchant, 10, Princes Street. Edinburgh, value £1 5s. 
There were four entries for this prize, Mr. W. Chapman, Grangemouth, 
being first with fairly good blooms. 

Three bouquets of Roses. First prize presented by Mr. John Grieve, 
•of Midfield, Waterloo Hotel, Edinburgh, £2 2s. Second prize presented by 
Mr. David Mitchell, Comely Bank, Edinburgh, £t Is. Of these the only 
•ones that were really noteworthy were those set up by Miss Watson, 56, 
Albert Street, and to which the first prize was awarded. One was composed 
of yellow buds neatly and lightly arranged; another of white and light 
blush sorts, and the third of maroon and yellow Roses. These were really 
beautiful examphs of bouquet making. Mr. Bald, Canada Lane, second. 

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, N., exhibited twenty-four 
boxes and twenty-four baskets of Teas and H.P.’s in varieties, each con¬ 
taining about fifty blooms. Mr. Jas. Bryson, Helensburgh, put up a hamper 
Lull of blooms of old fashioned and “ other” Roses, among which were the 
York and Lancaster, Airnee Vihert, Charles Lawson, Madame Plantier, 
Madame Hardy, and other varieties which are not nearly so much grown as 
their merit entitles them to be. 

OXFORD.—July 12th. 

No more pleasant site in or around Oxford could well he suggested for 
(holding this Society’s Exhibition than the gardens of Worcester College, 
and it would be difficult to name one more suited to the convenience of 
everyone concerned. Situated near the railway stations at the west end of 
Beaumont Street, and readily accessible from all parts of the city, the 
gardens have acquired the fame of being amongst those of the mo3t beauti¬ 
ful in Oxford. The mention of Beaumont Street recalls to mind the palace 
that formerly existed hearing the same name, the residence of Edward II., 
who frequently visited the city, and in which the lion-hearted Richard I. 
and John were born, the latter of whom executed the famous deed at 
Runnymede, the title of which distinguishes one of the most highly 
esteemed H.P. Roses that in recent years has graced both our gardens and 

■exhibition stands. 
Approaching from the piazza and passing through the large quadrangle, 

the west side of which is festooned from one end to the other with Wistaria 
■sinensis, a short, arched pa=sige leads to the garden in which this Society is 
bolding its thirty-sixth Exhibition. So well was “ future effect ” studied 
when this garden was originally planted that its extent from any one spot 
•pannot now be judged. On the central lawn, more especially, there are 
some fine trees that are deserving of notice. Three exceedingly fine 
Ailantus glandulosa bearing myriads of flower buds occupy what may be 
represented as the angles of an unequal sided triangle, on the shortest side 
•of which there is a picturesque group of trees filling an oval of somewhat 
irregular outline, surrounded by a marginal line of Willow-weed, &c., which 
is more or less overhung with old fashioned Roses, flowering Thorns and 
Currants, Svringas, Laburnums, and large tree Box ; above these rise large 
•specimen Pines and lofty Lombsrdy Poplars. Within this arrangement, 
or nearly so, are fine trees of Purple Beech, Silver Birch, an aged Mul¬ 
berry with branches extending over a space of nearly 40 feet, an Acacia, 
Tulip Tree, Spanish Ches nuts and Walnuts. There are many other note¬ 
worthy trees here, the largest of them being English Elms and Horse 
Chestnuts, and it is under the shade of some of these a marquee, 140 feet 
long and 40 feet wide, had been erected to stage one of this Society’s most 
satisfactory displays of the Queen of Flowers. The lake at the lower end is 
a feature of the garden, and if evidence were wanted of what here so much 
impresses one with a sense of sweet sec'usion, it is there in the nearest 
Chestnut tree, in the shape of a wood pigeon sitting on her nest. But while 
these notes were being jotted down the rosarians were busily engaged 
arranging their stands, and their achievements have to be chronicled in the 
-Journal. 

In the division open to all England, in class 1, for forty-eight varieties, 
three trusses of each, there were four entries, and the leading position was 
taken by Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, with a well-arranged Btand of fresh¬ 
looking blooms, the most noteworthy of them being Alfred Colomb, Lord 
Macaulay, Marie Baumann, Abel Carriere, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Duke of Con- 
paught, Charles Darwin, Penelope Mayo, Dcvienne Lamy, Madame Victor 

Verdier, Harrison Weir, Avocat Dnvivier, Reynolds Hole, Pierre Notting, 
Xavier Olibo, Star of Waltham, Ulrich Brunner, Etienne Levet, Francois 
Michelon, Georges Moreau, Pride of Waltham, Royal Standard, Magna 
Charta, Baroness Rothschild, Her Majesty, Mdlle. Marguerite Dombrain, 
Madame Marie Verdier, Elie Morel, La Duchesse de Morny, Captain Christy, 
Comtesse de Serenye, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Sunset, The Bride, Caroline 
Kuster, Innocents Pirola, and Madame Margottin. The second prize was 
won by Mr. John Mattock, New Headington, Oxford, with a fine stand of 
blooms, but smaller than those of the above, the finest of them being 
Dr. Andry, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Abel Carriere, Duke of Edinburgh, Alfred 
Colomb, Marie Baumann, Star of Waltham,Ulrioh Brunner, Queen of Queens, 
Madame Sophie Fropot, Marquise de Castellane, Mdlle. Marie Cointet. Elie 
Morel, Comtesse de Serenye, Lady Mary Keith, Merveille de Lyon, Madame 
de Watteville, Niphetos, Bellefleur d’Anjou, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, 
Innocente Pirola, Marie Van Houtte, Bouquet d’Or, and Souvenir d’un Ami. 
The third prize wa? taken by Messrs. Geo. Cooling & Son,Bath. 

In class 2, for forty-eight single trusses, Mr. Charles Turner again se¬ 
cured the premier position, many of his most noteworthy blooms being those 
of the varieties mentioned in the former class, but there were in addition 
good examples of Louis Van Houtte, Madame Eugenie Verdier, John 
Hopper, Longfellow, Horace Vernet, Au niste Rigotard, and Comtesse de 
Nadaillac. Messrs. George Cooling & Son weie second and Mr. John 
Mattock third. In class 3, for thirty-six varieties, Mr. John Mattock was 
placed first with an excellent stand ; omitting mention of the kinds enume¬ 
rated in his exhibit in class 1, there were those of Duchess of Bedford, 
Madame Victor Verdier, Pierre Notting, Charles Lefebvre, Jean Liabaud, 
Madame Ducher, Mrllle. Annie Wood, Senateur Vaisse, Mons. Alfred 
Dumesnil. Etienne Levet, Captain Christy, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Madame 
Eugene Verdier, Baroness Rothschild, Her Majesty, Etoile de Lyon, 
Mariechal Niel, and Jean Ducher. The second and third prizes were taken 
by Mr. C. Turner and Mr. William Rumsey, Waltham Cross, in the order 
named. 

In class 4, for twenty-four varieties, Mr. John Walker, Thame, secured 
the first position in the face of keen competition, the undermentioned blooms 
in this stand bring particularly fine—namely, Auguste Mie, Reynolds Hole, 
Mons. E. Y. Teas. Marie Baumann, A. K. Williams, Cha-les Lefebvre, Duke 
of Wellington, Duchesse de Caylus, Edouard Morren, Dupuy Jamain, 
Auguste Rigotard, Merveille de Lyon, and Mardchal Niel. The second and 
third prizes were awarded ixactly as in the previous class. In class 5, for 
twelve trusses of one variety, dark H P., Mr. W. J. Grant, Ledbury, gained 
first honours with a beautiful stand of Abel Carriere ; Messrs. George 
Cooling & Son were second with A. K. Williams, and S. P. Budd, Esq., Bath, 
was third with Marie Baumann. In class 6, for the same number of a light 
variety, only two stands were staged, both of them Merveille de Lyon, Mr. 
William Rumsey being placed first, and Mr. A. Evans, Marston, Oxfotd, 
second. 

In class 7, for twelve varieties, Tea or Noisette, Mr. John Mattock, staged 
a charming stand, taking the premier position with Bougere, Catherine 
Mermet. Etoile de LyoD, Innocente Pirola, Jean Ducher, Madame de Watte¬ 
ville, Madame Cusin, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Maris Van Houtte, Perle 
des Jardins, Pauline Labountz, and a sunerb hlcom of Souvenir d’un Ami. 
Mr. George Humphr<ys, Kingston Langley, Chippenham, was second, and 
Mr. William Rumsey was third. 

In the division open to all, except growers for saD, in class 8, for thirty- 
six variet’e3, Mr. W. J. Grant was firtt with a superb stand of blooms 
which, in addition, won the Na'ional Rose Society’s gold medal for the best 
stand of Roses exhibited in the open classes. It is unnecessary to recapit¬ 
ulate the names of the blooms, the whole of them maintaining the high 
order of merit of tho=e exhibited by this successful ros irian at kindred 
meetings during the present season. The other prize-winning stands, too, 
contained some exceptionally good flowers, and were staged by S. P. Budd, 
Esq., and T. W. Girdlestone, Esq , SunnirgdaR, who were placed in the 
order named. In class 9, for twenty-four varieties, E. B. Lindsell Esq., 
Bearton, Hitchin, _was to the fore with a very freBh-looking, well-arranged 
stand, all of which have already been mentioned in other exhibits, but 
those of Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Ulrich Brunner, 
and Her Majesty were especially noteworthy. The second prize fell to 
T. W. Girdlestone, Esq , whose stand con'ained a highly coloured Marbchal 
Niel, and beautiful blooms of Etoile de Lj on and Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, 
W. J. Grant, Esq., being third. In Class 10, for twelve varieties, J. B. 
Ward, Esq., M.D., Warneford Asylum, Oxford, was awarded the first prize 
for a good stand of blooms, but there was no other competitor. In class 11, 
for twelve varieties, Tea or Nois tte, W. J. Grant, Esq., was first; T. W. 
Girdlestone, Esq., second ; and E. B. Lindsell, Esq., third. 

In the division for amateurs (members of the society only), in class 12, 
for eighteen varieties, an excellent stand from Mr. Wm. Narroway secured 
both the premier position and the silver gilt medal of the National Rose 
Society for the best stand in this division. The s:cond prize was taken by 
Mr. A. Evans, Marston, Oxford, from whose stand the Judges selected the 
best H.P. bloom (Mdlle. Marie Rady), for the distinction of being awarded 
the silver medal of the aforenamed Society. The third prize went to Mr. 
Charles Taylor, Headington. In class 13, for twelve varieties, R. E. West, 
Esq., Wray Park, Reigate, in whose stand dark Roses predominated, 
amongst them being a very fine bloom of Xavier Olibo, easily secured the 
first award; Mr. Arthur Stow, HeadiDgton, was second; Mr. James Coll- 
cutt, Oxford, third, and R. Ramsden, Esq , fourth. In class 14, for nine 
varieties, Mr. A. Stow was first, Mr. F. Freeman, Oxford, second, Mr. J. 
Collcutt third, and the Rev. H. A. Pickard, Oxford, fourth. In class 15, 
for twelve triplets, the first prize went to Mr. A. Evans, and the second to 
the Rev. C. Eddy, Bramley, Basingstoke. In class 16, for six triplets, 
R. Ramsden, Esq , Chadwick Manor, Knowle, and Mr. Hy. Poulter, Oxford, 
were respectively placed first and second. In class 17, for six trusses of 
one HP. variety, it. E. West, Esq., was first with Alfred Colomb; Mr. 
Wm. Narroway, second will Mdlle. Marie Rady, and Mr. A. Evans with 
Baroness Rothschild. In class 18, for six Tea or Noisette blooms, It. Rams¬ 
den, Esq., was first, and it was a specimen of Maieclial Niel in this exhibit 
that gained the silver medal of the National Rose Society. Mr. A. Evans 
was second, and the Rev. H. A. P.ckard, third. For a single bloom, H.P., 
Mr. Narroway was first with Mdlle. Marie Ridv; Mr. A. Evans second 
with Hippolyte Jamain, and Mr. H. Stow third. Fo: a single bloom of Tea 
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or Noisette, Mr. A. Evans was first with Etoile de Lyon, the Ttev. R. G. 
Downes second with Marechal Niel, and Mr. Wm. Narroway third. The 
two first medals that have been mentioned were presented by the President 
of the Society, G. Heibert Morrell, Esq. 

HITCHIN. 

If the “stars in their courses” did not fight against the promoters and 
well-wishers of this Show the sun in his strength did, and, as many of its 
supporters are small growers, the hot weather told more severely upon them 
than upon large growers, who can probably put their plants in various 
positions, and so manage to secure blooms in one place or the other; this 
same rear on doubtless hindered several of the larger growers for sale from 
competing, and thus the extent of the Show was lessened. 

The Exhibition was held in a tent in the grounds of J. Delme Ratcliffe, 
Esq., a place very well adapted for the purpose close to the town, and 
with pleasant surroundings of trees and water, and there was much en rgy 
and courtesy displayed by our excellent friend the Rev. F. H. Gall and the 
members of the Committee, while as it was held at Hitchin it was hut 
natural to suppose that Mr. E. B. Lindsell, who has exhibited in such good 
form this year, would show some excellent flowers, and in truth it would be 
hard to excel even in the most favourable season the stand of twenty-four 
with which he gain; d the first prize. Mr. Gall, too, showed better than I 
have seen him exhibit before. 

In the nurserymen’s c’ass for forty-eight blooms, distinct, the first prize 
was awarded to Mr. Merryweather of Southwell for Captain Christy, Dr. 
Andry, Madame Marie Finger, Marie Baumann, Catherine Soupert, Charles 
Lefebvre, Hon. Edith Giffard, Marie Yerdier, Niphetos, Comte Raimbaud, 
A. K. Williams, Mary Bennett, Matiame de Watteville, Le Havre, Madame 
Lacharme, Prince Arthur, Reynolds Hole, La France, Gdneral Jacqueminot, 
Crown Prince, Egeria, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Etienne Levet, Fran gois 
Michelon, Madame Charles Wood, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Marie Rady, 
Victor Verdier, Ulrich Brunner, Yiolette Bouyer, Catherine Mermet, Duke 
of Wellington, Marquise de Castellane, Her Majesty, Fisher Holmes, 
Marguerite de St. Amand, Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Madame Hippolyte 
Jamain, Madame Eugene Verdier, Baroness Rothschild, Sultan of Zanzibar, 
Annie Laxton, Camille Bernardin, Madame Gabriel Luizet, and Louis Van 
Houtte. Messrs. Burrell ifc Co. were second with good blooms, La France 
being especially fine, and Messrs. Burch & Sons of Colchester third. 

In the class for eighteen Teas (open) Messrs. Burrell & Co. of Cambridge, 
were first with Madame de Watteville, Marechal Niel, Niphetos, Princess 
of Wales, La Boule d’Or, Madame Bravy, Madame Angele Jacquier, 
Catherine Mermet, Rubens, Innocente Pirola, Comtesse de Nadaillac, 
Madame Margottin, Madame Lambard, Jean Ducher, The Bride, Francisca 
Kruger, David Pradel, and Madame Welch. The Rev. W. H. Jackson of 
Stagsden Vicarage, Bedford, was second. 

In the class for amateurs, twenty-four varieties, Mr. E. B. Lindsell was 
a long way fir^t with a beautiful box of blooms of Xavier Olibo, Ulrich 
Brunner, Duchess of Vallambrosa, Marie Rady, Abel Carriere, Lady Mary 
Fitzwilliam, this very fine flower gained the National Rose Society’s Silver 
medal for the best H.P. in the Show ; Prince Arthur, Francois Michelon, 
Dr. Andry, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Charles Lefebvre, Innocente Pirola, 
Merveille de Lyon, Horace Vernet, Mardchal Niel, Marie Baumann, Marie 
Cointet, Sultan of Zanzibar, La France, Victor Hugo, Mons. Noman, Com¬ 
tesse de Nadaillac, this bloom gained the National Rose Society’s silver 
medal for the best Tea or Noisette in the amateurs’ classes ; Dr. Sewell, and 
Baroness Rothschild. The Rev. W. H. Jackson was again second in the 
class for twelve trebles. Mr. Lindsell was again first with a box of 
beautifully finished blooms, consisting of Captain Christy, Abel Carrib-e, 
Marie Baumann, Mods. Noman, Madame Gabriel Luizet, A. K. Williams, 
Horace Vernet, M( rveille de Lyon, Ulrich Brunner, Marechal Niel. Inno¬ 
cente Pirola, and La France. In class 5, for twelve distinct, Mr. G. 
Moules, Hitchen, was first, Ulrich Brunner, Baroness Rothschild, Sena- 
teur Vaisse, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Madame G. Luizet, Camille Bernardin, 
Devoniensis, Marquise de Castellane, Reynolds Hole, Niphetos, Marie Rady, 
and Anna Ollivier. Mr. R. E. West of Reigate was second, and the Rev. 
F. H. Gall third. In the class for four trebles Mr. R. E. West was first 
with Abd Carriere, Baroness Rothschild, Ulrich Brunner, and Captain 
Christy. The Rev. F. H. Gall w^s Becond with very good blooms, and the 
Rev. Fox Lambert third. In classes for nine distinct trusses, Miss A. M. 
Lucas was first with Marguerite Brassac, La France, Duke of Wellington, 
Duchess of Bedford, Marie Finger, Etienne Levet, Captain Christy, and Marie 
Baumann. Mrs. Tomes was an equal first with La France, Captain Chii-ty 
Duke of Edinburgh, Cat oline Kuster, Madame G. Luizet, Madame Lacharme, 
Mons.Noman, and Mrs. Baker. In class 9, for twelve Teas and Noisettes, E. B. 
Lindsell, Esq., was first with Innocente Pirola, Marechal Niel, Nipbe os, 
Comtesse de NadailLc, Jean Ducber, Souvenir d’un Ami, Etoile de Lyon, 
Madame Cusin, Caroline Ivuster, Madame Angele Jacquier, Catheiine 
Mermet, and Hon. Edith Giffard. The Rev. W. H. Jackson was second. In 
Class 10, six Teas or Noisettes, the Rev. F. Lambert was first with Marechal 
Niel, Hon. E. Giffard, Madame Lambard, Innocente Pirola, Marie Van 
Houtte, and Caroline Kustrr. In Class 11, six trebles, Teas or Noisettes, 
13. B. Lindsell was first with MarCchal Niel, Niphetos, Catherine Mermet, 
Madame Willermoz, Caroline Kuster, and Innocente Pirola. In the Jubilee 
class for eighteen blooms, twelve H.P.’s and six Teas, not necessarily 
distinct, Mr. B. Lindsell was again first with Merveille de Lyon, U rich 
Brunner, Innocente Pirola, and Comtesse de Nadaillac. 

The Rev. F. H. Gall, who has taken so deep an interest in the H tchin 
Show, entertained the Judges and exhibitors at luncheon at the “ Sun 
Hotel,” in his usual spi-it of kind and genial hospitality, to which also Mr. 
Atherton sent some of h:s most excellent Strawberry All Round, the finest 
fruits I had seen this year.—D., Deal. 

BIRMINGHAM. 

For a number of years the Birmingham Rose Show took its place 
amongst the foremost of our Rose gatherings, but it is now several years 
since that the Society held its Last meeting in the Town Hall. Efforts 
have been made to revive these gatherings at various places about Bir¬ 
mingham ; but it was not until the meeting of the National Rose Society 
in the Botanical Gardens last year that a good Rose show was again seen 
in the Midlands. This year the Council of the Botanical Society deter¬ 

mined on holding an exhibition of Roses on their own account, and this 
took place on the 14th and loth inst. The claims upon our great growers 
in the Rose season render it impossible for many to attend every exhi¬ 
bition, and the rigid rule of the National Society against two-day exhibitions 
must not be overlooked, aLd then there was the intensely hot dry weather 
throughout July, all of which tended to reduce the number of exhibitorsT 
and consequently the display. Notwithstanding these drawbacks there- 
was a good display of blooms. 

In the open class for nurserymen Messrs. Harkness & Sons of Bedale 
won the leading honours, and even with greater competition would have 
been able to hold their position, although they had one formidable opponent 
in Mr. Merryweather of Southwell, both growers showing in exceedingly 
good form. In the cLss for forty-eight blooms, a ngles, first Messrs. 
Harkness & Son with Marie Finger, Dr. Andry, Paul Neyron, Antoine 
Ducher (fine), Merveille de Lyon, and Etienne Levet (both fine blooms), 
Marie Verdier, Star of Waltham, Madame Sophie Fropot, A. K. Williams, 
Lord Beaconsfield, Mons. Noman, E. Y. Teas, Marquise de Castellane,. 
Princess Beatrice, Frangois Michelon. Second row: Henrich Schultlreis, 
Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Charles Lefebvre, Duchesse de Morny, Captain 
Christy, Sir Garnet Wolseley, Magna Charta, Madame Hausmann, Duke 
of Edinburgh, Edouard Morren, Alfred Colomb, Baronne de Rothschild, 
Ulrich Brunner, Queen of Queens, Marie Rady. I bird row: Dr. Hogg, 
Catherine Mermet, a fine bloom of Harrison Weir, La Boule d’Or, Madame; 
Cusin, Marie Baumann, La France, Reynolds Hole (a grand bloom with a 
beautiful bright velvety tint upon it', Caroline Kuster, Le Havre, Prince 
Arthur, Niphetos, Henri Ledechaux, Violette Bouyer, Pierre Notting, andr 
Tea Madame de Watteville. Second Messrs. Perkins <fc Son. Coventry, 
having Duchess of Bedford, A. K. Williams, Pride of Waltham, and 
Duchesse de Rohan, very good. 

In the class for twenty-four trebles Messrs. Harkness & Son were first 
with excell- nt blooms of Madame Hausmann, Baroness Rothschild, Horace 
Vernet, Queen of Queens, E. Y. Tea*, Duchesse de Vallambrosa, Etienne 
Levet, La France, Fisher Holmes, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Ulrich Brunner, 
La Boule d’Or, Innocente Pirola, Marie Bady, Souvenir d’un Ami, 
Frangois Michelon, Niphetos, Marquise de Castellane, Violette Bouyer, 
A. K. Williams, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Alfred Colomb, Merve’lle de 
Lyon, and Le Havre. Mr. Merryweather, Southwell, with an excellent- 
second, including very fine blooms of Comtesse de Nadaillac, Capt. Christy, 
Her Majesty, very fine indeed ; and Marechal Niel, weH coloured. Third, 
Messrs. Perkrns ifc Sons, Coventry. 

In the class for twenty-four singles Mr. Merryweather was first with- 
Marie Baumann, Her Majesty, A. K. Williams, Baroness Roths- liild, Mrs. 
Charles Wood, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Countess of Oxford, Helen Paul, 
very fine indeed; Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Marie Rady, Marquise de 
Castellane, Star of Waltham, a grand richly coloured Marechal Niel (also 
exhibited at Bedford the day previous), Fisher Holmes, very fine; Elia 
Morel, and Madame Eughnie Verdier, Duchess of Bedford, Violette Bouyer, 
Camille Bernardin, Marquise de St. Amand. Dupuy Jamain, Prince of 
Wales, Harrison Weir, very bright; and Egerie. Second, Messrs. Hark¬ 
ness & Sons; Ulrich Brunner, Horace Vernet, E. Y. Teas, and A. K. 
Williams being very fine. Third, Messrs. Perkins & Sons. In the class 
for twelve Tea and Noisettes (open), first, Messrs. Harkness & Sons w tli 
Caroline Kuster, Tlnirese Levet, Hippolyte Jamain, Souvenir de Paul 
Neyron, Madame de Watteville, Innocente Pirola, Souvenir d’un Ami, 
Madame Berard, Niphetos, La Boule d’Or, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and 
Madame Cusin. Second, Mr. Merryweather. 

The following classes were for amateurs and gentlemen’s gardeners. 
For thirty-six Roses, single*, distinct, first, the Veitcb Memorial prize of 
£5 and medal, W. J. Grant, Esq., Hope End Farm, Ledbury, with Louis 
Van Houtte (a splendid bloom), Etienne Levet, Prince Arthur, Captain, 
Christy, Star of Waltham, La France, Horace Vernet, Marie Baumann, Sir 
Garnet Wolseley, Alfred Colomb, Marquise de St. Amand, Pride of Wal¬ 
tham, Mons. Wolfield, Duke of Teck, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon (fine), A. K. 
Williams, Merveille de Lyon, Reynolds Hole (very fine', Souvenir d’un- 
Ami, Charles Darwin (very tine), Comtesse de Nadaillac. Dr. Andry, Mi-rie 
Verdier, Ulrich Brunner, Marie Rady, Marie Van Houtte, Lady Sheffield M, Innocente Pirola, Madame Char es Crapelet, Catherine Mermet,. 

osiere, Niphetos, Abel Carr:ere, F’anny Olivier, a beautiful bloom of 
Pierre Notting, and Francisca Kruger, one of our finest Teas. Second 
William Boyes, Esq., Milford, Derby. 

For twenty-four sing’e blooms, distinct, first Mr. W. J. Grant with Star 
of Waltham, La France, Prince Camille de Rohan, Merveil e de Lyon, 
Horace Vernet, Captain Christy, Alfred Colomb, Pride of Waltham, Marie 
Verdier and Charles Darwin (both fine), Marechal Niel. A. K. Williams, 
Catherine Mermet, Dr. Andry, Etoile de Lyon (fine in its yellow colour), 
Madame Victor Verdier, Duke of Teck, Marguerite de St. Amand, Fisher 
Holmes, Tea Rubens, Thomas Mills, Comtesse de Nadaillac (a beautiful 
b'oom), Abel Carriere, and Marie Van Houtte—a fine stand. Second A. H. 
Griffiths, Esq., Edgbaston (Mr. Booker, gardener), with a good stand, which 
included fine blooms of Star of Waltham, Paul Neyron, Marguerite Brassac, 
and Frangois Michelon. Third Mr. Whittle, Belgrave, Leicester. 

In the class for twelve trebles Mr. Grant was again first with La Boula 
d’Or, Madame Victor Verdier, Souvenir d’un Ami, Charles Leftbvre, 
Captain Christy, Marie Baumann, E. Y. Teas, Etienne Levet, Pierre 
Notting, La F'rance, General Jacqueminot, and Madame Hippolyte Jamain. 
There were no other exhibitors in this class. For twelve single blooms, 
distinct, first Mr. W. J. Grant with Charl»s Darwin, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, Marie Rady, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, Marie Verdier, A. K. 
Williams, La Boule d’Or, Horace Vernet, Prince Arthur, Caroline Kuster, 
Abel Carriere, and Alfred Colomb. Second, Mr. Wm. Boyes. I bird, 
Rev. Dr. Watson, Birkswell, near Coventry. For twelve Teas or Noisettes, 
distinct, first Mr. W. J. Grant, with Catherine Mermet, Caroline Kuster, 
Princess of Wales (fine), Perle de Lyon, Innocente Pirola, Miss Edith 
Giffard, Madame Margottin, a grand bloom of La Boule d’Or in form, but 
with colour gone; Madame Cusin, Francisca Kruger, Souvenir de Paul 
Neyron, and Marie Van Houtte. Second Mr. William Boyes ; third 
R. Ramsden, Esq , Knowle, near Birmingham. 

The classes for twenty-four Rose*, single blooms, and twelve for twelve 
single blooms were confined to amateurs and gentlemen's gardeners reside 
ing within four miles of the Birmingham Town Hall, and in those two 
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7ere several good exhibits, the winning stands especially. For 
^ , ^r' 4" Griffiths was first with Star of Waltham, Duchesse 
oe vanambrosa, Marie Baumann, Merveille de Lyon, Horace Vernet, Mad. 
mppolyte Jamain, Mrs. Laxton. Comtesse de Sere.iye, Paul Neyron Miss 
ilassarcl, Abel Carriere, Marquise de Castellane, Marie Verdier, Charles 
.netebvre, Pramjois Michelon, Louis Peyronny, Alfred Colomb, Ulrich 

Luke of Teck, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Magna Charta, A. K. 
williams, Queen of Queens, and Pierre Notting. Second, W. C. li. Cane, 
Lsq., Harborne, with good blooms. Third, J. E. Wilson, E-q., Wyddriu-- 
ton, Birmingham. For twelve blooms Mr. Griffiths was again first with 
bright even blooms, and J. Richards, Esq , Edgbaston, second. Third, 

• Renrick, Esq. In the class for twelve white Roses, any sort, Mer- 
veiue de Lyon took the lead. Messrs. Harkness it Son first, Messrs. 

erians & Son second and Mr. Whittle third. For twelve crimsons, any 
one sort first Mr. Griffiths, with a fine stand of Star of Waltham. Second, 
Messrs. Perkins Son with Charles Lefebvre. Third, Messrs. Harkness 
ana Sons. 

miscellaneous exhibits Messrs. John Laing it Co., Forest 
riiu .Nurseries, obtained a first-class certificate for fine cut blooms 
ol double and single Tuberous Begonias. Messrs. Hans Niemand & Co., the 
f?™? ilono“r for a handsome group of plants, and Mr. R. H. 
„,^tegar}s. f 'r °ut herbaceous blooms and alpine plants, and first- 
ciass certificates for two charming seedling varieties of Campanula turbi- 

ata, named Chad Valley Gem and Distinction. Messrs. Perkins & Sons, 
Coventry, took the first prize for a very handsome bouquet of Roses, and 
T?r‘ cu’ Curator of the Botanic Gardens, added to the beauty of the 
Bosebfiow by using Palms, Ferns, &o. Messrs. Williams, Brothers, Bir¬ 
mingham, were awarded certificates for a combined syringe and tank with 

arubber ho e, a boon to amateurs; also for a simple but excellent 
SU?p°rt sPrmg clasp, suitable for Pinks, Carnations, and 

oiees, Auriculas, Hyacinths, and many things, a very welcome acquisi¬ 
tion to our garden sundries. ’ J 1 

HEREFORD AND WEST OF ENGLAND. 

.T11?-twenty-first annual Exhibition of Ro-’es at Hereford was held in the 
, ,® ■tlaR 0Q r ndiy, 15th inst, and although the fixture was unavoidably 
ate one for Hereford, the Show was a marked success as far as the 

quantity and quality of Roses staged could in-ure success. 
■p. 4ns nurserymen's classes were all well contested by Messrs. Harkness 

ros., ±5. R. Cant, Geo. Paul & Son, Keynes, Williams & Co., Cooling & Son, 
nranston Co., ifce., and much interest was evinced as to whether the now 
amous young firm from Yorkshire would maintain the success they had 

aireaay achieved this season at South Kensington, Bath, Edinburgh, and 
lrmingfiam, as it was at Hereford last year that they gained their first 

seventy-two. The contest between the northern growers and Mr. B. R. 
Pant was a sharp one, both showing in excellent style ; Messrs. Harkness 
Bros., however, were first with one of the brightest and best seventy-twos 
we have seen this season, their flowers were much larger than those exhibited 
PY.,.enJ a".South Kensington, and were remarkable for their quality and 
brilliant colour, consisting of the following varieties—Marie Finger, Marie 
Baumann, Captain Christy, Madame E. Verdier, Ulrich Brunner (very fine), 
Mrs. Caroline Swailes, Lord Macaulay, Magna Charta, Madame Victor 
■Lercll®r> Merveille de Lyon, Maurice Bernardin, Lady Mary Fitzwdliam, 
May Quennel, Marie Verdier, Marie Rady, Mons. Noman, Etienne Levet 
(grand), Marquise de Castellane, Madame Hausmann, Baroness Rothschild, 

Vernet, Q ieen of Queens, Fran 9 >is Michelon, Alfred Colomb, Duke 
or Albany, La Prance, Antoine Ducher, Dupuy Jamain, Jean Ducber, Jotin 
mi it Duchesse de Momy, Rippolyte Jamain, Comtesse de Serenye, 
General Jacqueminot, Marie Van Houtte, Dr. Aniry (very beautiful) 
Catherine Mermet, E. Y. Teas, Niphetos, Abel Carriere, Louis Van Houtte, 
Lady bhetfaeld, La Rosier-1, Madame Lacharme, Reynolds Hole, Violet-e 
Bouyer, Beauty of Waltham, Prince Arthur, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Gloire 
oe Bourg la R-iue. Duke of Teck, Fisher Holmes, Chas. Darwin, Innocente 
lirola, Sultan of Zanzibar, Emilie Hausberg, Duchess of Bedford, Auguste 
Kigotard, Jean Liabaud. Mr. B. R. Cant was second with excellent blooms, 
amongst which we noticed a large number of fine Teas, Madame Cusin, 
Madame A. Jacquier, and Marechal Niel being particularly good. Messrs, 
traorge Paul & Sou third. An extra pr'zs was awarded to Messrs. Keynes, 
Williams it Co , Salisbury. Five entries in this class. 

w..,.or thnty-six varieties,threetrusses each,Messrs. B. R. Cant, Paul, Keynes, 
Wfifiams it Co. were the prizewinners in the order named. In Mr. Cant’s 
triplets we notice! Madame de Watteville, Lady Mary Fitzwil iam, Madame 
Cusin, Marechal Niel, Pierre Notting, A. K. Williams, Innocente Pirola, 
Auguste Kigotard in very fine condition. The premier place for forty-eight 
single trusses distinct, was taken by Messrs. Cranston it Co., Hereford, with 
magnificent blooms of good colour and fine form, Counte-s of Oxford, 
Barchelemy Joubert, Duke of Albany, Abel Grand, Innocente Pirola, and 
Mane Oomtet being the most remarkable ; Messrs. Cooling & Son of Bath 
were a good second; Mr. Whiting. Hereford, third. In the class for twenty- 
tour varieties, three trusses each, Messrs. Cooling were well ahead with a 
r?T-lxiue,S68h 1?*’ ?f c°nipict blooms ; Messrs. Cranston second; Messrs. 
Griffiths & Son, T.llington Nursery, Hereford, third. Twenty-four varieties, 
single trasses, is always a popular class at Hereford, and on this occasion 
there was no exception to the general rule, all the exhibitors staging in fine 

r,Messrs- Cranston again took the lead, followed by Messrs. 
Griffiths & Son and Mr. C. Whiting, all of them showing well. 

In the amateurs’ division B, open to the United Kingdom, the competi- 
tion lay between Mr. W. J. Grant, Hope End Farm, Ledbury, and Mr. Budd, 
Bath. Ihe award for thirty-six distinct varieties, single trusses, with the 
silver medal of the National Rose Society, was made in favour of Mr. Grant, 
who staged largs well-finished fresh blooms of Charles Lefebvr1, Marie 

erdier, Souvenir de Thdrese Levet, Comtesse d’Oxford, Marie Baumann, 
E.ienne Levet, Star of Waltham, Souvenir d’un Ami, Xavier O.ibo, 
souvenir dEhse, Horace Vernet, La Boule d’Or, Alfred Colomb, Souvenir 
oe rani JNeyron, Cnarles Darwin, Pierre Notting, La Rosiere, soort from 
lane Van Houtte, Benoit Comte, Catherine Mermet, Fisher Holmes, La 
ranee, Prince Arthur, La Duchess; de Morny, Duke of Teck, Madame 

Margottin, General Jacqueminot, Madame G. Luizet, Louis Van Houtte (fine), 
Marguerite de St. Amand, Madame Victor Ve'dier, Emilie Hausberg. Anni; 
wood, Uinch Bruan-r, Senatcur Vaisse, Dr. Andrv. In this s'and were 

awarded the special prizes presented by J. G. Woodhouse, Esq., for the best 
H.P. and Tea or Noisette exhibited in the amateur classes. M-. Budd, 8, Gay 
Street, Bath, was a good second with slightly smaller fresh blooms, amongst 
which Comte Raimbaud and Mardchal Vaillant were shown in fine condition. 
For eigtr een varieties, three trusses of each, Mr. Grant’s was the only entry, 
for which he was awarded a first prize. For twenty-four varieties, single 
trusses, Mr. Grant was again first with large fresh blooms of good form and 
substance, Mr. Budd following closely with slightly smaller but well- 
coloured fresh blooms. In the remaining class in this division for twelve 
single trusses, Mr. Grant was also first with a good stand; Mr. Bailey, gar¬ 
dener to W. A. H. Martin, Esq., Upper Hall, Ledbury, being second. 

In division C, open to amateurs not exhibiting in division B, th're was 
plenty of competition, especially for the special prizes given by Mr. Raukin, 
M.P., and Mr. Cranston, the former open to amateurs residing in Hereford¬ 
shire only, and not exhibiting in division B, both classes being for twenty- 
four varieties, distinct, single trusses. Mr. Raukin’s first prize was 
awarded to Mr. 0. Williams, The Gardens, Lower Eaton, Hereford, for 
large well developed blooms; second Mrs. Graham, Lugwas Court, Here¬ 
ford (Mr. Marrard, gardener); Mr. Cranston’s prizes going to Mrs. Graham, 
Lugwas Court, and Mr. Nash, gardener to J. Rankin, Esq., M.P. For 
twelve varieties, dist'nct, Miss Bulmer and Mr. Merrick were first and 
second, the prize for twelve triplets going to Mr. Nash, and Mr. Williams in 
the order named. 

Class D, open to all amateurs, for twelve Tea or Noisettes, the spec al 
prizes given by Mr. B. R. Cant were awarded to Mr. W. J. Grant and the 
Rev. H. Arkwright, Bodenham Vicarage. For twelve new Rose3 the awards 
were made in favour of Messrs. Georg3 Paul & Son, Cranston & Co., and 
Cooing, there being nothing particularly distinct amongst the varieties 
shown. Twelve trusses of any new Rose not in commerce previous to 1381 
was represented by a box of Her Majesty, shown in fine condition by Mr. 
Cant, who was also first for twelve Teas or Noisettes, followed by Mes-r?. 
Cranston and W. J. Grant. Eighteen trusses of anyone Rose brought six 
entries, Messrs. Cooling being first with a really splendid box of A. K. 
Williams, certainly the finest examples of this variety we have seen this 
year. One bloom in this box was surpassingly beautiful. Messrs. Harkness 
were second with Alfred Colomb and Messrs. Keynes, Williams ifc Co. third 
with Reynolds Hole. 

Table decorations and bouquets were shown well as usual by lady 
amateurs, and also by Messrs. Peikin3 of Co ventry and Cyphir of Chel¬ 
tenham. 

BROCKHAM. 

Whether or no Rose growers have had just cause to complain of the 
weather, members of committees of Rose associations have had no just 
caus11. It has been perfect weather for every kind of out-of-door festivities, 
and treasurers of Rose shows have, no doubt, been in good spirits. Tne 
twenty-second Show of the Brockham Rose Association was hell in the 
beautiful grounds of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Clark at Mickleham Hill on 
Tuesday, July 12th. Owing to the Review at Aldershot on Saturday the 
9th, the Show was of necessity postponed, but there was certainly no 
apparent disadvantage on account of the change of day. Mrs. Gordon 
Clark had asked 250 of her friends to a garden party, and the sight of the 
very large gathering in the grounds and the adjoining field was very 
brilliant and attractive. The gardens are well adapted for such gatherings. 
They abound in large well-grown trees planted with great judgment, and 
the visitors were distributed in clusters everywhere. The baud of the 
Westminster Volunteers played at one end of the garden under au awning, 
and the selection of music was in excellent taste and admirably carried ouri 
As usual, on every occasion of a Brockham Rose Show, hospitality and 
courtesy were extended to everyone connected with the Show. Mr. and 
Mrs. Gordon Clark not only entertained the Committee and the Juiges at 
luncheon, but from first to la-t did their utmost to forward the interests of 
the Association. The grounds of Mickleham Hall do not possess any 
features that call for special mention in a horticultural view, but a large 
bed formed of trimmed Copper Beech, and Acer Negundo var. in the centre, 
was a novelty, and very striking. The whole of the gardens under the care 
of Mr. Avis, who has neen tweuty-five years in Mr. Gordon Clark’s servic1, 
were in admirable order, and the conservatory attached to the house with 
scarlet Tacsonia and double Hibiscu0, and Tradescantia var. growing 
luxuriantly, was very well worth seeing. 

The Rose Show was held in a large tent in the adjoining field, and the 
ventilation was so good that most of the Roses stood up as well at the end 
as at the beginning. It was a capital Sh >w, and a great improvement on 
some of its predecessors. Attention had evidently been paid to defects pre¬ 
viously notio d, and as a result the flowers generally were well stiged, 
Tnere were a very few unworthy blooms, the names of the Roses were 
fairly correct. There were exhibitors in every class, and there was not a 
single box without moss. Oat of sixty-one members (the number is 
limited to seventy) there were eighteen exhibitors—viz., Rev A. Cheales 
in four classes, Mr. C. E. Cuthell iu eight classes, Mrs. Hatch, Lady Lau-a 
Hampton, Mrs. A. Tritton, Mrs. Beneeke, Mrs. Mottimer in five classes, Mr. 
A. F. Perkins in five classes, Capt. Lang, Mrs. Gordon Clark, Miss Barclay, 
Mrs. Leopold Seymour, Hon. H. D. Ryder, Mrs. Blake, Mrs. Cockburn, 
Mr. F. T. WollaBton, Lady Moon in four classes, and Mrs. Thompson. 

In the Class 1, for twenty-four distinct trusses, there were three exhi¬ 
bitors. Mr. Cuthell took first prize for Etienne Levet, Marquise de Oas- 
tellane, Marechal Niel, Rich. Wallace, Marie Rady, Gabriel Luizet, Ferdinand 
de Lesseps, Edouad Morren, Duke of Wellington, Duchesse de ValLmbrosa, 
Alfred Colomb, Baroness Rothschild, Dupuy Jamain, Magna Charta, Duke 
of Bedford, La France, Rojal Standard, Captain Christy, Baron Bonstettin, 
Hippolyte Jamain, Souvenir d'un Ami, Abel Carriere, Madame Lambard, 
Comtesse d’Oxford. Rev. Alan. Cheales took second prize for Marie Ridy, 
Perle de Lyon, Mrs. Baker, Alfred Colomb, Cha les L febvr *, Mareohal Niel, 
Star of Waltham, Gabriel Luizet, Duke of Edinburgh, Gloire de Bordeaux, 
Souvenir d’Elise VardoD, Queen of Queens, Captain Christy, Sultan of 
Zinzibar, Duchess of Edinburgh, A. K. Williams (best H.P. iu the Show), 
Madame Raimbaud, Etoile de Lyon, Comtesse de Serenyi, Duke of Wei ing- 
ton, E. Y. Teas, Grace Dari ug, Marie Baumann, Catherine Mermet. Mrs. 
Mortimer had in her box, notably Reynol Is Hole, Marie Baumann, and 
Marie Rady. 
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There were only five exhibitors in Class 2 for twelves. Mr. Wollaston won 
for a fine box the first prize, these were the Roscs—Alfred Colomb, Jean 
Liabaud, Marie Baumann, La France, Baroness, Marie Kadv, Comtesse de 
Serenyi, Charles Darwin, Harrison Weir (a grand bloom), Louis Van 
Houtte, E. Morren, and Duke of Connaught. The Hon. H. D. Ryder took 
second prize for Lord BeaconBfield, E. Morren, Magna Charta, Alfred 
Colomb, Comtesse de Serenyi, Annie Wood, Catherine Mermet, Souvenir 
de James Gould, A. K. Williams, BelleLyonnaise, C. Darwin, Etienne Levet. 
The third prize was won by Mr. A. E. Perkins for a good box. 

In Class S, for six separate Roses, there were four exhibitors. Mrs. 
Leopold Seymour won first prize for E. Morren, Lord Beaconsfield, Marie 
Baumann, Marie Sisley, Mrs. Welch, and A. K. Williams. Mrs. Hatch took 
second place for The Sultan of Zanzibar, Baroness, Marie Rady, Fisher 
Holme?, Madame V. Verdier, and Duchesse de Caylus. 

The triplets in Class 4 were pleasing, but they should be in triangles, not 
in lines. Mr. Wollaston won first prize for Marie Rady, Alfred Colotnb, 
Captain Christy, Baroness. Mrs. Mortimer took second prize for Reynolds 
Hole, Baroness, Marie Baumann, and Madame G. Luizet. The third prize 
fell to the Rev. A Clieales—Frangois Michelon, Alfred Colomb, Mardchal 
Niel, and Marie Rady. There were two other exhibitors. 

In the six Teas, all alike, (Class 5), Mr. Chedes had it all his own way 
for a gleaming box of Marechal Niel, Mr. Cuthell came next for other 
Mardchal Niels, and Mr. Perkins for six small Comtesse de Nadaillacs won 
third piize. The gold medal was ruled to lie between the best boxes in 
Classes 5 and 6. Mr. Cheales and Mr. Cuthell, through winning the medal 
previously, were not qualified. Consequently, as the medal could not go for a 
third prize, it was not awarded. The rule of the Committee requires 
alteration. 

For six blooms of any other one sort, Mr. Cuthell got first for Marie Rady, 
and Mr.Thompson second for the same Rose. Mrs. Leopold Seymour won third 
prize for six blooms of Her Majesty. When it has been said that they were 
enormous littlemore is left to be said. Two of the bloom3 were each as big 
as saucers, and amazingly flat. This box received much attention, if not 
respect. There were four other exhibitors in this class. 

For twelve Teas, Mr. Cuthell won first prize for Jules Finger, Marechal 
Niel, Souvenir d’un Ami, Madame Berard, Madame Lambard, Sunset, Marie 
Van Houtte, Elise Vardon, Perle des Jardins, Alba Rosea, Innocente Pirola, 
Reve d’Or. Mr. Cheales came next for a good twelve, containing G. de 
Bordeaux (? a Tea), Niphetos, Hon. E. Giffard, Grace Darling, and The 
Bride. Mrs. Mortimer took third prize. There were no other exhibitors. 

For six Teas, Class 8, Mrs. Leo. Seymour took first, and Mies Barclay 
second prize. There were four other competitors. 

In Class 9, open to all previous non-winners, Lady Laura Hampton took 
the prize. There was one other exhibitor. Mrs. Seymour took the silver 
medal for Marechal Niel, the best Tea, and Mr. Cheales the same for A. K. 
Williams, the best H.P. 

For the decorations there was keen and good competition. Mrs. Cuthell 
took first prize for a high dinner decoration of Tea Roses and Ferns, very 
elegant. Mrs. Beneeke for a copper bowl, with Beech, Ribbon Grass, and 
Roses, took second. Mrs. Blake won first prize for drawing-room decorations 
of Eucharis, Purple Beech, and Fern. Miss Ede, second prize, for a vase of 
Honeysuckle. Miss Gordon Clark, third, for an elegant basket of Roses and 
Fern. Mrs. Hatch won the prize for a hand bouquet (only one exhibited). 
There were forty-two buttonhole bouquets shown, many were much too 
lar?e. The Judges were well abused by the ladie3 for their judgment; but, 
oddly enough, no two ladies who gave their opinion agreed together. Miss 
Cuthell took first for buds and Orchids; Mrs. Hatch, second, for buds of 
Forget-me-nots ; and Mr. Thomson third for dark buds and William Allen 
Richardson. 

Mr. T. W. Girdlestone, of Sunningdale, showed a box of new Roses— 
Mary Bennett, Madame Musset, Comtesse de Paris, Rosieriste Chauvy, 
Clara Cochet, Benoit Comte, Annette Murat, Souvenir de Victor Hugo, 
American Beauty, The Bride, Madame Caroline Swailes ; and also a box of 
Teas, amongst which were Berberidifolia Hardyi (a g-m), Rosa mnerantha, 
and Rosa indica (v?r.), Princess Vera (T.), Marcelin Rhoda, Souvenir 
de Thercse Levet, and Triomphe de Milan. 

Mr. H. Appleby of Boxhill Nurseries, decorated the tent with choice 
flowering plants, and also showed two very fine boxes of H.P.’s and Teas, 
and several brace bouquets arranged by Mr. Appleby. 

Mr. Mawley was not able to act as Judge, being called to Edinburgh. 
His place was ably filled by Mr. Bensted, Hon. Sec. of the Maidstone Rose 
Association, and so it was that the Judges consisted of Mr. Girdlestone, Mr. 
H. Applebv, Mr. Bensted, and the writer of this account.—A. B. Alexandeb, 
Sheddeld Vicarage. 

TINE BORDERS AND UNORTHODOX PRUNING. 

As our friend, “ A Thinker,” states at page f>, it is almost too hot to 
think and write, and especially so after a hard day’s work, such as the 
weather necessitates ; but “ Experientia docet ” has set the ball rolling 
on a worthy subject, and readers may dwell with interest on those 
pithy remarks concerning the grand old Vines at Cole Orton Hall—I 
mean those in the old brick pit. Does it not show what a mistake it is 
to have such large borders as are usually seen ? and I have been wonder¬ 
ing lately what will be the fate of many a house of Grapes six weeks 
or two months hence, where the roots are rambling away far out of the 
original border. The present season so far is one of the driest on record, 
and the languishing state of many Vines, where the roots are not under 
control, will plainly show that they are suffering through the drought. 
Those in charge will water the border; this will help them a little, but the 
bulk of the feeders being away out of the border none of the water will 
reach them. I have a vivid recollection of two instances where the 
Vines are in brick pits, and the gardener in charge, knowing the small 
size of the border, gave unlimited supplies of liquid manure, besides rich 
top-dressings, and the Grapes were much better both in quality and finish 
than others in large and deep borders. At the present time we have 
Vines of Muscat of Alexandria in 11-inch pots bearing two 4 lbs. 
bunches on each Vine; the berries arc very large and of perfect finish. 

They have been kept well top-dressed and well supplied with liquid 
manure. This plainly shows that, the roots being under control, they 
receive the benefit of whatever is applied. _ 

My advice to those in charge of large and deep borders is, after the 
Grapes are cut make a trench about 6 or 8 feet from the main stem, and 
carefully work the soil from the roots, taking particular care that they 
do not become dry in the operation. If the drainage is not in good 
order it should be rectified and the roots relaid in fresh compost. A 
thorough watering with tepid water and a mulching of fresh stable 
litter will complete the operation. If the borders are inside and out, 
one could be done one season and the other the next. I have lifted and 
relaid the roots of Arines in seven houses in my time, and I have^ also 
pruned Vines in six houses on what is called “ unorthodox pruning, and 
with very pleasant results. “ Red” Hamburgh even turned into Black 
Hamburgh, and shanked and shrivelled Muscats into what my late 
employer called grand Muscats. I have a letter by me now in which lie 
speaks of the Grapes in the highest praise. We have a house of Muscats 
here which have been in an unsatisfactory condition for several years. 
Last October we lifted the roots in the inside border, and pruned them 
on the long-spur system, and they have very much improved. I do not 
say they are perfect, but they are in advance of what they were last 
season. We Know it is pleasant to see straight and trim rods, but when 
you have Vines placed under your charge from ten to thirty years old, 
not in good condition, and good Grapes expected, we must make a 
move out of the orthodox groove. Well ripened Vines in pots never throw 
straggling bunches, and it is the same with old Vines.—A. Young, 
Abb n r ley Hall Gardens, Stour port. 

PRIMULA REIDL 

The plant represented by the illustration (fig. 5) is a new introduc¬ 

tion from the Himalayas. It was discovered on wet rocks near the 

Ralan Glacier, Kumoan, by Dr. Duthie of Saharanpore, who sent over 

a large quantity of seed, and which was widely distributed. Although 

we have heard of a few failures, the majority of growers seem to have 

raised it in large quantities, so that there will be no fear of its being 

lost if it ripens seed anything like the other Primroses from that coun¬ 

try. It has been reported as not having much horticultural merit, but 

this we think is due more to the anxiety displayed in being the first to 

get a certificate than anything else. The plants exhibited at Kensing¬ 

ton were very small, carrying only about three flowers, and these small 

and badly coloured, while strong plants grown on with us this year have 

borne a head of from six to nine flowers larger than P. involucrata, and 

pure white or cream colour, and delightfully fragrant. Small plants 

have also a disadvantage in not opening their flowers fully, while in the 

more robust plants they open quite flat, and when grouped make a grand 

show. The leaves are ovate, obtuse, rough or wrinkled on both surfaces, 

covered with long white hairs, and do not attain a very large size. As 

far as our experience goes about the hardiness of P. Reidi we should 

say that it is quite equal to P. rosea, not requiring such a damp 

situation as that species, but well protected and grown in shady places 

with us it has stood the last severe winter where fully exposed, and this 
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sprmg t e fine healthy appearance and large flower heads proved beyond 

c ou t its capability to stand the rigour of even our most severe winters. 
As a pot plant it does admirably. Our compost is good stiff loam, leaf 

S<”, and plenty of sand, the tiny seedlings being placed between small 

pieces of sandstone, which retains sufficient moisture near the roots for 

their requirements. There can be little doubt when this plant becomes 

etter known it will take a place equal to P. rosea. Our plants are 
small as yet, only a year old, but what we have already seen speaks well 

for its future. The drawing was taken from plants that flowered at the 
Royal Gardens, Kew, this spring.—M. S. 

[The Rev. H. H. D’Ombrain has also favoured us with flowers of this 
charming little Primula, and he speaks very favourably of it.] 

WINTER GREENS. 

nla.ntJfhPn^lVegf:aileif are in all gardens. Cultivators who 
S'Vhe gardfn fro'T1 beginning to end during one of the spring months. 
sk>nohfTfnT/11* results wlthout further exertion, may now be in possesi 
thp f 11 pply vegetahles. As soon as the summer ceases and 

C°TS- °n theSe gl'owcrs find their garden entirely destitute of 
hebfm^!l %andrim m/ny xtS.6S tbere is none worth speaking about to 
be found m gardens from November until the following May. This is a 
state of matters I can remember seeing in gardens twenty-five years ago, 
and disereddabie as it was then, it is still more so now, as teaching on 
gardening is more common than it ever has been. That empty gardens 

' f'C‘l;'fn/ly ®ee.n, 111 wlrder and spring no one can deny, and although 

deLfent In [his wfy!Se ^ many lMge °nCS are also ™y 

1S wb<?lly the result of neglect and the want of thought. I know 
tiio V °f sm.a11 »arden owners near here who ten years ago were under 
emr,t^?[eSS-°t ^ 1* Was ?mte the correct thing to have" their gardens 

t6r R°W bave tbem as ful1 at that season as they are 
at midsummer, and they wonder that they had not always been so. 

so^n^tw68 Se-fc ithem the examPle> and once begun, the results were 
fat+v,°-mdaCfment Was necessary to make them give as much 

attention to their wmter crops as their summer ones. 

to nutTi^ thS time °f planGng to slip by, or not taking the trouble 
Kimnl• +rs 1D’ ar®. faults whicli invariably lead to insufficient 
CT?it [f;tHipmter and ^ * nofc until vegetables are wanted that the 

^ 6 “ dl,scovercd» for Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, Kale, 
month’«&a« pre valaabIe m January, February, March, and other 
TWph- P •’ KlC ney -Peans, and such like are at the present time. 
W t,p 1° USfm any°ne being ad yised or advising themselves that they 

t0 Plant inter Greens in their gardens in summer, or s'o 
evefv L^vIp^T-i1115 SexiS°n last,s’as yacancies are being made in almost 
Pm Cag,ffiflp dally< i 5,ow and by August manY of the early Potato, 
Pea Cauliflower, and other quarters will be cleared, and it is by planting 

of Wi^tpITWy fl'°m July,untTil the end °f August that a goal supply 
of Winter Greens is insured. I know some growers who have onlv a 

^n afth^VIf PIaDt iWintCr GreenS betwcen their Potato rows so 
flom ®te,ms beg’]1 to dle> and as they raise their own plants 
from seed in httlebeils dose by they are constantly filling the vacant 
spaces, no matter how small they may be, and the result is that there is 

lInLtp7 ti! the,W10le year but some vegetable is forthcoming from the 
S fn haiVe ian ad-thc-year-round supply, and to secure this 

frcUnJ °f UV6ry garden bolder- Some are 
thevwPW tb“k tbat Car T Greensand hecks are too common, but if 
vpIm-Tw1 revert to March last they may remember how valuable every 
egetable was at that time, and this may induce them to plant some of 

hardy Greens. Swedish and Yellow Turnips, and Prickly 
should also be included amongst Winter Greens, as they fill an 

important gap in the supply of winter vegetables, and the absence of 
i urmps in wmter is more felt than many think at the present time.— 

CERTIFICATED PLANTS. 

Attention was directed some time ago to an alleged circumstance 
of a number of members of the Floral Committee of the Royal ITorti- 

luopom1 r°Clely re!rainlI]g from v°ting either for or against plants 
p aced before them for certificates, and no account being taken of these 
abstentions in making the awards. It was pointed out that under that 
extraordmary system plants might be honoured with certificates for 
which the great majority of the Committee refused to vote, the honour f?) 

emg granted by a minority. If I am correctly informed that has been 
the case somewhat recently, for it is stated that not many weeks ago a 
plant was certificated on the votes of two members of the Committee, one 
voting against it and the majority abstaining. It is difficult to believe in 
the accuracy of that allegation, but it is so freely mentioned bv persons 
w ho cannot be ignored that publicity is given to the rumourin order that 
it may oe contradicted if not well founded. If it be true, and a practice 
so utterly loose is officially sanctioned, the public will soon cease to 
attach any value to the decisions of the Committees, and the Society must 
inevitably suffer. Here, if there is no mistake in the matter, is a 
plant franked with the highest mark of merit that can be bestowed—the 
first-class certificate of the Royal Horticultural Society of England— 
that was not considered good enough for an award by an overwhelming 
majority of the Floral Committee, and yet this negatively condemned 

plant goes to the world as of equal merit with another that may have 
been accorded an unanimous mark of approval. If this is not deceiving 

Public as to the real value of a plant (for which a higher price 
will be charged in virtue of the honour (?) accorded), it would be 
interesting to know what is. All abstentions should be regarded as 
negative votes counting against a plant, or certificating will become a 
solemn farce.—Anti-Humbug. 

Rose Show Reports.—We desire to express our obligation, to all 
who have assisted in the preparation of the complete reports of Rose 

shows that have been furnished to us. We have had pleasure in afford¬ 
ing space for them, though the publication of some practical and 
interesting articles has been in consequence postponed. 

- Thunder Showers visited the metropolitan district last 

Friday and Saturday, the weight of rain falling varying considerably 
in different localities. It was the first g00d rajn ” tha,t had fallen 

for six weeks, and was of the greatest possible benefit to vegetation. 
The air has also been cooler and more pleasant since the showers. 

- Show at the People’s Palace, London.—We learn that a 

large flower show will be opened by H.R.I.H. the Crown Princess 

of Germany at the People Palace, Mile End, on Monday, 25th inst., and 
will continue open until July 26th. Many leading London nurserymen 

will make extensive displays of plants and flowers. It is under the 
management of Mr. William Earley. 

- On Tuesday next, July 26th, the National Carnation and 

Picotee Society will hold their annual Show in the Conservatory, 

South Kensington, on which day the usual Scientific, Fruit, and Floral 

Committees will be held. The price of admission to the public will, 
we are informed, be 2s. 6d. 

- Van Houtte Memorial Prizes.—We are informed that the 
Committee of the English subscribers have deteimined to offer two 
prizes of the value of £10 each, to be competed for at the next quin¬ 

quennial International Exhibition to be held in April, 1888, at Ghent, 

under the auspices of the “ Society Royale d’Agriculture et de Botanique,” 

one prize for the best new varieties of Azalea indica obtained since 
1880, and one prize for che best collection of hardy trees and shrubs. 

The Conseil d’Administration of the Society have intimated their ac¬ 
ceptance of these prizes. 

- On the occasion of the Queen’s Visit to Hatfield on the 13th 

hist, the daughter of the Marquis of Salisbury’s head gardener, Mr. 

Norman, had the honour of presenting Her Majesty with a bouquet of 
Orchids. 

-At the Royal Horticultural Society’s meeting, South 
Kensington, last week Messrs. J. Laing «fc Co., Forest Hill, received first- 

class certificates for the two following Tuberous Begonias, in addition 
to those noted in our report:—Claribel, bright rose, white centre ; 
Rosea compacta, very dwarf, free flowering, single. Both were hand¬ 

some varieties, the total number of varieties from the same firm certi¬ 
ficated on that occasion being nine. 

- The Rose Show at the Alexandra Palace last Thurs¬ 
day, Friday, and Saturday was far from being as satisfactory as some ex¬ 

hibitions held there in past years. Some had anticipated an extensive 
Show, but their hopes were not realised, partly perhaps owing to the 
season, and partly to some defects in the management. The principal 

exhibitors were Messrs. Paul k Son, C. Turner, W. Rumsey, G. k W. H. 
Burch, J. Burrell & Co., H. Low k Co., G. W. Piper, E. B. Lindsell, Rev. 
Alan Cheales, and J. Bateman. Messrs. Wood & Sons’ Jubilee medal 

for the best single bloom in the Show was awarded to Mr. G. W. Piper 
for a good example of Her Majesty. Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, had a 

large and beautiful group of hardy flowers ; and Messrs. W. Paul & Son, 

Waltham Cross, contributed an extensive collection of cut Roses. 

- Mr. Henry Marriott sends us from Skirbeck a pod of 

Webb’s Wordsley Wonder Pea, containing twelve full-sized seeds, 
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and observes there are many other pods containing the same number of 

peas. Mr. Marriott desires to know whether it is a rare or an ordinary 

occurrence to find twelve full-sized peas in a pod. We suspect it is not 
common to find such a yield, but we have seen a pod containing 
thirteen peas. If any other pods are sent containing twelve or more 

peas we will record the circumstance as representing a bountiful yield. 

A- Gardening Appointment.—Mr. James Wilkie, for the last 
five years at Cardiff Castle Gardens, has been appointed gardener 

to Lord Oranmore, Castle Macgarrett, Claremorris, Ireland. 

- Mr. Robert Owen sends us flowers of his “ last and best” Ivy¬ 

leaved Pelargonium Robert Owen. It equals in size, form, and 

symmetry the flower sent to us last week, and referred to on page 27, 
but has slightly broader petals. It is a splendid variety, rosy scarlet 

in colour, the “ Princess Josephine ” being deep carmine. We have not 

seen two better double Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums than these." 

-We have received the schedule of the Huddersfield 

Chrysanthemum Show. The chief prizes in the open classes for cut 

blooms were £10, £7, and £4 for twenty-four Japanese, and the same 

number of incurved, distinct, and £5, £3, and £2 for twenty-four 

varieties, twelve in each section. The Show is to be held on November 
11th and 12tli in the Town Hall, Huddersfield. 

- “D.” writes that in the report of the Farningham Show it 

should have been Mr. F. Cant, not Mr. B. R. Cant, who was the exhibitor 

and second prizetaker in the nurserymen’s class for thirty-six blooms. 

- Roses at the American Exhibition.—Messrs. W. Paul and 

Son, Waltham Cross, have a tent at the American Exhibition, Kensing¬ 
ton, devoted exclusively to Roses, which are arranged in boxes and 
baskets on sloping banks at the sides, with a broad path down the centre. 
About 2000 blooms are exhibited each day, fresh supplies being obtained 
every morning from the Waltham Cross Nurseries. All the best of the 

standard exhibition and garden varieties are represented, including selec* 
tions of the new varieties, such as Grand Mogul, of superb colour ; the 
pretty American Rose, Sunset, and others. Some stands of old garden 

Roses have been very attractive, the graceful Polyantha varieties also 
being well shown. These are arranged in baskets suspended from 

the upper part of the tent, and have a charming appearance. The tent 

altogether is a very pleasing addition to the Exhibition, and the gardens 
attached are now very attractive. 

- The Wakefield Paxton Society.—The subject for dis¬ 
cussion at the ORDINARY WEEKLY meeting of this Society, held at 
the “Saw Inn ” was “ The Pelargonium,” and it was introduced by Mr. 

T. Marsdenof Sheffield. In the absence of the Vice-presidents Mr. W. J. 

Ireland, head gardener to Baron St. Oswald of Nostell Priory was called 

upon to preside, and the vice chair was occupied by Mr. W. L. Skinner 

of Silcoates Nurseries. There was a good show of blooms, particularly 
of the Zonal and Regal varieties. Some discussion took place on the 

paper, and a series of questions were put to the essayist. On the motion 
of Mr. Hale, gardener at Woodthorpe, seconded by Mr. E. Fenner, 

gardener to Mr. Jo. Shaw of Woodlands, Sandal, and supported by 

Messrs. Skinner & Garnett, a vote of thanks was accorded to the 
essayist. 

- Mr. Patrick McKenzie McKie of Teddington sends us 

flowers of a double Seedling Petunia possessing considerable merit. 

The flowers are large, full, well formed, the colour being a bright rosy 
mauve, very effective and pleasing. It somewhat resembles a variety 

which has become a favourite for arranging in groups of miscellaneous 
plants, but is lighter in colour. 

- The Dutch Bulb Trade.—We are informed that the Royal 
General Union for the Cultivation of Flower Roots at Haarlem held an 

extraordinary general meeting recently, which was attended by a large 
number of its members, among whom are the principal growers of bulbs 
and the members of the bulb trade. At this meeting it was stated that 
the unusual cold weather of this spring has caused all growing crops to 

be very backward, and in consequence the flower roots, more particu¬ 

larly the Hyacinths, will not come to full maturity at the usual time, so 

that exportations will be effected at a somewhat later period than 
usual. 

- The same Society as that above mentioned also call attention 
to the following matter—“ The exportation in cut flowers from Holland 

to foreign countries, and especially to England, increased last spring in 
such an extraordinary manner that it is expected that the trade in 

flower roots will be much damaged. The foreign markets were during 

the flowering period of Hyacinths, Tulips, and other bulbous plants so 

overstocked by the flowers of these plants, that their value was greatly 

reduced. The growers of and dealers in bulbs are generally of opinion 

that such transactions must be stopped for the future, and in con¬ 
sequence the Royal General Union for the Cultivation of Flower Roots 

at Haarlem has passed a resolution to do everything possible to engage 

all growers of bulbs to contract not to sell or to send out any cut flowers 

of Hyacinths, Tulips. Narcissus, Ranunculus, and Anemones, except for 
exhibition purposes, or for small samples under three kilograms. 

Besides, there are other measures in preparation in view of making 

this trade in cut flowers impossible for the future.” 

-No. 7 of the Kew Bulletin, the issue for July of the present 

year, contains an article on the Annatto, Bixa Orellana, and some 
farther correspondence relative to botanical stations in the West Indies. 
The Annatto is chiefly valued for the colouring matter obtained from 

the seeds, but the supplies have hitherto been obtained from trees in a 
wild state in tropical America, the uncertain demand and low prices 
having rendered its culture unremunerative. There appears to have 

been some advance in the trade recently, and the authorities at Kew 

have accordingly prepared some particulars as to its mode of culture, 

cost of production, market value. &c. 

L2ELIA BATEMANNIANA. 

Baron Schroder, The Dell, Egham, submitted to the attention 
of the Floral Committee and orchidists present at the Royal Horti¬ 
cultural Society’s meeting on July 12th a plant of one of the most 
remarkably interesting hybrid Orchids yet obtained by Messrs. 
J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea—namely, Lselia Batemanniana. There 
is quite a little history connected with this plant, apart from its 
structural peculiarities and strange origin. At the Orchid Con¬ 
ference in 1885 Mr. James Bateman proposed a vote of thanks to 
Mr. Harry J.'Veitch for the paper he read on that occasion, and in 
doing so mads the following remarks : — 

“ I have particular pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. 
Veitch for his admirable paper. I am sure that he, and Mr. Dominy 
also, will know and appreciate the effort it costs me to make this 
proposal, for I have been brought up with the very strongest ab¬ 
horrence of hybridisers. I ft.ll into evil hands early in life. My 
first Orchid-growing friend was Mr. Huntly. When I paid Mr. 
Huntly a visit at his snug rectory in Huntingdonshire he pointed 
out to me his Cacti and his Orchids, and said, ‘ I like those plants, in 
fact they are the only plants I grow, because those fiends (meaning 
the hybridisers) cannot touch them.’ You must make a little 
allowance for a botanist, for hybridisers do give botanists a lot of 
trouble ; but, however strong my prejudices were, I must confess 
that when I saw such plants as the Cattleya downstairs, if I was not 
converted, I was at all events, what comes to the same thing, shut 
up. I have the greatest pleasure in moving this vote of thanks to 
Mr. Veitch.” 

In acknowledging the compliment Mr. Veitch observed that 
“ Mr. Bateman is such a kind-hearted genial gentleman that many a 
time I have asked myself why, when he came into my houses, he 
used to act in such an extraordinary manner when he saw a hybrid. 
Now I have found it out ; it was this friend of his whom he has men¬ 
tioned who set him the bad example. However, I am very glad to 
find that Mr. Bateman has lived sufficiently long to get rid of his 
prejudices against the hybrids, and I hope I shall before long be 
able to name one after him.” 

The hope was soon fulfilled, for this hybrid flowered the follow¬ 
ing year, and was at once selected as well fitted for honouring Mr. 
Bateman as suggested, for it is a really beautiful as well as a remark¬ 
able Orchid. 

My first descriptive note concerning this plant appeared in an 
article on Bigeneric Orchids, published in this Journal on August 
12th, 1886, and it may be here introduced. 

An exceedingly important addition has been made to these 
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bigeneric hybrids by a cross between Sophronitis grandiflora and 
Oattleya mterme^a and though when the statement was first 
made that plants had been raised from crosses between Cattleya and 
bophronitis it was received rather incredulously by some, yet the 
matter is now satisfactorily proved by a plant that has just flowered 
m Messrs Yeitch & Sons Chelsea Nursery. This is one of the 
feedenian experiments, the Sophronitis having been fertilised with 
polimia from Cattleya intermedia, and the seed resulting from this 
cross was sown five years ago. Several plants have been showing 
flowers for some weeks, and on one of these the long-expected 
flower opened a few days ago and revealed the fact that a satisfac¬ 
tory| bigeneric cross had been accomplished. The plants are as yet 
small, and the one which has flowered is thj weakest, so that a fair 
estimate can scarcely be formed of the real merits of the hybrid 

have of Sophronitis grandiflora appears under the name of Cattleya 
coccinea with a figure of Cattleya intermedia pallida in the 

Botanical Register for 1836, and of the former Lindley says, 
Steins - or 3 inches high ; flowers bright scarlet, 3 inches across, 

a most remarkable and beautiful species.” Subsequent examina- 
tion of other specimens, however, and the introduction of living 
plants determined the reference of “ Cattleya coccinea ” to the 
pnus Sophronitis, and it has been accepted as distinct by succeed¬ 
ing authorities. It would be rather strange if after all the original 
name should be found to be an appropriate one, and the fact that a 
cross has been obtained with the Cattleya would seem to indicate 
that tho relat'onship is nearer than has been supposed. The late 
Mr. C. Eentham classed both genera in the tribe Epidendrese, sub- 
tube Ladiem, the chief characters of the latter residing in the 

Fig. 6.—LrELIA BATE M AN NT A N A. 

Tto P°TnS fFe t0 3JncheS hiSh- with oval leaves 
wJS— 1 g' ,The1flowera 2^ inches in diameter, like the 

netak obKn,migf eral^°w?e’ *he S,epals elliPticaI rather acute, the 
p als oblanceolate, and both of a light rosy purple tint—a rather 
curious shade, and having somewhat the appearance of an underly- 

g tint, probably the effect of the Sophronitis colour, though it Is 
strange that such a distinctive hue is not more strongly marked 

curving 18 lk® hat of a smalj Cattleya intermedia with the wings 
g C0.IunJn, vhite, and the central lobe, which is much 

nore rounded than in the Sophronitis, is of an intensely rich crimson 

nImeTyTbelyfgedwitllWhite’ “ is often seen ^ the CatTya’ 
h wrvnJi9 col““n“ white faintly margined with crimson, aid 
nlant7JJlty restlD^1" the wh[te throat of the lip. With stronger 
r ,n+ may expect to see the characters more nearly resemble 
C. intermedia m robustness for, of course, at present the difference 

the slnrIS/|eCpISftiCry rklkIe,’ thou»h there is ample indication of 
ne share the Cattleya has had in the parentage. 

it 13 somewhat peculiar that the first published description we 

pollen-masses, which are either four in one series or eight in two 
senes. Lielia Schomburghkia, and Sophronitis are associated to¬ 
gether as instances of those with the two series of four pollen- 
masses each, equal or nearly so. In a paper contributed to the 
L.nnean Society s Transactions the same author observes that 

Eailia is so closely allied in every respect to Cattleya that one has 
great hesitation in accepting the technical distinction of the eight 
pollen-masses in two series instead of the single series of four (as 
in Cattleya) especially as hybrids are so readily produced in culti- 
vation in which the number of pollen-masses is variable.” The 
relationship of Sophronitis through Ltelia to the Cattleyas is there¬ 
fore apparently rather close, and it will be interesting to learn in 
what way the polimia characters of the hybrid have been affected, 
which Professor Reichenbach, to whom the plant has been referred 
will no doubt dilate upon. ’ 

..P?01? a careful examination it was found that there were eight 
polimia in the flowers, and it was in consequence referred to the 
genus Lsalia, the peculiar result being that hybridising a Cattleya 
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with a Sophronitis had produced a Laelia. Some doubt has been ex¬ 
pressed whether the pollinia characteis will remain constant, and 
whether they are all fertile, but the flowers borne by the plant ex¬ 
hibited from The Dell Gardens seemed identical with those pre¬ 
viously produced, except that they were finer and of richer colour. 
It has evidently thriven under Mr. Ballantine’s charge, for it had 
two racemes of three and two flowers each, the sepals and petals 
possessing a peculiar rosy satin-like lustre or crystalline appear¬ 
ance closely resembling that seen in Impatiens Sultani, with the 
faintest violet tinge occasionally perceptible in a favourable light. 

ONCIDIHM DASY3TYLE, DR. WOODFORDE’S VARIETY. 
Many Orchid growers are familiar with the graceful and peculiar 

little Oncidium dasystyle, as the dark crest at the base of the 
yellowish lip much resembles the body of a bee. The plant was 
imported by Mr. B. S. Williams from the Organ Mountains, Brazil, 
and was figured in the “ Botanical Magazine,” May, 1880 (T. 6494), 
and the form there depicted has been that generally seen in collec¬ 
tions until quite recently. Dr. W. T. G. Woodforde, Oakbank, 
Spencer’s Wood, Reading, has, however, forwarded a flower of a 
variety in his collection that is greatly superior to the ordinary type, 
considerably larger, brighter, and more delicate in colouring and 
markings. In the type first figured the flowers were Ij inch in 
diameter, in this they are If inch from tip to tip of the petals. The 
sepals and petals are three-eighths of an inch broad at the base, pale 
yellow, heavily and clearly spotted with purplish brown, especially 
at the base. The lip is of a delicate creamy yellow tint, is 1 inch 
in diameter, five-eighths of an inch across the centre from the base 
to the margin, slightly indented at the apex, uniform, contracted at 
the base into a narrow claw, with a dark purplish black rounded 
projecting crest, which has a curious effect in contrast with the pale 
tint of the other portion of the lip. The column has two rounded 
wing-like projections near the top, spotted at the inner surface with 
pale purple. 

Dr. Woodforde has favoured me with the following particulars : 
—“ I received it direct from Brazil (Rio Janeiro) two years ago, it 
being one of a parcel of some fifty Orchids brought home for 
me by my son, Dr. Sidney Woodforde. I was fortunate enough to 
have hardly any losses in starting them, and since then they have, 
without a single exception, thriven and done well in a cool 1 general 
utility’ house, size 30 feet by 10 feet (glazed on the non-puttying 
system and amply ventilated). They have had to put up with 
ordinary treatment, as the house also contains some young Vines 
and climbing greenhouse plants, as well as the usual contents of 
such a house in their various seasons. They have grown vigorously 
and flowered, some last year, while others which had not then suffi¬ 
ciently established themselves have now done so, and promise well 
for bloom. In managing my Orchids I have been guided mainly by 
your admirable little book, with occasional references to Williams 
and other writers on them, and I need hardly say that they are a 
source of continual and daily interest to me. Last summer some 
plants of 0. dasystyle of the ordinary type bloomed with me and 
are now flowering again or showing for bloom. The variety of 
which I sent you a flower has a spike some 22 inches in length, 
bearing eight blooms on the upper 8 inches. There is some little 
difference in the leaf of this and the ordinary kind.” 

I am informed that Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P., Burford 
Lodge, has a variety resembling this, which was purchased last year 
at one of the sale rooms. H. M. Pollett, Esq., Bickley, also has a 
handsome variety, but differing from this in several points.—Lewis 
Castle 

AMONG THE ORCHIDS. 

Until very recently, says the Bradford Observer of July 8th > 
we were unaware that the importation of Orchids had become an 
adjunct to the staple trade of Bradford, but a visit to Heaton 
clearly testified to the fact, for upon the slopes of Heaton Reservoir 
Mr. Joseph Charlesworth, wool merchant, has established an em¬ 
porium for receiving these floral treasures from all parts of the 
globe where Orchids are met with. 

It is only comparatively recently that Orchids have been culti¬ 
vated to the extent that they now are, their great value and the 
difficulty formerly found ingrowing them operating considerably in 
restricting their cultivation. Orchid-growing is, however, no longer 
exclusively the privilege of the few, although the rarer varieties 
can only find their abode with such as are able to pay high prices 
for them. Of the Cattleyas Mr. Charlesworth has in stock about 
fifty distinct varieties. The Odontoglossums are pre-eminently 
among the most prized of the Orchids, and they are very strongly 
represented at Heaton. There are not fewer than thirty varieties, 
and of Odontoglossum Alexandra; or crispum over 15,000 plants. 
The latter Orchid is a charming addition, and one which affords 
many variations, ranging from pure white to yellow or rose, and 
including various highly spotted forms. Some of the latter have 
been sold by auction in London for 160 guineas. Of this species, as 

indeed may be said of other Orchids, scarcely two flowers will be 
found to be exactly alike. The demand for these plants has become 
very great, and it is not to be wondered at, for they are lovely, and 
can be grown in a cool house at less expense than the more stately 
Brazilian and East Indian Orchids. 

Cypripediums form a remarkably distinct genus of the Orchid 
family, consisting partly qf terrestrial and partly of epiphytal 
species. They are generally known as the Lady’s Slipper Orchid, 
the form of the flower somewhat resembling a Turkish slipper. 
Many of the species have beautiful foliage as well as flowers. In 
Mr. Charlesworth’s nursery there are about seventy-five varieties 
from the East Indies, South America, &c. The Oncidiums are among 
the oldest importations to this country, some 250 varieties having 
been recorded. They are all evergreen, and make fine plants both 
for exhibition and decorative purposes. The collection at Heaton 
comprises twenty-two varieties. It would be undesirable to name 
in detail all the many varieties of Orchids to be found in this 
notable collection. The following are among the chief sorts—viz., 
Ada aurantiaca, Aerides (various species), Angrsecum, Calanthe, 
Ccelogyne, Cymbidium Lowianum, Dendrobium (thirty varieties), 
Epidendrum, Laelia (twelve varieties), Masdevallia (twenty varie¬ 
ties), Phahenopsis, Saccolabium, Yanda, Zygopetalum, growing 
on the stem of a Tree Fern (Alsophila ferox), from Brazil. 

Like many other species of great rarity, some of the Orchid 
family are far from being prolific in bloom. The process of raising 
new varieties is even more tedious work still. We saw seedlings 
fifteen months old not the size of a finger nail, and two years must 
elapse from the time of sowing before any real sign of progress is 
made. This tardiness is, however, all forgotten when the flowers 
appear. It is then that Nature, in her most compensating mood, 
makes up for any apparent defect in the construction of the plant. 
There are three suitable structures at Heaton, one 150 feet in length 
for the tropical specimens, and two cool houses, each 100 feet in 
length, besides accessory buildings. These erections are completely 
stocked with Orchids, ranging from half a guinea to 50 guineas 
each. Mr. Eichel, the manager, has an extensive knowledge of 
Orchid culture, and an evident pride in the large collection in his 
charge. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

July 12th. 

Scientific Committee.—Present—Dr. Lowe, in the chair; Messrs. 
O’Brien, Wilson, W. G. Smith, Boulger, and Dr. Masters. 

The meeting was but thinly attended, and the objects brought before 
it on this occasion, were not numerous. 

Hay Fever.—Mr. O’Brien made some comments on a paragraph 
recently published in the columus of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and 
detailed his own experience with reference to the flowers of Golden 
Feather, Artemisia insect-powder (Pyrethrum), Hibbertia volubilis. 
Patchouli, Lilium auratum. and other plants, by the perfume of which 
he was to a greater or less degree affected. Other cases of a similar kind 
were mentioned by members of the Committee, the general inference 
from the varied nature of the plants, being that the real causes of the 
symptoms must also be varied, and that the pollen alone cannot be 
credited with the mischief. 

Yorlt and Lancaster Rose.—The Chairman showed a specimen of a 
Rose which this year had produced on the same stalk a red Rose and a 
white Rose. Dr. Lowe stated, on the authority of the late Rev. H. 
Ellaeombe, that the Damask Rose with striped petals, now commonly 
called the York and Lancaster Rose, is not rightly so called. Dr. Masters 
alluded to other instances of dimorphism in Roses, attributable to the 
sudden dissociation of previously combined hybrid characters. 

Celestial Rose.—Dr. Lowe exhibited a specimen of this old Rose, 
remarkable for its very glaucous foliage, its elegant light rose flowers, 
and delicious perfume. 

Double Campanulas, SfO.—Rev. C. Wolley Dod sent a curious formj 
which seems to have a regular place in the history of that very variable 
species, Campanula rotundifolia, The form with the corolla cleft into, 
narrow segments is generally produced in greater or less proportion from 
the seed of the form with the double corolla. I have never found either 
of these two forms wild, but the one with double corolla, known in 
nurseries as var. soldanellaeflora, is not uncommon in gardens ; and the 
other, of which I send both double and single flowers, seems to follow it 
in natural sequence. I enclose also the single form produced among 
seedlings with the other two. 

Hybrid Lychnis.—Dr. Masters called attention to the interesting, 
hybrid between L. coronaria and L. Flos-Jovis sent him by A. O. 
Walker, Esq. 

ROSE SPORTS—INSECTS. 
Last evening I found a bloom of Baroness Rothschild upon a 

plant of Merveille de Lyon. There is no doubt whatever about it. 
It is a singular proof of the breeding-back theory. I presume 1 am 
correct in the idea that the latter Rose is a seedling from Baroness 
Rothschild. 

Hive any of your readers, I wonder, been troubled this year with 
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a nimble little bright green insect, which eats the very young leaves 
at the tips of the fresh growing shoots ? It is most destructive in my 
garden this year. I remember some years ago the same enemy 
causing great annoyance to Mr. S. Mount of Harbledown.—Henry 

B. Biron, Lympne Vicarage. 

PINKS—THE DOUBLE LYCHNIS VISCARIA. 

Amongst our hardy plants what can surpass the exquisite fragrance 
of the Pinks ? The old white fimbriata is still a good plant, and happily the 
occupant of nearly every garden, hence a general favourite. It lacks 
the size of Mrs. Sinkins certainly, but the unfortunate drawback in the 
latter plant is the matter which its pods—i.e., calyx, burst ereithe flowers 
expand. I doubt not but that this will have to give way presently to 
still better forms, for it is much below the standard of perfection which 
our florists claim as right. Lychnis Viscaria splendens plena is one of 
those choice border plants which should find a place in many gardens 
from which it is now excluded. The colour is a rich magenta, and stands 
almost, if not quite, alone in this respect. It will grow in almost any 
situation or soil, possesses the sterling qualities of free flowering, perfect 
hardiness, with easy means of propagation—viz., by dividing the root- 
stock. Those unacquainted with it I would ask to imagine a tufted 
cushion of leaves similar to some Thrifts, from which issue numerous 
Hower stems to a height of 18 inches, closely packed with bright magenta 
flowers, very useful for cutting. Its extreme beauty is in the embellish- 
ment of the hardy plant border or rock garden, where the flowers retain 
to the last that brilliant hue of colour which renders it so conspicuous 

at J H T- ^an*ec^ 'II ^ has a most effective appearance. 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
BEDFORD AND BEDFORDSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The fourth annual Show of tliis Society, competition for which is 
mainly confined to the county, was held on Wednesdiy, July 13th in an 
admirably adapted and centrally situated ground on the Golflington Road, 
.Bedford. The Committee is to be congratulated on the success that 
attended their well-directed efforts, notwithstanding the severe drawback 
caused by the long-continued drought, the effects of which have been 
especially marked in this district, and were patent in the display of outdoor 
products at this Show, which, with the general exception of Roses, were 
in most of the classes deficient in size and appearance. For Roses and 
*lef^aceous piahts there are open classes, and in those for Roses the com¬ 
petition was not only strong in all the classes, both open and local, but the 
blooms were quite up to the average. 

In the open class for forty-eight cut blooms, distinct, Messrs. J. Burrell 
and Co., Howe House Nurseries, Cambridge, took the lead with a fine even 
stand containing good blooms of Francois Michelon, Pride of Waltham 
Reynolds Hole, Countess of Rosebery, Horace Vernet, Mdlle. Montet (after 

* MS?®-.CL Luizet), Duchesse de Moray, Francisca Kruger 
Alfred Colomb Dr. Andry, Niphetos, M. YaiUant, Her Majestv, Madame 
Cusm, and Duchess of Bedford. Mr. H. Merryweather, Southwell, Notts 
was second, showing some very fine blooms, but less even in size than the 
first. J ean Soupert was especially striking in this stand, Pride of Reigate 
and Etienne Levet also good. For third place Messrs. J. & W. H. Bnrcli 
Rose-growers, Peterborough, were successful, showing Her Majesty Eclair 
(very bright), Xavier Olibo, A. K. Williams, Marechal Niel, and Comtesse 
de Radaillac in good style. Mr. F. Cant, Colchester, and Mr. J. C. 
Sheppard, Bedford, also showed creditably in this class. 

In the open competition for eighteen Teas, Messrs. J. Bun-ell & Co. 
were again first with a splendid lot, the stand scarcely containing a defec- 
tive bloom. Cornelia Koch (a very striking flower), Madame de Watte- 

Madame Cusm, David Pradel, Madame Angdle Jacquier, Marie 
Guillot (in best form), Marie Van Houtte, Innocente Pirola, and Souvenir 
d un Ami being all here well represented. Mr. F. Cant secured second 
place, and the Rev. W. H. Jackson of Stagsden Vicarage was third. 

For twenty-four cut blooms, open to all amateurs, E. B. Lindsell Esq. 
Beaidon, Hitchin, well maintained his reputation, and secured first position’ 
ms finest flowers being Merveille de Lyon, Charles Lefebvre Ulrich 
Brunner, Madame Victor Verdier, Marechal Niel, Francois Michelon Her 
Majesty, Abel Carriere, and Innocente Pirola. Mr. Lindsell’s boxes ’were 
refreshingly cooled with ice. The Rev. W. H. Jackson was a formidable 
competitor, and came in close as second, bis bloom of Baroness Rothschild 
comparing favourably with any bloom of Her Majesty in the Show The 
latter, however, is by no means a despicable occupant of the Rose sta^e 
but probably will be in finer form another year. The Rev. W Langlev’ 
Narborough, was third in this class. 

For twelve Teas and Noisettes, open to all amateurs, Dr. King Mading- 
ley Vicarage, Cambridge, was first, having Madame Margottin, Etoile de 
Lyon, Princess of Wales, Souvenir d’Elise, Jean Ducher, Madame de 
Watteville, and The Bride in fine form ; the latter, however, as shown has 
a rather strongly tinted outline. Mr. Lindsell was second, and Mr. Jackson 
J*11™- ,*’or twelve cut Roses, distinct, in the open class for amateurs Mr 
G.Moules of Hitchin was first; the Rev. W. H. Gall, Hitchin, second;’ and 
Mr. J. T. Green, Bletsoe, third. 

In the open class for thirty-six bunches of hardy herbaceous or bulbous 
flowers Messrs. J. Burrell & Co. were first with a fine and well set-up 
collection, containing several of the best Liliums, including testaceum 
pardalinum, Humboldti, and chalcedonicum; also the.lovely Campanula 
pelviformis, and Pyrethrum Parthenium. “ White Queen,” a useful white 
flower. ‘ Mr. J. Sheppard was second, and Mrs. Horton third. ! Messrs. 
Burch also showed a very attractive stand of Rose W. A. Richardson not 
for competition. Amongst the successful exhibitors of Roses in the local 
classes the Rev. W. H. Jackson was first for twenty-four and twelve 

blooms ; and for nine flowers Mr. Quarry and Mr. Johnson, Bedford, were 
each first in separate classes. 

Plants are not usually a strong feature at the Bedford Show, the prizes 
offered being small. Mr. G. Robinson, gardener to Frederick Howard, 
Esq., Abbey Close, Bedford, however, showed some well-grown specimens, 
securing first honours for a group; also for six foliage plants, six exotic 
and six hardy Ferns, and six well-grown Fuchsias. Mr. G. Vyne, gardener 
to C. Franklin, Esq., Bedford, coming first for very fine Coleus and 
Liliums. Mr. Galloway, gardener to Miss Rice Trevor, Bromhall Hall, 
led in Begonias, <fec.; Mr. Musgrove, gardener to A. D. Chapman, Esq., 
Milton Ernest, came first for twelve plants for table decoration; and 
J. W. D. Harrison, Esq., Bedford, for six Pelargoniums. 

Fruit was not strongly represented in competition. Mr. G. Allis, 
gardener to Major Shuttleworth, Old Warden Park, Beds, however, was 
first for six varieties, Pines excluded, showing some remarkably fine 
Buckland Sweetwater and Hamburgh Grapes, Melon, Peaches, Nectarines, 
and Strawberries ; Mr. Galloway coming in a creditable and close second. 
For two bunches of black Grapes Mr. Allis was again first, and Mr. 
Galloway second, both with Black Hamburghs. For two bunches of white 
Grapes Mr. Allis was first with Buckland Sweetwater very fine in berry 
and bunch but wanting in finish. Mr. Robinson was second with smaller 
but well-ripened fruit of the same variety. For three dishes of Straw¬ 
berries Mr. Allis was first; and Mr. Waller, gardener to Jas. Howard, Esq., 
Clap ham Park, Bedford, was second. For a single dish of Strawberries 
Mr. G. Dyer, gardener to G. W. Repton, Esq., Odell Castle, came to the 
fore with fine fruit of Sir J. Paxton. 

Messrs. Thomas Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, showed, not for com¬ 
petition, a collection of fruit which was a source of much attraction, the 
Cherries looking especially captivating; Early Rivers, Black Hawk, 
Ludwig Bigarreau, and Monstrueuse de Mezel were the varieties shown, 
and in the finest condition; Dr. Hogg, Magdala, Princess of Wales, and 
Crimson Galande Peaches; Newton, Goldoni (new and striking), Pine 
Apple, and Rivers’ Orange Nectarines; Early Transparent Plums and 
English Oranges were also all worthily represented. This collection 
deservedly received the high commendation of the Judges. 

Vegetables were in most of the classes well competed for, and, with the 
exception of Potatoes and roots, generally good. Peas were especially fine 
and weU shown by Mr. Waller, gardener to James Howard, Esq. For a 
collection of twelve varieties of vegetables open to all amateurs in the 

J county Mr. Waller was first, showing very good Peas, Mushrooms, Arti¬ 
chokes, Carrots, Tomatoes, French Beans, and Marrows. Mr. Robinson 
was second, Mr. Vyne third, and Mr. Musgrove fourth. In competition 
for the prizes offered in this class by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, the Royal 
Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading, for six varieties of vegetables, Mr. 
Waller was again first, Mr. Musgrove second, and Mr. Robinson third. 
For collections and single dishes of Potatoes Mr. Waller was also first, as 
also for a very fine collection of Peas, including Duke of Albany, Laxton’s 
Walton Hero, and a seedling, Progress, and Sutton’s Reading Giant, in fine 
condition. For the single dish of twenty-four pods Mr. Waller took the 
lead, and was well first with wonderfully fine examples of a new 
seedling of Mr. Laxton’s (since named Victorious). For the collection of 
six varieties of vegetables in competition for prizes offered by Messrs. 
Webb & Sons, Royal Seed Establishment, Wordsley, Stourbridge, Mr. 
Waller was also first, and Mr. Vyne second. Wild flowers and Grasses 
were largely shown, and in most instances carefully named and classed 
both in the fresh and dried states ; and the judges at these shows have 
generally a heavy assize, the large number of children educated at Bedford 
usually providing ample competition; and although the season has been 
adverse, their duties on this occasion were by no means light. 

A simple appliance for training plants was shown by Messrs. W. Day 
and Sons, Ironmongers, Bedford, and used by J. W. D. Harrison, Esq., of 
Bedford, on plants exhibited by him. Looped or indented rings made of 
copper wire of good strength were fixed around the pot under the rim, and 
to these the branches were tied down, and they seemed to answer their pur¬ 
pose admirably. 

The continued success of this Show is largely due to the able efforts of Mr. 
H. Tebbs, the Honorary Secretary, who is a well-known adept at organisation 
in Bedford ; and it is to be hoped that a financial loss will not be sustained 
by the Society, although the attendance was hardly equal to that of last 
year. The weather was, however, all that could be desired. 

HAWKHURST.—July 13th. 

There are few prettier spots thin Hawkhurst in the highly favoured 
county of Kent, and very few better all-round displays of garden produce 
are brought together at its annual Show. The Society embraces a rather 
large district, is remarkably well managed, and receives good support from 
all classes in the neighbourhood. In spite of a g-nerally bad season, the 
cottagers were yet able to stage excellent vegetables, in some instances 
even surpassing the exhibits of professional gardeners. One large tent was 
devoted to arts and manufactures, and local talent had various opportunities 
of asserting itself. This feature is well worthy of imitation by other 
societies in want of novel and attractive addition to their programme, and 
if they meet with success at all equal to that enjoyed at Hawkhurst they 
will have good cause to congratulate themselves upon the innovation. 

Stove and greenhouse plants, considered as a local display, were highly 
creditable, and some of them would have taken good prizes at more pre¬ 
tentious exhibitions. For six flowering plants Mr. C. Nicholls, gardener to 
Mrs. Fisher, Hawkhurst, was well first, having good specimens of Statice 
profusa, Allamanda Hendersoni, Stephanotis floribunda, Kalosanthes 
coccinea, Bougainvillea glabra, and Eiica Thompsoni. Mr. J. Gilmour, 
gardener to the Right Hon. G. J. Goschen, Seacoxe Heath, Hawkhurst, was 
a good second. Mr. G. Rummery, gardener to Sir E. J. Hardinge, Bart., 
Fowler’s Park, Hawkhurst, followed. For six plants of any description Mr. 
C. Nicholls wa9 first, having well flowered Anthurium Schertzerianum, 
Erica Aitoniana turgida, Kalosanthes coccinea, and Statice, fresh and good. 
Mr. J. Knapp, gardener to H. Maynard, E-q , Oakfield Lodge, Hawkhurst, 
was awarded the second prize. Mr. G. ltummerv was a creditable third. 
Mr. Knapp received a first prize for four plants, Cissus discolor, Bougain¬ 
villea glabra, and Vinca rosea being most worthy of note. 

There was quite a fine display of Fuchsias. Mr. J. Gilmour was easily 
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first for four plants, having fine pyramids, fresh and well flowered, of Rose 
of Castille, Arabella Improved, Lustre, and Wave of Life. They were two- 
year-old plants, the tallest being about 8 feet high and unusually propor¬ 
tionate. Mr. Nicholls had Lucy Mills, Lustre, and other sorts in good con¬ 
dition, and received the second prize, Mr. Rummery taking the third. 
Balsams were fairly well shown by several growers, Mr. Gilmour having the 
first prize for the most freely bloomed plants; Mr. L. Barnes, gardener to 
Col. Herschell, Collingwood, Hawkhurst, was a good second, and Mr. J. 
Knapp third. The last named had grandly flowered Gloxinias, and was 
awarded the first prize; and Mr. Gilmour was first and Mr. Barnes second 
for Cockscombs. Mr. Knapp was first for Zonal Pelargoniums, and also for 
Achimenes, the latter being capitally flowered, the other prizes going to 
Messrs. Gilmour and Nicholls. 

Fine-foliage plants were not extensively shown. Mr. J. Gilmour waB 
easily first for six specimens, these consisting of a fine Phormium tenax 
variegatum, Acalypha musaica, Phoenix dactylifera, Chamserops australis, 
Latania borbonica, and Pandanus Veitchi. Mr. Nicholls was second, his 
collection including a prettily coloured plant of the now rarelv seen 
Hibiscus Cooperi. Mr. Gilmour was first for six Cal idiums, and Mr. Knapp 
second, such sorts as Louis Duplessis, Prince of Teck, Belleymei bicolor 
splendens, and Alfred Bleu being very fine. Mr. Gilmour was also first for 
six very handsome pyramidal Coleuses, these consi-ting of Pompadour, a 
pretty golden sport from the same, The Queen, Pride of the Market, Mrs. 
Sherriff, and Mrs. Steddall; Mr. Knapp was second. Mr. F. Dean, gardener 
to W. T. Neve, Esq., Osborne House, Cranbrook, was first for six Ferns, 
these including Lygodium scandens, Gymnogramma chrysophylla, Davallia 
Mooreana, and Adiantum cuneatum in a very healthy condition ; Mr. 
Gilmour, who had Adiantum Williamsi, Davallia Mooreana, and other well- 
known kinds, very fresh and good, was a close second. Two groups of 
miscellaneous plants were in comp- tition, Mr. Gilmour being well first for 
a very effective and tasteful arrangement, in which excellent Celosias, 
Amaryllises, feathery Palms, Caladiums, including the pretty little argy rites 
in quantity. Clercdendron fallax and Gladioli The Bride were effectively 
employed; Mr. C. Nicholls was second, he aLo having a light arrange¬ 
ment. 

Fairly liberal prizes were offered for cut Roses, but these for the first 
time failed to attract growers from a dis'ance. The best twenty-four blooms 
were shown by Mr. Gilmour, these including good Duke of Edinburgh, 
Sultan of Zanzibar, Perle de Lyon, La France, and John Stuart Mill; 
Mr. Nicholls was second, and Mr. John Collins, Hawkhurst, third. The 
best twelve varieties were staged by Captain H. S. Swiney, The Limes, 
Hawkhurst, the best of these being Sir G. Wolseley, Duke of Edinburgh, 
Jean Ducher, and La France. Mr. Barnes was Becond. There we:e two 
collections of twenty-four vari, ties of cut flowerB, and both were very choice 
and beautiful. That staged by Mr. Nicholls, and which was awarded the 
first prize, contained several Ericas, Oncidiums, Stanhopeas, and other 
beautiful flowers. Mr. Gilmour was a close second, his stands being really 
the most attractive. Mr. W. Butler was first for twelve varieties of cut 
flowers, and Captain Swiney second. Mr. Gilmour was first for a beautiful 
collection of annuals, and also for Carnations. 

Much less fruit was shown than usual. Mr. L. Barnes was easily first 
for black Grapes, having small but well-flnished Black Hamburgh, and 
Mr. W. Avis, Faircroucb, Wadhurst, was second with the same variety. 
Mr. L. Barnes had beaut fully ripened Buckland Sweetwater, and was first 
in the class for white Grapes, Mr. Avis being second with the same variety. 
A special prize was awarded to Mr. L. Barnes for a collection of seven 
varieties of Grapes, these consisting of Mrs. Pince, Golden Champion, 
Black Prince, Foster’s Seedling, Black Hamburgh, Buckland Sweetwater, 
and Muscat, all in good condition, the last-named being especially good. 
The same exhibitor was first for ten dishes of fruit; and with eight dishes 
Mr. J. Iggulden, gardener to the Rev. Canon Jeffreys, Hawkhuist, w as well 
first, Eleanor Strawberry being his most no'eworthy dish. Several good 
Melons were shown, Mr. Gilmour taking fir.-t for a scarlet-flesh tort, and was 
a very close second for a green-flesh, Mr. Avis being first in this case. 
Mr. J. Iggulden was third in each inttaoc-3. Very fine Negro Largo Figs 
and good Pine App’e Nectarines were shown by Mr. Avis. Collections of 
vegetables were fairly numerous, and in two instances all the exhibits were 
nearly of equal merit. Mr. Knapp was fret for ten varieties, having excel- 

d'omatoes. Potatoes, Peas, Marrows, &c. ; Mr. Gilmour was second ; and 
Mr. Barnes third, these also having fine vegetables. The best collection of 
eight dishes was staged by Mr. H. Oxford, Rolvenden, Mr. J. Iggulden being 
a creditable second. Messrs. Sutton & Sons offered prizes for six vareities 
of vegetables, and for these Mr. Rumm-ry waB first, and Mr. W. Butler 
second. There was better competition for Messrs. Carter & Co.’s prizes, 
these attracting some of the best vegetables in the Show. Mr. L. Barnes 
was easily first, having very fine White Elephant Onions, Mont Blanc 
Cauliflowers, Nantes Horn Carrots, Stratagem Peis, Ashlenf Potatoes, and 
Dedham Favourite Tomatoes; Mr. Gilmour was second, and Mr. H. 
Fmcharn third. A good brace of Sir Garnet Wolseley won Mr. Gilmour the 
first prize for Cucumbers; Mr. J. Barton being second, and Mr. Barnes 
third. All oth r kinds of vegetables in season were a!eo extensively and 
well shown, were more plentiful and more superior in quality than mi ’ht 
have been expect.d after so long a drought. 

CHISWICK.—July 14th. 

The Royal Hort'cultural Society’s Garden at Chiswick presented an 
unusually gay appearance last Thursday, when, by permission of the 
Council, the Chiswick, Turnham Green, and District Horticultural Society 
held their annual exhibition there. The weather was most favourable, the 
entries numerous, and the quality of the exhibits highly satisfactory, con¬ 
stituting a show that for general merit is not surpassed by any in the 
suburbs of London. Ample proof has been afforded by the exhibitions held 
by the Society, that there is a great capacity for improvement in the 
district, as the advance each season has been very notable. A better site 
could not be obtained, and all that is needed is a larger attendance of 
visitors, with more liberal contributions to the subscription list, to render 
the Society an unqualified success. The Committee, with their energetic 
couiteous Secretary, Mr. J. Fromow, deserve every encouragement, and tbev 
have good reason to be satisfied with the result of their efforts up to the 
present time. 

Three la ge marquees were appropriated to the exhibits, one to groups 
of plants, a second to floral decorations, a third to cottagers’ productions, 
and, in addition to these, the large vinery was filled with plants, vegetables, 
and fruit. The cbi-f interest of the Show centred in the groups of plants 
competing for the Jubilee challenge cup, value 2G guineas. Tnis valuable 
prize is p esented by Mrs. S. A. Lee, and must be won three times, not 
necersarily in succession, the winner each time to have possession of the 
cup for the year, and is tesponsible for it during that time. It was offered 
for a group of plants arranged for effect in a space not exceeding 100 square 
feet, money prizes of £4, £3, £2, and £1 being also offered for the first, 
second, third, and fourth exhibitors. There were three competitors, alL 
having good groups, but two were ex'remely meritorious, and so nearly 
equal that judging was not an enviable task. Ultimately, however, Mr. W. 
Brown, St. Miry’s Grove Nursery, Richmond, won the great prize with a 
rema kably effective and tasteful group, comprising graceful Palms, Dra¬ 
caenas. a few well coloured Crotons, a groundwork of Caladium argyrites 
and other varieties, with Eulalia japonica variegata, Adiantums, and an 
exquisitely neat margin of Onychium japonicum, Panicum variegatum, 
Fitionia argyroneura, and Caladium argyrites. The flowering plants were 
scarlet Gladiolus, at the back, L bum candidum, L. auratum, L. speciosum, 
L. longiflorum, Carnations, Tuberoses, Tuberous Begonias, Gloxinias, 
Odontoglossum vexillarium, 0. crispum, Cvpripedium bsrbatum, a few blue 
English Irises, and Clerodendron fallax. There was a charming brightness 
and lightness about this group which won many admirers, and the margin 
was a perfect finish. 

Messrs. Hooper <k Co., Twickenham, were a cond also with an admirably 
arranged group, and these two contributions required very cartful judging. 
It was quieter and more refined in tone than the first, but not quite so 
telling. Tuberoses, Carnations, Lilies, Orchids, Gloxinias, with Begonias 
and foliage plants were freely used, the margin consisting of Panicum 
variega um alternate with Isolepis gracilis and Cyrtodeir i fulgida. A large 
p'ant of Lilium Mavtagon dalmaticum in the centre had a rrther unpleasant 
effect, and there was a slight suspicion of crowding at the sides that is rarely 
s’en in the groups with which Mr. Bruckhaus has si frequently and de¬ 
servedly won high honours. Messrs. W. Fromow & Sons, Suttin Court 
Nursery, were third with a bright contribution, in which Crotons were con¬ 
spicuous, Orchids, Gloxinias, and other flowering plants being num rous. 

Another silver cup, value 7 guineas, also presented by Mrs. S. A. Lee, was 
offered for a group ot tventy-five plants in flower, in pots not exceeding 
8 inches, arranged with Palms and Ferns, the second prize being the R >yal 
Horticultural Society’s silver medal. Mr. J. Prewett, Swiss Nursery, Ham¬ 
mersmith, was first, showing Bmall plants of Orchids, and a c ntrfl Ixora im 
a bed of Adiantum cuneatum and gracillimum, very simple and pleasing. 
E. H. Watts, Esq., Devonhurst (gardener, Mr. A. Wright), was second, his 
plants, being similarly arranged, but consisted of Lilies, Begonias, Orchids, 
Gloxinias, and Hydrangeas. For a group in a space of GO feet Mr. A- 
Wright waB also first with a bright and neat collection. 

In the miscellaneous plant classes the following were the p incipal ex¬ 
hibitors :—Messrs. H. Little and F. G. Tautz were the prizetakers for six: 
Orchids, both having good plants. With six flowering plants Mr. W. Bates, 
garden r to Mrs. Meek, Poulett Lodge, Twickenham, was first with grand 
specimens; Mr. Chadwick was second; and Mr. A. Wright third. Mr. 
Chadwick had the best six Ferns, and was also first with six foliage plants, 
followed by Mr. H. Davis, Fairlawn Hous: Gardens, Chiswick. For sis. 
table plants shown, Mr. C. Waite was first; Mr. W. Bates was second; and 
Mr. Hudson was third; eight entries. Pelargoniums, Tuberous Begonias, 
Cockscombs (very fine from Mr. W. Bares), Achimenes, Gloxinias, Cala- 
diums, and other plants, added both to the extent and b auty of the Show. 
The Royal Horticultural Society’s silver Bankdan medal for the best sing e 
specimen plant in the Show was awardtd to Mr. Little for Cattleya Gas- 
kelbana in excellent condition. 

Floral decorations formed an interesting feature. With three bouquets 
M -. R. Chard, Stoke Newington, was first with charming contribut ous, 
comprising a few Pancratiums, Eucharis, Stephanotis, Gardenias, white 
Roses, pale yelliw Carnations, and three Cattleya Mossite flowers in two- 
of them. The simple freedom of these bouquets gained the honours. 
Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, were second with three g-and bouquets, 
perhaps a tr fie too foimal, chiefly composed of Paucrat um fragrans, 
Dendrobium Jamesianum. Odontoglossum crispum, a few Ixora flowers, 
white Lapag rias, Stephanatis, Hoyas, Caladium argyrites leaves, pink 
Rhododendrons, Ericas, yellow and white Roses. Mr. W. Gardener,. 
127, Queen’s Road, Bayswater, was third, Miss Jolliffe Carnations, white 
Li ies, Stephenotis, white Lilies, Carnations, ic. For a stand of flowers 
Mrs. Cha d was first, an elegant glass tube with three arms being filled with 
Grasses, Mirguerlt s, Coreopsis, Rhodanthes, Aquilegia chrystntha, and 
white Bouvardias; the base consisting of golden Aquilegia, white Lilies, 
Cattleyas, white LilDs, a few Coleus leaves and Fern. Mrs. Hudson, 
Gunner.-hury House Gardens, Acton, was second with a graceful stand in 
whichHumea flowers were employed at the tops with Rhodanthes, and the- 
base was formed of white Water Lilies, Streptocarpus, Begonias, &c. Mi=B 
S. A. Fromow was third with a bright and pretty stand. Mr. Hud.-on was- 
fir t with buttonholes, followed by Mr. H. S. Hopkins, Chiswick, and Mr. H.. 
Har ing, gardener to W. E. Tautz, Esq., Sutton Lodge. Mr. C. Cowley, 
gardene to F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studley House, Hammersmith, was first with 
a pretty bouquet, composed of Odontoglossums, Stephanotis, Ep dendrum 
vitellinum, and Agapanthus flowers. Mr. Chadwick, gardener to E. M. 
Nelson, Esq., was second ; and Mr. Hopkins tbi: d. 

For three stands of flowers Mr.J. It. Chard won the Duke of Devonshire’s 
prize with light graceful stands, in which Cattleyas, Lilium longiflorum^ 
Aquilegia rhrysantha, and Marguerites. The tops w>ere filled with Aquile- 
gia3, Rh danthes, and Grasses. Mrs. Hudson was second wi h an effective 
tasteful arrangement, and Mr. J. Prewett was thiid. Cut flowers were also 
Well shown by several exhibitors. 

The prize offered by J. R. Starling, Esq., for the best hand-painted 
china or terra cotta vase, tile, or p'a’e, the subject being flowers, fruit, or 
foliage, brought several competitors, but the honours w- re accorded to Mrs. 
Harry Turner, Langley, Bucks, for a terra-cot a plate depicting a plant o£ 
Odontoglossum crispum. 

Fruit was represented bv several good exhibits. The first prizi offered- 
by Leopold do Rothschild, Esq., for a collection of six fruit-*, distinct kinds,. 
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was well won by Mr. W. Bate”, who had good white and black Grapesi 
Reaches, Nectarines, a capital Pine Apple, and a Melon. Mr. C. J. Waite, 
y'frer’,ana Mr. Chadwick followed. With black Grape3, Mr. T. Osman, 
Uttersbaw Park Gardens, Chertsey, was fiist with two capital bunches of 
wiaeK Hamburgh, Mr. Milsom was second and Mr. A. Wright third. Mr. 
Usman was again first with white Grapes, good examples rf Buckland 
feweetwater, closely followed by Mr. W. Bates with Foster’s Seedling, and 
JVtr. J. Coombs for Muscat of Alexandria. Mi-. Palmer was first with an 
excellent Melon, Eero of Lockinge, well netted and of good flavour : Mr. 
rri with *w0 fine dishes of Cherries, Bigarreau Napoleon and 
Hlacfc Tartarian. Gooseberries, Currants, and other small fruits were shown 
in several classes. 

Vegetables were shown in good numbers and fine condition. In the class 
lor Messrs. Sutton & Sons’prizes for six variet’es of vegetables, Mr. C. J. 
Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, Esher, took the lead with white Leviathan 
Unions, rung of the Cauliflowers, Snowdrop Potatoes, Duke of AlbaBy Peas, 
Early Gem Carrots, and good Tomatoes. Mr. C. G rrod, ga-dener to J. K. 
lindale, Esq„ Oxford Lodge, Twickenham, was second : Mr. W. Palmer, 
gardener to W. F. Hume Dick, Esq., Thames Ditton, was third: and Mr. 
Onadwtck fourth. 

In Messrs. Carter and Co.’s class for six varieties of vegetables, Mr. C. J. 
Waite was again first with Sukreta Potatoes, Mont Blanc Cauliflowers, white 
Emperor Onions, Carter’s Horn Carrots, Perfection Tomatoes, and 
stratagem Peas. Mr. J. Stroud, Twickenham, was second, and Mr. J. 
Uoombs, Mortlake, was third. In the Society’s class the prizewinn rs were 
fu Tii"' ,*te’ ^r- J- Coombs, and Mr. C. Garrod, in tbe order named. In 
tneilotato class Mr. C. J. Waite was first with Sutton’s Seedling, Beauty of 
Hebron, and Woodstock Kidney. Mr. Waite was also first with Peas, and 
Mr. Balmer with Tomatoes. Lady George Hamil'on cffered three prizes for 
rne best collection of garden produce, which formed an interesting class. 
Mr. I hadwick won first honours with an excellent collection, followed by 
Messrs. A. Wright and Davis. 

w?‘^mpeting exhibits were numerous. Mr. J. Roberts, Gunner-bury 
Earn Gardens, had a basket of very fine Gloxinias edged with Panicum. 
xr"»,r 0bert? a'80 an imposing group of flowers and fine-foliage plants. 
Mr. May, gardener to the Marquis of Bute, Chiswick House, showed large 
group of flowering and fine-foliage plants (highly commended). H. Little, 
Esq., Ihe Barons, Twickenham (gardener, Mr. F. J. Hill), contributed a 
group of Orchids, not for competition, which comprised grand plants of 
Uypnpedium Lawrencianum and 1 arbatum, with C. superciliare, C. Day- 

superbiens, Cattleyas, Lfelia purpurata, and Brassavola Digbyara. 
Messrs. C. Lee & Son, Hammersmith, contributed a large group of orna- 

mental, foliage, and variegated shrubs (highly commended). The same 
nrm had seven boxes of fine Rose blooms (highly commended). Mr. T. S. 
Ware, Tottenham, bad a collection of hardy flowers (highly commended). 
Messrs. J. Veitch drSons, Chels< a, had eight boxes of handsome Rose blooms 
highly commended). Messrs. Hooper & Co. had a collection of fine Gloxinia 

blooms (highly commended). Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High Holborn, showed 
a large group of annuals (highly commended). 

EAST MOULSEY. 

Moulsey is the centre of a populous and fertile district in the 
neighbourhood of Hampton Court, and supports a horticultural society 
that has done much good among all classes in the neighbourhood who 

-ln the cultivati°a of flowers, fruit, and veg tables. The Society’s 
Exhibition was held on the 13th inst. in the well-wooded grounds of Moulsey 
Coutt, the residence of F. Francis, Esq. As there are not many large speci¬ 
men plant-growing establishments in the neighbourhood, the Committee 
Wisely gave the best prizes for groups. The competition waB good and the 
arrangements creditable to the exhibitors. In the la-ge group class, Mr. 
Turner, gardener to F. Francis, Esq., was placed first with a cheerful 
association of h-altby plants, amongst which double Petunias, Liliums, and 
Gloxinias were well represented, with a fine central Palm. Mr. G. Masters, 
Walton Road, Moulsey, followed very closely indeed with a more generally 
artistic group, but a little light in the centre. Mr. G. Bailey was third, his 
plants being a little too closely packed. In the small group class the awards 
went respectively to Mr. Berridge, gardener to T. Andrews, Esq., for a very 
chaste arrangement; Mr. Petrs, gardener to A. Keeting, E,q., and Mr. 
Giles, gardener to O. Keene, Esq., for attractive collections. A class was 
provided for nine plants, the first prize being well won by Mr Hunt, 
gardener to Sir Robert Carden, who staged a Tery fine Cyathea medulla»is, 
also a good Cycas and Bougainvillea; be tas followed by Messrs. Haskett, 
gardener to C. O’Hagan, E-q., and Turner. Mr. Hunt was fir^t also for 
ornamental fo iaged plants, Ferns, and Beeonias. Gloxinias were vtry good 
indeed, the first prize falling to Mr. Hookings, gardener to Sir Henry 
Thompson, Messrs. Hunt and Tnrner closely following. Mr. Yeo, gardener 
to Hies Fitzroy, secured the lead ng prize for Zonal Pelargoniums with 
dwarf healthy flonferous plants, Mr. Vile bemg second, and Mr. Gow. r 
third with larger examples. Fuchsias were fresh, healthy, and well grown 
by Messrs. Peters, Gow er, and Berridge, who were awarded the prizes in 
the order named. Mr. H. Long exhibited well in the amateurs’ class, a white 
Oleander being epecia'ly admired. 

Roses were on the whole rather small but fresh and bright, though the 
whole of the collections were not well staged. Messrs. Yeo, Sumpter, 
Bourne, and Goodhall were tbe successful exhibitors. Mr. Will 
Tayler staged good stands not for competition. Collections of hardy 
flowers for which Messrs. Yeo, Davis, and Hunt received prizes, were very 
good, and table decorations excellent. 

Fruit was very well represented. Messrp. Hookings and Hunt taking the 
prizes for black Grapes, their positions being reversed with whites, the 
former Black Hamburghs, thelatter Foster’s Seedling, and all good. The 
only superior Melon staged was Hero of Lockirge by Mr. Turner. Small 
fruits, such as Currants, Raspberries, Gooseberries, Cherries, and Straw¬ 
berries, were admirably shown both by gardeners and amateurs. 

Vegetables were excellent, the prizes for eight dLbes being won by 
Messrs. Hcokiugs, Turner, and Daws with first-rate produce, and not less 
meritorious were the collections of six dishes with which Messrs. Yeo, Hunt, 
and Beaver were the successful exhibitors. Mr. Hookings had also a special 
and fine exhibit of Peas and Beans. The Duke of Albany was perhaps the 
finest Pta in the Show. Mr. Yeo staged the best six dishes of Potatoes we 

have seen this year, the varieties being Lord Rosebery, red round ; Snow- 
drop, Vicar of Laleham, Prime Minister, Prizetaker, and Reading Perfection, 
These won and well deserved the highest award, Messrs. Hookings and 
Turner following. Mr. Masters’ prizes for vegetables were won by Messrs. 
Hunt, Beaver, and Gower. Mr. Hookings staging the best Cucumbers,. 
Ca ter’s Model. 

The Show was well managed by Mr. H. Andrews, the Honorary 
Secretary, and Mr. G. Masters, arid the Society is greatly indebted to the 
tstet med Vicar of the parish, the Rev. W. F. Reynolds, for his active 
co-operation in promoting its prosperity. 

FARE HAM. 

The twenty-second annual Exhibition of the Fareham and South Hants 
Horticultural Society was held on the 13th inst. in a field adjoining the 
cricket ground, and was a success in quality. The plants were better than 
in past years, but there was a fading off in the fruit and vegetable classes, 
pat ticularly amongst the cottagers, but the long-continued drought affects 
these exhibitors more than any others. The arrangements were excel! nt, 
and were as usual under the guidance of Mr. Harry Smith, the energetic 
Secretary. The principal plant class was that for eight stove andgreenhouse 
specimens. Here Mr. E. Molyneux, gardener to W. H. Myers, Esq., Swanmore 
Park, was an easy first, his plants being large and clean, while his 
Crotons were magnificent in colour, the best being variegatus, 6 feet in 
diameter; Queen Victoria, a large plant, highly coloured. Latania bor- 
bonica, a large fresh specimen ; Arcca lutescens, Seaforthia elegans, and a 
freely flowered globular-shaped plant of Bougainvillea glabra were some of 
the most noteworthy. 

Mr. W. Hawkins, gardener to W. Bishop, Esq., Swanwick, occupied the 
second place with much smaller specimens, but they were characterised by 
good health, the best being Latania borbonica, Cycas revoluta, Bougainvill a 
glabra, and Clerodendron Balfourianum. Mr. Hawkins was first prizewinner 
for twelve specimens in flower and six foliage plants. In the former class 
Anthnrium Schertzerianum, Vinca rosea, and Oncidium sphacelatum were 
the best, while in the latter class Anthurium regale was the most noteworthy. 
W. H. Deane, Esq., Fairfield took second prize. Equal first prizes were 
awarded to Mr. Hawkins and C. T. Thornton, Esq., for a group of miscel¬ 
laneous plants arranged for effect, both having suitable material and good 
taste in arranging them. For a single specimen Mr. Molyneux staged a 
finely coloured Croton angustifolius, which gained the first prize, while a 
medium-sized Latania borbonica took second honours for W. H. Deane, Esq-. 
Mr. Hawkins had the best six Ferns, clear vigorous examples of 'good 
kinds. 

Pelargoniums and Zonal Pelargoniums were best shown by Mr. Hawkins, 
while Mrs. Boyd bad the best Coleus. por two bunches of black Grapes 
Mr. Molyneux was easily first, showing Black Hamburgh, medium-sized 
bunches, with large berries and well finished. Mr. Hawkins was second with 
larger bunches not quite so well coloured, while this latter exhibitor took 
first for two bunches of white Grapes with Foster’s Seedling, rather green. 
Mr. Boyd second with much smaller bunches, but larger berries and better 
colour. Mr. C. J. Thornton staged splendid Cherries. Mr. MoB neux was 
the only exhibitor of one Melon, staging William Tillery in capital 
condition. 

Major Ramsay, Ivery House, Fareham, was the only exhibitor of Roses, 
ho staged a capital box of eighteen varieties and another of nine varieties 
being fresh and of good form, A. K. Williams, Marie Baumann, Etienne' 
Levet, Jean Ducher, Etoile de Lyon, Marie Rady, aud Mrs. Laxton being 
the best, while in the nurserymen’s class Messrs. Ewing & Co., Havant^ 
were the only exbibi'ors of twenty-four varieties, which were in capital 
condition if not large ; Pride of Waltham, Duke of Wellington, Sunset 
Marquise de Castellane, Marechal Kiel, and Countess of Oxford were the 
best, while the same firm staged a quantity not for competition, arranging 
them in threes. Merveille de Lyon, Reynolds Hole, Ulrich Brunner, and 
Comtesse d’Oxford were the most conspicuous. 

For a box of cut flowers 3 feet by 2 feet Mrs. Boyd was the prizetaker 
with a choice assortment of both hothouse and hardy kinds. For twelve 
kinds of vegetables three exhibitors staged. Mr. Molyneux was an easy 
first with White Leviathan Onions, Nantes Horn Carrots, Globe Artichokes 
Duke of Albany Peas, Trophy Tomatoes, and Long White Vegetable Mari 
rows ; the Rev. E. S. Prideaux, Brune, was second with a clean lot. Mr. 
Hawkins had the best dish of Tomatoes, a very fine one of Carter’s Ruby. 
Messrs. Hawkins & Son, Fareham, staged a captal collection of small plants 
in a miscellaneous class. 

ROYAL CALEDONIAN SOCIETY’S SUMMER SHOW. 

Held in conjunction with the Provincial Show of the National Rose 
Society, of which a detailed re; ort appears above, this Exhibition was 
mainly noteworthy for the quantity and quality of the fruit and vegetables, 
both being largely in excess of what has been brought together at previous 
shows held at this date. The plants were few in number considering the 
large amount of floor space theie is to cover in the Wav rley Market., nor 
as a rule were they remarkable for size. Cut flowers were very poorly repre¬ 
sented, setting the Roses aside of course. 

An unfortunate contretemps occurred in the morning. The market 
gardeners, who only last year obtained in the highest Court of Appeal a 
decision favourable to their view that tbe Market had been built in the first 
place for their convenience, had not been consulted about the Show being 
held in their market, and they pushed their rights to the utmost extremity, 
refusing to leave the Market until at ten in the forenoon the market for the 
day was over. 

Coming now to the irize list the more noteworthy features are noted 
below. 

Gardeners’ and Amateurs’ Classes.—Plants. 

Class 1, table of plants, 20 fett by 5 feet, for effect. Three very pretty 
and effective groups were staged. Tho first prize was awaid d to Mr- 
Grossart, Canaan Lane, Ed nbui gh, for a very light and ph asing arrangement. 
Mr. R. Cockburn, gardener to H. H. Norris, Esq., Coltbridge Hall, second 
with an arrangement specially rich in Orchids, but Badly wanting in that 
lightnees which is so effective; and third Mr. J. Donaldson, gardener toH.E. 
Moss, Eeq., Murray field. 

For six stove or greenhouse plants, in flower, distinct, Mr. J. Patterson* 
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Millbank, was easily first, having among other plants a good Dracophyllum fracile, Erica Paxtoniana, and Clerodendron Balfourianum; second, Mr. 
all, Canaan House, Edinburgh. With foliage plants, distinct species, there 

were three entries in this class, Mr. Grossart obtaining first, a good Kentia 
Forsteriana, Croton Evansianus, being the most noteworthy plants ; Mr. W. 
Bennett, Hanley Lodge, Corstorphine, second. Mr. McKinnon, gardener to 
Viscount Melville, Melville Castle, took first for three foliage plants, a good 
DaBylirion being worthy of note ; Mr. Grieve, gardener to Miss Falconer, 
Falcon Hall, showing the best Cycas. 

There was nothing very remarkable among the Orchids. For four 
Orchids, distinct species, there were two entries, Mr. Grossart being first 
with two Cattleyas, Cypripedium Lawrencianum and Phalienopsis amabilis. 
Mr. A. Findlay, gardener to Jas. M'Kelvi", E-q., 14, Osborne Terrace, second 
with Vanda suavis, V. limbata, Dendrobium suavissimum, andEpidendrum 
vitellinum. For two Orchids, distinct species, Mr. John Patterson, Mill- 
bank, was first, and for one Orchid, Mr. M'Intyre, The Glen, Innerleithen, 
was first with a good piece of Odontoglossum vexillarium, Mr. R. Cockburn 
being second with a good plant of Cattleya Mossiae. Of four Cape Heaths, 
distinct varieties, Mr. John Patterson was the only exhibitor of these, and 
be took first prize with good examples of Ericas tricolor Wilsoni, Vernoni, 
Aitoniana, and jubata rub-a. The same exhibitor was first for one Heath, 
Mr. M'Kinnon being second. 

Ferns were not numerous, but what there were were good. For four 
exotic Ferns, distinct species, exclusive of Adiantums and Gleichenias, Mr. 
Grossart was first, staging a very large example of Microlepia hirta cristata, 
Phlebodium aureum, Davallia fijiensis plumosa, and Davallia Mooreana. 
Mr. J. Forbes, gardener to P. Neil Fraser,Esq , Murrayfield, was a very good 
second, his plants being equally fresh and well grown, but of a smaller size ; 
Mr. M‘Kinnon, Melville Castle, third. Mr. Grossart also was first for three 
Adiantums. For eight British Ferns some remarkable specimens were 
exhibited by Mr. John Cumming, gardener to Dr. Caton, St. Rogue; 
especially beautiful and well grown were the examples of Athyrium Filix- 
fcemina Victorias, A. todeoides a most lovely species, and A. pulcherrimum. 
Mr. John Leyden, White Hill, in the second prize lot had also some good 
examples. In the ten dwaif species, for which Mr. Anderson, Pilrig 
Buildings, Edinburgh, was awarded the first prize, were healthy little plants 
of Asplenium septentrionale, A. germanicum, and Blechnum. Mr. John 
Cumming had the best Pelargoniums of the decorative section, the best 
^onals being staged by Miss Dickson, Morelands, Mr. Patterson the finest 
Caladiums, Mr. Grossart the best Crotons and Dracaenas. 

Nurserymen’s Classes. 

Plants.—The chief prize offered to nurserymen was for a table of plants, 
40 feet by 10 feet, for effect. In this class there was only one entry. A 
very fine table of plants was put up by Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons, to which 
the first prize was awarded. The principal plants were well coloured 
Crotons and Dracienas, the groundwork being made up of Maidenhair 
Ferns, with an edging of Ficus repens, Panicum, Caladium argyrites, and 
other varieties with small leaves. The prizes for twelve Conifer® were 
divided between the Lawson Company, and Messrs. Dicksons & Sons, 
Edinburgh, the former receiving the first, and the latter the second prize. 
Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons had the best Tree Ferns, Palms, six Dracaenas, 
twelve table plants, and also table plants in flower. For a collection of 
alpine and herbaceous plants in flower, not less than fifty distinct species, 
Mr. Robertson, Munro, Portobello, was the only exhibitor, and obtained 
the first prize for a very large collection of the newer and older sorts. Among 
the many things exhibited was a plant of a double Matricaria, named Snow¬ 
flake, a decided improvement on the commoner form, a plant of which was 
also staged. Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons were the sole entrants for a collec¬ 
tion of cut flowers of stove and greenhouse plants, and were awarded first 
prize for a meritorious stand.“Mr. A. Irvine, Tighnabnich, was first, and 
Mr. Sutherland second respectively for twenty-four Show and twenty-four 
Fancy Pansies, the blooms being in each case fresh and large. Messrs. 
R. B. Laird & Sans had the best Violas in bunches, and Messrs. J. Cocker 
and Sons, Aberdeen, the bunch of Pansies. 

Class 3.—Fruit (open to all).—For a collection of eight dishes of 
fruit, two dishes of Grapes, and one dish of each other kind, first F4, 
second M2, and third £1, were offered as prizes. There were five collections 
staged, the first and second prize lots being very good. The first prize was 
awarded to Mr. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall, Guisborough, who Bhowed very fine 
full bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, Duchess of Buccleuch Grape. 
Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine Apple, Negro Largo Figs, Best of All Melon’, 
Royal George Peaches, Pitmaston Orange Nectarine, and Jefferson Plums. 
Mr. A. Young, gardener to the Marquis of Breadalbane, Taymouth Castle, 
was a good second, showing fine Alicante Grapes, James Veitch Straw¬ 
berries of enormous size, and very good Peaches and Strawberries ; Mr. 
McIntyre, gardener to Sir Charles Tennant, The Glen, Peebleshire, third 
with fairly good Grapes, very good Pine Apples, &c. Mr. McKelvie, Brox- 
mouth Park, Dunbar, showed good clusters of Muscat of Alexandria in the 
collection he staged. Five Pine Apples were shown, the best being an 
.extra fine Queen from Mr. McIntyre; Mr. Mclndoe second with a good 
example of Charlotte Rothschild; and Mr. Morrison, Arcberfield, Drem, 
-third. In the class for four bunches Grapes, two black and two white, 
'there were five exhibitors. Mr. McHattie, gardener to the Marquis of 
Lothian, Newbattle Abbey, Dalkeith, wa3 first with fairly well ripened 
clusters of Muscat of Alexandria, and large and fine Black Hamburgh of 
4 to 6 lbs. each ; Mr. Mclndoe second, and Mr. James Hogarth, Stranraer, 
ihird. Mr. McHattie was again first for two bunches Black Hamburgh 
Grapes in a well filled class of ten competitors. The bunches were well 
finished, large in berry, and of about 3 lbs. weight each. Mr. McKinnon 
Melville Castle, second, and Mr. Hogarth third. For two bunches of a 
black variety, Mr. Mclndoe was first with good Madresfield Court in fine 
condition; Mr. McIntyre, Woodside, Darlington, second with Alnwick 
Seedling, and Mr. McKinnon third with Madresfield Court. Two, white, 
any variety.—First, J. W. Machattie, Newbattle, with very fine Muscat of 
Alexandria ; second, Mr. W. Wilson, Galashiels, with fairly good Buckland 
Sweetwater; and third, Mr. P. McTavish, Airthrey Castle, Stirling, with 
Muscat of Alexandria. For six Peaches, eleven lots shown, Mr. McKinnon 

' was first with large and fine Royal George ; Mr. McHattie second with 
nearly as fine Early York. There were eight dishes of Nectarines, Mr. 

McHattie having extra finely coloured and large examples of Lord Napier, 
and Mr. Young smnller but fine Elruge. Mr. McIntyre with fine Brown 
Turkey Fiss had first for these, Mr. Mclndoe second with good Negro Largo. 
The best Melon in a class of ten fruits was Best of All from Mr. Melville, 
Elliston Gardens, St. Boswells; Mr. Mclndoe second with same sort. The 
best basket of Strawberries were President, from Mr. P. Melville, Fullerton 
House, Ayrshire; James Veitch the variety to which the second prize was 
awarded. Mr. Dow, Newbyth, Prestonkirk, for four dishe3 Strawberries 
took first place with fairly good fruit of President and Marguerite, and large 
Duke of Edinburgh and Garibaldi. 

Class 4.—Vegetables (open to all).—There was an extra large number of 
vegetables shown, and considering the nature of the season through which firdeners have passed, the quality was certainly of a generally high order. 

or the collection of vegetables, six distinct kinds, four prizes presented by 
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading and London, thore were ten entries. Mr. 
Mclndoe secured the first prize with a capital collection, in which Prodigy 
Peas, Veitch’s Early Pink Celery, Hackwood Park Prolific Tomato were 
very good, Onions, Cauliflowers, and Vegetable Marrows being the other 
sorts. Mr. McKelvie, Broxmouth Park, Dunbar, was second, and Mr. King, 
Dalzell House, Motherwell, third. Mr. Mclndoe was also first in the class 
for a dish of twelve Tomatoes, showing very fine Hackwood Park Prolific. 
In a class where ten exhibitors staged, Mr. Bowman, Pittendreich, Lass- 
wade, had the best Cucumber, a fresh brace of Telegraph. The other more 
noteworthy examples of vegetable culture were to be found in the classes 
devoted to Cauliflowers, Peas, Potatoes, Lettuces, and Early Horn Carrots, 
all of which were largely and well shown. 

Among the miscellaneous exhibits the undernoted were the more note¬ 
worthy :—Messrs. Ireland & Thomson, Craigleith Nurseries, Edinburgh, 
contributed a small table of fine-foliage plants, Orchids, &o. Their seedling 
Crotons were especially noticeable, one named Sunray, with long arching 
foliage, bold habit, and of a yellowish orange colour, and Newmanni, with 
medium sized twisted foliage and of alight orange-red tint being especially 
fine. Messrs. J. Methven & Sons, Leith Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh, filled 
one of the large central groups with a mixed group of fine-foliage and 
floweriDg plants, consisting mainly of graceful Palms, well coloured Crotons, 
and decorative Pelargoniums. F’rom the Lawson Seed and Nursery Com¬ 
pany came a group of Coniferous plants and shrubs; Messrs. Dickson 
and Co., Hanover Street, contributing a group of the same class of plants. 
Messrs. Thomson & Sous, Clovenfords, Galashiels, exhibited a curious form 
of Cattleya Gaskelliana, to which they have given the specific name of 
Striata, from the two lower sepals having the identical appearance of the 
lip halved up the centre. Messrs. Dobbie &. Co., Rothesay, exhibited 
examples of their specialities, African Marigolds being large and fine in 
quality. Several dozen blooms of Pansies were also shown, and some blooms 
of new fancy Violas not yet in commerce. Of these we can highly recom¬ 
mend Dawn of Day, Queen of Scots, Goldfinch, and Admiration, especially 
the two latter, as being most interesting novelties. Mr. Irvine, nurseryman, 
Jedburgh, staged very fine Delphinium varieties of his own raising. Of 
these John Duff, Joseph Smith, Nellie Irvine, A. Brownlee, R. Cairns, Annie 
Duff, The Marquis, and Samuel Bigham were the most distinct and good. 
Mrs. Brodie Sherriff, Portobello, showed a group of pottery, including some 
handsome garden vases and flower pots, the latter of fine workmanship and 
apparently much harder than the pots usually produced in potteries in the 
eaBt of Scotland. 

It only remains to be noted that the Council of the Royal Caledonian 
Horticultural Society entertained at dinner the officials, Judges, and some 
exhibitors of the two societies, at which Lord Provost Clark presided. 

NOTES ON BULBS. 
When notions become firmly established it is very difficult to re¬ 

move them, or convince cultivators that they are wrong, even by facts 
that are the outcome of practical experience. Perhaps no erroneous 
idea is more prevalent than the one that Dutch Hyacinths and other 
bulbous plants used for flowering in pots during the spring are not 
worth the labour and trouble of planting after they have done duty in¬ 
doors. It would be difficult to trace the origin of such an idea, or the 
reason that has led to such a general opinion, but it is easy to prove 
that it has no foundation in fact, and is more than likely due to inex¬ 
perience in the culture of bulbs. In a few soils Hyacinths, Tulips, 
Narcissus, and others may degenerate year by year, but in the majority 
they increase in numbers, size, and strength until they will yield 
flowers that cannot be surpassed by the second-class roots imported 
annually, or what may be known as first-class bedding roots. To 
attempt to plant out Roman Hyacinths, Due Van Thol Tulips, Paper 
White, and Double Roman Narcissus that can be purchased at such a 
cheap rate would be a waste of time and labour. If they could be 
planted out direct from the forcing house such a step might be taken, 
but the necessary preservation needed to develope their growth and 
harden it to withstand the trying weather of early spring would prove a 
severe tax upon those with limited house or frame room at disposal for 
plant cultivation. With very early forced ,bulbs our experience 
has led us to the conclusion that the best course to pursue with them 
is to convey them to the rubbish heap directly they have flowered. 

There are, however, tens of thousands of bulbs that are not forced, 
as they are allowed to come forward gradually and naturally in win¬ 
dows, greenhouses, cold frames, and similar positions. The majority of 
growers have bulbs of one sort or another in this condition, and if they 
are preserved after flowering as will be detailed they will with certainty 
increase in numbers and yield very fine spikes. The greenhouse is fre¬ 
quently robbed to ornament the dinner table and dwelling-room when 
the flowers could be gathered from outside beds and borders if care and 
a little forethought were exercised. 

When the bulbs have been brought into flower under moderately cool 
conditions, a few days, or a week at most, in a cold frame is ample to 
harden them sufficiently to stand in a sheltered corner outside. From 
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this point two courses are open—that is, either to retain them in pots 
until the foliage dies, or to plant them out in the position they are 
intended to occupy. Wherever they are planted they should be left 
undisturbed for some years,' when they will pay abundantly for the first 
trouble bestowed upon them. If the first plan is adopted they entail 
considerable labour in keeping them liberally supplied with water, or 
instead of thorough development their growth is prematurely brought to 
a standstill. This method is very frequently followed, so as to enable 
the cultivator, after the growth has ripened off naturally, to shake away 
the soil from the bulbs, and spread them out in the sun to dry and 
harden. It is contended that such measures are necessary, but the least 
labour and trouble is occasioned by the last method, and we have found 
that the bulbs do as well, if not better, the following season than when 
subjected to the artificial drying process. The better plan decidedly is 
to plant them out directly they have been well hardened, and then they 
complete their growth, and the foliage is ripened under natural 
conditions. 

Failure may in many instances be traced to planting the bulbs in 
shrubbery and other borders in soil that has become exhausted by the 
roots of other trees. Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus and other bulbs can 
no more be expected to thrive in unfertile soil than any other plant or 
tree, and yet such positions are frequently accorded them. Well 
developed growth and fine spikes of bloom cannot be produced from 
such positions, and under such circumstances we should not be surprised 
at them; degenerating rapidly. They will do, however, on borders 
overshaded by forest trees, provided the ground is liberally supplied 
with food. We have a border planted three or four years ago, and 
although the spikes are large enough for cutting purposes—in fact they 
are more useful than the larger ones—they will not compare with those 
tre WU ^ °^en Pos*^ons and in good soil away from the roots of large 

The ground should be well dug and liberally manured as the work of 
planting proceeds ; if this is done they will need no further care for two 
or three years, without Mignonette or other plants are grown on the 
border during the summer. In this case—and plants of this description 
w ill do no harm after the plants are cleared off in autumn—the borders 
should receive a dressing of short manure in a fresh state. This should 
be forked into the surface, so that rains will wash the juices down to the 
roots ready for them when they commence activity. The bulbs will 
soon show their appreciation of such treatment. 

The first season they may prove somewhat disappointing, and here no 
doubt is one reason why they have been regarded as useless after the 
first. season.. The nearer perfection the bulbs have been produced 
previous to importation the more certain are they to come small, for they 
frequently divide into a number of small bulbs, while many of the 
bedding ones will grow for a season before they do so to any extent. 
After the bulbs divide into a number, which they do rapidly when 
planted out without any artificial treatment, the same as practised in 
.Holland, and attain their full development, that fine spikes are produced. 
A bed planted with bulbs that have flowered in pots, especially of 
Hyacinths, are certain to produce spikes of nearly every size. Ten years 
ago we planted out a bulb of Grand Lilas ; for two years it remained a 
single bulb and produced one spike only each year ; it has now increased 
to thu'teen, and eight of them have flowered, some of the spikes being 
unsurpassed by any of the bedding Hyacinths we purchased last 
autumn. ’When Hyacinths are grown three or four in a pot they should 
be planted out without division, for any attempt to divide them before 
their growth has been matured is certain to check them severely by the 
wholesale destruction of their roots. In planting be careful to place 
the bulbs at least 2 inches below the surface of the soil, or a little more, 
then the fork can be used without fear of damaging them. 

Although we grow none in glasses we are certain that they also will 
repay for the trouble of planting in outside borders. A lady who only 
grows Hyacinths in glasses in the windows of her house was advised to 
plant them out after flowering, and her little flower beds are gay every 
year with the old bulbs that thousands would have thrown away as 
useless. \\ hen old bulbs are preserved they are often kept out of the 
ground. too long, and I would rather plant them in July or August than 
leave them till November or December.—W. 13. 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

Early Strawberries.—Where space can be afforded on the 
sheltered wall borders it is there the earliest Strawberries should 
be grown. Young or one-year-old plants are the best, these invariably 
producing the earliest and usually the finest fruit, without unduly 
robbing the fruit borders. Being cleared of fruit early, plenty of strong 
runners soon follow, and the required number for planting, both on the 
warm borders and also on the open ground, ought at once to be layered 
into 3-inch pots. If properly attended to the runners will soon fill the 
pots with roots, and before they are badly root-bound ought to be finally 
planted out. Supposing they arc put out in succession to early Potatoes jj 

Cauliflowers, or Peas, for all of which the ground was well manured, it 
is yet advisable to fork in, not too deeply, another dressing of solid 
manure, there is not much danger of the plants forming too much 
foliage in these hot positions, especially if the precaution of well 
trampling the ground is taken. If planted in succession to Tripoli 
Onions we neither apply manure nor dig the ground, but merely draw 
dulls, saturate these with liquid manure, and plant as soon as the 
giound can be worked. It being unwise, for several reasons, to leave the 
plants on the ground for a second season, they may be planted in rows 
lt> inches apart and 15 inches apart in the rows. They ought to be in a. 
moist state when put out, be well and firmly planted, and receive good 
attention subsequently. Thus treated they will form large crowns and' 
yield very profitable early crops the following season. Many proprietors 
of gardens prefer to gather the fruit for themselves, in which case along 
row ought to be planted alongside the principal sunny walks. They 
succeed admirably in such positions, especially if there are no Box 
edgings to interfere with them, and the fruit is of easy access, there' 
being then no need to trample on and spoil one half to get at the other 
half of the crop. Black Prince is yet the earliest sort we have, and on 
some soils produces extra heavy crops of fair-sized fruit. Another good 

variety, Keens’ Seedling, still holds its own in numerous gardens, 
and is gradually finding its way back into gardens from which it has 
been banished for a time. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, although 
excellent in pots, is not so profitable in the open, being neither early nor 
of a taking size. Both King of the Earlies and Pauline may well be 
given a trial, and room should certainly be found for the invaluable Sir 
Joseph. Paxton. These warm border p’ants are also the best for 
furnishing a good supply of strong runners for forcing. 

FRUIT FORCING. 
Peaches and Nectarines.—Early-forced, Trees.—Those which 

were started from early December to the new year will, whether the 
varieties are very early, as Alexander, Waterloo, and Early Beatrice, or. 
such as Hale’s Early, Early Alfred, A Bee, and Royal George, for some time 
have been cleared of their fruit. They have had the wood on which the- 
fruit was borne removed, if not extension, also any superfluous growths, so 
that those retained can have light and air, the foliage being fully 
exposed to the influences essential to forming and perfecting the fruit 
buds and. the thorough maturity of the wood, which is encouraged by 
clean foliage, and proper supplies of nutriment. The trees, therefore, 
must be stringed—cleansed of insects, if necessary, by the prompt 
application of an approved insecticide, and supplied with water, or in 
the case of weakly trees liquid manure at the roots. Mulching will also 
tend to keep the roots active at the surface, and prevent the premature 
ripening of the foliage. The buds will be sufficiently plumped and the 
wood sufficiently matured to allow the roof lights being removed, 
which should not be further delayed, if not already done. This is a 
commendable practice, not the least of its advantages being the thorough 
moistening of the border by the autumn rains. 

Succession Houses.—Trees that were started in February have the 
fruit ripe, and some are still ripening, the fruit being later than usual 
on account of the cold that prevailed in the early summer months, bub 
it has been well worth waiting for—we never remember having finer, 
particularly of Royal George, its freer and finer form Stirling Castle 
being superb, and Grosse Mignonne, whilst Lord Napier Nectarine and 
Elruge deserve special note. It is clear that the improvement, both in 
size and quality, is due to their having had more time than they would 
have had if the early summer months had been warmer and sunnier, bub 
we attribute much of the increased value of the crop to having fed the 
trees with the drainings of the house. Ours is a large tank, and receives, 
the whole waste of . a large establishment. We give it undiluted, and 
the smell is anything but unpleasant. As the fruit is cleared off the 
trees cut out the wood that has borne fruit, and thin the growths where 
too close, or where they are so close that the foliage cannot have exposure 
to light and air ; cleanse the foliage by means of the syringe or engine 
with water of dust and red spider or other insect pests, if necessary 
using an insecticide. Keep the borders thoroughly moist, feeding if the 
trees have carried heavy crops, are at all weakly, or do not plump the 
bloom buds. Stop all laterals to one joint, or allow a little lateral 
extension if the trees have the buds in an advanced state, preventing 
premature ripening of the foliage by continuing the root action with at 
the same time growth on which to expend it without danger of forcing 
the principal buds into growth. When the buds are well formed, the 
fruit having been cleared from the trees, remove the roof lights. The 
exposure to rains and dew has an invigorating effect. 

Trees Swelling their Fruit.—This is the case with those started in 
the middle of March. The fruit has stoned satisfactorily, as it will when 
three conditions are observed—viz., to have a border composed of rather 
strong loam with some clay or marl in it, so as to afford potash, old 
mortar rubbish or chalk to supply calcareous matter, good drainage, 
neither too wide nor too deep borders—2 feet is plenty as regards depth, 
and half the width the trees have of trellis, duly watered and fed from 
the surface ; the shoots thinly trained ; no overcropping or neglect of 
thinning in the early stages, and a genial atmosphere so as to insure 
steady progressive growth. The leaves should be drawn aside, and the 
fruit raised by means of laths across the tiees, so that the apex will be 
to the light. Water the border both inside and outside with liquid 
manure, and keep the surface mulched with rather lumpy manure. 
Avoid a close fine surface likely to form a soapy mass and exclude air. 
Ventilate early, in fact leave a little air on all night, syringing by 7 A.M., 
and through the early part of the day ventilate freely. When the sun 
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Joses power in the afternoon begin to reduce the ventilation and raise 
the temperature to 85° or 90° about 4 P.M., with a good syringing and 
damping of surfaces, but it must be done with judgment, for when the 
water hangs for any length of time on the fruit during the last swelling 
it is liable to damage the skin, causing it to crack, or, if not that, it may 
give the fruit a musty flavour, therefore have the fruit dry before night¬ 
fall, and when the day is likely to be dull omit the morning syringing. 
Directly the fruit commences ripening cease syringing, but afford air 
moisture by damping available surfaces, especially the border whenever 
it becomes dry, ventilating rather freely, enough being left at night 
to insure a circulation of air. 

Late Houses.—The fruit in these has stood well, but it is later than 
usual, in fact there will be little need to retard the fruit by having 
recourse to very abundant night ventilation. In order to assist the 
swelling observe the conditions laid down in the preceding paragraph. 
If wanted to accelerate the ripening ventilate rather freely in the early 
part of the day and up to one o’clock, then keep the heat obtained by redu¬ 
cing the ventilation so as to secure 80° to 85°, and at about 4 P.M. close, 
syringing well, and no harm will come if the temperature rise to 90° or 
95°, ventilating a little about six o’clock so as to let the pent up moisture 
escape, and the temperature gradually cool down. Keep the shoots tied 
down as they advance, allowing no more than are necessary for next 
year’s fruiting, or for furnishing the trees, let all have space for develop¬ 
ment—the full exposure of the foliage to light and air. Keep laterals 
stopped to one leaf, ilso retain growth to attract the sap to the 
fruit. If there are any gross shoots which push laterals from the leaf 
buds cut them back to where the buds remain intact, or, if likely to 
disarrange the equilibrium of the trees—the equalisation of the sap—cut 
them out altogether. They only tend to promote gumming, imperfect 
setting, and certain casting of the fruit in stoning. Draw the leaves 
away from the fruit, raise it from the under side of the trellis, let it have 
as much light and air as possible, the sun acting directly on the apex. 
Peaches are no good unless coloured, the flavour corresponding thereto, 
other conditions being favourable. 

Unheated Hovses or Cases.—Ourtrees have the fruit stoning and taking 
the last swelling. The border is supplied with liquid from the tank 
receivingthe house drainings, it being run directly from the liquid manure 
cart on the border by means of hose and wood troughs. The foliage 
assumes a dark glossy hue, and the fruit swells kindly, it being disposed 
so that it has light and air from all points as far as practicable by draw¬ 
ing the leaves aside, and raising it by means of laths across and secured 
to the trellis to the front. Secure the growths to the trellis as they 
advance, being careful to allow space in the trees for the swelling of the 
fruit. Keep the growths thin, every shoot having space for full 
exposure to light and air. Syringe about 7 P.M.; the house having a 
little ventilation constantly, increase the ventilation with the advancing 
temperature, contriving to have it full at 75°, or if it is wanted 
to accelerate the ripening keep through the day at 80° to 85°, but 
always with ventilation, and close sufficiently early to maintain 
that temperature, but not to raise it above 90°. Syringe again in 
the afternoon about 5 p.m. We have not a trace of red spider 
or insects of any kind, which we attribute to the use of the house 
sewage and syringing. Timely thinning increases the size of the fruits 
retained, therefore thin finally as soon as the stoning is completed. One 
Peach to every square foot is ample, also for the large Nectarines. The 
reason Nectarines usually are smaller than Peaches is because they are 
left much closer. In small fruit we have twice the weight of stone 
at a great sacrifice of flesh, and in appearance and quality there is no 
comparison of the two fruits. 

Figs.—Second Drops.—The fruit of trees started about the new year 
or before will have the second crop in an advanced state, and it must be 
thinned if not already done, reserving that at the base of the growths, 
which as a rule swells and finishes better than that at the points. This 
crop must not tax the energies of the trees too severely if they are ex¬ 
pected to afford early fruit next season. Attend regularly to training 
and stopping the shoots. Train thinly, and allow plenty of space in the 
ties for the shoots to swell, stopping side growths at about the fifth leaf, 
but do not seek these spur growths to an extent likely to cause crowding. 
Afford water copiously through a good surface mulching of short manure. 
We have tried many sorts, but find none surpasses horse droppings. They 
are light, let in air, and contain nutriment that is given out for the 
benefit of ths foliage and for washing into the soil. Water or liquid 
manure will be required according to the extent of the rooting area. 
The trees in narrow borders may need it every day, those of larger area 
corresponding thereto. They can hardly have too much water in hot 
weather, always provided the border is formed of sound material and 
the roots are active so as to lay hold of it, and there is drainage to carry 
off superfluity beyond the soil’s retentive power. Syringe twice a day 
forcibly to dislodge red spider, but with proper feeding and attention 
there will be little need for insecticides, only nothing seems to prevent 
6cale, therefore remove it with a brush and a soapy solution. Figs like 
abundance of air, they also delight in heat and light. Admit a little 
air constantly, increase it early, close early with plenty of moisture, and 
the fruit will swell to a good size, then a circulation of air constantly 
will enable the cultivator to produce Figs in perfection. Considering 
that Figs are so wholesome and nutritious it is remarkable they are not 
more generally grown. 

Fig Trees in Pots for Early Forcing.—Syringe at least once a day, in 
hot weather twice, affording liquid manure at the roots and pinching to 
induce a neat habit in young plants with fruitfulness. Stopping must 
be regulated by the vigour of the plants and varieties. Vigorous growers 

will need to be more closely pinched than those of moderate growth. 
It is important that the trees have plenty of light, are not crowded, 
and are well ventilated, to solidify the growth as it is made. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Mignonette. —The whole stock intended to be trained on standard 
and pyramidal trellises should be placed in their largest pots. At the 
same time each plant should be given the trellis upon which it is to be 
trained. In the case of pyramids secure the shoots at the base, in order 
to furnish it thoroughly, for the uppermost portion of the trellis can be 
readily filled. If the plants have been purposely prepared according to 
previous directions, they will have plenty of shoots to reach the trellis 
in various directions, not only at the base, but more than half way up. 
Those intended for standards should have the branches evenly disposed 
over the trellis, training them towards the outer edge until they reach 
that position. Grow the plants under glass where they can be given 
light shade from the burning rays of the sun, plenty of air, and a moist 
bottom for the pots to stand upon. Hot dry atmospheric conditions 
must be avoided, or the shoots assume a woody appearance and fail to 
grow strongly. To insure well-furnished plants that will produce large 
spikes of bloom, they must be kept growing luxuriantly, but not forced 
out weakly by shading. Plenty of moisture should be maintained about 
the plants by frequently damping the floor and stage. The plants may 
with advantage have their foliage syringed twice daily. Water carefully 
after potting until the roots are working freely, but never allow the plants 
to suffer by an insufficient supply. A number of 5-inch pots may now be 
filled with three parts fibry loam to one of leaf mould, manure, and 
sand. Sow the seed evenly on the surface and cover it lightly. Give a 
good watering, and stand the pots in a cold frame and shaded from the 
sun until germination has taken place. They should then be gradually 
exposed until they gain strength, and are then grown in a light position 
outside, where they can be partially shaded from strong sunshine. 

Rhodanthes.—Those grown outside in pots must be freely watered 
and liberally syringed, for if neglected in these respects they are liable 
to be attacked at this season by red spider, which quickly plays sad 
havoc with their foliage, and spoils them for decorative purposes. 
Another supply of plants may be raised by sowing seed in a few 
5-inch pots filled with rich soil. Press the soil moderately firm to insure 
a dwarf compact growth, and only just cover the seed. Place the pots 
in a cold frame until the seed 1 a; germinated, then stand or plunge 
them outside. Plants raised now will prove invaluable for the con¬ 
servatory after the middle of October. 

Heliotropes.—Plants that have been grown to form standards or 
pyramids may now be plunged outside if they have been thoroughly 
hardened. All flowers must be removed and the shoots pinched freely, 
so that the heads, in the case of standards, are compact and well 
furnished instead of being straggling and loose, which is the result of 
negligence. The framework of pyramids must also be well furnished 
with sturdy growths, so that a mass of flowers may be expected. If 
covered with a few long shoots the plants cannot produce half the 
flowers, or produce the same beautiful effect as those covered with shoots 
about 2 inches in length when housed in autumn. Dwarf bushy plants 
in 2 and 3-inch pots with three or four shoots may now be placed in 
5-inch pots and plunged outside. Pinch any shoots that take the lead, 
so that these plants will be dwarf, bushy, and well ripened when 
they are housed in September. Plants prepared on this principle will 
flower profusely during November and the following month if they are 
kept in a temperature of 55° to 60°. 

Chrysanthemums.—A number should now be rooted in 3 and 5-inch 
pots, insert all the large-flowering kinds singly in the former, and free- 
flowering Pompon kinds in the latter ; these should be inserted five or 
six in each pot. Place the pots in a cold frame and shade them from the 
sun until the cuttings are rooted, and then grow the latter in a sunny 
position outside. 

Stocks.—Sow seed in boxes of Ten Weeks and Intermediate Stocks 
for flowering in pots inside. Princess Alice is an early flowering white 
variety, invalable for this purpose. Sow the seed in boxes, and place 
them in a cold frame until germination has taken place, when the boxes 
can be stood outside until the plants are large enough for placing singly 
in 2-inch pots, to be finally transferred into 5-inch pots when the small 
ones are full of roots. The plants are better outside than in cold frames 
after the seed has germinated until they are housed in autumn. 

Hydrangeas.—The prevailing idea that the flower buds should be 
formed in the shoots of the«e before they are rooted in small pots for 
flowering another year is a great mistake. Cuttings rooted after the 
flower buds are set never produce such fine heads of bloom as those 
rooted earlier in the season before flower buds are visible. Good sturdy 
cuttings skould be rooted now from plants growing outside fully exposed 
to the sun. The cuttings should be as short as possible, with a pair of 
large leaves left at the base. Fill 2 or 3-inch pots firmly with sandy 
loam and one-seventh of decayed manure. Place a little sand in the 
centre for the base of the cuttings to rest upon. Give a good watering, 
and stand the pots in handlights, shaded from the sun, in the Cucumber 
or Melon house, where they will root quickly. Directly they are rooted 
gradually expose them, and then remove to a cold frame and harden 
them. They should then be grown cool and fully exposed to the sun. 
The small pots soon become crowded with roots, and the growth is much 
more certain to be brought to a standstill, thoroughly ripened, and the 
formation of flower buds will take place sooner than when growing 
plants outside with unlimited root room. Tips is a certain method of 
preparing plants for producing large heads in 5 and 6-inch pots next 
season than attempting to strike them after buds are formed. They 
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T^iCklT an<1 easicr> and do not produce deformed heads, as is often 
tne case when propagated later in the year. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

, Roses.—It was useless to attempt budding while the ex- 
_ c y ot and dry weather lasted, but the welcome change ought to 

ave been taken advantage of, as the buds unite with the wood much 
more surely during showery or dull weather. In many districts insuffi¬ 
cient rain has fallen to well soak the ground about the stocks, and in 
this case it is advisable to water them freely one or two days prior to 
budding. This causes the sap to rise, and renders it a much easier 
matter to open the bark. If there is no moisture under the bark it not 
only opens badly, but there is nothing to support the newly inserted bud. 
A similar difficulty is experienced with the buds, as unless these “ run ” 
or part from the wood freely it is almost impossible to avoid damaging 
them, and it is useless to insert bruised bark. Water the plants, and the 

T?h easi'y taken. The Manetti stock may be 
lightly trimmed, and be budded on the main stem about 2 inches below 

to^rfthegcannd. The soil necessarily drawn away from the 

iniT^fnlSt ny0t re£"rned tiU s,uch times as the buds have developed 
f“ “str"nS 6ho?<?- ,The reserved shoots on the Briar stocks may also be 
freely shortened back, or say to within 12 inches of the stem, and the 
buds be inserted as near the stem as possible, where they more readily 

S”e, “nitfd 8.tron§-iy "ith the stem. Either matting or worsted may 
be used for binding the bark over the buds, and which ought not to have 
been allowed to get dry before they were inserted. In hot weather it is 

of Rhubarb* leeaves°rarlly ^ bUdS Cither with Cabbage 01 portions 

Uom Cuttings.—Wq prefer to have as many as possible of our 
Roses frost-resisting, and find that we must rely principally upon dwarf 
bushes on their own roots. Considerable numbers are struck Goose¬ 
berry fashion every winter, and we are fairly successful with July and 

^ The latter are rather the longest in attaining a use- 
t r tbe best for potting. Any medium sized healthy 

growth that has perfected one or more blooms is suitable. They are 
best taken off whh a hee! and shortened to about i inches in length. 

\fu.rn}fll?d Wltb healthy leaves, the buds being dormlnt, 
aad tb®y ougbt *° be inserted directly they are taken, as if once allowed 
to get dry or to flag at all failure is certain. They may be struck either 

S d^ni^dtSf°frhb0ftt0fllerS b0SeS covered witb glass, and these should 
be disposed at the foot of a north wall. About 3 inches of very gritty 

dnft being very suitable, is needed, and the cuttings 
^™ldbe d1^ “to half their depth and firmly, and well clear of 
each other. Water them m, keep them closely covered with glass, and if 
necessary shade before the sun reaches them. They ought to be well 
rooted in less than six weeks, and may then have plenty of air given them. 

Carnations and Pwotees. — Seedlings are much the most flori- 
ferous, but unfortunately they so exhaust themselves as to be quite use- 
less for a second season. A fresh stock must therefore be raised every 

season, and if our advice has been taken the seedlings raised this year 

fhl turn ° i Kf°r b°rdfS- BeinS Packed off thinly in boxes 
they will transplant readily with a good ball of soil about the roots. A 
fairly rich well-worked soil suits them, and they may well be disposed 
lo inches apart each way. In cold damp positions, or where the soil is 

Tf W°f a character, it is advisable to plant on raised beds. 
If dry, hot weather follow planting, an occasional watering should be 
given, and all going on well they should cover the ground with flower 
stems by this time next year. Named sorts, or any that are extra good 
among the seedlings may be increased by cuttings taken off at the pre¬ 
sent time. The small side shoots or pipings are best, and these may be 
slipped off and put in without further trouble being taken with them. 
They strike the most readily when dibbled in boxes of sandy or gritty 
sou in a close shaded frame over a nearly spent hotbed. J 

HEBEE-KEEPER. 
INFORMATION FOR BEGINNERS. 

^oney season such as the present it is 
remarkable how accurate the information tendered by 

“ Acre^fruWS^ire^ee-keeper ” was in all that applies to 
profitable bee husbandry, while the Stewarton hive he so 
ably advocated is still the best hive where large supers 
are not objectionable. Where bees are kept for the 
owner’s use only no hives can excel it, either in quantity 
or quality, while the slides so much objected to by some 
are the very means by which the bee-keeper can control 
the purity of supers. One writer told us they had 

brains to pass over the Stewarton; the same writer 
with the same brains now adopts the system as the best. 
Others I have no doubt will soon follow, and whether 
octagon or square are Stewarton hives, and should not be 
known by any other name. 

SWARMING versus NON-SWARMING. 

The question of swarming or non-swarming has often 
been discussed. Swarms always work the better of the- 
two, but the large yield of honey must be looked for in 
the non-swarming hive, if the term may be allowed, be¬ 
cause non-swarming in the proper sense can scarcely be- 
allowed. We c m retard or delay swarming for a time, 
and often for a season, but if it was long enough no con¬ 
trivance or plan on our part will prevent bees swarming* 
when the queen during fine weather becomes exhausted,, 
nor even before that if the combs are irregular, having 
an excess of drone cells. Swarming takes place often 
with hives not more than two-thirds full of comb. Witlr 
everything right and in a normal state, by giving room in 
advance of their wants and plenty of it, will often have- 
the desired effect for the season, but no queen should be 
kept for the next year that has done good service the 
present one. Endeavour to have all the combs for the 
stock or body of the hive made this season by bees having* 
a young fertile queen and drone comb will be scant. 
Where that cannot be done give full sheets of foundation- 
in the subsequent year. 

COMB FOUNDATION. 

This plays so important a part in modern bee-keeping 
that a few words about it may be useful, as I have made- 
it extensively for upwards of a quarter of a century-. 
There are many kinds of machines and ways of fixing it. 
In order to keep the top bar strong there is no plan yet 
surpasses the groove. I have had experience with five- 
different machines and six sorts of foundation. Root’s 
natural based cell with high side walls and thin midrib 
pleases the bees best both in supers and the body of the 
hive, while the rapidity with which the bees take to it and- 
draw it out puts the bee-keeper in the best of humour. A 
few pounds spent on one of Root’s foundation machines by 
any bee-keeper with but half a dozen hives will be money 
well spent, while by so doing a double advantage is gained 
by the bee-keeper getting foundation made from wax 
made by his own bees, which requires no wire nor other 
contrivance beyond fixing properly in the top bar with 
melted wax. Foundation made from sound native wax 
does not sag like those made from foreign wax. 

HI YES. 

The best hive for producing marketable or small 
samples is the square tiering hive already described, easily 
made by any amateur at an outlay of about 2s. 6d. only 
when new timber is used, and at about Is. when old boxes, 
are used. 

SECTIONS. 

These are not favourites of mine nor with the bees: 
when the ordinary sort are used. The bees dislike the. 
bottom rail. Some of the members of the B. B. K. A. 
advocated the use of frames minus the bottom rail, but 
why they denounced a rail in the frame and advocated 
sections having a broad bottom rail I do not know. I 
prefer sections wrought either in iron frames or in crates, 
which allow the bees to any number of sections without 
bottom rails and in one compartment. The latter is the 
only kind I use, and like most of my bee gear is easily 
made. The sections are in three pieces, top and ends, 
If inch broad and fully i thick. They may be either 
nailed or dovetailed. The crates are of the same size as 
hives, and divided into spaces, the size of the sections 
wanted. The sides of the crate have little trenches cut to 
receive the number of moveable bearers f thick, reaching 
about half way down, so as to allow the bees full scope. 
These thin pieces are rabbeted like the front and back of 
the crate to allow the sections to rest in flush with the upper 
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edge. The sections are kept apart the proper distance 
from each other by tacks driven in the end pieces, while 
little loose slips of wood close the openings on the top. The 
bees take to these sections readily, and as they bang by 
the top bar travel with safety, and if the packing case is 
glazed on the bottom have a prettier appearance than sec¬ 
tions of the ordinary type, while they are easier manipu¬ 
lated on the hive. Although this season lias been more 
favourable to lifting the first and nearly filled super, and 
putting the empty one beneath, in nine cases out of ten it 
will prove a failure. The little supers holding from 3 lbs. 
to 8 lbs. are more easily managed than others, and by 
judicious lifting partly filled ones on the top of others and 
placing empty ones in the place of the partly filled ones 
the bees are kept better at work than when crowded. 
Crowded hives are a great mistake. Some time since the 
Germans announced that a medium swarm wrought better 
than an extra strong one, and many of the English bee¬ 
keepers supported that statement, but it is untenable. 
Doubtless if 100,000 bees are crowded into a space suit¬ 
able for half that number the results will be very unsatis¬ 
factory ; but give them the necessary space and grand 
results will follow. Much error in teaching bee husbandry 
has arisen through people not grasping the question of 
profitable bee-keeping and using hives not half the size 
they should be. 

LARGE SWARMS. 

Not only are these the most profitable, but they work 
more in proportion to their numbers than weak ones. I 
noticed in my last article the two swarms weighing 18 lbs. 
Now, according to the theory that large hives did not work 
well, this one would not have done well, and being the 
first cross Syrian would have done less, but this is not 
the case. In fourteen days from the time it swarmed it 
rose in weight more than 100 lbs., and at the end of that 
term it gave 50 lbs. of sealed supers. So much for 
foreign bees and large swarms, but remember they must 
not be crowded into little space, nor on to a few sheets of 
foundation as is commonly advised. 

WINTERING BEES. 

Naturalists and bee-keepers have long studied this* 
I have never had much difficulty in wintering my bees 
successfully, but the narrower the hive the better both for 
that purpose and supering. If fine seasons like the present 
one are likely to be experienced in the future the bee¬ 
keeper should have an extra breeding box, and it can be 
turned to good account for that purpose. By taking the 
frames of three body boxes and placing them into the 
four boxes with the honey at the top it will never be affected 
by frost, and the bees will remain healthy and never suffer 
from want while honey lasts during the most severe winter 
weather. Dividing boards the whole depth may be used. 
That space outside the combs with the additional space 
between the hive and outside case will thoroughly prevent 
frost injuring either honey or pollen, and all damp will 
pass downwards through the ventilating floor. When the 
hive in this state becomes crowded in May the frames may 
be arranged properly. 

The first half of July has not been so favourable for 
honey gathering as June was, and the great number of 
queens flying about has given much trouble by regicidial 
attacks. The late Mr. T. W. Woodbury was puzzled at these 
seemingly unnatural occurrences. They are all caused 
either bj stronger bees or queens entering hives, and 
works much mischief, rendering the hives they take pos¬ 
session of very often worthless. One interesting case I 
had this season is worth recording as substantiating the 

opinion I gave to Mr. Woodbury on the subject. A hive 
I had rendered queenless, and started raising pure queens, 
suddenly ceased raising royal cells. I observed a swarm 
attempting to enter, but only a few bees did so, though 
evidently a queen had, for the day after I gave it a royal 
cell that was detached from all combs, and which I found 
lying loose on the floor of a hive I was utilising queen 
cells from, which hatched immediately and was well 
received Next morning I was surprised to see a queen 
being turned out, which I examined and dissected, and 
found her fertilised just as Woodbury found his, which 
puzzled him to know the cause. This queen had been 
fertilised the day previous, and the young queen was victor. 
Other singular facts I shall have to mention again, but 
it will be acting wisely if all hives are examined at the 
end of this month, so as to make certain a young fertile 
queen is at the head of every stock, or otherwise disap¬ 
pointment may follow.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. Ail 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannct reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 
in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Strawberries at th.e Chertsey District Show (Visitor).—You are quite 
right, some very good dishes of fruit were staged, but it is quite impossible 
to give the details of all classes in reporting shows at a time when the 
pressure is so great on our space. We think the first prize for Strawberries 
at the show in question was won by Mr. D. Hopkins, gardener to J. Wod- 
derspoon, Esq., The Chestnuts, Walton-on-Tliames, with a very fine dish 
of President; Mr. Waite following with James Veitch; and Mr. Sharpe 
of Knowle Hill, Virginia Water, exhibited splendid fruits of British Queen, 
not for competition. Mr. Sharpe’s Strawberry garden has been described 
in the Journal, and must be regarded-as one of the most remarkable in the 
kingdom, the plants apparently growing in a sand bed, and without any 
manure. We are obliged by your letter. 

Peach Trees Unsatisfactory (17. Ii.).—The trees, from which you have 
sent shoots, require lifting. The wood of last year was not ripened, and 
this year’s grovili is much too succulent. More fibrous roots nearer the 
surface in firm calcareous loam are requisite for inducing firm fruitful 
wood. As soon as the leaves show signs of changing take up the trees 
carefully, shading them in the meantime, and not letting the roots get dry 
replanting quickly in a firm border 18 inches deep, covering the roots 
4 inches, and mulching to prevent the soil drying. To twelve barrowfuls 
of good turfy loam add two of lime rubbish and one of wrood ashes, making 
the soil firm. Syringe and shade the trees to keep the leaves fresh as long 
as possible, and fresh roots will form at once. Any long straight fibreless 
roots may be shortened. You may lift the trees sooner if you can keep the 
foliage fresh for inducing fresh root-action. 

Forget-me-nots (E. Leg get).—It is not too soon, but, on the contrary, 
rather too late for sowing seeds of Forget-me-not3 for raising fine plants for 
flowering next year. We sow early in June and have sturdy plants 3 or 4 
inches in diameter in the autumn. By sowing at once thinly in light soil 
kept continually moist the plants raised will flower next year, but must be 
planted closdy together in the beds for producing a good effect. Strong 
slips of Myosotia dissitiflora inserted now, or as soon as they can he 
obtained, in moist rich soil and a shaded position make fine plants for 
flowering in the spring. 

Asparagus (G. £>.).—You cannot expect fine Asparagus if you allow the 
beds to be impoverished by weeds. There is no greater mistake than to 
suppose that negligence in cleaning the beds in summer can be compensated 
for by salting and manuring the beds in the winter. Salting in winter does 
little good, and may do harm in strong wet ground. We salt our beds in 
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spring and summer, just giving sufficient to prevent the growth of weeds, 
or to destroy any that may spring up the moment they are seen. Hand- 
weed your beds at once, then give them a good salting, 3 or 4 ozg. to each 
square yard not being too much, and a thorough soaking of liquid manure 
once- a week will do your Asparagus more good than anything, provided 
weeds are not permitted to appropriate the virtues of the manure. We 
know of nothing more expensive in culture than manuring land liberally, 
then allowing weeds to grow luxuriantly. It is by such practice that much 
land has been practically ruined, and according to your letter you appear 
to be acting on the lines we are bound to denounce. 

Muscat Grapes (Subscriber).—The Grapes sent, though not exactly 
“ shanked,” are very much in the condition indicated by that term. Instead 
of the footstalks of the berries shrinking the shrinkage occurs close to the 
fruit, and in nearly every case the footstalks are contracted, two showing 
distinct signs of gangrene. It is certain the crop is not receiving adequate 
support for perfecting the fruit, and a remark in your letter suggests that 
the border is faulty. Soil so strong that “ a handful when pressed sticks 
like a ball ” is not suitable for Muscats. Though the Vine may appear 
healthy in growth it is really not so, and the size of the leaves indicates an 
attempt to elaborate the crude sap and assimilate the nutrient matter 
derivable therefrom, or, in other words, as this cannot be accomplished by a 
reasonable expanse of foliage, a greater surface is produced in an effort to 
supply the deSciency, and therefore what appears an expression of health 
is evidence of weakness. The border may also be deficient in lime and 
potash, but whether that is the case or not the soil is much too close and 
heavy for Muscats. You must either remove the Vine and occupy its space 
with a rod from one of the others, or make the soil very much more porous 
by a liberal addition of lime rubbish, wood ashes or charcoal, and sand. 
The Vine should be taken up and replanted on a station of fresh soil, and 
the earlier that is done in the autumn the better. You have done right in 
guarding against giving an excess of water to soil of such a tenacious 
character. You had better point with great care an abundance of lime 
rubbish and gritty matter into the border generally, giving a top-dressing 
of the same, then by keeping this moist with a mulching of manure an 
abundance of surface roots will be induced and your Vines be kept in a 
good bearing state. We should do this now, and we think if something of 
the kind is not done there is a danger of the other Vines failing before very 
long. 

Raising Calceolarias (E. H.). — Herbaceous Calceolaria seed may be 
sown now onwards till September, according as large or medium-sized 
plants are desired. The chief difficulty when sowing early in hot weather 
is to find a place cool and damp enough. Select a piece of ground in a 
shady corner, and there place a handlight. Strew the ground on which the 
handlight is to rest, and a space round it, with salt. On this place a couple 
of inches of rough coal ashes, and when the glass is put down place 2 or 3 
more inches of the ashes inside. These are precautions against worms and 
slugs. Then take one or several 6-inch pots; fill them half full with drain¬ 
age, then an inch of somewhat rough soil, filling up to within half an inch 
of the rim with fine light sandy loam, containing a little fine-sifted leaf 
mould. Press the surface, afterwards water the pots well, and allow them 
to drain for a day ; then place a very little fine tolerably dry soil on the 
surface, press gently down to make smooth, and sow the seeds ; then scatter 
over them the smallest quantity of fine sand. Press level again, place a square 
of glass over the pot, and set it underneath the handlight. If this is kept close, 
and the ashes inside moist, water will seldom be needed until the seedlings 
appear. When fairly up, lift the top of the handlight a little; as they grow a 
little lar er edge up the square of glass over the pot, first at night, and then 
during the day. When a little larger, move the squire of glass altogether, and 
give more air by the top of the handlight. By this time the tiny plants will 
have a few leaves, though it would be difficult, as yet, to handle them singly. 
To prevent their damping at the surface lift patches of several plants together, 
and prick out these patches an inch or so apart, in pots prepared as if for 
cuttings, or in shallow pans. If bofore tins, notwithstanding the dampness 
of the ashes, the surface of the soil should be dry, soak it well, not by a rose 
over the plants, but by flooding the soil by pouring the water on a piece of 
tile close to the edge of the pot. Many young seedlings, if small, are de¬ 
stroyed by watering overhead ; they rot off just at the surface of the soil. 
When thus pricked out, and thus watered, place under handlights again, and 
keep close for a few days, In two or three weeks it will be necessary to 
prick out the plants separately, leaving about 1 inch or so between each 
two. As the autumn advances, the strongest, to bloom in April and May, 
may have each a 4-inch pot, and be shifted to a larger one before the end of 
October ; by the smaller supply may be pricked out into shallow pans a 
couple of inches apart, or four may be placed round the s'des of a 5-inch pot. 
If there are more than are wanted, rather prefer the smaller and weaker- 
growing plants. They will soon acquire strength. Moisture, if not stagnant, 
will do little injury to them in winter. They may be grown with the pro¬ 
tection of a cold frame in winter, paying great attention to air, and just 
securing them from frost. They are easily kept from frost in a greenhouse 
heated by a flue or hot-water pipes ; but a close, warm, dry atmosphere is 
their bane. They will do well in a temperature ranging from 35° to 45°, 
with air and moisture in proportion. In greenhouses they will be much 
benefited if set or partly plunged in damp moss. They will grow rapidly 
even in winter, at 45s to 55°, standing in damp ashes or moss, and having 
plenty of air. Whenever the pots are full of roots the plants will be inclined 
to throw up their flower-stems, and therefore they must be shifted to prevent 
the roots matting, when large specimens are required. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(J. D.).—1, Whitlavia grandiflora; 2, Lycium europaeum ; 3, Epilobium 
angustifolium; 4, Unrecognisable. 

Large Bees (W. B. (?.).—The bees to which you refer are drones 
belonging to the hive ; you cannot do better than leave them to their 
destiny, the workers will dispose of them in due time. 

COYENT GARDEN MARKET.—July 20th. 

Heavy supplies to hand, with trade brisk at lower prices. 

FRUIT. 
d. 8. d. 8. d. 8. a. 

Applet, I sieve.. .. 0 0 to 0 0 Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0tol2 0 
Nova Scotia and Peaches, dozen .. .. 4 0 10 0 

Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 Pears, dozen. 0 0 0 0 
Cherries, £ sieve . . 3 0 6 0 Pine Apples, English, 
Cubs, 100 lbs. 0 0 0 0 per lb. i 6 0 0 
Fig?, dozen 3 0 4 0 Plums, J sieve. 0 0 0 0 
Grapes, per lb. ## I 6 2 6 St. Michael Pine«, each s 0 5 0 
Lemonp, case 10 0 15 0 Strawberries, per It). 0 3 0 10 
Melon, each .. .. 2 0 3 0 

VBGETAI-LBS. 
8. d. 8. d. 8. d. 8. a. 

Artichokes, dozen .. , , l 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Asparagus, bundle .. . , 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 6 1 0 
Beans, Kidney,per lb. • • l 3 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
Beet, Red, dozen , . l 0 2 0 Onions, bunch. 0 3 0 6 
Broccoli, bundle .. . . 0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches 2 0 s 0 
Brussels Sprout?, \ sieve 0 0 0 0 Parsnips, dozen .. 1 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen • a 1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 5 0 
Capsicum?, per 100 , , 1 8 1 0 „ Kiduer, per cwt. 4 0 0 0 
Carrots, bunch , , 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0. s 0 0 
Cauliflower?, dozen 3 0 4 0 Salsaty, bundle .. ,. 1 0 1 6 
Celery, bundle , , 1 6 3 0 Scorzonera, bundle 1 6 0 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 3 0 4 0 Soakale, basket .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Cucumbers, each ,. , , 0 4 0 6 Shallot?, per lb. 0 8 0 0 
Endive, dozen .. 1 0 2 0 Spinaob, bushel .. .. 8 0 4 0 
Hero?, bunch .. .. 0 2 0 0 Tomatoc?, per fb. 0 4 0 6 
Leeks, bunch .. .. 0 s 0 4 Turnips, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 6 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

8. a. 8. a. s. d. p. a. 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen ., 6 0to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen. 3 0 to 9 0 
Arbor vitee (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 4 0 6 0 

„ (common), dozen.. 0 0 0 0 ,, Tricolor, dozen 8 0 6 0 
Azalea, dozen. 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 

0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 13 0 
4 0 9 0 Lilies Valley, dozen 0 0 0 0 

Calceolaria, dozen .. .. 3 6 8 0 Lilinm lancifolium, doz. 12 0 18 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ longiflorum, doz. 18 0 39 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 3 0 4 0 Lobelia, dozen. 3 0 5 0 
Dracaena termiualis, doz. 30 0 60 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 13 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 
Erica, various, dozen .. 12 0 24 0 Musk, dozen . 2 0 4 0 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen. a 0 12 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 21 0 Palms, in var., each 

Pelargoniums, dozen 
2 6 21 0 

Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 6 0 15 0 
Ficus elastica, each i 6 7 0 „ scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each g 0 10 0 Spirrea, dozen. 6 0 12 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 
* 8. d. 8. d. 8. 4. 8. d. 

Ahntilons, 12 bunches .. 3 0 to 4 0 Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 to 6 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 Mignonette, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 8 0 6 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 2 0 3 0 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. .. 0 0 0 O Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Bluebells, 12 bunches .. Q 0 0 0 ,, White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
Bouvardiae, bunch .. .. 0 6 1 0 Pansies, 12 bunches 3 0 4 a 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 0 0 0 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 8 0 6 9 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 a 

„ 12bnnohes.. 4 0 6 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 0 6 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. i 6 3 0 Pinks, White, 12 bunches 1 0 4 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 „ various, 12 bunch 

PoeoDy, 12 bunches.. .. 
3 0 4 9 

Eucharis, dozen .. .. 4 0 6 0 0 0 0 9 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 1 6 3 0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 9 

sprays 0 0 0 0 „ (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 O 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 9 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 9 
blooms. 0 0 0 0 Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 ,, (indoor), dozen 0 9 1 9 
blooms. 8 0 6 0 „ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 O 

Lilac (white), French, „ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
bunch . 0 0 0 0 ., de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 0 9 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 12 0 24 0 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 1 6 3 0 
„ Orange, 12 bunches 9 0 12 0 Tropfeolum, 12 bunches 1 0 2 0 

Lily ol Valley, 12 sprays 0 0 0 0 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 i 0 
„ „ 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

THE DROUGHT. 

That many a light land farmer will be ruined by the 
drought we have been told over and over again. Cer¬ 
tainly we have ample reason to think it must be so, for in 
our travels we have been over much light thin land, and a 
sadder sight we never saw. Much, or rather most, of the 
spring corn was so parched by drought that growth 
ceased in many a field just as the ears were visible upon 
the stunted stems, and the crop is a total failure. In one 
case we heard of a farmer who had so lost 200 acres of 
corn. Well might he exclaim, -‘This is the climax of our 
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misfortunes. It was bad enough to sell good corn for the 
low prices of last year ; this year we shall have none to 
sell.” Expressions of sympathy come readily enough to 
the lips when we meet with such a case—and they are 
common enough in certain districts this summer—but 
practical help is what is wanted, and that, alas ! is impos¬ 
sible. A black year indeed will the Jubilee year be for 
many a light land farmer; and what makes it all the 
harder for him is the splendid appearance of the crops 
upon good mixed soil farms. AVe have such a farm in 
hand which at the present time is in a more satisfactory 
condition than we have ever had it before. Not only is 
the Wheat a fine full crop in every field, but other crops 
are equally good; Barley, Oats, AVinter Beans, and Peas 
all give fair promise of an abundant yield. Peas espe¬ 
cially are remarkably vigorous, the haulm being long, 
stout, and well podded. There is a capital piece of AVhite 
Clover for seed on this farm, both the hay and stover are 
a full crop well saved, Mangolds are a full strong plant, 
and Swedes have grown out of all risk of harm from 
insects. 

Repeatedly have we advised our readers to meet the 
agricultural depression with a full hand, with crops so 
abundant that a profit should still be possible. Acting 
upon this conviction we have striven year by year by 
drainage, by keeping down weeds, by sheep folding, by a 
judicious application of chemical manures, and by sowing 
pure seed of the best sorts, so to improve both the 
quantity and quality of our farm crops that we might 
make them answer while we have them in hand, and be 
let to good tenants in such good order that they too 
might still find farming both a pleasant and profitable 
calling. AVe may take it for granted that high profits 
arising from old prices in the good times will never again 
become possible, and we must therefore be content with 
what is often termed a living profit. 

The farm to which we have called attention for the 
exC3llence of the crops upon it this year is only one of 
several which we have in hand, and we are glad to say that 
the others all show unmistakeable signs of improvement. 
One farm, however, cannot answer so well as the others 
this year. This is a large heavy land farm upon which we 
have expended considerable sums of money for improve¬ 
ments ; there will, however, be from forty to fifty acres of 
inferior corn there this year owing in a great measure to a 
want of drains. The wet land may now be compared to a 
huge honeycomb, for it has a network of cracks all over 
it, which cause the crops to become parched and stunted. 
AVe greatly regret this, but with several hundred acres of 
land to drain it is just a question of having enough means 
to do all or a part only of the land. So far as we have 
gone the draining has been well done, and its beneficial 
effect upon soil and crops may now be seen clearly, for 
there no exception can be taken to any of the crops. 
Wheat and winter Oats especially are quite equal to any 
we have elsewhere. Winter Beans, too, and Peas are a 
good crop. The lesson taught by the drought here is the 
great importance of drainage whether the season of 
growth proves wet or dry. In the present summer when 
evaporation must be excessive the sour crude wet soil con¬ 
tracts so much that it is intersected in every direction by 
deep wide cracks, which give free admission to the hot dry 
air, parching the roots of spring corn and spoiling the 
crop. AVell drained land, on the contrary, becomes so 
mellow and friable by the free circulation of air in it 
that it loses much ol its original tendency to extreme 
cohesion, its particles do not unite like those of the un¬ 
drained soil, and therefore there is little if any cracking 

upon the surface. Strongly do we advise landlords to 
aid the tenant so far as they can to underdrain every acre 
of wet land. Help in such a matter is really better for 
the interests of both than heavy reductions of rent. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 
A full crop of grass upon most pastures, a bright sky, and an excep¬ 

tionally hot temperature day after day, good and willing workmen well 
handled, sound useful implements, plentiful relays of quick stepping 
Suffolk horses enabled us to bring our haymaking practically to an end 
a week ago. By working late for once on Saturday night we managed 
to clear up all the hay except a few acres which was so forward as to 
enable us to put the whole of it in cocks so to remain over Sunday, and 
then we felt safe, for a falling barometer and cloudy sky warned us to 
do all that was possible to get the hay together in as close quarters as 
we could. To do this well some half-dozen of the regular workmen 
were taken off from hoeing among roots to make the haycocks, and 
glad were we as the evening fell that we had done so, for a dozen of 
the extra men struck work at 7 P.M. A few minutes’ thought enabled 
us to decide to pay them off and tell them they would not be wanted 
again. This done they hastened off to swallow in drink the few extra 
shillings paid them for overtime, while the other men cheerfully loaded 
up the remainder of the hay that was ready for the stack, and we took 
care to reward them for doing so. 

We cannot conclude our “ work” note this week without reference 
to the excellence of the Hornsby grass mower. We have had four of 
them at work, but one on the home farm cut 170 acres of grass without 
a hitch of any kind, and much of the pasture was in a rough state, un¬ 
level, and with numerous molehills thrown up among the grass after it 
had become tall enough to conceal them. It is true that we had a good 
driver, but to go on for seventeen working days at the rate of ten acres a 
day is a piece of downright good work that is worthy of record. We had 
four sets of knives in use for this mower, and a handy man was 
employed the whole of the time in sharpening and putting on fresh 
knives as any became broken or worn. We must own that the mower 
was examined and put in thorough order before the haymaking began, 
yet even with such precaution we have known inferior implements break 
down repeatedly. 

THE HESSIAN FLY. 
In my capacity as Chairman of the Seeds and Plants Diseases 

Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society, 1 have just received 
official information from Miss Ormerod, the consulting entomologist, 
of the discovery of the larvce and puparia—pupa-cases—of the Hessian 
fly upon growing Barley plants in Perthshire and Cambridgeshire. This 
afternoon I heard from Mr. Palmer, of Revell’s Hall, Hertford, that 
puparia can be found to a great extent all over the Barley and Wheat 
fields of his farm, upon which, it may be remembered, the attack was 
first noticed last year. It is much to be feared that the presence of 
this destructive insect will be found to be very general this season ; and 
as it will be most useful and interesting to get some definite ideas of its 
range, I would, if you allow me, ask farmers to carefully examine their 
Wheat and Barley crops, and to report to Miss Ormerod, or to myself, if 
they find larvae or puparia of the Hessian fly upon them. In the present 
circumstances no remedies can be suggested, but I hope that we may be 
able to recommend methods of prevention, and general measures of 
precaution, in due season.—Charles Whitehead, Banning House, 
Maidstone. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN’ SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 82' 40" N.; Long, 0° 8- 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 
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July. 
Wet. 
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Dry. Qo * Max. Min. sun. grass 

Sunday. 
Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 

29.754 69.2 64.0 N.W. 66.0 77.8 57.0 127.7 57.4 0.072 
Monday. 
Tuesday ... 

29.906 66.2 62.9 s. 65.8 78.2 59.2 124.2 55.9 0.124 
12 30.015 69 3 62.8 s.w. 65.4 78.9 60.8 123.4 569 _ 

Wednesday. 13 29.788 76-8 68.2 S.E. 66.2 82.9 60.3 126.2 56.3 _ 
Thursday... 14 30.011 66.7 60.1 s. 66.3 75.6 59 8 116.8 57.1 _ 
Friday . 30.13 J 65.1 58.1 S.E. 66 2 80.3 56.0 126.2 51.7 0.264 
Saturday ... 10 30.194 64.8 58.0 N.W. 65.6 75J 55.0 122.9 54.7 0.053 

29.972 68.3 62,0 65.9 78.4 58.3 123.9 55.4 0.513 

REMARKS. 
10th.—Cloudy early, and occasionally during the day, with a heavy shower about 

5.45 p m., otherwise fine and bright, 
ltth.—Variable, with shower*. 
12th.—Fine and pleasant. 
13th—Bright and hot till about 4.30 P.M., then a slight 6hower, followed by a cool evening. 
14th.—Fine and pleasant, though frequently cloudy. 
15tb.—Cloudy and cool in morning, then bright for a time; cloudy again by 4 P.M.; 

tthunder at 4.20, followed by heavy rain and two or thiee flashes of lightning, ve.y 
vivid at 4.3L and 4.40; showery, with lightning, in evening. 

lGth.—Fine, bright, warm day, with heavy shower and lightning in evening. 
Another warm week, the sixth in succession, and the first of them in which any 

material quantity of rain has fallen. In fact from June 3rd to July 9th (thirty-six days) 
no rain fell except the insignificant amounts of 0052 in. on June 8th'and 0.037 in.on 
July 4th.-G. J. SYMONS. 
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S uthampton and Liverpool Shows (two dajs). 
8th Sunday after Trinity. 
Bank Holiday. 

THE EDINBURGH SHOW OF THE NATIONAL 

ROSE SOCIETY. 

Ills Exhibition deserves, I think, a little notice 
beyond the ample report that you have already 
given of it, as there were about it some fea¬ 
tures of peculiar interest. It was the first 
Show that the Society has ever held beyond 
the border, and was calculated to bring out 
both the successes and the failures of Rose¬ 
growing north of the Tweed ; and as one who 

lias had a fair acquaintance with Rose showing and grow- 
ing in Scotland I may claim to some little knowledge on 
the subject. ° 

It was the first time that the Society has in its fullest 
sense proved itself national, for all parts of the kingdom 
were represented. Ireland was represented by the Dick¬ 
sons and others, Wales by Col. Hore, Scotland of course 
largely, while some of our best growers from the north 
and south of England entered the lists. Of course the 
Exhibition was not what it might have been had we expe¬ 
rienced a different season, but the drought and intense 
heat had proved utterly fatal to many small growers and 
seriously interfered with the quality of the blooms. Thus 
it happened that there were many blanks, and that the 
stands generally were not of that superior quality one 
would have desired to show our Scotch friends. Still, 
I think that they were not a little astonished at the dis¬ 
play brought before them, especially amongst the Teas, 
which are but little grown in Scotland, the climate bein^ 
doubtless against them in many parts, although I do no*t 
see why in the south-western districts, such as Ayrshire, 
Wigtonshire, and Dumfriesshire, they should not be well 
grown. My anticipations with regard to the Scotch Roses 
were exactly fulfilled. I knew that if they had a chance 
such growers as Smith of Stranraer, Cocker of Aberdeen 
and others would show Roses that would be creditable 
to any exhibitor, but I doubted much of the Scotch ama¬ 
teur element. In truth amateurs such as we have in 
England hardly if at all exist in Scotland. You mmht 
search the whole country through and you would not find 
anywhere such growers as Messrs. Whitwell, Hall, Pem- 
beiton, Grant, Budd, Wakeley, and others one might name 

glowers, that is, who cultivate from eight hundred to 
two or three thousand Roses, and who make it their 
special hobby. A Scotch private grower thinks that if 
he has a couple of hundred plants he is doing very well. 
Now and then one meets with a private gentleman whose 
gardener takes some interest in Roses and perhaps induces 
Ins employer to increase his stock, but such growers as 
I have named above are an unknown race in Scotland. 
I remember once at a Scotch show a gentleman whose 
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gardener was successful (as he generally is) in carrying 
off the prize, being so delighted as to say, turning to’ hi” 
cara sposa, “ \\ e must have some more Roses : I think, 
my dear, we had better give an order to Mr.-for 

two dozen ! and I have no doubt he had a consider¬ 
able argument with his conscience as to whether he ought 
to have been so extravagant; and thus it was that the 
Scotch Roses as a rule were “puir bodies,” and that 
their setting up was, save in a few instances, bad as bad 
could be. I know truth is. unpalatable at times, but 
there is no use in shutting their ears and refusing to accept 
things because they are unpalatable. This opinion has 
been expressed by other writers, and I must say that 
until some such amateurs arise we cannot look hopefully 
for the future of Rose growing and showing in Scotland. 
So long as a grower thinks that with a hundred or two 
of plants he is going to enter the lists successfully in 
large classes he will be disappointed. Then, again, how 
absurd it is in these days still to permit foliage to be 
added, and to actually not only not insist vigorously on 
naming, but to offer a prize (not at Edinburgh) for a 
stand of Roses, with this proviso “ need not be named.” 
As to difficulties of climate being a bar to the cultivation 
of the Rose in Scotland, I can hardly think that those 
who have such examples as the nurserymen I have named, 
above there is anything in the statement. In some jffaces 

it would be impossible, as it is in some places in England, 
but that there are districts in which both climate and 
soil would equal anything in England I am quite con¬ 
vinced. I have received a bundle of Roses at Christ¬ 
mas, Hybrids and Teas cut from the open from Forres, 
which beat anything I had in my own garden. I have 
written of this at some length, for the observation was 
frequently made to me at the Show, “ How is it the , 
Scotch growers show so indifferently ?” 

But if we have thus to criticise the productions of our 
Scotch friends, what shall we say to their reception of us 
as members of the National? It was the unanimous 
opinion of all of us, Sassenachs though we were, that never 
have we experienced greater courtesy or been the recipients 
of greater hospitality than at the northern capital. The 
extreme courtesy with which we were treated, and the 
excellence of the arrangements made for exhibitors, were 
beyond all praise. The falling out of so many exhibitors 
owing to the weather tried these qualities very much, but 
did not overstrain them ; and all who attended the Exhi¬ 
bition, I am sure, left Edinburgh with pleasant memories 
of Scotch hospitality and kindness. 

Amongst the most noticeable features of the Exhi¬ 
bition was the remarkable success of the Yorkshire firm 
—Messrs. Harkness & Son. Not only did they carry off 
the very handsome Jubilee Challenge Trophy valued at 
fifty guineas, but also the first prize of a valuable piece 
of plate for seventy-two blooms. They have thus secured the 
two trophies north and south, and have established them¬ 
selves as the champion growers of the year. Without at 
all lessening the credit due to them for what are the 
results of careful cultivation, I suppose the cooler weather 
of the north has told greatly in their favour. This would 
more especially hold good with the southern Show, where 
they were enabled to compete successfully against the 
most experienced Rose-growers in England. They have 
a wonderful record of success this year, which I rather 
fancy they will keep up to the close of the season. It is 
a matter of congratulation to a very ardent and thoroughly 
popular rosarian, Mr. T. B. Hall, that he secured the 
challenge trophy for amateurs, for one would have, in- 
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dependently of any other reason, not liked it to have gone 
south. It is in good hands, and will nowhere ever be 
more highly valued than by its present possessor. 

Another feature in the Edinburgh Show which will 
cause it to be remembered by those who were present at 
it was the exhibition of new Roses; notably two—Earl 
of Duffer in and Sir Rowland Hill, both of them, I believe, 
most valuable additions, and so let me give to those who 
were not present some idea of them. Earl of Dufferin 
was raised at Newtonards in the county of Down in 
Ireland, and is the result of careful hybridising. It is 
of most vigorous growth, with fine well-developed foliage. 
The colour is a deep shaded crimson ; the form is cupped, 
high centre, and the perfume very strong. It had been 
awarded several certificates last season, and had been 
sent out by Messrs. Dickson, so that it could not compete 
for the gold medal for a Rose not yet in commerce ; but 
a committee of all the Judges, consisting amongst others 
of Messrs. Hall, Whitwell, Pemberton, George Paul, Cant, 
House, Harkness, and the two Secretaries of the National 
Rose Society, awarded it a first-class certificate, and I 
believe that it will prove a valuable addition to our dark 
show Roses. 

“ Ah !” someone will say, “ did we not always tell you 
that to carefully hybridise was the only way to get good 
Roses?” I am reminded of a story of two brothers who 
were brought up as witnesses in a case. They were both 
hale men of some fourscore years. One brother gave his 
testimony, and the Judge, addressing him as a fine fellow, 
said, “ I have no doubt you have been a temperate man 
all your life.” “Yes,” was his reply; “I have never for 
forty years drank any strong drink.” “Ah! I thought 
so,” was the rejoinder. The second brother was a ditto 
of the first, and the Judge addressed him in the same 
way. A titter ran through the Court, for the man was 
well known. “Well, to tell the truth, your lordship, I 
very seldom goes to bed sober.” For the next Rose, and 
one which also secured the gold medal of the National 
Rose Society, was a chance seedling, and not the result 
of any artificial hybridising. 

Sir Rowland Hill was raised by Mack & Son of Catte- 
rick Bridge, and is a most distinct variety. It bears a very 
great resemblance to an old Rose which was of a lovely 
colour, but too small ever to be of use as an exhibition 
flower—Souvenir de Dr. Jamain. Sir Rowland Hill is of 
the same shade of colour, a beautiful dark ruby claret, 
which does not fade into a dirty magenta colour as so 
many of the red Roses do. It is of good size and build, 
and in all respects will be a valuable addition. It is also 
said to be a good autumnal bloomer. Messrs. Dickson 
and Son, the raisers of Earl of Dufferin, also exhibited 
some other seedlings, amongst them one which has some 
elements of promise in it—Countess of Dufferin. It is 
of a light colour, very full, very vigorous, and good in habit. 
Of the new French Roses there is not much to report. 
The American Bride has proved itself to be a good Rose, 
but I apprehend that the honours of the year for new Roses 
will be awarded to those I have described above. 

Where our next provincial Show will be held is un¬ 
known, but nowhere will there be more pleasant memories 
than those connected with Edinburgh.—D., Deal 

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
A RE-ORGANISATION SCHEME. 

The following outline of a scheme for re-organising or re¬ 
modelling the Royal Horticultural Society has been addressed in the 
form of a letter by Professor Michael Foster to the President, Sir 
Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P., for consideration and publication. 

The general plan is excellent, and the suggestions are valuable, 
though a few of the details would probably require some modifica¬ 
tion. It merits the earnest consideration of all who wish to see the 
Society placed on a more substantial basis. 

Dear Sir Trevor,—The resolution adopted by the meeting of 
Fellows on Tuesday, July 12th, was, in reality, a decision not only as to 
the home, but also as to the policy of the Society. By the resolution the 
Fellows indirectly expressed their intention that the Society should de¬ 
vote itself to the advancement of horticulture, and should undertake 
nothing that was not distinctly calculated to advance horticulture. I 
may now, therefore, venture to do, what previous to that decision would 
have been useless, to put down on paper some suggestions as to the 
organisation of the Society best calculated to secure iis object, the ad¬ 
vance of horticulture. I will divide my remarks into heads. 

I, The Fellows or Members of the Society.—These naturally 
fall into two categories :—1, Those who pursue horticulture as a pro¬ 
fession, “ the trade,” as it is sometimes called, and gardeners receiving 
salaries ; and 2, Those, like yourself and myself, who garden as an 
amusement and relaxation, the “ amateurs,” as we are called. Both 
these, as far as the Society is concerned, have identical interests ; they 
will both be benefited by its prosperity, and by its being managed so as 
to advance horticulture. It seems to me useless and mischievous to 
raise the question which class is the more important to the Society. I 
myself think the first body is the more important, but I refuse to raise 
the question. It is enough that they are both, though in different ways, 
essential to the Society. It follows that they should both take part in 
the management of it. 

In the few brief remarks which I made at the meeting I insisted, fol¬ 
lowing Mr. Shirley Hibberd, on the necessity that the Society should be 
national, not local, not even metropolitan. It is necessary that the 
organisation should be such as to allow provincial members to have due 
influence. 

II. The Functions of the Society.—These may be sub-divided. 

A. Judicial.—The forming and making known of authoritative 
judgments on the names proper to be applied to, and on the horticul¬ 
tural value of new plants (I throughout use the word “ plant ■” as short 
for flowers, fruit, shrubs, &c.), and on the value of cultural specimens, of 
horticultural appliances, and the like. Much valuable work in this 
direction has been and is being done by our several Committees, but 
there is, I venture to think, still room for improvement, especially in 
two directions. 

In the first place the bestowal of medals is ridiculously superabun¬ 
dant ; being showered down as they are, they have lost jail distinctive 
value. 

In the second place some means are needed for the verification of 
names. No plant ought to receive the Society’s medal, prize, or certifi¬ 
cate without the name under which the plant has been shown having 
been verified by competent authorities ; this will cause some additional 
trouble in the way of making arrangements that the plant shall be sub¬ 
mitted to competent authorities, but the award of the Society ought to 
be of sufficient importance to justify the trouble being taken. In the 
case of a new plant exhibited for the first time, and receiving an award 
as a new plant, still more trouble ought to be taken. I do not myself 
see how such awards can be safely made without some careful system 
of reference. A plant submitted for a certificate of being a new plant 
ought to be referred to competent referees, who should send in a written 
report, and no certificate should be given except upon such a report. 
These reports, with descriptions of the plants, and, if possible, drawings, 
and dried or otherwise prepared specimens, if preserved by the Society, 
would be of immense value. This of course means a more complete 
organisation of the Committees than we have at present, but to this I 
will return. 

B. Expository or Propagandist, 
(a.) Slwrvs.—It is unnecssary to urge that shows of the nature of 

our fortnightly shows must continue to be a prominent feature of the 
Society. These are shows to show plants, to instruct the public as to 
what is being done in horticulture, not to furnish a gala entertainment. 
Hence, though arrangements of plants may be made at these shows to 
illustrate their aesthetic value, the great object must always be to call 
attention to individual plants. 

I share with many the view that, at all events, during certain parts 
of the year, it is desirable that there should be intermediate shows in 
the intervening weeks ; or, rather, I would go further, and say that 
when we possess adequate accommodation we might, I believe, without 
very much trouble, by proper arrangement, provide a continuous show, 
open always, so that any horticulturists visiting London would always 
find some objects of interest to see. Everyone must be aware how 
much we lose by plants not happening to be in bloom on the days of 
the fortnightly shows. It seems, moreover, not impossible to adopt a 
plan, by which notice should be given of the plants likely to be on 
view at such and such a time. 

From what I hear, I am also inclined to think that the day of the 
week and the time of day fixed for the fortnightly shows may fitly be 
reconsidered. 

In spite of the disaster at Liverpool, I am still of opinion that 
provincial shows and meetings ought to be held, if not annually, then 
every two, three, or four years. This seems only just to the provinces, 
if the provincial horticulturists are to belong to the Society. But it 
ought to be understood that such a provincial show or meeting is really 
a visit of the society to the town or city where the show is held, for the 
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purpose Of promoting horticulture there, and should be carried out 
accordingly. 

(A.) Meetings.—\n the old times the meetings of the Society, when 
plants were commented on and discussions took place before the Fellows 
generally, were of great interest, and might with benefit be revived, 
under precautions that they do pot become too formal. At present the 
■Scientific Committee within the Society, a [id the Horticultural Club 
-outside the Society, supply this want; but to heither of these are the 
Fellows as such admitted. The evening meetings, which the late Mr. 
Mangles and myself got up some years ago, were undoubtedly successful, 
though carried out on too ambitious a scale ; and I cannot but think 
that some such meetings, held either in the afternoon or evening, or 
sometimes in the afternoon and sometimes in the evening, would be 
■attractive to the Fellows, and most useful. 

But still more useful, than such meetings, which must be more or 
less formal, would be the informal meetings of horticulturists which 
wvould take place did the Society occupy adequate premises in a central 
position. The rooms of the Society ought to be the “ House of Call ” 
for all interested in horticulture, or to speak more plainly, the Society 
-ought to contain within itself a Horticultural Club. If the Bindley 
Library were properly housed, with suitable reading, writing, and 
conversation ro6ms, with the possibility of obtaining refreshments, and 
especially with the added attraction of the Small continuous show spoken 
of above, we should, I venture to think, secure a very large support 
from provincial horticulturists. 

C. Publications.—Although it is perfectly true that the garden¬ 
ing papers furnish orr their own account excellent reports of what is 
going on in the Society, and the necessity for an independent publica¬ 
tion by the Society is not so urgent as it was in the early dajrs of the 
Society, still there seems to me to be ample reasons why the Society 
should issue as a Journal an authoritative account of the work of the 
Society. Such a journal, issued to all the -Fellows, fortnightly or 
monthly, would not really clash with the gardening papers, and every 
Fellow would then be able to learn what the Society was doing. 

There seems to be also a distinct want of some channel for"the publi¬ 
cation of horticultural communications which are too long for the 

-gardening papers ; for such papers as these and for such matters as the 
frost report, the old Transactions might be revived as a second means of 
publication, keeping the journal for the more simple record of the busi¬ 
ness of the Society. 

D. Investigations.—In the old time the Society sent out explorers 
to investigate the flora of distant countries, to the great profit of science 
and of horticulture, and to the great profit of the Society. Perhaps it 
is vain to hope that anything of the kind can ever be done again ; but 
at all events the Society might and outot to institute or support horti¬ 
cultural investigations at home, at Chiswick, or elsewhere, in a more 
systematic-manner and with a greater scope than at present, valuable as 
is the work of the kind still carried on at Chiswick. 

E. Education.—In the bye-laws of the Society, as they at 
present stand,_ are regulations for a Committee of Education ; and 
indeed in old times the furtherance of horticultural education was laid 
down as one of the important duties of the Society. There is at the 
present time every reason why the Society should at once seriously take 
-up this most important though most difficult task. 

Such it seems to me are in brief the chief functions. of the Society. 
To attqmpt.to carry them out is to a large extent to go back to the old 

■lines on which the Society was founded, and on which it was once so 
successful. 

jin.—The organisation of the society. 

A. The Council.—There can be no doubt that the Council is net 
in touch, as it should be, with the horticulturists of the kingdom in 
spite of.its being a more active and industrious body ; it is indeed the 
most hard-workmg Council with which I am acquainted. But I do not 
share the views of,those who look for improvement in a more popular 
mode of election 1 imagine that everyone with experience in such 
matters will admit, that to leave the selection of new members of Council 
to the accidents of a general meeting of Fellows is the way least likelv 
to result in a good Council. The real fault is that the Council is too 
small a body and undertakes too much work ; it attempts to do everv 
thing itself, instead of relegating some of its duties to other bodies of 
I* ellows. . 

Aj1 increase in the Council cannot be made without a change in the 
Charter, and I am myself inclined to believe that a new charter is 
almost essential to any real prosperity of the Society. If the Council 
-consisted of twenty-five members, that is of twenty.one members in 
■addition to the President, Treasurer, Hon. Secretary, and Char-man of 
General Committee (see below) of which twenty-one, one third fsevenl 
were ineligible for election each year, the Council would be a very 
•different body from what it is now, and would be much more trul'v 
representative of horticulturists even though the new members of 
Council were elected on the present system. 

But without having recourse to a new charter, with the number of 
Council remaining as at present, much might be done by the Council 
remitting some of its functions to other bodies of Fellows. This would 
necessitate a change in the organisation of— 

. Committees.—My experience of the British Association 
for the.Advancement of Science leads me to believe that much might 
be effected by the institution of a General Committee, who mitot 

■do much that is now done by the Council, a sort of “Lower House ’"in 
tact, to be organised somewhat as follows :— 

1. The nucleus of the General Committee to be nominated in the first 
instance by the Council. Subsequent elections to the Committee to be 
male,by the .Committee itself, the,Council, perhaps reserving the right 
of vet, but not more. 

2. Every candidate for election into Committee shall be a Fellow of 
the Society. We may, as heretofore, utilise the help of botanists an 
others who are not Fellows, and may give them' id return certain 
privileges, but riot that of belonging to the General- CommitteY, which 
as will be seen, will be in reality a governing body. 

3. The qualification for admission to the Committee shall be 
evidence not only of the desire, but also of the ability to promote horti¬ 
culture ; that is to say the candidate must be.a person of horticultural 
reputation, and likely to be a useful member of the Committee. 

4. Every candidate shall be duly proposed at one meeting of the 
Committee, with a written certificate stating his claims, and shall be 
voted for as some subsequent meeting. That is to say, the election shall 
be of a definite, formal character. 

5. Anyone elected a member of the General Committee shall 
remain on the Committee during his life, or as long as he pleases, 
subject to removal for special reasons, in a manner to be specially pro¬ 
vided. , , * 

fi. The number of the Committee shall not be limited. 
7. Such members of the Committee as may from time to time be 

elected to serve on the Council shall, while serving on Council, continue 
to exercise their functions as members of the Committee. 

8. The Committee so constituted shall, each year, form, out of their 
own' numbers— 

a. A Fruit Committee, 
b. A Floral Committee, < 
e. A “ Nomenclature ” or “ Name ” Committee, 
d. A Scientific Committee, ' 
e. A Chiswick Committee, 
/. A Publication Committee ; 

and any other Special Committee which they may see fit; provided 
always, t 

That a certain proportion of each Committee (one in ten 
for instance) be members of Council for the time 
being; and 

That the Council have the power of veto over any name 
selected as member of any Committee, but not of sub¬ 
stituting any other name, the General Committee in the 
case of such a veto proposing a new name until the 
Council and Committee are agreed. 

i>. The General Committee and the Special Committees -shall have 
executive powers, including that of spending such sums of money as 
have been granted by Council, annually or otherwise, but any expenditure 
beyond such grants must be previously sanctioned by Council, and in 
general, the conduct of the General and Special Committees shall be 
governed by regulations approved of by Council. 

10. The Chairman of the General Committee shall be re-eligible for 
election, and shall be a permanent member of Council. 

In other words the Council will retain its hold upon the finances, 
and upon the general policy and conduct of the Society, but many of 
the administrative details will devolve on the Committees. 

Many details of course require to be filled in, as to the meetings of 
the General Committee, the relations of tho Fruit and Floral Com¬ 
mittees to the Nomenclature Committee, instituted to insure correct 
nomenclature, the duties of the Chiswick Committee, and the like, but 
these may be left for the present. 

Thus a system of regulations would have to be drawn up for the 
conduct of the general and Special Committees, and had1 better perhaps 
be incorporated in the bye-laws of the Society. 

At the beginning of the year the Committees would be appointed, 
and the Council would apportion grants of the funds of the Society .to 

the several Committees to enable them to carry on their annual work. 
The General Committee would probably meet, say, quarterly, and report 
quarterly to the Council, who would issue the reports to the Fellows. 

Within the lines of their regulations, and at an expenditure not 
exceeding the sum allotted to them, the Committees would have power 
to act independently of the Council, and there would be' no necessity 
for the Council to revise the acts of the Committees, such as the grant¬ 
ing of medals, Ac., but all action leading to extra expenditure-and all 
matters beyond the regulations would have to be referred to the 
Council. 

C. The Secretary.—Though I do not share the views of those 
who desire to have a paid Secretary to manage the Society, and so 
eventually to become the master of the Society, but think that the 
Fellowes ought to manage their affairs themselves, I have always been 
of opinion that a paid Secretary is necessary, that the secretarial labours 
ought to be so great as to require the whole time of some one man. If 
the foregoing plan were adopted, and the Society flourished, it might 
become a question whether we did not need two paid officers, one a 
horticultural or internal Secretary, ancl the other a business or external 
Secretary ; but this may be left for the present. 

IV. Subscriptions.—There is no doubt whatever in my own mind 
that we ought to have £1 Is. subscribers as well as £2 2s. and £4 4s. 
subscribers. I sec no difficulty in making most of the privileges (votes, 
admission, &c.) of the £2 2s. subscribers double, and those of the 
£i 4s. subscribers fourfold those of the £1 Is. subscribers. We might, 
with advantage, also revive the associates, that is to say, grant" to 
suitable persons the privilege of fellowship (except the right of voting) 
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upon the payment of a very small subscription, or without any payment 
at all. 

On the whole it does not seem to me desirable to make any dis¬ 
tinction, as regards subscriptions, between provincial and metropolitan 
Fellows. We ought to make it worth the while of horticulturists in the 
provinces to join the Society, but leave it to each one to determine for 
himself or herself what subscription he or she shall pay. 

If we obtained a new charter, it might be worth while to discuss the 
question whether it would be desirable to make a distinction between 
Fellows and Members, reserving the former title for those who served 
on the General Committee. 

V. Accommodation. 

According to the above scheme we should want :— 
1, Offices, with Secretary’s room, &e., &c. 
2, A room large enough for the fortnightly shows, with power, 

if possible, to use the room between the fortnightly 
shows. 

3, Committee rooms, at least three, one large enough to be used 
for meetings of Fellows. 

4, Library and reading rooms, with arrangements for the 
housing of the records of the Society, Drawings, 
Herbarium, &c. 

5, Conversation and refreshment rooms. 

This accommodation, in my opinion, had much better, in the first in- 
itince, be of a temporary nature ; we should then have time to find out 
what we really wanted. 

Such, dear Sir Trevor, is a brief sketch of my notions of what we 
want and what we ought to aim at.—Yours truly, M. Foster. 

Shelford, Cambs , July 6th, 1SS7. 

LILIUM HARRISI. 
Given certain treatment, this fine Lily is perhaps the most 

useful to either amateurs or growers in quantity of cut flowers in 
the whole genus ; certainly it is the best by far of the long-flowered 
or trumpet section to which it belongs. Some two or three years 
since when this Lily first made its appearance, I, for one, opposed 
it as a genuine introduction, or what will be more strictly correct, 
I refused to recognise, in the specimens shown me, anything distinct 
from L. longiflorum eximium. But the true L. Harrisi is very 
distinct, and I have since grown it in quantity. The bulb itself is 
inclined to be somewhat long and conical, the scales narrower and 
less imbricate, and in these respects more nearly allied to that well- 
marked form of L. longiflorum known as Wilsoni; indeed I believe 
L. Harrisi is but a selection from this, for its length of trumpet, its 
height, and general aspect all agree with Wilsoni. But the great 
distinction with Harrisi is that two or three successional flowerings 
may be had from it in one year, the which cannot be said of another 
of this family. I flowered plants early in the present year, and the 
same are flowering again without potting (in fact they flower best 
when root-bound) or without any special culture more than supplies 
of weak liquid manure and soot water combined occasionally. Later 
plants which only recently flowered are now pushing new growths 
from the base to produce flowers. 

As a hardy plant for the border this Lily is never likely to 
become popular, for many districts at least. For the south coast of 
France or the favoured parts of Devon it may do to a certain 
extent, but generally it will not succeed much in this way under 
the usual treatment for this section out of doors. I have beds of 
it side by side with typical longiflorum and the variety eximium, all 
of which were planted the same time and given the same treatment 
exactly, the soil being a fine fibrous loam and plenty of it over- 
lying gravel. In an almost incredibly short time L. Harrisi 
appeared above ground, sooner, in fact, than I wanted it, for as the 
whole of these were planted in autumn, I did not expect to see 
them pushing through the soil till the bad weather had passed. 
L. Harrisi, however, could not content itself below, and ere frost 
arrived it was about 2 inches through the soil. It battled very 
bravely with the long-continued and severe frost of last winter, and 
with the protection of a few boughs I fancied it was all right; but 
it has done no good, and only one or two made any attempt to 
flower, while the remaining two, which never appeared till frost 
had gone, are now finely in flower and bud. If I remember rightly, 
your correspondent, Mr. Murphy, Clonmel, some time since sought 
information as to the hardiness of L. Harrisi for border culture, 
and he may, if this meets his eye, get the required information. 
No doubt the failure of my plants was due to premature growth, 
and this just on the eve of winter. But it must be remembered 
that permanently planted bulbs are open to similar evils, and as 
this Lily commences its new growth when the flowers are expand¬ 
ing, it is not unlikely that these, in our climate at least, would soon 
feel the effects of frost and cold, as the growth would be more 
advanced. These checks, however, do not appear to stop the 

increase of the bulbs, which goes on at a brisk pace below, since a 
batch which I had last year in the open produced a number of small 
and medium-sized bulbs, most of which will develope into flowering 
bulbs this season. Apropos of its ever-growing capabilities, I may 
mention a parcel of injured bulbs (imported ones) which had made 
new growth in transit. These came to hand in all sorts of con¬ 
torted ways, so much so that it would be impossible to plant them 
without breaking them, so taking its free growth into consideration, 
I cut them all off to within 2 inches of the apex of the bulb. They 
soon made a new side growth, and I expect all will flower, though 
somewhat later than usual.—J. H. E. 

CAULIFLOWERS. 

Having seen your note anent the trials of Cauliflowers at Chiswick,. 
I send you a brace of Dean’s Snowball Cauliflower, which are a fair 
sample of what we have been cutting since 20th June. They were- 
sown in the greenhouse on the 24th of February last. I find better 
results by so doing than if they were subjected to a higher temperature-.. 
Those sent are not quite so good as I have had them in previous years.. 
Our soil being shallow, light, and very poor, they were never watered, but 
were well supplied with wood ashes at the roots. As I described last 
year in an article in your Journal, in 1885 I sowed on 24th February, 
and cut the first heads on 16 th June; the stems were about 6 inches 
long, the heads appearing to lie on a bed of leaves.—John Swan, 
Gardener, Kilmalcolm. 

[The Cauliflowers are very close, white, solid, and altogether good.. 
We have seen few equal to them in the south during the present very 
hot and dry season.] 

PACKING FRUIT. 

Many thanks to Mr. W. Bardney for his excellent paper on the- 
above subject. I have read it with the greatest interest, and though I 
have not much to add or alter, I would like to have a few lines. I 
have tried many ways of packing Grapes for travelling long distances, 
by rail and also parcels post, but the latter is a failure. I was glad to 
see that Mr. Bardney advises that paper be used instead of wadding.. 
This is required in some cases perhaps at the bottom and the top, but in 
no case should wadding touch the Grapes. In my opinion packing 
mixed hampers or boxes is a mistake, yet necessary sometimes on the- 
score of convenience or carriage charges. If put in a box or basket, 
the Grapes being securely tied, they should travel well. Generally, 
however, these large packages are sent by goods train, then it is folly- 
to expect either Grapes or any other fruit to arrive in good condition;. 
It is not always the fault of railway servants at either end in loading- 
or unloading, but it is the shunting. You have only to watch this 
operation from time to time, and the wonder is, not that the goods- 
reach their destination, but that they travel so well. I have looked 
into a composite goods truck on arrival, and see packages labelled “ This 
side up, with care,” the label side unfortunately being at the bottom! 
instead of the top. No packer can meet this. Having, when packing 
for market, to pack in small quantities to oblige the salesmen, I well 
know there is no safer mode of sending than doing on my plan, small 
handed baskets in which from 2 to 12 lbs. can be packed. Special 
Grapes are packed in flats, and these flats are slipped into hampers'- 
Whatever plan is adopted, a good under packing is required for the 
Grapes to lie on. Then every bunch must be tied, to prevent moving, 
and a sheet of white cap or tea paper, is the best protection for the 
top. 

My packing, after delivery, allows of each bunch being so dished 
that in nine cases out of ten I would defy any ordinary observer to know 
the difference between them and Grapes cut direct from the Vines- 
Again, a friend of mine, on the score of economy in boxes and carriage, 
stages his Grapes for exhibition from these handled baskets, setting them 
up on portable boards. After, however, we have done our best in pack¬ 
ing, and they are delivered right, we are simply at the mercy of those 
who can make or mar the effects, not only of the packer, but the grower 
also. The steward, housekeeper, cook, or whoever unpacks and dishes- 
the Grapes is, after all, either our best friend or enemy, as the case may¬ 
be. I have in competition sent in both kinds of baskets, and though 
the handled one took first prize the third day after leaving my hands,! 
thought the Grapes in one quite as perfect as those in the other, and! 
Buckland Sweetwater was packed in the flat.— Stephen Castle,, 
West Lynn. 

A GARDEN PEST. 

We are nearly at our wit’s end ; the enemy that spoiled our bulbs 
is now spoiling our Chrysanthemums, fine healthy plants all at once 
without the slightest warning flag right down. On searching we can 
find the soil full of little thread-like worms from an eighth of an inch 
long to an inch. They are also doing the same by our Souvenir de la 
Malmaison Carnations. What to do with them I cannot imagine. We 
are trying lime water to-day ; gas water of sufficient strength to kill 
the insects we find also kills the plants. It seems to me there is 
nothing they will not destroy ; the list at present is Liliums, Hyacinths, 
Crocus, Geraniums, Amaryllis, Chrysanthemums, and Carnatiops. I 
never felt so completely done in my life. Will you please mention 
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this in the Journal this week if you can 1 perhaps someone may suggest 
a remedy.—W. B. R. 

[We shall be glad if any of our readers can suggest a remedy for 
the benefit <©£ our correspondent and others whose plants may be 
similarly at tacked.] 

LAXTON’S NOBLE STRAWBERRY. 

The accompanying engraving, from a photograph, has been placed at 

our disposal, and as will be admitted represents a truly noble fruit 

Plants will be distributed during the autumn with approving testimony 

of competent judges. Laxton's Noble Strawberry was certificated at the 

Provincial Show of the Royal Horticultural Society last year, and a 

gardener of great experience sent us the following as his estimate of his 

fruit. 

“ It is a magnificent variety ; as early as Black Prince and larger 

than any variety with which we are acquainted. The fruits arc well 

formed, beautifully coloured, and highly attractive. A laive dish of 

fruits was shown at Liverpool, as well as a trayful of clusters as cut 

from the plants to show the free-fruiting character of the variety, and in 

both instances nothing could be more satisfactory. It thoroughly de- 

Flg. 7.—Laxton’s Noble Strawberry. 

served the certificate awarded, and we congratulate Mr. Laxton on its 

production.” 

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE SOCIETY. 

SOUTHERN SECTION. 

The annual gathering of Carnation and Picotee growers took place in 
the Conservatory at South Kensington on Tuesday last, and proved much 
more satisfactory than might have been expected in such a season. Theie 
waa, however, abundant evidence that those who grow small collections 
had experienced some difficulty in making up their stands, and there was 
perhaps more than usual difference between tne first and the following prize¬ 
winners in the respective classes Mr. Turner was especially strong, the 
Slough blooms comprising tome admirable specimens, and they gaiuel 
many honours. There were several fresh exhibitors, and the entries were 
fairly numerous. 

The premier Carnation was Alisemond, a scarlet flake seedling rai ed 
by Mr. Douglas, and shown by Mr. Henwood. The premier Picotee was 
Liddington’s Favourite, a red light-edged variety shown by Mr. J. Douglas 
in his first prize stand of twelve blooms. 

Certificates were award- d for the following :— 
Carnation Purple Emperor (C. Turner).—A large rich purple crimson s If 

flower, petals broad, and bloom full. A handsome showy variety. 
Carnation Will J hr el full (C. Turner).—A bright clear yellow self 

varitty, Vi ry handsome. 

CARNATIONS. 

In Class A for twenty-four varieties, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, won first 
honours with bright handsome blooms of the following varieties Back 
row—Robert Lord, H. K. Mayer, Mars, Jas. Taylor, Robert Lord, Jas. 
Taylor, George, and Jess:ea. Second row—Rob Roy, Squire Llewelyn, John 
Ball, Capt. Preston, John Keat, Outsider, Mrs. Bridgwater, and Sporting 
Lass. Front row—Sportmg Lass, Wm. Skirving, Sarah Payne, Matador, 
Jas. Mackintosh, Sarah Payne, Jas. Mackintosh, and Rob Roy. Mr. J. 
Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbourne, Esq , Great Gearies, Ilford, was a close 
second with neat blooms. Mr. H. Cat'ey, 16, Cloverton Buildings, Ba h, 
was third ; and Mr. F. Hooper, Widcombe Hill, Bath, was fourth. There 
were six compet tors. 

In Class B for twelve blooms Mr. J. Douglas won first honours with a 
beautiful stand, very bright and clean specimens. Back row—Jas. Douglas, 
Robert Lord, Thalia, seedling. Second row—Miss Gortm, Rob Boy, 
seedling, Alisemond. Front row—Three seedlings and Squire Llewelrn. 
Mr. J. Lakin wa< second ; Mr. W. L. Walker, Earley, Reading, third; Mr. 
Kuson Morris fourth, and Mr. Buxton fifth. 

Mr. M. Rowan had the best six Carnations, gccd blcoms of JoLn S. 
Hedderley, G. Melville, Matador, Mrs. Gyles, Rob Roy, and Admiral Curzon. 
Mr. Austen, Mr. C. Phillips, Mr. H. Staitup, Bromley, Kent, and Mr. G. 
Morris followed in that order, there beingten competitors. 

Single Specimens.—These were not quite so numerous in some previous 
years, but about seventy were staged. 

Scarlet Bizarres — First and fourth, Mr. C. Turner with Robert Lord and 
George; second, Mr. Rowan with Admiral Curzon; third and fifth, Mr. 
Douglas with Robert Lord. 

Crimson Bizarres.—First, second, and fifth, Mr. Turner with Sarah 
Payne and Wm. Skirving ; third and fourth, Mr. Douglas with Miss 
Gorton. 

Purple Flakes.—First, second, and third, Mr. Douglas, with James 
Douglas; fourth, and fifth, Mr. C. Turner, with Squire Llewelyn. 

Scarlet Flakes.—First and third, Mr. Turner, with John Ball and 
Matador; second and fourth, Mr. Douglas, with Matador; fiifth, Mr. 
Walker, with Clipper. 

Rose Flakes.—First and second, Mr. Douglas, with Thalia; third, Mr. 
Rowan, with Jess'ca; fourth, Mr. Turner, with S. Newman; and fifth, 
Mr. Austin, with Mrs. May. 

PICOTEE3. 

In Class E, for twenty-four Picotees, Mr. C. Turner look the lead 
amongst four exhibi’ors, showing very clear symmetrical blooms. Back 
row—Favourite, Jessie, Orlando, Dr. Abercrombie, Orlando, J. B. Bryant, 
Julitt, and Favourite. Second row—Mrs. Gorton, J. B. Bryant, Mrs. A. 
Chancellor, Lucy, Wm. Summers, Lucy, Princess of Wales, and Baroness 
Burdett Coutts. Front row—Z -rlina, Mrs. Payne, Mrs. Gorton, John Smith, 
Zerlina, Lord Yalentia, Mrs. Payne, and Lord Yalentia. Mr. J. Douglas 
followed in the second place. Mr. F. Hcoper was third, and Mr. H. Catley 
feurth. 

In Class F, for twelve blooms, Mr. J. Douglas was awarded the chief 
prize for a neat and excellent collection, comprising in the back row— 
Brunette, Liddingdon Favourite, Constance Heron, and Mrs. Gorton. 
Second row—Seedling, Her Majesty, and two seedlings. Front row—two 
seedlings, Mis. Williams, and Mrs. Sharpe. Mr. M. Rowan, 36, Manor 
Street, Clapham, was second. Mr. J. Lakin, Temple Cowley, Oxon, third ; 
and Miss Buxton, 27, Manor Street, Clapham, fourth. 

For six Picotees Mr. Huson Morris, The Nest, Hay s, K‘nt (gardener, 
Mr. G. Wynne), was first for fresh blooms of CLra Penson, Princess of 
Wales, Constance Heron, Nymph, Liddington Favourite, and Lucy. Mr. C. 
Austin, Brill, was second ; Mr. W. Meddick, 7, Hampton Row, Bath,thiid ; 
Mr. C. Ph llrps, Hamilton Road, Reading, fouith; and Mr. J. Rebbeck, 
5, Bivas Terrace, Southampton, fifth. Th-re were nine entries. 

Single Specimens.—The single specimens of Picotees were numerous and 
good. 

Heavy-edged Red.—First and fourth Mr. Douglas with Brunette, and 
preond and third Mr. Turner with J. B. Bryant and Lord Valent ne. Fifth 
Mr. Rowan with J. B. Bryant. 

Bed, Light-edged.—First and second Mr. C. Turner, with Thos. William 
and Mrs. Gorton. Third, Mr. Rowan, with Thomas William. Fourth, 
Mr. Douglass with D •. Horner ; and fifth, Mr. Headland, with a seedling. 

Purple, Heary-edged.—First and fourth, Mr. Douglas, with a se dling 
and Mur el. Second and third, Mr.Turner, with Muriel. Fifth, Mr.ItowaD, 
v. ith Alliance. 

Purple, Light-edged—First and fourth, Mr. Headland, with Pnde of 
Leyton »nd a seedling. Second and third, Mr. Turner, with Baroness 
Burdett Coutts and Mary. Fifth, Mr. Doug’as with Baroness Burdett- 

Coutts. 
Bcse or Scarlet, Heavy-edged— First, Mr. Rowan, with Edith D’Jmbrain. 

Seccnd and fourth, Mr. C. Turner, with Mrs. Pajne. Third and fifth, 
Mr. Douglas, with a seedling, and Mrs. Sharpe. 

Bose or Scarlet, Light-edged.—Fust and second, Mr. Douglas, with 
Liddington’s Favourite. Third and fifth, Mr. Turner, with Liddington’s 
Favourite and Ethel. Fouith, Mr. Rowan, with Nell e. 

Yellow Grounds.—First and second, Mr. Douglas, with Agnes Chambers. 
Third and fourth, Mr. C. Turner, with Prince of Orange. 

In the seedling class, Mr. Douglas was award d the first prize for a purple 
heavy-edged variety, very r ch and clear. Mr. Headland was first with a 
purpled light-edged variety, named Prile of Leyt jd, and Mr. Douglas second 
with a. s p p.d I in er. 

SELF3, FANCIES, AND YELLOW GROUNDS. 

In Cla'-s 3, with twenty-four blooms, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, was first with 
grand b’oorns of the following—Back row—Guardsman, The Governor, 
Purple Emperor, Florence, Rose Celestial, and Purple Emperor. Second 
row—Florence, Squire LWwelyn, Will Thielfall, seedling, The Governor, 
and Will Threlfall. Third row—Jessica, Lady Rose Molynenx, A-thur 
Medhurst, Rosa Bonheur, Janira, and Mis. Ccampneys. Front row— 
Robert Lord. Tho“. Page, Scarlet Gem, George, The Bride, and Scarlet Gem. 
Mr. J. Douglas was second with fresh clear blooms ; Mr. F. Hooper third ; 
Mr. H. Catley. Bath, fourth ; and Mr. J. Serle, Bath, filth. 

Class K, for twelve self or fancy blooms, was an interesting one, no less 
than eleven competitors ent ring. Mr. Lakin was placed first with 
Marchioness, Duchess Teck, Ella Morris, seeding?, Pride of PeDshurst, 
John Sloper, Sir F. Roberts, Mar cbal Niel, Sp rk’er, and Alice Ann 
Mary. Mr. M. Rowan Mr. H. Morris, Mr. A. Spurhng, and Mr. C. Phillips 
were the other prizetakers. With yellow ground Picotees Mr. J. Douglas, 
Mr. C. Turner, Mr. F. Hooper, and Mr. A. Spurling were the prizewinners 
in the order named. In the clasB for nine plants in pots Mr. Doug as was 
fir.-t aud Mr. Turner second. 

The Turner Memorial p ize for six Carnations aud s:x Picotees brought 
eight competitors, the leading position being gained by Mr. M. Rowan with 
tie following well-represented Pico’ess—Edith D’Ombrain, Countess of 
WiltoD, Favouritp, Mrs. Gorton, Constance Herou, and Alliance; Carna¬ 
tions, Mrs. Skirving. Jessica, John Wh tham, G. Melville, Master Fied, 
and Robert Lord. Tlis second place was taken by Mr. Lakin, the third 
by Mr. Henwood, and the fourth by Mr. Phill ps. 

Miscellaneous.—Messrs. J. Vtitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited six 
stan ‘s of Carnations and Picotees, comprising about 240 b ooms,including 
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all the best varieties both for borders and exhibit:on. Erne-t Benary 
Erfurt, Germany, sent flowers of a vellow self Carnation named Ernest 
Berary, which were highly comm-nded. Mr. J. Douglas had some glass 
stands and but.onholes of Carnations and Picotees, which.we.e very highly 
commended. 

In consequence of the demands on our space by Rose shows and 

other reports the publication of the index to the half-yearly volume 

ending June 30th has been deferred to the present issue of the Journal. 

- We are informed that the Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, 

M.P., has consented to take the chair at the forty-fifth anniversary 

festival of the Gardeners’ Royal Benevolent Institution to be 

held in the summer of 1888. The consent of Mr. Chamberlain was 

obtained through the influence of Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild and 

Sir Robert Peel. 

- The Prince Consort’s Association Show at Windsor was 

held on July l'Jth, and in the large tent adjoining the Royal enclosure 

was a fine exhibit from Messrs. Sutton & Sons,ithe Queen’s seedsmen, 

Reading, which included a capital collection of their superb strain of 

Gloxinia, six boxes in distinct colours of seedling Hollyhocks with 

flowers remarkably double ; white, red, and golden Mignonette, white 

Lilies, annual Chrysanthemums, Calendulas, Larkspurs, and many other 

varieties of annuals, biennials, and perennials, which were admired 

by the Princess.Christian. 

- The Late Thomas Moore.—A memorial stone has been 

erected in Brompton Cemetery to the memory of this indefatigable 

worker in and for horticulture. It is of marble, with an appropriate de¬ 

vice of Ferns and Stangeria. The inscription runs thus ;—“ To the 

memory of Thomas Mcore, F.L.S., for thirty-eight j ears Curator of the 

Botanic Gardens of the Society of Apothecaries at Chelsea, who died 

January 1st, 1887, aged sixty-five years. In testimony of their apprecia¬ 

tion of a career unselfishly devoted to the promotion of botany and 

horticulture, especially to the investigation and classification of Ferns 

as well as in grateful remembrance of his sterling qualities as a friend 

and a colleague, tLis memorial has been erected by a few of his fellow- 

workers.” Those friends of Mr. Moore -who have not jet sent their con¬ 

tributions are requested to do so without delay, either to Mr. Harry J. 

Veitch, King’s Road, Chelsea ; or to Dr. Masters at the office of the 

Gardener's Chronicle, 11, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. 

- Strawberry Farming.—A correspondent. “ G. B. H.,” de¬ 

sires to know, “ 1, What would be considered an average season’s crop of 

Strawberries from one acre of ground planted in beds 4 feet wide with 

paths 1 foot wide between them ? The answer to be given in tons. 2, 

What is an average price per ton the boilers give to the growers for de¬ 

livery free ?” We will readily publish any replies that maybe sent to us 

by persons who are able to impart the desired information. 

- Flower Show at the People’s Palace.—On Monday and 

Tuesday last (July 25th and 2Gth) a Flower Show was held at The 

People’s Palace, Mile End, which was visited by H.R. and I.H. the 

Crown Princess of Germany. The chief portion of the Show was formed 

of non-competing exhibits, but a few classes were provided in which the 

Beaumont Trustees offered prizes for plauts grown in the East End. T’he 

principal exhibits were the following :—A large and handsome group of 

stove and greenhouse flowering and fine-foliage plants from Mr. B. S. 

Williams, Upper Holloway; a grand group of Tuberous Begonias from 

Messrs. Laing &, Co., Forest Hill ; an extensive collection of fresh and 

beautiful Roses from Mr. William Rumsey, Waltham Cross ; a handsome 

group of annuals from Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High Holborn ; a charm¬ 

ing collection of Ferns and fiue-foliage plants from Mr. H. B. May, 

Edmonton ; an extremely large and varied collection of hardy flowers 

from Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, and Messrs. Barr & Son, Covent Garden. 

Mr. E. Rivers, gardener to W. B. Bryan, Esq., Waterworks, Old Ford, 

was the leading prizetaker in the classes, but these exhibits were not 

very numerous. A large number of persons visited the Stow, the eharg; 

foralmission being Id. and 2d. The Show was well arranged by Mr, 

William Earley. 

- Mr. R. H. Vertegans, Chad Valley Nursery, Birmingham,. 

sends us flowers of two varieties of Campanula carpatica named Dis¬ 

tinction, with dark’ blue flowers, and Chad Valley Gem, with pale blue 

flowers. lie informs us “ they were exhibited at the Rose Show in Bir¬ 

mingham last_week and received first-class certificates. The habit of 

growth is decidedly that of C. carpatica, but in stature they are inter¬ 

mediate between that species and C. turbinata. They were both raised 

from home-saved seed. The flattened flowers, too, of the lighter variety 

are very marked when in growth.” 

- We understand that the National Carnation and Picotee 

Show (Northern Section) will be held at Manchester on August 5th. 

- Messrs. John Laing & Co.’s (Forest Hill) employ fa, number¬ 

ing about eighty, weht for their annual outing on Friday last, 22nd, to- 

Ramsgate by the South-Eastern Railway. The dinner, well served at 

“ Grant’s Hotel,” was presided over by Mr. Laing, supported by his two 

sons and the heads of the various departments. Afterwards a most 

enjoyable afternoon was spent by all. The party returned home in the- 

evening by express train, all highly delighted with the day’s enjoy¬ 

ment. 

- The Gardeners’ Orphan Fund.—The first meeting of the 

Committee of this recently established Fund was held on Monday 

evening last at 126, King’s Road, Chelsea. There was a large attend¬ 

ance. The subscriptions and donations now amount to £1020. Mr. G, 

Deal was unanimously elected Chairman of the Committee, and letters 

were read from gentlemen in acceptance of the position of Vice-Presi¬ 

dents. The rules were finally revised and ordered to be printed, and 

bankers (the London and County) appointed. A sub-Committee, com¬ 

prising Messrs. Dean, Roberts, Roupell, H. Williams, Woodbridge,. 

Wright, and Wynne, was formed to nominate local secretaries and pre¬ 

pare methods of procedure, to be submitted to a meeting to be held at 

South Kensington on August 9th. A confident tone pervaded the meeting, 

and the Committee were relieved from any anxiety as to the disburse¬ 

ment of the fund by an application on behalf of the family of a gardener 

who died suddenly in Sussex. This first appeal was filed for considera¬ 

tion when the time arrives for distributing the benefits that may be at 

the disposal of the Committee. All contributions and communications 

respecting the Fund should be addressed to Mr. A. F. Barron, Royal 

Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick, London. 

- We are informed that the National Dahlia Show will be 

held at the Crystal Palace on September 2nd and 3rd, and subscriptions 

are desired from persons who are interested in the culture of the Dahlia 

to meet the necessary expenditure. Mr. Henry Glasscock, Rye Street, 

Bishops Stortford, is the Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, and to whom 

communications should be addressed. 

- We are requested to state that Mrs. Hornby and her gardener,. 

Wm. Smith, have removed from Alvaston House to The Hawthorns, 

Welsh Row, Nantwich. 

- Carlton-in-Lindrick (Notts) Rose Show.—A corre¬ 

spondent writes that — “ The second annual Show was held on 

Thursday, 2 I t inst., in the schoolroom in the village. Taking into 

account the very dry season, the exhibits were good, and some fair 

boxes were staged. The principal awards were as follows :—Twenty- 

four blooms : First, Mr. Frettingham ; second, Mr. Mallinder, gardener 

to Mrs. Mellish, Hodsock Priory. The best H.P. and best Tea in the 

class, Mr. Frettingham. Twelve blooms, amateurs : First, Mr. Fishery 

Scawbv, Brigg. This box was decidedly the brightest and best in the 

Show. Second, Mr. Mallinder. Six Teas : First, Mr. Mallinder. Best 

Rose in the class, Mr. Fisher. Six Roses grown with Beeson’s manure 

First, Mr. Mallinder. The competition in the cottagers’ and local 

classes was keen, although the staging of the blooms left something to 

be desired. Mr. Duncan Gilmour. jun., and Mr. Wilson of Idandsworth 

gave satisfaction as Judges. Mr. Gilmour had a beautiful box of Teas, 

and some splendid examples of Her Majesty, which were much admired.. 

Mr. Machen of Gateford Hall sent a box of the Maiden's Blush Rose 

and Messrs. Fisher & Co. of Handsworth also sent Roses.” 

- The proceedings at the usual weekly meeting of the members 

of the Wakefield Paxton Society held at the Saw Inn were un¬ 

usually interesting. It was the date fixed for the annual Rose Show#. 
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■and a grand display of the queen of flowers was made both as regards 

quantity and quality. The flowers were shown by nurserymen, gentle¬ 

men’s gardeners, and noted rosarians. Messrs. Calam of Heath Nursery, 

who are extensive and successful Rose growers and exhibitors, showed a 

stand of twenty-four magnificent Roses, and they were! greatly admired. 

The flowers staged by some of the amateurs .were remarkably fine, 

particularly a collection shown by Mr. George Bott, schoolmaster, 

Walton, who has for the past quarter of a century devoted considerable 

attention to the cultivation of this favourite flower. Mr. H. Oxley, one 

of the Vice-Presidents, occupied the chair, and Mr. Bott acted as Vice- 

Chairman. There was a large attendance of the members, together with 

the President and several of the members of the Morley Paxton Society, 

and Mr. S. Ballinger, of Elmhirst, Barnsley, Honorary Secretary to the 

Yorkshire Association of Horticultural Societies. A long and most in¬ 

teresting discussion then took place on “ The Rose.” The discussion was 

opened, by request, by Mr. Ireland, head gardener to Baron St. Oswald, 

of Nostell Priory, and he gave some valuable advice as to how to grow 

Roses in beds for exhibition purposes. A large number of questions 

were put to Mr. Ireland with respect to pruning and budding Roses, 

&c., dealing with mildew, fly, all of which he promptly, fully, and 

clearly answered. At the close of the discussion, in which Messrs. 

Simpson (Walton), Fenner (Sandal), Garnett, and others took part, 

the President of the Morley Society expressed their thanks to the 

Wakefield Society for the assistance and advice they at Morley had 

received, and he also said they had been pleased with the grand display 

and the interesting discussion that evening. On the motion of Mr. 

B. Whiteley, seconded by Mr. Hugo Green, a very hearty vote of thanks 

was given to Mr. Ireland for opening the discussion and answering 

questions, and to the exhibitors for the beautiful display of Roses. 

ROSE SHOWS. 
CHRISTLETON.—July 18tii. 

In the grounds attached to the charming rectory of Ohristleton, which 
"the Rev. Lionel Garnett threw open for the use of the Rose Society, the 
annual Show of this Society was held under the most favourable auspices. 
The weather was all that could have been desired, the rain of the previous 
day had cooled the air and refreshed the ground, a nice breeze tended still 
further to the comfort of those who frequented the Show, while the 
Exhibition itself, although not extensive, cont fined some really excellent 
blooms, and to many of us an additional feature of great interest was added 
in the prizes offered for hardy cut flowers. The rectrry garden is well 
known for its valuable collection of herbaceous plants, and in the neigh¬ 
bourhood genrrally there is an evident healthy taste in this direction, as 
no less than nine collections were set up by amateurs in the classes for 
thirty-six, twenty-four, and twelve varLtif s. 

Like many other exbibit'ous, Christht >n fe’t the effects of this most 
disappointing Rose season. It has been a great difficultv, for small growers 
especially, to get blooms fit for exhibition owing to the intense heat and the 
very rapid manner in which flowers developed, the bud of the morning 
being fully expanded and gone by night ; nevertheless, as I have said, some 
very excellent stands were shown. In the nurserymen’s class Messrs. Mack 
and Son of Cbtterick Bridge, and the two firms of Dicksons of Chester 
-competed in the class for thirty-six distinct, single trusses, the first prize 
being awarded to Messrs. Mack & Son for a good stand consisting of the 
following flowers :—Due de Rohan, Etienne Levet, Pierre Notting (a fine 
bloom), La France, Frangois Lacharme, Due de Wellington, Pride of 
Waltham, Cha les Lefebvr-*, Comtesse de Serenye, Alfred Colomb, Baroness 
Rothschild, Countess of Rosebery, Dr. Andry, Frangois Louvat, Benoit 
Comte, Niphetos, John Stuart Mill, Frangois Fontaine, Horace Vernet, 
Duchesse de V-dlombrosa, Prince Humbert, Marie Verdier, Barthelemy 
•Joube t. Marie Rady, Le Havre, Merveille de Lyon, Madame Gabriel Luizet, 
A. K. William^, Emilie Hausburg (very tine), Louis Van Hontte, Exposition 
de Brie, Lady Sheffield, Marie Baumann, Earl of Pembroke, Lord Macaulay, 
and Catherine Mermet. This was the only c’ass open to nurserymen. 

In the amateurs’ classes the first prize for twenty-four single blooms, 
distinct, was taken by T. B. Hall, Esq., Rockferry, Birkenhead, with a very 
good collection of flowers of the following varieties :—Innocente Pirola, 
Alfred Colomb, A. K. Wdliams, Baroness Rothschild, Beauty of Waltham, 
Captain Christy, Charles Darwin, Comt-sse de Camardo (a very fine 
flower), Comtesse do Serenye, Di ke of Edinburgh, Duchess of Bedford, 
Emilie HauBburg,EtienneLevet, Fisher Holmes, Horace Vernet, John Stuart 
Mill, Julius Finger, Madame Charles Crapelet., Madame Gabriel Luizet, 
Marie Rady. Merveille de Lyon, Paul Neyon, Prince Arthur, and Star of 
Waltham. These were some of the best flowers I have ever seen Mr. Hall 
stage, and it is remarkab’e how some of the flowers have come to the front 
this year. Comtesse de Camando, Prince Arthur, and Emflie Hausburg 
have esp cially, wherever shown, been very fine, and I have no doubt these 
variet’es will be looked up for another year. Mr. C. J. Day was a good 
second, and the Rev. Lionel Garnet third. In the class for twelve distinct 
the first prize was taken by Colonel Standish Hore of St. Asaph with good 
blooms of Alfred Colomb, Etienne Levet, Fisher Holmes, Baroness Roth¬ 
schild, Marie Rady, Eugene Verdier, Princess of Wales, Star of Waltham, 
and Francieca Kruger. In the c’ass for six blooms Colonel Hore was again 
first with Abel Carriers, Alfred Colomb, Charles Darwin, Beauty of Wal¬ 
tham, Hon. Edith Giffard, and Louis Van Houtte. In the class for 
twelve bloom9 of any one Rose the first prize was won by C. J. Day, Esq., 
with Innocente Pirola. In the class for twelve Teas or No’settes Mr. Day 
also won the first prize wi'h fresh but not large, b'ooms of Madame ae 

Watteville, Innocente Pirola, Mardchal Niel, Niphetos, Caroline Kuster, 
Souvenir d’un Ami, Rub ns, Catherine Mermet, Madame Lambard, 
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Midame Bravy, and a pretty bloom of Sunset. In 
the class for six distinct Teas or Noisettes, the first prize fell to the Rev. 
Lionel Garnet for Francisca Kruger, Catherine Mermet, Souvenir de 
There=e Levet, Hon. Edith Giffard, Marie Van Houtte, and Comtesse de 
Nadaillac. 

The division allotted to cut flowers of hardy perennials was a very in¬ 
teresting one, and many of the flowers shown manifested a high class of 
cultivation, as well as being in themselves beautiful. The first prize in the 
collection for not more than thirty-six varie ies was awaided to the Rev. 
Lionel Garnett for a very beautiful stand, consisting of the following 
varieties—Lilium testaceum, Lilium croceura, Lilium pardalinum, Lilium 
longiflorum, Galega officinalis, Pentstemon barbatrs, Pentstemon Cobcea, 
Potentilla Dr. Andry, Coreopsis lanceolata, Phlox Lady Napier, Gladiolus 
cardinalis, Gladiolus Colvillei (The Bride), G'adiolis ins’gnis, Eryngium 
araethystinum, Centaurea macrocephala, Campanula persicifolia A.-pi., 
Doronicum plantagineum exce'sior (or Harpur Crewe1, Lis Krempferi, 
Alst’ oemeria chilensis, Lychnis Haageana, Campanula Hendersoni, Gaillardia 
grandiflora. Catananche ccerulea, Chrysanthemum maximum, Campanula 
sarmatica, Delphinium sinense, Scabiosa caucasica, finer than I ever recollect 
seeing it; Gaillardia aristata, Platycodon gradiflrrum, Bupthalmum salici- 
folium, and a very beautiful light blue seedling Delphinium, Crinum 
capense. The second prize was awarded to J. Garnet, Esq., Wyre Ride, Lan¬ 
caster, and the third to Mrs. Townsend Ince. In the class for twenty-four, 
the first prize was awarded to Mrs. T. luce for a very good stand containing 
Delphinium Mons.de Bihan, Delphinium grandiflorum plenum, Delphinium 
Cantab, Achil’ea ptarmica fl.-pl., Iris Kaempferi Rutherford Alcock, Lilium 
testaceum, Lilium candidnm, Pentstemon Hartwegi coccinea, Spiraea 
Filipendult, Phlox Mrs. McKeller, Lychnis chalcedon’ca, Li ium auratum, 
Campanula persicifolia alba, Coreopsis lanceolata. Lathyrus Sibthorpi, very 
pretty and sweet-scented ; Pink Mrs. Sinkins, Gladiolus insignia, •'■’piraea 
palmata elegans, Gladiolus Queen Victoria, Alstrcemeria chilensis. Geranium 
pratense fl.-pl., CEnothera Youngi, and Lathyrus Ltifo’ius albus. In the 
collection for twelve, annuals were admit el, and three pretty greups were 
staged. 

Messrs. Mack & Son exhibited a box of a new seedling Rose called 
Duchess of Leeds, a cross between La France and Prince Camille de Rohan, 
retaining, however, no trace of the latter parent. It is something of the 
colour of Marie Finger, not large, very floriFerous, and sweet-°cented. It 
will probably make a good bright garden Rose, but I doubt i*s coming into 
the list of exhibition Roses. They also showed some blooms of their new 
seedling Sir Rowland Hill, but not in as good form as it was shown at 
Edinburgh. 

There was a necessity for the Show being held on Monday, and this 
doubtless prevented several from a distance from coming, and this, w th the 
very trying season, made the entries less numerous than usual; but in a 
neighbourhood like this, where there are good growers such as the Messrs. 
Jas. Dickson and Messrs. F. and A. Dir kson it Sons, and such amateurs as 
the Rev. Lionel Garnet and Mr. Day, the love of the Rose is sure to be 
kept alive, and I hardly know a more attractive little show than this of 
Christleton, or one which is so thoroughly well car ied out.—D., Deal. 

WIRRAL.—July 20th. 

Since the day, some years ago, when I put the geographical puzzle before 
the readers of the Journal as to the locality where the Show was to be held 
it ha9 passed through many vicissitudes. It hs changed its name more 
than once ; it has held sh ws where the collections of Roses were numerous, 
and where the most celebrated growers, both amateur and professional, 
have exhibited, but where the flowers far outnumb red the visitors. It has 
had a tolerably good experience of wbat a rainy day cm do to dimage the 
best laid plans ; it has bad often to tell of funds falling sho’t and of 
exhibitors being disheartened, hut still it has held on its way, and probably 
in one sense, and that a very important one, it has never bad a greater 
financial success than in the show of the p esent year. It must, however, 
be frankly confessed that the competition fell far short of what was 
anticipated and hoped for. Like all other Rose shows, the influence of the 
very hot weather we have experienced told heavily on many who have 
always put in an appearance, and when I say that amongst nurserymen 
neither Paul, B. R Cant, F. Cant, Cranston, or Prince were represented, and 
that there was only one exhibitor in the classes for seventy-two singles and 
eighteen triplets, it will be readily seen how much it suffered. Am .Lurs 
were better represented, a’though there was also a falling off here : still I 
think that it was a surp ise to many, especially to those who grow Roses 
themselves, that such excellent blooms should have been ftiged. 

The Exhibtion was held in Hamilton Square, Birkenhead, wh re it has 
been held for the la«t two yeais, and is unquesth nab’y the most suitable 
place for it of any that have been made use of. The surroundings perhaps 
are not so pretty as those of Birk nhead Park, but it is more manageable, 
not int°rfered with by other things, and near to the railway s-tition and the 
ferry for Liverpool. The arrangements were we'l carrnd out, and the 
comfort and conven’ence of visitors well provided for. 

In the larger classes for nurserymen Messrs. Harkress & Sons, the 
champion growers of the year, were the only exhibito‘8 ; their b’ooms were 
wonderfully fresh and good, and consisted of the following flowers, those 
marked with an * being especially fine :—Marie Baumann, *Dr. Sewell, 
Paul Neyron, Countess of Rosebery, Princess Beatrice, Prince Camille re 
Rohan, Madame Therese Levet, Ulrich Brunner, Alfred Dume-<nil, Dr. 
Andry, Frangois Miohelon, Le Havre, Merveille de Lyon, Auguste Rigotard, 
Baroness Roth'child, Madame Hansmann, Queen of Queens, Abel Carriere, 
Duchesse de Morny, Alfred Colomb, Heinrich Schultheis, ComteEse de 
Serenye, Et enne Levet, Magna Cliarta, Charles Darwin, Madame de 
Wat'eville, Horace Vernet, Jean Ducber, Due de Rohan, Marechal Niel, 
Due de Wellington, *Emilie Hausburg, Prince Arthur, Souvenir d’un Am’, 
Dupuy Jamain, Marie Finger, Devienue Lamy, Madame Eugene Verdier, 
Madame Victor Verdier, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Marie Verdier, Madams Bravy, 
Marie Rady, Dr. Sewell, Captain Christy, Charles Lefebvre, Caroline 
Swailes, La France, *Fisber Holme*, Pride of Waltham, *Lord Macaulay, 
Duche°s of Edinburgh, *Duke of Connaught, Madame Gabriel Luizet, 
Lady Sheffield, Lady Ma'y Fitzwilliam, Gloire de Bourg la Reine, Penelope 
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Mayo, Rosier’ste Jacobs, John Hopper, Ann'e Wood, Duchesne de Vail m- 
brosa, Thomas Mills, Her Majesty, Louis Van Houtte, Duke of Albany, 
Marquise de Castellane, Duchess of Bedford, Mrs. Jowitt, Reynolds Hole, 
and A. K. Williams. 

In the class for thirty-six trebles Messrs. Harkness & Sons were again 
the only exhibitors. They had a fine stand, consisting of Devienne Latny, 
Louis Van Houtte, Magna Charta, Dr. Andry, Marquise de Castellane, 
Etienne Levet, Dopuy Jamain, Charles Lefebvre, Antoine Ducher, Alfred 
Colomb, Ernilie Hausburg, H. Vetnet, Merveill de Lyon, Marie Baumann, 
Comtesse de Serenye, Countess of Rosebery, Prince Arthur, and Auguste 
Rigotard, Lord Beaconsfield, La France, Madame Lachartne, Mdile Thdrese 
Levet, Fisher Holmes, Charles Darwin, Maiie Finger, Mons. E. Y. Teas, 
Pierre Notting, Baroness Rothschild, Marie Rady, Souvenir d’un Ami, 
Prince Arthur, Queen of Queens, Duke of Wellington, Niphetos, A. K. 
Williams, and Marie Baumann. 

In the class for thirty-six blooms, sinele trusses, the competitors were 
Messrs. James Dickson & Sons, Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, and Mr. 
W. H. Burch of Co’chester, and the prizes were awarded in the order named. 
Messrs. James Dickson Sons’ flowers were Madame Eugenie Verdier, 
Madame Ducher, Comtesse de Serenye, Camille Bernardin, Piide of Waltham, 
Pierre Notting, Franjois Michelon, Prince Camille de Rohan, Baroness 
Rothschild, Marie Baumann, Comtesse d’Oxford, A. K. Williams, Alfred 
Colomb, Dupuy Jamain, Duchess of Bedford, Niphetos, Madame Victor 
Verdier, Mrs. Baker. Charles Darwin, Marie Finsrer, Comtesse de Camando, 
Merveille de Lvon, Charles Lefebvre, Star of Waltham, Captain Christy, 
Abel Carriere, Nardy Fieres, Horace Vernet, Paul Neyron, Xavier Olibo, 
Ernilie Hrusburg, Senateur Vaisse, Catherine Mermet, Due de Rohan, 
Gabriel Luizet, and Due de Wellington. In the class for eighteen trebles 
the same competitors entered, and Messrs. James D ckeon Sons were again 
first with Alfred Colomb, Pride of Waltham, Pierre Notting, Comtesse de 
Serenye, Marie Baumann, Comtesse d’Oxford, Senateur Vaisse, Madame 
Eugene Verdier, Earl of Pembroke, Magna Charta, Rodeiiste Jacobs, 
Baroness Rothschild, Charles Darwin, Madame Victor Verdier, Mons. 
E. Y. Teas, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Horace Vernet, Merveille de Lyon. 

In the amateurs’ classes, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton of Havering-atte- 
Bower was first with Comtesse d’Oxford, Marie Finger, Mons. E. Y. Teas, 
La France, Duchess of Bedford, Countess of Rosebery, Pride of Waltham, 
Beauty of Waltham, Madame Eugene Verdier, Horace Vernet, Auauste 
Rigotard, Comtesse de Camando, Dr. Andry, Madame Caroline Kuster, Pierre 
Notting, Souvenir d’un Ami, Earl of Pembroke, Comtesse de Nadaillac, 
Annie Laxton, Madame Alfred Vigneron, Francois Michelon, John Stuart 
Mill, Etienne Levet, Charles Lefebvre, Louis Van Houtte, Etoile de Lyon, 
A. K. Williams, Captain Christy. Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild, Ulrich 
Brunner, Helen Paul, Alfred Colomb, Abel Carriere, Devienne Lamy, 
Niphetos, and Harrison Weir. Mr. T. B. Hall, of Lambswcod, was a good 
second. In the cla=s for twenty-four distinct Mr. Bayes, of Derby, was well 
first with clean and fresh blooms of Pierre Notting, Mardcbal Vaillant, 
Comtesse d’Oxford, Sir Garnet Wolseley, Baroness Rothschild, Star of 
Waltham, Marie Baumann, Magna Charta. Devienne Lamy, Baron de 
Bonstettin, Mrs. Charles Wood, Comtesse de Serenye, Duke of Wellington, 
La France. Duke of Connaught, Dr. Andry, A. K. Williams, Le Havre, 
Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Paul Jamain, Prince Camille de Rohan, Camille 
Bernardin, Madame Gabriel Luizet, and Diogee Conard. Mr. J. Back¬ 
house was second, and Mr. AV. J. Grant third. In the class for twelve 
trebles, Mr. Pemberton was again first with Duchess of Bedford, Niphetos, 
Captain Christy, Alfred Colomb, Caroline Kuster, John Stuart Mill, Beauty 
of Waltham, Marie Finger, Horace Vernet, Etoile de LyoD, Magna Charta, 
and A.K. Williams. Mr. T. B. Hall was a good second, and amongst h s 
flowers was a beautiful tiipUt of Duchess of Bedford. In the class for 
twelve Teas, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton was again first with Catherine 
Mermet, Etoile de Lyon, Souvenir d’un Ami, Niphetos, Marechal Niel, In- 
nocente Pirola, Caroline Kuster, Madame de Watteville, Madame Hippo- 
lyte Jamain, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Souvenir de Therese Levet. Mr. 
T. B. Hall was second, and the Rev. Lionel Garnett third. In the class 
for twelve blooms of any light Rose, the prize fell to T. B. Hall, Esq., 
for Captain Christy. 

Thelocal classes always excite a good deal of interest at Wirral, and it 
was especially so in the class for twenty-four for amateurs, in which 
the gold medal of the National Rose Society was award'd. This was 
won by A. Tate, E-q., with a very good box of the following flowers—Marie 
Baumann, Dr. Andry, John Stuart Mill, Paul Neyron, Comtesse d’Oxford, 
Madame Sophe Fropot, Frango’s Miche'on, Merveille de Lyon, Annie 
Wood, General Jacqueminot, Baroness Rothschild, Lou’s Van Houtte, 
Madame Vi tor Verdier, Alfred Colomh, Victor Verdier, Madame Lacharme, 
Sir Garnet Wolseley, Etienne Levet, Comtesse de Serenye, Xaii r Olibo, 
Captain Christy, and Rosieriste Jacobs. In the class for twelve, a cup p e- 
s»nted by T. B. Hall, Esq , was won by S. Desborough Walford, E-q.. with 
Victor Verdier, Marie Baumann, Captain Christy, Ulrich Brunn»r, Marie 
Rady, Hippolyte Jamain, Paul Neyron, Piter 1, La France, Francis 
Michelon, Sultan of Zanzibar, and Baroness Rothschild. The box was 
unfortunately covered with velvet, and as the dr y wo-e on the Roses, 
missing the cool freshness of the moss, succumbed very quickly. Dr. Bell 
was a good second, and his Roses improved as the day went on. This war to 
be won by an exhibitor who hid never gained thegold or silver m -dal of the 
National Rose Society. In the class for six the prize was awarded to Miss 
Squary for neat blooms of Merveille de Lyon, Dr. Andry, Duchess of Bedford, 
Etienne Levet, and Annie Wood. The second was awarded to Mr. C. R. Hall. 
In the class for twelve Mr. E. Claxton waB first with Madime de Watteville, 
Princess of Wales,Souvenir d’un Ami, Madame Cusin, Niphetos, Francisca 
Kruger, Madame Lambard, Madame Villermoz, Marie Van Houtte, Midame 
Hippolyte Jamain, Souvenir de Therese Levet, and Alba Roi-ea. Mr. 
T. B. Hall was second. In 1 he class for six Teas, Canon Fielder, Bebington 
Rectory, was awarded the first prize for a V6ry good box of Marechal Niel, 
Jean Ducher. Comtesse de Nadaillac, Niphetos, Catherine Mermet, and Mdme. 
Lambard. The bronze medal of the National Rose Society was awarded to 
a bloom of Marechal Niel in this stand, and another to Mr. T. B. Hall for 
a grand bloom of Camille Bernardin. 

Messrs. Johnson and Henderson exhibited two very excellent groups of 
miscellaneous plants, and also some plants for the latter; these add>-d to the 
general effect, and were much admired. The cffic rs of the Society did their j 

utmost to make everything agreeable to the exhibitors, and all passed off 
exceedingly well and with good financial results.—D., Deal. 

LEEK.—July 19th. 

On Tuesday the fourteenth Exhibition of the Leek Rose Society wag held 
in the Town Hall under National rules. Owing, however, to the terrible 
wtather we have had during the last two months, the Show was—to say the 
very least—very disappointing, the flowers lacking not only the number but 
the size and substance of previous years. It is only fair to stats that under 
the exceptional circumstances no other result was possible. Still, the 
Show resembled to only a very limited extent the preceding ones. The 
entries numbered fifty, and the competitors were only two less than last 
year, the absentees preferring the profit of sending their blooms to market 
to the honour of winning prizes at Leek. It was additionally disappointing 
to find that the famous HighSeld plants, which have hitherto done so much 
to make the Show a success, were entirely absent; and it is to be regretted 
that the Exhibition at Kidsgrove should have been preferred before that of 
Leek. The plants, however, from Westwood were exceedingly well grown 
and finely flowered, amongst them being Allamanda cathartica, Clero- 
dendron Balfourianum, a grand Baron James Rothschild Croton, Bougain¬ 
villea glabra with its wealth of mauve flowers, and Allamanda Hendersoni 
with its bright yellow blooms. The eight which took the second prize 
came from Mr. Round’s conservatory, Cheddleton, but were of a f.r less 
pretentious character than those we have mentioned, including among their 
best a large Maidenhair Fern and a well-flowered Hydrangea. The Ferns 
were exceedingly fine, as were also the Fuchsias from Westwood ; indeed, 
their condition and beauty were so admirable that we give their names— 
Venus de Medici, Maid of Honour, Sir Colin Campbell, Symbol, Wave of 
Life, and Alton. 

Coming to the Roses, we found in Mr. J. Gilman’s winning stand of 
twenty fours excellent blooms of Merveille de Lyon, A. K. Williams, Duo 
de Rohan, Beauty of Waltham, Charles Lefebvre, Alfred Colomb, and Marie 
Rady. In addition to the monev prize Mr. Gilman takes the National 
Society’s silver medal. Mr. Sheldon's flowers, too, were good, clean, am5 
well set up, and included Francis Michelon, Star of Waltham, Baron Bon¬ 
stettin, Marquis de Cast-llane, Louis Van Houtte, and Madame Hippolyte 
Jamain. Mr. Nixon's were small but good, especially Louis Van Houtte, 
Baroness Rothschild, and La Rosiere. In eighteens Mr. Gilman’s collection 
again won easily, the chief blooms being La France, Louis Van Houtte, 
Mons. E. Y. Teas, Mdile. Marie Rady, and Etienne Levet. Mr. Cosgrove 
was second with a very satisfactory exhibit, in which the Judge found the 
premier Rose in the Show, and awarded to it the National Society’s bronza- 
medal. This bloom was Mrs. Jowitt, and appropriately enough it is a 
StaflLrdshire-bred variety, having been raised by a Mr. Bailey of Newcastle- 
under-Lyme, and sent out some years ago bv Messrs. Cranston of Hereford. 
In the stand, tco, were Merveille da Lyon, Senateur Vaisse,Marie BaumanD, 
and Star of Waltham. In apportioning the above prizes the Judge had 
little or no difficulty, but in twelves the competition was stronger and the 
task proportionately more difficult. Mr. J. Brunt, however, was clearly 
fir^t, his stand including a grand specimen of that shy bloomer C.rptain> 
Chiisty, Brightness of Cheshunt, and Marie Baumann, the latter running 
Mrs. Jowitt very close for the premiership. Mr. Capewell came second^ 
showing good blooms of Baroness Rothschild, Etienne Levet, and Charles- 
Lefebvre ; Mr. S. Bratt was third with Camille Bernardin, E. Y. Teas, anda 
Avocat Duvivier; and Mr. Holden fourth with Marie Rady, Duke of Edin¬ 
burgh, and others. The sixes, dark and light, produced good contests, some 
of the stands being remarkably even in merit. For the more miscellaneous 
prizes there was not much struggling, the prizes in most cases exceeding the 
exhibits. As a whole, the Show was well arranged, and did credit to Mr. 
H. W. Nixon and the Committee, and the executive are to be congratulated 
upon the way in which they surmounted difficulties which would have- 
overcome persons less indefatigabl-r and determined. Mr. Mason, curator off 
Prince's Park, Liverpool, was the Judge, and the followrng is the 

List of Prizes.—Boses.—Twenty-four distinct vaiieties (National Rosa 
Society’s silver medal). 1, Janus Gilman; 2, Paul Sheldon; 3, H. W. 
Nixon. E ghteen distinct varieties, 1, James Gilman, 2, Thomas Cosgrove. 
Twelve distinct varieties, 1, J, Brunt; 2, W. Capewell; 3, S. Bratt; 
4, A. Holden. Six distinct varieties (H.P.), 1, S. Bratt; 2, A. Holden;. 
3, Joseph Brunt. Three distinct varieties, 1, James Bratt. Six distinct 
dark varieties (H.P.), 1, J. Garner, 2, J. Gilman ; 3, P. Sheldon. Six distinct 
light varieties (H.P.), 1, J, Garner ; 2, P. Sheldon; 3, J. Gilman. Twelve 
single blooms, 1, J. Gilman (Alfred Colomh). Six single blooms, 1, J. Gilman; 
2, A. Holden. Premier bloom, 1, J. Cosgrove (Mrs. Jowitt). Four button¬ 
hole bouquets made of Roses, 1, P. Sheldon ; 2, A. Holden. Basket of 
Roses, 1, P. Sheldon; 2, A. Holden. Bouquet of Roses, 1, P. Sheldon. Six 
Roses in pots, 1, J. Brunt. 

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, cj-c.—Group of ten flowered or foliage,. 
I, A. Holden; W. Gildart, gardener to Mr. Round,Cheddleton. Six Ferns, 
1, A. Holden; 2, W. Gildart, Six Fuchsias, 1, A. Holden. Ceutrepiece 
composed of Roses, 1, A. Holden; 2, W. Gildart. Hand bouquet l, A. 
Holden; 2, W. Gilda’t. Twenty-four Pansies, 1, A. Holden. Six button¬ 
hole bouquets, 1, W. Gildart; 2, A. Holden. 

The Show was fairly well attended in the afternoon, and in the evening 
a large number of persons were present. Mr. T. Knight's band played 
se’ections of music at intervals in a highly creditable manner.—{Lee!* 
Times.) 

NEW BRIGHTON ROSE SHOW.—July IGth. 

There is a unique feature about this Show that it is got up for tha 
benefit of a local charity. A large-heuted doctor who has some very pretty 
grounds every year opens them for this purpose, takes the affair into hia 
hinds, entertains his friends, gives much encouragement lo the people of 
the neighbourhood to come and see the Roses, witness a lawn tennis 
tournament, and listen to a good band. The result is that generally he con¬ 
trives to raise a nice little sum for the purpose, and so St. George's Mount, 
Mr. Bell’s residence, is well known to all Rose growers in this part of England. 
On last Saturday, favoured with a fine day and biilliant sunshine, a very 
pretty little Show was held and some really excellent blooms staged, despitft 
ihe scorching and forcing heat of the weather of the previous week. 
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Nurserymen were invited to compste, and the inv’tation brought Me=srs. 
Harknefs ifc Son fiom Bedale, and the two firms of Dicksons from Cbesttr, 
the former firm, as has been usual with them this season, taking the first 
prize. They had a very excellent stand, consisting of the following 
flow( rs Auguste Rigotard, Marie Rady (a grand bloom), Marie Yerdier, 
A. K. Williams, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Star of Waltham, Louis Van 
Houtte, Ulrich Brunner, Alfred Colomb, Marquise de Castellane, Duke of 
Edinburgh, Etienne Levet, Baroness Rothschild, Madame Hauemaim, 
Magna Charta, Charles Lefebvre, Lord Macaulay, Merveille de Lyon, Duke 
of Connaught (a large and grand bloom), Jean Ducher, Horace Yernet, 
Madame H. Jamain, Dr. Andry, Princess Beatrice, Marie Baumann (very 
fine bloom). Prince Arthur, Madame Gabriel Luizet, General Jacqueminot, 
Sultan of Zanzibar, Alfred Dumesnil, Madame Victor Verdier, Duch .• se de 
Morny, Duke of Teck, Beauty of Waltham, Captain ChiDty, Avocat 
Duvivier, Souvenir d’un Ami, D-. Sewell, Innocente Pirola, Dr. Hooker, 
Charles Darwin (a grand bloom), Hiopolyte Jamain, Fisher Holmes 
Comtesse de Serenye (clean and go-nil, Madame Willermoz, Penelope Mayo’ 
Queen of Queers, and Duchess of Bedford. ’ 

The amateurs’ claB-es con'ained some excellent blooms, the stand of 

de Lyon, Marie Baumann, Alfred Colomb, Captain Christy and Charles 
Darwin.—D., Deal. 

GROUPS OF PLANTS AT SHOWS. 

In recent years a most important feature has been developed ini the 
leading provincial and many local show's—namely, the groups of plants 
arranged for effect. They constitute classes of much interest both to 
horticultural visitors and the general public, besides giving many gar¬ 
deners an opportunity of exhibiting who could not enter the classes 
devoted to specimen plants. It is not an unusual circumstance to find 
at provincial shows that a large tent is required to contain the com¬ 
peting groups, and where there is much local interest in this portion of 
the show it is found convenient to have two or more classes, so as_ to 
include as many would-be exhibitors as possible. 

Remarkable as the progress has been in the past ten years, there is 
still room to encourage the group department of exhibitions to a greater 

Pig. 8.—THE CHALLENGE CUP GROUP AT CHISWICK. 

twenty-four exhibited by T. B. Hall, Esq., of Larkwood, Rockfirry, having 
some of the freshest and best blooms I have seen this year, reminding me of 
those exhibited by E. B. Lindsell, Esq., at Hitcbiu ; for this the gold medal 
was awarded. Tbe flowtrs were Dupuy Jamain, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, 
Ulrich Brunner, Prince Arthur, Baron»ss Rothschild, Marie Rady, Alfred 
Colomb, Fisher Holmes, Cjmtesse de Camando, a grand b'oom of a Rose 
that deserves to be more grown ; A. K. Williams, Captain Chricty, Fransois 
Michelon, Charles Lefebvre, Marie Finger, Countess of Rosebery, Mrs. 
Laxton, Merveille de Lyon, Due de Rohan, Marie Baumann, Duchesse de 
Vallombrosa. Emilie Hausburg, Camille de Rohan, Queen and Star of 
Waltham. The Rev. Lionel Garnett was second. In the class for eighteen 
Mr. Hall was again first with Captain Christy, Hippolyte Jamain, Dupuy 
Jamain, Duchesse de Caylus, Francis Michelon, Merveille de Lyon, 
Comtesse de Camando, very fine ; Baroness Rothschild, Marie Baumann, 
Innocente Pirola, John Stuart Mill, Star of Waltham, Marie Rady, E. Y. 
Teas, Emilie Hausburg, Fisher Holmes, Comtesse de Serenye, and Duke of 
Connaught. 

Mr. Hall was also first for twelve Teas, Souvenir d’E ise, Etoile de Lyon, 
Innocente Pirola, Marie Van Houtte, President, Jean Ducher, Perle des 
Jardins, Edith Giffard, Comtesse de Nadaiilac, Madame de Watteville, 
Anna Ollivier, and Franci-ca Kruger. 

In the claEs for twelve, Mr. W. C. Hall was first with Marie Finger 
Alfred Colomb, Captain Christy, Rosieriste Jacobs, Prince Arthur, Madame 
Hippolyte Jamain, Camille B rnardin, Franfjis Michelon, Louis Van Houtte, 
Jules Finger, and Dr. Andry; in the class for six with Marie Baumann, 
Annie Wood, Dr. Andrv, Alfred Co’omb, Mirie Finger, and La France. In 
the open class for Bix Mr. C. E. Hall was first with E.ienne Levet, Merveille 

development, and recognising this the Chiswick Horticultural Society, 
with the assistance of an earnest supporter, were enabled this year to 
offer a prize of exceptional value. Mrs. S. A. Lee, with most com¬ 
mendable generosity, offered a Jubilee challenge cup of handsome 
design, value twenty-six guineas, for the best group of plants arranged 
for effect in a space of 100 square feet, the winner to retain the cup 
for the year, but before it becomes the property of any exhibitor it 
must be won three times, not necessarily consecutively. In addition 
sums of £4, £3, £2, and £1 were contributed by the Society as first, 
second, third and fourth prizes. It might have been expected that 
such a class as this would have brought a large number of competitors, 
but whether it was not sufficiently known, or exhibitors suddenly became 
troubled with an unusual timidity, we cannot say, but only three groups 
were staged, a number that we hope to see doubled or trebled next 
year. 

The first honours, the challenge cup and £4 prize, were, after a 
careful consideration of the respective merits of the groups entered, 
awarded to Mr. W. Brown, St. Mary’s Grove Nursery, Richmond, who is 
wTell known in the district, and has repeatedly shown his skill in 
arrangements at the Richmond Exhibition. An illustration of this 
group (fig. 8), prepared from a photograph, gives some idea of the 
general style, but it is impossible in black and white to do full justice 
to such a bright and effective production. Mr. Brown owed his success 
mainly to the even balance of foliage and flowers in his collection, the 
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careful avoidance of all formality in arrangement, and the extremely neat 
finish imparted by the pleasing margin. In the background were a few 
Palms and Dracaenas, several well-coloured Crotons, and a groundwor lc 
of Caladium argyrites and Adiantum cuneatum, from which arose 
graceful plants of Eulalia japonica variegata, the edge being formed of 
Panicum variegatum, Fittonias, Caladium argyrites, and the elegant 
Fern Onychium japonicum. which was turned out of its pots and placed 
flat on the turf between the other plants. Colour was imparted by the 
following flowering plants :—Gloxinias, a few scarlet Gladiolus at the 
back, Carnations, Tuberous Begonias, blue English Irises, and the bright 
red Clerodendron fallax. Other flowering plants of lighter tints were 
Lilium candidum, L. auratum, L. speciosum, L. longiflorum, Odonto- 
glossum vexillarium, 0. crispum, and Cvpripediums. These were dis¬ 
posed in a free and graceful manner, and though Mr. Brown had a for¬ 
midable opponent in the winner of the second prize, he clearly merited 
the honours accorded him. It may be expected that the competition next 
year will be even more interesting, and it is not likely that the present 
winner will be allowed to retain the prize without a considerable 
struggle. 

FLAVOUR OF STRAWBERRIES IN 1887. 

When I planted Loxford Hall Seedling two years ago I did it in 
doubt. I was afraid my land was too heavy for it. However, the plants 
grew well, and last year, as I stated, the fruit gave great satisfaction, so 
I planted another quarter with the same variety instead of British 
Queen. Then I noted that, good as the old British Queen was, this 
Loxford Hall was superior, it could be eaten after British Queen. The 
habit of Loxford Hall is sturdy, leaves only of medium size and round ;• 
the fruit is exposed to the sun much more than any other Strawberry I 
grow. The fruit trusses are of medium size, yet push beyond the foliage. 
I am particular in noting this, for reasons to be stated presently. This 
is a late variety, even later than British Queen. They showed well for 
fruit again this season, and I anticipated a treat, but the fruits never 
swelled. They are only about half the size they should be, and are 
scalded. It is not a question of ripening, they will be no better. Some 
fruit I have marked for a fortnight, and they still remain in poor con¬ 
dition. Then the flavour is gone, they are quite tasteless and sour. To 
make sure of these being good I was not content with once top-dressing, 
I mulched them twice. Certainly the heat and drought have spoilt the 
fruit, but I did not suppose it would take all flavour away. I shall try 
them another year, and if I can obtain runners I shall plant a few in 
the shady places and note the result. British Queen, while not quite so 
much scalded, growing side by side under the same conditions, is un¬ 
eatable. What appears strange to me is that President, though quite 
half the plants look dead, and the fruits are miserably small, has its 
flavour good. Sir Joseph Paxton has done the best of all; foliage here, 
without doubt, has done good, but I might say that the first gathered 
fruits especially, though the weather being so very hot, failed to 
colour at the points. Flavour is very fair. 

For fine flavour this season I have none to equal Vicomtesse Hericart 
de Thury. These are grown in a shady position. They have no midday 
sun, and the rows are closer together than in my other varieties. The 
fruit is small, but with a powerful scent and flavour. I should suppose 
for preserving there is nothing to equal it. It would be interesting if 
“ J. E.” page 27, would try Loxford Hall Seedling another season. I 
am sure it is the season that is to blame, though this is the first time I 
ever knew abundance of sun and heat to be detrimental to flavour. The 
query is, Why should it affect the flavour of these two varieties in 
particular ? I grow the bulk of my Strawberries for a late supply, and 
British Queen is at home here, the crop being very good, the fruit of 
good size. Loxford Hall seems equally at home. I enclose a few berries 
of each. You will see they are scalded quite as much on the under side 
ns at the top, and the refreshing showers we have had apparently make 
no difference to swelling up of younger fruit. A row of Pauline sent 
me by a friend grew well and gave great promise, but though the plants 
are very vigorous, not one fruit has ripened. The Captain was the same. 
King of the Earlies is a very weak grower here, I did not hope for 
fruit; next year shall look forward to it doing well.—S. C. 

[The fruits sent were just as described by our correspondent—in¬ 
ferior in appearance and quality.] 

Alexander, grown as pyramids,one bearing over a dozen good fruits; also 
dishes of the following fruits—Governor Wood, Cleveland Bigarreau, Im- 
peratrice Eugenie, Elton, and Mammoth Cherries, for all of which a vote 
of thanks was awarded. From the gardens of the Royal Horticultural 
Society came a dish of Roseberry Gooseberry, Variegated Black Currants, 
and Gloire de Sablons Currant, to which a vote of thanks was awarded. 
Mr. Norman, The Gardens, Hatfield House, sent dishes of remarkably fine 
fruit of Royal George Peach and Elruge Nectarine, to which a cultural 
commendation was .awarded. Messrs. Paul & Son of Cheshunt, exhibited 
a collection of fifty dish< s of Gooseberries, to which a vote of thanks was 
awarded. Mr. G. Clowes, Blackbrook, Newcastle, Staffs, sent a dish of 
green fruited variety of Black Currant, which he supposed to be a seed¬ 
ling, but which is a very old and worthless variety. 

Messrs. Rivers it Son, of Sawbridgeworth, sent a very interesting col¬ 
lection of thirteen dishes of Peaches and Nectarines, containing fine 
specimens of iSea Eagle, Lord Palmerston, Nectarine Peach, Prince of 
Wales, Early Beatrice, and Victoria Nectar'ne, to which a vote of thanks 
was awarded. Mr. Rivers also exhibited a dish of Early Rivers Cherry, 
which had been ripe and hanging on the tree since the second week in 
June. Mr. T. F. Rivers also exhibited a seedling Peach and a seedling 
Nectarine, both of which were raised from the Nectarine Peach. Both had 
the singular shape of the parent, being quite conical, terminating in a long 
beak. The Peach is yellow fleshed, and the Nectarine is pale greenish 
yellow like Victoria, and both possessed good flavour. Mr. Marriott, of 
Skirbeck, Boston, sent a Pea called Boston Hero, which was passed. 

Floral Committee.—Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S, in the chair, 
and Messrs. G. Duffield, H. Bennett, H. Herbst, J. Walker, W. Goldring, C. 
Noble, C. Pilcher, J. Dominy, H. Ballantine, H. M. Pollett, Thomas Baines, 
A. J. Lendy, J. O’Brien, E. Hill, G. Paul, J. Hodson, J. Fraser, R. Dean, 
Amos Perry, J. Douglas, Shirley Hibberd, and Dr. M. T. Masters. 

An interesting group of plants was contributed from the Royal Gardens, 
Ivew, comprising a large plant of Phaius bicolor with three s; ikes of flowers, 
the dark-coloured Anguloa Ruckeri var. sanguinea, the bright yellow stove 
climber Adenocalymnanitidum, several choice Ferns, Mesembryanthemums, 
Statice Suworowi, and some hybrid Streptocarpus, which were certificated. 
Messrs. H. Canned & Sons, Swanley, had a large group of double Tuberous 
Begonias, all raised from seed this year, and comprising a number of very 
handsome varieties, which were mostly named after the members of the Floral 
Committee. Several of the varieties were selected for certificates, and a cul¬ 
tural commendation was awarded for the whole group. Mr. T. S. Ware, Tot¬ 
tenham, contributed a choice collection of hardy flowers, comprising Poppies, 
Lilies, Japanese Lises, Spiraea palmata, Gaillardias, and numerous examples 
of bright and varied border Carnations (silver Banksian medal). Messrs. 
J. Carter it Co., High Holborn, exhibited a plant of the pretty yellow Lily, 
Lilium Hansoni. G. F. Wilson, E-q., F.R.S., Weybridge and Wisley,showed 
examples of Eryngium giganteum, which Mr. Wilsou states is frequented 
by bees more than any other plant in his garden. Mr. Robertson Munro, 
Abercorn Nurseries, Edinburgh, sent flowers of Matricaria inodora fl. pi., 
together with an improved form named Snowflake. Mr. J. Blundell, 
Dulwich, was awarded a vote of thanks for a handsome collection of double 
Hollyhocks, representing many varieties. Mr. F. T. Smith, West Dulwich, 
showed four boxes of double Hollyhocks, rich and del'cate in colour. The 
Rev. H. H. D'Otnbrain, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, showed a flower of a 
hardy Amaryllis named Bayard (Souchet) from a plant which has been 
growing in the open ground for eight years unprotected, and has two scapes 
of four flowers each. Mr. Norman, The Gardens, Hatfield House, Herts, 
exhibited a grand plant of Siccolabium Blumeiwith four expanded spikes 
of flowers 12 to 1G inches long, and one spike undeveloped (cultural com¬ 
mendation). 

Messrs. J. Veitch it Sons, Chelsea, showed flowers of their Rhododen¬ 
dron hybrids, also of several new forms, and a large flowered rich rosy-red 
Begonia named Bismarcki. Mr. W. Gordon, Twickenham, sent a plant of 
Cypripedium Liurencianum, in which the dorsal sepal was split into two 
lobes, only one petal was present, erect in the centre, taking the place of 
the dorsal sepal. R. J. Measures, Esq, Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell 
(gardener, Mr. Simpkins) exhibited plants of Cypripedium javanico-super- 
biens, an interesting and valuable hybiid, a richly coloured variety of 
Vanda tricolor, Cattleya Acklandise, C. Schilleriana, and a flower of Cypri¬ 
pedium concolor, with two lips. Messrs. James Dickson it Son, Chester, 
showed flowers of a distinct orange-buff coloured Carnation. Mr. R. Spinks, 
Horley, was awarded a vote of thanks for a Carnation Pride of Horley, a 
white variety with a few crimson streaks. Messrs. F. Sander it Co., St. 
Albans, showed plants of Oiontoglossum Hariyanum, the sepals and petals 
brownish, the lip beautifully veined with purple at the base and white at 
the top. Messrs. Paul it Son, Cheshunt, contributed a large collection of 
hardy flowers, including numerous Pentstemons, Gaillardias, Everlasting 
Peas, Phloxes, Erigerons, Epilobiums, Lilies, itc. M ssrs. Hooper it Co., 
Covent Garden, were awarded a vote of thanks for a handsome collection 
of Gloxinia blooms, very bright in colours. Messrs. J. Green it Nephew, 
Victoria Street, had a col'ection of oramental glasses and stands for 
flowers. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

JdlT 26th. 

The exhibits before the Fruit and Floral Committees, the competing 
collection for the special prizes with the Carnations and Picotees constituted 
an excellent show in the conservatory, which was nearly filled. 

Fruit Committee.—T. F. R vers, Esq.,] :n the chair. Present: Messrs. 
Warren, Veitch, Willard, Norman. Heywood, Saltmarsb, Woodbridge, Black- 
more, Fitt, and Dr. Hogg. Mr. C. W. Cook, Rendcomb Park Gardens, rent 
a seedling Melon, call d Cook's Perfection, but it was not of sufficient merit. 
Messrs. James Carter it Co. of High Holborn, exhibited two varieties of 
Tomatoes, one called Blenheim Orange, which is of a yil'owish colour 
tinged with red, and the other Sandwich Islands, round, smooth, and deep 
red. Neither of them was considered superior to existing varieties. 

Messrs. James Veitch it Sons exhibited a collection of fruit, consisting 
of Strawberry Qnatre Saisons, Raspfcerrv Superlative, Pears Mdlle. Solange, 
Citron des Caimes and Doyenne d’Ete, Peach Alexandra, and White 
Joaneting Apple. They also sent three Peach trees in pots of the variety 

PLANTS CERTIFICATED. 

Streptocarpus Watsoni (Royal Gardens, Kew).—A hybrid between the 
large-haved S. Dunni and S. parviflo"us, raised at Kew in 1886. A pretty 
form, with small flowers produced in great numbers of a rosy purple 
colour. The leaves are very large, about 18 inches long and 8 inches 
broad. 

Streptocarpus Kewensis (Royal Gardens, Kew).— A hybrid between 
S. Dunni and S. liexi, the flowers resembling the latter parent in form 
and colour, but much more numerous ; the leaves very large, like those in 
S. Watsoni. 

Tuberous Begonia Edelweiss (H. Cannell & Sons).—A double variety, 
with solid handsome pure white flowers. 

Tuberous Begonia Major Lendy (S. Cannell it Sons).—A double variety ; 
flowers of good shape, ot a soft salmon rose tint. 

Tuberous Begonia Shirley Hibberd (H. Cannell it Sons).—A handsome 
double variety, with large full flowers of a soft blush t'nt. 

Carnation Alice Ayres (T. S. Ware).—A border variety with white 
flowers, streaked with bright red. Very free and good. 
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Carnation Gravetye Gem (Mrs. Hole).—(Messrs. J. Dickson it Son, 
Chester). A showy variety, with orange huff flowers, very distinct and use¬ 
ful. This has been already named Mrs. Hole at Manchester. 

Odontoylossum Harryanum (P. Sander & Co., St. Albans).—A very dis¬ 
tinct and beautiful species, with long broad sepals and petals undulated at 
the margin, heavily blotched with dark brown ; the lip is very large, ex¬ 
panded, yellow in the centre, richly veined with purple at the sideB, and 
pure white at the upper part. 

Special Prizes.—Messrs. Sutton ife Sons’ prizes for three varieties of 
Peas brought seven competitors. Mr. H. Marriott, seD., Skirbeck, Boston, 
Lincolnshire, was first with Satisfaction, Royal Jubilee, and Duke of 
Albany, all very fine. Mr. E. G. Wiles, Edgcote Gardens, Banbury, was 
second ; Mr. H. Marriott, jun., third; and Mr. C. J. Waite, Glenhurst 
G.rdens, Esher, fourth. Messrs. Suttoris’prizes for twelve pots of Mam¬ 
moth Longpod Beans were won by Mr. Waite, Mr. G. Beckett, Amersham, 
and Mr. A. J. Sanders, Bookham Lodge, Cobham. For two Cabbages, 
Sutton’s Allheart and Little Gem, the prizes were gained by J. Downey. 
Esq., The Shrubbexy, Enfield, Mr. Becket, and Mr. J. Waite. There were 
four entries. 

Messrs. J. Carter & Co.’s prizes for the Heartwell Cabbage were gained by 
Mr. H. Marriott, Mr. C. J. Waite, and Mr. F. A. Beckett; the same firm’s 

rizes for Leviathan Beans being won by Messrs. Waite, Beck.tt, and 
imms. 

Messrs. Webb it Sons’ prizes for Emperor Cabbages were awarded to 
Messrs. Marriott and E G. Wiles, and for a dish of Chancellor Peas to 
Messrs. Marriott, sen. and jun., and G. Burden, Birmingham. 

OLD v. YOUNG STRAWBERRY PLANTS. 

The present season has shown what a mistake it is to rely upon old 
Strawberry plants for producing a crop of fruit, for even where water 
has been abundant the crop has not been a tithe of what it should have 
been, whilst on plants which have not been planted much longer than 
ten months the crop has been much larger, and the fruit very fine for 
the season, and without artificial watering too. Old plants were 
seriously crippled during the past winter, and the dry weather has 
made them worthless. In “Notes and Gleanings,” in last week’s 
Journal, I notice that Messrs. Lovel & Son, the celebrated Strawberry 
growers, bear out the above in a striking manner. I have recommended 
the planting of young Strawberries during the summer for several 
years past, the reason being that I have always seen excellent results 
by so doing. Mr. Douglas, when at Loxford Hall, and now at Great 
Gearies, always carried out the practice, as by no other way could he 
obtain such fine crops of fruit. I have heard gardeners question the 
policy, but they might just as well question the policy of layering the 
runners in July, and gathering the crop from March until May, as 
is done when grown for forcing. Young Strawberry plants are always 
vigorous. At page 27, in last week’s Journal, “J. 15.” condemns Lox¬ 
ford Hall Seedling ; with us it is a fortnight later than Dr. Hogg, and of 
good flavour. James Veitch with us is also of good flavour, although 
not quite equal to Dr. Hogg, but it is earlier, which makes it valuable. 
The past tropical weather has been trying to the flavour of many Straw¬ 
berries, as it brought them on too fast.—A Young, Alberley Hall 
Gardens, Stourjjort. 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
HIGHGATE. 

The Baroness Burdett Coutts, with her customary liberality, again 
placed her beautiful garden at Holly Lodge at the disposal of the Highgate 
Horticultural Society for their annual Exhibition, which took place on 
Thursday last, July 21st. It would be difficult to estimate the indebted¬ 
ness of the Society for this privilege, but there is no doubt that a large 
majority of the visitors were as much attracted by the gardens as by the 
Show. Holly Lodge is situated on the slope of the elevated ridge extending 
from Highgate to Hampstead and opposite to Parliament Hill, which is to 
be transferred to the public. There are about fifty acres, but so well has 
the space been utilised, every advantage being taken of the position to 
render it as undulated and varied aB possible, that it appears much larger 
than it really is. Tn ea, ooth evergreen and deciduous, have been freely Elanted to form bold tlunps or shady avenues, shrubs are abundant, the 

twns are well kept, and, notwithstanding the tropical heat experienced, 
are unusually fresh and green. Flower beds brighten several parts of the 
garden, a few of the conventional Bummer type, and numbers filled with 
old garden favourites, borders of herbaceous plants, Roses, and everything 
that can be desired either in foliage or flowei s. The kitchen garden is wt 11 
cropped, the vegetables, with liberal attention, are enduring the season’s 
trial satisfactorily, and hardy fruits are abundant; indeed the excellent 
condition of the garden in all departments indicates the energy and skill 
devoted by Mr. Willard to its superintendence. 

From several walks in the garden fine views are obtained across the great 
metropolis, and even from the meadow devoted to the show tents an exten¬ 
sive prospect is commanded, especially at the upper part. As already 
stated, the gardens, with the bands, constituted the chief attraction. The 
Exhibition itself was not so good as the district is capable of producing. 
There appears to be an absence of vitality that must be mainly due to an 
ill-judged narrow-spirited system of management, the forerunner of failure J 
in most affairs. The Society, as the result of its last season’s efforts, had a 
deficit of i!50, and the bare spaces too noticeable on the stages in one tent 
may be considered chiefly due to this, and the encouraging statement in the 
schedule that, “Providing the Society is not in a position to pay the full 
amount of the prizes, a per-centaee will be taken off sufficient to meet the 
deficiency.” In such a state of things this Society should encourage the 
non-competing exhibitors as much as possible, as the contributions from 
these form an interesting portion of many important shows ; but the dis¬ 
position seems to be to discourage this, for at least one exhibitor was refused 

permission to stage a small box of flowers, though there were yards of un- 
oocupied space. Much of the success of local shows depends upon the 
societies possessing practical committees, and secretaries whose hearts are 
in their work, and upon the adoption of a progressive policy; those that 
wish to stand sti 1 soon find they are getting behind the times. 

Two large tents were filled with the exhibits, one being devoted to 
gardeners’ productions, the other to amateurs and cottagers. The gardeners’’ 
tent contained foliage and flowering plants, groups, cut flowers, fruit, and 
vegetables ; the cottagers’ exhibits consisting mainly of vegetables, model 
gardens, dro., which were capitally represented. Large non-competing 
groups of plants from Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, and Messrs. 
Cntbush & Sons, Highgate, formed the most conspicuous portion of the 
large tent near the entrance. Z mal Pelargoniums, Caladiums, fine-foliage 
plants, Ferns were shown by several competitors, the principal prizes in 
the plant classes being won by Mr. J. Brooks, gardener to W. Reynolds, Esq., 
The Grove, Higbgatei; Mr. Calvert, gardener to G. Kent, Esq., Southwood, 
Highgate ; Mr. Brittain, gardener to F. Reckitt, Esq.; and Mr. Shephert, 
gardener to S. S. Duval, Esq., South Grove House, Highgate. Mr. Brooks 
secured the majority of the first prizes. Mr. W. Brise, gardener to J. H. 
Lermitte, Esq., Knightons, Finchley, was first with six Orchids, neat plants 
of Masdevallias and Odontoglossums. In the stands of flowers 
Allamandas were employed with extraordinary freedom, and in some cases 
with very bad taste. 

Fruit was fairly represented, Messrs. Brise and Calvert leading with 
black and white Grapes, the Baroness Burdett Coutts’ special prize for a 
collection of hardy fruits being won by Mr. G. Agate, gardener to A. Taylor, 
Esq., Priory House, Southgate, who had eighteen dishes ; Melons from 
Messrs. Agate, Bliss, and Clarke; Peaches from Mr. Brittain, and a col¬ 
lection from Mr. Brise were also noteworthy. The best vegetables were, 
staged by Messrs. Agate and Clarke. 

LEWISHAM. 

The second annual summer Show of the Lewisham and District Floral 
Society was held on Wednesday and Thursday, July 20th and 21st, in the 
grounds of Riverdale, High Street, Lewisham, by permission of J. Wallis, 
Esq. This young Society was started by a few amateurs and enthusiastic 
florist friends, and is making some progress, though there is ample room for 
further development. Riverdale is a picturesque little garden, the river 
Ravensbourn passing through the grounds and expanding into a miniature 
lake, with a water-wheel and mill adjoining. Very notable on the bank of 
the river is a handsome Tulip Tree of noble proportions. The tents devoted 
to the exhibits were placed in a meadow at ihe lower portion of the garden, 
and it was found that three were required to hold the entri-s, two small 
ones for cut flowers, bouquets, &c., and the other of good size for plants. 
At one end of the latter was a large group of annuals and other plants in 
pots from Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High Holboro, tastefully arranged and 
effective. Messrs. Barr & Son, King Street, Covent Garden, also had an 
extensive and handsome collection of hardy flow rs. Messrs. J. Laing 
and Co., Forest Hill, had a bright group of Tuberous Begonias, Dracaenas, 
Caladiums, and Crotons. Amongt the competing exhibits we can only 
mention a few of the most noteworthy. Dr. Duke, The Glen, Lewisham, 
won first honours with a group of Orchids, comprising Odontoglossums, 
Cattleyas, Cypripediums, Barkerias, Oncidiums, Brassias.&c., withRivinas, 
Ferns, Caladiums, and Palms. Zonal Pelargoniums, Tuberous Begonias, 
Gloxinias, and Fuchsias were represented by several exhibitors. Mr. J. 
Balcombe, gardener to J. S. Rivolta, Esq , Blackheath Park ; Mr. F. Iludd, 
gardener to F. Prior, Esq.. Gordon House, Blackheath Park; Mr. C. Nunns, 
gardener to J. Soames, Esq., J.P., Greenwich Park; and Mr. H. A. Needs, 
Catford, were prizetakers in most of these classes. Mr. Balcombe had the 
best group, followed by Mr. W. Jeffery, gardener to W. J. Young, Esq., and 
Mr. Hudd. Roses were not first-rate, Mr. W. RumBey had much the best 
stand. Bouquets, vegetables, and fruit do not call for any special comment. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

The Weather and the Crops.—We may again write of these. 
Since our previous notes appeared in this column rain has fallen, but the 
soil has by no means received a thorough soaking ; and although it 
enabled us to plant out many of our Winter Greens, crops generally 
have not benefited very much, as it is almost, as hot and dry as before 
the rain came, and the worst of it is our water supply has not yet in¬ 
creased. This is the greatest of all our troubles, and we are now 
devising means to remedy it. Pumps, as a rule, are not enough 
employed about vegetable gardens. In many cases the water has to be 
carried from a long distance, but by sinking a well here and there a 
copious supply can generally be secured in the very centre of the 
vegetable quarter. It pays as well to water vegetables as anything else. 
We have watered our August Peas very freely during July, and the re¬ 
sult is a splendid promise. Others who have not done so have none, and 
two or three different sowings are coming in together, as the later ones 
are maturing prematurely. 

Carrots.—Large quantities of Early Horns have been used from a 
south border. The main crop of Intermediate Carrots ha3 stood better 
than we anticipated. They are not very large as yet, but the tops are 
green and healthy, and the roots will grow large by degrees with such 
tops. It is when the tops cease growing and become yellow that the 
roots fail to swell satisfactory ; and if they are in this state now take 
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the first opportunity of sowing more. Carrots sown about this time or 
early in August gain a useful size before winter, and wherever there is a 
deficiency from any cause a sowing should be made. As spring crops are 
maturing so rapidly now there is no scarcity of ground for Carrots or any 
other crop. 

Autumn-sown Onions.—These are one of our finest crops this 
season. They have neither been watered nor fed, but the heat suited 
them capitally, and when examining the bulbs the other day they were 
so fine that we were induced to consult our hook as to the time they 
were sown, and the date was “August 28th, 1886.” The large be lbs 
must be watched. As long as it keeps dry they are not liable to go 
wrong, but in rainy weather the large ones are very apt to bulge out on 
one side at the bottom or divide into two at the top, and this spoils their 
appearance for exhibition and some other purposes. To avoid this the 
finest should be drawn up and taken under cover, where it is quite dry. 
This will prevent their splitting, and it is better to have them a little 
less in size and perfect than large and going to pieces. The very thick¬ 
necked ones need not be reserved, as they will never become of any 
special value. Last year we watered one quarter of these Onions ; 
another piece was not watered. The latter were equally as good as the 
former, and this year we have dispensed with the watering. 

Tomatoes.—It is a grand season for Tomatoes. Plants in the open 
air are not making too much wood. They are very short-jointed, and 
many fruits are formed ; indeed, some of the early ones are well ad¬ 
vanced, and will be ripe early in August. Do not allow the plants to 
suffer from insufficient water. As soon as plenty of fruit is formed give 
abundance of liquid manure, but do not use this before the fruits appear, 
as it has a tendency to make them form much wood, and this is against 
their fruiting heavily. The liquid will induce them to form side shoots, 
and these must be pinched ofi frequently. The best crop we have at 
the present time is in a cool pit. We are happy in our select’on of a 
variety. The fruits ai e smooth, large, and abundant; and as those are 
only the one sort in the house the crop is very even. Tomato trials are 
interesting, but they do not pay for market. We know a large house 
of Tomatoes planted last spring with a great number of sorts, some not 
worth growing, and the crop throughout is very disappointing. The 
owner intended marketing fruit by the “ hundredweight,” but by the 
“ pound ” is the only length he has reached. When plants are bearing a 
heavy crop under glass it is astonishing how few leaves are required to 
keep the plants going, and thinning the foliage is almost as beneficial as 
thinning the shoots. This applies to the foliage on the main stem, 
which is the largest and most shady. Where plants have nearly ceased 
to bear throw them away and introduce a coming crop of something 
else. 

Late Peas.—Those sown a fortnight or three weeks ago are above 
the ground, but care must be taken that they do not receive a check 
from the drought, and it is a good plan to place a little manure along 
each side of the row, and earth them up over this. The soil prevents the 
manure drying, and the manure in its turn keeps the roots of the plants 
cool and moist. 

FKUir FORCING. 

Vines.— Karliest House.—The Vines will now require a dry atmo 
Sphere to thoroughly ripen the wood, but it will not be necessary to 
employ artificial heat. All laterals and late growths must be kept 
stopped and complete rest afforded by having the border cool and 
moderately dry. The borders inside may require water, but if they have 
been mulched it may not be necessary, whilst the outside borders may 
need covering with dry draw or bracken in order to throw off heavy 
rains. This is absolutely essential to insure the complete rest so 
necessary for Vines long subjected to forcing, a too moist condition of 
the soil tending to late growth ; but there should be sufficient moisture 
to maintain growth in the laterals in order to prevent the premature 
ripening of the foliage. In most cases it will be sufficient to allow a 
moderate extension of the laterals, and where the Vines are in an 
unsatisfactory condition prepare for lifting at an early date, getting 
fresh loam and clean drainage, so that the work can be done quickly 
when started. There is no danger of losing a crop ; only operate upon 
a part of the border at once—say the inside border one year and the 
outside the following. It is desirable to lift the roots and lay them in 
fresh soil nearer the surface whilst there is foliage on the Vines ; there¬ 
fore work of this character ought not to be delayed in the case of Vines 
that are to be started early in December, which will need pruning by 
the middle of September, or in the case of lifted Vines a little later. 

Houses not Regularly Subjected to Early Forcing.—Vines that are 
not started early will need, as soon as the crop is off, to be thoroughly 
cleansed by syringing or the application of an insecticide, and if there 
is any doubt about the ripeness of the -wood or the plumpness of the 
eyes it will be necessary to keep the house rather close by day, but with 
sufficient ventilation to cause evaporation and allow the moisture to 
escape. Give no more water to the border than will prevent the foliage 
becoming limp. If the weather prove moist employ fire heat in the day¬ 
time to maintain a temperature of 70° to 75° with moderate ventilation, 
and turn the heat off at night to allow the pipes to cool, increasing the 
ventilation so as to cause a thorough draught, and this will soon cause 
the wood to harden and the buds to plump, inducing rest, which for 
Vines that are to be started in December should be complete from the 
middle to the end of September. When the Vines have the wood ripe 
ventilate fully day and night. 

Vines in Pots for Early Forcing.—Those that are to be started in 
November should now have the wood thoroughly ripe and the buds 
lump. If not, and they are later this year than usual, keep the house 

rather warmer by day, 80° to 85°, closing early so as to raise the tem¬ 
perature to 90° or 95°, and throw the house open at night. Afford 
water (or liquid manure will help the Vines to plump the buds) in 
sufficient quantity to prevent the foliage flagging, and the latter cannot 
have too much light. Keep lateral growths well in check, leaving no more 
than are absolutely necessary to appropriate any excess of nutriment, 
and so prevent the principal eyes starting. When sufficiently ripened, 
as they are when the wood is brown and hard and the buds are promi¬ 
nent, they should be removed to a situation outdoors, standing on slates 
or boards in front of a south wall or fence, securing the canes to the 
face of the wall, only giving water to prevent the foliage falling pre¬ 
maturely, and having some waterproof material to throw the rain from 
the pots. In this position they will have some rest even if the leaves 
are not actually shed. When the leaves turn yellow—give indica¬ 
tions of falling—commence reducing the laterals, and when the leaves 
are all off prune, the laterals being cut off close, and the canes cut 
back to the length required, they being placed in any airy, cool, dry 
place until required for forcing. Keep them dry at the roots, and jet 
they must not be allowed to become dust dry, placing some dry pro¬ 
tective material about the pots to save the roots from frost in case 
it should eain access to the structure. 

Vines Freed of their Crops.—Cleanse the foliage by means of the 
syringe or engine, and if need be apply an insecticide. If there be any 
mealy bug or scale promptly use petroleum, a wineglassful to 4 gallons 
of water, in which 8 ozs. of softsoap and an ounce of soda has been 
dissolved, keeping the mixture thoroughly agitated by stirring briskly 
with a broom handle whilst being applied to the Vines, which must be 
done thoroughly, wetting every part. It is best done on a dull calm 
afternoon, and should be repeated two or three times at intervals of a 
few days. If there be any plants they must be removed, and if the 
roots of the Vines are near the surface, cover the border with dry short 
material to absorb the waste. Keep the laterals fairly in hand, not 
closely pinched, unless the Vines are very vigorous and are not ripening 
the wood kindly, when keeping the house rather dry at night, with all 
the ventilation possible, and somewhat warm and close by day, will tend 
to the maturity of the wood and buds. In stopping vigorous Vines 
regard must be had to the principal buds, not stopping so close as to 
jeopardise the starting into growth through an excess of sap. Such 
Vines should also be kept without water until the young leaves are a 
little limp. Vines that, on the other hand, are not strong, having been 
enfeebled by continued cropping or other cause, should be encouraged to 
make growth by applying liquid manure to the border ; but whatever 
extraneous foliage is made must not be allowed to interfere in any way 
with the free access of light and air to the principal leaves, which must 
be kept healthy, so that they may appropriate some of the extra food, 
and store it in the buds and adjacent wood. Ventilate freely day and 
night. 

Grapes Colouring.— Admit air constantly, enough with a gentle 
warmth in the pipes to insure a circulation. Whilst ripening many, 
indeed most Grapes, swell considerably, therefore there must not he 
any deficiency of moisture in the border. Give, if necessary, a good 
supply, and in the early part of the day, so that superfluous moisture 
may be dissipated before night. If the Vines are heavily cropped afford 
liquid manure, but not strong, and allow them plenty of time, otherwise 
if there be any hastening of the ripening and a deficiency of nutriment, 
it is likely the fruit will be defective in colour. A good rest at night in 
a temperature of 60° to 65°, with air, is a great help to Vines taxed to 
the utmost by weight of Grapes. A moderate amount of air moisture 
also is essential to the health of the Vines, sprinkling available surfaces 
occasionally, and if possible, allow the laterals to extend ; but over¬ 
taxed Vines rarely can cater for more'than the princij al leaves and 
Grapes. 

Cucumbers.—Any frames that are at liberty may yet be planted 
with Cucumbers upon a bed of fermenting materials, which will give a 
supply of fruit in September, and continue up to near Christmas if due 
regard be paid to lining the beds and to protecting the plants by mats 
over the lights at night after the weather sets in cold. Let plants in 
frames or houses be thinned at least twice a week, removing exhausted 
growths to make room for young bearing shoots. Keep the shoots well 
stopped to one joint beyond the fruit, or at the fruit if the plants are 
vigorous and showing no signs of exhaustion. Always allow weakly 
plants more extension, and crop such lightly. Maintain a steady root- 
action by necessary bottom heat, and due attention in watering two or 
three times a week. The bottom heat should be 80° to 85°, top heat 70° 
at night, 75° by day, 80° to 85° with sun, closing early to increase to 90° 
or 95°. Syringe in the afternoo.-.s of hot days, but avoid late syringing, 
for the foliage should be dry by sunset, and commence ventilating early, 
it being important that the foliage be dry before the sun acts powerfully 
upon it. The autumn fruiters should now or soon be planted on hillocks 
or ridges moderately firm, maintaining a moist and genial atmosphere, 
and they will grow freely and show fruit in plenty shortly. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Steplianotis floribunda.—Plants that have been trained upon trellises 
and have ceased flowering may be taken off and thoroughly cleaned. 
This work can be done in a shady place outside at this season of the 
year. If the plants are infested with mealy bug they can be readily 
cleaned when the branches are untied and laid on mats if liberally 
syringed with petroleum and water. One ounce of the former should 
be used to each gallon of the latter. The following day examine the plant 
carefully, and destroy any insects that may have found hiding places out 
of the reach of the syringe. If the branches are secured to four or five 
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stakes inserted round the pot and subjected to this treatment two or 
three times at intervals of a fortnight, the bug may be completely 
eradicated and the plant kept clean afterwards if grown in a house in 
which bug does not exist. The branches should be trained under the 
roof, so as to give the wood every chance of ripening. After the oil 
has been evaporated expose the plant to the sun and a cooler, drier, 

atmosphere. 
Gardenias.—Provide for the earliest plants a slightly drier and 

cooler atmosphere, so that growth will be brought to a standstill and 
well ripened ; the formation of flower buds will then take place. 
Those intended for winter and spring flowering should not have the 
branches pinched after this date, but be encouraged to grow freely for 
some weeks. Give abundance of water both to the roots and over their 
foliage through the syringe. Supply with weak stimulants any plants in 
active growth that have then’ pots full of roots ; or, better still, apply a 
little artificial manure to the surface of the soil at intervals of a fort¬ 
night or three weeks. If bug or scale appear syringe the plants 
thoroughly where they stand in the frame or house with the solution 
advised above, lightly shade the plants for a few days from the sun. 

Ixoras.—Plants that have flowered may be partially pruned, 
thoroughly cleaned, and started again into growth. If placed in a 
close moist atmosphere they will soon start and flower profusely in 
autumn. When pruning, any shoots that failed to flower should be 
cut back, and the young growing ends inserted singly in 2-inch pots. 
These, if pinched once or twice after they are rooted, will make grand 
decorative plants for flowering early next season in 5 and 6-inch pots. 
These small plants should be grown more largely for decoration, as they 
are very beautiful in the stove in early summer, and may be used with 
advantage for the decoration of rooms. For this purpose cuttings may 
be rooted during this and the following month, but those rooted last 
must not be pinched, but allowed to grow upright until they produce a 
truss. These can be flowered in 3 and 4-inch pots, and again in the 
autumn in 6-inch pots, carrying four or six trusses each, if well pruned 
after flowering and potted after they have commenced growth. 

Winter-flowering Plants.—Such plants as Poinsettias, Euphorbias, 
Plumbagos and others that are well established and growing freely 
must now have abundance of light and air. A close, moist confined 
atmosphere will ruin these plants during the latter stages of growth. 
To give the greatest satisfaction, firm sturdy growth that is certain to 
be well ripened must be the principal aim in their culture. This can be 
accomplished by throwing the lights off during the day, and leaving a 
liberal quantity of air on all night. If gradually hardened to this 
treatment the plants will bear full exposure. They should, however, be 
gradually prepared, which will take two or three weeks. Be careful 
that they do not suffer by an insufficient supply of water at their roots, 
or their lower leaves will turn yellow and fall—in fact the whole of the 
foliage will assume a sickly appearance instead of possessing a dark 
green luxuriant hue. Plants that have filled their pots with roots may 
be given soot water in a clear state, and a little artificial manure every 
two or three weeks. 

Pinks.—These may be either raised from seed or from cuttings, as in 
the case of Carnations. They require less space than Carnations, and 
do not so soon exhaust themselves. Mrs. Sinkins and Lady Blanche' 
another beautiful white sort, we at one time increased largely by cut¬ 
tings, but since the stock has become quite large enough we merely 
plant fresh beds in the autumn, with strong pieces obtained by splitting 
up the old clumps. Carnations, notably the old Clove, may be propa¬ 
gated in the same way. Even long rootless pieces will strike if only 
they are dibbled in up to the healthy leaves. 

HE) BEE-KE)E)PER. 
6) 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 16. 

Now that the main features of these three systems have 
been discussed, it is necessary before proceeding for every 
bee-keeper to ascertain with what accuracy he can estimate 
the honey capabilities of his district. By inquiry a very 
good idea maybe formed of the time of the honey flow, 
even if the bee-keeper has no personal knowledge of the 
locality. To assist those who perhaps hardly know the 
great staple flowers and plants upon which we must depend 
for our honey in this country, I will briefly describe what 
may be called the main sources of supply. The flowers of 
the garden Mignonette, Borage, Lobelia, and Wallflowers 
supply some little honey, but except in very favoured 
places the quantity derived from such plants is so small 
that it is unnecessary for practical purposes to dilate at all 
upon what may be considered these ornamental honey 
plants. In the early months of the year the Snowdrop 
and Crocus open their petals of varied hue, and invite the 
eager bee to collect the pollen which they yield so freely ; 

but by far the most valuable source of supply in the early 
months of the year are the catkins of the Hazels and 
Willows, which yield an abundance of pollen, and are 
eagerly sought by the hees. This Willow bears a yellow 
flower, upon wli ch the bees are never tired of working. 
Corse, again, is a good useful plant, but until the month of 
April comes it can hardly be said that honey in any appre¬ 
ciable quantity can be collected by even the strongest 
stocks. In the month of “ sunshine and showers ” various 
plants and trees yield an ever-increasing supply of rich 
honey when the season is mild. At this period the Ribes 
sanguinea—the Red Flowering Currant—is crowded with 
eager workers, and by the great booming “ humble bees.’' 
“From early morn to dewy eve ” the happy hum is heard 
on every side. The Gooseberry, too, yields honey of a 
greenish hue, very rich in taste and luscious; the early 
Pears and Plums, and the drooping threads of Currant 
blossom and the Raspberry yield lasting supplies until the 
later Pears and Apples lend their aid. Then, again, the 
shapely Sycamore begins to expand its Grape-like bunches of 
blossom bedewed with honey of fine quality and flavour, but 
rather dark in colour. The Sycamore soon gives place to the 
rich fragrant fields of Bean, which scent the very air with 
their excess of nectar, and then are seen the first early 
blooms of Clover—the Alsike and the White—both precious 
honey plants, and lovely to the eye of all, while the 
Yellow Weeds raise their ambitious heads above the grow¬ 
ing corn. The dying Clover and the last few struggling, 
heads of Ketlock herald in the Limes, which yield a honey 
of a bright golden hue, and in their turn the Lime bells 
fade and die, and in their stead the purple Heather clothes- 
the wild barren moorland wastes with rich fragrant blooms. 
Such are the principal sources of supply in a bee-keeper’s 
paradise, but in very few districts is there such a long- 
sustained harvest. For practical purposes there may be 
said to be three several harvests :— 

1. The harvest from fruit blossom, Sycamore, Beans, 
and Ketlock. 2. The Clover harvest. 3. The Heather 
harvest. 

Many districts have two of these harvests, but few have 
three. When a bee-keeper has within an easy distance of 
his stocks fruit orchards, Sycamore, Beans, Yellow Weed,, 
and Clover, he has all that can be expected; and if there is 
Heather also in the vicinity he is “thrice blessed,” and ought 
to be able to produce honey at a very small cost and therefore 
at a large profit. Some bee-keepers may not be aware that 
Yellow Weed, Ketlock, Skellock, Ranches, and Wild 
Mustard are all one plant. It is well to always remember 
these various names, because in one county the word is- 
called Ketlock and in the next Yellow Weed, and the bee¬ 
keeper may therefore be considerably puzzled by an old 
plant dressed in a new name. Where there is no Clover 
harvest great yields can hardly be expected unless there 
is purple-clad moorland within two miles of the apiary. Of 
two districts, the one that has fields of Clover in the 
vicinity is far to be preferred—other things being equal— 
to one where there is much fruit blossom but little or 
no Clover. Alsike Clover is being more used by the 
farmer every year; it is fast superseding the Red, which 
I believe is absolutely useless to the common bees. 
Every acre sown with Alsike instead of Bed Clover means 
an extra acre of honey supply. 

In ascertaining, then, upon what plants and trees he 
has to depend, the bee-keeper need only to notice the 
number of orchard trees in his neighbourhood, to look 
round and see if the compact round heads of the Syca¬ 
more give promise of blossom in due season; to ask 
the labourer whether White Clover abounds in the fields 
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and by the roadside, and whether the delicate Alsike 
has usurped the place of the Red in the meadows destined 
for the scythe. To look again if the tall cool Limes are to be 
seen bending their heads gracefully before the breeze, and 
then it will surely not require much consideration to 
discover whether Heather is near enough and in sufficient 
quantity to afford the third harvest. These points must 
all be carefully considered immediately upon deciding to 
keep a few stocks of bees, because upon a proper apprecia¬ 
tion of the time and value of the harvest the system of 
management must to a very great extend depend. A 
word may be said for the Brassica tribe, which are all 
useful honey and pollen-producing plants, at a time when 
their supplies are useful; but it is neither necessary nor 
useful to describe the countless other plants which yield 
honey in greater or less quantity throughout the spring 
arid summer months, because the quantity under cultiva¬ 
tion or growing in a wild state is so small as to rank 
merely as an assistance, and not as a supply upon which 
•dependance can be placed for yielding a large surplus even 
in the best of good seasons. 

Mr. Pettigrew used to say that it was believed in his 
■day that “ a 20-acre field of grass well sprinkled writh 
White Clover yielded every fine day 100 lbs. of honey; 
and that 20 acres of Heather yielded 200 lbs. of honey 
■each day.” This is, I believe, by no means an over-esti¬ 
mate; in fact it has always appeared to me probable that 
in fine warm weather such an acreage of Clover would 
yield at least half as much again. This is, however, simply 
a matter of conjecture on my part. In some seasons the 
honey is almost ruined by the black aphides’ fluid which 
bees sometimes persist in collecting even when flower 
honey abounds. A very little of this dark compound will 
spoil the finest honey and make it unfit for market. Bee¬ 
keepers can do nothing to prevent this evil, and it is there¬ 
fore doubly hard to see our bees collecting honeydew 
while we are powerless to direct their labours to a more 
legitimate supply. Oaks and Sycamore and Limes are 
often covered with it; the whole tree sometimes resound¬ 
ing with the glad hum of busy bees wasting their energy 
and precious time in collecting honey useless to man and 
unwholesome for winter consumption in the hive. In con¬ 
clusion it may be said that unless there is a good supply 
of honey-yielding plants within two miles of the apiary 
not all the Clover and Heather in the kingdom will be of 
much use to the bees if at a greater distance. Occasionally 
bees do travel even longer distances than two miles, but 
for practical purposes I believe with many other bee¬ 
keepers that any source of supply more than two miles 
distant from the bees is practically worthless.—Felix. 

CYPRIAN BEES—CROWDING BEES. 
I bead with much interest the remarks of “ A Lanarkshire Bee¬ 

keeper,” and hope he will continue describing his experience. But 
when we read of the extraordinary result of the Cyprian’s it makes us 
wish we coul-d have them. There are, no doubt, many working men 
that would like to have what others have too much of. I hope the day 
will come when I shall be able to add them to my apiary. I was in 
hopes someone would have advertised the best hive in creation, but have 
been disappointed. I should like information on taking bars from 
hives after the honey season, and crowding the bees on as few as 
possible for the winter, then adding more in spring. There is a small 
bee-keeper a little distance from here that practises the above, but he 
canrot give any reason for so doing. Is it a good.plan, or is it better to 
let them alone ?—R. C., Kent. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Cbr. Lorenz, Erfurt, Germany.—List of Bulbs, Flower, and Vegetable 

Seeds (illustrated). 
James Dickson <fe Sons, 108, Eastgate, Chafer.—Catalogues of Bulbs, 

Foeontes, Narcissi, and Strawberries. 
W. Cutbush ifc Sons, Highgate.—Catalogue of Bulbs. 

°0° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 
in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Chrysanthemums (C. II. R.).—You may take two shoots from the 
break, and after the buds are safe and swelling freely remove one of them if 
you desire to produne the finest blooms the plants are c*pable of developing. 
If you only have one shoot an accident might occur in setting the bud, and 
it is advisable to provide for contingencies. 

Rose Sporting (Mis. Toionshend Mainwairing).—The stem you send 
bearing a yellow and a pink bloom affords clear evidence of sporting. It is 
not a common occurrence, though is occasionally seen, and we think dis¬ 
tinct varieties have been established by propagating from sports by budding 
or grafting. Most of the new incurved Chrysanthemums are produced in 
the same accidental way. 

Rose Buds Starting (C. F.).—It is not unusual for Rose buds that are 
inserted early to start into growth almost immediately, and when they 
grow thus early in the season there is a fair chance of the wood maturing 
before winter. Cut back the stems on which the buds are inserted with the 
view of encouraging the Roses to grow and ripen their wood. We have 
often known the buds to grow and flower the same year. It is when the 
buds spring in September and October that they are so liable to be de¬ 
stroyed in the winter. 

Pea (E. B.).—It is next to impossible to form a cl ar and definite 
opinion as to the distinctness of a variety from an examination of half a 
dozen pods. We can only say that those before us resemble in size, shape, and 
fulness the variety sold as House’s Perfect Marrow, the new Pea Six F. 
Milbank (Sharpe’s) bring of the same character. They are productive and 
excellent, of the Ne Plus Ultra type, and to this fine old Pea the pods 
before us are not very dissimilar. We have no doubt it is a good Pea and 
worth growing, but doubt if it is sufficiently distinct to possess any special 
commercial value. 

Large Onions (O. E. S.'\.—It does not follow, as you seem to think, that 
if you sow your winter Onions much sooner than usual that they will 
necessarily be larger ; on the contrary, they may be smaller, as if sown too 
early they are apt to produce flower stems in the spring, and in that case the 
bulbs seldom attain a good size or shape. As a rule the end of the first 
week in August is early enough, though localities and seasons exert an 
influence on the plants. We have seen no finer Onions this year than those 
exhibited by Mr. C. J. Waite in his prize collections of vegetables, and we 
believe they were grown from seed sown about August 10th. Deep, rich 
soil, with plenty of water and surface mulchings in hot weather, induce 
free, unchecked growth that results in large handsome bulbs. 

Grapes Mildewed (Constant Reader).—The cause of mildew is vari¬ 
ously attributed, but it mostly arises from a variable atmosphere, periods 
when the air is dose and moist, followed by a sudden change to cold and dry. 
Happily it is easily destroyed, the parts infested being dusted with sulphur, 
which, taken in hand when the pest first appears and persisted in, is au 
effectual remedy. Your case, however, is a bad one, and we should advise 
you employing sulphide of potassium, following the instructions of the 
vendors. Messrs. Philip Harris & Co., Bull Ring, Birmingham, prepare it 
specially for horticultural purposes, and have advertised it in this Journal. 
You ought to have applied for a remedy sooner, for though you may 
destroy the mildew on the Grapes you cannot now expect well-finished 
fruit. 

Watercress (Water).—This can be grown in the midlands and northern 
counties with the ordinary water of the district. We have Seen it growing 
luxuriantly on a small seals in Staffordshire, Notts, Lincolnshire, Durham, 
and Northumberland, and it would grow equally well if cultivated on a 
large scale in those districts. If you wish to enter into Watercress cul ure 
for commercial purposes we strongly advise you to inspect some beds, and 
you will gain more information in half an hour than you could gather from 
columns of print. It is impossible to give an estimate of cost, that 
obviously depending on the extent of culture and other circumstances. You 
may plant in the autumn or very early in spring. Near Hackbridge station 
on the L.B. & S.C. Railway you may see Watercress growing in beds sup¬ 
plied with Croydon sewage, and others in pure water. You are not very 
far from London, and Hackbridge is only about half an hour’s journey from 
Yictoria. 

Roses not Opening (Kittie)—The buds you have sent are small, hard, 
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and, as you sty, “ stained.” The wood is also weak, and the leaves thin and 
pale in colour. Some of the shoots appear as if they had been cut from 
plants that were not closely piuned in the winter or early spring, and the 
roots have not been able to gather and supply adequate support for the de¬ 
velopment of the blooms during the exhausting weather that has so long 
prevailed. The moisture has been extracted from the buds and leaves in 
excess of the supply from the roots, hence the withering and staining or 
decay of the petals. Heavy applications of liquid manure, with thick 
mulchings, would have done good, for the plants are evidently in an enfeebled 
state, and we suspect that some of them at least would have been better if 
closer pruning had been resorted to. Pick off the hard, stubborn, discoloured 
buds, and thin out the others freely, then the flowers may possibly expand 
if you give thorough drenchings of liquid manure to the root?. 

(R. TF.).—the Lily is Lilium testansum, and is by no means rare, and it is 
one of the best for town gardens. It is frequently shown in London by the 
nurserymen who make hardy flowers a specidty, and has an excellent effect 
m the groups with bright coloured Lilies like L. pomponium, and dark one3 

like L. martagon dalmaticum. As you remark, its distinct colour and 
fragrance render it attractive, but the odour is rather too powerful for some 
persons. (<7! F. C., Leeds).—The plant is Sisymbrium millefolium, and 
has been reconmmded for table decoration. It is graceful, but soon loses 
its leaves m a hot room. * * * * We have received bokes of flowers, 
but no letters referring to them, therefore it were obviously fut le to publish 
the names of specimens if they were sent for that purpose. 

Old Strawberry Ground (F. J.).—Since Strawberries have been grown 
on the land for several years it is no doubt to a great extent impoverished, 
hence their deterioration. We should trench them in and not crop the 
land this year. Next year by prepiring sets of Early Asbleaf or Myatt’s 
Prolific Potatoes and planting as soon as the weather permits, spreading a 
handful of kainite and superphosphate of lime along every six or seven 
yards of drill with the sets, you ought to have a profitable crop of Potatoes 
that would be cleared in time for planting Strawberries afterwards, stout 
well-rooted runners being requisite for the purpose. The Potatoes, when 
above ground, may be further dressed with from one to two ounces of 
sulphate of ammonia per square yard applied on a showery day before hoeing 
between the rows. If you have any other garden refuse, decayed leaves, or 
wood ashes, trench every particle into the land with the old Strawberry 
plants, and lime applied at the same time would also do good. After a 
course of treatment of the nature indicated, we think good Strawberries 
may again be grown, mulching; well with good manure. If you can saturate 
the ground with strong liquid manure or undiluted sewage its fertility 
would be greatly increased. 

Salting Walks (J. Sunley).—It is quite a mistake to suppose that salt 
can be more economically and effectively applied to walks in the form of 
a solution for destroying weeds than spread on them in a dry state. We 
have tried both methods, and if you spread some salt on a portion of a walk 
in dry weather, so that it rest? on the surface for a few days, and use the 
same quantity dissolved in water and distributed over an equal extent of 
surface, you will find that though the weeds may be destroyed in both cases, 
others will spring up much sooner on the part to which the salt was applied 
in solution than where spread on in a dry state. It is much more effective 
applied in hot dry weather than on showery days. The common agricultural 
salt answers quite well. It is not usual to use rock salt for the purpose in 
Question, though if ground or ciushed into small particles, which would 
increase the cost, it would no doubt answer. We have seen many miles of 
walks salted, and have no hesitation in saying where one ton of rock salt is 
used a hundred tons of the common agricultural salt are applied for the 
destruction of weeds. If there are Dandelions, Docks, or similarly deep¬ 
rooting weeds in the walks, a few drops of sulphuric acid should be applied 
to the heart of each plant. Dry salting will destroy grass aid all surface- 
rooting weeds, but if the salt is dissolved much of it passes from the weeds 
quickly into the subsoil, and they escape, so to say, its full strength. The 
longer the salt rests on the surface the more powerful is its action on weeds 
of the nature indicated. 

Poor Soil (F. W., Devizes).—The sample of soil is poor and rather 
light. We should not rough dig and manure such soil in the autumn, but 
dig in abundance of short rich manure in the spring, cow manure preferably, 
a few weeks only before sowing and planting; and in summer we should 
mulch between the crops heavily with good manure if possible ; failing 
that, with short grass, spent hops, or anything that would lie closely on 
the soil. Of the samples of crushed bone you have sent the coarser would 
be the more endurable in its effects, the latter more immediate in action but 
not so lasting. For quick-growing crops to be soon cleared off the ground 
the fine dust would possibly give you the most satisfaction ; for Strawberries 
and permanent crops the other is more suitable. Dig the ground as deeply 
as possible without bringing up the green sand. We doubt if gas lime 
would be of any material benefit; but bones would do good, especially if 
the ground can be kept moist by thick mulchings in early summer. Use all 
the short manure possible, cow manure being much better than that from 
horse stables for such light thin land. A heavy dressing of clay would be 
of great benefit, but perhaps you have none to apply ; and sowing salt at 
the rate of 4 cwt. per acre, or nearly 2 ozs. to the square yard, in March, 
would possibly be advantageous. Some of the bone dust mixed with the 
soil would improve it considerably for casing Mushroom beds. We have 
seen good crops produced when soil has been used quite as light as yours 
indeed lighter. The great point is to keep such soil moist by sufficiently 
thick coverings for arresting evaporation. You had better use all your 
spent hops in the form of mulching, not mixing them with manure for any 
purpose. J 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
mens can be named at once, and beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(J. S. A.).—The Strawberries were crushed into pulp when they reached 
this office; they evidently were not packed firmly enough. (C. B. B)._ 
We know of no Peach so nearly combining the characters you name as Lord 
Palmerston, and this the specimen you have sent somewhat resembles ; but 
there are slight variations in the shape and colour of Peaches gathered from 
the same tree. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fem fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than sixspecimens can be named at once. 
(G- L- G.).—Agrostemma coronaria, the Rose Campion. (J. S., Aberdeen) 

TTi iKOW6rs are al! good’ kut ^0- ® 's more like the ordinary Cattlea 
Craskelliana. No. 2 is much the best in colour, but is like a medium-size, 
highly coloured C. Mossias. No. 1 is a pale form, rather delicate and pretty. 

COYENT GARDEN MARKET.—July 27th. 
Heavy supplies to hand, with trade brisk at lower prices. 

FRUIT. 

Apples, J sieve. 

Cherries, i sieve 
Cohs,1001bs. .. 

Grapes, per fb... 

Artichokes dozen .. .. 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 
Capsicums, per 100 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle .. .. 
Coleworte, doz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 
Endive, dozen. 
Herbs, bunch. 
Leeks, bunch. 

Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 
Arborvitse(golden) dozen 

„ (common), dozen.. 
Azalea, dozen. 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 
Calceolaria, dozen .. .. 
Cineraria, dozen ., .. 
Creeping JenDy, dozen .. 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 

„ viridis, dozen.. 
Erica, various, dozen 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 
Ficus elastica, each ., 
Foliage Plants, var., each 

a. 8. d. 
0 0 to 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 
3 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 0 4 0 
1 6 2 6 

10 0 15 0 
2 0 3 0 

VEGE 
0. d. 8. d. 
1 0 to 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 8 0 0 
1 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 6 0 0 
1 6 2 0 
0 4 0 0 
3 0 4 0 
1 6 2 0 
2 0 4 0 
0 4 0 6 
1 0 2 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 8 0 4 

PLANTS 

0. d. 8. d. 
6 0 to 12 0 
6 0 9 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
4 0 9 0 
3 6 8 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 0 4 0 

30 0 60 0 
12 0 24 0 
12 0 24 0 

6 0 18 0 
6 0 24 0 
4 0 18 0 
1 6 7 0 
2 0 10 0 

Oranges, per 100 .. 
Peaohes, dozen 
Pears, dozen.0 
Pine Apples, English, 

per lb.i 
Plums, 4 sieve.0 
St. Michael Pines, each S 
Strawberries, per lb. .. 0 

s. d. s. d. 
6 0 to 12 O 
4 0 10 0 

0 0 

0 10 

Lettuce, dozen .. .. 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, per cwt. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. 
Scorzonera, bundle ,. 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallots, per tb. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per lb. .. .. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

s. d. s. d. 
9 to 0 0 

1 0 
0 & 
0 6 
8 0 
0 O' 
6 O 

s. d. 

6 0 
6 O 

12 0 
0 O 

18 O 
80 0 

Fuchsia, dozen.3 0 to 9 O 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 4 0 

„ Trioolor, dozen 3 0 
Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 
Lilies Valley, dozen .. 0 0 
Lilium lancifolium, doz. 12 0 

„ langiflorum, doz. 18 0 
Lobelia, dozen. 3 0 5 0 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
Mignonette, dozen .... 3 0 6 0 
Musk, dozen ...... 2 0 4 0 
Myrtles, dozen.6 0 12 0 
Palms, in var., each .. 2 6 21 0 
Pelargoniums, dozen ..60 150 

„ scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Spiraea, dozen.6 0 12 O 

Abntilons, 12 bunches .. 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. ,. 
Bluebells, 12 bunches .. 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 

,, 12 bunches.. 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 
Daisies, 12 bunches 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays 
Iris, 12 bnnehes ,, .. 
Lapageria, white, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 8 0 6 0 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunch . 0 0 0 0 

LiUes, White, 12 bunches 12 0 24 0 
„ Orange, 12 bunches 9 0 12 0 

Lily of Valley, 12 sprays 0 0 0 0 
„ „ 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Marguerites, 12 bunobea 
s. 
2 

, d. 8. 
0 to 6 

d. 
O 

Mignonette, 12 bunches a 0 4 0 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. a 0 3 0 
Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

„ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 9 
Pansies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 9 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 3 0 6 9 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 9 

», scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 0 6 
Pinks, White, 12 bunches 1 0 4 O 

„ various, 12 bunch 
Pceony, 12 bunches.. .. 

a 0 4 9 
0 0 0 9 

Poin8ettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 9 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 9 

», (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 9 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 9 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. a 0 6 0 

„ (indoor), dozen 0 9 1 0 
„ Tea, dozen .. .. l 6 8 0 
i, red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
„ de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 0 9 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 1 6 8 0 
Tropmolum, 12 bunches 1 0 2 0 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 1 0 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

CUT FLOWERS 

a. d. 8. d. 
a 0 to 4 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 0 6 0 
o. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 6 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 2 0 
4 0 6 0 
1 8 3 0 
s 0 4 0 
4 0 6 0 
1 6 3 0 

0 0 0 0 
a 0 9 0 

0 0 0 0 

CROPPING A FARM. 

Will it answer ? is the very natural question asked 
by a prudent man when he considers and compares one 
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crop with another, in order to select the best of them both 
for the land of his farm and the markets open to him for 
the disposal ol his farm produce. The term “ answer ” is a 
broad and comprehensive one, bearing as it does not only 
upon the full development of a crop, but the subsequent 
profitable use or sale of it. The downward tendency of 
prices for almost all farm produce often upsets the most 
careful calculations, the most prudent schemes, yet with¬ 
out a purpose and plan we cannot work with any degree 
of certainty, and therefore we are bound to make such 
arrangements as appear best calculated to lead to 
success. 

Local influences must always affect our plans, unless 
indeed we can obtain a market in some great mercantile 
centre; but even there we arein competition with the markets 
of the whole world, for that is undoubtedly what free trade 
has brought us to. Well, complaints are useless, for are we 
not the head and centre of a vast empire ? Protection 
may be asked for, but protection against what ? Depend 
upon it, if a scheme of federation is to be carried out there 
must be no exclusion of colonial enterprise by the mother 
country. Instead of crying out for impossible measures 
of State aid, far better would it be to set ourselves earnestly 
to try and manage our farms so as to make them more 
profitable. It is ridiculous to suppose that the Govern¬ 
ment is not intimately acquainted with the difficulties 
with which the efforts of farmers are now beset. We know 
ns a positive fact that in common with other landlords, the 
leader of the House of Commons has farms in hand which 
he would let if he could, and we could point to more than 

■one noble member of the House of Lords whose income is 
so much reduced that he cannot afford to live upon his 
property, but has either let his country house or 
closed it. 

Turning now to farmers and their woi’k, it is most im¬ 
portant at the outset that they should hire a farm well 
within the scope of their means. Never was the difference 
between good and bad farming more apparent than it is 
now. No doubt the drought has been very trying for 
spring corn, but we have recently seen Barley fields with 
only a hedge between them so different in appearance that 
it seemed hardly possible that the soil was alike on both 
sides of the hedge. It was naturally of the same staple, 
yet how different had it become under cultivation! On 
the one hand the Barley wras positively rampant with 
luxuriance of growth, and fine long ears of corn crowned 
every stem, the drought notwithstanding. Barley and 
nothing else was to be seen in the field. On the other 
hand the Barley, stunted in growth and so parched that 
its leaves were turning yellow before the meagre little ears 
had fully appeared, would not afford half a crop, and wild 
Oats had sprung up so thickly among it that it could only 
eventually be used as grinding corn. The difference in the 
crops of the two fields is precisely that of good and bad 
farming. The good Barley will probably realise from 36s. 
to 40s. a quarter; the other will be practically un¬ 
saleable. 

In some soils Barley has a strong tendency to degenerate 
into a coarse inferior grain such as the buyers of malting 
Barley do not care for, and as the price given for grinding 
Barley is invariably less than for malting Barley, the area 
of land devoted to its culture should be restricted to home 
requirements. Not lightly would we turn from this part 
of our subject, for among all farm crops there is none 
which answers better than a large one of Barley- 
fed pigs. To grow Barley specially for this purpose 
is undoubtedly good practice, but there must be care¬ 
ful intelligent management of the pigs, and then the con¬ 

version of Barley into pork will prove a sound and profit¬ 
able investment. 

Pigs have always had a place among farming stock. In 
the good days of high prices for corn their use was to con¬ 
sume tail corn, and it was never thought desirab'e to 
assign them a prominent or leading place in farming 
economy. But with such low prices for corn that it is by 
no means an easy matter to cultivate it profitably, it is 
surely worth while seeing if we cannot turn some of it to 
account by striving for a share of that pork trade which 
has for some time put such large sums of money into the 
pockets of foreign producers and importers. Swine hold a 
lowly position in the agricultural mind in comparison with 
that of cattle, but we prefer a clear profit upon swine¬ 
rearing to the loss which now attends the fattening of 
bullocks for market. 

(To ba continued.) 

WORK OK THE HOME FARM. 

In such a hot dry season it would appear to be an easy matter to 
keep down weeds. We certainly have not found it so. In spring and 
early summer Couch Grass had special attention ; since then Charlock, 
Thistles, and Docks have afforded much work, so much in point of fact 
that we cannot claim to have done all we wished. It is costly work 
this endeavour to eradicate weeds from a farm, yet it must be done, and 
very much of it may be done well and comparatively cheaply by the 
timely use of corn and root horse hoes. Caution is necessary in using 
harrows among spring corn to destroy Charlock, for if the weather con¬ 
tinues hot and dry afterwards the Barley plant is liable to suffer. The 
harrows so used ought therefore to be ver? light, so that the Barley may 
not be loosened in the soil. This hint is given, by the way, to be turned 
to account another season. A quiet walk alone through one of our off 
farms enabled us to learn more of the actual condition of the land than 
if the bailiff had been with us. We first went across a field of Barley 
which should have been exceptionally clean, for it was under White 
Mustard last year, and was ploughed two or three times. To our sur¬ 
prise we found it badly infested with Thistles, as was also an adjoining 
field of Barley. Now this second field had a fine crop of Mangold upon 
it last year, and was kept clean ; we could therefore only suppose the 
Thistle seed was sown with the Barley. It might of course be blown 
upon the land from the hedgerows, but we think not, for the bailiff is a 
careful man, and we found men employed in cutting down weeds along¬ 
side the hedgerows to prevent seeding. In a field of Winter Beans 
Charlock had come so freely among the Beans that hand-pulling of the 
weeds was being done. This is a costly process, but a thorough one, 
which we hope will eradicate Charlock from that field. We found a 
few patches of Dodder among some Red Clover ; each patch of this 
destructive parasite will be carefully collected and burnt. Winter Oats 
after Wheat, and Barley after Barley,'are good crops on this farm ; both 
fields had a full dressing of home-mixed chemical manures early in 
spring. It is by the regular annual application of manure that we are 
able to avoid rotation cropping ; we have only to keep the land well 
supplied with the necessary elements of fertility and we can continue 
sowing Wheat or other corn upon the same land as long as we please. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

Camden Square, London. 

Lat. 51° 32- 40" N.; Long, 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

Date. ■ 9 A.M. IN THE DAT. 

Hygrome- a . o «.• Shade Tem- Radiation a 
1887. ter. s a 

fa 8 
perature. Temperature a 

W 
July. s fea-5 

O l+‘H In On 
8 Dry. Wet. flo H Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. I». 
Sunday . 17 30.231 62 7 56.0 N. 64 8 72.4 515 122.7 50 2 0.068 
Monday. 30.257 59.1 51.9 lsT. 63.3 73 2 45 6 117.8 43.8 — 

Tuesday ... 19 30*262 65.6 56.0 N.E. 63.4 78.4 4 5.8 124.2 46.7 — 

Wednesday. 20 30.295 70.4 60 8 N.E. 642 82 8 51.9 1279 50 8 :_ 
Thursday ... 21 30 269 65.4 53.2 E. 65.2 78 3 552 121.5 53.1 _ 
Friday . 80.094 618 5S.6 E. 65.7 8!.7 50.1 121-7 45.2 _ 
Saturday ... 23 81.172 68 8 59.1 N.W. 65 5 81.3 56 7 126.3 52.0 — 

80.229 61.8 67.2 64.6 78.2 51.1 123.2 48 8 0.068 

REMARKS. 

17th.—Pine morning,then cloudy; heavy shower about 3.30 P.M.; evening fine and coV. 
18th.—Bright and pleasant. 
19th.—Pine morning; cloudy at times after. 
20th.—Fine, bright, and hot. 
2lst.—Bright and fine. 
22nd.—Hot, and very hazy; close and oppressive. 

33rd.—Bright and hot. 

A fine pleasant week, with only one shower of rain. Temperature nearly 3“ lower 

than that of the .preceding week (the nights being much colder), but still above the 
average.—G. J. STMONS 
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4 TH 
6 F 

<6 S 

7 SUN 9th Sunday afteb Trinity. 

•e M 
9 Tu Royal Horticultural Society—Fruit and Floral Committees at 11 am. 

10 W 

PACKING FLOWERS. 

MONGST the many duties of a gardener that 
of packing flowers to travel by rail or through 
the post is by no means the least important; 
in fact, in some gardening establishments it 
is of even greater consideration than packing 
fruit. The majority of ladies and gentlemen 
who can afford to “ keep up ” their gardens, 
either leave home for the London season, 

the seaside, or elsewhere for long or short periods, 
according to circumstances. Flowers then have to be 
packed two or three times weekly, and in many establish¬ 
ments it is a constant practice when at home to send 
flowers away to friends. Many young gardeners under¬ 
taking these duties for the first time, as well as many 
amateur readers, may be glad to know how they can 
accomplish the task satisfactorily. 

The first matter to be considered is the train by which 
they shall travel, or the post by which they shall be 
despatched, so that they will arrive at the appointed time 
with as little delay in transit as possible. The shorter 
the time they are on the journey the fresher the flowers 
when they are unpacked. A day, or even a few hours, is 
a great consideration during hot dry weather, and would 
alter to a large extent all other arrangements, both as 
regards the condition of the blooms and the time they are 
cut. It must be remembered that flowers expand even 
when packed in boxes or other contrivances just in pro¬ 
portion as the weather is hot, or the reverse. In this, 
as in many other matters connected with gardening, it is 
difficult to lay down hard-and-fast rules, as many diverse 
circumstances have to be considered. I shall, therefore, 
fix a time for the flowers to be sent from the garden, and 
how to arrange matters for that purpose, and thus leave 
each individual to judge for himself. 

Let us suppose, then, that the flowers have to be 
packed in time to leave the garden by 6 p.m., so that they 
will arrive at their destination early the following day. 
It is always wise, if possible, to arrange matters so that 
the flowers are travelling at night instead of the day. 
Some years ago I found the boxes despatched from these 
gardens by a mid-day train arrived the following day. 
Complaints were numerous, but after matters were 
arranged for the garden boxes to travel at night and be 
delivered early in the morning, we never had a single 
complaint during a period of nearly ten years. 

Perhaps the most difficult matter to be taken into 
consideration is the time to cut the flowers so that they 
will arrive in the best condition the following day. At 
first it might be naturally thought that the nearer the 
packing time the better and the more certain the flowers 
would be to last. This is a great mistake, and one that 

No. 371.—Yol XV., Third Series. 

is too generally practised, as I have proved and hope to 
clearly demonstrate for the benefit of others. In nearly 
every instance they should be cut three or four hours 
before they are packed. Such flowers as double and 
semi-double Pelargoniums can be cut just before packing, 
but not so with Roses and many other flowers. All 
flowers that expand rapidly (take Roses as an example) 
should be gathered in the morning while the dew is upon 
them, for if exposed to the sun during the day hundreds 
that would be suitable for packing would be too fully 
developed. Roses should be gathered in a bud state, their 
leaves and stems immersed in water, and then stood in a 
cool shed; others not sufficiently developed may be 
gathered at dinner time and treated similarly. It is 
surprising how well they travel and how fresh they arrive 
when packed in a suitable manner after their stems have 
been in water for a few hours. If Adiantum cuneatum is 
cut from the plants and placed at once into the packing 
boxes—however well it may be grown for the purpose—it 
will wither directly it is removed; but this will not be its 
condition if steeped for a few hours in a bucket of water 
prior to packing. It should be subjected to the same 
treatment, if only for a short time, directly it arrives, and 
it is surprising how long it will retain a beautiful fresh 
appearance. 

Hampers or baskets are objectionable in which to pack 
flowers for travelling a long distance, for the contents are 
too much exposed to the drying influences of the atmo¬ 
sphere. I have used them, however, with marked success 
by placing a layer of Rhubarb leaves, Spinach, or other 
suitable material of a similar nature at the base, then 
lining the sides in the same way as the process of filling 
proceeds. The leaves used should be well damped or 
dipped in water, a few damp leaves being laid between 
the layers of flowers and also over them. This method is 
good for short journeys, and may be practised for longer 
ones if no better packing cases exist for the purpose. The 
best system of all is to pack the flowers in tin boxes, 
made to fit inside a larger box; the lid can either be at 
the top or at the front. Tin boxes are always cool and 
retain any moisture that falls from the leaves and stems, 
which would be absorbed if wood is used. The carriage, 
however, must be considered, and for economy in this 
matter tin is objectionable, for it is considerably heavier 
than light boxes made of wood. Although we had suit¬ 
able tins for this and other purposes they were only used 
for a short period of the year, when fruit as well as 
flowers were sent in the same large box. Light boxes 
were made 4 inches deep; the length and width can be 
arranged to suit the box in which they have to be packed, 
but the one must fit closely on the top of the other. Lids 
therefore are not needed except in the case of the top box, 
which should be provided with one, especially if the lid of 
the box in which they are packed opens at the top. This 
allows of a strip of wood or anything else being placed 
between the two lids, so that no movement of the boxes 
can take place. When the boxes are slipped in from the 
front no lid is needed as long as they are made to fit 
exactly, a few leaves when hampers are used over the 
flowers of the top box being ample. 

In packing the flowers the use of cotton wool, moss, 
or Spinach leaves cannot be too strongly condemned; 
these materials only take up room and waste valuable 
time in preparation and packing. Cotton wool is one of 
the worst materials that can be used, for it extracts the 
moisture from the flowers, and thus assists in their de¬ 
struction. It may be suggested that it can be used in a 

No. 2027.—Yor. LXXYU., Oed Series. 
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moist state and laid amongst the stems of the flowers, 
and that moss or Spinach can be employed in a similar 
way. In many localities moss cannot be had, and in the 
case of the other two it is a needless expense. If the 
flowers are prepared as pointed out there is no need for 
any packing material about their stems, if laid carefully 
but closely together and the boxes filled. 

Cotton wool or any other material is not needed in 
the case of Orchids, Camellias, Gloxinias, Allamandas, 
Dipladenias, Eucharis, Lilies of sorts, and other flowers 
of a like choice and delicate nature that are easily bruised, 
and amongst the most difficult to pack to insure their 
arriving fresh and in good condition. Camellias are best 
packed in shallow boxes, with only a double sheet of tissue 
paper over the bottom ; they can either be tacked to the 
bottom of the box with small nails, or, what is more con¬ 
venient, bore two holes nearly together and tie the stems 
to the bottom with string or thin wire, the latter is advis¬ 
able, as it can be more readily fastened by twisting at the 
bottom. This is supposing they are cut with a portion of 
wood attached. Place no paper or wool over them, the 
lid of the box being made secure. If sent to any person 
not in the habit of receiving them packed in this manner, 
give directions how to take them out. If cut without 
wood there is no alternative but to place each flower in a 
portion of cotton wool. One layer of flowers only in this 
case should be placed in shallow boxes, and every care 
must be taken that the box is filled with wool so that no 
movement can take place. Any of the other flowers 
named can be packed in the ordinary trays or boxes. A 
single layer of these flowers only should be arranged 
together, and if they will not fill the boxes place a layer 
of flowers of a hardier nature at the base, then the Orchids 
—say Cattleyas or Gloxinias above them, carefully insert¬ 
ing their stems amongst the flowers beneath. The latter 
should be laid on their side, and also the spikes of 
Cattleyas; but if single blooms they may be arranged 
upright. Spikes of Udontoglossums, Oncidiums, and 
others can be laid flat. Over these arrange a good layer 
of Adiantum cuneatum fronds, placing their stems care¬ 
fully amongst the other flowers at first until the flowers 
are well covered, when others can be laid on to fill the 
box. If the boxes are nearly full of any of the delicate 
flowers that have been mentioned very few fronds are 
needed to protect any portion of the flower from contact 
with the bottom of the box that will be placed above 
them. It will readily be observed that cotton wool is not 
needed when this method of packing is properly carried 
out. A spray-distributor placed in a bottle of clean water 
should be in every shed where flowers have to be packed. 
As the boxes are filled a fine spray, like dew, should be 
blown over the surface of the flowers, and when unpacked 
they have a beautiful fresh appearance as if they had 
only just been cut. 

Wreaths and crosses, or even buttonhole bouquets, 
should be packed in shallow boxes according to their size. 
The latter should be secured to the base, the same as 
advised for Camellias. For the two former two strings 
should be fastened to the hoop or whatever forms the base, 
and then passed through two holes in the bottom of the 
box, and if tied they cannot move or any harm be done to 
the flowers whichever side the box is turned. Secure 
bouquets on the same principle, only two strips of wood 
should be arranged across the box for them to rest upon, 
or, better still, a false bottom may be made with a good 
sized circular hole in the centre, through which the stem 
can be passed. This is the best arrangement, only it is 
the most trouble, and the other will answer the purpose 

very well. The string or wire by which it is to be secured 
should be fastened to the formation of the bouquet before 
the arrangement of the flowers commences, then when 
made it can be hung up, flowers downwards, until ready 
to place in the box, or before if occasion requires. This 
string should be passed through the hole in the handle, 
and is a good assistance in drawing the handle into ita 
pi’oper position. When lifted out of the box all that is- 
needed is to cut off the string level by the base of the 
ho!der. In these arrangements every flower is usually 
wired, and the Fern as well; therefore it is of the utmost 
importance to dew both thoroughly as soon as they are 
made, and again if thought necessary, when the lid of the 
box is nailed down. Recently we inspected about forty 
wreaths, and the Fern in some of them was completely 
withered when they arrived, but one subjected to the 
treatment described was as fresh twenty-four hours after 
as when placed in the box. 

Mauy boxes suitable for sending through the post 
have been introduced during recent years, but none that 
I have seen is exactly what is required. Some of them are 
admirable for a variety of purposes, but not suitable to 
pack flowers in that have been prepared according to the 
method I have pointed out. If the flowers are placed in 
cardboard boxes perfectly dry or nearly so, the boxes 
absorb too much water from the flowers. Light tin boxes 
are much the best, then the flowers can be placed in them 
thoroughly moist and dewed when full. They will arrive 
fresh without the least fear of injury to other parcels . 
they come in contact with while in the hands of the 
postal authorities. 

With care, judgment, and intelligence flowers can be 
packed to arrive after a long journey perfectly fresh 
during the hottest months of the year.—Wm. Bardney. 

RIPENING GRAPES. 
A friend writes : “ There will be plenty of red Hamburghs 

this year,’’ and as far as my experience goes I should say he is not 
far out in his calculations. Fortunately, it is possible for Ham¬ 
burgh Grapes to be both red and good to eat. Redness in this case 
would not be altogether the result either of overcropping or 
shanking. It is brought about either by poverty at the roots, a 
bad attack of red spider, or too rapid ripening. Borders that have 
been formed nobody knows how long, which do not get renewed in 
any way, and receive little beside clear water, are not capable of 
supporting a heavy crop of fruit, and judicious cropping and slow 
ripening are the only means in such cases of securing a fair quantity 
of both well-coloured yet good-flavoured bunches. Although red 
Grapes may be nearly or quite as good in quality as those much 
better “ finished,” they never attract any admiration from those 
who have them on their tables, and they are not nearly so valuable 
for mai-keting purposes. We sometimes hear it said that the red or 
reddish Grapes, including Hamburghs, Madresfield Court, and Mrs. 
Pince, are frequently superior to quite black examples. So they 
may be if the black bunches are eaten before they are ripe. As 
before mentioned, Grapes may be red and yet good to eat, and, on 
the other hand, I maintain they may be blue black and yet quite 
sour. It is a mistake to imagine that because they are perfectly 
coloured they must perforce be ready to cut. 

During August immense quantities of Grapes will be ripened in 
unheated and heated late vineries, and the aim of all alike should be 
to have these both well coloured and well ripened. The better they 
are grown the greater is the chance of keeping them well after they 
are ripe. July has been an exceptionally hot and dry month, and 
the Vines have evaporated an enormous amount of moisture com¬ 
pared with what has taken place about the same time in other years. 
This, I believe, materially checks root action and unduly hastens 
the maturity of the crops. It is the modern very highly constructed 
vineries that have been the most difficult to deal with, the greatest 
difficulty being experienced in maintaining both a moist atmosphere 
and a moderately high temperature. Even experts have found it 
almost impossible to prevent a rapid spread of red spider as well as 
the loss of much foliage by burning. Bushels of berries just at the 
stoning period have been either burnt or scalded, or if not burnt 
or scalded what is it ? I shall not attempt to explain or define 
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the causes of this unusual occurrence, but allude to it in the hopes 
others may elucidate the mystery. It is a general complaint, espe- 
cially as regards Madresfield Court, and where many bunches are 
badly disfigured employers ought not too readily to condemn the 
gardener in charge. 

Where Grape growers are most to blame is in sticking to certain 
rules, as these, time-honoured though they may be, must be varied 
■accoiding to circumstances. For instance, many gardeners are 
under the impression it is a great mistake to shade Vines in any 
way. Such may be the case in very backward localities, but in 
l^omersetshire at any rate we indulge in no such fads. By “ we ” I 
mean those who, like myself, are not in the habit of blindly follow- 
ing old notions,. My plan directly it is seen very clear weather has 
set in any time in July or August is to lightly shade the Vines, with 
the result that if the Grapes are not quite up to Mr. Taylor’s high 
standard they will yet be found hard to surpass. Ham burghs, 
Muscats, Foster s Seedling, Buckland Sweetwater, Gros Colman, 
Gros Guillaume, Gros Maroc, Madresfield Court, and Lady Downe's 
all received a light shading, and all are benefited thereby. A heavy 
and permanent shading would be injurious, but a little thin lime- 
wash or whitening syringed lightly over the roof will usually afford 
ample shade. A heavy rain will soon remove it, and it can be 
leneaed in a few minutes. Now the Strawberry beds are cleared 
some of the bird or fish nets will beat liberty, and these loosely 
trailed over the roof wherever needed are excellent for shading the 

V mes—-much better, in fact, than limewash. It is not yet too la+e to 
use either one or the other, the month of August frequently being 
very hot and bright. J 5 

Tt is generally admitted that black Grapes colour most surely 
under a canopy of strong leaves, and I venture to assert that the 
white sorts may also be beautifully coloured under plentv of foliage. 
It we expose the bunches to the full sunshine they will colour more 
rapidly, but an observant Grape grower can easily detect these pre¬ 
maturely ripened bunches. They colour wherever the sun shines 
tun on the berries, but unless the bunches are so slung up as to well 
expose their whole length only the shoulders will be coloured, the 
remainder, especially at the back of the bunch, being very much 
onger in finishing. It is not direct sunshine white Grapes require. 

Give them time, plenty of light, and in the case of Muscats a 
rather warm temperature with air, and they will colour superbly 
iUL 6v *ne ^eav®s- The light should reach them through the spaces 
e between the laterals on each rod, or, if these are somewhat 

■crowded then the laterals ought not to meet each other. Some are 
a,n er, , , 1™pression that white varieties are more easily coloured 

an the black sorts, but this belief is not shared by the experienced 
growers Grown and otherwise treated as well as the black varieties 

ey will finish equally well, but if overcropped and treated in a 
aphazard fashion they will be of a dirty green tinge instead of the 

rich amber we so much like to see. For instance, Foster’s Seedling 
may be so much overcropped as to be almost unrecognisable. Green 
Grapes keep badly and are rarely fit to eat. 

Although black Grapes colour best in a comparatively low tem¬ 
pera ure and plenty of front night air, this treatment may be easily 
■overdone, notably in the case of late keepers. Should the weather 

e dull and cold in August a little fire ought to be turned on, and 
it is still more necessary in September and October. A good circu- 
a ion of warm air is necessary for ripening any kind of late Grapes 

this being necessary for converting the juices into saccharine matter 
It the latter chemical change is not brought about the fruit is noi 

° ngu° <lua ;^y an^ keep badly. Last year many Grapes shri¬ 
velled, owing, it was considered, and rightly so I think, to the main¬ 
tenance of a too dry atmosphere, in September especially. Those 
who persevered in damping down had little cause to complain ol 
shrivelling, and should September prove as fine and dry as it was 
ast year, it is advisable to freely damp down the late houses al 

mnS t °+t?e % aT' want plump Grapes, not raisins, and wo 
must therefore avoid the conditions that convert one into the 

,?'h°Se to colour Gros Colman properly must keep it 
well supplied with water and liquid manure up to the last. With 

1 + of the first to colour in a mixed late house, and it con- 

L aTni°fSWe r:lnd ^°l0Ur nearly UP t0 November. Three months 
tikJ °m? GraP° to be colouring, but that is the time it 

, j - us\ /f hose, then, who find theirs colouring slowly need 
-,° •+?sPai,1' A!" an7 rate, it is unwise to attempt to unduly hurry 
thin i 9 ? «"“£ less water or by raising the temperature higher 
than is good for the other occupants of the house.—W. Iggui.dex. 

ARTIFICIAL MANURES FOR DRY WEATHER. 

evprv lfni868*!011 80 abn°rma,1y dry as the present it is well to note 
fmnnJfi •thnn?,-ThlchJha8 a Sood effect on vegetable life. It is 

P e in British gardens to apply water to every crop, and there¬ 

fore it is the more necessary to he prepared for drought when it 
comes. It is a pretty well known fact that artificial manures applied 
to crops in diy weather have no good effect whatever. Moisture in all 
cases is a potent factor in securing the success of these. It is not 
only potent, it is indispensable, and as a natural consequence artificial 
manures are in a dry season of generally poor effect. But this 
remark applies more immediately to the less soluble constituents of 
good manures, more especially to forms of potash, but also to phos¬ 
phates. This year I have noticed several casts in which dressings of 
nitrogenous manures have had an effect of a most marked character. 
But the manures were not applied late in the season but early, and 
the earlier the dressing the more marked has been the good effect. 
Grass for hay surfaced early with nitrate of soda has produced a 
fairly good crop. Late-dressed or unmanured fields have been very 
poor indeed. Two adjoining fields of Wheat, the one dressed late in 
April with the nitrate, the other unmanured, has all through the 
summer shown a marked difference in favour of the crop that was 
dressed. In garden crops with Onions, for instance, a dressing of 
sulphate of ammonia applied in April hae secured us a good crop, 
many of the selected plants being of as good quality as beds which 
have been regularly watered. 

The reason of these results following an early dressing of either 
of these manures in such a dry season as the present would appear to 
be, that the plants so treated begin to make a more vigorous growth 
while plenty of moisture is in the soil. Boots are more freely pro¬ 
duced, perhaps as a consequence, possibly as a matter of tops and 
roots acting the one on the other reciprocally. Doubtless also ihe 
other manurial agents of whatever nature contained in the soil is 
rendered more available to the plants, and certainly both nitrate of 
soda and sulphate of ammonia have such a strong liking for water 
that this of itself must be very beneficial. Of course I do not 
underrate the advantages to be derived from other items going to 
make up what is called good cultivation, such as a deeply worked 
soil, mulching, &c., but give these remarks merely in the way of a help 
when every little thing is needed to make crops grow.—B. 

GAILLARDIAS. 
Among choice hardy perennials Gaillardias should always be found. 

Their average is about 2 feet, though in wet seasons they will attain in 
some varieties to nearly 3 feet in fact by trenching the ground and 
manuring freely you may almost tempt them in any season to the latter 
named height. It was in the spring of 1880 that I planted a bed of these 
flowers, and among them a fair proportion of G-. grandiflora maxima, a 
variety which I note has been certificated quite recently at Kensington, 
though it has been in nurserymen’s lists for years. I did not see the 
plant which received the certificate, but the variety I grew under the 
name was at least 4.1 inches across, such flowers as these it produced 
abundantly and profusely. Without a single exception the whole of 
these attained to about ii feet high, but I did not admire them on this 
account, as they needed staking, which the others do not. 

Originally Gaillardias were confined to those colours which made 
them figure so conspicuously among other plants in the herbaceous 
border—namely, orange, crimson, and gold. Often these three predominant 
colours may be found in well defined circles in one flower, and who will 
gainsay that such a combination as this is not calculated to make up a 
flower of unsurpassed gaiety 1 It is worthy of note, too, after attending 
many exhibitions, and having exhibited these flowers among other 
hardy plants, that I have not the slightest recollection of anyone not 
appreciating them ; in fact they always seem to be foremost among the 
admired, and I doubt not when the public have become persuaded of 
their hardiness and strictly perennial character they will be much more 
largely grown than hitherto. In point of colour Gaillardias are 
evidently undergoing a change, for now among seedlings we frequently 
find gold seifs, also flowers made up of orange, and others still merging 
into canary yellow. This year I have some plants of a soft yellow, an 
exquisite flower, the general tone and aspect being such as one can 
admire unceasingly without fear of tiring ; besides, being a self-coloured 
flower, the disc is of the same colour as the florets, which is not 
usual. 

But there is yet an important point to consider in respect to these 
flowers. As regards their culture I need say but little, for any well- 
enriched border will grow them to perfection, and given full sun they 
will form a really sumptuous display in themselves. Then as to getting 
a stock of them. Well, for the matter of that, they came most freely 
from seeds, which should be sown in January, and most of the plants 
will flower during the year, provided they have the requisite attention 
and are planted out as soon as they arc established in their pots, into 
which they need placing singly when large enough to handle con¬ 
veniently. They do not, however, show themselves to advantage till the 
next season, when they spring up into large tufts and are laden with 
their flowers and buds. We must have other methods of propagating 
the best varieties—I mean the selected forms from the seedlings. We 
cannot depend on seeds for these, for there will hardly be two alike, so 
that we must resort to cuttings, divisions of the rootstock, or root 
cuttings. The latter is perhaps the best of all. Almost every 
scrap of root will grow, so that with care and discretion a stock 
of young plants may soon be obtained, and they are worth atten- 
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tion in this respect. To a certain extent, but not in the same quantity 
as root cuttings, they may be increased by division, and for cuttings 
these must be secured in spring just as growth commences. I? or pro¬ 
pagation by root cuttings, all that is necessary is to cut them into 
lengths of an inch or thereabouts, and place in a perpendicular position 
around the interior of some pots or pans in sandy soil, and if a gentle 
bottom heat, such as that afforded by a dung frame, be at hand this will 
make a capital place for them. Leave the apex of the root just emerging 
from the soil, and in a few weeks signs of new growth will be apparent. 
In large establishments or small—anywhere, in fact, where flowers are in 
demand in a cut state —these Gaillardias should be largely grown ; they 
continue for a week or ten days in perfection, and this during the recent 
hot weather, especially so if the flowers are cut in the early morn 

instead of in the heat of the day.—J. H. E. 

STRAWBERRIES FOR FORCING. 
Those that are in the habit of relying upon fruiting plantations 

to yield the supply of runners for next season’s plants for forcing in 
pots will this season experience some difficulty in securing the re¬ 
quisite number. The plants have been subjected to greater hard¬ 
ships than has been the case for many years. The long trying 
winter, followed by a late cold spring, and then six weeks of very 
hot dry weather, has affected the plants to such an extent that they 
have nearly collapsed under the strain of fruit-bearing. Such is 
the condition of plants on our light sandy soil. They certainly 
looked well and luxuriant until the fruit was set, and although a 
fortnight late gave promise of producing good runners ; but this 
hope has not been realised, for as the fruit swelled and the dry 
weather continued the perfecting of the crop proved too great a 
strain, and the plants are still practically runnerless ; in fact, what 
there is are poor and weakly, and would, if used for the purpose in 
view, be long before they attained sufficient strength to grow 
vigorously. 

Where a large stock of plants are required for forcing, the wisdom 
of planting annually in the early part of September, and the plants 
retained specially for this purpose by the removal of the flower 
trusses in spring, will commend itself more forcibly to the majority 
of cultivators. Many of the largest and best growers have long 
since recognised the value of this method of culture, whereby earlier 
and stronger runners can be obtained than can possibly be the case 
from plants that are exhausted by fruit-bearing. Runners from 
young plants are in the majority of cases free from red spider and 
yellow thrips, which in seasons like the present are certain to attack 
old plants that are carrying a heavy crop of fruit. If these plants 
become a prey to the insects the runners, if any are produced, are 
not likely to escape being attacked. If the system advised is practised 
most of the anxiety in securing good runners for layering will be re¬ 
moved, and valuable autumn and spring crops can be taken from 
the ground between the rows. For instance, Endive, Leeks, Cab¬ 
bage, Turnips, or any dwarf-growing Broccoli, such as Osborn’s 
Winter White. In spring the ground can be used for Lettuce, 
Radishes, early dwarf Cauliflowers, or any such purpose. Any of the 
autumn crops can be planted at the proper time and the Strawberry 
plants between them when ready ; this is our practice when wre 
want a crop from the ground, which we invariably take both in the 
autumn and spring. 

Young plantations have this year, however, done worse with us 
than for at least a dozen years ; in fact, during my gardening career 
I do not remember such a scarcity of runners. Many plants failed 
in spring and many others have not grown well. We have generally 
had all layered by the middle of J uly, and all the earliest severed 
from the parents by the first week in August. It is questionable if 
we shall have all layered by that date. In the more southern parts 
of the country growers may be better situated for runners, but in 
the northern counties there is more to layer than has been layered. 
The prospect where the land is heavier and more retentive of 
moisture than ours may not be so gloomy. 

If we take into consideration the majority of seasons we have 
experienced lately, mulching early in the season for the purpose of 
arresting evaporation and insuring the ground about the plants 
remaining moist during dry weather might safely be regarded as a 
waste of time and labour. In many seasons this certainly has been 
the case, and mulching has not been needed for the purpose indi¬ 
cated. It is, however, a safe practice that should be more generally 
followed, for if the season proves of the most showery description 
no harm results to the plants from being mulched, and if the 
wrcather proves the reverse then the advantages of the system 
cannot well be over-estimated. Those that follow a judicious system 
of mulching have reaped the benefit this season in having stronger 
plants, better and earlier runners, than those whe ignore this method 
of culture. One half of our fruiting flat had the ground covered 
early with clean straw, and the other was delayed for at least a fort¬ 
night longer until the ground became dry. The result is that there 

is a marked difference in the appearance of the plants at the present, 
time, and the size and quality of the fruit has been much better 
on that portion where the ground was covered while in a moist 
state. 

For years we have been in the habit of layering into the large- 
pots, and we are firmly convinced that no other method can excel 
this one, for it is the most economical as regards labour, while the- 
results in spring are most satisfactory. The plants grow from the 
first without any check, which is not the case when layered in small 
pots, for they are too frequently dried up in their early stages, and 
invariably checked during the process of transferring them front 
the small to the fruiting pots. We carefully tested the matter 
some years ago by raising half our stock of plants on the one prin¬ 
ciple and half on the other, and the advantages throughout were 
in favour of those layered into their fruiting pots. 

Circumstances alter cases, and this year we foresaw the difficulty 
we should experience in getting runners, for the young plantation 
had not been mulched and the plants had not done so well. Previous 
to gathering fruit we went over the portion of fruiting plants that 
had been mulched and took every runner that had commenced ex¬ 
panding its leaves. These were potted in small pots, placed in a 
frame and kept close and shaded : they are now vigorous young 
plants well rooted ; in fact, nearly half of them have been trans¬ 
ferred into their fruiting pots and the remainder will be ready in a 
few days. Having plenty of frame room just now the plants will 
be given close treatment in frames until they commence rooting 
freely in their largest pots, when they will be hardened and stood 
outside. By this method we have secured a thousand good plants, 
which if they had remained on the parents would have made no¬ 
progress and many would have been destroyed by gathering the f ruiiT. 
These made such excellent progress in the small pots that we placed 
some three hundred fair sized runners into their large pots so as 
to save the labour of repotting them, and these are doing remarkably 
well ; so well, in fact, that we consider the plan an excellent one, 
especially for those who have abundance of frame room at liberty 
and who grow large numbers of plants for market purposes. 
Economy of labour must be the first consideration of those who 
grow with this object in view if they hope to be rewarded with 
satisfactory returns, and this is certainly a less laborious system of 
any I have yet practised, even than layering in the fruiting pots. 
I do not wish to convey the impression that growers for market 
only have to consider the easiest method of production, for in most 
private establishments at the present time economy of labour is 
and must be one of the first principles of management. 

Directly we observed that runners would not be very abundant 
a good number of plants in pots that produced the latest supplies 
of fruit were retained for the purpose of giving runners. They 
were hardened and stood for a time in a sheltered place to save as 
far as possible labour in watering. Under these conditions runners 
were put forth plentifully, and many of them are now sufficiently 
advanced for layering into pots. Before this is done, however, the 
plants should be brought to a more sunny position and their pots 
plunged to the rim, which will prevent the plants drying so rapidly 
as would otherwise be the case if fully exposed on the surface. A 
good number of plants plunged in pots in close proximity to the 
water supply will not entail much labour in keeping them supplied 
with water. Keeping the plants in their pots until all the runners 
required has been removed from them is a better practice than 
planting them out for the same purpose. If placed out they would 
have become seriously checked in addition to giving much trouble 
in watering, for the balls of roots of those grown in pots are very 
firm, and without very great care after planting out they could not 
be kept soaked with water. 

As soon as the stock for forcing in pots has been secured no 
time should be lost in raising those intended to form new planta¬ 
tions, either for fruiting next year or for affording runners for 
layering. For this purpose we prefer, because it entails the least 
labour, to cut off the runners and insert them in small pots and 
place them in a frame where they can be kept moist and shaded 
until rooted. If carefully hardened afterwards and planted during 
showery weather on well-prepared ground they will grow with¬ 
out the least check, and become well established before winter. 
We have inserted them in boxes and amongst leaf mould in frames, 
but they generally receive a check when planted out and stand still 
for a time in consequence. This should be avoided, and can be 
done, by placing them in small pots when severed from the parent 
plant.—A Northerner. 

THE RECENT DROUGHT. 

Although the recent drought did not commence until the 
beginning of June, it appears from an examination of the meteorological 
records that in most parts of the country the whole of the present 
year has been unusually dry. Up to the end of May the aggregate 
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rainfall had been 25 per cent, less than the average in the north-west of 
England, 32 per cent, less in the south, 34 per cent, less in the north¬ 
east and east, and as much as 48 per cent, less in the south-western 
districts. Over England, and especially over the midland and south¬ 
eastern counties, heavy falls of rain were experienced on the 3rd and 
4th June, after which time no material amount was recorded until the 
present week. During this long interval there were over England from 
twenty-five to thirty consecutive days on which not a drop of rain was 
.measured, and, in addition to this, it appears that in most instances the 
.showers which immediately preceded or followed the period of actual 
drought were so trifling as to be altogether valueless in their effect upon 
•vegetation. 

In order to gain a clear and definite idea as to the relatively severe 
nature of the recent spell of dry weather, a careful examination has 
been made of the London rainfall values for the whole of the past 
.twenty-three years. In dealing with this vast mass of information some 
doubt arose as to the standards which should be employed in defining 
periods of drought, but it was ultimately thought best to pursue the 

fiame_ methods as those recently employed by Mr. G. J. Symons. In a 
,paper on the dry weather of 1884, Mr. Symons suggested that droughts 
should be divided into two classes—viz., “ absolute ” droughts or periods 
of at least fouiteen days with no rain at all, and “ partial ” droughts, or 
periods of at least twenty-eight days in which the total amount of rain 
(irrespective of its distribution) is less than a quarter of an inch. On 
looking over the records for the past twenty-three years it appears that 
the long period of absolute drought recently experienced in London, 
lasting as it did for no less than twenty-five days, has not been equalled 
-since the year 1865. In that year there was a total absence of rain 
•from June 3rd to the 28th, a period of twenty-six days. Between that 
date and the present time there have been nearly forty instances of 
absolute drought, but only three occasions on which the absence of rain 
ias been felt for a period of three weeks or more. Looking at the recent 
drought from the second point of view, we find that the period of 

partial ” drought recently experienced in London lasted from June 4th 
do July 14th, or no fewer than forty-one days. This was a decidedly 
longer period than any recorded during the past twenty-three years, the 
nearest approach to it being in 1874, when there were thirty-eight days 
"with a total rainfall of less than a quarter of an inch. Since 1865 there 
have only been four periods of drought lasting over five weeks, but in 
1870 there were more than four weeks of partial drought between March 
and April, and nearly five weeks between May and June. 

Although the statistics just quoted are for the London district alone, 
they would probably apply in a general way to nearly all parts of our 
midland, eastern, and southern counties, where the recent drought has 
^been fuliy as severe as it has been in the metropolis. During June the 
aggregate rainfall in Norfolk was only two-tenths of an inch, and in 
Mid-Devon little more than one-tenth ; while in Cornwall and some 
parts of South Wales it amounted to only a few hundredths of an inch. 
'The effect of so much dry weather has of course had an additional 
Influence on the aggregates for the whole year, and from the weekly 
report just issued by the Meteorological Office we find that up to July 18th 
The deficiency of rain since the beginning of January amounted 
to 37 per cent, over our eastern and southern counties, 40 per cent, in 
“the Midlands, and 45 per cent, in the north-east of England. In the 
south-west of England, embracing the counties of Somerset, Devon, and 
'Cornwall, with South Wales, the aggregate for the year amounted to 
only 42 per cent, of the average, or considerably less than half. Under 
such circumstances the recent complaints from Swansea of a scarcity 
in the water supply are by no means surprising. The recent dry weather 
has been due in a great measure to the unusual prevalence of anti- 
cyclonic conditions, but partially to other causes of which at present 
•very little is known. There can be no doubt that at times a distinct 
•tendency is shown for the weather to be either dry or wet, and in the 
same way to be either hot or cold. This tendency asserts itself in a 
manner altogether irrespective of the conditions of barometrical pressure 
prevailing at the time ; and although there is no reason to believe for a 
moment in the exploded theory of sunspots, or in any other of the 
•quack notions which are from time to time advanced, there can be 
little doubt that our weather is affected by great cosmical influences, 
•the origin of which remains at present a profound mystery. 

pet)id3 
WILLIAMS’S ORCHID ALBUM. 

Volume vi. of this beautiful work is an admirable addition to 
Those previously issued. It is characterised by the same high 
quality in printing, paper, and binding, while the plates are most 
truthful representations of the plants pourtrayed, the colours being 
^excellently reproduced. The subjects selected for illustration are 
-varied, comprising six Cattleyas, five Laelias, four Dendrobiums, 
seven Odontoglossums, two Cypripediums, two Lycastes, two Mas- 
devallias, three Oncidiums, two Phalaenopses, two Sobralias, two 
Vandas, together with representatives of the genera Aerides, Bras- 

savola, Galeandra, Habenaria, Lissochilus, Saccolabium, Trichocen- 
trum, and Thrixspermum. In addition there are twenty-nine short 
articles upon topics of interest to orchidists, including an obituary 
of the late Mr. Thomas Moore, some of whose latest work is found 
in this volume. The technical descriptions of the plants figured, 
together with the general historical and cultural remarks, are most 
valuable, and the book altogether is a handsome addition to any 
library. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM HARRYANUM. 

This very distinct Odontoglossum was introduced a year or two 
ago by Messrs. Horsman & Co., Colchester, but as the stock sub¬ 
sequently passed into the hands of Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, 
Chelsea, it was named in honour of Mr. Harry J. Veitch. At the 
last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society Messrs. Sander 
and Co., St. Albans, showed plants of the species, exhibiting some 
differences in colouring, but the richest tinted form was selected 
for a first-class certificate, and a flower of this is shown in the 
woodcut (fig. 9). It is of the 0. luteo-purpureum type in habit 
and form of pseulo-bulbs, but the flowers are very distinct from 
any other and very handsome. The flower is shown of its natural 
size in the illustration, the sepals and peta's are broad, the former 
heavily barred with brown, and a few transverse greenish yellow 

streaks ; the lip is large, expanded, the upper portion white, the 
broader lower half has a yellow crested centre, the lateral p jrtions 
richly veined with crimson purple. The flower has a peculiarly 
bold appearance, due in a great measure to the handsome lip, and 
it will certainly become a favourite amongst cool house Orchids. 

VINE BORDERS AND UNORTHODOX PRUNING. 

“ Experientia docet ” favours me (page 4) with a remarkable, 
singular, and suggestive defence ; remarkable for raising questions of 
matter not in dispute ; singular in parading experience without 
advancing any in support of his “ advocacy of long pruning Vines under 
certain specified conditions and suggestive as to on whom rests the 
futility of “ labouring to prove that something that actually is could 
not be.” 

I have examined the article referred to. Is it genuine ? That is 
matter of opinion ; all that need be stated of it at present is I at least 
take it as “ unorthodox.” 

“ Inspecting Vines, studying Vines, working amongst Vines, trying 
to understand them, not only generally but the individual peculiarities 
of peculiar Vines,” “ for no one knows how many years,” is enough to 
impress anyone, not excepting the experienced, with the importance of 
your correspondent’s knowledge not so much of Vines as of a “ won¬ 
derful display, possibly unequalled, of medals won for Grapes.” No 
one, of course, if your correspondent’s logic is sound, knows anything 
of “ long pruning ” except those that have “ swept the boards ” on many 
occasions, won “ gold medals until tired of winning, and prizes of the 
value of £300." It does not appear that “Experientia docet” has 
been successful in doing more than meet the requirements of the 
“owner of the Vines that wanted Grapes.” Perhaps your corre¬ 
spondent is not aware that the most crucial test to which Grapes are 
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subjected, and everything horticultural for that matter, is not the ordeal 
of the exhibition but the dining table. 

In “Experientia docet’s ” first communication long pruning and 
nothing but long pruning was the theme, and so in harmony was it with 
my feelings—so likely to give fruit abundantly in due season—that I 
gave him a review, which proved acceptable. Anyhow, it is acknow¬ 
ledged, page 389, May 19th, 1887, in view no doubt of another “ review ” 
equally as favourable ; but his reviewer had the audacity to question 
his deductions. Allow me to assure your correspondent that it was with a 
desire to give his long pruning its place that 1 replied to his letter. I 
did not, and do not, think unorthodox pruning entitled to credit for 
producing better results in Grape-growing under the specified conditions 
indicated, therefore felt it incumbent to counteract the tendency of 
such teaching. That I have endeavoured to do as a simple duty, for 
who could have dreamed of such a treat being in store for the readers 
of the Journal of Horticulture at the beginning of the dog days, as 
that we are favoured with (page 4) by “ Experientia docet? ” When 
everybody was overwhelmed by heat it came (to me at least) as a re¬ 
fresher. Our friend will perhaps now see the propriety of leaving the 
back seat and take a front one, as we (the orthodox) are liberty-loving 
enough to allow him to sit where he pleases, all seats being free. 

Now for the practical side of the “ advocacy of long-pruning Vines 
under certain specified conditions,” which, as before stated, had no rela¬ 
tion whatever to “ border influences in improving the Grapes,” but now 
(page 389, May 19th, 1887) credit is given to fresh soil and manure, yet he 
has the boldness to assert that the Vines at Cole Orton Hall and The 
Firs owe their bettered state to long pruning. I do not think the Vines 
at Cole Orton Hall help “ Experientia docet,” for, according to his own 
showing, long pruning is unnecessary when Vines root freely near the 
surface of a good border, and the growths are trained thinly and the 
foliage clean. Mr. Henderson, it seems, set to work like a sensible man, 
pruned on the principle of selecting, and cutting to the best eyes, let 
them be situated where they may. Yes, Mr. Henderson was a “sensible 
man ”—>-o., first “ caught the hare ” before giving instructions how it 
was to be cooked ; cut hard back—an orthodox practice, got fresh canes, 
and rejuvenated the Vines. That, with border renovation, is, as I take 
it, the cause of Mr. Henderson having “ swept the boards ” on so many 
occasions. As to the Vines in the brick frame winning £300 in prizes, 
the Vines had not only the advantage of a properly made border, but 
they were “ top-dressed, and fed with the right food, and in right quan¬ 
tity, and at the right time.” Yet we are asked to note “ the fact that 
the pruning was unorthodox ” in the laterals being shortened to the 
“ best eyes.” Mr. Henderson is dearly on our side. The old Vines had 
gone wrong. Refusing to answer to the spur, the rod was brought into 
play. Mr. Sanders acted no doubt wisely in dressing the border with 
lime and applying fresh soil and manure. But I am reminded of over¬ 
looking the fact that in one instance the results of the long pruning was 
unmistakeable ; there were the two systems together—the orthodox and 
unorthodox—and the latter had the “ best Grapes.” I fail to see that 
the roots were beyond control, but they had the benefit of a favourable 
rooting medium. The Vines, it seems, only wanted a chance, and got it 
—increased vigour by encouraging growth and maintaining it. 

Perhaps “Experientia docet” will explain what he means by 
“ orthodox nonsense.” Tell us of a case where Vines in a cold wet 
border have been made by long pruning alone to yield satisfactory crops 
of Grapes. If not able himself, perhaps he may be in a position to 
refer us to some veteran that has made Vines grow fruitful in a border 
composed of unsuitable rooting material. Your correspondent’s inten¬ 
tion is no doubt good, but he forgets there are cases in which no remedy 
is effectual save a thorough renovation of the borders, and that his re¬ 
marks on long pruning being a panacea for unfruitful Vines may 
lead to that extension of the premises he portrays. That is an aspect of 
the question not to be overlooked, as it is calculated to make victims of 
orthodox brethren, whilst leading the unorthodox further astray. 
Return, brother of the spade, to the pathway of the orthodox, in 
which provision is made for the Vines to take root downward and bear 
fruit upward, bringing with you the wanderer back to the fold — 
G. Abbey. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 
(Continued from page 526, last vol.) 

THE COFFEE LEAF DISEASE. 

As stated in my last paper, I returned in 1871 to the Wynaad from 
the Neilgherries, after an absence of some five years, to find matters 
relative to Coffee planting greatly altered. As a crowning blow to the 
hopes and prospects of the planter, leaf disease had taken firm hold of 
the plantations that had struggled through all the other ills that the 
Coffee plant is heir to, and was making such rapid and destructive 
progress as seemed to have paralysed the planter and well nigh caused 
him to give up in despair. The disease appeared first in Ceylon a year 
or two previous to the above date, then amongst the Coffee estates of 
Travancore, the most southern limit of Coffee cultivation in India. 
From Travancore the malady gradually travelled northwards till it 
reached Wynaad, Coorg, Mysore, and the most northern limits of the 
industry. With regard to Ceylon, I believe that at the earlier stages of 
the leaf disease Dr. Thwaites unhesitatingly recorded his opinion, after 
close and careful examination of the subject, that the disease would 
only finish its march of destruction with the death of the last Coffee 
tree in the island ; and although he subsequently modified this opinion, 
I, for one, am inclined to believe that Dr. Thwaites’ first impression was 

a correct one. It is at least quite certain that no more formidable 
enemy, or one more difficult to attack and subdue, has ever appeared 
on the earth to test the powers of scientists and the patience of any 
community of cultivators. To accurately describe the ravages of this 
mysterious fungoid growth on the leaves of the Coffee trees, and the 
consternation it caused throughout the Coffee districts of Southern India., 
is no easy task. I had seen the Potato blight in its worst form, as well 
as other kinds of plant diseases and injury by insects in England, and 
of course I had come face to face with the wide-spread injury caused to* 
Coffee plantations by bug, borer, drought, &c., but such an affliction as- 
this leaf disease, at once so rapid, devastating, and ruinous in its nature,- 
I had never before seen, nor even dreamt of. It took a stout heart on. 
the part of any planter to boldly face the difficulty, and after the first 
shock had passed over to begin courageously to battle with the disease- 
and endeavour to eradicate it by a higher system of cultivation than lie- 
had previously resorted to. This was done in numerous instances, and: 
large sums of money were again spent in artificial and other manures in 
order to sustain the vigour of the plant and, as it was supposed, to* 
render it less liable to the attacks of the fungus ; but up to the time I 
left the country in 1877 all this expenditure of energy and money had', 
resulted only in a partial and limited degree of success. 

The fungus could be seen more or less on the leaves of the Coffee- 
bushes throughout the whole year, but the time of its greatest appear¬ 
ance was between the endingof the south-west rains—about the middle of 
September—and the end of crop-gathering—the end of December. At the 
latter date it was no unusual sight to see plantations denuded of leaves- 
and with quantities of fruit of a greenish yellow colour, which refused 
to ripen, and which had to be gathered in that state, dried in the cherryr, 
and afterwards pounded out in mortars, yielding Coffee of a very inferior- 
quality. The fungus, or rust as it was sometimes called, first appeared? 
on the leaves in the form of spots of a bright orange-red colour, which- 
gradually merged into each other till the whole of the back of the leaf 
became covered with a thick coating of the fungus, resembling a red 
powder, staining the fingers freely when touched. On the first 
appearance of the fungus in the form of spots alluded to above, each 
spot contained a small worm about 3-l(!th of an inch in length, which, 
could be easily seen by the naked eye ; but whether this little worm or 
maggot was the outcome of the growth of the fungus on which it fed, 
or whether it was the attack of the insect on the leaf which caused the 
growth of the fungus, no one seemed to be able to say, but the presence 
of the insect was an undoubted as well as a curious and interesting fact. 
As the fungoid growth spread qn the under side of the leaf the upper 
surface gradually became yellow, owing no doubt to the tissues of the- 
leaf being destroyed and ending in the leaf falling. The disease was 
not confined to Coffee under any particular condition as regards culture, 
but appeared everywhere, on highly cultivated estates, on estates- 
receiving cultivation only in name, on the trees remaining on abandoned 
plantations, and on trees that had sprung up from stray seeds in the 
jungle, so that it would appear that the disease was propagated by the- 
spores floating in the atmosphere, detecting a congenial lodging place on 
the leaves of the Coffee plant, wherever or in whatever condition 
found. 

An idea sprung up in the minds of a number of planters—after it 
was found that the highest cultivation it was possible to adopt had but 
a limited effect in checking the disease—that such a deterioration had 
taken place in the constitution of the ordinary Coffee grown in Southern 
India from some cause unknown, that it was absolutely necessary to- 
procure “fresh blood” in the form of a distinct species of Coffee^ 
possessing, if possible, a more robust constitution. Just at that time- 
the Liberian Coffee was much spoken of, and an English firm of nursery¬ 
men was raising plants from seed procured direct from the West Coast 
of Africa for export to India or elsewhere to anyone wishing to try the- 
experiment. I was induced amongst others to order a Wardian case of 
plants to be sent out, which was done very promptly by the firm alluded 
to. The case contained seventy plants in thumb pots, and so admirably 
were they packed that every plant reached me in perfect health after a 
voyage and journey covering some forty days. The case reached me in 
December. I opened it at once and shifted the plants, which were then 
only about 3 inches high, into larger pots; they at once started into- 
growth, and by planting-out time had grown into strong, healthy plants- 
of an average height of 1 foot. These 1 planted out very carefully on 
a piece of good land on a new plantation I was then engaged in* 
forming. The plants did not make much progress in the open ground 
during the continuance of the heavy monsoon rains ; but as soon as- 
these began to moderate the plants began to grow rapidly, and by the- 
time the dry weather had fairly set in had produced shoots of a very 
satisfactory growth, and leaves of an enormous size in comparison with 
the ordinary Coffee of the district. As time went on I found traces of' 
the leaf disease on the young Coffee trees of the ordinary type, of which 
I had planted some 150,000 at the same time as the Liberian species ; but 
no appearance of disease of any kind on the plants from England. 

Matters grew gradually worse with the common species of Coffee on 
the estate till at last they were utterly divested of every leaf and left to 
weather the ensuing hot season under bare poles as best as they could. 
The Liberian plants resisted the disease for such a length of time that I 
thought they were going to be proof against it ; but in this I was 
mistaken, they caught the contagion at last and perished more rapidly 
than the plants of the old species of the same age. This was a very 
disappointing and disheartening experiment to me. It cost the 
respectable sum of 500r., or £50, which was, of course, thrown to the 
winds. I may also add that this particular plantation, although formed 
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under the most favourable circumstances with regard to richness of soil, 
abundance of water, favourable aspect, &c., had to be abandoned long 
before the period at which it ought, under ordinary circumstances, to 
have yielded its first crop, and this solely in consequence of the leaf 

■disease. It would appear from the above experiment that the disease 
was propagated by atmospheric influences alone, and was not the result 
•of any inherent weakness in the ordinary Coffee of the district produced 
•by raising plants from the same seed for a number of years, as was sup- 
fposed at one time by many planters. 

Estates at high elevations escaped the scourge of leaf disease for a 
•considerable time after it had wrought such havoc on estates at an 
average elevation of 3000 feet, but eventually it reached them, but 
•hardly with such disastrous results, the colder nature of the climate at 
these higher elevations helping the plants through their seasons of priva¬ 
tion. When an estate suffered to such an extent (I mean on the lower 
elevations) as to leave it without a single healthy leaf by the end of 
December—which was often the case—it was usual to prune the trees 
back severely, the primary shoots coming under this operation, which, 
under more favourable circumstances, were never touched. Manure was 

■then given to the roots to the greatest extent possible, and with the first 
irain the trees at once started into growth, and were quickly reelothed in 
verdure, but of course no hope could be entertained of a crop for the 
next season, the tree only producing fruit on the one-year-old wood. 
All would go well up to the bursting of the monsoon, and throughout 

.■all the rainy months. When the rains ceased the trees presented 
generally a very beautiful appearance, covered with long freshly made 
•shoots and glossy leaves, but only, alas ! to succumb to the attacks of the 
fatal fungus as soon as the dry weather again set in, and thus the battle 
went on till the year I left India ; in some instances the planter con¬ 
tinuing the unequal contest season after season, while others, not 
believing that any ultimate good would result from such an expenditure 

■ of money, abandoned their properties to the indigenous growths of the 
country, which quickly obliterated every trace of the Coffee shrub and 
former cultivation. Many planters arc. I am given to understand, even 
up to the present date, continuing the fight, but with what result I am 
unable to say ; but I know, that notwithstanding all the efforts to 
counteract this disease, they have not succeeded in driving it from the 
.land. 

With one exception I never found the fungus attack any other 
plant, even in the near neighbourhood of plantations suffering from the 
disease. This exception was in the case of a large timber tree—Lager- 
stroemia microcarpa. The leaves of this solitary tree were to all appear¬ 
ance affected by the same kind of fungus, but it did not seem to spread to 
other trees, and the disease may be said to belong esssentially to the 
•Coffee plant, but its origin and gradual dispersion over Ceylon and the 
Coffee districts of Southern India is enshrouded in mystery. 

To make matters still worse for the Coffee planter of the Wynaad, if 
■that could possibly be, the great Madras famine took place during the 
last two years of my sojourn in India—viz., 1876-77. This dire calamity 
resulting by some computations in the death of nearly six millions of 
human beings in the Madras Presidency, affected the Coffee planter in 
several ways. Labourers came in from the Mysore to the estates in such 
.a wretched condition from a long-continued scarcity of food, that they 
were wholly unfitted for work, and in hundreds of instances only 
arrived on the plantations to die, and their bodies in too many cases to 
-go without burial. Hundreds perished by the waysides, their unburied 
bodies becoming the prey to wild animals of various kind's, the planters 
and even the representatives of Government itself in this wild district 
being quite unable to meet the emergency. The sights seen all over the 

•district were appalling and revolting to the last degree, and can never be 
•effaced from my memory. Every effort was made on the part of the 
planters to mitigate the distress, but under the circumstances they could 

■do but little. Each and every hut on the estates was transformed into 
an hospital, full of men, women, and children, perishing from hunger 
and disease, and receiving no response to their piteous cries for help. In 
-the district of Wynaad itself there was no actual failure of crops, as the 
total failure of the south-west monsoon in that region was never known, 
but in the Mysore country it was different, and as sufficient grain could 
not be produced in the Wynaad for the consumption of the imported 
coolies, and as the famine extended all over the Mysore territory, it 
followed that when the bands of labourers arrived on the Coffee estates, 
af in some cases able to work, could find little or no grain to purchase 
with the wages received. Grain was imported at the instance of pro¬ 
prietors of estates from Bombay, and even Burmah, but only in insuffi- 

-cient quantity to supply the working portion of the estate coolies, and 
as the^istrict was far from the centres of Government relief arrange¬ 
ments, little could be done for those who were unable to work, and 
great mortality followed in consequence. It was very remarkable the 

■quiet behaviour of the labourers under these fearful circumstances. No 
attempt was ever made to loot the small stores of grain on the different 
estates, although any step in that direction could not have been success¬ 
fully met by the planters. Seemingly, the natives preferred quietly to 
suffer starvation and death rather than break the law, and this was 
characteristic of their conduct, not alone in the Wynaad, but all over 
the Madras Presidency, during those two dreadful years. Previous to 
this famine it was the general belief that the eyots of Mysore had 
enough Baggy and other grain stored in the underground granaries to 
last out the longest period of any famine, but the fallacy of this belief 
was soon revealed after the first six months of 1876 had passed. The 
English nation responded nobly to the urgent call for help, and if I 
rightly remember, something like £600,000 was sent out for the relief of 

the perishing thousands. This sum together with that voted by the 
Indian Government doubtless saved innumerable lives, but relief could 
only reach certain centres, such as the town of Madras and other large 
towns along the lines of railways ; the districts and towns remote from 
these means of communication suffering beyond the belief of all except 
those resident in the particular districts at the time. Could the terrible 
evils and consequences of an Indian famine be fully realised by all 
those engaged in the legislation of the Empire, they would, I imagine, 
throw fewer obstacles in the way of any scheme of irrigation or other 
work having for its object the prevention of any such disaster as over¬ 
took a large portion of Southern India during 1876-77, resulting in the 
death of some six millions of the native population. 

This closes my remarks on the district of Wynaad. The little I have 
to add in my concluding papers will be devoted to subjects in connection 
with the Neilgherry Hills.—Planter. 

(To be continued.) 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

July 2Gth. 
Scientific Committee.— Present: Dr. M. T. Masters, F.R.S , in the 

chair; Messrs. Since, O'Brien, Wilson, MacLachlan, Bennett, Smith, and 
the Hon. Sec,, Bev. G. Henslow. 

Eryngium qiganieum—Mr. Wilson showed a handsome spray of this 
plant, remarking that it was extraordinarily attractive to bees, which 
seemed to prefer it to all other flowers in blossom at the same time. He 
was not aware of its having been noticed as a “ bee-plant,” but strongly 
recommended it. 

Strrpto~arpus hy\—An interesting series, raised at Kew, was exhibited, 
betwe n. S. Dunnu (male parent) and S. Rexii (female); also between 
S. Dunnii and S. parviflorus. Dr. Masters called attention to the great in¬ 
terest attaching to these plants, and to their curious habit of producing only 
one leaf subsequent to the cotvledons. 

"Rust" on Plants.—Specimens of Croton, Bpgonia, Bouvardia, and 
Soianum, supposed to be attacked by rust, were received from M srrj. J. B. 
Pearson & Sons, Phil well. They were referred to Mr. W. G. Smith for 
examination and report. 

Gypripedium Lawrenr.ianum Malformed, received from Mr. Gordon, 
Twickenham. It wa\ referred to Dr. Masters for examination and report. 

Dilophosptnra graminis.—A specimen of this curious fungus, which 
attacks ears of Wheat, destroying spike’ets and disorganbing the stem, was 
exhibited and described by Mr. Smith. It is local and erratic in its 
appea ance. It occurred in South Bedfordshire. 

Fas'-iated Stems.-—Mr. Wilson remarked upon the prevalence of fasciated 
stems in Lilium auratum. Professor Church corroborated lri-> observations 
by mentioning a similar occurrence in Kew Gardens. Mr. O’Brien observed 
that the habit has become more or less fixed in L. lancifolium when raised 
from bulbs, but nothing is known of this variety, monstmsum b-ing raised 
from seed. Apropos of laising L lies by seed, Mr. O’Brien remarked that if 
seeds of Lilies be saved and sown in South Africa they will flower within 
six months. Also, if English-saved seeds be planted in South Africa they 
will not bloom under a year ; showing the influence of climate upon the 
development of the plant. The only Lily, Mr. Wilson remarked, which 
comes up quicklv is L. tenuifohum. 

AHcoiiann ojjinis.—Mr. MacLachlan exhibited a blossom in a synanthic 
state. 

Laurel Leaves Becov ring from Frost.—Mr. Henslow showed a drawing 
and specimen of Laurel 1 aves which had been severely injured at their 
apices and along the margins in early spring, but which had thrown off the 
injured part and formed a new cuticularhed edge in place of it. The 
serratures were wanting, so that the portions renewed were entire. They 
were received from F. C White, Esq , of Ealing. 

Varieties of Wheat.—Dr. Masters exhibited specimens of Wheat received 
from Messrs. Carter & Co., showing the extreme variations raised by them 
on well-known varietbs. 

Glazing Bars for Glass Houses —A specimen was exhibited and explained 
by the patentee*, Messrs. E. & F. Newton, of Hitchiu and Srevenage. The 
merits of the invention lay in the facilities for allowing the glass to expand 
and contract under varying temperatu es ; and the method of conveying 
away the drip-water ; also, in the ventilation, and the important point of 
price. In all these particulars the Committee were favourably di-posed 
towards the invention. Mr. O’Brien and Mr. Smee undertook to report more 
fully at the n xt meeting upon the invention. 

Cattleya Gaske/Iiana.—The Bon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen exhibited 
splendid sprajs of this Orchid, showing various tints. They were from 
plants imported in the spring of 1886. A vote of thanks was given to him. 

Conclusion of the Session.—As the present was the last meeting of the 
summer session, a vote of thauks was passed to the Chairman and Hon. 
Secretary. 

THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF PLANTS. 
At a meeting of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences some 

time since, Mr. Thomas Meehan called attention to the well-known fact 
in geographical botany, that species of plants which once had evidently 
a wide dispersion now existed only as separate colonies often of a few 
plants only, the intermediates between these widely separated colonies 
having evidently disappeared. The cause of these disappearances had 
not been definitely determined. It was found that the still existing 
individuals were evidently in good health ; they flowered freely, and 
perfected seeds, but still the plants did not spread. He gave a number 
of illustrations within his own observation of a few rare plants that had 
maintained their existence for over a quarter of a century, with aboflt 
the same number of individuals now as at the beginning of the term. 
As the seeding was regular and perfect, why was dispersion arrested ? 
There could he but one answer. Something prevented the germination. 
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of the seeds, or of subsequent growth after germination. No doubt 
there may be other causes, but this one must have a leading influence. 
It then becomes an interesting branch of study to inquire why these 
seeds do not germinate, and thus aid the plant to recover the ground 
lost through destructive agencies ? 

An observation estending over about six years led him to conclude 
that there was much in the interdependence of plants. Whatever 
affected the existence of individuals of one species might lead to the 
extermination of numerous others, and the successful endeavour of one 
to establish itself in one locality gave the necessary opportunity to fol¬ 
low and sustain themselves. This observation was as follows :—A wood, 
chiefly of Chestnut and Oak, of about an acre in extent, was turned into 
a picnic ground—a place for summer pleasure parties. All the shrubby 
undergrowth was cut away. The plants which might have grown up 
were kept tolerably well trodden down by the numerous visitors to the 
wood, except one solitary Blackberry plant (Rubus villosus), which, 
being thorny, led to its avoidance by human feet. After the second 
summer some change iff railroad arrangements led to the abandonment 
of the wood for picnic purposes, and plants had a chance to grow up 
again without disturbance from human beings. The Blackberry plant, 
by the aid of its creeping roots, now forms a thicket of about 30 feet in 
diameter. The following list of plants growing among the Blackberries 
that were not found in any part of the wood, except the last two, which 
were in small quantities here and there, was made in October of this 
year :— 

Eupatorium perfoliatum, Rubus occidentalis, Liriodendron Tulipi- 
fera, Cornus alternifolia, Smilacina racemosa, Ambrosia artemisias- 
folia, Laurus Sassafras, Polygonum Persicaria, Achillea Millefolium, 
Solklago canadensis, Mulgedium acuminatum, Bidens frondosa, Silene 
verticillata, Fragaria virginiana, Aster longifolia, Eupatorium album, 
Circrea lutetiana, Geranium maculatum, Acer rubrum, Phytolacca 
decandra, Muhlenbergia diffusa, Potentilla canadensis, the last two to 
some extent in the wood. 

All the kinds, however, grew in the vicinity of the acre of woodland, 
though not within its limits, and it was easy to note that they had 
grown from seeds falling or brought to the Blackberry patch during the 
last three or four years. Those who are familiar with the seeds of these 
plants will understand that there is nothing special about them that 
would easily lead to their being brought there by birds that might 
rendezvous in the thickets. We must look to the wind as the chief 
agent in transporting them there. This being the case, we should look 
for the plants from wind-sown seeds in other portions of the wood, as 
well as in the Blackberry patch. That they are not in the wood else¬ 
where permits us to say that the shade, moisture, preservation of decay¬ 
ing leaves, or of some other incident not acceptable to other plants in 
the wood, but favourable to these strangers, gave them the chance to 
sprout and grow. They were, in fact, dependent on the Blackberry for 
their first start in life. This conclusion was further evidenced by the 
fact that, though some of the annuals had evidently seeded and repro¬ 
duced plants for several successive seasons, no plants were found spread¬ 
ing out of the protecting area of the Blackberry thicket. Certainly 
these species were all dependent here on this plant, as this plant would 
probably be dependent on others in some other instances. 

How some plants can exist, grow healthily, produce seed, and not 
spread, Mr. Meehan illustrated in the case of Shortia galacifolia, the 
original locality of Michaux having a few weeks ago been rediscovered 
by Professor C. S. Sargent. Though it had maintained itself for the 
best part of a century, it had existed without spreading. Some circum¬ 
stance had evidently prevented the seed from germinating, and these 
circumstances would undoubtedly be controlled by the presence or 
absence of some friendly plant. 

As will be seen from an announcement in our advertisement 

columns the Newcastle-on-Tyne Autumn Show will be held on 

August 31st, September 1st and 2nd, instead of commencing on August 

30th, as previously arranged. It will be held in the Royal Jubilee Ex¬ 

hibition grounds, and the total amount of prizes is the largest yet 

offered by the Society, including £50 for collections of fruit. The Secre¬ 

tary is Mr. J. Gillespie, Cross House Chambers, Westgate Road, New- 

castle-on-Tyne. 

-Adjoining the Show ground at St. Neots, Hunts, noticed in 
another column, one of Messes. Wood & Ingkah’s nueseeies is worth 

a visit, as although it is of moderate extent, and is employed chiefly for 

stock plants of Pelargoniums, it is extremely well kept, and the re 

spective merits of the different varieties of the former plants are readily 

seen in comparative trials. Such valued bedding varieties as Henry 

Jacoby, Vesuvius, West Brighton Gem, Lady Bailey, Master Christine; 

and Madame Vaucher, are grown by thousands—10 to 20,000 each. Of; 

white varieties Huntingdonian looks remarkably well, compact m habit; 

very free, and pure ; White Clipper is also a good bedding variety. 

Many others of the best Zonals are grown in quantity, and the beds 

devoted to them have a brilliant appearance. Bronze leaf varieties are 

similarly tested, and most notable amongst them are Zulu exceedingly 

dark ; Black Douglas, and Beauty of Calderdale. Another specialty 

at this nursery are the Cucumbers grown for seed. A long span-roof 

house is now full of fine fruits of an excellent strain of Telegraph- 

The St. Neots nursery is only one of Messrs. Wood & Ingram’s branch 

establishments, as their principal nurseries are in Huntingdon, where at 

the present time they have an extensive display of Carnations and, 

Picotees in the best varieties of all sections. 

- The Flowee Gaeden at Easton Lodge, Dunmow, Essex, 

the residence of Lord and Lady Brooke, is one of the brightest and 

best filled we have seen this season, for bedding generally has, up tv 

the present, been rather unsatisfactory. Many plants were retained in 

the houses longer than usual owing to the unfavourable weather, and 

when placed out they were somewhat tall, and soon lost their lower- 

leaves. Difficulties like these have been avoided at Easton, the plants-, 

are all very sturdy and compact, and the majority are flowering very 

profusely. In the principal flower garden, which was noted in this- 

Journal last year (page 232, Sept. 9th) the leading features are the long 

broad beds forming the outline of the design, which are filled with 

Pelargonium Manglesi and Verbena venosa mixed, with a narrow margin 

of Iresine Lindeni and a broad band of Cerastium tomentosum. These- 

have an admirable effect, as also have some smaller beds filled with the- 

variegated Ivy-leaf Pelargonium, the orange buff Diplacus glutinosus, 

and the blue Agathasa coerulea—a pretty combination, the pale pink 

flowers of the Pelargonium being freely produced. Bold masses of 

Ageratum, Pelargonium Vesuvius, Tuberous Begonias, produce a rich, 

effect, Brighton Gem Lobelias being employed as a margin in most 

cases with Echeverias. In another portion of the garden are scroll beds 

of Golden Harry Hieover Pelargonium and Lobelias, with circles of 

Coleus Verschaffelti between the bends of,-the scroll, and small plants of 

the Golden Arbor-Vitas in the centre. The Zonal Pelargoniums Henry 

Jacoby, and a large-trussing variety named Mulberry, are effective in 

other beds. A simple and distinct carpet bed and several good ribbon 

borders are similarly showy. The appearance of this garden generally 

well indicates the care and attention it receives from the gardener,. 

Mr. H. Lister. 

- “ D., Deal," writes as follows respecting A Gaeden Pest :— 

“ In reply to your correspondent who so mournfully tells of what he is 

suffering from these thread-like worms, I should like to ask him whether- 

he is quite sure that they are the cause of his losses. He may think this 

Socratic method of meeting his case rather a heartless one, but I really 

mean it. What is his compost ? What the manure ? for it is odd that all 

these different kinds of plants should suffer at the same time from ap¬ 

parently the same cause; and my reason for asking is this. I have: 

observed the same * beasties ’ in those Gladiolus corms which had been, 

attacked by disease, but I never believed that they could effect any in¬ 

jury upon the hard horny corm of the Gladiolus, and that it was only 

when it became softened by disease that they attacked it. In turn¬ 

ing over heaps of manure (especially cow manure) I have frequently 

found large quantities of them. It is of course very difficult in alii 

similar cases to say which is the cause and which the effect, but I would 

strongly advise your correspondent to examine well his compost and see: 

whether there may not be something that disagrees with his plants, and 

whether it may not be that when they become weak these worms: 

cluster round them. I do not pretend to write scientifically, but me -ely 

take a practical view of the matter.” 

-Woeking Men’s Flowee Show.—We are desired to state: 

that “ The Co-operative movement will be represented at South 

Kensington on August 23rd, on the occasion of the National Co¬ 

operative Flower Show, held under the auspices of the Royal Horti¬ 

cultural Society, which will be an exhibition of the products of 

bona fide working men’s gardens, grown from seed sold in penny 

packets. The Show cannot help being interesting and instructive, as. 

it will so thoroughly represent the gardening capabilities of smalt- 

cottagers throughout the length and breadth of the land. Cheap, 

excursions are being organised from all parts of the kingdom, and' 
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Conference is to be held in the afternoon on the ‘ possibilities of Co¬ 

operative Allotments and Associated Gardens.’ All persons who would 

like to attend should communicate with the Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. 

Broomhall, 1, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.” 

— Royal Warrant.—Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tait, seedsmen, 

43 and 45, Corporation Street, Manchester, have received the Rojal 

Warrant, appointing them “seed merchants” to His Ro. al Highness 

the Prince of Wales. 

' Cereus graxdiflorus.—Mr. G. Goldsmith, Floore Gardens, 

M eedon, Northamptonshire, writes :—“ For some weeks past several 

varieties of the beautiful Night-blooming Cereus have been flowering in 

Mr. Loder’s garden. On several occasions we have had from sis to 

thirteen flowers open, but on Thursday evening, July 14th, we had 

twenty-one Cereus grandiflorus, which was a grand sight, the size of the 

flowers varying from 11 to 14 inches in diameter. The perfume 

scented nearly the whole garden. The largest flower we have had 

measured over 15 inches.” 

We have received from Mr. Jupp, gardener to Cuthbert N. H. 

Johnson, Esq., of Croydon, the following effectual eemedy against 

Red Spider and Mildew :—Take 2 lbs. of flowers of sulphur, 2 lbs- 

of unslaked lime, and 10 gallons of water, to which add two wineglass¬ 

fuls of petroleum oil. Boil the whole for twenty minutes, but not 

violently, and when cold bottle and cork it tight. To use it put half a 

pint to ten gallons of water, to which add two wineglassfuls of petro¬ 

leum oil, mix all weU with the syringe, and apply it in the evening 
only. 

The Canadian correspondent of the “ Liverpool Journal of 

Commerce ” says :—“ It appears that the Apple crop in Canada 

promises to be a good one. Ontario has not suffered seriously from 

the drought which has been so disastrous in the United States, and 

the crops, as a rule, are in a flourishing condition. All kinds of fruit 

are generally reported to be abundant in the province, and, with a 

favourable harvest, the farmers will have little to complain of except 
low prices.” 

Railway Rates and Producers.—The promoters of the 

scheme for the carriage of fruit and vegetables from Sandwich to 

London by water started upon a trial trip recently. A large amount 

of support was received from numerous growers in the Sandwich dis¬ 

trict, whose petition for a reduction in the railway tariff was refused. 

The freightage, consisting of Strawberries, Cherries, Currants, Goose¬ 

berries, Peas, and Potatoes, was placed in a barge, which was taken in 

tow by a steam tug. A somewhat squally sea was encountered off the 

North Foreland, rand the hatches were kept battened down until some 

progress had been made up the river. London Bridge was reached 

shortly before midnight, and vehicles from the various salesmen con¬ 

veyed the fruit and vegetables from the wharf to the different mar¬ 

kets. The rates charged, it is stated, are about 35 per cent, lower than 

those demanded by the railway company. 

- We are informed that the “ Flora of West Yorkshire,” a volume 

of about 800 pages, by Mr. Frederick Arnold Lees, will be ready this 

month. It will_ be published by the Yorkshire Naturalists’Union, by 

subscription, and will form an extra volume of the Botanical Series of 

the Transactions of the Union. The work is divided into four sections— 

(1) Climatology ; (2) Lithology ; (3) the Botanical Bibliography of the 

Riding ; (4) the Flora proper. With regard to the fourth section, it is 

claimed that “ such a complete flora for any district in the world his 

never before been published, more than 3000 species being dealt with.” 

DESCRIPTIONS OF AURICULAS—GREEN-EDGED. 
(Continued from page 31.) 

Clegg's Lady Blvchei-.—An attractive flower for a pointed petalled 
one with deficient ground-colour. Has many points of resemblance to 
Sir John Moore, and may possibly have had more to do with the parent¬ 
age of that variety than the raiser thinks. Foliage nearly the same, 
deeply indented, light coloured, and flabby. Pip of good size, but 
pointed, and cups in cold weather ; edge apple-green, sensitive of cold, 
which turns it cere ; colour light purple, narrow ; paste good, more than 
usually circular ; eye deep orange yellow, often too much large ; anthers 
low. Useful and pretty, but not first-rate. 

Dickson's Duke of Wellington.—This, the pet of London growers, has 
a robust constitution, foliage light green, smooth, elegant in shape, and 
easily distinguished ; and the flower though small and very faulty has 
certainly many attractions. Pip pointed, but fiat; ^xlge when pure, 

which it often is not, light green, much too narrow, beaded ; ground¬ 
colour rich violet plum, much-too broad ; paste of good substance and 
breadth, but scalloped ; eye yellow but not deep yellow, bleaches after 
a few days. 

D cksnn's Matilda.—A plant of curious growth with a beautiful but 
far from faultless flower. The foliage is broad and dumpy, spreading, 
light green, healthy, with a curiously small serrated edge, easily dis¬ 
tinguished. Pip the most evenly circular of all Auriculas, with broad 
petals, and o;ens with the beautiful cupped form of an opening Cow¬ 
slip. Its edge is rarely light green, frequently grey, sometimes white, 
good in all forms ; but it is most in character when a green edge ; colour 
a beautiful violet purple of sufficient breadth ; paste of the best; ej e 
light yellow which soon bleaches, with concealed anthers. Apt to send 
up more trusses than are wanted, and more pips on each than it knows 
what to do with, as the footstalks are too short for a well-formed truss 
to be possible. 

Dickson's Prince Albert.—One of that raiser’s peculiar colour, and 
about of the average goodness of his flowers. The foliage is full greer, 
symmetrical, keeping its shape equal to that of any Auricula ; pip broad 
petalled, angular, flat; edge apple green, pure ; colour light violet purple ; 
paste white, of good breadth, undefined at the outer edge ; eye lemon, 
and bleaches ; anthers on short stamens ; fair trusser—keeps long in 
perfection except the bleaching of the tube. 

Fin1 ay son's John Bright.— Large coarse-looking plant. Sends up a 
pretentious truss that when examined has (say) five pips of extra size, 
that begins to open with great promise not warranted by the result. The 
green is pure and deep and the edge of sufficient breadth ; colour deep 
clarety violet; paste thin but broad enough ; eye lemon with concealed 
anthers ; substance of pip leathery and flabby, and though it opens like 
Matilda it is angular ; cups in cold weather. No acquisition. But it 
lasts as long' as any, except Lovely Ann. 

Franklin's Colonel.—A pretty rich-cploured and bright flower of no 
great pretension ; not unlike Moore’s Jubilee, to which it is greatly 
superior, or Litton’s Imperator, which it may challenge ; far more cir¬ 
cular at all points than either ; pip undersized, but well rounded, flat ; 
edge pure grass green, too much broken into by the colour, which is 
reddish brown with a tinge of plum ; paste circular, too narrow, thin ; 
eye too large, cowslip yellow, which bleaches ; short stamens covering 
the tube, anthers depressed. In general not a good trusser. Foliage 
deep green, broad, and smooth. 

Headly's Conductor.—A decided improvement both in plant and 
flower on Beeston’s Apollo. Good trusser ; pip fairly round, even, flat; 
edge good grass green, pure ; colour dark clarety plum, of good breadth ; 
paste good, circular, defined ; eye deep greenish yellow, low anthers ; 
foliage deep green, ribbed, only partially serrated. To be depended on 
for exhibition purposes. 

Headly's Excellent.—Small grower, of foliage intermediate between 
Conductor and Conqueror of Europe. Pip rounded, with large petals, 
smooth, and evenly reflexed ; edge dark and pure green, like that of 
Morris’s Green Hero, too broad, and more like the green of a leaf than 
of a flower edge ; colour black and too narrow ; paste circular, pro¬ 
portional ; eye good, of deep greenish yellow. This also is a show 
flower. 

Heath's Em eraId.—A poor second-rate. Pip broad-petalled, round, 
flat; edge pure vivid green except the bead round the margin ; colour 
dark maroon nearly black, not broad enough; paste good, broad, 
sharply defined ; eye very small and circular, lemon, low anthers; 
calyx as large as the flower ; moderate trusser ; foliage smooth, fleshy, 
light green. 

Hep no th's Robin Hood.—-Very like Olliver’s Lady Ann Wilbraham, 
but less angular and bold, and not so good a trusser. Pip flat but 
pointed ; edge pure, deep green ; colour deep'chestnut dashed with plum, 
sufficiently bold, but not so much so as Lady Ann Wilbraham ; paste 
often purely circular and always good ; eye dark yellow and not too 
large ; anthers low. A fine flower. 

Hogg's Waterloo.—One of the flowers in which colour atones for 
many defects. Pip large, flat, rounded ; edge narrow, light apple green, 
not alwaj s pure ; colour bright reddish plum, too broad ; paste scalloped, 
but sufficient; eye cowslip yellow with low anthers ; foliage light and 
smooth, plant healthy ; not a great trusser. 

Honiara's Lord Ne'son.—A small-growing plant that may occasionally 
be shown. Pip broad petalled but angular ; edge good but not pure, of 
sufficient breadth if it were continuous ; colour- dark velvety maroon 
breaking through the edge in broad irregular cones ; paste thin, hardly 
broad enough ; eye orange, of fair proportion ; foliage dark green, glossy, 
smooth in the edge. 

Hudson's Apollo.—If this were not too small it would be a formidable 
rival to Page’s Champion itself, which it not a little resembles. If in 
comparison it is deficient in body colour, it is flatter and forms a more 
even and elegant truss. Pip flat and sufficiently rounded though still 
angular ; edge vivid emerald green, pure ; colour dark bright purple, or 
light mulberry, scarcely broad enough ; paste very good in substance and 
width ; eye circular, deep greenish yellow, stands well ; anthers beneath 
the surface ; excellent trusser. Plant healthy ; foliage light green, 
veined, slightly serrated, clean looking. 

Lightbody’s Fairy Queen.—-Nice second-rate flower. Pip round and 
flat enough, small; edge impure, apple green ; colour reddish plum, 
streaky ; paste round and good ; eye orange, anthers low ; good trusser. 
Foliage healthy, broad, even, serrated. 

Lightbody's S r John Moore.—A brilliant second-rate, which when it 
can be shown, and it sometimes can, may challenge almost any. It has 
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teen exhibited in three out of the four classes and taken the prize in 
two. It is more hold and striking than Lady Blucher, the variety it 
most resembles, both in foliage and flower. The leaf is more bold, fleshy, 
flabby, and deeply serrated than that of Lady Blucher. The pip is cir¬ 
cular, but has too many petals, tolerably flat, but has a habit of cupping 
its points ; edge when green very light green, impure and beaded, often 
grey, sometimes white ; colour usually a light Bishop’s purple, but some¬ 
times deepening to a maroon, occasionally hardly enough of it; paste 
very good in form and substance ; eye alwaj s too large, irregular, light 
greenish yellow, tolerably stable ; anthers very visible though not pro¬ 
jecting; good trusser. 

Lightbody’s Star of Bethlehem.—Said to be the male parent of Sir 
John Moore. Pip pointed and too numerous in petals, but flattens as 
well as that of any Auricula ; superb trusser ; edge a pure but not very 
deep green ; colour dark plum ; paste of sufficient breadth, but undefined 
at its outer edge ; eye lemon, too large, with projecting anthers ; plan 
of average size with healthy foliage, slightly serrated. A singularly rich 
and flat-looking flower. 

Litton's Imperator.—A small but free-growing healthy plant with 
narrow, smooth, recurved foliage, having its outer edges often lighttr 
than the centre ; perpetually splitting its heart and so sending up two 
or more independent trusses on long lanky stems. The flower is very 
showy. Pip large, angular, flat ; edge pure, deep green ; colour a rich 
dark brown, not always broad enough, but always lively from its irre¬ 
gular pencillings ; paste circular, of sufficient breadth, but thin, and 
undefined at its outer edge (a great fault in any Auricula) ; eye of proper 
size, yellow, anthers not projecting ; good trusser. It is impatient of cold 
in spring. 

Olliver's Lovely Ann.—A thin flimsy flower, which nevertheless lasts 
the longest of all in its perfection, but is never either more nor less than 
second-rate. Pip pointed though often circular ; edge light green, 
rarely pure, often grey, but its characteristic state is green ; colour 
always too narrow, of a maroon so dark as to be a black ; paste even, 
defined, sufficient ; eye good yellow, not deep, but lasting, anthers low. 
The green edge though light, like that of Morris’s Green Hero and 
Excellent, has the appearance of leaf green rather than as belonging to 
a flower. Moderately even in its truss. Foliage flimsy, deeply serrated ; 
constitution healthy. 

Olliver's Lady Ann Wilbraham.—A small plant, but of great value, 
though of low price. Pip large, full, flat, pointed; edge grass green, 
pure ; colour deep maroon boldly put on, but not too broad ; paste 
angular, defined, of good substance ; eye deep yellow, good, with anthers 
sufficiently low ; first-rate trusser. Its angularity prevents refinement 
or it would be surpassed by none. Foliage broad, veined, darkish green, 
not abundant. 

Smith Lycnrgvs.—A fine bold flower that trusses well. Pip circular, 
but not flat ; edge deep green, impure, beaded ; colour bold, black at 
first opening, expanding to a rich full brown afterwards, of good breadth ; 
paste circular, of sufficient width, defined ; eye good bright cowslip, 
which stands, circular, with short stamens. Foliage curled, long, much 
serrated. 

Smith's Lord John Rvssell.—A small-growing plant with serrated 
foliage. Pip pointed, with too many petals, flat; edge tolerably pure, 
of the light green of Lovely Ann ; colour reddish brown ; paste fairly 
even, defined, sufficient; eye much too large, but not “goggle,” because 
it is circular and quite closed by the stamens, so that probably it would 
hardly seed, lemon coloured ; but it is a pretty thing. 

Trail's Mayflower.—Like Olliver’s Lovely Ann, from which it differs 
in the tint of colour and and in the form of its pencillings. Pip medium 
sized, angular, nearly flat; edge apple green, impure, circular ; colour 
plum, wholly in rays, of fair breadth ; paste fair but not perfect; eye 
too broad, greenish yellow, bleaches ; anthers projecting. Foliage thin 
in substance, much serrated. 

Yate's Morris's Green Hero.—A late bloomer, with broad, smooth, 
deep green foliage that is apt to leave a considerable length of stalk 
naked. There should therefore be left a corresponding space between 
the surface of the soil and the rim of the pot at potting time. It is a 
coarse flower, and has never been a favourite, though few are more 
striking at first siuht. Pip large, fairly rounded, flat; edge of the 
deepest and purest green, but suggesting the idea of a leaf rather than 
of a flower, much too broad ; colour very dark maroon, only half its 
proper breadth, paste good ; eye orange ; medium trusser. 

(To be continued.) 

ASPARAGUS CULTURE. 
Having a few chapters to write on Asparagus culture, the matter 

may be taken in hand now, and the information can be stored for use 
at a convenient and seasonable time. Delicious, wholesome, and 
nutritious, Asparagus is the most esteemed of spring and early summer 
vegetables. It is a well-known cultivated, though not common British 
plant, its habitat being the sea coast and salty inland fens. Wherever 
found wild the soil is sandy, or a mixture of mud with sand, an infallible 
guide to its successful cultivation. However, many plants would be 
precluded were a strict adherence kept to those for which the soil is 
suited naturally, but by draining, tillage, and manuring, the soil, what¬ 
ever it may be, is made capable of growing a variety of useful products. 
Therefore it is not so much a question as to what the soil is best adapted 
for, but rather what it can be made capable of producing by cultivation. 
Apportioning ground to the crops it is most suitable for, good as it is 
from a commercial point of view, is often, and we may say generally 

inapplicable to plots of garden ground devoted to a supply of vegetables 
for home use. Very often so much is made of the requirements of 
certain plants as regards soil as to be a stumblingblock in the way of 
cultivation. Grant Asparagus to be naturally a seaside plant requiring 
a sandy soil, what is to hinder a sandy and saline soil being prepared for 
it inland? If the soil be wet—water lodging within 3 feet of the 
surface—it can be drained ; if heavy, it can be made light and porous ; 
if shallow, it can be deepened ; and if poor it can be enriched. Any 
soil can be made to grow Asparagus. 

Dbaining.—Asparagus being a seaside and fen plant, it may appear 
unnecessary and against the nature of the plant to drain the soil, but I 
have no doubt the native Asparagus lies considerably above low-water 
mark, and though it may be submerged by high water, the p-ound on 
which it grows is as long a time out of as underwater, the soil being such 
as to allow the water to drain away freely. Land inundated by tide is 
very different from ground occasionally or periodically flooded by fresh 
water, and that is different from ground which has water stagnant in the 
subsoil. The tidal water is merely a thorough soaking with water twice 
a day through a sieve-liko soil, and is consequently healthful, but the 
flood and lodging water is stagnating and decomposing—self-poisoning 
and corrupted. In one Asparagus luxuriates, whilst in the other it does 
not thrive ; therefore it is not a bog plant in any sense, but a free open 
soil and air-loving plant, free to take in water, and equally' free to part 
with superfluity. This is decided in cultural practice, at least I have 
never seen Asparagus worth the name in ground with water lodging 
within 3 feet of the surface. Warps or alluvial soils grow splendid 
Asparagus. They are liable to inundation, but it is only periodically or 
for a brief period, and when long continued it is most disastrous to 
Asparagus from the decay of the crowns, and where the water is stagnant 
the roots will not enter it, and those that descend into the soil in summer 
perish with the wet of winter. The soil for Asparagus should be well 
drained, and if inundation be practised provide means for its passage 
from the soil deeper than the Asparagus roots. 

Soils vary, so must the drainage. There is sandy soil with a thin 
crust of ameliorated soil, due to decay of the natural vegetation or a 
long course of cultivation ; the subsoil clay or marl, and above this 
water stagnant, the land giving a plentiful crop of Thistles and Horse¬ 
tails. At the depth of drains—viz., 3 to 4 feet, these soils arc a quick¬ 
sand, the drains soon fill unless preventive measures are taken when 
laying the drains. When the drains are cut a little of the finer parts 
of ditch brushing or straw should be scattered in the cutting, and the 
drain tiles, which should be 3 inch, laid upon it with a true fall and 
solid, and a little of the same placed over the tiles and pressed down 
This will still the sand, and the drains will work for many years. I 
know some down over half a century as good as ever, only attend to the 
outlets. Being a good drawing soil the drains may be 27 feet apart. 
Other description of soil may be drained in the ordinary way, and so as 
to run off all water beyond the soil’s retentive power within 3 feet of the 
surface. 

Soils.—These vary considerably, therefore a few observations on 
some of them may be given, and in preparing the ground for Asparagus 
we render it capable of supporting every description of vegetable crop, 
therefore permanently improved. i 

Handy Soil.—It may be 3 feet or more deep—sand intermixed with 
loam, with a thin crust of ameliorated soil. Such can be trenched its 
full depth, but the trenching must be only stirring, not changing the 
surface soil for the underlying soil, for the top soil must not be put 
under a foot of poor sand, as would be the case were the soil trenched 
in the ordinary way, but in turning or loosening some of the top soil will 
be mixed with that lower down, and vice versa, which is an advantage 
both ways—i.e. the top will beitlie better of a little of the sand, and the 
bottom will be richer for the top soil. Any soil that can be had should 
be added and intermixed, and almost anything will do if only it be free 
of the roots of coarse weeds. Likewise a thin soil over gravel—loosen it 
as deep as the ground soil admits, and the under strata to the extent of 
breaking up the pan. A good sandy loam with good soil, 18 inches to 
2 feet deep, will only need trenching two spits deep, turning the top 
soil under, and loosening the soil at the bottom of the trenches to the 
depth of a foot or more, but not bringing it up, for at the surface we 
must have good soil, and no other to any great extent. 

Friable Loam.—Beyond trenching as deeply as the good soil 
warrants nothing is required, and in dealing with these observe the same 
conditions in respect cf loosening the bottom, and bringing up bad soil. 
Mix the soil as much as liked, but keep the top soil much as it was. 
Loams inclined to clay will be the better for an admixture of sea sand 
a 3 inch thickness being mixed with the top spit. In all soils _for 
Asparagus the l eaning should be to sand. 

Allvvial.—In these we have what has been mud mixed with sand, &c. 
Some of the warps are almost devoid of sand, but they grow splendid 
Asparagus and Potatoes. If we go down we find sand or silt, and in 
trenching such bring some of it up and mix with the surface. If the 
under strata be unfavourable—and the less we have to do with clay the 
better—only break it up, applying a 3 or 6 inch layer of sand, and mix it 
with the top foot or 18 inches depth of soil. If the soil be fairly sandy, 
merely turn it over and it will grow anything. 

C lays.—These are the worst of all for Asparagus. Perhaps there is only 
a spit or so of fairly ameliorated soil. The best thing possible is to bum 
some of the underlying stubborn soil, and spread it on the surface. Stir 
as deeply on the good soil, allow and loosen as deeply as convenient; 
but the “ pan ” must be broken. Failing burning bring on some road 
sidings, the rubbish from an pld building—anything sandy or gritty, and 
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not bigger than, a lien’s egg, and use this chiefly for mixing with th 
loosened material beneath the good surface soil. Ashes also are 
serviceable. 

There are other soils and peats, which only need treating like sandy 
so“~^reaking up the pan, and bringingsome of it, but not much, to the 
surface. Treated in the way indicated, most, if not all, soils will grow 
Asparagus. What, no manure i That is a first consideration with 
most persons, but we make it secondary. The soil must have its 
resources made available by stirring, so as to admit of its deriving the 
most benefit from the assimilating influences of the atmosphere, 
becoming a reservoir of warmth, air, andimoisture—aliment presented in 
the form most available as food, and to which the roots of the Asparagus 
must have free access, so that what encourages the enriching of the soil 
accelerates the rooting of the Asparagus. With the soil freed of stag¬ 
nant water, and deeply stirred, rain and air will enter it freely, we 
obtain a larger rooting area as well as an extended source of plant food. 
Instead, therefore of burying the manure in the bad soil, which is 
equally crude, supply it so that it will by access to air and rain be 
sooner converted into acceptable vegetable subsistence, and any excess 
be washed down and retained by the soil. In breaking up fresh ground, 
instead of putting the turf at the bottom of the trench, two spits from 
daylight only, turn it under so as to admit of the needful loose tilth for 
cropping, and to prevent trouble by the growth of the herbage, but the 
under strata must be disturbed all the same, and the deeper the better, 
so that the liberation of the food from the turf above may be distributed 
by the air and rain. The aliment should be brought to the plants, and not 
away from them, so as to cause the roots to descend in quest of it. Be 
the soil ever so poor it will be enriched by the dressings applied to the 
surface, but the surface is not enriched by that placed a foot or more 
from the top, except by what is brought up by worms. Get the soil well 
mixed and deeply stirred, and it will take any amount of manure to the 
best advantage to the crops. 

. ^ ground be poor and thin apply a dressing of manure G inches 
thick, and mix it with the top spit; if in fair condition a 3 inch dressing 
will be sufficient. On a clay soil the refuse of the potting bench and 
rubbish heap mixed with the top 6 to 9 inches of the soil is capital, 
especially if it has been turned twice, and some salt added to it. 
Seaweed to the extent of aGinch thickness on light and peaty soil is attended 
with good results, and dead fish or fish refuse, such as obtains about 
fishing stations, is highly enriching to the soil, and is best formed into a 
compost with road scrapings and ashes for heavy soils, allowing it to be 
a few months before applying, but for light soil it must be dug in at 
once. Town manure is also an excellent dressing for heavy soil, alike on 
account of its enriching and mechanical action on the soil. The soil in 
all cases should be prepared in the winter some little time before being 
required for sowing or planting with Asparagus, and be forked over in 
dry weather before those operations, in order to effect a better incorpo¬ 
ration of the manurial matter with the soil. Some may consider the 
preparation beyond their means. Manure is not available to anything 
like the extent advised, reliance having to be placed for the most part on 
artificials, and as they grow other vegetable crops fairly well why not 
Asparagus ? Why not ? Indeed, any soil of a light friable nature will 
grow Asparagus, only stir it and feed it at the surface, and adverse soils 
can be made available by utilising materials usually carted away as 
rubbish.—G. Abbey. 

(To be continued.) 

WEST OF SCOTLAND PANSY SOCIETY'S SHOW. 
The eighth annual Exhibition of Pansie3, Roses, and Pinks was held in 

the "Victoria Hall, Glasgow, on the 27th inst., under the auspices of this 
Society. The display of Pansies, notwithstanding the very dry season we 
have had this year, was verv fine, the b'ooiru for size, form, colour, and 
texture were all that could be dtsired. There was a very fine display of 
Roses and Pinks. 

Pansies.—Nurserymen only.—TweDty-four blooms show Pansies, dis¬ 
tinct varieties. The first prize was awarded to Mr. A. Irvine, Tighna- 
bruaich, for very fine blooms of the following varieties :—D. Malcolm, d s ; 
Miss McFarlane, w.G ; J. B. Robertson, y.g. ; W. Duncan, d.s. ; E J. 
Martin, y g. ; Mrs J. G. Paul, wg. ; W. Dickson, y.g. ; Rev. J. Morrison, 
D.S.; M E. Sutherland. w.G.; Gomer, Y.s.; Mauve Queen. D s. ; Victoria 
Gem, w.G.; Sir W. Collins, y g. : Mrs. J. P. B. Robert-on, w.s.; W. Robin, 
Y.G.; Annie Dowie w s. j D. Dalglish, y.g. ; Harry Paul D.s. ; Mrs. Ander¬ 
son, w.G.; Maggie Thomson, Y.s.; and four Beedlings. Mr. A. Lister, 
Rothesay, was second, and Mr. J. Sutherland, Lenzie, third. 

Twenty-four blooms, fancy Pan-ies, distinct varieties.—Mr. A. Lister, 
Rothesay, was first with a splendid stand of blooms, comprising Pilrig, A. 
Buchanan, E. Bruce, Lord Rosebery, Endymion, Mrs. G-. P. Frame, Cathe¬ 
rine Agnes. Mias Browell, Miss j. Orkney, N. M Kay, G. Cromb, Aye 
Ready, J. Bryce, and J. Lamont, Iaa Alexander, D. McBeau, J. Battensby, 
Princess Beatrice, Craigforth, Arthur Stewart, Mrs. Wm. Dalglish, Mis. 
Fulton, and two seedlings. Mr. J. Sutherland, Lenzie, was second ; Mr. A. 
Irvine, third. 

Gardeners’Class.—Theprizetakers in this class were:—Twelve blooms, 
Bhow Pansies, distinct varieties.—First, Mr. J. Harpe-, Dreghorn ; second, 
Mr. J. Tinsley, L nnnx Castle; and third, Mr. R. Miller, Netherhill. 
Twelve blooms, faucy Pansies, distinct varieties.—First, J. Tinsley; second, 
R. Stewart; third, R. Miller. 

In the amateurs’ class, Messrs. P. Lyle, Kilbarchan ; D. Russell, Calder ; 
Wm. Smellie, Neuton Mearns; and W. Buchanan, Balmore, were the prin¬ 
cipal prizetakers. 

In the gardeners’ and amateurs’ class, Messrs. J. Harper, P. Lyle, W. 
Storrie (Lenzie), and J. Harper were the successful competitors. 

Open to all, twenty-four blooms show Pansies, distinct varieties. Mr. 

P. Lyle gained the first prize in this class with a very fine stand of blooms, 
which were—Pilrig Gem, d.b. ; Miss E. D. M‘Laren, p.s.; Mrs. J. BoltOD, 
w.G.; Mrs. Gladstone, w.s. ; Pilrig Model; Mrs. Galloway, w.s.; Countess, 
w.g. ; J. Bolton, y.g. ; A. Miller, d.s.; Royal Visit, w.G.; seedling; Miss 
Bair, w.g. ; Gomer, y.g.; Mauve Queen, d.s.; J. Smith, y.s.; Miss 
Buchanan, w.s.; Captain Crombie, D.s.; Lizzie Bullock, Y.s. seedling; 
W. Crockart, y.s. seedling; Arch Holland, Y.s.; Mrs. Fife. Second, Mr. 
W. London ; third, Mr. G. Harper. 

Twenty-four blooms, fancy Pansies, distinct varieties. The first prize 
was won by Mr. A. L’ster, the blooms were—E. Bruce, A. Buchanan, J. G. 
Paul, Lord Rosebery, J. Bryce, John Gibson, Catherine Agnes, Wm. Dick, 
Chas. Stamsell, John Shaw, Mrs. Goodwin, J. Lamont, Pilrig, Janet Orkney, 
Sweet Jessie, P. Beatrice, T. Bell, Miss Dalgliesh, Mrs. Sutherland, Aye 
Ready, Miss E. Lawson, Neil M'Kay, Craigforth, and Mrs. Howard ; second, 
Mr. A. Dalziel; and third, Mr. R. Stewart. Mr. D. Russell wa3 awarded 
the prize for the best bloom of a show Pansy in Hall, of the variety W. 
Fulton, D.s. Mr. M. Campbell, High Blantyre, had the best fancy Pansy; 
it was a seedling named Mrs. J. Ellis, which was submitted to the Judges 
for their opinion, and they granted it a first-class certificate ; its colour is 
deep blue, edged with white. In the seedling class for Bhow and fancy 
Pansies, the prizetakers were Messrs. A. Irvine, R. Stewart, J. Milne, S. 
Russell, and R. Edmondstone. 

In the local class, two miles from Glasgow Royal Exchange, Messrs. J. 
Astie, Albert Gardens, J. McCrossan, and Allan Ashcroft were the prize- 
takers in the Pansies. For six bunches Violas J. Campbell was first, W. 
McLaren second. 

Violas (open to all).—Twelve bunches Violas, distinct varieties.—Mr. J. 
Baxter, Daldowie Broomhouse, again carried all before him. The varieties he 
exhibited and gained first prize with were Countess of Hopetown, Ebor, 
Blue Cloud, Goldfinch, York and Lancaster, Mina Baxter, Countess of 
Kintore, Bullion, Morning S'ar, A. Grant, Lucy Ashton, Mrs. Cobham; 
second Mr. A Lister, third Mr. George Bainbridge. Six bunches Violas, 
distinct varieties.—First Mr. J. Baxter, second Mr. J. Stewatt, third Mr. A. 
Lister. Six bunches seedling Violas, three blooms of each.—First Mr. J. 
Baxter. Best self Viola selected from the above.—First Mr. J. Baxter. Best 
Fancy Viola selected from above.—Mr. J. Baxter. 

In the ladies’ competition for best arranged epergne filled with Pansies, 
Violas, Roses, Pinks, and Ferns, Mrs. W. B. McNeil, Woodlands Road, was 
successful. Best bouquet of Pansies.—First Mrs. J. G. Paul, Paisley; 
second Jane P. Stewart, Lenzie; third Edith Sutherland, Lenzie. Beet 
bouquet of Violas.—First Jane P. Stewart; second E. Sutherland; third 
Mrs. Raeside, Yorkhill. Best basket of cut flowers and Ferns.—First Mrs. 
McNeil; second Mrs. Paul; third,E. Sutherland. 

Pansies.—Special prizes open to garden-rs and amatiurs. Twelve blooms 
Fancy Pansies.—First, Mr. W. Louden, second Mr. W. Storrie, third Mr. D. 
Russell. Twelve blooms Show Pansies.—First Mr. J. Harper, second D. 
Russell, third A. Wilkie. 

Roses.—These formed a very fair show, but they were not quite up to 
former years. The blooms on some of the stands were small. In the 
nursermen’s class for forty-eight blooms, distinct varieties, Messrs. J. Cocker 
and Sons, Aberdeen, were first with a very fine stand. The names of the varie¬ 
ties were Mary Pochin, Her Majesty, Alfred Colomb, A. K. Williams, Mons. 
Noman, Duke of Wellington, Alphonse Soupert, White Baroness, Horace 
Vernet, John Stuart Mill, Pride of Waltham, Queen of Queens, Annie Wood, 
Comte Raimbaud, Senateur Vaisse, Duke of Albany, Due de RohaD, 
Charles Wood, La France, Antoine Ducher, Marie Baumann, Mdlle. 
Eugenie Verdier, Francois Levet, Lariia, Merveille de Lyon, Madame 
Eugenie Verdier, Charles Lefebvre, Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild, 
Marguerite de St. Amand, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Duchess of Bedford, 
Earl of Pembroke, Marquise de Castellane, Mons. E. Y. Teas, H i rich 
Schultheis, E ie Morel, Baroness Rothschild, Francois Michelon, Mario 
Rady, La Duchesse de Morny, Marie Louis Pernet, Sir Garnet Wolseley, 
Madame Gabriel Luiz t, Ulrich Brunner, Comtesse de Serenye, La 
Duchesse de Morny, and Marie Van Houtte. Second Messrs. A. Dickson 
and Sons, Newtonards, Ireland ; third, Mr. David Robertson, Helensburgh ; 
fourth, Mr. S. McGredy, Portadown. Twenty-four blooms Roses, distinct 
varieties, Messrs. A. Diekson & Sons were first in this class with Her 
Majesty, Madame E. Verdier, very fine (this was awarded the prize as 
being the best bloom in the hall) ; Alfred Colomb, Madame Nacbury, 
Madame Isaac Periere, Wm. Keile, La France, Earl of Dufferin, Captain 
Christy, Madame V. Verdier, Etienne Levet, Marguerite de St. Amand, 
Madame Christine Nillson, Ulrich Brunner, A. K. Williams, Comtesse de 
Serenye, Souvenir de Spa, Chas. Lefebvre, Lady Sheffield, Lady Helen 
Stewart, Sophie Coquerel, Horace Vernet, Madame Finger. James Cocker 
and Sons second ; William Montgomery, Cardross, third. In the gardeners’ 
class Mr. Wm. Parlane, Row, was the principal prizetaker. Open to 
amateurs only.—Messrs. T. McCrorie, Kilbarchan, J. Kidd, Rothesay, 
P. McFarquhar, Row, were very successful in this class. Twenty-four 
blooms, York and Lancaster Roses.—First, Mr. J. Baxter ; second, Mr. W. 
Thorburn ; third, Mr. W. Buchanan. 

Pinks (nurserymen only). — Twenty-four blooms Pinks, distinct 
varieties.—First J. Cocker it Sons. The varieties were Prince of Wales, 
John Pattison, Emerald, Olga, Dr. Clark, Boiard, Ne Plus Ultra, Firefly, 
Wm. Paul, Kate, Empress of India, Clothilda, Brightness, Nellie, Device, 
Royal Standard, seedling, seedling, Fireman, Wm. Bruce, John Ball, 
Scarlet Gem, Lena, Harry Hooper: second M. Campbell; tliird W. Paul 
and Son. In the gardeners’ and amateurs’ classes Mes-rs. W. Storrie, 
A. Gilchrist, T. McCrorie, and J. Muir, were the principal priz- takers. 
Open to all.—Twelve blooms, Pinks, variet’es.—First J. Cocker it Sons ; 
stconi William Storrie. Best Pink in the Hall, J. Cocker & Sons. The 
bloom was “Boiard.” The Jubilee prize for Pinks (twenty-four blooms, 
laced, di-tinct varieties) was gained by J. Cocker it Sons with a very fine 
Bland of blooms. The varieties on this stand wus Boiard, Brightness, 
Ne Plus Ultra, Emerald, Prince of Wales, W. Paul, seedling, Fireman, 
Lena, Olga, Attraction, Dr. Clark, D. Saunders, Harry Hoope , seedling, 
James Minty, Royal Standard, R. H. McShie, Elsie, Emily, John Ball, 
Godfrey, Com t, Gwendoline; second Messrs. W. Paul it Sons; third 
Mr. M. Campbell. 

Twelve table plants, varieties.—First Mr. J. Sutherland; second Mr. At 
Raeside; third Mr. J. McCrae, Whiteinch. Twelve coat flowers.—First 
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Mr. Hugh Miller, Busby ; second Mr. W. B. McNeil; third Mr. W. Thorburn. 
Hand bouquet.—Fitst Mr. W. B. McNeil; second Mr. H. Miller; third 
Mr. J. Sutherland. Hand bouquet of Roses.—First Mr. W. B. McNeil; 
second Messrs. A. Pattison & Bon ; third A. Raeside. Six Exotic Ferns, 
varieties.—First Mr. A. Raeside ; second Mr. J. Campbell. Six British Ferns, 
varieties.—First Mr. M. Campbell ; second M'.J. Campbell. Six Verbenas, 
distinct varieties, three trusses each.—First Mr. M. Campbell; second 
Mr. John Shaw; third Mr. W.Thorburn. Six table plants.—FirstMr. G.C. 
Gordon, second Mr. H. Dixon. 

Open to gatdeners and amateurs.—Twelve bunches hardy herbaceous 
border flowers, distinct varieties. The competition in this class was very 
teen, and the display was fine. The first pr ze was awarded to J. Tinsley, 
Lennox Castle, his was made up as follows :—Campanula coronata., 
Alstromeria grandiflora, Gaillardia Admiration (thiswasvery fine), Coreopsis 
lanceolata, Linaria Peloria, Spirea venusta, Etigeron speciosum, Anchusa 
italica, Lychnis dioica alba pi., and Aquilegia cbrvsantha; second, Mr. J. 
Stewart; third, Mr. John Meiklem ; fourth, Mr. W. Stonie. Six bunches 
hardy herbaceous border floweig.—First, Mr. J. Stewart; second, Mr. A. 
Adam, Lennoxtown ; third, Mr. W. Mason, Bridge of Allan. Mr. Stewart’s 
s'x bunches were Campanula eoronats, Lobelia, Gaillardia, Coreopsis 
lanceolata, Anchusa italica, and Lychnis dioica alba fl. pi. Six spikes Phloxes. 
—First, Mr. \V. Mason; second, Mr. J. Meiklem ; third, Mr. W. Thoiburn. The 
Jubilee prize for the best six bunches of lardy herbaceous border flowers, 
distinct vaiieties, was won by Mr.‘J. Tinsley, Lennox Castle, with Campa¬ 
nula corcnata, Alstromeria grandiflora, Franroa appendiculata, Gaillardia 
Admiration, Coreopsis lanceolata. and Lychnis dioica alba pi. 

Miscellaneous Exhibits.—Mr. M. Campbell, nurseryman, Blantyre, 
exhibited a splendid collection of Carnations in pots, B gonias, and Verbenas. 
Among the Begonias the following were fine—Ball of Fire, Primrose Queen, 
Annie Laing, Lotbair ; Verbenas. Ruby, Sunbeam, Lustrous, Lady Brooke. 
Air. Campbell also had stands of Fancy Paus es, French Marigolds, Roses, 
Carnations, and Picotees, wLich were all well setup. Mr. G. Bainbridge, 
Eglinton Street, had a very good table of Pelargoniums, pot and cut 
flowers, also of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums in flower. The front part of his 
table was occupied with stands of Pansies, and some very pretty ladies’ 
bouquets. Messrs. Bobbie & Co., Rothesay, had a fine lot of A/rcan Mari- 
golc’s, Pansies, itc. Mr. M. Cuthbertson, Rothf say, exhibited a fine table of 
Marigolds, Pansies, and florists’ flowe s. Mr. A. Lister, Rothesay, had some 
fine Carnations, Picotees, and Pansies. First-class certificates were 
awarded to the following :—Mr. M. Campbell, Blantyre, for Pansy Mrs. 
Ellis and for Pansy Miss French; to Mr. A. Lifter, Rothesay, for Fancy 
Pansy J. G. Paul; to Messrs. J. Pattison it Son, Paisley, for Fancy Pansy 
H. M. Stanley; to Mr. M. Cuthbertson, Rothesay, for Gaillardia M. Smith; 
to Mr. J. Baxter, Broombouse, one for Vio’a J. hn Burns, one for Viola 
Miss Burns, one fcr Viola Lucy Ashton.—Albert, Glasgow. 

SUMMER-FLOWERING HEATHS. 
In reply to a correspondent, “(x. S. P.,” who desires a descriptive 

list of summer-flowering Heaths, we print the following article by an 
experienced cultivator who has had a large collection under his charge. 

Ericas are now forming bushy heads, for, although generally looked 
upon as slow-growing plants, they rapidly assume handsome proportions 
after about the third year. It will be well to set the plants in the open 
air now—that is. if they are not already removed from frames or pits(as 
by this system the growths become thoroughly hardened and vigorous. 
Care must be taken to water only during early morning or towards 
evening, as continual watering during the heat of the midday sun is sure 
to result in death to the plants, and yet we have seen this practice per¬ 
severed in by men who consider themselves skilful plant growers. 
When water is given let it be in such quantities that the whole ball of 
earth becomes saturated, for partial watering, we are assured by practice, 
is a fertile source of mildew-. Again, do not place Heaths under the 
shade of trees ; they do not require it, and often become injured by 
drip during a few days’ continued rain, and their growth only becomes 
partially ripened. Soft or rain water should be used for watering these 
plants. If during drought this is not procurable the water to be used in 
the evening should stand fully exposed to the sun during the whole day. 
Some recommend the use of weak liquid manure for Ericas, and we 
have seen it applied beneficially to plants that are not wanted after the 
blooming season ; but it should never be given if the plants are in¬ 
tended to live a number of years. The following will be found a good 
selection for effect. 

Erica ferrvginea svperba.—Leaves arranged in fours, linear obtuse, 
densely clothed on the edges with long, woolly, rusty hairs. Flowers in 
spreading whorls from the ends of the principal branches, cylindrical, 
with a swollen base and contracted mouth ; limb rather Small, spread¬ 
ing ; colour light pink at the base, passing upwards into a reddish 
purple. 

E. Shannoniana (fig. 10).—This is a superb large-flowering species, 
bold in growth, and much branched. Leaves arranged in threes, 
ascending, three-sided, and acuminate. Flowers produced in large 
terminal whorls ; these are flask-shaped, delicate pink or flesh colour, 
saving at the contraction of the neck, where the colour is more intense ; 
footstalks and calyx deep red ; whole flower glutinous. 

E. hyacinth aides.—A dwarf-growing, neat, and handsome species, 
now unfortunately very rare. The last time we saw it was in the 
gardens of Ilarrenhausen in Hanover, where so many of these beautiful 
old species were treasured by the elder Wendland. It scarcely reaches 
12 inches in height, much branched, and densely furnished with stout, 
smooth, and shining dark green linear obtuse leaves. Flowers large and 
freely produced from the ends of nearly all the branches. They are 
arranged in fours, flask-shaped, the segments being large and spreading, 
whilst the colour is a beautiful soft rose throughout. 

% 

E. infundibulifornris.—A slender-glowing beautiful plant. Leaves 
linear obtuse, smooth, arranged in threes, and light green. Flowers 
erect, long, and slender, produced in fours upon short footstalks ; tubes 
deep red, the broad spreading limb being white. 

E. verticillata.—This is an elegant and extremely useful plant for 
all purposes; it is erect in growth. Leaves arranged in fours, linear 
acute, destitute of hairs, and dark green. Flowers produced in large 
pendant whorls towards the ends of the branches ; they are about an 
inch long, cylindrical, somewhat square at the base, and brilliant orange 
red in colour. 

E. jasminijiora.—Although somewhat straggling in habit this is, 
nevertheless, a very desirable species. The leaves are mostly arranged 
in threes, triangular, spreading, and dark green. Flowers mostly in 
threes from the ends of the simple branches, about 14 inch long, cylin¬ 
drical, with a swollen base, and a large, flat, spreading limb, the seg¬ 
ments of which are cordate ; tube rosy pink, the segments pure white. 

E. incarnata.—K species now very seldom seen in collections, yet it 
is a small and compact grower, and very gay when in flower. It forms 
a dense much-branched plant some 12 or 18 inches high, the leaves 

being linear obtuse, quite smooth, arranged in fours and bright green. 
The flowers are produced in dense bunches upon the ends of all the 
branches, they are ovate with a contracted mouth ; colour bright 
reddish pink. 

B. vestita alba.—A rather tall-growing variety. Branches ascending. 
Leaves about an inch long, crowded, linear, arranged in sixes, and dark 
green. Flowers produced in large whorls near the ends of the branches, 
sometimes in double tiers. Flowers longer than the leaves, pure white, 
slightly downy. 

E. vestita Ivtea.—Similar in habit to the preceding, but the leaves 
are more robust. Flowers produced in large and dense whorls ; they are 
club-shaped, upwards of an inch long, slightly ribbed, and clear sulphur 
yellow in colour. 

E. vestita fulgida.—A very hi.hly coloured variety of robust growth. 
Branches erect. Leaves lonj arranged in sixes, linear, smooth, and 
dark green. Flowers crowded near , the apex of the principal shoots, 
upwards of an inch long, and rich bright red. 

E. vestita inearnata.—This is scarcely such a strong-growing variety 
as the preceding. Leaves six to eight in a whorl, linear, erect, and very 
deep green. Flowers produced many together in crowded whorls near 
the apex of the main shoots ; they are club-shaped ; about an inch 
long ; ground colour white suffused towards the apex with bright rose 
or flesh colour, rendering it a very charming plant. 

E. vestita rosea.—Erect in growth, with simple branches and dark 
green leaves, which are linear obtuse, arranged in eights, and shorter 
than either of those varieties named above. Flowers crowded, an inch 
in length, and rich deep rosy colour. 

E. vestita cornea.—A truly beautiful variety. Habit of growth erect 
as in other kinds. Leaves linear, erect, slender, and pale green in colour. 
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Flowers produced in crowded wliorfs towards the upper part of the 
branches, about an inch in length, and of a delicate flesh colour. 

E. lrbyana.—The improved form of this species is a most desirable 
variety. It produces long, simple, erect branches. Leaves somewhat 
triangular, armed at the point with a stiff bristle, the edges slightly 
toothed ; colour deep green. Flowers in large spreading umbels, upon 
long footstalks from the ends of the branches ; they are upwards of an 
inch long, much swollen at the base, very sticky ; the segments heart- 
Gliaped and spreading, white, tinged with flesh colour at the base. 

E. Lindleyana—Leaves arranged mostly in fours, linear oblong, 
mucronate, ciliate on the edges, deep green with a central white stripe 
on the back of each leaf; whorls large and terminal, tubular, deep 
crimson passing into white ; the throat and limb vivid green. 

E. Jubana.—A beautiful frec-8owering plant, and of compact habit. 
Leaves in threes, flat on the upper side, keeled below, and dark green. 
Flowers produced upon very long, erect, red footstalks, in large umbels ; 
they are much swollen at the base, with a contracted mouth and large 
spreading limb ; the latter is white, while the tube is reddish purple. 

F. droserodes.—An elegant species now but too seldom seen. It is a 
dwarf much-branched plant. Leaves alternate, linear obtuse, with re¬ 
curved points, the edges densely furnished with glandular hairs. Flowers 

Fig. n.—Erica ampulincea. 

produced in large whorls upon the ends of the branches. These are 
Reddish purple in co'our, much swollen at the base, with a contracted 
neck ; segments somewhat small, spreading, and deep red ; whole flower 
glutinous. 

E. nitida.—A free-growing densely branched plant of great beauty. 
Leaves in threes, short, linear obtuse, and deep green. Flowers somewhat 
ovate, terminal on all the small branches, in umbels of three to five, 
.forming spikes 9 to 12 inches long ; footstalks, calyx, and the whole of 
the flower beautiful snow white. 

E. Coventry ana.—This is a compact, low-growing, and much-branched 
plant. Leaves in fours, linear obtuse, bright green. Flowers stemless, 
and set in large clusters among the foliage on the ends of the 
branches; the tube is bright red, the spreading segments of the limb 
pure white. 

E. ampul1.area (fig 11).—Our figure represents the typical plant, 
which is very beautiful; the ground colour is white or pale flesh striped 
throughout with deep rose, the contracted neck being deep purple. 
There are three varieties — viz., ampullacea elegans, ampullacea obbata, 
and ampullacea rubra, all of which either in colour or size are great 
improvements on the type. 

E. metylceflora superba.—This improved form of the species is much 
easier to grow than the normal form through not being so liable to 
mildew. Leaves in fours, linear obtuse, slightly hairy on the edges. 
Flowers in terminal whorls, wholly deep reddish crimson, saving the 
circle round the throat, which is deep purple. 

E. tricolor profusa.—A superb variety. It is very compact in habit, 
and an abundant bloomer. Leaves arranged in fours, linear obtuse, 
mucronate, and densely fringed with long hairs at the edges; colour 

deep green. Flowers terminate the branches, produced in whorls of 
great size ; they are larfee and tubular, with a swollen base, colour deep 
rich rosy carmine passing into white, the contracted neck being encircled 
with green, whilst the tips of the segments are white. 

E. Fairricana.—A slender branching species of grea^t beauty. Leaves 
arranged in fours, linear, mucronate. and fringed with short hairs at 
the edges, green above, with a central pale band on the under side. 
Flowers large, in terminal -whorls of from eight to twelve, much swollen 
at the base, where the colour is rosy carmine, passing upwards into 
pink, the contracted neck deep crimson ; limb reflexed, pinkish white. 

F. insignia.—A bold-growing species and a profuse bloomer. Leaves 
arranged in fives, oblong obtuse, fringed with hairs on the edges and 
pale green. Flowers in large terminal whorls, somewhat short, but 
stout; colour dark rosy carmine at the base, contracted throat, dark 
purple ; segments of the limb white.—T. 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
ESHER. 

The second annual Exhibition of this flourishing Society was held in 
the charming grounds of Moore Place, Esher, kindly lent for the occasion 
by the President, Sir Wilford Brett, K.C.M.G., on Thursday, July 28th. 
Classes were provided for plants in pots, groups, cut flowers, vegetables, and 
fruit, a division being also reserved for cottagers, whom it is a prime object 
of the Society to encourage in gardening pursuits. The Show was held in 
a series of marquees, and may be described as a very successful one, there 
being plenty of competition, and some exhibits of more than average 
excellence. The vegetables which won the principal prizes for Mr. C. J 
Waite were deserving of special reference. He showed two collections of 
ten and twelve kinds, all in splendid condition, the Onions, Carrots, 
Tomatoes, and Peas being particularly good, besides winning four other 
first prizes—a capital record. The groups were highly effective, and were 
of very equal merit, Mr. Cawte gaining a narrow victory in the principal 
clajs. Particulars of the principal awards are appended:— 

There were two entries for Class 1, four stove and greenhouse plants, 
Mr. R. Cawte. gardener to J. P. Robinson, Esq., being first with good 
specimens of Vinca rosea, Allamanda Hendersoni, Plumbago capensis. and 
Bougainvillea glabra ; and Mr. J. Child, gardener to Mrs. Slade, The Firs, 
Ciaygate, second. For two stove and greehouBe plants, Mr. J. Smith, 
gardener to E. Grey, Esq., Fair Mile, won somewhat easily, having a grand 
plant of Hydrangea hortensis, and a fair specimen of Eucharis amazonica. 
Mr. G. Holden, gardener to Mis. Izod, was second. For six stove and 
greenhouse foliage plants, Mr. Cawte was again first, having good specimens 
of Cycas revo'uta, Areca lutescens, and Pandanus Yeitchi, and a very fine 
plant of Davallia Mooreana in his group. Mr. J. Smith was second, 
showing a fine healthy specimen of Maranta zebrina; and Mr. W. Sutton, 
The Gardens, Ashby Park, was third. In a corresponding class for three 
plants, Mr. C. J. Waite, gardener to Col. Hon. W. P. Talbot, Esher, was 
awarded the first prize, and was the only exhibitor. Begonias were 
well shown by Mr. J. Thorne, gardener to A. E. Flood, Esq., The Bush, 
Walton-on-Thames, who secured the first prize with six healthy well flowered 
plants in the class for that number. He was followed by Mr. J. Harvey, 
gardener to Capt. Terry, Hersham, who also showed well, and Mr. Child. 
Mr. Waite won with three plants, Mr. Holden being second, and Mr. 
Carpenter, gardener to — Abbott, Esq., Walton-on-Thames, third. Mr. Cawte 
followed up his previous successes by secur ng the premier award for six 
exotic Ferns; he had Asplenium nidus in very fine condition, with note¬ 
worthy specimens of Adiantum farleyense and Davallia Mooreana. Mr. J. 
Smith wag second, Microlepia hirta cristata being well shown. Messrs. 
Waite, Holden, and Carpenter took the prizes for three plants. With six 
Zonal Pelargoniums, Mr. Frith, gardener to F. Botterell, Esq., secured a 
meritorious victory, Mr. C. Gardner being second, and Mr. Child third. 
Mr. Holden received the chief award for three plants, Mr. Palmer, gardener 
to Hume Dick, Esq., being second. Fuchsias were well shown by Mr. 
Child and Mr. Holden, who took the first prizes in the two classes, Messrs. 
Waite, Smith, and Carpenter following. Mr. Waite was first for six 
Coleuses, Mr. Palmer be ng second, Messrs. Holden and Carpenter taking 
the prizes in the smaller class. Table p'ants were best shown by Mr. C. J. 
Waite, but the struggle was a very ke-n one between him and Mr. Holden. 
Mr. Sutton was third, five lots being shown. In the smaller class the prizes 
went to Messrs. Palmer, Carpenter, and Thorne. Mr. J. Thorne won with 
six Gloxinias, showing some beautifully flowered plants, Mr. Holden being 
a good second. 

The groups of plants w r*, as before noted, excellent. Two classes were 
provided, Mr. Cawte winning for a semi-circular group, 14 feet by 7 feet. 
Liliums, Gladioli, Gloxinias, and Begonias provided the colour, rising friun 
a groundwork of Ferns, and interspersed with fine-foliaged plants. Mr. 
Sutton was a capital second. For a smaller group (10 feet by 5 ft^t), Mr. 
Holden was first, Mr. Waite second, and Mr. Carpenter third, Mr. C. Gard¬ 
ner being highly commended. Those were all charming groups and re¬ 
flected the greatest credit on the exhibitors. 

Three prizes were offered for a collection of ten dishes of vegetables, 
distinct kinds, and the three stands were all of great excellence. Mr. C. J. 
Waite, who has scored so many victories with vegetables of late, was first, 
exhibiting White Leviathan Onion, 16 inches in circumference, Sutton s 
King of Cauliflowers, Egyptian Turnip-rooted Beet, Ne Plus Ultra Beans, 
Sutton’s new Intermediate Carrot, Sutton’s new Marrow, Reading Per¬ 
fection Tomato, Duke of Albany Peas, and Artichokes. Mr. Cawte was a 
good second, showing Onions and Beet well, and Mr. Palmer was third. 
Messrs. F. Hopkins, gardener to J. Wodderspoon, Esq., The Chestnuts, 
Walton-on-Thames, first; Frith, second; and Turner, gardener to 
Francis, Esq., third, took the prizes for five dishes. Mr. Hopkins was again 
first with a brace of Cucumbers, exhibiting a nice brace of Carter’s Model. 
Mr. Waite followed with Tender and True. For fifty pods of Peas Mr. 
Palmer won with a fiEe dish of Duke of Albany, Mr. Hopkins following 
with Sutton’s Royal Jubilee. For a similar number of Scarlet Runners or 
Dwarf French Beans Mr Waite was an easy first with a very fine dish of 
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Runners, Mr. Palmer following with a good dish of Canadian Wonder Dwarf 
French. For twelve Onions, one variety, there was a close fight between 
Messrs. Waite and Palmer; the former winning with a fine lot of White 
Leviathan, and Mr. Palmer staging Brown Globe. There were three other 
dishes. Mr. Cawte received the chief award for nine Carrots, staging the 
Intermediate ; Mr. Waite following closely with Sutton’s Intermediate. For 
six dishes Mr. Waite won with Fiddler’s Prolific, Prizetaker, Sutton’s Seed¬ 
ling, Vicar of Laleham, Imperator, and Snowdrop ; Mr. Cawte was second, 
and Mr. Palmer third. Mr. Waite also won with twelve Tomatoes, showing 
Reading Perfection in splendid condition ; Mr. Cawte following closely, Mr. 
Thorne being third. A special prize of two guineas was offered by the 
Native Guano Company for a collection of twelve vegetables grown with the 
Company’s manure. Mr. Waite was the only exhibitor, and received the 
prize for a magnificent lot, amongst the best seen this year. 

There was not much competit ion in the fruit classes, but some creditable 
examples were staged. For a collection of six dishes, Pines excluded, Mr. 
Waite scored a meritorious victory, show ing Ryton Muscat and Madresfield 
Court Grapes, Elton Pine Strawberries, Gros-eMignonne Peaches, Stanwick 
Elruge Nectarine, and a seedling Melon : Mr. Sutton was second, and Mr. 
Gardner third. For three dishes Mr. Palmer was first, Mr. Turner second, 
and Mr. Carpenter third. Mr. G. Carpenter was first with one Melon, and 
Mr. Cawte second. For two bunches of black Grapes Mr. Waite was first with 
Madresfield Court, medium-sized bunches carrying a nice bloom, Mr. 
Hopkins following with Black Hamburgh. For two bunches of white 
Grapes Mr. Hopkins won with capital examples of Foster’s Seedling, Mr. 
Waite being second with Ryton Muscat. For six Peaches Mr. Palmer won 
with Dymond, Mr. Sutton being second with Royal George. For six 
Nectarines Mr. Waite won with Stan wick Elruge, Mr. Gardner being second 
with Lord Napier. Cut Roses, hand bouquets, and vases were fairly shown, 
and lent variety to the fruit tent. 

The miscellaneous exhibits comprised an attractive mixed group from 
Messrs. John Laing & Co., Forest Hill, including Begonias in variety, 
Liliums, a variety of Orchids, fine-foliage plmts, and a box of cut Roses. 
Another charming group was arranged by Mr. Foster, nurseryman, West 
End, Esher. The Show was well attended. Mr. Crump was an able and 
courteous secretary. 

LIVERPOOL.—July 30th and August 1st. 

The eighth summer Show of the Liverpool Horticultural Society opened 
in Sefton Park on Saturday last, and was in every respect of the most 
meritorious description. In consequence of the sale of the collection of the 
late Mr. Neuman come fear was at one time entertained that the absence of 
the magnificent specimen plants with which Mr. W. Mease won so many 
honours that the Show would not equal its predecessors; but although his 
plants were missed there was no blank in the large tent; on the contrary, 
the competition was greater than usual, and the aggregate display was un¬ 
questionably one of the best of the year. Fruit was admirably represented, 
many of the Grapes being of remarkable excellence ; vegetables surpassed 
those staged at any of the Association’s previous exhibitions; hardy 
herbaceous flowers were, if possible, bet'er than ever, while Roses, con¬ 
sidering the season and the date of the Show, were staged in surprising 
numbers and of generally good quality, so that altogether it is doubtful if 
the Exhibition has been surpassed by that of any other that has been held 
during the present season in any part of the kingdom, and the Committee 
of the Association and exhibitors are to be congratulated acco-dmgly. 

Specimen Plants.—In the class for twelve stove and greenhouse plants 
the premier position was well won by Mr. C. Roberts, gardener to A. Nichol¬ 
son, Esq., Highfield Hall, Staffordshire, with Kentia australis and Cycas 
circinalis, both magnificent; Thrinax elegans, Croton angustifolius. very 
fine; Cycas revoluta, and a splendid example of Croton Baroness James 
de Rothschild as foliage plants; the flowering specimens consisting of 
E ica jasminiflora alba, two Dipladenias, two Ixoras, and a Clerodendron, 
these ranging from 4 to 5 feet in diameter, all fresh, healthy, and well 
flowered. Mr. James Cypher of Cheltenham was second with plants that 
would have won the chief prize at most of the shows of the year, third 
honours being awarded to Mr. A. R. Cox, gardener to W. H. Watts, Esq., 
Elm Hall, Wavertree. This collection included one of the brightest and 
most elegant plants of Croton aigburthensis ever seen—like a fountain of 
gold; a splendid specimen of Ixora coccinea (to which a prize as the best 
flowering stove plant in the Show was awarded), and a wonderfully fine 
Allamanda, Calamus ciliariB, and a Latania representing first-rate culture, 
also attracted attention by their excellence. 

In the local class for eight stove and greenhouse plants Mr. B. Crom¬ 
well, gardener to T. S. Timmis, Esq., Cioveley, Allerton, nobly won the 
first prize; Croton Queen Victoria in this collection also being awarded the 
prize as the best fine-foliaged plant in the Show, it being 8 feet by 8 feet, 
and in superb condition. Croton Disraeli was 6 feet in diameter, an Ixora 
and an Allamanda approaching the same size. Mr. A. Crosbie, gardener 
to B. Hall, Esq., Dudlow House, Wavertree, was second with fresh fine 
healthy specimens, Kalosanthes coccinea, brilliant. In the class for eight 
fine-foiiaged plants Mr. J. Jellico, gardener to F. H. Gossage, B.-q., Camp 
Hill, Woolton, secured the premier position with large well-furnished 
richly-coloured examples, Croton Queen Victoria and Pritchardia pacifica 
being conspicuous by their excellence ; Mr. Cypher was second, and Mr. 
Crosbie third, with grand specimens. In the class for four stove and green¬ 
house plants Mr. A. R. Cox wa3 first with very«fcreditable examples of Ixora 
regina and I. coccinea superba, Erica Eweriana superba,and an Allamanda, 
all good. 

Tli; first prize for six fine foliaged plants was well won by Mr. Cromwell, 
Gleichenia dicbotoma G feet across being the leading specimen ; Mr. A. R. 
Cox was second, and Mr. T. Foster, gardener to J. Brancker, Esq., Waver¬ 
tree, third. Mr. Cypher was first with six flowering specimens, Erica Den- 
nisoniana, Crotons regina and Fraseri, a Clerodendron, Statice, and 
Allamanda; second Mr. C. Roberts, with highly creditable specimens. 

In rhe class for single specimen greenhouse plants Mr. Evans secured 
the chief prize with a splendidly grown example of Bouvardia Alfred 
Neuner, 4 feet across, half globular, with deep green foliage, and innumer¬ 
able trusses of flowers. We failed to observe the second prize plant. Mr. 
T. Gowan, gardener to J. Cunningham, Esq., Linton Lodge, Mossley Hill, 
was third with a Kalosanthes 4 feet in diameter. In the class for single 
stove plants in flower Mr. Roberts was placed first withDipladenia amabilis, 

very fine; second Mr. A. Lewis, gardener to L. F. Bibr, Esq., with a very 
fine Eucbaris ; third Mr. P. Barber, gardener to Milnes Barosby, Esq., St. 
Michael’s, with Oncidium flexuosum. 

Groups.—These call for no special notice, for they were considerably 
behind the average of previous years ; in fact, the only neat, well-arranged 
group was contributed in the open class by Messrs. R. P. Eer & Sons, 
Aigburth Nursery; the Crotons used were all new varieties and particularly 
striking for their colour. In the amateurs’class, Mr. J. Jellico was first; 
Mr. A. R. Cox, second; Mr. T. Jones, gardener to W. C. Clark, Esq., Sefton 
Park, third; an extra being given to Mr. F. Francis, Greenbank, Waver¬ 
tree. 

Orchids.—These were not numerous, but the examples Btaged were in 
excellent condition. For four plants Mr. Cypher was deservedly placed 
first with a well-flowered plant of Epidendrum vitellinum majus, Cattleya 
Gaskelliana with twenty-one flowers, Saccolabium Blumei majus with three 
fine spikes, and Cypripedium barbatum superbum, well flowered and about 
2 feet through ; Mr. J. Edwards, gardener to H. Tate, Esq., The Beeches, 
Allerton, second ; and Mr. W. Moss, gardener to W. Holland, Esq , Mossley 
Hill, third. For one plant, Mr. J. Hurst was s cond, and Mr. W. Moss 
third, no name having been placed on the first prize plant. 

Drac.enas.—The competition for the timepiece (value five guineas) 
offered by Messrs. W. Cottrell & Co., horticultural builders, 15'2, Canning 
Street, Liverpool, for eight Dractenas in 6-inch pot3 was very keen. 
Mr. John Snow, gardener to J. Bruce, Esq., Wadhurst, Sussex, was suoce8S.~ 
ful with well-grown plants of Goldieana, Lindeni, Madame Heine, Berkleyi, 
Renardise, Gladstonei, and Madame F. Bergman. 

Table Plants.—These were exceptionally good, being of a small neat 
size; in fact, they could not have been in better condition, for every 
collection staged was highly creditable to the exhibitor. For six plants, 
Mr. C. J. Waite took the highest award with Dracaena Emesti, Geonoma 
gracilis, Cocos Weddeliana, Croton Countess, Aralia leptophylla, Aralia 
gracillima, and a highly coloured Croton without a name. 

Begonias.—These are perhaps nowhere seen in such superb condition as 
at Liverpool, some of the plants were of an enormous size, fully 5 feet high 
and 4 feet through, and in every instance represented care and high culture. 
For six plants, Mr. A. R. Cox was placed first,.Mr. J. Hurst second, and Mr. 
A. Crosbie third. The leading collection was smaller than the other two, 
but newer kinds and profusely flowered. For three plants the same ex¬ 
hibitor was again first with excellent plants about 2 feet in diameter. 
Messrs. A. Crosbie and B. Cromwell were second and third respectively. 
For one plant the same exhibitor again took the lead. 

Gloxinias.—These were excellent, and have never been seen in such 
admirable condition. Mr. J. Johnston, gardener to Mrs. Watts, Derwent 
Lodge, Wavertree, was first, followed closely by Mr. T. Gowan and Mr. J. 
Agnew. 

Ferns.—Both the hardy and exotic varieties were well represented, and 
reflected great credit upon the exhibitors in the various classes. For eight 
exotic plants, Mr. Lewis was placed first with well grown plants, Mr. A. R. 
Cox second, Mr. J. Jones being the oth r prizewinner. For four plants, Mr. 
B. Cromwell was first with Gleichenia dichotoma, Pteris serrulata major, 
Pteris scaberula, Davallia fijiensis, very good ; second, Mr. J. Hurst. For 
two Filmy Ferns Mr. Moss was first with splendid plants ; for one Fern Mr. 
C. Cropper was first with a large Davallia Mooreana. For six hardy kinds 
Mr. T. Foster secured honours with excellent plants; second, Messrs. R. 
Fleming & Sons ; third, Mr. P. Barber. 

Cockscombs on the whole were good. Mr. J. Agnew, gardener to Mrs* 
Watts, Grassendale, took the lead for six plants ; Mr. J. Hurst was first for 
four pans of Achimenes, with good examples of Admiration, Blue Peifection, 
and Mauve Queen. For six Selaginellas, Mr. J. Leather, gardener to 
H. Nash, Esq., was deservedly first with neat well grown examples; Mr. J, 
Harrison, gardener to J. Bateson, Esq., New Heys, Allerton, secured the 
second, and Mr. T. Jones the third award. Fuchsias, except the first prize 
collection for six p1 ants, were of a very ordinary type, Mr. Hughes, gardener to 
H. Mclver, Esq., Elms vood, Allerton, took the lead with large weil-flowered 
examples; for three plants, Mr. A. R. Cox was accorded the second prize. 
For two pots of Liliums, Mr. T. Lunt, Sefton Park, took the lead, and the 
same exhibitor was a’so first for one plant. Mr. Hughes gained the premier 
position for Coleuses, and Mr. T. Gowan for six trained Zonal Pelargoniums ; 
Mr. T. Jones was a close second, and Mr. D. McKellar third. For three 
plants Mr. E. Bridge secured the leading place, and Mr. J. Gowan for four 
double varieties with fresh well-grown plants. Mr. J. Hurst secured honours 
for six plants of Petunias, and Mr. J. Agnew for six doubles. For three 
hardy plants Mr. J. Hurst was to the front with grand plants of Campanula 
pyramidalis and C. p. alba, and a fine pot of Lilium lancifolium rubrum. 

Cut Flowers.—Cut flowers have always been well represented at the 
Society’s Show, but on the present occasion the exhibits are more num >rous 
than ever, and the quality of the Roses excellent. For forty-eight Roses, 
distinct, no less than six collections were staged, and were fresh and in good 
condition. Messrs. Cocker Si Sons, nurserymen, Aberdeen, took the lead 
with bright fresh flowers of H^r Majesty, Due de Rohan, Marie Baumann, 
Queen of Queens, Antoine Ducher, A. K. Williams, Duke of Edinburgh, 
Mons. E. Y. Teas, Alfred Colomb, Duke of Wellington, Hon. E. Gififard, 
Niphetos, Mrs. Jowitt, Comte Raimbaud, Marie Yerdier, and Rosieriste 
Jacobs; T. B. Hall, Esq., Larch Wood, Rock Ferry, was a good second with 
smaller but strikingly bright fresh flowers; Messrs. Jam^s Dickson & SonB, 
Newton Nurseries, Chester, third; these lacked that brilliancy that marked 
the two previous collections. For twenty-four blooms Mr. T. B. Hall was 
well ahead with large full and very fresh flowers, followed by S. P. Budd, 
Esq , Bath, with smaller but very neat examples ; third, Mr. H. Ptwtress, 
gardener to A. Tate, Esq., Roseleigh, Woolton, with large but rather loose 
flowers. For twelve blooms Mr. T. B. Hall was again successful, the dark 
blooms being fresh and good. Mr. S. P. Budd, Gay Street, Bath, gained the 
third prize : no name being p’a-ed on the second collection. For twelve Tea 
varieties E. Claxton, Esq., Woolton, was first with beautifully fresh blooms 
of Madame Cusin, Louis Van Houtte, Princess of Wales, Anna Ollivier, 
Souvenir d’un Ami, Madame Willermoz, Madame H. JamaiD, Jean Ducher, 
Hon. E. Giffard, Catherine Merant, and Madame de Watteville fine. 
Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons second, and Mr. T. B. Hall third ; six collections 
in this class. For twelve blooms any dark variety Messrs. Cocker & Sons 
were first with Alfred Colomb ; Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, Yorkshire, 
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second with the same variety; and Messrs. James Dickson & Sons third 
with bright flowers of Duchess of Bedford ; eight stands were staged. In 
th j corresponding class for twelve light varieties the same exhibitor was 
again first with Merveille de Lyon ; Messrs. Harkness & Sons, second 
with the same variety; and Messrs. R. Mack & Sons, Catterick 
Bridge, Yorkshire, third with Baroness Rothschild. For a box of Roses 
tastefully arranged Mr. T. B. Hall was well first with a handsomely 
arranged box, the groundwork being formed with Adiantum cunea'um. The 
Rose blooms comprised dark varieties, single blooms, while the Teas used 
were light and arranged in moderate-sized bunches, according to the size of 
the flowers. Mr. E. Claxton was second with a box of Tea varieties, very 
delicate and pretty, but less neat and striking than Mr. Hall’s. Mr. H. 
Pewtress was third, with too much green in his arrangement. 

Stove and greenhouse flowers were, as usual, shown in very fine condi¬ 
tion. gome of the winning stands being really superb. For eighteen varie¬ 
ties Mr. B. Cromwell was well first, followed by Mr. W. Bustard, gardener 
to J. Lewis, Esq., being placed second. For twelve varieties Mr. G. Williams, 
gardener to S. Baerlin, Esq., Didsbury, gained chief honours, followed by 
Mr. J. Hurst, gardener to W. B. Bowpring, Esq., Beechwood, Aigburth, and 
Mr. J. Warrington, gardener to T. Bright, Esq., Briarley, Aigburth. Her¬ 
baceous cut flowers were really excellent, and for twenty-four distinct 
kinds Mr. G. Eaton was well to the fore, followed by Mr. W Bustard, who 
algo showed well. In the corresponding class for twelve varieties Mr. J. 
Warrington waB first with good even blooms; Mr. J. Foster, gardener to 
J. Brancker, Esq., second ; and Mr. D. McKellar, gardener to A. J. Steel, 
Esq., Bank Hid Road, Aigburth, third. Mr. R. Brownhill, Rock Ferry, 
took the lead for Carnations with a capital stand of flowers. Bouquets were 
very neat but call for no special remark, for the flowers in some of the 
exhibits were notfre*h. For two Mr. G. Downes took the lead, and Mr. G. 
Williams for one. For one vase the last-named competitor was successful 
with a neat light arrangement. 

Fruit.—The display in both the collections and Grape classes was equal, 
if not superior, to those staged during previous years; in fact the fruit 
throughout was of the highest quality, and the competition in mopt classes 
was very keen. For a collection of eight dishes no less than five collections 
were staged, and those who failed to gain honours would have gained 
premier positions at the majority of fruit shows. Mr. J. H. Goodacre, 

ardener to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby, was placed 
rst with excellent Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, both 

being large in the bunch and heavy, while the former were superbly finished. 
The remaining dishes were fine large examples of Longleat Perfection 
Melon. Smooth Cayenne Pine, Barrington Peaches, very large ; Circassian 
Cherries, and Lnxford Hall Seedling, Strawberries. Mr. J. Edmonds, 
gardener to the Duke of St. Albans, Bestwood, Notts, was a close second, 
having particularly good Elrnge Nectarines and Early Grosse Mignonne 
Peaches. The card of the third prizewinner contained no name at the time 
of our leaving the Exhibition. In the corresponding class for pix dishes 
four collect ons were staged, and all in splendid condition. Mr. J. Edmonds 
took the lead with large well finished bunches of Black Hamburgh 
and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Best of All Melon, Brown Turkey Figs, 
Early Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and Elruge Nectarines. Mr. J. Stonev, 
gardener to Sir Thos. Earle, B rt, Aller ton Towers, was a close second with 
good Grapes, excellent Stirling Castle Strawberries, Downton Nectarines, 
and Te’on de Yenus Peaches. Mr. T. Elsworthy, gardener to A. R. Glad¬ 
stone, Esq., Court Hey, Liverpool, was the remaining prizewinner. Three 
competitors staged in the cla»s for a basket of fruit arranged for effect. 
Mr. J. Stoney secured the premier position with a tastefully arranged 
basket, containing a collection of hardy fruits and some very fine Peaches, 
Nectarines, Madresfield Court, and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes. Mr. T. 
Elsworthy was a v ry close second, and Mr. J. Bounds, gardener to A. L. 
Jones. E*q., third. For six dishes of hardy fruits the competition was keen, 
and Mr. J. Lambert, gardener to Col. Wingfield, Onslow Hall, Salop, took 
the lead with good dishes of Loxford Hall Seedling Strawberries, R- d 
Currants, White Currants, Raspberries, Cherries, and Gooseberries. Mr. J. 
Goodacre was a good second, and Mr. L. T. Turner third. For one dish of 
Cherries Mr. Hare, Wellingore, Grantham, was first with fine fruit of 
Frogmors Late Bigarreau. Mr. J. Lambert second with Black Heart. 
Mr. J. Stoney took the lead for Strawberries, with large fruit of Stirling 
Castle. 

Pines were better throughout than has been the case for some years at 
the Society's exhibitions. For two fruits Mr. J. Bennett, gardener to 
Hon. C. H. Wynne, No th Wales, was deservedly first with two large fruits 
of Prince Albert; Mr. J. Harris, gardener to Sir H. H. Vivian, Bart., M.P., 
Singleton, Swansea, second, with capital Queens ; and Mr. J. Edmonds 
third with the same variety. For one fruit Mr. J. Ilarris took the lead with 
a handsome Queen. 

Grapes wi re considerably above the average, and although we have seen 
the competi ion closer the classes were well represented. For four bunches 
six or seven collections were Btaged. Mr. G. Middleton was well first with 
grand well finished bunches of even size with very large berries of Black 
Hamburgh, Buckbmd Sweetwater, Madresfield Court, and Muscat of 
Alexandria. Mr. Goodacre second, having a grand bunch of Muscat 
Hamburgh, well finished but rather small in the berry. Mr. J. Stevenson, 
gardener to Lieut.-Col. Pilkington, Prescot, having an excellent bunch of 
Black Hamburgh with very large berries. For two bunches of Muscat of 
Alexandria, Mr. G. Middleton again took the lead with examples far ahead 
of any other competitor, the bunches being of fair size and compact, while 
the berries were well coloured and large. Mr. J. Stoney was second with 
splendid examples, but slightly uneven in the berries. Mr. D. Lindsay, 
gardener to Sir Thomas Edwards Moss, Bart., Otterspool, was placed third 
with smaller bunches, the berries and colour being all that could be 

■drsired. For two bunches, any o her white variety (Muscat of Alexandria 
excluded) five competitors staged. Mr. J. Bennett took the lead with 
Duke of Buccleuch in good condition for that variety; Mr. J. Lounds, 
gardener to S. S. Parker, Esq., was second with the same variety ; and 
Mr. G. Middleton third with Buekland Sweetwat°r. With two Black 
Hamburghs there were no less than fourteen exhibitors. Mr. J. Parker, 
gardener to G. Baynes, Esq., Rock Ferry, gained the coveted position with 
large superbly finished examples. Mr. J. Wilson, gardener to H. Cunning¬ 
ham, Esq., Wavertree, was second, with bunches equally fine, except the 

berries, which were slightly smaller. Third, Mr. J. Stevenson, with good 
GrapeB, that had perhaps the largest b' rries of any in the Exhibition, but 
the bunches were rather loose and slightly deficient in finish. For two 
bunches any other black variety, Mr. G. Barker was again first with very 
large heavily shouldered bunches of Madresfield Court, but rather short of 
colour. Second, Mr. W. Wilson, with much better finished bunches, but 
the size of the former secured for them the premier award. Mr. J. Bennett 
third with remarkably well finished Alnwick Seedling. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—These on the whole were large and highly 
coloured. For one diBh of Peaches Mr. A. Lewis secured the first place 
with large fruit of Royal George ; Mr. N. E. Owens, gardener to the Hon. 
R. 8. Cotton, Combermere, Salop, with Noblesse, highly coloured for that 
variety ; and Mr. A. Crosbie third with gr-od fruit of Early Grosse Mignonne. 
In the corresponding class for one dish Mr. J. Edmonds took the lead with 
Bplendid fruit of Chancellor; Mr. J. Story closely followed with Teton de 
Yenus, and Mr. Elsworthy with Bellegarde. For one dish of Nectarines 
Mr. J. Edmonds was first with large fruit named Elruge, but short of 
colour; Mr. C. Copple, gardener to T. S. Rogerson, Esq., second with 
Imperatrice, and Mr. J. Stoney third. In the corresponding clabs Mr. J. 
Harris was placed first with large highly coloured examples of Elruge ; 
Mr. J. Bennett second, and Mr. T. Hare third. 

Melons were largely represented, a large number of fruits being staged 
in the two classes for the prizes offered. For one green-fleshed variety Mr. 
N. E. Owens was first with a beautiful fruit of Hero of Lockioge; second, 
Mr. J. Ward, gardener to T. H. Oakes, Esq., Riddings Hall, Alfreton; and 
Mr. A. R. Cox third, both showing the same kind. For one scarlet-fle*h Mr. 
G. Gilmour, gardener to Rev. J. G. Leigh, Walton Rectory, first with Duke 
of Edinburgh. Mr. Hare second, and Mr. G. Lyon, gardener to J. H. Kenyon. 
Esq. Egerton Park, Rock Ferry, third. 

_ First-class certificates were awarded to Messrs. R. P. Ker & Sons, 
Aigburth Nursery, for Croton Sunrise, a highly coloured variety with foliage 
nearly the width of Queen Yictoria, but double the length ; Croton Gordoni, 
a short foliaged highly attractive form, freely spotted with yellow and deep 
crimson; Aristolochia elegans. flowering freely; Phyllantlius Chantrieri, 
a beautiful decorative plant that will become popular when plentiful; 
Davallia tenuifolia Veitchiana; Nephrolepis rufesetns, very beautiful, 
Sslaginella Emiliana and S. Emiliana amcena. The same firm was also 
highly commended for a large and handsome collection of plants, containing 
many Crotons in the highest state of perfection. Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, 
Swanley, Kent, a similar award for Verbenas, Begonia, and Pe argonium 
blooms, also a first-class certificate for Pelargonium Goldfinder, a semi¬ 
double scarlet variety. Messrs. F. & A. Dickson <fc Sons, The Upton Nur¬ 
series, Chester, highly commended for a large assortment of choice plants, 
principally Tuberous Begonias. The Horticultural Company (John Cowan), 
Garston, the same award for a group of Tea Roses in pots, and one of foliage 
stove plants, and an assortment of bouquets, wreaths, and crosses. Messrs. 
James Dickson & Sons a first-class certificate for a seedling Carnation named 
Gray tye Gem, which was previously named at Manchester Mrs. Hole, 
They were also highly commended for a group of plants, and boxes of 
G adioii and herbaceous cut flowers. A similar award was made to Mr. G. 
Downes for a small group of decorative plants. 1 

Vegetables.—It was naturally expected that the dry hot weather of the 
past few weeks would tell against the display of vegetables, but such was 
not the case, for they were staged in larger numbers generally, and in b tter 
quality than has before been the case at this Society’s shows. Five ex¬ 
cellent collections were staged in the open class for twelve dishe3. Mr. 
C. J. Waite, gardener to the Hon. W. P. Talbot, Esher, Surrey, was placed 
first with grand examples staged in his well known style. This collection 
comprised Snowdrop Potatoes, Egyptian Turnip-rooted Beet, Globe Arti¬ 
chokes, Sutton’s New Intermediate Carrots, clean and good; Reading Per¬ 
fection Tomatoes, large fine fruit; Sutton’s New Marrow, Mammoth Long- 
pod Bean*, White Leviathan Onions, large and good : Duke of Albany Peas, 
fair; and large samples of Jubilee Beans of the Scarier Runner type nearly 
a foot in length. Mr. J. Lambert was a close second, having remarkably 
fine White Tripoli Onions, good Nutting’s Beet, Sutton’s Seedling Potatoes, 
very good ; Vouch'd Model Carrot, and Williams’ Matchless Celery. Mr. E. 
Shepherd, gardener to Miss Louise Bannerman, Wellington, Salop, a close 
third; an extra prize being given to Mr. J. Oldfield, gaidener to R. W. 
Biddulph, Esq., Chirk Castle, Ruabon, who also staged well. In the local 
cla=s for twelve dishes the same numbtr of exhibitors competed for the prizes 
offered. Mr. J. Sroney secured the leading position with splendid examples 
of Jackson’s Favourite Tomato, Giant Rocca Onions, Lyon Leeks, Canadian 
Wonder Beans, and Early London Cauliflowers. Mr. A. R. Cox and Mr. J. 
Raintord, Whiston, were good second and third in the order named. For 
six dishes no less than sew n collections were staged, and the whole were 
first-rate. Mr. J. Bennett took the lead, having good Early Rose Potatoes, 
Telephone Peas, Canadian Wonder Beans, Hack wood Park Tomatoes, and 
White Elephant Onions. Mr. W. Murrey, gardener to A. B. Forward, Esq., 
The Priory, Gateacre, second, and Mr. J. Lounds third. Seven collections 
were staged in the class for six dishes of Peas. Mr. T. Winkwortb; gar¬ 
dener to R. Brocklebank, Esq., Childwall Hall, was placed first with Evo¬ 
lution. Giant Marrow, Ne Plus Ultra, Harrison’s Exhibition Marrow, Sturdy, 
and President Garfield ; Messrs. J. Lambert and J. Stoney second and third 
respectively. For three dishes eleven collections were staged. Mr. J. 
Watson, gardener to F. Tobin, Esq., The Old Hall, Aigburth, took the lead 
with,Telephone, Duke of Albany, and Duke of Edinburgh ; Mrssrs. N. E. 
Owens, and J. Lyon, Fire Grove, Prescot, second and third respectively. 
For two dishes tnere were nine ent'ies exhibited, and the winners were 
Messrs. J. Bounds, and J. Almond, Maghull, no name being placed on the 
second collection. Potatoes were considerably inferior in size and appear¬ 
ance to those contributed in previous years. For six dishes, Mr. J. Oldfield 
took the lead with International Kidney, Beauty of Hebron, Vicar of Lale- 
ham, Blanchard, Schoolmaster, and Chancellor; Mr. J. Stoney was second. 
For four dishes the winners were Messrs. T. Almond, W. Hasker, and 
J. Bennett. Cucumbers were good, and the successful exhibitors were Mr. 
J. Stevenson and Mr. N. E. Owens, the former with Prescot Wonder, and 
the latter with Telegraph. 

Tomatoes were particularly fine. For three dishes, Mr. J. Elsworthy 
waB well first with fine largo fruit of Excelsior, Trophy, and Dedham 
Favourite ; Mr. J. Glover, The Grange, Gateacre, second, and Mr. Copple 
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third. For one dish, Mr. 3. Almond was first with Trophy; Mr. G. Eaton 
followed with the same kind, while Mr. C. Waite was third with Beading 
Perfection. A special prize (a Bilver cup) was offered by Messrs. F. & J. 
Mee, Hot-water Engineers, Wood Street, for six Tomatoes in pots. Mr. J. 
Stoney was successful with excellent examples of culture, having three 
plants in each pot laden with fruit. 

Implements were not so largely represented as has been the case on pre¬ 
vious occasions. The following received silver medals:—Mr. Joseph 
Bramham, Dale Street, for wirework and boilers; Messrs. F. and J. Mee, 
Wood Street, for a collection of boilers ; Messrs. Bennett Bros., for a collec¬ 
tion of wirework. Certificates of merit were awarded to Mr. J. Webster for 
greenhouse and framis, M. J. Palmer for Jubilee post seats, and Messrs. 
Franklin & Hocking for a small heating apparatus. 

SOUTHAMPTON SHOW.—July 30th and August 1st. 

The Royal Southampton Horticultural Society held their twenty-fifth 
annual summer Show in the grounds at Westwood Park Avenue on Satur¬ 
day and Monday last, and were favoured by extremely fine weather on both 
days. The exhibits, both in quantity and quality, well maintained the 
credit of the Society, and in some departments the merit was of an unusual 
character for the present season. This was especially noticeable in the 
f uit and vegetable tent, where the competition for the principal prizes was 
very keen and the produce excellent. The vegetables comprised some of 
the best and cleanest specimens we have seen this season ; and amongst 
the fruit were some grand examples of Madresfield Court Grapes of quite an 
exceptional character, Mr. Ward winning high honours for his examples of 
this handsome Grape. In the plant department the specimen stove and 
greenhouse and foliage plants with the groups constituted the leading 
features. Mr. Lock’s plants were in admirable condition ; it is quite re¬ 
freshing to see such clean vigorous well coloured specimens, and this 
grower amply deserves all the fame he has won in recent years. Mr. Moly- 
neux also exhibited well in these classes, his plants being distinguished by 
their fresh and healthy appearance, while Mr. Wills was foremost amongst 
local gardeners, and Mr. James sent a good example of tasteful arrange¬ 
ment in the group c'ass. The cut flowers and floral decoration tent formed 
another interesting portion of the Exhibition, and there Mr. and Mrs. 
Chard, as usual, competed successfully in several classes, staging tasteful 
stands, bouquets, baskets, tfcc. 

All the arrangements were conducted in a prompt and satisfactory 
manner, the Secretary, Mr. C. S. Fuidge, earned the thanks of the exhibitors 
and all oflflcia’s. 

Plants.—Two large parallel marquees were devoted to the plant 
exhibits, the stove and greenhouse specimens occupying the centre of one, 
the groups and Ferns had a similar position in the other, and around the 
sides were placed the Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Cockscombs, Coleuses, 
Tuberous Begouias, and other small c’asses, which added much to the 
brightness of the Exhibition. The leading class was that for twelve stove 
or greenhouse plants, six foliage and six in flower, and the prizes offered 
ought to have brought more competitors. The first prize was £18, the 
seoond £15, and third £12, but as there were only three exhibitors the 
second and third prizes were placed together and equally divided. First 
honours were gained by B. W. Cleave, Ejq., Newcombe House, Crediton 
(gardener, Mr. G. Lock), with grand specimens in perfect health of the 
following: Clerodendron Balfourianum, Croton Warreni, superbly 
coloured; Croton Williamsi, similarly finely coloured; a pair of handsome 
trained plants of Lapageria rosea and alba, of globular form and flowering 
freely; Erica Thompsoni, excellent; a huge Latania borbonica, Erica 
semula, very handsome ; and Ixora Duflfi, bearing a number of large trusses. 
Equal second prizes were awarded to Mr. H. James, Norwood, and to Mrs. 
Pearce, The Firs, Bassett (gardener, Mr. E. Wills), the best plants in the 
former’s collection being Allamanda grandiflora and a magnificent 
specimen of Erica semula. Mr. Wills having a beautiful Statice profusa. 
Another class was provided for the same number of specimens, but con¬ 
fined to gardeners, the prizes being £10, £7, and £1. Some good plants of 
smaller size were shown in this class, the Hon. Mrs. Eliot Yorke, Hamble 
Cliff (gardener, Mr. J. Amys) taking the first place, his finest plants being 
Allamanda Chelsoni, Stephanotis floribunda, Cycas revoluta, and Allamanda 
Hendersoni. Col. the Hon. H. G. S. Crichton, Nttley Castle (gardener, 
Mr. J. Reynolds), followed, showing Allamanda Hendersoni and Ixora 
Williamsi in capital condition. With six flowering plants Mr. James, Mr. 
Wills, and Col. Pepper, Salisbury (gardener, Mr. J. Curry) were the prize- 
takers, while for six foliage plants Mr. G. Lock was well ahead, his Croton 
volutus, Croton Chelsoni being remarkably beautiful. Mr. Wills was a 
good second. 

The class for a collection of nine miscellaneous plants, not less than 
three to be in flower, brought several good exhibitors, W. H. Myers, Esq., 
Swanmore Park, BUhop Waltham (gardener, Mr. E. Molyneux), winning the 
prize presented by the President of the Society, the Right Hon. Lord 
Montagu, with capital examples of Crotons angustifolius, Johannis, and 
variegatus, all well coloured, Areca lutescens, Allamanda Hendersoni, 
Statice profusa, Latania borbonica, and the beautiful Trachelium cceruleum, 
which was figured in this Journal last year. Mr. Blandford and Mr. J. W. 
Peel were respectively second and third, the former having an excellent 
Statice profusa, and the latter a large and vigorous Davallia Mooreana. Mr. 
Molyneux had the best single specimen foliage plant, a huge globular pro¬ 
fusely flowered plant of Bougainvillea glabra. Mr. Wills was second with 

good Clerodendron Balfourianum, and Mr. James third with Statice 
profusa. Mr. Lock’s Croton Disraeli gained the first place in the single 
foliage speoimen class, and Mr. Molyneux was second with Croton Queen 
Victoria, both capitally coloured. 

In the group class Mr. H. James won premier honours with a tasteful 
combination of Orchids, Ferns, and Palms, with an edging of Isolepis and 
Fittonias. Mr. Wills was an extremely close second with a bright col¬ 
lection ; Mr. Reynolds third ; Messrs. J. C. <fc H. Ranson fourth, and Miss 
Todd fifth. With a smaller group Messrs. F. E. Chamberlain, C. Burch, 
and G. Chamberlain were the prizetakers. For both indoor and hardy 
Ferns Mr. G. Lock was first with fresh healthy examples, fol owed by 
Mr. Wills and Mr. Amys. Messrs. Peel, Bunday and Reynolds winning 
the honours for four indoor Ferns, and Messrs, Wills, Burden, and Bushby 
for Selaginellas. 

A choice group of Orchids from J. Buchan, Esq., Wilton House, 
Southampton (gardener, Mr. T. Osborne), gained the chief prize in the 
class, and well deserved a more valuable prize. The plants shown were 
healthy, and comprised good examples of the following—Dendrobium 
Dearei, in fine condition, D. superbiens with two long Bpikes, Odonto- 
glossum Uro-Skinneri, O. coratatum, Dendrochilum filiforme, Oncidium 
macranthum, Cypipedium Veitchi, Cattleya Schofieldiana, Peristeria elata, 
and Masdevallias. Mrs. Haselfoot, Moor Hill, Westend (gardener, Mr. N. 
Blandford), was second, showing Peristeria elata with three spikes, Anga- 
loa Clowesi wiih five fine flowers, Maxillaria tenuifolia, and Brasavola 
nodosa with eight spikes. Mr. Osborne had the best single specimen 
Orchid, a large Calanthe veratrifolia, and Mr. H. James was second with 
Cypripedium barbatum : Mr. Osborn having an extra prize for Spathc- 
glottis Angustorum flowering well. With a collection of miscellaneous 
nursery stock, Messrs. Windebank, Kingsbury, and Ransom were awarded 
the prizes in that order ; the principal honours for Cockscombs, Coleuses, 
Fuchsias, Begonias, and Pelargoniums being secured by Messrs. Amys, 
West, Bushby, Wilis, Osborne, Blandford, and Windebank. 

Cut Flowebs.—Numerous classes were devoted to cut flowers, but the 
most interesting were those for table decorations, stands of flowers, bouquets, 
buttonholes, &c. For three stands Mr. J. R. Chard, Brunswick Nursery, 
Stoke Newington, was first with a very tasteful arrangement, in which the 
base was formed of Lilium longiflorum, Marguerites, Rondeletia, Roses, Fern 
and Coleus leaves, the side stands having Cattleyas, Grasses, Calliopsis, and 
yellow Oncidium. Miss B. Flight, Winchester, and Miss Chamberlain 
followed. Mrs. Chard was also first for a basket of flowers, and Mr. Chard 
was awarded first honours for table decorations in his best style, the base of 
the central stand beiDg formed of the scarlet Lilium chalcedonicum and 
L. longiflorum, very effective. In the ball bouqu t classes Messrs. Perkina 
and Son, Coventry, were placed second with what many considered much the 
best of those staged, and the awards in that class seemed to be strangely 
inverted altogether. Messrs. Perkins & Son were first with buttonhole 
bouquets, very light and graceful. Mr. Molyneux was first with both single 
and double Zonal Pelargoniums, and he deserved similar honours for hardy 
flowers. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, were first for Dahlias, 
with grand flowers. 

Fruit.—The competition was very keen in the classes devoted to fruit, 
and the general quality was excellent for the season. The Southampton 
Tramways Company offered the first prize of £5 for a collection of six 
dishes of fruit, and this was gained amoDgst nine exhibitors by Lady Ash¬ 
burton, Melchet Court, Reading (gardener, Mr. Evans), who had capita] 
bunches of Muscat of Alexandria and Madresfield Court Grapes—the latter 
with fine berries, but slightly rubbed—Barrington Peaches, Read’s Scarlet 
Flesh Milan, Elruge Nectarines, and Brunswick Figs, all of fine quality. 
R. B. Sheridan, Esq., Frampton, Dorchester (gardener, Mr. S. Pullman), was 
second ; his best dishes being Buckland Sweetwater and Black Hamburgh 
Grapes, Hero of Lockinge Melon, and Noblesse PeacheB. Mr. Ward waa 
third ; and Sir J. W. Kelk, Bart., Tedworth, Marlborough (gardener, Mr. G. 
Inglefield), was fourth. 'The Grape classes were filled, and the exhibits 
close in merit. For three bunches of black Grapes Mr. Ward, Salisbury, 
was first amongst seven competitors with grand examples of Madresfield 
Court; the bunches compact, the berries large, and colour excellent. Mr. 
Molyneux followed with capital bunches of Black Hamburgh; Capt. Davison, 
South Stoneham House (gardener, Mr. T. Hall), was third with Madresfield 
Court; and Mr. Inglefield fourth with Black Hamburgh. Mr. Pullman had 
the best two bunches of black Grapes, well coloured samples of Black 
Hamburgh. Mr. Wm. Sanders followed with Madresfield Court; Mr. W. W. 
Browning was third, and Mr. Richards fourth, with Black Hamburgh. In 
the class for three bunches of white Grapes, Mr. J. M. Stewart Boldre, 
Grange Gardens, Lymington, was first with Muscat of Alexandria in admir¬ 
able condition ; Mr. J. Evans was second with smaller buncheB of the same 
variety, but with large well coloured berries. Mr. J. Budd and Mr. J. Hall 
were second and third ; the last having Buckland Sweetwater fairly good. 
Mr. Richards was first for two bunches of white Grapes; remarkably fine- 
Buckland Sweetwater. Mr. S. Pullman following with the same variety; 
Mr. S. Browning third, and Mr. Sanders fourth. Twelve single bunches of 
black Grapes were shown ; Mr. Molyneux leading with Madresfield Court, 
beautifully coloured and compact bunches ; Mr. T. Hall followed with Black 
Hamburgh, and Mr. Evans and Mr. Ward with Madresfield Court. There 
were also ten single bunches of white Grapes : Mr. Richards gaining the 
first place with Buckland Sweetwater, very handsome; Mr. J. Budd was 
second; Mr. Stewart third; Mr. Ward fourth, all showing Muscat of 
Alexandria. Mr. J. Budd had the best six dishes of outdoor fruits, Peaches, 
Nectarines, and Melons being well shown by Messrs. Curtis, Pullman, 
and Sanders. 

Vegetables.—These were remarkably well represented, but we can 
only allude to them briefly. For a collection of twelve varieties the Earl of 
Carnarvon, Highclere Court (gardener to Mr. W. Pope), was first with 
excellent produce; J. East, Esq., Longstock House, Stookbridge (gardener, 
Mr. Wm. Sanders), was a close second; Mr. Amys, third; and Mr. W. 
Palmer, Thames Ditton House, fourth. For nine varieties of vegetables 
Mr. Molyneux was first, showing very fine specimens ; Mr. J. Allen, Mr. 
Busby, and Mr. A. Richards were the other prizetikers. 

The miscellaneous exhibits comprised a choice collection of Tuberous 
Begonia blooms from Messrs. J. Laingifc Co., Forest Hill, and several groups 
of plants from local nurserymen. 

ST. NEOTS SHOW.—August 1st. 

The quiet and quaint little town of St. Neots, on the borders of Hunt¬ 
ingdonshire was rendered unusually lively on Monday last by the exhibition 
of the local horticultural Society, which was held in the Cambridge Paddock. 
The Society is a flourishing one with plenty of supporters, both amateurs 
and professionals, whose chief desire is to make their Show as successful 
as possible, and this year, although it was once feared there would be a 
serious falling off, especially iu the cottagers’ department, there were 
numbers of competitors who contributed freely from the produce of their 
gardens. The Show is not confined to horticultural exhibits, as classes are 
devoted to honey, farm produce, poultry, cage birds, and rabbits, so that 
four or five large tents were required to contain all the exhibits. Two of 
the largest were appropriated to the horticultural portion of the Exhibition, 
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plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables being well represented from gardeners, 
amateurs, and cottagers. The exhibits were well arranged, and the Society 
is fortunate in having such an enthusiastic and energetio Secretary as Mr. 
Ratchelous. 

Messrs. Wood it Ingram, Huntingdon, contributed a collection of Car¬ 
nation and Picotee blooms remarkably fine and fresh, representing some 
select varieties, including s veral very meritorious novelties of their own 
raising, St. Gatien, a light rose-flake Carnation, and Candlemas, a pink and 
purple bizarre, being very notable. 

In the plant classes Mr. W. G. Redman, gardener to J. H. Goodgames, 
Esq., was tbe principal exhibitor, and carried off the chief prizes in most 
of the classes. He had some excellent plants, but his six specimen 
Fuchsias were especially handsome, fine conical plants, G feet high and 
3 or 4 in diameter, loaded with flowers. The same exhibitor bad the best 
six stove and greenhouse plants, well grown plants of Anthurium Schertze- 
rianum, Ixora javanica, Bougainvillea glabra, Cl<-rodendron fallax, and 
Stephanotis floribunda. For a single specimen Mr. Redman was first with 
Bougainvillea glabra in very fine condition, and the Doke of Newcast’e 
(gardener, Mr. T. Colbourn), second with Oncidium crispum. Bateman 
Brown, Esq. (gardener, Mr. Tilbrook), won first honours for four stove and 
greenhouse Ferns with excellent specimens of Adiantum concinnum latum, 
extremely fine : A. Williamsi, A. farleyense, and A. Collisi. Mr. Redman 
following with Platvcerium alcicorne, Adiantum farleyense, A. gracillimum, 
and A. cuneatum. Mr. Redman had the best four hardy Ferns, and Mr. 
Tilbrook was second with smaller plants. The same exhibitors contributed 
in several other classes. Mr. Tilbrook was first with a single specimen 
Fern, showing a grand specimen of Platycerium alcicorne, very large and 
in wonderful health. Mr. Petfield was first with ten table plants, light, 
graceful, little specimens. 

Cut flowers were numerous, and in that department again Mr. Redman 
was a prominent exhibitor. Dahlias were capitally shown by A. J. Thorn¬ 
hill, Esq. (gardener, Mr. R. Petfield), who had some extremely fine blooms, 
for which he won the first prize. Miss Cheere, Papworth Hall (gardener, 
Mr. Smith), had twelve bunches of hardy flowers, and won the premier 
prize. E. B. Lindsell, Esq., Hitchen, had a superb stand of twenty-four 
Rose blooms, fresh and richly coloured, easily winning the premier prizes 
both for these and in the classes for twelve Teas and twelve Hybrid 
Perpetuals. 

In the fruit classes, Mr. Tilbrook was first with a collection of six 
dishes, showing two magnificent Smooth Cayenne Pine Apples, quite over¬ 
powering the other exhibitors. The Earl of Sandwich (gardener, Mr. 
Myers) was a good second, showing a Melon, Peaches, Apricots, Cherries, 
in good condition ; Captain Duncombe (gardener, Mr. Carter) being a close 
third with two fine bunches of Grapes. With one bunch of Black Ham¬ 
burgh Grapes, Mrs. Medland (gardener, Mr. Warboys) was first with a well 
coloured bunch of good size, Mr. Petfield being second. In the any other 
black variety class, Mr. J. Topham, Thorney Park, was first. In the Muscat 
of Alexandria class, Mr. Myers took the lead, followed by Mr. Redman; 
and for any other white variety, Mrs. Day was first, showing Buckland 
Sweetwater in good condition, and Mr. Warboys second with the same 
variety. Mr. Smith had the best flavoured scarlet flesh Melon, and Mr. 
Carter the best green flesh Melon. Apricots from Mr. Hardwick and Mr. 
Myers were excellent, several othersal«o showing these fruits well. Apples, 
Currants, Gooseberries, Tomatoes, and Cherries were all well represented, 
the winners of the prizes for collections of vegetables being Messrs. Redman 
and Myers. The Judges were Mr. J. Wood-Ingram and Mr. L. Castle. 

ROSE SHOW. 
WEST OF SCOTLAND (HELENSBURGH). 

After an interval of two years I had again this season the pleasure of 
again seeing the Helensburgh Show, and having a “ crack ” with many old 
friends. I found but little change ; the place where the Show was held was 
not the same,it is true, but the method of exhibiting was unaltered. The 
same familiar faces were happily to be eeen, and the same heartiness 
manifested, but at the same time I am bound to say there was no improve¬ 
ment; there was too much carelessness in many of the amateurs’ exhibits, 
wrong naming and duplicates were not uncommon, and the general style 
and character might easily be better. True it has been a most trying Rose 
season, and the later shows have felt it more than the earlier ones. It was 
late, too, as the season, turned out, for Helensburgh, for it is a mistake to 
suppose that Roses are so much later in this part of Scotland than in 
England, and hence there was altogether a falling off both in the quantity 
and quality of the flowers. Even those from the North of Ireland and 
Stranraer were not up to their usual excellence, although there were some 
good flowers amongst them. 

In the class for forty-eight blooms, distinct, Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belmont, 
Belfast, was first with Madame Charles Wood, Comtesse de Serenye, Uirich 
Brunner, Abel Grand, Marguerite de St. Amand, E'.ienne Levet, Paul 
Neyron, Marie Baumann, Merveille de Lvon, Mrs. Jowitt, Princess of 
Wales, Benoite Comte, Madame Eugene verdier, Princess Amadie de 
Broglie, Lselia, Madame Victor Verdier, Alfred Colomb, Madame Gabriel 
Luizet, Due de Rohan, Madame Marie Frnger, Star of Waltham, Heinrich 
Schultheis, Due de Marlborough, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Louis Van 
Houtte, Marechal Niel, Senateur Vaisse, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Charles 
Lefebvre, Marquise de Castellane, Horaoe Vernet, Countess of Rosebery, 
Her Majesty, Xavier Olibo, White Baroness, Comte Raimbaud, Pride of 
Waltham, Prosper Laugier, Alphonse Soupert, Elie Morel, Madame Eugenie 
Freny, Mons. E. Y. Teas, La France, Marie Rady, and Lord Bacon. In the 
class for thirty-six varieties Messrs. A. Dickson <fc Sons of Newtonards in 
the County of Down were first with Comte Raimbaud, Madame Marie 
Verdier, Francois Courtin, Prince of Wales, William Koelle, Madame Louis 
Devigne, Brightness of Cheshunt, Lady Sheffield. Annie Wood, Her Majesty, 
May Quennell, Madame Eugene Verdier, Ulrich Brunner, Merveille de Lyon, 
Duchess of Bedford, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Ferdinand de Lesseps, 
Francois Michelon, Earl of Dufferin (a fine new Rose of Messrs. Dicksons’ 
raising), Emilie Hausberg, Comtesse de Camando, Laslia, E. Y. Teas, 
Baroness Rothschild, 8enateur Vaisse, Star of Waltham, Duke of Albany, 
Madame Marie Finger, Baron HauBmann, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Princess 

Amadie de Broglie, Madame Charles Ciapelet, Etienne Levet, Comtesse dst 
Serenye, Louis Van Houtte, and Madame Nachury. In the class for twelve 
Teas or Noisettes Mr. Thomas Smith of Stranraer was first with Mardchai 
Niel, MadameHippolyte Jamain, Madame Willermoz, Paul Neyron, Niphetos, 
Etoile de Lyon, Perle des Jardins, Madame Denis, Madame Berard, Cornelia. 
Kock, Catherine Mermet.and The Bride. 

In the class for genthmen’s gardeners, Mr. William Parlane, gardener to 
Col. Decomton, was first for thirty-six, with Merveille de Lyon, Paul 
Neyron, Marshal Niel, Sir G. Wolseley, Egeria, Alfred Colomb, Lord: 
Macaulay, Francois Michelon, Captain Christy, Camille Bernardin, 
Comtesse d’Oxford, Duke of Edinburgh, Gloire de Dijon, A. K. Williams, 
Edouard Morren, Ulrich Brunner, Madame Clemence Joigneux, Mari* 
Baumann, ComtesBe de Serenye, Abel Carriere, Perle des Jardins, Prince 
Arthur, Madame Leveque, Baroness Rothschild, Paul Jamain, Hyppolyto 
Jamain, Baron Gonella, Marguerite de St. Amand, E. Y. Teas, Madame 
Vordier, Eugene Appert, La France, Madame Victor Verdier, Marie Finger, 
and Pierre Notting. 6 * 

These were the principal classes, and the smaller ones call for no parti¬ 
cular comment. The N.R.S. silver medal for the best Hybrid Perpetual in 
the Show was taken by Mr. Hugh Dickson with Pride of Waltham, and 
there was no Tea or Noisette shown sufficiently good to merit the award. 

My visit to Helensburgh, besides the Ro e Show, afforded me an oppor- 
tunity of seeing the nursery of Mr. Alex. Campbell of Gourook. It will be 
remembered that two years ago he very much astonished the frequenters of 
the Crystal Palace and South Kensington by the magnificent groups of 
Gladiolus which he set up, especially that which he showed at the latter 
place in the second week of October. Knowing the moisture of the climate 
in which he grew them I was very anxious to see his collection, and to hear 
about his harvesting the corms, for I imagined that a place where the 
average rainfall is double what it is in Kent, and from whence a collection 
of spikes could be shown in October, would present some considerable diffiv 
cnlties to a grower. I found Mr. Campbell an intelligent and good gardener, 
and, like all good gardeners, ready to impart his knowledge to others. 
Two things particularly struck me-the small number of corms, comparatively 
speaking, which he cultivates, I do not know the exact number, but there 
were only a few beds. The second matter which surprised me was the closer 
ness of the corms ; they certainly were not more than 4 inches apart, and yet 
the plants all looked healthy and vigorous. This is very different from the 
practice of many growers (myself amongst the number), who allow 1 foot 
between the corms. Mr. Campbell, too, mulches his beds with coooa-nub 
fibre, a precaution I should hardly have thought necessary in such a climato 
as Gourock. He does find a difficulty in harvesting as I imagined he must, 
and he also experiences a considerable amount of loss. He does not believa 
eith r in the degeneration of the corms or exhaustion, but where he loses' 
them believes it to be, as do most Gladioli growers, the result of disease, 
probably occasioned by moisture. I have seen a good many Gladioli this, 
year, and I do not recollect any season when they have up to this period 
looked so well. The foliage is green and Etrong, there are very few signs of 
going-off, such as one has had to deplore, and if they continue like this, it 
will go far to prove that a hot and dry season is what they rejoice in. This 
might have generally been expected, as they come from Natal, where the 
hot summers correspond to that which we are now experiencing. It wilt be 
seen that Mr. Campbell’s method of growing differs considerably from that 
of Mr. Burrell and myself. To me the closeness at which the corms are 
planted would seem to be an erroneous practice, especially when it comes to 
the matter of shading, for it must be very difficult to get the boxes in 
between the spikes of blooms ; however, it is done, and we know with what 
success.—D., Deal. 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

MAIN Crop and Late Strawberries.—Where the plan of forming, 
fresh beds with newly rooted runners is followed these ought really to 
be now well established in 3-inch pots. Some seasons plenty of well- 
rooted plants can be lifted with a trowel from among the rows of old 
plants, but they are far from being plentiful this year, and if not already- 
done no time should be lost in layering a quantity either into small pots' 
or on turves. Select the healthiest, and which are just forming roots, as. 
any that have lost their roots or have been trampled on are useless. Use 
good loamy soil and make this firm in the pots, and which require no 
drainage. The runners may be trimmed and then fixed in position with 
a stone or peg. If kept well supplied with water they soon fill the pots 
with roots, but they should be cut away from the parent plants ancf 
bedded out before they are badly root-bound. We prefer the lifted 
plants to those layered into pots, the former frequently taking the most 
readily to their fresh quarters ; but either will do well if properly- 
planted and attended to, and should give a crop of fine fruit nextr 
season. In the meantime a breadth of ground should have been pre¬ 
pared for them. They cannot be relied upon to always bear well unless- 
they are rooting in freely manured deeply dug ground ; but if the soil is 
both rich and loose, too many leaves and not much fruit will be the- 
result. If the ground is double dug at the present time, some rough 
manure being added to the bottom and partially rotten manure mixed 
with the top spit, a little time must be allowed for settling, and in any 
case it should be heavily trampled prior to planting. We prefer to 
trench the ground during the winter. It is cropped with early Potatoes, 
which delight in deeply worked loose ground, and these leave it in excellent 
condition for the Strawberries. In any case, whether the ground is dug 
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one or two spits deep, it must be well manured, or tbe plants will not 
grow so vigorously as could be wished. If the Onions are cleared off 
early the ground they occupied would form a capital Strawberry bed, 
being both rich and firm. All that would be necessary in this instance 
would be to clear the ground of weeds, and the planting be completed 
without any further trouble. The rows may well be 30 inches apart, and 
the plants 24 inches apart in the rows. This may appear more room 
than is necessary, but crowded plants never bear so well as those given 
plenty of space, and in wet seasons especially the clusters of fruit must 
have all the light and air possible or they roc off wholesale. Onions, 
Lettuces, Spinach, or Beans mav be grown between the rows during the 
season following planting, though if the plants do well they will occupy 
much of the available space. When the young plants are put out they 
ought to be in a moist state at the roots, and the soil should be well 
primed about them with the handle of the trowel. In dry weather they 
will need occasional waterings, or otherwise they will progress very slow. 

Selection of Strawberries. — Allusion was made to early 
varieties on page 61. To succeed those grown for the earliest supplies 
the preference may yet be given to Sir J. Paxton, this fine second early 
sort invariably doing well. President is a little later, and is also still 
one of the heaviest croppers, the fruit also being of excellent quality. 
La Grosse Sucrde succeeds well in some places, but we have discarded it. 
James Veitch is a very fine sort, and worth growing principally on that 
account. Sir C. Napier, though not very hardy, usually crops heavily, 
and the quality pleases those who prefer briskly flavoured fruit. Unset 
Fritz grows freely and yields large crops of very fine fruit, and this 
again is more remarkable for its appearance than good quality. Auguste 
Nicaise is good for pot culture, but is of less value for the open ground. 
Dr. Hogg, if it could be induced to grow vigorously on all soils, would 
be a general favourite. With us it is of sturdy growth, cropping heavily, 
and the fruits are large, firm, and good. British Queen, unfortunately, 
is very fickle, but where it can be induced to do well it is a great 
favourite. Loxford Hall Seedling is very late and of fairly good quality, 
but on all sides we hear complaints that it refuses to grow strongly. 
Eleanor or Oxonian, on the other hand, though not of very high quality, 
possesses a good constitution, is very late, and produces extra heavy 
crops of fine fruit. The most reliable, given in their order of ripening, 
are Sir J. Paxton, President, Sir C. Napier, Dr. Hogg, and Eleanor. It 
is advisable, however, to try some of the newer sorts, the nature of the 
soil much affecting the character of the varieties grown on it. 

Old Strawberry Beds.—Three, or at the most four, good crops 
are all that is worth while to take from a plantation. Every season an 
old bed should be destroyed and a new one formed, and in this manner 
only can a first class supply of fruit be maintained. The youngest 
plants give the earliest and finest fruit, but the second year’s crops are 
usually the most valuable, though a greater number of fruits may be 
gathered during the third or fourth seasons. Directly the fruit is 
gathered from an exhausted bed, it should at once be cleared off, both 
plants and weeds going to the fire heap. Then without any digging the 
ground ought to be cropped with Broccoli or Savoys, these being extra 
hardy on firm good ground. The younger plantations give the best 
runners, and in most instances these are not interfered with till the 
selected runners are removed. A simple plan of preparing a lot of 
young plants for forming beds early next season consists of pricking out 
a number of runners, if with plenty of roots attached so much the 
better, on a spare border in nursery beds. If these arc kept from fruit¬ 
ing next season, they will make fine plants for putting out early, or any 
time from June till August. After the runners are obtained the plants 
in the reserved beds should: be cleared of all surplus runners and much 
of the old foliage, and this with the rough litter should be wheeled 
away and burnt. Any decayed mulching may well be left undisturbed, 
it is the rubbish and weeds that need removing. 

Dry Weather and the Fruit Crops.—The long drought is 
proving very injurious to the fruit crops—notably Apples and Pears, 
and these are dropping off wholesale. It will be sometime before many 
of the trees get sufficient moisture at the roots, and there is every 
prospect of the produce being small. It is almost useless to attempt 
watering the larger trees, but wall trees, pyramids and bushes may, in 
many instances, be given a good soaking with advantage. Thinning out 
is yet needed on many small trees that come under our notice. It is 
not yet too late to do this important work, and strong Grape scissors are 
very handy for the purpose. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Melons.—The weather has been splendid for Melons. We have 
never known them better than they have been this year, especially those 
in pits and frames that have the benefit of a bed of leaves and dung. 
Frame Melons seem to always have a firmer, sweeter, and more agreeable 
flavour than house Melons, indeed they have more of the true Melon 
flavour. The plants are not so coddled, having, as a rule, much more 
air, continuous supplies of nutriment, therefore have more highly 
elaborated juices. 

Late crops in frames are setting well, and as the plants usually grow 
luxuriantly, the foliage should be kept thin, or they may set indiffe¬ 
rently and after setting refuse to swell. Some growers object to the use 
of the knife to the plants whilst the fruit is setting, but we do not 
hesitate to cut out superfluous growth whenever the necessity arises, and 
with the best results. Crowding the foliage tends to nothing but 
disaster. The blossoms do not set well, the fruits swell badly, and, worse 
still, they have large seed cavities, are hollow, and have neither weight 
nor quality. Copious supplies of water are necessary about twice a 

week to plants swelling their fruit with a sprinkling over the foliage at 
closing time, those in houses being well syringed both ways in the after¬ 
noon, and a good moisture maintained by damping available surfaces in 
the morning and noon. Do not neglect to fertilise the flowers daily of 
plants now in bloom, and to go over them frequently for stopping 
or removing superfluous growths. Keep the atmosphere dry when the 
fruit is ripening and setting. Maintain a bottom heat of 80° tp 85°, top 
heat 70° at night and 75° by day ; in dull weather admit a little air at 
that if the day is likely to be fine, allowing the heat to rise to 80°, then 
admit more air and keep it through the day at 85° to 90°, closing so as 
to increase to 90° or 93°. A free circulation of rather dry warm air 
greatly improves the finish and quality of Melons when ripening. If 
fruit be wanted very late make a last sowing now. Eastnor Castle, 
Longleat Perfection, and Scarlet Perfection are good free-setting and 
swelling sorts. The plants for fruiting in October should be planted at 
once, it being equally important with those raised from seed now that 
they have a light and well-heated structure. 

Figs.—Early-forced Trees in Pots.—As soon as the second crop is 
gathered examine the trees, for keeping the trees somewhat‘drier at the 
roots and the drier condition of the atmosphere consequent on a free 
circulation of air tend to an increase of red spider and scale. These 
pests are almost inseparable from Fig culture in heated structures, so 
that the cultivator requires to be evsr on the alert. Still the enemies 
steal a march upon the grower, especially during the ripening of the 
fruit ; therefore, when that is cleared off the trees, recourse must be had 
to cleansing, and as the foliage and wood is far advanced in ripening 
destructive agents may be employed at a strength which would not be 
safe at an earlier stage. If, therefore, those pests, and especially scale, 
have made undesirable progress, it will be advisable to syringe the trees 
with a petroleum solution—a wineglassful to 4 gallons of water in which 
8 ozs. softsoap and 1 oz. soda has been dissolved, one person stirring the 
mixture briskly with a broom handle whilst another applies it with a 
syringe to the trees, so as to thoroughly wet every part of the trees, the 
under as well as the upper part of the foliage and all the wood. To 
prevent the mixture soaking into the soil a little dry moss may be tied 
around the stem, and then a sort of pyramid of the same placed about 
the plants. If the wood is badly infested employ a somewhat stiff brush 
for freeing it of the scale whilst wet. In bad cases repeat this in the 
course of a day or two, afterwards syringing thoroughly with tepid 
water. The trees will need very little further attention, only giving 
water to prevent the foliage becoming limp, ventilating to the fullest 
extent day and night; but protect the trees from heavy rains, which has 
a tendency to keep the trees active instead of inducing that rest so 
desirable for those subjected to early forcing. For those considerations 
the old practice of placing early-forced pot trees outdoors is now little 
practised, the trees being continued under glass, complete repose being 
sought in dryness. If placed outdoors it must be in a sunny position, 
and the pots stood on a layer of ashes with similar material about them, 
and though they must not be allowed to suffer for want of water, 
material must be at hand to throw off heavy rains in order to prevent 
the soil becoming sodden. Whether kept under glass or placed outdoors 
they cannot have too much light or air. 

Early-fo ced Planted-out Trees.—The second crop is ripening and 
will need a circulation of air constantly, more, of course, by day than at 
night ; if dull wet weather prevail a gentle heat in the pipes makes all 
the difference between well ripened and insipid fruit. Watering at the 
roots must be diminished, and syringing discontinued, but a moderate 
air moisture may be allowed for the benefit of the foliage. If red 
spider is present and there is heat in the pipes coat them thinly with 
sulphur, or a good syiinging may be given after the fruit has been 
closely picked, choosing a time when there is a prospect of the moisture 
not remaining long upon the trees. As soon as the fruit is all gathered 
the trees may have a good washing with the syringe or garden engine to 
free the foliage of dust and red spider, otherwise a free circulation of 
dry warm air should be maintained in the house until the foliage begins 
to fall naturally, and which must not be accelerated by allowing the 
soil to become dust dry at the roots of the trees. 

Unheated Houses.—In order to insure a crop of Figs with certainty, 
glass cases or structures with a south aspect are indispensable. The 
trees succeed capitally if the roots are restricted to narrow borders 
(one-third the width or height of the trellis is ample), well drained, 
and not more than 2 feet deep, composed of good loam of a calcareous 
nature, or adding a sixth of old mortar rubbish, which contains what 
Figs require in lime and silica, or a fifth of chalk may be added, and 
a sixth of road scrapings. If the loam be rather light add a fourth of 
clay chopped small and intermixed, which requires to be placed together 
rather firmly to induce a short-jointed sturdy habit. With unobstructed 
light and provision for free ventilation Figs of the choicest description 
may be obtained if the usual attention is given in watering through a 
mulch of partially decayed, rather lumpy manure, and feeding with 
liquid manure as required. It is also necessary that the growths be 
thin, acting upon the extension system, but securing by judicious 
stopping a fair amount of spurs. In no case allow more growth to be 
made than can have full exposure to light. The fruit is now well 
advanced in swelling, therefore spare no pains to keep the foliage 
clean by syringing in the morning and early afternoon. Do not 
syringe, however, if the day is likely to be dull, or in the afternoon if 
there is no prospect of the foliageffiecoming dry before night. Under such 
circumstances damp the border, especially in the afternoon, with liquid 
manure. Admit a little air early, increasing it with the sun heat, main¬ 
taining through the day at 80° to 85° with free ventilation, closing early 
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so as to run the temperature up to 90° or 95°, and when the sun’s power 
is declining a little air may be admitted at the top so as to allow the 
pent-up moisture to escape, the temperature gradually cooling down. 
Water or liquid manure, according to circumstances, will be required 
once a week or oftener, in order to keep the soil thoroughly moist. 
When the fruit begins to ripen lessen the supply of water and discon¬ 
tinue syringing, securing a circulation of air constantly, and freely 
ventilate when favourable, but sun heat should be husbanded, and will 
do no harm if the atmosphere is not confined, a little ventilation being 
given so as to allow of the moisture escaping instead of condensing on the 
fruit and causing it to crack. 

Pines.—Clean houses thoroughly as they become vacant before being 
again occupied with plants. Bottom heat being necessary, the first 
thing to be seen to is the bed. If bottom heat be afforded by hot-water 
pipes, the material forming the bed, whether of tan or leaves, should be 
removed at least once a year, or insects, particularly woodlice, rapidly 
increase ; the old material also harbours other predatory vermin. All 
brickwork must be scalded and brushed with hot lime, the wood and 
iron work with soap and water thoroughly cleansed, using a brush, 
keeping the soapy water as much as possible from the glass, which 
should be cleaned inside and outside with water only. If necessary the 
wood and iron work may be painted, the roof being made as watertight 
as practicable. Beds that are chambered—i.e., the hot-water pipes 
covered with slate or other material, are very much in advance of those 
surrounded or passing through beds of rubble. Those composed of the 
latter should be turned over, and any dirt or small parts removed to 
allow the heat given off by the pipes to penetrate through the whole 
uniformly to the bed. Fresh tan should be provided in other cases. If 
wet turn it occasionally on fine sunny days. With hot-water pipes 
beneath about 3 feet depth of tan this is ample, more will be needed 
where such aid is not obtained. 

Suckers that were started in June will soon fill their pots with roots, 
and must be shifted into larger pots before the roots become closely 
matted together. Queens should have 9 and 10-inch pots, and those of 
stronger growth 11-inch pots. Water immediately after potting, and 
plunge in a bed having a temperature of 90° to 95°. There is no 
greater mistake in growing Pines than crowding young plants. The 
plants become drawn and weakly instead of having a sturdy base, a 
condition that should always be aimed at. Attend to the bottom heat 
of beds that have been recently disturbed or upset by the removal or 
replacing of plants, not allowing the heat to exceed 95° at the base of 
the pots without immediately raising them, as too much bottom heat 
will disastrously affect plants with fruit or those having the pots filled 
with roots. Examine the plants for watering about twice a week, and 
maintain a moist, genial, well ventilated atmosphere. The climatic 
influences are now so favourable, that Pine plants grow luxuriantly, 
therefore discontinue any shading such as mav have been employed for 
an hour or two at mid-day, when the sun was powerful through the 
months of May, June, and July, the plants after this having the benefit 
of every ray of light, admitting air plentifully when the temperature 
ranges from 85° to 95°, affording to fruiting plants a night temperature 
of 70° to 75°, and succession 65° to 70° at night. Reserve, if possible, 
another batch of suckers on the stocks for starting at the commencement 
of September. 

Chekby House.—The buds are now plump. The leaves, too, will 
not be capable of much further effort in elaborating sap and storing it 
up in the buds and adjacent wood, therefore any undue excitement will 
cause the trees to start into growth, which must be guarded against by 
exposing the trees to the influence of the atmosphere so far as the house 
will admit, which is the best means of arresting premature growth, to 
which the Cherry is liable when forced year after year successively. 
The border must not be allowed to become parchingly drv, but must 
have a copious supply of water, and if the trees are weak afford liquid 
manure. To subdue red spider give an occasional washing with the 
syringe or garden engine. Black aphides can scarcely keep long off 
Cherry trees, but the leaves and wood, from their hard texture, are not 
inviting to them, yet if they appear promptly use tobacco water. Trees 
in pots must be regularly watered and syringed to maintain the foliage 
in a healthy condition as long as possible. 

PLAINT HOUSES. 

Tree Carnations.—All the earliest rooted Carnations are growing 
rapidly and fast filling their pots with roots. They must have weak 
stimulants every time they need water, clear soot water, or that made 
from cow manure being eood for them ; or, better still, artificial manure 
applied to the surface of the soil at intervals of two or three weeks. If 
neglected in this respect growth comes to a standstill, and flower spikes 
appear before they are wanted. Plants that are allowed to become root- 
bound early in the season are almost certain to come into flower in early 
autumn long before they are wanted. We have found it a good plan to 
place into larger pots any that are likely to become root-bound too 
early. Every care is needed afterwards for a time in watering until the 
roots are working freely amongst the fresh soil. Later plants may be 
placed into their largest size, those G inches in diameter being suitable. 
Such varieties as Gloire de Nancy, Souvenir de la Malmaison,and others 
that are intended for flowering early indoors in 6-inch pots next season 
should be rooted at once, either by layering or by taking off the cuttings 
and inserting them singly in small pots, placing them under handlights 

in a cool shady position. The former is the more certain method, and 
the one we generally adopt, except the plants from which the cuttings 
are to be obtained are in pots ; then they are rooted under handlights. 
Plants of these varieties that flowered in 6-inch pots and have been 
well cared for since are now in 8-inch pots, and may be transferred into 
others 2 inches larger. In this size they will make grand plants and! 
produce six to eight flower stems each, that will prove either useful for 
cutting or be objects of beauty in the conservatory. If given green¬ 
house treatment during the winter they will commence producing their 
flower stems early, and will be in full flower towards the end of 
April and throughout the following month without unduly forcing 
them. 

French and Fancy Pelargoniums.—Young plants raised from cuttings 
that were pinched and hardened to cool frame treatment directly they 
were rooted may now be placed in 5-inch pots. The soil, which should 
consist of good loam and one-seventh of manure, should be pressed 
firmly into the pots to insure a firm sturdy growth. These plants may 
be kept close for ten days or a fortnight, and afterwards grown perfectly 
cool in frames with the lights off. Pinch the shoots when they have 
made two or three leaves to insure their remaining dwarf. The shoots 
should be pinched when they need it until the last week in August or 
the first week of the following month, but not afterwards. By this 
treatment they will have broken into growth again by the time they are 
in their winter quarters. Old plants that were pruned back early and 
started again into growth in a frame may now have the old soil 
shaken from their roots and the plants repotted in fresh soil, 
placing them in much smaller pots, repotting them as growth extends. 
These must be kept close for a time until they are rooting freely 
in the new soil, when they may be hardened and grown under airy 
treatment. Prune plants that have been well ripened, and start them 
in a frame until they break into growth. Those that are now going out 
of flower must be stood for two or three weeks in a sunny position to 
ripen them before they are pruned back. Harden all young plants 
raised from cuttings, and then grow them in a cool house, but fully 
exposed to the sun. Good cuttings may still be rooted, and for this 
purpose it is better to top the earliest plants than to insert old flower 

stems. 

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Those for autumn and winter flowering need 
liberal supplies of water at their roots, and liquid manure two or three 
times weekly, or every time water is needed, according to the condition 
of their roots. The pots in every case should be well crammed, the 
wood short-jointed and firm. Dacaying leaves and flowers as they 
appear should be removed. Plants that have grown tall may be cut 
close back, and a good batch of cuttings inserted for early spring 
flowering. Double varieties should also be inserted for the same 
purpose, and for yielding a good supply of trasses for cuttings during 
next May, June, and July, or longer if needed. Insert them singly into. 
3-inch pots, in which they will pass the winter safely. Cuttings at this 
season root well either outside or in a cold frame. 

SileneK—In order to have the plants of good size before the winter 
the seed should be sown at once. They are very effective spring-flower¬ 

ing plants. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Layering Carnations.—Layering is the surest method of securing 
abundance of strong young plants for flowering next season. The 
plants to be operated on should be cleared of all old flowers, and after 
the roughest of the surface soil has been removed a good soaking of 
water may be given. Next surround them with a good depth of loamy 
compost with which plenty of road grit or sharp sand has been added. 
Select the best placed shoots, and not far from the centre cut them half 
through just under a joint, next cut upwards through the joint, and then 
peg them down firmly in the soil. If this is properly done, and a little 
water given occasionally in dry weather, roots soon form on the 
“ tongued ” joints, and in due course d well rooted plant can 
be detached and transplanted or potted up without any check being 
given. This important work should be done as early in August as 

possible. 
Annuals fur Spring Flowering.—The second or third week in August 

is a good time for sowing the seeds of Saponaria calabrica, both red and 
white ; and Gypsophila elegans, Alyssum maritimum and Candytufts 
may be sown at the same time. At the end of the month may be sown 
the Nemophilas, Virginian Stocks, Lasthenia californica, Limnanthes 
Douglassi, Collinsia bicolor, grandiflora and verna, and Erysimum Peroff- 
skianum. The ground for them should be light and good, and if at all 
dry be moistened prior to sowing the seeds. We prefer to sow broadcast 
and thinly, covering the seeds with a little fresh soil. Thus treated the 
seed germinates quickly, and the seedlings grow sturdily, little or no 
thinning out being needed. In the autumn all will transplant readily 
and will be much more hardy than those drawn up in crowded rows. 
The Silenes ought to have been sown in July, and the Forget-me- 
nots, Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Campanulas, Brompton Stocks, and 
other biennials in May, and the seedlings pricked out :at the present 

time. 

Propagating Tuberous Begonias.—Where plenty of short growths 
can be obtained either from pot plants or large plants in the open 
ground these may he dibbled out in fine sandy soil and left to take care 
of themselves. A sunny spot is necessary, and the cuttings are best 
pulled off, and not trimmed in any way. They quickly strike root and 
form little tubers for starting next spring. 
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HE) BEE-KDEPER. 
m 

NOTES ON BEES. 
THE WEATHER. 

July has been less favourable for honey gathering than 
June was. The much-needed refreshing showers that fell 
Juring the former month lessened the honey yield, hut 
has done much good to crops and vegetation in general. 
The temperature of July was high, and it has been alto¬ 
gether a pleasant month in the north, and although it 
yielded less honey than June much was gathered, and in 
well managed apiaries there are large quantities of honey 
of the finest quality. 

THE HEATHER. 

The Heather is early and promises well. I took a 
few Syrian hives to the Lead Hills on Wednesday the 
20th ult., and never witnessed bees work better than they 
did that day, but I regretted to observe that a frost on the 
morning of the 18th had completely blackened the haulm 
of the Potatoes in the district. I shall take the main 
stock of our bees to the Heather by the 27th, giving them 
one to two covers of supers according to their strength, 
which, with a week’s fine weather, the bees will nearly 
fill; afterwards, the weather being favourable, I shall 
attend daily to their wants until the honey flow ceases. 
All my hives are extra well in numbers, so that it is 
impracticable to join two or more together, and all must 
go as they are. The ventilating floor and slight openings 
between combs prevent smothering or overheating, which 
causes foul brood, and care in packing and driving the 
horse will prevent combs collapsing. I shall veil myself 
before the bees are let loose, so that they will not be 
irritated, and to prevent a rush when opened I shall hold 
carbolicised feathers or paper close to the entrance, but 
keep it from the alighting board. A mat or piece of 
sacking will be hung loosely round the hive, and supers 
well covered with soft material, over which a galvanised 
sheet of iron bent and held in place by wire, so as to 
form a half circle, completes the dressing and protecting 
<pf our hives. The nights being colder than in July 
ventilation will not be so necessary. 

DISEASE OP BEES. 

I am obliged to Dr. G. Walker, Wimbledon, for bis 
trouble to ascertain the cause of the death of the bees 
bent him in May, but the malady bad passed away before 
I had his request for more dead bees. I failed to pro¬ 
perly understand Dr. Walker’s reply regarding the 
frosted pollen being the cause of the disease. Will he 
therefore say whether he meant pollen that had been stored 
during the previous summer and frosted during winter 
was the cause of the disease, or was it pollen gathered 
from flowers that had suffered from frost during May ? 
If he meant the former then I cannot agree with him, 
because the bees would die earlier in the season and 
would not appear during May at all, as by that time many 
hives suffering from the disease end of May had no pollen 
In their hives that had been gathered in the previous 
year. If, however, he attributes the disease to the pollen 
of flowers blooming and frosted in May, then it is 
reasonable to suppose that frosted pollen injures adult bees. 

Then to get at the bottom of the problem we must 
take into consideration both the time and how the bees 
die. They leave the hive apparently in good health to 
forage for honey and pollen. I cannot say how many, if 
£ny, die in the fields when in search of provisions, but I 
have witnessed many die immediately they returned from 

the fields with their burdens the moment they alighted 
on the landing board. They seemed to be attacked at 
first by paralysis, then two or three convulsive fits ended, 
their lives, and hundreds die in a short time. The only 
examination or test I ever made was a simple dissection. 
In every case their intestines were filled with a greenish 
matter, which I had some fears that the bees had been 
indulging in something oozing from coppered ships which 
were lying in the harbour. 

I think there is a great deal of misunderstanding 
amongst bee-keepers respecting what are diseased bees. 
When many dead bees are around, which sometimes 
perplexes and vexes the owner, it is imagined that some 
fatal disease has attacked their hives, when in reality no 
disease exists, the suspected bees being nothing more nor 
less than bees of hives in an unsatisfactory state either in 
some apiary near or may be bees located in the roof or 
other part of the building whose stores are e\hausted or 
queen gone. At all times of the year in some place or 
other there are stray swarms which annoy other bees. 

There can be no mistake in identifying bees suffering 
either from that May disease or what I termed chloric 
dropsical fever; but it is not only a mistake, but mislead¬ 
ing, to describe all bees that are found dead as diseased 
ones, and bee-keepers would do well to examine carefully 
and minutely all bees found dead in numbers, but not to 
become alarmed at the occurrence, as many dead bees at 
a hive is more often a sign of health and strength than 
disease. 

HONEY FAIRS. 

What are bee-keepers thinking of the abundant har¬ 
vest of honey, and what steps do they intend taking to get 
it disposed of? Will the Honey Company purchase and 
pay a fair price in ready money for all the honey, which 
is enormous this year? Or will they and others concerned 
give the honey fairs a trial without prejudice, and so help 
the bee-keepers of Great Britain, which they profess to 
do, to dispose of their large quantities and fine qualities 
of this year’s honey ? 

Ti ere is the B. H. C. on the one hand, ostensibly for 
the sole purpose of benefiting bee-keepers, and on the 
other the B. B. K. U. for the same purpose. Would it 
not be wise for the promoters of both schemes to shake 
hands and give the latter a fair trial, which will prove its 
efficacy ? My opinion is that honey fairs conducted in a 
proper manner would do more good for bee-keepers in one 
season than all the exhibitions have done during the past 
decade. I trust that Dr. Walker will take this view of 
the matter, and take the initiative, along with Mr. Hewitt, 
before continental bee-keepers get the first opportunity.— 
A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

HEAVY HONEY YIELD. 
I DO not know if the following will interest your readers. I copy it 

from the Dumfries and Gallon-ay Standard of July 23rd, 1887 :— 
“ The Reverend Mr. Taylor, Kirk Andrews-on-Esk, one of the best 
known and extensive apiarists on the Borders, has remarkable experiences 
to record. From his apiary of over twenty hives he has taken G70 lbs. 
of honey. The present is the most fruitful season in his whole 
experience, and the month of June of this year has been the finest of 
honey gathering he ever remembers. One of his hives, which consists of 
a swarm put into an empty hive on the 18th of June, has yielded 
already the extraordinary amount of 84 lbs. of honey, and it has at 
present a quantity ready to be taken oil. During the eight days from 
June 26th to July 3rd this hive increased 55 lbs., an average of nearly 

7 lbs. daily. 
Another hive on June 12th weighed 79 lbs.; on the 18th, 100 lbs.; 

19th, 106 lbs.; 20th, 109 lbs.; 21st, 116 lbs.; 22nd, 122 lbs.; 23rd, 128 lbs.; 
24th, 134 lbs.; 25th, 140 lbs.; 26th, 146 lbs.; 27th, 151 lbs.; 28th, 156lbs.; 
29th, 162 lbs.; 30th, 167 lbs.; July 1st,' 173 lbs.; 2nd, 178 lbs.; 3rd, 
186 lbs.; 4th and 5th, 185 lbs.; 6th, 189 lbs.; 7th, 197 lbs.; 8th, 204 lbs.; 
9th, 206 ibs., being a total increase of 127 lbs., there being a decrease on 
4th and Etk of July.—A Northern Bee-keeper. 
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HANTS AND ISLE OF WIGHT BEE-KEEPERS’ 

ASSOCIATION EXHIBITION, SOUTHAMPTON, July 30th. 

The annual Exhibition of honey, hives, bees, Ac., was held, as usual, 
in the grounds of Westwood Park in connection with the Royal South¬ 
ampton Horticultural Society’s Summer Show. As might have been 
expected from such a hot season, and Hampshire being particularly rich 
in wild flora, the show of honey was very large and of excellent quality, 
said to be the finest yet brought together. The competition was exceed¬ 
ingly keen, as many as nineteen entries being staged in some classes, 
thus rendering the task of judging most arduous. At such a Show as 
this it is a pity that the arrangements both for exhibitors and judges 
were not a little more complete, the first named certainly ought to be 
considered a little more. It was as late as 10.30 A.M. before any exhi¬ 
bitor could stage his exhibit owing to the lateness of the arrival on the 
ground of the Hon. Secretary or his assistants to mark out the places. 
This is a serious matter for those exhibitors reaching the Show ground 
early in the morning to stage their exhibits, and wishing to return to 
their occupation during the day. More confidence, too, would be placed 
in the awards if judges were appointed for all the classes, not depend¬ 
ing upon any chance exhibitor acting in the capacity of judge, We 
should like to see a better method of arranging the super honey adopted 
instead of standing the supers singly on the tables one in front of the 
other, thus causing each one to be lifted separately for examination, as 
was the case on this occasion in many instances. The general public, 
too, would have a much better view of the whole exhibit; as it now 
stands only about two supers out of each exhibit are easily seen—those 
in the front. It may be that in this case the worst ones are those ex¬ 
amined, thus the public form a wrong idea of the quality of the exhibits. 
The system adopted by a few exhibitors—viz., that of showing one super 
above another in double tier, enclosing all in a clean glass case, seems to 
be a step in the right direction, in this manner the whole sections can 
be seen at once. 

Class 1 was for the best 24 lbs. of super honey in sections not ex¬ 
ceeding 2 lbs. each, for which a silver medal was offered for the first 
prize, a bronze one for the second, and a certificate as third. Mr. W. 
Hunt, Odiham, was placed first with capital samples, Mr. W. Woodley 
second, and Mr. H. W. West, Swanmore, third. For 12 lbs. of pure 
extracted honey staged in vessels not exceeding 2 lbs. each, Mr. W. 
Woodley was placed first, showing honey wonderfully clear in colour 
and solid ; Mr. J. J. Candy, Landport, was second, and Mr. W. Hunt 
third. The first prize for the best design worked in honeycomb by the 
bees was awarded to Mr. W. Woodley for a clear design of the letters 
“ V.R.” Mr. A. Privett, Bishop's Waltham, was second, whose design, 
“ Jubilee 1837 and 1887,” was capital, considering its intricacy, but not 
so clear as the first prize design ; Mr. S. Candy was third. For the best 
and most complete bar-frame hive, price not to exceed 20s., there was 
only one entry, to whom the prize was awarded, Mr. J. Tanner, Ringwood. 
For the most recent invention or inventions calculated to be of use to 
the bee-keeping industry, the first prize was awarded to Mr. W. Woodley 
for section racks, the second to Mr. S. Fry, Bishops Waltham, for honey 
drinks. 

The following classes were open to members residing in Hants or 
within three miles of the boundary lines :—For the best 12 lbs. of 
sugar honey in sections not exceeding 2 lbs. each, Mr. E. Ainsley, Swan- 
more, secured the first prize, a silver medal, for a splendid exhibit of 
2 lb. supers, quite squarely built, evenly sealed, and of good colour. 
The Rev. P. Izard, Winchester, was placed second with honey much 
darker in colour, but squarely built, and of good quality. Mr. C. Rich¬ 
mond, Swanmore, was a close third, he staging capital specimens. For 
the best 12 lbs. in 1 lb. sections (eleven staged) first honours falling to 
Mr. Thomas Giles, Salisbury, second Mr. W. Hunt, third Rev. W. E. 
Medlicott. In the class for 12 lbs. extracted honey in 1 lb. or 2 lb. 
vessels there were nineteen competitors, making a brave array. The first 
prize fell to Mr. J. Dauncey, Basingstoke, with a splendid exhibit. 
Second Mr. J. J. Candy ; and Mr. Russ, Winchester, was third. For the 
same quantity and under the same conditions, open to cottagers only, 
Mr. A. Stephens, Christchurch, was first, second Mr. G. Holly, third Mr. 
A. Broom, Newtown. Beeswax was contributed largely, the best, a first- 
rate sample, coming from Mr. W. Burgess, Christchurch, second Mrs. W. 
Burgess, third Mr. A. Broom. During the afternoon lectures were given 
by Rev. W. E. Medlicott, Swanmore, upon the management of bees in 
general, illustrating the remarks by driving and other manipulations, 
which proved very interesting. 

CYPRIAN AND CARNIOLIAN BEES. 

Like Mr. Kent I have read with much interest the remarks of “ A 
Lanarkshire Bee-keeper ” on foreign bees. Would “ A Lanarkshire 
Bee-keeper” please tell us how we could procure these bees at the 
cheapest rate ? as there are many cottagers about here that have 
never seen them, but having heard of the superiority of the foreign 
bees would like to have them, but the prices of the dealers are so high 
that working men cannot procure them. Would “ A Lanarkshire Bee¬ 
keeper ” tell us which races of these bees are most suited to the cottager, 
when to buy them, and how to work them 1 “ A Lanarkshire Bee¬ 
keeper ” said some time ago that the only fault the Carniolians had was 
that they swarmed often. How could this be prevented to make 
them gather surplus honey, as I think they would be useful 1—G. 
Remmer. 

°0° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It Is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 

in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Showing Roses (B. P.).—If there was the required number of varieties 
in the stand the judges could not disqualify the exhibitor, unless it is 
expressly stipulated in the schedule that they should be correctly named. 

Tomato Growing Without Ventilation (//. W. G).—So far as we 
know the Prescot Cu< umber growers do not grow Tomatoes without venti¬ 
lation ; but we are open to correction upon the point. We have se-n many 
tons of Tomatoes grown under glass, the plants about a yard apart in rows 
down the floor of the house, and secured to stakes. Some are also trait ed 
to trelliEes as a matter of convenience, especially in low narrow houees. 

Cherry Reine Hortense (W. 8.).—No doubt this is the variety to which 
you refer. We recently saw some good examples of it in your district. It 
is thus described in the *• Fruit Manual,” with quite a host of synonyms :— 
“ Fruit very large, 1 inch and one-twelfth long and an inch wide, oblong, 
and compressed on the sides. Skin very thin and translucent, at first pal© 
red, but assuming a bright cornelian red, and changing to dark brilliant 
red the longer it hangs. Stalk very slender, about 2 inches long. Flesh 
yellow, netted, very tender, and very juicy, with a sweet and aereeably 
acidulous juice. A very excellent Cherry of first-rate quality. It ripens 
in the middle and end of July. The tree is a free and vigorous grower and 
an excellent bearer. It was raised in 1832 by M. Larose, a nurserymen at 
Neuilly, near Paris, and first produced fruit in 1838.” 

Use of Unheated Frames in Winter (H. W. G.).—The 'best use that 
can be made of frames from a marketing point of view is to devote them to 
protecting and growing salading, such as Endive and Lettuce. The frames 
that will be at liberty from November to January may be used for protect¬ 
ing Endive, which should be sown in July, and the plants grown in good 
rich soil in the open ground so as to have strong plants by October, during 
which month protective material should be at hand for placing over the 
plants in case of severe frost, which, though only of a temporary character, 
will impair if not destroy the crop. In November the Endive may be 
lifted and planted in the frames in moist rich soil. The plants w ill be as 
large as desired, and will only require blanching, which should be effected 
by tying the plants whilst dry from three weeks to a month before required 
for use. Air should be admitted on all favourable occasions, tilting the 
lights when the weather is wet but mild, it being important that they be 
kept dry, whilst in mild dry weather the lights may be drawn off. In cold 
frosty weather protection in addition to the lights is necessary, but we 
protect our Endives by a plan that suggested itself on the score of utility, 
as mats are costly. The plan is so soon as the Endives are tied we fill the 
spaces between the plants and ov r them to a depth of about 3 inches with 
dry Oak or Beech leaves, which aids the blanching, and is effectual as 
a protective material, and in damp weather absorbs moisture. The 
Endive come out capitally; only use the lights for throwing off rains, the 
one essential in having salads in w'nter is the exclusion of wet. With 
well-grown plants, and care in excluding wet and frost, first-class Endive 
can be had from November to January inclusive. The soil we use is 
moderately light loam and leaf soil or thoroughly decayed manure in about 
equal parts, and in a thorough state of moisture, but not sodden so as to 
obviate the need of water. We sow about the middle of July. The varie¬ 
ties are Improved Round-leaved Batavian and Green-curled Improved. 
For spring use a sowing may be made early in this month. The plants being 
well attended to will be fit to transfer to the frames in November, and will 
come into use in February and March. The treatment is the same as for 
the others, only they must not be tied, and do not attempt blanching until 
they are sufficiently grown. It is very important that they be safe from frost 
by the use of sufficient protective material over the lights and against the 
sides of the frames in severe weather, not removing the material during its 
prevalence until the setting-in of general thaw. If the frost penetrates 
the frame and the plants get frozen the protection should not be moved 
until the plants are thawed. The frames that will be at liberty from 
November to March may be utilised for Lettuces, which should be raised 
from seed sown at the end of July or not later than early August, they 
being duly thinned so as to insure sturdy plants for putting out in early 
November in the frames. The soil should be rich and moderately firm, so 
as to promote vigorous growth. Draw the lights off whenever the weather 
is mild and fair ; they may remain on, but tilted, so as to insure a circu¬ 
lation of air whenever the weather is wet, and when frost prevails keep 
close, covered with mats or other material so long as it remains, and when 
the plants are frosted allow them to remain covered and in the dark until 
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thoroughly thawed. The great enemy is damp, therefore ventilate, and 
after the middle of February growth may be accelerated by moderate 
ventilation through the day and closing early in the afternoon, so as to 
husband the sun heat. Water will of course be necessary in the spring, 
giving it in the morning of a prospective fine day. The best varieties are 
Veit h’s Perfect Gem, Early Paris Market, and All the Year Bound. If 
the season be a late one the Lettuces may not be fit to cut until April, hut 
we have often been driven to the expedient of moving the frames and 
protecting the Lettuces with mats, having sticks hoop-fashion to keep the 
mats off the plants, the plants being well hardened previously. We have 
very often been surprised to find that we had finer and heavier Lettuces in 
that way than by continuing the lights over the plants. In that way we 
have had early Cos, and th- best of those is Hick’s.Hardy White and Bath 
or Brown Black-seeded. The frames may also be employed for affording 
protection to Cauliflower plants, which will bear exposure after March, or 
the frames may be used for early Radishes, sowing so soon in the new 
year as the weather is favourable. The best for this purpose are 
Extra Early White Forcing Turnip, Extra Early Scarlet Forcing White 
Turnip, French Breakfast, and Wood’s Frame, the two first bringing us 
the best returns. Radishes require a rich light soil, moderately firm. 

The Pear Tree Slug (H. L., Dunmow).—The best remedy for this 
troublesome pest is to dust the'trees frequently with quicklime. In refer¬ 
ence to this insect, Curtis—under the head of “ Tenthredo adumbrata ”— 
says, “ Arboriculturists are familiar with a slimy black larva like a little 
leech which appeal’s as if glued to the leaves of Pear trees, and which is of 

Fig. 12.—Tenthredo adumbrata (larva state). 

very common occurrence in fruit gardens in September and October. From 
its form and appearance Reaumur called it the slug-worm. At the end of 
autumn, when it has attained its full size, it somewhat resembles a small 
tadpole. It has twenty feet, which, however, cannot be seen without dis¬ 
lodging it from the leaf. It does not begin at the edges of the Pear leaf, 
but gnaws away the parenchyma in the middle, leaving the smallest veins 

and the epidermis of the under side 
untouched, so that the leaves at¬ 
tacked are left like the finest lace. 
After four times casting its skin it 
changes to an orange-yellow colour, 
comes down from the tree, and 
forms a cocoon from particles of 
soil bound together by a few silken 
threads. The perfect insect, ac¬ 
cording to Hartig, is 2J lines long, 
smooth, black, and shining, with 
the horns almost as long as the 
abdomen ; the legs are black, the 
joints and thighs reddish-brown, 
the wings obscure.” The grub is 
frequently very destructive to wall 
trees. It appears on Pear trees 
when the fruit are from one-half to 

two-thirds of their full size, and by destroying the parenchyma of the 
leaves it prevents the elaboration of the sap, brings grow h to a standstill, 
and the Pears, iostead of swelling, drop. Some authors consider that the 
si g worm of Reaumur produces the Tenthredo Cerasi of Lmnseus ; others 
consider it to belong to the Tenthredo jEthiops of Fabricius. The 
investigations of Gorsky, Westwood, and M. Delacour, have set the 
question at rest. They have shown that there are several slug like grubs 
which are developed into insects belonging to distinct species, and that 
the T. Cerasi of Linnaeus does not form its cocoon in the ground, hut 
amongst the leaves of the Cherry. 

Fig. 13.—Tenthredo p(1 umbra!a 
(perfi ct infeet). 

House for Marechal Niel Rose Cultivation (S. S.).—'This superb 
Rose is grown in a lean-to house at Burghley and other pi ices, and in span- 
roofs at Ascot and others. A description of the Ascot houses and Roses 
was published in the Journal on page 21, January I4th, 1886. For early 
work lean-to houses have an advantage over spans, but that makes little 
difference when the season is advanced. The width of the house is not 
material, as we have seen quite as fine Roses in a house 6 feet wide as in 
one of four times the wid h ; the chief consideration is to allow the growths 
plen’y of space to develope in with full exposure to light, therefore in a 
narrow house it is a question of having less plants, tuey having in any 
case plenty of room. When Mardchal Niel Rose does well it will make a 
growth of 20 feet, and much more in a season, and that extent of run of 
trellis should be allowed. An 18 feet lean-to is a rood width, having front 
or side lights of about 2 feet 6 inches resting on brickwork just clear of the 

ground. The back wall is not much use, and ought not to be less than 
15 feet high from the floor line, which may be very well where a wall 
exists, but where it would have to he built a span-roofed house would be 
much the h st, having it from 20 to 24 feet wide, with side lights of about 
2 feet 6 inches in height, but that is not material for boarded sides do just 
as well, and need not be more than 18 inches high ; a board of 9 iuches 
width fixed just beneath the eaves plate with 4-inch butts' and opening 
outwards from the bottom the whole length of the house will give all the 
needed bottom ventilation. There will also need to be double tire extent 
of top ventilation, and it is Jrest in lantern fashion. The ends of a span 
should be north and south, and to have a proper pitch should be two thirds 
the wid'h, or for a house of 24 feet width with 18-inch sides, 9feet 6 inches 
in the centre from the floor to the under side of the ridge. Hot-water 
pipes will be necessary, and we should have two rows—a flow and return 
4-inch pipe for a 24 fe-1 wide bouse, fixed 4 feet from the sides and clear of 
the soil by 6 inches. The roof may be trellLed, the wires 12 inches from 
the glass, planting the Roses on both skies 3feet apart. The bolder should 
be inside, planting the Roses about 18 inches froni the sides. The roots 
may have the run of outside as well as inside borders. A good sound 
loam inclined to be heavy rather than light, with a sixth of old lime 
rubbish, a sprinkling of crushed bones, and a fifth of leaf soil, well 
incorporated, and laid 2 feet thick on a foot of sound drainage, will with 
surface mulclrngs of decompos d manure grow this Rose grandly. Do not 
force the growth the first season by rich feeding, hut let the plants get 
well hold, and then it will send up shoots 20 or 30 feet long that give 
blooms from every well-ripened bud, and the feeding can then he of a 
higher order, using liquid and richer surface dressings. The finer the 
blooms the better the returns. Most Marechal Niel Roses are ruined by 
hurrying them in the first year with flowering them too profusely in the 
second. Let them get hold before they are allowed to carry full crops. 

Watering and Sprinklinr Plants in Hot Weather (IF. J. Page).—The 
subject is, as you say, undoubtedly important. One of the best gar¬ 
deners has stated that the great rule fo watering plants in general is to 
“give enough water to reach every root, and give no more watering until 
it is required” The continuous drizzle system ruins thousands of pot 
plants, and is just as injurious, if persevered in, to vegetable and flower 
beds A good soaking when wanted, and Stirling the surface afterwards to 
keep the moisture in, or at least to r nder evaporation of moisture very 
gradu il, wi uld be worth a score of the continuous ever \ day or every evening 
shower baths. Of course we make an exception as respects newly planted 
things, where the mere refreshing of the foliage w 11 often be of more 
importance than delug ng the soil with water. W e have frequently noticed 
plants taken from the same place and plan ed under similar circumstances, 
and in one ca e they would be thn ving, and in the other case they would he 
miserable-looking, the crust of the earth being pretty well as hard as pave¬ 
ment, and produced by the great labour of almost continuous surface 
waterings Let us try briefly to explain the cause. Sow a seed or get a 
plant established in well-stirred soil, and however dry the surface, the more 
power'ul the sun, the greater will be the amount of moisture raised from 
the subsoil beneath the roots of the plants, the roots having the benefit of 
that moisture as it passes them and is discharged iuto the atmosphere, to 
form part of the future showers that will refresh the earth, and which will 
generally come in dry weather. This would form one reason against 
frequent indiscriminate rose sprinklings, as being so far not ca led for; but 
they are not only useless for established plants, hut they are worse than 
useless, because actually injurious, and from two causes. First, by mere 
surface sprinklings surface rootlets are encouraged, which are burned up 
and withered as the surf ice mois ure that encouraged them is dried up; 
and, secondlr, these surface sprinklings confine the evaporation to the 
surface, and thus break the conn cting link of the capillary action which 
would have brought moisture to the roo’s from greater depths. The 
sprinkling does not reach the body of the roots, and it stops the rising even 
of vapour from depths beueath them, so that the roots are deprived of 
moisture hoth from above and beneath, and they fall into much thr same 
state as many a row of ealy earthed Celery does when done after the 
general approved fashion, the stems running, and the earth about the roots 
he ng as dry as if it had been baked in an oven. Thirdly, the watering of 
tender plants turned out of doors must he regulated by tee other consider¬ 
ations, so long as cold form- an element to be guarded against. Here one 
of the first elements of success is having the ground warm, and great 
drenchings, unless with wate considerably heated, and the surface stirred 
and r ndered dry, will ever cool the soil by evaporation. In such cases the 
less water the plants have at the roots, so long as they have enough to keep 
them growng, the better w 11 it be for them, and the faster they will grow. 
We have seen bedding plants flooded at an early period, which we should 
not think of doing had we ever so much water at command. A 'ery little 
at the roots, that had been well warmed by the sun’s rays, would he better 
in such circumstances than a gr at quantity, because the greater the 
quantity the more the ground would be cooled by evaporation. Hence a 
cold rain in the end of May or the beginning of June, in such circumstances, 
is only a little better than a severe frost, and is to be guarded against 
accordingly. Hence, al o, when plants are damp enough at the roots, and 
yet the leaves flag under a powerfu sun, it is often better to moisten the 
foliage by a slight sprinkling, to arrest evaporation, instead of deluging the 
roots or soaking the surface soil. Even if the sun shim-s this sprinkling of 
the foliage will do no harm, and it wonderfully refreshes the foliage, and is 
quit-; a different thing from w tering the surface of the ground. The little 
that may fall on the surface of the ground from such a damping of the foliage 
is qui k y raised about the plants in the shape of a r freshing vapour, a 
very different effect being produced from what takes place when a bed is 
sprinkled over regularly fro a one-eighth to half an inch deep. We know 
that frequently more good is done in this way by a few pailfuls of water 
from a syringe or garden engine, than from mmy given at the roots when 
they cannot appropriate it In such cases of transplanting or repotting, 
sudden changes from dull to bright days demand more in the way of evapo¬ 
ration from the foliage than the roots, though moist enough, can at once 
su 'ply; and the ai’resting or modifying of the evaporation, either by 
sprinkling the foliage, or, better still, where practicable, shidiugfora time, 
gives the plants a better chance in all respects than deluging the roots with 
cold water. 
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Names of Plants.—We on]v undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers, 
flowering specimens are necessary of flow ring plants, and Fern fronds 
siiouid. bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(«!. G’.).—An attenuated variety of Polystichum angulare. (Orchid).— 
hffiha elegans. (U. C.).—1, Eryngium amethystinum; 2, Lysimachia. 
vuigans; 4, Leycesteria formosa; 0, Lytkrum Salicaria; fl and 4 were 
not recognisable. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 3rd. 

The bulk of the soft fruit has now arrived and buyers are getting 
stocked, prices remaining the same. Trade quieter. 

FRUIT. 

Apple?, } sieve. 
Nova Scotia and 

Canada barrel 
Cherries, f sieve .. ,, 
Ci be, 100 lbs. 
Figs, dozen . 
Grapes, per ft. 
Lemons, case. 
Melon, each . 

a. s. d. 
0 0 to 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
3 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 6 2 0 
1 6 2 6 

10 0 15 0 
2 0 3 0 

Oranges, per 100 .. .. 
0. 
B 

d. s. 
0 to 12 

d. 
0 

Peaches, dozen •• ,, 2 0 6 0 
Pears, dozen. 0 0 0 0 
Pine Apples, English, 

per ft . i 6 0 0 
Plums, J sieve. 0 0 0 0 
St. Michael Pinp«, each s 0 6 0 
Strawberries, per lb. 0 0 0 0 

VEGETABLES. 

Artichokes, dozen .. ., 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. ., 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 
Brussels Sprout?, 1 sieve 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 
Capsicums, per 100 
Carrots, bunch ,, .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle ,. .. 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 
Endive, dozen. 
Hern?, bunch .. .. ,. 
Leeks, bunch. 

Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. « 
Arbor lit® (gol den) dozen 6 

,, (common), dozen.. 0 
Azalea, dozen .. .. o 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 
Calceolaria, dozen .. .. 3 

Cinnaria, dozen .. .. 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. S 
Draoena terminalis, doz. 30 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 
Erica, various, dozen .. 12 

Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 
Ficus elastica, each 

8. d. 8. d. d. 
i o to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 
0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet .. 0 6 
1 3 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 
1 0 2 0 Onions, bunch.0 3 
0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches 3 0 
0 0 0 0 Parsnips, dozen .. .. 1 0 
1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 
1 0 2 0 „ Kidney, per cwt. 4 0 
0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 
3 0 4 0 Salsafy, bundle .. ,, i 0 
i e 2 0 Scorzonera, bundle 1 6 
2 0 4 0 Seakale, basket ,, .. 0 0 
0 4 0 6 Shallot?, per tt>.0 3 
1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel ,, .. 8 0 
0 2 0 0 Tomatoes, per ft.0 4 
0 8 0 4 Turnips, bunch .. .. 0 4 

PLANTS IN POTS. 
8. d. 8. d. s. d. 

d. 
9 to 0 0 

1 
0 
0 
a 
o 
t 
0 
o 
l 
0 
0 
0 
4 

0 
6 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 to 12 
0 9 

8 0 
0 0 

-,- .. , 6 , „ 
Foliage Plants, var., each 3 0 10 0 

4 
60 
24 
24 
18 
24 
18 
7 

Fuchsia, dozen.. 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 

„ Tricolor, dozen 
Hydrangea, dozen .. 
Lilies Va ley, dozen 
Lilium lan ifolium, doz. 

„ lingiflorum, doz. 
Lobelia, dozen. 
Margueii'e Daisy, dozen 
Mignonette, dozen .. 
Musk, dozen .. 
Myrtles, dozen. 
Palms, in var., each 
Pelargoniums, dozen 

„ scarlet, doz. 
Spiraea, dozen. 

12 0 
18 0 

3 0 
6 0 

0 6 
0 6 

s. d. 
to 9 0 

6 0 
6 0 

12 0 
0 0 

18 0 
83 0 

6 
12 

6 0 
4 0 

12 
21 
15 

9 
12 

CUT FLOWERS. 

Abntilons, 12 bunches ., 
Anemones, 12 bunches ., 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 
Azalea, 12 sprays .« .. 
Bluebells. 12 bunches .. 
Bouvardiae, bunch .. .. 
Camellia?, blooms .. ,, 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 

„ 12 bunches .. 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 
Daisies, 12 bunches 
Eucharis, dozen .. ., 
Gardenias, 12 blooms 
Hyacinths, Roman, 

sprays 
Iris, 12 bunches 
Lapageria, 
blooms. 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms.3 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunch . „ 0 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 12 
,, Orange, 12 bunches 9 

Lily of Valley, 12 sprays 0 
>• ii 12 bunches 0 

12 

white, 12 

8. d. 0. a. 
2 0 to 4 0 Marguerites, 12 bnuches 
0 0 0 0 Mignonette. 12 bunches 
8 0 6 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 
0 0 0 0 Narciss, 12 bunches 
0 0 0 0 ,, White English, bch. 
0 6 1 0 Pansies, 12 bunches 
0 0 0 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 
1 0 2 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trasses 
4 0 6 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 
1 6 3 0 Pinks, White, 12 bunches 
2 0 4 0 „ various, 12 bunch 
4 0 6 0 Pccony, 12 bunches.. .. 
1 6 S 0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 

s. d, 
2 0 

0 0 0 0 

6 0 

„ (double), bunch .. 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 
Ranunoulu6, 12 bunches 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 

„ (indoor), dozen .. 
„ Tea, dozen .. .. 
,, red dozen .. ,. 
., de Mois. 12 bunches 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 
Tropteolum, 12 bunches 
Tuberoses. 12 blooms ,. 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 

s. d. 
to 6 0 

4 0 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 9 

1 6 

CROPPING A FARM. 

A few hours before sitting down to write this article 
we were asked by a prospective tenant for a farm half of 

which must be in pasture. Out of six farms which we 
have to let there was not one answering to that descrip¬ 
tion, for they are all in the great corn-growing district of 
East Anglia, where in the “good times” nobody ever 
thought of having much more than a tenth part of a farm 
in pasture. Such a state of things was all very well then, 
but now it unquestionably answers best to have a con¬ 
siderable proportion of a farm under pasture either tem¬ 
porary or permanent. 

Of all the farms we have in hand the home farm 
answers best. It is 320 acres in extent, of which 217 
acres are laid down to permanent pasture. We have a 
flock of cross-bred ewes upon it, and we make upwards of 
100 tons of hay for sale. The outlay for labour is 
lower than it is upon any of our other farms, and if corn¬ 
growing continues to be such an arduous undertaking we 
shall very probably lay down much more of the other 
farms to pasture. The farm which answers next best to 
the home farm is of precisely the same size, but it has 
only 80 acres in permanent pasture, but to this we may 
add extensive layers of Clover. This farm is of an ex¬ 
ceptionally good mixed soil, and the crops this year are 
excellent without exception. Here, too, we keep an ewe 
flock and a large number of pigs. The corn crops are so 
heavy, and the corn is generally of such high quality, 
that we should hesitate very much before laying any more 
of this land down to pasture, but we might add one or 
two temporary mixed layers. Wheat, Barley, Oats, Peas, 
Beans, White and Red Clover for seed, all in due pro¬ 
portions, will continue to be cultivated there profitably 
even under the present depression, for last year there was 
a handsome margin of profit after the deduction of £1 an 
acre for rent and paying tithe, taxes, labour, and all 
other incidental expenses. rJ his year we hope to do better, 
for the crops are certainly heavier and the quality of the 
corn will probably also be higher. 

We turn from our best corn farm to a still larger one 
of some 340 acres ; a heavy land farm which we are bound 
to make answer, but which we own frankly has not done 
so yet. When we took this larm in hand it had a bad 
character, owing as we found to the mismanagement of 
one tenant after another, who when corn was dear were 
able to make it answer under a bad system of culture, 
which when prices fell soon led to failure. No light or 
easy task is it to bring a heavy land farm of that size into 
good order with the land wet, poor, and foul. Manage as 
we might, a heavy outlay for drainage, cultivat'on, and 
manure must be incurred, and then we were handicapped 
by low prices for such corn as we were able to produce, 
so that much of the profits derived from other farms had 
to be spent upon this one. We intend laying fully half of 
this farm down to pasture. We have begun doing so this 
season, and we purpose to continue doing so upon that 
part of it farthest from the homestead. Asa preliminary 
step the land has been carefully drained ; we are also 
doing all we can to render it clean and fertile, for we hold 
that no land should be so laid down till this has been well 
done. We may subsequently have a flock of ewes there, 
but that is uncertain till we see if the pastures are sound 
enough in winter to carry sheep. If they prove at all 
doubtful we shall make as much hay as possible, and pur¬ 
chase crones or forward hoggets to fold on the pasture, 
and clear them out before the end of the year. There 
would be no difficulty about the sale of the hay, as the 
farm is near a good market for all kinds of forage. 

The laying down of land either to permanent or tem¬ 
porary pasture enables us to reduce labour expenses, and 
therefore is worthy of careful attention. What propor- 
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lion of any farm should he under a grass crop must alto¬ 
gether depend upon local circumstances; but in every 
case it is clear all that is possible must be done to keep 
down expenses. We have no sympathy with the cry of 
** the land for the people.” Farmers should be keen men 
of business, only giving employment to just so many 
labourers as they are obliged to, and doing all they can 
to render their farms more profitable and to reduce 
labour in doing so. If by such action we drive labourers 
off the land to the towns, then let government take them 
in hand as it is bound to, for certainly farmers cannot 
aftord to regard the labourers’ welfare from a sentimental 
point of view, but it must be placed entirely upon a busi¬ 
ness footing. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

Heat and drought have told upon the corn so much that by the time 
this note is published harvest work will have become general in the 
southern counties. We began with a piece of Rye, which was followed 
quickly by a self-sown field of Winter Oats, a fine full crop, which was 
cut and threshed at once, part of the straw being cut into chaff and the 
remainder put aside for thatching the other corn stacks, in order that 
Wheat straw may be reserved for sale. The chaffed Oat straw was put 
into a compact heap in a barn, a little salt being sprinkled among it to 
induce fermentation, by means of which the chaff becomes as savoury 
and high flavoured as meadow hay. Peas came next, and Spring Oats 
and Barley will follow on many farms where the Barley straw is shore 
and the grain has ripened prematurely. As we use Oat straw for 
thatching the corn stacks, especial care is taken to build them with a 
high steep slope, so that rain may pass off from the thatch at once, as 
Oat straw soon becomes saturated if water remains upon it. 

Pigs and sheep will go out upon stubbles to consume fallen corn im¬ 
mediately after the clearance of the crop, so that there may be no 
hindrance to ploughing as soon as possible after harvest. Especial at¬ 
tention should be given to this matter, for if fine weather continues 
every effort should be made to break up the land for autumn cleaning. 
If only we can do this really well a considerable saving will be effected 
upon corn-hoeing next spring, and much Charlock will be destroyed. 
Where land is badly infested with Charlock it is a mistake to plough 
deeply immediately after harvest, rather should we break up just enough 
of the surface to induce seed germination, and when a full plant of 
weeds is visible then stir or plough a little deeper, so as to induce more 
■weed seed to germinate. No rule can be laid down for this work, rather 
must each field have the special treatment which it appears to require. 
Upon light land the use of harrows once or twice will disturb the soil 
sufficiently to work the seed into it deep enough to induce growth. Upon 
heavy land light iron ploughs answer best, but where such land has 
become very hard and dry steam cultivation is required to break it up 
before it is softened by autumnal rain. Couch Grass, Thistles, Docks, 
and Charlock are the four pests which we desire to eradicate, no matter 
how it is done, for to suffer such perennial and annual weeds to remain 
established in the soil is indeed bad practice. 

IRON SULPHATE v. PARASITIC FUNGI. 

This note may prove useful to agriculturists, for it is not unlikely 
(judging from the present state of the weather in certain parts of the 
country) that our farm crops may be attacked by parasitic diseases of a 
fungoid nature. 

Having been the exponent for the use of iron sulphate as an antiseptic 
agent for various diseases which attack our farm crops (see my papers 
4‘ Transactions Chemical Society” for 1882-3-4-5-6-7), I wish to state, 
briefly that agriculturists will find it a sure and a cheap remedy for 
destroying most fungoid growths. 

The fungi which infest farm crops are all built upon the same plan 
viz., they are made up of hyphial filaments, which contain an external 

waO °f a peculiar kind of cellulose, which I have named in a recent 
scientific memoir micro-parasitic cellulose, to distinguish it from the 
cellulose which is found in the higher plants. This micro-parasitic 
cellulose is chemically acted upon by iron sulphate, but not the cellulose 
of farm crops, hence the reason that the fungoid growths are destroyed 
by this agent. J 

In my papers already cited, and in one read before the Royal Society 
of Edinburgh on May 16th, 1886, I have shown, after a most careful 
investigation, that iron sulphate is a sure remedy for the Potato disease 
(Peronospora infestans), and the Wheat mildew (Puccinia graminis). 

As I have said before, all the fungoid growths which attack farm 
crops are built upon the same plan, and for this reason I wish to draw 
the attention of agriculturists to what is being done by scientific men 
of well-known reputation with iron sulphate as an antiseptic on the 
continent of Europe, which entirely confirms my work. 

The Vine is liable to be attacked by some 350 parasitic fungi in 
addition to the phylloxera ! Happily our English farm crops have not 
such an array of deadly foes as the Vine. The Wheat has its mildew, its 
smut, its canker, besides such animal foes as the corn weevil, the wire- 

worm, the corn moth, and the Hessian fly (Cecidomyia destructor), 
which has really “landed in force” (according to Miss Ormerod) in 
these realms. The Potato has its Peronospora and its Colorado 
beetle, &c. 

Coming back again to our scientific authorities who have used iron 
sulphate as an antiseptic, I may mention the following :—• 

1, Recently Dr. F. von Thiimen mentions in his treatise (“ Die Phoma- 
Krankheit der Wienreben verursacht durch die parasitischen Pibze Phoma 
vitis und Phoma Cookei ”) that he has used most successfully a 10 per 
cent, solution of iron sulphate for the destruction of Phoma vitis and 
Phoma Cookei, two fungi which attack the Vines of Austria and Hungary. 
Dr. Thiimen’s experiments were conducted at the Imperial Agricultural 
Station at Klosterneuberg, near Vienna. 

2, M. Millardet employs one kilogram of iron sulphate in two litres 
of water for washing the stocks of Vines a fortnight before the shoots 
begin to start. Madame Ponsort in Bordelais uses a mixture of four 
parts of iron sulphate and twenty parts of lime for the same purpose 
(See Trouessart’s “ Microbes, Ferments, and Moulds,” International 
Scientific Series, vol. 57, page 38). 

3, Dr. H. Muller and others (“ Biedermann’s Contralblatt fUr Agri- 
cultur-chemie,” 1883, page 630), have found a solution of one part of 
iron sulphate in two parts of water an excellent remedy for destroying 
Peronospora viticola, which attacks the Prussian Vines. 

4, M. A. Guillamont (“ Biedermann’s Contralblatt fiir Agricultur- 
chemie,” 1883, page 272), states that a mixture of ten parts of iron 
sulphate, ten parts of wood ashes, and two parts of coal tar is a good 
specific for destroying the phylloxera. 

5, The celebrated Professor of Botany at Wurzburg University, Dr. 
J. Von Sachs (“Biedermann’s Contralblatt f Ur Agricultur-chemie,” 1886, 
page 602), uses iron sulphate for trees and plants generally as a remedy 
for the disease known as “ chlorosis in plants.” 

6, In my address at the opening of the School of Science and Art, on 
the 27th September of last year, I alluded to the fact that my friend Pro¬ 
fessor Conrad, F.C.S., had used iron sulphate successfully fordestroying the 
mildew upon the Vines in the vicinity of Bordeaux. (See Lincoln, 
Gazette, October 2nd, 1886.) 

In the neighbourhood of Etton, near Peterborough, the crops of 
winter Beans have been this year a failure. Mr. G. W. Edgson, of 
Etton, an agriculturist of long experience, has kindly sent me a number 
of these Bean plants for inspection. They were about 7 inches in 
length. Mr. Edgson says in his letter :—“ The roots of the winter Beans 
you will find are covered with small boils, which appear to be living 
upon the plant, and have kept the Bean plants in the stage you now see 
them. For the last few months the crop in this district has been a 
failure. Not having seen anything like it before I thought it would be 
interesting for you to see them.” I found upon the roots of the Bean 
plants tubercular swellings, which are due to the growth of a parasitic 
fungus with extremely small spores. The mycelium of this Bean root 
fungus and also its spores are destroyed by iron sulphate. On treating 
the hyphial filaments of the fungus and its spores with a solution of 
iron sulphate upon a slide under the microscope one could see the 
perforation of the cellulose walls of the organism, exactly in the same 
way as 1 have so often observed in cases of microscopic fungi generally. 

To conclude, Mr. Editor, I hope these notes may be of use to the 
farmer in helping him to allay the terrible ravages done to his crops by 
that “unseen mist of organic forms.”—A. B. Griffiths, Schoo', of 
Scien'e, Lincoln.—(Lincoln Gazette.') 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N.; L ong, 0° 8-0' W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

Hygrome- 0 . o ^ . Shade Tein- Radiation a 
1887. ter. perature. Temperature a 

« 
July. 5 £ a-3 s- 41 «.rH In On 

c5 Dry. Wet. Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 
Sunday . 24 29.957 66.9 61.4 S.W. 66.3 79.6 5K3 123.7 49 5 0.289 
Monday. 2 5 29.842 62.9 60.2 N.E. 66.2 76.1 63.3 113.8 58.2 
Tuesday ... 26 29.741 65.5 59.7 S.E. 65.3 77.2 56.8 119.2 54.2 0.081 
Wednesday. 27 29.6'? 7 67.9 61.6 s.w. 65.5 76 8 62 3 124 8 59 l 
Thursday... 28 30.078 67.2 60.9 S.E. 65 2 76 8 56 2 125.0 51.9 _ 
Friday . 2D 29.977 69 8 63.2 s.w. 65.1 74.6 6o.2 111.3 54 8 0.082 
Saturday ... 30 3J.125 64 6 59.0 N.E. 64 4 76.5 56 9 121.0 51.8 

29.917 66.4 60.9 65.4 76.8 57 9 119 8 54 2 0.452 

REMARKS. 

24th.—Fine and bright till about 11 A.M., the rest of the day cloudy. 

2oth.—Rain in the email hours, and cloudy day. 

26th.—Variable morning, fine afternooo, cloudy evening; showers at night. 

27th.—Showers early, variable day, fine evening. 

28th.—Fine pleasant day, clouding over at times. 

29th.—Fine early; overcast morning with slight showers; wet afternoon; fire and 

bright after 4 p.m. 

33th.—Bright warm morning, and fair throughout. 

Moan temperature about 5° above the average—a week of warm nights and p'.oa-uat 

days ; little rain, exopi on the 24th.—3. J. Symons. 
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11 TH 
12 F 
IS S 
14 8UN 10th Sunday after Trinity. 
15 M 
13 To 
17 W Shrewsbury Show (two dsys). 

NOTES IN JERSEY. 

NY visitors to Jersey, be they gardeners or 
others, will meet with a courteous reception 
at the High View Nurseries by the proprietor, 
M. J. Le Cornu, and his son, M. Philip 
Le Cornu; and will find many things both 
instructive and interesting. High culture 
and cleanliness are the order of the day in 
this compact little nursery. Land in Jersey is 

too valuable for growing weeds upon, and every square 
foot of ground is profitably cropped. Men who pay ,=£ .CO 
or T300 per acre for their land consider it is far too 
valuable for weed-growing purposes, and consequently 
keep it thoroughly clean, so that every atom of plant food 
the land contains may be utilised by those things which 
are likely to realise the most money. Wnat must strike 
the most casual observer is the fact that every accessible 
yard of land that is not, or cannot, be cropped with any¬ 
thing else, is almost sure to be planted with Potatoes. 
Given a strip of land 1 yard wide and 10 or more yards 
long, on a steep hillside where it is impossible to get a 
cart or wheelbarrow, thei e you will find Potatoes planted. 
So in the High View Nurseries we find Potatoes growing 
between the rows of young fruit trees in the nursery 
quarters. Nor are the fruit trees impoverished by this 
process; clean, strong, healthy wood is to be seen in all 
the quarters, be they Peaches, Apricots, Plums, Pears, or 
Roses. The ground is highly manured before being 
planted with the trees, and a liberal dressing is given 
between the rows afterwards as occasion requires. The 
Potatoes quickly grow into money, give immediate returns 
for outlay, and keep the land free from weeds with little 
trouble. Were it not for the Potatoes weeds would be 
constantly extracting moisture and nourishment from the 
soil, and the same labour spent in planting, hoeing, and 
lifting the Potatoes would be required in keeping the 
land free from weeds, for which there would be no returns, 
but a direct, or indirect, loss. Fruit trees are the 
speciality at High View Nurseries, and M. Le Cornu is 
justly famed for the excellent quality of those he 
distributes, chiefly in Jersey, but also in England—some 
at Sandringham. Roses are also grown in great quantity, 
and each variety is planted in separate beds, so that when 
in flower the difference of the respective varieties in 
size, form, colour, and habit of growth is readily dis¬ 
tinguishable. 

The rare and very striking Taxus japonica is quite 
at home, and it is very strange that such a decidedly 
distinct and beautiful shrub is not to be seen in nearly 
every garden in this country ; perhaps it is not sufficiently 
hardy, if not, it is a great pity. Thuja Lobbi, Thuja 
dolabrata, strikingly handsome, and Picea Pinsapo are 
magnificent specimens; and Prunus Pisardi will, ere long, 

No. 372.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

when better known, be more frequently seen in shrub¬ 
beries and landscapes. M. Le Cornu, jun., takes an 
especial interest in Gooseberries, and in his collection 
we noted the following six kinds, all large, and very 
free bearing : — Beauty, Duke of Sutherland, Major 
Ilibbert, Clayton, Drill, and Shiner. In discussing with 
this gentleman the question of stocks for Hoses, he is of 
opinion that the best stock for Mareckal Niel is the 
La Grifferaie, and for other kinds he prefers the Manetti. 
He, in order to effectually overcome the suckers that 
are so apt to arise from that stock—to the no small 
bewilderment and ultimate disgust of the inexperienced— 
makes two incisions at right angles to each other, from 
beneath to right and left of the bud, and with one 
scoop with the point of the knife clears out the principal 
bud and the incipient buds on either side of it. This 
method, Mr. Philip Le Cornu assures me, is quite suc¬ 
cessful in disposing of a'l possible future suckers from 
the stein of the Manetti. To this young gentleman I 
am indebted for a close inspection of the nursery, and 
for an hour of very pleasant and profitable conversation, 
combined with great civility and courtesy. 

Morley House, St. Heliers, is the residence of Mr. 
Bashford, a gentleman who, perhaps, grows more Grapes 
and Tomatoes under glass for Covent Garden Market 
than any other individual. An artist by profession, 
some seventeen years ago he commenced growing Grapes 
as a pastime, and from a mere pastime has arisen a gigan¬ 
tic wholesale fruit trade. The faculties required and 
developed in. a true artist have most appropriately and 
successfully been brought to bear upon the production in 
immense quantities—and without a single failure, ap¬ 
parently—of highly finished Grapes and Tomatoes. The 
total area of ground occupied by the houses, borders, and 
walks is about fifteen acres, and t le area of ground actually 
covered by the immense glass structures is supposed to be 
eight acres. Your readers will not be able to form a very 
correct idea of the vast number of Vines and Tomatoes 
planted underneath these eight acres of glass, nor is it 
possible for me to give them a correct idea of the same by 
any word-painting; and far less is it in my power to do 
justice to the absolute health, cleanliness, vigour, and fer¬ 
tility of Vines and Tomatoes alike. I believe that during 
the past twenty-three years I have seen the best examples 
—1 oth in quantity and quality—that are produced in this 
country, and truth and justice compel me to say that I 
have seen no Vines or Tomatoes that have surpassed in 
health, vigour, and productiveness the Vines and Tomatoes 
at Morley House. “ Ah! ” someone will perhaps say, 
“ very likely Mr. Bashford has a park or some meadows of 
old pasture that he can cut up as he likes; and he will 
have stacks of turf, with all the best of the manures 
intermixed, and so there’s no wonder at his having good 
Grapes and Tomatoes.” Mr. Bashford has nothing of the 
kind—not one stack of soil; furthermore, he told me he 
used nothing but the alluvial soil in the neighbourhood, 
combined with such artificial manure as he found most 
suitable for Vines and Tomatoes, and which had cost him 
a considerable amount of time and money in analysis and 
experiments. It is also very apparent to the most super¬ 
ficial observer that there has not been any specially made 
borders in the majority of cases, if not in all cases. This 
alluvial soil is a red and stiff loam, neither too friable nor 
too tenacious, but exactly of the mechanical nature the 
Vine and the Tomato delight in ; and the appearance of 
both of them testify' unmistakeably that the chemical nature 
of it is right, either naturally or artificially. 

No. 2028.—Voi.. LXXVIL, Oim Serie?. 
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Nearly all the houses are span-roofed structures, and 
the Tomatoes are planted in rows across, leaving a path 
down the centre, and trained vertically towards the roof, 
supported by stakes. Sufficient space is left between the 
rows for a workman to pass between them, and thus easily 
be able to attend to the requirements of each plant. The 
first vinery we entered is a lean-to, 630 feet in length, and 
is devoted to early Grapes—Black Hamburghs principally, 
all the fruit being cut at the time of my visit, 16th July. 
This house was planted seventeen years ago, and after 
bearing heavy crops for that period the Vines were cut 
down, and have again developed canes of superior quality 
and regularity throughout the house. As an illustration of 
the express speed with which Mr. Bashford conducts his 
operations, I may mention that the next house we enter is 
a span roof, 350 feet in length by 44 in width, and 20 in 
height; Mr. Bashford commenced to build this house last 
March, on the 16th of July the body of this house was 
filled with grand Tomato plants in full bearing—hundred¬ 
weights of fruit being picked out of it twice or three times 
a week; and young Vines planted at the sides had nearly 
reached half way up the roof of the house. The Tomato 
chiefly grown is a hybrid between Trophy and Conqueror; 
the bulk of the fruit is of beautiful form and appearance, 
and they vary from half a pound to a pound and a quarter 
in weight. 

Of all the glass structures on the premises only one 
house is devoted to other than Grapes and Tomatoes, 
and this one structure is planted principally with Cucum¬ 
bers and several Melons. Wonderful as is Mr. Bash- 
ford’s success with Grapes and Tomatoes, he is not less so 
with Cucumbers and Melons. Cucumbers of large size 
were hanging in that house by hundreds; and Melons— 
Hero of Bath—are represented by specimens from 6 lbs. 
to 7i lbs. in weight. The variety of Cucumber grown is 
called Star of the West. 

The next house is 104 feet in length, and is filled with 
luxuriant Vines, each plant carrying an average of ten 
bunches, and each bunch averaging 2 lbs.; all Gros Col- 
man. The Vines are planted 2 feet 4 inches apart, and as 
the house is a span-roof your readers can try to picture 
it to themselves. The next house we enter is similar in 
all respects to the above; but we now come to a span- 
roofed house 890 feet in length, and this is entirely planted 
with Gros Colman, every Vine being in similar condition to 
those previously specified, and bearing equal quantity and 
quality of fruit; this alone will be a sight in September 
and October worth going hundreds of miles to see. It 
must not be supposed that because these structures are of 
such immense length that therefore they must be low, 
narrow, squat-looking places; far from it, they are sub¬ 
stantially built, wide, and lofty houses; such as would do 
credit to the best private gardens in the kingdom. 

Now we enter a house parallel to the last, but not 
quite so long; it is between 700 and 800 feet long, and is 
occupied entirely with Tomatoes. But there have been two 
crops of Potatoes gathered out of the same house pre¬ 
viously, one crop at Christmas, and the second crop in 
March; and in July the house was filled with Tomatoes 
in full bearing. That is the way to make market garden¬ 
ing pay. The Tomatoes are planted in rows 3 feet apart, 
and the plants are 2 feet 3 inches apart in the rows. 

Another house is entirely devoted to Gros Colman, and 
on entering house after house of this variety—seeing it 
growing literally in tons—it is not difficult to understand 
how it comes that Covent Garden Market is kept so well 
supplied with this variety of Grape, especially when we 
remember that Mr. Bashford is only one of many who 

“go in’’for this variety for market purposes. Another 
house, between 700 and 800 feet long, is at present occu¬ 
pied with Tomatoes, but it is intended to devote it entirely 
to the production of Muscat Grapes; and seeing that 
Muscats realise such a good price from Christmas to the 
end of April, it is likely to prove a very profitable 
house. 

These notes are the result of observations taken 
during a hasty inspection of this remarkable establishment 
but to do it full justice would require an entire number of 
the Journal, a day’s careful inspection, and a pocket-book 
full of notes ; and as I have already encroached consider¬ 
ably upon the valuable space of the Journal, I will close 
these notes by remarking that Mr. Bashford provides as 
good and efficient accommodation for his Grapes whem 
bottled as he does for their production. If my memory 
has not failed me, the Grape-room will hold about 18,000 
bunches of Grapes; and as I have previously stated 
that the average weight of the bunches is about 2 lbs., 
your readers can compute for themselves how many tons 
of Grapes there are in the room when it is full. 

Immense boilers are used for the purpose of heating 
the houses when necessary; and the “Keith ” boiler has. 
a mile of piping attached to it. Water is pumped by 
steam power to the top of a water tower, from whence it 
is distributed through all the houses; and it is very 
evident that it is used with no niggardly hand; and had 
I required any evidence to convince me that Vines in 
suitable soil, and with proper natural or artificial drain¬ 
age, required an abundance of water, that evidence would 
have been unmistakeably found at Morley House. 

I am much indebted to Mr. Bashford for his kind¬ 
ness in permitting me to see his magnificent graperies 
and tomateries—if I may coin a word—and also for his 
courtesy in personally conducting me, and the pains ho 
took to show me everything likely to be of interest.— 
J. Udale, Eford, Tamworth. 

STRAWBERRIES IN 1887. 
I was pleased to read the remarks at page 7(3 on flavour of 

Strawberries. It is also satisfactory to read about the good 
qualities of Loxford Hall Seedling, raised by me about fourteen 
years ago. I raised about 300 seedlings, the result of careful 
hybridisation, and Loxford Hall was the only one sent out. I 
would not like to have my name attached to a bad variety of a 
flower or fruit, and yet when one reads the remarks of some 
gardeners it seems that this Strawberry is a failure. One of oar 
leading gardeners wrote in a contemporary that Loxford Hall 
Seedling was not worth growing. He had tried it for three years, 
and it never produced a flower. “ S. C.” describes it very well. 
The plant was raised from Frogmore Late Pine, crossed with a 
continental variety named La Constante, popular at the time. It 
is our latest Strawberry, produces a dwarf plant, but bears very 
freely. I have never seen a plant of it that did not bear fruit 

freely. _ _ . 
Nearly all our Strawberries have been inferior this year. The 

excessive heat dried up the juices before the fruits were ripe. We 
place round each plant some sprays cut from the tops of the Pea 
sticks ; the fruit hangs over these, and never touches the surface 
of the ground. None of it is eaten with any of the numerous 
creeping things which prey upon fruits lying on the surface of the 
ground, and it ripens perfectly all round. This season it turned up 
in a way it has never done before during a period of twenty-five 
years. They were twice drenched with water, as well as being 
mulched with decayed manure to prevent evaporation. We still 
grow Black Prince and Keens’ Seedling as our best earliest varieties, 
followed by President, Sir Joseph Paxton, and W. F. Radclyffe. The 
last-named we grow as being more robust in constitution than 
British Queen. Frogmore Late Pine and Loxford Hall Seedling 
are our latest. A new variety sent out by Messrs. Veitch of Chelsea, 
named Waterloo, promises to be distinct in character, and it is also 
very late. The fruit is of the largest size, excellent in flavour, and 
of a reddish purple colour. We also tried Laxton’s King of the 
Earlies. It promises to be a free-bearing variety, but was not any 
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•earlier than Black Prince, much like it in plant and fruit, which is 
of a better flavour. Pauline is, I think, the best variety to grow 

■out of doors to produce early fruit. It ought to be planted out on 
•rich ground on a border well exposed to the sun, and sheltered from 
the north or east by a wall or fence. It was about ten days earlier 
than King of the Earlies or Black Prince, but those two were in 
the open ground. The fruits of Pauline are of the largest size and 
of excellent flavour. 

I believe the best Strawberries are produced from young plants, 
^nd prefer to make a fresh plantation annually. The ground must 
also be trenched up to 18 inches or 2 feet deep, and plenty of good 
manure should be dug in or trenched in. I like to place a layer in 
the bottom of each trench, and another layer about G or 9 inches 
below the surface.—J. Douglas. 

NOTES ON PINKS. 
WHITE PINKS. 

I no not think it is generally known that there are two varieties 
•of the common white garden Pink in cultivation, the one being 
•very much whiter than the other, though not on that account any 
the prettier, the soft shade of yellow present in the more common 
variety being very attractive. Now that Mrs. Sinkins has estab¬ 
lished a character for its very free-flowering and perpetual habit, 
while its scent is delightfully sweet, and the soft yellowish tint 
detected at the base of its rather loose petals is most charming, 
there may be a danger of the older varieties being displaced. But 
"to disoard the one for the other would not be wise, as the two are 
essentially distinct in almost every particular. Last year I had 
plants of a new variety named Mrs. W. Welsh from Messrs. 
Dicksons & Co. of Edinburgh. This they considered superior to 
Mrs. Sinkins. But though it is of the purest white, and in that 

■respect might be considered of superior merit, they are in other 
respects very distinct. Mrs. W. Welsh is a lovely sort, free- 
flowering, and, as already indicated, pure white, and may be safely 
grown on its own merits as a sterling variety. But for general 
■usefulness, sweetness, and beauty, I still think Mrs. Sinkins has 
nothing to fear. Both are easily propagated, cuttings striking root 
if inserted on borders without protection. Later on, handglasses 
blurred with sand are most suitable for insuring a rapid strike, 
though it is well to remember that the earlier the cuttings are taken 
the better, and the more floriferous will be the plants in the ensuing 
summer. All Pinks do best as young plants, and the soil in which 
they are grown should be well enriched, though the manure need 
not be deeply buried. The common white Pink is most easily 
propagated in September, when many roots are formed on the 
stem ; not too large pieces broken off, and planted where they are 
to flower, do very well. 

LACED PINKS. 

There are no sweeter flowers than these, and though generally 
grown as a florist flower, the laced Pink is most suitable for growing 
with much less attention. Strong sorts should be chosen, and I 
rather prefer the heavy laced varieties to the lighter flowers, but 
any of them are fine. The same plant will bloom year after year, 
but young plants are much to be preferred, the blooms being much 
larger, and I think sweeter, from young plants than from old ones. 
Cuttings—-pipings is the technical term—should be taken as early 
as possible, and they root well in the open border, and with increased 
celerity under the protection of bellglasses. The buds alike of 
Mrs. Sinkins, Mrs. W. Welsh, and these should be thinned, the 
flowers being much superior and more useful when cut. 

ANNE BOLEYN PINK. 

I do not often see this old variety. Perhaps the small return of 
bloom it makes to the grower has caused it to be thrust into the 
background. To those who do not grow it or know it, Anne 
Boleyn can well be recommended, it is so deliciously fragrant. It 
may be propagated from cuttings, but it is much better to layer the 
number required for plants, as these are so much stronger, and the 
only way to increase the number of flowers on an individual plant 
is to get sufficient strength to secure a strong flowering stem capable 
of producing blooms at every joint. Those who are fond of sweet- 
scented flowers should certainly include this among those they grow. 
We cultivate a large number of other varieties, but the above are 
the best, many otherwise good varieties being sadly wanting in 
fragrance.—B. 

CARBOLIC SOAP AS AN INSECTICIDE. 
No doubt there are many of your readers who are pestered with 

earwigs, caterpillars, blight, &c., on their plants and trees, and to all of 
whom an efficacious remedy would be a boon ; permit me, therefore, to 
state my experience with substances that seem to rre to be a sovereign 

remedy against all such destructive garden pests. The plants are 
singularly free from blight and insects in my garden, excepting earwigs 
and caterpillars, both of which abound, but a friend of mine has had his 
wall fruit trees annually attacked by the American blight, and his 
Currant bushes with the aphides that cause the leaves to curl and 
cockle up. As a remedy for the blight I tried last year petroleum in 
water, but it was tedious work, and, moreover, this year some of the 
trees attacked have completely decayed ; therefore this year I determined 
to try the effect of carbolic soap, knowing full well that that body is a 
powerful antiseptic and destroyer of all germs and insect life. I there¬ 
fore dissolved a quarter of a pound of carbolic soap in a gallon of water, 
and then with a common paint brush washed all the stems, branches, 
and axils wherever the American blight appeared. If it was very thick 
I rubbed the brush on a piece of the soap held in my other hand. I was 
surprised to see with what readiness the blight was brushed off the 
trees. All the white woolly portion and the gumm}' red bodies were 
washed off completely. I next tried the effect of the soap solution 
on the Currant bushes, brushing the liquid into the axils and under the 
leaves wherever they were curled up with the insects. The fluid acted 
marvellously, and since I washed them, a week ago, the shoots have 
started fresh growth, whereas before the growth was checked by the 
presence of these aphides. 

I next tried the effect of the soap in my own garden, for the earwigs 
and caterpillars have made a wretched appearance of the Sunflowers 
and Dahlias I have in bloom. I first tried the effect of painting several 
inches of the flower stems with the soapy water, but I found that had 
no effect, for both earwigs and caterpillars crawled over it. This was 
not encouraging, but finding that the fluid did destro3r them I placed a 
few caterpillars and insects in a saucer with a little of the soap solution, 
and in ten seconds the caterpillars were dead, and in twenty seconds 
the earwigs were dead. I tried the effect of dropping some of the liquid 
into the flowers round the base of the petals where the earwigs seem to 
secrete themselves most. The effect of this was to preserve the flowers, 
for neither yesterday nor to-day do the flowers show any signs of having 
been gnawed, and, moreover, to-day I picked out a few dead earwigs 
from the base of the petals, plainly showing that the soap solution I 
had placed there had killed them. From these facts I shall try the 
effect of the soapy liquid on more delicate flower buds, using a toy 
squirt to deposit the fluid in the flower buds. The flowers themselves 
seem apparently not affected by the liquid. Perhaps some of your 
numerous readers will try this carbolic fluid—of course a solution of 
carbolic crystals would be stronger than one made from the soap—and 
report their experience. From the few facts I have gathered it seems 
to me to be a most effectual eradicator of garden posts. — H. C. 
Standage. 

PYRETHRUMS AND DELPHINIUMS. 
In most localities Pyrethrums will be past their best, and should 

have the old flower stems cut away without delay if a good supply 
of bloom is required again in the autumn. After this is done, if 
the weather continues dry, give the plants a thorough soaking of 
water, or liquid manure in a weak state, and then mulch the surface 
to prevent evaporation. Short decayed manure, such as the refuse 
of Mushroom beds, old tan, cocoa-nut fibre refuse, leaf mould, or 
even short grass, are all excellent for the purpose, but any of the 
former have a neater appearance than the last. This treatment 
will have the effect of pushing these plants into fresh growth, and 
after the ground has once been well soaked by rain they will grow 
luxuriantly, and produce again an excellent crop of flowers. 

If it is necessary to increase the stock of any of the varieties 
this is a capital time to do so. After a good watering they can be 
lifted and divided into as many portions as there are flower stems, 
each portion being potted singly in 2-inch pots in any light sandy 
soil. Place a little sand about the stem of the portion inserted. If 
well watered, kept close in a frame, and shaded from the sun, young 
growths will quickly issue from towards the base of the flower stem. 
Although propagation can be effected successfully by this method, 
we prefer to see the young growths appearing above the ground 
before lifting and dividing. With new growth fresh roots start 
into activity, and very frequently each portion can be taken off 
with a few of these attached, and then, with close moist treatment, 
they quickly become established. 

When well rooted it is an excellent practice to place them into 
4 or 5dnch pots, and allow them to remain in these during the 
winter, to be finally planted out during genial weather in spring. 
Perhaps the plants make greater progress if planted out from the 
small pots directly they have been well established and hardened. 
But the great drawback to this system is the liability of the plants 
to be destroyed by slugs, which are particularly fond of the young 
growths. Therefore it is safer to keep the plants in frames through 
the winter, and place them out in spring after they have well started 
into growth. 

Delphiniums—that is, all the early flowering varieties, will be 
past their best, except in northern localities. However, as soon as 
they reach this stage, unless seed is required, their flower stems 
should be cut away, and in a short time fresh growth will start from 
the base, which wUl result in another fine crop of flowers in autumn. 
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If this operation is delayed, and the plants allowed to seed, they 
have not time to flower a second time, but produce only towards the 
close of the season a quantity of soft growth that is certain to be 
destroyed by early frosts. If necessary to increase the stock of any 
varieties, it can he done after flowering just as well with these 
plants as with the Pyrethrums. A usual practice is to divide the 
crowns in spring when regulating the plants in the beds and borders 
in which they are grown. The result of this treatment is poor 
growth only the first season. When divided after flowering, even 
when planted outside again, they become established before winter, 
and start vigorously into growth the following season. If the 
plants are cut up very small we prefer to place each piece singly 
in 4-inch pots, according to the size of the piece, establish them in 
frames, and then turn them out. We have had plants treated on this 
principle that have produced spikes of bloom in autumn after 
planting them out, and the following spring have produced spikes 
fully 5 feet high. Any that show signs of late-flowering when 
ready for planting out can be transferred into larger pots, and 
used with much effect in the conservatory late in autumn, when 
blue of any description is invaluable for associating with other 
coloured flowers.—G. X. 

THE HORTICULTURAL CLUB. 
According to their annual custom the members of this Club had their 

aunual excursion on Tuesday week, and everything passed off with the 
greatest amount of pleasure to a 1 those who shared in it. Horticulturally 
speaking, it was not so remarkable as some of the excursions of previous 
years, for it is hard to meet with places like Lord Eversley’s and Baron 
Schrceder’s every day. But in many respects the day was unique, and 
afforded thorough enjoyment to the la'ge party who met together to have a 
good day’s outing. 

The members and their friends met at the Charing Crofs station of the 
South-Eastern Railway at 10.50, and proceeded in a Baloon carriage at 
11 o’clock to Tunbridge Wells, which was reached at 12.25. The brakes 
were in waiting, and a start was made for Eridge Castle, the beautiful seat 
of the Marquis of Abergavenny. The drive through the park was exquisite, 
affording fine views of the wooded country, also the Wells. Here they met 
a kindly reception from the Bkilful gardener, Mr. Rust, and a hurried view 
was taken of the pleasure grounds and gardens, some fine specimens of the 
Tulip Tree being especially noted. Lunch was here taken. The drive 
through the park past the Eridge rocks was new to most of those forming 
the party, and their admiration v/as very strongly expressed. Every one 
who knows them is aware of their exceeding beauty and groterqueness, and 
how strongly they impressed them when first seen. From Eiidge a long 
drive of about seven miles was taken through a most lovely country, by the 
pleasant rural village of Groombridge, and on to Penshurst Place, the 
historical residence of Lo d De Lisle and Dudley, associated with so many 
eventful periods of English history, and containing so many relics of days 
long gone by. Here the old house was visited and the garden which is still 
kept up in the old Dutch style in fashion in the days when Penshurst was 
in its glory. It had been intended to visit ReJleaf, but it was another 
instance of trying to drive six omnibuses abreast through Temple Bar, and 
it had to be given up. A p’easant drive to Tunbridge Wells, where dinner 
was prepared at the Hotel Wellington, on Mount Ephraim, the party leav¬ 
ing for London at 8 o’clock, some few remaining behind for down trains, &c. 
There was but one opinion about the success of the day, for a more enjoy¬ 
able one could hardly have been spent. The weather was glorious, a good 
shower of a day or two previous had laid the dust, there was abundance of 
light cloud to temper the heat of the sun, and, indeed, in the evening when 
some of us were sitting outside the hotel, it was quite chilly. And thus 
another of the very pleasant trips of the Club was brought to a successful 
issue.—D., Deal. 

HANGING BASKETS FOR THE COOL FERNERY. 
Hanging baskets are to a fernery, either warm or cool, what 

climbers are to an ordinary conservatory ; they are necessary 
accessories without which the place loses a great deal of its beauty 
and attraction. But while in conservatories or winter gardens, 
either the climbers used may be of many hues, or the baskets may 
equally be filled with a mixture of foliage and flowering plants of 
all kinds, or exclusively with foliage plants these, in the fernery 
are usually made up with Ferns and a few suitable plants of 
drooping habit, as such conditions as the moist atmosphere and 
the comparatively subdued light, so beneficial to the growth of 
Ferns, are not at all conducive to the production of flowers. The 
general complaint, as we have repeatedly had the opportunity of 
noticing, is that for the cool fernery the number of Ferns adapted 
for that special use is very limited, although to a cercain extent 
correct, as there are undoubtedly many more kinds of Ferns of 
drooping habit suitable for the warm than for the cool house. The 
statement, however, is greatly exaggerated, and requires correction, 
for there are at the very least a dozen sorts which, in a tem¬ 
perature averaging about 45° in winter, and occasionally falling 
lower, will succeed admirably. These are quite sufficient for the 
adornment of many baskets, as many as we really need have in a 
fernery, the dimensions of which are not out of the common, for, 
when used singly, a dozen baskets may with these be made up, and 
all of them differing from one another, whereas by using several 

different kinds together, and making what is commonly termed 
mixed baskets, the quantity of variations and the production of 
baskets of entirely different appearance is still greatly increased. 

According to the requirements and the dimensions of the 
fernery, the Ferns used for basket planting for the cool house may 
be divided into two sections—the strong-growing kinds, by far the 
most numerous, being especially useful for spacious and lofty 
constructions, while those of shorter growth, but equally hardy, are 
particularly adapted for the fernery of smaller dimensions. Of the 
various kinds generally used for baskets of a large size, Nephrolepis 
tuberosa, a handsome Fern, whose fronds, produced in great abun¬ 
dance, average about 3 feet in length, occupy a most prominent 
place, on account, no doubt, of its gracefully hanging habit and the 
ease with which it is grown, the more so that, provided it be well 
supplied with water at the roots, it is not at all particular as to its- 
soil, growing as well in half-decayed moss as it does in the best 
peat or mixed soil. 

Woodwardia radicans, a splendid Fern, native of Madeira, 
though not so commonly used, is, however, one of much more 
imposing appearance than the one just mentioned. Its boldr 
massive, yet elegantly drooping fronds, which vary from 4 to- 
6 feet in length, are of a particularly light green colour, being 
totally distinct from those of any other Fern. They are pioduced 
from a decumbent rhizome, and rendered still more effective by 
the young plants, which are produced at their apex, sometimes 
singly, but more often three or four at the end of each frond, and. 
by which means the plant is readily propagated. All that is re¬ 
quired for its propagation is either pegging down the tip of 
the frond on to a mossy or any other porous material of a con¬ 
stantly moist nature, or the cutting of the said part of the frond, 
and its insertion into a little peat and chopped moss kept evenly 
moist, and in which its numerous roots are produced in a very short 
time. The crested form of this Species, Woodwardia radicans 
cristata, which sometimes is also met with in collections under the 
name of Woodwardia Browni, but the common appellation is 
much more proper, is equally well adapted for growing into- 
baskets ; but its fronds, well crested, and highly viviparous, though 
perhaps more abundantly produced, are shorter, and of a little 
stiffer character, the habit of the variety being thus less elegant 
than that of the species from which it is issue. Nevertheless it 
makes a very handsome basket, as does also Woodwardia orientalis, 
a grand Fern of Japanese origin, with fronds averaging about 
4 feet in length, very broad, and in their youth of a beautiful 
metallic colour, whereas in the autumn quite a peculiar and very 
uncommon appearance is produced by their upper surface being 
thickly studded all over with little bulbiform plants which, when 
detached, form the readiest means of reproduction. 

Of the several Aspleniums suitable for the cool house, and 
adapted for growing in baskets, A. biforme is the most useful, as 
well as the most elegant. This Australian species produces from a 
decumbent or slightly creeping rhizome, fronds which, for elegance, 
have very few equals. They frequently attain 3 feet in length, and 
are more finely divided than those of any of the above described 
Ferns. Their particularly graceful arching habit renders this 
species eminently suitable for basket purposes, as the quantities of 
young bulbiform plants pioduced all over them, but most parti¬ 
cularly at the end of each of their pinnae, is also a permanent 
source of attraction. Next to A. biforme, the most useful basket 
Fern for a cool house is undoubtedly Asplenium flaccidum, a species 
from Tasmania and New Zealand, with foliage of a peculiarly 
bright shining green colour. Its lovely fronds, which are not so- 
finely cut as those of the species previously described, are only 

bipinnate, of a leathery texture and pendulous habit. They 
average about 3 feet in length, and like those of A. biforme, 
A. bulbiferum, A. Colensoi, and others, they get completely 
covered with young bulbils, which are most readily used for the 
propagation of these species. Polystichum angulare proliferum, 
although of British origin, may also claim to be one of the most 
useful of all basket Ferns for the cool house ; its beautiful fronds, 
which are produced in great abundance from a central and very 
scaly crown, are very finely divided, of a character nearly as light 
as that of the Lace Fern itself. They average about 24 inches in 
length and 6 in breadth, and their base is completely covered with 
small bulbils, which are used for the propagation of that useful 
and decorative variety. 

If we now turn our attention to the Ferns which may with, 
advantage be used for baskets of smaller dimensions in the cool 
house, we find, as one of the most useful and most elegant species, 
the lovely Davallia Mariesi. It is a very elegant Japanese Fern of 
dwarf habit and very free growth, with fronds more finely divided 
than those of any of the other Davallias. Its slender silvery flex- 
uose rhizomes spread freely in all directions, and its numerous 
fronds thence present an enduring globose mass of verdure. 
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Although it may be propagated from spores, this pretty species, 
like most of the others belonging to the same genus, is generally 
increased by the division of its rhizomes, which should take place 
at any time from February to April. Very elegant also for baskets 
in a warm house is Davallia tenuifolia Yeitchiana (fig. 14, kindly lent 
by Messrs. J.Veitch & Sons) ; it has slender drooping finely divided 
fronds, and much more graceful than the species. 

Next comes the charming little Pteris scaberula, in itself a real 
gem among Ferns, but related to the ordinary Pteris or Ribbon 
Fern, or to the common Bracken, Pteris aquilina, only by its fructi¬ 
fication, the disposition of which is similar to that of these well- 
known species ; but there ends all the likene33, for this lovely little 
New Zealander, of dwarf stature, which has proved perfectly hardy 
an Cornwall and Devon, where it stands without any protection, 

which extend a long way, the entire covering of a basket of small 
dimensions is a work of comparatively short time. The South 
African Adiantum venustum is a species equally well adapted for 
growing in baskets in the cool house, where its pretty, though some¬ 
what fragile-looking fronds, about 12 inches long, are particularly 
interesting on account of the contrast formed by their pale colour 
with that of most other Ferns surrounding it. Our native Maiden¬ 
hair Fern (Adiantum Capillus-Veneris) and several of its varieties, 
may also, and indeed are frequently used with great success for 
basket growing, the common species being the one most generally 
used, partly on account of its being more plentiful, but also because 
its scaly rhizomes, on which its leathery fronds are produced 
abundantly, extend more rapidly than those of any of its varieties. 
A. Capillus-Veneris magnificum, however, is a very quick grower, 

Fig. 11.—DAVALLIA TENUIFOLIA. YEITCHIANA. 

■and in other counties where it remains uninjured outside, provided 
fhat its rhizomes be protected by some litter or a few old leaves, 
is provided with fronds of a cheerful green colour, and as finely cut 
as those of the Lace Fern itself. They are lanceolate in outline, 
about 12 or 15 inches long by 5 inches wide, and produced in great 
abundance from very slender creeping rhizomes, which rapidly cover 
all the surface of the basket, and make it a most elegant mass of 
foliage. Although it may be increased from spores, that remark¬ 
able and totally distinct species is also generally propagated by the 
division of its numerous rhizomes, which are provided with roots 
either developed or rudimentary on their whole length. 

Among the species of Adiantums which are adapted for basket, 
and which succeed well in a cool house, the prettiest is undoubtedly 
A. assimile, a native of Australia and New Zealand, with small 
slender fronds which vary from 6 to 10 inches in length, and are 
particularly attractive through their bright green colour. This 
species, being provided with very small or rather slender rhizomes, 

and its fronds, when the plant is in good health, and placed under 
favourable conditions, may be compared to those of the glorious 
A. farleyense, which they resemble in size if not in beauty. 
Though a slower and more slender grower, A. Capillus-Veneris 
cornubiense also deserves to be grown in the same way, where it 
shows to great advantage its prettily laciniated fronds of a pecu¬ 
liarly bluish tint; while A. Capillus-Veneris Mariesi, being a much 
more robust grower, is more adapted for baskets of a medium size, 
as its fronds of a pale pea-green colour frequently attain 20 inches 

in length. . 
In planting baskets, the principal object to be kept in view is 

elegance. Nothing looks worse than a heavy massive grouping of 
plants, especially when these are intended to be seen from below , 
and in addition to the Ferns enumerated above, the introduction, as 
a central plant, in baskets of large dimensions, of a light Palm, 
such as a Phoenix reclinata, or of a tall, loose-growing, Pteris 
Ouvrardi, will be found a great improvement, affording a pleasant 
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and striking contrast. The proper way to fill a basket is to first 
line it with a coating of green moss, against which should be firmly 
pressed such pendulous plants as Ficus repens, Tradescantia zebrina, 
or the pretty Lygodium scandens, a Japanese Fern, which should 
be allowed to hang in festoons. These drooping plants should be 
loosely pinned to the sides, which they will rapidly cover entirely. 
Then the Ferns should be planted in, but in such a way as to 
overhang the sides of the basket all round, leaving between the 
foliage a comparatively open space, allowing for the growth of all 
the plants, which, if proper care is bestowed upon them in the way 
of shading and watering until sufficiently established, will, in a 
season, form an elegant and highly decorative mass of foliage, 
filling up in a most effective manner the gap naturally existing 
between the pot plants and the roof of the house, a result which 
it is quite impossible to obtain by any other means.—Tiieo. 

YORKSHIRE ASSOCIATION OF HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETIES. 

Annual Meeting at Bahnsley. 

The third annual meeting of the above Association was held at 
Barnsley on Monday, at the assembly place of the Barnsley Paxton 
Society, the “ Queen’s Hotel.” The members of the local Society had 
done all that they could to make their friends from other towns wel¬ 
come. In fact, that word was conspicuous among the decorations of the 
room, in which were also exhibited a number of choice foliage plants 
lent by various members of the Society. Among those present we noted 
the following :—Messrs. Smith and Hemming, Leeds Paxton Society ; 
Messrs. H. Oxley (Vice-President), T. Garnet (delegate), H. Chapman 
(delegate), A. Willis (Treasurer), Mr. G. Ramsden (Librarian), B. 
Whiteley, W. Calvert, H. Green, E. T. Oxley, E. Storr, J. Fletcher, T. R. 
Preston, J. Spurling, H. Hardman, Hy. Lupton, and H. Bennett, Wake¬ 
field Paxton Society ; Geo. Armitage (President), and Chas. Goff (Vice- 
President), Morley Paxton Society ; W. Butterell and H. Middleton, 
Rotherham Paxton Society. Visitors : Messrs. T. Gartery, A. Taylor, J. 
Nicholson, and V. Mann. Messrs. Cook and H. Slaney (Sheffield, Hal- 
lamshire), H. Butterill and H. Middleton (Rotherham). Among the 
members of the local Society present were Messrs. W. Henshall (Pre¬ 
sident), W. Hoey, S. Ballinger (Secretary of the Association), Batley, 
Hall, Lockwood, Rideal, Hirst, Lawton, Hampson, Wright, Levitt, &c. 

On the motion of Mr. Henshall, seconded by Mr. Butterill of 
Rotherham, Mr. H. Oxley of Wakefield, one of the trustees, took the 
chair. He remarked that he had been called upon at a moment’s notice 
to take the chair, and had he known that he would be called on to fill 
that position he should have been prepared with some remarks on the 
Association, and more fully than he could do under the circumstances. 
He had held the official position of trustee, but so far his office had been 
an honorary one, and it seemed that such would be the case with regard 
to the present meeting. He certainly did take an interest in the 
Wakefield and other Paxton Societies, and as a vice-president of the 
former he wished all such societies success. He was glad to see so many 
representatives of the various societies present, and he hoped they would 
go on and prosper. They had not done a good deal during the year, 
and it was thought they need not be too hasty. No doubt the report would 
show that about as much support had been given to the society as was 
anticipated. It was not the quickest growth that makes the firmest 
wood ; but he was glad to say he had heard of societies that were 
anxious to join them. The energetic secretary would read them the 
minutes of the last committee meeting. Mr. Ballinger did so, and also 
a letter of apology from Archdeacon Blakeney, who said that he had to 
be in London on the day of the Association’s meeting or otherwise he 
would have been with them. The report was then read by the Secretary 
as under:— 

“ The last gathering of the members of the Association took place in 
August last, at Sheffield, under the auspices of the Sheffield and 
Hallamshire Gardeners’ Mutual Improvement Society, which society 
was highly complimented by the visitors for their sociable entertain¬ 
ment, and for the excellent arrangements of the day’s programme. 
The evening lecture entitled, “A Chat about Hardy Herbaceous Flowers,” 
by the Rev. A. R. Upcher, of Sheffield, which was illustrated by an 
extensive and beautiful display of specimens, proved very interesting 
and instructive, and was much appreciated by the members present. 
The day’s programme included a visit to the celebrated nurseries of 
Messrs. Fisher, Son, & Sibray, at Handsworth, which place it is 
regretted but few members were enabled to reach, owing to the difficulty 
in obtaining conveyances, all of which appeared to be engaged in carry¬ 
ing visitors to the \ orkshire Agricultural Show, where the majority of 
the members spent a very pleasant afternoon. The Association, still in 
its infancy, has made encouraging progress during the past year. 
Increased interest in the Association and its work have taken place, and 
the close relationship and natural social feeling which exist between 
the societies afford just and abundant proof for the future greatness 
and prosperity of the Association. During the past year two 
council meetings have been held. At these meetings earnest work 
has been done with the special desire to carry out the objects 
which the Association has taken in hand. For the more effectual work¬ 
ing out of these objects necessary alterations in the rules have been 
made. Other matters have had careful study, particularly the holding 
of quarterly meetings, the gardeners’registry, the question cf permanent 

secretary, and the interchanging of essays and lectures. Efforts have- 
also been made to increase the membership of the Association by bringing 
before ojher societies in Yorkshire the great advantages attached to the 
combination. Some of these matters, not yet perfected, will, during the 
coming year, claim your serious consideration, and at Suture council 
meetings engage just attention. By the accompanying balance-sheet it 
will be seen that the financial position of the Association has consider¬ 
ably improved, and shows a saving on the year’s working of £3 2s. 2d.,, 
and raises the total amount of funds in the Association to £6 8s. 9d. 
The number of societies in the Association at the present time is six, 
with a membership of nearly 800. The Council take this opportunity 
of expressing their sincere thanks and best wishes to all who have in 
any way rendered beneficial assistance towards the progress of the As¬ 
sociation, and conveys the same to the members of the Association- 
generally.” 

The Chairman moved the adoption of the report and balance-sheet,, 
and which he would ask Mr. Hemmings of Leeds to second. In the- 
first place they were all sorry that the Rev. W. W. Kirby, their respected? 
President, was unable to be present. The report and balance-sheet were 
both very satisfactory. In some of their objects on behalf of the craft 
of horticulture they had been able to succeed, and they hoped to continue 
to do so and to a greater extent. It had been a pleasing matter to him. 
to notice what a hearty welcome had been given to the Association, and' 
he was sure they were very much obliged to the Committee. Mr. Hem¬ 
ming seconded. He remarked that he could fully endorse everything- 
which was stated in the report, and bear testimony to the way in which 
the matters of the Association had been dealt with. Mr. Garnett of 
Wakefield sjid it gave him great pleasure to support the resolution, but 
they considered the business-like way in which Mr. Ballinger had drawn- 
up the report, they could not but express their thanks for the way in 
which it had been carried out. They must congratulate Barnsley on the- 
way they had entertained them. No doubt in the future they would 
see the Association consolidated and doing better work than at present, 
though he thought they hardly ought to complain now. Mr. Cooke 
(Sheffield) likewise supported the resolution. He was glad to see rather 
a larger amount in the Treasurer’s hands. He must apologise on behalf 
of the Sheffield Societies. It was a great matter for regret that there- 
was not one of the Vice-Presidents of the Society present. Mr. Ball of 
Sheffield, was unable to be there. That gentleman was one of the most 
successful exhibitors at the Handsworth Show, and hence he was 
detained in that district. He was in the habit of getting big prizes when- 
he exhibited, too. The Barnsley Society must be congratulated on the 
very able statement which had been read that day. The report and 
balance-sheet were then formally adopted. Mr. Hall, Barnsley, proposed 
that Leeds be the next place of meeting, and Mr. Cooke seconded. The 
Chairman : I suppose it is the wish of the Leeds Society. Mr. Cooke 
replied that at the last meeting they entertained the idea. Mr. Hemming 
said there was a strong feeling in favour of the next meeting of the- 
Association going to Leeds ; and the Chairman expressed himself in the 
same way. Consequently it was agreed that the meeting will be so- 
held. The election of officers was then proceeded with. On the sug¬ 
gestion of the Chairman the election of President was allowed to stand 
over for the consideration of the Leeds Society. Mr. W. Hoey (Barnsley),, 
and Mr. Franklin (Leeds), were elected Vice-presidents. Messrs. H- 
Oxley and J. Garnett (Wakefield), were appointed Trustees, and Mr.. 
Crossley, Treasurer of the Leeds Society, was appointed Hon. Treasurer. 
It was resolved that the duties of Hon. Secretary should be filled by the 
forthcoming Secretary of the Leeds Society. Mr. B. Whiteley (Wake¬ 
field), moved a vote of thanks to the retiring officers. He was sure that, 
in the first place, they were indebted to Mr. Oxley, not only for taking 
the chair, but for the way in which he had given his valuable advice to- 
the members of the Society during the past year. If there was one man 
who had taken an interest in the Society that one was Mr. Oxley. He 
was bound, too, to convey the thanks of the Association to Mr. Ballinger, 
who had so ably acted as their Secretary. Mr. W. Hoey seconded the 
vote of thanks, which was cordially agreed to. The Chairman replied,. 
and bore out the remarks as to the way Mr. Ballinger had done his work. 
Mr. Ballinger thanked the members very sincerely for the vote of thanks. 
If he had any wish for his successor it would be that he might have 
twice as much work as he (Mr. Ballinger) had had to perform. Mr. 
Henshall remarked that, as they all knew, he was a bashful man— 
(laughter)—and before they had lunch he would give them, on behalf 
of the Paxton Society, a hearty welcome to Barnsley. (Applause.) 

After the luncheon the company departed to enjoy their pleasant 
visit to Wentworth Castle. With characteristic kindness Mr. T. F. C. V. 
AVentworth had placed his noble mansion and grounds at the disposal of 
the Association. The company drove there in waggonettes supplied by 
Mr. Collier. The members were conducted over the castle by the house¬ 
keeper, and especially admired the picture gallery, with its almost 
unique collections of paintings ; and they were escorted through the 
beautiful gardens and conservatories by Mr. Batley, the head gardener, 
and his son. 

In the evening, after an excellent tea had been partaken of, Mr. W. 
Hoey presided at the meeting, at which a most interesting paper was 
read by Mr. Wright of London on “ the social, intellectual, and profes¬ 
sional position of gardeners.” There was a good attendance, including 
several ladies. In the course of his remarks the lecturer, who was fre¬ 
quently applauded, pointed out that young men should remember that 
they would not be judged by what they may say or do, nor by the best of 
their associates, but the worst. He advised them not to make friends in a 
hurry, but to make sure that they were always better men than them- 
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selves. Again, with regard to work, the man that was afraid of doing 
too much was apt to be left behind in the struggle of life. Above all, 
let them be just in all their actions. The question of the social position of 
gardeners was one of individuality. He had mixed sufficiently long in 
communities to know that the mere possession of money was not unvary¬ 
ing evidence of greatness of mind ; and also to know that the absence 
of material riches involving the necessity to labour is perfectly com¬ 
patible with nobility of character. Speaking of employers, the 
lecturer remarked that there were cases when the gardener was the 
gentleman in the truest sense of the term, and the employer was, well— 
something of the other kind. (Laughter, and hear, hear.) But he went 
on to say they were abnormal and exceptional, the overpowering 
majority being considerate and kind. There were peculiar gardeners, 
too, some of whom were not particularly manageable ; and he expressed 
his belief that when the social position of gardeners was kept at a low 
level through circumstances beyond their own control there was an in¬ 
finitely greater number of cases where it might be raised by watchful¬ 
ness over their own conduct, such as forbearance under small provoca¬ 
tions, restraint in the expression of their feelings and views, with the ex¬ 
ercise of unvarying courtesy, especially in moments of difficulty when 
the temptation might be great to assume an attitude not conducive to 
harmony of feeling nor calculated to establish that confidence and 
mutual trust that it was so desirable to promote between master 
and man. Speaking of the intellectual position of gardeners, the 
lecturer said that a gardener should not only be a working, but a think¬ 
ing man ; and he enforced the importance of chemical and scientific 
knowledge. He should have some knowledge of hydrostatics, botany, 
and other kindred subjects. As to the professional position of 
gardeners, some of the men holding the best posts now were hard¬ 
working, plodding men. The most accomplished scientific gardener he 
ever knew was the best digger he ever met. Some of the best trained 
gardeners were digging yet, plodding honestly on for a better position, 
but that was not to be gained by impatience and from working grudgingly 
because the “place is not good enough.” The position of many a 
gardener had been ruined through that one mistake ; and whenever a 
duty is undertaken it should be performed faithfully and well or re¬ 
linquished. Mr. Wright concluded by quoting the following lines : — 

“ Praise not thy work, but let thy work praise thee, 
For deeds, not words, make each man’s memory stable; 

If what thou dost is good, this good all men will sea— 
Musk by its smell is known—not by its label.” 

The Chairman then invited discussion, and Mr. Woodcock (Sheffield) 
thanked Mr. Wright for his paper. He wished it could have been heard 
by young and old gardeners throughout the Riding. The subject was of 
great importance to societies such as their own, and there was no doubt 
thatthey could be made much more useful if scientific lectures could 
be given. They might be a means of getting young men to join. No, 
doubt, as the lecturer said, the position of the gardener depended a good 
deal on himself. He did not believe that a trades society in which they 
had to work in a certain groove would be a good thing for them. He 
Believed that was one time the case with regard to Sheffield. Mr. 
Wright, in reply to a remark of last speaker, dwelt on the importance 
of getting men to join societies, and having scientific lectures given by 
men of ability. Mr. Smith (Leeds) and Mr. Cooke (Rotherham) also 
"took part in the discussion, and a vote of thanks to the lecturer was 
passed amid loud applause, on the motion of Mr. Batley, seconded by 
Mr. Garnett, and supported by Mr. Kay. The lecturer suitably replied, 
and the vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the proceedings to a 
'dose.—(Barnsley Independent.) 

ROMAN HYACINTHS. 
The earliest supply of these bulbs can now be obtained, and the 

samples we have already seen are exceptionally good, being firm 
and of large size. Where a lengthened supply of these useful 
flowers for cutting and decoration in pots is needed, the bulbs 
should be obtained and potted without delay. Place five bulbs in 
each 5-inch pot, and the smaller ones, if only needed for cutting, 
may be placed thickly together in pans or boxes. This necessitates 
selecting the bulbs upon arrival, a practice we have followed for 
years. The best and finest are reserved for pot culture, while those 
of a smaller size have been reserved for grouping and cutting pur¬ 
poses. Some care must be exercised at this period of the year in 
the preparation of the soil, for at potting it should be on the moist 
side rather than the reverse, at the same time it must not be wet. 
We strongly condemn the practice of watering the soil after potting 
until the bulbs have filled their pots with roots and are removed 
from the plunging material. 

The position in which they are to be plunged should be in a 
northern aspect, where moderate moisture can be insured in the 
plunging material without entailing much labour. In a sunny 
place the moisture from the plunging material is quickly evaporated, 
and then the soil about the bulbs becomes perfectly dry, with the 
result that they rest instead of starting to grow and make roots. 
It is important that they be covered directly they are potted. A 
.greater depth of plunging material is needed over the earlier bulbs 
than for those a month or six weeks later. It is also a good plan 
io cover the surface of the plunging material with litter. 

There is no difficulty in maintaining a supply of these flowers 
from the end of October until February, provided they are potted 
at intervals of a month until the end of October or the middle of 
the following month. This depends upon the condition of the 
bulbs and how they keep. If out of the soil too long they begin 
to grow and then are soon useless. Our latest supplies are always 
obtained from bulbs planted in the open ground, and directly they 
show signs of coming through they are covered with handlights. 
Some to precede these are planted a fortnight earlier and covered 
in the same manner at the approach of severe weather. Bulbs 
treated on these principles have been lifted and are in excellent 
condition, and will be placed thickly together in boxes for yielding 
an early supply of flowers for cutting.—L. 

SEED SELECTION AND HYBRIDISATION. 

MESSRS. WEBB’S EXPERIMENTS AT KINVER. 

Foe several years an extensive series of experiments in the selection 
and hybridisation of garden and field crops has been conducted by 
Messrs. Webb & Sons at Kinver in Staffordshire, a few miles from their 
great seed establishment at Wordsley, near Stourbridge. Here many hun¬ 
dreds of acres are devoted to proving the varieties, and the subse¬ 
quent working up for sale of a stock of such of them as reach the stan¬ 
dard of excellence aimed at by the raisers. In the course of a few years 
they have been successful in producing and placing before the public a 
number of sterling novelties in garden and cereal crops, and the work 
is being pursued with undiminished energy at the present time. It is a 
favourite amusement with many persons in private establishments to try 
experiments in crossing vegetables and flowers. In many cases this is 
done with no definite view, and the knowledge and judgment necessary 
to insure something approaching a profitable result are entirely lacking. 
Still, chance sometimes favours the inexperienced in his interesting pur¬ 
suit, and the casual production of a “ good thing ” stimulates him and 
others to further experiments of a like nature. What private persons 
may amuse themselves by doing in a small way as a hobby, Messrs. 
Webb & Sons do in a large way with a serious business object. Instead 
of a few square yards to devote to experiments in plant and seed raising 
they have something like 1000 acres, and every yard of it is utilised. 
The greater portion of this land is freehold. It is not so much a seed- 
growing farm as a huge trial ground. Com: aratively few =eeds are 
saved for sale at Kinver. Nearly the whole of the ground is devoted to 
the selection of stocks for placing in the hands of their growers in 
various parts of this country and the Continent. Perhaps a faint idea 
can be gained of the amount of seeds required to meet Messrs. Webb’s 
trade when it is stated that they estimate the amount of land in 
various parts thus devoted to raising seeds from stocks supplied by them 
to be as much as 17,000 acres, The seeds are grown under contract, the 
firm stipulating for the right to inspect the crops with a view to 
“ rogueing” them—that is, removing any chance plants that are not of 
the true stock. This right they exercise with careful regularity, thus 
keeping their stocks pure. 

Two thousand three hundred trials of vegetables, flowers, and cereals 
are now being conducted at Kinver. Hybridisation is being constantly 
practised, and stocks are being worked up of “ crosses,” which, after 
careful trial, have been considered worthy of being brought before the 
public. The ordeal these varieties undergo is no light one, and it may 
be interesting to refer to the process by which new and improved varie¬ 
ties are raised on a large scale. Crossing is of course effected in the first 
case by artificial impregnation, judgment being exercised in the selection 
of suitable parents. The produce is carefully examined, and as it fre¬ 
quently occurs that the plants resulting from a cross differ not only from 
the parents but from themselves, several distinct varieties are secured, 
the worthless being thrown away and the promising ones preserved for 
future trial. The varieties preserved are carefully tested and compared 
a second year, further weeding out being practised, and it is only after 
full trial and comparison with standard sorts that a sufficient quantity 
of seed is raised to be placed in the hands of a skilled grower command¬ 
ing a suitable soil for being worked up in quantity for sale. The best 
are selected from the best. That is the system in a few words ; thus 
nothing is submitted to the public until repeated experiments have 
proved its distinctive merits. This care has its reward. Messrs. Webb 
find that their novelties invariably meet with a ready sale, so well satis¬ 
fied are their patrons of the reliability of their judgment in recommend¬ 
ing new varieties of ve etables or flowers. A few instances may be 
given haphazard in the Wordsley Wonder and Chancellor Peas, Emperor 
Cabbage, Kinver Longpod Beans, Improved Banbury Onions, Surprise 
Potato, &c., all of which are now in general demand as varieties of 
admitted excellence. 

It may be well to give some statistics of Messrs. Webb’s operations. 
Of Peas 85 acres are grown, 150 sorts being on trial, with various 
crosses, several of which bid fair to be of considerable value. It is the 
object of Messrs. Webbs’ able manager to get a race of handsome prolific 
and well flavoured Peas with square or blunt ends, and to gradually 
discard the varieties with pointed pods, in which, as he remarks, a Pea is 
wasted. Besides the two fine varieties already named, four others— 
Kinver Gem, very early, Electric Light, Stourbridge Marrow, a fine 
main crop variety, and Triumph—have recently been introduced, and 
all have been favourably received. Potatoes are also a great feature, 
Messrs. Webb doing a very large Potato trade. Seventy acres are 
devoted to them at Kinver, from whence several fine sorts have already 
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been sent. Benefactor, Discovery, and Kinver Hill were sent out in 
1886, and have “ caught on ” unraistakeably, and favourable reports are 
being received of Wordsley Pride, Renown, and Red King, which were 
sent out this season. Stocks of several excellent seedlings are expected 
to be large enough to justify their being offered next spring ; these will 
be heard of by-and-by. 

Other vegetables of somewhat smaller importance are also being 
experimented on extensively. Of Cabbages, besides Emperor, a variety 
named Flockmastcr, recommended for farm cultivation, has quickly 
become popular. In Broccolis there are new autumn and winter Whites, 
besides the late May Queen ; in Savoys, Little Wonder and Kinver 
Globe ; in Carrots, Defiance, Intermediate, and Market Favourite ; in 
Celery, Mammoth Red 'and Pearl White; in Cucumbers, Perpetual 
Bearer ; in Lettuces, Criterion (Cabbage) and Monstrous White (Cos) ; 
in Melons, Royal Warrant and Pride of Stourbridge ; in Tomatoes, 
Jubilee and SeDsation. These are all of recent introduction, but all 
sell largely, and of most there are fresh varieties coming on. 

The extent of Messrs. Webbs’ agricultural trade demands that special 
attention should be given to cereals. These are a remarkable feature of 
the gigantic trial grounds at Kinver. One hundred and ninety-one acres 
are devoted to Wheat trials and crosses. The results already secured 
have been most encouraging. The new varieties—Kinver Giant, 
Hybrid King, and Challenge White have been most favourably reported 
on. The former is a grand white variety that is in great demand, and 
Challenge White has won many important prizes. Several hybrids are 
under trial. The same remark applies to Barley, of which 201 acres are 
grown. Kinver Chevalier, a most prolific sort, Golden Grain, and 
Webbs’ Beardless are the pick of those already placed before the public. 
Of Oats there are 160acres; Challenge White Canadian, White Tartarian, 
and Black Tartarian are in the greatest demand, and all are excellent 
kinds. The Imperial Swede is another sterling farm novelty of Messrs. 
Webbs’ introduction. This variety has secured the first and second 
prizes at the Birmingham Show for fifteen consecutive years, and has an 
enormous sale. It may be interesting to state that at the farm com¬ 
petition in connection with a recent show at Newcastle for the Royal 
Agricultural Society’s prizes, Messrs. Webb informed us that all the 
prizes to the value of £475 were won by their customers. In connection 
with the farm trials it may be mentioned that a series of experiments of 
artificial manures, in which the firm deals largely, having a manufactory 
at Widnes, are being made. Some thirty or forty experiments are being 
tried with Swedes, and others with Potatoes. 

In the case of both vegetables and cereals it should be remembered 
that, large as is the extent of ground devoted to the more important 
crops, it comprises trials only, the seeds for sale being all grown else¬ 
where. But it may be stated that as a further precaution samples are 
taken of all seeds remitted to the firm by its growers, these being sown 
at Kinver with a view to making certain that the stock in bulk is as 
true to name as the trial stock was when forwarded from Kinver. 

As with vegetables and corn so with flowers. Stocks are carefully 
selected and raised at Kinver, then placed in the hands of a skilful 
grower to be raised in sufficient quantity for the year’s supply. Asters 
and Stocks are tried on a larger scale. Of the former a selection named 
Webb’s Miniature was noticeable, the plants being 6 to 9 inches high, 
bushy, and bearing large flowers. Webb’s Imperial Stock is a large 
flowering pyramidal strain, double, and in great variety of colour. 
Other popular annuals lent brightness. There was a fine bed of double 
Zinnias, others of the beautiful scarlet Flax, Linum grandiflorum 
rubrum, Calliopsis Drumn ondi, Webb’s dwarf Mignonette, very sweet 
and green ; the pretty Chrysanthemum inodorum plenissimum, which 
grows a foot high, produces abundance of small double white flowers, 
and is worthy of more extended culture ; Nasturtiums in various 
colours, very gay ; purple and white Candytufts, white Rockets, 
Clarkias, &c. These are too well known to need lengthened comment; a 
few specialities may be mentioned, however. Golden Cloud Chrysanthe¬ 
mum is a selection presumably of C. cariDatum. The flowers are large 
and bright yellow. A bed of this annual was wonderfully even and gay. 
The new Sterling Poppy is very showy too, being distinguished by 
floriferousness and brilliant colours. Webb’s new hybrid Mimulus is 
an excellent strain of the popular Monkey Flower, the colours remark¬ 
ably rich. Webb’s Invincible Sweet William is also a very fine strain, 
the colours of the blooms being unusually decided and diversified. Pride 
of Kinver Verbena embraces a great variety of brilliant hues, and is 
noteworthy also for the large size of the flowers. 

Amongst what may be styled odd crops at Kinver are some Tobacco 
trials, which have been conducted on a somewhat extensive scale. 
Messrs. Webb recommend the following twelve varieties as amongst the 
best for cultivation in this country :—Big Frederick, Connecticut, Cuba, 
I loricla, Havana, Island Broad Leaf, Kentucky, Maryland, Pennsylvania, 
Virginia, White Burleigh, and Yellow Prior. Maize and Sorghum are 
also being tried, and Messrs. Webb are experimenting with them on 
their own cattle, with results that they will perhaps refer to 
by-and-by. 

A few words may be devoted to the seed warehouses, which consist | 
of several fine blocks. They are freehold, and have been erected within 
the space of a few years by Messrs. Webb to meet the requirements of a 
rapidly increasing trade in farm and garden seeds. The largest block 
comprises five floors, 180 feet by 60 feet, and there are others nearly as 
large. At present they are comparatively empty ; a largely increased 
demand this year having drained the stocks below the estimated point, 
and the new supplies are not, of course, coming in yet. Messrs. Webbs’ 
trade in Swedes, Mangolds, Clovers, Grasses—in fact all agricultural 

seeds, is enormous. Large spaces, each marked with a separate label,, 
are reserved for each kind, but the removal of hundreds of sacks in 
many cases has left them very bare. There is eloquent evidence indeed 
that the dull season of the seed trade is upon the great firm. Huge 
lifts, steam-worked, are motionless. The wonderful seed-cleaning, 
machinery, that it has been the object of Messrs. Webb to render as 
perfect as possible, so as to insure the absolute purity of all the seeds 
they sell, is silent too. There the machines are, however, fifteen or 
twenty of them, ready, when the time arrives, for winnowing, sifting, 
and blowing. 

But if the seed-cleaning and the seed-despatching departments are 
quiet now activity prevails in others. The early consignments of bulbs 
are expected almost daily ; already there is a foretaste of the invasion 
in the form of a few hundred cases of White Roman Hyacinths. Large 
quantities of these are sold for forcing, and the Paper White Narcissi 
follow them closelv. Spaces are now being cleared for the reception of 
the Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocuses and other bulbs that will 
shortly come in hundreds of thousands. Some preparations are also 
being made for the coming seed season, as yet a long way off. Piles of 
bags and pockets are being labelled for the reception of the seeds, and to 
be filled as the latter arrive. For the present this is all that can be 
done. When Christmas is reached the rush of work will commence—a 
rush that can be imagined only by those who have seen the resources of 
an extensive staff taxed to the very utmost to keep it in check. 

ROSES IN POTS. 
A GOOD supply of Rose blooms from the time those in beds and 

borders outside fail until they can be had again another year is of 
even greater importance in many gardening establishments than the 
outside supply. Any neglect in the management of the plants at 
this season will certainly end in disappointment. Any of the- 
Noisette varieties, such as Lamarque, William Allen Richardson, or 
Tea Roses of the same habit of growth, of which Gloire de Dijon 
may be taken as the type, that flowered early and have been grown, 
under glass, will be sufficiently ripened for turning outside. These 
should not need potting if it was done in early spring after flower¬ 
ing, which is decidedly the best time. About this time of the year 
these are most liable to burst into fresh growth from many of the 
main buds. This must be prevented, or the flowers will probably be 
produced a few weeks hence instead of next February or March. If 
the wood produced after this date could be well ripened there would 
be no need for their removal, but in the northern counties this is, 
impossible, even if the autumn proves bright and fine. The safest, 
course then is to tie the plants with their branches upright to a wall 
or fence outside. The condition of the plants must determine, 
whether they occupy a southern aspect or the reverse. If well 
ripened a northern position will be most suitable for the next month' 
or six weeks, especially if bright hot sunshine continues. If the' 
plants are not well ripened the brightest place should be given them, 
so as to harden and thoroughly mature the wood. The pots may be 
plunged to save labour in watering, and the surface well mulched 
with manure. These plants may occupy these places until the ap¬ 
proach of frost, when they may be top-dressed with rich material 
and trained to fine stakes placed round the sides of the pot, or 
trained to short stakes after the fashion of an inverted saucer. This 
trouble need not be taken if the blooms only are needed for cutting. 
It is a simple and easy method of training when the shoots are 
twisted round stakes, and this induces every bud to break and pro¬ 
duce a flower. 

Attention should now be directed to the old China Rose, if plants 
were potted last autumn for flowering under glass from the middle 
of October. These old favourites deserve more extended attention, 
for autumn flowering in pots, for their sweet pink and crimson buds 
are invaluable at that season. They flower freely, and the blooms 
associate admirably with the delicate buds of light Tea varieties. 
Plants that are in 7 or 8-inch pots may be placed at once into others 
2 or 3 inches larger. This should be done without disturbing the 
ball further than the removal of loose soil from the top and the old 
drainage from the base. If the pots are plunged and the surface of 
the soil and rim of the pot covered, they will root freely in the new 
soil—in fact, the pots will be full of active roots by the third week 
in September, when they may be housed. Little, if any, water will 
be needed at their roots if the plants are syringed liberally twice 
daily, and the plunging material kept moist. If dry weather con¬ 
tinue, however, examine the soil, as if allowed to become dust dry 
the plants will soon become a prey to mildew, and prove useless for 
yielding a bountiful supply of buds. Pinch off the flower buds as 
they appear until the plants are housed, when they will quickly break: 
into fresh growth and flower. 

Tea varieties intended to flower at the same time, and maintain a 
supply up to Christmas, should also be repotted. These plants must 
now be practically at rest. Some may have young growth upon 
them, but this need not prevent the operati >n. Soft growths may be 
well pinched back or cut away completely. For this purpose plants 
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that are well established in pots with plenty of old and well-ripened 
wood about them are decidedly the best. If the plants are in pots as 
large as may be desired they can be turned out, and the balls reduced 
about one-third or more, according to the condition of the soil and 
the roots of the plants. In reducing the balls every care should be 
taken to preserve all the fibre possible, and then the plants will take 
to the new soil and become established. When the balls are reduced 
one-third the same size pots may be used. If necessary to increase 
materially the size of the plants more root room may be given them, 
and the ball only slightly reduced, or not at all. This depends upon 
whether the soil is sweet or the reverse, and the quantity of healthy 
roots the plants possess. Nothing is gained by using large pots after 
the specimens have been well developed. When the balls are 
reduced press the new soil moderately firm—in fact, firmer than is 
beneficial when potting young plants. The object must be to place 
in the pots as much food as possible, for it must be remembered that 
the plants will have to grow in the same pots for twelve months. If 
room can be found in a deep pit or house that can be kept close, and 
the plants shaded from the sun for ten days ora fortnight, the roots 
will be active, and the plants may be hardened and plunged outside 
the same as advised for China Roses. If this provision cannot be 
made for them they may be plunged out directly they are potted. 
The foliage should be liberally syringed in either case. Weak 
growths may be thinned out and the plants re-staked and tied, so 
that at housing time only the newly made growth will need tying 
into position. After root-action has commenced growth will soon 
start away strongly, and the flower buds must be removed until the 
plants are housed or sheltered from early frosts. 

Young plants that were raised from cuttings last July and 
August, or by grafting early this year, may be placed into 10-inch 
pots. The object should 1 e to induce them to grow freely and 
become thoroughly established in the pots before the approach 
of winter. This will be the case if the plants are grown under 
glass with plenty of light and air. Strong growths that issue 
from the base should be pinched to induce them to branch and 
prevent their robbing the remaining portion of the plant. These 
plants would flower freely during November, but will be better if 
the flowers are removed and the plants allowed to rest naturally 
ready for starting into growth early in the new year. Plants of 
Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, and such varieties raised from 
cuttings in February must be trained close under the roof, and re¬ 
tained in that position until the approach of winter, by which time 
they will have developed strong growth, and ripened it sufficiently 
well to flower freely during the spring months. Any Tea varieties 
that were rooted during the spring, such as Safrano, Niphetos, 
Madame Falcot, Isabella Sprunt, and others, now in 5 and 6-inch 
pots, will abundantly repay for planting out under glass. Houses 
that have been cleared of Melons, Cucumbers, or Tomatoes, or will 
be shortly, can be devoted to them ; they will do remarkably well 
without entailing much care or labour. If we suppose the house 
has been used for the first-named, all that is needed is to dig the 
soil and incorporate with it a liberal qnantity of leaf mould, and a 
little sand if very heavy. The Roses may be planted closely 
together. All the labour needed after planting is the removal of 
flower buds, syringing twice daily, and g;ive a soaking of water 
when they require it. These plants will flower freely until 
Christmas. They can then be thrown out or lifted, shaking all 
the soil away from their roots, and be repotted in 6-inch pots.and 
wintered in a cold frame. In February they can be planted outside, 
or pruned close back and allowed to come forward in cold frames, 
when it will be found that they will produce some useful flowers 
just before Roses are plentiful outside. If retained in pots they 
should be pruned close back, and strong shoots will spring from 
beneath the soil. They can be planted out after flowering, or re¬ 
potted for flowering again the following spring. If this is done 
they will be ready for 9-inch pots at this period of the year, and if 
kept under glass will make excellent plants. 

Hybrid Perpetuals and Moss varieties that were lifted from the 
open ground and placed in 7-inch pots in October or November 
last may be placed into 10-inch. The roots of these should not be 
disturbed more than is necessary to remove the drainage. These 
should have strong sturdy growth upon them if they were brought 
forward in cold frames to precede outside plants. Do not bend 
down or tie out any of the shoots, or they will break into new 
growth from near the base and fail to ripen properly. Allow the 
plants to grow from the uppermost portion of the shoots, so that 
root-action in the new soil will be encouraged. Any strong shoots 
that start from the base must be pinched to prevent their robbing 
the remaining portion of the plant. These plants will make 
capital half specimens if brought steadily into flower during the 
month of April. With this object in view the shoots may be 
pruned moderately long and trained towards the rim of the pots. 
When this is done the plants must be brought forward slowly, or 
they will break at the enls of the shoots instead of all along to the 

base. Moss varieties may be potted, but require to be pruned close 
back ; nothing is gained by long pruning. The four best for pot 
culture are without doubt White Bath, the old common Moss, the 
Crested, and Blanche Moreau. The last is by far the most vigorous 
grower, but we prefer the first, for the buds are more beautifully 
covered with moss ; in fact, it is an excellent companion to the old 
but popular common variety. 

Plants that flowered at various times during the spring months 
under glass should be repotted. The majority of these will be in 
10-inch pots, which is plenty large enough unless the plants are re¬ 
quired for exhibition purposes. The old roots should be reduced 
about one-third the same as advised for Tea varieties, and the plants 
should be plunged and treated the same after potting, with this ex¬ 
ception, that they need not be placed under glass until after the 
approach of frost. 

Any plants, whether Tea, Moss, Bourbon, or Hybrid Perpetual, 
that are found to have the soil sour when potting, should not omy 
have the ball reduced one third, but the whole of the soil must be 
shaken from the roots. If the plants are passed over and repotted 
in the condition indicated they are certain to be unsatisfactory next 
season. Shake away all the old soil and repot the plants in fresh, 
placing them in smaller pots. They will become at least partially 
established before winter, and will make strong vigorous growth the 
following season, provided they are given a season of rest by being 
allowed to come on slowly in a cold frame. This is the best and 
surest method of recruiting any plants that have declined in vigour 
through forcing them early in the season.—R. M. B. 

Messes. Bare & Son, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, send us a 

stem of Lilium japonicum Colchesteei, bearing a head of three 

flowers, much like the ordinary L. japonicum in the shape and the 

brownish colouring on the oater surface of the corollas. 

_ Insects at Flower Shows.—At the Astwood Bank Flower 

Show held last week, Mr. J. Hiam exhibited Barley straw infested with 

the Hessian fly, also specimens of various other plants with the insects 

attacking them. We think exhibits of this nature at agricultural and 

horticultural shows could not be otherwise than instructive to many 

visitors, and the course adopted by Mr. Hiam appears to be very com¬ 

mendable. 

_ “ j. B. H.” writes on home-made cigaes : —“ I remember some 

time ago someone sent you a cigar made from Tobacco dried in a close 

Melon house, and you stated you would lay it past for some time to 

season. You might inform me if that would oe the best place to dry it> 

also what is the best way to manufacture a few home-grown plants, and 

oblige.” Our correspondent who sent us the cigar will perhaps answer 

this question if it meets his eye. The cigar was rather too closely rolled 

and “ hot.” In cigar-making it must not be forgotten there are revenue 

authorities and penalties against any transgression of the law. 

_ The Sheffield and West Riding Chrysanthemum 

Society.—At the suggestion of one of the Vice-Presidents of this Society. 

C. E. JefEcock, Esq., a midseason dinner was held at the “ Clarence 

Hote1,” High Street, Sheffield, on the 2nd inst., which was attended by 

several members, Mr. Jeff cock ably presiding. The object was to 

draw attention to the work of the Society and stimulate public interest 

in the coining campaign. It will be remembered that the Society offers 

a 15 guinea cup and £ 10 as a first prize for blooms, to be won absolutely 

at the November Show, with other valuable prizes in the same class. 

Another Society in Sheffield offers £20 as a first prize. It would seem 

that if the two Societies were to combine Sheffield might have the honour 

of providing the long-looked-for 50-guinea cup for Chrysanthemums, 

the same as is now offered for Roses at the National Rose Society s 

Shows. 

_ “ B.” sends the three following notes—“ We have grown Lobelia 

Wave of Blue for the last three seasons, and consider it by far the 

best sort grown. It is of the same type as Paxtoniana and Lady 

McDonald, but much more floriferous, and is in colour a true blue, and 

not of a purple hue, as so many Lobelias are. It has the further 
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desirable property of continuing in flower until stopped by cold, and 

does not, like the Primula section, give up on account of a hot August. 

Princess of Wales is the prettiest white variety we have tried. We have 

this very good this season.” 

- “ Those who care for a good plant for lines in flower beds will 

find in TeopvEOLum Mbs. Ellice a decided acquisition. Of the same 

type as the now well known Tropaeolum Vesuvius, this sort has a 

leafage of a prettier shade of green, being very much lighter in tint. 

The colour of the flowers is a soft orange scarlet, and the flowers are 

most freely produced. It is in all respects a most desirable variety.” 

- “ How is it no one has been found to say a good word for the 

variegated Ficus ELASTICA ? We have a pair of plants in 5J-inch 

pots about I feet high, and I do not think it would be easy to surpass 

them in beauty. The variegation in most of the leaves is almost a pure 

white, much better than we have seen it. The plants are grown in a 

stove and shaded from sun, but witli plenty of light. During winter 

they stood in a cool Orchid house. I do not think it would be safe to 

keep them so cool as the green form. Though difficult to reproduce, I 

believe by rooting the tops of strong plants shoots are formed at the 

axil of the leaves, which when big enough also strike well.” 

- The Brighton and Sussex Floricultural Association 

will hold their thirty-fifth Exhibition in the rooms of the Royal 

Pavilion on Wednesday and Thursday, September 14th and loth. The 

schedule enumerates eighty-two classes, in which first, second, and 

third prizes are offered, varying from £8 to 2s. 6d. Plants are well 

provided for both in open and local classes, cut flowers and fruit also 

have several classes devoted to them. The London, Brighton, and South 

Coast Railway Company have made their usual liberal arrangements to 

convey exhibits to and from Brighton free of charge. The Secretary is 

Mr. Edward Carpenter, 96, St. James Street, Brighton. 

- The fourth annual Exhibition of the Ramsbottom Floral 

and Horticultural Society will be held on Saturday, November 

19th, this year, in the St. Paul’s School Rooms, Ramsbottom. Most of 

the classes are devoted to Chrysanthemums, but there are also some for. 

stove and greenhouse flowers, Orchids, table plants, Primulas, and Ferns 

Mr. B. Markland, 57, Bolton Street, Ramsbottom, is the Secretary. 

- Mr. W. Young, Baston Gardens, Kintley, Berks, writes :— 

“ Being invited by Mr. A. Hankney, Inkpen, Berks, to inspect his Rasp¬ 

berry Lord Beaconsfield, I must say it is wonderful, considering 

the dry weather we have had, how well they look ; the berries are large 

and the crop is very heavy. It was late in the afternoon when I 

arrived, the pickers had been over them, and so the enclosed are small 

berries.” Owing to the fruit being packed in such a fragile box and in 

cotton wool it arrived in a very bad condition, and it is impossible to ex¬ 

press any opinion on its merits. 

- Mr. A. Pettigrew, writing from Cardiff Castle Gardens, 

observes :—“ The Drought is beginning to get rather serious in this 

district. I understand that the water supply for Cardiff at present in 

the reservoirs will not last much more than fifteen days if we have no 

rain, and we are now put on short allowance. The annual rainfall in 

the gardens here averages about 41’inches, and up to the present time 

(from the beginning of January) the fall has been only KP63 inches, dis¬ 

tributed as follows January, 2-98; February, P35 ; March, 2'58 ; 

April, 1'43 ; May, 19 ; June, 61 ; July, 1*47. Fruit and other crops are 

suffering for the want of rain, and if it does not come soon many of 

them will be complete failures.” 

- Gardening Appointments.—Mr. Andrew Smith, who has 

been foreman with Mr. Pettigrew at Cardiff Castle for the last seven 

years, has been appointed gardener to Col. Hill, C.B., M.P., Rookwood 

Llandaff. Mr. T. Whillan, the well-known Orchid grower of Balhamj 

has been appointed gardener to the Duke of Marlborough at Blenheim. 

- WE are requested by Mr. F. Hopkins to state that the prizes 

for white Grapes and Cucumbers at Esher were won by Mr. A. S. 

Hookings. 

- At the recent meeting of the members of the Wakefield 

Paxton Society Mr. Henry Oxley presided, and Mr. Arthur Gold- 

thorpe was in the vice-chair. Mr. J. G. Brown, gardener to Mr. J. B. 

Charleswortli. J.P., of Hatfeild Hall, read a thoroughly practical paper 

on “The Pea, of which there was a large number of dishes of speci¬ 

mens of many varieties on the table. Mr. Brown, who is a Kentish 

man, gave his fellow Paxtonians the result of long and extensive expe¬ 

rience as a grower of the best kinds of Peas for culinary purposes, 

named some of the best varieties to grow to keep up a succession from 

early to late in the season, and clearly and fully explained the best 

mode of planting, sticking, &c. In the course of his remarks he spoke 

highly of the variety known as “ Pontefract Castle,” which, he said, is 

very similar to the well-known Ne Plus Ultra. He also referred to 

“ Arthur Lupton ” as a good useful variety. After a few questions had 

been put to Mr. Biown and replied to by him, a hearty vote of thanks 

was accorded to him for his essay, and also to the exhibitors of speci¬ 

mens, particular mention being made of a grand lot of varieties sent by 

Mr. Hemming, of Leeds. The motion was proposed by Mr. A. Gold- 

thorpe, seconded by Mr. T. Garnett. Mr, B. Whiteley proposed that 

Mr. Alan Willis (Messrs. Leatham, Tew, and Co.) should be elected 

Treasurer in the place of the late Mr. Turner, and this was seconded by 

Mr. T. Garnett and carried, and the vacancy created on the Committee 

by Mr. Willis’s appointment as Treasurer was filled by the election of 

Mr. B. F. Glover of Alverthorpe. 

- An important botanical periodical is about to be issued by the 

Delegates of the Clarendon Press, says Nature. It will be entitled 

Annals of Botany, and will be edited by Prof. Bayley Balfour of the 

University of Oxford ; by Dr. Vines, Reader in Botany in the University 

of Cambridge; and by Prof. W. G. Farlow of Harvard University, 

Massachusetts, U.S.A. The papers, adequately illustrated, will be on 

subjects pertaining to all branches of botanical science, including 

morphology, histology, physiology, palaeo-botany, pathology, geographical 

distribution, economic botany, and systematic botany and classification. 

There will also be articles on the history of botany, reviews and 

criticisms of botanical works, reports of progress in the different depart¬ 

ments of the science, short notes, and letters. A record of botanical 

works in the English language will be a special feature. With regard 

to the last point, the editors direct attention to the fact that many 

important contributions to botanical science are not at present brought 

before the botanical world with that promptitude which their merit 

deserves, and many are frequently entirely overlooked, owing to the fact 

that the periodical in which they appear is not readily accessible to 

botanists generally. An attempt will be made in the Annals of Botany 

to remedy this state of affairs ; and it is hoped that it may be possible to 

make the record fairly complete, embracing works published not only 

in Great Britain and Ireland, but also in India and the colonies, and in 

America. To enable them to carry out this intention the editors appeal 

to the secretaries of local scientific institutions, societies, and clubs in 

all parts of the world to send them early information of the publication 

of papers relating to botany in any of its branches. 

SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Annual Excursion. 

By gracious permission of Her Majesty, the annual excursion of the 
Scottish Arboricultural Society took place this year to the woods and 
forests of Balmoral. Such a privilege was very heartily appreciated by 
the members, who turned out in larger numbers than they have for 
some years past. The company, indeed, was large and representative, 
over seventy gentlemen being present from different parts of England 
and Scotland. Not a few of the English members were attracted at this 
time to the North by the prospect of seeing Her Majesty’s Highland 
home. The larger part of the company travelled from Edinburgh on 
Wednesday afternoon, and spent the night at Aberdeen. The whole 
company left Aberdeen on Thursday, July 28th, at 7.45, arriving at 
Ballater about half-past ten o’clock. Among others present were Dr. 
Cleghorn of Stravithy; R. V. Kirk of Penywern, Wales ; Professor 
Boulger, London ; Messrs. James Watt, Carlisle ; Dunn, Dalkeith ; 
Alexander, Edinburgh ; Milne, Edinburgh ; M’Corquodale, Scone ; John 
M’Laren, Hopetoun ; W. Rajson, Chelsea ; J. B. Kidd, Dornoch ; D. 
Scott, Darnaway; R. D. Ker, W.S. ; Crawford, San Francisco ; W. 
Erskine, Edinburgh ; T. Waugh, nurseryman, New Zealand; James 
Barton, forester, Hatfield ; John Davidson, Haydon Bridge, Secretary of 
the English Arboricultural Society ; D. Dewar, Beaufort Castle ; James 
Kay, Bute ; R. Lindsay, curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh ; 
James Rutherford, Yorkshire ; W. Christie, Fochabers ; I). A. M’Quorco- 
dale, Carnoustie ; R. Baxter, Dalkeith ; J. Mitchell, Aldie Castle ; D. P. 
Scott, Monifieth ; D. R. Falconer, Lasswade ; R.G. Swan, Duns ; George 
Dodds, Wentworth ; and C. E. Ballater. The party were met by Dr. 
I’rofeit, Her Majesty’s Commissioner, who exerted himself in every way 
to add to the pleasure of the day. Mr. Michie, forester, Balmoral, who 
made the social arrangements for the excursion, was also present, and 
acted as guide. Taking the way up Glen Muick in half a dozen 
carriages, the party had a look at the Old Knock Castle, and then drove 
through the woods of Birkhall, the property which was acquired two 
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years ago by the Queen from the Prince of Wales. A good deal of the 
wood here is from eighty to a hundred years old, and though not of great 
size, in consequence, apparently, of having been neglected in its youth, 
the trees everywhere presented a very healthy aspect. They consisted 
of a mixture of Scotch Fir, Larch, and Birch. The great feature of the 
woods seen during the day was undoubtedly the natural Birch, which 
grows to a considerable size, and has in this quarter a most graceful, 
drooping habit. The largest Oak met with was 5 feet 7 inches in girth 
at 5 feet up—a measurement not at all contemptible for so high a region. 
Further up the Muiclc the only other trees measured were a Silver Fir, 
which was 8 feet 8 inches in girth, and 75 feet high ; and a Spruce 
7 feet 7 inches in circumference, and 90 feet high—Kay’s dendrometer 
being used to determine the altitude. Some very good Larch was also 
met with, two measured being 113 and 110 feet high respectively, while 
the girth was 8 feet 1 inch and 8 feet 6 inches. The drive was continued 
up Glen Muick to Altnaguissach Loch. 

The party afterwards drove by the road over the hill to Balmoral, 
which was reached at three o’clock. Here the company, by instructions 
from Her Majesty, were entertained to luncheon. Dr. Profeit presided, 
and proposed the health of Her Majesty, which was heartily responded 
to. Dr. Cleghorn said it would be his duty to transmit, on behalf of the 
Society, at the proper time, a minute to Her Majesty, expressing their 
cordial and grateful thanks for the kind reception they had received, 
and for the gracious permission which had been accorded them to visit 
Balmoral. Before leaving the Castle the company were asked to view 
the service room, which is lined throughout with Scottish Fir from 
Ballochbuie, beautifully polished and varnished, and was greatly 
admired. The rest of the afternoon was spent in viewing the home 
woods and other objects of interest in the grounds. A fine avenue of 
the Stone Pine between the castle and the stables attracted much notice, 
the trees being large and well grown, and in vigorous health. Some 
Douglas Fir and other examples of the newer coniferous trees were also 
met with, though not of any great size. The wood in the home policies 
for the most part consists of young timber, which it seemed to be the 
general opinion is being well managed. In the nursery which the 
forester has recently established there were some capital seedlings— 
Scotch Fir, raised from cones from Ballochbuie forest, which contrasted 
very favourably with others of the same variety imported from another 
part of the country. The party had also pointed out to them the Stone 
Pine which Her Majesty planted on the 13th June last—the Jubilee 
tree—before leaving Balmoral for London. 

The visitors were very much interested in the preparations which are 
being made by the employes on the Royal estate to erect a statue of Her 
Majesty in commemoration of the Jubilee. The figure will be in bronze 
by Boehm, R.A., and the pedestal will be of rustic work, corresponding 
to that of the statue in the grounds to Prince Albert, which it will face. 
In the district generally the grass crops and trees were found to have 
Buffered from the great drought, and it was stated that the river had not 
been so low since 1826. The rainfall at Balmoral for the year up to 
date has been 10-26 inches, as compared with 18-03 inches last year. In 
consequence of the impossibility of putting up so large a party at 
Braemar half the company returned to Ballater, and found lodgings at 
the " Invercauld Arms.” The other half went on to Braemar, and were 
divided between the two hotels—the “Fife Arms” and the “ Invercauld 
Arms.” At the dinner in the Fife Arms ” Dr. Cleghorn presided. The 
Chairman, in proposing the health of the Queen, said they had all that 
day derived great enjoyment and profit from seeing the demesne of Her 
Majesty. (Applause.) The health of the Royal Family having been 
pledged, the Chairman gave the toast of Her Majesty’s Commissioner, 
and said they had been greatly indebted to him for his kindness and 
courtesy. He had given up the whole day to their service ; and they 
hoped to receive further kindness from him on the following day. They 
all wished him and his family much health and happiness. (Applause.) Dr. 
Profeit shortly replied. Mr. James Watt (who officiated as croupier) pro¬ 
posed the Scottish Arboricultural Society. Duringthelast fifty years he said 
great advances had been made in many of the arts and sciences, and in none 
of the sciences had greater progress been made than in arboriculture. 
During the last quarter of a century the world had been ransacked for 
new varieties of trees ; and from California, Japan, and many other 
countries there had been imported into this country specimens which 
would yet form the greater part of their forest timber. The Scottish 
Arboricultural Society, founded in 1854, had been very successful, but 
never more than at present did they require to stand firmly together, 
for great influence was being used to get the School of Forestry estab¬ 
lished—not in Scotland, but in the south of England. Now, Edinburgh, 
with its great University, its botanical gardens, and other advantages, 
was the place where they hoped the School of Forestry would be estab¬ 
lished, and he trusted that a strong effort would be put forth, in con¬ 
junction with the Highland Society, to get this great purpose effected. 
(Applause). The names of Messrs. Rutherford, M-Corquodale, and 
Maclaren, three of the original members of the Society, were mentioned 
in connection with the toast. Mr. M‘Corquodale gave “ Kindred 
Societies,” which was replied to by Mr. Davidson, of the English 
Society. “ The landed interest ” was submitted by Mr. R. G. Swan, 
Duns, and was replied to by Mr. Kirke. Among the other toasts was 
“ The health of Mr. Michie,” whose services were warmly acknowledged. 
To-day the Society visit the Ballochbuie forest.—(The Scotsman.') 

A MARKET PLANT NURSERY. 

Perhaps at no place can what may be called the “ com¬ 
mercial side ” of horticulture be seen to such advantage as at an 

establishment devoted to the production on an extensive scale of plants 
and flowers for Covent Garden Market, such as can be seen in Mr. H. B. 
May’s nursery at Upper Edmonton, that land of market gardens. If we 
were asked to state briefly the “ specialities ” grown at this nursery the 
answer would be Ferns and Carnations. Not that other plants are not 
well “done,” but the plants mentioned are most notable by their 
superiority and numbers. 

Ferns are grown in thousands, house after house being filled with 
them, and the effect produced by such an assemblage of beautiful foliage 
plants is better imagined than described, and the interest of the 
inspection is heightened by the fact that the visitor views them in 
different stages of growth, from the first evidences of germination—the 
tiny “ prothallus ” to the healthy and shapely specimens in 48-sized pots. 
Just a little “ statistical ” note here in reference to pots. One order for 
the last-mentioned was for a thousand “ casts ” of 48’s, representing 
48,000 pots ! And this kind of thing is constantly going on 1 I may 
briefly enumerate some of the more prominent of the market Ferns, 
beginning with the ever-popular Adiantum cuneatum, so useful for 
cutting purposes and grown by the million ; Pteris cretica, P. tremula, 
P. serrulata, P. serrulata cristata compacta. The variety grown here 
under the last-mentioned name is one of the best of the crested Pterises, 
of which there are now so many forms. Mr. May obtained a first-class 
certificate for this variety at South Kensington some time ago, and as 
seen here it well merited the award. Another useful sort, and which 
also originated at this establishment, receiving likewise certificate 
honours, is Pteris cretica Mayi—a crested form of albo-lineata, but of a 
more dwarf and compact habit than the normal form—a great acqui¬ 
sition. 

Besides those grown in large quantities for general market work, 
many of the choicer sorts are cultivated, amongst which are fine 
Davallias, particularly noticeable being D. Mariesi, D. Tyermanni. D. 
elegans (rightly named), D. Griflithiana, D. decora, D. fijiensis, and the 
extremely pretty D. Mooreana, a choice decorative variety, remarkable 
for its pale green fronds, associating charmingly with the darker foliage 
of its neighbours. Pteris tricolor—old, but very beautiful, P. asperi- 
caulis, P. argyrea, Lastrea aristata variegata—all remarkable for their 
coloured foliage. Gymnogramma Alstoni, a very pretty golden form, 
was striking on account of its pinnules being curved inwards, showing 
off the golden under surface, a great advantage. Amongst Adiantums 
may be mentioned the ever-popular and beautiful Adiantum farleyense, 
grown here in prime condition, A. scutum, A. Victorias, A. rhodophyllum, 
A. macrophyllum, young fronds beautifully tinted with crimson giving 
it a very distinctive appearance. In speaking of “ coloured ” Ferns I 
was reminded of an admirable article recently written upon this subject 
in the Journal, and in the inspection at Edmonton, where all that was 
then said upon the matter was well and practically borne out, it was 
suggested that some of the compilers of schedules at horticultural shows 
might offer prizes next season for a group of tinted and coloured Ferns. 
We believe that with proper taste in arrangement a very pleasing effect 
would be produced, and a new use discovered for this interesting family 
of plants. 

Amongst other numerous Ferns well grown and useful for basket 
culture may be noted Nephrolepis Duffi, N. pectinata, N. acuta, some¬ 
times known as N. ensifolia, very effective for large baskets, of which we 
saw a number filled with fine examples, admirably illustrating their 
adaptability for this style of decoration ; N. exaltata, N. tuberosa, and 
last, though by no means least, N. davallioides furcans. Doryopteris 
palmata and Phlebodium aureum may be justly noted as good and 
popular Ferns ; Adiantum cuneatum Pacotti and A. cuneatum grandi- 
ceps, a very pretty “ tasselled ” form of the Maidenhair, are acquisi¬ 

tions. 

Amongst miscellaneous foliage plants I especially noted a fine col¬ 
lection of Crotons, well coloured young plants, all the good and popular 
sorts being grown ; a very effective display, as seen en masse, the effect 
being enhanced by many of the brighter coloured vars. being arranged 
down the centre of a house, suspended from the roof. Ficus elastica, a 
true market plant, was seen in great numbers. Cyperus alternifolius, 
highly effective and graceful, is produced in quantity. A large number 
of Ivies are grown, the sorts being confined to Hedera maderiensis 
variegata ; as seen here in long lines the effect produced was very 
striking; Lee’s New Silver, an acquisition ; H. elegantissima, Mrs. 
Pollock, and other choice sorts. 

By way of conclusion I may refer briefly to the department devoted 
to flowers, and we may well and justly begin with Carnations. Many 
thousands are grown, and the stock appears to include all the best 
varieties. To enumerate a few, Miss Jolliffe, the popular market sort, 
is more extensively grown than any other variety. Other good sorts that 
are grown in quantity are Lucifer, fiery scarlet; Andalusia, pale yellow, 
large “ fringed ” flowers ; Mdlle. Carle, pure white, of dwarf and excel¬ 
lent habit ; Pride of Penshurst, the most popular of all the yellow 
varieties ; Indian Chief, deep crimson ; Dr. Raymond, also a fine deep 
crimson ; Magnificence, rose pink ; Huntsman, bright scarlet; Empress 
of Germany, white, slightly tipped with pink. What a favourite is^the 
old crimson Clove, with a fragrance so peculiarly its own ! Here it is 
in much request. Of Azalea Fielder’s White, a valuable market 
variety, we observed several thousands of fine healthy young plants in 
48 and 32-sized pots. Perhaps it is quite within the mark to state that 
such good young stock of this sterling old variety is not to be met else¬ 
where in this country. Bouvardia Humboldti corymbiflora, one of the 
finest kinds in cultivation, was represented by an immense stock, its 
delicious perfume pervading the house. In Roses a quantity of fine 
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plants of Marechal Niel are being “ grown on ” for forcing next year. 
Niphetos, another popular market sort, so lovely in the bud, is grown 
likewise in quantity. The General, as that fine old Eose General 
Jacqueminot is called amongst the market growers, is much esteemed 
here. As a final remark to these hasty notes it is but justice to add that 
the multifarious conten's of the establishment reflect great credit on Mi'. 
A. Hemslev, Mr. May’s manager.—B. C. 

TWICKENHAM GARDENS. 

The upper reaches of the river Thames attract many disciples of 
Isaak Walton and admirers of riverside scenery during the summer 
months. From Kew to Oxford there is a succession of beautiful curves 
and stretches with verdant grass-clad or tree-capped banks, each mile or 
so having some distinctive, charm. From Richmond to Teddington 
Lock is an especially interesting portion of such a trip. On the Surrey 
side is seen the wooded heights of Richmond Park, and on the Middlesex 
side is a series of picturesque villas, or imposing mansions, with delight¬ 
fully fresh green lawns sloping to the river, enlivened by beds of and 
vases of flowers, half hidden in a profusion of luxuriant trees, amon st 
which graceful Weeping Willows are suitably conspicuous. In such a 
torrid season as the present, with lawns in particular and vegetation 
generally parched and brown, these riverside gardens have an excep¬ 
tional charm, a refreshing influence that only those can fully realise 
who are familiar with the depressing effect produced by the drought in 
most places. Then, too, nearly the whole of the Twickenham side is in¬ 
vested with unusual historical interest, bringing memories to the student 
of the illustrious people who have made the town their favourite re¬ 
sort. Horticulturally, also, Twickenham is very interesting, for ex¬ 
amples of good gardening abound, and as one of the best of these we 
may select for a few notes the gardens at 

POULETT LODGE. 

The residence of Mrs. Meek is situated on the Middlesex bank of the 
Thames. The house is of unpretentious design, but now so beautifully 
covered with the handsome Magnolia grandiflora that it has a highly 
picturesque appearance. The lawn slopes towards the river, being 
bounded on that side by a terrace walk and stone balustrade, surmounted 
by vases filled with Pelargoniums and other flowering plants, which have 
an excellent effect, attracting attention for a long distance up and down 
the river. Some charming vistas are obtained in the direction of Rich¬ 
mond, one in particular commanding a view of the Star and Garter 
Hotel at the top of the hill, and towards Teddington is a pretty stretch 
of river scenery. Trees are noteworthy for their luxuriant health. A 
fine Weeping Willow droops over the balustrade at one end of the terrace, 
a sturdy old Mulberry has a central position, and a magnificent Cedar of 
Lebanon is also seen. Upon the lawn are numerous beds of Zonal Pelar¬ 
goniums, the favourites being Henry Jacoby; Mrs. Turner, which succeeds 
admirably and is one of the best pink varieties ; Master Christine and 
Vesuvius ; while in the vases near the house single Petunias are freelv 
employed with admirable effect. The Magnolias already mentioned are 
quite a feature, and their fine condition might make us fancy we were 
in a warm western county. They are trained close to the wall, but are 
allowed sufficient freedom of growth to show their large rich shining 
green leaves and massive flowers to perfection, the fragrance of the 
latter being very powerful. The trees very rarely suffer in the winter, 
except one plant at an exposed corner, which has been slightly damaged 
on one or two occasions. 

At the rear of the house are the principal glass houses, devoted both 
to plant and fruit culture, in which the well known gardener, Mr. W. 
Bates, has achieved some considerable successes. The chief plant houses 
are now undergoing repair, but the collection comprises, amongst many 
good “ specimens ” of stove and greenhouse plants that have won 
numerous honours in competition at suburban shows, a number of useful 
sized plants that are valued for decorative purposes, and all are distin¬ 
guished by a fresh healthy appearance that is most gratifying. Grapes 
are an important crop in most establishments, and to them Mr. Bates 
gives much attention with capital results. A fine lean-to range in four divi¬ 
sions is devoted to Vines, and from these is obtained a long supply of 
useful fruit. Black Hamburghs are particularly well grown ; compact 
medium size bunches are secured, which this season have been notable 
for the size of the berries and good finish. Madresfield Court is also a 
favourite, and no difficulty is experienced with it, as the Vines are 
allowed to carry plenty of foliage, and no further trouble is needed to 
prevent the cracking some have found so frequent. The bunches and 
berries are large and colouring splendidly. Of Muscat of Alexandria 
there are also some fine samples, substantial well set bunches, and good 
berries assuming that rich tint peculiar to the well finished Muscats. 
The Vines are treated liberally, cropped freely, and kept thoroughly 
clean, while it may be mentioned that for all the houses piping is 
liberally supplied. 

A long Peach house or case contains a number of remarkably healthy 
trees, bearing a good even crop of fruits, Peaches, Nectarines, and 
Plums being alike noteworthy in this respect. Of the first named, 
Mr. Bates very highly commends Alexander as an early variety, as, 
though a clingstone variety, it is of fine flavour, very prolific, and 
remarkably early. It was introduced some ten years since by Mr. 
Rivers, and has gained much favour in many gardens. At Poulett 
Lodge may be seen an example of Pine-growing that would not disgrace 
the best growers who make a specialty of that fruit, and it is the more 
interesting now so few gardeners have an opportunity of showing their 

skill in this direction. Abundant as imported Pines are now, there are 
some who still esteem a home grown well-ripened Pine Apple as the 
most delicious of fruits, and incomparably superior to those that are so 
numerous in fruiterers’ shops. Mr. Bates grows about eighty-five 
fruiting plants yearly, and he relies upon the varieties Smooth Cayenne 
and Queen for the main supply, with a few of Prince Albert for summer 
and autumn, on account of its peculiarly rich flavour. A pitful of 
suckers and succession plants just potted are very promising, clean and 
healthy, while some well developed fruits in another pit are ripening 
excellently. Several small pits are devoted to Melons and Cucumbers, 
with frames of Tomatoes, all of which are in large demand. 

The chief portion of kitchen garden, comprising about two acres, is 
on the opposite side of the Cross Deep Road. It is enclosed on three 
sides by a wall which has been covered with Morello Cherries, Plums, 
and Pears, the latter as cordons, six trees of each variety, a selection of 
the best being represented. This wall is of considerable length, and the 
trees yield a supply of fruit far exceeding what would be ex; ected from 
a garden of this size. There is scarcely a foot of unoccupied space to be 
seen, and the trees are now in fine bearing condition. This has been a 
most valuable addition to the resources of the establishment, and as the 
majority of the trees have been planted during Mr. Bates’ period of 
management, in this respect alone he has done good work. The small 
fruits have been abundant, and the orchard trees are looking well, Pears 
being abundant. Apples are also plentiful, but not to the extent the 
wonderful show of bloom led many to expect. The vegetable crops have 
had a trying season, but with the assistance of a plentiful supply of 
water the evil effects have to some extent been overcome, though Onions 
ami root crops generally are necessarily small. The care of a thoroughly 
practical superintendent, who finds a pleasure in his employment, is evi¬ 
dent in every department, and no one can spend an hour with Mr. Bates 
without recognising him as a true gardener. 

A short distance farther down the same road brings the visitor to the 
historically famous garden at 

POPE’S TILL A. 

The present erection is of ornamental construction, and is said to be 
placed very near to the site of the poet’s original villa, which has been 
long since swept away. Nearly a century and a half have elapsed since 
Alexander Pope died, and many changes have occurred in his favourite 
garden in that time, but in some respects its beauty may be said to be 
more fully developed and perfected than he ever saw it. Trees that 
were planted in his time or shortly before, like the Cedars of Lebanon, 
have attained to majestic proportions, while doubtless some that were 
then in their prime have disappeared, such as the poet’s Weeping Willow, 
of which an old trunk is still preserved in the grotto. Many of Pope's 
letters and poems prove him to have taken the deepest interest in his 
garden, and much of his time was spent in devising improvements. He 
endeavoured to introduce as much variety as possible and to “follow 
Nature,” and he says— 

“ Thoso lules of old d'seovered, not devised, 
Are Nature still, but Nature mctli >dised. 
Nature, like Ltbeity, is but restrained 
By the tame law which first herself ordained.” 

It is recorded by biographers that Pope purchased the garden and villa 
with a portion of £5000 he realised by the sale of his translation of 
Homer’s Iliad, a respectable sum for successful authors to secure even at 
the present time. He seems to have derived considerable pleasure from 
his garden, for in writing to a friend he says, “No ideas you could form 
in the winter can make you imagine what Twickenham is in the summer 
season. Our river glitters beneath an unclouded sun, at the same time 
that its banks retain the verdure of the showers ; our gardens are offering 
their first nosega s ; our trees, like new acquaintances brought together, 
are stretching their arms to meet each other, and growing nearer and 
nearer every hour ; the birds are paying their thanksgiving songs for the 
new habitations I have made them ; my building rises huh enough to 
attact the eye and curiosity of the passenger from the river, when be¬ 
holding a mixture of beauty and ruin, he inquires what house is rising 
or what church is falling; so little taste have our common Tritons of 
Vitruvius, whatever delight the poetical god of the river may take in re¬ 
flecting on its streams my Tuscan portico or Ionic pilasters.” The 
celebrated grotto, of which so much has been written, is practically a 
passage constructed for convenience beneath the Cross Deep Road, and 
connecting the portion of the garden near the river with another portion 
and the kitchen garden beyond. Though it is not so ornate now as 
when fresh from its designer’s hand, it is considerably more than “ a 
mere damp subway,” as a recent writer has dubbed it. 

After Pope’s death the villa passed into the possession of Lady, sub¬ 
sequently Baroness Howe, the daughter of Admiral Howe, and though 
many alterations were effected during her residence, much of the nature 
of despoiling, the place became famous for brilliant garden parties, and 
especially for the great fetes on the anniversary of “ the glorious 1st of 
June.” Subsequently to that period the garden passed into other hands ; 
it was, with the house, several times offered for sale, and finally the 
present villa (fig. 15) was erected, which is now in the occupation of 
Henry Labouchere, Esq., M.P. 

The garden is not a large one, and its beauty consists in its wealth 
of trees and shrubs, with verdant velvety lawns. From the river 
frontage a charming view is obtained up and down the river ; through 
the grotto the other garden is reached, a delightful sylvan retreat in 
which both Conifers and deciduous trees thrive with equal luxuriance. 
There are several grand Beeches, graceful Deodars, and Cedars of Lebanon, 
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one of the latter being of extraordinary size, and could scarcely be sur¬ 
passed for its symmetrical proportions. It is difficult to estimate the 
ase of such trees, but it is supposed to be contemporaneous with several 
others in the immediate neighbourhood—namely, about 200 years old. 
J have seen some of the grandest Cedars in Britain, including tho.sa at 
Warwick Castle, but do not remember seeing so evenly developed a 
specimen as this. Beyond is the kitchen garden and orchard, which, 
like the other portion, is kept in excellent condition by the gardener, 
Mr. Fitzwater, who takes considerable pride in the interesting garden 
under his charge. At the end of that the “ wilderness ” is reached, and 
another grotto, where there has been a passage beneath a second road to 
what may be termed a third garden, now separated. 

The most beautiful portion of the garden is that entered from the 
first grotto, and it was a happy idea on the part of Mrs. Labouchere re¬ 
cently to initiate an outdoor performance of Shakespeare’s “ Midsummer 
.Night’s Dream ” in such a situation. The first production provided for 
a large company of friends gave so much satisfaction that a second was 
held on Saturday evening (August 6th), the proceeds of which are to be 
given to the Charing Cross Hospital. Many gardeners are enthusiastic 
Shakespearian readers, and I know at least one who, besides being clever 
in his profession, has attained some fame in public Shakespearian re¬ 

stead of substituting such an unlikely flower as the Cockscomb.— 
L. Castle. 

FURNISHING VASES WHEN THE FLOWERS ARE FEW. 

Persons who possess small gardens (and who having probably 

nursed every plant atfectionately, cannot bear to think of depriving it 

of its beauty, even to remove that gayness to the drawing-room vases), 

may be glad to hear how to gather flowers with the smallest waste, and 

how to arrange them to make the greatest show. 

The rules for this are very simple, though a design for it is 
impossible, as so much depends on the arranger's taste and lightness of 
touch in placing the flowers ; so that even if I could accurately describe 
the effect of a well-arranged vase, it would become stiff from the mere 
restraint of copying. 

My best advice in a case like this would be to take in the first place 
abundance of green if the nosegay is to be of solid style. In that case 
it does not much matter what the green may be—Myrtle, Pelargonium, 
Privet, Box or Laurustinus, Carrot leaves, and even in winter the curly 
Kale leaves. Asparagus, too, in summer is excessively pretty, and looks 
like a plant of a Heath ; and from the woods and hedgerows, if one is in 

Fio 15.—POPE’S VILLA, TWICKENHAM. 

citals.^ All such could perhaps form some idea of “ The Midsummer 
Night’s Dream ” performed in a picturesque tree-embowered garden on 
a warm clear summer’s night by a selection of talented ladies and gen¬ 
tlemen.. Well might an able critic say, “ This is how Shakespeare would 
have wished it to be seen.” A grand old Beech tree was chosen as the 
central portion of the stage, and beneath its widely spreading branches 
the chief scenes were enacted, while stretching away on each side were 
the forest gladeS through which the respective personages approached 
and departed. Amongst the branches of the Beech were suspended two 
electric lamps, which shed a soft light upon the lawn, the leaves acting 
as natural reflectors, and cleverly arranged, so that a powerful glare was 
not anywhere perceptible. The turf was banked in places with Ferns 
and flowers in profusion, adding greatly to the beauty of the spectacle 
which has been described as “a succession of pictures, a fanciful 
panorama of poetic conceits, in a word a delightful dream which none 
present will ever forget.” The principal parts were taken by Miss 
Fortescue (Hermia), Miss Kate Vaughan (Titania), Miss Dorothy Dene 
(Helena), Ladv Archibald Campbell (Oberon), and Miss Norreys 
(Puck); Mr. Claude Ponsonby (Lysander). Mr. Luxmore Marshall 

■(Demetrius), and Mr. George Augustus Sala (Bottom the Weaver). 
There has been much dispute about the various flowers referred to 

by Shakespeare, but “the little western flower” mentioned by Oberon, 
and in which passage the poet is supposed to have paid a special compli¬ 
ment to Queen Elizabeth, has generally been regarded as the Hearts¬ 
ease, which could have been easily obtained on the occasion named, in- ' 

the country, innumerable green things can easily be brought in, of 
which amongst the prettiest are green moss tresses. 

Having an abundant foundation of green—the green itself being 
arranged as carefully for the effects of light and dark as though it were 
the bouquet ; making it, however, not in the broken lights, but well 
massed together ; the next thing to be done is to see what flowers the 
garden can afford us. As a general rule all flowers of thin texture, and 
most especially so those which combine with it a rather pale and delicate 
colour, or which close up quickly, are not only sources of annoyance to 
the garden-bed, but of no avail whatever to the drawing-room vase. 
They are tempting to gather, because they look at first so pretty in 
one's hand, seen alone and closely, and because one fancies they will not 
be very badly missed considering they are small. But very much 
mistaken are both of these ideas. They are missed a good’ deal if 
gathered in any quantity, since generally they grow low, and are filling 
up some corner, and certainly they do not improve the bouquet ; for 
being thin and wanting in vividness of colour, if they do not shut up at 
once or tumble off the stalk they often are more apt to do harm 
than good. 

The larger flowers, of course, must be gathered with grave consider^*' 
tion, and they must be gathered by someone who has the vase in view 
and guesses generally at how she wants to fill it. Let us suppose, for 
instance, a garden to contain, as many gardens do, scarlet, pink, and 
white bedding-out Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Carnations, China Asters, 
Roses, and Calceolarias. Petunias we will not speak of, as they seldom 
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answer well for gathering. Nemophila, Convolvulus, &c., are too fragile 
to be worth picking ; and out of the others also there is an abundant 
choice. The chief thing to avoid is gathering scarlet and pink Pelar¬ 
goniums, or scarlet and pink Verbenas. Pink and dark rose colour do 
well in both together, but the pink and scarlet in the same flowers are 
so much alike that they want to be more or less so, and in looking at the 
nosegay one unconsciously compares them. 

A good-sized vase well filled with green for the solider part and 
edges, would look very well with several white or very light flowers put 
in in different places dotting about the vase, then working to one side 
of the white, but by no means at regular distances (at least, for a first 
attempt, as in very mixed arrangements any degree of form is difficult 
to do well.) Perhaps, at the back or side of one of the lighter flowers a 
piece of dark Verbena, a Clove Carnation, a red Rose, or even two or three 
such flowers carelessly grouped together, and generally the better for 
being of the same kind. (I should mention that I only name the light 
flowers to give myself a starting-point from which I can describe.) Say 
that above a cluster of crimson Roses one had two or three pieces of 
white and pale pink Verbena slightly verging towards .the light flower 
next door. Underneath, on the shady side, if anywhere, the purple or 
mauve Verbena, lighted up in its turn, when the time comes for lighting, 
which is only at the very last, with a little piece of velvety scarlet 
Pelargonium, and it is the more essential to choose a deep full scarlet 
because of the purple being so dead that a paler, thinner colour would 
look poor by its side. 

These purple Verbenas must be only looked on as shades ; a flower- 
glass will look no fuller for them, though sometimes they will answer 
in filling up a shadow. These dark flowers, however, should always be 
arranged not to overshadow, but to be enlivened by the lighter flowers 
near. 

The centre of the vase will probably have a cluster of Roses or a fine 
Pelargonium, which shows extremely well if surrounded with four of its 
own good-sized leaves. If Roses are used there, one or two little pieces 
of scarlet Geranium often prove effective for lighting up the centre. A 
Water Lily is particularly beautiful when it can be had. So are Passion 
Flowers well relieved with scarlet or with crimson. But the very centre 
should be always some grandish flower or a distinct light sort of group- 
light, not in colour so much as in arrangement. Spikes of Mignonette 
do better in the middle than in any other place. A good group of Car¬ 
nations answers beautifully, and sometimes one may make a merit of a 
difference, just as at another time one tries to be all alike. So five or 
six splendid Carnations of various stripes and colours may look very 
striking. 

When the general effect of the nearly finished vase is that the edge 
is darker than the centre, a few little sprays of yrnllow Calceolaria may 
be introduced with very great advantage, and it will, better than any 
flower I know, light up the vase without toning down as white does, or 
reddening the colour too much as scarlet does, when not wanted for its 
own sake. The yellow may have put in against it a good-sized spray of 
the dark orange brown sort of Calceolaria, which has often a very good 
effect, and decides the yellow to be really gold colour. If the centre 
should be the heaviest, it may probably require the addition of a little 
red or pink or white to give it liveliness, as well as a little yellow to give 
the required light. Light and gay, in this instance, having a different 
meaning, as may easily be seen by substituting scarlet Pelargoniums 
for the bright yellow flower, when it will look rather darker than it did 
before. 

The lights must not be too numerous, nor too large, nor too near the 
actual centre. I think for them it is best to slip in the flower (the stalk 
smooth and deprived of leaves), and then to cut off with sharp scissors 
any too many of the “ Ladies’ Slippers.” 

China Asters, Stocks, and dull-coloured Verbenas should never ad¬ 
vance much into notice. Sometimes a good China Aster may, but gene¬ 
rally vases are better with lighter-formed flowers in the more conspicu¬ 
ous places, and when there is a choice, I think if there is much scarlet 
in the vase the yellow-tinged light flowers do better than those of a 
pinkish or bluish hue, which in their turn again answer best where the 
chief tone is crimson.—D. G. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
August 9th. 

The meeting on Tuesday was rendered attractive by the collection of 
hardy flowers, Gladiolus and Hollyhocks provided. There were also some 
good vegetables, and several interesting exhibits of fruits. 

Fruit Committee.—Present: T. Francis Rivers, Esq., in the cha and 
Messrs. Harrison Weir, James Smith, G. Norman, Sidney Ford, J. Roberts, 
J. Burnell, J. Fitt, Phillip Crowley, G. Bunyard, and R. D. Blackmore. 
Mr. W. Carmichael, Bognor Park Gardens, Pulborough, showed samples of 
a seedling Grape, a cross between Muscat of Alexandria and Black 
Hamburgh, raised from seed sown in April, 1884. The berries were of a 
reddish colour like Muscat Champion, and the Committee did not express 
any opinion concerning it. Mr. Carmichael also sent a seedling green- 
fleshed Melon, named Duke of Buccleuch. Mr. Denne, Gore Court Park, 
Sittingbourne, showed a dish of Cherries unnamed. Mr. C. Ross, Welford 
Park, Newbury, sent a seedling green-fleshed Melon of fair flavour and well 
netted. Mr. W. Divers, Ketton Hall Gardens, and Mr. W. Palmer, .Thames 
Ditton House Gardens, also sent seedling Melons. 

Messrs. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, v e e awarded a cultural com¬ 
mendation for four dishes of Cherries, Bigarreau Monstrueuse de Mezel, 
Geant d’Hedelfingen, late' Black Bigarreau, and Emperor Francis (certifi¬ 
cated). W. Roupell, Esq., Streatham Hill, showed six bunches of the Purple 
Constantia Grape (Frontignan), from which the liqueur wine is made at the 

Cape. It is grown in 13-inch pots on warm pipes in a sunny situation. The 
flavour was very rich. Some good examples of Muscat Hamburgh grafted 
on Black Hamburgh were also shown. 

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, were awarded a silver Banksian 
medal for sixty diBhes of fine Gooseberries, representing a great number, of 
distinct varieties, white, green, and red. Some of the more notable varieties. 
Mount Pleasant, Dan’s Mistake, Leviathan, Alma, Leveller, Pilot, Leader, 
Tiger, Hepburn’s Prolific, Broom Girl, Keens’ Seedling, Surprise, Trumpeter, 
Snowdrop, Green Overall, Crown Bob, Warrington, Snowdrift, Eagle, Sally, 
and Green Gascoigne. Several plants were also shown in pots. They also 
had several dishes of Apples, Plums, Green Gages, Oullins Golden Gage, 
Alexander Peaches, and Pears. 

Certificates were awarded to the following:— 
Apple Cooling's Beauty of Bath (G. Cooling & Sons, Bath).—A pretty 

Apple of medium size, 2^ iD. across, II deep, eye closed in a deep basin, stalk 
short, thick, in a deep depression, colour bright red, with numerous whitish 
dots. Flesh firm, yellowish, of a brisk subacid flavour, rather suggestive of 
the Devonshire Quarrenden. It is said to be fit for table by the middle of 
July. 

Cherry Emperor Francis (Rivers & Son).—A fine heart-shaped fruit of 
a bright red colour, firm flesh, of excellent flavour. 

PearMadlle. de Solange (J. Veitch & Sons).--A new variety, the fruits small, 
green, nearly globular, with a large open eye, and a protuberance at the 
side of the stalk. It was ripe, juicy, and of good flavour. 

Special Prizes—Mr. Fidler’s prize for a collection of vegetables brought 
two competitors, Mr. C. J. Waite winning first honours with admirable 
samples of Pen-y-Byd Marrows, Intermediate Carrots, Snowdrop and 
Fidler’s Clipper Potatoes, Reading Perfection Tomatoes, Carter’s Jubilee 
and Ne Plus Ultra Beans, Veitch’s Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Reading 
Allheart Cabbages, R ading Conqueror Peas, Early Nantes Carrots, White 
Leviathan Onions, Moore’s Cream Marrows, Green Globe Artichokes, and 
Sutton’s Royal Jubilee Peas. Mr. T. A. Beckett was second with less even 
samples. The prizes for dishes of Fidler’s new Reading Conqueror Pea 
were gained by Mr. T. A. Beckett, Cole Hatch Farm, Amersham, Mr. C. J. 
Waite and Mr. H. Marriott. The prizes for Fidler’s Defiance Melon were 
won by Mr. C. Ross, Mr. J. G. Dean, and Mr. W. Woolford, there being 
five competitors. 

Messrs. Webb & Sons’ prize for a collection of vegetables was won by Mr. 
C. j. Waite with be mtiful samples of Intermediate Carrots, Canadian 
Wonder Beans, and White Leviathan Onions. 

Floral Committee.—Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair, and 
Messrs. J. Douglas, W. Goldring, R. Dean, J. Dominy, H. M. Pollett. 
A. F. Lendy, J. O’Brien, G. Paul, J. Fraser, J. Walker, W. Holmes, 
B. Wynne, E. Hill, and Dr. M. T. Masters. Mr. T. S. Ware, Totten¬ 
ham, exhibited a bright collection of hardy flowers, comprising Gladi¬ 
olus, Iceland Poppies, Gaillardias, Lilies, and the orange coloured Asclepias 
tuberosa (a silver Banksian medal was awarded). Messrs. Kelway & Son, 
Langport, Somerset, had a grand collection of about 150 spikes of Gladioli, 
representing a selection of their numerous choice delicate and richly coloured 
varieties, several of which were certificated, and a silver-gilt Banksian medal 
was awarded for the collection. Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, showed 
two plants of the yellow fruited Capsicum Mango Pepper, a large collection 
of handsome single and double Tuberous Begonias, three pretty Gloxinias, 
and a stand of a new double Zonal Pelargonium, purple and scarlet (vote of 
thanks). Messrs. Webb & Brand, Saffron Walden, sent a collection of 
Hollyhocks of capital quality. A vote of thanks and two certificates were 
awarded. Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, N.B., sent some extremely fine 
African Marigolds and Violas, several certificates being awarded. Messrs. 
J. Carter & Co., High Holborn, had a vote of thanks for eight flowers of 
Japanese Irises, representing some beautiful varieties. They also had plants 
of the double white Pyrethrum Parthenium Snowball. Mr. F. T. Smith, 
West Dulwich, was adjudged a vote of thanks for two stands of Hollyhocks, 
comprising sixty-four good blooms. 

F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studley House, Hammersmith (gardener, Mr. J. C. Cow- 
Sley), had a small group of Orchids, including Cypripedium leucorrhodum, C. 
*Ashburtonioe expansum, C. orphanum (certificated), C. Tonsum, and a species 

like C. concolor from Siam. Cattleya Warneri rubra had two large and 
highly coloured flowers, Miltonia spectabilis bicolor was white with a crim¬ 
son central blotch in the lip, and Miltonia Palusoni concolor of a dark purplish 
hue. Mr. W. Divers, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford, showed blooms of Car¬ 
nation Pride of Ketton, of a Boft pink colour. Mr. P. McKenzie McKie, 
Teddington, showed blooms of a pale pink double Petunia named Dorothy t 
and Mr. R. Maher, Yattenden Court, near Newbury, showed blooms of 
Picotee Orlando, a yellow ground, flaked red. Mr. W. Palmer, The Gardens, 
Thames Ditton House, Surrey, had some fine blooms of Magnolia grandi- 
flora and several new Coleuses, for which votes of thanks were accorded. 

The prizes offered by W. Roupell, Esq., for fifty spikes of double Holly¬ 
hocks only brought one exhibitor, Mr. James Blundell, West Dulwich, who 
had a fine collection of spikes, the flowers large and varied in colour, white, 
cream, pink, yellow, orange, crimson, and purple. 

CERTIFICATED PLANTS. 

Catasetum Bungerolhi (Baron Schroder).—The plant shown was the 
valuable one sold at Stevens’ Rooms last year, and had a raceme of ten large 
ivory-white flowers. We gave an illustration of this remarkable Orchid in 
this Journal, page 563, December 23rd, 1886. 

Saccolabium Heathi (Baron Schroder).—A charming species, with a long 
several graceful raceme of pure white flowers. 

Cypripedium orphanum (F. G. Tautz).—A beautiful hybrid of unknown 
parentage, the dorsal sepal broad white veined with green in the centre, and 
purplish towards the sides ; the petals about 2 inches long, half an inch 
broad, the margin even, a few daik hairs at the base, with a dark central 
vein, and a purplish tint in the other portion. The lip is well proportioned 
and rounded, of a rosy purple hue, bright and pretty. 

African Marigold Lemon Cfieen (Dobbie & Co.).—Blooms very large and 
solid, 4 j, inches across and 3 inches deep, globular and pale yellow. 

African Marigold Prince of Orange (Dobbie & Co.).—Blooms of similar 
size to the above, of a rich orange colour, very handsome. 

Viola Lucy Ashton (Dobbie & Co.).—A distinct variety, flowers white in 
I the centre, veined purple, and broadly margined with pale purple 
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Hollyhock William Archer (Webb & Brand).—Blooms large, full, and 
very deep, dark crimson. 

Hollyhock Scarlet Gem (Webb & Brand).—Blooms full and of good shape 
with grand petals, dark scarlet. 

Gladiolus William Roupell (Kelway & Son).—A brilliant scarlet variety, 
flowers of great size and fine substance. 

Gladiolus Princess Royal (Kelway & Son).—A charming variety, white, 
streaked with bright rose, the flowers of immense size and excellent 
form. 

Gaillardia Wm. Kelway (Kelway & Son).—A very large bloom, 4i inches 
across, deep red, tipped with yellow ; very distinct. 

Rose Paul's Single White Perpetual (Paul & Son, Cheshunt).—A lovely 
variety, flowers 2J inches across, white, with a faint pink tinge, very free 
and graceful. J 

THE NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE SOCIETY 
(NORTHERN SECTION). 

The annual Exhibition took place in the Botanical Gardens annexe of 
the Jubilee Exhibition Palace at Manchester on the 5th inst., and was the 
smallest in extent of the three Carnation and Picotee feasts that has been 
provided this season. With but few exceptions the flowers were weak in 
size, though generally bright in colour; the excessive dryness of the 
atmosphere and the great heat appeared to have operated in preventing the 
blooms from bleaching properly, and the grounds were what the northern 
florists term “foggy.” Excepting in the case of Mr. Robert Lord’s flowers, 
who as at Oxford won the second, showed in splendid form, there was a 
marked absence of high-class quality, a characteristic so noticeable at 
Uxlord; stiH the northern growers did their best in the face of great disad- 
vantages. For some reason the classes for single blooms were struck out 
ot. the schedule, a circumstance that tended to limit the area of the Exhibition 
still more. No southern grower competed in any of the classes with the 
exception cf Mr. C. Turner of Slough. 

The principal class was for twelve Carnations, disimilar, open to all: 
five prizes were offered, and there being this number of competitors. Mr. 
Robert Lord, florist. Hole Bottom, Todmorden, followed up his success at 
cD u i being placed first with a collection of excellent quality, having 
C.B. Master Fred, very fine; P.P.B. William Skirving, S.B. Fred, C.B° 
Thomas Moore, S B. Robert Lord, R.F. Rob Roy, C.B. Shirley Hibberd, 
S.F. Henry Cannell^ P.P.B. Squire Llewelyn, P.F. James 'Douglas, S.F. 
■vm, -“or(b S.B. Admiral Curzon, the names being read across the 
8 left t0 ”ght. Second Mr. B. Simonite, Rough Bank, Sheffield, 
with S.B. George, P P.B. Seedling, P.F. James Douglas, R.F. Seedling, P.F. 

g-’fS-^- ^e^’o8'?;.SeeaUng’ R-F- Sybil, S.B. Admiral Curzon, 
R.F. Crista Galli, S.F. Seedling, and P.F. George Melville. Third, Mr. 
J. Beswick Middleton. Fourth, Mr. P. Law, Rochdale. Fifth, Mr. Geo. 
Geggie, Waterloo Nursery, Bury. In the class for twelve dissimilar Picotees 
there were the same number of prizes and exhibitors. Here Mr. R. Lord 
was again first with a stand of flowers remarkable for their purity and 
exquisite marking, consisting of H. Red E. Morna, F. L. Rose E. Mr. Payne, 
E; I Tbomas William, H. Rose E. Lady Louisa Abercrombie, H.S.E. 
Mr. Sharpe. L P.E. Ann Lord, L. Rose E. Mr. Aldcroft, H. Red E. John 
S“ltF! ' ??r8' A' ChancHlor, L.P.E. Cynthia, L.P.E. Clara Penson, 
and H.P.E. Zerlina. Second, Mr. J. Beswick, Middleton, with H. Red E. 
Brunette, L.P.E. Clara Penson, L. Rose E. Daisy, H.P.E. Tinnie, L. Rose E. 
Liddington’s Favourite, H.P.E. Muriel, H.P.E. Mr. Niven, L.P.E. Miss Har- 
ir £ o-6(1 E' Thomas William, H.P.E. Zsrlina, and L.P.E. Nymph. Third, 
Mr. B. Simonite. Fourth, Mr. F. Law. Fifth, Mr. Geo. Geggie. 

. ■f^iere were nine exhibitors of twelve Carnations, nine or ten to be dis- 
similar, and there were nine competitors for five prizes. Here Mr. John 
Whitham, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire, was first with C.B. Master Fred, S.B 
Admira1 Curzon, P.P.B. William Skirving, S.B. Fred, S.B. Thomas Storer, 

.F. Florence b»igh tin gale, R.T. Crista Galli, P.P.B. Thomas Anstiss, S.B. 
Robert Lord, P.P.B. Wiiliam Skirving, S.B. Thomas Storer, and S.F. Tom 

¥.r' T- Law’ with P-F- James Douglas, S.B. Edward Adams, 
K'S,lyb,lI’^;Mayorof Nottingham, R.F. John Keet, S.B. Master Fred, 
P.F. Earl of Wilton, S.F. Henry Cannell, S.B. Admiral Curzon, R.F. John 
Keet, S.F. Sportsman, and P.P.B. Sir Garnet Wolseley. Third, Mr. W 
I aylor, Middleton. Fourth, Mr. John Whittaker, Royton. Fifth, Mr. J. 
Thormley, Middleton. Th°re were six exhibitors of tvvelve Picotees, nine 
at least to be dissimilar, and five prizes were offered, this and the preceding 
class being open only to growers of five hundred pairs or less. Here Mr. 
John Whitham was again first with H. Red E. Brunnette, H.P.E. Zerlina 
H. Rose E. Lady Louisa, L. Red E. Thomas William, H.P.E. Mr. A. Chan¬ 
cellor, L. Rose E. Favourite, H. Rose E- Fanny Helen, H.P.E. Mr. A. Chan¬ 
cellor, L.P.E. Aun Lord, H. Scarlet E. Mrs. Sharpe, L.P.E. Mary, and H 

£^E'JIr'Payne' Second- Mr- w- Taylor, with H. Red E. Brunnette, 
H.P.E. Mr. Summers, H. Red E. William Summers, L. Rose E. Favourite 
L.P.E. Ann Lord, L. Red E. Thomas William, H.P.E. Mr. A. Chancellor 
L P E. Ann Lord, L. Rose E. Miss Gorton, H P.E. Zerlina, L. Red E. Thomas 
William, and H.P.E. Mr. A. Chancellor. Third, Mr. R. Sydenham, Bir¬ 
mingham. Fourth, Mr. E. Shaw, Moston, Manchester. Fifth, Mr. J 
Thornley. 

Then followed two classes, eagh for six Carnations and six Picotees dis¬ 
similar, six prizes being offered for growers sf 250 pairs or less. There were 
seven competitors with six Carnations, Mr. F. Helliwill, The Hollins Tod¬ 
morden, being first with C.B. Master Fred, P.P.B. William Skirving. P.F. 
James Douglas, S.F. Tom Chapman, S.B. Admiral Curzon, and R. F.°Crista 
Galli. Second, Mr. Maddocks. Lofthouse Hall, Wakefield, with C.B. Master 
Fred, S.B. John Hines, R.F. Crista Galli, P.P.B. William Skirvin^, S B 
Mercury, C.B. Samuel Checkley. Third, S. Barlow, Esq., J.P., Stakehill 
House, Castleton, whose stand contained a brilliant bloom of his new S.B. 
Robert Houlgrave, which is regarded as a decided improvement upon 
Admiral Curzon, and which was awarded a first-class certificate of merit at 
Yxf°rd- Fourth, Mr. W. Bleakley, Wbitefields ; fifth, Mr. Thomas Howard. 
In the class for six Picotees there were seven competitors, and Mr. T. Helli- 
well was placed first with H.P.E. Mrs. Niven, L. Red E. Thomas William, 
H. Rose E. Mrs. Lord, H. Rose E. Mrs. Payne, H. Red E. John Smith, and 
H. Rose E. Constance Heron. Second, Mr. Bleackley with L. Rose E. Miss 
Horner, H. Red E.J.B. Bryant, L. Red E. Thomas William, L. Rose E. 

Favourite, H.P.E. Zsrlina, and L. Red E. Mr. Gorton. Third, Mr. Mad- 
dooks; fourth, Mr. Edwards ; fifth, S. Barlow, Esq., J.P 

There were four stands of twelve self Carnations, the striped and flaked 
vane ties excluded, which materially tended to narrow the competi¬ 
tion. In this class Mr. L. Law was first with Mrs. Hyde, white: George 
Heniy, pink; Squire Meynell, purple; Pride of Penshurst, yellow; Henry 
Cannell, scarlet; and unnamed seedlings. Second, Mr. Geo. Geggie, with 
some good flowers, but all unnamed. Third, W. W. Prescott, Manchester. 
I he fourth prize was withheld. 

Then followed eight Jubilee prizes for twelve miscellaneous Carnations 
and i icotees of any variety, there being twelve competitors: and here Mr. 
R. Lord was again first with C.B. Master Ford, Light Rose E. Favourite, 
o'It r Pose ^rs- Payne, H. Rose E. Lady Louisa, Scarlet 
»elf John Witham, R.F. Rob Roy, Self King of Yellows, H. Red E. Dr. Epps, 
White Self The Bride, H. Rose Royal Visit, and S.B. Admiral Curzon. 
behond, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, with L.R.E. Favourite, 
P.P.B. Rifleman, L.P.E. McNicholl, R.F. Rob Roy, S.B. John Hines, n. Rose 
F-r~rs'Fayne, S.B. Robert Lord, H. Red E. Dr. Epps, L.P.E. Constance. 
P.P.B. Mrs. Barlow, H. Red E. Silvia, L.P.E. Mary. Third, Mr. J. Beswick. 
Fourth, S. Barlow, Esq., J.P. Fifth, Mr. T. Law. 

The premier Carnation was C.B. Master Fred, a fine bright-coloured 
flower, shown by Mr. R. Lord. The premier Picotee was Li<rht Purple Edge 
Baroness Burdett Coutts, shown by Mr. C. Turner. 

First-class certificates of merit were awarded to Mr. C. Turner for the 
following ground Picotees—viz., Almira, Annie Douglas, and Terra Cotta, 
and for Self Carnation Rose Celestial, a very fine pale pink flower. The 

0 ■f?rnier were raised by Mr. J. Douglas, and are of very fine quality. 
Mr. Turner also bad Colonial Beauty and Dorothy, two promising and dis- 
tinct Yellow Ground Picotees. S. Barlow, Esq., had a dozen blooms of S.B. 
Carnation Robert Houlgrave, which received a first-class certificate of 
merit at the northern meeting in 1886. Mr. F. Law, Carnation Gardens, 
Rochdale, had a large quantity of Carnations, bazaar, flaked, self, and fancy 
in great variety ; also many types of Picotees, and a stand of six blooms of 
Dahlias that were greatly admired. All were highly commended by the 
Judges. 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
FROME.—August 1st. 

This was altogether superior in every respect to its predecessors, and 
the fixture promises to increase in popularity both with exhibitors and 
visitors. A considerable number of classes are provided, and fairly liberal 
prizes are given, these attracting a close and good competition, the local 
exhibitors, however, in many instances, managing to hold their own. The 
Honorary Secretaries are Messrs. W. H. Frankham and H. Haley, these 
gentlemen, with the assistance of a practical working committee, carrying 

. °ut the various requisite details in a very creditable manner. The weather 
was most favourable, and the attendance of visitors good. 

The best prizes in the plant classes were offered tor groups arranged for 
effect, to occupy a space not to exceed 12 feet by 6 feet. Of these there 
were three exhibitors, and each made a very effective display. The 
Marquis of Bath (W. Pratt, gardener) Longleat, was well first, his group 
being especially rich in Crotons, such beautiful sorts as aigburthensis, 
Neumanni, Evansianus, Thomsoni, Youngi, rubellus, majesticus, mosaicus, 
Disraeli, Warreni, interruptus aureus, Andreanus, fasciatus, and inter- 
ruptus elegantissimus, being in excellent condition. A background of 
large Palms, and a groundwork of Adiantums showed these and other well- 
grown plants off to the best advantage, and the group came in for a good 
share of admiration. The second prize was awarded to H. Haley, Esq. 
Frome, who had a fine background of freely flowered Fuchsias, and an 
abundance of well-grown Ftrns, Lilium auratum, and other plants. John 
Baily, Esq. (B. Hopkins, gardener) Fairlawn, Frome, was a close third, his 
group including numerous Caladiums, Crotons, Ferns, Palms, and Fuchsias, 
all in good condition. Flowering plants were not extensively shown, Major 
Clarke (G. Tucker, gardener) Trowbridge, was easily first, his group in¬ 
cluding good specimens of Allamandas Hendersoni and nobilis, Statice pro¬ 
fuse, Oncidium flexuosum, Stephanotis floribunda, and Anthurium Schert- 
zerianum. John Baily, Esq., took the second prize, a Lilium auratum and 
Plumbago capensis showing well in his collection. Major Clarke was also 
first for a single specimen flowering plant, having a perfectly grown, beauti¬ 
fully coloured Bougainvillea glabra. The Marquis of Bath was second with 
Oncidium flexuosum in good condition, and A. G. Hayman, Esq. (S. Andrews 
gardener) Hapsford, Frome, third with a prettily trained and flowered Hoya 
carnosa. 

Fine foliaged plants were shown by several growers, but were not of 
very high class. The Marquis of Bath was first for six, these including 
large specimens of Latania borbonica, Seaforthia elegans, Kentia canter- 
buryana, and Croton Warreni; John Bailey, Esq., followed, his Croton 
interruptus aureus being very beautiful; and the third prize was awarded 
to W. H. Laverton, Esq. (W. Prosser, gardener), Westbury. Ferns were 
both numerous and good. Major Clarke was well first for twelve varieties, 
among these being very healthy and good Dicksonias, Gymnogrammas 
Adiantums, and Davallias. The second prize was won by C. Bailey, Esq. 
Welshmill, Frome, with a very creditable lot of plants ; and J.D. Knight’ 
Esq. (T. Edwards, gardener), Frome, had the remaining prize. With six 
varieties Mrs. Gouldsmith (G. Pymm, gardener), Trowbridge was well first, 
included in this lot being a good Adiantum farleyense ; John Baily, Esq., 
was second ; and Mrs. Simkins (E. J. Wilcox, gardener), Wallbridge House, 
Frome, third, both have medium Bized healthy plants. Several exhibitors 
staged extra good Coleuses, those which gained the first prize for Captain 
Tucker (W. Bull, gardener) Keyford House, Frome, being very beautifully 
coloured. 

There were only two exhibitors of small collections of Orchids. Mrs. 
Gouldsmith was first, such sorts as Cattleyas Forbesi, Gaskelliana, 
Loddigesi, and Mendelli being very attractive. The Earl of Cork (W. Iggul- 
den, gardener), Marston House, Frome, had Aerides odoratum, Lmlia pur- 
purata, Oncidium flexuosum, and Epidendrum vitellinum in good condition, 
and received the second piize. Tuberous Begonias were extensively shown, 
and in good variety. Major Clarke was first, and Captain Tucker second. 
Gloxinias were shown by E. R. Trotman, Esq, The Elms, Frome, the second 
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prize going to G. Hayman, Esq., and several other good lots were shown. 
Captain Tucker was first for six trained Zonal Pelargoniums, and which 
were very healthy and well flowered, the second prize going to C. Baily, 
Esq., and the third to J. G. Knight, Esq., these also having very creditable 
plants. The best six Fuchsias were shown by C. Baily, Esq., and the same 
exhibitor was also first for four plants ; a second prize in each instance 
going to J. D. Knight, Esq., the plants generally being much better than 
hitherto shown at Frome. 

The Earl of Cork was easily first for a stand of twelve bunches of choice 
cut flowers, Dipladenias in variety, Ixoras, Allamandas, Orchids, Eucharises, 
and other kinds being well set off by fronds of Maidenhair Fern. W. H. 
Laverton, Esq., was a creditable second, and Major Tucker third. The cut 
Roses were quite a feature in the Show, and so good were they that one well 
known exhibitor failed to take a prize in either class. The first prize for 
twenty-four varieties was won by Messrs. Keynes, Williams <fc Co., Salis¬ 
bury, among these being large and fresh blooms of Madame Eugenie Yerdier, 
C. Lefebvre, Penelope Mayo, Duke of Connaught, Louis Richard, A. K. 
Williams, A. Coiomb, Madame Prosper Laugier, and Niphetos. Messrs. 
G. Cooling & Sons, Bath, followed closely, their best b ing Beaute de 
l’Europe, Auguste Rigotard, and Etienne Levet, Duchess of Bedford, Horace 
Vernet, A. K. Williams, and Dr. Andrd Mr. G. Humphries, Kington 
Langley, Chippenham, was a good third, in his stands being handsome 
blooms of A. Coiomb, Dr. Andry, Niphetos, Pauline Labonte, Socrates, 
Innocente Pirola, and Reynolds Hole. With twelve varieties Messrs. 
G. Cooling & Sons were first, having such sorts as Her Majesty, Mons. 
E. Levet, Madame Verdier, C. Lefebvre, Perle des Jardins, A. K. Williams, 
Bouquet d’Or, Horace Yernet, and St. George in excellent condition. Messrs 
Keynes, Williams & Ce. were second, Ulrich Brunner, Marechal Niel, 
Niphetos, C. Darwin, and Penelope Mayo being among the best, while the 
third prize was again won by Mr. G. Humphries. The last named exhibitor 
also had a capital lot of cut Dahlias, not for competition, these including 
medium-sized perfect blooms of Mrs. Gladstone Gaiety, John Wyatt, 
J. Stevens, H. W. Ward, Oracle, J. Ashby, Peacock, Reporter, and Mrs. 
Saunderson. The best collection of hardy annuals in bunches were shown 
by Mrs. Sinkins, and very excellent they were too. The Earl of Cork 
was first for a hand bouquet, and C. Bailey. E-q , second ; and in the class 
for vases or epergnes Mr. Fred Dunn, Marston Gardens, Frome, was easily 
first, and C. Baily, Esq., second. 

A medium-sized tent was devoted principally to the fruit classes, and 
a very creditable display was brought together. The Earl of Cork was 
well first for a collection of six varieties, these consisting of good Black 
Hamburgh and Foster’s Seedling Grapes, Queen Pine Apple, a fine Golden 
Gem Melon, good Royal George Peaches, and Lord Napier Neetarines. 
John Baily, Esq., was awarded the second prize, the Peachvs and Nec¬ 
tarines in this collection being very good, while the third prize went to 
Mr. E. Every, Bath. With two bunches of black Grapes the Earl of 
Cork was fi'st, staging Black Hamburgh fine in bunch and berry and well 
finished. The Marquis of Bath took second prize with the same variety, 
only slightly inferior to those from Marston. John Baily, Esq , was third 
with very creditable Madresfield Court. In a corresponding class for 
white Grapes the .Muscat of Alexandria from Longleat were first, the 
bunches and berries being much finer than those of the same variety irom 
Marston, but they were not so well ripened. The third prize in this 
instance went to AV. H. Laverton, Esq., for rather unripe Bucklmd 
Sweetwater. For a dish of Peaches John Baily, Esq., was easily first, 
having really grand fruit of what we believe to be Royal George. A. J. 
Hayman, Esq., was a good second, and Mrs. Gouldsmith third. The Earl 
of Cork was first for a Melon, and E. R. Trotman, E=q., second, both having 
fairly good fruit of Hero of Lockinge. Cherries, Gooseberries, Currants, 
and Apples were also shown extensively and in first-rate condition. 

Vegetables were more p'entiful and of better quality than anticipated. 
A. J. Hayman, Esq., was first for an unlimited collection (prizes given by 
Messrs. Sutton & Sons), included in which were good Telegraph Cucum¬ 
bers, Duke of Albany and Latest of All Peas, Moore’s Cream Vegetable Mar¬ 
rows, White Leviathan Onions, Large Red Tomatoes, Sutton’s Seedling 
Potatoes, and a great variety of other vegetables all in good condition. Mr. 
T. Every, Bath, had several very good dishes, but was outnumbered by the 
first prizewinner, as well as by Mr. Meads, Frome, who took the third prize. 
Mr. J. Hall, Croscombe, was fourth. Mr. Every was first for a collection of 
salad, and C. Baily, Esq., for a collection of Potatoes, and several others 
showed good Potatoes. The best or freshest dish of Toma'oes was staged by 
the Earl of Cork ; the second prize g ring to A. J. Hayman, Esq., both having 
Perfection in good condition. Mr. J. Cray, Frome, had a very good brace 
of Model Cucumber and was first, the second prize going to the Earl of 
Cork for the same variety. Several others showed Cucumbers, but in most 
instances they had been left too long on the plants. 

LEICESTER.—August 2nd. 
This, the second annual Show, held in the Abbey Park, was a decided 

success both as regards the exhibits, several of which had come on from 
Liverpool Show the previous day, and also as regards visitors, about 20,000 
people having been admitted during the afternoon. This large number may 
be partly accounted for by the Show being held near to the Bank Holiday, 
and the fact that other attractions were provided also in the form of aquatic 
sports, the ascent of a large balloon with three people, a choice selection of 
music from four excellent bands, and last, but by no means least, the 
beautiful gardens and park in which the Show was held, proved a great 
attraction to many. To those who knew the place five years ago it must 
appear a most remarkable transformation to see this extensive park and 
gardens laid out in first-rate style, with plenty of good drives and walks, a 
piece of ornamental water, with rustic bridges, <fcc., some capital rockwork, 
a splendid collection of plant*, shrubs, trees, and herbaceous plants in great 
numbers and variety, and probably the finest examples of carpet bedding 
seen in the midland or northern counties, one large bed with the Royal 
Arms being especia'ly attractive. All this there is and more, where five 
years ago only a swamp existed ; tlr's certainly reflects the greatest credit 
on Mr. Burn, the able superintendent, who also carried out most success¬ 
fully the arrangements for the Show, and made everyone thoroughly wel¬ 
come. Being only the second show it is as yet quite in its infancy ; but if 
it advances in grow h according to its age it will soon be equal to any 
show in the kingdom. 

It must have been rather surprising to many to see the shrubs and plants 
looking so well this dry season, and especially as some of the beds had 
large fissnres in them 2 inches wide. The fact that the soil u*ed when 
forming the beds was chiefly river dredgings accounts for its holding 
nature, and this season at any rate it appears to suit everything. The fol¬ 
lowing gentlemen kindly acted as Judges :—Plants and cut flowers—Mr. 
Burton, from Messrs. Williams’ nursery, and Rev. Mr. Pochin, Barkby, 
Leicester; fruit—Mr. O. Thomas, Chatsworth, Mr. Aitken, Kirkleat.ham 
Gardens, Redcar, and Mr. Elphinston", Shipley Hall, Derby ; vegetables— 
Mr. Cook, Quorn, Mr. Jno. McLean, Quorn, and Mr. Jas. Harrison, 
Leicester, and they deserve a word of congratulation for the successful 
wav in which they performed their duties. 

The exhibits were arranged in five large tents, each about 80 feet by 20. 
One of these was filled with seven groups of plants, arranged on the grass 
with a broad walk down the centre of the tent, and which presented a very 
chaste and pretty appearance. The first prize was awarded to Mr. Murray, 
gardener to S. Bennett, Esq , Holmdale, Leicester, whose group was well 
balanced with flowering and foliage plants, and looked light and graceful; 
second, Mr. Stephenson, gardener to J. Stafford, Esq., Elmsleigh Hall; 
third, Mr. Barry, gardener to F. Snow, Esq., Elmwood, with a very nice lot 
of plants, but rather too heavy in appearance. For eight stove and green¬ 
house plants the competition was very poor. First, Mr. Bolton, Barkby, 
who had a good Plumbago capensis. Bougainvillea glabra, Croton Johannis, 
Cycas revoluti, &c.; second, Mr. Murray, with much smaller plants. A 
nice lot of table plants of the usual kinds were shown in this tent, which 
also contained a group of Tomato Sunny Bank, exhibited by Viecars, 
Collyer <fe Co., very free fruiting, in small pots, much in the style of 
Nisbett’s Victoria. 

Entering the next tent we came at once to one of the principal attrac¬ 
tions of the Show—viz., the collections of fruit exhibited for the Veitch 
Memorial medal, a strong competition, ten entries, but only six staging. 
Mr. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle, secured the medal and first prize with good 
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes and first-rate Hamburgh ditto, a good Hero of 
Lockinge Melon, Loxford Hill Strawberries, and Circassian Cherries being 
the best of his other dishes; second, Mr. Edmonds, Bestwood, with good 
Madresfi Id Court and rather green Muscat Grapes, very fine Elruge Nec¬ 
tarines, and Early Grosse Mignonne Peaches, &c.; third, Mr. Hare, Wellin- 
gore, Grantham, with smaller examples ; fourth, Mr. Dawes, Temples, 
Newsham, Leeds, who had very good Madresfield Court Grapes and an 
enormous Melon over 2 feet in circumference. Most of the fruit classes 
were strongly contested. For six Peaches—First, Mr. Edmonds; second, 
Mr. Birry. Six Nectarines—First, Mr. Murray, with a very fine dish of 
Pine Apple ; second, Mr. Edmonds, Elruge, also very fine. Eight lots of 
Hamburgh Grapes w re shown—First, Mr. Goodacro, with well-coloured 
bunches ; second, Mr. Crawford. Muscats varied very much in quality, 
size, and ripeness—First, Mr. Roberts, garlener to H. Packe, Esq, Lough¬ 
borough; s-cond, Mr. Goodacre; th;rd, Mr. Edmonds. In Class 37, any 
other black variety, Mr. Goodac'e was first with two splendid bunches of 
Muscat Hamburghe. Strawberries were not Vf-ry plentiful—Mr. Maynard, 
of Cole Orton, took first with a very fine dish of fruit. Pines were numerous 
and good. Mr. Goodacre taking first prize with a very fine Smooth C lyenne ; 
second, Mr. J. Gough, Uxbridge; third, Mr. Barry. Large numbers of 
Mleous were staged. 

Collections of vegetables were very good for this dry season. First, 
Messrs. Hickling, Loughborough; second, Mr. Crawford, Newark. For 
twelve varieties Potatoes Mr. House, Peterborough, was first with a capital 
collection. Amongst non-competing exhibits in this tent a collection of 
twelve fine Pines shown by Mr. Rouse, fruiterer, Leicester; nineteen varie¬ 
ties of Peas and some other vegetables by Mr. Harrison, nurseryman, 
Leicester ; and a very pretty stand of coloured glass and china ornaments by 
Mr. Fox, Leicester, deserve especial mention. 

Roses were shown in far greater numbers than could possibly have been 
expected at this season, the greater portion being shown by Messrs. Cocker 
of Aberdeen and Messrs. H.rkness, Bedale, Yorks, the Scotch grower beat¬ 
ing the celebrated prizetiker of Yorkshire in every instance. For thirty-six 
blooms—First, Messrs. Cocker, with a nice f esh lot, bright and good; 
second, Messrs. Harkness, with smaller flowers and brighter; third, 
H. Merryweather. For twenty-four blooms—First, Messrs. Cocker, with a 
very bright and even b’ooms ; second, W. J. Grant, Ledbury ; third, Messrs. 
Harkness. Twelve Teas—First, AY. J. Grant; second, Messrs. Cocker 'T 
third, H. Merryweather. All in this class were small. Twelve blooms, any 
one variety—First, Messrs. Cooker, with Her Majesty, very fine ; second, 
Messrs. Harkness. with Alfred Coiomb ; equal thirds, H. Merryweather, 
also with Alfred Coiomb. and Mr. Mack with Pierre Nottiug. Carnations 
and Picotees were well shown. For twelve Carnations Ben Simonite 
was eas'ly first with a capital stand ; second, Mr. Jackson, good, 
hut smaller. Twelve Picotees—First, Hans Niemand & Co. ; second, Mr. 
Jackson; third, Ben Simonite. Specimen Picotee—F.rst, Ben Simonite, 
with Lvddington’s Favourite ; second, Hans Niemand, with Mrs. Sharp 
third, Mr. Jackson. Facing the visitors on entering this tent and extending 
the whole of one side of the centre teble was a group of Orchids, Nepenthes, 
Sarraoenias, and other useful stove and greenbou-e plants, containing 
among other things first-rate varieties of Cattleya Mendeli, Dendrobium 
formosum, &c. This exhibit was a feature of the Show, and was shown by 
B. S. Williams, nurseryman, Holloway. 

The competition for bouquets, wreaths, ifcc., was unusually good in every 
sense of the word. For hand bouquets Messrs. Perkins, Coventry, were first 
with a very good arrangement of principally white and blush flowers, 
which were entwined with four spikes of Epidendrum vitellinum and a 
few Marechal Niel Roses ; second, Hans Niemand, Birmingham, with a very 
nice bouquet, but flatter and too much Fern in it; third, Messrs. Pearson, 
Chilwe’l, made of Roses, Tuberoses, Stephanotis, <tc. For bridal bouquets 
the prizes were taken by the same exhibitors, and in the same order. 
Messrs. Perkins’ was large and very good, composed of Roses, Stephanotis, 
Tuberos s, ic., with a few small leaves <f Caladium argvrites and Fern ; 
secoLd had again too much Fern, hut was very good. For three ladies’' 
sprays—First, Messrs. Perkins, mixed, very light and good ; second, Hans 
Niemand, two of them very good. Buttonhole bouqutt*—First, Mes-rs. 
Perkins, chiefly Orchids, very light; second, Messrs. Pearson; third, 
Messrs. Carnal], Barkbv. Wreaths were grand.—First, Messrs. Perkins, 
very large, hut very light an 1 good ; second, Messrs. Pearson; third 
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Messrs. Carnall. In the cottagers’ tent many first-rate vegetables, &o., were 
shown. 

NEWBURY. 

The annual Exhibition of the Newbury Horticultural Society was held 
on Monday, August 1st, in the picturesque grounds of Shaw House, kindly 
lent by Mrs. Eyre. The weather being very fine, large numbers of visitors 
availed themselves of the opportunity afforded them of inspecting the 
numerous products displayed. Two spacious marquees were set apart for 
the arrangement of the plants, fruit, and flowers, vegetable exhibitors 
having to be content with the unfavourable positions assigned to them in 
the open air, where, as a natural consequence, many exhibits quickly lost 
their natural freshness. 

Stove and greenhouse plants were not very numerous, in some instances 
the specimens had scarcely attained an exhibition standaid. Mr. Mou'd, 
Pewsey, was first for six floweiing plants, including rather small but well 
flowered examples of Statice profusa, Ericas, and Eucharis; Mr. Howe, 
gardener to Sir R. Sutton, Benham Park, Newbury, being. second with 
larger but not such good plants of Allamanda Hendersoni, Rondeletia 
speciosa, and Eucharis amazonica. Mr. C. Ross, Welford Park, Newbury, 
was a good first for six foliage plants, and Mr. Howe for twelve exotic Ferns, 
For a conservatory arrangement, occupying a space 12 feet by 5 feet, Mr. 
Ross was an easy first, his group gaining many points in lightness over the 
others, for which Mr. Howe and Mr. GammoD, gardener to J. Bishop, Esq., 
Newbury, were awarded second and third prizes respectively. In the class 
for a single specimen foliage plant, Mr. Howe took first honours with a 
medium sized specimen of Croton Williamsi; Mr. C. Ross following with a 
good plant of Seaforthia elegans. Mr. R. Lye, gardener to W. H. Kings- 
mill, Esq , was the only exhibitor of six Fuchsias, for which he was awarded 
first prize. Mr. Gammon was first for four Gloxinias. Coleuses, Balsams, 
Achimenes, Petunias, Zonal Pelargoniums were among other plants exhi¬ 
bited in very good quality. 

Cut Roses were not staged in quantity, two classes only being provided. 
For eighteen triplets Messrs. G. Cooling & Sons, Bath, were first with bright 
and even blorms, Mr. S. P. Budd, Bath, being a close second. Mr. G. Marked, 
Donnington, was adjudged first honours for twelve blooms, distinct: Mr. 
R. C. Norris, gardener to J. Porter, Esq., Kingsclere, taking the sec md place 
with larger but too fully expanded blooms. The first prize for twenty-four 
bunches of miscellaneous cut flowers was awarded to Mr. G. Phippen, 
Reading, who also held a similar position for a device in cut floweis ; this 
took the form of an anchor of scarlet Pelargoniums and white Rose buds on a 
groundwork of Maidenhair Ferns The prize for twelve bunches of cut 
flowers brought three collections, but neither requires any special comment. 
Mr. Phippen was first for a beautifully arranged bridal bouquet, Mr. Howe 
coming in first for a hand bouquet. ZinDias made a good show, Mr. D. 
Bosley, Speenhamland, Newbury, taking the lead with large, even-sized 
flowers, being closely followed by Mr. J. Cook and Mr. C. Norris in the 
order named. Asters and Dahlias were well shown, considering the ungenial 
weather experienced, and the early date of the Show. 

Fruit was very well shown, although many of the Grapes staged would 
have been better later on, Muscats especially being very gre-m. Mr. C. Ross 
gained first honours for Black Hamburghs ; Mr. Maher, Yatt:nden Court, 
Newbury, had a similar place for any other black, showing Gros Maroc in 
splendid condition. Several stands of Muscat of Alexandria were staged, 
hut all were more or less unripe, Mr. C. Howe being first and Mr. C. Ross a 
good second. Foster’s Seedling was shown in the class for any other white 
by Mr. R. Maher, who secured first place with small but well ripened 
examples. Two collections of eight dishes of fruit were staged, Mr. C. 
Howe again coming in for first honours, Mr. Gammon following closely for 
second position. Messrs. Pope and Lye divided the honours for Peaches, 
both staging good samples of Barrington, Messrs. H>we and Maher fol¬ 
lowing with Nectarines, Rivers’ Orange and Lord Napier being the va1 isties 
shown. The best dish of Apricots were staged by M-. G. Bishop, gardener 
to the Hon. and R-v. J. H. Nelson. Mr. Norris staged the best Melon, a 
small but good flavoured fruit of W. Tillery. Apples, Pears, Cherries, and 
Currants were largely shown, the principal prizewinners being Messrs. W. 
Pope, C. Rosb, R. Lye, C. Howe, G. Haskell, and R. Maher. 

Vegetables were staged in capital condition both by amateurs and 
gardeners. Messrs. Sutton’s prizes for a collection of eight sorts of 
vegetables brought together several baskets of excellent produce. Mr. 
R. Lye was a good first; his collection included beautiful examp'es of 
Canadian Wonder Beans, White Elephant Onions, Intermediate Carrots, 
Incomparable White Celery, Purley Park Cucumber, Perfection Tomat .es. 
Mr. Pope, Highclere Castle, Newbury, was a close srcond; Mr. Jas. Canning, 
Donnington, third. Mr. Pope was first for a collection of kidney Potatoes ; 
he also held the same position in the class for rounds, Mr. R. Lye following 
closely in both instances. Mr. Lye was also successful in the single dish 
classes for White and Red Celery, Intermediate Carrots, White Elephant 
Onions, Runner Beans, and Cucumbers. Messrs. C. Ross, W. Pope, Chas. 
Howe, J. Chamberlain, gardener to F. F. Somerset Esq., showing well in 
the same classes. Mr. Chas. Ross staged a splendid dish of Tomatoes, for 
which he was awarded the first prize, Mr. R. Lye being the only remaining 
exhibitor, both staging Hackwood Park Prolific ; the latter also contributed 
a good basket of salad in variety, for which he gained first honours. The 
amateurs and cottagers made an extensive display with vegetables, many of 
the exhibits equalling those of the- gardeners, and, in some instances, even 
surpassing them. 

There were some exhibits not for competition. Among them was a box 
of fine Lord Beaconsfield Raspberries, staged by Mr. Faulknor, of Inkpen, 
Hungerford. Mr. R. C. Norris being highly commended for a good assort¬ 
ment of named Carnations and Picotees, also some fine Clove Pinks, and a 
white prettily fringed and delicately scented Carnation named Sandringham 
White. There were also some very fine Zinnias staged by Mr. Eggleton, 
and a basket of seedling Coleus shown by Mr. J. Johnston, Newbury, not 
for competition. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF AURICULAS—GREY-EDGED. 

(Continued from page 92.) 

Beaton1# Fair Flora.—Once and only once, in the neighbourhood of 
Loudon, I saw a single pip out of a truss of six of this rich and aristo¬ 

cratic looking flower large enough for exhibition. That once is sufficient 
to show that it is possible by proper treatment to bring it up to the mark. 
Pip angular but full, very flat; edge undecided, but of good breadth ; 
colour dark velvety plum, of good proportion ; paste good, defined ; eye 
light yellow, anthers not projecting. 

Chapman's Maria.—A delicate growing plant with a tender constitu¬ 
tion, but without a rival the belle of the stage. The pip is rounded, of 
the shape of True Briton, often very large, not flat ; edge pure, of good 
breadth ; colour the most indescribable of ultramarine violet blue, 
unapproached by any other Auricula, and put on as delicately as it is 
beautiful in itself ; paste unimpeachable ; eye pale yellow but tolerably 
staunch, anthers not too prominent. Not in general a good trusser. 
This and Sophia are said by the raiser to have sprung from Moore’s 
Violet, which is not unlikely. 

Chapman's Sophia.—Almost as beautiful as Maria, but very differ¬ 
ent, and of a far hardier constitution. The foliage is slightly dusted with 
meal, serrated, glossy, and handsome. Pip fine and large, sometimes 
slightly pointed, often quite circular, flat ; edge often undecided like- 
Dickson’s Duke of Cambridge, which it resembles in more points than 
one ; colour a rich purple undistinguishable from that of Duke of Cam¬ 
bridge or Matilda, rather too broad ; paste of proper width, defined, 
somewhat scalloped ; eye bright lemon, open anthers even with the 
surface. A bold trusser. 

Dickson's Duke of Cambridge.—This fine flower, the best of Dickson’s 
raising, and only inferior in its sub-class to Sophia, should be classed 
with the greys as that is it3 characteristic form, but its edge is generally 
undecided and often green. Petal pointed; pip flattens; colour 
ruddy plum or purple ; paste too narrow and thin ; tube orange, and 
eye of proper size without prominent anthers; good trusser. Foliage 
narrow, but clean, smooth, and handsome. 

Dickson's Unique.—A very ornamental variety, but one that would 
rarely be shown except in a collection of twelve or twenty-four. Pip 
too small, pointed, but circular, crumpled ; edge undecided ; colour 
deep velvety plum ; paste as circular as the uneven surface will allow, 
hardly broad enough, thin ; eye greenish yellow, fades ; good trusser ; 
smooth handsome foliage. With many faults, a refined and pretty 
flower. 

Dixon's Lady Jana Grey.—One of the inconstants. I have had it 
a good white edge, and not a bad rich violet plum self with a beaded 
margin. In its characteristic state it is a good grey that in its early 
stage is very attractive. Pip not quite flat nor round, inclined to 
cup ; edge pure grey ; colour a brownish dark plum ; paste circular, 
not broad enough ; eye too large, deep yellow ; foliage very peculiar, 
smooth, glaucous, broad, half-mealed ; a fair trusser. Good average 

flower. 
Finlay son's Sir Cohort Peel.—Large plant; starry, showy flower 

of no great value. Pip flattens but is pointed ; edge decided ; colour 
bright reddish brown, very rich ; paste starry but of good substance 
and well defined ; eye orange, but too large, with projecting anthers ; 
bad trusser from shortness of footstalks. Foliage large, abundant, 
slightly serrated. 

Fletcher's Mary Ann.—A prude, always very correct, never very 
striking. Pip round, flat, with a refined but cold repellent look, which 
is enhanced by the imperturbable purity of the decided edge ; colour 
dark plummy chestnut with no life about it, often hardly broad enough, 
when it attains sufficient breadth it becomes more irregular and lively ; 
paste broad, even, defined ; eye brownish yellow, often too small; foliage 
very distinct, even, elegant, of light colour, rather narrow with but few 
leaves. A good trusser, and always a show flower. 

Fletcher's Ne Plus Ultra.—The reverse of Mary Ann. Large, bold, 
striking, and irregular, but of first-rate usefulness for stage or exhibition. 
Pip large, flat, circular, broad petalled ; edge beaded, of good grey ; 
colour dark velvety chestnut in the boldest dashes ; paste without a 
fault; eye lemon with projecting anthers ; foliage small, curled, not 
serrated ; a difficult plant to manage. 

Grimes' Pricateer.—This oldest of existing named Auriculas, being 
more than 100 > ears old, has been accused of want of refinement. I see 
no such want, though it is not so attractive as many others of inferior 
properties. Pip fairly circular and flat, with medium-sized petals 
slightly pointed ; edge decided and pure ; colour a brown so deep that 
it may be called black, of sufficient breadth, and well placed ; paste 
circular, of good substance, defined ; eye deep yellow with anthers 
rather too visible. Foliage dark green, mottled, veined, slightly mealed 

up the rib. 
Deadly's Splendour.—A showy flower that cannot rank high, with, 

light green foliage. Pip well rounded, with large petals, flat ; fair grey 
edge much broken into by streaks and smearing of its too plentiful 
colour, which is of the amiable reddish violet plum of Sophia and all 
that tribe from Duke of Wellington to Britannia; paste much too 
narrow, thin ; eye greenish orange with high anthers. 

Deadly's Stapliford Dero.—An uncertain flower of the Mary Ann 
sub-class, but which when good will take a high place, though of pro¬ 
perties inferior to that variety. Pip pointed, flat ; edge good ; colour 
dark chestnut with a dash of plum, starry, bold ; paste angular, of 
good substance ; eye brownish yellow, proportionate; fair trusser. 
Foliage full green, broad, pear-shaped, serrated. 

Deadly's Superb.—Not worth separating from Waterhouse’s Con¬ 
queror of Europe. A large pip with large rounded petals, flat enough 
but cupping slightly ; decided edge ; colour warm chocolate, not broad 
enough; paste good and round; eve brownish orange with short 
stamens ; a very small rim of rel on the edge of the tube like a Roman 
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Narcissus. Foliage dark green, loose, but more compact than that of 
Conqueror ; serrated. 

Hedge'8 Britannia.—A tender plant with robust-looking foliage of 
light green, and a stout stem which carries well a large even truss 
almost equal to that of Star of Bethlehem. Pip fiat, angular ; edge 
pure grey which soon fades ; colour too broad, but of the richest, softest, 
light reddish plum, the lightest and brightest of all its sub-class ; paste 
of good breadth and form ; eye orange, of good proportions, with low 
anthers. Foliage light green, crisp, neat, slightly indented. 

Lancashire.—The raiser of this was Robert Lancashire, whose name 
it most properly bears ; but it was let out, after some vicissitudes not 
very creditable to northern judgment, by Mr. Cheetham, whence its 
common name Cheetham’s Lancashire Hero. With one exception, its 
undecided edge, it is the model Auricula. Its pip is large, with large 
rounded petals, and opens flat; edge greenish grey, sometimes nearly a 
pure green except the bead ; colour nearly black, of good breadth, bold ; 
paste well proportioned, defined, of good substance ; eye light orange 
that fades to brown, with very short stamens ; magnificent trusser ; 
toliage small, dark glossy green, not unlike that of its evident parent 
Bolivar, or its grandsire Ringleader. Like all of the race it is slow in 
opening, but does not cup like the other two. 

Lightbody's Alma,.—A fair second-rate flower, of no great beauty. 
Pip almost circular but not flat ; nor does the truss sit well for want of 
length in the footstalks ; edge good ; colour very dark mahogany, not 
broad enough ; paste of good substance and proportion ; eye often too 
large with prominent anthers, of a good orange colour. Foliage pear- 
shaped, serrated, mealed up the rib. 

Lightbody's Richard Headly.—Pip well rounded, broad petalled, not 
large, flat ; edge good grey beaded ; colour rich brownish plum, not 
always of sufficient breadth ; paste of good substance, circular, defined; 
eye deep brown orange, anthers even with the surface ; medium trusser. 
Foliage smooth, glaucous, pear-shaped, slightly mealed. Altogether a 
refined and good flower. 

Lightbody's Sir Charles Napier.—Of the Conqueror of Europe sub¬ 
class, of equal size and of similar foliage. Pip round and flat: edge 
good grey ; colour nearly black but inconstant in breadth ; paste well 
proportioned and circular; eye too broad but of good greenish yellow, 
good trusser. 

Maclean's Unique.—A very striking and useful flower, that lasts 
very long in bloom ; but though it looks hardy even to coarseness it is 
very susceptible of frosts or cold winds in spring which are sure to sere 
the edge round the colour. Pip round and flattened ; edge good grey ; 
colour of the most likely dark maroon with a dash of plum in it, almost 
sparkling from its pointed form ; paste angular, land might be broader 
with advantage ; eye orange, too large, low anthers ; good trusser. 
Foliage very dark green, smooth. 

Smith's Captain Barclay.—Pip as large as in Conqueror or Ne Plus 
Ultra, and as flat as that of the latter, or indeed of any Auricula ; 
rather tame, but not coarse, circular with broad petals ; edge a good 
warm grey ; colour purplish violet and enough of it; paste good, 
round, sufficient ; eye orange with very short stamens; foliage curled 
not serrated ; truss-! One of the best of the large flowers. 

Sykes' Complete.—-A fine as well as a striking flower, carrying a 
large truss often thrown up as in Fletcher’s Ne Plus Ultra from a 
small plant. Pip round but not flat ; edge decided grey, beaded ; 
colour well proportioned, of so deep a brown as to be black in daylight ; 
paste even and well proportioned ; eye open, of full size, light yellow ; 
tube closed by anthers. From the time the truss appears this variety 
is easily distinguishable from all others by the dots of meal as large 
as a pin’s ihead with which every part of truss and stem is covered, 
whence the beading of the opened pip. Foliage curled and recurved, 
deep green, glossy, smooth at the edge. 

Warris's Union.—Not cf much value. It most resembles Privateer, 
but has a lighter body colour, and is not compact either in pip or truss 
like that variety, but has a straggling look. Pip tolerably flat with 
deeply indented petals ; edge good ; colour rich dark brown, even ; paste 
good, round ; eje well proportioned, orange ; not a good trusser. Foliage 
abundant, notched, veined, mealed up the rib. 

Waterhouse’s Conqueror of Europe.—An extra sized flower, which 
therefore presents a difficulty in matching it for exhibition purposes. 
Pip round, broad petalled, smooth, slightly cupped ; edge good grey, too 
bioad; colour dark chestnut, not broad enough, spotted with meal ; paste 
defined, good ; eye browned orange with short stamens. Certainly de¬ 
ficient in refinement except when it gives more colour than usual. 
Sensitive of cold in spring which produces a yellow stripe down the 
centre of each petal. Foliage spare and uneven, dark green. 

Witimer's Squire Chilman.—A fine flower. Plant of extra size ; 
•foliagelarge, flabby, abundant, slightly mealed on edge and rib. Pip 
flat, petals pointed ; edge good grey, too narrow; colour rich dark 
plummy brown ; paste good, circular; eye deep yellow, well propor¬ 
tioned, with prominent anthers ; truss large and well formed. 

Wood’s Lord Lascelles.—A large, bold, coarse flower, with an unde¬ 
cided edge, though I have once seen it classed as a green, one of a pair 
than won a silver cup. Those days it is hoped are over. It makes a 
large plant with handsome serrated foliage, that sends up a stout stem 
carrying an ample truss that needs much arranging. The pip is large 
and flattens sufficiently though not perfectly, pointed ; edge light green, 
thickly spotted with dots of meal; colour very deep brown, bold and 
good ; paste broad, defined ; eye light orange, much too large, with 
projecting anthers. 

(To be continued.) 

AMERICAN PLANTS. 

The following notes formed the chief portion of an essay read some 
time since before the Massachusetts Horticultural Society by Mrs, 
T. L. Nelson :— 

When summer flowers have bloomed and faded, and the Aster and 
Golden Rod are in their glory—when on the hills the gorgeous tints of 
autumn are glowing and shimmering in the hazy atmosphere, we begin, 
to think of the time when there will be nothing outside to even remind 
us of leaf and flower ; and then we gather, if we will—for Nature is 
lavish of her itreasures—our winter stores. What visions of the past 
rise before us, when all outdoors is bound in snow and ice, at the sight 
of a “ winter greenery,” as we sit before the fire and our gaze dreamily 
wanders towards the place where it is sitting. Again we are in the 
woods enjoying ourselves. At our feet sparkles and dashes the little 
brook, and, by its side, Moss, Lichen, and Fern are beautiful as ever ; 
we hear the rustle of the leaves over our heads, and it seems so real that 
it is hard to break the spell. 

But all this must be gathered before it can be enjoyed. Meadows, 
swamps, fields, and woods are to be visited and carefully searched, for in 
them, oftentimes only indicated by a dried leaf or berry, are the plants, 
bulbs, and tubers which are resting, and therefore the more to be sought 
after for winter bloom—for I have found by carefully watching that 
plants which bloom in spring and early summer are more to be relied 
upon for flowers in winter than later blooming ones. In cultivated 
flowers we select the largest and strongest bulbs and roots for winter 
blooming. If we wish to grow Lilies for winter flowering we select 
the finest bulbs, for in them is stored the perfect leaf and blossom. 
So in our selection of native plants select the strongest and best, for 
some will fail. Surely no florist expects to bloom all the plants and 
bulbs that he puts in his houses ; and for some unexplained reason some 
—in fact many—refuse to give us flowers in winter, yet they bloom 
abundantly in their native soil and season. I find from experience that 
most native plants can be grown successfully in light woody soil with a 
mixture of meadow moss ; and also that flat wire baskets or dishes, not 
more than 3 inches in depth, lined with moss and filled with earth in 
which to set the plants, are better than close dishes. After they are 
filled set them in a dish or saucer with water in it. In this way the 
moss acts as an absorbent, and supplies water as the plants require it. 
Moss on the surface, between the plants, is useful in counteracting the 
dryness of the air in our living rooms—for I take it for granted that 
native plants are to adorn and beautify our homes ; they are not often 
found in greenhouses. In speaking of the depth of the dishes, I am 
assuming that only small-growing plants are likely to be cultivated. 

And now we will take a look after plants. 
First, let us gather Epigsea repens (Trailing Arbutus). It ought to 

be gathered as late as possible, for the buds must be formed before 
gathered, and then it is not necessary to have much root; only keep the 
plants moist and close. I have not succeeded often in flowering it, 
except in a fernery or Wardian case, but it is almost sure to bloom under 
glass if properly gathered ; and how beautiful it is we all know. 

Hepatica triloba and II. acutiloba have thick, persistent leaves, and 
also form their buds in autumn. I find them among the surest of 
winter blooming plants ; in fact, they bloom in all places—in ferneries 
or dishes, sun or shade, their pure little blossoms appear almost before 
we know, or dare expect it. 

Sanguinaria canadensis (Blood-root) can be easily flowered, and 
although the foliage is coarse, as the flower comes before the leaf is 
grown, and as the plants can be forced but once, the foliage is of no 
consequence. The flower is pure white, and exquisitely beautiful. 

Calla palustris (Water Arum), our wild Calla, growing in muddy 
and swampy places, is really an attractive plant, and, having a 
tuber like Richardia rethiopica, can be easily grown, and with similar 
treatment. In Massachusetts it is herbaceous, and blooms in early 
summer. 

Next we will look after Arisaema triphyllum (Jaclc-in-the-pulpit), 
which forces finely. You can readily find it by its bunch of intense 
scarlet berries. On taking away the old stalk, you will find the bud 
ready to start when you are ready to start it. I have seen exceedingly 
fine plants of it in winter ; and with their stately leaves and blossom 
they are really very beautiful. They grow equally as well in open 
dishes or baskets as in a fernery. 

Sarracenia purpurea (American Fitcher-plant) is easily grown in wet, 
peaty moss, and, aside from the beauty of its “ pitchers ” (which you 
know are really the leaves of the plant), has a very curious flower. It 
is found in swamps and low, moist ground. 

Erythronium americanum (Yellow Dog-tooth Violet) bears cultiva¬ 
tion well, but will not bear the sun. It is one of the earliest spring 
flowers and is desirable, as both flower and foliage are beautiful. The 
foliage varies in marking ; sometimes it is very much spotted, and again 
almost as entirely green. 

The lovely Houstonia cserulea has never been sung by poets, but 
nevertheless it is lovely beyond compare. Pure and innocent, it raises 
its sweet little face to our gaze, and we think of all that is good as we 
look down upon it. I gathered “Alpine Daisy ” on Mount Washington, 
and admired its lovely blossoms, but, at the time, remarked to a friend, 
that it was no more beautiful than our little neglected Houstonia. 
This flower is also among the earliest spring flowers. What would be 
easier, as it grows in clumps, than to take up a piece or clump, and not 
disturb the roots, and when it has rested let it bloom in winter l 

Clintonia borealis has a greenish yellow, bell-shaped, Lily-like 
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flower, which can be cultivated with considerable success, and all must 
be pleased who do succeed. 

The Trilliums are easily grown if you mark the place where they are 
before the leaves are gone, and take them up after the foliage has 
ripened. There are at least three species—T. grandiflorum, T. erythro- 
carpum (Painted Trillium), and T. erectum,and they are all so beautiful 
it is a wonder more are not bloomed in winter. 

Then the Cypripediums. I have three species growing in my 
garden—C. parviflorum (small yellow), C. pubescens (large yellow), and 
C. spectabile (pink, or pink and white). 1 have never flowered them in 
winter, but they adapt themselves so readily to the garden I take it for 
granted there can be no difficulty in so doing. I know t hat C. spectabile 
forms its buds late in the autumn under the old stalk, precisely as 
Arisaama buds are found, and that shows conclusively that one can be 
grown as well as the other. 

Coptis trifolia (Gold-thread) is very attractive, with its dark green 
leaves that shine in the sun as if wet with dew. The flower is pure 
white, and contrasts admirably with the beautiful foliage. 

Mitchella repens (Partridge Berry) is one of the most charming of 
all our winter friends, for we get the persistent foliage, and bright 
scarlet berries ; and then it blooms finely in the fernery (and oftentimes 
out), and we have a combination rarely found, and doubly welcome for 
its beauty and rarity. 

Pyrola (Wintergreen) buds in autumn, and blooms well. 
Violets are so abundant in variety, that we have only to choose for 

ourselves ; but with them, and in fact all that I have mentioned, we 
must make a study of their individual habits, and learn how much sun, 
light, moisture, &c., they require, and give them as fair a chance as the 
flowers we take from our gardens. I do not believe our native plants 
are harder to grow, or need more rest and care, than ordinary plants ; 
but do you think we should take as much pains to grow one of our 
native Cypripediums as we do some of the imported species that are not 
nearly as beautiful ? 

I have no doubt that many of our native shrubs .are as well worth 
growing, both for pleasure and profit, as the Deutzias, Spiraeas, and 
Azaleas. Amelanchier canadensis (Shad Bush) grows and flowers so 
freely, there can be no doubt'about cultivating it. 

Leucothoe racemosa, if only for its mythical relation, might be 
brought into notice. And what more lovely flower in winter than 
Rhodora canadensis, with its rose-purple flowers hi umbel-like clusters, 
blooming before the leaves appear. 

Azalea nudiflora, our pink or purple wild Azalea, grows well in our 
gardens, and blooms when the plants are small, as does, also, A. viscosa, 
the white variety. Both varieties are growing and blooming finely in 
two gardens near me, where there is more or less clay, which goes to 
show that they are not particular as to soil. What, therefore, is to hinder 
growing them under glass as well as the imported species ? I think, 
however, they should be taken up in the spring and grown through the 
summer and autumn, in order to obtain good results. 

Rhododendron maximum adapts itself readily to our gardens, grows 
as well as the kinds we cultivate in them, and is more hardy. Why not 
try and grow it for winter bloom ? 

And so the list might be extended to be quite as long as the list of 
the cultivated plants that will bloom weli in winter. You know, of 
course, I do not mean stove plants, but only such varieties as are ordi¬ 
narily grown in winter. Fashion is all-powerful, and if we-could make 
it more fashionable to wear, or to have on our tables, native Violets than 
the foreign varieties, how the greenhouses and florists’ windows would 
overflow with the modest flowers. Or the beautiful Azaleas, Arbutus, 
or Sanguinaria, instead of Marigolds and Sunflowers. As it is, 1! some¬ 
body’’ starts a fashion and everybody follows it. All the time we 
look eagerly for “ novelties ” from any source, at home or abroad, 
and too often we pay dearly for very little. Why, then, do we not 
begin at home, and see what can be done with our native plants ? 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Autumn-sown Cabbages.—These are favourites in all gardens, and 
wherever a good supply of vegetables is desired they must be grown. 
Their importance may not be considered at the present time ; but it is by 
April or May, when they are producing many tine heads, and there is 
hardly anything else in the garden, that they become so valuable. In 
summer the Cabbage is a common vegetable, and many might not care 
to have them then, but in the spring months they are welcomed on all 
tables. It is because of this that all should be anxious to grow 
them and have them good. We sometimes hear it said, “ My spring 
Cabbages failed, they were sown too soon or too late,” but those who 
grow Cabbages year after year should learn to avoid failures from such 
causes. In spring the season differs considerably in certain localities, 
but just now the weather is much the same everywhere, and there should 

not be any great difference in sowing the Cabbage seed. As to the 
proper time of sowing no one can say to a day, but the whole of the 
autumn Cabbage seed may be sown within a fortnight, beginning about 
the 4th of August and ending by August 18th. Those who sow a good 
variety during the time indicated will not fail to have plants that will 
bear at a time in spring when they are most valued. Webb’s Emperor 
is a favourite early sort of excellent quality, and there are others of con¬ 
siderable merit. In wet weather or in a wet season we sow the seed 
broadcast in beds 3 feet wide, but in this unusually dry weather we 
prefer sowing in drills, as we can open the drills to a depth of 2 inches, 
water them thoroughly, sow the seed immediately afterwards, and cover 
at once. The moisture is then retained, the seed germinates quickly and 
freely, and numbers of young plants are produced in spite of the dry- 
weather. Cabbage plants are often very expensive to buy in the spring, 
but with a little extra attention many of them may be saved. 

Turnips.—The weather is now as dry with us as it has been any time 
this season. Our late-sown Turnips do not grow satisfactorily. There 
are many blanks in the rows, and the young plants appear sickly. We 
shall not trust to them for our winter supply, and as soon as rain comes 
a large quantity of seed will be sown. The variety will be Veitch’s Red 
Globe or the American Stone, as it will be a great advantage to deal 
with a quick-growing variety. If the seed is sown before August is 
over, or even in September, they will have a good chance of gaining 
some size before November, and they will grow up to that time at 
least. 

Endive.—The earliest of these are ready for planting, but they will 
not be disturbed until rain comes. They may be late, but they would 
be later if transplanted now, as it would take them a long time to get 
over the check they would be sure to receive. Sowing more seed, 
however, should not be delayed, and if the drills are opened and 
watered thoroughly before the seed is sown, germination will soon 
follow. 

Plants Going Blind.— No one would think of planting out 
Broccoli, Savoys, and Brussels Sprouts, unless they possessed a good 
centre, but many of them lose this after being planted, and if anyone 
will look over their plantations of winter Greens they will find some of 
the plants only consist of a few outer leaves. They are “ blind,” and 
will never grow or form useful heads. We have known whole quarters- 
affected in this way, and some go in ail gardens. It is an insect that 
causes it, and we save our plants from it remarkably well by dusting 
them frequently with soot until they have gained considerable size, and 
then there is no danger of their failing. The soot plan should be intro¬ 
duced everywhere, and all the plants that have become blind should be 
drawn up and good ones planted -in their places before the season is too 
far advanced. Do not judge the plants by viewing them from the 
pathway, as it is only on close inspection that their deficiency can 
be detected. We have known many remain unnoticed until it was, 
too late to renew them, and blind plants very soon reduce the value 
of Greens. 

Spinach.—We have had none for some time. The dry soil defied us- 
and won. The seed germinated and the plants could be seen in the rows. 
but they never gained any size, and perished from drought. The want 
of it has not been felt, as other vegetables have kept the table well 
supplied, but as Spinach is a favourite vegetable at the table we supply 
we do not intend being long without it. We are just about to sow some of 
the prickly variety. A vacant piece of ground recently cleared of Peas 
will be dug over, the drills will be drawn for the Spinach on it before 
it dries, and this, with the addition of some water in the drills, will 
enable the young plants to make a good start, and they will most likely 
succeed, as the nights will soon become cooler, and this will be in favour 
of all very young vegetables. 

Cabbage.—Peas, Globe Artichokes, and some other vegetables have 
become scarce in many places owing to the drought, and a continuance 
of this may cause a scarcity of many things further on. The remains of 
spring Cabbages may not appear promising at present, but they always 
furnish a large number of useful sprouts, and until it is seen that 
autumn vegetables are likely to be plentiful do not throw the old 
Cabbage away. 

Eably Potatoes.—These are now matured. They are rather small, 
very numerous, and excellent in quality. Should rain come second 
growth would be common amongst them, but the best way of treating 
them is to dig them all up at once and store past. They are dry and in 
prime condition for storing, and the ground from which they are taken 
will suit other crops, which may be put in as soon as it rains. We have 
not seen a diseased Potato this season. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Early Houses.—The foliage of trees 
started in December and early January is now beginning to fall; the 
trees all the same must not lack moisture, affording water or liquid 
manure to weakly trees as necessary to maintain the soil in a moist but 
not a saturated condition, as if too much water is given when the trees 
are to rest and the weather continues hot the excessive moisture at the 
roots is apt to cause premature growth, which must be guarded against. 
It does not much matter about rain, as with it the air is correspondingly 
cool ; indeed rain has a most beneficial and invigorating tendency. As a 
safeguard against starting the bloom buds, allow such laterals as are 
green and unripe to remain as an outlet for any excess of aliment, they 
being equally effective in maintaining activity at the roots. Early- 
forced trees do not as a rule make strong growth, having generally a 
larger proportion of single fruit buds than trees grown under more 
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favourable circumstances, triple buds not being nearly so frequent ; 
hence in pruning it is not desirable to cut back next year s bearing 
wood unless they are of great length. Very little pruning will be 
needed provided disbudding has been attended to, no more wood being 
trained in than is required to replace the bearing shoots of the current 
year and to renew worn out growths, as well as provide for the proper 
extension of the trees. Trees that have long been subjected to early 
forcing are seldom vigorous, but not infrequently become so enfeebled 
as to need the removal of the weak growths, which, though plentifully 
furnished with fruit buds, are undesirable from their affording much 
smaller fruit than is yielded b r the moderately vigorous and well- 
ripened growths. Some trees, however, make too vigorous or long- 
jointed wood, pushing laterals difficult to restrain, if they do not 
frustrate the formation of fruit buds and interfere with an equal distri¬ 
bution of the sap. Any trees which grow too vigorously must be lifted, 
whilst those which are showing symptoms of weakness may have the 
old soil carefully removed from amongst the roots, supplying fresh turfy 
loam with about a twentieth part of crushed bones and wood ashes 
mixed. Give a good watering both to the lifted trees and to those that 
have had the soil renewed about the roots. These operations require to 
be performed as soon as the leaves are mature and before they fall from 

the trees. 
Succession Houses.—Do not neglect to cut away the shoots that have 

borne fruit unless required for extension, and all the shoots where the 
growths are too crowded should be thinned. This will allow the foliage 
to be more readily cleansed by syringing, repeating as necessary, it 
being important that the foliage be kept clean and healthy as long as 
possible. With the freer access of light and air the buds will form per¬ 
fectly, attention being given to a due supply of water to the roots. 
Where the fruit is ripening a free circulation of air will enhance the 
quality considerably, sufficient water only being given at the roots to 
prevent the foliage becoming limp, and secure air moisture by an 
occasional damping for the benefit of the foliage, also fruit, which in an 
arid atmosphere is liable to become mealy, whilst it ripens prematurely 
if the trees suffer for want of a proper supply of moisture in the soil. 
Ants in some cases are apt to be troublesome, eating into the choicest 
and best fruits. We sink some saucers in the ground level with their 
edges, and as near the stems as practicable, pouring syrup or treacle 
into each saucer. The active creatures leave the fruit for the sweetness. 

Late Houses.—Attend to thinning and regulating the summer growths, 
and if they are laid in thinner jthan is customary with trees in earlier 
houses the wood will have a better chance to ripen and the foliage more 
certain to assimilate more food; storing it up in the buds and wood for 
the support of the blossoms and embryo fr.iit in the coming season. 
Gross growths tend to the impoverishment of the weaker, appropriate an 
undue amount of the sap, preventing an equal distribution of the ali- 
•ment, and favour nothing but unfruitfulness and gumming. They must 
be stopped, or better removed altogether. Endeavour to secure an even 
balance of moderately strong short-jointed wood, and to insure its ripen¬ 
ing ventilate freely in the early part of the day, allowing a good heat 
from sun through the day, closing in good time so as to run up to 85° or 
more, for sun heat after evaporation has been going on for some time 
will not do any harm if only care be taken to admit a little air before 
nightfall to allow the pent-up heat and concomitant moisture to escape, 
and the gradual cooling down of the atmosphere, thereby securing rest. 
The night and early day ventilation tends to the solidification of the 
•growth and its ripening. Keep the trees free from red spider by forcible 
eyringings until the fruit gives indications of ripening. The borders 
must be well supplied with water or liquid manure, and be well mulched 
with short manure. 

Vines.—Early Houses.—The Vines have the wood ripe, and the 
foliage or some of it is falling, but there must not be any attempt at 
removing it, nor to cut the laterals close in, as that would probably 
cause the principal buds to start; therefore remove the laterals by 
degrees, and shorten some of the long shoots, preserving, however, some 
growth, especially when the principal leaves are down, above the buds 
to which the Vines are to be pruned, the final pruning being deferred 
until the early part of next month. The old surface soil should be re¬ 
moved and forked from amongst the roots, taking the opportunity of 
raising any that are deep and laying them in fresh material nearer the 
surface. Good calcareous loam is the most suitable, with a twentieth of 
crushed bones and wood ashes. If the soil be light add a six of clayey 
marl, if heavy a sixth of old mortar rubbish. Charcoal is an excellent 
addition to the extent of a tenth. Give a moderate watering, and the 
roots will push (especially adventitious ones from near the collar) into 
the new soil at once, and be in capital condition for a start when the 
time comes round. When lifting or renovating the border is deferred 
until the leaves are all down the start is not nearly so satisfactory. 

Mid-eason Houses.—The Vines have done well considering the pro* 
lonjed drought, revelling in the light and heat, and red spider has not 
been nearly so troublesome as might have been expected. The Grapes 
have acquired bloom and colour rapidly, and though not quite so large 
in berry it is amply compensated for by the superb finish. Copious 
supplies of water through a good surface mulching, and occasional sup¬ 
plies of liquid of a sustaining rather than stimulating kind, have 

■contributed to the satisfactory result. Madresfield Court is taking its 
place—the foremost of midseason Grapes. Fire heat has not been 
necessary, as the requisite ventilation by night as well as by day could 
be secured to insure a circulation of air. The nights being rather cold 
have assisted Vines carrying heavy crops to perfect them through the 
rest accorded. 

Late Houses.—Continue to afford full supplies of heat through a 
good surface mulching, and until the Grapes are well advanced in colour, 
for most late Grapes take a long time to perfect thoroughly ; and some, 
particularly Mrs. Pince, even after appearing finished, are not so up to 
the shank, which is often a consequence of too early stopping the 
supplies of food, and in some cases the consequence of too short 
duration of the feeding are manifest in the Grapes shrinking. All late 
Grapes require time ; they ought now to be colouring or advanced 
therein, and then they will with a circulation of warm rather dry air 
constantly attain a fulness of berry and a perfection of finish ; indeed, 
poverty of finish is the chief cause of shrivelled Muscats, and others 
shrinking after they have hung some time. Afford a temperature 
of 70° to 75° by day artificially, 80° to 90° with sun, and close sufficiently 
early to increase to 90° or 95°. When the sun is losing power put on 
enough top and bottom air to insure a circulation of air, allow the 
temperature to gradually cool, which rests the Vines, and increase the 
ventilation early with the advancing temperature. The pipes should, 
if necessary, have a little warmth in them to prevent the night tempe¬ 
rature falling below 63° at night. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Adiantum enneatum.—Where these are grown expressly for 
cutting they must not be in a close atmosphere, or they will wither 
ydirectly they have been severed from the plants or exposed to more air 
conditions. A deep green colour of the fronds indicates too much shade 
and heat, and will not last. The young fronds on plants well prepared 
should have a reddish hue, and those fully developed a light green 
appearance. This is the result of light airy treatment. Plants that 
have been grown soft may be prepared to stand well if they are care¬ 
fully and gradually exposed to light and more air, but they are never so 
good as those grown under these conditions from the first. The develop¬ 
ment of the fronds is slower and the plants are longer before they attain 
a large size, but the main object is attained, and the fronds are fit for 
use directly they are well developed. In the end it is economy to 
prepare the plants well for this purpose, for less than half will give 
greater satisfaction and less trouble than double the number grown 
under close treatment. Young plants raised from spores in spring and 
now in 3-inch pots may be placed into 5-inch pots, in which they will 
develope a good number of fronds before winter, and make large plants 
another year. 

Adiantum, Pacotti,— This useful variety is well worth growing for 
cutting, in addition to A. cuneatum ; although it is too heavy for many 
purposes, it is invaluable for buttonholes. In spite of this, however, it 
will never supplant the old variety alluded to, for it will not yield the 
same quantity of fronds. The fronds are stiff, and need no wiring. To 
do it well it should be grown slightly warmer than A. cuneatum, and 
every care must be taken that water does not fall upon the fronds, for 
they are so thick that they are liable to damp. During hot weather, 
when plenty of air can be given, the fronds dry quickly, and less harm 
is done. 

Davallias.—For many purposes the fronds of these Ferns are valu¬ 
able, because they last fresh for a long time. For cutting to travel long 
distances and last well after they reach their journev’s end, no other 
Ferns are equal to them. These, like Adiantums, should not be grown 
too warm. The majority of kinds suitable for this purpose will do well 
in the greenhouse during the summer months, but require a temperature 
of 50° during the winter. D. bullata, D. dissecta, and some others are 
not injured in the least by remaining in a cool house the whole of the 
winter. Although many do well in the greenhouse they will make 
more rapid progress under intermediate conditions until the plants 
attain a fair size, or for starting them into growth in spring. 

Eteris serrulata.—This is a handsome and useful Fern for decora¬ 
tion in small pots, and lasts well in rooms and othei positions during the 
winter. A good number of seedlings now in pans and boxes should be 
placed singly into 2 and 3-inch pots according to the size most suitable. 
For grouping purposes we find them serviceable in various sizes from 
2 to 5-inch pots ; for the latter size two or three seedlings grown together 
are better than single plants, because they are thicker and better fur¬ 
nished at the base. This will grow in almost any soil and position, 
provided it is liberally supplied with water. We have usually started 
them in gentle heat, and when sufficiently developed removed them to 
cool quarters. 

HE) BEE-KEEPER 
NOTES ON BEES. 

CROWDING BEES DURING WINTER. 

There are many bee-keepers who act like the small 
bee-keeper mentioned by “ R. C., Kent," and many things 
in bee-keeping are recommended to be done that are 
positively injurious to bees, hindering them in their 
labours and lessening the profit of the bee-keeper. Re¬ 
moving frames of comb on the approach of winter or 
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during autumn is one of these, A swarm that has built 
its combs and filled its hive with them ought not to be 
interfered with further than removing surplus honey or 
feeding up to the required -weight if necessary. There is 
no advantage whatever gained by removing combs during 
the fall, but, on the contrary, much harm is done, not 
speaking of the bother attending the storing of combs 
and the trouble of removing them from the hive, the 
safest and best place for them when the hive is prepared 
for winter as it should be. Bees in a crowded hive during 
winter are more often on the wing than they should be, 
or than others differently treated are, hence they decrease 
in numbers. Giving bees plenty of space during winter is 
the best means of preventing too early breeding and other 
evils. 

If hives are to be contracted at all the month of 
March is the best time to do it; then as early as possible 
before the bees are crowded put back the combs removed, 
hut when the two systems are thoroughly tested no advan¬ 
tage will be found to accrue from those operated upon. 
With me this year, nuclei in large hives during winter 
have given large yields, but, again, these may be so small 
that it is advisable to contract a little, but never to crowd 
them. 

“THE BEST HIVE IN CKEATION.” 

In its complete form this is more expensive than the 
cheap hive I described, protected by an outside case or 
roof of iron, which is but a modified form of the “ best 
hive in creation,” and well adapted for every locality and 
system of bee-keeping, producing finer and more comb 
than other forms of hives. 

THE STANDARD HIVE. 

The standard hive advanced by interested persons is 
not a hive in its original state that will give satisfaction 
or profit. Since my articles appeared on cheap hives 
many have been made by bee-keepers, and I have had 
orders for some hundreds of them, but had to decline 
all, except a few that I supplied from my own stock, in¬ 
tended for my own use, and in every instance those who 
had them, practical bee-keepers, gave them an excellent 
character. The latest one was to the effect, “ It is the 
hive; the only ones I removed my bees in to the Clover 
during the warm weather, a distance of fifty miles, that 
were uninjured.” 

I know what is wanted in a hive as well as what is 
superfluous, and to those who take their bees from one 
place to another these hives are a pleasure rather than 
a toil, as is the case with most other hives. The reason 
that they are not advertised arises from different causes, 
but I believe I am right in saying the principal one to be, 
that the “ Standard hive ” is believed by novices to be 
perfect. Being fully cognisant of these things and of the 
opinions and experience of those who had much to say on 
bee-keeping was my reason for laying before your readers 
a full account of the cheap hive, its construction and how 
to make it. Where the amateur has a circular saw the 
work will be quite easy. The roggle, or trenching plane, 
is a useful tool, and dispenses with the circular saw in 
many cases. To prepare the front and back portion of 
the hive as well as those of supers, cut to the exact 
length, fix laths upon a board the thickness to be left 
beneath that checked out, then nail another piece upon 
the top as a stopper, place the wood in the recess, which 
must be of the neat size, outside measure. Now make a 
template, neat inside measure, having a fence held firm 
down, and shoot the plane round the ends and edge, and 
the work is done ; the sides only require to be cut an exact 
length, about one-sixteenth longer than the top bars, and 

nail, which is better for hive work than dovetailing. If 
“ R.C., Kent," follows these directions he will have hives that 
will suit him well whatever are his circumstances. During 
this summer I have witnessed many hives sent to novices 
that it is impossible for bees to exist in during winterr 
whether it be severe or mild. 

FOREIGN BEES. 

These are doubtless an acquisition, but their habits re¬ 
quire to be studied. I place the Carniolians first on the 
list, owing to their hardiness, amiable temper, and good 
honey-gathering qualities; they are as prolific as any, and 
the excising of queen cells on the eighth day after the 
prime swarm leaves will prevent trouble with after swarms. 
This can be done easily with these bees without either 
veil or quieter. 'J hey build comb more rapidly than most 
varieties, and store much honey, but do not seal it so soon 
as Syrians. The latter seal as they store, and very often 
supers will be found not filled with comb, but all that 
contains honey sealed. I have had the Carniolians nine 
years now, and they have always given satisfaction. The 
crossed Cyprians have surpassed them in making more 
weight; but when we find bees filling two body boxes and 
three supers of 20 lbs. each, one body box next the supers, 
weighing upwards of 30 lbs., all in five weeks from the 
time it occupied but one box, and all the others of the 
same breed as satisfactory, it is safe and pleasant to re¬ 
commend such industrious bees. 

SYRIAN BEES. 

I took some of these bees to the moors on the 20th of 
July, and must confess I never saw bees work more 
eagerly than they did that day; and although it was a 
carpet of flowers, Wild Thyme in profusion within a few 
yards of them, the shepherd informed me he saw them 
working upon the Bell Heather between two and three 
miles distant from their stand. The distance bees fly and 
work profitably is still an unsolved question. I was some¬ 
what amused with the persistence of these bees Yvhen set 
down and released to attempt to find their hive behind 
but between two others as it stood when at home. While 
this was interesting, it was all the more so to see the bees 
fly right over their hives and attempt to find the 
entrance facing the same direction as it was at home. It 
was the first time I observed this, but it explains fully 
that bees have a knowledge of the points of the compass 
unaided by any mark. Their instinct, great in that as it is 
in locality, shows plainly how they can return unerringly 
to any spot they have a desire to. 

My hives at the moors are wrapt in a piece of old 
sacking or mat, with the semi-circular iron roof, are alike 
protected from sun or rain, await the first opportunity of 
fine weather to fill their hives to overflowing in ten days 
or so from the finest bloom of Heather 1 have ever 
witnessed, and two weeks earlier than the average of 
years. Should a -week's fine weather occur, I shall lose 
no time in putting on an extra cover of supers, as, if not 
done, crowding out will be the result; but I -will not allow 
it, as crowding bees in any manner has never been found 
profitable by—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

BEES GATHERING HONEY OFF WHEAT. 

Is it not unusual for bees to gather honey from \\ heat ? I was in a 

Wheat field a few days ago adjoining my garden and only a few yards 
from my hives, and found hundreds of bees busy on the cars of W heat. 
On examination I found fluid—honey I suppose—issuing from where 

the sparrows had taken the corn. 
I have not had a single swarm from six stocks of bees this season, 

three in bar-frame hives and three in skeps. This I attribute to the late 
cold spring. The result has been nearly the same with other bee-keepers, 
scores of stocks in skeps have not swarmed.—J. Hiam. 
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TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 

Louis de Smet, Ghent, Belgium.— Lists of Orchids and General Plants- 
Auguste Van Geert, Ghent, Belgium.—Catalogue of Azaleas, Rhododen¬ 

drons, Camellias, Palms, and Orch ids. 
Waite, Nash & Co., 79, Southwark Street, London, S.E.—Wholesale 

Catalogue of Flower Roots, 1887. 

All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor ” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 
in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

A Seedling Fern (R. II. S.).—Your Fern is apparently a variety of 
Adiantum cuneatum with compact fronds like Adiantum Pacotti, but larger. 
The latter has become a favourite for decorative purposes, and if your 
■seedling was well grown it would no doubt be similarly useful. It is not 
uncommon to obtain such varieties when spores are sown of cultivated 
Ferns. Many curious forms of British Ferns have been selected in this way. 

Balsams (IF. J. G.).—The flowers are of fine substance, good size, and 
•excellent form, but the beauty of the plants wou'd depend chiefly upon the 
number of flowers they had. 

Longleat Perfection Melon (Bradwen).—This excellent Melon is the 
result of crossing the old Cashmere with Eastnor Castle, these two Melons 
having for several years been exclusively grown at Longleat. 

Tomatoes (F. W.).—Your plants appear to be attached with a fungus, 
analagous to that which attacks Potatoes. We are not aware of any remedy, 
but you cannot err by dusting the plants with sulphur, and maintaining a 
dry rather than a moist atmosphere, taking care to provide a free circula¬ 
tion of air night and dry. 

Tomatoes {A. B.).—We are not able to say which of the two varieties 
you name is the most reliable cropper, as we have seen equally fine crops of 
both. Hackwood Park crops very heavily, but does not always set the first 
trusses well. Plants from cuttings usually fruit the best in the winter, but 
sturdy well prepared seedlings often answer very well. As to the boilers if 
•of equal size we should choose the one that cost the least to purchase. The 
power of both would be increased with watering bars, and these we should 
have. 

Cycas Fruits (X.).—A kind of Sago is produced from the pith of Cycas 
revoluta in Japan, and the nuts are edible. C. circinalis also yields Sago, 
and the fruits, which are of the size of an Orleans Plum, are eaten in the 
Moluccas after being fermented and roasted. We must decline the re¬ 
sponsibility of advising you on the question of exhibiting your fruit in a 
collection for dessert purposes, as there is no telling whether the judges 
would disqualify or not, as, so far as we know, they have no precedent to 
guide them in the matter. 

Wet Vine Borders (Subscriber).—By all means make provision for the 
escape of water according to the method suggested in your letter, taking 
care not to injure the roots of the Vines any more than can be helped 
during the operation. We think you only complained of one Vine before, 
and this at least we should imagine you could replant, affording adequate 
drainage and better soil. The others would probably improve with the 
improved drainage and a dressing of fresh soil mulched with manure for 
inciting surface roots. 

Caterpillar on Lime (If. C. M.).—The caterpillar is that of the Lime 
Hawk moth (Smeristhus Tiliae) about half grown. It is not a common 
insect, but occurs in many localities, some near the metropolis. It is dis¬ 
tinguished from its brethren in the family by a curious horny plate above 
the tail. The food is also Elm as well as Lime, and after the winter has 
been passed in the pupal condition the moth emerges about the beginning 
of June, and flies vigorously at dusk. 

Dwarf Chrysanthemums (S. Wilks).—Sturdy, healthy cuttings grown 
in the full sun, inserted now in small pots of sandy soil, stood on damp 
ashes in a frame, kept moist, close, and shaded to prevent the leaves 
flagging, strike readily, and the plants are often very serviceable for various 
decorative purposes. The cuttings and young plants cannot have too much 
light and air consistently with keeping the foliage fresh. Thousands of 
dwarf plants of Pompon varieties are raised from cuttings inserted in J uly 
and August. 

Chrysanthemums Eaten (WordsworthV—The larger tops sent have 
been eaten by earwigs, the smaller punctured with the very small brownish 
weevil-like insect wo find in the box. It is very destructive. Syringe the 
plants, and when wet dint with tobacco powder, not only the tips, but a 
few inches down tin stem. It punctures the soft part, destroying the tissue, 
and the shoots curl over. We had recently the mortification of catching 
the enemy at work on snme splendid plants in a garden near Liverpool. 
The specimens you have sent shall be examined by an entomologist; in the 
meantime apply tobacco powder promptly and repeatedly, as may be 
required, and we think you will prove the conqueror. 

Sowing Nigella (Love-in-a-Mist) in Autumn (I?. T. II.).—Unless the 
situation and soil be favourable and the winter prove mild it is undesirable 
to sow this curious plant in autumn for spring flowering. It is best sown in 
early April, and it then flowers most of the summer. The best kinds are 
N. damascena and N. hispanica. 

Early Paris Market Lettuce (Idem).—Its chief recommendation is its 
earliness, it being particularly valuable for sowing on warm borders in early 
spring for a supply of heads in early summer. It is also good for succes- 
sional sowing through the summer, being very tender and exceedingly crisp, 
also for sowing in August and planting in frames to stand the winter to give 
a spring supply. It makes quite as good a heart as All the Ye ir Round, 
but neither is so good for stinding as Veitch’s Perfect Gem, which has been 
our sheet anchor this droughty season. 

Apple Tree Leaves Spotted (J. C.).—The leaves sent are attacked by 
the Pear-tree blister moth (Tinea Clerckella), wh'ch deposits its eggs in May 
or June upon the foliage; and the larval, immediately they are hatched, 
penetrates beneath the cuticle, and by feeding upon the parenchyma cause 
numerous brown spots or blisters. The best remedy is to collect the leaves 
in autumn and burn them, so that the chrysalis may be destroyed. In early 
June wash the trees with soapsuds, repeating a few times at a few days’ 
interval through that month, employing a syringe or garden engine for the 
distribution of the liquid. 

Small Worms in Soil (J. B. S. C).—We are obliged by your letter. We 
have no doubt the minute worms like threadworms are the destructive 
agents in the case. The soil appears infested with them, and for that 
used in potting the remedy is simple—namely, scorching. If placed in the 
ashpits under the fires in stokeholes or in other more convenient places it 
can be heated till all animal life is destroyed. The soil has only to be 

/ moistened to be made fit for using, and it will be more fertile than before 
the scorching. Where rubbish is burned in heaps in fields the aftergrowth 
is invariably more luxuriant where the fires have been than where the 
soil has not been scorched. It is conceivable the pests may be conveyed to 
the soil in the water that is used, but we do not think such is the case in 
the garden referred to. 

Chemical Composition of Plants—Urine (J. II. 77.).—We know of no 
work or works that give the information you appear to require. We do not 
know that quantitative analyses of Rose seed and Heath seed have been 
determined. We are unable to indicate with precision the particular soil 
or strata on which Yarrow refuses to grow, but little of it is seen in wet 
fen land, which is composed largely of decayed vegetable matter. Urine 
should not be used quite fresh, nor on the other hand should putrefaction 
be permitted to continue very long, or much of the carbonate of ammonia 
that is produced by fermentation will escape. Perhaps the best time to 
use the liquid is when it is three or four days old, or when fermentation is 
apparent. About six volumes of water will render it safe for the majority 
of crops. 

Grapes Shanking (A. B. C.).—As the Vines have only been planted two 
years we should lift them after the crop is cut, and place the roots nearer 
the surface in good loam with wood ashes and crushed bones mixed there¬ 
with, draining the border well and surfacing with manure. Placing strong 
fresh manure in contact with the roots and making it like a puddle, as you 
appear to have done with syringing, would cause the roots to decay and the 
Grapes to shank. As your house is only small you could easily sponge the 
under surfaces of the leaves with a mixture of softsoap and sulphur. Beat 
some sulphur into a paste, then mix it with the solution, which may be 
made by dissolving 2 ozs. of softsoap in a gallon of water. This applied to 
the leaves as suggested and left there for three days will destroy the red 
spider. The mixture should be of the consistence of cream when used 

Varieties of Black Hamburgh Grape (W. A.).—The best variety of 
Black Hamburgh is undoubtedly Mill Hill, which has the fine appearance of 
Dutch Hamburgh, but without the coarseness and hollowness at the centre 
that characterise that form, and the quality is equal to that of the Black 
Hamburgh; the latter is, however, excellent, and as a rule grows better than 
the Mill Hill. By planting the Vines now you will take time by the forelock 
—i.e., get them established, and they will be in a condition to make a good 
start when the house is closed in February. It is only a question of shading 
until the Vines recover from the partial disentangling and spreading out of 
the roots in the fresh material, afterwards exposing the growth fully to 
light so as to get the wood ripe. Cut hard back, and they will start well 
with the other Vines. It would be preferable tp plant at once than defer it 
until the house is started in February. 

Superphosphate of Lime (T. Jackson).—It is more useful as a manure 
than bones, because it is more soluble in watsr. If we bury a bone it will 
remain almost unaltered for years ; but if we break it into small pieces it 
decays much sooner, and if put round the roots of Cabbages will soon 
make them grow more fine and vigorously. Cabbages, however, are not the 
only garden vegetables benefited by bone manure, for phosphate of limei s 
one of the most constant constituents of all plants. Of this phosphate, 
therefore, the soil is deprived by every crop it bears, and to restore this 
phosphate to the soil is an object with every cultivator. It was long since 
shown by chemists that phosphate of lime is the chief ingredient in all 
bones, and consequently these by degrees have become one of the most 
extensively used manures. In every 100 lbs. of sheep’s bones there are 
70 lbs. of phosphate of lime; in 100 lbs. of horses’ bones sixty-eight of that 
pliospate ; and in the same quantity of ox bones 55 lbs. As phosphate of 
lime is insoluble in water, and even bone dust is slow in decaying, it was 
suggested that by dissolving it in a sthong acid, superphosphate of lime, a 
substance soluble in water would be formed, and also all the other con- 
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stituenta of the bone be presented to the roots of the crop in a most avail¬ 
able form. This process is said to have been first adopted by Mr. Fleming 
of Borrochan, N.B., in the year 1841. He employed muriatic acid (spirit of 
salt) to dissolve the bones, hut it was subsequently found that sulphuric 
acid (oil of vitriol) was both cheaper and better. 

Marechal Niel Roses (G. S.).—We are most wil'ing to give what infor¬ 
mation we can, and we desire that when anything stated by us is not 
understood that further inquiries should be made for elucidation. It was 
stated in our reply last week that if a wall existed it wou'd he economical 
to erect a house against it, and that with a front 2J feet high and a width 
of 18 feet the wall should be 15 feet high. That would give the proper 
pitch and slope of roof for the Hoses, the growths being trained to wires 
about a foot from it. When we said the back wall would not be of much 
use we, of course, referred to it for covering ; and it is very certain if the 
roof were well covered, as it should be, without overcrowding, the hack 
wall, then shaded, would be of small use for Roses. We gave you a refer¬ 
ence to the Rose houses at Ascot, also dimensions for a span-roofed 
structure. We will now reproduce what appeared in our columns not very 
long ago about growing the Marechal in a lean-to at Burgbley “In one 
house Figs cover the back wall, with MariSchal Niel Rose on the roof in 
grand condition. We have seen many remarkable examples of this fine 
Rose, one of them hearing 3000 blooms, hut the Burgbley specimen sur¬ 
passes them all as a type of high culture. It is on the Briar, and fortu¬ 
nately worked low, as ought always to be the case when this Rose is 
worked at all. It is planted in the centre of the house and close to the 
front, horizontal main branches being trained right and left along the base 
of the rafters. These horizontal mains are the only permanent portions 
of this fine tree. At intervals of 5 or 6 feet wires are stretched up the 
roof, and to these are secured the flowering shoots; and it is to he particu¬ 
larly noted they are annual shoots—that is to say, as soon as the blooms 
are cut in May or June the growths are cut quite down to the base of the 
rafters. The roots being in rich soil and generously fed strong growths 
start at once, and four or five of these are trained up each wire. They 
speedily reach the top, and are then shortened. These young growths are 
fully as thick as an ordinary pencil, and many of them much thicker, 
while the foliage is remarkable for its size, substance, and deep rich 
green._ One of the leaflets casually measured exceeded 6 inches by 5, 
exclusive of the footstalk. When it is remembered that every hud on 
wood thus prepared affords at least one flower some idea may he formed 
of the pendent massive lines of golden blooms that must be produced. 
The effect cannot but be magnificent and worth a long journey to see. This 
is the simplest and best of all systems of growing the Marechal Niel Rose 
under glass. We have proved its value years ago, and seen the plan 
carried out by others, but never so well as in the example under notice. 
The wires are placed at the distance stated, so that the Figs on the back 
wall received the light between the cordons of Roses. The stock of the 
Marechal, as is almost invariably the case, has increased much faster than 
the Briar. This is the cause of the death of many fine plants, or rather 
trees when budded high, but worked low the junction can be covered 
with soil. This is what has been done at Burghley by packing a wall of 
turves round the stem after a sharp knife had been drawn down the Briar 
portion, cutting quite through the bark, and it is expected the health and 
vigour of the specimen will be maintained. The roof under which this 
Rose is trained is 3C feet long by 18 or 20 deep. Worthy of record as are 
many doings at Burgbley, not one is more worthy than this splendid 
instance of Rose culture.” You will perceive that much space was 
allowed between the Roses for admitting light to the Figs on the back 
wall; but for them the Rose growths might have been trained a foot apai t 
up the roof, and then the back wall would be shaded. Roses might be 
grown against it, no doubt, but they would be few and poor in comparison 
with those on the roof. It would not he advisable for you to rely on 
one plant. Do what we advised, and cut the Roses well back to induce 
strong growth the first season ; when these reach the apex of the roof 
top them, and if the wood is strong and ripe it will yield fine blooms 
the entire length, and if these are cut early—say in May—the old stems, 
if cut down to the base of the rafters, will push strong growths that will 
quickly cover the roof again for flowering another year—always provided 
that the best cultural attention is given, the Roses being adequately 
supported, and not an insect of any kind allowed in the house. We think 
with the aid of our two replies you ought to he able to succeed in your 
object; still, if there should he anything you yet fail to comprehend do 
not hesitate to write again. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the beBt packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(F. IF.)—1, Begonia Ingrami. 2, B. metallica, both of very easy culture, 
requiring a warm greenhouse or cool stove temperature in the winter. The 
numbers should always he written on the outside, not inside the paper 
ligatures of plants sent to be named. (Reader).— Pyrus Aria, the White 
Beam Tree. (W. H., Blackheath).—1, Aerides crassifolium. 2, Dendrobium 
secundum. (</. C., Bristol).—We should be pleased to oblige you with the 
names of any specimen s, hut the flowers suffered so much in transit through 
the post in such a fragile box that we can only suggest that the Cymbidium 
is pendulum ; the Aerides, odoratum and Larpentse. (G. S.).—2, Asplenium 
longissimum. 4, Adiantum formosum. The others were insufficient. 
(IF. R.).—1, Harpalium rigidum. Yes, it is much like Helianthus japoni- 
cus as seen from some cf the nurserymen. 2, Lilium chalcedonicum. 
3, Scahiosa caucasica. (D. C.).—Melilotis officinalis. 

Bees in Roof (T. L.).—The only way we know of getting rid of the bees 
is by fumigation, but the place they have occupied seems by your account 
to be so difficult of access. We are sorry we cannot suggest any other 
way. 

Bees ((?.).—Your suggestion has been frequently considered, and would 
have been carried out but for the certainty that it would be a failure 
financially. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 10th. 

Our market is now getting quieter, soft fruit being nearly done, 
remain as last week. 

FRUIT. 

Prices 

Apples, 4 sieve. 0 
a. 
0 

S. 
to 0 

d. 
0 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 

Cherries, £ sieve 6 0 8 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 0 0 0 0 
Fig?, dozen . 1 6 o 0 
Grapes, per lb. 1 6 2 6 
Lemons, case. 10 0 15 0 
MeloD.each . 3 0 3 0 

s. d. s. d. 
Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0tol2 0 
Peaches, dozen .... 2 0 6 0 
Pears, dozen.10 16 
Pine Apples, English, 

per Ih.1 6 00 
Plums, 4 sieve. 0 0 0 0 
St. Michael Pines, each SO 6 O’ 
Strawberries, per lb. .. 0 0 0 0 

VEGETABLES. 

Artichokes, dozen .. .. 
8. 
1 

d. 
0 

8. 
to 2 

d. 
0 

Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Beans, Kidney,per lb. .. 1 3 0 0 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 1 0 2 0 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Brussels Sprout?, £ sieve 0 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 1 6 0 0 
Capsicums, per 100 1 6 2 0 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 
Celery, bundle 1 6 a 0 
Coleworts, dcz. bunches a 0 4 0 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 4 0 6 
Endive, dozen. l 0 2 0 
Herbs, bunch. 0 2 0 0 
Leeks, bunch. 0 3 0 4 

8. d. 8. d„ 
Lettuce, dozen .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Mushrooms, punnet .. 0 6 1 0 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
Onions, bunch.. .. 8 0 6 
Parsley, dozen bunches 2 0 3 0 
Parsnips, dozen .. 1 0 0 0 
Potatoes, per cwt... .. 4 0 6 0 

„ Kidner, per cwt. 4 0 0 0 
Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 0 
Salsafy, bundle 1 0 1 6 
Scorzonera, bundle .. 1 6 0 0 
Seakale, basket .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Shallots, per tb. .. 0 S 0 0 
Spinach, bushel .. 8 0 4 0 
Tomatoes, per fb. .. .. 0 4 0 6 
Turnips, bunch .. 0 4 0 6 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 
8. 
6 

d. g. 
Oto 12 

Arbor vitas (golden) dozen 6 0 9 
,, (common), dozen.. 0 0 0 

Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 9 
Calceolaria, dozen .. .. 3 6 8 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 3 0 4 
Dracasna terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 
Erica, various, dozen 0 0 0 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 
Ficus elastica, each i e 7 
Foliage Plants, var., each 3 0 10 

Abntilons, 12 bunches .. 
8. 
2 

CUT 

d. s. 
0 to 4 

Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 3 0 6 
Asters, 12 hunches .. .. 8 0 6 

„ French, bunoh .. 1 6 2 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. .. 0 0 0 
Bluebells, 12 bunches .. 0 0 a 
Bouvardias, bunch .. 0 e l 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 

12 bunches.. 4 0 6 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 1 8 3 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 8 0 6 
Daisies, 12 bunches S 0 4 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 4 0 6 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 1 6 3 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays 0 0 0 
Iris, 12 bnnohes .. .. 0 0 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 
blooms. 0 0 0 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 8 0 6 

Lilium lanoifolinm, 12 
blooms. i 0 2 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunch . 0 0 0 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 0 
„ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 

d. s. d. 8. d. 
0 Fuchsia, dozen. 3 0 to 9 0 
0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 8 0 6 0 
0 „ Triooior, dozen 8 0 6 O 
0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
0 Lilies Valley, dozen 0 0 0 0 
0 Lilium lancifolium, doz. 12 0 18 0 
0 „ longiflorum, doz. 18 0 24 0 
0 Lobelia, dozen. 3 0 5 0 
0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 
0 Musk, dozen . 2 0 4 0 
0 Myrtles, dozen. 6 0 12 9 
0 Palms, in var., each 2 6 21 0 
0 Pelargoniums, dozen 6 0 12 0 
0 „ scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
0 Spiral, dozen. 0 0 0 0 

FLOWERS. 

a. 8. d. 8. d. 
0 Lily of Valley, 12 sprays 0 0 to 0 0 
0 it ,t 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
0 Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
0 Mignonette. 12 bunches 1 0 3 0 
0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 2 0 3 0 
0 Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
0 „ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
0 Pansies, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 3 0 6 0 
0 Pelargoniums, 12 trasses 0 9 1 0 
0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 0 6 
0 Pinks, White, 12 bnnohes 0 0 0 0 
0 „ various, 12 bunch 2 0 4 0 
0 Pceony, 12 bnnehes.. .. 0 0 0 0 
0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
0 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 

„ (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 0 
0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
0 Ranunculus, 12 bunche3 0 0 0 0 

Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 
0 ,, (indoor), dozen 0 9 1 0 

„ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 0 
0 „ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 

„ de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
6 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 2 6 4 0 

Tropmolum, 12 bunches 1 0 2 0 
0 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 i 0 
0 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
0 

CROPPING A FARM. 

That many a tenant farmer is prevented from laying 
down some portion of his land to pasture by ignorance 
there can be no doubt, for bow frequently is advice to 
make more pasture of some sort or other met by vague 
remarks about the cost, the uncertainty of results, and 
the length of time required for the development of really 
good pasture. Such arguments are both simple and 
foolish, and are best confuted by pointing to examples of 
flourishing new pastures in the bands of really competent 
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men. It is, of course, understood that to a tenant farmer 
an immediate annual return upon all farm expenditure is 
a matter of vital importance. Keeping this point fully 
in view, we would earnestly recommend him to try a few 
acres of his best land in pasture. What! Put down the 
best corn land to grass? Yes, certainly, for we never 
would lay down poor land out of condition, knowing as 
we do that it answers just as well to cultivate it as highly 
for forage as for corn. It is simply owing to inferior 
cultivation—often to the entire absence of anything like 
systematic cultivation—that we see so much poor pasture, 
foul with water grass, and rushes, and often so wet that 
it will not carry sheep in winter. Never was the import¬ 
ance of high farming more apparent than in the present 
hot dry summer. Where the land is well drained either 
naturally or artificially, and is clean and fertile, there are 
abundant crops of hay, stover, roots, and corn ; the 
reverse is the case very much according to the poverty or 
otherwise faulty condition of the land. 

Take, for example, the hay crop. Under really good 
culture it was abundant enough, because the soil is kept 
so well stored with fertility that every plant in the pasture 
is in a state of robust health throughout the year. 8uch 
pasture is never really bare and brown in winter; rather 
lias it a fresh, green, vigorous appearance, so that when 
the annual dressing of chemical manure is applied to it 
in February a full strong growth and an abundant crop 
of hay can be reckoned upon with certainty. There must, 
however, be no irregular fitful use of manure, but it must 
be applied annually, and our readers may rely upon our 
assurance that the outlay upon such manures, provided 
they are obtained in a pure state separately and mixed 
at the farm, is as sound an investment as a farmer can 
make. By an annual outlay for a given quantity of nitro¬ 
gen, phosphorus, and potash of from 20s. to 30s. per acre 
he may obtain from two to ten tons of sweet wholesome 
forage per acre. Compare this with corn crops; com¬ 
pare, too, the labour required for the cultivation and 
harvesting of an acre of the heaviest hay crop with that 
involved in the culture of corn, and surely it must be 
acknowledged that a larger proportion of pasture is desir¬ 
able upon all farms. 

Heavy-land farmers whose crops are suffering from 
the effects of the drought may, we hope, be induced to 
follow our example, or ratber join us in laying down from 
a third to one-half of such land in pasture. We have 
repeatedly given our own method of doing this work, and 
wa may now usefully give that of Mr. C. Ranclell of Chad- 
bnry, which is undoubtedly characterised by simplicity 
and utility in a remarkable degree. Mr. Randell lays it 
down as a primary condition that the land be drained, 
which he wisely regards as an absolute necessity. Next 
it must be clean, especially from couch grass. Due 
attention is also given to the importance of a fine tilth 
for the seed bed; and he shows that if under such con¬ 
ditions and with favourable weather the seeds be sown 
in July, if aided by 5 cwt. of fish guano per acre, contain¬ 
ing 8 to 10 per cent, of ammonia and 35 per cent, of 
phosphates, they will be established before winter, and 
if the season prove exceptionally favourable the growth 
may require to be eaten off in September. The mixture 
used by him was 1 bushel of Cocksfoot, half bushel 
Perennial Rye Grass, 6 lbs. Cow Grass, 2 lbs. of Dutch 
Clover; the per-centage of growth guaranteed being 
Cocksfoot 40, Rye Grass 70, Cow Grass 80, and Dutch 
Clover 80. He was able to procure this mixture of seeds 
for about 15s. per acre. The reason given for feeding off 
the growth in September is the very sound one that other¬ 

wise it would be liable to injury from frost during winter. 
Folding of lambs is recommended then, but it must not 
be forgotten that many lambs in September are almost 
as big as the ewes, and we think either or both class of 
animals might be used provided they were passed over 
the new pasture so quickly that it is not eaten off too 
closely, or in other words not left absolutely bare. 

Whether the seeds are sown in July or in spring with 
a corn crop, it is certain that under good management 
an abundant crop of forage can be had in the following 
year. If this is done especial care must be taken to mow 
just as the grass comes into bloom, or to feel off by 
folding two or three times in succession, never leaving 
the sheep to wander at will upon it, and taking them off 
altogether by the end of September. 

WORK OK THE HOME FARM. 

The ewes may now be said to be really dry, though one or two have 
slightly swollen udders. This is very much prevented by making the 
process of weaning a gradual one ; first of all keeping the lamb3 away 
only in the day and letting them go back to the ewes at night, and so 
gradually withdrawing them altogether. All this involves some extra 
trouble, and some shepherds comply with orders to do it very unwill¬ 
ingly. A master must, however, before all things insist upon implicit 
obedience to a thing which he knows to be right. We always listen to 
the remonstrance of a good servant, and if he is right we tell him so, 
and commend him for speaking out. But that is a very different matter 
to the obstinate stupidity of crass ignorance. 

Foot rot in a flock is by far too common, for we know that it might 
be confined to narrow limits, if not entirely eradicated ; but to do this 
demands much perseverance on the part of the shepherd. It is the 
proud boast of one of our shepherds that he has cured his sheep of foot 
rot, and that he intends to keep them free of it in future. We have 
three other flocks all with some cases of foot rot, and we do what we 
can to induce bailiffs and shepherds to give the necessary pains and time 
to cure it. Our farms in hand are unfortunately so far apart that daily 
supervision on our part is impossible. Yet we know full well that there 
never was a case of foot rot yet that could not be cured by downright 
perseverance. There is occasionally a case that is most difficult because 
the foot is hot and swollen without any exterior wound ; frequent 
bathing and poulticing is the only remedy, and in due course a cure is 
effected; very bad cases should be isolated and have daily attention. 
First of all let any loose portion of the hoof be cut off carefully with a 
sharp knife and sure hand, then let the foot be bathed gently with warm 
water and apply G-ell’s ointment upon the affected parts, taking especial 
care to work it well up between the hoofs if any soreness is perceptible, 
Poultices should be applied daily to very sore feet, the best thing for the 
purpose being linseed meal. When changing the poultice always foment 
the foot with warm water. 

LETTER BOX. 
Poor Pasture ij. T. K.).—1J to 2 cwt. of nitrate of Sofia per acre imme- 

di'.tely rain falls, if it falls soon, would increase the “ bite ” of grass in the 
autumn. It i3 of little use applying it in hot scorching weather. Your 
lcter will be more fully aiswered in a future issue, which will be soon 
enough for your purpose. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LOXDO". 

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N.; L ong, 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitule, 111 feet. 

Date. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

vh 5-: Hygrome- d . 'o Shade Tem- Radiation d 
1887. - ^ /. ter. 

2-- 8 
perature. Temperature d 

« 
July and August. d V e-J £ x ~ In On 

— ~ d Dry. Wet. P< *3 C-t Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. la. 
Sunday. 31 30.024 60 4 61 *» N.E. 614 76.5 56 9 121.0 51 8 _ 
M. >nd.iy. 1 30.270 65.') 57.2 W. 65 0 78 5 49 7 128 7 40 2 _ 
Tuesday .. 2 30.270 65.6 5...7 Is'. 64.7 76.3 51.6 129.2 45.2 _ 
Vi ednesday. 3 3*1.392 62.4 54.6 E. 64 4 74 2 49 8 102 8 45 7 _ 
Thursday ... 4 30.36 i 63.8 55.9 E. 63 7 74 7 48 6 J09.8 41.6 _ 
Frid.iy . 5 30.246 64 8 67.6 K. 63 5 77.8 5*1.2 117.9 46 6 _ 
Satarday ... G 30.124 "US | 64.8 E. 64 2 88.5 53 8 1263 49 3 — 

j 30.212 65.6 1 58.4 , 643 78.1 61.5 1X9 4 47 1 — 

REMARKS. 

31st.—Fine and hot, with frequent lightning in late evening. 
1st.—Fine and pleasant throughout. 
2nd.—Fine and bright, clouding over occasionally. 
3rd.—Fine, and mostly bright though hazy. 
4th.—Fine, bright, and pleasant throughout. 
5th.—An almost cloudless summer day with pleasant breeze. 
6th.—Exceptionally bright and hot. 
The drought ctntinnes. The total fall of rain in July wa3 only 1'07 inch, and 

noue has fallen in the past week. Temperature still considerably above the av^r.ge, 
bnt nights rather cooler—Q. J. Symons. 
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18 TH 
19 P 
20 S 
si SUN 11th Sunday after Trinity. 
22 M 
25 "u Royal Horticultural Society—Fruit and Floral Committees at 11am. 
24 w 

THE SEASON. 

OT, so far as we remember, since the tropical 
summer of 1868 have gardeners had such 
great obstacles to contend with as during the 
present season. A lingering winter and a 
long, cold spring, followed by a summer that 
will be memorable for the absence of rain, 
have rendered the work of cultivation most 
difficult, and of maintaining the usual sup¬ 

plies of garden produce next to impossible, except in 
low-lying districts and moisture-holding soils, or where 
the water supply has been abundant and the labour 
adequate for its effectual application. 

As a body we believe there is no class of men more 
persevering under difficulties than British gardeners, nor 
more determined to surmount whatever obstacles may 
beset their path ; but no foresight, energy, or labour 

■could prevent their Cabbages “bolting” in many districts 
■during the early part of the season, nor was it possible 
that the Pea supply could be maintained over the usual 
period. Inconvenience has been experienced through 
the limited supply of those two staple crops, and the cry 
for crisp, juicy Turnips has been uttered in vain. 
Generally speaking the owners of gardens take into con¬ 
sideration the circumstances that affect their productive¬ 
ness. It is but just and right that they should do so, 
for they may depend upon it that, however great their 
inconvenience and disappointment in the shortcomings of 
the vegetable supply, those of the men who have striven 
to the utmost to avoid it are still more keenly felt. 

Though we make no pretence of suggesting that every 
gardener in the kingdom has done the best that might 
have been done under the circumstances, we do not 
hesitate to say that all worthy members of the craft—well- 
trained, thoughtful, industrious men—have laboured un¬ 
ceasingly to do credit to themselves and to develope to 
the utmost the resources at their command, and we be¬ 
speak for all such the consideration to which they are 
fairly entitled. Though the returns from many gardens 
have not been equal to those in past years, it should be 
remembered that in instances innumerable those charged 
with their production have worked longer and harder 
than in years of abundance. 

It has been quite beyond the power of man in the high 
and dry districts in the south of England to maintain any¬ 
thing like the usual supplies of vegetables this year. 
They could no more do this than farmers in the same 
localities could insure full crops of succulent herbage for 
their herds and flocks. As an instance of the powerless¬ 
ness of cultivators in a season like the present we find 
that a nurseryman who has about 40 acres of trees, 
shrubs, and flowers estimates his loss through causes 
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absolutely unpreventable at a thousand pounds. His 
young stocks, that ought to have been saleable in the 
autumn, have stood still, and he has expended more than 
the ordinary amount in labour in keeping them alive, or 
at least those of them that have not succumbed to the 
roasting ordeal to which they have been subjected. If 
that is so—as it undoubtedly is in nurseries—similar 
results, but on a proportionately less yet far too great a 
scale, must of necessity follow in gardens, because the 
same cause has operated in both cases. 

It should be remembered, too, that the inconveniences 
pertaining to a season like the present do not end with 
the comparative failure of summer crops. The infliMnce 
of the weather of the past and present seriously affijcts 
and governs the supplies of the future, and unless the 
rain falls and in something like a deluge, in the south 
of England, and possibly elsewhere, autumn, winter, and 
spring crops must be quite inadequate for consumptive 
purposes, for obviously if plants cannot be raised and 
planted in due time, crops cannot be perfected in their 
season; and by-and-by, when the rain is falling, and it 
may be watercourses overflowing, there will be some diffi¬ 
culty in enabling the inexperienced in cultivation to 
appreciate the fact that the limited supplies then existing 
will be consequent on the drought. Yet such will be the 
truth notwithstanding, and it may be well to record it 
in advance. 

Rain has fallen more or less copiously and refreshingly 
in various parts of the kingdom, but in others gardens 
and fields are “ burnt up ” by want of the showers that 
occasionally promise yet do not come, or come tantalisingly 
in the form of a “few drops ” that scarcely lay the dust. 
In the metropolitan district, and for miles round, lawns 
and pastures are as if seared, and save under exceptional 
conditions scarcely a tinge of green is visible. Cabbages 
and Broccolis are “ blue ” and stunted, also riddled with 
caterpillars and sundry pests that are invariably the most 
prevalent during periods of excessive heat and prolonged 
drought. Peas have long been devoured by a horde of 
thrips that could not be subdued, and the blossoms of 
Scarlet Runners are falling in shoals, leaving no pods 
behind them. Celery is blistered by the maggot that is 
eating the life out of the plants, relays of eggs appearing 
to be deposited in the leaves with extraordinary persist¬ 
ency, while trees in orchards and fruit gardens swarm 
with red spider. Lettuces form flower stems when the 
plants are a few inches high, and the greatest difficulty 
has been experienced ininducing Cabbage and other seeds to 
germinate or the plants to grow afterwards in the dry, 
hot land. Lime trees are leafless, and the foliage of 
Chestnuts shrivelled and brown. Such are the conditions 
now, and that gardens can be well furnished either at 
present or for some time to come is out of question. 

The season will teach lessons that ought not to be 
lost. The owners of property will perceive the necessity 
of making provision for a better water supply or the 
storage of rain. Not half sufficient accommodation is 
made for collecting the water, the best of water, that 
falls from the clouds. We are among those who have 
made the necessary provision in the form of tanks, and 
have averted a water famine. Curiously enough, while 
writing this sentence Mr. Shirley Hibberd’s pamphlet on the 
subject comes to hand, and we learn it is now sold for 6d. 
It is entitled “ Water for Nothing,” and is re-issued by 
W. F. Allen. The author truly says, One inch of rain fall¬ 
ing on an acre of ground is 22,622 gallons, and he further 
remarks, if there are twenty-five houses on that land and 
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only one-tenth of the total fall is caught and saved, that 
is 2262 gallons for each house. Whether that is correct 
or not, there is much of interest in the pamphlet and use¬ 
ful information as to the number of gallons tanks of 
specified sizes will hold. It is necessary to remember the 
date of the work (1879), or some of the observations on 
page 5 will not be understood. 

Gardeners will be impressed with the advantages of 
deep-digging and storing the land with fertility during a 
season like the present; of early and thick mulching; of 
sowing and planting in trenches ; of keeping a loose sur¬ 
face when mulching cannot be done; and of promptly 
seizing favourable opportunities for planting that seldom 
come and quickly depart. These are some of the lessons 
of the season that will force themselves on the attention 
of the thoughtful and observant, and it is hoped to their 
advantage. 

Now that the rain appears to be coming, let no one 
who has failed to establish winter crops think it is too 
late for planting. Insert whatever plants are obtainable 
of what is in the least likely to be useful, as the ground 
when moist will be like a hotbed, and even unpromising- 
looking plants may by rapid growth be of great service 
eventually. Let no chance be lost, and if there be nothing 
to plant, sow Swede and Turnip seed for affording breadths 
of “ tops ” for use in spring, also summer or winter 
Spinach; indeed, do everything that can be done to make 
the best of this, to gardeners, most difficult and trying 
season. 

HARDY PLANTS AND THE DROUGHT. 
It is many years since hardy plants have had to endure such 

long-continued drought as during this summer, and which is not 
yet at an end. For eight or nine successive weeks the rain which 
has fallen has only been equivalent to the usual heavy autumnal 
dews. During the first six weeks no rain fell in this district, and 
since that time the slight showers that have fallen were in no 
way apparent after the sun had again shone for an hour or two. 
Our soil is dust dry for several inches deep, and to plant anything 
in this means only death. Watering seems quite out of the 
question, for unless water is exposed in large tanks or ponds it seems 
to do more harm than good, and even then it requires to be used 
with discretion. Though we have not felt the benefit of the 
copious rains reported from other places, we were fully aware 
of their existence by apparent atmospheric changes — e.g., the 
cooler and more agreeable air. For newly planted hardy herbaceous 
plants, trees of a deciduous character, evergreen shrubs, Comferce, 
or the like, the great heat of the present summer has proved very 
trying, and in many instances fatal. Even the ordinary bedding 
plants, such as Zonal Pelargoniums, Tuberous Begonias, and 
Calceolarias are very much dwarfed, for the Pelargoniums have 
made very little wood, and the Begonias, in some instances, 
have scarcely made any headway since they were placed out. 
Calceolarias, in several cases known to the writer, are shrivelled 
up, completely scorched, by the intense heat. Then if we look at 
hardy perennials, the sufferers include the Spineas, Phloxes, 
Michaelmas Daisies, Harpalium, Rudbeckias, Heleniums, Saxifraga 
Wallacei and S. peltata, Hellebores of all sections, Hepaticas, 
bedding Violas, though not so much as many, Lychnis Viscaria 
splendens ph, and many others. 

But while so many have suffered in a greater or less degree, 
there are some which, on the other hand, have appeared to 
luxuriate under the great heat, so that we may learn a lesson— 
even though it may be at the cost of many a good plant —from 
such a summer as this. The following are some of those which 
are looking well—Chelone barbata has never perhaps been better, 
and fine clumps have been, and still are, crowded with a profusion 
of its scarlet miniature Pentstemon-like blossoms. It reaches 
nearly 4 feet high, and the flower spike is well furnished from the 
ground to its summit. It is, and has been for weeks past, one of 
the best plants in the garden. It has glossy spreading tufts of 
leaves, and the growth they have made indicates in a marked 
degree how well they are suited. 

The Globe Thistle (Echinops ruthenicus) is also suited, and the 
same may be said of the Eryngiums, E. amethystinum and E. coeles- 
tinum being very attractive objects just now. The latter is an 

especially fine plant for a dry situation, hence it will make a 
very useful and fine rockwork plant for the higher positions. Its 
average growth is 21 feet, with a much-forked Thistle-like inflo¬ 
rescence, which at maturity assumes a blue tint, the same colour 
pervading the stems and bracts. The individual heads are rather 
small and numerous, which only adds to the unique beauty of the 
plant under notice. Aster Amellus and the bessarabian variety are 
apparently unaffected, beyond being somewhat earlier in showing 
flower buds than usual. 

Irises, particularly the germanica section, have done capitally, 
notwithstanding they are reputedly moisture-loving plants. Iris 
Ktempferi in loamy soil and cow manure is all that could be 
desired. With the herbaceous Phloxes we have to “ split the 
difference.” By this I mean that the old plants, which have stood 
for several years undisturbed, are in a pitiable plight, while those- 
rooted in the early summer of last year, and planted early in the 
autumn of the same year, are now bearing splendid trusses of. 
bloom, and carrying their foliage almost to the ground. Those 
who have the twofold result before them, as I have, will not linger 
long as to what is best to be done in their case. I have many times, 
urged that old stools should be discarded at three years old, and 
that a limited number be rooted and planted annually, so as to 
keep up a supply of young vigorous plants .and handsome panicles 
of bloom. There will be no thinning of the shoots necessary,, 
nor will the bases of the plants be bristling with small and useless- 
shoots. Apart from Phloxes of this section we have few plants, 
making such a quantity of surface roots, and which, in a marked- 
degree, impoverish the soil in the immediate vicinity of the plants, 
consequently there is all the more reason for increased nourishment 
and support, and if this is not forthcoming, a languishing state and 
inferior blooms must be the inevitable result. There are few plants 
so really attractive in the border as these are at this time, so that 
it is only right that they should receive the treatment their merits, 
deserve. 

Sunflowers are in good condition, though not so tall as usual. 
Gaura Lindheimeri is an excellent plant for a dry time like the 
present, and should be grovjn either in the border or rockery in 
well-drained soil, its lightness and general elegance making it quite, 
an acquisition among hardy plants. It is readily obtained from 
seeds. Zauchsneria californica is another fine rockwork plant, 
revelling in a dry hot situation, where it flowers profusely; and 
near by the Iceland Poppies,'Papaver nudicaule and varieties, make 
a very pleasing group in their variety of colour. Lychnis fulgens 
and Haageana are also good plants, and the vivid colouring of their 
flowers with the sun full upon them is dazzling in the extreme. 
They are good border plants, but too seldom seen, even in good 
collections. Slugs are very fond of them, and this may to some- 
extent account for their absence. 

Rudbeckia purpurea is the only member of its genus that is. 
doing any good with me. It is now coming into flower, though 
not so fine as usual. It is quite a distinct shade of colour in the 
garden, a sort of rose-magenta to my mind, and not that signified 
in its specific name. When in good form it is one of the most- 
telling plants in our collection, but unless rain, and plenty of it, 
comes speedily, it will not reach its usual standard this year, 
although in point of height it is quite up to the average. Such, 
then, are a few of the many examples to be found to-day. The 
soil is of a loamy nature, with plenty of fibre, and has a subsoil 
of gravel nearly 5 feet thick. In other localities other and 
greater differences may be noted.—J. H. E., Middlesex. 

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS FOR FORCING. 
This extraordinarily dry season has been a trying one for many 

gardeners who have to secure large numbers of Strawberry runners for 
early forcing, and other means than the ordinary layering into pots has 
been found necessary to overcome the difficulty of the case. “ A 
Northerner,” in this week’s Journal, has pointed out various ways of 
getting runners forwarded by timely forethought and prompt action. 

This year I had all my Strawberries for forcing potted by the last 
week of June, and have on several occasions been asked during the past 
month where I got my runners from. My answer was that they are last, 
year’s runners, at which some seemed rather surprised. Some years ago 
I obtained the hint in these pages, from whom 1 have not the slightest 
idea now, about saving late runners in October for forcing the following 
year, and I have practised it ever since. 

As soon as the fruit is cleared off the permanent quarters the whole of 
the runners are cut off, and the straw or litter with which they have 
been mulched cleared away, and the surface of the soil hoed up. A 
second lot of runners are soon thrown out, and by the middle of October 
they will be well rooted plants. These are lifted and laid in nursery 
rows a few inches apart, where they remain till they begin to start into 
growth the following spring. They are then potted in 3-inch pots, 
plunged in ashes, the flower stems picked out as soon as they appear, 
kept duly watered and potted when convenient during June or early 
July. This I think is a good way to secure strong plants for early forcing, 
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and with less trouble and worry than depending on the current year’s 
runners. 

The dry season has been a very trying one for gardeners in Mid- 
Sussex. The total rainfall for April, May, June, and July is under 
5 inches. For June the amount of rain was 0.60 inch, and for July 
0-79 inch. From the 4th June till the 4th July not a drop of rain fell, 
and most of the time the temperature was high, with drying winds. The 
few showers we have had during July have practically done no good, 
as they have been so slight and always followed by bright hot days. 
The land is completely baked. Our greatest anxiety now is how to 
establish winter vegetables. We succeed best by making good large 
holes with a crowbar, soaking them well with water the day before 
planting, and watering well afterwards. It is also of importance to 
have plants of sturdy growth.—R. INGLIS. 

WASPS. 
At the recent Show of the Astwood Bank Horticultural Society at 

Eastern Hill, Mr. J. Hiam had an interesting collection of wasps and 
their work, showing every stage in the making of their nests, from the 
two or three tiny cells first made by the queen wasp up to the complete 
mest. Mr. Hiam also exhibited under glass a colony of wasps actively 
•engaged in the nest-building avocation. The object of exhibiting 
gardeners’ enemies in the way of insect pests is to make persons more 
familiar with their nature and habits, and thus enable them more 
•effectually to grapple with them. Wasps during the fruit season often 
prove very destructive as well as dangerous and annoying on account of 
their stings. Familiarity with their habits enables one to find every 
nest in the district, and also to destroy every wasp without a single 
sting, even if taken in the daytime. We have four distinct species, if 
not five, of social wasps, each varying in their colour, markings, habits, 
and nests—viz., Vespa vulgaris, the common small wasp, which builds 
its nest in the ground generally ; the combs and paper surrounding the 
nest are brittle and fragile, so that it is difficult to handle without injury. 
The larger kind of ground wasp (Vespa germanica) builds a more sub¬ 
stantial structure, which bears handling without much injury. These 
are the most destructive to fruit growers and bee-keepers on account 
of their superior strength in grappling with the sentinel bees, which 
cften lose their lives in a battle if undertaken single handed. 

Vespa norwegica builds its nests in hedges, on trees, and in bushes. 
These are seldom met with, and appear to do little if any harm, and live 
in a great measure on honey gathered from flowers and the honeydew 
from aphides. They appear to furnish their nests by the latter end of 
July. when the young queens, or princesses, come to maturity and are 
to be seen now in the company of the males, which have no stings, like 
drone bees, and which may be noticed by their long circling antennae, in 
comparison with the queens and workers. Vespa rufa is a small ground 
wasp, seldom met with in this locality ; their nests are similar in colour 
snd size, and are seldom in the ground many inches, and their habits 
generally are similar to Vespa norwegica. Vespa britannica differs 
little from the two latter ; the nest is generally built inside buildings, 
attached to rafters, &c. One was taken from a pigeon box last autumn. 
This is the smallest nest we get of the social tribe of wasps ; the nest 
when finished is not much larger than a cricket ball, and is almost 
round, and the opening is at the bottom, whereas the hole or doorway 
ef Vespa norwegica is more in the shape of a Pear stalk downwards. 

A small mud nest of the species of solitary wasp (Vespa muraria) 
was exhibited. This is a little wonder of skill and instinct in providing 
food for the young, by placing a grub in the cell for the larv;e of the 
wasp to feed upon, and then seal it up with a cap of mud, and leave the 
rest to nature to bring to maturity. Nests of all the species in various 
stages of development, from the tiny commencement no larger than a 
threepenny bit up to the finished and deserted nest in autumn, were 
produced. 

The eggs, a caterpillar, a chrysalis in its cocoon, and the perfect 
female saw-fly, which lays the eggs on the Gooseberry and Currant 
bushes, were exhibited. Plum aphides, hundreds of which could be 
seen on a spiay of Plum tree containing only five leaves. This fact was 
noticed by seeing two beautiful willow wrens picking them off. This 
species of aphis lives on the Plum trees all the winter, and finds food 
for many species of birds. Rose aphis, moths from the Rose maggot and 
thrips, hundreds of which may be seen on a single Rose bloom during this 
dry weather destroying the colour, especially in the light varieties. 
Eggs and caterpillars, in various stages, of the common white Cabbage 
butterfly, which promises this season to be a scourge and destroy or 
spoil all the ‘‘ green stuff.” Earwigs, and a very simple and certain 
way of destroying them, by which thousands were destroyed in a few 
weeks last autumn. The dry seasons seem to suit earwigs, and they 
promise to be a >reat nuisance as well as cause much loss of fruit and 
flowers. Sprays of Apple trees and Pear trees infested with small in- 
eect parasites which are believed to kill branches and eventually the 
trees. The Apple tree wood was off a Ribston Pippin standard, and was 
cankered in several places, and there the insects were by scores living on 
the inner bark. The Pear tree wood was from a Jargonelle, which is 
being killed in patches or branches, and from a very vigoious growing 
young tree, and not a “ debilitated ” tree as some writers and gardeners 
contend is the cause of insects attacking them ; debility being caused 
by the continual drain of sap to supply the insects, as leeches suck the 
blood and debilitate human beings. A gad fly, which causes so much 
irritation to cattle, a single fly—the very hum of which they appear to 
recognise—will put a herd to rout and cause them to dash through 

hedges and into pools for safety. Many other insects of minor import 
ance were produced. 

VINE BORDERS AND UNORTHODOX PRUNING. 

Mr. Abbey has set me a good example in conducting a controversy, 
and I give practical appreciation of his plan by following it. In the 
issue of May 9th (page 389) I ventured to write an article which Mr. 
Abbey was good enough to review on June 30th (page 526)—an interval 
of three weeks ; on page 4 (July 7th) I gave a gentle response to his 
review, and he replies on August 4th (page 87)—again after three weeks 
of study. I have followed that example in “ biding a wee ” before re¬ 
plying to his interesting communication, and before I have done I shall 
ask my able and friendly opponent also to follow an example equally 
good, for it is set by himself. 

When I first glanced at his latest critique (page 87) I had a fear lest 
I had said something that was not quite palatable on page 4, but on pro¬ 
ceeding was gladdened to find that my remarks just reached him at the 
right time—the hot weather—and proved, as he said, a “treat” and a 
“ refresher.” I will try and refresh him again. But why is it good to 
wait a fortnight or three weeks ? It affords time for reflection and pre¬ 
vents the fabrication of impulsive sentences that may not be of a 
soothing or refreshing nature. If you are a little vexed count twenty 
before you speak, was the advice once tendered by a thoughtful man to 
an impetuous youth ; and Mr. Abbey evidently thinks it advisable not 
to answer hastily. He did very well in the time at his disposal, but 
might, perhaps, have done somewhat better for himself if he had waited 
another week. 

What is the subject in dispute ? I introduced it in the following 
words : “ Not one word will be said against the spur system of pruning 
where it answers, and not one reader will be urged to change his plan 
of action who produces satisfactory Grapes. But there are Vines alL 
over the country to which the system in question does not apply, and to 
force it on them is foolish. It may be right for one class of Vines, and 
it is right ; but it is utterly wrong for others.” 

What reasonable man, be he a close pruner or not, can object to 
that, except for the sake of controversy and argument? I have said, 
and repeat it, that Vines are no more naturally adapted to the spur 
system of pruning than Peaches are ; and a modified extension system 
of pruning would result in far better crops of Grapes in the case of 
hundreds of Vines than they can possibly bear when the bearing wood 
is cut off close to the main rods. 

But Mr. Abbey condemns this modified extension on page 526, on the 
ground that an extension of young canes leads to “ loose badly set 
bunches, stoneless berries, deficient in colour, and shanked.” A greater 
fallacy was never attempted to be established. It has gone the round 
of the press long enough, one author copying another on the point with 
the most parrot-like fidelity. If the allegatims were true, and there is 
so much virtue in the “ spur,” then no Grapes produced on it could 
shank, but all must be compact, well finished, and perfect. Are they ? 

I have instanced the Cole Orton Grapes as proof absolute of the utter 
groundlessness of the unorthodox or modified extension system of 
pruning leading to shanking and miserable Grapes.. It led to the exact 
contrary—gold medals. But what of that ? Are they not slighted ? I 
know they are often by men who have not won them, but medals are 
not won with bad Grapes at good shows. 

Mr. Abbey does not believe in the Cole Orton test ; he seems to prefer 
arguments to Grapes, and I will therefore ask him to study those ad¬ 
vanced by an authority—even himself. Mr. Abbey has said in language 
that cannot be mistaken, “ Spur-growing and restricting the growths are 
not the way to get Grapes on weak Vines, and to prune vigorous ones 
closely is to prevent their bearing ” (p.244, September 16th, 1886). I 
have not said more than that. It is the very truth I have been trying 
to teach, and my strong supporter of a year ago now condemns me, and 
of course eats his own words at the same time, for he cannot do one 
without the other. Very refreshing. 

Mr. Abbey says Mr. Henderson’s “ old Vines had gone wrong.” 
Where he got that information from I have no means of knowing ; nor 
does it matter whether it is accurate or not, for Mr. Abbey goes on to 
say, “ refusing to answer to the spur, the rod was brought into requisi¬ 
tion,” hence the fine Grapes. I desire no stronger admission than that 
of the soundness of what I have endeavoured to advance, and my great 
opponent is my very strong supporter. Quite refreshing. 

Mr. Abbey asks me what I mean by “ orthodox nonsense.” It is this. 
Cutting off the parts of Vines that would bear fruit, if permitted, and 
leaving those parts only that will not bear, and calling that Grape¬ 
growing. Hundreds of Vines are practically barren through that stiff 
and starched orthodoxy—the “weak Vines” that Mr. Abbey has told 
us will not endure it ; and the “ vigorous ones ” that he says if closely 
pruned are prevented bearing. I am sorry there is so much of that 
orthodox nonsense in the world. 

Then my puzzled cross-questioner goes on and says, “ Tell us of a 
case where Vines in a cold wet border have been made by long pruning 
alone to yield satisfactory crops of Grapes and further kindly suggests 
if I cannot do so to refer to some “ veteran.” That method of cross- 
examination is a betrayal of weakness, and counsel who indulge in it 
rarelv win their case. Mr. Abbey’s memory places him in a peculiar 
position. 

Let him turn to page 174, August 26th, 1886, and he will find the 
following clear statement: “ A few years ago some twenty-years-old 
Vines wore lifted, and tho roots spread near to the surface in a new 
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border ; but there was one Vine perhaps a hundred years old. The 
roots went ‘ straight down1 quite below the bed of the new border, 
which was made nearly 3 feet deep. The owner would not have the old 
Vine disturbed. It started later than the others, but before the summer 
was over the growths extended more persistently than any. The raised 
Vines, with roots near the surface of the border, and short-jointed wood 
and medium-sized leaves like stiff brown paper, near the roof, could be 
spurred to any extent, and never failed to produce excellent Grapes ; 
but the old Vine pruned similarly was a complete failure ; yet with 
young canes trained in as many Grapes were obtained and as good as 
from any Vine in the house.” 

I will now ask him to read a comment on that statement. It is this: 
“ In a mixed vinery I once had charge of was a Vine labelled Alicante. 
It was an old vinery planted in 1837, roots all outside. The other Vines 
were fairly satisfactory in fruiting, but this particular Vine was sterile. 
Its roots went straight down by the wall; subsoil clay over freestone. 
They were in a cold wet medium, bare and fibrelcss to the depth of the 
border. Nothing was allowed to be done at the roots. The Vine must 
not be touched. The growth was gross as to length, long-jointed, and 
though it was late in starting it soon out-distanced all others in growth. 
It must be kept to its space, therefore was stopped, and it showed fruit 
on the laterals—poor things of bunches. A cane was run up, which 
ripened and gave fruit the year after, which, though it did not colour 
well, gave satisfaction, and that was everything.” Here we have a 
“sterile” Vine, with roots in a “cold wet medium,” and nothing 
allowed to be done to them, yet by a change of pruning, and that alone, 
produced fruit that “ gave satisfaction.” If Mr. Abbey will not accept 
the accuracy of the above statement it is of no consequence, for the 
comment covers everything, and he cannot very well ignore that because 
it is his own. So that it will be seen his experience and mine are 
identical on the point, and why he should ha ve asked for a “ case ” after 
he had provided one is one of those curious episodes in controversy that 
renders it very refreshing. 

Nor is Mr. Abbey a new convert to the modified extension method of 
pruning that he last year applauded and forgot having done so, or he 
would not have asked for the “ example but he approved of it years 
ago. In a description of the Vines at Chiswick in 1880 (page 139, the ' 
issue of August 12th of that year) he says, after describing the crop of 
4500 bunches in the great vinery there, “ The Vines were in the best of 
health, and owe their fertility to Mr. Barron’s practice of yearly 
encouraging new growth to replace the older growth, a portion being 
cut away each season. This, while it does not overcrowd, is clearly the 
extension system modified, and one that might be followed in the case 
of \ ines that have been planted some years with great advantage.” 
That is exactly what I advocated, neither more nor less, and now I am 
taken to task for doing so by one who has recommended the plan so 
forcibly, and who says not one word about border renovation as 
improving the Ch|swick Vines ; nor was it necessary, for on whatever 
system the Vines; were pruned their roots were all alike in the same 
medium. That \\iks and is precisely the case with the Vines I adduced 
as having been improved by the change of pruning. They were “ Vines 
that have been planted some years” (like those at Chiswick), and to 
which Mr. Abbey tells us the plan might be applied “ with great ad¬ 
vantage. He is quite ruht, and why he should turn round, not on me 
so much, but on himself, is one of those peculiarities of life that are well 
nigh incomprehensible. 

When I directed Mr. Abbey’s attention to one portion of a Vine 
having been closely spurred, and some portion of young cane extension 
left on another part of the same Vine, and asked him to account for the 
superiority of the fruit in one part and its inferiority in the other, he 
first gives the reply that “the Vine had the benefit of a favourable 
rooting medium and then, no doubt feeling the weakness of the 
argument (as obviously the same rooting medium influenced the whole 
Vine, the unfruitful as well as the fruitful parts), he goes on to say 
the “ \ ine only wanted a chance and got it.” Very true. The 
“ chance was afforded it in one part more than in the other, with the 
results indicated. I have since seen the experiment carried out more 
completely with still more striking results in the case of a very old 
Vine with its roots under flagstones. Mr. Abbey says I forget 
there are cases in which no remedy is effectual for enfeebled Vines 
save a thorough renovation of the borders. I forget nothing of the 
kind. I have said there are numbers of old Vines that would bear better 
if the “ chance ’ was afforded them, even without touching the roots, 
and if these can be afforded an improved feeding ground so mu ch the better. 
I have proved the truth of everything I have stated in my own practice, 
and have a great deal more supporting testimony than I have adduced 
fioin. Mr. Abbey and others, that a departure from the close spur 
pruning of very weak Vines on the one hand and luxuriant Vines on the 
other, with roots beyond the control of the cultivator, is often wise, if 
good Grapes ami not closely pruned barren rods are the more 
appreciated. 

I will neither lead gardeners nor the owners of gardens astray if I 
can help it, and I have the pleasure of being the recipient of the thanks 
of both for having advised methods of procedure that have led to im¬ 
provement and that mutual satisfaction that it is so desirable to pro¬ 
mote, and so gratifying to see established.—Experientia docet. 

TO THE GARDENERS OF ENGLAND. 
Owing to pressure of business at the time of the Gardeners’ Royal 

Benevolent Anniversary I was unable to attend, but having read the 
speeches on that occasion and the success attending them, I "feel bound 

in gratitude to say a few words to my fellow workers. This year the 
death of our worthy friend, “ Stevens of Trentham,” as he was known 
amongst our fraternity, suggested to me what a boon an orphanage 
would be to widows and children in the event of such a distressing 
thing happening of any of us being called away without having had a 
chance of providing for a family. I am glad the idea has not fallen on 
barren ground, and feel sure the resulting scheme will prosper. But 
what I want most to notice is the speech of the Chairman at the Bene¬ 
volent dinner. This speech should be written in letters of marble. 
After such remarks. I say gardeners have many friends, and that their 
services are more than appreciated. There is one other speech I must 
refer to, that of our noble President of the Orphan Fund. These two- 
gentlemen have testified more to the worth of gardeners as a body than 
anyone whose speeches I have either heard or read. We are apt some¬ 
times to feel depressed, but we must work hopefully and without 
murmuring. Let us try, then, to produce and make pleasant our 
occupation to the best of our abilities for our patrons and friends. I 
desire to thank all persons for their kind and voluntary support to the 
above institutions.—Chas. Penny, The Gardens, Sandringham. 

CATTLEYA AMESIANA. 
This is one of the Veitchian hybrids, and a plant is now flower¬ 

ing well in the King’s Road nursery, showing its merits to the best 
advantage. It has two racemes of four flowers each, the sepals and 
petals beautifully tinted with pale rose, the latter rather broader 
than the others and slightly undulated. The lip is large, open, 
beautifully crisped at the margin, the apical half rich crimson- 

urple, light in the throat, where it is veined with bronze, the tube 
eing white. The pseudo-bulbs are long, slender, and fusiform in 

shape, the plant in question being a strong one with eleven leaves. 
This hybrid resulted from a cross between Cattleyas crispa and 
maxima, the influence of the former parent being very perceptible- 
in the lip. There are only about seven plants in existence, five of 
which are in the leading collections of this country, and the other 
two are in the possession of American amateurs, so that some time 
will elapse before it becomes very plentiful; and at a recent import¬ 
ant sale a moderate-sized plant realised a very large sum. It may 
be ranked amongst the best of the Sedenian productions, and that 
is saying much in its favour. 

LiELIA BATEMANNIANA ROSEA. 

Several plants have recently flowered in the Chelsea nursery 
from the same cross as Lselia Bateinanniana, which was recently de¬ 
scribed and figured in this Journal, and some of them exhibit 
slightly varying shades of colour, while presenting an exactly 
similar floral form. One of these has been named rosea, and 
possesses a distinct rosy shade in the sepals and petals, while a 
slight difference is noted in the longer and more slender pseudo¬ 
bulbs. Another variety has a predominance of orange in the 
sepals and petals, approaching to the tint found in Sophronitis 
grandiflora, one of the parents. It has been proposed that this 
hybrid should be named Sophro-Cattleya Batemanniana, and though 
the title is a somewhat cumbrous one it has the advantage of 
suggesting at once the bigeneric origin of the plant. 

CYPRIPEDIUM ORPHANUM. 
At Kensington last week F. G. Tautz, Esq., obtained a first-class 

certificate for a plant of this hybrid Cypripedium, which has been 
flowering at Chelsea for some time. It is a pretty and distinct form,, 
the peculiarly neat outline of the flower and its clear colours render¬ 
ing it attractive. It is one of the few seedlings raised at Chelsea of 
which there is no certain record of the origin, and in consequence 
of its parentage being lost it has received the suggestive name 
given above. With so many minute plants to deal with and attend 
for a number of years before their characters are shown in their 
flowers it is surprising that accurate particulars can be afforded with 
such a large proportion when introduced to the public, and it in¬ 
dicates the systematic care bestowed upon them. Though there is 
no record in this case there is little doubt that the parents were 
C. Druryi and C. barbatum, the influence of which can be readily 
traced in flowers and habit, several characters of the former being 
observable in the flowers. The dorsal sepal is broad and rounded, 
white, veined with green in the centre, and with a dark purple 
shade towards the sides ; the petals are about 2 inches long and 
half an inch broad, the margin very even, but furnished with a few 
dark hairs at the base, with a bold dark central bar like C. Druryi, 
and a clear purplish tint in the other portion. The lip is full, well 
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proportioned, rounded, polished, and of a rosy purple hue, giving 
much character to the flower. The illustration (fig. 1 (!) represents 
a flower from the plant shown by F. G-. Tautz, Esq., Studley 
■nouse, Hammersmith (gardener, Mr. Cawley). 

COLLECTING ORCHIDS. 

An Indian paper recently stated that Mr. Curnon, a collector 
employed by Messrs. H. Low & Co., Clapton, landed some time 
since at Buitenzorg with a view of collecting 10,000 Phalamopsis 
grandiflora in the South Preanger districts, and that he was also 
prepared to receive 5000 plants of Yanda tricolor and Renanthera 
■coccinea. Much difficulty has always been experienced in the 
importation of Phalamopses, as they suffer considerably on the 
journey, and a large proportion are usually dead before they can be 
placed in the cultivators hands. More success has been attained in 
recent years, but even now the losses are often heavy. Frequently 
the collectors now accompany their cases of plants on the journey 
to this country, and this has been found to diminish the risk to 
some extent.—L. C. 

NOTES ON TOMATOES. 

The sale of this choice vegetable is still increasing. There is not 
enough grown to meet the demand, and a good profit can be made if the 

water, and when in full bearing a little liquid manure made of soot and 
sheep droppings will help them, and to have the fruit firm and of good 
colour a little fire heat on cold nights will be a valuable assistance, 
leaving a little ventilation in front and at the top of the house — 
J. Wallace. 1 

1 liN 1 XT ill fclJUln. 

Under a scorching midsummer sun, rendered more oppressive by the 
parched state of the ground from the long-continued drought, I set out for 
a ramble in the Isle of Wight and a few other places in the south of 
England. The state of the weather and the time of the year were not the 
most favourable that one would choose whose time was limited and 
consequently would be obliged to make the best of his way through all 
hours of the day. Fortunately, or unfortunately, force of circum¬ 
stances did not make this imperative on me this time, consequently I 
have been able to make a few jottings which may be of passing interest 
to some of your readers. The forebodings about the heat soon disap¬ 
peared as we sped on our way through the beautiful counties of Surrey 
and Hants and across the silvery Solent from Portsmouth to Ryde, passing 
close to the still stately looking wooden walls of Old England_“ The 
Victory,” “St. Vincent,” and “Duke of Wellington.” Once on the 
island at Ryde, and passing through by rail to Ventnor, I noticed the 
hay harvest was not in such a forward state there as in most parts of 
Surrey, although many garden crops were in a more forward state 

Fig. 16.—Cvpbipedium Okphanum. 

right sorts are well grown. I am as fond of trying new varieties as any 
one, but I always do this with care, and I am still growing my old 
favourite, a selected Old Red. This ought to have been named Royal 

■Standard, for I find by looking at the markets it still keeps its ground in 
quantity above all other varieties, and in quality as well. There is no 
cracking with the Old Red, no shy setting of fruit, and I find it will 
ripen its fruit much sooner than such varieties as Trophy and Dedham 
Favourite. A new variety named Mikado I am trying this season ; the 
fruit and growth are much like Trophy. These are very firm fleshed 
varieties, so take much longer to ripen their fruits. I do not wish to say 
a word against the smaller sorts of Tomatoes, such as the Grapes, Green 
Gage, and Vick’s Criterion. These are very useful for dishing up for 
dessert, but they will never pay the grower for market, I have been 
cutting from outside three weeks from the Old Red planted against a 
south wall. This season is very favourable for outdoor Tomatoes, and I 
daresay many will wish they had planted more out. “ H. W. G.” (in 
correspondents column) had better not trv the express system with 
Tomatoes, for they are far different from Cucumbers in their require¬ 
ments. If he wishes for good fruit he must plant in a good loam, 
cither in boxes, pots, or borders. Two feet apart I find is enough in 
the straight line, but if he has a span-roof house they might be planted 
on each side, or in a lean-to, having one row in front, another row near the 
path, and a third row on the back wall, placing the plants so that they 
are not opposite each. Keep them well pinched in, leaving only the 
main rod. Give plenty of air on all favourable occasions, plenty of 

I can only account for this by the fact that the under grass keeps 
growing later. In the open parts the earth never strikes so hot here, 
and naturally seems much more pleasant than on the Surrey side of 
London. 

Ventnor is known so well, and has been described by so many, that I 
shall not attempt any details of the place. It must be seen, not merely 
the main streets, but the ins and outs and nooks and corners, to get at 
the true character of the place, and to see the different kinds of vege¬ 
tation that grow there. It is many years since I have been there at this 
season to see the Valerian at its best. It is at present the most striking 
feature io the place. It seems indigenous to the—I was going to say 
soil—but from stone walls and rocky cliffs it sends down long fleshy 
roots, in many cases to displace huge stones from the walls, and 
branches out in large bushy heads, ablaze with bright crimson or light 
red flowers ; in some cases forming large banks of colour in front of 
lodging houses or hotels, and in others fringing the edges of rocks or 
cliffs with such vigour that one would marvel how it could be sustained 
—a plant of such a succulent nature. Ventnor has made many strides 
lately, and the Park and Recreation Ground form a great addition and 
attraction for resident visitors, but the approach from the Esplanade to 
the town is sadly marred by the unsightly piece of rubbishy ground, 
by the side of which gushes the mill stream, that might be turned to a 
profitable account, and be made one of the features of the town. But, 
of course, those that are familiar with it “ can’t see it.” It is only the 
visitors that smile at their want of energy in this and other directions 
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notably the expense incurred in reaching the town by the Isle of Wight 
Railway. 

The road from Ventnor to Bonchurch, via Spring Gardens and 
Madeira Vale, is delightful and most varied. At the end a sharp turn 
on elevated ground above the main road opens up suddenly the splendid 
landscape of the hills and undercliff between Bonchurch and Ventnor, 
which never fails to bring to a full stop all who are on pleasure bent, 
to note with admiration the picture of the high hills of St. Boniface and 
Luccombe Downs towering with an almost perpendicular green slope 
some 800 feet above, the valleys covered with beds and patches of Gorse. 
At the base of the green slope of the hills is seen the rugged top portion 
of the undercliff, more or less hidden by the mass of healthy green 
foliage of the trees that form a sloping bank at the foot of the cliffs. 
Nestling amongst this wood are some delightful residences, the tops of 
which peep out over the trees. To the right is Coombe Wood, the re¬ 
sidence of Mrs. Huish, which includes in its domain one of the most en¬ 
chanting pictures of S) Ivan beauty, the far-famed Bonchurch Pond. 
Lying by the side of the main road from Ventnor to Shanklin as this 
does, it has been sketched and described a thousand times. We note 
close to the water’s edge two magnificent specimens of the Chinese 
Privet, Ligustrum japonicum, quite 40 feet high, which would be a grand 
sight when in flower. By the side, in striking contrast, is the grey 
foliage of the Blue Gum Tree on a healthy young tree that seems likely 
soon to obtain the like proportions. The entrance to the estate is to the 
right of the pond at the foot of Bonchurch Shute. On the way we stop 
and patronise a drinking fountain erected by the late Captain Mark 
Huish, domed over and fed bv a natural spring. The grounds them¬ 
selves are in character with the rest part of the undercliff-rocks and 
dells, rugged steps leading to natural terraces and grass slopes and 
plateaux, rocks overhanging or peeping out here and there in wild con¬ 
fusion, suggestive of a violent volcanic eruption, and yet all neat and 
in characteristic order. The rocks are relieved by creepers and sub-tropical 
vegetation, borders and patches of bright flowers to brighten the scenery, 
and the air is laden with perfume of Stocks, Mignonette, and Roses. In 
odd nooks and corners plants grow and stand the winter that are 
scarcely seen out of pots in the neighbourhood of London. Close 
by the dwelling house is a large bush of Choisya ternata, which 
brings forth its white Cowers profusely in due season, and 
also Griselinia lucida, both beautiful evergreens, which stand out 
all the winter here. On the lawn is a fine specimen of Cedrus 
Deodara that was raised from a seed sown in 1854, and has grown to 
the height of 50 feet. Near it is a fine plant of Cupressus marocarpa, 
which does well by the sea. From out of the sloping bank is growing 
one of the varieties of Cape Heaths with a stem of tree-like proportion, 
and 20 feet high, and a plant of the common Arbutus, 50 feet hi. h, growing 
in company with the Pine and Ash trees in the plantations. Eupatorium 
ageratoides and E. riparium stand the winter here. Fuchsias Riccartoni 
and gracilis, Aloysia citriodora, and Myrtles in variety, are met with at 
every turn. The neat conservatory attached to the residence was gay 
with the usual occupants in season—Zonal Pelargoniums Mrs. Mount, 
semi-double, and Dr. Orton, single, were conspicuous among the deep 
crimsnn varieties. In the greenhouse we noticed an old favourite in 
Lobelia ramosa, which is sown in pots and treated as an annual for 
conservatory decoration. Mr. W. Cosh, the gardener, tells us that he 
finds it very useful. About five plants pricked into a 48-pot are sufficient. 
It grows about a foot high, somewhat in the way of L. cardinalis ; 
flowers of a beautiful bright blue, with a white eye. In the greenhouse 
oar attention was drawn t@ the ravages of a somewhat new plague in 
the shape of an insect like a small fly that pierces the young growth of 
the plants as if it was stung all over. It checks the growth of the 
plant, and when the foliage gets developed it is lacerated and very much 
disfigured. It seems to especially attack Fuchsias and Coleuses. Some 
fine plants, with which Mr. Cosh had won the leading prizes at the 
Undercliff Flower Show, had to be discarded in consequence. He has 
tried several chin s, but has not yet found any remedy that will check 
or kill it. Fruit seems very plentiful, Figs, Apples, Strawberries, and 
Gooseberries especially. In the kitchen garden extra fine samples were 
being lifted of Cosmopolitan and Sutton’s Early Kidney Potatoes. At 
that date, June 29th, these were the finest samples we had seen of any 
early Potato, being of good size, shape, and quality. 

Before leaving Bonchurch we paid a visit to the two churches. 
Although not more than 200 yards apart neither of them can be seen 
until you get to the very doors. The old edifice is a diminutive Norman 
structure, dating from 1070. It is still the delight of tourists who pass 
by it on their way from Ventnor to Shanklin through the Landslip. In 
close proximity are two very beautiful places well worth a visit—East 
Dene, the residence of J. Snowdon Henry, Esq., and Under Mount, for 
many years occupied by the late Sir John Pringle, Bart., which we were 
very sorry this time to pass. Adjoining the old church on the right 
hand is “ Winterbourne.” In the centre of the carriage drive opposite 
the front door of this house stands a very fine plant of Fuchsia Riccar¬ 
toni, the largest, we believe, in the neighbourhood. As seen from the 
gates it looks to measure about 20 feet through, and the carriages drive 
round it. Twenty years ago there were many more of these old Fuchsias 
in this nighbourhood, especially by Bonchurch Pond, which gave quite a 
distinct character to the place, but alterations or other causes required 
their removal, and there do not seem to be many taking their places. In 
the very beautiful and picturesque grounds in which stand the new 
church are some very nice bushes of this same variety, and also of 
Fuchsia gracilis, with its more slender and graceful habit. There are 
many other things in this well-kept churchyard that are very pleasing 

and well worth a visit by horticultural friends. Retracing our steps 
towards Ventnor we pass “The Maples” on high ground under the 
cliff. This place is noted for its natural caves in the rocky cliffs. From 
the roof the dripping waters make it congenial for Ferns, Begonias, and 
other moisture-loving plants. By the gardener’s cottage is a natural 
fountain fed from water on a higher elevation, which was always a 
beautiful feature from the main road, but now it is getting too much 
overgrown for the pond and waterfall to be seen to perfection. 

Passing along at the foot of St. Boniface Down we make a call at 
the pretty little florist garden of Mr. H. Drover, wherein we find much 
to interest us. This place was established when Ventnor was compara¬ 
tively in its infancy by a retiring gardener from Sussex, who was a good 
old florist—the late Mr. Adam Spary, to whom the writer of this will 
for ever feel indebted for much knowledge and instruction. From twenty- 
five to thirty years ago this garden was celebrated for the collection 
of Dahlias, all the best and newest varieties. Tulips of the best show 
varieties, grown and flowered under a framework with a canvas cover¬ 
ing, Carnations, Pansies, and a few varieties of Chrysanthemums re¬ 
ceived especial attention. It was here that the first double Pansy was 
raised, and at that time thought a great deal of, especially after the 
publicity given to it by the late Mr. George Glenny, who named it 
Prince Arthur, being raised the same year as our Royal Prince of that 
name was born thirty-eight years ago. It was of dwarf free habit, dark 
maroon in colour, with a light base to the petals, perfectly double, and very 
sweet scented. For spring bedding it would be invaluable if still in 
existence, but I am afraid it has now gone quite out of cultivation, for 
I cannot hear of anyone that has seen it for years. The plants most 
sought after then in the way of trade were those seen growing about 
the town in profusion, and which visitors felt anxious to take away 
with them. Fabiana imbricata, Coronilla glauca, Veronicas Lindleyana, 
purpurea, and Hendersoni; Aloysia citriodora, Myrtles ; and Fuchsias, 
especially Riccartoni, gracilis, corallina, and globosa ; Leycesteria 
formosa, Buddlea globosa, the old York and Lancaster Rose, Coupe 
d’H6b£ and the Felicity Perpetude white climbing Rose ; a very strong¬ 
growing Zonal Pelargonium with scarlet flowers that used to cover the 
sides of houses in the town, and known as “ Giant Geranium.” These 
were plants at that time that could not be propagated fast enough. 
Time has altered all that now. The Weeping Ash tree is still there that, 
used to form the arbour, under whose shade the merits of the latest, 
additions to the different classes of florists’ flowers were discussed and 
criticised by the chief and his friends ; but the general character of the- 
place itself is altered, and a different class of plants cultivated, of 
course to suit the requirements of the times. Considering the chalky 
nature of the soil, it is surprising how well plants do there. It is ablaze 
with flowers from end to end, showing the advantage of chalk over gravel 
in retaining moisture in dry weather. In the houses Mr. Drover has a 
good stock of the double white Primula, which he grows well, Tube¬ 
roses, Gardenias, Bouvardias, and others of that class for supplying his- 
shop in Mill Street with cut flowers for buttonhole and other floral 
decorations. Double Violet Marie Louise looks healthy and strong, and 
is grown in preference to any other. Roses, Carnations, Pinks, Stocks,, 
and Asters all do well, and the display will be continued by Dahlias, 
the Cactus varieties, White Aster, Queen of Whites, &c., Gladioli,. 
Anemone Honorine Jobert, and other autumn flowering plants. There 
is also a healthy small collection of Chrysanthemums being grown in. 
their flowering pots on the natural system, embracing some of the best 
varieties of the different sections. 

Leaving there we next made our way to St. Lawrence, which lies to- 
the west of Ventnor, passing under the foot of St. Boniface Downs, and! 
past Ventnor Railway Station, up the Newport Road, to get to the path 
on the Upper Cliff. At the top of the zigzag road is obtained a charming; 
birds’-eye view of Ventnor, the public Park and Recreation Ground 
showing up well, with its beautiful green turf and shrubberies, and. 
bright borders and flower beds. To the right under the cliff, standing 
up above a forest of sloping green foliage, is seen the tower of Steephill 
Castle, now and for many years the seat of the Humber family. Passing 
on by the footpath that runs through the fields at the top and near the 
edge of the cliffs that form the protecting wall, so to speak, of the 
mainland, and from which the lower or under cliff has at some time 
or other subsided, we still have a commanding view of everything 
beneath us. Beyond Steephill Castle the terrace of semi-detached block 
of buildings—the National Hospital for Consumption—is conspicuous, 
and preparations were in progress for the opening of another block by a 
member of the Royal Family. We make our descent into the lower 
ground by a highway known as Whitwell Street. We notice that the 
strips of land under the cliff were being cultivated with early market 
produce, and learnt that latterly part of the land was being utilised for 
early Daffodils and other Narcissus, as well as early vegetables for Covent 
Garden, in competition with the produce from Jersey, Guernsey, and 
the other Channel and Scilly Islands. The crops seem about a fortnight 
earlier than the London district. We turn a little to the left to have a 
peep at the smallest church in the British dominions. It is now in 
disuse, and a larger one has been built on the lower road for the accom¬ 
modation of the inhabitants of St. Lawrence. A little further on the 
way to Niton, and about mid-way in the Undercliff, stands the very 
secluded residence called “ Old Park,” for years the residence of the late 
Sir John Clieape, but now the property of and occupied by W. F. 
Spindler, Esq. It is one of those— 

“ Quiet home?, 
Scattered at will beneath the crag's rude face. 
While springs gush round and near the ocean foams; 
What finds he like to these afar who roams ? ’ 
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The generous proprietor has done much towards restoring and 
developing this picturesque place. With a liberal hand he has 
employed labour to add to Nature’s requirements, by adding to and 
planting new belts and shrubberies on the naturally formed terraces 
and slopes that both surmount and underlie the mansion nearer the sea 
coast. It is just the place for a man of sound taste and a lover of 
natural scenery. Water in abundance bubbling up here and there, or 
gushing out between the rocks, adds to the beauty and the charm of 
the place. In the lake near the house Calla sethiopica seems perfectly at 
home, having been planted out with the other Water Lilies about four 
years ago, and stood the winter and increased amazingly. Since then 
they were in flower in June, and had been for two months previously. 
Around the latter was ordinary greenhouse Palms, &c., to add to the 
sub-tropical appearance. The fruit in the kitchen garden was well 
protected, being made completely bird proof by permanent galvanised 
wire netting stretched across from wall to wall, laced together, and 
supported by lengths of strong wire strained by the ordinary wall 
strainers fixed with cog wheels, and supported in the centre of the 
garden by one or two iron supports made from 1-inch gas pipe, both the 

i!^Ct!en ®ar^ens neat and well done, and serving as a protection to 
the buds in spring as well as the fruit in summer ; no doubt it will 

S°°n vPay ^°r itse!f- Outdoor fruit, which includes Figs, usually bear 
well here, and this year seems no exception to the rule. The ranges of 
span-roofed houses are full with the usual stove and greenhouse 
plants, and overflowing with fresh imported or newly purchased 
Orchids, three new houses are about to be erected for the accommoda¬ 
tion of the latter. There is a fine breadth of land between the 
house and the sea cliff, and when the belts of thousands of ornamental 
trees that has just been planted get up, it will add to the beauty, and 
be a great protection from the south winds. Mr. J. Cave, the gardener, 
is quite at home at this work, and the condition of the plants and the 
general character of the place do him credit.—C. 0. 

(To be continued.) 

BEDDING ARRANGEMENTS AT HAMPTON COURT. 

Notwithstanding the excessive heat and long-continued drought 
of the present summer, the bedding arrangements are quite up to the 
usual standard ; and despite all that [has been said and written against 
it, the Zonal Pelargonium has exhibited in a marked degree its 
adaptability to endure greater hardships. All that is observable is that 
the Pelargoniums have made less wood than usual, but this at the same time 
is firmer, and has produced flowers abundantly. One point, however, 
should be borne in mind, and that is there is a plentiful supply of 
water here, and hose sufficient to reach a considerable distance, with 
stand-pipes for supply, and having all this, the labour entailed in 
keeping their wants supplied is not very great. Still the great glare of 
colour which these plants supply stands greatly in need of modification, 
and this might readily be done by bringing them into contact with the 
“ hundred and one ” colours of a much more subdued and enjoyable 
tone ; and this idea is exemplified at Hampton Court, and is at once 
pleasing and edifying. It is in such gardens as these that we would 
resort for examples in this manner ; and among the great number of 
beds which are annually filled, it is not itoo much to sav that even the 
most fastidious may find something to please his particular fancies, but 
he may at the same time carry away some good and useful lessons. 

In the great number of oblong beds, which vary little from year to 
year, having for their occupants differently coloured Zonal Pelargoniums, 
with Coleuses, Iresine or variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums as margins, 
there is nothing of particular merit, while in the mixed beds, as well as 
m those devoted to carpet bedding, much taste and ability have been 
displayed. It is from these latter, therefore, that I will endeavour to 
give, as far as I can, the m inner in which the various plants are utilised 
to bring about the result here obtained, in the hope that some, at least, 
of the readers of this paper may gather useful hints. For example, a 
bed filled with Abutilon niveum maculatum, dotted with Iresine Lindeni 
and Verbena venosa, was very pretty, while another with a margin of 
Ageratum Pearl Blue, a free-flowered, dwarf-growing, and effective 
variety, was planted,or rather dotted, with Veronica Andersoni variegata 
and Tropoeolum Vesuvius. Both these are pleasing arrangements, and 
are situate at the Bushy Park end of the gardens. Then there are two 
large circular beds, which everyone admires, and which are very well 
done. The first has a groundwork of Mesembryanthemum cordifolium 
fol- var., intersected in which are scrolls of Alternanthera nana aurea 
and A. magnifica. These scrolls are edged with Echeveria Peacocki, 
while the margin is composed of Echeveria secunda and Sedum his- 
panicum glaucum. The other bed has for its margin plants similar to 
the first, inside which is Mesembryanthemum and then Alternanthera. 
The main feature of the bed is occupied by a hexagon-shaped design, or 
star, the points of which extend to the margin. This is formed of 
Alternanthera nana aurea, with a dark variety inside, while a good plant 
of Pachyphytum bracteatum occupies the central place. 

The spaces between the points of the star are occupied with 
Leucophyton Browni sunk in small beds, making up a very pleasing 
arrangement. The next bed has a margin of Pelargonium Golden Harry 
Hieover, the main portion being occupied with P. Flower of Spring, 
among whose latter foliage the purple blue flowers of Viola Favourite 
mingle in the most happy manner possible. Such beds as this always 
please, and are always appreciated for the charming combination which 
their arrangement together supply, the dark green leaves of the Viola 
peeping out here and there being just sufficient to break the monotony 

of the silver leaves of the Pelargonium. Another bed was made up of 
Iresine Wallsi as a margin, and Acer Negundo variegata with single 
purple Petunias planted indiscriminately. Adjoining this is an oblong 
carpet bed ; the centre is occupied by an oval of Echeveria Peacocki, 
the. groundwork is Mesembryanthemum, some shepherd-hook-shaped 
designs are formed in the last-named with Alternanthera grandis 
margined with Echeveria Peacocki, with patches of Alternanthera 
amabilis and A. nana aurea here and there. The next carpet bed 
design has in its centre a Maltese cross, the outline of which is dark 
Alternanthera, next to which is Echeveria Peacocki, the interior being 
occupied with Semqervivum moatar.um ; M sembry.mthemum occupies 
the groundwork, in company with Alternanthera magnifica, small sunk 
plots here and there of Leucophyton completing the arrangement. 

Opposite the entrance to the famous Vine is a bed for the most part 
of Herniaria glabra and Mesembryanthemum, the two being well 
balanced, for this Alternanthera grandis forms a margin, while the 
narrow band on the outside is formed alternately of trombone shapes of 
Mesembryanthemum and Herniaria. The next bed is perhaps the most 
effective of all, having a splendid groundwork of Veronica Candida, 
which is perfection itself. Fixed in this are crescent shapes of Golden 
Alternanthera ; Iresine Walsi, closely kept, forms a cross bar in centre, 
with heart shapes of Alternanthera pu^iurea piercing to the centre. It 
is noticeable here how few plants are employed, yet notwithstanding 
the colours are so decided and harmonise so well that together they 
form one of the best arrangements in the garden. The next bed is the 
Jubilee bed, which exhibits a great deal of labour and painstaking. The 
principal groundwork is Mesembryanthemum and Leucophyton, the 
crowns on either side the bed are worked out in Alternanthera nana 
aurea, while the letters “ V. R.” and the figures “ 1837 and 1887,” signi¬ 
fying the term of years forming the Jubilee, are done with Alternan¬ 
thera purpurea and A. amabilis. A shield of Iresine Wallsi occupies an 
inner position with Echeveria metallica glauca as the centre, sur¬ 
rounded by Kleinias, while the ends are occupied by plots of golden 
Alternanthera, with Pachyphytum in the centre of each. 

As a groundwork to a bed of standard Roses, Heliotrope Lady 
Molesworth was splendid ; it is a good dark variety, free and abundant 
bloomer, and of unsurpassed fragrance. This variety, with President 
Garfield, are the only ones I noted here. But while the general bedding 
arrangements are carried to such an extent as they are here, and by the 
care and patience bestowed upon them brought to a high state of 
efficiency, it still remains a fact that the beds devoted to hardy perennials 
and herbaceous plants are not so good as they might be. So long as 
there are so many first-class flowering perennials to be had, there is very 
little reason why they should not figure in such a garden as this in place 
of some of the present weedy occupants, for after all who can 
but admire the stately and noble Hollyhock and Delphiniums, the great 
variety of herbaceous Phloxes now in full beauty, double and single 
Pyrethrums, so exquisitely beautiful in their day, German Iris, 
Gladiolus, Liliums, &c. 't There is ample scope for enthusiasm in this 
direction, and I trust active measures will be taken to represent this 
department of gardening as faithfully as it now does the one for which 
it has for years been famous.—J. H. 

NANNAU PARK. 

According to Pennant Nannau enjoys the distinction of being the 
highest mansion in Great Britain. It stands upwards of 700 feet above 
sea level, and commands some of the grandest scenery in wild Wales, 
including from various points in the park and gardens famous views of 
Cader Idris and Snowdon, with the lesser mountains and intervening 
valleys, and also the magnificent estuary of the Mawddace, unsurpassed 
for its beauty. It is situated in the heart of Merionethshire, two to 
three miles distant from the ancient town of Dolgellan or “ Dolgelley,’ 
and is held by the ancient family of the Vaughans—originally Fychans 
—who are descended from one of the princes of N. Wales, and consequently 
held in high esteem by the natives, independent of the respect they have 
earned by their generosity and ever-lively interest in the welfare of the 
people. The mansion itself—massive, but architecturally plain—was 
built in the first years of the present century by Sir R. VV. Vaughan, the 
first baronet of the title, on the site of a former mansion, portions of 
which indeed now stand, and many stones from which bearing inscrip¬ 
tions are judiciously built in various parts of the present edifice, om; 
dating from the reign of Queen Elizabeth, others bearing inscriptions in 
Latin and ancient Welsh characters “ Coelbren Beiraa." 

The present proprietor, J. Vaughan, Esq., has done much to improve 
the place. The interior of the mansion has been renovated and beautified, 
and contains a splendid collection of pictures and other works of art, 
whilst new gardens have been made and planted on an elaborate scale 
and in the most tasteful manner. The usual and mostly objectionable 
straight lines are altogether dispensed with in all the arrangements, so 
that we see a most harmonious combination of art and nature. At such 
an elevation, too, it is surprising to see the luxuriance of vegetation. 
The best Rhododendrons seem quite as much at home as at Waterer’s 
famous Rhodo Nurseries. Conifene, ornamental trees and shrubs, 
Roses, <fcc., do remarkably well, the gardens abounding (particularly the 
old gardens) with wonderful specimens of Evergreen Oaks, Irish Yews, 
Araucarias, Thuias, &c., &c. The old garden referred to was for many 
years the wonder of N. Wales, and is to this day spoken of by the natives 
as perfection unattainable in this degenerate age. Some very large 
ornamental Yew hedges were removed a few years ago by Mr. Cooke, the 
present gardener, from here into the new gardens, where, notwithstand- 
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ing their size and age, they have thriven most satisfactorily, and prove 
of great benefit as shelter as well as ornament to the gardens. Indeed, 
1 am reminded that in the shelter of one of these hedges I had the plea¬ 
sure of seeing Mr. Cooke’s finest prize Pansies, in the cultivation of 
which he has been so successful. Near this position also are annually 
grown the immense Dahlias that have frequently graced various ex¬ 
hibition tables in the principality, with the Pansies already mentioned, 
Boses and fruit of all kinds, as well as vegetables. To say that Mr. 
Cooke has in open competition entered in eight and ten classes and 
taken as many first prizes is sufficient testimony to his ability ; added to 
that the fact that he planned and made the gardens entitles him to front 
rank among present day gardeners. In the houses fruit is the first con¬ 
sideration, a supply of Grapes being maintained the whole or nearly the 
whole of the year. Besides the indispensable Black Hamburgh and 
Muscat of Alexandria uand a few other sorts, Alnwick Seedling and 
Gros Maroc are grown, and thought a great deal of, particularly the 
latter, on account of its keeping properties, and as here grown and kept 
it ranks with the best of late Grapes. To its noble appearance and ex¬ 
cellent flavour late as March I can testify, having been afforded more 
than one opportunity of proving it. Peaches and Nectarines are 
abundantly and thoroughly well grown, the former represented by such 
standard varieties as Koyal George, Early York, Dymond, Alexandra 
Noblesse, Barrington, and Dr. Hogg, the latter a most useful variety, 
particularly for shady positions ; here on a back wall in one of the 
vineries it finishes a heavy crop annually, “ a fact that many gardeners 
will be glad to know.” Lord Napier, Pine Apple, and Victoria are 
favourites in Nectarines. 

A cool Peach house, “ a splendid structure 100 feet long,” is always 
interesting, not merely for the grand trees that furnish the back wall 
•vnd front trellis, and afford such abundance of fruit, but also for the 
display of bloom that is maintained by somewhat unusual methods the 
greater part of the year. Marhchal Niel Roses occupy several positions 
on the roof, whilst standards are planted in the border behind the fruit 
trees, and do fairly well, though being shaded so much they are unable 
to ripen their wood well. Spring-flowering plants planted in the borders 
make a fine display early ; a row of double Daisies, backed by another of 
Forget-me-not, being very effective. Bulbs again, Wallflowers, and 
Zonal Geraniums, with other simple but useful stuff planted out, afford¬ 
ing a ready supply of cut bloom with a minimum of labour. Later in 
the season Chrysanthemums are the great feature in this house. It is to 
be hoped that Mr. Vaughan will yet improve this structure by adding a 
heating apparatus. A flow and return pipe would be sufficient to 
prevent the misfortune they are now open to of losing a crop through 
Jack Frost’s intrusion at blooming time. 

Plants, especially of the flowering class, though not a specialty, are 
nevertheless not neglected by Mr. Cooke. To meet the great demand for 
cut bloom, we find planted out in all available positions in the houses 
such free flowering useful subjects as Bougainvallea glabra, Heliotropes, 
Abulilons, Eoscs, Camellias, Oranges, Habrothamnus, Plumbago capen- 
sis, See., whilst in pots are Eucharis amazonica, well grown plants, 
entirely free from any semblance of the disease. Eoses in abundance— 
Begonias, tuberous and perpetual kinds, Gloxinias exceeding well 
done, Azaleas, Camellias, &c. For cutting purposes, late in the season as 
well as early, large quantities of double and semi-double Zonal 
Pelargoniums are found most valuable. 

Many other plants deserve notice as we pass through the houses, and 
notwithstanding being tempted to remark upon the Orchids for the 
present we must leave them, as well as large quantities of standard 
Eoses on our way to kitchen garden, unnoticed. The latter department 
is equally as well managed as the others through which we have passed. 
All crops bear the stamp of good treatment; and though this dry extra¬ 
ordinary season has arrested growth and caused much inconvenience, it 
is the careful cultivator who has suffered the least, as here manifested. 
Of wall fruit Cherries and Plums do wonderfully well. Of the latter 
Mr. Cooke speaks highly of Rivers’ Early Prolific, Mitchelson’s, and 
Denyer's Victoria, as certain croppers. Apples on the other hand, with 
the exception of Alfriston and a few others, are not at all satisfactory. 
Small fruit are abundant and good, and by liberal treatment Mr. Cooke 
has grown a fine lot of Raspberries that for vigour, size, and quality of 
fruit can hardly he surpassed. 

In the flower garden we find bedding in various styles exceedingly 
gay, not the least so being the mixed herbaceous beds now becoming so 
deservedly popular, which, however, we must pass without particularis- 
ing, as also the Rose garden and some rustic rockeries and stumperies 
which arc planted with the best native and other Ferns—a good collec¬ 
tion. We come upon large breadths of leading sorts of Rhododendrons, 
favourites of Mr. Vaughan, and passing some magnificent specimens of 
Irish V ews, we emerge into the historically renowned park, more 
recently noted for its venison and fine timber. Of the quality of the 
former I but accept the testimony of others ; in appearance, however, 
they are somewhat smaller than ordinary, and exceedingly agile. 
Regarding the latter, it would, I am certain, be difficult to conceive of 
anything finer. The majestic Oaks, many of which undoubtedly 
witnessed the feuds of centuries ago, some of them now in their last 
stages of decay, others in the zenith of their vigour, whilst others 
younger, but noble examples, are 'well calculated to witness many more, 
let us hope peaceful, scenes at Nannau. Scotch and Silver Firs are 
represented by some of the tallest, most symmetrical and cleanest grown 
specimens it has ever been my lot to witness, not solitary specimens 
either, for the estate is -well furnished with these giants. At another 
time I hope to be able to give figures of heights, &c. “ Derwen Caubren 

yr Ellyll,” is the somewhat classic name in the vernacular, by which a 
decayed Oak in the park was known. Translated it means “ Hollow 
Oak, Haunt of Demons.” The legend relates that Hywel Sele, then 
occupying a mansion near the present one, was one day hunting with 
his cousin, the famous warrior Owain Glyndwr, with whom he was 
secretly at variance, and espying his opportunity he darted an arrow at 
Owain’s breast; the latter, however, wearing armour beneath his clothes, 
escaped and retaliated for Howell’ treachery by slaying and committing 
him to the Oak, where, after many years, the skeleton was discovered. 
Pennant, mentioning the dread the peasant has of the spot, says :— 

“E’en to this day the peasant still 
With cautious fear treads o’er the ground ; 
In each ^ild bush a spec re sees, 
And trembleB at each rising sound.” 

Leaving the haunted spot, and with many kind recollections taking 
leave of our kind friends, we take a circuitous route back to Dolgelley 
by way of Precipice Walk, well known to tourists. Mr. Vaughan very 
kindly grants permission to the public to use this delightful walk, which, 
as it name denotes, overlooks a tremendous precipice, and commands a 
series of the most romantic and glorious views that can anywhere be 
obtained.—Bit AT) wen. 

Royal Horticultural Society.—On Tuesday next, the 23rd inst., 

the Fruit and Floral Committees will meet at 11 a.m. in the Conserva¬ 

tory. The National Co-operative Flower Show, to be held on that day 

under the auspices of this Society, will be open to the public at 1 p.m. 

at the reduced charge of Cd. There will be a conference at 3 P.M. in 

the Upper West Quadrant, when the subject for discussion will be 

“ Possibilities of Co-operative Allotments and Associated Gardens,” by 

Edward Owen Greening. 

- Rain in London.—Welcome and refreshing showers fell in 

and around London on Tuesday night and Wednesday morning. The 

rain was not so copious as to penetrate the ground to any material 

depth, but more is hoped for for accomplishing that much-to-be-desired 

object. The sky was overcast yesterday (Wednesday) and the tem¬ 

perature cooler, but not approaching the freezing that we hear of in 

the north. 

- Frost in Westmoreland.—We learn that severe frosts have 

prevailed for the past few nights in Westmoreland, 3° or 4° being regis¬ 

tered. Much damage has been done to Potato crops and garden 

produce. 

- Mr. G. Middleton, writing to us on the 4th inst., from 

Rainford Hall, St. Helens, on the Weather in Lancashire, observes : 

—“ After something like eleven weeks of very dry hot weather we 

had on Saturday last a slight shower of rain, this being followed during 

the evening by a sharp frost, in consequence of which all Potatoes on 

low-lying and moss ground have been sadly cut and blackened.” 

- Messrs. James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn 

write :—“ As we believe there is a desire in many quarters to inspect our 

Tobacco Experiments, we shall feel greatly obliged if you will kindly 

announce that anyone wishing to see the crop can obtain an order to 

view by applying to us.” 

- Messrs. William Fell & Co., Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham, 

inform us that they have received the Royal Warrant appointing them 

seedsmen and nurserymen to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. 

—l Bulbs for the London Parks.—We are desired to state 

that the Metropolitan Board of Works have accepted the tender of 

Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, 

London, for supplying Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Ac., for Finsbury 

Park, Southwark Park, Leicester Square, the Victoria Embankment, and 

other spaces under the charge of the Board. 

- August issue of the Kew Garden’s Bulletin of miscel¬ 

laneous information contains articles on the Tree Tomato (illustrated) ; 

the Chocho, a cucurbitaceous plant, the fruit of which is as an article of 

food in tropical America, and is known in the English colonies as the 
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"Vegetable Pear. The Arracacha, a Parsnip-like plant, with a fleshy 

tuber, the leaves also being blanched and eaten ; and the Cherimoyer, a 

fruit-bearing tree of the genus Anona, common in the mountains in 

Jamaica and fairly abundant in Madeira, whence fruit are sent in the 

autumn to the English market. 

- The Daily Telegraph reports a great storm having occurred 

in France. It began on Saturday night. Large hailstones fell with 

such fury that the crops were almost totally destroyed. At Ilomps 

houses were demolished, roofs were torn open, the Vines were cut to 

pieces, and large trees were uprooted and broken. 

- The monthly meeting of Belgian Horticulturists and 

the Royal Agricultural and Botanical Society of Ghent was held in that 

town on August 10th, when the following were present:—M.M. Jules 

Decock, Charles Spae, Ernest Delaruye, Baudu, Francois Desbois, and 

Moens ; M. Charles Van Geert, of Antwerp, presiding; and M. Jules 

Hye was Secretary. Certificates of merit were awarded for Stanhopea 

Legeriana, from M. Auguste Van Geert; for Cattleya Eldorado splen- 

dens (by acclamation), from M. Jules Hye ; and Cirrhopetalum species, 

from MM. Edm. Vervaet et Cic. Honourable mention was accorded to 

Adiantum species, from M. L. Spae-Vandermeulen ; and to Microlepia 

hirta cristata, from M. Licvin Spae-Vandermeulen. 

Mr. S. L. Board.ua n, Secretary of the Maine Pomological 

Society (U.S.A.), writes as follows in Vick's Magazine respecting 

the Cold Storage of Apples :—“ Cold storage cellars, or refrige¬ 

rating houses, are coming to be an absolute necessity with our 

orchardists who are to make commercial Apple growing a business. 

When in Nova Scotia, two summers ago, I visited the great Apple 

storage house of Knill & Grant, built on the wharf of the Acadia 

Steamship Company—a building 100 by 150 feet, built of brick, and 

having a capacity for storing 40,000 barrels of Apples. The foundation 

wall was of stone, the cellar bottom being 6 feet below high water mark, 

the walls of the elevation being" 1 foot in thickness. The bottom was 

very moist, a flooring of loose boards resting on joist 4 inches above 

the earth. The temperature of this house was kept throughout the 

winter at 35°. On June 5th, 1884, Apples were repacked in that house 

which had been in there for six months, with a loss of only two barrels 

in 100, and the Apples sold in Boston at 5 dollars per barrel. Mr. 

Augur, State Pomologist of Connecticut, says there are several retard¬ 

ing or refrigerating houses in that State, used for the storage of Apples; 

and he strongly recommends the co-operative plan for their further 

erection among the fruit growers of that State.” 

- Attention has been previously called to the scheme promoted 

by the officials at the Royal Gardens, Kew, for the establishment of 

minor Botanical Gardens in the West Indian Islands. The 

gardens of the Windward Islands are to be in correspondence, as far 

as relates to the supply of useful plants, and information concerning 

them, with the chief Botanical Department in Jamaica. The Island of 

Grenada has been the first to take advantage of the new scheme. Its 

newly established Botanic Garden was opened to the public on 

July 18th. Barbadoes has recently recorded its adhesion, but the 

members of the group of Leeward Islands decline at present to take 

any part in the scheme. 

- The following summary of Meteorological Observations 

at Hodsock Priory, Worksop, Notts, has been sent to us by Mr, 

Joseph Mallender. During July the mean temperature was 63-8°. 

Maximum on the 3rd, 85-0° ; minimum on the 6th, 37-7°. Maximum 

in sun on the 15th, 139-2° ; minimum on grass on the 18th, 31-5°. 

Mean temperature of air at 9 A.M., 66-7°. Mean temperature of the 

soil 1 foot deep, 63'5°. Total duration of sunshine in month, 228 hours, 

or 44 per cent, of possible duration ; no sunless day. Total rainfall 

1’46 inch. Rain fell on ten days. Average velocity of wind 8-3 miles 

per hour. Velocity e xcecded 400 miles on one day, and fell short of 

100 miles on five days. Approximate averages for July—Mean tem¬ 

perature 61-2° ; rainfall, 2'36 inches. Sunshine (ten years) 163 hours. 

A very bright, warm, and rather dry month. The mean temperature is 

higher than any previous year since 1876. Sunshine more than any of 

the previous six years. Rainfall small, but not exceptionally so ; 

coming, however, after a very dry June the deficiency was more 

noticeable. During the past six months only 6 inches of rain have 

fallen as compared with an average for the period of 11 \ inches. 

- We regret to learn of the death of Mrs. Swan, wife of Mr. W. 

Swan, the well known gardener at Howick House, Preston. Mrs. Swan 

died after much suffering, patiently borne, on the 10th inst., aged forty- 

nine years, and many friends of Mr. Swan will join us in an expression 

of sympathy towards him in his great bereavement. 

■- Short Comments.—A correspondent writes:—-“I was very 

pleased with Mr. Iggulden’s letter on Grapes. Mr. Abbey gave his oppo¬ 

nent a very good reply. A little argument is just what is wanted. 1 

think there is much to be learnt from such articles.” So do we, and our 

correspondent can teach sound doctrine when he is so inclined. 

-- Mrs. Reynolds Hole Carnation.—Messrs. James Dickson 

and Sons, Newton Nurseries, Chester, in sending us blooms of the very 

distinct Carnation that was certificated at Manchester under the name 

of Mrs. Reynolds Hole, and subsequently at London and Liverpool as 

Gravetye Gem, state that they have decided to adopt the name first 

given to it. This is unquestionably the right course to adopt, and we 

think this very distinct variety will become highly popular in gardens. 

- In the course of some recent proceedings taken by Mr. Edwin 

Andrews of Temple Mills Lane, Stratford New Town, against the Great 

Eastern Railway Company for compensation for damage caused to his 

plants by smoke from the Company’s engines, it was stated that in a 

previous action Mr. Andrews had recovered damages to the amount of 

£500, but the nuisance being still continued, and his business suffering 

in consequence, he brought a further claim, which was submitted to the 

arbitration of Mr. Christopher Oakley in the Royal Courts of Justice. 

The ground is also to be valued with a view to the Company purchasing 

it. The claimant stated in his evidence that he took two acres of land 

in 1872, starting with a capital of £50; he was very successful in the 

cultivation of Cucumbers and flowers for market, and by 1878 his net 

profits, after deducting some £150 for living, were £500 per annum 

He considered that he could have developed his business to the extent 

of £1000 a year, but he estimated the loss of stock spoiled by the smoke 

during the past three and a half years to be £200. The evidence of 

numerous scientific and practical witnesses was taken to prove the 

injury complained of, and the inquiry was adjourned. 

- Readers interested in meteorology may find something to 

suit them in the London Weather Chart for 1887, by Mr. B. G. 

Jenkins, F.R.A.S., published by Mr. R. Morgan, 33, Weston Street, 

Norwood, S.E. It is said to be based on the author's paper on 

“Forecasting the Weather,” recently published in the Bulletins of 

the Royal Academy of Belgium, and it gives in tabular form a forecast 

of the weather from June to December, 1887. It gives the supposed 

reading of barometer, thermometer, rainfall, and direction of wind. 

- The following note on the Irrigation Farms in Australia 

has been sent to us for publication :—“ Mr. J. E. Cracknell of 5, 

Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, who recently travelled 

over the lands about to ibe irrigated from the river Murray in South 

Australia and Victoria, received on Monday last intelligence that 

6000 acres are now ready, and being offered for settlement, and that 

2000 persons have already made selections in the Mildura and Book¬ 

mark districts. Mr. Cracknell visited these places, and saw all kinds 

of fruit growing luxuriantly on portions of the land already irrigated 

by private enterprise, and brought homo a sample of the soil. Great 

public interest is awakened in Australia by this irrigation work, the 

success of which will lead to the adoption of similar plans in other 

parts where the absence of periodical rains occasions great loss.” 

THE MANRESA VINE. 

Many large Vines in different parts of the country are notable, and 
have been described in this and other Journals, but sufficient attention 
has scarcely been given to the example under notice, and designated the 
Manresa Vine, because it is growing in the gardens of Manresa House, 
Roehampton. It may not be the largest Vine in the kingdom, that dis¬ 
tinction, according to the records in Mr. Barron’s excellent work (a new 
edition of which we believe is in the press), being attributed to the 
Black Hamburgh at Kinnel House, Bredalbane, Scotland, which is said 
to cover 4275 superficial feet of roof space. According to the same 
authority the ce'ebrated Cumberland Lodge Vine fills a house 138 feet 
long and 24 feet wide, and he remarks is nearly twice the size of the 
Hampton Court Vine. Mr. Barron als® describes a celebrated Vine at 
Finchley, which when six years old entirely filled a house 90 feet in 
length and 18 feet in width, while the Sill wood Park Vine occupies a 
structure 128 feet by 12 feet. Those are all Black Hamburghs, and all 
remarkable. The Manresa Vine is also a Black Hamburgh, and quite 
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worthy of being associated with the famous examples referred to, even 
on the score of size alone, for 3825 square feet of glass are requisite for 
covering it, while as regards training it has no superior, if an equal, 
amongst the other celebrities. 

The Manresa Vine was raised from a cutting by the present 
gardener, Mr. M. Davis, twenty-sixyearsa o, and planted against a wall in 
the garden with the object of growing leaves for garnishing purposes. It 
grew so well that one of its rods was wrapped in haybands to a length 
of 21 feet and carried across the walk to a neighbouring house unheated, 
and a house (heated) 70 feet long was erected over the Vine itself, the 
wall against which it was originally planted being removed. For 
two or three years it bore a succession of fruit—namely, in the heated 
and unheated structures, and in the open air, for one rod was trained 

method of training it will be seen that the bunches hang with very 
much the uniformity that is presented when crops are cut, bottled,” 
and arranged on racks in a Grape room. When viewed from one end 
oE the house the long rods and rows of Grapes, convergin' to the stem 
of the Vine, the si'ht was extraordinary, and perhaps unparalleled. 

But the full extent of the house and Vine cannot be “ taken in ” at 
a glance, because the Vine is not planted at one end, but at a consider¬ 
able distance from it, the twisted rods reaching practically across the 
border, and from there they extend to each end of the structure. 
Obviously our artist could only sketch one portion, the longer, and the 
result is seen in the engraving (fig. 17), together with a near view of 
the main stem and base of the rods before thev reach the roof. He has 
managed also to give a not very bad outline of the cultivator—as fine a 

Fig. 17.—THE MANEESA VINE. 

under the coping of a wall outside. The growth was so rapid, and the 
prospec so encouraging, that the present structure was erected. It is 
a sharply pitched lean-to facing south-east, with a short hip of about 
18 inches from the top of the wall. The height of the back wall is 
12 feet, the front a foot or so, the width of the house 11 feet, but as the 
apex of the hip is the distance indicated from the wall, and a little 
above it, it will be seen that the roof is rather steep—an angle of 50°. 
The length of the house is 224 feet. Under this roof seven rods are trained 
horizontally, the lower one just so that the bunches of fruit hang clear 
of the hot-water pipes, which are close to the ground, the upper rod under 
the apex, the other five rods equidistant between, or about 2 feet apart. 
They are as straight as Vine rods can be, and no laterals are allowed except 
from the upper side, these being a foot apart or so, and trained 
upright, or rather in the natural slanting direction in which they grow 
to the rod next above them, and there stopped. Generally speaking, 
every alternate lateral is allowed to carry a bunch, but the rule is not 
Tigidly adhered to, regard being paid to the weight ot the bunches and 
strength of the laterals, the crop being regulated accordingly. By this 

specimen of a gardener under as fine a Vine of his own raising and 
growing as ever were seen together. 

The seven rods stretching from the stem to both ends of the structure 
represent an aggregate length of 1400 feet, or considerably more than a 
quarter of a mile. But what of the crop? It must be said to his 
credit that Mr. Davis is not a greedy man, who leaves all the bunches 
that show to make a sensation number. He has the good sense not to 
overcrop, and the courage to remove freely, and this year he removed 
1800 bunches before thinning, leaving a less number than usual, or G25, 
but not a few of these are between 3 lbs. and 4 lbs. in weight, and few 
below 1 lb., while many of the berries exceed 3 inches in circumference, 
and in colour and finish leave little or nothing to be desired. Last year 
807 bunches were cut from the Vine and sold in the market for £107. 
The wood is short-jointed, strong, firm, and with little pith, and the 
leaves, to employ the gardener’s expressive phrase, “ like leather.” So 
stout are they that the Vine pest, red spider, could make little im¬ 
pression on them, but this enemy Mr. Davis keeps out of the house, his 
antidote being ammonia rising from nearly fresh horse droppings, with 
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which the soil is covered, and these frequently sprinkled with water. 
The vapour thus rising he considers bad for the spider and good for the 
Vine. He is no doubt right in his surmise, and certain it is that not 
an insect can be seen, while the wood, foliage, and fruit are indicative of 
the best of health. 

But what a large, deep, fertile, well drained border must be 
required for the sustenance of a Vine like this ! some reader may 
possibly soliloquise. No doubt those requisites are provided, but in 
a natural manner, for no stereotyped border was made. The soil is good 
and deep—a free clayey loam. Inside top dressings, as mentioned, are 
given. Outside the ground is well cultivated, and the Vine roots extend 
to a great distance. In some gardens the natural soil will not support 
Vines, and specially prepared borders must be provided ; in others the 
soil contains most of what Vines need for their sustenance ; it is, 
however, not always allowed to support them, but is carted away and 
fresh soil carted in not nearly so good as the original. No such mistake 

was made at Mauresa House, and common sense culture has built up 
this remarkable Vine in question. 

It is pruned on the spur system, and the rods have never been 
peeled, and it may safely be said they never will be so long as it remains 
in the charge of Mr. Davis ; and this will be, no doubt, as long as he 
lives and loves to labour. He is a man of resource and ability, and has 
won the confidence and respect of the great establishment for which he 
caters—a Roman Catholic collegiate establishment of 145 students, and 
after providing these with garden produce he sold a surplus of five tons 
of fruit grown under glass last year. Such good work deserves recog¬ 
nition, not on the part of his employers alone, for that is generously 
accorded and requited, but in the columns of the gardening press where 
well won success is, and ought to be, registered by whomsoever achieved 
in the art of cultivation. 

Two other Vines merit a passing notice. Near one end of the large 
house a Vine was planted against the back wall. Its rods are taken like 
great cables (see fig. 18) above the top of the door, carried through a 
elazed tunnel, dip down, and are trained horizontally, filling a house 
70 feet long. At the end of this another Vine is growing against a wall 
in the garden, from which rods are conducted under the walk into an 
unheated house 156 feet long, which they are just filling, so that before 
long a range of glass 454 feet long will be completely occupied with four 
Vines ; but they could not be trained in the method described and suc¬ 
ceed so well under a very flat roof ; nor could such results be attained by 

other than a gardener who knows his business, and does it not as a duty 
that is irksome, but an occupation that is pleasurable. 

Many Vines are grown in other houses in the ordinary way—that is, 
the rods trained up the roof from the base to the summit, and they bear 
excellent crops. They are, however, being removed gradually in favour 
of the extension of horizontal rods from a strong Vine in the manner 
above alluded to, but these are being inarched to a Vine here and there 
with which they come in contact to “ give them a lift” on the way. 

Reverting to the great Vine in question, Mr. Maurice Noel, who saw 
it in spring, has graphically written, “ Looking down the length of the 
greenhouse, it is hardly possible to believe that the far-extending rods 
all spring from the same s'em. With what power must the sap be forced 
along I What a mighty heart must be beating, one would think, some¬ 
where down amongst the roots 1 If in the early spring-time, when the 
fresh sweet leaves, delicate and transparent, begin to show themselves, 
the great Manresa Vine is so pleasant a sight, how glorious must it 
appear -when covered with foliage and empurpled with the swelling 
clusters which crown the fulness of its glory.” It was in its “ glory ” a 
week ago, but its “swelling clusters” are fast being cut and sent to 
market. 

On another occasion an innovation on growing wall fruits will be 
described. It may be fairly called the Davisian method, and is simple, 
profitable, and economical. 

ELFORD HALL, TAMWORTH. 

The above fine old mansion with its parks, gardens, woods, river, and 
well cultivated farms forms one of the most desirable and picturesque of 
residential estates to be found in the Midlands, and is at the present 
time of especial interest to gardeners on account of the high-class 
gardening now carried on there under the direction and superintendence 
of Mr. J. Udale, a name well known to readers of this Journal. 

The Hall is situated about five miles from Tamworth and six from 
Lichfield, overlooking the river Tame, which at this point is about 
80 yards in width, and has a beautiful lake-like aspect as seen from the 
grounds. The Hall was built by the late Earl of Berkshire, was after¬ 
wards for a number of years occupied by Lady Andover, and afterwards 
by the Honourable Mary Howard, a direct descendant of the first Duke 
of Norfolk, and is now occupied by the Hon. Eleanor Bagot, aunt to the 
present Lord Bagot cf Blythefie'd. The Hall and estates, which com¬ 
prise an area of close upon 3000 acres, are the property of Howard F. 
Paget, Esq., who resides upon the estate and possesses the esteem and 
respect of the whole of his numerous tenantry and dependents, from the 
fact that he endeavours to secure the comfort and well doing of all. The 
workmen’s cottages upon the estate, some of which have been built by 
Mr. Paget, are models of what is desirable in such buildings, and I fancy 
must often cause working men from other districts to envy the fortunate 
occupiers. The estate now comprises what was formerly the two estates 
of Elford and Fisherwick, the dividing line being formed by the river. 
Fisherwick Hall was occupied by a former Lord Donegal, but was 
pulled down about seventy years since, excepting what was the 
laundry, which is now a farm house, and the courtyard with stables. 
The garden walls are still standing, enclosing about four acres, which 
have long been allowed to run wild except a small portion cultivated by 
the gamekeeper. In the woods immediately surrounding these old 
garden walls are some grand specimens of choice and rare fruit trees, as 
for instance a Tulip Tree (Liriodendron Tulipifera) 50 feet high, the stem 
10 or 12 feet in circumference, and with an immense sweep of branches ; 
Cedrus Libani, the largest I have jet seen, stem 13 feet 6 inches in cir¬ 
cumference, branches covering an area of nearly 100 feet in diameter ; 
several specimens of Turkey Oaks (Quercus cerris) and of Hickory 
(Carya alba), also one of the deciduous Cypress (Taxodium distichum), 
all similar in size to those above described. Fisherwick Park, which 
faces the Hall, but is on the opposite side of the river, is about 100 
acres in extent, and is splendidly timbered. A grand example of Scotch 
Fir (Pinus sylvestris), standing in the Park, has, I believe, scarcely its 
equal for beauty and grandeur in the country, and is alone worth a long 
journey to see. 

Recrossing the river to Elford we notice on the east front of the 
mansion is the flower garden, in which the bedding arrangement consists 
of four groups of geometrical beds, eleven in each group, mo it of them 
being of large size. The four groups form a square and cover an area of 
1300 square yards. In the centres of the larger beds forming the 
corners of the groups are some fine trees, one in each bed, of Acer 
Negundo variegata, which are very effective, especially as seen from a 
distance ; also in others of the beds are some fine plants of Draciena 
australis, which contrast effectively with the drooping heads of the Acer. 
The beds are effectively planted, some 16,000 plants having been used 
for the purpose, and consisting mainly of Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, 
Lobelias, Petunias, &c. One predominant style or tone of colouring 
marks each separate group, and each differs from the others ; the whole 
combine to make an excellent display, somewhat highly coloured, but 
not too much when the heavy masses of dark-coloured foliage on the 
surrounding trees are considered. 

Trained to the same, front of the Hall is a very large Magnolia 
grandiflora, which every year produces hundreds of its fine flowers. In 
the conservatory, which is at a little distance from the Hall, is a fine 
display of Pelargoniums and Schizanthus, the latter which are from seed 
sown early this spring, and which are grown three plants in each 7-inch 
pot, without any pinching or stopping, are masses of bloom, and are 
very effective ; in this house also was a fine specimen of Rhynchospermum 
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jasminiflorum, loosely trained on a balloon trellis, which has been loaded 
with flowers. On the wall outside is a large plant of the beautiful yellow 
Tea Eose, Perle de Lyon, covered with grand blooms, and apparently 
quite at home. 

Some very large and healthy Hickory trees are met with in various 
positions on the extensive lawns, which Mr. Udale tells me fruit 
abundantly. In the churchyard I noticed also a fine Almond tree 
bearing a heavy crop of fruit. The fruit walls surrounding the kitchen 
gardens are nearly a quarter of a mile in length and planted with fruit 
trees upon both sides, thus giving half a mile of fruit trees to be kept 
in training. 

Such varieties of Pears as Glou Moi'Qeau, Winter Nelis, Beurre 
Eance, Beurre Diel, Williams’ Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, &c., do 
unusually well here and produce very fine fruits. On a wall adjoining 
the vineries we noticed a very fine Wistaria sinensis. One portion of 
this tree trained over a flue flowers much earlier than the other, and this 
portion is now producing a second crop of flowers from the ends of the 
lateral growths. 

A glance through the vineries is a treat to all who are interested in 
first-class Grape culture, and especially the early house, which now 
contains a heavy crop of Black Hamburghs, ripe and ready for the 
exhibition or dinner table, which, for size of berry and high finish, have, 
we believe, scarcely ever been surpassed, and seldom equalled. Mr. 
Udale has already made his mark in the horticultural world as a Chrys¬ 
anthemum grower, and will probably do so as a Grape grower. Much 
of his success is due to the experience gained by him nineteen years 
since at Garston, Liverpool, under that renowned cultivator Mr. Mere¬ 
dith. The larger bunches will weigh over 2 lbs. each, and the berries 
are many of them 4 inches in circumference. The foliage is very large 
and stout. 

In the late house the Vines are equally satisfactory in appearance, 
and the crop promises to be quite as good as those in the early house. 
In the Peach house good crops of Peaches and Nectarines have been 
gathered, and from what I saw of those still left have been very good. 
Some Elruge Nectarines then gathered were the highest coloured samples 
of that variety I have yet met with, and were of very rich flavour. 
From a span-roof Cucumber house adjoining over 400 Cucumbers have 
been cut during the past two months, and still the plants are vigorous 
and productive. In the frame grounds adjoining are about 400 Chrys¬ 
anthemums, very strong and healthy, showing that Mr. Udale’s love 
for this flower is still as strong as when he was at Shirecliffe, Sheffield. 
In the kitchen gardens are excellent crops of all the most useful 
vegetables, and every part is remarkable for its freedom from weeds and 
general trimness. 

One of the features of Elford Gardens are the fine herbaceous 
borders, which are about 5 yards wide and 100 yards long, on each 
side of a broad gravel walk which leads up to Mr. Udale’s residence. 
The backgrounds to these borders are formed on the west side by the 
garden wall, and on the east by a grand old Yew hedge about 10 feet 
high and 4 feet through, thus forming a most beautiful avenue, bounded 
at the north end by the gardener’s residence as aforesaid, and at the south 
by a large rockery and some fine specimen Hollies. Amongst the most 
strikingly effective of the many good plants then flowering on these 
borders first place must be given to some noble clumps, 6 feet or more 
in diameter, of Spinna Aruncus, a large clump of Spiraea alnifolia, 
several clumps of Spiraea ulmifolia and its variegated form, some 
magnificent bushes of border Roses, conspicuous amongst which was 
Paul Ricaut, bearing bushels of fine flowers. Dictamnus Fraxinella 
was also very beautiful, also Lychnis Flos-cuculi fl.-pl. Amongst 
a host of good plants on these borders, some of which are now in 
flower, some over, and others yet to come and which keep up a suc¬ 
cessive display are, besides those named, Tritoma uvaria, double and 
single Pyrethrums, herbaceous Phloxes (a good collection), Hollyhocks, 
Delphiniums, Veronica azurea, Bocconia cordata, Saxifraga palmata, 
herbaceous Paeonies, Lysimachia thyrsiflora, Michaelmas Daisies, Iris 
germanica, Phlox setacea, Clematis, Aquilegia, Potentilla double, Chrys¬ 
anthemum maximum, Alstroemeria aurantiaca, Hesperis matronalis fLpl., 
Campanulas, Solomon’s Seal, Fuchsia Eiccartoni (fine), Lilium candidum, 
&c. A notice of these borders would be scarcely complete without 
mentioning the fine appearance and substantial character of the gar¬ 
dener’s residence, a modern built large square red brick structure, which 
like all similar works carried out by Mr. Paget, is very commodious, and 
fitted throughout with every convenience. 

About half a mile from the gardens and upon the Elford estates are 
some majestic old Oaks, than which, I believe, finer are scarcely to be 
found in the kingdom. One of these, lately dead, having been struck 
by lightning, but still standing apparently quite sound to the core, is 
supposed to be upwards of 1000 years old. It is, I am told, mentioned 
in Domesday Book. The girth of its stem at 4 feet from the ground is 
more than 20 feet, and the circumference of its gnarled roots at the base 
is 18 paces or yards. This has, indeed, been for hundreds of years a 
veritable monarch of the woods, defying age and storm. 

In addition to his responsibilities as head gardener, Mr. Udale has 
also the supervision of the extensive woods and general estate work as 
to repairs, &c., needed, for all of which duties he is well fitted.—W. K. W. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF AURICULAS—WHITE-EDGED. 
(Continued from page 124.) 

Ashworth's Regular.—A small plant that produces a medium sized 
flower of fair average goodness. Pip slightly pointed with narrow petals, 

flat ; edge good ; colour dark mahogany, wavy, of proper breadth ; paste 
round, good ; eye greenish yellow, anthers visible. Foliage curled, ser¬ 
rated, slightly mealed. 

Ca/mpbelVs Robert Burns.—A pretty feminine-looking flower with 
neat evenly mealed foliage, having a tint of straw in it. It is not a full 
trusser, and can rarely be shown owing to the narrowness of its two- 
outer zones, the edge and the colour, though in this it is inconstant. Pip 
large, inconstant, some being round and some angular on the same truss ; 
edge good white, too narrow; colour plum, not always wide enough; 
paste good, broad, defined ; eye generally too large, pale yellow, cupped 
with anthers in the hollow. 

Clieetham's Countess of Wilton.—Of average properties for a white- 
edge. Pip round, moderately flat, petal small; edge hardly decided 
enough ; colour dark chestnut, splashed with meal, of sufficient breadth ; 
paste good, circular ; eye browned lemon, anthers low ; foliage curled, 
serrated, without meal. 

Clegg's Crucifix.—A coarse looking flower. Pip large, round, curls ; 
edge good white, colour broad, black, in rays ; paste good, uneven ; eye 
lemon with projecting anthers ; foliage much mealed and serrated. 

Gairn's Model.—Large growing plant with curled and mealed foliage. 
Pip too small, round ; edge good white ; colour very deep plum almost 
black, well proportioned ; paste good, circular, defined ; eye greenish 
orange yellow, rather too large for the size of the flower ; anthers not 
projecting ; fair trusser ; no improvement on Earl Grosvenor, which it 
most resembles. 

Heap's Smiling Beauty.—One of the few whites to rank with Taylor’s 
three celebrities, which it does even with GloVy the best of them. Pip 
round and flat, not always large enough ; edge good white ; colour very 
dark velvety plum with a dash of violet in it, well proportioned ; paste 
even and circular, and where the eye admits of it broad enough ; eye 
full, greenish yellow with low anthers ; magnificent trusser. Foliage 
curled, slightly serrated, evenly mealed. This year, 1860, this variety 
gave me my premier truss, indeed I never saw one that excelled it. 

Hepmorth's True Briton.—A fine thing, and when white enough in the 
edge inferior to none. Pip as perfectly circular as can consist with a 
too uneven surface, for it does not flatten, petals very broad and fine ; 
edge generally undecided ; colour very dark plum,, well placed ; paste 
good, round, defined ; eye bright yellow, open though not large, 
moderately low anthers. Foliage clean, smooth, veined, dark green, 
fleshy, and so impatient of overwatering. 

Hvfton's Miss Willoughby.—Pip not flat nor circular enough ; edge 
decided but of insufficient breadth ; colour plum, too broad ; paste thin, 
circular, eye greenish yellow which fades, low anthers. Foliage broad, 
smooth, evenly mealed.' 

Hughes' Pillar of Beauty.—A very bold flower not worth much now. 
Pip large, round, curled ; edge good white, which contrasts the better 
with the deep black colour because it is splashed into by the latter ; 
paste of good substance, uneven ; eye lemon, with forward anthers. 
Foliage curled, slightly serrated, evenly mealed. 

Lee's Bright Venus.—Large growing plant, with curled and serrated 
foliage, evenly mealed, stout stem, and good trusser. Pip moderately 
flat, circular, with points; edge but moderately white; colour dark 
maroon ; paste scalloped ; all the zones cramped by the size of the eye, 
which is immoderate and open, of a deep greenish yellow, with visible 
anthers. 

Lee's Earl Grosvenor.—A late bloomer but a good one. Pip mode¬ 
rately round and flat ; edge good white ; colour dark chestnut of fair 
breadth, bold ; paste good, occupying at least its fair proportion ; eye 
greenish yellow, rather bold, anthers low ; foliage curly, slightly 
serrated, mealed. Quite as good as Gairn’s Model. 

Lightbody's Mrs. Headley.—Not yet let out, and the raiser hesitates 
about it because of its habit of cupping. The plant sent me on trial 
certainly did not flatten its flowers, but its properties are so good that I 
for one am loth to entertain the idea of discarding it. Pip purely cir¬ 
cular with large petals, which opens like that of Matilda ; the edge was 
not white enough ; colour broad but even, of a rich deep brown ; paste 
of good substance, well defined; eye greenish-orange with a tinge of 
brown, anthers even with the surface. A small grower with a semi- 
mealed foliage. 

Lightbody's Countess of Dunmore.—Not a first-rate flower. Pip small, 
fairly round, rarely flat ; good white edge, narrow ; colour chestnut, not 
always sufficient ; paste occasionally too thin, sometimes good, narrow ; 
eye orange, proportionate, anthers even with the surface ; foliage plenti¬ 
ful, serrated, handsome, fully mealed ; full trusser. 

Popplewell’s Conqueror.—Large, broad petalled, round pip, tolerably 
flat; edge not white enough ; colour chestnut, too narrow ; paste good, 
but angular; eye twice its proper size, open, deep yellow ; foliage large, 
mealed. 

Pott's Regulator.—A good flower though of undecided edge. Pip 
hardly flat enough, fairly rounded ; edge often no more than grey ; 
colour good dark chestnut; paste good, circular ; eye greenish orange, 
small, with low anthers ; in general not a good trusser. Foliage bold, 
light green, without meal. 

Smith’s Ne Plus Ultra.—Pip of good size, of the flattest, very 
pointed; edge white ; colour deep chestnut, starry, might be broader 
with advantage ; paste round ; eye too large, greenish yellow, with low 
anthers; good trusser. Broad, smooth, mealed foliage, constitution 
robust. 

Summer scale's Catharina.—Nothing to boast of. Pip of good size, 
angular, crumpled ; edge fairly white ; colour dark plum, of sufficient 
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breadth, but starry ; paste sufficient, starry ; eye orange ; foliage mealed 
and serrated. 

Taylor's Favourite.—Pip pointed, very flat ; edge good white, not 
equal to Glory ; colour very even, almost to tameness, dark velvety 
maroon ; paste circular ; eye orange. Foliage silvery green, deeply 
serrated, slightly mealed. Good trusser. Handsome both in habit and 
flower. 

Taylor's Glory.—The best of Taylor’s three, and perhaps of all white 
edged Auriculas. Pip a circle, flat; edge pure white ; colour light- 
purplish plum, of good proportion : paste circular, substantial ; °eye 
light yellow, bleaches ; anthers hidden. Foliage smooth, handsome, 
evenly mealed. First-rate trusser. 

Taylor's Incomparable.—Fine handsome' plant with a good flower, 
though the least so of Taylor’s three. Petal pointed, but pip flat; edge 
hardly white enough ; colour dark plum, with a dash of slate in it, 
running into the edge ; paste of good shape, defined, too narrow ; eye 
lemon, with anthers quite visible enough ; good trusser. Foliage scantily 
mealed, serrated, robust, 

(To be continued.) 

THE INSECT ENEMIES OF OUR GARDEN 
CROPS. 

THE GFiAPE. 
(.Continued from page 316, last rol.) 

■. JULY appears to be a month in which that deadly foe of the 
Tine, Phylloxera vastatrix, comes forth winged, and therefore it is 
a suitable time to notice the species, since some authors have laid 
stress upon the fact, believing that it may largely extend itself in 
this fashion. Stories, more or less coloured, are told of these 
insects being seen, flying in clouds, about the Grape-yielding districts 
of the Continent. A little consideration, however, of the pro¬ 
babilities of the case, and the known history of this Phylloxera, 
will lead us to the opinion, I think, that the insect does not, by this 
means, reach new localities, and that it has travelled from one 
country to another by means of the root-feeding imperfect females. 
Aphides, as I have had occasion to point out in this Journal, do 
now and then journey greater distances than i3 commonly supposed, 
but I doubt if a winged Phylloxera can travel a mile, or anything 
near that. It may be added here that the period of flight is 
uncertain, lying between July and September, or even October. 

Several of my friends own to being much perplexed by what 
they have read about the Phylloxera ; “ they can’t make head or 
tail of it.” . Literally, it is frequently difficult to discern head or 
tail on the insects when we take them out for examination, many 
being in a nymph-like condition, when no organs or parts are 
readily discernible. It is true, the literature of the subject, English 
and foreign, is voluminous, but this does not imply extensive 
knowledge ; a great deal of what has been penned is of that theo¬ 
retical nature which is a cover for ignorance. The habits of this 
pest are exceedingly singular, and also obscure even yet, but I hope 
I can make some points clear which are at present cloudy to some. 
Condensing as much as possible, we note first, that it is occasionally 
spoken of as the ^ ine aphis, but is distinguished from the aphides 
proper by the three-jointed antennre, though in its life history it 
nearly resembles that tribe, with certain differences that sever it and 
the other Phylloxeras from both the aphides and the cocci, or scale 
insects. With these it belongs to the Hemipterous order, and is 
perhaps take it altogether—one of the most destructive insects of 
that group. Fortunately, only two species have occurred in Britain, 
the Vine Phylloxera and P. Quercus, which is not uncommon about 
the south during some seasons, and has been known here since 1834 
at least. Several continental entomologists maintain that this, and 
several species beside, are migratory from trees to low-growing 
plants, and vice versa, and this may be the case, but P. vastatrix 
only transfers itself from the leaves to the roots of the Vine. 

Assuredly Phylloxera vastatrix must have existed for a very 
long and unknown period in those North American countries which 
are its habitat, but during the reign of Victoria it has, to quote 
Mr. Buckton, “ crossed the Atlantic, spread itself over the greater 
part of southern Europe, touched at Cape Colony in Africa, and 
brought its baneful influence to bear on the vineyards of Australia.” 
Prof. Westwood received examples of it from English houses in 
1863, and he named the species Peritymbia vitisana, in allusion to 
the tomb-like gall which encloses the mother insect. The leaf- 
haunting insects, were the first to be observed, as was likely, after¬ 
wards the insidious feeders upon the Vine rootlets were detected. 
With us, at least, this enemy flourishes most in graperies and hot¬ 
houses, but in warmer climates it is very prolific on outdoor Vines. 
How dubious is its history appears from the warm debates whether 
the Phylloxera chiefly attacks strong or weak Vines, one party 
contending that it is the weakly or decayed which are selected, and 
the other maintaining that healthy Vines, as having the purest sap, 
are preferred by the insect. 

When the leaves of the Vine are covered thickly with Phylloxera 

galls (generally noticeable during May and June), they turn yellow 
or brown, the stocks become enfeebled, and there arises an un¬ 
pleasant odour suggestive of decay. Still, the greater amount of 
harm is done by severe attacks upon the roots, the fibrils of which 
swell into knobs or tubercles, the vitality of the plant being en¬ 
dangered, while sometimes generation after generation succeeds 
before the insects are detected and dealt with. For, like the family 
of the aphides, generations to the number of five or six may follow 
each other during the summer season, apterous larvfe, or imperfect 
females, as they may be considered, producing young on a plan 
which has been compared to the budding of plants. Indeed Mr. 
Lichtenstein thinks this might go on, if the Vines can bear it, 
fiom year to year, without any winged forms intervening; he has 
noticed a succession for four seasons. 

Ordinarily, however, on the best authorities, the order of life in 
the Phylloxera of the Vine is as follows i—AVinged insects emerge 
in the course of the summer and autumn, but at first only of one 
sex By the females are deposited egg-like bodies. The number 
each produces varies from one to eight, which are not eggs, but 
nymphs 01 pupas, and these develope into true males and females 
which continue the race, but eat nothing. Then the female cfives 
biith to a roundish body, usually one, rarely two, which some 
naturalists regard as an egg, some as a pupa, and which is hidden 
under the bark of the Vine. This lies dormant through the winter 
and hatches in the spring. The progeny of this is a creature which 
has been called the queen or foundress, and which has a certain 
resemblance in habit to the queen wasp. Her business is to form 
galls upon the leaves ; each it is thought, makes but one, correspond¬ 
ing to the nest of the wasp, in which she becomes entombed, sur¬ 
rounded by her progeny. Or it may be she makes several, becoming 
a prisoner only in the last, otherwise there must be a succession of 
the flies, since galls appear at various stages through the summer ; 
fifty and more have been counted upon one leaf. On opening a 
gall,.we find hundreds, or even thousands, of minute yellow creatures, 
the juvenile Phylloxeras, but these do not complete their career 
upon the leaves. At some period during the summer they quit the 
galls, and dropping to the soil begin a subterranean life upon the 
roots of the Vine. For the sake of experiment, the attempt has 
been made to induce Phylloxeras from the roots to settle upon the 
leaves, but they decidedly object to be thus transferred. When 
arrived at the roots, the Phylloxeras increase, as remarked, after 
the manner of aphides, the apterous females depositing a number 
of partially developed individuals like themselves, probably from 
six to twenty, which pursue the like course later on. Out of these 
come the winged examples of summer or autumn, but all the while 
some Phylloxeras remain at the roots through the winter in a semi- 
torpid state, rousing about April, which is the time when chemical 
ag;ents tell most effectually upon them. It is noticeable that the 
Vines of Europe do not seem, taken generally, to favour the growth 
of galls upon their leaves, for which reason the foundresses, or 
queens of the early summer, seek the roots at times, and insinuating 
themselves into the earth, make their galls where their wingless 
kinsfolk are feeding. 

Several writers upon this insect have attributed its increase in 
some French districts to the known destruction of small birds, 
which has been going on in our sister country for many years past! 
A careful observer, the late Edward Newman, does not attach any 
importance to this. It is very unlikely that such birds seek out the 
Phylloxeras at the Vine rootlets, and they have never been seen to 
open the galls in order to eat their living contents. But it does 
seem as if those have some truth on their side who maintain that 
new varieties of the Grape are freest from attacks. Difficult as it 
is to deal with, the ravages of the insect may be checked, and it has 
even been effectually exterminated in some localities by perse¬ 
verance in the methods which have repeatedly been pointed out in 
these columns. There is no question that flooding the Vine roots 
during winter is a capital plan, but one of limited application. 
Arseniate of copper, phenic acid, and other chemicals that have 
been recommended, have the objection of costliness, and also an 
amount of risk. Growers abroad have of late freely employed the 
sulpho-carbonate of potassium, which is not at all dangerous, and 
serves also the purpose of a manure.—Entomologist. 

RUXLEY LODGE, ESHER. 

Probably few gardeners find it an easy task to banish gardens and 
gardening from their minds when “ out for a holiday,” and if they are 
in the neighbourhood of a garden noted for something specially good, or 
within reasonable distance of a gardener famous as a good all-round 
cultivator, they feel that their duty requires that they should “ call in ” 
and “ look round and I admit that I belong to that class of gardeners. 
But while passing through the “ gate ” of another garden, we should 
take care to close the gate of our own garden behind us, and, if possible, 
banish it from our minds. One of the chief objects in visiting gardens’ 
is, or should be, to store the mind with useful information, no 'matter 
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whether it be how to do a thing or how not to do it, and not for the 
purpose of making offensive comparisons at the expense of those who 
are so kind and courteous as to show us, or permit us to see, their 
produce. 

Being a few days ago within a few miles of Iluxley Lodge, Esher, 
the residence of Lord Foley, I availed myself of an opportunity of 
visiting an old master and friend, Mr. John Miller, for many years head 
gardener at Worksop Manor and at Clumber House, Worksop, Notts, 
knowing from past experience that I should not only meet with a 
cordial and true gardener’s welcome, but also see something in the gar¬ 
dens worth noting and remembering. In the Peach house Grosse Mignonne 
Peach and Victoria Nectarine are very good and highly coloured. The 
sub-laterals in the early vinery are allowed to extend themselves for the 
purpose of affording natural shade to the numerous and well-coloured 
bunches of Black Hamburghs, for it is well known that a strong sun¬ 
light quickly transforms “ Black ” Hamburghs into what are called 
“ Red ” Hamburghs, if some shade is not interposed between the fruit 
and the rays of the sun. The second vinery contains a good crop of use¬ 
ful sized bunches of Hamburghs, and the third vinery is planted chiefly 
with Alicante, Lady Downe’s, and Hamburghs. 

Roses are grown in large quantities and in the highest luxuriance. 
Those planted out in the greenhouses and trained on the roofs are La 
France, Gloire de Dijon, Niphetos, Adam, Cloth of Gold, Solfaterre, &c. 
The Roses in pots are young home-grown plants, and testify to the ri.ht 
kind of treatment received from Mr. Robert Miller, who acts as foreman 
for his father. Strelitzia regina was flowering freely in the greenhouse, 
and the plant at all times has a tropical and effective appearance. The 
Azaleas are well grown examples of the best varieties, and are numerous. 

In the stove we saw a perfect jungle of form and colour. Passion 
Flowers, Allamandas, and Bougainvilleas vie with each other on the roof 
and hang down among the arching leaves of the Palms overhead ; and 
around the sides are dense masses of Caladiums, Begonia Rex, Pilea 
muscosa, and Asparagus plumosus ; and continuing to the floor are the 
trailing sprays of Tradescantia zebrina and Panicum variegatum. All 
formality is wisely dispensed with, but here and there a Cycas revoluta 
gives a bold effect, or a Cocos Weddelliana a graceful appearance. 

The Muscat house contains a capital crop of fruit, and it is almost 
unnecessary to say that it is chiefly Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Miller 
has frequently come out of pitched battles in the exhibition tent 
victorious, and he can do it still if he will but enter the arena again. 
As a cultivator of the Fig, few, if any, can surpass him ; and the Fig 
house at Ruxley Lodge will shortly become as famous as did the Fig 
house at Worksop Manor. Nearly all the trees are at present in pots, 
and are bearing good crops of fruit, the principal varieties being White 
Ischia, Negro Largo, and Brown Turkey. 

As empty houses at any time of the 5 ear are not desirable, the centre 
stages of two greenhouses at Ruxley Lodge—their customary occupants 
being outdoors—are filled with Tomatoes ; but these, instead of being 
trained from the pots up sticks perpendicularly, are trained to a frame¬ 
work of hazel or any slightly pliable sticks, and carried from one side of 
the stage to the other, thus forming a curvilinear trelliswork, upon 
which the Tomato plants are trained. The varieties most in favour are 
Hathaway’s Excelsior and Trentham Fillbasket. 

The somewhat rare CaUicarpa purpurea finds a home at Ruxley 
Lodge, where its racemes of greyish purple berries are much appreciated. 
This is a fitting companion to the Rivinas, R. humilis and R. tinctoria, 
and it is a pity they are not more frequently placed before the public. 
Both are easily grown, the Rivina especially so. A small house is de¬ 
voted to Gardenias, and they luxuriate in it. The old but ever fragrant 
an! beautiful Pancratium javanicum is grown here in quantity ; and 
amongst Orchids may be noted Oncidium macranthum, Epidendrum 
vitellinum, Lycaste lanipes, and Zygopetalum Mackayi. 

Mr. Miller being the raiser of the excellent variety of Melon called 
William Tillery, one naturally expects to find that variety excep¬ 
tionally good at Ruxley Lodge, nor are our expectations doomed to dis¬ 
appointment, for here we find such fruit of it as is rarely seen, good as it 
generally is. In the same large house devoted to Melons are some fine 
Calanthes that would do credit to the most accomplished Orchid 
grower ; and Eucharis grandiflora var. Bulli (to me a new variety, and 
much smaller than grandiflora) is very numerous and appears to enjoy 
the treatment. In a pool of water are to be seen some plants of Calla 
asthiopica which appear to be quite at home and are flowering very 
freely. The effect produced is very ornamental and natural. 

A portion of the flower garden is laid out in Box and in form of the 
Prince of Wales’s feathers ; and on the left of the mansion is a quantity 
of ornamental ironwork, forming pillars and festoons, and these in due 
time will be covered with ornamental climbing plants ; and in the 
narrow borders at the base are artistically grouped such plants as 
Pelargonium Rollisson’s Unique, large plants of double Ivy-leaved 
Pelargoniums, Cannas, Liliums, &c., all blending and harmonising in 
form, colour, and appropriateness. Several beds"in the flower garden 
directly in front of the house are planted “ carpet” fashion, and, con¬ 
sidering the peculiar outline of the beds to be dealt with, Mr. Miller 
has evolved a singularly appropriate design ; but it must be seen to be 
understood. In beds at some distance are herbaceous plants, which tend 
to lead the ideas from the more formal flower garden to its more natural 
surroundings ; and close by are large pyramids—or rather, cones—of 
Pelargoniums, which give masses of colour without being flat or too 
formal in appearance, as “ beds ” usually are. 

The kitchen gardens are large and well cropped with the fruit and 
vegetables required in a large establishment; and a good-sized orchard 

supplies the usual orchard fruit. Here Mr. Miller, with his usual plan 
of keeping pace with the times, has been beheading some of the effete 
and worthless varieties, and had them grafted—Herefordshire fashion 
with varieties of sterling merit. This is a step in the right direction, 
and were this done throughout the country we should soon cease to near 
so much talk of the superiority of the American Apples over the English 
Apples.—J. U. S. 

MR. CYPHER’S PLANTS, AND HOW HE GROWS THEM. 

All interested in plant culture as well as numerous visitors to the 
principal flower shows in the country are familiar with the name of 
Cypher, and, doubtless, a few remarks upon Mr. Cypher’s famous 
Queen’s Road Nurseries, Cheltenham, will be of interest to many of the 
readers of the Journal of Horticulture. On about one acre of ground 
there are arranged fifty plant houses, some of them being very commo¬ 
dious, and all well adapted for the purpose for which each is built. 
Naturally, the immense Palms and Cycads that form such admirable 
backgrounds to the noble groups of plants at various shows require 
much space, and those who may imagine that exhibiting must be 
profitable, would alter their opinion somewhat if they fully realised the 
amount of labour and other expenses constantly being expended upon 
the fine specimens at Cheltenham. Not only have the giants to be fed 
all the year round, but as these are liable to become shabby and com¬ 
paratively worthless, a great number of young plants have to be 
gradually brought on to take their place. No exhibitor ought in any 
case to put all his “ eggs in one basket,” but duplicates of nearly every¬ 
thing is required in order to be certain to have one of them in a fresh 
condition at the right time. Mr. Cypher can compete successfully at 
one or more shows, and yet have numbers of attractive plants at home. 
They have no secrets, and if I failed to glean useful information it is 
my own fault. 

Ericas always tell better than anything in a collection of well- 
grown stove and greenhouse plants, and of these they have a capital 
collection in various sizes. Some, notably a huge Cavendishi, not 
less than 7 feet through, have become too large to carry about, and 
will not be taken out many more times. Two sets of plants of both 
E. Cavendishi and E. depressa have to be grown, as they are only avail¬ 
able every other year. Those to flower next season are now standing in 
the full sunshine, the pots only being covered with mats, and under this 
treatment they become thickly set with buds. The principal portion of 
the Ericas are grown in a light span-roofed house, and given abundance 
of dry air. In clear weather the lights can be drawn clean off the. 
house, and in showery or dull weather returned and blocked open. 
Overpotting or careless watering are the principal causes of so many 
plants dying, and it is useless to attempt their culture in mixed plant 
houses. _ 

The Ixoras are now very beautiful, and I fancy in better condition 
than I have formerly seen them. They are decidedly heat-loving plants, 
and require plenty of room and daylight. A good peaty soil suits them, 
and after the pots are well filled with roots liquid manure may be used 
safely and freely. Healthy plants break readily after being cut back,, 
and, treated as just advised, no difficulty is experienced in setting 
abundance of buds. Ixoras are certainly very liable to be infested with 
mealy bug, but this is their principal failing, and why this beautiful 
class of plants are not more generally grown for affording cut flowers or 
for decorating plant stoves it is difficult to account for. Mr. Cypher will 
have a splendid plant of the finest of all Ixoras—viz., Duffi, for the 
August shows, and such good sorts as Pilgrimi, coccinea, Williamsi, 
Westi, and Fraseri in fine condition ; Westi also being a promising 
novelty. 

Allamandas are extensively grown, and principally in a low three- 
quarter span-roofed house. All are near the k lass, for it is useless- 
attempting to flower them in other but a very light position. They also- 
require a strong heat, and will succeed in a house to which little or no 
air is admitted better than most flowering plants. The bulk of the 
Allamandas are started late in December, being previously well shortened 
back. When breaking strongly they are turned out of their pots, much, 
of the exhausted soil picked away from the roots, and then repotted,, 
using a strong loamy soil and pots a little larger than they were shaken 
out of. When the young growths have made good progress and hardened 
somewhat, they are cut back to the third or fourth joint, this causing 
each to push out three or four shoots, all of which soon develope flower 
spikes. Little or no training is done till near the time the plants are- 
wanted for exhibition, quite a thicket of flowering shoots being then 
available. Both leaves and flowers soon face up to the light and appear 
to have long been trained to the globular or balloon-shape trellis used. 
Allamandas like plenty of water and liquid manure, and are benefited 
by a top-dressing of cow manure. The variety known as Hendersoni isi 
the most generally grown, but Mr. Cypher also has beautiful examples, 
of nobilis, this being the most difficult to grow. 

Dipladenias are still more beautiful than Allamandas, and have more 
weight in a collection of plants. At Cheltenham they have several 
grand specimens each of ainabilis, Brearleyana, Williamsi, and profusa, 
and a great number of medium-sized and small plants, all being in. 
excellent health, and commencing to develope numerous strong flower 
spikes. They succeed well in the Allamanda house, but are by no 
means so easily cultivated. They are very fickle as to soil, loam usually 
proving fatal to them. Mr. Cypher uses good fibrous peat, charcoal, 
crocks, and sand. The pots are not large, are very freely drained, ami 
the greatest care is taken not to overwater—too much water and a sour 
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compost being the principal cause of innumerable failures. The prin¬ 
cipal portion of the old wood is kept on the balloon-shaped trellises, the 
plants being well raised to the light, and the young growths trained up 
strings or allowed to grow freely over the roof trellising. This is 
necessary to induce free flowering, as it is quite possible to grow 
Dipladenias strongly and yet not flower them well. They are easily 
taken down and trained as required. Mealy bug is the greatest enemy 
to them, and hand-picking is the safest method of keeping them in 
check, any kind of insecticide or careless cleaning quickly injuring the 
foliage. The syringe should keep down red spider. 

Bougainvillea glabra and ClerodeDdron Balfourianum are extensively 
grown, these by good management being available and very effective at 
both the early and late shows. The former thrives in a loamy compost, 
likes plenty of water and liquid manure, and may be rested or flowered 
in a cool house. Those for the early shows are rested in the autumn 
and started early in the new year, while those required in August or 
later are induced to grow strongly in the late autumn and winter months, 
and after being rested and lightly pruned these are re-started in May’ 
Clerodendrons are given a peaty compost, are not rested in a cool house, 
this if tried sometimes proving fatal to them ; but in other respects 
their treatment is very similar to that of the Bougainvilleas. Pimeleas 
of sorts are wonderfully fine, these being principally grown for the 
spring shows, and are now either just cut back or breaking strongly. 
Hedaromas, Aphelexis, Phcenocomas, and Statices, all indispensable to 
the exhibitor, are in excellent health, and include some of the best 
specimens in the country. Light and airy greenhouses are the positions 
for these, and they must have plenty of room and careful waterings. 

Anthuriums are more within the reach of the generality of plant 
growers, and popular as they are, still more would grow them if it was 
known how little heat they really require. Mr. Cypher has a grand 
lot of plants growing in a comparatively cool house, and, if I remember 
rightly, a lean-to with a north aspect. Such a number of large freely 
flowered plants, not a poor variety among them, and including such 
grand sorts as Schertzerianum, Cypheri, Wardi, and some fine forms of 
Andreanum, is a sight not easily forgotten. All are rooting in a coarse 
Orchid-like compost, with a good surfacing of sphagnum, and with 
plenty of moisture at all times, and free syringings, very little else is 
needed. A little soot water appears to benefit tliem, and perhaps this is 
the safest fertiliser that can be given. At one time they had a grand 
lot of Eucharis amazonica, large specimens being frequently included 
in the groups of flowering plants. Now they can-do nothing with them 
owing to the destructiveness of the Eucharis mite. The old stock was 
gradually burnt, and a new lot established in another part of the 
nursery, but these are also affected, and present a miserable appear¬ 
ance. Various remedies, or so-called remedies, have been tried, all to no 
purpose, and Mr. Cypher is beaten for once. Of Pancratium fragrans 
they have several wonderful specimens in 20-inch pots, and fully 
7 feet through. They receive large quantities of water and liquid 
manure, and are grown constantly in a moderately high temperature. 
As many as thirty large flower spikes are developed on each in one 
season. 

Fine-foliaged plants are not so numerous as flowering plants, the 
same giants doing duty at various places. A large span-roofed house is 
devoted solely to Crotons, and of these there are many very fine 
specimens. A high temperature is maintained early in the season, but 
more air is given when it is necessary to prepare the plants for the 
shows. They are shaded from bright sunshine, the blinds on each side of 
the house being run up or down according as the sun is on or off. 
Blinds are also freely used in a similar manner over the various 
plants previously alluded to, plenty of light being essential, but fierce 
sunshine is guarded against. The best Crotons for exhibition 
are Queen Victoria Reginus, Sunset, Thompsoni, Warreni, angustifolius, 
Williamsi, Montfortensis, Prince of Wales, majesticus, Countess (in the 
way of but superior to Johannis), and Neumanni. For table decoration 
Mr. Cypher recommends angustifolius, Countess, majesticus, inter¬ 
rupts aureus, Aigburthensis, and elegans. 

Orchids are grown in very large numbers, and all appear to be in 
excellent condition. The Cattleyas, for which a span-roofed house 
50 feet long, 24 feet wide, and 16 feet high was built a few years ago, 
were alone worth journeying a long way to see. Most of the valuable 
forms of Mossise, Mendeli, Trianae, and labiata were flowering freely, 
as well as a few extra choice varieties of which Mr. Cypher holds the 
stock. Laelias, Dendrobes, Masdevallias, Epklendrums, Cypripediums, 
Odontoglossums, Vandas, in fact all the best Orchids, are well repre¬ 
sented, and nowhere else can be seen healthier plants. 

Although best known as an exhibitor of plants, Mr. Cypher attaches 
more value to the cut flower trade, and largely cultivates all the most 
serviceable classes of plants, both indoors and out. Orders are received 
from all parts of Great Britain and Ireland, more especially for wreaths, 
crosses, and bouquets. No one is ever refused admittance into these 
interesting nurseries, and many gardeners beside myself might with 
profit spend an hour or two with the Messrs. Cypher, the beautiful town 
of Cheltenham, too, being well worth a visit.—A Visitor. 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
TAUNTON. 

The notes of our reporter of tbe plant and flower department of this 
Show having failed to reach in time for publication, we print what appears 
to be a very good description of that section from the Somtrset Gaze te. 
The report of the fruit and vegetable departments is from one of our 
correspondents. 

The twentieth annual Show of the Taunton Deane Horticultural and 
Floricultural Society was held on the 11th inst. in Vivary Park, Taunton 
and notwithstanding the dryness of the season the exhibits in all depart- 
ments were of extraordinary excellence. The interest manifested in the 
Exhibition by the inhabitants of the town and countv showed no falling off 
and throughout the day the park was visited by several thousand people’. 
The Committ e issued a request to the tradesman of the town to decorate 
their establishments on the evening previous to the Show, and on Thursday 
morning most of the houses of business in the main streets exhibited flago, 
banners, and bunting in great variety. The bells of St. Mary’s church rano- 
out merry peals, and the Union Jack was hoisted on several of the public 
buildings. The Show, coming as it does in the wake of several important 
exhibitions in the west, is invariably favoured with high-class exhibits, and 
the Committee have of late years made their prize-list more attractive, with 
the result that the competition in all departments has grown exceedingly 
keen. For several years past a gratifying improvement in tbe quality of 
the exhibits has been noticeable, and in the opinion of those most competent 
to judge this year’s Show was considerably in advance of any exhibition, 
previously held under the auspices of the Society. 

The whole of the arrangements were satisfactorily carried out by the 
Committee, while the secretarial duties were efficiently performed by Messrs. 
Maynard and Hammett, with the assistance of a staff of clerks. 

The exhibits were staged in five large marquees. No. 1 tent, which was 
160 feet long, contained a magnificent collection of plants and flowers. The 
first prize for twelve stove and greenhouse plants in flower (in pots) was 
awarded to Mr. B. W. Cleave of Crediton, who has figured largely in pre¬ 
vious years’ prize lists in this department, Mr. Cypher of Cheltenham, who 
is also a well-known prizewinner at West of England shows, being second. 
The plants of both exhibitors were a splendid lot. Mr. Cl ave’s collection 
comprised the followingErica remula, Lapageria rosea, Ixora Williamsi 
Eucharis amazonica, Allamanda Hendersoni, Erica Eweriana superba 
Allamanda nobilis, Clerondendron Balfourianum, Bougainvillea glabra, Ixora 
Prince of Orange, Erica obbata purpurea, and Ixora Fraseri. Great credit is 
due to Mr. Lock, the gardener to Mr. Cleave, for the care and attention 
which he evidently bestows upon the plants. This year he has Bhown at 
Southampton and WeBton-super-Mare with similar success. Mr. Cypher's 
collection included a number of good-sized and well-grown plants, admit¬ 
tedly a fine lot, but in the opinion of those most competent to judge thev 
were hardly so fresh as Mr. Cleave’s. Th re was an excellent Phcenocoma 
prolifera Barnesi, and two good Ericas—Tbompsoni and Aitoniana. In 
Class 2, for six stove and greenhouse plants, Mr. Cypher was awarded first 
with a very good collection, which included an Erica Marnockiana and a fine 
Erica Irbyana. The second prize went to Mrs. Pears”, a well-known 
exhibitor from Southampton. Mr. Cypher was first in Class 3 for eight fine 
foliaged and variegated plants (distinct varieties). The collection included 
a Cycas circinalis, Cordyline indivisa, Kentia Fosteriana, and a Dasylirion 
acrotrichum. Mr. Cleave was second, his exhibits including a Latania 
borbonica and a very fine Croton Williamsi, which were shown at Souths 
ampton and Weston with the flowering plants. The first prize for eight 
exotic Ferns (distinct varieties) was taken by Mr. Cleave with a grand lot 
of plants, with which he has gained similar honours wherever they have 
been shown. Geraniums were a very fine show, though some of the flowers 
were a little deficient in colour, owing, no doubt, to the hot weather. Ia 
this department Mr. Godding cleared the board of most of tbe prizes, taking 
in all no less than six firsts. Mr. Tidbury, another local exhibitor, was to 
the front in the class for Geraniums, variegated leaves, eight plants—a very 
meritorious lot. Two excellent plants were shown in the class for a newly 
introduced plant with ornamental foliage; the first prize went to Mr. 
Cypher, and the second to Mr, John Marshall. Mr. Cypher also took a first 
for Orchids. 

Roses were a splendid show, and here the well-known growers, Messrs. 
Cooling & Sons of Bath, were to the front. Mr. J. Nation of Staplegrove 
was awarded first for Dahlias in three classes, his flowers being wonderfully 
fine. Mr. Smith of Bristol took two firsts for Hollyhocks. Some good> 
Verb-nas were shown, Mr. A. Guy-Evered taking first in both classes. Mr. 
Godding was successful in the class for Gladioli, twenty-four spikes. Com¬ 
petition in tbe class for cut flowers (twelve bunches distinct varieties) lay 
between the Earl of Cork and Mr. Jno. Marshall. The collection from Bel¬ 
mont included some extraordinary fine flowers, which reflected credit on the 
head gardener, Mr. Lucas. The Judges placed Mr. Marshall first in the class. 
Mr. Cypher was first in the class for Orchids, one of his plants being an ex¬ 
cellent specimen of Cattleya eldorado virginalis. In this tent Messrs. Kel- 
way & Son, seedsmen, Langport, exhibited, not for competition, forty-eight 
spikes of Gladioli, and they were awarded certificates of merit in respect to 
three—Hilda, a creamy whi e tinted with carmine; Howard Maynard, a 
bright scarlet; and Ciris, a white, shaded mauve and cream spot on the 
lower petal. The collection included some of the splendid specimens for 
which the Langport nurseries are noted. Mr. R. H. Poynter of Taunton ex¬ 
hibited, not for competition, a splendid collection of Petunias and other plants 
in good condition and of fine growth, which were certificated. Messrs. Kel- 
way also showed two excellent specimens of Gaillardia, for one of which— 
William Kelway—they were awarded a certificate of merit. 

The amateurs’ exhibits, which were staged in the second marquee, were 
an exce’lent lot all round, the cut flowers being especially fine considering 
the difficulties which have attended their cultivation this year. It must 
have required an immense amount of care to bring the exhibits to the high 
standard of excellence. Mr. Cleave followed up his successes in the other 
department by clearing the board of the first prizes in five classes for stove 
and greenhouse plants and exotic and hardy Ferns, the second prizes going 
to Mrs. Pearse, Mr. John Marshall, Mr. W. G. Marshal], and Mr. F. W. 
Newton. Mr. W. G. Marshall was to the front in the class for Japan Lilies 
with four specimens that did credit to his head gardener. Mr. Thomas. Mr. 
Tottle was awarded first for Fuchsias, Mr. W. B. Hellard for Begonias, anil 
Mr. John Marshall for Gladioli. There were some wonderfully fine 
Geraniums shown, aud the first prizes were pretty evenly divided between 
Mr. Hellard and Mr. Tottle. Mr. VV. G. Marshall took first in the classes, 
for Achimenes and Gloxinias, and Mr. Manley was similarly honoured for 
Petunias and Balsams. Mr. Pope of Bath was to the fore in the classes for- 
German and French Asters, and Mr. Nation took a first for Dahlias. The 
fi st prizes in the classes for Verbenas went to Mr. Guy Evered. Mr. C. L. 
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Collard of Wivelisoombe, who is a well-known exhibitor, gained the first 
prize for a Lilium anratnm, and was similarly placed in two classes for 
Geraniums. Mr. Budd of Bath, who bad to be content with second honou's 
in the classes for Boses in the first tent, gained three firsts in this depart¬ 
ment with some splendid specimens. In the open classes for single specimen 
plants (of superior cultivation), Mr. Cleave added three firsts to his long 
list of honours at this Show. Mr. Tottle was awarded the first for green¬ 
house plants, and two firsts for Geraniums, while Mr. Godding took three 
firsts for Fuchsias and Geraniums. Mrs. J. R. Chard, Brunswick Nurs ry, 
Stoke Newington, took the whole of the firsts in the ladies’ prizes (five in 
number)—viz., for dinner-table decoration, cut flowers arranged in a vase or 
any other ornamental stand (adapted for the dining or drawing-room), hand 
bouquet suitable'for a concert or ball, wild flowers, ornamental device and 
bouquet. Miss Mabel Farrant, daughter of the Mayor of Taunton, was 
second in the first-mertioned class, the decoration being exceedingly tasteful, 
but rather deficient in quantity. Miss Mary Poynter was similarly placed 
in the classes for a hand bouquet and a bouquet of wild flowers. In the class 
for an ornamental device in wild flowers Miss Tazewell was placed second. 
Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son, Exeter, Bhowed a miscellaneous collection not 
for competition, consisting of Orchids in variety, some of their very choice 
seedling Begonias (doubles and singles), the old-fashioned herbaceous 
plants, of which they grow an immense number owing to the great demand 
that is springing up for them on account of their being useful for cutting 
and for borders. They also showed cut flowers, their new variety of Cactus 
Dahlias which are so peculiar in formation and yet so fine for decoration : 
other Dahlias blooms, and a box of Gladioli, twenty-four varieties. Boxes of 
Carnation blooms suitable for border or outdoor culture were included in 
the collection. There was also a box of double Zinnias, which were much 
admired. The whole collection was backed up by Japanese Maples, with 
their delicate Fern-like foliage, and altogether it may be said to have been 
a valuable attraction to the Show. 

Fruit and Vegetables.—Two large tents were devoted to fruit and 
vegetables, the gardeners filling one and the cottagers the other. The 
drought has been badly felt in the Taunton district, very little rain having 
fallen this year, but in spite of this there was no appreciable falling off 
either in the quantity or quality of the products shown. Good prizes were 
offered for ten dishes of fruit, and for these the competition was close, there 
being three lots of nearly equal merit. Mr. H. W. Ward, gardener to the 
Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, was placed first, his collection 
consisting of excellent Madresfield Court and fairly good Muscat of Alexan¬ 
dria Grapes, a fine Smooth Cayenne Pine, Hero of Lockinge Melon, Dr. Hogg 
Peaches, Pine Apple Nectarines, Black Tartarian Cherries, Moorpark 
Apricots, and poor Figs and Plums. The second prize was awarded to Mr. 
W. Pratt, Longleat, who had heavy bunches of Muscat of Alexandria and 
Hamburgh Grapes and a good fruit of Charlotte Rothschild Pine, these 
dishes evidently being most weighty with the Judges. Mr. Iggulden, 
Marston House, Frome, had a good all-round collection, the Pine Apple 
spoiling his chance for a better prize. With four varieties Mr. W. Duff urn, 
Weston-super-Mare, was first, having large but not well coloured Madres¬ 
field Court Grapes, Scarlet Invincible Melon, Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and 
Newington Nectarine all in good condition. Mr. J. Lloyd, gardener to 
Vincent Stuckey, Esq., Langport, pressed very closely, and was awarded the 
second prize. Noblesse Peaches in this collection being very fine. Mr. 
Pratt was awarded the first prize for a Smooth Cayenne Pine Apple. 
The same exhibitor took the lead in the Black Hamburgh class, having large 
hut imperfectly coloured bunches. Mr. Iggulden was a good second, and 
Mr. H. W. Ward third. In the any other black c’ass Mr. Ward was well 
first with good Madresfield Court, the second prize going to Mr. J. Lloyd 
for the same variety, and the third to Mr. Iggulden for small well-finished 
bunches of Gros Maroc. Mr. Pratt was first for Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. 
J. Loosemore, gardener to W. Cooper, Esq., being second ; and Mr. Lloyd 
third, the colour being wanting in each instance. With any white variety 
Mr. Ward was awarded the first prize for only moderately good Buckland 
Sweetwater; Mr. Lloyd following, instead of being first as he ought, with 
Foster’s Seedling ; the third prize going to Mr. C. Coope-, gardener to C. L. 
Collard, Esq., for the same variety. Melons were not so plentiful as usual. 
Mr. H. W. Ward was first for a very good fruit of Hero of Lockinge, and 
Mr. W. M. Bryant second. Mr. W. Iggulden was first for Peaches, winning 
with a highly coloured dish of Crimson Galande ; the second prize going to 
Mr. J. Newcombe, gardener to H. J. Gore-Langton, Esq. Mr. H. Ward took 
first prize in the class for Nectarines with a handsome dish of Pine Apple, Mr. 
Daffurn following with Elruge. Mr. R. Huxtable, gardener to F. W. Newton, 
Esq., was well first for Apricots ; and Mr. J. Reed, gardener to F. C. Parsons, 
Esq., second. Mr. C. Lucas was first and Mr. Daffurn second for Pears ; 
and the prizewinners with Plums were Messrs. W. Cavill, A. Crossman, and 
H. Hayward. Mr. Lloyd was first for Cherries, and Mr. id. Kidley, gardener 
to H. A. Helyar, Esq., second. 

A silver cup, value five guineas, was offered for a collection of eight 
varieties of vegetables and six varieties of fruit, all to be grown in the open 
air. Several good lots were staged, but Mr. A. Crossman, gardener to J. 
Brutton, Esq., was well first. He had very fine Carter’s Crimson Celery, 
white Spanish Onions, Jubilee Runner Beans, Ne Plus Hltra Peas, Vicar of 
Laleham Potatoes, Carter’s Mammoth Cauliflower, Student Parsnips, and 
Carter’s Altrincham Carrot; and of fruit, very fine dishes of Norello 
Cherries, Doyenne d’Ete Pears, Rivers’ Early Plums, Brown Turkey Figs, 
Apricots, and Early Rivers Peach. Mr. G. Garraway, Bath, was second, 
his collection including fine dishes of Queen of the West Vegetable 
Marrows, Ashleaf Potatoes, Incomparable Peas, Peaches, Plums, ifec. The 
best ten dishes of vegetables were staged by W. Cavill, gardener to H. F. 
Manley, Esq., among these being good Model Cucumbers, Snowdrop 
Potato, and Champion Runner Beans. Mr. H. Moore was second with a 
good lot. Messrs. Webb & Sons offered prizes for six varieties of vegetables, 
the first prize being taken by Mr. Tilley, gardener to Col. Cotgrave, whojhad 
Webb’s Sensation Tomatoe3, New Intermediate Carrot, Leicester Red 
Celery, extra good. Mr. H. Moore was second. Several good collections of 
six dishes of Potatoes were shown, Mr. H. Moore leading with fine tubers of 
Reading Russet, Cosmopolitan, Vicar of Laleham, Prizetaker, Chancellor, 
and Prime Minister. Mr. W. Greedy was second. Messrs. J. Nation, H. 
Moore, W. Greedy, and A. Tucker were all successful in the other Potato 
classes. Celery was very good. Mr. C. Cooper being first with Incomparable 

White. In the other vegetable classes the principal prizewinners were 
Messrs.'H. Moore, A. Crossman, W. Cavill, J. Smith, G. Garraway, A. J. 
Evered, and C. Grant. Mr. J. Webber, gardener to G. F. Luttrell, Esq., was 
first for a brace of Cucumbers, and in a large class of Tomatoes Mr. Kidley 
was first with a very handsome dish of Sutton’s Perfection. 

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.—August 9th. 

The fifteenth annual Exhibition of this Society was in every respect a 
great success. A good all-round display was brought together and 
effectively arranged in four large tents. Mr. F. T. Perrett is the indefati¬ 
gable and courteous Secretary, and, thanks to him as well as a good general 
Committee, everything passed off apparently to the satisfaction of all con¬ 
cerned. 

Four good prizes ranging from £15 15s. to £3 3s. were offered for twelve 
stove and greenhouse plants, to include at least four foliage plants, and 
these attracted four competitors. After a very careful examination the 
Judges eventually awarded the first prize to Mr. G. Lock, gardener to B. W. 
Cleave, Esq., Crediton, his group taking forty points, and that staged by 
Mr. J. Cypher, Cheltenham, thirty-nine. So close in point of merit were 
these exhibits that many on-lookers were of opinion they should have been 
placed equal. Mr. Lock had an immense and very well grown Latania 
borbonica and Encephalartos villosus ampliatus, Croton Warreni, and 
Croton Williamsi in fine condition, and very fresh and beautifully flowered 
specimens of Ixora Prince of Orange, Erica mmula, Erica Eweriana superba, 
Erica obbata purpurea, Lapageria rosea, Allamanda Hendersoni, Ixora 
Williamsi, and Eucharis amazonica, the last named having fully seventy 
flower spikes. Mr. Cypher staged good Kentia3, a Cycas, and Croton Queen 
Victoria, while his best flowering plants were Erica Marnockiana, Erica 
Iveryana, Bougainvillea glabra, and Erica Aitoniana. Mr. E. Wills, 
gardener to M s. Pearce, Southampton, was third ; and Mr. W. C. Drum¬ 
mond, Bath, fourth. The best six flowering plants were staged by Mr. J. 
Cypher, these consisting of Cleroiendron Balfourianum, Ixora regina, 
Erica Thomsoni, Allamanda nobilis, Statice profusa, and Allamanda grandi- 
flora in good condition. Mr. E. Wills was second, his group including a 
freely flowered Stitice profusa and a good Erica obhata purpurea. Mr. G. 
Lock took the lead with four flowering plants, the second prize going to Mr. 
G. Holland, gardener to W. Ash, Esq. Mr. Lock was first for a single stove 
flowering plant, staging a good Ixora Prince of Orange, and in a corre¬ 
sponding class for greenhouse plants was first with Erica Lindleyana, 
Mr. Wills being second in both instances. 

For six fine-foliaged plants, Mr. Lock was again first, having grand 
specimens of Kentia Fosteriana, Kentia Belmoreana, Areca lutescens, 
Croton volutus beautifully coloured, and Croton Disraeli; Mr. J. Cypher 
being a close second, and Mr. E. Wills third. In the class for a single fine- 
foliaged plant Mr. Lock was first with an immense Gleichenia speluncm, 
measuring from 8 feet to 9 feet through, and Mr. E. Wills second with a good 
Cycas revoluta. Ferns were extensively and well shown. Mr. Lock was 
first for eight exotic varieties, these including fine specimens of Marattia 
Cooperi, Davallia fijiensis, Nephrolepis davallioides furcans, and Gleichenia 
Mendelli. Mr. W. Lewis, gardener to J. E. Cole, Esq., Weston-super-Mare, 
was a creditable second, and Mr. W. Brooks, Weston-super-Mare, third. 
With six varieties, J. P. Cassell, Esq., Weston-super-Mare, was first, 
and the same position was taken by Mr. E. Wills for four varieties. Messrs. 
Lock, C. Holland, E. WTills, W. Lewis, W. C. Drummond, and J. P. 
Cassell, Esq., were also successful in the classes for Adiantums and hardy 
Ferns. Coleuses were not so good as usual. Mr. C. Holland was first 
for six plants, and Mr. W. Brooks second; and with four plants Mr. W. 
Brown was first, and Mr. H. Marshall, gardener to R. Cox, Esq., second. 

Two beautiful lots of Orchids were staged. Mr. J. Cypher was well 
first with Cattleya crispa superba, Aerides quinquevulnera, Cattleya Gaskel- 
liana superba, and Saccolabium Blumei, in fine condition. Mr. Wills had 
among others well-flowered plants of Dendrobium formosum giganteum 
and Dendrobium Dearei, and was second. A considerable number of 
Zonal Pelargoniums were Btiged, some of them being very well flowered. 
With six distinct varieties Mr. W. Lswis was first, Mr. W. Smith sicond, 
and Mr. W. Brooks third, and in the class for four double-flowering 
sorts, Mr. Lewis was again first, and Mr. W. Smith second. Begonias, on 
the whole, were poor. Mr. Brown and Mr. C. Holland were both success¬ 
ful with them. The best six Gloxinias were staged by Mr. C. Holland, Mr. 
G. Lock being a good second. Mr. R. Masson was first for Balsams, and 
Mr. W. Lewis second ; while the prizewinners with Petunias were Messrs. 
C. Holland, W. Lewis, W. Brooks, and T. B. Vicary. Fuchsias were not of 
great merit. Mr. Brooks was the most successful exhibitor of these. The 
last named was also first for a new or rare plant, staging the curiously 
flowered Aristolochia elegans. 

Cut flowers, as usual, were extensively and well shown, Roses being 
more abundant and good than might reasonably have been anticipated. 
The best twenty-four blooms of these were shown by Messrs. G. Cooling 
and Sons, Bath. Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, was a good second, and Dr. S. P. 
Budd, Bath, third. The first prize for twelve varieties was awarded to 
Mr. T. Hobbs, Lower Easton, Bristol, who had good blooms. Messrs. 
Parker <fc Sons were a creditable second, and Mr. W. Smith, Bristol, third. 
Messrs. Cooling & Sons were well first for twelve Teas, having beautiful 
blooms of Jean Pernet, Perle des Jardins, Innocente Pirola, Niphetos, 
Etoile de Lyon, and Alba Rosea. Mr. J. Mattock followed, his best being 
Grace Darling, Madame H. Jamain, and Madame de Watteville, and Dr. 
Budd was third. Messrs. Parker & Sons also had a fine lot of Roses 
not for competition. 

Dahlias were, in several instances, of great size, but not quite “up" 
in the eye. Mr. J. Nation had the best twenty-four blooms, these in¬ 
cluding W. Rawlings, H. Austin, Mr. Glasscock, Herbert Turner, General 
Roberts, A. F. Barron, and Peacock. Mr. G. Humphries, Chippenham, was 
a good second, and Mr. F. Harris third. With twelve varieties Mr. T. 
Hobbs was first, Mr. S. Tottle second, and Mr. F. Harris third. Mr. W. 
Brooks was first for twenty-four Gladioli, an i Mr. S. Tottle second. Asters 
were plentiful and very fine. Mr. R. Richards, Stapleton, was first for 
quilled varieties, and Mr. W. J. Jones, Bath, second. Mr. W. J. Jones had 
the best twenty-four varieties, the second prize going to J. Cooling & Sons, 

■ and the third to Mr. G. Garraway, Bath. Mr. W. Iggulden, gardener to the 
j Earl of Cork, Frome, was well first for twelve bunches of choice out 
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flowers, and Mr. B. Eichards second, the first prize for twenty-four 
varieties going to Mr. W. Brooks. Vases of cut flowers were well shown 
by Messrs. T. W. Gibson, Cliftm, A. E. Thomas, and W. Brooks, and vases 

0t rl*1 r nt' **0'vers tjy Messrs. J. Attwell, gardener to J. B. Brann, Esq., 
M d „ o ^'tl.oma8. the prizes going in the order named in each instance. 
■Messrs. Perkins A Sons had the first prize for a magnificent bouquet, Mr. E. 
Eichards being second. 

, .FrUita°f kinds in season were well represented. The best collection 
ot ten dishes was staged by Mr. Nash, gardener to the Duke of Beaufort, 
Badminton, who had the best Black Hamburgh in the tent, and fairly good 
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, a handsome Smooth Cayenne Pine Apple, 
Golden Gem Melon, fine Stirling Castle and Elruge Nectarines, Apricots, 
and a good dish of Black Tartarian Cherries. Mr. W. Iggulden was a close 
second, having good Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, fine 
Beaches and other good dishes, and a poor Pine. Mr. Pratt, gardener to the 
Marquis of Bath, Longleat, was third, his collection being most remarkable 
tor the size of the Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes and Smooth Cayenne 
Bine. Several good collections of four dishes were staged. Mr. J. Lloyd, 
gardener to X incent Stuckey, Esq., Hill House, Langport, was placed first, 

good Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Highcross Hybrid Melon, 
Noblesse Peaches, and Oldenburgh Nectarines. The second prize was 
awarded to Mr. W. Daffurn, gardener to Mrs. Paterson, Weston-super-Mare, 
wno liad fine but scarcely ripe Madresfield Court Grapes and other good 

;,e Crossman, gardener to J. Brutton, Esq., Yeovil, was a 
I... j ■ Mr- Pratt was first for large well berried Muscat of 

P Grapes, Mr. W. Cooper, Clifton, being second, and W. Coates, 
21 , 0 exhibits being poorly coloured. For any other white 

q 1 * °rst Prl,ze feU to Mr. J. Attwell, who had well coloured Buck- 
'VeetW,ate!'1,the second going to Mr. J. Lloyd, who had good Foster’s 

tt g. »bd with the same variety Mr. Iggulden was third. The Black 
hnf n„t'r iflf* a g°°fl one- Mr. Pratt was placed first for extra large 
tbo ii,- .j", finished bunches, the second prize going to Mr. Iggulden, and 
Tr> 4,. t0 "v"' Mash, both having medium sized well finished bunches. 
Alioor.^ar0 r1r feack class Mr. Nash was first for beautifully finished 
t ,6’ fi ' l' °y<l being second with good Madresfield Court, and Mr. 

\r>a with Gros Maroc. Mr. G. Lock was first for a Pine Apple, 
Raroroi v i second, both having large fruit of Smooth Cayenne. 

ALelons were shown, and, as usual, not many good ones were among 
P 1 tt ?r j g^ee0-fleshed sort Mr. J. L’oyd was first with a good High 
nf t on./u tt ^r: J- B.rutton being second with Golden Gem. A fine fruit 
nnrf \r>- n hybrid gained Mr. Iggulden the first prize for a scarlet-fleshed 

‘ ollapd following with Scarlet Invincible. Mr. Nash was well 
b«fn„ * “lsb °f Peaches, having fine fruit of Stirling Castle, Mr. Daffurn 
s»m£iS(C0»T w . Grosse Mignonne. Mr. Daffurn was first and Mr. Nash 
Penra ectarines, both having good Elruge. Mr. Daffurn was first for 
rnnlir,,.’,! T) Jargonelle, and for Apples with a handsome dish of 
Thu JLf Peauty of Bath, Mr. T. Every being second with the same variety. 
T)i st Ghiernes, a fine dish of Black Tartirian were staged by Mr. Nash. 

vdffU u?ar^. i Gooseberries and Currants were also well shown, 
j I, aoles. taking into consideration the dryness of the season, were very 

The best eight dishes were staged by Mr. T. Avery, Batheas- 
anrl’ilaC‘ £°°o Hathaway’s Excelsior Tomatoes, Grove White Celery, 
8W , mparable Peas. Mr. T. Tilley, gardener to Colonel Cotgrave, was 
nffero/i’ f • 'f'. Hall, Shepton Mallet, third. Messrs. Webb & Sons 
bav;r,rr^fiIZeS81x varfeties, and with these Mr. G. Garraway was first, 
MnriJLo i*,6Be8 Myatt’s AshPaf, Queen of the West Vegetable 
flnlnr, Yrm m?n Tomatoes, Incomparable Peas, and Webb’s Eed Globe 

, • T> TlIleP was second, and Mr. J. Hall third. The prizes in a 
uroli e °4 w.ere provided by Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Mr. Crossman was 
p.i tt- Aavirig very fine Sutton’s Heading Onions, Sulham Prize Pink 
rorrrJ’a ' 1$r°rm°maleham Potatoes, Giant Eunner Beans, and Intermediate 
T bwi ' /' T. Tilley was again second, and Mr. J. Hall third. Mr. J. 
Mr T bmt for Cucumbers with Tender and True in good condition 

borne being second, and Mr. J. Goddard had the best Tomatoes. 

SUTTON AND CHEAM HOETICULTUHAL SOCIETY. 

“ twenty-fourth annual Exhibition of this flourishing Society was held 
Wot u?ys*' fbfb m tbe very beautifully situated grounds of the Sutton 

ame/ Gornpany, by the kind permission of the directors. 
be Exhibition was a great success in every way. Specimen plants and 

fl 7ei^e Food, Fuchsias and Zonal Pelargoniums particularly so: Ferns 
, belagmellas well represented; choice lots of cut flowers, of stove 
■ greenhouse plants, Begonias, Cockscombs, Balsams well represented in 

tn 6evera’ classes. Amateurs and cottagers came out strongly in response 
* ,?e bumerous prizes offered, as many as forty-four classes being devoted 
T, * 6 latter division—a very laudable object and encouragement for the 
promoters and subscribers to the Society. 
in class was the open one for twelve stove and greenhouse, 

! , °f flower. This brought three competitors, each showing an 
, ^ balanced and good collection ; being arranged on the grass down the 

_ e of me tent were shown off to the best advantage. The first prize 
-rx awal<lei1 to Mr. W. King, gardener to Philip Crowley, Esq., Waddon 

se’ Grnydon, for a good collection of fresh and healthy specimens, 
Anth- w , A wa3 Thrinax elegans, Areca lutescens, Asparagus plumosus, 

tnurium Andreanum, Allamanda Hendersonii, Dipladenia amabilis and 
brio-Vit 1?1jn8u8’ BouFamvillfa glabra, and Impatiens Hawkeri, the latter 
to tu a5“ ®bowy. The second prize was awarded to Mr. Penfold, gardener 
T * i67' Ganon Bridges, Beddington, who had fine large plants of 
on aula b°rb°bica, Kentia Belmoreana, Alocasia Lowi, Croton Warreni, 
Mr ni i, i aQfl Cattleya Gaskelliana, good. The third was awarded to 
nla'nt ’t °remau *° Hr- James, Castle Nursery, Norwood, for larger 
Brie °* ,atania borbonica, Macrozamia Densoni, Cycas revoluta, and 
The a t a’ A’1*' one °.r two °f the flowering plants were past their best. 
nlor.f'te?1' the flee* single specimen was awarded to Mr. King for a fine 
Snfie 4 , . ®U1X sylvestris; Mr. G. Smith, gardener to G. Orme, Esq., 

on, taking second for Chamserops excelsa. In the smaller classes for 
stove and greenhouse plants, Mr. C. Lane, gardener to E. Colles, Esq., 
Gheam, Mr. G. Smith, and Mr. Broughton, gardener to W. F. Hughes, Esq., 
Button, were successful with smaller plants of great promise. In the open 
class for eight ornamental foliage Mr. Penfold was first with a nice even 
lot, with Mr. G. Smith second. 

The class for the best-arranged group was well contested, Mr. Clark, 
for-man to Mr. James, showing a very tastefully arranged assortment of 
elegant Palms, with a groundwork of Orchids and Ferns ; Mr. Buss, gardener 
to A. W. Aston, Esq., Epsom, taking second with bright young plants of 
Crotons and Dracaenas, with Begonias, &o., intermixed, but the background 
was defective ; J. Flemwell, Esq., was third with a heavier lot. Mr. PenfolcS 
was first in the class for six Ferns with well-grown plants, with Mr. G. 

second. The prizes for Belaginellas bi ought two good lots, Mr. 
Kodbourne, gardener to Baroness Heath, Coombe House. Croydon, showing 
a splendid lot of fresh pans in the best condition ; Mr. W. King was second 
with good plants, consisting of more of the hardwooded varieties, but they 
were somewhat past their best. It is not often Fuchsias are seen in better 
condition than was represented here by the two collections. They were tall, 
rather narrow pyramids, but fresh and well flowered, especially the first 
prize plants, which came from Mr. Broughton ; the second from Mr. C. Lane. 
4 Pelargoniums were well trained and full of flower, the first prize going 
to Mr. Lane, the second Mr. Smith, third Mr. Broughton. The Begoniae 
were represented by large plants, and some of them good varieties, but 
many were sparely flowered. The first in the class for eight was taken by 
4 rfir t?S strong plants of good quality ; the second Mr. Keel, gardener 
fe f ®tty> Esq.; third Mr. Penfold. The first for Cockscombs went to Mr. 
C. Gibson, Marden Park, for dwarf plants with good heads fully developed, 
the second to Mr. Lane for younger plants, the third Mr. Smith. Cut Koses 
Trer6Tir0tiar®e’ A”* *re9fl> Mr. Gibson taking first in the class for twenty-four 
and Mr. Broughton first for twelve. The box of cut flowers, twenty-four 
varieGfs» were very choioe and attractive, Mr. Penfold taking first for 
splendid plants, which included many varieties of Orchid and stove and 
greenhouse flowers, Mr. Gibson second. In the class for eighteen varieties 
Mr. Broughton was first, Mr. Lane second. For twelve cut herbaceous Mr. 
Carter, gardener to Alderman Evans, Ewell, was first with an attractive lot, 
Mr. Smith second. The first prize for a hand bouquet was awarded to Mr. 
Hogg and the second to Miss A. E. King, and for two gentlemen’s button¬ 
holes and one ladies’ spray Mr. Carter was first with Tuberoses, Oncidiuin 
flexuosum, and Tabernsemontanas ; second Miss King. 

Fiuits and vegetables were fully represented in their several classes, but 
many of the collections were below tbe average, especially in the hardy 
fruits and vegetables, which is not at all surprising in this exceptionally 
dry season. Grapes—Mr. G. Potts, gardener to the Eev. W. Winlaw, 
MardeD, was first in the class for a dish of Black Hamburghs ; Mr. Blurton, 
gardener to H. Cosmo Bonsor, Esq., M.P., second with well finished 
bunches; Mr. Astridtre, gardener to E. J. Nevan, Esq., third. For any otheir 
black variety Mr. Blurton was first with Madresfield Court, Mr. Astridge 
second with the same variety. In the Muscat class Mr. Blurton was again 
first, Mr. Smith second. For any other white Grapei Mr. Blurton was first 
with Buckland Sweetwater, Mr. Smith second. Peaches, Nectarines, and 
Apricots were represented, and the chief prizes taken by Messrs. Gibson, 
Astridge, and Penfold. For a green-flesh Melon Mr. Penfold was first with 
Hero of Lockinge ; Mr. D. Harris, gardener to W. J. Barker, Esq., with 
William Tillery. In the scarlet flesh class, Mr. Harris was first with 
Benkara Favourite, small, but of good flesh and excellent flavour; 
Mr. Carter second; and Mr. Blurton third. Mr. Jones, gardener to 
E. Brougham, Esq., was the principal exhibitor of Apples and Pears, and 
took the leading prizes, showing Lord Suffield in the class for kitchen. 
Apples, and Eed Astrachan for dessert, and Citron des Carmes as a dessert 
Pear. The special prize offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons for a collection) 
of six kinds of vegetables brought strong competition, the first prize going 
to Mr. G. Cummins for a good selection, the second to Mr. G. Woodman, 
Model Farm, Dulwich, and the third to Mr. Osman, S. M. D. Schools. The 
other classes for Potatoes and ether vegetables were well contested, and in 
some cases good dishes were shown. The amateurs and cottagers came 
out strongly in their several divisions, the latter having a tent devoted to 
their exhibits, over a hundred bouquets and baskets of wild flowers being 
shown by children in the various classes. There were some good groups of 
miscellaneous exhibits not for competition (which I have omitted) and 
ought to be mentioned. Mr. Bains, gardener to Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., 
M.P., exhibited a choice group of ^Orchids, Anthuriums, Lemoine's new 
hybrid Gladiolus, <fec.; Mr. Cummins, a beautiful arranged group of Orchids 
Palms, Crotons, and Liliums. which added much to the attractions of the 
Show ; Messrs. J. Laing & Co., Forest Hill, groups of Palms, Caladiums, 
Orchids.and Begonias; Mr. J. E. Box, Croydon, a similar assortment j 
Mr. E. Morse, Epsom, large Palms, Ferns, Tuberoses, new hybrid Cannas, 
&c.; Messrs. Cheales & Sons, Crawley, box of cut Dahlias, <fcc.; Mrs. 
Dartnall Sutton, an attractive stand of Ferns, Grasses, &c., arranged in 
virgin cork ; Mr. Wiggins, gardenerto W. Clay, Esq., Kingston-on-Thames, 
a basket of their new tricolor Pelargonium Harbour Light, which was 
bright and attractive. 

The arrangements of the Exhibition were well carried out by an energetic- 
Committee, of which J. Flemwell, Esq., is an able Chairman, and Mr. W. E. 
Church the Secretary, whose devotion to the services of the Society was 
recognized in a substantial manner at the midday luncheon to the Judges, 
by being presented at the hands of the Chairman, on behalf of himself and 
fellow members, with a complete set of twenty-four volumes of Thackeray’s 
works. This was acknowledged in a very able and characteristic speech. 
The Judges were Mr. Peed, Norwood; Mr. Appleby, Dorking ; Mr. Omant, 
Epsom ; Mr. Hogg, Sutton.—C. 0. 

Plants in Eooms.—To ascertain whether the air of the green¬ 
house had more carbonic acid by night than by day, I gathered two 
specimens of air in different parts of the house at 2 P.M., April 17th. 
These gave P40 and l-38 parts of carbonic acid in 10,000, or an average 
of P39 parts, showing that the night air contained more carbonic acid 
than did the air of day. Now, if a room in which were more than 6000- 
plants, while containing more carbonic acid by night than by day, con¬ 
tains less carbonic acid than any sleeping-room, we may safely conclude 
that one or two dozen plants in a room will not exhale enough carbonic 
acid by night to injure the sleepers. Flowers, by their agreeable odour 
and delicate perfume, impart an air of cheerfulness to the sick chamber, 
which will assist in the recovery from lingering disease.—E. C. Kedzie, 
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FRUIT FORCING. 

Peaches and Nectarines.— Planting or Lifting Trees for Early 
Forcing.—If new houses have to be planted, and fruit is wanted next 
season at an early period, the trees should be planted as soon in the late 
summer or early autumn as the growth is perfected, the wood and 
foliage being ripe, and the buds plumped. The most suitable trees are 
those that have been trained three or four years to walls, and have 
been lifted annually or biennially. Those intended for moving to 
houses to be started early ought now, if there is any tendency to a late 
growth, or any doubt as to the maturity of the wood and buds, to have 
the soil taken out as deeply as the roots one-third the distance from the 
stem that the trees extend, and the trench so made should remain open 
for a fortnight or three weeks, when it may be filled again, care being 
taken not to allow the trees to want for water whilst the trench is open ; 
all that is necessary, however, is to give no more than to prevent 
bagging. This will effectually check, the growth and insure its ripen¬ 
ing, whilst it will materially assist lifting with a ball or a mass of 
fibrous roots. The trees for early forcing should be planted by the end 
of September, and lifting early forced trees should be commenced as 
soon as the foliage gives indications of falling. It will not matter about 
a few sappy laterals ; their softness will tend to the manufacture of 
roots. Soil should be obtained in readiness, so that work of this kind 
can be performed with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Clean 
drainage, too, in different sizes should be provided. The soil may con¬ 
sist of any good loam, preferably strong and calcareous, nothing being 
lacking in the top 3 or 4 inches of an old pasture overlying limestone or 
chalk, and if intermingled with flints all the better. Such will grow 
Peaches to perfection without any admixture. If the loam be at all 
light add a sixth of finely divided marly clay. Any deficiency of cal¬ 
careous matter may be overcome by an addition of chalk to sandy soil, 
and of lime rubbish to heavy soil. New borders must have efficient 
drainage, the bottom of the border being concreted if the strata beneath 
be unfavourable, or better laid with bricks on flat run with cement, the 
border being further enclosed with walls so as to confine the roots. A 
width of border one-third the width of the trellis will be sufficient in 
the first instance. It is essential that the drains have a proper fall and 
cutlet, rubble being placed over them a foot thick, the roughest at the 
bottom and the finest at the top, and if covered with a layer 2 or 3 inches 
thick of old mortar rubbish the drainage may be considered sound for 
an indefinite period. Twenty-four inches depth of border is ample. The 
best varieties for early forcing are Alexander, Waterloo, a high coloured 
and taking fruit of high quality, but unfortunately a clingstone, Early 
Beatrice, and Early Rivers. The finest, however, from a remunerative 
point of view are Hale’s Early, Early Alfred, Royal George, or its li e 
form Stirling Castle, and Grosse Mignonne, which are free setters, and 
good alike in looks and quality. Of Nectarines Lord Napier is superb, 
Hunt’s Tawny, though small, colours finely, and the quality unsurpassed 
in early Nectarines, Elruge being in every respect excellent. 

Melons.—Place out the last plants. Preserve the leading shoot 
until it reaches two-thirds across the trellis, then pinch out its point, 
rubbing off the laterals up to the trellis, and then every alternate one on 
opposite sides of the primary. Maintain a temperature of 65° to 70° at 
night, and 70° to 75° by day, 80° to 85° from sun heat, closing early so as 
to run up to 90° or 95°. Stopping the laterals should not be practised 
unless the plants are weak and they do not show fruit at the second or 
third joint. Weakly plants should have the first shows of fruit removed, 
relying on the sub-laterals. Early ventilation with plenty of light are 
the essentials of a thoroughly solidified growth. 

The last plants in pits and frames are swelling freely. Earth up the 
roots if necessary, but late plants on dung beds do not require a large 
amount of soil. Close early, affording the needful supplies of water at 
that time, keeping laterals well in hand, not allowing them to interfere 
in any way with the principal leaves. If the weather be dull afford 
good linings and admit a little air, as nothing is so fatal to quality in 
Melons as a close atmosphere. Sprinkling should only be practised on 
fine afternoons. If black aphides attack the plants fumigate on two or 
three consecutive eveninrs moderately. Examine frequently for canker, 
and promptly apply quicklime to the affected parts. Gradually withhold 
water at the roots and moisture in the atmosphere from plants ripening 
fruit, and if a little extra heat is afforded by means of linings so as to 
admit of a free circulation of air, the quality of the fruit will be 
enhanced considerably. 

Cucumbers.—Encourage the plants for autumn fruiting to make a 
strong growth by adding fresh soil from time to time, affording plenty 
but not overmuch water at the roots, with a moist genial condition of 
the atmosphere by syringing at closing time, and damping available 
surfaces occasionally. Sufficient fire heat must be employed to prevent 
the temperature falling below 65° at night, and to maintain it at 70° to 
75° by day. Old plants should have the exhausted growths cut out, and 
others where likely to be crowded thinned, so as to admit light and air, 
securing a sturdy solidified growth and a succession of bearing wood. 

The syringe should be iregularly employed about 3 P.M., and if mil¬ 
dew appear dust with flowers of sulphur in the evening whilst the 
foliage is damp, maintaining a somewhat freely ventilated atmosphere. 
Black aphides are unusually troublesome. Those and green aphides sub- 
cumb to repeated fumigation with tobacco paper, taking care to have 
the foliage dry, to deliver the smoke cool, and to ventilate freely the 
following day. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Crotons.—Wherj small plants are required in large numbers for de¬ 
coration during the autumn and winter in from 2 to 4-inch pots very 
few plants surpass Crotons, either for beauty or lasting properties. To 
have them in good condition they must be highly coloured or their 
effectiveness is lost. Well coloured side branches should be taken off at 
once and rooted in the pots in which they are to be used. Cuttin s of a 
suitable nature should be plentiful on plants from which the heads were 
taken and rooted some time ago. We invariably find the smallest 
cuttings with three or four well developed leaves very useful in thumb 
pots. It is useless to insert cuttings that are not fairly well coloured, 
for they will not improve after the end of September. As soon as these 
small plants are rooted gradually expose them to full light and sunshine 
close to the glass, and if the weather prove bright for a few weeks the 
colour of their foliage will be highly developed. The Crotons intended 
for autumn and winter decoration should by now be placed in their 
largest pots ; in fact, only the best rooted should remain to be potted, 
and these must be attended to at once. All our plants are well estab¬ 
lished, and will soon have grown as large as they are desired, while the 
beautiful markings of a few of the young leaves near the top only need 
developing. Where the plants have been grown close to the glass they 
should be examined for fear red spider has attacked the young leaves. 
This pest, if in existence, will quickly spoil the appearance of the plants. 
The quickest and easiest means of destroying the pest is to dip the plants 
in a solution of softsoap and water, one ounce of the former to a gallon of 
the latter, to which rhould be added a handful of sulphur. This may be 
left on the plants two or three daj s, and then thoroughly washed off 
with clean water, and the syringe used twice or three times daily. 

Panicum variegntum.—A good stock of this useful decorative plant 
should now be prepared by inserting cuttings thickly in 2 and 3-inch 
pots. After insertion a good watering should be given and the pots 
stood in the propagating frame and shaded until they are rooted. Grow 
the plants afterwards under moist, shady, warm conditions until they are 
well furnished, when slightly cooler treatment may be given them. 

Tradescantias.—Large numbers of the variegated forms should be 
prepared by inserting about five cuttings in each 2-inch pot. These 
will root freely enough on a high shelf or any other position in heat if 
shaded for a few days from the sun. A few boxes may also be filled so 
that the plants can be lifted out for various purposes when vases and 
baskets have to be made up with a variety of small plants. 

Coleus.—These are also useful in small pots, but the cuttings 
should be inserted singly, and distinct bright colours selected. A good 
dark form will be found most useful for dinner table decoration if the 
plants are dwarf and well furnished with large leaves at the base. For 
this purpose the tops of shoots that have grown strongly should be 
selected. Coleuses soon draw up too tall for a variety of purposes even 
when confined in small pots, and therefore some should be rooted at 
intervals of every three weeks during the winter. Although they do 
not last so long as Crotons they are distinct from those plants, and 
their highly attractive appearance during the winter renders them 
invaluable. 

Fittonias.—These are highly ornamental in appearance when dotted 
amongst small Ferns and other suitable plants near the edge of large 
baskets or vases that have to be regularly furnished. The plants 
required first should be rooted singly in 2-inch pots, and quantities 
of others in boxes and pans for lifting out when required during the 
winter. If they can be used in small pots two or three weeks is ample 
to establish them, and they can be potted from the boxes in batches as 
required. 

Pertolonias.—This is a good time to root a number of these as well 
as Sonerilas. Young plants pass the winter with greater certainty than 
those that have been growing luxuriantly the whole of the summer. 
The established plants need not be destroyed for this purpose, for 
cuttings near the base of the former will be found, and young growing 
shoots from amongst the latter should be selected without destroying 
the appearance of those now doing duty in the stove. These cuttings 
should be inserted in light sandy soil and kept close, moist, and shaded 
until thoroughly established ; in fact they will winter better in the pro¬ 
pagating house than the stove, where more airy conditions will presently 
be maintained. 

Polystichum proliferum.—Although this is a hardy variety, it is per¬ 
haps the most useful Fern that can be grown in small pots or pans for 
furnishing purposes. In 3 and 4-inch pans with the surface covered 
with Selaginella so as to hide the pans, few, if any, small plants are 
more handsome for forming rows on the dinner table. For this purpose 
two or three small plants should be inserted together, for by this method 
suitable plants are produced in less time, and have a better furnished 
and more ornamental appearance. Those in pots may be potted singly. 
A large stock is easily raised by growing a plant or two, and then 
pegging down the fronds from time to time. During the summer 
these plants do well in cold but shady frames, and in winter should have 
gentle warmth, or they do not retain their beautiful fresh appear¬ 
ance. Gentle heat keeps them growing slowly, while cool treatment 
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matures their fronds, which assume too brown a hue to be highly orna¬ 
mental. (strong heat in any stages should be avoided, or the plants 
soon become a prey to thrips. 

Selaginella Kranssmna. — This is better known perhaps as 
b. denticulata, and should be prepared in quantity in pots and shallow 
pans for furnishing purposes during the winter. Nothing is gained bv 
pottmg large bunches; the pots or pans should be filled with light sandv 

ivi w” a 80<xi quantity of leaf soil has been incorporated 
C v , ,yo,Ung SrowinS ends closely together all over the surface 

These should be frequently syringed, and if given gentle heat and a 
shady position will cover the surface thickly, ready for use. When well 
furnished place the pots and pans in a cool structure. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Propagating Stock Plants.—Cuttings of Zonal Pelargoniums are 
very scarce, and if any attempt is made to propagate the usual number 
at this time of year the beds, .in many instances, will be permanently 
disfigured. If a number of cuttings can be procured without leaving 
any blanks in the beds all well and good, otherwise it will be better to 
eventually lift all the old plants and store for spring propagation. 
Many have a prejudice against spring-struck Pelargoniums, and 
before the introduction of the freer flowering sorts the autumn-struck 
plants were unquestionably the best. We find the spring-struck flower¬ 
ing sorts quite equal the autumn-struck in everything but size, while the 
young or spring-struck variegated varieties usually surpass the older 
ones. Any of the green-leaved sorts may be struck and wintered in 
shallow boxes, but the more delicate variegated or golden-leaved varieties 
are more easily wintered rather thickly in well drained 5-inch or 6-inch 
pots. I he boxes also ought to be well drained, a saturated soil and 
damp being fatal to. so many plants. Any good loamv gritty soil is 
suitable, and the cuttings may be stood in the open exposed to the full 
sunshine till.cold rainy weather sets in. A still greater difficulty will be 
experienced in obtaining good Verbena cuttings. Even if the hard and 
wiry young shoots that may be taken oil do strike root they rarelv 
develope into healthy plants. If there are any spare plants in the 
kitchen garden borders these should be freely cut back, and if mulched 
and kept supplied with water, varied with liquid manure, plenty of soft 
clean cuttings ought to result. At the present time such cuttings 
would, if properly shaded, root freely in a close frame, and might be 
boxed or potted off later on. It is nearer, or in September, when suit¬ 
able cuttings are procured ; these ought to be struck in a frame stood 
oyei a mild or nearly exhausted hotbed. Four or five cuttings may be 
placed round the sides of 5-inch pots, a good loamy soil being used, and 
they can be wintered in these pots. Alternantheras strike readily 
enough m a gentle heat or a close frame, but we find well-established 
plants the easiest to winter, and they yield a great number of cuttings 
in the spring. Our stock plants are potted from the frames soon 
after the flower beds have been filled. They grow to a good size, and 
are useful for decorating. Those who have no surplus plants to 
take up should strike a quantity of cuttings at the present time 
in preference to depending upon the stock of frost-touched plants 
that may be lifted in the autumn. Well drained 4-inch or 5-inch 
pots are suitable, and these should be filled with light or rather 
peaty compost. About ten good cuttings may go into each pot. and 
they will strike quickly in a close warm frame. If there arc insuffi¬ 
cient Coleuses left in pots, cuttings of these also ought to be struck at 
once, m much, the same way as Alternantheras, fewer cuttings, however 
being placed in each pot. Our surplus plants are given a shift, and 
these give us abundance of cuttings in the spring. In the case of 
Heliotropes the best, course to pursue is to shift a quantity of youno- 
spring-struck plants into 6-inch pots. These are useful in the autumn 
tor conservatory and.greenhouse decoration, and yield a quantity of 
both flowers and cuttings in the spring. If it is necessary to strike a 
number of cuttings for stock purposes, choose young growing shoots, and 
strike these in pots under a close frame. Petunias and Ageratums are 
quite as difficult to propagate in the autumn, but if the young shoots 
are duly made into cuttings, dibbled in rather thickly into pots of fine 
lairly good soil, and kept close and shaded, many of them may strike, 
the young shoots of Lobelias root quickly in a close frame. Put in 
plenty of them, as they will not grow to a great size. Seedlings of a 
good strain are almost equal to named sorts from cuttings, and the seed 
may be sown now or in the spring. The seed must either be sown very 
thmly, or the seedlings be pricked off rather thickly when large enough 
to handle, otherwise they are liable to damp off wholesale. The small 
side shoots of Centaureas, if slipped off, trimmed, and placed in thumb 
pots, will usually strike freely in a close liandlight or frame. Plenty of 
sand should be added to the soil, and when rooted the plants should 
receive a small shift. Calceolarias, Violas, and Pansies may be put in as 
late as October, no class of plants being more easily struck and wintered 
taan these. 

Late-budded Poses.—A great many buds have been inserted into the 
stocks only to perish in a few hours. Expeits, as well as the more 
inexperienced, have failed to successfully bud even one-fifth of the 
stocks. It is all owing to the long spell of intensely hot and dry 
weather, the almost sapless shoots failing to sustain the buds in a 
parched atmosphere. Those who have put off the operation in the 

°P.®. ot ™re suitably weather being experienced are in the best 
position. They may well delay budding still longer. Buds inserted 

‘‘ ,e 83 September do not burst into growth the same season, but 
Tlcy become united to the stock, and start strongly the following spring. 
1 “ese dormant buds are hardier than young shoots. 

HEBEE-KEEP£F® 
PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 15. 

If the honey flow of the year commences on June 7th, 
and stocks are not ready to yield a swarm on or before 
May 15th, the bee-keeper will at once consider whether it 
will be to his benefit to lose the early part of the honey 
flow, to entirely prevent swarming, or to take half a swarm 
from each stock. If there is no honey coming in during 
May, and under the circumstances mentioned in a preced¬ 
ing ai tide he decides to adopt the modified increase 
method in preference to the two extreme systems, he will 
gam a very large measure of success with practically no 
risk of failure. In the swarming system unless the 
swarms come forth naturally there is certainly some risk 
to stocks manipulated by those without sufficient experi¬ 
ence to judge how large a swarm a given stock can spare. 
Again, in the non-swarming system there is, unless the 
gieatest care is taken in following out the directions given 
on the subject, a risk of a swarm issuing at an unforeseen 
time and being lost. But when half a swarm or less is 
taken from a stock it is hardly possible to materially 
damage the stock without very gross carelessness, and yet 
the swarming desire being to some extent gratified there 
is little probability if ordinary care is exercised of a swarm 
issuing during that season. Again, two stocks and a 
swarm are ready to take advantage of the honey flow 
instead of two stocks only; there is at least one young 
queen gained, and the bees have by judicious feeding been 
kept in good heart and strength at a time when natural 
stores are not sufficiently abundant to stimulate the queen 
to sufficient exertion. 

If in May there is no honey to be gathered in the 
fields nothing will repay the bee-keeper better than to 
utilise this period for increase—either full or proportionate 
—especially if there are spare combs to use when the 
great flow commences. Those who are able to take 
artificial swarms will have no difficulty in taking half a 
swarm from their stocks. In the middle of a fine day all 
the bees and queen must be taken from a stock, which, 
may for the sake of lucidity be called A; these bees form 
the swarm, and must be placed in a hive which must stand 
on the exact spot occupied formerly by a: a has thus 
given up all its brood and stores. It is intended then to' 
take from another stock, say b, sufficient bees to hatcK 
out the brood in a, and to rear a queen unless the bee¬ 
keeper has one ready to insert: a must now be placed on 
the exact spot occupied by b, and b must be moved some 
distance away from its old location. The flying bees of r 
will go to a, recognising no change in the outward appear¬ 
ance of their hive at least, and will stay and rear the 
brood and form a strong colony in a very short time, 
while sufficient bees (many of them too young to leave the 
hive) will remain in b to hatch out its brood and to 
attend to the eggs which the queen will continue to 
deposit. If, however, after a few hours b seems to be 
depopulated too much, by bringing it some feet nearer to 
the old stand a few more stray bees which have not yet. 
settled in a will be gained. In practice, however, this 
difficulty is rarely experienced, provided that the whole 
manipulation is performed in the middle of a fine warm 
day, or some other time when the great majority of the 
bees are on the wing. The outward appearance of the 
hive in which the bees taken from a are placed should be 
as similar as possible to the stock, and a itself should be 
made most nearly to resemble b, while less care may be 
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taken of b, because we do not desire more than half of 
the bees to find their way back to the stock to which they 
really belong. These stocks and the swarms thus taken 
will in a few days be ready for supering. The swarm will 
be a very strong one, and the stocks will soon recover their 
strength through the brood which will be hatching out in 
large quantities every day and hour. 

The winter preparation of stocks managed upon this 
system should be identical with that laid down in a 
former article for the management of stocks from which it 
is intended to take a full swarm. Those who will give 
this plan a trial will find it successful when the other 
systems fail; those who have not had much experience in 
taking swarms artificially, and especially those who have 
tried to take them and failed, should try this method, 
which is the most simple and least dangerous system 
extant for taking swarms without loss. In many districts, 
it is true, it would be most injudicious not to take a full 
swarm; in these localities it would be sheer folly to take 
any increase at all, but under certain circumstances the 
modified increase system may, as I pointed out a few 
weeks ago and now maintain, be carried to a most suc¬ 
cessful issue, and enable many bee-keepers to manage 
their bees more profitably, and in not a few instances 
more pleasantly than heretofore they have been able to 
do. Not the least advantage attending this plan is that 
in the second week in May, if stocks which were intended 
to yield a full swarm are not strong enough, the modified 
method may be adopted, and the adoption of the non¬ 
swarming system which would have otherwise been forced 
upon the bee-keeper is avoided. 

Each one who has followed me in this long discussion 
will now be able to grasp the main principles of each 
method, and if the salient points are remembered no diffi¬ 
culty will be experienced in following the directions which 
shall be given in future papers for carrying any or all of 
these three systems to a successful issue.—Felix. 

[The above should have been inserted before No. 16> 
but was by accident omitted.] 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
James Veitch & Sons, King’s Road, Chelsea.—Catalogue of Hyacinths 

and other Bulbs, 1887 {illustrated). 
J. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, H’gh Holborn,—List of choice picked 

Bulbs, 1887. 
T. Laxton, Bedford.—List of New Strawberries. 
Wm. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, Herts. — Cata'ogue of Bulbs and 

IVinter Flowers. 
B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway.—Catalogue of Bulbs, Fruit Trees, 

Boses, t6c, 
James Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen.—Catalogue of Hyacinths and other 

Bulbs. 

*3° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
°r members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 

avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 

letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 

in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Shrivelled Nectarines {T. A. I7.).—The fruits reach us just as we are 
going to press, and cannot be attended to this week. 

Walking Stick (G. T.).—We have had many things sent to us to be 
named from time to time, but the line seems hitherto to have been drawn 
at walking sticks. We think the one you have sent was made from an 
Oak sapling cut when green, hence the shrinkage of the bark and the 
lightness. 

Insects (H. P.).—We are not able to give the name of the insect that 
causes “blindness" in Broccoli and other plants. If any of our readers 
can do so we will readily publish the information. The name of the Pear 
tree blister moth is Tinea Clerckella, which was referred to, and preventive 
measures suggested, on page 128 last week. 

Select Daffodils for Pots (J. IF.).—You do not say whether you only 
require the dwarf varieties, so we have named a few of the large-growing 
sorts as wed. One of the best for pots is the Hoop Petticoat Narcissus, 
Corbularia (Bulbocodium), which has an excellent appearance when several 
bulbs are placed together in a GO or 48-size pot. Tee following are also 
distinct and handsome varieties : Horsefieldi, cernuus, pallidus prsecox, 
ineomparabilis Sir Watkin, Macleai, odorus, Burbidgei, poeticus ornatus, 
poeticus recurvus, poeticus plenus, and the Jonquil. 

Use of Cold Frame (A Beginner).—As you do not appear to wish to 
devote the frame in winter to protecting young Cauliflowers or Lettuce 
plants, nor the whole of it to Calceolaria cuttings, you can insert cuttings 
of Pentstemons in it, also Gazanias and Violas, all of which are of 
service in the flower garden. The frame will also be suitable for wintering 
Carnations in small pots, Auriculas, and Hollyhocks ; or if you prefer, you 
may insert cuttings of Roses in it. Early next April it can be taken off, 
the partially hardy plants beiDg protected with boards placed round, and 
mats across, supported with strips of wood, and the frame placed on a 
mild hotbed for raising various kinds of half-hardy annuals for summer, 
subsequently planting Cucumbers. It is useless sowing seed of any kind 
in the autumn or wiuter in the frame. A great deal depends on individual 
aptitude in turning frames to the best account, due regard being paid to 
the particular requirements in each case, these varying considerably. 

Plants for Hall (Idem).—Some of the hardier Palms are very suitable, 
and with good management the following may be kept healthy for a con¬ 
siderable time : Areca sapida, A. lutescens, Cocos Weddelliana, Geonoma 
gracilis, Kentia Belmoreana, Phcenix rupicola, Rhapis flabelbformis, and 
Seaforthia elegans. Ficus elastica answers very well for such positions, 
and Aspidistras are excellent for dry corridors. Of Ferns the strong¬ 
growing Pterises longifolia, tremula, and umbrosa might be tried, also the 
green Dracaenas congeeta and australis, with the handsome Conifer 
Thujopsis do’abrata, which is very elegant, and with good attention con¬ 
tinues healthy for years in light corridors. 

Lifting Vines (W. B.).—As the inside border is so narrow we presume 
the roots have access to a border ou'side, or at least have found their way 
out of the confined space to which you refer. If that is so the work will be 
easy, as you may clear out the whole of the narrow border, and after pro¬ 
viding ample drainage and free exit for water pla e the roots in fresh 
soil, taking care that they are kept moist while the work is in progress. 
Turfy loam dug from a pasture inclining to be strong rather than light 
should form the staple, adding to twenty barrowfnls two or three each of 
lime rubbish and wood ashes or crushed charcoal, a peck of soot, and half 
a bushel of crushed bones, if you can get them. Mix well, and take care 
that the compost is pleasantly moist for working, and press it down 
rather firmly, but it must not be very wet. Spread the roots out straight, 
cutting off all jagged ends and bruis ;d portions, and cover 4 inches deep 
with soil; then mulch with the same thickness of half-decayed manure for 
preventing the escape of moisture. The work may be done as soon as 
the fruit is cut, and if the leaves show signs of flagging syringe and shade 
as may be required for keeping them fresh. New roots will then form 
before winter, and after they have taken possession of the soil the 
border may be renewed next year. Your plants are referred to outside 
below. 

Melon Roots Clubbed (M. P.).—Your plants are attacked with the 
same disease that ruins so many Cueumb. r plants, and is the worst 
example as affecting Melons we have seen. We have nothing to add to 
the reply we gave to another correspondent a few weeks ago, as follows : 
This disease is due to, in most cases, an excess of organic matter in the 
soil, especially vegetable or animal matter, generating humus, with its 
attendant nematoid germs. The corrective for this is to char the soil 
before use so as to destroy the nematoid germs, and also reduce the excess 
of organic matter ovd- the inorganic, by which a more healthful plant is 
secured, safeguarding against disease ; or, in the case of soil not full of 
vegetable matter or fibre, therefore not likely to contain the germ of 
disease, manures of a kind calculated to strengthen the plant in proportion 
to its vigour should be employed, as superphosphate (dissolved bones’, soot, 
and wood ashes, so that lime, potash, &c., will be available for building up 
the plant's structure, which, with due regard to other cultural require¬ 
ments, are the only preventive measures that avail, remedial oneB being 
of questionable efficacy through the disease being internal, and to reach it 
requires measures destructive of the plants. The only advice we can give 
is to root out the plants and soil, making a fresh start with healthy plants, 
fresh and sweet soil, observing cleanly culture. 

The Chrysanthemum Bug (Wordsworth).—The insects you sent have 

been examined by our entomologist, who reports thereon as follow's :—“ In 
reference to the insects sent and reported to occur upon the Chrysanthe¬ 
mum, I have to state that they are quite distinct, but both belong to the 
Hemipterous order—that is to say in common phrase, they are “ bugs." 
I am sorry to say that our present knowledge of this order is a disgrace 
to us entomologists; it has been neglected as a whole, partly, perhaps, 
because, owing to the insects living by suction, they are not easy' to rear. 
Hence I can only pronounco the larger one doubtfully to be an example of the 
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variable Ptyelus bifaseiatus, which occurs on many plants during summer. 
1 do not think it is likely to be the cause of any serious injury to the 
Chrysanthemum. The smaller insect is one of a group that certainly does 
harm to plants by piercing both leaves and young shoots with its rostrum. 
Apparently it belongs to the genus Systellinotus; it could not, however, 
be determined unless I had several specimens alive or in better preser¬ 
vation. It is curious to observe that many of these bugs are fond of 
plants aromatic or bitter, such as the Chrysanthemum and allied Compo¬ 
sites, bucli being the case they would probably defy attempts to kill 
them by bitter solutions or decoctions, such as those of quassia or hellebore. 
1 iancy soap would be very injurious to them.” 

Strawberry Plants Blighted (William, Raynor).—The runners are in 
the condition known as “ blasted,” and it is caused chiefly by too arid an 
atmosphere. The plants usually grow out of it when the atmospheric 
conditions are favourable. We have known it caused by too rapid evapo¬ 
ration, as sometimes results when a current of air is suddenly admitted 
directly upon the plants after the atmosphere has been raised considerably 
by the sun heat. This causes a chill through extreme evaporation, in 
consequence of which the foliage assumes a brown hue, having the 
appearance of being burnt, whilst the fruit is similarly affected, the skin 
becomes hardened, and the fruit swells very little if any afterwards, being 
rusty-Iooking, not infrequently cracks, and is worthless. The remedy is 
to afford a moister and more uniformly genial condition of the atmosphere. 
I he remedy outside is to mulch and afford adequate supplies of water, 
plants in pots being sprinkled over the leaves in the evening of hot days. 
Ihere is a rust aue to fungoid growth, hut it is mostly constitutional, and is 
probably occasioned by a deficiency of potash, inasmuch as it infests plants 
that are grown in soils deficient of that substance. Additions of charred 
refuse or wood ashes are then valuable. In some instances we have known 
the rust entirely disappear through plants being potted in the charred 
refuse of the rubbish heap ; also from those in the open ground through a 
dressing of similar material. Burned clay also has a very beneficial effect 
on soils the plants on which are subject to rust; and kainit, a cheap form 
of potash, is also good, especially if accompanied where the plants are 

. b7 a dressing of nitrate of soda. A pound each per rod is 
sufficient. r 

Roses for Forcing (B. D.).—For producing flowers about Christmas 
you will have to rely entirely upon Tea varieties. The best for this 
P?1Tose are Safrano, Niphetos, Isabella Sprunt, Catherine Mermet, 
Madame Falcot, Madame Lambard, and Marie Van Houtte. The first 
three will yield considerably more flowers than the others, and none will 
equal safrano in the number of buds produced at that period of the year. 

, 7™ require any for the roof y on could uot do better than employ the 
old (xloire de Dijon. For the next compartment any or all those named 
above can be empioyed, as well as the following Alba Rosea, Rubens, 
Anna Ollivier. The Bride, Comtesse de Nadailiac, Comtesse Riza dn Parc, 
r.tendard de Jeanne d’Arc, Grace Darling, lunocente Pirola, Jean Ducher, 
Madame Angele Jacquier, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Madame Willermoz, 
ierle de Lyon, President, Etoile de Lyon, Souvenir d’un Ami, Sunset, 
souvenir ae Paul Neyron, Princess of Wales, Perle des Jardins, and 
bouvemr d Elise. For training over the roof Marechal Niel, William Allen 
Richardson, Cheshunt Hybrid, Reine Marie Henrietta, Belle Lyonnaise, 
and Lamarque. For growing in pots or even planting out, the following 
Hybrid lea varieties are invaluable for flowering early in the season : 
Distinction, Cameons, Lady Marie Fitzwilliam, and W. F. Bennett. If 
JPH d Srow one of these, choose the last; if two, the two last. Of 
Hybrid Perpetuals for forcing, either planted out or growing in pots, the 
latter preferably when the main body of the house is occupied with Tea 
kinds, for during the summer they are better outside than under glass—the 
following are amongst the best: La France, General Jacqueminot, Jules 
Margottin, Louis Van Houtte, Abel Grand, Magna Charts, Bessie Johnson, 
Oamille Bernardin, Charles Lefebvre, Docteur Andry, Madame George 
■raui, Marie Baumann, Alfred Colomb, Duke of Edinburgh, Duke of Teck, 
Fisher Holmes, Iranqois Michelon. Victor Verdier, John Hopper, Hippolyte 
Jamain, Madame Gabriel Luizet, Madame Victor Verdin-, Madame Marie 
finger, Mtrveille de Lyon, Baronne de Rothschild, Prince Camille de 
Rohan, Senateur Vaisse, Ulrich Brunner, and Prince Arthur. Many of 
the lea varieties or even the whole of them might he included in your 
earliest house, hut they would not flower freely before the month of 
February or early in March. They would, of course, he considerably 
v eakened by a few months’ forcing, and would not do so well afterwards 
as would be the case if brought forward gradually later in the season. 
Although the list for flowering at Christmas is a limited one, we should 
prefer to plant only the few varieties named to a greater number, and we 

object ^°U same ^ quantity of Roses at that season is your 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to he 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci- 
mens can be named at onee, and beyond that number cannot ha preserved, 
la iv, ”—Beurre Giffard. The last edition of the “Fruit Manual” is 
the fifth, price 15s. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 17th. 

FRUIT. 

iii. a. s. d. 
Apple?, i sieve.o 0 to 0 0 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 

Cherries, j sieve .... 5 0 8 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 0 0 0 0 
Figs, dozen .1 6 2 0 
Grapes, per lb. 1 6 2 6 
Lemons, case.10 0 15 0 
Melon, each . 2 0 3 0 

Oranges, per 100 .. .. 
s. 
6 

d. s. 
0 to 12 

d. 
0 

Peaches, dozen .. ## s 0 6 0 
Pears, dozen. 1 0 1 6 
Pine Apples, English, 

per ft. 1 6 0 0 
Plums, $ sieve. 0 0 0 0 
St. Michael Pines, each s 0 6 0 
Strawberries, per Its. .. 0 0 0 0 

Artichokes, dozen .. 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 
Capsicums, per 100 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle .. .. 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 
Endive, dozen. 
Keros, bunch. 
Leeks, bunch .. 

s. d. 
1 0 
0 0 

VKGETAB 

d. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
4 

to 2 
0 
0 
t 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
4 
2 
4 
0 
2 
0 
0 

Lettuce, dozen .. .. 
Mushrooms, punnet ,, 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunoh. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, per cwt. 
Rhubarb, bundle •• .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. ,, 
Soorzonera, bundle 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallots, per lb. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per ft. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

s. d. a. 
0 9 to 0 

Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 
s. d. 
6 0 to 12 

Arbor vlt® (golden) dozen 6 0 9 
„ . (common),dozen.. 

Azalea, dozen. 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

Begonias, dozen 4 0 9 
Caloeolaria, dozen .. 3 6 8 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 3 0 4 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 

,< viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 
Erica, various, dozen 0 0 0 
Euonymus, invar.,dozen 6 0 18 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 
Ferns, in variety, dozen i 0 18 
Ficus elastica, each 1 6 7 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 

8. 

CUT 

d. s. 
Abutilons, 12 bnnehes .. 2 0 to 4 
Anemones, 12 bunches .• 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 8 0 6 
Asters, 12 bunches .. ., 8 0 6 

French, bunch .. 1 6 2 
Azalea, 12 sprays . 0 0 0 
Bluebells, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 1 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 

,, 12 bnnehes.. 4 0 6 
Cornflower, 12 bnnehes .. 1 6 3 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 8 0 6 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 
Encharis, dozen .. ., 4 0 6 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 1 6 S 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays 0 0 0 
Iris, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 
Lopageria, white, 12 
blooms. 0 0 0 

Lilinm longiflorum. 12 
blooms. 8 0 6 

Lilium lancifolium. 12 
blooms. 1 0 2 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunch . 0 0 0 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 0 
„ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

s. d. 
Fuchsia, dozen.8 o to 9 0 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen ..30 

>, Trioolor, dozen 3 0 
Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 
Lilies Valley, dozen ., 0 0 
Lilinm lancifolium, doz. 12 0 

,. Imgiflorum, doz. 18 0 
Lobelia, dozen.3 o 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 
Musk, dozen .2 0 
Myrtles, dozen.6 0 
Palms, in var., each .. 2 6 
Pelargoniums, dozen .. 6 0 

„ scarlet, doz. 3 0 
Spiraea, dozen.0 0 

6 0 
6 0 

12 0 
0 0 

18 0 
21 0 

5 0 
12 0 
S 0 
4 

12 
21 
12 0 

8 0 
0 0 

Lily ol Valley, 12 spray? 
» i. 12 bunches 

Marguerites, 12 bunohes 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 
Narciss, 12 bnnehes 

„ White, English, bch. 
Pansies, 12 bunohes ,, 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches., 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 

„ scarlet, 12 trusses 
Pinks, White, 12 bunches 

„ various, 12 hunch 
Pceony, 12 bnnehes.. .. 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 
Primula (single), bunch.. 

,i (double), bunch .. 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 
Ranunoulus, 12 bunches 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 

„ (indoor), dozen .. 
„ Tea, dozen .. .. 
>, red dozen .. 
„ de Mois. 12 bunches 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 
Tropaeolum, 12 bunches 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 

0 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 

a. 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 
0 0 

to 0 
0 
6 
3 
3 

0 0 
0 0 

0 9 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 

6 0 
1 0 
8 0 
0 0 

Names of Plants.—We onlv undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 

lowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton-wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
' . ‘ AA L, Tradescantia virginica, a hardy border plant; 2, not recog- 
AlSg-ii wi^louf flowers. (A. B.).—Sambucns racemosus. (Eaton).—1, 

cml ea Ptarmiea flore pleno ; 2, Papaver nudicaule ; 3, Clintonia pul- 
cneila; 4, Lychnis Haageana. (T. L.).—1, Cupliea platycentra ; 2, Pentas 
carnea; 3, Rudbeckia Newmani. (F. O.).—1 is a Salpigiossis ; 2, (Enotkera 
speciosa. ((?. Adams).—Veronica Andersoni variegata. (IF. Wells).— 

earia Haasti. (A. Z.).—1, Ligustrum japonicum ; 2, Leycesteria formosa; 
, Hibiscus syriaens ; 4, Passiflora coeriuea : 5, Cobcea scandens : 0, Eccre- 

mocarpus scaber. 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTS. 

Much good work is now being done all over the 
country by intelligent thoughtful men, whose minds are 
thoroughly aroused to the importance of imjirovements in 
our practice as farmers if we are to overcome the diffi¬ 
culties of a depression to which no ordinary remedy can 
be applied. Our great agricultural societies, local associ¬ 
ations, and private individuals are all working to the same 
good purpose and end, and there can be no doubt that 
results of much importance will eventually be obtained. 
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Meanwhile it will be well to guard ourselves against hasty 
conclusions about any of them, for such conclusions 
often prove false, and eventually do more harm than 
good. 

A recent inspection of some of the Norfolk experi¬ 
mental stations have served to strengthen our conviction 
that much care, patience, and perseverance are required 
to bring the trials to a satisfactory conclusion by making 
them thoroughly exhaustive, which we submit can only 
be done by extending them over several c msecutive years. 
The chief reason for this is that our climate is so change¬ 
able that results must be affected by the peculiarities of 
each season, and it is only by a comparison of results 
of several seasons that really useful deductions can be 
had. Take, for example, the Dyson’s Wood experiments, 
of which it is positively asserted that they have already 
shown that it is wrong to apply either nitrate of soda or 
sulphate of ammonia to permanent pasture, or in other 
words that nitrogenous manures must not be used because 
they are liable to induce so robust a growth in the stronger¬ 
growing grasses that the more delicate grasses and Clovers 
would be spoilt. Now, considerable experience in the 
use of chemical manures upon pastures enables us to saj 
positively that such a conclusion is both hasty and mis¬ 
leading. We may certainly venture to say that Mr. 
Martin John Sutton’s object is not simply to ascertain 
which manures are best for his purpose, but rather in 
what proportions nitrogen, potash, and phosphorus should 
be used. It is simple nonsense to say that manures for 
pasture are required principally for Clovers and the finer 
grasses ; bulk of crop cannot be ignored, and in order to 
obtain it we must have plenty of the stronger-growing 
grasses. What after all do we require in a forage crop 
but nutritious food for our sheep and cattle ? and we 
know by that best of all tests—practical results, that we 
have plenty of nutriment in Cocksfoot and Rye Grass. 

For the outcome of agricultural experiments to be of 
practical value to the ordinary farmer they must show 
him how, by good husbandry in conjunction with the use 
of certain manures, he may so increase the produce of his 
land as to render his calling again profitable. This must 
be done in a clear and simple yet comprehensive manner. 
It is not enough to tell a man that a given quantity of 
manure must be used, but he must know how and when 
to use it. There can be no doubt that severe losses have 
happened simply through the improper use of chemical 
manures, Repeatedly have we shown our readers that 
annual surface dressings of chemical manures on pastures 
in February insure a full crop of hay, but if applied a 
month or two later successful results would be proportion¬ 
ately uncex-tain, because we must have enough rain to 
dissolve and wash in the manures. The mention of this 
fact reminds us of a want upon many, or we might say most 
farms, and that is a water cart with a spreader attached 
to it for watering pasture. In the present summer it 
would prove invaluable if kept in regular daily use, tend¬ 
ing as it must to in-ure plenty of food for grazing stock. 
Many a dairy farmer is at a loss for green food now, and 
more money is being spent upon the purchase of food than 
would suffice to keep several water carts going. This 
remark is perhaps a little wide of our subject, but we hold 
that it is well always to jot down useful thoughts as they 
occur, and if water carts were to have a place among 
ordinary farm implements they could be used in dry 
springs to dissolve chemical manures, and so render their 
action speedy and certain. 

Improved sorts of corn have had due attention in our 
own experiments this season, and we hope to have some 

useful hints to offer thereupon later on. Just now we are 
making a comparison of various sorts of Wheat, in order 
to ascertain which are the most profitable. We have new 
sorts of both Fed and White Wheat with long loose ears, 
and we question very much if they will prove to yield 
better than short stout compact ears. A twenty-acre 
field of Webb’s Giant White Wheat is very fine, but 
hitherto this Wheat has proved both small in grain and 
light in weight. We have it this year upon four farms, 
and shall be able to come to a decision as to its real value. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

The corn harvest has not proved so late this year as was at one time 
anticipated, for drought and heat brought on the corn to maturity so 
early that fully two-thirds of it was cut, and some of it carted in the 
first week of August. Wheat generally is an excellent crop, quite above 
the average, and much of it will yield full five quarters an acre. The 
quality of the Wheat will also be high, the grain being so dry and hard 
when carted to the stack as to be ready for immediate threshing. That 
advantage of this fact will be taken by many a needy farmer is pro¬ 
bable, for we much fear that many a man has difficulty in finding 
money for harvest expenses. Oats, though small in grain, are compara¬ 
tively heavier in weight than the crop of last year, but there are many 
fields of Oats below the average in bulk of crop. The finest crops we 
have seen were early sown Black Tartarian. Barley of high quality 
should prove plentiful enough, and there should be a recovery in price 
from the exceptionally low rates of last year. On many farms where 
the land is highly cultivated the crop is a heavy one, and if the price 
for superior samples of best malting Barley should reach 40s. a quarter 
it will indeed prove a boon to the growers. 

As the stubbles are cleared pigs, sheep, and turkeys are all turned 
upon them to consume fallen corn. In doing this with sheep some 
caution is necessary, as they are quite certain to eat the corn greedily, 
and may take so much of it as to sustain harm. Pigs, on the contrary, 
can hardly be over-fed, and may be suffered to remain out upon the 
stubble ail day. We like to do this with promptitude immediately 
after harvest, and then to lose no time in breaking up and clearing 
the stubbles. A neighbour of ours had a field of Peas so foul with 
weeds and wild Oats that he had the Peas all pulled by hand from 
among the weeds, which were subsequently consumed by folding sheep 
upon them. The drought has told so much upon pastures that many 
flock-masters are at their wit’s end for food for sheep. Clover layers 
that were mown for Clover have such a short second growth that it is 
only suitable for sheep-grazing. 

OUR LETTER BOX. 

Poor Pasture 'J. /. A'.).—Italian Rye Grass is a bieanitl, and the-efore 
your field of it will answer well another season if you g ve it a dressing of 
tue chemical manures we recomm nd, next February, but yo l might a'sj 
use nitrate of soda as advised in sho very weather now to promote a free 
autumnal g-owth. We are not surprised that your pasture is bare now 
after so long a drought; it is only on marsh land and deep cool alluvial 
soil that green pasture is to be seen now. Your mixture of Rye Grass—if 
the perennial sort—Cocksfoot, Timothy, Red Clover, White Clover, Alsike, 
and Cow Grass is a good one, and should give you a productive pasture, if 
you apply chemical manure in February, or better still fold it with sheep. 
As you, however, appear to require it for cows, aoply the chemical manure 
regularly in Februiry, and take special care that none of the Grass is 
suffered to run to seed, but is either mown or eaten off before seeding is 
possible. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

Camden Square, London. 

Lit. 51° 82' 40" N.; Linj, 0° 8' 0"W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. I 9 A.M. j IN THE DAY. 

1887. 
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Radiation 
Temperature 
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Dry. Wet. Max. Min. 
In 

snu. 
On 

grass 

Inches. deg deg- deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 
Suuday . V 30.0*8 74 8 6L.2 S.W. 65 2 82.8 56 1 127.6 51.4 _ 
Monday. 8 30.339 6S5 58.2 S.w. 65.8 86.2 52.9 127.4 60.4 _ 
TuesdaV .. 9 30.171 69.1 59.2 N.W. 66.0 82 7 56.6 128.3 536 _ 
Wednesday.. 10 30.098 6'.9 51.5 N.E. 66.4 74 6 55.4 117.2 53.3 _ 
Thursday .... 1L 10 101 58.7 52.2 N. 65.7 72.3 54.9 119 2 52 8 __ 
Friday . VI 29.979 69 3 52.8 N.E. 65 2 70 7 54 6 114.7 52.5 _ 
Saturday .... 13 29.806 613 55.3 E. 64.9 70.6 54 8 1143 52.6 — 

30.067 64.7 55.8 65.6 77.1 55.0 1212 52.4 - 

REMARKS. 
7th.—Rright, fine, and warm. 
8th.—Pine, bright, and hot. 
9th.—Hright and warm. 

loth.—Cloudy morning, fine afternoon; cool a1! day. 
itch.—Cloudy early ; bright, cool, pletsant day. 
12th.—Cool, with easterly wind and generally cloudy. 
ldth.—Cloudy nearly all day, slight shower in late evening, but not yieldlnga measurable 

am aunt. 
The tenth successive hot week, and a second consecutive rainless one.—0. J. SYMONS 
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COMING EVENTS 

25 Th Reading Show. 
21 F Sandy 8ho^. 
s7 S Sale at Stevens' Rooms 
28 Sun 12th Sunday aftsb Tbinity. 
29 M 
SO To Newcastle Show (three davs). 
81 W 

PEARS. 

NDER the above title an early copy of the 
Report of the Committee of the National Pear 
Conference that was held in the Royal Horti¬ 
cultural Society’s Gardens in 1885, has been 
sent to us with a request that we notify to 
our readers that the volume may be ob¬ 
tained free of cost by Fellows of the Society 
on application to the Assistant-Secretary at 

South Kensington, and by the public generally from 
Messrs. Macmillan & Co., Bedford Street, Covent Garden, 
price 2s. 6d. The work has been compiled by Mr. A. F. 
Barron, and forms an admirable companion volume to 
“British Apples” issued in 1884, as a permanent and 
valuable record of the Apple Congress that was held 
in 1883. The Pear Report consists of 230 pages, and 
will be acceptable to the Fellows of the Society, and it is 
commended to all cultivators of the prince of hardy 
dessert fruits as the most complete work obtainable on 
the subject to which it is devoted. 

The exhibition of Pears on which the Report is founded 
was the most extensive and complete that has been 
arranged in this country. It comprised 6^69 dishes in 
016 reputed varieties, and after the official scrutiny it is 
surprising to see how comparatively few of them were 
synonymous, the list of these being published at the end of 
the work. A descriptive catalogue of the entire number 
staged by 167 exhibitors is also incorporated in the 
volume. This substantial Report is, however, a great 
deal more than a catalogue, for it contains more cultural 
information and hints on the management of Pears from 
a greater number of the best growers of them than has 
ever been presented in such a handy form. It may be 
fairly described as a work of a hundred authors, for about 
that number have contributed to its pages, some briefly, 
others more fully; indeed, the compiler was no doubt 
overwhelmed with material, and its compression into the 
space at disposal could have been no easy task. If in a 
multitude of councillors is wisdom,all who are seeking infor¬ 
mation on Pears and their culture will find wisdom in the 
work under notice, and this, too, at a convenient time— 
namely, within two or three months of the planting sea¬ 
son, or sufficiently long for the pages to be studied 
whereon the experience of this multitude of good Pear 
growers is inscribed. 

As might be expected under the circumstances, when 
a number of experts are writing on the same subject—the 
choice of varieties and methods of culture—’there is a con¬ 
siderable amount of repetition; but this is by no means 
tedious in consequence of the diversity of expression in 
which the opinions and practices of the several contribu¬ 
tors are conveyed ; and what may be regarded as repeti- 
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tion may perhaps be more accurately represented as a 
concurrence of testimony in favour of varieties and 
methods. But this obvioudy does not weaken but strengthen 
the evidence that points to the best results, and these, as 
will be seen, are invariably attained by good cultivation, 
and mainly with trees on the Quince stock. This is well 
expressed in the deductions recorded on page 9 of the 
Report as follows;— 

“ Without entering into minute comparison of the merits of 
the different collections exhibited, it is important to notify this 
fact that the cultivation of good Pears does not seem to be con¬ 
fined to any particular climate or district of the country. If we 
take the magnificent examples from M. Joshua Le Cornu of Jersey 
as the result of good and careful cultivation, we have their equals 
produced by Mr. Haycock and by Mr. Thomas in Kent, and closely 
followed by Mr. Wildsmith in Hampshire, and Mr. Breese in Sussex. 
Many other individual examples throughout the Exhibition were 
equally meritorious. No one failed to remark ou the excellence of 
the examples from Lord Chesterfield, Herefordshire, or those still 
further north from Mr. Dalrymple, St. Boswells, Scotland, which 
were probably as meritorious as any at the Conference. Nothing 
contributed so much to these successful results as good and careful 
cultivation. It may be taken as a general rule that the best fruits 
are produced where the greatest care is bestowed. An important 
factor in the successful cultivation of the Pear, as gathered from 
the returns, is in the use of the Quince stock, which, from its close 
surface-rooting character, is more directly amenable to the attentions 
of the cultivator.” 

That may be taken as a fair epitome of the collective 
wisdom embodied in the work, and it is both encouraging 
and suggestive. 

But there are soils and districts in which the Pear 
stock is more satisfactory than the Quince. VVe could 
indicate some not mentioned in tbs Report, though evi¬ 
dence is not wanting in it in support of the proposition. 
Mr. G. Palmer, gardener, Drinkstone Park, Bury St. 
Edmunds, remarks:— 

“ Situation, on a dead level. Soil, medium loam ; sandy to 
gaulty subsoil. Our collection of Pears here are grown on trained 
trees on walls, espaliers, pyramids, and a few standards. The 
Quince stock is represented in each form of tree, excepting &e 
standard, and with plenty of evidence of weakness and short life. 
The Pear is certainly preferable as a stock in this immediate 
locality.” 

The examples he exhibited are described as “ large, clear, 
and well grown.” 

Mr. M. Dunn of Dalkeith, who is one of the last men 
to form an erroneous opinion on the subject, after describ¬ 
ing the soil as a light loam heavily manured, subsoil open 
gravel, observes:— 

“ As a rule, the Quince stock is not so successful as the free 
stock here ; it generally does pretty well for a few years, and then 
invariably goes barren, and some sorts never do well on it at all. 
Our trees seldom get over-luxuriant, and suffer less from gross 
growth than from starvation or want of moisture and manure. In 
ordinary seasons, and on well-manured ground, trees on the Pear or 
free stock seldom fail to bear a crop, even to a great age ; while no 
amount of manure seems to have any effect in promoting fertility 
in a tree on the Quince stock after it begins to show signs of 
distress.” 

Mr. H. Divers of Ketton Hall, an excellent fruit 
grower, closes his remarks by saying the stocks preferred 
are “the Quince for wet and heavy soils, the Pear for 
light and dry soils.” 

Mr. W. Wildsmith of Ileckfield, who is credited with 
“ one of the most meritorious collections exhibited,” in 
summarising his method of culture indicates the nature 
and requirements of trees on different stocks. We cite 
his remarks :— 

“ Situation sheltered, open to south and east. Soil, light sandy 
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loam, resting on gravel and sand. Our soil being light, it is 
trenched deeply before planting, a few half-inch bones being all 
the manure that is mixed directly with the soil, preference being 
given to manuring by surface mulchings of farm or stable-yard 
manure. As a rule, the trees are lifted and replanted the second 
year after being first planted, a plan that, as regards trees on the 
Quince stock, renders any further root-pruning to promote fertility 
unnecessary. Trees on the Pear stock are treated exactly the same 
when first planted, but they grow so luxuriantly that we have to 
partially root-prune them once in three years. As regards pruning, 
the young growths being closely pinched back twice during the 
summer, very little winter pruning is needed other than the removal 
of a shoot that may be crowding another, or a long spur that has 
become budless at its base. I have a decided preference for the 
Quince stock, but it should be understood that high feeding is a 
necessity to keep the trees growing ; fruiting goes without saying— 
those who don’t mean to feed, and don’t like hard work, and yet 
want a few Pears, should stick to the natural stock.” 

Though, as will be seen from the above extracts, the 
Pear stock is better adapted than the Quince to certain 
soils and positions, yet the evidence convened in the 
Report is overwhelmingly in favour of the latter, and for 
the reason mainly that its roots do not as a rule extend 
so far nor penetrate so deeply as do those of the Pear 
stock, and consequently more quickly appropriate the 
virtues of manures that are applied to the advantage of 
the trees and crop. This is not overlooked in the remarks 
accompanying the fruit that was sent from Chiswick, in 
which also are embodied good hints on summer pruning, 
and the necessity of a thin disposal of the main branches 
of the trees. Here are those remarks:— 

“ Situation sheltered, but low-lying ; consequently frequently 
subject to late spring frosts. Soil, rather a heavy loam, approaching 
to clay ; subsoil, gravel. The greater portion of the fruit shown 
was grown on pyramid trees about 20 feet in height, chiefly on the 
Quince stock, which is found much more fruitful and suitable than 
the Pear, being more directly amenable to cultural skill. The trees 
are carefully pinched in summer, and spur-pruned during the winter. 
The practice followed is to stop the shoots during the month of 
July at about the fifth bud from the base, taking care to stop only 
those on the upper part of the tree, or such as may be growing 
strong, the weaker shoots and those on the lower part being allowed 
to grow for a week longer or more before stopping. Thus checking 
the stronger first and permitting the weaker to grow tends to 
regulate the flow of sap, and equalise the strength throughout. 
Another very important matter is to keep the branches thin and 
clear of each other, so that every part of the tree may be freely 
exposed to the direct influence of the sun and air. More pyramid 
trees are rendered unfruitful through this crowding of the shoots 
than from any other cause. Root-pruning is only resorted to oc¬ 
casionally (and generally with those on the Pear stock), when the 
trees grow very luxuriantly, and cannot otherwise be checked. 
During dry weather the ground is mulched and well watered.” 

It will be admitted from the few examples given that 
this Report abounds in useful information pertaining to 
culture, and at the same time lists of varieties of Pears 
are furnished that have been found suited to the various 
districts of the kingdom, the selections having been made 
by cultivators in the different localities. 

The Report concludes with an audit of the Pears 
selected by the exhibitors, the poll being taken for the 
whole of Great Britain, varieties that obtained only one 
vote being omitted. A column is also provided showing the 
number of dishes staged of the selected varieties. As is 
stated in comment on the results of the audit: — 

“ These returns are instructive as showing the appreciation in 
which particular varieties are held throughout the country. Marie 
Louise stands at the head of the list as the most popular Pear, 
having been selected ninety-eight times out of a possible 100. 
Louise Bonne of Jersey is second favourite, having received eighty- 
seven votes, closely followed by Williams’ Bon Chretien for the 
third place, eighty-six votes. Of those exhibited at the Conference, 
Beurre Diel heads the list, 194 dishes of this variety having been 
staged, Marie Louise coming second, 155 dishes, and iLouise Bonne 
of Jersey third, 132 dishes. 

“ Amongst Pears suited for orchard culture, the popular variety 
is Williams’ Bon Chretien, this having been selected fifty times ; 
and, secondly, Louise Bonne of Jersey, forty-six times ; Beurre de 
Capiaumont third, thirty-eight times ; and of stewing Pears, Catillac, 
Uvedale’s St. Germain, and Bellissime d'Hiver secured the highest 
number of votes respectively. 

“ It may be noted that of the old-fashioned Pears, if we except 
the Jargonelle and Hessel, scarcely any of the others have merited 
a place, even for orchard cultivation ; such varieties may therefore 
be considered as worthless and should be discarded.” 

In respect to the Marie Louise Pear there appears to 
be a misprint, for in the tabulated list 93 votes are 
recorded. The hardy and useful old orchard Pear called 
“ Hessel” derives its name from the Yorkshire village of 
Hessle. As the Report will be taken as an authority on 
Pears the greatest possible accuracy is desirable in the 
rendering of their names, and it is pleasant to observe 
that out of so many the “ slips ” are so few. All gar¬ 
deners and amateurs who are interested in Pears and 
their culture should possess this comprehensive, sugges¬ 
tive and interesting Report. 

ASPARAGUS CULTURE. 

(Continued from page 93.) 

Varieties.—Some persons see no difference in this respect, but to> 
my eye there is considerable difference in the varieties, yet for all 
practical purposes the variations may be deduced to three—viz., Early 
Purple-topped Agenteuil, the earliest, large, quick, and abundant in pro¬ 
duce, and hardy ; Coonover’s Colossal, large, paler, and not so abundant 
cropping as either of the others, nor so hardy or early ; Giant, or Batter¬ 
sea, large abundant cropping, and in every respect excellent. All are 
good. I prefer them in the order named ; the first for its earliness, the- 
second for its size, and the third for good cropping qualities. 

Situation.—It must be open, exposed to every ray of sun, and 
catching every breeze. There is advantage in warmth if it is not dry¬ 
ing, and in shelter if not drawing, therefore keep the plants or beds 
away from trees, hedges, and walls to avoid their shading and drying 
effects. 

Raising Plants.—Asparagus is raised from seed either by sowing 
where the plants are to remain, or for transplanting. Which is the better 
plan 1 It depends on circumstances. There is a consideration as regards the 
seedlings. The seeds may be off the same haulm, yet the seedlings will 
have degrees of excellence, and the transplanting admits of a choice of 
plants, which is precluded by sowing where they are to remain. Ground 
is in many places a consideration, and sowing for transplanting allows 
of a more profitable employment of the soil. Those are weighty con¬ 
siderations, but I prefer sowing where the plants are to remain, for I 
fail to see what is culturally effected by transplantation beyond con¬ 
venience, and what is lost in ground is made up in the earlier and 
superior produce. The spaces between the seedlings can be utilised for 
the first two or three years, so that there is no waste of ground. This is 
a consideration, and one that had better be left out, for between- 
cropping takes from the ground we have considered necessary for the 
successful cultivation of Asparagus, and the soil is impoverished for 
Asparagus to the extent of the crop taken ; therefore I ask that the 
ground set apart for Asparagus be not impoverished by alien crops, for 
if between-cropping is necessary to utilise the ground the principal is 
too distantly placed for its profitable occupation. These considerations 
raise moot questions—the best methods of growing Asparagus so as to 
obtain the best returns from the land, for we must allow of there being 
two sides to the question—viz., grand results irrespective of space and 
means, and profitableness resulting from a judicious employment of land 
and means. I shall, perhaps, best meet all tastes and requirements by 
describing the methods most advisable to attain the desired object. 

In order to raise plants for transplanting I sow the seed in drills 
1 foot apart, and an inch deep early in April, covering with fine soil. 
Every fifth row is omitted for convenience of cleaning. The seeds 
are placed 2 inches apart, and all are allowed to grow until early June, 
when or before which they will be in second “ feather.” Now mark the 
plants well. Some will have a strong first feather, and a second growth 
coming, or to be much stronger. That is the one wanted. Others will 
have weaker and more numerous feathers ; grub those out with a hand- 
fork, leaving those that have single and strong feather as near 6 inches 
apart as we can get them. The exact distance is not material, the main 
thing is to get the plants of the character indicated, as the plants are 
only intended to remain a year before transplanting. The first feather 
is to be cut away in favour of the second when the latter overtops it, or 
when it is well advanced in growth, and this second shoot is to be shown 
every favour through the season, cutting all others away coming after 
early July, but if there arise another stronger shoot by midsummer day 
and the setting in of the dog days, select it, and cut away the second—in 
fact, save the best of the shoots appearing by or before midsummer, and 
cut all others away right through the season, as any coming after that 
time have no chance of forming well ripened buds. If a strong shoot 
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come later leave both. This is the treatment advised for the seedling3 
in the first year to get plants with strong single crowns for planting. 
The shoots should be staked to prevent damage from wind. Either we 
must pursue the course above indicated or make selection of the seed- 
ings at the time of planting, and in that case place the seed 3 inches 

asunder in the drills, and let all grow so as to give necessary plants for 
choice, but much finer plants are had by thinning to 6 inches. 

System of Growing.—I give preference to the ridge. It keeps the 
•crowns from rotting, gives the plants the benefit of all or most the 
ameliorated and enriched soil, and allows of cruder and richer material 
being employed for feeding than plants in beds or on the level. 

Purpose and Methods of Growing.—Asparagus is grown to eat 
—everybody knows that, but we have to consider in what way it is to 
be grown so as to please. There is the epicure—the heads must be large, 
fat, and luscious. Superlative produce is the result of superlative 
vigour of plant, and to get that the plant must have space—rows 4J feet 

;apart, and 3 feet distance in the rows, so as to admit of high-feeding 
and concentration of the vital forces on few parts from the commence¬ 
ment. Then we have the lovers of good heads—quality combined with 
quantity. High quality without much if any waste of space is had 
with the rows 4 feet apart, and the plants 2 feet asunder in the rows. 
Ordinary consumers like good heads and plenty of them. To meet 
those there must be no questionable use of ground and means—the most 
possible both in quality and quantity must be had, or there will be a 
balance on the wrong side of the ledger. Bows 3 feet apart and the 
plants 18 inches asunder give a quantity of high quality produce. There 
is yet another individual to be considered—viz., the grower that wants 
the most oif the ground in the least possible time, and to pay. This is 
the most difficult person to satisfy. To get a paying price the heads 
must command the market, and the quantity must be proportionate. If 
a bundle from the plants 4 feet 6 inches by 3 feet bring double the price 
of a bundle from that at 3 feet by 18 inches, the latter may prove the 
more remunerative on account of the greater proportionate quantity. 
After making trial of plants at 18 inches and 12 inches asunder in 3 feet 
rows, I am bound to admit that the lesser distance is most desirable from 
its giving one-third more grass in the first three years of cutting, after 
which the greater distance plants come to the front and maintain the 
ascendancy, both as regards the quality and quantity. We have yet 
another want to cater for—viz., the grower who must grow two blades 
where other cultivators grow but one of grass: and this may be the 
gardener with limited space, or the man that holds land upon an insecure 
tenancy. These will cling to quantity until the end of the world, 
alleging necessity as the ground of their adherence. The rows for such 
may be 18 inches, and the plants 12 inches asunder, leaving out every 
fourth row. Such will grow fair Asparagus, and the plan is mentioned 
as it is a proper way of obtaining roots for forcing quite as much as 
to please dingers to obsolete practice, which encourages nothing but 
excluding such produce from the market or a self-inflicted capitulation 
-of home produce against foreign. 

Sowing where the Plants are to Remain.—The ground being 
in good tilth draw the drills on the ridges an inch deep during the first 
week in April, and place the seed in patches at the distance they are 
wanted in the row, taking half the distance the plants are to be apart 
for the first, and then the full distance, one seed at the exact distance, 
and one on each side exactly an inch from it. Cover with fine soil. 
Early in June make choice of the best plant, and remove the others, 
merely drawing the soil aside and cutting off the top of the crown. 
Keep free of weeds, and thin the growths as previously advised for 
raising plants for transplanting. By midsummer or before the dog days 
sprinkle the ground about each plant with an ounce each of nitrate of 
soda and sulphate of ammonia for a space of about 18 inches all around, 
or apply that mixture over the whole ground at the rate of 2 ozs. per 
square yard. Mulch at once with a couple of inches thickness of any 
littery stuff at command, as spent hotbeds, old Mushroom bed refuse, 
stable litter, or farmyard manure. There is virtue in malt dust, in leaf 
soil, cocoa refuse, and even grass mowings. If the latter are used 
sprinkle with a. little salt. At the beginning of the dog days soak with 
the contents of the cesspool poured on the mulching about the plants, 
and repeat up to the beginning of September every week, ten days, or 
fortnight, according to the weather. In autumn point over the whole 
of the ground, but not so as to ^injure .the roots, and place a little soil 
over the crowns so as to cover them about i 2 inches deep, disposing a 
similar thickness of partially decayed manure over each, about a forkful 
to each plant, and extending outwards a little so as to form a sort of 
cap. This is to be removed in March, leaving the soil only. The cul¬ 
ture after the first year is the same as for planted out Asparagus.— 
O. Abbey. 

(To be continued.) 

HOLLYHOCKS. 

These are certainly coming to the front again, and I hope that the 
committees of the August shows throughout the kingdom will recognise 
them for the future. Prizes for three and six spikes for amateurs, and 
six and twelve blooms for gardeners, would bring out many exhibits. 
I take an especial interest in the Black Country Shows of the Bir¬ 
mingham and Wolverhampton district, where the surroundings would lead 
strangers to suppose a flower show wouldjbe almost impossible. A truly 
wonderful exhibition of plants, flowers, and fruits were brought together 
at. Bilston a few days since, and this place is in the midst of pit mounds, 
ironworks, and smoko. Two enormous tents and a good sized one also 

were crowded out with exhibits, including splendid stove and greenhouse 
plants from Mr. Mangold, Birmingham, superb Dahlias from Kidder¬ 
minster and other places, but the local people came out strongly in plants 
and flowers and especially vegetables. As I was desirous that Hollyhocks 
should be seen in good character in the district, I induced Mr. James 
Blundell, nurseryman, West Dulwich, to send down two dozen or so 
blooms of his varieties, and they most decidedly surprised not only the 
Black Country amateurs, but a great many outsiders, as the Hollyhock 
has been so little seen for many years. They were a fair lot of blooms, 
although there is something yet to be done to get them up to the standard 
of the old Lizzie, Glory of Waltham, and others of Paul’s, Chafer’s, 
and Bircham’s, and other raisers’ days, but we are in the right direction, 
and it gives me most pleasant reminders of the old Hollyhock days when 
I think of Mr. Blundell’s flowers.—W. D. 

NEW STRAWBERRY PLANTATIONS. 
August is a very good month in which to form new Strawberry 

plantations. If strong plants are used they will grow to a good size 
before winter and produce a considerable quantity of fruit next 
season. Many growers assert that it is a mistake to keep Straw¬ 
berry plants after they are three years old, but I have known many 
give highly profitable returns after that age, only there is little 
doubt that young healthy plants are more prolific than old ones, and 
all who possess Strawberry plants that are past their best should 
have no hesitation in rooting them up and introducing new ones. 
It is often said to be a mistake to take runners from unfruitful 
plants, as this is perpetuating an inferior type, but I never knew 
any well-grown Strawberry plant to be unfruitful, and it is simply 
bad cultivation that produces fruitless plants. No one need therefore 
be afraid to take young plants from their old ones to form young 
plantations, and this is a commendable way cf securing them. 
When beds are allowed to get into a bad state they are apt to give 
the impression that it is no use taking young plants from them, but 
I would just as soon have young plants from abed that had become 
unfruitful from inattention as from the most fertile plants. The 
successful fruiting of Strawberries does not depend on this, but on 
good culture, and without this no plants will prove really remunera¬ 
tive. 

The excessively dry weather in June and July interfered to a 
great extent with the fruiting of Strawberries in many cases, but it 
has not hindered the formation and development of runners or 
young plants, for these are as plentiful and strong as I ever saw 
them, and there will be no difficulty in securing many for planting 
this autumn. There are various ways of preparing young plants. 
I have rooted hundreds of them in small pots, kept them in these 
for a time, and then planted out, excellent plants being produced in 
this way, but much labour attached to their treatment. An easier 
way is to cut a number of pieces of turf into small squares of about 
3 inches in width and thickness, peg a runner on the top of each of 
these, allow it to root into the turf, and then it is ready for planting 
anywhere, as the roots are clustered in the turf and do not suffer 
from being moved. This is an excellent way of treating young 
Strawberry plants. Only the other day I began to layer some 
hundreds of them in this way, but soon found that the young 
plants were so freely rooted into the ordinary soil that it would be 
a mistake to disturb them by lifting them and trying to re-root 
them, so now lift them with tine balls of roots. 

These may either be placed into 6-inch pots for fruiting, or 
planted in the open as a new plantation, and if those who are 
dealing with them would look and see if their plants are so well 
rooted as ours are, they would find it a very easy matter to secure 
any quantity of young plants in fine order. But it is of the utmost 
importance that they be secured with good balls of soil to the roots, 
and if this cannot be done, and they are lifted without any soil at¬ 
tached, the plants will make little or no progress this autumn, 
and it will be the year after next before they are sufficiently strong 
to bear anything like a crop. Having brought the young plant 
arrangement so far, attention must be turned to preparing the 
ground for their reception. This is work that must not be shirked 
or scrambled over. A heavy deep soil is very much better for 
Strawberries at all times, especially in a hot dry summer, than a 
shallow' light material. Their success in the latter will only be 
partial and rather uncertain. Our newr Straw'berry plantation of 
1887 will be in the heaviest soil in the garden. The ground in 
question was trenched and manured in spring, manured and sown 
with Peas. These have been cleared off. The soil is deeply dug 
again with more manure added, and it is now ready for the plants, 
but they will not be put out until it rains, if it should do so before 
the end of August, and if not then they will be planted and liberally 
watered — if we have any water—until they take hold of the 
soil. 

It is not a good practice to plant Strawberries after Strawberries. 
Old beds are very apt to become w eedy. If these are dug and 
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Strawberries planted again the weeds will soon reappear. This is 
injurious to a young plantation, and the ground should be thoroughly 
cleaned before any Strawberries are planted. In large gardens 
where there is plenty of ground the plants may be put in at a 
distance of 2i feet from row to row, and 18 inches or 2 feet from 
plant to plant, but in small gardens they may be kept considerably 
closer, as although the wide planted ones may produce the largest 
fruit, the others will also bear very profitable and highly acceptable 
crops.—J. Muir, Maryam. 

THE ENGLISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

A VISIT TO RABY CASTLE. 

The necessity of an increased attention being paid to forestry and 
arboriculture generally in this country induced a few practical men to 
endeavour to form in this country a Society on a similar basis to that 
which has done 6uch good work in Scotland during many years. The 
idea was favourably received, and four years since the English Arbori- 
cultural Society was organised to carry it into effect. With a number 
of patrons, a practical Committee, and an earnest Secretary, the Society 
has made good progress, its members have increased in numbers steadily, 
and it is still being strengthened by the addition of new friends. The 
Society has appointed local Secretaries in the principal northern districts 
who correspond with the Chief Secretary upon all matters of interest to 
the members, and they can summon meetings of the members in their 
respective localities to conduct any special business, or to be present at 
the reading of papers on various subjects connected with forestry. With 
a desire to encourage the latter mode of communication and to add 
something to the literature of the subject of practical value, a silver 
medal was offered last year for the best essay on “ Larch Disease,” an 
honour that was won by Mr. Clark of Carlisle. The essay was printed 
in the Transactions of the Society, which with several other papers, in¬ 
cluding one by Mr. B. Cowan of South Shields on “ Trees and Shrubs for 
the Seaside and where Alkali and Gases are Prevalent,” forms a substantial 
volume. Much more might be done in this direction, and frequent prizes 
or medals should be offered to the younger men engaged in arboriculture, 
as it is a method of advancing the scientific and practical knowledge of 
the art that is certain to produce satisfactory results. Great Britain is 
far behind several of the Continental countries in the education of 
foresters, and the result is that some of the best colonial or other ap¬ 
pointments out of this country are secured by young Germans who have 
been well schooled in the theoretical as well as the practical departments. 
Some official recognition has been recently accorded to this matter 
in the House of Commons, and it is probable that further steps will be 
taken in which both the English and Scottish Societies should be able to 
render good service. 

Another and very interesting portion of the Society’s work is the 
arrangement of annual excursions to the seats of gentlemen in the north 
of England. It forms a pleasant meeting for the members, and much 
information can be often gained by the inspection of well kept woods 
and plantations under the guidance of experienced foresters. For the 
present year's trip Raby Castle was selected, and by permission of the 
Duke of Cleveland a large party of members and friends visited that 
estate on Thursday, August 18th. Those present included the follow¬ 
ing :—Mr. John Davidson (Secretary), land agent, Heydon Bridge ; Mr. 
Isaac Baty, Hexham ; Mr. Jas. Watt (of Little and Ballantine, nursery¬ 
men, Carlisle); Mr. W. F. Taylor, Carlisle; Mr. William Fell (of 
Messrs. Fell & Co.), Hexham ; Mr. Wm. Milne (of Messrs. Fell & Co.), 
Hexham ; Mr. J. R. Brown, nursery manager of Fell A Co. ; Mr. John W. 
Robson, nurseryman, Hexham ; Mi. John Balden, agent, Dilston ; Mr. 
John Balden, jun., Dilston ; Mr. Peter Balden, Dilston ; Mr. R. R. Bal¬ 
den, forester, Castle Howard ; Mr, John Wilson, superintendent Leazes 
Park, Newcastle ; Mr. John Smith, forester, Langley Castle, Haydon 
Bridge ; Mr. J. W. Newbisging, nurseryman (of Thomas Kennedy and 
Co.), Dumfries; Mr. John Johnston, assistant forester, Wetherby, 
Carlisle ; Mr. M. Sutherland, nurseryman, Longtown ; Mr. Sutherland, 
jun., Longtown ; Mr. B. Cowan, superintendent, Westoe Cemetery, South 
Shields ; Mr. Gallie, forester, Ravensworth Castle ; Mr. Robinson, 
agent, Burnopfield; Mr. Havelock, forester, Raby Park ; Mr. Lewis 
Castle (Journal of IFoi ticulture), &c. 

Most of the visitors assembled at the Central Station, Newcastle-on- 
Tyne, at 9 A.H., and proceeded thence at 9.30 to Gainford Station, on 
the Barnard Castle branch from Darlington, where vehicles were 
awaiting the visitors to convey them through the estate. The first por¬ 
tion visited was the Gainford Great Wood, and there some time was spent 
under the able guidance of the forester, Mr. Havelock, who gave some 
interesting particulars concerning the large plantation of Oaks, their 
value, the several cuttings of timber sold, and the young trees recently 
planted to fill the space cleared. It was said that the plantation was 
several hundred years of age, but that it was thought many of the trees 
now standing had sprung from the old stools, as well as those cut, which 
were 120 to 140 years old and realised about £300 per acre. Some of these 
Oaks were of remarkable size, some of the best examples being seen in 
the park, where also there are some grand Beeches, but at Gainford 
several unusually large and finely developed specimens of the common 
Ash were noted. Proceeding on the journey through a beautiful country 
commanding extensive views, the Staindrop lodge entrance was reached, 
and near there a young Turkey Oak was planted in commemoration of 
the Society’s visit in the Jubilee year. Mr. Robson of Hexham supplied 

the tree, and it was planted by Mr. J. Watt of Carlisle (Messrs. Little 
and Ballantyne), who made an appropriate speech, complimenting the 
Society upon their progress and work. Passing through the diversified 
and beautifully wooded park another plantation was visited, where some 
larger timber was seen, the dimensions of the more remarkable trees- 
being taken. A considerable time was spent there, but a portion of the 
party also visited the garden, where so much of interest was found that 
the time only admitted a hurried inspection. 

RABY CASTLE GARDEN. 

The garden is situated on a moderate slope to the south near the- 
Castle, and comprises ten acres chiefly enclosed by walls, and comprising 
a number of glass houses devoted to plant and fruit culture. The houses 
are somewhat scattered, as they have been mostly erected at different 
periods, and not according to any set plan, so that now there are no less- 
than sixteen boiler or flue fires to be attended. The garden is in perfect 
accordance with the Castle and its surroundings. No attempt is made to 
modernise the place, which would only spoil it, but in every department 
the able and courteous gardener, Mr. Westcott, stows us the best 
examples of cultural skill, while the flower garden also affords an 
admirable example of the charming effects produced by a tasteful 
arrangement of hardy plants. The latter department was so beautiful 
that it first attracted attention and merits a description. One pretty 
feature of the beds is that they are edged with neatly trimmed fresh 
green Box, and separated by narrow paths of fine gravel or shingle kept 
evenly raked. In front of one range is a series of beds bounded on two- 
sides by grand Yew hedges, 10 feet high and as much in diameter at the 
base, and in fine health. The age of these hedges is unknown, but it is 
thought they formed, with two magnificent old Walnut trees near 
them, a portion of an older garden occupying the same site many years 
ago. Very conspicuous are the beds of Raby Castle Carnation,a handsome- 
rose-coloured variety that cannot be surpassed for bedding or cutting pur¬ 
poses. The flowers are of good size without being too large, they are- of 
excellent form, full, the colour clear, and very fragrant ; the plants also 
are strong and free growing, of moderate height, very floriferous, and 
the stock is readily increased, as an abundance of “ grass” is produced. 
Masses of double white and purple Stocks, Godetia Lady Albemarle, 
white Pansies, and Zonal Pelargonium Henry Jacoby, to all of which 
beds are separately devoted, have a capital effect. Tuberous Begonias- 
are much appreciated for outdoors, and some large beds of Laing's- 
“ Royal ” varieties have a rich appearance now. A broad border de¬ 
voted to miscellaneous plants has bands of Pentstemons very bright and 
varied, Sedum spectabile, the dark reddish-leaved S. maximum, and 
Anemone japonica, which contrast well together, Zinnias and Poppies 
being freely employed in other beds. 

Just beyond is a handsome ribbon border, the background of which 
is formed by a remarkable hedge of Fuchsia Riccartoni, over 100 yards 
long, about 4 feet high, as much in diameter, and loaded with flowers. 
Owing to the dry season the plants are not quite so high as usual, but 
they are in excellent condition,’ so fresh and even that the effect is 
exceedingly beautiful, the appearance being still further improved by 
the hedge following the curve of the walk instead of being in a straight 
line. This Fuchsia dies down to the roots each winter, but these are 
never damaged by frost, and it has occupied its present position for 
twenty-one years, so that it has had an extensive trial. The border in 
front contains a broad band of Viola Blue Bell, margined with the 
variegated Alyssum and blue Lobelias, with a few pink and scarlet 
Pelargoniums in alternate circles, and edged with Box. On the other 
side of the path are circular and semicircular beds edged with Box, and 
containing some brightly coloured Violas, but the chief feature there is 
a new dwarf Tropasolum named Constantine, which is the finest scarlet 
bedding variety we have seen. It is very compact in habit, and the 
foliage is scarcely visible owing to the profusion of brilliant scarlet 
flowers produced, the glow of colour being dazzling on bright sunny 
days. 

This path leads from the enclosed garden to a beautiful walk outside 
the walls, but above the ha ha, extending in a series of graceful curves 
to the wonderful old Fig tree, which occupies a house at the extremity. 
On the left hand side is a low light iron fence covered with Clematis 
Jackmanni now flowering profusely, while on the wall side is a ribbon 
border formed of Golden Feather Pyrethrum, scarlet Pelargoniums, 
Blue Bell Violas, May Queen variegated Pelargonium, Calceolarias, and 
and background of Hollyhocks and Poppies. An excellent view of this 
border is obtained from the slopes leading up to the castle. Before 
quitting this department mention must be made of the fine plants of 
Mina lobata which are trained to the height of 10 feet against a wall 
with a southern aspect, and they are bearing a great number of spikes of 
tubular flowers, scarlet before they are fully expanded, and then 
becoming yellow or nearly white, so that the spikes show a transition 
between these extremes from the base to apex of the rather long one¬ 
sided spikes. Some attention has been drawn to this plant lately, but 
its beauty cannot be too highly estimated where it will succeed as it 
does at Raby, for the deeply divided leaves have also a good 
appearance. 

The principal range of glass contains the vineries ; this is ICO feet 
long in four divisions, including the celebrated house where the carrion 
border was formed some years ago, and concerning which so much has 
been written. In the end division are some vigorous twelve-year old 
Vines, Black Hamburghs being extremely fine, the bunches large and 
well coloured ; a rod of Madresfield Court worked on a Black Hamburgh 
stock, fifteen fine bunches, colouring well without a sign of cracking. The 
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adjoining division is the notorious vinery, and there we find that hand¬ 
some variety, Duke of Buccleuch, in capital form, one Vine bearing 
twenty large bunches, the berries large, very clear, and colouring well. 
Mr. Westcott considers one of the secrets of success with this variety is 
(liberal ventilation, and he evidently experiences no difficulty in obtaining 
•the Grape as its admirers like to see it, and when in such condition it is 
'undoubtedly a magnificent fruit. Lady Downe’s, Muscat Hamburgh, 
and Gros Colman are very satisfactory in the same house. The third 
vinery is mainly devoted to Muscat of Alexandria, of which there are 
some grandly coloured bunches. Mrs. Pearson and Golden Champion 
are also bearing a good crop of fine bunches, colouring admirably. The 
Vines here are about twenty years old, but the year before last they were 
lifted and replanted, the result being that the Vines have been greatly 
invigorated, as the fine crops testify. The fourth house is occupied with 
yeung Vines recently planted, which are making good progress, but the 
most notable occupants of this house are some plants of Vitis hetero- 
phylla variegata and humulifolia, which are trained 01 trellises for room 
decoration, the spaces between being filled with Thunbergias when they 
are wanted for use. There are several early vineries, Peach houses, &c.; 
ibut another important feature at Raby are the Pine Apples, of which 300 are 
grown of Charlotte Rothschild, Smooth and Prickly Cayenne, and Queens, 
of which there are some fine fruiting and succession plants. Melons 

Anthuriums, Crotons, Statices, &c., which frequently figure prominently 
at local shows. Calanthe Veitchi and vestita are well grown, eight fine 
baskets being filled with strong plants, the pseudo-bulbs of great size, 
and last year spikes 4 or 5 feet long were obtained. In the stove with 
the plants just named is Peristeria elata with two spikes, one with 
nineteen flowers and buds. Golden Allamandas on the roof and the 
graceful Asparagus plumosus are notable in the same house. Lapage- 
rias are very fine in the greenhouse, the red and white varieties being 
planted together and trained on the roof, the stems twining about one 
another, and produce a charming effect, the red and white wax-like 
flowers hanging together most gracefully in festoons. The plants will 
soon cover a large house, for they seem to thrive well in a bricked 
border of peat and charcoal with good drainage, about 4 feet square and 
2 feet deep. An ornamental conservatory near the flower beds first 
mentioned contains plants of the bright Canna iridiflora, Araucaria 
excelsa, and Camellias, with Bougainvillea glabra, Swainsonia galegifolia 
alba, and Tacsonia Van Volxemi on the roof, and a huge plant of 
Brugmansia suaveolens at the end, its great trumpet-shaped white 
flowers perfuming the whole house. Large quantities of small plants 
for decoration are grown, and Cockscombs are cultivated very success¬ 
fully, being dwarf and bearing large well-formed richly coloured 
“h ads.” The kitchen garden, like all the other departments, is 

Fig. 19.—RABY CASTLE. 

are in large demand, and a supply is obtained from plants in pots up to 
Christmas, Best of All being the favourite variety, about two good 
fruits being taken from each plant. In a late Peach house are healthy 
trees of Royal George, Walburton Admirable, Barrington, and Belle- 
garde Peaches, with Pitmaston Orange, Rivers’ Orange, and Pine Apple 
Nectarines, which are the favourite varieties, and all are bearing capital 
crops. Some of the trees are of great age, and one of Pitmaston Orange 
has its stem four or five times the diameter of the stock. A tree of 
Royal George is also interesting, as, though the stem is quite hollow and 
the only living portion is the shell-like outer wood and bark, the stem 
above being also strangely twisted and distorted, it is in perfect health, 
the foliage fresh, the fruits numerous and well developed. The old Fig tree 
already mentioned is an extraordinary specimen of the White Marseilles or 
Raby Castle, filling a lean-to house 50 feet long, covering both the back 
wall and the roof. It is said to be over 100 years old, and bears a 
large quantity of fruit. Apricots are much valued at Raby, and, 
despite the disease, they are successfully grown, especially some fine 
trees against a hollow wall heated by flues, where some grand fruits 
are obtained, never losing a crop, and the flavour is excellent. The 
trees have, however, been twice renewed in twenty-two years, and Mr. 
Westcott finds that generally Moorpark is more subject to the disease 
than other varieties, though there is one striking exception to this in a 
tree of that variety that is probably fifty years old, and is in perfect 
health without a sign of defect. Outdoor fruits, such as Apples and 
Pears, are fairly good crops, some varieties of the former especially. 

The plant houses contain several good specimen plants, such as 

admirably managed, and the condition of the whole garden reflects the 
highest credit on the genial superintendent. 

Before leaving Raby the visitors inspected the principal rooms in the 
Castle, a grand old historical building, from the terrace of which a 
charming view of the park is obtained, the prospect being bounded by a 
fine belt of timber, and the undulating surface of the park is rendered 
still more picturesque by the large number of deer with which it is 
stocked, the appearance of the stately Castle being enhanced by the 
rich green Ivy that is gradually clothing its massive walls. Within a 
mile of the Castle is the quaint old village of Staindrop, with an in¬ 
teresting church containing many fine monuments of the Neville and 
Vane families. Some time was spent there, and then after dining- 
together, the party departed for Winston station about 6 P.M., having 
spent a most enjoyable day.—L. Castle. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

Some few weeks ago a correspondent wrote complaining of the 
flavour of some varieties, particularly Loxford Hall Seedling. I think 
the very hot weather which dried the moisture out of the ground has 
had something to do with the poor flavour in Strawberries this year. 
I have sometimes noticed that Strawberries in pots have been allowed 
to get dry enough for the foliage to droop, and although they have been 
well watered afterwards, the flavour has not been equal to those which 
have never suffered by want of water. On the other hand, when 
Strawberries have too much water and not much sun they are equally 
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bad in flavour. Those varieties which have the most foliage seem to 
have stood the dry weather best this summer; no doubt the leaves 
sheltered the fruit from the fierce rays of the sun. Last August we 
planted Loxford Hall for the first time, the plants grew well, and they 
gave us a better crop of fruit than any other variety the first year of 
planting; the flavour was good, but not quite equal to Dr. Hogg, or 
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury. With us Pauline is the best early out 
doors, and an excellent forcer. The next best are La Grosse Sucrde, 
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, President, Sir J. Paxton, Dr. Hogg, and 
Loxford Hall. We grow several other sorts, but these we consider our 
best for quality, quantity, and size combined.—J. L. B. 

GOOD MUSHROOM CULTURE. 
Of all the dainty vegetables with which a good gardener furnishes 

the kitchen high up stands the Mushroom. Such is the constant 

demand for this dainty from November to May, that it generally 

causes no little anxiety beforehand with many gardeners for fear there 

should be any mistake in proceedings, for it is possible for the very 

best cultivators to fail, although such is seldom the case. Where 

there is much winter cooking carried out of course the head cook is a 

somewhat important personage, and if a failure in Mushrooms should 

by chance occur in early winter these people aro fearful to meet— 

better, as Solomon says, “ meet a bear robbed of its whelps.1' And 

no marvel either, when we take into consideration the various forms 

it may be made to assume in cookery, even in its full character, to 

say nothing of the spice of flavouring it is capable of imparting when 

in judicious hands. Let but a gardener have constantly plenty of 

Mushrooms, Seakale, and forced Asparagus—all good—through the 

winter and spring, and he will pass muster, although, perhaps, no 

genius. Now much has been written about Mushrooms. Still I 

believe that a paper or two annually will do good to some, although it 

simply warms up and freshens the first principles of culture. 

Instead, however, of following the beaten track of detail I will 

endeavour to discuss a few main Drinciples on which their culture 

depends. I think that we may just raise questions as follows :— 

Character of dung, should it be f< rmented ? What about moisture ? 

Does it need admixture? Should the bed be loose? What about 

spawning, and also soiling ? These are the points I will attempt to 

ventilate. I do really think that there is one class of minds—and I 

am not sure they are in a great majority—that would sooner fall in 

with good practice by such analysis than by complication of mere 

dry rules, which are frequently conventional, and can never carry that 

powerful conviction to the mind that real principles truthfully handled 

can do. However, all this depends on the previous cultivation the 

mind has received, and, by consequence its real weight and position. 
I will take the points consecutively. 

Character of Dung —Nothing can exceed good horse dung for 
Mushroom beds, although they may be produced from other manures, 

and even from simple vegetable matters. The dung should be from 

horses well fed, and obtained, if possible, before a drop of rain has 

fallen upon it. The longest of the litter may be rejected, and the 

material when shaken out should contain a deal of droppings. 

Should it be Fermented?—There has been, and still continues, 
much misconception on this point. I will not go so far as to assert 

that fermentation is never requisite; but this I know, that if the dung 

is quite fresh, as it ought to be, and never receives rain, that a week 

or two of drying under some shed are all that is needed. Now the 

dung must not be wet when made into a bed, neither may it be dry— 

it should be slightly moist. I believe that the only moisture that 

requires to be evaporated is the urine. This in the main dissipated, 

the spawn will at once revel in the manure. I should much like to 

know what some of our practical men have to say on this matter. The 

fact is the urine is either a foe to the Mushroom, or it is not. I 

presume the former, but dare not insist on it. A few facfs with 

which most of us have been familiar since our laddish days seem to 

favour the impression. I have seen Mushrooms springing freely 

from the floor of a deserted stable where the droppings had fallen, 

but not until the lapse of many weeks, during which period I appre¬ 

hend that as the urine of the horses evaporated, the rest in proportion 

generated spawn, and finally produced Mushrooms. I have also 

repeatedly seen in the stable of a neglectful carter, who, instead of 

removing the droppings daily, economised them by sweeping them 

into a tly corner of the stable—I have seen excellent Mushrooms 

springing from such a heap, but let it be remembered it was always 

about July or August. Now we all know that there is something 

almost mysterious about the production of Mushrooms, albeit we 

gardeners can make sure of a crop in general, and indeed there is 

as much room for inquiry and a free interchange of opinion in this 
matter as in any one thing in the world of gardening. The ordinary 

impression is and has been that the air during summer is charged with 

the spores of this singular vegetable, and that when it alights on any 

body congenial to the production of spawn, it succeeds, all other 
conditions beiDg equal. 

Moisture of Dung.—The remarks requisite on this head having 
been involved in the preceding, little remains to be said. Dry dung 
will not succeed, and very moist is unfavourable to the working of 
the spawn ; so, then, it must be in a medium state. We all know 
that to have a Mushroom summer out of doors we must have much 
dry and warm weather in May and June—the period when the spawn 
is spreading, which, indeed, constitutes a period altogether distinct 
from the production of Mushrooms. But when the spawn has estab¬ 
lished itself, mainly in dryish conditions, then the country people long 
for a warm shower or two at the end of August to bring out the- 
Mushrooms : the spawn-breeding period therefore requires rather dry 
conditions; the Mushroom-producing period slightly the reverse. Fogs 
at night and heavy dews are noted in the early part of September 
for bringing the Mushrooms out in the fields. In all these cases and 
conditions we must never cease to imitate such, and this has led me¬ 
in the present cise to talk of principles rather than rules. 

Mixtures.—In former days the old Mushroom growers about 
London who produced for the market used nothing but dung—no soil,, 
but then their beds were those outdoor ridges which were in the 
main an autumn and early winter affair. No sooner, however, did 
Oldaker show forth a Mushroom house than Mushroom growing 
underwent a kind of revolution. People began to see that it was 
neither a matter of position nor shape nor make in the beds, and that- 
they might be grown readily in a garden pot or box, or, indeed, any 
vessel. But it was also discovered that the shelf affair, only permit¬ 
ting dung about 7 inches in depth, was but a matter as to durability. 
This led people to mix loam or soil with their manure. Indeed, this 
is the way in which spawn is made; and I have always found that 
the more fibrous loam could be mixed with the dung the longer such 
spiwn would preserve its vitality. Now it is evident that the nearer 
a Mushroom bed approaches a good spawn brick in consistence and 
solidity the better. And here I may observe that there is a trickery- 
in spawn as in other things. It is the fashion now-a-days to use 
nearly all flaky dung ; and why ? Because it dries quicker, is sooner 
in the market, and gives less trouble. But there is no comparison 
between this chaffy spawn and that made by a due admixture of loam 
or other soily material. The quickly made spawn of dung will not 
endure the least steam in the dung of the bed ; it will sometimes rot 
in three days, and this I think because dung is so rapidly absorbent 
as compared with sturdy loams. I have already pointed to the- 
necessity for firmness in the beds; they cannot, indeed, be too firmly- 
beaten. 

Spawning.—This, too, is half discussed in the foregoing, but a 
few words are necessary. The greatest danger to be apprehended,, 
admitting that the beds are right as to dung, &c., is from overheating. 
In all cases, when beds are made of fermenting materials, the heat 
will rise gradually to what we may call a culminating point ; and 
that, once attained, as gradual a descent takes place. The highest 
point should never exceed 80° if possible ; and when it has descended 
fairly to 65° or 70°, then may the spawn be introduced with safety. 
Under such circumstances good spawn in good dung will begin to 
spread in a week or so. If it does not spread quickly it is not quite 
in earnest ; and the best way is, with a slight amount of jealousy, to 
open new holes and spawn the bed again. As for soiling, it is not so 
very material a point, 2 inches of good loam slightly adhesive is the 
best. If, however, any amateur cannot obtain the gardener’s fancy 
loam, let him not despair, but use some good garden soil ; never mind1 
what peculiar tint it is, only let the soil be pressed or beaten firmly. 

I may now indulge in a few remarks of a miscellaneous character 
bearing on the Mushroom in some shape. First, as to watering beds 
if very dry. It is no uncommon practice to sprinkle dung slightly 
before it is made into beds ; but in this case the dung should lay in a 
body for a day or two previous to building the bed. I would never 
sprinkle it while building if possible. I have generally found it good 
practice to sprinkle the beds slightly with lukewarm water after they 
have been made about a month or five weeks ; in fact, just befoie- 
the Mushrooms are expected through. The soil generally becomes 
slightly husky, and a little water greatly facilitates the production 
of the Mushroom. But this is meant simply to moisten the soil; 
for bed or dung moisture we must ever depend on the character 
of the dung at the time of making the bed. Sometimes it has 
happened that the dung has got too wet with rains—this is 
awkward. I have tried in this case a strong fomentation, but it 
seldom succeeds well as a drier of the dung ; for by the time the 
water is dissipated by heat, the manure is so decomposed as to be 
more fit to dig in for Celery than for Mushrooms. I have tried 
wrapping the lumps of spawn in dry strawy material in such cases 
in order to protect it against excessive moisture, but here I have been 
astonished, years since, at finding the spawn as entire after a couple 
of months as when introduced, but yet unable to break through the: 
strawy prison which becomes encrusted. 

Atmospheric Conditions in Mushroom Sheds or Houses.— 

These are deserving particular notice. It is a well-known fact that 
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Mushrooms will not endure very high temperatures indoors, and 
certainly not aridity of air. I think 60° should ever be the maximum 
point; but anywhere between 50’ and 60° is congenial to them. The 
air should be kept continually moist by water application while 
tiring is used : in other cases more moderation may be used. Well, 
then, as to air-giving. It surely needs little argument to prove that 
they do not like a corrupt air, when we consider how boldly they 
spring forth at the end of August in our fields, where they have the 
comfort of a puff of wind occasionally, so that we may rely upon it 
they love fresh and sweet air. Indeed, it is this that completes their 
flavour. I am well assured that however delicate and nice our 
artificially grown Mushrooms may be, they will never make such rich 
catsup as those from the open fields. Those who grow them on the 
cld-fashioned ridge beds out of doors—a plan well adapted to produce 
up to the beginning of winter—should beware of the strawy cover¬ 
ing. When the weather becomes severe in November people are 
induced to lay on an extra covering, and this is apt to ferment. In 
so doing the surface of the bed will generally be clothed with a 
profusion of spawn instead of Mushrooms, and this rapidly lays hold 
of the strawy covering. I have known many a good bed spoiled in 
this way. The only cure for this matter is to place clean, dry straw 
next in contact with the bed; over that what you please.—E. N. R. 

DISA GRANDIFLORA. 

The best time to repot this plant is just as new growths are 
pushing from the base—these quickly take, appearing after the flower 
stems are cut down. If the operation is delayed too long the fresh 
roots which have been made will be broken to some extent. This 
must be avoided, for it checks the plants, the growth and flower 
spikes being smaller in consequence the following year. At one time 
we repotted these plants annually after flowering, and found that the 
practice was necessary to maintain sweet material about the roots. 
We used at that time living sphagnum moss to the extent of one- 
third amongst the compost, and found that it was thoroughly decayed 
in twelve months. This method of culture has been discontinued, 
and repotting done less frequently. For some time now half the 
stock has been potted in peat fibre, and the remainder in the fibre 
extracted from turf that has been stacked for some months to destroy 
flhe grass. In each case all the soil is shaken out of it, and nothing 
that will turn sour or go close left in. With this charcoal in lumps 
is freely used, and a little living moss placed only on the surface, 
which is removed every spring and replaced with fresh. We have 
found but little difference in the lasting properties of the two fibres, 
and the plants do equally well in either. If the fibre is good, and 
no fine used amongst it, cutting will not be necessary oftener than 
every third year. With a sweet open compost of this nature liberal 
Supplies of water can be given without fear of the compost becoming 
60ur. When potting is done all the old material should be removed, 
and the pots or pans thoroughly washed, as well as the drainage. 
—C. V. R. 

COOL ORCHIDS. 

This has been a trying season for Odontoglossums and other 
■Orchids that grow in the same structure with them, for it has been 
difficult to maintain either the day or night temperature near the 
mark that many cultivators think should not be exceeded. Our 
temperatures, and I daresay the majority have, has been considerably 
higher, and more air has been given than on any occasion since we 
commenced cultivating them. Yet the plants never looked better or 
possessed sturdier growth. One would naturally have expected after 
such hot weather that the plants would have grown rapidly and their 
foliage drawn up weakly, but this is not their condition. Although 
the temperature has been higher, the same blinds as on previous 
occasions have been used, consequently a greater abundance of light 
has reached the plants. The foliage presents that dark brown or red 
appearance that lovers of these plants so much desire to see. If the 
experience of a season like the present teaches one thing more than 
another, it is, that we are too apt to over-shade these plants. Ihere 
can be no doubt whatever that they dislike, and cannot endure, the 
strong rays of the sun, but at the same time their condition at the 
present time would lead one to believe that they are too frequently 
•overshaded. _ . 

For two or three years I have been watching a collection that is 
grown in a house with a northern aspect—I mean behind a north 
wall—and they always present the very picture of health. A few 

days ago they were as green as Leeks, if the term may be used. How 
do they flower? After watching them closely I should say very 
unsatisfactorily indeed. They never produce such fine flowers or stiff 
sturdy flower spikes, or in such quantity, as the plants in my house, 
that always had since they were imported a much lighter position ; in 
fact the house in which they are grown runs east and west, so that 
they are bound to get a fair share of sun and light. I do not know 
that I should prefer this position, but the house was erected, and we 
have no alternative ; but if any preference was given it would be for 
a structure running north and south. It would be very interesting 
and instructive to know how these plants in other gardens have grown 
and flowered when kept the whole year round in houses with a 
northern aspect.—S. L. 

MOISTURE FOR ORCHIDS. 

Seasons like the present show the absurdity of erecting houses for 
these plants without providing abundant provision for moisture. In 
many houses this is the one great drawback to the successful culture 
of Orchids. In ordinary houses, with flagged floors and the side beds 
built of brick, the little water that can be applied quickly evaporates. 
In such structures, unless a man is constantly damping the available 
places in the house and amongst the plants, the air becomes too dry 
for the well-being of the plants. Flagged or cemented floors may 
be provided, for they are the cleanest and best to walk upon, but 
channels on either side should be provided to hold a good supply of 
water. Beneath the beds or stages the base should be formed of 
earth, or, better still, small peat or cocoa-nut fibre refuse, so that 
abundance of moisture can be retained without much trouble. When 
such provision is made open lattice stages are just as good, in fact 
better than slate, that will only hold 1 or 2 inches at the most of 
gravel or other moisture-holding material. A good depth of fine 
peat or cocoa-nut fibre refuse below open stages when thoroughly 
saturated insures a constant supply of moisture rising amongst the 
plants without the constant trouble and expensive system of con¬ 
tinually damping the houses. 

Economy in labour at the present time has to be considered, and 
this must be fully arranged for before houses are constructed fur 
various purposes. Neat well-finished houses internally are not always 
the best and most suitable in which to cultivate plants, especially 
cool Orchids. The first consideration should be to construct the 
house so that a bountiful supply of moisture can be maintained with 
as little labour as possible. Providing plenty of air and moisture can 
be given, Odontoglossums are not so particular about the temperature 
ranging a little too high if a corresponding amount of light is 
admitted to them. When the conditions for luxuriant growth are 
favourable and plenty of moisture maintained yellow thrips seldom 
trouble the plants, but these insects are often ruinous when the 
atmosphere is comparatively dry.—N. G. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
August 23iid. 

The conservatory at South Kensington was unusually well furnished on 
this occasion in consequence of the “co-operative ” show of garden produce 
by cottagers and others. The collections occupied a table extending the 
entire length of the building, and was furnished with vegetables and hardy 
fruits highly creditable to the several cultivators, brightened with bouquets 
and stands of cut flowers. It is unquestionably most desirable to encourage 
bmh culture in the gardens of the industrial classes, but how far it is wise for 
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society to oflt r their medals for pro¬ 
duce grown by seeds of a particul ir association exclus'vely is a moot question. 
Possibly the Council were not fully cognisant of the interesting stipulation. 
It was not mentioned in the paragraphs that were sent by the managers to 
the public press, but it is clearly stated in the schedule that the produce 
must be grown from certain specified seeds. 

The side tables were furnishedwith representative collections from several 
nurserymen and florists. Mr. T. S. Ware staged Gladioli, Iceland Poppies, 
Montbretias, Liliums, and a very fine stand of Gaillardia blooms, one 
variety being certificated. Mr. Ware had also stands of double and single 
Dahlias, one of which, a very bright single variety, Mrs. Jordan, was 

^Messrs'3 Jas. Veitch & Sons staged a miscellaneous collection of plants, 
in which greenhouse Rhododendrons were prominent; some pans and pots 
of Omplismenus albidus attracted attention by the extreme dwarfness of 
the nearly white Panicum-like plants, (a vole of thanks). A similar mark 
of recognition was accorded to Senecio macranthus. It has large palmate 
leaves and yellow flowers about 3 inches in diameter, with thinly disposed 
florets, the stems 3 feet high ; this is said to be the first time this species 
has flowered in this country. It is a native of China. The same firm also 
exhibited a new Asplenium referred to below. 

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, had stands of large fine symme¬ 
trical blooms of show Dahlias. A splendid group of Lilium auratum, com¬ 
prising about a hundred p’ants, was staged by Mr. W. Gordon, Twickenham, 
many of the blooms being of great size. Messrs. Kelway & Sons had a 
grand display of Gladioli, 150 spikes in splendid old and new varieties, 
several of the latter being honoured with certificates. Bouqutt Aster 
Pvramidal Rose from Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux & Co. was commended for 
the character of the strain. The plant was very floriferous, flowers medium 
size and rosy pink in colour. . , , , , 

Of the above collections a silver-gilt Banksian medal was recommended 
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to Messrs. Kelway & Sons, and Bilver Banksians to Messrs. Cannell, Mr. 
Gordon, and Mr. Ware. 

Fruit Committee.—T. F. Rivers, Esq., in the chair. Present:—Messrs. 
Warren, Willard, Lee, Rutland, Norman, Fitt. Bunyard, Pearson, Crowley, 
Burnett, Blackmore, and Dr. Hogg. Mr. Miller, gardener, Rood Ashton, 
Trowbridge, sent a seedling Melon called Rood Ashton Hybrid, raised from 
a cross between Scarlet Premier and Cashmere. It was possessed of very good 
flavour, but it was not better than others already in cultivation. The same 
may be said of another variety without a name shown by Mr. William 
Palmer, The Gardens. Thames Ditton House. Mr. William Taylor, 
Hampton, sent dishes of Early Harvest and Dutch Codlin App'es. 

Messrs. James Yeitch <fc Sons exhibited twelve Plums and Peaches in pots 
well supplied with excellent fruits, and also twenty-seven dishes of various 
fruits, to which a vote of thanks was awarded. 

Floral Committee.—George F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair; also 
present Messrs. Hill, O’Brien, Pollett, Ballantyne, G. Paul, Noble, Walkir, 
Fraser, Wilke, Douglas, Lendy, Baines, Holmes, Hibberd, H. Turner, and 
Dr. Masters. The following plants were certificated:— 

Asplenium scandens (Yeitch).—Fronds upwards of a foot long, borne on 
a long rhizome, deeply cut and very elegant, it will make a fine basket 
Fern. A nativs of Sumatra. 

Cypripedium prtestans (Linden).—A small plant but vigorous ; pos¬ 
sessing somewhat of the character of C. Stonei; top and bottom eepals 
clearly striped or barred with maroon on a light ground; tails spotted, 
droopiDg, 4 to 5 inches long, and twisted. It was introduced from New 
Guinea, and is said to be the first from that region. The small Bpike had 
two flowers and a bud; and with strength there is little doubt that several 
flowers will be borne on a stem. 

Dahlia Miss Gordon (Ware).—Flower round, with smooth overlapping 
florets, brif ht crimson in colour, the lower half clear orange, very bright. 

Gaillardia Admiration (Ware).—Very large, with broad florets, clear 
yellow, with a crimson base. 

Scolopendrium crispum Jlmbriatum (Stansfield).—A strong plant with 
large thick fronds, deeply cut, and beautifully fringed. 

Gladioli.—All the following certificated varieties were exhibited by 
Messrs. Kelway -.—John Dominy.—Flesh tinted and delicately streaked with 
rose, large and smooth. Halle.—Very large, soft scarlet, veined carmine, 
dark throat. Mary Anderson.—Large blooms, of a lovely mauve colour, a 
white stripe on each petal and white throat. Mrs. Edgar Wild.—A massive 
spike of large blooms, French white, heavily flaked with rosy carmine ; and 
Bonavia.—Very large indeed, mauve,freely flaked with darkrose. Elton.— 
Rich scarlet, faintly tinted with maroon. Sullian.—Coppery crimson, 
with a velvety blotch in lower petal, the parentage of Lemoinei being 
apparent in the character of the flowers. Paget.—Large open flower, 
salmon veined with red. Stanley.—Very clear scarlet, white blotch on 
lower petal and dark throat. Frank Miles.—Deep salmon heavily flaked 
with crimson. 

A botanical certificate was awarded to Disa cornuti, exhibited by Mr. 
G. W. Cummins, gardener to A. H Smee, Esq., The Grange, Hackbridge. 

SEASONABLE NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS. 

The recent deluge of rain has placed many things in the garden on 
a very different footing to what they were prior to the storm, and much 
work so requisite at this season of the year can now be energetically 
done. For example, any clumps of Lilium candidum that are deterior¬ 
ating in strength, and that appear to need fresh nourishment, should be 
seen to without delay. Consequent upon the excessive and continued 
drought this Lily has been dormant longer than usual this summer ; in 
fact it died off very quickly after flowering. Now that rain has come 
it will quickly commence root-action, and any new plantations which 
are destined to be made should be speedily taken in hand. Like all 
other members of its genus this species cannot endure constant removal, 
so that the deep planting is advised—that is, plant the bulbs 6 or 8 inches 
deep, allowing plenty of room for their increase in deeply worked and 
well-manured ground. 

The nemorosa section of Anemones should be examined. In these 
for convenience I will include trifoliata and Robinsonia. All such as 
these having a rhizomatous root-stock are not calculated to endure the 
periodical drying-off process, so liberally bestowed on such kinds as A. 
fulgens, hortensis, coronaria, and the like, so that all the former should 
receive attention if requisite ; the same remark applies to several species 
of Crocus, which will be soon making fresh roots. 

Chionodoxa Luciliae and C. sardensis are now in splendid form for 
removal. Only the other day I moved a large bed containing many 
hundreds of bulbs. These had occupied one position for three seasons, 
and consequently had made some fine bulbs. Other things in the 
bulbous line are Erythroniums, Scillas, Narcissus, to which the same 
remark applies. Then we have to consider English and Spanish Iris, 
which, while keeping capitally in the beds or borders, seem to soon 
become affected with a dry rot if they are kept out of the ground for 
any length of time. I mention this fact that those about ordering them 
may do so soon, and when they come to hand plant at once, and also to 
warn those who are about lifting old stocks to plant them again as 
speedily as possible.—J. H. E. 

TRANSIT OF FRUIT AND FLOWERS. 
Of late years we have frequently had the best of advice as how 

to pack fruits and flowers, and probably no one has written more 
explicitly in details than Mr. Bardney, and such corresponds well 
with our earliest recollections of our business connections with 
Covent Garden, where packing by the salesmen there has always 
been a speciality. Our latest observations there last season are 

much as they were when we had lessons from Mr. Garcia about 
thirty years ago. However, it is not necessary to criticise methods 
of packing, but to refer to the mischief often done to fruit in 
transit. Extensive growers for market have arrangements with 
railway companies to exercise special care with fruit and flowers, 
and have them met at the railway terminus and conveyed to market 
with safety. With private growers it is generally different, the 
quantities being small, and left in the hands of railway servants. 
When a trans-shipment takes place it is then one sees the rough 
handling which goods undergo, and loose inferior packing is tested 
to the utmost. Baskets and boxes placed endwise or upside down 
is common enough, to say nothing of the jolting to goods when 
thrown from the goods vans. 

Years ago, when we competed somewhat extensively, we often 
had our patience severely tried by the rough-and-ready transit »f 
produce, which induced us to adopt means which in a great measure 
prevented coaise handling of the parcels—simply tying three or 
four boxes on the top of each other. The largest is at the bottom, 
and each is narrower and shorter as the pile is formed upwards, 
which effectually prevents the placing of it on either ends, sides, 
or tops, but on the bottom only, and the parcel cannot be with 
impunity thrown about carelessly. 

Having to send large quantities comparatively of fruits, flowers, 
and vegetables long distances by rail, and sometimes by water, as 
well as overland transit by horse conveyances, we have to use the 
best means under our control to insure safety. From Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, or any station where there is through carriage to London, 
matters invariably go well, but when they first go by cart, then by a 
j unction line of rails, then changing, perhaps to the Highlands, Ireland, 
or crossing to the Continent (as is sometimes the case) it is then 
that extreme care in packing is called into requisition. The usual 
notices in red ink of “ This side up,” “ Care,” &c., are of no 
avail when goods are moved and replaced by men under high 
pressure for time. We have seen the various boxes of produce 
placed securely in one large square hamper, and a peep into the 
van showed that it was placed in the most convenient manner io 
monopolise as little space as possible by being stood on its end. 

We notice that undue wetting of flowers is often practised, to 
the destruction of many of them, and market people fall frequently 
into this error as well as others. Instead of drenching the flowers, 
we have found that when they are in a close airtight box, it is 
enough to moisten slightly the green leaves, which are placed 
generally under the flowers in a compact layer, and enough is 
emitted to keep the flowers fresh. Sending by night train to 
London or other long distances is a judicious practice. — 
A Scot. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 
(Continued from page S9.~) 

Before entering upon my remarks on the Neilgherry Hills proper,- 
I may be permitted to say a few werds on a famous valley, which, if not 
forming part of the plateau of the Neilgherry range, is situated at the 
foot of its north-western slopes and within its jurisdiction. The Coffee 
tree has been cultivated in this valley since the year 1842, and has 
always had a wide-spread reputation of being by far the finest Coffee- 
producing district of southern India. This tract is called the “ Auch- 
terlony ” Valley, from the fact that in 1842 the late Mr. James 
Auchterlony, then a member of the Madras Civil Service, obtained from 
the Rajah of Nellumboor (who was at that time in possession of a vast 
extent of country lying at the base of the west and north-western slopes 
of the Neilgherries) some forty square miles of this valley, portions of 
which he subsequently resold for the purpose of Coffee planting, the 
remainder being cultivated by himself. The history of Coffee planting 
in this wonderful and delightful valley of South India, from the year 
1842 to the present time is, I venture to think, a deeply interesting one, 
as illustrating the sad fact of how tracts of magnificent and fertile 
virgin land may be permanently ruined from the combined influences of 
mismanagement, want of knowledge of the first principles of agri¬ 
culture, and the thirst for immediate gain. 

As stated above the valley lies at the foot of the north-western 
slopes of the Neilgherry Mountains, and is surrounded on two sides by 
precipitous hornblendic gneiss rocks, the detrition of which in the course 
of ages has formed in the valley below a soil of wonderful depth and 
richness. The elevation above the sea of this valley ranges from about 
3500 feet to 4250 feet. The climate is therefore much more cool and 
agreeable than that of the neighbouring district of Wynaad. The rain¬ 
fall, too, is very moderate, not exceeding perhaps an average of 75 inches 
per annum. With all these advantages therefore it is not surprising to 
find that the yield of Coffee for some years after the purchase of the 
tract by Mr. Auchterlony frequently reached the enormous figure of 
20 cwts. per acre, and this without manuring or any cultivation save the 
keeping of the plantations as clear of weeds as possible, and pruning in 
a variety of ways according to the caprice of the various superintendenta 
Some 4000 acres of the valley are at the present time under cultivation 
of Coffee in the hands of the Auchterlony family, wh le other largt 
areas are cultivated by others who had the good fortune to obtain land 
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from the original purchaser. For twenty-five years at least this 
valley yielded excellent crops of Coffee on an average, notwithstanding 
the unscientific and wasteful system that was adopted throughout the 
whole of that period, so deep and fertile was the soil worked upon and 
so favourable the climate. But a time came at last when the Coffee tree 
began to show signs of loss of vigour and the want of something more 
in the way of support than merely the natural food to be found in the 
soil of the valley. The taking of larger crops of Coffee than the trees 
could well support, the absence of systematic cultivation, and the varied 
and haphazard style of pruning adopted told their tale at last, and 
aroused the proprietors of the several properties to a sense of the 
absolute necessity of employing men trained in the art and practice of 
horticulture, and the adoption of measures having for their object a 
more rational system of cultivation, with a view to retrieving their fast- 
decaying fortunes. But all this was found to be too late ; the evil had 
taken too deep a hold to be eradicated, with the consequence that, 
notwithstanding the expenditure of vast amounts of money and well- 
directed energy, the Coffee properties in the once-famous valley have for 
a number of years been gradually decreasing in yield of berry and 
value, tili at the present time considerable tracts of land, once covered 
with a mantle of magnificent Coffee bushes, have been planted with Tea 
and Chinchona. 

It would be difficult to exaggerate the financial benefits that might 
have accrued to the proprietors of this particular portion of the Coffee 
districts of South India, if, from the first opening of the plantations, 
they had procured the services of well trained gardeners from England, 
say men of a certain age and experience, as superintendents, and younger 
men to work under them. This common-sense view of the matter, 
however, does not appear to have occurred to them, and men were 
engaged to perform the work of planting, and subsequent so-called 
cultivation, utterly ignorant of the first principles of agriculture or 
horticulture. My first visit to the Valley was about the year 1864, on 
my way to Ootacamund. I stayed a few days in the neighbourhood 
with a friend, and had a good opportunity afforded me of visiting the 
different estates, and of seeing the various modes of pruning and culti¬ 
vation being carried out at that time. 1 found that the late Mr. Auch- 
terlony had then, as general manager of his properties, an ex-captain of 
a Peninsular and Oriental Steam Company's ship, with his fifth officer 
as an assistant, whilst the resident superintendents of the different 
plantations included not a single gardener or person in the slightest 
degree trained to, or in the possession in the faintest degree, of 
any kind of knowledge relating to the cultivation of the land. 
These last individuals were made up of clerks, sailors, carpenters, 
ex-army officers and sergeants, doctors, and others of various professions. 
These men seemed to adopt styles of pruning and cultivation according to 
their various fancies, and not from any general rules 6et down by the 
manager. It was no surprise, therefore, to find one plantation so pruned 
as to appear, from a little distance, very much like a brown grass hill, 
so ruthlessly were the unfortunate Coffee trees deprived of their 
branches, whilst on an adjoining estate the wood left on the trees pro¬ 
duced a tangled mass to the entire exclusion of light and air. Some had 
the ground dug between the rows of trees to a depth of 6 or 8 inches 
during the height of the dry season, destroying innumerable fibrous 
roots in the process of turning over the huge clods, whilst others dis- 
torbed not the soil from one year’s end to another. Some buried the 
weeds in pits dug between the lines of the Coffee plants several times a 
year as they they were hoed up, whilst others never buried them at all, 
but left them on the surface of the ground to die. Some disbudded, or 
handled, as it was called, heavily during the rains, whilst others handled 
not at all, but performed the one yearly act of pruning with the knife 
during the dry season. Some there were who placed bone and other 
artificial manures at the rate of a half cocoa-nut-shellful to each plant 
close around its stem, whilst others placed it further out, or where the 
feeders of the Coffee tree would be more likely to find it, and thus the 
work went on with the frequent change of superintendents introducing 
new systems, if they deserved the name, till, as I have already said, the 
trees began to tire of such treatment, grow sickly, and eventually give up 
bearing to a considerable extent. In a letter from a friend dated 
January of this year, I am informed that the crop of Coffee just picked 
from the 4000 acres in the hands of the Auchterlony family only 
amounted to 350 tons, or If cwt. per acre ; so that allowing the moderate 
sum of 30,000r8. or £3000 on account of working expenses for the year, 
and 21,000rs., or £2100, for value of crop, this leaves a deficit of 9000rs., 
or £900 on the year’s labour, and there seems to be no probability of the 
planter in this valley ever being able to reverse this state of things in 
the future, no matter how high and liberal the cultivation may be that 
is adopted, seeing that the Hemileia vastatrix, or leaf disease, is now 
added to the long list of evils to which the unfortunate Coffee shrub has 
been subjected.—Planter. 

THE DEVON ROSERIES, TORQUAY. 

No rosarian wrould, and no visitor should leave Torquay without a 
call on Messrs. Curtis & Sanford. In a place where the Eucalyptus 
smiles at the winter, and tree Myrtles in full flower are now adorning 
the houses, Roses might naturally expect a good time. No one can have 
judged at the National Rose Show without being aware that the largest 
growers would find the Devon Roseries dangerous rivals, but I was hardly 
prepared for the extent to which Roses are cultivated. The nurseries 
cover about twenty acres, of which twelve acres are always fully occupied, 

while eight are more or less resting with other crops, or taken up with 
standard seedling Briars or Manetti stocks. 

With 3 feet of rich red loam—everything is “ red ” about here, rocks, 
roads, sands, soil, and cows into the bargain—but with such soil in a 
sheltered valley, trenched two spits deep, and forked at bottom, and 
then heavily manured, how can Roses avoid flourishing? The rows of 
last year’s budding were magnificent in size and height, though, like 
everywhere else, this year afflicted with mildew. Mr. Chesterfield, the 
very intelligent head of the Rose department, informed me that it came 
on suddenly, about the middle of J uly, up to which the promise had been 
magnificent. The rows of Madame G. Luizet looked especially uncomfort¬ 
able, more than kept in countenance by Her Majesty, whom I have also 
proved this year to be a martyr to mildew. It is not considered here a 
free bloomer. The Bride, especially under glass, is very highly thought 
of, but the new Roses in general do not excite much admiration. 

Clara Cochet is not much liked. 
One result of this hot season has been an extra amount of well- 

ripened seed pods. Should the firm, as they hope, be successful in 
seedlings, we may see more than one new Devoniensis a gold medallist 

at the National.—A. C. 

A correspondent writing from Hampton, Middlesex, states that 

on the morning of the 15th inst. 4° of frost were registered there, 

Vegetable Marrows and Scarlet Runners being cut in a remark¬ 

able manner ; and he notices as a strange coincidence, tropical heat and 

nipping frost in the same week. 

_ Vegetable Trials at Chiswick—At a meeting of the 

Fruit and Vegetable Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, 

Chiswick, on the 12th inst—present : Mr. Peter Barr in the chair, 

Messrs. Roberts, Saltmarsb, and the Secretary—the Committee ex¬ 

amined the collections of Onions, Potatoes, and Tomatoes growing in 

the garden. Amongst Onions, Rousham Park Hero and Anglo White 

Spanish from Mr. Deverill, and Sandy Prize from Mr. Laxton, were 

selected as excellent stocks of the White Spanish Onion that should be 

tried again next year, and White Queen (Carter) was commended as a 

very true stock. Potatoes—fourteen sorts were selected and cooked ; 

none of them was considered equal in quality to existing kinds. Of 

Tomatoes, of which eighty-seven samples were grown in pots, the fol¬ 

lowing were considered worthy of three marks each—viz., Horsford s 

Prelude (Horsford and Pringle), medium-sized smooth red, a very free 

bearer ; Livingston’s Perfection (Farquhar, Veitch), large, smooth 

round, red, very free ; President Cleveland (Farquhar), large, round, 

smooth, handsome ; Ham Green Favourite (Crocker), very large, smooth, 

round, early, and prolific ; No. 1 (Watkins & Simpson), large, round, 

smooth, very free ; No. 3 (Watkins & Simpson), medium-sized, round¬ 

ish, sometimes oblong, smoothyed, producing large clusters, a remarkably 

free cropper. 

_Frost in Surrey.—A correspondent informs us that the first 

frost of the season occurred in the district of Kingston-on-Thames on the 

morning of Monday, the 13th inst., when the hedgerows and ditches 

were quite white with rime, and in some places 2° of frost were 

registered. 

_ On Wednesday the 17th inst., a violent thunderstorm accom¬ 

panied by strong and vivid lightning, visited Wimbledon and neighbour - 

hood. The rain was preceded by a terrific hailstorm, which did much 

damage to vegetation. At Kingston there was a perfect deluge of rain, 

but towards Teddington, Twickenham, and Hounslow it was not so 

heavy. The rains will do an immense amount of good to the country at 

large. 

_ Our readers will regret to hear of the death of Mr. Archi¬ 
bald Fowler, of Castle Kennedy, N.B., gardener to the Earl of Stair. 

This occurred suddenly on the night of the 14th inst., when Mr. Fowler 

appeared to be in his usual state of health. He was born in 1816, and 

was consequently seventy-one years of age, having been forty-seven 

years gardener at Castle Kennedy. 

_Bulbs for the London Parks.—We are requested to 

announce that Her Majesty’s Commissioners of Public Works have 

accepted the tender of Messrs. James Carter & Co. of High Holborn, 
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London, for the supply of bulbs for planting in Hyde Park, Regent’s 

Park, Battersea Park, Victoria Park, Kensington Park, Kennington Park, 

Hampton Court Palace, and the Bethnal Green Museum. 

-New Double Pomegranate.—“C. 0.” writes :—“Avaluable 

addition to this class is now in flower at Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons 

Coombe Wood Nursery, named ‘ Punica granatum Andre Leroy.’ The 
flowers are very distinct and striking, being of a bright orange scarlet, 

deeply edged with cream, very showy and effective. Plants flowermgin 

small pots in the plunging ground give sufficient evidence that this 

variety is much more floriferous than the original type, which rarely 

blooms in a young state. Consequently it should make a very effective 

wall plant.” 

- We are informed that a sad accident has occurred to Me. 

Thomas Boston, some years since the manager of Messrs. Carter and 

Co.’s nurseries at Forest Hill, but who has for a long time lived in the 

neighbourhood of Birmingham. He has been residing at Solihull, and 
was crossing the line of railway adjoining Messrs. Hewitt & Co.’s 

nurseries on Saturday last, when he was knocked down by a train he 

failed to see, and so severely injured that his recovery is doubtful. Only 

about two hours previously he met Mr. Hewitt and another old friend 
on the platform, and thoroughly enjoyed a few minutes’ chat with them. 

- Hybrid Cannas.—“ Cannas,” writes “ C. 0.,” “have hitherto 

been cultivated as much for their foliage as their flowers, but there is no 

reason why they should not take their place amongst flowering plants 

more than they do for conservatory decoration. There seems to be a 

future before them, judging by the varieties exhibited by Messrs. E. 
Morse & Sons of Epsom, at the Sutton and Cheam Show last week, of 

some new hybrids imported from the Continent. These show a great 
improvement in the size of the flower and the depth of colouring, which 

includes shades of deep crimson, scarlet, and orange, some spotted and 

marbled on a light orange ground. These should be looked after by 
cultivators.” 

- We have received a short report of the Lindfield Show which 

was held on the 17th inst. The principal features were the groups 
of plants exhibited by Mr. T. Venn, gardener to W. Sturdy, Esq., Pax" 
hill, Lindfield, who was deservedly awarded the first prize : Mr. Hodges’ 

gardener to P. C. Gibbons, Esq., second ; Mr. A. J. Brown, gardener to 

W. Saville, Esq., Finches, Lindfield, third ; Mr. Braysher, gardener to 

Mrs. Catt, was placed fourth. Some fine bunches of Grapes were ex¬ 

hibited by Mr. Hodges, also some very fine Cockscombs from Mr. A. J. 
Brown. The same exhibitors appear to have won most or all the prizes 

in the remaining classes. 

- A Lancashire correspondent writes :—“ This season has been 

a trying one for Evergreens, but in spite of the long-continued 

drought they look remarkably well. This is especially noticeable with 

those that have had provided for them previous to planting a good deep 

root run. In positions where the soil was very shallow and deepened 
by carting fresh material they have done well and made generally 
luxuriant growth. Those growing on the natural soil deeply worked 

and liberally manured previous to planting are also conspicuous by their 

healthy appearance. Those on shallow soils badly prepared or existing 
in soil that is anything but fertile have in many gardens a wretched 

appearance.” 

-“A Northerner” says :—“ Perhaps the best of all Lilies for 

planting amongst Shrubs is the old L. candidum, for without 
doubt during its season of flowering it is unrivalled amongst hardy 
plants. It would be impossible to imagine anything more lovely than 
good well established clumps with ten or a dozen flower stems, 5 feet 

high, carrying each about twenty of the purest of white flowers. Next 
to this for such positions L. testaceumwith its creamy yellow flower stands 

out in a noble manner, plants this year having attained a height of nearly 

6 feet. L. tigrinum Fortunei and L. tigrinum californicum are also 

good growers, and increase most rapidly. They are both very beautiful 
amongst shrubs, but the former attains a much greater height than 
the latter, and therefore, for many positions, is the most desirable. In 
good soil it readily attains a height of 7 feet. They are so near alike, 

that for this purpose one variety only is needed, and in that case 

Fortunei is preferable. 

-“ Seasons like this,” he further observes, “ have their advan¬ 

tages, and teach us valuable experience that cannot well be gained by the 

weather of ordinary English summers. The hot dry weather has clearly 

tested deep versvs shallow cultivation, and shown in a marked 

degree those evergreens best adapted for growing under large forest 

trees, or in close proximity to them. Rhododendrons, whether the 

common ponticum or hybrids, are not well adapted for this purpose ; 

they do very well while, the forest trees are of moderate size only, but 

when they become large, and the soil poor, Rhododendrons show by the 

manner in which they have suffered that they are useless for such 

positions. They certainly stand better where they are thoroughly 

shaded by the trees than where fully exposed to the sun. Many in 

such positions have suffered beyond recovery,-while Aucubas, Evergreen 

Privet, and Ilodgins’ Holly have not displayed the least signs of distress. 

These are unquestionably three of the best shrubs that can be utilised 

for planting as undergrowth or in close proximity to forest trees.” 

- The Golden Elder.—The most ornamental shrub amongst 

deciduous trees, or even evergreens, in many gardens this year has been 

the Golden Elder with its large bright highly coloured foliage. For 

dry banks and exposed sunny positions it is charming, and should be 

planted in all gardens. It is useless to plant it in the shade, for its 

foliage then does not assume its brightest colouring. It is easily pro¬ 

pagated, for strong shoots cut into lengths of a foot any time during 

the winter, and inserted into the ground, leaving only one or two eyes 

out, will take root and grow into large specimens in two or three 

years. 

- “A. O.” informs us that Fuchsias gracilis and Riccartoni are 

flowering most profusely this year, better than they have done for some 

years past, but have not attained nearly the same height as usual. 

They are beautiful just now, and show how well they are adapted 

for large beds, or in isolated positions on the lawn or in shrubbery 

borders. They should, however, always be planted wliere they can 

enjoy plenty of light and air. Two years ago he planted a large 

number amongst a clump of dark Hollies in conjunction with Anemone 

japonica alba, and the Fuchsias form a good groundwork, and are very 

striking from any position from which they can be seen. 

- Gloire de Nancy Carnation.—“ E. M.” thinks it may not be 

generally known that for supplying white scented flowers at this time 

of the year this Carnation is most valuable. It possesses a Clove-like 

scent, blooms freely, and the flowers last a considerable time when cut, 

and a mass of them in a bowl or vase, with its own grass, forms a striking 

object. More than all this, it stands the excessive dry weather well 

blooming freely all the time without artificial aid, provided the plants 

were well established early in the autumn and carefully mulched 

through the winter. The best way to establish a stock of plants is to 

layer at once any stock plants, keeping the soil about them moist until 

roots are formed, and plants will be ready for planting in their per¬ 

manent quarters by the middle of October, when they have a chance to 

make some fresh roots before severe weather sets in. The plant being of 

a dwarf robust habit, requires ilittle support for the blossoms. This 

variety succeeds well in pots, producing a supply of flowers early in the 

season of Carnations. 

- No plant at this time of year, and in such a dry season, makes 

a better show than does Harpalium rigidum. Drought does not 

seem to affect it nearly so much as many other border plants, particu¬ 

larly when growing in a deeply worked holding soil. Under good cultiva¬ 

tion the plant grows from 4 to 5 feet high, blooming most profusely, its 

pale yellow flowers with a black centre being highly effective. It is 

easily increased by dividing the suckers which spring up around the 

old plant in the spring ; indeed, the difficulty seems to be to keep it 

within bounds when once fairly established. 

- “Bradwen” writes:—“A very successful Show was held at 

Portmadoc on the 5th inst., and the exhibits in all classes were exceed¬ 

ingly meritorious. The large number of cottagers exhibiting this year 

compared with the earlier years of its existence proves the amount of 

good done by the Society in improving the habits and cultivating a 

better taste among the people. The chief prizetakers in fruits and 

plants are the Hon. C. H. Wynn, Rhug, Corwen (Mr. Bennett, 

gardener), J. Vaughan, Esq., Nannau, Dolgelley (Mr. Cooke, gardener), 

R. M. Greaves, Esq., Wern, Portmadoc (Mr. Davies, gardener), J. E. 

Greaves, Esq., Giccieth (Mr. Morgan, gardener), T. S. Percival, Esq., 

Portmadoc (Mr. Severne, gardener), Lady Ewing, and F. W. Foster, Esq., 

Carnarvon (Mr. Dodding, gardener). Special prizes were given by 
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T. Cumming, Esq., Mr. J. James, High Street, and Messrs. W. Clibran 

and Son, Altrincham and Manchester. In addition to prizes given for 

horticultural subjects, a few good prizes were also given for honey, 

extracted and in supers, a practice which, if continued, will awaken an 

interest in the remunerative study of bees.” 

-Sutton’s Earliest of All Tomato.—“ W. K. W.” writes :— 

“ This valuable new variety is in my opinion more remarkable for its 

productiveness than for its unquestionable earliness. As a heavy 

cropper I hive never grown one to equal it. Sown on the same date and 

treated in all respects exactly the same as Dedham Favourite it ripened 

fruit a week earlier ; but what is to me of more importance is that each 

plant is bearing at the least three times the weight of fruit as are the 

plants of that variety. The fruit is large and of a very bright colour, 

somewhat irregular in shape, and corrugated. For amateur cultivation 

and for market growers it is, I believe, unsurpassed, if equalled, by any 

variety cultivated.” 

- The same correspondent directs attention to the usefulness of 

Tuberous Begonias for Amateurs, observing—“ At each of the 

flower shows I have this season had an opportunity of visiting (and 

they have been numerous), I have been struck with the fine examples 

of these plants shown by amateur growers ; healthy well grown plants 

with good foliage and fine flowers have been the rule. Small groups of 

plants arranged for effect are now very popular at most shows, and no 

class of plants seems to surpass these (especially those with deep and 

bright colours) for brightening and giving effect to these small groups 

for amateur and small growers, and with whom Orchids are as a rule 

unattainable.” 

-“A Yorkshire Gardener” refers to the Potato Crop as 

follows :—“ In spite of the long-continued drought we have experienced 

the Potato crop, in so far as the Ashleaf and other early kinds goes, is 

this season with us exceptionally fine both in quantity and in quality 

of produce. The later, or main crop varieties, are looking exceedingly 

well, and I believe there is little doubt the crop will be heavy and good, 

unless heavy rains set in before they are matured. Evidently the 

Potato does much best in a comparatively dry summer, and will bear a 

great amount of long-continued dry weather with impunity, provid ed 

that the subsoil is of a moisture-holding character ; where it is of a 

gravelly character the Potatoes are this year small and more or less 

scabbed.” 

- Referring to the Apple Crop, the same writer remarks 

“ During the past week I have had opportunities for making observation 

amongst the best fruit-growing districts in the West Riding of York, 

shire, and have been astonished at the heavily laden trees which have 

come under my notice, especially those of the Codlin varieties. The 

fruit will be smaller than usual, as the trees are in most cases badly 

infested with red spider. There is also great complaint of the fruit 

being ■' grub eaten; ’ but notwithstanding these drawbacks, I believe 

the crop will, upon the whole, be a fairly good one.” 

- The annual Exhibition of the Cheadle Horticultural 

Society was opened on the 19th inst. under most favourable circum¬ 

stances, the general display being considered by those qualified to judge 

one of the best held in the provinces. The prizes, which ranged from 

£15 to Is , were mostly well contested, the chief being that for fifteen 

stove and greenhouse plants. This was well won by Mr. R. Mackeller, 

gardener to J. Watts, Esq., Cheadle, with specimens denoting superior 

cultivation. The groups were a conspicuous feature, being circular in 

outline, and in sufficient numbers to fill the centre of a long tent. The 

majority were, however, too formally arranged, a notable exception 

being the one from Mr. Williams, gardener to S.Baerlien, Esq., Didsbury, 

to whom the first prize was most deservedly awarded. In cut flowers 

special mention should be made of the epergne shown by J. Heine, Esq.; 

Fallowfield, whose exhibit was highly meritorious. Miscellaneous 

plants, fruit and vegetables, were shown in large numbers and excellent 

condition. The arrangements of the Show left nothing to be desired ( 

thanks to the exertions of a good working Committee and the energy 

and enthusiasm of the popular Secretary, Mr. Stone. 

THE FRUIT SUPPLY AND PACKING. 

A contributor to the Daily News, in preparing an account of the 
fruit of the season and its condition as affected by packing, appears to 

have availed himself of the resources of Covent Garden Market for 
information—an excellent “' source of supply,” and some of his remarks 
are interesting and suggestive, therefore we reproduce them as fol¬ 
lows :— 

It is possible now to arrive at an approximate estimate of the year’s 
fruit, and on the whole it seems to have been fairly satisfactory all 
round, or nearly so, and there is good reason to expect that it will con¬ 
tinue so to the end. There is, as usual, great diversity of testimony 
upon the subject amongst those who may be supposed to know the 
market well. The Cherry crop, for instance, the last of which is now 
coming in, is by some declared to have been a good average crop ; by 
others it is pronounced to have been a quarter of a crop at the utmost. 
These are usually sold by the growers as they hang on the trees, and are 
picked by the buyers. It seems generally admitted that crops have not 
been heavy, but they have come to market in excellent condition. In 
the early stages of growth rain is necessary for Cherries, but when they 
have done then- stoning they get along very well apparently in a dry, 
hot summer. It is better for them than showery weather, which no 
doubt tends to plim them out, but is also very apt to crack them and to 
send them to market in a wet and unsatisfactory condition. 

This matter of condition, by the way, is a more important one than 
many growers appear to understand. Those who go thoroughly into the 
trade of course soon get this impressed upon them ; but there are many 
amateurs and small growers who send up fruit to agents at Covent 
Garden, and who do not realise how much depends on condition in these 
days of keen competition. A gentleman’s gardener has a crop of 
Peaches, for instance, which he wishes to dispose of in the market. 
They are first-rate fruit, and the grower thinks they ought to fetch the 
top price. But he gathers them for market just as he would for his 
master’s table—that is, just when they are in the perfection of ripeness. 
He makes no allowance for the time that must elapse before they can 
reach the consumer, nor does he consider the great liability to damage 
incurred by fully ripe fruit in transit. The Peaches come to market 
carelessly packed and a little over-ripe, and perhaps a few of them 
bruised, and then, when they realise something considerably below the 
top price, there is great dissatisfaction. This is a common difficulty 
with all sorts of amateurs who send fruit to market. They fail to appre¬ 
hend that condition, as well as quality, is one of the items that go to 
determine price on the market. 

Generally speaking, this year fruit has come into Covent Garden in 
exceptionally good condition, and, judging by the tone of opinion in 
Covent Garden, dealers and growers have not much fault to find with 
the season. The chief drawback has been the rapidity with which fruit 
has ripened, and the consequent glut of the market with too many kinds 
at once. The trade, of course, likes to get crops in a regular succession, 
one fruit being cleared off before another comes on. This year, how¬ 
ever, all the “ soft ” fruit has come in in a rush, and prices have conse¬ 
quently been lower than they otherwise would have been. But nobody 
seems to be grumbling much, and it is reasonable to assume therefore 
that the season on the whole has been fairly good. The Strawberry 
crop is allowed to have been a good one while it lasted, and for small 
growers who could water their beds it must have been a satisfactory 
year. With abundance of sunshine Strawberries ought always to do 
well in the small garden, because it is always easy to give them the 
moisture they require. By large growers this could only be done by 
some system of irrigation which would not be required most years, and 
which it would not pay to adopt for such exceptional seasons as that of 
the present year. The failure of rain this summer brought the Straw¬ 
berry cropping to a sudden collapse when the first fresh vigour of the 
plants came to an end. The fruit was very abundant for a time, but it 
dropped off a fortnight or three weeks earlier than it would have done 
with an average rainfall. It is described in the market as half a crop 
this year, and of Raspberries about the same is said. Of course_ it pays 
better to have half a crop at a good price than a great glut which will 
fetch next to nothing at all. One grower is mentioned as having sold 
40 tons of Strawberries which he anticipated being able to supply from 
his own beds, but he did not find 20 tons. Black Currants are spoken of 
as about a third of a crop, but in many parts they have been a total 
failure. Red Currants have been generally abundant, Gooseberries only 
about half a crop on the whole, though in some localities the fruit has 
been very plentiful. 

Apples seem to be a very variable crop this year. In many parts of 
the suburbs of London Apple trees appear to be in danger of extinction 
from a pest of caterpillars which attack the leaves as soon as they are 
well developed and devour every scrap of them. When they have fairly 
stripped the tree of every atom of foliage they retire into snug corners, 
where they assume the cocoon state, and after awhile emerge in the form 
of a little silvery white moth, to lay myriads of eggs for next spring. 
Thousands of Apple trees, especially round London, have been subject to 
this pest for several seasons past. The trees throw out a second crop of 
leaves, but of course they are weakened, and the following spring they 
fail to bloom. An Apple tree in fine full bloom is becoming a rarity in 
some quarters of suburban London. It may be useful to amateurs to 
point out that an effectual remedy is found in a sprinkling of paraffin 
oil. If a couple of wineglasses of oil be put in a pail of water and the 
tree be well syringed just where the caterpillars are beginning their 
havoc it will destroy most of them, and one or two repetitions at intervals 
of two or three days will quite clear off the pest. The oil and water 
must be kept mixed up by brisk syringing into the pail. We are informed 
by Mr. Foord of Covent Garden that this mixing may be accomplished 

| more effectually by well combining the paraffin with a quantity of 
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softsoap, which may then he easily stirred into the water and syringed 
over the tree without any danger of mischief, which is sure to result 
from the touch of pure paraffin on any kind of foliage. 

Early Apples are now in the market. They are English grown, and for 
the most part come from Chiswick, Isleworth, Fulham, Windsor, and 
other grounds not far out of town. Kent sends a great many, but the 
crops are very irregular. Round Maidstone Apples are reported to be 
scarce ; a little further down trees are fairly well laden. Of foreign 
Apples it is, of course, too early to speak, but it seems to be expected 
that the English orchards will yield a good half crop. English Pears do 
not seem to count for much in the market; the bulk of our supply 
comes from France. Last year was a wonderful Plum season. This 
year Plums are very irregular. In the neighbourhood of London and 
the home counties the trees are reported to be well laden, but so far as 
can be ascertained the crop throughout the country is not likely to be 
heavy, indeed one very good authority puts it down at not more than a 
quarter of a crop. 

Among the most noticeable features of this season’s fruit market is 
the advance which English Tomatoes are making. Till recently Lisbon 
has very largely supplied us, but our own growers are rapidly driving 
the Portuguese Tomatoes out of the market. We get some from the 
Channel Islands, but Worthing seems to be now monopolising the trade. 
So long as Tomatoes were chiefly used for sauce-making they were 
grown to a very large extent out of doors ; but out-of-door fruit has no 
chance in the market now, and at Worthing there is an enormous expanse 
of glass devoted to the growth of this recent candidate for popular favour. 
It is very noticeable that from being a delicacy in favour with the few, 
the Tomato has become to a very large extent popularised. Coster¬ 
mongers are beginning to get them on their barrows, and they take them 
in increasing quantities. One peripatetic dealer recently mentioned by 
a salesman in Covent Garden will buy thirty or forty baskets containing 
14 lbs., and he will do this just as often as he can buy at his price, 
retailing them among the poorest class of customers. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM GROWERS ENJOYING 
THEMSELVES. 

On Wednesday the 17th inst. about fifty members and friends of the 
National Chrysanthemum Society paid a visit to Messrs. Cannell and 
Sons’ establishments at Swanley and Eynsford. Having arrived at 
Swanley we proceeded to view the beds of annuals, which were in quite a 
blaze of colour considering the dry season. The Dahlias grown for 
exhibition are a grand feature, particularly the Cactus class, which are 
just beginning to show their attractively shaped flowers. Plants of 
the other class for show promise well for a good bloom, being very 
strong and healthv. About half an acre of Zonal Pelargoniums bedded 
out were in splendid condition, all the best varieties in commerce being 
represented. They quite took the visitors by surprise. We then passed 
on to the Chrysanthemums, which looked well and promising for a good 
bloom. Many of the early varieties are already housed, but they seemed 
dull beside the more highly coloured flowers to be seen. The houses of 
single and double Pelargoniums were very gay, the flowers being 
large and of good form and substance, and, the colours of the different 
varieties being effectively arranged, the effect was dazzling. We next 
came to the single Begonias, the grandest feature here. They fairly 
astonished us, many of the blooms being quite 6 inches in diameter, and 
the colours most vivid amongst the scarlet and crimson varieties. In 
one house there was a large batch of whites of splendid form and purity 
of colour, which set all wondering what the art of flower raising was 
coming to. The four next houses—these houses are 100 feet long—were 
full of double Begonias in various stages of growth, from small seedlings 
to others in full bloom, many of the blooms having the appearance of 
moderate sized Hollyhocks, and some Pteony-shaped, the colours being 
very delicate. In one house the arrangement was very harmonious, the 
plants being Fuchsias, Cannas, Lilies, &c. The marking of the various 
kinds of Cannas attracted our attention, and at some not very distant 
date Cannas must take a prominent place in our flower decorations. 

Mr. Cannell provided a luncheon for the party before proceeding to 
visit Eynsford Farm, which is only about six minutes run by train from 
Swanley. Eynsford is the new site for Messrs. Cannell’s future 
nurseries, they having completely outgrown their seventeen acres at 
Swanley. We had a good view of Sir W. Hart Dyke’s Castle and 
splendid wooded park, and beneath us flowed the river Darenth. The 
farm is abont 300 acres in extent, the views from the hillsides over the 
valley most charming, and to our surprise arrangements were made to 
photograph the party, Mr. Cannell being in the centre of the party on 
his pony “ Tom.” He then conducted us over the estate, through the 
woods, over the hills down into the valley below to the old farm house, 
where, in a large barn, we found an excellent repast laid out for the 
visitors. Our President, Mr. Sanderson, thanked Mr. Cannell for his 
hospitality and kindness, and Mr. Cannell in responding said he hoped 
to make one of the most complete horticultural establishments in the 
world. We found about three acres of a large meadow trenched up and 
planted with hardy fruit trees, looking remarkably well considering the 
dry season, and Mr. Cannell stated it was his intention of breaking up 
and planting six acres more in the autumn. 

We next examined a monster water tank, built on the hill. This is 
the finest tank perhaps ever constructed by a private gentleman. Sir 
W. Hart Dyke constructed it at a cost of & 1000, to supply the farmers on 

is estate. The supply is from the river Darenth, near the Castle, there 

being nearly two miles of 4-inch pipes running across Mr. Cannell 8 
grounds in three different directions, so by tapping the main he can run 
a barrel pipe to any spot on the 300 acres. The site for the glass 
structures has been chosen, and preparations are now being made for their 
erection within sight of and a short distance from the station. After 
our inspection we took train for home, one and all having spent a very 
pleasant and enjoyable day.—One of the Party. 

WENTWORTH CASTLE. 

A fortnight ago a report of the meeting of the Yorkshire Associa¬ 
tion of Horticultural Societies at Barnsley appeared in our columns, and 
it was stated the company paid a visit to Wentworth Castle, the seat of 
T. F. V. C. Wentworth, Esq., who accorded them the privilege of inspect¬ 
ing the mansion and grounds. The following account of the visit has 
been obligingly furnished by an excellent gardener, who shared in 
the enjoyments of the day, and the illustration of the flower garden is 
engraved from a photograph. 

Wentworth Castle, distant about three miles from Barnsley, was 
reached through a delightfully undulating and well wooded country. 
Charming views were obtained from various points, and the drive was 
thoroughly enjoyed. Arrived at the Castle the party alighted at one of 
the entrances to the park, and in a few minutes reached the mansion, 
which occupies a commanding position, and seen from a distance forms 
an important feature in the landscape. 

The horticulturists were met by the veteran chief of the gardens, 
Mr. Batley, and cordially welcomed to Wentworth, and the extreme care 
and incessant attention shown to the visitors by Mr. Batley and his son, 
Mr. George Batley, will long be remembered with pleasure. 

Acting on Mr. Batley’s advice the party first visited the castle, where 
they were conducted through the principal rooms, including the magni¬ 
ficent picture gallery, which is of great size, being 180 feet long, 26 feet 
wide, and 30 feet high. Here were numerous examples by the old 
masters, such as Vandyke, Rubens, Titian, Guido, Carlo-Maratti, 
Rembrandt, Murillo, Van der Heist, and others. Time would not permit 
of more than a cursory glance at these, and after leaving the Castle the 
visitors wore conducted through the extensive and well kept pleasure 
grounds. 

Near the mansion is situated a spacious conservatory, built of iron 
and glass on the ridge-and-furrow principle. Here are some large plants 
of Orange and Lime trees, the latter bearing exceptionally fine fruit, 
also noble examples of Palms, such as Chamaarops, Areca sapida, Latania 
borbonica, Ac., under the shade of which winding walks were formed, the 
groundwork between being covered with masses of Ferns, Mosses, Begonias, 
Ac., whilst flowering plants were tastefully arranged in the front or sunny 
part of the structure, amongst which several pots of Lilium Harrisi with 
its pure white trumpet shaped flowers stood out prominently. The roof 
throughout is gracefully festooned with healthy and well-flowered speci¬ 
mens of Passifloras, Tacsonias, Coboea scandens, and other suitable plants. 
When lit up by means of the electric light, with which this fine house 
as well as the whole of the establishment is furnished, the effect must be 
charming and fairy-like in its nature. 

After leaving the conservatory we passed through shady avenues, 
noticing fine specimens of Turkey Oak, Spanish Chestnut, Cedars, 
Hollies, and Yews, and arrived at the flower garden, which though not 
extensive was exceedingly effective. Calceolarias were remarkably 
fine, and a seedling Lobelia of a very dark colour was greatly admired. 

The old Castle was next visited, and the views from here were very 
fine. In the distance were pointed out Wortley Hall and the woods 
surrounding Wentworth Woodhouse, the seat of Earl Fitzwilliam. 

Returning from the pleasure grounds the fruit and kitchen gardens 
were entered, in which the various crops showed unmistakeable signs of 
skilled and careful management. 

The houses, twenty in number, were devoted to the growth of 
Grapes, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Tomatoes, table and decorative 
plants and other things necessary to the well being of a first class 
establishment. 

One house contained some splendid examples of Black Hamburgh 
Grapes, which for size of berry and perfect finish would be difficult to 
surpass. An adjoining house contained a fine crop also promising well. 
The Muscat house planted last spring with Vines from newly struck 
eyes is now furnished with grand canes, short-jointed, and reaching to 
the top of the house. 

A span-roof house • is principally filled with Black Alicante (an 
especial favourite with Mr. Batley as a late Grape), which he usually 
keeps in good condition until May. The Vines are carrying a very even 
and heavy crop of good size bunches, which promise to finish well. 

The vegetable crops looked remarkably well, notwithstanding the 
long continued drought, and before leaving the gardens the party spent 
some considerable time in inspecting the old and interesting sundial 
which was planted in the year 1732 by Benjamin White, who was then 
gardener, and whose initials are still recorded. The gnomon i3 formed 
by a Yew tree, kept in proper shape by clipping. The hours, half hours, 
and quarters are marked on the dial plate with dwarf-growing Box. 

Before leaving this, the home of the Wentworths, one of York¬ 
shire’s most highly respected and popular families, we may mention 
that Mr. Batley's father came to Wentworth Castle as a lad, and 
eventually became gardener, to be succeeded by his son, who now so 
worthily fills the position, and one could not but wish that long may the 
Wentworths reign at Wentworth ; and as long may they be served by 
the Batlevs, and thus prove to the world in these somewhat “ high 
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)ressure” days that the patrician can still make a “friend” of his 
aithfnl servant, and the servant can prove that he is worthy of the 

trust that reposed in him. 

[Mr. Batley is not only an able gardener and devoted servant, but 
an accomplished man. During a short visit to Wentworth in good com¬ 
pany, but on a miserable day some jears ago, we were not more 
impressed with the splendid conservatory and superior Grapes than with 
oil paintings of Mr. Batley, which were wonderful in their fidelity of 
description and admirable in execution. If we remember rightly Mr. 
Batley’s son is also talented, and it is very rare indeed to find works of 
art by gardeners approaching in merit to those at Wentworth ; nor is 
Mr. Batley a “ kid-gloved dandy,” and we doubt not he can wield the 
gardener’s spade as well as he can use the artist’s bru h. Yorkshire 
ought to be proud of him.] 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
DUNMORE. 

This is an annual event looked forward to with considerable interest by 
& large concourse of patrons from not only the immediate locality but all 

esque a marine prospect as ever gladdened the eye of the scenic painter— 
“an emerald set in the wing of the sea.” The town, with all its natural 
beauties and bathing facil ties, is underneath, with Creaden Head to the 
left, and across the Channel the magnificent residence of Loftus Hall, the 
handsomely situated seat of the Marquis of Ely on a promontory terminated 
by Hook Head. If anything is needed to complete the picture, the 
observer need but slowly turn to the right and around from the many fine 
residences to that of Villa Marina, the palatial house of Mrs. Malcomson, 
where a most hospitable welcome on such occasions is extended to all the 
surrounding gentry and visitors by herself and her son, Joseph Malcomson, 
Esq., late High Sheriff of the county. The bay and harbour, too, are fi'lei 
with yachts and fishmg smacks. 

Returning to the Exhibition tents we come to the competing exhibits 
in the several sections, and purpose noting the most meritorious, with a 
few suggestions for improvements of others. Mr. J. A. Colthorpe, for the 
President, the Hon. Dudley Fortescue, wa9 more than ordinarily successful 
in the several sections, winning first prize for well-grown specimens of 
exotic Ferns, including Adiantum farleyense, Gynnogramma, and Lomarias; 
first prize for greenhouse plants with ornamental foliage, such as Croton 
nobilis variegatus, and highly coloured Dractenas. The Croton gained 
him first prize for the best plant in the Show. He was also successful with 
stove and greenhouse plants in the “ miscellaneous collection,” and first 
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Fig. 20.—FLOWER GARDEN 

the surroundiug counties ; and from the circumstance of the Show this 
year being held on a holiday, two steamers (the Ida and Tintern) were 
necessary to take the number of excursionists from Waterford by that 
route alone. New Ross, Tramore, and other towns on the coast furnished 
contingents by water, while numbers went from Limerick, Clonmel, and 
intermediate towns, aB well as from Kilkenny and other stations on the 
Central Ireland line, taking advantage of the excursions liberally given by 
the several companies. The President of the Dunmore Horticultural 
Society is the Hon. Dudley Fortescue, D.L., Summerville, who is assisted 
by a zealous Committee, wisely selected, half of gentlemen proprietors and 
half of gardeners, consisting of Sir Robert Paul, Bart., Henry Morris, 
William King, and Patrick Power, Esqrs., Rev. J. Burke, C.C., Dr. Jackman, 
and Messrs. Harney, Calthorpe, Dunphy, O’Brien, N. Power, J. Noonan. 
The Treasurer is the worthy Rector of the parish, Rev. W. G. Gilmour; 
while Joseph Malcomson, Esq., Villa Marina and Ballinakill House, is ably 
assisted by Mr. Harney, Dunmore East, as Hon. Secretaries. Taking a 
general look through the whole Show the first thing that would strike 
the most casual observer was the general excellence in the several sections 
such an extraordinarily warm and dry season. This applied more particu¬ 
larly to vegetab'es, cut flowers, and fruit grown out of doors. While the 
staging is being completed we have an opportunity of looking around 
•from the park, where the marquees are situated, on as smiling and pictur- 

AT WENTWORTH CASTLE. 

for a healthy specimen Tree Fern ; while his Coleus ar d Caladiums, after 
close competition, still maintained the premier place for size. Joseph 
Malcomson, Esq. (Mr. Noonan, gardener!, was a good competitor in the 
foregoing plant classes, and coming first for Tuberous Begonias and 
Fuchsias, and second for stove plants and Coleuses, very well coloured. 
Lady Carew (Mr. O’Brien), Woodstown, was first for Lilium lancifolium, 
and second for good Tuberous Begonias. The premier place for single 
Zonals and new Ivy-leaf Pelargoniums, after close competition, went to 
W. King, Esq , Mountpleasant (Mr N. Power). The Judges in the Zonal 
classes strongly recommended the disuse of sticks standing porcupine like 
all around the specimen plants. Mr. James Noonan, gardener to Joseph 
Ma'comson, Esq., Ballinakill, Waterford, was the only exhibitor of field 
roots, and certainly the collection did him credit. 

The next section was cut flowers, and this seemed the only one some¬ 
what behind former years, but this was readily accounted for by the 
extraordinarily dry season. Next came the fruit section, always worth 
noting at Dunmore; but, as in former years, Mr. Calthorpe proved a 
formidable competitor, carrying away first prize for Black Hamburgh, 
Black Alicante magnificently coloured and grown, and White Muscat of 
Alexandria. Mrs. Malcomson, Ballinakill House (Mr. Noonan), had as 
large and as fine Peaches as the Judges ever saw, but they were unfor¬ 
tunately badly bruised in transit, and Mr. King came thus first. The 
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Melons, both scarlet and green-fleshed, were highly creditable, Mr. Cal- 
thorpe having a specimen of Carter’s Blenheim Orange that would have 
gained a prize at any Show, while Mr. J. Malcomson’s green-fleshed had 
similar honours. 

Vegetables here are always a strong feature, and there were in some 
classes as many as six and seven competitors. We would, with some 
deference to the Committee, suggest that they make it an imperative rule 
in future that similar sorts of vegetables be staged together. No one will 
suffer thereby, and visitors as well as judges can see at a glance Peas, 
Beans, Beets, Carrots, Cauliflowers, or otherwise, with the exception of 
collections. Gardeners could not suffer, as every exhibit when staged 
becomes the property of the Committee, and are subsequently sold by 
public auction to recruit their funds. Probably the Onions of J. Malcomson, 
Esq., and Mr. Dobbyn (gardener, George Ralph), were comparatively 
unrivalled any season. 

The Marchioness of Waterford’s collection (not for competition) was 
also a special feature of the Show, and occupied the whole centre of one 
of the principal marquees, reflecting great credit on the noble marquis’s 
head gardener, Mr. Tucker; and as the exhibits were presented for the 
benefit of the Show fund indicated the generosity of her ladyship, the 
marchioness. No hurried reference could sufficiently realise the superior 
merits of the cut blooms. The fine collection of fruit included such as 
Smooth Cayenne Pine Apples, black and white Grapes, Currants in variety, 
Cucumbers, Melons, &o. Before parting from the special exhibits and 
special prizes this maybe the proper place to note that Messrs. Sutton and 
Sons, Reading, offered three handsome prizes for the best collection of 
vegetables grown from their specialities in seeds, the first prize being won 
by Mr. Noonan, gardener to Mrs. Malcomson, Ballinakill House. He had 
finely grown specimens of Sutton’s new seedling Potatoes, Intermediate 
Turnip, Reading Carrot, etc. Messrs. W. Power & Son, seedsmen, King’s 
Street, Waterford, and nurserymen, also offered three prizes for the best 
collection of garden vegetables, Mr. Noonan winning premier prize as 
before. Messrs. Saunders & Sons, Friars’Walk Nursery, Cork, staged a 
beautiful collection of cut flowers ; as also did Messrs. Power & Sons, 
Waterford and Newtown Nurseries, including a special exhibit of single 
and double Begonias. 

For this report we are indebted to one of the Judges, Mr. W. J. Murphy, 
Clonmel. 

TROWBRIDGE.—August 17th. 

Thebe are few older societies than this, no less than thirty-eight 
exhibitions having been held, and on the whole it may fairly be con" 
sidered the most generally popular in the West of England. No large 
prizes are offered with a view to attract the most noted plant growers, 
but the extensive and generally good all-round display of plants, cut 
flowers, fruit, and vegetables amply compensates for any shortcomings in 
this respect. Mr. James Huntley has been for many years Honorary 
Secretary, and with him are associated a numerous and painstaking Com¬ 
mittee. 

The best nine stove and greenhouse flowering plants were staged by 
Mr. G. Tucker, gardener to Major Clarke, Trowbridge, who had medium- 
sized well-flowered specimens of Statice profusa, Ixora coccinea superba, 
Allamanda Hendersoni, Ixora Morsei, Stephanotis floribunda, Oncidium 
flexuosum, Rondeletia speciosa major, Allamanda nobilis, and Bougainvillea 
glabra. Mr. J. Matthews, gardener to H. Brown, Esq., Trowbridge, was 
second, his best plants being a freely flowered Erica Marnockiana, Erica 
McNabiana, Clerodendron Balfourianum, and Allamanda nobilis. Mr. 
W. J. Mould. Pewsey, was third. With six plants Mr. H. Pocock, gardener 
to J. P. Haden, Esq., Trowbridge, was a good first, having beautifully 
flowered Dipladenias Brearleyana and amabilis, Oncidium flexuosum, and 
other well-grown plants. Mr. G. Tucker was second, his collection in¬ 
cluding the seldom seen Eranthemum Andersoni in good condition. Mr. 
J. Matthews was third. The last-named was first for three plants, show¬ 
ing a well flowered Cattleya Harrisoni, Erica Eweriana, and Allamanda 
nobilis, fresh and good. Mr. Pocock was second, and Mr. G. Pymm, gar¬ 
dener to Mrs. Gouldsmitb, third. The first prize for nine fine-foliaged 
plants was awarded to Mr. J. Emery, gardener to Colonel Pepper, Salisbury, 
his most noteworthy specimens being Croton Prince of Wale?, Dracaena 
Baptisti, and Croton Disraeli. Mr. W. C. Drummond had a more valuable 
collection, but only received the second prize, the third going to Mr. J. F. 
Mould. 

Ferns are always plentiful and good at the Trowbridge Shows, and they 
are most effectively grouped at intervals through the largest plant tent. 
Mr. G. Tucker, after a most careful examination of the plants by the Judges, 
was placed first with fifteen varieties, among these being good specimens of 
Asplenium nidus avis, Cheilanthes pulchella, Gymnogramma sulphurea, 
Adiantum rubellum, A. cuneatum, Gymnogramma cristata, and Dicksonias. 
The second prize was awarded to Mr. J. Coke, gardener to A. P. Stancombe. 
Esq., who had beautiful specimens of Dicksonia squarrosa, Gleichenia 
speluncm, Trichomanes radicans, and Cibotium Schiedei, but a few of the 
other plants were small. Mr. H. Pocock was a creditable third. Mr. J. 
Matthews was well first for Coleuses, Mr. H. Pocock second, and Mr. G. 
Pymm third; and for Caladiums Mr. Pocock was first and Mr. J. Matthews 
second. 

Fuchsias, though scarcely so good as usual, were yet considerably ahead 
of what are seen in most other districts. All are grown as pyramids, are 
beautifully flowered, and the majority from 8 [feet to 10 feet in height. 
Mr. G. Tucker was well first for six plants, these consisting of Charming, 
Hon. Mrs. Hayes, Lye’s Favourite, Thomas King, Marginata, and H. Lye. 
Mr. H. Pocock was second and Mr. J. Matthews third. All had similar 
positions for four plants, Doel’s Favourite and Charming being the best 
shown plants. The best four Heaths were shown by Mr. Matthews, Mr. 
J. F. Mould being second, and Mr. W. C. Drummond third. Gloxinias 
were very fine, Mr. C. Richmond, gardener to G. L. Palmer, Esq., Trow¬ 
bridge, being well first, Mr. G. Tucker second, and Mr. A. A. Walters, Bath, 
third. Both double and single Tuberous Begonias were of great merit. Mr. 
Richmond had the best doubles, among them being a good plant of very fine 
crimson Prince of Wales. Mr. M. Cole, gardener to S. Tredwell, Esq., 
Bath, was second, and Mr. G. Tucker third. Mr. Richmond was also 
easily first for singles, and Mr. A. A. Walters second. Balsams were 
remarkably good. Mr. J. Weston, gardener to the Rev. C. C. Layard, Bath, 

was first, and Mr. W. Mattick, gardener to J. G. Foley, Esq., second 
Cockscombs were also extra good, and with these Mr. Mattick was first and 
Mr. J. Weston second, these exhibitors being equally as successful with 
Verbenas and Petunias in pots. Zonal Pelargoniums were very good, such 
sorts as Eva, Lizzie Brooks, Rev. F. Atkinson, and J. Gibson being espcially 
well flowered. Mr. G. Tucker was first, and Mr. H. Pocock a very close 
second. 

Cut flowers were very numerous, and in many instances remarkably 
good. For twenty-four varieties of choice flowers, Mr. W. Iggulden, 
gardener to the Earl of Cork, Frome, was well first, the second prize going 
to Mr. S. Bishop, gardener to W. E. Heard, Esq., Newport, Monmouth. 
Roses were fresh and of good substance, but the decisions were not alto¬ 
gether satisfactory. Dr. S. B. Budd was first for twenty-four varieties, 
having good even blooms, among which Xavier Olibo, Marie Van Houtte, 
Perle des Jardins, Madame Lambard, Madame Berard, Marie Baumann, 
Duke of Wellington, Horace Vernet, and A. K. Williams were the most 
noteworthy. Messrs. G. Cooling & Sons, Bath, followed closely. Annie 
Wood, Countess of Rosebery, Dr. Andry, La Rosiere, St George, and 
Maurice Bernardin being extra good. Messrs. Keynes, Williams <fc Co., 
Salisbury, were third, their best being Thomas Mills, Rosieriste Jacobs, 
Sunset, Charles Darwin, and C. Lefebvre. An extra prize was awarded to 
Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford. With twelve triplets Mr. Mattock was placed first, 
the most noteworthy in his stands being Marechal Niel, C. Lefebvre, Marie 
Van Houtte, Prince Arthur, Belle Lyonnaise, and Marie Baumann. Messrs. 
Keynes, Williams & Co. took the second prize, though they apparently had 
a better lot than Mr. Mattock. Messrs. Cooling <fc Son were third, and an 
extra was awarded to Dr. Budd. 

The best twenty-four Dahlias were staged by Messrs. Keynes, WilliamB 
and Co., and among these were fine blooms of Colonist, Mr. Spofforth, 
Miss Cannell, W. Rawlings, Flag of Truce, R. Dean, Crimson King, Gold- 
finder, J. T. Saltmarsh, Mrs. Gladstone, and Henry Walton. Mr. G. 
Humphries, Chippenham, was a good second, among his being fine blooms 
of John Wyatt, G. Harris, J. Ashby, J. W. Lord, and S. Hibberd. Messrs. 
Keynes & Williams were first for twelve Dahlias (fancies), J. O’Brien, Gaiety, 
Peacock, Professor Fawcett, Chorister, and Rev. J. Camm being most note¬ 
worthy in their stand. Mr. G. Humphries had a good even lot, and was 
second. Messrs. Keynes & Williams were again first for single Dahlias, 
and also for twelve bunches of Pompons, some of the best of the latter being 
Lady Blanche, Isabel, Fanny Weinar, Wilhelm Nitscbe, Gazelle and 
Favourite, Darkness and Laslia. Mr. Humphries was a good second. The 
best twelve Dahlias in the amateurs’ classes were shown by Mr. T. Hobbs, 
Lower Easton, Bristol, the second prize going to Mr. S. Cooper. Chippen¬ 
ham. A wonderfully fine lot of Asters were shown. Mr. G. Garraway, 
Bath, was first for twenty-four French Asters ; Messrs. J. Cooling and 
Sons second ; and an extra was awarded to Mr. T. Salter, Bath. In a 
similar class for German varieties Mr. A. A. Walters, Bath, was first, and 
Mr. W. J. Jones second. The successful exhibitors in the amateurs’classes 
were Messrs. S. Cooper, W. J. Jones, C. J. Walters, Caine, and H. Catley, 
Bath. Mr. G. S. Walters was first for Gladioli, Mr. A. A. Walters second j 
and with Hollyhocks the prizewinners were Messrs. W. Smith and F. 
Hooper, Bath. Cut Zonal Pelargoniums were well shown by Messrs. J. 
Mattock and G. Cooling it Sons. Mr. E. J. Wilcox, gardener to Mrs. 
Sinkins, Frome, was easily first for a collection of annuals in bunches, 
and Mr. A. A. Walters second. Several good Carnations were staged, 
but the names of the prizewinners did not transpire, owing to the con¬ 
fusion attending the late discovery that Mr. F. Hooper and Mr. Catley, 
both of Bath, had a considerable number of made-up blooms in their 
stands. It was only by taking the blooms out of the stands that it 
could be seen how neatly two blooms had been joined together so as to 
deceive the Judges. A beautiful lot of vases and hand bouquets were 
shown, the competition in this respect being the best seen in this dis¬ 
trict. Miss M. A. Durbin had two first for vases, and was also first for a 
memorial wreath. Other prizewinners were Messrs. Hookings, Harraway 
and Scott, E. T. Hill, and J. Attwell. Mr. Hookings was first for a hand 
bouquet; Mr. Iggulden second, and Mr. C. E. Colston third. Messrs. 
Cooling & Son had several fine stands of Roses not for competition, a 
grand box of Marechal Niel being especially noteworthy. 

The fruit classes on the whole were fairly well filled, the competition 
being most keen with Grapes. Mr. J. Iggulden was well first for a collec¬ 
tion of ten dishes of fruit, among these being well finished Black Ham¬ 
burgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Hero of Lockinge Melon, Grosse 
Mignonne and Crimson Galande Peaches, and Moorpark Apricots. Mr. H. 
Prosser, gardener to W. H. Laverton, Esq., Westbury, was a creditable 
second, his dishes of hardy fruit being very good. Mr. Iggulden was 
first for six dishes of fruit, and also for any black Grapes, staging in 
this instance medium-sized well-finished bunches of Black Hamburghs. 
Mr. E. T. Hill, Westbury-on-Trym, was second, and Mr. J. Gibson, gardener 
to the Earl Cowley, Chippenham, third, both having very creditable 
exhibits. With black Muscats, Mr. B. Hopkins, gardener to John Baily, 
Esq., Frome, was well first for large and very well-finished bunches of 
Madresfield Court, the second prize going to Mr. E. Trotman, gardener to 
J. Colmer, Esq., Bristol, and the third to Mr. H. Clack, gardener to C. E. 
Coulston, Esq., Devizes, these also having fine bunches of Madresfield 
Court. With Muscat of Alexandria Mr. W. Iggulden took the lead, having 
well-finished bunches, the second prize going to Mr. G. Shelton, gardener to 
W. R. Waite, Esq., Clifton, and the third to Mr. J. Loosemore, gardener to 
W. Cooper, Esq., Bristol. In the any other white class, Mr. J. Attwell, 
gardener to J. B. Brann, Esq., was first for very good Buckland Sweet¬ 
water, Mr. E. Trotman being second with the same variety, and Mr. A. 
Miller, gardener to W. H. Long, Esq., Trowbridge, third with Foster’s 
Seedling. The last named was first for a fine fruit of Charlotte Rothschild 
Pine Apple. A considerable number of Melons were shown, but few 
among them were fit to eat. In the class for a green-flesh variety Mr. 
Prosser was first for a seedling, Mr. Iggulden second with Sutton’s Imperial, 
and Mr. J. Weston received an extra third. Mr. J. E. Morris, gardener to 
S. J. Bythsea, Esq., was first for a scarlet-flesh variety, winning with a 
good fruit of Hero of Wilts. Mr. W. M. Cole, Bath, was second. Peaches 
and Nectarines were judged by flavour, and as a consequence the finest 
fruit did not win. Mr. C. J. Jones, Bradford-on-Avon, was first for Peaches, 
having a good dish of Royal George, Mr. W. Clack being second, and 
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^r- Igguldeni third. Mr. E. Trotman wa3 first for Nectarines, Mr. C. J. 
Jones second, and Mr. B. Hopkins third, all having -very good dishes of 

den was first for Apricots, staging a fine dish of Hems- 
serk, and Mr. Mattock was second. Messrs. E. Fisher, G. Tucker, Chichester, 
A. T. Hall, E. Hall, E. F. Pocock, K. Spackman, G. Smith, and G. Pymm 

Ffiberts*00689^1 in tbS classe3 for Pears, Plums, Cheriies, Apples, and 

^Pe^68tuc°llecti0n of vegetables was staged by Mr. G. Garraway, 
A i86 b extra fine dishes of Telegraph Cucumber, Sandringham 
^elery, Conqueror Tomatoes, Jubilee Runner Beans, Vicar of Lale- 

nam iotatoes, hew Intermediate Carrots, Queen of the West Marrows, and 
Kocca Onions. Mr. T. Evry, Batheaston, was second. The best brace of 
tSbTSiWaS staged by Mr. Wilcox, and Mr. E. Fisher was second, both 
rqrrnfa meleg.raPh S°od condition. The single dishes of Potatoes, 
carrots, I urmps, and other vegetables were numerous and good. 

SHREWSBURY SHOW. 

heldlS tZDn*ljamrmer Sji0o,0f the Shropshire Horticultural Society was 
intt JLl- i / Grounds> Shrewsbury, on Wednesday and Thursday of 
oJL7eek' of late years this Show has become universally known for its 
Mder netfiienuei an<J ?s.toni?bi?g success, and the grand Exhibition now 

certain,y add further lustre to the high reputation of the 
hf benevolence of the officials towards charities and other 

wherever WHp.h th? Shrewsbury district has become a household word 

mendable w! ™ sh°T,8 ale -Spoken of’ and their £ood name and com- 
3 dn uie annDalI7 being augmented. In the balance-sheet for 

there wi I be found such items as these-“ Treat to workhouse 
iand bniIdln- the Lodge at the quarry entrance £486 Gs. 5d.;” and 

OTnernJjti*'1”° m?ans *bf on]y donations to deserving institutions, as their 
,>i^fn°Sltyfbegan -?ng before 1886 ; and this makes it all the more gratify- 
« ™ t° record another great horticultural and financial success for the 
n°n‘ Lu Ayear’ as m Point of merit the Show of last week was second to 

a",d tbe rfeeipts developed to extraordinary proportions. As a rule 

thfs ve»r°?iWOrtih °f tlC jet/ have been sold Pravious to the Show day, but 
Is /as cb^t^l f6 exc®edfd £o00> and on the second day of the Show, when 
thp.pnt C„a ” V°r admittance, over £1100 was collected in hard cash at 
ill mll. n gait6' Soclety may be said to be rolling in money, but it 

? ° 1D zeal i.and Jt would almost be superfluous to remark on the hard 
velW.!iT°riShed W<?rk *he Committee, as the results of succeeding 
years speak volumes for its admirable management. It may, however be 
observed that the Committee, which includes many of the Clffi J’im 
habitants of Shrewsbury, are not above enrolling many good practical 

riaserveTth15 tbeir.llst> aad if ever a company of two Honorary Secretaries 
iwhl6? thn gei?ume and unbounded thanks and praise of their neighbours 

r,’ ^ess> and a11 lovers of fir3t-class exhibitions, it it surely 
The whole of tbe Produce was exhibited ffi tenfa, the larger being of immense size. 

of twentv'7wsPflZeS °f £2f0-alld £,5 brought out four collections 
or twenty plants, the majority of them of great merit, and when seen 
arranged along one side of the spacious tent they presented an array of 

g ge0alufl°Wers and handsome foliage. Mr. Cypher of Cheltenham 
secured the coveted position of first prizewinner, and his group was truly 
a grand one good throughout, with no weak plant here and there as is 

pvf™ They c°n8isted of Allamanda Hendersoni, A. grandiflora 
t “°a °blata purpurea, E. ampullaoea Barnes', E. Marnockiana, E. Irbyana’ 
Ixora Frasen, I Pilgrimi, Croton Sunset, C. Johannis, C. Queen Victoria’ 

lea glabra’ Clerodendron Bilfourianum, Cycas revoluta, C. cir- 
K austr^n°CTanP »ihfera B.arnesi> Cordyline indivisa, Kentia Fosteriana, 

and Cattleya cnspa superba. The Crotons were grandly 
^ W , healthy, and the Palms large and beautifully 
pfeen' Flncb’ gardener to J. Marriott, Esq., Queen’s Road, Coventr/ 

second Pnze w‘th a collection in which there were many fino 
plants, but one or two weak ones, which, no doubt, lessened his chance of 

Ll?|fl,nh0S0U?- M,r‘ Roberts, gardener to A. Nicholson, Esq., Hiffii- 
Ball> Leek, who exhibits plants uncommonly well, was third. In the 

Class tor nine stove and greenhouse plants Messrs. Pritchard & Sons 

Dinh^TT’ 76re ®asil?r fir-st witb some grand Ixoras. Crotons, Ericas, and 
pladenias, large in size, in excellent health, and grandly bloomed The 

same firm secured the third prize here, and Mr. Farrant, gardener to Mrs 
dus,°,n’ Abbey Foregate, Shrewsbury, was second. Mr. Sheppard, gardener 
to the Misses Bannerman, Roden Hall, Shrewsbury, was first in the class 
for six stove and greenhouse plants, with fine specimens of Lapageria rosea 
C erodendron Balfourianum, Bougainvillea glabra, AUamanda SchotG 

atama borbomca, and Dmmonorops Lewisianus ; Mr. Farrant came second’ 
nrlm! “Sdv*a grand display, many of the specimens being very large and in 
prime condition In the class for six exotics, Mr. Cypher was awarded the 
first pnze, Mr. Lambert, gardener to Colonel Wingfield, Onslow, Shrews 

ry, second, and Messrs. Pritchard & Sons a close third. In the restricted 
class for the same number of Ferns, Mr. Lambert was awarded first 
prize with plants quite equal to those in the other class, Mr. Farrant 
coming m second ; and Mr. Milner, gardener to the Rev. J. Dryden Corbet 
„ “nd,orrie, Castle, Shrewsbury, third. Dracamas were large, finely furnished’ 
Mrd dolonred, Mr. Lambert winning first and third prizes, and 
lr. Sheppard the second one. The class for six plants in flower contained 

nrohLattraCtiV5 £tS’ M* CyPher being first with a magnificent StaSce 
17 ?U8m’ua gra. Erica Shannoni, and Dipladenia amabilri, Ixora amabile 
,nca lhompsom, and ClerodendronBalfourianum ; Mr. Roberts was a verv 

close second ; and Mr. Raffells, gardener to H. Lovatt, Esq., Bushbury 
3nH1^v.rbamptotb tbu'd- Caladiums were large, compact, and well coloured’ 

Farranf W them went to Mr‘ RaffelB> Ml'. Sheppard, and Mr.’ 
ahonf r V fbe Coleuses were conspicuously fine, being pyramidal in form, 
aDout b feet m height, beautifully trained and furnished, and very hiffiilv 
coloured. The first prize was secured by Mr. Sheppard, the second by 

i. Milner? and the third by Mr. A. Myers, Sutton Lane, Shrewsbury, 
essrs. Pritobard had no difficulty in securing the first and second prizes for 

ucnsias, a3 their specimens were superb, and Mr. Myers was third. They 
a so were awarded first and second prizes for Tuberous Begonias of a very 
superior type, and Mr. Milner came third. Double and Zonal Pelargoniums 

condition, the prizes going to Mr. Myers, Mr. Sheppard, and 
iM.e8srs. i ntohard. The group class of miscellaneous plants, occupying a 

space of 100 square feet and arranged for effect, is always a highly interest- 
ing feature at this Show. Some who entered did not appear, but Messrs. 
Fritchard arranged two groups that secured tbe first and second prizes, 
they were different in the character of the produce they contained: the 
first was mainly composed of Maidenhair Fern as an underground, and 
many choice Orchids relieving it. They were not placed in a flat mass, 
but had an undulating surface, and tbe arrangement was most pleasing. 

lhe amateurs plants were if anything more numerous than in the 
open classes, and although the individual specimens lacked the size of the 
others the majority of them were in excellent health, freely developed, and 
well coloured or bloomed. The chief prizetakers in this section were 
Mr. H. Owen The Cedars, Shrewsbury, Mr. W. C. Mansell, Wellington, 
Mr. J. Barker Shrewsbury, Mr. W. Wyley, Shrewsbury, Mr. W. 
Humphreys, Mr. Bourlay, Miss Edith Brookes, and Major-General Herbert- 
Keen competition existed in the class for twelve plants for table decoration, 
and Messrs. Pritchard came first witb busby little Palms, Crotons, &o., in 
(3-inca pots. Mr. Lambert gained the second and third prizes in a very 
interesting class. J 

Cut Flowebs.—Roses were wonderfully good for the season. In the 
class lor twenty-four trusses Messrs. Perkins, Oswestry, were first; Messrs. 
Burnell, Cambridge, second ; and Mr. Murrell, Shrewsbury, third. Messrs. 
Meath & Son, Cheltenham, were very conspicuous in Dahlias, and secured 
the first prize for thirty-six varieties; Mr. W. Shaw, Kidderminster, was 
second and third. Messrs. Heath were also first with twenty-four Dahlias 
m vanety. Gladioli were very good from Mr. Humphreys and Mr. G. J. 
box, Shrewsbury. The best herbaceous flowers in competition came from 
Messrs. Burnell, the best Phloxes from Miss Emily Cotes, and the best Car¬ 
nations and Picotees from A. E. W. Darby, Esq., Little Ness, Shrewsbury, 
lhe bouquets were highly attractive and commanded general admiration - 
Messrs. Jones & Sons, Shrewsbury, were awarded the first prize for a bail 
or band bouquet with one in which the colours were beautifully blended 
and crowding bad been strictly avoided. Messrs. Perkins were second with 
one done up in their well-known style, and Messrs. Pearson & Sons, 
Chilwell Notts, were a very good third. The buttonhole prizes were mostly 
won by Messrs. Perkins and Jones, and so -tvere those for the stand of cut 
tloweis. Some scores of baskets of wild flowers were shown and formed a 
charming display. The arrangement in many cases was delightful, and the 
great variety of flowers very interesting. The best were those where 
flowers, berries, and grasses were artistically combined, and Miss J IV 
Watson, Miss Maud Morgan, Miss Kate Jones, and Miss S. A. Phillips were 
the principal winners. 

Fruit.—This was shown in great abundance, and the quality was 
generally excellent. The Grapes made a grand display, and the collections 

f ^*6re j y merltorious. Tbe main one amongst these with prizes 
or £10, ±,o, and £3, was that for twelve dishes, and the competition was 
very keen. Judging was done by points, and the first prize was secured by 
Mr. Goodacre, gardener to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby. 
This collection consisted of Muscat Hamburgh Grapes, large, compact, 
fairly well coloured bunches, Madresfield Court, Foster's Seedling, and 
Muscat of Alexandria in fine condition, a grand Smooth Pine Apple Gros 
Mignoane Peach, Brown Turkey Fig, Hero of Loekinge Melon, Moor Park 
Apricot, Elruge Lectarine, Tartarian Cherry, and Transparent G-a^e Plum. 

gardener to the Marquis of Bath, Longleat, came second, his 
grand Grapes pulling him in ; they consisted of huge clusters of Foster’s 
beedlmg, Muscat of Alexandria, Black Alicante, and Black Hamburgh. 
Aone of the other dishes iu this collection were named, and the Smooth 
Cayenne‘Pine had been in the wars with its crown. Mr. Roberts The 
Gardens, Gunnersbury Park, was third, his Pine being rather weak and 
Gros Maroc Grapes green j bufc Foster’s Seedling. Madresfield Court and 
Muscat of Alexandria were good, and Sea Eagle Peach of unusual quality. 
The Earl of Shrewsbury, Ingestre Hall, was awarded an extra prize in this 
class for a collection in which stone fruits were of exceptionally good 
quality, but Grapes small. J 

Exceeding all these in interest, particularly amongst the gardeners, were 
the collections of six bunches of black Grapes, two bunches of three varieties, 
with prizes of £10, £4, and £3. Ten lots were staged, and after much care¬ 
ful consideration and inspection the Judges decided in favour of Mr Good- 
acre s collection for first place. They consisted of Muscat Hamburgh 
large and compact in bunch, Madresfield Court very fine, and Black Ham¬ 
burgh excellent, altogether a grand stand of seasonable fruit. Mr Pratt 
was awarded second prize with very large clusters, well finished, of Gros 
Maroc, Black Hamburgh, and Black Alicante. W. Biddulpb, Esq., Ledbury 
Park, Herefordshire, came third with Alnwick Seedling, grandly coloured 
and large in terry, Black Hamburgh of fine quality, and Madresfield Court 
rather deficient in colour. Mr. W. Taylor, gardener to J. Chaffin, Esq ! 
Bath, was awarded a special first prize in this section for a collection con¬ 
sisting of Lady Downe’s, Gros Maroc, and Black Alicante. The Lady 
Downe’s were unique long thick bunches grandly coloured, and magnificent 
berries ; Alicante equally good, but Gros Maroo slightly deficient in colour 
These would have been difficult to equal in a late Grape class at this or any 
season of the year, and by giving them a special prize, which they 
thoroughly merited, the Judges hoped to indicate to the Committee to make 
more or special provision for late Grapes, which we understand they intend 
doing. 

The class for three bunches of Black Hamburgh was a sirong one twelve 
lots being staged. Mr. W. Pratt secured the first prize with large grandly 
finished clusters, Mr. G. T. Raynes, Rockferry, Birkenhead, being second 
and Mr. Lambert, gardener to Colonel Wingfield, Onslow. Shrewsbury’ 
third, with excellent samples. For four bunches of white Grapes Mr. Pratt 
was first with Muscat of Alexandria and Foster’s Seedling, all bearing the 
Longleat stamp of high culture. W. Biddulph, Esq., second, with the°same 
varieties, not so large but equally well finished, and Mr. Roberts third with 
the same sorts in good condition. For three bunches of black Grapes 
(other than Hamburghs) the Hon. C. H. Wynn, Corwen, was first with 
Alnwick Seedling, Gros Maroc, and Black Alicante, all in the finest possible 
condition, as were those from Mr. J. Udale, gardener to H. F. Paget, Esq 
Elford, Tamworth, which were second, and tbe third from Mr. Brownhills’ 
Birkenhead, were also fine. The first prize for three bunches of Muscat of 
Alexandria was awarded to Mr. Pratt for grand bunches, very lar^-e in 
berry, but tinged slightly with green. This was rathsr noticeable in the 
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Besond prize lot from Mr. J. T. Harris, Stone, and the third from Mr. C. L. 
Campbell, Ross. In the other variety of white, the Hon. C. H. Wynn was 
first with fine samples of Duke of Buccl uch, spotless and beautifully ripe. 
Mr. Milner, gardener to the Rev. J. D. Corbet, Sundorne Castle, Shrewsbury, 
was second with Buckland Sweetwater, large in bunch, fine in berry, and 
capable of holding their owu with the same variety anywhere. The 
amateurs’ Grapes were best from Mr. W. Adams, Shrewsbury, Mr. Barker 
and Mr. Sander, Wellington. 

In the nine dishes of fruit class some excellent produce was staged, the 
first prize going to Mr. Lambert for superb Black Hamburgh and Muscat of 
Alexandria Grapes, Best of Ad Melon, May Duke and Bigarreau Cherries, 
Royal George Peach, Darwin Nectarine, and a fine dish of Apricots—a beau¬ 
tifully clean collection, and the same may be said of the second prize lot from 
Mr. Sheppard, gardener to the Misses Bannerman, Shrewsbury, whose 
Grapes were particularly good and Peaches excell nt. Mr. Milner was a 
very close third. All the fruit in these collections exhibited signs of high 
culture. 

The collections of hardy fruits were not up to the usual high standard at 
these shows, the Rev. H. V. Russe'l, Mr. Dick, and Lord Berwick being 
the winners. The e were fourteen dishes of P. aches staged, the first prize 
going to Mr. Gilman, of IngeBtrie, for magnificent fruit; the Rev. H. V. 
Russell came second, and Mr. Redman, Shrewsbury, third, all showing ex¬ 
ceedingly well. Nectarines also numbered fourteen dishes, Mr. Gilman 
being first with grand samples of Victoria, and the Hon. C. H. Wynn and 
Mrs. Darby secured the other prizes. Apricots numbered seventeen dishes, 
and Mr. Martin, Ledbury, Herefordshire, secured the first prize. The first 

rizes for both green or yellow and purple or red Plums were awarded to 
Ir. Blair, gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, for Jefferson’s 

and Kirke’s of the very highest excellence. Green-fleshed Melons numbered 
twenty-four, the majority of the fruits were very showy, and the first prize 
went to Mr. Goodacre for a fine fruit of Best of All, Mr. Dick being second 
with Hero of Lockinge. Scarlet-fleshed varieties numbered twenty, and 
Mr. H. Owen was first with a fruit name! Little Heath, and Lord Berwick 
second with Bloxholm Hall. Cherries were very fine, and numbered 
twelve dishes, the prizes being awarded to Mr. Phillips, The Mount, 
Shrewsbury, Lord Berwick and Miss Emily Cates. 

Vegetables. — Large and keen competition occurred everywhere 
amongst these, and many of the samples staged were unique. Messrs. 
Webb & Sons, of Wordsley, offered prizes of £5, £3, £2, £1, and 10s. for 
eight distinct kinds of vegetables, and upwards of a dozen fine collections 
were staged. This was the centre of attraction amongst the vegetables, 
and Mr. Lambert, of Onslow, was a clear first with wonderful dishes of 
Webb’s Sensation Tomato, Webb’s Colossal Leek, Autumn Giant Cauli¬ 
flower, Red Celery, Pota’ois, Peas, Kidney Beans, and Tripoli Onions. Mr. 
J. C. Waite, Glenhurst, Surrey, was placed second, and Mr. Mdner was a. 
very close third ; the other prizes going to M\ Craford, Newark-on-Trent, 
and Mr. Sheppard, both of whom staged fine produce. The Society offered 
prizes for twelve dishes of vegetables, and the first of these was again 
assured by Mr. Lambert with first class produce ; Mr. Milner came in second 
here in grand form, and Mr. Waite secured the third prize. Potatoes were 
well represented, Mr. Lambert and Mr. Milner taking the lead in the large 
collections. Mr. Goodacre was first for a dish of Tomatoes, Mr. B attie, 
Overton, first for Peas ; Mr. W. H. Long was first for spring-sown Onions, 
and Mr. Lambert the same for autumn-sown specimens. The prizewinners 
for Cucumbers, Cauliflower, Celery, French Beans, Carrots, Parsnips. Ac., 
included the Rev. J. H. E. Charter, Mr. Lambert, Mr. Waite, Mr. F. J 
Lowe, Mr. Sheppard, and Mr. J. S. Phillips. The cottagers had a huge tent 
to themselves, and it was brimfull of excellent produce, which commanded 
much attention; in fact, many of the specimens here were equal to what 
we often see staged by the best prof ssional growers. 

Special Exhibits.—These were very plentifully displayed, and of a 
highly interesting description. Messrs. Pritchard & Sons, Shrewsbury, were 
large exhibitors of table plants, cat flowers, and general nursery stock. 
Messrs. James Dickson & Sons, Chester, had a fine table of small specimen 
plants, many stands of cut Roses, hardy flowers, Dahlias, Gladiolus. >5ic., and 
a grand batch of their fine new Carnation Mrs. Reynolds Hole. They had 
also a large group of young trees in the open. Mr. Burrell, Shrewsbury, 
was a large exhibitor of out and indoor plants and flowers, and the small 
Apple trees bearing immense crops of fruit which he displayed attracted the 
attention of all. Lord Grosvenor was amongst the best of them, but they 
were all good. Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, Chester, filled several 
tables with choice plants from their nurseries, and the cut flowers staged 
by this firm were varied and excellent. Messrs. Jones <& Sons, Shrewsbury, 
had a very fine group of plants. Messrs. Hans Niemand <fc Co., Birmingham, 
sent a fine lot of Carnations and Picotees in a cut state, also Mauve Beauty 
Stock. Mr. Vtrtegans, Birmingham, made a grand display of Roses and 
herbaceous cut flowers. Messrs. Webbs’ stand contained many pictures of 
their productions and other information bearing on their great midland 
seed establishment. 

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The ninth annual Exhibition of this Society was held in the extensive 
and well-kept grounds of Bray wick Lodge, kindly lent by J. Hibbert, Esq., 
on Thursday, August 18th. There was a division open to all comers, 
another reserved for amateurs, and a third for cottagers, with prizes for 
ladies and children, and a series of special prizes. The following is a 
resume of the most important awards :— 

Stove and greenhouse plants and groups, Class 1.—Eighteen handsome 
foliage plants in 8 inch pots : First, Mr. T. Lockie, gardener to G. O. Fitz¬ 
gerald, Esq., Oakley Court, Windsor, for a collection of clean healthy speci¬ 
mens. Second, Mr. J. Hughes, gardener to H. D. Paravicini, Esq , Heath- 
field, Bracknell. Equal third, Mr. J. Wells, gardener to Mrs. Ravenhill, 
Fernhill, Winkfield, and Mr. G. Elliott, gardener to J. Hibbert, Esq. Six 
stove and greenhouse plants, three ia flower, three foliage: Mr. A. 
Aitken, gardener to Mrs. Meeking, Richings Park, Iver, was first, showing 
a fine Kentia Fosteriana, Allamauda grandiflora, Bougainvillea glabra, a 
fine Croton majesticus, Plumbago capensis, and Croton Johannis. There 
was no other competitor. Mr. Aitken a'so had a walk over with six stove 
and greenhouse Ferns, showing good examples of Microlepia hirta cri-tata, 
Pterin ecaberula, Adiantum amabile, A. concinnum latum, Daval'ia Mooreana, 

and Gy mnogramma Alstoni. For one specimen stove or greenhouse plant m 
flower Mr. Aitken was first with a fine Allamanda Hendersoni; Mr. Hughes 
second with an excellent specimen of Lilium lancifolium rnbrum ; and Mr. 
Goodman, gardener to C. Hammersley, Esq., Abney House, Bourne End, 
third with L. auratum. In a corresponding class for a foliage plant Mr. 
Aitken again took the first prize with a grand Croton Queen Victoria, Mr. 
Hughes being second with Dracaena australis, and Mr. Lockie third with, 
Kentia Fosteriana. For six plants for table decoration Mr. Lockie secured 
the premier award, the second prize going to Mr. G. Hiatt, florist, Hersche). 
Sireet, Slough, and the third to Mr. El iott. Mr. Goodman secured an easy 
victory in the class for six Tuberous Begonias, showing fine, well-flowered 
specimens. Mr. R. Owen, Floral Nursery, Maidenhead, was second ; and M". 
Aitken third. Mr. G. Hopkins, gardener to G. W. Burrows, Esq., The Elms, 
Cookham, was first with six Cockscombs, his plants bearing fine combs. 
Mr. W. Friend, gardener to W. Lambert, Esq., Cookham, was a creditable, 
second, and Mr. Lockie third. There were four lots of Bix Coleuses, Mr. 
Hopkins easily accounting for the first prize, and being followed bv Mr. 
King (second) and Mr. S. Squelch, gardener to J. C. Wootton, Esq., Boyne 
Grove, Maidenhead (third). For a group of plants occupying a space of 
12 feet by 10 feet, Mr. Aitken took the first prize. His arrangement was 
composed of Liliums, Gladioli, Gloxinias, Impatiens Sultani, Orchids, and 
fine-foliage plants, on a groundwork of Maidenhair Ferns, and was very 
attractive. Mr. G. Hiatt was second, and Mr. Elliott third. For a smaller 

roup (G feet by 5 feet) Mr. A. Griffiths, gardener to Colonel Harvey, 
pringfield, Taplow, was first, Mr. T. Lockie second, Mr. Hughes and Mr. 

Stirling equal third, and Mr. Owen fourth. There was not much to choose 
between several of these groups. 

Cot Flowers.—These must be dealt with bri fly. For twelve Rnses 
Mr. Walker, Thame, was first, Mr. Elliott second, and Mr. Griffiths third. 
For twelve Dahlias Mr. Walker was again first, Mr. CardiDg second, and- 
Mr. Squelch third. For six bunches of single varieties Mr. Carding was 
first. For twelve Asters, any varieties, Mr. Griffiths waB first and Mr. Elliot 
third, the second prize card being missing. For twelve Zinnias Mr. Elliot 
was first, Mr. Hughes second, and Mr. Walker highly commended, the third 
prize card being missing. Prizes for bridal bouquets and buttonholes were 
won by Miss Semple and Messrs. Hiatt and Elliott. 

Fruit was well and plentifully shown, fourteen classes being provided. 
The principal one was for a collection of six dishes, and the first prize went, 
to Mr. G. Goodman, who showed Black Hamburgh Grapes,Victory of Bristol 
Melon, Oullins Golden Gage Plum, Dagmar Peach, Dryden Nectarine, and 
Brown Turkey Figs. Mr. Cakebread, gardener to Sir Philip Rose, 
Rayners, was a very good s cond, and Mr. An ken third. For a collection 
of four dishes, Pines excluded, Mr. Lockie was first, showing Buckland, 
Sweetwater Grapes in good condition, excellent Castle Kennedy Figs, 
Magdalen Peaches, and Beauty of Windsor Melons. Mr. D. Paxton, gardener 
to the Hon. C. J. Irby, Hitchen Grange, was a good sec md, and Mr. Wool- 
ford, gardener to J. Macmeiken, Esq., Little Missenden Abbey, third. For a 
collection of four fruits grown in the open air Mr. Wells won with Musch 
Musch Apricot, Green Gage Plums, Rivers’Early Peach, and Mottled Bigarreai> 
Ch- rries. Mr. Goodman was second, and Mr. Paxton third. Mr. T. Osman,, 
gardener to L. J. B .ker, Esq., Ottershaw Park, Chertsey, secured the premier 
award for Black Hamburgh Grapes, showing large, well ripened bunches. 
Mr. Cakebread was second. Mr. Hopkins third, and Mr. Wells fourth, there- 
being seven contestants. For the three bunches of any oth r b'ack kind 
Mr. Cakebr ad won with grand bunches of Madresfield Court. Mr. Osman 
was second with almost equally meritorious bunches of Black Alicante, and 
Mr. Wells third with Cooper’s Black. For three bunch s of White Muscats. 
Mr. Osman secured the chief prize with splendid examples of Muscat of 
Alexandria, Mr. Cakebread seoond, and Mr. We Is third, both with the same 
variety. Two others exhibited. For any other white kind Mr. Osman was- 
first with excellent examples of Foster’s Seedling; Mr. Wells second with. 
Buckland Sweetwater, and Mr. Hughes third with Foster’s Seedling. Mr. 
Lockie secured the first place for six Peaches, winning with very fine fruits 
of Magdalen ; Mr. Draper, gardener to Mrs. Shepherd, Manor House, Little 
Missenden, following with Bellegarde ; Mr. Chambers, Westlake Nurs«ries,. 
Isleworth, being third. In the corresponding class for Nectarines, Mr. 
Aitken was first wiih Lord Napier, and Mr. Goodman second with Dryden.. 
Mr. Woolford won with a green-fleshed Melon, showing Fidler’s Defiance, 
Mr. Eiliott b ing second. For a scarlet-fleshed variety Mr. Woolford was 
again first with Blenheim Orange ; Mr. J. Hobley, gardener to E. Dickens, 
Esq., Woolley, Firs, Maidenhead, being second, and Mr. Lockie third. Fora- 
dish of Plums Mr. Goodman was first, and Mr.Wells second. For nine dessert 
Apples Mr. J. Moore, The Gardens, Wray Court, Maidenhead, was first; 
Mr. Davis, gardener to Major-General Davi s, Lowood, Maidenhead, second, 
and Mr. King third. In the corresponding class for culinary varieties* 
Mr. Goodman was first, Mr. Elliott second, and Mr. Hughes third. 

Vegetables.—Nine classes were provided. Mr. Lockie had the best 
brace of Cucumbeis, showing Royal Windsor, Messrs. Elliott and Quelch, 
gardener to the Lady Superior, House of Me-cy, Clewer, following. The 
last named gained the chief award for three sticks of Celery, Mr. Harris 
being second. Mr. Lockie won with Peas, showing a good dish of Webb’s 
Chancellor, Mr. Cakebread being second with Prodigy, and Mr. Griffiths 
third with British Queen. For six dishes of Potatoes, distinct, Mr. Woolford 
was first, Mr. Wells second, and Mr. Skarratt, gardener to Miss Harrison, 
third. In the class for twelve kidney Potatoes Mr. Elliott was first, 
Mr. Aitken second, and Mr. Paxton third, the prizes in the corresponding 
class for round tubers going to Messrs. Skarratt and Woolford. The first 
prize card was not affixed. Mr. Woolford was first with twelve Onions, 
Mr. Draper second, and Mr. Hughes third. Mr. Quelch won with twelve 
Cauliflowers, followed by Mr. Hughes ; and in the last class, that for twelve 
Tomatoes, Mr. Lookie was fiist, Mr. Quelch second, and Mr. Woolford 
third. 

Speclvl Prizes.—Prizes were presented by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, 
Reading, for the best collection of vegetables, six distinct varieties, to in¬ 
clude three mentioned in their “ Amateurs’ Guide ” for 1887. No less than 
nine collections were staged, and they comprised produce of considerable ex¬ 
cellence. The first prize went to Mr. G. Elliott for a very fine collection, 
composed of Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Sutton’s Improved Telegraph 
Cucumber, Matchless Carrots, very good ; Giant Rocca Onions, also excel¬ 
lent; Reading Pirfection Tomato, and Seedling 21 Potato. Mr. H. Cake- 
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bread was second, showing Leviathan Onion, Sutton’s Gem Carrot, and 
Cosmopolitan Potatoes we 1. Mr. W. Woolford was a creditable third, Mr. 
G. Goodman fourth, and Mr. J. Hughes fifth. Messrs. Webb <fe Sons, 
Wordsley, Stourbridge, offered three prizes for a collection of six vegetables, 
to include at least two named in their spring catalogue. Seven collections 
were in competition, a grand lot f om Mr. T. Lockie securing the first prize. 
Webb’s Perpetual Bearer Cucumber, New Intermediate Carrot, Jubilee 
Tomato, and Chancellor Peas were finely shown, also Giant Rocca Onions 
and Cosmopolitan Potatoes. Mr. G. Elliott was a good seoond, and Mr. D. 
Paxton third, also showing well. Mr. Lynn of Maidenhead offered three 
prizes for the best nine bulbs of Exhibition Onionb, and they wire won by 
Messrs. Woolford (first), Elliott (second), and G. Hopkins (third). 

Good produce was shown in many of the amateurs’ and cottagers’ classes, 
but they we e too numerous for details of the awards to be given here. 

WELSH SHOWS. 

Horticultural Shows are very common in South Wales during the 
month of August, and are invariably good and well patronised. Horticul¬ 
ture is in a very flourishing state amongst all classes in the Principality, 
and, with perhaps the exception of the Eisteddfods, there are no gatherings’ 
so well attended as the flower shows. 

Cardiff.—This was held in the Sophiah Gardens on August 10th. It 
was a most successful show. The exhibits were placed in tents disposed 
here and there amongst the trees, and had a very pretty effect. Mr. 
Cypher of Cheltenham gained the first prize for twelve stove and gr en- 
house plants. They were all grand specimens. Mr. G. Jones, a local exhi¬ 
bitor,was a good Becond. In the n<xt class,which was for fine-foliage plants, 
Mr. Pettigrew, Cardiff Castle, was an easy first, Mr. Cypher coming second. 
The Cardiff Castle plants were excellent, and the win was a popular one. 
Fuchsias were very good, but not so fine as they were last year. Mr. J. 
Watson had the best. Exotic Ferns from Sir George Elliot and Mrs. 
Steads were splendid. In the amateur plant classes Mr. Pettigrew, Mr. 
C. H. Williams, Mr. C. Thompson, Colonel Page, Mr. C. Waldron, and Mr. 
W. L. Blake were the principal prizewinners. Mr. Ralph Crossling, The 
Nurseries, Penarth, and Mr. Stephen Treseder of Cardiff were the chief 
exhibitors of Roses. In variety and quality of bloom their stands would 
have been hard to beat at this season. Messrs Heath &. Son, Cheltenham, 
exhibited some excellent Dahlia blooms, and had no difficulty in securing 
the first prize. Mr. G. M. Traherne was first with Phloxes and some other 
flowers, [and the dinner tables were a grand feature of the Show. They 
were laid out with dessert, and adorned with flowers. Miss C. Hill obtained 
the first prize for table confined to the ladies of Glamorganshire with a 
very pleasing arrangement, in which dark Carnations held a prominent 
place. Mr. Phelps of Cardiff bad a more elaborate display on the open 
table, but it merited the first prize. 

Fruit was staged extersively, and. as a rule of high quality. Mr. 
Hawkins, g&rd-ner to Colonel Turberville, Ew nnv Priory, Bride-end, was 
first for the leading col’ection. His Muscat of Alexandria Grapes and 
Peaches and Pears were extra good. Mr. P, ttigrew took all before him 
1D j ./P es, being first for a collection of Pines, first for a Queen Pine, 
and first for a Pine of any other variety. Mr. Morris, gardener to A. P. 

,ylan' ®s?-, Glenafon Taibach, was second for a Queen, with a fine fruit 
rather too ripe. Mr. Silk, gard ner to T. M. Franklen, Esq.. St. Hilary, Cow- 
bndge, was first for three bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes w ith 
huge bunches and fine berries, grandly ripened. Mr. Hawkins was second 
with small bunches extra well coloured. Lord Aberdare was first for Black 
Hamburgbs, and Major Howell second. In any other black, Mr. G. M. 
Traherne was first with Madresfield Court, and Mr. Silk second with Gros 
Maroc, large in bunch, enormous in berry, and very well coloured. Mr. 
Hawkins secured the prize for a collection of Grapes. Melons W: re well 

Gibbon bypw?!rBi ®^.eXCardiff’ Mr; Hawkins, Mr. Pettigrew, and Mr. 
Plums, Apncots. Ac., were rather scarce. 
o 68 w1rf, Pitiful, and in many instances very fine. Messrs. 

Webb to Sons, of Stourbridge, offered prizes for six varieties, and the first 
prize was secured by Mr. J. Muir. Margsm ; the second by Mr. G. M. 
Traherne, and the third by Mr. G. Rees», Merthvr Mawr, Bridgend. The 
next collection was that of nine dishes, and Mr. J. Muir again secured first 

j® °l*he greatest excellence. Sir Geo-ge Elliott was second 
ana •Mr. Bilk third. The competition in the single dishes of vegetables was 
very keen, the pnncipal winners being Mr. Mu r, Mr. Moiris, Mr. Moor, 
Coednglan, Mr. Silk and Mr. J. Watson. ’ 

This is a small town in m-'d-Glamorgan. For several years 
past it has produced an excellent horticultural show, snd the one held this 
year on the day succeeding Cardiff proved the best of the series. The Com¬ 
mittee are mostly amateurs with a great love for gardening, the arrange¬ 
ments lor the Show admirable, and the conducting of it most spirited. Mr. 
Cypher exhibits annually at it. and his first prize group this year contained 
nne specimens of foliage and flowering plants, but he was closely followed 
by Captain Manefi Id, St. Clears, Carmarthenshire, who was second with 
very large P ants ; and Mr. Worgan, gardener to A. Gilbertson, E*q„ 

ontardawe, exhibited so well in this class as to secure an extra prize. His 
plantB were small but uncommonly healthy, and indicated the foundation 
ot what would easily prove a formidable lot. Exotic Ferns were exceed- 
p w 2?*’ be8t coming from D. Bevan. Esq., Cadoxton, Neath, and 
j .V.1 Flower, Baglan Lodge, Briton Ferry. Roses we e shown extensively 
in the open classes by Mr. Crossling, and Mr. Cypher’s epergnes were the 
best. Ihe amateurs’classes were well filled with plants more remarkable 

,t,”el?rR0P$ condition than great size. Howel Gwyn, Esq., Dyffryn, 
Neath : Mr. Worgan, Mr. J. H. Rowland, Mr. H. P. Charles, Mr. Moon, and 
several others, in the locality stigirg well, but flowers were highly attractive, 
rrr' v- * 4Jlw,.n> Hr. J. M. Moore, Mr. D. Davies, and Mr. J. Pile being 
the chief prizewinners. 

The vegetables did not appear to have experienced any of the backward 
results attending an exceedingly dry season, as th-ywere staged in enor¬ 
mous quantities and of capital quality. Mr. Morris, Glenafon; Mr. 
Hawkins, Ewenny ; Mr. Dan Moris, Carmarthen; Mr. Speck, Llanelly; 
Mr. Moor, Coedriglan, Cardiff; Mr. Worgan, and Mrs. Palmer, Rheoid, 

pCre amon88t the principal prizewinners. 
1 he Crapes from St. Hilary were very conspicuous amongst the fruit, 

ana Mr. Hawkens staged finely ripened fruit in this section. The best 

Melons came from Mr. Worgan, the best Nectarines from Mr. Morris, and 
much good fruit was shown by Mr. D. Bevan and others. Brief as the-.e 
notes are they deal with a grand show. 

Llandovery.—This is a small town situated in one of the mostpicturesque 
parts of Carmarthenshire. It is well above the sea level, beautifully sur¬ 
rounded with hills and undulating ground, and is noted for its health-giviDg 
resources, being close to the Welsh “ Wells ” so largely patronised for their 
medical properties. No more delightful situation could have been chosen 
for a show, and although the Exhibition held on August 16th was the first 
it was of great merit and argued well for the establishing of an annual 
show. The Committee, although new to the work, carried out their duties 
admirably. Captain Mansfield staged plants very extensively and was the 
chief prizewinner. Mi38 Jones, Ystrad House, Mr. J. M. Sinnett, Mr. 
Moreton, and Dr. Lewis were the chief local prizetakers in plants ; Captain 
Mansfield, Mrs. Norton, Llanelly, Mr. Harding, Llanelly, Mr. J. M. Sinnett, 
and Miss Davies in flowers; and Major Thomas of Llandilo, Mr. D. W. 
Jones, Cardiff, and Mr. J. C. Richardson, Llandilo, in Grapes. The Muscat 
of Alexandria from the latter gentleman would have won at a much larger 
show. Vegetables app ared in large quantities, and the quality throughout 
reflected much credit on their cultivaiois. 

Aberdare.—This Show, he’d on the 18th inst., has been establ shed for 
some years, and now ranks amongst the best in South Wales. It is managed 
with great spirit, and no effort is wanting by the Committee to make it a 
success ; indeed, it is a great pleasure to come in contact with such officials, 
as they are all earnest in promoting good gardening. Mr. Cypher always 
appears here and sets a good example to others in the excellency of hie 
groups, which invariably secure first prize ; Captain Mansfield followed 
closely, and Mr. Cumley, gardener to J. Lewis, Esq , Abernant, was third. 
Ferns were very good from Mr. R. H. Rhys, Plasnewydd, and Mr. Bevan, 
Neath, and Geraniums and Fuchsias by Sir George Elliott, Major Howell, 
and Captain Mansfield. Mr. Ralph Crossling was again an extensive exhibitor 
of Roses. Mr. W. Treseder, Cardiff, and Mr. J. N. Moore, Neath, staged 
some excellent Dahlias, and the Asters, Phloxes, Verbenas, Ac., wtre very 
attractive. 

The fruit classes were filled and contained some fine examples. For nine 
dishes the Misses Rous, Cardiff, was first and Captain Mansfield second, and 
in the class for six dishes Mr. Comley came first with fine Grapes, a good 
Queen Pine, and grand Peaches ; S r George Elliott was second, and Major 
Howell third. Black Hamburghs were extensively shown, the first prize going’ 
to Sir George Eliot. Mr. Stone, gardener to Lord Aberdare, was first for 
Musoat of Alexandria, and Mr. Comley was first for any other kind of blick 
Grape with fine samples of Madresfhld Court, and in the any other whi e- 
class the fi st went to Sir W. T. Lewis for fine bunches of Foster's Seedling. 
Mr. J. Croft, Resolvent, also exhibited fine Grapes, and the fruit classes 
were the best we have s en at this popular Show. The vegetables in boht 
the gardeners’ and cottagers’ s. ctions were very good, and the whole proved 
a most instructive Exhibition. 

THAMES DITTON HOUSE. 

Perhaps of the waterside residences within easy distance of the 
great City this may fairly claim to be one of the most beautiful and 
pleasantly situated. The house is embowered in a wealth of fine trees, 
to a few of which we shall briefly allude, the spacious and well-kept 
lawn overlooking the Thames, the effect of the picturesque view being 
considerably heightened by the fact that across the water is the Home 
Park adjoining Hampton’s historic pile. 

Referring to some of the trees, that admirable subject for water- 
margins, the Weeping Willow, is represented by some very fine and 
graceful examples, and wending our way towards the mansion we note 
a magnificent specimen of Platanus orientalis, some 80 or 90 feet in 
height, and well clothed with foliage. It has been remarked that this 
fine tree flourishes best and attains the greatest size where the roots- 
have access to water, the cause of its success, doubtless, at Thames 
Ditton. A fine Beech, too, arrested attention, its circumference being 
270 feet, the branches sweeping upwards to a considerable height, form¬ 
ing, as it were, stately arches. 

We noticed hereabouts what may be called a successful operation in 
tree moving. A fine example of .the single scarlet Thorn had long been 
an eyesore to the owner, W. F. Hume Dick, Esq., on account of its 
being planted so close to others that it lost its individuality. Last 
November it was decided to have it removed—rather a risky proceeding 
—to a more open part of the lawn. This was accordingly done, and that 
the process was entirely successful is now evident by the flourishing 
condition of the tree, and Mr. W. Palmer, Mr. Dick’s able head gardener, 
may be congratulated accordingly. 

In the pleasure ground we were much struck with the natural style 
of the planting, affording an indeed pleasant contrast to the stereotyped 
system sometimes seen. The grounds, too, are so planted that we do not 
see the whole at once. There are some charming peeps that one comes 
upon here and there as pleasant surprises ; and embowered as we are at 
points with a wealth of cool and pleasing foliage, we might well imagine 
that we were in the heart of some fair domain far away in the country,, 
and not within a few miles only of London’s din and roar. 

On a wall near the mansion we noted a fine example of Magnolia 
grandiflora (Exmouth var.) wreathed with its noble blossoms, the- 
fragrance emitted being almost overpowering. In an effectively planted 
walk leading to the carriage drive we noted some particularly handsome 
specimens of Cupressus Lawsoniana towering to a great height and 
forming a conspicuous feature. Variegated forms of Acer Negundo- 
dotted here and there help to light up this portion of the grounds in a. 
very pleasing way. That magnificent evergreen tree, the Cedar of 
Lebanon, is represented by a stately specimen that the late storms have- 
left their mark upon. 

The rosery is an attractive feature Mr. Palmer’s practice, in order 
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to insure a quantity of good blooms, is to peg down the strong shoots, 
made from the base of the plant, forming a kind of arch—a somewhat 
effective arrangement. 

Amongst the bedding plants, of which there are a quantity grown 
and effectively disposed, we noticed a good Coleus named Palmer’s 
Favourite, a sport from a very old sort named Taylor’s Pet, upon which 
it is a great improvement. 

The roof of the conservatory attached to the mansion is covered with a 
very fine Mar6chal Kiel Rose that had borne over 2000 blooms this season. 
We also noted in this structure a very good example of the Japanese 
Quince, Eriobotrya japonica. Specimen Azaleas were looking well for 
next season’s flowering, and the usual plants grown for conservatory 
decoration were also well represented. 

In the fruit department houses are devoted to the culture of Grapes, 
Black Hamburgh and Foster’s Seedling being the standard sorts grown, 
and these are admirably done. There are three Peach houses, lean-to. 
From a tree of Yellow Admirable some twenty dozen fruits had been 

taken. Barrington is much esteemed here. In these houses some young 
trees planted last autumn are doing wonderfully well. In the early 
Peach house some fine examples of Sutton’s Perfection Tomato, bright, 
solid, and beautiful, arrested attention. In a keen competition at 
Chiswick recently, a dish from here gained first honours. Melons are 
great favourites. We noticed a very promising variety named Thames 
Ditton Hero, raised here. It is of excellent flavour, and is a cross 
between Scarlet Premier and High Cross Hybrid. It is one of the 
hardiest and most prolific sorts grown, not less than fifty fruits having 
been cut from two plants occupying one light. We believe that it has 
made its appearance at several of the local shows this season with dis¬ 
tinction, and we shall doubtless hear more about it another season. 

In the kitchen garden we noticed some of the finest Asparagus beds 
we have ever seen, only planted last April twelvemonths. We believe 
that it is Mr. Palmer s intention to contribute to the Journal some notes 
explaining the system of culture that has produced such satisfactory 
results. The favourite Pea grown is Sutton’s Duke of Albany, of which 
Mr. Palmer has a very high opinion. Yeitch’s Mammoth Scarlet Runner 
Bean was seen in perfection, and Autumn Giant Cauliflower. A hint 
regarding the clubbing to which Cauliflowers are sometimes subject may 
not be out of place here. If the plants are inclined to club, the practice, 
and a successful one, carried out here with a view to its prevention, is 
to cover the ground around the roots with a mixture of soot and native 
guano, then water in well, afterwards either mould up with earth or 
mulch with dung, the latter preferred. The good effect of this course 
of procedure is soon evident, the ground being full of young roots from 
the main stem. Nourishment is also given by this system to the plants 
and good root action insured—that great preventive of clnbbing. Apples 
are a good crop this season, Plums and Pears average. Apricots appeared 

to be plentiful, for on a wall we noted some fine fruit. Cherries, too, 
on walls, fine, and plenty of them. In making a tour of the garden we 
cams across some good beds of Violets, the health of the plants being, 
doubtless, attributable to the damp shady situation in which they are 
planted, the sorts grown being The Czar, Marie Louise, Victoria Regina, 
Comte de Brazza, De Parme, and Belle de Chatenay. 

In a range of glass in the kitchen garden, divided into two plant 
houses, we observed some fine specimen Coleuses highly coloured, some 
good examples of Pelargoniums well flowered, and numerous Egg 
Plants carrying their healthy characteristic fruits. What a fine wall 
plant Ficus is 1 quite a dense mass of it forms a pretty and effective 
feature in the house. The useful and fragrant Stephanotis floribunda 
covering the roof was noticeable on account of its just coming into 
flower again for the second time this season. Much more might be said 
did space permit of this pleasant Thames side retreat, but enough has 
been written to show that advantage has been taken of its favoured 
position to render it enjoyable by its owner, who has done much to 
improve the property since it came into his possession some twenty 
years ago, and it is a credit to his gardener, Mr. Palmer.—B. C. 

OXALIS BRASILIENSIS. 

Many species of the genus Oxalis are pretty enough to be worth 

growing as greenhouse plants, and one of the prettiest of them is that 

here figured. It was exhibited recently by the Royal Gardens, Kew, 

at one of the fortnightly meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society at 

South Kensington, several pans filled with plants bearing umbels of rich 

rosy purple flowers being shown. The exceptional size of the flowers 

and their attractive colour, as well as their abundance on the 'plants, 

revealed in this species a greenhouse flowering plant worthy of atten¬ 

tion. It has Tulip-shaped tubers about 1 inch long, short-stalked leaves 

of the ordinary Wood Sorrel type, and graceful peduncles about 6 inches 

high, bearing umbels of from three to eight flowers. It should be 

planted in rich loam in well drained pans or pots, and started into 

growth in February. The flowers are developed early in June. By 

August the leaves will have withered, and the tubers should then be 

kept dry till the return of February. About six tubers in a 5-inch pot 

are sufficient ; larger pans or pots, if used, may have the tubers planted 

about 2 inches apart. The secret of growing and flowering many of the 

exotic Oxalises is in allowing them plenty of pot room, thin planting, 

rich soil, a good dry rest, and, whilst growing, a position near the glass 

in full sunshine in a greenhouse. O. brasiliensis is, as the name denotes, 

a native of Brazil, from whence tubers were sent to Kew some years ago 

by the late Charles Darwin. The late Mr. Giles Munby grew a fine 

collection of Oxalises, and many of the kinds grown by him are now at 

Kew, where every spring they make an effective display with their 

white, yellow, pink, and red flowers. 0. variabilis, 0..speciosa, O. lutea> 

O. floribunda, and that here figured we have noted as being particularly 

pretty pot plants. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Autumn Onions.—This is the term usually applied to the Giant 
Rocca type of Onion that is sown in the autumn and grown during the 
winter to bulb in spring or early summer. They are a grand class of 
Onions and should be grown in all gardens. Me have experimented year 
after year with the object of finding out the most suitable date to sow 
them, and have come to the conclusion that from the 25th to the 30th 
August is a safe period in the south. By safe we mean this :—If they 
are sown too early many of them will run to flower in the spring and 
never bulb well ; and, if sown too late they are very apt to ^suffer in 
winter, by being too small as well as being late in bulbing, but the 
point to aim at is to make sure of the majority bulbing without a hitch, 
and if sown during the period we name this will be secured. As to the 
best variety, they are all good if well treated. The Giant Rocca is an 
old one and good. The White Tripolis are quick in growth, but not very 
hardy ; a firm strong rich soil suits them best. If sown in rows many of 
them may be allowed to remain in the seed ground to bulb ; these and 
the others can be drawn up for use as salad in winter or to transplant in 
spring. As a rule the best bulbs arc produced by the plants that are 
left undisturbed in the seed rows, and this is particularly the case if the 
ground is well manured before sowing. We manure heavily, and dress 
at the same time with a good quantity of soot to prevent grubs from 
doing harm. An eye should always be kept to this. The best way of sow¬ 
ing we have tried is to draw drills 18 inches apart, 2 inches deep, and not 
sow too thickly. They are covered, trodden down with the feet, and the 
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ground then rolled. A firm soil suits them at all times, some of our best 
bulbs this season weighed 20 ozs. 

Spring Cabbage.—The young plants do not grow quickly. Where 
rain is still deficient they should be watered thoroughly now, and 
again when necessary. Where seed was sown early and the plants are 
now 3 inches or 4 inches high, water them well in the seed bed, then 
draw the largest of them and plant in a good piece of ground. The 
rows should be 2 feet apart, and IS inches from plant to plant suits 
most varieties. We hear of many winter greens having failed this 
season, and by planting the largest of the Cabbage plants, now many of 
them may become ready for cutting by December should the autumn and 
early winter prove wet and mild. If dry weather succeeds planting 
give water copiously until they are established. 

Late Turnips.—We are still dissatisfiel with our crops, have 
therefore sown again this week, and we would advise all who have any 
prospect of being deficient of this important crop to do the same. 

Tomatoes.—The majority of our indoor plants have been cleared 
out, as those in the open air arc ripening fruit freely, and our supply 
from them until frost comes is insured ; but the dry weather with the 
weight of fruit is very trying to them, and large quantities of liquid 
manure are requisite for their support. They are not growing very 
freely now, and require little pruning, but where the growths are 
luxuriant they should be pinched closely. 

Kidney Beans in Frames.—It is now too late to sow Kidney 
Beans in the open ground, but as there are many empty frames in gardens 
at the present time, a quantity of Ne Plus Ultra, or some other dwarf 
sort, should be sown in them. If they contain soil from which Carrots 
have been cleared, or any other vegetable, it may not be necessary to 
add more soil, but level it down, clear it of weeds, then open up drills 
15 inches apart and 3 inches deep, and sow the seed in them thinly. 
Give water if nec ssary, and do not put on the lights until frost or a 
low temperature threatens to injure them. These Beans will fruit much 
later than any in the open, as the lights can easily be drawn over them 
at night in October or November, and all who grow their latest Kidney 
Beans in frames will find them a most valuable crop. 

Late Celery.—As a rule spring Celery is planted too early. There 
is plenty of it ready now, and the winter stocks are well forward, but no 
one can expect to have good Celery next spring where it is almost full 
sized now. The best way of securing late Celery is to plant rows of it 
about this time, allow it to remain unearthed until winter to keen it 
hardy, and it will turn out fine and firm in the spring months. The 
best spring Celery we ever had was planted on the level ground on a 
south border. We placed some bracken between the rows in winter, 
and earthed the plants up in February by placing old leaf soil between 
them, and the produce was excellent. 

Old Crops.—Many crops are now becoming old and past use. The 
second early Cauliflowers are almost over. Peas, excepting the late 
ones, are withered up. Dwarf Kidney Beans have become too old on 
the early rows, and many things may be cleared off, but this is not 
always done promptly. It is no uncommon occurrence for crops which 
were over in August to be left until September or October before clear¬ 
ing them off ; this is very unprofitable, as old crops of the kind indi¬ 
cated are absolutely worthless, yet exhaust the land. The better way 
is to clear them off as soon as they are too old for use, and their place 
may always be filled with some kind of young crop. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Pines.—Suckers from the summer-fruiting plants will soon be ready 
to repot. It is well to divide the plants into two batches ; one, the 
strongest plants, should be shifted into their fruiting pots as soon as 
ready, employing 10 or 11-inch pots according to kind, affording them a 
position near the glass in a light airy house, keeping them gradually 
growing through the winter. The plants so treated will be readily ex¬ 
cited into fruit next May or J une, and will afford a good supply in late 
summer or early autumn. The other plants, suckers from the summer 
fruiters, not large enough to shift into fruiting pots, winter in the 
7 or 8-inch pots, transferring them to the fruiting pots as soon as ready 
in the spring, which, with suckers of Smooth-leaved Cayenne that were 
started last March, will provide a successional supply of fruit through 
the winter months. 

A re-arrangement of the plants should now be made in order to 
separate the fruiting from the non-fruiting plants, as many of those that 
were started from suckers of last summer’s fruiters will have fruit swell¬ 
ing off. Those plants not fruiting will have completed the growth, and 
should have air very liberally for the next six weeks, when the tempera¬ 
ture exceeds 80°, maintaining the bottom heat steadily at 80° ; and all 
plants well established—i.e., well rooted, should have a bottom heat of 
80° to 85°, but recently potted plants, or those not having roots well 
established in the fresh compost, maintain at 90°. 

Plants swelling off the fruit should have moderate atmospheric mois¬ 
ture, admitting a little air at the top of the house early in the morning, 
so as to allow of any superfluous moisture escaping before the sun’s rays 
act powerfully upon the fruit. Any fruit it is desired to retard should 
be moved to a rather cool or shady house, affording abundance of air. 

Figs.— Planted out trees in Fig houses not infrequently grow 
rampantly, and consequently produce thin crops of fruit. In that 
case root pruning may be resorted to, and the roots be confined to a 
border from 3 to 4 feet in width. If the drainage be defective it 
will be necessary to lift the trees in the autumn as soon as the leaves 
commence falling and replant in fresh soil. Place in 9 to 12 inches of 
rough stones or brickbats for drainage, and over them a covering of 

rather rough lime rubbish, using the finer parts for mixing with the 
compost in the proportion of a sixth to the bulk of turfy loam and a 
twentieth of crushed bones. In replanting, ram the soil well about the 
roots, for short-jointed fruitful wood cannot be so well secured by 
other means than by a solidified compost. The border should be 
24 to 30 inches deep. Should the drainage be good it will only be 
necessary to confine the roots to the narrow border, removing some of 
the old soil from amongst them, and top-dressing with fresh loam with 
an admixture of lime rubbish and crushed bones as above stated. If 
the loam be light add a sixth of clayey marl; if heavy, a sixth of 
road scrapings. The proper time to operate in the manner indicated 
is as soon in late summer or autumn as the foliage gives indications of 
maturing. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Earliest Forced Trees.—The leaves 
will soon be off, when loosen the trees from the trellis, clean the 
house, seeing to the needful repairs, and painting of the woodwork 
and trellis. The mulching and loose surface soil should be removed 
and fresh loam with a twelfth part of bone dust and a twentieth 
of wood ashes added, affording a moderate watering if the soil be 
dry. Whatever pruning is required should be done as soon as the 
house is put in order, but if the trees have been properly attended to^ 
very little work will require to be performed with the knife. Tress the 
trees with an insecticide. It is well to wash the whole of the trees by 
means of a brush with a soapy solution—say 4 ozs. softsoap to a gallon 
of water, adding a quart of strained tobacco juice, and if there be any 
scale a wineglassful of spirits of turpentine, keeping it well mixed by 
frequent stirring. In applying insecticides care should be taken to 
reach every part, and the brush should be used in such manner as not 
to injure or dislocate the buds. Trees cleaned and neatly secured to the 
trellis look far better than those left untrimmed until the latest period 
before starting. 

Late Houses. — The fruit is swelling well and requires very 
liberal supplies of water until the ripening is well advanced, when 
moderate supplies will be sufficient ; enough, however, should be given 
to maintain the foliage in a healthy state. Trees that are making gross 
wood, and have a tendency to late growth, should be marked for lifting,, 
an infallible remedy for indifferent setting and uncertainty of stoning. 
Any trees that do not ripen the wood well should be curtailed at the 
roots by taking out a trench, so as to detach the roots at about one-third 
the distance from the stem the trees cover on the trellis, doing it about 
the end of September or as early in October as the fruit is gathered. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Heliotropes.—To have really good plants early in the spring in 
5-inch pots for conservatory decoration cuttings should be inserted at 
once. They may be placed close together in 5 and 6-inch pots, and when 
rooted transferred into 3-inch, in which they can be wintered. The 
cuttings root freely if placed under handlights in a warm house and 
shaded from the sun. As soon as they are established in the small pots 
they should be hardened to greenhouse treatment. The shoots must be 
pinched from time to time, so that they may be dwarf and bushy by the 
early part of January, when they should be placed in their flowering pots 
and encouraged to grow. None of the plants intended for autumn and 
winter flowering should be pinched after this date. If practicable, place 
them where they can be protected at night in frames, but throw the 
lights off during the day. When there is a tendency for the temperature 
to fall at night below 45° the lights should be closed until morning. 

Cyclamens.—Twelve to fifteen months are required in which to 
produce large well developed plants in 5 and 6-inch pots from seed. 
Seed should be sown at once in pans filled with moderately light soil, the 
seed to be just covered with fine soil and the pans placed in a temperature 
of 60° to 65°. The surface of the pans should be covered with a square 
of glass with damp moss laid over the surface. Under these conditions 
new seed will quickly germinate, and as soon as this takes place gradually 
harden the seedlings to bear full exposure to the light, and afterwards 
grow them on a shelf close to the glass. 

Primulas.—Plants intended to flower in the early part of November 
will be strong and sturdy. These should have abundance of air, and the 
frames in which they are growing raised a few inches from the ground, 
so that the air will circulate freely amongst the plants and thus prevent 
the foliage drawing up weakly or damping. These should have a little 
artificial manure applied to the surface, for the pots should be full of 
roots by this time. This will assist the plants wonderfully and prevent 

. them for a time throwing up flowers, which will be an advantage, for 
they quickly appear as soon as the pots become full of roots and it is 
useless to pick them off ; the better practice is to prevent their appear¬ 
ance by keeping the plants growing. Successional plants will need 
careful watering, and the forwardest of them for early spring flowering 
may be placed at once into 5-inch pots and the remainder as soon as they 
are ready. The latest of all will not be ready for a month or five weeks, 
and some of the plants for even a longer period. These must have 
abundance of air day and night, for they are slightly drawn by shading 
rather heavier than usual during the hot bright weather we have ex¬ 
perienced. By admitting abundance of light and air from this date the 
plants will be in thoroughly good condition by housing time. 

Scabious.—Those intended for flowering indoors should be strong 
plants and ready for placing at once into 6-inch pots. They do well in 
good loam and one-seventh of manure. Plunge the pots outside in an 
open sunny position where they can remain until the approach of frost, 
when they must have the protection of cold frames or a light position in 
the greenhouse or any other structure. For flowering in spring seed 
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should be shown in a box or pan at once and stood in a cold frame. The 
young plants when large enough should be placed in 3-inch pots, in 
which they will pass the winter safely if given a position on a shelf 
close to the glass where the temperature at night will ran^e about 40°. 

Pinks.—A good batch of the common white garden variety and 
Mrs. Sinkins should be established in from 3 to 5-inch pots for forcing. 
For this purpose bushy plants should be lifted from the outside and 
potted. If these have not been previously prepared, strong cuttings of 
the former may be inserted thickly in sandy soil, and in a short time 
they will be well established if placed in a cold frame and kept well 
shaded. 

HE BEE-KEEPER. 
CYPRIAN AND OTHER FOREIGN BEES. 

CARNIOLIAN. 

Mr. G. Remmer wishes to know which of the breeds of bees are 
“ best suited to the cottager.” Taking everything into considera¬ 
tion, I place the Carniolian first on the list, not only for the 
cottager, but country gentlemen. They are hardy, have mild 
tempers, prolific, and good honey gatherers ; therefore, will com¬ 
mend themselves to every person who keeps or examines them. Of 
all breeds they are the least affected by crossing. The pure ones 
are equal to the crossed for honey gathering. Moreover, they, as 
far as I have experienced, are not so subject to disease as other 
varieties are. 

The most satisfactory way of securing these bees is to get them 
from some dealer. I have always placed myself in the hands of 
Messrs. G. Neighbour & Sons, and have advised others to that 
course, and I am glad to say there has never been the slightest 
cause for reflection. A Carniolian queen costs about 7s. Gd., and if 
a few cottagers in an isolated place would secure one and breed 
from, and secure pure fertilisation, it would pay them to supply 
queens and at the same time increase the pleasure and profit derived 
from bees. Introduce the queen to a good stock, with every pre¬ 
caution, so that she may not be killed. The safe method is to 
deprive the bees of the power of raising another queen from eggs 
or larvae, and to let the bees be queenless thirty hours. The safest 
method of increasing the stock is to allow it to swarm, or take the 
swarm artificially, and from the eighth to the tenth day after, not 
later, divide the bees and combs into nuclei. I frequently make 
twelve of these. The flying bees will be numerous on the one 
placed on the old site, and it must have fewest combs and brood, 
arranging and dividing the others, so as to equalise as much as pos¬ 
sible each respective nucleus. Attention must be paid to these, so 
that none lacks food or the queen be lost, and these attended to 
properly make the best of stocks for next year, but be careful no 
surplus drone comb exists or is allowed to be built, or it may cause 
disappointment. Excess of drone comb causes bees to swarm pre¬ 
maturely, lessening the yield of honey as well as profit to the bee¬ 
keeper. 

Unlike the Syrian bees, the Carniolian bees work well up to the 
day of swarming, but with this exception they surpass all other 
varieties when they have surplus bees to go to work. The Cyprians 
seem much of the same nature, and their crosses excel all others for 
honey gathering, but it is necessary to be careful to cross with the 
proper variety ; and when this is done swarming is a rare thing 
with them while they have room. This last is the key to success¬ 
ful bee-husbandry. It is a mere sham to work with standard hives of 
nine or ten frames, and expect surplus honey in quantity from 
them. The best help and advice to give bee-keepers is to show 
them the proper hive to keep and work bees in. I have described 
the cheapest and best hive, which the merest type in handling tools 
can make at a cost of not more than 2s. 6d. each. This present 
week I have had numerous visitors from long distances, who, not¬ 
withstanding the fine season, have had no honey from the standard 
hives. I showed them the produce from my commodious and 
cheap hives, and they were all equally astonished, and the locality 
here is not a good one for bee-keeping. 

I cannot speak for the future except from ten hives. I have 
queens for next year from two of them, two being set aside for that 
purpose. I lost one prime swarm totally and two others partially. 
I have taken 5 cwt. of super comb, while twenty-four stocks at the 
Heather, which, if all were put down, I should have from 8 to 
10 cwt. more, and if favoured with a fortnight’s fine weather 
between the 5th August and 31st, I have not the slightest hesi¬ 
tation in saying that these ten hive3 will give me a yield of con- 
eiderably more than a ton of honey in one season. 

The day before I wrote this an old man asked me to assist him 
taking off two supers from a hive swarmed three days before any of 
'mine. Both his supers were soiled, one with brood and the other 

by the bees daubing the combs all over, while the hive is under 
40 lbs. in weight ; the bees are supposed to be black ones. Not 
more than 100 yards distant from these bees is an apiary wrought 
upon my principle, whose bees have yielded even more than my 
own ; but they are foreign bees crossed, and “ cross ’’ they are- 
following intruders into the house, and stinging them there. This 
spitefulness, however, I attribute to the way they are handled. 

I hope these hints will assist Mr. Remmer in his purpose ; but 
do not expect big things uutil big hives are adopted. Large as the 
yield of honey has been this year it is not equal to 1876. That year 
I had above 6 cwt. supers from six hives, irrespective of the 
Heather honey. The real honey season did not last more than two 
weeks this year; the drought become too great and shortened the 
season, then July brought showers, but we are satisfied. 

There is one essential thing to know in bee-keeping, and that is 
to know the internal state of the hive, but if possible by experience, 
and not by meddling with them too much. In a future article I 
will give some information of aberrations in my apiary, some of 
them which even puzzled—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

P.S.—To prevent swarming too often practise excising royal 
cells on the eighth day after the prime swarm issues, or divide into 
nuclei. 

“ R. C., Kent," page 80, and Mr. G. Remmer, page 103, would 
like to own stocks of Cyprians if the price of queens were withm 
their means. I pen these lines to inform them, and others in the 
same fix, that there is a good time coming. 

For years (as nearly all know) 1 have made queen-rearing and 
introducing a deep study. I have wanted daughters superior to 
their mothers, and after trying everyone’s plan of queen-rearing I 
could not get a daughter better than her mother, though it was 
easy enough to get them worse. Cutting the queen cells out m 
chilly weather always resulted in a worthless queen. By careful 
observation, reflection, and experiment, I succeeded in getting 
improved daughters—queens that can fly well, even when laying 
3000 eggs per day, and whose muscular powers enable them to 
run about like spiders, finding every empty cell, and depositing an 
egg in it. Queens that cannot move quickly soon have their ovaries 
overcharged with eggs, when the ignorant think they are large and 
fine, even when they are not laying a quarter of what they ought. 
To get such superior queens a very strong stock is required, and 
the cells must not be cut out or in any way meddled with to chill 
them ; thus I could only get one queen instead of many. I began 
using my law of direct queen introduction to obtain serviceable 
queens, as by it I could calculate to the hour of hatching, and 
therefore what chilling they got was in their last stages. Not 
content with this, I followed up a clue, and now I can get the bees 
to keep them prisoners several days, and feed them in the mean¬ 
while. Thus I get now fully matured virgin queens without any 
cell cutting, and each one is able—and will do, if she gets a chance— 
to fly. 

So far, the above is important, but the queens require intro¬ 
ducing to stocks or nuclei for mating, and all the authorities say 
virgin queens cannot be introduced without risk and trouble. 
Well, I can now remove a laying queen from any stock and en¬ 
throne a virgin one, with no further trouble than just turning up the 
quilt and dropping her in—it does not matter whether the queen 
has only just come from her cell or been with other bees a week— 
and I can enthrone a fertile queen at the same moment I remove a 
laying one, in the same way. 

To test the value of the idea, I have sent quite a number of 
virgin queens by post to correspondents, and they have successfully 
introduced them, in accordance with my instructions. If the 
demand is great, I think the most superior bred virgin queens 
could be sold at Is. each. 

Superior virgin queens at a cheap rate would be an important 
factor in honey producing, especially comb honey—e.g., queens 
rarely lead off a swarm in the season they are bred in ; thus a 
stock could be brought up to swarming point with the old queen, 
and then replaced with a young one mated in a nucleus that had 
just begun laying. Such a stock would then not swarm, neither 
would it breed drones, nor would new hives be wanted for swarms. 

Cyprians.—These have proved grand workers, and with proper 
handling are like tumbling flies about; in fact, nothing could be 
desired under the heading of tameness. I had no hybrids to begin 
the season, so cannot speak of them. 

Syrians.—These require a little more care than Cyprians to 
handle ; but still they are quite as manageable. My imported 
(1884) queen was superseded early in the season, so their tale is 
short. Hybrids crossed with pure native black drones have again 
proved the best over all others ; in fact, I question if any cross 
will equal them for producing extracted honey, as it is always so 
clear and the bees so tame. I never saw them gather black honey, 
but beware of Syrians crossed with hybrid Italian drones. They 
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are perfect demons, and being very yellow they are dubbed by 
some dealers “ pure Syrians.” 

Carniolians.—I had one imported queen whose bees proved equal 
in viciousness to any I have ever seen. Some of them showed 
traces of yellow blood, so I am satisfied they are not pure. Mr. 
Benton has sent me another one, tested, and which he says is the 
most valuable one he has ever had. Both the queen and bees are 
quite different to the other. Putting aside their temper they are 
grand workers and breeders, but I succeeded in keeping them from 
swarming ; my plan seems to answer quite well, as I have never had 
a natural swarm since I practised it. 

Punic Bees.—I had the misfortune to lose my imported queen, 
I fancy she led off a swarm ; anyhow, 1 found she was missing at 
Whitsuntide and queen cells all sealed. These had piping queens 
on the 4th of June. I had counted four cells, but in reality there 
were ten. I left one in the old hive and enthroned seven in nuclei 
and other stocks. About the time of mating I found nearly all 
dead under the entrance. One I found “ balled,” which had just 
been mated, which I set at liberty, and which is all right now. I 
only got three queens laying ; the one in the old hive began laying 
in seven days, and after filling every cell with brood ceased laying, 
and finally disappeared. I have now only two left, but hope to 
get another imported queen this year. They have proved remark¬ 
able bees, leaving the suspected swarm out. They never were fed 
after November, yet they produced the first drones, and had I 
not cut out the cells they would have cast, and it would have been 
the first swarm in the district. As honey getters they cannot be 
beaten, but their great point appears to be their extraordinary 
hardiness. The bees are the smallest I have seen, while the queens 
when not laying are no larger than our native bees, which makes it 
rather tedious to find them. 

There has been no honey in this district since June ; the heat 
having dried the sap out of everything.—A Hallamsiiire Bee¬ 

keeper. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Sutton <fc Sons, Beading.—Illustrated Catalogue of Bulbs. 
Webb <fc Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge.—Illustrated Catalogue of Bulbs. 
John Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E —Catalogue of Bulbs, 

Fruit Trees, Boses, and Begonias. 
Charles Turner, The Eoyal Nurseries, Slough.—List of Carnations, 

Picotees, and Pinks. 
Charles Toope & Co., Stepney Square, Stepney, London, E.—Illustrated 

Catalogue of Heating Appliances. 
G. Shrewsbury, 122, Newgate Street, London, E.C.—Illustrated List of 

Heating Appliances, 

°o<> All correspondence should be directed either to “The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

SyringiDg Vines (F. J.).—If the foliage of the Vines is only a “little 
dusty, ’ you had perhaps better not syringe now the Grapes are nearly ripe. 
As they are Black Hamburghs they will probably be cut before the leaves 
change, and a heavy syringing can then be given with advantage. 

Small Nectarines (South London).—The fruits are small because the 
crop is too heavy and the tree enfeebled in consequence. When a tree 
makes “ no growth,” and is at the same time “ covered with fruit,” those 
fruits cannot be otherwise than inferior, and the tree may be so exhausted 
that a year or more may be necessary for its recovery. 

Chrysanthemums (S. B.).—The tops of these plants will strike freely 
now if inserted in sandy soil and kept close, moist, and shaded in a frame 
or under a handlight to prevent the leaves flagging. Three or four cut¬ 
tings rooted in 3-inch pots, well managed, and shifted into 5-inch pots will 
flower in the autumn, these small plants often being very handv for 
decorative purposes, J 

, Marvel of Peru (Esher).—We are glad your plants are giving so much 
satisfaction. Each of them will have produced a tuber, and after the 
plants are cut down by frost they may be dug up and the tubers dried and 
stored like Dahlias or Begonias. They will survive the winter in well- 
dramed soil if a thick layer of ashes be spread on the surface, and so will 
Dahlias. 

Nectarines Shrivelling (T. A.).—We can only account for the shrivel- 
hng of the fruit by exces-ive evaporation, the powerful sun extracting the 
moisture from them more quickly than it was supplied by the roots. We 
have known light shade, such as that afforded by hexagon netting, useful 

when the sun was extremely hot and inferior glass employed in glazing the 

Outdoor Vine (T. Marks).—You have done quite right in allowing 
some of the young growths to extend from the base and training them 
between the main rods. As there is no fruit on tie-e you had better cut 
back the laterals, so as to expose the young canes and the leaves as fully 
as possible, and they will mature the better and to a greater length. 
These canes, being strong, will bear fruit next year. 

, Layering? Carnations (J. Jarvis).—The sooner this work is completed 
the finer will be the plants for flowering next year. Those layered early 
will not pipe for flowering as a rule ; a few of them may, and the growths 
would have done so if they had not been pegged |into the ground. There 
is not much fear of doing ibis work too soon, and much more danger in 
deferring it too late. 

Coleworts (Groom and Gardener).—It is certainly not too late for 
planting these, and many gardeners would be glad to have such a fine lot 
of young plants as those you describe. Take no notice of your adviser, 
but at once put them out a foot apart in rows 18 inches asunder in any 
ground you may have at liberty, and you will find them very serviceable 
m winter and early spring. We have just planted several hundreds- 
without digging the ground, but it was not very hard. 

Tomatoes (Doubtful).—We will remove your doubts by informing you 
that flower trusses that are produced after this season of the year will be 
too late to be of any service, and therefore you cannot do better than top 
the plants in the open air and suppress all further growths that may 
appear; the fruit already set will then have a better chance of swelling 
and ripening. If some of the large leav- s shade the -clusters heavily 
either draw the foliage aside or cut some of it off. 

Coleuses (Amateur).—Under the circumstances you had better not 
attempt to preserve the old plants, as you clearly have not room for them 
and young plants will produce finer foliage and be more suitable for your 
purpose next year. Cuttings strike freely now in close warm frames, 
shading to keep the leaves fresh. You may insert one in the centre of a 
3-inch pot, or three or four round the sides of a larger, and in these pots 
the plants may be wintered on a shelf in a warm house, a dozen or two not 
taking up much room, and if you want more you can raise them in the 
spring. 

Palms and Cycads (C. R.).—These are totally distinct, and a Cycas 
cannot properly be exhibited in a class for Palms, nor a Palm in a class- 
fur Cycads.. Occasionally we have seen a class for “ Palms and Cycads ,r 
and both kinds can then be associated without fear of disqualification. 
There is no relation whatever between the two genera—indeed, botanically 
speaking, Cycas revoluta is more nearly related to a Fir tree than it is 
to a Palm. If you have cited the class accurately you were properly 
disqualified. * 

Marechal Niel Rose House (S. S.).—1, You are quite right in respect of 
the lantern ventilation, which should be continuous, and open the whole 
length of the house ; similar remarks apply to the side ventilation. 2, Three 
shoots to a plant would be sufficient, as it will allow of young growths being 
trained in from the base to take the place of the old rods after they become 
worn out. You may safely train two or more shoots to a wire, which will 
give a large number of blooms, besides affording choice at pruning, cutting 
out the old and weak growths, leaving the stronger and well ripened so as 
to insure large and well formed blooms. The blooms are very fine at 
Burghley. 

Strawberries (F. 0.).—Unless the rooted runners are very strong now 
and the soil very good you cannot expect a satisfactory crop of Straw¬ 
berries next year ; but very Btrong plants inserted now and well attended 
to afterwards will bear fine fruit next season. This is what forced Straw¬ 
berries do, and similarly strong plants may be had for planting out if 
equal care is taken in producing them. As a rule, Strawberry runners 
are not strong this year, and if yours are weak you had better not rely on 
them. If some of the crowns are thinned from the old plants, and the bed 
well soaked with liquid manure, they will perhaps bear a better crop next 
year than they have borne this season, and if you pick the flower trusses 
from the young plants if weak in the spring they ought to be in the best 
condition for bearing the following year. 

Coelogyne corrugata (Alpha).—This Coelogyne will do very well during 
the period of rest in the. Odontoglossum house where the night temperature 
ranges about 45°. It will do in this structure with these plants the whole 
year round, but is benefited during the season of growth by slightly warmer 
conditions. It .would do admirably during the growing season with 
Cattleyas and Ltelias where the night temperature is kept at from 60° to 
65°. If you cannot give this temperature you need not despair of cultivating 
it successfully in a cool house during the summer without the aid of arti¬ 
ficial heat, as long as you maintain a night temperature of 45° from October 
until May. This species does well in a pot or pan if potted in a compost- 
of fibry peat with lumps of charcoal freely intermixed. Liberal drainage 
must be provided, and the pot or pan used should be filled at the least one- 
third full. 

Lilium neilgherrense (Idem'1.—This has white sweet-scented flowers, 
which are funnel-shaped, and from one to three are produced on each 
stem, but generally only one. The flowers are larger than those of L. 
longiflorum. L. neilgherrense is synonymous with L. tubiflorum and, 
perhaps, L. Wallichianum. The stems attain a height of 3 or 4 feet, but 
Mr. McIntosh has grown it 7 feet high planted in a Bhododendron bed, the 
plant being one grand flower. This Lily does not require heat in its 
culture, and will do very well in a cool greenhouse or even planted outside. 
It will also bear gentle forcing. 

Gunnera scabra (T. A. Todd).—This plant is hardy in some positions, 
especially in the southern parts of the country. It will grow vigorously in 
a damp warm situation where it can be sheltered from rough cuttr.g 
winds. It is a noble plant, and has a very picturesque appearance in a 
position where it does well on the lawn or in the park. Some care is 
needed to protect its creeping rhizomes during severe weather in winter. 
For this purpose dry leaves or bracken are about the best materials that- 
can be used. The only method of propagation known by us is by division. 
Portions taken off should be potted and established in a cold frame, and 
planted out during genial weather in spring in good fertile loam that has 
been previously well enriched with manure. When once established out- 
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side the only treatment that is needed is protection during the winter in 
the form of such mulchings as are given to Globe Artichokes. 

Rudbeckias and Helianthuses (A.M.).—An authority on these flowers 
says: “ Both the specimens sent by you are forms of Helianthus rigidus, 
known also in the trade as Harpalium rigidum and Helianthus atrorubens. 
There if no such plant as H. japonicus—indeed, there is no Helianthus 
found either in China or Japan, and how it has come to be sent out ns 
such I cannot find out. This H. rigidus is a variable plant both in the 
wild habitats and under cultivation, varying both in height (from 14 to 
A feet), size and shape of leaves, and flowers. Rudbeckia is quite a dis¬ 
tinct genus, and may be readily recognised from Helianthus by its 
involucre, flower heads, and habit. Rudbeckia amplexicaulis is well 
worth growing for its curious conical disk and large ray florets; but it 
is only an annual, while the above is a perennial.” 

Alpine Strawberries (TF. S.).—They require the same treatment as to 
manuring the ground and general culture as Strawberries generally. They 
are best raised from seed, which if sown in a pan in any light earth in 
March, and placed in a mild bottom heat, will come up iu a few days, and 
should then be removed to a cold frame to harden off. If due attention be 
paid to watering the plants will grow rapidly, and when of sufficient size 
to transplant they should be planted out in beds, allowing 1 foot between 
the plants every way, Seed sown in spring usually furnishes plants for late 
autumn bearing, and the runners of the previous year planted in March or 
April bear abundantly early in autumn. The ground in which they grow 
should be well watered in hot dry weather, otherwise they cease bearing 
and become weak. It must be kept moist in order that they may bear 
■constantly. 

Red Spider (A. G. B.).—Gather your fruit as soon as possible aft=r it 
is ripe, then if you have a largo tub or cistern, dissolve 5 or G lbs. of 
softsoap in about 10 gallons of water in which 3 lbs. of quassia chips 
have been previously boiled for ten minutes, then add as much water to 
this as will enable you to dip your trees in so that the whole of the 
wood and leaves may become well wetted with this bitter water. If 
this is repeated two or three times at intervals you will soon get rid of 
the pest. For the future keep your trees well syringtd with a decoction 
of similar strength whenever the slightest signs of the enemy appear. 
Syringe your walls with the same mixture as that recommended above, 
add to it 5 lbs. of sulphur. After this the walls should be well coated 
over with a thick grouting made of lime cement, using the grounds of 
the quassia water to mix it with. This grouting should be well worked 
into the nail-holes, &c, in the wall by daubing the brush several time3 
against it. 

Clieilanthes odora (L. M. E.).—This Fern is rather difficult to cultivate. 
Half fill the pots with crocks, and have some sandy turfy peat chopped fine, 
pieces of Bandstone b-oken to the size of a Walnut, and some sweet hazel or 
yellow loam. Mix them together in the proportion of two parts of the sand¬ 
stone to one of the peat and loam, and if the very fine particles of the 
sandstone be sifted out all the better. In this mixture pot the plants rather 
high in the centre of the pots, and around them place pieces of sandstone, 
or rather plant so that they may appear growing from between stones, the 
pot being covered with these, and the loam and peat in the interstices. 
Give a good watering, and place in an airy and light situation in the green¬ 
house. This Fern will do best kept near the glass, and near the point of 
admission of air. If shaded from very bright sun until it becomes estab¬ 
lished all the better, and, though it will not grow in much shade, it is more 
free-growing when partially screened from the powerful mid-day sun. It is 
very impatient of stagnant moisture, and should never be very wet nor 
dust dry. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(E. Olearia Haasli ; 2, Veronica Traversi; 3, Rhus cotinus ; 4, 
Jasminum revolutum. (B. Paget).—1, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 2, A. 
flaccidum ; 3,*Nephrolepis tuberosa ; 4, Pteris umbrosa; 5, Gymnogramma 
chrysophylla; G, Adiantum decorum. (0. Egan).—1, Gaillardia picta; 
2, Achillea Ptarmica flore-pleno; 3, Helenium pumilum; 4, Nepeta teu- 
crioides. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 24th. 

BUSINESS steadying down, with good supplies of all classes of fruit. 

FRUIT. 

a. S. d. 8. a. R. a. 
Apples, 1 sieve. 1 6 to 8 6 Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0 to 12 0 

Nova Scotia and Peaches, dozen •• 2 0 6 0 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 Pears, dozen. i 0 1 6 

Cherries, 4 sieve .. .. 0 0 0 0 Pine Apples, English, 
Cobs, 100 lbs. Q 0 0 0 per ft. i 6 0 0 
Figs, dozen . 1 6 2 0 Plums, £ sieve. 3 0 4 6 
Grapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 St. Michael Pin*^, each s 0 6 0 
Lemons, case. 10 0 15 0 Strawberries, per lb. 0 0 0 0 
MeloD.each . 2 0 3 0 

VEGETABLES. 
s. a. 8. d. s. d. d. 

Artichokes, dozen .. .. 1 0 to 2 0 Lettuqe, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 e 1 0 
Beans, Kidney,per lb. .. 0 5 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
Beet, Red, dozen .. . i 0 2 0 Ouions, bunch.. .. .. 0 3 0 6 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches 2 0 3 0 
Brussels Sprout?, £ sieve 0 0 0 0 Parsnips, dozen .. .. i 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. l 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 5 0 
Capsicum?, per 100 1 6 2 0 ,, Kidnev, fer C’.vf. 4 0 0 0 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 Salsaty, bundle .. ,. 1 0 1 6 
Celery, bundle 1 6 2 0 Scorzouera, bundle 1 6 0 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 9 0 4 0 Seakale, basket .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Cucumbers, each .. 0 4 0 6 Shallots, per lb. 0 3 0 0 
Endive, dozen. 1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel .. .. 8 0 4 0 
Herbs, bunch. 0 2 0 0 Tomatoes, per ft. 0 4 0 6 
Leeks, bunch .. .. TT 0 8 0 4 Turnips, bunch .. .. 0 4 . 0 a 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

s. a. 8. d. s. d. B. a. 

Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen. 3 0 to 9 0 

Arbor vftse(golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen.. 8 0 6 0 

„ (common), dozen.. 0 0 0 0 „ Tricolor, dozen 8 0 6 0 

Asters, dozen pots .. 8 0 6 0 Glad.olus. 4 0 6 0 

Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 

Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 9 0 Lilies Valley, dozen 0 0 0 0 

Calceolaria, dozen .. 3 6 8 0 Lilinm lancifolium, doz. 12 0 18 0 

Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 

Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 Lobelia, dozen. 0 0 0 0 

Dracasna termiualis, doz. 80 0 60 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen (5 0 12 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 

Erica, various, dozen 0 0 0 0 Mask, dozen . 2 0 4 0 

Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen. 6 0 12 0 

Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 21 0 Palms, in var., each 2 6 21 0 

Ferns, in variety, dozen i 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen 6 0 12 0 

Ficus elastica, each i 6 7 0 „ scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 

Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 Spir»a, dozen. 0 0 0 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 

s. d. 8. a. 8. d. B. d. 

Abutilons, 12 bunches .. 2 0 to 4 0 Lilies, White, 12 hunches 0 0 to 0 0 

Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 ,, Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. S 0 6 0 Lily of Valley, 12 spray? 0 0 0 0 

Asters, 18 bunches .. .. 8 0 6 0 „ „ 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

,, French, bunch .. 1 6 2 0 Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 

Azalea, 12 sprays .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mignonette. 12 bunchea i 0 8 0 

Bluebells, 12 bunches .. 0 a 0 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 2 0 3 0 

Bouvardias, bunch .. 0 6 1 0 Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Camellias, blooms .. 0 0 0 0 „ White, English,bch. 0 0 0 0 

Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 Pansies, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

„ J2bnnohes.. 4 0 6 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunchea.. 3 0 6 0 

Cornflower, 18 bunches .. 1 6 3 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 0 

Dahlia, 12 bunches 8 0 6 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 6 

Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 Pinks, White, 12 bunche3 0 0 0 0 

Eucharis, dozen .. .. 4 0 6 0 „ various, 12 bunch 2 0 4 0 

Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 2 0 5 0 Poeony, 12 bunches.. .. 0 0 0 0 

Gladiolus, 12 spray3 i 0 1 6 Poinsettia, 12 blooms ,. 0 0 0 0 

Hyacinths, Roman, 12 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 

sprays 0 0 0 0 „ (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 0 

Iris, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 

Lapageria, white, 12 Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

blooms. 0 0 0 0 Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 ,, (indoor), dozen 0 9 1 0 

blooms. 1 0 1 6 „ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 0 
„ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 

bunch . 0 0 6 0 ., de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Lilinm longiflorum, 12 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 2 6 4 0 

blooms. 2 0 4 0 Tropisolum, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Liliura lancifolium, 12 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 1 0 

blooms. 1 6 8 0 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

GREEN CROPS. 

With pasture parched and browned by beat and 
drought the very mention of green crops lias a refreshing 
yet tantalising effect upon the mind. Who has green 
crops now, fresh, succulent, vigorous? Such crops are 
indeed few and far between, and the fortunate owners of 
them can command from .£1 to Jt3 per acre for those of 
moderate vigour from eager fiockmasters who are in 
difficulties about food for sheep. Really vigorous crops 
of Italian Rye Grass and Lucerne command exceptionally 
high rates just now, and they are always profitable, for 
even when not required in a green state they can be turned 
to account for hay or silage. Italian Rye Grass and 
sewage farming answer so admirably that some farmers 
regard the connection as inseparable. There can, how¬ 
ever, be no reason why heavy successional crops of this 
valuable strong-growing forage plant should not be had 
even in such a season as this in any soil, if only sewage or 
water is applied to it by means of a water cart and 
spreader. When sewage cannot be had 1 cwt. of nitrate 
of soda per acre applied immediately after each crop is 
mown, and well dissolved and washed in by passing the 
water cart over it a few times, insures growth after growth 
of surprising vigour and quickness. By this means we 
can command a crop, without it we are at the mercy of 
the weather. How absurd is it to hear good people loud 
in complaining of our fickle climate, of the baneful effects 
of a long drought, of a serious falling off in the yield of 
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milk owing to a scarcity of green food for their cows, yet 
failing to avail themselves of a means so simple and sure. 
About the cost? Of course, we take that fully into 
account, and a little consideration will show that the 
outlay for manure, water cart, and due provision for 
water storage is both wise and profitable. 

We desire also to call especial attention to the value 
of Lucerne, and we do so with feelings of regret and sur¬ 
prise that its value as a forage plant is so little recognised. 
Here is a plant of most easy culture, a hardy perennial, 
quickly established, and rooting so deeply down into the 
soil as to be literally drought proof, continuing to yield 
growth after growth throughout such a hot dry summer 
as this is, and yet fields of it are few and far between. 
Why this useful and invaluable plant is so much neglected 
passes our comprehension. We have known it intimately 
for upwards of thirty years, and yet even now farmers 
generally cannot be aware of its real value as green or dry 
forage for all the live stock of a farm. It should always 
be sown in drills so as to be kept clean by a horse 
hoe, and be heavily manured every spring. So kept 
clean and fed it may be left down from six to twelve 
years. The first piece we remember was grown specially 
for horses, and so valuable was it in the opinion of a 
certain noble lord that the soil between the rows was 
regularly broken up by digging forks every winter. It 
was mown four or five times between spring 2nd autumn, 
and the gross bulk per acre must have been many tons. 
Since then we have seen it growing both in rows and 
sown broadcast, and have invariably found it answer best 
in rows, the broadcast plots becoming so foul with weeds 
as to be comparatively worthless after the third year. For 
sheep folding it answers admirably, being as sound and 
wholesome for them as Sainfoin, and they can be taken 
upon it again and again for a full bite, when the other pas¬ 
tures are brown and bare. It is usually sown in early 
spring, and then affords one or two crops before growth 
ceases; but there can be no reason why it should not be 
sown as late as July or August if due care be taken to 
have the tender growth eaten off early in October. 

A calcareous subsoil is considered best for it, but so 
far as our experience goes we have reason to suppose it 
will answer in most soils. Far better is it to devote a 
field or two to so useful a crop as this than to waste land 
upon such a worthless plant as Prickly Comfrey. Let it 
not be thought, however, that these remarks are meant 
solely for the speculative or fanciful amateur. It is to 
the practical farmer, keen to turn every foot of his land 
to account, that we say Lucerne is a plant that should 
have a leading place among forage crops, and take rank 
with the best of them. We have shown cause why it 
should do so, and are very sure that no one will have 
reason to regret following our advice in this matter. It 
is as green food in summer that we value it most especi¬ 
ally in a time of drought, but there can be no doubt that 
as hay it is highly nutritious for horses. 

(To be continued.) 

WORK ON THE HOME EARM. 

That much of the plant of young layers has been destroyed by the 
drought there can be no doubt, and much Clover will have to be sown 
immediately after harvest to make good such losses. We have even 
heard inquiry made for Sainfoin seed for immediate sowing. Our own 
young Sainfoin has withstood the effects of the drought very well, but 
we are anxious about some permanent pasture sown in spring with corn. 
The plants came up well enough, but it has been a difficult matter to 
see any of them for the last month on the heavy land, and where the 
surface has contracted and cracked much many plants must be lost. 
The clearance of corn from the land will be followed as quickly as 
possible by the preparation for sowing green crops for late autumn and 
early spring use. Trifolium incarnatum is already sown. Where this 

has not been done let not a day be lost in doing it, for late sown Tri- 
folium is generally a failure. It is because we have had such failures 
in our own practice more than once that we warn our readers to sow 
quickly or not at all. For Trifolium to pass through winter in safety 
there must be a strong sturdy plant covering the surface in October. 
If the plant is so small as to be seen with difficulty, the crop may be 
considered a failure. Select a clean stubble, wffiich if left long should 
be cleared by harrowing, then sow the seed broadcast, and pass the 
harrows over again once or twice. If the surface is so coarse as not to 
cover the seed, well crush it with a light Barley roller, and finish with 
another turn of the harrows. Where enough rain has fallen to moisten 
the surface to a depth of a few inches stubble Turnips should be sown 
extensively. No doubt the roots from such sowingsi will be small, 
but they will prove very useful for sheep and lambs in early spring 
before the Rye is ready. On one of our farms the Swede plant is 
numerous enough, but is so backward that the lambs will be turned 
upon it to consume what growth there is at once, and the land will be 
ploughed for early Wheat sowings. Other land, which was prepared 
for early white Turnips, could not be sown at all, and will also be' 
turned to account for Wheat. Sowings of Rape and Mustard made now 
will probably afford a useful supply of green food late in autumn for 
the flock. Any such crops will enable us to save the grass for the 
lambing. Lamb tups should be procured not later than the first week 
in. September. They are low in price this season, excellent animals 
being sold for £2 apiece. 

THE HESSIAN FLY (CECIDOMYIA DESTRUCTOR). 

The British farmer has been talking of the Hessian fly ever since the 
period of the American Revolution in the days of good King George, 
and it is hard upon him that the insect should actually appear on these 
shores now, at a .time when the agricultural interest is so depressed, 
though it is Queen Victoria’s Jubilee year. But it was observed to occur 
in more than one locality last year, though' some entomologists had a 
doubt whether another species had not been mistaken for this notable- 
fly ; for in the same group of insects are several, also foes of the cereal 
crops, and in appearance, or even in habits, not unlike the much- 
dreaded pest. We may accept it, however, as an incontrovertible fact, 
that up to the year 1886 none but straggling specimens occurred in, 
England (if any), though the insect has been known as one of the most 
destructive amongst the “ blights of the Wheat ” for just a century. It 
should be stated, perhaps, that the appellation of the “ Hessian fly ” 
arose from a notion that the German mercenaries brought the plague- 
into the United States, but this wras proved to have been impossible. 
From 1786 onward, however, the Hessian fly has caused enormous 
destruction of corn in the American Continent, and extended itself over 
a great part of those regions where grain is an important crop. It has 
been conjectured that the primitive habitat of the fly is on the borders 
of Europe and Asia—i.e., about the shores of the Mediterranean, but 
this appears to me very unlikely, seeing that it was first found to be 
doing mischief in America, and I would rather assign it to that country. 
In Europe there is no record of its occurrence until 1834, in Minorca, or 
possibly 1833, in Hungary ; it is reported from France, Austria, and 
other countries now, the South of Russia being the last where it has 
caused alarm, but in the Old World as yet the injury done is trifling 
compared with the New, and all the researches of the American scientists 
and the persevering efforts of growers have failed to put an effectual 
check on its yearly propagation and ravages. 

Having thus touched briefly upon its general history I proceed to- 
describe the s'ructure and habits of this fly, called in science, very aptly, 
Cecidomyia destructor, and we have the advantage of Mr. Meade’s, 
examination of British-bred specimens, as recorded in the “ Entomolo¬ 
gist.” The perfect insect has the head and eyes black and hairy, the- 
antennae are rather long and brownish, the proboscis small and pink, the- 
thorax black, with two red streaks running from the neck to the base of 
the wings, the abdomen reddish brown, with regular black spots, which 
coalesce in some specimens, the legs pink, sprinkled with blackish hairs, 
the wings, transparent as usual, are also hairy. In the male flies the 
wings are longer and appear of a reddish tinge, and the legs are paler, 
but the females, on the whole, are the larger, and they seem to be more 
abundant than the males. The number of eggs laid by each female has 
been variously stated between ten and fifty ; probably the small estimate 
is nearest to the average, if the size of the egg is correctly reported. 
Like the larva of all flies, the maggot of the Hessian fly is legless, but it 
has just below the head a curious process or appendage, which the 
American observers call the “ breastbone.” It is found in several species 
of Cecidomyia ; the use is not known positively, but no doubt this in 
some way aids the larva in acquiring its food, the mouth organs being 
somewhat feeble. This maggot is oval and glossy, with the head not 
very discernible ; its skin dotted over by a number of tiny tubercles, in 
colour white or greyish. To the chrysalis or pupa the name of flax-seed 
is familiarly applied, from its likeness to that object. This, however, is- 
really the cast-off integument of the maggot, forming a puparium, in 
which the true pupa lies to await its transformation to a fly. This- 
puparium is brown, spindle-shaped, flattened, and each end is bluntly 
pointed. This pupa stage is of special importance, for the puparia are 
hidden in the stalks of the cereal, solitary often, sometimes two or three 
together, and it is by this agency the species travel from one district or 
country to another, as the flies themselves do not take long journeys. 

In most places where the Hessian fly has been under notice two 
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broods occur yearly, and the economy of the species is as follows, it 
being premised that the second brood is that of which we know more 
from the obvious results of its attacks. The autumn flies emerge in 
August or September from the pupae, which are almost invariably found 
above the second joint of the straw from below, and seek out the young 
Wheat or Barley (it is one of these the fly chiefly attacks) ; placing eggs on 
the sheath or young leaves, the larvae work their way gradually into the 
plants, which die off about the time the insects turn to pupae, in which 
state the winter is passed. Emerging about April, the next brood of 
flies finds the crop in an advanced stage of growth, and the larv® pro¬ 
duced in May and feed in, or between, the sheath and the stem. Here 

they lie in small parties of six or eight (fig. 22), 
and the stem, when they are increasing in size, 
bends at an angle and not unfrequently breaks 
at the point where the attack has been made, 
the ear if formed containing but a few dwarfed 
grains. By the time the corn is cut, or soon 
after, the insect has completed its larval ex¬ 
istence and is ready to journey elsewhere in its 
form of “ flax-seed ” during the autumn, for it 
does not seem probable that the pupae or “ flax¬ 
seed ” which are produced from the spring 
Wheat scatter to any distance. 

As full particulars concerning last year's 
visitation of the Hessian fly have appeared in 
this and many other journals, it is only needful 
to say that the first specimens noted in 1886 
were forwarded to Miss Ormerod from Barley 
fields near Hertford. Subsequent reports of its 
occurrence came from three other places in 
Hertfordshire, from Romford, Essex, and Luton, 
Bedfordshire. Later in the season the fly was 
found north of the Tweed near Inverness, 
and near Crieff, localities where its appear¬ 

ance is certainly singular. Though no complaints that I am aware of 
were made with reference to the spring brood on the early corn, it must 
have bred to some extent, for early in the summer of this year 
Wheat and Barley were found to be infected in several of the 
places which had produced the insect last year, and by degrees 
intelligence has come in of a number of fresh attacks, the 
districts being often wide apart, and as before both in 
England and Scotland. Mostly they are not spread over a wide 
area, I believe, except in South Lincolnshire, which has suffered con¬ 
siderably. It is not supposable that all these localities have been in¬ 
fected by the progeny of the flies noticed last year, we must conclude 
there have been new importations of the enemy. “ Where has the attack 
come from ?” asks Miss Ormerod, and Echo answers, “ Where 1” It is 
mysterious, but there can be no dispute that in the “ flax-seed ” or pupa 
state the insect must have come to us from the Continent or from 
America. Probability points to the former. That we should have 
escaped hitherto may be deemed an encouraging circumstance for the 
future, as we may hope the climate of Britain is not particularly favour¬ 
able for this fly, or it would have got a lodgment before, since the. pupae 
must have been brought over by accident. It is considered as proved 
they do not come in grain ; they must therefore travel in the straw, 
either when that article is imported as cargo, or when it is used for 
packing. An examination of what is called “corn rubbish” has yielded 
“ flax-seeds,” so that this medium may convey the insect from one 
locality to another in Britain. As yet, however, I cannot say it is 
clearly made out how pup® contained in foreign straw can be distri¬ 
buted over our corn fields. One way that has been suggested is this—To 
London, and to some other towns, quantities of goods are sent from 
various countries of Europe packed in straw, the surplus of this is sold 
off by wholesale houses, and next reaches stables, where it is finally con¬ 
verted into manure, and then is made use of by farmers or market gar¬ 
deners. If so, we ought to have the Hessian fly about Kent, especially 
near the Thames and the Medway, for we receive much London manure. 
We are also in frequent communication with the Continent, but I have 
no report of it at present. Possibly the Kentish soil does not produce a 
growth of Wheat and Barley agreeable to the insect, owing to its being 
generally chalky, and it may thrive best where the plants are on clayey 
or loamy soil. And it has been surmised that the Hessian fly is a lover 
of moisture ; if such be the case, then we may presume that had 1887 
been a wet instead of a dry summer, we should have found a greater 
abundance of the insect. 

However matters may be abroad, our peculiar circumstances indicate 
that, in this island, we ought not to have much difficulty with the foe. 
Mr. Palmer, who has had a good deal to do with the Hessian fly on his 
Hertfordshire farms, advocates high cutting, so that the insect may be 
left in the stubble ; this is afterwards to be collected and burnt. In 
theory this is excellent, but in practice the plan is inconvenient to 
carry out. Others have advised burning off the stubble under any 
circumstances where a crop is affected, because it is sure to contain 
some “ flax-seed.” < The Americans are understood to disapprove of 
this, because in this way not only is the fly killed, but sundry parasitic 
enemies that prey upon it are destroyed too. Late sowing is one of 
the most effective means of stamping out a brood, the autumn flies 
having then, on emergence, no young plants to deposit eggs upon, and 
die off harmless. Ploughing over infected fields directly after the crop 
has been removed will kill some pup®, and the siftings of threshing or 
dressing machines should be burnt, as recently advised by the Govern¬ 

ment Commissioners. Certain varieties of Wheat are hard-stemmed. 
These are seldom attacked by the fly, and in any case, whatever inter¬ 
feres with the healthy growth ot the crop, subjects it to the danger of 
being infested. Another important point is to attend to the rotation of 
crops. When cereals have been visited by the insect, the next year 
leguminous or root crops should be grown on the fields, if possible. 
Where the occurrence of the pest amongst young Wheat is known or 
suspected, it should be dressed in spring with lime, soot, sulphur, or 
even salt, applied when the plants are moistened by dew or rain.—■ 
Entomologist. 

> | To the above interesting account of this destructive enemy to impor¬ 
tant crops we append illustrations, representing its various forms, with 

Fig. 23. 

explanatory notes, for which we are indebted to Messrs. E. Webb and 
Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge, in whose farm seed catalogue the figures 
appear with a history of the enemy, and suggested methods for pre¬ 
venting its attacks. 

“ In the illustration (fig. 23) we have shown natural size at A, B, C, 
and D, the eggs, maggots, chrysalids, and perfect insect belonging 
to the Hessian fly. Underneath at E, F, G, and H, the same stages of 
growth are shown enlarged five diameters. The eggs are shown at A, at 
the base of a Wheat leaf ; at B the maggots, often six or eight in number, 
have emerged from the eggs, and are shown as grown to fully mature 
examples ; at C the maggots have fixed themselves close to the stem, and 
after a lapse of five or six weeks have taken on the brown chrysalis or 
‘ flax-seed ’ condition ; at D the perfect Hessian fly is shown as it emerges 
from the chrysalis—i.e., when the latter is about ten days old. The 
mischief is caused by the maggots, which fix themselves on the young 
corn, or when the corn is older, near the three lowest joints of the stem 
or close to the root, and there suck the juices of the plant. The effect of 
this injury is that young plants are killed, and the stems of older plants 
are so greatly weakened that the ears only produce a few grains at 
most, and the corn stem itself commonly bends abruptly down to the 
ground, either from the root or from one of the joints a little above it.”] 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lit. 51° 82' 40" N.; Ling, 0°8' 0" W.; Altitude, U1 feet. 
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Dry. Wet. Max. Min. 
In 

sun. 
On 

grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. Iu. 
Sunday . 14 29.997 57.6 51.5 N.W. 64.7 68.0 52.0 118.2 51.7 _ 
Monday. 15 30.053 57.7 519 N.E. 64.3 71.2 42 5 98.4 40.3 _ 
Tuesday .... 16 29.770 59.6 55.4 N.E. 633 65.7 53.2 80.4 52.0 0.609 
Wednesday.. 17 29.789 56 7 55.6 E. 62 2 66.2 53.2 92.6 53.0 1.437 
Thursday.... 18 29.877 59 2 54.7 N. 60.6 66.4 51.6 105.7 50.6 
Friday . 19 29.952 57.5 53.9 N.W. 60.2 67.8 48.8 1146 45 0 _ 
Saturday ... 20 29.881 54 6 52.4 N.E. 59.8 66.4 51.4 105 8 50.2 0.062 

29.903 57.6 53.6 622 67.4 50.1 102.2 49.0 2.108 

REMAKES. 

14th.—Fine, bright, and cool; cold at night. 
15ill.—Bright early, but cool; fog, unusually dense for the time of year, from 930 td 

10.30 AM , and hazy after—a regular autumn morning; fine afternoon. 
16th.—Dull all da? with spots of rain. 
17th.—Heavy rain from midnight to 1A.M., and from 4 30 to 6 A.M.; dull showery morning; 

fine afternoon, with some sunshine: thunder commenced about 5.30 P.M., and from 
6 30 to 9 an exceptionally severe thunderstorm prevailed, with 1*42 iu. of rain. 
This was the first rain of the month. 

18th.—Fine and pleasant and generally bright; lightning in evening. 
19th.—Fine and pleasant, though cloudy at times, especially in the afternoon. 
20th.—Overcast early, cloudy morning, then bright t ill about 4 P.M., followed by a heavy 

shower and unsettled evening. 
A variable and unsettled week, terminating a period of ten successive weeks with a 

temperature above the average, being 7® colder than the preceding week, and about 8® 
colder than the average. The rain on the 16th terminated a dry period of seventeen days, 
aud broke up the second drought of the summer.—G. J. SYMONS. 
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1 TH Newcastle Show (last day). Paisley Show. 
o F Fruit and Dahlia Show. Crystal Palace (two days). 
3 S 
4 Sun 13th Sunday after Trinity. 
5 M 

Tu 
7 w Sale at Stevens’ Rooms. 

.- i, BLOTS IN GARDENS. 

PERHAPS there are few gardens in which 
something cannot be found that fails to 
meet the approval of the critical spectator, 
who is at the same time a practical culti¬ 
vator and a man of taste. It is beyond the 

^ power of any gardener to have everything j ust as 
cFc it should be at a given time, simply because the con- 
^ trolling elements are uninfluenced by his will. And 

if a manager of admitted ability and with ample re¬ 
sources at his command cannot pleasehimself in that respect 
it is not to be expected that one less favourably circum¬ 
stanced can please others, and a blot more or less 
prominent will be apparent. But when the blots that 
mar the generally fair escutcheon are so few and obscure 
that they cannot be seen without a search, they only 
show in greater relief the prevailing excellence. 

No doubt the impression conveyed of a garden is 
influenced by, so to say, the nature of the vision of the 
observer. Everything looks blue to the wearer of blue 
spectacles, and if a predisposition exists to find fault an 
object always seems to be created for the occasion. 
Whether it is singular or natural that such should be 
the case matters not; it is enough, and more than enough, 
to know that the proposition is true. Say something or 
do something that is not approved, or, to put the case 
stronger, resented, and what is done after that, however 
right and good in itself, is not always seen in its true 
and real colour and character. When the mind is made 
up to And fault, fault will be found, and whatever the 
intended victim may do to avert it will be vain. A 
person can find fault with anything, no matter what, if 
he desires to do so, and find blots at every step and 
turn. Nor is it difficult to magnify the smallest specks 
into almost hideous monstrosities. The existence of what 
may be termed those psychological iieculiarities cannot 
be ignored, and no harm can be done in recognising 
them. On the other hand it is just possible that a 
measure of good may result, for it is conceivable, if not 
certain, that the mind may be unconscious of the pos¬ 
sibility of error, even if that which is fair be made foul 
by the nature of the glass through which it is seen. 

Gardens for the purpose of these notes will not be 
inspected under glasses that distort, nor is it necessary to 
make a minute search for a blot that exists in so many of 
them; it is absent from some, but apparent in most and 
flagrant in not a few. “ What,” may be asked, “ is this 
terrible and almost ubiquitous blot that has been allowed 
to remain so long without a protest against it.” The reply 
is, Protests have been many, but have not perhaps been so 
forcible, nor have had the prominence accorded to them 
that the subject demands. The blot in question is the 

habit—the time-honoured, bad, thoughtless, and slovenly 
habit—of permitting worthless crops and useless growths 
to occupy space and ground for weeks, and in some cases 
months, after they ought to have been cleared away. 

In gardens innumerable stately rows of Lettuces may 
be seen with stems 3 or 4 feet high, that are worse than 
worthless there, for it will be safe to say not one out of a 
hundred of them will ripen seed that will be gathered and 
applied to a profitable purpose; and if the saving of seed 
were the object, half a dozen plants would furnish more 
than enough for the whole of the demands of next year. 
That, however, is not the object of the cultivator of bolted 
Lettuces, and, as a rule, the utmost expected from them 
are a few crisp stems for pickling or preserving, and six 
plants would give these as ■well as six hundred. This 
crowding of gardens with useless growth not only seriously 
mars their appearance, but prevents the growth of some¬ 
thing else that might be serviceable, at the same time 
draining the earth of its virtues in the most needless 
manner. 

Again, it is not uncommon to see large spreading 
Cauliflower plants, some from which the heads h we not 
been cut, hence assuming shrub-like proportions, while 
the leaves of others of the plants that have been cut ex¬ 
pand in consequence to unusual dimensions, and there 
remain. What is the result ? Unsightliness. It is that, 
and a great deal more, for it is not too much to say that 
in many cases the growth that is thus allowed and which 
is quite useless takes more virtue from the soil than was 
extracted in perfecting the heads that were cut and used. 
Such blots as those, with the attendant waste, ought not 
to be seen in gardens. 

This is written in the full knowledge that scores of 
men whose duty it is to cultivate gardens and keep them 
in order are seriously overworked. Such men may justly 
plead they “cannot do everything.” But if they have 
time to cut Lettuces and Cauliflowers they have time to 
pull the plants up. Then why cannot they be pulled as 
they are wanted, and the unsightliness and needless soil 
exhaustion prevented ? It is a question of habit and 
nothing more. As to the surplus plants that are not cut, 
surely they can be.more easily and quickly pulled and 
wheeled away when they are comparatively small than 
when as large again, and consequently make twice as 
many barrowloads, the land in the meantime being seri¬ 
ously impoverished. With a better system and more 
promptitude in action many an overworked gardener might 
save himself some labour, and at the same time conserve 
the resources of the soil, and contribute to the neatness 
that makes gardens so agreeable. 

How many rows of dwarf Kidney Beans are there in 
gardens now that have ceased yielding crisp, fleshy pods 
for weeks past? No one can say how many, but a few 
readers will not have occasion to travel far to find some. 
Why are the rows left ? For seed? Nothing of the kind. 
A few Beans may be saved, but the vast majority of the 
plants, more or less laden with ripening seed, will some day 
he cleared away to the rubbish heap, and with them at 
least ten times as much potash as was appropriated up to 
and during the time the pods were gathered for use. That 
was perhaps not thought about; all the more reason, then, 
that the fact should be mentioned. 

Nor is the loss indicated the only result of leaving 
the useless plants to exhaust the soil and themselves. 
They become the host and the happy hunting ground of one 
of the most insidious and destructive garden pests— 
the red spider. Millions of these have been nurtured 

No. 375.—Yol. XV., Third Series. No. 2031.—Voi. LXXVII., Old Secies. 
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this season by crops that ought not to have been per¬ 
mitted to encourage and support them. “ Cannot help it,” 
does someone say ? “ no time to pull them up.” “ No 
time ! ” How much longer would it take to clear away a 
row of the Beans than it took to gather the last dish 
that was used from the plants? It would not take a 
minute longer; indeed the plants could have been drawn in 
less time than could a “ last dish ” when fresh pods are 
scarce and have to be sought for over a considerable 
length of row. There may be many too old, but the 
existence of these, that ought not to be there, is sufficient 
evidence of the fresh ones being few, and the plants could 
be drawn in less time than the dish could be gathered ; 
yet they remain week after week—for the spider. 

Passing through a Peach house the other day the 
writer observed to his guide—“I see you have a little 
spider here.” The trees were nearly devoured. The 
complacent reply was, “Yes, they came off them Beans.” 
No doubt that was so, and “ them Beans ” on the border 
close to the front ventilators had not afforded a green 
pod for a month, yet every plant of them could have been 
cleared off in ten minutes, and tens of thousands of the 
“ spider ” kept at a distance from the Peach trees. 

Negligence in removing waste vegetables and profitless 
crops does not pertain to the best managed gardens, but 
in many of the other kind this great blot is much too 
conspicuous to be overlooked.—Observer. 

L2ELIA ANCEPS JN THE OPEN AIR. 

For several years Mr. A. H. Smee has grown many of the 
cool Orchids in the open air in his celebrated garden at The Grange, 
Wallington, with remarkable success. This year several plants were 
placed out as usual in June, and they all appear to be thriving better 
than ever. The recent hot days and cool nights seem to have suited 
them admirably, judging from the strong growths the plants are 
making, especially Odontoglossum Alexandras and Oncidium 
crispum, some of which are forming their flower spikes. This 
season, in addition to those subjected to the above treatment, a few 
large pieces of Lfelia anceps were placed out on a platform above a 
small stream, where they receive the direct sunshine, and during 
the middle part of the day the boards on which the plants stand 
have been almost too hot to place the hand on ; nevertheless new 
leaves and bulbs are now partly made, and in almost every one the 
flower spikes are appearing. When in the houses they were of the 
ordinary green colour, but at the present time their character is 
entirely changed, the young leaves are a fine bronzy red without 
spot or blemish. Mr. Smee has an idea that the blooms, as well as 
the foliage, will obtain a deeper colour. The whole of the plants 
enjoy the heavy dews at night. During some evenings the leaves 
are as wet as though they had been watered with the fine rose of a 
water pot.—W. 

THE GLEN, LEWISHAM. 

The admirable collection of Orchids in the possession of Dr. 
Duke is still increasing, and year after year he has to build more 
houses to accommodate his treasures. Probably in no other garden 
could Orchids be seen packed so closely together in such numbers, 
for the pots are touching each other on the stages, and the pans, 
blocks, and baskets, are hanging on the wires above as thickly as it 
is possible to get them ; not an inch of space is wasted. In the 
Odontoglossum house, although the stages are wide, it is necessary 
to run a wire from end to end to prevent the plants falling off. 
This may appropriately be termed a houseful. One would hardly 
expect to find such luxuriant growth and bloom from this kind of 
treatment, but it is a fact that the plants are flourishing at least 
equal to any in the most noted establishments, where they are 
arranged with scarcely the foliage of one touching its neighbour. 
O. madrense has made large bulbs, and is flowering. A small 

house, the roof of which is devoted to Barkerias, is a remarkable 
sight. There they hang in baskets and on blocks, with splendid 
growths and a forest of roots. The leaves are quite close to the 
glass, and receive the greatest amount of light without direct sun¬ 
shine. They are liberally supplied with water during the growing 
period, and in addition, the mass of plants beneath most certainly 
give up a natural moisture, which greatly benefits those above. 
When required, a hot-water pipe is at command just under the 
roof. 

The Phalaenopses are in an adjoining house, with Dendrobiums 
growing freely, and the new Ccelogyne Forstermani and C. Sander— 
iana breaking strong in fine specimens. The old Cattleya house 
contains some large plants of the useful Ccelogyne cristata in its 
several varieties, Lselia anceps, and a host of other kinds. In the 
new' house, where there are side tables and a centre stage arranged 
in ledges one above another, are hundreds of Cattleyas, Loelias, &c., 
showing sheaths, while a few are in bloom, including a fine form 
of C. Sanderiana and an equally good C. crispa superba. 

The show house is in three divisions, and considering the time 
of year presents a lively appearance, being tastefully arranged with 
Caladiums, Maidenhair Ferns, &c. One of the first objects to 
attract the visitor’s attention is a fine specimen of Oncidium 
Harrisoni in a pan carrying ten strong spikes with numerous 
blooms ; Cattleya bicolor, C. eldorado splendens, C. Gaskelliana, 
C. Leopoldi, C. gigas, and C. velutina, Aerides japonica, A. Field- 
ingi, Ccelogyne speciosa (Horsman’s variety), having green petals 
changing to bright yellow, chocolate throat, with a pure white lip 
this is far superior to the ordinary form ; Odontoglossum bicton • 
ense alba, 0. cordatum, O. Pescatorei, O. Uro-Skinneri, Oncidium 
dasytyle, 0. crispum, 0. longipes, 0. Warneri, 0. tigrinum, Pro- 
menaea Russelliana, Trichopilia fragrans, Lselia xanthina, and 
Cypripedium Lawrrenceana attract notice. Also showing flower 
are Cattleya Dukeana, described by Professor Reichenbach to be 
intermediate with C. bicolor and C. Leopoldi ; Cattleya Bow- 
ringiana, one of Messrs. Yeitch’s plants, look distinct from those 
recently imported, and some of which are growing well. In another 
house Miltonias in variety are also showing well for bloom. 

In the lower division, with a few choice stove plants, are the. 
Odontoglossum vexillariums in numbers, and Cypripediums. 
Among these are healthy established plants of C. Sanderiana. Ii> 
another house plants of Oncidium Jonesianum are doing well on 
bare blocks of wood. Phabenopsis Esmeralda is represented by 
several plants growing very cool, and making large leaves and thick 
fleshy roots. Another span-roofed house is in course of erection 
for Cattleya gigas. Of this there is a fine lot. Dr. Duke is a 
skilful grower, and a close observer of the wants of each in this, 
beautiful family of plants, and he may well be proud of such a. 
rich collection.—G. W. C. 

PHAJU3 GRANDIF0LIU3. 

Every attention should be paid to encourage a strong vigorous- 
growth of this useful old plant, for upon this depends the strength 
of the flower spikes. Plants with luxuriant growth will produce 
flower stems 4 feet in length, and have a conspicuous appearance in 
early spring either in the Orchid house or in association with 
decorative plants in the conservatory. For grouping for effect few 
plants are equal to this. To insure strong growth the plants should 
be liberally supplied with stimulants in a weak state. For this 
purpose clear soot water and liquid made from cow manure will 
be found most beneficial. These stimulants can be given alter¬ 
nately every time the plants need water at their roots.—G. P. 

CALANTHES. 

The earliest batches of these plants will have made large pseudo¬ 
bulbs with healthy luxuriant foliage, provided they were strong to 
commence with, and have since been liberally treated. It is not 
unusual to find the largest of pseudo-bulbs, through not being well 
ripened, only producing very ordinary sized flower spikes. This 
non-ripening is a serious drawback. Growth produced late in the 
season when there is an absence of light, or when it is prevented 
reaching the plants by overshading, is certain to result in degenera¬ 
tion. More Calanthes have degenerated through immature growths 
than from any other cause. To grow and ripen the plants well 
they must not be started into growth late in the season, but early, 
then gradually ripened after the completion of growth. Premature 
ripening is an evil that must be avoided. Water must not be sud¬ 
denly withheld, as is too frequently the case, but gradually, and' 
with caution ; in fact, the supply must be diminished on the same 
principles as it is given to the plants during their first stages of 
growth. Light and air must also be increased, so as to bring the 
growth of the plants to a standstill as naturally as possible. This 
treatment will insure successful results, while the opposite will 
sooner or later end in failure.—B. W. 
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C YPRIPEDITTM PRA13TAN3. 

This very interesting Cypripedium was shown by M. Linden of 
Brussels at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, 
and attracted much attention by its being introduced from New' 
Guinea. It presents a peculiar combination of the characters of 
several species—C. Stonei, C. Rcebelini, and C. Parishi being all 
represented in some portion of the flower, but the resemblance of 
the lip to that of C. Stonei is very marked, the sepals and petals 
partaking more of those of the other two species. The dorsal 
sepal is light yellow with dark bars, very distinct and clearly 
defined ; the petals are 4 or 5 inches long, twisted, 
and undulated at the base, which is green with 
a dark central bar margined with a number of 
dark beads and a few hairs ; the upper portion 
of the petals is green, slightly veined with a 
darker shade. The lip is pale green, with fine 
slightly darker veins, and the staminode is of a 
darker yellow tint than the rest of the flower, 
with small nodules at the side and a fringe of fine 
hairs. Though the plant exhibited was small, a 
vigorous habit was indicated, and C. praestans pro¬ 
mises to make a fine addition to the list of these 
Orchids in cultivation. 

We are indebted to M. Linden for the fol¬ 
lowing particulars :—Cypripedium praestans was 
introduced into Europe at the beginning of 
December, 1886. Professor Reichenbach, who 
described it soon after its arrival, from some 
specimens preserved in alcohol, announced it 
to the orchidists as “ a very great surprise.” It 
had formed part of an important con¬ 
signment from New Guinea sent by the 
Lindenian collectors, who were then, 
and still are, exploring that mysterious 
island, so rich in beauti¬ 
ful plants of all species, 
but so dangerous to “ open 
up.” This consignment, 
which was expected to 
contain other marvel¬ 
lous species of Cypripe- 
diums, Vandas, Phalse- 
uopses, Dendrobiums. &c., 
arrived in Europe, after 
numerous delays, while 
severe frosts were being 
experienced, and very few 
plants could be saved ; 
nearly all perished with 
■the exception of a few 
dozen of Cypripedium 
prsestans and a few other 

■Orchids. In the month of 
March the surviving 
plants passed into the 
hands of the new Society 
just founded by Messrs. 
Linden at the “ Parc Leo¬ 
pold," Brussels. This 
new establishment, con¬ 
structed specially for the 

■introduction of Orchids, 
will be inaugurated at an 
•early date, and will be 
of great importance. The 
company, which has taken 
over existing missions 
in search of new plants, 
and organised several 
others, received in May 
•of the present year from 
■a fresh consignment, which 

the commencement of 

the same quarter of New Guinea, 
o -1 - arrived this time in the best condi- 

tion. Amongst other species of great value were some fine 
roots of Cypripedium prsestans ; this species is thus now per¬ 
fectly represented in Europe. It was in the month of June last 
that a specimen of the first importation flowered for the first time, 
it was a plant much more vigorous than that which appeared at the 
meeting of the 23rd of August at South Kensington. The flower 
steni bore five large blooms expanded at once. This inflorescence 
nas been sent to Professor Reichenbach after having served for the 
portrait which will appear, together with Catasetum Bungerothi 
var. Pottsianum (a charming variety, dotted with carmine, of that 
•other beautiful introduction due this year to the investigations of 

the Lindenian collectors) in “ Lindenia ” at 
the present month. 

SOBRALIA MACRANTHA. 

This is a beautiful Orchid, and although the individual blooms 
do not last long, others quickly follow, therefore a succession is 
produced over a lengthened period. It is a plant of comparatively 
easy culture, and may be successfully grown in an ordinary plant 
stove ; in fact, the conditions of such a structure appear to suit it 
exactly. It will also thrive satisfactorily in the East Indian house 
(with Aerides, Vandas, Saccolabiums, and other heat-loving plants), 

where the winter temperature, from October to 
March, ranges from 65° to 70° at night, accord¬ 
ing to the weather, with a rise by day of 5° or 
10°, the summer temperature of the same 
structureJieing kept 70° to 75° at night, and 
80J to 90° by day, or even higher by sun heat. 
Sobralia macrantha will also grow luxuriantly 
in the Mexican house with many Oncidiums, 
Cattleyas, Lselias, and others that require a 
winter temperature of 60: at night, falling 2° 
or 3° towards morning during severe weather ; 
summer temperature, 65° to 70° at nmht with 
a rise of 10° or 15° by day. It would be diffi¬ 
cult to say under which of these conditions it 
does best ; we prefer, however, to subject our 
plants to the temperature of the Mexican 
house. 

During the season of growth it requires a 
moist atmosphere and light shade, but the plant 
must only be protected from the strong rays of the 

sun. Overshading must not be prac¬ 
tised, for abundance of light is essential 
to solidify the growth as it is made, 
and such growth is iessential for free 

flowering. Liberal sup¬ 
plies of water should 
be given and the foliage 
syringed, but during 
the season of rest con¬ 
siderably less water is 
needed ; in fact, only 
sufficient to keep the 
roots and stems 
healthy. The supply 
must be gradually in¬ 
creased as the season 
advances, as well as 
the amount of mois¬ 
ture in the atmosphere, 
and at the completion 
of growth it must be 
carefully and gradually 
diminished. 

In potting, the com¬ 
post should not be 
raised above the rim 
of the pots, as is the 
case with many Or¬ 
chids. It is best 
grown in p^ts, drained, 
say 3 inches in a 12-inch 
pot, and more in pro¬ 
portion according to 
the size used. The 
compost should con¬ 
sist of rough fibrous 
peat in which mode- 
rate-sized lumps of 
charcoal may be freely 

, intermixed. When 
plants become too large they bear division much better than many 
Orchids, and if this is done just before the roots start growing, 
good flowering plants soon become established.—M. B. S. 

ODONTOGLOSSUJf VEXILLARIUM. 

Varieties of O. vexillarium are numerous, but one, of which r. 
flower has been sent by Mr. James Cypher, is very distinct and 
pretty. It is one of the medium-flowered forms, with bright rosy 
petals ; the sepals lighter but well proportioned ; the lip large, deep 
crimson at the base, white at the margin, and the upper pirt rosy 
purple. It is a well-shaped flower, but the colouring renders it 
remarkable. 

Fig. 24.—Cypripedium pb,estans. 
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Rain in London.—Rain fell heavily in the metropolitan district for 

several hours on Tuesday night, and will be of incalculable benefit in 

parks, gardens, and fields. 

- We shall be glad if any reader who may happen to possess 

a spare copy of the “ Gardener's Year Book for 1879 ” will for¬ 

ward it to us or to Mr. W. Watson, Royal Gardens, Kew, it being re¬ 

quired to complete the set in the Herbarium library there. Stamps 

will be sent for a copy of the work on its arrival. 

- The Crystal Palace.—The National Dahlia Show, together 

with the exhibition of fruit, that will be held at the Crystal Palace on 

Friday and Saturday in this week, will together form a display of con¬ 

siderable magnitude ; and the occasion will be opportune for gardeners 

and all who are interested visiting the famous building and attractive 

grounds. The last of the outdoor fetes and beautiful illuminations, 

which have attracted upwards of 800,000 spectators, will be held on 

Saturday evening. 

- We are informed that there is a very fine display of Begonias 

in Mr. Robert Owen’s Floral Nursery, Maidenhead, at the present time 

well worthy of inspection. 

- We are asked by Messrs. Wm. Wood & Son, Wood Green, 

to announce to intending competitors for the silver cups offered by 

them at the Crystal Palace and South Kensington Shows in October 

for Potatoes and vegetables, that they will undertake to stage exhibits 

for competitors at a distance who are unable to attend, if communicated 

with at an early date. 

- “ A Somersetshire Fruit-grower ” writes:—“ I have long 

been an admirer of the Duchess of Oldenburg Apple, and am 

therefore agreeably surprised at the way in which it withstands a severe 

drought. Comparatively young trees invariably bear well ; at any 

rate they have not failed to do so for several years past, and this season 

the crop is quite as good as usual. Rather fewer fruit were borne on 

the trees, but these, strange to relate, are considerably larger than usual, 

and beautifully streaked with red. Although not really a good dessert 

sort, the fruits are of a most tempting appearance and sell well. Though 

naturally light in weight, some of the best fruits weighed 7 ozs. each. 

All had to be gathered last week, or the blackbirds would have spoilt 

them. This Apple should be cultivated by both market growers and the 

owners of small gardens.” 

- The Wilson junior Blackberry.—Mr. J. Windsor sends 

us from Glangwna, Carnarvon, an excellent dish of this variety, of 

which he speaks with approval. The fruit is good, but not larger than 

that of the Parsley-leaved Bramble as grown by Mr. Woodcock near 

Sheffield and Mr. Carter at Keighley. 

- “ G. W. C.” writes—“ There is a grand display of annuals 

just now in the garden of G. Gibbs, Esq., at Anglesey House, Carshalton- 

Phlox Drummondi range in colour from the brightest crimson to 

snowy whiteness; Asters and Stocks are magnificent both in colour 

and size ; Zinnias are also very good. Of Petunias I have never seen 

a better lot; the strain (Carter’s Emperor) is superb, some are planted 

in beds, while others are isolated on a rockwork border; they spread 

over the stones and are a mass of bloom, several of the plants measuring 

2 feet in diameter. I enclose a few blooms for your inspection. The 

one with a green edge is very attractive, the plants of this being sturdy 

and free-flowering. Although the annuals are so good other things have 

not been neglected, the houses and kitchen garden bearing evidence of 

the good management of Mr. T. L. Cummins, the gardener.” The 

Petunias received are very fine indeed. 

- A Dry-Season Strawberry.—A Kentish gardener mentions 

the fact that Strawberry Eleanor or Oxonian, as it is also named, has 

done remarkably well this season. A very fine crop of fruit was per¬ 

fected on the plants growing alongside a path in the kitchen garden 

adjoining Hawkhurst Rectory ; no other sort succeeding so well under 

similar treatment. The plants only received one good soaking of water,, 

but being comparatively young and rooting in good ground, they pro¬ 

duced exceptionally heavy fruit. Mr. Iggulden generally secures fine 

crops of this variety, but in dull or showery seasons the quality is not 

nearly so good as during a hot summer. Tt is one of the latest in ripening,, 

and ought to be included in most collections. 

- Begonias for Bouquets.—At the Taunton and Weston- 

super-Mare Horticultural Exhibitions Mr. B. R. Davis had a fine display 

of cut blooms of Tuberous Begonias, as well as a considerable number 

of buttonhole and hand bouquets composed exclusively of Begonia 

blooms and Maidenhair Fern. Being both novel and striking this 

naturally attracted much attention from the numerous visitors to the 

Shows, and in all probability will lead to the more general employment 

of Begonias in a cut state. Quite a charming bouquet can be formed 

with them, and seeing how many and beautiful are the shades of colour 

available, it ought to be possible to please the majority of tastes. They 

may not be quite so serviceable as many flowers now similarly employed,, 

but if properly wired they last even better than we anticipated, and are 

certainly more “ taking ” than Zonal Pelargoniums. 

- Strawberry Runners for Forcing.—Mr. A. Young writes r 

—“ It has been rather difficult this season to get early runners for 

forcing, as pointed out by Mr. R. Inglis at page 133. I have practised 

his mode of procuring them there described, but it has this disadvantage,, 

it causes the crowns to split, and for this reason I prefer the current 

season’s runners, even if a little later.” 

- Gardening Appointment.—We are desired to state that Mr. 

G. Hilton is the gardener at Smithhill’s Hall. Bolton-le-Moors, and not 

Mr. G. Wilson, as was announced in this Journal. It is very desirable- 

that the names of persons be plainly written, then mistakes of the- 

nature indicated would not occur. Names of plants, if not clearly- 

rendered, can usually be recognised, but not the names of individuals. 

-Tobacco Growing in Lincolnshire.—Mr. John Graves of 

Skirbeck, Boston, Lincolnshire, has grown one acre of Tobacco this year, 

and, being a novelty in the district, it has been visited by large numbers 

of people. The field was planted from the 10th to the 15th June. Con¬ 

sidering that it had only one good rain it made very rapid growth, and' 

was 4 feet high when topped on the 1st of August. Gathering for 

curing began on the 15th inst. Competent foreign Tobacco growers who 

have seen it state that it is a magnificent crop of Tobacco. 

- Mr. W. K. Woodcock, writing from Oakbrook, Sheffield, on 

the colouring IN shrubs, observes :—“ Shrubs having golden variega¬ 

tion are extremely bright this season, especially the Golden Yews, Irish, 

and English, Golden Hollies, Golden Elder, Retinosporas, &c. We have 

here probably the four finest trees in existence of the Golden Irish Yew 

(Taxus fastigiata aurea variegata), planted by their Royal Highnesses the- 

Prince and Princess of Wales in 1875, and these specimens have been 

since June much brighter in colour than we have before seen them, and 

extremely beautiful. The growths they have made this season are also 

satisfactory, more so than in any previous season. The Golden English 

Yew (Taxus aurea) is also very bright in its colouring, and has made 

exceptionally strong growths. Our hardy shrubs are mostly planted in 

good soil with a more or less stiff clay subsoil, arid with the exception of 

Rhododendrons, which are suffering much from the drought, have inearly 

all made very strong and satisfactory growths.” 

- Referring to a Hedge of Golden Yews our correspondent 

continues—“It deserves to be more generally known than I believe it 

is that the Golden English Yew referred to above is a singularly effec¬ 

tive shrub for the formation of hedges in ornamental gardens. In June- 

last, being on a short visit to some friends of the craft in Blackburn, we 

were much impressed by the grand effect produced by a hedge we 

saw in the beautiful gardens of Mr. Tatershall, Quarry Bank, Black¬ 

burn. The gardens, full to overflowing as they are with good things, 

and splendidly managed, deserve more than a passing notice; but for the 

present we can only allude to this very beautiful hedge, which, as near 

as we can recollect, is about 20 yards long, 4 to 5 feet high, and 3 feet 

through. It has a low rounded convex head with straight sides, kept 
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closely clipped, and from the time that new growth has commenced in 

early summer until autumn the bright effect produced is very striking, 

and as it is planted upon a hillside it is distinguishable at a iconsider¬ 

able distance away. We were also struck by the varied tints of’yellow 

ranging from light yellow almost to bronze produced by the different 

shrubs (seedlings) constituting the hedge, and which improved the 

general effect. We strongly recommend it to planters.” 

- A visitor to Knowsley Hall Gardens writes : Gardeners 

and others who have any doubt about digging annually round the roots 

of fiuit trees, such as Peaches, Plums, and Cherries, grown under glass, 

should inspect the Plum house at Knowsley. The condition of the trees 

and the enormous crop of fine fruit they are carrying are sufficient to 

remove all misgivings from the mind6 of those who question the sound¬ 

ness of this method of culture. The Cherries and Peaches are in the 

same admirable condition as the Plums. The trees look excellent, and 

the fruit has been in each instance of the highest quality. Finer fruit 

or trees, especially in the case of the Peaches, it would be impossible to 

find in any part of the country.” 

Many of the readers of the Journal will doubtless know Newton 

Don, near Kelso, N.B., and knowing the place, must know the genial 

gentleman who, for the last forty years, has managed the estate for the 

Balfours. They will be sorry to learn that Mr. Thom has been obliged 

to resign the position he has so long and so worthily occupied on account 

of increasing infirmity. Mr. Thom is a very keen, earnest, and 

thorough gardener, and when the bedding-out rage was at its highest, 

the pretty flower garden under his charge was kept in the highest order- 

The old herbaceous borders were, however, never done away with, but 

among the other plants selections of Pentstemons, Phloxes, Delphinium® / 

:and other florists’ flowers were grown, while rows of the newest and finest 

Dahlias and Hollyhocks, backed with glorious lines of Sweet Peas, made 

these old borders features of the garden which once seen were never for¬ 

gotten. Though for a great number of years Mr. Thom never exhibited, 

he continued to grow florists’ flowers to the highest perfection, Dahlias 

and Hollyhocks being his favourites. The wall trees under his charge, 

more especially the Apricots and Peaches, were always pictures of health 

.and fruitfulness. Vegetables were- also extremely well grown, some of 

the strains being selections of his own, which he had kept for long 

periods. Mr. Thom never forgot a man who he found endeavoured to 

•carry out his wishes, and not a few gardeners in good situations to-day 

have to thank their old master for bearing them in mind when an 

opportunity occurred to do them a service. All such and many more of 

his friends will cordially join in wishing him a peaceful resting time 

after so many years in harness. We understand that Mr. William 

Wood, who for the last few years has efficiently fulfilled the duties of 

inside foreman in Lord Haddington’s Gardens at Tyninghame, East 

Lothian, has been appointed Mr. Thom’s successor as gardener and 

-estate manager. 

- The Muscat Grapes at Knowsley are again very fine. The 

bunches are not large, but the berries are, wrhile the former are all that 

can be desired for home consumption. The bunches are splendidly 

coloured throughout the two houses ; the laterals are kept well pinched 

back, and a subdued light reaches the fruit. Mr. Harrison, the able 

gardener, does not believe in removing the foliage or tying it back, for 

such practice results in the shoulders and side next the sun being 

coloured and browned, while the remaining portion of the bunch is any¬ 

thing but a golden amber colour, such as those at Knowsley are. Black 

Hamburghs are also excellent in the size of.the bunch, berry, and in colour. 

■Gros Maroc is specially fine grown with Hamburghs, the bunches were not 

large, but the berries were of enormous size. Some ladies who have had 

this Grape say it is a superb one for invalids. Those who express this 

opinion have had Grapes of the very best quality for years, and are 

therefore capable of passing an opinion. 

- “W. B. ” writes:—It is questionable if any variety of 

‘Cucumber excels VeitclTs variety of the Telegraph. For some years 

we have tried it by the side of many others, and prefer it. It 

fruits early, and with good treatment will continue to yield abundantly 

throughout the season. The fruits are straight, about 18 to 20 inches in 

length, and highly esteemed in the market.” 

--The same correspondent observes that “ M.P. ” Potato has 

done better with him this season than any other variety. “ The early 

' arieties generally were much lighter than usual, and smaller in size. 

M.P. is a second early, and the dry weather has not affected it in the 

least, for the crop is heavy, and the tubers large, and nearly all of one 

size. It is a beautiful white Potato, and the quality all that can be 
desired.” 

Dwarf Peas.—A gardener writes to us, stating:—“ I have 

grown American Wonder, Chelsea Gem, and William Hurst (Laxton’s), 

and am decidedly in favour of the last-named variety. Hitherto I have 

been of the opinion that American Wonder was the best dwarf Pea in 

cultivation, but if William Hurst behaves in the future as it has done 

this year, it will take the place of the former variety.” 

The same gardener informs us that amongst others that attain 

a height of 2 feet 6 inches. Abbott’s Duchess Pea must in the future 

take a prominent position, for it has cropped heavily in moderately light 

soil. The pods are very large, containing from nine to eleven peas. They 

were sown on deeply worked land that had been well manured. The 

row s were never watered, and did not display the least signs of suffering 

by the drought. 

-A visitor says:—“The Madresfield Court Vine grown 

on the extension system at Garston, and which now fills two houses, has 

this year carried two hundred bunches, some of them weighing 2^ lbs., 

while the whole would average considerably over 1 lb. The majority 
of the roots are outside. 

Tree Planting in London.—A striking and beautifying 

change in the aspect of London is being wrought by the continuous 

planting of trees. The few trees that existed a quarter of a century ago 

were the old trees in the parks, some of the squares, and here and there 

veterans loft in churchyards. They were mostly Elms, stately cer¬ 

tainly, but sombre, with their dark trunks and their bright spring foliage 

rapidly turning to a dark green, made dingy by the smoke. Horticul¬ 

ture was then, perhaps, at its lowest. Plans of old London show many 

fine avenues of trees and many spaces laid out as gardens. But as old 

trees died they were not replaced, and the grounds were seized by the 

speculative builders. Now everything is changed. Flowers abound in 

all districts, rich and poor. The owners of houses in the wealthier 

districts appear to vie with each other in producing the most beautiful 

floral displays, which not only enliven their own rooms, but brighten 

the whole neighbourhood. In the poorer districts unpretending window 

boxes or pots of plants, which yield so much pleasure to those who take 

care of them, are everywhere to be seen, and the parochial flower shows 

for window gardening which are at this time of the year being held 

furnish testimony to the amount of tender care that has been bestowed. 

The more enduring changes have been the substitution of the Virginian 

Creeper for Ivy, and planting with Plane trees instead of Elms. The 

Creeper is everywhere brighter than the Ivy. To estimate the number 

of Plane trees planted in London since the formation of the Thames 

Embankment would be almost hopeless. They are to be met with along 

all the main thoroughfares to the suburbs, in our broad avenues and 

newly formed streets cut through old slums, in churchyards, and at 

most “crossing refuges” large enough to hold one. No tree seems to 

thrive better in London. Since 1884 forty-six gardens and grounds have 

been opened under the auspices of one Society alone.—(fic/to). 

THOUGHTS ON CURRENT TOPICS. 

The weather having cooled somewhat thinking becomes a little less 

difficult and writing less irksome ; yet. if all were alike prone to self- 

indulgence and to make no effort against yielding to repose the columns 

: of the Journal would never be filled. I feel I must reproach myself for 

not being more energetic ; but I have been very much like some gardens 

—nearly dried up, and am not quite sure that this dryness will not be 

apparent in these jottings. 

Though the weather has been so exhausting to plants and their 
cultivators, and a great deal more than inconvenience has been experi¬ 
enced by gardeners, farmers, indeed by nearly everybody, I still think it 
is a good thing that seasons like the present occasionally recur for re¬ 
minding us of neglected duties and warning against a continuance of 
taking things easy. The population is ever increasing, and of necessity 
the demand becomes greater for the requisites of life. The greatest of 
these is water, yet in years of abundance there is a disposition on the 
part of individuals and corporate bodies to be lulled into a state of false 
security ; and not a few have narrowly escaped a severe penalty this 
year for past apathy. The possibility of a rainless summer is forced on 
public attention now, and endeavours will be made to provide for such a 
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contingency ; but as I cannot exactly see how a supply of water can be 
had ‘‘for nothing,” I am thinking of reading Mr. Shirley Hibberd’s 
pamphlet on this important subject. 

Last year a very interesting discussion was conducted with great 
ability in the Journal as to the relative advantages of trenching or not 
trenching land for cropping purposes. A generally accepted decision 
did not appear to be arrived at at the time, and further experience 
seemed requisite for testing the different methods that were advocated. 
The soundness of propositions is tested by the strain to which they are 
subjected. There has been a great strain on vegetation lately in conse¬ 
quence of excessive heat and protracted drought. Under what circum¬ 
stances has the strain been best endured ? After thinking over the 
matter I made a point of “ interviewing ” those exhibitors of high class 
vegetables that I happened to meet at a few shows visited during the 
season, and I am bound to say that deep cultivation was recommended 
in every instance, supplemented by surface mulchings. I by no means 
imply that the result of my inquiries settles the point, as they have been 
limited to about thirty successful competitors, yet it is significant that 
all of them were of one mind on the subject. If our surface-tickling 
or spade-deep friends have powerful rebutting evidence let it be pro¬ 
duced. 

Now a thought on mulching. Much good has resulted from it during 
the season, and the most when the mulching was applied the soonest. 
In my opinion the practice is often deferred forwteks too long. Any¬ 
one thinking the contrary is respectfully invited to mulch half a bed of 
Strawberries in April and the other half in June. Even if the season 
should not prove exceptionally hot I shall be very much surprised if the 
earliest mulched part does not afford the greatest weight of fruit, while 
in a dry summer like this the evidence in favour of the early action will, 
I venture to say, be incontestable. It is the same in respect to other 
crops, and I now desire to suggest for the consideration of cultivators 
that mulching, as a rule, might be resorted to much sooner than usual 
with very great advantage. Action will, of course, be determined by 
the weather, but I am convinced that it is easier to err by putting off 
the work too long than by commencing it too soon. What think others 1 

Another subject to which I desire to give a moment’s thought is 
that of watering crops, in hot weather. Is not much water wasted and 
time misspent in daily dribblings ? An example will enable me to put 
the case in a few words. An ardent amateur sowed some rows of Dwarf 
Kidney Beans towards the end of April. He had full rows of plants, 
and every morning all the hot weather, after he had his breakfast, 
he gave his precious Beans theirs. Not a plant in the bed attained 
a height of 6 inches, and instead of the attentive cultivator growing 
anything approaching to half a crop of Beans, he grew a horde of insects. 
A more miserable failure it would be difficult to imagine, and all through 
over-zeal and the misapplication of water. If the ground had been 
mulched in May and not a gallon of water used, or rather wasted, there 
would have been ten times more Beans and a hundred times fewer 
insects. The daily evaporation of probably nine-tenths of the water 
that was given so lowered the temperature of the ground that the 
plants, paradoxically as it may seem, perished through cold under a 
burning sun. The roots could not work in the cold medium, and hence 
the stunted grow th. The soil was good, but spoiled. Had half the 
quantity of water that was sprinkled on the bed as described been 
applied on an evening once a week, and the surface of the ground 
loosened with the hoe the next morning, failing mulching, the disaster 
indicated would have been averted. Frost can be induced by evapora¬ 
tion if the sun be hot enough, and the roots of the ruined Bean plants 
were in a temperature not far above freezing, while the leaves had to 
endure 140° or more in the sun. What wonder, then, at the collapse of 
the plants ? It is feared that many other plants of various kinds have 
suffered in many gardens through the very means that it was hoped 
would promote their growth. The subject of watering demands much 
more thought than I can devote to it now ; but there are plenty more 
thinkers, deeper thinkers, and clearer writers than I am, and I hope this 
confession will comfort a correspondent who once affected to hope I was 
not, to coin a term, a mental monopolist. I plead guilty to monopolising 
a little space now and then, and can endure the penalty that may be 
imposed for the usurpation. 

The present summer has afforded an excellent opportunity for 
observing the kinds of plants and sorts of vegetables that have best 
endured the drought. “ J. H. E.” has introduced the subject on page 
132, and there is not a doubt if other cultivators would record observa¬ 
tions of the same nature that interesting and useful information would 
be forthcoming, for many persons would be glad to know of the best 
shrubs, flowers, and vegetables for dry positions. As flowering shrubs 
and trailers the Hypericums have stoood the drought well, as has the not 
half sufficiently grown summer-flowering evergreen Olearia Haasti. 
Petunias have been extremely floriferous; Zinnia Haageana brilliant; 
and the little Tagetes like a sheet of gold, while the leaves remained fresh 
and green all through the drought period. One of the best drought- 
resisting Peas I know is Laxton’s Omega. Why is it not more grown ? 
It will be seen I am willing to practise in a small way what I preach, 
and should be glad if a few more of my brother blue aprons would 
preach a little more of what they practise—not, however, following in 
my bad example of spinning long yarns. It has been said there is hope 
of a person improving who knows his faults, and therefore I 'will not 

despair, though I am not yet under sufficient self-control to pull up just 
as I could wish when the thinking cap is donned and the scribbling fit 

upon me. 

No small amount of anxiety seems to have been prevalent amongst 
gardeners as to procuring Strawberry runners early enough to develop 
into strong plants for forcing. The subject is of practical importance. 
It may be admitted that it is not safe to rely on old bearing plants for 
producing early runners, as their crops demand all their resources, and 
young plants that have not yet fruited are very superior for the work in 
question. Failing these, however, does not the plan mentioned by Mr. 
Inglis of establishing plants from late runners this year and potting- 
them early next season to some extent meet the difficulty ? It is a 
method worth trying and a very old one. I remember its being adopted, 
more than twenty-five years ago, and with very good results, after a 
selection was made of the plants so potted, for some of them were cha¬ 
racterised by “ split crowns ” that are not coveted in the preparation of 
plants for forcing. Yet by carefully thinning the clustered crowns most 
of the plants may be brought into fairly good condition for early bearing. 
Mr. Inglis does not refer to the crown-splitting tendency of the plants, 
raised as he has described, and a supplementary note on the subject 
would not be unwelcome. 

While thinking about Strawberries the subject of barren plants 
comes to mind. Mr. J. Muir, who is nothing if not emphatic, has said 
that inferior culture is always the cause of barrenness, and that high* 
culture will always bring good crops of fruit. I do not pretend to quote 
his exact words, but that is their meaning. His advocacy of high 
culture may be generally endorsed, but I think I have seen Strawberry 
plants as luxuriant as they could be grown that refused to produce 
flowers. The stock was raised from a very strong yet barren plant, and 
grown for testing the theory of the late Mr. Robert Fish. The plants 
were kept for six years and young plants raised from them, but neither 
young nor old flowered, though others in the same beds afforded full 
crops of excellent fruit. I think there is something in propagating from- 
fruitful plants that are at the same time healthy, and I also think it is- 
possible to induce over-luxuriance at the expense of fruit. I remember 
having what was considered a wonderful crop of the President. A Straw¬ 
berry fancier, who grew fruit of the British Queen and some other varieties, 
that I have never seen excelled, desired runners of my President. These- 
he had and planted in his deeper and richer ground. They grew aston¬ 
ishingly. I never saw such gigantic plants, but they never produced a. 
crop worth gathering, and after three years of patient waiting were 
chopped up. 

I like the plan recommended by Mr. Bardney of taking healthy 
runners from fruitful plants, and growing a given number of these for 
producing runners only, picking off the flower trusses the first season, as 
I have found that plants so raised and well grown are capable of afford¬ 
ing a full crop of the finest fruit within twelve months after planting-, 
and if these are planted together triangularly with clear intervals of 2 feet 
between the “ clumps ” in July, they will have the appearance of two 
or three-year-old plants the following June, and as great a weight and 
value of fruit may be had of the ground as two-year-old plants can pro¬ 
duce planted singly. For gathering the best crops of the finest fruit in 
the quickest time, I have found no plan equal to that just described, and! 
I have tried every one that I have seen recommended in the Journal 
during the past twenty or thirty years. 

Controversy has not been a prominent feature of the Journal this- 
hot summer—not perhaps, as a correspondent appears to suggest, quite 
prominent enough ; hence he seems to be interested in the literary duel, 
with a respectable interval between the shots, of Mr. Abbey and his- 
opponent, who intimates that all his teachings are founded on experience- 
It may be supposed that he is not quite singular in that respect; indeed 
the two disputants appear to be very much on an equality on the point; 
but what is particularly curious is this—they try to prove each other 
wrong, while each claims his opponent as a supporter of himself. That 
being so, and it is clearly enough expressed, it is not easy to see whether 
they are struggling for supremacy in what is wrong or what is right- 
It is a peculiar case, and perhaps I had better leave it, or both of them 
may be turning their guns on myself, and in that event there would* 
soon be an end of—A Thinker. 

WASPS AND THE FRUIT. 

Wasps are plentiful this season in the north I believe, but in some 
parts of the south reports say they are scarce. In this locality, how¬ 
ever, they are numerous, and together with blackbirds are doing 
much damage to the fruit. I do not know of any means wherewith 
blackbirds can be kept from the fruit except by netting the trees, and 
in large orchards this cannot be done very well. One can greatly 
diminish the number of wasps by destroying their nests. If the nests- 
are not already known to the gardener or others interested, they can 
soon be found by watching the wasps when on the wing and tracing 
them home. The easiest way I have yet tried in destroying them is to 
roll a piece of rag together about the size of one’s finger, saturate it with- 
turpentine, place the rag in the hole leading to the nest, and cover it 
with soil to keep the air out. This should be done about six o’clock 
at night. Nothing further is required, but if the nest be dug out next. 
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day every wasp will be found dead. They can be destroyed in this way 

in all places where the air can be excluded.—G. Garner, Amberwood 
Gardens, Hants. 

MR. ALEXANDER HILL GRAY AT HOME. 
BEAULIEU, NEWBRIDGE-IN-BATH. 

There are few Rose lovers to whom the name of this enthusiastic 
Scotchman is not well known, and the readers of the “ Rosarian’s Year 
Book ” will not fail to remember the amusing and instructive articles 
that he has written, both of his experience in Rose growing and Rose 
showing in Scotland, and also of his explorations in the Azores, &c. 
There are many, too, to whom he is well known personally, who 
have enjoyed the wonderful stories he has to tell of his experiences 
in all parts of the world ; of a three-years sojourn in the diamond fields 
of South Africa, of adventures in Borneo and the Golden Chersonese, 
of the share he had in the scenes of the Indian Mutiny, and of “ hair¬ 
breadth ’scapes by flood and field.” When, then, I found after the 
Taunton Show that I had a day at my disposal I determined to accept 
his kind invitation and “ beard the Douglas in his hall,” for it is in Bath, 
or rather close to it, at Newbridge Hill, that he has now located 
himself. 

When his little boy was asked some time ago what he would like to 
be, his reply was, “ The same as father.” “ And what do you think 
that is ?” “ Why, growing Roses ;” and I do not think a truer description 
of the bent and purpose of Mr. Gray’s life could be given, only I 
should have interpolated “ Tea ” before the Roses. He has been living 
at Dunkeld in Perthshire, but finding that that northern climate was far 
too bleak for his favourites he determined to migrate south, and, like 
most of those persons who form an ideal of what they want and then 
go to look for it, he found it very difficult to get what he wanted. 
He had to consider a home for himself and a home for his Roses. He 
had to be near a railway, and not far from a town ; not that he cared 
much about a place being secluded, for he has lived so much of a hermit 
life in his wanderings that, while one of the pleasantest of companions, 
he hates the conventionalities of ultra-civilised life, but there are con¬ 
veniences connected with large towns which cannot be ignored. He 
searched over the southern counties—Mid-Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, 
hunted up everything that was offered for sale, and at last has pitched 
his tent near to Bath. But even now he has not obtained all he wanted, 
for the soil in the neighbourhood is not a Rose soil. But I have ever 
maintained that this is a matter of secondary importance ; if you have 
climate you can make soil, and the climate of Bath is admirably adapted 
for Rose culture. I have not the slightest doubt that Mr. Gray will 
overcome all the difficulties of soil, and the steps that he has already 
taken in this direction show clearly that he intends so to do. 

The house is situated at the top of the hill facing the south ; on the 
foot of it a fine Magnolia luxuriates (perhaps it will have to give way 
to a Rose by-and-by). It is now approached in a quiet sort of way 
f rom the high road down a series of stone steps, but among the altera¬ 
tions intended is that of making a carriage road from the far entrance 
of the grounds to the front of the house ; indeed, it has been already 
begun. The ground slopes very steeply to the river Avon, on the banks 
of which is a level meadow, a portion of which I should never be sur¬ 
prised to hear had been absorbed by the Roses. It would be a nice cool 
place for late blooming. Inside of the house is a suitable museum, and 
in the dining-room is a grand collection of horns of buffaloes, deers, and 
other ruminants. All over the house are chests, closets, boxes, Ac., 
which contain curios from all parts of the world ; indeed, the owner 
once upon a time filled a town hall with his productions ; he has books 
of photographs from countries (such as Borneo) very little known to 
Europeans, and altogether eyes and ears may have a real treat here, 
but these things must not and did not keep me from the main object of 
my visit, the Tea Rose growing. 

Situated on a very steep declivity it was felt by Mr. Gray that it 
would be hopeless to grow Tea Roses or any Roses of any kind in such 
a position, as the soil would be immediately washed away ; moreover, 
the soil was unsuitable and would have to be removed. The place alto¬ 
gether had been greatly neglected, and so strong measures were needed, 
and strong measures have been adopted, for Mr. Gray has made a series 
of broad terraces with stone walls. Some of these walls are 20 feet high, 
and it may readily be imagined what a work this has been. There are 
several of these terraces, and in the laying of them out only one thing 
has been taken into account, the Tea Rose and its requirements. The 
walls are all wired, and although I was told that Mr. Gray intended to 
grow fruit trees and Roses on them, I suspect very much that it is Roses 
and fruit trees, and that by-and-by the latter will be dropped. I have 
Slid that the soil is not a good Rose one, but there is every probability 
that it will be in a v ry short time all that the Roses require. I have 
said that there was plenty for eyes and ears, and so there is also for 
noses, for of all the loud smells that I ever happened to come across I 
think the whiffs one got in going through the garden could hold com¬ 
parison with any. The seventy smells of Cologne, the delightful odours 
of a French country town, the abominations of Widnes were, I think, left 
behind in the race by especially one heap I passed. What could it con¬ 
tain 1 Oh I only brewers’ grains, paring of horses’ hoofs, of which he had 
laid in a ton weight, and sheep manure, the brewers’ grains being possibly 
the most potent factor. Already he has put 400 tons of manure in his 
garden, and still the cry is for more. We were calling together at Aider- 
man Chaffin’s to see Mr. Taylor’s wonderful Grape growing, and on his 
asking him what manure he used and being told it was cowdung, “ Are 

you offered more than you require ?” “ Oh ! yes.” “ Well, then I wish 
you would put me in the way of a hundred loads of it.” It may be 
thought that Mr. Gray is overdoing it in the matter of manure. I do 
not think so. There is a large space of ground to fill in, and the soil 
evidently will absorb a great deal of the richest material that can be 
placed in it. And now about the Roses themselves. Most of the trees (which 
are dwarfs) have been removed from Dunkeld, and are evidently re¬ 
joicing in the change; they all looked well and in good health. They were 
in many cases planted somewhat thickly, but that is only temporary, as 
they will have to be lifted in the autumn and planted permanently. On 
the terraces are large beds full of Tea Roses ; on the walls and under 
the glass verandah are some of the seedlings he raised from the heps 
gathered in the Azores, but as yet nothing very remarkable has ap¬ 
peared amongst them. There was one very pretty buttonhole something 
in the way of William Allen Richardson, but very much smaller, that 
I thought very pretty. There were also single ones, but as yet nothing 
very worthy of notice has flowered. There are many more still to bloom, 
and it has always been found by raisers of seedling Roses that the most 
precocious are of very little use. Then in one corner we found a flou¬ 
rishing bush of Fortune’s Yellow. Here again is a good promising row 
of Marfichal Niel standards promising well, while in another place a fine 
piece of budded Briars had to be sacrificed for the alterations. Mr. 
Gray evidently felt very much the heinousness of his sin in thus giving 
them up to destruction ; but what could he do ? Necessity has no laws, 
and there was a necessity for his doing this. You cannot turn any¬ 
where in the garden but Tea Roses confront you. 

Roses to Tight of them; 
Boses to left ot them, &c. 

like the guns at Balaclava. Already upwards of 2000 Teas have been 
planted; about 1500 more have been budded this year on Briar cuttings 
and the seedling Briar, and I have no doubt that these are but the 
advanced guard of more numerous battalions. It may readily be 
surmised, then, that some of our champion amateur Tea men are very 
considerably exercised about this prospective competitor, and there is 
no doubt that he will be a very formidable antagonist. There is one 
point on which their hopes considerably rest—that he will in such a 
situation be too early for the general run of exhibitions, and that his 
Teas will be over before the National holds its meeting. I should be 
sorry to dash their hopes, but I do not think that there is much comfort 
to be derived from this consideration. In the first place, while Bath is 
early as a rule, yet the situation of Beaulieu being high up, will, I 
think, make it somewhat later than many situations round the city, and 
as a matter of fact excellent Teas are those from Bath up to the middle 
of July ; then, in the second place, the large number of plants, and the 
different positions in which they are to be found, will always be in his 
favour. It is here that big battalions carry weight; even the same 
variety of Rose shows a difference in the time of blooming, even in a 
short row of plants ; and where so many aspects are available, there 
can never, in so large a collection, be a deficiency of bloom. And then, 
thirdly, there is the consideration of pruning. By judiciously varying 
the time of pruning, the flowering may be accelerated or retarded, and 
Mr. Gray is too wary a grower not to take advantage of this. He has 
not as yet decided whether he shall enter the lists or not next year, but 
should he do so, all Tea growers will find in him a very formidable 
competitor. 

I have thus endeavoured to give an idea of what I cannot but consider 
the most remarkable Rose garden in the kingdom. It is now in a state 
of transition, but when Mr. Gray’s work is complete, and when his army 
of labourers (there were twenty-one at work there the day I saw it), 
have been paid off, I venture to believe it will be a unique Rose garden. 
I know most of those in the kingdom, but I may fearlessly say that 
there is not one like this. 

When the night closed in and we had a quiet chat together, many 
subjects connected with the Rose and Rose showing were touched upon. 
On some we agreed, and on others we differed. There was one point of 
interest that he was very persistent about—viz., that the judges should, 
in the principal classes when awarding the prize, also place on the card 
the number of points it had received, for the benefit of learners. It 
was in vain I pointed out to him the trouble and the difficulty of 
doing it in time, or the fact that some judges would take a higher 
standard than others, and that unless each Rose were marked, no great 
advantage would be reaped. He returned to the charge, and so I 
promised that' I would bring it before the public. He did not 
want it, he said, so as to make it appear that judges had to give 
reasons for their adjudication, but for the purpose of teaching 
others. 

1 need hardly say that I received a most kind and courteous 
reception, and I am quite sure that when Mr. Gray has got his place into 
order he will welcome all true lovers of the Rose, and be glad to have 
a chat with them over the flower they love, not only wisely, but well. 
—D., Heal. 

VINE BORDERS AND UNORTHODOX PRUNING. 

“ Experientia docet ” asks, page 133, “ What is the subject in 
dispute ? ” and answers the question by the refreshing statement that 
where the spur system of pruning produces satisfactory Grapes no 
one will be urged to change his plan of action. “ It may be right for 
one class of Vines, and it is right, but it is utterly wrong for others.” 
“What reasonable man,” further queries “Experientia docet,” “can 
object to that, except for the sake of controversy and argument l ” 
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Who objects 1 I went so far in the opposite direction as to assist him 
with evidence, helping him forward. What more could any reasonable 
man desire 2 Seemingly it is not enough to satisfy “ Experientia docet,” 
hence the re-opening of the whole question, in view, no doubt, of another 
review. 

To introduce the statement into a discussion on Vines of their being 
“ no more naturally adapted to the spur system of pruning than 
Peaches are,” can have no other effect than to provoke controversy and 
argument. The Vine never forms spurs naturally or culturally, but the 
Peach left to Nature produces its fruit mainly on spurs. Comparisons 
of that kind are very unorthodox. Then we are asked to believe that 
“a modified extension system of pruning would result in far better 
crops of Grapes than some Vines can possibly bear when the bearing 
wood is cut off close to the main rods.” Who would expect Grapes 
when the bearing wood is cut off ? The practice if it obtain is clearly 
unorthodox, and “ modified extension ” is simply the orthodox rod 
disguised. 

The Cole Orton Grapes prove conclusively the great advantages of 
the orthodox rod system of pruning in securing gold medals, fed as the 
Vines were with the right food, in proper quantity at the right time. 
This with a properly made border, the roots being confined to a brick 
pit, therefore, perfectly under control, and high cultivation, led to the 
winning of £300 in prizes. Who would slight such proofs of high cul¬ 
tural attainments ? 

“ Modified extension,” “Experientia docet” states, I condemn on 
page 320. Manifestly our friend stumbles or makes the final plunge in 
despair, for I confess to not knowing what “ modified extension,” as he 
employs it, means. Perhaps it is the “ long-pruning,” marked the “ no 
system or no principle, yet principle of pruning to the best buds, let 
them be situated' where they may,” that only being granted for the 
guidance of the unorthodox seekers of Grapes. “ Modified extension ” 
is clearly a departure from long-pruning, a move backward, all the same 
in the right direction—viz., toward the short rod and spur. 

I have never stated that an extension of young canes leads to un¬ 
satisfactory results, except when the roots are in an unfavourable root¬ 
ing medium, and to that I adhere. I believe in a favourable soil for the 
rooting of the Vines, and unless that is accorded no satisfactory results 
can attend any system of pruning, and cultural skill on such is mis¬ 
placed. Properly made borders lie at the root of all successful Grape 
culture, and to state otherwise is misleading. Not that costly borders 
are necessary, for the Vine is not at all fastidious, only it likes good 
pasturage which any ordinary garden soil affords, or may afford by add¬ 
ing suitable material and feeding at the surface. 

“ Experientia docet ” is at a loss to know where I got the informa¬ 
tion from anent the old Vines at Cole Orton. If they were all right, 
why did Mr. Henderson make a departure from the spur system and 
adopt the rod 2 It does not require any great insight in Grape cultiva¬ 
tion to become aware of such obvious facts. 

“Experientia docet’s ” explanation of “orthodox nonsense” is 
characteristic of his indebtedness to an opponent for facts as well for 
subject of controversy. Your correspondent is welcome to all the con¬ 
solation he can derive from what I have written about Vines, even the 
Chiswick Vines, if it suits his purpose to make me the author of the 
term “ modified extension system,” which I take to in anticipation 
with a profound bow, as I claim for the Grape cultivation as it obtains 
in the great vinery, every good system and principle of orthodox Vine 
pruning—viz., the spur, the short rod, and long rod, and not on indi¬ 
vidual and peculiar Vines only, but all, in some instances on the same 
Vine, so that there is no question of the soundness of any of the 
systems. How anyone can claim any system of Vine pruning as 
unorthodox is not nigh, but quite “ incomprehensible.” 

Now for the “ turn round.” Your astute correspondent asks why I 
should turn round on myself. The fact is, it is “ Experientia docet ” 
that has turned round. Long pruning was advised as a cure for Vines 
that from \veakness or excess of vigour did not produce satisfactory 
crops of Grapes, the roots not being under control, indeed nothing could 
be done to better the condition of the rooting area. The only instance 
of a cure of this kind is given by myself, for “ Experientia docet’s ” was 
a case of border renovation, and though the one Vine, perhaps a hundred 
years old, had the roots straight down, quite below the bed of the new 
border, we may safely infer that it would push fresh rootlets into the 
fresh material and so be benefited by the fresh compost. That is all the 
evidence, so far, in respect of keeping Grapes by long pruning wheTe 
the roots were not under control. In Mr. Henderson’s case they were 
not only under control, but well fed and skilfully managed. The same 
obtained with those in the great vinery at Chiswick, Mr. Barron being a 
great advocate of surface roots, of proper and judicious feeding. At 
The Firs, Mr. Sanders not only let the Vines extend, but applied lime, 
fresh soil, and manure, and these your correspondent admits had some 
effect, but the chief cause of the improved condition of the Vines and 
crop was the long pruning. The lime, fresh soil, and manure are so 
little accounted of, that they are all but left out in the cold. To take 
credit for long pruning alone we must ask for it where the roots of the 
Vines are not under control, otherwise how are the results to be 
estimated 2 

What does “Experientia docet” think of the figure and description 
of the Manresa Vine 2 If evidence is wanted of the virtue of the spur it 
is placed before him incontestibly—his long pruning has never figured 
so ^conspicuously. But lettiDg that pass, allow me to ask upon what 
“ Experientia docet ” relies for the production of Grapes 2 The bud 2 If 
so, what does it signify whether it be the first, second, or third from the 

base of the current or preceding year’s development ? Now, a bud can 
only be a bud. Are those best on shoots that do not carry fruit 2 I havo 
Vines with canes over 20 feet long, others of 6 to 12 feet, and I wish te 
know how I am to tell the best eyes on those rods, so as to cut back to a 
safe one at the autumn or winter pruning. It seems to me strange that 
we should encourage young canes, and for the sake of cutting them off 
at the winter pruning. The wood removed represents so much matter 
taken from the soil and wasted when cut away. The whole bud question 
is very little understood, anyway I know very little about it in so far as 
regards bud formation. The most I know is that it is a most interesting 
and instructive study. Can anyone tell me how to distinguish the best 
bud or buds on the 20 feet, 12 feet, and G feet canes 2 If no one comes 
forward with a satisfactory reply to those lengths of cane, perhaps they 
may tell me the best eyes to be found on the shoots that are stopped a 
few joints beyond the fruit. I may say that I have Vine shoots stopped 
at the second' joint, and should very much like to know which of these 
buds on the laterals are best from a fruiting point of view. Either 
there is or is not a proper bud to cut to in order to have the best show of 
Grapes. The unorthodox state there is a best bud, but it is “ any¬ 
where but I am orthodox enough to believe there is nothing without 
cause, and only guidence is needed to find it.—G. Abbey. 

SEEDING AND GROWING PRIMULA OBCONICA. 
My plants were flowering with their wonted freedom, and strangely 

enough, so long as I allowed them to develop flowers, the older flowers 
would not set for seed, despite any would-be assistance with camel-hair 
brush. Some weeks ago, after puzzling myself as to the cause, I decided 
to pick off all new flower spikes as they emerged from the tufts of 
leaves. This I followed up rigidly for some time, with the result that I 
had an abundance of seed pods form, which gave a splendid lot of seed. 
I mention this since this Primula seems to be fast gaining the name of 
being a shy and uncertain seeder. Those plants which produced the 
earliest batch of seed are now ready for dividing. A fortnight or so 
since I cut off all the flower stems, so that the plants have had a slight 
rest, and fresh leaves are now pushing forth. To make the most of so 
useful a plant I treat them thus :—First shake off all the soil and lay 
the roots bare by washing them in a pail of water ; this enables the 
operator to trace how best he can divide his plant, and he will also find 
in the majority of cases that the plants will readily divide into single 
crowns, each having roots attached. Pot these singly in 2J-inch pots, 
place them in a frame, or where they will be kept close and shaded fora 
time. When they are fairly started let their treatment be exactly that 
given to Chinese Primulas both as to soil and other particulars, differ¬ 
ing only by keeping all the flowers pinched off P. obconica as they 
appear until they have obtained a good size. They will be ready for 
flowering early in December, and flower spikes will continue increasing 
in number as the days lengthen. This is a veritable gem for the con¬ 
servatory and for winter flowering, and certainly no other species in this 
extensive genus can equal its perpetual flowering qualities.—J. H. E. 

TOMATOES OUT OF DOORS. 
The extensive walled-in kitchen gardens and ranges of glass houses 

attached to Hampton Court Palace, occupied and cultivated by Messrs. 
T. Jackson & Sons, of Kingston-on-Thames, are at all times' interesting, 
not only on account of the historical associations and the excellent 
ranges of fruit houses, in which are growing splendid examples of Black 
Hamburgh and other varieties of Grapes (the former, no doubt, off¬ 
springs of the celebrated Vine in the neighbouring house at the Court) ; 
but especially so at the present time on account of the very successful 
crop of Tomatoes growing out of doors. The weather has been favour¬ 
able ; but allowing for that, this is the heaviest crop of Tomatoes I have 
ever seen growing in the open air in any part of England. No doubt 
the preparation of the plants in spring before planting out is the secret 
of success in the out-of-door cultivation of Tomatoes, and the want of 
attention to this the cause of many failures ; but here is a plain proof, 
it proof were required, that given a favourable season they can be grown 
better than most people imagine. There are two plots in the enclosed 
gai-dens, one containing about 900 plants and the other about 400. They 
are planted about a yard apart, each tied to a stake, and it is estimated 
that between 3 and 4 tons of fruit will be gathered from them. The 
plants are bowed down with fruit in clusters of from twelve to twenty 
in number, and loaded from top to bottom. The most approved sort, 
on account of the earliness, although it is not the largest, is Sutton’s 
Earliest of All. It is evidently a selection from Orangefield Dwarf ; 
from these ripe fruit have been picked for six weeks past. Another is 
Hampton Court Trophy, a selection of Mr. Latham’s (the manager), who 
has grown it for the past six years. It is a very fine and free variety, 
growing about 4 feet high, and certainly an improvement on the old 
variety growing by its side. Sutton's Perfection is a very distinct and 
clean-looking fruit: this grows about 5 feet high. The Mikado is another 
variety on trial. It is a fine large-fruited variety, but evidently too late 
for out-of-door cultivation. Optimist, although now carrying heavy 
crops, evidently in ordinary seasons would be more fitted for indoor 
work. The plants are wonderfully clean and healthy, and in common 
with the other growing crops reflect great credit on Mr. Latham.—C. 0. 

THE SEASON AND CROPS IN EAST LOTHIAN. 
Some remarks on the season and crops from East Lothian may be of 

interest at the present time. It may be premised that the rainfall here 
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has been practically nil. We have heard the rumblings of thunder in 
the distance, and seen dark clouds away above the hills discharging 
their contents on the parched land, but somehow our particular corner 
has never been visited with other than showers insufficient in amount to 
penetrate further than the dry surface soil. So trying has been the 
drought that shrubs planted for nearly twenty years have had water 
applied to their roots in order to tide them over the worst period. Still, 
so far as the garden and its products are concerned, we have had slight 
cause to grumble. 

Taking vegetables first, we have had difficulties with Spinach, Let¬ 
tuces, and Cauliflowers, while Globe Artichokes are the poorest crop we 
have ever had. Still, we have always had a supply of each of these. 
More Cabbage Lettuces have been grown than usual, and these have 
been a great help. In the hottest of the weather Spinach was sown in 
the trenches in which early Peas had been grown, and with the help 
afforded by a dressing of Mushroom-bed refuse and a good sousing of 
water a fair crop resulted. We depend greatly on the Erfurt Mammoth 
Cauliflower, and although much damaged by the drought, no water 
having been given, even the very smallest plants produced heads which 
were presentable and of value. Of other vegetables the most important 
are Potatoes and Peas. Potatoes have been much better than last year, 
Myatt’s, though not a great crop, beine of good size and excellent as to 
quality. White Dons are very fine with us, flesh of purest white and of 
the finest flavour. Some of the newer kinds are attaining ripeness, but 
as yet we have not had an opportunity of trying these. 

Of Peas we had William the First, very fine. Stratagem was fairly 
good, but too sweet ; Telephone not so good ; Veitch’s Perfection, a big 
crop and excellent; and Ne Plus Ultra has been, and now is, extra fine. 
None, of our Peas approach this in flavour, and, of course, as a late kind 
it is indispensable. These have been produced without watering, and 
are. all sown deeply in trenches. French Beans, though later, are fine, 
Onions and Carrots better than last year, Celery smaller than usual. 
Brussels Sprouts—the earliest of which are ready—are very strong, 
though planted on undug ground. Nonpareil Cabbages have been fine all 
through, and wc have now a good batch ready for cutting. Turnips have 
been better lately than the earliest lots were. Autumn Giant Cauliflower 
has been a failure so far as the earlier plants are concerned ; the others 
are later than usual. Early Broccolis are strong and looking well. All 
our late sown seeds have brairded well, the precaution having been 
taken to sow deeply, and previous to putting in the seeds soaking the 
rows with water. The main batch of winter Spinach is just through the 
ground. It is much better to sow in August than wait till September, 
as many of the late plants do not gain strength before winter. 

As to the fruit crops, Strawberries and Raspberries were most dis¬ 
appointing. Other crops have, however, exceeded the expectations 
formal of them, having improved wonderfully during the last week or two. 
The fruits named above showed exceedingly well, and yielded two fairly 
good pickings, but in the case of each the fruit seemed to stop growth 
as it were, at a day’s notice. Neither mulching nor watering seemed to 
have any effect in this district, as the complaint of a short season has been 
quite general. President Strawberry was particularly fine while it 
lasted, other sorts not so good as usual. Runners have been so poor, 
that instead of planting out into the permanent fruiting quarters, we 
have been obliged to lay them in nursery lines and protect them with 
mats until established. It may be noted here, as the question has been 
mooted, that we have not found Loxford Hall Seedling adapted to our 
garden. During the time it was grown here we never saw one ripened 
fruit, and concluded that, like Dr. Hogg and some others, it could not 
be cultivated in every garden with success. In my experience with new 
Strawberries I have found them disappointing. 

Pears are next to the above the least satisfactory, the crop of 
blossom was less abundant than usual, and the fruit is not swelling to 
so large a size as in some seasons. However, on the whole the crop is 
fairly good, Williams’ Bon Chretien, Souvenir du Congres, Winter 
Nelis, Easter Beurre, and some others being good crops, and have 
required a good deal of thinning. Standard trees set an enormous crop, 
and trees of Williams, Green Yair, Hessle, Ac., are now all that can be 
desired. Plums were rather uneven as to bloom, but there are fair crops 
on all, and on some trees quite enormous quantities of fruit set. On all 
these the fruit was well thinned at an early stage, and we have now fruit 
of most excellent quality. Jefferson and Green Gages were never finer. 
The kitchen Plums are this season of dessert quality, Kirke’s Purple being 
especially good. 

Apricots, as they have for the last few years, set extraordinary crops, 
the spurs and shoots being covered closely all round. We thinned early 
and severely, and have a large crop of fruit not quite so large as usual, 
but of very fine quality. On the 22nd of August we made the fourth 
general picking, the first having been made three weeks earlier. We 
have not pinched in the young growths this summer, but will do so 
when the fruit is all off, so that there may be no fear of the flower 
buds being healthy next season. The border in which these trees are 
growing is to all appearance perfectly dry, yet the trees are making good 
growth, and, as already stated, have done well. The kind I like best is 
Shipley, the fruit being large and of good flavour, and the tree making 
a rapid growth. Kaisha is also an excellent sort, quick in growth, the 
fruit large, easily ripened, and the flavour fair. D’Alsace proves very 
rich in flavour, and I think will prove a useful kind. Moor Park is, of 
course, as to size and flavour the most excellent, but with us the tree 
grows very little, and even in the case of quite young trees there is 
much loss through the branches dying. Peach has the same fault. 

This has been a most interesting season so far as Apples are con¬ 

cerned. The trees bloomed well, but during the time the flowers were 
open the weather was cold, dry, and comparatively sunless. The set of 
fruit was, in consequence, not so large as the show of blossom would 
have led one to expect ; still, there was sufficient to ensure a good crop 
throughout, and with some kinds the crop set was very large, causing 
a good deal of labour in thinning. Ecklinville and Warner’s King are 
examples, which set a sufficient crop and no more. Duchess of Olden¬ 
burg, Keswick Codlin, Lord Suffield, and Rymer set extraordinary 
crops. Outstanding features with Apples this year are the good shape 
and fine colour of the individual fruits. Warner's King has been much 
larger, but never so well shaped, and never before coloured as it is this 
year. Lord Suffield is this season quite free from blemish and the 
exposed portions slightly coloured. Some of the Ecklinvilles are beauti¬ 
fully coloured, while Duchess of Oldenburg, Red Astrachan, Cox’s 
Pomona, Reinette du Canada, Mere de Menage, Cellini, Manx Codlin, 
Ribston Pippin, and others are more like fruit grown in the south than we 
have ever seen them. The following are larger than is usually the case— 
Ribston Pippin, Court of Wick, Cox’s Orange, Duchess of Oldenburg, 
Blenheim Orange, Wellington, on old trees ; Manx Codlin, Hawthornden, 
and Hormead Pearmain. The following are the average size, but of a 
finer quality—Early Julien, Lord Suffield, Ecklinville, Northern Green¬ 
ing, Cellini, Red Astrachan, Margil, Cox’s Pomona, King of Pippins, Old 
English Codlin, Claygate Pearmain, Mere de Menage, Kentish Fillbasket, 
Tower of Glamis, Alfriston, and Irish Peach. These are smaller—Devon¬ 
shire Quarrenden, Wellington, young f.rees ; Warner’s King, Stirling 
Castle, Keswick Codlin, Rymer, Reinette de Canada, Margaret, Yellow 
Ingestrie, Cobham, Downton Pippin, Cockle Pippin, Kerry Pippin, 
Early Harvest, Fearn’s Pippin, Bedfordshire Foundling, and Court Pendu 
Plat. The above are some of the more popular kinds. Of newer sorts 
on trial we have not seen enough of yet to risk an opinion. It is per¬ 
haps necessary to state that trees requiring to be thinned of fruit on 
account of too thick a set were so thinned at an early stage. Our trees 
have not been watered, but they are all in deeply cultivated ground, and 
those from ten years old downwards arc regularly attended to at the roots. 
The few Peach trees grown out of doors have done very well, but our 
one solitary example of the Fig not so well as usual. Bush fruit carry 
very big crops. Another opportunity must be taken to refer to flowers. 
—B. 

AROUND NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 
Gardeners travelling northwards this j ear will find Newcastle a 

convenient centre for visiting a number of good gardens, and so many 
horticultural visitors have been attracted by the Jubilee Exhibition this 
week that a few hints as to what is especially worth seeing in the dis¬ 
trict may prove useful to those unacquainted with this part of England. 
There is a combination of attractions in the present season, for the 
general exhibition, opened in the spring and to be continued until 
October, possesses much interest, and the attendance of visitors has been 
very large ; it was therefore a good idea on the part of the Committee 
of the leading Horticultural Society in the north of England to make a 
special effort in rendering their autumn show worthy of the Jubilee year. 
They were fortunately met in a good spirit by the Council of the other 
exhibition, and sufficiently liberal terms were obtained to induce the 
Horticultural Society to hold their Show in the exhibition grounds, and 
as a part of the attractions provided for the public. This alone added 
to the importance of the Show, and a very liberal schedule having been 
compiled, much attention was attracted to the Society’s effort to obtain 
a creditable exhibition, and Newcastle became the centre of horticul¬ 
tural interest for the present year. 

Entering the great coal city from the south does not give a good im¬ 
pression to the stranger who is desirous of seeing picturesque gardens 
and examples of the best culture ; and striking as is the first view ob¬ 
tained from the high level bridge in crossing from Gateshead to New¬ 
castle, it does not give the slightest indication of the natural beauty of 
the surroundings, nor even of the architectural beauty of the chief 
streets in the city itself. The Tyne is seen far below with its quays and 
shipping, the steep banks on each side being covered with factories, 
warehouses, or dwellings, in the construction of which utility has been 
the chief object studied. There is also a sufficient quantity of smoke to 
cause an unpleasant obscurity even in bright sunny weather. It is, 
however, a remarkable scene, full of interest to the observer as repre¬ 
senting a mighty industry. But in another respect of more importance 
to horticulturists Newcastle is remarkable—namely, in the number and 
varied character of its parks. In these it is unequalled by any provincial 
town, and London itself cannot claim all the honours, extensive and 
well-kept as are “ the lungs ” of the metropolis. It is strange, too. that 
until within the past fifteen years Newcastle was unprovided with public 
parks or gardens of any kind ; it was, indeed, inferior in that matter to 
the neighbouring town of Sunderland, which had been provided with a 
park for nearly twenty years before the importance of such places of 
public resort was recognised in Newcastle. Very much of the improve¬ 
ment effected within recent years is due to the liberality of Sir William 
(now Lord) Armstrong, who has presented the city with the greater 
portion of the land employed for the purpose, and still maintains at his 
own expense the most picturesque of them all. Newcastle owes a con¬ 
siderable part of its importance to this gentleman, whose wonderful 
foundries at Elswick employ from 10,000 to 1.1,000 men constantly, and 
his endeavour has always been to improve the city with which he has 
been so long connected. Well merited indeed was the honour recently 
bestowed upon him, and at his beautiful Cragside estate in the heart of 
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Northumberland he now enjoys some of the relief from business so amply 
earned. 

ARMSTRONG PARK. 

To commence a tour of the parks the most convenient plan is to pro¬ 
ceed in a Byker tramcar, starting from the Central Station to Cook 
Street, and a short walk from that point conveys the visitor to the 
entrance of the first of a series of three parks which extend for several 
miles. One portion of the first reached was called the Heaton Park at 
one time, and is still called the Heaton section. It was formerly the 
property of Colonel Addison Potter, whose residence, Heaton Hall, still 
stands near to it in greatly restricted grounds. It was purchased by the 
Corporation, and another portion given by Sir William Armstrong was 
incorporated with it, both now passing under the name of the Armstrong 
Park. There are about fifty acres enclosed, but owing to the varied 
character of the ground and its situation in a long narrow well wooded 
valley, with considerable elevations commanding views of neighbouring 
estates, it appears much larger than it really is. Entering from Cook 
Street the principal road passes along an elevated portion of the Park, 
with deep slopes on one side covered with Ferns growing luxuriantly, 
and clothed with trees, Beech, Elders, Maples, and Horse Chestnuts pre¬ 
dominating. There is a succession of hills and dales, open glades of turf, 
and pretty views in the direction of hills on the other side of the deep 
valley crowned with trees, and here and there a few villas peep¬ 
ing out. Several of the higher slopes are utilised as rockeries 
occupied with numerous alpine and other suitable plants, which 
appear to thrive excellently. The road descends somewhat, passing 
through a dense belt of trees, and the principal flower garden, 
with its admirably kept bowling greens and. croquet lawns, 
which are quite a feature in all the Newcastle parks, as well 
those of some other north country towns. These lawns are surrounded 
by grass slopes, in which are beds devoted to miscellaneous flowering 
plants. Those of a popular character distinguished by their fragrance, 
rich colours, or long continuance of flowering—Mignonette, Violas, and 
Roses—are largely grown, also mixed beds of Pelargoniums, Petunias, 
Pansies, Lobelias, Phlox Drummondi, Asters, and Zinnias. Some fine 
mixed beds of Stocks, Ageratums, and Roses have a capital effect edged 
with Dell’s Crimson Beet and Dactylis glomerata variegata. At the 
upper portion is a terrace which affords an agreeable promenade, com¬ 
manding a view of the-lawns and flower garden, and some beds at the 
lower portion of this are planted with the ordinary bedding plants on a 
broad ground of Cerastium tomentosum, the taller Castor Oil Plants, 
Chilian Beet, Palms, &c., forming the background. Upon the terrace 
are aviaries and several glass houses, one being chiefly devoted to flower¬ 
ing plants, and another to Ferns placed on a tastefully designed 
rockery. These are not open to the public, but as they are of moderate 
size with glass sides and doors their principal occupants are readily seen 
from the outside. 

The other portion of the park, which is reached shortly after leaving 
these houses, contains some high grounds, surmounted by an old ruin at 
one part and by a windmill at another, both sites commanding fine views 
of Newcastle, with the delightfully wooded valley leading to Jesmond 
Dene. Several picturesque features are introduced here, little brid .es 
having small rivulets or dells, with dense shrubberies at the sides 
and mixed beds of Calceolarias, Pelargonium, and miscellaneous 
flowering plants. Full advantage has been taken of the situation and 
its natural beauty, and though it cannot be compared in the latter 
respect with the adjoining Jesmond Dene, it still possesses attractions of 
no mean order. It is kept in first rate condition by Mr. A. Theaker, 
who has now been in charge for eight years, and a good portion was laid 
out or planted under his saperintendence. 

JESMOND DENE. 

The valley already mentioned appears to deepen and contract past 
the point where it is crossed by a graceful iron bridge at a great height, 
and this forms the boundary between the Armstrong Park and the 
remarkable Dene, which for over a mile presents a succession of pictur¬ 
esque scenery and luxuriant vegetation such as cannot be seen in any 
other town in Great Britain. It is worth a long journey to see, and it is 
surprising that its beauties are so little known, for many a lesson in 
natural landscape gardening could be derived from an inspection of 
this Dene. It was the property of Sir William Armstrong, and still 
remains under his control, being maintained entirely at his own expense, 
though thrown open to the public the same as the other parks, and it is 
expected that ultimately it will be transferred to the Corporation. 
Valleys of this character are frequent in Durham and Northumberland, 
but when treating them artificially with a view to their improvement, 
it becomes very difficult to avoid introducing some incongruity which 
might spoil the whole effect. The plants employed, and the manner in 
which they are disposed, have to be carefully considered, and it is almost 
unnecessary to say that Lord and Lady Armstrong, both of whom are 
distinguished by their excellent taste, have given these matters their 
serious thought. The result is an example of how far Art may be 
advantageously employed to improve Nature, for there is not one 
jarring element in the whole Dene. The exotic plants employed are 
those that grow with sufficient freedom to render them thoroughly at 
home under their new conditions, and instead of being dotted about 
singly or in two s or three’s, we see masses of several square yards, banks 
covered with particular plants, jungle-like masses of others in the 
damp portions of the ground, and a natural luxuriance of vegetation 
throughout that is delightful in the extreme. 

The chief features that arrest attention when entering the Dene from 

the Heaton Bridge end are the masses of Furze, Heaths, Funkias, and 
Spiraea filipendula clothing the banks both to the right and left of the 
winding path,, which in some parts descends gradually towards the 
rivulet or burn at the bottom of the valley, and then rises far above it. 
The right hand bank is very steep, and in several places probably ex¬ 
ceeds 100 feet in height, the left bank sloping downwards, and upon 
both there is a dense clothing of trees, those on the ascending bank 
being the largest ; they comprise Sycamores, Purple Beech, the Moun¬ 
tain Ash loaded with its scarlet fruits, with numerous shrubs, such as 
Mahonia aquifolia, and small trees as undergrowth. Large patches of 
Helianthemums, in steep sandy places, have a capital appearance. 
Pinks also look well in similar quantity. CEnotheras in variety, Irises, 
and the brilliant Lilium chalcedonicum flourish as many an owner of a 
hardy plant garden would wish to see his own pets do. For a long dis¬ 
tance the steeper banks are thickly covered with Vinca minor, which, 
overshadowed by trees that also partly overhang the path, grows 
vigorously and forms a dark green clothing as close as if it were clipped. 
Extensive patches of Megaseas are telling amongst the smaller leaved 
plants, while large clumps of Polygonum cuspidatum, succeeding as 
that plant always does in a damp situation, impart quite a shb-tropical 
appearance to some portions of the Dene: Campanulas, Liliums, 
Saxifragas, and scores of other har.ly plants are employed in profusion ; 
in every instance they are in colonies of one kind, not kept within 
formal bounds, but allowed to increase at will. 

The path descends beneath an arch and emerges near the stream 
amidst rich vegetation, the extremely high bank on the right being 
here chiefly occupied with Thorns, Maples, Sycamores, Elders, Rhodo¬ 
dendrons, and Ferns, while on the left are some open glade-like turf 
slopes, where Cupressus Lawsoniana is represented by a group of fine 
specimens, and nearer still to the water, but especially where it is crossed 
by a small bridge overgrown with Ivy, is quite a forest of the Giant 
Bulrush, with masses of Epilobium angustifolium flowering profusely, 
Golden Yews at the side, Austrian Pines and a magnificent forest-like 
bank of trees on the opposite side. The view from this point is exqui¬ 
sitely beautiful, an artistic study, every part in harmony with the sur¬ 
roundings, and abounding in deiicious vistas. This varied though quiet 
scenery continues for a good distance, but towards the upper part of the 
Dene there is a change in the character ; the waterway becomes deeper 
and rocky, the water falling over a high rocky shelf-like plateau into a 
course filled with huge masses of stone, where it dashes along rapidly 
into the smoother course below. A substantial handsome bridge spans 
the water at this point, and, as shown in the woodcut (fig. 25), prepared 
from a photograph of this scene, it has a highly picturesque appearance. 
The lower path is cut through or over the solid rock, but there are 
several paths conducting to the higher portions of the right bank where 
a prospect of exceptional beauty can be obtained. It is difficult to do 
bare justice to this charming Dene, for when seen on a fine summer’s 
day, with the foliage of trees and shrubs fresh, as it might be expected 
to be in such a sheltered valley, and flowers abundant in every direction, 
it could scarcely be rivalled. As a public park it is unique, for in few 
places are so many natural advantages afforded, so much taste displayed 
in developing them. We understand that Lord Armstrong takes a 
personal interest in the superintendence of this park, but entrusts the 
practical charge to Mr. Wilson. 

Quitting the park at the upper end and bearing to the left we 
approach several imposing residences, amongst them being Lord Arm¬ 
strong’s private garden, which is also termed Jesmond Dene. This is an 
extremely interesting garden, containing a large number of glass houses, 
where both fruit and flowers are well grown, the latter in large numbers. 
We cannot refer in detail to this garden in the present issue, as it deserves 
a more lengthened notice than space would admit this week, for the 
practical care of the courteous gardener, Mr. Elliott, is evidenced in all 
departments. 

LEAZES PARK. 

Proceeding on a tour of the parks Osborne Road is readily reached 
after leaving Jesmond Dene, and thence a tram runs to the Grey Monu¬ 
ment, opposite Blackett Street. Ten minutes walk through that and 
Albion Street conducts to the Castle Leazes, an open moor-like space, 
and to Leazes Park. This is about thirty-five acres in extent, and was 
the first taken over by the town as a public park. Though compara¬ 
tively small it has been laid out effectively, and is well furnished with 
trees and shrubs, which with an undulating surface serve to conceal 
the real extent of the place. Laburnums, Ligustrums, Aucubas, Poplars, 
Willows, Maples, Mountain Ash, Elders, Rhododendrons, Lilacs, and 
the common Laurels thrive much better than might be expected, for the 
park is much more exposed to the smoke from the factories on the Tyne 
than those already noted. They are planted in dense masses, and with 
a few Copper Beech introduced at suitable intervals have a bold appear¬ 
ance. A lake and rock-margined island are seen in one portion, the usual 
bowling and croquet lawns admirably kept are found in another, and at 
the highest portion of the ground is a terrace which overlooks the park 
and also commands a view of the town beyond. Numerous flower beds 
are there provided, Zonal Pelargoniums constituting the chief feature, 
with a few neat carpet beds, Dahlias and Rhododendrons in the back¬ 
ground. There some fine banks of the Golden Elder, very rich in colour, 
and numerous mixed borders, Stocks, Pansies, Epilobiums, and Golden 
Rod being conspicuous at the present time. This park is under the 
charge of Mr. John Wilson, and its condition is creditable to the care it 
receives. 

ELSWICK PARK. 

A short walk by way of Diana Street and Elswick Road brings us to 
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the smallest of the Newcastle Parks, the Elswick or West End Park 

Hall VsTb'tantfa^H^ acr.es’formerly the grounds attached to Elswick 
the works^f the L/ed T,?81^’ u°W eTmPloJed as a museum for models of 

°i i e !ate John Graham Lough, a Northumberland sculptor 
of considerable eminence. The park derives its chief interest from the 

f5',slope o£ the ground from the Elswick Eoad to Westmoreland Road 

SoStAiS TIT ,"eWOf ?.e7y“ ™ller “»<* «» hills on the 
opposite side. It has also permitted a picturesque arrangement in a 
series of terraces or plateaux, the upper being devoted to Swns and 
bowling greens, surrounded by flower beds and shrubberies but still 
« GGYrciilty is experienced in keeping the trees in good condition as 

the smoke at times comes up from the valley in overwhelming quantitv 
The terracc.and slope in front of the Hall is well kept, ^contains'a 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
HALL AM S HIRE FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

August 22nd. 

,THf twentieth annual Exhibition of this Society was held in a large 
held at Ranmoor, near Sheffield, kindly lent for the purpose by C. H. Firth, 

sq., and in addition to the attractions provided by the Show and its 
accessories, the whole of the beautiful grounds and conservatories belong- 
i!1” to Mrs. Mark Firth at Oakbrook were thrown open to those visiting 
tlie bhow, and both these and the Show tents and grounds were during the 
late afternoon and evening thronged by crowds of admiring people. The 
oliow was quite equal as a whole, and in some respects superior in merit 
to those of preceding years. Two large tents were well filled with the 
exhibits, and considerable praise is due to the Curators for the very excel- 

Fig. 25.—JESMOND DENE. 

number of very bright flower beds, Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Asters, 
Marigolds, Lobelias, and Ageratums being the principal plants employed, 

■a bold ribbon border of a crimson Godetia and Tagetes signata pumila 
in bold bands having a striking effect. A small lake, partly concealed 
amongst the trees, completes the features of this pretty little park. 

The Town Moor is an extensive open space, not specially attended as 
a park, but employed as a playground or for meetings, while in Gates¬ 
head a small but pretty little park has been recently opened under the 
name of the Saltwell Park, from which a pleasing view can be obtained 
across the Team valley to the wooded slopes that partially conceal 
Ravensworth Castle. In the neighbourhood of this park arc several 
gentlemen’s residences and gardens, one of the principal being Heath- 
“e d House, occupied by Theodore Lange, Esq., and concerning which 
we hope to say more on another occasion.—Lewis Castle. 

lent manner in which they were arranged. The principal tent, devoted to 
the classes open to all England and to the gentlemen’s gardeners’ class 
was very beautiful. A great improvement had been effected by dispensing 
with the tables and stages up the centre, and grouping the specimen plants 
instead upon the ground (grass ). Side tables were still used as before for 
the exhibits of cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables, and for this purpose onlv, 
we think, should tabling be allowed at these shows 

At the entrance to this tent was a charming group of plants not for 
competition by Messrs. Fisher, Son A Sibray, Handsworth Nurseries, con¬ 
taining some excellent plants of Ficus elastica variegata, Liliums, Ixoras 
Dricamas, Bouvardias, Eulalias, and Adiantums. A plant in this group 
winch attracted much attention and curiosity was a well bloomed specimen 
of Itochea faIcata, a beautiful succulent which deserves to be much more 
widely known and grown than it is at present. In the class for six stove 
and greenhouse plants, flowering and foliage, there was a very strong 
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competition, and the first-prize specimens exhibited by Mr. Thos. Shelley, 
gardener to Mrs. Hobson, Burnt Stones, were in every way first-class, and 
such as would have gained for the exhibitor an honourable position in the 
best shows in London or the provinces. They consisted of Dipladenia 
Brearleyana, a grand specimen 4 feet high and 3 feet in diameter, covered 
with large and highly coloured blooms ; Miltonia spectabilis, 3feet Cinches 
in diameter, solid with bloom, and an exceptionally good variety; Ixora 
Wilhamsi, a large plant, the foliage quite bidden by a mass of flowers; 
Stephanotis floribunda and Eucharis amazonica, both large and finely 
bloomed; and a good specimen of Alocasia metallica. We do not remember 
to have previously witnessed six plants of such sterling merit throughout 
exhibited in Sheffield. The second-prize six exhibited by Mr. Sheridan, 
gardener to G. Howson, Esq., were of very high quality, and contained a frandly bloomed specimen of Bougainvillea glabra, also the old favourite 

lumbago capensis finely represented. In the third-prize lot were some 
good plants, notably Hoya carnosa covered with its beautiful trusses, but 
the colour is not effective in an exhibition. Specimen Ferns, both exotic 
and British, were, as is usual at these Shows, both numerous and good. 
In both classes Mr. Shelley was the first-prize winner. The six exotics 
included grand examples of Davallia Mooreana, Pteris scaberula, and 
Adiantum cuneatum. 

Fruit as a whole was very well exhibited ; in hardy fruits especially the 
entries were very numerous, and the quality throughout good. Grapes 
were not superior, excepting one entry of two bunches of Muscat of Alex¬ 
andria by Mr. Page, gardener to D. Ward, Esq., than which finer have 
seldom been shown anywhere or at any time. 

Vegetables were very fine almost throughout, the main exceptions 
being Cauliflowers and Peas. Potatoes, Celery, Onions, Beans, Cucumbers, 
and Marrows we have never seen better. The first-named, especially, were 
shown in great numbers, and were wonderfully fine throughout. 

A large number of Boses were shown, but with the exception of the 
exhibits not for competition by trade growers were not of very high 
quality. Messrs. Fisher, Son & Sibray had three large boxes of really 
good blooms, and Mr. Duncan Gilmour added very greatly indeed to the 
attractiveness of the Show by staging in his usual first-class style upwards 
of 1000 blooms. 

Dahlias were finely shown in the amateur and cottager classes, Mr. 
Charles Storey and Mr. S. Moore dividing the honours fairly equally 
between them with grandly finished blooms. The exhibits throughout in 
these classes of plants, cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables were of excellent 
quality, the cut flowers and vegetables especially being scarcely inferior to 
those in the open and gardeners’ classes, the Dahlias, Asters, and Marigolds 
being far superior.—W. K. W. 

READING AUTUMN SHOW. 

The autumn Show of the Reading Horticultural Society was held in the 
Abbey Ruins, Reading, by permission of the Mayor, on Thursday, August 
25th. The Show ground is a space of some 250 feet by 100 feet within the 
massive walls—5 feet thick or more—of the old Abbey, and it was roofed by 
abroad expanse of canvas. It is banked at the ends and sides, with two 
gentle slopes of turf towards the centre, thus there is every provision for 
the effective arrangement of the exhibits. These natural advantages were 
not wasted. On the right and left banks were judiciously staged the huge 
specimen plants and Ferns. At the upper end the lower portion of the 
terraced bank formed a capital stage for fruit. Above these were Liliums in 
pots, Pelargoniums, &c. The bank at the lower end was devoted to Tree 
Ferns, Palms, <fcc., with Begonias, Achimenes, and Fuchsias below them. 
On the central side banks were Fuchsias and Liliums, with cut flowers below 
them. Table plants and bouquets occupied two long tables down the centre 
of the enclosure, so that no space was wasted, and the general effect was 
very fine. 

Specimen Plants and Groups.—Turning to the awards we have first 
to refer to specimen plants and groups. They were of fair average merit, 
collectively considered, containing nothing of an exceptionally high order, 
but the majority of the plants were clean and healthy. Nine stove and 
greenhouse plants were first asked for. There were but two competitors— 
namely, Mr. James, nurseryman, West Norwood, and Mr. Mould of Pewsey, 
who were first and second in the order given. Mr. James had a fine 
specimen of Erica Eweriana and another of Ixora Regina, with Erica 
Marnockiana also good. The other plants shown were Allamanda Hender- 
soni, A. grandiflora, Dip’adenia amabilis, Erica McNabiana, Agapanthus 
albus, and Croton Truffautianus. The best of the second prize plants were 
Statice profusa, Gloriosa strperba, and Bougainvillea glabra. Variegated or 
handsome foliage plants (six) formed an interesting class. Mr. James 
again took first place, having good specimens of Latania borbonica and 
Macrozamia Dennisoniana, with Cycas revoluta also in good condition. 
Mr. Howe, gardener to Sir Richard Sutton, Benham Park, came next, 
with Mr. Parham, gardener to H. J. Simonds, Esq., Caversham, third. A 
fine Pandanus Veitchi was a feature of the latter’s collection. The last 
named exhibitor won with stove and greenhouse Ferns. He had a very fine 
lot, every member of which was worthy of mention. They were as follows : 
—Alsophila australis, Davallias elegans and Mooreana, very fine ; Cibotium 
Schiedei, also fine; Gymnogramma chrysophylla, and Thamnopteris nidus. 
Mr. Armitage, gardener to A. Clarke, Esq., Reading, showed a good 
Adiantum formosum, and a fair Alsophila australis amongst others for 
second prize. Messrs. Howe and Dockerill were equal third. One specimen 
stove or greenhouse plant in flower found Mr. Parham again to the front 
with a very fine Lantana Le Grand. This plant was 4 feet through and 
splendidly flowered. Mr. Howe followed with a moderate Allamanda Hen- 
dersoni. Mr. Mould won fora specimen new or rare plant, showing Croton 
Mortei, small, but very healthy and clean. Mr. Armitage received the 
remaining awards for the Aralia-like Carica Papaya, or Papaw Apple. 

Two groups only were arranged, and they were not amongst the best 
we have seen. Mr. James’ first prize arrangement was light and graceful, 
however, Orchids being most largely employed amongst flowering plants, 
rising from a groundwork of Adiantum, and backed by fine-foliage plants. 
Mr. Parham took second place, his group being largely composed of good 
Bized specimen plants ; it was certainly showy. Other awards in the plant 
classes must be summarised. They were for Lycopods, Achimenes, Fuchsias, 

Balsams, Cockscombs, Liliums, Coleuses, Palms, bedding Pelargoniums, 
variegated ditto, and Begonias. The principal prizewinntrs were Messrs. 
Ashby, gardener to Mrs. Fanning, Whitchurch; Bright, gardener to P. 
Karslake, Esq., Whiteknights Park ; C. Midwinter, Gresham ; Goodman, 
gardener to C. Hammersley, Esq., Bourne End ; Parham, and Hatch. 

Fruit.—This was perhaps the feature of the Show. The classes were 
numerous, entries good, and the quality of the exhibits excellent. Mr. 
Ashby showed remarkably well in the principal class (eight dishes), 
having good Peaches, Che'ries, Figs, and Apricots. The Grapes were large 
in bunch, but unripened. Mr. Goodman followed, also having good Peaches 
and Figs. Mr, Wells, gardener to Mrs. Ravenhill, Winkfield, was third. 
Mr. Jennings, of Farnborough, was first for a collection of six kinds, having 
capital Alicante Grapes and good Peaches. Mr. Cakebread, gardener to Sir 
Phillip Rose, Penn, was second, and Mr. Turton third. The Graps classes 
comprised some very fine fruit. Mr. Cakebread won with Black Ham- 
burghs ; the bunches were of good size, but the berries somewhat rubbed. 
Larger unfinished bunches took the second prize for Mr. Ashby ; Mr. Best, 
gardener to C. W. Chute, Esq., The Pynes, being third. A corresponding 
class for White MuscatB found Mr. Sinclair, gardener to the Marchioness of 
Downshire, Easthamstead Park, to the front with small but well-ripened 
bunches of Muscat of Alexandria; Mr. Jennings being second; and Mr. 
Cook, gardener to T. Taylbr, Esq., Rendcomb Park, third. Other prizes for 
Grapes were won by Mr. Cakebread, who showed some splendid bunches of 
Madresfield Court; Mr. Maher, with Gros Maroc in grand condition ; Mr. 
Kneller, gardener to W. S. Portal, Esq., Malshanger Park; Mr. Ashby; 
Mr. Waite, gardener to Col. Hon. W. P. Talbot, Esher; and Mr. Wells. 
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots were best shown by Messrs. Waite, who 
had a splendid dish of Princess of Wales Peaches ; Pound, gardener to G. 
May, Esq., Caversham, with Nectarine Peach, also good; Cox, gardener to 
J. H. Blagrave, Esq., ICalcot; Goodman, with fine Humboldt Nectarines ; 
Balchin, gardener to B. Simonds, Esq., Reading (Pine Apple Nectarine); 
Turton, gardener to J. Hargreaves. E q., Maiden Erlegh, with splen¬ 
did Moor Park Apricots; Maher and Cook, both with the variety just 
named. Figs were well shown by Mr. Parham. Plums (three dishes) were 
good too. Mr. Goodman won with B-.lle de Louvain, Vellow Imperatrice, 
and Kirke’s ; Mr. Howe following. Dessert and culinary Apples were ex¬ 
cellent, Messrs. Hinton, gardener to J. Leslie, Esq., Reading; Pope, gar¬ 
dener to the Earl of Carnarvon, Highc’ere ; Turton and Howe bemg the most 
successful exhibitors. Mr. Turton showed cooking Apples in capital condi¬ 
tion. Pears were moderately shown by Messrs. Goodman and Turton, who 
received the chief awards. 

Vegetables.—These were not very numerous, Tomatoes being shown 
in much the best condition. Onions and Celery were also good. Mr. 
Lockie, gardener to the Hon. G. Fitzgerald, Windsor, won with Cucumbers, 
staging Verdant Green ; Messrs. Elliott (gardener to J. Hibbert, Esq., Bray- 
wick) and Best following. Mr. Read, gardener to F. Wilder, Esq., Parley 
Hall, won with Celery, showing Sutton’s White Gem. Mr. Howe was to 
the front with Peas and Cauliflowers ; Mr. Booker, gardener to C. Littledale, 
Esq., Twyford, with Marrows ; and Mr. Jennings with Tomatoes. The 
latter were splendid, the variety being SHtton’s Reading Perfection. 
Tomatoes were also finely shown by Mr. Lockie, who was second with the 
same variety. Mr. Kneller bad the best Onions—a fine lot. 

Cut flowers were plentiful and attractive, but the chief awards only can 
be briefly indicated. Dahlias, Phloxes, Roses, Hollyhocks, Gladioli, Asters, 
and Zinnias were all good, the principal prizewinners being Mr. Walker, 
Thame (Zinnias and Dahlias), Mr. J. S. Johnston, Newbury (Gladioli), 
Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry (Roses), G. Phippen, Reading (Phloxes), 
C. Midwinter (Asters), and Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Crawley (single 
Dahlias). 

Special prizes were offered by several leading seedsmen. Messrs. 
Buttons’ prizes for the best brace of Melons were won by Messrs. Pope 
(first), Allen, gardener to Sir F. Burdett (second), Goodman (third), and 
Robins, gardener to E. D. Lee, Esq. (fourth). The first-prize fruits were 
capital examples of Imperial Green-flesh, which ought to become popular. 
Messrs. Wells & Goodman secured Mr. Fidler’s prizes for his Defiance 
Melon. Messrs. Sutton also offered prizes for co’lections of Potatoes. The 
former produced some fine lots of tubers. Mr. Allen won with nine dishes, 
Messrs. Pope, Ilott (gardener to Major Allfray), Wells, and Lye following. 
With six dishes Mr. Ilott was first, Mr. Allen second, Messrs. Lye and Pope 
third and fourth. The prizes offered for vegetables by Messrs. Sutton, 
Carter, and Webb drew some splendid produce, Messrs. Bowerman, 
(gardener to C. Hoare, Esq., Hackwood Park), Pope, and Waite having 
examples of far more than average merit. 

Certificates were awarded by the Judges to Mr. Robert Owen for two 
fine double scarlet Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, named respectively Robert 
Owen and Souvenir de Charles Turner; also to Mr. D. Bosley for Comet 
Aster, a large handsome flower of a soft rosy pink colour. 

Mr. Gordon of Twickenham exhibited a fine group of Lilium auratum, 
not for competition, and Mr. Owen a collection of Tuberous Begonias, both 
exhibits being greatly admired. 

WILTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—August 25th. 

The third annual Show of this Society was held on Thursday in last 
week in the beautiful and well kept grounds of Salisbury Palace, kindly placed 
at the service of the Society by the Lord Bishop of the Diocese, glorious 
weather prevailing, The Earl of Radnor is President of the Society, the 
Right Worshipful the Mayor of Salisbury (Fred. Griffin, Esq.) is Chairman 
of the Committee, which consists of the leading gentlemen of the city and the 
gardeners of the neighbourhood, with Mr. W. H. Williams, the courteous, 
energetic, and business like Honorary Secretary. One and all of these 
gentlemen are to be congratuLted upon the success and excellence of the 
Show. The competition was good in most of the classes, and the exhibits 
of first-rate quality, while the management of the Show was everything that 
could be desired. Mr. Cypher, Mr. Lock, and Mr. Wills were the principal 
exhibitors of plants—the groups, which are a new feature at this Show, 
being a step in the riaht direction. Mr. Ward, Mr. Pratt, Mr. Inglefield, 
Mr. Warden, and Mr. Evans were the chief exhibitors of fruit. In the 
evening the palace, gardens, and grounds were illuminated, and the effeot 
thus produced was very telling ; the grandly flowered Magnolia trees in 
front of the palace shedding their fragrance among the thousands of people 
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who visited the grounds in the cool of the evening to witness the 
illuminations. Mr. Smith, who has ably presided over these interesting 
and well-cared for gardens for the last nine or ten years, is to be com¬ 
plimented upon the good keep of the place. The following is the list of the 
awards made by the Judges :— 

Plants.—Division A (open).—For twelve stove and greenhouse plants, 
distinct, six foliage and a like number of flowering, £15, £10, and £5 wtre 
offered, the first prize being given by the President, The Right Hon. the 
Earl of Radnor, Lord Lieutenant for the county of Wilts. Three good 
collections were staged, and much time was spent by the Judges in deter¬ 
mining the relative positions of the two excellent lots of plants staged by 
Mr. Cypher of Cheltenham, and Mr. Lock, gardener to B. W. Cleave, Esq., 
Crediton. Ultinaatelv the premier position was accorded to the first named 
exhibitor for a vrry fine lot, consisting of a grand Cycas revoluta, Cjcas 
circinalis, Kentia australis, K. Fosteriana, Croton Sunset, C. Queen 
Victoria, a large and well coloured plant; a finely flowered Clerodendron 
Balfourianum, Bougainvillea glabra, grandly flowered ; Erica Marnockiana, 
a large fresh and well flowered plant; E. Irbyana, Ixora Pilgrimi, and Ixora 
amabile, the last named three being his weakest plants. Mr. Lock’s best 
plants were Latania borbonica of immense size and in fine condition; a 
large, fresh, and profusely flowered Erica Eweriana superba, Ixoras, and 
highly coloured Crotons Warreni and Williamsi; his Allamandas were 
weak. Mr. Wills, gardener to Mrs. Pearce, The Firs, Bassett, Southampton, 
was third, showing smaller but creditable plants. Mr. Lock was a good 
first for six stove and greenhouse plants in bloom, with grandly flowered 
plants of Allamanda Hendersoni, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Ixora Prince 
of Orange, &c. Mr. Wills was second, his best plants being Phcenocoma 
prolifera Bamesi, Erica Eweriana superba, and Clerodendron. Mr. Curry, 
gardener to Colonel Pepper, Milford Hill, Salisbury, was third; 
his beBt plant was Ixora Williamsi. Mr. Lock was first for six exotic 
Ferns with good, fresh, even plants, the most noticeable being a Gleichenia 
several feet over. Mr. Wills was second, showing a good half dozen ; and 
Mr. Evans, gardener to Lady Ashburton, Melchet Court, Romsey, a credit¬ 
able third. Mr. Wills was a good first for six Fuchsias, showing medium- 
sized, fresh, and well-flowered plants, No second was awarded. Third, 
Mr. Tnbb, gardener to Mrs. Ferryman, Redlynch House, Downton. In the 
■class for six Begonias, distinct, only two lots were staged by Mr. Thornton, 
gardener to Mrs. Greenwood,The Cliff, Harnliam, Salisbury, and Mr. Tubb, 
and they were accorded a second and third prize in that order. 

In the class for a group of plants arranged for effect on 100 square feet, 
prizes ranging from £5 to £3 were offered, and were won by Mr. Lock, Mr. 
Wills, and Mr. R. Wtst, gardener to Mr. G. R. Wigram, Northlands, Salis¬ 
bury, in the order of their names. The first and second prize groups 
atiracted a great deal of attention, not only on account of the choiceness 
and suitability of the plants used, but more particularly for the good taste 
displayed in arranging them ; and it took the Judges some time to make 
the awards. Mr. Lock's arrangement was light and very effective, having 
a fine plant of Cocos Weddelliana, drooping gracefully over choice flowering 
and bright and silvery leaved plants of various heights set in a carpeting of 
Maidenhair Fern. Mr. Wills’s group was a little too massive, being a de¬ 
parture from his style of a few years since. 

Division B (gentlemen’s gardeners).—For a group of plants arranged for 
effect in a semicircle, diameter 10 feet, £5 (given by Messrs. Keynes, 
Williams & Co., Salisbury), £3, and £2 were offered and brought out a 
capital competition. First Mr. Inglefield, gardener to Sir John Ivelk, Bart., 
Tedworth, Marlborough, with a very good arrangement of suitable plants, 
but had fewer been used the group would certainly have been more effective, 
and on this account Mr. Lock, who was placed second for a light arrange¬ 
ment, ought to have been accorded first place ; Mr. Wills was a good third, 
an extra prize going to Mr. Curry. 

Amateurs.—For a group of plants of the same dimensions as that just 
mentioned a first prize Jubilee cup. value £5, given by the Right Worshipful 
the Mayor of Salisbury, £2, and £1 being given by the Society as second 
and third. These prizes were keenly contested. Mr. Charles Burch. Oxford 
Avenue,Soul hampton. was first for a very good and tastefully arranged group; 
second Mr. Edward Brown, Portland Place, Salisbury, with a very bright 
but too formal arrangement; Mr. Pearce, High Street, Salisbury, was third. 
A group, consisting of well-flowered Liliums, &c., intermixed with Maiden¬ 
hair Fern, and having a double edging of the same graceful Fern and 
Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, and a piece of artistic rustic 
work in the background, not for competition, by the Messrs. Keynes, 
Williams & Co., at the lower end of the tent, was greatly admired, 
Class 9 was for a group of plants, arranged for effect, in a semicircle of 
8 feet, not open to exhibitors in the preceding class. First, Mr. John 
Curry, with a bright but somewhat heavy arrangement; second, Mr. J. 
Hinxman, gardener to Mr. Gregory, Salisbury ; third, Mr. Tubb, Mr. 
Hinxman had the best six Ferns ; Mr. Nightingale, The Mount, Wilton, the 
second best; and Mr. Lovibond, St. Anne Street, Salisbury, the third best. 
Mr. E.L. Brown was first for six Zonal Pelargoniums; Mr. T. S. Futcher, 
Wilton Road, Salisbury, was second, and Mr. Curry was third. Mr. Brown 
had the best four vadegated foliaged Pelargoniums, and Mr. Rockett, 
gardener to Mr. George Smith, Wilton Road, had the best six Coleuses, 
showing creditable plants. 

Fruit.—Division D (gentlemen’s gardeners).—Four collections of eight 
kinds were staged, the contest for the premier award being between Mr. 
Ward, gardener to the Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, and Mr. 
Pratt, gardener to the Marquis of Bath, Longleat, Warminster, the 
remaining two being a long way behind either of the above. The Longford 
collection, which perhaps was the finest ever staged from those gardens, 
won first honours by a few points. The dishes comprised grand bunches of 
Madresfield Court and good Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, large and highly 
coloured Pine Apple Nectarines, large Castle Kennedy Figs, Best of All 
MeloD, Moorpark Apricots, a good Queen Pine, and Dr. Hogg Peach. Mr. 
Pratt’s best dishe3 were Smooth Cayenne Pine and White Muscat Grapes. 
Mr. Evans was third. Mr. Pratt had the best Pine Apple, showing 
a good Smooth Cayenne. Mr. Bull, gardener to General Sir R. 
Buffer, Downes, Cre iiton, being a good second. Mr. Pratt was first 
for three bunches of White Muscats out of seven lots staged, with food examples, being followed closely by Mr. Budd, Lockerby Hall, 

.omsey, and Mr. Northeast, Norton House, Heytesbury. For a like 

number of Black Hamburgh Mr. Inglefield was first with large, well- 
coloured bunches, carrying a good bloom ; Mr. Charles Warden, gardener 
to Sir F. H. Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park, being a capital second with 
smaller but beautifully finished bunches ; Mr. Flight, Twyford, Winchester, 
was third. In the corresponding class for three bunches any other Black 
Mr. Ward was first with well-proportioned bunches of Madresfield Court, 
followed closely by Mr. Warden with the same variety, beautifully coloured, 
and having a good bloom, but smaller in bunch and berry than the Longford 
examples ; Mr. Flight was third. In the any other white class Mr. Warden 
was first with good bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, large in berry and 
well coloured, Mr. Ward being a very close second with good examples of 
Foster’s Seedling well coloured, Mr. Flight being third. Melons were not 
largely shown, none being put up by local growers : first Mr. Wilkins, 
gardener to Lady Theodore Guest, Inwood, Henstridge ; second Mr. Flight. 
Mr. Inglefield had the b st dish of Peaches in the Show, showing large, 
well-coloured fruits of Walburton Admirable; second Mr. C. Pay, gardener 
to Mrs. Morrison, Ampworth Lodge, Downton. Several fine dishes of 
Nectarines were staged, Mr. Ward taking first with good examples of Pine 
Apple; Mr. Browning, gardener to Canon Sir Talbot Baker, Bart., Bland- 
ford, was second with Humboldt. Out of several lots of Apricots Mr. Haines, 
gardener to the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill Hou.se, Highworth, Berks, was 
well first, and Mr. Wilkins was a close second. Mr. Browning was first for 
twelve Piums, and Mr. Ward was second, both showing good Green Gage. 

Mr. Browning was again to the front for six dishes of Apples, three 
dessert and three culinary, with a good clean even lot; Mr. Evans was 
second, and Mr. Fred Smith, gardener to the Lord Bishop of Salisbury, was 
a good third. Mr. Warden was first for four dishes of Pears, distinct, his 
lot including a nice coloured dish of Windsor, Mr. Smith being a good 
second. 

Amateurs.—For a collection of six kind3 of fruits Mr. Brown was a 
good first, his collection including creditable Black Hamburgh and fine 
Peaches, the second position going to Mr. J. Hinxman. Mr. Lovibond 
was first for two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, and Mr. Hinxman 
was second. The last named exhibitor was a good first for white Grapes 
with creditable bunches of Foster’s Seedling, Mr. Lovibond securing second 
position with the same variety rather green. Mr. Brown was easily first 
for six Peaches with large handsome fruits of Bellegarde, Mr. Curry being 
second. Harcourt Coates, Esq., M.D., Salisbury, was a good first for twelve 
Plums, showing large well-ripened fruits of Washington, which appeared 
to have been ripened under glass. C. W. Gater, Esq., Oakley, Milford, 
Salisbury, was a good second, showing large fruits of what appeared to be 
Kirke’s, carrying a fine bloom. Mr. W. P. Aylward, Salisbury, had the best 
three dishes of dessert Apples, showing ripe evenly matched fruits. Mr. 
Harcourt Coates was second, the last named exhibitor being firBt for a like 
number of dishes of culinary Apples, and Mr. George Smith, Wilton Road, 
Salisbury, was second. Mr. Coates was the only exhibitor of three dishes 
of Pears, for which he received first prize. 

Vegetables (gentlemen’s gardeners).—The only class provided for 
vegetables, to be competed for by gentlemen’s gardeners, was a collection 
of twelve kinds, and three or four good lots were staged. The tug of war, 
however, lay between Mr. Wilkins and Mr. Haines for first place, which, 
after a very close scrutiny by the Judges, was accorded to the former, 
whose collection included some grand specimens of New Intermediate 
Carrots, being straight, long, clean, and of a beautiful colour, three large 
close heads of Laing’s new Cauliflower. Sutton’s Perfection Tomatoes very 
good, Telegraph Ccucumber, Ne Plus Ultra French Beans, good Pride of 
the Market Peas, Moore’s Cream Marrow, Rousham Park Onion, Inwood 
Seedling Globe Artichoke, good Potatoes, and Perfection Beet. A truly 
grand collection for the season, and tastefully set up. Mr. Haines, as 
already hinted, was a very close second, only losing a few points in his 
Carrots, Tomatoes, and Cauliflowers. Mr. Inglefield was third with credit¬ 
able produce. The amateurs and cottagers also staged capital kitchen 
garden and allotment produce in their respective classes. 

Cut Flowers (gentlemen’s gardeners and amateur.-).—In the class for 
twenty-four Roses, distinct, Mr. Warden was a good first, showing a fresh, 
even two dozen blooms, bis best being Dr. Andre, Senateur Vaisse, Alfred 
Colomb, Duke of Connaught, and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam ; second, Mr. 
Flight, whose stand, though not quite so even as Mr. Warden’s, included 
several fine blooms. Mr. Frank Hatch, Wyndham Road, Salisbury, had 
the twelve best blooms, distinct. His best blooms were Madame Lambard, 
Marechal Neil, and Marguerite de St. Amand, Mr. Warden being a good 
second. Mr. West had the best twelve Pompon Dahlias, and Mr. Evans 
the best dozen spikes of Gladiolus. Mr. Budd had the best eighteen 
bunches of cut flowers, distinct, his stand including several choice pieces of 
Orchids. Mr. Evans was second. This collection contained two fine spikes 
of Saccolabium Blurnei. The prizes for the best dozen bunches of cut 
flowers went to Mr. Browning and Mr. Inglefield in that order. 

In the open class for the best dressed vase for dinner table decoration, 
Mr. J. R. Chard, Stoke Newington, London, was first for a very good 
arrangement, Mr. Cypher was a close second, and Miss Flight a good third. 
In the amateur (ladies) classes Miss Agnes Flight was a good first for 
dressed vase for a like purpose to that indicated in the preceding class. 
Miss Catherine Lovibond, Salisbury, was second, and Miss Alice Howard, 
Hackney, London, was third. Miss Brown was first in the next three classes, 
fellowed by Miss Lovibond and Miss Burt, Winterbourne. 

Miscellaneous plants not for competition.—Messrs. Keynes, Williams and 
Co. made a grand Bhow of Roses and Dahlias, the latter commencing 
with stands of Pompons, the most notable of these being Sappho, Darkness, 
and Lady Blanche, followed with several stands of Cactus varieties, 
conspicuous among which were Constance, a beautiful white ; Annie Harvey, 
rich crimson maroon; Miss Sherriff, orange salmon; Miss Beadon, buff, 
shaded red, die. Then followed several dozen stands of large uniform 
blooms of show varieties, having in the background large spikes of Gladiolus 
of various colours, thereby rendering the side stage in the large tent con¬ 
taining the Ferns, die., a most interesting feature in the Show. Messrs. 
Brittan & Son, the Waterloo Nursery, Salisbury, also had a grand display 
of Roses, Dahlias, and decorative plants in the same tent. Mr. H. J. Gibbs, 
Manor Farm Nursery, Salisbury, also contributed stands of Carnations, 
Zinnias, Gladiolus, Dahlias, die. Mr. Smith staged several large healthy 
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specimens of exotir Ferns, <fcc., from the palace gardens. Messrs. 
J. Lywood, of Catherine Street, Sa'isbury, also contributed cut flowers. 

SANDY AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The nineteenth of these popular annual gatherings was held on Friday 
last as heretofore in the pretty and convenient grounds of J. N. Foster, Esq., 
at Sandy Place, and within a quarter of a mile of the railway station; and 
although the season must be considered an unpropitious one for vegetables, 
the staple of the locality, and notwithstanding the clashing of the Exhibition 
with some concurrent local gatherings, it must be noted as one of the most 
successful, if not the largest, that the Society has yet held. In point of 
numbers of entries there was on this occasion, as might have been antici¬ 
pated, a considerable falling off, and especially was this evident in the 
diminished display of single dishes of vegetables, but in the quality of the 
exhibits there was a patent advance. Frequent showers which barely more 
than cooled the ground were almost welcomed even by ladies in light holiday 
attire, and after the long spell of drought which has severely affected the 
district did not appear at all to interfere with the comfort or pleasure 
of the visitors; and indeed the amount of gate-money received attested that 
for the surrounding counties Sandy Show is as popular as ever. 

The display of stove and greenhouse plants, although somewhat marred 
by being awkwardly raised at an elevation of some 6 or 8 fe> t on an 
unsightly wooden platform in a narrow tent, and which had to be studied 
with the head placed back at an angle of 45° or mo-e, was a most satisfactory 
one. The first prize in the open class for ten stove and greenhouse plants 
was awarded to Mr. W. Finch, gardener to H. Marriott, Esq., Coventry, who 
had grand specimens of Stephanotis floribunda, Lapageria rosea, ixora 
Williamsi, Statice profusa, Rondeletia speciosa nigra, Allamanda nobilis, 
and four Ericas ; Mr. W. Rabbitt, gardener to Gen. Pearson, C.B., The Hazells, 
Sandy, was a very close second with large plants, several being as well 
grown as those in the winning lot, but one or two specimens hardly being 
sufficiently advanced in bloom. Mr. Rabbitt showed Bougainvillea glabra, 
Stephanotis floribunda, Ixora Fraseri, Dipladenia amabilis in fine condition. 
Mr. Parker, of the Rugby Nurseries, had smaller but well-flowered speci¬ 
mens, to which third prize was awarded. For six foliage plants (nursery¬ 
men excluded), Mr. Redman, gardener to J. H. Goodgames, Esq., Eynesbury, 
St. Neots, was first, and Mr. Rabbitt second. For six stove and greenhouse 
Ferns, Mr. Tillbrook, gardener to Bateman Brown, Esq., Houghton, Hunts, 
took ieading position, and for six hardy ditto Mr. Rabbitt. For three 
Cockscombs Mr. Redman was first, and for six showy and well-flowered 
Begonias W. H. Apthorp, Esq., Cambridge, held first place. For twelve 
Zonal Pelargoniums, Mr. Rabbitt, a constant winner in the competition, was 
again first, but the plants hardly in so good form as usual. Queen of the 
Belgians as a fine white, and Mrs. Patchett as a carmine-cerise, were con¬ 
spicuous as good specimens. 

Cut flowers, especially Roses, Dahlias, and Gladioli, were well repre¬ 
sented. In the open class for forty-eight cut Roses (not less than twenty- 
four distinct varieties), Messrs. Paul & Son, of the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, 
showed two good boxes of good s zed, clean, and well-coloured blooms, and 
were placed first. Madame Alfred Vy was noticeable as a well-shaped, 
stiff-petaled, purplish-crimson flower, and said to be a useful autumn Rose. 
Blooms of Chas. Lefebvre, H. Schultheis, Madame V. Yerdier, Madame 
Margottin, Marshal Wilder, Innocente Pirola, Duke of Teck, Paul Neyron, 
Niphetos, Etienne Levet, Cornelia Kock, Prince Arthur, and G. W. Head 
were all good in this stand. Messrs. Burrell & Co., of Howe House 
Nurseries, Cambridge, came second, having fresh but a trifle smaller 
flowers. In this stand Nipheto?, Jean Ducher, Catherine Mermet, Duke of 
Teck, Dupuy Jamain, Marechal Niel, Dr. Andiy, and Duke of Albany (as 
shown much like Fisher Holmes) were well represented. Messrs. J. & W. 
Burch, Rose growers, Peterborough, came third, having bright blooms of 
Alphonse Soupert and Duchess of Bedford ; Pierre Notting, F. Lesseps, and 
Niphetos also being attractive. Mr. J. House, of the Peterborough Nurse ies, 
also showed some fine blooms set up in his neat-looking registered stands, 
where moss is dispensed with, and although this may not altogether dis¬ 
place the real article, in seasons of drought like the present the invention 
seems a suitable and most desirable one. For Gladioli it seems especially 
adapted. Amongst Mr. House’s Roses a bloom of Madame Eugene Fremy, a 
dark H.P., although small, attracted attention as a possible show Rose of 
the future. Souvenir de Therd e Levet in Mr. House’s collection wib 
remarkably curious and distinct, and unless in Rose company would scarcely 
be recognisable as a Rose. For twenty-four cut blooms (nurserymen 
excluded) Mr. E. B. Lindsell, of Bearton, Hitchin, was an easy winner, and 
notwithstanding the Hertfordshire plague of earwigs, which the exhibitor 
states has impaired his late blooms, tbe stand was a creditable one. 

In the open class for twenty-four Dahlias, the “ all round ” Mr. R. 
Petfield, gardener to C. Thornhill, Esq, Diddington, Hunts, distanc d the 
veteran Mr. H. Glasscock of Bishop’s Stortford, who is always “off” in 
tropical weather. Mr. Petfiehl’s first prize stand contained the following 
flowers in champion form—viz., MBs Can nell, Wlllie Garrett, H.Weir, Defiance, 
Goldfinder, Mrs. Freeman. Primrose Perfection, Jos. Henshaw, Jas. Stephen, 
Jas. Cocker, very fine ; Mrs. G. R. Gifford, Prince Bismarck, Jos. Ashby, 
Shirley Hibberd, Mrs. Gladstone, J. Standish, J. B. Service, J. W. Lord, 
Constancy, Prince of Denmark, fine ; Mrs. Dodds, Illuminator, Mrs. Langtry, 
and Imperial. In Mr. Glasscock’s stand, which was placed second, w re 
good flowers of Chas. Ridley, Piince of Denmark, J. Y. Quennell, and Mr. 
H. Glasscock. For six Fancy Dabl'as, Mr. H. Glasscock was placed first, 
having good flowers of Duchess of Albany, Mrs. Browning, Wizard, and 
Chorister ; Mr. Petfield, who was here second, having Gaitty, Duke of Albany, 
Rev. J.B.Camm, Hercules, E Fisher, and H.Eckford. For twelve Show Dahlias 
Mr. G. Arnold of Laighton Buzzard, Beds, was first with some grand flowers, 
including a bloom of Mr?. Douglas, probably the finest flower in the Show. 
A good stand was al?o exhioited by Mr. Apthorp. Mr. W. Bourne of 
Cambridge was first for tome fine African Marigold?, and Mr. Petfield for 
Zinnias, which were good for the season. Asters were Fmall, and showed 
the effects of the drought. For twenty-four spikes of Gladiolus, Messrs. 
Burrell & Co., Cambridge, were first with very fine spikes, including several 
of their own seedlings, Grand Mogul, and another unnamed of the Horace 
Vernet type, having bold, well built flowers, and colours well defined, Mr. 
J. House having also a fine stand, for which he was awa- ded second prize. 
Very good Hollyhocks came from Messrs. Welb & Brand of Saffron 

Wa’den, including Cygnet, a very clear well-formed white ; Alfred Chater, 
Purity, F. G. Dougal, W. Archer, Golden Drop, Carus Chater, Goliath, antt 
Prince Arthu-. In the competition for the silver medil offered for the test 
collection of cit flowers by Messrs. Wood & Son of Wood Green, Mr. vv. 
Finch of Coventry secured the prize. 

Fruit.—For the collection of eight distinct'kinds of '*i2es-ex* 
eluded) Mr. G. R. Allis, gardener to Major Shuttleworth, Old Warden, 
worthily secured the first place with splendid Alicante and Buckland bwee 
water Grap-s, Barrington Peaches, White Ischia Figs, Nectarines,. 
Moorpark Apricots, Melon and Cherries. Mr. Tillbrook was placed secon r 
his Muscat Grapes being very fine, but hardly finished. For six distinct Kinds 
Mr. G. Warboys, gardener to Mrs. Medland, St. Neots, took the leading 
prize. For two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes Mr. W. H. Murfin o 
Little Staughton, Hunts, was first, and Mr. Tillbrook second, ror two 
bunches of any other variety of black Grapes Mr. Tillbrook was first wit 
fine Gros Maroc. For two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Mr. thos. 
Nutting, gardener to J. B. Maple, Esq., Childwickbury, St. Albans, was hrst 
with large fruit, and bunches nearly finished, and Mr. H. Edwards, Cam¬ 
bridge, second. For two bunches of white Grapes, any other variety, Mr. 
Allis « as first in his usual style with very fine well ripened bunches o 
Buckland Sweetwater. The display of Grapes was altogether a good on 
and the competition strong. For a scarlet-flesh Melon Mr. Allis was also- 
firsf, and Mr. Cook, gardener to Col. Stuart, Tempsford Hall, seccmd; and 
for a green-flesh Melon Mr. R. Carter, gardener to Col. Duncombe, Wares iy 
Park, was first; and for six Peaches Mr. Allis. Mr. Cook was also t e 
winner with a fine dish of Florence Cherries. In the competition for best 
collection of Tomatoes three interesting collections were shown, the first 
prize being awarded to Mr. Tillbrook for four large varieties, two red and> 
two yellow. Mr. Rabbitt was second, and Mr. W. Bourne third, the latter 
showing a distinct and luscious looking small yellow seedling, lbe first 
prize for cooking Apples was awarded to Mr. J. Beaumont of Eaton bocon, 
for Peasgood’s Nonsuch. . , 

Vegetables, an especial feature at 8andy, were, if more sparingly shown 
than usual, admirably represented. For a basket of twelve varieties Mr. tr- 
Vyne, gardener to C. Franklin, Esq., Bedford, was first, and Mr. Ituis, 
girdener, Pemberly, Bedford, a good second. For a collection of six varie¬ 
ties, Mr. G. Woodham, Kempston, Beds, was first, and Mr. Carter, Waresley. 
second. Mr. Rabbitt was awarded first for a very fine brace of Tender and 
True Cucumber, nearly 30 inches long. Mr. W. Pepper, Welwyn, had a 
similar position for excellent Intermediate Carrots and for a dish or 
Lixton’s Evolution Peas, by far the best in the Show. For a collection ot 
Potatoes, Mr. R. Carter was first with Snowdrop, and Mr. Bresee (excelhnt 
specimens), Vicar of Laleham, Beauty of Kent, Adirondack, and 
national, also good. Mr. J. Bradford, Thorney, Cambs, was second, ror 
the best dish of white kidney Mr. T. Scotchbrook, Whittlesey, Cambs, was 
first with International, and Mr. All's second with Snowdrop. For round 
white Mr. Scotchbrook was first with Schoolmaster, Trizetaker coming in 
as the best coloured kidney, Reading Russet as the best coloured round. 
But by far the best Potatoes in the Show were those from Mr. J. House,. 
Peterborough, in the market gardeners’ tent, his Magnum Bonums, Reading 
Russets, Trophy, Edgecote Purple, Snowdrop, and Cosmopolitan having in 
more favourable seasons been rarely equalled, but from unac-ountable and 
hesitating management in this department part of the exhibits were not 
allowed to be staged, and so other prizes were reluctantly awarded, lhe 
prize off red by Messrs. Harrison & Sons, seed merchants, Leicester, for six 
kinds of vegetables, four to be grown from their seeds, was awarded to Mr. 
W. Johnson, Bedford. . 

Mr. T. S. Ware, of Tottenham, had a good display of decorative, Pompon* 
and single Dahlias. The best of the decorative sorts were William Rayner, 
a striking msthetic flower, Mrs. Hawkins, Henry Patrick, and William. 
Pearce (yellow). Amongst the Pompons were Nemesis, a very small self¬ 
chocolate flower; Pure Love, a very delicate peach; Eccentric, very 
curious orange and buff; Profusion, Gem (bright scarlet), and Brunette. 
Messrs. J. Cheal <fc Sons, of Crawley, Sussex, a’so made a very 
effective display with these Dahlias, and their mode of setting up the 
decorative flowers as single blooms, backed up with their foliage, proved 
most attractive. Amongst the Cactus type, Lady M. Marsham (crush'd 
strawbeny), Empress of India (very dark), General Gordon, Mrs. Tait 
(imbricated white), Picta formosissima, Juarezi, and Cochineal were very 
effective. In sing es, the best were Beauty of Uplands, Ellen Teiry, Mrs. 
Rennett (striped), F.CC., Jas. Kelway, Sunset, Silver King, Amos Perry, 
and Queen of Singles (mauve). The best of the Pompon type were 
Crawley Gem, Little Bobby, Emotion, Favourite, Fair Helen, Lightning, 
and Dr. F. Junker. Messrs. W. Wood & Son, of Wood Gr en, showed 
specimens of their “ Thanatos ” insecticide, universal plant food, manures, 
and othf r specialities; and Mr. William Colchester, of Ipswich, samples 
of his Ichthemic guano. 

FALKIRK. 

The above Show was held in the Falkirk Town Hall, on Friday and 
Saturday, 26th and 27th ult. It was one of the finest, although not the 
largest, that has been held, and far surpassed others with higher preten¬ 
sions. Many of the exhibits were extraordinary examples bo'h in size and 
quality, the vegetables especially so. Leeks measured 10 inches long and 
2J in diametrr, finely blanched; Onions weighed If lb.; Parsnips and 
Carrots were simply perfection, the former measuring upwards of 2 feet 
6 inches long by 3 inches in diameter; Celery was also of extra quality. 
Plants and cut flowers were excellent, as also was the fruit. Miss Cochran. 
Comely Park House, Falkirk, exhibited some wonderfully large Norwegian 
Red Currants. Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons exhibited a table of plants 30 
feet by 6 feet nicely arranged, and gave grand effect to the Exhibition ; the 
Crotons and Dracaenas were very highly coloured. The same firm also 
exhibited single and Pompon Dahlias, which were much admired; they were 
arranged with great taste. Amongst the single varieties we observed a 
number of new ones worthy of special notice; Scotch Lassie, beautifully 
striped ; James Kelway, white, purple edged ; John Sutherland, orange, 
striped scarlet; Mrs. H. M. Murray Stewart, edged pink; and amongst the 
Pompons, Eocentric, a novel and pleasing variety ; Dandy, crimson purple. 
Mr. M. Campbell, Blantyre, exhibited two stands of Dahlias, remarkably well 
grown and very larg». The Carnations exhibited by the same gentleman 
were excellent. The Judges declined to pass any remarks upon several 
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promising seedling Pansies, owing to the season being too far advanced. 
Mr. M. Cuthbertson, Rothesay, exhibited a large number of superior cut 
flowers in great variety. 

The honey, owing to the fine season, was highly meritorious. The drift 
honey surpassed anything we have seen, and it was a difficult task for the 
Judges to decide which was the best. The designs, now so popular since 
“A Renfrewshire Bee-keeper ” threw out the hint about these many years 
ago, were attractive. As usual the Stewarton supers were the centre of 
attraction and were very fine. The observatory hives were novel, hut the 
common error of lifting the combs from the stock hive and placing them 
in the observatory a dav or so before the show, instead of allowing the 
bees to work the comb in them, and showing the workings to the best 
advantage, spoiled these exhibits. 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE JUBILEE EXHIBITION. 

August 31 st, September 1st and 2nd. 

The Botanical and Horticultural Society of Durham, Northumberland, 
and Newcastle-on-Tyne opened their autumn Show on Wednesday, August 
31st, in the Royal Jubilee Exhibition grounds at Moor Edge, Newcastle, 
and though they have had a successful career of sixty-three years it proved 
one of the most successful ever held in that busy city. A large piece of 
land was enclosed on the site recently occupied by the Royal Agricultural 
Society’s Exhibition, and upon this three spacious marquees were erected 
200 feet long each, and 48 feet wide, with central and side stages in two of 
them, the third being reserved for the large specimen plants and groups. 
The marquees were placed parallel with each other, so that the exhibits 
were readily inspected by the large numbers of visitors which were attracted 
to the Show, and to whom also special facilities were afforded in the way of 
excursion trains from the northern counties. 

A very liberal schedule was compiled, a total of £421 being offered in ninety- 
five classes, besides fifty-five classes devoted to artisans. The first named 
classes were in three divisions, A, open to all, comprising fifty-seven classes, 
with a total of £32^ : B, open to all (nurserymen excepted), twenty-four 
classes ; and C, open to amateurs only, th;rteen classes. Division A, as 
will be seen from the prize money, was the most important, including 
all the large classes for plants, table decoration, cut flowers, and fruit, all 
of which were shown in surprising numbers. The prizes for plants 
ranged from £12 to 10s.; £10 we-e offered as the first prize for the 
most tastefully decorated dessert table, 10 feet by 5 feet 4 inches. 
The substantial prize of £6 and the Wood Jubilee medal were offered 
for twenty-four Dahlias in the cut bloom classes; but the special 
interest of the Show centred in the fruit classes, for which liberal 
provision was made. Much attention was attracted by the class 
for a collection of fruit, fifty dishes, PineR excluded, for which the 
prizes were £25, £15, and £10, or a total of £50 in one class. It could 
not be expected that there would be a large competition in such a class 
as this, but the valuable prizes induced three of our leading cultivators to 
enter the lists and test their strength. These were Mr. J. Hunter, Lambton 
Castle Gardens, Durham ; Mr. J. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall Gardens, Guis- 
borough, Yorkshire; and Mr. J. H. Goodacre,Elvaston Castle Gardens, Derby, 
the collections making an excellent and extensive display. Other fruit 
classes are well represented, and there are over 500 dishes of fruits staged 
besides 100 bunches of Grapes. There were eight entries with a collect'on 
of eight dishes of fruit, nine with four dishes of fruits, the same number 
with six hardv fruits, twelve with six bunches of Grapes, fourteen with two 
bunches of Black Hamburghs, ten with two bunches of black Grapes any 
other variety, the same number with White Muscat, Buckland Sweet¬ 
water, and any other white Grape. The competition was exceedingly keen 
with Melons (twenty-nine), Peaches (seventeen), Nectarines (sixteen), 
Apricots (fifteen), Cherries (twenty), Apples, Pears, Plums, and Tomatoes 
being all strongly represented. 

The plant classes included nearly 300 flowering and foliage plants, be¬ 
sides nearly as many in the smaller classes. Dessert tables, epergnes, 
bouquets, <fec., are largely shown, and the total number of cut blooms of 
Dahlias, Gladioli, Asters, Rosts, Carnations, and Hollyhocks amount to 
nearly 3000. There are 260 exhibitors, and some of these entered in 
as many as twenty classes. 

In number and quality of exhibits the Show is a magnificent one, fruits, 
plants, and flowers being grandly represented. The three collections of fifty 
dishes of fruit were very close in quality, but some difficulty has been ex¬ 
perienced in making up the number. The prizes were awarded as follows : 
—Mr. Hunter, Lambton Castle Gardens first, Mr. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall 
Gardens, second, and Mr. J. H. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle Gardens, third. 
Mr. J. Hunter was also first with eight dishes, followed by Mr. R. Westcott, 
Raby Castle Gardens, Mr. McIntyre and Mr. Mclndoe. With four dishes, 
Messrs. Westcott, Parker (Impney), and Hunter were the prizewinners. The 
best hardy fruits were from Messrs. Short, Westcott, and Parker. In the 
Grap9 classes, Mr. Witherspoon was first with six grand bunches, followed 
by Messrs. Hunter, Mclndoe, and Laidler in a very strong class. 
Other successful exhibitors with Grapes were Messrs. Mclndoe, Good- 
acre, Luck, Hunter, and Witherspoon. Pine Apples, Pears, and mis¬ 
cellaneous fruits are all well shown, but vegetables are few. Speci¬ 
men plants include some fine fresh-flowering examples, and amongst 
the foliage plants Crotons are very highly coloured. In the open class 
for eight flowering plants Mr. G. H. Lett3, Aske Gardens, won first 
honours. With six flowering plants Messrs. Nicholas, Gateshead, and 
Suffield were the prizewinners. Foliage plants from Messrs. Nicholas, 
McIntyre, and Methven (Heathfield Gardens), are excellent. Ferns also 
are very fine. Amongst cut flowers, Gladioli, Hollyhocks, Roses, Asters, 
and Dahlias are uncommonly good, honours being accorded to Messrs. 
Short, Harkness, Brown, Rogerson, Spoor, Walker, and Cocker & Son, 
Aberdeen. 

Bouquets, wreaths, buttonholes, stands, and baskets of flowers form 
the prettiest feature of the Show. Very seldom is such a charming display 
seen. Dessert tables from six exhibitors are very tasteful and choice in 
quality. In the table and bouquet classes Messrs. Thompson, Chard, 
Cypher, and Perkins (Coventry) were the chief prizetakers. 

The arrangements of the Show were admirably conducted by the 
courteous Secretary, James J. Gillespie, whose familiarity with the arduous 
duties of his office enables him to work out every detail in a highly satis¬ 
factory manner to all. We can only regret that the brief time at our dis¬ 
posal only permitted a hurried reference to the chief features of the Show, 
but fuller particulars will be given next week. Some tasteful exhibitors’ 
cards were specially printed for this Show by Mr. Andrew Reid, Printing 
Court Buildings, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and the same firm prepared some 
handsome lithographed certificate cards, of excellent design, and which con¬ 
stituted additional awards of honour in certain classes. 

In the central gardens of the general Exhibition several firms of nursery¬ 
men have interesting contributions, chiefly beds of ornamental Conifers 
and small shrubs, but the-^e are very tastefully arranged in groups sur¬ 
rounded by excellently kept lawns. The latter are an important feature, 
and admirably illustrate the readiness with which good lawns can ba 
formed from seed, as in some cases the seed was not sown until May 2nd,, 
and the turf is now as dense and firm as if it had been formed for years. 
Messrs, Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle; Fell & Co., Hexham; R. Smith and 
Co., Worcester; and Mr. W. J. Watson, Newcastle-on-Tyne, are the prin¬ 
cipal exhibitors in this department, and all deserve much credit. 

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
It is gratifying to observe from last week’s issue of the Journal that 

the report of the Pear Congress has at last been issued. I have no- 
doubt that the majority interested will be pleased to avail themselves of 
a copy. I have the report of the Apple Congress, but can the reports of 
the Primula and Narcissus Conferences be obtained? I have tried to 
procure them and failed. I presume offering the report of the Pear 
Congress to the Fellows is a new departure on the part of the Council of 
the “ Royal.” It is what should have been done long ago, for it will do 
much to bring horticulturists in the provinces in sympathy with the 
Society and its work. Under the old system its benefits were in a large- 
measure confined to those who could take part in its shows and meetings, 
or, at the most, those who live within easy reach of London. I am 
glad to think the Council see that the support of gardeners and. 
others in the provinces is needed, I do not think it will be tendered on 
a large scale, unless some return is made in the shape of official reports, 
either in book form or through the gardening periodicals, of the Society’s: 
work and doings. 

The reorganisation scheme put forward a short time ago, as published 
in the Journal, is a step in the right direction, but outsiders will not 
reap much benefit by paying their half-guinea or other sum that might 
be determined if the finances be swallowed up in the maintenance 
of elaborate offices ; that would cripple it at the outset. I should cer¬ 
tainly favour a withdrawal to Chiswick, and start in such a manner as- 
to husband the financial resources and at the same time show to those 
in the provinces what work the Society intends to do in the future in 
order to advance horticulture generally throughout the country ; then, 
and not till then, do I believe a general support from the provinces will 
be given. 

While the report of the Pear Congress issued for the good of the 
public will be highly appreciated, such work as conveyed in your 
notice of Vegetable Trials at Chiswick, page 45, July 21st, will be strongly 
condemned. The Society should put its foot down and refuse to accept 
for trial plants fruits or vegetables that are not named. Amongst 
Tomatoes I see on page 161 that Messrs. Watkins Sc Simpson have a No. 1 
and No. 3 highly spoken of. What good is such information to the 
public ? Just now I am specially interested in Tomatoes and on the 
look out for the very best kinds, and so are many others that grow for 
market. Announcements under number are simply tantalising, and it is 
to be hoped in future that the “Royal” will not recognise anything 
for trial sent under number.—A Gardener in the Provinces. 

THE EARWIG PEST. 
I KNOW not how others elsewhere are annoyed by earwigs, but this- 

year they worry me to distraction. If I put a pair of trousers on J 
must first shake out the horrible creatures ; if I cut a slice off a loaf I 
find one or more in the holes of the bread ; if I get in bed I must first 
examine it. All my family are tormented by them, through the nausea 
caused at finding them in the food and on the wearing apparel. I write, 
however, to warn others to beware of their depredations on the wall 
fruit. A fortnight ago I had about four dozen Nectarines, and then I 
found them gradually disappear, all but the stones, which were left, 
clean. I thought of wasps and slugs, but could find no slugs, and1 
noticed the wasps never touched the fruit. After about a dozen and a. 
half fruit disappeared I grew desperate, and smothered the tree with 
soot, thinking that would stop it, but to my surprise my desperate means 
of repelling the enemy was no remedy. I went out one night with a 
lamp, and then I was staggered, for so many earwigs together I never- 
saw in my life. Heaps upon heaps there were attacking my fruit, and- 
I had my revenze, for seizing a can of crystal oil I poured it on them 
and slew many hundreds. The next night they were as thick as ever, but 
I massacred them again, and am thinning them down, but am afraid 
my tree will be sadly damaged.—H. S. Eabty. 

ASPARAGUS CULTURE. 
(Continu'd from, page 155.) 

Transplanting. — One-year-old plants are best. For the 18-inch 
rows plant on the flat, for the other distances let the height of the 
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ridges be as before stated. The early part of April, or when the plants 
have grown 2 or 3 inches, is the proper time to plant. Lift the whole 
carefully, and keep the roots as much as practicable from the drying 
influences of the atmosphere. Stretch a line at the required distance, or 
along the centre of each ridge, and make a sloping cut on both sides the 
lines at an angle of about 45° where the plants are required, and ex¬ 
tended enough so as to admit of the roots being placed straight in the 
sloping cut, and even on both sides. The plants are put astride the 
ridge at the exact distance apart, the sharp angle being knocked off so 
as to form a seat, and to insure having all the crowns level with the 
surface. Cover with fine soil, preferably leaf soil, just a little over the 
roots, or with the finest of the soil taken out, and if in clay soil cover 
with sand an inch thick and extending over the crown, pressing gently 
down with the hands. Return the soil to its form as when in the 
ridge, covering the crowns about 2 inches deep. If the soil be moist do 
not give water, but if the weather be dry apply water before covering 
up. Unless the weather is unusually dry further watering will not be 
necessary, but if it prove very dry afford supplies as needed to keep the 
soil moist. There is more to fear from wet than dryness, therefore only 
keep the soil moist and run the hoe frequently through the ground, alike 
to destroy weeds in the seedling state and to let in the sun, light, air, 
dew, and rain, and a good root action will be ensured. 

Second Yeae of Seedlings.—First of the transplanted. The 
seedlings push strongly—one stout head—a hopeful sign. Frost may 
destroy it, causing another to spring the sooner. In any case a second 
head will make its appearance. If frost have destroyed the first head 
there is no choice, but both being present choose between the two, re¬ 
taining the stronger, and cutting the other away. The second very often 
is the stronger; the first will have done some good by stimulating root 
action. Other shoots will spring sooner or later, and as we have the 
strongest yet made for stimulating root action and the best of the season 
to come we can afford to wait. When a third head appears compare it 
with the grass present, and if stouter let it grow, it will be the better for 
the shelter and root-making of its predecessor. Let both grow until the 
third week in May, or if a late season the end of that month or early 
June, then cut the older growth away in favour of the younger. But 
the secondary being smaller than the first cut them away as made, 
retaining the strongest shoot only appearing up to the time named. By 
or before midsummer another shoot may arise much stronger than that 
of the first reservation. Leave it and cut the other away. All after 
this are to be cut away as they appear, unless there spring a giant from 
the base of the last reservation, then allow both to run their course. 
This is the way to get the heads for the epicure. 

We have another-class of plant—viz., that of the previous year with 
two or three growths left, forming that number of crowns. Let the 
first heads remain until the appearance of the second, and being larger 
cut away the first in their favour at the close of May or early June. 
Any other heads appearing, and weaker, cut them away, reserving the 
largest two or three only appearing before and up to the time named. 
If a stronger shoot issue from the base of any reserved shoot before or 
by midsummer cut the older one away, and if a stronger still arise from 
the base of any reserved growth after midsummer let both grow together ; 
but keep down all growths weaker than the reservations. This is the 
way to get fine heads in quantity. The transplanted will push ahead, 
and second growths will come stronger than the first, which will have 
been somewhat checked by transplanting. Make choice of the best one 
or two and at most three shoots present at the end of May or first week 
in June, and cut all others away, pursuing the procedure described above 
for untransplanted seedlings as regards subsequent growths. 

The transplanted and untransplanted are now on a level. Any un¬ 
prejudiced eye can see a difference—the transplanted are good, but the 
untransplanted are better. That, however, need not make any differ¬ 
ence in the treatment. Dress with nitrate of soda and sulphate of 
ammonia at the rate of 2 ozs. per square yard, or 1 lb. each per rod 
(30| square yards) in June, and mulch before the setting in of the dog 
days with any littery stuff at command, and over the whole surface of 
the ground right up to the plants. Give water frequently up to early 
September with the contents of liquid manure tanks and cesspools, but 
a good soaking between the rows every fortnight or three weeks from 
the middle of June is most advisable. 

Staking and tying must be attended to in good time to prevent in¬ 
jury to the growths by wind. Keep the ground free of weeds. In 
autumn cut away the haulm after it has become leafless, placing a little 
littery manure over the crowns in cap form so as to throw off the wet, 
and point the ground over, burying the mulch as deeply as the roots 
allow. 

Thied Yeae.—Heads will be fit to cut. Remove the litter in March, 
and loosen the soil over and around the crowns carefully. This is to allow 
of the stems rising freely. The grass will come strong. Observe the 
same conditions as to reserving the best of the growths as in the second 
year, and as the plants after this year will be fit for any purpose we 
must apportion the growths to the plants and requirements, getting the 
selection over by early June, so as to secure well developed buds at the 
base of the growths, which is particularly advisable when the plants are 
required for forcing, and for affording a first cutting of good heads out¬ 
doors. As the growth is so will be the heads, therefore leave one only to 
insure giant heads, two or at most three to secure fine heads, and five for 
giving a quantity of grass. In the third year the plants must be pre¬ 
pared to furnish the harvest in the fourth, and from year to year after¬ 
wards, therefore the treatment given in the third year of the seedlings 

or second of transplanted will be required in subsequent years, and may 

be best treated of under different headings. 
Manueing.—In the spring of the third year of the seedlings, and 

second of the transplanted, apply a dressing of manure to the whole 
surface of the ground, except immediately over the crowns. In subse¬ 
quent seasons the manuring may be done in autumn, as it generally is 
for convenience, but I consider February or early March a preferable 
time unless the manure be very crude and powerful, when exposure to 
the atmosphere for a short time before pointing under may be advisable. 
That, however, need not be made “ a bone of contention but it is 
important that the manure be as fresh as possible, or so fresh as to be 
workable, and retaining all or most of its manurial properties. The 
soapy stuff which has had most of the ammonia steamed out, and much 
of the virtue left after the steaming washed out by rains, is not the 
manure for Asparagus. Manure from covered sheds, that from farm¬ 
yards disposed thinly and saturated with urine, is the kind for Asparagus. 
The partially decayed stuff from hotbeds—three parts leaves, perhaps 
more, is infinitely better than the soapy stuff resulting from stable or 
farmyard manure laid up for months in a mountain-like heap. 

Stable, Faemyaed, ob Hotbed Mandee.—The first and last 
named are best for heavy or clay soil, and farmyard manure for light 
soil. If crude the littery or unworkable parts should be rejected, which 
will be useful for other purposes, and if saturated with the drainings of 
the dunghill or cesspools will be increased in value as manure or as a 
mulch. A thickness of 3 inches is a suitable dressing. It is the better for 
being spread and exposed to atmospheric influences for a few days before 
pointing in, as it should be as deeply as the roots allow not later than 
March, and always when the ground is in good working order, leaving 
the surface rather uneven, so as to allow of the rain entering freely. 

Night Soil.—Powerful and very valuable, it is doubtful if this has 

an equal for Asparagus. It may be mixed with sufficient dry earth or 

ashes to make it portable, or about two parts more than of the manure. 

Earth closet manure, which should be kept dry, is equally serviceable. 

In any of the forms named it may be applied 3 inches thick. That 

mixed with soil is best for light, and with ashes for heavy soil. It is 

best applied in autumn or some little time prior to pointing in in 

March. 
Pigeon and Fowl Dung.—These are powerful fertilisers, and 

should be kept thin and dry. An inch thick dressing is suitable, applied 
in June and lightly pointed in. 

Blood and Slaughteehouse Refuse.—Mix with two-thirds or 
two parts more of soil than of the blood and refuse, and turn them over 
two or three times—i.e., after lying in a heap about six weeks turn it over, 
and repeat in about a month, and in another month it may be applied 
to the Asparagus as a dressing 3 inches thick in autumn. Dead fish or 
the refuse of fishing stations may be treated and used similarly. 

Seaweed.—A 3-inch dressing on heavy, or 6-inch on light soil, may 

be given in March, and mixed with the soil as deeply as the roots allow. 

A mulch 3 inches thick may be given whenever obtainable, as soda and 

potash in this form are always appreciated, but I consider it best given in 

spring: all the same, lose no opportunity of applying it to the surface 

whenever obtainable. 
Salt.—I have never observed any difference in the growth of 

Asparagus as resulting from a dressing of salt, except where manure 
has been used sparingly and in localities distant from the sea. A 
dressing, however, may be given in late March or early April, as it is 

useful against slugs and weeds ; apply sufficient to make the soil appeal- 
white, or about a peck per rod. I have used it in March at the rate of 
half a peck per rod or 20 bushels per acre, and again in similar propor¬ 
tion after cutting, and this method is perhaps advisable, as salt lowers 
the temperature, therefore should not be given heavily in spring. It is, 

however, of little value as manure, and may be dispensed with where 
the contents of cesspools are used between the rows. The chief recom¬ 
mendation of salt is that of its being readily obtainable. 

Niteate of Soda.—This is the best summer dressing that can be 

given, as it promotes quick and strong growth. It may be applied at 

the rate of 2 to 3 lbs. per rod, or 3 to 4 cwts. per acre, immediately 
after cutting ceases, the ground having been pointed over to get rid of 
the close surface occasioned by cutting, and it will readily be taken 

down by rain. 
Sulphate of Ammonia appears to act similarly to nitrate of soda, 

and may be applied in the same way and at the same time, using the 
same quantity. 

Kelp.—Containing soda and potash this ought to be useful, but I 

must put it in the same category with salt—viz., the Asparagus does not 

derive nearly so much benefit, if any, from an application of salt or 

kelp as from a dressing of seaweed ; therefore we may conclude that salt 

and kelp are only useful as bases for the manufacture of nitrates, and 

that the value of nitrate of soda owes its value as manure to the 

nitric acid. 
Soor.—A valuable manure, most advantageously applied in June 

after cutting and pointing over. A peck per rod, 40 bushels per acre, 

is a good and sufficient dressing. 
There are other substances that will be found useful, such as malt 

dust, which may be given an inch thick as a surface dressing in June 
and pointed in ; “ willy dust,” resulting of the tearing up of old woollen 
material by the “ devil ” in getting the stuff for mungo and shoddy, 

and rags. These are valuable manures, and may be dug into the 
ground in spring similar to manure. They are also of a slow decomposing 

and durable nature. 
In naming so many substances it must not be understood that all are 
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to be applied to the same ground in one year, but they are mentioned so 
that each cultivator may utilise the means at his disposal. An example 
of the method of using the different substances as they obtain in 
different places will suffice to show what is intended. In a place where 
a dressing of manure has been given it will suffice to use the nitrate of 
soda in June, along with any of the other light dressings, the prin¬ 
cipal constituent of which is ammonia, such as fowl’s dung, or soot. 
Where winter or early spring dressings of manure, night soil, blood 
composts, or seaweed are not given, then we may have recourse to the 
fowl’s dung, soot, or malt dust in spring instead of in summer, or at 
both times, using the nitrate of soda at the time indicated, or it may be 
applied in spring when salt is not used, and it is much more efficacious 
as a slug destroyer. What is wanted is to utilise all available substances, 
and it is scarcely possible to give Asparagus too much support. 

Mulching.—In order to make the most of the manurial matter, and 
of the applications of liquid manure, whether from house sewage or 
stable and other tanks, a mulching of any loose material should be 
given about midsummer, or after the surface dressings in June. A 
mulch 2 or 3 inches thick of any partially decayed material is of great 
advantage in maintaining a moist condition of the soil, retaining manurial 
matter, and preventing the growth of weeds. 

Staking.—The haulm being strong is liable to damage from wind- 
To prevent that, put in stakes so as to be about 4 feet out of the ground 
and about 12 feet apart. Two lines of common tarband are run along 
so as to enclose the haulm, interlaced, but not wrapped round the 
stems. There should be a line of strings at about 2 feet 6 inches from 
the ground, and another near or at the top of the stakes. The strings 
allow the haulm to play with the wind, and this is better than close 
stiff staking and tying.—G. Abbey. 

(To be continued.) 

CULTURE OF THE AMARYLLIS. 
Of late years no plant has been brought more prominently before 

the public than the subject of this note, and it deserves its position, 
for no class of plant has a more gorgeous appearance. Its 
culture is not at all difficult, but except in a few instances it is 
rarely seen in good condition. This may be through attempting to 
grow it in a mixed collection of plants and without bottom heat. 
Too much water is its greatest enemy, and plants are more likely 
to suffer through this when stood on a stage than when plunged. 
Our bulbs are now being grown in a pit, plunged over the pots in tan, 
and have a bottom heat of about 70°. They only require watering 
about every three weeks. The roots are running into the tan, and, 
this being fairly moist, they get all the nourishment they require. 
Ventilation is freely applied, and during the past bright weather 
shading has been necessary. In about another month or six weeks 
water will be entirely withheld and the plants encouraged to go to 
rest with freer ventilation. The temperature must not be allowed 
to fall below 45° during the winter months and the roots should 
be kept perfectly dry. 

The middle to the end of February will be time enough to 
commence potting. The soil best adapted for the Amaryllis is six 
parts fibry loam, one part prepared horse manure, a half part of 
peat, with sufficient sand and pounded charcoal to keep the soil 
open. All the old soil will be shaken from the roots and care taken 
to pot very firmly. This must be particularly attended to, or failure 
will be certain. 

| Some growers are troubled with grubs attacking the base of the 
bulb ; in this case the bulb should be thoroughly washed and care 
taken not to use cow manure or bone dust in the soil. 

The best position for growing the plants is a low span-roofed 
house with a brick pit on each side and a walk down the centre. 
Tan is the best plunging medium, so the beds should be filled with 
this previous to the bulbs being potted. The bottom heat should 
range from 75° to 80°, and top heat 45° to 50°. If a higher top heat 
than this is allowed it will cause top growth in advance of root 
growth, while the opposite is what is required. The pots should 
be plunged right up to the rim, or if a little iabove it all the 
better, as it will keep the soil in a favourable si ate without water 
being necessary. It will probably be a month before water will be 
required, and afterwards about every ten days or a fortnight. It 
is astonishing how quickly the roots decay if over-watered. 

As the growth advances increase the temperature and moisture 
about the path and shade from bright sun. As the spikes of bloom 
and foliage advance a slight syringing on warm days when the 
house is closed will be beneficial, but the house must not be closed 
too soon, as it would cause the spikes to “rush up”—an advance of 
5° or so will be ample. 

Whilst in bloom the plants may be removed to the conservatory, 
but as the blooms fade replunge the pots’ about an inch over the 
rim and treat as advised at the commencement of this paper. By 
the above it will be seen that the culture is very simple if the details 
are carefully carried out.—A. Young. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Vines.—Earliest Forced House.—It is not necessary to wait until all 
the leaves have fallen before pruning matured Vines for early 
forcing, but the wood must be brown and hard and the leaves turning 
yellow. The pruning will cause the Vines to go more quickly and 
thoroughly to rest. If in good condition they will afford bunches quite 
large enough when pruned to a couple of buds from the base, but if the 
Vines are weak from overcropping or a long course of forcing, the spur 
shoots may be left a little longer with a view to larger bunches. When 
this method is adopted shoots should be taken from as near the base as 
possible in the spring, and should not be allowed to carry fruit, but be 
stopped at about the sixth leaf, and the laterals at the first leaf, and 
subsequently as produced. Such shoots are sure to form good buds; the 
extra foliage will tend to invigorate and support the fruit on the other 
shoot, which can be cut away in due time in favour of the other for 
fruiting the following season. This alternate system of fruiting neces¬ 
sitates the shoots being kept wider apart for development and exposure 
to light and air. If the Vines are grown on the extension system it will, 
only be necessary to cut back to plump buds on firm ripe wood, being 
guided by the space at command, for there must not be overcrowding. 
It is important that the house be thoroughly cleaned, and the Vines 
also. Any weakly Vines, or those in an unsatisfactory state, may be 
improved by removing the soil down to the roots and substituting 
fresh loam, with an admixture of crushed bones to the extent of about 
a twentieth, and if calcareous matter be wanting add from a sixth to a 
tenth of old mortar rubbish according to the character ef the soil, more 
being required for heavy than for lighter soil. Lift any roots available 
for the purpose, laying them out upon the fresh compost, and cover 
3 or 4 inches deep. This is best done before the fall of the leaf. It is 
a mistake to allow Vines when at rest to become very dry at the roots. 
Comparative dryness is desirable, yet great injury is caused by allowing 
the soil to become dust dry. The outside borders should have a covering 
of some kind to protect the roots from the heavy autumn rains, Which 
reduce the temperature considerably. Glass lights are preferable, throw¬ 
ing off heavy rains while allowing the sun’s heat to penetrate the soil. 
Many, however, are obliged to rest content with a covering of leaves 
and litter after cold weather sets in ; and though convinced that good 
Grapes can be produced without material to throw off the rains, yet 
reason and practice justify their employment wherever available for the 
exclusion of moisture in undue proportion to the requirements of the 
Vines. 

Early Forcing Pot Vines.—Those for starting in November must not 
be allowed to become dust dry at the roots. They will now be at rest,, 
the wood ripe, the laterals cut close home, and the canes shortened to 
about 6 feet, more or less, according to the situation of the plump eyes. 
Whilst the cuts are dry dress them with styptic or knotting, to prevent 
trouble from bleeding. They should be kept in a cool, airy house. 

Young Vines.—Those that have made a strong growth, and are late in 
ripening, should be assisted with fire heat, maintaining a minimum of 
65°, and maximum of 75° from fire heat, continuing it until the wood is 
ripe, accompanied with free top and front ventilation. Discourage any 
further growth by the removal of the laterals as they appear. 

Late Grapes. — Grapes, notwithstanding the heat that has pre¬ 
vailed since the early part of June, are not nearly finished in many 
instances, due, no doubt, to their having an unfavourable start, and late 
Grapes require plenty of time. Keep the laterals well thinned, and 
thereby admit as much light as possible to insure the finishing of the 
crop, not by large reductions of foliage at a time, but by frequent pinch- 
ings. Maintain a night temperature of 70° to 75°, falling 5° to 10° during 
the night, increasing 80° to 85° by day, accompanied with a free circula¬ 
tion of air, night and day. It will require sharp firing to finish off those 
that are only commencing colouring before the days are too short to admit 
of full ventilation ; indeed, more may be done in the next four or six weeks 
than in twice the time later on. Those Grapes well advanced in 
ripening may have the atmospheric moisture reduced ; those only colour¬ 
ing should have a moderate amount of moisture to assist their swelling, 
not neglecting to apply water to the inside border as may be necessary. 

Cucumbers.—The shorter days and longer and colder nights 
necessitate the earlier closing of the house, and the employment of the 
syringe also earlier, so as to have the foliage fairly dry by dusk. Fire 
heat will also be necessary to maintain a temperature of 70° to 75° by 
artificial means, falling about 5° during the night. Afford every 
encouragement to the autumn fruiters, removing the first fruits and the 
male blossoms and tendrils. No shading will now be necessary, and 
avoid syringing as far as possible, damping being usually sufficient. Sow 
from now to the middle of the month for a supply of fruit at Christmas 
and the new year onwards. Telegraph is good for this, indeed for any 
sowing, while Cardiff Castle is free and excellent for everyday use. 
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Melons.—The latest plants are fast covering the trellis and show¬ 
ing blossoms. If the crop is wanted quickly those early blossoms should 
T>e impregnated. A portion of the plants may have the first fruits re¬ 
moved, and they will afford a later and fuller crop from the second 
laterals. Earth up the plants after the fruit is set, not before, and after 
this be sparing of the syringe, employing it only during bright after¬ 
noons, and then early, taking care not to overwater at the roots, yet 
maintaining a genial moisture in the atmosphere by sprinkling ; pro¬ 
mote also healthy root action by proper moisture in the soil. 

Plants in frames will require no water beyond occasional damping, 
and should only have moisture in the soil to keep the foliage fresh. Let 
the fruit be elevated above it on inverted flower pots, applying good 
linings to maintain the requisite heat, a warm, dry, and well ventilated 
atmosphere being essential to the well ripening of the crop. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Gardenias.—Where house room is of great importance early in the 
•season it is a good practice to grow the majority of these plants from 
cuttings annually for yielding flowers during the winter and spring. 
By this system the old plants, except a few for early autumn flowering, 
can be thrown out. Another advantage in having young plants is, that 
they grow under good treatment with greater vigour than old plants, 
and are therefore less liable to the attacks of insects. This is a good 
time to insert cuttings for next year’s supply of plants. Select for this 
purpose the young wood of strong growing shoots. The cuttings should 
be inserted singly in 3-inch pots, in which the plants can remain during 
the winter. They will strike freely under handlights in a warm case if 
well watered after insertion and shaded from the sun. After the plants 
are well established grow them fully exposed to the light, and pinch the 

■shoots as they lextend from time to time. If potted early in the 
year, they will in the space of twelve months be fully 2 feet in 
diameter. 

Ixoras.—If not already done, a large stock of these should now be 
rooted in 2-inch pots ready for transferring early in the year into others 
2 and 3 inches larger. For the embellishment of the stove or dwelling 
house few flowering plants equal these for beauty. Sturdy cuttings of 
young wood should be selected. The softer the wood, the quicker they 
will be found to strike. They will root readily under the same con¬ 
ditions as Gardenias. As soon as they are rooted and show signs of 
growing, it should be determined whether the plants are to carry one or 
more trusses of bloom. If the latter, pinch them hard to induce them 
to push two or more shoots from near the base. It is a good plan to 
pinch a portion and allow the remainder to extend until they produce 
their truss. By this method a long succession of flowering plants is 
produced. If, however, a number of varieties are grown, they will not, 
without particular care, all flower at the same time. 

Clerodendron frag rang.—A good number of these should also be 
Tooted in 2 and 3-inch pots, and grown on a shelf close to the glass. If 
the roots are restricted in small pots every plant will produce its large 

■compact truss of double white fragrant flowers during the winter, but if 
given liberal root room they continue to grow instead of flower. Place 
the whole of the cuttings in the pots in which they are intended to 
flower, and if the sizes named are used-the plants will flower by the time 

■they are 5 to 7 inches high. When the small pots become full of roots 
the 'growth will be slow, the wood firm, and flowers are certain to 

■be produced on plants in this condition. 

Begonias.—Such kinds as Ingrami, the varieties of nitida, Knows- 
.leyana, and others intended to flower from November onwards, should be 
placed at once into 5-inch pots, or larger, as the case may be. Large 
pots for these plants are a great mistake, and the size named will be 
•found large enough for all ordinary decorative purposes ; in fact they 
flower better when confined at their roots than when grown in large 
pots. The plants provided for flowering at that period are invaluable, 
but a large stock of plants of nitida alba and rosea, Ingrami, semper- 
florens rosea, s. rubra, s. alba, and the free flowering Carrieri for flower¬ 
ing from the end of January or the early part of February are equally 
important in maintaining a continuous supply. These should be rooted 
at once and transferred afterwards into 2 and 3-inch pots, which will 
give them ample root room until the end of December or early part of 
the following month. These plants will then continue the supply until 
■others are prepared to succeed them. 

Poinsettias and Euphorbias.—These and other plants in cold frames 
•of a like nature must be very carefully ventilated and attended to. If the 
frames are left open during one cold night the plants will be ruined. 
The temperature has already fallen very low, and to insure safety the 
frames should be closed early in the afternoon while the sun is upon 
them. If this is done the temperature about the plants will be several 
degrees warmer all night than if the frames are left open some hours 
longer. 

Campanulas.—Place plants now in 6-inch pots of C. pyramidalis, 
and its white form into 10-inch pots, for flowering next season. Few 
plants are more beautiful when well grown for conservatory decoration. 
Seed should also be sown at once in a box, so that the young seedlings 
can be wintered in a frame and potted singly in spring. To grow 

■these plants well a little seed should be sown towards the close of 
August every year. Lift large plants of C. media calycanthema, blue, 
white, and rose, and place them in pots according to their size, so that 
.they will become well established before winter. These arc beautiful 
indoors when brought forward by gentle forcing. Seed should also be 

sown for another season’s plants. These are perfectly hardy and may be 
sown outside. 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 17. 

The bee-keepers of to-day have been deprived of one 
of the greatest pleasures attendant upon the keeping of 
bees. The year when it was discovered how to take an 
artificial swarm marks an era in the history of bee¬ 
keeping, an epoch from which the management of the 
apiary was much facilitated but was shorn of one 
of its greatest charms. Those who have watched the 
issue of a swarm will realise the joy of the bee-keeper 
of past years, and estimate the loss suffered by the bee¬ 
keeper of to-day in his pursuit of gain. Even now it is 
necessary to discuss natural swarming in the interests of 
those who still allow their bees to swarm, or who are unable 
to prevent the issue of a swarm occasionally even when they 
desire no increase. Strong stocks in early districts will 
throw off natural swarms unless they are supered during 
the first ten days of May. There are several signs which 
betoken the issue of a swarm, and these are : 

1, The presence of royal cells. 
2, Unusual crowding at the entrance. 

The stock will be filled from side to side with bees 
and brood in all stages of development and honey; the 
sweat trickles out of the hive in the early morning, the 
uproar in the hive is great, and sometimes large “ grape¬ 
like clusters ” of bees hang down outside the hive, work 
is partially suspended on the day of issue, and drones are 
unusually busy and fly fussing about anxious for the 
moment to arrive when the old home shall be deserted 
for a new shelter. Eggs are placed in the royal cells from 
four to five days before the issue of the swarm. If bad 
weather follows the queens may be nearly hatched before 
the bees are able to issue, and occasionally the young 
queens are destroyed and fresh cells constructed ready 
for a more favourable attempt when the weather shall be 
more propitious. 

There are certain outward signs known to experienced 
bee-keepers by wdiich they maj- know in the morning 
with some certainty whether a swarm will issue in the 
course of the day provided that the weather is suitable. 
If at ten o’clock, for instance, few bees are seen to leave 
the hive and fly away to the fields; if many bees are seen 
lying and crawling about the entrance, and the cluster 
grows larger instead of diminishing as the heat of the 
sun becomes more powerful; and if in addition to this 
drones are flying about in unusual numbers, a swarm may 
with confidence be expected; but if as the sun gains power 
the clustered bees disperse and the drones are not 
unusually active, it is most probable that no swarm will 
issue that day. If, then, the following symptoms are 
noticed a swarm may be expected to issue during the 
day: 

1, Clusters at the entrance, increasing as the day 
advances. 

2, Partial suspension of work. 
3, Many drones flying about at ten o’clock and 

afterwards. 

The time of issue is very uncertain. A swarm may 
issue any time during a fine day from six in the morning 
to six at night, but I should think that nine-tenths of the 
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swarms come out between eleven and three, and the vast 
majority between half-past twelve and two. The old 
queen which leads the swarm is rather particular about the 
weather, and will not come out unless everythin0' is 
favourable. A very favourite time for a swarm is a close 
sultry day with gleams of sun occasionally, but certain 
days apparently alike have evidently a charm in the eyes 
ol the queens; for to-day, which to all appearances seems 
the very day for a stock to swarm, not one will issue, while 
to-morrow, to all appearances the twin sister of to-day, 
every stock in the district will seem to have caught the 
swarming fever. 

Here it may be said that a “ swarm ” is the surplus 
population led by the old queen; “casts,” which may 
be one, two, three, or more in number, are the after¬ 
swarms led by young queens. 

When a swarm has issued queen cells will be found 
containing either eggs or royal brood, which may, as I 
have remarked, be of various ages, this depending entirely 
upon whether or not the bees have been delayed by bad 
weather from issuing when they determined to colonise. 
When these princesses arrive at maturity, if the bee-keeper 
will listen at night, putting his ear close to the hive, he will 
hear curious sounds within, which various writers describe 
as. resembling various sounds. Mr. Pettigrew wrote on 
this subject: “ One of the princesses has come to maturity, 
and intimates her intention to claim the queendom of the 
hive.. She calls * OIF, off, off,’ which sounds like the 
barking of a dog at a distance. These sounds she repeats 
several times, and being unanswered she leaves her cell 
and becomes the rightful sovereign of the hive. She 
now commences to speak in another tongue altogether, 
uttering sounds more sharp and shrill. She calls ‘ Peep,’ 
peep, peep,’ or rather ‘ Pa-ay, pa-ay, pa-ay,’ eight or 
ten times. The other princesses answer and commence 
to bark ‘ off, off, off, in their cells. This barking provokes 
the reigning queen very much.” This goes on, the chal¬ 
lenge and reply continuing for three days and three 
nights, and sometimes for a longer period; but on the 
fourth day after the piping begins the cast will generally 
issue, and it must not be forgotten that casts headed by 
their young queens will issue almost regardless of weather 
at any time during the day, early or late. When the cast 
has gone forth another princess is allowed to issue from 
her cell, and if again the challenge and reply is heard, 
another cast will issue the next day or next but one. 
Even yet the challenge and reply may again occasionally 
be heard, and if so another cast will issue the following 
day, but one swarm and two casts generally sufficiently 
depopulate the strongest stocks. 

On one or more of the first four or five days after 
hiving a cast the young princess goes forth to meet the 
drone if the weather is favourable. Many queens are 
lost on these love excursions, and therefore attention is 
required to see that the queens become fertile, otherwise 
the casts will be ruined. If an accident does happen to a 
queen another must be at once supplied. The old stock is 
in the same danger, and must therefore also be carefully 
watched. 

Swarms must be hived by holding a skep, bucket, or 
other convenient receptacle beneath them, and shaking or 
brushing the bees into it. Wherever the queen is the 
bees will congregate. If the queen is not secured the 
bees will return to her if they can find where she is, 
or they will return to the stock from which they issued. 
Sometimes casts have several queens, and the bees divide 
and cluster in separate places. Thc-y may be hived 
separately and then all joined together in one hive, no 

precaution being necessary in uniting swarms if the 
operation is performed on the day of issue. 

. "^!}ere ar.e so man.y other points to be considered that 
it will be wise to defer the consideration of them until 
a future paper, when they may be discussed in detail, 
rather than to skim over them to-day, possibly missing 
some features which need special mention. We have 
treatedof the signs of a swarm, the issue of a swarm, the 
signs of a cast, and the issue of casts, and the hiving of 
the swarms and casts; the fertilisation of the young 
queens, giving queen cells and accordingly lifting stocks, 
remain to be considered.—Felix. 

BEES AT THE MOORS. 
Since the bees were taken to the Heather I have been part of the 

time enjoying myself amongst it at 2000 feet above sea level. The 
bees stand at 1000 above it, and fly over great tracts of the plains 
profuse in Heather to the former altitude, apparently richer in 
fragrance and honey than that lower down. As yet the weather has 

been changeable and not favourable for great honey gathering, 
especially with hives not in order for Heather work, but those that 
were have made considerable weight. The hive that I mentioned 
several weeks ago as having made upwards of 100 lbs. in a fortnight 
has agam done well. Before taking it to the Heather I deprived it 
“.b0. Ts-of honeycomb, and when I weighed it on the 16th August 
it had had only six working days since it was set down, but it weighed 
(bees and combs) 135 lbs., and while I write this on the 25th August 
its total making since the bees were put into an empty hive "two 
months since is nearly 300 lbs. They are first-crossed Syrians. Space 
will not permit me to recount other extraordinary gatherings, which 
1 hope to mention later. The country is the finest for bees I have 
witnessed, the hills for many miles being closely covered with 
Heather, and what adds to its quality is the many varieties of early 
and late flowering sorts. It is surprising that so few bee-keepers 
avail themselves of a district so rich in honey accessible to the bee¬ 
keepers, and as interesting as it is healthful, j 

Although the country presents no charmls to the arboriculturist, 
being for miles without a tree, to the archaeologist there is much 
to interest. Not far from our bees stands the castle where King 
James VI. invited the French and English noblemen to see the 
fruit that grew in his garden, and astonished them greatly when he 
showed them the basins full of sovereigns made from the gold 
gathered in the district, said to be £150,000 worth, a goodly sum in 
those days, and but a trifle I believe to what still lies underneath the 
Heath-clad hills.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

MEAD. 

“W.J. R.” desires a recipe for making mead from any spare honey 
left in the combs. After all the honey has been pressed from the coml> 
that will part lay the refuse in a vessel and cover with water, allowing 
it to steep until the honey is saturated and parts easily from the comb* 
now pass the whole through a fine sieve. If the liquor is not sweet 
enough add more honey. The strength is from 1 lb. to 2 lbs. honey to 
each gallon of water. We use no instrument nor measurement, but 
judge entirely by appearance. It is not unlike cream in consistency 
It is then boiled gently for an hour or so, and carefully skimmed as the- 
impurities rise. We then put in hops according to taste, and again pass 
all through a fine sieve, pour into a cooler, and when milkwarm add 
some yeast according to quantity and season. If the weather is favour¬ 
able no yeast is required. When cool pour into a well-seasoned cask, 
free from all mustiness—a wine or spirit cask is good, fill to the bung, 
and allow to ferment for several days, filling up the cask with some of 
the liquor preserved for that purpose as it goes down from fermentation, 
then bung up closely from six to twelve months. The liquor will be 
quite clear without clarifying if the spigot is high enough and drawn 
off without agitating the contents, but it will be none the worse for 
clarifying ; it may be seasoned to taste before or after these operations, 
and if desired spirits of some sort may be added, though we never add 
any, but sometimes when fermentation has been strong a little loaf 
sugar improves it. If “Honey as Food and Medicine ” be purchased 
from Messrs. G. Neighbour & Sons it will help and give a variety. Some 
people relish our mead, while others do not. For my own using I con¬ 
sider it superior and safer than some sorts of wines.—A. L. B. 

Do Bees Visit only one Kind of Flower in one Journey T 
Is it a fact, as Aristotle (“ Nat. Hist.” ix. 40) seems to say (the- 

Greek is somewhat ambiguous) that bees in collecting honey visit only 
one kind of flower in one journey, and do not go, for instance, from a 
Clover flower to a Scabious without first returning to the hive 1 I have- 
no doubt the statement has been either verified or shown to be wrong 
but I cannot find it mentioned.—C. W. D. 
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TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 

Hogg it Wood, Coldstream.—Catalogue of Bulbous Boots. 
W. B. Hartland, 21, Patrick Street, Cork.— Little Book of Daffodils, (6 c. 

’Robert Veitch & Sons, Exeter.—Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs and other 
Blower Boots. 

William Bull, Chelsea.—Catalogue of Bulbs and Tuberous-rooted Plants. 
Barr & Son, Covent Garden, W.C.—Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue of 

Daffodils. 
Fisher, Son & Sibray, Handsworth, Sheffield.—Catalogue of Bulbs and 

Winter-flowering Plants. 

°o0 All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor ” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg ,or members of ths staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 

in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Book (E. J. Collis).—In reply to your pleasant letter we have sent a 
book to your address, Norfolk City, Virginia, U.S.A. It may not contain 
everything you desire to know, but you will find in it much that is interest¬ 
ing and suggestive. The price is 3s. (three shillings) exclusive of postage. 

Sobralia macrantha (W. It.).—You will find all the information you 
desire about this plant in our Orchid column in this week’s issue. 

Insects (H. P.).—Our entomologist states that the galls are certainly the 
production of the mite Phytoptus Pyri, but along the edges of some of the 
leaves are traces also of a fungoid growth. 

Destroying Earwigs {Mr. Howard).—There is no better plan than to 
cut some Broad Bean stalks into 5 or 6-inch lengths, or the hollow stems of 
Sunflowers or Jerusalem Artichokes, avoiding the joints, so that the pieces 
have a hole right through them. They should be placed horizontally in 
different parts of the fruit trees, and be examined every day, and the ear¬ 
wigs blown out into scalding water. We find this plan very effectual. 

Fruit Tree for North-East and North-West Aspects (Y. H. J.).— 
The north-east will be suitable for Cherries—Empress Eugenie, May Duke, 
and Governor Wood; for culinary purposes, Morello. Plums also succeed 
—Early Rivers, The Czar, Prince Englebert, and Victoria are suitable. 
The north-west wall would be available for Pears —such as Jargonelle, 
Williams’ Bon Chretien, Fondante d’Automne, Pitinaston Duchess, Duron- 
deau, and Josephine de Malines. They should be on the free stock for 
high walls. 

Vine Leaves Withering (D. B. D.).—We'are not able to account satis¬ 
factorily for the shrinkage of the leafstalks. The composition of the 
border appears good, provided you have not used too much of Thomson’s 
manure. It is excellent when instructions are followed, but they should not 
be departed from. The leaf sent is very small and destitute of tissue, and 
suggests that the atmosphere has been kept very moist. It is possible also 
there has been some error in ventilation. You very properly tell us how 
the border was made, but entirely omit the details of management as regards 
ventilation, syringing, damping, and temperature. We can only say that 
the leaf sent is for a main leaf not satisfactory, apart from the shrinkage 
of the stalk. 

Cape Gooseberry {M. £>.).—Physalis edulis or Cape Gooseberry is a half- 
hardy or greenhouse perennial, and requires to be grown in a gre nhouse, 
or will succeed in a fram°, or even outdoors in summer. We should shift 
the plant* into G-inch pots now, using good loam, with a fifth of well- 
decryed manure and a sixth of sharp sand well incorporated, and draining 
efficiently. Pot moderately firm, but not very hard, and supply water 
carefully until the plants are established, when freer watering is necessary, 
none being given until the soil becomes dry, but before the foliage flags, 
and then afford a thorough supply sufficient to show at the drainage. Keep 
the plants in the 6-inch pots during the winter in a light position, and 
afford the requisite suppoit to the growth with stakes, or the growths may 
be trained to a trellis. The fruit is used for confections, some persons being 
very fond of the sweet acidulous flavour. It is of easy culture, and 
readily raised from seed. The plants may be shifted into larger pots in 
spring. 

Lifting Vines (Subscriber).—Your method of lifting the Vine roots in 
the outside border is correct, care being taken to preserve all the roots 
possible and to keep them from the drying influences of the atmosphere by 
covering with damp mats. The roots emanate from the collar or a little 
below, so that those that go down are readily brought up. The border 
being removed see that the drains are in working order and the drainage 
clean and efficient. A foot of rubble—roughest at the bottom and smallest 
at the top—will be necessary for drainage, and over this put in a foot cf 

soil made tolerably firm, on which the lowest tier of roots can be laid, 
spreading them out evenly, and covering with soil about 6 inches thick. On 
that place another layer of roots, and cover with 3 or 4 inches of soil, and 
any smaller roots may form a third tier and be covered in like manner with 
not more than 3 or 4 inches of soil. The soil should be worked well in 
amongst the roots and made moderately firm. The work should be performed 
whilst the foliage is on the Vines, not deferring operations later than the 
leaves give indications of maturity. They may be shaded and syringed k> 
prevent their quick shrivelling, and this will incite fresh root action. 

Gladiolus Colvilli and the Bulb Mite (T. S.).—There is no doubt 
whatever about your bulbs being attacked by a form of the bulb mite, for 
the portions sent to us were swarming with the pest. The mites in 
question are larger than those that attack the Eucharis, although in 
appearance they are very much the same. We advise you strongly to bum 
the infested corms before the enemy reaches other bulbous plants in your 
garden. This is the most certain, and in the end the cheapest method 
of eradication. Are we right in supposing that the corms of Gladiolus 
Colvil i have been left in the ground during the winter for two or more 
seasons ? A few years ago we left a number of G. brenchleyensis in the 
ground for two or three years, and at first the plan succeeded so well that 
we were warranted in treating the whole of our stock in the same way, 
with the result that nearly all the corms were attacked the same as those 
you have sent. We dug up and burned the whole of them, and have not 
since been troubled with this destructive pest. For a few seasons we 
d d not plant the fresh corms obtained nor. any other kinds of bulbs on 
the same ground. The Gladiolus ‘ disease” is, we suspect, caused by the 
ravages of this mite. Our experience convinces us that a change of corms 
is important, and a change of site as well. llie mite on the corms sent 
can be seen with the naked eye, hut those that attack the Eucharis are 
scarcely distinguishable without the aid of a glass. 

Lifting Vines (J. D.''.—You have not followed any instructions of ours in 
the use of “dung underand round the roots;” you have, iudeed, departed 
from the advice contained in the \ery reply to which you refer. The roots 
being outside and in we did not advise the renovation of both borders at 
once, aud much the safer plan would have been to lift the roots outside, and 
place them in fresh soil, with due provision for drainage, treating the 
inside roots and border similarly the following year. This method of 
renovation has been advised repeatedly both by Ourselves and by gardeners 
who have found it satisfactory. You have, however, acted differently, and 
we hope the Vines will improve. Nor did we tell you to “put a bushel of 
quicklime to the square yard on the top of the border for forking in when 
slaked.” If you have used sufficient old mortar in the border, yon had 
better remove nearly all the lime, and place on a covering of half-decayed 
manure, leaving it to decay. How you could fork a bushel of lime into each 
square yard of a border in which the roots of Vines have been recently dis¬ 
posed without injuring those roots, passes our comprehension. The roots 
you sent were quire dead ; but we have no means of knowing whether they 
were in that state when cut off; nor can we form an opinion as to whether the 
Vines will “ come round ” or not. We can only say for your encourage ment 
that Vines endure a good deal of rough and curious treatment before they 
succumb. 

Mushrooms in Pastures (II. H. C.).—It is useless “sowing" spawn at 
any time, and unless the soil and season Bhould be specially favourable it 
is by no means certain that a good crop of Mushrooms would follow the 
insertion of the spawn in a new pasture. In Wright’s “ Mushrooms for the 
Million” the following instructions are given by a famous grower, Mr. 
Barter :—“ Manure should be prepared as if to be made into a bed, and 
when it is in the right condition remove squares of turf the size of a spade 
and about 3 inches deep, taking out at the same time sufficient soil to admit 
of a largo forkful of manure. In the centre of this place a quarter of a brick 
of good spawn, and tread the whole in firmly, replaoing the turf at once, 
and beating it down so that it is hard and level as before removal. At any 
time from the middle of May to the middle of June will be suitable for 
doing this, as at that time the temperature of the earth is usually sufficient 
to iucite the growth of the mycelium, while at the same time the requisite 
degree of moisture is generally provided. A very good index of this, how¬ 
ever, will be afforded by the state of the turf. Should the grass show any 
sign of dying it must be watered car fully, giving just sufficient for keeping 
the grass green. The most suitable pastures for Mushrooms are those 
where the turf is old and the earth a mass of fibrous roots, the soil of 
medium texture, and the subsoil porous. In pastures of this kind one 
spawning would probably suffice, as the myceLum would become established 
in the roots of the grass, except, perhaps, during an unusually wet season. 
In view of this contingency it is well to choose slight elevations rather 
than hollows or depressions in the pasture, and it is advisable also to have 
the prepared places as close together as possible, even if sprwnisnot 
inserted in all of them at the same time. Mushrooms grow freely in light 
soil, hut if plentiful are usually small. In heavy soils where the subsoil 
is not porous it would probably be necessary to insert spawn every year. 
The Mushrooms, however, would generally be much heavier than in light 
land, and perhaps more than repay the difference in the cost incurred by 
the yearly spawning. Meadows which are naturally wet, and districts where 
the rainfall is great, cannot be expected to give a satisfactory return for the 
outlay incurred in labour aud material for accomplishing the woik in ques¬ 
tion. It is impossible to explain precisely and in an intelligible manner 
the pastures that are adapted for Mushrooms or the reverse, but the point 
can be determined by a Gw well-conductsd experiments on the lines above 
indicated.” 

Gathering and Storing Fruit (A New Subscriber).—Many kinds of 
Apples and Pears are not ripe till long after it is the proper time to gather 
them. As a general rule they are fit to gather when the seeds are black or 
brownish black, and also when the stalk separates, on the fruit being 
raised from the pendulous to a horizontal posiiion, at the junction 
of the st.dk and spur, as the petiole of a leaf separates at ils base. If the 
stalk require twisting and force, and would rather break in the middle 
than at this point, the fruit is not tired of the tree, and is unfit to gather. 
There are, however, some exceptions to this general rule. We may use¬ 
fully mention Williams’ Bon Chretien and the Flemish Beauty—two 
excellent Pears if gathered before they readily part from the tree, but 
otherwise they both become dry and disagreeably musky. Early ripening 
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Apples and Pears require to be carefully watched so as to gather them at 

nf Some °fthem are best eaten from the tree, and none 
of them will keep long ; when their freshness is gone so is their flavour 
The keeping of Apples and Pears requires considerable care and attention 
Various modes have been adopted in various situations. Some keep their 
frmt in winter m cellars or caves below ground ; others in lofts or the 
most elevated rooms m buildings. Some dispose them in single layers • 
others m heaps. They have been kept in sand, chaff, kilu-dfied Xw’ 
dried fern and in powdered charcoal. The latter substance is good asTt 
niw 8 w K&SCF ^ ,Product of ^cay. Chaff is objectionable, and ™ 
other substance that like it engenders a musty taste. Dried fern answers 
very welt, and so does thoroughly dried Wheat straw. Whichever mode 
be adopted, the following principles should be kept in mind —1 as re^rds 
temperature; 2 moisture ; 3, ventilation. Moisture is greatly’affectfd bv 
temperature. If a goblet of very cold water is brought into a^varm room 
the glass becomes wet by the condensation of moisture. If a cold Apple or 

IW the Warm air’ ?r lf warnl air is introduced to the1 cold 
fruit, the latter will become wet from the same cause. So lon<* as the fruit 
and air are of the same temperature no deposition takes place In frostv 
weather fruit becomes cold, and when a thaw sets in, accompanied with a 
warm south-west wind, Apples and Pears are seen quite wet from con 
densation. This, of course, affects their sound keeping • hence the neees 
sity of avoiding vicissitudes of temperature. Warnfair should be excluded 
when the fruit is cold, or only admitted gradually, taking the opportunitv 
ol doing so when the external air is dry. A fruit room should befdrv and 

ibo Uf6 n0t l6it0 be affected SU(iden changes. One ih which 
the fimt kept exceedingly well was not large. It was fitted un with 
shelves, on which the fruit was laid on clean-drawn straw. It was a loft 

TO^LaJo°a°r h0?86’,®° tha* the 0001 air circulated below the floor. The 
walls were lined with wood, so as to leave a half-inch cavity between the 
wooden lining and the wall, and the roof had a doublJ ceiling Thus 
enclosed by non-conducting materials, no sudden changes of temperature 
took great effect on the fruit, for a night’s frost did not alter the thermo 
metsr one degree. The room was kept dark. In this place beautiful Marie 
Louise Pears were kept in good condition till Christoas Ventilation 
should be given when the air of the room is not pure ; but this should be 
done at the warmest period of the day, when the external and internal 
temperature correspond as nearly as possible. A steady temperature in a 
dry situation is the main point to be attended to in keeping fruit Where 
a regularly constructed fruit room is not at command Aplles and Pears 
may be kept very well m baskets lined with dry straw, and put in a cool 
place, unless some Pears be required for any occasion earlier than usual 
then, by bringing them m a basket well packed in dry soil into a warm 

cbied. Say ° ’th6y WlU 80011 be°0me fit- The straw w°uld be better kiln- 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must m all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the frmt are sent by post or not. The names are not necls- 

plrei1 for Pul>llcation,initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
fy qf1 ^ named at once, and beyond that number cannot l/preseiwed. 

4 Femte Pippfn. ra° J ’ Yorkshh'e Greening; 3, Stirling Castle; 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants not 

th<lt -baVe orlSmated fr°m seed and termed florists’' flowers* 
Flowery specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 

boxes tJT Spe°imens should arrive ii? a fresh state in S 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing drv 

^°rSt- N0t Tr6 tha» -specimens can be named a/cJncZ 
Orchid is Camaridium ochroleucum, 

* x v Ascl(?Pias, perhaps A. curassavica, but the scrap 
if +u° T?0!®1?1? f2r us to be P0S1frve on the point. (IF. K) —The name 
folium°r2hH™^aDSetUm iutegerri?ium. (H. C.).—l, Epilobium angusti- 

um, 2, Hyacmtlius candicans ; 3, Heliantlius multiflorus • 4 Sednm 

(^chubfe^ancSZr1 ’ SelagineUa Cajsia’ Weller). A ran ja 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 31st 
BUSINESS stealing down, with good supplies of all classes of fruit. 

FRUIT. 

Nova Scotia and 

Cherries, \ sieve * 
Cobs, 100 lbs. .. 

Grapes, per lb... 

Artichokes, dozeD .. .. 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 
Brussels Sprouts, 1 sieve 
Cabbage,dozen .. .. 
Capsicums, per 100 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle .. .. 
Coleworte, dcz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 
Endive, dozen. 
Herbs, bunch.* 
Leek?, bunch .. ## 

a. s. d. 
1 6 to 3 6 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 6 2 0 
0 6 2 6 

10 0 15 0 
2 0 3 0 | 

VKGET, 
8. d. s. d. 
1 0 to 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 8 0 0 
I 6 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 6 0 0 
1 6 2 0 
0 4 0 0 
8 0 4 0 
1 8 2 0 
9 0 4 0 
0 4 0 6 
1 0 2 0 
0 s 0 0 
0 8 0 4 

Oranges, per 100 .. 
Peaches, dozen ., .. ^ „ 
Pears, dozen.} q 
Pine Apples, English, 
„ Per ft.. 
Plums, \ sieve.3 p 
St. Michael Pines, each S 0 
Strawberries, per ft. ..00 

p. a. s. a. 
6 0 to 12 0 
2 0 6 0 

1 6 

Lettuce, dozen .. .. 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt,,. ., 

„ Kidney, rer cwt. 
Rhubarb, bundie .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. .. 
Scorzonera, bundle 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallots, per ft. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per ft. 
Tumps, bunch .. i’ 

B. (1. 
0 9 to 

6 
2 
3 
O 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
8 
0 
s 
0 
4 
4 

0 
s 
0 
0 
1 8 
0 0 

s. 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 
Arbor vitas (golden) dozen 6 

,. (common),dozen.. 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. 8 
Azalea, dozen.0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 
Calceolaria, dozen .. .. 3 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 0 
Dracaena teruiinalis, doz. 30 

■1 viridis, dozen.. 12 
Erica, various, dozen .. 0 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 
Ficus elastica, each .. 1 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 

Abntilons, 12 bunches 
Anemones, 12 bunches 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms 
Asters, 12 bunches .. 

K French, bunch 
Azalea, 12 sprays 
Biusbells, 12 bunches 
Bouvardias, bunch .. 
Camellias, blooms .. 
Carnations, 12 blooms 

,, 12 bunches 
Cornflower, IS bunches 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 
Daisies, 12 bunches 
Encbaris, dozen .. , 
Gardenias, 12 blooms . 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 
Hyacinths, Roman, 1 

sprays 
Iris, 12 bunches 
Lapageria, white, ] 
blooms. 

Lapageria, coloured, ] 
blooms. 

Lilac (white), Frencl 
bunch . 

Lilium longiflorum, 1 

PLANTS 
d. s. d. 
0 to 12 0 
0 9 

IN POTS. 

0 
0 0 
6 0 
0 0 
9 0 

Fuchsia, dozen. 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen ., 

>, Tricolor, dozen 
Gladiolus. 
Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 
Lilies Valley, dozen 
Lilium Iansifolium, doz. 12 

,. langiflorum, doz. 0 
Lobelia, dozen.0 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 
Mnsk, dozen .2 
Myrtles, dozen.6 
Palms, in var., each .. 2 
Pelargoniums, dozen .. 6 

„ scarlet, doz. 3 
Spiraea, dozen.0 

CUT FLOWERS. 

0 0 
60 0 
24 0 
0 0 

18 0 
24 0 
18 0 

7 0 
10 0 

6 0 
6 0 
6 0 

12 0 
0 0 

18 0 

d. s. d 
0 to 9 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 

12 0 
6 0 
4 0 

12 0 
21 0 
12 0 

9 0 
0 0 

Lilium Iancifolium, 
blooms 

P. d. 0. a. 
, , 2 0 to 4 0 
, . 0 0 0 0 
. . 8 0 6 0 

8 0 6 0 
. t 1 6 2 0 
, . 0 0 0 0 
, , 0 0 0 0 

0 6 1 0 
0 0 0 0 

. . 1 0 2 0 
,, 4 0 6 0 
, , 1 6 3 0 

8 0 6 0 
2 0 4 0 

. 4 0 6 0 a 2 0 6 0 
1 0 1 6 
0 0 0 0 

. 0 0 0 0 O 

2 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 6 

2 
0 0 0 0 

2 
2 0 4 0 
i 8 S 0 

0 0 
0 0 
6 0 
8 0 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 0 

s. d. s. d. 
Lilies, White. 12 bunches 0 0 to 0 0 

„ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Lily of Valley, 12 sprays 0 0 

n ,1 12 bunches 0 0 
Marguerites, 12 bunohes 2 0 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 1 0 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 2 0 
Narciss, 12 bunches .. 0 0 

„ White, English, bch. 0 0 
Pansies, 12 bunches ., 0 0 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 8 0 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 

„ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 
Pinks, White, 12 bunches 0 0 

>1 various, 12 bunch 2 0 
Peeony, 12 bunches.. .. 0 0 
Poinssttia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 

(double), bunch .. 0 9 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 

1, (indoor), dozen .. 0 9 
,, Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 
n red dozen .. .. 0 0 
„ de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 

Stepbauotis, 12 sprays .. 2 6 
Tropaeolum, 12 bunches 0 0 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 
Tulips, dozen blooms ..0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

GREEN CROPS. 

Young lasers have suffered so severely from the effects 
of the drought that on many farms much of the plant is 
dead, and many old Clover layers will be kept over for 
another year. This is altogether contrary to custom, 
both Red and White Clover being treated as biennials and 
ploughed in for a corn crop after the second year. The 
intention of many farmers to leave them for another year 
has given rise to much discussion about the matter, and 
we have heard more than one good farmer assert that it 
vill not answer to do so. Like most positive assertions 
this is not altogether correct, for there can be no doubt 
that some old layers will answer well enough while others 
will prove a partial or entire failure. A little common 
sense will show how this will happen. If a layer is on 
heavy land that is badly drained or in a low damp situ¬ 
ation, the plant is likely to suffer so much from frost next 
winter that much of it will die and the layer be spoilt; 
but if on light land or mixed soil that is well drained, and 
in a tolerably elevated position, the layer is unlikely to 
suffer from frost and to answer well another year. To 
insure a really vigorous growth it must have a liberal 
dressing of manure, either of home-mixed chemicals or of 
wood ashes saturated with sewage or urine from cattle 
yards, early next spring before active growth begins. 

There can be no doubt that the very general preva¬ 
lence of drought throughout the country will induce more 
than the usual attention to making some provision of 
green crops for next spring and summer. Such crops are 
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often termed catch crops, as though they were the out - 
■come of chance, of a fitful opportunity—something stolen 
from the soil, and not a regular or legitimate crop; yet 
there never was a season when such crops were not wanted, 
and they are certainly worthy of a place in the regular 
routine of farm crops every year. To take them in the 
order of sowing, we should sow White Mustard and Rape 
at once for a supply of late autumn food, and the Cattle 
Cabbage sown in seed beds early in August should be 
transplanted as fast as the land can be got ready for 
them, for they will afford an invaluable supply of green 
food early next summer, which in its season is almost as 
useful as that sown early last spring and now in use. A 
few hours before sitting down to write this article we saw 
some excellent practice on the farm of a wealthy yeoman, 
and among other signs of sound practice were two covered 
cattle yards well stocked with a herd of polled SufFolks 
in the enjoyment of perfect shelter and care. They are 
never turned out to graze on pasture, but are fed in the 
yards on a mixed diet, which now consists principally of 
chaff and Cabbage. Other green food is used in season, 
so as to impart a wholesome change to the dietary, while 
the cattle ai’e never exposed to inclement weather and are 
not worried by flies. Cattle so cared for encounter none 
of the trying vicissitudes which the wretched animals 
purchased at fairs and markets have to undei’go. They 
never lose their calf byi’e, but are always in superlative 
condition during an existence that is a virtual embodi¬ 
ment of true economy in its avoidance of waste of tissue, 
and therefore of time and money. In twenty months, or 
at most in two years, they are ripe for the butcher; and 
although the early development may seem to partake 
somewhat of a high pressure system, it is in reality not so. 
We have seen young cattle forced into a gross plethoric 
condition by the injudicious use of corn, cake, and linseed, 
that heavy losses from quarter eviChave followed; but by 
a regular and judicious use of green food all risk of such 
loss is avoided. 

Winter Tares sown in September and October follow 
the Rye Grass in spring. We are not particular as what 
crop winter Tares are sown after, but we try to have them 
in a well drained or upland field in sound fertile soil. 
We like to continue folding the ewes and late lambs on 
Tares after they have taken late Turnips, Rye and Rye 
Grass, Lucerne or Sainfoin. There should also be an 
abundant supply of Tares for horses and cattle, not only 
from crops sown in autumn, but also from successional 
crops of spring Tares. This would appear so self-evident 
that mention of it is uncalled for; but we regret to say 
that by far too little attention is given to the due provision 
of such crops, and yet they may be had in the heat of 
summer when pastures are’burnt and parched, if only 
sowings are made frequently enough to maintain a full 
supply. In southern counties they should not be sown 
till the end of September or beginning of October, for if 
sown earlier growth is apt to become so forward as to 
suffer from cold and wet during winter. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

Now is tlie time when more and better work can be done in cleaning 
tae land than at any other period of the year. Not a day should be lost 
when the stubbles are cleared, and the fallen corn has been gleaned, to 
break them up with whatever implement appears best adapted for the 
purpose. It is true that some soil is still so hard that extra strong 
tackle is required to enter it; it is in such cases that steam power proves 
invaluable.. But we hold that deep ploughing of foul stubble is alto¬ 
gether a mistake at this season of the year. For example, we have some 
fields badly infested with Charlock. To plough them deeply now would 
be to store the land with Charlock seed for years to come. We shall 
therefore at first only stir the surface to a depth of 2 or 3 inches, or just 
enough to induce the speedy germination of Charlock seed which 
autumnal showers are certain to induce. We shall thus get rid of most 

of it, and deep ploughing can follow at our leisure. Stubbles foul with 
couch grass will be pared with broad,share ploughs, and harrows will 
follow at once to clear off as much of the grass as possible. This work 
can only be done before much heavy rain falls, hence the importance of 
turning every hour of fine weather to account now. 

Deep ploughing of clean land for Wheat, winter Oats, Rye, and 
winter Tares should have attention as soon as possible, and due prepara¬ 
tion be made for sowing winter corn before the weather becomes so 
broken as to hinder or spoil the work. It never answers to sow Wheat 
when the surface is so wet that the seed cannot be covered by harrow¬ 
ing. Upon our heavy land farm we hope to be able to sow early, for 
owing to the failure of the Swede and white Turnip crop there we shall 
make our first Wheat sowings upon that part of the farm, and follow 
upon land where sheep are now folded upon Red Clover. Both the 
Turnip land and Clover layer will be well stored with manure, and by 
using carefully selected seeds we hope to insure a fine Wheat crop next 
season. White Wheat has answered so well with us this year that we 
shall sow a much larger area of it this autumn. It is equally hardy as 
any of the Red Wheats, yields quite as well, and certainly commands a 
higher price per quarter, which after all is the most important test. 

THE HESSIAN FLY AND ITS ENEMIES. 
It has been point d out earlier in the history of the present visitation of 

Hessian fly that this obnoxious insect has other than human enemies. 
Professor Fream has lately placed in glass bottles some sections of Wheat 
and Barley straw containing the “flax-seeds” or pupariaof the Hessian fly, 
in order to obtain in due time the perfect insect. In one case there emerged 
from the chrysalis, instead of the expected fly, a small four-winged insect, 
which was recognised as being of the same species (Semistellus Destructor) 
as that which the United States Entomological Commission of 1880-2 
reported on as the chief natural enemy of the Hessian fly, an enemy so 
powerful as in certain years to keep its ravages wholly within bounds. It 
appears that this insect pierces the sheath of the stalk, and deposits a 
minute egg in the pupa of the Hessian fly which is there concealed. The 
egg gives rise to a larva of its own, which devours the interior of the 
Hessian fly pupa, reducing it to a mere shell or casing, within which it 
matures itself, finally eating its way through case and leaf sheath, and 
emerging to carry on its work anew. Prof -ssor Fream questions, on the 
strength of the discovery that this formidable parasite has accompanied its 
host to these shores, whether it is after all good policy to burn the stubble 
and destroy the flax-seed, since in doing so we shall at the same time destroy 
our little allies who are temporarily ensconced in some of them. Our 
endeavour, he says, should be to encourage the natural foes of the fly to the 
very fullest extent. Since we cannot do this without abandoning our 
efforts to destroy the healthy “ flax-seed ” also, the advice comes very near 
to a recommendation to stay artificial attempts at repression, and leave the 
parasite to deal with the fly for us in the natural course of things. We last 
week observed that it was beginning to be suggested that perhaps the fly 
was, after all, not so new an importation as is generally imagined, and it 
may be that Professor Fream's little four-winged protege has been for years 
keeping the fly in check for us, doing good by stealth. Lord Walsingham, 
who is an accomplished entomologist, remarks that in the last thirty years 
G70 species of beetles, butterflies, and moths have been added to the list of 
British insects, and that in the year 1886 alone one observer added to the 
list of flies ordiptera no less thnn 100 distinct species not hitherto recorded 
as British. It is, as he says, impossible to believe that any large proportion 
of these are newly introduced or imported. The majority of them, no 
doubt, have merely escaped earlier observation, and nearly all of them must 
be more conspicuous than the Hessian fly. Miss Ormerod’s supposition, 
made known long ago, that the fly has been sent to us in straw litter from 
abroad has received recent confirmation by fresh discoveries of Hessian fly 
pupae amongst other miscellaneous vermin in foreign litter. Since this 
litter, from various sources, is converted into dung in the stables and cow¬ 
sheds of London, Liverpool, Hull, Bristol, Glasgow, and other seaports, 
which dung is distributed in thousands of tons throughout the country, it 
becomes, as Mr. Martin Sutton pointed out a few days ago, clear that if the 
Hessian fly could be stamped out to-day, the whole country might be infected 
again next year.—(Daily News). 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 32' 40” N.; Long, 0° 8'0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. 9 A.M. IN THE DAT. 

^ f> d 
3— Hygrome- d . Shade Tem- Radiation a 

ter. 2 d Pi- . O 
a^s.O 

perature. Temperature 3 
August. P u ''■* In On 

c3 Dry. Wet. So H Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 
Sunday . 21 30.111 59.9 54.3 s. 59.4 70.2 47.0 1148 45 7 — 

Monday. 22 30.133 <30.4 54.6 S.W. 59.8 75.2 45.4 119.5 44.7 — 

Tuesday .... 23 30.112 63.9 55.0 S.W. 60.2 75.4 46.6 107.4 43.8 — 

Wednesday.. 24 30.014 67.9 59.8 E. 60.6 76.9 52.2 110 6 48.4 — 

Thursday.... 25 23.937 62.1 59.8 Calm. 612 82.0 514 117.0 49.8 — 
Friday . 25 29.793 68.7 62.0 S.E. 61.9 77.2 525 110.9 49.6 00:34 
Saturday .... 27 29.813 62.2 59 8 S. 62.1 747 60.4 113.9 58.7 0.010 

29.983 63.6 57.9 60.7 75.9 50.8 113 4 48.7 0.074 

REMARKS 
21st—Fine and generally bright. 
22nd.—Bright and fresh. 
23-d.—Clear and fine in morning: hazy in afternoon. 
21th.—Close and rather hazy, otherwise flue. 
25th.—Foggy till about 11.30. then warm with a good deal of sunshine. 
2Sth.—Dull, with slight rain in afternoon. 
27th.—Dull morning, with spots of rain; fair afternoon. 

Fine generally, and again warm, being about S'1 above the average.—Q: 1. SIMONS. 
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14th Sunday after Trinity. 

Royal Horticnlturnl Society—Fruit and Floral Committees at 11 A m. 
National Chrysanthemum Society’a Show, Westminster. 

DEEP versus SHALLOW CULTIVATION. 

T may well be asked before the season of drought 
passes out of memory, What advantage is there 
in deeply cultivated soil as compared with 
that which is cultivated in a shallow manner ? 
I believe the advantages are many, but what 
strikes one most is the slight hold the dry 
weather takes on vegetation established in 
deeply worked fertile soil. Naturally deep¬ 

rooting trees like Apples are greatly improved in the 
quality of their produce. Currants of all kinds have 
borne enormous crops of tine fruit which has been sweeter 
than is general, even in good seasons. Deep-rooting 
vegetables, of which Peas are an example, have been alike 
remarkable for their general healthiness and for the large 
crops of fine quality they have produced. Taking Dahlias 
as presenting a good type ot deeply rooting plants, we 
find these to he very fioriferous, the foliage healthy and 
the flowers large. Shrubs growing in deep soil have gone 
on in a perfectly satisfactory manner; those growing in 
shallow ground have been severely punished. Of course 
there are many plants which delight in a dry warm 
medium, but these we do not refer to, for wre find Dahlias 
in soil of slight depth dried up and flowerless, Peas 
yellow and incapable of producing any pods, and Apple 
trees stunted, fruit small and falling prematurely. The 
reason for these things is to be found in the one case in 
the soil containing a sufficient amount of moisture to 
enable deep-rooting plants to supply themselves with a 
liberal quantity of food to carry out all the processes of 
their existence beneficially. But with shallow-worked 
ground the stratum of fertile soil must have been so 
thoroughly freed from moisture as to cripple the plants 
by lack of food, and very probably those roots which 
did pass beyond the reach of the drought were in a 
medium entirely deficient in the elements of plant food, of 
which moisture itself is only one, though most important. 

There is another point worth calling attention to, and 
that is the greater capacity thoroughly well-worked soil has 
for retaining moisture. This fact points to the necessity of 
cultivators not only turning over ground to a fairly good 
depth, and incorporating, if possible, manure throughout, 
but further than that all clods and lumps of soil must 
be well broken up to its entire depth, this process 
rendering the ground of a greater staying quality in such 
periods of dry weather as -we have this year experienced 
than that which has been merely roughly trenched and 
clods left unbroken. That such is the case is proved by 
mounds of fertile soil, such for example as the banks 
between Celery trenches, being more productive in very 
dry weather than even ground on the level. We refer of 
course to broad mounds of soil. 

No. 370.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

Troceding to consider the case of plants which do not 
require a deep rooting medium, and to which therefore 
it may be thought the drift of these remarks does not 
apply, it may be here pointed out that a deep body of 
soil in good fertile condition exerts throughout its whole 
depth an influence on the plants growing therein. Bapid- 
growing plants, such as Cabbages, summer Cauliflowers, 
Phloxes, Asters, and annuals generally, one-year-old 
Strawberries, &c., do not root deeply, and any manure 
which it may he considered necessary to apply to the soil 
as a direct help should not be applied deeper than 9 to 
12 inches; hut if the soil is worked no deeper at any 
time than the above figures such crops will cut but a sorry 
figure in dry weather, whereas on a deeply cultivated 
soil under proper management most of them will succeed 
well. The reason is to be found in the fact that, although 
the roots of the plants may not travel deep enough to 
obtain direct supplies from the deeper soil, yet there is a 
continual passing of moisture laden with plant food in 
solution to take the place of the diner medium in which 
the roots are active. If there be no means of staying the 
upward progi’ess of this moisture its final destination will 
be the atmosphere, and much of its value is destroyed by 
this means. However, a layer of pulverised dry soil 
formed on the surface of the ground by means of hoeing 
acts as a very complete foil between the dry atmosphere 
above and the comparatively moist soil beneath. 

No doubt also plants growing in deep soils have time 
to adapt themselvc-s to the circumstances of their life. 
The environments of animals exert a powerful influence 
on their habits and capacities to exist under very differing 
conditions. Plants exercise this peculiarity in a greatly 
enhanced degree, and it is wonderful to see how plants 
are capable of extracting support from soil which to all 
appearance is of a very dry nature. There is a limit to 
this, but it is much sooner arrived at in the case of a 
shallow cultivated soil than with a deep one. 

The great benefit derived from adding to the depth of 
fertile soil by the addition of material added to it from 
outside sources, such as soil, decayed garden rubbish, and 
so forth, has been clearly shown this year. We have 
instances of poor shallow soil which has not yet been 
improved by any such additions, and others where deep 
dressings have been given, and the difference in the two is 
measured by success in the latter case, and failure in the 
other. There are gardeners wealthy in the sense of pro¬ 
curing at their wish the best of everything, who would 
hesitate to add anything of a poorer quality than good 
loam to their garden soil; but decayed vegetables, leaves, 
sweepings of roads, and soils which have been used and 
left to lie by for a year or two are quite as effective in 
many cases as loam. At any rate, no one need hesitate 
to employ these who may wish in vain for the other—B. 

BEDDING VIOLAS. 

It may interest not a few growers of these plants to 
know how they have behaved during the present summer, 
also the conditions under which they have existed, 
and what varieties have succeeded or failed, as the case 
may be, under such conditions. The strain upon the 
durability of these and many other hardy flowers is en¬ 
tirely without precedent, and only those that have been 
well cared for in the planting season will have borne the 
exceptionally severe test to which they have been sub¬ 
jected. It would be difficult to conceive times more 
trying than the past few months, so that with all these 

No. 2032.—Toil. LXXVII., Old Sebies. 
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overcome it is only fair to assume that we may in future 
grow Violas with a full measure of success even in 
southern counties. The cultural details which I shall 
presently briefly give are for the most part intended to 
meet the wants of those who experience difficulty in 
growing them successfully, and here I may remark that 
few plants are more beautiful than Violas when well 
grown, and few which present a more miserable and 
wretched appearance when only half cultivated. 

The particulars of my culture, then, is briefly this. 
Firstly, bastard trench the ground and dig in wet green 
cow manure abundantly—this is the only secret in this 
direction. The whole of my beds were turned up about 
20 inches deep, working in as much manure as I could. 
In one of my beds, consequent upon a hint thrown out 
by Mr. Baxter of Daldowie last year, I worked in a 
quantity of ground lime, the result of which I will here¬ 
after note. This was hardly Mr. Baxter’s advice, for if 
memory serves me aright that gentleman advised lime 
water to be given to any plants which might exhibit 
signs of going off. I viewed this hint carefully, for I had 
a good list of plants going off suddenly and without 
warning, and was anxious to find something to prevent it 
if possible, but instead of giving lime water to diseased 
Violas I preferred to try a preventive of the disease. I 
not only worked in much lime in digging, hut scat¬ 
tered some over the rough surface and had it raked in. 
I selected my weakly varieties and such as had exhibited a 
tendency to dying off in this unaccountable manner to be 
the occupants of this bed, and I am happy to say the 
result is successful beyond my expectations, and especially 
so when we consider the great drought of this Jubilee 
year. I thank Mr. Baxter for his hint about lime, even if 
I have not closely followed him in his mode of applica¬ 
tion. 

Last autumn in planting I renewed an old practice 
of mine of planting in deep drills, and which I shall con¬ 
tinue in all future plantings. Its benefits are twofold; 
first, it enables the operator to earth up his plants and 
so induce them to form tufts of young shoots about their 
base, and secondly, in the summer waterings the water is 
conveyed directly to the roots of the plants. But me- 
thinks I hear voices saying, “ Of what use is such doctrine 
as this to owners of small gardens where the beds have 
raised centres?” I furnish the answer and say, Not the 
slightest. But there is no law compelling any person to 
have his or her flower beds raised in the centre, so that 
instead of being 9 inches or a foot high let the bed be 
level, and if situate upon the grass let it be 2 inches 
below the turf—i.e., the surface of the bed prior to plant¬ 
ing. By adopting this method you will be paving the 
road to success with one of the most pleasing and 
attractive, as well as varied and profuse flowering groups 
among bedding plants. The advantage of planting Violas 
in sunken beds instead of raised beds will, I think, be 
obvious, and especially does this apply to cases where 
the soil is light, stony, or resting on gravelly subsoils. 

There is a wealth of beauty among these plants only 
at present known to a few, and no group of hardy plants 
is deserving of more general culture. As there is much 
difference in the general habit and constitution of these 
plants it may not be out of place to detail briefly a few 
facts respecting them, placing the varieties in order of 
merit and in their respective colours. 

WHITE-FLOWERED VARIETIES. 

Countess of Hopetoun.—Without hesitation I give this the first 
place. Flowers large, well-formed, and handsome ; a pure milk- 
vhite self ; very dwarf and compact ; good constitution ; free and 

continuous bloomer ; blooms retaining their original size to the 
last. On an almost equal footing I place Lady Polwarth. 

Pilrig Parle.—This is a good second ; fine constitution ; free 
and profuse bloomer ; maintaining all its original popularity. 

Jeffrey ana.—Remarkable for its early flowering, its freedom 
and general good habit. It is dwarf ; the flowers lose size with 
time. 

Mrs. Gray.—I would fain have given this a better position 
among whites. It is wonderfully free-flowering and fragrant; 
enduring constitution ; somewhat loose habit ; the flowers almost, 
always splashed with lilac blue. 

Champion.—The champion of the whites in size ; but only 
useful as a spring bedder, for which purpose it is grand. 

YELLOWS. 

Ardwell Gem.—My continued experience of this compels me to- 
give this the first place. Colour, light canary ; splendid both m 
form of flowers and constitution ; a wonderfully free and con¬ 
tinuous bloomer ; dwarf ; flowers supported on long stalks, and 
every bloom perfect. It has kept the same character throughout,, 
and always covered with flowers. 

Bullion.—Golden ; a good bedder and free bloomer ; good 
constitution ; the thin SQmewhat straggling habit leaving abundant, 
room for improvement. 

Brilliant I place next, not on account of its superior form, for 
this it lacks, but for its long-continued flowering ; it occupies the- 
lime bed, and has flowered continually since February last. 

Golden Queen of Spring.—This is one of the greatest successes 
in the lime bed, and hitherto a precarious doer ; but I have not 
lost a plant this year. The constitution is much improved, and 
the flowering continuous, though at present the flowers are much 
reduced in size. It is a dwarf in habit; a gold canary coloured 
self. 

LAVENDER. 

Elegans is a very good representative in this section ; very 
free and continuous ; good habit and constitution. 

LILAC. 

Queen of Lilacs here stands alone and is a grand plant in all 
respects ; free, dwarf, early, continuous, and of good consitution. 

PURPLE CRIMSON. 

Queen of Purples.—A grand variety, dwarf, compact, and very 
free to the last. 

Cliveden Purple compacta.—A compact form of that well-known 
variety, robust habit and very free. 

DARK VIOLET BLUE. 

Archie Grant.—A magnificent variety of splendid habit and 
constitution, very profuse, and having richly coloured flowers. 

Holyrood.—A grand variety, especially well suited for summer 
and autumn blooming. 

VIOLET PURPLE. 

Mrs. Charles Turner.—This is another unique member, and cer¬ 
tainly a grand and telling Viola all round. Sturdy, dwarf habit, 
excellent constitution, very free and a continuous bloomer. It is 
also remarkable for its distinct colour. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Yorlc and Lancaster.—A fancy Viola, the flowers being lighter 
in summer than in spring. I had this from Mr. Baxter last year 
with a wonderful recommendation, but it has proved identical with 
one which I had from Mr. Dean as Columbine. It is a very pretty 
plant and an effective bedder, and a fairly good constitution. 

Daivn of Day I also had from Daldowie. It is an exquisite 
shade of ccerulean blue on a white ground, the latter being netted 
and veined with the former in a remarkable manner. A grand 
grower. 

Skylarlc, also from Mr. Baxter, is a grand stamp for consti¬ 
tution and dwarf habit, in which particulars it is excellent. It 
lacks freedom, however, and is not constant. It is white, and in 
spring has a charming Picotee edge of sky blue ; this vanishes, 
however, in a week or two. 

Countess of Kintore, with its purple steel blue and white flowers, 
is very good and a universal favourite. No doubt it will long 
remain so, unless a dwarfer habited variety in the same way comes 
before it. 

Lora Darnlcy.—This is a grand variety, but a complete failure 
with me. It only did poorly last year, and it failed with me some 
three years ago very similarly, and I do not think I shall try it 
again. 

The foregoing are my observations during the present 
year. They are given with a view of assisting those who 
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are on the alert for first-class varieties, but if I were 
compelled to grow only half a dozen I would unhesitat¬ 
ingly select Countess of Hopetown, Ardwell Gem, Archie 
Grant, Mrs. Chas. Turner, Elegans, and Queen of Lilacs; 
•each and all of these are of sterling merit, possessing 
sound constitution, are of good habit, and withal free 
and abundant bloomers.—E. Jenkins. 

METHODS OF KEEPING GRAPES. 

Grapes are now ripe, or nearly so. in many houses, and the owners 
aiot unnaturally desire to know how best to preserve, them for 
;3S long time as possible. To sell them, as many try to do, is almost 
out of the question, customers worthy of the name being few and 
far between. The markets are glutted with inferior produce, and 
^Ins spoils, for the time being, the sale of good fruit. Jt must then 
ibe almost given away, or be kept, either for home use, or the 
markets, as long as can be accomplished. 

A long spell of exceptionally hot and dry weather has not only 
•compensated for the time lost earlier in the year when so little 
■progress was made, owing to the uncongenial weather, but it has, 
<>r ought to have, well ripened the fruit. The experienced girdener 
Knows that heat with a good circulation of dry air is necessary to 
insure the formation of the saccharine matter, without which 
Grapes will not keep for any length of time, and acts accordingly. 
On dull sunless days a little fire heat is employed, whereas the 
novice or careless cultivator is content to let matters take their 
course. Closed ventilators and plenty of moisture in the house, 
perhaps given to a number of pot plants of no great value, but yet 
persistently kept under the Tines, is altogether unsuitable for 
ripening fruit. Sour watery Grapes usually resu't from this 
treatment, and mildew is oftentimes most abundant and de¬ 
structive. Continue that system well into September, and many 
of the Grapes will decay, and no wonder. 

At the present time there are thousands of small vineries and 
greenhouses well stocked with Grapes, and if these could be kept 
till November, or later, if the sorts are suitable, they would afford 
much pleasure to the owners. Seeing that the early sorts, such as 
Black Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, Foster’s Seedling, and Buck- 
land .Sweetwater are ripened so well, there is every reason to 
anticipate better success than usual in keeping them. Conditions 
^favourable to ripening the fruit are equally necessary for preserving 
it. There must be a free circulation of air in the daytime, and 
both top and bottom lights ought to be slightly open during the 
night. If it is necessary to close the top lights when heavy rains 
are falling, these must again be opened directly rain ceases and the 

•e m appears. If this precaution of re-opening is neglected, or if 
Aie top ventilators are not opened as scon as the sun reaches the 
house in the morning, the air soon becomes heated, and moisture 
condenses on the colder Grapes. If not seen in time, and the house 
well ventilated, the moisture collected on the berries trickles off, 
carrying with it much of the bloom. Moreover, this “ sweating,” 
as some term it, has the effect of softening the skins of the berries, 
and an early decay sets in. Plenty have wondered why their 
Grapes kept so badly, and I have given them one very frequent 
cause. 

Now for another. Wasps are very fond of Grapes, and if not 
checked soon play havoc with a crop. Some attempt to keep them 
out of the house with the aid of canvas, muslin, or other kind of 
rather closely woven material, while others prefer to enclose the 
bunches in muslin bags. Both plans are successful as far as the 
wasps are concerned, but as any material capable of excluding 
wasps also excludes much air, the remedy may easily be worse than 
the complaint. I found it so whenever I tried the plan, and not a 
few Grape growers have opened their muslin bags only to find a mass 
of mould and decay inside. In our warm, yet rather moist climate, 
we find it necessary to have the doors, as well as all the ventilators, 
wide open, the openings being covered with fish nets, in order to 
shut out the birds. Whenever wasps put in appearance, a few of 
the berries eaten are coated with a small quantity of Davis's Wasp 
Destroyer. Incredible as it may appear, and as it did seem to me 
before I tried it, this remarkable mixture soon clears the house of 
wasps. A few are poisoned, the rest take the hint, and clear out 
as rapidly as they can, nor do any trouble us again for a few 
days. 

If there are plants unavoidably kept in a house where Grapes 
are ripe, these ought always to be watered in the morning soon 
after the ventilators are opened, taking care not to slop water 
abrat needlessly. On dull showery days watering should be 
dispensed as far as possible, and this may often be safely 
done for several days in the case of plants in a shady house. The 

outer atmosphere being very moist, the fire should be lit, and the 
warmed pipes or flues will maintain a drier or more buoyant atmo¬ 
sphere, and be the means of saving many bunches. It is in the 
daytime, when the ventilators are open, that these fires are of most 
service. 

In some cases, those in charge of small vineries and greenhouses 
containing Grapes are bound to utilise these places to their fullest 
extent for housing a great variety of plants when frosts are antici¬ 
pated. The preceding remarks will have made it tolerably plain 
that when this happens the Grapes wdll not long keep in the same 
house. Fortunately, if properly ripened, they may be bottled, and 
if stored in a dry airy room and properly looked after, will keep 
plump and good for a long time. Soda and seltzer water bottles, or 
any of medium size with a fairly large neck, are suitable for this 
purpose. These should be suspended with strings from a rail of 
some kind, and partially filled with clear water. The bunches 
must be cut with a sufficiently long piece of wood attached to 
admit of this reaching well dow’n into the bottle. Any medium¬ 
sized, or two small bunches in one bottle, wdll bring the latter into 
a sloping direction, the Grapes thus swinging nearly clear of the 
bottle. Not caring to cut so much of the lateral growth away so 
early in the year, we frequently cut nearly close to the bunch, and 
insert into the bottles the wood formed beyond the bunch. This 
answers quite as well as the plan of inserting the thickest end. 
The leaves being still fresh and green, it is advisable to preserve 
one or two about the bunch, these serving to attract the water 
from the bottle and keeping the berries plumper. This is espe¬ 
cially advisable in the case of Grapes cut early, say in order to 
preserve their colour or freshness till they are wranted for a 
special purpose. It is almost needless to add that the bottles 
should he kept sufficiently filled with wrater, but on no account, 
however, should this be overdone, as water trickled through a 
close bunch proves fatal. The bunches, whether kept in a room, 
or left hanging on the Tines, ought to be almost daily looked 
over, and every bad berry found carefully cut out. If left a few 
hours pressed among other berries, the wdiole of them wdll soon 
become a mass of decay. Neglect of this precaution is also another 
fertile cause of the loss of many bunches Cold currents of air 
should also be excluded, though if it is a question of cold air 
or a stagnant atmosphere, by all means choose the former.— 
W. Iggulden. 

A POTATO TRIAL. 

We have planted a considerable variety of Potatoes here this season, 
and with a view to selecting a few of those most suitable for our purpose 
I had one shaw of each of the following sorts dug up and weighed to-day, 
September 3rd, and as the weights vary considerably, they may be of 
interest to some of your readers. 

Tillage Blacksmith stands at the top of the class with 5 lbs. 8 ozs., 
or something like 43 tons to the imperial acre, for they are planted in 
drills 2 feet apart and nearly 1 foot in the row. Next comes a red 
Potato, name unknown, with 4 lbs. 12 ozs., followed by White Elephant 
-with 4 lbs. 7 ozs., Yates’s Early Emperor wdth 4 lbs., Beauty of Hebron 
3 lbs. 12 ozs., Yates’s Stirling Caitle 3 lbs. 9 ozs., Rintoul’s Early White 
Don 3 lbs. 9 ozs., Yates’s Early Prolific belied its name with 1 lb. 12 ozs., 
Yates’s Early Improved 1 lb. 9 ozs. 

The varieties we mean to retain are Tillage Blacksmith, Early 
Emperor, Beauty of Hebron, the red Potato, and Rintoul’s Early White 
Don. These are grand varieties both as croppers and for table. The 
soil they are grown on is light and gravelly. They had no farmyard 
manure, and as the season was very dry they are perhaps not such a 
heavy crop as they would have been had they got more rain. On the 
other hand, they are perfectly free from disease, and their quality is of 
the very highest order. With much rain no doubt more or less of the 
disease would have made its appearance.—Wm. Thomson, Clovenfords. 

P.S.—Not over 1 lb. weight of the whole are so small as to be 
unfit for table, nor are any of them too large, except White Elephant. 
—W. T. 

HOLLYHOCK?. 

I was pleased to read the remarks of “ W. D.” (page 155) on this 
truly noble flower. The Hollyhock is certainly coming to the front 
again, but slowly. In reading the different accounts of shows reported 
in the Journal, very little mention indeed is made of Hollyhocks. I 
would suggest that if nurseiq men could be induced to give special prizes 
at local shows in their respective districts for say six or twelve blooms, 
we would soon have a strong competition, and competitors would no 
doubt patronise such firms. Mr. Blundell seems to be an extensive 
grower, but “ W. D.” seems to think his flowers are not quite equal to those 
seen in the “ old Hollyhock days.” I had my collection from Mr. John 
Downie, and they are quite up to anything we had twelve or fourteen 
years ago, when I used to grow them more extensively. I have still a 
few of his old varieties which have stood the severe winters all these 
years. The only protection they have is a little river sand put about 
them, and a few branches put over them during the severe weather. 
The Hollyhock likes a good dry ground, and I am sure well repay any 
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care or protection they may require. I am also pleased to notice that 
several gardeners in my district (Cornhill-on-Tweed) are doing their 
best to bring the Hollyhock to the front again.—G-. Steel. 

HOLIDAY IN THE SOUTH. 

(Continued from, page 13J.) 

Passing along at the top of the sea cliffs from Ventnor via Collins 
Point and High Port to Horseshoe Bay, Bonchurch, I was very much 
struck by the quantity of Samphire (Crithmum maritimum) that is now 
growing there. Some twenty-five or thirty years ago it was very rare 
indeed to see a plant of this within reaching distance of the top of the 
cliffs, for at that time there was such a great demand for it for pickling 
purposes, men used to ply their dangerous trade of Samphire gatherers 
by fixing a crowbar firmly in the earth at the top of the cliff and let¬ 
ting themselves down by means of a rope and gathering it from the face 
of the precipice. Perhaps the extensive manufacturing of other pickles 
by large firms has brought them more within reach of the consumer 
that less trouble is taken over home-made pickles than formerly. To 
those unacquainted with Samphire I may say that it is a bright green 
fleshy plant, growing about 6 to i) inches high, very much resembling 
some of the round-leaved Mesembryanthemums, and has a peculiar 
brisk, pungent taste. Judging by the advertisements of a firm of soap 
manufacturers, there seems to be another use in store for it; possibly 
someone has discovered that it possesses saponaceous as well as escu¬ 
lent properties. 

Proceeding along the cliffs we reach Dunnose Point, a very high head¬ 
land next the sea, and rising some 770 feet above it—a well-known land¬ 
mark to the shipping and mercantile trade. We stop to admire the 
shady groves and bright hotels of Shanklin, and make a slight halt at 
Sandown, to enjoy a tempting walk on the broad sands that stretch 
around the bay. From Sandown we find ourselves at Brading on our 
way to St. Helens and Bembri 'ge. There are many things of interest 
in the old ancient town of Brading. The bull ring at the cross roads, 
and the antiquated stocks under the old Town Hall, serve as a reminder 
of the march of civilisation. St. Helens and Bembridge are two seaside 
resorts, situated on the opposite sides of the now contracted St. Helens 
Harbour. The whole surroundings within this last ten years have been 
completely transformed. We travelled thither in a railway over the 
very spot where twenty-five years ago we sailed in a race for a silver 
cup. It is a secluded part of the island, and fast rising in popular 
estimation. Bembridge is very shady and enjoyable. The Ducie avenue 
of overhanging trees forms a pleasant promenade. St. Helens Duvur, or 
Dover, is especially interesting on account of the beautiful and some¬ 
what rare plants found growing thereon. This is a strip of land that 
stretches out and forms one of the arms of Brading Harbour, and com¬ 
posed almost entirely of seasand that has been washed and drifted up 
from time immemorial, it is covered entirely with vegetation peculiar 
to this soil. It was here we had the pleasure of meeting a friend whose 
successful career that should act as a stimulus to all young rising gar¬ 
deners, to whom the pages of the Journal are always open for friendly 
advice and encouragement. Once a practical horticulturist and a fre¬ 
quent contributor to your pages, he has risen by his own energy and 
ability in the social scale to be an alderman of a large borough town 
and a J.P. We found the love of his profession still in his heart, and 
lie is always ready for a friendly chat that never fails to be both 
interesting and amusing. 

We take a stroll on the Duvur to have a look at a lovely patch of 
the Great Sea Bindweed, Calystegia Soldanella, that is growing there. It 
spreads and trails over the sands, and twines about amongst the Rushes 
and Grasses, bearing a profusion of large pink Convolvulus like flowers 
quite 2\ or 3 inches in diameter. The Sea Holly, Eryngium maritimum, 
is another object of interest here. It is quite indigenous to the place. 
Its quaint-looking silver-grey branches being brightened up by blue 
heads of Teazle-like flowers. The common Thrift, or Sea Pink, Armeria 
vulgaris, grows everywhere, and forms part of the ordinary turf. At 
the end of the Duvur farthest from the harbour stands an interesting 
object, being a portion of what was once the parish church of St. Helens. 
All that remains now is the west door and belfry tower, the rest being 
washed into the sea about a century ago, the remaining wall being kept 
whitened and used as a.landmark by the Admiralty. 

The sight of this encroachment set us thinking to what extent the 
Isle of Wight is gradually wasting away by the inroads of the sea, and 
although it does not appear much from year to year, yet, if anyone 
visits it after a few years’ absence, a great difference is at once seen. 
The footpaths around the coasts have fallen into the sea many times in 
the last twenty-five years, and although thousands of pounds have been 
spent in sea defences—at the east of the island at all events—they have 
mostly proved ineffectual. At Seaview the walls have been washed 
away, and the trees and grass fields are gradually slipping down in great 
masses. Bonchurch old church, previously mentioned, was once, they 
say, in the centre of the parish, now it is within a stone’s throw of the 
seashore. Anyone, therefore, who end-avours to make up for the loss 
by reclaiming land from the sea deserves both praise and success. This 
has been done by the Brading Harbour Company. The task was pre¬ 
viously attempted some years ago by Sir Hugh Middleton, the New 
River celebrity. It is now an accomplished fact. Some 700 acres of 
Brading Harbour, which formerly at high wat-r was like a vast lake, 
and at low water a field of mud, have been reclaimed by the Company 
by shutting out the sea with a bank, on the top of which is a carriage 

road running from St. Helens to Bembridge, and which forms the- 
present boundary of St. Helens Harbour. Although only commenced 
about ten years ago, so complete is the reclamation that it now Looks 
green and cheerful. On the land crops of all kinds of cereals have been 
grown. Although the whole is gradually being laid for permanent pas¬ 
ture, and sheep and cattle grazing at the present time, part of it is 
retained as a kitchen garden, which produces an abundance of every 
kind of vegetables for the supply of the two hotels belonging to the 
Company. Plantations are flourishing, some of the trees being 10 or 
12 feet high. Around the road, which is a level mile, Gorse and Broom 
have been sown, forming a thick sheltering hedge, which looks beautiful 
when in bloom. There are 2j miles of railway on the land, with the- 
two stations, St. Helens and Bembridge, large quays with steam cranes 
for the accommodation of the heavy traffic have been erected. Not the- 
least interesting is the oyster breeding ponds, which are here very suc¬ 
cessful. To anyone interested in reclamation works apart from the- 
other attractions, the place is well worth a visit, and would receive, we 
are sure, a ready welcome at the hands of the energetic manager. 

Leaving by rail to Newport, viH Brading and Sandown, we notice in 
the water meadows at Alverstone large quantities of the wild yellow 
Iris in flower, and many inquiries were made by our fellow travellers 
respecting the same. At Newport-, the capital of the island, we make a 
halt. To those who are that way inclined the church of St. Thomas 
should be visited. Situated in an open and spacious square, it has a 
lofty, clean, and noble appearance, and inside it is adorned with the 
ancient tablets and memorials preserved from the old church at time- 
of rebuilding. One erected by our present Queen to the memory of 
Princess Elizabeth, King Charles’s ill-fated daughter, who died at 
Carisbrooke Castle, and was buried here, is very touching and beautiful.. 
It represents her in marble, a full length figure, with her hands crossed, 
and her head resting on the pages of an open Bible, a position she was 
found in when she died. We pay a visit to Newport Nursery, to our 
friend Mr. Edward Cave, who is ever ready to welcome any friends of 
the craft that pass that way. This claims to be the original establishment 
of the kind in the Isle of Wight, and has branch establishments at 
Shide and St. Thomas's Square, conducted by his sons. There is a great 
demand from these southern nurseries for Sweet Bays, old plants of 
which seed freely about here, and the young ones raised from the 
berries, Euonymus, Aucubas, Arbutus, Evergreen Oaks,*Laurustinus, &c.. 
The range of span-roofed houses at the entrance are replete with the 
usual stove and greenhouse furnishing plants ; but special mention must 
be made of a house of Maidenhair Ferns, which forms a groundwork to 
Palms, the whole having a pleasing appearance. There is also a small 
collection of Orchids in the stove with other plants. A collection of 
Chrysanthemums reminded that these plants are being grown more 
about the island since the two Chrysanthemum societies were started at 
Ryde and Newport respectively. Outside in the borders we noticed, 
a little gem in flower that is not very much known. It is a dwarf 
crimson, very double Sweet William, a good grower, and very attractive 
and showy. We avail ourselves of the opportunity offered by our 
friends to take a drive around the country between Newport and Ryde. 

We make a short stay at Haven Street and call at Longford Houser 
the seat of J. Rylands, Esq., a compact and neat place, overlooking 
woodlands and pastures. The gardener, Mr. Barkham, is noted for his 
collection of Chrysanthemums, and also for the general excellence of 
the other things under his charge. In that we were not disappointed.. 
Zonal Pelargoniums of the leading single and semi-double varieties were 
very good and likely to make a display throughout the early winter 
months. There is a lofty and spacious conservatory attached to the 
mansion very gay with well grown plants of Coleus, Fuchsias, Pelar¬ 
goniums, Liliums, Celosias, &c., intermixed with healthy Ferns and 
Palms. A large collection of Chrysanthemums is being grown in pots 
in the kitchen garden. They are grown in a bush form to suit the place, 
and will, no doubt, make a good display in due season. Mr. Barkham 
is a disciple of Mr. Molyneux through his writings, as evidenced by a 
couple of plants that had been grafted with three or four different 
kinds. All the scions had taken and were growing well at the time of our 
visit. This was Mr. Barkham’s first attempt, the process being adopted 
as detailed in Mr. Molyneux’s book—a proof of its practical teaching.. 
We made a note of some plants of Primula sinensis, alba magnifica, and 
other varieties that had had their day, and were now standing out. As 
some of the largest we had ever seen, they were in 10-inch pots, and 
measured 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches across. “ Too large to be useful,” no 
doubt many will say. So they are for the majority of purposes, but 
here there was a place for them. I had been advocating small pots for 
Primula cultivation, confining the roots, and feeding, and should 
associate damping off and stagnation with cultivation in this size potsr 
so this was a knock down blow. Truly there are exceptions to every 
rule. We pass on, and notice as we drive through the imposing square¬ 
building, comprising a Working Men’s Institute, Library, and Coffee 
Rooms erected by Mr. Rylands for the benefit of the village. Through 
Bloodstone Copse to Wootton Bridge is a real country drive ; passing over 
the creek we soon get to the Osborne estate, the entrances to which 
looked trim and neat, and evidently ready for Her Majesty’s reception.. 
At Whippingham Church we stop, and being kindly offered to be shown, 
in to admire, as we did, the very beautiful tablets ana memorials erected 
and so closely connected with our Royal Family. We push on down, 
through East Cowes, crossing the ferry, and on through West Cowes, and/ 
on to Egypt, thence to Parkhurst, and home to Newport—a very enjoy¬ 
able drive. 

Before I close with this ramble in the Island I must mention Caris- 
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brook, and advise all who can to walk up to that very pretty village and 
inspect the historical Castle, and should the weather be favourable the 
view from the keep of the Castle is alone worth the exertion. Instead 
of returning by the village take the path at the back of the Castle, and 
cross over the lane to the next hill to the cemeterv, and through that 
over the hill called Mount Joy, into Newport, via Shide and Node Hill.’ 
The view from Mount Joy, on a fine summer’s eve, is a beautiful 
landscape with the river Medina running through the centre to the 
Solent at Cowes, and right and left the waters of the Solent that divides 
-the isiand from the main land. The celebrated view from Richmond 
Hdl is not to be compared with this for beauty and variety —C A 

HYDRANGEA STELLATA FLORE PLENO. 

Several Hydrangeas have taken a place amongst the best of deco¬ 

rative plants, such as the old H. hortensis and the more recent H. pani- 

Hydrangea well, and it can be satisfactorily grown in any greenhouse or 
similar cool structure. 

THOMSON’S VINE MANURE. 

In your very judicious reply to “ D. R. D„” whose Vine leaves seem 
to have withered, you give a caution anent the excessive use of our 
manure, which is wise in itself ; at the same time, perhaps you will let 
us say that even if he had trebled the dose we recommend, no evil but 
much good to his Vines, all else being right, would have been the result. 
Hast year wc doubled the dose we recommend, and we have trebled 
it this year, and the result is that we have three tons more Grapes on 
the same Vines than ever we had before. Perhaps you will allow these 
remarks to appear, as your caution may alarm some of those who use 
the manure.—Wm. Thomson & Sons. 

LWe should be sorry to alarm anyone, but we have seen so much 

Fig. 26.—Hydrangea stellata flore pleno. 

“culata grandiflora, the latter though hardy having become most valuable 

as a pot plant for forcing. The one represented in the woodcut, fig. 26, 

however, H. stellata flore-pleno, is not so well known, though it is a very 

distinct and beautiful plant when well grown, and is useful in pots for 

conservatory] decoration. It was shown a short time since at South 

Kensington by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, and the plants, though 

small, proved its value for ornamental purposes, as the heads of bright 

pink star-like flowers are produced very freely. As young plants are so 

profuse this increases their usefulness greatly, as in small pots they have 

a pretty effect arranged with Ferns or other light-foliage plants. 

A compost] of light turfy loam and peat in equal parts suits this 

injury result from the excessive use of manures which are good when 
rightly used, that we deem it prudent to give advice that so" far as we 
know is safe, and we do not feel justified in advising the inexperienced 
to depart from the directions of vendors either of manures or insecticides. 
The instructions of Messrs. Thomson are now enlarged, and for the very 
substantial reason indicated.] 

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY—REPORT 

OF THE PRIMULA CONFERENCE. 

In your issue of the 1st inst. I observe that one of your correspond¬ 
ents asks if the reports of the Primula and Narcissus Conferences can be 
obtained, and speaks of the offering of the Pear Report to the Fellows 
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as a new departure on the part of the Council. Will you allow me to 
state in your columns that as yet no report of the Narcissus Conference 
has been published, but that a copy of the report on the Primula Con¬ 
ference was sent to every Fellow of the Society without exception? If 
your correspondent be a Fellow and failed to receive a copy, he need 
only have sent a postcard addressed to the Secretary, and another would 
immediately have been sent him. If he is not a Fellow he could have 
procured a copy on payment from Messrs. Macmillan & Co., who for 
some time past have had all the Society’s publications on sale. It may 
be assumed under these circumstances, I think, that your correspondent’s 
failure was in consequence of his not having tried very hard to obtain 
the work.—Edmund Bax, Assistant Secretary H.H.S. 

A limited number of packets of seeds from Sikkim are now 

ready for distribution to Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society 

and lists can be had on application to the Assistant Secretary at South 

Kensington. 

- The Storms and Fruit Crops.—The late storms have had 

a disastrous effect on the fruit crops in various districts, in some in¬ 

stances practically all the fruit being dashed from the trees. 

- The list of rules and regulations of the Gardeners’ Orphan 

Fund has just been issued, and contains in addition the report of the 

first general meeting on July 12th this year, together with lists of sub¬ 

scribers and donors, and the names of officials connected with the 

fund. 

- Mr. J. Hiam says he has given up Bean stalks as earwig 

TRAPS years ago in favour of Hemlock stalks cut into lengths of 

18 inches without joints, and consequently they hold so many more ear¬ 

wigs. Onthe 5th inst. he caught over 900 in his orchard and garden. 

- Death to Wasps.—Mr. G. F. Warren writes :—“ Having 

tried the new insecticide—‘ death to wasps ’—with satisfactory results, I 

recommend it to all ‘ brothers in the craft ’ who are troubled with those 

enemies among their fruit. This insecticide is a powder sold in tin 

boxes with instructions for use, which are simple. A 3s. Cd. box is cal¬ 

culated to be sufficient to destroy thirty nests.” It is advertised in the 

Journal. 

- The York Chrysanthemum Show opens on November 

16th, and continues for three days. Among the prizes we notice two 

silver cups, one given by the Lord Mayor of York for a group of plants, 

the other by the City Sheriff for thirty-six cut blooms. Messrs. Wood 

and Sons offer a silver Jubilee medal for trained plants ; and in the 

fruit classes a timepiece is offered for six bunches of Grapes in three 

varieties, this being given by the Vice-Presidents and Stewards of the 

Ancient Society of York Florists. 

- We are desired to state that on Thursday in last week fifty 

of the employes of Messrs. W. Cutbush & Sons of Highgate, Finchley, 

and Barnet Nurseries went for their annual excursion, the place chosen 

being Brighton. They were accompanied by Mr. Herbert J. Cutbush, 

Mr. W. Easton, foreman at Barnet, Mr. R. Reid, foreman at Finchley, 

and Messrs. J. Hawker, J. Reed, and T. Snewing, foremen at Highgate> 

After visiting several places of interest they dined at the Grand Concert 

Hall Restaurant. “ Success to the Firm,” coupled with the health of the 

head of the firm, was proposed by Mr. T. Snewing. Mr. H. J. Cutbush 

responded. Various other toasts followed, and the day’s excursion was a 

complete success. 

- The Wakefield Paxton Society.—At the ordinary weekly 

meeting of the members of the above Society, held on Saturday even¬ 

ing, Mr. J. P. Carter of the Paxton Nursery, Cowick, read a capital 

and thoroughly practical paper on “ The Tomato.” Mr. Carter dealt 

with the question of cultivating the Tomato from a market gardener’s 

point of view, and recommended his fellow gardeners to grow it on the 

single stem or Vine system. He exhibited some very fine specimens. 

- Mr. F A Fawkes, Chelmsford (author of “ Hot-Water Heat¬ 

ing”), offers the following Hints to Amateurs on Heating Green¬ 

houses :—“ Those of us who want warmth during the next winter in 

our hitherto unheated greenhouses arc now beginning to consider how 

we can do this in the cheapest, easiest, and most efficient manner. I 

have thought that a few hints to those who know but little about a 

heating apparatus may be serviceable. I need not say that of course a 

proper hot-water apparatus is the most advantageous, and these are now 

made so cheaply and in forms so easily fixed by any amateur that they 

are within the means of anyone who possesses a greenhouse. It would 

naturally be invidious for me to select any particular make when there 

are so many good ones in the market; but it will save an intended pur¬ 

chaser a great deal of unnecessary correspondence and trouble if, when 

he applies to a manufacturer for prices, he will also say what he intend^ 

to heat ; give a rough ground plan of his greenhouse, figuring the inside- 

length, and width ; indicate the position of doorways ; say whether it 

is a lean-to or span ; give heights to eaves and ridge ; and say what he 

wants to grow. The manufacturer will then be in a far better position 

to recommend what he considers most suitable, and to show the best 

arrangement of pipes.” 

- Mr. G. Hawkins, Ewenny Priory Gardens, Bridgend, an 

excellent cultivator of fruit trees in pots, writes:—“ I have this- 

day sent per parcels post a spray of Blums, Belgian Purple, with seven* 

teen fruits on. The tree is in an 18-inch pot, and for the last twelve- 

years it has not missed bearing a heavy crop. This year it has over 300 

fruits on. I consider it is one of the best Plums we have for pot culture- 

It is good either for dessert or the kitchen. I think you will find the- 

fruit a fair size and well coloured, although the crop is great.” Many 

of the fruits were smashed in transit, but those uninjured were of full) 

size, well coloured, and in every respect excellent. 

- Mr. Jupp, gardener to Cuthbert Johnson, Esq., briefly describes 

his practice of growing Winter Onions as follows :—“ Sow two good) 

seeds a foot apart in good soil; let the plants remain till spring ; then 

draw one out in each case and the other will grow very strong, White? 

Elephant developing bulbs 6 inches across.” 

-“ Juvenis ” sends the following Notes on Peas and Carrots :: 

—“ The recent dry weather has shown, without a doubt, the great 

advantages attendant on sowing Peas deeply. Those that were sown 

in the orthodox manner have long since succumbed to the drought,, 

while those sown very deep and covered with a layer of Mushroom bed 

refuse have passed through the ordeal quite unharmed, without either- 

watering or mulching. With us the Carrots this year have not been, 

attacked with maggots as in former seasons. Last year we sowed a few 

rows among the spring-sown Onions, and they grew to a very large size 

and were quite clean. This year we repeated the experiment with like 

happy results. It must in a certain measure be due to the hardness of 

the soil required for the Onions, as when they are sown in the ordinarily 

prepared soil they soon go bad. We have also grown a very fine crop of 

Carrots on the top of the Celery trenches.” 

- Yucca Aloifolia variegata.—Mr. W. Little states there is- 

at present a fine specimen of this highly ornamental plant in flower in. 

the greenhouse at Moncreiffe House, Perth. The plant, which is aboutr 

twenty years old, is growing in a pot 18 inches in diameter and has attained 

a height of 10J feet, girth of stem at the base 1 foot. The main flower- 

spike, which bears a number of side spikelets, is a little over 2 feet in 

length, and the flowers are of a pure creamy white colour, resembling: 

somewhat those of Y. gloriosa. 

- Mr. John Hewett, gardener to H. B. Mackerson, Esq., Hill¬ 

side House, Hythe, Kent, sends us flowers of Chrysanthemum 

Madame Desgranges and its Yellow Sport, exceptionally fine 

examples of these useful early varieties. The blooms are inches in 

diameter, 3 inches deep, of great substance, respectively pure white and. 

clear pale yellow. They are both up to exhibition form, and such blooms 

would be welcome at the National Chrysanthemum Society’s Show next, 

Tuesday. 

- We are informed that the Show held last week of the Burton- 

in-Lonsdale Floral and Horticultural Society was a very- 

successful one, and admirably managed by the Rev. F. D. Horner. Plants' 

and flowers were good, while it is stated the fruit and vegetable classes in¬ 

most cases hardly conveyed the impression of having had to undergo 

the hardships of an exceptionally trying season ; indeed to the keen 

observer it must be a relief to find such produce can. be grown ina season 
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like the present one with a little extra care. Potatoes were a large 

class and splendid quality. Beans of all kinds, and Celery, especially in 

the amateurs, were some perfect exhibits. Vegetable Marrows were 

numerous and Onions too arc worthy of mention as being clean and 

well grown examples. Collections of vegetables, for which special 

prizes were offered, receiving high commendation from the Judges. 

The Judges were Mr. Brooks, Leek Hall ; Mr. Geo. Danson, Ingleton; 

Mr. Burton, Lunefield ; Mr. Wilson, Casterton ; and Mr. Alvey, 
Melling. 

GRAPE JUDGING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE 

SEPTEMBER 2nd, 1887.—A PROTEST. 

I have been unfortunate enough to have been the only exhibitor 
or twenty bunches of Grapes, in ten varieties, two bunches of each, at 
the above Show, I beg to record my most emphatic protest against the 
treatment which 1 received at the hands of the Judges who were 
selected to make the awards in the Grape classes at what may be 
correctly described as the “ National Fruit Show ” of this country, in 
placing me third for better Grapes than those which placed me a“ close 
second in a good competition the two previous years at the same Show. 
Ike twenty bunches in question, I may be allowed to say without being 
considered egotistical, were greatly admired by Grape growers before 
and atter the award was made, These included, among many others, 
-ir. Pratt, Longleat ; Mr. Goodacre, Elvaston ; the Messrs. Goldsmith 
feme a member of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural 
..Odety of London), Mr. Read (of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea), 

vr ’.i i ar< en’ Clarendon Park ; Mr. Pullman, Frampton Court; Mr. 
Markham, Mereworth Castle, all being loud in their condemnation of 
the award, not because I was the victim, but because they considered it 
radically wrong. I may also state by way of giving further strength 
and justification for making my protest, that a gentleman presidinz 
oyer a large ducal establishment, and who has frequently distinguished 
himself as a Grape and fruit grower in the exhibition tents of our large 
shows, said, in reference to the award complained of, that he had several 
times seen worse collections of twenty bunches of Grapes placed first in 
a good competition. Such an expression of opinion coming from such 
an authority carries conviction with it. 

Mine, although the most important, was not the only Grape class in 
winch errors of judgment were made. They were noticeable in the 
Muscat three-bunch class, basket of white Grapes class, and “ any other ” 
black Grape class. In the latter class Lady Downe’s were placed first 
and second, while three neat and well finished bunches of Muscat 
Hamburgh were passed. Therefore, I endorse the opinion freely ex¬ 
pressed by Grape exhibitors and growers who were not exhibitors at the 
Palace on the 2nd inst., that only men of proved competency in judging 
Grapes, and in whom Grape growers have confidence, should be secured 
to make the awards at fruit shows of importance. I have no doubt the 
gentlemen who made the awards in the classes indicated are first-rate 
men m their respective departments, but I repeat they are not the sort 
ot men that should be selected to award the prizes at a great fruit show ; 
and I may add that if the Judges who made the awards in the Grape 
classes this year are again invited to act in a similar capacity at the 
Palace, it is the intention of more than two of the largest exhibitors in 
tie Grape classes withdrawing their patronage. In conclusion, I may 
say I do not write as a disappointed exhibitor, but simply as one whose 
exhibits have been placed before the public in an unjust light.— 
H. \\. Ward, Longford Castle Gardens, 'ialisbury. 

[We do not know who the Judges were to whom Mr. Ward’s stric¬ 
tures apply. Messrs. A. F. Barron, W. Coomber, J. Burnett, J. Wood- 
bridge, J. Willard, B. Wynne, G. Bunyard, W. Earley, S. Ford, J. Lain?, 
J. Douglas, and J. Wright officiated, the three latter in the cut flower 
section of the Exhibition.] 

THE LILY OF THE VALLEY. 
Praises may be published of recent introductions, but which of 

them may ever supplant this, or the Moss Rose or Mignonette ? Some 

things therefore in gardening are beyond the caprice of fashion, and 

nobody doubts the continuance of their influence. For the bridal 

or any other bouquet who shall despise this lovely chaste flower, 

whether as a denizen of our forcing houses from December until 

March, or as yielding its charming groups of little snowy and fragrant 
bells in our borders and woodland walks in May and June ? Some 

account of its culture from one who has grown it in various forms 
for the last twenty years may, I trust, prove useful. 

The outdoor culture of this Lily is the first consideration; for, 
like the Seakale, its style and quality when forced depend much on 

its high culture during the growing season. The Lily of the Valley 

will grow pietty well in any good garden soil ; but to grow it in the 

highest perfection of which it is capable some extra consideration 

must be given to the compost. It succeeds to admiration with us in 
a dark and unctuous loamy soil ; and we have a north border here 

in which I have grow'n my whole stock for twenty-two years, merAy 

changing from one end to the other in making new plantations. But 

this border is exceedingly iieh in deoyed vegetable matter; and 

those who wish to excel in Lily of the Valley culture must not fancy 

that because this plant is found growing tolerably well in neglected 
situations it is averse to manures and high culture. We have seen 

them grow in woods in great breadths, and in tolerable style; but 

then the two chief conditions were present—partial shade and abund¬ 
ance of the decayed leaves of many years. 

As to the staple soil, then, for Lilies of the Valley, I am of opinion 

that a darkish and somewhat stiff soil will produce the finest buds ; 

and one essential is that the ground be not liable to droughts, for 
they love a permanent moisture. As to shade I have ever found 

them finest on a north border ; but be it understood they are not 

within 5 feet of the wall, consequently the sun shines freely on their 
foliage ; but then the border surface inclines considerably to the 

north, and of course the ground is much cooler and damper than it 

would be on a southern incline. It is very probable that an east or 
west border would be superior. 

There are at.least three distinct modes of cultivating Lilies of the 
Valley for forcing. The first, growing them in patches in the open 

ground, and potting such patches when two years old. A second is 

to grow them in pots—the latter plunged in a rich medium ; and a 
third to.take up the roots, and single them out in November, sorting 

all the finest eyes, and placing them thickly in pots adapted to the 

purpose. I think that for early, forcing those grown in pots will be 

found the best, inasmuch as it is necessary that the roots should not 

be disturbed, and that the crowns should go to rest betimes. For 

succession crops they may be cultivated by the first mode ; and for 

the latest the third mode may be best adopted. They will do well 

by any of the above modes if the roots be strong; if they are badly 
grown the forcer will be defeated in his aim. I may now detail the 

planting process, together with the preparation of the soil. 

Let.a plot of ground be selected in the beginning of March, a plot 
possessing the conditions before named. It must be deeply dug, and 

the parts well broken, and during the process means must be taken 
to introduce as much as 4 inches in depth of very old manure ; the 

kind I prefer is old hotbed linings, composed of about equal parts 

manure and tree leaves, but which have crumbled to pieces with age 
and turning. To those who cannot obtain such a valuable article I 

say lay hold of any old black residue, whether of the wood-pile, the 

rubbish-heap, old thatch, or old rotten weeds ; anything which h s 

once been living vegetables, and has bee >me a black residuum, 

through age and exposure to the air, is eligible. This, however, I 
address to the needy ; for, after all, there are few things so good as 

the hotbed linings, 'the ground being thus prepared stations may be 

marked out for the Lily patches if to be forced in pots according to 
our first mode. We force them in pots of about 9 to 11 inches 

diameter, and it is necessary so to plant the pitches that they may 
readily fit the proper s zed pot when taken up. 

The ground is marked out iu lines of 2 feet distance ; these lines 
to receive the patches of Lilies at about 14 inches apart, therefore 

pegs put down at that distance form points around which a thick 
cluster of crowns has to be planted. This done, a pot of about 

7 inches in diameter is used to stamp circles around each peg, and on 

this circle, and within it, they are dibbled as thick as they can 

be placed. Each patch will thus be made to contain from twelve 
to fifteen eyes or buds, which are as many as are necessary to form a 

good potful of blooms ; and when planted a top-dressing of rotten 

manure in a mellow state is spread nearly 3 inches thick all over the 
surface of the Lilies. Through the ensuing summer they are kept 

clear of weeds ; and after a second summer’s growth they are first- 
rate buds, and will give every satisfaction to the forcer. 

I may now advert to the s.cond mode—growing them in pots. 
I will not say what has been done, or what may be the general 

practice, but rather point to what 1 conceive would be a superior 

practice. They' need a pot wile and shallow, rather than narrow and 

deep ; and I think we may say pots about 10 inches in diameter, and 

about 7 to 8 in depth, would be highly eligible. But as I have to 

recommend a plunging mode of culture in order that the roots may 

avail themselves of a richly prepared soil outside their pots, the pots 

should have plenty of holes all over their bottoms, and even round 
the side, about 2 inches above the bottoms of the pots. 

The crowns or buds should be planted as thickly as they can be 
set in the beginning of March, and the compost must be of the most 

generous description. About half of an unctuous loam, and the other 
half old dung and leaves, almost become a mould, with a little silver 

sand, will grow them well in pots, putting some coarser manurial 

matters over the drainage ; and if crocks are used they should be very 

coarse, in order that the fibres may get through with facility. These 

things done, I have to recommend a prepared bed to plunge them in. 
Nothing would be better than a bed of half-decayed leaves, or any¬ 

thing of similar texture, even manurial matters. This should be 

quite above the ground level, in order to avoid swamping. As before 
observed, a situation where they would get only half a day’s sun 

would be well, only there must be no trees overhead. They would 
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require regular waterings through the season, and when in active 
growth liquid manure. 

Now, it will require a second season’s growth to produce strong 
blooms, although with every appliance they may be bloomed the first 
season, providing the roots were very strong. A second season’s 
culture, however, will amply repay the exercise of patience. 
In November of the first year they had better all be moved, 
and those roots which are through the pots trimmed away, for 
if suffered to proceed unprotected I fear the check would be too 
great in the second autumn. Being turned round, therefore, or re¬ 
plunged they will be ready for another summer’s culture ; and about 
the second week in October, or as soon as the foliage begins to 
assume an autumnal tint, those which are required for very early 
forcing may be unplunged, the side fibres outside the pots cut off, 
and the pots placed in a very sunny corner, to hurry their buds to a 
state of rest. Before the sharp frosts set in they may have their 
decayed foliage cut away, and be plunged overhead. 

About the third practice little need be said. The soil will of 
course be prepared as advised in the first detailed practice, and in 
planting the roots may be either dibbled thickly in rows or planted 
all over the bed. In all other respects they may be treated as the 
others, and at the end of the second summer they will be fit fir 
forcing. The buds intended for selecting from must be taken up in 
the beginning of November, and the roots sorted carefully—all the 
largest crowns being reserved for potting. These may be singled 
out and dibbled into anysize of pot or box desired, and protected as 
recommended for the others. 

Thus much for culture outdoors. Now a few words about the 
forcing. There is no difficulty in this procedure if plenty of time 
be given ; for they would, doubtless, blossom much before the usual 
period, if only placed beneath the greenhouse stage ; but to obtain 
good blooms in December and January is altogether another affair. 
To accomplish this, it is necessary to resort to bottom heat, and I 
have found from 70° to 75° most congenial. My practice is to 
plunge them overhead in warm tan or leaves ; but care must be taken 
to uncover them as soon as they have sprouted about 2 inches 
m length, or they will become so weak as not to be able to sustain 
their weight. It is necessary to place a lighter or finer material over 
their crowns when plunged, or the pressure of the leaves or tan will 
bind them down and spoil their character. I always pile up a mound 
of finely riddled old tan over them, and this answers admirably. 
M e sometimes force them in the Mushroom house, sometimes in 
front of a Pine pit ; and, indeed, the structure is quite immaterial, as 
darkness is essential until they have sprouted a couple of inches. 
Care must be taken on their first introduction to light that it be done 
gradually, and it is best to place them in a shady part of the green¬ 
house or other structure for awhile, protected equally from cold 
currents of air and from sunshine, and they should be frequently 
syringed ; in fact, a rather moist atmosphere is indispensable, and a 
temperature from 50° to 60° will be amply sufficient until in blossom, 
when the cooler they are kept the finer will the blooms be, the longer 
they will endure, and the higher will be their scent. 

W hen the foliage becomes green by exposure to light and air 
they will be improved by sunshine at an early period ; but as the 
spring advances little sunshine will be necessary. They will require 
water liberally whilst in blossom. The freer the circulation of air 
the higher will the scent be ; and I should prefer, at the blooming 
period, a temperature of from 40° to 55° to a higher one, and they 
will thus continue much longer in blossom.—R. E. N. 

A STUDY IN MY GARDEN. 
[By H. W. S. Woreley-Penison, F.L.S., &o.] 

It is July, and the season of 1887 being, after the almost unparalleled 
winter preceding it, remarkably late, my Roses are in full bloom now, 
instead of in June, as is usually the case. The severe and long continued 
cold weather has played sad havoc with most of our garden treasures. 
All the flowers have been more or less short-lived. Pinks, Larkspurs, 
Columbines, Speedwells, Saxifrages, Lilacs, Laburnums have all passed 
away before we had more than time to know that they had come. Their 
advent, long delayed, was succeeded by many days of suddenly coming 
hot weather without one single shower of rain. The consequence has 
been that the plants lacked stamina, as we call it ; their blossoming has 
proved too^ exhausting a process for their powers, and has soon come to 
an end. So far, the only flowers that appear not to have suffered are 
the good old-fashioned Snapdragons and Sweet Williams. These seem to 
be quite independent of all the unfortunate influences affecting the 
rest. 

Among the sufferers I find my Roses, as I fully expected would be 
the case. They are late in appearing, and they lack the full, healthy, 
glorious beauty that is a source of so much joy to anyone who cares for 
his garden. The dull appearance of the leaves speaks of damage done 
by frostbite during the bitter cold of May. The result is that the circu¬ 
lation of the life-giving sap is impeded, and an unhealthy condition of 
the plant-tissues comes about. 

This would be disastrous in itself, but there is a further and much 
more deadly mischief to follow. Just as unhealthy soil generates 
diseases in virtue of its being exactly the kind of soil in which disease- 
germs can best be propagated, so a Rose tree whose tissues are rendered 
abnormal by bad circulation, forms a sort of living soil in which 
“ germs ” can grow and flourish. So surely as this condition of affairs 
exists, so surely will the germs be found. With what result? This—• 
that the fresh young shoots of the Rose will very soon be entirely 
covered with what is known as the “ green blight,” or plant-lice, or by 
the more learned name of aphides. 

These will be present in such large numbers that in even looking at 
the tree it is impossible to avoid seeing that the shoot is loaded with 
them. I wish, in this paper, to go beyond this point, and to watch and 
observe them ; to find out from what germs they originally came ; to 
ascertain their method of life and the work they do ; to see how they 
fare in the struggle for existence ; who their friends may be, and who 
their foes. 

Such a life-history as that which the aphis presents to our view will 
furnish an admirable example of the fund of interest and instruction 
that always rewards the steady culture of the observing faculty. - 

It is, perhaps, most convenient to begin this study at the “ egg ” 
period, although, for some reasons, it might seem better to start from 
the time when the insect itself can be easily seen and examined. 

If a Rose tree be carefully inspected during the winter, there will 
be seen on the twigs a number of tiny grains, very much like those of 
gunpowder, giving the appearance of such a powder, or that of black 
pepper, having been scattered or dusted all over the twig. These are 
the minute eggs of the aphis. They were laid by the winged femalesin 
the preceding autumn, and when first deposited were of a greenish 
yellow tint, which has slowly changed to the black hue just described. 
They are securely fastened to the plant by a gummy fluid secreted by 
the insect as she passes them from her ovipositor on to the twig. 

In the case of the Rose aphis, the eggs are comparatively large, being 
over onc.-third the length of the parent, and are placed singly, only three 
or four being inside the body in the fully developed state at one time. 
Directly one egg is laid the germ of another is ready to be perfected, so 
that one aphis may deposit a large number during her lifetime. Some 
species of aphis place the eggs in groups of four, five, or six, while there 
are others which deposit the eggs in clusters of some hundreds. Of these 
very fertile aphides that found on the Larch is an example, where each 
separate egg has, moreover, a tiny stem of cement attaching it to the 
plant-surface. 

As a rule, as soon as the eggs have been laid the female dies, the 
laying process being sufficient to exhaust all vital power. 

If for any reason, such as a low temperature, this process should be 
delayed, the parent lives for a much longer period, in obedience to a 
well-known law of insect life by which the death of such a creature is 
postponed until it shall have fulfilled its great life-task—that of pro¬ 
viding a family who shall inherit its “ goods, chattels, and effects.” 

It is stated that the Larch aphis, before named, forms an exception 
to the general rule that the winter time is passed in the egg state. In 
these aphides the last brood of the autumn season do not deposit eggs, 
but pass the winter in hibernation, and awake in spring to take up their 
duties once more. I have not myself verified this statement; therefore 
1 take it on trust, but there are good authorities for it. 

The exception proves the rule, however, which is that only in the 
egg condition can the frost of winter and the absence of proper food be 
sustained. 

The winter having passed away, the eggs, safely hidden away as far 
as is possible from harm, are quickened into life by the warmth of 
spring, or early summer, and the first brood of “ green blight ” appears. 
These are of course, infantile aphides. 

Now, it is perfectly well known that nearly all insects pass through 
certaiu metamorphoses—some incomplete, some complete—as they are 
respectively termed. In these metamorphoses we find four different 
conditions, as follows :—1, The egg. 2, The larva, caterpillar, or grub. 
3, The pupa, chrysalis, or nymph. 4, The imago, or perfect insect. 

The hymenoptera, including bees, ants, &c., are examples of complete 
metamorphosis, where larva and pupa differ entirely from the perfect 
insect, and where for the most part the pupa is quiescent. (The gnat, 
belonging to the diptera, has an active pupa, which, however, takes no 
food.) 

The neuroptera, including dragon flies, May flies, &c., are examples 
of incomplete metamorphosis, where larva and pupa are more or less 
like the insect, and are active. 

The dragon fly changes its coats, but not its body to any great 
extent. 

The bee changes its body form inside the coats. 
How about the aphides 1 Where do they come in this classification ? 
They belong to a group termed homoptera, or “ like-winged,” so 

called because the wings, when present, are all alike in texture—i.c., the 
front pair and the hind pair are entirely membranous and transparent. 
They undergo incomplete metamorphosis, being very much of the same 
outward appearance in all three stages. 

Now, some naturalists distinguish between larva, pupa, and imago 
among the aphides, and so far as the direct result of the egg-form goes, 
they may be right; but we shall presently see that at a later period, 
genuine living aphides are produced, which form a notable exception to 
the almost universal rule of metamorphosis, since they pass through 
nothing of the kind. In this, they resemble certain insects of a low 
type, such as the parasitic lice, the skip-tails, and a few others. 
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How, then, does the larva form of aphis differ from the fully de¬ 
veloped insect as seen on the Rose shoots 1 

Chiefly in that the antennas are a little shorter and possess fewer 
joints, the legs smaller and stouter, and the so-called “ nectaries ” only 
very slightly developed. Such is the larva form, and I purposely say no 
more about it, until I come to speak of the insect in its fullest develop¬ 
ment. 1 

The pupa form is seen only in some cases, those, that is, in wh:ch 
wings are developed, the rudiments of such organs being seen as minute 
swellings on the thorax. 

Allowing, then, for these changes in the size of the antennae and 
other organs, let us look at the aphis as ordinarily seen on our Rose 
trees. 

Pick off one of these little creatures—whose numbers we endeavour 
to diminish by aloes, quassia, tobacco juice, and other mixtures—and 
put it under a microscope of low power. You will see a roundish, or 
oval, transparent green body, supported by six legs, which are jointed 
and hairy ; there are two large black eyes, with several facets, and two 
antennas, long and very flexible, lying (if not in use) along the back and 
reaching nearly to the far end of the body ; the creature may have wings, 
or not, as the case may be. Besides these details, you will see a proboscis, 
or rostrum, as it is called, very probably folded up underneath the body ; 
it is easily pulled out from this position of rest, and will be found to be 
of an appreciable length. This is used as a sucker by which aphis can 
extract the juices from the plant tissues. 

. Notice lastly, about two-thirds of the way down the back, a pair of 
tmy, bristle-like organs, pointing backwards. These are the nectaries, 
or cornicles, hollow tubes by means of which the insect emits the sweet 
fluid known as “ honeydew.” 

Such is an outline of the external appearance of the aphis. 
The rostrum consists of a three-jointed sheath, inside which are three 

sharp-pointed lancets, capable of backward and forward motion, in 
order to puncture the leaf surface. In those which live on leaves this 
rostrum is short, because the sap being near the surface great length is 
not necessary, but in some aphides that are found on tree bark the 
rostrum is much longer, enabling the insect to penetrate to the required 
depth, in order to get at the sap. In the Larch aphis the rostrum is not 
only long, but also spirally coiled ; thus it can form, when introduced 
into the bark, an anchor by which the aphis can hold fast in a gale of 
wind. 

The secretion from the cornicles is, of course, the result of the supply 
of juice from the plant, and is given off hi drops as these gradually 
accumulate at the tips of the tubes. These drops fall on the grass, or 
on the leaves, as the case may be, and if it be deposited to any great 
extent on the leaves a still further damage is done to the plant, for not 
only has aphis deprived it of sap, but this thick treacle-like honeydew 
falling on the leaves chokes the leaf-pores, or stomata, and prevents the 
proper respiration normally carried on by these pores. The name 

honeydew ” has been given to this secretion for its sweetish taste and 
its appearance when it has fallen on the grass or leaves. It is not by 
any means always allowed to fall and waste itself, as will presently be 
seen. 

So much for the description of a typical Rose aphis and the life it 
leads. Its colour I have said is green. In other species we find the 
colour varies. Grey, dark olive, black, white, yellow, red, and violet are 
all known. The black species is familiar to everyone, as seen on the 
common Bean plant. The yellow, red, green, and grey are found on the 
Apple. 

The life led by the aphides is perhaps the most purely inactive and 
vegetative among insect lives. It consists in residing almost con¬ 
tinuously on the plant, tucking its juices, assimilating them, giving the 
honey-dew off by the cornicles, growing a little, reproducing themselves 
with enormous rapidity, and then there is an end of them. Grant Allen 
calls their life “ duller than that of the very dullest cathedral city,” and 
yet I suppose they enjoy it after their fashion. 

We have seen that the first brood of young aphides are the direct 
product of the eggs laid during the preceding autumn, and that these 
pass through a kind of larva stage (and in some cases through a pupa 
stage as well). They moult their skins four times, and all these 
“ moults ” may be compared to the intermediate stages of a dragon fly. 
Having done this, they are now mature aphides. 

They are very peculiar creatures, in that they are all wingless, and 
are all females. These give rise, asexually, to a second brood, exactly 
resembling the first—i.e., imperfect females. This process is repeated 
ten times (some say eleven) during one summer, and in each case without 
any male intervention at all. The nevv group is produced by a kind of 
“budding” process from the preceding one, the “buds” being, like 
those of a plant shoot, simply facsimiles of those whence they come. 
They pass through no metamorphoses whatever, but are born in the like¬ 
ness of their parents (or rather parent)—i.e., they are all imperfect 
females—imperfect, because wingless. A few winged forms may be 
very often seen side by side with the wingless ones, but of this there 
seems to be no satisfactory explanation. 

This freedom from the usual law of metamorphosis accounts of 
course for the astonishing rate at which we see their numbers ^increase 
during a single summer. 

The last brood—be it the tenth or eleventh—differs from all those 
preceding it in that it consists of both males and females, all of which 
are winged. The latter, after being fertilised in the usual manner, lay 
their eggs in autumn, and so complete the wonderful cycle of the year’s 
generations of aphides. 

It will be seen that out of eleven broods ten are made up of imperfect 
females, while the remaining one consists of perfect insects, both male 
and female. 

As to the actual rate of multiplication, Reaumur calculated that one 
female produces, in round numbers, about ninety young ones. She lives 
to see children’s children to the fifth generation—i.e., to the number of 
ninety multiplied by ninety four times over, or 5,904,900,000. This, of 
course, presupposes that all the five generations go on unchecked by any 
accident, or undiminished by doses of tobacco, or other insect-destroying 
fluid. Carrying the calculation further, it is found that one aphis would 
in a single season produce a quintillion of aphides. 

I leave my readers to write this out in figures for themselves. They 
will find it needs thirty-one figures to express it. A mathematician has 
computed the number of the progeny of one aphis if allowed to go on 
unchecked for 300 days, and he finds they would entirely choke up the 
universe, land and 'water, so that no living creature, save themselves, 
could possibly exist. 

Professor Huxley, assuming that 1000 aphides weigh one grain 
avoirdupois, and that a “ very stout man ” weighs 20 stone, or 280 lbs., 
says that the tenth brood alone of one aphis would be equal in actual 
matter to more than 500,000,000 of such men, or nearly one-third the 
population of the entire world. Imagine this calculation carried to the 
300th day—i.e., to the fifteenth generation, and the sum total is almost 
beyond realisation. 

How is it, then, that we poor human beings can exist at all in a 
world where the aphis co-exists 1 Because the beneficent law of com¬ 
pensation steps in in the shape of many enemies to aphis life. The 
account of these various foes which keep down the numbers of our so- 
called Rose pest, their interesting life histories, and the fascinating 
study of the relation of aphides to their friends—the ants—who care so 
tenderly for them, I must leave for a second paper. —(The Naturalists' 
Monthly.') 

LAMBTON CASTLE. 

Passing Durham by rail for the north a glimpse is obtained of that 
picturesque city, its grand old cathedral, and the delightful valley of the 
Wear, and the view, though hurried, is sufficient to induce many a 
traveller to break his journey for an hour or two to visit the local 
antiquities and enjoy the riverside scenery. The Wear is distin¬ 
guished by its steep high banks densely covered with trees and under¬ 
growth down to the water’s edge, by its circuitous course and the beauty 
of the surroundings for at least a large portion of its length, until it 
reaches the neighbourhood of busy Sunderland. From Durham north- 
wards for several miles it is exquisitely beautiful until Lumley and 
Lambton Castles are reached, the latter (fig. 27) rising from a luxuriant 
forest-like growth at the top of its steepest and most lofty bank, having 
a very fine appearance. To reach Lambton Castle most conveniently by 
rail, however, Chester-le-Street or Fence Houses may be chosen. If the 
former is selected it will give an opportunity of visiting some other 
places of interest to the horticulturist before proceeding to the great 
garden. Perhaps the best way to see the natural aspect of the place is 
to journey by road from any of the large towns within driving distance, 
and Lambton is easily reached in this way from Newcastle, Durham, or 
South Shields. Approaching by road from the last-named town the park 
is entered at the lower lodge, the road gradually ascending until it 
crosses the Wear some distance below the Castle, and commanding a fine 
prospect of the richly clothed valley and the winding river. This is a de¬ 
lightful position for the view, which is scarcely surpassed by that 
obtained from the terrace of the Castle itself. It is one of those fresh 
and verdant denes or dells so frequent in the north, and which come as 
such agreeable surprises to railway travellers. The surrounding ground 
is often comparatively bare, or at least but sparsely clothed with trees, 
and all the vegetation is concentrated in the valleys. The protection 
afforded by the banks and the moisture no doubt account for this, and it 
is easy to take advantage of these circumstances, and improve the natural 
condition of the place by planting where the keen easterly and northerly 
winds of winter and spring cannot do much damage. 

A short distance over the bridge and then to the right, and the gar¬ 
dens so ably managed by Mr. J. Hunter are reached, where from beauti¬ 
ful scenery we pass to some of the results of horticultural art, and where 
Mr. Hunter has achieved so many triumphs in Grape culture. The 
garden comprises about thirteen acres, the greater part sloping to the 
south, with two ranges of glass houses at the upper part connected by a 
conservatory in the centre and another long range against the wall in 
the kitchen garden, and which was formerly devoted to trained fruit 
trees. On the right hand side of the engraving (fi*. 28), which gives a 
general idea of the position of the garden, finely backed up with trees 
on the north, is the gardener’s house, a handsome commodious villa-like 
structure, such as is seldom seen in gardens. From that extends the 
principal range of glass houses, with a fine terrace and flower garden in 
front 324 feet long. Borders the whole length of this are filled with 
Pelargonium Robert Fish, blue Lobelias, and angles of Mesembryanthe- 
mum cordifolium, on a general ground of Antennaria tomentosa. A few 
Pelargoniums, large Agaves, and Iresine Lindeni are employed to vary 
the appearance with good effect. Another border here is occupied 
chiefly with Veronica repens as the ground, with Echeverias and Pyre- 
thrum Golden Feather, the latter well coloured. A light fence as a 
boundary to the terrace, covered with Clematis Jackmanni, and loaded 
with rich purple flowers, is a charming feature. On the slope shown at 
the left-hand side of fig. 28, outside the kitchen garden wall is a series 
of scroll beds on white sand, edged with Box, and having a number of 
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pretty little Retinosporas as central plants, surrounded by Lobelias and 
Alternantberas. This has a very distinct appearance, especially when 
viewed from the upper part of the garden, the white sand in contrast 
with the dark green Box bringing it out in bold relief. Numerous beds 
of herbaceous plants are attractive, ornamental shrubs, trees, and 
Conifers being scattered about freely in suitable positions. 

But we must turn our attention to the houses, as in a hurried visit 
there is not much time for all the departments, and the fruit is one of 
the specialities at Lambton. The range on the lower wall, termed the 
Orchard range, is in several divisions, and yields a quantity of useful 
produce from fruit trees in pots or planted out. With very little arti¬ 
ficial heat the trees bring their fruits of much larger size, ripen better, 
and the crops are more regular than outside. The roots are well under 
control, both as regards the supply of water and stimulants also for 
restriction if necessary, and in the northern counties of England houses 
of this kind are invaluable. Some of the produce of trees in this house 
was included in the premier collection of fifty dishes at Newcastle, and 
afforded a good example of what can be done with such assistance in an 
unfavourable season or situation. The first division is partly occupied 
with Plums, yellow and white Magnum Bonum, Prince Englebert, and 
Pond’s Seedling being the chief varieties. In the front of the house 
rained to the roof are cordon Pears of the leading varieties, and bear- 

dition, and are liberally treated, Thomson’s manure being found a 
useful stimulant as a top-dressing or mixed in the borders. Some of the 
older Vines have, however, been removed, and one house has been 
entirely replanted, the young Vines making good progress and promising 
well for future seasons. In one of the houses an interesting experiment has 
been tried with Gros Colman worked on Foster’s Seedling side by side 
with one of the same variety on its o«n roots. A remarkable difference 
is seen in the colouring of the Grapes, those on the worked Gros Colman 
having coloured well, while the others are at present nearly green. The 
newly planted vinery is utilised for young Apple trees and Tomatoes, 
Hackwood Park, Large Red and Criterion being the principal of the latter, 
and the first-named the chief favourite. The conservatory is a 
peculiarly shaped building inside, but it is very picturesque and filled 
with a number of ornamental plants, including some fine specimen 
Palms, Phoenix dactylifera being of great size and in fine health. A 
large plant of Cycas revoluta has a crown of its peculiar orange-coloured 
fruits, a dish of which was included in the large collection at New¬ 
castle. Ferns are numerous. The little Ficus repens covers a good 
portion of the wall, and some arches are clothed with Epiphyllums, 
which must have a beautiful effect when in flower. A flight of steps 
conducts to another portion of the conservatory at a higher level, and 
besides a number of miscellaneous plants we find Eucharises planted out 

Fig 27.—Lambton Castle, S.W. View. 

ing fine fruits, all spare space being filled with Tomatoes. The Pear 
have been planted out four or five years, and have proved quite satisfac¬ 
tory. In an adjoining division the back wall is covered with Peaches 
and Nectarines, Pears occupy the front of the house, Tomatoes and 
Chrysanthemums for early flowering being used as temporary crops for 
filling up. Some of the favourite Peaches in this house are Alexander. 
Goshawk, and Rivers’ Victoria : the best Nectarines being Lord Napier 
and Pine Apple. Of Pears, Durondeau, Beurn: d’Amanlis, Doyenne du 
Comice, Pitmaston Duchess, and Bcurrc Diel have handsome fruits, 
clean and well developed. These are only a few of the best, but the 
collection of Pears is a large one, as over fifty varieties are represented 
indoors and out, and 100 varieties of Apples. 

The upper range overlooking the terrace flower borders contains the 
principal vineries, which have produced such magnificent Grapes, and in 
which may be seen some good bunches now. Mr. Hunter has abun¬ 
dantly proved his skill as a Grape grower, and has shown bunches of 
sensational size on several occasions, but the character of the demand 
has altered; the extensive supplies now raised at Lambton consist more 
of medium sized bunches, with good berries and well finished. A 
moderate sized compact bunch of Grapes, in which the berries are large 
and the colour good, is usually more satisfactory on the table, is very 
strong at an exhibition, and possesses a substantial commercial value. 
There are, however, some large bunches to be seen y et, and a sixteen- 
year-old Vine of Alicante is bearing some grand specimens, as also is 
Trebbiano in another house. The Vines are in healthy fruitful con- 

son the shelves thriving well and yielding abundant supplies of flowers, 
while Pear trees in pots occupy all the sj ace that can be spared near the 
glass. This system of utilising every portion of the houses prevails 
throughout the establishment, and the quantity of produce, both in 
flowers and fruits, is very great in consequence. A vinery on the other 
side of the central house contains vigorous Vines of Trebbiano, Golden 
Queen, Calabrian Raisin, and Gros Colman, while in the earlier houses 
Black Hamburgh is the variety relied upon, the greater part of the crops 
having been cut previous to our visit. One variety is grown that is not 
often seen—namely, Burchardt’s Prince, or Aramon, which is distin¬ 
guished by its long bunches, one Vine having eleven good specimens. 
It is a late variety, and is sometimes of good flavour, but not reliable in 
this respect. It is said in Dr. Hogg’s “ Fruit Manual ” that the Grape 
is “ extensively cultivated in Languedoc and Provence on account of its 
great fertility and the large quantity of wine it yields ; but the wine is 
not of a high character, being principally the vin ordinaire of that part 
of the country.” The early Peach house had been stripped of its fruits, 
but there also we find Camellias and Pears in pots all looking healthy 
and satisfactory. 

A number of outside pits and frames are also devoted to plants and 
fruits, Ixoras, Gardenias, Apples and Melons beingall extensively grown 
in this way. Crotons are a speciality for decorative purposes, one house 
being filled with plants of various sizes, and splendidly coloured, such 
varieties as Queen Victoria, Weismanni, Mrs. Dorman, angustifolius, 
Warreni, Chelsoni, and Andreanus standing out prominently for their 
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effective appearance. Imantophyllums are | rized, and some strong 
plants are grown, a marvellous j. Iant of Allamanda Hendersoni on the 
roof yielding thousands of its rich yellow Cowers every year. The 
kitchen garden is well cropped with vegetables, and contains besides a 
number of healthy fruit trees, but the outdoor fruit crops have felt the 
effect of the late spring and dry summer. Small fruits have, however, 
been very abundant. There are several beautiful shrubbery walks 
leading to the Castle, and from the terrace surrounding this imposing 
structure lovely views are obtained across the Wear valley and its rich 
arboreal vegetation. 

A day would be required to be spent at Lambton to see all that is 
interesting and do justice to the garden, but an hour or two suffices to 
show that Mr. Hunter’s fame as a practical gardener is amply merited, 
for the whole garden and its contents is distinguished by a uniform good 
quality that is surprising considering the diminished staff of assistants 
with which he has to work.—Lewis Castle. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF AURICULAS—SELFS. 
(Continued from page 143.) 

Berry's Lord Lee.—A fine round self with a good truss of flat pips of 
a bright deep rose colour; but with no paste, or with what is called a 

IL Hands best self Seedling.—Sent to me two years ago for my opinion. 
Though all but pasteless it is well worth growing, and therefore worth a 
name, though on account of its blanket centre it would disqualify a pan. 
Pip round, indented instead of angular, of good size, flat ; colour, plum 
black extremely soft and velvety ; paste a few scattered dots of meal on 
a yellow ground ; eye lemon with low anthers, in good proportion. 
Foliage healthy, veined, serrated. 

Lightbody's Admiral of the Blues.—A poor thing except for trussing ; 
pip anything but flat, tolerably round ; colour a violet plum ; paste 
narrow, thin, angular ; eye lemon, irregular in shape, anthers above 
surface. Foliage large, broad, thickly mealed, slightly serrated. 

Lightbody's M teor Flag.—Two distinct flowers according as it is 
viewed at first opening or after it has opened a week, and, contrary to 
what is usual, the latter is the best. At first it is a flimsy uneven flower 
of a thin clarety blue colour, and will disappoint. Afterwards it 
becomes a large, circular, flat one of a clear violet blue, of no great 
substance, but which lasts long in beauty. Paste circular, of insufficient 
breadth ; eye lemon and bleaches, anthers not above the surface. Foliage 
very large and long, abundant, jagged, fully mealed. 

Maltby's Oxonian.—Cannot be discarded till a better appears of equal 
shape and similar colour. The latter indeed is found in Smith’s Mrs. 
Smith, but this does not supply all that is wanted. Pip flat, a perfect 

Fig. 28.—Lambton Castle Fobcing Houses and Kitchen Gabden. 

blanket centre, like Flora's Flag. Eye small, round, lemon; foliage 
light ereen, glossy,, without meal. 

Clegg's Blue Bonnet.—A flower of no substance, but which like 
Meteor Flag remains long in bloom. The colour is that rosy plum 
that in the Dahlia is miscalled purple ; it is an immense trusser, not 
unshapely ; the pip lar^e, round, sufficiently flat ; paste circular, and 
brilliantly white; eye circular, lemon. Foliage light coloured and 
flimsy. 

Faulkner's Hannibal.—Both in Scotland and in Manchester this is 
said to be an alias for Hufton’s Squire Mundy. I have never grown the 
latter, without which I am not competent to decide the question ; but 
the pip that was sent me from Scotland for comparison bore no resem¬ 
blance except in colour to that of Hannibal. It is of the less conse¬ 
quence, as upon four years’ trial side by side I am satisfied the variety 
is not equal to either Blackbird or Bessie Bell. It is a bold and striking 
flower throwing immense trusses. This year, 1860, I had two on an 
extra sized plant carrying twenty-two and twenty-four respectively. 
The former alone was allowed to stand and to open all its pips, but they 
were too many for it. Pip round and sufficiently flat, colour maroon, 
paste narrow and angular, eye orange, with anthers above the surface but 
not so prominent as those of Blackbird. Foliage light green, pear- 
shaped, abundant, much veined, and mealed up the rib, very distinct. 

Gorton's Stadtholder.—A mere yellow Primula ; but as it is as yet 
the best of them it may for the present retain a place in the box; 
foliage evenly mealed and handsome. 

circle except where the inverted points leave an indentation; colour 
deep clarety violet; paste thin, narrow, undefined, showing the colour 
through; eye pale greenish yellow, anthers high. Foliage narrow, 
short, smooth, compact, low spreading, light green, slightly indented. 

Martin's Fclipse.—Pip tolerably flat and circular, of good substance, 
hardly large enough ; colour dark brownish plum ; paste circular, insuf¬ 
ficient, good as far as it goes ; eye lemon, anthers at the surface. Foliage 
very smooth, evenly mealed. 

Martin's Miss Black.—Too small. Like Eclipse. Pip of medium 
flatness, under size ; colour reddish maroon ; paste starry, and insuffi¬ 
cient. Foliage mealed. 

Martin's Mrs. Sturrock.—The best self up to this time (1860) when 
it trusses well, which is not always. Pip perfectly flat and round, truss 
good ; colour a striking full crimson ; paste good and circular, almost 
broad enough, as broad as in any self ; eye pale yellow. Foliage very 
erect, narrow, mealed, may be mistaken for that of Mary Gray. 

Parker's Metropolitan.—Pip small, round ; colour beautiful violet 
plum, lighter than Oxonian ; paste narrow ; eye orange, anthers above 
the surface. Foliage small, serrated, mealed up the rib. 

Sim's hi za.—A refined flower of a deep shade of maroon ; pip flat 
with broad petals ; paste very round and good, but not broad enough 
eye lemon. Foliage mealed but not thickly so, handsome. 

Aim's Vulcan.—A fine dark flower, often the best of them ; as dark 
as any of the maroons, perhaps darker ; not flat, circular ; paste angular 
and insufficie it ; eye full, orange ; foliage curled and mealed. 
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Smith's Mrs. Smith.—Fine medium-sized flower. Pip circular, flat ; 
colour blue black, often darker than Oxonian ; indeed, it is not in 
character when otherwise ; paste far better than Oxonian’s but insuffi¬ 
cient in breadth ; eye lemon with low anthers. Of a curious compact 
habit of growth and late flowering in consequence. Foliage narrow, 
thickly veined, dry looking. 

Spalding's Blackbird.—A fine thing, bold and good, and an excellent 
trusser. Pip not flat but wavy, large ; colour dark maroon ; paste round, 
but insufficient; eye orange, anthers too projecting. Foliage long, 
narrow, abundant, light green, smooth. 

Spalding's Bessie Bell.—A good thing, very like Blackbird, but dis¬ 
tinguishable from it by the eye, which is of lighter yellow. The colour 
is the same dark shade of maroon, and the pip is of the same shape, 
somewhat smaller, and flattens better. The foliage differs, being broader, 
shorter, and not so abundant. 

(Concluded.) 

MEETING OF THE FLORAL COMMITTEE AT 
CHISWICK.—September 1st, 1887. 

Present :—George F. Wilson in the chair; Major Bendy, John Dominy, 
W. Holmes, John Fraser, W. Goldring, H. Herbst, R. Dean, James Hudson, 
A. Perry, S. Hibberd. 

The collection of Asters grown in the gardens was examined. These 
had been received from Messrs. Carter it Co.; Benary, Erfurt; Vilmorin, Paris; 
and T. Laxton, Bedford. Although the season being so hot and dry has not 
been very favourable for Asters, those planted in the Gardens have done ex¬ 
tremely well, the flowers being large and good, although somewhat battered 
by the late rough and boisterous weather. 

Messrs. Carter & Co. sent twenty-five varieties, the following being 
considered worthy of marks :— 

Chrysanthemum Flowered Asters.—Height 12 inches. 
Copper coloured 
Crimson 
White 
Light blue 
Dwarf French rose 

„ „ light blue 
„ „ blueandwhite 
„ „ carmine * * * „ 

Pceony Flowered Asters.—Height 2 feet, flowers incurved. 

* * * 

* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 

♦ * * 

English seed. 

Continental seed, 

a 
» 

English seed. 
Continental seed. 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

English seed. 

Rose * * * 
Dark blood red * * * 
Rose with white * * 
Pyramidal.—Light blue 

„ Purplish crimson 
„ Fiery Bcarlet 

Messrs. Benary, Erfurt, sent nineteen varieties, the following being 
awarded marks :— 

Victoria Asters.—Height 12 to 18 inches, Chrysanthemum flowered, very 
large and double. 

Rose and white * * * 
Dark blue and white * * * 
Crimson * * * 

Mignon.—Height 12 to 18 inches, resembling in habit and form of flowers 
the Victoria, but somewhat smaller. 

„ Pure white * * * 
Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux & Co., Paris, sent twenty-four varieties, the 

following being considered worthy of the following marks :— 
Crown Asters.—Height 12 to 18 inches, small Chrysanthemum flowered, 

the centre or crown white. 
„ Mixed. 
„ Half dwarf multiflore mixed. 
» „ „ light yellow. 

Chrysanthemum flowered, those flowered, height 12 inches, flowers large, 
double, fine. * * 

Imbricated mixed (Victoria) height 12 to 18 inches, large, Chrysan¬ 
themum, fl. 

„ Pompon mixed. 
Pyramidal Bouquet rose.—Height 2 feet, compact, very floriferous, 

Pompon flowered, rosy lilac, very pretty. * * * 
Pyramulals dwarf mixed.—Height 12 to 18 inches, compact, very flori¬ 

ferous, Pompon flowered, pretty. * * * 
Harlequin.—Pompon flowered, some of the petals streaked with white. 
Pyramidal Purple.—Purple and white * * * height 18 inches. 

„ Red.—Red and white * * * „ 18 inches. 
Half dwarf.—Red and white * * * ,, 6 inches. 
Lilliput (China) mixed, small Pompon flowered, partly quilled, colours 

very bright, and exceedingly pretty. * * * 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
CRYSTAL PALACE.—September 2nd and £rd. 

It is questionable if two such shows have been held together, equalling 
in magnitude and merit the great Fruit Show, for which provision was 
made by the directors of the Crystal Palace, and the National Dahlia Show. 
The produce was effectively arranged, and appeared practically to occupy 
the whole of the area in the splendid transept of the large building, and 
was admired by a large number of appreciative visitors. Dahlias were 
staged in greater numbers than we have previously seen, and many of the 
blooms were characterised by much of the refinement that prevailed in the 
old Dahlia days of thirty years ago, and for which mere size, with its 
almost inevitable coarseness, can never compensate, while the fruit gene- 
rably was admirably represented; indeed a better agregate display has never 
been Btaged in “ The Palace,” and the directors, with their garden super¬ 
intendent, Mr. W. G. Head, are to be congratulated accordingly. 

THE FRUIT SHOW. 

Some new exhibitors entered the competitive lists and acquitted them, 
selves well, while others, whose names are familiar, by no m;ans went 
empty away, yet some “ old Palace winners ” were not in the fray. All 
the table space appeared to be occupied, and there was a marked absence 
of inferior produce that is not infrequently too prominent at the leading 
shows. 

Collections.—These of themselves constituted an exhibition of ncr 
insignificant kind. In the three classes of twenty, twelve, and eight dishes, 
upwards of £60 were offered in prizes. In the first mentioned class four 
varieties of Grapes were allowed, two bunches of black and two of white; 
two Pines, two Melons, and two dishes each of Peaches, Nectarines, and 
Plums, the remainder distinct. Mr. H. W. Ward, gardener to the Earl of 
Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, secured the premier position with 
splendid fruit excellently arranged. The dishes comprised grand solid 
bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Alnwick Seedling, Foster’s Seedling, 
and Gros Maroc Grapes, this latter having wonderfully fine berries; good 
Pines; very large and handsome Melons ; superior Figs, Peaches, and 
Nectarines, and good Oranges, Apricots, Plums, and Currants; this 
was a collection of commanding excellence and worthy of the £12 
prize. Mr. J. H. Goodacre, gardener to the Earl of Harrington, Elvastors 
Castle, was the second prizewinner, with heavy bunches of Madresfield 
Court, Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, and Foster’s Seedling 
Grapes, large Pines, fine Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries and Plums, and a 
dish of Tnomphe de Saissons Strawberry. Mr. W. Pratt, gardener to the 
Marquis of Bath, Longleat, Warminster, was third, his Grapes large, but 
some of the other dishes comparatively light, yet far from being inferior. 
Another good collection was staged. In the class of twelve dishes Mr. Pratt 
secured the foremost place with splendid Muscat and Black Hamburgh 
Grapes, good Pines, Melons, Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, Plums, Apricots, and 
Apples; Mr. Goodacre was an excellent second; and Mr. W. F. Smith, 
Neville Court Gardens, Tunbridge Wells, third, with very good fruit. 
Mr. S. Pullman, gardener to R. B. Sheridan, Esq., Frampton Court, 
Dorchester, wron the chief prize in the eight dish class with very fine 
examples of Grapes, a capital Pine, Melons, Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, 
Plums, Bananas, Apricots, Figs, and Filberts; Mr. C. J. Goldsmith, gardener 
to Mrs. C. A. Hoare, Beckenham, was second, with excellent Grapes, and 
other fruit well finished and staged; the third prize falling to Mr. 
J. Bolton, CoombeBank, Sevenoaks, with very good dishes throughout. 

Grapes.—These were far above the average, some of the classes 
remarkably fine, and judging them was no easy task, especially where Bize 
was in conflict with quality. In one or two instances the decisions did nob 
meet with unanimous approval, and in cases of doubt the expressions of 
good cultivators indicate that it is easier to err in giving the verdict in 
favour of size rather than quality. 

Only one collection of twenty bunches in ten varieties was staged— 
namely, by Mr. H. W. Ward, and in recording the award some mistake seems 
to have been made, for the card placed on the exhibits proclaimed, to the 
surprise of not a few gardeners, that the third prize only was adjudged, bub 
in the official list of awards printed in the Palace we find, “ First Mr. Ward, 
second and third no competition.” If Mr. Ward receives £8 offered as the 
first prize he may consider himself lucky, but at the same time the merit 
of the collection was underestimated on the card. The varieties were 
Alnwick Seeding, Madresfield Court, Foster’s Seedling, Mrs. Pince, Muscat 
of Alexandria, Gros Maroc, Trebbiano, Alicante, Buckland Sweetwater, 
and Lady Downe’s. In these sensational classes, in which few can enter, 
the produce is never so good as in the smaller classes, and though Mr. 
Ward’s Grapes were above the average, and, considering the number, highly 
creditable, yet no one could pretend to say the £18 provided in the twenty- 
bunch class brought out anything like Buch fine Grapes as the £9 (in three 
prizes) did in the class for two bunches each of five varieties. Here Mr. J. 
Harvey, gardener to J. Watson, Esq., Myskins, Ticehurst, was the chief 
winner with good Gros Colmans and Muscats, splendid Black Hamburghs, 
enormous berried Gros Marocs, and unusually large Lady Downe’s. Mr. 
A. Smith, gardener to W. H. Sewell, Esq., Loughton, Essex, was an 
excellent second with very fine Alicantes and Gros Colmans, excellent 
bunches of Muscat Hamburgh, fairly good Madresfield Court, and rather 
weak Muscats. Mr. W. Pratt was third, his Gros Marocs being splendid, 
but a “falling-off” in the other varieties. 

There was good competition with three bunches of Blick Hamburghs, 
Mr. J. Bury, Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest Hill, being undoubtedly first with 
large, full, well-shaped bunches of fine berries. Mr. T. Osman, gardener 
L. J. Baker, Esq., Chertsey, was fortunate in the second award with large, 
loose “ sprawling ” bunches of small, yet well coloured, berries. Mr. C. 
Warden, third, with smaller bunches but much larger berries, though in one- 
bunch a trifle deficient in colour. Mr. R. Gray, gardener to Earl Stanhope, 
Chevening, Sevenoaks, well won the first position with Muscats, his 
bunches weighing about 4 lbs. ; they were beautifully shaped, and the 
berries large, uniform in size, and well finished. Mr. George Duncan, gar¬ 
dener to C. J. Lucas, Esq., Wamham Court, Horsham, was placed second 
with very large, handsome, and well filled bunches, weighing probably 
6 to 7 lbs., but the berries, though good, certainly lacked finish, and the 
majority of cul'ivators present preferred the smaller (3 lb.) bunches, 
with their good and well ripened berries of Mr. Pratt that were 
accorded the third prize. In the Gros Maroc class the prizes went re¬ 
spectively to Mr. J. Harvey, Mr. J. Wells, Windsor Forest, Bucks, and J. 
Timms, gardener to Mr. Parrott, New Barnet. In no Grape has such an 
advance been made in size of berry. The bunches were in no instance 
large, but the berries remarkably fine and well finished throughout. Mr. 
J. H. Goodacre was the premier exhibitor of Madresfield Court, his bunches 
being large and full, berries of great size and regular. Second, Mr. W. Jupp, 
gardener to J. Boulton, Esq., Eastbourne, with medium size bunches and grand 
berries. Third,Mr. J. F. Jordan, gardener to B.Foster, Esq., Witley, Surrey, 
with well finished fruit. The Alicante class was splendidly filled by eleven 
exhibitors. The first prize was well won by Mr. J. Harvey with perfectly 
shaped full 4 lb. bunches of uniformly sized and admirably finished berries. 
Mr. C. Griffin, Coombe Bank, Kingston-on-Thames, second, with heavy 
bunches, but insufficiently thinned ; and Mr. Osman third, with smaller 
bunches but larger yet not equally coloured berries. In the class for white 
Grapes, Muscat of Alexandria excluded, Mr. F. Hicks, gardener to John Hoi- 
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hngwortli, Esq., Turkey Court, Maidstone, was easily first with long, well- 
filled bunches of Canon Hall; Mr. Bury, second, with Foster’s Seedling; 
and Mr. T. Osman, third, with Mrs. Pearson, the bunches in both cases 
large but berries small, and little to choose between them. In the “ any 
other black ” class, Mr. T. Osman was placed first; Mr. Harvey second with 
Lady Downe’s ; and Mr. C. J. Goldsmith third with Black Prince. There 
was good competition in the class for a basket of black Grapes, the first 
prize being awarded to Mr.Howe, gardener to H. Tate, Esq., Streatham 
Common, for a good pile of well finished Black Hamburgh, the second to 
Mr. G. Duncan, for a basket of highly finished Alicantes, and the third to 
Mr. J. Harvey, Ticehurst, who had the same vaiiety. For the best basket 
of white Grapes Mr. R. Gray was placed first with well ripened Muscat of 
Alexandria; Mr. Goldsmith second, and Mr. Pratt third with the same 
variety. The Grapes throughout were decidedly above the average as 
seen at the best shows, and highly creditable to the several cultivators. 

The classes for the other kinds of fiuit were well filled, and in most 
the competition very ketn. The Peaches and Nectarines were remarkable 
for their size and high colour, especially those exhibited by Mr. W. H. 
Divers, who took the chief prizes for these fruits. Plums were not so 
large and fine as we have seen them in other years, the dry season, no 
doubt, accounting for that. 

The first prize for four dishes of Peaches was awarded to Mr. W. H. 
Divers, gardener to J. T. Hop wood, Esq., Ketton Hall, Stamford, for ex¬ 
cellent examples of Bellegarde, Crimson Galande, Early Crawford, and 
Dagmar. The second to Mr. J. Edmonds, Bestwood Gardens, Arnold, 
Notts, and the third to Mr. W. Smith, Neville Court Gardens, Tunbridge 
Wells. In the corresponding class for four disht s of Nectarines Mr. Divers 
was again first with fine fruit of Victoria, Dryden, Lord Napier, and Rivers 
Orange; Mr. J. Edmonds second ; and Mr. C. J. Goldsmith third. Mr. 
Divers was also awarded first for a single dish of Peaches, showing a fine 
highly coloured dish of Crimson Galande. The second was awarded to 
Mr. F. Day, gardener to W. S. Gover, Esq., Cassino Hou=e, Herne Hill, for 
a good dish of Prince of Wales, and the third to Mr. G. Holliday, gardener 
to J. Norris, Esq., Castle Hill, Bletchingley, for a dish of Violette Hative. 
For a single dish of Nectarines Mr. S. Pullman was first with a good dish 
of Pine Apple ; Mr. J. Ridout, Reigate, second with Lord Napier ; Mr. 
Divers third with a dish of highly coloured but smaller fruit of Rivers’ 
Orange. In the next class for six dishes of Peaches and six dishes of 
Nectarines, distinct kinds, Mr. Divers was first with Dagmar, Dr. Hogg, 
Violette Hative,Early Crawford, Crimson Galande, and Bellegarde Peaches, 
and Pine Apple, Dryden, Victoria, Rivers’ Orange, Lord Napier, and Albert 
"Victor Nectarines; Mr. A. Waterman, gardener to H. A. Brassey, Esq., 
Preston Hall, was second, and Mr. C. J. Goldsmith, third. 

Melons were represented by eighteen exhibits in each of the classes for 
a single fruit. The first prize for a green-flesh being won by Mr. A. 
Bolton, Montreal, Sevenoaks, with Sutton’s Horticultural Prize ; the second 
by Mr. J. H. Goodacre, with Best of All, and the third by Mr. H. W. Ward, 
with Hero of Lockinge. The first for a scarlet-fleshed was taken by Mr. 
Goodacre, with Read's Scarlet; the second by Mr. Ward, with Blenheim 
Orange ; and the third by Mr. W. Sullivan, gardener to H. B. Kohler, Esq., 
Fawkham Manor, Dartford, with Veitch’s Perfection. 

Plums.—In the class for four dishes of Plums, any varieties, Mr. J. 
Neighbour, gardener to E. J. Wythes, Esq., Chislehurst, was awarded 
first; Mr. J. Bolton, Coombe Bank Gardens, Sevenoaks, second ; Mr. A. 
Bolton, third. For four dishes, green or yellow varieties, Mr. J. Wells, 
Windsor Forest, was first; Mr. H. W. Ward second; and Mr. C. J. Gold¬ 
smith third. The first for four dishes, purple, Mr. G. Holliday was first; 
Mr. Ward, second ; and Mr. E. Chadwick, gardener to E. M. Nelson, Esq., 
Hanger Hill House, Ealing, third. Figs were very good, the prizes being 
taken by Mr. J. Butler, North Lancing, Mr. J. Wallis, Keele Hall, and Mr. 
Howe, Streatham Common, in the order of their names. 

Apples and Pears were fairly represented, although many of the early 
varieties were affected with the maggot, which appears to be very prevalent 
this year. For twelve dishes of Apples, six kitchen and six dessert kinds, 
Mr. A. Waterman was first, Mr. J. Butler second, Messrs. G. & J. Lane, St. 
Mary’s Cray, third. For three dishes of AppleB, ripe, Messrs. G. & J. Lane, 
was first, showing Red Astrachan,Shakespeare,and Duchess of Oldenburg; 
Mr. S. T. Wright, gardener to C. Lee Campbell, Esq., Glewston Court, Ross, 
second with Worcester Pearmain, Lord Suffield, and Yorkshire Beauty; 
and Mr. A. Waterman third with Red Quarrenden, Red Astrachan, and 
Duchess of Oldenburg. In the class for ten dishes of Pears Mr. Butler 
was first with a good fruit, Mr. Goldsmith second, and Mr. Waterman third; 
and for three dishes of ripe Pears Mr. J. Butler was first with good examples 
of Windsor, Clapp’s Favourite, and Beurre Goubault; Mr. A. Waterman 
second with Beurrd d’Amanlis, Beurre Giffard, and St. Jule Luizot; Mr. 
J. Bolton third with Williams’ Bon Chretien, Jargonelle, and Doyenne 
Boussoch. 

There were nine competitors for six dishes of Tomatoes in distinct 
varieties, and the successful exhibitor was Mr. 0. Waite, gardener to Colonel 
the Hon. W. P. Talbot, Glenhurst, Esher, with heavy fruit of The Mikado, 
large, magenta tinted; Reading Perfection, fine; Carter’s Perfection, 
Laing’s Pedigree, Hathaway’s Excelsior, and Burpee’s Cardinal. The second 
was awarded to Mr. C. J. Goldsmith for an excellent collection, and the 
third to Mr. J. W. Silver, nurseryman, Streatham, Silver’s Invincible being 
one of the finest Tomatoes in the Show. 

Miscellaneous.—Messrs. T. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, exhibited a 
group of small orchard house trees in pots loaded with fruit and in the best 
of health; these formed an interesting feature in the Exhibition ; the group 
was faced round with good dishes of Grapes, Peaches, Apples, and Pears, 
and other kinds of fruits of very excellent quality. Messrs. J. Veitch and 
Sons, Chelsea, also exhibited a fine group of somewhat larger trees in full 
fruit in pots, chiefly consisting of Peaches and Nectarines. 

Cut Flowers.—In addition to the Fruit Show the Palace authorities 
offered prizes for cut flowers other than Dahlias. Gladioli were the leading 
feature. In the open class Mr. A. Campbell of Gourock placed 150 and 
Messrs. J. Burrell & Co., Cambridge, about 180 spikes in competition, the 
prizes being awarded in the order named, but the famous Scottish grower 
had by no means an easy win. In the amateurs’ classes the Rev. H. H. 
D’Ombrain, West well Vicarage, Ashford, far out-distanced other com¬ 
petitors with his eighteen Bpl-ndid spikes, the colours of the flowers being 

particularly bright and clear. The remaining prizewinners were Mr. W. H. 
Apthorpe, Cambridge, and Mr. A. Whitton, Bedale. Asters were, plentiful, 
but not quite so good as usual. Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, Chelmsford, 
were decidedly first with both Quilled and French kinds, the remaining 
winner being, for the former, Mr. G. Cooper, Chippenham, and Mr. H. 
Humphries, Kington Langley, Wilts ; for the latter Mr. W. J. Janes, Lark- 
hall, Bath, and Mr. S. Cooper. Hollyhocks were very poor, and we are 
quite sure there were thousands better in the country. It would not 
perhaps be a bad venture to offer prizes for seedlings or unnamed 
varieties, the same as for Asters, the vast majority of Hollyhock 
plants being raised from seed, and flowers from good strains quite 
equal several of those staged that were named. These flowers 
used to be effectively shown in spikes inserted in pots of sand, 
and the custom is worthy of resuscitation, allowing both named and un¬ 
named varieties to be eligible for competition. The date of the Show was, 
however, perhaps too late for these flowers, considering the heat of the 
Bummer, They want encouragement, and to bring them out in greater force 
is to give latitude to exhibitors, then greater competition and eventually 
better quality would follow. Very good collections of stove and green¬ 
house flowers were staged by Mr. J. Prewett, Hammersmith; Mr. H. 
James, Norwood; and Mr. A. Gibson, gardener to T. F. B. Atkins, Esq., 
Halstead Place, Sevenoaks. Messrs. Davis & Jones, Camberwell, won the 
first prize offered for a collection of summer-flowering Chrysanthemums, an 
extra prize being granted to Mr. W. Piercy, who inadvertently contravened 
the conditions as to size of pots; and Messrs. Sanders, Charlewood Park, 
Crawley ; Spinks, Honley ; and Lambert, Herne Hill, secured the prizes for 
Cockscombs in the order named. 

In the miscellaneous class extra prizes were awarded to Messrs. Paul and 
Son, Cheshunt, for a great display of Roses ; to Messrs. Cannell & Sons, 
Swanley, for an imposing representative collection of Dahlias, double 
Begonias, and other flowers ; to Messrs. J. Laing & Co., for baskets of 
Begonias lifted from the open ground—a dazzling group—the plants dwarf 
and vigorous, and the varieties of superior merit; and to Mr. W. Gordon for 
a splendid group of Liliums. 

Certificates were granted to Messrs. Davis & Jones for Chrysanthemum 
• Mrs. John R. Pitcher, white, with large blooms and broad florets, apparently 
as early and free as Madame Desgrange; and to Mr. George Miles for 
C. Mrs. Burrell, a primrose coloured form of the vaiiety last named, and 
very effective. 

NATIONAL DAHLIA SHOW. 

The great Exhibition of the National Dahlia Society was held in con¬ 
junction with the fruit Show above referred to, the stands being arranged, as 
in one or two previous years, in the csntral avenue of the Palace—a grand 
promenade with ample room for exhibits and spectators alike. It might not 
unreasonably have been expected that after so unpropitious a season the 
examples of this good autumnal flower would lack the high quality which 
distinguished prize Dahlias from the best growers in ordinarily favourable 
seasons; but, on the contrary, the blooms generally were in splendid con¬ 
dition. Show and Fancy flowers were wonderful, taking the long drought 
into consideration, baing of good size and form, the petals substantial, and 
the colour everything that could be desired. Single flowers were perhaps 
hardly up to the mark, and all the classes were not well filled, but the Pom¬ 
pons were grand, and made quite a remarkable feature. Cactus varieties 
were also shown plentifully and well; these are unmistakeably “ creeping 
up.” The Show was undoubtedly one of the best—if not the best—ever 
held. Details of the awards are appended. 

Nurserymen’s Classes.—Some alterations were this year made in the 
schedule. The principal classes stipulated for seventy-two blooms instead 
of forty-eight, as in former years ; and instead of separate classes being de¬ 
voted to Show and Fancy blooms, all were to be composed of Show and 
Fancy flowers intermixed. In the great class for seventy-two, not fewer 
than thirty-six varieties or more than two blooms of any one variety, 
there were five competitors, and the always formidable task of adjudicating 
proved more than usually difficult and tedious. Eventually a close struggle 
for the coveted first prize resulted in a victory for Mr. W. Boston, Car- 
thorpe, Bedale, Yorks, an old exhibitor of Dahlias. It is significant 
that the great prize at this and the National Rose Society’s Show 
were both won by blooms from the same locality, and that a northern one. 
Mr. Boston’s was a highly meritorious collection, comprising many magni¬ 
ficent blooms, and all noteworthy for perfect contour and purity of hue. 
The varieties shown were as follows, the names being given as read from 
left to right:—Back row—Henry Walton, Miss Cannell, Jas. Cocker, J. B. M. 
Camm, Mrs. F. Foreman (a beautiful bloom), J. T. Saltmarsh, Prince of 
Denmark, Mrs. Sanders, J. B. M. Camm (self, 2), W. Slack, John Wyatt 
(very fine), Goldfinder, Jas. Cocker, Criterion (a splendid flower), Henry 
Walton, Burgundy (2), Mrs. Gladstone, Artist, Jas. O’Brien, Earl of Ravens- 
worth, Eccentric, and Rev. J. Goodday. Middle row—Mrs. Gladstone, 
Professor Fawcett, Mrs. Langtry, Jas. Stephen, Miss Henshaw, John 
Forbes (self), Duchess of Wellington, Jos. Ashby (excellent), George Paul, 
Eccentric, Shirley Hibberd, Mrs. F. Foreman, Thos. Goodwin, Miss Henshaw, 
Hugh Austin, Gladys Herbert, Rev. J. Goodday, Goldfinder, Hope, Mrs. 
Langtry, G. Barnes, Criterion, W. Rawlings, and Sunbeam. Front row— 
John Wyatt, Sunbeam, MrB. Harris, Bessie Ford, Shirley Hibberd, Mrs. J. R. 
Jefford (2), Chorister, a sport, Galatea, General Gordon, Annie Neville, Miss 
Large, H. W. Ward (2), Henry Bond, C. Wyatt, Jas. Stephen, W. B. 
Pritchard, 0. E. Cooper, Hon. Mrs. W. P. Wyndham, Professor Fawcett, 
Mrs. G. Rawlings, and Prince of Denmark. Mr. Charles Turner, Royal 
Nurseries, Slough, was the exhibitor of the second prize collection, and 
though defeated he was very far from being disgraced, his blooms 
being in every way excellent. One or two flowers were lacking in 
size, hence lost a point or two, but all were wonderfully substan-) 
tial and fresh. Annie Pritchard, Crimson King, Constancy, and Mrs_ 
W. Slack were noteworthy examples. Messrs. KeyneB, Williams & Co." 
Salisbury, showed well, though hardly, perhaps, in their usual form, third 
place being assigned to them. Messrs. Heath <fc Son, College Nurseries, 
Cheltenham, Becured the remaining prize. Mr. Turner again showed 
splendidly with forty-eight blooms, and improved on his previous position 
by securing the premier award from seven opponents. The varieties 
shown were as follows Back row—Goldfinder, Progress, Crimson King, 
very fine; T. J. Saltmarsh, Win. Rawlings, a seedling; Champion Rollo, 
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Mrs. Henshaw, Mrs. Langtry, Colonist, Constancy, Lustrous, Mrs. Jeffard, 
excellent; Geo. Rawlings, Mrs. Douglas, and Miss Cannell. Middle row— 
John Standish, Hy. Glasscock, a grand bloom ; Clara, Henry Keith, Mrs. 
Gladstone, beautiful; Victor, J. B. Service, Jus Stephen, Jjs. Cocker, Ann’e 
Pritchard, Imperial, Mrs. W. Slack, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Rosetta, J. N. 
Keynes, and Prince of Denmark. Front row—Sunbeam, Mrs. S. Hibberd, 
Harry Turner, Mrs. Harris, excellent; Herbert Turner, Prince Bismarck, 
Ethel Britton, Lady Wimbome, Ovid, a scarlet seedling, very good ; Leah, 
Defiance, Flag of Truce, Diaclem, and Royalty. Messrs. Keyn s, Williams 
and Co , followed, Richard Dean, Crimson King, Hy. G'asscock, and Thos. 
Hobbs being particularly fine in this stand. Mr. J. Walker, Thame, was an 
excellent third, and Mr. M. J. Saule, The Vine, Sevenoaks, fourth. Mr. G. 
Humphries, Kington Langley, Chippenham, was to the fore with twenty- 
four blossoms. He had Jos. Ashby, Edmund Boston, John Wyatt, T. J, 
Saltmarsh, and The Countess in excellent condition. Messrs. Saltmarsh 
and Son, The Nurserir s, Chelmsford, were second, their blooms being of 
medium size, shapely, and pure ; Ethel Britton was well shown, as were 
Goldfinder and Mrs. Harris. Mr. J. Walker was awarded the third priz^, 
and Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, the fourth, there being six con¬ 
stants. Messrs. Saltmarsh were first with twelve blooms, followed by 
Messrs. Harkness, Humphries, and Jos. Gilbert & Son, St. Margaret’s 
Nursery, Ipswich, in the order named. The first prize stand was composed 
of J. Standish, Mrs. Saunders, Miss Cannell, Shirley Hibberd, Ethel Britton, 
W. Rawlings, T. J. Saltmarsh, Mrs. Harris, J. Henshaw, Constancy, Jarnts 
Dick, and Mrs. D. Saunders. There were six lots. 

Amateurs’ Classes.—Show Varieties — Mr. R. Petfield, gardener to 
A. J. Thornhill, Esq., Buckdean, took the first prize for twenty-four blooms 
after a good fight with Mr. Thos. Hobbs, Lower Easton, Bristol. Mr. Pet- 
field’s blooms were only moderate in point of siz°, but they were an exceed¬ 
ingly fresh and level lot. The following were the varieties.—Back row— 
Earl of Ravensworth, Geo. Rawlings, Sunbeam. Jos. Ashby, Mrs. Gladstone, 
John Standish, R. T. Rawlings, and Imperial. Middle row—Thos. Hobbs, 
J. T. Saltmarsh, Rev. J. Goodday, Mrs. S. Hibberd, Jas. Cocker, Miss 
Cannell, J. W. Lord, and Goldfinder-. Front row—Const mcy, John Hen¬ 
shaw, J. B. Service, J. Wyatt, Mrs. Dodds, Prince of Denmark, Mrs. Harris, 
and Jas. Stephen. Mr. Hobbs’ otherwise excellent stand was marred by ■ 
one or two weak blooms. Mr. H. Glasscock, Rye Street, Bishops Stortford, 
took the third prize, the veteran’s blooms displaying all his customary finish. 
These were the only competitors, though a fourth prize was offered. There 
was no such paucity of entries in the class for twelve blooms, ten sending 
in their names for the four awards. Mr. J. T. West took leading honours, 
showing capital examples of J. T. West, Mrs. Rawlings, Mrs. Langtry, and 
Harry Keith (back row) ; Piince of Denmark, Mis. Gladstone, Jas. 
Stephen, and J. T. Saltmarsh (middle row); T. T. Rawlings, Lord Chelms¬ 
ford, Ethel Britton, and Prince of Purples (front row). Mr. B. Clarke of 
Shottesham, All Saints, Norfolk, followed with Messrs. A. Whitton, Aisken, 
Bedale, and H. Steer, Southwood Road, NewEltham, respectively third and 
fourth. There were twelve competitors with six blooms, this number being 
well within the strength of moBt amateurs. Mr. S. Cooper, The Hamlets, 
Chippenham, won with fresh examples of Jas. O’BrieUtGoldfinder, Picotee, 
Hope, Jas. Cocker, and Mrs. Gladstone. Mr. A. T. Walton, The Apiariis, 
Orpington, following with a capital stand ; Messrs. T. Anstiss, Brill, Thame ; 
and W. Mist, Ightliam, Sevenoaks, taking third and fourth prizes in the 
o.'der given. 

Fancy Varieties.—Mr. West was first with twelve, staging the follow¬ 
ing varieties : Back row—Jas. O’Brien, H. Glasscock, Duchrss of Albany, 
and Jessie McIntosh. Middle row—Hy. Eckford, Professor Fawcett, 
Chorister, and Rebecca. Front row—Egyptian Prince, Mrs. N. Halls, Hugh 
Austin, and Edward Boston. Mr. R. Petfield followed closely with an 
excellent stand, third and fourth prizes going to Mr. Glasscock, and Mr. 
Steer respectively. Mr. S. Cooper won with six blooms, followed by Messrs. 
W. H. Smith, Shrivenham (second), B. Clarke (third), and T. Anstiss 
(fourth). 

Open Classes.—There were four classes for Show Dahlias, five grouped 
by colour, six blooms of distinct varieties being asked for in each case. 
Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. won from six opponents with dark varieties, 
showing H. Glasscock, Wm. Rawlings, Richard Dean, Imperial, Ethelwin 
(seedling), and Victor. These were a capital lot. Messrs. Saltmarsh took 
second place, also with good blooms, the remaining awards going to Mr. C. 
Turner, Mr. B. Clarke, and W. Boston (extra prize). Mr. M. J. Seale won 
with light blooms, showing Mrs. Shirley Hibberd, Annie Neville, Mrs. 
Gladstone, Flag of Truce, Ethel Britton, and Juia Wyatt. This was a 
highly pleasing stand. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., J. Walker, and 
Saltmarsh and Son were respectively second, third, and fourth, six showing 
in all. Messrs. Saltmarsh won with six tipped flowers, having Royal Quetn. 
Mrs. Saunders, J. T. West, Mrs. Harris, Mrs. N. Halls, and T. J. Saltmarsh, 
Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. were second, Mr. Turner third, and Messrs. 
Rawlings Brothers, Old Church, Romford, fourth. There were four other 
lots. Six competed with striped flowers, Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. 
winning with Rebecca, Pelican, Eric Fi-her, a seedling, Chorister, and 
Gaiety, followed by Messrs. Rawlings, Turner, and Walker in the order 
named. Six varieties of decorative Dahlias, including Cactus varieties, six 
blooms to a bunch, were best shown by Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., who 
staged Mrs. Tait, Empress of India, Constance, Juarezi, Mrs. Hawkins, and 
Cochineal. Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Lowfb Id Nursery, Crawley, Sussex, 
were second, Mr. Turner third, and Mr. M. V. Seale fourth, two others 
competing. 

As previously noted the Pompon varieties formed a fine feature. The 
winner of the first prize for twenty-four varieties was Mr. Chailes Turner. 
The Slough collection was undoubtedly one of the beBt ever brought 
together, the following being the varieties :—Back row—Darkness, White 
Aster, Fanny Weiner, Gazelle, Gem. Golden Gem, Lustrous, and Lady 
Blanche. Middle row—Cupid, Isabel, Mdme. V. Faconet, Rosalind, G. F. 
Jungker, Professor Bergeat, Titania. and Garnet. Front row—Thos. 
Moore, Ermst, Little Princess, Little Wilde, Henriette, Fashion, Eccentric, 
and William Carlisle. Bunched with their own foliage these were charm¬ 
ing. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. also had a nice collection and were 
placed second, followed by Messrs. Cheal & Son third, and Ware fourth. 
Messrs. J. Burrell & Co.. Howe House Nurseries, Cambridge, won with 
twelve, an excellent lot; Mr. J. Henshaw, Rothamsted Cottage, Harpend‘n, 

J. Gilbert & Son, and Humphries following in the order given. There were 
three other lots. Five competed with six blooms, the prizes being awarded 
to Messrs. Glasscock (first, with a fine lot), West (second), W. H. Apthorpe, 
Albion Brewery, Cambridge (third), and A. Phillbrick, gardener to J. Smith, 
Esq., Hill House, Romford (fourth). The latter class, it may be said, was 
reserved for amateurs. There was but one exhibitor of twenty-four single 
varieties, Messrs. Cheal, who received the chief award. They had a better 
stand than might have been Poked for in this trying season. The varieties 
were as follows :—Back row—Alba perfecta, Brutus, Mr. Kennett, Mrs. 
Bowman, Primro-i, Amos Perry, Excelsior, and Edith. Middle row— 
Formosa, Hy. Irving, Alfonso, Beauty of Uplands, Negress, Duchess ot 
Westminster, Miss Linnaker, and Silver King. Front row—Jas.Kelway, 
Acquisition, Cetewayo, Helena, Hugo, Sunset, Paragon, and Miss Cameron. 
Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseiies, Tottenham, was to the fore with 
twelve varieties, all of superior qual ty well staged; Messrs. Paul & Son, 
Old Nurseri s, Cheshunt, were second ; Messrs. J. Gilbert & Son, third ; 
and Mr. Seale, fourth. There were no competitors in the class for six 
varieties. 

Special Prizes.—The Turner Memorial prize, presented by nineteen 
subscribers, and to be won twice by the same exhibitor before becoming 
liis property, was the first of these. The present was the third occasion or 
its being offcred, the previous winners being Messrs. Glasscock and West. 
This year the latter was again the winner, hence the cup now becomes his 
property. He had a very fine Btand, as, indeed, were all those in competi¬ 
tion. Twelve Show and six Fan v varieties were asked for—Hairy Keith, 
Mrs. Gladstone, Mrs. Keith, J. W. Lord, J. T. West, Prince of Denmark, 
T. J. Saltmarsh, Geo. Rawlings, Sunbeam, Mrs. S. Hibberd, Mrs. Langtry, 
and General Gordon representing the former; and Hugh Austin, Rev. 
J. B. M. Camm, Jas. O’Brien, Henry Glasscock, Hercules, and Professor 
Fawcett the latter. Five classes were provided for the Veitch Memorial 
prizes, the award in each being a medal and T2 10s. in cash. For nine 
self-coloured Show varieties Mr. H. Glasscock won with good examples. A 
similar number of parti-coloured show floweis also finding this exhibitor 
successful. Mr. J. Henshaw was successful with Pompons, and Mr. H. Vin¬ 
cent, gardener to Mr. Hart, Reymer, Sussex, with decorative varieties. 

First-class certificates we:e awarded to the folllowing novelties. 
Shows.—Purple Prince (Turner).—Well-formed symmetrical blooms ; 

colour crimson, with a glistening purp'e sheen ; very distinct and pleasing. 
Malcolm (Turner).—A large, smooth, splendid flower, soft scarlet suffused 

with orange, very bright. 
Royalty (Turner).—Medium size, broad primrose florets, fainFy tipped 

with crimson. 
Fancy.—Frank Pearce (Rawlings).—Medium-sized blooms of excellent 

form; colour deep rosy pink, faintly suffused with purple and marked wittt 
clear maroon stripes. 

Double Pompons.—William Carlisle (Turner).—Very neat and compact;. 
colour lilac, heavily tipped with crimson. 

Iseult (Keynes, Williams & Co.).—A charming mimature; colour clear 
rich yel'ow. 

Jan't (Keynes, Williams & Co.).—Colour reddish terra cotta, very soft 
and distinct; form excellent. 

Cactus.—Blazer (C tnnell).—Colour a distinct hue of scarlet, soft, ytt 
bright and very effective. 

Single.—Excelsior (Cheal). — White, with a broad margin of deep 
lilac ; form excellent. 

Miss Roberts (W are).—A perfectly formed flower of small to medium Bize, 
and pure soft yellow in colour, 

Miss Henshaw (Ware).—A distinct and charming variety; colour very 
pale sulphur and form excellent. 

Miss Gordon (Ware).—Crimson, with orange yellow centre ; very 
blight. 

Miscellaneous exhibits in the Dahlia section were not numerous. Messrs. 
Daniels Brothsrs, Norwich showed Beve al stands of Zonal Pelargoniums 
which were much admired, the trusses being very fine. Messrs. Cheal and 
Sou exhibited an attractive collection of Dahlias and hardy flowers. 

NEWC ASTLE-ON-T YNE SHOW. 

August 31st, September 1st and 2nd. 

A review of the chief feature of this highly successful Show was given 
last week, but it deserves a more detailed reference to the leading classeB 
and exhibitors than could be then afforded. It is very gratifying to be able 
to state that the financial results of the Exhibition were as satisfactory as 
the horticultural portion, for the attendance of visitors was exceptionally 
large. On the opening day, Wednesday, 32,481 persons were admitted, on 
Thursday the number was 34,153, and on Friday 21,046, or a total for the 
three days of 87,680. The arrangement was that the Horticultural Society 
should have a share in all money t rken at the gate3, and it is believed that 
this will not only clear off the outstanding debt but leave a substantial 
balance to the credit of the Society. The executive deS' rve much praise 
for the energy and tact displayed in the arrangements of this Show, and it 
is only just to state that valuable assistance has been afforded by the Mayor, 
Sir Benjamin C. Brown, Alderman Thomas Gray, and other influential 
friends of the Society. The courteous Secretary, Mr. Jas. J. Gillespie, and! 
the Committee have also worked well in furtnerance of the scheme, and 
they have satisfaction of knowing their efforts have been fully appreciated. 
A good balance in hand will perhaps encourage the Committee to attempt 
another Chrysanthemum show, though it is too late in the present season ; 
stiil, from what we know of the district, we should think there would be 
little difficulty in obtdning a creditable exhibition another year. 

Fruit.—Although the Exhibit’on was a good representive one in fruit,, 
flowirs, and plants, the chief horticultural interest centred in the first 
named, and the display was, as we have previously stated, a very extensive 
one. The special Jubilee prize class for fifty dishes occupied nearly the 
whole of one side of the central table in the first marquee, and it is not likely 
that so many dishes of fruit wou’d have been obtained in any other way 
than by offering a sensational prize. There were necessarily in the 160 
dishes some fruit of inferior quality, for the strongest exhibitor must find 
it difficult to make up such a number. It was also a mistake exclud¬ 
ing Pines, for any cultivator who was likely to enter in such a class 
would grow at least a few Pines, and they would have added much to 
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the collection. In smaller classes, where it is desired to obtain as many 
competitors as possible, it is always advisable to keep Pines out, but it 
was not difficult in the case under notice to forecast how many exhibitors 
would stage. The contest was a close one between Mr. J. Hunter, gardener to 
t wr -Durham, Lambton Castle, and Mr. J. Hclndoe, gardener to Sir 
J. VV. Pease, Bart., M.P., Hutton Hall, Guisborough, but Mr. Hunter won by 
several points, his Grapes, Apples, Pears, Peaches, Nectarines, and Melons, 
including good specimen fruits. The Grapes comprised large handsome 
bunches of Alicante, Cannon Hall Muscat with fine be ries, Gros Guillaume, 
large bunches.of berries, but somewhat rubbed ; Muscat of Alexandria, good 
bunches, medium berries, fairly coloured; Black Hamburgh, fine bunches 
and colour, but medium size berries; and Trebbiano, very large heavy 
bunches. The Melons were capital specimens of Scarlet Premier, Lord 
Strathmore, and Best of All. The Pears included large clean fruits of 

• 'tu'rf311’ ®e.urr^ Giffard, Williams’ Bon Chretien, Beurre Diel, Brock- 
worth Park, Pitmaston Duchess, Souvenir dn Congres, and an unnamed 
™ j ?• The Apples were White Calville, Cellini, Worcester Pearmain, 
Lord Suffield, Jefferson, Ringer, Ribston Pippin, and an unnamed dish. The 
leaches were Royal George and another variety, the fruits large in both 
cases .; the Nectarines Pitmaston Orange and Pine Apple. Plums were fine 
white and yellow Magnum Bonum, Denbigh and Prince Bnglebert being the 
varieties shown. The' e were also Early American and Moorpark Apricots, 
Osborn s Prolific and Brown Turkey Figs, Red, White and Black Currants, 
two dishes of red and green Gooseberries, two dishes of Cherries, Citrons, 
Lemons, and fruits of Cvcas revoluta. the last named occasioning a little 
criticism as to its admissibility. Mr. J. Mclndoe also had some good Grapes ; 
ms A icantes wire well coloured, Gros Colman was also finely represented. 
Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, Gros Guillaume, and Buckland 
oweetwater were included; the bunches good, but some seemed to have 
suffered in transit, and were somewhat rubbed. Handsome fruits of Golden 
Eagle and \iolette Ha’ive Peaches were shown, together with Apples and 
Pears ; of the former Peasgood’s Noil' such and Maiden’s Blush were excep¬ 
tionally fine. Two good i ishes of Tomatoes were inc’uded, and a large 
bunch of Bananas, but green, and this weakened the collection materially, 
ocarlet Premier Melon, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury Strawberries, and 
some fine Citrons were the other leading dishes. Mr. J. H. Goodacre, 
gardener to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston CaBtle, Derby, was third, and 
was not exhibiting in his usual style. His Grapes were mostly well coloured ; 
Maclresfield Court, Muscat Hamburgh, Foster’s Seedling, Muscat of Alex¬ 
andria, Black Hamburgh, and Trebbiano were the varieties, Barrington and 
Downside Peaches being also excellently shown. It was rather surprising 
that some of the choice exotic fruits occasionally grown under glass in 
large gardens, such as.Guavas, Passiflora edulis, and Eugenia Ugni were not 
shown m these collections, as they would have possessed more value than 
inherent Gooseberries, and would not have been open to any doubt, like 
the Cycas fruits and Tomatoes. 

In the classes for eight and four dishes of fruit respectively there was 
keen competiticn. nearly one hundred dishes being entered in the twoclasses. 
Mr. HunLr won first honours with eight dishes amongst seven competitors, 
his collection being distinguished by the even quality of the fruits, and this 
class altogether comprised some of the best in the Show. The varieties 
were Smooth Cayenne Pine Apple, finely developed ; Golden Queen, Golden 
Champion, and Gros Colman Grapes, good solid well-finished bunches ; 
Best of All Melon, Goshawk Peaches, Williams’ Bon Chretien Pears, and 
Worcester Pearmain Apples. Mr. R. Westcott, gardener to the Duke of 
Glswuand, Raby Castle, was a close second with capitil Black Hamburgh 
and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Raby Figs, Rivers’ Early Elruge Nec¬ 
tarines, Peaches, and a Melon. Mr. John McIntyre, Woodside Gardens, 
Darlington, was third, Mr. Mclndoe fourth, and Mr. R. Parker, gardener to 
John Corbett, Esq., M.P., Impney Droitwich, fifth, the last-named showing 
a large bunch of Muscat of Alexandria and a good Melon. With four dishes 
Mr. R. Westcott was a good first in a class of nine competitors, staging 
Muscat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh Grapes finely coloured, Wil¬ 
liams’ Bon Chretien Pears, and Yiolette Hative Peaches ; Mr. R. Parker 
was second with handsome bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, 
Blenheim Orange Melon. Noblesse Peaches, and Elruge Nectarines; Mr. 
Hunter was third, Gros. Colman Grapes being the most telling dish. A 
class was provided for six hardy fruits and seven competitors entered, but 
a e exkib'ts were not of unusual merit. Mr. John Short, gardener to 
Arthur Pease, Esq., Hummersknott, Durham, was well to the front, followed 
by Messrs. Westcott and Parker. 

Gbapes —The display of Grapes was a very extensive one, but the 
general quality was not quite so high as might have been expected, though 
there were many excellent samples. The class for six bunches not less 
than three varieties was a remarkable one, ten competitors entering, and 
the sixty bunches shown formed a fine array. Mr. J. Witherspoon, Rea 
Rose Vineries, Chester-le-Street, gained a victory in this class, showing 
exceptionally will finished bunches of Gros Maroc, Black Hamburgh, and 
Alicante. The two bunches of the last-named were grand specimens, 
beautifully proportioned, the berries good, and bearing a fine dense bloom, 
very rarely are such handsome Grapes seen at exhibitions ; Gros Maroc was 
alEO fine; and the Black Hamburgh heavy bunches. Mr. Hunter followed 
wih Muscat of Alexandria, Cannon Hall Muscat, and Gros Colman. Mr. 
Mclndoe was third with Duke of Buccleuch, Black Hamburgh, and Gros 
Colman ; the fourth and fifth rrizes going to Mr. W. Laidlaw, gardener 
to the Rev. J. Burdon, Castle Eden, Sundtrland. and to Mr. R. Thompson, 
Rose Villa Gardens, Bedlington. The competition was also very strong 
with two bunches of Black Hamburgh, no less than fourteen staging good 
samples. Mr. J. Mclndoe won premier honours for even bunches and 
harries capitally colour d; Mr. Goodacre was Becond with much larger 
bunches and good berries, but not quite so well coloured; Mr. W. Luck, 
Amble, being third with compact bunches. Mr. Witherspoon was first in 
the Alicante class with similar finely coloured samples to those in the 
other class ; Mr. Heslop, gardener to J. J. Allison, Esq., Roker, Sunder¬ 
land, was second with good bunches, but they had been rubbed, and this 
spoiled their appearance to a great extent; Mr. McIntyre was third, and 
there were four other exhibitors. 

Eight competitors entered with two bunches of black Grapes, any other 
sort than those provided for in the special classes. Mr. J. Mclndoe was 
first with Gros Cclman, large in bunch and berry, and finely coloured. . 

Mr. Hunter was second with good specimens of Alnwick Seedling, Mr, 
Witherspoon following with Lady Downe’s, of which the berries were- 
small but well coloured. The same number of exhibitors entered with two 
bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, and the three winning pairs from Messrs. 
Hunter, Westcott, and Letts were cr editable specimens, the first and second 
bring distinguished by their good colour and clean berries. Of the four 
exhibitors of Buckland Sweetwater, Mr. Heslop won the first place with 
good bunches, Mr. Wm. Carrick, gardener to E. H. Ryott, Esq., Saltwell 
Grove, Gateshead, and Mr. Laidlaw following, the last-named having small 
but highly coloured bunches. For any o her white variety Mr. Hunter led 
amongBt six competitors with substantial specimens of Trebbiano, Mr. J. 
Mclndoe was second with Foster’s Seedling, well ripened, and Mr. Westcott 
third for Golden Champion with large berries. Mr. Mclndoe had the 
heaviest bunch of Grapes, Gros Guillaume weighing 9 lbs., but not quite 
finished ; Mr. Witherspoon followed with Alicante of good siz°. 

Miscellaneous Fbuits.—Peaches and Nectarines were numerously 
shown, twelve dishes of the former and ten of the latter being Btaged. 
Mr. Paul Blanchard, gardener to Dr. C. J. Gibb, Sandyford Road, Jesmond, 
was accorded first honours for fine fruits of Violette Hative. Mr. F. 
Nicholas, gardener to the Earl of Zetland, Upleatham, Yorks, secured 
the second place with Princess of Wales, and Mr. J. Thomson, gardener to 
W. G. Pawson, Esq., Shawdon Hall, Alnwick, was third with Noblesse. 
Mr. Goodacre had the leading Nectarines, Pine Apple. Mr. Wm. Jenkins, 
gardener to B. Cochrane, Esq., Aldin Grange, Durham, and Mr. J. Burrow, 
gardener to Sir John Lawson, Brough Hall, Catterick, were second and third 
with the same variety. Ten dishes of Apricots were shown, hut the fruits 
were rather small. Mr. Short was first for Moorpark, followed by Mr. 
Westcott and Mr. Austin Lunt, Holmr Hall Gardens, Yorks. Of twelve 
dishes of Cherries Mr. Mclndoe had the best fine fruits of Bigarreau 
Napoleon, followed by Messrs. P. Blair and J. Hire. App’et were numerous, 
and a large proportion were Lord Sufiield, Messrs. Parker, Chuck, and Short 
winning in the order named for culinary varieties. Dessert App’es from. 
Messrs. Short, Parker, and Nicholas, and Pears from Messrs. Hunter, 
Parker, and Short, were well shown. Melons, Plums, Currants, and 
Tomatoes were al-o abundant. M-. C. Bull, Down Gardens, Crediton, h id 
the finest Pine Apple, a very handsome fruit of Smooth Cayenne, Mr. 
Mclndoe, and Mr. Neil Black, Southend Gardens, Darlington, taking the 
second and third places. 

Plants.—One of the marquees was well filled with specimen plants in, 
competition, and they were remarkable in all the classes for their fresh 
healthy condition. The chief class for flowering plants was that for e'g’at. 
specimens, and in which Mr. E. H. Letts, gardener to the Earl of Zetland, 
Aske Gardens, Richmond, Yorks, won the honours with even, well flowered 
plants, 4 to 5 feet in diameter, of Statice profusa, Ericas Parmentieriana 
rosea, Ajtoniana superba, and Marnockiana ; Allamanda grandiflora, 
Dipladenia amabilis, and Ixora Williamsi, Mr. Thos. Sufiield, gardener to 
Mrs.Kitching, Elm Field, Darlington, was a strong exhibitor in this class, 
running Mr. Letts very closely for the first prize ; he was, however, placed 
second, his plants including an extraordinary sp cimeD of Oncidium 
flexuosum, with scores of large panicles of flowers. Dipladenia amabilis, 
Clerodendron Balfourianum, and Rondeletia speciosa were all notable 
plants, the last a globular specimen flowering freely. Mr. J. Cypher, Chel¬ 
tenham, took the third place, a very unusual position for him, and it will 
give some idea of the merits of the exhibits, for all his plants were fresh and 
good as usual, though he had not brought his giants. The plants were 
Allamanda Hendersoni, Statice profusa, Ixora Dnffi, Erica Marnockiana, 
Clerodendron Balfourianum, Ixora salicifolia, and Phcenocoma prolifera 
Barnesi, 6 feet in diameter. Mr. Adams, Swalwell, was fourth with well 
grown plants, but somewhat the worse for their previous travels. A class 
for six flowering plants was provided in Division B, from which nursery¬ 
men were excluded. Mr. F. Nicholas, gardener to the Earl of Zetland, 
Upleatham, Yorks, was a capital first in this class, showing a good plant 
and variety of Anthuiium Scherlzeriacum, with Allamanda nobilis, 
Bougainvillea glabra, Dipladenia amabilis, and Clerodendron Balfourianum. 
Mr. R. Gardner, Dunston-by-Gateshead, was good second, his most remark¬ 
able plant being an extraordinary specimen of Statice imbiicata, 7 feet in. 
diameter, in perfect health, and bearing a large number of large dark: 
coloured trusses of flowers. Mr. Sufiield was third with smaller plants. Mr. 
Adams exhibited well in another class for flowering plants, and had several 
uncommonly fine Phoenocomas, one G feet in diameter and 4 feet high, being 
in grand condition, and as the productions of an amateur they were the more 
remarkable. Fuchsias were fairly represented by well flowered but not 
large plants. 

The foliage plants occupied considerable space, as some very large 
specimens were contributed by the exhibitors in these classes. For eight 
specimens Mr. Letts secured the premier prize for gigantic specimens in 
vigorous health of Encephalartos Altensteini, Kentia Forsteriana, 
Cycas revoluta, Stevensonia grandifolia, Kentia australis, Cycas cir- 
cinalis, and two grandly coloured Crotons angustifolius and Johannis, 
about 6 feet high each, nearly as much in diameter, and in splendid con¬ 
dition. Mr. A. Mi thven, ga dener to T. Lange, Esq., Heathfield House, 
Gateshead, was a good second, his Crotons Queen Victoria and majesticua 
being large handsome specimens ; Sabal umbraculifera, Zimia natalensis, 
and a fine Cordyline were also included. Mr. McIntyre took the thud 
place. For six foliage plants in Division B Mr. Nicholas was the most 
successful exhibitor, and he had a magnificent specimen of Davallia fijiensis 
plumosa which attracted much attention, it was 7 feet in diameter, in 
splendid condition, the fronds rich dark green, and large. Other notable 
plants were Crotons Johannis and Queen Victoria finely coloured; Kentia 
Belmoreana, Cycas circinalis, and Chamserops Fortunei. Mr. McIntyre was 
second, having Cycas revoluta and Phoenix rupicola of great size. 

Two classes were provided for six exotic Ferns, one in Division A, and 
the other in Division B. In the latter Mr. Nicholas was again successful 
exhibiting excellent specimens of Leucostegia immersa, Neottopteris 
australis, Dicksonia antartica, an unusually fine Lomaria cycadsefolia, Pt-ris 
scaberula large and healthy, and Gleichenia rupestris glaucescens in 
good condition. Mr. McIntyre was second with Davallia Mooreana, 8 feet 
in diameter, and remarkably healthy amongst other good plants, Mr. 
Methven being third. In the other class Mr. H. Johnston, gardener to 
J. B. Hcdgkin, Esq., Elm Ridge, DarliDgton, took the lead, also having 
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grand example of a Davallia Mooreana, 7 feet across. Mr. McIntyre was 
second, his Adiantums being handsome, especially A. farleyense. Mr. J. 
Luke Thornburn, gardener to G. H. Benson, Esq., Eden House, Sunderland, 
was third with smaller but clean healthy plants. 

The groups of plants were very effective, but were marked by a groat 
similarity in style, small well-coloured Crotons being freely employed. The 
first prize of T10 and the Society’s silver medal was won by Messrs. Clark 
Brothers, Carlisle, for a light tasteful arrangement, in which Crotons, 
Begonias, Ferns, and Dracaenas predominated. Mr. McIntyre was also 
awarded a first prize for a bright and handsome group of similar design. 
Mr. H. Johnston, who was placed second, had a number of Crotons, Palms, 
Dracaenas, Adiantums, and Celosias freely and effectively arranged with a 
neat margin of Panicum variegatum. These groups were placed at the ends 
of the marquees, and, with the non-competing exhibits to be noted presently, 
constituted an admirable finish to the Exhibition as a whole. 

Cut Flowers, Bouquets, &c.—The central marquee of the three was 
occupied with the cut flowers arranged on side stages, the bouquets, button¬ 
holes, wreaths, and dessert table decorations having a central stage extending 
the whole length of the tent. The exhibits were very numerous, and it 
would occupy too much space to particularise them all, but they formed one 
of the most interesting features of the Show to the general pubiic, the tables 
being surrounded by a crowd of visitors on each of the three days. There 
were six competitors with dessert tables arranged in a space 10 feet by 
5 feet 4 inches, the first prize being ATO and the Society’s silver medal. A 
well-known and successful exhibitor in the north, Mr. M. D. Thompson, The 
Hermitage Gardens, Chester-le-Street, was awarded this substantial honour 
in a keen competition, followed by Mr. J. R. Chard, Brunswick Nurseries, 
Stoke Newington, Mr. J. Cypher, and Mr. A. Methven, Gateshead, but 
there was considerable difference of opinion, as there often is in such classes, 
respecting the correctness of the awards. Mr. Cypher’s table was unques¬ 
tionably entitled to a better place than that awarded it, and it would have 
been more satisfactory if the Judges could have devoted more time to the 
class. Indeed, a staff of six Judges for so large a Show was inadequate. 
Messrs. Perkins & Son, Coventry, were successful in the classes for a basket 
of cut flowers, bridal bouquet, hand bouquet, and a ladies’ spray, winning 
first honours in each case with their usual tasteful arrangements. Mr. 
Cypher had the best epergne of flowers, and Mr. Chard also won several 
prizes, together with Messrs. Lunt, Armstrong, Rutherford, Handyside, 
Robertson, Hewitt, and McDougall. Mis3 Dora Battensby also showed well 
in several classes, her bouquets and baskets being especially tasteful. 

The cut flowers comprised some fine Gladioli from Messrs. Harkness 
and Son, Bedale, some of their spikes having sixteen large expanded flowers. 
Messrs. H. G. Brown, R. Greenwell, and Alex. C. Campbell were also prize- 
takers in the same class. Dahlias were capitally shown, several classes 
being devoted to them, including those in which the Turner Memorial 
prizes were offered. The best twenty-four Dahlias were shown by Mr. J. 
Spoor, Musgrave Cottage, Low Fell, Gateshead, who was awarded the 
first prize of £6 and Wood’s Jubilee Memorial silver medal. Mr. Spoor is 
a well-known amateur florist at Newcastle, who competes successfully at 
many of the local shows in the district; his blooms were fine, of good sub¬ 
stance, and rich clear colours. Messrs. N. Walker, H. Clark & Sons, Hark¬ 
ness &Son, Wm. Boston, and J. Walker followed in a large class. The 
Turner Memorial prizes for twelve Dahlias and twelve Roses were awarded 
to Mr. J. Walker, Low Fell, Gateshead, and Mr. Arthur Whitton Aiskew, 
Bedale. Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons had some fine Roses for the time of year, 
Hollyhocks were shown in remarkably fine condition, Asters, Marigolds, 
Pansies, Carnations, Picotees, &c., being well represented. Mr. J. Short 
had a fine collection of hardy flowers, remarkably well-grown samples ; in¬ 
door flowers being Bhown by Messrs. Mclndoe, E. H. Letts, H. Johnston, 
and Suffield. 

The non-competing exhibits comprised a large and handsome group of 
Crotons and other plants from Messrs. Little & Bdlantyne, Carlisle, the 
Crotons, being distinguished by their rich colours, the following varieties 
Warreni, Sunset, Queen Victoria, Countess, Sinitzinianus, Prince of Wales, 
Ruberrima Aigburthensis and volutus. Caladium argyrites, Eulalia japonica 
variegata, with Talms and some fine Dracsems, were also included in the 
group. Messrs. Fell & Co., Hexham, had a large group of trees, shrubs, and 
hardy plants, a fine selection of the best varieti b. Mr. W. J. Watson, 
Newcastle, had a collection of plants and flowers. Messrs. Backhouse and 
Son, York, had a large collection of Apples. Mr. John Jennings had a group 
of Ferns, Palms, <fcc. Messrs. Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, a colle. tion of 
Roses. Mr. Forbes of Hawick showed some good Pentstemons; Mr. Alex. 
Lister, Rothesay, sent some fine Marigolds, Pansies, &c.; Messrs. Dobbie 
and Co. exhibited a collection of handsome Dahlias, Marigolds, and 
Pansies ; Mr. Robson, Hexham, had a collection of hardy trees, shrubs, and 
Roses; and Mr. A. G. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Barnes, Whitburn, had a 
plant of Vallota purpurea with over thirty spikes of flowers, a very hand¬ 
some specimen. 

On the first day of the Show a luncheon was held in the dining room, 
the Mayor, Sir Benjamin C. Browne, presiding, with Alderman Gray in the 
vice-chair; there being present the Lord Mayor of York, Sir J. Terry, Canon 
Lloyd, M.A., the Sheriff of Newcastle, Alderman W. H. Stephenson, and a 
large number of officials and visitors. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 
(Continued from page 161.') 

With the object of counteracting the deplorable state of things 
referred to iu my last letter, Tea and Chinchona have been planted to a 
considerable extent both on fresh land and between the lines of the 
gradually perishing Coffee trees. I have been recently informed, on the 
best authority, that in this district of the Auchterlony Valley and the 

■neighbouring one of Goodalore, from eight to ten millions of Chinchona 
trees are being cultivated at the present time, mostly of the Succirubra 
and Calisya species, and large quantities of bark are now being for¬ 
warded to the London markets. The revenue derived from this source 
will doubtless help to diminish the deficit caused by the Coffee crop 
failures, but it is highly problematical whether this source of revenue 

will long be maintained in the face of rapidly falling prices for all kinds 
of barks in the markets of the world, owing to over-production in India, 
Ceylon, and Java by artificial cultivation. The cultivation of Tea would 
appear to be the planter’s sheet anchor for the future, to which he is now 
turning his attention. It has been amply demonstrated that Tea of 
excellent quality can be produced in India at similar elevations to the 
Valley under notice,’and that it fetches a fair price in the home markets ; 
and as the Tea shrub has been found to possess a much hardier con¬ 
stitution than that of either Coffee or Chinchona, it follows that its 
cultivation would be likely to prove of a more permanent nature than 
either of the last named plants. It is, therefore, to be hoped that the 
land in the Auchterlony Valley will not be abandoned to the growth of 
noxious underwood, but that under the operation of intelligent and 
scientific cultivation, land that was once clothed with the finest Coffee 
plantations of the south of India, may, ere many years have passed, be 
occupied with the Tea shrub. 

I visited the Auchterlony valley on many occasions during my sojourn 
in India, and at each visit was more and more charmed with the appear¬ 
ance of the Coffee plantations and the wonderful beauty of the sur¬ 
rounding heights crowned with the everlasting verdure of the forests, 
from which issued lovely and ample streams of the purest water, which 
intersected the Coffee estates in their course to the river beyond, and 
turning many a water wheel on their way. Unlike many Coffee dis¬ 
tricts, there was ample water here of the purest and best description for 
all purposes, and yet I never knew the planters turn it to account in the 
way of irrigation, even in seasons of the greatest drought. 

Possessing a delightful climate equally enjoyable to the Englishman 
and the native of India—a soil, at once of the greatest depth and richest 
description, capable of producing not only Coffee of the finest descrip¬ 
tion, but also English vegetables of every kind in abundance and oi ex¬ 
cellent quality, as well as Apples, Peaches, Oranges, Loquats, Limes, 
Shaddocks, Pine Apples, Pears, and other fruits, and numberless English 
flowers—this delightful valley seemed to have been set apart by Nature 
either to be left alone for ever in its pristine beauty of forest and stream, 
to be the home of the elephant, the bison, the tiger, and the innumerable 
wild animals and birds that inhabited its forests, or to be changed into a 
Garden of Eden by the skill and industry of intelligent man, for the 
permanent benefit of his kind. Instead of that it has run imminent 
risk of being changed from its primitive grandeur into a pestilential 
wilderness by the hands of the land speculator hastening to be rich. No 
better tract of country could be conceived for the settlement of small 
landholders, both European and native, where by dint of highly culti¬ 
vating the naturally fertile soil, marvellous crops might have been 
raised, not only of Coffee, but of many kinds of fruits and vegetables, 
for the wants of the cultivators and for sale. In no part of the world, 
I imagine—certainly in no part of Southern India—has the system of 
speculative husbandry or land jobbing succeeded for any great length of 
time. If Government, instead of countenancing any such system, had 
from the first fostered and encouraged the settlement of small land 
holders, both native and European, in the various Coffee districts of 
the Presidency of Madras, it would not only have greatly benefited 
cultivators of the land in general, but it would have been the means, 
most assuredly, of permanently upholding the land revenue of Govern¬ 
ment, and instead of the thousands of acres in every district, once covered 
with Coffee, but now converted into noxious thorny scrub, we should 
have had well cultivated districts comprised of small but highly 
cultivated and remunerative holdings, supporting a large population, 
where, at the present moment, not a soul exists. 

There are not wanting indications that the Government of India are 
becoming alive to the very unsatisfactory state of agriculture in the 
country, especially with regard to the Coffee, Tea, and Chinchona indus¬ 
tries, undertaken to such a large extent by Europeans, and the time 
may not be far distant when facilities may be afforded settlers of small 
means to obtain small holdings, which would be almost certain by right 
cultivation to prove both remunerative to themselves and to the State. 
The idea that India is but ill adapted to the English constitution is, I 
think, exploded ; at least it is my belief from an experience of seventeen 

' years, that with due care the average Englishman is as likely to live as 
long and enjoy life quite as much on any of the hill tracts of South 
India as in any part of his native land.—PlANTEE. 

WQKK.fo^theWEEK.. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

The weather has changed at last. It is now cool, and rain has fallen 
freely. The half-starved crops have benefited greatly by it, and they are 
now assuming a healthy green colour. It will soon be late in the season 
to expect quick and luxuriant growth, but the great heat that is in the 
soil ought to produce much growth during the next month or more. It 
is this we are looking to for the improvement of our backward crops. 
Recently sown seeds have been very slow in germinating and making 
plants of any size ; autumn Turnips are very small, but they are sure to 
attain a useful size during the next two months. 
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Transplanting.—Where it was so dry as to be useless trying to 
transplant autumn Cabbage, Lettuce, and such like crops no time should 
now be lost in getting them in, and if given a good situation and rich 
soil they will soon make headway. In the ordinary way it would be 
altogether too late to plant Broccoli, Savoys, and Brussels Sprouts, but 
during the past few days we have put in large quantities of surplus 
plants, and if they do not attain any great size they may become large 
enough to be useful, and if they should remain small during the autumn 
and winter very probably they may gain size and be valuable in the 
spring. As a rule there is always too little green stuff in gardens in 
winter and spring, and hardly ever too much, especially after a severe 
winter, and garden owners generally would find it an advantage to plant 
every vacant space at this season. Some of the plants that have been 
long in the seed beds may be very long in the stem and not appear very 
promising when put out at first, but a short period of favourable growing 
weather will soon rectify this. In the fore part of the season many of 
our plants lost their centres and became blind, but they were soon 
rooted out and replaced by perfect ones, and the plants in our quarters 
are now all good, but there may probably still be blind ones in the seed 
beds, and they should not be transplanted. 

Endive.—This should now be taken in hand. Plants ready for 
transplanting should be drawn up and dibbled into a south border, 
where they will be exposed fully to the sun, and get sheltered from the 
cold weather, as this batch will be out during November and December, 
or until destroyed by frost. It is a mistake to plant them too closely, 
as when they rest against each other they soon decay in late autumn. 
If planted 15 inches apart each way it is not too much for them. Sow 
another batch of the Improved Broad-leaved Batavian to produce plants 
to put in frames or some other sheltered place in October. 

Harvesting Onions.—Spring sown Onions are below the average in 
size this season. The sun heat suited them admirably, but the moisture 
was deficient. They are well matured, however, and if properly harvested 
will keep well and prove useful. We are not much in favour of large 
Onions for winter use, or as long keepers ; the small or medium 
sized are the best in this respect, and when we select bulbs for the 
latest we invariably pick out the smallest. When several kinds of 
Onions are grown together on one quarter they are not always kept 
separate when harvested, and very often the late keeping sorts—such as 
James s Keeping and Bedfordshire Champion, are mixed up with the 
earlier ; in fact all are put together. But this is a mistake, as the 
latest may be used first, and others which will not keep after February 
are retained until they are useless, and there is a failure to maintain the 
supply. If any are mixed let it be with those of a similar character, 
and always keep the late ones by themselves. In beginning to harvest 
them they may be drawn up and laid on the ground for a few days. 
If wet bring them off the soil and spread out on a walk, but when quite 
dry take them into an airy shed, and keep them there for some weeks. 
Do not attempt to clean them until quite dry, then the stems and loose 
peel may easily be brushed off with the hands without injuring the 
bulb. When once under cover they are safe, and the cleaning may be 
reserved for a rainy day. The evil resulting from allowing Onions to 
remain out after this time is that the wet may induce them to grow 
again, and this will spoil them to a great extent. 

Digging Potatoes.— The Potatoes are giving a good deal of 
anxiety to their owners. Second growth is expected. This may occur 
in the case of late sorts which are still green and growing, but it will be 
the cultivator’s own fault if the early and midseason crops are allowed 
to make second growth, as it may easily be prevented by digging up all 
crops that are matured, or nearly so. Late sorts must take their chance ; 
to dig them in their present unripe condition would spoil them. We 
anticipate second growth in them to a certain extent, but all the others 
should be dug up and stored at once. Dry weather is a great advantage 
in successful storing. Never attempt to take the tubers up when it is 
wet, and avoid handling them when the soil is sticking to them. Those 
who wished to make sure of having the crop in good condition may have 
lifted them before the rain came, but others may have left them with 
the hope that they might still improve. They certainly will not do so 
now, and the sooner they are in the better. 'This applies to all but the 
latest crops. So far disease has not proved troublesome; in fact, we 
have not found an affected tuber in the whole of those we have taken 
up, and they amount to several tons. 

Globe Artichokes.—These were very good the fore part of the 
season, but they soon suffered from the drought, and of late they have 
not furnished any heads for the table. The old ones which were left 
uncut have bloomed, but it is no advantage to allow this to happen, and 
as soon as the globes become too old for the kitchen they should be cut 
off and thrown away. Attend to this at once, and if the stems are cut 
close to the ground the young growths will soon spring up again, and if 
protected with some litter during the winter they will fruit early next 
spring. 

Kidney Beans.—The runners came well into fruit about the end 
of July, and they, have produced very heavy crops, but they have ceased 
to flower or fruit and will not produce many more pods for the kitchen. 
Much later rows will prove very useful, as the rain we are now having 
will cause them to bear freely. They may not prove quite so good as if 
the season all through had been in their favour. It will therefore be 
necessary to see that other means ot keeping up a late supply are not 
neglected. Our latest sowing of Dwarfs will soon be in flower ; they 
will be very useful. Others sown in frames, as directed the other week, 
are growing now, and they may come in at a time when there is none 
in the open. There is yet another way of securing them, and that is to 

sow a quantity of seed now in pots ; grow them in a cool place, and have’ 
them ready when the cold weather comes to place in a gentle heat. 
They will bloom about the end of October and prove valuable during 
November. Collect material for winter Mushroom beds, plant out more 
Cabbage plants, sow Prickly Spinach, and check weeds that are now 
coming up everywhere. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Pines.—Young Pine plants always present at this season, under 
liberal and proper treatment, a luxuriant appearance ; this arises from the 
beneficial effects of natural means so important in cultivation. Those 
influences being now on the wane greater care will be necessary in the 
management to prevent the growth becoming soft, and measures should 
be taken to consolidate it by a drier atmosphere and artificial heat. 
Syringing will only be needed occasionally, and it should be done early 
in the afternoon of bright days. Water must only be given when 
absolutely necessary, then afford a plentiful supply of weak liquid 
manure in a tepid state. The bottom heat should be kept steady at 85°, 
or between 80° and 90°, and pay particular attention to the ventilation, 
which is important at this period of the year. Plants in a luxuriant 
condition should haveair at 80°,above which ventilate liberally, especially 
on warm sunny days, and close the house for the day at 80°. The night 
temperature should be maintained at 65°, allowing 70° to 75° by day 
artificially. 

Fruiting plants should be brought together in a structure suitable for 
finishing the fruit well. Plants that are intended for starting into 
fruit early in the year should be selected from those that were started 
last spring, and be arranged not later than the end of this month, 
where they can rest for six weeks. Those on which the fruit is swelling 
should be encouraged with a liberal amount of heat and moisture, 
keeping the night temperature from 70° to 75°, and that in the daytime 
from 80 to 90°, closing the house at 85° with sun heat. 

Strawberries in Pots.—The plants are late. Runners were 
difficult to obtain on account of the drought, and they rooted very 
tardily through the arid state of the atmosphere. The recent change 
in the weather has at last set the plants on then- way, and all things 
considered, are making satisfactory progress. In the earliest plants the 
crowns are becoming plump, sufficiently so, at least, for the detection of 
plants that will not be available for early forcing, and which should be 
removed at once, even those about which there is a suspicion of being 
barren, making good the deficiency from the surplus stock. Worms and 
weeds are troublesome, also runners. Lime water will expel worms, 
and the weeds and runners must be promptly removed. The pots should 
also be wide enough apart to allow of the sun and air having free access 
to the foliage. The crowns, which are numerous in some kinds, parti¬ 
cularly Yicomtesse Hericart de Thury and Sir Charles Napier, should be 
reduced to the centre or strongest one, not deferring it until they have 
attained to a considerable size, but as soon as they can be taken hold of 
with the finger and thumb, and lifted clean out of the socket. This 
will concentrate all the vigour in the main crown; those will afford 
strong flower spikes, and then, by selecting the largest and best-formed 
flowers, a crop of fruit will be insured, large, and creditable to the 
grower. Any late runners may yet be potted, and with good attention 
they will be serviceable for late work in 5-inch pots, and may afford 
very good fruit. 

Vines.—Houses of Ripe Grapes.—Those that contain the thick- 
skinned varieties will require, whether the Grapes are to be kept on the 
Vines or in the Grape-room, liberal ventilation with gentle fire heat for 
the maintenance of a certain circulation of air. With the Grapes ripe 
gradually reduce the strong laterals as the days decline in length, and 
keep the foliage healthy by means of a moderate supply of moisture on 
the walls, paths, and floors sufficiently early in the day to admit of the 
atmosphere becoming light and buoyant before nightfall. Black Ham¬ 
burgh and other thin-skinned kinds are liable to have the colour taken 
out of them by hanging under powerful sun. Some netting should be 
drawn over the lights to prevent it. Hamburghs and Foster’s Seedling 
will bear as much air moisture as the thick-skinned varieties, provided 
it be not stagnant, and it is very necessary for the benefit of the foliage, 
but Madresfield Court does not endure air moisture to anything like the 
same extent as Hamburghs, and must be treated accordingly. It, how¬ 
ever, loses colour quite as badly, and must be shielded from the direct 
rays of the sun. Muscats hanging on Vines with the roots in outside 
borders will keep a long time, protecting the roots from heavy rains, 
which are falling bounteously in different parts of the country. A 
covering of dry Fern, shutters, or tarpaulin answer, but glazed sashes are 
better, placed in a sloping position for throwing off the wet, as they 
admit sun heat and retain it for warming the border. If the foliage is 
not sufficient for the protection of the tender skins of the berries, some 
light shading will be necessary, particularly where the houses are glazed 
with large panes of glass. Hexagon netting answers well, and drawn 
over the ventilators excludes wasps, which have appeared on the scene 
just when we were congratulating ourselves on their absence. We have 
hornets and wasps too plentiful. 

Lifting Vines.—Proceed with this and relaying of the roots of early 
and midseason Vines as they are cleared of their crops. The sooner it 
is done the better. Good loam with some brick and lime rubbish and a 
liberal admixture of charcoal and crushed bones will meet all require¬ 
ments in respect of compost. See to the drainage, make it satisfactory, 
and follow on with turf, grass side downwards, or a 3-inch layer of lime 
rubbish. Keep the roots near to the surface, always bearing in mind 
that a narrow border well filled with roots is preferable to a large mass 
of soil at the onset, as the roots can be more easily excited and fed at 
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the proper time. The Grapes, too, in a border well in hand invariably 
set and colour better. Always choose dry weather for making the 
border. Cover it when finished with good-stable litter, and keep the 
interior of the house close and moist until the foliage shows signs of 
fresh root-action having set in, then ventilate freely and keep the air 
dry. In all cases, especially cold wet localities, the Vines should have 
inside as well as outside borders, as the roots can then be lifted and re- 
laid in either of the borders without injury to the following year’s 
<erop. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Stephanotis floribunda.—It is a great mistake to keep this plant too 
warm, for its growths are more sturdy and more profusely flowered when 
-grown under cooler and more airy conditions than the plant is generally 
•subjected to. Cool, airy treatment after flowering is of the utmost 
importance to thoroughly harden and ripen the wood before the season 
for complete rest arrives. The plants that flowered early in the year 
have had no artificial heat for the last six weeks, and none will be given as 
long as the temperature can be kept from falling below 50° at night. 
Abundance of air should be given during the day, and a little left on the 
structure all night when the weather is mild. The atmospheric condi¬ 
tions of the house should also be much drier than is generally the case. 
If this plant is infested with mealy bug it should be thoroughly 
-syringed once a week with petroleum and water, one ounce of the 
former being added to a gallon of the latter. If the oil is well mixed in 
the manner frequently described, and the plant shaded from strong sun 
for about two days after syringing, the bug may be thoroughly eradi¬ 
cated. Half measures are next to useless, and syringing with petroleum 
two or three times a year only reduces the bug and does not prove 
■effectual in clearing the plants entirely of the pest, 

Clerodendron Bayourianum.—Plants required for forcing into flower 
early another year should be fully exposed to the sun and kept in a 
moderately dry atmosphere, where the temperature at night will not fall 
below 55°. Water should be withheld until the foliage flags, but at first 
this system of bringing growth to a standstill must not be persisted in too 
-severely, or the plant will ripen its foliage prematurely. It is, however, 
necessary to induce the plant to rest, for it will continue to grow at this 
season of the year in a low temperature if kept moist at the roots. 
Plants that flowered later must be encouraged as much as possible to 
make and mature their wood before the approach of winter. Those 
required for late flowering another year should be kept growing as long 
as possible before they are induced to rest, or they will naturally start 
into growth and flower too early. 

Clerodendron fallax.—Plants intended for autumn and winter 
flowering should be placed at once into 5, G, and 10-inch pots according 
to size. If the most forward of these plants, now in 7-ineh pots, show 
signs of flowering, the point of the central shoot must be removed and 
strong lateral growth encouraged. Keep the plants close for a time 
after potting them ; they will soon commence rooting freelv in the new 
soil, and in due time large heads of brilliant scarlet flowers will be 
produced. 

Bougainvillea glabra.—Plants intended for early flowering should 
occupy a cool airy structure to ripen them. They are better grown 
under such conditions than in heated houses, as their wood will become 
hard and ripe, which is the secret of flowering them well another year. 
Those in active growth should have every encouragement to complete it 
as early as possible. If the plants are crowded, remove weak growths 
completely, so that strong luxuriant ones will have every chance of 
ripening properly—an impossibility if the plants are crowded with 
useless wood. 

Allamand ax.— Those for early flowering should be induced to 
complete their growth by placing them in a lower and drier atmo¬ 
sphere. \\ ater must also be partially withheld until they show signs 
of flagging; sufficient, however, should be given to keep the wood fresh 
and plump. If liberally watered and grown under warm conditions, 
"the plants would continue to grow and flower until the end of the year. 
Plants started later into growth may with advantage be retained for 
this purpose. The pots or border may be top-dressed with rich material 
to keep the roots active, and liquid manure may be given in a weak 
state every time they need water. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Early Frosts.—Already we have had warning that frosts may at any 
time disfigure the more tender bedding plants. Dahlias in some low- 
lying districts were touched by frosts as early as the third week in 
August, but it is to be hoped that they will escape further injury for 
some time to come, for as yet they have given but few flowers. It is 
almost impossible to protect bedding plants generally, but the carpet 
beds may easily be preserved in good colour for some time longer. When¬ 
ever the nights are cold or frost threatens, canvas, or blinds of some 
description, may be stretched over the beds, stakes and material being 
removed in the morning. This will ward off all but very severe frosts, 
•those adopting the plan being well repaid for the little extra trouble 
taken. Iresines, Alternantheras, Ageratums, Coleuses, and Heliotropes 
are among the first to be injured by frost or much cold rain, and if 
stock plants are not already secured some ought to be potted from the 
open ground at once. We usually have a considerable number of 
surplus plants in the mixed or kitchen garden borders, this enabling us 
to lift early if need be without disfiguring the principal beds. Failing 
these a few may yet be got out of the beds without leaving unsightly 
gaps. It is not advisable to lift with large balls of soil, a lighter fresh 
compost suiting the plants much better." They will recover from the 

check of lifting more quickly in gentle heat, and shaded from bright 

sunshine. _ 
Late Propagating.—Zonal Polar oniums of all sorts have made but 

little progress this season, the excessively hot weather favouring flower¬ 
ing rather than strong growth. As a consequence few cuttings have 
been taken off. Many will attempt late propagation, and the cuttings 
being well matured a good strike may result. Those we put in late are 
first made, then allowed to dry for a few hours. If dibbled into boxes 
they are most liable to damp off either now or later on, and we prefer 
to use well drained G-inch pots for the strong growers or green-leaved 
sorts, and 3 £-inch or rather larger for the more delicate variegated varie¬ 
ties. They are at once put under glass, the former into dry pits and 
frames, and the variegated sorts on shelves in empty vineries, Peach, 
and greenhouses. No water is given at first, in fact they are kept some¬ 
what dry till they are wanted to grow strongly early in the spring. 
Under the most careful treatment 15 to 25 per cent, will be lost, but the 
plan of staking late cuttings is preferable to depending largely 'on 
lifted old plants for affording cuttings next spring. We would also 
make a late attempt, if necessary, to strike soft young growth of Verbenas, 
Lobelias, Ageratums, Iresines, Coleuses, Alternantheras, Alyssum, 
Marguerites, and Mesembryanthemums. These should be dibbled in 
rather thickly in 5-inch pots, and placed in a close frame over a gentle 
bottom heat. They must be watered in, shaded from bright sunshine, 
and given a little air only when damp is likely to spread and injure 
them. They may be wintered in the pots they have rooted in, and in 
the spring will yield a quantity of good cuttings. The Mesembryanthe¬ 
mums and Sempervivum arboreum strike best on a dry sunny shelf in 
heat, and must be very carefully watered, or the cuttings will damp off 
wholesale. Cuttings of Calceolarias and Violas are late and scarce. 
Fortunately the plants are now growing vigorously, and cuttings may 
be put in as late as the first week in October with every prospect of a 
successful strike. 

Tuberous Begonias.—Many who have recently commenced using 
this beautiful and rain-defying class of plants in their summer arrange¬ 
ments are somewhat at a loss what to do with them. Just now they are 
flowering grandly, and may safely be left in the ground till frosts badly 
damage the tops, when the bulbs may be lifted, much of the soil 
cleared from the roots, and be then packed closely in boxes of fairly 
moist soil. Kept in a cool room, house, or shed, and protected from 
severe frost and drip, they will remain plump and sound till started 
into growth late in the spring. Begonias in full bloom may be readily 
potted from the open ground, and they will remain in good condition in 
a greenhouse or conservatory for several weeks. It is unwise to attempt 
toTift them with a very large ball of soil about the roots, in fact very 
little is needed, and the pots used for them may vary from 6 inches to 
8 inches in size. Now that such excellent strains of tuberous Begonias 
can be bought cheaply it is scarcely advisable to retain the poor older 
sort -. Those that are most effective in pots are also much the best in 
beds. At any rate it is advisable to mark the best, and keep these in 
separate boxes. Begonia weltoniensis and B. Carrieri are both very 
effective in beds, and lift safely. The former will flower in a cool 
house for several weeks longer, while Carrieri is a very charming 
white variety, and continuous flowering in eentle heat. Newly struck 
tuberous Begonias will form small bulbs before the top growth decays, 
and these should be stored as advised in the case of the larger tubers. 

HINTS TO BEGINNERS 
HIVES. 

Whatever sort of hive the beginner fixes upon different from 
what I have recommended, he should be careful, if double-cased, 
to have the sides of the hive rising considerably above the top of 
the frames, and the roof to go outside the hive, telescopic fashion, 
for throwing off water and preventing it being drawn in by capillary 
attraction, as is the case commonly with checked roofs. But the 
two sides above the frames must not be fixed ; there must be a joint 
on a level with the top of the frames, and this joint, as well as all 
others, must be well bevelled underneath, and have the rain drip 
above. This portion ought to be fixed with brass screws. This 
convenience will suggest itself to the merest tyro when manipu¬ 
lating with crates or supers. It is very convenient for the bees, if 
either the back or front of the hive is thoroughly closed, if it be at 
all chilly, or shaded from the sun’s rays. If that is not done, many 
bees during winter are apt to be lost when they fall or are drifted 
behind. The hive open causes a great draught, some sites being 
worse than others. 

WATER. 

This should be provided for bees whenever that is not obtainable 
at an easy and safe distance from the apiary. A good watertrough 
may be easily made from inch wood, say 2 feet long by 9 inches 
broad, thoroughly pointed before putting in the water. Strike off 
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a few inches at one end by a division to which a lid should be 
added. The other portion ought to have a very thin float nailed 
to cleats to prevent warping, and support it from below with pieces 
of cork to prevent sinking, as no matter how carefully floats are 
made, without this precaution they will sink -when saturated. Put 
some sulphate of iron in the small recess, then fill with water and 
keep it so. The sulphate of iron is, I believe, more destructive to 
small organisms than is carbolic acid, and may be the means of 
warding off foul biood. 

ROBBER BEES. 

Robbing is the bine of bee-keeping to many a beginner, and its 
prevention is the greatest desideratum to successful bee-keeping. 
For that reason I would advise that no hive be opened without 
taking it indoors, or under some structure where stronger bees have 
not access. During the present season bees and queens entering 
hives other than their own have been the cause of much mischief, 
which to a novice would be quite bewdldering ; for example, two 
prime swarms after they had been hived some five or six days, and 
were working well in their supers, suddenly disappeared from them, 
during finer weather, too. A few days explained the mystery ; 
young queens were being brought forward, and there was quite a 
paucity of bees. The finding of part swarms and fertilised queens 
fully supported my surmise. Sometimes an absconding swarm will 
be allowed to enter another hive without the slightest resistance, 
but as often not. Numerous cases of the former sort have come 
under my observation this year. Often while one swarm is on the 
wing, another from some adjoining apiary will join with it, often 
causing an exodus of bees from it the next day, either partial or 
wholly. 

Some time since I related an account of a queen entering a 
queenless hive, and was deposed the day after, when a young queen 
was added. This is almost invariably the case ; seldom is it that 
the laying one is spared. A second case of the same nature came 
under my notice a short time since. Two queens were being reared 
in a tumbler for a queenless hive. I was watching for their exit. 
On the same day they were hatched I found two expelled outside. 
One had a peculiar appearance, which I dissected, when I found her 
a fertilised queen. The day before I found a small stray swarm, 
which I put into a box, but the bees deserted their queen, flying 
into other hives, and managed to kill a number of queens in stock 
hives, as well as one in my observatory, and the queen had taken 
refuge in the hive she was expelled from. I have experienced 
numerous cases of a similar nature, but the following is perhaps as 
interesting as any. On the 24th July, at five o’clock P.M., a young 
Carniolian was on the wing, and for twenty minutes I watched her 
attempting to enter the hive, but never flying far from it. The 
bees seemed as determined to keep her out as she was to get in, and 
would probably have succeeded had I not given a larger entrance. 
For days after I observed her flying, but apparently never had 
mated, nor flew far for that purpose. As the weather was suitable 
for mating at the time, she continued flying up till about the 
8th August, when on that day I heard her crying, and when I went 
to the hive found her attacked by about half a dozen bees. I 
released her, but in half an hour after found her balled and maimed 
on the landing board ; but whether it was a pure regicidal attack, 
or done by stranger bees, I am not sure, as one dead bee lay along¬ 
side the queen, and immediately after other two were killed. 

DRONES. 

These must be regarded as necessary in the hive, and drone traps 
should not be called into requisition. All that is necessary is to 
prevent over-much drone comb being built. Drones are generally 
described as if they were of a uniform character, and all having 
the same note in their hum. It is not so. There are as differences 
in drones as in queens, from the noble and stately looking fellow to 
the dwarf and almost imperfect insect. Now it is a fact, the more 
handsome-looking the drone is, the more attractive is his hum. 
Am I right, therefore, in saying that this is a law in Nature, that 
the queen from the sound may select the most perfect drone with 
ease, to the future prosperity of the hive ? Are drones of use inside 
a hive or are they not ? The following account of what I found 
in a few hives lately will answer the question. A hive weighty 
with honey, having many drones, but a paucity of bees, had brood 
on five combs in all stages. Two of these combs were almost 
totally occupied by drones, and their position was changed daily. 
Not one of these drones will be killed until young bees are hatched. 
The second hive I examined had little honey, few bees, and a 
moderate number of drones. The queen was newly fertilised, and 
the bees were already slaughtering the drones. The third had a 
paucity of bees, drones, and meat. They also were killing the 
drones. The fourth hive was not examined internally, because I 
observed from the motion of the bees the queen was still a virgin, 

and likely to be flying soon. The drones of this hive were on the 
wing, and the bees were tugging at them, which to the inexperienced 
would be taken as an onset upon them ; but it is common when the 
queen is unfertilised, the bees get impatient, and hurry out the 
drones in the manner indicated. The interesting part of it was, 
that as one bee tugged the drone half over the landing board,, 
another flew directly to him and fed him, and then out flew the 
queen, coming back in less than twenty minutes with signs of 
fertilisation, and the following day was laying. Another queen,, 
however, that was fertilised more than a week since has not yet- 
laid an egg. The hive is well stacked and stored in everything, and 
no dones are being killed. I fear I have already said more about 
drones than some of your readers will care about, so will draw rein 
for the present, and off to the moors with a c.argo of supers, more 
pleasant than a dog and gun to—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

NORTH OF SCOTLAND APIARIAN SOCIETY. 

The annual show of bees, hives, honey, and comestibles was held 
in St. Katharine’s Hall, Shiprow, Aberdeen, on August 30th and 31st. 
The Show was a most interesting one, and bids fair to outstrip some 
others, so far as it aims directly to better the bee-keeper by en¬ 
couraging the manufacture of comestibles and liqueurs from honey of 
a quality and flavour that sugar could not produce, as well as promoting 
the whole art of bee husbandry, also in establishing some direct means- 
whereby honey may be disposed of by the members of the Society. 

There were twenty-three classes, with about 150 entries. Most of 
the exhibits were of a superior order, particularly those in the com¬ 
estible and liqueur classes. There was, however, an entire absence of 
mead proper, but I have no doubt will not occur next season. Of all 
the comestibles I have witnessed at other shows none approached to 
those at Aberdeen. The crystallised fruits, confections, cakes, puddings, 
creams, jellies, biscuits, scones, liqueurs, &c., were excellent in flavour 
and appearance—suitable, in fact, for the table of the Queen, and we 
were proud to hear that a first prize Stewarton super purchased at this 
Show was to be placed on the Royal table. If the competitors in the 
classes for comestibles—particularly the winners—would publish the 
recipes for the various articles exhibited they would be benefactors to all. 

Mr. Gibb of the Marischall College, exhibited many interesting 
views of the anatomy of queen and bees and the pollen of different 
flowers by means of upwards of a dozen powerful microscopes, which 
were greatly admired by many of the visitors. There was a class for 
rosettes or badges to be worn by stewards. Some very pretty designs 
were shown. One novelty in the shape of a frame hive, having frames 
and dummy made from white satin, was greatly admired. The first 
prize display of honey exhibited by Mr. Leslie Tait of Foveran, Aber¬ 
deenshire, consisting of 4 cwt., comprised excellent samples of sections 
and drift honey, the arrangement being attractive and pleasing. The 
classes for honey and honeycomb were of superior quality. The collec¬ 
tions of hives and bee furniture were extensive, neat and workmanlike, 
while the prices were extremely low. The sections of the exhibitor 
mentioned were in many respects superior to the American ones, his 
comb foundation was superior to any other at the Exhibition. 

Mr. Cockburn’s collection was of a superior order and contained 
many novelties, and was deservedly awarded the first prize. Mr. George 
Brown, New Pitsligo, had also an exceptionally fine exhibit, cheap and 
well made, but the articles were less numerous than in the other exhibits. 
Messrs. Cardno and Darling, 11, Bridge Street, Aberdeen, exhibited a 
very large number of cheap appliances, and were awarded a special 
prize for the exhibit, as well as several awards for novelties in appli¬ 
ances. The Judges were Mr. James Cowie, Wester Haremoss, Monqu- 
hitter, and Mr. Wm. Thomson, Blantyre, who awarded the prizes to the 
satisfaction of all, even to the unsuccessful competitors, who, on the 
night previous to the j udging, had gone over the exhibits and fixed their 
opinion. We think a mistake is made in not having ladies as adjudi¬ 
cators, especially of comestibles. 

The opening ceremony was performed at noon by Lord Provost Hen¬ 
derson in the presence of a large and select audience, among whom we 
observed Mr. P. Esslemont, M.P.; James Mathews, Esq., of Springhill ; 
Baillie Berry, Shoremaster Sutherland, Major Crombie, Rev. Mr. Innes, 
Skene ; Mr. Walter Merchant; Councillors Findlay, Callie, Byres, and 
Mr. Smith, seedsman. Rev. Mr. Innes, President of the Society, intro¬ 
duced Lord Provost Henderson, who said it was with very great pleasure 
that he responded to the request of the Committee to open the Exhibition 
of the Society, whose members now reached upwards of a hundred, and 
who were desirous that such a Society would benefit the crofters and 
others by turning their attention to profitable bee husbandry, enabling 
them to add to their income, thereby ekeing out a better livelihood than 
if they allowed the flowers to “ waste their sweetness on the desert air.” 
He then pointed out the advantages to be gained by bee-keeping, sum¬ 
marising the workings of the bee and the internal economy of the hive, 
and said in support of bee-keeping that a young man had gone from the 
office in London of which he (the Lord Provost) was a partner two 
years ago, and was now making a fortune in New South Wales, and 
urged upon the people of this country to devote more attention to bee¬ 
keeping, so that we may be less dependent upon the substance called 
honey we receive from abroad. He also stated that Mr. Innes, who had 
at one time been tutor to his children, was now engaged initiating them 
in the art of bee husbandry. He then gave a racy description of the 
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superstitions concerning bees, and thereafter pronounced the Show- 
opened. Key. Mr. Innes made a suitable reply. The Members of Com¬ 
mittee and others, along with the Judges, dined together, when many 
topics of bee husbandry were discussed, as also the benefits likely to 
arise from a society on the lines of the British Bee-keepers’ Union, and 
the hope was expressed that the days were passed of show's that benefited 
the dealer only. 

The following are the awards :— 
For the neatest and best display of honey, extracted and in comb— 

1st prize Highland Society’s silver medal—Leslie Tait, Foveran. The 
best super of honey, not being a sectional super—1, John Forrest, 
Gardens, Haddo House ; 2, W. Young, Inchmarlo ; 3, John Tough, 
Mirebird, Crathes. For the best super of honey in straw only—1, J. M. 
Beveridge, Schoolhouse, Torphins ; 2, W. Young ; 3,11'. Rae, Inchmarlo. 
'The best ten 2-lb. sections of comb honey—1, IV. Munro, Crathes Station ; 
2, A. Cadenhead, Stocket ; 3, John Tough. The best ten 1-lb. sections 
of comb honey—1, IV. Young ; 2 and 3, IV. Munro, Crathes. The best 
ten 2-lb. jars of extracted or run honey—1, A. Cadenhead ; 2, George 

■Green, Cluny ; 3, A. Cadenhead. The best ten 1-lb. jars of extracted or 
run honey—1, IV. Munro ; 2 and commended, A. Cadenhead ; 3, George 
Green. The best sample of run or extracted heather honey, in glass 
jar, not less than 10 lbs. weight—-1, William Young ; 2, William Rae ; 
3, R. M'Gregor, Inchmarlo. The best sample of run or extracted clover 
honey, in glass jar, not less than 10 lbs. weight—1, W. Munro ; 2, John 
Tough ; 3, A. Cadenhead; commended, George Green. The best mead 
or beer, made with honey, not less than two quarts, with recipe 
attached—1, Miss Rennie, 13, Richmond Terrace, Aberdeen ; 2 and 3, 
Mrs. Michie, Foveran; 3 and commended, R. M'Gregor. The best 
honey flavoured cake with recipe attached—1, Mrs. Tait, Foveran; 
2 and 3, George Jack, Backmill, Turriff ; highly commended, J. M. 
Beveridge; commended, Mrs. Michie. The best collections of honey 
flaboured articles, as food and liqueurs—1, George Jack ; 2, Mrs. Tait; 
3, Mrs. Innes, Free Church Manse, Skene. The best collection of hives 
and bee furniture, no two articles alike—1, A. Cockburn, Cairnie, by 
Keith; 2, Leslie Tait; 3, George Brown, New Pitsligo. The best 
observatory hive, stocked with bees and their queen—1, Francis Stewart, 
2, R. M'Gregor ; 3, W. Rae. The best sample of wax, not less than 2 lbs. 
in each exhibit—1, R. M'Gregor ; 2 and commended, John Tough ; 3 and 
commended, William Munro. Collections of the best honey and pollen- 
producing flowers, with descriptive list attached—1, Miss Mary Innes, 
Skene ; 2, Frank Innes, do.; 3, Thomas Porteous Black. The best essay 
on the various methods of bee-keeping as practised in the North of 
Scotland in the past and at the present time—1, George Jack, Turriff; 
2, A. Cockburn. The greatest variety of living wild bees and their 
nests—1, 2. and 3, A. M‘Farlaue, Hector House, Old Aberdeen. The 
best super of any kind—1, William Young ; 2, R. M'Gregor; 3, John 
Tough. The b^st display of honey in sections—John Tough. Special 
ladies’ prizes, for best display of honey extracted or in comb, taken 
from hives under their own management —Catherine Drummond, Great 
Western Road, Aberdeen. For best and neatest rosette or badge to be 
worn by stewards in attendance at show—1, Mrs. Tait, Foveran ; 2, Mrs. 
Michie ; 3, George Jack. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 

Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.—Catalogue of Bulbs, 1887. 
Oakshott & Millard, Reading.—Special List of Bulbs. 
Benjamin Soddy, 243, Walworth Road, London.—Catalogue of Dutch 

Bulbs. 
Dobie & Mason, GG, Deansgate, Manchester.—Catalogue of Hyacinths, 

Tulips, Crocuses, (j-c. 
Barr & Son, 12, King Street, Covent Garden.—Descriptive Catalogue of 

Bulbs and Plants. 
James Carter & Co., 237, High Holborn, London.—Illustrated Cataloque 

<f Bulbs. 

V All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 
in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Earwigs (M. A. Burnham).—Please quote the date and page of the 
Journal to which y-ur note refers, and your letter shall hate further 
attention. 

Manure for Mushrooms (W. F. M.).—Wednesday’s letters can only be 
answered in the briefest manner, if at all. Do what you propose. Do not 
let the mannre remain bo long unturned, and it will be less noxious. A 
small quantity is best prepared under shelter, and spread out somewhat 
thinly is not offensive. 

Apple Leaves Blotched (H. Piggnt).—The spots or blotches on the Apple 
leaves are caused by the larva? of the Pear tree blister moth (Tinea Clerckella), 
which in its perfect state is a minute moth, appearing in May and June, 
depositing its eggs upon the foliage, and the larvae immediately they are 
hatched penetrate beneath the cuticle, and by feeding upon the parenchyma 
cause numerous brown blisters. When fully grown, or in September, it lets 
itself to the ground, and spins a cocoon on a leaf, changes into a chrysalis, 
in which state it remains until the following season. All dead leaves 
should be removed in autumn, digging the ground near the trees, and the 
trees washed with soapsuds occasional^ from the middle of May to the 
middle of June. 

Blindness in Cabbage {Idem).—There is no proof that it is caused by an 
insect, and certainly it is not the result of drought. A correspondent who 
has great experience in kitchen gardening attributes “blindness” of the 
plants to imperfect fertilisation of the flower, resulting in an imperfect 
formation of the seed, and consequently defeotive plants. We have seen 
one packet of seed yield many “ blind ” plants, another few or none. 

Vine Leaves Withering (D. B. D.).—It is a little singular you did no 
state at first what you state now. We were not far wrong in our surmis 
that there was too much moisture in the house. We suspected there were 
plants in it, but you could scarcely expect us to guess of the existence of a 
Pear tree shading one end where the unsatisfactory Vine is planted. The 
shade, with moisture from the Ferns, is sufficient to account for the condition 
of the foliage. The lerf sent from the other end of the house is highly 
satisfactory, and shows you did not use too much of Thomson’s manure, 
and that it did not do harm but good. 

Grapes and Flowers {G. H.).—We received some Grapes in a box, but 
no letter referring to them. The fruit was smashed with shaking about, 
aud the juice converted some paper m the box almost into pulp; if that 
was your letter not a line of writing was visible, nor were the numbers at¬ 
tached to the flowers. 

Cucumbers {H. J. M.).—It is quite certain a Cucumber could not grow 
3 inches iu a day in a “ cold frama,” and if either the plant or the fruit ex¬ 
tended that length the frame would be a warm one. You do not say whether 
you refer to the fruit or to the plant. The “ Cottage Gardener’s Dict'onary ” 
is an excellent work for amateurs who desire sound knowledge on the culti¬ 
vation of plants, fruit, and vegetables. Its price is 7s. 6d.; 8s. po3t free, 
and can be had from this office. 

Abnormal Grape Production {T. W.).—The small bunch of Grapes 
you have sent w th a portion of the old wood attached showing its issue 
direct from the old rod of the Vine, and not from a growing lateral, is 
unusual, though we have seen a similar case. On closely examining the 
stalk we find ha’f an inch from the base a contraction, you would possibly 
have noticed it also. That thicker half-inch is simply all that remains of a 
lateral that was pushing from the rod. The growth was arrested just where 
a small bunch of Grapes was forming, and these swelled and ripened, but 
no leaves developed. The bunch, then, is borne on a lateral half an inch 
long, so closely resembling the stalk of the fruit that its true character can 
only be perceived through a powerful magnifying glass. That is the ex¬ 
planation of the phenomenon of a bunch of Grapes pushing from the old 
rod of your Vine. 

Various {A Young Gardener).—Syringe the Peach aud Nectarine trees 
so soon as the fruit is gathered with petroleum, a wineglassful to a four- 
gallon wateriDg-potful of water, in which 0 ozs. eoftsoap and an ounce of 
soda have been dissolved. Keep the mixture constantly agitated whilst 
applying it to the trees, wetting them thoroughly in every part. Repeat 
in the course of a few days. Give the Chrysanthemums liquid manure 
and allow them plenty of room. The Primulas should be repotted without 
delay, and in doing so do not disturb the roots more than can be helped. 
If in pots already sufficiently large surface dress and feed with liquid 
manure. Kelp is a good manure for Cauliflowers and most vegetable crops. 
A half-peek may be given per rod. Apply it as a surface dressing. Stocks are 
not usually good for winter flowering; bu tEast Lothians or Intermediate 
are excellent for spring flowering, but it is too late for sowing now. Keep 
the Fuchsia safe from frost through the winter. Prune in February, repot 
when it begins to grow, and Bhiftinto larger pots as necessary. There is no 
better method of storing Celery than keeping it well earthed and protected. 
Leaf soil and cocoa refuse thoroughly reduced form a good substitute 
for peat, using a sixth of silver sand, and potting firmly. 

Grapes not Colouring {Doctor).—The Grapes having commenced 
colouring, and being now at a “ standstill,” will not, we fear, make any 
further effort in that direction. The only thing we can advise is not to 
reduce the foliage, hut if anything allow it to extend, and instead of 
increasing the heat merely keep a gentle warmth in the pipes so as to 
insure a temperature of TCP to 75° by day artificially and 60° to 65° at night, 
admitting air constantly suffici-nt to insure a circulation, and with sun 
admit air very freely. We anticipa'e the Grapes are ripe, and in that case 
they will not colour further. Want of colour is chiefly a consequence of 
overcropping, or insufficient supplies of nutriment for the demands of 
the fruit. 

Exhibition Plants {J. S.).—From the information contained in your letter 
it would be difficult to give a list of plants that would prove suitable to you ; 
hut if you will write to us again, stating whether you want them to be in 
good condition for any particular time of year, we shall be pleased to assist 
you. For instance, we might name flowering plants that would be right 
for showing during July and August that would be useless if required six 
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weeks or two months earlier. We might include Azaleas and some early 
flowering Heaths, that would be indispensable if required for early shows 
but useless for summer or autumn shows. You will no doubt readily per¬ 
ceive the necessity for tendering to us the information we need ti assist us 
in the selection of flowering plints that would be best for your require¬ 
ments. ^ 

Destroying Thrips on Azaleas and Ferns (H. C.). — Tobacco is the 
best remedy for aphides and also for thrips. Where fumigation cannot 
be practised we advise the tobacco juice of the manufacturer to he diluted 
with six times the quantity of water at 90° to 100°, strained, and the plants 
dipped or syringed so as to wet the Azalea leaves and fronds of the Ferns 
on the under side, and when dry syringe with clean water. If necessary 
repeat this application. J 

Gloire de Dijon Rose (II. C.).—By removing the flower buds now 
the plant will _ ripen the growths quicker and be correspondingly in¬ 
vigorated, but it is hardly likely to cause the plant to flower again in the 
winter, though it would materially assist it in flowering in the spring. 

Evergreens for Covering Banks (F. P., Exeter).—The best covering 
for a bank that we have seen and planted were Hypericum olympicum and 
H. calycinum, which forma dense evergreen mass, and have bright golden 
flowers in June onwards. 

Lime for Rose Beds (T. Tathmn).—Lime is a capital dressing for Rose 
beds, particularly old beds, which have been highly manured, and have the 
surface close and full of humus. A dressing may be given in October or 
early November at the rate of a bushel per rod, and freshly slaked 
pointing it m, or not deeper than 6 inches. For new beds it is also a 
necessary addition on most soils, but it should not be given in the fresh 
state along with manure, but previously, and to the extent before named 
If the soil has been freshly manured, or it is necessary to add manure for 
enrichment, then use old mortar rubbish from an old building freed of the 
woody matter that usually accompanies such material, and to the extent 
of a sixth for heavy soil, and smaller proportion as the soil is inclined to 
be light, mixing it well with the top 18 inches. 

Garden Infested with Millipedes ( W. R.).—The species enclosed is a 
small millipede (Julus pulrhellus). Its presence in such numbers suggests 
that either the land needs draining or is rich in vegetable matter, and 
needs a corrective in the form of lime. This may be given now or as soon 
as cleared of the crops, or distributed amongst those that are permanent 
such as Strawberries, in the freshly slaked state, at the rate of a bushel per 
square rod, choosing dry weather, and merely pointing it in with a fork. 
Lime will sink far enough without burying it deeply in the first instance 
The lime will convert the humus into nitrate of lime, hasten the decay of 
the vegetable substances, and prove deterrent, if not destructive to the 
millipedes. Gas lime will either kill or drive them away. It’cannot 
however, be applied safely to land under crop. Ground cleared of its crops’ 
should be dressed with it, using a peck per rod, distributed evenly on the 
surface, and allowing it to remain a few weeks before being pointed in. 

Heating Tomato Houses (A. B.).—Bottom heat is a great aid in early 
forcing, and is very desirable for Tomatoes, as it ensures a sturdy habit 
through the roots being in advance of the top growth. We are certain 
that it will return you a good per-centage on the outlay, the plants affording 
fruit sooner, which brings better returns from the salesmen. Two 4-inch 
flows and one return on each s de of a house 20 feet wide are ample for 
Tomatoes. Muriate of potash is an excellent manure for Tomatoes, not 
applying more at any time than a couple of ounces per square yard. It may 
be obtained of any agricultural manure dealer, or horticultural sundries- 
man. The side pits could not well be utilised for forcing Asparagus 
between the Tomato plants, as the latter will need to be 18 inches apart 
and trained as single cordons. There are of course other modes of training’ 
but we like the one-stem system, and have plants so trained with Tomatoes 
hanging like “ropes” of Onions. For early work cuttings should be 
inserted without delay, when struck potted off singly and grown so as to 
have strong plants for putting out by the new year. 

Thinning Seedling Asparagus (B. C.).—You will not do much good 
now by thinning out the seedlings unless it is intended to allow the plants 
to remain where sown, then the plants should be thinned to a foot distance 
apart in the rows and without a moment’s delay, as it will help those left 
to ripen the growths better and form finer buds. If the plants are very 
thick thinning will be difficult, and we should advise waiting until sprint, 
and then lift the whole of the plants, making a selection of the best, and 
planting in rows a yard apart and the plants 12 inches asunder in the 
rows, or if large heads are wanted 18 inches. The early part of April is 
the best time to transplant Asparagus, or when the plants have pushed 
growth a few inches long. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
mens can be named at once, and beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(R. L.).—1, Ecklinville ; 3, Doyenne du Comice; 4, Flemish Beauty o' 
Dunmore. The others are too immature to enable us to distinguish them.’ 
(W. Godwin).—The smaller Apple said to be a seedling is Red Astrachan. 
The larger one we do not know. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(T. W.)— Stapelia bufonia (good var.), Vanda Roxburghi, Acropera 
Loddigesi. (\V. W.).—The Orchids are, a, Promensea citrina, and b, Maxil- 
laria picta. We should be glad to see the drawing you mention. (Lady 
King).—Gnaphalium lanatum. J 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 7th. 
Market completely glutted with drop fruit. Prices all round much lower. 

FRUIT. 

... d. s. d. 
Apple?, ) sieve.I 6 to 3 6 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 

Cherries, j sieve .... 0 0 0 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 0 0 60 0 
Figs, dozen .0 9 10 
Grapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 
Lemons, case.10 0 15 0 
Melon, each .0 6 10 

s. d. s. d. 
Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0tol2 0 
Peaches, dozen .... 2 0 6 0 
Pears, dozen.10 16 
Pine Apples, English, 

per ft.16 0 6 
Plums, 4 sieve.16 2 6 
St. Michael Pines, each SO 6 6 
Strawberries, per lb. .. 0 0 0 0 

VEGETABLES. 

Artichoke?, dozen .. 
8. 
1 

a. 
0 

8. 
to 2 

d. 
0 

Asparagus, bundle .. 0 0 0 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. 0 3 0 0 
Beet, Red, dozen .. 1 0 s 0 
Broccoli, bundle .. 0 0 0 0 
Brussels Sprouts, I sieve 0 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen 1 6 0 0 
Capsicums, per 100 1 6 2 0 
Carrots, bunch ., 0 4 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 
Celery, bundle . 1 6 2 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 8 0 4 0 
Cucumbers, each .. 0 4 0 6 
Endive, dozen .. .. 1 0 2 0 
Herbs, bunch ., ,, 0 2 0 0 
Leeks, bunch .. .. 0 8 0 4 

Lettuce, dozen .. .. 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunoh. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, per cwt. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. ,. 
Scorzonera, bundle .. 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallots, per ft. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per ft. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

8. a. 8. a. 
0 9 to 0 0 
0 6 1 0 
0 3 0 a 
0 3 0 6 
3 0 8 0 
1 0 0 O 
4 0 5 » 
4 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
1 0 1 6 
1 e 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
8 0 4 0 
0 4 0 6 
0 4 0 a 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

8. a. 6. d. d. d. 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen. 3 0 to 9 o 
Arborvitae(golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen.. 8 0 6 0 

„ (common),dozen.. 0 0 0 0 „ Tricolor, dozen 3 0 6 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. 8 0 6 0 Gladiolus. 4 0 6 O 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 O 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 9 0 Lilies Valley, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 6 0 9 0 Lilium lancifoiium, doz. 12 0 18 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 Lobelia, dozen. 0 0 0 o 
Dractena terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 

„ virid is, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 
Erica, various, dozen 9 0 18 0 Musk, dozen . 2 0 4 o 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen. 6 0 12 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 Palms, in var., each 2 6 21 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen 6 0 12 0 
Ficus elastica, each 1 6 7 0 ,, scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 o 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 Spirtea, dozen. 0 0 0 6 

CUT FLOWERS. 

8. d. 8. d. 8. d. d, 
Ahutilons, 12 bunches .. 2 0 to 4 0 Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 O 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 „ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 8 0 6 0 Lily of Valley, 12 sprays e •o 0 0 
Asters, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 „ „ 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

„ French, bunch .. 1 6 2 0 Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mignonette, 12 bunches l 0 8 0 
Bluebells, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. l 6 3 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 1 0 Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 Pansies, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

„ 12 bunches.. 4 0 6 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 1 6 3 0 
Cornflower, 12 bunohes .. i 6 3 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 i 0 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 6 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 Pinks, White, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Encharis, dozen .. .. 2 0 4 0 ,, various, 12 bunch 2 0 4 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 2 0 5 0 PoeoDy, 12 bunches.. .. 0 0 0 0 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays i 0 i 6 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 

sprays 0 0 0 0 i, (doubfe), bunch .. 0 9 1 0 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 0 0 0 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 e 0 
blooms. 1 6 8 0 Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 „ (indoor), dozen 0 9 i 0 
bloom s. 1 0 1 6 „ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 0 

Lilac (white), French, „ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
bunch . 0 0 0 0 „ de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Lilinm longiflorum, 12 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 3 6 4 0 
blooms. 2 0 3 0 Tropaeolum, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Lilium lancifoiium, 12 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 1 0 
blooms. 0 6 1 0 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

KEEPING A COW. 

A correspondent lias written to us for advice about 
tbe selection, purchase, and management of a cow, and 
gladly do we reply to liis inquiry in this prominent 
manner, for there are, without doubt, many readers of 
the Journal who, like “FT. S. E.,” would like to keep a cow 
of their own and so ensure a supply of pure milk for their 
household, and be able to indulge in the luxury of plenty 
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of cream, good butter, white soups, custards, trifles, and 
other articles of diet into which daily produce enters 
largely. 

A disappointment is, however, in store for our friends 
at the outset, for we are bound to tell them that a 
■constant supply of milk the year round is not to he 
had from one cow. For at least two months of the 
time before and after calving the milk supply will cease 
entirely, and there will be a steady falling off in quantity 
for some time previously ; and, therefore, to have a con - 
stant and full supply of milk two cows at least are 
necessary. Into this we need not enter further, and it 
will answer our purpose fully if we now proceed to con¬ 
sider the selection and management of a cow. 

Our correspondent mentions a Jersey or a half-hred 
Jersey as being the best breed for butter, and we agree, 
but question the wisdom of going out of the way to 
obtain a single cow of a particular breed, because there 
are always cows of local breeds that ai’e good enough for 
all practical purposes. For example, “ H. S. E.” resides 
in East Anglia, and he cannot do better than purchase 
a polled Suffolk cow, for most of them are deep milkers, 
the milk is rich and the butter excellent. A neighbour 
of ours has a fine herd of polled cows kept solely for 
butter making, the quantity of butter made annually at 
the farm being upwards of two tons. It is true enough 
that certain local breeds like the Sussex cows are not 
good dairy cows, but there are plenty of good cross-bred 
cows to be had in Sussex. 

If, possible, select a young cow soon after it has had 
its second calf, for it will then be at its best, and a safe 
opinion may be had of its good and bad qualities. Older 
cows may, of course, be purchased provided sound 
judgment is brought to bear upon the matter. Do not be 
tempted to buy a cow sent to market for sale with its 
calf, however tempting its appearance may be. Depend 
upon it the cow is sold for some fault, such as poverty of 
milk either in quantity or quality, a vicious temper, a 
tendency to barrenness, or difficult parturition. A 
beginner should either purchase a well-known cow at the 
Michaelmas auction sale of an outgoing farm tenant, or 
get a person upon whose judgment he can rely to procure 
one for him : the price will be from £12 to £20, very 
useful cows being now sold for prices very little beyond 
the lower sum. 

If the cow is purchased at Michaelmas there would 
probably be enough grass upon the pasture for the next 
month, but the cow should not be exposed to the heavy 
downpour of rain which we so frequently have in October; 
a little stall feeding with hay and some Oat straw in the 
yard must therefore be taken into our calculation of ways 
and means. Stall feeding from the end of October till 
the end of March—a period of five months—is a certainty, 
and there must be due provision of food for the whole 
of that time. A cow requires about 70 lbs. of food 
daily, or say about 1 ton a month, so that at least 5 tons 
per cow should be stored for the winter months, and with 
such a late spring as we had this year there should be a 
surplus for April. Of the 5 tons one at least should 
consist of meadow" hay and the remainder of roots, Oat 
or Barley straw, and bran. A mixed diet is altogether 
best, and to 14 lbs. of hay and 7 lbs. of bran we may 
aid sliced Carrots or Mangolds, with some chopped straw, 
and if a supply of "Cabbages can be had a moderate 
quantity tends materially to the maintenance of a full 
flow of milk. Turnips should never be used uncooked 
for milch cows, as they impart a rank bitter flavour to 
the butter that is very unpalatable. If cooked and the 

water poured off the}' may be used with chaff, and cows 
are very fond of them so prepared. 

Pure 'water, fresh air,and cleanliness are indispensable. 
The cow shed should be snug and warm, but there should 
he thorough ventilation both day and night. The floor 
should be of asphalte or cement, and if litter is used 
for bedding it should he removed every morning and the 
floor svrept clean. We hold that cleanliness in the cow 
house is as important as it is in the dairy, and we have 
no doubt that the filthy state in which cows are so often 
seen tends to spoil both milk and butter. It will be 
understood that we never turn out cows on pasture in 
winter; they have exercise in the yard upon fine days, 
but are kept in the shed at night and from exposure to 
cold and wet. 

(To be continued.) 

WORK OK THE HOME FARM. 

Enough rain has fallen to keep stubble Turnips growing, and we 
now hope to have sufficient for the ewes and lambs next spring, but 
the roots at best can now only be small. Mangolds are growing freely, 
and on some farms the crop will be a heavy one ; on others it will be 
inferior. Some flockmasters have been compelled to pull Mangolds for 
the half-starved sheep, as there was nothing for them upon the meadows, 
and we have seen Mangolds pulled and thrown upon the stubbles for 
the sheep. We have made no purchases of old sheep for folding this 
autumn, for the scarcity of green food and of roots convinced us that 
we could not do so profitably. Yet there was some temptation to buy 
sheep, for much of the second growth of Red Clover was worthless, both 
for seed and stover. We turned what growth there was to account by 
letting it for grazing at about £1 per acre, upon condition that the 
sheep had a given quantity of oilcake daily, the flockmaster sending a 
shepherd in charge of the sheep with hurdles and troughs, and they 
were to be kept in each fold for twenty-four hours. Under these 
conditions we have had some 1200 sheep upon two of our off farms, 
which have manured the land and left it quite ready for ploughing 
for Wheat, and we have received a handsome sum of money for rent 
into the bargain. We mention this matter, by the way, as an illus¬ 
tration of our teaching that a farmer should not invariably act by line 
and rule, but rather adapt himself to circumstances, and try and turn 
to account each outcome of peculiar seasons. 

The tups are now with the ewes for service in order to have lambs 
early in January. The ewes are strong selected animals in high con¬ 
dition, which, at this season of the year, is maintained solely by grazing 
upon sound pastures, the tups only having corn when they are kept 
from the ewes upon alternate days. We use lamb tups of the Hamp¬ 
shire Down breed with half-bred Suffolk ewes. From this cross we 
obtain fine lambs, which come to hand for market by the first week in 
June, or in about eighteen weeks from the birth, and we believe them 
to be more hardy and to come to maturity earlier than the pure bred 
Suffolks. We may mention that every faulty ewe was withdrawn from 
the flock immediately after the lambs were weaned. Among such are 
included barrens, crones, or over-age ewes, and any having bud udders 
or any other faults rendering them unsuitable for rearing lambs. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

L&t. 61° S2'40"N.; Lon^, 0° 8'0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. ; 9 A.M. | IN THE DAT. 

1887. 

Aug.—Sep. 
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 Shade Tem¬ 

perature. 
Radiation 

Temperature 
a 

*5 
« 

Dry. Wet. Max. Min. 
In 

sun. 
On 

grass 

Inches. deg deg. deg. deg. dez. deg. deg. In. 
Pnnday . 28 29 75(5 66 7 65 0 E. 62 6 75 7 00.3 110.9 57 6 — 

Monday. 29 29.67(5 64 2 59.2 s. 631 73.5 57.7 118 2 528 0 2 51 
Tuesday .... 30 29.739 65 3 59.9 s.w. 627 72.1 59 0 1127 6(5.4 0.6'3 
Wednesday.. 3L 29.473 62 6 57.3 w. 62.2 70.4 56.6 117.2 53 7 0 094 
Thursday .... 1 29.728 61.6 5S.4 s. 61.2 G5.2 54.3 84.6 51.L 0.239 
Friday . 2 29.783 56 9 51.0 s.w. 60.5 63 7 56 1 1012 51 8 0 069 
Saturday .... 3 29 812 6U.1 54 7 \\\ 595 69.2 62 4 112.8 47.9 0.308 

29.612 62.5 57.9 G1.7 70.0 56 6 108 2 53.0 1.58 

REMARKS 
28th.—A shower in early morning ; then fair, though frequently threatening, throughout. 
29th.— Heavy rain in the morniog, with thunder at 9 AJI. and at 10 A.M ; line afternoon ; 

rain again at night. 
30th,—Fine morning ; wet afternoon and evening; gale and heavy rain at night. 
31st.—Stormy, with squalls of r iiu early and in the morning, bright between whiles ; one 

peal of thunder at 2 45 PM, followed by a sharp squall of rain and hail, then bright 
sunshine ; another sharp shower about an hour later ; fair evening; much wind 
throughout. 

1st.—Dull, with heavy showers at 11.3) A M. and 1 P.M.; wet evening; stroDg S.W. gale 
at night. 

2nd.—Gale continued, but with diminished force; dull aad showery till after 3 P.M., 
then fine. 

3rd.—Fine bright morning, clouding over towards noon : fair afternoon ; wet night. 
A wet and windy week. Mean temperature about 3Q above the average, aud almo-t 

exactly the same as that of th ? preceding week. This week, however, the mean maxi¬ 
mum temperature approximated to the average, and was about G° lower tliau that of the 
preceding week, while the mean minimum temperature was about as much above both 
the average and that of the preceding week.—G. J. SYMONS. 
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Brighton Show. 

Manchester Show (two days). 

15th Sunday after Trinity. 

SHOWING AND JUDGING. 

XFIIBITIONS of garden produce have, with¬ 
out doubt, contributed powerfully to supe¬ 
riority of culture ; and if it had not been for 
such shows British gardening would not 
lia\e attained its generally high standard 
of to-day. There would have been expert 
cultivators in the absence of these shows, 
just as there were before their existence’ 

because there are men who require no external stimulus 
to urge them on in accomplishing the self-imposed task 
of excelling all former efforts. That, however, is not the 
habit or the nature of all. It may be safely said the 
majority need spurring on, so to say, to place them in 
the front ranks of workers in practical horticulture; and 
many professional gardeners and non-skilled amateurs 
lia\6 been firecl with a zeal to excel by the splendid 

■examples of others that have been displayed at public 
exhibitions. Flower shows have, moreover, been the means 
ef inducing thousands of persons to indulge in the 
pleasant occupation of gardening, and to become growers 
of flowers, fruits, or vegetables. They have seen the 
achievements of others and been compelled to become 
cultivators in turn, and have eventually become formidable 
competitors. Thus has the taste for gardening spread 
and a great industry been created. 

In order to increase the interest, not in show's alone, 
but in the delightful art of which they are the exponents, 
oppoi tunities should be afforded for the greatest possible 
number of cultivators to place before the public the best 
examples of cultural skill that can be produced. And 
this should honestly represent their own work. As a 
rule the schedules of shows are comprehensive and 
judiciously framed, but there is very little doubt that 
classes have been introduced by persons of a nature 
which the proposers of them felt they could compete in 
successfully. There is, perhaps, no great harm in that if 
keen competition ensues and the products staged are 
grown by the exhibitor, and at the same time are meri¬ 
torious. Persons who are animated by selfish motives in 
the framing of schedules are sure to be “ taken in ” 
sooner or later, and that matter, of which complaints are 
not unheard, usually rights itself. 

A subject of much greater importance is the growing 
tendency to offer exciting prizes for which it is known 
only a few can compete; because in that case it prac¬ 
tically amounts to distributing large sums of the money 
of a society amongst those few, for the classes are so 
framed as to deter the great body of cultivators from 
entering, and they are deterred. Nor are these sensa¬ 
tional prizes won with the “ best of everything.” They 
are won because of the skill or ingenuity of competitors 
in placing on the tables the requisite number of the 

No. 377.—Yol. XY., Third Series. 

articles stipulated for, and the greater this number is the 
more inferior must many of the individual products be. 
That plan is neither encouraging to gardeners as a body 
nor resultant of the highest examples of cultural skill. 

The produce staged in a class of twelve dishes of fruit 
and vegetables is better and the competition keener than 
in a class of twice that number of dishes, and it is the 
same in respect to plants; the greater the number of 
specimens named, the fewer the competitors and the 
weaker some of the plants must be. When experience 
shows that large amounts offered for a great number of 
individual exhibits in a class brings out good and genuine 
competition the plan is justified by results; but when, on the 
other hand, there is little or no competition in these big 
classes for the great prizes, as is not unfrequently the case, 
the question arises as to whether it would not be better to 
allocate the money differently—spread it over a wider 
field in restricting the stipulations within reasonable and 
piactical bounds, thus opening the classes more widely, 
and giving more than three prizes in each. It is quite 
common to see meritorious collections left out in the 
cold where the competition is great, while large sums are 
awarded for produce relatively inferior in the larger 
classes simply because the competition is small. It is 
true the judges at most shows are empowered to with¬ 
hold prizes when the exhibits are not considered of such 
merit as to deserve them, also to grant extra prizes to 
meritorious exhibits; but as a rule they simply follow 
the schedule, because by withholding prizes or granting 
an inferior prize they incur the risk of sharp criticisin’. 
Ihere is, however, no good reason why they should either 
fear that or object to it, especially since in the great 
majority of cases their decisions are right. Nor are 
they encouraged to give extra prizes, for in the first 
place the funds at disposal often do not allow of this; 
and, secondly, when a start is made in making extra 
awards it is not easy to know where to stop. If more 
than three prizes are provided, as they are at the shows 
of florists’ flowers, these prizes are adjudged as a duty, 
and it is almost certain that if the number of prizes were 
increased in some fruit classes the competition would 
increase accordingly, and a greater and a better aggre¬ 
gate show be the gratifying result. It is also conceivable 
that this might be accomplished with less expenditure 
than when the lion’s share of the sum total is spent on 
a sensational class or two from which, by its very nature, 
a large number of good cultivators are excluded. 

In the report of the Crystal Palace Show last week, 
Mr. H. W. Ward is credited with the first prize (£8) for 
a collection of twenty bunches of Grapes in ten varieties, 
while in the next class of two bunches each of five varieties 
the whole of the three prizes only amount to £ 1 more; 
yet if there were only three competitors there would be 
thirty bunches which, because of the limit as to number 
and variety, may be confidently regarded as much superior 
to the twenty in the big class. There may be a doubt as to 
the actual value of the Longford Grapes, one version of the 
report (official) placing them first, the judges’ card third ; 
but that does not affect the fact of a good competition and 
thirty bunches bringing a reward of ,£9 to three prize- 
takers, while £8 goes into the pocket of one exhibitor of 
twenty bunches, in a class where there is “no comne- 
tition.” 

Again, in the report of the Newcastle Show, a great 
class is noted, in which there were only three competi¬ 
tions, absorbing £50 of the prize money; while in the 
two classes for eight and four dishes there were no less 

No. 2033.—Yol. LXXYIL, Old Series. 
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than sixteen competitors, the fruit on the whole being far 
more meritorious than in the “Jubilee” sensation, in 
which common hardy fruits, including Gooseberries and 
Currants, figured conspicuously, and from which Pine 
Apples were excluded. Yet the amount offered in the 
classes in which there was such good competition—and, 
as, the report indicates, splendid fruit—bore no compari¬ 
son to that awarded in the class in which there were just 
three competitors, in which anything that could be had 
appears to have been scraped together for making up the 
requisite number of dishes. It is recorded that in the 
eight-dish class five prizes were awarded, and if there had 
been only the orthodox three it is fair to assume that 
some exhibitors would have had nothing for as good fruit 
probably as !n the class over which £50 was distributed. 

It would seem to be regirded almost as a crime for 
exhibitors to question the manner in which prize money is 
distributed over schedules, or the awards made by judges 
at s1iowts. They have an indisputable right to do both, 
and, in the former case especially, good reason for their 
objection to the existing order of things of the nature of 
the examples referred to. As to judges at shows, they 
are public functionaries engaged in a public duty, and the 
best of them not immaculate. They are open to criticism, 
and they ought to be. If it were not for public criticism 
of the decisions of honest, able and experienced men on 
the judicial bench, many a wrong verdict would have had 
to be endured that has been righted, and other errors of 
judgment have probably been averted because of the very 
criticism that some, with the best of motives, condemn. 
Cases are well known where the verdicts of judges at 
horticultural shows have been reversed by the very judges 
who made them, when something they had overlooked had 
been brought to their notice just before the shows were 
open to the public—for it is most difficult for alterations 
to be made afterwards. When judges are in threes two 
of them may agree, yet the one who disagrees may be 
right. This has been so more than once, and afterwards 
admitted. Prizes have been awarded that have been 
almost unanimously condemned, and the judges who 
awarded them would gladly have revised them if some 
points had been brought to their notice before the shows 
were open to the public. Persons who have had experience 
in the inner working of shows know that the facts are as 
stated, and yet the judges of flowers, fruit, and vegetables 
above all other judges, must be above criticism ! Why ? 
Competent judges who are conscious of having made no 
mistake can afford to be criticised, and it is only those 
who have a lurking doubt as to whether the} have erred 
or not who are afraid of it; and efforts made to prevent 
the public discussion of a public matter are very apt to 
engender a feeling that there is reason for discontent, 
while actually no valid reason may exist when the matter is 
fully investigated. “ Protests ” by disappointed exhibitors 
are estimated accordingly, but the dissent of competent 
men who are not disappointed is entitled to respect. 
There are always as good judges in a great show as those 
who happen to be chosen to make the awards; and in 
nineteen cases out of twenty the opinion of the unpreju¬ 
diced majority of these expert cultivators is in harmony 
with the awards; but that is no reason why the twentieth 
case, if wrong, should not be pointed out. 

It can never be forgotten that exhibitors who protest 
against awards made to their own produce place them¬ 
selves in a delicate position, for if they are as fair and 
impartial as the judges are they would equally protest 
against being adjudged a prize in excess of the merits 
of their produce as they would when they feel its value 

underestimated. Take as an example the last public 
protest. hupposing the judges had placed the first- 
prize card on the Grapes exhibited by Mr. Ward, it is- 
morally certain that there would have been much dissent; 
and in that case, being as impartial as the judges and as- 
desirous of doing justice to all—to the promoters of the show 
and exhibitors—he would have protested against being 
awarded the first prize. It is by that test that complaints 
are judged; therefore unless a complainant is on very firm 
ground indeed he will strengthen the position of the 
judges he condemns, and thus it is that these officials, 
being cultivators of standing, adjudicators of experience, 
and men of high character, have not the slightest dread 
of public criticism, for if they have they are scarcely fit 
to occupy the important public position that makes them 
so prominent as that to which they are or were elected.— 
Experientia docet. 

GOOD MUSHROOM CULTURE. 
Since “ Mushrooms for the Million ” appeared very few, if any, 

articles have appeared in the Journal on the cultivation of the 
Mushroom until the one appeared under the above heading at page 
158. Many gardeners still fail in their cultivation, and however 
valuable outside beds are for early and late supplies, I may say that 
for a constant supply through the winter, and especially through a 
winter like the past, it does not do to trust to outside beds aione. 
Last winter we were fairly successful in their production, and the- 
following notes may be acceptable to some readers, especially as 
they differ in some instances from the article at page 158. 

I fully endorse “ E. Y. R.’s ” estimate of the manure to be used, 
but it takes us about three weeks to collect sufficient droppings for 
a bed, so it is laid out in an open shed about a foot in depth, and 
turned occasionally until a sufficient quantity is collected, when it is. 
thrown into a heap and turned every day, or every other day as re¬ 
quired, until the manure is in a proper condition—not too wet or 
too dry. When ready it is taken to the Mushioom house and 
formed into a bed, placing it in layers and beating firmly as the 
work proceeds. In the article in question 80° is given as the 
highest point the temperature of the bed should rise to. Our beds, 
generally rise to 100° or 110°, and sometimes more. If it rises 
above 100° we bore holes over the bed so as to prevent it over¬ 
heating. When the temperature falls to 85° the holes are closed 
and the bricks of spawn laid on the top of the bed and turned 
every morning. The spawn soon commences running, and by the 
time the temperature is down to 80° the bed is spawned, and the soil 
which has previously been placed in the house to warm is put on 
and the whole beaten down solidly. When the temperature of the 
bed falls to 70° mats, about a couple in thickness, are laid on the bed, 
and allowed to remain there until the young Mushrooms appear, 
when the mats are removed, and the bed receives a gentle watering 
with soft water at a temperature of 80°. The mats are again laid 
over the bed, but are not now placed directly on it, but are sup¬ 
ported 3 inches off it with strips of wood. The temperature of the- 
house is kept at from 55° to 60°, and is damped every morning. We 
have gathered Mushrooms in three weeks from the time the spawn 
was inserted, but a month is about the rule. 

Laying the spawn on the bed brings it on a week in advance, 
and there need be no fear of inserting bad spawn. It is not an 
original idea, but it is not practised nearly so much as it ought to be. 
I also think that Mushroom beds are allowed to cool too much 
before inserting the spawn : G5° is far too low, 75° to 80° is nearer 
the mark. The mats, besides keeping up the temperature of the 
bed, keep the soil in a uniform state as regards moisture. When 
the surface is not covered the soil is apt to get too dry, and so 
take a larger quantity of water than is good for the bed. Over¬ 
dryness of the dung before being made into a bed is often the cause 
of many failures ; it had much better be a little too wet than too 
dry.—A. Young. 

FLOWERS IN EAST LOTHIAN. 
One great advantage we who live north of the Tweed have over 

those who are located in the southern counties of England is the 
comparative coolness of the nights, no matter how hot and drying 
the day may be. Thus it occurred that plants which were languish¬ 
ing in the daytime under the intensity of the sun’s heat and for 
lack of moisture, were in the morning hours upright and seemingly 
little the worse for the previous day’s ordeal. Phloxes were the 
only flowers well cultivated which refused to be comforted. 
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They drooped at night, and were equally flaccid in the morning, 
faking them altogether they have been failures. Hardy flowers as 
a class do not stand the heat, and those who have nothing better to 
depend upon in a season like this will have had but a sorry display, 
bulbous species have been the most satisfactory. Alstroemerias 
some -Lilies Gladiolus species, Tigridias, Hyacinthus candicans, &c 

ave never been better. The hybrid Gladiolus have also been ex¬ 
ceptionally fane. Last year only six small spikes could be gathered 
the second week in September. This year they have been abundant 
afl through August, several plants running up to 6 and 7 feet in 
freight, and as a matter of course the spikes were proportionately 
hue i hese, however, have been watered occasionally. Roses were 
good whilst they lasted, but were remarkably soon over ; some- 
thing like the Strawberries in that respect. Dahlias, on the other 
hand, have grown with great rapidity and flowered most profusely. 
-tlolJyhocks have not been so good. Asters plainly appreciate 
plenty of sunshine, being much better than usual. Sunflowers also 
have enjoyed the drought. Pentstemons, even a few that were 
watered, are not so good as usual. Antirrhinums also poorer than 
usua . Pinks and Carnations, though not so large, have done re¬ 
markably well, very few losses having occurred, an experience 
quite novel here. We lifted the layers a fortnight ago, and shall 
expect a strong bloom next year. We are growing some hundreds 
or early Chrysanthemums on the mixed borders, and these have 
come out of the ordeal splendidly. The plants flagged best seem 
none the worse, and are now quite bright and effective. Single 
zinnias have thriven amazingly—most lovely flowers these—and so 
have Salpiglossis, also beautiful, though in some seasons neither so 
well. 

,, more strictly bedding plants nothing could be better 
an the common Paris Daisy. The [ lants are dwarf and one sheet 

<*7**». Alternantheras have also been specially high coloured 
and fa tier than usual. Zonal Pelargoniums have, as a matter of 
course, been masses of flowers, Henry Jacoby being in particular 
very rich. The old Christine, planted with a yellow Violas in- 
ermixed. is most soft and pleasing. Some of the variegated kinds 

have not been quite so effective as usual, the drought beino- 
seemingly inimical to fine foliage. Violas have done wonderfully 
well plenty of water and no seed pods allowed to form being the 
c let mean® °f keeping these fine. Calceolarias are not quite so°good 
as usual. Lobelias, with exception of Wave of Blue, not so good. 
Ageratums, Tropteolums, and double Ivy-leaf Pelargoniums all very 

-Begonias poor. The one great drawback to the effectiveness 
ot the flower garden has been the paucity of green. The grass in 
the parks has been quite browned, and portions of the lawn even 
worse, so that the great foil to high colouring has been this season 
wanting in some degree. However, recent showers are changing 
ail that, and with a fairly good autumn we shall have a lengthened 
season of flowers. Cuttings are slightly smaller this year, and we 
have been fully a fortnight later in securing them ; but by striking 

em under glass we shall make them larger before winter, and hope 
to lose nothing of consequence through the very great heat.—B. 

NOTES ON THE CULTIVATION OF 
ASPARAGUS. 

Since taking the charge of these gardens I have been fortunate 
an producing some extra fine Asparagus. A few notes on the culti¬ 
vation of that esteemed vegetable as practised here may prove of 
sen ice to beginners, especially to those whose employers are parti¬ 
cularly fond of it and like large heads. As soon as sufficiently ripe, 
we cut off all the matured stems and hoe the surface of the beds as 
deep as we can without injury to the roots, clearing off all the 
weeds and refuse. As winter approaches the beds are well mulched 
with decayed cow manure, say from 3 to 4 inches in depth, which 
should be short, as if not it prevents the heads pushing through the 
surface, often causing them to turn again into the soil. We then 

a^eys between the beds with a fork, for if done with 
the spade the roots from the outer rows are very liable to be cut, 
thereby causing damage to the plants. About the middle of March 
we stretch a line by the edge of the beds, straighten them with a 
spade after the surface has been levelled ; if not in this condition 
we draw some of the manure into the hollows, and lightly cover 
the beds with soil from the alleys. Care should be taken not to 
allow the beds to rise over G inches above the ground level. This 
may be prevented in autumn by drawing some of the top soil into 
the alleys before covering with manure. Beds that are raised con¬ 
siderably above the level are very liable to suffer by drought, espe¬ 
cially during a hot dry season such as we have experienced this 
year, unless the sides of the alleys are mulched. It maybe necessary 
to raise the beds higher in low localities where the soil is heavy, 
■net, and cold. We then give the beds a good dressing of common 
garden salt, covering them with it. This we consider a great help 

to the production of good large heads, keeping the beds all the 
season free from weeds—an important matter, and one that is too 
often the cause of failure in growing good Asparagus. When the 
beds are covered with weeds all the growing season the young heads 
draw up weakly, and the beds are robbed of their fertility to a large 
extent Our soil is of a light sandy nature, and this I believe to be 
what Asparagus likes, wfaen liberally supplied with manure and 
well attended in other respects. 

When I first took charge of these gardens the practice was to 
Sr°VA Asparagus rows on the flat, which I considered was not 
the best mode and therefore resolved to make them into beds. 
1 ms has proved to be a better method, for the results have been 
satisfactory, and my employer informs me that the Asparagus this 
season is not only the finest, but the best flavoured he has ever 
had. 1 he beds should be made about 3 feet 6 inches wide, planting 
three rows 1 foot apart, and the same distance, or a little more 
between each plant in the rows, and about 4 inches deep. The 
outside rows are therefore 9 inches from the edge of the bed At 
each end we drive in a stout stake as a future guide, leaving the 
alleys 1 foot or 15 inches wide. We never water good establfshed 
beds, and our plants have stood the drought of this season without 
showing the least signs of distress ; in fact, I believe the “ grass ” 
to be stronger and better than it was last year. 

We planted some one-year-old plants at the end of April, 188G 
(which were procured by Mr. Dick during his stay in France) on 
an old bed from which the plants were lifted for early forcing. 
I he ground was well trenched, with a large quantity of decayed 
cow manure added to it. We then dug the trenches the same 
distance and depth as recommended, every care being taken to 
spread out the roots. After covering, they were well watered, and 
kept moist during the growing season. They made very good 
pi ogress, and this season the growth has been surprising, some 
very fine heads bajng produced. To next season we look forward 
hopefully, for we anticipate as fine, if not finer, heads than we 
have been able lo cut this year. Great care should be taken in 
cutting the heads. I prefer an ordinary pruning knife well 
sharpened. The soil should be moved lightly from the heads, and 
then cut in a slanting direction downwards until the head is loose. 
We cut close until about the middle of June, then only the best 
heads, discontinuing it as soon a? we can procure Peas in sufficient 
quantity to take the place of Asparagus. 

I trust these few notes (my first) may prove beneficial to youn<r 
gardeners who may have taken the charge of beds in a state of 
decline, or are not in that vigorous condition that may be desired, 
as well as to those who may anticipate preparing ground to replace 
beds that are practically worn out.—P. T. D. 

[We trust these “ first ” useful notes will not be the last we shal 
have from our able correspondent.] 

DENDROCHILUM FILIFORME. 

At the recent flower show held at Ewell, Mr. D. Whiteman, 
gardener to A. W. Gadesden, Esq., Ewell Castle, was awarded first 
prize for a beautiful collection of plants in a class for the best 
group arranged for effect. In the centre was a fine specimen of 
Dendrochilum filiforme, with exactly 100 drooping spikes of 
yellow flowers, each measuring about 18 inches from the top of 
the pseudo-bulb. The plant is growing in a 24-size pot, and the 
material used is peat and sphagnum mixed together, and plenty of 
drainage. It has been grown in the warm house, but for a month 
previous to being exhibited it was in bloom in the conservatory. 
Few Orchid blooms have lasted fresh so long a time during the hot 
months of July and August. 

CALANTHES. 

These are also well grown by Mr. Whiteman. He has about a 
hundred plants growing in 32-sized pots in a stove close to the 
glass, but shaded from the bright sunshine. The leaves are a deep 
green colour, and many of the bulbs of C. Yeitchi exceed a foot 
in length ; others suspended from the roof of the East Indian house 
are even larger, and there will no doubt be a grand display of 
blooms at a time when most valued. The compost consists of 
peat, fibrous loam, cow dung, crocks, charcoal, and a sprinkling of 
coarse silver sand. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ORCHIDS. 

Many of the good but old-fashioned Orchids are well repre¬ 
sented. Ccelogyne cristata, C. ocellata, C. corrugata, and C. spe- 
ciosa, Cypripedium insigne, C. hirsutissimum, are in quantity, and 
the plants large. The useful Dendrobium nobile and its variety 
coerulescens, D. densiflorum, D. fimbriatum, and D. thyrsiflorum, 
are all well grown, with Oncidium Harrisoni, 0. tigrinum, and 
^ygopetalum Mackayi. Pleiones, like Calanthes, are well culti¬ 
vated, and are in various stages ; the earliest are just showing 
flower spikes. There are not many Orchids in bloom, but among 
others are. Odontoglossum bictoniense, with twenty flowers on a 
spike, Oncidium Lanceanum, Miltonia spectabilis. Cypripedium 
i earcei (caricinum) in a large pan is very singular, having narrow 
grass-like leaves, and the spikes rising we'l above the foliage, pro¬ 
ducing six flowers on each of a pale green colour. C. longifolium 
has been blooming a long time, Sobralia macrantha, and Zygo- 
petalum maxillare. The gardens are very interesting, and much 
might be written of the well-managed occupants in each depart¬ 
ment.—G. W. C. 

MELON NOTES. 
It is not general for Melons to be grown without being provided 

with heat, either from hot-water pipes or fermenting material, as 
generally the disease to which Melons are subject is more quickly 
engendered in a low temperature than when a good warmth is 
maintained. The present season has been one that would naturally 
favour the culture of Melons on this principle, but few are prepared 
to venture on so uncertain a speculation. In the gardens of 
Draycot House, Chippenham, there has been an excellent though 
not extensive crop of this indispensable fruit, which has been grown 
without the aid of either fermenting manure or hot water, the 
plants having been most vigorous, clean, and healthy. The house 
in which this crop was grown is a small lean-to, 20 feet by 7 feet, 
and from this small roof space nearly thirty fruits have been cut, 
averaging lbs. each, ad of one variety, Sutton’s Imperial Green- 
flesh. This sort, Mr. Gibson, the able gardener, ha3 formed a high 
opinion of. The fruits become beautifully netted, are perfect in 
shape, and is very deep in the flesh, there being no cavity between 
the seeds and flesh, as is common with many varieties. 

Rich soil Mr. Gibson is careful to avoid for these crops, as from 
this cause alone canker is very apt to occur when grown on the 
restricted methods. Medium clay, or the second spit from a pasture, 
is what is employed at Draycot, this being stacked some few months 
before required for use, to cause it to become mellow, nothing 
whatever being added to this beyond a sprinkling of lime until 
after the fruits are set, when a small quantity of fish guano is 
applied. . It is surprising what vigorous plants may be grown in 
such a soil. Several leaves measured exceeded 14 inches in diameter, 
and proportionately stout; the plants retaining their full vigour 
until the fruits were cut, no drying olf being practised. Air was 
not given until after mid-day, but a slight shade was given to 
prevent burning. A little air was admitted after the sun had lost 
its influence for about two hours, this plan being adopted to allow 
of the leaves and house becoming dry before nightfall, as the paths, 
walls, and bed were kept constantly moist during the early part of 
the day. Altogether this instance of Melon culture maybe termed 
a success, the method of procedure practised being quite economical 
and satisfactory in principle.—W. 

HANGING BASKETS FOR THE WARM FERNERY. 

If hanging baskets are useful accessories to the ornamentation 
of the cool fernery, they are just as much needed in the warm 
house devoted to the cultivation of Ferns and other foliage plants ; 
but in this we have less difficulty to contend with, as there is a far 
larger quantity of plants from which a varied selection can be 
made ; and on account of the great diversity found among stove 
Ferns, both as regards colour and form, a much greater variation 
may be obtained through the planting of these hanging baskets in 
various sizes. Exceedingly pretty little miniature ones can be 
made exclusively with the Adiantums Edgeworthi, dolabriforme, 
and caudatum, all three evergreen East Indian species of small and 
rampant growth. Their being proliferous at the apex of the 
fronds is a great recommendation for the purpose which we have in 
view, as these species frequently show three, and even four genera¬ 
tions of plants hanging from the original or mother fronds. The 
general appearance of A. Edgeworthi or ciliatum, as it is sometimes 
called, is as distinct as it is pleasing, on account of the lovely soft 
green tint of its pubescent foliage, as also because of the elegant 
way in which the pinnae, pink in their young stage, are divided. 
A. caudatum is easily distinguished from the above by the greyish 

and dull colour of its fronds, and also by the peculiar shape of its 
pinnae, which are much more cuneiform ; while in A. dolabriforme 
we have a plant entirely distinct from the other two ; and, although 
it appears as only a variety of the lovely A. lunulatum, it is much 
to be valued on account of its evergreen character, which does not 
belong to the species. This A. dolabriforme was sent out only a 
few years ago by Mr. B. S. Williams (to whom we are indebted for 
the illustration), with the idea that it would prove a plant of great 
value for basket culture, and the anticipation has been fully 
realised, for it forms a dense yet elegant mass of a particularly 
bright green foliage, and has been the means of making some of the 
prettiest small baskets that we ever had the good fortune to see. 

A. lunulatum, although naturally deciduous, is well worthy of 
cultivation for basket purposes ; and, although it is an old species, 
I well remember the sensation which a few years ago a huge 
basket of it created at one of the quinquennial Belgian exhibitions. 
The plant in that memorable occasion had been grown in London 
by its exhibitors ; and, while in February there were no signs of 
life, by the time of the exhibition, in June or July, the basket was 
in such perfection that it riveted the admiration of all beholders. 
This distinct and handsome species, of slender pendulous habit, has 
foliage of a peculiar shape, its alternate pinnae being lunulate and1 
of a particularly bright green colour, which forms a pleasing con¬ 
trast with the shining black colour of the rachis and stalks, which 
are very conspicuous. Its foliage remains in good condition until 
about the middle of October, when it dies down naturally ; and if 
the plant is properly treated during the winter and not allowed to- 
pet dust dry it usually starts into growth about the middle of 
February, or at the latest the beginning of March, and rapidly 
forms a most interesting mass of verdure. Very pretty small 
baskets are also made with Asplenium elegantulum, an evergreeni 
dwarf species from the Fiji Islands, which, like the above-named 
Adiantums, is proliferous at the apex and of a dark shining green 
colour ; and the uncommon New Holland species called flabel- 
lifolium, which on account of its extremely slender growing 
nature, is particularly well adapted for that purpose. Its fronds, 
generally from 12 to 15 inches long, are formed of two parallel rows 
of small and curiously fan-shaped pinna;, of a bright dark green 
colour, and thoroughly distinct aspect; the apex of its fronds is- 
also proliferous, and it is easily propagated. 

The Ferns which may with advantage be used for the formation 
of baskets of a larger or medium size are much more numerous 
than those adapted for small ones, and for that purpose almost any 
Ferns of a drooping habit can be utilised ; but the genus which 
supplies us with the greatest number is undoubtedly that of 
Davallia. The majority of these plants are provided with creeping 
rhizomes, which render them most valuable for such a use, as in 
course of time they entirely clothe the outer surface of the baskets 
in which they are planted and make handsome objects. Their 
foliage, elegant and finely cut generally, looks particularly hand 
some when seen from below, and being very tenacious remains a 
long time on the plants. In Davallia bullata we have one of the 
most attractive of the genus, with fronds about 10 inches long,, 
nearly triangular in shape, and of a rich dark shining green colour, 
produced on creeping rhizomes, which are covered with minute 
scales of a bright reddish hue, accounting for the popular appella¬ 
tion of the Squirrel’s Foot Fern. Davallia elegans and its variety 
dissecta from Java are also included among the most useful Ferns 
for basket purposes ; the fronds of both species and variety are 
more finely cut than those of D. bullata, and produced on rhizomes 
of a much lighter colour. They average from 15 inches to 
24 inches in length, and are quite 8 inches in width at their base. 
In the same way also is D. solida, whose fronds, however, are more 
plumose and of a brighter green colour, smooth and shining. 
Although several more, such as D. fijiensis, ornata, Mooreana, and' 
the beautiful and new tenuifolia Veitehiana, of which an illustration 
was given in the Journal of August 11th, page 111, and others may 
be grown in hanging baskets, the above named are the most useful 
among the Davallias grown for baskets of medium size. 

For the same purpose most of the Gold and Silver Ferns may 
also be used with great effect, the more so since the farinaceous 
powder, which is peculiar to them, and which is their princi al 
ornament, is seen to a greater advantage in that position than when 
the same plants are grown in pots. There is nothing more effective 
than a good plant well established in a suspended basket of the 
West Indies species Gymnogramma tartarea, with massive fronds 
fully 2 feet long and quite 8 inches wide, dark green above, but of 
a beautiful and very even whiteness underneath. G. pulchella, 
from Venezuela, is equally interesting when grown in that way, as 
the lemon colour which is peculiar to the inferior surface of its 
long, handsome, and more finely divided fronds is then shown to- 
perfection. GymnogrammaLaucheana gigantea is the strongest of 
all the Golden Ferns, its fronds, of an intense yellow on their under 
side, being long and more gracefully arching than those of any other 
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iicind. But, however beautiful all these may be when seen from ' 
below, the G. schizophylla from Jamaica and its garden variety 
glonosa, although nearly deprived of either silver or golden 
powder, are far the best of the genus for basket culture. It is a 
West Indian species, the fronds of which, from 20 inches to 
30 inches long, are rather slender and arching regularly on all 
sides. It differs from all other Gymnogrammas by having the 
leafy portion of its fronds, about 3 inches broad, very finely cut, 
rind by the remarkable peculiarity, as seen in the furcation of the 

greatly resembling those of an Adiantum, even to the black and 
almost invisible stem, peculiar to the representatives of that 
popular genus, but the under surface is thickly coated with a yellow 
powder as thick and as conspicuous as that of any Gymnogramma. 
N. nivea is a plant similar in growth to that just described, but 
silvery white instead of yellow underneath. The under side of the 
fronds of N. sinuata, which frequently attain 24 inches in length, is 
covered with very minute white woolly scales, which produce the 
same effect as the white powder in the other species. 

Tachis at about two-thirds of its length, where it is proliferous, 
■every frond producing a young plant at the point of furcation. 
The very elegant contour of this Fern, its moderate size and grace¬ 
ful habit, its delicately cut pinnules, and also its pleasing colour, 
render it one of the most attractive of all our stove Ferns, and 
one of the very best for cultivation in suspended baskets. We 
must not leave the Gold and Silver Ferns without mentioning the 
lovely Nothochlaenas, which have all the appearance of Gold and 
Silver Maidenhairs, but none of their comparatively delicate con¬ 
stitution. Nothochlaena chrysophylla, sometimes also called N. 
flavens, is an elegant plant with fronds about 12 inches long, 

In addition to the above-described Ferns a few Adiantums also 
make very handsome baskets of medium dimensions, principally a 
crested form of the common A. cuneatum called grandiceps, the 
fronds of which on account of the heavy tassel situated at their 
summit show a drooping habit of a particularly graceful character. 
Then there is the lovely A. amabile of Peruvian origin, with 
fronds from 15 inches to 24 inches long, of a beautiful pale 
green colour, thin and membranaceous texture, and assume more 
gracefully curving lines than those of any other Maidenhair. The 
drooping character of the plant does not exclusively belong to the 
fronds, but is equally shared to a similar degree by their pinnae, 
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which, by their position, are entirely distinct from those of any 
other Adiantum. On account of its elegant and pendulous habit 
the charming A. concinnum from the West Indies is also a beauti¬ 
ful object for baskets of medium size. It is only when grown in 
that way that the real beauty of the foliage of the Polypodium 
appendiculatum can be appreciated. The crimson venation in the 
fronds, which average about 15 inches in length, is unique, and 
although it colours well in any place, still the delicate and charm¬ 
ing network becomes more vividly coloured when exposed to the 
full action of the light near the glass, and the effect is much more 
enjoyable when the foliage is seen from below. 

The Ferns used for large baskets in the warm house, though not 
so numerous, are, however, sufficiently plentiful, and all of a very 
striking character. Foremost among them is the beautiful G-onio- 
phlebium subauriculatum, a native of the Malay Islands; it 
should be grown in every stove fernery of large dimensions where 
a basket can be suspended. It has no equal for elegance among all 
the Ferns in cultivation, its graceful lively green pinnate fronds 
usually attaining from G feet to 10 feet in length. I have seen in 
Baron Alphonse de Rothschild’s magnificent place at Ferrieres, 
near Paris, a truly magnificent basket of it with more than forty 
fronds, none under 10 feet long, but with several measuring 
13 feet. When such a plant is hung up in a lofty structure the 
effect, resembling a natural bower, is very imposing. It is also of 
very easy culture, and is not so particular as to a little sun as most 
Ferns are. 

Among the genus Nephrolepis, which contributes largely to the 
Ferns adapted for baskets of considerable size, we note the superb 
N. davallioides furcans from the East Indies. It is a noble Fern, 
of robust growth, sending forth from a central tuft numerous arching 
fronds from 3 to 4 feet long. These differ from those of all other 
kinds by their furcation, which at the base is only rudimentary ; but 
in the fertile pinn;e the furcation is twice, and even thrice, repeated 
at the extremities of the first division, becoming more complete 
towards the point of the fronds, which on account of the weight 
thus produced are more pendulous than those of any other Nephro- 
lepis. The next in usefulness is the new N. rufescens tripinnatifida, 
an illustration accompanying a full description of which lias already 
appeared in the Journal of May 26th, page 420. N. davallioides 
and ensifolia are equally well adapted and frequently used for 
growing in large baskets, which they fill in a remarkably short space 
of time. The fronds of the former species, when fertile, are par¬ 
ticularly handsome, as their pinnae are then contracted and elon¬ 
gated, with rounded lobes on each side and quite peculiar and 
elegant. 

The genus Asplenium also contributes to the list of the basket¬ 
growing Ferns, though A. longissimunr, a species from Penang with 
fronds simply pinnate, 3 feet to 4 feet long, of coriaceous texture, 
and of a pleasing green colour and particularly drooping habit. In 
A. caudatum we have a noble growing pendulous species from the 
East Indies with fronds from 2 to 3 feet long, which, like those of 
the above species, are proliferous at their apex. These are fur¬ 
nished with pinnce of a dark shining green colour, elegantly incised 
and unusually long, ornamented when fertile by two parallel rows 
of very conspicuous black sori. Microlepia hirta cristata, Phlebo- 
dium aureum, the extremely curious Aglamorpha Meyeniana, 
Adiantum Wfiliamsi, and several other kinds also make splendid 
specimens when grown in that way. The mode of planting and 
the attention to be bestowed upon these baskets are in all respects 
similar to those given in a recent number of the Journal when 
treating of baskets for a cool fernery August 11th, page 111, and 
need not be repeated here.—Tiieo. 

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES. 

I beg to forward for inspection a few small branches from Apple 
trees not long ago quite useless to all appearances through canker. 
Jour correspondent, Mr. Hiam, on a former occasion expressed himself 
strongly in favour of the theory that insects were the cause of canker, 
and as a cure relied almost solely upon treatment of the branches by 
pruning and dressing. The branches sent are from trees which have 
been treated at the roots only, no pruning, scraping, or dressing, and I 
leave the judgment to the Editor.—E. Burton. 

[It is very certain the trees from which the branches were cut are 
very far from being “ useless ” now. The cankered parts of the healthy 
examples are healing over in the most satisfactory manner, and the 
growths beyond are as healthy as could be desired. In some of the 
cavities we find insects, but these we regard as the consequence not the 
cause of the canker, and if they do not soon make their escape from 
the trees they will be buried under the new bark. Cankered trees have 
been known to be cured by grafting them with a strong-growing variety, 
such as the Golden Noble, that has infused fresh vigour in the stock, and 
the cankered parts below the union have been covered with healthy 
bark. In saying this we do not assert that Mr. Hiam’s trees are not 
injured by some insect with which we are not acquainted.] 

We are requested to announce that a list of plants and seeds 

available for distribution by the Koyal Horticultural Society may 

be had on application to the Assistant Secretary, Royal Horticultural 

Society, South Kensington, S.W. Not seeds from Sikkim as announced 

last week. 

- Mr. E. R. Cutler, Secretary to the Gardeners’ Royal Be¬ 

nevolent Institution,informs us that the Right Hon. Sir Robert Peel, 

Bart., has kindly consented to take the chair at the annual friendly 

dinner, which takes place at Simpson’s, Strand, after the annual generals 

meeting and election of pensioners on the 13th January next. 

-Oxfordshire Chrysanthemum Society’s Show.—In con¬ 

sequence of the Corn Exchange, Oxford, being required for a large and 

important meeting (on the evening following the day originally fixed for 

holding the annual show) which will necessitate the erection of galleries 

occupying three or four days in construction, the Committee announce- 

that the Show will be held on Wednesday, November 16th, next. Mr.* 

Wm. Greenaway is the Secretary. 

-We regret to state that Mr. Haywood of Woodhatch: 

Lodge, Reigate, so well known in the horticultural world, and Hon. 

Treasurer of the National Rose Society, has met with a somewhat serious- 

accident, having been thrown from his dog cart while on a visit at San- 

down in the Isle of Wight. Although hb is progressing favourably he 

has not been able to be removed. 

- At the recent meeting of the National Chrysanthemum 

Society’s General Committee the Hon. Sec., Mr. W. Holmes, announced 

the death of Mr. David Hutt, who had been connected with the- 

Society for many years as an exhibitor and judge. Mr. Hutt, when> 

living at Margaret Place, London Fields, was a very successful Chrysan¬ 

themum grower, and in November, 1861, he showed six fine plants of 

Pompons at South Kensington, which at the request of the Queen were: 

specially photographed. The Committee passed a unanimous vote of; 

condolence with the family. It was also announced that the number of 

members of the Society had now reached 405. 

- We have received from Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son of Exeter 

fruit of the Dymond Peach grown against a wall in their nursery.. 

This is a very fine fruit both in appearance and in quality. The skin is- 

intensely dark next the sun, and the flesh is richly flavoured, being quite, 

pale or only faintly tinged with red towards the stone. The tree we 

know by experience to be very hardy and a regular bearer. It was- 

raised some years ago by a small nurseryman at Exeter, and was intro¬ 

duced by a Mr. Sharland to the notice of the late Mr. James Veitch of 

Exeter, who first sent it out. 

- Mr. W. J. Murphy, Clonmel, writes—“ Immense quantities of 

Mushrooms are to be had for the collecting, since the heavy rains came 

in the pasture fields of Ireland. Never have such quantities been 

noticed, and it is rather remarkable following the very dry season. So- 

plentiful have they become that I and many others have given up using 

almost any other vegetable for dinner. They can be used with any 

dietary for breakfast, dinner, and supper, and they suit the weakest 

constitution.” 

- The same correspondent remarking on A Potato Trial, 

observes—“ This is the heading of a note from Mr. Thomson, Clovenfords, 

in your last issue, and to which I should like to take exception. Surely 

no legitimate deduction can be drawn from the produce of one tuber or 

one ‘ shaw ’—especially in such a season as that past. Then a‘trial’' 

founded on mere weight is wholly misleading, unless the tubers are 

required for cattle or pig feeding. I have on trial this year new varieties 

of Potatoes from some of the most noted raisers in the British Islands, 

and some of the heaviest croppers I have so far tried are wholly unfit 

for human use. I am inclined to maintain that cooking quality come3 

first in any trial, a less number of marks being given for shape, produce^ 

form, colour, freedom from blight, time of ripening, and any other 

desired special peculiarity. The Potato is a staple crop in Ireland, and 
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you will, therefore, be glad to hear the blight has not yet been noticed 
here.” 

- Keeping Walnuts.—“ T. H. P.” desires to ask if some of our 

correspondents will inform him of the best methods they have found of 

keeping Walnuts after being gathered and shelled. 

Sherborne Show.—We are informed that the 5-guinea silver 

cup that was offered for a collection of eight dishes of fruit at this Show 

was well won by Mr. Pullman of Frampton Court, Mr. Pragnell being 

a good second, the remaining prizes going to Mr. Perkins and Mr. J. 

Lloyd, Langport, with a mark of high commendation to Mr. Crossman, 

Teovil. There were eight competitors. The Exhibition was held in the 

grounds of Sherborne Castle and was remarkable for the great excellence 

of the fruit and vegetables that were staged. 

- Mr. W. Iggulden writes :—“ Court Pendu Plat, or the 

Wise Apple is unusually prolific this season, all the trees being heavily 

cropped. Most of the fruit are in large clusters. On one branch about 

a yard long I counted forty fruit, and there are plenty more such. One 

short cluster about a foot in length is made up of twenty fruit, not puny 

‘sorumps’ in either ease, but fully developed well-coloured fruit. I 

consider Court Pendft Plat a model dessert variety. The fruits are 

medium sized, of good form and colour, and usually in season from 

December till late in April. If not gathered too soon or before the pips 

are brown, it keeps plump and juicy and is pleasantly flavoured. It is 

particularly well adapted for bush culture.” 

Mr. William Colchester, Ipswich, desires us to say be has 

just received a first-class certificate of merit from the Committee of the 

Sandy (Beds) and District Floral and Horticultural Society for pure 

Ichthemic Guano, the award having been made on the recommendation 

of the six Judges at the recent Show. 

-As stated in our report of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Autumn 

Show, the attendance of visitors had been very large in the three daj s, 

and it was expected the financial results would be as satisfactory as the 

Exhibition was successful from a horticultural point of view. This has 

proved to be the case, for Mr. Jas. J. Gillespie informs us that after 

paying off the debt with which they commenced the year, £127, they 

have a balance in hand of over £500. This is highly encouraging to the 

Committee, and the success is well deserved. 

- “ E. I.” writes :—“ The long-looked-for RAIN visited mid- 

Sussex on the night of the 10th August, and on the following day we 

had our full share of the thunderstorm of that date, the rainfall being 

1*19 inch ; and on the morning of the 4th September we had a similar 

heavy rain, though not accompanied with thunder, P25 inch. We have 

had rain on sixteen days since the 16th August (twenty-two days), 

altogether amounting to 0 inches. The burned-up lawns and fields have 

become green as if by magic, and all trace of the drought has vanished. 

The gale on the 2nd September has done much damage in orchards 

about half the crop of Apples have been blown down in many cases.” 

- From Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, comes a box of Asters 

Stocks, and other flowers from the Kinver Seed Farms which well 

indicate the high character of the strains and the good culture they 

receive. The Asters comprise Webbs’ Victoria, and Princess types in 

eight colours, the blooms of capital size and substance. The Stocks are of 

the Imperial Ten Week strain, with massive spikes and fine double 

flowers in several good colours, scarlet, crimson, purple, and white being 

very telling. Large blooms of exhibition double Zinnias were also 

included, with gold-striped French and fine African Marigolds. 

- “Oneof the best border plants we have for flowering in July 

and August,” writes “ E. M.,” “ is Bocconia cordata. Owing to its 

having thick fleshy roots which descend to a great depth in deeply dug 

soil it resists the drought in an astonishing manner. By the margin of a 

lake or as a specimen on grass this plant is not out of place. The foliage 

is of a distinct colour. A glaucous grey on the under side and a slaty 

green on the upper side of the leaves rendering it conspicuous anywhere. 

It grows from 4 to 5 feet high, each stem being surmounted with a 

long feathery spike of greyish wrhite flowers. A few plants growing 

among the Rhododendrons, where the heads of bloom tower above the 

green foliage of the evergreens, are admirable.” 

- The following summary of meteorological observations 

for August, 1887, at Hodsock Priory, Worksop, Notts, has been forwarded 

by Mr. Joseph Mallender. Mean temperature of month, 58'7°. Maxi¬ 

mum on the Gth, 83-2° ; minimum on the 14th, 35-4°. Maximum in the 

sun on the 6th, 137-9° ; minimum on the grass on the 14th, 27-4°. Mean 

temperature of the air at 9 A.M., 61 -2°. Mean temperature of soil 1 foot 

deep, 59-8°. The temperature fell below 32° on three nights. Total 

duration of sunshine in month, 176 hours, or 39 per cent, of possible 

duration ; three sunless days. Total rainfall, l-45 inch. Maximum fall 

in twenty-four hours on the 30th, 0‘57 inch. Bain fell on ten days. 

Average velocity of wind, 6-6 miles per hour. Velocity exceeded 400 

miles on one day, and fell short of 100 miles on eleven days. Approxi¬ 

mate averages for August.—Mean temperature 60-2°. Rainfall, 2-52 

inches. Sunshine (six years) 150 hours. Another dry and bright 

month, with warm days and cold nights. The rain of the last few days 

was most welcome. 

- Gardening Appointments.—Mr. Thomas Cross has succeeded 

Mr. J. Chesher as gardener to Francis James, Esq., Edgworth Manor, 

near Cirencester, Gloucester. Mr. E. White, late gardener to S. Soames, 

Esq., Cranford Hall, Kettering, is now gardener to Capt. Walker, Rock 

House, Cromford, near Derby. 

- A correspondent would like to mention that he has several 

bushes of Madame Gabriel Luizet Rose coming into full bloom. 

He thought it was not supposed to be an autumn bloomer. His bushes, 

however, we think are not singular in flowering now ; we have seen 

beautiful autumn blooms of this variety. 

-All requiring a large stock in the spring of Mesembryan- 

themum CORDIFOLIUM variegatum for bedding purposes would do 

well to insert cuttings now, that no difficulty may be encountered when 

the time comes for increasing the stock. It often happens that a suffi¬ 

cient number of good cuttings cannot be had when wanted through the 

stock plants intended to supply them being lost during the winter. The 

best method to secure sufficient stock plants is to insert cuttings now in 

a shallow cold frame. If the bottom of the frame be dry, say a thick 

layer of ashes, nothing more is necessary than placing on the ashes 

3 inches thick of sandy soil, refuse from the potting bench sifted, with a 

little decomposed leaf soil and plenty of coarse silver sand, with a layer 

of the latter on the top, pressing all firmly dovn, and sprinkling with 

water through a rose can. Prepare the cuttiDgs about 2 inches long, 

those not having bloom shoots attached are the best, insert them firmly, 

gently water again to settle the soil about them, keep the frame close, 

except giving a little air occasionally to dissipate condensed moisture, 

shading from hot sun. When the cuttings are rooted transfer them to 

boxes or pans, preserve them from frost. These plants will produce 

more cuttings in the spring than old plants lifted. 

- Messrs. William Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, send us 

blooms of Rose Duchess of Albany, a new variety to be sent out 

next spring, and one that is likely to gain considerable favour amongst 

Rose growers. It is of the same habit as La France, equally free and 

fragrant ; the bloom also is similar in build, but it is totally distinct in 

colour, both surfaces of the petals being of a rich dark rose tint. In the 

bud state it is extremely beautiful. For bouquets, buttonholes, wreaths, 

or, indeed, any decorative purpose, it is admirable. A gentleman of 

excellent taste to whom we showed the blooms is quite enthusiastic in 

its praise, and emphatically pronounces it tj be “a true artist’s 

flower.” 

- A correspondent states that, according to a Cologne paper, 

Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild—not the chief of the great plutocratic 

house —has been expelled from Vienna. The Baron is a great florist, and 

in all his villas and castles carries on the culture of rare exotic plants 

upon a very costly scale. The Archduke Karl Ludwig, the Emperor’s 

brother, visited one of the Baron’s gardens during the absence of the 

owner, in order to get a glimpse of some of his rare plants. The Arch¬ 

duke is the foremost patron of art and science in the Empire, and a great 

favourite with the cultivated classes and the people. Baron de Rothschild 

had given the order that no one should be allowed to inspect his forcing 

houses during his absence, but the head gardener conceived that the 

order could not extend to so important a person, and so admitted the 

Archduke. When the Baron heard that his order had been disobeyed he 

at once dismissed the head gardener. The Archduke wrote to the Baron 

begging him to revoke the dismissal. The great monetary prince, how¬ 

ever, would not grant the petition of the Imperial Prince. The Munici¬ 

pality of Vienna were indignant at this rudeness to the most popular and 
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liberal member of the Imperial family, and gave the Baron to understand 

that he must either concede the Archduke’s request or forfeit his own 

citizenship. The Baron chose the latter alternative, and has voluntarily 

ceased to be an “ Austrian.” 

- Messrs. J. Laixg & Soxs have had a grand display of 

Begonias at Forest Hill this season, both indoors and out; but 

the outside beds are even now a brilliant mass of colours, and will 

continue gay until the frosts cut the plants down. In a series of beds 

running at right angles with the main road, 50,000 seedlings are planted 

out, and some idea of their merit can be formed when it is stated that 

in size, form, and colours the flowers are equal to the best named 

varieties of recent years. Many are 5 inches in diameter, thick, bold, 

erect, substantial blooms, fit to stand any weather. Much improvement 

has been effected in the habit of these plants ; they are now compact 

and sturdy in growth, the flowers are borne well above the foliage, not 

so drooping as formerly, and their value for bedding purposes has been 

proved beyond all doubt. They are arranged in a dozen tints, but the 

scarlet, crimson, rose, and orange varieties are extremely effective in 

masses, and the appearance of the beds has been improved by the intro, 

duction at intervals of a few plants of green and variegated Maize, a 

dwarf form of the latter affording a fine contrast with the rich colours 

of the Begonias. 

- *• C. 0.” sends the following note on Damsons axd Plums :— 

“A striking example of the superiority of the Farleigh Damson over 

the old variety for free and early bearing is exemplified in the gardens 

of Mr. Will Tayler of New Hampton, Middlesex, where young two- 

year-old trees are growing loaded with fruit clustering around the stem 

of the last year’s growth, while there is not a fruit to be seen on trees 

of the old common variety of the same age growing side by side. At 

Farleigh in Kent, where this variety originated, and from whence it 

takes its name, I have seen trees planted in hedgerows around gardens 

and pastures. The trees annually produce a good crop of fruit, and are 

both ornamental and profitable. There are no doubt many hedgerows 

in gardens that might be planted with advantage in the same way. 

The Czar Plum is a comparatively new variety that Mr. Tayler finds 

a large demand for. It is a round, dark, early fruit, coming in before 

the Early Orleans, a sure and free bearer ; Grand Duke is a good com. 

panion to this as a late Plum. It bears freely, and will hang until the 

beginning of October without showing any signs of cracking. A very 

striking variety is Pershore, with fruit of a clear bright golden-amber 

colour ; a sweet ar.d good juicy fruit. It is grown somewhat largely in 

the Midland counties for the market.” 

-Gladiolus Brexchleyexsis.—This Gladiolus is very useful 

for planting among clumps of hardy Azaleas, Kalmias, Heaths, dwarf 

Rhododendrons, and all young low growing American plants. Coming 

into flower during August and September, its brilliant scarlet spikes 

brighten up the otherwise sombre hued beds, and such plants are 

admittedly dull looking when not in flower. Strong flowering corms of 

this Gladiolus can be had at 7s. Gd. per 100 ; they are taken up when the 

flower spikes die away, carefully dried, cleaned and stored. The}' last 

many seasons, increasing in size and number, so that a good stock may be 

quickly secured. Plant the corms in March 3 to 4 inches deep, placing 

them on a little sand, which encourages quicker root action afterwards. 

The peaty soil used for the American plants suits them admirably. A 

good companion is John Bull, an almost white variety having a tinge of 

delicate pink in its flowers ; it forms a good contrast to the scarlet sort. 

HOLLYHOCKS. 

Referring to Mr. Steel’s remarks in the Journal of September 8th, 
I in no way wish to depreciate the good work done by Mr. Blundell in 
reference to the Hollyhock, as from what I have seen of the Cowers he 
sent to me, he is obtaining some fine varieties, but Hollyhocks reached 
such a very high state of perfection in the old days of Turner, Paul, 
Chater, Parsons, llircham, Roake, Bragg, and others. This perfection of 
form was the work of years, and the Hollyhock having been so long a 
neglected flower, and only recently taken in hand again, we cannot 
reasonably look for absolute perfection just yet. 

I am very pleased to see that growers are springing up about the 
country, and we shall shortly find the Hollyhock taking a very foremost 
place in popularity, and it is to be hoped for that the August Flower 
Show' Committees will see their way to give special prizes for, say, six 
spikes and twelve cut blooms to begin with, for remembering so well as 
l do the old Hollyhock days when the flower occupied prominent 
places at our late summer shows, and were striking features there, I am 

certain that these being reinstated, in schedules would soon bring 

exhibitors forward at the flower shows. _ , . 
One thing is a certainty, that very fine varieties can be had trom 

seed, but to get strong flowering plants early the seed should be sown in 
the autumn, and the plants protected. Seed sown in February and 
grown on make good flowering plants in August and September. In co < 
districts they do not grow so quickly as in more favoured places. \ i 
Mr. Steel kindly give a list of the old varieties he possesses ? and 1 am 
sure that his kindly notes will tempt many, not at present growers, 
to take up the Hollyhock.—W. Deax, Florist, Walsall. 

GRAPES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, SEPT. 2nd, 1887 

THE WAIL OF A DISAPPOINTED EXHIBITOR. 

It is seldom necessary or desirable to take notice of what may be 
said about one in the public press, but as some of my fellow Judges 
seem anxious to be exculpated I have no hesitation in coming forward 
and stating that I am one of the wicked Judges referred to by Mr. Ward 
in your last week’s issue—Mr. Burnett and Mr. Coomber being mv col¬ 
leagues—and that I have no intention of evading my share of the 
responsibility. It is well to note Mr. Ward’s statement that he does 
“ not write as a disappointed exhibitor yet it is scarcely possible to 
assign to him any other position. What is the terrible sin we have com- 
mitted ? Simply our failing to estimate his collection of Grapes in the 
same order of merit as he had done himself, and using our discretionary 
powers by withholding the first and second prizes and awarding the 
third only. It seems to be generally admitted that it was quite m order 
to withhold the first prize, but quite wrong to do more. \Ve <“<1 s°> 
however, and deliberately and unanimously, on the grounds firstly, 
that they were quite second-rate in quality, not a single sort if put into 
competition in the other classes would have secured a place; and, 
secondly, they were not fresh. This was notorious. The Madresfield 
Court and several others had the stalks quite withered and in very bad 
condition. These had evidently been about to other shows and had got 
used up. Is it expected that stale Grapes are to carry off leading prizes 
at a great fruit show like this in the month of September because there 
is no competition ? What would be the value of such Grapes in Covent 
Garden ? Dare Mr. Ward have put these Grapes on his employer’s table i 
Not good enough for that, perhaps, but to snatch a prize with it seems to 

be quite another matter. 
We feel terribly fri.htened at the array of great names Mr. W ard puts 

up in evidence against our decision, and the mere mention of the ducal 
magnate, who, by-the-way, has no name or address, fills me with dismay. 
It is but natural that exhibitors, especially those who make exhibiting a 
trade, should sympathise with each other and find fault with the Judges 
when they discover the prizes are slipping away from them. The Grapes 
generally were of a high standard, but on referring to the prize lists it will be 
found that they were mostly taken by new exhibitors, the old and regular 
habitues being obliged to take a back seat. This is in itself a gratifying 
fact, and as it should be. This is according to the laws of Nature. This 
is the fate of all Grape growers—a little while victorious, then a gradual 
decline. It would be well for Mr. Ward and others to note this, that if 
their threatened retirement takes place to-morrow they are only making 
room for others to come to the front. The bumptious threat of with¬ 
drawing their patronage is almost too good. Is it expected that this will 
cause a panic amongst the shareholders 1 Patronage, indeed ! It was 
really not necessary to invoke such an awful calamity on my account. 
I have always thought that if such a thing existed it was on the other 
side. But Mr. Ward is not egotistical. No. Mr. Ward’s instructions to 
the Crystal Palace authorities are truly excellent, and will no doubt 
receive due attention. They do not go far enough, however. 1 would 
suggest that every exhibitor be allowed to appoint his own Jud'.e, for 
out of the multitude wisdom might come. Having lost Mr. Wards 
confidence I may never be able to join that happy band, or to make any 
amends for my recent misdeeds.—A. F. BARRON. 

[Relative to the judging at the above Show, one of the best of fruit 
growers and a successful exhibitor, but not a competitor in the Grape 
classes at the Crystal Palace, writes : I note Mr. Ward is expressing 
his dissatisfaction in various directions. He would have done better to 
have swallowed the verdicts in my opinion. Possibly his Grapes vvere 
worth second, they were decidedly not worth first, for on looking into 
several of the bunches closely I noticed the stems were discoloured, 
showing they had either been kept for some time after cutting or else 
badly finished. What most surprised me in the Grape judging was Mr. 
Pratt being placed third for Muscats, and also for a basket of white 
Grapes. I considered he was a good second in both instances ; but if 
one goes in for showing he must put up with much disappointment at 

times. 1 have had my share.”] 

MILDEW ON ROSES. 

Ix late autumn or early winter it is no uncommon occurrence to 

discuss the probable cause of mildew on outside Roses. Frequently by 

that time the weather has been of a variable character, and wet cold 

autumns are more usually considered to be the cause of the plants lie¬ 

coming a prey to this disease. I have repeatedly pointed out that this 

is not the sole cause. I do not doubt that prolonged rain, combined with 

cold days and nights, will not only aid its development, but briDg all 

dormant spores into full activity, but at the same time the real origin of 

the disease may have been overlooked. To find out the exact conditions 

under which it will start into existence and spread most rapidly is 
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knowledge of the utmost importance to enable us to arrest its progress. 
If a cold saturated atmosphere alone were the cause, then the task would 
be hopeless. 

Mildew will, however, spring into life and spread as quickly when 
the plants suffer by drought as is the case by the opposite extreme. 
This season so far could not have been better up to the present time to 
harden the wood. It has been a good season for Roses in the north ; 
they certainly came all at once, but the quality throughout has been 
good. It has been too dry I admit, and to this I think the appearance 
of mildew may in many instances be traced. 

The condition of Roses, whether attacked generally or otherwise, 
would be instructive at the present time ; the position and nature of the 
soil, too, are of great importance in determining satisfactorily whether 
the disease springs more readily from hot dry weather than the opposite. 
On light shallow soil the plants would undoubtedly suffer first, and then 
on those of a heavy nature, unless the surface was mulched. It is sur¬ 
prising what a length of time the soil can be kept in a moderately 
moist state by mulching early in the season. To do this operation late 
in the season when the ground has become dry is next to useless. I do 
not doubt that plants, whether on light or heavy soil, if mulched early 
will still be free of mildew. If this practice has not been carried out, 
or the surface stirred frequently, then probably the plants are already 
attacked by mildew, and at the first suitable change it will spread 
rapidly. Roses with poor constitutions, or those in bad health, are chiefly 
the victims upon which the spores of mildew first germinate.—W. B. 

AROUND NEWCASTLE-UPOX-TYNE. 

In leaving Jesmond Dene at the waterfall end recently noted in 
these pages, it was remarked that a road is reached to the left skirting 
the Dene, and standing off this are several mansions, amongst them 
being Lord Armstrong’s private residence and garden, also known as 
Jesmond Dene. Though only of moderate size, comprising some twelve 
acres, the garden is replete with horticultural interest, for it has been 
the careful study of Lady Armstrong during many years to enrich it 
with choice collections of tender and hardy exotic plants distinguished by 
the beauty and fragrance of their flowers. Borders of herbaceous 
plants, including many old garden favourites, abound out of doors, 
while under glass there is the same freedom from formality in the 
occupants of the houses and the way they are arranged. Roofs, walls, 
and pillars are covered with luxuriantly growing and profusely flowering 
climbers ; specimen plants are not rigidly trained to trellises, but allowed 
to assume somewhat of their natural habit. The chief points kept in 
view are, obtaining as large a supply of flowers as possible, and growing 
the plants without the restriction too often considered necessary in 
gardens. Considerable house space is consequently required, and about 
fifteen houses are mainly devoted to the plant collection, stoves, con¬ 
servatories, greenhouses, and ferneries being all fully occupied. The 
ferneries are very remarkable structures, much taste having been 
employed in their formation and planting. They are now well 
furnished, having a very natural appearance, the huge pieces of 
rock used in their construction having been taken possession of by 
thousands of young Ferns and Mosses, which effectually clothe them. 
The larger fernery is a somewhat lofty house, containing a fine 
Chamacrops excelsa bearing its leaves to the base of the stem, and 
Cyathea dealbata with other Tree Ferns reaching the height of 25 to 
30 feet. Cyathea medullaris and C. Schiedei are especially noticeable 
amongst the larger Ferns ; then at the upper part is a great plant of 
Monstera deliciosa, which produces its fruits freely and grows luxuriantly. 
Hoya carnosa is another plant that seems to be thoroughly at home 
scrambling about at the upper part of the house, and is nearly always 
in flower. The fine-foliage Begonias of the Rex type impart a distinctive 
character to the house, Nephrolepis of several species, the graceful 
Pteris scaberula and Adiantum cardiochloena being also conspicuous 
occupants of the house. From a passage outside a gallery can be 
reached commanding a pretty view of the Ferns, but at the lower 
portion there is a winding path leading to another picturesque fernery of 
similar design containing cool little nooks and recesses where Todeas 
and Trichomanes flourish. In this there is also a variety of other 
plants besides Ferns which thrive in a moist, shady position ; very 
noticeable is the rich velvety green Mikania pulverulenta, which trails 
over a large rock, completely covering it with its beautiful foliage. 
Fittonias Verschaffelti and argyroneura grow very strongly, some 
leaves of the former measuring 8 inches long by 6 inches broad, the 
veins dark and distinct. Grown in pots with the best treatment, these 
plants are seldom seen in such fine condition. The bine-tinted Sela- 
ginella coesia also does well, and has a fine metallic-like lustre amongst 
the numerous Adiantums and other Ferns with light green fronds. 
Stanhopeas are suspended from the roof, S. insignis and S. tigrina being 
the chief favourites, fine old specimens that produce from seven to ten 
spikes each. One of the paths is overhung by strongly growing plants 
of Rhododendron volubile and Plumbago capensis, quite unusual features 
in a fernery, but the effect is charming. 

A spacious span-roof conservatory near the ferneries contains a sur¬ 
prising number of plants, the climbers on the roof and pillars being 
extremely luxuriant. On a wall at the end is a fine old specimen of the 
Night-blooming Cereus, which has had a number of its great trumpet 
flowers this season. Climbinj up the roof are Solanum jasminoides, the 
blue and scarlet Kennedyas monopliylla and coccinca, Tacsonias in¬ 
signis and Van Volxemi. the profuse white Clematis indivisa lobata, 
Passiflora Imperatrice Eugenie, and the gracefully drooping Acacia 

Riceana. Upon a rockery at the side of the path many plants are 
placed out, the Gleichenias seeming well satisfied with this treatment, 
though some find them troublesome in pots. The centre bed is occupied 
with numerous large plants, an unusually fine variety of Pancratium 
fragrans being an especial favourite, one plant having two large scapes 
of ten to twelve flowers each. 

A stove near the house is similarly well supplied with climbing 
plants, Ipomoea Leari having a grand effect on the roof, covered with its 
large bright blue funnel-shaped flowers. Bougainvillea glabra, Ste- 
phanotis floribunda, Allamandas, Justicias, and Hibiscuses are all em¬ 
ployed as wall or roof coverers, and the last named, of which there are 
several varieties, have a particularly fine appearance. In an adjoining 
conservatory are some large old Camellias, such as Lady Hume's Blush, 
the old double white, and Preoni flora, which have been planted out for 
thirty-five years. They are now quite tree-like in size, perfectly healthy, 
and yield their flowers in enormous numbers. In another stove is a 
good collection of Pitcher Plants. Orchids are well represented, Peris- 
teria elata succeeding uncommonly well, one specimen, 3 feet in dia¬ 
meter, having had nine spikes of flowers. There is a good general col¬ 
lection of cool Orchids with Sarracenias, and a house devoted to Roses, 
from which flowers are obtained ten months out of the twelve. 

The houses appropriated to fruit culture are not very numerous, but 
Vines and Peaches receive the best attention with excellent results. The 
kitchen garden is a special feature at Jesmond Dene, and it was surpris¬ 
ing in such a season to find healthy rows of Peas still in full bearing. 
Veitch’s Perfection was remarkably fine in this respect, succeeding 
capitally, while a late variety named George Stephenson, recently sent 
out by Messrs. Fell & Co., Hexham, was very noticeable. It is about 
51 feet high, very prolific, the pods well filled, and the flavour good. 
Mr. Elliott speaks highly of its merits. A handsome red Celery, the 
Wentworth Solid Red, is also a specialty here, having been grown for 
some thirteen years; it is very hardy, never runs, is of good quality, and 
is lifted up till April. Of small fruits, Gooseberries, Currants, &c., have 
considerable space devoted to them, a large border being netted over to 
keep a late supply, Baumforth’s Seedling and Northumberland Red are 
the favourite Raspberries, while of Strawberries both James Veitch and 
British Queen are much prized. 

The shrubberies, lawns, rockeries, bog garden, Fern dells, and mixed 
borders all present interesting features, and every department shows 
the results of Mr. Elliott’s skilful superintendence. 

HEATHFIELD HOUSE. 

Near the Saltwell Park, Gateshead, incidentally noted in a previous 
article, is Heathfield House, the residence of Theodore Lange, Esq., and 
which comprises in a space of 8 or 10 acres quite a model suburban 
garden. The site is an elevated one, sloping steeply to the Team Valley, 
and affords another instance of the agreeable views to be obtained in 
several districts around Newcastle. The hills on the opposite side of the 
valley are densely wooded towards the left, and closely surrounded by 
trees Ravensworth Castle can be just discerned, while to the right the 
valley opens out to the Tyne and the smoke of Elswick. There are ad¬ 
vantages and disadvantages in dealing with gardens on steep slopes like 
these. They usually admit of a much more picturesque effect being pro¬ 
duced in the laying out, but the expense is great, especially as regards 
glass structures. Mr. Lange was, however, determined to render his 
garden both ornamental and useful, and a cursory inspection proves how 
well, with the aid of his energetic gardener, Mr. Methven, he has suc¬ 
ceeded. 

The garden slopes from east to west, and at one side facing south a 
magnificent range of glass houses has been erected 3(30 feet long. It is 
built on three terraces with an octagon conservatory in the centre, a 
lean-to vinery and Peach house, and a span-roof intermediate house at 
the upper, with two lean-to vineries and a span stove at the other side. 
The two end houses stand at right angles to the vineries, and a high 
lantern runs the whole length of the houses. The whole range is most 
substantially built, resting on stone foundations and walls, with orna¬ 
mental balustrades and spacious flights of steps from the several terraces, 
the general work having been satisfactorily carried out by Mackenzie 
and Moncur of Edinburgh. No expense was spared, and Mr. Lange has 
now the satisfaction of owning one of the most handsome and best con¬ 
structed ranges in the district. Beginning at the lower house we may 
briefly glance at the contents of the various divisions. The stove is 
chiefly occupied with the well-grown specimen Crotons and other plants 
which have so frequently won honours at Newcastle and elsewhere. 
Crotons Queen Victoria and majesticus in particular are very fine, 9 feet 
high and 7 or 8 feet in diameter, in splendid health. Allamandas, Ron- 
deletia speciosa, Eucharises, and Pancratium speciosum are all repre¬ 
sented by large plants, two specimens of Eucliaris having had forty and 
thirty-eight spikes each. Numbers of Deudrobiums are also grown in 
this house, such as D. nobile, D. thyrsiflorum, D. crassinode, and D. 
Wardianum. In the adjoining vinery are grown the early Grapes, fine 
vigorous Vines six years planted of Black Hamburgh, Foster’s Seedling, 
and Buckland Sweetwater, from which fine bunches have been had this 
year, some of the first-named running between 3 and 4 lbs. In the next 
house every second Vine is Madresfield Court remarkably well cropped, 
and this, with free growth and ventilation, effectually stops cracking. 
Muscat of Alexandria and Cannon Hall Muscat are also successfully 

grown. 
The octagon house in the centre is chiefly filled with Ericas, some 

fine specimens being 6 feet across, but it is used at other times for general 
flowering plants. The late vinery follows this, GrosColman, Alicante, and 
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Raisin de Calabre being tbe varieties, and with 25 feet run of rod they 
present a fine appearance loaded with Grapes. The Peach house is filled 
with a number of healthy trees on front and cross trellises and right 
angles with the path. The whole available space is thus fully occupied, 
and Mr. Methven finds the crops from the cross trees quite as satisfactory 
in all points as the others. Stirling Castle, Royal George, Noblesse, and 
Rivers’ Early York are the leading varieties, the last named being ripe 
ten days before any other. Pine Apple and Violette Hative Nectarines 
are similarly good, and all had some handsome fruits at the time of my 
visit. The intermediate house is devoted to specimen Cycads, Ferns, and 
some Orchids, adjoining that being a picturesque rock fernery tastefully 
designed and planted. The rocks are covered with Ivy, Ficus minima, 
Traclescantias, small Ferns, and Begonias, larger Ferns being introduced 
in suitable positions. 

Besides this range there are several other older houses which origin¬ 
ally constituted all the glass attached to the garden ; these are now 
devoted to late Peaches, miscellaneous ornamental plants and Orchids. 
Of the latter a good collection has been formed, and many valuable 
specimens are now grown, including Cattleyas, Lafiias, Odontoglossums, 
Cypripediums, Dendrobiums, &c., which appear to flourish under Mr. 
Methven’s charge. A Dendrobium which has attracted some attention 
is D. Cooksonianum, or Heathfieldianum as it is now termed ; it is said to 
have been raised from seed obtained at Heathfield by crossing D. nobile 
with D. Faleoneri. The seeds were sown and the first plant flowered about 
six years ago. In 1883 some plants were exchanged with Mr. Cookson 
of Wylam-on-Tyne, and amongst these was a plant of this Dendrobium, 
which is remarkable as showing an example of peloria—that is, it has the 
two petals similar to the lip in shape and colour, so that at first glance 
it looks as if the flower had three lips. Mr. Cookson’s plant flowered in 
1885, and was shown on March 10th at South Kensington under the 
name of D. nobilissimum. Prof. Reichenbach, through some misunder¬ 
standing, subsequently named it D. nobile Cooksonianum, and it was 
not until recently that the plant became known under its corrected and 
since appropriate name of D. Heathfieldianum. 

The outside garden is charmingly diversified by rockery slopes and 
shrubberies, well kept lawns, a pretty lake, and an effective flower 
garden. The principal beds are on a lawn near the glass house, a large 
circular border around a fountain having a fine appearance, Pyrethrum 
selaginoides and Dell’s Crimson Beet being boldly contrasted together 
with two excellent Lobelias—Bella, pure white, of good habit, very free 
and pure, and Heathfield Gem, rich blue, very clear and bright, and 
compact habit, A rockery termed “ the Miniature Mont Blanc ” the 
summit of which is reached by a rocky path, commands fine views 
of the valley already mentioned, and adds an interesting feature to the 
garden. It should be added that Mr. Methven is a successful Chrys¬ 
anthemum grower, and his plants this year look very promising. Some 
hundreds of strong plants are grown, representing a selection of the 
best exhibition and decorative varieties, and the blooms from this 
garden have taken honours on more than one occasion at the north 
country shows.—Lewis Castle. 

METHODS OF PRUNING VINES. 

It is useless arguing with Mr. Abbey. First he advocates a practice, 
then condemns it; then when faced with his own words complacently 
remarks he had never denied or objected to anything I had said, but 
went in the “ opposite direction.” That appears to be his favourite 
course. A short time ago he knew all about modified spur pruning, 
which he advocated ; now he says he does not understand it. He 
believes the Vine particularly adapted to spur pruning, because it “never 
forms spurs naturally or culturally.” He knows the Cole Orton Vines 
failed when spur pruned (which they did not because it was never tried 
on them), therefore he recommends the opposite system ; next he gives 
us a soliloquy on buds, and imparts the edifying information that a 
“ bud is a bud,” and that he “ knows very little about bud-forma¬ 
tion.” First he knows everything, then he knows nothing; but he 
continues, as if against his own desire, to confirm all I have advanced, 
and does not appear to know it. That suits me very well, and I hope it 
suits him. As there is no hope of my teaching Mr. Abbey to prune 
Vines I will refer him to a paragraph in“ Work for the Week” of the 
same issue in which his celebrated “ know nothing ” communication 
appears—namely September 1st, page 193. I had not the honour of 
writing that paragraph, but it expresses very concisely my views on 
pruning Vines, and shows that a cast iron system is not applicable to all 
of them. If my obliging friend cannot follow the observations there 
recorded, and will oblige me with his address through the Editor, I will 
endeavour to give him an object lesson, and if he does not have a better 
crop of Grapes in consequence I will not charge him for my journey. 
I should like to do something for him in return for the support he has 
given to me, though he makes it appear as if travelling in the path he 
evidently enjoys—the “ opposite direction.” I have now done with the 
subject on paper at present, for I beiin to perceive a versatile contro¬ 
versialist is like Tennyson’s Brook, and may “go on for ever.”—■ 
Expekientia docet. 

PiEONIA ALBIFLORA. 

Amongst the herbaceous Pseonies cultivated in our gardens no one 
species has played such an important part in the vast improvement that 
has taken place within the last few years as this Chinese Paeony, of 
which we give an illustration. After a long season of entire neglect, 

unless in the old fashioned gardens, these plants are now taking their 
proper place among cultivated plants, and few flowers give a greater 
pleasure to the grower, or a greater scope in the arrangement of colour. 
The great essential to their success is no doubt moisture, and where this 
can be given in abundance all through the growing and flowering season 
a fine show of strong plants and well coloured flowers will result. A 
situation where they can be irrigated at pleasure is the one recommended 
for Preonies, but every grower cannot do this, and our plan is to mulch 
heavily with old spent manure as soon as the leaves die down, freshening 
it up as they begin to grow in sprine, and keeping well watered until 
after the flowering season is over. Even solitary plants in borders do 
very well with a mulching of leaves or manure round the stem. W here 
facilities offer they should be planted in the wood or other available 
shady spot. They will be found to do well, and flower a fortnight or so 
later than those exposed. They can be propagated to almost any extent 
by division, but they also ripen seed freely, and these sown as soon as 
collected soon germinate. 

The following are the original varieties or types from which our fine 
garden forms have been raised. 

P. albifiora.—This is the type or origin of the great host of garden 
varieties now in cultivation. It is very dist inct from all the other species 
of Preony, and may be known at a glance by the dark green leaves, and 
also by the way in which the flower stems stand out above the foliage. 
It grows about 2 or 3 feet in height, with stems about the thickness of a 
reed, round, and with scarcely conspicuous grooves, green tinged red 
and generally naked at the bottom ; leaves ternate, leaflets lobed and 
shining. The flowers are often produced three in a bunch, with the 
axils of the uppermost leaves throwing out long fastigiate stems. Petals 
very large, milk white, oval, concave, the seeds when ripe being of a 
yellowish colour. It differs from the common P. officinalis—first, in 
having a more slender stem, rounder, less conspicuously grooved, and 
more rigid, while in officinalis the stems are torosely six or seven 
grooved ; second in having larger biternate leaves, broader, smoother 
leaflets, shining on both surfaces. In officinalis the leaves are subtri- 
quinate or triternate, with the primary leaflets bifid, the lateral ones 
often with a small accessory leaflet; albifiora differs also in having 
smooth follicles, while they are hairy in the other. It is a native of 
Siberia and China, and said to be well known among the Daurians and 
Mongols on account of the roots which they boil in their broth, and the 
seeds which are ground and put into tea. Of this species Anderson, 
who published a fine monograph in the twelfth volume of the Linnsean 
Society’s Transactions, described nine distinct varieties believed to 
have been introduced from the native habitats of the species, which is, 
found both wild and cultivated all over the Chinese Empire. 

P. a. var Candida.—This variety was first found at Knight’s Nurserya 
King’s Road, Chelsea. It was received under the name of sibirica, 
name it often goes under even now. The leaves and stalks are purplish 
few flowers in a cyme and flesh-coloured stigmas, flowers pinkish on first 
opening but go off white. The engraving (fig. 30) represents a flower 
received from Mr. T. S. Ware. 

P. a. var.fratjram.—This fine double-flowered variety was introduced 
from China by Sir J. Banks, 1805. It is most remarkable for its upright 
stalks and pale very narrow leaves. It flowers about the latter end of 
June, and is the iatest of all the Pajonies, petals pale rose-coloured, 
with a fragrance somewhat resembling the Rose ; the central petals are 
larger than the outer ones, and alvvays erect. 

P. a. far. Humei.—Introduced from China by Sir A. Hume in 1810. 
It is the largest of all the herbaceous l’reonies, the stems often attaining 
5 or 6 feet in height, flowers very double, reddish coloured, somewhat 
similar to above in shape, but almost scentless. 

P. a. var. rnbescens.—A very small variety with dark coloured 
flowers ; leaflets small, blunt, and channelled on the upper surface. 

P. a. var. sibirica.— Said to have been sent from Siberia by Pallas ; 
leaves yellowish green, flowers very large and pure white, even in bud ; 
stalks quite green. 

P.a.var. tatarica.—Native of Tartary ; flowers large, with a greater 
number of petals than the var. vestalis, pink coloured, retaining the 
same shade until they drop ; stigmas pink. 

a. var. unijtorus has very narrow leaflets, and a disposition to be 
one-flowered ; petals white, slightly tinged with pink at the base ; 
stigmas dark yellow. 

P. a. var. vestalis.—Large white-flowered, rarely tinged with pink 
cymes of two or three flowers ; leaves broader, more flat and shiny than 
the type ; stigmas dull yellow. 

P. a. var. Whitleyi.—Introduced in 1808 from China. The stems 
are full 3 feet in height ; leaflets rugose, and dull flowers full double, 
outside petals reddish, inner pale straw-coloured, becoming white as they 
drop. The fragrance resembles that of Elder flowers. Middle of June. 
There are many more forms or varieties all worthy of attention ; indeed, 
we believe they now number something like 150, and may be seen at 
any large florists ; they represent almost every shade of pink, red, &c., 
and also very much in form, height, &c.—M. S. 

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS FOR FORCING. 

It must be at once admitted, as pointed out by your correspondents, 
Mr. A. Young and “ Thinker," that split crown plants are not desirable 
for early forcing, and that runners procured the previous autumn do 
produce a greater proportion of such plants than those of the current 
year. I do not consider this a very serious objection to the system. 
When the plants are placed in their fruiting pots they are reduced to a 
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clean single crown, and pott id rather deeply. Viccmtesse de Thury is 
the worst for splitting; the greater part of them, moreover, will hate thousands more, am very hard pressed with work during June and early 

July, when runners have to be got in, and woul 1 be very likely to be 

jiii 

Fig. 30.— PiEONIA ALBlF_ORA. 

one leading crown, to which it may be reduced by pulling the weaker 
side shoots off during August. President, of which we grow the greatest 
number, produces very few split crowns, not over 10 per cent. I, like 

put off from day to day when runners are plentiful. During August 
and September'we have more time, when any irregularity of growth mav 
be rectified.—R. Inglis. J 
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HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The autumn Show, held on Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 7th and 
8th, in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh, contained more entries for fruit 
than any previous exhibition held by the Society, there being no fewer 
than 1002 in this important section, representing about 2000 dishes, taking 
the numerous collections of various kinds of fruit into consideration. Of 
Grapes alone there were 450 bunches. Apples were very larg ly shown, 
Lord Suffield alone being represented by about seventy dishes. Vegetables 
were next in extent to fruit, there being over 400 entries. Plants were 
not conspicuously shown, and cut flowers only fairly numerous. There 
were something like 500 entries more than usual at this autumn 
exhibition. 

As usual, the collection of fruit, and the exhibition 'of Grapes in col¬ 
lections and in varieties, were the chief features of the Show. 

Feuit. 

Gardeners and amateurs.—Class 1, Fruit (open to all).—For a collection 
of twelve dishes of fruit, to consist of three dishes of Grapes (not less than 
three varieties), two dishes of Peaches, and one dish of each other kind of 
fruit, Pine Apples and Bananas excluded, the first prize, a silver tea set, 
value 10 guineas, presented by Messrs. Mackenzie & Moncur, Horticultural 
Builders, Edinburgh, there were no fewer than thirteen collections staged, 
almost every one of which was meritorious to a high degree. Mr. Boyd, 
gardener to W. Forbes, Esq., Callander House, Falkirk, was successful in 
securing the first prize, his Grapes being of extra fine quality, and 
comprising Black Alicante of good size and extra finish ; Muscat Ham¬ 
burgh was very large in bunch, and of the very finest finish possible, and 
jet black ; Black Hamburgh also very fine. The other dishes were Jubilee 
Melon, Grosse Mignonne and another Peach, small Elruge Nectarines, and 
Figs, Plums, Apiicots, Jargonelle Pears, and Passiflora edulis being the 
other dishes. The Grapes doubtless exercised a very great influence in this 
case. Mr. McKelvie, gardener to the Duchess of Roxburgh, Broxmouth 
Park, Dunbar, second, the white Muscats in this collection being extremely 
fine; Muscat Hambur.h and Black Hamburgh were the other Grapes, and 
not so fine, though good. A fine Best of All Melon, good Brown Turkey 
Figs, extra Walburton Admirable and Barrington Peaches, were the most 
noticeable of the other dishes. The third prize was secured by Mr. Mclndoe, 
Hutton Hall, Guisborough, York, the Gros Maroc and Gros Colman Grapes 
being very fine, the other soit being Trebbiano. The other fruit in this 
collection was much better than in the other two, Best of All Melon, Golden 
Eagle and Princess of Wales Peaches, fine Figs, and Jargonelle Pears, 
Jefterson Plums, and extra Ribston Pippin Apples, being all fine. Mr. 
Mr. McKinnon, Melville CaBtle, Lasswade, was fourth, Bucklsnd Sweet¬ 
water Grapes were very fine, Black Hamburgh not so good, though large, 
and enormous Trebbiano; Barrington Peaches were also fine. Mr. Hunter, 
Lambton Castle, Durham, also staged well; Mr. Murray, Maybole, and Mr. 
McHattie, Newbattle Abbey, also having fine collections. 

For a collection of eight dishes of fruit, not more than two dishes of 
Grapes (black and white), and one dish of each other kind of fruit, there 
were six entries, Mr. Hunter being first with Grapes, small in bunch, but of 
fine finish and extra fine Souvenir du Congres Pears, Smooth Cayenne Pine 
Apple, La Favourite Melon, Apples, Plums, and Nectarines. Second Mr. 
Mclndoe, with very fine Gros Maroc, Charlotte Rothschild Pine Apple, fine 
Walburton Peaches, and Clapp’s Favourite Pears. 

A collection of twelve dishes of hardy fruit, not more than two dishes 
(distinct varieties) of each kind, and all grown out of doors, nine entries, 
Mr. Fairgrieve, gardener to the Duchess of Athole, Dunkeld, was first 
with large Royal George and Rivers’ Early Silver Peaches, good; Pitmaston 
Orange and Elruge Nectarines, fine ; Pond’s Seedling and Jefferson Plums, 
Bon Chretien and St. Germain Pears, fine Worcester Pearmain, and Peas- 
gooi’s Nonesuch Apples, Cherries, and Apricots ; second Mr. Day, Galloway 
House, Garliestown, and third Mr. Dow, Newbyth, Prestonkirk. 

For a collection of twelve dishes, grown in an orchard house, not more 
than two dishes (distinct varieties) of each kind, Grapes excluded (seven 
entries).—First Mr. D. Melville, Elliston House, St. Boswells, the fruit being 
excellent. The sorts were Albatross and Princess of Wales Peaches, Pit¬ 
maston Duchess and Beurre Diel Pears, Washington and Melon Apples, 
Nectarines Lord Napier and Pine Apple, fine Apricots and Plums being the 
other dishes; Mr. Mclndoe second and Mr. Williamson, gardener to J. H. 
Rigg, Esq., Tarvet, third. It is only just to say, however, that Mr. W. H. 
Divers, gardener to J. S. Hopwood, Esq., Stamford, staged the best collection, 
Souvenir de Congres Pears, Eirly Crawford and Barrington Peaches, 
Pine Apple and Dryden Peaches being extremely good. Unfortunately, 
too many dishes of Plums were staged, and the collection was in consequence 
passed. 

Grapes.—For a collection of twelve bunches of Grapes, six black and six 
white. The prizes are presented by the Corporation of the City of Edin¬ 
burgh. There were five entries. Mr. McKelvie staged beautiful fruit, 
Alnwick Seedling, Alicante, and Gros Guillaume, the black sorts, being in 
perfect order. Of the whites, Golden Hamburgh were the finest, Raisin de 
Calabre and Muscat of Alexandria though good beiDg not quite so fine. 
Mr. McHattie, gardener to the Marquis of Lothian, Newbattle, Dalkeith, 
second, Tyninghame Muscat and Madresfield Court being the finest; Lady 
Downe’s very large, but not quite finished. Mr. Murray, gardener to the 
Marquis of Ailsa, Culzean Castle, Maybole, third with six large fine bunches, 
Muscat of Alexandria not quite ripened, Gros Maroc very fine, and Black 
Hamburgh good. For eight bunches, at least six varieties, Mr. McKelvie 
was again first, having Alnwick Seedling fine, good Madresfield Court, fine 
Alicante, Gros Maroc, extremely well finished Muscat of Alexandria, and 
Golden Hamburgh; Mr. Boyd was second, his Madresfield Court, Alnwick 
Seedling, and Black Hamburgh being good ; third Mr. Murray, gardener to 
T. L. Learmonth, Esq., Park Hall, Falkirk, with large and good bunches 
not quite finished. For four bunches, distinct varieties, there were seven 
entries. Here Mr. Kirk, gardener to J. T. Paton, Esq., Ailsa, was first with 
Alnwick Seedling, Cooper’s Black, Duke of Buccleuch, and Madresfield 
Court, good as to bunch, and with large berries; Mr. Boyd second with 
better finished Grapes, and fine ; third Mr. Murray, Parkhall. 

For two bunches Muscat of Alexandria, two entries, Mr. McKelvie was first 

with two perfectly finished examples; Mr. Day, Garliestown, second. For 
two bunches Black Hamburgh, seven entries, Mr. Murrav, Parkhall, was first 
with jet black bunches, rather crushed through under thinning; Mr. Boyd, 
second, with smaller compact bunchis. With one bunch of Muscat Alexan¬ 
dria, Mr. John Caldwell, gardener to J. Scott, Esq., Langholm, was first 
with a large but rather green example ; Mr. Murray, Parkhal', second, with 
a better finished bunch. For one bunch of Black Hamburgh, Mr. Cobins, 
Walkerburn, was first with a large berried good bunch. For one bunch of 
Alicante, Mr. Potter, Wbitehill, Carlisle, was first with a fair example ; and 
Mr. Caldwell second. For one bunch of Alnwick Seedling, Mr. Murray, May¬ 
bole, was first with a good example ; and Mr. McKelvie Eecond with a 
smaller but better finished bunch. For one bunch of Gros Colman, Mr. 
McKelvie took first place with a small but admirably finished bunch; Mr. 
Potter, second. Mr. Boyd was first for one bunch of Lady Downe’s with a 
good example; Mr. Mclndoe, second. For the best bunch of any black 
Grage not named in the echedule, Mr. Boyd was first with a fine Muscat 
Hamburgh ; a fine underthinned bunch of Gros Maroc securing second for 
Mr. Murray, Parkhall. For the best bunch of any white Grape not named in 
the schedule, Mr. Porter, Carlisle, led with a fine bunch of Buckland Sweet¬ 
water ; Mr. Kirk, Alloa, second, with Duke of Buccleuch. The finest flavoured 
bunch of black was a shrivelled Muscat Hamburgh, and the finest flavoured 
white, DuchesB of Buccleuch. The finest bloomed bunch was Alicante 
from Mr. Forbes; Mr. McKelvie, second, with Gros Maroc. 

There was a good display of Pine Apples shown. For one Queen Tine 
Apple the first prize was awarded to Mr. McIntyre, The Glen, Innerleithen, 
Mr. Ramsay, Fordell, Inverkeithing, being second. Mr. Ramsay was first for 
one Smooth Cayenne Pine Apple, and Mr. Mclndoe second; and for two 
Pine Apples Mr. Ramsay was again first and Mr. McIntyre second. Mr. D. 
Melville had the best green-fleshed Me’on, and Mr. A. Bremner, Ormiston 
Hall, Tranent, had the best scarlet-fleshed. Fine Figs were staged by Mr. 
Morrison, Arckerfield, Drem, and secured the first prize. The best Peaches 
came from Mr. McKinnon, Melville Castle, and the best Nectarines from Mr. 
G. Dewar, Fife, the fruits in these classes being fine, ripe, and highly 
coloured. 

There was a large exhibition of Pears, most of which were, however, 
quite green. For a collection of dessert Pears, six varieties, Mr. Dow, 
Newbyth, was first, and Mr. McLeod, Harvieston Castle, second, all unripe ; 
Mr. Murray, Maybole, first for six Pears, two varieties. The Society this 
year offered a series of prizes for certain sorts of Apples and Tears named 
at the Congress held two years ago, as the most popular sorts. Many of 
these were late varieties, and, as a matter of course, were green and unripe ; 
Jargonelle and Williams’ Bon Chret’eu were the only two ripe Pears shown, 
though the Apples were more numerous in a condition of ripeness. Very 
good dishes of Irish Peach, Thorle, and Oslin Pippins, Keswick Codlin, 
Lord Suffield, Ecklinville Seedling, Warner’s King, Alfriston, Tower of 
Glamis, and Hawthornden were staged. For any cooking Apple Peas good’s 
Nonesuch was the best, Maiden’s Blush was also very pretty. The prize for 
the best of any dessert Apple was awarded to Duchess of Oldenburg, 
though good examples of Golden Reinette, Summer Strawberry, Early 
Harvest, and Red Astraehan were shown in fine condition. The best two 
dessert Apples were Irish Peach and early Julien out of a large class. 
For a collection of Apples, twelve varieties, there were seventeen entries, 
Mr. King, gardener to Lord Hamilton, Dalz 11, first, a dish of Stirling 
Castle being the only variety, extra fine; Mr. Brunton, Gilmerton, was 
second with a much more even and, as we thought, a finer collection. 
There was also a numerous show of Plums, Currants, and other small 
fruits. 

Feasts. 

In this section there was nothing out of the common. As usual Mr- 
Patterson, Millbank, was the most successful with flowering stove and green¬ 
house plants; Mr. Grossart, gardener to J. Buchanan, Esq., Oswald Road, 
also being a very successful exhibitor. For a table of plants, 20 feet by 
5 feet, for effect, Mr. Grossart set up a very pretty arrangement. There 
was a very fresh table of Ferns, some good Cockscombs, a few Orchids, 
good Tuberous Begonias, and Fuchsias, Liliums, &c., were fairly well repre¬ 
sented. 

Cut FlOwees. 

These were fairly numerous and of good quality. Gladiolus were very 
well represented, Dahlias, Ro3es and Asters being well shown and in good 
numbers. For twelve Gladioli, distinct varieties, Mr. Smith,’Prestwick, was 
first with even spikes of Aramis, Phoenix, Phidias, Eugene Souchet, Came- 
leon, Crepuscule, Bicolore, Atlas, Tamerlane, Dalila, Leviathan, and Grand 
Rouge. Mr. Brotherston was second, Dalila, Le Vesuve, Teresita, and Caprice 
the best. Mr. Taylor, Inveresk, third ; and six Gladioli, Mr. Hall, Kelso, 
first, and Mr. Henderson, Galalan, Kelso, second, with larger though not so 
fresh spikes. With five spikes Hollyhocks, distinct, Mr. D. McFarlane, 
King Meadows, Peebles, first, showing Czar, F. G. Dougal, Queen of Yellows, 
Purple Prince, and Agnes Berry. Mr. Robertson, Jedburgh, was second. 
The same exhibitors occupied the same positions for twelve Hollyhock 
blooms. With twelve Dahlia blooms, snow, Mr. Pearson, Beechwood, 
Corstorphine, first, in a large class with good blooms, and Mr. Bennet, 
Hanley Lodge, second. For twelve fancy Dahlia blooms, Mr. Pearson was 
again first with a very fine dozen. The same exhibitor had also first for 
twelve bunches, single. For twenty-four Roses the first went to Mr. 
Walkei, Clarendon Lodge, Linlithgow, with small but clean buds. Mr. G. T. 
Hunter, Lauriston Castle, in the clas3 for twelve Roses, took first. For 
twelve Tea Roses Mr. Parlane, Roslea Castle, was first with bright clean 
blooms. Mr. McLeod, Stirling, had first for cut trusses of stove and green¬ 
house plants. 

Vegetabi.es (Open to all). 

As already stated, these were a very large show, and generally so fine 
that prizes were not easily taken. Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Celery, French 
Beans, and Cabbages were represented in great numbers, and if size was 
any criterion, drought would seem to have done these no harm whatever. 

With a collection of vegetables, six sorts, there were fourteen entries, 
most of which were very fine. The first prize was secured by Mr. Hark- 
ness, Broadmeadows, Hutton, with good Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, extra 
fine Leeks, fresh Peas, good Tomatoes, a brace of Telegraph Cucumbers, and 
Village Blacksmith Potatoes. Mr. Culton, Castle Douglas, second with 
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what we considered a superior collection to the first, Williams’ Match¬ 
less Celery being very fine, enormous Trebons Onions, fine Tomatoes, very 
fine Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, and extra Dr. M‘Lean Peas. Mr. Bigham, 
Bagerton, Jedburgh, third, the Celery and Cauliflowers extra good ; and 
Mr. Cairns, Bongedward, Jedburgh, was fourth, also with extra fine pro- 
duec. Mr. Mclndoe had the finest Tomatoes; Mr. Murray, Belmont, 
second Mr. Wood, Woodside, Musselburgh, had first prize for a brace of 
Cucumbers; Mr Cairns, Jedburgh, who was passed, showed the freshest 
ana hnest. Cauliflowers were very numerous and fine, Mr. Stevenson, 
Greenend, Liberton, having the finest. Mr. Waldie, Newstead, Bridge of 
A ia?;ln,ra fane Celery class took first. Mr. Bigliam had the best Leeks, 
and Mr. Murray, Maybole, the best Onions. Mr. Bigham was also awarded 
first prize for a collection of twelve Potatoes. 

Nurserymen’s Classes. 

Messrs. R. Bain & Sons alone set up a table of plants, 40 feet by 10 feet 
for effect. This was, however, a very bold and effective arrangement, the' 
several plants of Crotons, Dractenas, and other things depended in for 
effect being m fine condition and beautifully coloured. The first prize was 
awarded. The same firm was also first for Palms, table plants, and Chrysan¬ 
themums, Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons having the best twelve Conifers. 

ior thirty Gladioli, not more than two of any variety, the first prize 
was secured by Messrs. Stuart & Mein, Kelso, who had L’Unique, Violet, 
Cameleon, Dictateur, Teresita, Crepuscule, Atlas, Horace Vernet as the most 
conspicuous ; Mr. Campbell, Gourock, was second with more even spikes, 
but blooms of a lesser size ; Mr. Service, Maxwellton, was third. No Holly¬ 
hocks were shown by nurserymen. 

Messrs. Lamont 1'Sons had the best single Dahlias, Messrs. Cocker and 
son, Aberdeen, taking first for twenty-four Show and for twenty-four Fancy 
Dahlias, the blooms being largejand of fine quality; Messrs. R. B. Laird and 
fcons were second in each case. The last-mentioned firm was also first for 
twenty-four bunches of cut stove or greenhouse plants. Messrs. J. Cocker 
and Sons, Aberdeen, were well first for thirty-Bix Roses, very fine blooms of 
Rmiiie Hausburg, Francois Michelon, Mr. jowitt, Earl of Pembroke, Louis 
Reyronny, and Alfred Colomb being conspicuously fresh ; Mr. Smith, 
btranraer, was a good second. The same positions were held by these firms 
for eighteen Roses. 

Amongst the miscellaneous exhibits one of the most interesting was a 
table of rarities, which Mr. Lindsay sent from the Botanic Gardens. Messrs. 
Dicksons & Co., Waterloo Place, had a large table filled with Apples in 110 
varieties grown at their Liberton Nurseries. Messrs. Methven & Sons had 
a,T5PrettlD arranged table of plants, in which the beauties of varieties 
ot Dihum speciosum were most conspicuous ; Messrs. Ireland & Thomson 

of good foliage plants, Ac., and a group of ornamental shrubs, Ac. 
Mr. Robertson Munro had a pretty group of Alpines and other plants, and the 
Scottish Mushroom Co. a fine quantity of growing Mushrooms from the 
bcotland Street Tunnel. Some beautiful blooms of Madame Desgranges 
and of Mr. George Wermig Chrysanthemums were shown from Corstorphine: 
and. to Mr. Iv llson, Bantaskin, Falkirk, a certificate was awarded for Odon- 
toglossum Harryanum. 

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY. 

The autumn Show of this Society was held in St. Andrew’s Halls on 
\V ednesday, 7th inst., and was superior to former shows, particularly in the 
fruit and vegetable classes. The entries were more numerous than last 
year, and the competitions in many ca?es more keen. Large numbers of 
p ants and cut flowers were tabled for exhibition only, which formed a dis- 
play never equalled at any previous autumn show. Messrs. Smith and 
Simons, Kenmshead Nurseries, had a table 24 feet by 6 feet of their most 
choice doyc and greenhouse plants, among which were some fine specimens 
of Cocos Weddelliana, richly coloured Crotons, Dracamas, I’ancratiums 
Vallotas, and two very fine specimens of Gymnogramma gloriosa. The whole' 
arranged with great taste and very highly commended by the Judges. The 
display of cut flowers by Mr. M. Campbell, nurseryman, Blantyre, was the 
most excellent exhibit of the kind in the Show and filled two large tables. 
Splendid spikes of Hollyhocks, Dahlias, show, pompon, and singlet were in 
great number and of the highest quality. Carnation and Begonia blooms 
were in good variety. Their seedling Pansies Mrs. John Ellis and Miss 
r rench were very highly commended. Messrs. Samuel McGredy & Sons 
nurserymen, Portadown, had a collection of Dahlias, Pompon and Cactus' 
very- tastefully set up. Some of the best Pompons were Guiding Star 
(white), Thomas Moore (red), Isabel, Jessie McMillan, and Little Nigger. 
Among Cactus were Picta formosissima, Wm. Pearce, a fine yellow • Con¬ 
stance, a pure white : Nemesis, and Mrs. Hawkins, primrose. Highly com¬ 
mended. Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, filled a large table with cut 
blooms, showing the excellence of strain of Marigolds, for which they are 
tamed ; excellent examples of Onions, Parsnips, Turnips, and Parsl y were 

« ui-0nJh,,s>t-abie‘ A splendid exhibit. Mr. M. Cuthbertson of Rothesay 
Public Park Nursery, had a collection of Pansies, Violas, French Marigolds 
Antirrhinums, and Parsley Cuthbertson’s New Gem. Highly commended’ 
Mr. Alex. Lister, Rothesay, had a table 6 feet by 4 of Dahlias, Pansies, and 
Rarsley. The Pansies in this collection were very fine, and were very 

ly commended. Mr. Wm. Montgomery, nurseryman, Oardross, had a 
splendid collection of Roses, cut blooms, which, considering the time of year 
were of very good quality ; a very interesting exhibit. Mr. Peter McKenzie’ 
florist, Oo, St. Vincent Street, had five hand bouquets of large size made up 
with choice Roses, Stephanotis, Lapagerias (white), Orchids, Ac., ve-v 
tastefully arranged. This exhibit was deservedly admired, and was awarded 
tbs highest commendation. Messrs. Wm. Thomson & Sons, nurserymen 
Clovenfords, had a large basket of Duke of Buccleuch Grapes, berries very 
large. Onions over 0 inches in diameter were also shown, which bad been 
grown with their manurial preparation. An excellent exhibit and verv 
highly commended. Messrs. W. A F. D. McMally, Glenluce and Spring- 
burn, exhibited observatory hives showing bees at work, a source of 
much interest to the visitors, and some splendid comb in design of “ God 
oave the Queen,’’ &c. Highly commended. 

Class open to Nurserymen only.—Twelve plants for table decora¬ 
tion-—Mr. John Sutherland, Lenzie, was an easv first, Mr. Peter McKenzie 
second. Twenty-four Gladioli, Messrs. Sam. McGredy had first with the 

most superb spikes ever tabled in Glasgow. The spikes in this stand were 
arranged in a most beautiful manner, sloping a little to the back and relieved 
with the leaves of the Pampas Grass, which was very graceful and effective; 
with the exception of four continental varieties all were their own seedlings. 
Mr. A. E. Campbell, Gourock, was second with a good stand, the blooms 
were smaller and arranged in the old erect style. Twenty-four blooms 
Dahlias, distinct varieties—Mr. M. Campbell, Blantyre, was deservedly first 
with splendid blooms of Criterion. Gaiety, Illuminator, Champion Rollo, 
Harry Keith, Mrs. Wm. Slack, Henry Eckford, H. Watton, Salamander, 
Miss Cannell, Viceroy, Ethel Britten, Joseph Ashley, Buttercup, Pandora, 
\V m. Rawlings, Willie Garret, Muriel, Countess of Ravensworth, Thos. 
Hobbs, Colonist, Surprise, and Mr. Gladstone. Mr. John Sutherland was 
second with much smaller but very neat blooms. Twenty-four blooms 
Roses.—Mr. Wm. Montgomery, Cardross, was first, and Sim. McGredy and 

eecon<Ai and P. Robertson, Mossend Nursery, Helensburgh, third. Mr. 
M. Campbell had first for collection of Carnations and Picotees, the Carna¬ 
tions were particularly fine. Twenty-four Pansies.—Mr. John Sutherland 
was first with grand blooms. Mr. A. Lister a good second, and Mr. A. Irvine 
third. Twelve varieties, single Dahlias, ten blooms each.—Mr. M. Campbell, 
was awarded first withLutea grandiflora, Bailie Goodwin, White Perfection, 
Mrs. Gardener, Mrs. Kerr, John Stewart, Brilliant, ChilweU Beauty. 
i,8/?0?.1 Defiance, Gelicata, Brightness—a very fine stand neatly arranged, 
Mr. P. McKenzie had first for hand bouquet. 

Class open to Gardeners and Amateurs only.—Table of plants 
arianged for effect, 12 feet by 6. In this class four collections were staged. 
Mr. George Meston, gardener, Murcia House, Polloksbields, had first place 
for a neat and effective group, some finely flowered Pancratiums, Vallotas, 
two well bloomed plants of Odontoglossum grande, a beautiful Cocos 
VYecldelhana in the centre of the table of a size that harmonised well with 
the other plants which were so admirably arranged around it. This table 
was certainly the best of its kind that has yet been shown. The second 
prize went to Mr. Alex. Raeside, gardener, York hi 1. The ground of Maiden¬ 
hair Ferns in this group was its best feature. The central plant, a Cocos 
Weddelliana, too, was too large for this size of table, while the Dracamas 
were rather stiff and dull looking. Third prize was awarded to Mr. Jno. 
Mathieson, gardener, Westbank, Partick, whose Crotons were highly 
coloured and well grown ; the arrangement, however, wa3 heavy. A large 
Palm in the centre was out of all proportion to the plants it overshadowed. 
In addition to the Society’s prize a very handsome gold medal was added 
by J. L. Henderson, Esq., Partick, one of the most active supporters of 
horticulture iu the West of Scotland. For four house plants Mr. Thos. 
Hogg had first ; Mr. Jas. Hutchinson, gardener, Kerse, Lesmahagow, was 
second; and Mr. J. Lyon, gardener. Greenhill, Blantyre, third. Six plants 
for table decoration.—Mr. John McLeod, gardener, Brentham Park, Stirling, 
had first prize ; Mr. A. Montgomery, gardener, Rozelle, Partick, second; 
and John Robertson, gardener, Springbank, Stirling, third. Mr. John 
Mathieson was easily first for three foliage plants; Mr. Jas. Thomson, 
gardener, Clydeview, Helensburgh, second; and Mr. A. Raeside third. For 
three Orchids there were only two competitors, Mr. John McLeod being first, 
Caelogyne Massangeana being his best plant, and Mr. T. Hogg was second. 

For three Ericas Mr. Thos. Hogg was first, a grand plant of E. Mar- 
nockiana being conspicuous ; Mr. Geo. Meston was second. Mr. Hogg 
gained the prize for the most meritorious plant in the Exhibition with a 
large and finely bloomed plant of Erica Austiniana. Mr. John Mathieson 
was first for a single specimen Palm, a grand plant; Mr. Andrew Smith, 
gardener, Wheatlands House, Bonnybridge, second ; and Mr. Jas. Thomson 
third. For one specimen Tree Fern Mr. Robt. Mitchell, gardener, Portland 
House, Polloksbields, was deservedly first with the best specimen shown for 
a long time ; Mr. Geo. Meston was second ; and Mr. John Campbell, Albert 
Gardens, third. For four exotic Ferns Mr. Jas. Thomson was first, a 
splendid Golden Fern, a fine plant of Nephrolepis Duffi being the best; 
Mr. James Canghie, Redcliff, Partrick, was second, Ills large plant of 
Polystichum venustum was prominent; Mr. J. Lyon bad the third place. 
For four British Ferns Mr. Jas. Canghie was first with very fine plants, 
particularly Scolopeudrium crispum, which was large and very fresh, and a 
large pair of Polypodium Dryopteris ; Mr. John Lyon was second with much 
smaller plants; and Mr. John McGnater third. 

Fruit.—A collection of twelve dishes of fruit, not more than two distinct 
varieties of one sort.—Mr. Donald McBean, gardener, Craigends, Johnstone, 
was first, his Grapes, Peaches, Pears, Figs, Nectarine, Melon were all 
excellent; Mr. A. Crosbie, Buchanan Gardens, Drymen, was second; and 
Mr. Thos. Hogg, third. Collection of six dishes of fruit, not more than 
two distinct varieties of one sort, Pine Apples excluded.—Mr. Jas. McCon- 
nachie, Cameron Gardens, Alexandria, was first, his Alicantes, Peaches, and 
Nectarines were very good; second place went to Mr. W. Thorburn, 
Castle Semple Gardens, Lochwinnoch. Six dishes hardy fruit, not more 
than two distinct varieties of one sort.—Mr. A. Wilson, gardener, Auchen- 
cruiye, Ayr, had the first place with very fine examples of Williams’ Bon 
Chretien Pear, Jefferson and Magnum Bonum Plums, Morello Cherries, and 
Royal George Peaches; Mr. Wm. Low, Viewforth Gardens, Stirling, 
was second ; and Thos. Hogg third. 

Two bunches Black Hamburgh Grapes.—Mr. Jame3 Thomson, gardener 
Broomhill, Partick, was first with very good bunches ; Mr. A. McKenzie, 
gardener, Merchiston, Johnstone, second ; and Mr. D. Howie, Dunamara, 
Culro3s, thi d. Two bunches black Grape3 other than Black Hamburgh.— 
Mr. Donald McBean was first with superbly finished bunches of Alicante f 
Mr. John Cadzow, Crossford, Linark, second; and Mr. D. Murray, Culzean 
Gardens, Maybole, third. With two bunches White Muscat Grapes, Mr. 
A. Crosbie was first; A. Smith second; and Mr. John McLeod third. For 
two bunches of white Grapes other than Muscat, first Mr. R. Barrie, 
gardener, Woodstone, Row; second Mr. Jas. Cocker, gardener, Stranraer; 
third Mr. D. Waddell, Southpark, Bute. Six distinct varieties, Apples, four 
of each.—Mr. A. Crosbie was first; Mr. A. Wilson second; and Mr. R. 
Stratlidee, Torbolton, third. The first prize for six Peaches was gained by 
Mr. D. McBean; Mr. Jno. McLeod was second; and Mr. John Robertson 
third. One Melon.—Mr. D. Waddell first; Mr. F. Stewart, Bellcairn Gardens, 
Cove, second; and Mr. Wm. Halliday, gardener, Cordale House, Dumbarton, 
third. For six Nectarines Messrs. A. CrOBbie first; D. McBean second ; and 
John Robertson third. For twelve Plums at least three distinct varieties, 
first Mr. G. Gordon, Drymen; second Mr. A. Wilson; and third Mr. 
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Thos. Hogg. Twelve Pears at least, three distinct varieties.—Mr. A. 
Wilson was first; Mr. Jas. Alexander, Clydevale, Lanark, second; and Mr. 
R. Strathdee, third. Twelve baking Apples, at least three distinct 
varieties.—Mr. R. Stiathdee was first; Mr. D. Murray, second ; and Mr. W. 
Boswell, 12, Albert Place, Stirling, third. For twelve dessert Apples at 
least, three distinct varieties, Mr. R. Strathdee was first; A. Wilson second; 
and Mr. G. Gordon third. 

Cut Flowers anp Bouquets.—In the class for twelve spikes of 
Gladioli, distinct varieties, Mr. Wm. Lees, sen., Muirend, Symington, was 
first with a superb stand ; Mr. D. McBean was second, and Mr. W. Dipple, 
Caldwell, third. For six spikes Gladioli, distinct varieties, Mr. Peter Morri', 
Nelson Street, Largs, had the first place, Mr. Robt. Crawford, Calder Street, 
Lochwinnoch, second, and Mr. D. Kidd, Chappell House, Barrhead, third. 
The silver cup for twenty-four blooms Dahlias, distinct varieties, was won 
by Mr. Thos. Hogg with really splendid blooms ; Mr. Robt. Smith, Howood, 
was second, and Mr. Jas. Hutchieson third. In the class for twelve blooms 
Show Dahlias, distinct varieties, Mr. Arch. Park, gardener, Lylestone, Card- 
roes, was first, Mr. Thos. Hogg second, and Mr. Robt. Smith third. For 
twelve blooms Fancy Dahlias, distinct vari ties, Mr. Alex. McKenzie had 
first and Mr. Thos. Hogg second. For eight varieties single Dahlias in 
bunches of six blooms Mr. A. Park was first, Mr. D. McBean second, and 
Mr. J. Mitchell third. In theclass for twenty-four annuals, distinct varieties, 
Mr. Geo. Gray, Mowat Cottage, L- smahagow, was first, Mr. Walter Rae, 
Woodville, Biggar, second, and Mr. Alex. McCallum, Cairndhu, Helensburgh, 
third. For twelve annuals, genera, Mr. Joseph Millar, jun., 17, George 
Street, Bonhill, was first, Mr. Walter Rae second, and Mr. Jas. Twaddel, 
Leelaw Muir, Lesmabagow, third. 

For twelve blooms Show Pansies Mr. A. Ollar, Kilcerror, Campbelltown, 
had first, Mr. Robt. Stewart, Lenzie, second, and Mr. Wm. Storrie, Garn- 
gabber, Lenzie, third. For twelve blooms Fancy Pansies Mr. A. Ollar was 
again first, and Mr. A’ex. Wilkie, New Street, Kilbarcban, second. In the 
Viola class for twelve bunches, the veteran, Mr. J. Baxter, Daldowie,Broom- 
house, was an easy first. His bunches were very neatly put up, and the 
blooms, though small, were very fresh ; his varieties were Acme, Bullion, 
Duchess of Sutherland, Countess of Hep toun, Blue Cloud, all of which were 
very fine ; Max Kolb, Goldfinch, yel ow ground with lilac edge ; Countess 
of Kintore, seedling, white ground with lilac edge ; John Burns, Morning 
Star, and York and Lancaster. (Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, are to send out 
Mr. Baxter’s famous seedlings next spring.) Mr. J. Stewart was second and 
Mr. William McIntosh, 2, Firpark Terrace, Dennistown, third. A seedling 
in this stand was after the style of York and Lancaster, but with yellow 
stripes, very novel and attractive. 

Vegetables.—Vegetables were remarkably well shown. The first prize 
for the collection went to Mr. Thos. Hogg, the superiority of which was 
very apparent; Mr. D. McBean was second and Mr. Wm. Low third. Mr. 
Donald McBean was very successful, gaining first prizes for Celery, Leeks, 
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Savoys, Beans, Turnips, and French Beans. Mr. 
Hewett, Maryhill, had the best Carrots and Parsley; Mr. John Gentleman, 
West Craigmarrie, Armadale, had the best Potato3?. Cauliflowers were 
splendidly shown by Mr. Stewart, Wordielee, Lenz'e. Onions were well 
shown by Mr. W. Low, his variety being Cranston’s Excelsior. Mr. Wm. 
Hamilton had very fine Parsnips, some of them measuring 26 inches in 
length and 4 inches in diameter. Mr. B. Faichney had the best early 
Cabbage, and Mr. T. Mills the best rei Cabbage, Mr. R. Strathdee the be3t 
Peas. 

The plants, cut flowers, and vegetables brought forward by amateurs 
were very creditable to them and added much to the interest of the Exhibi¬ 
tion. The arrangements of the Show were as usual superintended by Mr. 
Franc. Gibb Dougall, the esteemed Secretary of the Society, and were 
extremely satisfactory.—G. R. 

BATH SHOW.—September 7th and 8th. 
This may truthfully be described as one of the best all-round displays 

that has ever been held in the western counties, and certainly superior to 
any previous autumn exhibitions in Bath. Everything in season was well 
represented, and in every instance the competition was most close and 
good. As usual in such cases disappointed exhibitors were numerous, not a 
few being under the impression the Judges were scarcely “ up to their work,” 
which it is almost needless to add was only a grumble, and nothing more. 
The weather on the opening day was not altogether favourable, but it was 
much better on the second day, and the attendance of visitors was very 
large accordingly. 

Plant Classes.—Fuchsias are always grandly shown at this meeting, 
but they were scarcely so good as usual. The best nine plants were shown 
by the veteran grower and raiser, Mr. James Lye, girdener to the Hon. 
Mrs. Haye, Lavington, who had grand pyramids of Annie Earle, H. Brooks, 
Lye’s Rival, Hon. Mrs. Haye, Final, Benjamin Pearson, James Welch, 
Lye’s Favourite, and Harriet Lye. Mr. G. Snell, gardener to Mrs. Counsell, 
Bath, was a creditable second, his collection including handsome plants of 
Arabella, Elegans, and Lye’s Favourite The third prize waa awarded to 
Mr. G. Tucker, gardener to Major Clarke, Trowbridge. For six Fuchsias 
Mr. J. Ruddick, gardener to Mrs. Pinder, Weston, was well first, having 
capitally flowered specimens of Mrs. Blight, Charming, Victoria, Bountiful, 
Thomas King, and Arabella. Mr. A. W. Southard was second ; and Mr. 
W. C. Drummond, Bath, third. In the class for one dark variety Mr. 
J. Tucker was first for a good pyramid of Charming, and in the correspond¬ 
ing class for a light variety Mr. J. Ruddick was first for a fairly good 
specimen of Lye’s Favourite. A second prize was awarded to Mr. 
C. Fletcher, gardener to C. H. Gab i»l, Esq., Bath, for four Fuchsias. 

Stove and gre nhouse flowerin'plants were fairly writ shown, though 
many of the specimens apparently had already done good good service 
elsewhere. Mr. J. Cypher, Chelt nham, was p’aced first for twelve speci¬ 
mens, these consisting of Allamanda nobilis, Lapageria alba, Ixora salici- 
folia, Bougainvillea glabra, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Erica Marnockiana, 
Ixora Duffi, Allamanda Hendersoni, Allamanda g andidora, Vallota pur¬ 
purea, Statice profusa, and Pancratium elegans, the latter having seven 
immense soikes of bloom, while all the plants were well flowered and fairly 
fresh. Mr. W. Finch, gardener to J. Marriott, Esq., Coventry, was a close 
Becond ; some of his plants, however, were rather stale, and others scarcely 
advanced enough. Among them was a large Lapageria alba and a fine 

Lapageria rosea, Ixora amabilis and Allamanda Hendersoni also being very 
good. Mr. G. Tucker was a creditable thiid. The prizewinners with three 
floweiing plants were Messrs. A. Hawkins, gardener to T. Jolly, Esq.; W. 
Marchant, gardener to Jerome Merchant, Esq., Bath ; and W. C. Drummond. 
With a single specimen Messrs. W. Finch and J. Cypher; and Heaths, 
Messrs. J. Cypher and W. C. Drummond, in the order given in each instance. 
Only two collections of six Orchids were shown. Mr. Cypher was easily 
first, having Saccolabium Blumei major with five grand spikes ; Cattleya 
Gaskelliana, with fourteen large blooms ; Vanda snavis; Cattleya Dowiana; 
Odontoglossum grande, bearing eight fine spikes ; and Aerides Rohanne- 
anum with thre; spikes of bloom. Mr. T. Perry, gardener to H. Cruger 
Miles, Esq.,Bristol, was second. Tuberous Begonias were remarkably fine and 
attracted much more notice than usual. With six plants, Mr. W. Gingell, 
gardener to W. Clifford, Esq., was well first, having such fine doubles as 
Marquis of Stafford, Gertrude, Madame Arnoult, Goliath, and Lady Lennox; 
and the single flowering Lord Salisbury exceptionally good. Mr. M. Cole, 
gardener to S. Tredwell, Esq., was a close second, ard certificates of merit 
were also awarded to Mr. M. Cole. Messrs. W. Mattick, gardener to J. 
Foley, Esq., Limpley Stoke, and J. Weston, gardener to the Rev. C. C. 
Layard, were respectively first and second for Cockscombs; while.Messrs.C. 
Richman, gardener to G. Palmer, Esq., Trowbridge, G. Tucker, and A. 
Hawkins were the prizewinners with Gloxinias, a fine lot of plants being 
shown. Mr. G. Tucker was well first for Zonal Pelargoniums, and other 
successful exhibitors of these were Messrs. A. W. Southard, H. Jones, gar¬ 
dener to General Doherty, and M. Cole. 

Fine-foliage plants were extensively and well shown in the several 
classes provided for them. Mr. J. Cypher took the lead with twelve 
plants, amoDg these being Croton angustifolius, Cordyline indivisa, Kentia 
Fosteriana, Croton Johannis, Croton Queen Victoria, and Kentia australis 
in good condition. Mr. W. Finch waB second, his Crotons and Palms being 
also in good health. Mr. W. Dobson, Bristol, was a creditable third. In 
the class for eight vanities Mr. W. Rye, gard ner to J. Derham, Esq., was 
well first, his group including handsome specimens of Croton Queen Vic¬ 
toria, Areca sapida. Cvcas revoluta, and Croton majesticus. Mr. W. J. 
Mould, gardener to E. E Bryant, Esq., was second, and Mr. H. Jones third. 
Several exce lent groups of fifteen varieties of Ferns were staged. Mr. 
G. Tucker was first, his group of even and well grown plan's including 
several good Adiantums, Gymnogrammas, and Davallias. Mr. J. Cooke, 
gardener to A. P. Stancombe, Esq., Trowbridge, wa9 a verv close second, 
his group being rich in Tree Ferns and Adiantums. Mr. J. Riddick, gar¬ 
dener to Mrs. Doherty, was a good third. The prizewinners with nine 
varieties were Messrs. T. Truckle, girdeier to T. Carr, Esq ; W. Marchant 
and \V. C. Drummond, all staging creditab'y. 

Cut Flowers.—The display of Gladioli was, a? far as numbers were 
concerned, about equal to what are u-ually seen a". B atb, but it is doubtful if 
such a grand lot of spikes as those shown in the c ass for thirty-s x varie- 
ti-s by Messrs. Burrell & Co., C imbridge, have been si n before, famous as 
the West of England is fur this c'ass of flows. Part’cularly trood w°re 
such sorts as Cantab. Grand Rouge, Mabel, Cygnet seedling (certificated), 
Pysche, Mons. Adolphe Bronguiart, Hesperide, Cervantes, Mirabel, Flam¬ 
boyant, Chameleon, Jupi er, and Conation. They were swirled the first 
prize, the second going to Mr. G. S. Wa'ters, Cilne. and the third to Mr. 
A. A. Walters, Bath, these exhibitors also have crel table exhibits. Mr. J. 
Mattock was Wrll first for twelve varieties. Dihbas were very abundant 
and good, the display of singles bring esoecivly attrac'ive. The best 
thirty-six Dah’ias were shown by Messrs. Keynes, WJ iims & Co., Silis- 
bury, who had a fine even lot, i iclndei am mg which were Victor, Royal 
Queen. Henry Walton, Imper a’, W. Raw.i lgs, Gloire de Lyon, Colonist, 
Mr. Glasscock, Eclipse, Mrs. Langtry, J. StinlLh, Prince of Denmark, 
Harry K ith, Thomas Hobbs, Mrs.Gladstone, Philip La Ids, J. StandLh, James 
Vick, and Statesman. Messrs. Heath & Son were a good second. With 
twelve varieties Mr. G. Humphries, Cnippenham, was firs-, his stind com¬ 
prising grand blooms of J. Ashby, Mi-s Cannell, J. S ephens, Earl of 
Ravensworth, W. Rawlings, J. Wyatt, Picotee, Mrs. Glaiston», Vic -Pre¬ 
sident, G. Barnes, Statesman, H. W. Ward, and J. Stephens. Mr. H. Bush, 
Swanswick, was second, and Mr. S. Tuttle th rd. Messrs. Keynes, Williams 
and Co., were first for twelve Fancies, and Mr. G. Humphries s- cond, such 
sorts as Pelican, Egyptian Prince, G iety, Mrs. Saunders, and Peacock 
being very fine. The best twelve bunches of single Dahlias were shown 
by J. Cneal & Sons, Cnwley, who had Paragon, Primrose, Negress 
Formosa, Duchess of We-tminster, Hugo, and other good sorts beautifully 
set up. Mr. T. Truckle, girdener to T. Ca-r, Esq., was second, 
and Mr. A. A. Walters third. The competition with Roses was 
bettrr than might reasonably have been anticipated, the local 
growers being well to the front. The best thirty-six blooms were shown 
by Mr. G. Campbell, gard .ner to Dr. Budd, Bath, these including 
fresh and good trusses of Harrison We r, A. K. Williams, La France, Biron 
Hausmann, Marie Van Houtte, E. Y. Teas, C. Lefebvre, Francois Michelon, 
Alfred Colomb, Duke of Wellington, and Duchess of Bedford. Messrs G, 
Cooling & Son, Bath, were placed second, and Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, 
third, both having fairly good b'ooms. Mr. Campbell was also first for 
twenty-four blooms, Mr. J. Ma-.tock taking the second prize, and Messrs. 
Cooling & Son the third. Zonal Pelargoniums were very fine ; Mr. M. Cole 
was first, Messrs. Cooling & Son second, and Mr. J. Mattock third. The 
prizes for Verbenas were awarded to Messrs. Mittock, Cooling ifc Son, and 
A. Hawkins in the order named. There was an exceptionally grand display 
of A-ters of so ts. Very fine were the twenty-four French Ast rs staged 
by Messrs. Cooling it Son, and awarded the first prize, and the exhibits of 
Mr. T. Every was only slightlv inferior. Mr. G. S. Walters was well first 
for German varieties, and Mr. W. J. Jones a g tod second. Vases of wil<i 
and choice flowers were very tastefully arranged; with the former Mr. F. 
Cole, Bristol, was first, Miss G. O. Heard second, and Mr. E. T. Hill third. 
Mr. J. Cypli r w is fiist for the vaje of choice flowers, Mis3 Durbin being a 
good second, and Mr. E. T. Hill third. Tne best bo iquet was set up by Mr; 
C. Winston-1, Clifton, Mr. M. Hoskins being second for a fine bouquet only 
slightly inferior, and Mr. W. C. Drummond th rd. Eight lots of twenty- 
four varieties of choice flowe-s were staged ; Mr. G. Howe, gardener to 
Lewis Fry, Esq., M.P., was first, Mr. W. Iggulden, Frome, a very close 
second, and Mr. Perry third. 

I Fruit.—One whole tent was wholly devoted to fruit, of which there was 
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an exceptionally grand display ; Mr. J. H. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle, 
Derby, was awarded the first piize fora collection of eight dishes, these con¬ 
sisting of good Madresfield Court and fairly good Muscat of Alexandria 
Grapes, a good Melon, Negro Largo Figs, Rivers’ Orange Nectarine, Sea 
Eagle Peach, Moorpark Apricot, and Kirk’s Plum. Mr. W. Nash, ga dener 
to the Duke of Beaufort, Badminton, was a close second, his Muscat of 
Alexandria Grapes spoiling his chance for first place ; the third prize was 
awarded to Mr A. Miller, Rood Ashton, Trowbridge, tlrs collection 
including a good fruit of the handsome and distinct Melon, Rood Ashton 
Seedling. 

The greatest interest was centred in the class for eight bunches 
of Grapes in four variet’es. There were eight entries, but Mr. 
W. Taylor, gardener to Alderman Chaffin, Bath, was well first, being 
considerably ahead of all other competitors. He had very handsome 
bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, large tut not well finished Hadres- 
field Court, and perfect bunches of Alicante and Alnwick Seedling. 
The second prize was awarded to Mr. G. F. Crocker, gardener to W. B. 
Miles, Esq., Bristol, the principal merit of this collection being its fitness 
for the table. Mr. W. Nash was third, but there were two other better col¬ 
lections shown. The Judges, if consistent, would have awarded the first 
prize in the any black class other than Hamburghs to creditable bunches of 
Madresfield Court, instead of which Alicantes were favoured. Mr. Nash 
was first; Mr. T. Osman, gardener to J. L. Baker, Esq., Chertsey, second ; 
and Mr. A. YouDg. gardener to B. Thomas, Esq., Clifton, third. With Black 
Hamburghs Mr. Nash was first, staging quite small bunches, berries also 
small, but well coloured. Mr. Ellicott, gardener to H. W. Tugwell, Esq., 
Bath, was second, and Mr. W. Iggulden third, both having rather over-ripe 
examples. Mr. Taylor was first with Muscat of Alexandria, none of the 
other exhibits approaching his in any way. Mr. W. Coates, gardener to 
Mrs. Miller, Westbury-on-Trym, was second, and Mr. Crocker third. In 
the any other white class Mr. C ocker was first wPh well-ripened Buck- 
land Sweetwater, Mr. Rye being second with Golden Champion, and Mr. E. 
Trot man, gardener to J. Colman, Esq., Clifton, third. The successful 
exhibitors in the local classes were Messrs. E. Peacock, H. Jones, and 
E. Chedzey. Mr. W. Iggulden staged a large, compact, and wed-finished 
bunch of Gros Guil'aume, which weighed 7 lbs. 12 ozs. Numbers of Melons 
were shown, but none were of great merit. Mr. Nash was first in the green- 
flesh class with Sutton’s Perfection, Mr. R. T. B. Kerslake second, and Mr. 

Jggu'dt n th rd. Mr. Goodacre was first in the scarlet-flesh class with 
Read’s Hybrid, Mr. W. Every being second, and Mr. W. Marchant third. 
Peaches, and Nectarines were judged by flavour, to the no small disgust of 
the exhibitors staging the finest dishes. The first p ize for nine fruits was 
awarded to Mr. W. Fidler, gardener to Baron C. Do Tuyll, Chipping Sod- 
bury, for a g od dish of Walburton Admirable, Mr. J. Wotton being 
second, and Mr. MarchaDt third. With a smaller dish Messrs. W. Mattick, 
H. Dutton, and H. L- wis were the prizew'nners in the order named. Mr. 
Marchant was first for nine Nectarines, Mr. Wotton second, and Mr. Pymm 
third, the latter having a fine dish of Pine Apple, and which ought to have 
been first. Other successful exhibitors of Nectarines were Messrs. W. 
Haskell, R. J. Wotton, and J. Weston; of Plums, M ssrs. J. Truebody, 
Haskell, J. Short, H. J. Short, J. Ricketts, and A. Hunt. Mr. W. Rye had 
the best collection of Pears. Mr. W. H. Bannister, gardener to H. St. Vin¬ 
cent Ames, Esq., being a good second. The ’ast named was well first for three 
dishes of dessert Apples, these consisting of Red Astrachan, Worcester 
Pearmain, and Ribston Pippin. Mr. J. Garraway was second, and Mr. H. 
Dutton third. In the corresponding class for culinary sorts Mr. A. Miller 
was a good first, having fine dishes of Stirling Castle, Hawthornden, and 
Rood Ashton Seedling, the latter being a distinct and good late sort. 

Vegetables.—Th se were surprisingly good, notibly those from Dorset¬ 
shire. Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Reading, offer, d prizes for six varieties, and 
of these there were ten lots shown. .Mr. J. H. Copp, gardener to W. E. 
Sawbridge, Esq., Sh rborne, was first, having grand dishes of Giant White 
Celery, Rousham Park Onion, Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Reading Russet 
Potato, Perfection Tomatoes, and New Intermediate Carrots. Mr. S. 
Wilkins, gardener to Lady Ih°odore Guest, Bland ford, was a very close 
second, and Mr. J. W.s’on third. In another similar class the prizes were 
provided by Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, and these also attracted a 
large quantity of fine vegetables. Mr. G. Garraway, Bath, was placed first, 
but Mr. J. H. Copp, who followed, had certainly much the best collection, 
the third priz3 going to Mr. Wilk'ns, who also had a fine collection. The 
Tomatoes were both num- rous and good. Mr. J. Fortt was first with a very 
fine dish of Hathaway’s Excels’o", Mr. Crocker second, and Mr. J. Gibson, 
gardener to the Earl Cowley, third. 

Non-competitive Exhibits.— Messrs. Cheal & Son, Crawley, had a 
grand display of single Dahlias, as also had Mr. Ware of the Hale Farm 
Nurseri. s, Tottenham, certificates of merit being awarded to both exhibitors. 
Messrs. Cooling & Sons had several stands of Dahlias, Roses, and other cut 
flowers, which were duly recognised ty the Judges. Mr. R. Owen, Maid¬ 
enhead, sent boxes of cut blooms of Tuberous Begonias, the strains of both 
Bingle and double varieties being excellent. A certificate of merit was 
awarded; this favourite method of rewarding exhibitors being fully 
appreciated by the recipients, several other exhibit rs receiving them by 
way of an extra p.ize. 

ADI ANT UM LEGRANDI. 
By the appearance of the above Fern we should say that there is a 

bright future before it, especially for working into sprays for ladies. It 
appears to be a dense form of A. gracillimum. It was exhibited in good 
condition at the late Shrewsbury Show on the stand of Messrs. F. & A. 
Dickson of Chester.—A. Y. 

[This is one of the most prominent varieties of the whole section of 
dwarf-habited Maidenhair Ferns of the A. cuneatum type, and which 
comprise such lovely and useful Ferns as A. Pacotti, mundulum, and 
excisum nanum. It differs from all the above named by its fronds 
being more finely divided and pinkish in their young stage, whereas 
those of the others are green at all times, and their pinnules taken 
separately much resemble those of the species from which they spring. 
The fronds of A. Legrandi, with the exception of the size, have much 

more the appearance of those of A. gracillimum, but are shorter, much 
more dense, though equally finely divided. They are excellent for 
buttonhole making, as their size is such as to enable anyone to use them 
as a whole instead of taking them to pieces as is frequently the case with 
A. cuneatum. A. Legrandi was raised by Messrs. Wallem & Legrand, » 
firm of Ghent nurserymen who succeeded Mr. Stelzner, who for years 
previously had made Ferns a speciality. It reproduces itself freely and 
very true from spores. On account of its dwarf habit this variety 
should not be grown in pots larger than 48’s, and it is when in a large 
60 or 54 that it shows itself to advantage. It thrives well under the 
treatment given to A. cuneatum.] 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
September 13th. 

The exhibits at this meeting were varied and interesting, the greater 
portion of the Conservatory being occupied. 

Fruit Committee.—Present—Arthur W. Sutton, Esq. (in the chair), 
Messrs. Sutton, Lee, W. Paul, Warren, Miles, Crowley, Norman, Ross, Bun- 
yard, Saltmarsb, Blackmore, and Dr. Hogg. Messrs. Hurst & Son sent a 
seedling Melon named Lundfield, which was passed as being unripe. W. 
Roupell, Esq.. Harvey Lodge, Roupell Park, sent some dishes of very fine 
samples of Apples consisting of Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Warner’s King, Cel¬ 
lini Queen, and Worcester Pearmain, also some excellent bunches of 
Grizzly Frontignan, Chasselas Primavis, and Early Auvergne Frontignan, 
also Clapp’s Favourite Pear. A cultural commendation was awarded. Messrs. 
W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, sent a seedling Apple, which was passed. 
Mr. Charles Ross, The Gardens, Welford Park, Newbury, sent two seedling 
Apples, one of which is a highly coloured ornamental Crab, and the other a 
firm yellow cooking Apple, but both were passed. A seedling Apple called 
The Vicar was.exhibited by Rev. W. Wilks, Shirley, near Croydon. It was 
raised in the vicarage garden seventeen years ago, and has borne a heavy 
crop for the last seven years. It has a delicate flesh, and is an early August 
fruit. It was passed. Mr. Thomas H. Mawson, The Nurseries, Winder- 
mere, sent a dish of New Cluster Tomatoes. Mr. John Oldham sent a dish 
of a small early black Plum, which wa9 raised from Golden Drop, but it did 
not meet with the approval of the Committee. 

Mr. Edwin Beckett, The Gardens, Aldenham House, Elstree, sent a seed¬ 
ling Cucumber, wh'ch was passed. Mr. William Crump, Madresfield Court 
Gardens, sent pods of a species of Dolichos, with very long pods,which were 
shown as those of a Kidney Bean. It was referred to the Scientific Com¬ 
mittee. Mr.. William Taylor, of Hampton Gardens, sent two well-grown 
Apple trees in pots, to which a vote of thanks was awarded. 

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, of Waltham Cross, exhibited twelve Peach trees 
well laden with fruit, and forty di.-hes of Apples, to which a silver Banksinn 
medal was awarded. Mr. Deverill of Banbury exhibited Onions, D.verell’s 
Improved Wroxton, Rousham Park Hero, Anglo-White Spanish, Ailsa Craig 
and Cocoa Nut. He also exhibited a collection of French varieties of Onions, 
and Neal’s New Runner Bean, Ne Plus Ultra, to all of which a cultural 
commendation was awarded. 

Floral Committee —Present—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair, 
and Messrs. Shirley Hibberd, W. Wilks, W. Goldring, James Walker, H. 
Herbst, W.H. Lowe, G. Duffield, W. Holmes, B Wynne, R. Dean, C. Noble, 
C. Pilcher, J. Dominy, T. Baines, A. J. Lendy, H. Turner, E. Hill, Amos 
Perry, and Dr. M. T. Masters. Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, were 
awarded a bronze Banksian medal foi a most interesting collection of 
Cactus and bedding Dahlias, comprising some very distinct varieties. Of 
the Cactus type the most notable were Wm. Patrick, very large, c.imson 
Mrs. Hawkins, yellow ; Our Leader, dark scarlet; Cochineal, rich scarlet; 
General Gordon, light scarlet; Lord Lyndhurst, bright red ; Yellow 
Cactus; Princ; of Wales, of the Juarezitype; Lady Brassey, brilliant 
scarlet; and A. W. Taif-, white. Of other varieties the most distinct and 
effective were Germania Nova, pink, with cut and pointed florets; Lady 
E. Dyke, bright yellow; Picta formosissima, scarlet and yellow stripes ; 
Fascination, pink, tipped white ; Prince Alexander, orange and scarlet 
streaked; Wm. T. Abery, semi-double, the florets margined bright scarlet, 
white in the centre ; and CharmiDg Bride, white, tipped deep red, very dis¬ 
tinct. Messrs. Cannell & Sons also had some seedling Begonias, the result 
of a cross between a tuberous variety and B. semperflorens gigantea alba, in 
which the female flowers were the largest. Mr. C. Turner, Slough, exhibits d 
seven new show Dahlias and one fancy variety, Dorothy, bronze, with 
scarlet streaks. The others were Glow-worm, scarlet; Purple Prince, rich 
purple; Malcom, light scarl t, very large; Lustrous, rich sc rrlet; Royalty, 
yellow ; Diadem (Feilowes), maroon, neat form ; and Olivia (Feilowes), 
puce, a neat pretty flower. T. W. Girdlestone, Esq , Sunningdale, Berks-, 
sent a stand cf sing’e Dahlias, very graceful and effective, Sunningdale 
Yellow, Snowflake, and Monte Christo being the best. Mr. T. S. Ware,. 
Tottenham, showed a collection of Cactus Dahlias, comprising some hand¬ 
some varieties, such as King i f the Cactus, scarlet; Henry Patrick, pure 
white ; Zulu, in: ense maroon ; William Darvil, crimson ; William Rayner, a 
peculi r reddish salmon tint; Empress of India, dark maroon; Mrs. Haw¬ 
kins, yellow, Juarezi; William Pearce, yellow; and Cochineal, scarlet- 
There were several stands of single and Pompon varieties of Dahlias, in¬ 
cluding a selection of choice va ieties. A group of hardy flowers also came 
from Tottenham, inclnd;ng some fine Gaillardias and varieties of Lilium- 
speciosum, the white Krietzeri and the darkM Ipomene being very notable. 
A vote of tbanks was awarded for Campanu’a isophylla alba, with pure 
white flowers, and a bronze medal for the collection < f flowers. Mr. R. 
Dean, Ealing, showed flowers of Chrysanthemum lacustre maximum, a 
dark Gaillardis, and a dwarf free yellow French Marigold. 

A vote of thanks was accort ed to B. D. Knox, E-q., Caversham, Reading 
(gardener, Mr. Lawrence), for plants of Aerides Rohanianum with two long 
racemes; Cypripedium Harrisianum, twelve flowers; and Oncidiuna 
Lanceanum var. Louvrexianum, a dark coloured variety. Dr. Duke, The 
Glen, Lewisham, sent a plant of Cattleya Dukeana, supposed to be a natural 
hybrid. F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studley House, Hammersmith, exhibited a 
plant of Dendrobium superbiens with two strong growths 2 feet 6 and 
2 feet 9 inches in length, the former bearing a raceme of seventeen flowers. 
A cultural commendation was awarded. A vote of thanks was also awarded- 
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for AerideB Rolianianum with a raceme 18 inches long. N. C. Cookson, 
Esq., Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne (gardener, Mr. Murray), was awarded a vote 
of thanks for Cypripedium Io, which is distinguished by its broad petals, 
with heavy dark spots. In addition to the Odontoglossum certificated 
Baron Schroder had a plant of Saccolabium coeleste, with spikes of pale 
blue flowers. 

Messrs. J. Yeitch & Sons, Chelsea, sent several new and interesting 
plants, including Rhododendron Aphrodite, delicate blush, Crinum Hilde- 
brandti, with broad white recurving petals and red stamens, Impatiens 
Sultani variegata, and Nepenthes cylindrica, bearing a great number of 
pitchers. A silver Banksian medal was awarded to E. ;H. Watts, Esq., 
Devonkurst, Chiswick (gardener, Mr. A. Wright), for eight conical specimen 
Selaginellas, about 3 feet high. From the Society’s gardens, Chiswick, came a 

roup of Begonias of the semperflorens varieties, Carrieri, Bruanti, Saundersi, 
mithi, and the small-leaved validissima and Richardsi, also a collection of 

Aster blooms of numerous varieties, and some handsome flowers of Crinum 
Moorei. Mr. R. H. Munday, Church Street, Basingstoke, sent a dark 
crimson Coleus sport, named Mrs. H. Munday. The same exhibitor also 
had a stand of decorative Dahlias. Mr. J. King. Rousham, Aylesbury, 
exhibited two double Zonal Pelargoniums, named W. K. Gurney and Katie 
Gurney, the former scarlet, and the latter salmon scarlet. 

CERTIFICATED PLANTS. 
Odontoglossum Schroderianum (Baron Schroder).—A scarce species from 

South America, introduced by Messrs. Sandtr it Co., St. Albans, eighteen 
months ago. The growth and pseudo bulbs are suggestive of O. hastila- 
bium, the flowers 2J inches in diameter in a short raceme of three. The 
sepals and petals are heavily blotched and mottled with brown, tipped with 
greenish yellow, the lip bright crimson at the base, contracted in the middle 
and white at the upper part. Very distinct and effective. 

Dendrobium Stratiotes (Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P.).—An ex¬ 
tremely interesting and distinct species with a short raceme of four flowers, 
the sepals white, the petals very narrow, greenish, twisted, and erect, the 
lip three-lobed, white veined with purple. 

Habenaria militaris (Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart, M.P.).—A terrestrial 
Orchid with narrow green leaves, faintly spotted white, the stem terminating 
in a raceme of bright scarlet flowers, the lip four-lobed, with a long spur 
from the base, the other portion of the flower greenish and inconspicuous. 

Masdevallia Culex (Sir Trevor Lawrenc *, Bart., M.P.).—A botanical 
certificate was awarded for this Masdevallia which has minute papery 
flowers on hair-like stalks, and small ovate leaves. 

Schubertia grandiflora (A. C. Bartholomew, Esq., Park House, Reading.) 
—An Asclepiadaceous climber from the Argentine Republic, with elliptical 
hairy opposite leaves, G inches long by 3 inches broad. The flowers are 
borne in axillary umbels of seven or eight, the pedicels covered with 
brownish hairs, the coralla five-lobed, 3 inches in diameter, white, with 
a few hairs, and having a strong odour. 

Oplismenus albidus (J. Yeitch & Sons, Chelsea).—A'dwarf plant of the 
Panicum tribe with small whitish leaves, faintly tinged with green at the 
base of the stems. 

Rhododendron Ihetis (3. V'eitch & Sons).—A hybrid Rhododendron of 
the greenhouse group, with large umbels of ten or twelve flowers each, the 
flowers of fine size and form, pure clear yellow. The plant had three fine 
trusses and two others showing. 

Nepenthes Ciirtisi (J. Veitch & Sons).—An introduction from Borneo, 
with long tapfring pitchers, darkly mottled with red, the “ lid” mottled on 
the outer surface, the mouth of the pitcher broad and dark. 

Iresine Colemani (Mr. W. Wildsmith, Heckfield Place Gardens, Winch- 
field).—A fine variety of the I. Lindeni type, but with broader longer leaves 
of a darker colour, the veins being lighter than the other portion of the leaf. 

Dahlia Maude Millett (T. W. Girdlestone, Esq.).—A pretty single variety, 
neat in form, of moderate size, white at the base of the florets, rose tinted in 
the upper half. 

Dahlia Miss 3. Henshaiu (T. S. Ware).—A single variety of an extremely 
pale yellow tint, very delicate. Flower of medium size, florets broad. 

Dahlia Glow-worm (C. T urner).—A brilliant scarlet show variety of great 
substance and fine shape. 

Dahlia Lustrous (C. Turner).—Very dark scarlet, excellent form, and 
extremely rich in colour. 

Dahlia William Carlisle (C. Turner).—A Pompon variety, the blooms 
neat in form, white at the base, heavily tipped and tinged with crimson. 

Dahlia Purple Prince (C, Turner).—An extremely large flower, rich 
crimson in colour, symmetrical and deep. 

Dahlia Olivia (C. Turner).—A show variety raised by Mr. Fellowes, very 
neat in form, of a puce purple colour. 

Special Prizes.—Messrs. J. Carter & Co., Holborn, offered prizes for a 
•dish of Carter’s Perfection Tomatoes, which brought six competitors with 
very fine fruits. Mr. Lockie, Oakley Court Gardens, Windsor, Mr. C. J. 
Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, Esher, and Mr. L. Jennings, Forest Lodge, 
Farnboro’, were the prizewinners in the order named. The prizes offered by 
the Bame firm for a dish of Jubilee Runner Beans were won by Messrs. 
Richardson, Bunting, and Beckett, amongst six competitors. 

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, offered prizes for Early Gem Carrots, 
which brought twelve competitors, Mr. R. Lye, Sydmonton Court Gardens, 
Newbury, being first with fine even specimens. Mr. J. Baker, Bampton, was 
second with smaller but vety even and handsome specimens, Mr. Pop°, 
Highclere Castle Gardens, Newbury, being third. Messrs. Sutton’s prizes 
for their Perfection Tomatoes were won by Mr. C. J. Waite with very 
handsome fruits. Mr. Jennings second, and third Mr. Lockie. Samples 
were also shown by Mr. Lockie of Sutton’s Seedling Tomato, a,'golden yellow 
oval fruit in clusters, very freely produced. The specimens shown were 
grown out of doors. 

Messrs. Webb ik Sons, Stourbridge, offered prizes for a dish of Jubilee or 
Sensation Tomatoes. There were seven entries, Mr. J. Muir, Margam Park 
Gardens, being first with Sensation, very fine. Mr. W. Pope was second 
with Jubilee, and Mr. Waite third with Sensation. 

Messrs. H. Deverill ik Co., Banbury, contributed prizes for the New 
Runner Bean, Neal’s Plus Ultra, which induced a remarkable competition, 
no less than nineteen entering. Mr. P. Cornish, Enfield, was first with 
long fine pods. Mr. Bunting was second, and Mr. G. Neal, Bamplon, third. 
Some of the pods were 10 inches long and very even. 

TOBACCO CULTURE IN KENT. 

Notwithstanding that the experimental culture of Tobacco last 
year proved anything but a brilliant success, a great amount of useful 
knowledge has been derived from the observations then made. The 
season so far has not been satisfactory. The ex-Sheriff of Kent (Mr. 
C. de L. Faunce de Laune) has again half an acre of land at Sharsted 
Court, near Sittingbourne, under Tobacco cultivation ; and he expresses 
himself sanguine that if only the Government can be induced to afford 
a fair opportunity of experimenting, the trials will at length prove 
snccessful. Mr. de Laune has in the main adopted a similar system of 
cultivation to that pursued by him last year. There are, however, one 
or two important points upon which he has profited by experience. The 
result of last year’s trials tended to show that a variety of yellow 
Tobacco, and another known as “ Big Frederick,” were the most suitable 
to the English climate ; but a number of varieties (principally American) 
are again being tried, including those which proved most successful, 
and a few entirely new kinds. The leaves of the plants raised from 
home-grown seed are already becoming mottled, indicating that they 
will soon be ready for cutting. But while these experiments are being 
conducted at great trouble and expense, Mr. de Laune complains that 
not only are those by whom they are being made exposed to a great 
amount of criticism on the part of those who know nothing whatever of 
the subject, but the Government are not affording them even reason¬ 
able facilities to carry out their trials. 

American Tobacco in the leaf state is never put on the English 
market until eighteen months have elapsed, and then it is left for a con¬ 
siderable time in bond to continue maturing. Last year’s English crop 
is now undergoing the sweating process, upon the result of which every¬ 
thing depends, and at this juncture the Inland Revenue authorities are 
calling upon experimentalists to either pay duty, have the Tobacco 
warehoused under bond, or have it destroyed. Inasmuch as the pro¬ 
cess of curing is not yet completed, it would not, obviously, be a fair 
experiment either to bond it, destroy it, or be compelled to pay duty 
upon an article which may ultimately prove to be worth something or 
nothing. Unfortunately no Government official having any knowledge 
of the subject, the culture and preparation of Tobacco, has yet been 
called upon to inspect and advise the authorities, but Mr. Faunce de 
Laune is shortly expecting a visit from Dr. Bell, the head of the 
Chemical Department at Somerset House, by whom an investigation will 
be made. Meanwhile every process has to begone through in the presence 
of an Excise officer, supervision which must necessarily be most vexatious, 
not to say needless, inasmuch as it could be dispensed with by the im¬ 
position of a duty per acre. 

The crop secured at Sharsted Court by Mr. de Laune last year has 
been treated in various ways with a view to ascertain which means of 
curing is best suited to the peculiarities of the English climate. Much 
of it has gone mouldy, but that packed in tins seems to have done well, 
and the colour is excellent. Taking all things into consideration, the 
experiment being made at Sharsted Court is progressing favourably, 
and when the “ weed ” is thoroughly cured a very fair remuneration 
may be expected.— (Dai y Chronicle.') 

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY". 

September 14th and 15th. 

The early Show of this Society was held at the Royal Aquarium, West¬ 
minster, on Wednesday and Thu sday, and a Floral Committee meeting was 
also held on the fir^t day. The exhibits were arranged as well as possible 
by Mr. William Holmes, the Hon. See., but the Central Hall was not so con¬ 
venient for the purpose as usual. There was a fair display of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, but not a large competition. Such varieties as Madame Desgrange, 
and its golden form G. Wermig, were well iepresented, some of the blooms 
being of grand size and substance. 

Dahlias were extensively exhibi ed, show, fancy, single, and pompon 
varieties being excellent, both in competition and from various firms. 

CHRY3ANTHE MUMS. 

With a group of Chrysanthemums Messrs. Davis & Jones, Camberwell, 
were easily first, showing excellent plants of the leading early varieties, 
Madame Desgrange, Pynaert Yan Geert, and Mrs. Pitcher being extremely 
fine, the marginal plants being dwarf specimens of the white Madame 
Jolivart. The plants were tastefully arranged, and the group also secured 
Mr. Wm. ColchesLr's specid prize. Mess.s. Davis & Jones also won the 
second prize with a pretty group of Pompons. In the larg; flowered class 
Mr. J. H. Witty, Highgate, was second with dwarf plants, and Mr. G. 
Stevens, Putney, third, his group being less well finished. For twelve 
plants Mr. H. Neary, gardener to Rev. R. W. Powell, Hornsev, won first 
honours with good specimens of Malame Desgrange and G. Wermig, one 
plant of the former about 3 feet in diam-ter beiug very even and compact. 
Messrs. Davis and Jones were second withsma'ler plants, but well flowered, 
and Mr. G. Stevens third. 

A class was provided for a collection of cut Chrysanthemum blooms, 
number not stipulated, in which there were five entries. Mr. Kendall, Roe- 
hampton, was adjudged the first prize for fifty bunches, representing a num¬ 
ber of varieties, the Pompons being very bright and fresn. Messrs. Davis 
and Jones were second with much finer blooms of thirty varieties and 
sixty bunches ; Madame Desgrange, Flora, Mrs. J. R. Pitcher, Mrs. Culling- 
ford, and Mons. Pynaeit Y’an Geert were especially notable. Mr. R. Owen, 
Maidenhead, was thirl, and Mr. Witty was fourth. 

Four stands of twelve blooms of Madame C. Desgrange were entered, 
Mr. J. Blackburn, gardener to J. Scott, jun., Esq., Elmstrad Grange, Chisle- 
hurst, being first for grand blooms; Messrs. Davis ik Jones were second; 
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and Mr. J. Doughty, Angley Park, Cranbrook, third. For twelve blooms of 
any other variety than Madame Desgrange, Mr. H. Elliott, Mortlake, was 
first with G. Wermig ; Messrs. Davis & Jones were second with several 
good varieties ; and Mr. G. Stevens third with G. Wermig. Messrs. Davis 
and Jones were first with twelve Pompons, a very pretty stand ; they were 
also first for Mr. Simon Delaux’s prize for six varieties of varieties sent out 
by that raiser. Mr. J. Blackburn was first with six bunches of Madame 
Desgrange, magnificent blooms ; Messrs. Davis & Jones and G. Stevens 
following. 

DAHLIAS. 

With sixty Dahlia blooms Mr. C. Turner, Slough, won first honours for 
grand blooms in many varieties. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salis¬ 
bury, were second with fine substantial blooms. There was a good display 
in the class for forty-eight Dahlias, Mr. C. Turner again taking the lead with 
very handsome blooms of great size and substance. Messrs. Saltmarsh and 
Son, Chelmsford were good second, and Mr. J. Walker, Thame, Oxon, third. 
In the class for twenty-four Dahlia blooms there were seven competitors, 
Mr. J. Walker winning first honours, followed by Messrs. Saltmarsh ife Son 
and Mr. G. Humphries, Kington Langley, Chippenham. Messrs. Salt¬ 
marsh A Son had the best twelve blooms, Mr. J. Walker and Mr. H. Steer, 
Southwood Road, New Eltham, being second and third. The single Dahlias 
made a pleasing and varied display. Messrs. Cheal & Son, Crawley, were 
first with twenty-four bunches very tastefully set up, the varieties distinct 
and bright. Mr. T. S. Ware was second also with a good collection. Messrs. 
Cheal it Sons also led with twelve bunches of single Dahlias, Messrs. J. Gil¬ 
bert & Sons, Ipswich, being second. For a collection of decorative Dahlias 
Messrs. Keyoes, Williams & Co. were first with a most effective stand, in 
which Juarezi was conspicuous. Messrs. Cheal & Sons were second. 

The finest twelve bunches of Pompon Dahlias was shown by Mr. J. 
Burrell, Cambridge, very neat blooms of distinct colours. Messrs. Keynes, 
Williams tfc Co. were second, and Messrs. J. Gilbert & Son third. Mr. C. 
Turner was first for twenty-four bunches of Pompon Dahlias, Messrs. 
Keynes, Williams & Co. second, and Messrs. J. Cheal & Son third, these three 
collections making a very attractive display. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, exhibited a large collection of early flower¬ 
ing Chrysanthemums, representing thirty varieties. Amongst them were 
Madame C. Desgrange, G. Wermig, and the pale sulphur intermediate form 
Mrs. Burrell; Mignon, bright yellow ; Fiberta,[and the lighter tinted Canari; 
Petollant, sulphur ; Mrs. J. R. Pitcher, white, large; Scarlet Gem, Pr6cocitfi, 
yellow ; M. Dufoy, purple ; Blushing Bride, tinted purple, pretty ; Toreador, 
bronze and orange; and Madame Pecoul, pale purple. Messrs. H. Canned 
and Sons, Swanley, contributed a very handsome collection of Cactus bed¬ 
ding, Pompon and single Dahlias, tastefully set up with their own foliage. 
Seven boxes were staged, comprising some hundreds of blooms of most dis¬ 
tinct and effective varieties. Six etands of show and fancy Dahlias of great 
merit were also shown by the same firm, and much admired. Several boxes 
of fine Tuberous Begonias were also shown from Swanley. 

Messrs. J. Burrell & Co , Cambridge, were awarded the'first prize in the 
class for a magnificent collection of about 150 spikes of Gladioli, the flowers 
of great size and varied in colours. Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead, sent a choice 
collection of Tuberous Begonias, single and double, representing capital 
strains. Flowers of Ivy Pelargonium Charles Turner, a lovely double rose 
cerise variety of great excellence. It has been awarded five certificates this 
season, including that awarded by the Floral Committee at this meeting. 
Mr. W. Gordon, Twickenham, had a fine group of Lilies and Japanese 
Maples, varieties of L. auratum, L. speciosum, and L. longiflorum, Mr. 
Benjamin Field, Old Kent Road, had a stand of ornamental pots and horti¬ 
cultural sundries. Mr. H. G. Smyth, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, had a 
stand of horticultural sundries. Mr. Wm. Colchester, Ipswich, had a stand 
of their Ichthemic Guano and other artificial manures. Messrs. Wood and 
Son, Wood Green, also had a collection of horticultural sundries and 
samples of artificial manures. 

Floral Committee. 

Present—Mr. E. Sanderson in the chair, and Messrs. Richard Dean, 
C. Gibson, N. Davis, S. Gilbey, G. Gordon, Lewis Castle, J. Mardlin, G. 
Stevens, G. Langdon, R. Owen, T. Bevan, J. Wright, and J. P. Kendall. 

Exhibits were not very numerous, but included several new 
Dahlias and other flowers, certificates being awarded for the following 
Dahlias :—Sidney Hollings (Humphries), Maude Millett (Girdlestone), 
Malcom, Glow-worm, and Purple Prince (Turner), Miss Roberts, Henry 
Patrick and Zulu (Ware), Grace, Isult, Janet, and Nellie Cramond 
(Keynes, Williams & Co.), Lady Emily Dyke, William T. Avery, and Mrs. 
Marsham (Cannell), Gladioli Rupert, Irene, and Iolanthe (Burrell), and 
Ivy Pelargonium Souvenir of Charles Turner (Owen). 

Mr. Whibley was awarded a vote of thanks for a plant of Eucomis 
punctata, bearing a large scape of flowers. Several other plants and flowers 
were submitted that were not considered worthy of special award, and two 
or three Chrysanthemums were requested to be shown again. 

WQKKjoii™e WEEK.. 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN, 

Early Apples.—These both culinary and dessert varieties are 
ripening fast. On light soils the fruit is rather small, and not of the 
best quality ; but where the subsoil is of a clayey nature the Apples are 

exceptionally good. Carlisle Codlin, a very heavy cropping, yet but 
little grown sort, ought to be thinned out for present use or the 
markets, but the bulk of the fruit ought not to be gathered till the 
seeds are brown, as it will keep good much longer than either Lord 
Suflield, the Keswick or Springrove Codlins. Lord Suffield is one of 
the best for marketing, and nothing will be gained by keeping them 
longer ; on the contrary, the fruit loses weight as it ripens. The same 
remarks apply to the other two Codlins. Those to be stored should not 
be gathered too early. They ought not to be dragged from the trees, 
or otherwise they soon shrivel The old Ilawthornden is unusually 
good this season. It is advisable to thin out for present use, the best of 
the fruit being gathered when fit and stored will keep good till 
December. Stirling Castle is plentiful and of good size, but is not a 
good keeper. Duchess of Oldenburg is quite good enough for dessert 
purposes this season, and will be available till the end of September. 
Manks Codlin as usual is cropping heavily. Ours keep good well into 
November, and is a favourite in the kitchen. The earliest dessert sorts- 
are nearly all bad keepers. Joanneting, Early Jnlien, Margaret, and 
Early Harvest are already over, at any rate in the southern districts, and 
with us Irish Peach and Beauty of Bath are past their best. Both of the 
latter are free bearing handsome sorts, and must be eaten almost fresh 
from the tree. They ought really to be ready to drop before they are 
gathered, and at this stage they are of excellent quality. Devonshire 
Quarrenden is exceptionally good with us, a hot season evidently suiting 
this old favourite. This again we do not gather wholesale, but only as 
they are wanted. Gathered and stored they lose their brightness of 
appearance, as well as their crispness and brisk flavour. Summer Golden. 
Pippin is a favourite dessert sort, but does not keep long, and ripens in 
August or early in September. Kerry Pippin, another small variety, is 
perhaps the most valuable of the early sorts, especially for home use. 
If gathered at intervals of a few days and stored on a clean dry shelf, it 
will be available during the whole of September and October, and it 
has been kept in boxes well into November. 

This plan of gathering and storing Apples direct in clean boxes is a 
good one, and owners of small gardens are especially advised to try the 
experiment with both early and late sorts. In every case the fruit 
should part from the trees freely, the pips also be nearly or quite brown, 
and then if carefully stored in the boxes, no hay, paper, or other- 
material being mixed with them, and the lids shut down, they will keep 
surprisingly well in a loft or other dry position. By no other means can 
they be kept so long and so good in every respect. 

Early Pears.—These generally are not nearly so plentiful as- 
Apples, the plague of bullfinches being partly to blame for this. Early 
sorts, in common with the Apples, do not keep long after they are ripe, 
and the methods to be adopted, in order to prolong their respective 
seasons, are planting in various sites, and gathering and ripening the 
fruit at intervals of a few days. Jargonelle may safely be considered 
the finest early sort in cultivation, but the fruit keep badly. We have- 
trees on south, west, and south-east aspects, and have a supply of fruit 
from the middle of August till the second week in September. Williams’’ 
Bon Chretien, under much the same treatment, also gives a valuable 
succession of most luscious fruit. If only one or two trees are grown in 
the same position it is a mistake to gather all the fruit at one time, as- 
they will nearly all ripen together, and the bulk perhaps spoil before 
they can be eaten. Gather a boxful as soon as the pips commence to 
colour, or when they will part from the tree on being lifted, and place 
them at once in a warm house or kitchen. This will hasten ripening, 
and if the process is repeated at intervals of about four days, the season, 
will be materially prolonged, and few or no fruit spoilt. Beurr6 de 
l’Assomption is earlier than Williams’ Bon Chretien, and altogether a 
fine companion to it. Souvenir du Congres resembles the Bon Chretien, 
and is a fine variety ; in season during September and well into October. 
This also should be gathered and ripened at intervals. The serviceable 
Beurre d’Amanlis ripens during September, but does not keep long. 
Both this and Beurre Superfin do well as pyramids, the latter ripening 
late in September, and keeping for a short time only. It is one of the 
most buttery Pears in cultivation. Flemish Beauty ripens rather late 
in September, and ought to be gathered before the seeds are brown, or 
the quality of the fruit will be injured. Summer Beumhd’Arcmburg 
and Napoleon III. are also good September Pears. 

Keeping Plums.—Coe’s Golden Drop, if it can be preserved from 
wasps and birds, will hang on the trees sometimes as late as the second 
week in November, and this variety ought therefore to be the last 
gathered. Ickworth Imperatrice and Blue Imyeratrice ripen in October 
and hang for several weeks, and after they have shrivelled are still of 
excellent quality. We have tried the plan of wrapping both these and 
Coe’s Golden Drop in thin tissue paper, and packed away carefully in a 
box they keep surprisingly well. This method of keeping them for 
special purposes ought especially to be adopted where the fruit cannot 
otherwise be preserved from wasps and other enemies. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Melons.—The latest plants are now well up the trellis, having been 
stopped when they extended two-thirds across it or rather more. We 
grow all our Melons in houses on the single cordon system—i.e., the 
plants have all the laterals rubbed off up to the height of the trellis, and 
then every alternate lateral on opposite sides of the primary, stopping it 
when two-thirds across the trellis. The laterals show fruit blossoms at 
the second or third joint, if not the laterals are pinched at the second 
joint, relying on the sub-laterals for the show of fruit. If the plants are 
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weak and there is no hurry for the fruit remove all staminate and pistil¬ 
late flowers on the laterals, stopping at the second or third joint, wait¬ 
ing for fruit on the second or sub-laterals, which is an advisable plan 
where time is not a consideration, and a full crop and larger fruit are 
desired. We generally contrive to have both systems in the same house, 
which gives a longer succession of fruit—viz., plants allowed to fruit on 
the first laterals ; those give from two to four fruits per plant, and those 
that fruit on the second or sub-laterals four to six fruits each, the latter 
being a fortnight to three weeks later. As we have to maintain a suc¬ 
cession daily from May to November inclusive the plan is an excellent 
one. A rather dry condition of the atmosphere, with a little ventilation 
so as to insure a circulation of air, is advisable, with a bottom heat of 
80° to 85°, and impregnating the blossoms after they become fully ex¬ 
panded is advantageous to a good set. Do not earth up the roots until 
after the fruits are set anil swelling. Fire heat will be necessary 
to maintain a temperature of 70° to 75° by day artificially, rising to 80° 
or 85° from sun heat, losing no opportunity of closing early, so as to run 
up to 90° or 95°. Be sparing of the syringe, only use it for damping in 
the morning, and afternoon syringing the foliage only on bright days 
and in the early part of the afternoon. Water at the roots only when 
necessary, using liquid manure to assist in swelling off the crop, giving 
a thorough soaking where needed. Sprinkling with liquid manure ail 
available surfaces in the afternoon we find highly beneficial to the 
foliage, but a better plan is to sprinkle the surface of the border with a 
few fresh horse droppings about twice a week, and a little soot—just a 
dusting—is sufficient. We go a little further—-viz., give each plant a 
handful of dissolved bone—superphosphate of lime, but we use no manure 
in the soil, except some lime rubbish and charcoal refuse, if they can be 
termed manures. 

Considerable attention is necessary with plants swelling their fruits 
in guarding against canker and preventing the fruits cracking. Fresh 
slacked lime applied on the first appearance of canker will subdue it, 
repeating as necessary. A lessened supply of water both at the roots 
and in the atmosphere, particularly the latter, is the proper remedy for 
eracked fruits, or cutting the shoot half way through a few joints below 
the fruit in the case of very vigorous plants. Fruit ripening should have 
a little air constantly with a temperature of 70° to 75°, and as much 
more as can be had from sun heat under 100°, with a corresponding 
increase of ventilation. Cut the fruit as soon as there is the least indi¬ 
cation of the footstalk parting from it, even earlier than that if the 
fruit is expected to keep, and piace it in a light and moderately airy 
fruit room. They will have more flavour and be more mellow than fruit 
allowed to bake on shelves in the sun. 

Wet the foliage of plants in pits and frames as little as possible, and 
water only at the roots to prevent flagging Kenew or renovate the 
linings to finish off the crop directly the heat is found to be on the wane, 
and employ a covering on cold nights. In dull damp weather, and 
especially at night, leave a little ventilation ; a little tilting of the lights 
at the back will allow the pent up moisture to escape, and it will be 
an aid to the quality of the fruit, and may prevent its cracking. Keep 
the foliage thin, and the fruit well raised to the light. 

Cucumbers.—Keep young plants well up to the glass to insure a 
sturdy growth, and pinch out the growing point at the second leaf if the 
plants are to be trained with more than one stem. It is important 
whether the plants arc to have one or more stems that the laterals up to 
the trellis be rubbed off as soon as discernible, leaving the leaves, when 
they may be allowed to make side shoots for bearing. Continue the 
preparation of fermenting materials where such is employed for bottom 
heat. Manure will require to be turned about every three or four davs, 
while tan will only require to be turned once, and that as soon as it is fairly 
warmed through. In forming the beds whatever material is employed 
tread it well down. Use the syringe sparingly, giving a light S) ringing 
only in the early part of the afternoon on bright days, but moderate 
moisture must be secured by sprinkling in the morning every available 
surface, and damping before nightfall. The temperature should be 
maintained at 70° to 75° by artificial means, falling 5° through the 
night, and allowing an advance to 80°, 85°, or 90° from sun heat, closing 
at 80°. In pits and frames the temperature must' be maintained by 
renovating the linings as necessary, and employ night coverings to 
prevent too great a diminution of temperature during the night. Water 
very carefully, and sprinkle the foliage only on bright days. Keep the 
foliage thin, removing bad leaves and exhausted growths, and husband 
the sun heat as much as possible by early closing. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Lifting Trees in Succession Houses.— 
When the growth is too free, the crops not being satisfactory, the trees 
should be root-pruned or lifted as soon as the foliage shows indications 
-of falling; if judiciously performed this will check fheir vigour 
and induce short-jointed fruitful wood. Any lifting or root-pruning 
should be performed before the leaves fall, affording a good watering 
afterwards, mulching with a few inches thickness of short manure, and 
syringing the trees each evening for a few days. The trees will soon 
produce young active feeders. 

Late Houses.—Trees of those very fine varieties—Barrington, Princess 
of Wales, Gladstone, Sea Ea.le, Lady Palmerston, Walburton Admirable, 
the Nectarine Peach, and Comet, will now be ripening the fruit in 
houses that have beeD freely ventilated, kept as cool as possible through 
the hot weather by those means, well watered at the roots through a 
good surface mulching, and the foliage kept clean and healthy by 
forcible syringings. The trees should now have the benefit of a free 
circulation of air, utilising sun heat by keeping the ventilators closer 
than usual, as with ventilation in the early part of the day the 

temperature may be allowed to run up to 80° or 85°, which will do more 
to ripen the fruit and wood than sharp firing in dull weather. A some¬ 
what drier condition at the roots is desirable when the fruit is ripening, 
but they must not be allowed to suffer from want of it so as to affect 
the foliage, and though the trees are not to be syringed an occasional 
damping will greatly tend to improve the health of the foliage. In dull, 
wet weather a gentle warmth in the pipes will be serviceable in securing 
a genial warmth and allowing of a circulation of air. 

Unh ated Houses.—Induce ripening by a somewhat dry atmosphere 
Make the most of sun heat by allowing a considerable advance under its 
influence, closing early, but putting on a little top ventilation before 
night. Keep the wood thin, cutting away any gross growth, and 
shorten any sappy shoots to 12 or 15 inches, and keep all laterals closely 
pinched to one joint. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Hyacinths.—A number of these should be potted at once singly in 
5-inch pots, while three bulbs may be placed in each 7-inch pot. Se¬ 
lected bulbs or first size roots should be used for the former, or if 
moderately cheap varieties only are purchased, place the best of them 
in single pots, and the remainder two or more together. For many 
purposes the last method is as good as the first, and saves considerable 
labour both in potting, watering, the number of pots, and quantity of 
soil. For nearly all decorative purposes we have relied upon bulbs that 
can be obtained from 18s. to 25s. a hundred. For exhibition purposes 
these cheap varieties will not do, but for all ordinary purposes they are 
equally as good as those that cost three and four times the amount or 
more. We find that we can produce a much better effect, and have 
considerably more material for various purposes, than when dearer bulbs 
were purchased annually. Some should be potted at intervals of a 
month until the end of October. Good varieties that can be purchased 
cheaply are—Blues : Grand Lilas, Charles Dickens, Marie, and Baron 
Van Tuyll. Reds : Amy, Madame Hodson, Robert Steiger. Blush and 
pinks : Gertrude, Lord Wellington, Norma, Grandeur a Merveille, and 
Gigantea. Whites : Madame Van der Hoop, Alba Maxima, Alba Super- 
bissima, Grand Vedette, and Baroness Van Tuyll. For early flowering 
none are so early or surpass Homerus (red), and La Tour d’Auvergne 
(double white), the earliest of all Hyacinths. 

Tulips.—Early Due Van Thols and White Pottebakker should be 
potted in quantity or placed thickly together in pans or boxes according 
to the demand. By this method good pans or pots can be made up 
suitable for any purpose by lifting out the plants as they come into 
flower. Early in the season Tulips flower irregularly, but by this 
method even profusely flowered pots or pans can be had. Chrysolora 
and Canary Bird may be treated in the same way, as both are excellent 
yellows for early flowering ; the first is perhaps the better of the two. 
To succeed these Vermilion Brillant, Keizers Kroon, Proserpine, or any 
other variety may be potted, reserving double kinds for the latest batch 
to be potted the end of October or early the following month. It is 
usual to place three bulbs in a pot, but a much better effect is produced 
by placing five or six in a 5 or 6-inch pot according to the size of the 
bulbs individually. The bulbs of some varieties are considerably larger 
than those of others. Whichever size is used, if the bulbs can be placed 
in the pots they will contain sufficient soil to support them. All the 
later bulbs for flowering after the middle of February are better 
established in pots than grown in boxes and afterwards lifted out. 

Narcissus.—Both the border and Polyanthus varieties should be 
potted in quantity. These should be placed in 6 and 7-inch pots, 
placing as many bulbs in each as they will accommodate. Not more 
than four of some kinds can be placed in each pot, while half a dozen 
of others may readily be placed in them, the size of the bulbs vary 
considerably. The border varieties may be potted until the end of 
October provided they are out of the ground and reserved for the pur¬ 
pose. If they have to be lifted this operation must not be delayed, for 
they commence rooting afresh almost directly the foliage dies away. 
All that have commenced root action must be potted at once, for to dry 
them afterwards will prove serious. Polyanthus varieties may be potted 
for succession until the end of December. Those for the last batch 
must be kept dry but cool, and left under ashes all winter; in fact they 
need never have house or frame protection. These late plants will be 
invaluable for yielding cut flowers towards the end of May or early 
in June, providing they are given a northern aspect after they are re¬ 
moved from the plunging material. 

Liliums.—L. candidum and L. Harrisi can now be obtained, and 
should be potted without further delay. The former should be placed 
into 6-inch pots, and the latter into 5-inch. Both may be placed in 
frames until they start, but Harrisi should be plunged and the surface 
of the soil covered with cocoa-nut fibre refuse to save the necessity of 
watering. L. candidum will not be long before it commences to root 
and push up leaves which precede the flower stem. 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 18. 

Upon examining a stock from which a swarm has 
issued, capped queen cells depending from the lower 
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edges of the combs will commonly be found. In many 
instances, however, the queen cells are in a much less 
advanced state, and upon a sudden wave of heat taking 
the bees as it were by surprise, after a considerable period 
of cool and unfavourable weather, the bees, if strong and 
numerous, hastily form queen cells, and while the eggs are 
still unhatched send out a swarm, leaving to the bees that 
remain in the stock the care of the still unborn princesses. 
On the other hand, when an artificial swarm is taken from 
a stock it only rarely happens that queen cells have been 
prepared, because, although a stock may be strong enough 
to yield a swarm, the bees may have no present intention 
of throwing off their surplus population. 

Between the taking of a swarm by artificial methods 
and the issue of a cast, from fourteen to seventeen days 
generally elapse; every argument, therefore, in favour of 
providing stocks which have sent out natural swarms 
with queens or ripe queen cells will carry still greater 
weight when applied to stocks from which swarms have 
been taken artificially, because the period of queenlessness 
is longer in the latter case than the former, and the loss 
is therefore greater. 

Again, it must not be forgotten that bees have the 
power, and frequently use it, of raising a queen from 
worker lame not more than three or four days old; and 
when this power is used a shorter period will conse¬ 
quently elapse between the formation of the royal cell and 
the issue of the young queen. These queens are inferior 
to those raised from eggs. The reason for the superiority 
of queens raised from eggs is that larvae intended to 
develope into workers only have not the advantage of 
receiving from the day of their birth the special food 
with which larvae intended from the time of their issue 
from the egg to furnish queens are supplied in prodigal 
abundance. The ovaries are consequently not fully de¬ 
veloped, and the laying powers are crippled to a greater 
or less extent. 

Queen cells, to continue, remain capped eight days 
before the perfect queen emerges from the cell; it follows, 
therefore, that if queen cells are capped on or before the 
date of the issue of the swarm, an interval of nine days 
from the day when the royal cells were capped must elapse 
before the issue of a cast. Now, since royal cells are 
sealed on the ninth day, it also follows that if some of the 
royal cells are not capped when the swarm issues the cast 
will be delayed by a period of days proportionate to the 
time elapsing after the issue of the swarm before the cells 
are sealed. As a general rule a cast issues nine or ten 
days after the swarm, but in this, as in most other 
matters connected with bee-keeping, there is no invariable 
rule. 

Sufficient has been said to show that a period of 
fifteen days at least elapses between the deposit of the 
egg in the cell and the issue of the perfect queen. In 
from six to seven days afterwards the young queen goes 
forth to meet the drone, and if successful in her marriage 
flight at once begins her life of labour. Thus from the 
time when the old queen leaves the hive a period of 
twenty-three days at least elapses before another egg is 
laid. It is easy to perceive that this means a very con¬ 
siderable loss to the bee-keeper, for on the ninth or tenth 
day after the departure of the swarm all the larvre will 
have passed beyond the feeding stage, and no more eggs 
being deposited, the bees will be set free from their 
nursery work while many of them are yet unfit to perform 
the more active work of the hive by going to the fields for 
honey and pollen. In twenty-three days a good queen 

will lay some 46,000 eggs; if, therefore, we leave to the 
bees of the old stock the duty of queen-raising, we do so 
at terrific loss and without any compensation to adjust the 
balance. It is the duty of every practical bee-keeper to 
provide queens or ripe queen cells for every stock, and so 
to overspan the interval of queenlessness. In doing this 
not the slightest difficulty need be apprehended, because 
after the issue of a swarm the vast majority of the bees 
renmining in the old stock are young and unable to leave 
the hive, while those older bees which do remain are per¬ 
fectly willing to accept a queen, or even a ripe queen 
cell. 

If a queen can be obtained she may be allowed to run in 
at the entrance an hour or two after the departure of the 
swarm. She will be gladly received, and queen cells will 
be at once destroyed. But if a queen cannot be pro - 
cured a ripe queen cell may very possibly be obtained, 
and although there is a loss of some days when a queen 
cell is inserted before the princess emerges from the cell 
and becomes fertile, still there is a saving of at least- 
fourteen days, and consequently a profit to the bee-keeper. 
It has been said that the perfect queen emerges from the 
cell on the sixteenth day. We know that the cells are 
capped on the ninth day, and that an interval of eight 
days elapses between the capping of the cell and the 
issue of the perfect queen; if, then, we can ascertain 
when the cell was capped, the day of the issue of the 
princess is shown at once, and we may lay our plans 
accordingly. Again, even if we are unable to discover 
the date of capping, still we may detect the age and ripe¬ 
ness of a cell by the “ chamfering ” process which the 
the cell undergoes when the princess is almost ready to 
emerge from the cell. 

Queen cells should not be inserted on the day when 
the swarm issues, but on the following day, otherwise the 
bees may destroy the princess while still in the cell, and 
thus frustrate our efforts. It is very easy to insert these 
cells in any form of hive, and if care is taken not to shake, 
chill, or bruise the still unborn princess, no difficulty need 
be apprehended. When cutting a queen cell from the 
comb on which it has been formed, a piece of comb should 
be cut away with it for ensuring more safety in handling 
the precious cell, and also to simplify the process of 
insertion in the queenless stock. Going up to the hive iu 
which the cell is to be inserted, we remove the covering 
and place the cell hanging in its natural position—almost 
invariably head downwards—between the two centre 
combs, and fixing it in that position either by simply 
pressing the comb to which the queen cell is attached 
into the top of the centre combs, or on to the frames, or 
by means of a pin or small w'ooden skewer. Pressing the 
piece of comb lrom which the cell depends into the top of 
the comb is always sufficient to hold the cell in position 
if properly managed. 

There are other and more difficult methods, but it is 
hardly necessary to describe them, for practical bee¬ 
keepers generally adopt the simplest plans in preference 
to the more difficult manipulations in which many theorists 
delight. It must not be forgotten that on the sixth or 
seventh, and possibly following days, after the perfect 
princess emerges from the cell, if the weather is fine, 
warm and sunny, about noon the princess goes forth on 
her marriage flight. The dangers attending these excursions 
are great, and are fatal to many queens. Every hive 
should have some distinguishing mark, in order to assist 
the queen on her return to discern her home; for want 
of this many queens enter other hives, and are lost. 
Happily for the bee-keeper, when once the object of the 
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marriage flight has been accomplished the labour of life 
begins, and the queen mother leaves love to those unfor¬ 
tunate creatures of creation who have more need of its 
solace, and lead less busy and industrious lives. 

The careful bee-keeper will ascertain as soon as pos¬ 
sible if the queen has become a mother. For this purpose 
it is absolutely necessary to inspect the combs and see 
that eggs have been deposited, unless the bee-keeper 
lias sufficient experience to detect from the manner of 
the bees the absence or presence of a fertile queen. Two 
points, it will be observed, need special attention with 
regard to the introduction of queens and royal cells to 
stocks from which swarms have issued :— 

1. A queen maj be run in at the entrance an hour or 
two after the issue of a swarm. 

2. A ripe queen cell should not be inserted until the 
following day. 

At present no attempt has been made to describe the 
simplest and easiest method of procuring queens and ripe 
queen cells. This is a subject of such great importance 
that it has a distinct claim for separate consideration, and 
must accordingly be deferred, together with the “intro¬ 
duction of queens ” to stocks deprived of a fertile worker 
by other means than the issue of a swarm. One thing is 
certain beyond all doubt, and that is the impossibility of 
overrating the important assistance given to the bees 
when a queen or ripe queen cell is inserted with the least 
possible delay after the old queen has departed. The loss 
of three weeks ovidepositing in the height of the season is 
irreparable; the loss to the bee-keeper is aggravated by 
the certain issue of at least one cast, and possibly more; 
by the possible loss of the cast, and the trouble of hiving 
and returning the cast to the old stock, and consequent 
loss of time; by the knowledge that if the cast is hived 
separately the old stock is depopulated to an extent which 
forbids all hope of surplus honey, and the additional 
certainty that the cast itself will in many years not build 
up into a satisfactory stock for wintering without con¬ 
siderable trouble and expense. It is so easy to avoid all 
this trouble and anxiety that the bee-keeper who does not 
assist his bees and save himself from this unsatisfactory 
position must be severely blamed for his negligence, and 
must in no case expect sympathy in misfortune.—Felix. 

MAY SICKNESS—HONEY FAIRS. 

In answer to “ A. L. B.,” I am sorry tliat I did not clearly explain 
that “ May sickness ” is due most probably to the fact that the bees 
gather pollen in or about the month of May which has been touched by 
the frost, and not to their eating the old pollen which has been stored 
up in the hives during the winter. The latter is usually thrown out by 
the bees in the early spring, though that contained in the combs on 
which the bees cluster during the winter is probably used for the young 
brood hatched in the early part of the year. That it must be fresh 
frosted pollen which is the cause of the disease is shown by the fact that 
it generally occurs at the early part of the summer. If it were due to 
the okl pollen the effects wonld be seen much earlier in the year. 

With regard to the purchase of honey by the British Honey Company, 
we as traders can only buy as much as we consider will meet the 
demand. Our sales are steadily increasing, and we sold considerably 
more honey last year than we did in the corresponding months of the 
year before. 

In the early part of this year there was great difficulty in getting 
sections, and several large orders had to be cancelled. Anyone who 
could devise some certain way of preventing granulation in sections 
would make his fortune, as the price of sections naturally rises in the 
winter and early spring before the new sections come into the market in 
any quantity. 

However carefully sections are kept in a warm room the least 
draught will set them granulating, and even if they are delivered in 
good condition to the grocers, &c., it is only to be returned in a few days, 
as the public will not buy granulated sections. 

Honey fairs are a great boon to bee-keepers if they are properly 
managed, but my time-is so fully occupied that I must decline the 
tempting offer of working in unison with Mr. Hewitt.—Geo. Walker, 
Wimbledon. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Hooper i Co. (Limited), Covent Garden and MaidaVale.—Bulb Cata~ 

logue (lllustra'ed , 1887. 
J. W. Silver, Norbury and Streatham, London, S.W.—Bulb Catalog le, 

1881. 

c'0° All correspondence should be directed either to “The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Parsley (J. Carter, Keighley1.—The Parsley plant is exceptionally fine, 
filling a half-bushel basket, and the large leaves are sufficiently curled to 
satisfy the most exacting cook for garnishing purposes. 

Proliferous Leek (IF. (?.).—It i3 not unusual for bulblets to form in the 
flower heads of Leeks, though it is not common to find th-m so numerous 
as in the specimen you have sent. Plants may be raised from these bulb- 
lets the same as from seed. 

Viola (J. IV. M.).—The flowers sent were quite curled up through 
having been placed in the box without any damp packing to keep them 
fresh. We can only judge, therefore, of the colour, and this does not 
appear to be distinct from that of other varieties, nor is it so rich as in 
some of them. 

Glazing (J. G. H., Neiv Jersey).—The roofs of greenhouses may be 
glazed quite watertight bv bedding the glass well and firmly in a rather 
thick bed of good putty. If the work is well done not a drop of water will 
pass through, whether putty be used on the top of the glass or not. We do 
not use top putty, but paint the sashbars well, including a strip on the 
glass as wide as the rebate on which it rests. 

Black Grape for Growing with Muscats (E. JET. B.).—Alicante would 
be the most likely Grape to suit you, as you do aot require one that needs 
particular treatment, the flavour being similar to the Frankentlial and 
Black Hamburgh, which is what we apprehend you require, with good 
keeping properties. It would succeed admirably inarched on the Franken- 
thal, which makes a good stock, and you will get a much more satisfactory 
Vine in very much less time that way than by planting a young cane. 

Plunging Material (IF. H. IF.).—The pipes should be covered with 
rubble, such as broken b'icks, or anything through which the heat can 
rise, and then with a layer of long fibre, rushes, or anything that will 
prevent cocoa-nut fibre refuse or sawdust from pass'ng down. There is 
nothing better than the fibre refuse as a plunging medium, but sawdust 
will answer in its absence. It should be kept moist throughout, not on 
the surface merely. Boiling water will destroy the fungoid growths. 

Aspect for Vinery [Inquirer).—We have seen very good Grapes grown 
in vineries facing both east and west. As a rule, we think the eastern 
aspect would be preferable, care being taken to open the ventilators very 
early in the morning, or soon after the sun shines on the roof. The top 
ventilators should not be entirely closed at night in hot weather. When 
houses have a western aspect the sun does not reach them until it is very 
high and hot, and unless great care is exercised in management scorching 
is liable to occur. 

Mealy Bug on Grapes (D. TF).—We are sorry you did not see the 
invader sooner. We are not sure you have done right in cutting off all the 
foliage, but everything would depend on its condition. We can only 
recommend you to try the application of methylated spirits with a very 
small brush that can be worked between the berries. It is a tedious 
process, but must be regarded as the penalty for past oversight. The 
insects are, at least, as likely to have passed from the Vines to the Ferns 
as from the Ferns to the Vines. 

Fruit Trees in Disused Quarry (Ignoramus). — You had better ask 
one or two practical gardeners to inspect the quarry before purchasing it, 
as it is scarcely possible that you can make the exact nature of the soil 
clear to us in a short letter. One of the best orchards we know is in a 
quarry. The soil over the roots of the trees was covered with a thick layer 
of manure annually for four or five years and left to decay. Good sod was 
placed round the roots when the trees were planted—a barrowful or so to 
each tree. They are now large, healthy, and productive. 

Protecting Fruit from Wasps—Chemical Manure (F. I.). — The 
material you enc’ose is too much worn to exclude wasps and blue-bottle 
flies. When new or in good condition it would probably do so, but medium 
scrim is better. The sample you sent would of course exclude birds. We 
have tried most of the advertised manures, and have found them all excel¬ 
lent fertilisers—they are all good. If you wish for something to prepare 
some yourself, then we recommend nitrate of soda, kainit, superphosphate 
of lime, and sulphate of ammonia in equal proportions by weight, thoroughly 
mixed, and applied at the time of putting in the crops at the rate of 3 lbs. 
per square rod. To apply manures of the kind indicated at the time of 
trenching is to waste most of their fertilising properties. In reference to 
your other question the matter cm only be tested by experience. 

Downton Nectarines (J. Gilbert).—Yours are very fine fruit indeed of 
this variety, which you say weigh 5£ ozs., and measure 81 inches in cir¬ 
cumference. It is thus described in the “ Fruit ManualFruit rather 
larger than Violette Hative; skin pale green in shade, but deep red next 
the sun; flesh pale green, reddish at the stone, melting, juicy, and richly 
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flavoured; flowers small ; glands kidney shaped.” We have no record of 
its weight, it is now gradually being superseded by the newer kinds 
raised by Mr. Rivers of Sawbridgewortb. The following weights and sizes 
of Nectarines grown by Mr. Divers at Ketton Hall, Stamford, may prove 
inteicsting to you : Lord Napier, 10£ inches in circumference, weight 

-ill ®lvers Orange, 8A inches, weight 5 ozs. ; Pine Apple, 9 inches 
6 ozs-.Possibly other cultivators may be enabled to state they 

have grown still larger fruit, but those indicated are above the average 

.„,1CfCtUS and ®?cora«T® Dahlias (E. T. H.).—Dahlias like deep rich’soil 
and a sunny position, with abundance of water and mulchings of manure 
“ weather. The reason your plants have not flowered better on the 

h?uSe 18 becaxlse tbe soil was not good enough to a 
the water supply insufficient during the siifficient depth, or the water supply insufficient during the tropical 

®?Pmer’ ®f8lde?’ variety Juarezi is later in flowering than many 

thbfvearDaTiiaSf ^ ra-her sbaded places have flowered better than usual 
1?“ yep^; ,The following are good varieties for cutting and garden decora¬ 
tion . Constance, white, free; Cochineal, rich crimson; General Gordon 

TOhfte* SMftrle w G ,a-rC of Garden, scarlet, very floriferous ; Mrs. Tait, 
wSi,Ha^lnR- sulPbu,r yellow; Picta formosissima, orange and 

htaWv suhltaf ffrC6’ briKbt yellow. The bouquet varieties ale also 
mgnly suitable for the purpose indicated. 

™Jwtllat,in? Vi“eries (Kittle).—Air should be admitted by the top 
ventflators before the sun heats the house to a degree that the moisture 
condenses on the berries and covers them like a film. A little artificial 

18 “Iso desirable at this season to prevent the berries getting extremely 
iiIr' IgSuldcn 8 art,icle on page 201. Leaving vineries closed 

thenla rnornmg, so that the Grapes become covered with dew, 
then throwmg both top and front ventilators widely open at once, is quite 
the reverse of good practice, because the excessive evaporation from the 
berries often causes them to be so chilled that a shrinkage results that is 
bu°"'n as scalding This may not always happen, but if all the Grapes 
escape injury it will be more by good luck than good management. We 
have seen very good Melons grown in fresh turves piled on each other and 
trodden firmly, but loam of a heavy nature that has been stacked for a time 
is generally preferable. 

Bougainvillea splendens and Jasminum gracillimum (Mrs. I).']._ 
„bl® ®Peclj? ?f Bougainvillea is rather shy flowering, and very rarely gives 
general satisfaction when grown in a close moist stove. If grown in an 
intermediate temperature, confined at the roots, and fully exposed to the 
u 1 force of the sun it flowers freely. Cutting back vour plant only induces 

tl!;0Pr0dace stronger growth, which is too soft to produce flowers, and we 
tear the plant will not do so in its present position. If you can give it 
cooler treatment and induce the formation of wood that possess's solidity 
we do not see why your plant should not flower profusely. The 
Jasminum should flower during autumn and winter, and whether it flowers 
treety or the reverse entirely depends upon the wood being thoroughly 
"p,™id7 or th® r.ever?®- Very frequently this plant is grown too warm, 
and under conditions that are too shady to insure the wood being bard and 
wen ripened. _ The best results follow growing the plant under intermediate 
treatment, or in a warm greenhouse during the summer fully exposed to 
the sun and then plac-d in the stove to develope its flowers. Early in the 
year, before signs of fresh growth are visible, prune this season’s wood well 
hack and expose the new growth as it is made to full light and sunshine, 
then we do not doubt that your plant will flower. 

. (Spxrtan).—Although you are “ in the trade ” we do not agree 
with the strong verdict you pass on seedsmen generally, and we think the 
majority of them know “• old bulbs of Hyacinths, Tulips, and such like, of 
as yeai from new bulbs.” Still, you are to be commended for seeking 

information. It injures bulbs to ruthlessly tear off the outside husks ol 
shins, and only those parts should be removed that can be rubbed off 
easily with the hands, as in preparing Onions for storing; there must be 
no peeling. The outside scales are analogous to the bark of a tree that 
pro eels the interior ; but if the bark is loose and dead it decays and invites 
insects. Remove, theD, only those husks from bulbs that are obviously 
loose and dead, and which pass off easily when lightly rubbed in the palm 
ot the hand. If sound bulbs are kept long out of the ground they push 
growth, and if this is allowed to extend beyond a certain limit the bulb 
will be exhausted, and decay if placed in the ground; if not quite so far 
advanced the spike may extend, and perhaps flower, but the bulb will 
perish, or the new bulbs that form will be so small as to be useless. That 
is w y so many Crocuses that are planted late, after having pushed growths 
an inch long from the crowns, flower but never come up again. The 
more thinly bulbs are stored, and the cooler and drier they are kept, the 
onger is growth retarded. If you place Potatoes in large heaps they will 

push long sprouts rapidly, but packed in a single layer they are tardy in 
pusmng. If bulbs of last year are kept out of the ground all the summer 

•eZ Wl11 be solt and spongy, especially round the neck, and 
thless; in fact most of them will be dead, though a vestige of life may be 

ouna in a few. One of the chief factors of success in growing bulbous 
plants is to plant the bulbs early and grow the plants steadily. The 
f u ,e roo*; extenfdon in the earth before the growths appear above the 
soil, the stronger will be the plants and the finer their flowers. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to he 
nameci must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 

orrmg to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
mens can be named at once, and beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
V. ’ -o-)-—Washington Plum. (J. Weaver).—Mitchelson’s Plum. (Richard 

er). It is too early in the season to name late-keeping fruits, but we 
1mm TV can for y°u- !> Figue de Naples; 2, Doyenne du Cornice; 

, Millot de Nancy. (IJ. P. S.).—1, Downton Pippin; 2, Cox’s Pomona; 
itt blPpin; 4, Warner’s King; 5, Early Harvest; 6, not known. 
T ’ A1, Figue de Naples; 2, Old Colmar; 3, Louise Bonne of 
Jersey, ((r. L.).—Not known. 

vjivflfmeSi?fiP^an,:s'~^r? only undertake to name species of plants, not 
Fln-or -8 ^ . ve originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Khrmnnug sPecimena are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
u. 1 Bpores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 

• blightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the beet packing, dry 

cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can he named at once. 
,nli, 4!. ; Pos®s y°,u bave sent are varieties of florists’ flowers, and 
sunnltad underta*e to name. Send them to the nurseryman who 

T \ Th ainS* i C,> Bromsgrove).—Odontoglossum bictonense* 
li; T ■ HrTThx! 0rcbld 1S Acineta densa. Iff. G. £ The flowering 
plant is Helianthus argophyllus ; the other was too shrivelled. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 14th. 
market completely glutted with drop fruit. Prices all round much lower. 

FRUIT, 
s. d. 

6 1 
a. 
6 to 3 Applee, J sieve. 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 

Cherries, £ sieve .... 0 0 0 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 0 0 50 0 
Figs, dozen .0 9 10 
Crapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 
Lemons, case.10 0 15 0 
Melon,each .o 6 10 

Oranges, per 100 .. 
Peaches, dozen .. .. 2 
Pears, dozen.1 
Pine Apples, English, 

per ft.1 
Plums, 4 sieve.1 
8t. Michael Pines, each S 
Strawberries, per ft. .. 0 

s. d. s. a. 
6 0 to 12 O 

0 6 0 
0 16 

O, 
Artichoke?, dozen .. 1 
Asparagus, bundle.. .. 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 1 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 1 
Capsicums, per 100 .. 1 
Carrots, bunoh .. .. 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen .. 3 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 
Endive, dozen.1 
Herbs, bunch .. .. .. o 
Leeks, bunch.o 

d. s, 
0 to 2 

VEGETABLES, 
a. 

Lettuce, dozen .. 
Mushrooms, punnet .. 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, per cwt. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. 
S corzonera, bundle .. 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallots, per ft. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per ft. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

s. d. s. a. 
0 9 to 0 0 

0 

S 0 
0 0 
5 O 

0 
O 
6 
O 
0 
0 
0 
6 
6 

Aralia Sieboiai. dozen .. 6 
Arbor vitas (golden) dozen 6 

» (common), dozen.. 0 
Astern, dozen pots .. .. s 
Azalea, dozen.o 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 6 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. o 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 0 
Dracaina terminalis, doz. 30 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 
Erica, various, dozen .. 9 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 
Evergreens, invar., dozen 6 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 
Ficus elastics, each .. 1 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 

PLANTS IN POTS, 
d. s. d. 
0 to 12 0 
0 9 0 

0 0 

60 0 
24 0 
18 0 
18 0 
24 
18 
7 

10 

Fuchsia, dozen. 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen ,. 

„ Trioolor, dozen 
Gladiolus. 
Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 
Lilies Valley, dozen 
Lilium lancifolium, doz. 

„ lmgiflorum, doz. 
Lobelia, dozen. 
Murgueiite Daisy, dozen 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 
Musk, dozen . 
Myrtles, dozen. 
Palms, in var., each 
Pelargoniums, dozen 

„ scarlet, doz. 
Spiraea, dozen. 

s. d. 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
4 0 
9 0 
0 0 

12 0 

a. d 
to 9 0 

0 0 
0 0 
6 O 

12 0 
0 

0 
0 0 
6 0 
3 0 
0 0 
6 0 
2 6 
6 0 

18 ft 
0 ft 
0 

12 
6 0 
0 ft 

12 ft 
21 ft 
12 0 

9 ft 
0 ft 

Abutilons, 12 bunches 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 8 0 
Asters, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 

,, French, bunch .. 16 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. .. 0 0 
Bluebells, 12 bunches .. 0 0 
Bouvardiae, bunch .. .. 0 6 
Camellias, blooms ,, ., 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 10 

CUT FLOWEBS. 
s. d. s. d. 
2 0 to 4 0 

0 0 0 
0 6 

6 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
2 0 

„ 12 bunches.. 4 0 6 0 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. i 6 3 0 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 
Eucharis, dozen .. 2 0 4 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 2 0 5 0 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays i 0 i 6 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays 0 0 0 0 
Iris, 12 bunohes 0 0 0 0 
Lspageria, white, 12 
blooms. 1 6 8 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 
blooms. 1 0 1 6 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunch . 0 0 0 0 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 2 0 3 0 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 
blooms. 0 6 1 0 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 
,, Orange, 12 bunches 

Lily of Valley, 12 spray? 
ii ii 12 bunches 

Marguerites, Is bunches 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 
Myosotie, 12 bunches .. 
Narciss, 12 bunches 

„ White, English, bch. 
Pansies, 12 bunches 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 

„ scarlet, 12 trusses 
Pinks, White, 12 bunches 

,, various, 12 bunoh 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 
Primula (single), bunch.. 

„ (double), bunch .. 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 
Boses, 12 bunches .. .. 

,, (indoor), dozen 
,, Tea, dozen .. .. 
„ red dozen .. .. 
„ de Mois. 12 bunches 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 
Tropseolum, 12 bunches 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 
Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 

s. d, 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 0 

s. d. 
to 0 ft 

0 0 
0 0 
0 
6 
3 
3 
0 

1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 

ft 
0 
ft 
ft 
0 

0 0 
0 ft 
3 0 

0 0 

0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 _ 

0 0 
0 6 
0 0 
1 0 

0 0 

KEEPING A COW. 
It is a general fault that cows are turned out of the 

yard to graze upon grass in spring before it is ready. 
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Nor can we wonder at this, knowing as we do how 
frequently the store of winter food runs short in March, 
and how poor in quality the milk is then. Now 
“ H. S. E.” has an acre of land which he laid down to 
permanent pasture in spring with a crop of Oats. In 
common with many other young pastures this year it has 
proved a failure owing to drought, and “ II. S. E.” wishes 
to know what he is to do with it. We would not have 
it in permanent pasture at all, but have half an acre of 
Perennial bye Grass, a quarter of an acre of Hye, and the 
remainder for Carrots, Mangold, and Cabbage. Let the 
Bye be sown at once at the rate of 3 bushels to the acre, 
and if the Rye Grass can be sown not later than the 
second week in September it will answer in the south and 
in the midlands, otherwise it must he sown next April 
cither with or without a corn crop. The Rye is 
generally ready for use early in March, enough being 
mown daily and taken to the yard for the cows. If the 
cars appear before it is all used it should be passed 
through the chaff cutter and mixed with an equal quan - 
tity of dry chaff. After being mown the Rye starts 
quickly into growth again, and a second crop follows 
equal to or even superior to the first, especially if it is 
assisted by a dressing of sewage or nitrate of soda. If 
the land is not rich in fertility we would scatter half a 
hundredweight of nitrate of soda upon the Rye early 
in February, and repeat the dressing for the second crop. 
The Rye Grass should also have similar treatment, the 
bulk of the crop depending very much upon a liberal use 
of manure. 

Where land can be had there should always be a 
crop of winter Oats sown either late in September or 
early in October to follow the Rye, and so enable us to 
turn the first growth of Rye Grass to account for hay, 
which ought to afford an ample supply for winter use. 
The second crop if helped with manure ought to be as 
vigorous as the first, and may either be turned to account 
for grazing or hay. If land can be had for some spring 
Tares, then the second growth of Rye Grass ought cer¬ 
tainly to be made into hay. The spring Tares come into 
use in early summer, and one or two successional sowings 
afford a valuable supply of green succulent food when 
pastures are often parched and brown. 

The possession of an acre or so of grass land is fre¬ 
quently an inducement to purchase a cow in view of 
having plenty of milk. Such an idea is natural enough, 
but results show that it is impracticable. A meadow 
with part fenced off for hay and the other part devoted 
entirely for grazing may answer the required purpose 
if it is heavily manured, but there can be no question 
that the method of culture we have described answers 
best. It affords a much greater bulk of food, and, what 
is of equal importance, it enables us to impart a whole¬ 
some variety to our dietary. But if in addition to a 
field under alternate husbandry, another can be had in 
permanent pasture, by all means let us-have it; only we 
would always make it a secondary matter regarding the 
field under plough or spade culture as quite indispensable. 
To be really profitable, or rather as productive as possible, 
the pasture should consist entirely of plants suitable for 
the growth of sweet, wholesome herbage, and all other 
plants springing up in it are to be regarded as weeds and 
rooted up. Of such the most common and mischievous 
are Nettles, Thistles, Docks, Rushes, Ononis or Rest 
Harrow, Broom, Brambles, and Sedges. A somewhat 
wide experience has brought us into contact with pas¬ 
tures infested with one or other of these pests. Rushes 
and Sedges indicate a want of drainage, attention to 

which leads to their gradual decay, and they are quickly 
replaced by a growth of natural Grasses and Clover. 
The only remedy for the other weeds is to root them up, 
and not to attempt to get rid of them by cutting off the 
part above the surface. In Sussex, on the Hastings sand 
formation, Brambles of the common Blackberry spring 
up so thickly that we once had several waggon loads 
cleared off a few acres of old neglected pasture. In 
Suffolk, Ononis infests pasture both in mixed soil and 
heavy land, upon chalk and chalk marls, often so badly 
as to quite spoil it. When it thus spreads pasture is of 
very little use either for hay or grazing, and the only 
remedy is either to root up the Ononis with spades or to 
pare and burn the sods, to plough and lay down again 
with a really good mixture of Grasses and Clovers. A 
well managed meadow repays us well for our care, and 
strictly according to it, for we have one or several tons of 
rich herbage per acre annually from it, the greater bulk 
arising from the free use of manures. 

(To be continued.) 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

Harvest work was brought to a speedy and satisfactory conclusion 
in from three to four weeks, the corn being saved in excellent condi¬ 
tion. The weather became broken soon afterwards, and enough rain 
had soon fallen to soften the surface sufficiently to admit of good work 
being done with harrows upon the stubbles, and gladly did we see 
Charlock seed springing into growth. We shall indeed be fortunate if 
we can induce germination of all the seed of this pest before the deep 
ploughing is done, and thus avoid a heavy outlay for hoeing next spring. 

■ Ploughing of clean land and sowing of Rye has been done, as we like to 
have a full strong plant of this useful green crop forward in growth 
before winter* Severe frost may render it somewhat brown, but it does 
no material harm, and the strong plant gives an abundant early 
growth in spring. To those of our readers who have not yet sown some 
Rye we say, Do so at once, and you will have an invaluable supply of 
green food next March just when your store of winter food may run 
short. It can be given to horses, cows, or bullocks in yards, and sheep 
with lambs may be passed over it twice in folds. Land must be got 
ready speedily for Tares, Wheat, and winter Oats. Where only a few 
acres of Oats are grown we strongly advise that preference be given to 
the hardy Tawney Winter Oat, which on good land always yields a 
heavy crop of corn ; the straw affords a supply of nutritious chaff for 
horses, and the growth may also be found of great service for sheep in 
a late spring, when it may be eaten off closely, and it will soon start 
into growth again, and will subsequently yield a useful supply of corn. 
Let all possible care be taken to select good seed of the best sorts of 
Wheat, and to get the sowing done before the soil becomes so wet as to 
render harrowing a difficult and unsatisfactory process. Let the seed 
be steeped in water in which blue vitriol is dissolved, and take 
especial care to use seed without the taint of smut. We have since 
harvest heard of some new Wheat being sold at £1 a quarter weighing 
63 lbs. to the bushel, but so badly affected by smut that it had to be 
sold for full 10s. below market price. It is doubtless owing to careless¬ 
ness in the selection and preparation of our seed that blight and other 
disease become so widespread. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N.; tmj, 0° 8’ 0" W.; Altitule, 111 feet. 
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deg. 
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deg. 
67.8 

deg. 
55 0 

deg. 
110 2 

deg. 
51.2 
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0-041 

Monday. 
Tuesday .. . 

5 29.5 ‘8 57.9 55.4 s.w. 59 7 68.4 53.7 91.7 51.1 0.039 
ti 29 59 J 60 8 55.1 s. 59 3 69.5 55.6 113 9 52.3 0.103 

Wednesday.. 7 29 631 58 8 54 9 s. 59.2 67.2 52.3 11H.0 46.9 0 036 
Thursday .... 8 80.410 53.7 47.8 N. 58.2 59.9 39.0 91.6 34 3 
Friday .. 9 30.254 55 4 51.5 S. 56.4 679 42 l 1122 37.2 0.036 
Saturday .... 10 3J.0L5 56.9 52.1 N. 57.2 64.2 534 111.0 51.2 

29.879 57.7 53.4 58.5 60.4 50.2 107 0 46.3 0.255 

REMARKS 

4th.—'Bright gusty morning; cloudy afternoon with spots of rain; showers in evening. 
5th.—'Wet morning; afternoon generally bright and breezy; tine evening. 
6th.— Fine and generally bright, though with dark clouds about. 
7th.—Ra'n early; morning generally bright, with rain at 11.15 A M. and 1.2) P.M.; after¬ 

noon overcast, with spots of rain ; fair evening. 
8tli.—Fresh clear morning, foggy about noon, and hazy all the afternoon. 
9th.-Foggy early; tine day ; clou ty after 5 P M , with spot-i of rain in the evening. 

10th.—Shower early; generally fin i, with some sunshine ; evening fair but not bright. 
Temperature lower than last week, and very near the average ; rainfall below it.— 

G. J. SYMONd. 
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W 

16tii Sunday after Trinity. 

Royal Horticultural Society—Fruit and Floral Committees at 11 a m. 

FLORAL DECORATIONS. 

INCREASING attention has for some years 
been paid to the encouragement of competi¬ 
tion in floral decorations at exhibitions, and 

'A ^ *s eyldent ^at ^is lias contributed greatly 
to the improved, taste now generally manifest 

CSUlh in work of that kind. It is also a depart¬ 
ment in the shows that is very popular, 
especially amongst the ladies, and wherever 

there is a good display of stands, bouquets, wreaths, &c., 
that will usually he found the most crowded portion of 
the exhibition. Even those who become tired of 
contemplating large specimen plants that appear with 
such regularity at a series of shows each year, can find 
something fresh and interesting in the floral competition. 
Recognising some of these facts certain horticultural 
societies have strengthened that part of their schedules 
devoted to the decorative art with considerable benefit 
to their exhibitions and the public. There is, however, 
room for a much greater advance in this respect, as for¬ 
tunately such classes are not confined to any particular 
period in the year. They are as suitable at the November 
Chrysanthemum shows as during spring or summer, and 
at the first named they are becoming quite a permanent 
feature. Flowers and foliage are now used so extensively 
in houses of all kinds that there is no difficulty in obtain¬ 
ing competitors where sufficiently substantial prizes are 
offered. In some country districts the advance has been 
so rapid that this portion has developed into almost a 
show of itself, as for example at Bickley in Kent, and 
Shepperton, wdiere one large tent scarcely suffices to hold 
all the entries. 

At the larger shows, or when the funds are sufficient 
for the purpose, prizes are offered for tables arranged 
for a specified number of persons, usually from six to 
twelve. Classes are also devoted to stands of flowers, 
either single, in pairs, or threes. These can be still 
further diversified in autumn by providing classes for 
stands of berries and foliage, which produce some pretty 
results. Then there are the bridal and other bouquets, 
ladies’ wreaths and buttonhole bouquets, all of which 
constitute interesting classes. In reviewing some of the 
special features of these classes a few words may be first 
devoted to the table decorations, since they aro regarded 
as the most important, and for them the largest prizes 
are provided. When a class is devoted to this form of 
decorative art it is commonly stipulated that the table 
shall be fully dressed—that is, set out with dessert, wine 
glasses, plates, knives and forks, serviettes, &c., and we 
have seen several tasteful arrangements disqualified for 
non-compliance with these conditions, but it is sometimes 
allowed that the stand glasses for flowers and fruit will 
suffice, thus relieving the exhibitors of some difficulty. 

No. 378.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

For the larger tables, say for ten or twelve persons, 
three epergnes are generally employed in the centre, and 
so much diversity of taste exists with regard to the kind 
employed that the character of the table mainly depends 
upon these. Some have a fancy for tall glass epergnes 
with a large central trumpet and a number of branches 
in tiers, and we have seen examples of these with as 
many as twenty small branches filled with a number of 
varied brightly coloured flowers, the effect producing the 
impression that both time and flowers had been wasted. 
1 he most elegant of these glasses are those with a well 
pioportioned central trumpet, and perhaps one tier of 
blanches with a bowl at the base sufficiently large to 
balance the upper part and admit of an effective arrange¬ 
ment. I hen, too, there is some difference of opinion as 
to whether the two side stands should correspond in 
height with the central one, but as a rule their appear¬ 
ance is much better if they are somewhat smaller than 
the principal one. dliree stands of one form and size do 
not admit of such varied treatment, and the table has 
usually a more pleasing effect when the two side stands 
are dressed alike, the central one as distinct in character 
as possible without destroying the general harmony. A 
still further improvement where lightness is desired is 
the substitution of a couple of graceful Palms for the 
side, stands, either Cocos Weddelliana or Geonoma 
gracilis being admirably adapted for this purpose, but it 
is necessary to avoid having too marked a difference in 
the height of these and the central stand. 

Besides the large epergnes a number of small hand 
classes for single flowers, such as selected Rose buds or 
some simple combination of the buttonhole type add 
much to the finish of the table arrangement, but unless 
some care is exercised in the selection of flowers for this 
purpose the general effect is easily spoiled. For instance, 
we recently saw a table where flowers of Lilium lanci- 
foliutn rubrum were employed in the single glasses, and 
beautiful as these flowers are individually or in tasteful 
arrangement with other flowers, they were quite out of 
place in this way, and materially detracted from an other¬ 
wise good effect. Occasionally large central shallow 
bowls of varied design are employed instead of the glass 
epergnes, but as a rule they have a heavy appearance, 
some remarkable instances of this being shown at the 
Royal Botanic Society’s Exhibition, Regent’s Park, this 
summer. In the arrangement of such tables and in the 
flowers selected for the purpose, the chief points to be 
kept in view are lightness and gracefulness, yet it is in 
neglect of these characters that the majority of unsuccess¬ 
ful exhibitors err. Persons sitting at opposite sides of a 
table do not desire an almost impenetrable screen of 
flowers and foliage between them, but this seems to be 
the object of some decorators to provide. Excellent 
examples of the best styles have been submitted at all the 
leading shows throughout the kingdom by Mr. J. Cypher 
of Cheltenham, and Mr. J. R. Chard of Stoke Newing¬ 
ton, and though each has his special characteristics 
in arrangement, it would be an invidious task to 
determine which displays the most taste. In one 
respect they are similar—namely, they carefully avoid 
heaviness and formality. When they are competing 
in the same classes the judges commonly have an extremely 
difficult task to decide which shall take precedence. 

. Amongst northern exhibitors Mr. Thompson, The Her¬ 
mitage Gardens, Chester-le-Street, has gained consider¬ 
able fame, and many substantial awards testify to his 
skill in this work. Another gardener who has displayed 

No. 2034.—Yol. LNXVII., Old Series. 
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much taste in the same direction is Mr. William Low, 
gardener to the Duke of Grafton, Euston Hall, 'Jhetford, 
Suffolk. Though not so much known as an exhibitor as 
those already mentioned, his illustrated book on “ Table 
Decorations ” will render his name familiar to many who 
are interested in the subject. Mr. Low has made a 
specialty of the artistic arrangement of flowers in designs 
on the tablecloths, a fashion that has extended very much 
of recent years, and judging by the plans he furnishes 
some charming effects must have been produced. Of one 
distinct design the following description is given, and will 
serve to illustrate the style adopted:—“A table 12 feet 
in length and of the usual width of 5 feet 6 inches. The 
centre is adorned with three silver candelabra, and two 
jflants of Adiantum farleyense in silver vases. Two dishes 
of fruit were placed at top and bottom of the table anc 
four at the sides, making six dishes of fruit in all. Cut 
flowtrs in white china vases of uniform height were placed 
in a line with the dessert towards the ends, and were fur¬ 
nished with bright-coloured Geraniums and Bouvardia, 
with a few small fronds of Maidenhair Fern interspersed. 
The small circles represent small glasses filled with single 
scarlet Begonias, their own foliage supplying the greenery. 
On the tablecloth around the central candelabra was 
formed an eight-rayed star with straight pieces of the 
small neat glossy-leaved Cotoneaster microphylla, the rays 
being filled in with a finely cut fern-like leaf of herbaceous 
Pyrethrum, while close to the base of the candelabra were 
placed eight white Chrysanthemums on a fringe of green 
Lycopodium. The small circles between the rays of the 
star represent red Chrysanthemums resting on a base of 
Maidenhair Fern. The circle was formed of finely cut 
leaves of sweet-scented Geranium, on which were placed 
white alternated with yellow Chrysanthemums. The 
tracing is of the finely cut fern-like leaves of herbaceous 
Pyrethrum. The star-like figures around the bases of 
the other two candelabra were formed of Cotoneaster; 
within each ray was placed a frond of Maidenhair Fern 
on which rested a rose-coloured Chrysanthemum. The 
arrangement here is specially for autumn or winter, as 
will be seen from the fact that only Chrysanthemums are 
used on the cloth. For this reason this might be called a 
Chrysanthemum table or dinner, and these specific arrange¬ 
ments of one or more flowers only on the table at one 
time might be carried much further to the ensuring of 
greater distinctness and variety in the decoration of dinner 
tables.” 

In the ordinary arrangement of flowers in stands upon 
tables some regard must be paid to whether they are to 
be seen under artificial light or not, as this makes a great 
difference. Some of the delicately tinted flowers that 
have a charming effect by daylight are insignificant under 
gas or candlelight. Blue and purple tints, pale yellows, 
pale pinks, salmon or any undecided hues are usually un¬ 
satisfactory at night unless they are very carefully con¬ 
trasted with brighter colours. Generally speaking the 
scarlets, rich crimsons, and bright solid orange tints, clear 
bright rose, and similar, bold hues are seen to best effect. 
It is, however, a mistake to employ many different flowers, 
the too frequent result being a mixture of tints that 
partially obscure each other. Very beautiful effects are 
often obtained from the employment of one kind of flower, 
such as Roses or Carnations with some diversity of foliage; 
there is also a greater demand for fragrant flowers in this 
work, but not for such powerfully scented ones as Stepha- 
notis or Lilium candidum, which are liable to become 
unpleasant in a room. The employment of foliage needs 
a little thought and care, as an excessive liberality in 

Maidenhair Fern fronds repeatedly spoils good stands 
that as far as the flowers are concerned are admirable- 
Sufficient must be used to serve as a foil, to partially con¬ 
ceal the stands, and jet not overload them. Asparagus 
plumosus or Lygodium scandens are especially useful in 
this respect owing to their light lace-like effect, the latter 
being invaluable for twining round the stems or supports 
of epergnes or vases. 

As regards bouquets, wreaths, &c., the principal 
secret of success lies in the skill with which the flowers 
are individually displayed without undue crowding or 
thinness. The same materials in the hands of an unskil¬ 
ful or untasteful person and one accustomed to the work 
will result respectively in the production of a “bunch”' 
and a “bouquet” as totally distinct as it is possible to 
imagine. Both Messrs. Cypher and Chard are strong ia 
the bouquet classes, but Messrs. Perkins & Son of Coven¬ 
try hava been extraordinarily successful for some years 
past, and usually their bouquets are models both in the- 
selection of flowers employed and the style adopted. It 
is surprising that in amateurs’ classes these forms of 
floral decoration are too often the least satisfactory, and 
for that reason alone more encouragement should be given 
to them in the shape of prizes.—C. 

THE AMATEURS’ VINERY IN AUTUMN. 
When the days are bright and the nights genial in June, July, 

and August Grape-growing is a simple matter, as no artificial heat 
is required, and with a liberal supply of air and plenty of water at 
the roots the Vines will grow and the Grapes swell with very little 
attention ; but when September is declining, October and the 
winter coming on, and sunless days and long damp nights have to. 
be contended with, the attention to the Vines must be greatly in¬ 
creased. Some smill vinery owners grow early Grapes only, ripen 
them in July, and they are almost over by this time ; but others, 
and the majority, grow some late varieties, and all have a desire to 
keep them as long as possible. The Vines, too, require to be cul 
tivated until the foliage falls, and all who wish to succeed with, 
their Vines and Grapes must attend to them well during late 
autumn and early winter. 

Where water has been scarce this summer the Vines may not 
have had sufficient at the roots to keep the leaves quite green, and 
red spider and other insects may have attacked them ; but it is not 
a good time now to clear off these, as syringing cannot be done 
freely at present, and the insects may be left until the foliage falls 
and the Vines are cleaned. They will not increase now to any ex¬ 
tent, and will not become more harmful than they have been 
Syringing would spoil the appearance of the Grapes, and if the- 
weather were damp the fruit might be induced to decay. 

Thinning the shoots, however, should have attention. All 
Vines in a healthy state require to have their side shoots stopped 
often when they are beginning to grow freely in spring, then by 
midsummer they are not so much inclined to make new wood ; but 
by September many straggling shoots have pushed forth, and these 
often form a close mass of foliage close to the glass. This is very 
injurious to the Grapes, as it confines the moisture about them and 
obstructs both sun and air. The first operation should therefore 
be to cut away all these small rambling shoots, and only allow the 
strong growths to remain. In doing this do not allow any of the 
leaves to rub the fruit, or it will become greatly disfigured. None 
of the large leaves on the main shoots should be taken off until 
they are falling naturally, and all those cut off should be taken out 
of the vinery immediately. If there are insects in the vinery they 
are sure to be on these small shoots, and many of them will be 
cleared out with the branches. This work of clearing should not be 
done in a huny, but carefully, and so as to improve the appearance 
of the Vines. 

So much for foliage. Now for the roots. Iam sure no one can 
remember a season when the roots of Vines stood a better chance 
of suffering by want of water than they have this season. Where 
the roots are outside the rain waters them as a rule ; but there has 
been little of that this year, and in and near towns where many 
small vineries exist their chance of being watered has been equally 
bad, as in many instances water has been so scarce as not to be suffi¬ 
cient for domestic purposes. No doubt attempts have been made 
to keep them alive, and probably the surface of the border may 
have been kept moist ; but is there not a great danger of their 
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suffering still from dryness at the bottom of the border? When 
once a Vine border becomes dust dry it takes a great quantity of 
water to moisten it thoroughly, and it may be partially watered 
time after time without being saturated It is a good plan to 
take an iron rod and make holes here and there all over the sur¬ 
face of the bed to a depth of 18 inches or 2 feet, and fill these with 
water two or three times daily, giving the border a good watering 
at the same time. As a rule the borders are made on a little incline, 
or trodden so much on the surface that the water is more apt to run 
off the surface than penetrate the soil, and the holes suggested 
assist to take the water down to where it is most wanted. I have a 
great fear of liaving borders dry underneath at this season, as if 
saturation is delayed until the days are much shorter it cannot be 
done without making the atmosphere of the vinery very humid, 
and then the fruit decays ; but when the border is thoroughly wet 
now it will do the whole autumn without any more water. The 
result of having a too dry border is soon shown in the fruit 
shrivelling prematurely. 

Where the wood on the Vines has become brown and matured 
and the fruit is well ripened do not give them any fire heat yet, as 
it is not wanted for anything except to expel the damp, and so long 
as this does not prove troublesome the fire heat need not be intro¬ 
duced, but where the Grapes are still comparatively green and late 
a little fire heat will benefit them very much, and may be applied 
nightly. Give plenty of air on fine days, but keep the ventilators 
•closed when it is damp and chilly. Where the bunches are already 
very close, and the berries so firm as to be a mass, many of them 
are sure to damp away when moisture settles on them, and the most 
economical way of treating them is to thin out a number of the 
berries and make the bunch so open that water will pass through, 
but not lodge amongst the berries.—A Kitchen Gardenek. 

VIOLAS. 

I READ with great interest Mr. Jenkins’s excellent practical paper 
on Violas, and can fully substantiate the correctness of his views as to 
their culture. Cow manure is a fine thing for them, and Mr. Jenkins 
first taught me its use at Hampton near London. One of my customers 
near Winchester obtained from me early in July plants of Ardwell Gem, 
.and in sending them I told him that I greatly feared they would not do 
any good in the hot weather, and recommended him to dig in cow 
manure, not too raw, and plant deep, firm, and keep them damp, and 
just shaded from the midday sun, and to my surprise he wrote me 
recently to say how well they had done. 

I induced a friend near Lichfield to grow a large bed of Violas 
planted out last autumn—the sorts, True Blue, Countess of Kintore, 
Unique, Duchess of Albany, Skylark, Countess of Hopetoun, and others, 
and they were in splendid bloom up to the middle of J uly, when I cut 
away all the old growth, and put in the cuttings out of doors in a shady 
border, and the old plants are now just a mass of splendid blooms from 
the second growth. It has taken some time to write the Viola into 
popularity, but the gardening public are now valuing this plant, and 
the demand for good varieties is increasing fast. I have grown this 
season several new varieties, and must speak in high terms of Mr. 
Baxter’s new ones, especially Ethel Baxter, Spotted Gem, and Mrs. 
Baxter, and more of his very fine new varieties will be sent out next 
•spring by Messrs. Dobbie & Co. Then Mr. Downie has some very fine 
new ones to send out, he having sent me blooms in the summer. 

Unfortunately for the Viola so many buy and plant at the wrong 
time, and planting should be done in October or November, or in March 
-or very early in April. Mr. Jenkins is quite right as to planting in 
drills or slightly sunken beds. I have grown all mine, some thousands, 
in drills from 2 to 3 inches deep, so that water supplied went direct to 
the roots, and with repeated rose-pot waterings in hot weather during 
the day. We kept down aphides, and the plants grew well, scarcely 
losing any. This treatment is a necessity in light porous soils, whilst on 
heavier soils and. in shady positions it is not so necessary. 

To Mr. Jenkins’s list of whites let me add Mrs. Smith, a fine white 
free from markings. To yellows, Golden Prince Improved, a capital 
grower and deep yellow. In “ Queen of Lilacs,” one of my seedlings, 
we have one of the very best bedders grown, deserving all Mr. Jenkins 
•says of it; but why is “ True Blue” left out of the list ? This is one of 
my seedlings, and far away the best blue in cultivation. Queen of 
Purples and Cliveden Purple compacta were raised by me, and are very 
fine indeed in habit, and one a light purple, the other dark. Mrs. 
Charles Turner is another of my seedlings, but I cannot gio v it, and 
have nearly lost it, yet Mr. Jenkins succeeds so well with it. It is 

.-a lovely variety, and I shall have to go to him for stock of it. Duchess 
of Albany is a very lovely bedder, soft shaded lilac, good habit, and very 
free, and so distinct. York and Lancaster does not with me come in 
true character, only early and late, then the marking is denser in colour 
and brighter than in a variety I have long had under the name of 
Columbine. The lovely sky blue edging of “Skylark” flushes out in hot 
weather, and in Mr. Baxter’s “ Blue Cloud,” to be sent out next spring, 
we have a broader margin of denser colour, but the same shade as in 
Skylark, and I hope this lovely colour will be retained in hot weather. 
Lord Darnley, one of my seedlings from Holyrood, which fails with 
ill’. Jenkins, does well with me, and the shade of colour is much richer 

than in any other blue Violet, bedding Pansy or Viola we have, a most 
lovely variety, but, judging from Mr. Jenkins’s experience in the south, 
is not to be relied upon as a bedding variety. The spring and summer of 
1837 have been most trying.—William Dean, Florist, Walsall. 

LAWNS IN AUTUMN. 

Lawns this autumn are somewhat different from what we have 
often seen them. The scorching weather disfigured them sadly, and they 
have not had a pleasing verdant appearance since May. The lawn 
mowers and scythes have had a long rest, as we cannot remember a 
season when they were less in demand. Where the soil is deep and the 
ground level the grass and roots have not suffered so much as on banks, 
terraces, and shallow places. On such positions the turf appeared a 
month ago as if it would never be green again. Newly laid turf and 
recently sown grass seed may fail altogether, and parts may have to be 
turfed during the winter or sown again next spring. Dressings of 
manure will not do much good when the roots are not there. A very 
patchy lawn can hardly ever be repaired to look well, but established 
lawns will recover in time. The grass may be growing very strongly on 
one place, while other parts may still be dead looking. This is the 
appearance of much of ours, and some might be inclined to leave cutting 
alone and allow all to grow, with the idea that this is the best way of 
improving the lawn ; but I have repeatedly proved that it is not, 
and a lawn will improve more quickly under constant cutting than if 
allowed to grow without this attention. The cutting-down causes the 
plants to grow outwards and very close, and it is this which constitutes 
a good lawn. We have our lawn mower going daily now, and will keep 
it on as long as the grass continues growing, and when it ceases in 
winter the result will be a close carpet-like lawn. I have a great dread 
of seeing any of our lawn grass become long, as I know when it is cut 
again the surface will present a very blanched appearance. Lawns 
when well trimmed at this time are much more beautiful than in the 
spring, as the white Daisies at that season always give it a rough untidy 
appearance, but now there none of them, and the grass presents a 
uniformly green aspect.—S. W. 

ROSES AT THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY’S 
METROPOLITAN EXHIBITION IN 1887. 

The position taken by many of the Roses in the following lists 
will be found to differ considerably from those assigned to them 
in my analysis of 1884. This was noticed to be the case last year 
also. It should, however, be borne in mind that the analysis then 
given was based upon the results of eight previous years, and those 
mostly wet years ; whereas the last two summers have been ex¬ 
ceptionally dry, late seasons. Moreover, several new varieties 
which were at that time but little grown, have since gradually 
pushed themselves on into prominent places, and in this way the 
positions of some of our older favourites have been proportionately 
lowered. On the other hand, as might have been expected, the 
lists of this year and of last year agree fairly well together. 

The total number of Roses tabulated this year has been 1770, of 
which 820 were shown by amateurs and 950 by nurserymen. At 
no previous Exhibition of the National Rose Society have so many 
Tea Roses been staged, and on glancing down the list it will be 
noticed how very frequently the best staying flowers in this 
division found their way into the winning stands. Of course the 
forcing nature of the weather at the time when the South Ken¬ 
sington Show was held to some extent accounts for this, and also . 
for the comparatively low positions taken by many fine varieties, 
the petals of which are either not sufficiently numerous or else not 
so closely arranged as to be able to resist the great heat to which 
they were subjected. The late-flowering kinds, both among the 
H.P.’s and also among the Teas and Noisettes, were again placed 
at a further disadvantage, owing to the backwardness of the season 
in many localities. 

The past Rose season appears to have suited the following 
established H.P.'s remarkably well—viz., Marie Cointet, Duchessede 
Yallombrosa, Monsieur Noman, Comtesse de Serenye, Annie Lax- 
ton, Henri Ledechaux, Star of Waltham, Xavier Olibo, Abel 
Carriere, Prince Arthur, and Duke of Wellington ; also among the 
Teas—Comtesse de Nadaillac, Innocente Pirola, Caroline Kuster, 
La Boule d’Or, Madame H. Jamain, and Jules Finger. On the 
other hand, La France, Baroness Rothschild, Charles Lefebvre, 
Duke of Edinburgh, Dr. Andry, and Captain Christy were but in¬ 
differently represented in the classes open to Hybrid Perpetuals ; 
also in the Tea and Noisette section, Souvenir d’un Ami, Marie 
Van Houtte, Souvenir de P. Neyron, Devoniensis, Rubens, and 
notably Madame Lambaid, which was scarcely anywhere to be seen. 

We come now to what is the most interesting and valuable por¬ 
tion of our analysis owing to the light which it throws upon the 
relative values of the newer varieties. Taking first the H.P.’s, we 
find that Ulrich Brunner, which came out in 1881, now stands 
second only to the leading flower of the season, Madame G. Luizet; 
while Mei veille de Lyon, which was distributed in 1882, has already 
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risen to the fourth place on the list. Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, 
■which dates from the same year, has not advanced quite so rapidly, 
but is nevertheless only one step below such fine varieties as La 
France and Marquise de Castellane. Her Majesty (188G) which 
has appropriately made her first appearance in the exhibition stands 
in this Jubilee year, has already risen as high as No. 15, and will 
another year no doubt occupy a much higher place, being an un¬ 
doubted acquisition. Yiolette Bouyer (1881) does not rank quite 
so high as in last year’s list—a fact which the trying season may to 
some extent explain. Alphonse Soupert (1883), which did not 
obtain a place in the 1886 analysis, has this year risen to No. 23. 
On the other hand, Heinrich Schultheis (1882). Queen of Queens 
(1883), Rosieriste Jacobs (1880), and Pride of Waltham, have all 

since then lost ground more or less. Victor Hugo (1884) just 
manages to creep in at the tail end of the list. 

It will be observed that none of the newer Teas have as yet 
succeeded in securing for themselves any very high position in the 
list of Teas and Noisettes. In the present analysis at No. 9 we 
find Madame de Watteville (1883), and at No. 10 Etoile de Lyon 
(1881). The variety last named, notwithstanding the dry and 
warm summer, has, however, gone down a step or two since 1886 ; 
while Madame Cusin (1881), the Hon. Edith Gifford (1882), and 
the Princess of Wales (1882) only just succeed in maintaining the 
places they secured last year. Madame Angele Jacquier (1882), 
which did not appear at all in last year’s analysis, has this year 
risen to No. 18. 

HYBRID PERPETUALS. 
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Raiser’s Name. Colour. 

1 1 6 Madame Gabriel Luizet 1877 Liabaud. Light silvery pink 
2 16 49 Ulrich Brunner 1881 Levet . ... Cherry red 
B 2 3 A. K. Williams 1877 Schwartz Bright carmine red 
4 9 19 Merveille de Lyon 1882 Pernet. ... White 
5 2 13 Maiie Rady . ... 1865 Fontaine ... Bright carmine red 
6 4 10 Francois Miehe'on ... 1871 Levet . • •• Deep rose 
6 2 2 Marie Baumann 1863 Baumann • •• Soft carmine red 
7 8 1 La France . ... 1867 J. B. Guillot fils Silvery rose 
7 10 51 Maiie Cointet. 1872 J. B. Guillot tils Light pink 
7 12 5 Marquise do Castellane ... 1869 Pernet. Clear cherry rose 
8 6 96 Lady Mary Fiizwilliam ... 1882 Bennett. Light rosy pink 
3 10 21 Duchesse de Vallombiosa ... ... 1875 Schwartz ... Pale rosy flesh 

10 15 4 Baroness Rothschild ... ... 1867 Pernet. Light pink 
10 14 11 Eiienne Levet. 1871 Levet . Carmine rose 
11 5 45 Monsieur Noman 1866 Guillot pere ... • •• Pale rosy pink 
12 13 9 Alfred Colomb ... 1865 Lacharme ... Bright carmine red 
12 17 14 Louis Yan Houtte ... ... 1869 Lacharme ... Deep crimson maroom 
12 9 34 Xavii r Olibo. ... 1864 Lacharme Dark velvety crimson. 
13 14 38 Abel Carriere. 1875 E. Verdier ... Crimson maroon 
14 7 7 Charles Lefebvre 1861 Lacharme Purplish crimson 
14 11 33 Le Havre . ... 1871 Eude . ... Vermilion red 
15 10 27 Beauty of Waltham ... ... ... 1862 W. Paulifc Son... Rosy crimson 
15 0 0 Her Majesty . 1886 H. Bennett Light pink 
IS 13 — Maiie Finger. ... 1873 Raimbaud Light salmon rose 
16 12 47 Prince Arthur. ... 1875 Cant . Bright crimson 
17 19 25 Marie Verdier. ... 1877 E. Verdier Pure rose 
17 19 3G Star of Waltham ... 1875 W. Paul & Son Carmine violet 
18 13 0 Yiolette Bouyer ... 1881 Lacharme ... Tinted white 
10 12 28 Duke of Wellington ... 1864 Granger. Vivid crimson 
19 16 26 Fisber Holmes ... 1865 E. Verdier Shaded crimson scarlet- 
19 16 — Ferdinand de Lesseps 1869 E. Verdier ... Shaded crimson 
20 0 35 Comtesse de Serenye... ... 1874 Lacharme Very pale rose, shaded 
20 18 18 Comtesse d’Oxford ... ... 1869 Guillot pere Carmine violet 
20 0 0 Dr. Sewell . ... 1879 Turner. Crimson scarlet 
20 12 12 Duke of Edinburgh ... 1868 Paul & Son Scarlet crimson 
20 10 22 Horace V. rnet ... 1866 J. B. Guillot fils ... Purplish crimson, shaded 
21 17 58 Annie Laxton ... ... ... 1872 Laxton. Clear rose 
21 8 31 Camille Bernardin ... 1865 Gautreau Light crimson 
21 21 48 Duke of Teck. 1880 Paul & Son Crimson scarlet 
21 0 53 Madame Eugene Verdier ... ... 1878 E. Vtrdier Light silvery rose 
21 13 16 Marguerite de St. Amand • •• 1864 San sal . ... Clear rosy flesh 
22 20 15 Dr. An dry . 1864 E. Verdier Bright crimson 
22 21 55 Duchess of Bedford ... 1879 Postans... ... Light scarlet crimson 
22 18 32 Dupuy Jamain ... 1868 Jamain. Bright cerise 
22 15 23 Madame Lacharme ... ... 1872 Lacharme • •• Nearly white 
22 16 60 Reynolds Hole 1873 Paul & Son Deep scarlet maroon. 
23 0 05 A. Dumesnil . ... ... 1879 Margottin fils ... ... Light crimson rose 
23 0 0 Alphonse Soupert ... 1883 Lacharme ... Pure bright rose 
23 3 8 Captain Christy 1873 Lacharme ... Delicate flesh 
23 16 44 Countess of Rosebery ... 1879 Postans... Carmine rose 
23 20 17 E. Y. Teas . 1874 E. Verdier Bright carmine red 
24 22 0 Comte Raimbaud ... 1867 Holland. Clear crimson 
24 15 86 Heinrich Schultheis ... ... 1882 Bennett. ... Delicate pink rose 
24 20 67 Lord Macaulay 1863 W. Paul & Son... Bright crimson, shaded} 
24 • 0 87 Madame Prosp r Laugier ... 1875 E. Verdier Light carmine rose 
24 22 0 Queen of Queens ... 1883 W. Paul & Son... Pale blush pink 
24 21 0 RosAriste Jacobs 1880 Ducher. Dark velvety red 
25 20 64 Charles Darwin 1879 Laxton ... ... Brownish crimson 
25 0 90 Henri Ledecbaux 1868 Ledechaux Clear cherry red 
25 0 0 Jules Fiug i . 1879 Lacharme ... Pale soft peach 
25 22 0 Magna Cbarta. 1876 W. Paul& Son..: Bright pink carmine 
25 21 29 Pride of Waltham 1881 W. Paul & Son... ... Light salmon pink 
26 0 0 Eugene Fiirst ... ... 1875 Soupert et Notting Crimson shaded purple 
26 19 41 General Jacqueminot ... 1853 Rousselet Bright scarlet crimson 
26 21 68 Jclin Stuart Mill ... 1875 Turner. Bright rosy crimson 
26 15 20 Madame Hippolyte Jamain... ... 1871 Jamain. Pale flesh 
26 19 30 Senateur Vaisse ... 1859 Guillot pere Bright crimson 
26 0 0 Victor Hugo . ... 1884 Schwartz . ... ... Bright crimson, shaded 
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Name of Rose. 

I 8 3 Catherine Mermet . . 
2 2 2 Marechal Kiel 
3 7 12 Comtesse de Nadaillac 
4 4 8 Innocente Pirola 
-5 5 5 Niphetos . 

1 10 Caroline Kuster . 
7 6 6 Souvenir d’Elise Vardon 
8 7 1 Souvenir d’un Ami . 
9 16 0 Madame de Watteville . 

10 8 16 Etoile de Lyon. 
ai 3 7 Jean Ducher. 
n 10 26 Madame Cusin. 
XI 6 4 Marie Van Houtte . 
12 13 0 Hon. E. Gifford . 
13 11 25 La Boule d’Or. 
14 17 22 Madame Margottin . . 
15 9 15 Anna Ollivier. 
16 12 — Madame Bravy .. 
16 13 14 Madame Willermoz ... 
16 14 0 Princess of Wales . 
17 15 38 Madame Hippolyte Jamain... 
18 0 0 Madame Angele Jacquier . . . 
18 9 13 Souvenir de Paul Neyron ... 
19 18 20 Belle Lyonnaise . 
19 18 24 Madame Welche . 
■20 15 9 Devoniensis . 
-20 20 0 Francisca Kruger . 
20 19 18 Perle des Jardins 
21 20 29 Jules Finger . 
21 0 0 Moire . 
22 0 0 Ho me re. 
23 0 0 Marcelin Rboda . 
23 0 0 Marquise de Samina. 
23 12 11 Rubens.1 

NOISETTES. 
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Raiser’s Name. Colour. 

1869 J. B. Guillot fils Light rosy flesh 
1864 Pradel . Deep golden yellow 
1871 J. B. Guillot fils Rosy flesh and apricot 
1878 Madame Ducher White, slightly shaded 
1844 Bougere. White 
1872 Pernet. Lemon vellow 
1854 Marest. Yellowish rosy cream 
1846 Belot-Defougere Pale rose 
1883 Guillot. Pale lemon, pink margin 
1831 Guillot. Bright sulphur yellow 
1874 Madame Ducher Salmon yellow, shaded peach 
1881 Guillot fils Violet rose 
1871 Ducher. Yellowish white tinted rose 
1882 Guillot. Blush white tinted pale rose 
1860 Margottin . Golden yellow 
1866 J. B. Guillot fils Citron yellow 
1872 Ducher. Pale rosy flesh shaded buff 
1848 Guillot pere White flushed pale pink 
1845 Lacharme Creamy white 
1882 Bennett . Pale rosy yellow 
1869 J. B. Guillot fils Wh'te, shaded yellow 
1879 J. B. Guillot fils Light pink, shaded yellow 
18/1 Levet . Creamy white, tinted rose 
1869 Levet . Deep lemon 
18 /y Ducher. Pale yellow, flushed pink 
1838 Foster . Creamy white 
1879 Nabonnand . Coppery yellow, shaded rose 
1874 Levet . Bright st aw colour 
1879 Madame Ducher Rose shaded silver 
1844 Moire . Rosy fawn 
1859 Moreau-Robdrt Rose edge, light base 
1872 Ducher. Yellow 
1875 Madame Ducher Coppery ro=e 
1859 Robdrt. Creamy white 

As this is the best time of year in which to order Roses for 
planting in November, a selection of a few high-class varieties 
which can be recommended for general cultivation, will, no doubt, 
'prove acceptable to those of your readers who, although not 
exhibitors, may nevertheless wish to grow only the choicer kinds. 

Hybrid Perbetuals. — Light-coloured varieties. — Baroness 
Rothschild, Captain Christy, Her Majesty, La France, Madame 
Gabriel Luizet, Marie Finger, and Merveille de Lyon. 

Medium Reds.—Comtesse d’Oxford, Dupuy Jamain, Heinrich 
tSchultheis, Marie Yerdier, Marquise de Castellane, and Ulrich 
Brunner. 

Reds.—Alfred Colomb, A. Iv. Williams, Camille Bernardin, 
Dr. Andry, E. Y. Teas, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Marie Baumann, 
and Prince Arthur. 

Dark Varieties.—Charles Lefebvre, Duke of Wellington, Horace 
Vernet, and Louis Van Houtte. 

Teas and Noisettes.—Anna Ollivier, Caroline Kuster (n.), Hon. 
Edith Gifford, Innocente Pirola, Madame de Watteville, Madame 
Lambard, Marie Yan Houtte, Perle des Jardins, and Souvenir 
•d’un Ami. 

Bourbon.—Souvenir de la Malmaison. 
My best thanks are due to Mr. J. Burrell, Rev. F. H. Gall, 

Mr. W. J. Jefferies, Mr. G. Mount, Mr. J. Sargant, and Mr. R. E. 
West for their kind assistance in taking down the names of so 
many of the Rose3 in the winning stands ; also to Mr. T. W. 
‘GircUestone for supplying the dates and raisers’ names of those 
varieties which did not find places in either of the previous 
•analyses.—E. M., BerTchamsted. 

MELON RAISING. 

I AM heartily tired of certificated Melons, and the Royal Horticultural 
Society’s Fruit Committee have at last discovered the fact that many 
shown are not improvements on existing varieties. Had the standard 
been Egyptian for the round, and Persian-Cashmere for oval, I very 
much question if we should have been bothered with such a mass of 
Melons. They come thicker and faster every year, and get worse. If 
the Royal Horticultural Society took the matter in hand in good earnest 
we might hope for the future of the Melon. There need be no higher 
standard of excellence than Cantaloupe, Persian, and Egyptian. The 

Cahul and Cashmere are only varieties of the Persian. Those mark the 
type of Melons—ribs with a narrow suture, Cantaloupe ; ribs with a wide 
suture or flat parting between the ribs, Egyptian ; smooth, without ribs 
or suture, Persian. Netting is characteristic of the Egyptian and 
Persian, but not of the Cantaloupe, which is more inclined to wart or 
carbuncle. The other characteristics are the Egyptian and Cantaloupe 
are not keepers, but the Cantaloupe is better in that respect than 
Egyptian. The Persian is an excellent keeper, and on that account very 
desirable.. The Cantaloupe is early, Egyptian medium, and Persian late. 
Coulommier’s can hardly be considered a distinct type, but the Rock is 
decidedly so, and so also is the Winter or Valentia. The Cantaloupe is 
supposed to be the first Melon cultivated in Europe. A century back 
there were several varieties—viz., Early Cantaloupe, Carbuncled, White, 
Orange, and Rock, the Black Rock being distinguished from the other 
kinds of Cantaloupe on account probably of its dark rind and great 
size. There were also the ribbed, netted Melon, which is undoubtedly 
the type of all the embroided Melons—viz.. Egyptian ; and the smooth 
green (Persian) and green-fleshed (Italian), perhaps a cross between 
Cantaloupe and Egyptian. The yellow Ispahan Melon is of later date. 
The Persian Melon is sometimes yellow marbled writh dark green, which 
is manifestly a hybrid or cross breed between the green and yellow forms 
of Persian. Of the Persian type are the Cabul and Cashmere Melons, 
both with netted yellow rinds and whitish flesh. 

Of the Cantaloupe we have not any nearer forms in the present or 
even recent varieties than Cirencester Prize, a mixture of Cantaloupe 
with Black Rock and Duke of Edinburgh, a compound of Coulommiers 
—an oval Cantaloupe—with Winter or Valentia. Little Heath is un- 
mistakeaoly a cross between Cantaloupe (early) and Egyptian, the rind 
netting, and ribs being Egyptian, whilst the flesh and long-keeping pro¬ 
perties are Cantaloupe. Bromham Hall is a marked example of the 
early Cantaloupe, in which the green flesh and high quality of the Egyptian 
is implanted, and the forerunner of the Victory of Bath section, which 
attained to great perfection by judicious crossing and careful selection 
in.the skilful hands of Mr. Gilbert of Burghley Gardens. Anterior to 
this the late Mr. Bailey did much in improving the size of Egyptian. 
His Mrs. Bailey was a standard variety in my ’prentice days, and it is 
lenarltable that in his hands it (Egyptian) took the oval form. The 
Squire and Victory of Bath also became decidedly oval with Mr. Gilbert. 
All effort at size have been with round sorts subjected to high cultiva¬ 
tion in the direction of the oval form. Heckfield Hybrid and Queen 
Emma are a mixture of the oval Cantaloupe overcome by the pre¬ 
ponderance of the Persian pollen. Precisely the same occurs with 
Golden Gem, only the embroidered Egyptian is made to lose its ribs, 
skin, and flesh by the strong influence of Cashmere. Scarlet Gem is a 
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Cantaloupe flesh implanted in the rind of 1'ineapple, a greyish coloured 
form of Egyptian, of American origin. 

The only other form of Melon leading up to our present advanced 
forms that need be taken into account is Beechwood, a green fleshed, 
netted, highlv flavoured fruit, originally from Persia. This is the only 
one of the older types that affords two distinct shapes from seed of the 
same fruit. The original as I take it was oval exclusively, netted, but I 
have noticed that it developed by cultivation in the best examples into 
a round fruit, and the seedlings from it were of two forms—viz., oval, 
somewhat quartered and irregular in outline, little and coarsely netted, 
which I consider the type from which sprang Eastnor Castle; and the 
other round, very finely netted, with a somewhat firm yet melting and 
hi-ihly flavoured flesh, which I consider the type from which sprang the 
round and bluntly oval kinds with highly or regularly laced and even 
i.e., not ribbed surfaces. Meredith’s Cashmere has contributed very 
little to our present race of Melons, except in one notable instance, 
which will be alluded to presently, its slight ribs and moderate netting 
not being traceable in any except Golden Gem. 

There is no kind of fruit amongst which cross-fertilisation is naturally 
or artificially so readily effected and new varieties produced than 
amongst Melons. The improvement extends but a few seasons beyond 
that of origination, and that chiefly from discontinuance of cross-fer¬ 
tilisation of the individual kind, and less care in selection. Cross-fer¬ 
tilisation is culturally very desirable for the attainment of high quality ; 
but it is one thing cross-fertilising with a view to enhancing the value 
of the current crop, and another altogether when the aim is seed for con¬ 
tinuing the variety, and no r gard is had to the descent of the parents. 
Crossing with any kind at hand, and for the mere sake of. the thing, is 
more likely to further deterioration than improvement ; in fact, mon¬ 
grels result that discredit the raiser and grower and disgust the con¬ 
sumer. Not that new varieties surpassing the old may not be obtained 
by random crossing, but it is all chance. Some have points of great ex¬ 
cellence. Those should be retained whereby to test new ones, conse¬ 
quently maintaining a high standard. Of that class are Blenheim 
Orange and Benham Beauty of the early or Cantaloupe type, which, 
though having an Egyptian exterior, are in flesh decidedly Cantaloupe. 
William Tillery may be taken as the nearest to the high quality of the 
Egyptian. Of the mixed types and without ribs but finely or beauti¬ 
fully netted, the white lacing on the yellow ground of some being 
exquisite are Best of All, Hero of Lockinge, and Colston Bassett. Of 
Persian, Meredith’s Cashmere; of the Bromham Hall ty pe, Gilbert’s 
Victory of Bath. Eastnor Castle may be taken as representative of the 
Beechwood, and Golden Gem of the mixed race, in which the flesh of 
the Persian is implanted. 

There is perhaps as good or even better varieties than those named. 
Every raiser of course will have a pet. I have had no end of them ; in¬ 
deed, have some pedigree sorts which are an amalgamation of most sorts 
sent out up to 1885, and in the seed packets where thev are likely to 
remain, for if anjone wants a mongrel lot of Melons, variety with and 
without merit, I can strongly advise in-and-in-breeding, and as safely 
point to distinct and high quality sorts only being secured by judicious 
crossing and painstaking selection along with comparison with standard 
high-class kinds. I may give an example in Melon crossing, and premise 
that Beechwood in the round, not ribbed, but highly netted form, was 
crossed with Read’s Scarlet-flesh, which resulted in two forms, a green 
and scarlet flesh ; the first good in flavour, the latter poor. The green- 
flesh was selected and named North Durham, which was crossed with 
Victory of Bath. That gave a green-flesh, round sparingly netted fruit, 
very heavy, but not particularly rich. It was named North York. That 
I crossed with William Tillery, and procured an oval, also a round- 
fruited variety. Both were very inconstant; the oval would give both 
forms, and the round likewise. The fruit in either case was ribbed with 
a wide suture in the young state, ereen in colour with grey in the suture, 
but the ripe fruit showed very little of the ribs or suture, being in well- 
grown examples rot mdant in outline, and very much and evenly netted, 
flesh green, very rich, even to cloyishness. By careful selection the fruit 
has become round or the deviations are very bluntly oval. It is early 
and a good late variety, also an excellent summer variety in frames. I 
have named it J. Wright, as complimentary to a connoisseur of Melons. 

Beechwood x Victory of Bath resulted in Eastnor Castle by 
Mr. Coleman, which gave two forms—a round or very bluntly oval 
well-netted fruit, and an oval, slightly ribbed, and sparsely and 
irregularly netted fruit. The first is a very fine fruit indeed, with a 
thick, melting, rich, green flesh ; the second is a coarse fruit, with 
plenty of coarse flesh, which soon parts with its sweetness. The latter 
form is not worth growing, and the first is only continued by very 
careful selection. Eastnor Castle variations gave rise to Earl of 
Beaconsfield, and Dell’s. I omit the “ hybrid ” as there is not a particle 
of that in any of them, the materials being cross-breeds. Now I must 
offer some remarks on Hybrid Cashmere (Meredith’s), which I take to be 
a cross bred between Ispahan and Keising, the former being late, and 
the latter a rather early netted variety. Perhaps some correspondent 
can give precise information on this point. Cashmere (Meredith’s) is 
oval, slightly ribbed (lost in highly developed examples), yellow, flesh 
white. It is slightly netted, it being very fine or small. When well 
grown it has not,perhaps, any rival for delicacy, juiciness, and excellency 
of flavour. It is an old variety, b.,t not so old as Beechwood, both of 
Persian origin. I mention those particulars, for we come to something 
very remarkable in crossing, as presented in Long 1 eat Perfection. 
Mr. W. Taylor brought Cashmere to great perfection at Longleat by 
high culture, and no doubt careful selection. There is no question of 

Eastnor Castle being equally well cared for by Mr. Pratt, both as 
regards cultivation and selection. We have seen Beechwood x 
Victory of Bath result in Eastnor Castle’s variable forms, and Eastnor 
Castle crossed with Meredith’s Cashmere gave Longleat Perfection, which 
is of two forms—one very bluntly oval, and pointed oval. The bluntly 
oval is ribbed, with a wide well defined suture ; the pointed oval is also 
ribbed with a small suture, and is evidently after the coarse form ot 
Eastnor Castle before alluded to, and though a large is not nearly so 
desirable a form as the other. When swelling the bluntly oval fruit is 
green on the ribs, turning grey toward the suture, which is quite grey, 
almost silvery, and handsome ; indeed the greyness in the young fruit is 
characteristic of high quality in the mature—instance, Egyptian and 
Pineapple, but when ripe the ribs are a lovely yellow, and the suture is, 
as it might appear, a strip of lovelier green marking the divisions, 
giving a handsome appearance. It is smooth skinned, very thin, flesh 
thick, white, delicate, highly melting, very juicy, luscious, in every 
respect exquisite. The plant is of excellent constitution, and it is a free- 

setter, good alike for house or frame culture. _ _ 
Scarlet Premier has an unmistakeable Persian skin, with the close¬ 

netting of the Cashmere, bluntly oval, very even in surface, ami re¬ 
markably handsome, being of a deep yellow or orange colour. The flesh 
is scarlet and as rich as Scarlet Gem. I do not know anything of the 
origin of this superb fruit, only that it was originated by the very suc¬ 
cessful fruit grower and exhibitor, especially Melons, Mr. Mclndoe, than 
whom I know none more skilled and experienced, and who will perhaps- 

enlighten us. Scarlet Premier’s aroma is exquisite. 
Those three—J. Wright, Longleat Perfection, and Scarlet Premier— 

are my selections for future work. The two last have, very valuable 
properties—viz., beauty, quality, and, best of all, keeping. Longleat 
will keep a fortnight and Scarlet Premier three weeks without any 
deterioration of quality, only they must of course be cut before they aie- 
fullyripe, or rather under, allowing them to come on in a cool fruit room. 

Last year Mr. Eastv wrote flatteringly of a variety of my raising— 
viz., W. Iggulden or Earl of Beaconfield X North Durham (Beechwood 
X Read’s), a round, ribbed, deep sutured, netted, green-fleshed fruit, m 
all points except flesh corresponding to Little Heath, keeping well, and 
likely to prove a good market fruit. If Mr. Easty has the variety an¬ 
swering to the above description I should be glad to exchange a few 
seeds of it for J. Wright through the Editor. 

I request leave in conclusion to ask raisers of Melons not to be 
angered at anything advanced, which is purely my impression in respect 
of varieties as I have found them, and not biassed by any motive other 
than to see a departure from the stereotyped forms that at present 
obtain through in-and-in crossing, and to, if possible, make the standard 
higher, thereby closing the door against those with nothing to recom¬ 
mend them save their variableness and deteriorating tendency.— 
G. Abbey. 

A JUBILEE CARPET BED. 
If it be not yet too late to speak of the Jubilee, I think your readers 

may be pleased to have a description of one of the most unique and 

effective horticultural mementos of this kind we have seen, and which 'A 

just now in full beauty in the terrace gardens at the very beautiful seat 

of Mrs. Pike at Besborough, Co. Cork. 

This dainty little piece of garden painting is in the form of a parterre 

picked out in the grass, showing a rectangular bed of some 16 feet ill 

length by about 6 feet in width. By a judicious selection and careful 

planting in their proper season of sundry dwarf-growing flower and 

foliage plants, it is so arranged as to present to the eye a device contain¬ 

ing the British Ensign in duplicate, the two dates commemorated, the 

Queen’s cypher, and a Crown. The enclosed sketch (fig. 31) may serve 

to give an idea of its peculiar attractions. It must be seen to be fully 

appreciated. It may, however, further help to realise the effect pro¬ 

duced if I give the following particulars :— 

It is fringed with an 8-inch border of Sedum glaucum ; the principal 

space is filled in with a dark green ground of Herniaria glabra. In this 

ground are laid out crosswise the representations of the British flag. The 

staff is lined out with Alternanthera paronychioides aurea, and the 

endgn itself «ith Alternanthera magnifica, with a ground of Antennaria 

tomentosa, picked out in the small diamonds with Kleinia repen*. 

Between the two ensigns on the upper side is the Crown in the centre 

marked out with Spergula pilifera aurea and emblazoned or jewelled 

with Lobelia pumila magnifica. On either side the Crown are the dates 

1837 and 1887 formed of the little dwarf Arabis lucida variegata, the 

initials V. R. being outlined with Alternanthera magnifica ; the whole 

forming a Unit ensemble of a singularly charming character, and 

reflecting very great credit on the professional skill of the painstaking 

and accomplished gardener at Besborough, Mr. Beswick. 

It would have given additional interest in the Journal of Horticulture 

if I had been able to make a fuller allusion to the various features of the 

gardens and grounds under his care. Suffice it to say the vineries are 

in almost perfect condition, one of them representing a splendid show of 
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some 1200 to 1400 healthy full-formed bunches of Royal Muscadine, 

Black Hamburgh, Chasselas Musqu4, and other varieties. The Pine 

Apples are in fine condition, and already show prospect of plentiful crop, 

Queens, Smooth Cayennes, Prince Albert, and some others being con¬ 

spicuous. 

Walking over the grounds many attractions meet the eye, not the 

least of these being an avenue of fine free-growing Araucarias, and a 

long walk planted on each side with sundry varieties of forest trees of 

graceful form, greatly admired by visitors,# and in the planting and 

cultivation of which the taste of the late lamented proprietor, E. Pike, 

Esq., is everywhere visible. Sparing no pains or cost in attaining the 

object in view, the most casual observer, as he leisurely strolls through 

the place, must be struck with the success attained.—Visitor. 

GOOD PLUMS. 

In my opinion there is no hardy dessert fruit more pleasing than a 
good Plum. The form and colour of some varieties are very attractive, 
and the beautiful bloom they acquire gives one a good impression of 
their richness. The flavour of the good varieties is excellent, and it is a 
little surprising that Plums are not more grown, especially in small 
gardens. I know many instances where considerable attention is given 
to Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots in the open, and the result almost 
invariably is failure, or very near it, as the fruits are uncertain in 
numbers, and not always well flavoured, but Plums will root freely at 
least two seasons out of every three, and their development and flavour 
is, as a rule, very satisfactory, and very oft in thoroughly so. If the 

SOME NEGLECTED PLANTS. 

To a great extent fashion is to blame for the neglect of old 
favourites. We have only to take a glance through any private 
establishment, either of small or large proportions, and the cry on 
every hand is, “ Our people want such an amount of cut flowers 
now-a-days that we can hardly keep pace with them and so it is 
the occupants of our greenhouses and stoves of years ago were not 
in a great majority of instances adapted for the cut-and-come-again 
practice of to-day. The order of to-day is something that may be 
forced easily and which will yield an abundance of bloom readily. 
Thus it is that the mixed collections of plants so frequent in green¬ 
houses of the past have given way to a more limited number of 
useful plants for the purpose named. But notwithstanding this 
great change and the number of really good plants which have been 
sacrificed in consequence, there is no reason why such should be 
quite lost sight of, and therefore a passing reminder of some may 
not be altogether useless. 

DIPLADENIAS. 

First, then, we will briefly consider one of the most lovely of 
stove climbers, I mean the Dipladenias, and we cannot but wonder 
why these plants are not seen more frequently on the roofs of our 
warmer plant houses. True it is that as specimens on trellises we 
sometimes see them at the leading exhibitions, and even here not 
nearly so frequently as their merits deserve. It is not going too 
far to say of them that they are not equalled by any other stove 
climber, their gaily coloured trumpet-shaped blossoms are almost 

Fig 31.—A JUBILEE CARPET BED. 

same attention were given to protecting Plum blossom and growing the 
trees as is devoted to the Peach trees, the Plum results would be grand, 
and if those who have tried time after time to secure a crop of good 
Peaches, but never succeeded, would root their trees out and introduce 
good Plums, I am sure they would be satisfied with their work. Per¬ 
haps some may not be able to decide to root out a Peach tree, as “ it is 
such a fine specimen,” but although specimen foliage plants are very 
pretty indoors, Peaches and Apricots, with little else hut their wood and 
foliage to recommend them, are not valuable, and no one need hesitate 
to root them out if there is a sure prospect of securing a good crop of 
Plums in their stead. 

A rather heavy calcareous soil always suits them, and good drainage 
is an advantage which should never be lost si ht of. Very free bearing 
sorts are to be commended. Some may think that those which bear 
heavily and annually cannot be very good, but this is a mistake. There 
is not a more prolific Plum in cultivation than the Victoria ; it succeeds 
as a bush, and excels on a wall,' grows to a large size, colours brightly, 
and when well grown is undoubtedly excellent. It is much valued for 
preserving, and is equally acceptable as dessert. Kirke’s Plum is 
generally described as being “ medium size, round, deep purple, juicy, 
sugary, delicious, one of the finest dessert Plums,” and merits every 
word of this description. The Green Gage Plum may be reckoned 
amongst hardy fruits at the same huh standard as Muscat of Alexandria 
is amongst Grapes. It is almost unique amongst high-flavoured fruits. 
Coe's Golden Drop is another grand Plum, and the dark purple De 
Montfort is excellent. Rivers’ Early Favourite should be planted 
everywhere, as it is ready before all others, and Rivers’ Early Prolific 
is equally good, and, if anything, more prolific than the last named. 
As a September Plum Jefferson’s is hard to surpass. Tt is large, oval, 
golden yellow, mottled with red, and deliciously flavoured. Reine 
Claude Violette is very high flavoured, but not very prolific, and the 
following are other good sorts—Purple Gage, Ickworth Impcratricc, 
Lawson’s Golden, Washington, and Prince of Wales.—M. 

unique. They are best treated as pot plants perhaps where their 
wants may receive annual attention. Some growers manage these 
plants remarkably well in pots, and certainly well-grown examples 
are highly creditable, since they require considerable experience to 
bring them to perfection. The white flowered D. boliviensis is 
much more robust than the coloured s) ecies, and is at the same time 
very useful. In the Royal Exotic Nurseries, Birmingham, Mr. 
Spinks, the manager, has a noble example planted out in one of the 
stoves. It makes remarkable growth and produces great numbers 
of flowers. By gradually ripening the shoots in the autumn by 
exposure to sun and giving the plants a complete rest during the 
winter months good flowering wood is guaranteed for the succeeding 
year. They should be potted early in spring and lightly syringed 
once or twice a day according to circumstances, and by being 
afforded plenty of heat they will soon be in active growth, and 
those thus treated will produce abundance of flowers during the 
summer and autumn months. Roughly chopped peat and charcoal 
with plenty of sand is a good compost for them, and a perfect 
drainage is of the highest importance. Careful watering at all 
times is needful to keep them in health, for if once the soil becomes 
overcharged with water—it will soon be seen by the leaves turning 
yellow—the chances are against it unless it be in experienced hands. 
The whole of this group are deserving of much care and attention, 
for they are among the most beautiful of stove climbers. 

GL0RI03AS. 

The Gloriosas are another instance of neglect, and as in the last 
case are very attractive stove climbing plants. Of one species at 
least this may be said with much truth—namely, G. superba. It 
may be grown in an intermediate temperature, or even in a green- 
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house. A plant I had some years ago was trained close to the glass, 
running; lengthways of the house, and it grew and flowered freely. 
Plants in both stove and greenhouse temperatures flowered with 
the same freedom, though of course not at the same time. To 
grow Gloriosas successfully, great attention must be paid to ripening 
the bulbs. This is absolutely necessary both to ensure free flowering 
in the ensuing year and also for the preserving of the bulbs during 
winter. In whatever temperature our plants were grown a slow 
and gradual ripening was given them, the benefit derived from such 
treatment being year by year apparent. 

Another point which was always adhered to was starting the 
plants early into growth—namely, about the middle of February, 
plunging them in gentle bottom heat. When properly matured 
—that is, when leaf and stem are turned yellow, they may be left 
without water for a month, after which turn them out and place in 
dry sand, or allow them to occupy their pots in some warm dry 
corner in the stove, but away from the pipes. They keep well in 
sand, however, and require no water for three or even four months. 
The earliest started will flower in the end of June and continue 
for a considerable time. With this treatment Gloriosas, or Methoni- 
cas as they are sometimes called, are by no means difficult to grow. 
They delight in a mixture of peat and loam in equal parts, with a 
liberal addition of sharp sand and cow manure at the rate of one- 
fifth of the whole. When growing it requires abundance of root 
room, and serial shifts should be avoided. Some years ago an old 
friend assured me that these plants were hardy in favoured localities 
and protected in winter, but I have not yet had the courage to test 
the veracity of the statement.—J. H. E. 

Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High Holborn, send us a remarkable 

bunch of Perfection Tomatoes grown out of doors near Bexley. 

The bunch contained eleven fruits, and had originally a dozen, one 

having fallen. The eleven fruits weighed 2 lbs. 9 ozs., good even well 

ripened specimens, an unusual example of successful culture. It has, 

however, been an exceptionally favourable season for Tomatoes out of 

doors. 

- We understand that the Autumn Show of the Richmond 

Horticultural Society will not be held this year, owing, it is said, 

to a disinclination on the part of the Committee to appeal to the sub¬ 

scribers, whose purses have been heavily taxed by local Jubilee demauds. 

- “ E. M.” writes :—“ The Golden Elder requires free exposure 

to the sun to bring out its beautiful golden colour properly, and as such 

it is a striking object in the shrubberies when associated with other 

suitable shrubs or trees. The Purple Hazel is a capital companion to 

it. A delightful contrast is formed when the two shrubs are planted 

side by side in a clump of say half a dozen plants each. This season 

the sun has been too powerful for the Elder, and all the uppermost 

leaves are burnt and shrivelled. Any time during the winter the 

shoots should be pruned in to one or two eyes on each stem, whence 

the young growth springs and grows from 4 to 5 feet long in one 

season.” 

- In the report of the Bath Show we omitted to mention that 

Mr. G. Lock, gardener to B. W. Cleave, Esq., Crediton, and Mr. A. 

Miller, Rood Ashton, Trowbridge, were respectively first and second for 

Pine Apples, both having handsome fruits of Smooth Cayenne. 

-“ At a Red Cabbage and Celery Show held at the 

Hadfield Hotel, Barber Road, Sheffield, on Saturday afternoon last,” 

says “ W. K. W.,” “ the weight of the heaviest and best Cabbage was 

20 lbs., the best brace of Celery turning the scale at 7 lbs.; the latter 

was well bleached and of excellent quality. The Cabbage also was 

of high colour, closely trimmed, and of first-class quality. There were 

about thirty entries in each class, the quality being good throughout. 

Six Onions shown, ‘ not for competition,’ weighed 8f lbs, the variety 

being Giant Rocca, and the size equal to the largest imported Spanish 

Onions. When we consider that the above are the produce of cottage 

growers, most of whom are engaged in the cutlery or file trades during 

the day, and considering the exceptionally hot and dry .season we have 

experienced, with the consequent difficulty and greatly increased labour 

in the production of such vegetables, we can readily appreciate the 

industry expended upon them.” 

- The Wakefield Paxton Society.—At a meeting of the mem¬ 

bers of the above Society held at the “Saw Hotel,” Mr. W. Hudson, 

gardener at Sandal Grange, presided, and Mr. B. Whiteley was in the 

vice-chair. The essayist was Mr. S. Ballinger, gardener, Barnsley, and 

he read a well-prepared and thoroughly practical paper, entitled “ How 

to Secure a Good Crop of Carrots.” Mr. Ballinger alluded to the value 

of the Carrot as food for man, pointed to some of the difficulties 

which have been experienced in cultivating it in this country, and 

explained how he had overcome them and secured a good general 

crop. He said the Carrot prefers a firm but poor soil, the admixture of 

a large quantity of manure tending to cause the roots to be destroyed 

by grubs or maggots, which penetrate the soil if it is not trod firmly. 

A short discussion followed the reading of the paper, in which Messrs. 

Pye, Preston, and Garnett took part, and put questions to the essayist, 

which he clearly and promptly answered. On the motion of Mr. Brown, 

gardener at Hatfeild Hall, seconded by Mr. J. W. Simpson, of Walton, 

a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Ballinger, who also replied 

to questions asked by the proposer and seconder of the motion. 

- Mr. Jas. Wicketts, Whitcroft, Pershore, writes :—“ On Satur¬ 

day last about half-past three in the afternoon we had a great SwARH 

of Ladybirds, thousands upon thousands. Our house was being 

painted, and, I am sorry to say, maDy were caught by the wet paint when 

they arrived, and also when they left. We could distinctly hear the 

noise of their flight. Is it usual for them to move in such large numbers 1 

Have they been seen elsewhere ? ” 

-The usual monthly meeting of the Belgian Horticulturists 

was held in Ghent, September 13th, when the following members were 

present :—MM. V. Cuvelier, Francois Desbois, De Smet-Duvivier, Jules 

Decock, Jules Hye-Lejsen, Charles Van Geert of Antwerp, A. RosseeL 

Halkin of Brussels, Raph. De Smet, and Ernest Delaruye. M. Charles 

Spae presiding, and M. Emile de Cock being Secretary. Certificates of 

merit were awarded for Pteris Bausei from M. De Smet-Duvivier ; Onci- 

dium barbatum from M. A. Van Imschoot ; Cattleya Gaskeliana from 

MM. Yervaet et Cie ; Odontoglossum Yervaeti from the same ; and 

Lobelia erinoides alba flora grandiBora from M. Devriesere-Reemens, 

Cultural certificates were awarded for Glaziova insignis, from M. Auguste 

Yan Geert ; Oncidium incurvum, from MM. Vervaet et Cie; and 

Epidendrum raniferum from M. A. Van Imschoot. 

- A Gardener in the provinces writes :—“ I wish to thank the 

Assistant-Secretary (Mr. E. Bax) for the information he has tendered 

(page 203) respecting the Royal Horticultural Society’s Publi¬ 

cations. In my letter on page 191 the word ‘Fellows’ was inadver¬ 

tently employed instead of the ‘ public.’ The sentence should have 

read ‘ Offering the report of the Pear Congress to the public is a new 

departure on the part of the Council of the Royal.’ I was aware that 

the reports when issued were circulated amongst the Fellows of the 

Society, but the announcement in this Journal that the report of the 

Pear Congress could be had by outsiders was the first intimation that I 

have seen that the reports could be had by others than the Fellows. I 

am glad to find, however, that the report of the Primula Conference can 

be had. I have asked more than one Fellow of the Society whether this 

particular report could be had, and they appeared to possess no know¬ 

ledge on the subject.” 

- The usual fortnightly meeting of the Walkley (Sheffield) 

Amateur Floral and Horticultural Society was held on Friday 

evening last at the “ Howard Hotel,” Walkley, when there was a large 

attendance of members, Mr. Thus. B. Hague (President) in the chair. 

The exhibition by members of plants, fruit, and cut flowers was one of 

the most extensive and best ever held by the Society, four large tables 

being well filled by exhibits, most of them of a very high order of ex¬ 

cellence. Mr. Hague, the President, exhibited a very fine group of 

Cactus and Pompon Dahlias, also fine stands of Roses, Asters, show 

Dahlias, Pansies, and Phloxes. Amongst the Roses was one of the best 

exhibition blooms we have seen this year, the variety being Mdlle. 

Annie Wood, a fine autumn bloomer. Mr. Marson showed an especially 

fine Lilium auratum with three strong stems and twenty-seven blooms 

all from one bulb, an imported one, purchased in the spring at a cost of 

eightpence. Mr. Jarvis, the Hon. Sec., showed very fine Liliums lane _ 
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folium, rubrum, and roseum as pot plants, and cut flowers ; Mr. Tingle 

a fine collection o£ Pansies ; Mr. F. Barnes excellent specimen Ferns, 

Gloxinias, and a beautiful stand of stove and greeubouse cut flowers. 

Mr. Woodcock showed, not for competition, a fine collection of early 

flowering Chrysanthemums. The discussion following the judging upon 

the modes of culture practised by the successful exhibitors of the prin¬ 

cipal subjects shown was very instructive. 

- Zonal Pelargoniums at Bristol.—At Messrs. Garaway’s 

Durdham Down Nurseries, Clifton, there is generally an instructive 

display of popular plants, and recently a fine bank of Zonal Pelargo¬ 

niums has come in for a good share of attention. This fine group was 

margined by about 300 neat, beautifully flowered plants, of the double 

white Le Cygne, a variety excellent in nearly every respect, though 

scarcely so good for winter flowering as we expected. Other good 

doubles were Bac Ninh. deep scarlet, salmon centre, large truss ; Belle 

Nancienne, bright salmon, red centre, broad white margin, extra large 

pips and trusses ; and Le Bruant, a good deep crimson. Among the 

singles the most strikingly good were Bacchus, rosy purple, fine truss, 

well-shaped pips ; C. H. Swinstead, vermilion ; Eurydice, purple pinki 

white in upper petals, grand truss ; Ferdinand Kauffer, rich magenta, 

upper petals tinged with orange scarlet; Future Fame, scarlet, very 

good ; Kate Greenaway, bright pink, well formed flowers ; Lady Bailey, 

rose colour ; Lady Chesterfield, rich salmon, and good in every respect ; 

Lucy Mason, salmon, tinged with orange ; Mary Caswell, white, flushed 

pink ; Mr. H. T. Barker, dark rose ; Mercedes, salmon and orange ; 

M. Myriel, crimson scarlet, white eye, striking ; Norah, soft blush, large 

flowers ; Omphale, pale salmon, very fine ; Paul Neil Fraser, rich 

scarlet, white eye ; Plutarch, bright scarlet, small white eye, fine pips 

and truss ; Raphael, scarlet, shade rose and magenta ; Ruby, rosy 

scarlet, white eye ; and Zeno, scarlet, suffused magenta. Of Ivy-leaved 

sorts the best were Furstin J. Yon Hohenzollern, dark scarlet, fine pips 

and truss, double ; and Madame Thibaut, extra good double pink. 

- “Unusually heavy crops of Tomatoes,” a gardener says, 

“ are being obtained this year out of doors. By sowing seed of Sutton’s 

Earliest of All in a gentle heat about the middle of April, potting them 

into 5J-inch pots when required, thereby growing the plants without 

check, is much better than sowing very early and starving the plants 

while waiting to place them out. In our case sufficient time was allowed 

to have the plants strong and thoroughly hardened prior to planting out 

on a sunny south border the first week in June. The growths—three to 

each plant—were tied to cross rails erected, the topmost 4 feet high, all 

side growths were cut away as fast as they showed, the fruits set freely 

close to the ground and all the way up the stems, the points being taken 

out of each when the desired height was reached. Water was freely 

applied to the roots through a thick mulching of manure; the fruit now 

is swelling to a capital size and shape, and commencing to ripen 

thoroughly.” 

- Part 26 of Cassell’s “ Familiar Trees ” is devoted to the Cedar 

of Lebanon, of which a coloured plate is given with historical and 

other particulars, from which we extract the following :—“ The actual 

date of the first introduction of the Cedar into England is uncertain. A 

most improbable tradition assigns the planting of the celebrated trees at 

Enfield and Hendon to Queen Elizabeth, but Evelyn in his “ Sylva ” 

(1664) speaks of the tree as not grown in England, though he had re¬ 

ceived cones and seeds of it from Lebanon. Probably the oldest exist¬ 

ing Cedar in England is that at Bretby Park, Derbyshire, proved by the 

gardener’s accounts to have been planted in 1676. Its girth is now 

nearly 16 feet, and its branches, though many have been lost, still spread 

about 100 feet. The Enfield tree was planted by Dr. Uvedale, head 

master of the grammar school, apparently between 1666 and 1670, from 

seed said to have been brought him from Lebanon by a pupil, but pos¬ 

sibly given him by Evelyn. William Ashby, a Turkey merchant, is 

stated to have brought seed from the Levant between 1680 and 16905 

from which sprang the Cedar at Quenby Hall, Leicestershire ; but the 

trees standing till recently close to the river, in the garden of the Apothe. 

caries’ Company at Chelsea, were certainly planted before 1686, under 

the direction of Sir Hans Sloane.” 

JUDGING GRAPES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, 

SEPTEMBER 2nd, 1887. 

I AM pleased to see that Mr. Barron has thought it necessary in this case 
to take notice of my public criticism of hii awards in the Grape classes at 
the above Show, because it gives me an opportunity of upsetting some of 

his mis-statements. Mr. Barron would have us believe that the sin he has 
committed consists merely in not having estimated my collection of Grapes 
as I had done myself, and then goes on to say it was generally admitted 
that it was quite in order to withhold the first prize but wrong to do more. 
If I had been the only one who thought I had been badly treated I Bhould 
never have made my protest, but such was the opinion, not only of Grape 
growers jwith |whom I conversed, but also of (those (strangers to me) who 
freely expressed their opinions to that effect, all, without a single exception, 
declaring it to be a most unjust award, and only one considered that the 
twenty bunches in question should have anything less than a first prize. 
Then, as to Mr. Barron’s assertion that the Grapes were but second-rate, and 
if placed in competition in the three-bunch classes would not have secured 
a prize, I should like to ask him if it is usual to see Mrs. Pince in as good 
condition as to colour and size of bunch at the time I exhibited, and if he 
noticed any Lady Downe’s in the Show as well coloured as my own ? Gros 
Maroc, Foster’s Seedling, and Alnwick Seedling would also have given a 
good account of themselveB anywhere if staged against the same varieties. 
Has Mr. Barron ever awarced a fii st prize in a big collection of Grapes, 
when the quality was up to the standard of the smaller classes ? It is 
obvious to any practised Grape grower that it is nigh impossible to stage 
ten varieties of Grapss in as good condition as he could one. The difficulty 
is to catch them all in their best form at the same time. Take, for instance, 
the two collections of twenty bunches that have been awarded the first 
prize at the same Show the two previous years, would they have secured a 
very prominent position in the three-bunch classes ? Collections of Grapes, 
like collections of fruit, must be judged as collections. If there had been 
two other collec'ions less meritorious than mine shown in the twenty-bunch 
class, what would Mr. Barron have done then ? 

Mr. Barron has misrepresented the value and condition of my collection 
of twenty bunches when he says that many of them were not fresh. As a 
matter of fact only four bunches had been exhibited before—namely, the 
Madresfield and Muscat of Alexandria which were shown at Salisbury the 
previous week, and these, as anyone at the Palace could see, were not in 
anything like the condition Mr. Barron would lead the public to believe, as 
the bunches were compact and solid, the footstalks being scarcely visible, 
and were quite fit for the table, otherwise they would not have been showD. 
Mr. Barron must be aware that several stands of Grapes—including Mr. 
Taylor’s and Mr. Pratt’s grand examples—were shown at Bath on the Wed¬ 
nesday and Thursday last year, at the Crystal Palace on the Friday and 
Saturday, and again at South Kensington on the following Tuesday. As 
Mr. Barron has been indiscreet enough to mix my employer’s name with 
this subject, I may tell him that he saw the “ offending ” collection staged 
on the boards in the vineries here before and after it had been to the Palace. 
I also “ dared ” to send the very bunches to table. They were eaten and 
much appreciated. 

It is but natural that exhibitors should sympathise with each other and 
find fault with the Judges who annually make a large per-centage of wrong 
awards. Not because the “ prizes are slipping away from them,” but because 
tht-y have been unjustly treated. There is a wide difference between a 
“disappointed exhibitor” and a defrauded one. I can assure Mr. Barron 
that the word patronage, which has so incited him to eloquence, is applied 
in its proper place, and it has not been used in a bumptious way. Noblemen 
and gentlemen patronise the Crystal Palace and other companies by allow¬ 
ing their gardeners to compete at the shows which are held for the purpose 
of drawing the half-crowns and shillings of the public into their coffers.— 
H. W. Ward. 

CRAGSIDE. 

Comparatively seldom can we escape from what may he termed 
the conventionalities of landscape gardening, and it is only when a site 
possessing exceptional natural advantages has been treated with a taste 
and judgment equally rare that we obtain a well marked departure from 
the prevailing garden styles. Even when the situation and surround¬ 
ings are favourable it requires a certain boldness or independence of 
spirit, as it were, to take it in hand horticulturally and yet avoid fol¬ 
lowing the common modes of procedure in the production of walks, 
clumps, plantations, and flower beds. There is the danger on the one 
hand that insufficient will he done to fully develope the natural charac¬ 
ter of the place, and on the other that too much will he undertaken, the 
result being an irksome artificiality. It would be difficult to select a 
better example of “ the happy mean ” in this respect than is afforded by 
the remarkably beautiful garden at Cragside, and Lord Armstrong must 
have had constantly in view the oft quoted Shakesperian dictum, 
“ This is an art which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but the 
art itself is Nature,” when he designed and planted the rugged hill¬ 
side now so famed amongst northern gardens. 

Cragside is within a mile or so of Rothbury station, the terminus of 
a branch from the North-Eastern line at Morpeth, and is conveniently 
reached from the south via Newcastle-on-Tyne, or from the north by 
changing at Morpeth. Rothbury is an old Northumbrian village upon 
the river Coquet, famed for its trout, and a favourite resort for lovers of 
“ the gentle artbut during the summer time, upon the days when 
Cragside is generously thrown open to the public, the normally quiet 
streets are thronged with excursionists from Newcastle and other large 
towns. On the occasion of the annual flower show in particular numbers 
of special trains are run from Sunderland, South Shields, and New¬ 
castle, bringing thousands of visitors into the pure and invigorating 
atmosphere of the Coquetdale district. The journey by rail from any 
of the towns named offers little in the way of scenery except a passing 
glimpse of a few deep fertile glens, and the traveller comes quite 
suddenly in view of the huge, rocky, and precipitous hillside, the silvery 
Coquet, and its charming valley. En route some doubts might arise as 
to what could have induced a gentleman to select so wild a spot for a 
residence and garden ; but with the Cragside before us, the Heather-clad 
summit glowing under a brilliant August sun, all such doubts are 
dissipated. Where the visitor has the time and opportunity, Rothbury 
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can be reached by road from Alnwick, a distance of about twelve miles, 
and in fine \yeather such a drive would be a most enjoyable one. 

Passing from the station, across the river, and through the village, 
the road turns sharply to the right, and ascends slightly until the 
entrance to the garden is reached, but the main entrances and coach 
roads are some distance from this point at opposite ends of the garden. 
The path becomes steeper from the lodge entrance until a long range of 
vineries and Peach houses is passed on the left, and a kind of terrace or 
plateau is reached. Here there are several houses and other matters 
worthy of note, but they will be referred to presently, as there are 
other greater attractions to be seen. The path descends slightly from 
there, winding between steep banks and through plantations of choice 
Conifers, until the iron bridge is reached, spanning the valley of the 
Debden Burn, and commanding a superb view of the mansion and the 
rocky hei. hts of Cragside. When Lord Armstrong acquired this estate 
some twenty years ago this was little more than a barren waste, but now 
it is as though a horticultural magician had waved his wand over the 
scene. The whole place is full of vigorous vegetative life—the banks of 
the stream are clothed with dense plantations of deciduous and ever¬ 
green trees, and the hillside Itself is one vast alpine garden, rising to 
the height of some hundreds of feet above the valley. One might 
almost fancy that the stone had been quarried here for ages on a 
gigantic scale, for at a distant view the hillside seems nearly perpendi¬ 
cular ; but though it is extremely steep and in some places quite preci¬ 
pitous, it is found on a nearer inspection that some parts are set back as 
it were, forming natural terraces that have been taken advantage of to 
form roads and paths by which the summit can be gradually gained. 

Just above the bridge on the opposite side of the valley is the man¬ 
sion (fig. 32), a handsome structure of stone, literally founded on the 
rock, for a plateau and terrace had to be formed upon which to erect it. 
The path approaching from the bridge ascends to a grand bank of 
Rhododendrons, which are flourishing as they are too seldom seen in 
the south, and must present a magnificent spectacle when in flower, 
and clambering over the huge masses of levelled rock we emerge upon 
the terrace commanding another and more extensive prospect. The 
valley stretches away for miles to the right and left. ; in the latter direc¬ 
tion it opens out and a series of bold hills is seen, of which Simonsides 
rises above 1400 feet, giving much character to the scene. In the other 
direction are the extensive lakes and the plantations of Scotch Fir and 
other trees, with which about 1400 acres are occupied. All around in 
every crevice between the rocks where any soil will lodge, or in huge 
beds, are the Gaultherias, which thrive like weeds and produce a fine 
effect. Gf. Shallon is extensively grown, also G-. procumbens and G-. 
acuminata, the last named fruiting with extraordinary freedom, and at 
this time of the year is nearly black with its fruits. Another very 
noticeable feature at this point, too, are the huge beds of dwarf Poly¬ 
gonums 12 feet or more in diameter, and which at a distance form 
great masses of rosy coloured flowers that have a curious effect on the 
hillside. The most remarkable of these is P. Brunonis, and those who 
are accustomed to seeing small patches or diminutive lots in gardens can 
form no conception of its beauty grown as it is at Cragside. It seems 
to flourish in the peaty soil just below the house, producing its long 
spikes of dark rosy flowers in profusion. P. vaccinifolium is also grown, 
but is rather more tender, though both these have been found in 
Northern India at elevations of 7 to 13,000 feet, together with the 
European P. viviparum in some districts. The value of such plants in 
places like this cannot be overestimated, especially as in the case of P. 
Brunonis the foliage turns a rich reddish brown in autumn, and remains 
quite a feature throughout the winter. 

Several other plants grown in large quantities may be noted here, 
and the most conspicuous are the Pernettyas, which are thoroughly at 
home and bear their varied coloured fruits in astonishing numbers. 
Those that succeed best and are most distinct in the colours of their 
fruits are alba, atro-rosea, atro-sanguinea, carnea, carnea nana, elcgans, 
rosea, rosea nana, and sanguinea. Some thousands of these are distri¬ 
buted about, but mostly in masses. Kalmia rubra and rubra nana are 
found to succeed in exposed places growing and flowering freely, but 
K. glauca needs a more sheltered position. Andromeda floribunda is 
another favourite, and is evidently as thoroughly satisfied with its 
quarters as the innumerable other occupants of the garden. 

Beyond and behind the house the hill rises to a great height, anJ there 
are some delightful walks winding amon stthe rocks, in some places ap¬ 
proaching the edge of the extremely steep sides, or passing through 
tunnelled passages, and at intervals huge projecting masses constitute 
fine pinnacles for observation, many a charming prospect being obtained 
across the valley and the village of Rothbury. In all directions hardy 
Heaths are seen in thousands, carpeting every available space of soil and 
even spreading on to the rocks. In August and September they are very 
beautiful, especial care having been taken in planting them with a view 
to effect. About forty varieties are represented, the more distinct being 
grown by the acre, extensive masses of light and dark coloured varieties 
contrasting admirably, giving a beautiful appearance to the hillside from 
a distance. They are chiefly varieties of Erica vulgaris, the best being 
Alporti, Searlei, tenuis, and the double flowered. Of E. cinerea also 
numerous varieties are represented and found very useful, alba, atropur- 
purea, and rosea being the favourites. Saxifragas are numerous, and 
there are scores of alpine and herbaceous plants established here in 
native luxuriance that would require a special treatise to describe or 
even enumerate. The same principle has, however, been followed as at 
Jesmond Dene, planting large masses of those that thrive well, little 
pieces concealed under enormous labels as they are sometimes seen in 

so-called rock gardens not being tolerated. iThe path proceeds to a point 
where the hill turns sharply to the left, and then returns to a slightly 
higher level, where on a broad plateau is a fine lake of alpine purity, 
and then by some ten minutes’ vigorous climbing the hill-top can be 
reached and resting amongst the native Heather which covers it with a 
dense carpet for a long distance, the full beauties of the Cragside 
scenery can be leisurely enjoyed. It is not surprising that the pro¬ 
prietor's liberality in throwing open his garden every Thursday in the 
summer is taken such full advantage of by the public. The place is as 
unique as it is beautiful, and well worth a few hundred miles journey 

to see. _ 
Descending any of the several paths in the direction of the house the 

choice Conifers planted in sheltered and suitable situations attract 
attention. Th re ara of cours; no very large specimens at pr sent, but 
judging by the progr ss they are making th“y will soon attain to con¬ 
sul-rable dimensions. The tallest Conifers scarcely exceed 40 to 50 f it t, 
but amongst th se ara some fine plantations of Abies Douglasi, and 
specimens of Piceas Nordmanniana and lasiocarpa with Cupressus Law- 
soniana nearly as high. Of Picea nobilis glauca there ara several 
handsome examples finely proportioned and over 40 feet in height. 
Abit s Hookeri though not so large is finely developed, showing its 
special characters admirably. Thujopsis borealis and dolabrata with many 
Thujas and Biota elfgantissima are very prosperous. Cryptomeria elegans 
and the golden variety of Juniperus chinensis are notable amongst 
other trees. In the warmer sheltered parts of the garden Retinosporas, 
both grow and colour grandly ; R. plumosa and obtusa with their 
golden varieties and R. squarrosa are represented by some handsome 
plants 10 to 12 feet high, and in perfect health. In the valley Willows, 
Poplars, Mountain Ash, and various other deciduous trees are planted 
freely, while, as already mentioned, the higher ground-in the outer 
portion of the estate is occupied mainly with Scotch Firs, of which 
Messrs. Fell & Co., Hexham, supplied as many as 300,000 in one 

season. 
The fruit and plant houses occupy the garden first mentioned on 

the Rothbury side of the valley, and one range there 100 feet long is 
chiefly devoted to Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, and Mulberries in fire-clay 
pots, with Tomatoes as an additional crop. The pots are somewhat 
peculiar, of considerable size, and placed on pivots or wheels, so that 
they can be readily turned without lifting. The house is a rather dry 
one, and some difficulty is experienced in keeping red spider at a 
distance, but the Mulberries produce wonderfully fine fruits treated in 
this way. Another range in a lower garden is filled with Vines, &c., all 
well showing the care they receive. Several spaces of ground are 
enclosed by a kind of framework with glass sides, open at the top, and 
6 feet or more high, afford protection to some’flower beds and a few 
choice shrubs that ■would otherwise be damaged by the winds that 
occasionally sweep across here with much violence. Against a wall 
Lonicera sempervirens, Akebia quinata, Escallonia macrantha, Tro- 
poeolum speciosum, Aristolochia Sipho, and Clematises in variety are 
thriving capitally, while in the beds Gladioli, Vei’benas, Pelargoniums, 
Fuchsias, Lobelias, &c., afford a wealth of colour, the only attempt at 
formal bedding in the whole establishment. 

It should be added in concluding these brief notes .that to 
Mr. W. Bertram is entrusted the general superintendence of the Crag¬ 
side estate, Mr. Hudson being responsible for the glass houses and flower 
garden. The management is all that could be desired, but the design of 
the original planting originated chiefly with the distinguished owner.— 
Lewis Castle. 

SHOWING AND JUDGING. 

While agreeing with much “ Experientia Docet ” says upon the 
above-named subject, I cannot altogether condemn large collections of 
fruit, &c., simply because in two cases the competition was small; nor do 
I think he correctly states facts when he talks about these big collections 
containing “anything that could be scraped together for making up the 
requisite number of dishes.” 1 was not at the late Crystal Palace Show, 
and the Journal does not record the number of competitors for the 
various collections of fruit, but I was present last year at the correspond¬ 
ing Show, and find from my notes that seven collections were staged for 
the twenty dish prize, and generally speaking these contained the best 
fruit in the whole Exhibition, while in the class specially set aside for 
the many—viz., the eightdishes, only three competitors put in an appear¬ 
ance. At the same Show four collections of Grapes were staged for the 
twenty bunch class. That being so last year, there can be no reason 
why it should not be so again. With reaard to the Newcastle Show, 
beyond all question the great interest of the Exhibition was centered 
upon the “ Jubilee” class, and here again the best fruit of the Exhibi¬ 
tion was staged, and the first prize won by Mr. Hunter, and again in the 
class for eight dishes his second best lot easily carried off the first prize, 
clearly showing that “ Experientia Docet ” is mistaken when he asserts 
that “ the fruit on the whole was far more meritorious than in the 
‘Jubilee’ sensation.” 

Again, let us look at what is going on at Edinburgh. Here the two 
leading fruit prizes are twelve dishes of fruit and twelve bunches of 
Grapes. For years the competition was scanty in the extreme, and many 
were the complaints of a certain class of exhibitors thereon. The Com¬ 
mittee persevered, with the result that this year thirteen collections 
wire staged for the twelve dishes, containing by far the best fruit in the 
Exhibition. In the class for the eight dishes only six staged, while in 
the class for twelve bunches of Grapes five lots were set up. Here, as at 
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Newcastle, these big collections were the centre of interest alike with 
exhibitors and the public. From the above statement of facts it will 
be seen that those “ sensation collections ” are not the failure “ Ex- 
pcrientia Docet ” makes them out to be ; on the contrary, as is amply 
testified in almost every exhibition, large collections bring out the 
resources of large establishments, and thereby many fruits are seen to 

advertised. There is no difficulty in inducing the public to visit really good 
horticultural shows when these are b Id in readily accessible places and are 
favoured by fine weather, but a considerable amount of local energy and 
enterprise is essential in the directorate. 

Fruit.—The fruit classes a'ways constitute the most important portion 
o f this Show, and on the occasion under notice the exhibits were very good 

Fig. 32.—CXAG-SIDE, ROTEBURY. 

advantage which are never met with in six and eight collections—at 

least such is the opinion of—An Old Hand. 

HORTICULTURAL SHOWS. 
BRIGHTON.—Sept. 14th and 15th. 

The Brighton and Sussex Floricultural and Horticultural Society has 
held many good exhibitions, and that of Wednesday and Thursday last week 
was no exception to the rule. The competition was keen in most of the 
important classes, and the display of fruit, flowers, and plants occupied 
several of the handsome apartments in the Royal Pavilion, a large tent 
being also r. quired in the garden to contain the specimen plants and groups. 
Unfortunately the attendance of visitors was not so large as it should have 
been, and this was probably due to the fact that the Show was not adequately 

The leading class, that for a collection of twelve dishes of fruit, brought 
three comjetitors, who bad capital samples. It was a close struggle 
between Mr. Waterman, gardtner to H. A. Brafsey, Esq., Preston Hall, 
Aylesford, and Mr. C. J. Goldsmith, Kelsey Manor Gardens, Beckenham, fer 
both were showing well, but ultimately Mr. Waterman won first honours, 
his remarkably well-developed handsome Queen Pine giving much weight 
to his collection. His other dishes were Gros Maroc and Muscat of 
A1 xandria Grapes well coloured, the former with very fine berries ; Hero 
of LockiDge Melon, Late Admirable and Dymond Peaches, the fiist some¬ 
what green, the latter of tich colour; Murrey and Humboldt Nectarines, 
good; Jefferson Plums, Morello Cherries, Beurre d’Amanlis Pears, and 
Duchess of Oldenburgh Apples. Mr. Goldsmith’s collecticn comprised 
excellent bunches of Black Prince Grapes, with good berries, and well 
coloured ; indeed this variety is rarely seen to w ell represented ; Mus at of 
Alexandria and Black Hamburgh G apes, Yiolette Hative Peaches, Pine 
Apple Nectarines, Washington Plume, Golden Perfection Melon well 
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netted, and Clapp’s Favourite Pears; most of these fruits were distinguished 
by their ripe condition. Mr. Hodges, gardener to S. C. Gibbons, Esq., 
Lindfield, was third, his most notable dishes being Duchess of Oldenburgh 
and Worcester Pearmain Apples and Washington Plums. There were only 
two Pine Apples shown ; Mr. W. F. Smith, gardener to Mrs. Byass, Neville 
Court, Tunbridge Wells, was first with Smooth Cayenne, a solid, even, well- 
ripened fruit; and Mr. Moorhouse, gardener to J. W. Temple, Esq., Leys- 
wood, was second with the same variety, also a well-developed fruit, but 
discoloured on one side. 

Grapes were strongly represented in the smaller classes, though there 
was only one entry of six bunches, for which Mr. T. Chatfield, gardener to 
T. Holman, Esq., East Hoathly, won first honours. The varieties were 
Buckland Sweetwater, fine berries and good colour; Muscat of Alexandria, 
Muscat Hamburgh, large bunches; Gros Colman, not fully coloured; 
Alicante, dense bloom ; and Victoria Hamburgh, good bunches but reddish. 
In the open class for three bunches of black Grapes there were fourteen 
competitors, and some of the exhibits were very close in quality. Mr. W. 
Colman, The Gardens, Bentham Hall, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, was 
first for Alicante, large handsome bunches bearing a dense bloom. Mr. 
Osman, gardener to C. J. Baker, Esq , Ottershaw Park, Chertsey, was 
second, also showing Alicantes of good size, but not quite so well coloured. 
Mr. F. Godby, gardener to Dr. W. Moore, Burgess Hill, was third with 
Black Hamburgh, fairly good. In another class for three bunches black 
Grapes, open only to gentlemen’s gardeners and amateurs, there were 
twelve entries, Mr. F. Godby winning first with compact bunches of Black 
Hamburgh, the berries somewhat small, but of good colour. Equal second 
prizes were adjudged to Mr. D. Kemp, gardener to C. B,. Scrase Dickens, 
Esq., Coolhurst, Horsham, and Mr. Osman, both having Alicante in fine 
condition. Mr. T. Robinson, gardener to W. Lawrence, Esq., Holliubourn, 
was third with Madresfield Court. About half these numbers entered in 
the white Grapes classes. Mr. R. Gray, gardener to Earl Stanhope, Cheven- 
ing, Sussex, was first in the open class, amongst seven competitors, with 
Muscat of Alexandria of good size in berry and bunch and finely coloured. 
Mr. G. Duncan, gardener to C. T. Lucas, E-:q., Warnham Court, Horsham, 
and Mr. Osman followed both with the same variety, the last named having 
smaller bunches, but much better coloured. In the other class Mr. 
Spottiswoode, gardener to G. Duddell, Esq, Queen’s Road, led with 
Muscat of Alexandria, followed by Messrs. Kemp and Osman with the same 
variety. 

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and Figs made an extensive display, and 
included some unusually fine fruits. In the class for two dishes of Peaches 
there were eight entries. Mr. Inglis, Cuckfield, secured the first place with 
good examples of Albatross and Princess of Wales. Mr. Moorhouse followed 
with Dymond and Grosse Mignonne, Mr. W. Smith being third forWal- 
burton Admirable and Golden Eagle. Eighteen Bingle dishes were staged, 
Mr. W. Smith leading with handsome fruits of Walburton Admirable ; Mr. 
W. Divers, gardener to J. T. Hopwood, Esq., Ketton Hall, Stamford, being 
a close second for Prince of Wales, of capital size and colour ; Mr. G. 
Stringer was third. In the Nectarine class for two dishes there were nine 
competitors, Mr. Divers easily winning first honours with remarkably fine 
samples of Pine Apple and Dryden. Mr. Ridout, gardener to T. B. Haywood, 
Esq., Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate, was second with Lord Napier and Pine 
Apple, and Mr. Aslett third for rather Green Victoria and Humboldt. Of the 
fifteen exhibitors of single dishes Mr. Mundell, Moorpark Gardens, Rick- 
mansworth, was first with Pine Apple excellently ripened ; Messrs. Holli¬ 
day and G. Broomer following with Lord Napier. Plums were represented 
by seventeen single dishes, Mr. Hodges leading with good fruits of Jeffer¬ 
son ; Mr. Burtonshaw was second with Purple Gage, and Mr. Kemp third 
for Pond’s Seedling. Green Gages were also well shown, and the Figs were 
of unusual size, especially those from Mr. G. Bowles, gardener to Mrs. 
Finch, Rottingdean, and Mr. Butler, North Lancing, who had huge fruits 
of Brunswick. Apples were not of special merit, except Mr. Waterman’s 
dishes of Peasgoou’s Nonesuch and Worcester Pearmain, which were first 
respectively as kitchen and dessert Apples. Some highly coloured Devon¬ 
shire Quarrendens from Mr. Morgan, gardener to Major Scott, were also 
noticeable. Melons were numerous, the prizes being won by Messrs. Stovell, 
Mundell, Thornton, S. Ford, and W. Smith. Cherries also were shown in 
good condition, especially Morellos. 

Plants.—Specimen plants and groups occupied considerable space, and 
the three classes for the latter included some tasteful arrangements, but the 
judging was strangely erratic in these classes, and occasioned very general 
adverse criticism. The singularity of the awards was most marked in the 
class for a group of Ferns arranged for effect, in which the first prize was 
awarded to Mr. Offer, gardener to J. Warren, Esq., Handcross Park, Crawley, 
for a collection of good specimen Ferns, but possessing no special claims as 
an effective group, and in tastefulness of arrangement it was far surpassed 
by that contributed by Mr. Jupp, Torfield Gardens, Eastbourne, who was 
placed second. Mr. Jupp’s group had a pretty ground of Adiantums and 
small Ferns, with a central Microlepia hirta cristata, and side plants of 
Gymnogrammas, a few well-grown Adiantum farleyense being slightly 
elevated above the surface. A similar instance of defective judgment was 
observable in the amateurs’ group of miscellaneous plants, Mr. Meachen 
being placed first with a crowd.d, heaped-up, arrangement with nothing to 
recommend it except that the plants were good, and the beauty of most of 
these was quite lost. Mr. Townshend, gardener to Capt. Thompson, Dyke 
Road, was second with a really effective and tasteful group, the foundation 
of Ferns, relieved by Eucharises, Vallotas, Crotons, and Gloxinias, with 
Acalyphas and larger Crotons at the back. In the nurserymen’s class 
Messrs. Stringer & Co. were first with a bright group in which Celosias and 
Pelargoniums were freely employed, but Mr. James’s second prize group 
was much lighter, and would be regarded by many as the more tasteful of 
the two, Ferns, Orchids, Dracaenas, &c., being the principal plants used, but 
it was not finished in quite his usual style. For eight stove and greenhouse 
plants, Messrs. W. Knight & Co., Birchwood Nursery, Ore, Hastings, were 
the premier exhibitors, and included amongst their plants a remarkable 
Vallota named flammea, said to be a seedling from V. purpurea, the finest 
variety we have seen of this useful plant. The specimen was 4 feet in 
diameter, with about thirty trusses of four to seven flowers each, the latter 
large, with broad rounded petals of rich scarlet hue with a white centre. 
Erica cerinthoides was also fine in the same group; Mr. Meachen, gardener to 

Mrs. Armstrong, Woodslee, being second with several good Heaths, Erica- 
Eweriana particularly so. Mr. Portnfll, gardener to Sir H. Lamb, Bart., 
was the principal exhibitor of four specimen plants, his Erica cerinthoides 
coronata being capital. Mr. Offer, and Mr. H. James, Norwood, were the 
chief exhibitors in the other classes, showing both flowering and foliage 
plants. Pelargoniums also formed a fine bank of flowers. 

Cut flowers, as previously remarked, were abundant, Roses uncommonly 
so for the season. Dahlias, hardy flowers, &c., were ail numerous. The 
principal exhibitors were Messrs. Paul & Son, Wollard, G. W. Piper, 
Perkins & Son, Simmons, Bolton, Slaughter, Rawlings Bros., and Cheal and 
Sons. Table decorations, bouquets, &c., from Messrs. Perkins & Sons, 
Mr. Butcher, Mrs. Seale, Mr. Chard, and others were good ; but in these 
classes there was also cause for dissatisfaction amongst some of the 
exhibitors. 

Of the non-competiting Messrs. Bunyard & Co.’s collection of fruit was 
the most noteworthy. Mr. George of Putney also had some fine bunches of 
Duke of Buccleuch Grape, grown with Thomson’s Vine manure. 

GLOUCESTER AND CHELTENHAM ROYAL HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY.—September 14th and 15th. 

This Society held its annual autumn Show in the grounds attached to 

the Winter Gardens, Cheltenham, on the above dates, three large tents being 
pretty well filled with the various exhibits. These were lighted up ab 
night, and although rain fell heavily at intervals during the first day, the 
Show was pretty well attended. 

Plants.—Prizes to the amount of £4, £3, and £2 were offered for six 
stove and greenhouse flowering plants. There was only one exhibitor— 
namely, Mr. Cypher, who was deservedly awarded the first prize for grandly 
flowered Allamandas Hendersoni and nobilis, Clerodendron Balfourianum, 
Lapageria alba, Bougainvillea glabra, and a superbly flowered Vallota pur¬ 
purea. £7, £5, and £3 were offered for a collection of thirty plants, in or 
out of bloom, grouped for effect. Two collections were put up, Mr. James- 
Cypher being easily first, staging grand plants, including highly coloured 
Crotons majesticus, Johannis, Countess, Mutabilis, Sunset, Queen Victoria, 
and Prince of Wales, large and fresh plants of Cycas revoluta, C. Norman- 
byana, Latania borbonica, Kentia Canterburyana, Cyathea excelsa, Dasy- 
lirion acrotrichum, Phormium Veitchi variegatum, Pritchardia pacifica, ami 
well flowered plants of .Bougainvillea glabra, &c.; Messrs.'.Heatb & Son were 
second. Mr. Cypher was also a good first for twelve exotic Ferns, show¬ 
ing, among others, large, fresh plants of Gymnogramma chrysophylla, 
Adiantum Williamsi, Gleichenia Mendeli, Alsophila amabilis, aDd Thamno- 
pteris nidus; Mr. Smith, gardener to Mrs. Pilgrim, being second with even 
fresh plants. Only two collections were shown. The last named exhi¬ 
bitor had the best eighteen varieties of British Ferns ; Mr. C. Lodge the 
second best; and Mr. E. Smith the third best, all showing creditably grown 
plants. In the class for six varieties of Achimenes, Mr. Lewis, gardener to 
Mrs. Lingwood, was the only exhibitor, and he secured the first prize for a 
highly meritorious half dozen large, fresh, and profusely flowered speci¬ 
mens. Pelargoniums (Zonals) were shown in good style ; the first prize 
nine, in pots not exceeding 10 inches in diameter, and shown by Mr. Lewis, 
were neatly trained and grandly flowered, both foliage and flowers being 
very fresh. Mr. H. Sparkes, gardener to H. Chapman, Esq., was second; and 
Mr. A. Mansfield, gardener to Mrs. Gillman, was third, both showing well. 
Fuchsias were a pietty good class. Mr. H. Sparkes had the best eight 
plants in as many varieties, showing pyramidally trained plants about 5 feet 
high, fresh, and well flowered; Mr. Clift, gardener to Mrs. Graves, was 
second. There was only one exhibitor of four varieties—namely, Mr. G. 
Mayo, gardener to P. H. Osborne, Esq., and he obtained a first prize. Mr. 
Cypher was the only exhibitor in the class for an ornamental basket of 
plants showing the greatest taste in arrangement on a stand. This, like all 
Mr. Cypher’s exhibits, was a very praiseworthy arrangement, the plants 
being choice, well chosen for the purpose, and, almost needless to say, set 
up with good taste. It was greatly admired, not only on account of the 
choiceness and suitability of the plants used, but also by reason of the 
complete absence of stiffness in the arrangement. 

Cut Flowers.—Messrs. Heath & Son were first for twenty-four Dahlias, 
distinct varieties, showing uniform, fresh, substantial blooms of the most 
approved varieties; Mr. T. Hobbs, Bristol, was a good second.- The same 
exhibitors were accorded a like position for a dozen Roses in as many 
varieties, both showing good blooms ; and in the class for twelve fancy 
Dahlias the exhibitors in the two preceding classes were again placed in the 
same order of merit. Asters made quite a good display, all the winning 
stands coming from a distance. For twenty-four blooms of German Asters, 
in twelve varieties, Mr. G. S. Walter, Caine, was first; Mr. W. J. Jones, 
Bath, was second, the third prize going to the first prizewinner. For a like 
number of blooms of Frencn Asters Mr. T. Evry (BatheaBton) was a good 
first, Mr. W. J. Jones being second, and Mr. S. Haines third. For three 
dressed vases for the dinner table Mr. A. Mansfield was first, and Mr. H. 

Sparkes was second, both arrangements displaying good taste. 
Fruit.—Fifteen classes were provided for fruit in the schedule, but the 

Committee, at the instance of, and mainly through the exertions of its 
energetic and courteous Secretary (Mr. W.H. Bridgewater), a departure from 
previous year’s inducements to distant and oth r fruit growers to stage 
collections of nine kinds of fruit (Pine excluded) was made in the offering 
of special prizes—£10, £5, and £2 ; and the Committee and Secretary are 
to be congratulated upon the excellent competition which these prizes, as 
might be expected, brought out, seven good all-round collections having 
been staged. Mr. J. H. Goodacre, gardener to the Earl of Harrington, 
Elvaston C istle, Derby, was first, showing good, well-finished bunches of 
Madresfield Court and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, the centre bunch of 
the latter having been rubbed in transit; the bunches were medium-Bized, 
clean, and superbly coloured; good Brown Turkey Figs, Sea Eagle Peach, 
good Violette Hative Nectarines, large Victory of Bath Melon, Washington 
Plums (large and well coloured), Moorpark Apricots, and Morello Cherries. 
Mr. Rose, gardener to Lord Wantage, Lockinge House, Wantage, was a good 
second, his best dishes being Muscat of Alexandria (heavy-shouldered 
bunches, having large and well-coloured berries), Brown Turkey Figs, 
Jefferson’s Plums, Lockinge Melon, and Williams’ Bon Chretien Pear. Mr. 
Nash, gardener to the Duke of Beaufort, Badminton House, Chippenham, 

as a very close third; this collection had a grand dish of Brunswick 
w 
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Perfection ^an?b°ld‘ Nectarlnes> aud a fine fruit of Golden 
tteecolWHnrf’ 'i lbs. in weight. There was very little between these 
rwr,trl O m point of merit. Mr. D. Child, gardener to the Earl of 

mended y’KilTflC?“rt’ Ke,mny’ Worcestershire, was very highly com- 
havinp coll®ctlon, included medium-sized bunches of Gros Colman, 

y °?rfd bernes’ carrying a fine bloom. There were onlv 
Ce, l^rd0113 °f 8VX kiDd8 0f f™it staged, the first prize going to M? 
Fi?s Black TitlOb h1 ReI' S' Coventry’ who showed good Brown Turkey 
cnlnnrP , ,, amburPb and Muscat Grapes, the latter rather deficient in 
SSSoZdw^*0- Sef,0n^.’ Mr; Cook ; third, Mr. Hall. The latter coT 
Thomlon Pn l tf \S“ai1 Plne. APPle- Mr- R- Wonson, gardener to Mrs. 
Muscat of Ah! h!, 90 f°Ur dj3.hes of fruit- lowing Black Hamburgh and 
—foMtcredftlblp1dd-rl|f GraPes’ piue Apple Nectarines, and Noblesse Peach 

credl.tlabl'b dishes. Second, Mr. Clift; third, Mr. Hall. Grapes were 

lent hFZtwoahf nOmbeifS’mUt,8°n 6 °f the firat"Prize baches were excel- 
first Mr W PMs h?i °f black Grapes, distinct, three bunches of each, 
Black HamV>n> !d’ WltL “eat, ^ell-coloured bunches of Gros Colman and 
AHcantrln^l 8®,°?-nd’ M,r’. da“e8> with Lad7 Downe’s and Black 
Cooper Fnr^0^fkf0ndlu°n >.tbird, Mr. Harden, gardener to Sir George 
Muscat* nf a l * ke,namke* of bunches of whites Mr. James was first with 
sZd m wlawani Foster’s1Seedling, the latter rather green, 
ehowinc thvf1?' AMl'' Nasb was ,easlly first for one di-h of black Grapes, 
real Bad^ntnna?ta8T0meQand 7ed-fin;shed bushes of Black Alicante in 
third M A rlvy p Second, Mr. Green, gardener to Major Roberts; 

StWWhSi AreaCrbuS,76re n0t a g°od class- Mr- Rose ^8 first 
Mrs Keiw mi, 5Ir' 9hlld was secondi and Mr. W. Allen, gardener to 
terinel Mr7’w iiihlrd* Sl-X W0re staged. Out of five collections of Nec- 
eecond ’wfth Wa3 with Hardwick Seedling, Mr. H. Moorman 
SoSiffr’ aDd Mr‘ W■ ChiId tbird with Stan wick, all show- 

I c Melons were a good class. Nine pairs were staged. Mr. 
raTn with a, variety named Woolstone Scarlet; Mr. O. Arkell 

iSd w£thfo a'T- ,Shirr' 8econd’- and Majoi-General Little! 
Mr limYf c1 n d‘ APPles> Pears> Plums, and Cherries were well shown by 
Child m,J (who was first in three of the classes), Mr. Moorman, Mr. W. 

Ma diVo^e i ^d ^ M,rrR- Wonfo?’ Messrs. George Bunyard & Co., of 
dhheiof A ,mts d i?0ii f.°/ ^“petition) a neat collection of twenty-five 
and others inhere’ 7nlcb attracted a good deal of attention from gardeners 
min, interested in Apple culture. The most highly coloured speci- 
Pearmain? Ducheas of 01deuburgh, Duchess of Gloucester, and Worcester 

nineteen elaauu -~These were Bhown largely and of excellent quality, 

There wer^colleeHoDnga v.lded Z0* t}le™' a11 the prizes being well contested! 
.]1A o • . poltections of nine kinds and six kinds respectively provided in 

to the wort “ dish6’’U 6’ the exhibitors giving a most liberal interpretation 
respertTvfi kmdu b’. mas“uch as piles the size of a bushel basket of the 
bvthp fnii/T ^ds W^e in collection of nine kinds, as will be seen 

O- Aikel), with a most imposing collection of 
SffionWd.kchen garden produce, consisting of Potato, s, Sutton’s 
ManowsTabn.H 9no aygefnd,fir^’ CaPsicuma the size of small Vegetable 
ber™ ab0Ut 2P°1’ twelve handsome fresh and evenly matched Cucum- 
uniform siVeninorff 8p®clm<Pa of. Cauliflower, fifty handsome Tomatoes of 
Celerv ahnnJbfifI®8? Turnips, eighteen large and well-blanched heads of 
all befn^admim J bu,shel °f excellent Peas, and a like quantity of Potatoes 
were ? b 7 st?Sed ; second Mr- A- Cook 5 third Mr. J. Turk. There 
were only two coUectwn3 of six kinds put up—namely, by Mr. James and 

Dishes nf fmei™’ mbo *?°k tbe Pnzes in that order with excellent produce. 
With lari bfibl To,ma °f made a caPital sh°w- Mr. A. Cook was first 

h!"hly coloured uniform fruits of Stamfordian ; Mr. O. Arkell 
b^d thfhe3f6e?°nv.d’ ,and Messrs. Heath A Son a good third. Mr. O. Arkell 
appeared^o be v’vV* ?r®BcoliB- 'Rowing large compact heads of what 
MrP Pent 1 b ^ e tcb 3 Autumn Giant in fine condition; Mr. Turk and 
large nnanfV0 sec^n<Z aQd third in that order. Turnips were shown in 

^ i andof,excellent quality First (Messrs. Harrison & Son’s 

roots wViiPv>1Zri M/ilArke-1l,.who 8^owe^ a good peck of clean medium sized 
wereV f h’ maJ°rlty of the exhibits in this section of the Show 

na“ed>tbe second and third going to Mr. Cook and Mr. Turk in 

three Af!r'pCUi0UmK'r WTere shown in fine condition, Mr. Arkell had the best 
ina mmil; V -7 muMr’ Jaraes being second and third respectively, all show- 
sffsHnte1 fflpUi' Tbe,sa“e exhibitors occupied like positions in the class for 
rlnt p of Celery, showing large well-blanched heads. French Beans, Beet- 
mam’o8 eJb°n8l Peas> Ou'°ns, and Parsnips were also shown well by the last 
varied h bK^8 vQd otbers- Potatoes, three collections of Potatoes of twelve 
and mmllt"ghVUbfrrf ?,a0^ were put up in fine condition as regards size 
fir=t llty- PlKt, Mr. Cooli; second, Mr. Evry; third, Mr. Arkell. The 
Fid 1 erf,2T?f°P*eCtl<p1* lnpluded Mr. Bresee, Magnum Bonum, Schoolmaster, 
Fidlpr’o V 1dflDgwh?*ntfe1EafIy EoSe’ Sutton’s Seedling, Prime Minister 
Asblpof P rhRC’ ^blte BlePbant, Beauty of Hebron, Vicar of Laleham, and 

” “ -In the classes for one peck round and one peck of kidneys, in the 
ib . r* Srim, Mr. James, and Mr. Turner were tbe prizewinners in 

wprifk’ fnd the latter class Mr* A* Codkf Mr- Aikell, and Mr. James 
x r eP^ewmners. The basket of salad clas3 brought three competitors, 
ana, ,'which are at the bottom and one at the top in the centre of the open 

Blde sta£09 °f the vegetable tent, and on which were 
staged ail the other produce, were works of arc. The baskets—large oval 
f> fs, were supP°rted by suitable stands, and were spanned by bandits in 
i~®,snape of a crown and other devices at some 2 feet from the rims of the 

. 0ts, all being covered with Parsley, &c., in and around which every 
. ar‘pty of the best quality of salading were most artistically arranged, the 

. Jfb^ Padishes, Tomatoes,’■ Ac., dotted here and there on the groundwork 
oi beautifully blanched Endive being very effective, an effect which was 
heightened when the tents were lighted up at night. Mr. J. J. Smith was 
urst, ana Mr. A. Cook an uncomfortably close second. Mr. Evry was third 
tor a formal arrangement of excellent quality. 

MANCHESTER SHOW.—September IGth axd 17th. 

, A Correspondent sends the following list of awards at the recent Man- 
enester bhow, and remarks that the exhibits were highly satisfactory a 

^Lfa ASPw/bem?,pr0vided ia the avenue aDd coder the dome of the 
shibition. Mr. A. Herne of Fallowfield had a fine collection of 

urcnids and other plants tastefully arranged. 

O PRHIT3(OpEN Classes).—Ten dishes of fruit: 1, Earl of Harrington ; 
7’ w-Poatt, Lougleat, VVarminsW. Six dishes of fruit: 1, Earl of Harring- 

"i." ‘ Plat,t‘ Collection of Grapes, five kinds, two bunches each : 1, 
J. Chaffin, Bath; 2, Earl of Harrington. Two bunches black Grapes : 1, 
Sir U. Kay-Shuttle worth, M.P.; 2, J. F. Campbell, Uttoxeter. Two bunches 
Alicante Grapes : 1, J. Chaffin; 2, J. F. Campbell. Two bunches Muscat of 
Alexandria Grapes : 1, W. Pratt; 2, J. Chaffiu. Two bunches of any other 
white Grape : 1, Earl of Shrewsbury ; 2, Sir T. Edwarde3-Moss. Four 
dishes Peaches : 1, J. Edmonds, Bestwood, Arnold, Notts; 2, Sir H. H. 
Vivian, M.P Four dishes Nectarines: Earl of Harrington. One dish of 
Peaches: 1, Marquis of Cholmondeley; 2, Earl of Shrewsbury. One dish 
Nectarines : 1, A, G. Grant, Chelford ; 2, Earl of Shrewsbury. Three Pine 
Apples : 1, J. Edmonds ; 2, Sir H. H. Vivian. One Pine Apple : 1, Sir H. H. 
Vivian; 2, J. F. Campbell. One dish Apricots : 1, Earl of Shrewsbury; 2, 
Colonel H C Legh, Knutsford. One Melon (green flesh) : 1, Earl of Shrews¬ 
bury ; 2 W Iggulden, Frome. One Melon (scarlet flesh): 1, P. Thellusson, 
Doncaster; 2, Earl of Harrington. Four dishes Plums : 1, Duke of Suther- 
land ; 2, Earl of Harrington. Two dishes Figs : 1, Sir H. H. Vivian; 2, W. 
Pratt. Six dishes of Tomatoes: 1, W. Iggulden; 2, Mrs. C. A. Hoare, 
.Beckenham. Collection of Apples, twelve kinds : 1, J. Edmonds ; 2, Earl 
?>f mur!!ngton’ Collection of Pears, eight kinds : 1, Mrs. C. A. Hoare : 2, 
P. Ihellusson. Four dishes of Apples (kitchen): 1, W. Pratt; 2, Eirl of 
Ellesmere. Four dishes of Pears : 1, P. Thellusson; 2, H. J. Clayton, Tad- 
caster. One dish of Apples : 1, J. Ridsdale, Lincoln; 2, S. Barlow, Man¬ 
chester. One dish of Pears : 1, H. J. Clayton ; 2, J. Ridsdale. 

t.. Cut Flowers.—Forty-eight Dahlias: 1, W. Boston, Btdale; 2, Messrs. 
!ysAr> x°n & ®,lbCay> Sheffield. Twenty-four Dahlias: 1, W. Boston; 2, 
o 177 m°n’ <-'be^enkani. Twelve Dahlias, Fancy varieties : 1, W. Boston • 
1’ Mr'-^\T,urneI> Slough. Twenty-four single Dahlias : 1, Harkness and 
Eons, Bedale; 2, R. B. Laird & Sons, Edinburgh. Collection of Gladioli 
spikes, not less than thirty varieties: 1, A. E. Campbell, Gourock; 2, 
J. Burrell A Co., Cambridge. Twelve spikes of Gladioli: 1, M. Smith. 
Prestwick, N B.; 2, Harkness A Sons. Six spikes of Gladioli : 1, M. Smith ; 
t:, Harkness A Sons. Eighteen Hollyhock blooms : 1, W. Boston ; 2, R B 
Laird & Sons. Eighteen Asters: 1, S. Barlow ; 2, F. Law, Rochdale. 
Eighteen spikes Phloxes: I, James Dickson A Sons, Chester; 2 Paul 
and Son, Cheshunt. Collection of Roses: 1, J. Cocker A Sons,Aberdeen; 
2; Paul & Son.. Twelve Roses : 1, James Cocker A Sons ; 2, Harkness and 
bons. Collection of hardy flowers : 1, James Dickson A Sons; 2, Paul and 
nil" . 18b^een sP’kes °f Stocks: 1, Mrs. E. Mellor, Chorlton-cum-Hardy. 
Collection of cut stove and greenhouse flowers : 1, A. Heine, Fallowfield ; 

b. Baerlein, Didsbury. ColDction of early-flowering Chrysanthemums: 
1, Harkness A Sons ; 2, S. Barlow. Collection of French and African 
Marigolds : First prize withheld; 2, F. Law. 

NOTES AT READING. 

The Portland Nurseries have been previously referred to in the 
Journal. They comprise a fair extent of ground, which is chiefly 

-devoted to special trials of flowers, fruit, and vegetables, and ranges 
of glass houses specially constructed for the cultivation of choice 
florists’ flowers for seed. Messrs. Sutton have devoted years to the 
building-up of first-rate strains of Primulas, Begonias, Gloxinias, 
Cinerarias, Calceolarias, &c. How they have succeeded in the former 
case Londoners have an opportunity of seeing at the Royal Aquarium, 
Westminster, in spring, and the Reading firm may perhaps show what 
it can do with some of the other flowers named in due time. 

Begonias are magnificent. Several houses of tuberous-rooted 
varieties are grown solely for tbe supply of choice seed for retailing 
amongst their customers. One attractive houseful had done duty in 
June at the Jubilee decoration, and the plants were temporarily 
crippled in consequence, but they have now recovered, and are flower- 
ing profusely. The richness and variety of colour that these plants 
display is well known. In other structures large numbers of plants 
are grown for supplying seed of the “ Reading Beauty ” strain, which 
comprises some seven or eight distinct colours. The crimson, scarlet, 
and salmon flowers are very fine. An attractive variety offered under 
the name of Meteor was in good condition. This bears a profusion of 
flowers of a bronzy apricot hue, and is pleasing both in bloom and 
foliage. It is a cross between semperflorens and Pearcei. The old 
E. Froebeli is admired too. This is very bright and free, and its value 
is enhanced by the long duration of its flowering season. Plants at 
Reading are all gay now, and it will remain so until November or 
December, long after the others have entered upon their winter rest. 
The Reading Begonias are dwarf, bushy, and compact, well furnished 
with bloom throughout. A charming little Begonia grown as an 
edging is worthy of note. It was little more than 6 inches high, and 
bore a profusion of salmon-rose flowers. The value of Begonias for the 
purpose indicated is perhaps hardly recognised as widely as it ought to 
be : dwarf, floriferous, bright in colour, and long-lasting, they are just 
the plants for forming edgings to borders. 

It is not Cyclamen time, but the Reading plants well deserve a 
passing reference. Every plant is in splendid condition, tbe leaf stems 
stout and clean, the leaves nearly firm in texture, and of the clear hues 
that denote perfect health. Such plants as these are attractive by their 
foliage alone. That they receive exactly the treatment best suited to 
them may be seen at a glance. These plants dislike drought and con¬ 
tinual shade, but love moisture, hence a pleasant, somewhat humid 
atmosphere is provided. The plants are in 6 and 8-inch, pots, and those 
in the latter size are quite a foot in diameter. 

Some late Gloxinias were in bloom at the time of my visit, while 
seed was being gathered of earlier plants. Those in flower comprised 
erect and drooping varieties, and the strain was an excellent one, the 
flowers being large, the colours rich and varied, the foliage ample and 
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healthy. These were an example—and a good one—of the six-months- 
system of culture. 

A Tomato trial of some importance is being conducted by Messrs. 
Sutton ; between sixty and eighty varieties are being tested, and they 
comprise fruits of all sizes and shapes. There are Tomatoes in the shape 
of Currants, Grapes, Cherries, Plums, Apples and Pears. The plants 
occupy an open quarter, each having a stout stake some 3 feet high for 
its support, and each occupying only about a foot Of space each way, 
lateral growth not being permitted. Many varieties were of great excel¬ 
lence, but two attract special notice. The first was a small-fruited 
variety of extraordinary productiveness, the fruit hung on the plants 
literally like ropes of Onions, twenty or more being counted in several 
clusters on the same plant. This variety will no doubt be named during 
the coming season. The second sort referred to was Reading Perfection, 
a fine kitchen and exhibition Tomato that has won many prizes this 
year. The fruits are handsome and of great size, bright scarlet-crimson 
in hue. This bears very freely, and should soon prove very popular. 
There are many novelties in this large collection of great merit, and they 
will perhaps be heard of br-and-by. 

Cockscombs in 4^-inch pots were worthy of note. The plants were 
healthy little specimens, the combs curling well over the rims of the 
pots. Trials of Melons and Cucumbers were in progress. The latter 
were growing in a sharply sloping span-roof structure, plants of 
each variety being grown at the north and south sides, so that one 
secured no advantage over another from position. Outside many 
varieties of Phlox Drummondi grandiflora were being tried. These 
splendid half-hardy annuals have endured the drought wonderfully well, 
and have flowered with great freedom over a long period. The plants 
grow about a foot high, and the flowers embrace every shade of colour. 
There was a fine lot of Petunias too, and a broad border of Portulacas 
on a sunny exposure. These must have looked magnificent at their best, 
unfortunately they were nearly over. A final word must be devoted to 
the Hollyhocks. Some hundreds of plants 6 to 7 feet high were grown 
in rows neatly staked, and they were blooming grandly, no trace of 
disease having appeared.—Visitor. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 
(Continued from page 214.') 

THE NEIL GHERRY HILLS. 

It was at the beginning of 1867 that I left the Wynaad district for 
the first time, having obtained a situation on the Neilgherry Hills to 
superintend the opening of a large Chinchona plantation at a place 
called Dcva Shola, situated about ten miles to the south of Ootacamund, 
the chief town of the Hills. Before, however, giving an account of my 
experiences as a Chinchona planter, I may be allowed to say a few words- 
on the general aspect, climate, and capabilities of the Neilgherry range, 
which is without doubt one of the most interesting spots to be found 
in the whole of our vast Indian possessions, more especially on account 
of its climate, which is so admirably suited to the European constitution, 
and producing in a high degree of excellence a vast number of trees, 
plants, and vegetables similar to those cultivated in Europe. 

The Neilgherry Hills (or more correctly, Nilgiris, from the Tamil 
“nil ” blue, and “ giri,” a mountain) are situated between 11° and 12° 
north latitude, and 76° and 77° east longitude, and rant e in altitude 
from 6000 to about 9000 feet above the sea level. They are some 
250 miles from the Coromandel coast on the eastern side, and forty 
miles from the Malabar coast on the western. The area may be roughly 
taken at 1000 square miles. The Nilgiris were first visited by Europeans 
in the year 1820. They are believed to have formed part of the territory 
of the Pandyan kings, whose dominions included Travancore and the 
Western Ghauts. The average rainfall is 50 inches in the north and 
east, and increasing to nearly 100 inches towards the south and north¬ 
west. The Nilgiri Plateau is subject to the influences of both 
monsoons ; the south-west monsoon in June, July, and August, and the 
north-east monsoon in October and November. The geological formation 
is of the primitive igneous order, the mass of the mountains being 
granitic. There is little or no lime in the composition of the soil, which 
nevertheless is rich and productive. The natural aspect is undulating, 
with isolated patches of low, but very beautiful forest, called Sholas, on 
the slopes, from the majority of which flow perennial streams of the 
purest water of more or less volume. There are many swampy hollows, 
the beds of which have a considerable depth of black mould, and there 
are bogs in several parts of the Hills, the peat from which is extensively 
used as fuel. The undulating land, or as Sir E. Grant Dufi admirably 
puts it, the “rolling downs,” separating the beautiful schola patches, 
are covered mostly with short grass, with here and there clumps of 
shrubs, such as Hypericum, Indigofera, &c. Splendid groups of the 
Rhododendron arboreum arc frequently met with, and are very striking 
when in full flower about the month of December. 

The climate of the Nilgiris is invigorating, and has been declared by 
competent authorities to be one of the most equable in the world. The 
following is a correct statement of temperature, &c. 

Mean annual temperatuie. $90 
M.x.mum „ . *’ 7,0 
Minimum „ .. .. * 3^0 

Max. power Bun'd lays.[ ** gl0 73' 
Avtrage iaLge .* ** 170 

At Ootacamund, the _ loftiest and most important station on the 
Hills, according to a series of observations extending over seven years, 

the mean maximum temperature ranges from 60-06° in December to 
68-76° in May. The hottest months of the year are April and May ; 
the coldest December and January. The hottest hours of the day in 
summer and winter do not vary more than 9°, and the extreme variation 
of temperature throughout the year is only 21-15°. The mean annual 
temperature of the four principal stations on the Nilgiris as compared 
with that of London and the three Presidency capitals of India stands 
something as follows :—London, 50°; Ootacamund,57° ; Kotergheiry, 
62° ; Wellington, 62° ; Coonoor, 64 ; Calcutta, 78° ; Bombay, 81°; and 
Madras, 85-2. The second, third, fourth, and fifth named places are the 
most important stations on the Nilgiris, and have an elevation above sea 
level of 7227, 6427, 5860, and 5927 feet respectively. 

Ootacamund is the coldest and Coonoor the warmest station on the 
Hills, Kotergherry is a medium between the two. The climate of 
Wellington, where the extensive convalescent barracks for the army of 
the Presidency are situated, is the same as that of Coonoor. The latter 
station being near the edge of the Ghaut on the eastern side is subjected 
to thick fogs from the sudden condensation of the moisture contained in 
the heated atmosphere rising from below the tableland. 

This may perhaps convey to the reader some general idea of the 
adaptability of the Nilgiris to the European constitution. If furthes 
proof were wanted it could be found in the healthy and robust appear¬ 
ance of the permanent English residents on the Hills, as well as in the 
rosy cheeks and buoyant spirits of the European children. 

The products of the Hills include Tea, Coffee, Chinchona, Peaches* 
Oranges, Loquats, Pears. Apples, Plums, Potatoes of excellent quality* 
and most of the other English vegetables, which are all produced both 
by European and native of exceptionally good quality, and all the year 
round. Wheat is also grown as well as Bariev, Mustard, Poppy seeds, 
Garlic, two kinds of Millet, called in the native language Koralie and 
Samay (Panicum italicum and P. miaceum). The last two are exten¬ 
sively grown by the native population, but their cultivation is of a very 
wasteful description. A piece of land is chosen, ploughed, and harrowed, 
and the seed sown, land is chosen that has not been under cultivation 
for some years, no manure is applied, and when the crop is gathered the 
land is left to itself for perhaps three or four years before it is ploughed 
again. 

No such thing as flat land exists on the Nilgiris excepting the 
swamps. Consequently when the land for the cultivation of grain is 
proughed and loosened on the hillsides large quantities of soil are swept 
down to the ravines below by the heavy rains. This denudation goes on 
to such an extent that I have seen whole hillsides rutted and furrowed 
to such an extent before the roots of the grain could make sufficient pro¬ 
gress to hold it, that it seemed wonderful how a crop could be obtained 
at all. Of course it never enters into the native mind to construct catch 
drains or anything of that kind ; and, worse than all, he has no one to. 
instruct him. This sort of thing has been, no doubt, going on for ages, 
the strata of soil becoming thinner and thinner and the crops shorter in 
ear and in straw year by \ ear. 

Another plant called Keeray by the natives (Amaranthus campes- 
tris) is grown by the hill tribes, the seeds of which when ground into 
flower is much relished. A large field of this plant when in full flower 
has a very striking and beautiful appearance. There are two varieties, 
one having leaves, stems, and flowers of a bright scarlet colour, and the 
other of a yellow or buff colour, and when mixed have a very beautiful 
appearance. The leaves are also eaten as a Spinach. Numbers of 
English flowers flourish with little or no cultivation, including the- 
Dahlia, Fuchsia, Heliotrope, Pelargonium, Verbena, Petunia, and 
numerous others. Fuchsias and Heliotrope are greatly used in the for¬ 
mation of hedges, and are to be seen in flower all the year round, the 
latter particularly making a very beautiful hedge if kept well trimmed, 
the scent from the flowers being very powerful. It is no uncommon 
thing to see at Coonoor and other places of the same elevation Pears, 
Apples, Plums, Oranges, Dahlias, Loquats, Geraniums, Coffee, many 
varieties of Hibiscus, Tea, Petunias, Allamandas, Asters, Poinsettias, 
Calceolarias, Begonias, Rhododendrons, Lilies, Roses, and scores of others 
growing side by side and flourishing in one garden. Passiflora edulis and 
several species of Taxonia also grow and fruit freely at these elevation?. 
At lower elevations on the eastern slopes tropical fruits and spices are 
grown, such as the Nutmeg, Clove, Cinnamon, Mango, Shaddock, Pome- 
granite, Lychee, and many others. 

Deva Shola, or the God’s Wood, the place I was appointed to, is 
situated, as I have already said, about ten miles to the south of Ootaca¬ 
mund with an elevation a little over 6000 feet above sea level. The estate, 
consists of 1000 acres, 500 of which is forest land and the remainder 
grass. This land was obtained from Government upon certain con¬ 
ditions, one of which was that the proprietors should supply to the 
Government so many thousand cartloads of firewood (always a scarce 
commodity on the Nilgiris) within a given period, cut and stacked from 
the forest then standing. The proprietors, after having obtained the 
title deeds of the land from Government, thinking the above condition 
irksome, and that it might probably hamper them in the rapid planting 
of the forest area of the estate with Chinchona—for the one object 
with private planters in those early days of Chinchona planting on the 
Nilgiris was to be first in the market with bark at whatever cost— 
bethought themselves of a plan which was ultimately adopted, but 
which proved, as the sequel will show, vastly more disastrous to the 
proprietors than to the Government, The plan carried out consisted of 
first felling the whole of the forest area of 500 acres, which was one 
continuous block, cutting and stacking the stipulated numbers of cart¬ 
loads of firewood while it was green, and then politely requesting the 
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Government officials to have it removed at their earliest convenience 
The Government were at that time engaged on the erection of the large 
pile of buildings called the Lawrence Asylum at a great cost within a 
few miles of the estate, and requiring a large amount of firewood for 
brick-burning purposes, &c., made the above arrangement, thinking the 
supply would be spread over a number of years, and that they could 
cart it away according to their requirements. They were therefore 
greatly inconvenienced by this act on the part of the proprietors, which 
proved, after all, to be but a very short-sighted stroke of policy. 

The forest had been all cut for some time before I took charge, and 
the aftergrowth had already begun to make its appearance above the 
felled timber to a considerable extent, which I viewed with no little 
alarm, well knowing the difficulties that were in store for me. The 
primary objects in all planting operations in India or where the growth 
of vegetation is so rapid, is first to prepare a nursery of young plants ; 
secondly, immediately the felled jungle has become dry enough to burn 
at once, then pit and plant the whole area thus cleared during the first 
season if possible; and all planters of any experience will invariably put 
forth their most strenuous efforts to gain th's end, for the reasons that 
the ground can afterwards be kept clear of weeds at a minimum of 
expenditure, whereas should any land be left unplanted the undergrowth 
is sure to attain formidable dimensions before another planting season 
comes round, weeds also springing up and seeding, rendering subsequent 
cultivation a very serious matter as regards expenditure both of time 
and money. This will, in some measure, explain the situation in which 
I was placed in taking over charge of the property. Instead of the 
ordinary routine of planting operations having been hitherto adopted 
the order of things had been exactly reversed, and I found myself face 
to face with 500 acres of felled forest which had been cut some eighteen 
months before, with masses of green aft' rgrowth appearing all over the 
surface, including thousands of plants of the formidable Solanum ferox, 
and many other species of tall growing and thorny plants of the same 
order. With only one small nursery in course of formation, and with 
a glass house with a limited number of pots of seedling Chinchonas, and 
no dwelling house save a rough building intended for a stable, I can¬ 
not say that I relished the appearance of things at all. However, I was 
now in a good climate, a charming and interesting locality, with abun¬ 
dance of good labour and plenty of money at command, so I went with 
a will to the work of simultaneously constructing a house, rearing some 
600,000 seedling Chinchona plants under glass, and forming large out¬ 
door nurseries. 

At the time of which I write there were no private Chinchona plan¬ 
tations on the Nilgiris, or if any did exist they were yet in a state of 
embryo. The Government, under the superintendentship of the late Mr. 
W. G. Mclvor, were pressing forward the cultivation and extension of 
their plantations on different parts of the hills, and, as Mr. Mclvor was 
considered at that time to be the only authority on Chinchona cultiva¬ 
tion, his directions were very generally followed by private individuals. 
Very few of the trees on the Government plantations had seeded till 
within a year of the time I took charge of Deva Shola ; but at that time 
seeds of the Succirubra species could be had in abundance, and the plan 
adopted for raising them was as follows:—The seeds were sown in 
shallow pans containing sand and brick dust only, and were left un¬ 
covered and kept continually moist. After germinating, and when the 
plants were large enough to handle, they were pricked off into other 
pans filled with the same material. When the plants had attained a 
height of about'2 inches they were removed to the nurseries. As time 
went on it was found that richer soil in the pans had the effect of bring¬ 
ing the seedlings on quicker, till eventually the system of raising seed¬ 
lings under glass was abandoned altogether, Dame Nature having pointed 
out in the mostunmistakeable manner the easiest mode of propagation_ 
viz., sowing in the nurseries thickly in beds without any covering of soil, 
but simply shading from the hot sun. The hint was taken in the first 
place by someone finding on one of the Government plantation innu¬ 
merable seedlings springing up under the shade of the large seedling 
trees after the heavy rains had ceased. After this tens of thousands of 
young plants were annually collected from under the trees and trans¬ 
ferred to nurseries, and large quantities of plants were raised from seed 
in the nurseries in the manner described.—Planter. 

ORCHIDS AT TULSE HILL. 

Mr. W. Hall, Upper Tulse Hill, is well known amongst 
suburban orchidists, for in his collection, though only of moderate 
size and contained in two span-roof house, includes some rare and 
valuable species and varieties. A strong plant of the handsome 
Lffilia Turneri has been flowering recently, and showed the 
character of this fine Orchid admirably. It is one of the 
L. elegans type, but is readily distinguished by its much larger 
flowers and more brilliant colours. The flowers are about G inches 

in diameter, the sepals and petals rosy purple with deeper veins, the 
lip an intense magenta at the base, a tint scarcely equalled amongst 
other Orchids. Mr. Hall’s collection also comprises some healthy 
plants of Oncidium macranthum, some very choice hybrid Cypri- 
pediums, and a number of other plants of considerable interest. It 
is surprising how well they all grow under similar treatment ; 
their condition indicates, however, that they receive careful atten¬ 
tion.—B. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM SCHRCEDERIANUM. 

At the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, Sep¬ 
tember 13th, Baron Schroder sent a plant of this scarce Odonto- 
glossum from his collection at The Dell, Egham, and a first-class 
certificate was at once awarded for it. Messrs. J. Veitch & Son 
give a description of it m their manual of Orchidaceous plants, and 
quote Professor Reichenbach’s description as follows :—“ A unique 
Odontoglot, quite unlike anything that has appeared before in 
Europe. The sepals and petals are oblong, acute, wavy, white with 
mauve purple blotches ; the lip is pandurate, white with two mauve 
purple blotches on the fore part of the disc, and the calli are yellow 
with some red spots. A much-developed callus in front of the 
column shows on each side a flute of radiating spines, as in O. tripu- 
dians and O. Pescatorei. It may be a cross between these.” The 
plant is said to have first flowered in Baron Schroder’s warden about 
1882, but we believe that Messrs. Sander & Co. claim to be the 
introducers. In any case it is very scarce, and it is distinct enough 
to merit the honour it obtained at South Kensington. 

Fie. 33.—Odonti glcssum Schioederianum. 

The flowers are about 21 inches in diameter in a raceme of three 
on the plant shown. The sepals and petals Scarcely correspond 
with the description given by Reichenbach, as they are heavily 
blotched and mottled with brown, and tipped with green ; the lip, 
too, is bright crimson at the base and white at the tip. The growth 
and pseudo-bulbs resemble O. hastilabium. 

HOLIDAY IN THE SOUTH. 

(Continued from page 203.) 

FAREHAM. 

We leave the Island via Ryde, and cross the water by steamboat to 
Stokes Bay, thence on by rail to Fareham, where we stop to make a 
call on Messrs. W. & G. Drover, florists of that town. A walk of about 
ten minutes brought us to their place of business. Chrysanthemums 
was the subject uppermost in our mind at the time, for during the past 
three or four seasons the firm have gained a reputation among Chrysanthe¬ 
mum growers and exhibitors, and have taken many prizes in the metro¬ 
politan and other Chrysanthemum exhibitions in the south of England ; in 
fact it might safely be said that no firm in the trade, since the time of 
Mr. Adam Forsyth, have been so successful with cut blooms, more especi¬ 
ally incurved, as have the Messis. Drover. The prize cards with which 
the roof and walls of their office are covered testify to their success. 
These have been received chiefly for Chrysanthemums and floral decora¬ 
tions, for Chrysanthemums are not the only plants that receive atten¬ 
tion at their hands, as all the leading flowers, for which there is the 
greatest demand for cut flower decoration, are grown in quantities here. 
There are 20,000 feet of glass devoted to the various plants, three long 
houses are occupied by Gardenias planted out, and overhead quantities- 
of Stephanotis flowering and in the best of health. Another house is 
planted with white Camellias, which look well set with flower buds, and 
promise to bring thousands of bloom in due season. Other houses are 
devoted to the cultivation of Ferns, Palms, Dracaenas, and similar 
furnishing plants. Tea Roses are largely grown in the spring, anti 
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Tomatoes, Cucumbers (Telegraph), Melons (chiefly Golden Perfection), 
occupying the houses during the summer months. There are about 
600 plants of Chrysanthemums growing on in their flowering pots on the 
upright or natural system, staked and tied up to wires strained to posts 
in the orthodox way, one long row in front of a lean-to house facing the 
entrance, the others running between the houses at right angles, the 
whole embracing the best of the established varieties and a large number 
of new ones, many of them introduced by the firm, some of which were 
honoured with a first-class certificate from various societies last season. 
The plants looked very promising with stout hard wood, and should 
evidently repay with fine blooms for the time, care, and attention that 
very few trade growers care to bestow on them. In an adjoining plot 
of land large breadths of dwarf Roses of the most approved sorts are 
grown for their flowers alone, and herbaceous and other plants for 
flowering later on in the season. 

SWANMORE. 

We move on by train to Botley, and change there by a branch line to 
Bishops Waltham, our destination that evening being Swanmore Park, 
which we reach after a very pleasant drrje of about three miles from 
Bishops Waltham station. After leaving the quaint little town and the 
old Ivy-clad abbey, which is close to the station, we emerge into the 
Open country, and branching away to the left from the main road that 
leads to Swanmore village we find ourselves in very narrow country 
1 mes, and gradually rising higher until the entrance gates of Swanmore 
Park, the seat of W. H. Myers, Esq., are reached. Here we find our 
friend Mr. E. Molyneux and his amiable partner welcoming us in good 
old English style, the whole country around stretching away in the 
distance over woodlands and pastures, forming a lovely landscape of 
park-like beauty. Mr. Molyneux’s cottage at the entrance is overhung 
with Honeysuckle that fills the air with delicious perfume, the variety 
aurea reticulata looking more golden than usual under the influence of 
a strong July sun. The approach to the mansion is by a carriage drive 
through an avenue of overhanging young Lime trees. We diverge by a 
path to the left, and enter the garden by a door in a walled-in enclosure, 
in which are arranged the office j and sheds situated at the back of the 
range of lean-to vineries, &c., that face the kitchen garden the other side. 
There are also two or three small span-roofed houses, Cucumber pits, 
frames, &c., in'this enclosure, and on the spare space at the sides are 
growing the main batch of Chrysanthemum plants. They are arranged 
in rows 6 or 8 feet apart, so that plenty of light and air can reach them, 
and faced with a row of the dwarfest varieties beside the crescent¬ 
shaped path, which gave a finish to the whole group. The tallest are on 
the sides of a path in an adjoining kitchen garden, and which forms 
quite an avenue, as is represented by the woodcut in Mr. Molyneux’s 
book. Ample provision is made to support these against the violent 
autumn gales by stout posts and strong wires, the topmost wire being 
about 10 feet from the ground, the height of the plants at the time of 
our visit, July the 9th, varying from 1 foot 6 inches to 7 feet 6 inches, 
the dwarfest being Madame Hoste and Madame Rozain, and the tallest 
Belle Paule, Madame C. Audiguier, Mrs. J. Wright. Lord Wolseley, and 
Prince Alfred. The whole without exception looked in the best possible 
health and condition, with stems as stout as walking sticks, and stout 
leathery foliage covering the soil on the shortest plants, and to within a 
few inches on the tallest, which was a proof of the care that had been 
bestowed on them from the cutting pot, and which no doubt will be 
continued to be bestowed until further honours have been won. There 
is not a weak or sickly plant amongst them, and taking them collectively 
they are the finest plants we have seen. 

In a span-roofed house close by a fine crop of Melons was hanging, 
the plants very robust and producing large handsome fruit, the varieties 
being William Tillery, Sutton’s Imperial Green-flesh, Hero of Lockinge, 
Golden Perfection, and the old Scarlet Gem. Here are also some fur¬ 
nished and highly coloured Crotons, each one the beau ideal of a good 
table plant. The varieties most in favour are C. aneitiensis, C. sinit- 
zinianus, C. elegantissima, C. angustifolius aureus, and Countess. In a 
similar house there are the best varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums just 
throwing up some fine trusses. These span-roofed houses are utilised in 
the spring for striking and bringing along the Chrysanthemums before 
being placed out of doors. In an adjoining lean-to pit was a very heavy 
crop of Tender and True Cucumbers. The larger range of houses facing 
the garden consists of vineries, stoves, Peach house, and greenhouse. 
The first vinery, in which is growing a mixed collection, deserves 
especial mention, not only on account of the splendid examples of 
Grapes they are carrying, but for the fact that all the roots growing in 
the inside border were lifted last year without any apparent check on 
them whatever. Well as the crop looks this year, it would be reasonable 
to assume that, when the roots get fairly hold by the new soil next year, 
they will be stronger than ever. They are now carrying heavy and 
well-proportioned bunches varying from 4 to 6 lbs. in weight on the 
larger varieties, and the others in proportion. Madresfield Court looks 
well, and not a cracked berry in it; Gros Colman, Alicante, Black 
Hamburgh, Gros Guillaume, Mrs. Pince, Trebbiano, with nine very large 
bunches, one measuring 20 inches by 16, and weighing quite 7 or 8 lbs. 
in weight, and Lady Downe’s. The adjoining house is devoted to Muscat 
of Alexandria, also carrying a good crop of well-proportioned bunches 
swelling and likely to be well coloured. It is in these two vineries the’ 
Chrysanthemums are housed and flowered in due season. Near the other 
end of the range is a fine healthy tree of the Pine Apple Nectarine, just 
ripening about 800 fruits ; the tree in a short time will occupy the whole 

house, another one by its side being gradually cut away to make room 
for it. 

The centre part is devoted to the stove plants, some specimen foliage 
and flowering plants almost getting too large for the house. The Crotons 
are more remarkable for their high colour than for their size, although 
one fine specimen of Croton variegatus measures over 6 feet across. 
There is also a fine plant of C. angustifolius, and a splendid piece of C. 
Queen Victoria, very bright and telling; Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, 
with more variegation in it than usual, perhaps on account of being^ in 
rather small pots considering the large size of the plants; and a fine 
plant of Latania borbonica, among other Palms, spreading out their 
large fan-like foliage over the pathway. The back wall of the stove is 
covered with a combination of Ferns, Palms, Begonias, and other orna¬ 
mental foliage plants planted out, which overhangs and gives a sub¬ 
tropical and characteristic appearance. We notice two very nicely fur¬ 
nished specimens of Bougainvillea glabra full of flower. iThe greenhouse 
was gay with a varied collection, some very good plants of Tuberous 
Begonias, single and double, and one or two fine plants of Trachelium 
cseruleurn, which is grown to specimen size. 

The outside garden is replete with beds and borders of annuals and 
herbaceous plants, of which there is a good representative collection. 
There are also some striking examples of the more modern style of bed¬ 
ding ; some good beds of crimson single Begonias that were kept shaded 
from the scorching rays of the mid-day sun by light tiffany were just 
coming into flower, and promised to be very effective by the cooler 
autumn months. Another very effective bed was planted with a ground¬ 
work of the grey-leaved Antennaria tomentosa, and individual plants of 
Lobelia cardinalis dotted over it. It looked very pretty, the contrast 
between the light and dark foliage, but when the Lobelia gets at its 
best we could imagine the effect of the deep crimson flowers over the 
grey groundwork. The carpet beds were neat and well done, Alter- 
nanthera nana aurea being very bright and neat. It is certainly the 
best of the yellow foliage ones. There are other beds of great variety 
and various styles, foliage plants and succulents being used to break the 
monotony of the carpet beds, giving colour without gaudiness, and ele¬ 
gance and variety to the whole. Near here we notice a fine specimen of 
the Tulip Tree, Liriodendron tulipifera, quite 60 feet high. A pool of 
ornamental water, surrounded by rockwork and crossed by a miniature 
bridge, looked cool and delightful in the summer months, and formed a 
congenial place for aquatics and alpine plants. 

In the kitchen garden we notice the Gooseberry and Currant bush 
trees, carrying very heavy crops of fine fruit, pruned on what we might 
call the extension and spur system—that is, long branches and very few 
of them, the side shoots spurred back to admit plenty of light and air ; 
they were certainly heavily laden with fine fruit, which bent the 
branches down and gave them rather a straggling appearance. Outdoor 
Strawberries do not succeed well here ; they have been tried in all posi¬ 
tions and under all treatments, but they fail to produce a satisfactory 
crop. No doubt the chalky nature of the subsoil is the cause of it. A 
fine specimen Fig tree is growing here in full fruit, such as one rarely 
sees even in the south of England. A fine assortment of flowering 
shrubs and Conifers is growing in the shrubberies by the lawns, and the 
mansion will soon be clothed with Ivy and other creepers. The park 
as viewed from the lawn includes some fine specimens of Beech and 
other forest trees, and the already extensive estate have been added to 
lately by the addition of some surrounding property, on which exten¬ 
sive plantations of Larch trees have been made, as many as 187,000 
having been planted within this last three years, which at the time of 
our most enjoyable walk round the estate was thriving and doing well 
in spite of the unfavourable season. These, and all the erection of 
houses, walls, rockeries, and ^the remaking and renovating of the fruit 
and kitchen gardens, lawns, and shrubberies, which the much-respected 
proprietor has had done since he came in possession of Swanmore Park, 
have all been carried out under the personal direction of Mr. Molyneux. 
The whole of the estate does him great credit, the work being kept well 
underhand, so he has had something on his mind beside Chrysanthemum 
growing. , 

SOUTHAMPTON. 

Our next halt is at Southampton. We visit a relative at Shirley 
who grows Strawberries and a few other fruits for market, which are sold 
in the town. A striking contrast here to the soil of Swanmore, as far as 
Strawberry cultivation is concerned. On the somewhat limited plot of 
ground the fruit was lying around the plants abundantly, and smelt at 
the distance, under the scorching rays of the sun, like a jam factory, the 
drought causing them to ripen off prematurely, and consequently there 
was not half the weight in fruit as there would have been in a favour¬ 
able season. The variety cultivated is Sir Joseph Paxton. They are 
grown in a most unorthodox way, and some of the beds that is now in 
full bearing having been planted eight years, and one plot that is going 
to be destroyed this year have been there ten years. So well does the 
soil suit them the land gets no preparation beyond digging and laying 
up rough for a time, and the young plants transferred with a spade or 
a trowel from the other beds. It was so different from the ordinary 
practice that we question our venerable friend—“ But don’t you manure 
or top-dress ? ” we ask. “ If we were to do that we should get all leaves 
and no fruit,” was the rejoinder. “ Why, I have stood here on the 
edge of the path and picked half a bushel of fruit at a time without 
moving in a favourable year.” We looked, and believed it, the condi¬ 
tion of the plants and the crops showed it. But all our teaching on 
the orthodox system of growing and renewing Strawberry beds was 
floored, another instance that circumstances entirely alter cases. Truly 
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gardening is never learnt. I should mention that the soil is a deep 
rather dark sandy loam, and the position very little above the level of 
Southampton Water. 

While in the neighbourhood we make a call at The Firs, Bassett, the 
residence of Mrs. Pearce, whose gardener, Mr. Wills, is well known as 
an exhibitor of stove and greenhouse plants at Southampton and other 
south of England summer exhibitions, as well as of Chrysanthemums, 
both cut blooms and specimen plants in the autumn, and considering 
the facilities he has for growing them, his productions do him an 
immense amount of credit. He has about 400 plants of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums on the upright or natural system from 2 to 7 feet high, with 
plenty of substance to produce some good flowers. He has about 
fourteen specimen Chrysanthemum plants growing, well furnished, 
and looking very promising. The span-roofed house wherein he flowers 
them is now producing a splendid crop of Hackwood Park Tomatoes. 
Amongst his specimen stove and greenhouse plants we noticed a fine 
plant of Statice profusa; Clerodendron Balfourianum, splendidly 
flowered; some good Crotons, Warreni, Prince of Wales, Queen Victoria, 
and Disraeli. A fine specimen of Crossandra undulasfolia attracted our 
attention. It is a hardwooded stove plant with very striking buff- 
coloured flowers, reminding one of a Thunbergia. Overhead in one of 
the plant houses is trained a plant of Stephanotis floribunda full of 
flower, and bearing a green pod of fruit about the size of a large Lemon. 
There is a good collection of Orchids here, and Fuchsias and" Tuberous 
Begonias are also well done, besides the many other plants under the 
charge of Mr. Wills. After spending a very enjoyable day we return 
home via Winchester well pleased with our “ Holiday in the South.”— 
C, 0. 

WQKK.foiithe\x/EEK.. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Mushrooms.—Of late these have been very plentiful in the fields. 
There was no appearance of them so long as the weather kept dry, but 
immediately after the rain they came up thickly, and many secured 
large quantities of them ; but the field Mushroom season is short, and 
they are now scarcer than they were ten days ago. Some of them may 
be preserved in various ways, but these will never keep up the winter 
supply with any satisfaction, and beds should be formed as soon as 
possible for this purpose. Excellent crops may be secured from 
properly made beds in the open air, and those who cannot place faith in 
this system in winter may grow them in any cool shed, stable, cow¬ 
house, or, in short, an outhouse of any kind ; we prefer these to heated 
structures. Horse droppings should always form the bulk of the 
material for the beds, but they may be mixed with leaves or loam, or 
both, at the rate of one barrowload to three of droppings. Dry soil is 
first rate for mixing with the manure when it is rather damp, and leaves 
increase the bulk of the material to make a large bed.. It is an 
advantage when the droppings can be collected apart from the long 
straw manure, but we have made some good fruitful beds from the short 
material that was left over when the bulk of the manure was taken 
from the heap in the stable yard. Turn it and dry it until it is not 
spongy, then make up the bed in a compact form and very firm. Insert 
the spawn when the heat is at 90°, and soil over immediately afterwards. 
We have found it a good plan to sprinkle a little sand over the surface 
of the soil before making it firm and smooth with f,he back of the spade. 
Do not allow beds formed some time ago to become dry on the surface. 
A little damp hay placed over the surface will keep it moist. 

Autumn-sown Cabbage.—These do not grow very fast; we have 
seen them make more progress, and the slugs and snails are devouring 
many of them. The blanks should be filled as often as they occur, and 
sprinkle a little lime or soot amongst the plants frequently. In wet 
weather it is necessary to do this almost daily until the plants become 
a good size. A little sawdust placed round each will also save them. 
Plants that are very late in the seed bed may be supplied with guano 
water. The whole of the early spring Cabbages should be planted out 
before September is over. 

Cauliflowers.—Veitch’s Autumn Giant is now turning in capitally. 
It is the best of all from now until November. Clear away the old 
roots as soon as the heads are cut. Now is a good time to sow Cauli¬ 
flower seed to secure plants that will stand the winter and be planted 
out next spring. They are sometimes sown earlier than this, but we 
prefer small plants in winter to very large ones. When they are large 
they become so leggy during the short days, and they often flower pre¬ 
maturely in spring. Such plants, too, require much space during the 
winter, which is not a recommendation. Our plan is this : put a two- 
light frame down in a sunny spot in the kitchen garden, fill it to 
10 inches from the glass with good soil, and sow the seed here. Do not 
put the lights on, but allow the seed to germinate and the plants to grow 
without protection until frost comes. This will make them very hardy 
at the beginning, and when the lights are put on the plants will be so 

near the glass that they will not be drawn, but they will remain com¬ 
pact as seedlings in the seed bed all the winter, and be in fine condition 
for planting in the spiing. 

Parsley.—-Although many vegetables have been scraggy and grubby 
this season, Parsley, which suffers so often, is very good, and it is still 
abundant. It may go back when the bad weather comes, and it is 
always well to be prepared for this. Should some of the lower leaves 
be brown or jellow pull them off and send them to the kitchen to be 
dried for winter seasoning. It is better to depend on young green 
growths from now onwards than trust to those that are fully grown. 
Hoc.well between the rows, and if there is any danger of grubs be¬ 
coming troublesome dust it heavily with soot ; in fact, it is a good plan 
to apply this as a stimulant or fertiliser whether the grubs are there or 
not. 

Weeds.—Where weeds were allowed to seed during the hot weather 
the bad results of it are now being shown, as swarms are coming up, and 
late a.s it is they grow fast and will soon make the ground quite green. 
This is very undesirable and unprofitable, and the sooner they are de¬ 
stroyed the better. When the soil is moderately dry on the surface, run 
the Dutch hoe through them and root every one of them out. 

Surplus Plants.—Where Broccoli and Savoys are raised in beds 
the best of the plants are generally drawn out from time to time during 
the season to plant in the main quarters, but there are generally some 
left over, and there may be quantities now in the beds. They will do 
little good where they are, but if drawn up and planted in vacant 
ground, which is now plentiful, they are almost sure to gain a useful 
size, and all who are likely to be deficient of green stuff during the 
winter or next spring should attend to this. 

Mustard and Cress.—These do not grow freely in the open now, 
and where they are in demand the seed must be sown under glass. At 
this time of the year and on throughout the winter we always sow the. 
seed in shallow cutting boxes, which can be placed in corners here and 
there under glass, and the supply is always good and certain. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Vines.—Midseason Souses.—Vines from which the Grapes have 
been cleared should now be divested of their laterals down to the prin¬ 
cipal buds, which are to be retained for next year’s fruiting, doing so, 
however, without injury to the old leaves, as upon their preservation de¬ 
pends the maturation of the buds, which should be plump and well 
ripened. A free circulation of air is necessary, and in the case of young 
Vines, or where there is the least doubt about the thorough maturity of 
the wood, fire heat will be necessary. When the laterals have been re¬ 
moved the old mulching should be cleared off the borders and a top¬ 
dressing given of turfy loam with about a sixth of manure and a 
sprinkling of half-inch bones. If the roots have not penetrated the 
mulching remove the soil down to them and replace it with fresh com¬ 
post, but not covering them deeply ; 2 or 3 inches depth is quite suffi¬ 
cient. In the case of inside borders afford a moderate watering, and 
allow those outside to have the benefit of October rains, and instead of 
adding manure to the loam mulch the surface with 3 or 4 inches of fresh 
horse droppings, covering with dry litter or bracken by the end of 
October or early November. In the case of borders only partly made a 
breadth of 2 feet may be added to the front, choosing a dry day for the 
operation, mulching with horse droppings, and covering up as before 
advised. 

Late Muscats.—These will now be thoroughly ripe ; if not, continue 
rather sharp firing in the daytime with a free circulation of air, and 
enough at night to prevent the deposition of moisture on the berries. 
Continue this until the Grapes are thoroughly finished, when a gradual 
reduction of temperature must take place, about 50° at night being 
necessary for Muscats after they are thoroughly matured. Moisture 
must be kept down by a buoyant atmosphere, a pent up air with a 
sudden increase of warmth from sun being sure to induce moisture to 
condense on the berries, which will cause spot, and then the Grapes will 
speedily decay. The inside border should be covered with clean dry 
straw or matting to prevent moisture arising. 

Late Grapes.—These are liable to give evidence of finish that will 
bear a close scrutiny, therefore make sure that the berries are well 
finished quite up to the shank before ceasing the needful aid from 
fire heat. Alicante and Lady Downe’s invariably finish better than 
Mrs. Pince, Gros Guillaume, and Gros Colman, rather the latter require 
more time, as also do the white varieties, Syrian, Trebbiano, and Cala¬ 
brian Raisin; indeed all thick-skinned Grapes require a long time to- 
mature after being apparently ripe, consequently a temperature of 55° 
should be assured, with a rise of 5° to 10° by day, and a circulation of 
air until the foliage is giving indications of falling, when a temperature 
of 50° will be sufficient. The inside borders must not be allowed to 
become too dry. If necessary, water in the early part of a fine day, 
and cover with a dry mulch as a safeguard against damp and a repetition 
of the watering. Outside borders will be quite damp enough, and 
should be covered up with lights preferably, or some other means 
employed to throw off luavy rains. 

Late Hamburghs.—These colour and finish when it is hopeless to do 
anything more with the thick-skinned varieties. They should have a 
temperature of C0° to 65° at night, and 70° to 75° in the daytime, with a 
circulation of air constantly, not allowing the borders to become dry, 
but giving a good watering if they are only partially advanced in 
ripening, and mulch with rather short dry material. Only restrict the 
laterals to prevent overcrowding, but after the Grapes are finished avoid 
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farther extension, yet not reducing the foliage much, as this assists 
Hamburghs to keep their colour. 

Hous-s of Eij)e Grapes.—Hamburghs and all the thin-skinned 
varieties of Grapes require frequent examination for the removal of 
decayed berries, damp being their greatest enemy. It should be pre¬ 
vented as much as possible by fire heat in the daytime, accompanied by 
free ventilation, allowing the house to cool before night. 

Young Vines.—Vines planted this spring or in early summer will 
need every encouragement in keeping the foliage clean and healthy, also 
keep the laterals away from the principal leaves in order to their free 
exposure to light and air, especially those at the base of the canes, so 
that the buds to which the Vines are to be pruned may get thoroughly 
matured and the wood at that part thoroughly ripened. In order to 
insure the ripening of the wood maintain a genial warmth by day, and 
throw the house open at night. 

Figs.—Early Forced Pot Trees.—These should have the roots 
examined, and as it is not advisable to increase the pot room, remove a 
few inches of soil from the base of the balls, cutting back the roots, and 
replace with fresh fibrous loam, adding about a tenth of old mortar 
rubbish and a sprinkling of crushed bones, good drainage being pro¬ 
vided. Remove the loose surface soil and replace with the above com¬ 
post, adding a fourth of well decomposed manure. Alford a good 
watering, and place the trees where they can have plenty of air with 
shelter from heavy rains and frost. 

Planted-out Trees.—Keep these drier at the roots, but avoid extreme 
dryness, and a drier condition of the atmosphere will tend to promote 
the perfecting of the growths. As soon as the latest trees are cleared of 
their crops keep drier at the roots and the house well ventilated in 
favourable weather. Any root-pruning or partial lifting should be done 
when the leaves show indications of falling. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

CaJlas.—These may now be lifted and potted. Preserve all the fibry 
roots possible, and if placed in the pots with fresh soil, one-third of 
which is decayed manure, they will be established and rooting freely 
again in about a fortnight. After potting give a thorough soaking of 
water, and stand the plants behind a north wall until they are sufficiently 
established to bear full exposure to the sun. For the first week after 
lifting syringe them two or three times a day during bright weather 
when the atmosphere is practically dry. 

Salvias.—Lift and pot these also, but large pots are not necessary. 
These are quick free-rooting plants, and quickly become established. 
Pot them in t ood fibry loam and one-seventh of manure ; the soil should 
be pressed firmly to prevent a soft quick gro .vth after they are estab¬ 
lished. The same treatment advised for Callas will suit them well until 
they are rooting sufficiently to bear exposure to the sun. 

Boumrdias.—Those that have been planted out may be carefully 
lifted and placed in [ ots. In the compost for these one-third of leaf 
soil may with advantage be added to the loam. These may be estab¬ 
lished under the same conditions as advised for Salvias, but we have 
found they commence root activity much more quickly when placed in 
cold frames if they are kept moist and shaded from the sun. Those in 
pots that have been plunged with the rims below the surface may also 
be lifted, and all roots that have extended over the surface and out at 
the base may be cut away. They will not suffer by this process if well 
soaked with water and then kept close, moist, and shaded in frames for 
a week or ten day s. If it is desired to bring any of the plants into 
flower as early as possible select those that are in the most forward con¬ 
dition that have rooted least out of the pots, and place them in a tem¬ 
perature of 55° to 00°. 

Solanums and Eupatoriunis.—The last may be lifted and treated the 
.same as advised for Bouvardias. If frame room cannot be accorded 
them they may be subjected to the same treatment as Salvias ; they can 
be established by this method, but are longer. Solanums that have been 
grown in pots and plunged during the summer should be lifted, and the 
roots cut away that have passed into the soil surrounding the pots. If 
placed in frames they will bear full exposure to the sun in a week or 
fen days. They must be well watered, kept close and moist until it can 
be discerned that they are making fresh roots freely. If the berries are 
in a backward state place them at once under greenhouse treatment, 
but be careful not to allow the pots to stand upon a dry base, or the 
foliage may turn a sickly yellow, and then the appearance of the plants 
is destroyed. To assist the plants to perfect their berries when well 
established apply a little artificial manure to the surface of the soil. 
Those that have been planted out should be lifted and potted firmly in 
good loam with one-seventh of manure, and then stood behind a north 
wall until they are established. Directly they are potted a good soaking 
of water must be given, and then be kept thoroughly moist until they are 
established. 

Zonal Pe'argon iums. — Plants that have been outside for winter 
flowering should be placed under cover as speedily as possible. The 
.earliest and most promising may be placed in a light airy structure for 
the present, where they will gradually come into flower. The others 
may have the protection of cold frames. This is necessary only to 
.shield the plants from heavy rains, which start them into rapid growth. 
This must be avoided, for growth made under these conditions is soft 
and unfit to yield a long profusion of bloom. The lights should be 
thrown off on all fine day's, and well tilted at night, so that the plants 
have as much air about them as if stood outside. From these all the 
flower buds that are visible may be removed. They should also be 

watered with greater care than was necessary during the past hot dry 
weather, for if kept too wet they will start into active growth, and 
under such conditions they might just as well be left outside. At the 
present time these plants are in excellent condition, with hard well- 
ripened wood, which will certainly flower well if carefully treated until 

they are allowed to unfold their blooms. 
Ivy-leaved Varieties.—These must be under cover without delay, for 

it is useless to ripen them if allowed to make soft growth outside 
afterwards. At first they must have cool airy treatment in the green¬ 
house or in frames, so as not to unduly excite them, and when signs of 
movement are visible they should occupy a light position where a tem¬ 
perature of 55° to 60° at nijit can be maintained. This treatment will 
result in abundance of delicate flowers for cutting. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Preparing for Frosts.—Cold nights are now very frequent, and we 
shall be fortunate if no damaging frosts are experienced during Septem¬ 
ber. If not already done, old plants needed for furnishing cuttings 
next spring ought at once to be potted up from the open ground. 
Zonal Pelargonium cuttings being very scarce, it will be necessary in 
most gardens to store the greater portion of the old plants. It will .be 
unwise to leave these out till badly damaged by frosts, the tops being 
especially needed for making into cuttings next spring. They will not 
long remain ornamental in the beds, and their early removal will admit 
of the beds being replanted with spring flowering plants while yet the 
ground and the weather is favourable for the operations. Pelargoniums 
may be lifted without any soil about the roots, and be stored thickly in 
large pots or boxes of light soil, or they may be potted off singly into as 
small pots as they can be comfortably got into. As most of the old 
leaves will damp off, it is advisable to pick the greater portion of them 
at once. They should be set under glass and kept rather on the dry 
side till somewhat recovered ; in fact, they ought to be only just kept 
alive through the winter, no active growth being encouraged before the 
spring. It is next to useless to lift Lobelias and Ageratums that are 
full of bloom and have no young growths on them. These rarely sur¬ 
vive or give any cuttings. Bulbous or tuberous-rooted plants may be 
left in the ground till the tops are disfigured by frosts. Last season 
they escaped injury till near November, but this was too late for them 
to remain in the ground, and many Dahlias and Begonias especially 
were lost in consequence. All the Dahlias should be properly labelled 
before it is too late, or they are of little service for propagating pur¬ 
poses next spring. Seedlings, notably of single flowering sorts, ought 
to be gone over, and only the best marked for lifting, the inferior ones 
eventually going to the rubbish heap. 

Pants that Pot up Readily.—Owing to the dryness of the season 
very many plants have not grown nearly as stron.ly as usual, and arc 
only just flowering freely. Cold rains and frosts will soon spoil their 
beauty, whereas if a portion of them were carefully lifted and potted 
they would prove very serviceable either for decorating greenhouses and 
conservatories or for affording cut blooms in quantity. Dahlias do not 
lift well out of a heavy soil, this crumbling awav wholesale from the 
roots, but out of lighter soils they transplant readily. Such compara¬ 
tively dwarf sorts as Glare of the Garden, Cochineal, and Guiding Star 
are very effective in pots, and as they have not flowered much hitherto 
they ought to continue in full bloom for several weeks. We have at 
different times been successful in lifting and flowering even such tall 
sorts as Paragon, Juarezi, and Constance. The last-named is perhaps 
the most valuable of all Dahlias in a cut state, especially seeing how 
beautiful it is in wreaths and crosses. Mrs. Hawkins is also a favourite, 
and will be potted this season. They require rather large pots, or 
from 10-inch to 12-inch in size, the coarser growers sometimes still 
larger, and the potting should be done where the plants are lifted, as 
the soil is apt to crumble away in the course of a short journey to a 
potting shed. Set the plants in a cool house, shade from bright sun¬ 
shine, and keep them well supplied with water—an overhead syringing 
on clear days also assisting them. Marguerites can be potted easily, or 

, without experiencing a severe check. We select the sturdiest or most 
upright plants, placing them in 10-inch pots, and they continue to flower 
freely till well into the winter. Gaillardias picta and Lorenziana, if 
not grown to a great size, will also lift well and continue to yield their 
showy flowers for several weeks after. Stocks do not transplant well, 
but late Asters may be potted safely, and the blooms are in demand 
till such times as Chrysanthemums are plentiful. We have also been 
successful with small clumps of Japanese Anemones, Abutilons, Fuchsias, 
Plumbagos, Tuberous and other Begonias, and early-flowering Chrysan¬ 
themums ; all can be potted safely, taking care in every' case to shade 
them from bright sunshine till recovered somewhat. 

Transplanting Evergreens.—Conifers and various evergreen shrubs 
move capitally at this time of the year, and for several reasons we prefer 
to do as much as possible of the work of transplanting now, forming 
new shrubberies and re-arranging the old ones. At this time of year 
it often happens more men can well be spared from other work than is 
the case in the spring, and, moreover, the state of the ground favours the 
operations. When a tree or shrub is carefully transplanted thus early 
in the autumn they have time to partially recover from the check, and 
very frequently form fresh root fibre before cold weather stops all active 
growth. If placed in a good position, and always, if possible, in rather 
better soil than they were previously rooting in, they rarely experience a 
great check, and form good growth the following season. We find that not 
enough rain has fallen to well moisten the soil near the stems of the 
trees, and much sheltered soil is still quite dry a little way below the 
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surface. No tree or shrub ought to be moved in a dry state at the roots. 
A basin should be formed, opening out the soil near the stems in extent 
according; to the size of the ball to be removed, and after this has been 
filled with water a few times the soil will be found well moistened to a 
good depth below. Never drag a tree or shrub out of its position. A 
good trench ought always to be opened out with forks around it and the 
tree well undermined, nor should a very large bail of soil about the 
roots be aimed at, these very frequently breaking away in large pieces. 
Pick away with a fork all unoccupied surface soil, and flatten the ball 
underneath while it yet rests on a small pedestal of subsoil. It can 
then be safely slided on to a strong board or barrow, and carried to a 
fresh site, and which ought previously to have been well and deeply 
dug. Mix leaf soil or spent manure with the surface soil. Always plant 
rather above the level Carefully stake all newly planted trees. 
Deciduous trees not to be moved yet. 

»1HB BEE-KEEPER. 
NOTES ON BEES. 

BEES VISITING ONE KIND OF FLOWER. 

At page 195, “ C. W. D.” brings up the question 
atresh regarding bees visiting one kind of flower only in 
one journey. It is rare that bees work upon two different 
kinds of flowers before returning to the hive; it is the 
exception, not the rule. Still, I have observed this take 
place on more than one occasion. In the spring of 1886 
I observed a bee first work upon a Crocus, then take to 
Aiabis; but there was very little pollen of the former 
upon the thighs of the bee. 

SWARMING. 

At pages 194 and 195 “Felix” makes some remarks 
upon swarming that I do not agree with, or misunder¬ 
stand. He is quite correct when speaking of “ work bein<* 
partially suspended for the day;” but when he speaks 
about the drones flying, “ fussing about, anxious for the 
moment to arrive when the old home shall be deserted for 
-new shelter, . I think he errs. Drones do not leave the 
old hive to join the swarm in great numbers, which I 
think is wisely ordained. lie then says, “ Eggs are 
placed in royal cells from four to five days before the 
issue of the swarm.” Is this not an overdrawn picture ? 
In all my experience I never saw nor heard of the queen 
bee laying an egg in a partially constructed queen cell. 
On the other hand, she tears to pieces every tenanted cell 
she has access to. Queen cells are raised by the bees 
around the egg laid at first by the queen in an ordinary 
worker cell. In fact, instead of the queen making any 
preparations for swarming, she seems mostly reluctant to 
leave the hive even after young queens are batched 
and seems to prefer immediate death to abdication in 
favour of any youthful pretender. Moreover, I have 
witnessed the parent queen depositing eggs while the bees 
were in the act of swarming, which is strong proof that 
“ the old queen does not lead the swarm.” Very rarely 
indeed will a laying queen be allowed to exist where young 
princesses are running about. 

“ Felix,” in speaking about young queens hatching or 
creeping out of their cradle, does not state what actually 
happens. Where many queens are brought forward in a 
lnve, it happens more often than otherwise that the first- 
hatched queen is killed, unless when queens have been 
brought forward at an unseasonable or improper time. In 
that case the first-hatched queen is allowed full vent to 
her wrath to destroy every royal cell within the hive, and 
this she performs in tyrannical style. Instead of one 
queen only being allowed full freedom, I have very often 
picked out a dozen queens from casts, while from the 
sounds uttered within the hive there were as many running 
about. When so many queens are brought forward they 
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delay considerably the prosperity of the hive, and all 
surplus queens and queen cells should be destroyed on the 
eighth, or not later than the tenth, day after the first 
swarm has issued. It is wise counsel of “Felix” to 
remind bee -keepers to examine stocks containing young 
queens, to know whether the queen exists or is fertilised; 
but on the other points I disagree with him. 

QUEENS DETHRONED. 

I have from time to time given hints regarding the 
dethroning of queens regnant by stray ones, but the 
following is about as interesting as any I have recorded. 
A young fertilised Carniolian queen at the head of a very 
small nucleus of bees had already commenced to lay, and 
the bees to carry pollen briskly. As it had a scarcity of 
food I fed gently, thinking all was going well, until one 
day I joined one nucleus to another that had lost its 
queen, slightly altering its position and wholly its cover¬ 
ing, which in a great measure interrupted the working of 
the bees and encouraged robbers—to such an extent that 
at one time I was anxious for its safety. But by-and-by 
they began to defend; still there was a commotion, indi¬ 
cating an encasement, but the nature of the whole affair 
suggested the prudence of letting it alone to settle its 
own battles. 

On the following day, and on the eve of leaving home 
for some time, I was horrified to find, as I thought, the 
queen killed, surrounded by a few bees. She was greatly 
mutilated, and to my astonishment prettily striped, by 
far too much so for a Carniolian. I had examined her 
before, and could not recollect any unusual appearance 
about her. I dissected her and found her fertilised. I was 
almost disgusted with my hurried alterations, and instead 
of arranging my supposed queenless hive properly, and 
feeding it, left it uncared for—-for what was the use of a 
few bees without a queen, and perhaps I had plenty 
without her ? The first one I examined presented a 
pitiful appearance. The drones and workers were crawl¬ 
ing in a dying state outside the hive. It had been robbed 
in so quiet a way that I never suspected anything wrong 
until I examined the inside of the hive. The queen was 
gone, and an attempt to raise a successor had been made 
until sheer hunger put a stop to the work of the bees. 
Two queens lost in one day was more, with other losses, 
than I had reckoned on, so I left next morning in the 
hopes that their places would be filled by imported ones^ 
but the uncertainty of getting these at the time wanted 
impelled me to make fuller arrangements to breed pure 
queens in this country, if spared until another season. 

On my return home after two weeks’ absence, my joy 
was greater than my grief had been when I viewed the 
hive that had the defunct queen working extra well. I 
examined it, and found not only eggs and brood in all 
stages, but the original Carniolian queen healthy and un¬ 
scathed. Where, then, did the dead queen come from ? 
This was not difficult to answer. Surely from the robbed 
one. But why was it so beautifully striped with yellow ? 
Had I not handled the original Carniolian queen, knew 
her, and saw her laying? Certainly. The mystery, how¬ 
ever, was soon cleared up when I recollected the numerous 
queens that were flying about in July. One of the Syrian 
queens, from a Syrian cast, had entered the nucleus hive 
after its queen had been laying, but was deposed by the 
young Syrian, who was in turn fertilised, and left its own 
hive when it was being robbed, and attempted to again 
establish itself at the head of another hive. The above 
remarkable case shows how bee-keepers may be disap¬ 
pointed by such freaks—deposing, perhaps, an imported 
queen. 
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Still more remarkable is the following. On the 
night previous to taking my bees to the Heather 
I removed from a good stock of Carniolians 60 lbs. 
supers, using carbolicised paper to free the supers 
from bees ; but so slightly impregnated was the 
paper that it scarcely sufficed for the purpose. All 
the work was performed from the back of the hive, 
and I could not see the front. After the supers were 
removed I attempted to make a crate take the place of the 
supers, when I found it rather large. It was raining, and 
had been nearly all day; still, chance robber bees were 
about, so to prevent the bees of the hive crowding its top 
and getting wet, and to prevent robbers, I laid the papers 
upon the top of the frames and replaced the roof until I 
slackened the crate so that it would fit. On coming out I 
removed the roof and dropped the crate in its place, but 
forgot to remove the paper. The odour from the carbolic 
by this time -would be well volatilised. I packed all up 
and left for an hour, when passing the front of the hive I 
was surprised to see an enormous cluster of bees in front 
of the hive and under. My first thought was the carboli¬ 
cised paper had sent the bees out of the hive; but then 
there was so little carbolic acid on it that it was impossible 
to do so, and more particularly when the paper lay upon 
the closed centre of the hive, which I discovered when I 
lifted the crate already well crowded with bees. It was 
replaced, and without examining endeavoured to get the 
outlying bees into the hive; but it was easier said than 
■done, until I discovered a large cluster underneath the 
floor, which I caught in a crystal and placed the bees on 
the alighting board, when they made an attempt to enter. 
Then such a row took place I never before witnessed, while 
the heat of the hive was greater than any I had ever felt. 
The running out and in of the bees showed the queen was 
encased, and long after it was dark the bees were excited 
and flew out of the hive never to be seen, just as bees do 
when swarms are joined and the bee-keeper is deceived. 
I rose between three and four in the morning to find 
things as I fully expected—a heap of dead bees in front 
equal to a fair swarm, and the walks strewn with dead 
bees as if they had been put there with a shovel. The 
same have done well at the Heather, so they could not be 
its own bees; but where did they come from ? Bees could 
not come from a distance the stormy day it was, and there 
were no lost bees in the neighbourhood. They were not 
Carniolians that were killed, and the stock they were 
killed at is one of the best on the moors. There is a 
mystery about it. 

FOREIGN BEES. 

As some of your correspondents are still sceptical of 
the superiority of foreign bees, I send the following from 
a correspondent:—Our season was too dry. The Clover 
was burned up just as it was coming into bloom; but the 
season for the Heather was fair. My seventeen hives in 
spring will average 50 lbs. or over, and increased to 
twenty-five stocks. 

The small Syrian swarm I got from you two years ago 
has given me the enormous amount of 250 lbs., swarms 
and all.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

BEES IN A BOX. 

In the early part of July we were visited by a swarm of bees, and 
one of the men promptly “ boxed ” them, and they are in that box now 
—size, l<i inches by 13 by 10. They are placed on a stand and protected 
from the 'rain only, and being only novices in bee-keeping any advice 
from your experienced readers on the matter would be very welcome, 
as we are anxious to keep the swarm.—Inquirer. 

c.~° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot be answered 
in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Leaving a Situation (Journeyman).—A week’s notice is sufficient in 
your case. 

Ferns (Young Gardener).—All the Ferns named will succeed in a house 
with a temperature ranging between 50° and 60°, or falling to 45° in 
winter will not hurt them. The Adiantums and Pteris can be readily 
increased by spores. The soil should never be allowed to become dust-dry, 
but when they are not growing and in cold damp weather they need very 
little water. Two parts light turfy loam and one of leaf soil will suit them 
if you cannot obtain peat. Give good drainage. 

Paris Daisy (M. C. B.).—The plant you refer to is Chrysanthemum 
frutescens, but there are several varieties. We should prefer planting the 
Lilies, ifcc., in separate clumps, they would then show their special characters 
better than if mixed. 

Gathering Pears (Idem).—It is not generally advisable to gather Pears 
before they come away when gently lifted. That is a good criterion if 
taken with an indication of their general appearance betokening maturity. 
All those you name should not be gathered until they part from the trees 
readily. Some varieties are the bettrr for being gathered somewhat in advance 
of their ripening, as when left too long on the trees they are liable to lose 
juiciness and quality—as, for instance, Doyennh d’Ete, Jargonelle, Wil¬ 
liams’ Bon Ch fitien, Souvenir du Congrbs, and Beurrb Giftard, but the 
majority of the early autumn Pears should bo in the condition indicated 
before they are gathered. 

Calla Leaves Spotted (A. Grant).—The leaves are showing the effects 
of having been infested with an insect very similar to the Celery fly—viz., 
Tephritis onopordinis, which lays its egg3 in or on the leaves, and the larv® 
produced feed upon the parenchyma of the leaves, forming blisters, which 
ultimately decay. The best preventive is to dust the plants with soot 
whilst damp, or syringe occasionally with soapsuds, which render the 
leaves obnoxious to the fly, and prevent it depositing its eggs. The 
remedy is to remove the affected parts and burn them. 

Lifting Gladiolus The Bride (W. A.). — Gladiolus Col villi albus (The 
Bride) is quite hardy in all but very unfavourable Boils and situations, and 
for satisfactory results should not be lifted annually, but left in the ground 
protecting the roots with a mulch of some enriching material, as leaf soil, 
cocoa refuse, and partially decayed manure. Being of the early flowering 
section the corms should be planted before November, and if your soil is too 
wet and cold for them pot and keep them protected in frames over the 
winter, planting them out in spring. 

Saxifraga oppositifolia (Idem).—This lovely plant is not suitable for 
growing in the shade, and is equally unfitted for rockwork facing the south, 
but on the northern slopes of rockwork, where it will be shielded from the 
scorching summer heat, having plenty of ligfit and an abundant supply of 
moisture, it grows and flowers well in early spring. 

Peach Gregory’s Late (C. G.).—We have seen some very fine and 
excellently flavoured fruits of this variety recently, and the gardener spoke 
most highly of its merits. It is thus described in the “ Fruit Manual — 
“ Fruit, large, ovate, and pointed. Skin, pale green on the shaded side, and 
with a dark red cheek, like Royal George, on the side next the sun. Flesh, 
very melting, vinous, sugary, and highly flavoured. Flowers, small. Leaves, 
with round glands. Ripe in the end of September or beginning of October. 
It is an excellent late melting Peach, somewhat later than Late Admirable. 
Does not colour or ripen well in ordinary seasons. This was introduced by 
Mr. William Gregory, a nurseryman at Cirencester, about the year 1849.” 

Plants for Malring-up Gaps in Hedges (S. 8.).—The wild Pear makes a 
very strong fence, and succeeds in exposed places. The Ch?rry Plum 
(Prunus myrobalana) is also excellent. Those we should advise preferably 
the first named, but both are good. It is necessary if you procure large 
plants that they have been recently transplanted. 

Conservatory Plants (It. B.).—You will require few other plants besides 
those named in your list, as it is not desirable to crowd the roof too much. 
Clematis indivisa lobata, Lonicera sempervirens, and Passifiora coerulea- 
racemosa might, however, be added. Kennedya monophylla would also do 
well in a similar way. The Roses and Lapagerias will no doubt prove the 
most useful plants in such a house. 
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B.lacfc Muscatelle Grape Unsatisfactory (B. B. D.)._This Grane 
aru^wbl Carefl.'1 tfeatm-nt. It r-quires to be started not later than March 
, ‘ coming into flower it should have a rather warm (70° to 75*) and 
dry atmosphere, the bunches being dusted carefully with a large camel-hair 

as Black Kbn^r®11 iairBT°n' Pollen from otherTarietfes 
as Uiack Hamburgh so as to make sire, but the brushing is usually suffi¬ 
cient. Encouiage a good sp-eid of laterals, but notjso much as to crowd 
the principal foil .ge. Feed well until the Grapes change colour then afford 
a mulch of dry material over the border if inside, so Is to keen down the 
moisture, and with a circulation of dry rather warm air the G?apes ought 
to finish satisfactorily. The only way to keep the Grapes fromtracking is 
to preserve them from condensed moisture—a slight warmth in th^ nnoes 
Wlt^.,a au' fop and bottom will effect that object increasing the 
ventilation before the sun acts powerfully on the house. ’ D 

_*7antS for Exhibition (J. S.).~The following are the most serviceable 
plants you could grow for flowering during July and August •—Allamanda 
grandiflora (this should be grafted on some s'rong^growing kind such 
for instance, as that you possess), Dipladenia amabilis, D Brearievana’ 
D. insignia and D. boliviensis. If you only require one grow the second 
named, if two the second and third. Ixora coccinea -whenwell grown is a 

samegmlvDbi said^ T with- i,S very large fa-usses> anA the same may be said of I. Colei, a white variety, but the trusses are small 
If you only want one grow the first, if two the second Xo FrancScea 
calycma major and Aphelexis macrantha purpurea would be valuable 
additions. There are large numbers of Ericas which flower at that season 

TheefoUowfnm^he J-etf if r£qTred for the last-named month. 
rT* f°Urin* SXJ°0d vanetles : E- Aitoniana Turnbulli, E. Austin- 
CTandiflo^rrleFoh’a^ M1arn.ockla1?a- ®;.tri°°lor Wilsoni, and E. ventricosa 
giandiflora. Foliage plants : Davallia Mooreana, Gleichenia Mendeli 
,?H'ehi'i1,rPir ^“^nnata (five or six other Gleicheiras are equally good and 
useful), Kentia B,Jmor ana, Pntchardia pacifica, Cycas revolumand 0 

CVoW.18’ A1°c^s.m Veitchb and Anthurium Warocqueanum are all good 
Neumann;^mdispensabie such as Countess, Queen Victoria, Mortifand 
Weumanni. The last may be called an improved form of Baron James de 
Rothschild ; in fact, it is a seedling from that variety, and possesses larger 
and more highly coloured foliage. If you have this variety and Queen 
Victoria then add the first and the third named. y E 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must m all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referrmg to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six sneci- 

“(J gEHbpeiuamndp^twnCe' and beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
+ivi at 1 /S’ -^Ya^num Bonum. We do not recognise either of 
the Apples. (liev.W. Gibbons).—It is impossible to give au opinion upon 
your seedling Apple at present. When 3 ou have kept it till it is fully 

Sociea4dvnnwSfind lfcthe F-U!t Committee of the Royal Horiiculturai 
Society, you will receive an opm on as to its merits. (P. II. Wriqht) —1 

f TVdtont ln knnr?r7nvPA3 fippin- Uames-BircliJ.-Reinetfe de Canada! 

‘ E‘”4Di'1; 1S- 
Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 

varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers 
Flowermg specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
“ fcrrf' Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
P°?®S- , Shghtly damP ™°ss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once3. 

Alstlo0mAe“a ohilensis. (A l’oung Gardener).—I, Adiantum 
’ 4 P?U-lUn asfmile (Australia); 3, Adiantum formosum 

phIi* ; ’ Pte^S serrlBada (Japan); 5, insufficient without spores; 
2 “™ aure™ (Tffnplcal America). We wish aU our correspondents 
TT° dd take as much trouble as you did in sending specimens for name ; 
they arrived in excellent condition, but No. 5 was too imperfect a frond 
See reply above as to cidtme. (York Villa).-We think the Cypripedium 
is a hght-coloured and pretty form of C. barbatum, the Odontoglossum is 

™7^n,e Var «tyo°f °h,grailde’ and the Cassia is an extremely 
large B. brachiata. (II. S.).—Corydalis lutea. (F. II.).—1, The flowers 
were too withered for identification; 2, 3, and 4 are varieties of Erica 
ampullacea; 0 is Erica cerinthoides. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 21st. 
trade still quiet. Good samples of English Pears realising fair prices. 

FRUIT. 

Apples, $ sieve.1 
Nova Scotia and 

Canada barrel 0 
Cherries, J sieve .. .. 0 
Ocbs, 100 lbs.50 
Figs, dozen .0 
Grapes, per ft. 0 
Lemons, case ,, ,, ,, 10 
Melon, each .0 

d. s. d. 
6 to 8 6 

0 
0 

55 
0 
3 

15 
1 

Oranges, per 100 .. 
Peaches, dozen .. .. 2 
Pears, dozen.1 
Pine Apples, English, 

per ft.1 
Plums, 4 sieve.1 
St. Michael Pines, each S 
Strawberries, per ft. .. 0 

8. d. 
6 0 told 

0 0 0 
0 16 

d. 
0 

Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 
Arbor vitae (golden) dozen 6 

,. (common), dozen.. 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. s 
Azalea, dozen.0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 6 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 0 
Dracaena tenninalis, doz. 30 

_ s viridis,dozen.. 12 
Erica, various, dozen .. 9 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 
Ficus elastica, each .. 1 
Foliage Plants, var., each S 

Abntilons, 12 bunches 
Anemones, 12 bunches 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms 
Asters, 12 bunches .. 

,1 French, bunch 
Bouvardias, bunch .. 
Camellias, blooms ., 
Carnations, 12 blooms 

,, 12 bunches.. 
Cornflower, 12 buuohes . 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 
Daisies, 12 bunches 
Eucharis, dozen .. , 
Gardenias, 12 blooms . 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays 
Iris, 12 banches .. 
Lapageria, white, 12 
blooms. 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 
blooms. 

Lilac (white), French', 
bunch . 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 
blooms ... 

PLANTS IN POTS, 
d. s. d. 
0 to 12 0 
0 
0 
0 

9 0 
0 0 
6 0 
0 0 
9 0 
9 0 
0 0 
0 0 

60 0 
24 0 
18 0 
18 0 
24 0 
18 0 
7 0 

10 0 

CUT 

s. 
Fnchsia. dozen.8 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 

11 Tricolor, dozen 0 
Gladiolus.4 

Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 
Lilies Valley, dozen .. 0 
Lilium lancifolium, doz. 12 

,1 longiflorum, doz. 0 
Lobelia, dozen.0 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 
Mask, dozen .0 
Myrtles, dozen.6 
Palms, in var., each .. 2 
Pelargoniums, dozen .. 6 

,1 scarlet, doz. 3 
Spirssi, dozen.0 

FLOWERS. 

d. g. d 
0 to 9 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 
6 0 

12 0 
0 O 

18 O 
0 O 
0 0 

12 
6 O 
0 0 

12 O 
21 
12 O 

9 0 
0 O 

8. d. 6. a. 
. 3 0 to 4 0 
. 0 0 0 0 
. 8 0 « 0 
. a 0 6 0 
. 1 6 2 0 
. 0 6 1 0 
. 0 0 0 0 
. 1 0 2 0 
. 4 0 6 0 
. 1 8 3 0 
, 2 0 4 0 
, 2 0 4 0 

2 0 4 0 
2 0 5 0 
1 

1 
0 1 6 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

1 6 8 0 

1 0 1 6 

0 0 0 0 

2 0 3 0 

0 6 1 0 

d. 8. d. 
0 to 0 O 
0 0 0 

... 0 
Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 

,, Orange, 12 bunches 0 
Marguerites, 12 banches 2 0 6 0 
Mignonette, 12 bunches 10 8 0 
Myosotis, 12 bunches ..16 30 
Narciss, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 

„ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
Pansies, 12 bunohes ..0 0 0 0 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 16 8 0 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 10 

■, scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 6 
Pinks, White, i2 banches 0 0 0 0 

ii various, 12 bunch 2 0 4 0 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 

(double), bunch .. 0 9 1 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 

ii (indoor), dozen .. 0 9 
,, Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 
„ red dozen .. .. 0 0 
„ de Mois. 12 bunohes 0 0 0 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays ..26 4 
Tropteoium, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms ..06 10 
Tulips, dozen blooms ..0 0 0 0 
Violets, 12 banches.... 1 0 16 

O 
O 
0 

0 0 
6 0 
1 O 
8 O 
0 0 

O 
0 

s. 
Artichokes, dozen .. 1 
Asparagus, bundle .. ,. 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 
Beet, Red, dozen ., .. 1 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. ,. 1 
Capsicums, per 100 .. 1 
Carrots, bunch ., .. 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen .. 3 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 
Endive, dozen.1 
Herbs, bunch.0 
Leeks, bunch.0 

VEGETABLES, 
s. d. 

0 to 2 0 
0 0 

8. d. a. d 
Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. „ 
Onions, bunch.0 
Parsley, dozen bunches 2 
Parsnips, dozen .. 
Potatoes, per owt... .. 

>• Kidney, per owt. 
Rhubarb, bundie .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. 
Soorzonera, bundle 
Seakale, basket .. 
Shallots, per ft. 
Spinach, bushel ,, 3 0 
Tomatoes, per ft.0 4 
Turnips, bunch .... 0 4 

0 6 
S 
8 
0 

1 0 
4 0 
4 0 
0 2 
1 0 
1 6 
0 0 
0 8 

0 
0 
8 
0 
8 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 6 
0 6 

KEEPING A COW. 

Milk that comes in contact with anything offensive 
becomes tainted just in proportion to the quantity or 
character of such material. This would appear so self- 
evident that mention of it may seem superfluous, but it 
should be clearly understood that the contamination may 
arise from foul odours equally as from contact with dirty 
utensils. Hence, therefore, the importance of keeping the 
cow house clean as well as the dairy; and the advice that 
before a cow is milked due care should be taken that the 
udder, teats, milker s hands, and the milking pail are all 
clean, is anything but superfluous. Not only should a 
milker wash his hands before milking, but he should also 
keep the nails well pared, for long finger nails often cause 
sore teats. 

Regularly at morning and evening the milking must 
be done thoroughly, for upon this depends very much the 
maintenance of as full and steady a yield of milk as is 
possible. Seldom indeed is it that three milkings a day 
are required, except for a day or two just after calving 
to relieve the udder, and in the exceptional case of a very 
deep milker. We cannot make such an extraordinary 
demand upon Nature with impunity unless we take care 
that the cow is especially well fed. But such deep 
milkers, however well fed, are generally comparatively 
low in condition. There is the abnormal development of 
milk veins and udder, but the frame is devoid of that 
fleshy condition in which we like to see all healthy 
animals. 

There is much difference in the quantity of milk given 
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by different cows, the size of an animal being no guide 
in the matter. For example, we have had sixteen quarts 
of milk daily from a little Kerry cow, while a big 
Shorthorn gave only ten quarts. We may take the 
average yield of an ordinary cow at twelve quarts, which 
if of fair quality will produce about 1 lb. of butter; or, to 
put it in another way, we may say that a quart of rich 
cream gives 1 lb. of butter, but if at all inferior in quality 
it will not do so. The milk is kept in pans of earthen¬ 
ware or glass from twenty-four to forty-eight hours—the 
shorter time in summer, the longer in winter—care being 
taken to strain it when formed into the pans to remove 
hairs and particles of dirt. Some dairywomen prefer 
shallow tin pans, especially in summer, when it is im¬ 
portant to induce the cream to rise quickly before there 
is risk of souring, which stops the rising of the cream. 

Among the hints for dairy management distributed 
by the Munster Dairy School we may usefully quote the 
following. Dairies should be kept perfectly sweet and 
well ventilated, and be separated by a partition wall from 
the dwelling house. No door or window should look out 
in any yard or place whence smells of any kind could 
come. The floor should be flagged, tiled, or cemented, 
so that it can be frequently washed: an earthen floor, 
damp and dirty, is most unfit for a dairy. Any splashes 
of milk should be immediately wiped up, as if allowed 
to remain and turn sour they will taint the milk. The 
windows should be arranged so that no streaks of light or 
sun should shine upon the milk, as they produce flecks 
in the cream which always show in the butter. Dairy 
utensils should be cleaned by first washing them in cold 
water, then scalded, and again washed in fresh cold water. 
The temperature of the dairy is most important; it should 
never be allowed to go under 50° or over 55°. 

The cream for churning should not be kept too long. 
Slight ripening is good for the butter, but it should never 
be allowed to become very sour, and in winter should be 
churned at least twice a week, and in summer more fre¬ 
quently. It should be kept covered with muslin, both 
to exclude particles of dust, and also to prevent the air 
acting too much upon the surface of the cream and pro¬ 
duce unequal ripening. In adding a fresh skimming the 
contents of the crock should be well stirred, so as to mix 
all well together; and no fresh cream should be added 
for twelve hours before churning, as it would not have 
time to equally ripen, and would take longer than the 
other cream to churn, so that the churning would be 
stopped before the butter came on the fresh cream. The 
temperature of the cream before churning should always 
be carefully tested with the thermometer. It has been 
proved that 57° is the best temperature to churn at; and 
the cream in cold weather should be warmed to this by 
placing it before a fire or in a tub of warm water, or in 
hot weather cooled by placing it in cold water. The 
churn also should be rinsed out before churning in winter 
with hot water, in summer with cold. 

The churn should be turned slowly at first, so as not 
to break up the butter globules too much, and the churning 
should be most carefully listened to and stopped the moment 
the butter comes, so as not to allow it to collect in lumps. 
The grain and firmness of the butter are thus preserved, 
and the buttermilk can be easily removed. After remov- 
iug the buttermilk the butter should be washed in the 
churn, three times in fresh spring water, and twice in 
pickle, made by placing some salt in a piece of muslin on 
top of a can and pouring cold water over it. If the butter 
is at all soft it should be allowed to stand for a couple of 
hours iu the churn in very cold water. In making the 

butter handling should be most carefully avoided. By 
the use of a butter worker and butter slices, butter can be 
made without even touching it with the hands, and this is 
the plan adopted in the best dairies in England and on 
the Continent. 

We do not of course intend to imply that a separate 
building is required for the milk of a cow or two, but 
rather to show the chief points of importance in a dairy in 
order that they may be brought to bear upon the selection 
and arrangement of any room for the purpose. _ The 
utensils required for a very small dairy are few and simple 
—a box churn, butter worker, pair of butter slices or 
spatulse, one or two pat stamps, skimming dish, cream 
bowl, creim crock, milk pans, strainer, and milk pail. 

Erratum. — In the second paragraph on page 242, 
last week, beginning thus:—“Where land can be^had 
there should always be a crop of Winter Oats, it 
should be Winter Tares. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

Wheat-sowing is now being clone as fast as possible, every acre sown 
this month being worth two sown in October, having regard to the 
safety and certainty of the crop. We sowing much more Wheat upon 
our heavy land than we have done hitherto, for with the sale of straw, in 
addition to the grain, it answers very well, and winter corn is always a 
more certain crop than spring corn upon such land. If we were dis¬ 
posed to indulge in the proverbial farmers’ grumble it would certainly be 
at the low price of Wheat, not only as affecting our own results, but 
as affording tenants an urgent plea for a farther reduction of rent. ^ 0ur 
first sample of Barley sold for 36s. per quarter, and we believe high 
class samples will command paying prices. At the same market, how¬ 
ever, we were offered a sample of large coarse discoloured grain for 20s. 
per quarter, and it would certainly have been to the grower s advantage 
if he could have kept and used it for feeding pigs. 

Notwithstanding the loss of Clover plant there will be plenty of 
green food of one sort or other for use next spring and summer. Loth 
Rye and Rye Grass have come up thickly ; Trifolium, too, is a good plant, 
and with a succession of Tare crops we shall manage well enough. The 
loss of Red Clover is not a total one; we have a full plant on some 
layers, but on others it is difficult to find a plant at all. Lucerne and 
Sainfoin have borne the drought admirable, and we shall gradually add 
to the area of land under these two excellent forage crops. 

The farmer whose land is badly infested with couch grass after three 
hot dry summers, such as we have now had, ought not to have an acre 
of land entrusted to him. Greatly did we deplore the sad sight of 
Twitch, Thistles, and Wild Oats which we have found upon the stubbles 
of some land of which we had to make an inspection recently. Our 
remonstrance about this matter with an outgoing tenant led us to point 
out the loss he had incurred in fertility stolen from his crops, and the 
risk he ran of litigation on the part of the landlord, who, under the 
Agricultural Holdings Act, had a clear case of a claim for compensation 
for land foul with weeds and exhausted of fertility. If through such 
negligence a prospective tenant declined hiring the farm, the claim 

would probably be enforced. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAM DEN SQUARE, LONDON. 
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REMARKS 

dull and overcast after 

[tVi.—Q.cerally dull and windy with rain at 6 P.M. 
ith.—Dull early, then fine and bright throughout. 
Uh.—Rain about 6 A.M , morning flue and generally bright; 

1th —Fme bright,1 inOTirng%e a whole, though somewhat threatening ab ut 10.S0 A M.; 
afternoon very bright till about 3 pm., then overcast; wet evening. 

ith —Dull morning witn bright intervals ; damp and showery afternoon; wet evening. 

17th.—Very wet early, foggy wet morning, very dark about 10 A M. Rainy nearly 

A damp^and (tool autumnal week, the days being cooler relatively than the 

nights.—Q-. J. Symons. 
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« SUN 17th Sunday after Trinity. 
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4 Tu 
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REMARKS ON HARDY FRUITS. 

E do not appear to be making much progress 
in hardy fruit culture if we are to take the 
recorded results of the present season as 
indicating the state of the gardening com¬ 
munity in this matter. Repeatedly the very 
heavy crops and the drought combined have 
been blamed for the smallness of the fruit 
where it has remained on the trees, or for 

the casting of the fruit where it has fallen. This not 
■only in the case of such a common fruit as tbe Apple, but 
the more select kinds, such as Apricots and Peaches, are 
said to have failed for the same reason. In most cases 
gardeners are powerless to do anything to mitigate the 
effect of the drought beyond indulging in a system of 
good cultivation, and perhaps mulching surfaces, but the 
neglect of careful thinning can surely be remedied. In 
most seasons the work is easily overtaken; this year the 

■labour of thinning was greater, but the result well repays 
•any extra work entailed. 

This, which ought to be a matter of ordinary routine 
work, would seem to require pressing on the attention of 
gardeners. It is surely not to our credit that a season 
which ought to have been an overflowing one should be 
rendered a season of poverty either through inattention 
to one of the most apparent details of good fruit culture, 
or failing that reason, then through over-much greed to 
secure a large crop. The only way to arrive at a crop— 
large in all respects—is to thin betimes. Overlooked 

'Lranch’es or trees have with us failed to bring their 
“ load ’ to a condition worth picking at al. This applies 
to a 11 kinds of the larger fruits. Trees judiciously 
thinned have done their work to our satisfaction and with 
no harm to themselves. It may seem a very wasteful 
proceeding to pick off six or a dozen little fruits for every 
one left to swell and ripen, but it is not so. To leave 
more than the tree is able to bring to perfection is waste¬ 
ful. To leave so large a crop as to tax the energies of 
the tree beyond a point of safety is to spoil the present 
and endanger the next year’s crop, and that is a waste¬ 
ful policy. It cannot be too often said that too much 
fruit one year means less or none the year following. A 
itree has not only to produce a crop of fruit, but also to 
prepare for the crop that follows, or should follow. And 
just as surely as it fails to do so when over-cropping is 
allowed, just as certainly will it bear in continued succes¬ 
sion if treated fairly. Everybody growing Grapes knows 
that to be a fundamental principle of good year after year 
Grape culture. With outdoor fruit it is ignored, and 
frosts and winds are blamed for what may be, and most 
likely is, only a perfectly natural result. 

There is another matter in connection with good hardy 

No. 379.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

fruit culture which requires to be kept to the front. 
That is pruning the trees as soon after the crop has been 
all gathered as is convenient. This work is nearly always 
left till winter, sometimes until spring. But there is no 
time like the present for having the trees thinned and 
pruned. We do not prune Gooseberries, but Raspberries 
and Black Currants have been pruned and thinned. Red 
Currants are left till later, and so are Apples, the latter 
merely having any large branches cut out before the 
leaves fall, as the right distance to leave these can only 
be gauged correctly when the leaves are on the trees. 
Apricots, we find, do best spurred, and it takes a very 
short time to look over a number of trees and cut back, 
or cut out if necessary, any spurs that may require so 
treating. As already said, it is quite easy to note the 
right distances when the leaves are on the trees. Plums 
are treated in the same way, and also take up little time. 
Pears take longer, though only in the case of old trees ; 
young ones necessitate very little work. A good method 
of rendering old Pear trees fruitful is to cut out the older 
and thicker branches and let young ones take their places. 
In a few years these young shoots are very fruitful. 
This treatment is sometimes quite as beneficial as root- 
pruning, perhaps more so. _ Next to cutting out branches 
altogether, it is of great importance to thin the spurs. 
Weakly spurs are not of the slightest benefit to the tree, 
and they give no fruit to the cultivator, therefore cut all 
such clean out, leaving only a fair number of strong 
healthy spurs, which are sure to bear. A few odd hours 
are very well spent in work as above recommended. 
It certainly is.beneficial to the trees, and the difference 
between pruning, will ye, nill ye, in cold winter or spring 
days, and doing the same work in autumn, is a thing 
to be considered. Just now the work is pleasant and 
interesting. 

One point in connection with hardy fruits is gathering 
Apples and Pears. I see very great mistakes made 
sometimes, even in the case of experienced gardeners. 
They make Apple gathering a question of mere routine; 
fix a day for the work to be done, and ready and unfit are 
alike put into store. My experience is that the indi¬ 
vidual characteristics of the varieties must be considered. 
Some do not much resent being gathered in a condition 
of unfitness, others do ; but in the case of all the mere 
seeming is outwardly. Fruit not fully grown and finished 
on the tree can under no conditions be so good as that 
which has been well finished. With the earlier Apples 
and Pears the trees should be visited periodically, and 
those ready for gathering removed. Some of the, at 
first, smaller fruits will hang and swell for a long time, 
and be among the best when at last ready. The mere 
fact of a few Apples or Pears falling off a tree should not 
send one in hot haste to take the rest. By all means leave 
those which will hang. Fruit improves with marvellous 
rapidity in September and the earlier half of October. 
I have noticed Apples increase one-third in size in the 
space of a week. The last week or so also makes all the 
difference in the eating quality of both Apples and Pears, 
Cox’s Pomona and Reinette de Canada left to hang as 
late as possible, merely removing any likely to fall as 
they appear fit, are both improved in quite a won¬ 
derful manner. In Pears Marie Louise should be 
watched like a Peach. Beurre Bachelier, a handsome but 
not over well flavoured variety, may be made or marred 
by gathering. All varieties that ripen late we find are 
sweetest and keep better if left long on the tree. The old 
gardeners had a practice of burying their finer Pears in 

No. 2035.—Yol. LXXYII., Old Series. 
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heaps of heated manure in order to ripen them properly. 
I have been told by a gentleman, whose memory of the 
fruit may be somewhat vitiated by boyish incapacity to 
detect anything wanting in the flavour, that Pears thus 
treated were better than any he has now. Any way, there 
is no doubt that Pears may be wonderfully improved by 
a few days in a hothouse before using. An uninterrupted 
supply of good Pears may be kept up by this method, 
when if left to ripen naturally there would be gluts and 
scarcity.—A Northerner. 

LATE PLANTING OF TREES AND SIIhUBS. 
Last spring I had to carry out a rather extensive operation of 

lifting and transplanting a large number of trees and shrubs during 
the months of April and May—rather an unusual time of the year 
for that kind of work ; but there were two objects in view. A 

-certain space of ground had to be cleared for the purpose of throw¬ 
ing up a terrace and making a lawn at a lower level running on to a 
piece of water, which is to be enlarged, rendered ornamental, and 
brought into full view of the mansion. The shrubs were wanted 
for the purpose of making a private and ornamental approach to 
the church. Now, as the season was advancing beyond the time 
calculated to ensure the greatest success, and followed as it was by 
an unusual and prolonged period of dry weather, I thought it would 
be interesting and useful to others if I gave some particulars of the 
work and the success or the reverse of the different plants moved, 
and help to disprove the opinion held by many that transplanting 

at that late part of the season cannot be attended with a satisfactory 
result. 

The shrubs and trees included most of the leading ornamental 
kinds, deciduous and evergreen, usually found in an extensive plea¬ 
sure ground. The soil in which they were growing, as well as that 
to which they were transferred, is a chalky loam resting on a bed of 
solid chalk, therefore procuring a good ball of soil to the roots was 
not always accomplished. They had been planted about seven 
years, and their height ranged from 4 up to 10 or 12 feet, many of 
them bulky in proportion. Each plant as taken up had its roots 
packed in mats, as it was some distance to carry them. The lighter 
ones were conveyed on a trolly or cart; the heavier ones, some of 
which weighed half a ton or more, were moved by a contrivance of 
our own, a rough sketch of which (fig. 34) I give with explanatory 
notes. 

Seven pieces of 9-inch plank by 1^ inch thick strongly braced 
together, leaving projections 8 inches over, as shown by 1, 2, 3, 
and 4. In order to use this the tree should be pulled over, so that 
the ball shall lie on its side. The board is then thrust under the 
ball as far as it is possible to get it, braces uppermost. If put 
underneath these would hinder the plant, or, I should say, the 
board from sliding on the ground, and make the draft heavier by 
driving the earth before it. Then pull the plant upright, and it 
will place the ball nearly if not quite in the centre of the board. 
It is then bound on tightly by chains or ropes in the way the dotted 
lines indicate and around each projection. This gives stability to 
it and holds the plant in its place. The horse is attached to a hook 
at 5, and the plant can be drawn to its place comparatively easy. 

The ground for the trees’ reception was a piece of pasture, and the 
station for every plant set out and the holes dug at different depths 
and widths before a plant was moved, in order that when once 
taken up they should be put in without delay. All the deciduous 
kinds were taken first, as the buds on most were swelling fast. 
These chiefly consisted of Laburnums (20), Lilacs (17), Larch (19), 
Scarlet Chestnuts (8), Mountain Ash (7), Deutzias (15), Spiraeas 
(14), double-flowering Cherry (8), several varieties of Thorns (21), 

Maples (11), Limes (15), and Robinias (19). Out of the above 
number I lost three Larch, two Thorns, four Acacias, and one Ash. 
The evergreens were Chinese and American Arbor Yitoe, (50), 
Cupressus Liwsoniana (14), Cotoneaster microphylla (11), Green 
Box (9), Aucubas (7), Cryptomeria elegans (17), Yews, common and 
Irish (19), Hollies (23), Silver Firs (8), Spruce (19), Laurustinus (7), 
Portugal and common Laurels (30), Evergreen Oaks (17), Picea 
grandis (4), variegated and green Euoriymus (11), Bays (17), 
Austrian Pines (25), Araucaria imbricata (4). Out of this number 
I lost three Arbor Vitaes, one Cotoneaster, nine Cryptomerias, two 
Yews, five Hollies, one Laurustinus, three Portugal Laurels, seven 
Evergreen Oaks, Berberis Darwini five, and three Spruce. All 
others in both sections not named as lost bore the ordeal of removal1 
very well. Considering the total number of plants—over 450—tho 
per-centage of losses was not large considering the lateness of tha 
season. 

Those that have proved worst according to the numbers are 
Robinias, Evergreen Oaks, Berberis Darwini, and Cryptomeria. 
elegans, which from their peculiar propensities of either striking- 
down into the subsoil or out straight for some distance before 
making any fibrous roots, making it difficult to secure the roots- 
intact. In my opinion such trees should have a preparation for 
some time previous to being removed. As a pi oof of this, six of 
the Evergreen Oaks had been dug round for removal six months- 
previous, but were not wanted. These came out with a good ball, 
and did not appear to receive a check. Now a word about the 
planting. In this we were very particular. After each plant was 
put in its proper position and any straggling roots laid out, the sides 
of each hole were broken in with the planting, for I have proved it 
to be a very bad plan, whether in a light or heavy soil, to put a 
plant as it were into a basin and leave it so. In time the roots 
leach the sides and are unable for some time to penetrate it ; the 
plant thus receives a check and perhaps dies. Therefore all was 
worked up together and made firm, each plant well staked and tied 
on two sides, and well watered. Every plant was either mulched 
with rough manure or grass, and as the weather was very dry our 
system was to water them every week. 

Araucaria imbricata does not thrive here. A chalky soil is unsuit¬ 
able, but the Austrian Pine is quite at home, makes a very 
ornamental tree, and bears the wind remarkably well. It should be 
noted that my trees were all at home—that is, grown on the estate, 
and the season being late by three weeks or more favoured the 
operation, yet I have found from experience that lots of our orna¬ 
mental evergreen shrubs will submit successfully to removal at any 
time of the year if weather permits and they are not actually in 
full growth. Judicious treatment at the time and afterwards are 
requisite to success.—Thomas Record. 

MUSHROOM GROWING IN A RAILWAY 
TUNNEL. 

While recently on a visit to Edinburgh I was invited to 
inspect a new venture in Mushroom cultivation on a large scale, 
and in what at first appeared to me a strange place — viz., the 
railway tunnel in Edinburgh, the entrance to which is in Scotland 
Street, the tunnel having been disused for the last twenty years 
owing to its not being considered safe for railway traffic. Last 
May a company was formed styling themselves the Scottish 
Mushroom Company, of which Mr. Thomas Handasyde was 
appointed manager, their object being to supply Mushrooms of 
the finest quality to the city of Edinburgh and neighbouring 
towns in competition with foreign produce, and judging from the 
start made the venture is likely to be a success. The total length 
of the tunnel is 1100 yards by 24 feet wide. It is estimated 
that 2000 tons of manure and soil will be required to complete 
the whole length of tunnel. On one side of the tunnel is laid a 
double line of metals upon which the engine and trucks travel. 
The manure is prepared in its first stages of fermentation in 
another place 500 yards away to avoid any nuisance to the city, 
and is then brought into the tunnel in railway trucks drawn by an 
engine belonging to the North British Railway Company, who are 
very obliging in assisting by all available means. The manure in a 
half-prepared state is deposited in heaps of 6 tons, the amount 
carried in each truck, where the final preparation takes place ; the 
same with the soil used in covering the beds, that is brought in in 
the same manner and prepared as required. The first 200 yards 
of the tunnel is partitioned off with boards to prevent draught, 
which at certain times was found to be inconvenient in the working 
operations. The Company was fortunate in securing the services 
of Mr. B. Holmes of Clapham as grower, who had previously had 
considerable experience in the culture of Mushrooms. The first 
part of the tunnel was laid out in flat beds some 8 feet wide, and 
others 4 feet G inches, but are not considered to be so easily 
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managed, neither do they give so much suiface space as the ridge¬ 
shaped beds adopted inside the partition. Such bods run crosswise 
of the tunnel, are 1G feet long, 3 feet wide at the base, 2) feet 
high, and 1 foot wide at the top. Boxes of this shape and size are 
used to facilitate the formation of the beds, which they do, as 
treading the beds firmly is more easily accomplished by this 
means. Thus it will be seen that there were over 1100 yards of 
ridge-shaped beds, I having counted 210 in various stages. There 
were 14 mile 0f beds formed, as much as 1400 tons of manure 
being in use at that time, much of the horse manure coming from 
the military barracks in the city. Many other kinds of material 
was being used for experiment, 3uch as peat litter and cow manure, 
for instance. The beds were in all stages of formation, from the 
manure preparation, to formation of the beds, spawning the beds, 
-soiling, covering with hay, to beds in full bearing—the crop being 
wonderful to behold ; Mushrooms by the thousand in all stages of 
^growth, from the smallest buttons to the finest full grown speci¬ 
mens—in one clump of a square foot was counted eighty-two 
Mushrooms. The spawn used is specially prepared for the Com¬ 
pany. As much as G tons had already been used since the com¬ 
mencement in May last. Quite an even temperature could be 
maintained in the tunnel. Even through the hot summer just 
past it did not vary but little. Mr. J. Wright’s book on Mush¬ 
room culture no doubt assisted the promoters of the scheme 
considerably. At the exhibition of the Royal Caledonian Horti¬ 
cultural Society, held on the 7th inst. in the Waverley Market 
Hall, a very fine exhibit from the Company in question was staged, 
as showing some of the results of this enterprise. In a Wardian 
Eern case, 3 feet long, and 1 foot 3 inches wide, groups of Mush¬ 
rooms were to be seen in a growing state, as many as 130 being 
counted on a slightly raised mound in the centre, while the inside 
next the case was ornamented with hardy Ferns. About three 
dozen punnets containing Mushrooms in various stages of growth 
were arranged on a table adjoining this exhibit formed a very 
interesting feature in this excellent show.—E. Molyneux. 

LILIES IN SUNlOR SHADE. 

If 1 were asked thequestion unconditionally whether I considered shade 
beneficial to the well-being of Lilies generally, I should most decidedly 
answer in the affirmative provided that the trees supplying such shade 
were at a sufficient distance from the plants, so that their roots would not 
impoverish the soil in the Lily bed. But many might say, How can such 
statements be reconciled when many growers plant them in woods and 
in private gardens where fine trees are a leading feature ? In the first 
place no Lily grower of experience would knowingly plant his choice 
bulbs close to Poplars or Elms, the roots of which travel superficially 
to a considerable distance, and especially on shallow soils. The best of 
all positions for Lilies is a cool shady border or bed which is not ex¬ 
hausted by the roots of trees. If a scorching sun will harm Lilies—and 
it does under certain conditions—then we have had sufficient sun and 
heat during this summer to test it. The conditions under which Lilies 
suffer in consequence of the tropical heat is when the surface soil of the 
bed is fully exposed to the drying influence of the sun. In this case the 
stem roots, which in some species render considerabie service to the 
flower stems, soon perish. Invariably in private establishments Lilium 
candidum is found in the borders at the side of the broad walk in the 
kitchen garden, and in many cases the clumps are isolated. I have seen 
many thus this summer, and while having flowered freely for years pre¬ 
viously have only produced a flower stem here and there, and these have 
perished before the flowers had time to expand. Upon examination I 
found that the bulbs had gradually risen near the surface, a circumstance 
to which they are liable after having occupied the same position for 
several successive years. The only conclusion that the gardeners in the 
cases referred to had arrived at was that it was the great heat. My own 
case ended in almost total failure, though the attendant circumstances 
were different, and were due to the neglect of the labourer, who, instead 
of planting them 6 inches deep as directed, in some instances little more 
than covered them. They did not flower according to my expectations 
last year, but being planted only in the year previous, and thinking they 
were hardly established, I did not interfere with them, and so made up 
my mind for a good season’s flower in the present year. Had I searched 
for the reason at once I should have been able to supply a remedy, and 
thus saved a season’s bloom. Last autumn wdth the rain the radical 
leaves came away strong, and I was well satisfied by the show of flower 
stems this year. These, however, had scarcely reached their usual height 
when decay again set in. The first item I discovered was the flower 
stems burst in many cases just above ground, continuing upwards to 
from 3 to 4 inches. I do not know what caused this, and may be some 
of your correspondents may be able to inform me. I imagined, however, 
that it was due to a superfluity of sap in that part of the stem, and 
■which really had passed from the bulbs for developing the flowers, but 
which in many cases had fallen off, the bursting following as a con¬ 
sequence of expansion caused by the intense heat. The bursting in each 
case was on the side of the stem opposite to the sun. I next lifted a bulb for 
examination, and was surprised to find its apex only an inch below the 
surface ; but regarding this as a bulb uplifted by rnoles which are some¬ 

what troublesome, I examined several, only to find them in the same 
depth row for row. Here, then, was the secret of the failure. 

Now for amother experience. Planted on an adjoining bed to the 
Lilium _ candidum, of which I have spoken, are several varieties of 
L. speciosum, and including rubrum, cruentum, Krastzeri, and others. 
I hese are fully exposed, and without the slightest shade. They differfrom 
L. candidum, however, by being planted thickly all over the bed, and not 
in rows 8 or 10 inches apart. By this style of planting the ground is 
completely shrouded by the foliage of the Liliums, and as a consequence 
the ground does not, even under the hottest sun, feel the great heat; 
and throughout the summer under this dense shade it has been com¬ 
paratively cool. It becomes very dry naturally if not watered, but 
even this is not to be compared with what they suffer when the sun with 
its fullest force pours down upon them. Another advantage is they 
may be flooded with water in full sun, and evaporation under these con¬ 
ditions would be much more gradual. I have several times treated mine 
to a good soaking even in midday, and the ground has kept fairly moist 
for some time, and I am now being rewarded with good blooms. My 
original reasons for planting the Liliums thus thickly was to give them 
a covering in the event of spring frosts, from which they suffer very 
much. Planted upon the same principle I have auratums in abund¬ 
ance, and that grand variety platyphyllum, also Tiger Lilies, longi- 
florum in variety, elegans in many forms, davuricum, the scarlet 
Martagon, with several of the varieties of L. speciosum. None of these- 
have the slightest chance of shade overhead, and thus planted are in ex¬ 
cellent health notwithstanding the great heat. From this I draw the 
conclusion that overhead shade is not absolutely necessary to success, 
provided the sun be not allowed to scorch the surface of the bed. 
Where thick planting cannot be indulged in a mulch of short litter or 
cocoa-nut fibre should be given, and deep planting always indulged in 
for all Lilies except it be the dwarfer forms of elegans. 

For the sake of experiment I planted a few weeks back some fine 
bulbs of L. candidum against my cottage wall in a position where the 
sun pours forth all its fury from its rising till about 1.30 P.M. I have 
treated them liberally and planted them deeplv ; but I shall, all being 
well, cover the ground deeply with cocoa-nut fibre or short manure as 
soon as the flower stems are well up, and patiently watch the result, as 
compared with the large bed, which will receive no special treatment at 
that time. I trust those who have failed with their border Lilies this 
year will carefully weigh the experiences I have here advanced, for I 
have come to the conclusion that nearly all the family may be grown in 
full sun, provided the surface of the bed be supplied with a light mulch¬ 
ing. The Swamp Lilies, we all know, delight in full sun, but the bed 
being always moist quite alters the condition of things ; indeed, there 
are numbers of reputed shade-loving plants which, if planted in a boggy 
spot in full sun, succeed admirably, and especially does this apply to 
some of the lovely species of Himalayan Primulas.—A Lily Geowee. 

HOLLYHOCKS. 
“ W. D.,” in liis able paper on the Hollyhock in your issue of 

the 10th inst., has set me thinking about the years and scenes of 
olden times, when the Hollyhock was grown and shown near per¬ 
fection in spike and cut flower at the Crystal Palace, Alnwick, 
Bishop Auckland, Brighton, and Edinburgh, and recalls the names 
of Chater, Paul, Bragg, Bircham, Laing (afterwards Downie, 
Laird, and Laing), Harrison, Mclndoe, Oliver, the Rev., after¬ 
wards Lord Hawke, and Henry May. It is to the first-mentioned, 
the honoured name of Chater, as a nurseryman we owe the first 
great impulse given to the growth of this noble flower, by exhi¬ 
biting throughout the United Kingdom a collection or selection of 
improved forms, raised by Chas. Barron, a shoemaker by trade, I 
believe. The raising of seedlings from them w'as afterwards taken 
up extensively by Chater, Paul, &c., and the flower made rapid 
strides. I well remember the day after the first National Rose Show, 
held in St. James’s Hall, running down to see Mr. Chater at home 
for the first time as a stranger. After that day we were no longer 
such, and I cherish many pleasing recollections of him. From 
there most of the best flowers were being sent out. I had after¬ 
wards a look in at Cheshunt, and as many grand sorts came from 
that classic ground for the Rose, such sorts as In Memoriam, 
Lizzie, Eldorado, &c. ; thence to London and Slough, with Dahlia 
Umpire on the brain, to see Mr. C. Turner. I called in at 
Bragg’s to see a seedling Hollyhock Primrose Queen, and a right 
regal flower it was (no flower to be seen so full now) when well 
done. After a time other raisers and growers came to the front. 
Mr. Laing was then at Dysart House, and well do I recollect his 
Beauty of Dysart, so delicate and so beautiful in spike ; his grand 
Lord Loughborough, so richly shining, so large and massive, for 
years often the corner peg—back row. To give those who are 
beginning to boast of Hollyhock growing some idea of the size of 
the flowers as grown, one of my men when going to Mai ton Show 
wagered the late Mr. Gr. Edward he had a flower 9 inches across. 
He won the wager wdth Lord Loughborough, but did not put the 
flower into the stand, and bear in mind this was not considered the 
Anak (Chater’s) amongst Hollyhocks. The last-named stood first 
in Chater’s list. Well do I also recollect my first essay at the 
Crystal Palace, being disqualified for showing on plain white cards. 
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a practice afterwards followed by all, an extra prize being conferred 
to mollify my irritated feelinss. But when that true-hearted florist, 
Mr. Chas. Turner, then exhibiting, asked how such flowers were 
produced, it mattered little to me what minor lights thought. 

Now we come to the time, about 18G0, of the raisers of such 
flowers as Willingham Defiance, William Oats, &c. At the modest 
parsonage at Willingham, with its then rector, who had become 
enthusiastic in his love for his pets, they were grown and 
seeded in every corner. He was never tired of corresponding 
about them, and this must have been voluminous between Chater 
and him. Now comes the time when all the southern growers were 
defeated by Hawke ; Downie, Laird & Laing ; Mclndoe, then 
at the Archbishop’s. York and Bishop Auckland stand out 
pre-eminently as the finest shows of this flower in the kingdom. 
The very liberal prizes offered by that society for spikes and 
blooms. During the competition and in 1863 the writer of this 
grew and staged the flowers and spikes spoken of by “ W. D.,” 
which drew from my late friend, Lord Hawke, the remark, “ I will 
beat you next year if it costs me £100.” The next year came. 
Work triumphs sometimes over money, and it is recorded that it 
did so in this instance. 

The Hollyhock at present. The disease has cleared out many 
of the grand old sorts. In looking at the seedlings certificated last 
year as shown, I could, and did wish, in the name given to one of 
them, Revival, it might be such, but I am afraid from my own 
experience during the last twelve years, immediately we begin to 
feed the plants the disease appears, and in a few days we have, in 
moist weather, a mass of corruption. Single or semi-double sorts 
I find resist the disease much more than the full sorts, and are 
hardier, so are the buff and pink. There is no doubt about the 
disease being very contagious. I lost my first here by pur¬ 
chasing seed to produce small plants to graft on. A fresh start 
was made again, from a firm who says, “ They are clear.” This, I 
doubt, and I feel anxious about such grand old sorts as Hercules 
(Chater’s) which has no modern equal.—William Boston, Manor 
Farm Nurseries, Carthorse, Bedale. 

According to Mr. Dean’s request I have much pleasure in 
sending a list of the few old varieties I possess. Old Cygnet, 
with me better than any of the new whites I have yet seen ; Black 
Prince, beautiful colour and spike, but rather thin for exhibition ; 
Decision, puce, shaded salmon, very fine ; Purple Prince, grand 
spike ; Memnon, crimson ; Hercules, rosy salmon, fine spike ; George 
Wilson, good crimson ; and last, but not least, William Dean, 
peach colour, and certainly the best of the old varieties. Should 
wre all hold to the good for another year I will be pleased to send 
Mr. Dean a box of blooms from any of these old favourites, if he likes 
to communicate with me about the middle of August. Perhaps it 
may also interest Mr. Dean to know the varieties I carried ofE the 
prizes with at our local show on Sept. 6th. They were as follows. 
For the best twelve blooms I staged Duchess, Mrs. Bruce, The 
Queen, Decision, Sultan, Mrs. Edwards, Lady Middleton, Cygnet, 
F. G. Dougal, William Dean, Mrs. Edgar, Mrs. Sharp. For the 
best six blooms I had Model, Mrs. Bruce, Jas. McDonald, Alba 
Superba, The Queen, Hercules. 

Now perhaps I may be allowed to ask Mr. Dean for a list of what 
he considers the best twelve leading varieties at the present time- 
As a florist, his services will, no doubt, often be called upon as 
judge at different shows ; he will therefore have been able to note 
a few of the best varieties. Such a list will be greatly appreciated 
by many amateurs like myself. It is through such notes that 
amateurs who have not the privilege of attending the principal 
shows are assisted in forming their collections. I hope, therefore, 
any other reader of the Journal interested in the Hollyhock will 
give us their experience. We have an election of Roses, Dahlias, 
Pansies, Carnations and Picotees, why not the Hollyhocks ?— 
G. Steel. 

ASPARAGUS CULTURE. 

( Continued from, page 193.) 

Autumn Treatment.—When the haulm is decayed or leafless 
cut it off and burn it. Weeds should be cleared off about the plants 
and the soil lightly stirred, adding soil, if necessary, so as to cover the 
crown 3 to 4 inches. Over each crown a little partially decayed manure 
may be placed, and cap-like so as to throw off the wet. This, however, is 
not a necessity, hut is good in clay soils in throwing off rain and snow. 
The mulching and weeds are to be turned under so as to improve the 
close surface, and on the open one the manure is placed vi hen con¬ 
venient. Avoid applying manure to a close surface, as a loose one 
has the benefit of rain, snow, air and frost, thereby securing the enrich¬ 
ing and ameliorating influences by which food in the soil is assimilated. 

Spring Treatment.—This consists in taking the littery material 

from over the crown, and seeing that the soil is fine and loose to a depth 
of about 3 inches. The remainder of the space is forked over and left 
rather rough, hut not so rough as to expose the roots. The object is to- 
let rain and air have a chance of entering the soil. In heavy sou it 
may be necessary to break the surface finer in April, hut in light soil it 
is unnecessary. Avoid raking, which injures the Asparagus, however 
much it may please the eye. 

Preparing por Cutting.—If bleached heads are wanted cover the 
stools to a depth of 8 or 9 inches with fine sandy soil, leaf soil, cocoa 
refuse, sand, or ashes early in April. The depth is inclusive of that 
over the crowns. This draws the heads up clear and white, and when 
the heads are peeping through, and have assumed the esteemed rosy 
purple or purple tips, the material is drawn aside, and the head broken 
off close to the crown. It snaps like a Carrot, therefore be careful to 
get a grip well down, or cut with a knife. These heads are esteemed by 
connoisseurs ; but the epicure requires quality or flavour along with the- 
blanching. To secure this the bleaching material must be applied a 
little at a time—i.e., when the heads appear give an inch depth, and con¬ 
tinue doing' this until the heads have the required length—viz., (> to » 
inches. This gives the requisite purple tips, and the lower part is more- 
tender and f uily flavoured. It can only, of course, be practised to the 
full extent on the first heads, but the closer it is done the more likely 
are the heads to please. The bleaching material must be removed, 
when it is done with, gradually. This will be about the beginning of 
June, as Asparagus connoisseurs are equally fond of Peas, clearing it all- 
away, leaving the crowns covered with 2 to 3 inches of soil. 

The heads of Asparagus are liable to be injured or destroyed by frost*- 
Flower pots with the hole stopped with hay are useful for inverting 
over them in case of frosty weather prevailing when the grass is coming 
up. They can be used at night and withdrawn by day. It insures full 
flavoured grass being had which otherwise is not attainable in frosty 
weather without employing glass and protection. I have found a little- 
coarse hay or soft straw useful, having the material dry and handy for 
placing over the heads in case of sudden frost. 

Cutting.—In the fourth year of the seedlings and third of the- 
planted roots the heads are fit to cut. They should not be less than 
6 nor more than 8 inches in length. Remove a little soil around the 
base with the Asparagus knife, so as to admit of each head being cut 
without prejudice to other rising heads, or the least damage to the buds- 
and crown. The hole should he closed again after cutting. The first 
heads are good, the second fine, and the third best of all; this in respect 
of their springing from the same crown or buds formed at the base of the 
respective haulm of the previous year. Two cuttings or at most three- 
may be taken, and then we must make a reservation. It is the third 
week in May in an early season, the last in May or first in June in a late- 
season. Let a good head then be allowed to grow, and get all that is- 
wanted to remain within a fortnight—viz., by early June in an early 
season, and by midsummer in a. late season. All other must be cut, 
keeping to the reserve growths. No other must be allowed, unless a 
stronger shoot spring from the base of any of the reserved growths- 
before midsummer, then cut the weaker away, and if a strong shoot spring 
from the base of any reserved shoot after June let both remain. The 
older growth may be cut away in favour of the more vigorous young 
growth, but it can do no great harm by remaining, and certainly will 
tend to maintain the activity of the roots. 

But it may be urged that few can afford to make a reservation so- 
early as the third week in May, or even late in that month or early June. 
Still cutting the finest heads, and making no reservation until the heads 
come weaker, is a sure road to exhaustion and inferiority of produce. It 
is one reason, too, why foreigners are able to supply the markets with-, 
earlier and finer produce. Under the best system at present all suitable 
“ grass ” is cut up to a certain time in June, generally ruled by the coming 
into use of Peas, and is the first to third week according to the season. 
It is not much later—ten days or a fortnight at most—than we advise, 
but there is a lot of difference in the time, inasmuch as all the best 
heads are cut, and the reservations are weaker. From this cause alone 
the Asparagus is often much weaker in the second than the first year of 
cutting. It not only weakens but it causes the Asparagus to come later 
for cutting. However, some will practise it so that I have only to say 
that the best shoots should be retained when the cutting ceases, leaving 
them sufficiently far apart that they will have space for development, 
keeping all weaker cut away as they appear. 

Cutting Early.—Cultivators of Asparagus are naturally anxious- 
to cut as soon as possible after sowing or planting, but I find the vigour 
of the plants is in proportion to that of the roots. In the third year, if 
we are determined to cut and not follow the procedure advised in that 
year, the first heads are good, their cutting causes other to spring sooner 
and better, and its cutting gives a third, and this may be even finer than- 
the second, due to the excitement given the roots by the spring of the 
heads and the more genial weather. The next head that appears is 
weaker. Let it grow by all means, but it will never make such fine 
buds nor give as fine “ grass ” afterwards as if the treatment had beers 
that advised for the third year By letting all the heads grow in the 
third year, and only displacing growths as succeeded by stronger we- 
attain to a much stronger haulm, so that the encouraging of grass up to- 
a certain point has a strengthening tendency, when by cutting it away 
the strong or succeeding growth is encouraged by the nutriment liberated 
and concentrated upon it.—G. Abbey. 

(To he continued.) 
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SOME NEGLECTED PLANTS. 
MUTISIA DECURRENS. 

■iAR,1' hafdy climber of simple and easy culture. Too often 
,as IS plant been killed by kindness or by keeping it in heated 

's one those plants that cannot and will not 
- l^t or coddling. It delights in a deep moist peaty 

j • we. dralned ! it is a lover of cooling shade, and it rejoices in 
mg lert alone and undisturbed. Several years ago such a plant 

was o be seen at the end of one of the Orchid houses in the Pine 
pple Nursery, Maida Vale, where it attained to the height of 
, e<v, ™orc> its only support being some strings or wires to 

ic l le tendrils at the extremities of the leaves readily clung ; 
ra ica growths were annually produced, and little or no care was 

es owed upon it. In flower it is always sure to attract attention, 
is not unlike a self-coloured Gazania, and possessing that deli- 

cious s ade of clear apricot red to be found in very few plants, 
•climbers especially, though it may be found in Lilium elegans 

a emanma and venustum. The flowers of this Mutisia are con¬ 
sequently very conspicuous, and it is a mystery why such plants 
a into neglect. I saw. the plant a year or two back at the 
o anic Gardens, Cambridge. It occupied a partially shaded 

position at the southern end of the bog garden, rambling over 
some old tree stumps. When I saw it, if I remember rightly, it 
naa not flowered, and was only recently planted. By giving it a 
i e attention at flowering time seeds may be procured and a 

a ock soon raised, which would be welcomed. Its other means of 
•propagation is by the small young growths as they emerge from the 
base ot the plant. These, if traced a little way, invariably have 
small root fibres attached to them, and should be potted in peaty 
soil and kept close till growth has commenced, taking care not to 
overwater. I may add that a spongy peat seems to suit it best, and 

■certainly it is one of those plants which the searchers after rarities 
would do well to take in hand. 

ROGIERAS. 
These we rarely see nowadays. They are plants of fairly easy 

•culture, and very beautiful stove shrubs. They will also thrive 
well in an intermediate temperature. The great enemy of these 
p ants is red spider, but by a constant and free use of the syringe 
it may be grown to perfection. A few plants, too, soon fill a house 
with tlieir delicious fragrance, which is not overpowering, but mild, 
and pervades the atmosphere in an agreeable form. In one parti- 
cular the Rogiera is like the Ixora—namely, in repaying the free 
luse of the knife ; in fact, hard pruning is, in my experience, essen- 
• n l j1 ■ tree-flowering and general well-being, and cannot be 
indulged in too freely. This should be done when the plants have 
completed their flowering, withholding water for a time till the 

■plants have started well into growth, keeping them syringed two or 
three times daily. If required, they should be potted at this stage, 
‘using loam and peat in equal quantities, and a fair proportion of 
JKind and well-decayed stable manure to about one-fifth of the soil. 
-Lhe grouth should be completed in a warm temperature, and 
should some three or four growths take the lead, as is usual in 
these plants, particularly with R. cordata, they shou'd be pinched 
•back to within three or four joints from the break, to insure a 

w °ru Srowth. This completed they may be stood out of doors, 
after the manner of Azaleas, in a sunny spot, and so get the wood 
thoroughly ripened. The species above named is a vigorous grower, 
and in consequence pot room should be limited, by adopting which 
a great number of smaller growths will be forthcoming, and con¬ 
sequently smaller trusses of bloom, which may be taken as a still 
lurther advantage, as they are much more useful, and in a greater 
variety of ways. R. gratissima is smaller in all its parts, and 
produces exceedingly pretty trusses of bloom, which in bouquet 
arrangements have an almost unique appearance. This species is 
generally more compact than the first-named. I have never seen it 
grown in such quantity as it is in the nurseries of Messrs. Heath 
and Sons, Cheltenham, who appear to have a good idea of its value, 
and cultivate it accordingly. Both species are readily increased by 
cuttings made of half-ripe wood, and plunged in a good brisk heat 
as soon as rooted and the cutting pots have left the propagating 
frame. Attention should be given them at once, and as soon as 
fairly hardened they should be stopped, for they are in this respect 

to Bouvardias, and should never be allowed to become leggy, 
which they soon do if neglected in their early days. This species 
is more inclined to be bushy than tie first, and it makes shorter- 
jomted wood. Brown scale sometimes attack both species, but not 
to the same injurious extent as red spider, which is best kept at 
•bay with the syringe. Should it gain ground, however, it can be 
dispelled by using quassia chips and softsoap. Take a 48-potful 

® chips (I name the size pot, which is more likely to be at 
band than weights and scales) and 2) gallons of soft water, boiling 
the same for a quarter of an hour, or if the chips have not sunk in 

that time, boil a little longer, pour off the liquid, and add about 
2 ozs. of the soap, and stir well together. When cooled down it 
will be ready for use. 

HOVEAS. 

Hovea Celsi is a plant which from the intensity of its flowers and 
the rarity of its colour is deserving the attention of everyone who 
has a greenhouse and can command a temperature of about 40° in 
winter time. It is surprising how rarely one meets with this plant, 
and I am sure no one can see its lovely deep blue-purple flowers 
without admiring it. It flowers in the winter too. The plant is a 
native of New Holland, whence it came early in the present 
century. There are peculiarities about this plant. It is one of the 
slowest growing hardwooded plants. A straight clean stem is 
formed to nearly 2 feet long before it can be induced to form a 
bush, from which it may be inferred that it would make a good 
standard. According to my experience, however, seedlings are the 
more liable to this erect growth than cuttings. There is a little 
trouble with it afterwards, for it breaks and bushes naturally. 
Another peculiar point is in its flowering, in which respect it is 
more profuse, the flowers being produced throughout the length of 
the preceding year’s growth from the axils of the leaves ; and not 
only so, for flowers are again produced from the base of the old 
leaves. Though I have never tried it in such a position, I am in¬ 
clined to the belief that it would make a good plant against a wall 
the same as Camellias. Plants destined for this purpose will be 
best grown as standards to 3 or 4 feet high, which may be accom¬ 
plished without difficulty, after which tie out the branches to the 
wire trellis. It delights in sandy peat and old mortar rubbish, 
which must be pressed firmly about the roots. Seeds should be 
sown as soon as ripe in finely sifted peat and sand, and when above 
the soil should be grown on without a check. 

Like most members of the order to which it belongs this Hovea 
seeds somewhat freely, but as it weakens the plants it should be 
thinned out at an early stage. The raising plants from seeds is a 
comparatively easy matter. Cuttings, however, are not so simple 
a matter, for these, even in the hands of a professional propagator 
of hardwooded plants, require both skill and patience. The 
seedlings should be grown on in sandy peat, at first finely sifted, 
but in the rough chopped state when they are strong enough 
for G-inch pots, always potting firmly after the manner of New 
Holland plants generally. At no time does this plant require more 
than a greenhouse temperature, except perhaps in getting up the 
seedlings, which may be placed in an intermediate house, but 
given plenty of light and air as soon as the seedlings appear above 
the soil, and removing to a cooler house as the plants increase in 
size. Unless the plants are large enough for 4-inch pots by the end 
of July it will be as well to let them remain in the seed pans for 
the winter, keeping them in a temperature of from 403 to 50°, and 
pot them early in spring.—J. H. E. 

PREPARING STRAWBERRIES FOR FORCING- 

CROWN SPLITTING. 

I HAVE never tried the method described by Mr. Inglis, but intend to 
make preparation for doing so another year if circumstances allow me 
to carry it out. The main objection to the system appears to be “ crown¬ 
splitting,” but the system of preparing plants under review would not 
have been so forcibly advised if it had resulted in the majority of the 
plants “ splitting ” their crowns ; I therefore regard the mild criticism 
as intended to elicit information. That such will be gladly welcomed I 
do not doubt, but if this is the sole objection that can be raised against 
Mr. Inglis’s system it is scarcely worth attention. I pictured when I 
rea 1 the article objections of far more importance, which must certainly 
be considered in these days when the results have to be measured by the 
side of the outlay in production. 

I have tried every system, Mr. Inglis’s excepted, that has been 
advocated in the Journal for the past ten years or more, and have found 
none that entails less labour and time in preparation than layering the 
plants into the fruiting pots. In seasons like this various methods have 
to be adopted to raise the necessary stock of plants. This year we have 
had to de(art widely from our usual system, and the methods adopted 
have more firmly convinced me of the necessity of having plants reserved 
purposely for the supply of runners, the ground being mulched early in 
the season, so that the plants do not suffer by drought. 

The first objection, then, to Mr. Inglis’s system is the lengthened 
period the plants are on hand compared with layering direct into the 
fruiting pots. There is some uncertainty that the young plants will 
safely pass a trying winter and spring. For my own part I should 
hesitate before relying solely upon the stock of plants so raised. I am 
aware that the Strawberry is very tenacious of life, and is not easily 
destroyed, yet the trying weather of last winter and spring told heavily 
upon our stock of young plants. They suffered severely in spite of being 
established in the ground before Mr. Inglis thinks of severing his from 
the parent and planting them finally for the winter. If we suppose 
that they pass the winter safely after the labour of making them firm 
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in the ground during the spring months they are checked sometimes 
before they are established in their large pots, however carefully the 
plants are lifted. I f the plants were lifted with balls of roots, trans¬ 
ferred elsewhere, and well watered, the risk would not be so great. If 
the soil is pressed firmly into the pots it is impossible to repot them 
without giving them a chrck ; if potted loosely this might be more 
certainly accomplished. Firm potting is, however, of considerable 
importance—first, in order to place as much food as possible within a 
given space ; secondly, to save labour in watering ; and thirdly, to insure 
the plants making a sturdy growth. The condition of the plants in 
autumn depends in a very large measure upon the manner in which they 
have been potted or the pots filled before they were layered into them. 

Strawberries cannot be lifted and potted with the same des¬ 
patch as pots can be filled and the runners layered into them. A 
man would fill and empty pots and layer more than three times the 
number that he could lift and repot. When 4000 or 5000 plants 
are required this is a matter of some moment, and must be duly 
considered in any system of preparation, especially by those who have to 
pass the fruit into the hands of the wholesale fruiterer. Whether, how¬ 
ever, this is the case, or the fruit required for private use, it is a matter 
of equal importance. By Mr. Inglis’s system the plants are nearly a 
month longer in their large pots than is the ease when laj ered into 
them, and this occasions considerable extra labour in watering. For 
some time after lifting and potting it is necessary to water them with 
great care until the plants overcome the check they have received and 
are rooting freely. With those layered into the fruiting pots a general 
system of sprinkling for the first month only is needed. 

I cannot perceive how crown-splitting can be urged as an objection 
to the system advocated by Mr. Inglis. The plants are, in my opinion, 
no more Table to split their crowns than those raised by layering into 
the large pots, or any other method that is practised. Split crowns are 
due largely, not entirely, to the system of culture adopted. It may be 
asked, What is the cause of split crowns ? and if I venture an answer it 
is to the effect that confining or restricting the energies of the plant 
into one channel causes the crowns to divide in the latter stages of 
growth. This will be especially noticeable if the autumn proves favour¬ 
able for late growth and the plants have been grown strongly. Weak 
plants or those of moderate strength may with certainty be confined to 
one crown, but if they are strong and the crown developed as much as 
possible they are almost certain to split in the last stages of growth. 

It is natural for the Strawberry to increase the number of its crowns, 
which the majority will commence doing after have reached a certain 
stage if they are growing luxuriantly. If early healthy runners are 
selected and grown on without a check, such varieties as Yicomtesse 
Hericart de Thury, Sir Joseph Paxton, and others are certain to increase 
the number of their crowns, and this cannot well be prevented ; in fact, 
the only means of doing so is to treat the plants so that by the end of 
the season they are only of moderate strength. The crowns can be re¬ 
moved, and this system is often practised with strong plants, with the 
result that numbers of crowns ‘‘split.” Some years ago I was deter¬ 
mined to confine the whole stock of my plants to one crown each, and 
to accomplish this removed all crowns but the main one as they ap¬ 
peared. I was thoroughly well pleased with the result until near the 
conclusion of the season, when the majority divided their main crown. 
This result was anything but gratifying, and I determined that in future 
I would allow the plants to take a natural course, and the result has 
been all that could be desired. If this method is pursued, by whatever 
mode the plants are prepared, “ crown-splitting ” will be reduced to a 
minimum. If Mr. Inglis allows his plants to grow naturally after they 
are potted, I do not think he will be troubled to any serious extent on 
this head, but if he confines them to one crown a large per-centage of 
"the crowns may split if he attempts to grow them strongly. 

When we plant outside we leave the plants to follow the course that 
is natural to them, and they fruit well and abundantly the first year. 
Under these circumstances I fail to observe why the crowns of those 
grown iD pots should be tampered with and subjected to an artificial 
system of restriction. No advantage, in my opinion, is gained by having 
plants with one crown only. Two or even three well-matured crowns 
in each 6-inch pot are much better ; from these more large fruits can be 
obtained than when the flower stems rise from one crown. Each strong 
flower spike will produce a given number of large fruits, and the re¬ 
mainder are of second size only, therefore the more strong flower spikes 
the greater the number of large fruits that can be taken from each pot. 
When the plants are left to nature, as far as the crowns are concerned 
each plant if strong (say of Sir Joseph Paxton) will have three crowns— 
the strong or main one, and one on each side of moderate strength, which 
are capable of producing one strong spike each. 

I am not much impressed by the method detailed by Mr. Inglis, 
unless he recommends it as one upon which to rely in an emergency, 
such as has occurred in many a garden this year ; and under these cir¬ 
cumstances it is well worthy of consideration.—Wm. Bardney. 

YIOLAS. 

Mr. Dean asks in the course of his interesting remarks at page 245 
why I have omitted “ True Blue ” from my list, and I answer by an 
unintentional oversight on my part. It is all that Mr. Dean says of it. 
for there is nothing n°ar it in point of colour, while for a compact 
grower and free-flowering variety it is unequalled in the group. I am 
growing a quantity of it this time, for it is so beautifully adapted as an 
edging to the silver-leaved Pelargoniums, and the two harmonise 

beautifully. It is exceptionally dwarf, and in this respect may be com¬ 
pared to LobeliaiEmperor William, and I consider it the best blue extant. 
Apropos of Skylark, I may state that the margin of blue has returned 
to it in several of the flowers since the cooler nights have come, for it is 
strangely interesting that heat should have such an effect on any flower, 
and it would be still more interesting to learn whether this pleasing 
characteristic would be constant in colder climes than our own. I will 
plant a few in a north aspect and note the results.—E. Jenkins. 

THE EDINBURGH i APPLE AND PEAR CONGRESS. 
The official report of the Apple and Pear Congress held at Edin¬ 

burgh, November 25th to 28th, 1885, by the Royal Caledonian Horti¬ 
cultural Society has just been issued (Edinburgh : Maclachlan and 
Stewart), forming a valuable embodiment of facts relating to the 
varieties suitable for different districts in Great Britain. It is edited by 
Mr. Malcolm Dunn, gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch, Dalkeith Park, 
to whom much credit is due for the admirable manner in which the 
inrormation furnished by the various exhibitors has been tabulated and 
arranged. It is stated that 12,730 samples were examined by the jurors, 
and that amongst them upwards of 5000 were named or corrected. 
From Scotland 8000 samples were shown, 1000 being Pears ; 4000 came 
from England and 560 from Ireland, together with some from Nova 
Scotia and elsewhere, of which a descriptive list is given at the end of 
the report. 

As an example of the style adopted in the work we extract Mr. Dunn’3 
report from the Midlothian portion :— 

Mr. Malcolm Duun, The Gardens, Dalkeith Palace, Dalkeith. Number 
of varieties exhibited, 270 Apples, 80 Pears = 350. 

Altitude, 100 feet; aspect, south by east; site, sheltered; soil, light 
loam ; subsoil, open gravel. 

Observations.—A tine collection of Apples and Pears, embracing good 
specimens of the best varieties, among which are notable samples of the 
following Apples :—Alfriston, Cox’s Orange Pippin (very good), Ecklin- 
v;lle, Warner’s King, The Queen, Blenheim Pippin (extra tine), Calville 
Rouge d’Automne, Couit of Wick, Cox’s Pomona, Lord Derby, Lord Suf- 
field. Golden Spire (i xtia fine). Green Leadington, Wellington, Fullwood, 
Hawthornden, Kentish Fdlbasket, Golden Noble (very fine), Gravenstein, 
Mere de Menage, Dutch Codlin, and King of the Pippms. 

An interes ing collection of sixty varieties of Apphs, grown on dwarf 
bush trteB, two years planted, gives a useful practical illustration of the 
productive and early-bearing qualities of the Paradise stock, the fruit beiDg 
of tine size, char, and well coloured. In addition to many of the varieties 
already named, this collection contains fine specimens of Worcester Pear- 
main, Loddington, Lane’s Prince Albert, Galloway Pippin, Peasgood’s 
Nonesuch, Striptcl Beautin, Bauman’s Red Reinette, Ribston Pippin, 
Golden Pippin, Duke of Devonshire, Maltster, Lady Henniker, Claygate 
Pearmain, Potts’ Seedling, and Ribston Pearmain. 

Among the fin< st Pears are Marie Louise, Beurrd Bose, Beurrb Die?, 
Beurre d’Amanlis, Hacon’s Incomparable, Williams’ Bon Chretien, Louise 
Bonne of Jersey, Winter Nelis, Beurre Ranee, Glou Morceau, Comte de 
Lamy, Catillac, Thompson’s, Gansel’s Bergamot, Easter Beurre, and Swan’s 
Egg. 

Exhibitor’s Bemarlcs.—Apples.—There are about 700 Apple trees of 
various descriptions, in a bearing state, in the gardens here. A few stan¬ 
dard trees cf Hawthornden, Paradise P ppin, Winter Strawberry, OsliD, 
Ttiorle, Cockpit, Ac., are over a hundred years of age, but are still vigorous 
and bear freely. About 100 trees, mostly standards, are from sixty to eighty 
years of age, in fine bearing condition, and comprise most, of the best Apples 
cultivated in the early part of this c“ntury, includirg Alfriston, Blenheim 
Pippin, Brabant B>-llefleur, Ecklinville, Keswick Cod in, King of the Pippin", 
Gravenstein, Manks Codlin, Royal Codlin, R.d Calville, Wellington, York¬ 
shire Greening, and “Macdonald’s Apple,” a seedling Apple laistd heie 
about seventy years ago, and now known as “Yorkshire Beauty,” with 
several synonyms. About 350 trees were planted between 1835 and 1845, 
during the time the new garden was being forme!, the greater part of which 
are dwarf or bu-h trees. The remainder have been planted within the last 
thirty years, and include all the best of the newer varieties. 

Among those recently introduced, the following are the most promising, 
and a f w of them will probably displace some of the older “ best varieties” 
in their season—viz., Lane’s Prince Albert, Worcester Pearmain, AnDie 
Elizibetb, Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Loddington, Potts’ Seedling, Golden 
Spire, Northern Dumpling, Lady Henniker, Lord Derby, Grenadier, 
Domino, Sandringham, Bramley’s Seedling, Ringer, Red Reinette, Frogmore 
Prolific, and Schoolmaster. 

Fully more than half the total number are dwarf “bush” trees from 
4 to 7 fe't high, about 100 are pyramids, and the remainder are standards. 
About 200 are on the Paradise stock, ard the others on the C ab and Free 
stocks, these being the most durable in our light soil, where the Paradise 
fails to be productive after a few years of abundant bearing. The soil is a 
light loam, with an open, gravelly subsoil, not naturally well adapted for 
fruit-growing, but under heavy and regular manuring it produces abun¬ 
dantly. If manu e is withheld, even for a season, the crops fall oft at once, 
both in quality and quantity. Mulching is highly beneficial to all fruii 
trees. Standard trees receive a moderate pruning every winter. Pyramids, 
bushes, and wall trees are regularly “ pinched ” in the summer, and require 
very little wint-r pruning. Seldom do any trees require root-pruning. If 
too luxuriant, the roots are merely lifted and carefully laid in again near 
the surface, which is generally an effective remedy. The fruit is thinned 
when too ntm1 rous i-n wall trees, pyramids, and bushes. 

rears.—These number about 30U trees of all descriptions in bearing, and 
are of the same ages as the Apples, the oldest being Warden, Jargonelle, 
Muirfowl’s Egg, Autumn Birgamot, Catillac, Achan, Hessle, and S ware's 
Egg. About one-third of them are trained on walls ; a third grown as 
bushes and pyramids, and the remaining third as standards. The greater 
portion of them are on the Free stock. These on the Quince bear freely for 
a few years, but soon wear out and require to be renewed. All receive the 
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Bame treatment—mannr'ng, pinching, pruning, training, &e.—as given to 
the App'e-s and in ordinary seasons are equally productive. 

The varieties named in the selected lists are what are found to be the 
b"st here. In Classes I., II., and III, the variety nimedfor each month is 
the best, fit for use, in that month. 

The analytical lists of varieties for England, Scotland and Ireland 
are very useful, and the following summary of varieties for the whole of 
Britain is especially interesting :— 

British Apples and Pears. 

In th’ order of the total number of votes which each variety received in 
each class, as the b st for cultivat on in the United Kingdom. 

Number of selectors, 118. 
Class I. Thirty Dessert Apples.—King of the Belgians (95), Blenheim 

Pippin (85), Ribston Pippin (821, Cox’s Orange Pippin (76). Kerry Pippin (72), 
Irish Peach (69), Court of Wick (41), Duke of Devonshire (32), Thor e 
Pippin (3D, Worcester Pearmain (28), Devonshire Quarrenden (25), Sturmer 
Pippin (25), Court Pendu Plat (231, Oslin (22), Clayga'e Pearmain (20), 
Goid-n Pippin (19), Gravenstein (17), Red Astrachan (17), Red Juneating 
(1/), Scarlet Nonpareil (15), Cambu-mettian Pippin (11), Early Harvest (12), 
Cornish Gillifiow>r (11), Margil 11), R inett) du Canada (11), Paradise 
1 ippm (10), Wykea Pippin (10), Golden Reinetta (91, Cockle Pippin (8), 
Lemon Pippin (8). 

Class II. JThirty Cul nart/ Apples.—Lord Suffidd (94\ Ecklinville (89), 
A.friston (87), Wellington (86), Keswick Codiin (85), Stirling Castle (83), 
Warner s King (82), Hawthornden (19), Noithern Greening (15), Blenheim 
Pippin (43), Tower of Glamis (36), Yorkshire Greening (35), Golden Noble 
(-7), Cellini (24), New Hawthornden (17), Gloria Mundi (15), Manks 
Codlin (15), Norfolk B iefing (15), Cox’s Pomona (11>, Bedfordshire Found- 
hng (13), Kent’sh FilDasket (13), Emperor Alexander (12), Mere de 
Menage (12), Potts’S.edling (12), Gravenstein (10), Hambledon Deux Ans 
C1), Prince Alte t. Lane’s (9), Reinette du Canada (9), Striped Beefing (9), 
Yorkshire Beauty (9». 6 w’ 

Class III. Thirty Dessert Pears.—JargoreTi (88\ Marie Louise (88), 
Easter Beurrd (/5), Williams’ Bon Chre ien (70), Loui e Bonne of Jersey 
((’5), Glou Mnrceau (53), Beune d’Amanl-s (51), Bturre Ranee (45), Winter 
Nelis (13), Hacon’8 Incompa'able (42), Josephine de Halines (31), Berga* 
motte d Esperen (30 , Beurre Diel (28), Beurre i ’Aremberg (23), Doyennd 
du Comice (19), Doyenne d'Ete (17i, Napo'eon (17 >, Nec Plus Metiris (17), 
Citron des Cannes (15), Monarch, Knight’s (15), Beurre Superfin (11), 
Beurre Bose (11), Muirfowl’s Egg (11), Fondante d'Automne (9), Beune 
Har ly (8), Pitmastou Duchess (8), Olivier des Serres (8', Thompson’s (8), 
Beurrd Giffard (7), Resale (7). 

rn,a£-ss^' Thirty De>sert Apples f°r Bushes As —King of the Pippins 
(91), Kerry Pippin (78 , Cox’s Orange Pippin (77), Irish Peach (67), Blen- 
hein Pippin (58), Worcester Pearmain (531, Court of Wick (49>, Ribston 
Pippin (48), Tnorle Pippin (40), Devonshire Quarrenden (38), Golden Pifpn 
(33), Oslin (33), C n r Per.du Plat (30;, Margil (30). Yellow Inge6trie (28), 
Cellini (26), Adams’ Pearmain (25). Cambusneihan Pippin (25), Duchess of 
Oldenburgh (23), Duke of Devonshire (22), Go den Reinette (19), Graven- 
Btein (19), Claygate Pearmain (17), Ea ly Harvest (17), Sturmer P ppin (17), 
Golden Noble (16), Cockle Pippin (11), L mon Pippin (11), Red Astrachan 
(14) , Scarlet Nonpareil (11). 

Class V. Thirty Apples for Orchards.—Wellington (83). Ecklinville (82\ 
Warner’s King (80), Stirling Castle (78), Keswick Cod in (75), Lord 
Suflfie d (71), Alfritton (71), Blenheim Piopin (65), Hawthornden (45), 
Golden Noble (44), Towrr of Glamis (44), New Hawthrrd’ n (39 , Yorkshire 
Greening (33), Kmg of the Pippins (31), Cellini (30).Northern Greening (23), 
Manks Codlin (22), Duchess of Oldenburgh (20), Emperor Ahxander (17), 
Bedfordshire Foundling (15), Beauty of Kent (11), Kenti.-h Fil.basket (13), 
Worcesti r Pearmain (13), Cambusnethan Pippin (12), Gravenstein (12), 
Prince Albert, Lane’s (12), Cox’s Pomona (11), Hanwell Souring (11), Mere 
oe Menage (11), Potts’ Seedling (11). 

Class VI. Thirty Dessert Pears for Bushes, Ac.—Louise Bonne of 
Jersey (66), Williams’ Bon Ctue ien (66), Benrre d’Amanlis (57), Msrie 
Louie e (44), B urie D el (42), Jargonelle (38i, Haron’s Incomparable (35), 
Benr-e d’Aremberg (30),Easter Beurre (30), Bturre Superfin (28), DoyeniE 
du Comice (25), Swan’s Egg (25), Beurre Bose (23). Muirfowl’s Egg (23), 
B urie de Cap aumont (20), Autumn Bergamot (19), Beurre Hardy (18), 
Hessle (18), Pinna-don Duchess (18), Thompson’s (17), Winter N lis (17), 
Glou Morceau (16;, Comte de Lamy (15), Doyenne d’E e (15), Flemish Beauty 
(15) , Seckle (15), Citron des Carmes (13), Josephine de Malines (12', 
Mon rch, Knight’s (l 1), Napoleon (11). 

Class VII. Tw nty Fears for Orchards.—Resale (72), Williams’ Bon 
Chifetien (43), Lo i e Bom e of J> rsey (41), Swan’s Egg (29), Muiifowl’s 
Egg (28), Beurre d’Amanlis (23), Hacou’s Incomparable (21). Autumn Ber¬ 
gamot (20), Crawfoid (20), Black Achan (15), Aston Town (13), Beurre de 
Capiaumont (12), Jargonelle (12), Doyenr6 d’Ete (11), Fertility (11), Marie 
Loui-e (11), Beurre Die) (10), Winder r (9), Cro't Castle (9), Dunmore (8). 

Class l III. Ten St wing Pears.— Catt lac < 84Uvedale’s St. Germain 
(43), Yeiulam (40. Vicar of Winkfield (21), Btlliss'me d’Hiver (17), Black 
Wore 8ter(ll), Gilo^il (11), Cileba se Grosse ^G), Belmont (5), St. Law¬ 
rence (4). 

NOTES ON THE CULTIVATION OF ASPARAGUS. 

While reading the excellent remarks by “ P. T. D.,” September 15th, 
on the above subject, I thought I should like to know the reason why 
his Asparagus did not grow so well on the flat as in beds, more especially 
as I find many gardeners are growing Aspara us on the flat in prefer- 
ance to the beds, and are still advocating that system of cultivation as 
the best on light sandy soils such as “ P. T. D.” says his soil is. Per¬ 
haps the soil on the flat had not the liberal preparation before planting 
as the beds, also after being planted. 1 have long since discarded 
the autumn dressing of manure and put it on in spring some time 
in February, as 1 had. an idea the winter rains washed the best of the 
manure into the subsoil and drains where the soil was ilght, and if 
the soil is heavy the manure makes the soil wet and sad. Now- we leave 

the beds till February, we then fork 4 or 5 inches of the soil into the 
alleys, and put on a good dressing of decaj ed manure. We then throw 
a little of the soil from the alleys on to the manure, and it is left light 
and free for the heads to come through. Early in April we give a good 
dressing of salt, and the spring and summer rains wash the goodness 
into the soil when the roots are active. My opinion is they require 
more nourishment after the cutting is finished than before, the quality 
of the Asparazus depending more on the previous summer's growth 
than on what they receive in the spring. 

I quite agree with P. T. D.” in not having the beds more than 
0 inches high, although I cannot see much difference at that height from 
the flat.. In my young days we used to apply manure in the autumn by 
putting it on the beds without taking any soil off first. We then dug 
out our alleys from 18 to 20 inches deep, putting the soil on the manure. 
Such a thickness of soil caused the Asparagus to be very late in coming 
through. 

I hope “ P. T. D.” will not think I want him to give up his mode 
of cultivating for mine. If he has succeeded so well I should say, Go on 
still, for nothing succeeds like success.—J. L. B. 

Grafting Pears on Apples.—We have received from Mr. Samuel 

Stevens, F.L.S., of Loanda, Upper Norwood, specimens of a Pear 

from a tree which was grafted accidentally on an Apple ten years ago. 

The Apple is Lord Sufiield and the Pear Paradise d’Automne. The union 
between the scion and the stock Mr. Stevens assures us is perfect; and 

we can testify to the specimens of both kinds of fruit being perfect in 

development and excellent in flavour. Such an example of Apples and 
Pears growing on the same tree we have never known before, and the 

sceptical may probably smile at the announcement. We have in j ears 
gone by tried many experiments in the way of inter-grafting, hut never 

succeeded in obtaining a union between the Apple and the Pear which 

lasted longer than two or three years, the Pear scion having always died 

or been blown ofE by the wind. The experiment of grafting the Pear on 

the Hawthorn has been often made and made successfully, some varieties 
thriving even better on the Hawthorn, in some instances, than on the 

Quince or the Pear stock ; but such an instance as the present is quite 
new to us. 

- “Utilitarian” asks—“What varieties of Potatoes are 

best to grow alike for the supply of a large private establishment and 
surplus for market, the supply having to be maintained throughout the 

year ? Are there any better for a strong loam over clay than Veitch’s 

Ashleaf for frames and early outdoor supplies, Beauty of Hebron, and 

Magnum Bonum ? The object is only to grow three sorts—viz., early, 

second early, main crop and late, and to get as much quality as it is 

possible to combine with quantity.” 

- ArPLES Colouring.—In a letter “ W. I.” remarks :—“ In the 

neighbourhood of Frome Apples are colouring much more brightly than 

usual. The hot dry season may have something to do with this, but the 
colouring has been most marked since the dull rainy weather has set in. 
Devonshire Quarrenden with us has been most beautiful, and of a 

brighter colour than I have seen it before. Irish Peach and Beauty of 

Bath were also very prettily coloured. Duchess of Oldenburgh, Cox’s 

Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins, Blenheim Pippin, Adams’ Pear¬ 
main, and Margil are all colouring grandly, and even such culinary sorts 

as Hawthornden, Lemon Pippin, and Winter Greening are colouring 
rapidly. All the fruit left after the recent gales promise to be of 

excellent quality, and I have no doubt will keep well.” 

- “F.” contributes the two following notes—“ The remarks on 

page 227 concerning the autumn flowering qualities of Madame 
Gabriel Luizet Rose called my attention to several large standards 
of the old favourite Tea Rose Homere. Amidst a fairly representa¬ 
tive collection of Roses this stands unrivalled, each standard, a few days 

since, yielding several scores of beautifully tinted firm flowers. This 
Rose is very hardy, being apparently quite indifferent to such a trifle 

as a sheltered situation. The standards alluded to are growing in a very 
exposed situation, but are far more robust than any other Rose grow¬ 

ing near them. Writing in praise of such a general favourite as 
Homere may appear to many to be synonymous with 'carrying coals 
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to Newcastle,’ yet there may be some who will remember the hint 
when the planting season arrives.” 

- “ The proximity of the bulb-planting season also calls to mind 

a rare feast I enjoyed last winter. I came unexpectedly upon a 

narrow border planted with the Winter Aconite, Eranthis 

HYEMALIS. The border was situated at the noith side of a wooden 

trellis fence which was covered with Ivy, and the contrast between the 
bright yellow of the Aconites and the dark green foliage of the Ivy was 

very striking indeed, and was all the more pleasing, perhaps, on account 

of the vividness of the yellow being toned down by the dark gloom per¬ 
vading the base of such a fence on a winter’s afternoon.” 

out. Having been in small pots all winter they were very poor when 

planted, and scarcely worth retaining for any purpose. If they had 
been good plants to start with, and in good soil, they would have made 

plants six times the size of those in pots. I am going to lift and pot 

them this week. I think the planting-out method a good one where 

great numbers of plants are required for decorating purposes and there 
is not much time to look after them in pots through the summer. I am 

forwarding three plants for your inspection.” The specimens sent were 
extraordinarily luxuriant, the leafstalks 9 inches long and very stout, 
the blade inches by 6 inches. One of the plants had thirty great 

leaves, and when tiedntogether the plant looked like a huge Cos 

Lettuce. 

- Mr. R. Gilbert, Burghley Gardens, writes :—“ At page 260, 

your correspondent, ‘ J. H. E.’ has well said that the princely stove 

plant, Gloriosa superba is neglected. At this moment I possess a 

beautiful specimen, worthily occupying an 11-inch pot. We have it 
plunged in a bed of sawdust about half way up. We train the shoot 

to the rafters of our little stove. It is just now, Sept. 22nd, in flower 
and is greatly admired. At one end of the stove we have a fine speci¬ 

men of Allamanda Hendersoni in full bloom. I also possess a 

grand plant of that good old Orchid Dendrobium nobile, which an 

Orchid grower told me was a fac-simile of the one sent up from 

Chatsworth at the Orchid Conference. This I look upon as an. 
achievement by a Cabbage grower.” 

- Gloire de Dijon Rose and “ E. M.’s” Analysis.—Mr. W. J 

Murphy observes:—“ Growers of Roses must feel indebted to ‘ E. M., Berk, 

hamsted,' for the trouble taken in analysing the Roses at the National 

Society’s Metropolitan Exhibition, and tabulating the result annually 
but is it not singular to find the name of this superb Rose wholly 

absent ? Surely there are Tea, Noisette, and Bourbons in the first two 
dozen given that will never have the name, fame, or popularity of 

Gloire de Dijon ? ‘ E. M.’ concludes with ‘ a select list of various 
kinds that he can recommend for general cultivation, and for those 

who are not exhibitors ;’ and here again 1 Old Glorie ’ is conspicuous 
for its absence. I have a bunch of blooms collected from the open 
border this morning before me as I write, and sweetly scenting all 

around, so did I not utter this protest against having it absent from 

any list of choice Roses for general cultivation under any circum¬ 

stances I should consider myself very ungrateful, and am satisfied thou¬ 
sands will say so.” 

- A Herts gardener writes—“ We have the low, 3 feet, walls of 
our conservatory covered with Tea-scented Roses. They do well on 

their own roots. Those worked are planted so that the junction of stock 

and scion is 4 inches below the surface. As the conservatory is in 

the form of a cross, the ends being hexagon, we have every aspect* 

Those on the south are first to flower, followed in order by those on 

the south-east and south-west, then come those on the north-east and 

north-west, the north being latest, and, what I particularly wish to 

note, those on the north give by far the finest blooms. They are 

larger, have more substance, are deeper or more delicate, as the case 
may be, in colour, last much longer, and our ladies say sweeter. The 

blooms of Niphetos on the north aspect vie in size and substance with 

Magnolia blooms. The dwarfer growing varieties only are used. We 

are so pleased with them that we are about to clear a north wall of 
Currants, &c., and as it is 12 feet high shall plant the more vigorous or 

climbing Teas. The principle on which they are grown is the cutting 
out of the old and weak wood annually, encouraging young and vigor¬ 
ous from the base in its place.” 

- Primula sinensis Planted Outside.—“ Last year,” sai 

“ T- F. B.” “ I saved a quantity of seed of the above-named plan 
Being anxious to see if the seed was good, I sowed two or three pincht 
of seed the last week in July, 1886. The sowing produced many dozer 

of plants. They were pricked off about twice from the seed pan la.‘ 
autumn. The last time they were moved I placed the largest in 2-inc 
pots, the rest were planted in boxes. The latter made much the bei 

plants. They were wintered in a cool vinery. Those in the boxes wer 
potted at the beginning of March. They all remained in vineries ti 
the first week in May, when they were placed in a cold frame. I foun 

there were more than could be looked after well in pots, so placed fou 
dozen of those that had been in pots all winter in a sheltered plac 
outside at the end of May. The last week in June they were plante 

-Tuberous Begonias at Yeovil.—“ W.” writes, “ Mr. B. R. 

Davis, the Yeovil Nurseries, has long made this popular class of plants a 
specialty, and has every reason to be satisfied with the progress made. 

Many thousands of plants are annually raised, some being flowered in pots 
and still more in the open ground. In addition to his own seedlings 
most of the continental and English raised novelties are added to the 

collection. Among the latter the most noteworthy of the doubles are 

Ella L. Davis, a fine very double white ; R. Steiger, bright rich scarlet; 
Phantasy, pink, shaded white ; Cactus, lavender red ; Centre of Attrac¬ 

tion, Hollyhock shape ; Julia Reimer, rosy red, very double; Postboy, 
salmon red, white centre, very striking ; Wonderful, crimson red, very 

fine ; Ball of Fire, brilliant scarlet; superba, dark rosy red, very double ; 
Pink Perfection, fine ; Volante alba, extra good white ; Mauvette, mauve, 
purple shade, extra large ; Crown Prince, salmon red ; Mr. C. Tite, red» 

very pretty ; Gaiety, true scarlet, one of the best; Lucina, salmon, white 

centre; Gem of Purity, good white ; and Severn King, true salmon, 

cream centre. Single varieties of Mr. Davis’s raising are also of great 

merit, notably Beauty, crimson scarlet ; Glory of Yeovil, white ; Rosy 

Emblem, bright rose ; British Soldier, scarlet; Dolly Varden, pink shaded 
rose, extra fine ; Alpha, magenta scarlet; Lord Derby, pink shaded rose ; 

Star of Erin, magenta, shaded crimson, extra good; Kermesina, soft 

shaded scarlet, large and good. We also noticed several very fine 
unnamed sorts, and both these and all the foregoing are of good habit 
and free flowering.” 

- At the recent ordinary weekly meeting of the Wakefield 
Paxton Society, held at Councillor Lupton’s, the “ Saw Hotel,” Aid. 
W. H. Lee, J.P., the President, was in the chair, and Mr. Thomas Senior, 

solicitor, the ex-President, filled the vice-chair. There was a fair 

attendance of members. Mr. Henry Hazell of Ossett, until recently 

under gardener to Miss E. G. Mackie of St. John’s, was elected a member 

of the Society. Mr. Ireland, head gardener to Baron St. Oswald of 

Nostell Priory, who devotes special attention to the cultivation of rare 

and beautiful Orchids, read his third essay on that subject before the 

members of the Society. Mr. Ireland dealt in an able manner with the 

cultivation of exotic kinds, enumerating the best species, and giving 

some valuable practical information as to the soil, the temperature, and 

other essential conditions necessary to the production of good flowers. 

An interesting discussion followed, and the ready answers which the 
essayist gave to a number of questions showed how thoroughly acquainted 
he is with the subject of which he treated. On the motion of Mr 

Senior, seconded by Mr. T. R. Preston, and supported by Mr. Garnett, a 

hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Ireland for his valuable 

essay. 
I 

- We learn, says Nature, that the Government of Jamaica offers 
a premium of £100 for the production of the best practical elementary 

text-book of tropical agriculture specially applicable to Jamaica 
and embodying the first principles of agriculture. It is stated that the 

object of the manual is to create in the mind of the young an early and 
intelligent interest in the soil and its products, and particular attention 

is to be paid to simplicity, brevity, and freedom, as far as possible, from 
technical terms. It is stated that the propagation and cultivation of 

tropical economic plants should have due prominence. Manuscripts are 

to be forwarded to the Government of Jamaica on or before August 1st, 
1888. 

- Cucumbers in America.—At Fredericksburg, Virginia, a 

pickle factory has been started, and one of the specialties produced by 

it is pickled Cucumbers. The Cucumbers are grown on the poor and 

worn-out lands of that section, and the ground must be heavily manured. 

The cultivation of these vegetables appears to be a trivial affair, but has 

grown to be an important industry. The Richmond Whig gives the fol- 
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lowing important particulars of it:—This season the supply has reached 

30,000,000 Cucumbers, those engaged in their production furnishing from 

200,000 to 1,000,000 each. An acre will produce 100,000, and they sell 

at Fredericksburg at 50 cents per 1000. The object is to get them 

} t° lj inch long, and this requires active picking before they 
increase this size. A boy can pick 3000 in a day. Picking them 

thus early increases the productiveness of the plants, and while the 
season lasts others are appearing in place of those taken from the 
plants. 

“ Those who have not grown Belladonna Lilies well or 
seen them flowering abundantly cannot imagine,” writes “ E. M.,’S 

“ wliat charming hardy bulbs they are. The colour is beautiful, the 
veins and markings are distinct—a soft peach colour on a white ground 

—and the delicate fragrance is exceedingly refreshing. The plants 

carry as many as ten blooms on each spike ; the flowers also last a long 
time in perfection eithpr upon the plant or in a cut state. The great 

point in its successful cultivation is choosing a suitable position, pre¬ 
paring it, and planting the bulbs, draining the soil carefully that no 

stagnant moisture lies about the bulbs during the winter months. No 

position suits them better than at the foot of a hothouse wall facing 

south. Take out the ordinary soil 1 foot 6 inches deep, place at the 

bottom C inches thick of clinkers or broken bricks, over this some rough 
turf to keep the drainage intact, filling with a compost of turfy loam 

peat, leaf soil, and some charcoal, about two parts of the former to one 

of the latter. Cover the bulbs about 2 inches deep with the compost. 
During the growing season apply water freely, afterwards withhold the 
supply. The beginning of February is good time to plant.” 

LONDON’S LESSER OPEN SPACES—THEIR TREES 

AND PLANTS. 
NEW SERIES.—No. 4. 

Chelsea, like courtly Kensington, is a spot that might boast itself 
of its many associations in the past with Royal and distinguished 
personages, and even more than Kensington it merits a high place in 
the annals of floriculture. This pleasant village, for such Chelsea was 
no longer ago than some of its old inhabitants can remember, displayed 
in the grounds of several of its ancient mansions not a few of those 
early exotics which noblemen received from travelling friends, long 
before the culture of plants became a profession, and when nurserymen 
appeared upon the scene a cluster of them settled in this western 
suburb, so much visited by Londoners of all grades. Hence, along the 
King’s Road, and nearly within view of Ranelagh House, once famous 
for its gardens, greenhouses, and greeneries, there was something like a 
dozen nursery gardens at the commencement of this century. Behind 
several of these were orchards, relics of which we find in scattered Pear 
and Plum trees, generally lyiDg behind houses, and often leafless, as 
well as barren of fruit. It must be owned that the locality was not 
unsuited for the exercise of the gardener’s skill, since it has a mild air, 
and abundance of soft water was obtainable from the Thames and other 
sources. But Chelsea became too attractive as a place of residence, and 
nursery after nursery had to vanish to give the builder free scope for 
his operations. 

Comparing Chelsea with some other London localities, I judge that 
its soil and atmosphere are not favourable for the growth of trees to any 
remarkable size, excepting certain species to which moisture and 
warmth are congenial; still, it had at one time many goodly trees 
shading its parks and meadows which have now been felled. Yet, 
looking around its public roads and its byeways, we perceive that even 
yet Chelsea retains somewhat of its rural aspect ; from the narks 
adjacent thereto various birds beside the cockney sparrow come into its 
gardens, and butterflies are common about its streets, usually the 
familiar whites, with an occasional tortoiseshell. Vines are numerous 
in Chelsea ; we may see them not only trained on the walls of dwelling 
houses, as was formerly a favourite fashion in these suburbs, but also on 
walls ; but I suspect now they seldom ripen the Grapes they produce. 
Pretty gardens yet remain, having arbours adorned with Clematis and 
Jessamine, and the perfume of their flowers is perceptible even on the 
smoke-laden air. Still, through accident or carelessness, or worse, 
Chelsea has not fared well in the matter of open spaces; these have 
been taken nearly all away, though some might surely have been pre¬ 
served for the benefit of the inhabitants. First, Chelsea lost its com¬ 
mon, a fine stretch of land, hill, and dale, well covered with vegetation, 
and almost joining the open ground on its north, which was once called 
Brompton Heath. Its “ Five Fields ” on the east, where choice 
vegetables were cultivated during Georgian days, are now the site of 
Belgravia, and other fields or meads near the Thames afterwards 
occupied by wharves and factories. 

Then the Pavilion, with its grounds laid out by Capability Brown, 
after undergoing encroachments, disappeared entirely, but a few of its 
younger trees, chiefly Planes, are in the garden of Cadogan Square. 
Cremorne Gardens, which might have been retained as a recreation 
ground, went through the same process, and lastly Chelsea Park, which 

had some of the finest Elms, Limes, and Poplars to be seen within or 
near the metropolis, once the deer park of Beaufort House, and an experi¬ 
mental silkworm nursery in Stuart times. But if Chelsea has lost-a 
great deal, it has gained something, at least, in its Embankment, and 
this plot of land, partly rescued from the Thames, is already one of the 
most promising public gardens laid out for Londoners. It is overlooked 
on the land side by the quaint and irregular mansions of Cheyne Walk, 
the presumed “ Dutch aspect ” of which has somewhat suffered by 
recent alterations. Of the original Elms so often depicted in pictures 
as skirting the river’s bank, and that were planted in the seventeenth 
century, or earlier, none remain, but yet there are descendants from 
these of a later generation, now become venerable, and some old Limes, 
also one conspicuously lofty Plane, which looks as if it was possessed of 
good vitality. Unfortunately, however, by the construction of this 
embankment several handsome Planes were destroyed. A very large 
but leafless Elm is carefully preserved in one of the gardens of Beaufort 
Row ; it is interesting also because a Virginian Creeper planted beside 
it has covered the trunk from base to top with its festoons. Along the 
embankment during the last twenty years a variety of trees and shrubs 
have been introduced, but no particular display of summer flowers is 
made. The trees are put at such intervals as not to impede each other’s 
growth, This point is not always attended to by the planters of public 
gardens. Here are Hawthorns scattered about, and this does well grown 
as a tree, only caterpillars infest it persistently, but they do little harm 
to the new varieties of Crataegus, which might be more freely planted 
about London spaces where there is plenty of air as on this embank¬ 
ment. It is observable that the Wych or Scotch Elm, of which there 
are some here, is well suited to a town atmosphere. The Birch, some¬ 
times neglected by gardeners, thrives too, seldom failing to produce 
catkins even in a smoky air, and from the lightness of the foliage Birches 
do little harm to plants growing beneath. 

About Chelsea Church, in the olden time, there grew some broad¬ 
leaved Vi- illows, which have long since succumbed to insects ; recently 
there have been planted more Willows, chiefly of the narrow-leaved 
varieties, which the soil suits well. Some of the old Poplars still sur¬ 
vive, and others have been set to keep them company, the White and 
the Lombardy varieties being general favourites and of quick growth. 
Upon these Poplars occurs the singularly mottled, shaggy caterpillar of 
the moth called the Poplar Grey (Acronycta megacephala), which, when 
it is not feeding, rests on the leaves in “ a doubled position.” Flitting 
about in the gleams of September sunshine, with its odd movement, is 
the vapourer moth, which has been also reared probably on the Poplar, 
or on some Hawthorn bush close by. A few Ash trees of the weeping 
kind remind us that this group of trees is less eligible for garden adorn¬ 
ment than many, since other plants will not grow well beneath. In¬ 
stead of this, as having a similarity of foliage, the Robinia may be 
planted. Chelsea has some finely spreading examples of this tree in its 
private gardens, but it rarely puts forth flowers. On the river embank¬ 
ments some evergreens do not succeed owing to the exposure ; here at 
Chelsea. Hollies flourish of several varieties, also Thujas, Cupressus 
Lawsoniana, and the large-leaved Privet, but Aucubas and Laurels seemed 
rather sickly. Of Ribes aureum and sanguineum some planted ten years 
since have made remarkable progress, and examples of the White Broom. 
Such hardy perennials as species of Dianthus, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, 
and the inevitable Flag that must be in every London garden, with some 
ornamental grasses fill up the beds. Ferns have been left out, though a 
bank of them would be desirable. 

An open space made free to the public this year is the churchyard 
attached to Chelsea parish church, now to be styled St. Luke’s Gardens, 
and, singular to say, before it was a burial place this ground was a 
plantation belonging to one of the nurserymen of the King’s Road, so it 
is again in the hands of gardeners, but devoted to flowers and shrubs, 
not trees. It has trees, however, for the lines of Limes and Elms exist 
which were planted on the four sides of the enclosure many years ago ; 
some have died off, and the remainder have not improved under the 
treatment received from Chelsea urchins. The transformation was not 
an easy process, owing to the many tombstones, and rows of these have 
been arranged in a manner rather ludicrous, but it is intended to hide 
them partially from view by trelliswork covered with Ivy and more 
ornamental creepers. I observed the circumstance often noted, but not 
explained, that on some ground being turned over which had not been 
touched with the spade for years, several wild plants appeared which do 
not occur now about the locality. Wisely, the sickly shrubs that had 
struggled for life here and there in the churchyard have been removed, 
and a variety supplied by Messrs. Veitcli. The dry summer has been 
unfavourable in its effects on some, such as the Aucubas and Rhododen¬ 
drons. The Firs also seem to find the Chelsea air too relaxing. Annuals, 
which in London frequently prove failures, have done fairly well in St. 
Luke’s Gardens during the first season. There was a fine display of 
Stocks and Tropreolums, also of the favourite Mignonette. There have 
been planted some Sweet Briar Roses, but they probably will not bloom, 
though there are Roses that will produce buds in London.—J. R. S. C. 

INULA GLANDULOSA. 

This is a general favourite amongst the stronger growing herbaceous 
plants suitable for our trying seasons, and 3 et it is remarkable how seldom 
we see it as it ought to be. We have been told it was difficult to culti¬ 
vate, but this we believe to be more a question of position than any 

fastidiousness on the part of the plant itself. Where the soil is light, 
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sandy, and consequently very hot and dry during summer, Inula 

glandulosa will require a perfectly shad / spot ; indeed, the plant is 

always more robust and free-flowering if planted on a north ex¬ 

posure, where the sun’s influence is hardly ever felt. In localities, 
however, where the soil is stiff and clayey it may he best to plant in full 
exposure, the main essential being a cool medium for the roots. It in¬ 
creases very rapidly by offsets, by which means it may be propagated 
to almost any extent, lifting and dividing the plants in autumn, firm¬ 
ing the soil well about the roots when replanting. The accompanying 

woodcut (fig. 35) gives a good idea of the size of the flowers, the 

numerous ray florets being cut up into narrow strips, deep orange- 

coloured, and surrounded by a 'peculiar brown hairy involucre. As 

Fig. 35.—Icula glandulosa. 

a border plant it is amongst the finest for summer display, the blooms 

lasting a considerable time in perfection. It is a native of the Cau¬ 
casus.—M. S. 

AROUND NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 

SOUTH SHIELDS PARKS. 

There is little of special horticultural importance in South Shields, 
but since the population has advanced so rapidly the local authorities 
awakened to the necessity of providing some open spaces for the recrea¬ 
tion of the inhabitants and visitors, two public parks being the result. 
One of these, the North Park, is situated on low ground to the left of 
the entrance to the pier ; the other, the South Park, being on a higher 
level, has admitted of rather more picturesque treatment, and though it 
is yet in an incomplete state the work is sufficiently advanced to in¬ 
dicate the character of the design. In the North Park little more could 
be done than provide spacious paths for promenade with lawns, and a 
few shrubberies for protection. Some diversity and interest are, how¬ 

ever, imparted to the place by the rockeries introduced, one of which i* 
cavernous in its structure ; a few flower beds also brighten the summer 
effect. The principal strength is, however, being concentrated upon the 
South Park, and rightly, too, as a judicious liberality in expenditure 
could render this a very pleasant resort. The management of this Park 
has been entrusted to Mr. Peebles, and under his superintendence it has 
been rescued from a tract of waste land extending to the seashore. It 
required some courage to undertake the transformation of such a site 
into an ornamental garden and park, but a carefully considered plan 
was prepared, and is being steadily worked out with satisfactory results. 
The higher portion, which commands a good sea view, has been con¬ 
verted into a broad terrace promenade, with balustrades and flights of 
steps leading to the lower garden. The latter has been laid out in lawns 
and flower beds with bordering shrubberies and a small central lake. 
A convenient glass range is also provided for the propagation of the 
plants needed in bedding out, and also for the cultivation of indoor 
flowering plants. Facing the right hand side of the terrace is a con¬ 
siderable mound close to the sea, and this might be easily rendered a 
prominent feature treated as a rockery. As might be imagined in such 
an exposed position, fully open to the east and north-east winds, which 
during the winter months sweep along this coast so keenly, the greatest 
difficulty is experienced in finding evergreen deciduous shrubs and 
trees that will thrive, or even exist. There ar j some that will endure 
these trying conditions when well established, but in forming new 
plantations a large per-centase of deaths must always be expected. If 
planted in spring when the March ordeal is passed they run the risk of 
being damaged during a hot dry summer before they can obtain a hold 
in the soil, and if planted in autumn there is poor chance of escaping 
the winter. Only those who have had experience in seaside gardening 
on such a coast as this can form an adequate idea of the vexatious 
difficulties that have to be overcome. The best_plan is to employ some 
of the quick-growing Poplars, as protection for the less vigorous anel 
small r shrubs or trees, and the selection of these must be a very 
limited one. The common green Euonymus, Golden Elder, and Aucubas 
can generally be relied upon, but the hardiest variety of the common 
Laurel is found to succumb at South Shields. Many others are being 
tried, but it requires a season or two to prove their qualities, and the 
shrubberies must necessarily present a rather thin appearance for a 
time. 

At Westoe, which is still higher and nearly as much exposed, Mr. B. 
Cowan, the courteous superintendent, has had the same difficulties to 
contend with, the result being that he has had to rely almost exclusively 
upon the common Elder and its varieties. These have, however, been 
employed with considerable taste, and as they thrive most strongly 
under the conditions which are so injurious to other shrubs, it does not 
take a great time to form dense hedges or shady walks. One long path 
has been very successfully treated in this way, the' common Elder, with 
the Parsley-leaved (laciniata), and the Golden variety being planted to 
form an avenue that is now quite luxuriant. Too much could scarcely 
be said in favour of the Golden Elder for exposed positions, and it amply 
deserves all that Mr. Cowan wrote respecting it in the paper read before 
the English Arboricultural Society some time ago. It grows freely, 
assumes a fine golden hue, and is highly effective either in masses or 
singly as dwarf or tall plants. At Westoe some long ribbon borders are 
backed up with yearling plants of Golden Elder not allowed to exceed 
a foot or so in height, and these have a capital appearance, a stock being 
raised every season for the purpose. It is an idea that might be advan¬ 
tageously followed elsewhere. The Cut-leaved Elder already mentioned 
might be employed more freely with advantage, as it is extremely grace¬ 
ful and was long ago designated by Loudon as “ the handsomest of all 
the varieties.” A golden form of this would be a grand addition to the 
list of useful seaside shrubs. 

SUNDERLAND PARKS. 

This busy town, which until the present trade depression advanced 
so rapidly in size and population that it acquired the name of Mushroom 
Sunderland, has been well provided with parks for a considerable time, 
and as we have previously stated, it was in advance of Newcastle in 
this respect. Mowbray Park is situated near the Museum on the one 
side, and is bordered by the Ryhope Road on the other, this being the 
oldest of the public parks, as it was taken over by the town some thirty 
years since. It was originally an old stone quarry, and a steep escarp¬ 
ment 50 to 60 feet high has been utilised with excellent effect. The 
face of the rock is almost hidden by masses of luxuriant Ivy, which has 
taken full possession, clambering about freely, or hanging in festoons 
from projecting points. The upper part has been converted into a 
terrace with abundant seats, and from there a good view of the town is 
obtained. The lower portion, extending to the Museum, is tastefully 
laid out in lawns, flower beds, shrubberies, and a lake, constituting an 
agreeable summer resort for the people, as bands are provided several 
days in the week. Immediately adjoining the Museum is a handsome 
winter garden, erected by Mackenzie k Moncur about eight years age. 
It is 140 feet long, very lofty, and of ornamental design, the interior 
being well furnished with specimen Palms and Tree Ferns, with 
numbers of smaller flowering and foliage plants of the usual deco¬ 
rative character. One end has been formed into an extremely pretty 
fernery, the other being chiefly used as an aviary, the central portion 
containing the largest specimen plants. Outside this is also a broad 
terrace, the inevitable accompaniment of all northern parks, and this 
overlooks the lower garden leading to the escarpment. Some distance 
from there near the sea at lloker, another picturesque park has been 
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acquired, but this is not quite finished. The lower entrance from the 
beach is through a passage in the rocks, and the whole surface is much 
undulated ami diversified. When the trees and shrubs have made a 
little more progress the appearance of this park will be greatly im¬ 
proved, but even now it is very attractive in some parts. Both these 
are under the charge of Mr. Fergusson, a well-known horticulturist, 
and their condition is highly satisfactory from every point of view. 

ASHBURNE HOUSE. 

Following the Ryhope Road from Mowbray Park, about ten minutes’ 
walk brings us to Ashburne House, th-i residence of Mrs. Backhouse, to 
which is attached a garden of a remarkable character, such as would 
never be expected in the midst of a populous town. The road here for a 
considerable distance is a favourite promenade, being overhung by lofty 
trees and constituting a beautiful shady avenue. Upon the right-hand 
side of this is Ashburne House and pleasure garden or park, the kitchen 
garden, glass houses, &c., being situated on the opposite side of the road. 
The park, for it fully merits that title, is about 40 acres in extent, and 
owing to its singularly diversified character it appears much larger. The 
house, a plain but substantial structure, is situated on the most elevated 
portion, and in front the ground dips rapidly to a long deep winding dell 

lection is now a large on», but there are only a few vari ti s that can 
bj r li.d upon. Thi b st of all is Lord Suffi-ld, which is an invariably 
good cropp r, and the fruit reaches a good siz\ K swick Codlin is but 
little less useful, and Warn r’s King is valu’d »specially for j dly 
making, though it is not so free as the oth r two. D :ss rt varieti-'S are 
not satisfactory as standards, either bearing v ry small fruits or failing 
to rip-n. Trained to a wall at the end of thevineris a Jargonelle 
Ptar fruits well, and, no doubt, if the oth’r walls ’could be utilised in 
the same way th-re would be no difficulty in securing a much larger 
supply of outdoor fruits. 

The walks are extremely spacious, 9 feet wide, formed of Bridport 
pea gravel, and edged with stone, imparting a very neat appearance to 
the garden. The borders near the walks are occupied with a collection 
of choice hardy plants that is being steadily extended, those useful for 
cutting being in great demand. Carnations are a specialty at Ashburne, 
and Mr. Patterson, who besides being a careful practical gardener of 
wide experience is also an enthusiastic florist, has succeeded in raising 
some excellent seedlings, a scarlet self being one of the best border 
varieties we have seen. A large bed is devoted to them, the collection 
comprising most of the leading named varieties. Pansies are another 
specialty, and of these the collection is unusually rich for a private 

Fig. 30.—ASHBURNE HOUSE 

o" dene of the typical northern character. The slopes are covered with 
grass, very neatly kept, and a few charming vistas through the trees afford 
some pretty views from the house and the plateau upon which it stands. 

iC>ne of these is shown in fig. 36, but it is taken from a lower elevation 
and does not give an adequate idea of the distance. A path extends round 
the dene and crosses the streamlet or burn at several points by rustic bridges, 
and a walk along this enables the visitor to form some conception of the 
beauty of the garden. Trees and shrubs were plentifully planted some 
years ago”; they have now attained considerable proportions, and owing 
to the sheltered position they occupy on tho slopes have escaped much 
of the injury occasioned by east winds blowing off the sea. The dell is 
naturally irregular and picturesque, the effect of which has been 
heightened by an appropriate system of planting, not only the most 
ornamental shrubs, but some of the stronger growing herbaceous 
perennials, while Wood Hyacinths, Primroses, and similar spring-flower¬ 
ing plants cover the ground in several places. During the summer 
months this garden is an extremely beautiful one, and it is scarcely 
possible to imagine oneself in such a town as Sunderland when wander¬ 
ing round the shady and secluded walks. 

The kitchen garden is about four acr. s in extent, but so closely sur¬ 
rounded by lofty trees that vegetable culture is a matter of gr< at diffi¬ 
culty, and besidt s that an extensive wall space is lost that might 
otherwise be profitably occupitd with fruit tre< s. In consequence the 
supply of hardy fruits has to be obtained from standard trees that are 
rather uncertain, where the winters and springs are so severe, not so 
ruuch perhaps from low temperatures as the cast winds, the plague of 
this coast. Numerous varieti s of Appl s have been tri d, and the col- 

(VIEW :X PLEASURE GROUNDS). 

garden. They succeed remarkably well, bearing abundance of their 
varied and beautifully coloured flowers. Polyanthuses and Auriculas 
are similarly well repiesented, including some choice varieties capitally 
grown. Near the gardener’s house, which is one of the most commodious 
and comfortable to be found in any private garden, is a border that has 
been very attractive this season, the background consisting of Helichry- 
sum Fireball, a very rich red variety, a row of Mignonette, and then 
lows of the white Croft House Seedling Viola with the blue Archibald 
Grant Viola, a simple but pleasing combination. 

The glass houses comprise a range of vineries in five divisions 
150 feet Ion?, the Vines in which have done good service some years 
ago before Mr. Patterson took charge, but are past their prime now, and 
their places should be taken by young Vines. A span-roofed stove 
contains a number of flowering and foliage plants, Pancratium fragrans 
being a great favourite. Most of them are placed three together in a 
12-inch pot, and such specimens bear three fine trusses of ten or twelve 
large pure white fragrant flowers each. Several fine specimen Palms 
and Ferns are also included in this house. A collection of Orchids has 
been formed in the past few years, and now comprises a large number 
of species and varieties, the plants all being in excellent condition. For 
instance, there are some eighteen distinct Dendrobiums, twenty Cypri- 
pediums, besides numbers of Cattleyas, Lrelias, Oncidiums, and other 
genera. Calanthe Veitchi and vestita are thoroughly well grown, the 
growths made this year being remarkably strong and promising. 
Ccelogyne cristata is also treated very successfully, its flowers being 
valued for cutting. A Peach hoftse, greenhouse, and miscellaneous pits 
and frames complete the producing accommodation, from which con- 
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siderable supplies are annually required. The garden altogether is in 
excellent condition, and Mrs. Backhouse may well be proud of her unique 
urban home.—L. Castle. 

CHISWICK TRIALS OF TOMATOES. 

The result of the Chiswick trials of Tomatoes has tended to reduce 
the chaos of names to something like order. The plants were grown out 
of doors on a south border under a wall, and as all received the same 
treatment the experiment is a conclusive one. The name printed in 
italics is the original under which each variety was first introduced, and 
the Fruit Committee of the Koyal Horticultural Society have adopted it 
as the standard by which the variety shall henceforth be known, all the 
others being merely synomymes. 

Those marked * received a first-class certificate. 
1. —Open Air (Laxton) : Faultless Early (Farquhar). 
2. —Early Dwarf (Vilmorin) ; Orangefield (Veitch); Orangefield 

Improved (Rutley & Silverlock) ; Little Gem (Yeitch) ; Conqueror 
(Veitch) ; Early Red (Vilmorin). 

3. —Large Bed (Veitch) ; No. 1 (J. Banstead) ; Sensation (Webb) ; 
Canada Victor (Farquhar) ; Glamorgan (Hurst) ; Cooper’s Dwarf Pro¬ 
lific (Cooper); Wheeler’s Prolific (Wheeler) ; Nisbet’s Victoria 
(Sharpe). 

* 4.—Horsford's Prelude (Horsford & Pringle). 
5.—Paragon (Farquhar) ; Eclipse (Sharpe). 
G.—Chiswick Bed (R.H.S.) ; King Humbert (Rutley & Silverlock) ; 

King Humbert (Veitch). 
7. —No. 1 (Watkins & Simpson). 
8. —Pear-shaped (Farquhar) ; Nisbet’s Victoria (Veitch). 
9. —Cherry shaped (Farquhar). 
10. —Hathaway's Excelsior (Farquhar) ; Emery (Farquhar) ; Hatha¬ 

way’s Excelsior (Veitch) ; Key’s Prolific (Veitch) ; Large Smooth Red 
(Farquhar). 

*11.—Perfection (Farquhar) ; Livingstone’s Perfection (Rutley and 
Silverlock) ; Livingstone’s Favourite (Farquhar); Livingstone’s Favour¬ 
ite (Dean) ; Perfection (Veitch) ; Reading Perfection ; President 
Cleveland (Farquhar) ; Cardinal (Farquhar) ; Stamfordian (Veitch) ; 
Mayflower (Veitch) ; Optimus (Benary) ; Red Tomato, from Sandwich 
Islands (Carter) ; Webb’s Jubilee (Webb) ; Jubilee (Nutting). 

12. —Hackwood Park Prolific (Veitch) ; Invicta (Veitch) ; General 
Grant (Farquhar); No. 3 (Watkins & Simpson); Trentliam Early 
(V eitch). 

13. —Trophy (Farquhar) ; Trophy (Veitch). 
14. —Hepper's Goliath (Veitch). 
15. —Acme (Veitch) ; Acme (Farquhar) ; Acme ; Brookwood A1 

(R. Lloyd) ; Early Essex (Farquhar) ; The Pomegranate (Sharpe) ; 
No. 2 (J. Banstead) ; Livingstone’s Beauty (Farquhar). 

16. — Vick's Criterion. (Veitch). 
17. —The Mikado (Watkins & Simpson) ; The Mikado (Farquhar); 

Universal (Veitch). 
18. —Plum-shaped (Farquhar). 
19. — Yellow Cherry (Farquhar). 
20. — Greengage (Farquhar) ; Greengage (Veitch). 

* 21.—Golden Queen (Williams) ; Yellow Tomato (J. Smith). 
22. —Blenheim Orange (Carter). 
23. —Prince of Orange (Hurst). 
24. —Large Yellmv (Farquhar) ; Large Yellow (Veitch). 
25. — White Apple (Farquhar). 
26. —Currant or Grape (Farquhar). 

JOTTINGS FROM BATH. 

Bath is so well known as a great horticultural centre, so many first- 
rate growers and exhibitors have hailed from it and its vicinity, and its 
flower shows are so well known and so highly appreciated, that there 
must be, and indeed is, always a great deal of interest to any visitor at 
any, even the deadest season of the year; would not, then, there be a 
good deal worth seeing in the month of August ? And so, after my pleasant 
visit to Mr. Gray, I put myself under the kindly and hospitable, 
guidance of my friend Mr. Cater, so well known to horticulturists who 
affect the fair “ Queen of the West.” I spent a very pleasant and instructive 
time, and as the items of information that one picks up are oftentimes 
useful to many readers, a few notes on what I saw may not be 
unacceptable. I must not pass by Mr. R. B. Cater’s own garden at 

AVONDALE. 
This is remarkable in many ways. It is situated almost in the centre 

of Bath, yet here has Mr. Cater grown and exhibited many excellent 
things, perhaps his most successful productions being his pot Roses in 
the early part of the year, and Chrysanthemums in the autumn, and in 
both of these there were signs of coming victories and proofs of 
successful culture. His pot Roses were indeed grand specimens. Such 
kinds as Souvenir d’un Ami, Celine Forestier, Catherine Mermet, Marie 
Van Houtte, Charles Lawson, Jean Ducher, Rubens, and others were 
represented by plants from between 4 to 5 feet through, and must when 
in flower in the house devoted to them be a grand sight. Although an 
ardent lover of Roses and a thoroughly good judge of them, Mr. Cater 
gives up as hopeless the attempt to grow them in the open, where he is 
so shut in as in Henrietta Park, and so takes his revenge by 
growing pot Roses. He is, however, evidently hankering for some place 
outside the city where he can grow them. The Chrysanthemums were I 

in fine condition. Mr. Cater’s collection is a very varied one, and com¬ 
prises the best flowers in all sections ; and in the very excellent 
Chrysanthemum Show held in Bath he rarely fails to take a foremost 
place. He has also a choice collection of Pelargoniums, while he has- 
also a good collection of fruit trees. Like most places one sees, there- 
are symptoms of extension, and a new house of considerable size testifies 
to the fact that the owner’s zeal for horticulture is not on the decline. 
Under Mr. Cater’s guidance our next visit was paid to a very remark¬ 
able garden, that of Alderman Chaffin, 

LARKHALL, 
A garden whose exploits are well known to all fruit lovers who read 
the Journal, for its able and intelligent gardener is Mr. W. Taylor, who 
has written so much and so ably on Grapes, and who has illustrated his 
theories by his practice both when he was at Longleat and in his present 
situation. I had once (although I had forgotten it) met him many 
years ago on a well-remembered occasion when the field marshals of the 
Journal entertained the colonels, captains, and subalterns at the “ Star 
and Garter,” Richmond. Ah, me 1 how many have passed away of that 
company since then ; but I had never had the pleasure of talking with 
him until the other day. I was most struck with the modesty andi 
ingenuousness of his character. He could hardly be got to talk upon the 
wonderful results he had accomplished in Grape culture, and in speaking 
of Longleat he asked if I had been there. On my replying in the 
negative he said, “ It would be worth your while going there, if only to see 
the crop of Grapes.” How often have I heard other sentiments 
expressed. A gardener comes into a place, and the first thing he does 
is to decry all that his predecessor has done, and to make it appear, if 
there is anything worth looking at, that it is all his doing. (Like some 
doctors who draw very long faces when they see a patient, tell how 
awfully bad he is, and then, when he gets better, take the more credit 
to themselves for the wonderful cure they have effected) ; or if he speaks 
of the place he has left in other hands, very much fears it is going all 
wrong, not as it was in his time. All gardeners do not talk thus, but 
some do. 

The Grape-growing here is of a peculiar character, as it is almost 
entirely for exhibition, so that instead of seeing a house with a crop of 
Grapes weighing from 2 to 4 lbs. evenly distributed over it, here there 
were some four, five, to six bunches on the Vine, and these bunches 
from 6 to 7 lbs. in weight. The house itself is a remarkable one, and 
has gone through some striking experiences. The place is one of the 
sides of the many hills that surround Bath, and which, when twenty 
years ago the Alderman took possession of it, it was entirely bare. He 
planted a number of choice Conifers, which have done marvellously 
well—too well in fact, for they are crowding one another out. The 
owner lacks a little moral courage, and does not like to apply the 
hatchet. The best thing he could do would be to go away for a while, 
invite Mr. Gladstone to use his house, and to bring his axe with him ; 
and I venture to say he would find the place considerably altered when 
he returned. Well, this vinery, which is 140 feet long, is built on the 
side of the hill, and the hill, like most chalk formations, is famous for 
springs ; so one fine morning word was brought in that a large portion 
of the bank had slipped and fallen against the house. The first thing 
was to get this away, and it was done not without some difficulty, and 
it was found that it had slightly altered the position of the house. A 
still more formidable thing was the roof. This was observed to be 
bulging, and a downfall seemed imminent. However, by timely employ¬ 
ment of scientific methods this was saved, and the roof rendered 
apparently perfectly secure, but it still has a wavy appearance, and is 
not all on the same level. It was certainly a most wonderful sight to- 
see the grand bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pince, Madresfield 
Court, and other fine Grapes in such marvellous perfection. Size and 
shape of bunch, colour of fruit, and size of berry all tefided to make it. 
evident that in Mr. Taylor the Vines had a master who could bend them 
to his will. The Vines were all young, only three years from the bud. 
The whole of the house was not devoted to Grapes ; one end about 40 
feet had a good collection of Tea Roses planted out, and the other end, 
also 40 feet, was at the period of my visit filled with Tomatoes, young 
vines coming on ; but the interest of the place centres in the Grape 
culture, which I think will compare favourably with any that I have 
seen—and I have seen a good many places. I did not do as Alderman 
Chaffin told us a lady did who came to see them, one of those whose eyes 
are on the tips of their fingers, for they can never see a thing unless 
they touch it, deliberately drew her hand down a splendid bunch, ex¬ 
claiming, “ What splendid Grapes!” I am afraid most people would use 
rather unparliamentary language even to a lady when they saw the 
labour of a year thus thoughtlessly destroyed. What the Alderman did 
I do not know, but the lady, I imagine, must have felt considerably 
astonished at the statement made to her, and probably learned a lesson 
of ‘ hands off.” After an interesting conversation with Mr. Taylor we 
went off to see the nursery of 

MESSRS. COOLING & SON, 
and here there was much to interest those who love the Rose, for it is 
somewhat extensively cultivated here, and I had just seen such good 
specimens from here at the Taunton Show, that despite the drought and 
heat I felt sure that we should see something worthy of notice. We 
first visited the nursery proper, and here I saw two things of much 
interest—a crop of Cucumbers such as I had never seen before. I have 
seen pictures and what professed to be photographs, but I always gave 
credit to the imaginative power of the artist, but here they were in such 
profusion that it would have been almost impossible to have exaggerated. 
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Of course there may be other places where the same holds good, but I 
have not seen them. It is an improved variety of Telegraph, and the 
frmt I saw was hanging for seed, for which there is a large demand. 
Another noteworthy thing was the new Beauty of Bath Apple, which 
was certificated the other day by the Fruit Committee of the 11. H. S. 
It is evidently a seedling from the Irish Peach, apparently crossed with 
Ouarrenden. It has all the flavour of the former excellent Apple, but 
comes a month earlier ; it is very pretty, and will, I doubt not, become 
a favourite dessert Apple. In an old house here there were some ex¬ 
cellent plants of Marshal Niel, from whence immense quantities of 
bloom had been gathered, and also of Reine Marie Henriette, which is 
treated in the same way as the Marechal, and apparently with excellent 
results, the two colours forming a good contrast, especially if the 
brighter variety of Reine Marie Henriette can be obtained. Among 
Roses either new or unknown to me that I saw here were Florence Paul, 
a very bright coloured crimson Rose, very vigorous, and a good autumnal 
bloomer. It is said in Ketton’s list to be a good garden Rose, but as I 
saw it here it was also an exhibition flower. Countess of Limerick, 
this was a pretty yellowish Tea, of whose history I know nothing, and 
one I never saw before, although Messrs. Cooling think highly of it. 
Louis Richard (Tea), a Rose of 1877, but which I have never to my 
knowledge seen before. It is a mixture of copper and rose, and was 
as seen here a very taking flower. Laurette, another old, very old Rose, 
as it wras raised in 1852 and sent out by old Victor Verdier. I have 

^ exkibited except in Kent, where Mr. Wakley always 
exhibits it in good form. It may be described as a refined Homere with 
more yellow in it; it has the same tendency to come tipped on the 

w■f'l ^ ,vas see *hat it was known in the west. Marshal 
r. W ilder is, I fear, nothing more than Alfred Colomb revived. One 
■would hardly suppose that the distinguished firm who sent it out had 
palmed off an old Rose for a new one, and it is possible a seedling may 
nave been obtained very like Alfred Colomb ; but it has a suspicious 
appearance of being simply a vigorous form of that fine Rose ; in wood, 
loiiage, and flower they are positively identical. I fear with the 
examples we have had lately of American Roses we shall have to be 
very watchful. There was another bright red Rose of which I have no 
Knowledge, Lucy Corbet, nor can I find it in the catalogues. There was 
also a grand lot of Asters, amongst them the new Washington Aster, very 
large, enormous, but I think somewhat coarse. 

There were other noteworthy things in this garden. A great deal has 
fe+u,Sai1^ anc^ wr^en on the subject of Lettuces. We were in the home 

ol that fine old variety, the Bath Cos, and here Messrs. Cooling had a 
large breadth of seedling plants, the crop of which was just ripening, 
fie calls it the Leviathan Bath Cos, and the demand for it is very great, 
evidently we must be careful in condemning things from our own 
point of view alone. I had on the recommendation in the Journal 
procured the seed of Bossin Lettuce from Messrs. Vilmorin, but was so 
little pleased with it that I had determined not to grow it again ; but 
here it was highly spoken of as an excellent summer Lettuce, not 
having a tendency to run away in dry seasons. From this we went into 

DR. BUDD’S ROSE GARDEN, 
which immediately adjoins that of Messrs. Cooling. Dr. Budd is known 
to all rosarians as a successful and enthusiastic exhibitor, and has been 
of late years taking a very foremost place. His garden exhibits another 
proof of what can be done in a favourable climate. When Dr. B udd took the 
place it was simply a morass. He has had to drain and redrain it, to 
raise up his beds to get the plants out of the way of the wet, and the 
result, has been the success of which we all know. Nor has he gained the 
position he covets and means to have. Living so far south in an early 
situation he ought to be able to carry off the challenge trophy, and I 
hope that he will gain his object some day. He is also a very successful 
grower of Roses in pots, and generally takes the first prize for them at 
the Bath Show. His plants looked extremely vigorous and healthy, and 
I should find it difficult to prophesy whether he or Mr. Cater will carry 
off the chief honours next year. Many of the Hybrid Perpetuals, as well 
as Teas, in the open had abundance of flowers, some very good, and the 
greater portion of them not equal to the July standard, and with such 
experienced growers producing these results the absurdity of advocating 
autumn Rose shows is apparent. 

Since these notes were taken I have had the pleasure of attending 
the autumn Show at Bath, and was no way surprised that Alderman 
Chaffin's Grapes had carried all before them, or that Dr. Budd’s Roses 
obtained the premier place, or that Messrs. Cooling’s Roses and Asters took 
a like position, but the Exhibition clearly proved how strong is the love 
of horticulture in and around Bath, and with what success it is carried 
out.—D., Deal. 

JUDGING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE. 

Mr. Ward well merits the thanks of his fellow exhibitors of fruit at 
the Palace for the able manner he has taken up their case as well as his 
own. The judging has become most notorious of late years. Only a 
few years ago Mr. Coleman was disqualified because two dishes of 
Peaches looked very much alike in outward appearance ; but if the 
Judges had taken the pains to examine them the difference would have 
been as plain to them as it was to the uninitiated. Yet a year or two after 
the same Judges with greater experience could not distinguish genuine 
bunches of Grapes from those with false shoulders bunglingly tied 
on, but when the growers and exhibitors were admitted it was very soon 
discovered.—A Disheartened Exhibitor. 

Mr. Ward seems to be very proud of the Grapes he showed at the 
Crystal Palace. He would even represent himself (with a few of his 
bosom friends) to be better judges of Grapes than Mr. Barron and his 
colleagues. Mr. Ward may think so himself, but he has not gained the 
favour of the public so far as to make them believe it yet. I think Mr. 
Ward would be wise to be silent for the future when he does not get the 
award that he wishes, and take the decision of the Judges as final, the 
same as many as good a man as he has had to do before.—Scotchman. 

Allow me to ask my fellow readers which of the sets of names 
deserve most confidence, those given by you as judges, or those given by 
Mr. Ward as exhibitors and growers. I consider the sarcastic remarks 
of Mr. Barron quite uncalled for, and ought to be withdrawn. I regret 
to see that even this year is not to pass away without some unpleasant¬ 
ness, and these disputes serve no good purpose. It is generally under¬ 
stood that both managers and judges are often put to their wit’s ends in 
their endeavours to satisfy everyone, and it is no uncommon thing to 
find they fail to iplease anyone. They provide classes for all, from a 
four-dish up to a fifty-dish collection. A few years ago there was a 
couple of large exhibitors, but last year there were seven exhibitors, 
showing over 300 dishes, and filling a line of] tables the whole length 
of the transept allotted to fruit. This alone attracted more attention 
than all the rest of the Show. And well it might, as it was a sight 
perhaps never to be seen again. Then we see eighty bunches of Grapes 
staged in the twenty-bunch class. This shows that quite half the Exhi¬ 
bition was filled with these two classes, costing about £44 ; the other 
half, made up with smaller classes, costing £100. So let us hope that 
managers of shows will continue to encourage the large classes, but let 
them secure practical men for judges. This at least will satisfy 

ORCHIDS AT EASTWOOD PARK, THORNIEBANK, N.B. 

The scarcity of Orchids at our September exhibitions makes it 
very apparent that this is not a good month to visit gardens, unless 
the collections are of more than ordinary value. The collection at 
Eastwood Park is so large and varied that it well repays a visit at 
any time of the year. David Tod, Esq., the proprietor, is well 
known as a most enthusiastic orchidist, while his gardener, Mr. 
Ewart, is most successful in the culture of the splendid collection 
he has in charge. Cool Orchids are the favourites, and fill several 
houses, Odontoglossums very largely predominating. A large 
specimen of 0. Pescatori, carrying over 300 blooms on five spikes, 
is worth going a long way to see. This is a very distinct variety of 
a graceful drooping character. Dozens of smaller plants were in 
bloom, all of good forms, but more erect in spike than the large 
plant. O. tripudians was well represented ; sepals very dark, and 
base of lip pure white, a splendid variety. O. Ruckerianum, a 
large spike ; O. Uro-Skinneri, a very fine dark variety, several 
plants of which were in bloom ; O. Halli leucoglossum was very 
beautiful ; 0. Andersonianum, a fair variety ; plants of this have 
pseudo-bulbs 4 inches in diameter; 0. Coradinei, very fine, carrying 
two long spikes ; 0. ramosissimum with two large spikes ; O. 
grande, O. madrense, and 0. Lindleyanum, a particularly fine form, 
and many fine forms of 0. Alexandras, several spikes were showing 
fifty blooms each. A plant of O. Alexandra that bloomed here 
last summer had a spike with 120 blooms on it fully developed; 
a variety I measured had blooms 5 inches in diameter. 

Epidendrum vitellinum majus is largely grown. This is a late 
flowering variety, very distinct and beautiful. Among Cattleyas 
Harrisoniana and Gaskelliana were blooming. A dozen nice plants 
of the beautiful Laslia Dayana were flowering profusely. Meso- 
spinidum vulcanicum is largely grown in hanging pans near the 
glass, and looks very pretty. Flowering very freely were two huge 
specimens of Maxillaria grandiflora. Oncidiums macranthum and 
serratum were trained along the roof of the Odontoglossum house, 
the spikes being 10 feet long, and profusely covered with flowers. 
Masdevallias are a feature here too, but this is not the season for 
seeing them.—G. R. 

ORCHIDS AT WESTBROOK, SHEFFIELD. 

Numbers of very choice and rare Orchids are now flowering at 
this place, amongst them being a fine plant of the beautiful new 
Odontoglossum Harryanum, which has been in flower since August 
30th. Odontoglossum Alexandrse Eckhardti is also a very fine 
hybrid, singularly and beautifully coloured. Yanda Sanderiana is 
carrying a spike of eight flowers each 4J inches across, and is 
strikingly effective. Lailia elegans prasiata is a very distinct 
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variety, sepals a greenish orange, petals orange shaded mauve, lip a 
rich purple. The rare and pretty Cypripedium Fairrieanum is 
carrying three flowers. Cypripediums Godefroyas, cenanthum, 
and Spicerianum are also flowering and are all beautiful. Amongst 
other choice plants now in flower are Cattleya Gaskelliana, several 
very fine vars., Lcclia Dayana, Odontoglossums Uro-Skinneri and 
bictonense, Miltonia virginalis, anl Ccelogyne Massangeana, a 
plant of the latter in a basket, with three fine flower spikes, is very 
beautiful.—W. K. W. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
September 27th. 

Dahlias and Tomatoes were the two great features of this meet'ng, the 
former being represented by large collections from the principal nurserymen, 
and the latter by specimens of a large number of varieties from the Society’s 
Chiswick Garden. Particulars of these will be found in another page, but 
so many lists of Dahlias have been given this season that we have not 
named any of those shown beyond the varieties certificated. 

Fruit Committee.—John Lee, Esq., in the chair. Present:—Messrs. 
Blackmore, Woodbridge, Bunyard, Barr, Pearson, Miles, Crowley, Norman, 
Fitt, Lane, Ford, and Dr. Hogg. Mr. Howe, Benham Park Gardens, and 
Mr. Sanson, Selworthy Park, Honiton, sent seedling Melons, both of which 
were passed. Mr. Bowers, Castle Hill Gardens, Cerne, sent a dish of Nec¬ 
tarines to be named which were’’ Pitmaston Orange. Mr. G. Bunyard 
sent a seedling Apple, raised by Mr. Graham of Cranfo d, called Graham’s 
Royal Jubilee. It is a large good-looking cooking Apple, some specimens of 
which were baked for the use of the Committee, but it was not considered 
superior to other varieties in cultivation. Messrs. Cheal & Sons of Crawley 
exhibited fruit of the American Cut leaved Blackberry, which was large and 
ornamental, but devoid of flavour. Mr. Thomas Baines of Palmers Green 
sent a dish of Trumpington and Scotch Bridget Apples. Mr. Barron exhi¬ 
bited from the Society’s Garden at Chiswick a di-h of Chasselas Vib:rt 
Grape, and also one of Royal Muscadine, ehowing the greater earliness of 
the former, which when growing in the same house is a fortnight earlier than 
Royal Muscadine; also bunches of Foster’s Seedling, Miller’s Burgundy 
Esperen, Ferdinand de Lesseps, and Diamant Traube. 

At a meeting of the Fruit and Vegetable Committee held at Chiswick, 
September 21st—present: John Lee, Esq. (in the chair), Messrs. Barr, 
Miles, Burnett, Fitt, Bunyard, Pearson, Norman, and Lane—the Committee 
examined the collection of Potatoes growing in the gardens. The following 
varieties, selected as possessing good appearance and cropping qualities, 
were tested by cooking, and first class certificates awarded—viz., 

Lord Tennyson (Fletcher).—Round flattened, purple-flaked, rough skin, 
white flesh, good quality. 

Day’s Sunrise (Dayj.— Early White round, clear rough skin, white 
flesh, good cropper. 

Maincrop Kidney (Johnson).— White kidney, clear rough skin, white 
flesh, good cropper. 

Early White Beauty (Webber).—White round, clear rough skin, white 
flesh, good cropper. 

The Committee inspected the collection of Tomatoes grown in the open 
ground, the following varieties being selected as “ types,” and awarded 
three marks each—viz., 

Perfection.—Fruits large, smooth, round ; red. 
Horsford's Prelude.—Frui's medium, oblate, smooth, deep red, very 

freely produced. 
Open Air (Laxton).—F,uits medium, flattened, and somewhat corrugated, 

early and fri e bearing. 
King Humbert or Chiswick Red.—Fruit3 oblong, angular, red, great 

cropper. 
Golden Queen.—Fruits large, smooth, oran?e-y llow. 
For list of Tomatoes grown and classified (with synonyms) see list 

(page 276). 
Floral Committee.—Present: Shirley Hibberd, Esq., in the chair ; and 

Messrs. W. Goldring, H. Bennett, H. Herbst, G. DufSeld, G. Paul, J. Fraser, 
R. Dean, W. Holmes. C. Noble, H. Ballantine, J. Dominy, H. M. Pollett, 
A. F. Lendy, T. Baines, E. Hill, B. Wynne, J. Douglas, W. Wilks, J. 
Walker. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, contributed twenty boxes of 
Dahlias, single, Pompon, Show, Fancy and Cactus varieties, a magnificent 
collection, for which a silver-gilt medal was awarded. Mr. T. S. Ware, 
Tottenham, sent a beautiful collection of Pompon and single Dahlias, very 
bright and varied in colours. A number of Cactus and bedding varieties 
waB also shown, and several bunches of hardy flowers. Mr. J. T. West, 
gardener to W. Keith, Esq., The Cornwal s, Brentwood, exhibited eight 
stands of Show and Fancy Dahlia b'ooms, exceedingly fine substantial 
blooms (vote of thanks). kLssrs H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, had sevtral 
handsome Cactus Dahlias and flowers of Tuberous Begonias. Mr. C. 
Turner, Slough, sent a stand of new Dahlias, comprising several 
good varieties, one of which, Plutarch, was certificated. Messrs. Raw¬ 
lings Bros., Romford, Essex, showed about 120 blooms of Show and Fancy 
Dahlias, representing a large number of varieties (bronze Banksian medal). 
Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, contributed a pretty collection of single 
Cactus and Pompon varieties of Dahlias, including large number of choice 
new varieties raised by this firm (bronze m dal). 

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P., Burford Lodge, Dorking (gardener, 
Mr. Bickerstaffe) s nt a small group of Orchids, compr sing Odontoglossum 
Reichenheimi(cultural commendation) with a panicle of over fifty flowers, 
the sepals and petals barred with deep brown, the lip purple at the base, 
white at the upper pa-t; Epidend um xanthinum, bright yellow ; Coeliopais 
hyacinthina, with small white flowers from base of the plant; Cattleya 
Gaskelliana superba (vote of thanks). F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studley House, 
Hammersmith (gardener, Mr. Cowley), exhibited several Orchids, including 
the green-flowered Catasetum costatum and Cypripedium marmorophyllum. 
H. S. Smith, Esq., Cobham (gardener, Mr. Quarterman), was awarded a 
cultural commendation for Dendrobium formosum giginteum, with a head 
of eleven larye flowers. 

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chehea, exhibited plants of the inteves ing 

and beautiful hybrid Begonia John Heal, for which a vote of thanks was 
awarded. The flowers are bright rose, p.oduced very freely, and last a loDg 
time. Mr. F. Perkins, The Nurs ries, Leamington, was awarded a vote of 
thanks for plants of Solanum capsicastrum elegans, dwarf and freely fruited. 
Mr. S. Allen, Norchenden Road, Sale, Caeshire, was adjudged a cultural 
commendation for a remarkably well grown Nephrolepis Dnffi, nearly 3 fetk 
in diameter. Mr. J. Goody, Bilcbamp, Suffolk, sent several seedling 
Dahlias, with flowers of Juarezi. Mr. A. Duncan, Kenda1, sent a plant of 
Adiantum cuneatum Hartleyanum, a variety with small pinnules. Mr. M. 
Smith, 12, Queen Street, Kilmarnock, showed sixteen spikes of Gladioli, very 
handsome (cultural commendation). Mr. J. Chambers, Spring Grove, 
Isleworth, was awarded a vote of thanks for plants of a white Viola, 
named Snowflake, of good size and free. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, had a 
similar award for Dianthus Heddewigi Snowball, and Gaillardia picta 
Unique. 

PLANTS CERTIFICATED. 
Dahlia Canterbury Tales (Paul it Son).—A single variety, rich crim* 

son, shading to purple at the tips of the florets. 
Dahlia Mrs. Harry Whitfield (Paul & Son).—A sing’e variety, brilliant 

yel’ow, capital shape. 
Dahlia Frank Pearce (Rawlings Bros.).—A fancy variety of a light rosy 

crimson hue, with a few dark crimson streaks. 
Dah’ia Plutarch (C. Turner).—A fancy variety of got! form and d's- 

tinct c.lour, orange buff streaked crimson. 

SHOWING AND JUDGING FRUIT. 

An “Old Hand” contributes a very good letter on this subject on 
page 522, and adduces evidence in favour of the continuance of very 
large prizes for very large collections of fruit. I have not the Journal 
at hand to refer to, but believe I stated in the article that an “ Old 
Hand ” criticises so fairly, that when there was good and genuine competi¬ 
tion in classes of a sensational nature that was a sufficient justification 
for their provision and continuance. We are thus in accord on that 
subject. What I desire to mainly point out is this, that when extraor¬ 
dinary sums are offered for an extraordinary number of dishes the great 
bulk of the prizes in schedules must of necessity be disproportionately 
small, while many good cultivators can compete in these and only few in 
the former. When a prize of £50 brings three competitors only out 
of the thousands of good gardeners in Britain it is in my view a failure, 
except in so far that the sensation attracts the gaping crowd of sightseers. 
An amount like that prohibits free competition. In the Newcastle 
instance I suspect it ostracised a whole community—namely, of vegetable 
growers. There appears to have been nothing left for these, yet is it not 
as important to encourage the production of high-class vegetables as of 
fruit and flowers ? 

I hope I did not suggest that superior fruit is not staged in classes 
that are intended to be sensational. It is readily conceded that the best 
of examples may be found there ; but what rlo we find in addition ? 
We find plenty of dishes arranged to make up the requisite number that 
are not superior to the produce staged by cottagers at a good show. 
This is not adduced as derogatory to i reat exhibitors who cannot help 
themselves in the matter, and they do and must scrape together the 
best they can to meet the conditions imposed. 

It is most creditable to Scottish growers that they exhibit in such 
numbers in large classes, and that they exhibit well is admitted. My 
point is this. When the competition is so good it would be better to in¬ 
crease the number of prizes in those classes than to divide an excep¬ 
tionally large sum between two or three individuals whether the com¬ 
petition be keen or not. 

I daresay an “ Old Hand” knows as well as I do that a class of 
twelve dishes of fruit is easy to compete in, or the reverse, according to 
the stipulations. If every dish has to be of a distinct kind of fruit the 
competition will be limited, as the whole of the fruits will not be of 
high class quality, but if duplicates are allowed distinct in variety, such 
as black and white Grapes, dark and light Plums, and so on, the field of 
competition is widened and the collections generally improved. A 
collection of twelve dishes may be easier to compete in than one of 
eight dishes, and too much care cannot be exercised by the framers of 
schedules in distinguishing “ kinds ” and “ varieties,” so that intending 
exhibitors may know exactly what to do to make themselves safe against 
disqualifications.—Expeeientia docet. 

HILL HOUSE, LANGPORT. 

This, the residence of Vincent Stuckey, Esq., is situated close to 
Langport, and wtll above the large tracts of low-lying land that sur¬ 
rounds that quiet little town. No place that I have visited this season 
has suffered so much for want of rain, none having fallen, to any appre¬ 
ciable extent, from February till the end of August. As a consequence 
the lawns, flower gardens, and park were looking very brown indeed, 
this naturally marring the appearance of what is really a pretty well- 
kept place. Adjoining the house, and overlooking a flower garden, 
stands a commodious and well designed conservatory, which contains 
an aviary, and is kept constantly filled with a good selection of climb¬ 
ing fine-foliaged and flowering plants. A noble plant of the very 
ornamental or serviceable Kentia Fosteriana and good Dicksonias form 
admirable centres of groups, and about these are arranged plenty of 
Fuchsias, Marguerites, Achimenes, Coleuses, Pandanuses, dwarf Scabious, 
and Calliopsis. The two last named annuals are well adapted for pot 
culture, and remain in flower for a considerable length of time. The 

< double pink Ivy-leaf Pelargonium Madame Crousse is very effective for 
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furnishing hanging baskets ; in fact, nearly all in that section are well 
adapted for that purpose. 

In the flower garden neither the flowering or finc-foliaged plants 
were so good as usual, these presenting a very different appearance to 
what I have previously seen in these gardens. A large bed filled with 
Agave americana intermingled with scarlet Pelargoniums was quite a 
feature, and looked well from the first filling of the beds. The carpet 
beds were neatly done and kept in good order, as they should be, or not 
attempted. Pilea muscosa, or the Artillery Plant, is here used as a 
green-foliaged carpeting plant, and quite surpasses for effect any other 
kind tried. It is easily propagated, and when planted of very neat 
habit, the colour being a pleasing pale green. Considerable numbers 
of flowering plants are also grown in the kitchen garden, one of the 
most effective of these for front rows being the miniature Asters 
planted thickly. 

The forcing, fruit, and plant houses are situated on the opposite side 
of the road, and on the whole may be said to be a useful lot of glass. 
There are several small span-roofed houses, one being principally occu¬ 
pied with a healthy lot of Camellias planted out, the end being wholly 
covered with the useful and ever-flowering Solanum jasminoides. In 
another house Abutilons are planted out and trained in different ways, 
these again yielding a continuous supply of flowers. A back wall 
clothed with Ferns, including the pretty Lygodiumscandensand the free 
spreading Nephrolepis exaltata, may be said to be both ornamental and 
useful, this being the means of supplying abundance of greenery for 
vases and other purposes. The borders near the pathways in the fernery 
are covered with rockwork, among this being planted a quantity of 
Adiantums and other Ferns—a method of obviating an eyesore which is 
well worthy of more general imitation. It is almost impossible to grow 
too many Ferns anywhere, and these banks and walls clothed with them 
save the pot plants surprising!v. Panicum variegatum is also pretty and 
effectively intermingled with the planted out Ferns, and is also found 
very serviceable for cutting from. StephanoMs floribunda, Dipladenia 
boliviense, and Allamanda Hendersoni are the principal roof plants in 
the stoves, and all are doing well. Gardenias planted out in a narrow 
well raised border are in good health and clean. A compost consisting 
of nearly all peat best suits them. Tydeas in variety, grown in small 
pots, flowered most abundantly for several months ; this class of plants 
ought to be more frequently seen. Eucharn amazonica in quantity, and 
a good number of the beautiful Pancratium fragrans are doing well, 
and I noticed some capital plants of Dendrobium nobile in baskets, 
Tuberous and other Begonias are well grown, and there is also a good 
assortment of Crotons, Dracaenas, Palms, and other plants for the dinner 
table. 

Since Mr. J. Lloyd has had charge of these gardens a most marked 
improvement has been effected in the fruit-growing department. Lifting 
and root-pruning coupled with the gradual formation of new borders 
was never attended with better or more- rapid paying results. The 
natural subsoil is a heavy retentive clay, and directly the roots of fruit 
trees reach this the effect is soon apparent. Peach trees have the 
“ yellows,” and do not perfect good fruit, while the Grapes do not ripen 
their wood satisfactorily, and shanking is the order of the day. Mr. 
Lloyd went boldly in for renovation in every case while the leaves were 
yet fresh and green, or before September was past. In the case of the 
house of Muscat Grapes, the whole of the roots worth preserving were 
carefully separated from the bad soil and actually fastened to the roof 
trellis, while the bottom of the border was drained and the old heavy 
compost replaced with new. Every precaution was taken to keep the 
roots as well as the foliage shaded from sunshine, and they were also 
frequently moistened with a syringe. The roots were carefully relaid 
into the fresh compost, the latter being kept well moistened, while the 
foliage was shaded and very frequently syringed. This treatment 
preserved the folia. e for some time, or while it assisted to form a few 
fresh root fibres, and the wood ripened off well. The following season 
the Vines were gently forced, and all perfected comparatively heavy 
crops of Grapes of surprisingly good quality. How good they were may 
be gathered from the fact that three bunches were exhibited at the 
Taunton Show early in August, and in spite of stroug competition easily 
secured the first prize. The other houses containing Alicante, Mrs. 
Pince, Gros Colman, Lady Downe’s, Foster’s Seedling, and Black Ham¬ 
burgh, have all undergone a renovating process, though not in all cases 
so severe as that accorded the Muscat of Alexandria, and in every 
instance the practice has answered well. All the sorts named are still 
doing well, but in one or two instances it is thought the roots have left 
the borders (all inside) and found their way into less congenial soil. 
These will be wholly or partially lifted this season. It is a practice to 
be commended to many other gardeners in charge of unhealthy Vines, 
but this kind of work must be done quickly and well, and those respon¬ 
sible are warned not to overcrop the Vines, especially for a season or 
two following wholly o» partial lifting. 

The Peach houses, in common with the vineries, are roomy, well- 
arranged houses, and plenty «f good fruits are gathered from the fine trees 
there to be seen. The favourite sorts of Peaches are Koyal George, 
Noblesse, and notably the Alexandra Noblesse, and Walburton Admir¬ 
able. The old Elruge Nectarine is still much liked, but fresh sorts are 
being gradually introduced. A Peach case designed and constructed by 
Mr. Lloyd promises to be a very profitable structure. Useful plants of 
Melons in various stages were growing in the houses, the favourite sort 
being High Cross Hybrid. Strawberries in pots are established early 
without much trouble. The runners are taken off the old plants as soon 
as they can be procured and dibbled into shallow boxes of good soil. 

Set in a cold pit and lightly shaded they soon become strong and well 
rooted, being eventually transferred direct to the fruiting pots. 

The kitchen garden is principally situated on a steep hill, and as may 
be imagined is very difficult to manage during a dry season. All things’ 
considered it was well stocked with vegetables, which only wanted rain, 
in several cases to start them into more vigorous growth.—W. I. 

FACTS ABOUT FRUIT. 

Whiting in an evening contemporary, Mr. Sampson Morgan has 
the following jottings respecting fruit, fresh and preserved :— 

Although our climate and soil are suitable for the production of 
choice fruit in abundance, yet it is nevertheless a fact that we grow only 
enough for about a three-months supply, and for the rest are dependent 
upon the consignments from abroad. True, we cannot raise such tropical 
truits as the Pine Apple and the Banana in the open air, but we can pro¬ 
duce such nutritious and medicinal fruits as Apples, Pears, Tomatoes, 
Plums, and Nuts in profusion, and to such an extent as would enable 
us to be almost independent of foreign fruit of any kind. In spite of 
what we raise, it is a fact that in one year the value of the total imports 
ran up to considerably more than £7,000,000, which may be divided as 
follows:—Apples, £717,031; Oranges and Lemons, £1,481,010; fruit 
(raw), £1,421,747; fruit (dried and preserved), £558,777 ; Nuts, 
£447,205; Currants, £1,458,183; Figs, £187,903; Plums and Prunes, 
£94,742 ; Baisins, £960,220. Considering the consumption of fruits, 
both foreign and home grown, in connection with an increased annual 
production, it is pretty evident that we are becoming, as a nation, a 
fruit-eating people. With regard to Apples, although we have the finest 
climate in the universe for the production of the “ king of fruits,” as 
regards quality and quantity combined, yet it is a fact that from the 
States we import Apples to "the value of £500,000; from Belgium and 
other continental countries to the value of £1,000,000 ; and from Canada 
to the value of £91,000. 

Fruit as Food.—The increase indicated above is a good sign, for 
more reasons than one. Fruit must, by all thinking men who believe, 
in the diet cure, be accepted, without any qualification, as being the 
proper food for man. The influence of fruit upon the system is not 
only marked, but untold. In fact, by its use we are enabled to mitigate 
or cure almost all the ills that flesh is heir to. The list of fruits—home 
grown alone—is endless. We may, as the seasons come round, go in fon 
the Strawberry cure, the Grape cure, the Tomato cure, the Currant, 
Raspberry, and Cherry cure, the Apple, Pear, Melon, and Plum cure, 
and, independent of Nuts, yet not exhaust the list of luscious fruits 
grown. As to how fruit should be eaten, it were best for each one to 
decide for himself. Some reason that the skin of all fruits should be 
rejected, while others argue that most fruits should be eaten whole. Foa 
myself I reject most, if not all skins, w ith the exception of such fruits 
as the Currant and the Plum. A good rule may be found in the follow¬ 
ing plan :— 

Do not eat your Peaches’ and Apples’ skin ;. all the skins are inso¬ 
luble. Do not subject your stomach to the irritation of Grape and Cherry 
stones, or to Orange or Lemon seeds. Discard your Grape skins ; do not 
eat Orange peels. The fleshy part of any of our fruits, when at a proper 
stage of development, can be eaten with great benefit. Plums do not 
digest as well as Grapes. The same is true of Cherries. Peaches con¬ 
tain a large proportion of soluble constituents, and are usually readily 
accepted by weak stomachs. Roasted Apples are slightly laxative, and 
are very acceptable. Pears are more digestible than Apples, and are a 
delicate and agreeable fruit. Gooseberries are wholesome, but should 
be cooked if eaten in any quantity. Raspberries and Blackberries are 
excellent, and should be eaten freely. Strawberries are probably the 
most heartily welcomed of our small fruits, and the least disturbing of 
any. Fruit has its best effect when eaten with brown wholemeal bread, 
not as dessert, but food. Sound, ripe fruit, in good condition, is very 
beneficial. The danger only arises when we partake of unripe, bruised, 
or unwholesome fruit. For instance, sour Apples, hard unripe Green 
Gages and Plums are positively dangerous eaten raw. “ Nothing,” says 
one doctor, “ can do so much to make people independent of the pro¬ 
fession as the daily use of fruit.” 

Fruit for Winter.—With regard to preserved fruits for winter 
use, from a dietetic point of view, we find that we are not able at pre¬ 
sent to put upon our tables soft fruits, such as Currants, Green Gages, 
and Plums, in fresh condition, with the exception of those that are put 
up in bottles, and which must be admitted to be a failure in their pre¬ 
sent form. We want to be in a position to have fruit that has simply, 
been stewed down, and which contains only a small amount of sugar, if 
any. The fact is our jams and jellies contain too much sweetening 
matter to be wholesome, especially if eaten regularly or in large 
quantities. 

The perfect preserve of the future for winter use will consist of fruit 
which is simply stewed down with as little sweetening ingredient as 
possible, and which, when turned out for use, has the appearance and 
flavour of the unsweetened fresh fruit. For such a preserve as this 
there would of necessity be an enormous demand, and whoever satisfies 
this demand will earn the gratitude of those who from one year’s end to 
the other partake of fruit as food. Of course hard fruits, such as Apples, 
Pears, and Nuts, may be so utilised as to be in good condition almost 
from season to season ; but with regard to soft fruit things are different. 
If we require them in winter, or after the season is over, they must be 
preserved, and until they are properly preserved in a healthful manner, 
it were best to confine ourselves to the use of hard fruits alone. If we 
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compare our system with that of the States, we find that there one of 
the leading industries in connection with horticulture is that of the 
winter utilisation of fruit. Fruit preserves—different from our jams— 
canned fruits, and fruit juices are the order of the day. Farmers grow 
special crops for the canneries, and the canneries cater in a wholesale 
manner for the public. In out-of-the-way districts the grower himself 
has his household fruit mill, fruit evaporator, or drier for the same pur¬ 
pose. Summer or winter every farm house has an abundance of fruit, 
fresh, preserved, or dried. Not only do they evaporate their Apple chips 
and rings, but also Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, 
Currants, Easpberries, Grapes, and Figs, so that they have all the year 
pure fruit in abundance. The system of drying and evaporating is 
simple, and the apparatus by no means dear. This being so, it is strange 
that it has not become popular here with the home-grower. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 
(Continued from page 257.') 

The block of forest called Deva Shola, or the Gods’ Wood— 
from Deva, God, and Shola, a wood—was, before the advent of the Chin- 
chona planter on the Nilgiris, by far the largest and finest piece of forest 
on the plateau. Large streams of water flowed through it, and an old 
road ran through its centre fringed with masses of Ferns, such as 
Adiantum oethiopicum, A. hispidulum, Davallia tenuifolia, Pteris cretica, 
Lastrea aristata, Cyrtomium caryotideum, and many others, whilst the 
ravines were filled with handsome specimens of a Tree Fern, Alsophila 
latebrosa. The Shola being situated so near the large station of Oota- 
camund, was a great resort of shooting and picnic parties. The wood 
consisted originally of from 800 to 900 acres of low but very thick 
forest, with a very dense undergrowth of a species of Strobalanthus 
with long interlacing stems, forming in many parts an impenetrable 
thicket, save for the lanes formed in it by the passage of deer and other 
wild animals. This famous wood was at one time the home of the 
tiger, bear, lambhur or large deer, leopard, wild boar, and other 
animals, which yielded magnificent sport to the residents and visitors 
to the Nilgiris. The wood was in fact a place of great note and quite a 
feature of the hills, and was also looked upon by the surrounding native 
population as a peculiarly sacred spot, the place of abode of their Gods, 
and where they retired to worship. It was therefore with horror and 
dismay that they received the news that 500 acres of the sacred Shola 
had by Government been given over to the ruthless hand of the Chin- 
chona planter. Notwithstanding all this, however, when the time came 
for felling the forest the natives from the neighbouring villages of all 
castes, with a true oriental love for gain in the shape of wages, came 
crowding to the work of destroying the Shola, which had been held to 
be so sacred by their forefathers for so many generations. There can 
be no doubt that the destruction of this famous wood was a gross 
blunder. In the first place the Government were to blame in allowing 
it to pass out of their hands to the extent they did ; and secondly, the 
parties to whom the land was conceded were even more to blame in 
ruthlessly sweeping the land of its covering of forest before having a 
single Chinchona plant ready to be put out, and neglecting to leave the 
all necessary belts of protecting forest as barriers against the annual 
gales of the south-west monsoon. 

In due course I succeeded in raising some 600,000 sturdy young 
Chinchona plants, all of the succirubra species, in burning, clearing, and 
pitting sufficient land to receive these plants, and in building a sub¬ 
stantial brick house on a grass ridge adjoining the plantation. All 
went well till what is called in India the “ bursting” of the south-west 
monsoon, which proved to be the herald of a series of disasters. In the 
first place, on the second or third night of the monsoon the corrugated 
iron roof of the newly finished house was blown clean off and carried 
right away into a ravine below, causing me to seek shelter in an out¬ 
house. The gale continued for a fortnight with little or no rain, so 
that no planting operations could be undertaken. About a couple of 
acres had been planted the year previous to this with plants of the 
succirubra species of Chinchona purchased from Government. These 
had grown up into nice plants of over a foot in height, but in this gale 
were nearly all snapped over close to the ground. This was in the month 
of July, but as no rain fell during that nor the succeeding two months, 
I had to wait patiently till the month of October, or the setting in of 
the north-east monsoon, before beginning planting operations? This 
monsoon set in in due course and proved an excellent one for planting, 
so that I had no difficulty in putting out the 600,000 plants before the 
rains ceased. 

After the work had been completed I began to consider whether a 
plantation of Chinchona could ever be raised over the whole area of 
the 500 acres that had been cleared of forest, and I came to the con¬ 
clusion that it could not. The soil was excellent over the whole surface, 
and all other conditions were most favourable to the forming of a 
magnificent plantation. But the question of the wind had to be con¬ 
sidered, and it was evident that save in the sheltered nooks it would be 
quite impossible to form a plantation of even stunted growth. The 
difference of elevation between the foot of the plantation and the 
top ridges was as much as 700 feet, and the wind striking these ridges 
where no sheltering belts had been left came down upon the plantation, 
sweeping everything before it. Had I been wise I would have relin¬ 
quished charge of the plantation after the first planting had been 
completed, but I foolishly waited to see the effect of another monsoon 
on the plants I had just put out, hoping against hope that it might not 
prove so disastrous as the one I had just passed through. The planting 

proved a very successful one, and before the following July the plants 
had attained an average height of 15 inches. The monsoon burst as 
usual about the end of June, the wind increasing in strength till about 
the 15th July, when it culminated in a terrific gale of three days, when 
it suddenly calmed and the sun came out as bright as ever. I had made 
it a point not to visit the estate during the whole time of the storm, but 
when it ceased I had a quiet walk round the plantation to view the 
damage which I knew quite well had been done. I had put the esti¬ 
mate of damage in my own mind at a pretty high figure, but the result 
of my walk proved I had not put it nearly high enough, as at least 
400,000 out of the 600,000 plants put out had been snapped off by the 
ground and were blown into the ravines below and on the roads, where 
they lay in wreaths withering in the sun. The stem of the succirubra 
species of Chinchona is exceedingly brittle when in a young state, so 
that the plants were not wrung about and thus destroyed, but snapped 
clean off, and the land stripped and the year’s work and expenditure 
nearly totally lost. I at once communicated with the proprietors of the 
property, giving it as my opinion that a plantation of Chinchona could 
not be produced over the whole area of the land till such time as some 
sort of shelter could be raised for the due protection of the plants, and 
offering my resignation. In this opinion they did not concur, and in¬ 
duced me to remain at my post, which I was sorry for ever after¬ 
wards. 

Young plants were raised in abundance for three years in succession 
and the land regularly replanted, the plants as regularly meeting the 
same fate as those of the first planting. Attempts were made to grow 
belts of Eucalyptus globulus and Acacia melanoxylon to break the wind, 
but only with very partial success, the severe monsoon storms retarding 
their growth generally, so that the cultivation of Chinchona was 
eventually abandoned on the estate except in the sheltered nooks, which 
formed but a very small area in proportion to the whole land, so that 
here was a property all but totally ruined by too grasping a policy in 
the first instance, and by a total want of knowledge or ignoring of the 
peculiarities of the climate of the district, and as a monument of this 
false economy was left a few hundreds of acres of thorny scrub in place 
of the beautiful and picturesque Shola of former days. The exercise of 
a little forethought would have prevented all this. Had the forest 
clothing the ridges been simply left as a protection the lower portions of 
the land could have been cultivated in perfect shelter, and with every 
chance of success, but no cultivated plant, be it Tea, Coffee, or Chin¬ 
chona, will ever thrive if planted in a position fully exposed to the 
heavy south-west monsoon blasts, which are stronger as the elevation is 
greater. In large blocks of forest extending for miles, as in the Wynaad, 
it is very difficult to say where the wind will strike after say 100 acres is 
felled ; and frequently mistakes of a very serious nature are made, even 
when the greatest precaution is taken beforehand; but as regards smaller 
isolated patches, such as are found on the Nilgiris, the case is different, 
and with ordinary precaution no mistakes of this nature need occur. 
At the time I write of the succirubra species of Chinchona was alone 
planted on land under 6500 feet; above that elevation the officinalis 
species with its hybrids were planted. Since those days the latter has 
so superseded the former in value of bark that estates of succirubra are 
at the present moment considered of little or no value, from the much 
smaller quantity of alkaloids found in the bark and the greater difficulty 
in their extraction. No one dreams of planting succirubra in these 
days, and existing estates of this species I believe are in some cases being 
replanted with Tea. 

While living at Deva Shola I had the opportunity of witnessing the 
flowering of a low shrub, a species of Strobilanthus, but not the same as 
grew amongst the trees of the forest. It is a low evergreen shrub which 
covers the hills for miles, and is said to flower only once in seven years. 
It has a very beautiful blue flower, and when in full bloom the appear¬ 
ance of the hills is beyond description. After flowering and ripening its 
seed the plant dies, but springs again very readily from seed, so that 
after the death of the old plants the hills are soon clothed again. It 
has been said that it is from this flower that the Nilgiris get the name of 
the Blue Mountains, but this, of course, is only fanciful. Not far from 
Deva Shola, and at a slightly lower elevation, the wild Orange tree is to 
be found growing on the grass hills on the edges of the Sholas. It is a 
very beautiful object when covered with ripe fruit and flowers. I was 
much struck with its great beauty when I accidentally came upon it for 
the first time. There were many trees in small groups and dotted singly 
our the grass hills. The trees were rich both in green and ripe fruit of 
a large size, and the flowers were abundant. The grass was strewn with 
ripe fruit, and altogether the sight in the wild was a very beautiful and 
interesting one. On tasting the fruit I found them bitter beyond ex¬ 
pression. Another spot in this locality deserves mention—viz., Mailoor, 
which is a village about three miles from Deva Shola, and possessing a 
very mild and delightful climate. A few yards from the village may 
be seen sculptured slabs of stone, which are involved in mystery, no 
one knowing who put them there, or why, enhancing the interest 
attached to them. Near by is a temple belonging to one of the hill 
tribes surrounded by splendid specimens of Elasocarpus trees, their wide- 
spreading branches affording a deep shade, which gives solemnity to the 
scene. The temple itself stands in the middle of a circle marked out 
with a rugged stone wall 3 or 4 feet in height. The temple is dedicated, 
it is supposed, to the Fire God of this particular tribe, as within the 
circle there is a small hollow in the ground, which is the scene of one of 
their religious ceremonies—namely, that of walking through fire. The 
hollow is filled with burning ashes, through which each devotee walks 
slowly and majestically; this rite is performed once a year. This 
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locality is extremely rich in Ferns ; in addition to Tree Ferns in abun¬ 
dance there are numerous others, including Adiantum caudatum, A. 
hispidulum, Davallia tenuifolia in huge masses draping the branches, Pteris 
geranifolia, P. cretica, and many others, whilst the trees are draped 
with such species as Asplenium furcatum, Elaphoglossum conforme, Ac. 
Lilium neilgherense is also found in abundance in the neighbourhood. 
It is frequently seen growing out of the fissures of damp cliffs and 
rocks, and seems to like a good deal of moisture. As a rule it produces 
only a single flower on each stem, but I have frequently seen from two 
to three on a stem, and I believe as many as six blooms have been 
counted on one stem. It is a very beautiful plant in its wild state. It 
is now, I believe becoming very scarce owing to the ravages of 
collectors. 

After building the house on the Deva Shola plantation, I laid out a 
small flower garden in front, planting it mostly with Verbenas and 
Petunias the first year, which at that time were all the plants I had 
available. I devoted a bed to each variety, and the result was startling 
and unexpected. After the north-east rains ceased the plants began to 
bloom, and for a whole year presented such an appearance as I never 
saw before produced by plants of the same kind. The beds during that 
time were simply a blaze of the brightest coloured flowers, and were the 
admiration of all who saw them. On the pillars of the verandah I had 
Passiflora edulis, which gave me fruit all the year round, Bignonias and 
Mandevilla suaveolens, which yielded its sweet scented flowers abun¬ 
dantly at all seasons. By the way,. I have seen this plant in the 
Botanical Gardens at Oatacamund which had found its way to the top 
of a large tree, covering the crown of its supporter with a wealth of its 
pure white blossoms, which is another proof of the mild nature of the 
climate. The above-named gardens are extremely interesting and are 
well managed, but I shall have more to say regarding them perhaps in 
my next paper.—Planter. 

(To be continued.) 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN, 
Late Apples.—Many err in gathering these too early, or before they 

either part readily from the trees or the seeds are brown. This is some¬ 
times owing to those responsible following the time-honoured custom of 
clearing whole orchards or all the garden trees at about the same time. 
If there is no avoiding this practice it is advisable to commence gather¬ 
ing when the late sorts are fit, instead of being ruled by the earlier varie¬ 
ties. The former, if gathered and stored at the proper time, are by far 
the most valuable ; whereas, if picked or dragged from the trees before 
they are fit for storing they rarely attain to perfection, the fruit keeping 
badly and shrivel prematurely. In the case of all garden trees or small 
orchards in proximity to the house or garden there is no excuse for tco 
early gathering. With us it is now an almost daily habit of looking 
round all the trees. The Apples change rapidly, and those unfit to 
gather early in the week may be quite ready by the end of the week. 
Cox’s Orange Pippin, one of the most valuable dessert sorts we have, 
were in some positions fit for gathering by the third week in September, 
others will be stored early in October. King of the Pippins, an earlier 
sort, and nearly as long keeping, ought in most backward localities to 
be yet on the trees. With us they ripen unevenly, and are gathered 
piecemeal. Blenheim Pippin will hold on till early in October, at which 
time Court of Wick, Adam’s Pearmain, Marsil, and Ribston Pippin 
promise to be ready for careful storage. Braddick’s Nonpareil, one of 
the best winter varieties, we gather rather early, but Ross Nonpareil, 
Pearson’s Plate, Rushock Pearmain, and Wyken Pippen are still far 
from being fit for storing, though the case may be different on warmer 
soils. The last to be gathered are Court-Pendu-Plat, Northern Spy, 
Scarlet Nonpareil, and Cornish Gilliflower. Golden Knob, a favourite 
Kentish Apple, ought to remain on the trees longer than any, and 
Sturmer Pippin must not hastily be gathered, or this valuable late sort 
will be of little real service, being tough and dry when gathered too 
soon. The foregoing remarks also apply to many of the later culinary 
varieties. Emperor Alexander, Golden Noble, Waltham Abbey Seedling, 
Cellini, Cox’s Pomona, Hoary Morning, all may be gathered soon after 
the Codlin. Ecklinville, Flower of Kent, Lord Derby, Hollandbury, 
Kentish Pippin, and Tom Putt with us will be gathered at the end of 
September, these being followed by such later sorts as Tower of Glamis, 
Mere de Manage, Beauty of Kent, Warner’s King, Dumelow’s Seedling, 
Lemon Pippin, Royal Somerset, and London Pippin. The last to be 
gathered and used will be the Alfriston, Betty Geeson, Reinette de 
Canada, Hanwell Souring, Hambledon Deux Ans, Winter Greening, and 
Norfolk Beefing. 

Those who are fortunate in having large crops of good fruit may be 
in a dilemma as to where to stow it all. Ordinary kitchen Apples need 
not be stored thinly on dry shelves or floors ; on the contrary, they keep 
better in every way when stored in good-sized heaps. Nor need these 
heaps be formed in a dry room. Outhouses and even a well-drained spot 

in the open air are quite as suitable. In every case none but quite sound 
fruit should be stored, these being carefully handled and covered with 
mats or dry straw in order to exclude both cold winds and severe frosts. 
It is unwise to cover these heaps for several days after they are formed,, 
unless it be to keep off rains or frost. Close musty sheds or disused 
Mushroom houses are unfit for the storage of Apples, the fruit in all 
such places soon becoming badly tainted. Straw and hay may be fresh, 
and sweet for a time, but it soon becomes musty, and ought in no case 
to come into contact with dessert Apples. Clean boards, or, better still, 
boards covered with clean paper, drawers, and boxes, are much the best 
for the fruit to rest on or to be stored in from the first. 

Late Pears.—There are few more reliable September than Beurrd 
d’Amanlis, and it is especially good this season. It keeps badly, and' 
should therefore be used quickly. By the end of September the large, 
distinct, and valuable Pitmaston Duchess will be available. This should 
be grown in different positions, gathered at intervals and tenderly 
handled, in which manner it is possible to secure a succession of delicious 
fruit till November. Fondante d’Automne is a good October Pear, and 
the ever-popular Louise Bonne of Jersey can seldom be kept after 
October. Marie Louise d’Uccle is quite distinct from the good old Marie 
Louis?, and does not keep so well. The last named and also the only 
slightly inferior Doyenne du Comice ought to be gathered at intervals in 
order to prolong their season as long as possible, no other sorts we hav e 
being relished when these are in season. Both may be frequently kept as 
late as the middle of November. Marechal de Cour is in season about 
the same time as Marie Louise, while the rather second-rate Beurr6 Diel 
keeps at least a fortnight longer. Care should be taken not to gather 
the Crassannes too early, or shrivelling and diyness may be the conse¬ 
quence. The best of them, Althorp Crassanne, is in season from October 
to December. Thompson’s and Van Mons Ldon Leclerc are both in 
season late in October, and frequently keep to the middle of November, 
Huyshe’s Prince Consort and Princess of Wales must not be dragged 
from the trees, both of these with us being especially liable to shrivel, 
Hacon’s Incomparable is good through November and December, 
Napoleon being in season about the same time. The delicious Winter 
Nelis is rarely fit to gather before October, and should keep good from 
November to February. Chaumontel with us usually hangs late. Beurrd- 
Bachelier must be watched closely or fine fruit may fall and be spoilt. 
It is available during December, and is a good Pear. General Todleben 
must also be watched closely both as regards the time to gather and 
when to eat it; it hangs rather late with us, and seldom keeps good 
through November. Glou Morcjeau ought to be one of the last to be 
gathered. Leave both this, Easter Beurrc, Beurrd Ranee, Bergamotte 
Esperen, Beurrd d’Aremberg, Jean de Witte, Ne Plus Meuris, and 
Olivier de Serres on the trees till such times as they part freely when 
gently raised. Most of them are very frequently gathered too soon, 
those in charge, knowing their value as good late keepers, being very 
anxious to get them safely stored. If birds are troublesome net over 
the trees. All the Pears should be stowed either in drawers or on shelves, 
as much as possible in single layers, with their stalks uppermost. Avoid 
keeping the room very hot, and guard against either low temperatures or 
cold draughts. 

Root-pruning Fruit Trees.—In most districts the work of par¬ 
tially lifting and root-pruning may safely be commenced. It is better 
done now for several reasons, among these being the fact that there will 
yet be time for fresh fibres to be formed before the leaves fall, and 
besides, the work, owing to the comparative dryness of the ground, can 
better be carried out in September and October. Trees that persist in 
growing vigorously without fruiting, if given a check at the roots, may 
soon be rendered fruitful, probably during the next season ; while any 
that are rooting too deeply, and as a consequence are become sickly and 
of little real service, may also be improved or renovated by lifting. 
Those planted against walls, as well as those in the open, are benefited 
by partial lifting. To wholly" lift large trees might kill them, but if 
one-half of the roots are searched out, shortened with a sharp knife, and 
relaid in good fresh compost this autumn, and the remainder next year, 
the process will be both safe and effective. The first trench should be 
opened at least 6 feet distant from the stem of a large tree, and about 
4 feet from younger or smaller trees. Usually some of the most deeply 
running roots are immediately under the stem, hence the necessity for 
gradually undermining till these are reached and cut through. If plenty 
of turfy loam is available little else need be added to the border, though 
we find the roots delight in plenty of burnt garden refuse when this is 
freely mixed with the compost. Transplanting ought not to be 
attempted yet. 

FRUIT FORCING. 
Strawberries in Pots.—The autumn fruiters, if any are grown, 

should be encouraged with weak guano water or sulphate of ammonia, 
1 oz. of the first and half ounce of the latter to a gallon of water, and in 
the case of heavy rains and the fruit approaching ripening the plants 
should be placed in frames with abundant ventilation, which will 
improve the quality and colour considerably. TJje varieties most suit¬ 
able for autumn fruiting are La Grosse Sucree, Sir Harry, and 
Yicomtesse Hericart de Thury. Plants that have been forced in spring, 
shaken out, repotted, and grown on are excellent for autumn and 
early -winter fruiting, or if planted out and duly attended to they can 
be lifted at the end of September, potted, and placed in a cold frame. 
Any autumn fruiters not required to fruit for some time yet may be 
retarded by placing them on a north border. 

A loose Surface for Strawberries in pots prevents the soil leaving 
the sides of the pots, and admits of the water passing equally through 
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the ball and moistening it thoroughly. A little dried horse droppings 
or cowdung applied to the surface will keep all right there. Remove 
ail runners as they appear, also weeds, and do not allow the plants to 
suffer through insufficient supplies of water. The plants should have 
plenty of space for the full exposure of the foliage to light and air, 
which is essential to sturdy growth and plump well-developed 
crowns. 

Cucumbers.—The autumn fruiters must have careful attention, 
affording copious supplies of liquid manure, removing superfluous male 
blossoms and tendrils, avoiding overcropping, and not allowing the 
fruit to hang too long. The syringe should only be employed at closing 
time on bright afternoons. Earth up the roots as the plants advance in 
growth from time to time. Pinch out the growing point one or two 
joints beyond the fruit, examining the plants at least once a week for 
that purpose, retaining no more foliage than can be fully exposed to 
light. All water must be given at the same temperature as that of the 
roots. Pot the plants from seed sown at the beginning of the month 
for winter fruiting directly they are large enough, plunging the pots in 
bottom heat until the plants are established, then raise them near the 
glass, maintaining a temperature of 70° at night, 75° by day, with an 
advance from sun heat of 10° to 15°. The fermenting materials, if such 
are used for bottom heat, must be in preparation for the formation of 
the beds in due time. For producing a good supply of fruit in late 
January or early February seed should be sown at the beginning of 
October. 

Plants in dung-heated frames or pits must have the linings renewed 
as required, the foliage being kept rather thin, the shoots well stopped 
to a joint beyond the show of fruit, and no more water should be given 
than to secure healthy moisture for the roots, placing mats over the 
Lights on cold nights. 

Pines.—To maintain the sturdy healthful appearance of young 
growing stock free ventilation is necessary, maintaining the bottom heat 
about the roots at 80°, watering the plants whenever they require it, 
employing weak liquid manure occasionally, and avoiding the use of the 
syringe too frequently ; merely sprinkling the paths, Ac., morning and 
evening daily will suffice. Fire heat must be resorted to to maintain a 
■night temperature of 60° to 65°. Newly potted plants should have a 
bottom heat of 90° to 95°, with a view to the roots speedily penetrating 
the soil. Recently started suckers should, as soon as roots are plentiful, 
be raised near the glass, it being essential that those intended to be 
wintered in small pots be brought on gradually. Fruiting plants should 
have a night temperature of 70°; 80° to 90° during the day, closing 
at 85°. 

When the suckers started this autumn are rooted pot them 
without delay, draining the pots well. Employ the fibry part of turfy 
loam, and do not tear it up too fine, but use it in lumps proportionate to 
the size of the pots. The strongest plants may be transferred to the 
fruiting pots at once, the size of the pots being proportionate to the 
•robustness of the varieties. Jamaicas do well in 9 or 10-inch pots, Queen 
in 10 or 11-inch pots, Smooth-leaved Cayennes and similar varieties in 
11 to 12-inch pots, and Providence in 12 to 13-inch pots, which will 
afford fruit of the largest size. Where smaller plants and fruit are the 
objects aimed at, pots an inch or two less in diameter will answer. The 
•plants not of a size fit for transferring to the largest pots can be shifted 
into 8-inch pots, in which they may be kept until spring and then be 
transferred to a larger size. 

PLANT HOUSES. 
Gesneras.—These should occupy a shelf close to the glass where 

the temperature at night does not fall below 65°. The plants should 
now be strong with large leaves, and the pots moderately full of 
roots. A little artificial manure applied to the surface of the soil at 
intervals of a fortnight will prove beneficial, or clean soft water in a 
weak state may be given every time water is needed. The last is 
perhaps the best stimulant that can be given to these plants, for it 
brings out the beautiful markings of their foliage. Water carefully, 
but do not allow the plants to suffer by an insufficient supply. At the 
same time be careful that water does not lodge upon their foliage, which 
will turn it brown, and thus destroy their beautiful appearance. 

Tydceas.—Many of these grown for autumn and early winter flower¬ 
ing will be showing signs of dowering. These must be brought forward, 
for no advantage is gained by attempting to retard them. They will do 
.under the same treatment and conditions as Gesneras. T. Madame 
Heine for flowering during February and March must not be grown too 
warm, or they will soon become tall. They should be grown close to the 
glass where the temperature does not exceed 60°, and where a circulation 
<?f air can be provided on fine bright days. Some of the latest of these 
may now be transferred into 4-inch and 5-inch pots, and will form a 
capital succession to those that are well established in those sizes. Be 
careful not to syringe the foliage of these plants. 

Gloxinias.—Late in the year the flowers of these plants are equally 
as useful as they are early in the season. During the dull days of 
November and Decefnber their bright yet delicate flowers are very 
effective in small or shallow vases associated with Adiantum cuneatum. 
Plants now in small pots, whether seedlings or raised from leaves, may be 
placed into 4-inch pots and grown on a shelf close to the glass where a 
temperature of 60° to 65° is kept at night. Under these conditions they 
•will grow rapidly and soon commence pushing up their flowers. Old 
plants that have thoroughly gone to rest may have the old soil shaken 
irom them and then stored in boxes amongst sand until they are 
.wanted. For the present they will do in any cool dry shed. Those that 

have been flowering recently must not be hurried to rest. Water them 
carefully and judiciously until their foliage naturally dies away, and 
afterwards keep them dry. 

Achimcnes.—The latest that were raised from cuttings will be 
getting past their best, and may be thrown out provided the old stool 
plants have been reserved for next year’s stock of plants. Ripen these 
gradually by diminishing the supply of water. From this time they 
will do very well on a shelf at the back of a late vinery where the 
Grapes are about ripe. The moderately dry air of this structure will 
suit them exactly. 

Evcharis amazonica.—If the supply of blooms from these is required 
over a long period during the autumn and winter, those that have completed 
their growth may be removed to cooler quarters for a few weeks to rest. 
Do not remove too many plants at one time ; select a few of the most 
promising, and a few more at intervals of ten days or a fortnight accord¬ 
ing to the time they complete their growth. The rest they enjoy in 
cool quarters can either be of short or long duration according to cir¬ 
cumstances. Those that have first flowered must be pushed into growth, 
and with good management should flower again in January. With 
care and judgment in pushing plants forward and retarding others there 
is no difficulty in having Eucharises during the whole of the year, 
though intervals of a week or fortnight may elapse without blooms even 
under the best of management, as it is very difficult to time the plants to 
a few days. Before the plants are removed to cooler quarters allow 
them to become somewhat drier at their roots, and keep them in this 
condition until they are returned to the stove. At the same time they 
must not be allowed to flag or suffer by an insufficient supply of water 
at their roots. 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 19. 

Swaump, it is well known, can be taken artificially 
from either sleeps or frame hives, hut it is rather more 
difficult in some cases to take them from the former class 
of hives than the latter; in fact, some bee-keepers of con¬ 
siderable experience seem to consider it hazardous to 
attempt to take an artificial swarm from a skep unless the 
conditions are more than usually favourable. It can 
hardly be denied that unless considerable care is exercised 
a great injury may be done to a stock. It is a dangerous 
experiment for anyone who does not understand the 
necessary conditions to which attention must be paid if 
success is to attend the attempt to try to take an artificial 
swarm. For the benefit of those who prefer to take a 
forced increase rather than to risk the possible loss of a 
swarm by its unexpected issue when no one is at hand to 
hive it, an attempt shall be made to show how and when 
an artificial swarm may most easily be taken. 

Driven bees must be placed on their old stand or re¬ 
moved to a distance of not less than two miles. An 
artificial swarm cannot be placed in any position the bee¬ 
keeper may desire, like a natural swarm must hold a 
certain position, according to the method of taking the 
swarm adopted, and no other. This is the great drawback 
to taking swarms artificially, and although there are 
certain ways of overcoming the difficulty still the loss of 
time to the bees and the trouble laid upon the bee-keeper 
in effecting the object are scarcely commensurate with the 
gain achieved in its attainment except under unusual cir¬ 
cumstances. These methods must be reserved for future 
discussion. 

Again, a swarm must never be taken from any stock 
until it is evident that there is a large surplus population. 
From ten to fifteen days after a stock is ready to work in 
supers is a very good time to take a swarm, but it is far 
wiser to delay for a few days biter than to depopulate a 
hive before the population has become excessive. When 
a stock is crowded with bees and the weather is mild and 
favourable, the bee-keeper may proceed in the middle of a 
fine sunny day to drive the bees from the stock until at 
least one-half of the whole population has left the old 
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home. If possible the queen should be seen, because it 
is absolutely necessary that she should go with the swarm 
and not remain in the old stock. If one-half of the bees 
have been driven into a new hive and the queen has not 
been seen, the driven bees may be placed 3 or 4 feet to 
the right of the old stand and the stock 3 or 4 feet to the 
left. In a very few minutes by the manner of the bees 
we can ascertain which hive contains the queen. If the 
swarm seems to settle and become contented it may be con¬ 
cluded that the queen is there, but if the bees of the 
swarm run anxiously about and do not seem inclined to 
settle and stay in their new home the queen is still in the 
old stock. To that consequently the whole swarm will 
by degrees return unless we again drive the stock until 
the queen goes with the driven bees. When the queen 
goes with the swarm the manipulation is ended, and the 
swarm is successfully taken. If owing to this second 
driving the swarm is too large, and the stock is conse¬ 
quently too much depopulated, part of the swarm may be 
returned, or the stock may be placed nearer to the old 
stand than the swarm, and it will accordingly draw away 
a portion of the flying bees from the swarm. Again, if 
the swarm is not large enough and too many bees remain 
in the stock the swarm may be placed nearer to the old 
stand, so that some of the bees of the stock may desert 
and go to the swarm. In every case it is better to err on 
the safe side and to take half a swarm rather than a whole 
one, unless we have absolute confidence that sufficient 
bees will remain in the stock to feed and attend to the 
brood, and if necessary to raise a queen. In all proba¬ 
bility no queen cells will be found in the stock. If this 
is the case no cast must be expected until from the four¬ 
teenth to the seventeenth day after taking the swarm. A 
cast will, however, be altogether avoided by giving either 
a ripe queen cell or young queen—as in the case of a 
natural swarm—and thus bringing up the stock to its 
full strength again in a much shorter time than would 
otherwise be possible if the bees were left to raise a young 
queen according to their own insticct. 

In taking an artificial swarm from a bar-frame hive 
there is much less trouble in ordinary cases, because in¬ 
stead of driving the bees in order to find the queen it is 
only necessary to remove each frame singly until the 
queen is found. Then take the frame just as it is with 
the queen upon it, and place it in a new hive fitted with 
frames filled with foundation, or at any rate having 
starters, and close up to both the stock from which the 
queen and frame have been stolen, and also the hive into 
which such queen and frame have been inserted. The 
latter, hive being put in the exact position previously 
occupied by the frames, and the frames being placed in a 
new position some distance from the old stand now occu¬ 
pied by the swarm, and the work is finished. Many bees 
will be flying, and will return direct to the old spot, and 
at once begin to work out the comb. Many will desert 
the old stock and join the new colony headed by their 
old queen. If a young queen or a ripe cell is given to 
the old stock no cast will issue, and there will be a shorter 
break in. the brood-rearing, both swarm and stock will 
rapidly increase in strength, and by giving each a little 
syrup every day ..a perfect success will follow this exceed- 
mgly simple manipulation. 

'there are many modifications of this method. In the 
case of a “Stewarton hive,” if the queen is seen in one 
of the boxes, by removing this box and afterwards pro¬ 
ceeding in the manner above pointed out, an artificial 
swarm is at once taken most easily. In “ The Apiary,” 
an instance is given of a queen being seenln a glass super, 

and the ease with which an artificial swarm was therefore 
at once achieved. What, then, it may be asked, are the 
conditions which ensure success ? They are :— 

1, A large surplus population. 
2, Fine warm sunny weather. 
3, Care in placing the swarm and stock. 
4, The presence of the old queen with the swarm. 

Everyone will see at once that unless the old queen 
goes with the swarm the bees will not remain, because un¬ 
less. the bee-keeper gives them a queen they must become 
extinct and would construct nothing but drone comb. 
The old hive may safely be deprived of its queen, because 
the presence of eggs and brood in its earlier stages gives 
the bees power, if necessary, to raise a successor to save 
them from the extinction which must, under less favour¬ 
able circumstances, most surely overtake them. Stocks 
strong enough to yield a swarm will almost invariably 
contain either flying drones or at least capped drone cells f 
but if young queens have to be fertilised, care must be 
taken to have drones flying freely in fine weather by the 
time when the young queens will be desirous of meeting 
them. 

Considerable experience and judgment are necessary 
in a bee-keeper before he is able to decide when a stock 
can afford a swarm, but the advantage of taking these 
artificial swarms is so great that few now care to allow 
natural swarms to issue. A change in the weather may 
delay a natural swarm from issuing for weeks, and in every 
case there is considerable delay and loss of time for some 
days previous to the date of issue. Again, the bee-keeper 
generally has some other business to attend to, and it is 
often utterly impossible to have the apiary so closely 
watched as to preclude the chance of losing a proportion 
of these swarms issuing when they are not expected, and 
when there is nobody near to hive them. 

Many stocks are ruined by the too eager bee -keeper 
taking a large swarm from them before they are able even to 
yield a small one. It is far better to have one good strong 
stock than a weakling swarm and a depopulated stock. 
If there is any doubt as to the ability of the stock to yield 
a good sized swarm, it is better policy either to delay 
taking the increase until such stock is crowded with bees, 
brood, and honey to such an extent as to almost drive them 
to send out a swarm of their own accord, or to take a 
portion of a swarm from two or more stocks instead of 
calling upon one stock only to supply the bees necessary 
for a strong swarm and for rearing the brood in the old 
stock. In every case it is good management to feed both 
stock and swarm for a few days, and if wet and un¬ 
favourable weather intervenes it is absolutely necessary. 
The stock will generally only require a small quantity, but 
the swarm may be more liberally fed, but sufficient only 
should be given to make the bees to build their combs 
and to live upon; otherwise, if the practice of “extract¬ 
ing ” from “ brood combs ” is exercised the honey can 
hardly be guaranteed “pure and unadulterated,” even if 
the practice of extracting from “brood combs ” does not 
itself contaminate the honey. With proper care ancl 
attention an artificial swarm is a certain success, but 
the fact still remains that very many bee-keepers are 
unable to take a good swarm without ruining the stock. 
The cause of this non-success is variable, and may gene¬ 
rally most easily be discovered. If attention is paid to- 
what may be called the elements of success there need 
be no apprehension as to the result of the manipula¬ 
tion, but a sanguine expectation of final success. If 
the bee-keeper cannot detect the elements of success* 
it will be better to call in a friend who has sufficient. 
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knowledge and experience rather than endanger the 
prospects of a year by the indiscretion of an hour.— 
Felix. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Webb & Sons, Wordsiey, Stourbridge.—Catalogue of Selected Seed Corn, 

18S7-8. 
William Rumsey, Waltham Cross, N.—Catalogue of Boses, 1887-8. 

All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

LATE INQUIRIES.—It is necessary to again remind correspondents that 
letters arriving on WEDNESDAY MORNING cannot bo answered 
in the “ next issue,” which is then far advanced for press. 

Address (B. N., Notts').—You will probably be able to obtain what you 
require from Spratts Patent, Limited, Henry Street, Bermondsey, London, 
S.E. 

Wasp Destroyer (Several Inquirers').—We do not know where it can be 
obtained, and do not think it is advertised. 

Plums for Wall (Rus in TJrbe').—For the south-east aspect Green 
Gage, and for the south-west Jefferson or Coe’s Golden Drop. 

Mushroom (G.C.).—Yes, it is the common Mushroom, Agaricus cam- 
'pestris. Mushrooms often appear in particular places such as you describe, 
.just as they come in certain portions of a field for several years in 
succession. 

Plum Mirabelle Petite III. Osman).—Your Plum has had various names, 
■■such as Mirabelle Jaune, Mirabelle de Vienne, etc., but its accepted title is 
that given above. It is a va’uable Plum for preserving purposes, and 
though small is usually very prolific, though we know tr es in warm 
Sussex gardens that will not fruit. You do not mention whether your 
frees are free or not. 

Compost for Surface-dressing Vines (Doctor).-—The compost you 
•describe will be a very suitable one, being tho-oughly incorporated, and 
applied not more than 3 or 4 inches thick. It is very desirable whilst 
about work of the kind proposed to remove the soil from amongst the 
loots as far as practicable and supply fresh, making the whole tolerably 
.firm, to effect which the soil should be in good working order. 

Dividing Azaleas (Idem).—Without seeing the plants we are unable 
f o sta’e whether they can be divided or not, but if they can have an 
equal share of roots they may be so treated. It is necessary, however, 
that the plants have good roots, otherwise we do not think the proposed 
division safe. We have lifted many very large plants for forcing, and 
.always found it best to keep the ball entire. The plants could be placed in 
■tubs if too large for pots. 

Cut Flowers for Market (E. J. S.).—There is such severe competition 
now that those well skilled in the trade have a difficulty in realising 
remunerative prices, and there are so many private establishments dis¬ 
posing of surplus produce that the markets, and especially Covent Garden, 
are supplied at low prices. An amateur with nothing but cold frames 
could not safely enter the business. There is no small book devoted to 
the subject. The prices quoted in our columns weekly are the retail 
prices. 

Planting Vines (J. W. E.).—Provided the leaves have not fallen it 
would be advisable to plant the Vines from the pot now, spreading out 
the roots after disentangling them, and by shading the Vines for a few 
•days they will soon become established in their fresh quarters. If the 
leaves are off defer planting until they have made an inch or two of fresh 
igrowth. They should be placed in the house they are to be planted in 
when the house is started. 

Indiarubber Plant Leaves Decayed (A. F., Purjleet). — The leaf ia 
mot diseased so far as we can detect, but is decayed from the point upward, 
and this is common to the plant when grown in too cold and moist an 
atmosphere. The only remedy we can suggest is to keep water from 
the foliage either by syringing or drip from the roof, and maintain a more 
genial condition of the atmosphere. Sponge the leaves when necessary 
with clear water only, being careful not to injure them, or they will 
certainly decay. 

Fruit Trees for South Wall (W. Ml.—A south wall is suitable for 
Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, Plums, Pears, and Cherries. The choicest 
of those are :—Apricots : Peach and Moor Park. Peaches : Hale’s Early, 
Stirling Cattle, and Barrington. Nectarines : Lord Napier, Pine Apple, and 
Victoria. Plums : Green Gage, Jefferson, and Coa’s Golden Drop. Pear3: 
Jargonelle, Beurrb Superfin, Marie Louise, Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenn6 du 
Comice, Durondeau, and Josephine de Malines. Cherries : Early Rivers, 
May Duke, and Governor Wood. 

Affiliation with the Royal Horticultural Society (J. Sargeant).—The 
Council receive provincial horticultural and floral societies into association 
upon an annual subscription of five guineas. They offer them the follow¬ 
ing privileges :—One silver Knightian medal, one silver Banksian medal, 
one bronze Knightian medal, one bronze Banksian medal—to be given aB 
prizes at the shows of the provincial society—one member’s ticket for the 
Secretary, and twelve single tickets, admitting the bearer to any one 
meeting or show of the Royal Horticultural Society. 

Cabbage Grub (G. J. B.).—Your Cabbages have been attacked by the 
larva of the great yellow underwing moth, Triphsena pronuba, which 
occurs frequently at the roots of Lettuces also, and on various plants in 
the kitchen garden. The eggs are deposited during July by the parent 
moths, which are conspicuous and should be captured whenever seen. 
1 heir progeny feed from the autumn until spring, when they enter the 
chrysalis stage. Amongst tbe remedies that have been approved is the 
application of soot or soot mixed with lime to the stocks of the plants, also 
ashes or sand moistened with petroleum, and watering with soapsuds,tobacco 
water, or the decoction of quassia. 

Making a Horseradish Bed (A Subscriber).—It is neerssary that the 
ground be trenched and well manured. If there be any waste refuse from 
the garden partially reduced it may be used advantageously, especially if 
it contain a good proportion of charred refuse ; indeed, the finest Horse¬ 
radish we have seen was grown on a bed formed of a rubbi-h heap, the 
woody portions being used for charring the coarser portions. Tbe value of 
the rubbish heap for Horseradish was no doubt due to the potash. Choose 
long small young portions of the roots for sets, the longer the better, and 
plant in rows 2 feet apart and 1 foot asunder in tbe rows, with the roots as 
straight as practicable and the crown covered with soil. Long small pieces 
of roots make good sets, cutting them into lengths of about 12 to 15 inches. 
They should be planted upright, taking out a trench, and so that the top is 
buried about an inch. Good roots with crowns will give good suitable 
roots for lifting in a year, and the smaller ones without crowns in two 
from the time of planting. 

Placing Slates or Stone under Fruit Trees (Idem).—It is a good plan, 
as it prevents the roots from striking down, causing them to extend 
laterally. They should be placed 2 feet from the surface. Royal George 
and Noblesse are excellent Peaches. Three good Nectarines are Lord 
Napier, Pine Apple, and Victoria. 

Trees for Screen on the Seacoast (E G. A.).—There is no evergreen 
tree so suitable as Pinus austriaca, and it is equally serviceable inland, 
thriving in the bleakest situations and at high altitudes. We should 
plant a good width oE Pinus austriaca near the sea, then an inner one of 
Sycamore, having Holly for undergrowth, which should planted so that 
the Sycamores will ultimately be 24 feet apart every way, and the Hollies 
12 feet, planting the Hollies at those distances apart in the first instance, 
and the Sycamores 4 feet. Inside you can have most kinds of deciduous 
trees and shrubs, also evergreens, Conifers doing remarkably well. 

Apples for Orchard (Idem).—Tho early Apples ate as eligible for 
standards as the late varieties. Dessert Apples : Irish Peacu, Kerry 
Pippin, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Scariet Nonpareil, Court of Wick.^Scarlet 
Golden Pippin, Reinette de Canada, and Allen’s Everlasting. Kitchen : 
Yorkshire Beauty, Duchess of Oidenburgb, Worcester Pearmain, Cellini, 
Small’s Admirable, Dutch Mignonne, Dumtlow’s Seedling, Northern 
Greening. If you want more dessert varieties have Mr. G adstone, Quarren- 
den (Devonshire), Margil, The Queen, Duke of Devonshire, Northern Spy, 
Gipsy King, Adam’s Pearmain, Nonpareil White, and Sturmer Pippin; or 
of kitchen varieties, Lord Snffield, Ecklinville, Blenheim Pippin, Nelson 
Codlin, Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Bramley’s Seedling, Tower of Glamis, Prince 
Albert, Bedfordshire Foundling, and Gooseberry Apple. 

Millipedes in Carnation Bed (M. J. C.).—The caterpillar is a milli¬ 
pede (Julus pulchellus), which is found plentifully where there is decayed 
vegetable matter, and is injurious, as it also feeds on live plants. Some 
Carrot and Potato baits inserted in the soil will entice them, and by 
examining them frequently the millipedes may be destroyed. 

Pears Decaying at the Core (Idem).—It is not unusual for extra fine 
examples of some kinds to decay at the core before ripening, and is pro¬ 
bably due to a deficiency of moisture at the roots during the swelling period, 
the soil not being firm and moisture-holding. The only remedy we can 
suggest is to mulch over the roots and keep them well supplied with water 
in any dry periods that may occur during the swelling period, espe.ially 
after midsummer. 

Dahlias—Seedling Chrysanthemums (E. E., Jersey).—The Dahlia 
blooms had suffered so much in transit through the post that their florets 
had all fallen, and it was quite impossible to determine whether they are 
distinct or not, but their colours did not indicate anything remarkable. 
We shall be pleased to see blooms of your seedling Chrysanthemums when 
they expand. , 

Culture of Lilium Browni(lF. Eurtfield).—This fine Lily may be grown 
to peifection either in the open ground or in pots in a mixture of roughly 
chopped peat and yellow loam in equal parts, to which give a liberal 
addition of sharp sand or grit. BeiDg still scarce it is deserving of special 
attention. If charcoal iB to be had mix it liberally with tho soil. It is 
perfectly hardy, but if planted in the open ground, ensure a perfectly 
drained position, and mulch annually with leaf soil. Under pot culture 
plant its bulbs (i.e., flowering ones) in 7-inch pots, and let the apex be about 
3 inches from the surface; this potting should be done at once. Repotting 
ought to have been done six weeks ago, as it is one of the parly flowering 
species. Root action recommences in proportion. The pot plants should be 
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placed in a cold frame and covered with 6 inches of coal ashes or cocoa-nut 
fibre, giving one slight watering before covering, and in the case of fresh 
imported bulbs which will be minus roots, do not water at all till the new 
flower spike may be seen protruding through the covering. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci- 
mens can be named at once, and beyond that number cannot be preserved. 

Heath). 1, Souvenir du Congres ; 2, Gilogil; 3, British Queen’s Apple, 
one of the ornamental Crabs. (G. N.).—1, Warner’s King ; 2 and 3, 
Flower of Kent; 4, Lord Derby; 5, Cockle’s Pippin; G, Bess Pool. (H. 
Hewat Craro).—Nos. 1 and 2, Grenadier; 3, Not known; 4, Not known ; 5, 

,?ot k,n°wn- (F- Jellico).—Both Apples are Lord 
oumeld. (G. IP. Boothby).—Your seedling is not good enough to be propa¬ 
gated. (./. Woods).—1, Fondante d’Automne ; 2, Not known; 3, Doyenne 

i?Jc,e ’„4> Deux Scoursi 5> Le°n Leclerc de Laval; 6, Suffolk Thorn. 
(John Melville).—1, Devonshire Queen ; 2, Not known. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers, 
r lowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
snouicl ■ bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
Poxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 

ark lull, and Bob).—Vibumum Opulus, the Guelder Rose. (G. C.).— 
varieties of Impatiens Noli-me-tangere. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 28th. 
Heavt supplies of Cobs reaching us, causing prices to fall. No change otherwise. 

FRUIT. 

MICHAELMAS. 
Michaelmas marks the ending and beginning of so 

many important matters in agriculture that we may use¬ 
fully direct special attention to some of them now. It is 
well also to consider the work of the past twelve months, 
to weigh well the cause of success or failure, in view of 
applying the teachings of experience to the improvement 
of our practice in Jhe future. Certainly there never was 
a time when forethought, caution, and prudence were more 
called for. The tendency of prices for most farm produce 
is_ still downwards, and general expression is given to a 
wish to know the worst, or to know that we have reached 
so low a level that some recovery in value is possible. 

a. s. d. 
Apple?, i sieve.1 6 to 8 6 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 

Cherries,sieve .... 0 0 0 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 45 0 50 0 
Fig?, dozen . 0 8 0 6 
Grapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 
Lemons, case.10 0 15 0 
Melon, each .0 6 10 

Oranges, per 100 .. .. 
s. a. 8. a. 
6 0 to 12 0 

Peaobes, dozen .. .. 2 0 6 0 
Pears, dozen. i 0 1 6 
Pine Apples, English, 

per ft. i 6 0 0 
Plums, $ sieve. i 6 2 6 
St. Michael Pines, each s 0 6 O 
Strawberries, per ft. .. 0 0 0 0 

VEGETABLES. 

Artichoke?, dozen .. ., 
s. 
1 

d. s. d. 
0 to 2 0 

Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 S 0 0 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 1 a s 0 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Brussels Sprout?, ^ sieve 0 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 1 6 0 0 
Capsicums, per 100 1 6 3 0 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 6 a 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 0 4 0 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 4 0 6 
Endive, dozen. 1 0 2 0 
Herbs, bunch.. 0 2 0 0 
Leeks, bunch .. .. .. 0 8 0 4 

8. a. s. d 
Lettuce, dozen .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Mushrooms, punnet 0 6 1 0 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 3 0 6 
Onions, bunoh.. .. 0 8 0 6 
Parsley, dozen bunches 2 0 8 0 
Parsnips, dozen i 0 0 0 
Potatoes, per cwt... 4 0 6 0 

„ Kidney, per cwt. 4 0 0 0 
Rhubarb, bundle .. 0 3 0 0 
Salsafy, bundle i 0 1 6 
Scorzonera, bundle i 6 0 0 
Seakale, basket 0 0 0 0 
Shallots, per ft. 0 8 0 0 
Spinach, bushel 8 0 4 0 
Tomatoes, per ft. .. t # 0 4 0 6 
Turnips, bunch M 0 4 0 6 

PLANTS IN POTS. 
s. d. s. d. 

Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 
Arbor vitae (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 

„ (common),dozen.. 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. S 0 
Azalea, dozen.0 0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 6 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen .. 0 0 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 30 0 

„ viridis,dozen.. 12 0 
Erica, various, dozen .. 9 0 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 
Ficus elastica, each ..16 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 

_ , s. d. b. a 
Fuchsia, dozen.3 0 to 9 0 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

„ Trioolor, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Gladiolus. 4 0 6 0 
Hydrangea, dozen .... 9 0 12 0 
Lilies Valley, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 
Lilium lancifdium, doz. 12 0 18 0 

„ longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Lobelia, dozen. 0 0 0 0 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
Mignonette, dozen .... 3 0 6 0 
Musk, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Myrtles, dozen.6 0 12 0 
Palms, in var.,each .. 2 6 21 
Pelargoniums, dozen ..60 12 0 

„ scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Spirsea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 

0 0 
6 0 
0 0 
9 0 
9 0 
0 0 
0 0 

60 0 
24 0 
18 0 
18 0 
24 0 
18 0 

7 0 
10 0 

CUT FLO WEBS 

AbutilonB, 12 bunches .. 
Anemones, 12 buncheB .. 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 
Asters, 12 bunches .. .. 

,1 French, bunch .. 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 

» 12 bunohes.. 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 
Daisies, 12 bnnches 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 
_ sprays 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 
Lapageria, white, 12 
blooms. 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 
blooirs. 

Lilac (white), French, 
bunch . 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium lancifolinm, 1*2 
blooms .. .. . 

8. d. s. a. 8 d. R d. 
2 0 to 4 0 Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 to 0 0 0 u 0 0 „ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
8 0 6 0 Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
2 0 6 0 Mignonette, 12 bunches 1 0 8 0 
1 6 3 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 1 6 3 0 0 6 1 0 Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 „ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
1 0 3 0 Pansies, 12 bunches ,, 0 0 0 0 4 0 6 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 1 6 8 o 
1 6 3 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 0 
2 0 4 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 6 
2 0 4 0 Pinks, White, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
2 0 4 0 „ various, 12 bunch 2 O 4 0 
2 0 6 0 Poinsettia, 12 bloome ,. 0 0 0 o 
1 0 1 6 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 

„ (double), bnnch .. 0 9 1 0 
0 0 0 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches,, 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Rannnoulns, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Boses, 12 bunches .. .. 3 0 6 0 
1 6 8 0 ,, (indoor), dozen .. 0 9 1 0 

,, Tea, dozen .. 1 8 8 0 
1 0 1 6 „ red dozen .. ., 0 0 0 0 

„ de Mois. 12 bunohes 0 0 0 o 
0 0 0 0 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 3 6 4 0 

Tropasolnm, 12 bunohes 0 0 0 0 2 0 8 0 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 1 0 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

0 6 1 0 Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 1 0 1 6 

_ The favourable weather for sowing Wheat last autumn 
might well have been taken for a good omen of a success¬ 
ful crop, for we certainly have harvested a Wheat crop of 
great abundance and high quality, but the market for 
new Wheat has opened at such low prices that the bulk 
of the crop will assuredly be withheld from sale for the 
present. Yet there are many heavy land and mixed soil 
farms where the crop will range from the high yield of 
5 to 6 quarters an acre, with a proportionate bulk of 
straw, so that even at the low rate of 30s. per quarter 
there would be a return of from £7 to £9 per acre for 
grain alone. If to this we add from 2 to 3 tons of straw 
per acre, we can hardly admit that such Wheat is an 
unprofitable crop this year. But alas! even upon heavy 
land there has been much Wheat altogether inferior in 
both grain and straw. We have upon our writing table 
two bunches of ears of white-chaff Bed Wheat, One is from 
one of the farms we have in hand, the ears are nearly 
4 inches long and stout in proportion, the grains being 
four set in width; the other is from the farm of an out¬ 
going tenant, and the ears are so small that several ot 
them are not a third of the size of those from our farm, and 
the grains only two set wide. These samples of Wheat 
may fairly be taken as examples of results under good and 
bad cultivation. We know them to be so, and we regret 
to add that the farm from which the infeiior sample was 
taken comes upon our hands this Michaelmas. In 
addition to its poverty-stricken condition much of it is so 
foul that we shall have to fallow it in next season in order 
to eradicate the couch grass and Thistles with which it 
is infested. It will be our aim to render this farm clean 
and fertile as speedily as possible, and experience tells us 
that it will eventually prove more profitable to fallow 
than to attempt cropping it next season. 

Now the farmer who is leaving this farm is loud in 
his complaints of low prices and losses in farming, and 
yet it is clear that he is to blame for many, if not most,, 
of his losses. If after three consecutive hot dry summers- 
such as we have now had farm land is not clean we may 
well despair of its ever being so. No matter how low 
prices are, it cannot answer to halt cultivate the land. 
No farmer deserves to have his rent lowered who suffers- 
weeds to steal the fertility of his farm. We repeat our 
advice to every farmer to keep well within the scope of 
liis means, and not to hire more land simply because it 
is so cheap just now, unless he has sufficient means to 
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cultivate it thoroughly. We revert to our own white- 
chaff' Red Wheat to call attention to the fact that the 
Wheat crop at the farm where it was grown was an 
exceptionally fine one, yet the crop in the field which had 
■only a spr ng dressing of chemical manure was decidedly 
■superior to those upon land which had been under sheep- 
fokling or was dressed with farmyard manure. The 
chemical manure consisted of a mixture of nitrate of 
soda, steamed bone flour, and mineral superphosphate. 
Under the advice of Mr. Thomas Browne of King’s Lynn, 
the able chemist of the West Norfolk Farmers’ Manure 
Company, we used neither nitrate nor muriate of potash 
for the Wheat, and the result showed that he was right. 

Of the comparative value of Wheat grown this year 
we are hardly competent to give a fully satisfactory 
opinion, as we have threshed so little as yet; but we 
may say that Oakshott's Champion White and Defiance 
Red are both so good that we shall sow them upon all 
our farms now. The Champion is a fine, bold, bright 
sample, a bushel weighing about 64 lbs., many of the 
ears being fully 6 inches in length. Defiance Red, 
though not so long in ear, is a heavier Wheat, weighing 
70 lbs. a bushel. Webbs’ Giant White Wheat was a 
magnificent crop, one field of 20 acres being alike re¬ 
markable for size of ear and length of straw. It is 
quite useless to attempt growing such Wheat in poor thin 
soil; to do full justice to it the soil must be deep and 
rich. Without such soil it deteriorates into ears of about 
half the size of well grown ears, and the grain is 
proportionately small. 

(To be continued.) 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

Sheep have been out upon the corn stubbles daily to consume fallen 
c^rn, much of which, however, sprouted quickly after harvest, and from 
the green appearance of many stubbles now we have proof that corn 
ripened so quickly as most of it was this year is very liable to be shaken 
out. Our flock of ewes at the home farm have the taint of foot rot, and 
they have been kept out upon the stubbles quite as much for the sake 
of their feet as for the corn they would get there. We can cure any case 
of foot rot, but it appears impossible to prevent it from breaking out 
again in a flock that has once had it. The only effectual remedy is to 
get rid of the entire flock and replace it with sheep known to be sound, 
taking care to keep them off pasture where the tainted flock has been till 
rain or frost has cleansed it. 

Pigs have also been out on stubbles in care of boys, and advantage 
has been taken of their absence from the yards to clear out all manure, 
to dress all walls with hot limewash, and all woodwork with hot tar. 
Floors have been made hard and sound, drains examined and flushed 
out, and every precaution taken to render the piggeries clean and whole¬ 
some for the coming winter. If due attention was given to this impor¬ 
tant matter by every farmer there would soon be an end of swine fever ; 
and the widespread prevalence of it which has led to the closing of so 
many markets is a sure sign of negligence in pig management. No 
doubt the pig will thrive and fatten upon garbage and in a filthy sty, 
but it fattens more quickly in a clean one where risk of disease is 
avoided, and the pork from clean-fed pigs is so superior in delicacy and 
flavour as to well repay for any extra care. We hear of the gradual 
increase of jam factories in Kent; when are we to hear of bacon-curing 
for sale by farmers ? The process is very simple, close attention to de¬ 
tails and good management being certain to ensure satisfactory results. 
Depend upon it “ there’s money in it,” provided the requisite amount of 
energy, intelligence, and enterprise is brought to bear upon the under¬ 
taking. 

Especial care has been given to farm horses lately. They have now 
been withdrawn altogether from pastures, and have dry comfortable 
bedding and shelter at night. Horses often sustain injury by being left 
out late in autumn upon pasture, and we then hear of colds and rheu¬ 
matism, all which might have been avoided by the exercise of a little 
forethought and care. 

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETATION. 
In the course of Sir H. E. Roscoe’s address to the British Association 

recently, the following remarks in reference to the vegetable kingdom 
are very interesting. 

The phenomena of vegetation, no less than those of the animal world, 
have, however, during the last fifty years been placed by the chemist on 
an entirely new basis. Although before the publication of Liebig’s 
celebrated report on chemistry and its application to agriculture, pre¬ 
sented to the British As ociation in 1840, much had been done, many 

fundamental facts had been established, still Liebig’s report marks an 
era in the progress of this branch of our science. He not only gathered 
up in a masterly fashion the results of previous workers, but put forward 
his .own original views with a boldness and frequently with a sagacity 
which gave a vast stimulus and interest to the questions at issue. As a 
proof of this I may remind you of the attack which he made on, and 
the complete victory which he gained over, the humus theory. Although 
Saussure and others had already done much to destroy the basis of this 
theory, yet the fact remained that vegetable physiologists up to 1840 
continued to hold to the opinion that humus, or decayed vegetable 
matter, was the only source of the carbon of vegetation. Liebig, giving 
due consideration to the labours of Saussure, came to the conclusion 
that it was absolutely impossible that the carbon deposited as vegetable 
tissue over a given area, as, for instance, over an area of forest land, 
could be derived from humus, which is itself the result of the decay of 
vegetable matter. He asserted that the whole of the carbon of vegeta¬ 
tion is obtained from the atmospheric carbonic acid, which, though only 
present in the small relative proportion of four parts in 10,000 of air, is 
contained in such absolutely large quantity that if all the vegetation on 
the earth’s surface were burnt the proportion of carbonic acid which 
would thus be thrown into the air would not be sufficient to double the 
present amount. That this conclusion of Liebig’s is correct needed ex¬ 
perimental proof, but such proof could only be given by long-continued 
and laborious experiment, and this serves to show that chemical research 
is not now confined to laboratory experiments, lasting perhaps a few 
minutes, but that it has invaded the domain of agriculture as well as of 
physiology, and reckons the periods of her observations in the field not 
by minutes, but by years. 

It is to our English agricultural chemists, I awes and Gilbert, that 
we owe the complete experimental proof required. And it is true that 
this experiment was a long and tedious one, for it has taken forty-four 
years to give the definite reply. At Rothamsted a plot was set apart for 
the growth of Wheat. For forty-four successive years that field has 
grown Wheat without addition of any carbonised manure ; so that the 
only possible source from which the plant could obtain the carbon for 
its growth is the atmospheric carbon acid. Now, the quantity of carbon 
which on an average was removed in the form of Wheat and straw from 
a plot manured only with mineral matter was 1000 lbs., while on 
another plot, for which a nitrogenous manure was employed, 1500 lbs. 
more carbon was annually removed ; or 2500 lbs. of carbon are removed 
by this crop annually without the addition of any carbonaceous manure. 
So that Liebig’s provision has received a complete experimental 
verification. 

May I, without wearying you with experimental details, refer for a 
moment to Liebig’s views as to the assimilation of nitrogen by plants—■ 
a much more complicated and difficult question than the one we have 
just considered—and compare these with the most modern results of 
agricultural chemistry. We find that in this case his views have not 
been substantiated. He imagined that the whole of the nitrogen 
required by the plant was derived from atmospheric ammonia ; whereas 
Lawes and Gilbert have shown by experiments of a similar nature to 
those just described, and extending over a nearly equal length of time, 
that this source is wholly insufficient to account for the nitrogen 
removed in the crop, and have come to the conclusion that the nitrogen 
must have been obtained either from a store of nitrogenous material in 
the soil or by absorption of free nitrogen from the air. These two ap¬ 
parently contradictory alternatives may perhaps be reconciled by the 
recent observations of Warrington and of Berthelot, which have thrown 
light upon the changes which the so-called nitrogenous capital of the 
soil undergoes, as well as upon its chemical nature, for the latter has 
shown that under certain conditions the soil has the power of absorbing 
the nitrogen of the air, forming compounds which can subsequently be 
assimilated by the plant. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 82' 40" N.; Long, 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

date. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

2-3- Hygrome- fl . o £ . Shade Tem- Radiation a 
32m 2 
£ 

ter. 33 a 
or 

p.* o 
crr.O 

perature. Temperature <a 
« 

September. o X — In Ou 
a Dry. Wet. So Eh Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. 1 deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 
Sunday . 18 30.3(55 54 0 51.3 N. 56 2 64 1 47.8 1094 44 8 
Monday. 19 30.499 53-8 60.7 N. 56 0 62.9 47.7 103 G 42.7 _ 
Tuesday .... 20 30.338 58 0 64.6 N. 55.7 63.1 45.3 94.6 40 2 0.010 
Wednesday.. 2L 30.355 54.2 517 N, 55.6 60.G 50.3 *5.4 47.L 
Thursday.... 22 30.320 56.3 51.5 N. 55.8 67.2 48.9 114.3 42.3 _ 
Friday . 23 30.419 54.7 511 N.E. 55.5 62 0 45 4 88.1 38 7 _ 
Saturday .... 24 30.471 51.9 47.7 .N.E. 55.8 54.2 49.9 71.7 44.4 — 

80.395 547 51.2 55.8 62.0 47.9 95.3 42.9 0.010 

REMARKS 
18th.—Generally bright and fine. 
19th.—Bright and pleasant, with cloudy intervals in early afternoon. 
2otli.—Generally dull, though bright early and occasionally (luring the morning. 
2lst.—Fine, but with little sunshine and much cloud. 
22nd.—Very bright and pleasant. 
23rd.—Very dull morning, bright after about 2 P.M. 
24th.—Cloudy and dull throughout. 

A fine seasonable week. Temperature about the average, and remarkably similar to 
that of the preceding week.—G J SYMONS. 
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COMING EVENTS Hi 
6 Th Crystal Palace Hardy Fruit Show (three days). 
7 F 
8 s 
9 SUN 18th Sunday after Trinity. 

10 M 
ll To Royal Horticultural Society—Fruit and Floial Committees at 11 A M. 
IS W 

DAFFODILS IN POTS. 

HE value of Daffodils for pot culture or for 
the general embellishment of the conservatory 
or greenhouse in the early months of the year 
has been much overlooked in late years. It is 
strange, too, that while the showier varieties 
have been lost sight of the Polyanthus section, 
which include all those bunch-flowered forms 
that are, strictly speaking, varieties of 

Narcissus Tazetta, have been grown and forced for 
■their flowers. Very desirable, certainly, are some of 
•these varieties, notably the Paper White, Narcissus 
Tazetta var. papyraeeus, so extensively employed by 

■bouquetists, but in reality are not to be compared with 
the great number of good and useful Daffodils which 
from a decorative standpoint are in their way unique. 
For the conservatory, from January to April and May, 
Daffodils may be had, and in the latter months abundantly 
out of doors, and while they embrace so much variety, 
5ind come in such succession, they may be had without 
much difficulty. Before proceeding further it may be well 
4o explain the best method of growing them in pots 
for early flowering. Those who would have a supply 
of Roman Hyacinths to bloom early—say from December 
1st onward to Christmas—would of course procure the 
bulbs as early as possible in autumn, and pot and plunge 
them in the ordinary way out of doors, so that they 
may make a plentiful supply of roots which will enable 
them to endure the heat to which they will be subjected 
by-and-by. A great deal of the after success depends 
on this alone, and it applies with equal force to Daffodils 
and Narcissus when similarly grown. Pot the bulbs 
•early, and any soil that will suit Tulips, Hyacinths, 
Fuchsias, and the like will suit the majority of the Nar- 
•cissuses. Stand them out of doors on an ash bed, and 
cover with 6 inches depth of similar material, in which 
they will be safe for some time to come. The length of 
time they should remain will depend on the varieties ; for 
instance, N. pallidus prsecox, quite a general favourite, 
may, without forcing, he had in flower in January, when 
Chrysanthemums and many other winter flowers are on 
the wane, then such a one would be not only useful but 
very welcome. In mild winters and favoured localities 
this Daffodil has flowered previous to Christmas, and in 
more frequent cases in January out of doors. The treat¬ 
ment for this one, then, is a frame from which frost is 
excluded, and if it is needed for successional plants some 
may be on the north side of a pit or frame and others in 
the frame. The same treatment will be found to answer in 
the case of N. scoticus, which brings up the succession, 
and is nearly allied to the first named in general aspect 
and form. 

No. 380.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

For a variety with bold, sturdy, golden cup for 
flowering in February we cannot have a better one than 
the Tenby Daffodil, R. obvallaris. This is without doubt 
one of the best of all for pot culture and forcing; it is 
grown by tens of thousands for Covent Garden Market, 
is highly appreciated, meets with a ready sale, and is 
always admired. It is specially adapted for pot culture 
owing to its vigorous and sturdy habit, so that it does not 
require sticks to keep the foliage in its place, which for 
some, particularly the varieties of N. incomparabilis, 
that grow taller and with more slender leaves, are 
needed to keep them from presenting a ragged, neglected 
appearance. This variety may be had in January if 
potted early and introduced into heat, which should be 
slight at first, about the middle of December, increasing 
it after a fortnight or so; but at no time will it be 
necessary to give it more1 than a temperature of 50°, 
that is if any value be placed on the bulbs afterwards. 
Another reason apart from the safety of the bulb here¬ 
after, why I do not advise any strong heat to be given 
them is, that being grown as cool as circumstances will 
permit, the flowers last a much longer time when expanded 
than they do if hurried along in strong heat. There is 
little need for this if the successional varieties be taken 
in hand as I shall recommend, and worked on judiciously; 
but if flowers must be had at any risk, as they must in 
many establishments, then my advice is to get the com¬ 
monest varieties possible, the loss of the bulbs ol which 
will not be serious, and pot them at the end of July, so 
that no chance will be lost for their making a start as 
soon as ready, and such as these may be had in flower at 
Christmas if plenty of heat be at hand, and after bloom¬ 
ing they will be fit for throwing away. Do not attempt 
placing them in strong heat for a moment unless you are 
fully convinced that abundance of roots have been made, 
or the chances are that you will fail in getting them to 
flower. 

Among the earliest I must not omit Corbularia con- 
spicua, the Golden Hoop Petticoat Narcissus, which is 
exceedingly free-flowering and effective with its flowers 
issuing from its tuft of grassy leaves. It is a pretty 
flower, and being cheap should be grown in quantity. It 
is very pleasing in the conservatory as a margin, alter¬ 
nating with Maidenhair Ferns, but it cannot endure much 
heat, at least such is my experience of it. Then, for 
varieties to bring up the succession we must look to the 
more diminutive N. nanus, so charming for fringing the 
.stage in the greenhouse, while N. minor is a larger form 
much in the same way. Following these we find in the 
forms of N. spurius a series of bold and character¬ 
istic flowers, many of which are exceedingly handsome 
and far too valuable to be tampered with in heat. The 
type, however, is sufficiently cheap and plentiful to allow 
of its free but judicious use in pots/and included with this 
may be the major form, also N. spurius Henry Irving and 
Golden Spur. These two latter are grand additions, the 
last especially so; the flowers of this are large, rich 
yellow, with a bold broad lip, expanding trumpet, much 
larger than the better known N. maximus, and altogether 
more vigorous. I consider this, with the N. spurius 
coronatus, the two giants among the grand Trumpet 
Daffodils. These two, if grown ia pots, should have 
plenty of room, and only be given frame protection till 
they are more plentiful than at present, as giving them 
much heat materially damages the bulbs, and they do not 
recover under two, and in some instances three years. 

I cannot but call attention to one of the best, yet one 

No. 2030.—Yol. LXXVIL, Old Ser es. 
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of the commonest of all the race, I mean the old double 
Daffodil of gardens, N. Telemonius fl.-pl. The great 
demand for this variety alone is in itself sufficient proof 
of the growing taste for flowers, and how eagerly even the 
most commonplace plants are sought after when it is 
found that they may be produced much earlier than is 
their wont by growing them in slight warmth. The reason 
probably why this particular variety has so quickly gained 
the favour of the flower-loving public is on account of 
its noble flower and rich colour, a colour, too, which 
seems to find many admirers at the present time; and 
since it is readily produced in quantity early in the year, 
when flowers are so much needed, there is every pro¬ 
bability of it proving serviceable, and well managed it may 
be had for weeks in succession. 

Leaving the gold and yellow forms we will just take 
a glance at some of the most prominent of the N. bicolor 
group. Collectively this is a grand section and one always 
-admired, and that deservedly. The whole of this group 
is distinguished by having a white and sometimes a 
sulphur or primrose-coloured perianth ai'ound a golden 
cup or crown, and it is not saying too much when I state 
that all are good. The best to be found in the type 
are N. bicolor, and such varieties as N. b. Horsefieldi, 
N. b. Emp ress. All of these are most telling flowers, 
Last in flower of this section is N. b. grandis (maximus), 
an immense flower with pure white well imbricated 
perianth and bold yellow trumpet; but the most useful, 
perhaps, is Horsefieldi, which is not only one of the best 
of its kind, but also one of the best in the whole 
army of spring bulbs. This may readily be flowered in 
March if potted early and placed in cold frames till the 
end of January, and thus treated it will not be likely to 
suffer, as it will then come on sufficiently fast in an 
ordinary greenhouse. In the N. lorifolius group we have 
good well-known varieties in Emperor and rugilobus, and 
well suited to pots. 

Large numbers of varieties are also found in the 
N. incomparabilis section, but taken as a whole, while 
it includes many valuable forms and pleasing tints, it is 
perhaps the least suited to pot culture under glass. This 
is perhaps mainly due to the general want of substance in 
the perianth segments, as these when brought on in heat 
quickly shrivel when used as cut flowers; therefore 
1 do not recommend them. They may, however, be grown 
in cold frames or in sheltered positions out of doors, and 
especially so the mixed seedlings of the commoner forms, 
and thus grown they are very useful, and as a whole freely 
flowered. 

Amongst the true Narcissi, of which portions may be 
regarded as typical, we have some of the most useful of 
all, admired alike for their fragrance as well as for their 
general decorative value. In the first place they may be 
divided into early and late groups, the best of the former 
being N. p. ornatus, which flower naturally in March and 
April, while in the latter we find N. poeticus and N. 
poeticus recurvus, both single forms, and the double 
white Gardenia-flowered Narcissus, N. poeticus fl.-pl., 
which flower in May. To select an individual from these 
no one having previous experience would do other than 
name ornatus, for of this hundreds of thousands are 
annually distributed from Covent Garden Market alone. 
The pure white perianth is of good substance and well 
formed, in some flowers they are somewhat imbricated, 
the cup being narrowly margined with scarlet. With 
good and careful treatment this may be had in flower 
from January onwards, and it well repays good culture. 
Of the Double White I cannot say much as to its forcing 

properties, for I have not given it sufficient trial in 
quantity. One thing is certain, well established bulbs, 
must be had or the buds will go blind in the scape prior 
to expansion. It is, however, excellent out of doors when 
established, and to those already named, which include- 
some of each group suited to the above named purpose, 
may be added a selection of the forms of N. Tazetta, all 
of which are useful, and have in the great majority of 
instances powerfully fragrant flowers.—Narcissophile. 

PLUMS UNDER GLASS. 
Through the vicissitudes of our climate the cultivation of the 

choicer Plums outdoors is uncertain. There is the danger of loss 
of crop from frost or prolonged cold, sunless, and it may be, wet 
weather at the flowering period, which so interferes with the 
development of the blossom as to result in imperfect fertilisation. 
There is also the liability of the fruit to crack when ripening,, 
especially if rain follow a period of prolonged dry weather, which 
so mars the appearance of the fruit and invites the attacks of 
wasps and bluebottle flies as to render it unfit for dessert. There 
are other conditions, as, for instance, a cold, wet, sunless season, 
which prevents that perfection so much coveted alike for the 
fruit of the current season and in the wood and buds for the 
succeeding year’s crop. The fruit will fall through the imperfect- 
fertilisation in the early stages of swelling. 

I consider Plums are much richer and more desirable than 
Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines. The choicer Plums are simply 
“ sweetmeats,” but they never attain to as great a certainty of 
perfection of crop, size, and quality outdoors as under glass. True, 
very much finer fruits are had from trees against walls, and much 
can be done by protecting the blossom in an unfavourable spring, 
or by the use of glass copings when the fruit is ripening, yet there 
is a great difference even between that grown against walls and 
that grown entirely under glass, even in a season like the one 
drawing to a close. There is no reason why Plums should not be 
grown much more extensively under glass, but it is very desirable 
that only the finest, alike in appearance and quality, be grown. 
Select those of the very best quality only. I have charge of a 
case 100 feet long erected against a wall with a south-east by south 
aspect. The wall is 12 feet high, and the case is 6 feet wide, having 
3 feet upright front lights and those open for ventilation, as well 
as a similar width of top-lights, and the roof or sloping lights are 
moveable, so that the trees can be exposed to the winter’s enriching 
influence of rain and snow, the border getting thoroughly moistened, 
and by keeping off until the buds are moving there is less reason 
to apprehend damage from spring frosts. The trees are trained to 
the back wall only, but up the front to a height of about 6 feet. 
Tomatoes are planted about 18 inches apart, and trained single 
cordon style, on which the fruit hangs like “ ropes of Onions.”" 
Acme, Hackwood Park, and Excelsior are the sorts grown, and my 
opinion of them in merit is in the order named. Only a few 
varieties of Plums are grown ; indeed the trees are fan-trained, so- 
that there is not room for many trees. Green Gage is the earliest, 
followed by Jefferson, then Transparent Gage, Coe’s Golden Drop, 
and Guthrie’s Late. There is anoiher variety, probably Decaisne, 
which ripens in advance of Coe’s Golden Drop, otherwise the 
similarity is strong. The trees occupy the whole of the back wall 
of the case. 

The soil is a rather strong loam interspersed with flints, the 
subsoil clay, the “ formation ” chalk. As regards cultivation, it 
does not differ materially from that afforded trees against walls- 
outdoors, only there is the necessity of watering and syringing to 
keep aphides and red spider in check. Feeding can be carried out 
to any extent, and mulching will save much watering, besides- 
encouraging surface roots. When ripening, water must be kept 
from the fruit, and the house freely ventilated, as a moist stagnant 
atmosphere is fatal to perfect finish. What I wish particularly to 
note is the greater firmness of flesh Plums assume when grown 
under glass as compared with similar varieties grown outdoors, and. 
their increased richness.—A Gardener. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 
I WOULD suggest that you find room, under this heading, for any 

notes sent you from this time forward, as in former years. No two- 
seasons are alike, and even the same variety will differ from year 
to year. The present should have been a capital year for ripening 
the wood, which—all things else being satisfactory—is generally 
considered the forerunner of superior blooms. Yet many growers 
both for show and decorative purposes complain of insects and other 
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•depredators. I have seen many clubbed and fasciated stems with 
imperfect buds; what are such the result of ? A friend showed 
mao to-day very fine plants 10 feet high and seemingly well grown 
■of Belle Paule, and on which he found it impossible to “set ’ a 
•crown bud. This is not the first time this capricious beauty has 
been complained of in this way, and I am not sure if it is not less 
disappointing to depend on terminal buds. What has been your 
readers’ experience so far ? In the same collection, grown for large 
blooms, I saw a cut-down plant of Madame C. Audiguier, with 
large solid fine buds half an inch through ; while another, with the 
same treatment, grown unchecked, 11 feet high, had most unpromis¬ 
ing buds on the top. I mention this peculiarity because the reverse 
would be expected. It is so of Soleil de Levant, Aurore Boreale, and 
Balmoreau, so that there seems good reason for the contention that 
"those tall-growing varieties might in many cases do better as cut- 
•down plants. Mandarin, creamy rose, set down among early 
flowering, I have not found at all so. Alexandre Dufour, Isidore 
Feral, and Pynaert van Geert, come next after Madame C. Des- 
granges and its sport, G. Wermig, as the largest and best early 
bloomers. Of new ones most promising with me are William Holmes, 
Phoebus, La Triomphante, L’Ebouriffee, Bronze Queen, Martha 
Harding, Brazen Shield, Le Cid, and F. Wilcox.—W. J. Morphy. 

Prospects of the Chrysanthemum Season.—If the pro¬ 
spects of a good Chrysanthemum season can be gauged by the ap¬ 
pearance of the plants at this season of the year in various parts of 
the country, then I consider a capital result will be forthcoming. 
I have lately had opportunities to inspect collections of plants in 
several different localities, and a few notes on their present appear¬ 
ances may interest some growers. I consider that northern growers 
will have an advantage over their southern brethren this year by 
reason of the excessive drought prevailing for so long a period this 
year. Chrysanthemums are sun-loving plants, but when there is an 
excess of heat accompanied with such a drought the plants suffer. In 
addition to this, where the supply of water is scarce and the whole 
after a time has to be drawn from wells or water companies’ pipes, 
and used direct on the plants without means of airing it in the sun 
for a short time, it is a great disadvantage. In the northern counties 
the sun has not been so scorchingly hot nor the drought so long 
continued ; the night dews are also more numerous and heavy 
during the summer months. This is proved by the appearance of 
fhe crops in the fields of Turnips, Potatoes, and grass land, which in 
the southern counties during August and September were generally 
dried up. Chrysanthemums to produce fine flowers must have 
well-ripened wood, but some growers affirm it can be too ripe. The 
present season will go a long way towards testing the accuracy 
of this. In nearly all instances where grown for large blooms 
plants are dwarfer than usual ; particularly was this noticeable in 
the Queen family, as owing probably to a cold sunless spring the 
plants did not make the usual progress. Under these circumstances, 
if the flowers are equally good so much the better, yet I noticed 
one or two collections where the usual heights of varieties were 
reached. It is strange that there should be this difference in plants 
in different places. 

To commence with the plants as I saw them, Trafford Park, 
Manchester, the seat of Sir Humphrey de Trafford, first claims 
attention. Here about 700 plants are grown for all purposes, most 
of course upon the large-flowered method. The whole stock was 
characterised by a healthy appearance, more so by their great size 
of either stems or leaves. Many fine flowers no doubt will develops 
from these, but another season Mr. Lowrie will have much finer 
plants, as he has only lately taken charge of these gardens. What 
struck me most was the very dwarf nature of the plants. Fair 
Maid of Guernsey was oidy about 3 feet high, but carrying stout 
flower buds, yet the cuttings were struck at the ordinary time 
(December). 

Darlington.—The collection belonging to Mr. T. B. Morton, 
Mowden Bridge Nurseries, came next under notice. Mr. Morton 
has made himself famous in the north of England in the cultivation 
of Chrysanthemums ; in fact, he has done much more in his 
neighbourhood and for fifty miles around than any other person by 
showing good blooms, thus stimulating others to grow the flower 
well. He is an annual importer of new varieties, and has this 
season many promising under trial, many being of a dwarf habit of 
growth. Mr. Morton grows about 1030 plants, all for large blooms. 
They ranged in height from 3 feet to 10 feet, Val d’Andorre being 
the shortest, wThile Belle Paule and Madame C. Audiguier were the 
tallest. Mr. Morton is favoured considerably in the position 
which his plants occupy in such a summer as the past, the ground 
•upon which the plants are arranged being low-lying, a brook 
running close past. In other seasons he has had wood and leaves 
so large that a difficulty was experienced in getting it sufficiently 
ripe. This year his plants are not so stout, consequently they are 

much more ripened. Healthier looking plants could nowhere be 
found. The buds, too, are well formed, and on the whole promise 
well for future flowering, reflecting much credit on Mr. Morton. 
Another garden in the neighbourhood of Darlington demands notice, 
that of A. Pease, Esq. Hummersknott. Mr. Short, the gardener 
here, grows 400 plants on the tall-flowered principle, which are 
moderately strong, with fair leaves, wood pretty well ripened, and 
promise to make a good show at the proper time, the buds appear¬ 
ing to be well timed. 

The Liverpool district has long been looked upon as a centre for 
Chrysanthemum growing, and right well do the plants in the neigh¬ 
bourhood look. Nowhere in England could so many plants be 
found in the same area as about Liverpool. So enthusiastic are 
the gardeners of that place in the cultivation of the Autumn Queen 
that it is no wonder such good results have to be chronicled from 
time to time. 

Wyncote, the seat of the late C. W. Newman, Esq., in Allerton, 
has long been noted for this flower. Although all other plants have 
been sold since the death of Mr. Newman the Chrysanthemums 
have been retained ; therefore, with any amount of house room 
Mr. Mease will have ample accommodation for his plants, which 
look remarkably well. The plants are tall, strong, possessing stout 
leathery leaves, the wood also being well ripened. The buds were 
plump, of good form ; in fact, the whole appearance of the plants 
betokened much care having been spent upon them. 

Dove Park is the seat of G. Cope, Esq., where about 300 plan’s 
are grown. The whole have a particularly healthy appearance, 
being short-jointed with ample foliage. Considering that M". 
Carling did not take charge of these gardens until January, no 
doubt another year, when he can set about their propagation sooner, 
his plants will be better. Still, he will have many fine bloon s 
judging from the flower buds. Here the Queen type was very 
dwarf as compared with what they are in some seasons. 

Camp Hill, the residence of F. Gossage, Esq., is well situated 
for the growth of Chrysanthemums, being open to the sun and 
well sheltered from north and easterly winds in the spring. Mr. 
Jellicoe has here some grand plants carrying fine foliage, as they 
always do under his system of treatment. With a view this yearto 
reducing the height of the plants generally, many were stopped 
in their early stages of growth by pinching out the point of each 
leader. By this means many are shorter than they are in some 
seasons when left to grow naturally. The plants generally under 
Mr. Jellicoe’s charge are shorter this year than usual. Some grand 
examples of Princess of Wales gave promise of developing that 
grand variety in its best form. 

Otterspool, the residence of Sir T. Edwardes Moss, has of late 
years become famous in the Chrysanthemum world, and judging 
from the appearance of the plants is likely to remain so. Good 
wood and leaves right through the whole collection were noticeable. 
Princess of Wales, Fair Maid of Guernsey, and the whole of the 
Queen family were particularly robust. Mr. Lindsay had some 
plants pinched in February and March, but there was no difference 
between the height of such plants and those grown naturally. 
Many of the plants are intended to produce more flowers than the 
orthodox number (three). 

Glen Hall, Wavertree, the gardens here are under the charge of 
Mr. Cox, who during the last few years has taken a leading position 
amongst Chrysanthemum growers, and he has this season a collec¬ 
tion of good plants not particularly strong in growth, but having 
stout leaves and promising buds, all compactly arranged in two 
blocks; the wood is wiry and capable of producing blooms of good 

^ Sandfield Park, West Derby, the residence of W. D. Holt, Esq. 
Mr. Roberts, the gardener here, is well known as one of the best 
growers of the Chrysanthemum we have. For many years he has 
been a persistent worker. Old in experience, but young in years, 
he is much respected among the “fancy.” He has this season about 4 >0 
plants, all grown on the natural method of culture—that is, without 
pinching the points to induce a dwarf habit of growth. Mr. Roberts 
is not a believer in extra strong growth ; rather a medium strength 
of wood with vigorous leaves, the whole plant well ripened, is what 
he believes in and strives to produce, and it might be said he has 
secured this year. His plants had a capital tone of colour and 
leathery texture of leaf. He w"ill no doubt be heard of later on 
when the shows come around. 

Childwall Hall, the seat of R. Brocklebank, Esq., has lately 
become known to Chrysanthemum fanciers from the golden sport 
from Meg Merrilies having originated here. Beyond a doubt it is 
one of the best introductions of late years, and judging from the 
number of plants grown of it, a fine showr of blooms will be on 
view. As many as fifty plants grow'n in 7-inch pots, cuttings of 
which were struck in April, grown with one stem, looked remarkably 
healthy, being of course dwarf in growth owing to the lateness o 
the time at which the cuttings were struck. Several other pla it 
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of this variety, grown on the orthodox principle also looked very 
promising, showing clearly this variety has a constitution equal to 
its parent. Some of the plants had been pinched, but no differ¬ 
ence was perceptible in their appearance, all assumed the 
same periods of growth, &c. A collection of other varieties is 
also grown, not remarkable for numbers, but all showing traces of 
careful cultivation.—E. M. 

MORE ROOM FOR VINE SHOOTS. 
The importance of training the shoots of Vines, and indeed of 

all other fruit trees thinly, is well known to all observant and 
practical fruit growers. The practice has been advocated in the 
horticultural press perhaps as long as it has been in existence ; and 
judging from the crowded state of the shoots on hundreds of Vines 
grown under glass in this country it is still necessary to urge its 
importance. The exchange of ideas through the medium of the 
press is productive of a great amount of good to gardeners as a 
body, as it often brings to their minds the necessity of doing many 
things that would perhaps escape their notice until too late. These 
thoughts have often occurred to me when reading, as I have done 
for years, many of the valuable articles contributed to this Journal, 
from which I have gained much sound and useful information. 
But to return to my subject. The present is a capital time to 
examine Vines and all kinds of fruit trees that have been cleared 
of their fruit before the leaves have fallen, as it can now be easily 
seen where they are too much crowded. They can be thinned 
accordingly, so that the ripening influence of sun and air during 
the next month may have a beneficial effect upon those buds 
from which we hope to get our next year’s supply of fruit. I 
am of opinion that in many cases we might with advantage train 
the shoots of Vines a little more thinly than is usually done, taking 
especial notice of the size of leaf and wood of each variety. 

Another matter that must not be overlooked is that those 
varieties that are liable to be injured by scalding should have the 
spurs a little closer together. Lady Downe’s, although rather a 
strong grower, should have the shoots a little closer together than 
most other varieties on that account. All Vines in good health 
produce a great many more bunches than they can bring to perfec¬ 
tion, so then it is clearly not necessary to crowd the shoots in 
order to get a sufficient quantity of fruit; and when quality is 
considered those Grapes grown on Vines trained thinly are far in 
advance of the apologies for bunches we sometimes see suspended 
from a thicket of Vine shoots. When the main laterals are trained 
closely together and stopped at one or two joints beyond the bunch 
there is very little if any room for sub-lateral growth without it is 
allowed to crowd the main leaves. I am a great believer in allow¬ 
ing Vines plenty of freedom during the growing season, so long as 
the young growths do not unduly crowd the main laterals. 

I have, after much careful observation, come to the conclusion 
that all white Grapes should have the spurs farther apart than 
black Grapes, as I am convinced that to have them coloured to per¬ 
fection the diffused rays of sunshine should be able to reach the 
berries from the time they begin swelling. They then gradually 
assume the beautiful amber tint all Grape growers admire, but 
which can never be obtained where the berries are grown under a 
thick canopy of foliage until they are nearly full sized, and then 
exposed to light by having the leaves tied back. Trebbiano is a 
variety that grows very strongly and produces enormous leaves, and 
is really a fine Grape when well coloured, as it is sometimes seen, 
but when grown in the ordinary w'ay it is difficult to get sufficient 
light upon the berries to colour them as they should be. If the 
Vines are planted 4 feet apart and the spurs 22 inches distant; from 
each other, the sun acting upon the berries during the whole of the 
growing season gives them a pale colour throughout, quite different 
from the deep green colour during the growing period of those of 
the same variety growing with more foliage overhead. By the 
time they are ripe those grown under the influence of the greatest 
amount of diffused sunlight are along way ahead in colour of those 
grown under the shade of foliage and afterwards exposed to full 
sunshine. This I have noticed in several instances during the past 
few years. 

Muscats and Foster’s Seedling not being such vigorous growers 
will succeed well with the spurs from 18 to 20 inches apart. Gros 
Colman, Gros Guillaume, and Gros Maroc will do wonderfully well 
at that distance apart, which will allow plenty of room for the 
wood and foliage to develope, and still supply a sufficient canopy of 
foliage to enable them to colour well, as I consider all thick- 
skinned black Grapes colour best when a fair amount of light 
reaches them. As far as my own experience goes, however, Black 
Hamburghs colour the best under a good canopy o ' foliage, and for 
this reason I should advise that shoots be trained about 15 inches 
apart, and a good run of laterals allowed at colouring time. Madres- 

field Court with us is only a moderately strong grower, and the shoots 
are trained from 15 to 18 inches apart, and the laterals are allowed 
perfect freedom from the time they commence to take their last, 
swelling till the fruit is cut. Mrs. Pince, although not a strong 
grower, should always be trained thinly, as it delights in plenty of 
growth beyond the bunch. We sometimes allow three or four 
joints beyond and have the spurs from 18 to 20 inches apart, so 
that the shoots on one kind can be extended beyond those on the 
next. We invariably find that the sides of the bunches facing the 
sun are the best coloured. 

When the Grapes are cut the present is a capital time to 
examine each Vine, and when the spurs appear too much crowded 
cut some of them out and remove all sub-laterals from those left, 
and in the earliest house shorten the main laterals to within five or 
six leaves of their base. This exposes the remaining portion 
thoroughly to the ripening influence of sun and air, and cannot fail 
to have a beneficial effect upon them by causing the buds to be¬ 
come plump and solid. Some persons appear to be doubtful as to 
the utility of this operation, and I think it may do more harm than- 
good if performed too early, but for early Vines intended for start¬ 
ing in November or December from the middle to the end of 
September is the best and also a safe time. If all sub-laterals have 
been previously removed some time during August the reduction 
of foliage is a gradual one, and it is certainly not advisable to cut 
away a great amount of wood from Vines at one time, especially if 
the Vines are still making vigorous growth. The roots must then 
be in an active condition, and it is only natural to suppose that a 
sudden curtailment of top growth must cause a corresponding de¬ 
crease in the root-action. After Vines have been forced early for 
several years lateral growth will be almost if not quite completed 
by the middle of September, and by removing the shoots as above 
indicated no great check can be caused ; and, moreover, the 
enfeebled energies of the Vines, instead of being wasted in the pro¬ 
duction of useless growth which cannot be ripened, will be concen¬ 
trated in the next bloom buds, to which we look forward hope¬ 
fully for something good the following year.—H. Dunkin. 

COMPOST ABOUT THE ROOTS OF ORCHIDS. 

One of the prevailing evils in the culture of plants is repotting; 
them before they really need it, and placing them into pots too 
large with too much material for the roots to ramble amongst- 
This is especially noticeable in the cultivation of Orchids, and not 
only amateurs, but many gardeners, young, old, and middle-aged 
fall into this error, with the result that the plants are.frequently 
found in a sickly condition and are finally lost. 

Thousands of imported plants are annually killed by placing, 
them directly they are received into pots too large for them, .and’ 
cramming about their stems as much soil as would with care and 
proper treatment last them for five or six years. Under such con¬ 
ditions the plants very rarely start freely into root-action or growth, 
and those that do so are liable to lose the whole of the roots they, 
have made during the first winter. To try to recruit plants that 
have decreased in strength will end in failure, as under the best 
treatment a very small per-centage can be restored. It is far more 
satisfactory to start with healthy imported Orchids. 

Imported plants show unmistakeably that they have been torn 
from trees, rocks, or some similar position with but a little moss, 
small Ferns, and decayed vegetable matter amongst their roots. 
The latter upon examination will very generally be found to be- 
pseudo-bulbs that have decayed with moss and the roots of small 
Ferns that have become established amongst them. If beginners 
Avho have no knowledge of the culture of Orchids are to attain 
success they must follow Nature as nearly as possible, for it is much 
better to start the plants into growth and root activity without soil 
than by its aid. Whether placed in pots, pans, blocks, rafts, 
or in baskets they should be allowed to make good roots and have 
started their new growth before an attempt be made to. place either 
peat fibre or moss about them. If placed in a warm, intermediate, 
or cool house where the moisture maintained is sufficient for healthy 
plants, whether Orchids or otherwise, they will start freely, and the 
moisture in the house at first is all they need until they are plump 
and showr signs of rooting, when they can be dipped occasionally, or 
syringed so as to maintain moisture about the crocks, charcoal, or 
block upon or amongst which they are secured. If they are placed 
in pots, pans, or baskets, the smallest, according to the size of the- 
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plant, should be used, and these filled with crocks or charcoal in 
'lumps. It is also necessary in many cases to elevate the plant above 
the rim. Under these conditions there is very little fear of their 

• becoming too wet, which is of vital importance if the plants are to 
■ make strong growth. When root-action has well commenced some 

■of the crocks or charcoal may be carefully removed, so that about 
1 inch of peat fibre or moss may be added to the surface. This is 
necessary for the sake of economy, and will materially reduce the 
labour in keeping the necessary moisture about the plants. This 
will be ample for the first year, and in many cases for two or three 
years until it is decomposed. 

Often we have noticed that plants started in the most satis¬ 
factory manner have been overpotted the following season. This 
is a very general mistake. Who has not observed sturdy Odonto- 
glossums in 2-inch pots placed the second season into those G inches 
in diameter, or Cattleyas, Lailias, Aerides, and others started in 
5 and 6-inch, transferred into 8 or 10-inch pots, pans, or baskets ? 
Frequently when they are turned out they have few roots. If a 
collection of Orchids be examined, it will be found in nearly all 

•cases that those apparently restricted are the healthiest, possessing 
better and more roots than those plants in pots too large for them. 
It must not be concluded that I advocate any system that will 
unduly restrict the growth of these plants. They should be allowed 
to take full possession of the material given them, and then increase 
the root space. Orchids do not Peed potting on annually. To 
avoid potting too often the material used should be of the very 
<best, and of such a nature to last until the plants have crowded it 
with roots, as well as the crocks or charcoal used for drainage. 
'The plants will not only cling to these, but in most cases firmly 
-*o the pot.—W. B. L. 

ASPARAGUS CULTURE. 

( Continued from page 26S.) 

General Cutting.—In a plantation of Asparagus there are several 
degrees of size—viz., small, medium, and thick. The small is good in 
soups, the medium may pass for the servants, and the thick is esteemed 
by everybody. The large heads are all cut up to the very last, and the 
-shoots reserved for furnishing the buds .for next season’s crop are the 
“ weaklings ” of the current year’s growth. The heads in subsequent 
years are not so good as in the fourth or even third year from the seed. 
All the best heads are cut and the beds are expected to afford them in¬ 
definitely. If fine heads are wanted the “ grass ” must be fine in the 
.previous season ; therefore, some of the best must be allowed to remain 
in time to form a strong haulm. The medium growth must be treated 
similarly—i.e., save one growth at least of equal vigour to the heads cut, 
or if not wanted allow the first head to remain until the second appears, 
when it being stronger cut away the first, and so on as advised for 

■seedlings in the third year. So likewise with the small ; if not wanted 
leave the first growth until the appearance of the second, and so on to 
midsummer. To save bother and prevent mistakes cut all great and 

• small up to the third week in May in an early, or the end. of May or 
•early June in a late season, then leave the strongest growth at the. time 
dndicated, one at least to each stool, or more according to its size and 
age, and get the number required within a fortnight of the first reserva¬ 
tions. 

Thinning.—Apportioning the growths to the vigour of the plants is 
a very important matter, for as the “ grass” is one jear so are the heads 

- the next ; therefore, the fewer growths the energies of the plant, and 
. nutriment of the soil is concentrated upon the stron er will they be. 
2t, however, requires to be taken in relation to light. From a crowded 
growth we have quite as much “grass” as from a thin growth weight 
for weight, but the first is sprue and the other large. The more dis- 
dance the Asparagus is given (always having regard to judicious employ¬ 
ment of space) and the better it is attended to the finer it will be. If 

"••the heads are wanted fine the “grass” must be thin, and so grown from 
the beginning, all haulm left having space for its full development with¬ 
out crowding from the day it appears as heads. It will not do to let all 
grow together until say early July, and then cut half or a large portion 
away, though that is better than leaving it a perfect thicket until the 
end of the season, for the character of the Asparagus next year is then 
already formed ; therefore, thin early, and finally by or before July. 

Securing Plants for Forcing.—In preparing plants -for this 
ipurpose the course advised in the third 3 ear will prove satisfactory, they 
being allowed to make three years’ growth as seedlings, cr two-after 
•transplanting before lifting ; but the plants will not have attained to 
Their maximum of vigour generally, and 1 therefore advise their not 
being lifted until the close of the fourth year’s growth. In the fourth 
year the first heads may be cut, but there must be a reservation by the 
•middle, or at latest, the third week in May, cutting away all other growths 
ms they appear. The number of growths may be three to five, according 
to the strength of the plants, but as a rule those having least growths 
left give the finest heads, which of course depends on the vigour the 
haulm exhibits in the previous year. By selecting the early growths the 
buds are perfected earlier, and are consequently better adapted for 
forcing. Cutting the first heads and selecting the second or third 

■ secures to the latter a more favourable season of development than 

were the first or second retained, which are liable to suffer from frost 
or be stunted by cold. 

Securing Early Heads.—Plants treated as above may be covered 
with handlights, those at the 8 feet stations. I use 2 feet square boxes, 
11 inches deep of inch deal, with loose hipped tops, glazed with 
21 ounce glass. They should be placed on about the first week in March 
and the top put on, keeping it close, the soil being brought up the sides 
of the boxes a little so as to exclude air, but that is not material if only 
they rest evenly and closely on the surface. The sun will heat the air 
inside and the earth absorb it; therefore place a little litter on the 
ground around the boxes, and throw a mat over the lights when the sun 
leaves the glass, withdrawing it whenever the sun shines. The heads 
will appear in due course, and they can be blanched if required by 
putting on suitable material, still following the same course with the 
lights. If we want English Asparagus we must ventilate by placing the 
top more or less across the corners, so as to admit air, and we have only to 
place the mat over the handlight at night, closing early. Ten days or a 
fortnight make a difference in the estimation and price of Asparagus, 
besides the certainty of escaping damage from frost. The handlights, 
it is needless to say, should be removed gradually so as to inure the 
plants to the change. The plants so treated afford heads earlier the 
second year than the first, therefore keep to them for the early supply. 
Early Purple-topped Argenteuil is the best for this purpose. 

Insects.—I know only one that attacks this plant—namely, the 
Asparagus beetle (Crioceris asparagi) the larvne of which feed upon the 
leaves, gnaw the rind, rather devour the. stems, and perforate the buds. 
The only rtmedy is to, place cloths on the ground under the haulm, 
shaking the beetles and larv® on to them. A gauze net answers even 
better than the cloths, holding it with one hand and shaking sharply 
with the other. These pests are most fond of the tender extremities of 
the haultu. They may also be destroyed by hand-picking, which, how¬ 
ever, is a very tedious process. The larvae, beetles, and eggs are found 
from June to the end of September. 

Slugs are very destructive to the young heads, eating them off whilst 
in the ground and even whilst dormant. The only remedy is a dressing 
of salt, or preferably nitrate of soda, but they very often escape these 
applications through the Asparagus crowns being at a considerable 
depth ; therefore remove the soil over the crowns where the slugs are 
troublesome, leaving no more than from 3 to -1 inches thickness of 
fine soil.—G. Abbey. 

THE HOLLYHOCK. 

When I wrote some months since regretting the want of interest 
felt in the Hollyhock, and spoke of the olden times when the 
Hollyhock was a most popular plant and we had so many grand 
varieties, I little thought that there were so many growers about, 
and it has given me very great pleasure to see the various communi¬ 
cations in the Journal respecting this flower. Mr. William Paul’s 
communication was especially welcome, for his “ Hour with the 
Hollyhock.” and the interest he took in this flower when he was at 
Cheshunt, are well remembered by some of us “ old ones.” The old 
National Floricultural Society did an immense amount of good 

'whilst it existed, and I often refer to its printed reports to freshen 
my memory and look over the list of plants and flowers exhibited 
there and the names of the Judges, the greater part of whom have 
now passed away. Mr. Mundell’s letter also gave me much pleasure, 
and I have since found that the Hollyhock is again taking roothold 
in so many places, and bids fair to assume a leading position at our 
autumn shows. 

I have to thank Mr. Steel most sincerely for his courteous reply 
to my note through the Journal and for the list of his varieties. I 
should like to see old Memnon again, a grand old crimson sent out 
many years ago by Mr. William Paul. I cannot remember in what 
year, but on referring to the “ National Garden Almanac ” for 1856 
it is mentioned as one of the best crimsons then in cultivation, and 
Black Prince, raised by Gibbons, mentioned by Mr. Steel, is also in 
this list. I am not a grower of Hollyhocks at present, except a 
few plants Mr. Blundell kindly sent me, but if spared until next 
year I hope to grow a quantity and must go to our good grower 
for supplies. I am therefore unable to comply with Mr. Steel’s 
request. 

My old friend Mr. William Boston of Bedale knows what 
Hollyhocks were and should be as well as any man living. The 
late Mr. Parsons of Welwyn should have prominent mention 
amongst our old Hollyhock growers, for he was the raiser of several 
of the splendid varieties Mr. William Paul purchased and sent out, 
and ultimately the late Mr. Charles Turner bought Mr. Parsons’s 
later seedlings, and I was sent to Welwyn by Mr. Turner to make 
a selection for sending out. The late Mr. Bragg of Slough, a well- 
known florist in years gone by, also sent out some good kinds, his 
own seedlings and those raised by his old friend, the late Mr. Roake, 
for many years gardener to the late Ed. Foster, Esq., of Clewer 
Manor of Pelargonium fame. Mr. Boston is quite right as to Mr. 
John Laing at Dysart, and I also well remember his Beauty of 
Dysart and others ; and then Mr. Laing, still happily amongst us 
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and hearty, set the fashion in Scotland in Hollyheck exhibiting in 
conjunction with Mr. John Downie and others. I have seen glorious 
displays of Hollyhocks in the old experimental garden shows and 
others in the City of Edinburgh, and well do I remember the old 
B shop Auckland displays when Mr. John Downie and I were Judges 
together for some years. 

The disease question should have full information thrown upon 
it by our growers. In some plants I had from Bath this year the 
disease was perceptive in young plants, and I wrote to the sender 
about it, and he replied that the plants would grow out of it, and 
they did. With the winter before us there is ample time for a dis¬ 
cussion as to the Hollyhock disease and its remedies, and our growers 
will do “ the State some service ” if they will give your readers 
their experience.—William Dean, Walsall. 

Mr. Steel will find the following twenty-four varieties of 
Hollyhocks to be the best he could grow, twelve of which I have 
marked with a star as being the best twelve. Four of this number 
have been certificated by the Royal Horticultural Society and at 
the Crystal Palace during the last two seasons. Mr. Chater of 
Cambridge (son of the veteran grower), and an enthusiastic 
amateur grower himself, has pronounced Crimson Queen and Wm. 
Archer to be the finest he has ever b len. It is almost needless to 
add that these are most of the late Mr. Chater’s own raising, and 
appeared in his last catalogue. 

* Alfred Chater, mottled rose ; Bijou, scarlet suffused with 
buff; * Carus Chater, fine glowing reddish crimson ; Constance, 
delicate flesh ; Crimson Queen, intense crimson, first-class certifi¬ 
cate 1886; ° Cygnet, pure white, large and full ; c Exultum, blackish 
maroon, requires shading ; 0 Fred Chater, pale yellow, fine ; * Fire 
King, intense glowing scarlet ; ° Golden Drop, deep canary yellow ; 
° Grace, apple blossom, first-class certificate 1886 ; 5 Jessie Dean, 
soft silvery rose tinted with buff ; Marion, purplish rose ; Marvel¬ 
lous, deep orange buff ; Mr. Chater, deep amber, at times tinted 
with carmine; Perfection, delicate silvery flesh ; Purity, deep 
salmon flesh ; ° Primrose Gem, pale primrose ; Prince Arthur, 
pale yellowish buff ; Peri, sulphur white ; Purple Prince, fine in 
the spike ; 0 Scarlet Gem, scarlet flushed with cerise, first-class 
certificate 1887 ; Victor, bright cerise ; * Wm. Archer, deep reddish 
purple, first-class certificate 1887.—G. Webb, Saffron Walden. 

The Frost.—Mr. Wm. Jenkins, Aldin Grange, Durham, writes :— 

“On the morning of the 28th we were surprised, to find there 

had been 8° of frost. Chrysanthemums were all drooping their heads 

and looked almost as if there had been a fall of snow, so dense was the 

frost on the foliage, and the soil was frozen hard in the pots. The late 
varieties, the points of which were soft, have suffered the most. About 
a dozen plants of Boule de Neige, upon which I was depending for 
blooms in January and February, are injured almost beyond recovery. 

Mrs. C. Carey is drooping its head with the leaves quite black. I 

do not find that the earlier varieties have suffered at all where the bud, 
hal been taken and the foliage became hard and mature; in all cases it 

is where the growth is soft and immature. Dahlias, of course are quite 
done for, and nearly every Potato top in the district is killed to the soil 

In the case of third early varieties of course this is not a serious matters 
but a few weeks’ more growth for the Magnums and Champions would have 
benefited the tubers greatly, especially after the heavy rains we have 
been 1 aving, and we hope our friends in the south have fared somewhat 

letter.” 

- We learn that The United Horticultural Benefit and 

Provident Society will hold a dinner to commemorate its twenty-first 

anniversary, on Tuesday, October 11th, 1887, at 7.45 P.M., at the “Cale¬ 
donian ” Hotel, Robert Street, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, W.C., Harry 

Veitcb, Esq., in the chair, supported by Mr. R. Dean. Tickets 5s. each- 

The Committee hope to have the company of as many friends as possi¬ 

ble, so that the gathering may be really a success, and of ultimate benefit 

to the Society. Tickets can be obtained from any member of the Com¬ 

mittee and from Mr. U. C. Foil, The Putney Floral and Horticultural 

Depot, 8, Salisbury Pavement, Putney, and to whom applications must 

be made not later than October 7th. 

- The fruits or “ keys ” of Ailantus glandulosa are un¬ 

usually abundant this year, as they sometimes are after a hot summer, 
and we recently saw a row of trees in Messrs. Rivers and Son’s nursery 

at Sawbridgeworth that had an exceedingly handsome appearance. 

Some of the “keys” were of a rich mahogany tint, and all were ex¬ 

tremely brightly coloured. A correspondent also writes :—“ We have a 

good specimen of Ailantus glandulosa from forty to forty-five years old. 

This tree flowered freely in July, and is now covered with large bunches 
of seeds, similar in form to those of the Ash, but of a bright red colour. 

The effect is beautiful when the sun shines on it.” 

- Mr. H. Osman, The Gardens, Harefield, Romsey, remarks that 
“ Plum Mirabelle Petite is a most valuable Plum for preserving, 

and with us is very free bearing. The tree under notice has been planted 

about six years, and covers a space of about 16 feet by 8 feet on a wall 
facing due east, a position which seems to suit it very well indeed, as for 
the last four years it has produced a very heavy crop, this season being 
the heaviest of all. Consequently, with that and the drought experienced 

here, the fruit has been smaller than usual. The fruit has been made 

into jam, and it has all the appearance of Apricot jam. Therefore any¬ 
one having a difficulty in growing Apricots in sufficient quantity for 

reserving purposes I should recommend to plant this Plum. It never 

makes much wood with us, therefore requires very little pruning.” 

- The Eighth Annual Cryptogamic and Botanicaa. 

Meeting of the Essex Field Club will be held on Friday and 

Saturday, the 28th and 29th of October, in Epping Forest. It is 

intended to devote the Friday to the collecting of specimens of Fungi, 
their examination and arrangement, and on the Saturday to hold am 

exhibition of Fungi, fresh and preserved botanical specimens, micro¬ 

scopical objects, drawings, &c., as well as of other objects of natural 
history likely to interest those present. The named series of the species- 

of Fungi gathered during the two days’ hunting in the Forest, which, 

has always proved to be such a valuable and interesting feature at theoe 
meetings, will, as before, be kindly arranged by the experts under the 

direction of Dr. M. C. Cooke. The Exhibition will be opened at about 

four o’clock on Saturday, October 29th (in the large ball-room attached 

to the Roebuck Inn, Buckhurst Hill). Ample time will thus be afforded 
for its inspection by the visitors present, and ample space and all possible 

facilities will be given to exhibitors. 

-Hull and East Riding Chrysanthemum Society.—We 

are requested to state that from the present date all communications 
should be addressed to Mr. Edward Harland, Hon. Sec., Manor Street, 

Hull. 

- From Mr. T. Laxton, Bedford, come blooms of Invincible. 

Blue Sweet Pea, one of the finest varieties of its kind that we have 

seen. The flowers are of unusual size, of a fine clear blue tint, and 

their value for cutting will be considerable. 

--a Peculiar Potato Growth. — Messrs. J. Carter k Co., 

High Holborn, send us tubers of their King of the Russets Potato, which, 

they state were set aside last spring in a box without any covering. In. 

place of the usual sprouts from the eyes they have produced clusters o£ 

small tubers, some of which are again developing shoots. At the crown, 

of the tubers there are dense clusters of growths, apparently arrested 

buds, and amongst these are the secondary tubers of several sizes. 

_ Mr. John Roberts, The Gardens, Tan-y-Bwlch, Merioneth¬ 

shire, favours us with some extremely fine Double Neapolitan. 

Violets, very large, full of excellent colour and fragrant. Packed, 

closely in a tin box they arrived in remarkably fresh condition, and if 
others of our correspondents who send flowers for naming or for an. 
expression of opinion would adopt this method it would save us some 

trouble. 

_ The Winchester Horticultural Society will hold theiv 

fifth annual Exhibition of Chrysanthemums, fruits, and flowers on 

November the 15th and 16th next. A total exceeding £70 will be given 
in prizes, and we hspe there will be the same steady improvement in 

the Exhibition that has been so noticeable in the past two or three 

yearp. 

- Violet Cultivation.—“ There are few flowers,” says 

“Juvenis,” “which in their cut state are more appreciated by ladies- 

than the modest Violet. It is very easy to have them for at least six 

months of the year when flowers are as a rule scarcest. We grow ours 
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along the side of our Rose beds, wtrre they have plenty of room to in¬ 
crease, and they also hide the bareness of the beds in the summer time 

with their beautiful green foliage. In the month of April we lift the 
old plants, lib?rally manure the beds, and fork them. All the young 

runners with roots are selected and dotted through the beds at a distance 
of 2 or 3 feet. By the 1st of September they are in full bloom, and they 

keep on bearing great numbers of deliciously fragrant flowers till the 
frost becomes very severe. Prior to this, however, some of the best 

plants have been lifted with good balls of earth attached, and placed 

along the inside border of an unheated Peach house, where they bloom 

freely quite unchecked, those left in thj open supplying us with blooms 

during the milder periods and giving us fresh plants in the spring. I 

may mention that the variety we grow is Victoria Regina, which has a 
particularly hardy constitution.” 

- The same correspondent observes, “ I quite agree with your 

correspondent Mr. Murphy regarding the great utility of Rose Gloire 

de Dijon. We have many plants of this Ross grown for indoor deco¬ 

ration which we struck about two years ago, they being now fine bushy 
plants in 6-inch pots. Early in spring this year they were covered with 

blooms and were admired by everyone. After flowering they were deeply 

plunged in the open ground in their pots, and they did not require a 

drop of water the whole summer. About three weeks ago they were 
hous d, numb rs of fine healthy buds being upon them, and they are 
now again in full bloom. I am quite aware there are many Roses with 
finer blooms, yet for floriferousness, hardiness, and adaptability to cir¬ 

cumstances, I do not think there are any to equal the Old Glorie 
Rose.” 

- It is announced that the Eccles, Patricroft, Pendleton, 

and District Chrysanthemum Show will be held in the Town Hall, 

Eccles, on Friday and Saturday, November 25th and 26th this year. 

This Show is the first held in the district, and is under the auspices of 

the Patricroft Linnean Botanical Society. Priz?s are offered in twenty- 

six classes, ranging from £2 10s. to 2s. 

- Mr. Joseph Mallender sends his usual Summary of 

Meteorological Observations at Hodsock Priory, Worksop, 

Notts, for September, 1887. Mean temperature of the month, 

52'4°. Maximum on the 3rd, 67'5°; minimum on the 28th, 30'2°. 

Maximum in the sun on the 18th, 122'1° ; minimum on the grass on 
the 28th, 25'2°. Mean temperature of the air at 9 A.M., 54'0°. Mean 

temperature of the soil 1 foot deep, 54'5°. Nights below 32° in shade 
one, on grass ten. Total duration of sunshine in month, 95'7 hours, 

or 26 per cent, of possible duration. We had one sunless day. Rain¬ 

fall total, l-80 inch. Maximum fall in twenty-four hours on the 14 th, 

0'29 inch. Rain fell on eighteen days. Wind average velocity, 8'4 
miles per hour. Approximate averages for September :—Mean tempe¬ 

rature, 55'8°. Rainfall, 2'51 inches. Sunshine (six years), 110 hours. 

The coldest September for ten years. The deficiency of rainfall since 

January is about 6^ inches, while the mean temperature for the same 

period is 1^° below the average. 

- Mr. W. Jupp, Violet Lane, Duppas Hill, Croydon, sends 

us flowers of a seedling White Tuberous Begonia remarkable 

for their size, abundance, good form, and purity. Good varieties of 
these useful plants are now so numerous that it is not uncommon to 

obtain several fine forms from a packet of seed, but so many have been 
named that it is hardly safe to bestow new titles without comparing 

them with a large collection. 

- If any readers of this Journal have noticed any instances this 

season of the Destruction of Ripening Grapes by the Cater¬ 

pillars of a tortrix (presumed to be angustiorana), an entomological 
correspondent would be glad to have particulars of the attack. 

- Gardening Appointment.—Mr. Frank Orchard, late gardener 

at Abington Hall, near Cambridge, has been appointed head gardener 

to John Fraser, Esq, Fleet Leas, Thorpe, near Chertsey. 

_ A Kendal Celery Show.—Mr. C. A. Lewthwaite, 8, Far 

Cross Bank, Kendal, sends us the following note :—“ I venture to ask 

you to insert a few remarks on a Show of Celery with special prizes 

given for Red Cabbages and Spring Onions. The culture of Celery is 
the all-absorbing occupation of cottage gardeners in Kendal. Celery 
Shows, and the good and valuable prizes offered, give an impetus to the 

growth of this valuable vegetable which is quite astonishing. Very 

seldom will you find a piece of ground (or even small plots of spare 

ground which has been considered waste, and in one of the latter cases 

I have known the first prize carried off in an entry of nearly a hundred), 
without its rows of Celery with paper collars to guard its tender stems. 
At the St. Geor6e’s Temperance Celery Show the entries for Celery 

numbered seventy-seven. The first prize was awarded to Wm. Trough- 
ton, a weaver by occupation, and the stem measured 5 feet long from 
tip of leaves to the base with the root taken off; its girth was 13£ inches, 
and it was bleached 2 feet 10 inches in length. Several other competitors 
showed specimens closely approaching these dimensions. Some Leeks 

were also shown, not for competition, but out of the same row specimens 

have been staged twice before this season, and on each occasion won first 
prize easily, the Judges commending them very highly. On this occa¬ 
sion the largest measured 7§ inches in circumference, were bleached 

10 inches, and were much admired. We had also an Autumn Giant 
Cauliflower which weighed 10 lbs. The Show concluded with a capital 

tea and concert, which ended a day that is much looked forward to 

and thoroughly enjoyed.” 

- “Good Pear Fruits from Apple Stocks,” writes “F. W. B.,” 

“ have often been obtained in America, France, and also in England. 

In my ‘ Cultivated Plants,’ p. 485,1 give all records I could find up to 
1875, ami they are rather interesting in connection with your note 

(Journal of Horticulture, p. 271). After all, the intergrafting of Pears 

on Apple stocks is not more wonderful than the case of Garrya and 

Aucuba.” 

- “D. P.” considers Scutellaria Mocciniana “one of the 

finest of autumn and winter-flowering plants, and it should occupy a 

position in every stove. When the plants cease flowering remove the 

dead flowers, which will enable them to break freely. Insert the 

cuttings in January or February in a mixture of loam, leaf mould, and 

sand. They will root quickly. Pot them when sufficiently rooted, 
grow them on in a stove or Cucumber house, and they will make useful 
flowering plants by autumn—a time when their gay colour is very 

acceptable. I have found them do well in a Cucumber house, as they 
delight in abundance of moisture during their season of growth. Pinch¬ 

ing must be strictly adhered to at the commencement to form bushy 

plants, or they soon become drawn and unsightly, but this defect can 

be easily avoided with proper attention.” 

_ In reply to “ T. H. P.,” who inquires respecting the best 

system of keeping Walnuts, Mr. T. Record sends a description of “ a 

plan which has answered very well. If the nuts are ripe they will come 

out of their shells quite bright and clean, while others which are not 
ripe should be laid on a mat in the sun for a day or two, when they will 

split open and shell easily. The cleanest and best samples should be 
kept separate from the others, but all should be wiped, not washed, 

before storing, then get some large flower pots—I use No. 1, or the next 
size—stop the holes at the bottom with clay, then fill with the nuts to 

within an inch of the rim, lay a piece of brown paper over them, then 
take them to a south wall or shelter and dig a hole large and deep 

enough for the pot to go 6 inches below the surface, then cover securely 
with a large piece of slate or seasoned board, covering it with earth, 

banking it against the wall so as to throw off the wet, beating it firm 

with the spade. In this way I have found them keep fresh and sweet 
without the kernel wasting in the least degree. When any are required 
for use take out what are wanted a few hours previously, wipe them 

with a cloth and let them dry.” 

GARDENERS’ ORPHAN FUND. 

At a meeting of the Executive Committee hela ’.5n Friday last, 
George Deal, Esq., in the chair, the following, who have accepted office 
as Honorary Local Secretaries, were appointed for the various districts 
in which they are resident. A sub-Committee w as appointed to select 
Local Secretaries for Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Several applications 
for the benefits of the “ Fund ” have already been received. 

Several of the trade wrote making proposals for the distribution of 
circulars with regard to the fund in their catalogues, which the Com¬ 
mittee highly approved of, and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. F. Barron, 
R.H.S. Gardens, Chiswick, will be pleased to receive the names of 
others. 

Bedfordshire.—Mr. Empson, Ampthill House Gardens. Ampthill. 
Berkshire— Mr. C. Howe, Benham Park Gardens, Newbury; Mr. 

J. H. Rose, Locking e Gardens, Wantage. 
Buckinghamshire.—Mr. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey Gardens, High 

Wycombe. 
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Cambridgeshire —Mr. J. Taylor, Sefton Park Gardens, Newmarket. 
Cheshire.—Mr. J. Atkins, Tatton Park Gardens, Knutsford. 
Derbyshire.—Mr. J. Id. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle Gardens, Derby ; 

Mr. W. Bennett, Rangemore Gardens. Burton-on-Trent ; Mr. G. Bolas, 
Hopton Hall Gardens, Wirksworth. 

Devonshire.—Mr. Peter Veitch, Royal Nurseries. Exeter : Mr. D. C. 
Powell, Powd rham Castle Gardens. Kenton ; Mr. G. Baker, Membland 
Hall Gardens, Ivybridge ; Mr. W. Napper, Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and 
Co., The Nurseries, Exeter. 

Dorsetshire.—Mr. T. Denny, Down House Gardens, Bland ford. 
Es ex.—Mr. S. Coulter, Copt Hall Gardens, Epping. 
Gloucestershire.—Mr. W. Foster, nurseryman, Stroud. 
Hampshire.—Mr. W. Wildsmith, Heckfield Place Gardens, Winch- 

field ; M-. W. Harp. Hume Tower Gardens, Bournemouth ; Mr. G. IT. 
Richards, Sonerley Gardens, Ringwood. 

Herefi rdshire.—Mr. W. Coleman, Eastnor Castle Gardens, Ledbury ; 
Mr. C. Denning, Holme Lacy Gardens, Hereford. 

n, rifordshire.—Mr. J. C. Mundell, Moor Park Gardens, Rickmans- 
worth. 

Ji'"t.—Mr. R. Cannell. The Nurseries, Swanley ; Mr. F. Miller, 
Northdo vn Park Garde is, Margate, 

Lancashire. — Mr. Atherton, Fern Bank Gardens, Cadley ; Mr, 
Goldby, Walton’s Nursery, Burnley. 

Linen1 nshire.—Mr. D. Lumsden, Bloxholm Hill Gardens, Sleaford ; 
Mr. H. Divers,, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford. 

No <folk.—Mr. S. Castle, West Lynn, King’s Ljnn; Mr. C. Penny, 
Sandringham Gardens, King’s Lynn. 

Northamptonshire.—Mr. H. Birch, Castle Ashby Gardens. 
Somersetshire.—■Mr. J. ,C. Clarke, Cothelstone House Gardens, Taun¬ 

ton ; Mr. .J. Id. Yallance, Redland Lodge Gardens, Bristol ; Mr. W. 
Iggulden, Marston Gardens, Frome ; Mr. j. Ellicott, Crowe Hall Gar¬ 
dens, Bath. 

Suffolk.—Mr. D. T. Fish, Hardwick House Gardens, Bury St, Ed¬ 
munds ; Mr. W. Low, Euston Hall Gardens, Thetford ; Mr. J. Bole, 
Somerlevton Hall Gardens, Lowestoft. 

Staffordshire.—Mr. J. Udale, Elford Hall Gardens, Tamworth. 
Surrey.—Mr. H. Appleby, Boxhill Nursery, Dorking Mr. J. Bur¬ 

nett, The Deepdene Gardens, Dorking ; Mr. G. W. Cummins, The Grange 
Gardens, Wallington ; Mr. F. Ross, Pendell Court Gardens, Bletching- 
ley ; Mr. W. G. Head, Crystal Palace, Sydenham. 

Sussex.—Mr. A. J. Brown, The Lodge, Finches, Lindfiekl. 
Warwickshire.—Mr. R. Greenfield, Priory Gardens, Warwick. 
Westmoreland.—Mr. W. A. Miller, Underley Hall Gardens, Kirlcby 

Lonsdale. 
Wilts.—My. H. W. Ward, Longford Castle Gardens, Salisbury ; Mr. 

A. Read, Grittleton House Gardens, Chippenham. 
Worcestershire.—Mr. W. Crump, Madresfield Court Gardens, Great 

Malvern ; Mr. J. Austen, Witley Court Gardens, Stourport. 
Yorkshire.—Mr. Id. j. Clavton. Grimston Park Gardens, Tadcaster ; 

Mr. R. Scott, Morrfield Gardens, Manaingham, Bradford ; Mr. G. Hem¬ 
ming, Allerton Hall Gardens, Leeds ; Mr. E. Austen, Browville House 
Gardens, Sheffield. 

EXHIBITS AND JUDGING. 
It was generally understood hereabouts that the £50' given by the 

Durham and Northumberland Horticultural Society Committee was in 
honour of Her Majesty’s Jubilee, and not at all to be taken as a pr - 
cedent to be followed in the future. Being honoured by three such 
good men entering and cant sting, the gentlemen who so ablv represent 
this flourishing Society made it no secret that they considered them- 
•selves amply justified and compensated for their loyal venture. The 
prize was a special one for a very special occasion. The same schedule 
ofEering four and five prizes for ordinary exhibits, undoubtedly shows 
the opinion of the Committee, allowing the exhibitor more latitude in 
the choice of the exhibits he may set up, and lengthening the prize list, 
.to give to all who exhibit worthily a reasonable chance of securing a 
prize, are generally the changes that are necessary to secure more 
successful exhibitions. 

The twenty bunches of Grapes at the Crystal Palace being also a 
specialty, it may b) counted as certain that there would have been a 
special competition, but it is an old arrangement, hitherto faulty, and 
ought now to be considered as dead. The Edinbur h prize for “six 
black and six white” is also too restricted. Twelve bunches, not less 
than six varjf?tw>=, would be an arrangement likely to secure greater 
•success. 

As to judging. Has the time not arrived when judging cards, such 
as I suggested a few years ago, might be brought into use ? By a rough 
glance through Mr. Hunter’s and Mr. Mclndoe’s Jubilee exhibits, I, on the 
principle then suggested, made out the former 24!) and the latter 220 
points. My wonder was, how but by point judging had the decision 
been arrived at! T hold no hard-and-fast ideas, but some such change 
I contend, is most necessary. Next, just a word, Cannot your correspon¬ 
dents moderate their comments and criticisms ?—Joseph Witherspoon 

Mr. Ward’s experience would surely teach him better than to send 

such “ worthless exhibits,” as some of your correspondents would have 

us believe, to such a show as the Crystal Palace, where the keenest 

competition might be expected. The first prizes there are anything but 

extravagant, arul the third not remunerative enough to entice anyone 

from a long distance, and that ought to be quite sufficient to show that 

Mr. Ward has been unfairly treated. It is quite optional, as a matter of 
course, whether Mr. Ward exhibits again at the Palace, but before he 
does so I hope the exhibits will be simplv numbnvd the same as they 
are at many other shows, as the present Palace sjstcm is not quite 
satisfactory. We have, in last week’s Journal, advice from the north, 
and we wish some of our northern friends would ventur- south more 
frequently with their productions. Northern exhibits that I have seen 
are often deficient in quality, and, as an instance, I may state that both 
the Yeitch medals were awarded to exhibits quite unfit for table, at the 
Edinburgh Show, a f w y ars ago, and Mr. Barron did not ask 
the winners about sending their exhibits to their employers table. 

—R. M. 

STABLE MANURE. 
We cannot help thinking, judging from what we frequently see, 

that much stable manure, both in the gardens of the rich and of 
those not so well to do, is not much better than wasted. I am 
aware that I may bo taken to task here, for I remember reading 
some years ago that “ nothing was wasted.” Nevertheless I assert 
that in many cases much of the valuable nitrogen in the form of 
ammonia is dissipated, and to the cultivator is practically lost. 

Where there is no other than stable manure, as is often the case, 
it is by no means an easy matter to prevent this loss, for we all 
know the tendency it has to become violently heated, when of 
course the loss takes place, dry rot immediately sets in, and in a 
few days what might have been valuable manure is only so much 
dry straw or litter scarcely worth removal. In all cases where 
manure of this kind is kept there should be a good brick and cement 
tank constructed to hold the liquid portion of the manure, a portion 
of which should each morning be sprinkled over the fresh manure. 
This is a matter which needs particular and daily attention ; any 
haphazard slovenly manner in dealing with this will only result in 
such a condition as described. 

In our case we always endeavour to keep a portion of old manure 
in one half of the space allotted to our manure heap, the other half 
being set apart for the fresh manure which comes from the stable 
every morning. The new is shaken out and evenly distributed, and 
then a layer of the old shaken upon the top’ and the whole sprinkled 
with water from the cesspool beneath. It has often surprised me 
to find in what a short time this will become a heap of valuable 
manure for any purpose. As this is a very valuable article with us, 
as well as many besides, we are careful to have every particle of 
vegetable matter thrown on this heap, as well as old potting soil 
and night soil, &c., which were formerly kept separate from the 
manure heap, but which now we think are more profitably used 
mixed together. 

The drainings from this heap we value very much, as upon this 
we have to depend for all the liquid manure that we get. We 
would much prefer to have the drainings from the cow and pig 
houses into this tank, but in our case this is quite impracticable. 
Of course in cases where manure from the cow house is mixed with 
the stable manure the heating will not be so violent and the heap 
altogether easier to manage. 

How often manure heaps in and near towns which are often a 
public nuisance and danger, if managed a little more after the 
manner described might be made much more profitable as well as 
less objectionable. It is surprising how much ignorance we meet 
with in matters of this kind. Quite recently we were endeavouring 
to persuade a horsekoeper of the desirability of thus attending to 
the manure if he would profit by it. He coolly said it did not pay 
him to bother with it, as he had no difficulty in* securing a good 
price for it even if it was dry, as the purchasers reckoned it would 
“do for taties.”—Wm. Jenkins. 

TRANSPLANTING AND ROOT-PRUNING FRUIT 
TREES. 

Tiie prevailing idea is that planting and root-pruning are 
operations that should be carried out during the winter season. 
There appears also to be a vague idea that there is more time then 
for such matters than during any other period. If this was really 
a fact there would be some grounds for the entertainment of such 
views. Such, however, is not the case, for there is in all gardens 
less demanding urgent attention after the fruit has been stored 
than after the foliage has fallen. 

If this matter is examined carefully we shall find that if trans¬ 
planting is not started and brought to a close early in the season it 
is generally of necessity left until January. How often is the 
work still farther delayed by several weeks’ frost, and thus it 
is carried out during the following month or postponed altogether. 
The labour required to keep most gardens tidy often prevents 
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Sther work being pushed forward rapidly. When the leaves have 
alien a general clearing up is needed, which in a good many places 

takes until Christmas, then the kitchen garden needs digging, walks 
turning, and many other matters require attention. Root-pruning 
must be done early in the season before the foliage falls, when the 
weather is good and the land in the most satisfactory condition. 
The last is a matter of importance and cannot be ignored, for wo 
invariably find it in any but a satisfactory condition, even in 
November, and is very frequently worse one or two months later. 
Trees or plants do not start away well when the ground is trodden 
and worked about their roots in a wet condition. When trans¬ 
planting is done early before the foliage falls the trees have every 
chance to make a few fresh roots and thus become partially estab¬ 
lished before the approach of winter. Not only can the woik be 
done better and easier, but there is no comparison between the 
growth of trees the following season that have been transplanted 
early and those that have been left two or three months later. 
These are not the only advantages, for the fruit garden is ready for 
clearing directly the leaves have fallen, say two months earlier than 
can possibly be the case when this work is left until the approach of 
winter before it is attempted. 

It is concluded, of course, that early pruning is practised, which 
is of equal importance with the early system of transplanting and 
root-pruning. I have repeatedly urged the necessity of doing this 
work while the weather is warm and genial, not only from an 
economical point of view, but also for the we'l-being of the tiees 
and the prospect of a good crop of fruit the following year. 
Pruning as soon as the fruit has been gathered, or as it is gathered, 
cannot well be too strongly or too frequently urged, when we see in 
many gardens such waste of the energies of the tree. Light and 
sunshine are prevented from reaching those parts that most need it, 
the few weeks left to the trees to perfect their work being 
spent on material that is useless and eventually to be cut away. All 
useless shoots and branches should be removed directly the fruit 
has been gathered, so that the whole energies of the trees can be 
concentrated upon the development and perfection of the fruit 
buds. If more attention was paid to this highly important matter, 
planting and root-pruning being done earlier, we should soon per¬ 
ceive rapid progress in the culture of hardy fruits. 

The best time in my opinion for transplanting and root-pruning 
is during the present month. The work can be commenced 
directly the fruit is gathered from the trees ; in fact it need not 
be delayed until the whole has been gathered, but the two opera¬ 
tions can be going on at the same time, commencing with those 
from which the fruit has been taken first, and finishing with trees 
that have to be purchased from a nursery. Planting takes but 
little time provided the ground has been previously prepared for 
the reception of the trees. Delay in planting results in many 
instances from lack of forethought, and the ground is left until 
the trees arrive before an attempt is made to prepare it. My 
advice is to those who have deferred this as winters woik to set 
about the preparation of the ground at once, and I venture to 
predict that they will not return to the general system, one 
that should have been obsolete long ago. 

It may be argued that root-pruning is a waste of time, and only 
betokens mismanagement of the branches. To dispense with 
pruning the branches as well as the roots means following a natural 
system, or what some call “ extension,’ or in other quarters the 
« letting alone ” principle. This system may have advantages, but 
it also has disadvantages that cannot be ignored. It is, however, 
no part of my present duty to examine this mode of culture , 
suffice it to say that trees grown on these principles are not suit¬ 
able for all positions. They have a straggling appearance when 
their branches are weighed in all directions by carrying a crop of 
fruit, which in a few years results in fruit of moderate size only. 

When trees have to be restricted, as thousands have, in gardens 
of nearly all sizes, pruning the branches and roots is* necessary to 
keep the trees within bounds and in a healthy fruitful condition. 
They can certainly be managed without either, which is the result 
of cropping them until they become a mass of fruit spurs. Trees 
in this condition are not desirable, for a few years means decreased 
vigour and puny fruit, which, if they are to be restored, must be 
subjected to a rather severe system of pruning. Root-pruning, as 
some understand and teach, consists in digging up the trees, shaking 
the whole of the soil from the roots, cutting them severely back, 
and then replanting in the same position. I he system I advise is 
a moderate one, to be practised at intervals of two, three, or more 
years, according to circumstances. It consists in digging a trench 
round the trees and shortening roots that are taking the lead and 
causing the tree to grow too luxuriantly to be fruitful. If this is 
done periodically after the trees havebeen planted'..(say three years) 
it insures their making abundance of fibry roots and veijfew of the. 
strong useless ones tint are formed when a haphazard system of 

root-pruning is adopted, and which is the result of leaving the treo 
alone too long after planting. The more the trees are dug round 
the more fibry their roots become, and the check they receive if 
they have to be transplanted is considerably less. Trees that have 
been root-pruned at given intervals can be removed without crippling 
them seriously, but not so a tree that has been neglected and only 
possesses long strong fibreless roots. Trees in this condition are 
crippled and the crop lost for one year at least, and the second 
season they are often puny and small. Trees that have been sub¬ 
jected to root-pruning only need digging round them, and the few 
roots cutting back to the edge of the ball and then filling with soil 
again. It is a simple system that takes up but little time and is 
sufficient to check the exuberant growth of the trees rendering 
them fruitful without proving too severe, and thus interfere with 
the plant swelling its fruit to a large size. Trees in good fertile 
soil will produce fruit eoually as large as they did the previous 
season, but the growth will only be of moderate strength, which is 
necessary under all circumstances in order to sustain the trees in 
health and ensure their fruit swelling to good size. 

Trees that have become a mass of fruiting spurs and to all ap¬ 
pearance need neither pruning at their branches nor their roots will, 
if left alone, fruit themselves to death or until they are so weak as 
to produce fruit that is worthless. The spurs on,trees of this de¬ 
scription shou’d be cut hack freely, thoroughly thinned, and the 
whole near the extremity of the shoots cut back. This will induce 
the formation of new growth. If the tree has become very feeble 
it must be rather severely pruned. A trench must be dug round it 
sufficiently far from the stem not to cut the roots, a portion of the 
soil should be worked from amongst the roots and then laid amongst 
a little fresh soil. Old potting soil, the soil removed from the 
surface of Vine and Peach borders, or that in which Melons and 
Cucumbers have been grown, will do very well. Any tree that is 
declining in vigour should be treated in this manner, and it is sur¬ 
prising how soon they are again.restored to health and vigour and 
capable of yielding fine fruit annually. It must be remembered 
that if a tree is to produce good fruit it is necessary for it annually 
to produce a moderate growth of wood, by which means only can 
the activity of the roots be ensured. 

If trees have the fruit thinned annually, are branch and root 
pruned, if they need it, as soon as the fruit has been gathered they 
seldom fail to produce fruit annually, and when they do failure is 
due to the ungenial weather when the flowers expand. Even in the 
north they do not appear to fail half so frequently as many people’s 
trees do in more favoured spots from this cause. The weather is 
too often blamed when failure is due to other causes, which could 
often be overcome by a better and more judicious system of culture. 
—Wm. Bardney. 

VIOLAS. 
I HAVE read with great interest Messrs. Jenkins and Deans .prac¬ 

tical remarks on the culture of this now popular -flower, and 1 was 
anxiously looking forward last week to see if anyone else would give us 
the benefit of their experience. As Mr. Dean truly says, it has taken 
spine time to write tb,e Viola into popularity, but when we see such men 
as Downie, Dobbie, and Lister taking.it up, we may feel sure there is 
an increasing demand -for .exhibition varieties, Mr. Jenkins and Mr, 
Dean as large growers will no doubt have everything at their command, 
but what about the amateur, who, altho 'gh on, a small scale, likes to 
have his blooms up to exhibition form, and cannot always get good cow 
manure, old Cucumber beds, or decayed turf from an old pasture as 
some recommend ? I have had' several good receipts on the secret of 
growing Pansies sent me, but they all require a great deal of unnecessary 
labour. What the amateur wants'is a method as simple as possible, and 
one that does not demand much labour or expense... I will therefore 
give a few particulars on the mode of treatment mine have reeentd 
with marked success. The particulars of, my culture are taken from the 
advice of Mr. John Downie to an old florist friend of mine some time 
ao-o Last year I had put myself to some trouble and expense in pre¬ 
paring my bed, and purchased some very fine varieties which I planted 
in April. They did very, well for a time ; lioweveiyas the season ad¬ 
vanced one after another showed signs of going eft. I was therefore 
obliged to take most of them up and place them in in a shady .border to 
save them. Mv friend happening to come past at the time and hearing 
mv sad tale, asked me to try Mr. Downie’s plan, and plant them on a 
piece of ground after Potatoes. Accordingly a piece which had been 
well manured for the Potatoes was chosen and dug in the autumn. A 
little soot was thrown over it and allowed to get well pulverised with 
the frost. The ground was forked over a few times during the. winter, 
the bed squared up and planted in April, with the. result that I have not 
lost a single variety. Of course during the dry weather I kept them 
damp and gave them a little liquid manure on two-, or three occasions, 
but I'must also endorse what Mr. Dean says about deep planting, as I 
have experienced the benefit of it this year. . , 

I grow about fifty varieties, but the following are the, most robust 
growers ;—Duchess of Albany, Unique,- Mrs. J. Cowan Archie Grant, 
Bullion, Mrs. Steel, The Hearns, rantalooil, Clipper, Duchess of Suther- 
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land, Mrs. Baxter, Mont Blanc, Countess of Kintore, Ethel Baxter, 
Abercorn, Beauty, Columbine, Crown Jewel, and Queen Eleanor. With 
reyard to the newer varieties I cannot say much for Ethel Baxter, of 
which Mr. Dean seems to think so much ; it has a pood constitution and 
habit, but these, I think, are her only recommendations. Mrs. Baxter is 
a very fine variety and a robust grower. I am pleased to say I have a 
good companion ’ for it in a seedling I raised last year. I-shall send 
Mr. Dean blooms of it, and perhaps we may hear his opinion by-and-by. 

Now, I wish to ask a question or two, which perhaps some of your 
correspondents will kindly answer. First, What are the characteristics 
of a Viola ? Secondly, What is the diSerence between a Viola and a 
Pansy? I have put this question to several gardeners, but have never 
had a definite answer. I have also seen the question asked in different 
gardening journals, but never answered to the point. Now, I think it 
is time we had a line drawn, as so many different fancy Pansies are 
being introduced which will be classed among the Violas as bedding 
Pansies. Now, I hold that if a prize is given for say six or twelve 
Violas, Violas ought to be staged, and any stand containing any of these 
betiding Tansies ought to be disqualified. I remember at the Pansy 
Show in Edinburgh two years ago asking a gentleman, a noted florist, 
and a judge, too, why he classed Merchiston Castle with the Violas. 
His reply was, ‘‘ Man, she’s sae bonny we canna set her aside.” If 
these are the lines we are to go by, where shall we end ? We have ths 
characteristics of a Pansy clearly defined, let us also have that of the 
Viola. When these questions are answered I may perhaps have some¬ 
thing more to say on this useful flower.—G-. Steel. 

ALNWICK CASTLE. 

Northumberland’s county town of Alnwick, which for hundreds 
of years in the troublous times of the Border feuds was the scene of con¬ 
tinual strife, and one of the most important of the northern strongholds, 
is now a quiet country town, interesting for its antiquities and history, 
famous for its grand old castle, and an agreeable resort for tourists who 
wish to spend some time in the pleasant district surrounding it. Traces of 
ancient British and Roman inhabitants are found, but it appears to have 
been a Saxon town at the time of the Norman invasion. For a period 
subsequent to that event it was identified with the De Vescy family, and 
since then for five centuries its history has been practically that of the 
noble Percy family. Though some modernisation has taken place the 
antiquary can still find abundance to study both in and around the 
town, as ruins of abbeys, priories, and other buildings are numerous in 
several directions, and afford ample food for reflection. One of the old 
gates, the Bondgate, still remains entire, but the walls have disappeared 
together with many of the ancient buildings, the peculiar customs and 
ceremonies, which gave such a distinctive character to the place in past 
years. The visitor arriving bv train from Bilton Junction, a short 
branch of the North-Eastern mainline, three or four miles in length,now 
finds a spacious station, a new line connecting it with Coldstream 
having recently been opened, and enters the town by a pleasant tree- 
shaded road, more suggestive of some modern continental resort than a 
secluded Northumbrian town with a history of so many hundred years. 
Proceeding towards the.Castle the lofty “ Tenantry Column ” is noticed 
on the right, situated on a mound and surrounded by a small public 
garden, maintained at the expense of the Duke of Northumberland. 
This column was erected seventy years since to commemorate the second 
Duke’s liberality in remitting a large portion of his rents at a time of 
severe depression, and as it cost some £3000 it has also gained the local 
name of the “Farmers’ Folly,” as proving how little their landlord’s 
generosity was needed. It may, however, also be regarded as an instance 
of gratitude that is probably unique. A few minutes’ walk from there 
and the entrance to the Castle gardens is reached, close to the Old Bond- 
gate, and as that is our destination we leave the town to place ourselves 
under the charge of the Duke of Northumberland’s able and energetic 
gardener, Mr. George Harris. 

Alnwick Castle is one of the grandest of the old baronial strong¬ 
holds to bi found in the kingdom, and though little of the original 
building remains, its characters are practically unaltered, as renewal or 
repairing has been conducted most carefully. At the time of the Con¬ 
quest a chief named Tyson is said to have been the lord of Alnwick, 
then for three hundred years it remained in the possession of the De 
Vescy family. The Castle and barony were purchased by Henry de 
Percy in 1309, and for a period of three centuries this family was one of 
the most powerful in the country, its members being famed for their 
valour in the innumerable conflicts of the time, one of which has been 
celebrated in the ballad “ Chevy Chase.” The Earldom of Northum¬ 
berland was created in 1377, and the Dukedom in 1766, the present 
possessor of the title being the sixth Duke. Speaking of the Percys, 
Burke says, “ Not more famous in arms than distinguished for its 
alliances, the house of Percy stands pre-eminent for the number and 
rank of the families which are represented by the present Duke of 
Northumberland, whose banner consequently exhibits an assemblage of 
nearly nine hundred armorial ensigns, among which are those of King 
Henry A II., of several younger branches of biood royal ; of the sovereign 
houses of France, Castile, Leon, and Scotland ; and of the ducal 
houses of Normandy and Brittany, forming a galaxy of heraldic honours 
altogether unparallel-d.” 

During the life of the fourth Duke, “Algernon the Magnificent,” 
as he was known in the north, the restoration of the Castle was under¬ 
taken, and it is said that in a period of ten years £300,000 were expended. 

Certainly the work was performed in a princely manner, and the superb 
apartments, with their elaborate carvings, tastefully decorated ceilings, 
palatial stone staircase, with the library of 15,000 volumes, constitute it 
a residence literally “ fit for a king.” The massive walls and defensive 
resources also indicate that its strength in the feudal ages was equally 
as remarkable as its internal grandeur is at the present time. Situated, 
too, upon elevated ground above the river Alne, it commands a beautiful 
view of the park and gardens, and from a point on the opposite side of 
the river, termed Barbara Bank, the photograph was taken from which 
the illustration (fig- 38) was prepared. 

THE GARDENS. 
But we must return to the garden, where there is much to be noted 

of more special interest to Journal readers. As might be expected, the 
requirements of such an establishment are very large, and to meet them 
the garden must be proportionate both in size and conveniences. This 
is not only found to be the case, but its general condition and thoroughly 
practical system of management are in perfect accordance with its re¬ 
putation. As to the demands sometimes made upon its, resources, it 
may be stated that as many as 1600 persons have dined in the Castle in 
one day, but this was a very special occasion (the coming of age of Lord 
Percy), and then both the experienced chef de cuisine, Mr. Thorpe, and 
the gardens were severely taxed. The kitchen and flower gardens are 
some distance to the east of the Castle, the greater portion enclosed 
within substantial walls 12 to 11 feet high, and slightly sloping north¬ 
wards or towards the river, but well elevated above it. This is rather 
unusual, but there are portions with warmer slopes that can be utilised 
for the earlier crops, and late supplies are principally required at Aln¬ 
wick. The majority of the glass houses are situated in a large quad¬ 

rangular space near the gardener’s house at the lower portion of the 
ground, the flower garden and remarkable Holly beds occupying the 
upper part, which communicates with the chief division of the kitchen 
garden by ornamental iron gates. At the lowest part of the ground is 
the conservatory, a spacious building 120 feet long, 26 feet wide, and 
30 feet high, which is filled with a number of useful flowering plants. 
There a series of iron pillars at the sides of the broad central paths sup¬ 
porting the roof, and upon these are trained free growing and free 
flowering plants that have a very pleasing effect. The fragrant Luculia 
giatissima, for instance, seems to be thoroughly at home ; it is in per¬ 
fect health, is 12 feet high, and flowers most abundantly every season. 
Fuchsia corallina is another very beautiful plant on one of these pillars, 
and though only three years old it is 20 feet high and was loaded with 
flowers. The white Lapageria, Habrothamnus elegans, Plumbago 
capensis, Clianthus puniceus, and Abutilon Boule de Neige are trained 
in a similar way, forming quite a floral avenue, while Solanum 
jasminoides hangs in long festoons from the roof. Amongst the misc-i- 
laneous plants in pots the Francoas were conspicuous at the time of my 
visit, Camellias, Dracaenas, Dicksonias, and Rhododendrons. One speci¬ 
men of the useful R. Countess of Haddington 8 feet high in vigorous 
health is an admirable example of this handsome Rhododendron. A 
Dicksonia antarctica, with a stem 5 feet high, has a wonderful crown of 
fronds, and much of its success is attributed to the practice of watering 
the stem freely. 

FRUIT HOUSES. 
Parallel with the conservatory, about the centre of the flower garden, 

are two ranges of houses, one on each side, lean-to’s with curved roofs. 
Upon the left-hand side are the vineries, 150 feet long, in three divisions, 
and upon the other side are the Peach houses of the same length. Vines 
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are well grown at Alnwick, and by means of a process of renovating old 
specimens, or planting young, the bouses are now filled with healthy 
fruitful ^ ines, of which Mr. Harris may well be proud. Several of the 
best varieties are grown, Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria 
being first favo irites, and fine bundles of both are produced. The 
Muscats are an especial feature, capital bunches being obtained weigh¬ 
ing from 4 to 6 lbs. each, and these from cut-down Vines. Some young 
A ines, two years planted, are thriving well, making fine rods that in a 
year or two will give some substantial results. Mrs. Pince, Lady Downe’s, 
Alicantes, and Trebbiano are the other leading varieties, all being ex¬ 
tremely good, the first-named unusually so. In the Peach houses are 
some fine old trees, several perhaps exceeding fifty years in age, and one 
tree of Royal George, I think, has its stem over a foot in diameter at the 
juncture of the stock and scion, yet this has had 300 fruits in one season, 
and is in good health now. Violette Hative. in the same division, is also 
of groat size, similarly vigorous and fruitful. The second division con- 

Red affording the principal crops of the latter. Out of doors Earliest of 
All has proved not only the earliest but the most prolific cropper, as the 
other cultivators have found. Mushrooms are grown extensively, and a 
large house is appropriated to this purpose filled with four tiers of iron stage s 
each !) inches deep, so that a very m oderate amount of manure and soil 
is required on each bed. Care is exercised in procuring good spawn, and 
plentiful crops are obtained throughout the greater portion of the year. 
In the plant houses, of which there are several, for the propagation and 
culture of decorative plants, table plants, Ferns, See., is a fine stock of 
healtay little specimens, Ferns and Palms being uncommonly well 
grown. Calanthcs are similarly successful, and a plant that is much 
valued is the Otaheite Orange. Numbers of these are grown m 43 and 
32-size pots, and when bearing twenty or more small brightly coloured 
fruits they have a very ornamental appearance. The cuttings are struck 
in spring, this variety being rea lily increased by this means, anti in two 
jears compact bushy little specimens in 32-size pots are secured which 

Fig. 38.—ALNWICK CASTLE. 

tains some younger trees, and others that have been lifted, the borders 
drained, and their condition correspondingly improved. A specimen of 
Royal George, two years planted, is making good progress ; Pineapple 
Aectarine is a favourite, and does well. Barrington has had a magnificent 
crop, some of the fruits weighing 11 ozs., and Prince of Wales is much 
*ipreciated as a late varietv, bearing a large crop of fine, good-flavoured 
fruits. In the third division, Late Admirable Peach. Elruge, Violette 
Hative. and Hunt’s Tawny Nectarines, are surprisingly prolific, from 
tan to fifteen dozen fruits having been gathered daily. 

Numerous other houses are devoted to fruit and plants. Pines occupy 
several houses and pits, about 400 fruiting plants being grown every 
year. Queens, Smooth Cayenne, Charlotte Rothschild, witha few Black 
Jamaica and Lambton Castle, are the varieties, and fine even fruits are 
obtained of each, the two first named being mainly relied upon. Melons 
rire in much demand, and a long succession of fruits are obtained from 
La Favourite, Victory of Bristol, Read’s Scarlet Flesh, and Longleat 
1 erfection, some of the latter weighing 6.J lbs., and the variety is valued 
highly for its fine quality and excellent flavour. The plants are grown 
ia pots, several crops being obtained from the same plants, by liberal 

■treatment and encouragement of fresh growth. Cucumbers and Toma¬ 
toes are also largely grown, Earliest of All, Hackwood Park, and the Old 

ripen their fruits by Christmas time, and are then most useful for many 
purposes. 

FLOWER GARDEN AYD HOLLY BEDS. 

The flower garden, as previously stated, extends from the conserva¬ 
tory up to the kitchen garden wall, the principal beds and borders being 
formed in four large oblong grass lawns, with broad paths up the centre 
and across at right angles. Facing the conservatory at the end of tl e 
central path is a fountain or pool of water surrounded by masonry, and 
above this is a steep slope with a scroll in Box and large masses of 
variegated Hollies, Laurels, and Mahonias arranged in festoon-shaped 
beds on the banks at the side. Hypericum calycinum also covers a 
large spaci on the bank, having been established in a sandy soil, where 
little else would thrive. The central portion of this slope is occupied 
with an uncommon and effective design representing the Ducal badge 
of the crescent, interlaced in small closely clipped Hollies. The plan of 
this design is shown in fig. 37 greatly reduced, the entire circle beii g 
72 feet in diameter. In the centre (1) is a specimen plant of the Golden 
Queen Holly surrounded by a neat e Ige of the small-leaved Wood Ivy 
(2), and common Box (3), which also forms the defining line to the 
crescents, as marked in the plan. The latter are planted with Hollies 
as follows ;—In opposite pairs, 4, 4, with Golden Queen; 5, 5, with 
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Silver Queen ; the other four (6) with scotica, a very hardy deep green 
variety. The central space (7) and the spac >s between the horns of the 
crescent are filled with small white stone chippings, which brings the 
whole design into bold relief, the spaces (8) occupied with grass neatly 
kept having the same effect. The Holly has been planted for twelve 
years, but by frequent clipping and close attention it is kept down to a 
uniform height of 9 inches, forming compact beds that colour well. 
The whole is margined with a cement composition (9 , giving a neat 
finish to the design, which is of an exceedingly uncommon character, 
and presents an idea that with various modifications to adapt it to par¬ 
ticular situations might be followed in many gardens. 

From the hiaher ground near the Holly bed a good view is obtained 
of the flower beds on the lower level, and early in September the effect 
was excellent. No attempt is made to produce formal designs, but mixed 
beds of several suitable plants are freely introduced. In the chief beds 
a dwarf pure white Antirrhinum is largely employed for lines, and a 
remarkably fine variety it is, surpassing in general effect the best of the 
white Zonal Pelargoniums. It has been grown at Alnwick for a number 
of years, and is valued highly. Henry Jacoby Pelargonium is relied 
upon for richness of colour, and very satisfactory it is in contrast with 
the Antirrhinums, white or blue Lobelias, Verbenas, or Golden Pyre- 
thrum. Mixed beds of Purple King Verbena and variegated Pelargoniums 
with a few Fuchsias were attractive, as also were some of purple and 
white Violas. A central carpet bed of pretty design deserves notice ; it is 
a circle nearly 20 feet in diameter, the groundwork of Oxalis cornicu- 
lata rubra, with interlacing lines of Mentha Pulegium gibraltarica, 
Herniaria glabra and Antennaria tomentosa, with a centre of blue 
Lobelias and a Dracaena australis, and angles or various shaped spaces 
of Sedum glaucum, and Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, 
edged with Pyrethrum selaginoides, and dotted here and there with 
Echeverias and Sempervivum. The variegated Gazania splendens is 
used as broad bands in several beds and is very useful, its brilliantly 
coloured flowers contrasting well with the foliage. Interesting borders of 
hardy plants are also formed, Carnations, Pentstemons, Ast-rs, and many 
others being larg ly grown of the best strains. Roses also succeed well, 
and the collection comprises most of the leading garden varieties. To 
the right of the Holly slope is a lawn tennis or croquet lawn, which was 
originally surrounded by a double line of Lime trees to form a kind of 
avenue ; the branches of these have now been bent down at right angles 
and trained over the path, so that a leafy tunnel or corridor has been 
formed, affording a pleasant shaded retreat for tired players. 

FRUIT TREES AND KITCHEN GARDEN. 

The wall space devoted to fruit trees is very extensive, and fine speci¬ 
men Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, and Pears are numerous. On 
one of the walls at the lower part, of the flower garden, about 12 feet 
high, with a south aspect, are some capital Apricot trees, that both for 
health and abundance of fine fruits could scarcely be surpassed. An 
example of Moorpark twenty-five years old covers a space 30 feet long, 
and is in perfect health with a large crop. Another lifted last year is not 
quite so old, but is similarly satisfactory. Several other fine trees are 
trained to walls in the kitchen garden, one coveiing a space 20 feet long 
by 14 feet high, and in vigorous health. These Apricots remind me of 
some trees I saw a year or two since in Perthshire, at Dupplin Castle 
and elsewhere, but it is seldom that they are found so free from disease 
ip southern gardens. Peaches and Nectarines also succeed out of doors 
on the walls, but they give better results under glass. Jefferson is found 
to be a reliable variety here, and some large old trees give a beautiful 
crop; Golden Gage also seldom fails. Prince of Wales, Victoria, Coe’s 
Golden Drop, and Kirke’s are also included in the collection. Mayduke 
and Morello Cherries are grown largely with invariable good results.' 
The Pears comprise Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurrd Clairgeau, Pitmaston 
Duchess, Marie Louise, Beurre Ranc°, Easter Beurre, Beurre Colmar, 
which crops very heavily ; Beurrd Superfin, Knight’s Monarch, much 
valued ; Flemish Bon Chretien, a most prolific variety and found to ba 
one of the best kitchen Pears in this district, and Chaumontel, which, 
however, does not rip?n Well. Most of those named are represented.by 
large frets, evtnly trained and closely spurred, but they give a large 
return for the labour and attention required. The Apples are mostly 
asj.standard; bush tre.s_or espaliers, and the most reliable varieties are 
Lorcf SuffielcT, Keswick’ Codim, EcklfnvilK, Pott’s Seedling, Cellini, 
Duchess of Oldenburgh, and Devonshire Quarrenden, which ripens well, 
and Ribston Pippin against a wall affords a useful supply of fruits. 

In the kitchen garden quarters are devoted to Gooseberries, and 
there was a large quantity of Warrington and Glanton Green carefully 
netted over for late use, Currants being treated in a similar way. The 
principal Strawbe rles are Sir Joseph Paxton, President, Vicomtesss 
Hericart de Thury, and Marshal Macmahon. Vegetables are grown 
extensively, Cabbages, Brussels Sprouts, Carrots, Onions, and similar 
crops occupying considerable space. Where ground is intended for 
Onions Mr. Harris employs a dressing of gas lime and salt at the rate of 
about a barrowload to 15 square yards, or just sufficient to sprinkle the 
surface, applied in the winter after being spread out some weeks before 
to lose its most violent properties. A mixture of sopt, salt, and gas lime 
in small quantities after a suitable preparation is also useful for ground 
intended for several other root crops, such as Carrots. One distinguish¬ 
ing character of all the vegetable quarters was their cleanliness and 
freedom from weeds, and another was that it was evident the drought 
had not been so keenly felt there as in the south, as shown by the 
freshness of the crops. • ? 

THE ARBORETUM. 
Outside the walls, on the slopes leading to the river, an arboretum 

was commenced some years ago, and several specimens have now at¬ 
tained good size and handsome proportions. One of the best modes of 
establishing tender Conifers, however, is to provide efficient protection 
for them when young, and several instances are noticeable at Alnwick,, 
where protected trees have far outstripped others of the same kind in. 
more exposed positions. Pinus austriaca Mr. Harris commends very 
highly as a “ nurse ” tree, and his experience agrees with that of many 
other planters in northern districts. A group of flourishing Deodars in 
sheltered corner form a very beautiful feature in the grounds, and there 
are some handsome examples of Abies magnifica, A. nobilis, A. Veitchi, 
6 feet high, and never injured by frost. A. lasiocarpa is also in fine 
condition where protected from the winds ; one example sheltered by a 
large Beech is 30 feet high, and specimen of A. grandis of the same 
height has a spread of branches of 15 feet—a finely proportional sym¬ 
metrical tree. The silvery A. Engelmani glauca is represented by a 
tree 9 feet high in prime health and condition ; A. amabilis is, however, 
apparently too tender. Aiaucarias are occasionally injured, and Welling- 
tonias have suffered, but there are a few good examples. Cryptomeria 
elegans and Golden Yews do well, and contribute greatly to the beauty 
of the garden. From an elevated position above the river, termed the 
Duchess’s S at, in this part of the garden, a delightful view is obtained 
of the Alne winding past the Castle and through the grounds, the well- 
wooded and extensive park rising beyond, with the Castle on the left 
and the Brizlee Tower in the distance constituting a pretty picture. A 
walk past the Castle and its velvety grass slopes conducts to the Dairy 
Grounds, a picturesque valley that has been well planted, and owing to 
the protection afforded by a high bank of deciduous trees, some of the 
Conifers there have reached a considerable size, Abi- s Douglasi in par¬ 
ticular being repr sented by numbers of tall, handsome trees. Still 
beyond are the Hulne Parks west of the Tower, containing a variety of 
pleasant scenery, with several interesting ruins. This portion of the 
estate is surround d by a wall thirteen miles long, and is said to include 
eighty miles of rides and walks. The Brizlee Tower, which was erected 
about 100 years since, as a kind of ornamental observatory, is 90 feet 
high, and commands a magnificent prospect, extending in clear weather 
from the Cheviots on the northern side to the Durham hills on the 
south, and .embracing an astonishing variety of scenery. 

These notes must, however, be concluded, though reluctantly, for 
the day I spent at Alnwick was one of the most pleasant during my 
northern tour.—Lewis Castle. 

SELECTIONS OF APPLES AND PEARS. 

Some extracts were given last week from the admirable report of 
the Edinburgh Apple and Pear Congress, and the following selections- 
of varieties are of such general interest that they are- specially worthy 
of reproduction :— 

Apples and Pears Suited for Scotland. 

Number of selectors, 77. 
The best varieties for a regular supply during the season, w.itji the number 

of votes each received, and the month for which the variety is suited. 
I. Dessert Apples.—Irish Peach (43), August; Oslin (15), September; 

Thorle Pippin (24), October; Kerry Pippin (44), November; King of the 
Pippins (63', December ; Cox’s Orange Pippin (41), January ; Ribston 
Pippin (48), February; Blenheim Pippin (53), March; Court of Wick (24), 
April; Duke of Devonshire (16), May. 

II. —Culinary Apples.—Keswick Codim (54), August; LordSuffield (61), 
September; Ecklinville (06), October; Hawtbornden (31),November; Stir¬ 
ling Castle (62), December; Tower of Glamis (25), January; Warner’s 
King (55), February; Alfriston (51), March; Wellington (51), Apiil; 
Northern Greening (21), May. 

III. Dessert Pears.—Jargonelle (5G), August: Williams’ Bon Chretien 
(44), September; Beurre d’Amanlis (28), October; Louise Bonne of Jersey 
(32), November ; Marie Louise (55), December ; Winter Nelis (20), January ; 
Hacon’s Incomparable (22), February ; Glou Morceau (27), March; Easter 
Beurre (40), April; Beurre Ranee (24), May. 
The most profitable varieties for the purposes stated, arranged alphabeti¬ 

cally, with the number of votes each received. 
IV. Twelve Dessert Apples for Bushes, <j-c.—Blenheim Pippin (25), Cam- 

busnethan Pippin (24), Court of AVick (28), Cox’s Orange Pippin (43),- 
Golden Pippin (17), Irish Peach (48), Kerry Pippin (47), King of the 
Pippins (55), Oslin (22), Ribston Pippin (29), Thorle Pippin (31), Worcester 
Pearmiin (33). 

V. Twelve Apples for Orchards.—Alfiiston (43), Blenheim Pippin (39), 
Ecklinville (56), Golden Noble (22), Hawthornden (241, Keswick Codlin (44), 
Lord Suffield (47), New Hawthornden (22), Stirling Castle (58), Tower of 
Glamis (32), Warner’s King (53), Wellington (46). 

VI. Twelve Dessert Pears for Bushes, tfc.—Beurre d’Amanlis (28), 
Beurid d’Aremberg (17), Beurrd de Capiaumont (10), Beurre Diel (19), 
Easter Beurrd (16), Hacon’s Incomparable (22), Jargonelle (27), Louise 
Bonne of Jersey (36), Marie Louise (21), Muirfowi’s Egg (22), Swan’s Egg 
(12), Williams’ Bon Chretien (35). 

VII. Six Pears for Orchards.—Autumn Bergamot (12), Crawford (17), 
Ilessle (43), Louise Bonne of Jersey (13), Muirfowi’s Egg (27), Swan’s 
Egg (13). ... 

VIII. Three Stewing Pears.—Catiilac (45), Uvedale’s St. Germain (19), 
Verulam (16). 

Atples and Pears Suited for England and Wales. 

Number of selectors, 32. 
I. Dessert Apples.—Irish Peach (18), August; Worcester Pearmain (10), 

September; Kerry Pippin (15), October ; King of thePippins (19), Novem- 
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ber ; Cox’s Orange Pippin (26), December ; Ribston Pippin (26!, January ; 
Blenheim Pippin (19), February; Court of Wick (10), March: Duke of 
Devonshire (15', Apiil; Stnrmer Pippin (10), May. 

IT. Culinary Apples.—Keswick Codiin (21), August; Lord Snffield (25), 
September; Eaklinville (14), October; Stirling Castle (15), November; 
Golden Noble (12), December; Warner’s King (13), January; Blenheim 
Pippin (17), February; Alfriston (21), March; Wellington (25), April; 
Northern G owning (12), May. , \ y ’ 

Dessert Pears —Jargonelle (22), August; Williams’ Bon Chidden 
Urn T5e^temker 1 Beurrd d’Amanlis (11), October; Louise Bonne of Jersey 
(20), November; Marie Louise (21), December ; Winter Nelis(12), January ; 
CtIou Morcrau (17), February; Easter Beurre (20), March; Josephine de 
M alines (16), April; Bergamotte d’Esperen (11), May. 

F ■ Twelve Dessert Apples for Bushes,dc.—Adams’Pearmain (11), Blen¬ 
heim Pippin (18), Court of Wick (10), Court-peadft plat (13), Cox’s Orange 
WPP'P.C-^), Devonshire Quarrenden (11), Irish Peach (11), Kerry Pippin 
(20), King of the Pippins (25), Margil (10), Ribston Pippin (14), Worcester 
Pearmain (13). 

•c i.n flve Apples for Orchards.—Alfriston (16), Blenheim Pippin (17), 
Ecklinville (19), Golden Noble (9), Hawthornden (9), Keswick Codlin (25), 
King of the Pippins (11), Lord Suffield (22), Stirling Castle (13), Tower of 
Glamis (8), Warner’s King (22), Wellington (30). 

*7 Twelve Dessert Pears fur Bushes, tj c.—Beurre d’Aoianlis (18 , Beurrd 
Boso (ID, Beurre Diel (14), Beurre Hardy (6), Beurrd Superdn (10), Dovenne 

<l?lc.e (J)> Easter Beurre (6), Jargonelle (10),-Louise Bonne of Jersey 
(W), Mane Louise (12), Pitmaston Duchess (8;, Williams’Bon Chretien (23). 

VII. Six Ptarsfor Orchards.—Beurre d’Amanlis (7), Beurrd de Capiau- 
rnont («) Hessle (17), Louise Bonne of Jersey (17), Swan’s Egg (8), Wil¬ 
iams’ Bon Chretien (21). • w’ 
T„ VIII. Three Stewing Pears.—Catillac (29), Uvedale’s St. Germain (15), 
\ erulam (10). 

Apples and Pears Suited for Ireland. 

Number of selectors, 9. 

., T Dessert Apples.—I-ish Peach (6), August; Devonshire Quarrenden 
(4), September ; Kerry Pippin (8), October; King of the Pippins ;9), No¬ 
vember; Cox’s Orange Pippin (8), December ; Ribston Pippin (6), January ; 
Blenheim Pippin (8), February; Court of Wick (4), March; Court-penoi'l- 
plat (4), April ■ Duke of Devonshire (4), May. j 

II. Culinary Apples.—Keswick Codlin (7), August; Lord Suffield (4), 
September; Ecklinville (7), October; Hawthornden (6), November; Tower 

(4). December; Warner’s King (4), January ; Yorkshire Greening 
,ruary ; Golden Noble (4), March ; Alfriston (9>, Apiil; Wellington 

(o), May. 

/rUU' Dessert Pears.—Jargontlie (8), August; Williams’ Bon Chretien 
G), September; Beurrd d’Amanlia (5), October ; Louise Bonne of Jersey (6), 
November; Marie Louise (8), December; Winter Nelis (5), January; 
Bacon s Incomparab’e (5), February; Glou Morceau (8), March; Easter 
Beurrd (9), April; Bergamotte d’Esperen (6), May. 

, If', Twelve Dessert Apples for Bushes, Ac.—Blenheim Pippin (5), Court 
ot V\ ick (5), Court pendu-plat (6), Cox’s Orange Pippin (7), Devonshire 

Golden Pippin (5), Irish Peach (4), Kerry Pippin (9), King 
mainfl)]??1118 0)- Ribston Pippin (3), Sam Young (4), Worcester Pear- 

_ T; Twelve Apples for Orchards.—Alfriston (8), Blenheim Pippin (5), 
Ecklinville (6), Hawthornden (71, Keswick Codlin (6), King of the Pippins 
(4), Lord Suffield (5), Northern Greening (5), Stirling Castle (4', Warner’s 
King (5), Wellington (7), Yorkshire Greening (4). 

FT. Twelve Dessert Pears for Bushes, ij'c.—Beurrd d’Amanlis (7),B.urre 
d Aremberg (4), Beurre Diel (5), Beurre Superfin (5), Comte de Lamy (4), 
Doyenne du Comica (4), Easter Beurrd (3), Hacon’s Incomparable (6), 
Louise Bonne of Jersey (6), Marie Louise (5), Napoleon (4), Williams’ Bon 
Chretien (8). 

VII Six Pears for Orchards.—Aston Town (4), Beurrd d’Amanlis (4), 
Hacon s Incomparable (4), Hesele (7), Louise Bonne of Jersey (7), Williams’ 
Bon Chretien (8). 

VIII. Three Stewing Pears.—Catillac (9), Uvedale’s St. Girmain (6), 
Verulam (7). v. 

LILIUM SPECIOSUM AND ITS VARIETIES. 
Amongst the reminiscences of a long horticultural life is one 

■which, like most of the impressions of early days, is vivid enough— 
and that was the first time, not far short of fifty years ago, when I 
came home proud in the possession of a flowering plant of this 
Tery beautiful Lily. I will not say what I gave for it, for I fear it 
was a bit of extravagance, and people who can now buy them for a 
few pence can hardly think of guineas having been given for them, 
especially as imported bulbs do not, like those of Lilium auratum, 
■quickly perish, but when we remember that not half that time has 
passed since 15 guineas was given for L. auratum, we need not 
wonder at the price given for speciosum in those earlier days. 
Having received last season from Messrs. Anti Roozen & Sons 
some of the varieties mentioned by them in their catalogue, and 
also one or two from Mr. W. Bull, and having carefully noted 
them during their season of flowering in pots, perhaps the follow¬ 
ing notes may not be unacceptable to some of the many Lily lovers 
who read the Journal. 

Before describing them, however, is it not a remarkable thing 
that so little result has been been attained by the hybridiser with 
them ? When we consider the prominence of the organs of fertili¬ 
sation, and the facility with which they seed—a remark which 
equally applies to L. auratum—it is remarkable that so little has 
resulted from the many attempts which have been made at cross¬ 
breeding between the two. With the exception of Lilium Park- 

mani I am not aware of any well defined hybrid, and this has 
suggested the question whether one or another of the two may 
not be a natural hybrid. Some have imagined that auratum is a 
hybrid between speciosum and longifolium ; others that speciosum 
is the parent, and auratum a cross between it and longifolium or 
eximium. Be this as it may, it is somewhat strange that so little 
has been done ; the varieties which have been produced are those 
of selection, noting amongst the seedlings those possessing any 
deviation from the type. ° 

1 here are, I think, few well defined varieties in ordinary culti¬ 
vation-album, punctatum, roseum, and rubrum- and those which 
I have to enumerate are derived from these. As is well known, 
they are, with the exception of punctatum, which seems to have a 
delicate constitution, hardy ; they, at any rate, in the southern part 
of our islands, stand the severest winter and flower freely in the 
open, but anyone who wishes thoroughly to enjoy them must grow 
them in pots ; not but what they are very beautiful in the garden, 
but they produce pollen so abundantly, that when rain comes it is 
splashed all over the delicate white ground of the flower and so 
injures its beauty. In the house they can be preserved from all 
this, and coming into flower as they do in August and September, 
v hen a good many of the ordinary denizens of the greenhouse have 
been put out of doors, they form a very agreeable addition to the 
flowers then available. There are many who would perhaps say 
they see very little difference in the varieties, but the same would 
be said by any outsider about the various collections of florist’s 
flowers which, to the initiated, are full of variation. 

Of the varieties of L. s. album there are three which I have 
grown—the old album, which has a considerable shade of green in 
it , then there is Lilium Kraetzeri. This is a clearer, much clearer 
white; the habit is stout, height medium, and it is very free- 
flowering. But the finest of all in this section that I have seen is 
one I received from Mr. Ant. Roozen under the name of Vestita. 
It is stately in its growth, about 5 feet in height, while the flowers 
are of the purest white ; the petals are broader than in the other 
two varieties, and the flowers altogether much finer. There is 
another kind which I have not grown—corymbiferum, in which the 
flowers are produced in clusters, being individually similar to 
album, but Vestata is without doubt the best of the white ones. 

When we come to the other varieties it is somewhat diffcult to 
say whether they are to be referred to roseum or rubrum—the 
lighter coloured ones must be referred to roseum. Of these I have 
had roseum improved, somewhat different from the type, and of 
better form, and monstrosum, where the flowers are produced in 
clusters varying but little from the ordinary form. It is, however, 
in the varieties of rubrum that we have the greatest varieties, and 
there are some very beautiful ones amongst them. Foremost I 
must place one, L. s. superbum, which I received from Mr. Bull. 
This is stately in growth, and produces free'y flowers with very 
broad large petals, deeply suffused with red and spotted with 
purple, altogether a very striking flower, and I think equal in 
colour to any that I have seen. I do not know whether it is the 
same as atro-purpureum of Ant. Roozen, for I have not yet flowered 
it. Lilium s. Melpomene, raised by the late Mr. Hovey, is a very 
brilliant coloured flower, but not so large as the one just described. 
L. s. macranthum is another of Mr. Ant. Roozeu’s flowers, approach¬ 
ing in character to superbum ; flowers large, and colour very bright. 
Corymbiferum is another effective variety, differing very little from 
the ordinary form in colour, but flowering in clusters rathe? than in 
single blooms. Schulzmatri has a deep rosy crimson blotch in the 
centre of the petal densely spotted with purple. The plant is of 
moderate height, and altogether a pleasing variety. 

The one variety that I have always found more delicate than 
the rest is punctatum, and probably the faintness of its colouring 
would make it less pleasing than the more highly coloured sorts, 
but it is exceedingly pretty, and well worthy of cultivation. 

There is little to say in the matter of cultivation, for most 
people have their own way of growing them, some advocating large 
pots, and some small ones. Some say, plant deep, others° plant 
shallow ; some say use loam and peat, others only peat and leaf 
mould ; and as they succeed under these different methods of 
culture, I can only conclude that, like a good many other things, 
they submit easily to various methods of cultivation. I think 
that most people, however, are agreed that it is best to repot them 
as soon as possible after the stems have discoloured, The plan 
of standing them out exposed to all the autumnal rains is a bad 
one, and oftentimes the seed of disease is sown at tin's time. They 
should, however, be placed somewhere to ripen, but not with¬ 
holding water from them. They may be safely potted in October. 
I do not use very large pots, and as the space at my command is 
very limited I do not grow them in large pots, but singly in large 
32 s or small 24’s. I do not think it is a good plan to disturb them 
unnecessarily. The surface roots sprung from the base of the 
stem may be, and should be, carefully twisted off. I use simply 
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peat and small pieces of charcoal, and in potting leave a portion of 
the bulb exposed, and then, when it begins to make growth and 
push out rootlets at the base of the stem, I fill up the pot with 
lumps of peat. The pots are kept in a cold house, and then, when 
they have made growth, are brought up into the greenhouse. Here 
for a couple of months they continue to produce their delightful 
and fragrant blooms, and common though they be, they are deserving 
of a good deal more care and attention than they generally receive. 
— D., Deal. 

KEEPING PLANTS CLEAN. 
Keeping plants clean and free from insects is one of the 

greatest troubles of the modern gardener. Under the best con¬ 
ditions it is a task involving continual watchfulness and unceasing 
attention. Ordinarily there is not much time for watchfulness, and 
attention is chiefly devoted to keeping plants from being fairly 
overwhelmed. The extravagant employment of plants and flowers 
has added so materially to the already large number grown, that 
gardeners have found it impossible to cope with their work. The 
result is, that the work least noticeable to the ordinary observer 
goes undone, and the mischief wrought by insects up to a certain 
stage being completely out of sight, neglect is often allowed here. 
But no species of neglect shows plainer in the end than this, or 
more completely renders profitless the whole previous labour spent 
on the subject attacked. An insecticide that is at once cheap and 
quickly efficient is a desideratum that many hard-worked gardeners 
want. Efficient insecticides are not uncommon, but there is none 
so inexpensive as to allow them to be employed lavishly enough to 
do their work quickly. The great want is a preparation that will 
allow a large collection of plants to be passed rapidly through hand, 
either by dipping or syringing, and at so little expense, that the 
process may be repeated at intervals short enough to render the 
operations effective. Pure water is the cheapest of all, but in bad 
cases it is of no use. I remember having charge of a collection of 
stove plants infested with mealy bugs and other insects. The aid 
of cold water was called in, and a spreading Stephanotis attacked 
energetically. Every afternoon the nozzle of a Warner’s garden 
engine was brought to bear on the invaders, and every afternoon 
the enemy appeared to have been completely routed, but by the after¬ 
noon succeeding the old position had been regained, and in the end 
the pump had to be withdrawn discredited. In cases of red spider 
attacks the efficacy of a stream of cold water is, however, well 
known, though not always acted on. 

Next in simplicity to cold water is hot water, applied either with 
or without the addition of softsoap. Water almost boiling, when 
applied by means of a syringe, is a safe insecticide to use on plants 
with foliage not easily injured. Camellias, Peaches, and Stepha¬ 
notis, are examples of such plants. I have employed it without 
inflicting any injury on large Crotons and Ixoras which were very 
dirty, and it is well known that these plants can be kept in a 
perfectly clean condition by such simple means, repeated, of course, 
when necessary. Many plants, however, are extremely susceptible 
to injury from hot water—Gardenias, Ferns, Dracaenas, and Grape 
Vines, are common examples. About 120° is considered a perfectly 
safe temperature for syringing, but in some instances even that will 
be found too hot, the condition of the plant operated on at the 
time of application having, without doubt, a very distinct effect as 
to the heat being either hurtful or harmless. A careful and pains¬ 
taking man will kill insects quite as effectively with a solution of 
softsoap in water inclining to hot as a less careful operator will 
with a good insecticide. 

The employment of petroleum as a killing agent marked a 
great advance in this branch of practical gardening. It had, of 
course, been in use for a number of years. Here and there a bold 
cultivator had tried petroleum, and sometimes killed the insects 
together with their hosts. But it is to America that we are in¬ 
debted for the first public intimation of the only safe and effective 
method of employing petroleum. This was by mixing milk, potash, 
or soap with the petroleum, so that, while the nature of the mixture 
was unchanged so far as insect life was concerned, no harm resulted 
to the plant. A simple way of so preparing petroleum consists in 
dissolving half a pound of softsoap in a small quantity of boiling 
water, when dissolved the soap appearing as a thin piste. An 
ounce and a half or 2 ozs. of oil are then added and mixed, then 
hot water to the quantity of three or four gallons. The mixture 
is ready for use, and capable of destroying all or any insects infest¬ 
ing plants. The better method of preparing the petroleum is, 
however, more complicated, though not too much so for everyday 
use. In this method the softsoap is heated until dissolved to a 
semi-liquid condition. Petroleum and boiling water are then added 
and mixed, and more of each continued to be added until the 
softsoap is all utilised. The material, while being prepared, is 
kept quite hot, as this facilitates the operation. The addition, in 

the course of preparation, of a little spirits of turpentine com¬ 
pletely hides the scent of the petroleum, the manufactured article, 
when ready for use, having the appearance of cold cream. So 
entirely harmless to vegetation is petroleum when prepared in this 
way, that the mixture may be employed without dilution and 
employed as an ointment. I have so used it to kill what before 
had proved an indestructible scale infesting Cattleya pseudo-bulbs, 
and that without in any wray hurting the plants. When wanted 
for washing, the preparation is dissolved in warm or hot water, and 
is then ready for use. Mixed with clay it forms a capital winter 
dressing for Vines, and is used at the consistency of paint and 
applied with a brush. 

The quickest method of treating a collection of plants is to 
make a good size tubful of the solution. A 5-inch potful to twelve 
to sixteen gallons of water indicates roughly the quantities required. 
H the water is at 90° when ready, the hardier foliaged plants should 
be dipped first, giving each one a turn in the solution, and passing 
them without delay through a bath of clean water at a slighly 
lower temperature. When the temperature has declined to 80 
Orchids and more tender plants can be dipped, always giving a 
second bath in clean water. We have here safety, cheapness, 
rapidity, and efficiency. The only insect which such a solution 
fails to kill is mealy bug, but the external covering of this insect 
renders any insecticide powerless. The syringe is the simplest 
means of applying it. The force of the particles of water at once 
destroys this envelope, and effects the destruction of the insect. 
A collection of stove plants may be kept fairly clean in foliage and 
free from insects by such occasional dippings, the larger plants 
being syringed with the mixture. The only difficulty will be with 
mealy bug, and that for the reason explained. At the same time, 
sponging the plants is not a thing to be set aside as entirely super¬ 
fluous. If there is time for sponging, do so, and especially during 
the season of quietness that is approaching. In sponging, all that 
is needed for plants in fairly clean condition is to dip the sponge in 
the mixture, squeeze as much liquid out again as possible, then 
draw once or twice over each leaf, and when another dip is neces¬ 
sary first wash the sponge in clean water, then proceed as above. 
If plants are thoroughly well cleaned during winter it is wonderful 
how clean they remain through the summer months. 

It may be well to caution inexperienced cultivators—young 
men fond of experiments, especially — that with all insecticides 
there is a certain amount of danger in the using. I have not given 
any stated quantity of insecticide to be employed, for the simple 
reason that it is impossible to do so. I have found the quality of 
the soap differ, while the less refined the petroleum the greater its. 
killing power. But apart from that, the quality of the water itself 
has a disturbing effect on this or any other solution. If the water 
is hard a certain quantity of the soap will be used in softening 
it, and some of the mineral oil will be set free, and the mixture in 
consequence be rendered more or less dangerous. On this account 
all water of a hard nature should be well boiled before using A 
pinch of common washing soda added in the process will help to 
render the water soft and do no harm to plants. Rain water is, of 
course, much the best, but even deep well water may be used if 
prepared as recommended. The solution mixes in cold water, but 
is best mixed and used hot, being much more powerful in a hot 
state. Thrips, aphides, and red spider are readily destroyed at a 
low temperature by dipping. Mealy bug should be treated with 
hot water as high at least as 100° to 120°, and the solution forcibly 
applied with a syringe. Passing plants through clean water imme¬ 
diately after dipping is, though not absolutely necessary, a very safe 
proceeding, and should always be followed. All kinds of plants 
I have tried are perfectly safe under this treatment.—B. 

A LONG DROUGHT AND ITS EFFECTS. 

As far as my experience goes we have never experienced a more 
trying season than that of 1887. First we had a long spell of wintry 
weather which lasted till the end of March, and following this »e had 
a most uncongenial spring. The rainfall from February was exceptionally 
light or very much below the average, so that when the long spell of dry 
weather set in the ground was already in a comparatively dry state, and 
the springs far from standing at their normal height. Drought and hot, 
weather was felt everywhere, very few districts being favoured with any 
rainfall throughout the “ hot season,” so that I need not comment 
further on this, but will at once proceed to discuss its effects in this arid 
other districts that I have visited. From what I can learn very few 
wish for a repetition of the summer of 1887, but by far the majority 
would prefer it to a wet and sunless year such as we too often experience 
in this variable climate. The question which naturally arises, or ought 
to do so, is “ What would have been the result of an average English 
summer had such been experienced this year ?" In May and June we 
were all anticipating a late season, and a very late maturation of crops- 
generally would undoubtedly have resulted had we not been favoured 
with such a glorious summer. 
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■ '4ftc,r,aI1 that has, been said, and the amount of grumbling indulged 
and Blank Y6 WG ^a™ent ? No doubt Strawberries, Raspberries, Red 
genembvk ..T",5’ £nf, m ® lesser dcSrce Apples, Pears, and stone fruit 
while Vpj. bad y from tbe long drought and excessive heat, 
all hi! W°KU lfl°'rrs’ and salading cut up badly ; but how quickly 
cardan n^nn almo®t f°rgotten. A few rainy days has started the 
who nnrtv “!? mY?y fl°wers lnto unwonted active growth, and those 
established w* "in1 tbe Plantln? for winter generally, getting it 
cnvprpf] an 1 fh°rG ^6 rams came» *n most cases have the ground well 
thJre wn n-^-therPr°!PfCt °f a scarci<Y isat Present dispelled. Here and 
surnrisld to ohC frU treY fnd bushes nearly killed. ,an,l I have been 
kilted hv dronb„hfV<! ^lVeral forest trees fluite dead, these being evidently 
more thLdn ght Pfx are trifling occurrences, and all losses will be 
better nncned1tPhenSaked u°T the fact that trees of a11 kinds will be 
reasonab?v anKhan+haS been tlC case for very many years, and we may 
SSirv PStef \™nderful gbow of bloom next spring. In 
l«vn rl ■ 1 t,refs. of choicer sorts of fruits, notably Apples, will have 
Lanv o olg0;atCd m j ™arkod degTre. The summer of 1886 benefited 

better growththan usuj * ^ Wel1 and formed mueh 

all IS ntnatU?Hy eX?6Ct’the advocates of deep culture under 
not auite nc™ cumstanees have long since concluded those who do 
far a, S h ^5“ Y? bavin& a very I oor time of it indeed. As 

fancy readers of t^ r ® °'? ^ might be fought over again- but 1 
to droned t the/ournal pf Horticulture would prefer the matter 
ThiTbeingPso T wdiH1116’!.80 “Uch havmS been written on the subject, 
anv idea of roi; touch upon it as briefly as possible, and without 
amused af il ”^ a Wel thrashed-out subject. I cannot help being 
am surnrisod ® tactics of “ A Thinker,” and candidly 
of vegetables fr°°d a YY slYuld Seek to be colr°borated by exhibitors 
exhihftorsWt :tnH! may bnng forward the opinions of another hundred 
rardeners at aoh°U . Impr0ving bis position-in the eyes of practical 
to R’’ and Vno 7 > eT0ne .10ta‘ He forgets that I have “ done a little 
must notlY Y how to cstim.ite such evidence at its proper worth. It 
Er fife 1 W1SV° un"errate the success attending the 
fr^, it Tttb h y successful exhibitors mentioned (page 112) ; far 
cessful during3 VY7 ?U.ch to their credit that they have been so sue- 
trenohi™ Yn ^ l *eason> but wh-y did they mention only the 
8unnl7es?f Kd Yulchmg? Wfaat about the amouafc of watering, the 
many ho„rs ' fUKl maaure’ tbe temPorary shading in some cases, and the 
many hours of unpaid overtime expended over those vegetables ? 

occurred Mtn ? A T.hinker>” allow me to remind him of what once 
Lincolnshire tYI^1 m chYg®.of a garden somewhere not far from 
tioTed he retlr f C0Urse of hls interesting jottings he once men- 
off a breadth nf Bd Y'Yf V18Ym time to find the garden men clearing 
rcsnected em / Beet 11 Yas belng wheeled off to the pigs. My friend’s 
tained fhst BP OyeafaVC Ye 0rder’ and in sPite of remonstrances main- 
latter omfht LWY Mafngold Ynd not Beet that was growing where the 
the warden 1 was a forcible method of impressing a lesson on 
thatgcstlw^>,thatfCOaYe VYet,ableS generalIy were not approved of in 
more thtn1^ " ’ .°“rJtbmkmg friend took tbe bint, and has since, 
n nonce, pointed the moral.” Yet we are, now that it suits his 
P haJe. tbe coarse prize vegetables held up for approbation, t 
“Y „ blamed for calling prize vegetables coarse, but let me ask what 
good cooks care for huge Carrots, Onions, Parsnips, Turnips, Beet. Cauli- 
flowers, Celery, Cabbage, and Potatoes, or those extra fine podded Beans 

r Jtas ? ,A* a matter of fact, and as I have repeatedly pointed out, 
nnffl Y- “Y have them if they can possibly help it; and who will dis¬ 
pute their wisdom ? Surely not “ A Thinker.” 

p yhe “°st rioteworthy failures in the way of summer vegetables were 
Peas and Cauliflowers. Even all those thirty exhibitors were not able 
to produce the latter, or I am very much mistaken. Trenching, mulch- 
ing, and watering would not insure a healthy growth of either Peas or 
cauliflowers, or we should have done better with them, for, strange as it 
may appear, we give the practice yet another trial. They cannot grow 
peas and Cauliflowers in America during the summer months, and this 
summer we, too, were blessed with sunshine and heat too powerful for 

ose crops. Did we but know what weather to expect there would be 
ewer failures, but unfortunately it is all a glorious uncertainty. Per¬ 

sonally, while I am in charge of this garden I prefer hot and dry sum- 
iw’iv iCfta’n*y should not resort to trenching under the impression 
mat this laborious practice is the most economic and profitable in the 
long run. Some gardens, as I have from the first stated, are benefited 
y intelligent deep cultivation, and there are plenty very much injured 
y a reckless adoption of the plan. Heavy cold lands want sunshine 

and warmth, and they also require good surface culture. Our garden 
never worked so well before, the dry severe winter thoroughly pulverising 
i j and I am quite delighted with the progress various crops are yet 
making. Few private gardens are more closely cropped, and very few 
indeed get so little manure. With more of the latter and plenty of 
time to devote to the culture of vegetables for exhibition, we might 

e ctilcukitions of some of those “ thirty spade-deep friends” of 
A Thinker.” _ The re-introduction of the phrase “ surface tickling ” 

may raise a smile.on the faces of those who read it, but let me repeat 
there is a great difference in the surface culture Mr. Gilbert sometimes 
considers ample for his land, and the work of a straight spade in the 
hand of an able labourer. 

. f,bav° more than once drawn attention to the extraordinary manner 
in wnich Lettuces, Kidney Beans, and Peas thrive on the ridges between 
the Celery trenches, and it is in these positions we have again secured, 

the former especially, throughout the season. Lettuces last summer 
vere very scarce, and we could only grow them on these ridges. No 
manure and little else but hard soil to root in, yet they grew to a good 
size and did not bolt much more quickly than usual. Our latest Peas- 
were gathered from rows growing on unmanured and firm ground, and 
but for the birds these would continue to yield. Runner Beans sown on. 
ordinarily dug ground in the coolest part of the garden, and watered 
twice only, have not yet ceased to be productive, and a remarkably 
heavy crop of Old Ashleaf Potatoes were lifted from a piece of undug 
unmanured ground. The latter were planted as late as the second week 
m May, being simply laid on the surface and moulded over. They 
formed scarcely any haulm, but when lifted we were surprised at the 
size of the tuhers and the great weight of the crop. We wanted several 
bushels of “ seed ” Potatoes, and we obtained ten barrowloads ot large 
and rather ugly tubers, but which are of excellent quality. What say 
our “ spade-deep friends” to this curious phenomenon?—W. Iggulden. 

THE BIRMINGHAM GARDENERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

The first meeting of the autumn session was held in the Midland 
Institute on Wednesday evening the 27th inst., when the Mayor of 
Jiirminghfim, Sir Thomas Martineau, presided, and nearly 200 members- 
attended. A very interesting practical paper on the Rose was read by 
tbe Rev. J. A. Williams, Alderminster, Stratford-on-Avon. Mr. Williams 
brought with him a number of very fine Tea Rose blooms, and obtained 
irom Messrs. Perkins of Coventry samples of Roses on various stocks 
w-Y- 1 aS .Bose Plants ap examples of good and bad pruning. Mr, 

llliams divided his subject under the following heads :—Soil and 
Manure, Buying Plants, Planting, Pruning. As to soil and manure, 
remarked that it was a common fallacy that they could be grown well 
'-adyj11 day soil. Roses on their own roots do not like a clay soil, but 
the Dog Rose does. The late Mr. Rivers introduced the Manetti stock, 
which is generally used for Roses, but it perishes in cold, clayey soils. 
Discard the Manetti, Mr. Williams says, and plant Roses on the Briar. 
On light soils manure with cowdung, with deep trenching when prac¬ 
ticable, and fully 4 inches of it, or fish refuse deep in the trench. This 
with chopped turf and road scrapings and lump charcoal and bones will 
produce fine blooms. Liquid manure to be used often and regularly, 
and in a clear state, and ordinary water in a clear state. Mulch with 
plenty of manure, but not in a raw state. 

_^n buying, buy close at hand if plants can be had good and true, and 
if from a distance to be sent by parcels post or passenger train, securely 
packe<I so as to come quickly. In planting, dig a hole so large that 
when the plant is placed in it there is ample room for the roots to> 
extend. Plant by the end of October or the beginning of November, if 
possible, and root-action will speedily commence. For Roses on the Ma 
net-ti, the junction should be quite 3 inches below the soil ; on the seedling 
Briar fully inch, even 3 inches, and in either case “tongueing” the 
scion, and trim old decaying roots only. Mr. Williams illustrated a 
portion of his lecture by examples of dwarf Roses, H.P.’s, and Teas on 
the seedling Briar, and H.P.’s on Briar cuttings, and in the latter case 
the roots were more numerous and fibrous, and a good specimen of a 
root-feeding plant; but early or late pruning depends upon the soil and 
situation, for beds Roses of a colour continuous blooming and an 
even habit of growth were recommended. 

Tea Roses are to a great extent as hardy as H.P.’s, and will resist 
mildew and other pests, and are in bloom from April until December. 
Mr. \Y illiams stated that from one plant of Marie Van Houtte he had 
that morning cut fifty blooms. In the Alderminster Rectory Gardens 
the plants are grown in an exposed situation, but close to water, and 
with an open autumn Mr. Williams cuts fully up to Christmas, and 
recommends Tea Roses on the seedling Briar or Briar roots. 

In pruning H.P.’s he explained how and when to prune, advocating 
severe pruning the first year, and not so severe after, and with examples 
of well and badly pruned Rose trees was able to convey to his hearers 
practical evidence of the result. The properly pruned plant was all a. 
young Rose tree should be. In the other the growth had been left 
12 inches long and produced thin unproductive wood. 

Then, with respect to budding and propagating. Bud from a good 
strain—that is, from shoots producing fine quality flowers, using every 
eye from such shoots, and in November shorten lack the long shoots of 
Roses, giving a final pruning in March. 

We are only able here to give a brief outline of an excellent 
evening’s advice as to growing the Rose. Very cordial votes of thanks 
were voted to Mr. Williams for his lecture and to the Mayor for pre¬ 
siding. The Gardeners’ Association has just published in book form the 
papers read during the last sessions. 

FACTS ABOUT FRUIT. 

Under this heading, on p. 279, are some statements from Mr. Samuel 
Morgan, which are scarcely to be relied upon by those who wish 
to arrive at “facts’’about fruit. They bear on their face the marks- 
of the enthusiast rather than these of the shrewd practical worker. 
Is it true that we can produce in this country “in profusion,” such 
nutritious and medicinal (why “medicinal ? ”) fruits as Apples, Pears,. 
Tomatoes, Plums, and Nuts ? I think not; but no doubt Mr. Sampson. 
Morgan, being a dealer, is in a better position to judge. What does he 
mean by saying (in the same paragraph, too), that in one year we 
mported Apples to the value of £717,031, and yet a few lines furtheron 
ihat from “ the States we import Apples to the value of £500,000, from 
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Belgium and other continental countries to the value of £1,000,000, arid ! 
from Canada to the value of £91,000 ? ” 

That is a small matter, for enthusiasts are not careful as to figures ; 
hut what does Mr. Morgan mean by the statement that all the ills of 
the flesh can be cured or mitigated by the use of fruit ? The sick man 
does not care for what is called the Grape cure, the Tomato cure, the 
“<fcc. "cure. What he wants is prevention. There is sound common 
sense in the statement that it is best for each to decide for himself how 
fruit should be eaten, but it is news to learn that the skin of the Plum 
may be eaten with safety. To the healthy organism there is probably 
little risk in eating that, but it sounds strange when in the sarne tones 
we are told not to eat the skin of the Peach or of the Apple, and that all 
skins are insolublo. “ Fruit has its best effect when eaten with brown 
wholemeal bread, not as dessert, but food.” Why “brown?” Is there ' 
any other coloured wholemeal bread—is there, in fact, any wholemeal 
bread which is well baked and not brown ? “ Boasted Apples are 
slightly laxative,” we -are -told-;-but- when the system becomes accus¬ 
tomed to them, what,is the effect then? Pears are, it seems, more ‘ 
digestible than Apples, but Gooseberries should be cooked if eaten in 
any quantity. How does our kindly instiuctor know all these “ facts ?” 
Has he a monopoly of knowledge on such matters, or is he airing stale 
platitudes? Plums, we are told, “do not digest as well as Grapes,” 
and the “ same ” it appears is true of Cherries, though what the “ same ” 
is Mr. Sampson Morgan leaves to conjecture, though he does, say one 
should reject the stones of Grapes and Cherries, and discard the skins of 
Grapes. Why ? Surely no one swallows the stones of Cherries, but 
most people eat them “ skin and all.” 

As to Mr. Morgan’s remarks about preserving fruit, I wish he had 
been more explicit. If he knows of any method of doing that without 
using sugar or some other preservative, why does he not describe it ? for 
he may rest assured that the British people will eat as much fruit as can. 
be provided for them at a low price, and still even “ spring a point or 
two,” if sound fruit can be presented to them, without inquiring too 

■closely into its actual food value. “Sound, ripe fruit,” is, he tells us, 
■“very beneficial.” Just so, that is noL news. What we want is to get 
fruit at a low price, and that is the point at which Mr. Sampson 
Morgan leaves us. Possibly he is going to start as a “grower” himself, 

•and when he does so it is certain that he will modify some of his 
opinions, especially if he tri-sthe American system of drying or evaporat¬ 
ing “fruit for winter.” However, his remarks may set people thinking 
and that, after all, is the principal thing to aim at.—Common 

Sense. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Forcing Pits.—The forcing season is fast approaching, and atten¬ 
tion should now be given to making preparation for it. Where pits with 
flues are devoted to it clean the flues out thoroughly from end to end, 
and when the covers are removed to do this see that they are replaced 
without leaving any small holes about the edges, and whether the covers 
are moved or not repair all defects. In forcing roots they are frequently 
placed on a bed over the flue, and when once in they cannot be well 
removed until forcing is done, but if there is a flaw underneath it can¬ 
not be well repaired during forcing, and it may do much harm before 
this is over. We have known Asparagus roots placed on a flue which 
did well until cutting began, when there was a leakage of smoke and 
the crop was nearly lost. The same remarks apply to hot-water pipes, 
but they are not so liable to get out of order as the flues. A dirty flue 
never heats well, and they should all be cleaned out before the winter 
sets in. Limewashing pits at this season is also a good plan, and all 
frames should be washed and painted, and the glass lights made quite 
clean. Fallen tree leaves always play an important part in hotbed 
making, and they should be collected for the early beds. The Beech and 
the Oak L aves are not falling very much yet, but the Sycamores and some 
others are, and although these are not very lasting in a bed they do very 
well for a beginning. Handlights are also very useful, and if these re¬ 
quire repairing have th-m done before the day they are wanted. All 
such work should be done at once. 

Earthing Celery.—There are various times and ways of doing this- 
In some cases it is left until nearly fully grown, then one good earth¬ 
ing is given, and in others it is earthed little by little throughout the 
autumn months. Both ways may be practised, but the one earthing 
plan is not useful where the Celery is wanted immediately, as stems 
that have never been earthed will be very hard and tough, and must have 
the soil about them for several weeks before they become blanche! and 
tender. Of large and small Celery we prefer the latter as being the 
most compact and useful, as there are too many superfluous leaves on 
the large sticks ; in fact, half of them are generally thrown away, and 
•only the centre used. Large plants are also liable to grow very tall, 
and then the leaves and stems are sure to break and fall over. This is 
objectionable, and may be avoided by tying a piece of matting round 

each plant some distance above the sbil, and not too tight, and in all 
cases of earthing the greatest care should be taken that none of the 
soil falls into the centre of the plants. Earthing should only be done 
when the soil is dry, and break it fine with the spade along the sides of 
the rows, arid push it up to the plants with the hands. We always tie 
our plants to keep them close together before earthing, and untie them 
again when the operation is completed. 

Thinning Young Vegetables. — All vegetables are better in 
winter when well thinned before the days shorten too much. This 
applies particularly at the present time to Spinach, Radishes, Turnips, 
Lettuces, and Endive. When these are kept too close in the rows they 
draw each other up, and then when the frost comes they are killed. It 
is different, however, when they are well thinned in good time or before 
they become crowded, as then they grow dwarf and robust, and are in 
every way Capable of bearing much severe weather without being in¬ 
jured to an unprofitable extent. 

Weeds in Autumn-sown Onions.—The autumn-sown Onions are 
now growing freely, and so are the weeds amongst them. These very 
soon become a mat in the rows, and they act as injuriously-on the young 
plants as overcrowding. Some might think that they would protect the 
plants, and no doubt they would if they were only appearing in the 
time of frost, but it is before that comes that they do the mischief. AH 
who wish to have sturdy Onion plants throughout the winter and by 
next spring should keep'them quite free from weeds at the present 
time. 

More Cabbages.—The present is a good time to make a second 
plantation of Cabbages. Those planted before this time might, if the 
winter is mild, all bolt to flower prematurely, while the present planta¬ 
tion would all heartland in any case it is a good plan to have more 
than one lot to depend on. Vacant ground is now plentiful; plants, too, 
are grown up ready for planting, and it only requir s attention to have 
another fine quarter of young plants. At present we are filling a large 
piece with Ellam’s Early, and we are planting them at a distance of 
l(i inches apart each way. It is an excellent little early Cabbage. 

Turnips.—Where many were sown to come in at this time they may 
be too numerous, and some of them may give indication of decaying 
before they are required. To prevent this pull them up and store them 
in a cool not too dry shed. A little leaf soil may be thrown over them 
to prevent them from shrivelling. 

Herbs.—These are growing a second time, we have as much fresh 
new Mint now as we had in May, and other varieties are equally pro¬ 
ductive, which offers those who neglected to dry them some time ago a 
chance of doing so now.- Herbs of all kinds are very useful during the 
winter, in fact they are indispensable, and many of them will be 
required before they grow in spring, which makes it all the more neces¬ 
sary that they should bo stored in quantity. We like the plan of dry¬ 
ing them thoroughly and rubbing them down small so as to put them in 
bottles and cork them- 

Lettuce and Endive in Frames.—These may be grown in frames 
during the greater part of the winter. In some cases these are allowed 
to grow large and remain in the open until November, then they are 
lifted and stored in the frames. When treated in this way they seldom 
root anew, and they do not grow much more. Indeed they very often 
decline or decay, especially if the weather is damp ; but if the young 
plants are lifted when small, as many of them are now, and planted in 
frames in good soil, they soon begin to grow and make capital plants 
before the winter. These are not half so liable to decay as newly planted 
ones in November or December, and planting them smali and allowing 
them to grow is much the best way to secure a fine stock of winter 
Lettuces and Endive. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Melons.—Be careful in the application of water, but the latest 
plants with fruit swelling must not be allowed to become dry at the 
roots, Keep up moderate moisture by damping every morning and at 
closing time, earthing the plants as required. Remove all superfluous 
growths as they appear, and maintain a temperature of 65° to 70° at 
night, 70° to 75° by day, up to 85° or' 90° with sun. Keep the bottom 
heat at about 80°. Fruit ripening will be the better of a little extra 
fire heat and a little air constantly ; a dry state at the roots, but not so 
dry as to cause the leaves to flag, accelerates the ripening process. In 
dung-heated pits and frames no water will be required after this. Keep 
the frames well lined, admitting a little air constantly, which with the 
fruit raised well above the surface of the bed will do much to impart 
flavour. Any fruit it is wished to keep for a time should be cut when 
changing with a good portion of stem, and be kept in a dry airy room, 
or if wanted ripe at once they may be placed in a warm airy house in 
the full sun, and they ripen better than in frames or pits devoid of 
artificial warmth. 

Vines.—Early-forced Houses.—Vines that are to be forced to fur¬ 
nish ripe Grapes in March or early April should be started by the middle 
of November. It is not advisable to start permanently planted Vines so 
early where there is cqnvenience for growing some in pots, as it is a 
great strain on the energies of the plants through their having to make 
their growth at the dullest period of the year and to rest at the hottest. 
Retain some lateral growth as an outlet for any sap which the roots 
absorb, and which without the Laterals would probably force the buds 
that are intended to furnish the succeeding season’s crop of Grapes. The 
house after pruning should be kept cool and dry, and the outside border 
protected from autumn rains by covering them before the ground is 
chilled with continued wet and cold. A good covering of dry leaves, 
with a little litter to prevent the leaves blowing about, is an effective 
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protection, and if tarpaulin is employed over all to throw off heavy 
rains and snow nothing further need be done to outside borders, and 
they need not he covered until they have been well moistened by the 
autumn rains, yet before they become soddened and much reduced in 
temperature. Where, however, fermenting materials are available they 
are a great aid in forcing operations, and especially so for placing inside 
the house to generate and maintain a genial condition of the atmo¬ 
sphere, without recourse to so much tire heat or sprinklincs from the 
syringe. The materials need not be used until the house is closed, but 
they will need to be thrown into a heap a week or ten days previously, 
turned and moistened if necessary. Three parts of Oak or Beech leaves 
to one of stable litter will give a more suitable warmth and ammonia 
vapour than all dung. Mix well together when thrown into the heap, 
damping if dry, turning when getting warm, again damping if necessary, 
and when well warmed through they arc fit for placing in the house. 

Early forced Vines in Pots.—If bottom heat can be given to start 
them they will mark their appreciation by breakingiwell. Provided there 
is a bed of about 3 feet depth and 4 feet width, the pots may be raised 
upon those bricks in pillar fashion, so that their rims are slightly higher 
than the pit edge, and so that the pots will be in the centre of the bed. 
Leaves being placed in to fill the pit a gentle warmth will he afforded 
the Vines, and the roots will pass from the pots into the leaves, deriving 
support beneficial to the growth of the Vines. The temperature at the 
roots ought not to exceed 75°, and in the atmosphere 50° to 55° by arti¬ 
ficial means, until the buds swell, then gradually increase it to <10° to 
65° when they are breaking. The canes should be depressed to a hori¬ 
zontal position to secure their breaking regularly. Damp the house and 
canes morning and afternoon. To have ripe Grapes in March the Vines 
should not be started later than the early part of November. 

Late Grapes.—These will be thoroughly ripe if they were hastened 
in spring by the aid of fire heat, which is much preferable to having to 
maintain a forcing temperature after October comes in to secure the 
ripening of the fruit. In the latter case the temperature must not be 
less than 70° to 75° by day and 65° at night, falling 50, through the 
night, allowing an advance to 80° or 85° from sun heat, continuing'this 
until the Grapes are ripe, at least until the wood is brown and hard. 
The fruit being thoroughly ripe, in which state only can the Grapes be 
expected to winter satisfactorily, and the wood thoroughly matured, all 
spray or laterals may be removed down to the main buds, ventilating 
freely on all favourable occasions. Fire heat will then only be necessary 
to prevent the temperature falling below 50°. To prevent dust settling 
upon the berries raking or sweeping must not be practised. Mats or 
dry clean straw laid over the inside borders will to some extent prevent 
evaporation, assist in keepingithe atmosphere dry, and prevent the soil 
cracking. The outside borders must be covered if the fruit is to keep 
satisfactorily. Glass lights are best, wooden shutters good, and tarpaulin 
over dry bracken or straw answers well. A good thick thatch of bracken 
or straw is very serviceable. 

Young Vines.—Those that have a disposition to keep on growing to a 
late period may be checked by stopping the shoots moderately, and 
facilitate the ripening of the wood by a high and dry temperature by 
day, shutting off the heat and keeping the ventilators open by night. 

Chekries.—If it is intended to plant any trees it should be seen to 
as soon'as the leaves have fallen, or if the trees are at hand those trained 
to walls for four to six years are best, and repeatedly lifted, they may be 
planted as soon as the leaves give indications of falling. The Cherry— 
like all stone fruits — thrives best in a calcareous soil, turfy loam 
inclined to be strong rather than light, with a tenth of old mortar 
rubbish and a sixth of road scrapings thoroughly incorporated, answering 
well, the border being about 24 inches deep, over 9 inches to a foot of 
drainage, secured with a layer of old mortar rubbish, and about f> feet 
wide, which is ample for trees grown under glass. Black Tartarian and 
May Duke are the best varieties, but Early Rivers is a welcome addition, 
and especially valuable for early dishes. The yellow-fleshed varieties 
form an excellent addition to the dessert when fresh fruit is not 
plentiful; Early Jaboulay, Elton, and Governor Wood are first-rate. 
The lights having been removed they need not be replaced for a month 
or six weeks, the old surface soil being removed without injury to the 
roots and replaced with fresh compost, that above named answering 
with the addition of a fourth of manure, Trees in pots required to be 
shifted into a larger size should be attended to at once ; and those not 
required to be so treated should be turned out of the pots, removing a 
few inches of soil from the base, cutting back the roots, and supply fresh 
loam, adding about a tenth of old mortar rubbish and a sprinkling of 
half-inch bones, good drainage being provided. The surface soil should 
be removed, supplying the above compost, adding a fourth of 
decayed manure. The soil, whether for trees planted out or in pots, 
should be made firm. Afford a good watering, and place the trees 
where they can have plenty of air. If stood outdoors they should be 
plunged over the rim of the pots. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Camellias.—Those that require cleaning should be attended to with¬ 
out delay. This is especially necessary where the buds are Swelling 
rapidly. Those of later growth can be cleaned afterwards if the time 
cannot now be devoted to them. Be careful not to use insecticides too 
strong at this period of the development of the flower buds, for they are 
easily checked, which would most probably result in them falling in a 
.short time or before the buds are fully developed. If the plants are 

syringed with a solution of petroleum and water it is much betttertodo 
so twice than to subject them to one strong application. No better in¬ 
secticide than petroleum can be used, for if followed by syringing the 
plants at intervals of a few weeks it is certain to effect the destruction 
of scale, which is the worst enemy of the Camellia. At this period of 
the plant s growth it will be safe to use 3 ozs. of petroleum to four 
gallons of water. This must be well mixed before it is distributed over 
the plant, and repeated again in about a fortnight. If the leaves are 
covered with a black glutinous matter, which is deposited principally 
by scale, add a lump of common w’ashing soda to each four gallons about 
the size of a Cob Nut. This will loosen all the dirt, which can then be 
washed off by subjecting the ] lants to a heavy syringing. Plants that 
have been outside must be carefully treated after they are housed. If 
they are stood upon a dry base and the atmosphere about them becomes 
dry they are certain to receive a check, and the buds will eventually 
fall. Keep the atmosphere moderately moist and syringe the plants 
twice daily. They must also be watered with great care at their roots, 
for it is of the utmost importance that they are neither too wet nor too 
dry. Those that are confined at the roots in tubs or pots may be sup¬ 
plied with weak stimulants every time they need water. Stimulants irt 
a strong state must be avoided, because greater harm than good will! 
result ; but, if applied as directed, the plants will be greatly benefited, 
for in their present stage they need support more than at any other 
period of their growth. 

Azaleas.—Where these plants are placed outside for a short time 
annually, no time should be lost in getting them under cover ; in fact, 
they may be placed at once in their winter quarters. Before doing so, 
however, examine them, and if any trace of thrips exists upon the plants 
thoroughly syringe them with a solution of tobacco water and soft 
soap, in which has been dissolved a amall piece of washing soda about 
the size of a Cob Nut to each 4 gallons of the mixture ; about oz. of 
soap will do in the same quantity. The tobacco water should be diluted 
until it is about the colour of stout. If this washing is thoroughly 
done, and the house in which they are placed is clean, the plants will 
give very little more trouble in this respect until they have flowered. 
Give the plants full exposure to the sun with plenty of air day and 
night. Keep the atmosphere rather moist, syringing the plants once or 
twice daily according to the weather. Supply water carefully to the 
roots, and do not allow the plants in any stage to suffer by an insufficient 
supply of water. 

Greenhovse Bhododcndrons.—These should also be under cover, for 
nothing does them more harm than being saturated by heavy rains, if 
any thrips are found on the plants syringe them the same as advised 
for Azaleas. These insects are easily found on Rhododendrons, for they 
only attack the upper side of the foliage. These plants should stand on. 
some moisture-holding material. 

A ma ryllises.—These w ill be showing signs of going to rest. They should 
be fully exposed to the sun and the atmosphere kept moderately dry. 
Less water should also be given at their roots, but it must not be with¬ 
held suddenly. The supply must be gradually diminished, for by this- 
meaps.only can their fleshy roots be preserved in good condition. If the 
supply of water is withheld suddenly they are certain to perish. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

SJirvbly Calceolarias and Violas.—We give these almost identical 
treatment from first to last. Both being comparatively hardy, the Cal¬ 
ceolaria the least so, the roughest of frames are all that are necessary for 
protecting them during winter, these beiug occasionally covered with 
mats or strawy litter. It is not advisable to insert the cuttings or to 
cause them to root early, as the less growth they make before or during 
the winter the better. Early in October is quite soon enough to put in 
the cuttings, and no bottom heat \vhatever is necessary or advisable. 
Ordinary garden frames being devoted to them, a thick layer of half 
decayed stable manure and leaves should be firmly packed in the bottom, 
on this about 4 inches of loamy soil, finishing off with about 2 inches of 
sifted sandy soil, and this may farther be faced with sharp sand. In 
the case of the Calceolarias the preference should he given to the firm 
ftowerless shoots, these, cut to a joint and the lower pair of leaves- 
trimmed off, being about 3 inches long. They should at once be dibbled 
in about 4 inches apart each way, watered, and kept close and shaded 
from bright sunshine till rooted. Subsequently they should receive 
plenty of air on all favourable occasions, so as to keep them alive and 
sturdy till the time has arrived for encouraging quick growth. The 
short flowerless shoots of Violas springing from the stems of the old 
plants are most suitable for cuttings, but if these be scarce the tops of 
the old shoots may be taken off and rooted, these also usually pushing 
up healthy growth during the following spring. 

Carnations and Pinks:—Layered shoots of the former ought now to- 
be well rooted and ready for separation from the parent plants. In,the 
southern districts the bulk of the plants may safely he placed out at 
once where they are to flower next season, but on the whole we prefer 
to pot them up and winter them in cold frames or pits. We use clean 
well-drained 3^-inch pots, and a compost consisting of two parts of good 
loam to one of leaf soil, adding plenty of sharp-sand. The young plants 
require to he carefully and firmly potted, and after being set in a frame- 
should be watered and kept rather close for a few days. Being well 
rooted they require no shading, as this encourages a weakly growth. 
They ought during the winter to veceive all the light and air possible, 
being closely protected from severe frosts only. Ours are raised near 
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to the glass in a sunny pit, and are usnally sturdy well rooted plants 
when either planted out or given a shift in the spring. 

The commoner sorts, notably the good old Clove Carnation, may be 
treadily increased by division at the present time. Even quite long root¬ 
less pieces will strike in the open ground, our best plants in the herba¬ 
ceous borders being established in that way. No trimming is necessary, 
the principal point to be observed being to insert them deep enough. 
They should be buried up to the lower healthy leaves, and they usually 
fail to strike if any bare portions of the stems are exposed. The popular 
Mrs. Sinkins and other Pinks may be increased in a similar manner. 
They are often greatlv improved by being split into small tufts, a few 
roots, if possible, being preserved with each. Both Carnations and 
Pinks seem to thrive best on raised beds, and all delight in a deeply 
worked loamy soil to which has been added a liberal dressing of old 
Mushroom bed manure and road grit. 

Pyrethrums.—Herbaceous Pyrethrums are a beautiful and service¬ 
able class of plants, and p -rfectly hardy. Unfortunately slugs are 
particularly fond of them, and frequently destroy all young growth as 
it appears. This soon kills the plants. It is advisable, and in many 
cases quite necessary, to lift the choicer varieties, splitting these care¬ 
fully with a plunging fork, and potting up the divisions those formed. 
Any good loamy soil suits them, and after being placed in pots large 
enough to hold them comfortably, they may set in a cold frame or pit 
for the winter. Strong clumps of commoner sorts may also be increased 
and much benefited by division and replanting in good fresh soil. 

Chrysanthemums —These promise to be remarkably floriferous, the 
early sorts being already in full bloom. When left in the open they are 
liable to be much damaged by winds, rain, and frosts. If properly 
staked up before the growths have fallen about winds do not greatly 
disfigure the plants, and they will also stand a moderate amount of wet 
weather or dry frosts. To be certain of a lot of bloom, however, some 
sort of protection must be afforded. If grouped together a temporary 
framework may easily be erected over them, this supporting the blinds 
•or mats that are to ward off the frosts. If this cannot be managed it is 
advisable to lift some of the best of the plants and replant against a 
wall or the blank wall of a plant or fruit house, where they may readily 
be protected with mats or other material. They can usually be moved 
with a good ball of soil and roots, and many either pot up plants from 
the open ground, or else transplant to borders in fruit houses or the 
conservatory. Lifted plants ought not at first to be exposed to a bright 
sunshine ; they should never suffer for want of water. 

Disbudding Chrysanthemums.—Those few who go to the length of 
disbudding their outdoor Chrysanthemums are frequently well re¬ 
warded for their pains. 11 is those planted against walls and thoroughly 
strong and well established that pay best for this treatment. The 
Bundle family rarely assume a perfect globe form unless disbudded, and 
their beauty is not therefore fully realised. Many other incurved and 
Japanese sorts are also improved by disbudding, one gocd bloom being 
worth more than a cluster of imperfect flowers. The strong central 
bud only in each terminal cluster should be reserved, the remainder 
being either removed with the point of a pencil or stick, or with the 
aid of Grape scissors. It ought to be done at once. Outside Chrys¬ 
anthemums in many positions have not recently had sufficient moisture 
at the roots. A good soaking of either clear water or liquid manure 
will not be thrown away on them. 

BEES IN A BOX. 

“ Inquirer ” wishes to know liow best to preserve a 
swarm of bees in a box 16 inches by 13 by 10. Keep the 
bees until they have from 20 to 25 lbs. of honey. Pre¬ 
serve them from external damp, and cover the box about 
4 inches deep with dried grass on the top, and 2 inches or 
so at the sides, and it will be all the better if a ventilating 
floor be provided. That is easily done by making a box 
the same size as the hive, covering it with perforated zinc, 
.afoot in each corner, and a close-fitting trap door beneath. 
If a swarm is wanted add a super when the honey flow 
commences next summer. If no swarm is wanted, then 
add proper sized boxes filled with foundation when the 
bees begin to show signs of crowding the hive next spring, 
and add supers when required. 

THE WEATHER AND HONEY. 

That 1887 has been a good honey season generally 
none who has managed bees properly can deny; yet on 
my way south a few days ago I learned from a station 
master and bee-keeper, to my astonishment, that one of 

he finest districts for honey in Scotland had given no 
returns this year. The cause was said to be the cold and 
backward May of which we had all felt the influence, but 
what was most surprising to me was I had in my posses¬ 
sion a letter from a bee-keeper situated in the midst of 
this district as follows:—“ My bees have given a great 
quantity of honey, particularly the Carniolians you assisted 
me to introduce last year.” The writer of that letter was 
a pupil of mine, while the unfortunate bee-keepers who have 
no honey are those who, advised by the British Bee¬ 
keepers’ Association, spread brood and contract during 
winter. Doubtless, although it has been a productive 
season we have experienced much better, and although 
hives that were in good order have reached a great weight, 
those that were not have done little. 

THE HEATHER SEASON. 

This has been much the same as the Clover one. During 
the time the Heather was in hloom the weather was un¬ 
settled ; only twice did the bees get the advantage of two fine 
days in succession. The weather, however, was warm, and 
that compensated for other adverse circumstances. Some 
hives have made extraordinary weights. The large swarm 
of bees that I described as having made upwards of 100 lbs. 
in fourteen days, in two months’ time and with not more 
than twenty honey-gathering days, weighs now, together 
with the 60 lbs. taken from it before it was sent to the 
Heather, 244 lbs., the tare for boxes being 30 lbs., and it is, 
like all others, lighter than it was. This weight is by no 
means an exceptional one, as there are heavier ones. 
Twelve hives from a truck load weigh a ton. The heaviest 
are the Syrians, Carniolians, and crossed Cyprians, and yet 
the two lightest are a pure Syrian and pure Carniolian. 
These two lots of bees are kept in small hives for breeding 
purposes, are therefore similarly situate 1 to those bees 
whose masters complain of the unproductiveness of the 
foreign ones. Give the Syrian and Carniolian races of 
bees plenty of scope in their hives and they will do well, 
as they have done with me. Mr. Pettigrew used to give 
the results of the heaviest hives in the Carluke district. 
The following taken from the Hamilton Advertiser gives 
the weight of one near Carluke this year:—“The bee¬ 
keepers in Braidwood now have their hives back from 
the Heather. At the beginning of the season there is 
usually a little rivalry who will have the heaviest skep. 
This year, Mr. William Steel, Ilamperhill Colliery, takes 
the lead with a splendid top of first-class quality, weigh¬ 
ing 178 lbs , the largest ever known in the district.” 

PREPARATIONS FOR WINTER. 

No time should be lost in having all hives that admit 
wet put right, and everything done to keep bees comfort¬ 
able. These chilly nights are telling on the bees in the 
observatory hive, many creeping out of the hive in a 
weakly state from the effects of the cold. I have put it 
into winter quarters as well as my other stocks. No work 
that is necessary to bees and hives should be performed 
after the middle of October. A zinc-covered roof that 
had a ridge soldered on the top and overlapped the other 
part 2 inches was defectively soldered for quarter of an 
inch only, and at this little defect the rain was drawn up 
by capillary attraction, carried right along the ridge, and 
dripped on the top of the hive at the opposite end from 
where it entered. The same thing occurs in many ways, 
so great care should be taken to keep the insidious enemy 
out. 

SUSPENDING SECTIONS FROM THE TOP BAR. 

Every day brings further proof that sections as they 
are made and managed upon the hive are unsatisfactory. 
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The expense of having many crates and dividing into so 
many compartments, together with the broad bottom 
rail, all tend to obstruct the bees and lessen the honey 
harvest. The following plan is perhaps the cheapest, most 
simple and effective plan. The crates are simply one of 
the divisions of the cheap hive, fitted with top bars 
If broad, L shaped staples are driven at the proper dis¬ 
tances on one edge of top bar, so that the section is held 
equally from both ends. To hold the section firmly put 
it close to the underside top bar and slide beneath the short 
end of the staple, now drive one in the centre on the opposite 
edge, and they will bear 50 lbs. if necessary. The sections 
may either have no bottom rail or a very narrow one, and 
they may be of one or many sizes as fancy dictates, 
lhe ease by which such sections are manipulated and the 
advantages to both bees and bee-master cannot be over¬ 
estimated.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

TEMPER OF BEES—PLEA FOR CYPRTANS. 

The temper of the various races of bees is, perhaps, the principal 
subject of inquiry by the masses concerning them. With many this 
makes little difference. In a large apiary run for extracted honey, such 
as we find in the southern counties of California, the rapid handling 
that is generally necessary will render any bee vicious. Bee-keepers get 
used to it to such a degree that they are as much at home among irritable 
bees as among gentle ones. 

Others, however, desire to find bees that will permit frequent exami¬ 
nation without resenting it. Having but few colonies of bees, they can 
spare the time to handle slowly and gently, and to pet the insects 
without stint. Unless it be the Carniolians, which I have not seen, it is 
only a trite statement that Italians in their purity surpass all others for 
such persons. I have worked them repeatedly in a yard of ten or a 
dozen colonies, opening hives and handling all the combs without smoker 
or veil, and the bees have generally paid no more attention to me than 
would flies on a window. However, I must say that in such a yard I 
have had even hybrids so trained to slow handling that I could do like¬ 
wise. Among the be s in a larger apiary I do not make it a point to 
venture without both a veil and a smoker. 

I have for the past season been handling Cyprians, both pure and 
hybridised. Imbued as I had been with impressions of their irritability 
almost beyond the control of the operator, the season’s experience has 
been a constant surprise. While having my smoker ever ready, I have 
seldom had occasion to use it. Even in taking off the cover from a hive, 
I seldom have to blow in any puffs of smoke to control them. In taking 
out combs I have found that the bees remain evenly spread upon them, 
and they fly but little. I have received but very few stings from Cyprians, 
except when I have accidently pinched them.. The queens are easily 
found, although they are now more nervous than Italian queens, as well 
as smaller, and inclined to be striped. While easily found, they seek 
the edges of the comb more noticeably than do the Italians. 

The crosses between the Cyprians and the blacks are in no respect 
worse than the Italian hybrids. They vary much, however, in disposi¬ 
tion. I find some colonies that I can handle easily, and others that I 
must subdue with smoke. While in ordinary handling many of these 
hybrids as well as pure-bloods will remain quietly on the combs, yet a 
sudden jar is sufficient to dislodge nearly all of them. In handling both 
pure-bloods and hybrids thus, I have noted that the bees thus thrown 
into the air immediately start for the entrance, instead of seeking the 
vulnerable parts of my person, as I expected. 

I will say that I have not extracted this year, and this must have 
made some difference. I have one colony from a Syrian queen mated 
with a Cyprian drone. Her bees are light yellow, and bear handling 
much the same aS pure Cyprians. 

I have handled pure Holy Land bees a little, and their crosses with 
blacks much more, during former seasons in Mr. B. Wilkins’ apiaries in 
Ventura county. There, in the height of the extracting season, they 
bore a good comparison with the Italian hybrid bees that were in the 
same circumstances. 

Thus it will be seen that while some find the new races intractable, 
others find them easily managed. I only add my experience as one in a 
Iarre column of figures, and I claim for it only its own influence on the 
general footing up. The Cyprians seem to be very active and excellent 
honey gatherers. I do not believe that they can be surpassed.— 
A. Norton (in American Bee Journal). 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 

Wil iam Fell & Co, Hexham.—Autumn Catalogue of Dutch Floiver Bools, 
1S87. 

C. Turner, Slough.—Catalogue of Boses, Fruit Trees, andNursery Stock. 
Frank Law, Oldham Road, Rockdale.— Catalogue of Carnations, Picotees, 

$c. 
J. Schwartz, Lyon, France.— Catilogueof Boses. 
fisher. Son & Sibray, Handsworth, Sheffield.—Catalogue of Fruit, 

Forest and Ornamental Trees, and Shrul>s. 

c0° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannct reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Leaving a Situation (J. K. D.).—In the absence of any special arrange¬ 
ment to that effect you cannot claim the expenses for your journey. 

The Mammoth Gourd (M. C.).—It can be cooked in various ways—in 
soup, pies, Ac., and most works on cookery give directions as to the best 
methods of preparing it. 

Insects on Poplar Leaves (C. M. S.).~The in°ect3 sent on the Poplar 
leaves are the larvae of a Sawfly, Tenthredo Populi, an insect allied to the 
familiar destroyers of the Gooseberry and the Turnip, but they are feeding 
later than usual, or possibly a second brood has hatched owing to the long 
summer. 

Levelling and Relaying Turf on Lawn Tennis Ground (F. T. D.).— 
Much depends on the nature of the ground and the consequent amount of 
work required. If it be only taking off the turf, the levelling being such as 
vri 1 not occasion more work than is entailed in ordinary digging or trench¬ 
ing, and relaying with the needful beating, the 3d. per square yard is a fair 
price, or, if there is much wheeling, then 4£d. to 6d. per square yard. Of 
course, those prices are for good work, and unless it be done properly it will 
ever be a source of trouble. 

Compost for Vine Border (F.H.).—“ Black peaty turf ” should have a 
sixth of old mortar rubbish, a fifth of road scrapings, and a fourth of marly- 
clay mixed with it to form a suitable compost for the Grape Vine. The 
clay must be chopped small, the old mortar rubbish be freed of laths and 
other bits of wood, and the road scrapings free of the roots of coarse weeds. 
Use manure on the surface only as a mulch. 

Dr. Hogg and Royal George Peaches {Idem).—Dr. Hogg is one of the 
best second-early Peaches, the tree being an excellent grower and bearer, 
and the fruit is of good size, highly coloured, and though firm in the flesh 
is rich and full-flavoured. Royal George is undeniably one of the best- 
flavoured if not the best of the midseason Peaches. Perhaps their want of 
flavour this year is caused by overcropping, accelerated by the drought, 
and consequently lack of support, which timely and judicious thinning of 
the fruit, mulching, watering, and feeding with liquid manure would 
have prevented. Overcropping is the greatest drawback to full-flavoured 
fruit. 

Samphire (P. T., Sussex).—The botanical name of this plant is Crithmum 
rmritimum, and it is included in the natural order Umbellif eras. It grows 
abundant'y on some of the rocky cliffs of the British coast, and on the- 
rocky seashore. The whole plant is odorous, with a piquant, aromatic, 
and slightly saline taste. The entire plant and its thick fleshy leaves 
make an old-fashioned and excellent pickle, with vinegar, which forms an 
excellent condiment, and is considered very diuretic. In some of the 
markets at seaside towns this is frequently sold as a pickle, and we have 
seen abundance of it in the Brighton market, where you could readily 
procure it. 

Lilies of the Valley Outdoors (M. C. B.).—An open situation should be 
chosen, the soil being well manured, and stirred as deeply as the good soil 
allows. They succeed in any good loam, but preferably in one containing 
decayed vegetable matter, such as leaf soil, the most suitable soil being 
alluvial. Any good garden Boil will grow them well, only if the soil be 
light it must be made firm, but a strong loam will not need firming. Afford 
a good mulch of manure or leaf soil in autumn, and supply liquid manure 
during summer, not allowing them to become dry, as they are moisture- 
loving plants. It is poverty of soil that causes them to grow so indifferently, 
which is accelerated by allowing them to become crowded. 

Cropping Peach Trees {T. C.).—1, One fruit to every square foot of 
surface—t.e., wall or trellis—covered by the trees, iB ample in order to- 
ensure the fruit attaining the highest perfection and not unduly taxing the 
vital forces of the trees. This applied to your trees represents about ten 
dozen per tree, whereas your “ full crop ” is sixteen to twenty dozen— 
nearly twice as much as the trees ought to bear iu order to secure fruit ofi 
the largest size, the finest colour, and the fullest flavour. 2, The reduction! 
of fruit should take place annually, and not at intervals. One year’s over¬ 
cropping may impair its vigour and capability of bearing for two or more- 
years. 3, The best means of securing the finest fruit and the Jougestt 
vitality is cleanliness, keeping the trees free from insect and fungoid pests,, 
feedii.g by surface mulching and due supplies of water or liquid manure. 
Expose the foliage to light and air by thin in preference to close training,, 
so that the food supplied may be properly assimilated. 

American Blackberries—Black Hamburgh Grape3 not Col During 
(F. J.).—There are S0( square yards in a rod, pole, or perch; 40 rods 
1 rood ; and 4 roods or 4840 square yards 1 statute acre. Blackberries) 
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require to be treated similarly to Raspberries, the canes that have borne 
fruit being cut out and young strong ones of the current year trained in 
their places, cutting out the weak so as to give more encouragement to the 
fruiting canes, as well as securing strong canes for the succeeding crop. Black 
Hamburgh Grapes sometimes do not colour fully, which is usually a conse- 
•quence of overcropping, though it may ari-e from grossness and deficient 
ripening. When.it arises from overcropping, the Vines being otherwise 
in good condition, the Grapes, though red, are good in flavour but devoid 
of that spriglitliuess so esteemed in well-finished examples of Black Ham¬ 
burgh.^ J’he flesh, too, is not nearly so firm in the “ red ” as in the black, 
and they will not keep so long. Cutting the Grapes as they ripen will 
certainly assist those that are not ripe, but it will not help them to colour. 

The Nectarine Peach (W. W. B.).—The Nectarine Peach was noticed 
for the first time in the “ Gardeners’ Year-Book ” for 1868. The fruit is 
large, and is remarkable for being terminated by a nipple, like Teton de 
Venus and A Bee. T here is a little down on the skin. The skin is yellow, 
and with a bright mottled red on the side next the sun ; the fcuure well 
■defined, particu'arly near the nipple. The flesh is semi-transparent, as is 
the case with almost all Mr. Rivera’ seedlings, and with a brilliant red 
stain round the stone, from which it separates, leaving some s rings 
behind it. It is melting, very richly flavoured, and with a fine racy 
smack. The stone has a tendency to split, and the kernel has a very mild 
bitter taste. It ripens in the middle of September. Flowers large; glands 

•) 

iki'dney-shaped. The variety was raised by Mr. Rivers from seed of a 
variety named Grand Noir, imported'from Holland, Some find it of rather 
w&kly habit out'.of doors. 

Walnut Trees Coming into Bearing (J. IF. Neibtrm).—There is a great 
difference-in the soil and locality in respect of the age at which tbe trees 
•come into bearing. Trees on silicious and calcareous soils produce fruit 
■sooner than trees on rich and moist soils. The mode of raising also 
.affects the agj, at whiGli .drees bear; those grafted come into bearing in 
about half, the time that those raised f om seed require. Trees of the 
common Walnut 0 to 10 feet high, and grown thinly as well as frequently 
transplanted, will usually bear in three to five years after being placed in 
their permanent quartern. The earliest-bearing is Dwarf ProlTic. which 
bears abundantly at 6 feet high, affording good-sized well-flavoured nuts, 

.■and is a.variety that reproduces itself from seed. It, however, requires a 
warm soil and situation. Ordinary varre'ies of the common Walnut which 
are usually raised from seed do not. afford profitable crops until of the age 
you name—viz., thirty or forty years. The only thing likely to cause trees 
of that age to bear is to root.-prune them, which, should he done as soon as 
the foliage turns, yellow or is beginning to fall. In order to secure more 
.fertile frees, scions should be taken from trees that are noted for fertility 
■and good quality, grafting .the stocks from seed so as to secure earlier 
.hearing and a certain character. For elevated and northerly localities the 
Yorkshire is very desirable. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to he 
mmed must in all eases be. enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
a-eferring’to the fruit are sent by post pr not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required-for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
mens can be named at once, and beyond.that number cannot be preserved. 

AS. Tayl r .—1, Lewis’ Incomparable; 2, Norfolk Bearer; 3, Gravenstein ; 
4, Mahks Codlin; 5, Manks Codlin ; 0, Nelson Codiin. (X. Y. Z.).— 
1, Van.Mons-Leon Leclerc ; 2, Beurre Kennes ; 3, Fon-lante d’Automne; 
-1, not known. Apples : 1, Pomme de Neige; 2, Fearn’s Pippin. (If. P. S.\ 
—1, Golden Peal-main; 2, Blenheim Pippin; 3. not known ; 4, Mother 
Apple ; 5, Gloria Mundi; 6, Court-pendu-plat. (J. L. reach).—1, Althorp 

■Crasanne ; 2, -Urbaniste ; 3, Beurre Bose ; 4, Duchesse d'Orleans ; 5, 
■Chaumontel; 6, not known. (John Coppin).—1, Lord Suffiel i ; 2, Brad- 
dick’s Nonpareil; 3, Fea n’s Pippin; 4, Dutch Codlin. (Jam s Birch).— 
Trumpington. (J. Mogridge).—1, Forelle ; 2, Beufr.e Superiin : 3, East r 
Beurre; 4, Chaumontel ; 5, Doyenne du Comice ; 3. Vicar of Winkfield. 
(F. IF.).—1, Theodore Van Mons ; 2, Small Vicar of Winkfield; 3, Nouveau 
Poiteau; 4, Beurre Langlier; 5, Londou Pippin; C, Mio shall Crab. (li. L.). 
—1, Doyenne du Cornice; 2, G!ou Morceau; 4, probably Passe Colmar; 
4, Eyewood. (P. H. Wright).—1, Gloria Muudi; 2, Flower of Kent; 
3, New Hawtlurudeu ; 4, Orel's. (4. IT.).—-Tbe Pear is Williams’ Boa 
Chretien, and the specks are characteristic of the va iety. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive iu a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or. soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton Wool the worst. Not more-than six specimens can be named at once. 
(J. It. S.).—1, Sedum spectabile; 2, Aster Aurelius hessarabicus ; 3, 
Pyrethrum uligmpsum. ( W. If.):—1, Grevillea robusta ; 2, Hoya Paxtoni ; 
3, Cupheapla'ycentra ; 4, Lobelia cardinalis ; 5, Asplenium marinum. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 5th. 
HEAVY supplies of Cobs reaching us, causing prices to fail. No change otherwise. 

FRUIT. 

d. 8. d. 8. d. 8. d. 
Apples,) sieve. 1 6 to 3 6 Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0 to 12 0 

Nova Scotia and Peaches, dozen v. .. 2 0 6 0 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 Pears, dozen.1 0 1 s 

Cherries, J sieve .. .. 0 0 0 0 Pine Apples, English, 
Cobs, 100 lj*.. 45 0 60 0 per lb .1 6 0 0 
Fig?, dozen . 0 3 0 6 Plume, £ sieve.1 6 2 6 
Grapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 St. Michael Piue«, each S 0 6 0 
Lemons, case. 10 0 15 0 Strawberries, per lb. .. 0 0 0 0 
Melon, each . 0 6 1 0 

VEGETABLES. 

S. d. s. d. 8. d. 8. d 
Artichokes, dozen .. ., l 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet .. 0 6 1 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 s 0 0 Mustard ami Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 1 0 i 9. 0 Onion?, bunch.0 3 0 6 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches 8 0 s 0 
Brussels Sprouts, ^ sieve 0 0 0 0 Parsnips, dozen .. .. 1 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 5 0 
Capsicum?, per 100 ,. 1 6 2 0 „ Kidney,ter cwt. 4 0 0 0 
Carrots, bunch ,. .. 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 Salsafv, bundle .. ,. 1 0 1 6 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 6 2 0 Scorzonera, bundio .. 1 6 0 0 
Coleworts, dcz. bunches a 0 4 0 Seakale, basket .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Cucumbers, each ., .. 0 4 0 6 Shallot?, per lb.0 3 0 0 
Endive, dozen. 1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel .. .. 8 0 4 0 
Heros, bunch .. .. 0 2 0 0 Tomatoes, per lb. .. .. 0 4 0 6 
Leeks, bunch .. .. .. 0 8 0 4 Turnips, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 6 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

B. d. 8. a. s. d. s. d 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 0 to 12 O' ‘ Fuchsia, dozen.. 8 0 to 9 0 

6 0 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 0 0 a 
„ (common), dozen.. ■a 0 0 4) - „ Trioolor, dozen 0 0 0 0 

Asters, dozen pots ., ,. s 0 6 0 Gladiolus.4 0 6 0 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 U 0 ' Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 u 9 0 • Lilies Va ley, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen ., .. 6 0 9 0 Lilium landfolium, doz. 18 0 IS 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ Ijngifljrum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Creeping Jenny, dozen 0 a 0 0 Lobelia, dozen.0 0 0 0 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 f) Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 

,, viridis, dozer.. 12 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 
Erica, various, dozen 9 0 18 0 Musk, dozen .0 0 0 0 
Euonymus, ih var., dozen 6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen.6 0 12 0 
Evergreens, iu var., dozen 6 0 24 0 Palms, in var., each .. 2 6 21 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen .. 6 0 12 0 
Ficus elasticar each . i 6 7 ,0 scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each 0 10 0 Spiroea, dozen.0 0 0 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 
s. d. s. d. 8. d. 8. d. 

Abutilons, 12 bunches 3 0 to 4 0 Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 to 0 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches ft 0 0 0 • Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms 3 0 6 0 . Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
Asters, 12 bunches .. 2 0 6 0 Mignonette. 12 bunches 1 0 3 0 

„ French, bunch T * ' 1 « 2 iO ; Myosotis, 12 bunches <•- 1 6 3 0 
Bouvardiap, bunch .. _ _ 0 6 i 0 Narciss, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Camellias, blooms .. 0 0 0 0 „ White. English, bob. 0 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms 1 0 2 0 Pansies, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 

,, 12bunohts J ' 4 0 6 -0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 1 6 8 0 
Cornflower, 12 bunches _ • i 6 3 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 0 
Dahlia, 12 bunches T - 2- 0 - 4 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 6 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 Pinks, White, 12 bunches O 0 0 0 
Encharis, dozen j. . _ 9 0 4 0 „ various, 12 bunch 2 0 4 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms 2 0 5 0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays i 0 I 6 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 
Hyaoinths, Roman, 12 „ (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 0 

sprays 0 0 0 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Iris, 12 bunohes 0 0 0 0 Ranunoulus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Lppageria, white, 12 Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 

blooms. 1 6 8 0 „ (indoor), dozen .. 0 9 1 0 
Lapageria, coloured, 12 ,, Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 0 
blooms. 1 0 1 6 „ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 

Lilac (white), French, „ de Mois. 12 bunohes 0 0 0 0 
bunoh . ... 0 0 0 0 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 2 6 4 0 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 Tropagolum, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 2 0 3 0 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 <S 1 0 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

blooms i. 0 6 1 0 Violets, 12 banches.. .. 1 0 1 6 

MICHAELMAS 
In a review of the farming year the drought and its 

effect upon crops is the reverse of a pleasant reminiscence. 
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On many a farm, especially where the soil is thin, spring 
corn, roots, and pasture were all seriously affected by it, 
pasture especially becoming so parched that the hay crop 
was much below the average, and. there was little, if any, 
growth upon it subsequently till after harvest. Now this 
was just one of those untoward things which upset all 
calculations, and in many an instance compel a farmer to 
sell his cattle and sheep prematurely at unremunerative 
prices. 

Let us see now if it is possible by any improvement 
in practice so to combat, or rather forestall, such periods 
of drought by improved methods of culture as to avoid 
having to incur losses that must cripple our efforts, and 
which may lead to positive ruin. It must certainly be 
owned that hitherto in the principal corn-growing dis¬ 
tricts there has been little, if any, attempt at the cultiva¬ 
tion of permanent pasture. Upon every farm there are 
a few meadows, but the herbage is generally of an inferior 
character, and there is frequently a large per-centage of 
worthless perennial weeds. Because noxious weeds are 
so common to pasture, it by no means follows that they 
should remain in it. It is customary upon some farms 
that the shepherd shall devote spare time to spudding 
Thistles and Docks and mowing Nettles. Far better 
would it be if he were set to gradually uproot such jbests 
and so eradicate them. To get rid of Thistles we have 
only to pull them up when the soil is sufficiently softened 
by lain, and there is an end of them. The destruction of 
Nettles and Docks is more laborious, because they must 
be dug or grubbed up ; but then the work is done with, 
and there will be no subsequent occasion for the periodical 
mowing and spudding of growth which is now so common. 

The application of manure to pasture is another matter 
to which we have frequently called attention. We have 
repeatedly had proof in our own practice that pasture 
maintained in a high state of fertility invariably affords a 
full crop of hay, and suffers much less from a hot dry 
summer than poor pasture, or that which has no sys¬ 
tematic cultivation. It is altogether a mistake to suppose 
that the grazing of a certain number of sheep or cattle 
upon pasture will enrich it sufficiently. If sheep are 
passed over it in folds and are well fed they will do so, 
but folding is a very different matter from turning them 
loose upon it to ramble at will. In even a brief refer¬ 
ence to this matter, one is tempted by a sense of its 
importance to enter upon details of cultivation which ex¬ 
perience has shown cannot be neglected with impunity. 
It will, however, suffice now if we mention that good 
work may be done at once by draining wet pasture, and 
sheep-folding during autumn or winter will ensure an early 
and strong growth in spring. If sheep cannot be had 
then give a dressing of home-mixed chemical manure 
next bebruary, and it will be found that the money so 
spent is a very profitable investment. 

Gieen crops on arable land proved very useful. We 
fiist had the sheep in folds on Bye, which was eaten off 
so closely that the land was quite bare when they left it; 
so abundant was our supply of other green food that we 
did not require the strong second growth of Rye which 
the folding induced, and it was left for seed and straw. 
This was harvested in excellent condition, threshed early, 
and the seed not required for sowing was sold not quite 
to our satisfaction, for it was excellent seed for which we 
should have had to pay 2 Is. per quarter, but we could 
only obtain 2 Is. from a corn merchant, who thus got a 
profit of 3s. per quarter. When corn is so purchased and 
sold at once, without being taken into the merchant’s 

warehouse, he certainly gets what upon the face of it 
appears to be an undue amount of profit, but in buying 
he has always to take into account the possible contin¬ 
gency of storage and a slow sale. 

Sainfoin gave us plenty of sheep food after the Rye* 
and the lambs did remarkably well upon it. We have 
harvested a good stock of seed from much of the second 
growth, which seed will not be milled, but sown in the 
husk at the rate of four bushels to the acre with a corn 
crop next spring. Our young layers of Sainfoin are a 
good strong plant now, and we intend sowing much more 
of it and less of Red Clover upon our heavy land farms- 
next spring. Red Clover gave an excellent first crop, 
much of which was made into stover, but some was eaten 
off by sheep, and the second growth saved for seed. It 
was only where the sheep went that we had a fairly strong 
second growth, for drought checked growth so much after 
the mowing that it was stunted and unfit either for seed 
or stover. 

(To be continued.) 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 
M h at-sowing has so far baen clone easily and wall, and wj have- 

decided to have no more corn threshed on the heavy land farms until 
the whole of the wint-r corn is sown. We have sent seed of Oakshott's 
D -fiance Il-d Wheat to all of our farms for trial next season. We had a 
small field of it this season at the home farm, and another at an off 
farm, and the yield and weight are sufficiently good to induce us to give 
it a further and more extensive trial. We have only threshed a little 
Wheat as yet for food ; the surplus quantity of that was sold, and we 
got 2s. Gd. a quarter more for Webbs’ Giant White than for White Chaff 
Red. The difference in price is not a large one, but is still enough to be 
worth having ; £12 10s. in every hundred quarters of Wheat will make 
a material difference in our balance sheet at the end of the year. Wint r 
B ans have been sown by fastening a spout drill to a plough, other 
ploughs following without drills, sons to keep the rows far enough aoart.. 
'this is a very satisfactory way of sowing Beans much followed by 
Suffolk farmers, the ploughing and drilling being dene at one and the 
same time, and th-re is almost always a good strong plant from Beans so- 
sown, while th3 rough surface of the land affords some protection to it 
during winter. We called attention last winter to the high value of 
Beans for fattening cattl -, better r-suits bjing obtained by a judicious- 
di-tary of Beans, chaff, and roots than from one into which oilcake 
enters largely. We strive to make farms self-supporting in this matter 
so far as we can do, for we hold that a heavy expmditure for cake 
should b; avoided. 

dhe prevalence of sw.ne f-ver has led to the issue of printed forms, 
with spaces left for every farmer to make a declaration that his farm is, 
and has been, free from infection for a given period of time. This is a 
step in the right direction, which may have some effect in checking the- 
spread of the fever, but it will do little more if farmers do not help- 
themselves by seeing that pigs are kept in such a cleanly condition as to- 
ensure good health. The spread of swine fever is simplv an outcome of 
the careless, eas >--going practice of keeping them in a filthy condition 
and feeding them with equally filthy food. 

FARMERS AND THEIR CATTLE. 

At a time when our pastures are yielding very little food, and our 
hay and Turnip crops are from one-third to one-half below an average, 
with the eventual prospect before us of a great scarcity before next May 
of feeding stuffs for our cattle, perhaps I shall do my fellow farmers a 
service by calling their attention to a cheap food adjunct, which is at 
present available for us, and which at one time was highly valued—I 
allude to that of green malt. Since the malt ^ut.y was removed, every 
farmer can make malt for himself free from all restrictions, and the 
cost to him of making it is a nominal one. Formerly very much was 
thought of malt as a feeder for all stock, and it is especially good for 
cows, as they will upon it, with bran and other food, produce plenty of 
rich sweet milk all the winter through ; sheep, beasts, and horses all 
thrive and fatten upon a mixture of it and other foods, but of late years- 
it has not been much used, as its cost has been higher than other feeders. 
Malt is termed green when the roots and stem of the Barley from which 
it is made are sufficiently grown for it to be put upon the kiln to be- 
dried. It is also at this stage of its growth that it is of the most value 
as a feeder—it being lound that green malt gives better feeding results 
than dried malt—and, as I will show later on, every farmer can easily 
make this sort of malt himself, almost without any manufacturing 
cost. 

As I have already said, the general use of green malt has been cur¬ 
tailed by its comparative expensiveness, but this objection does not exist 
at the present. There is no better Barley for making this malt from- 
than that imported from Russia, being less liable to mould, and singular 
to say, this sort oE Barley has never before been so plentiful nor so cheap 
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as it is at the present time —in fact, it can be got at the chief ports at 
<id. per stone or £4 per ton, which is below the price of hay, undecorti¬ 
cated cotton cakes and bran ; in fact, feeding Barley is at present more 
than 1J—1J penny per stone, or £1 per ton cheaper than Maize, and is 
not very much higher in price than straw is in some parts of the country. 
No doubt this unprecedented cheapness of feeding Barley will cause it 
•to be used largely, in its unconverted state, either unground or ground 
into meal, along with Turnips and other food, but I prefer it when con¬ 
verted into green malt, and for the benefit of those farmers who are 
inclined to follow my example in this respect I may say that the pro¬ 
cess of conversion is as follows :— 

The Barley must first be steeped overhead in water (allowing it room 
to swell) about foity-eight hours, and this can be done in any tank or 
large tub or casks which may be available (the latter can also be bought 
of any cooper for a few shillings each), into which a large plug-hole 
should be made at the side, as near the bottom as possible, and over the 
inside of the plug-hole should be fixed some perforated zinc (which can 
be got at any ironmongers) so that when the plug is taken out, the 
water may be drained off through the zinc and plug-hole, and the Barley 
left behind. It is a good plan to let the perforated zinc enclose a larger 
spa e than is occupied by the plug-hole, so as to let the water drain to 
dt more quickly. When the Barley has been steeped forty-eight hours 
smd the water drawn off, place it thickly upon a floor, say 2 feet thick, 
.and let it remain there until some warmth is developed ; it must then 
be thinned down to say 6 inches, and must be daily turned over until it 
•strikes out its roots ; as soon as these have grown a little and show signs 
-of withering, the Barley should be sprinkled with a watering-can and 
the turning continued until the acrospire—or what would be the stalk 
if the Barley were planted—has forced its wav well up the back of the 
Barley under the skin; when this is accomplished, the Barley has been 
(Converted into green malt, and is at the stage of manufacture which is 
of most value to the farmer for feed in tr purposes. The whole operation 
from first wetting till ready for use will occupy from ten to twelve da rs. 
As regards the floor for growing Barley upon, a concrete one is the best, 
but either brick or wood will do, only in the latter case more moisture 
will have to be added whilst the Barley is upon it. A wooden floor may 
also be cheaply covered with galvanised iron sheets, and is then even 
better than a concrete floor. It follows that the quantity steeped or 
wetted every forty-eight hours should be calculated according to what is 
(required for two days’ consumption ; and any farmer who may wish for 
further information respecting the process can no doubt obtain it from 
his nearest neighbouring malster. Mr. W. J. Harris, of High Hampton, 
Devon, has lately contributed a long article to the newspapers, giving 
•calculations showing that the deficiency in this year’s crops of Oats, hay, 
Turnips, and straw, amounts to 14,GOO,000 tons, and this estimate is also 
•concurred in by other authorities. Mr. Harris further calculates that 
this deficiency can be made up by using 12,000,000 qrs. of feeding 
Barley, and it is certainly fortunate for us that this article is at present 
cheaper than all other feeding corn, and that it can be bought at as low 
a price as hay and undecorticated cottonseed cakes. 

In case the rain should now cause a sharp growth of succulent grass 
Ct will be found advantageous to give dry Barley to stock to prevent 
scour.—J. Shaw, Walking ton Towers Farm, Beverley. 

Referring to this subject the agricultural correspondent of a daily 
paper remarks—“That cattle do well on malt—whether ‘green’ or 
dried—there is no doubt, but Mr. Shaw has not the sanction of science 
for its being an economical form in which to use Barley. A certain 
quantity of feeding material is lost in the chemical changes and evapor¬ 
ations which occur during germination, and it has never yet been shown 
■that the malt resulting from a quarter of Barley is sufficiently superior 
in intrinsic feeding properties to raw Barley to atone for the actual loss 
that takes place in conversion. Unless the malt from a quarter of 
Barley has greater fattening or milk-producing powers than is possessed 
by the original quarter of unmalted Barley, the expense of converting 
into malt must be regarded as an economical loss. The experiments of 
■Sir John Lawes and Dr. Gilbert controvert the idea that there is any 
•such gain in nutritive value as to balance the loss in germination and 
the cost of treatment. If malt has any superior value over raw Barley 
;as a food, it is probably a condimentary value, and no doubt an allow¬ 
ance of green malt, mixed with such unpalatable food as chopped straw, 
for instance, might tempt an animal to enjoy rations which he would 
otherwise only tolerate. It is sometimes argued that if a beast is healthy 
•condiments are superfluous and unnatural, but it is often forgotten that 
the whole processes of stall-feeding and fattening an animal for the 
butcher are more or less unnatural, and there are circumstances under 
•which, even for healthy cattle in good condition, condiments have a 
value, and valuable as are its feeding properties, it is as a condiment, 
rather than as a food, that we are inclined to class malt. A small pro¬ 
portion of malt, whether ‘ green’ or kiln-dried, will flavour a good deal 
•of Barley or other food, and it is in this way, rather than as a chief 
constituent of diet, that malt is probably to be most economically used. 
The fact that notwithstanding the abolition of the malt duty, hardly 
•any farmers malt the Barley which they give to stock is in itself a very 
pregnant fact. It was at one time thought that the abolition of the malt 
tax would confer on farmers a great boon by giving them freedom to 
malt grain for their feeding boxes. But experience since shows either 
fihat the boon, if such it is, is very poorly appreciated, or that prac¬ 
tice in this matter endorses the dictum of science. Quite apart, how¬ 
ever, from the malting question, Mr. Shaw is right in calling attention 
to the cheapness and abundance of foreign Barley.” 

TRUE AND FALSE HESSIANS. 

In re the Hessian fly, we are now discovering that we have to deduct 
a per-centage from the reports of its appearance, sundry other flies 
having been mistaken for Cecidomyia destructor, as was likely to happen. 
To take one instance, the supposed new foe turned out to be the ribbon¬ 
footed corn fly or the gout fly, so styled from the effect produced on the 
stem by the attack of the larva or grub. Though this fly occurs on 
various cereals it shows a preference for Barley, and did much mischief, 
chiefly in North England, during the summers of 1841 and 1846. The 
fly, Clilorops tcematus, is small, about an eighth of an inch long, and 
stumpy in form, very distinctly striped with black on the body ; it 
generally lays its eggs on the rudimentary ear while the plant is young. 
Generally the ear is produced, but the grains are few and often mis¬ 
shapen, the plant assuming a dwarfed aspect, having the stem somewhat 
curved and puffy at the joints. On opening up one attacked we perceive 
the long blackish furrow made by the larva, at the bottom of which the 
pupa lies till matured. It is a pest that evidently selects those blades 
growing upon moist land, and seldom occurs upon chalky soils. To 
supply the Barley with abundant nutriment is one of the preventive 
means, hence the application of superphosphate or of the nitrate of 
soda has been advised, salt and caustic lime have also been used. The 
efficacy of these is rather doubtful. Good drainage is important; it is 
stated that sometimes thousands of the flies secrete themselves in stacks 
when the insect has bred in fields near ; so these should be looked after. 
A backward crop is always in peril, and on the earliest signs of the 
presence of this grub infected specimens should be sought out and 
removed. 

It was quite natural that the attack of the corn sawfly should 
in some cases be taken for that of the Hessian insect, as by the operations 
of both species the straw falls, but differently. With the Hessian fly, 
however, the stem bends at about the first or second joint from the soil, 
while from the effects of the corn sawfly the stem breaks off near the 
ground, in fact so near that afterwards the part left in the soil is not 
easy to find. This fly, Cephus pygmreus, occurs every year, probably in 
about the same numbers ; it seems to have been more noticed during 
1887, because the reports relating to the Hessian fly have led to careful 
observation of the corn crops. The larva feeds also upon the stems of 
grasses, but it has never been of serious injury to cereals in this country ; 
on the Continent it appears to be more prolific. This fly is nearly 
double the size of the Hessian insect, and it is four-winged, marked with 
black and yellow, and fond of flying in the sunshine; its emergence 
takes place about May or early in June, when the female insect dis¬ 
tributes her eggs, placing one upon each plant. The maggot is legless, 
pale yellow, with a brown horny head, armed with jaws strong enough 
to enable it to cut through the straw just as it becomes adult. It then 
remains in the pupa state through the winter, hidden within the frag¬ 
ment of the stem that is buried. Hence, though burning the stubble 
after reaping destroys the insect, to do this most effectually it is necessary 
to loosen and raise the soil somewhat, or a part of the pupte will 
escape. 

It is possible that some persons who have failed to read attentively 
the particulars given concerning the habits of the Hessian fly, seeing a 
swarm of midges about the corn on a June evening, may have supposed 
they were the enemy. These tiny flies belong to the species Cecidomyia 
tritici, and their larvte feed upon the young ear, being popularly known 
as “red maggot.”—Entomologist. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lit. 51° 32- 40'N.; L mj, 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

i?j 3- Hygrome- C3 . 
o tJ.; Shade Tem- Radiation a 

1887. c £ 
? £ 

ter. 71 a 
£=S 

perature. Temperature 93 
« 

Sept.—Oct. In On 
K2 c3 Dry. Wet. Co H Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. Id. 
Sunday . 25 3K317 48 9 45.2 S. 54.9 62.5 38 4 100.2 31.6 _ 
Monday. 2 > 29.87L 55.6 53.1 s.w. 54 6 59.7 49.3 72 9 44 7 0.112 
Tuesday ... 27 29.496 51.7 49.2 E. 54 8 59 8 47.2 93.3 44 6 P."1S 
Wednesday.. 28 29.296 45.3 431 N.W. 5 4.2 58.2 40.6 102 3 37.2 
Thursday .... 29 29-410 47-5 43.9 N. 52 8 59.6 34-3 97.8 314 0.011 
Friday . 39 29.786 49 2 46 0 N. 51.8 56 4 39 l 92.5 34 3 0. 48 
Saturday .... 1 30.116 53.7 50 2 U. 52.1 60.5 4 5.4 103.4 39.8 — 

29 752 50.3 47.2 53.6 59.5 42.0 94 6 37.7 0.184 

REMARKS. 

25th.—Fine »nd bright, with warm sunshine. 
26th.—Dull, with occasional spots of rain; heavy rain at night. 
27th.—Fine, bright morning; clouded over :n at :e moon; stowjr about 6 r.M.; fne 

evening. 
28th.—Bright; fresh and cool. 
23th.—Fine, bright morning ; cloudy afternoon; shower about 6 P.M.; bright evening 

and night. 
SOth.—Bright morning; cloudy with spots of rain at noon; showery aiternoon; clear 

fine night. 
October 1st.—Bright early; oloudy with spots of rain from coon to 1 P.M., then again 

fine and generally bright. 

A pleasant autumnal week: vaiiable, but with a goo 1 deal of sunshine. Tempera¬ 
ture about 4° b;low that tf the preceding wetk, and 5° be?o.v the average—"L J 
£ YMONS. 
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Hardy Fruit Show at Manchester (three clays). 

19th Sunday after Trinity. 

NOTES ON GRAFTING. 
PEARS AND APPLES. 

ANCIFUL accounts of the results of grafting 
were given by some of the ancient writers, but 
cultivators of the present time smile at de¬ 
crip tions of black Roses produced by Black 
Currants as stocks, red Apples on the Elm, or 
red Oranges on the Pomegranate. It is also 
well understood that the marvellous compound 
trees said to bear Pears, Grapes, Figs, Plums, 

•&c., were simply tricks to impose upon the credulous, and 
■even those who should have been better informed seem to 
have fallen into the snare. But though justly regarding 
these as idle stories, and though a wonderful advance has 
been made in the practical results of grafting as applied 
to fruit trees, it is still an admitted fact that much 
remains to be done before the information obtained can 
he classified or thoroughly understood. The chief cause 
■of this seems to be the want of recorded experiments 
extending over a number of years conducted both prac¬ 
tically and scientifically. Numbers of isolated experi¬ 
ments have been made, the results of which are never 
conveyed to the world, and the few that have been pub¬ 
lished are so widely scattered as to be consequently inacces¬ 
sible to those whom they would most interest. If some of 
the nurserymen who trade largely in fruit trees, or 
amateur pomologists, would take such a matter in hand 
they would do horticulture an important service. 

The interesting note in the Journal recently respect¬ 
ing a Pear tree grafted on an Apple stock suggested these 
observations, and unquestionably many readers could 
contribute much information bearing on the subject 
generally. It has been abundantly proved that success 
in grafting can only be obtained when there is a natural 
affinity between the stock and scion, and the more nearly 
related they are the more readily is the union effected. 
But there are numerous instances of grafting being suc¬ 
cessfully accomplished not only between species of the 
same genus, but even between those of different genera. 
For example, the Pear has been worked on several species 
of Crataegus, and these are well defined distinct genera. 
The Cotoneaster has also been grafted upon Crataegus 
oxyacantha, and the Medlar can be worked on the same 
stock successfully. Another example often referred to 
as showing that very distinct plants can be united by 
grafting is the case of the Garrya elliptica grafted on the 
Aucuba, which by most botanists are classed in different 
families, though later authorities have placed them 
together in the Dogwood family. They are at least ex¬ 
tremely distinct in appearance and manner of flowering. 
Amongst the Coniferse and other ornamental plants many 
examples are afforded of grafting being effected between 
species of different genera, and in some families like 
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the Cactese, certain types as the Epiphyllums freely 
unite with such distinct forms as the Pereskias and 
Cereuses. In most instances, however, these results 
point to a close relationship, and the botanist may oc¬ 
casionally obtain a hint from the horticulturist where the 
determination of generic limits is difficult. 

Amongst ornamental plants grafting or budding has 
been extensively employed during the present century 
with great advantage, but the most important results have 
been those secured by the fruit cultivators. We know 
that grafting has been practised in Britain for over 300 
years, but it is only within the present century that any 
real progress has been made in the selection or adaptation 
of stocks to particular situations and soils. The Pear 
and the Apple as constituting the two most important of 
our hardy fruits have especially engaged the attention of 
cultivators or experimentalists, and now the owner of a 
garden upon almost any soil can, by a judicious selection 
of trees upon suitable stocks and due attention, secure 
crops of useful fruit without having to wait a number of 
years before they come into bearing. Two valuable 
records recently issued—namely, the Royal Horticultural 
Society’s Report of their Pear Conference in 1885, and the 
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society’s Report of the 
Apple and Pear Congress in the same year, contain much 
important information upon the respective value of the 
different stocks employed for Apples and Pears. They 
are particularly useful as the first attempts to present a 
general review of the varying results in widely separated 
districts, and though the respective editors have not 
attempted to make any general deductions from the 
numerous facts chronicled, there are several points that 
are very noticeable. With regard to the Pear a large 
majority of growers have proved the advantages of the 
Quince stock, and in nearly every case the finest fruits 
were those from trees on this stock. An excellent 
example of this was shown in the collection of ninety 
varieties from Mr. W. Wildsmith, gardener to Viscount 
Eversley, Heckfield Place, Winchfield, and the remarks 
accompanying the exhibit were so much to the point that 
they were reproduced on page 154, August 25th, 18s7. 

As a general rule the Pear stock is recommended for 
light soils, and where it is desired to form large trees; 
some of the exceptions are, however, worthy of note. 
Mr. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey Gardens, for instance, 
had forty varieties of Pears from trees on the Pear stock, 
the fruits being good examples of their varieties. The 
soil is “ dark peaty loam,” the trees being planted in 
“ good loam, 30 inches deep, beneath which a layer, 
15 inches thick, of broken bricks is placed.” The latter 
fact, no doubt, accounts to some extent for the success of 
the trees on a strong stock in such a damp soil. An 
example of Pear stocks being preferred in heavy soil is 
afforded at Madresfield Court Gardens, Malvern, whence 
thirty-seven large fruits were sent, and Mr. Crump 
remarked as follows :— 

“ Situation, 135 feet above sea-level, with very little shelter; 
aspect, open. Soil, strong loam, approaching to clay ; subsoil, red 
marl, with gravel. Pears are largely cultivated on the free or 
Pear stock ; they do remarkably well in the strong soil of this 
district so long as the roots are kept near the surface by systematic 
root-pruning, till the balance of fertility is struck, otherwise, if 
allowed to root down unrestricted into the wet, unkindly subsoil of 
strong marl, the fruit cracks and becomes spotted and worthless, the 
trees making gross wood, which does not ripen. Glou Moreau is 
one of the first to show distress. I do not infer that this root- 
pruning, however judiciously done, will always secure full crops, as 
spring frosts have to be taken into account. Our very finest Pears 
are grown on a west aspect wall.” 

No. 2037.—Yol. LXXYII., Old Series. 
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It is commonly said that exceptions prove the rule, 
but such exceptions as these show how difficult it is to for¬ 
mulate generalities. As to the usefulness of the Quince as 
a stock for bush and pyramid trees in most gardens there 
can, however, be no question; they come into bearing 
quickly, are generally prolific, and are by no means short¬ 
lived when well treated. The late Mr. T. Rivers was a 
strong advocate for this stock for Pears, and assisted largely 
in its extension with considerable benefit to many owners 
of small gardens. 

Double-grafting for Pear trees has not been so much 
practised in England as on the Continent, though some 
nurserymen have found it beneficial in the case of delicate 
varieties that do not succeed well direct on the Quince. 
The introduction of some hardy variety as an intermediary 
facilitates the matter, and fine fruits are thus obtained 
where considerable difficulty had been previously ex¬ 
perienced. That fine old Pear, Gansel’s Bergamot, has 
been found most satisfactory in this way, and Marie 
Louise also. Much more might, however, be done in this 
direction. 

Judging by the Apple Report already mentioned, 
which gives the experience and opinions of over 250 
practical men, the Crab stock is most generally satisfactory 
for Apples, and a number of very old trees are named as 
still fruitful and healthy. But some of the best speci¬ 
mens were from trees on the Paradise, and it appears 
that many of the others are orchard trees, for which the 
Crab is undoubtedly the most fitted. For smaller grow¬ 
ing trees of the bush, pyramid, or cordon style of training 
are preferable on the Paradise. 

It would take too much space to refer now to the 
other hardy fruits and their several stocks. The Apricot 
and Peach are particularly interesting, as they have been 
tried upon so many different stocks, but perhaps other 
readers can tell us something about these, together with 
the Plum and the Cherry.—C. 

OCTOBER FLOWERING PERENNIALS. 

The recent rains which followed the long-continued drought of 
the summer now passed has been conducive to the production of 
plenty of hardy flowers out of doors up to the present time ; 
indeed, there is a wealth of flowers still, which but for the cold, 
chilly, and frosty nights occasionally experienced of late might lead 
•one to believe that we are still in summer, though this is again con- 
.tradicted by the appearance of many strictly autumn-flowering 
plants. I will point to some of the more worthy still in bloom as 
well as those which are fading. 

I will first take the Sunflowers, of which there are five varieties 
still producing good flowers. These are Helianthus multiflorus 
plenus, H. m. major, H. m. grandiflorus. These three are still in 
excellent condition and promise a continuance of flowers for some 
time to come, and this notwithstanding that they have been pro¬ 
ducing abundance of flowers since July. The two other forms are 
H. intermedius and H. rigidus latifolius, the last named just passing 
out of bloom, while H. rigidus completed its flowering about three 
weeks since. The plant which I here allude to as H. rigidus lati¬ 
folius is that generally sold as H. japonicus, but as there is no 
species whatever found in either China or Japan, there is no doubt 
that such a name is quite erroneous. These Sunflowers are beauti¬ 
fully adapted for the decoration of large borders, and their bold 
flowers are very handsome ; for large vases or the like they are very 
pleasing. The Gaillardias are useful. A large bed planted in spring 
has given hundreds of their gaily coloured blossoms, which continue 
to expand as fresh as ever. Wonderfully varied, too, are these 
flowers ; some are pure golden seifs, others light yellow seifs, and 
others again are aglow with shades of crimson and scarlet and a 
belting of gold to complete it. Such flowers as these cannot fail to 
become popular. They are so gay, so profuse, and so easily grown 
that no garden should be without a dozen clumps of these strikingly 
beautiful plants, which are quite unique for their wonderful com¬ 
bination of colour. For vase deeorati n under artificial light they 
are extremely effective. 

The single Pyrethrums seem next to demand a passing wordr 
and while they do not boast the array of colour which the Gaillar¬ 
dias assume, they are pleasing and highly interesting at this time.. 
They close their flowers early in the afternoon (the florets drooping 
after the manner of some of the annual Chrysanthemums) and 
remain in this state till about 10 a.m., earlier or later according to- 
the presence or absence of sun. In a cut state they are delightful,, 
and by adopting special means in their culture they may be had 
with flowers equally large and handsome as in the height of their 
season. At present the most conspicuous colours are crimson lake, 
amaranth, various shades of rose, rosy blush, lilac blush, together 
with white and many shades of pleasing rosy lilac. 

There are many which must be included in this short note, and 
among these just now Leucanthemum maximum and Pyrethrum 
uliginosum deserve special note as being useful and both having 
white flowers which are produced freely. The first-named is keeping 
up its flowering late, for it did not produce flowers with its usual 
freedom in summer on account of the parching heat. The latter is' 
a strictly autumn flower, and very serviceable too at this time. The 
one great drawback respecting it appears to be the height which it- 
attains—viz., 6 feet, but I have made it exactly half that height by 
cutting it to within 6 inches of the ground in the first week in Juner 
afterwards pinching out the points of those breaks that would appear 
to take the lead, and at this height it makes a splendid bed. For 
those who require plenty of flowers when hardy flowers are swept 
away by frost I suggest growing it in pots plunged in the open 
ground and cut hard back as recommended, lifting them at flowering 
time for the decoration of the conservatory, or grown in this way 
it would make a fine companion plant for Aster amellus bessarabicus 
and A. longifolius formosus. These three would make a delicious 
autumn bed, placing the Pyrethrum as a centre with Aster bessara¬ 
bicus next, and the latter forming the margin. This would make a 
pure white centre, with purplish blue next, and a margin of bright 
rose, lasting a long time in perfection. 

For another plant with trusses of light pink flowers we must 
turn to Sedum spectabile, which attains to about 15 inches high, 
and has broad flattish heads of bloom. It is a very free bloomer 
and suited to dry hot positions, but is more vigorous in loamy soils. 
Another conspicuous plant is Rudbeckia Newmanni, growing 2 feet 
high, flowers deep gold with a black disc in the centre. It is a. 
valuable plant in the border, and a grand summer plant may be 
found in Rudbeckia purpurea, a fine plant by no means common. 
Now look at something quite distinct in point of colour, I mean 
Aconitum japonicum, the flowers of which are an intense deep 
violet, habit dwarf and sturdy, and just now in its prime. It is 
quite alone among perennials and should not be lost sight of, for it 
is a valuable colour. Beyond this we have the gay flowers of the 
Pentstemons, very effective and varied. These are very attractive 
and useful as summer and autumn bedders, and their spikes of 
richly coloured flowers find but little to oppose them in the waning 
months of the year. There is, however, ample room for greater 
variety in this group, and it is in this respect they appear to have 
stood unaltered and unimproved for years. 

Herbaceous Phloxes are nearly past, though one or two seem 
determined to make the display as lengthened as possible, Mrs. 
Grundy, lilac, suffused white, and Queen of Lilacs, pinkish lilac 
with salmon shade, being among the best remaining. Then to give 
some idea of the wide range in the flowering of Lilium auratum 
and its varieties, I may mention that plants are still producing good 
blooms, the earliest of which began in July. These all occupy the 
same bed, were planted at the same time, and yet there is a difference 
of three months in their time of flowering. We shall not have 
many more expand out of doors now, for the nights are too cold ; 
but those who have spikes of well-formed buds may be glad to 
know that the buds will all expand if placed in water either in the 
greenhouse or the sitting-room, though for many people their per¬ 
fume is much too powerful. Equally variable, too, is the colouring 
of the L. auratum, following which come platyphyllum and the 
varying forms of Virginale. In some cases the latter are of the 
purest white and spotless, others have few spots, and are thus inter¬ 
mediate with platyphyllum. 

Lastly, among the incessant flowerers are the Violas, in which 
Archie Grant, always to the fore, is conspicuous. I have not seen 
finer blossoms the whole year than I have gathered this week, with 
others of Skylark and its margin of deep violet; the colour of this 
is much deeper than in spring, and is certainly quite novel and 
pleasing. Bullion is improving. Mrs. Gray, Queen of Lilacs, 
and others still continue much the same. Michaelmas Daisies are 
very pleasing, and contribute shades of blue, violet, white, &c., and 
besides those mentioned are summer-flowering Chrysanthemums in 
variety, Dahlias of all sections, Alstromeria aurea, Gladiolus on the 
wane, also Liliums of the speciosum type, and when I conclude by 
saying that any and all of these may be found in any good collection 
of hardy plants in October, I think there is little room left for 
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may be^ad‘in ehungthened P?ri°td durinST which hardy perenni vis 
£tValimn JJ°°m’ of which 1 enclose that you may also 

plants0 toThich mm! at Ieast- Zf, thef worthy autumn-flowering 
^ TA vprv fine raore m‘ght easily be added.—J. H. E. 

L ry ne assortment of flowers accompanied these notes.] 

notes on chrysanthemums. 
topping PLANTS—EARLY BLOOM?. 

* in c do w^somefoft 1 ^ t' ,¥urPlly s remarks (page 288) I agree with cut- 
lwlZrw f2w^ growers especially Madame C. Audiguier. We 
SIS, Jn nO f fl0WerS wil1 not be 0PCn for a month 

weeks , on other plants that were topped good solid buds formed 

i ion at these (the Chilwell) nurseries will commence a week earlier 
ban expected. I am told it will be opened to visitors the first week in 
ovember. Liberal prizes are also offered for Apples and Pears, which 

will be on view during the same period.—J. P. 

CHALLENGE PLATE AT HULL. 
We have been favoured by the Secretary of the Hull Chrysanthemum 

society with an illustration of the several pieces of plate that are to be 
cornpe e for on November 16th. It is an imposing display, especially 
for a young Society, and indicates enterprise on the part of the Com- 

ee’ ■,‘T? will be seen, the aggregate value of the articles is consider- 
apie, and that the Society has generous supporters. The references are 
given according to the arrangement of the plate, and the classes in the 
schedule indicated in each case. 

Class 24 and 25. 
Value £8 8s. 

Presented by the Hu l 
Amateur Floral and 

Horticultural Society. 

Won in 1885 by E. 
Goddard, Esq. 

Won in 1886 by A. W. 
Stanley, Esq. 

Class 30. 

Value £10 103. 
Given by the Society. 

Won in 1886 by G. Lawson, Esq. 

Class 1. Value £15. 

Presented by G. Bohn, Esq., 
Chairman of the Society, 

1883-6. 

Won in 1885 by Sir T. 
Edwardes-Moss, Bart. 

Won in 1886 by 0. W. 
Neuman, Esq. 

Class 13. 
Value £10 10s. 

Presented by 
B. Falconer Jameson, E?q. 

Chairman of the Society, 1»87. 

Not yet competed for. 

Class 43. 

Given by Geo. Bohn, Esq., 
Chairman of the Sooiety, 1883-6. 

Won in 1886 by Miss Jameson. 

Fig. 40.—Chrysanthemum Challenge Cups. 

on stems about 7 feet, and will be open in three weeks. Belle Paule is 
quite unsatisfactory ; both on unchecked plants of 10 feet and topped 
plants the buds look puny, and do not plump up freely, although the 
plants are vigorous enough. It is quite the reverse with Fair Maid of 
Guernsey, for good buds will [be open in three weeks on plants fully 
10 feet high. The Queen family were mostly topped, the result being 
some gwd buds, but irregular ; height averaging 4 feet. My experience 
os this family is, for lar-e bloom they should be grown naturallv, pro¬ 
ducing three flowers on an average. The kinds opening earlier here are 
Chinaman, La France, Mdlle. Lacroix, Lady Selborne, Criterion, Jeanne 
d Arc, fine ; Alexander Dufour, Alfred Chantrier (new), Madame Free¬ 
man, M. Mousillac, LaW, Comte de Germinv, Fleur d’Hiver, 
Francois Deleaux, Henri Jacotot, Margot, Annie Clark, Reine des 
Blanches, Refulgence, and Thorpe Junior. The above are showing 
colour all from crown buds, and good blooms are expected. The exhi- 

A LONG DROUGHT AND ITS EFFECTS. 

DEEP v. SHALLOW LAND WORKING. 

Permit me to say that I think the curious article on page 300 last 
week might have been more appropriately headed “ Iggulden’s Mixture ” 
As a concoction founded on facts and fancies, especially fancies, it must 
surely be unique. No one else, I suspect, could have prepared such a 
mixture for the gardening community to swallow. When reading it I 
was forcibly reminded of the observation of one of the best educated 
and most accomplished of British gardeners recently. It was in these 
words—“ What is the matter with Iggulden 1 I am afraid he is over¬ 
taxing himself—writing so much in one place and another that he seems 
to be losing ballast.” I was scarcely prepared to comply, but am now 
constrained to defer to the judgment of an unprejudiced overlooker of 
the literary arena. 
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Mr. Iggulden has no justification whatever for his cool assumption 
that I had charge of a garden “ somewhere not far from Lincolnshire.” 
I never had charge of any garden on the borders of that county. No 
Beetroot of my sowing and growing was ever wheeled out of the garden 
to the pigs in the manner so graphically described on the page quoted. 
A circumstance of the kind may have occurred somewhere, and no doubt 
did occur, or it would not have been recorded, but I have certainly never 
been snubbed for growing coarse vegetables, as the fanciful remarks 

imply; 
And yet presenting that view of my capacity, your correspondent 

flatteringly refers to me as so “ good a man.” I am not aware he has 
ever seen my work “ except on paper,” and clearly that does not meet 
his approval. Where, then, does the “good” come in? I grow coarse 
vegetables and get snubbed ; I communicate what my critic labours to 
prove erroneous, yet he, by some strange method of reasoning, applies to 
me the same mark of commendation as if he approved of everything I 
said and did. Ballast wanted. 

As to the controversy of deep versus shallow land working, Mr. 
Iggulden is ready to fight the battle over again. That we can quite 
understand ; but it is not necessary, and better for him not to fall foul 
of the first principles of husbandry. He knows best, no doubt, how to 
manage the land in his charge, or at least he is learning how to do so ; 
but to denounce deep culture as a system is a waste of words. His first 
onslaught on it was practically unqualified, but he has since taken care 
to qualify almost every sentence. The last is in this wise, “ Some 
gardens are benefited by intelligent deep cultivation, and there are 
plenty injured by a reckless adoption of the plan.” The plan of what ? 
Intelligent deep culture ? No garden has ever been injured by that ; 
and as for reckless intelligent culture there is no such combination, for 
if a practice is reckless it is not intelligent, and if intelligent it is not 
reckless. Much land in gardens and fields has been injured by deep 
working, as all intelligent gardeners and farmers know in these days. 
Burying a thick layer of sour subsoil on the better surface soil that is 
turned down in the process is not “ culture ; ” it is spoliation. Culture 
represents improvement, and a cultivator is an improver. It is well to 
comprehend the significance of words before assailing a system. The 
so-called steam “ cultivators ” that were recklessly employed twenty or 
thirty years ago were entirely misnamed. They ought to have been 
called land ruiners. The best implements are very different now, for 
they stir well the surface and break up the subsoil, leaving the great 
bulk of it below. That represents culture by the crops following being 
better than those before them. I do not think there are any of these 
real “ cultivators ’’ in Mr. Iggulden’s part; they have not reached there 
yet. The high culture of the north travels southwards slowly, conse¬ 
quently where the surface of land is merely turned over, the hard 
subsoil being left unmoved from generation to generation, farmers have 
to be content, or discontent, with less crops, landlords with less rent, 
and workmen with less wages than where the opposite system prevails. 

Founding an argument in favour of shallow over deep working on a 
patch of ground of exceptional density—land that has not had its 
cultural resources developed—is a mistake. It is inherently faulty— 
a small dabbling with a great subject that can only do good in one way, 
and that is by making the weakness of the mere surface digging system 
more apparent. There are soils that will “ hold ” sufficient nutriment 
for the support of a fair annual crop in 9 inches or a foot from the 
surface, but even most of these are amenable to improvement by a more 
“ intelligent ” system, and in the overwhelming majority ot cases the 

•improvement from deeper working would be enormous. Science and 
practice prove this to demonstration. Most gardeners who have to be 
content with shallow culture regret the want of means to work the land 
deeper, but Mr. Iggulden does not appear to be one of them. 

He says truly “ heavy cold lands require sunshine and warmth.” I 
suspect they cannot have warmth without sunshine, and goes on to 
add, “ and they also require good surface culture.” Why “ also ” when 
they cannot have the greatest warmth without it ? Th y are warmed 
the quickei and better when the subsoil is broken and the water passes 
the more freely away. They are cold because wet, and that is the 
condition of the Marston garden. It is not until the stagnant water is 
out that the warm air can enter with its great fertilising power. The 
water must be dissipated before the heat of the earth is raised a degree. 
I told Mr. Iggulden a long time ago when trying to answer one of his 
characteristic essays, that if he could not drain his land in the ordinary 
way to throw it into rid.es and crop them instead of sowing and 
planting on the level. He appeared to have found that Lettuces grew 
best on Celery ridges, and actually had the temerity to claim that as 
evidence against deep culture. They grew so well because of the deeper 
soil he provided them and warmer rooting medium. His own facts 
scatter his'fanciful theories to the winds. If he can dig out a number 
of trenches and spread the soil on the ground between them without 
making that ground deeper he will be very near the solution of the old 
problem of putting a quart of beer into a pint pot. His experience of 
the best crops being on ridges proves with exactitude the benefit of a 
deepened and warmer soil. He lets us know that his past method of 
culture, which he advocated so strongly, was not the best, for he 
describes his ridge crops as “extraordinary.” He is then learning still, 
and finding out in spite of himself the benefits of deep culture. 

His successful experiment of placing Potatoes on the surface and 
covering them with soil equally proves the advantages of a deeper and 
warmer rooting medium for the plants. But what is an experiment 
with Mr. Iggulden is the regular practioe in some other gardens 
where the land is of a cold heavy nature. I hope he will admit that the 

difference between placing the sets on the surface and sinking them 
3 inches below it is a gain in depth to that extent, and of the best and 
warmest soil. It is nothing less than extraordinary that anyone should 
so completely prove the fallacy of his own arguments, and apparently 
without knowing it. 

My jaunty critic amuses himself at my expense because I gathered 
evidence in favour of deep culture from several of the best exhibitors- 
of vegetables during the past hot season. These men he complacently 
pats on the back, and then denounces prize vegetables as coarse. I think 
he knows that in the best competition they are quite the reverse. They 
may be large, perhaps some of them too large for my fancy, but they are 
not coarse, or they would not win. And now let me give the retort 
courteous that he has invited. Judging by the reports of shows Mr. 
Iggulden never misses a prize when he can win it. He admits the hot 
summer has suited his garden exactly, yet I am not aware he has been 
strikingly successful in vegetable classes against the best growers. He 
used to be considered rather a formidable opponent, and I, with others, 
have been hoping to see him come to the front again, but so far in vain. 
The summer was right, but something else was wrong evidently ; per* 
haps he had not time to mulch and give water, and attend to showing ^ 
still, I am glad to see he “ pulled off ” several prizes for fruit and cut 
flowers, and hereby has the congratulations of one whose harmless- 
signature appears to “ tickle him up ” a little.—A Thinkeb. 

[Another communication on this subject arrived too late for insertion 
this week.] 

GRAPE JUDGING. 
As one of those at the Crystal Palace fruit and flower Exhibition 

who heartily agreed that Mr. Ward was not justly treated by the Judges- 
who were entrusted in making the awards in the Grape classes, I may 
be allowed to say a word on the subject, not that I am the least in- 
favour of a matter of this kind being brought before the gardening com¬ 
munity through the different periodicals, but quite the reverse. That 
errors do occur on the part of the judges is an established fact, and there 
is not the least doubt that exhibitors are very apt to overrate their own 
productions ; but in Mr. Ward’s case we have from the different reports- 
which have appeared ample evidence that the Grapes in question were, 
under-estimated. Further, I think it is scarcely consistent with reason- 
that Mr. Ward, whose reputation as a fruit grower is well known to- 
the public generally, or any other exhibitor of proved ability, would 
ever attempt to take inferior produce a distance of over a hundred 
miles in view of the chance of snapping up a prize, and especially to a 
first-rate exhibition, where the liberal prizes are likely to bring out a 
great competition. I am willing to admit that in Mr. Ward’s collection 
there were a few weak points ; but is not this the case in every collec¬ 
tion of twenty dishes of fruit put up for exhibition, still not sufficient to- 
condemn the lot, nor to convince those that saw them they were only 
deserving of a third prize ? I had the privilege of seeing Mr. Ward’s- 
Grapes last year which easily secured for him the second prize in a good 
competition, and I saw them again this season, and at once took them to- 
be far superior to those of last year. It is evident that such an 
enthusiastic gardener as Mr. Ward knew his bunches well befere taking 
them to the Palace, and was not the least afraid of all comers, and un¬ 
doubtedly he fully expected meeting several. In conclusion I need 
hardly say that to have twenty bunches of Grapes in ten distinct 
varieties fit for the exhibition table by the end of August or the be¬ 
ginning of September is a task probably only known to the grower.—- 
Venn. 

PJEONY MOUTAN. 

The deciduous shrubby Pteonv is becoming a great favourite. For 
many years two species have been cultivated, but of late the French and 
other hybrids have been introduced, and their extreme effectiveness as 
decorative plants has been recognised. There are two drawbacks to be 
found in Pseony culture, one is that the young shoots are liable to be 
injured by frost, the points of the growth also being generally* killed 
back during winter. The other drawback is, that there will be very 
few shoots to become damaged unless some change is made in the old- 
fashioned mode of culture. Under ordinary shrubbery cultivation the 
plants do not grow and seldom flower, but place them in rich well worked 
soil, and in a few years you have a bush which you occasionally step 
round in order to compare its progress, and the flowers a foot across may 
be counted by the dozen. After getting established the shoots must be 
occasionally thinned, and when the plants become too large they may be- 
cut back with impunity. Both foliage and buds are of much value for 
filling large vases. They are indeed plants which everybody who has 
room should grow.—B. 

NOTES ON THE CULTIVATION OF ASPARAGUS. 

I AM sorry I cannot answer “ J. L. B.’s ” queries on September 29th in 
the way I should like to do, as the Asparagus grown on the flat was only 
under my charge for the latter half of the season, and I do not know to- 
what extent manure was given to the ground previously, although I 
believe it was the practice to give a good dressing of cow manure in 
the autumn, but not with salt in spring as advised. To some extent 
“ J. L. B.” may be right-in his surmise as to its not being so liberally 
treated, and of course, through not salting, weeds were much more 
troublesome than they are now. 

I should like to give my reasons more fully than in previous notes 
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tZ ZZi ZT3 -the b,eds rather than the flat First> 1 think tlioy prevent 
ZHini ^ tmi5g Cl°,S0 and hard’ as it: does by constant treading when 
aremad^f1^ pUtt!?g °n manure, Ac., as of course when the beds 
tuZvTZ iZf • U,1Gbe* 'Ylde tkere is no need to tread on them, and the 
anfnmi ? 6 i110?168 bel°w the surface of the beds, and dug in the 

tdnW ’ if aiS drnlns for the surPlusof the very heavy rains during the 
than ™ iL fl<\haSA a mV,ch better appearance when planted in beds 

n. ,on ., A small matter some may say ; but for myself I 

muclfelnVr shoZd he studied a little in such matters. It is also 
* C0.TCr the, manure with soil. I do not mean to say that 

K™Wn ln very llght soil- such as we have here, wouldnever 
We manJllnggr0,W,n °“ tbe flat For instance, if we were likely to 
thJLme l aST°“® llke last, they would most likely benefit by it/ At 

t?rasH iTte W 1 thmAithat, as a mle’ before the dlT season sets in, the 

IXIng &om th “Sghr 7 giVmg Shade en°Ugh t0 PrCVGnt thC r°°tS 

.fcJLw I0"7 1 Canno.t quifce agree witb “ J- L- B." in leaving the 
In the £,ff man.UrC nntil the spring, as I should think that by doing it 

shirt* ?} Z WZUiM help t0 keeP the severe weather from the roots 
the *iTinte£ tb?reby causing root-action to commence earlier in 

be enn«iderehfn W^G-n i* ls delayed until then. Time, too, is a point to 

and T n a8i‘ a far,ea8ler t0 spare it in the autumn than spring, 
"iffie eqnUte tl°n 'Thftlrer the rams after it is done in February would be 
aumcient to wash the manure down to the roots soon enough to assist 

ennK,vwT In P.usb*ng UP strong heads early in the season. This, I 

nroves veil nttu?gft0 Z alm?d at> as if they are not a good size it often 
Pf » . y unsatisfactory after our employers have been in the habit 
, . °.on their table some good French Asparagus. If the autumn 

f 2 g*veS US an advantage here I consider that it fully makes up 
whothot ° manu.re washed away through the winter. I also doubt 

, manure is procurable decayed enough not to interfere with the 
7 Sheatls pushing through as regards heavy ground. For those who 

fht at 1 , dlsadvantage I would advise a trial of well forking 
T™8 °7'er as deeP as they can without injury to the roots, and also 

.f surface as rough as possible in the autumn before 
covering with manure. 

I, too, have seen beds treated in the way that “ J. L. B.” describes 

t0 have be®n done in his young days, although I can hardly 
f° , dcr mine to have departed yet, and I quite agree with what he says, 
b...1 be ieve it is now only the practice of a few, and to those who 

■still carry on the practice of deep beds. 1 feel sure that if they would 

xrlf YrY, a fair trial of the depth and culture, as recommended in 
es o September 15th, they will soon be rewarded with far superior 

Asparagus to what they have been having. 

In concluding these notes, I beg to thank “ J. L. B.” for his kind and 
tnild criticism and also for his advice, and I need hardly say that we are 
a one on this point—viz., that nothing succeeds like success. My reason 

giving my first notes was that as I had succeeded so well I thought I 
would do all I could to assist others to attain that end ; and I would 
also add that if others far better experienced than me would do the 
same i.e., when they find plants under their charge doing extra well, 
give a good account of their mode of culture, ’See,, it would be advan¬ 
tageous to all.—P. T. D * 

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS. 
As the planting season is now here, advantage should be taken of it 

dj garden owners to introduce new kinds of trees and shrubs by planting J 
them in unoccupied positions, or rooting out worthless trees. We all 
know how greatly those old specimens of trees and shrubs to be found in 
many old gardens are admired, and how much the absence of them tells 

■■against the character of a new place, but with a proper selection and care 
in planting, the newest places may be made to assume a highly interesting 
•appearance. New places, however, are not always planted with the best 
varieties. On the contrary, they' are not unfrequently filled with the 
cheapest that can be bought, regardless of variety or future results. I 
have repeatedly heard garden owners say, “ I had a great bargain in these 
trees and shrubs,” but in nineteen cases out of the score there is no real 
truth in this. Planting of this kind may give temporary satisfaction, 
but when the trees grow and display their very common character, few 
will be satisfied with them, and it generally ends in many of them being 
Tooted out. . My advice, therefore, is to plant good varieties at first, and 
af expense is a consideration, I would rather be content with six good 
•ones than twelve common and inferior. 

Weigel as.—There are several varieties of these, but the best of 
them all is W. rosea. It is a native of China, and succeeds admirably in 

■nn!S Country- IY's fiuk;e hardy, and grows as a graceful spreading bush. 
The largest specimens we have are about 10 feet high and as much in 

■diameter. It is deciduous, and comes into leaf in the early spring, and 
blossoms in April and May. Many of the branches are arching, and the 
Foxglove-like flowers are closely produced all along the branches. When 
in full flower it has a grand appearance. The plants bloom freely from 
the first, as I have seen small pieces only a few inches high clothed with 
flowers. It is therefore suitable for immediate effect, either isolated on 
the grass or mixed with other bushes. It grows freely in all sorts of 
soil, and I never knew it to fail either to grow or flower. Another 
favourite variety is W. rosea variegata. This has flowers like the pre¬ 
ceding, but the leaves are more than half white, and it is one of the 
prettiest hardy bushes anyone could plant. Apart from the foliage its 
flowers are as showy as those of rosea, but it might also be used as a 
fine-foliage plant, as in this respect it rivals many of the Maples. 

Azalea mollis.—These are comparatively new and not so widely 
known or extensively grown as they merit. As a rule they are only 
found m pots for greenhouse and conservatory decoration, and they are 
very useful for such purposes, but it cannot be too widely known that 
they a,re perfectly hardy and grow and bloom admirably in the open air. 
ln this respect they are equally as good as the more common Ghent 
varieties, but they are far more massive and beautiful than these and 
vie with the best greenhouse varieties. They may be procured in 
variety, and should be planted in quantity, according to the extent of 
the garden. We have had some out for several years in different 
positions, and find them succeed well without peat or sand ; or, in fact 
]ust in ordinary soil, such as is to be found in all gardens. They cannot 
be planted in too many instances, and they may be transferred from the 
pots to the open soil as soon as the leaves drop in the autumn or anv 
time before they come on again. . 

The Laburnum.—This is known to everybody, but it is one of the 
hnest flowering trees we possess, and it is not valued and planted half 
so much as it ought to be. Its pendulous racemes of bright flowers 
render it more pleasing and interesting than almost any other tree that 
could be named. They have a charming appearance in large or small 
gardens, and they are also admirably adapted for planting in front 
gardens in towns. They may be seen frequently, but the majority of 
the trees are getting up in years, and they must have been more exten¬ 
sively planted at one time than they are now. The golden flowering 
sort is the best of them all, and I would never plant a dozen deciduous 
ornamental trees without including this. 

Wellingtonia gigantea. —The Monkey Puzzle or Araucaria 
lmbricata is a tree more frequently planted than the Wellingtonia, but 

iv.'Sw i?-° “ea?s ,so valuable or pleasing, and I cannot understand why 
the WeUmgtonia is not more planted in small gardens. The impression 
that it gams gigantic proportions and is altogether unsuitable for a 
small space may cause it to be shunned, but it need not, as althouo-h it 
gains a good size in this country it is by no means a clumsy tree. ° On 
the contrary, it is graceful in character and pretty in appearance Six 
years ago there were two planted here by the Prince and Princess of 
Wales. At that time they were 18 inches high, but they are now seven 
feet, so that their average growth upwards is about 1 foot a year. They 
always keep a good form and are conical. Our largest tree is about 
6o feet in height and 14 feet 10 inches round the stem at a distance of 
3 feet 6 inches from the ground. This specimen, although large is very 
compact, and would be by no means out of place in a much ’smaller 
garden than this. No special soil is needed for the Wellingtonia, and 
although they succeed best in partial shelter they also grow well in 
ordinary positions.—J. Muir. 

SHOW AND FANCY DAHLIAS AT THE 
NATIONAL DAHLIA SHOW. 

The Show of Dahlias at the Crystal Palace this year was the 
largest ever held there. The Fancies, no doubt owing to a new 
regulation governing the classes devoted to nurserymen, were rather 
less numerous than in 1886, but on the other hand there were nearly 
270 more Show varieties staged than at any of the previous National 
Exhibitions. 

The following short statement gives the number of flowers 
shown in each division during the last five years :_ 

1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 

092 Shows and 2G9“Fancie3. 

L5! ” ” 425 ” 

» .. 387 ;; 
1106 „ 350 

42?9 1786 

The above figures are surely encouraging to the promoters of 
these National Dahlia Shows, as they clearly indicate a steadily 
increasing appreciation of this grand autumn flower. It will also 
be seen by the totals what a large number of blooms are now at our 
disposal for the purpose of this analysis. 

Among the established Show varieties which were more fre¬ 
quently represented this year than usual may be mentioned James 
Cocker, Goldfinder, Prince of Denmark, James Stephen, John 
Standish, and Miss Cannell ; and in the Fancy division Mrs. 
Saunders, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Chorister, Professor Fawcett, and 
James O’Brien. 

That exquisite variety, Mrs. Gladstone, again distances all her 
rivals in the Show section, being staged this year in no les3 than 
eighteen more stands than any other Dahlia, and in fifteen more 
stands than at the previous exhibition. At No. 22 we find Mrs. F. 
Foreman, and at No. 41 Mrs. G. R. Jefferd, both of which came* 
out in the same year as the leading flower. Mrs. Langtry, although 
not quite so frequently exhibited as last year, still holds the first 
place (No. 11) among the 1885 flowers,.but is closely followed by 
T. J. Saltmarsh at No. 13, and a few steps further down (at No. 22) 
by Mrs. Douglas, a refined and beautifully shaped scarlet variety. 
Mrs. W. Slack only made her first appearance in 1886, but never- 
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theless, for so new a comer, already occupies the very high position 
of No. 6 on the list, while Harry Keith stands No. 18, Thomas 
Hobbs No. 19, and R. T. Rawlings No. 47. Colonist, sent out 
only this spring, also takes a good place (No 22), considering how 
very recently it has been introduced ; and at a respectful distance 
come two other novelties, Crimson King (No. 47), and Mrs. G. 
Rawlings (also No. 47). 

The Fancies of recent introduction, headed by General Gordon 
(1885) at No. 5, occupy the following positions :—Duchess of 
Albany (1884) and Eric Fisher (1886) both at No. 15; Pelican 
(1886) No. 24, Lotty Eckford (1884) No. 25, Henry Eckford (1886) 
No. 26, and Edmund Boston (1887) No. 29. 

It will thus be seen how rapidly the newer Dahlias are coming 
to the front. It is not, however, until we go back a few years that 
we begin to appreciate at anything like its true extent the sur¬ 
prising progress that has recently been made. Referring to my 
first analysis, which appeared in 1883, and comparing it with the 
present one, I find that no less than twenty Show varieties, which 
were not then generally grown, appear in this year’s list among the 

first fifty Dahlias named in it—viz., Mrs. Gladstone, Mrs. W. Slack, 
Mrs. Langtry, T. J. Saltmarsh, Harry Keith, Thomas Hobbs, 
Harrison Weir, Colonist, Imperial, Mrs. Douglas, Mrs. F. Foreman, 
James Stephen, Miss Cannell, Earl of Ravensworth, Hope, Mrs. 
G. R. Jefferd, Sunbeam, Crimson King, John Henshaw, and Mre. 
G. Rawlings. In the list of Fancies the advance is not nearly so 
marked, for among the first twenty in the present analysis there 
are only three—General Gordon, Duchess of Albany, and Eric 
Fisher, which did not find places in that of 1883. _ 

Of the twenty-three Danlias just mentioned thirteen were raised 
by Keynes & Co., four by Rawlings Bros., and one each by 
Eckford, Fellowes, Harkness & Son, Hurst, and Turner. 

In the tables the averages in the second column are calculated 
as follows :—For varieties distributed before 1883 the averages are 
for five years, for those of 1883 for four years, for those of 1884 
for three years, for those of 1885 for two years, whereas in the case 
of the 1886 and 1887 flowers, the total number of times they were 
staged at this year's exhibition alone regulates their position in the 
analysis. 

SHOW DAHLIAS. 
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Name. Date. Raiser’s Name. Colour. 

1 f 7-0 47 Mrs. Gladstone. 1884 Hurst . Pale blush 
2 22-2 24 Hon. Mrs. P. WyLdham 1881 Keynes & Co. ... Pale yellow and rose 
8 21-8 29 James Cocker . 1871 Keynes. Purple 
4 20 6 23 Henry Walton . 1873 Keynes. Pale yellow and scarlet 
5 19-2 27 Gold find* r. 1881 Fellowes Yellow and red 
6 170 17 Mrs. W. Slack 1886 Keynes & Co. ... ... Blush white and purple 
7 16-8 24 Prince of Dtnmark 1881 Fe lowes Dark maroon 
7 368 20 William Rawlings 1881 Rawlings Crimson purple 
9 16-0 16 Mrs. Harris . 1873 Harris. . . White and lilac 

10 15-4 18 J oseph Ashby 1879 Turner. Shaded orange 
11 150 14 Mrs. Langt y 1885 Keynes & Co. ... ... Cream and crimson 
12 14-4 13 Ethel Brilton 1880 Keynes & Co. ... ... White and purple. 
IS 140 16 James Vick . 1881 Keynes & Co. ... Purplish maroon 
13 140 20 T. J. Saltmarsh. 1885 Rawlings Yellow and chestnut 
35 13-8 13 Prince B:smarck 1879 Fellowes Puce 
16 134 13 Shirley Hibberd. 1881 Rawlings Dark crimson 
17 13 2 14 Vice-President 1808 Keynes ... Orange 
18 130 13 Harry Keith 1886 Keynes & Co. ... Rosy purple 
1? 120 15 Flag of Truce _ 1868 Wheeler'. White and lilac 
39 120 12 Thomas Hobbs. 1886 Keynes & Co. ... Purplish lose 
21 11-7 18 Harrison Weir ... 1883 Rawbngs Yellow 
22 110 11 Colonist.. 1887 Keynes & Co. ... Chocolate and fawn 
22 11-0 12 Imperial ... 1883 Keynes & Co. ... ... Purple, shaded lilac. 
2l2 11-0 11 Mrs. Douglas 1885 Rawlings Scarlet 
22 11-0 19 Mrs. F. Foreman... 1884 Keynes & Co. ... Lilac 
26 10-8 14 George RawliLgs 1882 Rawlings ... Dark maroon 
27 10-7 9 Burgundy ... 1877 Turner. ... Dark puce. 
28 10-4 14 John N. Keynes ... 1871 Keynes. ... ^ Yellow 
28 104 7 Mrs. Dodds . 1881 Keynes & Co. ... Blush and lilac 
SO 9 7 12 Clara ... _ 1879 Rawlings Rosy peach 
SI 94 19 Jams s Stephen . 1882 Keynes & Co. ... Orange scarlet 
S3 94 10 JohnW. Lod 1877 Keynes. Orange buff 
33 92 19 Miss Cannell 1881 Eckford. Cream and crimson 
34 90 21 John Standish . 1872 Turner. Crimson 
35 8-6 14 Constancy. 1878 Harris. Yellow and lake 
3(1 84 14 Earl of Ravensworth ... 1883 Harkness & Son Lilac 
36 8-4 9 Mr. Harris. ... 1881 Rawlings Crimson scarlet 
38 8-1 12 Hope . 1883 Keynes & Co ... ... Light rosy lilac 
38 81 11 Mrs. G. R. Jeffex-d 1884 Keynes & Co. ... ... Deep yellow 
40 80 14 Sunbeam. 1881 Fe'lowes Bufi 
41 78 6 Mrs. Shirley Hibberd ... 1877 Rawlings Cream and pink 
42 7-6 10 John Wyatt . 1877 Keynes. ... Crimson scarlet 
43 7-4 8 James Service . 1873 Keynes. Dark crimson 
43 7-4 3 John Bennett . 1875 Raw ings Yellow and scarlet 
43 74 4 Julia Wyatt . 1869 Keynes. Creamy white 
43 74 5 Royal Queen . 1875 Eckford. Cream and crimson 
47 70 7 CrimBon King . 1887 Keynes A C.\ ... Deep crimson scarlet 
47 7-0 12 John Henshaw . 1883 Rawlings ... Ruby crimson 
47 70 7 Mrs. G. Rawlings 1887 Rawlings ... Blush and purple 
47 70 7 Rev. J. Goodday 1879 Rawlings Maroon, shaded purple 
47 7-0 7 R. T. Rawlings. • •• 1886 Rawlings Clear yellow 
52 t>*6 11 Champion Rollo. • •• 1881 Keynes & Co. ... Orange 
52 6-6 18 H. W. Ward . 1881 Keynes & Co. ... Yellow and cr mson 
52 66 5 Ovid . 1874 Turner. Purple 
55 64 4 Lord Chelmsford 1880 Keynes & Co. ... Maroon 
55 64 3 Thomas Goodwin 1873 Goodwin Dark ma- oon 
57 6-2 7 Alexander Crsmond 1872 Keynes. ... Shaded maroon 
67 6*2 6 Herbert Turner. 1873 Turner. French white 
69 60 8 Criterion. ... ... — Edwards ... Creamy rose 
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FANCY DAHLIAS. 
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Name. 

1 180 22 Mrs. S sunders . 
17-4 14 Gaiety ... . 

3 14 fi 21 R v. J. B. M. Camrn 
4 134 IS Chorister. 
5 110 4 F .ney Sturt . 
(> 110 16 GeDeial Gordon. 
7 108 10 Flora Wyatt . 
7 108 16 Proftssor Fawcett 
0 9-8 9 George Barnes . 
9 98 10 John Firbes . 
9 98 13 Peacock . 

9 6 11 Henry Glasscock. 
13 9-4 10 Mrs. N. Halts . 
14 84 G Hugh Austin . 
15 80 11 Duchess of APany 
15 80 8 E -ic Fisher . 
15 80 4 Mies Lily Large. 
18 7-8 4 Hercules. 
18 78 3 Miss B.'owning ... ... 
20 74 G Egyptian Prince. 
20 74 14 James O’Brien . 
20 74 7 Rebecca . 
23 70 4 John Lamont . 
24 6 5 7 Pelican . 
25 6 3 3 Lotty Eckford . 
26 60 0 Henry Eckford. 
20 o-o 3 Oracle . 
28 64 4 Jessie McIntosh. 
29 50 5 Eimund Boston. ... 

My thanks are due to Mr. T. W. Girdlestone for an excellent 
suggestion as to the numbering of the different varieties in the 
above lists. This suggestion I have now adopted. The alteration 
may be perhaps best explained by an illustration. As the tables 
have been hitherto numbered Mrs. Harris would appear as No. 8 in 
the list of Show Dahlias, but in the present analysis it is entered as 
No. 9. The reason for this is that Prince of Denmark and William 
Rawlings being equal and both No. 7, the next best Dahlia, Mrs. 
Harris, is therefore not entitled to the eighth, but to the ninth 
place. The relative values of the varieties may, however, be best 
ascertained by consulting the second column of the tables, which 
gives the average number of times each sort was shown at the last 
five National Dahlia exhibitions. I am also indebted to Mr. J. 
Burrell for kindly assisting me in taking down the names, and to 
Mr. W. H. Williams for supplying the dates of a few of the newer 
varieties which appear in this analysis for the first time.—E. M., 
Berkhamsted. 

AROUND NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 

WYLAM. 

A SHORT run by rail down the Tyne Valley, passing the birthplace 
of “ Geordie ” Stephenson e/i route, and the town of Wylam is reached 
around which we found several gocd gardens, the inspection of which 
kept us busily engaged until late in the evening. First upon the day’s 
programme was a visit to Mr. George Cook of Stanley Vale, a few 
minutes’ walk from the station, and notable for its bijou Alpine garden 
and the excellent taste displayed in the elegant villa and its surround¬ 
ings. After a service of some years as gardener at Holeyn Hall, Mr. 
Cook was left a substantial annuity, and having acquired the site of the 
present house, he has since devoted his time to the formation of a garden 
unique in its way, and the cultivation of flowers, fruits, and vegetables 
for amusement. Few gardeners are fortunate enough to be able to 
spend the autumn of their lives in such an agreeable manner, and after- 
working so long for others’ pleasure, to devote their later years to the 
entertainment of themselves and their friends. Such, however, has 
been Mr. Cook’s good fortune, and how fully he has appreciated his 
advantages is amply demonstrated in his garden. Adjoining the house 
is a small lean-to vinery, which is utilised for plants as well, and consti¬ 
tutes what is sometimes curiously termed “a mixed house.” Black 
Hamburgh Grapes are chiefly grown, and alternate with them, trained 
up the front of the house, are Tea Roses, such as Marie Van Houtte and 
Niphetos, which yield abundance of their useful flowers. Then upon 
the back wall are Zonal Pelargoniums, with Plumbago capensis and 
Lonicera sempervirens that also flower freely in this position. Tomatoes 
in pots (the variety is Hackwood Park) are trained up at the side of the 
path, and most of the other portion of the house is occupied with 

Dat9. Raiser’s Nam". Colour. 

1872 Turner. Yellow and white 
1879 Keynes. Yellow, red, and whtr 
1873 Keynes. Yellow and red 
1881 Kej nes & Co. Fawn ant crimson 
1868 Pope . Red and white 
1885 Keynes & C>. Yellow and scarlet 
1871 Keyn's. Orange and red 
1881 Keynes & Co. Lilac and brown 
1878 Keynes. Lilac and crimson 
1882 Keynes & Co. Maroon 
1877 Turner. Maroon and white 
1875 Keynes. Buff and crimson 
1881 Rawlings . Scarl t and white 
1881 Keynes & Co. ... Orange and red 
1884 Turner. O ange and crimson 
1886 Keynes & Co. Buff and scarlet 
1876 Keynes. Yellow and crimson 
1877 Keynes. Yellow and orimson 
1880 Keynes. Yellow and white 
1873 Keynes. Orange and red 
1881 Keynes & Co. Yellow and crimson 
1883 Keynes & C->. Lilao and crimson 
1875 Keynes. Maroon and black 
1886 Keynes & Co. ... White and purple 
1884 Eckford. White and purp’e 
1886 Rawlings . Yellow and red 
1877 Fellowes . Yellow and crimson 
1880 Keynes & Co. Red and white 
1887 Keynes & Co. Orange and crimBoa 

Adiantums and Begonias. All look in excellent health, and some idea 
can be formed of the interest derived from this vinery, which is con¬ 
veniently reached from the house. 

Outside is a small kitchen garden, and conspicuous amongst its 
occupants was a Cabbage of considerable fame in the north—?.<?., Cook’s 
Improved Early, which is one of the most useful varieties grown. It is 
somewhat after the style of Ellam’s Early, but I am under the impres¬ 
sion it is rather more conical in form than that; it is, however, very 
compact, forms a solid heart, of good flavour, and comes into use very 
early. The great advantage of such Cabbages is their adaptability for 
small gardens, as they take up little space, and amateurs can fully 
appreciate the value of a variety that is so easily managed. This Cab¬ 
bage has been much improved by Mr. G. Cook, but was originally raised 
by his uncle some years before, and is now as great a favourite in that 
district as Ellam’s is t lsewhere. Near the vegetable quarters are some 
prolific and healthy dwarf Apple trees, planted seven years ago, but 
root-pruned since then and now in excellent condition. Very satisfac¬ 
tory are Lord Suffield, Winter Hawthornden, and Cox’s Orange Pippin, 
which give good and regular crops. Chrysanthemums, particularly the 
early varieties, are grown in quantity ; Madame Desgrange, G. Wermig 
Mrs. Cullingford, and La Vierge are the favourites amongst the early 
varieties. 

The garden slopes to the Stanley Bum, a small rocky stream, dividing 
Northumberland from Durham, and a pretty miniature landscape is 
afforded of well wooded hills beyond. To the right of the garden is a 
hillside and bank covered with Broom, which produces a beautiful effect 
when in flower, together with the Primroses, wild Hyacinths, and 
Ferns, which abound on the banks, constituting a charming piece of 
natural scenery. The hivher portion of the garden is converted into a 
series of mounds, covered with hardy Heaths, and the general contour 
is exactly that of the Heather-clad hills which are so attractive in the 
north. There also a miniature alpine rockery has been formed upon a 
well considered system that gives it an appearance of much greater 
extent than it really possesses, a few large masses being employed in 
preference to a great number of small pieces, which give to some pre¬ 
tentious rockeries a close resemblance to a “ heap ” of stones. Numbers 
of Sedums and Sempervivums are planted in large patches, the pretty 
silvery white Sempervivum Lagg ri at once attracting notice. Thymus 
lanuginosus also runs about freely over the rocks and soil, forming a 
pretty carpet, while Aubrietias are largely used with capital results. 
Saxifragas are numerous, and th-i pretty Acasna Novm-Zealaxdue covers 
square yards of the rockery with its numerous bright red needle-like 
flowers. The Edelweiss thrives as freely as it could in its native home, 
producing its curious woolly flower heads abundantly. Now that it has 
been found that this plant is readily raised from seed, and that plants 
in favourable situations will ripen its seed in this country, many will be 
induced to undertake its culture who have hitherto been deterred by the 
reputed difficulty of preserving it in health, and imported plants are 
seldom satisfactory. To afford some relief Aloes, Yuccas, and Funkias 
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are employed, with variegated Hollies, Thunias, and Retinosporas at the 
back. Narrow winding paths pass through and around the alpine 
garden, which is beautiful at any time, but must be especially so in the 
spring and early summer. 

OAKWOOD. 

Half an hour's walk or more across the rail and river, through the 
town of Wylam and Oakwood, the residence of Norman 0. Cookson, 
Esq., is reached, where Orchids have been made a study and a specialty 
for some years past writh a large share of success. Mr. Cookson is one 
of the few amateurs who have made any attempt at raising seedling 
Orchids on a large scale, but that he has given some considerable atten¬ 
tion to the matter may be judged from the fact that there are now in the 
collection nearly 3000 seedlings in all stages, and these, moreover, the 
results of crosses innumerable between species and varieties in the same 
and different genera. Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons’ wonderful stock of 
seedling Orchids will probably never be equalled, but as the production 
of an amateur in comparatively few years, Mr. Cookson’s collection is 
remarkable. Of course, amongst so many they cannot all be prizes, but 
some good results have already been obtained in the Calanthes, and these 
first brought Mr. Cookson’s Orchids into general notice. The seedling 
Calanthes in flower shown at South Kensington in 1885 were greatly 
admired, and that the Floral Committee should select two for certificates 
when good varieties of these plants are so numerous is an indication of 
their merit. C. Alexanderi, from a cross between C. Veitchi and C. 
vestita rubro-oculata, is remarkable for its intensely rich crimson colour 
in contrast with the two whitish lower sepals ; C. Cooksoni, the result 
of a cross between C. Veitchi and C. vestita luteo-oculata, is one of the 
finest white-flowered forms in cultivation, the flowers of great size, pure 
white, with a yellow eye. Numbers of other crosses have been made 
with these plants, C. Williamsi being employed in several crosses with 
varieties of C. vestita, and there is quite a host of seedlings from which 
something good may be confidently expected. 

The houses are conveniently built but not of any special character, 
the principal object being to obtain as much light as possible, with a 
uniform temperature and moisture according to the plants grown, a 
cooler house being reserved for Odontoglossums. But everywhere are 
seedling Orchids springing up—on the moss covering the roots, on the 
sides of the pots or baskets, and even on the material covering the 
stages. All are carefully watched until they can be placed with safety 
in the diminutive thimble pots plunged in larger pans or pots filled with 
moss, where they get through their early stages of growth. It would be 
impossible to refer to all the crosses made in this establishment, but 
a large book is kept in which careful record is kept of the time when 
the cross is made, the parent i employed, and other particulars. It is, 
however, very difficult to preserve the identity of such minute plants as 
seedling Orchids, and, writing me in reference to this matter, Mr. Cook¬ 
son observes, “ I should be very glad to give you a list of the different 
hybrids I have, were I able to do so ; but the fact is, though my gar¬ 
dener and I feel sure about the parentage of most, there are many I 
cannot be sure about until they are proved by flowering. Seed is often 
sown in certain pots, but is washed through on to the stages when water¬ 
ing, and grows on or under them. This year alone we have potted off 
many hundreds taken off or under the stages. Again, in dipping basket 
plants seed often floats off, and is afterwards carried on to plants where 
no seed has- been sown, and there germinates. The great majority of 
plants, however, appear on the pots on which the seed is sown. A few 
years since we considered 5 per cent, of results good (i.e., if we sowed 
100 capsules, that five of them should produce plants). Last year and 
this we have only had 5 per cent of non-successes. With regard to 
treatment, there is absolutely no difficulty or secret. Each capsule we 
obtain, both Murray and I examine with a microscope (generally using 
the i or J power) and we rarely find pods without some good seed. In 
the case of Dendrobes and Cattleyas the seed can be seen to commence 
to germinate very shortly after sowing, in some cases within a couple or 
three weeks. Many people are inclined to doubt this, but it is a fact. 
We have pricked off good strong hybrid Dendrobes within three months 
of sowing seed. The elements of success appear to me to be to keep the 
temperature and moisture right, and not to suffer dirt, more especially 
not a single thrip, to exist. One thrip is sufficient to kill a young plant 
(if allowed to remain on even for a few days) when in the young state. 
Another sine qua non is to water properly, or to put it more correctly, 
not to water improperly. I have seen seedlings suffer from too much 
water ; but I do not remember having seen the reverse.” 

Dendrobiums have been made a special feature, and numbers of in¬ 
teresting seedlings are advancing rapidly. One that might be expected 
to produce something of an uncommon character is a cross between 
D. Cooksonianum or Heathfieldianum, and D. nobile nobilius, and this 
was in leaf seven weeks after the seed was sown. Other crosses in this 
genus have been effected as follows :—Nobile album X japonicum, Ains- 
worthi x Linawianum, Falconeri x nobile, Ainsworthi x nobile, 
luteolum x nobile, Freemani x nobile, and nobile X Falconeri. It 
will be seen from this that D. nobile is valued as a seed parent, and 
owing to its vigorous free-flowering habit it is just the type that re¬ 
quires to be increased for all useful purposes. 

Cypripediums have had a large share of attention, and a great 
number of seedlings raised, probably more than of any other genus. 
Some young plants of an interesting and important cross are making 
good progress, and their flowering will be looked for eagerly. These 
were obtained from a cross between C. Sanderianum and C. Veitchi 
(superbiens), but Mr. Cookson informs me that the seed from which they 

were raised was sent him by Captain Vipan, Stibbington Hall, Wansford, 
as at the time the seed parent was fertilised there was not a plant of 
C. Sanderianum in the Oakwood collection. A combination of the dis¬ 
tinct characters in these two species should be remarkable. No less 
than seventy-nine crosses have been made between species in this genus, 
a few of the more notable being as follows :—Parishi x Veitchi, 
Parishi x barbatum, Spicerianum x Haynaldianum, concolor x Box- 
alli, Veitchi x lsevigatum, Lawrencianum X venustum, Boxalli x 
lsevigatum, Lawrencianum x niveum, and Harrisianum x Stonei. 
The Cypripediums are readily crossed, grow quickly, and the success or 
failure of the hybridist’s skill can usually be ascertained in a few years, 
time, though we have seen hybrids that have not flowered until they 
were large plants eight or ten years old. Some of the finest results have, 
however, been secured in this genus, such for instance as the lovely and 
valuable C. Morganiae. It should be added that a plant of Cypripe- 
dium spectabile growing outside at Oakwood had a seed pod swelling at 
the time of my visit which had been fertilised with pollinia from 
C. niveum. Whether it will result in a genuine hybrid is of course un¬ 
certain, but it would be a great step if a union could be effected be¬ 
tween such very distinct groups. 

Cattleyas require a considerable time to rear them from the seedling 
stage to flowering size, and much patience is requisite in those who wish 
to secure additions in this genus. Mr. Cookson has not done so much 
amongst these at present, but he has promising crosses between several 
of the Cattleyas and Ltelias. The most noticeable of these are C. Mendeli 
X Laalia purpurata, L. purpurata X C. Waraeri, L. prsestans x C. 
Dowiana, ditto reversed, C. Triana; x L. harpophylla, C. Lawrenciana 
X Mossiae, L. majalis x C. Mossiae, and C. Mossiae is also employed with 
several other Cattleyas and Lidias. 

Amongst miscellaneous crosses in other genera may be noted one 
between Phaius Wallichi and P. tuberculosus, which was made the 
26th March, 1886, and the seed was sown in October or November of 
the same year. One young plant is now visible, and it may be 
imagined with what care it is watched. Crosses have been made 
between several of the Odontoglossums, and in some cases not only 
has good seed been secured, but plants have also been raised, only, 
however, to die long before flowers could be obtained—seldom, in 
fact, getting beyond the “ infantile ” stage. Zygopetalum Mackayi is 
regarded as a doubtful character by those experienced in these matters ; 
and though crosses are apparently obtained between it and several other 
genera, the results are generally unsatisfactory, the seedlings, if any are 
produced, being simply forms of the Zygopetalum. Mr. Cookson has 
crossed it with different genera, notably with Odontoglossum eordatum 
and Coelogyne cristata, but what will be obtained is as yet uncertain. 
Masdevallia bella has also been crossed with M. tovarensis, and the 
seedlings are now ten months old. 

There is a good general collection of Orchids, healthy plants of many 
fine varieties, in all the leading genera. In the cool house amongst the 
Odontoglossums is that grand variety of O. crispum named Cooksonianum, 
and in the Cattleya house there are also many handsome forms. The 
plants are well grown and evidently receive the best attention at the 
hands of the gardener, Mr. Murray, who takes as much interest in the 
experiments as his employer.—Lewis Castle. 

NOTES ON EUCHARIS CULTURE. 

It would be something like a national calamity in floriculture if 
anything serious were to happen with the successful cultivation of this 
plant. More especially in recent years have losses been met with by its 
cultivators, and various have the ideas been in regnrd to the cause and 
the cure. The Eucharis mite is said to be the cause. Various opinions 
by cultivators exist in respect to the insect, whether it is the cause, or 
the result of an unfavourable condition. There can be no doubt as to 
the result that may be brought about when the Eucharis gets into a 
declining condition. It takes time to cure it; though, like many other 
plants, if they get so low in condition, the question would deserve con¬ 
sideration if they would be worth “ bothering ” with for a cure—whether 
it would not “ pay ” best to start with a new and healthy stock. 

My experience of Eucharis culture extends considerably over twenty 
years. For the last fifteen years or so I may say we have never been 
without some fine flowers in August until this year. Some of the 
specimens have been noted in the gardening press. Frequently we have 
had them with about fifty spikes, and up to over seventy spikes, all in 
flower at the same time, and your readers can imagine what a fine show 
they made. Some years ago 1 had a dread of this Eucharis disease or 
mite, as I knew it appeared with the most skilful cultivators, but luckily 
for a long time we succeeded in being able to say that we were free 
from it. But this year I have not been able to raise a flowering speci¬ 
men of Eucharis in August, and if the question had been asked if we 
were free from this Eucharis mite, I could not freely say that we were. 
I account for them in the following way. I wanted to keep nearly a 
score of plants last winter for flowering at Christmas. The flower spikes 
just coming were-quite visible over a month previously, and I wanted to 
keep them back for the purpose named. To effect this, they were kept so 
long in a cold and damp place, that when brought back to their old 
quarters in the stove the plants were much injured. Some of the edges 
of the leaves and stems were decaying, and on examination with a glass 
I found insects, which was the first time that I could say that I had 
seen a mite on any Eucharis under my own charge. All spring and 
summer I have felt rather vexed at the result. The summer, too, has 
been such a hot one that I applied no shade, as the stove is used for 
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nfl ,f"i°ther. pkai?*'s that are rarely shaded. By reason of these 
failer? fVn'c. S 1tn^1r^r ln 'van*'cr> and too much sun in summer—we 
now hnwpvl ° flowcring Pot of Eucharis in August. I am 
most i)mmkinJery report that our Eucharis plants are looking 
thev at nrp«o ai’ tbo?Sk they were rather short of foliage until now, 
certain imlfoJr Sb°'J £ne Wealthy young leafage, which is an almost 
ra^r cWnW T °r Rowing ofi disease. Such a condition as this is 
Sr!oS g' 1 feel no doubt but the Plants wil1 1x5 in their usual vigour again very soon. 

SDonden^M^tf “i®mory> 1 think your frequent and ingenious corre- 
E^chSdkL0Boardu% °nce beld the idea that he could Produce the 
sa ocvimTnT and ben Cure iL 1 belicve: too, personally he held the 
has mo!l,'fip,l V!?nVerS: i0n W|th mJ’sclf- Latterly I think Mr. Bardney 
his first viVur opinion, and my present impression is somewhat like 
it about i tba Xt lxl,ay h0 produced ; that circumstances will bring 
Eucharis mifo°oJL k tbe plants are keP* in good health, I think the 
in coo) lions .o ° n.be overcome ; but the unnatural drying and storing 
I do not rlronR TV?7 Soon rumthe plants. From my own experience now 
free from it <, S0',Ca ^ mite, as I think I can say that we are now 
leaves with n,8 °Ur pan,ts are throwing up such a profusion of young 

^ £ umerous white roots on the surface of many of the pots. 

METHODS OF PRUNING VINES. 

as a mnacnJEffTIA D0?.E? ” advocated a practice—to wit, long pruning, 
not under oo f°T ^satisfactory cropping Vines, the roots of which were 
formation ,n ‘ ?is favourite course seems to be in supplying in- 
“ mnriL lc, respect of pruning Vines to the best bud terming it the 

and ?hen asked t0 P°int that bud out he declines, 
fail ”t0,“ W°rk f0r tbe Week>” September 1st, page 193. I 
do not affori’ *'0.dlscPver any mention of long pruning for Vines that 

which moci fi itl6fa.Ctor^ crops of GraPes> but instead find a system ip 
wund won 1 r CXt,TT is included—that is, pruning to a plump, 
docet ” mlL lUre< (Ud °n thoroughly ripened wood. “ Experientia 
the WPr.»! ^hfymg s‘aternent tbat he did not write “ Work for 
viewRnnn’ ; tbc 6ame, the paragraph expresses very concisely his 

indebtedness fnf Y-rf8’ .wblcb Is tbo first acknowledgment of whence his 
?bd\ty *0 teach originates. That he has proved an apt 

Offers to mvI aS^d ^°1belleve ,in that be considers himself able, at least 
until tbo™ -G ,ob{e<d lessons ’ for which he does not intend to charge 

Sh tbo^bi,bCtter Crop °f Grapes- He now intimates he has done 
to nmotie Ject on paper at present,” therefore we hope he is going 

mean white’w f“rther “experience” may be forthcoming. In thf 
as like some of Tennyson’s brooks this 

rSPllu “Work” gets fresher and fuller every week of 
credit tbo4? tivators seeking a supply of Grapes that will do them 
credit at the dessert as well as on the exhibition table. 

arrested w^S ^ WAh buds tbis autumn, the hot summer has 
such abnn,^; f0rTd fruit—, embryo. How was it there were 
Is there unf * P® °J I™1* m the year succeeding the last hot one ? 

thankfulness^?-G. Abbe^' repetiti0n to l0°k f°IWard to witb hope and 

CRYSTAL PALACE HARDY FRUIT SHOW. 
Octobeb 6th, 7th, and 8th. 

BatiBf“to^ioni°na^Apple8 a?dPeara at Sydenham last week was a most 
been ^onTn Tloa d VerJ rarely has \° extensive a display of fine samples 
seasonTbl Pfndou- . Many expected that owing to the remarkably dry 

thought that tWrlrmm IT !haTf been much undersize, audit was Hso 
an aeroMhbl« • T* bav,e beea fewer competitors. It was consequently 
held8^the1 norrthnSe fiRd T86 anticiPations unfulfilled. The Show was 
werelrl^ ^i 6’ wbe,re fourteen stages, each 30 feet long by 9 wide, 
end tables fevotod To rows d°wn the centre, besides a number of side and 
verv o™m,v ?t d t0 Te&etables and miscellaneous non-competing exhibits 

is pM.se"sv,srr6±“h wa*,he ^ •< vss 
tbe 7°‘* “‘‘'“‘ir0 t<’'Uo“ 0< tt« Show, Horn a deco- 

varildCdnVh WaS lJy the Tple classes, the colours being so 
chief class was tb^d (T® of „the, fruits. ®ho"n were of unusual size. The 
Bnpui'fiA/1 *-^aS •{°r. a collection of Apples, the number of dishes not 

peti ors ’ trZTe3Hbeia^i0’ £(!’-/4’ and ’f3- There were seven com* 
relatfvo’no T-th Jud,?l8 had considerable difficulty in determining their 
and thfnPeou10n-’ 38 dlfferent numbers of varieties and fruits were staged 
tated^ ’ver^carefC°inJUa0tl0“ Wlth dl®ereness in size and qualitv, necessi- 
Messre O RnT a comparison of the several collections. Ultimately 
beautifuPdis^Tav of * C°:- Maidstone, were adjudged first honours for a 

lughly ColomodyfrTfiti5 fd nh!u’ c?mPn81ng a. large number of handsome 
fruits7 of S f.rulte of all the leading varieties in cultivation. Grand 
amongst th^m afS1 PlPPm and Peasgood’s Nonesuch were prominent 

^trafhLh FroT3fV- °- hV°nA°^lng varleties :—Annie Elizabeth, Bed 
Twlntv Onooo gw ir PlPpm, Lord Grosvenor, Malakovna, Melon Apple. 
TTwe^ nPr?^’ R1i1^0n’.?0ary Morning, Lord Suffield, Lady Henniker, 
ittlT finpf p R»d Hawthornden (very handsome), Washington (simi- 
Tvler’s nLo^ wSe^.lmgURe?1 Jubilee (a yellow Apple of good size), 
Annie Po^fib ^ealthy> Mabbott’s Pearmain, Beauty of Kent, Stone’s 
Codlin S n AKr0mn1C’, Rlbstoa PiPPm- Emperor Alexander, Manx 
Stirling ^oD6prb,T> •C0,’18 Po“ona> Scarlet Nonpareil, Warner’s King, 
Pintfin8 Sw iiCC r’ Duchess s Favourite (brilliant colour), Downton 
p'O J?=w Hawthornden, Goscoigne’s Scarlet Seedling, The Q leen 
0? TJo IaUgha?; Queeu Larohne, Golden Noble, Norfolk Beefing, 

AlfriltTn 1l^Pmii?deAI'5 de m6n|.g?’ .Tibbett’s Pearmain, Crimson Queening, 
AIfnston, Small s Admirable, Ecklmviile, and Belle Dubois. The Kentish 

Apples were very strong all through the Show, but the credit of Hereford 

3“ A&?-?u®°U?ty was a,so wel1 maintained by Mr. John Watkins, Pomona 
Farm, Withmgton, Hereford, who was placed second in the large class, 
ills collection comprised about the same number of dishes, the fruits even 

re“arkab.le th!‘r hiSb colour, and representing more local varie¬ 
ties than the first. Notable amongst the best sorts were Bull’s Eye, Tom 
w!,;’ ;L01and PlPPm, Cal9file Rouge, Striped Beefing, Nelson’s Codlin, 
Warner s King, Green Costard, Stoke Edith Pippin, Hambledon Deux Ans, 
S"!r3 Nonesuch Cox’s Orange Pippin, Orange Goff, Lord Derby, 

Nobif^ • ftjr’S'? 8 P°^°?a’ Crimson Costard (verv handsome), Golden 
oble, Mere de Mdnage, Tylers Kernel, Devonshire Quarrenden, Catshead, 

Blenheim Pippm, Duchess of Oldenburgh, Worcester Pearmain, Emperor 
Alexander, Gloria Mundi, Pott’s Seedling, Ten Commandments, Hall Door, 
Tower of Giamis, and Lady Henniker. Mr. H. Berwick, Sid mouth, Devon 
was third with good even fruits, and Mr. C. G. Sclater, Birchy Barton, 
Heavitree, was a close fourth. ’ 

Aj°^j88 t°r twenty-four dishes of kitcheu and dessert Apples were also 
provided, in which the prizes of £3, £2, and £1 brought five competitors, 
Mr. J. McKenzie, Linton Gardens, Maidstone, winning first honours with 
some of the finest Apples in the Show. They were remarkable alike for 
tneir great size and high quality, the respective characters of the 
varieties being finely developed, and were all, we understand, from bush 
trees. The varieties were Loddington, Winter Hawthornden, Fearn’s 
Pippin Mere de Menage, Ribston Pippin, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Ameri- 
can Mother, Cox s Pomona, Gloria Mundi, Lady Henniker, Ecklin- 
o of Wmk, Warner’s King. Gascoigne’s Scarlet Seedling, Lord 
Suffield, King Pippin, Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Frogmore Prolific, Summer 
Fippm, Worcester Pearmain, Emperor Alexander, and Lord Derby. Mr. 
Waterman, Preston Hall Gardens, Aylesford, being a good second, also with 
large fruits of Gloria Mundi, The Queen, Blenheim Pippin, Tower of 
Grlamis, and Emperor Alexander. Mr. G. Ford, Leohardslee Gardens, Hor¬ 
sham, was placed third for clean even fruits of Lady Henniker, Peasgood’s 
Nonesuch, Warner’s King, and Blenheim Pippin amongst others of good 
quality. With twelve dishes of Apples, kitchen and dessert, the competi- 
tion was exceedingly keen, no less than nine exhibitors entering. Mr. 
Fred. Smith, Loddington, Maidstone, secured the first place with handsome 
fruits of Tower of Glamis, Scarlet Admirable, Golden Noble, Gascoigne’s 
Seedling, Ross Nonpareil, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Lodding¬ 
ton, Warner’s King, The Queen, Mabbot’s Pearmain, and an unknown 
variety much like an enlarged form of the last-named variety. Mr. W. 
Jones, gardener to J. R. Brougham, Esq., Carshalton, won the second prize, 
his best fruits being Hollandbury, Emperor Alexander, American Mother, 
Gloria Mundi, and Ribston Pippin. The third place was taken by Mr. C. J. 
Goldsmith, gardener to Mrs. Howe, Kelsey Manor, Beckenham, who had 
some capital examples of Blenheim Pippin, Warner’s King, Cellini, Ribston 
Pippin, Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Emperor Alexander, Hawthornden, and King 
Pippin. b 

Pears. Similar classes were provided for Pears, and in the large c’ass 
there were eight competitors showing eighty to 120 dishes, which occupied 
considerable space on the tables. Mr. F. Butler, gardener to A. J. Thomas, 
Esq., Orchard Lane, Sittingbourne, was easily first with ninety dishes of 
large handsome fruits, comprising remarkable examples of the following:— 
Beurrd Clairgeau, Doyenne Boussocb, Louise Bonne of Jersey (highly 
coloured), Pitmaston Duchess, Duchesse d’Angouieme, Durondeau, Beurrc 
Diel, General Todleben, Triomphe de Yienne, Catillac, Beurre Ranee, 
Marie Louise, Fondante d’Automne, Williams’ Bon Chretien, Beurre Hardy, 
Marechal de Cour, Marie Louise d’Uccle, and the Black Worcester. Messrs. 
Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, were second with about 120 dishes, includ- 
ing many fine fruits, but one or two of the earliest sorts were past their 
best, and the large size of Mr. Butler’s Pears won him the first prize. 
Notable amongst the numerous varieties were Triomphe de Jodoigne, 
Catillac, Durondeau, General Todleben, Uvedale’s St. Germain, Marie Louise 
d’Uccle, Duchesse d’Angoul6me, Gansel’s Bergamot (unusally fine), Glon 
Moreau, Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenni du Comice, Doyenne Boussoch, 
Magnate, Marie Benoist, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Fertility, Beurre Bose, 
and Rivers’ Princess. Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., followed with eighty 
dishes of good fruits, some like Grosse Calebasse being of great size. Some 
of the best of the others were Beurrd Diel, Williams’ Bon Chretien, Marie 
Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, Souvenir du Congrds, 
Beurre Clairgeau, Triomphe de Vienne, Doyennd Boussoch, Marie Louise 
d’Uccle, Vicar of Winkfield, Durondeau, Brockwortk Park, and Beurre 
de Capiaumont. Mr. C. J. Goldsmith was third with a large and good 
collection buch as few private gardens could surpass. About seventy-two 
varieties were represented, and though some of the fruits were smaller than 
in the preceding numbers o' fine fruits were observable of the best varieties. 

The class for twelve dishes of Pears was extremely well filled, fourteen 
competitors staging, and the task of judging was a considerable one. Mr. 
C. J. Goldsmith won first honours with a most creditable collection of fine 
even fruits, clean, and well grown. The varieties were Uvedale’s St. 
Germain, Doyennd Boussocb, Beurrd Superfin, Doyenne du Comice, Beurrd 
Bachelier, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurre Clairgeau, Williams’ Bon Chretien, 
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Durondeau, Chaumontel, and Baurre Diel. Mr. 
W. Chisholm, Oxon Houth Gardens, Tonbridge, followed, Mr. S. Ford 
taking the third place, both exhibiting well. 

Vegetables.—Two classes were devoted to vegetables besides one for 
cottagers, and the numerous colle ctions entered made an excellent display. 
In the large class for the best collection, number of dishes not stipulated, 
Mr. H. Waterman, Pres’on Hall Gardens, won the leading position for a 
tastefully arranged exhibit comprising over forty varieties of vegetables all 
in admirable condition. Mr. J. Neighbour, gardener to E. J. Wythes, Esq., 
Bickley, Kent, was second with a slightly smaller collection of good quality, 
and Mr. W. Must, Ightham, Sevenoaks, was third with a exhibit of even 
merit. Ten competitors with twelve dishes of vegetables entered, and Mr. 
Neighbour secured the first place with fresh well-developed samples of 
Leicester Red Celery, Scarlet Runner Beans, Vicar of Laleham Potatoes, 
Rider's Tomatoes, Hollow Crown Parsnip, Veitch’s Autumn Protecting 
Broccoli, Culverwell’s Prolifio Marrow Peas, Sutton’s New Intermediate 
Carrots, White Globe Onions, Mushrooms, and Pragnell’s Exhibition Beet. 
Mr. A. Waterman was a close second, Mr. C. J. Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, 
Esher, being third. Messrs. Wood & Son, Wood Green, alBO offered a 
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filver cup and momy prizrs for the be-t six rishes of veg table?, which 
brought five compet tors. Mr. C J. Wa'te was the most successful exhibi- 
to'-, w noing the handsome cup with Su'ton's Perfection Tomatoes, Cart r's 
Jubilee Runrnr Beans, Veitch’s Autumn Giant Caul flowers, Prodigy Peas, 
Sutton’s New Int rmediats Carrots, and Deverill’s Rousham Park Hero 
Ouiors, all in their best condition. Mr. T. A. Beckett, Cole Hatch Farm, 
Amersham, w„s a good second, and Mr. W. Must third. 

Gourds and Pumpkins.—The classes for these added some inte-esst to 
the Show. Eleven specimens were shown in the class for the heaviest 
Pumpkin. The fruit from Mr. S. T. Wright, gardener to C. Lee Campbell, 
Esq., Glewston Court, Ross, Herefordshire weighing 140 lbs., gaining the 
first prize, the others ranging from a Green Veg< table Marrow weighing 
22 lbs. to Pumpkins of G4, 72, and 94 lbs. Mr. C. Osman, South Metropolitan 
Schools, Sutton, had the best collection of Ornamental Gourds, including 
some very pretty varieties. Mr. T. Squire, 37, Westow Hill, Upper 
Norwood, having the best collection of Pumpkins and Gourds, mostly large 
fruits. 

Miscellaneous Exhibits.—Foremost amongst the non-competing 
exhibits were the Tomatoes from Messrs. Sutton ifc Sons, Reading, which 
occupied a side table 200 feet long, and constituted the most effective repre¬ 
sentative display that has been Been in London. The plants had all been 
grown out of doors, and were cut off nea- the ground and arranged on sloping 
frames just as they had grown, showing not only the particular character of 
each variety, but also their respective prolificness. The collection comprised 
thirty-five sorts, comprising M- ssrs. Sutton’s own introduct:ons, such as 
Earliest of All, Reading Perfection, Maincrop, Abundance, and Chiswick 
Red. The first-named sort, Earliest of All, was ready for use in August. 
It is a medium-sized Tomato of brilliant red colour and superior flavour, 
and very prolific. Two other excellent Tomatoes are Maincrop and Abund¬ 
ance, both of which aie large croppf rs and excellent in quality; but Reading 
Pt rfection bears away the palm as regards quality, size, and productiveness. 
Some of the specimens of this variety exhibit d were of immense size, the 
colour rich, and the fruit solid and of superb quality. The same firm also 
had a collection of Cockade Asters, a dwarf strain for bedding purposes. 

Messrs. J. Veitch &, Sons, Chelsea, had an extensive collection of Apples 
and Pears, notable for the clean even character of the fruits and the cor¬ 
rectness of their names. Of Apples 130 dishes were staged, representing 
all the be3t varieties in cultivation and some of the recent varieties not 
yet generally known. Very handsome was Bismarck from maiden 
tr ps planted last year. The Sandringham and The Queen were a'so 
no’able amongst the newer varieties. Of Pears there were eighty-five 
dUhes similarly good and well grown. Messrs. T. Rivers & Son, Sawbridge- 
wor h, contributed a collection of fruit trees in pots, together with Pears, 
Apples, Peaches, Plums, and Grapes. Of the last named Alicante andGros 
Maroc were remarkably well coloured, and a tree in a pot of Bijou Apple, a 
medium-sized variety of bright red colour, was very attractive. Messrs. 
G. Bunyard A Co., Maidstone, had an interesting collection of Apples 
arranged on white paper in diamond-shaped beds, including some fine and 
bright samples. Messrs. G. it J. Lane, St. Mary Cray, also had a large col- 
1 ction of Apples. 

Messrs. Cheal & Son, Crawley, contributed a varied group of Dahlias 
and hardy flowers, the former including Pompon and single varieties chiefly. 
Messrs. Paul it Son, Cheshunt, showed a similrr group, but “Cactus” 
Dahl as and Michaelmas Daisies were the chief features. 

ABBERLEY HALL. 

Abberley Hall is not altogether a “ new ” place, but it has a 
comparatively new owner in Mr. J. J. Jones, who possesses not only 
wealth, but also the taste and discrimination capable of producing the 
best results. Mr. Jones’ estate comprises many acres of field and wood. 
It is situated in a charming corner of Worcestershire adjoining the 
picturesque Severn valley, and the Hall stands on a noble eminence 
from which still more lofty summits may be discerned almost on every 
side. Abberley may be likened to a high mound in a capacious basin, 
for hills edge the horizon in a circle drawn with the eyes light round 
from left to right, while below stretch fertile valleys. From the front 
of the broad plateau on which the house stands the distant hills stand 
out sharply, while on the right is the almost precipitous Abberley Hill. 
Nature has done much for this fine Worcestershire residence, and Art, 
admirably directed, has stepped in to complete the work. 

The Hall is approached from Stourport, distant about five miles, and 
the drive from this busy little town on a mellow summer evening is a 
pleasant experience. The road is a somewhat hilly one, and after a 
constant series of ups and downs, with every now and then a turn in 
the road or a break in the woodland opening up fresh views, the 
journey is finished by a short but steep ascent up the densely wooded 
h 11 to the gates and the garden. 

Mr. Arthur Young is in charge at Abberley, and many practical 
articles in the Journal have given him the best introduction to its 
readers that could be had. The gardens are situated on the somewhat 
steep slope of the hill. They comprise several acres, a good portion 
having been brought under cultivation since Mr. Young’s appointment 
some eighteen months ago. The kitchen garden is of considerable ex¬ 
tent, and below it is a space of about an acre and a half planted with 
fruit trees this spring. The kitchen and fruit garden is hidden from 
the house by the trees and shrubs which clothe the bank above it. The 
latter was wild woodland till recently, now it has been cleared and 
planted with a rich collection of shrubs. Several specimens of Leycesteria 
formosa and Salisburia adiantifolia have also been planted. This bank 
should form a very fine feature when the shrubs have developed. 
Ascending it and leaving the kitchen garden behind us we reach a 
delightful spot at the end of the house that can be best appreciated by 
non-visitors from a glance at the engraving (fig. 41.). Stone boulders 
have been skilfully arranged in a semblance of nature round a central 
pool, into which water trickles from interstices in the “ rocks.” A variety 

of Water Lilies occupy it and lend attractiveness to the scene. Above 
this is a series of small caves, delightfully cool in the hot weather of 
early August. Between the trees shown in the photograph will be ob¬ 
served a handsome tower that has been erected by Mr. Jones at a cost 
of several thousands of pounds in memory of a deceased relative. The 
mansion is a fine substantial building, with a side wing, but this imparts 
a one-sided appearance to the structure that is not pleasing to the 
artistic eyes of its owner, and a second wing is about to be added. The 
place the latter must oc upy is at present filled by the conservatory and 
fernery. The former is one of the most beautiful glass houses in the 
country. The floor is of marble, dark and white slabs alternating, and 
a magnificent marble fountain occupies the centre. The fernery ad¬ 
joining is a delightful retreat. The Ferns are planted amongst boulders, 
and the sight and sound of trickling water amongst the latter render it 
still more enjoyable. A fine view of a large portion of Mr. Jones’ estate 
can be had by stepping through the fernery to the broad terrace in front 
of the house. The first object to catch the eye is the tower before 
alluded to. It is a splendid building with 20 bells and unequalled 
chimes. Behind and beyond it the fine growth of trees—a great fea¬ 
ture of Abberley—arrests attention. Many are of stately proportions, 
the dark green of the noble clumps being enlivened here and there by 
the red berries of the Mountain Ash. Just below the house on the right, 
and quite on the side of the hill, is a beautiful lake that has been con¬ 
structed at enormous expense and labour under Mr. Jones’ direction. 
Further afield may be observed the model farm now in course of con¬ 
struction, and which when completed will be one of the most perfect in 
the country. Picturesque lodges and labourers’ cottages are dotted 
here and there. It is Mr. Jones’ commendable wish to improve his 
estate in every possible way, and garden, wood, and farm all bear wit¬ 
ness to his love of order and completeness. 

Decorative plants and table decorations are largely in demand at 
Abberley. Houses are devoted almost exclusively to the culture of plants 
suitable for the purposes indicated. In one we find handsome little 
specimens of Crotons aigburthiensis, interruptus aureus—most useful 
for table decoration—Queen Victoria, Warreni, Heathi elegans, Ac., 
Dracaenas rubra and elegans—greenhouse kinds—Lindeni, terminalis, 
and the beautiful Cooperi. Then there are Poinsettias, Caladiums, such 
as the charming candidum and Alfred Nain, Begonias, and many other 
plants all in splendid condition. In one frame some fine Cockscombs 
were noted. The plants were raised from seed sown in March, and in 
August they were excellent plants for the decoration of the conserva¬ 
tory, having well-developed combs. In another there was an equally 
healthy collection of Bouvardias. Orchids have hitherto been mainly 
represented at Abberley by a collection of Calanthes, but Mr. Jones 
has just commenced preparations for the construction of fresh houses 
with a view to the cultivation of some of these beautiful plants. 

In the existing glass structures the fine range of vineries is the chief 
feature. The range of vineries and Peach houses is 100 yards in length, 
and the houses have been constructed on the most approved principles. 
The Vines are something to see and discuss. Tin Black Hamburghs 
form a grand house. A good crop rather than exhibition bunches is 
aimed at, yet there are some fine clusters. There is a fine house of 
Muscats, too. Trained for several years on the short-spur sysL m these 
Vines failed with exasperating persistency, but Mr. Young tried a fresh 
plan ; he trained the Vines on the modified extension principle, and the 
result has been almost magical. They are carrying a fine crop, grand 
in bunch and berry. There are excelh nt crops, too, of Black Alicante 
and Lady Downe’s. In one house the Vines were old and unsatisfactory 
when Mr. Young was appointed,so he removed them and planted young 
canes. These are not being fruited, and will be cut down until they 
form thorougly strong stocks, while a temporary border has been made 
in front of them, and planted to produce fruit until the permanent 
occupants of the house are ready. Vines in pots, ripened bunches 4 1 is. 
in weigh 

A word may be devoted to the Peaches and Nectarines. Of the 
former Royal George was bearing a fine crop, Walburton Admirable 
developing an equally meritorious one for later u6e. Another approved 
variety is Violette Hative. This is a very fine cropper. Amongst the 
Nectarines Pineapple and Victoria were perhaps the most esteemed for 
general good qualities. All the trees were in the best of condition. 
Blenheim Orange is the variety of Melon grown. It bears very freely, 
is of good quality, and is one of the hardiest of Melons ; excellent, there¬ 
fore, for gardeners and amateurs alike. Mr. Young never uses the 
syringe in the Melon house after the fruit has set. Tomatoes are not 
greatly in request, but a fair quantity is grown, the plants being culti¬ 
vated in large pots in the Peach houses, and the growths train.d to 
trellises. Amongst a good number of varieties tried, including s-veral 
of recent introduction, the old Hathaway’s Excelsior is much liked. 

From fruit indoors we may pass to fruit out of doors. A large space 
in the kitchen garden is enclos d by a substantial wall. This is utilised 
to the fullest extent. The south aspect, which stretches for 100 yards, 
is clothed with as fine a row of Peaches and Nectarines as could be 
found. The trees are large and in splendid condition. The border was 
mulched to a distance of several feet from the wall, which is surmounted 
by a broad glass coping. To the mulching may no doubt be largely 
attributed the present excellent condition of the trees, for there had 
been little or no rain for many weeks, and hire among the hills water 
had been very scarce. Amongst other good varieties of Peach s may be 
mentioned Alexandra Noblesse, Barrington, Bellegarde, Noblesse, Royal 
George, and Sea Eagle (an excellent late sort) ; and of Nectarines Lord 
Napier, Pineapple, an l Victoria. On the west wall is a fine stretch of 
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young cordon Pears, there being about seventy trees 18 inches apart. 
These have been planted by Mr. Young and were mulched with decayed 
manure. Amongst the best varieties are Bergamotte Esperen, Beurre 
d’Amanlis, Beurre d’Aremberg, Beurrd Superfin, Doyenne du Comice, 
Emile d’Heyst, Clou Mor$eau, Josephine de Malines, Louise Bonne of 
Jersey, Marie Benoist, and Pitmaston Duchess. 

The open quarter of young Apple trees below the kitchen garden was 
earlier referred to. The space was formerly occupied by a few old trees 
of comparatively little use. These were promptly grubbed up, and 

as Raspberries, Strawberries, and Gooseberries, are lartely grown ; the 
former have been excellent this year. Dr. Hogg and James Veitch are 
favourite varieties of Strawberries, the whole crop looking well. Mr. 
loung does not follow the old plan of applying the mulch just previous 
to fruiting time, but places it between the rows in spring. Of Goose¬ 
berries, Currants, Ac., there are many hundreds of bushes. 

The vegetable quarters bear the impress of one who has learned 
kitchen gardening under Mr. Lumsden, and would do credit to that 
great vegetable grower himself; they are extensive and well stocked. 

Fig. 41.—ABBERLEY—Rockwork and Tower. 

vigorous young trees of bush and pyramid planted in their place. It 
was late this spring when these were planted, but they were well 
•mulched, and give every indication of forming fine fruitful trees. 
Amongst the varieties may be noted Potts’ Seedling, a grand early Apple, 
Ecklinville Seedling, Stirling Castle, Winter Hawthornden, Dumelow's 
Seedling, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Greenup’s Pippin, Tower of Glamis—a 
“favourite variety, The Queen, Golden Noble, Warner’s King, School¬ 
master, Alfriston, Mannington’s Pearmain, Flanders Pippin, Domino, 
Peas good’s Nonesuch, Waltham Abbey Seedling, also much liked, Tom 
Putt, a capital amateur's Apple, and Maltster. Such other hardy fruits 

Three of the best Peas were G. F. Wilson, Eckford’s Progress, and 
Telephone. The first-named, as many know, is a fine variety of the 
Yeitch’s Perfection type ; it would be very hard to find a better flavoured 
sort. Progress is new, and has created a most favourable impression ; it 
is very prolific and sweet, growing about 5.’ feet high. This season has 
been a severe test of new Peas, which have perhaps scarcely had a fair 
chance ; still, there is the more credit due to such as have come well 
through the fiery ordeal. Telephone is now almost too well known to 
need comment; it is not likely to be discarded where tried. Autumn 
Cauliflowers are represented by Eclipse and Yeitch’s Autumn Giant; 
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the former is scarcely considered as good as the Giant, but is a little 
earlier, hence useful. There is a grand bed of Asparagus and another 
of Seakale, a young stock of the latter being raised annually. Of 
Rhubarb, too, there is a fine piece, planted in the spring. Johnston’s 
St. Martin’s is grown for early use. and the old Victoria for later pulling. 
Horseradish, which is generally allowed to look after itself in obscure 
corners, is cultivated in an open bed, so that when a few roots are 
wanted an hour has not to be spent on a busy day in hunting for them. 
Vegetable Marrows are grown quite in the open, and Pen-y-Byd occupies 
the post of honour ; it is distinct and wonderfully prolific. The bed is 
prepared for the plants by excavating the soil to a depth of 3 feet and 
replacing a portion of it well enriched with manure. The Marrows are 
then planted and left to do the best they can ; they have been good, 
even in this dry season, and they have not been supplied with a drop 
of water. Carrots, Onions, &c., are satisfactory crops. Of the latter, 
the Giant White Tripoli is much esteemed, and a variety named 
Golden Ball promises well. Potatoes are a good crop, Magnum Bonum 
being the most largely grown. Winter Greens were abundantly repre¬ 
sented. Brussels Sprouts looked exceedingly well, and Kales are 
grown largely ; of these the Scotch is found most valuable. It must 
be added in conclusion that the bothy is not a ramshackle shed, unfit 
for a human habitation, but a well-built house in the so-called Gothic 
style of architecture, with comfortable, well-lighted rooms that afford 
almost home comforts to Mr. Young’s assistants. Possibly more may 
be heard about Abberley.—W. P. W. 

Snow in London.—The first snow of the season fell in London 
yesterday (Wednesday) morning, the roofs of buildings being covered 
from half an inch to an inch deep. 

- The Winter in Scotland.—A correspondent writes: “In 

South Perthshire frequent frosts of from 2° to 4° were followed on the 

nights of the 8th and 9th inst. by 9° and 10°. Garden display is over. 

Potatoes are completely cut down. Bedding plants, Dahlias, and Gladioli 
are destroyed for the season. Snow has frequently fallen heavily on 

Ben Nevis, and on the 9th inst. the north slopes of Ben Lomond were 
white. The first snow in the low grounds fell on the morning of the 

10th, when the frost gave way to heavy showers of sleet, and the lower 

hills had their first winter coat. The fall of the leaf is general and 
rapid, and already many trees are bare.” 

-A revised and cheaper edition of Mr.A.F. Barron’s1' Vines and 

Vine Culture ” has just been issued, and can scarcely fail to meet with 

ready acceptance by many cultivators who failed to obtain the original 
edition, and even those will find fresh and interesting matter in the new 
volume. We shall refer to it again. 

-Carter’s Kino of The Russets Potato.—I see a refer¬ 
ence to this new variety, page 292, last issue, and as it is likely to find 

its way into general cultivation, I should like to ask if other growers’ 
experience differs from mine this season. It was planted in an experi. 

mental plot with thirty other varieties on the 16th Feburary last, and 

lifted last week. The soil, a fairly rich loam, with south-western aspect, 

and rather high. The “ sets ” were cut to two eyes, and planted with 
only a limited manure dressing. The persistent dry and very warm 

weather checked somewhat the growth, but not to the same extent as 

other varieties. ‘‘The growth was enormous, and the yield leaves little to 
be desired—thirty-five times the quantity planted—and this would be 
increased had the season been different. The tuber is very handsomej 

with shallow pink eyes, and the shape roundish ovate. It seems like a 
seedling from the old favourite “ Pink Eye.” It is wholly free 

from disease, and should be in request for exhibition purposes.— 
W. J. Murp hy, Clonmel. 

- Mr. Piercy of Forest Hill sends us shoots of the early Chrys¬ 

anthemums Leon Lassali and Mrs. J. R. Pitcher to show the 
superiority of these plants for outdoor decoration when disbudding is 

not practised. One growth of the last-named variety was bearing 

twenty to twenty-five good blooms of a pleasing soft pink shade fading 

to white. The backs of the florets are of a deeper pink hue, hence a 

cluster of expanded blooms and buds have a charming effect. 

■-' Metropolitan Public Gardens Association.—The Earl of 

Meath, the Chairman of this Association, has just appointed Mr. 

William Goldring, landscape gardener, Kew, to be Honorary Inspector 

of public gardens and open spaces in London. There are now a large 
number of these public gardens distributed about the metropolis, and 

their area, including those in course of construction, amounts to nearly 

seventy acres, constructed at a cost of over £15,000. 

- Many Chrysanthemum lovers and other horticulturists will 

learn with regret that Mr. Harding, gardener to J. D. Galpin, Esq. 

Bristol House, Putney Heath, died on Wednessday last, after being in 

delicate health for a considerable time. Mr. Harding won the Kingston 
challenge cup the first year it was offered—i.e., 1879, and after two 

years’ unsuccessful attempts he won it a second time in 1882, when it 

passed into the possession of his employer. Mr. Harding was well 

known as a careful gardener, and as a quiet unobtrusive man gained 
many friends. 

- The Lewisham and District Floral Society will hold 

their Chrysanthemum Show in the Lewisham Town Hall on November 

11th and 12th. The Hon. Sec. is Mr. H. Drake. 

- One of the ancient habitats in Middlesex of the Chamomile 

(Anthemis nobilis) is being destroyed. The whole of Acton Green 
was carpetted with it; but now a thick layer of soil is being spread 

over the surface in order to raise the Green and render it drier, but 
this has destroyed the covering of Chamomile. This is one of the 
habitats given in Trimen and Dyer’s Flora of Middlesex. 

- We have been furnished with another well-authenticated case 

of the Union of an Apple and a Pear Tree by Grafting, The 

example which we reported a fortnight ago at page 271 of a Pear being 
grafted on an Apple, and both producing excellent fruit, is supported 

by a statement made by Mr. W. Kerl, of Angmering, who informs us 

that the account of his friend Mr. Stevens’ success has induced him to 

make public an instance of an Apple being grafted on the Pear in his 
own garden. Mr. Kerl says, “ I have a Jargonelle Pear trained against 

a wall which persisted in producing an abundance of wood but no fruit. 
I root-pruned and otherwise treated it, but got no fruit. About eight 

years ago I cut its head off and grafted what in Herts is called a 

Worstead Stocking Apple, an old favourite. After the first year it began 

to bear well, and now has a nice head over the wall. This year I 
gathered 110 fruit. I enclose a few small ones, the larger ones having 
been eaten. This year I grafted the ten horizontal branches with good 

Pears and Apples ; ten of them have taken, and one has now five Apples 

one of which, the rosy one, I enclose.” • : 

- Mr, W. S. Manning, of the Vegetarian Society, 62, Ludgate 

Hill, sends the following Appeal to Fruit Growers :—“ We are 
holding weekly meetings in the largest halls around London during the 

next six months with a view to increase the demand for fruit as foods 

To enable the public to see the need of thinking out and testing the 
question of a fruit and grain diet, we distribute at all these meeting, 

samples of wholemeal bread of attractive make and rolls, also Apples 

and Pears, with a view to increase the popular interest in home-grown 

hardy fruits of the best dessert qualities. We therefore venture to in¬ 
vite your readers to inform us if they can se'nd any samples of their 

surplus fruit either for distribution or for exhibition. The meetings 

held in North London during the past month have been on each occa¬ 

sion thronged by intelligent audiences, and the greatest interest has been 

shown in the question. If ever the people can be got to realise all the 

benefits to be enjoyed from really good fruit they will study to know 
our own Apples and Pears, and will be eager to become connoisseurs of 

the best sorts, and this must tend very largely to increase the demand 

for such fruits. In fact the consumption might be easily doubled of all 

our home-grown fruits every year for some time to come if the needful 
supply could be only put on the market of the most attractive and 

popular sorts.” Farther particulars can be had from the address given 

above. 

- Violet Culture.—Mr. J. Roberts writes :—“Yourfavourable 

comments upon the Violet blooms I sent you, induce me to write a 

word as to their cultivation as practised here. We only grow three 

varieties, Marie Louise, Comte de Brazzi, and Qdoratissima (paragons in 

Violets). These are grown in immense quantities to meet our demands, 
the latter being grown outdoors mainly for their foliage for bunching, 

leaves being scant on really good flowering plants of the other hues* 
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Our soil—so called for compliment—is really nothing more than a thin 

layer of shaly stones. The greater part of our stock are cuttings struck 

annually outdoors, in the autumn, and left in the cutting beds until 
late in the spring, when they are transplanted under fruit trees for the 
summer and following winter, receiving no attention further than weed¬ 
ing, until lifted in spring, divided if necessary, and transplanted 9 inches 

apart in the open quarters of the kitchen gardens, mostly following 

Cauliflowers or such crops. They are treated liberally during summer with 
‘ Beeson s, and in autumn lifted with good balls of earth and roots, and 

placed in sunken pits for winter blooming, covering with lights merely 

to throw off heavy rains, See., and for protection against severe frosts, 

From various causes we have recourse at times, from scarcity of stock 
of struck cuttings, to dividing the old plants, selecting the strongest 
healthiest crowns, giving them similar treatment in every way to the 

others during their last preparatory season, as these will in all cases be. 

good flowering plants at the. end of their first summer. Treated thus 
we are seldom without Violet blooms during any part of the year. As 

to the mode of packing you so approve of, I may say that we annually 

send hundreds of boxes similarly packed, and have not had a single 

complaint of their having arrived at their destination other than in the 
most satisfactory condition.” 

- SoutH American Plants.—In 1884 Mr. John Ball, F.R.S.’ 
published a paper in the Journal of the Linnean Society (vol. xviii. 

pages 203-24(1) giving the first ^comprehensive account of the flora of 

North Patagonia. This vyas based on a collection obtained from him 

during his travels in South America from M. Georges Claraz, a Swiss 

gentleman who had passed several years chiefly at Bahia Blanca. Mr- 
J. L. AVilliams-Andrews has now sent to Kew a beautifully preserved’ 

collection made by him in the same region daring the years 1881-85 
The excellence of the specimens is the more remarkable as the majority 

of them have travelled more than 600 miles on horseback. Mr. Williams- 

Andrews writes to Kew :—“ The Indians are certainly a very fast- 
decreasing race, and at the present day cannot exceed 2000 in number. 

The combs, or rather brushes, mentioned by Mr. Ball in his paper, page 

225, are formed of a species of very tough grass, not of roots. The use 

of vegetable dyes is also rapidly dying out amongst them, though they 

still make a considerable quantity of textile fabrics, of which I have 
numerous examplesthe same is to be said of their silver ornaments.” 
Vice-Consul Goodhall, of Bahia Blanca, has taken much trouble to 

obtain information about the plants used, by the Indians for dyeing 

purposes. Me has unfortunately failed in obtaining trustworthy speci¬ 
mens, as “ the Indians are most jealous about affording any information 
on the subject." Mr. Ronald Bridgett, Consul at Buenos Ayres, has 

sent to Kew some articles dyed by the Indians, in which the greens and 

yellows are native dyes made from roots and plants. These have been 

sent to the Chemistry and Dyeing Department of-the Bradford Technics1 
College.—(Nature.) ^ ; , j • 

- At the ordinary weekly meeting of the Wakefield Paxton 

Society, held at the Saw Motel, the President (Aid. W. H. Lee, J.P.) 

presided, and Mr. Hudson occupied the vice-chair. There was a good 
attendance of the members. Mr. Thomas Tate, F.G.S., teacher of 

Botany at the Mechanics’ Institute, delivered- an able lecture on 

“Flowering and Non-Flowering Plants Compared,” in which he, 
explained that the distinction—based upon tlio reproductive structures 

and functions—which has seemed to separate these two groups of 

plants, have been dispelled by the recent investigations of :English and 

German botanists. The lecturer illustrated his subject by'diagrams and 

drawings on the black board. He was very attentively listened to, and 
at the close a hearty vote of thanks was passed to him, on the* motion 

of Mr. W. L. Skinner, seconded by Mr. T. Senior, for his admirable 
lecture. 

- The “ American' Gardener’s Monthly ’’ generally contains some 
useful practical hints, and from the October issue we extract the follow¬ 
ing suggestive paragraphs “ One of the cheapest and best modes of 

destroying insects on pot plants is to invert the pot and dip the plant 
for a few seconds in water warmed to 130°. It is the best plan for 

destroying insects, unless we have to deal with plants on a very large 
scale. We notice that the ‘Garten Zeitung,’ in referring to the plan 

says that the Azalea will stand 133° without injury. We usually heat 
the water pretty well and pour in cold till 130° is reached. 

- Oil and Mildew.—“ Those who are likely to be troubled with 

mildew would do well to remember Mr. Veitch’s remedy of oil on hot- 

water pipes is good against its development. Since Mr. Veitch gave 

that remedy to the public we find by research in chemical botany that 

oily vapour has long been known as inimical to the growth of the lower 

forms of fungi, and that Mr. Veitch’s successful practice is in full 
accord with the teachings of this branch of science. 

Glazing without Putty.—“No one uses putty over glass in 
glazing in America any more, but it is still used for bedding in the glass, 
but even this is unsatisfactory. It will often loosen and come out. Mr. 
Henderson recommends that thick white lead and oil be run along, and 
on this sprinkle dry light sand before laying on the glass. It is a much 
better plan than the old putty bedding. 

Horsetails for the Florists.—“ Green ferny foliage that 
will not rapidly wilt as Fern fronds will has caused a number of plants of 

the Asparagus family to become almost indispensable to the florist. An 
addition to this class of popular florists' stuff has been found in Europe 

in the different species of Equisetum or Horsetails. These have firm 
fronds that do not wilt easily.” 

- To the diminutive Primula sapphirina and bell-shaped P. 

Reidi a plate is devoted in the October issue of the “ Botanical Maga¬ 

zine." They are both Himalayan species, and the first named was dis¬ 
covered by Sir Joseph Hooker in the Sikkim Himalaya at elevations of 
13,000 to 15,000 feet, “ Where it starred the otherwise bare soil and rocks, 

soon after the melting of the snow, with its gem-like flowers.” The plants 

vary from LJ to 2) inches high from the base of stem to the top of the 

flower head. P. Reidi we have already figured and described; it was 
found by Mr, Duthie in the Western Himalaya at elevations of 12,000 
to 13,000 feet. 

HOLLYHOCKS. 
I HAVE to thank Mr. Webb most heartily for his courteous reply 

through the Journal for his list of leading varieties. From what I have 
heard of some he enumerates I think we are on the right track. Mr. 
Boston in his able remarks, page 267, certainly takes the little conceit 
we have out of us in Hollyhock growing, but I would remind Mr. 
Boston “ not to despise the day of small things.” Many of our finest 
novelties have been raised in the cottage garden of some of these 
“ minor lights,” and if it had not been for the little shoemaker (Mr. 
Chas. Barron), where would he have got many of the gemsheso proudly 
speaks of ? We have as yet nothing to boast of in Hollyhock growing, 
and are at present content with blooms half the size of Mr. Boston’s 
9-inch “ corner peg.” Our object is to encourage growers, and in 
raising new varieties we may yet be honoured with another Glory of 
Waltham, a Lizzie, or even a Lord Loughborough. Let us not overlook 
Mr. Boston’s hint as to the disease. There is not the least doubt that 
plants which have been heavily fed for exhibition are the first to suc¬ 
cumb. The constitution seems to be forced out of them, they can 
neither stand frost nor damp. I think artificial manure ought to be 
used with great caution, for I have often noticed where plants have 
been artificially fed the ground is infested and putrefied .with vermin 
of every description. 

Mr. Dean has no doubt reaspn .to be proud of the interesting re¬ 
marks he has already drawn from your readers, and as he says, with the 
winter before us, there there is ample time to discuss the Hollyhock 
disease and its remedies.—G. Steel. 

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY. 
Floral Committee, October 12th. 

The second meeting of the season was lield on Wednesday afternoon in 
St. Stephen’s Hall, Westminster, but it was rather too early for many exhi¬ 
bitors, and there will no doubt be a better attendance at the next meeting on 
October 26th. 

PresentMr. E. Sanderson in the chair, and Messrs. R. Ballantine, C. 
Gibson, R. Owen, J. Mardlin, H. Canned, Lewis Castle, G.Gordon, R. Dean. 
J. P. Kendall, C. Swift, and G. Langdon. 

This season silver and bronze medals are offered for the best stands of 
new varieties not included in English nurserymen’s catalogues before 
November, 1886, and two collections were entered for these awards. Re¬ 
specting the first there was little difficulty but with regard to the other it 
was decided one of the varieties had been listed before the time stipulated, 
and it was therefore reluctantly disqualified. The silver medal was awarded 
to Mr. G. Stevens, Putney, for a stand of twelve new Chrysanthemums, 
comprising Feu de Bengale, William Cobbett, C. Wagstaff, a large white 
Japanese; Ormonde, Macbeth, Rose Stevens, James Stevens, O. J. Quintus, 
Elsie (reflex* d), Romeo, Martinas (reflexed), and M. Canet (reflexed). The 
blooms were of good size and fresh. A stand of a dozen fine blooms of 
Mdlle. Lacroix was sent by the same exhibitor. The new varieties are 
described in the report of the South Kensington meeting. A vote of thanks 
was accorded to Mr. R. Ow* n, Maidenhead, for a stand of twelve varieties, 
mostly new, but a bloom of William Holmes excluded it from the award of 
a bronze medal. Romeo, Lincoln’s Inn, and William Cobbett were the most 
notable blooms. Mr. Owen also sent a box of fine Tuberous Begonia blooms. 
Mr. William Holmes, Hackney, exhibited a stand of Japanese blooms 
Similar to those at South Kensington on the previous day, O. J. Quintus 
being very notable for its soft mauve colour (vote of thanks). Messrs. H 
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Cannell & Sons, Stanley, had a basket of plants of the neat double white 
Begonia Octavie with blooms of double and single Tuberous Begonia. 

A first-class certificate was awarded to Mr. G. Stevens for the Japanese 
William Cobbett, the same variety that was certificated the previous day at 
South Kensington, and is described on page 325 this week. 

Ttie majority of the Chrysanthemum growers present state that their 
plants are later than usual this year, and it is expected that some of the 
public displays like that at Finsbury Park will be fully a week later than 
last year. The prospect of good blooms and plenty of them is encouraging, 
and with favourable weather satisfactory Bbows will no doubt attract 
numbers of visitors. 

VINES AND INSEC rs. 
There are still those who cling with considerable tenacity to 

the notion that it is next to an impossibility to grow Vines under 
glass without their being subjected to an attack of red spider in 
some stage of their growth. Such conclusions may have a very 
consoling effect on the minds of those who have their old friend 
3Tear after year to devour the foliage of their Vines and cripple 
their energies long before the work of accumulation and maturation 
has been completed. It would indeed be a comfort to us if we 
could but realise from the following year’s results that no harm 
was done by an attack of this troublesome little pest. 

To look upon red spider as practically harmless if the Grapes 
can be finished, is fostering in the minds of many young gardeners 
and amateurs a sort of indifference and carelessness about a matter 
that is of the utmost importance if Vines are to be retained in 
health and produce large crops of excellent fruit annually. I have 
seen Vines literally devoured, and considered by those in charge as 
a “ slight attack; ” in fact the matter treated with indifference by 
not attempting, after the fruit had been cleared away, to eradicate 
it. The destruction of the foliage early in the season, or months 
before it should assume an autumn appearance, too frequently 
results in badly coloured puny fruit that shanks and shrivels the 
following season instead of attaining a high state of perfection. It 
may be questioned whether a severe attack of red spider will result 
in shanking the following season. It would be difficult to disprove 
the case, much more so than to prove many of the notions to which 
shanking is attributed. To allow the foliage to be devoured and 
rendered useless, just at the time when there is most need for it to 
assist the Vine to bear the burden of the crop and finish in a 
natural manner its season’s work, is equally as bad as tearing the 
foliage from the Vines in a green state as soon as the fruit is ripe. 
What would be thought of the individual who did this ? The 
wonder is that there is fruit of any description the following 
season, for the fact cannot be overlooked that directly the foliage 
fails the whole work of the Vine is brought to a standstill. Only 
half the season’s work has been done when the fruit is ripe, for the 
Vine has to perfect its wood and buds for the following season, and 
store food from which the young growths can draw supplies before 
the roots are called into requisition. 

It may be thought that I am presenting an overdrawn picture 
of the evils that result from red spider attacks, but such is not the 
case, for I have seen Vines, and Peaches too, this season, that were 
as brown as if they had been roasted in an oven. If the destruction 
of the leaves by spider results in such baneful effects, slight attacks 
also do injury to some extent. It may not be sufficient to be per¬ 
ceptible the following season, nevertheless it is hard to say what 
superior results might be attained if no injury to the foliage had 
occurred. Many houses are cleared of Grapes and the foliage still 
fresh upon them ; in fact as the fruit is cut see that no insects exist 
upon the foliage. If ever so few they should be destroyed at once, 
although the season is advancing and they would not spread to any 
serious extent now that the sun has lost its power and the houses 
will be kept cool. It is important that they be destroyed, not only 
for the preservation of the foliage this year, but as a provision 
against an attack another season. It is not sufficient to trust to a 
thorough washing or painting of the house and the removal of the 
surface soil of the border. There are plenty of crevices in which 
insects can establish themselves ready to spring into life and attack 
the Vines at the first favourable opportunity that presents itself in 
spring or early summer. A few good syringings might displace 
them, and prove ample for the preservation of the foliage until the 
end of the season. But this would not insure thorough destruction, 
therefore more stringent measures should be adopted to do so. 

Various courses can be taken, and the Vines syringed thoroughly 
with any insecticide that will destroy spider. Many have compo¬ 
sitions which they prefer and have proved to be effectual in destroy¬ 
ing it, but there may be others who scarcely know how to proceed, 
or whether they are using a too strong or too weak solution. The 
one I prefer for red spider consists of 3 ozs. of softsoap dissolved 
in four gallons of water, with two good handfuls of sulphur stirred 
into it. This should be mixed first with a little water, and then 
stirred into each four gallon bucket as the solution is applied. If 
placed into the bucket or other vessel used it floats, and takes some 

time before it can be properly mixed ready for use. This solution 
may be freely applied, for it will do no harm. This may be allowed, 
to remain on three or four days, or even a week. The length of 
time depends upon the weather, whether it is bright or the reverse. 
It docs its work quickly and effectually during bright fine weather, 
and is considerably longer and less effectual during dull sunless 
weather. It may here be mentioned that if red spider attacks the 
foliage during the growing season this is our sole remedy. The 
under side of the leaves are sponged when it is first seen ; not only 
the leaves attacked, but for some conuderable distance round. It 
may take a little longer than sulphuring the pipes, which is practi¬ 
cally useless unless they are rendered hot, for it will not destroy 
the red spider, and if the fumes are strong enough to do this they 
are certain to prove injurious to the Vines. The plan advised I 
have never known to fail. After the Vines have been syringed and 
the sulphur has been allowed to remain until the spider is destroyed, 
then thoroughly wash the Vines with clean water. 

Next to this plan a solution of petroleum and water is preferred. 
Three ounces of the former to four gallons of the latter will prove 
effectual. The oil must be well broken up by returning one 
syringeful in the bucket with force, and then distribute the next 
quickly upon the Vines. The action of the sun and oil is apt to 
turn the foliage rather yellow, but this can be prevented by a light 
shade over the roof for a day or two until the oil has evaporated. 
As soon as the foliage is dry the shading may with safety be 
removed. Fir tree oil, lemon oil, Fowler’s insecticide, and Gis- 
hurst compound, mixed as recommended by each vendor, will also 
destroy red spider without injury to Vines. 

Thrips are no less harmful on Vines than red spider if they are 
allowed to commit their ravages unmolested. It is indeed question¬ 
able if they would not do greater harm than the red spider in less 
time, for they are not content with devouring the foliage, but prey 
upon the wood as well as the fruit. They are, however, much less 
to be feared, for their ravages can be checked by fumigating the 
house with tobacco smoke, and two or three applications at intervals 
of a few days will destroy them. Perhaps thrips do most injury if 
they make an attack about the time the fruit is approaching 
maturity or is hanging ripe on the Vines. This arises principally 
from a common idea that the smoke will interfere with the flavour 
of the fruit, and in consequence they are left until the fruit has 
been cut. Smoking when the fruit is ripe, or approaching that 
stage, will not injure it in the least. All that is needed is to cut 
the supply for a few days before the house is fumigated, for the 
fruit will smell of the smoke for a few days only. 

It has been said that mealy bug amongst Vines is “ worse than 
phylloxera,” and that it is “ impossible ” to eradicate it. I would 
rather have the former than the latter to deal with, and differ 
widely from those who think its destruction an impossibility. 
How to accomplish this desirable end will take up too much space 
on this occasion, and must therefore form the subject of another 
communication.—Wm. Bardney. 

ABERAMAN HOUSE. 
Aberaman House, the South Wales residence of Sir George 

Elliott, Bart., M.P., is situated midway between Abenlareand Mountain 
Ash. The house is a modern structure, and attached to it is a fine 
balcony supported by fifteen columns, which gives it a grand architec¬ 
tural appearance. Adjoining the mansion is a span-roof conservatory, 
which at the time of my visit was occupied with Fuchsias and collection of 
Palms and other choice plants, some of the Palms being grand specimens, 
particularly Phoenix dactylifera, Phoenix reclinata, and Seaforthia 
elegans 10 feet high, with fine foliage down to the base. This house 
also contains a fine specimen of Latania borbonica, about 12 feet in 
diameter. The lawn in front of the house was looking very effective 
with bedding plants intermixed with Conifers, Yuccas, &c. The. 
pleasure grounds in general with the huge clumps of Rhododendrons, 
Ghent Azaleas, choice Conifers, herbaceous borders, &c., are all one could 
wish to see in a nobleman’s establishment. 

Aberaman has been nott-d for many years for the cultivation of the 
Pine Apple, and at the time of my visit I came to the conclusion thae 
they are still well grown. I noticed some fine Queens, which when 
ripe would weigh over 5 lbs., and Smooth Cayenne would no doubt 
reach 8 lbs. ; they are all fruited in 12-inch pots. The Vines are also, 
looking well, bearing large bunches of the varieties Black Hamburgh, 
Black Prince, Alicante, Golden Champion, Mrs. Pince, Venn’s Muscat, 
Trebbiano, Gios Guillaume, West's St. Peter’s,!Muscat Hamburgh, Bowood 
Muscat, Lady Downe’s, and Muscat of Alexandria. The whole of them; 
are in good condition, carrying a fine crop of Grapes, the bunches 
weighing from 2 lbs. up to 7 and 8 lbs. each. The black Grapes are 
superb in colour, berries, bunch and general finish, the Black Hamburgh 
having been awarded the first prize for three years in succession at the 
Aberdare Horticultural Show in strong competition ; this is sufficient 
proof that the Grapes are well grown in these vineries. The stove 
plants are in good condition, amongst them being some fine specimens. 
Eucharises are well grown, the plants measuring 5 feet in diameter; 
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with healthy foliage, anil numerous handsome spikes of bloom. Straw¬ 
berries for forcing look well and promise to produce a good crop of fruit. 
The kitchen garden being well stocked with vegetables, very creditable 
for this climate ; in fact, the whole garden is kept in excellent order by 
the gardener, Mr. Mitchell.—Visitor. 

VIOLAS. 

Mr. Steel’s interesting communication on page 275 has prompted 
me to oner the following remarks, though I trust your correspondent 
may alter his mind as regards his closing words, and let us know what 
he has to say of Violas generally, even if his questions are not answered 

hisdiking. Why should not Mr. Steel as a grower of these flowers 
contribute his quota towards solving the problem ? Fi'om a botanical 
standpoint the characteristics of a Viola are as follows :—“ Calyx with 
unequal sepals, all drawn out at the base more or less into ear-lilce 
appendages, lower petals drawn out at the base into a hollow spur, 
stamens approximate, the two anterior anthers furnished with awl- 
shaped appendages ; capsule trigonal ; valves opening with elasticity.” 
As 1 understand the Viola distinct from the Pansy, so-called, but which 
is, I suppose, a hybrid Viola really itself, exhibiting the marked improve¬ 
ments of many years, the line of distinction should be drawn in the 
first sentence of the above quotation—viz., “ Calyx with unequal sepals,” 
a character not allowed in the florists’ Pansy. But if we rigidly pursue 
this course we shall exclude the best Violas, such as Countess of Hope- 
toun, Lady Polwarth, Archie Grant, and all those whose flowers have the 
same rounded tendency ; these, then, would go to the bedding Pansies, 
while such as Mrs; Gray, Elegans, Grievei, lutea grandiflora, and such 

1 i T'r<-”U, °e retained as Violas. But how are we to establish such a 
rule 1 We ask some of the veteran florists what the Pansy was fifty 
years ago, and is there no chance of our present race of Violas being 
improved also 7 I have before me a copy of the “ Floricultural Cabinet ” 
tor May 1st, 1835, which contains a plate of Carnations and Pansies, two 
of each ; the two former, which are rather a Picotee and Carnation, are 
equal to the best flowers of the day, while the Pansies, which are named 
Iver Beauty and Royal Crimson, could not well be equalled for their 
inferiority ; but in successive volumes of the “ Cabinet ” the improve- 
ment in these is marked, until the unequal sepals of fifty years ago have 
reached the standard of our present florists. From the Violas of years 
ago we have great improvements, which, if continued, will end in well- 
rounded flowers. But Mr. Steel's remarks seem to refer to the exhibition 
board, upon which I stand neutral, though I hope to hear the opinions of 
some of the grey-haired veterans on the subject. Cannot our friend, 
Mr. W. Dean, help us ?—E. Jenkins. 

KEEPING PLANTS CLEAN. 
This important matter to all horticulturists is so well handled by 

your correspondent “B.” in last week’s Journal, that we would advise 
your readers to re-peruse the article. “ B.” sensibly bases his remarks 
on the principle that “ Prevention is better than cure.” After mention¬ 
ing the fact that neglect in taking precautionary measures is the prime 
cause of the amount of injury wrought by insect pests, “ B.” puts a 
proposition with which all will cordially agree—viz., that “An insecticide 
that is at once cheap and quickly efficient is a desideratum that many 
hard-worked gardeners want.” “ B.,” however, errs in the conclusion he 
comes to, in the next sentence. He also infers wrongly “ that it is to 
P'm®flca ”—as he states in another paragraph—“ that we are indebted 
for the first public intimation of the only safe and effective method of 
employing petroleum.” In the interests of British trade and enterprise 
in horticulture we may be allowed to assert that two methods of pre- 
paring petroleum as an insecticide have for some time been before the 
public in this country. One of these—an “ emulsion of paraffin,”—is 
KPT?t,rcintly ('ve wr'te without prejudice) very similar to the emulsion 

B. describes, and we have heard it highly spoken of. The other, our 
own preparation, combines a preparation of petroleum by means of 
-ftening potash and other elements taken up with tobacco powder. 
We have by these means an insecticide strongly impregnated with 
petroleum, and which has the advantage of being applied in powder as 
it is put up, or by means of water for dipping or syringing. In using 
this insecticide in liquid we could not give more fitting directions than 
those given by “ B.” in his two latter paragraphs, and only add that 
the temperature at which the water may be applied is immaterial with 
us. We will readily place this insecticide at “B.’s” service, if he will 
investigate it for himself, and, if disposed, inform you of the results.— 
W. Wood & Son, Wood Green. 

TWEED VINEYARD, CLOVENFORDS. 

Through the kindness of Mr. W. Thomson I was lately enabled to 
pay a visit to this far-famed Grape-growing establishment, and I was 
utterly astonished at the wonderful crops of Grapes. For the produc¬ 
tion of late-keeping Grapes Mr. Thomson erected four span-roofed houses, 
each 200 feet long and 24 feet wide, each having a sharp pitched roof. Two 
of the four large houses are devoted to Lady Downe’s exclusively, and 
the Vines have an enormous crop of fruit, for there are 5000 bunches in 
the two houses of this variety alone. They are grand bunches, too, 
quite symmetrical, the berries closely set, and a badly set bunch or scalded 
berries are almost unknown here. Many shoots have two bunches which 
weigh from 2 lbs. to 2 J lbs. each, and the colour is sloe like. The Vines 

have three and sometimes four branches to each—a kind of modified exten¬ 
sion, allowing enough foliage without crowding. The young wood made 
annually is not very large, but short-join ted, ripe, and solid. The houses 
are heated with twelve rows of pipes, six rows being placed on each 
side, thus abundance of heat is obtained without heating the pipes 
unduly. Simple ventilating gear is supplied to the top and bottom front 
lights. 

The other two houses of the same size as those devoted to the Lady 
Downe’s are planted with Gros Colman principally, and present a 
most remarkable sight. There are over 4000 bunches hanging, and 
many of them weigh 4 lbs. each, the berries measuring 1 £ inch in diameter. 
The berries and bunches from the tep to the bottom of the Vines are 
wonderfully even, and were promising at the time of my visit (Sept. 8th) 
to finish grandly in colour. Some of the Vines are upon their own 
roots, while others are grafted upon different stocks, no difference being 
discernible except in the case of one Vine which is worked on Burchardt’s 
Prince; the bunches here assume a tapering appearance resembling the 
Prince, the berries are very large and even. One Vine has as many as 
ten branches growing from one stem ; another Vine, which has some of 
its branches through the partition into the adjoining compartment, has 
no less than 253 bunches, or a total weight of more than 5 cwt. of 
Grapes. At the end, on one side of one of the large houses, is growing 
a Vine of Alicante, which has thirty-nine bunches, everyone fit to place 
upon an exhibition table. 

A corridor from which three of the large houses named branch ia 
120 feet long by 24 feet wide ; in this some very fine bunches of Duke 
of Buccleuch were hanging, being the remains of the crop, the berries 
large, free from the objectionable spot so often seen upon this variety, 
while the flavour was first class. Along with these were growing a few 
rods of Black Hamburgh, but this variety is giving way to later keeping 
varieties. Several other houses, principally lean-to in shape, are now 
devoted to Grapes. Pine Apples and plants for market used to be grown, 
largely ; these have all given way to Grapes. One low house previously 
used for Pelargoniums is now filled with a grand crop of Gros Colman. 
A former Pine stove is planted with Muscat of Alexandria ; the crop was 
at the time of my visit nearly cleared, sufficient remaining to show the 
quality. The soil from its appearance does not appear to be particularly 
well adapted to Grape growing. Mr. Thomson defends almost entirely 
upon his Vine and plant manure, which he applies in the form of a 
surface dressing three times a year, and no manure of any other kind is 
now used. As showing the appreciation of his prepared manure generally 
it may be stated that as much as 94 tons were sold during the month of 
January last. Mr. Thomson considers that by increasing the application, 
this year to his Vine borders he has added considerably to his crop of 
Grapes, which are estimated at 10 tons weight. 

Orchids, too, are largely grown in this establishment. Special 
varieties are cultivated more than a collection of kinds, such as Delia 
purpurata, Dendrobium Leiechianum, Coeloeyne cristata (a fine stock), 
and C. Massangeana, of which large stocks are kept, all in splendid 
condition, reflecting much credit on Mr. W. Thomson, jun., who paysr 
special attention to this branch of their trade, much of the manage¬ 
ment of the vineries devolving upon Mr. Thomson’s second son, John, 
who may well be proud of his achievements in that branch. Any 
gardener having the opportunity to pay Clovenfords a visit should not 
fail to do so, for he is sure tc receive a cordial welcome.—E. MolyNEUX 

THE UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND 
PROVIDENT SOCIETY. 

After an unobtrusive exi-tence of twenty-one years the Committee of 
this excellent and well conducted Society determined to celebrate the 
attainment of its majority by a dinner at the “ Caledonian Hotel,” Adelphi, 
Strand, which was held on Tuesday evening, October 11th. That the idea 
of such a reunion was well received may be judged from the fact that nearly 
eighty members and visitors were present, including a number of the lead¬ 
ing metropolitan horticulturists, nurserymen, and seedsmen, to many of 
whom the Society was only obscurely known until quite recently. The- 
rtsult of a more intimate acquaintance with the objects and admirable 
method of management has been a considerable increase in the number of 
members, while at the meeting in question substantial additions were made 
to the list of honorary members. It is quite clear that all the Society need? 
is a greater pub’icity, and then, as the Treasurer, Mr. J. Hudson, remarked, 
the number of its members would rapidly advance beyond tbe present 200, 
although this is a total far exceeding what had been previously obtained. 
The principles of the Society are so good, and it is conducted upon such an- 
unusually economical basis, that it would admit of an almost indefinite 
development with a proportionate increase of advantages to tbe members. 

The chair was tak- n at S P.M., by Harry J. Veitcb, Esq., w *' was 
supported by F. A. Pcilbrick, Esq., Q.C., and W. Roupell, Esq., with Messrs. 
Weeks, G. Deal, Sherwood, J. Laing, Manning, G. Stevens, and W. Collins- 
(Secretary). Mr. R. Dean was in the vice chair, the Treasurer (Mr. J. 
Hudson) and other officers of the Society al-o being present. Aft r dispos¬ 
ing of an exceBent repast, the special business of the evening was com¬ 
menced by the Chairman proposing the usual loyal toast, which was intro¬ 
duced in appropriate terms, with particular reference to the social and in¬ 
tellectual progress that has been made in the Queen’s fifty years’ reign. 
Following that on the list was the toast of ‘ Continued Success to the- 
United Horticu'tural and Benefit Society,” coupled with the name of Mr. J. 
Hudson. Mr. H. J. Veitch, in a concise and excellent speech, reviewed the- 
obj cts and position <f the Society as follows— 

As in all matters connected with the benefit of the human race no effort 
can be too great, we cannot do better at this, the twenty-first anniversary 
of the e tablishment of the Unit'd Hort'CuBural Provident and Bjnefit 
Society, while look-ngback to see what has already be.-n done, look forward1 
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also to see if more cannot be accomplished. In regard to the Institution of 
which we are now celebrating the twenty-first anniversary, it will be in 
the recollection of many that it was founded by three gentlemen, to one of 
whom—Mr. Baker—I should like particularly to refer. He was unfortu¬ 
nately unable to be present here to-night, owing to his residing at so long a 
distance, but I recently had the privilege of spending a very pleasant day 
with him, and in the course of conversation this Society was referred to, 
Mr. Baker expressing his great interest in its progress. The other two 
gentlemen were Messrs. Heale of Hereford, aDd Rhodes of Sydenham, both 
of whom have now passed away. The Society, then, was formed by these 
three gentlemen in 1866, but after a few months it was thought well to add 
to the sick fund a benevolent fund. 

The first object of the Society we find in Rule I., to which I will refer 
you. It is as follows:—“ The objects of this Society are to render assist¬ 
ance to gardeners in time of sickness, calamity, and old age. Firstly, by 
allowing sick pay until the member reaches his 70th birthday, as stated in 
Rules XIV. and XV.; secondly, by assistance from the Benevolent Fund 
after attaining 70 vear3 of age in time of sickness, or in seasons of distress, 
as stated in Rule XVIII.” Nothing more noble than that could, I think, 
enter the thoughts of man. Subsequently to accepting the invitation to 
preside over this meeting I procured a copy of the rules and read them through 
very carefully, and I would say that, connected as I am with several 
benefit societies, I wa3 struck by their liberality. Members can be enrolled 
from 18 to 45 years of age, and after contributing 2s. per month for twelve 
months are entitled to 10s. 6d. per week for six months in case of sickness. 
I would appeal to those present if any rules could be more liberal. Further, 
if members remain ill for a longer period than fifty-two weeks they are 
handed over to ths Benevolent Fund for further assistance. I mention these 
matters to you as showing the very liberal terms of the Society. I also 
asked the Secretary for a few data a3 to the membership of the Society 
from its inception, and these, too, I will place before you. Few joined the 
Society at first. In its first year I gather that there were hut 21 members, 
and the number increased very slowly ; in the second year there were 31, 
in the next 40, and in succeeding years the figures were 41, 43, 42, and 44. 
Things went on in this way until 1876, when I find there were 66 members 
enrolled, in 1882 there were 96, and in 1883,120. When I inquire the reason 
for the rapid increase during these years I am told that it is thanks to the 
cause of the Society being taken up by the Press, and that the result is 
more particularly due to the efforts of the Journal of Horticulture, which, 
by placing the advantages offered by the Society prominently before its 
readers, was the means of bringing in many members. The number at 
the end of last year was, I may add, 177. 

1 now inquire as to the sick pay, and, beginning with 1870, find that 
£16 14s. 6d. was paid in a membership of forty-three; in 1871, with forty- 
two members, £19 18s. 4d. was paid. Then going to 1876, I find £4 5s. 5d. 
paid; and in 1831, with eighty-eight members, only £1 11s. 6d. Thus it 
will be seen the payments vary very greatly. C rtainly the Society’may be 
congratulated-on being in every form in a thoroughly healthy condition. In 
addition, a few inquiries into the payments of the Benevolent Fund show 
us that assistance wa3 given to the widow of a deceased member to the 
amount of £6 10s. 6d., and in 1874-8-9 £18 8s. was expended in a similar 
manner. A somewhat similar case occurring not long ago, that of the widow 
of Mr. McElroy, the late Secretary, may be alluded to particularly. Mr. 
McElroy’s work for the Sooiety was purely a labour of love. Too old to 
become a member of the Society, he yet discharged the duties of Secretary 
for fourteen years, amongst them the most trying years the Society has had, 
and although the rules permit of £20 a-year being paid to the Secretary, 
Mr. McElroy steadily refused to accept anything beyond the small balance 
remaining over the working expenses. We ought therefore to pay an 
earnest tribute to the manner in which Mr. McElroy worked on the Society’s 
behalf. I hope I may be allowed in passing to refer to another institution 
with which I am connected—namely, the Gardeners’ Royal Benevolent 
Institution. When asked to come here it wa3 suggested to me that my 
connection with the Society just named would render an acceptance of the 
invitation inadvisable, but I represented to myself that any institution 
having for its object the benefit of our fellow creatures i3 deserving of all 
support. Well, I have received from the Secretary of this Institution, of 
which Mr. McElroy was a member for eighteen years, an intimation to the 
effect that its members hope to put Mrs. McElroy’s name down as a life 
member of the Institution in January next. I should like, in quitting this 
matter, to point out that a gardener being a member of one Institution by 
no means prevents him joining another. 

The next question that arises as to the work of this Society is, “ At what 
coat is it done ?” This, in my opinion, is a very strong point indeed. Well, 
last.year I find that the working expenses were less than 2s. 6d, per head in 
amembership of 177, and the figures speak conclusively as to the admirable 
management of the Society by the appointed officials. Though, as I have 
before remarked, a member of several societies, I know of none worked so 
cheaply as this.. Members presentmay heartily congratulate themselves as 
to the present condition of the Sooiety and as to its future prospects. The 
great object should be to get more members; the present number ought not 
to be considered satisfactory. Amongst thousands of gardeners there are 
but 177 in the Society, and as the Press has been of the greatest assistance 
in the past it.is to be hoped that it will advocate the cause of the Society in 
the future. 

There is one omission in the rules which I should like to call attention 
to—namely, the absence of any provision for making the Society more 
generally known. If concise circulars could be printed—they must not 

ong, or they will not bo read I am afraid—thousands could be dis¬ 
tributed by asking your honorary members to enclose them in their 
packages and hampers after Christmas. Messrs. Laing, Sutton, Williams, 
and other nurserymen would, no doubt, willingly distribute circulars in 
this manner free of cost. If the funds of the Society cannot be devoted to 
the purpose, I would suggest the organisation of a special fund, and will 
gladly give £5 to aid it. The Society provides such great advantages that 
it is a pity it is not more widely known. Numbers would, I am con¬ 
vinced, be only too willing to join. We gardeners are a long-lived family, 
ranking next to parsons, I believe; and perhaps you will suggest that in 
this respect we distinguish ourselves in goo l company. Be that as it may, 
we have much to be thankful for, and as we look a pretty healthy lot, we 
should, if we could present ourselves in a body, no doubt do well. As we 

cannot do this, we must adopt other means of making the advantages of 
the Society better known and securing increased membership [applause]. 

In responding, Mr. Hudson remarked that the officers and friends of the 
Society were deeply grateful to the Chairman for his kind and encouraging 
remarks, and also said how sensible they were of the great assistance that 
had been rendered by the Press, especially by the Journal of Horticulture. 
He considered that gardeners had an undoubted right to a benefit society 
of their own, and that, owing to their necessary sobriety and exceptional 
freedom from sickness, they were placed at a great disadvantage when 
joining the larger mixed societies. He referred also to the fact that no 
entrance fees or fines for non-payment of subscriptions were imposed, and 
there was no difference in the scale of payments at different ages, anyone 
joining between eighteen and forty-five years of age pay at the same rate 
and are entitled to the same privileges. If payments are discontinued after 
the lapse of a specified time the member is not entitled to relief in sickness, 
but the amount standing to his credit is retained, and at the age of sixty it 
is repaid to him without interest, or, in case of previous death, to his nominee. 
By means of the Benevolent Fund also, it is possible to considerably extend 
relief in deserving cases. As an instance, he noted that a widow of a 
member had been recently paid £34, and when she died shortly afterwards 
£20 were voted to the orphans. He had found on calculation that their 
death rate wa9 a very low one—namely, 7 per 1000. At the last annual 
meeting there were 177 members, but they had now advanced to 200, and 
he earnestly hoped that they would some day reach 1000, and he was con¬ 
vinced that this might be accomplished. He concluded by proposing the 
Hon. Members, coupled with the name of Mr. Sherwood, of Messrs. Hurst 
and Son, and observed that there were now twenty-two honorary members, 
as compared with eleven last year. 

Mr. Sherwood returned his most sincere thanks for the honour that had 
been paid him, and observed that he was glad he had accepted the invita¬ 
tion to attend the meeting, as, though he heard but little of the Society 
until recently, he was convinced that it thoroughly deserved the support of 
all who could give it. Its usefulness is undoubted, and the more it is known 
the greater will be its success. 

Mr. W. Roupell in proposing the health of the officers of the Institution 
coupled with the names of Messrs. Wheeler, Cole and Collins, said that their 
motto, “ Union is Strength,” wos an excellent one, and he hoped they were 
all united there in the desire to further the aims of so admirable an institu¬ 
tion, and to signify his willingness to assist he wished to beoome an 
honorary member. He remarked that in the majority of charitable institu¬ 
tions or benefit societies much was wasted in the management, or at least 
was not expended to the full advantage of the members or intended 
recipients. By reference to the balance-sheet of this Society he was, how¬ 
ever, surprised and pleased to see how economically the affairs were 
managed, the only charge being 2s. 6d. per annum for each member. Mr. 
J. Wheeler replied in a few fitting terms, stating that it gave him much 
pleasure to see such a gathering of old and new friends. Mr. Nathan Cole 
also expressed his thanks, observing that he had been present at the birth 
and christening of the Society, and was delighted to see its coming of age 
celebrated in such a remarkable manntr. As one of his friends had stated, 
the Society was in Buch a weakly state at one time that it was proposed to 
call in a doctor to its assistance, that doctor was Dr. Hogg, who could not 
come himself but he sent the (W)right man, and the right man did 
the right thing, and the weakling had grown stronger ever since. Mr. W. 
Collins also replied in a few appropriate terms. 

Mr. F. A. Philbrick, Q.C., proposed the Horticultural Press, and com¬ 
mented in most flattering terms upon the services rendered to every good 
object connected with horticulture. The reports in the Press were of great 
importance in disseminating a knowledge of and increasing a love of the art 
of gardening. He considered that engaging in horticulture, either as an 
amateur or professional, was one of the most ennobling pursuits, and the 
Pres3 in encouraging this was conferring a benefit upon the community 
generally. 

Messrs. Wynne and Gordon, in responding, said that the Pres3 was always 
willing to assist in any deserving cause that was brought under the notice. 

Mr. Berry then proposed the Horticultural Builders and Seedsmen,whioh 
was replied to by Messrs. Laing and Weeks in a few words. 

The health of the Chairman, Mr. H. J. Yeitch, was proposed by Mr. R. 
Dean, who referred to the readiness with which he had always given hoth 
pecuniary and earnest social support to all matters beneficial to gardeners, 
and noted his connection with the Gardeners’ Royal Benevolent Institution 
as Treasurer, and the handsome donation of £100 recently made to the 
Gardeners’ Orphan Fund. He also noted the wonderful services that had 
been rendered to practical horticulture by the three generations of Veitches, 
which at Exeter, and then at Chelsea, had developed such a widely famed 
business. This toast was received with acclamation, and Mr. Yeitch re¬ 
turned his cordial thanks for the manner in which the toast had been wel¬ 
comed ; and after Messrs. G. Deal and Manning had made a few remarks as 
visitors who desired to become honorary members, votes of thanks were 
accorded to the dinner stewards and Messrs. Thomson Si Sons of Cloven¬ 
fords for the Grapes sent, the meeting terminated. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—October 11th. 

Though flowers and plants were not quite so numerous as usual, there 
were a few novelties—some fine Chrysanthemums and Dahlias, and a small 
group of Orchids. The Apples from Chelsea and the vegetables in compe¬ 
tition for the special prizes alone constituted an exhibition of considerable 
interest, the vegetables being of exceptional merit. 

Fruit Committee.—Present—T. Francis Rivers, Esq. (in the chair), and 
Messrs. John Lee, William Paul, T. B. Haywood, A. H. Pearson, G. T. 
Miles, T. J. Saltmarsh, G. Norman, J.Woodbridge, F. Rutland, H. J.Veitcb, 
F. Burnett, Fhilip Crowley, G. Bunyard, R. D. Blaekmore, and J. Fitt. 

Mr. W. Roupell, Harvey Lodge, Ronpell Park, exhibited a plant of Duke 
of Buccleuch Grape grafted on White Frontignan, the wood ripened earlier 
and produced a lateral fruit-bearing shoot the first year. A plant of Muscat 
of Alexandria in a pot, and bearing eight good buhches, very clean and well 
ripened. Remarkably clear, highly coloured bunches of Muscat of Alex¬ 
andria from Vines grown in pots, in warm pits, and ripened chiefly by sun 
heat were sent; they were of first-rate quality. Fine bunches of 
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Madresfield Court were also shown, and a vote of thanks, with a cultural 
commendation, was awarded. Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, con¬ 
tributed a similar extensive and meritorious collection of Apples and Pears 
to that noted in the report of the Crystal Palace Show, a silver Banksian 
medal being awarded. Mr. T. Bate, Kelserton, Flint, sent samples of an 
Apple believed to be a seedling from Ribston Pippin, but the Committee 
thought it was Trumpington. Messrs. W. Johnson & Sons, Boston, sent a 
collection of Pears, mostly small, but including some good samples. Mr.W. 
Divers, The Gardens, Wierton House, near Maidstone, sent fruits of the 
Brunswick Fig, Beurre d’Amanlis Pear, and a seedling Plum, a standard on 
its own rootR, which always bears abundantly, and is valued for kitchen 
use. Mr. Palmer, Thames Ditton House. Surrey, had fine samples of 
Veitch’s Red Globe Turnip, and a neat seedling Tomato. M. Victor Dur- 
feld, Olbernhau, exhibited some very fine models of Apples and Pears that 
were specially commended. Mr. T. Perry, Ye Olde Lodge, Southall, sent 
fruits of a large green-striped Melon from the Soudan. 

First-class certificates were awarded for the following :— 
Apple Bismarck (J. Veitch & Sons).—A handsome Apple, 4 inches in 

diameter, 3£ deep, eye closed with long segments in a deep depression 
slightly plaited ; stalk short, thick, in a deep basin. Colour greenish white, 
heavily streaked and suffused with red on the side towards the sun. Flesh 
firm and of good brisk flavour. The variety is one of the Emperor Alexander 
type, and was introduced from New Zealand a year or two since. 

Apple Gascoigne’s Scarlet Seedling (Mr. Gascoigne, Maidstone).—A free- 
fruiting variety of the Duchess of Oldenburgh type, slightly conical, yel¬ 
lowish white, with a deep red colour on the side exposed to the sun, and 
having a delicate wax-like bloom. The flesh is crisp and the flavour 
agreeable. 

Floral Committee.—Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq. (in the chair), and 
Messrs. H. Bennett, J. Douglas, J. Fraser, G. Duffield, H. Herbst, W. H. 
Lowe, J. Walker, J. Hudson, W. Holmes, R. Dean, D. Noble, C. Pilcher, 
H. M. Pollett, J. Dominy, A. L. Landy, J. O'Brien, E. Hill, H. Turner, W. 
Goldring. 

Mr. G. Stevens, St. John’s Nursery, Putney, contributed a beautiful col¬ 
lection of Chrysanthemum blooms, comprising forty-eight b?autiful flowers 
of Mdlle. Lacroix, pure white, large, full, and excellent (vote of thanks). 
The other varieties were also Japanese, including Mons. H. Jacotot, deep 
crimson; Alfred Chantrice (Delaux, 1886), bronze yellow; G. Wrigley 
(Delaux, 1886), flat florets rosy crimson, white reverse ; M. Cossart (Delaux, 
1886) , a compact bloom, short florets, fluted, reddish bronze to yellow ; Feu 
de Bengale (Delaux, 1887), narrow long twisted florets, bronze yellow; 
Thomas Stevens (Stevens, 1887), a pretty variety with flat florets slightly 
fluted at the tips, tinged pale purple, white centre ; Macbeth (Delaux, 1887), 
long narrow florets, bright clear yellow; James Stevens (Stevens, 1887), 
long drooping florets, bronze red, full and good ; Ormonde (Delaux, 1887), 

drooping, twisted, bright yellow ; and Rose Stevens (Stevens, 
1887) , a useful decorative variety, somewhat similar in colour to Belle Paule, 
a dozen good blooms of this were shown. A pretty reflexed variety, Elsie 
(Cannell, 1887), creamy white, very good; and Martinas (Delaux, 1887), a 
small reflexed of a rosy tint; and a neat Pompon named Miss L. Stevens, 
pure white. Mr. W. Holmes, Hackney, had a stand of a dozen Chrysanthe¬ 
mum blooms in four varieties, one of which, L’Africaine, was certificated. 
The others were Mdlle. Lacroix, Romeo, deep crimson maroon, and 0. J. 
Quintus, lilac blush, fluted florets, very pretty. 

F. G. Tautz, Esq., sent a plant of the distinct and pleasing Cypripedium 
Fameanum, bearing three flowers,'and C. Harrisianum superbum, which was 
certificated. Mr. C. J. Salter, gardener to J. Southgate, Esq., Selborne, 
Leigham Court Road, Streatham, was adjudged a vote of thanks for a raceme 
of Aerides Lawrencise (Southgate’s variety) with thirty-nine unusually 
large flowers, the sepals and petalB white tipped purplish crimson, the lip 
of similar colour. A dark btown and yellow Oncidium was also shown. 
Mr. Sharp, gardener to A. Curie, Esq., Prionwood, Melrose, N.B., was 
awarded a vote of thanks for flowers of the peculiar greenish yellow 
Cycnoches chlorochilon. Mr. Ballantine, gardener to Baron Schroder, The 
Dell, Staines, showed a plant of Cattleya porphyrophlebia, with medium 
sized flowers, delicate pahs blush sepals and petals, the lip rich crimson in 
the centre, white at the margin. 

A bronze Banksian medal was awarded to Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, 
Chelsea, for a collection of their varied and handsome Rhododendrons, the 
variegated Impatiens Sultani, Phrynium variegatum, and the deep rose 
coloured Begonia John Heal. From the Society’s gardens, Chiswick, plants 
of Hedychium Gardnerianum were sent, bearing strong heads of its fragrant 
yellow flowers. Messrs. H. Cannell & Sens, Swanley, showed a basket of 
the fine double white Tuberous Begonia, Octavie, remarkable for its sym¬ 
metrical shape, also a number of handsome single and double Tuberous 
Begonia blooms. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, was adjudged a vote of thanks for 
examples of the double pure white Dianthus Heddewigii Snowdrift, Gaillar- 
dias, and the brilliant blue Phacelia campanularia. A vote of thanks was 
accorded to Messrs. Rawlings Bros., Romford, for seventy-five fine blooms 
of Show and Fancy Dahlias, capital blooms, good in bize and colour. Mr. 
T. S. Ware, Tottenham, showed plants and flowers of the bright purple 
Stokesia cyanea, several varieties of Tritoma, including T. Metschi, a garden 
hybrid in which the flowers open from the ton of the scape downwards. 
Plants of the bright crimson Nerine sarniensis and the scarlet N. venusta 
were also shown, and a vote of thanks was accorded. Mr. G. Prince, 
Oxford, exhibited a number of dwarf Tea Roses on seedling Briar, one and 
two years old, very strong and excellent samples. 

Certificated Plants.—Chrysanthemum L’Africaine (W. Holmes).—A 
Japanese variety sent out several years ago, and known in some collections 
as George Gordon. The florets are broad, flat, brilliant crimson, with a pale 
gold reverse, and when seen as Mr. Holmes Bhowed it the variety is very 
ornamental. Unfortunately many have proved it too unreliable to be of 
much value, and it was a matter of surprise that the Committee had 
awarded it a certificate. 

Chrysanthemum Wm. Colbett (Stevens).—A Japanese variety raised by 
ri j11 ’ sen^ 0U^ ^i® year. The[flortts are broad and flat or very slightly 
fluted, of a rich rosy salmon hue when first opening, becoming paler. A 
promising variety. 

Cypripedium Harrisianum superbum (F. G. Tautz, Esq.).—A grand 
variety with large flowers, the dorsal sepal broad, edged white, and deeply 

veined with blackish purple; the petals are broad, margined with hairs, and 
of similar colour, the lip being slightly lighter. The whole flower has a 
shining appearance, as if polished. 

Special Prizes.—The vegetables in competition for Messrs. Sutton and 
Sons’ prizes formed an unusually fine display, the good quality of the ex¬ 
hibits and the taste in the arrangement rendering the collections remarkable. 
The Judges had considerable difficulty in selecting the winners from the 
eight exhibitors. Mr. W. Pope, Highclere Castle Gardens, Newbury, was 
awarded the first prize for admirably grown samples of Sutton’s New 
Intermediate Carrots, Prizetaker Leek, Veitch’s Main Crop Onions, Read¬ 
ing Exhibition Brussels Sprouts, Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Sutton’s Per¬ 
fection Tomatoes, Chancellor Potatoes, very fine one ; Veitch’s Early Rose 
Celery, fine solid heads. Mr. C. J. Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, Esher, was a 
close second, showing good heads of Wingrove’s Prize Red Celery, Sutton’s 
Intermediate Carrots, fine Perfection Tomatoes, Michaelmas White 
Broccoli, Reading Exhibition Brussels Sprouts, andRowsham Park Hero 
Onions. Mr. S. Haines, The Gardens, Coleshill House, Highworth, was 
third, his strongest dishes being Anglo-Spanish Onions, Perfection 
Tomatoes, Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, and Lyon Leeks. Mr. A. Water¬ 
man, Preston Hall Gardens, Aylesford, was fourth with Sulham Prize 
Celery, Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Snowdrop Potatoes, and Canadian 
Wonder Beans in excellent form. Mr. T. Wilkins, Inwood House, Bland- 
ford, was fifth with fine solid white Celery, London Hero Potatoes, Per¬ 
fection Tomatoes, and Sutton’s Prize Leeks. 

There were twelve competitors in Messrs. Sutton & Sons’class for Scarlet 
Runners, Mr. R. Lye winning the first place with even pods 10 inches long. 
Mr. W. Palmer, Thames Ditton House Gardens, was a close second, Mr. 
C. J. Waite third, and Mr. W. Pope fourth. 

Messrs. J. Carter & Co.’s prizes for a dish of their Champion Runner 
Beans brought ten competitors, all exhibiting capital specimens. Mr. J. 
Bunting, Holtwhites Hill, Enfield, was first with very even specimens, 9 
inches long. Mr. C. J. Waite was second, and Mr. P. Cornish third. 

The third prize was awarded to Mr. F. W. Edgcomb, St. Mary Cray, for 
a dozen roots of Carter’s White Emperor Onion, the only exhibit. 

Messrs. Webb St Sons’ prizes for their Improved Banbury Onions were 
awarded to Messrs. E. S. Wiles, T. A. Beckett, and W. Pope, amongst six 
competitors, all of whom had fine solid heavy samples. 

WOKK/ofi.™ WEEK.. 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

Regulating Wall Trees.—Most of the wall trees are now 
sufficiently matured to admit of their being transplanted safely, and a 
better time for the work could not well be chosen for regulating or re¬ 
arranging them. Some sort of system should be introduced where 
necessary, or where there is a general mixture on nearly all the walls. 
For instance, a very sunny south wall ought not to be occupied largely 
by Plums, Pears, and Cherries. It is in these positions where the 
choicer Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Figs should be grown. 
Cherries thrive admirably against walls with either a west, south-west, 
or south-east aspect, though as far as our experience goes they scarcely 
merit a great amount of valuable wall space. Good dessert Cherries 
can usually be bought much more cheaply than they can be grown and 
preserved by nets, and in very many instances the wall space might be 
much more profitably devoted to Pears. The latter in all southern and 
most midland districts can be grown to perfection against walls of 
south-west, west, east, and south-east aspects, and in favoured districts 
a few sorts will do well even against a north wall. In the less favoured 
northern districts we would devote the principal portion of the sunniest 
walls to Pears, no other hardy dessert fruit being in greater demand or 
more acceptable in most establishments. Plums we would relegate to 
the walls with east, south-east, and north-east aspects, and in the sunny 
south even the north walls appear to suit them, and it is with the aid of 
these and other somewhat cool aspects we contrive to maintain a long 
succession of Jefferson, Gages of sorts, Kirke’s, Victoria, and Coe’s Golden 
Drop, and other favourite Plums, The Morello Cherry really requires a 
cool site, and it is the walls with a north or northern aspect that should 
be profitably occupied with them. Figs succeed admirably in the 
southern counties, especially along the coast, and many more of the 
wholesome and as we find much appreciated fruit might well be grown 
against the open walls. If there is a hot sunny corner formed by the 
union of a west with a south wall this is just the spot for Figs. Planted 
in poor loam, to which lime rubbish has been freely added, the trees 
form sturdy short-jointed growth that is both fruitful and hardy. 
American Blackberries thrive best and are most fruitful against a. 
wall. Years ago we saw a high wall in a frame-ground connected with 
a Sussex garden fully clothed with these Blackberries, and which had 
immense clusters of fine fruit beautifully ripe in August and September. 

Transplanting the Trees.—As Peach, Nectarine, and Apricots 
are liable to gradually lose the principal portion of the branches—the 
Apricots especially so—and seeing that these occupy the most valuable 
sites, with perhaps a glass coping overhead, young trees of each should 
be in readiness to take their place directly they cease to be profitable. 
We “ feed ” our south walls with trees prepared against a south-west 
wall, and quite large trees, providing they are not very old, can safely 
be transplanted without the loss of a crop. Sometimes it is advisable 
to shift good trees into a Peach house, replacing these with others from 
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a cooler site, and filling up the blanks in the latter with young trees 
from a nursery. All this means a little extra labour and some expense, 
but it is always wise to utilise the best positions to their fullest extent. 
If we wait till the old trees collapse and then fill their places with the 
best that can be procured from most nurseries, much valuable wall and 
house space is wasted for some time. Almost any tree that has not 
occupied its present site, say more than twelve vears, may, as a rule, be 
moved safely, and if the work is carried out in a thorough manner they 
will be improved by the operation. Before tran splanting a tree see that 
the proposed site for it is well prepared. Wherever an old tree has long 
been standing, the greater portion of the border within a half-circle of 
about 6 feet in diameter will be totally unfit for the reception of a fresh 
trhe. A depth of about 6 inches of soil may usually be thrown back, 
but at least a good spit under this ought to be wheeled clean away, and 
a fresh compost consisting, if possible, of equal portions of turfy loam 
and fresh garden soil be substituted. If all fresh loam could be used 
so much the better, and plenty of burnt garden refuse, and in the case 
of heavy soils lime rubbish, will always improve the compost. Quite 
young trees should have no 3olid manure in the soil, but we usually add 
a little for the larger trees, and crushed bones also when we can get 
them. Starvation treatment is very wrong in the case of wall trees, 
these meriting more liberal treatment than any kind of vegetable, yet 
the latter usually have all the best of it. 

The trees to be moved ought not to be unnailed or released from 
the walls till the roots and intended ball have been well undermined. 
First open a wide trench, in some cases fully 6 feet from the stem of 
the tree, gradually and carefully undermine the roots, using forks prin¬ 
cipally for the work, with the id- a of saving as many of the fibres as 
possible. Do not attempt to save a larger ball of soil than those doing 
the work are capable of lifting and carrying. Cleanly cut through all deep 
running roots, lighten the ball on the top, and make the bottom as flat 
as possible. Next work under the ball and stem of the tree either a 
short, wide, and strong board, such as can be got comfortably into the 
hole, or a short legless handbarrow, then unfasten the tree and let it 
settle on this, when it can then be carried to its new site, and at once 
slipped off to where it is to remain. Plant rather above the surrounding 
level to allow for sinking, all bruised roots being cut back, and the points 
of the remainder cleanly cut across, then spread out evenly and thinly 
much as they spring from the stem and covered with pne of the finest 
of the soil, making this fairly firm about them. Only temporarily 
fasten the trees to the wall, or otherwise they will not settle with the 
soil, and'if. there are leaves yet hanging it maybe advisable to give 
■a good soaking at the roots, and an occasional overhead syringing. All 
mewly planted trees should have a mulching of strawy manure, this 
saving the already mutilated roots from further injury from frosts. 
The warmth enclosed may also assist the roots in healing and forming 
fibres before the winter sets in. Much that has been advised in the case 
of the wall trees is also applicable to various kinds of fruit trees in the 
open ground, and which also well repay for a little extra attention 
occasionally. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Melons.—The end of the Melon season is approaching, especially as 
regards those grown in frames and pits heated by fermenting materials, 
though fairly well flavoured fruit may be had up to November, especially 
of Scarlet Premier, which is one of the very best for late work, and has 
the advantage of keeping a considerable time, therefore continuing the 
supply to a late period. Any fruits approaching ripeness should be cut 
with a good portion of stem, and placed in a house with a gentle warmth, 
where they will ripen and be welcome additions to the dessert. 

In houses the supply will be kept up for some time longer, indeed 
our latest fruits are only swelling. Sufficient moisture will be secured to 
this crop by damping in the morning and again early in the after¬ 
noon, affording water to the roots moderately —a supply once a week 
will be sufficient. All superfluous laterals must be cut out, so as to 
afford the principal foliage the benefit of the autumn sun. Plants with 
fruits approaching ripeness should be kept dry, and a brisk heat main¬ 
tained with rather free ventilation, the temperature being kept at 65° 
at night, 70° to 75° by day, rising to 85° or 90° from sun heat, afford¬ 
ing a little air at the upper part of the roof whenever the weather is 
favourable. 

Cucumbers.—Place out the latest plants which are to afford a supply 
of fruit about the new year on ridges or hillocks, training with a single 
stem to the trellis, up which they may be allowed to advance about two- 
thirds, when the lead may be pinched. Those not having the conveni¬ 
ence of a Cucumber house may secure fair supplies of winter fruit by 
growing the plants in pots or box»s, training the growths near the glass 
over the pathways in stoves, fruiting Pine houses, or other heated struc¬ 
tures. Plants in bearing should not be overcropped or the fruit allowed 
to remain longer than it is fit to cut, removing all deformed fruit in a 
young state. Maintain a night temperature of 70° ; 5° less in the 
morning ; 75° by day, up to 85° with sun, admitting a little air at the 
top of the house at every favourable opportunity. The evaporation 
troughs should still be charged with liquid manure, and the floors 
damped about 8 A.M. and 4 P.M., dispensing with the syringe. Reduce 
the supply of water at the roots, but not so much as to cause flagging. 
A few horse droppings sprinkled on the beds occasionally will benefit 
the plants through the waterings and the ammonia given off. Keep the 
foliage thin and the glass clean, so as to secure thoroughly solidified 
growth. 

Strawberries in Pots.—The autumn and winter fruiting plants 
must, without further delay, be placed under glass and on shelves, so 

that they may enjoy a free circulation of air, ventilating so as to dispel 
damp, as the fertilisation of the flowers is not satisfactorily effected in a 
moist atmosphere. Those swelling and ripening the fruit in frames 
should have moderate ventilation, and though the fruits will swell and 
ripen in cold frames they swell better and the flavour is improved in a 
house where there is a moderate degree of heat, 50° to 55° as a minimum 
and 70° to 75° as a maximum by artificial means. 

Plants for next year’s fruiting are unusually late. They are neither 
so strong nor the crowns so well matured as the? should be at this time 
of year. Those intended for early forcing should be placed on a base 
impervious to worms in frames, or cold pits, exposing them fully to 
every gleam of sun, employing the lights only to ward off heavy rains, 
and at night .keep the remainder in a sunny situation, as they will 
require every ray of light and sun’s warmth to enable them to mature 
the crowns properly. 

Peaches and Nectarines. —Earliest House.—The trees are at rest, 

and very promising they are. The buds are not too large—a good sign, 

and, through the lights being removed some time, the borders have been 

thoroughly moistened, therefore there is no fear of the buds falling. 

The trees should be pruned, dressed with an insecticide, and the whole 
of the house thoroughly cleansed. The trees should also be tied to the 

trellis, everything forwarded so that a start can be made without delay 

when the proper time arrives. The lights must remain off until the 
time of closing the house, or, if the lights are fix d, which is a great 

mistake, the inside border must not lack moisture, and air must be given 

to the fullest possible extent. 
Se ond Early House.—The trees are casting the foliage. Our roof 

lights have been removed, as the trees have made stronger wood than 
usual, and that takes more time to mature than the moderately vigorous. 
The exposure of the trees has an invigorating tendency ; it insures per¬ 
fect rest, and the rains do much to free them of insects, besides soaking 
the borders. When the foliage is all down the necessary pruning, dress¬ 
ing with an insecticide and cleansing the house should be proceeded 
with, removing the surface soil down to the roots, and replacing it with 
fresh material, but not covering the roots deeper than 3 or 4 inches. In 
the case of fixed roof Ikhtsiwatering may be necessary ; under no circum¬ 
stances must the tr es be allowed to become dry at the roots. 

Midseason Houses.—The trees in these are just in the proper con¬ 
dition for lifting. It should be done with dispatch, all the materials 
being in readiness. Provide efficient drainage, shortening back any 
strong roots, and bringing any that are deep nearer the surface, em¬ 
ploying the compost moderatel / firm. Good loam, rather strong, with 
an admixture of a sixth of old mortar rubbish and a sprinkling of 
about a fortieth of crushed bones and a like proportion of charcoal, 
will grow Peaches and Nectarines perfectly. If the soil be light add 
a fourth of clayey marl, and if very strong a similar quantity of 
road scrapings. Avoid manure, except at the surface. Give a good 
watering and the trees will soon get established in the fresh compost. 
Trees judiciously treated at the roots whilst they have foliage seldom 
fail to set and stone the fruit satisfactorily. Borders that have the sur¬ 
face a soapy mass and it is not possible to remove it may have a good 
dressing of quicklime quite an inch thick, mixing it with the surface 
soil as deeply as the roots allow without much disturbance. 

Latest Houses. — Our last dish was gathered to-day (October 6th), but 
we have none later than Sea Eagle, a large, showy, and good flavoured 
fruit, with a juicy melting flesh. It is one of the best late sorts, devoid 
of the stringiness and mealiness too prevalent in some late Peaches. As 
the wood is not too ripe the house is almost closed by day so as to secure a 
good heat, there being of course enough ventilation to ensure a circula¬ 
tion. Any tn-es that have too gross wood should have a trench taken 
out as deep as the roots and about one-third the distance from the stem 
the trees cover of trellis, and left open for a fortnight, then filled in 
again firmly. 

I* ;HE BEE-KEEPER. % 
PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 20. 

Some bee-keepers desire to increase the number of 
their stocks, and at the same time to obtain a moderate 
surplus of honey for sale or home consumption. Others 
are compelled by peculiarities of the season or by the 
absence of bee flowers at certain periods of the year to 
adopt a system suited to their special requirements. 
In a former article the circumstances which make the 
adoption of a moderate increase system not only advisable 
but actually essential to a profitable management have 
been discussed, and it is therefore only necessary now to 
point out the best method of taking less than an ordinary 
swarm from each stock. 

The principle of the proportionate increase system is 
to make two, three, or even more strong stocks each 
yield their quota of bees or comb, brood, and hooey. The 
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end achieved by this plan is that while not depopulating 
any stock beyond what it is well able to afford, yet a strong 
swarm, and one which cannot fail in an average season 
to yield a good surplus, is obtained. Every bee-keeper 
is aware that a large swarm is more profitable than a 
small one: true, it is said that after a certain weight— 
6 lbs. I believe—extra weight of bees do not give a cor¬ 
responding advantage, but, generally speaking, it may be 
taken for granted that the larger the swarm the more 
profitable it will be. If, in addition to this, we are able 
to take the large swarm early in the season the profit 
will be greatly increased unless the weather is most un- 
propitious. Now in taking an artificial swarm from one 
stock the chief fact which we have to keep in mind is that 
if too large a swarm is taken the stock will be depopulated 
to such an extent that it will be a very considerable time 
in regaining strength, and may quite possibly not recover 
that year. In taking one swarm from several stocks we 
may make the swarms as large as we like, because if three 
stocks cannot afford the necessary bees and combs we 
may call to their assistance even a fourth or fifth stock. 
Again, a swarm taken from several stocks is, if one 
system is pursued, furnished at once with combs of brood 
and store, and thus in effect becomes a stock, and con¬ 
sequently rapidly forges ahead of swarms taken in the 
more usual manner. In addition to this a swarm pro¬ 
vided with built out combs, some empty, some stored 
with honey and pollen, and some filled with brood in various 
stages of development, actually increases in strength day 
by day, while the swarm provided even with built out 
combs certainly decreases in strength until the eggs 
deposited by the queen of the swarm begin to hatch, 
hhis fact is of itself an immense advantage, and should 
not be forgotten. Add to this the fact that the stocks 
from which a part of a swarm only is taken scarcely feel 
the loss, and are therefore in a fit condition for supering 
when stocks from which a large increase has been taken 
in the ordinary way are still comparatively weak in num¬ 
ber, and the case in favour of the methods about to he 
described for the benefit of those whose circumstances 
demand a small increase seems made out. 

In the case of skeps the most practical method, and 
one followed with almost invariable success, is to drive 
all the bees and queen from one stock and to place the 
swarm thus taken on the stand of the stock removed, 
placing the stock itself on the stand of another strong 
stock, and removing the latter to a new position. The 
whole of this manipulation should be performed in the 
middle of a fine, warm, sunny day when bees are flying 
freely; it will then be attended with certain success. A 
fertile queen should be introduced to the stock from which 
the swarm was taken, otherwise the bees will have to 
raise a queen, and considerable time will be consequently 
lost. The same method may be adopted with frame 
hives, but there are many variations which simplify the 
operation when manipulating hives with moveable frames 
of similar size. 

i^i/01' ^ns^ance’ there are six colonies in the apiary, 
and all are strong enough to yield for swarming purposes 
a couple of frames of brood, an increase can very easily 
be taken. Two frames of brood must be taken from five 
of the stocks; the adhering bees, and also the queen if 
she is on the combs, being brushed or shaken back into 

leir respective hives, and frames of foundation being 
inserted in the place of the removed frames, taking care 
not to place the frames of foundation together but placing 
a frame of brood between them. From the sixth stock 
the queen and a few bees only need be taken, and these 

being placed in a hive containing the ten frames, the hive 
containing these frames must be placed on the exact spot 
occupied by the stock from which the queen was taken. 
It perhaps simplifies the matter to take the frame on 
which the queen is seen and the adhering bees from the 
stock and to place the frame in the centre of the ten 
frames. This, however, is not at all necessary, but there 
is less danger of injuring the queen. All this manipula¬ 
tion must be performed in the middle of a fine sunny day, 
and if the combs removed to form the swarm do not con¬ 
tain a few pounds of honey, syrup must be given until 
outside supplies yield sufficient to render such assistance 
unnecessary. Another method is to remove five combs of 
brood—not taking the queen or any bees—from a stock 
and place them in an empty hive, alternating between 
each comb both in stock and swarm a frame of founda¬ 
tion. A comb of brood with adhering bees and the queen 
must now be removed from another colony, and this frame 
placed in the centre of the hive containing the removed 
frames, and this hive being placed on the stand of the 
stock from which the one frame of brood and queen was 
taken the operation is complete. One stock will now be 
queenless, and will therefore require attention. 

The great drawback in artificial swarming is the fact 
that driven bees return to their own stand. This may 
be obviated by the bee-keeper making an exchange of 
bees with another residing not less than two, or, still 
better, three miles distant. It is often most convenient, 
and profitable therefore, to exchange some dozen pounds 
of bees at swarming time, because when this can be done 
all the bees and their queen may be taken from a stock, 
and the stock being removed to any desired position suffi¬ 
cient of the bees from a distance may be given to the 
stock to rear its brood, and if necessary to raise a queen, 
and there is therefore no necessity to resort to what may 
seem to some to be the more intricate and difficult methods 
of proportionate increase. 

In concluding this description of swarming methods 
allusion must be made to “ nucleus swarming.” My 
experience of this method is very slight; but as it is a 
favourite plan with some bee-keepers of great experience 
it will be only fair to describe it. The plan is well 
described in the “British Bee-keepers’ Guide Book” in 
the following words: “ Examine one of the nucleus hives 
in which a queen has been reared, and if she has com¬ 
menced laying eggs confine her in a queen case. Kemove 
the division boards, and fill up the hives with frames con¬ 
taining empty comb or comb foundation. Now remove a 
strong stock to the stand occupied by the nucleus, and 
place the latter where the stock stood.” The flying bees 
thus entering the nucleus take care of the brood, and 
“ after thirty-six hours the queen in the nucleus may be 
liberated.” A fine day and strong stocks are necessary 
in this as in all the manipulations above described. 
It will be necessary to describe the formation and 
management of nucleus hives in a future article; but it 
may be well to explain that a “ nucleus” is a small stock 
consisting of a few frames of brood and honey—generally 
three—used for queen-raising. 

To those bee-keepers who are already acquainted with 
the rudiments of apiculture it may seem prolix and un¬ 
necessary to describe so fully the simplest manipulations, 
but many bee-keepers who have as yet all their practical 
experience to acquire are eagerly in search of the most 
detailed instruction on the simplest jioints. To take any¬ 
thing for granted means vexation for a beginner search¬ 
ing lor information, and bearing out the smallest detail in 

) describing a simple manipulation, is very often the cause 
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of failure when the operation is attempted by one who 
■cannot bring practical experience to bear on theoretical 
■knowledge.—Felix. 

P.S.—I must ask “A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper” to 
excuse my delay in replying to his criticism on these 
papers. My time, however, is so completely taken up 
that it is impossible for me at present to do so. In the 
course of a few weeks I hope to have the pleasure of 
** breaking a friendly lance ” over one or two points. In 
his criticism on “No. 18” I think “ A Lanarkshire Bee¬ 
keeper ” has misapprehended my meaning, and I must 
confess to not being able to grasp the point of his criticism 
with reference to “queen cells” in stocks from which 
swarms have issued.—Felix. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Dick Radclyffe (Limited), 128 and 129, High Holborn, W.C.—List of 

Bulbs Stoves and Ornaments. 
Martin Grashoff, Quedlenburgh (Germany).—List of Novelties. 

° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Insects on Chrysanthemums (IF. M.).—The leaves sent are attacked 
with a species of aphis, of which there are several, some attacking the 
Rose, others the Dahlia, others fruit trees, &c. All these plant-lice differ 
in colour somewhat, but are members of the same family, the one before 
us being the Chrysanthemum louse. They will injure the plant if not 
destroyed by an insecticide. 

Chrysanthemums (Janies).—You can strike the “ strong healthy looking 
cuttings ” now, though we fail to see what advantage you will derive from 

■doing so, as we suspect you will have some difficulty in keeping the plants 
sturdy through the winter. 

Tomatoes (S. 0. L.).~All the fruits that are showing signs of colouring 
in the open air will ripen if cut now and suspended in a warm glazed 
structure or room, but will not attain such a rich colour nor develope the 
same high flavour as those ripened on the plants in summer. 

The Mammoth Gourd (M. C.).—You are in error in stating that no 
answer has been given to your letter. Please refer to page 305 last week 
and see the second reply in the column. 

Rose William Allen Richardson (Mrs. L.).—You havebeen misinformed- 
So far from its being a weak and bad grower we find few Roses grow more 
satisfactorily. It is suitable for growing against a wall, and in good soil, 
and kept clean, soon covers much space, affording flowers in abundance till 
the approach of frost. 

Pelargoniums in Winter (J. D. F.).—Zonal Pelargoniums do not flower 
well and continuously in winter in greenhouses of mixed plants, and where 
the temperature often falls to 40° or lower. The position for these plants 
cannot be too light in winter, and a temperature of about 50° is desirable. 

Large Cauliflowers (E. Adams).—In reply to your question as to whether 
“ a large, splendid, crisp, solid head of Veitch’s Giant cut up into half a 
dozen smaller heads, is not then as suitable for table as if the small heads 
were grown on so many miserable plants ? ” we are inclined to answer in the 
affirmative, but every case must be judged on its own merits. Your super¬ 
latives indicate something wonderful even in the way of this fine Cauli¬ 
flower. 

Salting Asparagus Beds (F. Mason).—We think your employer is wrong 
in insisting on giving the beds a heavy salting is soon as they are cleared 
in the autumn, on the ground that salt has a tendenoy to keep the soil very 
wet in winter without any compensating advantages. We prefer its 
application in the spring, and as often as is necessary in the summer, for 
preventing the growth of weeds. Weeding Asparagus is a tedious process, 
and allowing the beds to be crowded with weeds is wasteful, as they 
abstract the virtues of the soil and manure that are necessary for the 

production of strong Asparagus. Show your employer this reply, then do 
as he tells you. Some persons like to have their own way even if it is not 
the best, and in matters of this kind it is well to remember the old saying, 
“ Those who pay the piper have a right to choose the tune.” 

Luxuriant Peach Tree (P. Owen).—No trees lift better than do Peaches, 
and replanting yours, shortening) some of ,the strong roots, would be 
certain to do it good. Turfy loam, with a liberal admixture of lime 
rubbish and wood ashes, would be suitable for placing round the roots. 
A firm and not very deep border will answer your purpose, mulching well 
in summer for keeping the roots near the surface. If you cannot lift the 
tree, cut off some of the strongest roots, paring the ends smooth with a 
sharp knife. 

Lifting Vines (E. G.).—As the Grapes are “ perfectly ripe,” and you are 
anxious to renovate the borders, we should cut the crop at once, inserting 
the laterals bearing the bunches in bottles of water, and suspending these 
in a room where the temperature is equable—45°, or thereabouts. As the 
leaves are fading you may remove them from the severed laterals, but we 
should allow those on the Vines to remain, as several of them may be 
fresh enough to encourage fresh root action, or at leaBt to facilitate the 
callusing of the smoothly cut ends of the roots. We should lose no time 
in border renovation and raising and placing the roots in fresh soil. The 
roots inside the house will be of great service to the Vines next year, and 
we should not disturb them till next autumn, or until the outside border 
is occupied with active feeders from the lifted roots. Protect the border 
from drenching rains and melting snow in winter. 

Woad (ft. I). E.).—The Dyer’s Woad is Isatis tinctoria, from which a 
blue dye is obtained, with which the ancient Britons painted their persons, 
and in consequence of which the northern inhabitants of onr island were 
called by the Romans, Piets, while those of the south were styled by the 
Celts, Britons, from the Celtic word britho, to paint. In Celtic it is called 
glas, signifying blue, and from this the name of Glastonbury is supposed 
to have arisen. As an article of commerce, Woad is now of much less 
value than it formerly was, when it formed a very important feature in 
English agriculture, its place having been supplied by indigo, which can be 
produced in much greater quantity and at a considerably cheaper rate. 
When the plant is ripe, which is known by its first leaves beginning to dry, 
all the leaves are cut off and laid in a heap to wither, in a place sheltered 
from the sun and rain, and are frequently turned over to make them heat 
equally. When properly fermented they are taken to a mill, similar to that 
used for crushing linseed, and there ground till reduced to a paste, which is 
afterwards formed into cakes of about a pound weight, and these are laid to 
dry in a covered place sheltered from sun and rain. In about a fortnight 
this paste has acquired sufficient consistence to be formed into small 
roundish lumps by means of little wooden moulds. As fast as they are 
moulded they are laid on wicker hurdles to dry, and when they have become 
hard they are in a condition for market. The dye obtained from Woad 
makes an excellent blue, and very lasting, but when it is used in the pre¬ 
sent day it is always in union with indigo, which adds considerably to the 
improvement of the colour. The leaves of Woad have a fleeting pungent 
odour, and an acrid durable taste. The plant is still cultivated to a small 
extent in the northern portion of the kingdom, notably about Boston. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
mens can be named at once, and beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(Fritton) —1, Bergamotte Esperen ; 2, Xe Plus Meuris ; 3, Beurre d’Arem- 
berg ; 4, Fondante de Noel; 5, Not known; 6, Forelle. (Hogg <j- Wood). 
—1, Dutch Codlin; others not kcown. (H. C.).—1, Flemish Beauty; 2, 
Bergamotte Esperen; 3, Beurrb Superfin. (T. Healey).—1, Dutch Mig- 
nonn e ; 2, Old Hawthornden; 3, Cornish Gilliflower; 4, Cox’s Orange 
Pippin ; 5, Not known; G, Carlisle Codlin. (J. M.).—1, Dunmore ; 2, 
Beurre Defays ; 3, Napoleon. (F. A. L.).—We had lOd. to pay for carriage 
of your box. (R. H.).—Louise Bonne of Jersey. (J. Udale).—1, Mardchal 
de Cour; 2, Easter Beurre; 3, Josephine de Malines ; 4, Doyennd du 
Comice; 5, Autumn Bergamotte; G, Not known. (J. P. Bartlett).—1, 
Adams’ Pearmain; 2, Not known ; 3, Burr-Knot. (J. Moresby).—1, Gloria 
Mundi; 2, Flower of Kent; 3, Brabant Bellefleur; 4 and 5, Not known; 
6, EaBter Beurre. (J. Bussell).—1, Glou Morpeau; 2, Broompark; 3, 
Louise Bonne of Jersey; 4 and 5, Not known; 6, Madame Durieux. 
(W. H. P.)—Large Apple not known ; small, Pearson’s Plate; Pear, Comte 
de Lamy. (Henry Heath).—1, Duchesse d’Angouleme; 2, Beurre Clairgeau ; 
3, Nouveau Poiteau; 4, Calebasse Grosse, or if it is melting and richly 
flavoured when ripe it may be Marechal de Cour ; 5, Not known. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(B. P. O.).—Aster Amellus var. bessarabicus. (Constant Reader).—We 
could not recognise the Oncidium, it was too small a scrap; and no 
“ border flower” was enclosed in the box. (W. J. S.).—It is a variegated 
form of Barbarea vulgaris, a member of the Crucifer® family, and we do not 
remember having seen such a well-marked variety before. (J. J.).— 
Asplenium caudatum. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 12th. 

All classes of goods in heavy supply, with business quiet, prices re¬ 
gaining the same. 

FRUIT. 

Apples, 4 sieve. 1 
d. 
e 

8. 
to 8 

d. 
6 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 

Cherries, ( sieve .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 45 0 bo 0 
Figs, dozen . 0 8 0 6 
Grapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 
Lemons, case. 10 0 IS 0 
Melon,each .. .. .. 0 6 1 0 

6. d. 0. d. 
Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0 to 12 0 
Peaches, dozen •• •• 2 0 6 0 
Pears, dozen. i 0 1 6 
Pine Apples, English, 

per lb. i 6 0 0 
Plums, J sieve. i 6 2 6 
St. Michael Pines, each S 0 6 0 
Strawberries, per tb. 0 0 0 0 
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VEGETABLES. 

s. d. s. d. 8. d. B. d 
Artichoke.®, dozen .. 1 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Asparagus, bnndle.. .. 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 6 1 0 
Beans, Kidney,per lb. .. 0 3 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 9 0 6 
Beet, Red, dozen .. ,, 1 0 s 0 Onions, bunch. 0 8 0 6 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches 9 0 8 0 
Brussels Sprout.®, \ sieve 0 0 0 0 Parsnips, dozen .. ## 1 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen ,, 1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt... .. 4 0 6 0 
Capsicum s, per 100 i e s 0 „ Kidnev,jer cwt. 4 0 0 0 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 Salsafv, bundle .. ,. 1 0 i 6 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 6 2 0 Scorzouera, bundle 1, e 0 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 0 4 0 Seakale, basket .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 4 0 6 Shallots, per tb. 0 3 0 0 
Endive, dozen. 1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel .. .. 8 0 4 0 
Herog, bunch. 0 2 0 0 Tomatoes, per lb. 0 4 O 6 
Leeks, bunch. 0 8 0 4 Turnips, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 6 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

s. d. 8. d. 9. d. B. d 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen. s 0 to 9 0 
Arbor vita? (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 Geranium flvy), dozen.. 0 0 0 0 

„ (comm on), dozen,. 0 0 0 0 „ Tricolor, dozen 0 0 0. 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. ., 3 0 6 0 Gladiolus. 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
Begonias, dozen .. ,, 4 0 9 0 Lilies Valley, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 6 0 9 0 Lilinm lancifolium. doz. 12 0 18 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 0 12 0 ,» longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 Lobelia, dozen. 0 0 0 0 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. $0 0 60 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 
Erica, various, dozen 9 0 18 0 Musk, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Euonymus, invar.,dozen 6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen. 6 0 12 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 Palms, in var., each 1 8 21 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Ficus elastica, each .. 1 6 7 0 1f scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 Spirtea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 

8. d. B. d. 8. d. B. a. 
Abntilons, 12 bunches .. 2 0 to 4 0 Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 to 0 0 
Anemones, 13 bunches • • 0 0 0 0 „ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 3 0 8 0 Marguerites, 12 bunches a 0 6 0 
Asters, 12 benches .. .. 2 0 6 0 Mignonette, 12 bunches l 0 3 0 

„ French, bnnch .. 1 6 2 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 1 e 3 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 i 0 Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 3 0 6 0 „ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 Pansies, 12 bunches .0 0 0 0 

„ 12 bunches,. 4 0 6 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 1 6 8 0 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 2 0 6 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 0 

„ 12 blooms 1 0 6 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 6 
Cornflower, 12 bnnohes .. 1 8 3 0 Poinaettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 a, (double), bunch .. 0 » 1 0 
Eucharis, dozen •• .. 8 0 6 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 2 0 5 0 Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 e 0 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 1 0 1 6 Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 4 0 9 0 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 „ (indoor), dozen 0 9 1 0 

sprays 0 0 0 0 „ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 8 8 0 
Iris, 12 bnnohes .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 „ de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 1 6 8 0 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 4 0 6 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 Tropaaolum, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 1 0 1 6 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 1 0 

Lilinm longiflorum, 12 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 4 0 6 0 Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 1 0 1 6 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 „ (French), bunch 1 0 1 3 
blooms. 1 6 3 0 „ (Parme), bnnch 8 0 8 B 

MICHAELMAS. 
Since writing our last paper much Michaelmas work 

of a special nature has been done, such as farm valua¬ 
tions, the giving tenants notice to leave farms, or receiving 
from them notice of their intention to do so. Not lightly 
do we part with a tenant now, but there are occasionally 
such instances of incapacity as to render it desirable 
in the mutual interest of tenant and landlord that the 
farm should be taken in hand, and the tenant relieved of 
an undertaking for which results show that he is quite 
incompetent. Prompt payment of rent may certainly now 
be taken as proof of capacity in a farmer, and glad are 
we to say that upon the estate under our care there are 
very few defaulters. Liberal reductions in rent have been 
made, the landlord thus doing his part “to meet the 
times;” the tenant’s partis clearly to cultivate his land 
in the best way, so that by abundant crops of high quality 
he may continue to make his farm answer. 

Turning now to practical results, we could point to 
exam ides of success and failure, such as a crop of Bailey 
worth £12 to £13 an acre, and another which only sold 
for £1 an acre. We may be told that these are extreme 
cases marking the difference between crops on light and 
heavy land in a season of extraordinary drought, and it 
would be right enough in some respects. But the light 
land was undoubtedly in such low condition as to be 
incapable of affording sufficient sustenance to sustain a 
crop in full vigour even under a moderate degree of 
drought. We could quote plenty of examples of equally 
striking contrasts in root crops, which we know are owing 
to good and bad culture and not to drought. One of our 
bailiffs is justly proud of an eleven-acre field of Mangolds 
with such large, firm roots as to actually surpass the fine 
crop of last year; yet within 100 yards of it, upon a 
tenant’s farm with land of the same staple, the Mangold 
crop is altogether inferior, simply through inferior cultiva¬ 
tion. In point of fact the inferior crop should have been 
the better of the two, for it is in cool deep soil at the 
bottom of a valley. 

The lesson which we wish to convey is that the crops 
on land under high cultivation are much less affected by 
unfavourable weather than those are in poor soil. A 
tenant whose rent was reduced to 14s. an acre has given 
notice of his intention to leave the farm next Michaelmas 
because he cannot make it answer. Now this man has 
two other farms, one of them his own freehold, the other 
hired upon another estate. Clearly he has too much land, 
and he is quite right in giving up some of it, if only his 
intention is to cultivate the remainder thoroughly. 
Judging from what we have seen of his practice, we are 
doubtful if he could make any land answer, for the whole 
of what he has is foul with weeds and low in fertility. 
It is precisely such men who allow their crops to suffer 
from poverty of soil and a second crop of weeds. They 
complain loudly ot hard times; has not the landlord a 
right to complain of their negligence and slovenly prac¬ 
tices ? Undoubtedly the difficulties of the situation are 
great, but we certainly cannot yet think them insuperable. 
All farmers have had serious losses, but those who farmed 
well and were prudent in good times are with few excep¬ 
tions still able to make their farms answer well enough to 
keep clear of debt. We have been told of failures among 
such good men and true, and we fear that in more than 
one instance it has been owing to ignorance. 

For example, when a man has gone on year after year 
for a long time applying chemical manures to his land, 
and at length finds his crops fail, surely such failure may 
be attributed to ignorance. He has probably—most 
probably—used valuable fertilisers wastefully by rote, 
without striving to ascertain the condition of the soil, and 
so restrict his use of its requirements, or rather of those 
of the crops to be grown in it. Liberality in the applica¬ 
tion of manures is undoubtedly part and parcel of high 
farming, but it must be done intelligently and not in such 
haphazard fashion. When farmers generally come to regard! 
the soil as a medium for conveying food to plants ; when 
they set themselves in real earnest to understand the nature 
of the soil they cultivate; when they can combine practical 
and scientific knowledge so well as to know the best 
fertilisers and the due proportion requisite for the full 
development of each crop; then, indeed, shall we see high 
farming in its best aspect, and a farmer’s knowledge of 
his calling will no longer be termed empirical. We do not 
pin our faith solely to the possession of such desirable 
knowledge, but rather desire to see it in combination with 
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prompt, energetic, intelligent practice. We have in the 
past year seen remarkable results achieved by the use of 
farmyard manure, and by a thorough timely system of 
cultivation and cropping. We hope, nevertheless, to see 
eventually chemical manures given a more prominent 
place in agriculture, unless indeed the great sewage 
problem is solved, and we are able to obtain fertilisers for 
the soil from our large centres of population. 

(To be continued.) 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

The rain which fell so quickly after harvest has caused such a free 
strong growth upon pastures that we have now plenty of green food 
both for cows and sheep. Late-sown Turnips are growing freely, but 
we shall not have them singled, as at best this crop can only afford 
some green food for lambs in spring, and there can be no useful roots 
from growth so late in the year. On the whole we shall be tolerably 
well provided with roots. Mangolds are almost without exception a full 
crop, Swedes about two-thirds of a crop, but early white Turnips are a 
failure. This is all the more vexatious from the fact of really good 
fields of white Turnips being common enough, owing we believe to local 
showers of rain having fallen at a critical time upon such favoured spots. 
Eye, Rye Grass, Trifolium, and other autumn-sown green crops are a 
full plant, and there is now an ample provision of green food for next 
spring. Field Potatoes were taken up some weeks ago, as soon as signs 
of supertuberation were visible. Where attention has not been given to 
this matter the crop of late Potatoes will probably be spoilt. We know 
some large fields of Potatoes now with the haulm fresh and green and 
full of growth, showing clearly that a lateral growth both from haulm 
and tubers has been induced by heavy rain after drought. When the 
tubers are taken up it will be found that they are worthless, the legiti¬ 
mate crop of tubers having practically become seed which has produced 
an abortive crop of small worthless tubers. 

Under present low prices for farm produce we are bound to curtail 
our labour expenses ; while doing so enough men and horses must be 
kept going to cultivate the land really well, for it is altogether a mistake 
to let land become foul, and thus entail subsequent heavy losses in our 
crops. The practice of economy is most desirable and praiseworthy, 
•but by all means let it be tempered with discretion. Drains should be 
seen to wherever there are faults or new ones are required. Ditches 
should also be scoured, and the mouths of all drains examined. Hard 
times have led to much negligence in the keeping of hedges and ditches 
in order, trim well-kept hedges being quite a thing of the past upon 
many farms. We regret to add that dilapidations in farm buildings are 
also as common now, and are an unmistakeable sign of poverty among 
andlords. 

SEEDS AND ROOTS AT THE DAIRY SHOW. 

Two well-known seed firms in Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, and 
Messrs. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge, were represented by stands 
at the Dairy Show, held from October 6th to October 11th inclusive at 
the Agricultural Hall, Islington, London, N. The stands of both these 
firms were of an interesting character. That of Messrs. Suttons was 
found on the right immediately on entering the main hall of the build¬ 
ing. At the front were large piles respectively of Sutton’s Oxheart and 
■Golden Tankard Mangel, both valuable kinds, specimens of Sutton’s 
■Champion Short Top Kohl Eabi, and of the Grass Bromus inermis, which 
is recommended for soiling, hay, or silage. At the sides of the stand 
were numerous specimens of natural Grasses and neat cases of Grass 
seeds, showing Mr. Martin Sutton’s prescriptions for various soils. Th‘ re 
were also models of roots. Messrs. Webb’s stand was noteworthy for 
bunches of the firm’s specially selected corn, such fine varieties as 
Golden Drop, Square Head, Hybrid Kinver, and Kinver Giant Wheats, 
with Challenge White and Prolific Black Tartarian Oats, and New 
Golden Grain and Kinver Chevalier Barleys being represented. There 
were also sample bags and sacks of Grass seeds and seed corns, collections 
of garden seeds, cases of manure, and specimen roots. Some samples of 
natural Grasses neatly labelled added to the effect of the stand. In 
other portions of the Show, garden produce grown from seeds supplied 
by the firms named, and Messrs. James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High 
Holborn, London, W.C., was observable, also farm roots in competition 
for prizes offered by Messrs. Carter and Webb. Farm food and fertilisers 
were represented in the exhibits of Messrs. Jenson, manufacturers of the 
fish potash manure, and Spratt, makers of feeding cakes, &c. 

REPORT OF THE SEED HARVEST OF 1887. 

Red Clover (Trifolium pratense perenne).—There is a moderate 
crop of English seed of good av. rage quality. Continental reports, 
including Italy, France, Germany, Denmark, and Russia, show some 
variation, but the latest information speaks of an average crop of well- 
ripened seed in these districts. The reports from America are not so 
satisfactory ; and, as last year, the indications are that the supplies of 
sound seed will not be more than the home consumption will absorb. 
Considerable damage appears to have been done to the American crop 
by the dry weather, and the samples will not compare favourably with 
European grown seed. Taken all round, European Red Clover will be 

good average quality, but, in consequence of the dry summer, the crops 
are somewhat lighter than usual. 

White Clover (Trifolium repens).—The small quantity of this seed 
produced in England is of excellent quality, and from America our 
correspondent reports “ very light crops.” In Germany and Poland the 
crops are excellent both in quantity and quality, and prices for this 
article will be expected to rule moderate. Reports from France are not 
so satisfactory. 

A '.tike Clover (Trifolium hybridum).—Some very bright samples of 
English-grown seed have come into our hands, for which moderate 
prices are asked. From America the report is, “ moderate crop, ad¬ 
vancing in price,” so that we need hardly expect to look to that 
district for supplies. On the other hand, reports from Germany, 
Poland, and Sweden are very satisfactory, so that fine European samples 
may be expected at reasonable prices. 

Trefoil (Medicago lupulina).—The dry summer has had a bad eff ct 
upon the quantity of seed produced, both in England and on the 
Continent. Samples that have come forward are somewhat small, but 
good in colour. 

Lucerne (Medicago sativa).—This crop is reported to be an average 
one. 

Timothy (Phleum pratense).—Very unfavourable accounts are given 
of this crop both in the United States and Germany, and considerably 
higher prices are expected to rule than last year. 

Rye Crosses (Lolium perenne and italicum).—Accounts of the 
English, Irish, and French crops state they are most abundant, and 
better in quality than for many years. As an instance of this, it may 
be mentioned that the natural weight for Perennial Rye Grass this 
year is 28 lbs., whereas for several years it has been about 24 lbs. 

Rap ■.—Ts a fair average crop, harvested in excellent condition, 
and the samples are very bright and black. 

Mustard.—Fair average crop. 
tnede and Turnips.—The burning summer secured the samples 

“ shot dry,” but the produce is exceedingly short in many varieties. 
Natukal Grasses.—Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet Vernal).— 

There is a very fair crop of this Grass, showing an exceptionally high 
standard of germination. Agrostis stolonifera (Fiorin).—This is a good 
average crop, both in Germany and America, but, as this Grass is very 
subject to ergot, samples free from the impurity command good prices. 
Alopecurus pratensis (Meadow Foxtail).— This is again one of the 
shortest harvests of the Natural Grasses, and samples are not numerous 
that will give the average germination for the past two or three years. 
Cynosurus cristatus (Crested Dogstail).—Is a good average crop in 
England, Ireland, Holland, and Germany; brighter in colour and 
higher in germination than it has been for some previous years. 
Dactylis glomerata (Cocksfoot).—Is only a moderate crop. Reports 
from New Zealand have not beeen satisfactory. European samples have 
a high standard of vitality, and command higher values than they did 
this time last year. Festuca tenuifolia (Fine-leaved Fescue).—This 
crop is usually very light, but as its principal use is for the formation 
of lawns and pleasure grounds it is not an important factor in the 
supply. Festuca duriuscula (Hard Fescue).—Is again a good average 
crop, and seed of high germination. Festuca pratensis (Meadow 
Fescue).—Is perhaps the most satisfactory of any Grass crop of the 
year, with germination exceedingly high, and many of the samples 
absolutely pure and free from objectionable features. Festuca elatior 
(Tall Fescue).:—This Grass is more plentiful than in previous years : 
but as the supply is still under the demand, the best samples command 
high prices. Poa trivialis and nemoralis (Rough Stalk Meadow Grass 
and Wood Meadow Grass).—Are good average crops, fine in quality. 
Poa pratensis (Smooth Stalk Meadow Grass).—Reports from Europe and 
America speak of a fair average crop, but many American samples are 
very deficient in vitality.—James Carter & Co., 237 and 23S, High 
Holborn, London. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lit. 51° 32' 40" N.; Liu?, (D8- 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. 9 A.M. 
' 

IN THE DAY. 

■ o at 
v 35 —j Hygrome- a . Shade Tern- Radiation C 

ter. V a pL- , O perature. Temperature a 
K 

October. In On 
SA a Dry. Wet. So Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 
Sunday . 2 3 '.307 517 49.3 y. 52 2 57.6 45.2 75.9 39.9 
Monday. 3 30.401 53.1 49.1 N. 52 3 57.7 47 8 70.2 42.4 _ 
Tuesday .... 4 30.382 52 6 47.9 N. 52.6 59.1 49.2 72.7 47 6 _ 
Wednesday.. 5 30.337 522 47.8 y. e. 52.8 54.6 50.0 59 2 48-3 _ 
Thursday.... 6 30.177 50.9 40.8 N. 62 8 57.3 43.4 914 47.4 _ 
Friday . 7 30.055 50 4 47 6 N.W. 53.0 61.1 48 2 102.3 46 9 _ 
Saturday .... 8 29.937 52.1 49 0 s.w. 532 63.6 47.6 101.9 44.4 — 

30.228 51.9 48.2 52 7 58.7 431 824 45.3 - 

REMARKS. 
2nd.—Cloudy all day. 
3rd.—Dull and calm. 
4th.—Overcast all day, and almost without wind. 
5th.—Overcast and calm all day. 
6th.—Dull early, fine after 11 A M. 
7th.—Fine, and at timei bright. 
8th.—Fine, bright, and pleasant. 

Temperature much the same as in the previous wok but the nights warmir; 
generally calm and cloudy; no rain.—G. J. Symons. 
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Ianer Temple Chrysanthemum Show opens. 

Finsbury Park Chrysanthemum Show open?. 
20th Sunday after Trinity. 

Royal Horticultural Society—Fruit and Floral Committees at 11 a m. 

THE ROSE SEASON OF 1687. 

HAVE for several years past recorded in the 
pages of the Journal my review of the Rose 
season, and expressed opinions resting on a 
rather varied experience in all parts' of the 
kingdom as to its character; and in the years 
that I have done so I never had to record so 
terribly a disappointing one. The question is 
often put, When are we to have seasons for 

Roses such as we used to have ? It is no boyish regret 
of past days; no foolish praise of the better times 
which have preceded us, that leads to the question bein" 
asked. We, of course, have to look at things from our 
own point of view, for as a matter of fact for the general 
lover of the country and the bright summer time, we have 
not had for many years a more enjoyable summer; and 
yet it has been, as I believe, about the worst season for 
the Rose-grower I ever recollect, not even the terribly 
wet season of 1879 was more disastrous. 

I have had during the past season fuller opportunities 
01 giving my opinion than in the twro previous years. 

Once more have I crossed the border, and at our National 
ohow in Edinburgh, and at Helensburgh, seen what is 
the state of Eose culture and Rose showing in Scotland ; 
while m England I have had the opportunity of judging 
at Canterbury, Sutton, Hitchin, Farningham in the Home 
Counties; at Christleton, Wirral, Manchester, and New 
Brighton in the North; and later on at Taunton and 
Rath in the V est; and this with my experience at the 
National ought to give me a good foundation on which 
to iorm a comprehensive judgment. But, besides this, I 
nave been enabled to visit many private Rose gardens, 
and some, too, of the growers for sale, and to gather 
Irom these sources facts and opinions which have helped 
me to form my conclusions. 

No better adjective occurs to me to describe the Rose 
season ot 1887 than disappointing. We had hoped much : 
the Rose-grower had patiently waited for the time when 
all Ins care and trouble should be rewarded; things 
seemed to be favourable, foliage was healthy, green fly 
had not made its appearance, buds were well developed, 
and it only a propitious time were given at the end 
oi June and beginning of July there were strong hopes 
that a very fine Rose season would follow. But, alas! 
this was not to be. In the early part of June the drought 
set in. This was bad enough, but as the month drew 
to a close the temperature mounted up; while in the 
hrst fortnight of July, when the Rose shows mostly 
lake place, the thermometer was rarely below 80° in 
the daytime, sometimes getting nearer to 90°, with 
a ig i night temperature also. What this was in its 
results on Roses it requires no witch to tell. It pro- 

No. 382.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

duced as a first result undersize throughout; it also 
produced in high-coloured Eoses a faintness of colouring 
and in some cases complete disfiguring; and the only 
flowers that really showed to any advantage were those 
!fht-co11l)ul'ed varieties to whom a dry sunshiny time is 

life itself. It thus happened that at all the Rose shows 
flowers had a tired and used-up look, and it was only 
where flowers could be cut close at hand and removed 
but a short distance to the place of exhibition, that one 
saw them at all in their proper condition. Thus Mr. 
Lindsell at Hitchin, Mr. Hall at Wirrall, and one or 
two others, made one much desire that all could exhibit 
under the same conditions. But it must not be supposed 
from this that Roses were not shown in fair condition, 
oi they. were, and the marvel to me was that after 

such a night for travelling as the night preceding the 
Yunbuigh Exhibition, Roses could be produced so well 

worth looking at; but they were not Al, not merely 
in matter of size, for this is a point on which I fear 
Rose-growers are going astray, but in that freshness and 
brilliancy of colour which go to form so much of the 
ciaim ot the Rose. And I think that most people who 
know anything of the difficulties of the season were ready 
to say, as they stood abreast of some of these stands, “It 
is wonderful how they do it, but they do it.” 

And jet, notwithstanding all these disheartening cir¬ 
cumstances, one can see no abatement in the zeal of Rose- 
growers, for although some societies have committed the 
happy despatch yet there are others springing up. Cardiff 
which had maintained under many disadvantages an uphill 
fight, has at last succumbed. Cray Valley, too, com¬ 
mencing well as it did, has had but a short life; let us 
hope it was a merry one. Henfield, with even a shorter 
span of life, has very soon died of inanition. Moreton 
has gone up like a skyrocket, but I am afraid has come 
clown like the stick thereof. Leek has revived, and I 
hear of a very successful one near Derby; but I fancy 
that there are not so many to take the places of those 
that have fallen out, while in some few there appears a 
slackening of interest. 

The National Rose Society, of course, claims the 
first place in the affections and interest of all real lovers 
of the flower, and this year has been a notable one in 
its history. For the first time it has crossed the border 
and nothing could exceed the loyalty and kindness with 
which it was welcomed in Edinburgh. The Lord Provost 
and some of the City dignitaries attended the Show, 
and welcomed the Committee and exhibitors, and such 
a show of Roses was given to the Scotch folk as they 
have not before seen. But I confess, for reasons which 
I have before given, that I do not anticipate a renewal 
of this, for the simple reason that there is in Scotland 
a complete absence of what we know as the amateur 
class. Such men as Messrs. Lindsell, Pemberton, Hall, 
Girdlestone, Grant, and others are utterly unknown there* 
An amateur with a couple of hundred Rose trees is a 
prodigy, and when our friend Mr. Gray started his Rose¬ 
growing at Dunkeld he was considered “aye daft.” This 
was painfully apparent in the district prizes at Edinburgh 

a more sorry lot it is impossible to conceive. I do not 
think that this arises from the soil or climate. There 
are districts in Scotland where both are as favourable 
to the culture of the Eose as some of the most favoured 
parts of England. The exhibits of Messrs. Smith of 
Strain aer,. and Cocker & Son of Aberdeen prove this, 
but it is just simply that the class is not there. The* 
same prevails to a great extent in France, and it may be 

No. 2038.—Yon. LXXVII., Old Series. 
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perhaps adduced as one of the results of the close intimacy 
in former days between the two countries ! 

t'f the Exhibition at South Kensington one has to 
write with bated breath; in extent it probably was equal 
to any that have preceded it, although as I have said the 
season prevented the quality of the flowers from being 
up to the mark. To this exception may perhaps be made 
in the case of the Teas, of which both in extent and 
quality there was a most wonderful exhibition; indeed, 
all through the country this class has come wonderfully 
to^the front; and although in the north they cannot be 
grown out of doors as in the other parts of the kingdom, 
yet there they are cultivated extensively and successfully 
under glass. But oh ! the dreariness, the desolate 
character of the place—no band provided, not a single 
member of the Council of the Rojal Horticultural Society 
present to say officially good speed to the Society. The 
coldness of the reception might have somewhat mitigated 
the heat of the day, were it not so depressing, and when 
only the next week the Society was so cordia ly welcomed 
at Edinburgh, it was useless to avoid drawing unfavour¬ 
able contrasts. What wonder that one heard on many 
sides, “ It is the last time I will show here.” And it is a 
matter of deep regret, I am sure, to aU who value the 
advance of horticulture, to see the utter want of appre¬ 
ciation that there seems to be of what may best advance 
those interests. 

The character of the season has had some remark¬ 
able effects in the style of the showing. The greater 
coolness of the north helped the northern growers, but 
I do not think that anyone was prepared for the ex¬ 
ceptional success which awaited the two striplings, the 
Messrs. Ilarkness of Bedale (and I may say in passing, 
that if all knew their history as I do, they would feel 
glad that such success has awaited them), 'they have 
the following record to give. They commenced with the 
National at South Kensington, and from that to the 
26th July they showed thirty-five stands, obtaining 
twenty-two firsts, eight seconds, and five thirds, winning 
all the prizes for seventy-two’s offered by the National 
and its affiliated Societies, besides the two challenge 
trophies of the National Rose Society; they have shown 
at Bath, Birmingham, Hereford, Wirral, North Lonsdale, 
Chesterfield, Derby, and Hull. 

Coming to the amateurs, the most successful records 
have been those of Mr. Grant of Ledbury, and Mr. 
T. B. Hall of Larkwood, Rockferry. The former began 
at Moreton-in-the-Marsh on the 29th June, and from 
that on, showed at South Kensington, Crystal Palace, 
Oxford, Malvern, Birmingham, Hereford, Wirral, and 
Christleton. He gained altogether forty-one first prizes 
and a special, twelve seconds, twelve thirds, and two 
fourths, two silver medals National Rose Society, and one 
gold medal, besides the challenge trophy of the National 
Rose Society. Mr. Hall, whose coming to the front I 
have long felt was a matter of certainty, although he 
suffers something with regard to the earlier shows, com¬ 
menced at South Kensington, and ending at Sefton Park, 
Liverpool, on July 28th, when his Roses were at their 
best, the total results being twenty-nine firsts, eleven 
seconds, and seven thirds, with the Jubilee trophy at 
Edinburgh, two gold, two silver, and one bronze medal. 
These are both highly honourable records, and show with 
what enthusiasm many of our amateurs enter into Rose¬ 
growing. I have mentioned twice the Jubilee challenge 
trophy. This arose, as its name implies, out of the cele¬ 
bration of Her Majesty’s Jubilee. The National Rose 
Society desired to do something to mark it in connection 

with the national flower, and it had been long felt that 
the midland and northern growers were handicapped as 
far as the southern trophy was concerned, and hence, 
when the idea was started and responded to, it was deter¬ 
mined to appropriate the money subscribed to two trophies, 
to be competed for at the Provincial Show, one by nursery¬ 
men, the other by amateurs; and then, as if in irony of 
our wisdom, a northern grower comes down and takes the- 
southern nurserymen’s trophy, just as Mr. Whitwell of 
Darlington once took the amateurs’. 

There is one subject in connection with the past 
season which we cannot omit—the production of new 
Roses, and the behaviour of those not absolutely new, 
whose position we are anxious to ascertain. Of really 
new Roses there has not been a plethora, but there 
are two, of which 1 have already written, which are, I 
believe, destined to take a high place—Earl of Dufferir, 
the beautiful bright crimson Rose raised by Messrs. Alex. 
Dickson & Sons of Newtonards in the Co. Down, Ireland, 
and Sir Rowland Hill, the dark claret Rose originated by 
Messrs. Mack & Son of Catterick Bridge, Darlington. As 
good wine needs no bush, so a Rose that has gained the 
first prize for the best of any one Rose at a National 
Show, and another which has gained the Society’s gold 
medal, need no further recommendation. 

Of Roses not quite absolutely new Her Majesty claims 
the first mention. Opinions differ, and I am myself 
somewhat prejudiced against large Roses. I confess that 
Roses of the size of Paul Neyron, Ulrich Brunner, Eti¬ 
enne Levet, Antoine Mouton, &c., are not those which I 
consider the type of perfection, and therefore, when Her 
Majesty’s size is applauded, I cannot chime in with it. I 
can only be disloyal enough to mutter “ coarse,” and to 
say that if you want to show it in anything like decent 
form, you must treat it like Paul Neyron, and either 
starve it or cut it from a weakly shoot or perhaps bud 
it on the Briar. Clara Cochet has been, so far, disappoint¬ 
ing, being too thin, but this may have been the effect 
of the season. Grand Mogul, which is a promising 
Rose, has had a hard time of it, and was but little 
seen. Alphonse Soupert has proved itself a valuable 
Rose. To these may be added Victor Hugo and 
Prosper Langier. Amongst Tea Roses, as with Hybrid 
Perpetuals, little has been seen of those of last autumn, 
but Comtesse de Frigneuse is no doubt an acquisition, 
being of a bright canary yellow, with large and full flowers, 
and of good growth, while Souvenir de Gabrielle Drevet is 
a fine Rose of the Souvenir d’Elise style, salmon white, 
with deep rose in the centre, changing from coppery yellow 
to clear salmon. The Bride, too, is no doubt a great 
acquisition, a white Catherine Mermet. What more can 
we want? It is very beautiful, and will, no doubt, be a 
general favourite both for market and exhibition purposes. 
Ye Primrose Dame and Viscountess Folkestone a- e Hybrid 
Teas, and are pretty Roses. 

It now only remains for me to do what I hope I have, 
however inadequately, done before, express my sincere 
thanks to those many, many, kind friends by whom I have 
been so cordially welcomed while ‘:on circuit,” and to 
thank others who have reposed confidence in me in asking 
for my recommendation when I could not judge myself. 
The courtesy and kindliness with which I have been 
everywhere welcomed makes me more than ever feel what 
“good fellows” Rose-growers are; while I cannot but 
express my deep thankfulness that, although my engage¬ 
ments have been so numerous and at such distances from 
one another, yet I have been enabled to fulfil them all, 
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and for a septuagenarian this ought to be, as it is to me, 
a deep cause of gratitude.—D., Deal. 

IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS. 

DIGGING—MANURE. 

The present is a suitable time to review the best methods of 
cultivating soils in order that the largest amount of produce may 
be secured with the least outlay of labour. Depth of fertile soils is 
considered, and rightly considered, the test for gauging the value 
of any particular piece of ground. No doubt there are other con¬ 
ditions, but anyone wishful of renting a piece of ground would be 
guided to a greater extent by the depth or shallowness of the soil 
than by any other or perhaps most of the other conditions together. 
I have several times proved that the addition of new material to 
the surface of shallow soils has improved the crops to an extent 
that would hardly be believed by those who have had no experience 
of the good effects of such a procedure. Where plenty of waste 
material is to be had there would be no cheaper method of soil 
improvement than that of adding it to the depth of 6 inches to a 
foot on shallow soils. Provided the material is open in texture— 
and that is a necessity—.he benefit is immediate and continuous. 

The ordinary methods of soil improvement by digging or 
trenching are much slower in effecting improvement. They are, 
however, very necessary, and of the very first importance when 
rightly performed. Turning up soil to the influences of the 
■weather means that a certain portion will be completely pulverised, 
and thereby rendered in the best condition for the roots of plants 
to ramify and increase and secure food with rapidity. In the case 
of very heavy soils the importance of keen frosts and drying winds 
as a means of securing a good seed bed can hardly be over¬ 
estimated. The similarity in effect of strong heat and extreme 
cold is well exemplified in cases where surface soils are pulverised 
by burning, though generally the good effects following are not so 
much attributed to this complete breaking up of the soil into 
minute particles, as to the setting free of certain food constituents 
which previously were unavailable. That is so, of course, but it 
may be taken that the main benefit in cases of soil exposure to ex¬ 
treme heat and extreme cold is due to the old-fashioned reason of 
the soil having been rendered of a “ good working condition but 
the improvement mechanically is also of importance, and here it 
may be pointed out that turning soil, either one, two, or three spits 
deep, as the case may be, gives no clear intimation of the benefits 
©f the process. The object of all cultivation is the breaking up of 
coil, and the better this is performed just so much the greater will 
be the improvement following ; hence the necessity of thoroughly 
breaking all clods and lumps of soil which are too deep for weather 
influences to reach, and well executed work will not consist only of 
the turning soil to the surface, but also of a rough-and-ready pul¬ 
verisation of the deeper soil in the course of working. Some 
gardeners who thoroughly recognise the importance of this have 
discarded spades and employ forks for turning ground. I think the 
work is more rapidly performed by means of spade culture, but 
it is more necessary to see that the workmen are duly paying atten¬ 
tion to the furrows than if forks are used. As to the question of 
how deep soil should be cultivated, that of course depends on the 
kind of soil. If the subsoil be so bad as to admit of no improve¬ 
ment or amelioration, then it would be waste of time to try to 
improve it by any other means than increasing the depth of fertile 
Eoil from the surface. All the advocates of deep cultivation con¬ 
tend that shallow cultivation cannot yield the same good returns 
that deeper soils will ; therefore, the point each individual has to 
consider is the best means of deepening the soil he has to deal with. 
If by subsoiling, then certainly do so. If too shallow naturally for 
that, then add to the surface as pointed out at the beginning of this 
piper. 

As to the best time to turn up soil, I think it cannot be done 
too early in autumn. Soil either dug or trenched in October in¬ 
variably turns out in the best condition in spring. Winter-dug 
ground is occasionally damaged by snow, and when left till spring 
the ground misses the good effect of frost, &c. At the same time, 
if ground is thoroughly well worked, either digging or trenching 
may be performed at any time from spring to late autumn, and if 
planting or sowing follows directly, the good effect of the process 
will be very noticeable. The time to apply manure and the method 
of application is also a moot point. For my own part I allow 
myself a pretty wide latitude. If I think it will pay to mix 
manure in a stratum of soil 18 inches or 2 feet deep, I do so. If, 
on the contrary, the manure would be likely to be more quickly 
effective applied just under the surface, then that is done. To 
particularise, I would not, as a rule, place dung at the bottom of a 
deep trench. Cases occur, however, when it is necessary to do so. 

I find that Globe Artichokes, for instance, cannot be well grown 
unless on deeply manured soil. The Hollyhock, as a flower, has 
the same liking, therefore in preparing ground for these and others 
of a like nature, the dung is put in deeply. But in preparing a 
quarter for Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Savoys, &c., plants which 
require to make very rapid progress from the first, and which, as a 
rule, do not go far in search of food, we do not bury tbe dung 
deeply. In many cases we put horse or cow manure just a few 
inches beneath the surface of the soil. This applies to anything 
which is to remain only a short time on the ground—such, for 
instance, as seedlings, Spinach, or pricked out flowers, &c. The 
time of application also varies, but as a rule good dung should be- 
dug in just before the crop is sown or planted. That, of course, 
cannot always be followed out, but it is a good principle to work 
by. Such crops as Potatoes, Strawberries, Peas and Beans, Broc¬ 
coli and Brussels Sprouts, are most satisfactory when grown on so.l 
which had been manured for a previous crop. 

Then it may be asked, What is “ good ” manure ? Very many 
do not think it is entitled to that adjective until it has become old 
and decayed. Unfortunately the best of its manurial properties 
have then disappeared. There are cases where partially decayed 
manure is advantageous, as for Celery trenches, but generally the 
fresher dung is on application, so long as it is not quite “ green,” 
the better is it for crops. 

Though I should not care to follow any artificial method of 
cropping ground such as is laid down for guidance in gardening 
works, still it is necessary that gardeners should work their ground 
systematically. It is not only good for the ground itself, but the 
land is more cheaply wrought and yields more profusely. As 
examples, Potatoes will be found to succeed excellently after late 
Cauliflowers and Broccoli. The ground, if well manured or mulched 
for these, will be quite rich enough for Potatoes. The texture 
of the soil will be open and the crop certain to be good. In 
like manner early Kidney Potatoes do very well after Celery, 
merely pointing over the ground. Peas and Beans also do well 
after Cauliflowers and spring Broccolis, but these should be sown 
in trenches. The space between, if not too hard, will grow fine 
Lettuces, Turnips, &c. After Potatoes, Spinach, Winter Onions, 
Lettuce, Endive, Scotch Kale, &c., do splendidly. The ground 
requires no turning up, and if help is needed to bring on crops in 
spring a slight dressing of sulphate of ammonia will put that all 
right. Brussels Sprouts do very well after Seakale or other crops 
that have been on enrichedsoil. No digging is required, and Sprouts 
are always best from rather poor soil. AVhere there is much 
pressure for space it will sometimes be found convenient to sow 
annuals or plant flowers in certain likely portions of the vegetable 
quarters. In such the flowers succeed splendidly.—B. 

THE DRY WEATHER AND SPINACH GROWING. 
One very important lesson taught us by the excessively dry 

weather of the past summer was to make extra provision for the 
storage of water, either by constructing new tanks or enlarging 
those already made. It was well nigh a water famine, for no rain 
fell from the last week in May until the 10th of August. The soil 
of the garden being a chalky loam, very shallow, and resting on 
solid chalk, it will be inferred that all kinds of vegetables suffered 
severely, but as regards Spinach it was very difficult indeed to get 
a dish. The ordinary way of growing it was a failure, for as soon 
as it was up and began to form leaves the plants ran to seed. The 
only way I could obtain any was by digging trenches a spade’s 
width and depth, then putting in manure, covered with soil, sowing 
the seed upon it, and by keeping the plants watered I managed to 
get a partial crop. The hot weather had its effect, as it soon ran to 
seed, and but for a sort of perpetual Spinach grown here I could 
not have kept up a supply. This plant was new to me. I therefore 
send you a flower stem, also a few leaves, and will thank you to 
enlighten me upon it. My employer calls it “ Sea Spinach,” and 
there is a salty flavour in the leaves. He prefers it to any other, as 
my orders are to send it to table as often as I can get it. The 
plants were growing the whole of the dry weather, and proved so 
useful to me that I think it ought to be better known to be more 
cultivated. I therefore give my sytem of culture, which is very 
simple. 

Select a piece of ground in the open with a fair depth of good 
garden soil, dig it deeply—that is, to the full depth of the spade, 
adding plenty of manure, well bury it so that there may be 
6 inches of soil over. Level the surface by raking it down, then 
set out the rows, which should be 2 feet 6 inches apart, and the 
plants in the row 18 inches. This distance appears great, yet if the 
plants do well the bed should last three years or more, and before 
that time they will meet each other. When plinting use a trowe 
or small fork instead of a dibble, and set the plants in deep enough 
to make firm and water them. The after treatment is mainly to 
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keep the ground clean by hoeing, and keep all flower stems picked 
off, the plants will then make numerous shoots close to the soil and 
establish themselves well enough to begin. Pick the leaves at 
the end of the season. In the following spring, after hoeing 
between the plants, place on a thin coat of manure. The leaves are 
much smaller than the ordinary Spinach, but much more numerous, 
and if in gathering the largest are taken, the others will come on 
in regular succession. The plants can either be increased by divi¬ 
sion or seed, but the former is much the better and most expeditious 
way. The month of March or beginning of April is a fit time to 
make a plantation, and it should be removed about every third year. 
—Thomas Record. 

[The plant is Beta maritima, and the experience of our cor¬ 
respondent is both interesting and useful.] 

ORCHIDS AT MYLNHURST, ECCLESALL, SHEFFIELD. 

The owner and occupier of this fine place, Major Blake, J.P., is 
a great admirer of Orchids, and is fast forming a valuable and in¬ 
teresting collection, containing many choice and rare specimens, 
amongst which are two plants now flowering of the rare and beauti¬ 
ful Catasetum Bungerothi. These plants were purchased in the 
early summer fxom Messrs. Stevens as dry freshly imported pieces. 
One of the two has matured a very strong growth equal in size of 
pseudo-bulb to those the plant made in its native home, and which 
produced one spike carrying thirteen flowers. The other plant has 
made two new growths not quite so strong, one of which has two 
flower spikes and six flowers, the other two flowers. The flowers 
are very beautiful and singularly attractive, with the large shell¬ 
like lip, pearly whiteness of colour, and delicious perfume. The 
plant appears to be very free, and will certainly become popular 
as it becomes cheaper and more plentiful. Of Cattleya guttata 
Leopoldi, a fine var., obtained as dry imported piece in spring, is 
now flowering with two flower spikes, one spike having six flowers. 
Ltelia Perrini, obtained at the same time and in the same condition, 
is also flowering with two spikes. A plant of Lfelia purpurata, ob¬ 
tained dry at the same time with twenty old pseudo-bulbs, has thrown 
out ten good leading growths. Four plants of Cypripedium in- 
signe in 91-inch pots are very fine, having extra large foliage and 
an average of twenty fine flowers to each plant. Cypripedium 
Harrisianum, a smaller plant, has twelve flowers ; C. Spicerianum, 
four flowers; Laslia autumnalis, three very strong flower spikes ; 
Laslia albida, a plant in a 12-inch basket, has twelve strong flower 
spikes ; Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri, just getting past its best, has 
had twrenty-one flowers on one spike. 

Some fine Oncidiums are flowering. 0. Lanceanum has three 
spikes and eighteen flowers ; 0. crispum, imported dry in spring, is 
now carrying a spike of twenty flowers ; 0. tigrinum has an 
immensely strong spike ; 0. incurvum, very pretty, with seven 
flower spikes ; O. bicallosum, a very effective and beautiful variety, 
with bright golden yello'w lip and orange yellow sepals and petals, 
very crisp curly-looking flowers, 2 inches across, and a rich scent 
resembling Yiolets. Two large plants of Maxillaria grandiflora are 
laden with flowers, about twenty fully expanded on each. 

Lycaste Skinneri delicatissima is a very choice form of this old 
favourite ; a plant here with two leads is carrying five flowers. A 
number of good varieties of Odontoglossum Alexandra are flower¬ 
ing, also Pleione Lagcnaria, Dendrobium Deari, Brassavola 
Martiana, and numerous other good plants. Especially noticeable 
is the free-flowering character of the plants throughout the collec¬ 
tion, and which we think due in no small measure to the extremely 
light and airy houses in which they are growing. Mr. Hernott, the 
gardener, has also been remarkably successful in establishing 
newly imported plants, as many of those I have above referred to 
testify.—W. K. W. 

LONG DROUGHT AND ITS EFFECTS. 
Under the above heading (page 300) Mr. W. Iggulden treats the 

readers of the Journal to an interesting if not amusing recitation of his 
view's respecting the manner in Which a kitchen garden should be cul¬ 
tivated. If our friend is satisfied with the results secur. d at Marston 
by following the method of procedure which he advocates, well and 
good ; but he should not indiscriminately condemn that followed by all 
good kitchen gardeners who have the means at command, including the 
thirty exhibitors referred to, and who have at least given ample proof 

at most of the leading exhibitions of vegetables of the soundness of the 
practice which he would have your readers believe is faulty. 
1 Indeed, the magician must have waved his wand over the kitchen 
warden at Marston this year, for Mr. Iggulden informs us that Let¬ 
tuces Kidney Beans, and Teas have done best on the ridges between the 
Celery trenches during the past summer,” remarking that the Lettuces 
had “ no manure and little else but hard soil to root m, and yet they 
grew to a good size and did not bolt more quickly than usual Before 
I touch farther on this subject I should like to ask how far this state¬ 
ment is to be accepted as evidence in favour of his plea for surface cul¬ 
tivation. Again, we are told in the same and concluding paragraph ot 
what mav be termed Mr. Iggulden’s “ Jubilee contribution ” to kitchen 
gardeners at large, that “ our latest Peas were gatherci1 from rpwS grow- 
ing on unmanured and firm ground, and w'hich but for the birds would 
have continued to yield ” (?). The soil at Marston must indeed be re¬ 
markably fertile and moist, for rows of late leas sown presumably the 
first or second week in June in “ unmanured and firm ground during 
such weather as we experienced throughout the past summer months to. 
have v ielded one creditable gathering- of Peas, to say nothing about 
continuing to yield “ but for the birds.” The conclusions which all 
practical kitchen gardeners will arrive at after reading the above state¬ 
ments is that far better and heavier crops would- have been secured had. 
the ground been deeply dug and liberally manured before being cropped 
Does Mr. Iggulden mean to say that his remarkably heavy crop ot old 
Ashleaf Potatoes which -were lifted from a piece of undug unmanured 
ground, w'ould not have been still heavier and better in quality had the 
conditions under which they were planted been the reverse of those in¬ 
dicated 1 Potatoes we know, though smaller, arc always df better 
quality daring a dry summer. Although one would have thought na 
Potatoes which were “simply laid on the hard surface and moulded 
over” with the burning surface soil would, instead of producing " a re¬ 
markably heavy crop of rather ugly tubers,” have been slowly roasted 
during the past tropical summer, ■■ ■ -T 

Your correspondent says in substance that the practice of successful 
exhibitors of vegetables at'the leading metropolitan and provincial show’s, 
should not be accepted as evidence in the question of .“ deep, against sur¬ 
face ” culture in the kitchen garden. Why not / it. is the opinion and 
practice of men who have and do still distinguish themselves in the cul¬ 
ture of fruits, plants, and vegetables, which are especially worthy ot the-, 
consideration and emulation of all gardeners who not only wish to excel 
in culture, hut who also wish to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion oi any 
question arising out of the cultural details involved in those- subjects. 
Mr. Iggulden says, “ What about the amount of watering, Ac., expended 
over exhibition vegetables ?” What about it, indeed! Does’- not your 
clever correspondent and every other practical gardener well know tear 
any “ amount of watering ” with liquid manure and otherwise-at the- 
roots of vegetables, fruit trees, and plants with the view-of seeming the 
most satisfactory results from the ground cannot be looked upon other¬ 
wise than the right thing to do, whether the produce be lequirod tor ex¬ 
hibition purposes or for home use? He is quite right in saying that he 
“ may be blamed for calling prize vegetables at a first-class exhibition 
coarse,” because, as a rule, the produce in prizewinning collections- 
and single dishes of vegetables combine with size quality, lour corre¬ 
spondent must know very well that only produce of first-rate quality 
will find a place in the prize list at really good shows) and also he must- 
know that large specimens of Carrots, Cauliflower, &c., may be obtained 
without being necessarily coarse, although large specimens- ol kitchen 
garden produce, as a rule] are sent to and cooked for the servants hallr 
while the medium-sized ones are prepared lor the dining-room table. 
However. I would remind our advocate of -‘surface . tickling” that a 
large well-grown Carrot, Parsnip, .Cauliflower, or Cabbage, is not ne?cs- 
sao i 1 y tough and wanting in flavour, neither arc small specimens ot the 
kinds indicated which have been grown in 6 inches or 9 inches deep of 
loose soil resting on a hard pan of “undisturbed’1 fortile.soil necessarily 
crisp and full of flavour. When I tell Mr. Iggulden that an experienced 
man (French) cook with five assistants presides over the kitchen de¬ 
partment of the establishment which it is my privilege ami duty to- 
supply with all kinds of garden produce, he will, f think, readily admit 
that 1 am in a position to know what the likes and dislikesof good cooks, 
are in the way of vegetables. 

Our garden soil is light and rests on a gravelly subsoil, and is from 
2 to 3 feet deep. We trench a portion of-our kitchen garden to that 
depth annually, burying therein three good layers of stable dung as th& 
trenching is proceeded with, so that every six or seven years the whole 
of the garden .is trenched, and before the ground is cropped it receives- 
a good surface-dressing of wood ashes. In the trenched ground we plant- 
our autumn-raised Cauliflowers towards the- end o[ February and at 
intervals during the first three weeks in March between rows of Carters 
Telephone. Telegraph, Pride of (he Market, Stratagem, aiid other mid- 
season Peas in drills about 3 inches deep and 2 feet apart, and at the 
same distance in the row. As soon as the Peas appegi*a couple of inches- 
above ground they have a little soil drawn up to them or: each side and 
arc then staked in.the ordinary way. This done, a good mulching of 
dung to the thickness of 5 or 6 inches and about 9 inches wide is laid 
on each side the ranks of Peas. All our previous and subsequent sow¬ 
ings and plantings (for wc annually transplant a good number, of l'cas 
out of pots when about (i inches high) are treated in a like manner 
as regards the mulching of the rows. It may not be without intciest to 
Mr. Iggulden to know that from Peas treated as indicated we gathered 
ample"supplies to meet the requirement's of our establishment during the 
rjast- summer and up to the middle of last month, and we have now 
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(October 10th) a row of Webb’s Chancellor well furnished with large 
partly filled pods, and from which, should the weather continue as it 
had been the weelc or ten days, we shall yet hope to gather a good dish 
or two of Peas. 

I may add that our rows^of Peas had several good waterings at the 
roots during their growing period. I may also remind Mr. Iggulden 
that Peas and Cauliflowers could be grown satisfactorily enough in 
America during the summer months, provided they were kept moist 
enough at the roots. It was the insufficiency of moisture that 
caused so many failures of these crops this season, the failures being 

■especially noticeable in light and “ shallow-cultured ” soils. Those who 
attended the Shrewsbury Show in the middle of last August and that at 
Cheltenham a month later could not help being impressed with the 
■grand samples of kitchen garden produce so admirably staged at both 
shows. The soil must be very rich, stiff, and retentive of moisture in 
those districts to yield such praiseworthy specimens during a season like 
the last. These facts prove conclusively enough that where soil is rich 
and deep, and the various kinds of kitchen garden crops were kept suffi¬ 
ciently moist at the roots, the best possible results have been secured 
during the past intensely hot summer. Such, at any rate, is the ex¬ 
perience of—A Grower and Exhibitor. 

I AM much pleased with “ A Thinker’s ” reply to Mr. Iggulden 
respecting Potatoes and Lettuce on Celery ridges. Mr. Iggulden has 
several times before placed himself in the same false position. Un¬ 
doubtedly “ Thinker ’’ is right in his statement that the Lettuce and 
Potatoes were better because of their having deeper, warmer, richer, 
'rooting medium by the fact of having two surface soils in the space of 
■one ; or, in other words, double the quantity of soil of eq'ual fertilitv in 
a given superficial area. 

I commenced a system of deep cultivation by bastard-trenching in 
1875, and I have continued that system to this day, and shall do so in 
the future. Each year strengthens my faith in the system—heavier 
crops (about double) of vegetables and fruit, and each of higher quality, 
being produced from the same area of ground. Any tendency to coarse¬ 
ness, as in the. case of Beet, is obviated by leaving the plants closer 
together than is usually the case ; we thus get double the quantity of 
juicy and tender roots. 

IV hen I came here my employer complained to me about the 
hardness and stringiness of the Beetroot they had been having all that 
winter and the previous winter. Thinking that, perhaps, the Beetroot 
was not so bad as she stated, I tried them for myself, and found them 
uneatable ; I also came to the conclusion that the sole cause of it was 
that they had been grown on poor shallow soil. I adopted my usual 
method, of culture, with the result that there has not been a word of 
-complaint about the Beetroot. We have had a constant supply of 
Cauliflowers and Peas up to the present date. Cauliflowers that were 
-on untrenched land nearly all went “ blind ” in the summer. Our 
supply was kept up by those planted on a border that was bastard- 
trenched last winter 2 feet deep. No water was given them except in 
spring shortly after being planted. I intend to bastard-trench every 
available square yard of this kitchen garden, all being well.—A Noble¬ 
man’s Gardener. 

. Allow me to explain that it was “ A Northern Gardener ” who de¬ 
tailed his exploits in the way of growing “ Beet for the pigs,” large 
Celery, big Onions, and other vegetables that the cook would invariably 
reduce to a serviceable size. I do not admire “ A Thinker’s ” style of 
conducting a discussion, and the first paragraph of his last epistle was 
anything but kind. Perhaps he was anxious to convey a delicate com¬ 
pliment, but why do it at my expense ?—W. Iggulden. 

MINA LOBATA. 

Occasionally instances are brought under notice of old plants 

that have been lost sight of in gardens for years again coming into 

favour, and one of the most recent examples of such a recovery 

is afforded by Mina lobata. This plant was introduced from 

Mexico in 1841, when seeds were sent to the Earl of Burlington at 

Holker by G. Frederick Dickson, Esq. From Holker plants were sent 

to the London Horticultural Society, but being exposed in severe 

weather they were lost, and only two seeds saved. It does not appear to 

have extended beyond the gardens of a few who were interested in 

curious or rare plants, and it either gradually died out or became so 

extremely scarce as to be practically unknown to the majority of 

cultivators. A short time since Messrs. Haage k Schmidt re-introduced 

it to Europe, and now it is in the hands of most of the British seedsmen 

and nurserymen. 

The genus Mina was named in honour of a Mexican celebrity, Don 

Francisco Xavier Mina, and this species is said to have been generally 

grown in Mexico for a number of years for ornamental purposes. It 

is nearly related to the Ipomasas, which it particularly resembles in the 

foliage, but the flowers are totally dissimilar both in form and arrange¬ 

ment. They are in one-sided racemes, which attain the length of 

16 inches, the flowers gradually expanding from the base to the tip 

wrhich continues to elongate throughout the season. The corollas are 

ovoid in the bud, when they are of a bright red colour, the expanded 

flower being tubular and varying from red through jellow shades to 

white. The older flowers at the base of the raceme are of the lighter 

tints, and there is thus gradation in each from white or yellow to the 

deep red terminal buds, giving a strangely varied appearance to the 
plants. 

Mina lobata is a rapidly growing plant and covers a high wall in a 

month or two. When in such fine condition as we saw it last month at 

Baby Castle, Darlington, it has a most remarkable effect, and could 

scarcely fail to,become popular. Writing in reference to the system of 

culture adopted, Mr. B. Westcott observes as follows :—“ The seed is 

sowrn in February in a stove temperature, and the plants kept in the same 

house until established in 3-inch pots, using light fibry soil, gradually 

reducing them to greenhouse and cold pit temperature. By that time 

they should be in 6-inch pots, which will be sufficiently large until they 

are planted out about the second week in J une, which should be on a 

well-raised border against a south wall. The soil should wholly consist 

of light fibry loam, mixed with a liberal portion of half-decomposed 

cow manure. The plant, which is of coiling habit, should be trained on 

strong cords, and the shoots will soon reach the top of any ordinary 

garden wall. The plants here reached the top of a 13 feet wall this 

season and then ran horizontally, flowering at every joint and maturing 

a quantity of seed. The flowers have a novel and most pleasing effect 

in bouquets.” 
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Mb. Edw. Harland, Hon. Secretary of the Hull and East 

Riding Chrysanthemum Society, calls our attention to the fact that 

“ a slight error crept into our note accompanying the illustration of the 

challenge plate of this Society in the Journal of 13th inst. The cups 

will not be comj eted for on 16th November, as therein stated, but 

on the 17th.” 

- The sudden change in the Weather experienced recently 

with severe frosts varying from 10° to 15° has < ffected a great alteration 

in gardens, all tender jlants being killed, and the leaves of many 

deciduous tree; have fallen very quickly and early. Walnut and Mul¬ 

berry trees were completely denuded of their leaves in a single night- 

Almost the only trees that still retain their foliage fresh and green are 

the Elms and Planes, which present a striking contrast to the others. 

- Mr. G. R. Allis, Old Warden Park, writes:—“ We have 

had a first taste of winter. Snow fell early on the morning of 

the 12th inst.; the ground was cover'd at daylight, but it soon 

melted, except in a north shaded asj ect. The thermometer re¬ 

gistered 28°, or 4° of frost, slightly injuring Dahlias and other 

tender plants, but the following morning was still sharper, when the 

mercury stood at 24°, or 8° of frost, which killed Dahlias and other 

tender plants. Heavy showers of hailstones fell on the 13th, followed by 

a slight frost at night. The weather during the week has been very cold 

and stormy for so early in the month, with the wind chiefly blowing 

from the north-east.” 

- A correspondent at Hampton states that on October 13th he 

registered 15° of frost ; 10° on the 12th, and 7° on the 11th. 

- Writing from Cardiff on the 16th inst. Mr. Pettigrew observes : 

—“ We have had no rain to speak of, and scarcely sufficient frost to kill 

the Dahlias.” Mr. W. Wenman, The Gardens, Hickleton, Doncaster, 

also writes : “ We had 8° of frost here on the 12th, completely destroying 

Beans and Peas. We also had cold storms with hail and sleet. Some of 

the trees have quite lost their leaves.” 

- Gardening Lectures. — The Birmingham and Midland 

Counties Gardeners’ Mutual Improvement Association announce the 

following lectures to be delivered on Tuesday evenings at 8 p.M. in the 

Midland Institute, Birmingham :—October 25th, “ Tuberous and Winter 

Flowering Begonias,” by Mr. J. Lee ; November 8th, “ Remarks on the 

History and Nomenclature of Noteworthy Apples,” by Mr. W. Gardiner ; 

November 22nd, “ Plants for Room Decoration,” by Mr. C. R. Bick ; 

December 6th, *• Notes on the Narcissi and its Varieties,” by Mr. W. 

Spinks; December 20th, Discussion, and Election of Best Vegetables ; 

January 3rd, General Annual Meeting and Exhibition of Chrysan¬ 

themums. 

- The second annual Chrysanthemum Show at Leeds will 

be held in the Town Hall of that town on Tuesday and Wedn< sday, 

November 29th and 30th. Thirty-five classes are provided for plants 

and cut blooms of Chrysanthemums, together with miscellaneous plants, 

bouquets, and stands of flowers. The prizes range from £5 to Is. The 

Secretary is Mr. J. H. Clark, 15A, Briggate, Leeds. 

- On Monday, the 10th inst., Mr. William Heale died at 

Hereford regretted by many friends. Mr. Heale had been connected 

with several nursery firms, such as Messrs. H. Low & Co. Clapton, Cheal 

and Sons, Crawley, and later as manager to the Cranston Seed & Nursery 

Company, Hereford. He also assisted in the formation of the United 

Horticultural Benefit and Provident Society twenty-one years ago, and 

had taken much interest in its advancement ever since. 

- The Bedford Chrysanthemum Society will hold their first 

Exhibition in the Corn Exchange, Bedford, on Wednesday and Thursday, 

November 23rd and 24th, this year. Prizes are offered for groups, specimen 

plants, cut blooms, together with fruit and vegetables in ninety-eight 

classes, the amounts varying from 2 guineas to Is. A show of pigeons, 

rabbits, and cage birds will be held in connection with it. The Hon 

Sec. is Mr. J. Sanders Clarke, 49, Linden Road, Bedford. 

- Ham Green Favourite Tomato.—“ T. H.” writes “ This 

Tomato has be=m grown at Ham Green for the past four y ars. It was. 

raised by the present gardener, Mr. Crocker. He has a small span-roof 

house, 25 feet by 10 feet, with about thirty plants grown on the single 

rod system, and each plant carrying from ten to twelve trusses of fruit 

each, having from twelve to fourteen excellent fruits in different stages. 

The house is worth making a special journey to see. I remember seeing 

a house of it last April equally as good as the present one, and Mr. Crocker 

assured me he had been cutting all through March. It is the finest 

variety I ever saw, and the flavour is good. It has b en grown at Chis¬ 

wick this year and received a first-class certificate.” 

- Gardening Appointment.—Mr. George Fisher, late gardener 

to the late J. C. Richardson, Esq., J.P., Glanbrydan Park, Manordeilo,. 

Carmarthenshire, has been appointed gardener to Arthur J. Williams, 

Esq., M.P., Coedymuster, Coycnurch, near Bridgend, Glamorganshire. 

- A gardener of considerable note in northern Britain, Mr, 

George Johnston of Glamis Castle Gardens, died on the 30th 

ult. at the age of fifty years, leaving a widow and five children. Mr, 

Johnston was widely known and much respected for his cultural skill, and 

during the twenty-one years, in which he had charge at Glamis he. 

maintained the gardens in high condition, and became especially celebrated 

for fruit culture, particularly Grapes, and it is said that he won over 

£300 in prizes at the chief northern shows since 1868. Mr. Johnston 

was born on October 31st, 1837, at Fingask, Kirkill, Inverness, and 

served in several good gardens, including Castle Kennedy, before obtain¬ 

ing his appointment at Glamis. 

- Autumn Raspberries. — Mr. J. Lyon, Riddings Court, 

Caterham Valley, Surrey, sends us some remarkably fine Raspberries, 

and remarks that “ They were gathered on October 17tb from my garden. 

We are 550 feet above the level of the sea, and the garden where they 

were gathered faces the north-west. Two nights last week we had 8°‘ 

of frost.” There are several varieties which usually ripen their fruits in 

October, and some will last far into November in favourable seasons- 

but it is not often we see such fine fruits as those sent at this time 

of year. 

- We are requested to state that Messrs. W. Wood & Son, 

Wood Green, N., have arranged to stage exhibits of four dishes cf 

Potatoes for competitors for their silver cup and other prizes at South 

Kensington on the 25th inst. 

- A general meeting of the members of the National 

Chrysanthemum Society will be held at the “ Old Four Swans,” 84, 

Bishopsgate Str>et, City, on Monday, October 24th, the chair to be taken.' 

by the President, Mr. E. Sanderson, at 7 P.M. The Floral Committee 

will meet in St. Stephen’s Hall, Westminster, on October 26th, November 

9th and 24th, and December 7th at 1.30 p.m. each day, except November 

9th, when the hour of meeting will be 12 noon. 

-An Exhibition of Apples and Pears at Manchester, 

was opened on Friday last in the main avenue approach to the Royal 

Jubilee Exhibition, and continued on Saturday and Monday. Large 

numbers of fine fruits were staged, the Apples being especially good 

In the nurs- rymen’s classes the chief prizes were won by Messrs. J. 

Watkins, G. Bunyard & Co., Cheal & Sons, Cranston & Co., and A. J.. 

Thomas of Sittingbourne. In the amateurs’ classes the successful com¬ 

petitors were Messrs. Goodacre, S. Barlow, P. Thelusson, R. C. Naylor, 

Col. Wingfield, and F. Smith. Several classes were devoted to amateurs, 

residing within twenty miles of the Manchester Town Hall, in which 

the leading exhibitors were Messrs. Upjohn, W. Nield, and Alfred Jones 

of Marbury Hall Gardens, which is within half a mile of the largest salt 

and chemical works in Northwich. The non-competing exhibits com¬ 

prised groups of plants and flowers from Messrs. Dickson & Robinson^ 

F. and A. Dickson Sc Sons, S. Barlow, and H. Heine ; Mr. H. Merry weather,. 

Southwell, Notts, being awarded a first-class certificate for Bramley 

Seedling Apple. 

- A work on “ The Cultivated Oranges and Lemons, &c., of- 

India and Ceylon,” by Brigade-Surg on E. Bonavia, M.D., of the 

Indian Medical D partment, is about to be issued. Th ± writer’s object 

is mainly practical and economical, but he deals also with some ques¬ 

tions of purely scientific interest. His researches have brought him 

into contact with every variety of Citrus in India 'and Ceylon, and he- 
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claims that he has been able to dispos • of, or at any rate to throw new 

light on, certain disputed points, both botanical and historical, in con¬ 

nection with this g mis. The book will be accompanied by an atlas in 

foolscap size, consisting of 259 plates of outline drawings of all the 

varieties of Citrus to be found in India and Ceylon.—(Nature). 

- The October number of the “Botanical Magazine” contains 

an illustration of Anemone Fanninii, a South African plant dis¬ 

covered in 1863 at Dargle Farm, Natal, by Mr. G. Fannin, and since 

then specimens have been sent to Kew from other localities at elevations 

of 2 to 4000 feet. It is said to grow in some places to the height of 

5 feet, with leaves 2 feet in diameter, the white fragrant flowers being 

3 or 4 inches across. It has flowered at Kew in a cool pit, but has been 

found quite hardy. 

- An illustration of Statice Suworowi is also given, and well 

pourtrays the character of this annual, which has obtained some favour 

in ^ ardens recently. It was discovered by Dr. Albert Regel in Western 

Turkestan, and seeds have been distributed by Messrs. Haage it Schmidt, 

of Erfurt. Plants have flowered at Kew on the rockery and in a cool 

house, and it has been observed that some plants have remained in 

flower for two months. The long branching dense cylindrical spikes of 

bright rose-coloured flowers have a very distinct appearance. 

-A peculiarly distinct Iris is represented in plate 6960 of the 

same issue-namely, Iris Sari, var. lurida. This is a relative of 

I. Susiana, and was flowered by Mr. R. I. Lynch in the Cambridge 

Botanic Garden last May. The standards are broad and curiously 

veined and mottled with purple, the falls being similarly broad, mottled 

with a brownish tint on a light ground. 

- Gishurstine.—We are reminded of the approach of winter 

by the reception of samples of this valuable dubbin' for boots. Ex¬ 

perience confirms its worth, and it may be used with service and 

comfort by persons whose engagements take them among wet grass and 

manure. 

- Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead, writes : “ I enclose you a bloom ol 

Marguerite Cloth of Gold cut from a plant in a small 60-sized 

pot. The plant being in bloom some months, I could send you a quantity 

of such blooms from the same size pots. It is really a grand yellow 

Marguerite for winter blooming ; in fact, it is a perpetual bloomer, as I 

have never been without flowers since I raised it.” The bloom sent is a 

beautiful one, and we remember seeing some of Mr. Owen’s plants late 

in the season flowering most freely. 

- Mildew on Roses.—“Nothing is mere disheartening to 

amateurs,” says “ Olton,” “ than this terrible pest, and in the district in 

which I live in the midlands it is not only in my garden, but in many 

others where I notice it in a strongly developed stage. I think a large 

number of us amateurs who grow only a few and have not the experi¬ 

ence of larger growers, would be very thankful if some of your readers 

could give us advice as to pruning Roses now, which are so much affected 

by mildew, and their treatment afterwards. Is dryness at the root a 

cause ? for we have experienced a very hot, long dry season here, and dry 

through September and October.” 

- A writer in the Ind'an Forester gives the following account 

of “ a Real Weeping Tree —“On my way to and from the Mus- 

soorie Library I have noticed for some days a small pool of water in the 

middle of the road just above ‘ Auchnagie.’ It struck me as something 

singular ; and to-day when passing I notic d several drops of water fall 

inte it; on looking up I saw it was the sap fiom a branch high up on a 

tree that was falling into it; the drops were large and were falling at 

the rate cf one a second. 1 aft rwards noticed several other trees of the 

same kind on the roadside dropping sap from their branches in the same 

way. The tr e is a large one, called by the natives Kagashi (Cornus 

macrophylla ?). In the spring, if the bark of this tree is wounded by 

an axe, the sap runs out of the wound in a great stream ; some of it 

solidifies into a thick mucilage of a bright orange colour ; it was from a 

broken branch that th • sap was coming, broken most 1 ik- ly by the 

heavy fall of snow we had at the end of January. These trees are just 

bursting into leaf, but they have been weeping for the last t- n days at 

least.” 

VIOLAF. 

I will leave to those learned in botany the task which Mr, Jenkins 
asks me to solve, if they can, for all Tansies, Violas, and Violets are 
botanically Violas, the two former of the Viola tricolor section. What 
I think we shall have to do is to make sections of families of our Pansies 
and Violas in future catalogues. Thus, Show Tansies, the old race of 
Pansies so dear to our oldest Pansy growers still, before the fancy Pansy 
became popular, which should consist of white grounds, having a 
regular belting of a shade of purple colour in the three lower petals, the 
two upper petals of a self colour, and a dark, dense, well-cut blotch in 
the centre. Yellow grounds, which should have a ground or body 
colour of a shade of yellow, with rich maroon or purple belting on the top 
petals, and a dense blotch ; and Selfs, either white, yellow, or dark purple, 
or shade of purple, in each case the flower possessing a dense dark 
blotch in the centre, such as I have indicated in the white and yellow 
ground flowers. I need scarcely add that florists have rigid rules as to 
form, substance, belting, blotch, and colour in this section of the Pansy 
class. 

Fancy Pansies would form another division, in which we cannot lay 
down the same strict rules as to colour, belting, &c.; but we look for 
form, substance, and smoothness, combined with bright telling colours, 
and for distinctness especially, for we now have such a long list of 
fancy varieties, quite three hundred, that distinctness combined with 
high class quality must be a sine qw i non in new varieties. 

All the varieties catalogued now as Violas need re-arran. ing into two 
sections, one of these to be bedding Pansies, such as Holyrood, Blue 
King, Cliveden Purple, Archie Giant, Adonis, Lord Darnley, Queen of 
Violets. Queen of Purples, and other varieties which wholly or to a great 
extent preserve the character of the Pansy in growth and flower. In 
the Viola section 1 think the generally distinctive character should be a 
close dens ■ sturdy habit with smaller blooms than the Pansy, good con¬ 
stitution, very floriferous, and very early and continuous bloomers, such 
as Ardwell Gem, Mrs. Gray, Elegans, lutea grandiflora, Golden Prince 
Improved, lilacina, Countess of Kintore, Duchess of Albany, Skylark, 
Bullion, Duchess of Sutherland. Queen of Spring, Golden Queen of 
Spring, Mrs. Smith, Queen of Lilacs, True Blue (the best of all blues), 
and many others. 

Then we come to a cross-bred race, partaking of the mixed characters 
of the Viola and Pansy, in which Mr. Jenkins gives Countess of Hope- 
town a place ; but as this grand variety has such a very close growing 
habit, is so early blooming, and continuous in flower, that I should give 
it a place amongst our Violas, but amongst these hybrids we must give 
a place to Archie Grant, Bronze Queen, Lady Diana, Paragon, Panta¬ 
loon, Unique, and such others of the same strain, also the large-flowering 
kinds which partake more of the Pansy character in growth and flower, 
and in this division Spotted Gem, Mrs. Baxter, York and Lancaster, and 
others would find a place. 

No hard-and-fast line can be drawn as to what are leally Violas and 
what are I’ansies, and I do not see that any effort to do so is necessary. 
What we all want is distinctness, good telling colours, a close sturdy 
habit, goo 1 constitution, and very free, early, and continuous bloomers. 
Form in the flower of the Viola is quite a secondary matter. What the 
public want must possess the qualifications I have indicated.—William 
Dean, Walsall. __ 

THE HORTICULTURAL CLUB. 

OCTOBER PEARS. 

The first monthly dinner of the Club for the present season took 
place on Tuesday evening, Oct. 11th; there was a good attendance of mem¬ 
bers. Mr. John Lee was in the chair. Amongst those present were Messrs. 
F. Rivers, Bald-rdon, Crowley, H. J. Pearson, A. H. Pearson, Strange,. 
Co isens, and Druery. In the evening Mr. Geo. Bunyard read a paper 
on “ October Pears,” which we here give, and an interesting discussion 
took place, in which most of those present joined. H. Balderson, Esq., 
of Comer Hall, brought ten bunches of beautifully finished Grapes which 
had all been grown in one house without any partitions. They included 
such kinds as Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, Golden Queen, 
Mrs. Pince, Muscat, Trebbiano, Buekland Sw, e water. He detailed his 
method of culture, and it was considered by all present that it was very 
successful, and, while all the Grapes were jood, the bunch of Mrs. Pince 
was considered equal to any that had been shown this year as regards 
colour, size of bunch and berry, and complete finish. The thanks of the 
meeting were given to Mr. Bunyard and Mr. Balderson. Mr. C. T. Druery 
brought some of his very handsome and serviceable enamelled plant 
labels. A very pleasant and profitable evs ning was spent. The follow¬ 
ing is Mr. Bunyard’s paper :— 

In bringing before you the above subject I should, at the outset, 
observe that I feel there is little to be added to the present sum of 
knowledge on the subject, by the few remarks I am about to make in 
the limited time allowed me for the purpose. Owing to the late spring 
and the protracted drought the Pears of September will, in some cases, 
be in season in October, but as this is abnormal I will confine myself to 
those usually in season in the present month. 

It has been observed by competent judges that all the good Pears 
may be counted on one’s fingers, which, in a degree, is true. Mr. Bar¬ 
ron’s Pear Conference report gives fifteen varieties only which had over 
fifty votes, as the selection of 100 exhibitors at the 1886 Chiswick 
Conference, atul Mr. Dunn gives fifteen as by the exhibitors at Edin¬ 
burgh having over twenty votes, of this number the cream (nine varie¬ 
ties) come in season in the southern counties during October—viz., 1. 
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Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 2, Marie Louise ; 3, Beurrfi Superfin ; 4, 
Beurrti Hardy; 5, Pitmaston Duchess; 6, Fondante d’Automne; 7, 
Thompson’s ; 8, Comte dc Lamy ; 0, Emile d’Heyst. I intend to con¬ 
fine my remarks to the above, being those suited for dessert, and which 
no connoisseur of Pears would object to use himself. 

1, Louhe Bonne if Jersey.—This succeeds on the Quince and makes 
a fertile pyramid. The fruit is of very refreshing flavour, juicy ; the 
best flavoured coming from standards on the Pear stock, on which it 
succeeds well. 

2, Marie Louise.—Best flavoured from open trees, but seldom bears 
freely, as the blossom is tender ; very fertile as a wall Pear and as an 
espalier ; requires much root-pruning as a pyramid, is not happy on the 
Quince. 

3, Beurre Superfin.—Very fine as a pyramid on the Quince, pro¬ 
ducing handsome richly flavoured fruit, fertile, also a good grower. 

4, Btvne Hardy.—This possesses a rich, unique flavour ; a beauti¬ 
ful grower as a pyramid, and very fertile ; fine on a wall; succeeds on 
the Quince. 

5, Pitmaston Duchess.—Large, not always of fine quality, but yet so 
handsome as to be worthy of culture in any form, hardy and a free 
bearer ; succeeds on the Quince. 

6, Fondante d' Avtomne.—One of the sweetest and best melting 
Pears, forms a fertile pyramid on the Quince, and is good in any 
form. 

7, Thompson's.— One of the finest Pears ; very melting in texture; 
thin skinned, of delicious flavour, distinct, aud valuable ; succeeds on 
the Pear, but requires double working on the Quince. 

8, Comte de Lamy.—Particularly rich in flavour ; very fertile on the 
Pear or Quince ; rather an awkward grower, as it bears on the points, 
and has much bare wood as many eyes fail to start. 

9, Emile d' Hcyst.—Shape like Marie Louise, very fertile both on the 
Pear and Quince, very little known, but most desirable, of rich honeyed 
flavour. In use towards the end of October. 

All the above form good cordons, except Comte de Lamy. 
In order to make the October Pears complete, the following may be 

added as worthy of a place in the garden, though not always of choice 
flavour or texture, still some are valuable substitutes when the better 
class fail to bear :—- 

1, Colmar d' kte.—A very sweet rich Pear, profuse bearer. 
2, Graham's Autumn Nelis.—Small, but delicious ; a sweetmeat, 

crowded out by larger sorts. 
3, Doyenne Boussoch.—Fertile, of refreshing acidity. 
4, Durondeau.—Large and fertile, and fairly good. 
5, Scckle.—Small, but delicious. 
6, Beurre Bose.—Of rich flavour. 
7, Eyenood.—Bon Chretien flavoured ; a very good small Bergamot 

kind, most fertile. 
8, Beurre Diel.—Oi peculiar richness (end of October). 
The market varieties for October would be Beurre de Capiaumont, 

Duchesse d’Angouleme; Rivers’ Fertility, Marie Louise d'lJccle, Louise 
Bonne of Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurrfi Bose. These are for growth 
on standards, or better as half-standards, crop being all-important. 

I cannot let this opportunity slip without a word as to culture. It is 
most important that the roots be kept near the surface, that they may 
have the benefit of the sun warmth in the soil, for it is mainly on 
these that the fruit depends ; they are in fact the foragers for size and 
flavour (as against the tap roots, which provide for the woody growth 
and extension of the tree). To this end root-pruning is a valuable aid ; 
and although from the general overworked condition of many gardeners 
this is not so regularly carried out as could be desired, still, as it does 
away with much top-pruning, the operation is all-important and saves 
labour in other ways. October is the best time. 

Mulching is valuable, but should only be carried out when the tree 
has a good crop, and if extra sized clean fruits are desired a previous 
dressing of Clay’s fertiliser or a similar stimulant will be useful. The 
moss manure now so much in use is valuable, as it contains fertilisers in 
a high degree, and is neat in appearance and handy for use. We employ 
it with great benefit—c.g., our Pears gained third prize against compe¬ 
titors who have grand walls and aged trees at the Crystal Palace, 
October 6th. Upon this mulching a liberal or rather copious supply of 
soft water should be given once a fortnight in the dry season. Some 
foliage may also be removed where it shades the fruit, and the summer 
removal of inside spray will further assist the ripening of wood and add 
size to the fruit. 

Thinning must be carried out with caution until the fruit is safely 
set, when all double bunches may be reduced to one (unless the tree is 
partially cropped, when it will carry them). As regards stocks upon 
which the trees should be ; for garden work, except in very light soils, 
the Quince is preferable, as its surface-rooting character is more amen¬ 
able to treatment, and it also takes nourishment more readily. 

In sandy soil those on the Pear stock alone should be tried, though a 
few choice sorts on the Quince might be grown in tubs or large pots sunk 
into the ground, in which of course a suitable soil could be used. 

KEEPING PLANTS CLEAN. 

I HAVE not the Journal by me to refer to my remarks on this 
matter, so kindly criticised by Messrs. W. Wood.A Son at page 323. How¬ 
ever, I do not think I am wrong in giving to America the credit of the 
“ first public intimation ” of the manner of preparing petroleum in a 
safe and effective manner. I had my information from an American 

State paper of four or five years ago, and I have been employing the 
mixture recommended in the Journal for the past three years. I scan 
most of the papers in connection with our calling, and have failed to see 
any intimation of this manner of preparing petroleum in this country 
until it appeared in the Journal a fortnight ago. It is hardly necessary 
to point out to Messrs. Wood that preparations made for sale give no 
intimation of how they are made up ; and as to the necessity of 
gardeners and others having a cheap and ready method of preparing a 
good insecticide there is a very strong case presented at page 322 of the 
same Journal, where Mr. Bardney recommends the rough-and-ready 
method of mixing the petroleum with a syringe. I may say in conclu¬ 
sion that I have no doubt that the insecticide manufactured by Messrs. 
Wood & Son is an effective one.—B. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 

THE INNER TEMPLE. 

By the courtesy of the Benchers, the Exhibition of Chrysanthemums 
at the Inner Temple Gardens will be opened to the public to-day 
(Thuisday), and will continue to attract visitors for three weeks or a 
month to come. This is the eighteenth season that a display of these 
popular autumn flowering plants has been produced under Mr. Newton’s 
charge, and their condition gives every indication of as fine a display of 
blooms as he has ever had. There are 900 plants representing over 500 
varieties, and though, like many others, they are somewhat later than 
usual this year, there is a good number of the early varieties in flower, sub¬ 
stantial buds of the main season varieties giving promise of grand blooms 
within the next fortnight. The incurved and Japanese varieties are 
well proportioned in numbers, and some of the best of last year’s novel¬ 
ties are included. The majority of those at present out are Japanese, and 
comprise M. W. Holmes, which was seen so well last season; M. Delaux, 
of great size ; Elaine, large and pure ; La Triomphante, M. Henri Jacotot, 
Frizon, the early and free Alexandre Dufour, remarkably large buds of 
Pelican being now advancing rapidly. Of incurved the B.undle family, 
Beverby, Aurea Multiflora, Guernsey Nugget, Lord Wolseley, Empress 
of India, and Refulgence are the most forward, the latter being much 
better than it is usually seen. 

FINSBURY PARK. 

The display provided in Finsbury Park under the management of 
Mr. Cochrane and his foreman, Mr. J. Mardlin, opens on Saturday the 
22nd inst., and, as we are accustomed to seeing them there, the plants 
are in excellent condition. Fine buds are abundant, but fully a week 
will elapse before the majority of these expand, so that we shall have an 
opportunity of referring to them again. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

The following arc the dates of the principal shows to be held during 
the coming month, at which Chrysanthemums will be the leading 
feature :—The figures following the names of the places at which the 
shows are to be held indicate the number of days devoted to the exhibi¬ 
tions, and it will be seen that a large majority are two-day shows. 

November. 

Tuesday, 15th ... Tuesday, 1st ... 
Thursday, 3rd ... 
Friday, 4th 

Tuesday, 8th ... 

Wednesday, 9 h 

Thursday, 10:h... 

Friday, 11th ... 

Monday, 14th ... 

Southampton (2) 
Henfield (2) 
Leicester (2) 
Crystal Palace (2) 
Royal Horticul¬ 

tural Society 
Brighton (2) 
Iligbgate (2) 
Southend (2) 
Kingston (2) 
Bath (2) 
Croydon 
National Soc. (2) 
Ascot (2) 
Cornwall (2) 
Portsmouth (2) 
Brixton (2) 
Ipswich (2) 
Weald of Kent (2) 
Dawlish 
Hitcbin 
Canterbury (2) 
Street (2) 
Lewisham (2) 
Sheffield & Hal- 

Wednesday, 16th 

Thursday, 17th 

Friday, 18th ... 

Saturday, 19th ... 
Monday, 21st ... 

Tuesday, 22nd ... 
Wedne day, 23rd 
Friday, 25th 

Tuesday 29th ... 

Southgate (2) 
Lincoln (2) 
Winchester (2) 
Putney 
Yoik (3) 
Birmingham (2) 
Northampton (2) 
Ealing 
Chelmsford 
Dartford (2) 
Bury St. Ed¬ 

munds (2) 
Hull (2) 
Barnsley (2) 
Colchester 
Sheffield & West 

Riding (2) 
Chorley (2) 
Ramsbottom 
Wolverhampton 

(2) 
Liverpool (2) 
Bedford (2) 
Eccles (2) 
Pontefract (2) 
Leeds (2) lamshire (2) 

December. 

Thursday, 8tli, Alnwick. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 

(Continued from page 2S1.~) 

The history of the introduction and subsequent establishment of the 
Chinchona plant on the hill tracts of India has been often written, but 
a rapid retrospect may not be out of place in these papers. In intro¬ 
ducing the plant into British India the primary object of the 
Government was ostensibly providing the natives of the fever-stricken 
districts with a cheap febrifuge. Before its introduction quinine and 
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other forms of Chinchona bark extract were only obtainable by the 
wealthy, the prices to the masses of the natives being prohibitory. It 
was not intended, in the first instance I believe, that the State, for any 
length of time at least, should keep itself in the position of a private 
producer and trader, and regularly place large consignments of bark on 
the London market in competition with private individuals. This 
practice, however, has been kept up ever since its adoption in the year 
1872, when the trees planted at the commencement were twelve years 
old. .In consequence of this there have been loud and general complaints 
by private planters against the successive Governments of the day. 

It was in the year 1859 that Her Majesty’s Government engaged 
the services of Mr. Clements R. Markham for the special duty of 
introducing the Chinchona plant into India. He started on an 
expedition to South America in the early part of 1800, and arrived in 
India at the end of the same year with the first instalment of Chinchona 
plants. Mr. Markham was ably assisted in the arduous and dangerous 
work of collecting, establishing in cases, and subsequent transmission to 
India of the different species of Chinchona plants by Mr. Spruce and 
Mr. Cross, both, I believe, practical gardeners and botanists. The plants 
were taken to the Nilgiri Hills and placed} under the care of the late 
Mr. W. G. Mclvor, at that time Superintendent of the Government 
Botanical Gardens at Ootacamund, and who was subsequently appointed 
Superintendent of the Government Chinchona Plantations on the 
Neilgherries. Under his able management the plants introduced from 
South America were rapidly propagated and the magnificent permanent 
plantations of the present day established. The Government, beyond all 
question, were fortunate in having at hand a gentleman of Mr. Mclvor’s 
great abilities to at once undertake the work, otherwise the great success, 
of the experiment might not have been so rapidly achieved. Honours were 
in due season bestowed on the collectors and introducers of the plants, 
and no one grudged them these, but in the opinion of many these honours 
ought to have been divided. With the introduction of the plants the 
undertaking was only, as it were, begun, and all success in this direction 
might easily have been rendered abortive by subsequent mismanagement, 
but, as a fact, the whole of Mr. Mclvor’s labours from the first introduc¬ 
tion of the plants to the complete establishment of the enormous planta¬ 
tions proved to be a brilliant success, but so far from his being equally 
rewarded with Mr. Markham and his coadjutors, we actually find Mr. 
Mclvor in the year 1876, shortly before his death, making the following 
complaint to the Government of Madras : “ It also becomes instructive 
to note the effects of this undertaking on the position of the parties 
employed in its development. Mr. Clements Markham, Mr. Cross, and 
Mr. Spruce, were the prominent agents employed in the introduction of 
the plants and seeds. The duty on which these gentlemen were employed 
was of a preliminary nature and of short duration, and the fruits of 
their labours depended on the judgment with which the plants and 
seeds were managed in this country. The great success I attained in the 
propagation and cultivation of these plants sDcured for these gentlemen 
a graceful and 'well merited reward. Mr. Markham received a bonus of 
£2000, and was created a Companion of the Bath ; to Mr. Spruce a 
ension was granted, and Mr. Cross received a bonus. How different 
as been the effect on myself. Instead of being rewarded I have been 

degraded from that independent position I originally occupied. Even 
the ordinary increments of salary accruing from length of service in 
every position under Government has been denied me, and for upwards 
of ten years I have laboured in this department without receiving an 
increase of emoluments. I do not make this statement in the form of 
complaint, because I am not entirely without my reward. I stemmed 
the torrent of error which would have swept away all benefit from a 
great national undertaking, and my judgment and courage in doing 
this has met with the approbation of the civilised world. Still it is 
impoitant that the illiberal treatment of myself and my department 
should be understood. It has retarded the development of the under¬ 
taking. It has caused all my experienced assistants to leave and seek 
employment elsewhere.” 

What made Mr. Mclvor’s complaint the more bitter was that he 
had been recently, and most unjustifiably, degraded from an independent 
position with regard to the Chinchona experiment to a subordinate one 
under the Commissioner of the Nilgiris consequent upon his in¬ 
domitable pluck in support of views of cultivation and treatment of 
the plantations, which he knew to be right, against those of others of 
no experience, although holding high official positions. 1 may be par¬ 
doned for thus extending my remarks on the late Mr. Mclvor, when it 
is known that at that time it was too much the custom amongst the 
Civil Service officials of India to look askance at successful endeavours 
on the part of anyone outside the pale of their own favoured community, 
and the very name of planter, or. worse still, gardener, was with them 
a byeword or term of reproach. 

In Mr. Mclvor the successive Governments of Madras had a man of 
intelligence and ability, indomitable energy, and great resource, which 
they were not always willing to acknowledge and act upon. Mr. Mclvor 
was appointed by the Honourable East Indian Company Superinten¬ 
dent of the Botanical Gardens in the year 1848 in the uncovenanted 
Civil Service, and this appointment, in conjunction with the superin¬ 
tendence of the Chinchona experiment he held with honour to himself 
till the time of his death in 1876. He was essentially a gardener, and 
was never ashamed of being called by that name. He lost no oppor¬ 
tunity of upholding the honourable character of his calling, or of hold¬ 
ing out encouragement to young men in the same profession throughout 
a long and useful career in India.. 

About the year 1864, or at an early stage in the Chinchona experi¬ 

ment, Mr. Mclvor made the discovery of what is still called the 
“ mossing system,” and which subsequently proved to be a very im¬ 
portant and valuable one. Whether this discovery was made accident¬ 
ally or otherwise is, I believe, not known. It consisted in applying to 
the stems of the trees a thick covering of moss, which was allowed to 
remain for a year, it was then removed and the bark taken from the tree 
by alternate strips of about 1 to 2 inches wide—that is, a strip was 
taken, and one left all round the stem of the tree. It was found that 
this process of excluding the light and air from the stem had the strange 
effect of increasing to a very considerable extent the alkaloids in the bark. 
After the removal of the first strips of bark the stems of the trees were 
again mossed and allowed to remain for another year before the remain¬ 
ing strips were removed. By this time it was found that the decorti¬ 
cated portion of the stem had renewed its bark all over, and presented a 
light coloured granulated appearance This renewal bark in its turn 
was harvested, and found to contain even a greater amount of alkaloids 
than the original bark under the mossing process. Mr. Mclvor made no 
secret of his discovery, but, on the contrary, strongly recommended its 
adoption on the Government plantations. This recommendation was 
met by a storm of opposition from various quarters, but chiefly from the 
Government Medical Department, and from the Government Quinolo- 
gist, who was appointed on a large salary by the Home Government in 
1867, to investigate on the spot various questions connected with the 
elaboration of alkaloids, the harvesting of the bark, the most economical 
and efficacious mode of preparing the febrifuge. &c. One instance of 
the kind of opposition offered may be recorded. Dr. Bidie of the Madras 
Medical Establishment, in a report submitted to Government, bearing 
date 1874, says :—“As various facts appear to me to point to the conclu¬ 
sion that mossing does not increase the alkaloid by exercising a fostering 
influence on the process by which they are eliminated from the crude 
sap, but that the increase is possibly obtained at the expense of the 
original bark.” Dr. Bidie did not state in his report what these 
“ various facts ” were, and the groundlessness of this theory was soon 
after demonstrated by the experiments of the late Mr. Howard on the 
barks produced under the several varying conditions. The Quinologist 
himself recommended the coppicing system of taking bark to that of 
mossing, but Mr. Mclvor had already put this system to the test and 
found it wanting, and so the battle went on, without any very satisfac¬ 
tory results even up to the date of Mr. Mclvor’s death. The fact, how¬ 
ever, that ever since that date renewed barks of all the species of 
Chinchona under the mossing process have obtained in all the markets 
of the world much higher prices than those unsubmitted to such treat¬ 
ment abundantly establishes the great value of the discovrry. Mr. 
Mclvor made an attempt to protect his discovery by applying for a 
patent for the process, which was, perhaps, very properly refused. At 
the same time it is the general opinion in India that he ought to have 
been in some way amply rewarded by a Government that was not slow 
to take advantage of the discovery. 

Private enterprise in Chinchona planting on the Nilgiris has made 
gigantic strides since Mr. Mclvor’s time, notwithstanding the steady 
opposition and petty annoyances offered to planters who are willing to 
invest their capital in the land ; in fact, the development of the indus¬ 
try has been so great, resulting in such an enormous production of 
bark and a consequent reduction in prices, that planters are almost 
beginning to despair of realising the handsome returns they once hoped 
for. In addition to the Government still continuing in the position of 
private producers and sellers of bark on a large scale, they also continue 
to hamper the private planter in many ways, and their unwillingness to 
facilitate the efforts of private enterprise is thus complained of in a 
recent issue of a Nilgiri journal:—“ Thousands of acres of virgin forest 
in the southern and other parts of India, admirably adapted, not only for 
the cultivation of Coffee, Tea, and Chinchona, but of numerous other 
products, are lying idle and unproductive because the Government 
choose, without assigning any reason, to put a veto on their assumption 
by men who would transform them from a desert into a garden, and in 
doing so find employment for and ameliorate the condition of thousands 
of natives. The old cry that India is unsuitable for the employment of 
Europeans is too stale to meet with further credence, and is contra¬ 
dicted by the prosperity of the Tea planters of Assam, Cachar, Chitta¬ 
gong, and the Nilgiris. The real s rnree of this antagonism on the part 
of the Government will, we think, be found in the old Civil Service 
jealousy of Europeans unconnected with the Government obtaining any 
social position, wealth, or influence in the Mofussil. The members of 
the governing faction naturally resent the influx of a body of men who 
share with them the respect of the natives, and who, if allowed to be¬ 
come sufficiently numerous, might ultimately be called upon to assume 
a portion of those magisterial duties which are now reserved for their own 
particular service, and who in time might render that service almost un¬ 
necessary.” With regard to the waste land laws the following is the 
state of matters at present existing on the Nilgiris:—Under the old rules 
rupees two per acre per annum is charged on all forest lands in addi¬ 
tion to the original purchase money, but in no case is any sholah—i.e., 
forest of more than a quarter of an acre in extent given, and if there 
should be a spring or passing stream even these small bits are reserved. 
Under the same rules eight annas or one shilling per acre per annum is 
charged for grass lands, with the first five years free of rent. This 
grass land is not rich, and great care and expense have to be incurred 
before Chinchona plants can be induced to make a start on it, and of 
course growth is slow and the planter has to wait a long time for any 
returns.—Plantek. 

(To be conti'.ued.) 
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AROUND NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 

HOLEFN HALL. 

A short distance beyond Oak wood, on the same road from Wylam is 
Holeyn Hall, a most pleasantly situated residence, upon elevated ground 
overlooking the Valley of the Tyne, which is at this point much more 
picturesque than it is nearer to th • great coal city, where many of its 
natural beauties are disfigured by the abundant factories and furnaces, 
and their never-ceasing smoke. The whole of the Valley of the Tyne, 
from Wylam on to Hexham and beyond, presents a charming panorama 
of fertile country and varied scenery such as few would expect to find in 
the “ Black Country.” In fact, when escaping from the towns and a 
few of the immediate centres of mining operations, the applicability of 
the latter designation is by no means apparent. So we find at Holeyn 
Hall gardening is conducted with f w difficulties to contend with beyond 
those inseparable from its northern situation. For many years when in 
possession of Major Woods, Mr. G. Cooke had charge of the gardens at 
Holeyn Hall, which became noted in the district for the careful culture 
displayed in them, and now under the charge of Mr. Irving every effort 
has been made to maintain their reputation. There is no attempt at 
elaborate display or sensational effort, but the work is performed in a 
quiet, unassuming, creditable manner, such as all true lovers of gardens 
like to see. The house itself occupies a prominent position commanding 
a tine prospect, with a well-kept lawn in front and a neat balustraded 
terrace. Upon the walls of ths house are several fine plants of Cotone- 
aster microphylla, which constitute an interesting feature both for their 
rich dark green leaves and freely produced bright red berries. Alternate 
with the Cotoneasters, some of which occupy considerable space, are 
globular specimen Golden Hollies about 4 feet high, evenly clipped 
and highly coloured. Formal specimens of this character are sometimes 
quite out of place, and where they are employed too freely they impart 
an artificiality to a garden that can satisfy very few persons, but planted 
in narrow borders near the hous •, their bright colours contrasted with 
the dark Cotoneasters, they have an excellent appearance. An elegant 
conservatory of moderate size is close to one side of the house, and is 
furnished with flowering plants varying according to the season, Zonal 
Pelargoniums being much valued for their floriferous habit and rich 
colours. Now that so many varieties have be n raised in all the sections, 
including the graceful Ivy-leaved type, it is comparatively easy to have 
a succession of flowers throughout the year, and for brilliancy of colour¬ 
ing there is scarcely any plants to equal them ; even the tuberous 
Begonias pale before them. The double varieties are so useful for cut¬ 
ting, too, the individual flowers when wired being available for either 
buttonholes or bouquets. The glass accommodation is not very extensive, 
but there is a range of vineries and Peach houses from which good 
crops of fruit are obtained. A large and healthy tree of Lord Palmerston 
is especially notable amongst the Peaches, and at the end of the range a 
division is devoted mainly to Roses trained on a curved trellis in front. 
Gloire de Dijon, Cheshunt Hybrid, and Homere are the favourites, the 
second named being uncommonly fine. 

Leading from the terrace is a beautiful grass slope bordered by a 
rockery and shrubbery, as shown in ths illustration (fig. 43). The 
lower portion of this is planted with the ordinary alpine and dwarf 
hardy plants that succeed well in such positions, and being backed up 
with fine Hollies and various ornamental Conifers, with a selection of 
deciduous trees and shrubs, a diversified and effective feature is formed. 
In other portions of the garden there are large specimen Oak and Beech 
trees, the arboretum being somewhat rich in Conifers, the majority of 
which do well, but Abies Pinsapo does not thrive as well as might be 
wished, though A. Douglasi is repres nted by srveral vigorous specimens, 
and Wellingtonias are good. 

The kitchm garden is well cropped with veg tables, and is also 
exceptionally well stocked with fruit trees, espaliers and trained wall 
trees being uncommonly fine. The espalier Apples and Pears are remark¬ 
able, for seldom are such excellent old tr es seen with long straight 
stems and producing fruit by bushels. Upon the walls are some good 
Pear trees grafted with several different varieties, and in two or three 
cases where the varieties have been selected specially for the different 
seasons at which they ripen, the effect is curious and interesting, a supply 
of fruit being obtained over a long period, some being ripe and fit for 
us! long before the others. These seem to have been some of the 
exp riments with which Mr. Cooke amused himself, but it was an amuse¬ 
ment of a practical character, for many an old tree has had its vigour 
partially renewed by a careful system of grafting. 

NEWTON HALL. 

A sharp drive behind a stout nar guided by our friend, Mr. Dundas 
Macrae, and the Newton Hall estate, near Stocksfield, was reached, 
owned by Miss Joicey, the heiress of the late Colonel Joicey. This 
gentleman may be classed amongst many of whom Northumberland is 
justly proud as having by sheer force of intellect, business ability, and 
energy advanced themselves far above the ranks and amassed fortunes 
that excite the envy of princes. It is such as these who delight in great 
works, and the estate at Newton Hall is a substantial monument to the 
taste and liberality of its late owner. 

The estate consists of about 5000 acres, a large port:on of which is 
situated on land 000 feet above sal vel, and consequently not only 
commands extensive views, but also a considerable diversity of surface. 
It is about twenty years since the improvement of this place was taken 
in hand, walks and drives were formed and planting conducted upon an 
extensive scale, the real effects of which are only just becoming 

apparent. For several years the gardens had that appearance of new¬ 
ness which is always so noticeable in such establishments, but now the 
trees are assumin» somewhat of their true proportions the grounds have 
a more natural and clothed effect. Indeed, verv shortly a work of 
another kind will have to be taken in hand—namely, thinning, as there 
is a danger that otherwise good specimens may be spoiled by overcrowd¬ 
ing now they are advancing so fast. In forming arboretums and 
shrubberies that are desired to develope and retain their beauties over a 
long period it is quite as necessary to avoid crowding as it is to make a 
judicious selection of species and varieties suitable to the district. 
Sometimes, however, with a view to securing an immediate effect thick 
planting is practised advisedly, and then thinning requires still closer 
attention. 

The illustration (fig. 45, page 344) gives a view of Newton Hall and a 
portion of the grounds from the lake, but the photograph was taken at too 
great a distance to do full justice to eith- r. In the lake, at the time the 
photograph was taken, the celebrated Grace Darling boat was moored, 
and that is its usual position, but this year it has formed a special 
attraction in the Newcastle Jubilee Exhibition, to the Council of which 
it was lent by Miss Joicey for the season. There is a fine expanse of 
water, and from that th* ground rises gradually, and in some places 
steeply, to the house and gardens. while a still higher elevation—-an 
observatory not shown in the view— commands one of the most extensive 
prospects to be obtained in any private garden in the kingdom. Upon a 
clear day the view is magnificent. In a westerly direction can be seen 
Hexham Valley and town, to ths north the Cheviot Hills bound the 
prospect, while in the direction of Newcastle the Tyne Valley forms the 
chief feature. Fine intermediate tracts of cultivated and wooded 
country fill up the picture, while in what may be termed the foreground 
we look down upon the Newton Gardens, with their masses of trees and 
handsome vigorous Conifers, Abies Dougiasi, A. Pinsapo, with Deodars 
and Pines standing out conspicuously. The grand drive to the Hall, 
over a mile :'n length, can be traced by its fine banks of shrubs on each 
side, luxuriant beds of Portugal and common Laurels, strong clumps of 
Berberis Darwini and Mahonia aquifolia, with steeper, drier banks of 
Furze and Ivy, which are allowed to grow with their natural freedom, 
except preventing their undue encroachment upon the drive or other 
occupants of the banks. Both the common single and the double Furze 
are well adapted for such positions, and we have seen more than one 
good instance of the picturesque effect produced by planting them freely 
as marginal banks to carriage drives. One capital example is afforded 
at Shirecliffe Hall, Sheffield, and when the Furze is in flower it is some¬ 
thing to remember. The Mahonia is equally valuable, and few strong- 
growing hardy plants possess so many recommendations - glossy dark 
green foliage, and profusion of yellow flowers followed by abundance 
of clustered purplish fruits that in themselves are ornamental in no 
ordinary degree. Berberis Darwini and B. stenophylla cannot be sur¬ 
passed for the richness of their flowers, and a large bed of the former 
constitutes a charming picture. 

Of the glass houses the special attraction is the conservatory, a hand¬ 
some and commodious structure, 150 feet long, 40 feet wide, and about 
the same in heighh This is near the house with corridors leading from 
it, and being now well furnished with large specimen Tree Ferns and 
Palms it has quite a tropical appearance, though there is also a combi¬ 
nation of plant inhabitants of the temperate zones in both hemispheres. 
Amongst the larger specimens are finely proportioned examples of 
Dicksonia antarctica and the more seldom seen but distinct D. squarrosa ; 
the stately Cyathea dealbata, 32 feet high, with a fine crown of fronds, 
and C. medullaris, which is as vigorous as if in its native soil and 
climate. Then of the Palms Seaforthia elegansand Chamaerops Martiana 
are notable for their size and health, while that rapidly growing tree 
Araucaria excelsa rises amongst smaller plants with its characteristically 
straight stem and peculiar whorls of flat angular branches. As a pillar 
plant the variegated Euonymus latifolius is effective, an example 8 feet 
high with clear well-marked variegation showing its value to the best 
advantage. Fuchsias, Camellias, Abutilons, Cordylines, and Dracaenas 
are freely used ; large Hydrangeas, the fragrant Rhyncospermum, varie¬ 
gated Aralias, with Roses and Lapagerias and climbing plants on pillars, 
arches, and roof, contribute to the attraction of the house. Innumerable 
small plants of the usual decorative character are employed, and in the 
corridors are large plants of Acacia dealbata, A. affinis, Fuchsia 
refulgens, Lantanas, Begonia metallica, and Laurustinus, the last named 
beiug found very useful in pots for indoor decoration, as they flower 
well and last a great time with ordinary care. 

The stove contains a large miscellaneous collection of heat-loving 
plants in all stages, from the small sp cimens suitable for table decora¬ 
tion up to those of exhibition size, Crotous, Coleuses, Alocasias, and 
Achimenes being favourites. Acalypha tricolor is also much valued 
in small pots, and excellent plants are obtained within a year from 
the time the cuttings are inserted. The useful Pancratium fragrans 
is another valued stove plant at Newton Hall, its flowers being of 
such a pure white, so sweet, and so freely produced that it cannot 
be over-estimated. Some of the most succ ssful bouquetists employ the 
flowers of this Pancratium whenever they can procure them, and 
with a succession of plants they can be had during a good portion 
of the year. They have not the substance of Eucbaris it is true, but 
th ir long petals render them much more graceful. Eucharises, how¬ 
ever, are also well grown at Newton, and there are some extraordinary 
specimens 5 feet in diameter which have had 120 flowers open at one 
time. They are grown on the “high pressure” system, but so far 
from suffering they are in the most vigorous health without a 
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suspicion of the grower’s great enemy, the Eucharis mite. After flowering 
the plants receive six weeks’ or two months’ rest, and it is found easy, 
with liberal treatment, and not too hard forcing, to flower them five and 
six times a year. Allamandas have been long grown with considerable 
success in this garden, and about twenty years ago a variety raised by 
Mr. Wardle, formerly gardener there, was brought into prominent notice 
under the name of Wardleana. Small plants were exhibited at South 
Kensington in 60-sized pots, and were much admired for their dwarf 
compact growth and free-flowering habit, as even those diminutive 
plants had several large flowers each. After comparison with A. Hen- 
dersoni, which was certificated in 1864, A. Wardleana was regarded as 
synonymous with that, or at least too much like it to be readily dis¬ 
tinguished. A. Hendersoni Has been said to be a hybrid between 
A. cathartica and A. Schotti, but the evidence is not quite clear respect¬ 
ing its origin, and some regard it as an introduced plant. Concerning 
its beauty and usefulness there cannot be any difference of opinion, 
however, and the best proof of this is afforded by the large numbers 
grown in British gardens. 

The fruit houses comprise several early and late vineries, the Vines 
in satisfactory fruitful condition, such late varieties as Alicante and 
Lady Downe’s bearing excellent crops of well-coloured Grapes at the 

THE STRUCTURE OF FLOWERS WITH REFERENCE 
TO INSECT AID IN THEIR FERTILISATION. 

In the year 1793 Christian Conrad Sprengel published his interesting 
treatise on the structure of flowers with special reference to insect aid 
in their fertilisation. This book was almost wholly neglected for more 
than half a century. Nevertheless, it contains, with some fanciful 
ideas, the germs of the doctrine now generally held, together with many 
excellent illustrations of it. That eminent naturalist, the late Charles 
Darwin, published in 1862 his admirable treatise on the fertilisation of 
Orchids by the aid of insects. Since that time a copious special 
literature has appeared on the subject. We may mention the names of 
Herman, Muller, Delpino, Hugo von Mohl, and Hildebrand, amongst 
Continental writers; Charles Darwin and Sir John Lubbock, amongst 
our own countrymen ; and Dr. Asa Gray and Dr. Goodale amongst our 
brethren across the Atlantic. 

Linnaeus and his immediate successors taught that the adjustments 
in hermophrodite flowers were such on the whole as to secure the appli¬ 
cation of the pollen of its stamens to the stigma of its pistil or pistils. 
“ The present view,” to quote the words of Dr. Asa Gray, “ is that this 
is doubtless strictly secured in certain flowers of a moderate number of 

Fig. 43.—Holeyn Hall. 

i me of my visit. Madresfield Court is successfully grown, and little 
difficulty is experienced in obtaining well-coloured bunches of fine 
berries free from cracking by allowing liberal growth. There is a 
convenient Peach range, occupied by large vigorous but fruitful tre- s, 
Royal George, Noblesse, Late Admirable, Prince of Wales, and Grosse 
Mignonne being the best Peaches, with Elruge, Lord Napier, and Pine¬ 
apple as Nectarines. Several other smaller houses are devoted to various 
purposes-for instance, there is a Cucumber house where from two 
plants of the variety Duke of Edinburgh, 200 fruits have been cut. 
There is also a Melon house, where from Eastnor Castle, Read’s Hybrid, 
and Gilbert’s Scarlet Flesh a plentiful supply is obtained. The kitchen 
garden consists of four acres of land, mostly enclosed by walls, and 
upon a warm southern slope, a position that greatly increases the value 
of a kitchen garden in this part of the countrv. It is admirably cropped 
with all the most useful vegetables, and the walls are covered with 
trained fruit trees. Cherry trees are a special feature on the walls 
Morellos and May Dukes being grown very largely, the fruit being 
supplied for preserving and other purposes by the hundredweight. 

Newton Hall garden is under the charge of a thoroughly practical 
gardener, Mr. D. Macrae, and every department indicates the care 
exercised in its supervision. It was indeed a matter for regret that we 
could only spend so short a time with our hospitable guide, but prior 
engagements had to be kept, and in early evening we were therefore 
speeding back to Newcastle well satisfied with the day in the Wylam 
district.—Lewis Castle. 

species, but never in all the flowers of any such specks ; that in or¬ 
dinary flowers where it may commonly take place, it is not u niversal ; 
that in the larger number of species there is something or other in the 
floral structure which impedes or prevents it.” It will be gathered from 
this definition that some flowers are adapted for close fertilisation, some 
for cross-fertilisation, some for either. Before proceeding further, let 
me state for the information of those who have not given much atten¬ 
tion to the construction of flowers that they consist of two kinds of 
organs—viz., what have been apparently called protecting organs or 
floral envelopes, which when of two sets are named calyx and corolla ; 
and the essential reproductive organs which co-operate in the produc¬ 
tion of seed—the stamens and pistils. 

A complete flower,” to quote from Sir John Lubbock, “ consists of 
(1) an outer envelope or calyx, sometimes tubular, sometimes consisting 
of separate leaves called sepals ; (2) an inner envelope or corolla, which 
is generally more or less coloured, and which, like the calyx, is some¬ 
times tubular, sometimes composed of separate leaves called petals ; (3) 
of one or more stamens, consisting of a stalk or filament and a head or 
anther, in which the pollen is produced ; and (4) a pistil or an ovary, 
which is situated in the centre of the flower and contains one or more 
seeds or ovules. The pistil consists of a stalk or style and a stigma, to 
which the pollen must find its way in order to fertilise the flower, and 
which in many familiar instances forms a small head at the top of the 
style. In some cases the style is absent and the stigma is consequently 
sessile.” For our present purpose the stamen may be regarded As the 
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fertilising organ, and the pistil as the seed-bearing organ. In an ordinary 
flower the pistil is surrounded by a row of stamens, and at first sight it 
would appear that a more simple arrangement for the reproduction of 
the plant could not well be contrived. The pollen would seem to be 
arranged to fall upon and dust the stigma of the pistil, and effect what 
is known as close fertilisation. This does happen with some flowers, 
chiefly with the inconspicuous ones. In the largest number of flowers 
with a gay corolla, or which emit a sweet scent and possess honey- 
glands, cross - fertilisation is the rule and close fertilisation the 
exception. 

There are various contrivances in these flowers which effectually 
prevent self-fertilisation. In many species the stamens and pistils are 
situated in different flowers. Such species are named diclinous ; when 
the stamens and pistils are situated in different flowers on the same 
plant, the species is called monoecious ; when on different plants 
dioecious. Lbipino has classified flowers into Anemophilous (literally 
wind-lovers) and Entomophilous (insect-lovers), denoting wind-fertilised 
and insect-fertilised. It is not my purpose in this paper to treat of the 
former, but will observe that wind-fertilised flowers are mostly neutral 
or dull in colour, destitute of odour and honeyless. Pines, Firs, and 
other Conifer® are examples of anemophilous plants. Dr. Asa Gray 
observes that “ Insect-fertilisable or entomophilous flowers are correlated 
with showy colouration (including white, which is most showy at dusk), 
odour or secretion of nectar, often by all three modes of attraction to 
insects combined. Some insects, moreover, visit flowers for then-pollen, 
a highly nutritious article, and ordinarily produced in such abundance 
that much may be spared. The showiness of the corolla or other floral 
envelopes is an attractive adaptation to fertilisation, enabling blossoms 
to be discerned at a distance ; nor do we know that fragrance or other 
scent, or that nectar, subserves any other uses to the flower than that of 
alluring insects.” 

Adaptations in the pollen of such blossoms for transportation by 
insects are various. Commonly the grains are slightly moist or 
glutinous, or roughish, or studded with projection, or strung with 
threads (as in GEnothera), so as not to be readily dispersed in the air, 
but to have some slight coherence as well as capability of adhering to 
the head, limbs, or bodies of insects, especially to their rough surfaces ; 
and in two families (Orchidacefc and Asclepiadacem) the pollen is com¬ 
bined in masses and with special adaptations for being transported en 
masse. With this the stigma is usually correlated, by roughness, 
moisture, or glutinosity.” Sprengel was the first to discover that in 
many species where the stamens and pistils are situated in the same 
flower they do not mature at the same time ; consequently the pollen 
cannot fertilise the stigma. Sometimes, as in the Arum, the pistil 
matures before the anthers. Such plants are called proterogynous (or 
protogynous). In others the anthers mature before the pistil. These 
plants are named proterandrous (or protandous). The familiar Arum 
maculatum—the common Arum or Lords and Ladies—of our woods and 
hedges is a good example of a proterogynous plant. The well-known 
green leaf encloses a central pillar which supports a number of stigmas 
near the base, and of anthers somewhat higher. Nothing would seem 
easier at first sight than that the pollen of the anthers should fall on 
and fertilise the pistils below them. But this does not take place. The 
stigmas mature before the anthers, and by the time the pollen has fallen 
have become incapable of fertilisation. It is consequently impossible 
for the plant to fertilise itself. Owing to the construction of the spathe 
the pollen cannot be carried away by the wind. What happens is as 
follows The pollen when shed drops to the bottom of the tube, where 
it remains secure from disturbance by wind. Small insects attracted by 
the showy central spadix, or the prospect of honey or shelter, enter the 
tube while the; stigmas are mature. Above the anthers and growing 
from the central pillar is a fringe of hair pointing downwards. This 
contrivance allows small insects to enter, but effectually prevents their 
exit until the stigmas have matured. After a while the stigmas have 
ripened, and each secretes a drop of honey, thereby rewarding the 
insects for their imprisonment. Then the anthers ripen and shed their 
pollen, which falls upon and dusts the insects. Shortly after the hairs 
referred to shrivel up and the insects are set free. They carry the pollen 
with them, and on their visit to another plant can hardly fail to deposit 
some of it on the stigmas. In this manner cross-fertilisation is secured. 
I have often noticed a large number of small insects, especially flies, 
safely imprisoned in the Arum before the hairs have shrivelled up.— 
W. G. Wheatckoft (in Journal of Microscopy'). 

(To be continued.) 

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS AT CHILWELL. 

A grand display of these is provided at Messrs. Pearson’s, Chilwell 
Nurseries. The plants kept for show purposes are neatly arranged in a 
lean-to house 100 feet in length. All shades of colour are found, the 
plants carrying luxuriant foliage and immense trusses of bloom, make 
a very gay appearance at this dull season of the year. I am told that 
most of the plants have been in flower during the whole of the summer, 
and seem likely to remain so for months to come. I will name a few 
of the latest and most distinct varieties. Charles Mason, supposed to be 
the finest scarlet variety yet raised, has a fine bold truss with immense 
flowers. Eccentric is salmon coloured, shaded orange, a decided acqui¬ 
sition, quite a novelty in colour. Eurydiee is a good habited lilac pink, 
very free, and should be good for specimens. International has the 
truss and flowers very large. Lady Chesterfield is salmon tinted suf¬ 
fused withi orange, pretty and effective. Lady Francis Russell, a clear 

rose pink, a noble flower, very distinct. Another of the lilac pink 
section is found in Mrs. David Saunders, with a clear white blotch on 
the upper petals. By far the largest flower in this class is the Rev. 
R. D. Harris, salmon scarlet, a much admired variety. The whole of 
these varieties were raised at Chilwell, and some very promising seedlings, 
will be heard of next season.—W. B. 

REVIEW OF BOOK. 

Vines and Vine Culture. By Archibald F. Barron. London: 
Journal of Horticulture Office and Royal Horticultural Gardens, 
Chiswick. 

This volume is entitled by its author as a “ new and cheaper edition, 
revised and enlarged,” of a work which is a standard one on the subject 
on which it treats. This cheaper and at the same time more complete 
edition will be a boon to many gardeners who did not feel themselves 
justified in expending half a sovereign on a work however excellent -r 
but now they can have what is equally useful, or more useful, for half 
the money, not many of them will be content till they possess the new 
volume. The price of the work has been reduced, as is stated in the 
preface, because the employment of smaller type and printing the illus¬ 
trations with the text materially decreased the cost of production, while 
at the same time space wras provided for important additions. 

The work now consists of 189 clearly printed pages, and contains 
sound information on Vine culture in its various aspects and in fuller 
detail than can be found elsewhere. In the historical sketch it is just 
possible that Mr. A. Pettigrew of Cardiff Castle may not entirely concur 
in the intimation that the cultivation of Grapes in the open air for wine¬ 
making at Castle Coch is “not considered to be very successful.” There 
are nearly 10,000 Vines grown at Castle Coch, and the results are con¬ 
sidered so satisfactory that preparations are in progress for planting 
50,000 more. It is not, however, to the culture of Grapes for wine¬ 
making, but to their production in the best manner for dessert purposes: 
that the work is devoted. This is the practical view of the question, 
and as the contents of almost every page shows, Mi. Barron is a master 
in the art of teaching the multitude who know less than he does how to 
grow Vines from the insertion of buds to the production of bountiful 
crops of Grapes. 

It is not to be expected that all cultivators will give unqualified ad¬ 
herence to every line of advice in the book ; yet, nevertheless, where a 
method may be dissented from by some persons evidence can be 
adduced that the same method has proved highly satisfactory. On few 
aspects of Vine culture is there perhaps a greater divergence of opinion 
than on the treatment of young Vines during their first season of growth, 
some cultivators advocating and practising what is known as the 
rambling system, while others restrict the growths to a reasonable ex¬ 
tent, treating them as they would treat Vines that are prepared for 
fruiting in pots— ?>., topping the leader at a given height of 9 to 10 or 
more feet, subduing the laterals and devoting the resources to the 
development of the best possible main leaves on the lower as well as 
the upper portion of the cane for feeding the buds. This plan was 
adopted by Mr. William Taylor with the celebrated “ Vines at Long- 
leat,” and subsequently with those at Bath, that have already afforded 
testimony that it was not very erroneous. A house of young Muscats 
at Chats worth, worked on the method, has this year been one of the 
finest features of that fine garden, and it is not easy to conceive that 
better results could have been accomplished by the adoption of any other 
plan of routine. Some time subsequently to the preparation of the notes 
on Abberley, which appeared last week, we had the pleasure of inspect¬ 
ing the good work in that garden, and some of the best of it was repre¬ 
sented in a house of Vines planted in the spring, and which are un¬ 
doubtedly capable of bearing a heavy crop of fine Grapes next year. 
These Vines have not been grown on the rambling system, and it would 
be difficult to find stouter, harder, and more fruitful canes. They were 
treated substantially in accordance with Mr. Barron’s instructions 
for preparing canes for fruiting in pots on page 73 of the volume 
before us. This plan is, however, not advised in respect to Vines planted 
out, but on the contrary, we are told on page 41 that—“ Once fairly 
started young Vines are all the better for the first summer to be allowed 
to grow and ramble pretty freely, with as little checking and stopping 
as possible.” The reason for this is given in two lines (for the instruc¬ 
tions in the work are commendably concise and to the point)—namely, 
11 The more leaves and shoots developed the more roots produced, and the 
stronger the foundation laid for the future.” 

This plan intelligently carried out, including cutting down closely 
the rambling growths, has given satisfaction to cultivators who are not 
satisfied with ordinary produce, and therein rests its justification ; but 
is there not a danger in the hands of the comparatively inexperienced, 
of there being few “ developed ” leaves in the thicket of growths ? and in 
that case are not the necessarily imperfect leaves exhausters of the border 
and the Vines rather than supporters ? and do not an undue proportion of 
the roots then produced perish in the winter ? This point is not dwelt 
on with the object of questioningthe soundness of Mr. Barron’s teaching, 
which we know is based on successful practice, but his observations pro¬ 
vide an opportunity for presenting the alternate plan for the considera¬ 
tion of those, and they are many, who are interested in the subject. 

The pruning of newly planted Vines is a subject of perplexity to 
many growers who have not had long experience ; indeed, as Mr. Barron 
states, “ the first question that is generally asked by the uninitiated, is 
this, ‘ To what length shall I prune my newly planted Vines ? ’ ” and his 
reply is, “ Our general answer is, Cut them as low down as you can, even 
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to within 3 or 4 inches of the ground, if it is light, but if there is a wall 
shading the lower part, then stronger Vines should be planted, and cut 
back at the first pruning to two or three eyes above the level of the wall 
plate—i.e., the line of light.” All this is very good advice, and the ques¬ 
tion may perhaps be summed up in some such way as this—the weaker 
Vines are the more closely should they be shortened, and the stronger 
they are the longer the canes may be left. 

But there is another point in connection with the planting and 
pruning of young Vines that ought not to be overlooked, and this is 
shortening or disbudding them before planting. Planting Vines with, 
it may be, comparatively few roots and weak canes 8 or more feet 
long, and leaving these intact with all their buds, is one of the com¬ 
monest and greatest mistakes of the inexperienced, and the cause 
of many Vines refusing to make satisfactory growth the first season. 
Mre do not know whether Mr. Barron has given sufficient prominence to 
this phase of routine, for the work teems with so many good hints and 
vital points that it is quite easy to overlook some of .them in a quick 
glance through the pages. 

Relative to the new matter in the book we find something of in¬ 
terest on the setting and non-setting of Grapes, and cite a short and 
highly suggestive paragraph :— 

“ Herr Stefan Molnor, director of the school of Vine culture at Buda- 
Pesth, has observed that the ‘ free- 
setting’ varieties of Grapes have the 
stamens erect, forming a cluster round 
the stigma ; whilst the ‘ bad-setting ’ 
varieties have the stamens deflexed or 
falling away from the pistil, so that the 
pollen does not so readily reach the 
stigmas. Dr. Englemann has also ob¬ 
served the same peculiarity, and states 
that ‘ the fertile plants are of two kinds 
—some are perfect hermaphrodites with 
long and straight stamens, the others bear 
smaller stamens, shorter than the pistil, 
which soon bend downwards and curve 
under it, these may be called imperfect 
hermaphrodites and do not seem to be as 
fruitful as the perfect hermaphrodites 
unless otherwise fertilised.’ ” 

One of the most important chapters in ithe book and quite new is 
that on commercial Grape culture. There is more information in it of 
a reliable kind than we have yet seen in the space of the half dozen 
pages. The chief British growers of Grapes for market are enumerated, 
and the magnitude and method of Grape culture in Jersey described. 
We are told that one London salesman disposed of about 250 tons last 
year, and that the aggregate market supply of Engli-h grown Grapes is 
nearly 400 tons ; that a fruiterer in Kensington sold to his customers 
last year 40,144 lbs., the cost price of which amounted to £2113 14s., or 
a little over a shilling a pound. The dates of sales and prices obtained 
by Mr. Webber are given throughout the year, and we are informed that 
some of Mr. Bashford’s vineries in Jersey are 890 feet in length by 44 feet 
wide. Methods of packing Grapes are also illustrated, and a N.B. is 
appended to the chapter worth remembering—namely, 1! Never send 
Grapes to market on Saturday.” 

. This excellent volume goes to the world with our high commenda¬ 
tion as useful to all who grow or are intending to grow Grapes, and in¬ 
dispensable to most of them who desire to feci on firm ground in their 
procedure. It is dedicated to Dr. Robert Hogg. 

Fig. 44.—Flowers of the Grape 
Vine showing position of stamens, 
a. erect, free setting; 6, deflexed, 
shy setting. 

beds over hot-water pipes, and by these means they could be flowered 
four times in the year. This, as I have argued, and again contend, 
might be accomplished one year, but it could not the next. That they 
can be flowered four times in one year is a fact, counting from the time 
they first flower, but the growth had to be made before they flowered 
first, and no allowance was made for this. Keeping the plants continu¬ 
ally growing was the basis upon which I formed the opinion that the 
disease was brought about by the cultivator, and could be prevented if 
he followed a more natural system and allowed the plants a season of 
repose as Nature demands. By the violation of this law disease may be 
caused, and under such circumstances my previous views still hold good. 
While my plants remained healthy, and they grew and increased like 
weeds at one time in these gardens, I attributed much of the success to 
a judicious periodical system of resting them. 

This brings me, however, to consider “ R. M. A.’s ” view of the case, 
for he believes that the mite is produced by resting or retarding the 
plants. Disease may be caused by retarding or carrying the process of 
resting to the extreme,as he appears to have done. But when he attributes 
the appearance of the insects to this cause—that is, a check to the 
plants, he opens up, to my mind, the vexed and questionable theory of 
spontaneous development of insect life. I could more readily believe 
that the insects were in existence, say, in the soil ready to attack the 
plant the moment it was brought into a suitable condition, or directly 
disease from any cause manifested itself. But this is a very doubtful 
view to take, and could only be proved by taking a thoroughly healthy 
plant and placing insects in the pot and watching the result. I had 
intended to test this matter, but my experiments with Eucharis have 
been upset by the disposal of our plants. I promised to record some 
experiments I was conducting, but I was prevented carrying them out. 
I received orders to sell the plants, and was determined if mites still 
existed on my Eucharis they should not prove a nuisance to any person, 
and so I destroyed them. Under the circumstances I am sorry that I 
did so, for I could before now have told if the plants were clean or not. 
All I can say is, after the skinning they received they soon commenced 
to root and grow again vigorously, and would, in the course of the 
seassn, have made good flowering bulbs. 

I am convinced that if the presence of the mite could be determined 
directly it attacks the Eucharis it could quickly and effectually be de¬ 
stroyed by washing the roots and bulbs thoroughly in any insecticide 
that would destroy aphides or thrip, but when they eat into the bulbs 
cleaning becomes a tedious and difficult process. To try and eradicate 
this pest may not be worth the trouble when clean plants could be 
obtained to start again with. This would, perhaps, not be a difficulty 
with “ R. M. A.” or myself at one time, but many are not placed in 
such favourable positions. I think it right to try and overcome such 
difficulties for the benefit of others. 

Your correspondent is evidently more certain of success than I should 
dare to be if I had once discovered the presence of the mite at the bulbs 
of my Eucharis. I hope his bright anticipations may not be blighted 
by finding before long that he has too hastily come to a conclusion. I 
thought again and again that I had overcome the pest by the plants 
starting freely and vigorously into growth, while the root activity was 
all that could be desired. But hope was quickly dispelled by the plants 
assuming their old habit of going yellow round the margins of the leaf. 
I have had them displaying every signs of doing well from three to 
nearly twelve months, but I found at last that this was only the result 
of the reduced numbers of the insects. The more thoroughly they were 
cleaned the longer they appeared to do well. I sincerely hope our friend 
will not be disappointed in finding the plants only grow and do well 
while the insects are increasing their numbers until they bring growth 
to a standstill.—Wm. Baedney. 

NOTES ON EUCHARIS CULTURE. 

I have not the remotest idea who your correspondent “ R. M. A.” 
is, or whether we ever held a conversation on the subject of the 
Eucharis disease. I daresay it is possible, for I have been much in¬ 
terested in the subject for a good number of years. I ought to be pleased 
to find an experienced Eucharis cultivator boldly embodyiug the views 
I expressed some years ago. I am not, however, but should have been 
gratified if my more recent contributions on the subject had been 
confirmed instead of being mildly taken to task for changing my 
opinions. 

My earlier opinions on the disease were expressed with as much 
sincerity as my later ones. There is a tendency when certain ideas have 
once been expressed to cling to them whether they are right or wrong. 
Such methods cannot be too strongly condemned, for I have found that 
through failure we add to our store of useful knowledge much more 
than we do by success. I have modified my views on several subjects, 
and this has been brought about, not by success, but through failure, 
and I have not been afraid to communicate the results for the benefit 
of others. We are often too elated by success, and overlook the facts 
that result in successful attainments. 

I do not know that I have ever used the exact words attributed to 
me by “ R. M. A.,” “ that I could produce the disease and cure it,” but 
I have said, and written, that the disease was brought about by the 
cultivator, and could be prevented. This may be practically the same, 
but at that time I thoroughly believed that the Eucharis mite was not a 
reality. That plants were diseased I never doubted, but I attributed 
the cause to the method of culture that had a few years previously been 
placed before the public and strongly urged—namely, growing the 
plants without rest. Planting out the E ucharis became all the rage in 

FRUIT TREE PLANTING. 
All persons laying out new gardens, or betaking themselves to 

the conducting of old ones, with the soil of which they are im¬ 
perfectly acquainted, should, first of all, well ascertain the character 
of both soil and subsoil. As to wetness, or, as practical men term 
it, “sourness,” all the world knows that draining is the only radical 
cure. The opening of a few holes here and there will soon show 
if stagnation exists. But then there is the surface-soil to be con¬ 
sidered ; this may be the best loam imaginable for fruit culture, 
and yet too tenacious. It has been affirmed by men of sound 
practice that there needs little nicety in testing land as to its mere 
mechanical character, and that any land or soil on which the water 
stands for three days after a heavy rain has ceased, affords a most 
decided case for drainage. I do, indeed, think this matter indis¬ 
putable ; and I also think that, as an off-hand rule, nothing can be 
better. The character of the subsoil, however, exercises a most 
important influence on the welfare of tender fruit trees. It matters 
not talking about platforms if the bottom soil is ever damp, 
perhaps wet, and this brings us back to thorough drainage. But 
we must proceed to examine still farther the platform affair. 

I advise strongly, then, that wherever the least amount of 
grumbling exists about low situations, damp air, damp soil, and 
that sort of ill usage which a garden here and there lays claim to— 
a sort of unenviable pre-eminence—drain, elevate ; what ought not 
to be done below the ground level do fearlessly above. An honest 
Hibernian once remarked that he had, in the course of a long life, 
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observed that, however people might elbow each other, there was 
ever lots of room overhead. And so with fruit trees and their 
roots. If you have not depth enough below, or that depth is of an 
improper character, why then go upwards—above the ordinary 
ground level. Some good gardeners have affirmed that the best 
way to plant fruit trees in general is to set them on the surface of 
the soil and to pile the proper compost over them ; and, in good 
truth, if we must thus lump and generalise things, better advice 
can scarcely be given. 

One thing here I would name, or rather suggest, that, what 
gardeners term a sound or adhesive loam, should enter into what 
little compost is considered requisite ; I care not if it be only two 
barrowfuls. I do not, by any means, say that good fruits cannot 
be produced without this loam of the practical gardener ; but this 
I will fearlessly affirm, that if we were to convene a jury of gar¬ 
deners—genuine ones, I mean—as to the benefits derivable from the 
use of a little loam, as to fruit trees, that jury, if composed of a 
score of those bronzy-looking gentlemen, would not possess three 
dissentients. I have found three barrows of loam, if pretty adhe¬ 
sive, sufficient for any fruit tree, on a dwarfing system, providing 
the ordinary soil is what may be termed good garden soil. 

I am of opinion, however, that if a more liberal amount of 
strong loam could be given, that fruit trees in general would benefit 
much by being planted on the surface of the soil without any 
excavations, provided that occasional surface-dressings were given, 
and the spade was never used over their roots. If such practices 
were well carried out we should hear much less fuss about 
stocks. 

Let me here warn the amateurs against planting trees in the 
same soil, unimproved, that decayed trees have been removed from. 
They will seldom succeed. Whether it be on account of the exuviae 
of the former tree, or that certain qualities have been abstracted, I 
know not, probably from the two combined ; but certain it is that 
the practice is bad. It is very easy to exchange such exhausted soil 
for that of some bed or border contiguous. Where soil is very hot 
and loose, I have several times used, and recommended, lumps of 
marl and clay to be placed on the impervious material which forms 
the base of the station. This serves to retain moisture during 
the summer droughts ; and I have ever found, that under such 
circumstances, they cling to the fatty material with the utmost 
tenacity. 

As before observed, surface-dressings are most important. I 
collect a huge heap of materials for this purpose every season, and 

half-rotten leaves and shrubbery rakings form more than half this 
mixture. The best way is to collect, the moment the leaves fall, 
all rakings, garden clearings, and rubbish of any kind, and at once 
place it in some sheltered spot to ferment. All coarse grass, lawn 
mowings, &c., which can be come at may be blended with the mass, 
and the whole thrown into a high state of fermentation ; and as 
soon as a fair amount has been got together, say by the beginning 
of December, my practice is to coat the whole over a foot thick 
with old hotbed linings, which had originally been about two parts 
leaves and one part dung, but which, having been used for the 
above purpose in the last spring, have become nearly rotten. This- 
shuts in the fermentation, and the heap may thus lay, with any 
additions, until March, when it is turned and mixed thoroughly, 
and well broken by forks. 

Such a surface-dressing I would give every second year to alt 
choice fruits planted above the level as here described. If such 
practice is carried out, and no spade or hoe work is permitted over 
the stations, it will be found that trees will come into bearing 
earlier, will continue bearing more steadily, will make little surplus 
spray, and at all times ripen well both blossom buds and fruits. 
—N. R. E. 

FLOWER FARMING IN SOUTHERN FRANCE. 

Consul Mason of Marseilles, in a recent report upon flower farm¬ 
ing in Southern France, says that the conditions of industrial success in 
flower growing can be best studied by a specific example, and he quotes 
the case of a plantation at Seillans in the department of the Var. This 
farm is about twenty-three acres in extent, and is situated on the 
southern slope of the hills, about 2000 feet above the level of the 
Mediterranean, and at a distance of twenty miles from the coast. The 
calcareous soil was originally naturally poor and thin, and the Olive 
trees which had occupied the ground for a century or more prior to 1881, 
yielded but scanty and unnecessary returns. The slope of the surface 
was so steep that the water of a spring which flows from the rocks above 
the track could be but imperfectly utilised for irrigation, and the land 
was regarded as practically worthless. In 1881 the proprietor caused 
the Olive trees to be removed and the land prepared for flower culture. 
The ground was dug up to the depth of 4 feet, the larger stones re¬ 
moved, and built into sustaining walls for the terraces into which the 
surface was divided and levelled. Along the upper margin of each 
terrace a shallow ditch was cut, connecting with transverse channels 
which supply the spring water for irrigation. The abruptness of the 
slope will be indicated by the fact that, on the tract of eighteen acres, 
the terrace walls required to produce a series of level or gently sloping 
surfaces are over 2000 yards in length. Thus terraced, the tract yielded 
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about seventeen acres of prepared ground for planting. In tbe autumn 
of 1881, 45,000 tufts of Violets and 140,000 roots of tbe white Jasmine 
were planted. The following spring the remainder of the ground was 
planted with Roses, Geraniums, Tuberoses, and Jonquils, and a labora¬ 
tory erected for the manufacture of perfumes. The position proved to 
have been well chosen, as the flowers grew vigorously and well; and in 
1885, the fourth year after planting, this farm, which had previously 
yielded a rental of £23 a year, produced perfumes valued at £8630, 
giving a net profit of £1553. This is sufficient to illustrate how lucra¬ 
tive flower farming may become in favourable districts and under good 
management. 

From observation at Seillans and in the neighbourhood of Grasse, 
where perfume flower growing is the leading industry, Consul Mason 
says that the essential conditions appear to be an altitude of from 
500 feet to 2000 feet. Flowers grown on such elevated positions are said 
to be richer in perfume than similar varieties which bloom in valleys 
and lowlands ; a soil rich in calcareous elements, a situation sheltered 
from cold northern winds, and not subject to the white frosts which in 
spring and autumn affect the damp lowlands. In countries like 
Southern France, where the rainfall is always scanty, and often want¬ 
ing entirely from May until September, irrigation is essential to the 
culture of flowers as well as every other crop. It is said the perfume 
growers and distillers on the Mediterranean coast attribute their success 
not less to the peculiar climate of Provence than to their knowledge of 
every detail of the industry—a knowledge acquired by more than a cen¬ 
tury of experience, and transmitted from generation to generation. One 
essential principle in perfume culture is that all fancy and “ improved ” 
varieties of flowers are discarded, and the natural, simple, old-fashioned 
kinds are exclusively grown. The Roses on the slopes of Seillans are the 
common pink ones, and the single wild Violet is preferred to all the 
larger artificially developed varieties. Only the white Jasmine is used1 
the yellow and less fragrant variety appearing to be either discarded or 
unknown. Jasmine plants are set in rows about 10 inches apart, and 
are closely pruned. Roses are grown on the lower terraces, and are 
also cut low, and the ground between the plants heavily manured. 
After the Roses have been gathered the stem is cut to within a few 
inches of the ground to preserve for the next season the entire vigour of 
the plant. 

During the harvest season traders or “ middle men ” go through the 
country every day with waggons collecting flowers from the farms, for 
which they pay prices varying according to the extent of the crop and 
the demands of the market; their loads are hurried to the nearest manu¬ 
facturer, and delivered while the flowers are still fresh and crisp. The 
flowers are usually gathered in the morning, as soon as possible after the 
dews of the preceding night have disappeared. The manufacture of 
perfumes includes the making of pomades and oils by the process of 
absorption, and of essences and essential oils by distillation. Every 
complete establishment is provided with apparatus for all these pro¬ 
cesses. Pomades are the commercial vehicles for absorbing and trans¬ 
porting the perfumes of the Jonquil, Tuberose, Jasmine, and other 
species of flowers. A square frame or chassis of white wood, about 20 
inches by 30 inches in size, is set with a pane of strong plate glass. On 
cither side of the glass is spread a thin, even layer of grease—two parts 
lard to one of tallow—which has been purified and refined by previous 
boiling and straining. Thus prepared, the frames are piled up in ranks, 
6 or 7 feet high, to await the season of each special flower. When the 
blossoms arrive, the petals are picked from the stem, and laid so as to 
cover the grease in each frame. These being again piled so as to rest 
upon their wooden edges, which fit closely together, there is formed a 
species of tight chambers, the floors and ceilings of which are of grease, 
exposed to the perfume of the flower leaves within ; the grease absorbs 
the perfume, the spent flowers are removed daily, and fresh ones supplied, 
and this process goes on from two to four or five months, according to 
the desired strength of the pomade, which, when sufficiently charged 
with perfume, is taken from the glass with a wide thin spatula, and 
packed in tin cans or stagnons for export. By these methods the deli¬ 
cate odours of flowers are extracted, and retained for transport to 
distant markets, where the grease, being treated with alcohol, yields the 
perfume to that stronger vehicle, and produces the floral waters and ex¬ 
tracts of commerce. Coarse pomades are made by boiling the flowers in 
the grease, and subjecting the residue to pressure. The spent pomades 
are used for toilet purposes, and in the manufacture of fine soaps. The 
process of preparing perfumed oils involves the same principle, except 
that instead of solid grease superfine olive oil is used. With this oil 
pieces of coarse cotton fabric are saturated, which are then spread upon 
wire netting framed in woollen chassis about 3 feet by 4 feet in size. 
The flowers are spread upon the saturated cloths, and the frames piled 
one upon another, so that the perfume of the flowers is absorbed, as in 

the previous process. 

Essences and scents are produced by ordinary distillation, in which 
the flowers aie boiled with water in large alembics; the vapour carries 
off the perfume, and is condensed in adjoining copper tanks. Some of 
the retorts used for this purpose are of sufficient size to receive at once 
half a ton of fresh flowers, with the requisite water for their distilla¬ 
tion. When scents are to be produced alcohol is used in the distilling 
tank to receive the perfumes. By skilful combinations of the perfumes 
of the different flowers, sometimes with the addition of chemicals, a 
large variety of scents, such as li patchouli,” “ jockey club,” &c., arc 
produced at the original laboratory. The work of the manufactories is 
largely done by women, who earn from tenpence to one shilling for a 
day’s labour of ten hours, and during the busy season of Roses and 

Orange flowers they earn half as much more by working until midnight 
or even later.—(Journal of the Society of Artr.~) 
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KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Beetroot.—Frost is injurious to this, and the best of the roots 
should be taken in. It may be stored in any cool shed ; loosen the soil 
in which the roots are growing with a fork, but do not break any of the 
root, then draw them up by the tops and trim off the latter at a distance 
of 4 inches from the crown. They may then be banked up amongst fine 
ashes in the shed, and if this is done when the roots are dry they will 
remain good without further attention until April or May next year. 

Onions.—Those which were drawn up and taken under cover in the 
rough should now be cleaned of all loose skin and stored carefully away. 
We have tried many ways of storing Onions, and now we only follow 
one. This is, after cleaning they are spread out in a layer about 6 inches 
in thickness in a cool dry house, and there they remain sound and good 
until far into spring. We guard them from frost and never excite them 
with much heat. The plan of stringing Onions is good, but takes some¬ 
time to accomplish, and except that it is a good way of showing the 
Onions it has no advantage over laying them out. 

Tomatoes.—It has been a splendid season for Tomatoes in the open 
air. We never knew them do so well. They have been ripening for 
some months past, and now there are many still unripe on the plants. 
But these will not ripen much more now, and there is great danger of 
their being injured by frost. It is therefore best to cut the whole of 
them from the plants, tie them in clusters of ten or a dozen, and hang 
them in a warm room or glass house to ripen. We hang ours in a vinery. 
Fruits treated in this way do not become quite so good in flavour as those 
ripened under favourable circumstances on the plants, but they are by 
no means bad, and in fact they are very acceptable in the winter months. 
We have kept such fruits hanging until Christmas, and always try to 
store as many of them as possible. 

Tomatoes from Cuttings.—All who wish to secure very early 
Tomatoes should propagate the plants from cuttings now. It will be 
seen that the old plants are bearing many young side shoots. These 
form excellent cuttings, and a quantity of them should be taken off and 
inserted singly in 2 or 3-inch pots. If placed in a light sandy soil and 
plunged in gentle bottom heat, they will root in a fortnight. They should 
then be kept quiet until about Christmas, when, if transferred into larger 
pots and placed in a gentle heat, they will soon grow and bear very early 
crops. Next spring we do not intend raising any Tomato plants from 
seed, but are pn paring now to have a good number of rooted cuttings. 
We find them fruit sooner and more freely than seedlings. 

Vegetable Marrows.—The frost has cut down most of these 
plants, but there are still many fruits on them, and if these are cut off 
and stored in a dry room they will remain sound and fit for use for two 
or three months. They are very acceptable as other vegetables become 
scarce. 

Late Potatoes—The crops of these are splendid. Our fears of 
second growth and other ailments have been unfounded, as the tubers 
are numerous, large, and clean, with little disease. Indeed our crops 
were never better, but they do not make any progress now; and the- 
sooner they are all dug and stored the better. Do not disturb them 
when it is wet, but choose a fine day, dig them, and place them under 
cover ; then they are safe, and can be picked over and finally stored. 
Their perfect keeping depends a great deal on dry storing. 

Spinach.—The last sowing is growing freely. The plants are inclined 
to become crowded, but to allow them to do this would be a mistake. 
Some may think that they will get a heavier crop from crowded plants,, 
but the leaves of such will be very small, and it is large 1 aves that are 
most valuable. If the plants are thinned out to a distance of 6 inches 
apart they will produce a more satisfactory crop than if only grown. 
1 inch asunder. 

Cauliflowers.—Veitch’s Autumn Giant is still fine. Many more 
are turning in than are required, but by entting them before they are 
too old, trimming most of the leaves off, and then inserting the stems in 
boxes filled with sand or leaf soil, and placing them in a cool shed, they 
remain good for a month. Those which are formed, but not large 
enough for cutting, may be injured by frost if not slightly protected, 
and this may easily be done by breaking some of the large leav, s half 
through and turning them down over the heads. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Vines.—With so many good late varieties the necessity of forcing 
Vines to have ripe Grapes very early is no longer desirable where the 
late varieties are grown in sufficient quantity to afford a supply up to 
May. For long and good keeping without any deterioration of quality 
Lady Downe’s is without a rival, keeping fresh and plump until May. 
It is also a certain cropper, and though not so imposing in appearance 
as some it forms compact bunches, which finish in less time and in- 

■j variably better than the larger berried varieties. Mrs. Pince comes. 
« next in respect of keeping, and in quality is superior ; indeed, it has 
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the advantage of flavour over any late Grapes, but it requires more 
heat and time to finish it satisfactorily than Lady Downe’s. We have 
it in a house started in February with the berries black as jet to the 
stalk, and the quality equal to Black Muscat. Alicante, started in good 
time so as to finish not later than the middle of September, is capital in 
crop and appearance through size of bunch and finish. Gros Colman is 
perhaps the most profitable of Grapes to grow for a market supply. It 
is magnificent in appearance, the berries being splendid, the bunches 
compact, and it is an enormous cropper. The latter property is often 
taken advantage of to the injury of the crop in finish. It requires more 
time than any other Grape, and should be started early so as to have 
August and September to finish in. Gros Guillaume also requires a long 
time to colour and ripen thoroughly. It is not so compact in bunch as 
Gros Colman, but is larger, and on that account is very often over¬ 
cropped, in which case it is a poor Grape, as it is not even sweet, and is 
most unsatisfactory for keeping through the softness of its footstalks. 
If grown well Gros Guillaume is anything but coarse or inferior in 
flavour. Trebbiano when thoroughly ripened is good in flavour; and 
Syrian is by no means despicable, nor is Calabrian Raisin. All points 
considered we prefer them in the order given. The only other de¬ 
serving of note is Alnwick Seedline, an excellent Grape. West’s St. Peter's 
is too small in bunch for our modern ideas of a late Grape, otherwise it 
i3 an excellent table variety. 

Where late Grapes are not cultivated in quantity to maintain a supply 
to May preparations must be made for early forcing. The Vines having 
been pruned in September, the loose bark stripped off, the house 
may be cleansed, the border top-dressed, and the Vines dressed with a 
solution of softsoap, half pound to aigallon of water, brought to the con¬ 
sistency of cream with flowers of sulphur, adding, if there have been any 
scale, half a gill of spirits of turpentine, the composition being equally 
effective against mealy bug, killing all it touches. The whole being in 
readiness as advised in former calendars, cover the outside border with 
leaves and stable litter, so as to warm the border preparatory to apply¬ 
ing fire heat. If there be the convenience for making up a good bed 
inside the house of Oak or Beech leaves, with about a third of stable 
litter, it will greatly facilitate the Vines breaking, and be more beneficial 
to them than fire heat alone, therefore have them in readiness for placing 
in the house at the early part of next month. Vines, however, to pro¬ 
duce ripe fruit in late March or early April are best grown in pots, as 
stated a former calendar, selecting early sorts, such as Buckland Sweet¬ 
water, Foster’s Seedling, and White Frontignan in white Grapes ; and 
of black, Black Hamburgh, Mill Hill Hamburgh, Royal Ascot, and 
Madresfield Court. They should now be in position preparatory to 
starting them early next month. 

Benovating Vim Borders.—There is no doubt that Vines thrive for 
an almost indefinite period in a soil suited to their requirements, and 
where they have a good extent of rooting area, as may be seen in many 
places where the Vines were originally planted to cover a large area. 
Vines mostly past have their roots confined to limited areas, and the 
natural outcome is that the soil becomes less favourable as a rooting 
medium if not defective in aliment, hence the desirability of renewing 
the soil or such portion of it as will secure as many active feeders as 
possible. There is probably nothing equal to fresh soil as an encourager 
of Vine roots. 

Where Vines are unsatisfactory no time should be lost as soon as the 
leaves have effected their functions to the extent of perfecting the buds 
and wood, and whilst they are still upon the Vines, in removing the 
soil down to the roots and picking it from amongst them, so as to displace 
as much of it as possible with fresh. In the case of the border being 
very unsatisfactory and the roots few and deep, it will be necessary to 
remove all the soil and renew the whole border, commencing with 
the drainage, which should be clear 9 inches to 1 foot thick, having a 
layer of fine material at the top, nothing answering better than old mortar 
rubbish, a 3-inch thickness over 9 inches of brickbats, &c. The drainage 
must have a tile drain under to carry off the superfluous water. Two 
feet depth of soil is ample, and the roots should be laid out evenly in the 
top foot, encouraging those from the collar by laying any that proceed 
therefrom only just beneath the surface. The whole should be made 
firm, and the compost moderately dry. If the roots are inside and 
outside, one part may be done one year, and the other the next without 
any danger of loss of crop, care being taken to preserve all the roots 
possible, and to keep them from the drying influences of the atmosphere 
whilst the work is in progress. Mulch the surface with a little short 
material, preferably fresh horse droppings, and cover outside borders with 
a good thickness of leaves or other protective material. As regards soil 
good turfy loam is best, but any ameliorated soil will grow good Grapes. 
Preference should be given to medium textured soil, that overlying 
clay being better than that overlying sand. The most suitable is a 
rather strong loam overlying the limestone formations and interspersed 
with flints. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Begonias.—Such Begonias as manicata and hydrocotylifolia must be 
removed from cold frames, for they are too damp for them, and if 
allowed to remain much longer their large foliage will be injured. 
They will do very well for some time in a cool house provided the air 
is kept dry and the plants watered with care. While under these con¬ 
ditions they should be kept rather dry, but not to such an extent as to 
injure their roots. No more water should be thrown about the house 
than is necessary when the plants are watered, which should be done 
in the morning. After a spell of dull daps it may be necessary to use a 
ittle fire heat in order to expel moisture from the atmosphere. 

Celosias.—The majority of the stock prepared for autumn and early 
winter decoration will be sturdy plants with their plumes well developed, 
unless they have been hurried in their last stages. When necessary to 
push them forward in heat they soon run up tall, and are soft, which 
necessitates great care when they are removed to cooler quarters. Plants 
in this condition must be screened from cold draughts, or their foliage 
will fail, and if overwatered they quickly damp off. Those brought 
forward under cool conditions are far less liable to suffer from damp. 
These will be safe in any structure where the night temperature does 
not fall below 50°. When they require water apply it only in a tepid 
state. If any of these plants are in a backward condition, grow them 
close to the glass in a temperature of 00°, with a good circulation of 
air day and night, which will prevent their lengthening too quickly. 

Cyclamen.—Where it is necessary to keep these plants in cold frames 
for some time longer they must be wintered with care and freely ven¬ 
tilated, or the foliage is liable to become spotted, and the flower buds to 
damp off. Where practicable remove them to a light airy structure, 
where the atmospheric conditions can be regulated to suit them. The 
main stock of these plants will not require any artificial heat for some 
time to come. If a few plants are required in flower remove the most 
forward to a shelf close to the glass, where a temperature of 55° is main¬ 
tained. Give a little air day- and night to prevent the foliage drawing. 
Water carefully, but do not allow them to suffer by an insufficient 
supply. Weak stimulants may be given to all that have filled their pots 
with roots. 

Heliotropes.—Plants that have been grown outside and housed some 
time ago will soon come into flower in a temperature of 55° to 60°. If 
they are to continue flowering they must be kept in the latter to keep 
them growing ; if they once cease growing they will also cease flowering. 
Place young plants that are now rooted into 3-inch pots, and grow them 
on a shelf for a time in an intermediate temperature until they are well 
established, then harden them, and place on a shelf where the tempe¬ 
rature is about 45° at night. Cuttings for early spring flowering may 
still be rooted, but they must be encouraged to grow until they have 
formed three or four shoots. 

Petunias.— Petunias established in small pots before the winter are 
invaluable for flowering early in the season for conservatory decoration. 
Cuttings rooted now and left in the cutting pots will yield plenty of 
good cuttings early in the season for succession, and are much better 
and easier managed than old plants. 

Fuchsias.—Those that have flowered may be gradually dried and 
placed in a cool airy house to rest; a shed will do very well. Others 
that have been outside for some weeks since they ceased flowering may 
be dried and given the same position. Do not store them away in a wet 
condition. Place those that were rooted some time ago into 3-inch pots, 
and store them on a shelf where they can be kept slowly moving during 
the winter. Others just rooted may be placed into thumbs, and when 
established give the same position as for those in 3-inch pots. 

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Place those rooted towards the end of July, 
and that have since been pinched, into 5-inch pots. Pot them firmly to 
prevent a soft growth, and place them on the greenhouse shelf for the 
present. Water carefully until well established, and then keep them on 
the dry side until the end of the year. They must be kept until practi¬ 
cally at a standstill, but rather encourage them to grow slowly than 
allow them to go back by too low a temperature and too much water. 

Shading.—All shading should now be removed, the blinds being 
taken off the houses, dried, and stored for the winter. The shading that 
has been employed over Ferns and cool Orchids will not be needed any 
longer. This year we have gradually dispensed with the shading much 
earlier than usual, and the plants look better for the admission of more 
light. Where a good number of blinds are employed these should be 
labelled, stating to which house they belong and the side they are 
arranged for. This saves confusion when they are wanted again. 

Prot ction for Chrysanthemums.—Where,an attempt is made to have 
the flowers of these plants during January and February, it is important 
that they be left outside as long as possible. To insure their safety they 
must be protected from frost. Any rude lean-to or span-roofed struc¬ 
ture will answer the purpose well. The pots may be plunged to keep 
them from being knocked in all directions by heavy winds. The sides 
of the structure can be protected with mats, and the top with canvas 
blinds. The latter can be drawn up early on fine mornings and the 
mats removed. During severe stormy weather they can be kept on. 
This light protection will be ample to protect them from injury until 
near Christmas, unless severe weather sets in exceptionally early. In 
some seasons they can be kept outside very late without the slightest 
protection, but one frost may upset the whole work of the season, and 
therefore it is necessary that provision for their protection should be 
made. It should not be used until an occasion arises. When the whole 
or nearly the whole of the plants are placed inside at one time the 
majority are in flower all at once, and do not therefore prove so useful 
as if brought forward in batches according to the demand. With atten¬ 
tion in this respect there is no difficulty in having a supply of these 
flowers until the middle or end of February. Place some at once where 
they can have tiffany placed over them at night in case of frost ; it 
will be found that many of the plants can be kept outside fully a month 
or six weeks longer. This will make at least two or three weeks’ differ¬ 
ence in the time of flowering. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Clearing the Bcds.—Xfc. have experienced sharp frosts much earlier 
than last year ; then we had Dahlias, Begonias, Gaillardias, l’elargo- 
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niums, and various other plants flowering freely fully a month later than 
will be the case this year, and even Chrysanthemums are badly injured 
by the frosts. This early destruction of the more delicate bedding plants 
will not be without its compensating effects. The beds must be cleared 
at once, and this will admit of their being refilled before November is 
reached. Where few cuttings of Zonal Pelargoniums were taken it is 
advisable to winter as many of the old plants as possible. All shoidd 
be forked out of the soil, have all dead blooms and the greater portion of 
the old leaves picked off, and the roots lightly shortened prior to storing 
them thickly in boxes, pots, or beds of soil in heated pits. The delicate 
variegated sorts keep best in pots, and they may be either packed thickly 
in (i-inch pots or be placed singly in 3-inch pots. Any loamy soil will 
do, and they should be potted firmly. No water must be given to any of 
them, and they must be protected from both damp and frost. Abutilons 
and Veronicas, Grevilleas and Acacias may be lifted with a small ball of 
soil about the roots, potted and placed in a greenhouse or conservatory. 
Polemoniums, Centaureas, and Cinerarias, after being potted, may be 
wintered in a cold dry frame. 

Succulents, notably Echeverias metallica and metallica glauca, 
Fachy ply turns, Kleinia repens, and Sempervivum arboreum, are crippled. 
These must be potted and stored in a dry pit or greenhouse, and require 
little, or no water. The Kleinias may be packed thickly in ordinary 
bedding Pelargonium boxes. Sempervivum californicum is quite hardy, 
but Echeveria secunda glauca is not, and during most winters 
requires protection. They may either be bound to stakes after the 
manner Onions are stored, and hung up in a greenhouse or vinery, or be 
packed away as thickly as possible in temporary pits or frames, and, 
in addition to the lights, be further protected with litter or mats 
during the prevalence of a very severe frost. They are also frequently 
wintered successfully packed over the surface of sloping mounds of soil 
formed against a sheltered wall. Even in these positions they require 
to be covered with mats occasionally, or snow and frosts together will 
cripple them. Choice Gladioli must be lifted, dried under glass, and then 
packed in boxes of dry sand. 

Dahlias should have the stems shortened to about 0 inches in length, 
lifted without injuring the tubers, and after being well dried to be 
packed closely on a dry floor of a shed or cool and light cellar, covering 
them with a little dry soil. The least valued sorts, including many 
singles, are frequently left in the ground all the winter, and if well 
protected with a mound of ashes they usually survive. Salvia patens 
may be lifted, and either treated similarly to the Dahlias or be stored 
closely in shallow boxes of fine mould. Tuberous Begonias should not 
have the soil too closely removed from them, but after being slightly 
dried may be packed thickly in boxes of fine mould and kept through 
the winter in a cool room or shed, taking care, however, to well protect 
them from severe frosts. The roots of Verbena venosa can be most 
surely preserved by lifting and packing closely in boxes of fine mould, 
this being just moist enough to keep them plump. It is these roots, 
preserved in a cold frame or shed, that are best adapted for propagation 
next spring. Cannas may be lifted in large clumps, partially cleared of 
soil, and then either stored in a dry cellar or under a greenhouse 
stage. These and various bulbous or tuberous plants are frequently 
stored under a greenhouse stage only to be damaged or killed by drip 
and too much moisture. If this method of keeping any kind of dormant 
plants must be resorted to, see that some provision is made for 
keeping them much drier than is usually the case in such positions. 

Refilling the Beds.—Up to this time little rain has fallen, and the 
ground has been too dry for the usual methods of transplanting the 
Forget-me-nots, Silenes, Wallflowers, Primulas, and various annuals 
and shrubs. All when so very dry ought to be well watered a few 
hours prior to lifting, or the chances are little or no soil will be retained 
with the roots. They need to be carefully transplanted, well and firmly 
replanted, and should the soil be at all dry well watered. These, even 
more than some of the summer bedding plants, require fairly rich soil, 
and a little manure may be added to those beds that have not received 
any lately. As bulbs alone do not long beautify the beds the best 
course is to mix these with the flowering plants, and they may be 
inserted at once. Hyacinths are very effective when disposed about 
12 inches apart and 4 inches deep, one or at the most two colours being 
employed in each bed. Tulips may be inserted from 4 inches to 6 inches 
apart and 3 inches deep, and in separate colours as much as possible. 
Narcissi may be given the same room as the Hyacinths. Crocuses to be 
either planted in small patches of different colours, or in lines, the 
bulbs being placed about 2 inches apart and 4 inches deep. Snowdrops 
also look well in patches, or they be otherwise treated similarly to 
Crocuses. Plant Scillas near the edges, about 2 inches apart and not 
less than 3 inches deep. Now is a good time to plant the Irises, notably 
the lovely Spanish section. If these are planted about 6 inches deep in 
well worked fresh loamy soil they may remain undisturbed, and will do 
well for several seasons, large clumps forming where each one was 
planted. The surface of the bed may be planted thinly with spring 
and summer-flowering plants. The Grape Hyacinth should also be 
planted deeply and not often disturbed. Fritillarias are suitable for 
the backgrounds of borders where they will not often be disturbed. 
Plant the bulbs at once, surrounding each with a little silver sand and 
cover with about 3 inches of soil. Dodecatheons (American Cowslips), 
Eranthis (Winter Aconite), and Erythroniums (Dog’s-tooth Violets) are 
all best planted where they are not often disturbed. A peaty soil suits 
them, and a little sand should be placed about the bulbs. Anemones 
may be planted now if an early display is desired for flowering late in 
the spring; February is soon enough to plant. These again thrive much 

more satisfactorily if left undisturbed in the ground. They delight i 
good loamy and well-drained soil, and may be planted in drills draw 
about 5 inches apart and 3 inches deep, disposing the tubers abou 
5 inches apart, and Cover with a good sandy soil. Triteleias may be 
planted now, and these again we prefer to place in patches, where they 
may remain a long time undisturbed. Ranunculuses if planted now 
would most likely perish during the winter, and January is quite early 
enough to place these in the ground. 

HE BEE-KEEPER. 
HINTS FOR BEGINNERS. 
PREPARING FOR NEXT SUMMER. 

There is, perhaps, no better time than the present to 
tell young bee-keepers what should be done to insure 
success next summer, and my advice is what I put into 
practice myself. After making sure that all hives are in 
a proper state to defend the bees from wet and the in¬ 
clemency of the winter, it is imperative that all stocks 
should have young and fertile queens, with ample bees. 
I cannot advise anyone to keep weak stocks, although a 
large per-centage of my own have not more than about 
1 lb. of bees or little more, and I have every hope that these 
will turn out profitable stocks next summer as in bygone 
years. But I recommend bee-keepers to be careful that 
the bees are well provided with plenty of stores and in 
full sized hives of worker comb, or having but little of 
drone comb. However much we recognise the usefulness 
ot drones under certain conditions we also know how they 
deter in others, therefore the wisest course is not to 
induce the breeding of too many drones. 

With the exception of my stocks kept for rearing 
queens, all others are nuclei of the present year, vigorous 
and healthy but not nuqierous, occupying from 248 cubic 
inches up to 1000. I have added to all these nuclei 
sufficient combs filling three divisions of the tiering hive. 
These combs contain sufficient honey and pollen to carry 
the bees successfully through the winter and far into 
spring, by which time they will be greatly increased in 
numbers and in a fail way towards crowding the hive, and 
ready to store surplus honey when the first flow com¬ 
mences during April and May. The conditions under 
which my hives now stand are favourable for preserving 
the bees during the most trying weather, while breeding, 
when once started, will go on uninterruptedly till the close 
of another season. 

The great weight my hives reach in good seasons is 
entirely due to the autumn preparation as described 
above, and not to any manipulation whatever during win¬ 
ter or spring. Amongst all the hives I have broken up 
this autumn I have not observed a single unhatched foul 
cell, and very few unsealed cells of honey, also due to the 
mode of management, and particularly to the mode of 
ventilation. “ Foul brood ” is a preventible disease, and 
no means which tends to prevent the plague should be 
neglected. 

SWARMS GREAT IN NUMBERS. 

Whatever inexperienced persons urge in favour of 
small hives or bees that cannot produce great numbers 
the beginner should disregard. It is from prolific queens 
and large hives only that large quantities of honey can be 
taken. I am of the opinion that some of my hives during 
the height of the season would contain a hundred 
thousand bees, even so far on as the 7th October, that, 
being about the earliest I was able to attend personally 
and take the bees from my heaviest hives. Some swarms 
of the current year contained as many as 12 lbs. of bees, 
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and these were not gorged with honey either, having been 
shaken from the combs before they had time to fill them¬ 
selves. One of these swarms, less a third of the number, 
was sent to a gentleman in England, who received them 
the following day they were taken from the hive in a semi- 
dormant state from hunger, but all were recuscitated, 
and were styled by him as “a fine lot of bees.” A third 
of the whole number was formed into a fine stock with a 
pure Syrian queen at their head, for the purposes of amuse¬ 
ment and experiment next summer. That queen is now 
the fourth generation from the first imported, I expect 
that by-and-by the climate will have the effect of smooth¬ 
ing the temper and making more hardy that beautiful and 
industrious race of bees. Having Carniolians to winter 
with her will insure her usefulness next year. 

However great the advantage may be of having strong 
swarms at this season, there can be no doubt but that 
medium, and very often weaklings in autumn, are the most 
profitable during the following summer, and beginners 
wdl do well to study, experiment, and find out the happy 
medium strength a stock should be. I then ask the 
question, What good would have accrued to me by j fining 
two 12-lb. lots of bees and putting them into one hive at 
this season ? I have an opinion on the strength a colony 
of bees should be now in this country as well as what they 
should be in one having a much lower temperature, but 
shall be glad for further information from anyone capable 
of answering, without prejudice as to the saving of con¬ 
demned bees. 

SWARMING versus NON-SWARMING. 

This subject has from time to time received a great 
deal of attention, and different opinions have been ex¬ 
pressed thereon. To answer definitely which is the best 
system without allowances for season and locality would 
be committing an error unjustifiable in all its aspects, as 
under certain circumstances the one is as good as the 
•other, and that which may be the most profitable one 
season may not be so the next. With the exception of 
breeding stocks I keep my bees on the non-swarming 
principle, and I am as often as not rewarded with swarms 
from almost every hive. To have full control and 
prevent bees swarming is an impossibility, We use the 
means to prevent it, and often, owing to the shortness of 
the honey season, so protract or delay swarming that the 
bees by instinct change their intentions, thereby prevent¬ 
ing utter ruin to themselves. 

Of all the plans contrived to prevent swarming none 
is reliable. The nearest approach to it is a full sized 
hive with little drone comb ; a young, fertile, and prolific 
queen; ample super room in advance of their wants ; 
shade and ventilation during hot weather. Where the 
former is wanting a wet blanket wrapped round the hive 
will keep the bees cod and at work. In order to 
show that neither ekes nor space in front nor supers 
prevent swarming, I will cite the following cases, and I 
could adduce hundreds of similar one3. I have two full- 
s zed lrives that have a ninth part of their hive beneath 
empty, never having been combed, and yet, with the addi¬ 
tion of unfilled supers, swarmed for three years in succes¬ 
sion. The first hive that swarmed this year occupied one- 
half of its hive only, although it had its under b >x and 
filled with foundation; several swarmed five days after 
being hived, while the space they occupied was not half 
filled. Two hives having young unfertilised queens and 
without eggs, had a spare queen caged on the top of 
their hives, and immediately both swarmel, but in neither 
case did the queen leave. When the caged queens were 

removed swarming ceased, but when restored again they 
swarmed. Just as the caged queen was left or removed 
did the bees swarm or settle, and not in one instance 
did the queen leave with the bees. Space will not permit 
to detail further the swarming propensities of bees, while 
to the beginner no good would accrue. 

As I have stated, I keep my bees on the non-swarming 
system as far as I am able, but do not care whether they 
swarm or not providing they do not do so before they are in 
full strength ; then a swarm is as good as any non-swarmer 
need be, provided all or a portion of the unfilled supers 
from the old stock are given to it, and all the better if a 
portion of the brood combs too find their way to the swarm. 
Care must be taken not to allow the swarm to build much 
drone comb, because if the honey season is a long one it 
will be liable to swarm again, particularly at the Heather. 

When a non-swarmer throws a swarm unexpect¬ 
edly, after dealing with the swarm as advised above, no 
time should be lost in providing the old stock with a 
fertile queen after excising all royal cells and surplus 
sealed honeycomb, and a'l empty space must be filled 
with comb foundation. Where Heather is available this 
should be attended to, and if the weather is unfavourable 
for honey gathering, a little feed should be given to en¬ 
courage breeding. This is seldom necessary, but should 
not be neglected when honey is scarce, as breeding stopped 
in July means no honey from the Heather. 

COMB FOUNDATION. 

I have before hinted at the desirability of having all 
comb foundation made from genuine native wax only, as 
well as to have all honey of the first quality that is 
meant for consumption. By having the former good 
depends greatly what the latter will be. 

Much of the foundation made from foreign wax that 
I have seen this year would not be used by me under any 
consideration; it is so soft and simply abominable, some 
of it so much so that honey stored in it after being 
extended was uneatable and incited nausea and vomiting. 
My attention has been drawn to several cases of the kind, 
the honey tasting of rancid grease or of castor oil. A 
bee-keeper informs me that three hives he purchased 
fitted with comb foundation, after it was drawn out, 
filled, and sealed by the bees was of the same disgusting 
nature, while a fourth hive filled with foundation made 
from native wax, the honeycomb was splendid. So care¬ 
ful am I of having my honey of first quality I do not even 
use wax made from combs that were originally built from 
foreign wax. Other subjects of importance to beginners 
will be tr eated upon as the season advances, but we may 
caution them to beware of being entrapped into pur¬ 
chasing articles unsuitable or unnecessary through 
testimonials from mere mvices.—A Lanarkshire Bee¬ 

keeper. 

THE PAST HONEY SEASON IN IIALLAMSHIRE. 

SKEPS AHEAD. 

The past season on the whole has been quite satisfactory to all 
who use large hive3 worked in a proper manner, while those who 
use small ones and follow the teaching of the “ B. B. J.” declare the 
season a complete failure on account of the drought and consequent 
failure of the Clover in July. 

April was a grand month, the weather fine and warm, causing 
queens to breed heavily. May was damp and very cold, which 
caught those who had spread brood, completely ruining many fine 
stocks ; w’hile those let alone, with plenty of food left over winter, 
duly hatched, out all the April-laid eggs, and which gathered in the 
June honey flow. 

June began grandly and yielded honey in profusion from Apples, 
Sycimore3, and Raspberries, and in the last week from White 
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Clover. Swarms during the first week hived in large skeps, and 
therefore were not helped with foundation, had from 40 lbs. 
to 80 lbs. of honey, and casts in the second and third week had from 
10 lbs. to 20 lbs., while old stock hives had fully sufficient to last 
them till next June. These figures apply chiefly to skeps and 
native black bees too, and as I had most of the swarms and casts 
for driving, the contents (honey and wax) were nett profit. 

Bar-frame hives did not come up so well, although they were 
worked on the non-swarming system, the reason of this being 
they are colder than skeps. They did not mature so many of the 
April-laid eggs, therefore they were not at all equal in numbers of 
bees with skeps, and only yielded from 40 lbs. to 50 lbs. surplus. 
Had July been the best honey month as usual, what with empty 
combs and the extractor, no doubt frame hives would have left the 
skeps behind. The bees of those pupils of the “ B. B. J.” were be¬ 
ginning to approach swarming condition at the end of the month— 
hives being quite full of brood—when they put on the supers, 
expecting with such hot weather the greatest Clover honey harvest 
known, but a month’s cloudless sky had dried the ground around 
of all honey-producing plants. Thus it continued, no rain, no 
honey, the bees doing nothing but soiling combs with propolis until 
August 15th, at which date I had fully given up all thoughts of 
getting any Heather honey, as the moors were in full bloom and no 
bees working. Then it began to rain a little day by day till the 
20th, when it had soaked into the dust-like soil about 4 inches. In 
the evening the glass began to go up and so did my hopes, for I 
began to make all at home safe for travelling to the Heather, which 
was not completed until the church clocks had chimed Sunday 
morning (the 21st). The afternoon being more promising, I took 
a walk to see those stocks which had been at the Heather all August, 
and found them bringing in a little Heather honey. Monday, the 
22nd, I hired a dray for the evening to take the whole, and when I 
went to secure the entrances I found them returning in clouds 
from the moors loaded with Heather honey. The moors are fully 
five miles from my apiary to its nearest edge, and the bees had to 
make a rise of over 500 feet. This is no new experience with me, 
as every time the Heather has yielded in profusion for years all bees 
within six miles have brought in Heather honey during settled days. 
The “ B. B. J.” has lately been preaching that bees never travel more 
than two miles, and it has quoted numbers of authorities (?) to 
prove, or rather support, their assertion. One correspondent and 
the editor advises setting bees down right in the midst of the 
Heather. Just remember that the moors are practically roadless. 
I formerly used to put them down on its edge, but never again shall 
I do it. I now with more experience (dearly bought) place them a 
mile at least from it, and give them also a rise of nearly 500 feet. 
The reason I do so I intend to explain fully in another article. 
This enables me to visit them by train. I can go there and back 
before breakfast. 

But to return. I safely took the bees as soon as they had 
settled, and placed them four miles nearer in about a straight line 
between the apiary and the moors. Judge of my surprise on 
visiting the apiary next morning to find many thousands of bees 
flying about loaded with Heather honey. They were taken four miles 
at midnight, then they had another mile to fly to the moors, and 
from there they found their way back five to six miles. Some of the 
“ B. B. J.” people will perhaps explain this on their two-mile theory. 
Bees had returned from all stocks except pure Cyprians (l had no 
pure Syrians at the time), native blacks, Carniolians, Syrian hybrids, 
and Punic. I procured a queen, fixed up an empty hive, put in the 
queen, and all the bees began to collect and settle in it, and at 
night I found they were equal to a big swarm, and day after day 
they worked to and from the moors. The fine weather lasted just 
seven days, during which time the bees quite filled all their combs 
with honey. I never saw Heather honey so thick when freshly 
gathered, or combs so quickly filled. One stock of Syrian—black 
hybrids, first cross, and which I have always regarded as the best kind 
of bees for extracted honey—increased in weight over GO lbs. This 
was when I brought them home, and as they had reared a lot of 
brood, no doubt they made 10 lbs. per day. Cyprians pure did very 
well, so did Carniolians. Taking into consideration their strength, a 
small stock of Punic bees, which seem to be pure, though I thought 
at first they were hybrid—the queen was one of this year’s and 
mated in a nucleus of native bees, some may have been left (aged 
and of a dark colour) — has gathered the most honey and bred the 
most young bees for winter. I found all brood hatched out Sep¬ 
tember 30th. Last year the old queen was laying heavily on 
November 9th. This race, I believe, will take the lead in all 
apiaries not worked for comb honey ; for which purpose Carniolians 
will beat them, as they use so much propolis, causing the combs to 
have a dirty appearance. This makes them tougher, and is an advan¬ 
tage when worked for extracted. I have previously pointed out 
the extraordinary hardiness of this race of bees. Whether their 

extra honey-collecting qualities result from this peculiarity, result¬ 
ing in fewer bees being chilled to death when out from home, cr 
longer lived, or their great determination to have honey whenever 
possible, I have not yet determined ; probably all three qualities 
have to do with it. 

One peculiarity of the season has been the total absence of 
black honey in the hives. Some say it is “ honeydew.” I have 
always affirmed it to be Blackberry honey, which I determined by 
catching and dissecting the bees working on that kind of blossom.. 
This year Limes, Maples, Oaks, and Black Currants have been 
covered with it, yet bees preferred to starve rather than collect a 
bit, while the Blackberries failed along with Limes to yield honey 
on account of the drought. I have never seen bees collecting 
honeydew, and surely they had every inducement to do so the past, 
season. Those who still think the black honey comes from it will 
oblige by accounting for its absence this year. 

Bees generally are in good order for winter without feeding, 
except late swarms upwards of six miles off the Heather; all within. 
that distance are in splendid order as regards bees and honey. Most 
have learned a sharp lesson to use larger hives in future, nor do 
skepists feel inclined to adopt the frame hive, for they certainly 
have reaped by far and away the greatest rate of profit on capital 
and labour, proving much what the late Mr. Pettigrew so ably 
taught in these columns.—A Hallamshire Bee-keeper. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
James Dickson and Sons, Newton Nurseries, Chester.— Select Ease?, 

1887 8. 
E. P. D'xon and Sons, Hull.—Catalogue of Rosen, Tre-s, and Shrubs. 
L. Spa k, Btrlir.—General Catalogue, 

°0° All correspondence should be directed either to “The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply‘to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

NAMING FRUIT —The attention of senders of fruit to be named, 
is respectfully directed to the intimation near the foot of page 351. 

The Horticultural Benefit Society (A Member). — We had seen tie 
report to which you direct our attention. It was undoubtedly taken from 
our columns but reproduced fully and in that aspect fairly, and we make 
no complaint if it served a good purpose, and will assist a good cause. 

Dendrobium Dalhousieanum (A. IK.).—It is doubtful if you will sucoee? 
in inducing the plant to flower so much ea lier than its usual time without 
a season or two’s preparation. Endeavour to ripen the growth by full 
exposure to light, rest the plant in a cooler house, and then introduce it to. 
heat. The flowers are produced on the old pseudo bulbs which you ap¬ 
parently refer to as spikes. By promoting an early growth and ripening 
you may cause the plrnt to flower eat her than usual, but scarcely to the. 
extent you anticipate. 

Age When Seeds Cease to Germinate (W. D.).—There is a long list in 
Johnson’s “ Science and Practice of Gardening.” We extract the following 
from it:—“ One year : Peas. Beans, Kidney Beans, Carrot, Parsnip, Oraeheq 
Herb-Patience, Rhubarb, Elm, Poplar, and Willow. Two years : Radi h, 
Salsafy, Srorzonera, Purslane, the Alliums, Cardoon, Rampion, Alhander, 
Love Apple, Capsicum, E'g-plant. Three years : Seakale, Ariichoke, 
Lettuce, Marigold, Rue, Rosemary. Four years : Brassicas, Skirret, 
Spinach, Asparagus, Endive, Mustard, Tarragon, Borage. Five and six 
years : Burnet, Sorrel, Par.-ley, Dill, Fennel, Chervil, Hyssop. Ten years : 
Beet, Celery, Pompion, Cucumber, Melon.” 

Caterpillars on Ash (G. S. Banff).—The caterp'llars sent are those of 
the dusky Thorn, Ennomos fuecantaiia, a rather local species of mo'h. They 
had evidently placed themselves und r the bark in order to form their 
cocoons, in which they would remain as pupae through the winter, the moths 
appealing during the sumaer. It is not generdly found on any tree 
except, the Ash of which the caterpillars eat tie 1 ave-', cn*t:ng roundish 
holes i i th m. ■ ut seldom occu r ng in any abundance. Spr.nUl ng soot 
freely about the r ots h s been 6ervneab e, and watering with tojaecj 
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liquor in the evening, but gas lime applied in a ring around the trees is one 
of the best remedies. The lime, however, must have been exposed to the 
air for a time, or it may be injurious to vegetation. 

Destructive Caterpillars (IF. B, Cork).—These are the half-grown 
caterpillars of the great yellow underwing, Tr/phama pronuba, which has 
been abundant in many parts of England this autumn, though it is every 
season more or less troublesome to gardeners and farmers. It feeds from 
early autumn to spring, unless the weather be severe, and varies its opera¬ 
tions by attacking the roots during the day, and then issues from the soil at 
night to gnaw the crowns or st»ms of plants. Gas lim *, at the rate of 2 ozs. 
or 3 ozs. to the square yard, pointed in at the least a month before sowing 
or planting, is an excellent grub antidote, but injurious to crops if used in 
excess or at the time of inserting the plants. It should he well mixed with 
the soil near the surface. 

Oil on Hot-water Pipes (Malvern).—You ask its “ what oil we recom¬ 
mend to be applied to hot-water pipes against mildew,” also observe that 
you-l had not heard of Mr. Veiteh’s remedy before.” Our reply is, we did 
not recommend any kind of oil; hut as is stated on page 321, the para¬ 
graph referred to was extracted from the “ American Gardeners’ Monthly ” 
as *• suggestive.” We may a'so add that the Mr. Veitch rderred to is not 
the respected head of the great firm at Chelsea, but an American authority 
of repute. Petroleum is referred to as oil in America, hut we are not in 
a position to state whether that is the kind advised in our Transatlan¬ 
tic contemporary or not. Perhaps we shatl hear more on the subject, and 
in the meantime it will he safe for those who may try the oil vapour 
remedy to proceed cautiously and exp rimentally. 

Pear Trees Unhealthy (Amos).—Judging from the spur sent we suspect 
the cause of the unhealthiness of your trees to be ungenial and possibly 
water-logged soil. If the soil is wet drain it thoroughly to a depth of 
3 feet, having a clear outlet for the water. If the subsoil ia not wet, then 
the condition of your trees is attributable to poverty of the soil. The 
remedy in this case is to remove the surface soil, just bareing the roots, and 
cover them with the best soil you can obtain, and over the soil place a good 
covering of rich manure. Limewash the trees, or, what is tquivalent, dust 
them with dry lime when the branches are wet. If blossom buds predo¬ 
minate over wood buds remove some of the former, especially taking off any 
at the tips of the branches. Your aim must be to induce clean healthy 
young shoots, not permitting the trees to blossom profusely, and your trees 
will regain their vigour. 

Rose Heps (T. B. B.).—These are not in any way injured bv remaining 
on the trees to be frozen to some extent, indeed it is questionable if severe 
frosts are detrimental to their germination. Gather them when rip?, open 
them and store the seeds in damp cocoa-nut fibre refuse or ieaf mould till 
spring. They may be sown either in pots or boxes in a frame on a mild 
hotbed, or in drills in the open ground in March. Artificial heat accel- 
ierates germ’mtion, but as the first essential of tie Rose is hardiness sime 
raisers sow in the open, on the assumption that only seedlings that prove 
their undoubted hardiness are rel'able for propagation. Some of the seeds 
are often slow in germinating, therefore ihere must be no undue haste 
in disturbing the beds, or witholding water from pots or boxes in which the 
seeds have been sown. As you do not state your conveniences for raising 
Che plants a choice of methods is given. Cover the seeds an inch deep and 
keep the soil uniformly moist by shading to arrest evaporation, and water¬ 
ing to supply moisture as it may be required. 

Tomatoes (B. W. G.).—The disease attacking the stem of the plant is 
almost certainly due to over-feeding, mor; sap being provided than the 
leaves could assimilate, hence a case is produc d analogous with blood 
poisoning. The same mistake of growing the plants in a large bulk of rich 
soil, or giving them liquid manure or active stimulants in some other form 
in excess, predisposes the leaves to the attacks of fungus, inasmuch as the 
peculiar and unhealthy state of the sap is favourable for the germination of 
the spores. The fungus is allied to that which attacks Potatoes under 
similar conditions, especially when the weather is dull and wet, checking 
transpiration and the elaboration of the sap. A close damp atmosphere 
should, therefore, be avoided for Tomatoes, as well as guarding against over- 
stimulating the plants with manure. A peck of soil, if of the right kind, is 
sufficient for a Tomato plant, if sufficient water is afforded in hot weather 
when the plants are in fall growth. We have seen a splendid crop on 
plants this year that were planted 18 inches apart in a trough 9 inches wide 
and deep, the plants being confined to one stem ; and we have seen plauts 
in 9-inch pots roped with fruit to a height of 11 feet. The plants, of which 
portions are before us, have been treated too generously, and the atmosphere 
of the house has not been in the best state for keeping them heal'hy. 

The Mirabelle Plum (S. Edwards).—So far from being useless, this 
Plum is highly appreciated by some persons. Tbe lite Mr. Rivers liked it 
and recommended it in the following words :—“ For very many years I have 
admired this charming little Plum, and have often felt surprised that it is so 
seldom cultivated in England. It is not to be thought of as a dessert Plum, 
for uncooked it is rather dry, with a dull sweetness and of no taking flavour, 
but when cooked or made into jam its flavour is delicious ; ar.dwhatis very 
remarkable, although there are hundreds of varieties of Plums, not one has 
the peculiar aroma of this sort. If bottled (without water), the flavour is 
fully preserved, and a tart or pudding of Mirabelle Plums at this season is a 
real treat. Some years since, when Louis Phillippe was king, I happened 
to visit the potagerie at Versailles, and there to my surprise I saw scores of 
baskets of this sort of Plum gathered ready for the Royal kitchen. On 
inquiry I found it was the favourite Plum of the Royal Family, no other 
variety equalling it in flavour for compotes, Ac. I afterwards learned that 
in the east of France it was equally esteemed, as it is now—it is, in fact, 
ca led Mirabelle de Metz. Its small oval fruit, bright yellow mottled with 
red, are most ornamental on the trees, and its stone the smallest of all Plum 
stones. The tree is best cultivated as a bush, and when in blossom should 
have a covering of light flannel when the nights are frosty. It requires a 
dry warm situation, and is welt worthy of extra care.” 

Roses in Pots (Duncan).— Successful growers of Roses in pots repot 
them every year, not necessarily in larger pots if the plants are already 
large and the accommodation for growing them limited, but that they may 
make new roots, and receive a greater amount of good food during the 

summer that is so essential for producing fine flowers in tho following 
spring. Tbe best time for potting Roses is in the month of June, directly 
aft-r they have finished blooming, using a compost of two-thirds of good 
turfy loan and a thbd of well decaved manure, Tea Rose.3 having the 
addition of a little leaf soil and sand. By repotting them at tbit period the 
new roots take kindly to the soil, which enables the plants to make good 
growths early, that become hard and ripe before the summer is ended. After 
potting they should he plung d in an open situation, and a thick coating of 
manure placed around and over the surfa e of the pots, so that the roo's are 
kept cool, and the rains wash in the properties of the mauu e. Roses in 
pots are often spoiled through neglect during the summer, which is the 
season they should receive the most attent on. You would not reap much 
benefit by repo.ting now ; the better plan would be to loosen and remove a 
portion of the surface soil and apply a top-dressing of rich compost. Prune 
the plants during this month and the next, tie the points of the shoots down¬ 
wards, and allow them to bresk wry steadily and without any assistance 
from fire heat. They may pos-ibly bieik back from the old wood. As they 
advance in growth a slight sprinkling of chemical manure over the surface 
of the so 1 will str ngthen them, using a solution of cow manure and soot 
as the flower buds advance. 

Raising Seedling and Cutting Briars (Notts Amateur).—The heps 
should remain on th- bushes till they assume a dark almost black colour, as 
then the seeds may be expected to be ripe. A brisk frost does them no 
harm. If there are only a few they may be placed in a flowerpot and buried 
in the ground. If in large hulk they may be mixed with damp sand and 
buriei in a pit. Take them out in March or as soon as the ground is in 
good working condition, separating the seeds from the husks,and sow them 
in drills 2 inches deep and a foot asunder, covering them with free loamy 
soil. They will not all germinate at once, and some may be long before 
producing plants. If sown late or until the soil gets dry and a hot summer 
follows they may remain dormant all the season, therefore sow as soon as 
the soil is in suitable condition ; and if dry hot weather occurs before the 
seedlings appear shade the ground with brushwood or whatever will lay 
lightly on it and prevent evaporation. When large enough for transplant¬ 
ing take them up in the autumn, sort them, separating the large from the 
small, and transplant (j inches apart in rows thrice that distance asunder ; 
then when the stems are large enough for the reception of buds, also full of 
sap, so that the bark lis-^s freely, insert the buds in them as low down as 
possible, and below any incipi-nt buds on the stems. The stocks are not 
cat down before the buds are inserted, nor ti 1 the spring following, when 
starting into growth, they remaining do mant in the winter. Some growers 
consider stocks raised from Briar cuttings equal to s'edliags. The cuttings 
are made from firm young wood produced in the s tmmer, cut into foot 
lengths, a.l the buds being carefu’ly removed except two or three at the top, 
and the cuttings inserted thickly and firmly up to those buds. Some di-, 
but many grow, and are transplanted in the autumn for budding. The 
sooner they are put in after the piesent time the better, failure often re¬ 
sulting when the wo k is deferred till spring. 

Pansies and tlieir Culture (C. S.).—Several articles have appeared from 
time to time on the cu'tivation of Pansies. You do not state your object 
in growing them, hut the following remarks on their characteristics and 
culture may be useful:—Many have written upon the cha'acteri sties which 
belong to it when really a superior flower, and their opinions are combined 
in the following :—1, Each bloom shou'd be nearly perfectly circular, flat, 
and very smooth at the edge ; every notch, or unevenness, bjing a blemish. 
2, The petals should be thick, and of a rich velvety texture. 3, Whatever 
may be the colours, the principal, or ground colour of the three lower petals, 
should be alike ; whether it be white, yellow, straw colour, plain, fringed, 
or blotched, there should not in these three petals be a shade difference in 
the principal colour; and the white, yellow, or straw colour should be pure. 
4, Whatever may be tti9 character of the marks or darker pencilling! on 
the ground colour, they should be bright, dens?, distinct, and retain their 
character, without running or flushing—that i', mixing with the ground 
colour. 5, Th ■ two upper petals should be perfictly uniform, whether dark 
or light, or fringed or blotched. The two petals immediately under them 
should be alike ; and the lower petal, as before observed, must have the 
same ground colour an 1 character as the two above it; and the pencilling 
or marking of the eye in the three lower petals must not break through to 
the edges. 6, If flowers are equal in other respects, the larger, if not the 
coarser is the better ; but no flower should be shown that is under II inch 
across. 7, Ragged or notched edges, crumpled petals, indentures on the 
petal, indistinct markings or pencillings, and flushed or run colours, are 
great blemishes; but if a bloom has one ground colour to the lower petal 
and another colour to the side ones, or if it has two shades of ground colour 
at all, it is not a show flower. The y llow within the eye ia not considered 
ground colour. A suitable situation is the chief point in the cultivation of 
the Pansy; this should be one sheltered from all cutting winds, as these 
often kill the plants by twisting them about. The situation should be op n. 
to the free circulation of the air, and exposed to the influence of the morniDg 
sun, but | rotected from the milday sun ; cool and moist, but thoroughly 
drained, for although the Pansy requires consider ible moisture du ing the 
blooming searon, and through the summer months, yet it is very imp it ent 
of superabundant moisture. The soil should be lichand tolerably light. 
Decayed Cucumber-bed dung is good, as also is decayed cow manure, and 
the soil which suits b ;st is a light hazel loam, thoroughly mixed with a good 
portion of decayed turf from pis'ure land, by frequently stirring and 
digging, and to three harrowloads of this soil add one of the Cucumber-bed 
manuie two years old. Manure wattr, particularly guano water, applied 
during the blooming season, is very bentfi ill. Those who intend to grow 
the Pansy for exhibition should seleot young p’ants well established from 
cuttings for the pit pose. For the sp ing exhibitions in May and June, se’tct 
plants struck the previous autumn, in August and September; and for the 
autumn exhibitions in September, select plants struck early in the spring , 
and after these have produced their blooms, save them for store plants, to 
produce cuttings, always having a constant succession of young plants for 
the purpose of bloom:ng. The propagat:ou of the Pansy is very easy. The 
young side shoots are to be most preferred for cuttings, as the old hollow 
stems seldom strike freely, and do not grow so strong. For spring blooming, 
take off a sufficient quantity of thes j sile shoots in August or the beginning 
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of September, and for antumn blooming in April and May ; these ineeit 
either under handglasses or in pots placed in a cool frame in some good 
light compost, mix-d 'with a good quantity of silver sand, taking care to 
keep them moderately moist, and shading them from hot suns. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to he 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
mens can be named at once, and beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(<7. Mooreby).—1, Duck’s Bill; 2. Striped Holland Pippin; 3, Not known ; 
4, Bedfordshire Foundling; 5, Gloria Mundi; (1, Formo=a Pippin, Flower 
of Kent and Beauty of Kent are not synonymous. (James Wood).—!, 
Margil; 2, Nanny ; 3, Josephine de Malines. (J. P.).—1, Bellissime 
d’Hiver ; 2, Doyenne du Comice ; 3, Not knowm ; 4, Cox’s Orange Pippin. 
(F. Jellico).—\, Cellini; 2, Fearn’s Pippin ; 3, Ross Nonpareil; 4, Beurre 
Diel; 5, Not known ; 6, Bezi de la Motte. (IF. M).—1, Blenheim Pippin ; 
3, Cellini; 4, Reinette Van Mona; 5, La Fameuse. (H. W.).—4, Duclresse 
d’Angouleme; 2, Verulam ; 3, Pigeonnet; 4, Claygate Pearmnin. (G.P.). 
—1, Belle de Septembre ; 2, Jefferson inferior ; 3, Yellow Gage inferior; 4, 
Doyenne drr Comice; 5, Cox’s Pomona ; 6, Bramley’s Seedling ; (<71 E.).—1, 
Rhode Island Greening; 2, Blenheim PippiD. (.7. C.).— 1, Lamb Abbey 
Pearmain ; 2, Kerry Pippin ; 3, Aromatic Russet. (F. W. S.).—l.Wormsley 
Pippin; 5,Pearson’s Plate ; 11, Margil; 12, Lord Burghley. (J. E. F.).—1, 
Emperor Alexander; 2, Hawthorndeu ; 3, Resembles New Northern Green¬ 
ing; 4, Napoleon; o, Louise Bonne of Jersey; 6, Gansel’s Bergamot. 
(W. C. L.).—1, Beurrd Capiaumont; 3, Doyenn6 Boussoch ; 4, Bellissime 
d’Hiver; 5, Louise Bonne of Jersey; G, Glou Morqeau. (Saul Tarjlor).—1, 
Cox’s Pomona ; unnumbered, Hollandbury; 2. Emperor Alexander ; Pears, 
1, Marechal de Cour; 2, Not known, worthless; 3, Beurr6 d’Amanlis. 
(F. A. L.).—1, Easter Beun6; 2, Spuvenir du Congres; 3 and 4, Beurrd 
Superfin ; 5, Beurre d’Anjou ; 6, Duchesse d’Angouleme. N.B.—In conse¬ 
quence of Dr. Hogg’s absence from London, fruit cannot be named by him 
till after the middle of November. 

Names of Plants.—We odIv undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary erf flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(IF. L. B.),—Toxub baceata. ( W. B. S.).—1, Davallia Morreana. 2, Ne 
phrolepis Duffi. 3, Adiantum exoisum. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 1‘JxH. 

Business quiet, with sii^die? quite equal to the .demand. 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

s. d. s. d. s. d. S. a 
Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 6- B to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen. 8 0 to 9 0 
Arbor vitfe (golden) dozen 0 0 , 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

„ (common),&ozen.. 0* 0 0 0 „ Tricolor, doeen 0 0 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. s 0 6 0 Gladiolus. 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
Begonias, dozen .. «„ 4 0 9 0 Lilied Valley, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 6 G 9 0 Lilium lancifolium, doz. IS 0 18 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 •0 12 0 „ longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0. Lobelia, dozen. 0 0 0 0 
Dracasna terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 

„ vlridia, dozen.. 42 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 a 0 
Erica*, various, dozen 9 0 18 0 Musk, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Euonymus, invar.,dozen 6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen. 6 0 12 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 Palme, in var., each 2 6 21 0 
Fernsr in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Ficus elastica, each i 6 7 0 ,, ecariefc,doz. 3 -0 9 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 Spirtea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 

s. d. s. A. S. a. 8. a. 
Ahntilona, 12 tranches .. 2 0 to 4 0 Lilies, White, 12 bunohes 0 0 to 0 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 „ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 8 0 6 0 Marguerites, 12 bunohes 2 0 6 0 
Asters, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 Mignonette. 12 bunches 1 0 8 0 

„ French, bunch .. i 6 2 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 1 6 3 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 1 0 Narciss, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 3 0 6 0 „ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 Pansies, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

,, 12 bunches.. 4 0 6 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 1 6 8 0 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 2 0 6 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 0 

„ 12 blpoma i 0 6 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 6 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 1 8 3 0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 „ (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 0 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 8 0 6 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 2 0 5 0 Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays i 0 1 6 Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 4 0 9 0 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 „ (indoor), dozen 0 9 1 0 

sprays 0 0 0 0 ,, Tea, dozen .. .. 1 G 8 0 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 „ de Mois. 12 bunohes 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 1 6 8 0 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 4 0 6 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 Tropaeolum, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 1 0 1 6 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 1 0 

Lilinm longiflorum, 12 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 4 0 6 0 Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 1 0 1 6 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 „ (French), bunch 1 0 1 3 
blooms. 1 6 3 0 „ (Parme), hunch 3 0 s 6 

FRUIT. 

a. B. d. P. a. S. a. 
Aoples, l sieve. 1 6 to 3 6 Oranges, per 100 •• .. 0 0tol2 0 

Nova Scotia and Peaches, dozen .. .. 2 a 6 0 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 Pears, dozen. i 0 1 6 

Cherries, 1 sieva .. .. 0 0 0 0 Pine Apple?, English, 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 45 0 60 0 per lb. i 6 2 6 
Figs, dozen . 0 0 0 0 Plume, i sieve. i 6 2 0 
Grapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 St. Michael Pines, each s 0 6 0 
Lemons, case. 10 0 15 0 Strawberries, oer ft. 0 0 0 0 

n .each . 0 6 1 0 

VEGETABLES. 

Artichokes, dozen .. .. 

s. 

1 
a. 
0 

S. 
to 2 

a. 
0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 

s. 

0 
a. 
9 

S. 

to 0 
a 
0 

Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 6 1 0 

Beans, Kidney,per lb. .. 0 8 0 0 Mustard aud Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 

Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 1 0 s 0 Onions, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 

0 3 0 6 

Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 2 0 t 0 
Brussels Sprouts, £ sieve 9 0 4 0 Parsnips, dozen .. •• 1 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 6 0 

Capsicump, per 100 1 6 2 0 ,, Kidney, \ er cwt. 4 0 0 0 

Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 0 

Cauliflowers, dozen •3 0 4 0 Salsafv, bundle .. .. 1 0 i 6 

Celery, bundle 1 0 2 0 Scorzonera, bundle •• 1 0 0 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 0 4 0 Seakale, basket .. .. 0 0 0 0 

Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 4 0 6 Shallot?, per lb. 0 8 0 0 
Endive, dozen. 1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel .. .. 1 6 2 0 
Herb?, bunch. 0 2 0 0 Tomatoes, per lb. 0 4 0 6 

Leeks, bunch ,, .. 0 8 0 4 Turnips, bunch •• •• 0 4 0 6 

MICHAELMAS. 

Failures among Mangolds, Swedes and White Turnips 
are so general that many a farmer has sold his flock this 
Michaelmas at a serious sacrifice. Others cling to the 
sheep, and they do well if only they have food enough to 
support them either till spring or till they are fattened.. 
Late lambs appear to be very unprofitable, and we were 
not surprised to hear one of our tenants sa.y a few days 
ago that he really did not know what to do with his lambs, 
for he had given them oilcake ever since they could eat 
it, and now he had winter before him without any roots, 
and lambs were so cheap that to sell was to encounter a 
serious loss. This seemed to us one more instance of the 
evil of purposeless effort—of the want of an end and aim in 
one’s work from the outset. It does not answer to breed 
either late or inferior lambs, and for ordinary or general 
purposes there is nothing equal to a good crossbred 
animal. We have more than once explained our prefer¬ 
ence for lambs from Hampshire Down tups and half-bred 
Suffolk. This cross gives us hardy vigorous lambs, which 
at sixteen or seventeen weeks of age realise some 30s. 
apiece if sold at the cattle mart in open competition with 
other lambs. We submit that such results are satisfac¬ 
tory in any season, but especially so this year when both 
pasture and root crops suffered so severely from drought. 
Not only have we found it answer best to have early lambs, 
but also either to sell early in June or to keep them till 
they can be sold advantageously as fat hoggets. 

We have again heard complaints of the low price of 
lambs sold in July, yet we believe it will be found that 
cheap lambs in July were not by any means fine animals, 
for we have repeatedly seen lambs in July at South 
Dovti fair in Sussex as forward in size and condition as 
hoggets are often seen in the following February. Un¬ 
questionably it does answer to feed lambs well from the 
first, if only we take care to breed them well so as to 
insure early development. It is all very well for a man 
to boast of the number of his lambs, but if they are small 
weakly animals we certainly do not think he can render 
them profitable. The importance of caution in the use of 
Turnips for feeding pregnant ewes has often been men¬ 
tioned, and the exercise of such caution was much called 
for when pasture became covered with snow a month or 
two before the last lambing season, for then the tempta¬ 
tion to use roots freely induced some shepherds to be 
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imprudent, and an excessive use of Swedes led to losses 
both of lambs and ewes to a serious extent in several 
flocks. Such losses were all the more vexatious because 
they might have been avoided. Pea or Oat straw in 
racks, Oats and chaffed straw and hay in troughs, with a 
few roots daily, is a safe and nourishing dietary for ewes 
in December, and if some Cabbages or Thousand-headed 
Kale can be added there is nothing left to wish for. The 
chief thing is to give plenty of sound dry wholesome food, 
with just enough fresh succulent food added to promote 
health; beyond this we would not go till after lambm?, 
when roots of all kinds may be used without risk and with 
decided advantage. We ought perhaps to qualify this 
statement with a word of caution, about the risk of scour 
in lambs from eating rotten Turnips which have been 
frozen, and though apparently sound are rotten inside. 
Scour also proceeds from a greedy consumption of Rye, 
but is easily checked by withdrawing the flock occasion¬ 
ally or frequently from such soft green food as is found 
necessary. These are trifling matters of detail, but they 
require prompt attention in order that harm to the lambs 
may be avoided. 

We lost some ewes in the lambing season from de¬ 
bility. We had been careful to withdraw all over-aged or 
debcate ewes Irom the flock after the weaning, and we 
had to purchase a certain number to replace them. This 
cannot be done without some risk of buying a certain per¬ 
centage of faulty animals, and it proved so in our case,' 
careful selection notwithstanding. We have purchased no 
ewes this autumn from a resolution to curtail rather than 
add to our flocks with a short crop of roots and bare 
pastures till the end of August. Well is it to keep 
always within the sccpe of our means, and to have a 
moderate surplus of food rather than a want of it next 
March. A late spring and its attendant difficulties in 
food supply for the animals of the farm ought always to 
be taken into account in autumn, upon the principle that 
prevention is better than cure. 

WORK ON THE HOME EARM. 

The continuance of fine dry weather has enabled us to push on 
briskly with autumn work on the land. Corn sowing has been done 
quickly and well, a fine seed bed enabling us to cover the seed 
thoroughly and not leave any exposed upon the surface. A sharp out¬ 
look is notwithstanding being kept for rooks, as their depredations upon 
winter corn often does a serious amount of harm. Expediency has a 
certain amount of influence upon our corn sowing, as for example, at 
Little Rookwoods Farm, which came in hand this Michaelmas. The 
land has, under the lease of the outgoing tenant, been left under a four- 
course shift, and there is therefore some fifty acres of long fallow land 
which has been ploughed and harrowed so many times that it is quite 
free from weeds of any sort. We at once decided to sow this fallow 
with Wheat without manure now in order to get through with the sow¬ 
ing as quickly as possible, and in spring we shall give it a dressing of 
chemical manure. The result will be interesting. We hope too it will 
be profitable, as we have reason to suppose it must be, for results from 
the use of nitrogen and phosphorus upon Wheats this year have been 
most satisfactory. We had to take upwards of £100 worth of farmyard 
manure in the valuation of this farm, and shall use that manure for 
roots and spring corn. Why, indeed, should we not use manure as much 
for Barley and Oats as for Wheat ? A fine bold sample of Barley always 
commands a good price, and it is still possible to obtain 40s. per quarter 
for Barley, but such a price for Wheat appears to be a vain dream now. 

Farm covenants are curious—often vexatious when from some freak 
or other a clause or two has crept into the lease binding an incoming 
tenant to pay for straw by valuation or an excessive price per coomb for 
corn in order to keep the straw upon the farm. Local custom, too, binds 
one to make changes in valuations which press with undue severity upon 
the means of an incoming tenant, as for example, when a root crop has 
failed, and the full value of tillages and manure has to be paid. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

The awakening which has r cently taken place to the necessity of 
technical education, if we are to maintain our industrial supremacy 
amongst the nations, has naturally turned attention to the means of 
education in the most important inclu try of all, that cf agriculture. We 
have persistently shut our eyes to the need of teaching our artisans the 

science of their craft until our continental neighbours, who hare been 
fully al've to the advantage of such teaching all along, are treading very 
clo-ely on our hills by dint of it. If technical instru’t’on is such a very 
practical benefit, why not apply its reviving influence to the industry that 
is languishing most with us, languishing, in fact, to the point of co’lapse? 
So we are herring on all sides of the desirability of establishing more 
agricultural Echools, and of doing something to promote the education of 
young farmers, that they maybe able to checkmate foreign competilion for 
a'l their genial climes and rentless acres by the mere exercise of superior 
intelligence. There is no harm in the movement. Our farmers, in common 
with the rest of us, will s‘and theinfu-ionof alittle more intelbg nee. But 
let us not lean upon a broken reed ; let us not imagine that agricultural 
education can ever do for agriculture in this country what technical in¬ 
struction has done for industrial art in Germany. We are authoritatively 
told, and the truth can be demonstrated by experiment, that no man, by 
taking thought, can add one cubit to his statur •. Neither can the farmer, 
by exercising the most elaborately cultivated intelligence, make two blades 
to grow where one grew before. Nature obeys her laws. By manipulating 
her mechanical aDd physical laws we have succeeded in multiplying our 
productive power, in certain directions, a hundredfold. But our ability to 
manipulate stops at the laws of organic growth. We may foster growth, 
we may stimulate it, we may do much to insure the best result, but by no 
human process can we double or multiply the product fixed by Nature. 
Ingenuity backed by capital has worked miracles in the manufacturing 
world. To every man it has given a hundred hands. But what is its 
power upon the soil ? Has the accumulated ingenuity of forty centuriei 
improved very materially upon the agriculture of the Egyptians ? They, 
at least, made agriculture pay; we do not. 

My object in writing this letter is to point to the practical lesson in the 
futility of agricultural education which we only need to look to the United 
States to leara. Farming is there an industry of greater importance, if that 
be p ssible, than it is in this country. Realising this, the American Cou- 
gre-'S, in the year 1861, prov ded for the establishment in each State of a 
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. A substantial subsidy was 
g’anted, equivalent to some £2,000,000 sterling. Most of the institutions 
have now been in full Bwing for the best part of a quarter of a century. 
They are replete with every educational r quirement, several of them having 
experimental farms attached, and all furnished with a staff of competent 
professors. They have been in existence long enough to secure the con¬ 
fidence of the public. Yet what do we find? We find that in the year 
1885, at the Californian College,, out of 246 students but 17 were taking 
the agricu’tural course ; at the Illinois Institution, one of the most e'a- 
borately equipped agricultural schools in existence, of 356 studen s 21 
were taking agriculture. It is the same throughout every State in the 
Union—buildings, experimental farms, large teaching staffs maintained to 
minister to about a score of youths per annum. In our own dominion of 
Canada we may read the same lesaon. The Guelph Agricultural College is 
maintained by the Province of Ontario to teach its young men fa ming. 
Tne staff is most efficient; the fees are most nominal, yet the attendance is 
wretched, and would be worse were it not for the students who go over from 
England. There, in the United States and Canada, everything has been 
done for agricultural education that we could do—money spent lavishly, 
teiching talent brought from far and near. There, too, the agricultural 
population is r lativtly greater than with us, and the result has been failure. 
The farmers will not s?nd their sons to be taught what they think they can 
teach better themselves. They dread the infusion, of bookish tastes, since 
there is very little in common between studying the chemical composition 
of manures and applying them in all their odoriferous reality to the ground. 
Unless we want to wastr the public money we would do well to take wrru- 
ing. To the limited extent that agricultural schools have been tried lire 
they have given no promise of a snccess beyond the meagre measure they 
have had iu the United States—if anything rather less, for Burely the 
American, be he farmer or artizan, is a desree more go-ahead than we are. 
—J. A. Westwood Oliver (in Glasgow Herald). 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 
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BE MARKS. 

Dili.—Dull, foggy morn'ng ; damp and showery after. 
10th.—Wet and dull in tne morning; heavy showers and sunshine alternately in the 

afternoon. 
11th.—White frost early; bright cool day. 
12th.—Snow early; bright cool day; foggy evening. 
ISth.—Sharp frost early; damp, foggy morning; cloudy and showery afternoon, 
lith.—Dull damp morning ; Btorm of rain and hail at 1.30 pm ; cleared in afternoon ; 

bright night. 
15th.—Fine and bright till 10.30 a.m., then showery. 

A wet and very cold week, the temperature being i° below the average, and more 
than 10° below th«.t of the preceding week. The minimum temperature in shaCe on 
the 13th, 27o° is the lowest recorded in October since 1881. The snow which fell on 
lAh remained visible on the ground for an hour cr so, which is unusual iu Octotnr.— 
G. J. Symons. 
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27 Th 
28 P 
29 s 
SO SUN 21st Sunday after Trinity. 
81 M 

1 To Southampton Autumn Show. 
2 W 

AUTUMN WORK—OLD GARDENERS AND 
NEW. 

HE autumn may be said to be the beginning of 
the gardener’s year, and if lie falls behind 
with his work at this season, or if his prepa¬ 
rations for the next are inadequate, his will 
not be a bed of Roses during the coming 
months. It is customary for proprietors of 
gardens to make changes in the autumn—not 
in respect to routine or improvement only, 

but of those whose duty it is to carry out what is required 
to be done. Gardeners, also, of their own account find 
the advantage of entering into fresh engagements in the 
autumn if they can enter on them soon enough. There 
is, perhaps, no period more favourable for changes of 
managers than the end of August or early September, as 
there is then time to make provision for a supply of early 
produce by autumn sowing, and propagating is also 
done by the person who is responsible for growing the 
plants and the general effect produced by them next year. 
When changes are made late in the year or in spring the 
character of the ensuing season’s work is influenced by 
the action of the “last man,” and the “new gardener” 
cannot be fairly estimated as to capacity till he has had 
a second summer in which to show the results of his own 
forethought and labour, for the work of autumn affects 
materially the results during the summer next succeeding. 

As a rule, when a fresh gardener is placed in charge 
of an establishment, no matter whether it be large or 
small, a great change is expected in the way of improve¬ 
ment. No matter how able the old servant may have 
been, the new one is expected to excel him in every 
department, and in not a few instances more is expected 
than it is in the power of man to produce with the means 
at his disposal. These great expectations are thus not 
realised, and while those indulging in them may not feel 
exacting nor hard taskmasters they are yet disappointed, 
and through lack of knowledge, which they cannot be 
expected to possess, may form an erroneous view of the 
ability of the gardener who had been so highly recom¬ 
mended. The man is judged not by his own work alone, 
but by that which he inherited from his predecessor, and 
which might be different from his own if he had been 
there to lay the foundation of it. 

Not long ago, in passing round a garden of no 
inconsiderable extent, the proprietor pointed disapprov¬ 
ingly to what he considered, and what unquestionably 
was, faulty in some if not most of the departments. 
“The place,” he observed, “has been going steadily 
down for the past three years, and I have quite decided 
to have a fresh man. Look at those Vines,” he con¬ 
tinued, “ the crop is worse than ever, and I must have 
something very different next year.” His new gardener 

No. 383.—Yol. XV., Third Series 

was engaged to enter on his duties on November 1st, 
and it was clear from the tone of the remarks of the 
owner of the Vines that Grapes of exhibition quality wrere 
expected from them in 1888. In the interest of an 
unknown man it was thought advisable to point out that 
the Vines, which were a dense thicket of growths, and 
the small thin leaves “swarming” with insects to such 
an extent that they were curled as if seared, could not, 
under any possible treatment, be made to do what was 
expected from them so soon. By vigorous and well 
directed action in August in the way of cleansing and 
relieving the overcrowding, also by inciting fresh root- 
action in new soil given in September, some improvement 
in the next crop might have been effected; but even then 
a full crop of superior fruit could not have been produced. 
All competent gardeners know, and owners of gardens 
ought to be told, that it is the condition of the Vines this 
year that governs the crop of the next; and in the case 
in question, when the matter was explained, the real facts 
of the case were to some extent, and it is hoped to a large 
extent, appreciated. 

The flower garden was also certainly not in the 
condition it ought to have been and might have been 
with the resources at disposal. It was expected to 
be fresh at least, if not gay, in the early part of 
the shooting season, or in September and the begin¬ 
ning of October, yet several of the beds had been bare for 
weeks through the wrong kinds of plants having been 
employed—dead hardy annuals and dying Stocks, yet 
not an Aster to be found. The whole of the beds were 
expected to be massed with Pelargoniums and plants of 
that nature next season, yet cuttings were not inserted 
nor provision made’for filling one-fourth of them when an 
early frost had left its deadly impress on the leaves. As 
was pointed out, how was it possible for a coming man 
to do what was relied on, without purchasing at the 
least 10,000 plants to effect the purpose ? Great virtue 
is attributed to the “master’s eye,” but it must be 
trained to be able to judge fairly and suggest effectively. 
The eye had not seen the lack of preparations this autumn, 
and the mind next summer might consequently be un¬ 
able to comprehend the difficulties of the position that 
would be then experienced, or at the least to fully appre¬ 
ciate their true origin and real cause. In the kitchen 
garden also no satisfactory preparations had been made 
for the spring and early summer supply of vegetables; 
and though an able man can do much in raising early 
Cauliflowers and Lettuce under glass he cannot find 
substitutes for Cabbage, Spinach, and Lettuces that 
ought to have been raised outdoors in the autumn. This 
is in no sense a fancy picture, but the accurate record 
of existing facts. 

It is not suggested that all new gardeners are better 
than the old. The very reverse may be the case, and 
instances must be familiar to most persons of experience, 
of owners of gardens acting contrary to their own interests 
in effecting changes without due consideration, or through 
misconception of the circumstances of the case; nor, on 
the other hand, can any assurance be felt that all gar¬ 
deners when approaching the expiration of their term 
and nearing their departure make the same provision 
for the future that they would if they remained to incur 
the responsibility of their own work. Those who ai'e lax 
in this respect err very grievously, for they do injustice 
to themselves, deprive their employer of his rights, 
jeodardise the position of a successor, and bring discredit 
on the craft to which they belong, and from which they 

No. 2039—Yol. LXXYII., Old Series. 
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ought to be excluded. Every right-minded- and prudent 
man who has some thought for his future exerts himself 
to his utmost during the closing period of his term to 
have the garden well furnished, and as far as in him lies 
to leave no just cause for complaint behind him. It is 
pleasant to feel there is no lack of such high-minded 
gardeners, and very few of them fail to have their services 
recognised sooner or later; but it is not pleasant to have 
a new gardener ever on the search for faults of the old 
for the purpose of exposing them, nor is it agreeable to 
find the gardener who has left a charge taking advantage 
of opportunities for disparaging the man in possession, 
and the sooner such paltry jealousies are obsolete the 
better for all, and especially for those who are afflicted 
by them. 

Change, for the mere sake of change, seldom proves 
of advantage to any, and the fickle-minded and fanciful 
who are always looking for and often making room for 
the supposed perfect man are not very likely to find him; 
and masters who are fairly served, and men who are 
fairly comfortable, may easily err by too hasty action, as 
many have erred in past times, and regret they did not 
try to mend what they ended too abruptly.—Experientia 

docet. 

FERNS—WINTER TREATMENT. 
Everyone interested in the culture of plants of any kind i 

agreed that as the season advances the care which plants of all sorts 
require now is greater than at any other time of the year. It is well 
known and easily understood that when a plant, whatever may be 
its nature, is in full vegetation its health is not so easily affected by 
lack of constant attention as it is when in a dormant state. But, 
notwithstanding the truth of the above statement, it must always 
be borne in mind that in trying to avoid one evil it frequently 
happens that one falls into another, the results of which, if not so 
glaring, and consequently not so easily detected, are quite as bad 
and as detrimental to the health of the plant which is affected by 
it. Many plants during the winter require to have their roots kept 
comparatively dry, but though an excellent rule as applied to the 
generality of plants this, however, has some serious exceptions. 
One of the most prominent of these exceptions is in regard to 
Ferns, either cultivated in the stove or in the greenhouse, or grown 
in frames or even outside. The advice consisting in keeping Ferns 
dry at the roots during the winter, frequently tendered by people 
professing to be well acquainted with all the requirements of these 
plants, is a most injurious and perfectly erroneous notion, as is 
amply shown by the ways of Nature. If anyone will only take 
the trouble to observe the treatment to which most if not all Ferns 
are subjected in their natural stations, he cannot fail to be con¬ 
vinced that many cases of failure in the culture of these plants are 
traceable to dry winter treatment. 

Taking as an example our own British Ferns, we notice that one 
and all of them receive a much greater amount of moisture during 
the winter, their resting season, than while under the influence of 
summer heat and drought when in full growth. It is not only those 
generally dwarf-growing kinds, such as the Scale Fern (Ceterach 
officinarum), Asplenium trichomanes, the Wall Rue (Asplenium 
Rutamuraria), or the Downy and Alpine Woodsias, all of which are 
found growing naturally on rocky and exposed places, or on walls, 
which, during the summer when their vegetation is active, receive 
a great deal less water at the roots than during the winter ; but also 
all the stronger growing kinds which naturally thrive under the 
shadow of the hedges or under the shade of the trees. In such 
positions the Ferns during the summer are kept comparatively dry, 
for the simple reason that whatever rain comes down can hardly 
reach them on account of the protection of the foliage overhead. 
Ordinary showers only make the atmosphere surrounding them 
more humid, but do not penetrate through the foliage of the trees 
under which our Polypodies, some of our Spleenworts (Aspleniums), 
or the Bladder Ferns (Cystopteris), and others grow so luxuriantly, 
and the same may also be applied to the hedgerows by the side of 
which that which for some reason or other is erroneously called now 
the French Fern (Asplenium Adiantum nigrum) and the Hard 
Fern (Blechnum spicant) generally grow. These, no doubt, to a 
certain extent benefit by the general moisture of the atmosphere 
thus occasionally produced during the active period of their growth ; 
but it will be perceived at a glance that such superficial humidity 

produced at a time when through the action of the sun it soon 
vanishes is not to be compared with the thorough soakings which 
the same plants enjoy during their period of rest, when trees and 
shrubs alike are deprived of their foliage, and consequently offer no 
hindrance whatever to the autumn and winter rains, every drop of 
which actually finds its way to the Ferns growing under their 
friendly shelter. Now, if we add to this argument the fact that 
during the resting season of the Ferns rain is at least ten times 
more frequent than at any other time, we shall, I think, have clearly 
demonstrated that, far from having their roots kept dry while at 
rest, they are, on the contrary, kept particularly active by what we 
must consider a wise provision of Nature. 

Then, again, what can be said in favour of a comparatively dry 
winter treatment in regard to those kinds which grow in quite the: 
open meadows, such as the Lady Fern (Athyrium Filix-fcemina)* 
the Male Fern (Lastrea Filix-mas), the soft and prickly Shield Ferns 
(Polystichums angulare and aculeatum), or of those which, like the- 
Royal Fern (Osmunda regalis)are found on banks of streams, which 
places during the summer, and especially during such a summer as: 
we have had to endure this year, being in most cases exposed to the- 
full effects of the sun are partially dried up. Why, we are bound! 
to conclude that their freshness, which they retain the whole summer 
through, in spite of the heat and drought to which they are sub¬ 
jected for weeks together, is only due to the extraordinary amount 
of moisture stored in the ground through the winter, during which 
time they are frequently thoroughly covered over with water for 
two or even three consecutive months. Yet in that position the: 
Male Fern, Lady Fern, Osmunda, and Polystichums not only grow 
but luxuriate. We know from experience that during comparatively 
dry winters such plants as the Oak and Beech Ferns, for instance* 
have their slender underground rhizomes shrivelled to such an 
extent that when spring comes they only make a very poor start. 

But if such is the case with Ferns in their natural state and 
growing in the open where there are no impediments to their roots,, 
which have the full benefit of every drop of moisture contained in. 
the ground, plants in pots must surely be more severely affected* 
for in their case the terminal sucker of nearly each root is brought 
in contact with the pot and dries up much more rapidly than in the 
open ground. There is evidently no reason to think that the treat¬ 
ment which our own Ferns receive in their natural state is not 
identical with that which is dispensed to exotic kinds. During its. 
resting time the Adiantum pedatum, for instance, a Fern of par¬ 
ticularly great beauty, which in North America is found growing very 
extensively in exposed places, remains when at rest, during the winter* 
covered for two or three months with a coating of snow, the thick¬ 
ness of which varies from 2 feet to 3 feet and occasionally more. 
Now, this quantity of snow has for immediate effect to prevent 
anything like a dry winter treatment at the roots, and also to supply 
the dormant plants beneath with a quantity of moisture far greater 
than anything to which they are exposed during the summer. It is- 
therefore not surprising to find that under cultivation that lovely 
Fern has the most undeserved reputation of being a bad grower* 
and that frequently after four or five months of dry treatment 
its crowns have vanished. It is the same with most of the de¬ 
ciduous Ferns, which class of plants amateurs in general are more 
and more inclined to eliminate from their collections under the 
pretence that they are usually lost during the winter. If they are 
so lost, it is evidently from the want of moisture at the roots during 
their resting time, and if the effects of such a pernicious yet general 
treatment are so disastrous to plants devoid of foliage, it certainly 
follows that Ferns of an evergreen nature must by the same treat¬ 
ment be punished to a greater degree still. From what precedes 
we must not conclude that the present treatment only needs reversal* 
making the summer treatment a dry one, superseding that which is 
now in favour during the winter, for when Ferns are in full growth 
their requirements, so far as liquid at the roots is concerned, are a. 
serious consideration ; but at the same time these waterings must 
neither, as is frequently the case, cease altogether for the deciduous 
kinds, nor become for the evergreen ones so very remote as to be of 
almost practically no value for keeping the roots of the plants in a 
perfectly constant state of moisture, which Nature teaches us is the 
state in which Ferns should be kept during their resting time,— 
Theo. 

COARSE VEGETABLES. 

When Mr. Iggulden penned his little note on page 335,1 hope he did 
not think I was dead and thus not able to reply to it. I assure him I 
am in the land of the living, and there hope to remain for some tinte, 
but, as I am advancing in years, try to spend as quiet a life as circum¬ 
stances permit. He, however, disturbs my rest, and I shall have no 
difficulty in showing how erroneous is his statement concerning me, but 
as to putting him right,that is another matter, and I imagine not a very 
easy task to accomplish. 
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_ ^ 18 no^ necessary for me to say that Mr. Iggulden is a hard hitter 
in a controversy, and like some others seems hurt if he gets a sharp 
return. He must not expect glory without scars, which, well won, are 
honourable, and if he fear them he will do well to be careful in his 
•attacks, l our correspondent is apparently getting entangled in his own 
musconceptions. I feel confident that if he searches through every page 
in the Journal he will be unable to place his finger on one sentence over 
•the signature of “ A Northern Gardener ” that attributes to him the 

” of anything good, bad, or indifferent. If he had, stated I 
had detailed my experience of growing certain crops he would have 
perhaps exercised better taste ; but he makfs a definite assertion in 
•these words—“ It was ‘ A Northern Gardener ’ who detailed his1 exploits ’ 
an the way of growing Beet for the pigs,” and other vegetables that were 
•condemned for their coarseness. 

I have in reply to tell your correspondent that it is not in his power, 
mor in the power of any man, to authenticate that charge. So far from 
growing unwieldy Beet, wasteful Celery, and gigantic Onions, I grew 

s'1*.! vi °PPos^e when I was writing on the subject, and it was because 
i did so systematically, and because the produce met with approval, that 

fVT°fa^C< k'Sft quality against mere size, and denounced the waste 
that I found attendant on attempts to produce examples of vegetables 
of unwieldy proportions. 

So far from detailing my “ exploits ” in blundering in the way 
suggested, the Beet grown was so much admired for its small size and 
•sweetness that I had to send packets of seed to guests of the family, and 
1 have distributed in that way hundreds of ounces; but though the 
selected variety was no doubt good, the roots would not have been so 
-small and juicy if the sowing of the seed had not been deferred till the 
•end of May or early in June, and in very deep and fertile soil, enriched 
the previous year for Celery, and the growth of the crop stimulated with 
nitrate of soda. Sowing in March or early in April is the way to get 
Beet too large for table, and growing it in poor shallow soil is the way to 
have it dry and earthy in taste. 

As regards wasteful Celery, my practice at the same time was to 
grow for the main crop the most compact variety I could find, and this 
was a choice selection of Turner’s Incomparable, subsequently known 
as the Sandringham. The seed was sown thinly early in April in a 
layer of rich soil on a bed of leaves that heated mildly. The bed had 
the protection ofi mats when needed, and the dwarf sturdy plants 
were transferred direct to the trenches after the early Cauliflowers and 
Cabbages were cleared off in June or early July. The Celery was grown 
About 10 inches apart, five rows in each trench, 3 feet ridges between. 
Air. Iggulden will perceive that close cropping prevailed, and as a prac¬ 
tical man will know that plants so rais d and grown could not be made 

■;-arge and coarse by any possible means. They were wanted small, with 
the least waste in trimming, and were small, yet large enough, and the 
hearts white, crisp, and solid. If he can state how more heads can be 
grown on a given space with less waste of time in “ pricking out,” and 
of material in the form of luxuriant leafage, he will, I respectfully 
submit, be better engaged than in formulating a charge against me of 
being humiliated by having my produce turned out of the garden as unfit 
for human beings to eat. 

When ground is limited and demands great it is necessary to grow 
■the greatest amount of produce that will actually be used, and under 
these circumstance huge Onions are huge mistakes, therefore my practice 
was to sow thinly in drills, and leave the plants to grow and the bulbs 
•>.o find room for themselves. They were nothing to be proud of as 
regards shape and size, but there was always plenty when wanted, and 
in sizes to suit various culinary purposes. When Onions were grown of 
sensational size in the same garden the waste was so great in the 
scullery that purchasing had to be resorted to long before the season 
was over, but I never had to spend a penny for extra supplies. So much 
tor my ‘'exploit” in erowing big Onions, and so I might go on in 
Tespect to other crops, but it is not necessary. 

If Mr. Iygulden ever has to provide vegetables and small fruit for 
twenty persons daily, and often more, from an acre of land, and does 
•supply them with produce in season for seven years without a blank to 
■cause an inquiry, he will find he has no room for growing crops to be 
wasted. He will also find out something else—namely, that he would 
fail completely by a system of wide planting in soil dug a spit deep 
•and a hard sole a foot below the surface. He would have to resort to 
• closer cropping than he has yet described, and to deeper and better land 
working. It is close and constant cropping that proves the value of a 

■deep and good rooting medium. Where there is such a wide expanse of 
.surface that a slipshod method suffices, the capacity of the ground is 
seldom developed, because the spur of necessity is not applied ; and if 
. r- Iggulden considers that vegetables must of necessity be coarse and 
inferior when grown in soil that is both rich and deep, my experience, 
not exploits, justifies me in expressing my belief that he is labouring 
under a very great delusion. Such a dictum, by whomsoever advanced, 
I am convinced is unsound and indefensible. 

Mr. Iggulden may say that the views which he has advanced con¬ 
demnatory of trenching land in gardens have been exaggerated or not 
understood ; that his qualifications have not been appreciated, nor his 
'modifications sufficiently taken into account. This may be so, and I am 
one of those who suspect he is not such an extremist as many suppose 
him to be ; but it is not what a person intends to convey, but the effect 

•of his utterances that make or mar his reputation, and I am constrained 
to say that our mentor has not done justice to himself in treating a 
.subject that has given rise to so much controversy, because of the 
impression created that his teaching had a retrograde tendency. 

His intentions have no doubt been of the best. In his desire to 
avoid what he considered a wasteful expenditure of labour in trenching 
when trenching was not needed, and in doing the work recklessly and 
wrongly when it was undertaken, he in a moment of earnestness over¬ 
shot the mark and he was understood, rightly or wrongly, to assail a 
system that as such is practically unavailable. I have planted many 
crops without even digging the ground for them, because the firmness of 
that particular soil was advantageous, and because I knew it had been 
deeply worked previously and that its fertility was ample for those 
crops ; but so far from this being evidence against deep culture it is 
the strongest possible testimony in its favour as judged by the value of 
the two or more crops obtained after one working of the land. 

Although Mr. Iggulden has allowed himself to be tempted to make 
an allegation that cannot be substantiated I do not seriously dissent, be¬ 
cause it was founded on a mistake and will do me no harm. The mis¬ 
take was this. I described with exactitude the practice of a hard¬ 
working man who persisted in growing vegetables of a substantial size 
against the desire and often expressed wishes of his employer, who con¬ 
veyed a stern rebuke in having a lot of coarse Beet and other things 
cleared awav. I was not very likely to indicate the perpetrator of the error 
or it would have prej udiced him in obtaining a situation where gigantic 
vegetables were not disapproved, and I am glad to know that such a 
position was found for him. I recorded the facts of the case as a 
lesson and a warning that might possibly deter others from pursuing a 
similarly mistaken course of pleasing themselves instead of complying 
with the wishes of those whom they might be engaged to serve. Those 
are the facts, and so far from my having incurred displeasure by my 
methods of procedure I was presented with what I never expected, anil 
did not know I had deserved, every member of a family joining in a 
tribute that would not have been accorded for growing coarse vege¬ 
tables.—A Northern Gardener. 

ORCHIDS AT ARNOT HILL, ARNOLD. 

A few miles from Nottingham is the residence of C. G. Hill, 
Esq., and although gardening is cherished there in all its branches, 
one can soon see that Orchids are a specialty. The varieties have 
been very carefully selected, and the healthy condition of the whole 
collection testifies to the care and attention bestowed by Mr. Albert 
Philp, who has charge of them. 

The first houses are large and span-roofed, connected by a 
corridor on the north. This is in three divisions, the first being 
filled with Odontoglossum vexillarium, all clean healthy pieces. 
The useful autumn-blooming variety rubellum is well represented 
by fine plants in flower. The second part contains most of the 
Masdevallias, and in bloom are M. Harryana, M. macrura, M. Wallisi, 
M. trochilus, M. Yeitchiana, and M. bella, which continues to bloom 
all the year round, while the third is used for the cooler Odonto- 
glossums. At the time of my visit on September 24th there were 
forty spikes of blooms, chiefly 0. Alexandra and 0. Pescatorei. 
Of the former there were large healthy plants with twenty growths 
each and branching spikes. Most of the flowers were of the large 
type, and some heavily blotched. A fine form of 0. Pescatorei 
having broad petals and sepals well marked is a near approach to 
the famous (3. P. Yeitchi. Another large branching spike had 
about three dozen blooms on it. Others doing well in this 
house were O. Halli, Oncidium macranthum, Mesospinidium vul- 
canicum in bloom, Epidendrum erubescens, and Odontoglossum 
coronarium. On the roof are suspended many Sophronitis grandi- 
flora in pans, with good flowering growths. Coelogyne cristata is 
noticeable in the first large house, being over 3 feet through, also 
large pots of Pleiones, the old Cypripedium insigne 4 feet across 
and equally good, C. Boxalli and C. villosum, and the sweet-scented 
Oncidium ornithorhynchum with its graceful spikes of bloom. 
Dendrobium Hilli, named in honour of the possessor, is repre¬ 
sented by a large specimen with many growths. Other members of 
this genus have completed growth and are at rest on the cool side 
of the same house, Dendrobium Wardianum being well ripened 
and promising well for a good display of bloom. The Lycastes 
and Maxillarias are accommodated here, also large pieces of Cymbi- 
dium giganteum and Sobralia macrantha. 

The Cattleya house contains some rare treasures. Nearly all 
the varieties of Laelia anceps are grown with the white forms, 
Sanderiana and Stella. Among others flowering L. a. Hilli is very 
distinct, being lighter in colour than the variety named Percivaliana. 
Cattleya gigas has made a grand show, but these were past at the 
time of my visit. Of C. aurea I saw a fine plant with a bloom having 
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a large lip and broad sepals and petals. C. Trianse alba is furnished 
with several sheaths. All the C. Trianae, C. Mossiae, C. maxima, 
and C. Gaskelliana, with the white variety, have done remarkably 
well. 

Large plants of Cymbidium eburneum and C. Lowi are in splendid 
condition. Calanthe masuca had a strong spike and many blooms. 
Vanda coerulea was conspicuous in the next compartment, with fine 
heads of bloom, the finest form having thirteen flowers on a spike. 
Cypripedium Spicerianum, another valuable plant so useful for 
autumn and early winter bloom, is grown here in quantity ; 
C. Domini, C. longifolium, C. Roezli, and C. Sedeni, giving a suc¬ 
cession of bloom, remain in beauty for months ; C. Harrisianum, 
C. Stoneanum, C. vexillarium, and many others are in robust 
health. There is also a quantity of Cypripedium seedlings, no 
doubt interesting hybrids, which will be heard of again on some 
future occasion. Coelogyne Massangeana, immense plants, have 
been yielding many spikes for a long time. Other occupants 
are Angraecums, A. eburneum, and A. Ellisi being extra good, also 
Aerides Larpentse, Vanda insignis, true, and various Miltonias. 
Only a few Phalaenopses are grown, but these are very good. 

In another house are good specimens of Oncidium ampliatum 
majus, Laelia crispa, L elegans alba, L. harpophylla, L. Perrini, 
L. cinnabarina, the true autumn-flowering Cattleya labiata, C. 
Reineckiana, and C. Wagneri, with many others equally valuable. 

After passing some useful plant houses, vineries, &c., we arrive 
at a long lean-to facing the north in three divisions. Odonto- 
glossum tripudians, of which there are many, is blooming in the 
first part; 0. Rossi majus and 0. Edwardi are numerous. The 
second contains hundreds of Odontoglossum Pescatorei and some 
of the 0. grande section, and the last is full of Odontoglossum 
Alexandra. All the stages are covered either with Derbyshire 
spar or coal siftings, and a good supply of rain water is provided in 
large tanks underneath. 

It is interesting to note how healthy all the plants are, consider¬ 
ing an accident which happened nearly three years ago, when a 
boiler gave way in frosty weather. Many of them were frozen, 
but fortunately only a few were killed.—G. W. Cummins. 

NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA 
SOCIETY. 

As the time is now arriving when the rules for next spring’s 
show will be in course of settlement, I have the following sug¬ 
gestions of amendment in those rules to make, as the result of my 
recollections of the past year’s show. Mr. Douglas, I believe, 
generally approves these suggestions, or most of them, but thinks 
it well that they should be ventilated in your columns, and agreeing 
with him on that point I venture to invite criticism and improve¬ 
ment from yourself or others. My suggestions are :— 

1, That at least in all the Primrose classes exhibitors should be 
invited to show any quantity of each kind, and this not only in 
pots (which should be optional) but in baskets or boxes surfaced 
with moss, or otherwise naturally “ set,” for instance, in herbage. 
The effect would be incomparably better; but, as the rules at 
present stand, exhibitors would not feel free thus to exhibit. 
Similar advantage might accrue from a like invitation in the species 
of Primula classes. 

2, That to avoid all doubt and ambiguity, and to disqualify 
from the class for double Primroses any of the “ duplex ” (hose- 
in-hose) varieties, the words “ flore pleno ” should be inscribed in 
brackets, as descriptive of the double flowers intended. It is 
difficult to deny that a “ duplex ” is a double, for it is the literal 
translation of the word. As obviously ought the two varieties to 
be kept quite distinct, as they always, in fact, have been. 

3, The difference between a Primrose and a Polyanthus requires 
definition (which it at present lacks) and that very carefully. For 
there is scarcely a Primrose which does not occasionally, even 
frequently, produce “ bunched ” blooms ^and thus become a 
Polyanthus). I am mistaken if Polyanthuses were not shown as 
Primroses this year in quantity. Certainly they are popularly thus 
confused. The whole of Mr. John Waterer’s exhibit of “ Prim¬ 
roses ” were, in fact, “Polyanthus.” I apprehend that the differ¬ 
ence is that the Primrose, however it may at times yield bunch 
blooms, normally produces single blossoms only, or at least produces 
some such blossoms. Either there should be a condition that from 
plants shown in Primrose classes any “bunch” blooms should be 
removed, or alternately (without exacting this) some such definition 
as above of the true Primrose should be laid down, or as a further 
alternative, if thought desirable, it should be laid down that, for Purposes of the exhibition, every Polyanthus may be deemed a 

’rimrose. 
4, My last suggestion is perhaps rather for an enlargement of 

the scope of the Society and of the show than for an addition to 
the rules. It is ti at Androsaces and Anemones (at least species of 

Anemones) should be hereafter included in both. If this extension 
were adopted, my above suggestion, No. 1, would be, in my view, 
additionally applicable.—H. Selfe Leonard. 

GARDENERS’ ORPHAN FUND—A SPECIAL APPEAL. 

With your kind permission I would ask those whom I have not 
written to, as well as those I have sent to specially, to note that I shall 
be very pleased not only to receive their subscriptions, but to give any 
particulars that may be required, and also to forward rules, &c., of the 
above Fund. Having been for some time pushing the objects of this 
Fund, I am somewhat disappointed at the present results of my efforts. 
It is true that times are bad, wages low, and retrenchment the order of 
the day. Still, I think 5s. per year could bi sent by most gardeners 
without much distress to themselves. I have to make my return in De¬ 
cember, and hope to show a good book. Readers please note this, and 
while fresh in your mind send on to me at once. These remarks apply 
more particularly to the Norfolk brethren, though I am allowed to solicit 
and receive subscriptions from anyone out of the county.—Stephen. 
Castle, Local Secretary, Went Lynn, JVo/folk. 

BALLAST BURNING. 
The approach of the calm wet months of early winter induces me 

to remind your readers that this is the best time of the year for burning 
clay, &c. Labourers will soon be unemployed, and small coal is cheap.. 
Is it not, then, wisdom on the part of landowners to set to work and 
thoroughly drain, their land by the ballast system ? I would suggest to 
everyone who has a garden, the subsoil of which is clay, to try the 
experiment of digging trenches 3 feet deep and say 10 feet apart over 
the entire area, putting at the bottom of the trenches 2-inch drain pipes- 
connected with the house drain, burning all the clay that is dug up, and 
turning the burnt clay back after passing it over a screen. The fine 
material that passes through the screen when dug into the surface soil 
will permanently lighten it, as well as supply a large quantity of soluble 
alkaline salts to the land. I am at present burning a hundred cubic 
yards of clay for this purpose, and, with your permission, will send 
particulars of the cost as soon as the work is completed. If any of your 
readers desire to see the operation in progress I shall be happy to show 
it to them. My address can be had from the Editor. 

In close proximity to the limestone rocks of this country there is 
generally an abundance of clay land which requires draining, liming^ 
and loosening in texture. Here ballast-burning would be invaluable, 
and where it is going on the lime problem is exceedingly simple. The 
cost of reducing a ton of limestone to quicklime on a ballast lire never 
exceeds Is. I may state that any description of clay will burn provided 
it does not contain too much sand ; in such a case what is wanted is, of 
course, the plough. 

A year ago, in describing the method by which clay is burnt, I 
recommended the use of the fine material as a manure for Potatoes.. 
This year I grew 600 feet run of Early Rose in a stiff yellow clay, with no 
other “ manure ” than fine ballast siftings. The yield has been 
120 gallons from the entire crop. As to the flavour, flouriness, &c., of 
the tubers you will be able to judge from the specimens I send herewith. 
Might I respectfully suggest to farmers that there are thousands of 
people who would rather pay £20 a ton for Potatoes with a fine flavour 
than £2 a ton for organised insipidity?—W. M. 

[Potatoes have assumed abnormal shapes this year in many places in 
consequence of heavy rains after a long period of drought ; still, taking 
this into consideration, we think the tubers sent are of the Beauty of 
Hebron, this variety being often sold as Early Rose by London vendors 
who are not experienced gardeners, nurserymen, or seedsmen. The 
tubers sent were cooked, and we never tasted either of the varieties 
named of better quality. We shall be glad to have the particulars of 
the cost of burning clay soils obligingly promised.] 

FLOWER GARDENING. 
Much discussion has taken place from time to time respecting 

the advisability of relying exclusively upon hardy plants for the 
adornment of the flower garden, thus saving the expense of 
annually propagating and wintering large numbers of tender 
plants. This, however, is not a gardener’s question so far as a 
decision rests as to the changing so marked a feature as the flower 
garden is in the majority of estates. It lies within the province of 
a gardener to bring the merits of all plants that he thinks may be 
suitable to the wants of the garden under his charge before the 
notice of his employers. If they or any of them are wanted there 
is no fear but the gardener will get full permission and encourage¬ 
ment to grow them ; and if not wanted there will be slight likeli¬ 
hood that he will be able to find a place for them longer than his 
master or mistress wishes. That has been my experience, and it 
is not by any means rare. 

Coming to the practical question as to the present position of 
flower gardening, there does not appear to be a great falling off in 
the employment of bedding plants. So long as proprietors are 
able to keep a garden the culture of flowers does not fall off 
appreciably. In cases where the house is closed it is only natural 
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that all kinds of gardening not actually of a profitable nature 
should be allowed to lapse. But when the house is inhabited, 
especially in the summer and autumn months, bedding plants are, 
and long will be, much appreciated. The bedding-out system has 
been inadequately represented in many gardens, but worse than 
that, it has been caricatured by both employers and their gardeners 
-through a very common lack of appreciation of the effects of 
•colour and arrangements. I do not intend to say a word against 
bright colours. They are indispensable. The fault is in the use 
made of them. No colour is more often rendered unpleasant than 
yellow, and yet no colour when rightly employed is more effective 
-or more pleasing, especially in autumn. It does not matter much 
whether the effect is produced by a mass of Calceolarias, single 
Dahlias, or Precocite Chrysanthemums, of single Marigolds, 

■common Cornflowers, Violas, or Pansies, the effect is much the 
same in all, though I prefer variety of form when it can be had, 
so grow them all, and many more yellow flowers beside. It is only 
when trying to associate any of these with flowers of another hue— 
crimson Pelargoniums, scarlet Tritomas, blue Lobelias, or Violas, 
and these again with others—that so often the fatal mistake is 
made and condemnation follows. But putting that aside as a 
fault which is apparent in every branch of gardening where 

■colour is a feature, it is perfectly certain that no plants have yet 
been found that are capable of superseding the ordinary bedding 
plants. True, we do not now require to confine the plants we 
•grow to a few ; such recent additions as Tuberous Begonias and 
single Dahlias, and those of a later date, such as Violas and Tropae- 
olums, are of themselves features which have done much to change 
"the appearance of ordinary bedding. Still, the fact remains that 
•some of the older sorts cannot be dispensed with. Calceolarias are 
still bright, Pelargoniums as represented by the newer varieties are 
much brighter than of old, Lobelias are better, so are Ageratums. 
Those who are fond of leaf effects have a very wide selection. Of 
hardy annuals themselves we have quite a good number ; Phlox 
Drummondi is a host in itself, Tropfeolums in beautiful variety, 
Snapdragons, Marigolds, and older kinds like Saponarias, the 
•crimson Flax, &c., are useful. 

What about hardy herbaceous plants ? Is it necessary or de- 
•sirable even to revert to the condition of gardens before the bedding- 
out system, with all that was bad about it, opened the eyes of the 
whole community to the beauty of flowers ? Shall we not 
rather do as we are, and have been doing for years, change what is 
bad and repugnant to refined and educated taste in the bedding-out 
system, and at the same time add all we can of the beautiful, 
whether they be tender or hardy, to the number of our outdoor 
decorative plants ? That is the system I am pursuing, and it is the 
'System which must prevail in the future. We are a changeful 
people, but we are also uii itarians, and from among the crowd of 
mew and old plants which have found their way into gardens 
during the past dozen years those which are best fitted to adorn 
•our beds, borders, lawns, and desert places will alone remain, and 
the many which are of doubtful effect pass out of sight. If I may 
be permitted I would strongly advise gardeners to get out of all 
iruts, and to strike out for themselves decorative features suitable 
to their particular cases. The treatment of hardy plants from a 
•decorative point of view is in very many cases quite as bad as 
ordinary bedding ever could be. Passing through gardens we hear 
the oft-repeated never-ending phrase about there being always 
something fresh “ coming out ” among herbaceous plants, and too 
often that is their only redeeming point. The overwhelming 
majority of garden possessors do not so much want “ something in° 
t.rsting to look at" as bold effects and plenty of flowers, and 
•whether these are tender, half-hardy, or hardy, softwooded, 
annual, or perennial will not trouble them. Nothing I am ac¬ 
quainted with can compete in richness of effect with Henry Jacoby 
Pelargonium, and no other flowers of the same colour last for so 
long a period. Yellow Calceolarias hold exactly the same position 
among yellow flowers, and we might note others ; but although 
this is the case we find room for growing large quantities of 
Tritomas, of Pre ;ocite Chrysanthemums, of Sedum spectabile, of 
all sections of Dahlias, of Michaelmas Daisies, of Daffodils, 
Primroses, Polyanthuses, Paris Daisies, Carnations, Pentstemons, 
Phloxes, Asters, Pansies, Lilies, of many annuals, &c. ; and I am 
fully persuaded that the gardens and grounds would suffer were we 
to do away with any particular section of plants.—B. 

GELASINE AZURE A. 

A BULB GEOWEB desires some information respecting this little-known 

plant, which he will obtain from the following note :—Gelasine azurea 

was first introduced into this country in the living state in 1837, having 

been sent from Boston, U.S.,to the collection of the Dean of Manchester 

at Spoil )rth, where it flowered and ripened its seed. It is a native of 

the Banda Oriental, and the province of Rio Grande, where it occurs in 

stony places. It is sufficiently hardy to bear exposure in this climate 

especially if covered with a few dry fern leaves, and, like some of the 

Irises, retains a part of its foliage through the winter. It is readily 

raised from seed, and young plants will produce flowers the second season ; 

so that it will, we hope, soon be classed amongst the commonest of our 

hardy bulbs. The seeds germinate most freely when sown as soon a3 

ripe on a gentle heat, and the seedlings should be kept growing through 

the winter. The plant also produces offsets, by which it may be 

increased. 

It grows from 18 inches to 2 feet high, the flower stalk being fur¬ 

nished with four bracts placed at regular distances, the upper one being 

leaf-like. The leaves are from 1 to 2 feet in length, and about 1 inch in 

breadth, pointed at their extremities, and plaited, as in the case of the 

Tiger-flower (Tigridia pavonia). The flowers are produced from a spathe, 

which is shorter than their footstalks. The funnel-shaped limb of the 

blossom is divided into six regular segments, alternately smaller, which 

are united at the base into a tube ; each segment is marked with white 

at its base, on which are several black spots, the segments themselves 

being of a deep blue tint. The three filaments are united into a short 

tube, in other words monadelphous, the anthers tapering upwards, and 

opening by their sides. 

DRAYTON MANOR. 

The Staffordshire seat of Sir Robert Peel is one of the most beauti¬ 
ful in the county. The surrounding country is slightly undulating and 
well timbered, and evidently the trees were planted with due regard to 
shelter and appearance. Beautiful landscapes present themselves to 
view from various points ; the ornamental waters in the middle distance— 
besides rendering the charm that adequate sheets of water always do in 
such positions—act as huge mirrors when seen from the terrace adjoin¬ 
ing the mansion, and reflect the islets and neighbouring ornamental 
groups of trees and shrubs. Whoever laid out the ornamental grounds 
the designer was an artist with a master mind, and additions or altera¬ 
tions more recently made exhibit an equal appreciation of the beauty 
and fitness of things. 

The flower garden is large and of beautiful design, and a little below 
the level of the terrace and to the right of the mansion as one faces it. 
It has on three sides ornamental trelliswork of iron and wire, forming 
a lovely promenade cov.red with Roses overhead. Glowing statements 
as to the beauties of Drayton Manor Gardens had frequently been made 
to me, and I always discounted them a little, but I need not have done 
so, for they are truly beautiful gardens. Chats worth is grand and 
magnificent, but for beauty I prefer Drayton Manor. The conservatory 
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adjoins the mansion, and is a commodious structure. Externally its 
architectural features are unobtrusive. Nor are the internal arrange¬ 
ments more conspicuous ; there is plenty of space for promenading 
round the fountain in the centre, and the plants are grouped at the 
sides of the structure. The floor is not laid with blue and red Minton 
tiles or Italian marble ; but it is as comfortable and safe to walk upon 
as fine gravel, is clean in appearance, and neutral in colour. Growing 
all over the roof is a gigantic Acacia mimossefolia, from which 
cartloads of flowers are cut annually. Ferns and foliage plants are 
grouped about, and a clump of Bambusa is in full flower, and its plumes 
have a beautiful effect. 

Planted on the lawns are beautiful specimens of Conifer®, varying 
from 20 to 30 feet in height. These have been planted judiciously in 
partially sheltered positions ; henci nearly every tree is a perfect speci¬ 
men of its kind. Thousands of Conifers are spoiled through lack of 
shelter from the prevailing winds. People think that if the soil and 
climate are suitable for them that is all that is required, but a greater 
mistake could not possibly be made. Conifers will thrive in almost any 
kind of soil—but retentive loamy soil is the best for them—and in a 
comparatively bad atmosphere, if they are only sheltered from the wind; 
and the best shelter is that afforded by other trees. 

Among the Conifers most worthy of notice were Thujopsis borealis, 
Cupressus Lawsonianus, Picea Nordmanniana and P. Pinsapo, Crypto- 
meria japonica, Thuia Lobbi and Thuia gigantea, Abies canadensis, 
Abies Douglasi, Larix Kasmpferi, Pinus cembra, Pinus excelsa, Araucaria 
imbricata, Cedrus Deodara, Cedrus atlantica, Wellingtonia gigantea, and 
Picea nobilis ; these represent the “ cream ” of the Conifer®, and it is 
a treat to see such a splendid collection. When artistically grouped the 
effect produced by this class of trees cannot be surpassed by any fine- 
foliage d plants in the stove or greenhouse. Prominent features at 
Drayton Manor are the avenues of Pinus excelsa with its silvery-grey 
effect; the avenue, dark and sombre—and in contrast with the spark¬ 
ling waterfall beyond—of the fine Irish Yews ; and the stately avenue 
of Araucaria imbricata, with their walks of velvety greensward. 

In the glass structures were good crops of Tomatoes, Cucumbers, 
Grapes, &o., and hundreds of small decorative plants were in exuberant 
health. The vegetable and fruit crops in the kitchen gardens were 
luxuriant and abundant, and testify to the energy and ability of Mr. 
Mack.—J. Udale, Efurd. 

LTLIUM SPECIOSUM AND ITS VARIETIES. 

At the conclusion of the first paragraph at page 299 on the above 
subject, your correspondent, “ D., Deal," remarks that his notes may 
not be unacceptable to some of the many Lily lovers who read the 
Journal,” and I for one confess that I have read his “ notes ” with great 
interest, and the more so when I see that he has an acquaintance with 
this Lily of which few can boast. Would “ D., Deal," mind stating if 
the species was first called “ speciosum,” or whether the name “ lanei- 
folium ” now regard d as erroneous was adopted ? Some years ago I 
had the acquaintance of a very eld nursery hand who was conversant 
with the introduction of Lilium lancifolium, by which name he always 
spoke of this group. I have another reason for asking the question— 
namely. “ The Floricultural Cabinet ” for 1838 contains a coloured figure 
of this Lily under the name of L. speciosum, while L. lancifolium ap¬ 
pears to be first introduced in 1820. But the variety to which I refer as 
figured in the number of the “ Cabinet” quoted, is nearly if not quite 
identical with the now existing L. s. Melpomene, and is thus described, 

M It is not only handsome on account of its clear deep rose-coloured 
flowers, which seem all rugged with rubies and garnets and sparkling 
with crystal points, but has a very delightful fragrance.” Th n, again, 
in the “ Cabinet ” for 1839 there is another variety figured under the 
name of L. lancifolium roseum, but this appears to me to be a mistake, 
and I am inclined to the belief that it is the true punctatum by its very 
distinct sj ots, and also by its yellow anthers, which is I believe the true 
characteristic of punctatum, and as far as I know found in no other 
coloured Lily of this group. This appears to be a later introduction, 
and reference is given as to its flowering in Messrs. Low’s nursery at 
Clapton, and also Messrs. Loddiges’ of Hackney. No notice is taken 
about calling the one speciosum and the other lancifolium, and both are 
referred to as of delightful fragrance. I also notice that “ D., Deal," 
speaks of their “ delightful and fragrant blooms,” but can this be re¬ 
garded as strictly correct ? I think if it was at all fragrant I should 
have found it out years ago, and I have been associated with thousands 
of their flowers this summer. Its non-fragrance I had regarded 
characteristic of the group, and since your correspondent's notes ap¬ 
peared I have requested several people to tell me whether they could 
detect any perfume, and to-day, October 17th, I have had a last try for 
this season on a bloom or two of Kraetzeri, but it cannot be regarded 
as a fragrant Lily, as compared with auratum, longiflorum, chalcedoni- 

-cum, Szovitzianum, tenuifolium,pomponium, and others. Perhaps “ D., 
J'eal," will tell us more of this fragrance, of which I cannot find any 
mention in Dr. Wallace’s “Not s on Lilies,” but this I find that the 
punctatum of Lemaire, “Flore des Serres,” 276, albiflorum of the 
“ Bot. Mag.,” t. 3785, and lancifolium roseum of “ Paxton’s Magazine,” 
vol. v., tab. 267 are synonymous. 

Will your correspondent be good enough to inform the readers of the 
Journal if his variety punctatum has yellow anthers ? This is an im¬ 
portant characteristic, but which I do not find mentioned in any work I 
have. My experience of it is identical as regards its more delicate 
constitution. 

There are not many well defined forms, as stated at page 299, which 
is to be wondered at considering its free seeding qualities and the 
number of seedlings raised by the Dutch growers, hence the numerous 
slight variations of flowers and of general habit. To the list of varie¬ 
ties named I would add L. s. album prascox, and L. s. album novum. 
The former is a July flower, pure white, and the latter is also a pure 
white very distinct flower, revolute when fully open, good vigorous 
habit, 5feet high ; this has also yellow anthers, consequently a very 
distinct white on that account, and a companion to punctatum in this 
particular. This is somewhat singular that these two should be possessed 
of yellow anthers, while all the others, at least I believe all, have brown 
or chocolate anthers ; it is, however, a most decisive character, and 
which cannot be well confused. 

These Lilies may, as far as winter frost is concerned, be regarded as 
quite hardy; not so, howevt r, in the biting frosts of spring, which in 
some localities is very trying to them, and in some seasons disfigure 
them not a little, but a very slight protection will suffice, such as a few 
sprays of Laurels or small sticks, or boughs of trees, or if they are 
planted in the Rhododendron bed, the leaves and branches of these wilt 
perform the necessary function ; and to protect their blossoms when ex¬ 
panding I make it a rule to remove the anthers as soon as the buds open, 
and while they are yet hard ; the flowers then last for a fortnight aad 
even longer either on the plants or in a cut state, but as pot plants for-- 
the greenhouse and conservatory they are unrivalled at their time. To 
their culture in pots I cannot add much that is new ; I must, however, 
endorse what has been said in the notes referred to, of the great risk, 
in standing them out exposed to all weathers, for this is as dangerous as- 
drying them off. After they are repotted in October stand them on a 
bed of coal ashes, and cover with about 6 inches of the same material.. 
I find they keep well at this depth, and never become too wet, but if 
from incessant rains I should deem it requisite I cover with old lights,, 
boards, or the like. I prefer deep planting, and the soil is a rich light 
loam without peat, though they do not object to it. T see no improve¬ 
ment, however, by using it, and being an expensive item I do without 
it. Nearly two years ago I planted a large bed, about 200 Kraetzeri,.to- 
which I gave peat; these I lifted on October 17th, and though they are 
in splendid style. I see nothing exceptional which is likely to cause me 
to use it again, since others planted in loam are equally good. I plant 
deeply with a view to assist the great mass of stem roots annually formedr 
and I find that, by deep planting a greater number of stem bulbs are 
formed, which is a consideration. 

I consider 24-size pots a fair size for good bulbs ; under this I do- 
not think there is sufficient room for the proper development of the 
future bulb, and a little extra room always brings its reward. My" 
plants usually carry from ten to sixteen flowers, and I give weak cow 
mauure and soot water regularly daily in summer time. Charcoal is ex¬ 
cellent and never out of place. But why does “ D., Dea1," in potting- 
leave a portion of the bulb exposed ? He most certainly would not do so- 
if he planted in the open ground ; why, then, does he pursue it for pot. 
culture, and what benefit does the plant derive ? Would it not be as- 
well to supply the whole of the soil at once as well as at two periods £ 
and is it not foreign to the nature of any Lily that its bulbs should be 
exposed to the ever-changing influences of atmosphere? For my part I 
never allow any Lily, even if I expect to plant it in a day or so, to be 
left uncovered for an hour. I cover with bags immediately they are 
out of the ground, and with fibre or soil directly they enter the shed,— 
J. H. E. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 

(Continued from page 339.) 

When a person is desirous of obtaining a piece of land on the 
Nilgiris nowadays for the purpose of Tea or Chinchona cultivation he 
must first of all consult th3 district maps to see whether the choice is- 
reserved. If there is no reserve he then makes formal application to- 
the collector to have it put up to auction, and after a delay extending 
over several months the sale is advertised in the district Gazette, and the- 
land is sold. On the day of sale woe to the applicant who is out of 
favour with the wily native, for, as the auction is public, he may find 
his discharged cook, butler, or tailor calmly bidding against him. 
Should the first applicant cease bidding, and the land be knocked down 
to the native, he generally manages to disappear in a mysterious manner,, 
and the land relapses to the Government, who will put it up again if 
requested; but as probably the original applicant is by this time- 
disgusted the land remains waste. 

Under the new rules land may be taken up without going to auction,, 
but in this case the rent is payable from the date of occupation. This- 
tax on land may not appear heavy to English agriculturists, but when; 
it is taken into account that there is no return from Chinchona officinalis- 
(almost the only species now cultivated) until the fifth or sixth year 
after planting, it will be seen that this tax, combined with the 
restrictions of sale and the difficulty in actually becoming possessor of 
the land, is much too high. Chinchona planters have other difficulties- 
to contend with. Grass collected from waste lands—that would otherwise 
fall a prey to annual fires on the hill sides—for the use of the plantations- 
is f axed, as is also all forest produce used in buildings, except grass used 
in thatching ; so that if two Lundies of grass be cut and only one used) 
in thatching, that one is taxed, while the other goes free. As tie; 
decortication of the Chinchona trees is only undertaken during the 
rainy season, fuel is required for drying the bark, which is used at the 
rate of 3 lbs. of fuel to 1 lb. of bark. This fuel is supplied by the 
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Government from the neighbouring forests at the rate of 1^ rupee, or 3s. 
per 1000 lbs., or say 6s. 9d, per ton, the planters cutting, stacking, and 
removing it from the forests to their plantations. Fuel used in the 
manufacture of Tea is supplied by the Forest Department on the same 
terms. It should be also borne in mind that most of the planters on 
the Nilgiris have had to contend with the mistake of having planted at 
the outset large quantities of the succirubra species of Chinchona, the 
bark from which is now of little marketable value, and to rectify this 
mistake by the substitution of trees which produce more valuable barks, 
causes great labour and expense. As bearing on this point, I quote the 
following extract from a letter just received from a Nilgiri planter of 
great experience. 

“ Government show great want of thought. They are themselves 
large growers of Chinchona, and well know that only the richest barks 
will pay to send home, yet they have just added another tax to the 
already overtaxed planter in the shape of a grazing duty. For each 
cow or bullock grazing on Government waste lands the tax is 8 annas, 
or Is. per head per annum ; buffaloes twice the above rate, while goats 
are not allowed at all. We have in addition land tax, road cess, village 
service tax, tax on grass and all forest produce, and between Neddi- 
wattum and Mettapollium railway station, a distance of some forty 
miles, no less than six toll gates. How we are to carry on under such 
unfavourable circumstances remains to be seen. Government have 
again started the manufacturing of febrifuges for the supply of their 
dispensaries, and by doing this they argue that they are not placing 
themselves in competition with private growers, forgetting that these 
febrifuges, if used, displace so much of those manufactured from 
privately grown barks.” 

Large tracts of land are now under Chinchona cultivation on the 
Nilgiris. In addition to private plantations companies have been formed, 
and in one instance as many as 22 lacs, or 2,200,000 plants have been 
put down on one property. The plants are usually planted 4 feet by 
4 feet apart, and in three or four years the plantation becomes almost a 
thicket, and has a very pretty appearance. It would seem that the 
success of Chinchona planting in India is about to prove its ruin. 
Over-production has brought down prices to such an extent that 
unless some new use be found for the bark and its extracts, it is feared 
that many planters may not be able to hold out much longer. Quinine, 
I believe, is now selling at from 2s. 6d. to 3s. p r oz , which ten 
years ago fetched £1 per oz.. or nearly so. So far as the plateau 
of the Nilgiris is concerned, should planters be compelled to relin¬ 
quish the further cultivation of Chinchona, the land would still be 
available for Tea and other products, winch is not the case with Coffee 
land at a lower elevation. At this juncture of the planting industry in 
South India, it is worth consideration if it would not be profitable to 
encourage the settlement of European families in such splendid climates 
as those of the higher ranges of the Madras hills, where abundance of 
waste land is to be found, and where profitable employment might be 
found in its cultivation. The speculative system of land cultivation in 
South India has had a long and exhaustive trial, and has proved beyond 
question an utter failure. Why, then, not give th ; allotment or small 
holding system, a trial which has proved such a blessing to France and 
many other European countries ? Here is a district of Madras possess¬ 
ing a climate admirably suited to the European constitution, where 
fever, cholera, and other diseases of the plains are unknown, and where 
Englishmen may work all day in the open without the fear of sunstroke, 
and where thousands of acres of rich land are lying waste. 

The cultivation of Tea has made rapid strides in late years on the 
Nilgiris, but, as with Chinchona, mistakes of a serious nature were 
made at the beginning of the experiment. A large area was planted 
at too great an elevation, consequently the growth of the plant was 
very slow, and the yield of leaf very unsatisfactory. A large number 
of estates, however, now exist at elevations of not more than 6000 feet 
above sea level, and these have given satisfactory yield of leaf, which, 
when manufactured into Tea, is found to be second to none grown in 
India, and is not so well known in the London market as it deserves to 
be. The Tea shrub seems to have fewer insect and other enemies than 
Coffee, and it is not at all unlikely that ere long a large area of land in 
Southern India will be under the cultivation of Tea if the present waste 
land rules are relaxed. Coffee on the Nilgiris is p rhaps the finest in 
South India. Grown at a greater elevation than the neighbouring dis¬ 
tricts of Wynaad and Coorg the trees present a much more sturdy and 
robust appearance, and are longer lived. Elevation, however, has not 
been a protection against the ravages of leaf disease, at the same time 
the after effects on the plants do not seem to be as severe as on 
estates at a lower elevation. There is a good d al of Coffee on the 
Nilgiris grown at an elevation of from 4500 to 6000 feet, and on one 
estate I have seen Coffee growing up to 7000 feet elevation, and where 
the trees in some seasons were cut by frost. Coffee from these eleva¬ 
tions is of excellent quality, and fetches high prices in the London 
market. Before the advent of leaf disease the numerous Coffe < 
estates situated near the top of the Cixmoor Ghaut, or pass leading to 
the low country, were a splendid sight. One side of the valley was y 
clothed with the dark green of the Coffee shrub for several miles in ex¬ 
tent, and as at this elevation drought had not such an effect upon them 
as on trees at a lower elevation, they were always fresh and green 
winter and summer. The trees were of immense size, and yielded under 
high cultivation splendid crops. In addition to this the climate is good, 
and the surrounding scenery superb, making a planter’s life in this 
locality truly enjoyable. 

A few words regarding the inhabitants of the Nilgiris may not be 

uninteresting. The tribes are five in number—viz., Todas, Badagas’ 
Irulars, Koorumbers, and Enters. The first named is, perhaps, the most 
interesting of the five. They are said to have been the first that settled 
on the hills, but whence they came is a mystery, as there is no other 
native tribe in South India bearing the slightest resemblance to them in 
physical appearance, language, or customs. They are fine handsome 
men with glossy black hair and beards. They never wear any covering 
for the head save what Nature has provided. Their only garment is a 
thick cotton plaid or toga, which is thrown over the right shoulder, falls 
over the left arm, and covers the body almost to the knees. This they 
wear night and day, and it is said the Toda never washes from the 
cradle to the grave. They number under a thousand souls, and their 
“ rounds,” or hamlets, numb.r about a hundred scattered over the 
plateau. A Toda’s dwelling is a hut resembling in appearance the top 
of an English waggon of the olden time placed on the ground. It is 
thatched with grass and shaven in a wonderfully neat manner. They 
are a pastoral race, and of a very peaceful character. They possess 
large herds of magnificent buffaloes from which they derive excellent 
milk. Until very recently they never performed work of any kind, save 
that in connection with the grazing of their herds, Ac., but now, I 
believe, some few are willing to work on the Chinchona plantations. 
This tribe shift their hamlets from time to time, and, what is very curious, 
invariably choosing spots for the erection of their huts of the most 
beautiful and picturesque description, close to some charming wood and 
running stream of the purest water. Their huts have no windows, and 
the doors are never high r than 2 feet, so that the occupiers have to 
enter on “ all fours.” 

The Badagas are the most numerous tribe on the Hills, and are the 
original cultivators of the soil. These men are largely employed by 
Europeans as “estate coolies,” and are excellent workers. They are 
supposed to have come from the southern parts of Mysore and Canara, 
being allowed to settle by the Todas, who were at that time the lords of 
the soil, upon conditions that they should yearly supply to their masters 
a certain number of measures of grain of various kinds, which contract 
is carried out most religiously to the present day, although originally 
entered into doubtless some centuries ago. The Badaga villages are 
neatlj7 built, many of the houses being of brick and roofed with tiles. 
They are an industrious tribe, and cultivate many roots and grains, 
including Wheat, Barley, Peas, Onions, and Potatoes. They possess large 
herds of cattle, which are, however, of an inferior breed. They frequently 
plough with a bullock and a buffalo, and according to their proverb, 
“ the bullock pulls for the hill side, and the buffalo for the swamp.” 
The Poppy is cultivated by the Badagas, and the brown juice dried and 
solidified, is eaten to some extent, and sold. This tribe is sub-divided 
into numerous castes, the highest being strict vegetarians, whilst the 
lower grades will eat any flesh they can get, save that of the cow. They 
differ in complexion from very dark to very light. 

The Koorumbers are a tribe of mountaineers not very numerous. 
They are regarded by the Badagas with great superstition, the latter 
believing that the Koorumbers have possession of certain magical arts, 
which they can use with fatal effect against whomsoever they choose. 
The Koorumbers are regarded as priests whose presence is essential at 
every sacrifice, and whose occult power alone can remove calamity. 
They are paid in cash and kind by Badagas and others, who do not 
scruple to pay them after another fashion when they fail by means of 
herbs, gums, charms, &c., to cure the sickness or take away the curse. 
When Badags begin to break up the fallow ground the Koorumber must 
slay a kid to propitiate Ceres (Bhud^vy), hold the first plough at start¬ 
ing, and throw the first handful of seed. So also, when crops ripen to 
the sickle, the Koorumber must cut the first sheaf. 

The Koters are a race of people who are said to come next to the 
Todas in priority of occupation of the Hills, and of all the Hill tribes 
are the most clever. The Koter is a curious character, or rather com¬ 
bination of characters. He is blacksmith, whitesmith, goldsmith, silver 
smith, carpenter, tanner, currier, roper, potter, barber, washerman, and 
cultivator, in fact “Jack of all trades, and master of none.” Yet he is 
master of the situation, equal to it, and has been so for generations. 
The other tribes cannot possibly do without him. The Koter is a man 
of no caste, corresponding with the pariah of the plains. He will eat 
almost anything. His habits are dirty in the extreme, and his village is 
constantly surrounded by immense flocks of vultures, kites, and crows. 
—Planter. 

(To be continued.) 

The weather in the northern part of the kingdom has been 

rather winterly, snow having fallen in several districts. In the neigh¬ 
bourhood of London there have been several sharp frosts, 10° to 14° 
having been registered, but there has been no snow, and the weather 

continues dry and bright in the daytime. 

- Writing under date, October 18th, a correspondent states that 
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though frost has cut ^plants badly in low-lying districts around 

Sheffield, in more elevated localities Dahlias are flowering freely, and 

bedding Geraniums are also still bright with flowers. Chrysanthemums 

are looking better than usual, and good blooms are expected. They are 

opening very kindly. 

- A correspondent, “ C. J.,” desires to know where he can get 

ordinary sized flower pots glazed on the outside, within reasonable 

distance of Croydon, Surrey. 

- The National Chrysanthemum Society held a general 

meeting on Monday last at the “Old Four Swans,” Bishopsgate Street, 

London, when in addition to the usual business forty-seven new mem¬ 

bers were elected and five Fellows. It was announced that £72 had been 

paid for prizes at the September Show, and that twenty-two silver 

medals, eighteen bronze medals, and sixty-eight certificates had been 

issued to affiliated societies. The prizes from the Yeitch Memorial 

Trustees have also been received. 

- Mr. R. P. Bhotherston sends ns a box of Spotted and 

Streaked Antirrhinum Flowers, exceptionally varied and beauti¬ 

ful.^. They range from nearly pure white with only a few streaks to 

heavily rose and crimson splashed flowers of bold appearance. The 

light forms are extremely delicate, and the others are proportionately 

bright. Our correspondent remarks—“ I do not think these are at all 

common, though they well deserve to be grown. This strain came 

originally from an amateur florist, and I think I have improved it con¬ 

siderably in the course of the years it has been in my possession. Four 

lines of it, each 120 feet in length, have been very attractive during the 

summer and autumn. The rose-coloured varieties with salmon orange 

and yellow throats are particularly effective.” 

- On the evening of the 18th Octob r, in the schoolroom at Carl¬ 

ton, the Carlton-in-Lindrick Rose Society (the Rev. Mr. Foxley in 

the chair) held a special meeting, to hear a paper read by Mr. Duncan 

Gilmour, jun., of Sheffield. The subject was “ Some Hints on Rose 

Culture.” There was a fair attendance. After the lecture many ques¬ 

tions were put by various members, and some information elicited. 

Among others present Mr. J. Mallender, the veteran Rose grower and 

able head gardener at Hodsock Priory, and his opponent, Mr. H. V. 

Machin of Gateford Hill, both large growers of Roses, added much 

interest to the proceedings by their remarks and queries. The meeting 

closed with the usual vote of thanks to the Chairman and Mr. Gilmour. 

■-Planting Roses—A Word in Season.—“ I have no doubt,” 

writes Mr. D. Gilmour, jun., “ that thousands of people visiting our 

great and little flower shows this last summer registered a mental vow 

to plant Roses, so as to secure flowers in their own gardens as soon as 

the season came for so doing. Nine-tenths of these people, with minds 

full of good intentions, have made no preparation whatever towards 

having the ground ready, neither will they take any step in the matter; 

some from ignorance, but the greater number from that familiar way 

we, most of us, get into, of putting off until next week what we ought 

to do now. Truly is ‘Procrastination the thief of time.’ I am asked 

on the average at least once a day by somebody, ‘ What is the best time to 

plant Roses ? ’ My reply is, and I wish I could give it in a voice that 

should ring from one end of the kingdom to the other, 1 Now is the 

time ; ’ that is, now is the time for those who desire good flowers and 

satisfactory growth next season. But for those who can afford to wait 

about eighteen months after planting for flowers and growth, or who 

wish to look on at the struggles a Rose will make for dear life all 

through the summer after being planted late—who, in a word, do not 

mind wasting a whole year in this short feverish life of ours, the proper 

time will be in the spring, and the later the better.” 

- A Chrysanthemum Show at the People’s Palace, Mile 

End, is to be held on November 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th, under the 

management of Mr. W. Earley. A large display is expected, as assistance 

will be rendered by many amateurs in the south of London. 

- Mr. James Hicks, The Gardens, Ravenswood, Heaton, Bolton, 

one of the Secretaries of the Bolton and District Chrysanthemum 

Society, sends us a schedule of the first Show, to be held in Bolton 

Town Hall, on November 17th and 18th, and observes, “Although our 

prizes are not large, we hope to get a good collection of plants and 

flowers together.” We hope so too, and commend the prudence that is 

apparent in commencing on a moderate scale involving small risk of 

failure. 

-The Wimbledon and District Royal Horticultural 

and Cottage Garden Society will hold its autumn Show of 

Chrysanthemums and other plants and fruit in the Drill Hall, Wimble¬ 

don, on November 17th. Dr. George Walker and Mr. J. Lyne are the 

Honorary Secretaries. 

- Gardening Appointments.—Mr. Charles Deane, late gar¬ 

dener to C. P. Stewart, Esq., Silwood Park, Ascot, has been appointed 

gardener to the Earl of Essex, Cassiobury Park, Watford. Mr. G. Abbey, 

jun., recently foreman to Mr. Gilbert at Burghley, has been appointed 

to succeed the late Mr. Harding as gardener to J. D. Galpin, Esq., 

Bristol House, Putney Heath. 

- We have received the schedule of the Havant Chrysanthe¬ 

mum Society, the fourth Exhibition of which will be held on November 

3rd and 4th. Mr. N. Fuller, The Gardens, Idsworth, Horndean, is the 

Secretary. 

- Bouvardia President Cleveland.—Looking into the Bou- 

vardia house in Messrs. Yeitch's nursery at Chelsea, in which all the 

best varieties are represented, attention was at once rivetted on the new 

American introduction above named. It far surpasses in richness all 

others of the genus, the colour of the flowers being rich velvety scarlet, 

not brick red. Few scarlet Pelargoniums or Begonias are brighter than 

this new Bouvardia, which we believe is also to be found in other trade 

collections, and if we mistako«not it will find its way into every garden 

in which Bouvardias are grown, and also become a popular market 

favourite. The plant is a free c rower and trusses well, only being ex¬ 

ceeded in these qualities by the very floriferous and extremely useful 

Priory Beauty, which was distributed by Messrs. Yeitch a few years ago, 

and is in great demand for decorative purposes. 

- Begonia John Heal.—In the establishment above men¬ 

tioned we could not fail to be impressed with the unqu< stionable 

distinctness and great decorative usefulness of this new variety. It was 

raised in the nursery from B. socotrana crossed with a tuberous 

Begonia, and possesses the roundish foliage of the former, and the 

flowers, much reduced, of the latter parent. The plant is dwarf and so 

free that it commences flowering in 3-inch pots. The blooms are an 

inch or so across, rich rosy carmine in colour, and borne in loose panicles. 

They possess the merit of hanging till the petals decay, and are not 

easily shaken off the plants in the manner that is common to most forms • 

Plants a foot high in 5-inch pots are highly attractive and appropriate 

for various decorative purposes, and the flowers can be used in a cut 

state. This new Begonia far surpasses B. Ingrami and other dwarf 

varieties that flower freely in the winter. It was certificated when first 

presented to the Floral Committee at South Kensington, and the bright 

and elegant appearance of the plants now afford sufficient evidence of 

the honour being well merited. 

- Resting Amaryllises.—We entered the large house that 

presents such a magnificent effect in the spring to find the plants being 

dried off for the winter. They are grown in 5 and 6-inch pots, and root 

i over them into the plunging material early in the season. This induces 

strong leaf-growth, and the ripening process commences. No water is 

given after August, and a dry atmosphere is maintained. Eventually 

the pots are withdrawn, and the roots outside them allowed to perish, as 

having done their work ; the leaves gradually wither, and when changed 

in colour and limp are cut off as having then done their work also, the 

bulbs remaining as bare and as dry as Onions, but kept in the pots till 

the time arrives for taking them out, adding fresh soil and starting 

them in the spring. The old plan of preserving the foliage in the winter 

has been fairly and fully tried and found wanting—hence is discon¬ 

tinued, with what results visitors know who inspect the collection when 

the plants are in flower. The routine may be summarised thus—Steady 

growth with little water in early spring till flowering; warm, genial 

treatment, with sufficient water to produce quick and good foliage in 

the summer ; a roasting autumn, or all the sun possible ; and complete 

rest in winter. 

- Mr. W. Wenman, The Gardens, Hickleton, Doncaster, sends 

for our inspection a bunch of Myrie Louise Violets, and observes 

“ When we were lifting plants from the open ground and planting them in 

frames we had a few to spare, and potted them in 6-inch pots and 
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placed them on shelf in cool vinery, hoping to get a few flowers from 

them in frosty weather when the frames could not be opened. They are 

a mass of bloom and buds now.” The flowers are very good indeed, but 

we prefer not to have their delicate fragrance overpowered by a fringe 

of sprays of the powerful Lippia citriodora; to others, however, 

the mixture might possibly be acceptable. 

- At a recent meeting of the members of the Wakefield 

Paxton Society, Councillor Milnes, one of the Vice-Presidents, was in 

the chair, and there was an average attendance. Mr. T. L. Moseley of 

Huddersfield, a well-known naturalist, and who has been engaged by the 

Huddersfield School Board to deliver lectures on natural history, gave a 

long and interesting address on “ Farm and Garden Insects : their 

Deleterious and Beneficial Effects on Produce.” The lecture was ad¬ 

mirably illustrated by a collection of sketches of insects of various kinds, 

which were exhibited by means of a magic lantern. After a little dis¬ 

cussion a hearty vote of thanks was awarded to the lecturer, on the 

motion of Mr. G. Parkin, seconded by Mr. E. B. Wrigglesworth. 

MEMORIES OF A TOUR. 
Let no one expect a series of elaborate descriptive notes of the 

nature of the series so ably contributed by Mr. L. Castle on parks and 
gardens in the north of England, or the penalty of disappointment will 
assuredly be incurred. I have visited so many gardens in my time, and 
filled so many pocket books with notes, many of which have never been 
transcribed, that I resolved to take it easy in my last ramble, trusting 
to memory for a few jottings (that may not be entirely uninteresting to 
all readers), save that on a waistcoat pocket tablet a few lines of poetry 
were inscribed from a temple at Chatsworth, and an inscription from a 
stately column on the heights of Lincolnshire. 
□ The “ heights ” of Lincolnshire will sound strangely to those readers 
who have pictured that county as a great expanse of marsh and fen, as 
level as the sea, and only one remove from a swamp ; but they will find 
something very different if they call on Mr. Tillyard at Broclclesby, and 
walk thence to the Pelham’s pillar that was erected by one of the Earls 
of Yarborough commemorative of the planting of upwards of 12,000,000 
trees on the fine estate. This was not, however, the commencement of 
my tour, or the first resting place in it, but nearly the last. 

It has in some respects been a tour of extremes—namely, from the 
extreme west of England and a little beyond it, to the extreme east; or 
from points of vantage overlooking Swansea Bay on a day that was 
misty, and the waters of the German Ocean on another day that was 
clear. It embraced in its range the largest city in the empire and the 
smallest, and involved the traversing of roads from 1000 or more feet 
above the sea to 50 or more feet below it. It afforded opportunities for 
nspecting crops in poor soil and in rich, in deep soil and in shallow, in 
trenches and on ridges. It brought under review some 10,000 Vines 
growing in a field and the crop ripening for the vintage ; then, as a 
change, a dozen or so in the greenhouse of an amateur from which all 
the bunches except a few at the top had been cut by thieves. Vines of 
all ages from one year to a hundred have been examined and chatted 
ever. Grapes “ on the spur ” have been admired that would have de¬ 
lighted Mr. Abbey ; and others on something else, we will say on the 
“ cane,” that would have made “ Experientia docet ” jump for joy, and 
claim them as a triumph in support of his views. If those contestants 
had been with me' I believe I could have made each of them believe in 
the other, and effect a reconciliation between them in a manner that I 
have also seen—the swapping of aprons. 

I have further had the pleasure of impiession on the memory Vines 
in 7-inch pots bearing at the least 10 lbs. of splendid fruit, and others 
ten times their size planted out and bearing next to nothing. Camellias 
growing in gravel walks in the open air have gladdened by their luxuri¬ 
ance, and others in pots have depressed by their dried and roasted ap¬ 
pearance in hothouses. Orange trees 300 years old have spread their 
fruit-laden branches above us, and Lemons, as happy as Lemons could 
be, were passed on the back wall of a vinery growing and fruiting 
abundantly in the shade. Pears are remembered on the free stock with 
their branches breaking down under their load of grand fruit, and others 
on the Quince prematurely dwindling away ; and not to be forgotten 
were plantations of Apple trees and Osiers planted together by the acre, 
the land in these days of falling prices being thereby increased in a few 
years more than 100 per cent., while among other things photographed 
on the mind are yellow Calceolarias, perfect cones of gold, 8 feet high, 
yet not a year old from the cuttings. 

There may be some disadvantages in trusting to treacherous memory, 
for it is almost certain that some things, and it may be several, will be 
omitted that are worthy of record, but there is a set off to this, regarding 
the matter from a selfish point of view, for if anything is told at once 
there is no excuse to go again ; and the welcome we have received, for 
there were a pair of us, was so cordial everywhere, and the hours spent 
with friends so pleasant as to make us look longingly forward to the 
possibility of another visit for picking up the fragments. There is also 
an advantage arising from forgetfulness, regarding the matter from a 
point of vi w that is not selfish—namely, that other visitors may find 
plenty to say that has not been said in a mere skimming over the sur¬ 

face of a few gardens, most of which have been heard of before and will 
be heard of again. 

We left the largest city in the empire, London, on September 15th, 
and was very near the smallest, Llandaff, the same night. Gliding 
along the Gi\ at Western Railway we had a passing glance at Messrs. 
Veitch’s extensive trial grounds and Rose and fruit nursery at Langley, 
the beds and lines of autumn flowers being still gay ; the well known 
and well furnished nurseries of “ Turner’s of Slough,” and the great 
blocks of colour, crimson Asters being most glowing, in the level 
tract of land of Messrs. Sutton’s of Reading. Onwards through the 
park-like scenery of Berks, we search for the historical white horse on 
the steep hillside, not far distant from Uffington and Shrivenham, but 
failed to find it, then drew breath at Swindon. Beyond that an impres¬ 
sion possessed us that we were in or near what we called “ Igguld-n’s 
country,” and we thought his lot had fallen in greener places than those 
left behind us—greener trees, and hedges, and fields, as if the drought 
had been less exhausting than in some other districts. We thought of 
him, as we had previously seen him industriously working, for in spite 
of himself and his critics he does wonderfully well with the resources at 
his disposal, and we vote him an excellent gardener, an esteemed friend, 
and a genial man. 

We crawl on, losing time as only trains can sometimes, and were 
forcibly reminded of the difference between an express and an ordinary 
train as defined by a son of Erin on a former occasion—“ And shure, 
sorr, the only difference that I can see is the ordinary trains stop at all 
the stations and the expresses between them.” However, we reached 
Bath, regretting our inability to see Mr. Chaffin’s Grapes and their 
accomplished, and as “ D., Deal,” has truly described him, very modest 
grower. It is a little singular that we are apt to admire virtues in 
others that we do not ourselves possess. 1 studiously try to be as modest 
as possible, but somehow fail to reach the standard of Mr. Wm. Taylor. 
I hope he will not chide us for not giving him a call. We push on to 
Bristol through a downpouring rain—as dismal an outlook as could be 
imagined for a holiday in the country ; and soon after leaving the murky 
town find ourselves sliding town into the Severn tunnel —one of the 
greatest works of modern times, a submarine monument of trade enter¬ 
prise and engineering skill. The tunnel slopes to the centre, and the 
timid might fancy the hissing that is heard is the water rushing in from 
above us, but it is only the brakes checking the downward movement 
of the train. The crown of the arch we were informed by a fellow 
passenger, who appeared to be no stranger to the locality, is 40 feet 
below the bed of the Bristol Channel, and the length of the tunnel 
4j miles and 7 chains. We were thus at the least 50 feet below the 
level of the sea. There was nothing uncomfortable in passing “ under 
the water,” though after twelve minutes’ experience of it daylight was 
welcome on the other side. 

Our course was next through a generally flat and not highly 
picturesque district, a level expanse of pastures on the left or channel 
side, but the water not visible, and on the right higher and drier ground 
with whitewashed homesteads dotted amongst the trees, and here and 
there a village, looking substantial and comfortable. Passing through 
Newport we soon arrived at. Cardiff, and were greeted on the platform by 
Mr. Pettigrew and whisked away to his pleasant and commodious 
dwelling for our first night’s rest in Wales.—A Tourist, 

(To be continued.) 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 

As soon as October mists and frosty nights announce the arrival of 
autumn weather the Chrysanthemum interest begins to revive ; exhibi¬ 
tors watch the slowly expanding buds with some anxiety, and prepare 
their plans for the approaching campaign. An effort has been made by 
the National Society to awaken the Chrysanthemum enthusiasm at their 
early show in September, but the attractions are then dividtd with the 
Dahlias, and the latter have hitherto had somewhat the best of it on 
these occasions. The early flowering Chrysanthemums are useful garden 
plants, but they come at a time when we still have abundance of flowers 
both indoors and out, and consequently want the charm that attaches to the 
November varieties. But there are now so many early flowering Japanese 
forms, which expand freely in October, that there is a constant succes¬ 
sion from September to the end of the year. The incurved varieties are, 
however, the true November flowering type, and with them come most 
of the leading exhibition Japanese varieties. 

THE SHOWS. 

There is no sign of a diminution of interest in Chrysanthemums—on 
the contrary, there appears to be a decided increase both in the number 
of growers and admirers. Over sixty exhibitions have been announced to 
be held this year, and the majority of these take place in the first three 
weeks of November. If we consider the number of exhibitors and 
visitors at these shows, the total amount expended in prize money,and 
the receipts for admission, it will give an idea of the popularity of the 
autumn queen. Nor is this confined to one portion of England. From 
Alnwick to Portsmouth and from Cornwall to Kent, nearly every impor¬ 
tant town or district has its annual show, several being added to the list 
this year. Two have, however, been withdrawn, from lack of funds 
rather than lack of interest—namely, Richmond and Stoke Newington. 
It is difficult to understand why the Richmond (Surrey) Show should 
not have proved more successful from a financial point of view. The dis¬ 
trict is a good one ; there are numbers of experienced cultivators within 
easy reach of the town ; the position where the sliovy was held was con- 
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venient for all concerned, and what is also very much to the point, the 
Society has an excellent Secretary in Mr. Ford. It is said, however, 
that the Jubilee demands have been so great upon the purses of the in¬ 
habitants that it was feared insufficient support could be obtained, and 
rather than incur a possible heavy deficit in the year's accounts it was 
decided to discontinue it, at least in the present season. Many will 
regret that the Stoke Newington Show has been stopped, as it was—in 
name at all events—of much interest historically. The first Stoke 
Newington Show was held in 1846, long before the Chrysanthemum had 
become as popular as it is now, though the Society which has continued 
the shows in recent years is only a section of that which started them, 
the stronger portion having developed successively into the Borough of 
Hackney and the National Society. Still, for incurved blooms and 
specimen plants the Stoke Newington Show had retained much of its 
former fame. 

CHALLENGE CUPS. 

The chief shows of the year will probably be those at Southampton, 
the Crystal. Palace, Kingston, Westminster, Portsmouth, Birmingham, 
Hull, and Liverpool, at all of which substantial prizes are offered, besides 
several challenge and other cups. The contests at Kingston, Portsmouth, 
and Hull will be regarded with special interest, as at each there is a 
challenge competition as yet undecided. Mr. C. Gibson, Mr. E. Molyneux, 
and Mr. Mease were the last year’s winners, and if they are again suc¬ 
cessful will be the heroes of the season. 

CERTIFICATING NEW VARIETIES. 

It is as yet too early to say much about the novelties of the present 
season, but some that were brought into notice last year are gaining 
rapidly increasing favour already. Unfortunately, some of the French 
growers have become rather reckless and are sending out so-called new 
varieties by scores, evidently without fully testing their merits in com¬ 
parison with the numerous well-proved varieties already in cultivation. 
This will do much injury to both sellers and buyers if unchecked, and 
necessitates great care on the part of British nurserymen in announcing 
the continental novelties before they have had a season’s trial in this 
country. We have seen a collection of fifty new varieties under the best 
cultivation, a large proportion of which were much inferior to other 
varieties of a similar type already grown here. In checking such novelties, 
the Floral Committees of the Royal Horticultural and the National 
Chn santhemum Societies can do good service. The latter body has become 
much more cautious in the award of certificates that at one time were 
scattered very freely, but at Kensington, owing to the peculiar constitu¬ 
tion of the Committee, strange awards are made for exhibits of a special 
character. It was a matter of surprise to many recently to find that 
the Japanese L’Africaine had been honoured with a certificate there 
after being so many years in commerce and so little valued. In a mixed 
Committee which has to deal with plants of widely different character 
the opinion of specialists in each should have the greatest weight, but 
this does not seem to be followed, for more than one of the best Chrys^ 
anthemum Judges present at the meeting in question were opposed to, 
granting a certificate for the variety mentioned. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AROUND LONDON. 

A summary of the prospects in the north has already been given, and 
a few notes on the collections around the metropolis will indicate the’ 
probable character of the southern competitions. It must, however, be 
remembered that the plants generally seem to be later than usual, and 
much will depend upon the weather during the next fortnight. The, 
hot dry season has been favourable to the thorough ripening of the 
wood, but has necessitated close attention on the part of cultivators, 
especially in the supply of water, and neglect in this matter in such a” 
summer as the past would mean positive failure. Plants generally are 
most satisfactory, the growths well developed and matured, with abund-j 
ant good foliage, the buds large and expanding evenly. Belle Paule is. 
a^ain troubling some growers a little, but as one of the most experienced; 
remarks, “ It is so distinct and telling on a board when in good con-j 
dition that it is worth all the attention it requires.” There are few| 
complaints respecting the general stock of plants and varieties, and the! 
1 rospect is encouraging to the majority of exhibitors. 

CAMBERWELL. i 

At the Lilford Road Nursery, Camberwell, Messrs. Davis & Jones! 
have an excellent display, and as their plants, unlike most ethers, are' 
somewhat earlier than usual, there is a number of blooms out now well 
showing the characters of their respective varieties. The principal show 
house is a lofty span-roofed structure 65 feet long by 30 wide, and in that 
the plants, are arranged in a central bed, Japanese mostly on one side, 
the varieties of similar colour together, incurved on the other side, and 
miscellaneous varieties round the sides. Five other span-roof houses 
are also filled with Chrysanthemums in various stages, but about 3000 
plants are grown in large pots for specimen blooms, the others being 
for stock or to afford blooms for cutting. All the best varieties in the 
different sections are grown together with the novelties which come in 
such numbers from the continent every year, but at the present time 
the chief portion of the display consists of Japanese. Prominent i 
amongst these is Edouard Audiguier, which made its appearance last 
year, but we only saw one really good bloom of it, for which a certificate 
was awarded by the National Society. This y ar it has come in admi¬ 
rable form both from crown and terminal buds. The plants are from 
1 ite struck cuttings, are 3 to 4 feet high, and have three to six good 
blooms or buds each, every one of which is expanding freely, and in¬ 
dicating by the number of the florets the size the blooms will ultimately 

attain. The habit and constitution of this variety are exceptional, the 
growth strong, the leaves large and dark green, the stems being of a 
deep purplish tint, so that the plants are readily distinguished even 
when not in flower. The bloom represented in fig. 47 was from a crown 
bud, and measured 6 inches in diameter by 5* deep, the florets crimson 
maroon with a silvery reverse, twisted and drooping, showing the lighter 
under surface. From terminal buds the blooms are intense maroon 
tint, very rich, but with scarcely any of the crimson noticeable in the 
crown bud blooms. Large blooms would be extremely effective in an 
exhibition stand. 

The early variety, William Holmes, which was honoured with so 
many certificates last year, is well maintaining its credit as a fine 
variety, but is too early to be of much use to exhibitors, ttough some of 
the blooms would not disgrace any stand, and the colour is very rich. 
Carew Underwood is notable for its great size, some blooms being 
10.} inches across from tip to tip of the florets ; they are also filling up 
well, the colour a peculiar rosy bronze hue, yellowish in the centre. 
Phcebus deserves especial praise, and' it is certainly one of the best Mr. 
Salter has raised. The blooms are of fine shape and size, the florets 
slightly recurving, imparting a beautiful outline to the blooms, and the 
colour—a rich golden tint—is unsurpassed. This should constitute a 
telling variety in a stand. Ormonde, a new Japanese of this year, is not 
fully out yet at Camberwell, but some early blooms of it recently 
exhibited, though rather thin, were promising, as the character is so 
distinct. It opens of a reddish bronze hue gradually turning to yellow, 
the florets long, drooping and twisted. With a little more substance 
this would make a capital addition to the list, and we shall expect to 
see it much better another season. 

A small-flowered early Japanese, Roi des Precoces, is, of course, not 
an exhibition variety, but it will probably become one of the greatest 
favourites as a decorative plant for cutting, and in this respect it will 
take a place amongst the most useful. The blooms are neat with 
spreading slightly flute! florets, of a brilliant red colour, almost 
scarlet. They ara produced in great numbers during October, at a 
time when they are most valuable for harvest decorations, and arranged 
with white flowers they have an excellent effect. It has already 
attracted tha attention of growers for market. Alexandre Dufour is 
b tter known, of somewhat similar habit, but bearing larger blooms, the 
colour somewhat purplish crimson. Of such varieties as Mdlle. Lacroix, 
Lady S Iborne, Elaine, La Triomphante (very fine), Madame .0. 
Audiguier, Mandarin, and Comtesse de Beauregarde, there are numerous 
plants, and Mr. J. Laing is coming very fine this year, as it is else¬ 
where. 

It is too early to say anything about the incurved except that the 
plants are in capital condition with good buds, and Jeanne d’Arc is 
promising remarkably well. Amongst the Anemone Japanese Fabien 
de Mediana is expanding some large blooms, the charming Mdlle. Elise 
Dordan, the bronze red Alice Butcher and its parent Lyon being notable 
amongst the Pompons. But for several weeks to come there will be 
much of interest to be s en at Lilford Road, which, it may be added, is 
reached in a few minutes’ walk from Loughborough Junction on the 
Ludgate Hill and Victoria line. 

PUTNEY. 

The St. John’s Nursery at Putney will, no doubt, be visited by many 
admirers of Chrysanthemums this year, for Mr. Stevens has one of the 
best shows he has yet obtained, and under the management of Mr. C. 
Orchard several highly effective groups have been formed. Something 
like 6000 plants are grown, the principal houses devoted to them being 
two span-roofed structures respectively 52 feet long by 22 feet wide and 
54 feet long by 26 feet wide, besides a conservatory attached to the 
dwelling house, which formerly sufficed, but has been found much too 
small for the purpose in recent years. Large numbers of varieties are 
represented, the plants have been thoroughly well grown and are bear¬ 
ing substantial buds and blooms, though the majority of the latter are 
as yet far from fully expanded. Of Mdlle. Lacroix, however, there is a 
capital display, and the grand blooms recently shown both at South 
Kensington and Westminster are only examples of many more in the 
nursery. Elaine has also afforded a fine show, some hundreds of lar^e 
and pure blooms having been cut within the past week or two. 

Mr. Orchard has repeatedly given proof of his skill in the arrange¬ 
ment of groups of plants at shows and in the conservatory at Coombe 
Leigh, Kingston, and the large banks of plants at this nursery have 
afforded him an excellent opportunity for producing similar effects. 
When the blooms are more advanced these groups will constitute an 
important feature well worth a visit. A few of the new varieties are 
expanding freely and indicate their characters, some far surpassing last 
year’s expectations concerning them. Notable in this respect is Mrs. J. 
Wright, which was certificated last year at the Crystal Palace, but was 
then thought rather too small to make a first-rate exhibition variety, 
though well fitted for the front rows in stands on account of its purity. 
But this year the blooms have come of excellent size, full, deep, and 
well proportioned, though they are not all pure white, some being blush 
tinted. It is, however, quite distinct and a very handsome variety that 
will soon become a favourite. Edwin Molyneux is another Japanese 
variety, which was rather disappointing last year, but has greatly 
improved, and will probably take its place amongst the best flowers of 
the year. It is of the Comte de Germiny habit, with broad incurving 
florets, an intense crimson on the upper surface, with a bronzy gold 
reverse, and the only defect at present visible is that the florets do not 
seem likely to unfold sufficiently to permit the rich upper surface being 
readily seen. Possibly this may be avoided, and then it will be a very 
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telling flower on a board. A Japanese variety sent out by Messrs. 
Cannell & Sons under the name of C. Orchard is also of the Comte de 
Germiny type and rather promising. William Cobbett, for which Mr. 
Stevens obtained certificates recently at South Kensington and West- 

Amongst the general stock the following are advancing favourably :_ 
Henri Jacotot (some blooms over 6 inches in diameter), Carew Under- 
wood, Striatum Perfectum, Margot, Salmoneum plenum, Madame de 
Sevin, remand Feral, Lakm<5, Belle Paule, and scores of others. Of the 

Fig. 47.—CHRYSANTHEMUM EDOUARD AUDIGUIER. 

minster, is a variety- of good substance and delicate colour, while 
another of a similar type, La Villat des Prugnes, is almost intermediate 
between that and Margot. Maiden's Blush, which has become an 
established favourite, maintains its good character ; and several others 
that have been sent out from this nursery are equally satisfactory. 

incurved we shall have occasion to speak later on ; at present Mr. Bunn 
is almost the only variety in its best condition, and of this there are 
some very deep blooms. Apart from the Chrysanthemums, it must be 
added that four span-roofed houses full of double white Primulas con¬ 
stitute a stock that could be scarcely equalled, all healthy plants. 
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MORDEN PARK. 

The residence of J. Wormald, Esq., where Mr. C. Gibson has gained 
such fame as a Chrysanthemum grower and exhibitor, is within half an 
hour’s walk of either Morden or Lower Merton stations on the 
Wimbledon lines from Croydon, London Bridge, or Ludgate Hill; and 
this year Mr. Gibson has equalled the best of his former efforts to 
produce good plants and blooms. About 500 plants are grown, 400 of 
these being incurved and Japanese, the others chiefly reflexed, Pompons 
and Anemones. Three lean-to vineries, 140 feet long, are devoted to the 
plants, and as some of the Vines still retain a portion of their foliage 
shading has not been necessary up to the present, though preparations 
have been made to afford it should the weather become unusually bright. 
During the summer the plants were placed in a portion of the gardens 
well exposed to the sun, but adequately sheltered from winds, and 
received every attention in watering. They are now fine vigorous 
specimens without a suspicion of grossness, the wood and foliage 
well developed, the latter clothing the stem to the base in the majority 
of cases. The blooms too, where open, are of excellent substance, while 
the numberless expanding buds are coming freely without any tendency 
to deformity or irregularity. Much of his success Mr. Gibson attributes 
to a good start and careful treatment in the early stages. He has fully 
detailed his system in the “ Chrj santhemum Annual,” and remarks 
respecting the early stage as follows :— 

“ In growing the Chrysanthemum for exhibition a great point is 
gained by a good start. Take great care to select the best cuttings 
possible—vigorous and healthy, rejecting the slender and weakly ones ; 
also to be careful to have them true to name. A little extra time spent 
in taking cuttings is more than repaid afterwards ; a strong cutting 
grows into a strong plant, but with a weakly plant the season is spent 
before it has gained full vigour with sufficient reserve strength to 
develope blooms satisfactorily. The time most preferred by myself for 
inserting cuttings is the end of November and the beginning of Decem¬ 
ber. We place them singly in small 00-size pots, arranging them in a 
cold pit. The pit should be in a position open to the sun, and at an 
angle to obtain the greatest amount of light. Mine is used for Cucum¬ 
bers or Melons during the summer, and a layer of ashes a few inches 
deep is placed on the soil, so that the cuttings are about 12 inches from 
the glass at the back and 6 inches in front. The advantages of a cold 
frame are the cuttings do not droop, so, of course, have no check ; and 
the cold frame is more in character with the hardy nature of the plant. 
If I had a frame but no brick pit, I would pack 12 inches of long litter 
or bracken round it, so that a covering of mats, according to the state of 
the weather, would be a sufficient protection.” 

It would be unnecessary to enumerate the varieties that are well 
represented at Morden Park, for that would mean naming the great 
majority of those grown. Incurved varieties have received much atten¬ 
tion, and the plants are very satisfactory. Earlier in the season, when 
the plants were out of doors, a long row was formed of the “ Queen 
family,” and very seldom could such fine even specimens be seen. The 
promises they then gave are being fulfilled, and we shall expect to see 
some admirably finished blooms in Mr. Gibson’s stands this season. 
Bronze Queen is opening a good colour, and if it attains sufficient size 
■will make a welcome addition to exhibition varieties. At Morden Park 
it looks better than we have hitherto seen it, but is not fully developed. 
Capital blooms of Prince Alfred are advancing, also of Jeanne d’Arc, 
Lord Wolseley, Princess Beatrice, Barbara, Novelty, Mr. G. Glenny and 
Mrs. G. Bundle. There are some exquisite blooms of the two last-named, 
very fine for those varieties, remarkable for their purity and substance. 
Refulgence is also unusually good, especially from the crown bud, as in 
several instances blooms from terminal buds are thinner, though a few 
later blooms are necessary. Mrs. Norman Davis is fully maintaining the 
good opinion formed of it last season, but grown upon the large bloom 
system it is coming earlier. 

Greater numbers of Japanese are open, and these are equally satis¬ 
factory. They vary in height from 6 to 9 feet high, the tallest being 
Thunberg, Madame C. Audiguier in excellent condition, and Belle Paule. 
Of the latter the blooms from terminal buds look the most promising, 
the crown buds not proving quite so “ kind ” this season. Some that 
remained hard for a long time and seemed very reluctant to open are 
now advancing rapidly, and when in this stage a few days make an 
astonishing difference in the blooms. Very notable amongst new and 
recent varieties is Album fimbriatum (Laing), which has pure white 
florets fimbriated at the points, but developes into a bloom of the Elaine 
build. Snowstorm is a beautiful variety, pure whit >, large, and, as Mr. 
Gibson has it, possesses much to recommend it as an exhibition bloom. 
Moonlight, yellowish white, is also expanding of great size. Such names 
as these might be increased, for they certainly possess more interest and 
more meaning than nine-tenths of the French titles, and the ordinary 
English names are not much better. Ralph Broelclebank is advancing 
steadily, half-opened blooms being of good size and a rich golden yellow 
colour. By the way, someone recently described this as a sport from 
Princess Teck ; it is, however, scarcely necessary to remind readers that 
it is a golden sport from Meg Mernlies, a Japanese sport from an in¬ 
curved variety would certainly be a novelty. Phoebus is excellent also, 
and in contrast with Peter the Great and Agr&nents de la Nature, which 
are near the plant, its superiority is instantly apparent. The colour is 
richer than the first, and in form the bloom surpasses both. Triomphe 
de la rue des Chaleos, Comte de Germiny, Pelican, M. Delaux, Iliver 
Fleuri, M. Ardene, Maiden’s Blush, Dormillion, are all represented by 
large blooms, and there are some fine Japanese Anemones developing 
freely, especially Soeur Dorothee de Souille, and Fabien de Mediana. Such 

reflexed as Chevalier Domage, King of the Crimsons, and Cullingfordi 
will soon be in prime condition.—L. Castle. 

THE HULL CHALLENGE CUP. 

Considerable interest in the past has been attracted to those 

societies which have ventured out of the beaten path and offered large 
trophies for Chrysanthemums to be the property of those who succeed 
in winning them two years in succession. Whatever may be urged in 
their favour or whatever popularity they bring to a society, cups offered 
on these principles are not now regarded with much favour amongst 
growers of the plants and blooms. 

The first of these cups was offered at Kingston-on-Thames, and finally 
resulted in the southern and northern growers trying their relative 
strength. The interest in this struggle was of the keenest description. 
It will be remembered that Mr. Harding ultimately succeeded in securing 
the cup, and I think north and south alike endorsed the verdict without 
calling into question the fair and unbiassed decision of the judges. At 
the same time, from what I can gather from southerners and northerners, 
it is conceded that Mr. Tunnington staged the greatest number of good 
flowers if the number of points had been counted throughout the 
contest, hence by this test the cup would have fallen to him. It is, how¬ 
ever, no part of my duty to act the part of judge in this matter, but 
one fact has been brought prominently to the front—namely, that more 
credit is due to Mr, Tunnington than to any other man for stimulating 
the high culture of this autumn flower, especially the incurved, while 
he can justifiably claim the same honour in regard to Japanese in the 
neighbourhood of Liverpool. 

During the last two years Hull has been unmistakeably the centre of 
attraction, especially in the northern parts of the country, for the con¬ 
test for the challenge cup has been waged between two noted Liverpool 
growers. I am aware the competition was not confined to these gardeners, 
but the struggle for the coveted prize naturally seemed to lie be¬ 
tween the two, for both up to the present have been successful. This 
year might have decided the conflict if Mr. Mease had been successful; 
if Mr. Lindsay had secured the custodianship of the cup another con¬ 
test at least would have been inevitable. If all went well no doubt 
both exhibitors would have come out in their finest form, and the 
struggle would unquestionably be close! But circumstances have 
occurred that have altered this state of things. Nobody now, at least 
in one great Chrysanthemum centre, seems particularly interested in 
the coming contest, for it has become known that Mr. Mease is not to 
take part in the competition for the coveted vase. It is contended, so I 
understand, that to allow him to do so would be illegal, as his 
employers, Mr. and Mrs. Neumann, have both died since he won the 
cup last November. At this time last year speculations as to the 
probable winner were fully discussed, but the matter this year is scarcely 
mentioned, and no wonder when one of the principal competitors has 
been debarred. 

I think when decisions of such a nature are arrived at they should be 
made known, for they are of great public interest. What are the 
grounds upon which such a decision has been arrived at ? This is a 
natural question to ask. Is any precedent known to the Committee of 
the Hull Chrysanthemum Society to warrant them in coming to the 
conclusion they have done, or has it been decided on legal grounds 1 
Under any circumstances it is important that intending exhibitors, as 
well as those interested, should know the grounds upon which Mr. 
Mease has been ruled out of tbe list of eligible competitors. A clear 
statement of the facts should be made public, for they might prevent 
considerable trouble and annoyance in the future, and, perhaps, legal 
proceedings, which it is always wise to avoid if possible, and often 
might be avoided if the reasons for such actions were placed before the 
public instead of being kept a secret. 

When the circumstances of the case are taken into consideration I 
fail to see any justifiable reason for excluding an exhibitor. If Mr. and 
Mrs. Neuman had left no representatives then I could have understood 
the contest being rendered void. But in this case the plants were kept 
for the purpose of carrying to a conclusion, either successfully or other¬ 
wise, engagements that had been entered into by Mr. Mease during the 
lifetime and with the sanction of his employer. After the decease of 
Mr. and Mrs. Neumann, who were legally entitled to the care of the 
cup until it had to be returned to the Committee of the Society, I 
venture to assert that the executors were the gentlemen to do it, and to 
them the Committee would have to look for its being returned, and who 
but these gentlemen would have had to replace it in case of damage or 
destruction 1 

I have said that trophies offered on the conditions that they have to 
be won two years in succession are not highly favoured by growers, and 
I feel convinced that they will attract less attention in the future than 
in the past; for many circumstances might prevent exhibitors taking 
part a second and third year, and if they are liable to be dropped out of 
the contest for reasons that are not very clear, or that are never laid 
before the public, attention will be concentrated towards prizes offered 
to be won in one year. 

This matter is not brought forward from any selfish or personal 
motives, but to ascertain, by discussion of the subject or otherwise, the 
basis upon which such decisions are formulated.—A Chrysanthemum 

Grower. 

[Our correspondent is not a disappointed exhibitor.] 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

The following are the dates of the principal shows to be held 
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during the coming month, at which Chrysanthemums will be the 
leading feature :—The figures following the names of the place at 
which the shows are to be held indicate the number of days 
devoted to the exhibitions, and it will be seen that a large majority 
are two-day shows. 

November. 
Tuesday, 1st ... 
Thursday, 3rd ... 

Friday, 4th 

Monday, 7th ... 
Tuesday, 8th ... 

Wednesday, 9.h 

Thursday, 10th... 

Friday, 11th ... 

Monday, 14th ... 

Southampton (2) 
Havant (2) 
Henfield (2) 
Leicester (2) 
Crystal Palace (2) 
Surrey (2) 
Royal Horticul¬ 

tural Society 
Brighton (2) 
St. Neots 
Lambeth (3) 
Highgate (2) 
Southend (2) 
Kingston (2) 
Bath (2) 
Croydon 
National Soc. (2) 
Ascot (2) 
Cornwall (2) 
Portsmouth (2) 
Brixton (2) 
Walton 
Ipswich (2) 
Weald of Kent(2) 
Dawlish 
Hitchin 
Canterbury (2) 
Huddersfield (2) 
Street (2) 
Lewisham (2) 
Sheffield & Hal- 

lamshire (2) 

Tuesday, 15th ... 

Wednesday, 16th 

Thursday, 17 th 

Friday, 18th 

Saturday, 19th... 
Monday, 21st ... 

Tuesday, 22nd ... 
Wednesday, 23rd 
Friday, 25th ... 

Southgate (2) 
Lincoln (2) 
Watford (2) 
Finchley 
Winchester (2) 
Putney 
York (3) 
Birmingham (2) 
Faversham (2) 
Northampton (2) 
Ealing 
Dartford (2) 
Chelmsford 
Bury St. Ed¬ 

munds (2) 
Chiswick 
Hull (2) 
Barnsley (2) 
Taunton 
Colchester 
Wimbledon 
Bolton (2) 
Sheffield it West 

Riding (2) 
Reading 
Chorley (2) 
Ramsbottom 
Wolverhampton 

(2) 
Liverpool (2) 
Bedford (2) 
Eccles (2) 

December. 

Thursday, 8lh, Alnwick. 

THE INSECT ENEMIES OF OUR GARDEN 
CROPS. 

THE GRAPE. 

(Continued from page 143.) 

Some people have an idea that we are troubled with more insect 
pests about our gardens and houses than were those who lived, say, 
a century ago or more, but such is not the case ; it is rather likely 
we have less, only we read and hear a good deal concerning them 
owing to the free communication of facts in the present day. The 
enormous imports of foreign plants have not made such difference, 
for out of many species of insects that occasionally accompany 
these it is certain that few have established themselves in Britain. 
Now, with regard to the Yine, there is a perceptible improvement. 
Take the instance of the annoying and prolific scale insect; 
scarcely a house would be found now in the condition that slow- 
going folks sometimes allowed them to be formerly, when the in¬ 
sects spread from the Vines to the woodwork, and the simple but 
severe remedy was the destruction of both. I am inclined to think 
the Phylloxera, which is allowed to be a comparative novelty, has, 
though of so evil a repute, done less harm here than the older foes of 
the same tribe of insects, the scale, the bug, and the doubtfully 
placed thrips. From aphis, so often a scourge to fruit-bearing 
trees, the Yine is remarkably free, especially if under glass, but 
this may now and then be discovered at the tips of the shoots or 
clustering on young leaves. Not, apparently, a species peculiar to 
the y ine, it is one or other of those which are erratic in their 
habits ; frequently it is the aphis of the Cherry or the Peach, and is 
easily dealt with. 

The names of blight and bug have been freely applied to two of 
the insects of the Hemipterous order, which contains so many 
notable enemies of the Grape crop ; but without going into the 
science of the matter, there is at once the distinction that one is a 
mealy creature and the other throws forth a profusion of woolly 
substance. This is usually and aptly called the Yine scale, from 
the singular shield into which the body of the female is trans¬ 
formed ; it is also the more troublesome pest, owing to its persistency 
in diffusing itself^ and the difficulty in effecting its extermination. 
Coccus vitis occurs upon Vines in and out of houses, and if the 
scale-like body of the female has been left intact during the winter 
the wool which enwraps the eggs, loosened by the winds of spring, 
is a medium for the conveyance of part of the brood to new locali¬ 
ties, and though the estimate that each female lays from 800 to 
1000 eggs may be in excess, the number is certainly large, for the 
young larvte are very small, yet they soon produce marked results 
by their suction of the sap. They are slender, six-footed, and at 

first brownish white, afterwards they darken to a deep brown, 
the females retaining the larval appearance, but becoming more 
rounded, and as they cling closer to the stem, and the shield or 
scale developes, the legs are absorbed into the body. The males 
emerge as flies during the summer, with the usual opaque wings of 
a coccus, and two filaments at the tail, scarlet in colour, yet being 
diminutive they appear to be seldom observed. Possibly they are 
fewer in number than their female companions. 

Owing to the double protection the young brood get from the 
parent’s shield, and the woolly matter secreted, fumigation is not to 
be relied upon, nor syringing or wetting, which only moistens the 
insect without actually removing it from the rods and branches. 
Besmearing the Vines with clayey or sticky compounds in which 
are contained tar or other insect killers is not a practice to be ad¬ 
vised. Applications made from Gishurst compound or nicotine 
soap are useful, and the wash of softsoap and petroleum, often re¬ 
commended as a dressing for various fruit trees, which may safely 
be applied even to the young shoots of Vines, say at a temperature 
of 120°; or softsoap liquor alone will often avail with diligent 
rubbing, and this may be some degrees hotter ; it is safe to 160° 
for the resting rods I am told. One article that is specially 
poisonous to this scale is nux vomica, the powder being added to 
hot water, but this is expensive and dangerous. 

The mealy bug or Coccus adonidum is no doubt a naturalised 
foreigner, though no one can say when and from whence it arrived 
in our island. With us it is confined to houses, but in warmer 
climates the species thrives out of doors and attacks a great variety 
of softwooded plants. This has no coat of scale, but it throws out 
a whitish meal, reminding us of the American blight of the Apple, 
on removing which we see the scarlet body of the bug. As in the 
preceding species, the male is slender and winged. The female re¬ 
sembles the house bug, though it i3 larger, and if not so prolific as 
the scale insect it breeds more frequently, the spring brood being 
succeeded by others, which pass rapidly through their changes in 
the warmth of the houses unless they are interfered with. Tobacco 
does not have that effect on mealy bug that it has upon the aphides or 
thrips ; sulphur is fatal to them, but then ruinous to Vines, but there 
is no reason why this pest should be suffered to increase so as to 
render a sulphur fumigation requisite. A sulphur wash, prepared 
from sulphur vivum (or black sulphur), with a little quicklime 
added to the water in which the sulphur is boiled, while well 
stirred for three-quarters of an hour, answers as a winter dressing 
for Vines and other trees infested. The proportion is half a pound 
of sulphur to each gallon, the liquid being cooled and poured off the 
dregs ; but plain water cold, even, and still more effectually at 120° 
applied forcibly and persistently clears off this insect by dislodging 
it or removing its mealy coating. Some persons put much faith 
in spirits or oils used diligently with a soft brush ; these certainly 
kill the insect, if not always the eggs, but the oils, such as rape oil 
and turpentine,'may have, under some circumstances, a hurtful in¬ 
fluence upon the Vine. There is less objection to the employment 
of proof spirits of wine or whisky, and these are much favoured 
across the Atlantic, where the mealy bug is too well known. There 
are occasional instances where the mussel scale of the Apple, 
Aspidiotus conchiformis, shows itself upon Vines out of doors ; in 
this case the attack is sometimes thought of no moment from the 
minuteness of the foe, but it is desirable to remove it by a soap 
wash or other dressing during the spring, as the young brood creep 
from under the parent’s shells in April and May. 

The dry summer of 1887 was favourable to the species of 
thrips, and the Vine did not escape their active hosts, which are 
best dealt with, if observed, while in their larval condition and only 
able to crawl. There are several broods in succession, and if the 
first of these is allowed to develope the greater part of the thrips in 
their winged state it is sure to be troublesome the rest of the 
season. While the Vines are fruiting it is impossible to adopt 
strong measures in houses, and the only plan is to sponge the leaves 
carefully with tobacco water or softsoap liquor. Early in the year 
there is no better remedy for thrips than tobacco fumigation, but 
when the leaves have expanded and it suddenly appears it may, like 
the red spider, require sulphur treatment.—J. It. S. C. 

THE STRUCTURE OF FLOWERS WITH REFERENCE 

TO INSECT AID IN THEIR FERTILISATION. 

Proterandrous plants, or those in which the anthers mature 
before the stigmas, are much more numerous. As examples amongst the 
wild flowers which are to be found in this locality (Bath) I, must mention 
Wild Thyme (Thymus serpyllum), Rose Bay, Willow Herb (Epilobium 
angustifolium), Blue Meadow Crane’s Bill (Geranium pratense), Mountain 
Crane’s Bill (G. pyrenaicum), with many of the Umbelliferse and most 
of the Composite. Sir John Lubbock states that most of the British 
wild flowers which contain both stamens and pistils are more or less 
proterandrous. These are almost dependent upon the visits of insects 
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for fertilisation. Amongst foreign plants now common in conservatories, 
Clerodendron Thompsoni, a verbenaceous African climber, is a good 
example of a proterandrous plant. Its crimson corolla and bright 
white calyx in combination are very conspicuous and serve to attract 
insects. The long filiform filaments and style, upwardly enrolled in 
the bud, straighten and project when the corolla opens, the stamens 
remain straight, but the style proceeds to curve downward and backward 
on the second day, the anthers are effete, and the filaments recurved and 
rolled up spirally ; while the style has taken the place of the filaments, 
and the two stigmas, now separated and receptive, are in the very 
position occupied by the anthers the previous day. The entrance by 
which the proboscis of a butterfly may reach the nectar at the bottom 
is at the upper side of the orifice. It is impossible for the flower to 
self-fertilise. A good sized insect flying from flower to flower, and plant 
to plant, must carry pollen from one to the stigma of the other. 

I cannot help calling attention to the mode in which cross-fertili¬ 
sation is secured in the Blue Meadow Crane’s Bill (Geranium pratense) 
for several reasons. This beautiful Crane’s Bill, with its lovely blue 
corolla and elegant leaves, must be well-known to all who stroll in 
the meadows adjoining the Avon or by the brooks in the neighbourhood 
of this fair city. It is especially interesting as the flower which first led 
Sprengel to his researches. “ In the year 1787,” writes Sir John Lubbock, 
“ he (Sprengel) observed that in the corolla of this species there are a 
number of delicate hairs, and convinced, as he says, ‘ that the wise 
Author of Nature would not have created a single hair in vain,’ he 
endeavoured to ascertain the use of these hairs and satisfied himself 
that they served to protect the honey from rain.” Another point of 
interest in this flower is the spontaneous movement of the stamens and 
pistils. Kolreuter seems to have been the first to observe this motion in 
another dichogamous plant, Ruta graveolens. He supposed that the 
object was to bring the stamen in contact with the pistil and so insure 
close fertilisation. Nature, as Sprengel pointed out, had'a very different 
purpose to fulfil. It was to bring the stamen and pistil successively in 
contact with the same part of the insect’s body, and so insure cross- 
fertilisation. When the flower first op ns, the stamens lie on the petals, 
at right angles with the upright pistils. As they come to maturity they 
raise themselves parallel, and close to the pistil, which is, however, not 
yet capable of fertilisation. After they have shed their pollen they 
return to their original position and the stigmas unfurl themselves. As 
the stigmas do not become mature until all the stamens have shed their 
pollen, G. pratense is wholly dependent upon insect aid for fertilisation. 
The spontaneous movement thus insures cross-fertilisation, and indicates 
another of Nature’s plans for bringing about the end desired by making 
certain insects the carriers of the pollen. 

I will now direct attention to another very successful arrange¬ 
ment for promoting cross-fertilisation through the agency of insects. 
Probably many have notice 1 the Primroses (Primula vulgaris) 
present different appearances with regard to the stamens and pistils. 
In some the pistil is found at the top of the tube, and the stamens 
half way down ; in others the stamens are at the top of the tube, and 
the pistil half way down. Corresponding differences may be seen in 
the Cowslip (P. veris), Polyanthus, and Auricula. This difference in 
the form of the flowers has long been known by the homely names of 
“ thrum-eyed and pin-eyed.” Plants which present these differences of 
form are known as heteromorphus ; those which have two forms of 
flower, like the Primrose, as dimorphous; and those which have three 
forms, as in Lythrum salicaria (Purple Loosestrife), as trimorphous. 
Sprengel, as Darwin mentions, had noticed this difference in form in 
Hottonia before 1793. “Sprengel,” writes Darwin, “with his usual 
sagacity, adds that he does not believe the existence of the two forms to 
be accidental, though we cannot explain their purpose.” Trimorphism 
was noticed by Vaucher in 1811, and by Wirtgen in 1848. It was left 
to our great naturalist, Charles Darwin, to interpret, in the Journal of 
the Linnajan Society, 18C2, this curious phenomenon. 

Referring to dimorphism in the case of the Primrose, Sir John 
Lubbock observes, “ An insect thrusting its proboscis down a Primrose 
of the long-styled form, would dust its proboscis at a part which, when 
it visited a short-styled flower would come just opposite the head of the 
pistil, and could not fail to deposit some of the pollen on the stigma. 
Conversely, an insect visiting a short-styled plant would dust its pro¬ 
boscis at a part further from the top; which when the insect conse¬ 
quently visited a long-styled flower would again just conn opposite the 
head of the pistil. Hence we see by this beautiful arrangement insects 
must carry the pollen of the long-styled form to the short-styled, and 
vice versa." Mr. Darwin has shown that much more seed is set if poll n 
from the one form be placed on the pistil of the other, than if the 
flower be fertilised by poll n of the same form, even taken from a 
different plant. 

This eminent naturalist, in his interesting work on the forms of 
flowers, after giving a minute and graphic description of trimorphism 
in the case of Lythrum salicaria (Purple Loosestrife), observes, “ In a 
state of Nature the flowers are incessantly visited for their nectar by 
hive or other bees, various Diptera, and Lepidoptera. The nectar is 
secreted all round the base of the ovarium ; but a passage is formed 
along the upper and inner side of the flower by the lateral deflection of 
the basal portion of the filaments ; "so that insects invariably alight 
on the projecting stamens and pistils, and insert the proboscis along 
the upper and inner margin of the corolla. We can now see why the 
ends of the stamens with their anthers, and the end of the pistil 
with the stigma, are a little upturned; so that they may be brushed 
by the lower hairy surfaces of the insects’ bodies. The shortest 

stamens; which lie enclosed within the calyx of the long and mid* 
styled forms, can be touched only by the proboscis and narrow chin 
of a bee ; hence they have their ends more upturned, and they are 
graduated in length, so as to fall into a narrow file, sure to be raked 
by the thin, intruding proboscis. The anthers of the longer stamens 
stand laterally further apart, and are more nearly on the same level, 
for they have to brush against the whole length of the insect’s body. 

“ I have found no exception to the rule that when the stamens and 
pistil are bent, they bend on that side of the flower which secretes 
nectar. . . . When nectar is secreted on all sides, they bend to that side 
where the structure of the flower allows the easiest access to it, as in 
Lythrum. ... In each of the three forms, two sets of stamens corre- 
spond in length with the pistil in the other two forms. When bees sucls 
the flowers, the anthers of the longest stamens, bearing the green pollen, 
are rubbed against the abdomen and inner sides of the hind legs, as is 
likewise the stigma of the long-styled form. The anthers of the mid¬ 
length stamens, and the stigma of the mid-styled form, are rubbed 
against the under side of the thorax and between the front pair of legs. 
And lastly, the anthers of the shortest stamens, and the stigma of the 
short-styled form, are rubbed against the proboscis and chin ; for the 
bees in sucking the flowers insert only the front part of their heads 
into the flower. On catching bees, I observed much green pollen on 
the inner side of the hind legs, and on the abdomen, and much yellow 
pollen on the under side of the thorax. There was also pollen on the 
chin, and, it may be presumed, on the proboscis ; bat this was difficult 
to observe. I had, however, independent proof that pollen is carried on 
the proboscis ; for a small branch of a protected short-styled plant 
(which produced spontaneously only two capsules) was accidentally left 
during several days pressing against the net, and bees were seen insert¬ 
ing their proboscid s through the meshes, and, in consequence, numerous 
capsules were formed on this one small branch. ... It must not, how¬ 
ever, be supposed that the bees do not get more or less dust d all oyer 
with the several kinds of pollen ; for this could be seen to occur with 
the green pollen from the longest stamens. . . . Hence ins cts, and 
chiefly bees, act both as general carriers of pollen, and as special carrien 
of the right sort.” 

A long series of experiments proved that both kinds of pollen are 
nearly or quite impotent upon the stigma of the same flower, and that 
no ovary is fully fertilisable in any other manner than by stamens of 
the corresponding length. Nessea verticillata, a common Lythraceous 
plant of the Atlantic United States, is, according to Dr. Asa Gray, 
similarly trimorphous. Several South African and American species of 
Oxalis are trimorphous, and have been investigated by Darwin anil 
Hildebrand, with the same result as in Lythrum salicaria. Referring 
to trimorphism, Mr. Darwin observes in one of his valuable works, as 
follows : — “ Fritz Muller has seen in Brazil a large field, many acres in 
extent, covered with the red blossoms of one form (of an Oxalis) alone, 
and these did not produce a single seed. His own land is covered with 
the short-styled form of another species, and this is equally sterile ; but 
when the three forms were planted near together in his garden they 
seeded freely.” “ All known flowers,” writes Dr. Asa Gray, “ exhibiting 
reciprocal dimorphism, or trimorphism, are entomophilous ” (insect 
fertilisable). No such wind-fertilisable species is known. Few of them 
are irregular, and none very irregular ; they do not occur, for instancri 
in Leguminosas, Labiatre, Scrophulariacae, Orchidaceie, Ac. Nature is 
not prodigal, and does not endow with needless adaptations flowers 
which are otherwise provided for.—W. G. Wheatcboft (in Journal of 
Microscopy). 

(To be continued.) 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
October 25th. 

A remarkable display of vegetables was provided in the conservatory 
at South Kensi gton on Tuesday last, when the numerous prizes offered by 
the Lading firms of seedsmen induced a large attendance of exhibitors. 
Very seldom is such an extensive show seen in London, as, besides the col¬ 
lections, consider ible space was occupied with Potatoes, Onions, Celery, 
and Carrots, the majority of fine quality. In addition to these there were 
the usual exhibits befor > the Floral and Fruit Committees, Messrs. Hooper 
and Co.’s Carnations and Mr. R. Gilbert’s Burghley novelties being ths 
chief features in each case. The side tables were fully occupied, and a 
broad central table, extending the whole length of the conservatory, was 
filled with the vegetables, the western half being devoted to Messrs. 
Sutton’s classes, and the opposite end to Messrs. Carters’, Webb’s, and 
Wood’s classes. 

Fruit Committee.—Present—H. J. Veitoh, Esq., in the chair, and 
Messrs. T. J. Saltmarsb, T. B. Haywood, A. H. Pearson, Harrison Weir, 
Arthur W. Sutton, C. Ross, Wm. Denning, W. Warren, R. D. Blackmore, 
J. Burnett, P. Barr, Sidney Ford, and John Woodbridge. Messrs. J. Veitch 
and Sons, Chelsea, exhibited handsome fruits of Bismarck, Sandringham, 
and Baumann’s Reinette AppLs, the latter highly coloured. Mr. C.Ross, Wel- 
ford Park Gardens, Ne vbury, was awarded a cultural commendation for three 
excee ingly fine Smooth Cayenne Pine Apples, weighing 8) lbs., 8 lbs., and 
6 lbs. 13 ozs., very deep finely proportioned fruits of a rich colour. Mr. T. 
Lrxton, Bedford, sent fruit of his seedling Pear, Laxton’s Bergamot, but it 
was over-ripe. Mr. J. Bond, Coventry, sent fruits of Adam Bede Apple. 
Messrs. James Backhouse & Son-*, The Nurseries, York, showed samples of 
Backhous ’s Beurre Pear. Mr. Hough, Harrow Hill, showed fruits of an Apple 
named Harrovian, which was passed. Mr. H. Wingrove, Rousham Park 
Gardens, Steeple Aston, Oxon, sent fruits of a pretty little yellow Apple, 
said to be a seedling from Blenheim Pippin. Messrs. W. Johnson & Son, 
Boston, Lincolnshire, exhibite i fruits of Apple Manchester Beauty, of a 
bright rei colour, and fair flavour. Mr. S. Ford, The Gardens, Leonardslee, 
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Horsham, exhibited fruits of a seedling Apple somewhat like a large form of 
the la9t named, and coloured similarly. 

Mr. W. Divers, Wierton Gardens, Maidstone, was awarded a cultural 
commendation for fine fruits of Seckle Pears, and seedling Apples were sent 
by several other exhibitors, amongst them being one named Lord 
Cottenham, from Dr. Walker, 12, Lingfield Road, Wimbledon, very neat in 
shape, somewhat conical, yellow, with rel streaks on one side. It is a 
heavy Apple, and of gool appearance. Mr. John Crooke, Farnborough 
Grange Gardens, Hampstead, sent several dishes of Plums, Coe’s Golden 
Drop, Reine Claude de Bavay, and Blue Imperatrioe. A dish of fine fruits 
of Pears Doyenne du Comice from a tri e on a wall, and fiDe fruits of Beurre 
Superfin were also shown. Mr. D. Murray, Culzean Castle Gardens, 
Maybole, Ayrshire, exhibited a fine sample of Green Curled Kale. Mr. R. 
Dean, Ealing, sent tubers of Potato Prime Minister, grown since 
September 1st, large and even ; a good Moss-curled Parsley also came from 
the same exhibitor. Mr. J. Lye, The Gardens, Clyffe Hall, Market 
Lavington, exhibited tubers of a seed ing Potato, a cross between Purple 
King and Woodstock Kidney. The tubers were large, somewhat flat, but 
even, and with few eyes. The haulm is said to be stout, about 20 to 24 
inches highland thiB is the third year’s trial. 

Mr. R. Gilbert, Burghley Gardens, Stamfo-d, exhibited a collection of 
his vegetable novelties, comprising Chou de Universal with sprouts of im¬ 
mense size ; Jubilee Green Sprouts, also large and solid ; Universal Savoy, 
a small compact-hearted variety ; and the celebrated Chou de Burghley, 
for which a vote of thanks was awarded. Mr. Gilbert’s exhibit was very 
interesting, and attracted much attention. A cultural commendation was 
awarded to Mr. G. Bloxham, The Gardens, Brickhill Manor, Bletchley, 
Oxon, for six specimens of Yeitch’s Superb White Cos Lettuce, very solid 
and good. Mr. Fletcher, Annesley, Notts, showed a new Potato named 
Lord Tennyson, very large flat tubers with purple eyes. Mr. Burden, The 
Gardens, Wakegreen House, Moseley, Birmingham, also sent a new Potato 
named Vicar of Moseley, arid to be the result of a cross between Vicar of 
Laleham and Woodstock Kidney ; it resembled the former. 

Floral Committee.—Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair, and 
Messrs. J. Douglas, W. Wilks, J. Fraser, H. Herbst, W. H. Lowe, R. Dean, 
W. Holmes, C. Noble, C. Pilcher, H. Ballantine, H. M. Pollett, J. O’Brien, 
A. J. Lendy, G. Duffield, Shirley Hibberd, James Hudson. 

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, exhibited a large group of Car¬ 
nations in pots, comprising 120 well grown plants in three dozen varieties. 
Some of the most notable were F. V. Raspail, scarlet in its early stage, be¬ 
coming rather lighter when more advanced ; J. P. Nugue, rich scat let, very 
dwarf and early, strong and free; Irma, bright rose; Sultan, white 
streaked rose ; Dr. Raymond, deep maroon, like a Clove ; Jean Naturelle, 
very free, salmon flaked bright rose, fine blooms, keeps its colour well; 
Mdlle. Carle, pure white, excellent; Vesuvius, a strong growing variety, 
very free, bright scarlet, capital for cutting; Louise Chretien, pure white 
ground, with few bright rose streaks ; Madame Bordet, large white, few 
pale rose streaks, handsome ; Souvenir de la Bruyiere, scarlet, exceedingly 
floriferious, good habit; Zuave, red streaked dark scarlet, good habit; 
Charles Lombard, crimson rose, bright, light centre, handsome, compact in 
habit ; Louis Bernhard, fringed, purplish crimson shaded, distinct; Madame 
Massicault, yellowish centre, edged purplish lilac; Chateaubriand, very large, 
rose coloured, dwarf, best in spring; George Paul, salmon centre, shaded 
pale pink, pretty ; Henriette Nugue, white streaked rose, large flower, dwarf 
and free. A silver Banksian medal was awarded for this handsome group. 
Mr. W. Holmes, Frampton Park, Hackney, Bbowed thirty-six Japanese 
Chrysanthemum blooms of new varieties, comprising several of considerable 
merit. A special vote of thanks was awarded for Macaulay, a peculiar 
bronze yellow with much curled and crisped florets, deeply aDd irregularly 
cut at the points. This would have been certificated, but only two blooms 
were shown, and three are required by the Committee’s rules. One named 
Forester was much like Belle Paule. Samuel Morley, brilliant red, gold 
reverse, medium Bize; M. Canet, dull red, a curious colour: Wm. CobbeU, 
certificated last meeting; C. \v agstaff, pure white, broad florets ; Othello, 
bronze yellow, edged red; and Macbeth, bright yellow. 

A vote of thanks was awarded to W. Cobb, Esq., Sydenham, for a plant 
of Vanda Sanderiana with a raceme of nine large flowers. Mr. Cowley, 
gardener to F. G. Taut*, Esq.,Studley Biouse, Hammersmith, was awarded a 
vote of thanks for Cattleya Loddigesi cindida with one pearly white flower, 
a Cypripedium named obscurum in the style of C. inBigne, and Cirrhope- 
talum ornatiscimum with four flowers, the lateral sepals bearing a curious 
tuft of purplish hair3. Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited plants 
of the following :—Begonia John Heal, the beautiful hybrid between 
B. socotrana, and a Tuberous variety. It is very free flowering, bright rose 
in colour, lasting for a great length of time, all the flowers being staminate. 
Amaryllis solandrasflora, a New Grenadan species with very long tubular 
flowers (10 inches long) greenish white. Begonia Adonis, a cross between 
one of the tuberous varieties and John Heal, the latter being the pollen 
parent. In habit it resembles the tuberous section, with large but rounded 
leaves and large rosy scarlet well-formed flowtrs. A box of brilliant hybrid 
Rhododendron flowers was also shown, and a fine new scarlet Bouvardiia. 

CERTIFICATED PLANTS. 

Chrysanthemum Mrs. J. Wright (G. Stevens, Putney).—A Japanese 
variety raised by Messrs. J. Laing & Co , and shown and certificated t th 
Crystal Palace in 1886, but the blooms were not nearly so fine as those at 
Kensington, which were 7 inches in diameter, deep, with substantial re¬ 
curving florets of a pearly white tint. Exceedingly handsome, one of the 
best new varieties shown this year. 

Chrysanthemum Marie Uuvray (W. Holmes).— A new Japanese variety 
of the present year with spreading florets, rosy crimson, white reverse. 
Full and rich colour. 

Bouvardia President Cleveland. (J. Veitch & Son).—An excellent novelty, 
remarkable for its brilliant scarlet flowers, the lobes of the corolla large, and 
the clusters dense. The plant is of good habit and a fine addition to 
the Bouvardias. 

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR VEGETABLES. 

Twenty-one classes were appropriated to Vegetables, in all of which the 

prizes were offered by seedsmen, and some idea of the competition can be 
formed from tho fact that in the leading classes the number of entries 
ranged from ten to twenty-four. 

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, contributed prizes for six dishes of 
Potatoes, which brought seventeen exhibitors. Mr. Hughes, Eydon Hall 
Gardens,was first with excellent samples of Forty-four, Prizetaker, Twenty- 
one, Reading Russet, Favourite, and Reading Ruby. Mr. E. S. Wiles was a 
close second, showing fine dishes of Twenty-one, Abundance, Reading Ruby,, 
Sutton’s Seedling, Favourite, and Reading Russet ; Mr. W. H. Smith,. 
Harpit Wanborough, Shrivenham, was third. Mr. G. Allen, gardener to 
Sir J. Burdett, Bart., Rainsbury Manor, Hungerford, fourth; and Mr. 
E. Chopping, Milton, fifth. 

There was also a good competition with five dishes of Potatoes, sixteen 
collections being staged. Mr. Hughes won first honours with Twenty-one, 
Forty-four, Sutton’s Seedling, Abundance, and Thirty-six, fine even tubers. 
Mr. E. Chopping was a close second; Mr. E. S. Wiles third; Mr. C. W. 
Howard, Bridge, Canterbury, fourth ; and Mr. C. Ross fifth. 

In the class for four varieties of Onions there were seven competitors, 
and Mr. E. S. Wiles won the first prize with Abundance, Silver Globe. 
Crimson Globe, and Golden Globe; followed by Messrs. Hughes, T. A. 
Beckett, and R. Lye. For twelve Onions of one variety, Mr. E. S. Wilesi 
was first amongst fifteen exhibitors,with Improved Reading. Messrs. Hugh a 
and J. Baker following. 

Three prizes were offered for three sticks of White Gem Celery, which 
brought twelve exhibitors, the first prize specimens from Mr. R. Lye being 
fine solid heads ; Mr. J. Bunting, Enfield, and Mr. R. Timms, Amersham, 
being second and third. With six roots of Dark Red Beet there wer& 
nineteen competitors, Mr. J. Neighbour, Chislehurst, taking the lead, with 
Messrs. C. J. Waite and R. Lye as winners of the second and third prizes. 
The largest class of a'l was that for six specimens of New Intermediate 
Carrot, twenty-four entering in this, staging clean handsome samples of this 
fine selection. Mes.-rs. Neighbour, Pope, Lye, Waite, and G. H. Richards 
were the prizetakers in the order named. Fifteen exhibitors of six Prizetaker 
Leeks competed for the three prizes, which were secured by Messrs. J. 
Spottiswood, J. Muir, and E. Chopping. Of the fourteen lots of Student 
Parsnip Mr. Lye had th9 best examples, followed by Messrs. Waite and 
Rich'rds. The prizes in all these classes were offered by Messrs. Sutton 
and Sons, who in addition had a fine exhibit of Potatoes, occupying consider¬ 
able Bpace at one side of the conservatory. Tne principal vaiieties shown- 
were seedlings raised by the firm, some of which are named and others still 
under numbers. First and Best, Woodstock Kidney, Prizetaker, Abundance, 
Sutton’s Seedling, and Reading Hero were very noticeable. A silver Bank- 
sian medal was awarded for the collection. 

Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High Holborn, offered prizes for a collection of 
vegetables, which brought ten exhibitors. Mr. W. Pope, Highclere 
Gardens, Newbury, won first honours with handsome samples of Lyon. 
Leek, Dark Red Beet, A«htop Fluk*, Village Blacksmith, and Chancellor 
Potatoes, Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Maine op Onions, New Intermediate 
Carrots, Little Pixie Cabbages/ Green Top Six Weeks Turnips, Hol'ow 
Crown Parsnip, and Standard Bearer Celery. Mr. R. Lye, Sydmon on 
Court Gardens, was a good second with very even fine specimens Autumn 
Giant Cauliflowers, Lyon Leeks, and Early Six Weeks Turnips being 
notable. Mr. S. Haines, Co’eibill House Gardens, Highworth, was third,, 
and Mr. C. J. Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, fourth. 

Messrs. W. Wood it Son, Wood Green, offered a silver cup and other 
prizes for four dishes of Potatoes ; there were twenty-four exhibitors, and 
all were very close in merit. Mr J. Hughes, Eydon Hall Gardens, Byfield,, 
was first with London Hero, Vicar of Laleham, Mr. Bresee, and Chancellor, 
all very good. The second and third exhibitors, Mr. Ellington and Mr:. 
E. S. Wiles, showed tubers so near in quality that a medal was awarded to 
each. Amongst other exhibitors, Mr. Chopping had a wonderfully fine dish, 
of Sutton’s Thirty-six. 

Messrs. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge, offered prizes for six 
dishes of Potatoes, which were won by Messrs. Ross, E. S. Wiles, and W. 
Pope, in the order named. The first prize collection comprised Red King, 
Renown, Improved Schoolmaster, Surprise, Discovery, and Kinver Hill, all 
Messrs. Webb’s varieties. Messrs. Webb & Sons also contributed a large 
collection of Potatoes, for which a bronze Bauksiau medal was awarded. 
Some of the most notable varieties were Imperator, Wordsley Pride, M.P., 
The Dean, Improved Schoolmaster, Stourbridge Beauty, Prime Minister, 
Rector of Woodstock, Benefactor, Prizetaker, and Renown. 

Mr. H. Deverill, Banbury, offered prizes for varieties of Onions, such as 
Rousham Park Hero, Anglo White Spanish, Improved Wroxton, and Main- 
crop, also for Aylesbury Prize Red Celery and the Wroxton Brussels 
Sprouts. Th<se brought a large number of exhibitors, the principal prizes 
being awarded to Messrs. Wiles, Neal, Wingrove, D. Murray, F. Dohertyr 
S. Haines, and C. J. Waite. Mr. H. Deverell also had an extensive exhibit 
of Celery, Carrots, Beet, Onions, and Brussels Sprouts of his special varieties. 
A silver Banksian medal was awarded for this collection. 

In the classes provided by Mr. C. Fuller, Reading, th re was good com¬ 
petition, Mr. Hughes taking the lead with six dishes of Potatoes, Chancellor, 
Pink Perfection, FidU r’s Perfection, Prolifio, London Hero, and General 
Gordon. Mr. Hughes was also first in the class for three dishes. Mr. Wiles 
was first with nine dishes, comprising Clipper, Reading Russet, Snow Queen, 
M.P., Reading Giant, Crimson Beauty, Chancellor, Vicar of Laleham, and 
London Hero. Other exhibitors and prizewinners were Messrs. G. Allen, E. 
Chopping, and J. Lye. Mr. C. Fidler had a large collection of Potatoes not 
in competition, representing a great number of varieties, and a silver 
Banksian medal was awarded for them. 

Mr. T. Laxton, Bedford, had a collection of n-w seedling Potatoes with 
fruits of his open air Tomatoes, of excellent colour, and samples of Sandy 
Prize Onions. Mr. J. House, Peterborough, sent tuirty-Hr varieties c-6 
Potatoes, for which a vote of thanks was accorded, a number of the best 
varieties being represented by good tubers. A collection of Potatoes w.b 
shown from the Society’s garden at Chiswick, comprising a number of 
seedling varieties that have been tried there this season. A large collection 
of Turnips was also shown fiom Chiswick, representing numerous vaiietiee* 
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NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY. 

I LORAL COMMIITEE.—Octobeb 26th. 

Present.—E. Sanderson. Esq. tin the chair), and Means. C. Gibsorj 
Lewis Castle, H. Cannell, Gecr?e Gorden, Charles Swift, T. Bevan, G- 
Stevens, R. O wen, J. Hardlin, J. P. Kendall, R. Dean, and W. Holmes. 

The third meeting of this Committee in the present seaion was held, as 
before, in St. Stephen’s Hall, Westminster, and there was a much larger 
number of exhibits than at the preceding meeting. The majority of the 
blooms shown were new varieties of tl is year, but most of them had to be 
passed without comment as too small, insufficiently advanced, or not dis¬ 
tinct enough from others already in cultivation. Some discussion occurred 
respecting the variety Elsie, which has been hitherto regarded aa a reflexed 
flower, but some were shown at this meeting of both reflexed and Japanese 
types. Ultimately a certificate was awarded for the reflexed flower, which 
we understand was from undisbudded plants, the larger and coarser blooms 
coming from plants grown in the large exhibition bloom style. It is evi¬ 
dently unsuited for this mode of culture. Mr. Stevens obtained another 
certificate for the pearly white Japanese Mrs. J. Wright, the blooms being 
from crown buds, and it should be observed that a bloom from a terminal 
bud shown by Messrs. Davis and Jcnes was larger, later, and did not show 
the same character, being thinner and more spreading. 

Mr. Stevens, Putney, was awarded a silver medal for twelve new 
varieties, comprising Le Reveil, a quilled bronze (Delaux); Cream Seedling 
(Stevens) flat florets; Feu de Bengale (Delaux), bronze red; Theodore 
Bullier (Delaux) crimson recurving florets; Middle Temple (Delaux), 
spreading rosy floret; Lord Tennyson (Delaux),yellow centre, blush outer, 
spreading; Duke of Berwick (Delaux), thread florets, drooping, ivory 
white, with a faint rose tint in centre (first-class certificate) ; Ralph Brockle- 
bank (Winkworth); Samuel Morley (Delaux) crimson reflexed ; Ormonde 
(Delaux), yellow long florets ; Elsie (Cannell), creamy white reflexed ; Elie 
Rumble (Delaux), rosy lilac, a small Japanese. 

A bronze medal was awarded to Messrs. Davis & Jones for fine blooms 
of C. Wagstaff, white; M. Molle, bronzy red; Mina, thread recurving 
florets, white tinted rose ; and Miss Gorton, cream white, large. The others 
were smaller, but Romeo, Duke of Berwick, Anna Roudiere, Guy Fawkes (a 
large incurved), and Bickley Park, recurving florets, rosy crimson, were 
pretty. Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead, sent a stand of new flowers, comprising 
Amy Furze, the semi-double Buttercup, bright yellow, and Elsie, reflexed 
creamy yellow (certificated). Mr. W. Holmes, Hackney, had a stand of new 
varieties similar to those at Kensington yesterday. A first-class certificate 
was awarded for Macaulay, the peculiar crisped curled bronze yellow variety 
already noted. 

Messrs. J. Carter & Co , High Holborn, showed a new Japanese variety 
named Lady Lewisham, white, tinted crimson, recurving florets, but too 
small. A reflexed seedling named James Ca ter was commended for its 
colour, a rich golden bronze, but it was not considered large enough for an 
exhibition bloom. 

Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, sent several interesting novelties, but not 
quite advanced enough for any award. Mr. Sinclair, gardener to the Marquis 
of Downshire, exhibited blooms of a reddish buffi sport from Bouquet Fait 
named Marquis Downshire, the florets flat and spreading, rather thin, but 
promising. Mr. H. Elliott, Springfield Nursery, Jersey, showed several 
b'ooms ot new Chrysanthemums rais d from seed gathered last January. 
They were too small to receive any award, but a yellow recurving Japanese 
appeared distinct, and it was requested that it be shown again. 

The most dist’nct of the varieties certificated were Macaulay and Mrs. 
J. Wright, both of which will probably become familiar exhibition blooms. 
Macaulay constitutes quite a new typs.and judging by the better of the two 
blooms shown it is likely to come of good size It has been not inaptly 
termed Golden Endive, and the peculiarly twisted florets are very sugges¬ 
tive of the ordinary curled Endive. Some of the older growers thought 
that dry hot summers were conducive to the production of sports, and it 
was rather strange that two sports from Bouquet Fait were shown at this 
meeting. The one named Marquis of Downshire is quite distinct, and is 
said to have been thoroughly tested ; the other named Marie Louise was 
delicate and prstty, but too nearly resembled its parent to be of much value. 
The reflexed James Carter was greatly admired for its colour, but it was 
considered too small as compared with other good reflexed varieties. 
Possibly a certificate might have been obta;ned for it as a decorative variety 
had a plant been shown to indicate its habit. It is essential that this con¬ 
dition be enforced, as it is impossible to judge the decorative value of a 
amall-flowerei Chrysanthemum without seeing a plant. 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

Selections of Fruit Trees.—We have frequently pointed out 
how unwise it is to delay ordering new trees till such times as the old 
ones are become quite worthless. When a tree gives signs of failing, 
and cannot be restored, or is not worth renovating, a new one should be 
ordered at ones and gradually prepared for the vacancy whenever it 
occurs. Large trained trees can certainly be purchased from the 
nurseries, but they do not transplant so safely as do those grown in the 
garden where they are required. There are generally a few unoccupied 
spaces on the walls where young trees can be prepared for more im¬ 
portant positions, and failing these Pears, Cherries, and even Peaches, 
Nectarines, and Apricots may be grown and trained for a year or two on 

a sunny border. The nursery trees are principally prepared in the open 
ground, and there are no reasons why gardeners with their superior 
facilities cannot follow the same practice. Those who intend to plant 
fruit trees of any description should order and plant early, and thereby 
fare better at the hands of the nurserymen, the trees also being more 
likely to start well next season when planted early. The following 
selections, and which have been slightly influenced by the past two sea¬ 
sons’ experience, may be of service to some of our readers. 

Apples.—Eighteen good dessert sorts, arranged somewhat in their 
order of ripening, consist of Irish Peach, Beauty of Bath, Kerry Pippin, 
Golden Reinette, King of Pippins, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Court of Wick, 
Claygate Pearmain (more reliable than Ribston Pippin and nearly as 
good), Margil, Old Golden Pippin, Reinette de Canada, Court Pendu 
Plat, Adam’s Pearmain, Wyken Pippin, Northern Spy, Lord Burghley, 
Cockle’s Pippin, and Sturmer Pippin. A like number of culinary sorts 
consists of Keswick Codlin, Lord Suffield, Manks Codlin, Stirling Castle, 
Alexander, Cox’s Pomona, Lord Derby, Warner’s Kin?, Mere de Mdnage, 
Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Blenheim Pippin, Kentish Fillbasket, Northern 
Greening, Dumelow’s Seedling, Alfriston, Bramley’s Seedling, Winter 
Greening, and Norfolk Beefing. For espaliers and cordons we can re¬ 
commend the following mixture of dessert and culinary sorts :—Adam’s 
Pearmain, Blenheim Pippin, Beauty of Kent, Claygate Pearmain, Brad- 
dick’s Nonpareil, Cellini, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Court of Wick, Dume¬ 
low’s Seedling, Ecklinville, Gravenstein, Herefordshire Pearmain, Golden 
Noble, Lord Derby, Grenadier, Kin? of Pippins, Lord Suffield, Haw- 
thornden, Melon Apple, Bramley’s Seedling, Mere de Mdnage, Tower 
of Glamis, Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Royal Somerset, Reinette Van Mons, 
Waltham Abbey Seedling, Royal Pearmain, Sturmer Pippin, Ross 
Nonpareil, and Alfriston. In most instances, and especially for strong 
soils, the dwarfing or Paradise stock is the most suitable for the latter 
selection. 

Pears.—The lists of these in common with Apples are much 
extended, many sorts being included in most catalogues that are not 
worth garden room. Doyenne d’Etd is the first to ripen, but is very 
small and keeps badly. Jargonelle is not easily trained, but is the most 
luscious early Pear we have. Williams’ Bon Chretien does well on walls 
of various aspects, and also as bushes and standards ; it keeps badly. 
Beurre d’Amanlis does well on walls of various aspects, and makes a fine 
pyramid or standard, it is a second early useful Pear. Beurrd Superfin 
follows closely, and is a grand sort for either walls or pyramids. Next 
we have the fine Pitmaston Duchess, and this also does well either on 
wall or in the open. Louise Bonne of Jersey is an old favourite and 
well adapted for walls or for pyramids. Brown Beurrd forms a good 
succession, this being closely followed by Doyennd du Comice. The last 
named is one of the most delicious Pears in cultivation, but is best on 
walls. Mardchal de Cour grows to a good size, and is of first-rate quality. 
Marie Louise everybody grows or ought to do. It does well in any form 
of training, and the fruit are of first-class quality. Beurre Diel is not so 
reliable as far as quality is concerned, but both wall trees and pyramids 
rarely fail to crop heavily. Thompson’s is a good useful Pear, and the 
same may be said of Napoleon. Those who admire large sorts should 
grow Van Mons Leon Leclerc, and Huyshe’s Prince Consort is a heavy 
cropping and fairly good variety. Passe Colmar is a serviceable Pear, 
and Beurrd Bachelier does well on walls. Beurrd d’Aremberg is a great 
cropper either on walls or pyramids, and the fruit keeps well. Glou 
Moreau all should grow, but it usually succeeds best on walls. Knight’s 
Monarch is another old favourite, and the same may be said of the 
delicious little Winter Nelis. Josephine de Malines rarely fails to bear 
and keep well, and is best with wall protection. Easter Beurrd does 
well against walls, and is a fine late keeping sort. Olivier de Serres and 
Nec Plus Meuris should have wall protection, and these are long keepers. 
Bergamotte Esperen, which completes our list, may be grown either in 
the open or against wall, and is an exceptionally heavy cropping late- 
keeping sort. Twelve useful Pears for walls are Williams’ Bon 
Chretien, Beurre d’Amanlis, Pitmaston Duchess, Louise Bonne of 
Jersey, Doyenne du Comice, Marie Louise, Glou Morqeau, Beurre Diel, 
Josephine de Malines, Winter Nelis, Easter Beurre, and Bergamotte 
Esperen. 

Apricots.—We can recommend six varieties—viz., Ambrozia or St. 
Ambroise, an excellent, early, and most prolific sort; Large Early 
reliable and good ; Hemskerk, midseason, fine and constant; Moorpark 
midseason, of excellent quality, but liable to die piecemeal; Shipley, mid¬ 
season to late, fine sort and to be depended upon ; and Powell’s Late, a 
capital variety that ought to be in every collection. 

Peaches.—Suitable for open walls are Early Louise, small, but 
early and good in quality ; Hales’ Early, probably the best early sort; 
Dr. Hogg, fine, second early ; Stirling Castle, successional and very good 
in every way ; Bellegarde, midseason, one of the best; Violette Hative, 
rather late and good ; Lady Palmerston, large and sometimes very good ; 
Barrington, late, but reliable ; and Sea Eagle, handsome, late, and a 
sure bearer. Royal George, Grosse Mignonne, and Alexandre Noblesse 
succeed remarkably well in some gardens, but as a rule cannot long be 
depended upon. 

Nectarines.—These often fail where Peaches do well. Lord Napier 

is the earliest, but the fruit is frequently much scarred. Advance to 
succeed it is well worthy of a trial, while the old Hunt’s Tawny is yet 
one of the most reliable. Balgowan, midseason, is a good sort; Elruge 
is still one of the best ; and Humboldt, late, is sometimes profitable. 

Cherries.—Good dessert sorts for either walls or the open ground 
are Early Red Bigarreau, May Duke, Frogmore Early Bigarreau 
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Bigarreau Napoleon, Black Tartarian, Elton, Governor Wood,'and Reine 
Hortense. For culinary purposes the best are Morello, Kentish, and 
Belle Magnifique, all of which do well as standards or against a cool 
wall. 

Plums.—Good dessert sorts are July Green Gage, suitable for 
standards or walls ; Denniston’s Superb, good second early ; Jefferson, 
very handsome and good for walls ; Green Gage, suitable for standards 
or walls ; Kirk’s, rather late, very fine walls and sheltered fruit quarters ; 
Transparent Gage, fine, midseason, especially good on walls ; Reine 
Claude de Bavay, good for all positions; Guthrie's Late Gage, fine on 
walls ; Coe’s Golden Drop, good alike on wall and standard trees, keeps 
late ; and Ickworth Imphratrice, suitable for walls and keeps longer 
than any. Good culinary Plums are Early Prolific, small and early ; 
Victoria the most reliable sort in cultivation ; Czar, Washington, 
White Magnum Bonum, Pond's Seedling, Michelson’s, Prince of Wales, 
Diamond and Winesour : all sncceed as bushes or standards, and we 
consider Victoria and Pond’s Seedling worthy of a place against an 
east wall. 

Figs.—Brown Turkey is the most reliable, White Marseilles being 
also hardy, prolific, and good in quality ; Brunswick is larger than 
either, and quite as hardy, but it is a shy bearer ; Black Bourgassotte 
has done well with us, though not quite so hardy as the foregoing. 

Grapes.—Royal Muscadine or Common Sweetwater is the variety 
most generally grown against sunny walls, and Black Cluster is a great 
bearer, the bunches and berries being small and sweet. 

Medlars.—The Dutch grows to the largest size and is a good bearer, 
but the Nottingham is superior in point of quality. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Earliest Forced House.—The trees in 
this structure have been at rest for some time, the roof lights have been 
removed, the house thoroughly cleansed, the trees untied, pruned, dressed 
with an approved insecticide, re-arranged and tied on the trellis, the 
border surface dressed, and all is in complete order ready for a start 
when the time arrives. If, however, the roof lights have not been 
removed, care must be taken not to allow the soil to become dry at the 
roots of the trees, as this is sufficient to cause the buds to fall. If the 
trees are weakly, or with too many buds, as they generally are this 
season, a supply of liquid manure whenever water is necessary will be 
of great benefit. The surface soil also should be removed down to the 
roots, not disturbing them, replacing with 2 or 3 inches thickness of 
good loam, and if the soil be light, add a fourth of marl, with a bushel 
each of bone meal, soot, and wood ashes to every cartload of soil, 
thoroughly incorporated, making it firm, and giving a good watering. 
Borders that are rich in humus through heavy dressings of manure or 
liquid manure may be dressed with freshly slaked lime an inch thick, 
and mixed with the soil as deeply as practicable without disturbing the 
roots to any great extent, omitting the top-dressing b-fore named. In 
treating borders it should be pursued on both the inside and outside. 
Complete the pruning and dressing, cleansing the house, &c., admitting 
air to the fullest extent possible. The outside border being thoroughly 
moistened, it may be covered with a few inches thickness of leaves, with 
litter to prevent their blowing about. 

Second Early-forced House.—The trees are leafless, and should be 
pruned, after untying, dressed, and re-arranged on the trellis. This, with 
a thorough cleansing of the house, makes an end of all insects before 
they have time to find safe winter quarters. In pruning early-forced 
trees it is not desirable to cut away much wood, nor indeed trees of any 
sort at the winter pruning, confining it to removing any useless parts 
that have escaped the knife at thinning after the fruit was gathered, and 
any long unripened shoots may be cut back to a triple bud, making sure 
that the centre one is a wood bud, or to a wood bud on well ripened 
wood. Shoots, however, that are well ripened need not be shortened, 
and those of from 8 to 12 inches length should not be shortened under 
any circumstances, having usually a few wood buds at the base and one 
at the extremity, the rest being fruit buds. It is, however, a great 
mistake to retain much wood, which weakens the trees in flowering, and 
there is not space to train in the young growths without crowding. In 
other respects treat the trees, house, and borders as advised for the early 
house. 

Third Succession House.—In this the trees also are leafless or nearly 
so. As the trees in this structure were rather vigorous beyond that 
needed to a full crop of large fruit, yet not so luxuriant as in our 
opinion to necessitate lifting or root-pruning, the lights have been con¬ 
tinued over them, the house having been kept rather close by day and 
thrown open at night, which has browned or hardened the wood, and the 
roots being kept moist the buds have plumped well, so that the roof 
lights will be removed at once. Where the roof lights are not moveable 
care must be taken to prevent the soil becoming dry, and air must be 
admitted to the fullest extent, securing as complete rest as possible. 
Let no opportunity pass of pushing forward the pruning, dressing the 
trees, and having all needful work done. 

Later Houses. — These may contain midseason varieties or late 
sorts, in each case having fire heat to assist in spring at setting and in 
the early stages of growth, or in unfavourable weather during growth. 
The trees are shedding their leaves, and it will be advisable to remove 
the roof lights as soon as the foliage is sufficiently advanced, but where 
green leaves hang long it is an indication of unripe wood, and the roof 
lights must not be removed for some time longer, and if this condition 

prevails generally the trees should be lifted carefully and root-pruned. 
If this is performed judiciously it will not prejudice next years crop, 
but it must be done whilst the foliage is still upon the trees, but with 
the wood firm, keeping the house rather close, the trees syringed, and 
the house shaded if the weather be bright. Under ordinary circum¬ 
stances as to weather those precautions are not necessary. It is only 
when the trees are gross and the wood unripe that the careful treat¬ 
ment is requisite. In the case of young trees it will suffice to take out 
a trench one-third the distance from the stem the trees cover of trellis, 
and down so as to cut off all roots to the drainage, leaving the trench 
open for a fortnight, not allowing the soil in the radius to become so 
dry as to distress the foliage to a very severe degree of flagging, but not 
giving any water so long as the leaves maintain their persistence, and 
then the trench may be filled in firmly. This will check the tendency 
to a late growth and ripen the wood and buds. 

Unlieatcd Hous s.—These may be arranged to afford a succession of 
fruit over a lengthened period, or may be planted with early, mid¬ 
season, or late varieties. If to afford a succession over as long a period 
as possible, obtain Alexander, *Hale's Early, Dr. Hogg, *Stirling Castle, 
Alexandra Noblesse, Bellegarde, *Barrington, Walburton Admirable, 
and *Sea Eagle. If more are wanted, Condor, Crimson Galande, Grosse 
Mignonne, or Belle Beauce, Noblesse, Royal George, Violette Hative, and 
Princess of Wales. Under glass Prince of Wales is very large, highly 
coloured, and good in quality—indeed, one of the very finest, but its 
constitution is not hardy enough for outdoor culture. Of Nectarines, 
secure *Lonl Napier, Hardwicke Seedling, Rivers’ Orange, Milton, *Pine 
Apple, Newton, Spencer, and *Victoria. Those only requiring a few 
sorts may select those distinguished by a star. In making selection for 
unheated houses, have the following : — Early — Alexander, Hale’s 
Early, and Dr. Hogg; Nectarines, Lord Napier, Goldoni is likely to 
prove a fitting companion. Midseason — Stirling Castle, Alexandra 
Noblesse, Bellegarde, and Belle Beauce; Nectarines, Hardwicke and 
Rivers’ Orange. Late—Barrington, Princess of Wales, Walburton Ad¬ 
mirable, Sea Eagle, and Gladstone ; Nectarines, Pine Apple and Victoria. 
The structures should have south or south-west aspects. We have one a 

^ hundred feet long with a west aspect, which has been very satisfactory. 
East aspects are not nearly so good for fruit houses as westerly. The 
chief thing with trees in unheated houses is to train the growths rather 
thinly, so as to insure short-jointed wood, thoroughly solidified growth, 
to allow unobstructed light, and provide efficient ventilation. Of course, 
proper attention must be given to cleanliness and due supplies of ali¬ 
ment. There is also one other very important consideration, and one 
very often neglected—viz., retarding the blossom in spring as far as 
practicable. This we find best effected by removing the roof lights, and 
allowing them to remain off until the blossoms are swelling and showing 
colour. It also has a very beneficial effect on the trees by the cleansing 
influence of rain and snow ; also in securing the thorough moistening of 
the soil. Such trees can be kept perfectly under control by occasional 
lifting and root-pruning as may be considered expedient. Over-luxuri¬ 
ance, or a tendency to tate growth, is overcome by lifting, which should 
be done after the wood becomes firm, and whilst the foliage is still upon 
the trees. Intelligently practised lifting and laying of the roots near the 
surface, and firm soil is the surest remedy for trees that fail to set and 
stone full crops of fruit. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Cinerarias.—The earliest plants are producing their flower stems, 
and will be found invaluable towards the end of November and during 
the following month. These should be stood on some moisture-holding 
material where a night temperature of 45° to 50° is maintained, and 
they will come forward rapidly. Give these plants clear soot water 
every time they need water, and syringe them liberally on the mornings 
of bright days. If this is not done they are very liable to flag if they 
occupy a sunny position, and in consequence soon lose their lower leaves 
if stood on a dry base. The next plants now growing freely in their 
largest pots may still occupy cold frames. Those for spring-flowering 
should be placed at once into 5 and G-inch pots ; if these are well cared 
for they will be valuable for conservatory decoration. For the latest 
supply place the most advanced plants from the last sowing out of pans 
into 3 and 4-inch pots, and the remainder into pans or boxes to be potted 
singly towards the close of the year. 

Calceolarias.—These are growing rapidly since the weather has been 
cooler. The largest plants should be placed at once into 6-inch pots 
and stood on ashes in cold frames ; others may be transferred into 
different sizes, as they need more root room. Be careful not to allow 
them to become root-bound before they are transferred into larger pots. 
The smallest of all now growing in pans may be placed in 2-inch pots. 
These plants do well in three parts good loam, the remaining part being 
composed of leaf mould, sand, and manure, about one-seventh of the 
latter. When the weather compels these plants to be housed they must 
occupy a cool house from which the frost is excluded. Fire heat ruins 
them, and the same may be said of arranging them on shelves or any 
position with a dry base. Destroy aphides directly they appear by 
fumigating with tobacco smoke. 

Scented Pelargoniums.—These are invaluable in many .gardens where 
greenery is needed during the winter in quantity for associating with 
flowers. From the present they should occupy a light position where a 
temperature of 50° at night can be maintained and a circulation of air 
admitted during the day. They must not be drawn up soft and weakly, 
or they will not last half so long in a cut state. If the pots are full of 
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roots give them clear soot water occasionally, and apply a little artificial 
manure to the surface of the soil. These plants are very subject to 
aphides, and fumigations of tobacco smoke turn the foliage yellow, 
rendering it useless, besides destroying the appearance of the plants. 
When these insects make their appearance they can easily be destroyed 
by dipping the plants in a weak solution of Fir tree oil, Fowler’s 
insecticide, or any others that individual cultivators may prefer. 

Vallota purpurea.—This is perhaps one of the worst treated plants 
in cultivation, for it is generally accorded some makeshift position when 
the weather compels protection inside. It will live in almost any posi¬ 
tion and with any treatment, but it is worthy of the best care and atten¬ 
tion. It is as useful and equally as beautiful as any of the newer forms 
of Amaryllis. What can be more beautiful than a single bulb pro¬ 
ducing fifteen of its bright scarlet flowers on two spikes fully 2 feet 
high ? To keep this plant in good condition give it a light position in 
any structure where frost is excluded, and water it with care, but never 
allow it to suffer by the want of supplies, for any attempt at drying it 
off means injury, if not ruin. 

Imantopliyl ems.—The whole of these plants should have completed 
their growth, and may occupy any cool position provided they^are not 
overwatered at their roots. They should be kept on the dry side, only 
giving sufficient water to keep th*-m fresh and plump. If they are too 
moist at their roots the tips of their leaves will go brown and their ap¬ 
pearance will be sadly disfigured. 

Kalosanthes.—Place these on a shelf close to the glass in the green¬ 
house ; in fact, any cool house where they can be protected from frost, 
which is all that they need. This is necessary to keep them from grow¬ 
ing, that is those that have had a clear season’s growth. Water these 
plants carefully, give them no more than will keep their leaves and 
stems fresh. 

Early Bulb*.—Roman Hyacinths and early Narcissus that have been 
removed from the ashes and have their foliage green by gradual expo¬ 
sure to light may now be brought gently forward in a temperature of 
50° to 55°. Start them gently at first, for nothing is gained by hurry¬ 
ing them. 

Washing the Glass.—If this has not been done inside lose no time, 
and well wash the woodwork in addition. Whitewash walls and make 
every portion of the house clean, so that they will be as light as possible 
for the occupants. It is surprising how much better plants do in houses 
that are rendered sweet and clean at short intervals, and how much 
lighter they are after this process has been completed. Not only is it 
necessary to wash the glass inside, but it should be thoroughly done, 
outside after the removal of the blinds. In the neighbourhood of towns 
it is important that they be washed outside two or three times during 
the winter, for they quickly become covered with soot, and heavy rains 
fail to remove it. Clean all the houses inside before placing the plants 
'under cover. If the inside is done the outside glass can be washed from 
time to time as convenient, so as to bring the two operations to a close 
as early as possible. If more attention was paid to cleaning houses 
thoroughly two or three times a year there would quickly be a marked 
improvement in the health and condition of plants generally. 

Winter Blinds.—Thick canvas blinds for the protection of warm and 
intermediate houses are invaluable during cold weather, both from an 
economical point of view and for the well-being of Orchids and many 
other plants that are suspended only a short distance from the glass. 
Th y prevent the escape of heat to a large extent, the house can be kept 
warmer by employing them without having to resort to extra firing, 
■which in very windy weather becomes necessary, even when the various 
structures are well supplied with pipes. Much injury is done to valuable 
plants by cold air striking upon them during the winter through the 
laps of glass, which can be prevented by the employment of thick blinds. 
These can be fixed at any time when convenient before the approach of 
cold weather. 

a iE BEE-KEEPER. 
vjk 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 21. 

A small swarm is never very profitable in the hands 
of the ordinary race of bee-keepers. A large swarm under 
the same management will give great results and large 
profits where the season and locality are favourable to the 
adoption of the swarming system of management. If these 
two small swarms issue or are taken from our stocks it is 
better to unite the two rather than to hive each swarm 
separately. If, again, built-out combs and a few frames 
of brood, taken from a stock well able to afford the loss, 
are given to a small swarm good results maybe expected ; 
but if no such combs are available, then in ordinary cases 
it is a wiser management to unite all small swarms with 
the least possible delay. 

At swarming time bees are generally, but not by any 
means invariably, well disposed both to man and bees. 

The usual precautions which must be adopted in many 
cases when uniting stocks need not in the case of swarms 
be practised. When a swarm issues, and the bee-keeper 
sees that it does not contain sufficient bees to become a 
profitable stock unless managed upon different lines to 
those generally followed in the apiary, he hives the swarm 
in the usual way, and gives the usual small amount of 
syrup, proceeding in every way as if the swarm so hived 
were of greater weight and would of itself be expected to 
form a stock. In the space of a few days another small 
swarm will perhaps issue, or possibly he sees an oppor¬ 
tunity of purchasing a small swarm at a cheap rate. 
Upon obtaining this swarm he hives it in a sleep and 
places the skep in close proximity to the hive in which the 
swarm to which he wishes to unite it is located. When 
the bees are settled in the hive, the skep being carefully 
raised and held a foot or more above a sheet fastened to 
the floorboard of the hive containing the swarm, and 
gradually sloping in a gentle decline to the ground, where 
it may be held fast by a couple of bricks placed upon the 
corners, he suddenly jerks the skep containing the swarm 
down to within an inch or two of the sheet, and then 
“pulls up short.” Nearly every bee will at once be 
thrown from the skep on to the sheet and floorboard, and 
a few more shakes will effectually dislodge those bees 
which seem more determined than the rest to remain in 
the skep. In a minute or so a general movement ending 
in a continual march towards the entrance of the hive 
will be perceived, and in a very short space of time every 
bee will have disappeared within the portals of the new 
home. 

The sooner the union is effected after the issue of the 
swarm which it is intended to unite to the swarm which 
was hived a few days or a week previous the better. The 
secret of the good reception accorded by the located 
swarm to the homeless swarm is that the bees of the 
latter swarm are well supplied with those “ material com¬ 
forts ” which bees never affect to despise, whether gained 
by their own hard labour or by the distressing toil of the 
colonies. The latest period at which the union should 
be attempted in this easy method is the evening of the 
day of issue of the second swarm, and, if possible, the 
union should be effected as soon as the bees are knitted in 
the skep. 

Certain bee-keepers think, and act on their ideas, 
that the safest time to unite swarms is at dusk. It may 
be successful, but for a bee-keeper who has any regard 
either for the bees themselves or for his personal comfort 
to follow this practice always seems to me surprising. At 
dusk bees crawl and rarely if ever rise on the wing; there 
is a time just before dusk when bees may easily and with 
comfort be united ; but if evening draws quickly on, as it 
frequently does, the bee-keeper finds that his clothes are 
well dotted over with gorged bees, which, though not 
desiring to sting perhaps, are compelled in self-defence to 
make their presence felt. Many bees are lost in this way, 
many stings are received by the manipulator, and nothing 
is gained. This warning refers more especially to uniting 
driven bees in September, when the evening shades draw 
quickly on, and the interval between light and darkness 
is very short. 

It need hardly be said that when uniting bees in 
September to established stocks a somewhat different 
plan to the one used when dealing with swarms must be 
followed, but it will be more useful and simple to con¬ 
sider the difference in the methods at a future time 
when “ winter preparations ” are being discussed. 
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As every-*-swarm contains in its normal state one 
queen, casts often contain several; therefore, if the bee¬ 
keeper knows that one queen is in any way superior to 
the other or others the inferior queens should be destroyed, 
and the better one saved. If, however, the bee-keeper 
has no choice he may leave all the queens to fight it 
out, and the union will be equally successful. Again, 
if two small swarms, or three, or even more issue on the 
same day, the simplest plan is to destroy all the queens 
but one, preserving, of course, the best, or if the best is 
not known then the best by inference, and to throw all 
the swarms together in front of the hive which they are 
intended to people. In this case, also, the precaution of 
removing or destroying all the queens but one is not by 
any means necessary, but it is satisfactory to know that 
the best queen reigns, and that, as a great writer on bees 
says in effect, though the exact words have left my recol¬ 
lection, “ the best fighting queen is allowed, by a wrong 
interpretation of the ‘ survival of the fittest ’ theory, to 
perpetuate that quality at the expense of qualities far 
more desirable from the standpoint of the practical bee¬ 
keeper.” 

Swarms may in the same manner and without any 
additional precaution be united to old stocks, the honey 
carried by the bees of a swarm for the purpose of furnish¬ 
ing the new home being a sufficient bribe to insure a glad 
reception. In the same manner a cast may be returned 
to the stock from which it has issued, and will very rarely 
indeed come forth again unless supering arrangements 
have been grossly neglected. If it does not issue again 
on the following day the bee-keeper may rest assured 
that the would be emigrants have been received back in 
the old home, and will not again set forth until another 
summer s sun shines upon a new generation of bees. 

If a bee-keeper cannot with facility unite swarms to 
stocks and swarms to swarms he had better at once 
recognise that he is like a cat in a dairy—in the wrong 
place! It is the easiest of all manipulations, and it is 
scarcely possible for any man who does not wish to 
supply the “ missing link ” in Darwin’s famous chain of 
descent to fail in his first attempt to unite bees made 
friendly to bees by their homeless condition, and bees 
made friendly to bees by the handsome bribe of a supply 
of honey gratuitously given to the common store.—Felix. 

ODOURLESS FOUL BROOD. 

Amongst all the infectious diseases from which bees suffer the 

above ’s the most insidious. Phenol, salicylic acid, camphor, and in 

fact all and every remedy which has been known to cure the offensive 
tormot foul brood, is powerless to cure or prevent the odourless form of 

the disease spreading. Its appearance is exactly like the other—viz. 

cappings of cells sunken, dark coloured dead brood cofFee coloured and 

ropey, but it has no smell whatever, hence it is very apt to caus; no 

alarm, and by interchanging combs one may get it into every stock 

before its nature is suspected, particularly when combs arc changed fin 
autumn and spring to save feeding. 

I write this from bitter experience. I first noticed it in 1881, but as 
all authorities agreed that foul brood could not be mistaken on account 
ot its offensive smell, and that it was the only infectious disease bees 
were liable to, I thought it must be chilled brood, then thought no more 
of it in 1882 by changing combs I had it in nearly every stock—about 
eighteen ; J1 then began to experiment with it. First, I shaved the 
caps off diseased combs, and put them into healthy stocks to see if 
it was infections, and as the first brood hatched out of the diseased 
pells apparently healthy I at once concluded it was not infectious. In 

‘ls 1 ‘na<‘c an unfortunate mistake, for had I noticed the stocks until 
mter the second batch of brood began to hatch I should have not only 
found it in the comb introduced, but all through the brood nest. 1 
then took the queens from the diseased stocks and introduced them into 
healthy ones to see if the disease was in the queen alone, and as such 
stocks at once became diseased I at once concluded that the disease was 
congenital, and not really infectious. Here 1 made another error. I 
was supported in this in breeding queens in small nuclei, which turned 

out diseased, while those bred in strong stocks proved healthy. Here 
let me say, that thinking the disease was not infectious, I may have 
unconsciously used infected combs in the nuclei, and combs free from 
taint in the full stocks. 

• 1 tboroughly tried Hibbert’s plan of fumigating with salicylic 
acid, feeding the acid in syrup (Cowen’s plan of curing foul brood), also 
placing large pieces of camphor in the hives. I never saw much of the 
disease in the spring, the reason being that every autumn I get many 
driven bees and young queens, which were chiefly the bees that passed! 
through the winter, and which is explained in the sequel. 

In the spring of 1885, still thinking the disease lay alone in the 
queen I sent a native British queen that 1 had obtained with driven 
bees the previous fall, that was producing foul brood, to Mr. Frank 
Cheshire, who at once wrote back saying her ovaries were full of baccilli 
m j,.w,as fiU'te new to him ; that the baccilli lay in strings and resem¬ 
bled links of sausages, whereas the baccilli of offensive foul brood 
resembled bits of sticks, crossed about anyhow, presenting a striking 
contrast. He asked for samples of the brood, which I sent him and in 
which he found the same baccilli. During the summer I sent him a 
number of queens that I knew had produced healthy brood and bees in 
the spring—two were with swarms hived on perfectly empty but tainted 
combs—and he found the same baccilli in the ovaries of every one One 
I sent him was from a stoek that had not more than fourteen cr fifteen 
foul cells in all, and he said he examin- d her ovaries without seeing any 
baccillr and was going to report that she was healthy when he examined 
the last portion and found the same baccilli. This was a most important 
report to me in understanding this disease, and I think I was most for- 
tunate, as well as the bee-keeping world, in having the services of such 
a skilful microscopical dissector as Mr. Cheshire. 

Towards the close of the year 1885 I decided to try Cheshire’s phenol 
remedy for foul brood, which he claimed to be a certain cure ; so I 
thought if it will cure one kind of baccilli, why net another ? and as 
owmg to the weather, no honey was coming in, I considered I had a 
splendid opportunity to get rid of it without destroying a comb As I 
had lots of driven bees all healthy, I d stroyed the old infected queens, 
united these, and fed upon phenolated syrup. The combs were filled 
with it ; eighteen stocks were packed up for winter reduced from 
twenty-six, aud twenty lots of driven bees were added ; three of these 
eighteen never had been diseased, and they were the only healthy ones 
I had in the spring of 1886. The rest were either dead or weak, and all 
that were alive were diseased, and to make matters worse the three 
healthy ones found a way into one of the hives that had died and cleared 
out the phenolated syrup from the combs, and thev also became 
diseased. This circumstance was valuable in its way, as" it proved the 
spores of the disease can be carried in the honey from an infected hive. 
I concluded that the spores went in the honey to the queen and as ali¬ 
ment to the eggs, which became foul, producing in turn spores to again 
go to the queen and so pass through more eggs, in which I was con¬ 
firmed in the fact that when bees are bringing in honey the stock in¬ 
creases in strength and shows little traces of disease, while when it 
ceases and the queen has to be fed from honey stored in infected combs 
the bees rapidly dwindle and the brood becomes very foul. Therefore I 
reasoned that if I turmd the queen and bees into an empty hive or box 
and if no honey was coming in, feed them for four days to induce the 
bees to build comb into which the queen could deposit her diseased eggs 
anil before they began to hatch turn the queen and bees into a clean 
hive on starters only, I ought to get clear of it and even cure the queens. 
This proved to be correct, for every case treated so has proved a cure" 
even curing in a most complete manner every diseased queen. I have 
at the present time several queens whose mothers were diseased last 
year, and as I write this I have over thirty fine strong healthy stocks 
inhabiting hives, frames, and quilts that have had diseased stocks in 
them, yet in looking over them this fall I could not find a single “ foul” 
cell. 

Haying described the disease, I will now describe how to stamp it 
out if it is noticed in the spring or summer. Turn the bees and queen 
into an empty hive or box on the old stand, allowing them full liberty 
to fly where they wish in search of stores ; if they can get honey freely 
they will need no more attention for four days ; if not, then they must 
be fed for four days. In the meantime extract the honey from the 
combs, which after straining will be all right to eat. but the greatest 
care must be taken against any bee getting a sip of it. Then melt the 
combs down for wax—there is nothing gained in trying to save the brood 
—bake or boil every frame, quilt, and hive ; if you have neither an oven 
or boiler to hold the latter rear it against the kitchen fire until the in¬ 
side at least is well baked ; now fix foundation guides not more than 
half an inch deep in the frames, and at the end of four days set it on 
the old stand, dump out the bees from the hive or box and let them run 
into the hive, and at once destroy the combs they have built. If honey 
is to be had the work is done ; if not they must be fed, taking great care 
that all food and feeders are first boiled. 

The plan I here describe is quite novel, never having to my knowledge 
been advocated as a means of curing foul brood or other forms of 
disease; though a plan much like it called the “ starving ” process has 
been much advocated. But, according to many reports, it seems rather 
uncertain : andiwell it may, as bees starve according to the amount of 
activity they exhibit. Thus they may drop down exhausted in twenty- 
four hours, or they may show no signs of weakness at the end of fourteen 
days, as I soon found in my experiments ; hence the plan I recommend 
is more simple and certain. 

If the disease is noticed in the fall never delay a day in suffocating 
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the bees, for they might die in winter or spring, and before discovered 
the other bees may have carried off the remaining stores into their 
hives, which would be certain to establish the disease in them ; in fact, 
it is just in this manner in springtime that the disease is mostly 
propagated. The only advice I can give is to kill the bee3 at night, bury 
or burn every one, extract the honey and wax from the combs, and treat 
the hive, &c., as before directed. Keep a sharp eye on all the bees in 
your district ; of everyone who keeps bees particularly inquire after 
those stocks that have not swarmed, for they are the ones to suspect, 
also all that are weak ; a little neighbourly help or advice in this 
respect is well repaid. 

It must not be supposed that the disease only exists in Hallamshire ; 
in fact, I question whether there is a district in the whole of the British 
Isles that is free from it. By most it is mistaken for the offensive form 
of foul brood, and treated according to the directions for it. Hence 
they never succeed, and at once condemn the Cheshire cure and all 
other cures, and go in for total cremation, never dreaming that they 
have ..quite another disease. In my system of treatment nothing of 
value is destroyed, the combs yield their value in wax, and the bees build 
fresh ones for nothing if honey is to be gathered ; and I can recommend 
it with the greatest confidence, as I have never known it to fail. True, 
my success only extends over two years, but then I can point to fifty 
healthy stocks w'here formerly diseased ones stood. 

I have been very diffident about making this disease known for 
several reasons, one being I expected Mr Cheshire to publish it; another 
one, I expected as soon as I did do so, I should be deprived of all the 
credit in connection with the work. In this I have not been mistaken, 
as I gave a short account of the disease and how to cure it in The Bee- 
keeper's Record for July last, which would enable anyone to recognise 
and cure it. The result was, the editor of the Brill h Bee Journal in 
less than two weeks after published an article in his journal explaining 
the disease, its appearance, gave directions to cure it, which I know will 
always fail, says he has long known of it, names it Baccillus minor, 
and refrains from saying that anyone has given another way founded on 
years of patient experiments and proved in results to be right. Now, 
as a matter of fact, Mr. Covven has been a recognised authority on foul 
brood for years, he has written much on it; therefore if he previously 
knew or had distinctly noticed the disease I here refer to as being dif¬ 
ferent from the offensive form, then would he not have mentioned it ? 
As its discoverer, I claim the right to give it a popular name—viz., 
“ odourless foul brood,” and I call on Mr. Cheshire to give it a scientific 
one.—Hallamshire Bee-keeper. 

c0° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and. should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

NAMING FRUIT.—The attention of senders of fruit to be named, 

is respectfully directed to the intimation near the foot of page 373. 

Unhealthy Eucharises (Weybridge).—We have examined the Eacharis 
bulbs with great cam ineile and out, and though they present all the 
symptoms of being attacked by’ the mite we are unable to find the enemy. 
It is possible your plants may have sustained a check that has arrested 
growth and incited decay by some treatment to which they have been sub- 
ected, but at the same timi we are not satisfied that they have not been 
jattacked by the pest, though the microscope does not reveal its presence in 
the examples that we have carefully examined. 

White I'is (A. A.).—Iris florentina is one of the best free flowering 
white Irises for growing in clump3 in the open ground, and the flowers 
am sweet Soil free from stagnant water and made fertile to the 
depth of 18 inches will grow the plant) well. If poor mix well decayed 
manure with it, and wood ashes ; if very heavy add leaf mould and gritty 
matter freely; if light add strong loam. German Irises are of easy 
culture, and will grow well in any soil that would produce a good crop of 
Potatoes. You may plant at once, and cover the ground over the roots 
with cocoa nut fibre refuse, or a layer of littery or partially decayed 
manure. 

Asparagus Beds (A Country Parson).—It will not benefit the old beds 
very materially to put on the seajsand and dig it in as deeply as the roots 

allow. The best plan would be to leave them as they are, relying on what 
can be effected by manuring an 1 1 quid manure in the summer for a pro¬ 
duction of heads until the young beds, which we strongly advise you to 
make, are in bearing, us:ng the sand for mixing with the top foot of soil, 
and in these plant the seedling plants in early April, or so soon in spring 
as they make 1 or 2 inches of growth. The fresh beds will come into bear¬ 
ing in the second or third year from planting, when the old beds may be 
destroyed. We will consider your suggestion. 

Gooseberry Cuttings (Amateur).—Th'se may be made and inserted as 
soon as the leaves fall or can be easily rubbed from the shoots. The 
cu tings should be as strong as passible, firm, and about 12 or 14 inches 
long. All the buds should be pruned clean away, with the exception of 
the toumost four, previously to plotting. The cuttings may be put in 
about 6 inches asunder, in rows a foot a art. By the next autumn there 
will be two or three good shoots on each cutting, and these must be 
pruned down to about fo ir eyes or buds on each shoot. Unless par¬ 
ticularly wanted to plant in their final stations, they should remain 
another season in the cutting beds ; they will then be strong bushes, and 
deserving a permanent place 

Cherry Leaves Blistered (SomersetV—The leaves are attacked by a 
leaf-raining inse t, the larva of a minute motli, pro' ably Argyromyges 
clerckella, which is much small r than the Pear tree blister moth, Tinea 
clerckella, that is cause of the black blotche) that often appear on the 
leaves in the autumn. In the leaves you have sent eggs were deposited 
some time ago, and these hatching, the larvae penetrated the under cuticle, 
eating the parenchyma and tunnelling through the leaf, leaving the two 
surfaces untouched—at least, until the miners emerge in the autumn. 
They’ pass the winter in the ebrysa'is state. All the leaves of infested 
trees should be burned and the surface soil removed for some distance 
from the stems, a good dressing of soot given, and fresh soil added. 

The Chrysanthemum Leaf Miner (South London).—The ‘‘marks in 
the leaves ” are caused by th: larvae of a small fly, Tryptera artemisiae, also 
known as Acidia ar^misiae, and Tephritis artemisise. The eggs are de¬ 
posited in the leaves, and the resulting larvte burrows within their 
interior, eating out the substance in the same way tint the grubs do in 
Celery leaves, these being the larvte of Tephritis onopordinis. The affected 
Chrysanthemum leaves should be gathered and burned, or the enemy will 
emerge, change into the chrysalis state, pass the winter in the soil, escape in 
the winged form in early summer, and again attack the plants. If these 
cannot be grown in another and distant part of the garden next year, the 
ashes on which the pots have been arranged should be scraped off, and a 
fresh thick layer provided for the next plants. 

Insects Destroying Cyclamen (W. B.). — The BDfcTes now sent has 
no king wbatev r to do with the inst ets which gave you t’ouble previously. 
It is a beetle in the larval condition, one of the weevils ca'led the red- 
legged, rr Oti rhvnrhu) tenib ico us, allied to the more common Vine 
weevil. The specimens sent are nearly adult, and after passing the winter 
as pupae, they emerge as beetles during the spring, and gnaw the buds, 
shoots, and young leaves of the choicer fruit trees, such as the Peach and 
Apricot. Subsequently the females deposit eggs on the earth, or beneath it, 
and the maggots feed upon the roots of the Currant, Raspberry, and other 
shrubs, also upon vegetables and flowers, and especially those of a succu¬ 
lent nature. The difficulty of dealing with them arises from the fact that 
their presence is often unknown till the mischief is well nigh accompfished, 
bat quassia water is said to kill them, also diluted atnmoniacal liquor. As 
we have previously suggested, all compost you use for potting should be 
sufficiently scorched to destroy all insect life, and the fertility of the soil 
will be increased rather than impaired by the process. 

Perennials for Town Garden (Brixton).—You give no idea of the 
number you require. The following have b®n found to thrive satisfactorily : 
Alvssum saxatile, Ajuga alpina. Agrostemma coronaria vars.. Adonis ver- 
nalis, Alstromeria aurantiaca, Iberis saxatilis, Iris ret'culata, I. germanica ; 
Liliums colcliicum, randidum, Martagon, chalcedonicum. and lancifolium 
vars.; Hepatica angulosa, H. triloba in variety, Lychnis Haageana and its 
variety splendens, Lythrum roseum superbum, Mimulus roseus pallidus, 
Preonia plhiflora and officinalis, which are splendid for town gardens ; her¬ 
baceous Phloxes, Poltmonium caeruleum ; Primula acaulis, double lilac, 
purple, crimson, white, and sulphur varieties; P. auricula vars. : Pulmonaria 
officinalis, Pvrethrum vars., Salvia nemorosa,Tradescantia virginica, Spiraea 
fillipendula, Thalictrum anemonoides plenum. Trollius europaeus, T. napelli- 
folius, and T. asiaticus, Tritoma Burchelli, T. uvnria and its variety glau- 
cescens, Tusrilago Farfara variegata, Vinca elegantissima, Hesperia matron- 
alis floro-pleno, Geum ccccineum grandiflorum, Fritillaria imperialis, 
Galanthus nivalis and G. plicatus, Erigeron grandiflorus, Draba aizoides, 
Dodecatheon Meadia, Dielytra sp ctabilis ; Pinks, Cirna'ions, and Picotees; 
Delphinium formesum, D. Belladonna, D. alope uroides, Couvallaria 
majafis, Chrysanthemums, Cheiranthus Marshalli, Campanula aggregata, 
C. pulla, C.carpotica, Aubrietiadeltoidea grandiflora, Aniirrhinum9, Colum¬ 
bines, Anemenes, and Arabis albida. 

Oleandei-3 not Flowering (E. Mossley).—According to your description 
of them the wood of your plants has not been ripened. It is quite true the 
plants require much water when growing, but they also need rest. The 
Oleand r naturally is a marsh plant arid a dry-baked mud plant alternately. 
It blooms uniformly at the points of the shoots, made and rip ned the 
previous season. These fac's furnish the rationale of successful culture. 
Any light soil may be used wh<n the plant is young, hut w’:en estab¬ 
lished the soil should be good stiff loam, with a fair portion of decayed covr- 
dung. The treatment, however, is more important than the soil. Here, 
for instance, is a plant cut down, and commencing to grow in March; 
encourage it as much as possible with water and a fair amount of heat. 
Thin our, the young shoots, so as to let those left have plenty of air and 
light. No stoppmg of shoots intended to bloom next season must be 
thought about. Wherever grown, harden off so as to g6t the plants out cf 
doors by the beginning of August, and for a few days keep them in a shady 
place; then full in the srrn ; watering as they require it. By the middle of 
September place them against a south wall, and give not a drop more water 
than will keep the leaves from flagging. Take means to prevent their being 
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soaked with rains. House before frost; a cool greenhouse will do. K ep 
them dryish and cool all the winter; and as soon as the heat of the spring 
increases, or you put them into heat, then water must be gradually given ; 
and as fresh growth commences the flower-buds at the points will show 
themselves. When the plants are intended to bloom every year, th re must 
be a number of young shoots coming on to replace those that are flowering, 
which may be cut out as soon as the flowering is over, and that will throw 
more strength into the succession shoots, which must be managed as 
above. 

Vines Unsatisfactory (A Gardener).—The Vine3 will need thorough 
rrnovation of the border so as to rejuvenate them. From the crops of 
Grapes being a “ long way from satisf tctory,” and the bunches “shanking 
badly,” the roots are in a very unfavourable rooting medium ; and no 
wonder, as pigs that have died on the farm are buried in it, and night soil 
has been put upon it. Pigs and night sod are poisonous to Vines when 
applied so recklessly. Animal matter must be decomposed and pulverised 
with lime and soil, and night soil mixed with wood ashes to become safe ferti¬ 
lisers, they then form a valuable manure. In the absence of any roots near 
the surface it would be of no use applying rape cake cr other manure, and it 
would be sheer waste to do so. New roots are wanted, and until they are 
produced the Vines will never yield good Grapes. The proper way to pro¬ 
ceed would be to remove the soil down to the roots, and if the drainage be 
good it would only be necessary to take the old soil from amongst the roots 
andlay them in fresh material nearer the surface. As the Vines have only an 
outside border care will be needed so as not to injure the roots ; indeed all 
should be preserved as far as practicable, and they should be kept as much 
as possible from the atmosphere. If the drainage be bad it ought to be 
rectified, which may necessitate the lifting of the Vines and remaking the 
border. If not in very bad condition it would perhaps be sufficient to take 
part of the old soil away, bring up some of the roots, and add new soil as you 
propose. In no case should the uppermost roots be deeper than 4 inches, 
mulching with the same thickness of short but not soapy manure. If the 
leaves are not off the Vines it would be advantageous to do the work now. 
Failing any attempt at lifting, a dressing of lime a couple of inches thick 
may be given, and mixed with the soil as deeply as can be done without 
disturbing the roots, taking advantage of any roots lying near the surface 
or proceeding from the co'lar to raise them and lay them in the fre-h soil, from 
4 to 6 inches deep. If you cou'd pick out the soil for a yard or more around 
each Vine and quite up to the stem, replacing it with fresh material, fresh 
roots would be produced that would permeate th? soil, changed by the 
lime into a nr re sirtible and abundant source of food. Encourage fresh 
growth on the Vines another season, but do not crowd the foliage, a cool 
spread of foliage exposed to light being a good preventive of shanking. 
No parcel has reached us. 

Making Grape Wine (Inquirer ).—Your letter did not reach us unti‘ 
after our last issue was published. Though Sweetwater Grapes are not 
the best for wine-making, still, as you observe, “some¬ 
thing can be made of them.” A very good wine can be 
made from Grapes which do not attain their perfect 
maturity in the open air in this country. The fruit 
should be allowed to hang as long as it is likely to derive 
any benefit in the way of ripening, and when it is ready 
the bunches are to be gathered and laid carefully, so as 
not to bruise the berries. The berries are to be picked 
separately from the stalks, discarding all that are in any 
way decayed. Measure the fruit as it is put into the fer¬ 
menting tub, and to every 15 gallons of fruit add 1 gallon 
of soft water. Stir and bruise the fruit, and after standing 
for twenty-four hours strain and press the fruit through 
a hair cloth cr coarse canvas bag, subjected to pressure. 
Now test the liquor by the saccha1 ometer, and bring up 
the gravity to 120 by the addition of sugar, every pound 
of sugar raising the density 35 or 36. Let the whole be 
well stirred, and add 1 02 of argol to every 3 gallons cf 
must. Stir the must every day, morning and evening, 
and when the density falls to 80 and the fermentation 
becomes languid the cask is to be bunged up, and the 
wine bottled cff m the month of March following. We 
append a figure of a saccharometer, the instrument having 
been obtained from Messrs. Cetti, opticims, Brook Strdet, 
Holborn, London, at a cost of 3s. 6d. Each space 
between the figures should be multiplied by 5, thrrs, 30 
multiplied by five records a gravity of 150. Argol, which is 
a combination of tartaric acid and potash, and called bitar¬ 
trate of potash, can be had from chemists. 

Fir Tree Branches Withering (D. TV.). — As we 
understand your letter, the trees, <f which the leaders are 
dying, were about 6 feet high when tram-planted. In that 
case un’ers they had been grown thinly and in good con¬ 
dition for removal, there would be great risk of some of 
them fai ing during the first and second years afterwards, 
especiilly a-s the summers were the reverse of favourab’e 
for newly planted trees. Scotch Firs and Aus'rian Pines 
that are allowed to grow large in close rows often fail to 
make satisfactoty progress after removal. If we have not 
indicated the cause of the leaders withering, the Pine- 
destroying beetle, Hylurgus piniperda, is pcs ibly the 
originator of the evil. It is very small, and drills a bole 
into the shoot, enters the pith, eating its way upwards 
through the terminal bird, which it Destroys. We have 
seen much injury caused by this enemy to Pine trees, 
though we cannot trace its working in the dry shrunken 
specimen you have sent. The rings on lire shoots are formed by the 
axis of growth pushing right through the calyx of 'he buds, leaving this 
grasping the shoot and strangling ir. Possibly tlie dry weather has had 
something to do with the non-decay of the scales and tissue. If you are 
careful you can d aw the rings up the shoots, and in that way remove 
them. Tuey have nothing whatever to do with the withering of tiie leaders 
Eent, and marked No. 1. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to he 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six speci¬ 
mens can be named at once, and beyond that number cannot he preserved. 
(Colley).—5, Marechal de Cour; 10, Yan Mons Leon Leclerc ; 11, Easter 
Beurre; 13, Knigh.’s Monarch; 14. Suzett? de Bavay; 15, Beurrd Diel. 
(.4. P. T., Lyndon).—1, Bergamotte Esperen : 2, Earn r Beurre ; 3, Josephine 
de Malines. (H. J. P.).—1, B addick’s Nonpareil ; 2, Royal Pearmain ; 3, 
Court Pendft p'at ; 4, Nonesuch; 5, Cellini; 6, Cox’s Pomona. (A Sub¬ 
scriber).—Sorry we cannot identify either; they are probably local varie¬ 
ties. (G. T.).—1, Winter Nelis; 2, Duchesse d’Angouleme; 3, Comte de 
Lamy ; 4. Groom’s Princess Royal; 5, Red Doyenne; 6, Forelle. (J. C. M.). 
—1, Golden Winter Pearmain ; 2, King of the Pippins ; 3, London Pippin ; 
4, Stirling Castle; 5, Aromatic Russet; 6, Bishop’s Thumb. N.B.—In conse¬ 
quence of Dr. Hogg’s absence from London, fruit cannot be named by him 
till after the middle of November. 

Names of Plants.—We orlv undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the be6t packing, dry 
cotton wrool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once’ 
(B. C. D.).—1, Rudbeckia Newmanni; 2, (Enotliera biennis; 3, Aster liori- 
zontalis ; 4, Tanacetum vulgare. (T. L.).—Dacrydium Franklini. (T. H.). 
—1, Pelargonium denticulatum ; 2, Pelargonium crispum ; 3, Pelargonium 
tenuifolium. (Eucharis).—Such forms are occasionally seea, but seldom so 
regular as yours. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 26th. 

Prices remain th? sxme, with business stagnant. 
PLANTS IN POTS. 

s. a. S. d. s. d. S. a 
Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen. 8 0 to 9 0 
Arbor vitas (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

„ (common), dozen.. 0 0 0 0 „ Trioolor, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. S 0 6 0 Gladiolus . 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 Hydran?ea, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 9 0 Lilies Va ley, dozen U 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 6 0 9 0 Lilinm lancifoliura, doz. 12 0 18 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 0 11 0 „ lmgiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 Lobelia, dozen. 0 0 0 0 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. so 0 so 0 Marguerife Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 0 6 0 
Erica, various, dozen 9 0 18 0 Musk, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 Myrtles, dozen. 6 0 12 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 Palms, in var., each 2 6 21 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Ficus elastica, each i 6 7 0 ,, scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 Spirae t, dozen. 0 0 0 0 

• .' CUT ELOWERS. 
B. d. s. a. s. d. 0. a. 

Abntilons, 12 bunches .. 2 0 to 4 0 Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 to 0 » 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 ,, Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. s 0 6 0 Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
Asters, 12 bunches .. .. 2 0 6 0 Mignonette, 12 bunches 1 0 8 0 

,, French, bunch .. 1 6 2 0 Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 1 6 3 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 i 0 Narciss, 12 bnnehes 0 0 0 0 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 3 0 6 0 „ White, English, bch. 0 0 0 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 Pansies, 12 bnnehes 0 0 0 0 

,, 12 bunches.. 4 0 6 0 Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 1 6 8 a 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 2 0 6 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 1 0 

„ 12 blooms i 0 6 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 3 0 & 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. i 6 3 0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 » 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 „ (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 0 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. s 0 6 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 2 0 5 0 Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Gladiolus, 12 spray3 i 0 i 6 Boses, 12 bunches .. .. 4 0 9 0 
Hyacinths, Homan, 12 „ (indoor), dozen 0 9 i O 

sprays 0 0 0 0 „ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 0 
Iris, 12 bunohes .. .. 0 0 0 0 „ red dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 „ de Mois. 12 bunches 0 0 0 o 
blooms. 1 6 8 0 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 4 0 6 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 Tropseolum, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
blootrs. 1 0 1 6 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 1 0 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
blooms. 4 0 6 0 Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 1 0 l 6 

Lilium lancifo’ium, 12 ,, (French), bunch 1 0 1 8 
blooms. 1 6 3 0 „ (Panne), bunch 8 0 3 & 

FRUIT. 
d. s. d. s. d. 8. a. 

Apples, J sieve. 1 6 to 3 6 Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0 to 12 0 
Nova Scotia and Peaches, dozen •• •• 2 0 6 o 

Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 Pears, dozen. i 0 i 6 
Cherries, J sieve .. .. 0 0 0 0 Pine Apples, English, 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 60 0 6) 0 per lb .. • 1 6 2 6 
Fig?, dozen . 0 0 0 0 Plums, 4 sieve. 1 6 2 6 
Grapes, per lb. 0 6 2 6 St. Michael Pines, each S 0 6 0 
Lemons, case. 10 0 15 0 Strawberries, per tt>. .. 0 0 0 O 
Melon, each . 0 6 1 0 

VEGETABLES. 
8. d. s. d. 8. d. H. d. 

Artichokes, dozen .. .. l 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 0 
Asparagus, bundle .. . • 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 6 1 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 3 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
Beet, Red, dozen .. •• 1 0 2 0 Onions, bunch. 0 3 0 6 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches 2 0 s O 
Brussels Sprout?, £ sieve 3 6 4 0 Parsnips, dozen .. •• i 0 0 O 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per ewt. 4 0 6 0 
Capsicum?, per 100 1 6 2 0 ,, Kidnev, i er cwt. 4 0 0 
Carrots, bunch .. •• 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 (> 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 Salsafy, bundle .. #• i 0 1 6 

Celery, bundle .. .. 1 6 2 0 Scorzouera, bundle .. 1 6 0 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 0 4 0 Seakale, basket •• .. 0 0 0 0 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 4 0 6 Shallot1, per lb. 0 S 0 0 

Endive, dozen. 1 0 2 0 Spinach, bu*hf*l .. .. 1 6 2 0 

Heros, bunch .. .. .. 0 2 0 0 Tomatov -, per lb. 0 4 0 6 

Leeks, bunch. 0 3 0 4 Turnips, ouucn .. •• 0 4 0 6 
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PROGRESS. 

Dare we venture to mention such a word as progress 
in connection with agriculture at the present time ? 
Yes, we certainly may do so, for it is an immutable law 
of Nature that nothing under her control remains quies¬ 
cent, it either improves or decays. Change, incessant 
change, there always must be, and whether such change 
proves beneficial for the fanner or the reverse depends in 
no inconsiderable degree upon himself. If under the 
heavy cloud of depression that is now hanging over us, 
we were to own ourselves beaten and withdraw from a 
struggle which becomes increasingly arduous year by 
year, there would soon be an end of agriculture in this 
country, for an increasing demand for farm produce 
would receive prompt attention from importers, vdio would 
hasten to reap the rich harvest to be gained by supplying 
the wants of so wealthy a nation as this is. 

But the British farmer is not wont to yield lightly to 
difficulties, and however easy-going he may have been in 
the “ good times ” he is now on his mettle, and strenuous 
•efforts for all possible improvements are being made, and 
the lessons of adversity will indeed prove to be invaluable 
if they enable him to overcome the difficulties of his posi¬ 
tion and to hold his own in the keen competition with 
foreign produce in which he is now engaged. 

As a sign of progress we gladly note the lively interest 
taken by farmers generally in improved sorts of corn. 
We may go farther and acknowledge a feeling of surprise 
at the spirit of enterprise shown in the purchase of 
pedigree Wheat and other pure samples of Wheat, Barley, 
and Oats. We make our home farm in fact a nursery 
for raising and supplying our off farms with the best sorts 
of corn. We have been so successful in doing this that we 
were induced to exhibit some bunches of Wheat on our 
market stand. They attracted much attention and led 
to many warm discussions of the relative merits of one 
sort with another, and we found that however enthusiastic 
farmers were over a fine sample of corn, prudence kept 
them from indulgence in giving fancy prices for it. At 
our last market we purchased some 15 quarters of 
Scholey’s Square-head Ited Wheat at 30s. We were asked 
40s. for it, but while eager to secure it for sowing we felt 
safe in not going beyond market value. The result proved 
us to be right, and we were so fortunate as to secure 
this Wheat in time for sowing. It weighed 07 lbs. a 
bushel, and the yield was 5 quarters an acre. It will 
thus be seen that in both weight and measure it was much 
above the average. There are, however, plenty of farms 
where the yield has been equal to this. While writing this 
article we have received samples of corn from Kent, of which 
the Red Wheat yield was 5 quarters, and the weight 
per bushel 65 lbs.. We know an instance where the Wheat 
yield reached as high as 7 quarters an acre on a Suffolk 
farm. Take such a crop at market value now, and the 
grain is worth £10 10s., to which we may certainly add 
£5 for the straw, and we may certainly claim that £15 
an acre for Wheat is an unmistakeable sign of progress. 
Yet we are told that Wheat-growing in this country will 
be a thing of the past: may we not qualify this by saying 
that bad practice in Wheat-growing here will soon be 

ended? In our own practice we do not sow Wheat upon 
land that is out of condition, and we have no doubt that 
the failure of many farmers was caused by doing so. As 
a plea for rent reduction we are told that land is cold, 
thin, poor, hungry, and wet We are always ready to assist a 
tenant with drainage to correct the cold and wet condition 
of his land, but it rests with him to plough deeply and 
apply manure. 

We may certainly take it as a sign of progress when men 
of energy, intelligence, and enterprise continue to make 
farming answer under the difficulties which beset their 
work now. At one time farming was said to be so pro¬ 
fitable an undertaking that anyone might turn to it with 
advantage; that time is certainly gone by, and those who 
went into farming without sound practical knowledge 
have had to pay the penalty of their rashness in under¬ 
taking a business of which they are so ignorant. It may 
appear like a bit of of grim satire to say that the failure 
of such men is a sign of progress, yet we do say so. fJ he 
time for easy-going practice in any calling has gone by. 
In these days of keen competition the best men come to 
the front and remain there to grapple with and overcome 
difficulties which prove insuperable- to less able men. 

(To be continued.) 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

Especial attention is being given to the cleaning and dressing of 
com for market, for we have found the sale of corn much affected by 
care in dressing. For this reason we never purchase old corn-dressing 
machines, but have new hand machines as they are required. We get 
excellent machines from Mr. Robert Boby, of Bury St. Edmunds, 
with fans and a complete set of screens for all sorts of corn and 
fine seeds. In East Anglia these machines are held in such high esteem 
that to Boby ” corn is a common expression when excellence in dress¬ 
ing is spoken of. The hand machine we recommend is sold with a 
guarantee to screen sixty bushels of corn an hour, but to do this well we 
find the corn must be tolerably clean beforehand. We have therefore 
to take equal care in our selection of a threshing machine. Old thresh¬ 
ing tackle can now be bought at so low a rate that it is quite ex¬ 
ceptional to be able to hire a really good set of tackle. We have to hire 
several, because the farms which we have in hand are so far apart, and 
we find much difference in the condition of the corn after threshing is 
done. There is no doubt that the bearings of old machines become so 
much worn that the work cannot be well done, and some Barley was so 
badly screened by a drum used at one of our farms that it had to be 
passed twice through a new Boby screen before it was fit for market. 
Tail corn can always be used advantageously for pigs and poultry, and 
none of it should be left in the bulk of corn that is screened either for 
sale or sowing. We hope now there is an end of using tail corn for seed, 

•yet at one time the practice of sowing such inferior seed was common 
enough, and the result was an Inferior crop. 

We are taking pains to have only pure corn seed sown upon our 
farms, and we have been at much trouble and expense in obtaining the 
best known sorts. The best seed, the best manure, thorough drainage, 
clean land, deep cultivation, a fine seed bed, timely sowing, these are 
the indispensable points of culture to which attention is given, and 
which go far to render corn-growing successful. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
Camden square, London. 

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N.; Lmg, 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 
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Monday. 
Tuesday .... 

17 30.579 47 0 44. L N. 45.3 
45.4 

56.1 39 7 94.3 33 6 _ 
18 30.610 43.0 41.9 W. 53.4 36 2 77.6 302 _ 

Wednesday.. 19 30.502 47.4 43.2 N.W. 46 2 49.1 42.9 7 <L2 42 6 _ 
Thursday... 20 30.3S7 4.9 44.4 W. 45.8 54 8 36.2 62.4 30.4 _ 
Friday . 21 30.472 43.3 40.5 N. 46 2 53.6 34 7 84 0 27.3 _ 
Saturday .... 22 3 >.590 31.6 316 Calm. 451 48 4 28 2 62.2 238 — 

30.512 42.7 40.7 4.50 52.5 361 76 8 31.0 - 

REMARKS. 
16th.—Fine and bright all day. 
17th.—Bright, pleasant day. 
18th.—Foggy till nearly midday; fine afternoon. 
19th.—Cloudy morning ; pleasant sunshiny afternoon; clear night. 
20th.—Fine, but almost without sunshine. 
21st.—Fine, bright and warm. 
22nd.—Cold, with dense fog necessitating gas till noon, then fine; fog again in tie 

evening. 
A rainless autumn week. Fine and pleasant except during the fogs of the 18tli and 

22nd. Temperature about 5- below the average, but more than a degree higher than that 
of the preceding week.—G. J. Symons. 
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Havant and Henfield Shows. 
Crjstal P.uacj Show (two days). 

22nd Sunday after Trinity. 
Surrey Chrysanthemum Show. [St. Neota Shows. 

ftt UAM.-; Kingston, Brighton. Higbgate, and 
National Chrysanthemum Society ; Bath, Croydon, Ascot, and Cornwall 

oDOffS. 

THE FERTILISATION, STONING, AND SWELLING 
OF GRAPES. 

BOUT a year since, while giving the results of 
my experience in the direction indicated, I 
made inquiries, and caused some little 
attention to be devoted to the subject; with 
your permission I will now again trouble you 
with further particulars. I send a few 
samples of Grapes for examination, seeing 
and tasting in this case affording the best 

means of estimating the value of fertilisation. Before 
dealing with these varieties and their peculiarities a 
few lines on tlieir treatment and the present appearance 
of the crop will not be inappropriate. Speaking generally, 
the crop is satisfactory, only in a very few instances are 
the Vines too heavily laden. Last year I erred very 
much in this respect, and every Vine so overcropped 
shows the effects of it very ])lainly now. 

Beginning with my Gros Colman house, the Vines 
on their own roots; for the first time I have the Grapes 
beautifully coloured (see No, 4 sample sent). Wishing 
to keep them into May, they were thinned more freely 
than is customary when the crop is intended for winter use. 
The Vines were started on February 1st, the border having 
had a heavy dressing of lime in the autumn, and another 
application at the time of starting. As the Grapes hang 
I have no serious fault to find, for the crop is good, still 
there are but few berries with the full complement of 
stones (four). But if the crop is good at the present 
moment I am not satisfied, having regard to the keeping 
properties of the Grapes, nor shall I be until I get the 
normal number of stones in each berry. I have no fear 
of f>i emature collapse if the berries have only two seeds ; 
one is not enough, one-seeded berries shrivelling a little 
on one side, heedless Grapes will not keep after they 
are rijie. Having done all I thought necessary to the 
roots of the Vines I did not stop at that, but every bunch 
was very carefully touched with a soft brush, using 
different varieties of pollen. At the date of writing it does 
not require a very practised eye to detect the influence of 
the Black Hamburgh pollen; a vast improvement resulted 
from this, as is apparent from the samples sent. 
Muscat of Alexandria pollen also left its mark, but I 
think the grandest result of all is from the Madresfield 
Court. My regret is that with all this care there is a 
deficiency of stones in the Grapes. Before leaving this 
house of Gros Colman I may say, though the crop is not 
heavy, there are nine bunches to eleven laterals, or from 
twenty to twenty-four bunches on a Vine, all for late 
keeping. The foliage is very fine and still holds on, but 
changing colour, and the bright autumn tints are at¬ 
tractive on a sunny morning. Madresfield Court grown 
in two corners of the house are the best coloured bunches 

No. 384.—Yol. XV., Thikd Series 

I ever saw, and look like keeping; no cracks; bunches 
not large, nor berries either, but there are fifty bunches 
on the two Vines, and considering the weight the Grapes 
are, 1 think, as good as could be reasonably expected. 
For heavier bunches and larger berries of Gros Colman I 
have to go to the Muscat stock ; the same fault, however, is 
appaient in the stoning. For colour the berries are the 
iutensest black I have seen. 

Muscat of Alexandria (see No. 5).—Of this fine 
variety the fruit is sound and will keep till April. In the 
Inning piocess here I was very liberal, even to giviii0, the 
Vines an extra dose alter thinning, and all the bunches 
veie fertilised. I hough these are not large all round 
1 am tempted to feel somewhat proud of the cron at 
times, or, at least, until I bethink me of the noble ex¬ 
amples at Longleat and Bath. Shrivelling I am aware 
is a great drawback to this most luscious Grape, but 
from this calamity 1 have escaped much better than usual 
and am positive that front ventilation has a close connec¬ 
tion with shrivelling; indeed front air admitted freely 
when the house is hot will materially accelerate it. One 
particular Vine suffered through want of water at the 
roots, but without doubt the fruit on this Vine would 
not have shrivelled so soon if air were not admitted 
through the front ventilators. After many experiments 
m feeding Vines I have come to the conclusion that for 
top-dressing dry night soil, lime, and soot are good • 
for liquid feeding, sheep or cow dung form the best of 
manures. 

Black Hamburghs have been black and good—I had 
cut all the best before I thought of sending; the shoulder 
piece (see No. 3) will give you an idea of what they 
were; not bad, I think. Gardeners who have tasted them 
have admired the flavour much. For the first time I had 
no difficulty in colouring the fruit, yet the crop was 
good. 

Now I come to Alicante grafted on Buckland Sweet¬ 
water—a really good result (see No. 1); over-thinned 
you may perhaps think, but not for my purpose. Such 
a piece as I send would keep till April, without doubt 
A word from you on the flavour will oblige. This 
variety is equally good on the Black Hamburgh stock. 
I have plenty of good rods so growing, but seeds are* 
wanting in the Grapes as in the others. 

Gros Maroc on Buckland Sweetwater will, I think, 
bear examination; for crop, size of berries, colour, and 
flavour I have seen nothing to touch it. I do not yet 
know how the stones are, but, as you will see by the sample 
(No. 2) the berries are very sound and noble-looking 
The sample (No. 6) is of the same variety from a Vine 
on its own roots bearing a very heavy crop in a cold 
house. The berries are smaller than the others, but 
much longer. I think the difference n shape remark¬ 
able. Very little heat has been used n this house, 
which has much to do with the condition of the last sample 
(No. 7) of Alicante, not fertilised, and only the very 
smallest hemes cut out, and those left are nearly seed¬ 
less. I wish you particularly to note this sample, as the 
Alicante is generally supposed to be so free in setting. 

This year I have had several bunches of Grapes sent 
to me for inspection, including a sample from the great 
Manresa Vine, and while this was the best of all the Black 
Hamburghs, only a few berries had four seeds in them. 
I wish Giape growers generally would give their experience 
on the subject of the seeds in Grapes influencing the size 
and keeping of the fruit. There may be some who do 
not admit the proposition, but I am of opinion a Grape is 

No. 2040.—Yol. LXXYIT., Old Series. 
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not perfect as a fruit when short of the proper number of 
stones. I have seen Lady Downe’s this year quite worth¬ 
less because, as I considered, practically seedless. 

I have made a special point of fertilisation, and shudder 
to think what the crops would have been without it. One 
bunch of Muscats hanging “ tells a tale.” I touched the 
top portion of the bunch, down one side, and also the bottom, 
with pollen ; where it was not touched all the berries are 
small, and the effect very striking. Yet the large berries 
want more stones; and if I did not know it before I know 
now, that, beneficial as fertilising is, it will not of itself 
produce seeds in Grapes. Remembering the grand 
results achieved by Mr. Taylor from the very free use of 
lime in perfecting stones in his Grapes, I am utterly at 
a loss to know why my apparently healthy Vines should 
not, when the same means are applied, answer to my call. 
I h ive used a stone (14 lbs.) of lime to a square yard in 
some cases, and even more coprolites and gypsum. I 
should like to know what more can be done to effect the 
desired object. As to the time of applying lime, l have 
given it three times a year, never top-dressing or mulch¬ 
ing without using it. When making the borders I may 
have depended too much on old mortar rubbish, which is 
good for a mechanical purpose, and it is possible if more 
active lime had been used I should have better results; 
but the point is a moot one, and I leave it for further 
consideration. Reverting to artificial fertilisation, I 
cannot help feeling vexed to hear clever men, who happen 
to catch me dusting the bunches, remark they never 
have any trouble in setting their Grapes, but “just tap 
the Vine, and all is right.” 1 wish I had this magician's 
wand. 

My prospects for the next season are good. The 
wood is extra well ripened and strong -i. e., stronger than 
that of last year. As the fruit is cut a good sprinkling 
of lime will be given, washing it well in, following at the 
spring top-dressing with a heavier dose; the soil being 
naturally tenacious, will do with more than some of a 
friable nature. 

The question was very gently put to me once this 
summer—Did I think the Muscats had as much fire heat 
as they wanted at flowering time ? To this I replied, 
“ Supposing they did not, surely the want of fire did not 
injuriously affect the black Grapes,” yet all are alike 
faulty in stoning. I am fully aware there are faulty 
bunches, in one house especially, but I think other crops 
counterbalance this, and believe that more than one 
good reader of Journal will bear me out in this opinion.— 
Stephen Castle, West Lynn. 

[Our correspondent gives his experience on a subject of 
considerable importance; and it is observable that he does 
not hesitate to admit the faultiness of some of his crops, 
not dwelling on those alone that are meritorious. Mr. 
Stephen Castle sent us samples of Grapes on a previous 
occasion, and we could not fail to notice that the skins 
were lacking in texture, as well as the seeds being few. 
The condition was attributed to overcropping, or a 
deficiency of lime, or both. The overcropping is now 
admitted, and lime has been liberally used. There is a 
distinct improvement in the samples, the skins being 
thicker and colour better, and the seeds in the larger 
berries more numerous, but the smaller are very de¬ 
fective in this respect. 

A close examination of the berries sent, the whole of 
them having been dissected, reveals the influence that 
the seeds exert on the size of the fruit, apart from its 
keeping. As a rule, the size of the berries was in pro¬ 

portion to the number and character of the seeds in them, 
the exceptions to this being so few as to have practically 
no modifying effect. There can be no seeds without fer¬ 
tilisation, and those thus formed cannot be developed im 
the absence of lime, potash, and phosphoric acid, of 
which they are mainly composed, these comprising more- 
than 80 per cent, of their constituents. Mr. S. Castle has- 
evidently applied sufficient lime, and possibly more than 
enough, in which case the border would be the pooreran-d 
the Vines the losers, for if more food is liberated than 
they can appropriate it is washed away and lost. Has- 
he applied sufficient potash? Well-developed stones- 
contain about 5 per cent, more lime than potash; but 
if we add the skins thereto we find a great excess of 
potash in the composition. We are of opinion, how¬ 
ever, that the want of seeds in this case is mainly the 
result of defective fertilisation. 

It is quite true that many gardeners have no need to 
exercise the care that Mr. Castle bestows in the setting 
of the fruit. This we suspect indicates a difference in 
temperature or atmospheric conditions during the flower, 
ing period. The reluctance of our correspondent to use- 
the front ventilators, which we know are often seriously 
abused, suggests the possibility of the atmosphere being 
too damp, according to the temperature, at a critical 
time. The fruit will set in a low temperature if the air 
be dry, but not otherwise, and the higher the temperature 
the drier the air as a rule, when other routine conditions 
are alike in the two cases. The position of the vineries 
being low, and the sea not far distant, a naturally moist 
atmosphere may prevail, and if this is so the corrective 
that occurs is more fire heat when the Vines are flower¬ 
ing. We have had Grapes set freely at a temperature of 
50° in a dry house and district, but found an increase of 
15° under opposite conditions distinctly advantageous. 
Further comment on the subject is left to others, and we 
now briefly indicate the character of the samples before us. 

Gros Colman, fertilised with Black Hamburgh pollen; 
the largest berry 1& in diameter, contained four good 
seeds ; the majority, nearly as large, two and three seeds, 
a few smaller berries one seed; colour very good, and 
quality above the average. Muscat:, the largest and 
roundest berry was the only one having three seeds, the 
majority two seeds, every small berry one only ; size 
below average, but the firmness remarkable, and quality 
excellent. Gros Maroc on own roots in a cool house : 
berries oval, much more so than the Muscats; medium 
size, well coloured; the largest two seeds, the majority 
one; quality inferior—soft and watery, the result probably 
of low temperature and overcropping. Gros Maroc on 
Black Hamburgh stock : a remarkable change. One berry 
only, the largest, had four seeds; the majority, 1 \ inch 
in diameter, two and three; the smallest only one stone. 
Berries quite round, and exactly resembling Gros Col¬ 
man ; colour good, and quality far superior to the other. 
Judging from appearance alone nine out of ten gardeners 
would have pronounced it Gros Colman, but the palate 
test settled its identity as Gros Maroc Black Ham¬ 
burgh : below average in size; seeds as a rule imperfect, 
only one berry having four, the majority two, the smallest 
one; stems weak; footstalks long and slender ; colour 
good, and quality above the average. Judging by the 
sample alone the Vine is not in a satisfactory condition. 
Black Alicante on Buckland Sweetwater: berries round 
and well coloured, medium size, and of fair quality; a 
few of the largest contained three seeds, the majority two, 
but several only one. The same variety not fertilised: 
small, loose, nearly seedless, and practically worthless. 
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The descriptions are as exact as we can present them, 
and the results of the examination interesting and sugges¬ 
tive. Mr. Castle grows Buckland Sweetwater well, but 
he has not stated whether it forms seeds freely or not. 
"We have often seen large berries of it defective in that 
respect. Much more might be said on the setting, ston¬ 
ing, and swelling of Grapes, and the subject is left for the 
consideration of cultivators.] 

HELLEBORES. 
From the middle of November, and even earlier than this, 

when the giant of its race, H. altifolius (maximus) commences to 
flower, onward to the end of February, Hellebore flowers may be 
had in profusion. It is no wonder, then, that they rank among the 
.choicer flowers of the market at this time of the year. It was not 
of their value sn a cut state, nor yet their beauty in the garden 
generally, that I wish to say a few words, but to give a few brief 
observations as to the best season for planting them. The question 
is a vexed one, and one which is not easily settled. The old rule— 
viz., “ divide the roots immediately after flowering and transplant 
them,’’ does not hold good in the case of the varieties of Hellebores, 

■for at this time they will have made many of their new roots, 
which it is of the utmost importance should be retained, and this 
can hardly be the case if planting is done late in the season, or 
what will be more readily understood, after they have ceased 
flowering. Whatever may be the right time for planting these 
favourite flowers, I doubt not but that many have this year dis¬ 
covered the wrong time. One of the surest as well as one of the 
.most general signs of the varieties of Helleborus niger being un¬ 
happy is the absence of their foliage in summer time, the loss of 
which is due in a great measure to the new roots having been made 
and the planting done some three or four months after. The 
primary points for consideration, then, are these, that the planting 
ha done at a season when the newly forming roots may be preserved 
and the foliage retained intact. 

I have been watching these Christmas Roses for some years, 
and have noted some of their habits. The result of my observa¬ 
tions, as applied to the proper season for planting them, is that this 
should be done during October, or even at the end of September. 
My reasons are these. Towards the end of September the varieties 
of H. niger begin to emit new roots, which is continued throughout 
■October and November, and it is this particular set of roots which 
all who court success should endeavour to preserve. These early 
.autumn roots I place much faith in ; they are those large fleshy 
roots which are in healthy clumps emitted so freely direct from 
the rhizome which continue to grow for several weeks. In good 
soil they go down to a depth of 2| feet. Soon after the flowering 
is complete, which will vary according to the varieties, the young 
leaves commence to push forth, ar.d simultaneously with these 
begins the formation of a complete mass of small fibrous roots, the 
value of which can hardly be over-estimated. Therefore to pursue 
planting at such a time cannot but endanger the larger roots, and 
at the same time inflict an irreparable check on the smaller fibres 
which will take a season to recover. Too often is the loss of these 
xoots followed by the loss of foliage, and if a dry summer like that 
•of 1887 ensues, the plants will have a dry hard time indeed. I 
have been considerably assisted in these observations by growing 
.them largely in pots, by which I have been enabled to examine the 
plants from time to time without injuring them. 

Some eleven years since, in a garden under my charge, I had 
occasion to move some large clumps fully 2 feet across, the foliage 
of which spread out on the lawn, on account of their being planted 
too near the margin originally, and consequent upon their being 
.moved at a wrong time they lost the whole of their leaves, and 
pitable objects they were, notwithstanding that a large ball of 
.earth was taken with them and apparently little harm done to 
the roots. Luckily it was only necessary to move about three such, 
so that the remainder, of which there was a score of plants of 
■equal size, had the opportunity of displaying their superiority, and 
at the same time affording an illustration beyond doubt of their 
preference for remaining undisturbed. My advice, then, for all 
Hellebores of the niger section, is to plant at once, and for those 
who are desirous of lifting old clumps for the decoration of the 
greenhouse later on, to lift these and pot without delay, as by so 
doing the great majority of their roots will be saved. In the open 
ground it is almost impossible to provide them with a soil too deep 
or too rich, and once planted, allow them to remain for years un¬ 
disturbed, when, if all is well, you will annually be repaid by 
numbers of their useful flowers ; and if you can assist old 
established clumps with liberal supplies of liquid manure during the 

ummer time, it will all add to their vigour both in foliage and 
flowers. 

Of the varieties of H. orientalis and others, which constitute 
the Lenten Roses, I will not speak in detail. These may be planted 
now with equal success as the forms of H. niger, and any new 
planting should be made at once. In this particular they are not 
so fastidious, and may safely be planted any time from now till 
March, and I have planted them after flowering is complete, though 
I do not recommend its general adoption, since you entail the risk 
of losing much of the then current foliage, and which add consider¬ 
ably to their general beauty and picturesque bearing.—J. H. E. 

MELONS IN 1887. 
This year I grew in frames Melons A. F. Barron, received 

from Mr. Gilbert ; Marston Park, received from Mr. Iggulden ; 
and two of Mr. Abbey’s seedlings, which were sent me as W. 
Iggulden, but proved to be nothing like so good as that useful 
Melon, the seed of which I unfortunately lost when moving, and 
I am sorry to find the raiser (Mr. Abbey) is in the same plight. 
I also grew Read’s Scarlet, a seedling of my own, and Lunefield 
Hybrid. The results are as under. 

A. F. Barron I found rather tender at first, and it evidently re¬ 
quires a good deal of heat. It was with me deeply ribbed, but a 
friend of mine who grew it in a house had fruit with very slight 
ribs, and another friend who had it in a frame had only the very 
slightest sign of ribs. A peculiarity about this Melon is the 
rapidity with which it turns from a very deep green to yellow when 
ripening. In twelve hours I saw a fruit turn from deep green to 
yellow, much to my surprise. The skin is extremely thin, the flesh 
white and luscious, the flavour delicate, but in the latter quality it 
is surpassed by Marston Park. 

Marston Park, another whiteflesh, seemed at first as if it meant 
to perish, and I could not induce it to set the fruit, and when it did 
it was a long time ripening, but I was amply repaid, for the fruits 
were most delicate in flavour ; in fact, surpassed any Melon in that 
particular I ever tasted, and no doubt the hot summer contributed 
to this. The skin is very hard, and this will no doubt prove a good 
keeper. 

The two seedlings which ought to have been W. Iggulden were 
nothing like so good as the Melon whose name they borrowed. 

Lunefield Hybrid, a free setter and beautifully netted scarlet 
flesh, oval in shape, did not turn out so well as last year, but it is 
a good Melon. 

Read’s Scarlet is a first-class Melon for frame culture, and 
the fruits are extremely handsome, being very round, and the 
netting everything one could wish. It sets well, is hardy, and the 
fruits are very heavy. It is full flavoured, and several friends pro¬ 
nounced it the best Melon of all, but I cannot agree with that 
opinion, although it certainly was by far the most fruitful and use¬ 
ful. After I had cut the last fruit it set another crop, which would 
have matured had I not required the frame for another purpose. I 
can strongly recommend it for framework to those who like a 
scarlet flesh. I may add it keeps fairly well. 

Next season, through the kindness of Mr. Abbey, I hope to grow 
successfully his J. Wright, and if it only equals his W. Iggulden 
it will indeed be a good one, for T consider the latter the most 
useful and profitable Melon grown with quality to boot. 

Although it was a hot summer I gave no shading, and I attribute 
the extra quality of the fruit a good deal of this circumstance. To 
make up for want of shading I gave more air than usual, keeping 
the lights well up till three o’clock during the hottest part of the 
summer, and I was rather sparing with the waterpot. Good 
ventilation is in my opinion the main thing, feeding being a 
secondary consideration.—H. S. Easty. 

MILDEW ON ROSES. 
Mildew on Roses this year has been very prevalent in many locali¬ 

ties, and, on page 337 your correspondent, “ Olton,” asks, “ Is dryness at 
the root a cause ? ’’ I have long since pointed out that drought was one 
of the main causes by which the plants w. re ch. cited, and thus predis¬ 
posed to an attack of this destructive disease. Mildew no doubt may be 
brought into existence by many causes other than the one named—for 
instance, a wet, cold, saturated soil, the atmosphere in the same condi¬ 
tion, poor soil, overfeeding, in fact any cause that would enfeeble the 
energies of the plant and bring growth to a standstill. Any one of these 
causes or a combination might result in an attack. It is sometimes 
difficult to trace the origin of the disease to the right source. In 
seasons like the past it cannot be attributed to a saturated atmosphere 
or soil. It might, however, have its origin when the plant is growing in 
soil of an unfertile nature. If the plants are growing on well drained, 
deeply worked fertile soil, then in hot dry seasons it may safely and 
surely be the outcome of an insufficiency of moisture about the roots. I 
am of opinion that it is more often due to this cause than any other, or 
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rather the germs of the disease may he first brought into activity and 
quickly developed with any change in the weather. After it has once 
started it may only be visible on a few leaves, but has been sufficiently 
long to scatter its spores on the foliage of many of the plants. This 
being so a week’s damp sunless weather would bring them into life, and 
the results might not be visible for a short time afterwards. How easy 
and natural to conclude that the attack was due to the cold damp con¬ 
dition of the atmosphere. I think it may safely be concluded that those 
plants with feeble constitutions are most likely to suffer. Thjy are most 
susceptible to the disease, and would be the first to become checked by 
drought or other causes, while those with strong constitutions with hard 
leathery foliage generally escape. 

It is much easier for those who grow only a few. plants to arrest 
disease on its first appearance, and carry into effect remedies to prevent 
it when the cause is that of drought. It can be destroyed by syringing, 
directly it is visible, the whole of the plants with sulphur and water. One 
good handful or a 3-incli potful may be mixed and stirred into each two 
gallons of water that may be needed. If done directly it is visible 
sulphur may be dusted on the affected parts, and if left on for a few 
days will soon kill the mildew. The whole of the sulphur can after¬ 
wards be washed from the foliage with clean water. This is not all, for 
if the cause has been dryness it will quickly appear again, unless the 
plants are thoroughly watered and the surface of the soil mulched with 
manure or other material to prevent evaporation. Mulching on light 
shallow soils, or to avoid watering, should be done early in the season 
while the ground is moist. This is the best and most effectual method. 
In some seasons the mulching would be better off, especially on heavy 
soils, if the season proves a damp cold one. Next to mulching the soil 
should be constantly stirred with the hoe, so that there is a good layer of 
light fine soil on the surface. This is beneficial for light soils, and of greater 
importance in the case of heavy ones that are liable to crack seriously, 
and the moisture be evaporated to a greater depth than would r ally be 
the case from light soils, which seldom crack to such an extent as to 
bring serious consequences. Such methods are altogether useless when 
the disease arises from the opposite extreme, or a cold saturated atmo¬ 
sphere. The mildew may be kept in check by the use of insecticides, 
but it is impossible to exterminate it. Although large growers may have 
the advantage over amateurs and those who grow a few plants by their 
superior knowledge of their culture and requirements, the latter have 
also advantages. The suggestions pointed out are not really practicable 
for large growers ; to carry them out to be effectual would entail too 
great an outlay, which in the present state of trade, and the price for 
which they are bound to dispose of their plants would leave them with¬ 
out profit. I am, of course, alluding to those who grow for sale. The 
same holds good to a certain extent with large amateur growers. 

Your correspondent further asks for advice respecting the “ pruning 
of Roses now” that have been “badly affected by mildew.” The 
current season’s wood may he pruned back to within 18 inches of the 
startiug point. The prunings should be burnt, and the leaves most 
affected may be removed and destroyed in the same manner. The 
remainder of the foliage should be carefully gathered up, or it may be 
picked off in the course of a month and also burnt. Do not fork the 
leaves beneath the soil, for Nature has provided this pest with a 
covering that will protect its spores from destruction by rain and frost. 
The genial weather of May and June will cause the germs to issue 
forth, which often germinate in the air anl finally settle upon any prey 
that is in a suitable state upon which they can arow and spread. 

There is another aspect to this matter, and large growers, especially 
those who grow for sale, have an advantage over amateurs as well as 
many professional garden rs. The latter are often so limited for space 
that the plants occupy the same ground for many years, and frequently 
are undisturbed. Nurserymen who grow tens of thousands proceed very 
differently. A change of soil is without doubt as beneficial to the Rose 
as any other plant, in fact I cannot think it is an exception to ati 
almost general rule. Even if the plants could not be changed to fresh 
positions they could be lifted at intervals of three years, and the soil 
well and deeply worked with fresh supplies of manure incorporated, or 
a little fresh soil, which in many cases would perhaps ba preferable. 
This would do more to keep the soil in a sweet fertile state, and thus 
assist wonderfully in retaining health and vi.our to resist attacks of 
mildew. There can be no doubt that plants growing in soils that are 
deeply worked resist the disease much longer, in fact are less liable to 
he attacked than those growing on shallow soils. The nurserymen have 
the plants on the same soil for only two years, the stocks are planted on 
well and deeply worked well drained land as a rule, and the second 

"season afterwards they are disposed of, others being prepared on a 
different piece of land. How different is this from the system that 
prevails in not only small but many large gardens. Again, the plants 
of large growers have always youth and vigour on their side, and thus 
grow with greater strength and luxuriance than many of the plants to 
be found in gardens that are old and practically worn out. Solitary 
plants or small beds are more liable to suffer by drought than the large 
flats grown by the trade. They are surrounded by drying influences, 
and suffer proportionally in consequence. When large quantities are 
grown together the plants shade the ground, and thus they prevent rapid 
evaporation from the soil. There is greater need when a few only are 
grown for mulching than when large numbers are grown together and 
practically cover the ground.—Wm. Bardxey. 

A year or two ago I advocated in the Journal the use of Fir tree 
oil as a preventive of green fly and mildew on Roses. My experience 

since confirms my estimation of it, until now I am almost inclined to 
think that those who continue to suffer much from these pests eithei 
desire, or at least deserve, to do so. I aim at prevention rather than 
cure ; and by the use of Hughes’ spray-distributor on Teas under glass, 
and the syringe or a fine-rosed watering pan in the garden, 1 find the oil 
quite satisfactory. I use it about the strength recommended—if any- 
thing a little over it. 1 now seldom use soap and quassia, the othei 
being both cheaper and more readily prepared. I hose who have not 
given the oil a trial should do so, if they desire a preventive, efficacious, 
easily applied, and pleasant to use. I had occasion lately, after a few 
weeks’ absence, to use it as a remedy with the usual good effect. In re¬ 
potting my Auriculas I dip them in a somewhat weaker mixture. My 
plants are too well watched for aphides to get a footing, but the oil seems 
very distasteful, and I use the spray now and then when the bloom is 
over. I have seen the mealed foliage a little browned by the mixture 
when stronger than prescribed in the directions for use. In the case or 
Roses that are persistently attacked by mildew I agree with Mr. Gilmoui 
that the best treatment is to get rid of them, and I act accordingly. The 
results from such sorts never repay the trouble they give. This year, 
Yiolette Bouyer and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, the latter both under glass- 
and in the garden, have been with me the most inclined to it. I would 
be sorry to part with either, and hope they will mend their ways and 
retain their place. If not, off they go.—A Northern Amateur. 

VIOLAS. 

I AM sorry to find the subject was not continued last week, but 
perhaps Mr. Jenkins is waiting for my reply before he contributes 
anything more. Our subject was the Viola, its properties and classifi¬ 
cation ; but as Mr. Dean has so well defintd the show Pansy, I will 
leave the properties of the Viola also in his able and experienced hands, 
and give my ideas regarding its classification. The Viola has now be¬ 
come very popular, and during the last few years some fine varieties- 
have been raised, but these again I am convinced will soon be super¬ 
seded by varieties of finer form, and with markings and edgings as 
perfect as possible. It is with this object in view that we wish to 
have Violas classed, and we are inclined to favour Mr. Dean’s opinion 
that the time has arrived for such an arrangement. Mr. Jenkins, in, 
his communication, page 323, defines the characteristics of the Viola,, 
and agrees with us that a line of distinction should be drawn, and solves 
the problem thus, “ Calyx with unequal sepals.” a character not allowed 
in the florist Tansy ; but I fail to see how such a description can guide- 
us, for in the order Violaeeae we have in one genus six species, which, 
may be defined in the same way, and I think if Mr. Jenkins were to 
examine a Pansy he would find the calyx, sepals, stamens, anthers, 
and capsule very similar to what he has described. But he goes on to 
say if we rigidly pursue such a course we shall exclude some pf our 
best Violas, and asks how we are to establish such a rule. I, answer. 
In the same way as Mr. Glenny defined the properties of the Rose, the 
Carnation, or any other flower. We shall exclude none of the fine 
varieties Mr. Jenkins enumerates, but simply arrange them in two 
families as suggested by Mr. Dean, page 337—viz., bedding Pansies 
and Violas. These again I would divide into classes, as^ follows:— 
First, bedding Pansies, which would consist of class 1, Selfs, where 
Archie Grant would find a place ; class 2, Picotee edged, including 
Merchiston Castle ; class 3, feathered or clouded varieties, comprising 
Mrs. Baxter. I have chosen these popular varieties as examples in their 
respective classes, and which I consider bedding Pansies. Of course 
we shall have all the colours represented in each class ; for instance 
class 1 will be formed of purple, white, yellow, or any other coloured 
seifs ; class 2 in the same way, only the Picotee edge must be bright 
and well defined ; the same in class 3. Violas I would arrange in tlje 
same order—viz., class 1, self, in which Pilrig Park or Bullion would 
form an example ; class 2, Picotee edged, where Skylark or Goldfinch, 
would be represented ; class 3, feathered or flaked varieties, including 

Sejour or some of our new varieties. 
The preceding remarks are only our own opinion, and are open to- 

criticism. I know there are many who will not agree with them, but 
we shall be pleased to learn their opinions through the Journal. For 
instance, in the two recent communications Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Dean 
are not quite agreed. Mr. Jrnkins would like to retain Archie Grant 
among the Violas, while Mr. Dean would give it a place amoitgst the 
bedding Pansies, and also thinks it a fit companion for Bronze Queen, 
Lady Diana, or Mrs. Baxter, but these minor points I feel sure will soon 
be overcome. Now, with regard to the exhibition table. We must ask 
the secretaries of the different Pansy societi-s to help us, and give a 
special or extra prize for bedding Pansies, independent of their prizes 
for Violas. Such a prize would greatly facilitate keeping the two 
families separate, for I*think nothing seems more absurd (.from a florist’s 
point of view) than to see a stand of V iolas containing two or three 
bunches of bedding Tansies. Why not introduce a bunch or two of 
Viola odorata as well ? Botanically speaking, they would be quite as- 
much in place. Again, I wonder what some of the judges would say to 
a stand of II.P. Roses with one or two China or Hybrid Tea blooms in 
it. I fancy they would pass it, and give an inferior stand of H.P. the 
first place.' I would enforce the same rule with Violas. 

The object of a classification is to place together those plants which 
resemble each other in the greatest number of important particulars, and 
thus to facilitate their study and assist the memory. Two systems 
have been adopted by different naturalists in their efforts to classify 
plants. Natural and artificial systems begin with the whole vegetable 
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kingdom, and divide it into groups, according to some important points 
ot structure. These groups are again divided and sub-divided on a pre¬ 
arranged plan until the individual plants are reached. Thus, according 
to the presence or absence of flowers, vegetables are formed into the two 
great sections of flowering plants (Phanerogamia) and flowerless plants 
(Oryptogamia). Each section is divided into sub-kingdoms, each sub- 
kingdom into classes, and the classes are divided into orders, orders into 
genera, and genera into species, and some species into varieties. The 
natural system begins with the individual plants, placing together those 
which are most closely related in important points of structure, and 
thus by the repeated grouping of nearly related forms rising at last to a 
general view of the entire vegetable kingdom. All those plants which 
agree together in all essential characters, and which appear to have 

/vvwu a 9ommon stock; are placed togetherand called a species. 
AU the species which agree together in the essential characters of their 
*»"»» or reproductive organs are collected into a genus. We would 
still like to have the opinion of some more of our experienced florists on 
the subject. Cannot Mr. James Grieve help up ? We have no better 
judge, and few have done more than Mr. Grieve to raise the Viola to its 
present high position.—G. Steel, 

MEMORIES OF A TOUR. 

CARDIFF AND ITS GARDENS. 

Five minutes under the roof of Mr. Pettigrew, the Marquis of 
M.te st>tfu.sted gardener, sufficed to make us feel quite at home. With 
lrs. Pettigrew and Mrs. Tourist it appeared to be a case of “ love 

ii i and as to her “ gude man,” his geniality is proverbial to 
an who know him. Though darkness deepened lone before the dis¬ 
cussion on sundry matters ended, we could not retire without a look 
lound the garden, or rather “ the houses,” and with the necessary 
lantern for our guide we sallied forth at a time that we had been taught 
yeais ago all good people should be in bed. Many a midnight hour have 
1 spent happily in exploring glass ranges with a guttering candle. We 

■can look at plants leisurely then, and individually, for we cannot see 
many at once, while those under the light appear to look better and 

Tighter in contrast with the dark veil beyond ; and if we alight on a 
s ug or a cockroach, it is hooked with the glee of the sportsman who 

plays his salmon to the bank. We passed through the different 
ranges, fumigating as we went along; but at each pause to examine 

n?' more <dosely- the voice of the chief chimed in, “ We will see 
it better in the morning.” It is not always so, for I have often noticed 
that a candle-light view seems to heighten in effect that which is good, 
and. throws a mask over that which is comparatively inferior. We found 
no slugs or any such “ game,” but peered among the Melons and the 

ines, gauged the merits of the plants, and climbed up to the Grapes, 
-still to the same refrain, “ We will see. them better in the morning ; ” 
and so. in the small hours we prepared for rest, perhaps not feeling 
ourselves much worse than those very good people who had gone some 
time before us. Our best friends, however, waited with exemplary 
•patience, and hoped we had had a good “ crack.” 

The morning opened brightly after the rain ; the air was sweet, and 
the lawn a bright emerald green, like spring. But we could see no 
Castle. The gardens seemed someway mixed up in the town, for we 
could see houses on two sides of them, and a highway on a third ; over 
this road and behind the trees on the slopes of the moat the historical 
building was hidden—forming a boundary, so to say, of another part of 
the tovvn, ohly a narrow sunken garden, bounded by a low wall over 
which loungers can lean, separating the great pile from the street. But 
we are on the garden side of the highway, and have to see what is to be 
seen there by daylight. 

Mr. Pettigrew’s residence overlooks a lawn of two or three acres. 
It is like a villa in its own pleasure grounds. The first thing to arrest 
attention was a great clump of the New Zealand Flax, Phormium tenax 
variegaturn, in the shrubbery border. This and other such clumps 
have been established for years and are not protected in winter. The 
bottom ot older leaves are cut off, torn into strips as fine as is desired, 
and used forthwith for tying, instead of harsh dry bast. The fresh 
strands are soft, tough, and admirable for the purpose. And here a 
rather curious fact may be recorded. It is this. Only the variegated 
form of the plant survives the winter, the green species succumbing. 
If variegation, as some think, is an indication of weakness and the ex¬ 
pression of disease, how is it, to speak paradoxically, that the “ weak ” 
lives while the “ strong is killed by cold ? The problem is delegated 
to some of the thinkers of the Journal whereon to exercise their mental 
powers in finding a solution. 

On the lawn are large beds, pot all of them filled with tender plants. 
In one we remember a fine collection of tree Paeonies that must be 
grand in their season, edged with a broad margin of white Pinns. com¬ 
pact and agreeable by its neatness, while practically keeping its If in 

■order. Another bed is filled with choice Roses, producing growths that 
presage prize blooms, such as the plants have often produced. Then 
we find beds of Hydrangeas, the mention of which calls to memory 
some specimens at another place, over which we caught Mr. Watson, of 
Ivew, rhising his hands in astonishment ; but of those more anon ; we 
have not yet done with Cardiff There are beds of Brompton Stocks on 
Mr. Pettigrew’s lawn—sturdy, plants that we should like to see next 
June ; also there is a large bed of a plant we had not seen massed before, 
forming a sheet of white that puzzled at a distance, but on nearer ap¬ 
proach asserted itself as Achillea Ptarmica flore pleno, with the largest 

rosette-like blooms we had seen—the effects of cultivation, or deep rich 
soil. Thus large beds on lawns can be effectively filled with other 
than tender plants, and we suspect are here filled with a purpose. The 
Castle is a huge building, and small handfuls of flowers and dainty 
“ table ” plants are lost in it ; to be “ seen ” flowers must be sent in by 
armfuls, and these beds will afford them, and the decoiative plants 
must be exhibition specimens, and tlnse too are provided. On the 
margin of the lawn are bees, in the management of which Mr. Petti¬ 
grew proves himself worthy of the name he b ars, though he is not of 
the family of the “ old Pettigrew ” of world-wide fame, who not only 
kept bees but made his bees keep him. At Cardiff 100 lbs. of honey in 
sections are taken from a hive, which is not bad work for a gardener 
with a wide range of duties far outside the garden walls. On the cot¬ 
tage just one plant may be mentioned—the variegated form of Rhynco- 
spermum jasminioides, that has been there for years without being covered, 
and flowers most profusely. A variegated plant again that ought to be 
tender according to some philosophers, yet there it is, growing against 
the chimney back, which no doubt helps it, though it must have been 
frozen over and over again when 15° to 20° of frost were registered in the 
garden. 

And now we enter the kitchen garden. The town buildings arc 
close to the main wall ; one of them, a hideous barn-like structure, 
jutting against it, and made more ugly in contrast with a romantic 
looking Ivy-covered ruin, a monastic relic, perhaps, on the opposite 
side. This garden may fairly be called a town garden, and it will 
be proclaimed the best town garden in the kingdom till another 
is found surpassing it in general all round excellence indoors and out ; 
indeed it would run a close race with most of the best country gardens 
in those respects. The soil is good, and by intelligent deep culture has 
been made wonderfully fertile ; and it may be safely said it could not 
have been rendered equally productive by any other means. The glass 
structures are good, commodious, well designed, well ventilated, and 
well built. Under these circumstances it may be asked, What drawback 
can there be as placing the garden at a disadvantage against real country 
gardens ? This, the prevalence of red spider. No one who has not had 
the charge of gardens in or near large towns can fully appreciate the 
persistency of the attacks of this destructive pest, and the difficulty of 
combating it. It is bad enough in some country districts, no doubt, 
but, as a rule, very much worse where the breezes cannot play freely 
in a long refreshing sweep over vegetation in summer. The subject 
can be made clear by an illustration. Plant some Violets close to a south 
wall, and before there lias been a month of hot weather they will be 
“eaten up with spider,” the dry air rebounding from the wall being 
exactly suited to the well-being of the pest, which multiplies accord" 
ingly ; then go to a hedgerow or bank in an open field, and though the 
soil may be much less rich than in the garden, the leaves of the Violets 
will be fresh and green. The air coming in contact with buildings is 
deprived of its moisture to a far greater extent than when passing over 
cornfields and pastures. In touching on this subject, memory takes me 
back to a time when I had to grow Violets somewhat extensively. Some 
were planted near a wall facing south, with the idea that in such a 
warm sheltered place the plants would afford flowers in the winter; 
otheis were grown on the south side of a hedge of espalier fruit trees. 
Those near the wall were a complete failure ; those sheltered by the 
trees, yet with a current of air passing through them and over the 
plants, a great success. This little Violet test shows the difference in 
town and country gardens as affected by the insects in question. 

In the town-sheltered garden under notice the pest abounds greatly 
in summer. The row of Elms on the “country” side of the walled 
enclosure get red with it ; the leaves of Apple trees are drained of their 
juices, but Pears escape with comparative immunity. How is that ? Is 
it not because the cuticle of the leaves is harder, hence more resisting, 
and the insects attack the softer and thinner leaves of the Apple ? Do 
not they proceed on the same lines in vineries, attacking the laterals 
and thin flimsy leaves first, leaving those that are stout and “ leathery ” 
till the last when the others are drained of their juices ? If that is so, 
and I believe it is, the moral is clear—namely, the stouter, hence better, 
the leaves the less vulnerable they are to the attacks of the enemy. 
The best preventive of insects is good culture and good management. 

Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, and plants are grown 
well at Cardiff, but all have to be shaded more or less in the summer to 
aid in keeping the ubiquitous foe at bay. Syringing, damping, and care 
in ventilating do not suffice, nor would the shading wore it not con¬ 
ducted with judgment—not used in excess, and when not wanted, nor if 
vigorous growth were not induced. Dark, firm-leaved Pines, with their 
massive fruit—onea Jamaica Queen,if I remember rightly—15 or 16 pip 
deep, show that shading has not hurt them : a grand house of Alicante 
Grapes, with hard, short-jointed wood, stout dark foliage, and a crowded 
crop of well-finished fruit, gives the same assurance, as does the Peach 
house, 60 feet long or more, occupied with four splendid trees ; and it is 
the same with Melons and Cucumbers, that bear continuously through¬ 
out the season, the latter watered to the last like the former, and the 
flavour of the best. Shading, as it is understood and practised by some 
persons, would ruin all those crops, but as applied at Cardiff they are 
benefited. If I were asked to what extent the shading is conducted, 1 
should answer, without knowing, just enough for mastering the red 
spider, and no more ; and as to the material employed, I should say, 
brains. If further particulars are wanted, Mr. Pettigrew must be good 
enough to supply them. I cannot; for 1 either forgot to ask, or forget 
if I were told ; but I hear that friend Iggulden arrived, tantalisingly, 
the day I left, and perhaps he knows, so 1 leave him to put me right 
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where he conceives I am wrong, and trust he will not find the exercise 
uncongenial. 

The early Grapes were cut, the Vines being in the same excellent 
condition as to sturdiness and firmness of laterals as those bearing so 
heavily. In a lean-to range vigorous young Vines are covering the roof, 
some of the Gros Colmans bearing medium bunches of splendid berries 
beautifully finished. The borders v ere bedded down with clean straw 
to prevent the moisture rising, too much of it not being good for late 
Grapes ; for the principle of osmosis is a great fact, its existence and 
action only being denied by persons who do not understand it. Under 
these Vines were some very fine Ferns, chiefly Adiantum farleyense, and 
the moisture from them w as sufficient for the Vines in that stage without 
evaporation from the border. It may be said that all the inside Vine 
borders were thickly covered with littery manure, dry on the top where 
the Grapes were ripe or the crop removed, but damp below. The borders 
are as firm as Mushroom beds, and sixteen-stone men like Mr. Pettigrew 
and his visitor could jump on them without making any marked im¬ 
pression. On “ poking” through the mulching, the soil was found distinctly 
moist, and permeated with a bristling mass of active fibrous roots. 
Here, then, was the secret of the short-jointed wood and well finished, 
though, at the first glance, too heavy crop of Alicantes. Those roots are 
the finishers of Grapes and the supporters of foliage, but they could not 
have been in anything approaching such numbers in a light, loose, dry¬ 
surfaced border. Each Vine carries several rods, some more than others, 
and if there is any difference, the greater the number of rods from a 
stem the better the crop. It were easy to say the rods were too close, 
from 2 to 3 feet apart, but the great crop of fine bunches and berries 
enforced silence. Spur-pruning is adopted, and Vines in the condition 
of these will endure it to any extent, and to depart from the method 
would not be a change in the right direction. 

It is the back wall of one of the lean-to vineries that is covered with 
Lemons, three trees furnishing in the most complete and satisfactory 
manner a wall 30 feet by 10 feet. Only once have I seen the wall of a 
vinery covered so satisfactorily, and that was with white Camellias, the 
value of the blooms equalling that of a good crop of Grapes under the 
roof. But Lemons cover a wall much more quickly, the bright green 
leaves are attractive always, the blossoms must emit delicious perfume 
yi their season, and the large juicy fruit succeeding are highly orna¬ 
mental and at the same time useful, those on the wall in question being 
quite above the average of imported “shop fruit.” It is of little use 
visiting gardens without picking up hints that may be useful or sug¬ 
gestive, and the method of Lemon culture at Cardiff is recorded as 
showing how the back walls of vineries may be covered effectively. 

To the best of my recollection three span-roofed houses are devoted 
to plants, two of them 60 feet long, about 22 feet wide, and perhaps 
20 feet high to the ridge, the other house being larger. One of them 
was mainly occupied with Fuchsias—decorative plants for the Castle 
—huge bushes in 10-inch pots, not plants pinched and tnht-laced, and 
made artificially prim, but represented in their natural freedom and 
gracefulness. They must have been very handsome when in their prime. 
Not many varieties are grown, but several plants of a few that are most 
suitable for the purpose for which they are required. Mr. Pettigrew 
does not waste much time in pinching and restricting either plants or 
trees and moulding them into fanciful shapes, but allows them as far as 
is practicable to assume their natural habits. Aralia Veitchi is grown 
10 feet high, the leaflets usually slender, being inch or more in 
diameter—trees rather than plants. In one of the stoves Eucharises 
luxuriate, and suspended from the roof is a noticeable plant of .<Eschy- 
nanthus Lobbianus. It is in a basket, its healthy growths hanging down 
about 4 feet, and when covered with orange scarlet flowers must be a 
beautiful object. Prominent in the larger stove is one of the best 
specimens in the kingdom of the yellow-stemmed Palm Areca lutescens, 
a splendid example of Encephalartos villosus, many large freely grown 
and brilliant Crotons, with other kinds that need not be enumerated, 
and as regards their quality it is enough to say that Mr. Cypher’s had 
to stand second to them when placed in competition. Plants are, how¬ 
ever, not grown for exhibition at Cardiff, but local shows are encouraged 
with what “ happ ens to be worth taking ” at the time of their 
occurrence ; and it is very certain they would have to “ happen ” at a 
peculiar time when something could not be found for enriching them. 
Outside we found a few hundri ds of Chrysanthemums, large, well-grown 
bushes that would yield a wealth of blooms ; but plants of various 
kinds must be left for jotting down a remembrance of fruit trees. 

Whatever may be forgotten, no one who visits the walled garden of 
about four acres, and another splendid kitchen garden, apparently a 
good deal larger, will be likely to forget the pyramid Pears at Cardiff. 
Apples and other fruits are grown as well as we could desire to see them, 
but the Pears are magnificent. No such mistake has been made as 
planting a tree each of all the varieties to be found in a catalogue, and 
pinching and root-pruning them into a lot of pomological dolls, but 
the sides of the different quarters have been each occupied with half a 
dozen trees of a sort. They were planted as maidens, and for years 
pruning has been limited to the thinning out of a few branches to pre¬ 
vent overcrowding. More perfect and handsome trees could with diffi¬ 
culty be found, and in all my travels I have not seen any of their age 
to equal them. Several are 25 feet high, forming grand avenues, and 
must bear tons of fruit of the first size and quality, for the ground was 
trenched for them and made good to the depth of 2 or 3 feet. The 
thinly disposed branches that grow as much as they like or can, and 
not being shortened, form natural spurs their entire length, are “ roped” 
with fruit, and roped, too, to prevent it breaking down the branches, for 

long poles are inserted round, and the trees of Pitmaston Duchess par¬ 
ticularly, laced with wagon ropes. These rows of such Pears as the 
one just named, Jargonelle, Beurrd d’Amanlis, Beurrd Diel, Marie 
Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Bergamotte Esperen, and others of 
sterling usefulness, were worth going to Wales to see. The first and 
last mentioned were, perhaps, the more striking, and will dwell in the 
memory as triumphs of high culture, and as witnesses of the usefulness 
of the Pear stock that will bear all the examination and cross examina¬ 
tion that can be levelled against them and it. Quince stocks and Paradise 
stocks have been tried at Cardiff, and answer well enough for a time, but 
eventually trees on free stocks assert their supremacy in prolonged 
vigour and productiveness. 

The walls are covered with trees, well trained, healthy, and fruitful, 
the Pears there also on the free stock, and in greater variety than in the 
open ; the walls are covered with stone copings, projecting about 9 inches, 
and the ground is not cropped nearer than 4 feet from the stems, but 
there mulched. The borders are probably n- arer 30 than 25 wide, so 
there is plenty of room for vegetables, which are grown in abundance, 
without cropping close to the walls. Young Peach trees of the best 
sorts have been planted where they are likely to prosper, and the 
Tomatoes between them would bear the inspection of the author of the 
useful treatise on this popular fruit. How far a fine round local variety 
is distinct from existing sorts I will leave him to determine ; another, a 
chance seedling, was remarkable for its huge clusters, but, on reflection 
I do not think is sufficiently distinct from King Humbert or Chiswick 
Bed, and Mr. Pettigrew will have to try again, and perhaps wait a long 
time before he produces something as worthy of the place as the Cardiff 
Castle Cucumber. The mention of the town and the Castle reminds me 
I have said nothing about either of them ; but I had two days to look 
round, and have only jotted down a few memories of one of them ; 
those of the other must wait.—A Tourist. 

P.S.—Two misprints occurred in my article on page 361, last week. 
The word “ impression ” in the fourth paragraph ought to have been 
impressing, and the word “anything” in the fifth was written every¬ 
thing.—A. T. 

GLADIOLUS NOTES. 
Tiie present has been the best season for Gladiolus that we have 

experienced for many years. The plants made a strong growth,, 
the spikes of blooms being correspondingly large, and the earliest 
ripened sorts which we have just been lifting have fine corms. As 
exhibiting the difference of seasons, it may be stated that in 1886- 
our principal blooms were not out until the middle and end of 
September, whereas in the present year we had a continuous show 
from about the 10th of August until the end of September, the 
earlier spikes opening in July, and there are still a few late ones to> 
open. Owing to the very unsatisfactory flowering last year, an old- 
fashioned plan was resorted to in spring in order if possible to- 
secure a better and an earlier season. In order to err on the safe 
side, we have also further grown many more of the earlier varieties, 
which, if not so rich in bright colours as the late flowering sorts,, 
have the advantage in yielding spikes in a cold season, whereas the 
late varieties do not. 

The plan referred to was one that was very common when the. 
Gladiolus first began to be grown as a popular flower, and that was. 
to start the corms well into growth before planting them out. As 
we had a very large number to prepare and not much room for the. 
purpose, the corms were simply set out closely together in boxes on 
a layer of leaf mould, the coims covered with moss and then set on> 
the inside border of a vinery. Tim was done about the end of 
March. The growths started immediately, roots being freely formed1 
at the same time. When the top growth was 2 inches long the 
boxes were removed out of doors, sheltered from sun and cold for a 
few days and nights by means of mats thrown on the top of the 
moss. They were planted out about the 10th of April, the roots at 
that time being 3 inches in length, and were lifted out of the leaf 
soil without any breakages. The tops were not longer than 3 inches- 
andwere covered in planting. A little leaf soil was placed under and 
over the roots. During the summer drought the plants were 
watered and had three or four surface dressings of manure, which 
helped them greatly. The best of our spikes for the last few 3-ears 
have been produced by imported French corms. Next year, if the 
season is anything like as warm as that just ended, our home-growni 
corms will be quite as good as the French ones. We have also 
secured some well-ripened seeds from a few of the best kinds, a 
thing that has been impossible here for several years back. 

As catalogues give no indication of the earliness or lateness of 
the varieties, I append a list of good early sorts, as well as those 
which are later in flowering. Early varieties.—Ambroise Verschaf- 
felt, deep rose, sometimes fine ; Amitie, a mixture of carnation, 
soft yellow, and purple, very beautiful, new in 1884 ; Andre Leroy r 
cherry and white ; Antiope, orange cerise, long spike ; Archduchesse 
Marie Christine, flowers very large, fleshy white, with marks of 
rose ; Bicolore, very distinctly marked salmon, the two under lateral 
sepals pure white ; Carnation, fleshy white and carmine, fine ; Cre- 
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puscule, lilacy rose, with stripes of carmine and violet, very fine 
variety ; Dalila, a very telling and good sort, rose ; Daubenton, a 
peculiar shade of rosy lilac ; Diamant, not a good show variety, but 
as fine in its marking and effect as an Orchid, very light ; Didon, 
nearly white, very fine ; Gloire de Fontainbleau, carmine rose, white 
lines in middle of petals, long spike, fine ; Hesperide, a beautiful 
coloured sort, salmony rose on pure white, rather wanting in texture, 
v-^i + eV Zander, lilac, of a telling shade, very fine ; L’Unique 
Violet, deep violety and carmine, extra fine ; Mabel, a very fine 
sort of the white and carmine shaded class ; Ondine, a most lovely 
white kind with a small violet spot on the lip ; Opale, very delicate 
rose, fine ; Orphee, rosy carmine, one of the finest ; Pactole, a good 
yellow ; Panorama, lilacy rose, very prettily marked ; Penelope, 
flesh, most useful kind ; Pepita, yellow ; Psyche, light rose, prettily 
marked ; Shakespeare, white with rose spot, one of the most useful; 
Sylvie, a very taking light variety ; Tamerlane, very dark variety 
and one of the best; Jacqueminot, a very beautiful sort, orange 
salmon and scarlet spots and stripes. 

Of later flowering varieties Africain, a most distinct kind, slaty 
brown and scarlet, with lines of white ; Aramis, fine, a mixture of 
rose, cherry, carmine and white ; Atlas, long spike and good sort, 

u-a6 an<^ ^ac ’ Benvenuto, very long spike, brilliant orange red, 
white spot ; Cameleon, slate, with white lines in middle of the 

,9aPr*cej very beautiful, fresh rose and white ; Dictateur 
(1886), lilac, carmine and white, fine ; Eugene Souchet (1884), a 
most beautiful kind in the way of Teresita and Orphee, one of the 
very best ; Grand Rouge, scarlet, a most magnificent variety ; 
Horace Vernet, very brilliant red and white spots, a really grand 
old sort; Jupiter, deep red, and stripes and spots of darkest carmine, 
fine ; Le Vesuve, brilliant red, long spike, very fine ; Madame 
Hesportes, an old and beautiful white kind, tender ; Matador, red, 
M aj8 ’ ^'chael Angelo, crimson, extra fine when it does well; 
M. Ad. Brongniart, rosy orange, very fine and distinct ; Murillo, 
cherry, fine ; Octavie, clear rose spots and lines of white, fine ; Par- 
mentier, a very lovely deep rose, with carmine and white spots ; 
Phoenix, cherry, fine ; Phidias, purple and violet, good ; Rayon 
a Or, yellow and carmine, very pretty ; Titania, salmon, long spike, 
lhese late varieties are, as a rule, much richer in the colouring and 
generally more effective than the earlier ones. Starting the corms 
as recommended should suit these well where they do not flower and 
finish their growth naturally.—B. 

The storm, which appears to have raged so furiously in various 

parts of the country early in the week, was only slightly felt in the 

metropolitan district, and we have not heard that any material damage 

was done to buildings, trees, or gardens in or near London. 

•- The National Chrysanthemum Society’s General 

Committee held a meeting on Monday last at the “ Old Four Swans,” 

Bishopsgate Street, the President, Mr. E. Sanderson, in the chair, and 

there was a good attendance of members. Several new Fellows and 

members were elected. The Hon. Sec., Mr. W. Holmes, was empowered 

to make some necessary arrangements for the forthcoming Show at 

Westminster. A discussion took place respecting the special prizes, as a 

continental grower had not forwarded the prize money at the time pro¬ 

mised. Assurances were, however, received, that the prizes announced 

would be duly paid. 

—*— There is an unusually fine display of Pitcher Plants in 

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons’ Nursery, Chelsea, at the present time, 

and numerous as the “ pitchers ” have frequently been, we do not 

remember observing so lar6e a number before. Over 20'JO “pitchers” 

in different stages are borne by the plants in one house, and these 

represent forty species or varieties, greatly diversified in form and 

colouring. Nepenthes Mastersiana is very handsome, some plants in 

moderate sized baskets having thirty-three well formed dark c loured 

pitchers. The peculiarly beautiful N. Northiana, N. bicalcarata, the large 

N. Rajah, and N. Veitchi at once attract attention. Then there are the 

old N. Rafflesiana and N. Hookeri, which retain their pitchers so long ; 

the brightly coloured N. Morganife, the curious green N. cjlindrica, 

N. Chelsoni, richly mottled ; N. sanguinea, N. Wrigleyana, one of the 

best of the numerous hybrids ; N. Sddeni, N. Curtisi, and many others. 

Those who imagine that Nepenthes are difficult to grow or not orna¬ 

mental enough to deserve a place in a stove should see the way in which 

the Chelsea plants flourish, and the varied character of their markings 

and colours. 

- Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, send a box of flowers, 

comprising a few samples of what is most in demand now for floral 

decorations, and conspicuous amongst them were the white and scarlet 

Bouvardias. Especially fine was President Cleveland, the most brilliant 

scarlet variety yet obtained, and possessing the additional recommenda¬ 

tion of compact habit and floriferousness. Pompon Chrysanthemums 

Rose buds, and double Zonal Pelargoniums were also included, and a list 

of the prizes won at exhibitions during the present year for bouquets, 

buttonholes, <fcc. It appears from this that seventy-four first prizes have 

been awarded to Messrs. Perkins & Sons at twenty-six shows. 

- The best of this year’s Chrysanthemums, flowering in Messrs 

Davis & Jones’ collection, is Mr. Garnar. It is a Japanese variety 

raised by Delaux. It is a broad shouldered bloom of the “ build ” of 

Edouard Audiguier, with roundish twisted florets of the richest yellow 

imaginable, in this respect being equalled by few and surpassed by none. 

The plant is a sturdy grower with large foliage, and promises to be an 

acquisition. The great majority of the new French varieties of this 

season, now flowering in the same collection, are worthless. Mr. Davis 

is disgusted with them, as well he may be, and no doubt most of them 

will be destroyed. 

- Mr. Henry Drake, Hon, Sec. Lewisham and District 

Floral Society, informs us that at the general quarterly meeting of 

their Society, on October 2(ith, Mr. N. Davis (of Messrs. Davis & Jones), 

Chrysanthemum Nurseries, Camberwell, kindly contributed a paper on 

“ Chrysanthemums, our Successes and Failures.” It appeared to give 

general satisfaction to the members, who attended in good numbers to 

hear advice from so experienced a grower. In a recent issue we stated 

that the Lewisham Chrysanthemum Show was to be held at the Lewisham 

Town Hall, it should be Lewisham Public Baths. 

- Gardening Appointment.—Mr. Louis Ware, late foreman to 

Mr. Norman, Hatfield House, has been appointed head gardener to 

Baron W. Von Schroder, The Rookery, Nantwich, Cheshire. 

- Messrs. Alfred Peel & Sons, horticultural builders, &c., 

High Street, Wood Green, London, inform us that they have been 

awarded a first-class medal at the Royal Yorkshire Exhibition, Saltaire, 

for their Paxton span-roof greenhouses. 

— Mr. R. P. Brotherston observes “ Dr. Hogg Pear fruited 

here this year for the first time. It is of a most delicious flavour, and 

by far the best in that respect of any early Pear we have. The 

handsomest autumn Pear is Flemish Beauty or Fondante de Bois of 

French catalogues. The flavour is not first-rate, but for large autumn 

parties one can dispense with that so long as there is something fine to 

look at. It is also a certain and heavy cropper, and a Pear worth 

growing.” 

- A correspondent writes :—“ Permit me to call attention to the 

exceeding beauty of Double Ivy-leaf Pelargoniums in Winter. 

A large plant of the scarlet Emile Lemoine, which had been placed in a 

warm house and bloomed there, first showed me the treat we might 

hope to expect from these. I shall be very much surprised if we do not 

find the newer sorts, which with finer fuller flowers have a dwarf 

habit of growth, quite commonly grown as winter-blooming plants. 

There is no shade in any flowers we have which can compare in softness 

of colouring with such varieties as Isidore Feral, Madame Thibaut, and 

Lemoine’s Galilee of this year.” 

- Messrs. John Laing & Co. send us from Forest Hill a flower¬ 

ing spray of the Nash Court variety of Lapageria rosea that 

they are now distributing. The blooms are 4 inches long, not measuring 

the stalk, and the colour a bright rosy scarlet. It is unquestionably a 

beautiful variety of a deservedly popular plant. 

-A Large Market Growing Establishment.—A visitor 

who has recently inspected the Brothers Rochford’s establishments at 

Broxbourne. Cheshunt, and Tottenham, writes :—■“ I was quite astonished 

to see the quantity of Grapes and Tomatoes. Two of the brothers said 

they each had been sending for some time about three tons of Tomatoes to 

market a week. One of them has a house that covers over half an acre 

of ground. It was erected this spring, and planted with Alicante and 
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Gros Colman. The Vines are planted about B feet apart and 6 feet be¬ 

tween the rows. They are to be grown on upright wires, and stopped 

when they reach the roof. It will be interesting to know how that 

system will answer. Between the Vines are planted Tomatoes, which 

were bearing enormous crops. One of the brothers alone has fifty-two 

houses, ranging from 80 to 120 feet long, principally planted with 

Grapes, Tomatoes, and Cucumbers.” 

- A Lawn Tennis Ground.—“ G. W. C.” states that ■ “ at 

Canwick Hall, Lincoln, there is a tennis ground made two or three 

years ago by Mr. William Harris, the gardener. When the soil had 

been wheeled out to the required depth, the rough stones were placed 

back again in the bottom to the depth of 9 inches, then about 

3 inches depth of coarse cinders was put on, the whole well rolled in, 

and finished off with 2 inches of binding ashes from a brickyard. 

It is occasionally rolled, and has a fine even surface. The size is 

123 feet by 100 feet. It is so porous that a game may be played a 

few minutes after a shower, and in the winter by allowing it first to 

become hard with frost it may be flooded to a depth of 3 inches, which 

then forms a sheet of ice, and thus makes a safe place for skating. 

The lawn is extensive, and is sometimes used in addition to the above 

for tennis courts. There are some splendid specimen trees growing 

on it, noticeable very fine Cedars, Picea Pinsapo, the Weeping Elms 

and Beech, an enormous drooping Ash, and in the shrubberies around 

are several grand specimens of Ailantus glandulosa.” 

ORCHIDS AT LINCOLN. 

East Ci.ifte House, the residence of N. Clayton, Esq., has 
been celebrated for some years in the neighbourhood for the collec¬ 
tion of Orchids and other valuable plants grown so successfully by 
Mr. A. Wipf. Although the new and rarer plants are added the 
grand old ones are not forgotten, as may be seen in the large healthy 
specimens of Cypripedium insigne, numerous Coelogyne cristata, 
well flowered pieces of Lycaste Skinneri, a plant of which last year 
bore thirty-two blooms, and which promises to carry as many or 
more before long. It is surprising that this does not become a more 
general favourite ; few Orchids last longer in perfection. I have 
known an individual bloom to remain fresh for six months, and 
some of the varieties are very beautiful. 

Dendrobium nobile is represented by some good plants, and their 
season of blooming is extended by hastening some into early growth 
and retarding others. The lovely D. Dearei is flowering freely, one 
small plant carrying twenty charming white blooms ; this, too, 
remains quite fresh for a long time. D. infundibulum close by is 
an admirable companion to the above. A fine specimen of Cattleya 
Aclandne, 24 feet through, must be a sight worth seeing when in 
bloom. It is grown in a large pot, well drained, and potted in good 
fibrous peat, with a little fresh sphagnum. Cymbidium eburneum 
is grown well and blooms very freely every season. Of Odonto- 
glossum Phalcenopsis and of 0. vexillarium there are some clean 
healthy plants. Cypripedium niveum and C. Spicerianum are grown 
in quantity. The Phakenopses, some of which are flowering, look 
at home. Aerides Lobbi, Saccolabium Blumei majus, and S. retusum 
are in bloom, the latter having three spikes of waxy white, spotted 
with pink, flowers. These are only a few of Mr. Wipf’s favourites. 
Nepenthes and Sarracenias also come in for a large share of attention, 
and there are many interesting hybrids of the latter rapidly forming 
good plants. 

CANWICK HALL. 

This is one of the country seats belonging to C. C. Sibthorp, 
Esq., and although the Orchids are not numerous (for they only 
occupy part of the plant stove) there is something to give the . 
amateur an idea of what may be grown satisfactorily associated 
with other plants. The first to command notice is the old but 
lovely Oncidium fiexuosum, which is grown in quantity. The 
plants are in 48-sized pots, the compost being equal parts of 
good peat and sphagnum moss. The variety is larger than the 
ordinary form, bright yellow, spotted with brown. Some of the 
plants were carrying four spikes each, producing abundance of 
flowers that will last a long time. Another favourite of easy culture 
is Odontoglossum grande. This annually yields a grand display of i 
flowers in the dull autumn days, rendering it doubly valuable to the 

owners, who are so fond of flowers, and it has the advantage of 
remaining a month or more in beauty if the flowers are kept dry. 
Another plant which is grown remarkably well is the old Zygopeta- 
lum Mackayi. There are many specimens which flower during the 
winter months and last a long time in perfection. Oncidium 
Papilio, a fine healthy plant, has not been disturbed from a block 
that it was placed on ten years ago, and it continues blooming from 
the old flower stems. This is rooting freely, and during the growing 
period receives a liberal amount of water. Some Cattleyas and 
Dendrobiums, &c., are grown in the same house. The gardening 
management throughout reflects much credit on the painstaking 
chief, Mr. W. Harris, who has been in charge for so many years. 

SUDBROOKE HOLME. 

This is another residence of C. C. Sibthorpe, Esq., and is about 
six miles from Lincoln. The gardens are in charge of Mr. George 
Gray, who is a skilful plant grower and a good all-round gardener. 
His plants are tastefully arranged. In one house are principally 
Ferns and Orchids. The iron supports and roof are furnished with 
light and graceful-growing climbers, such as Asparagus plumosus, 
Lygodium scandens, and Stigmaphyllon ciliatum, the latter blooming 
very freely with flowers somewhat resembling an Oncidium. Half 
way between the stages and the floor a long narrow box about 
4 inches wide and the same depth runs the entire length. This is 
filled with Panicum variegatum, and adds greatly to the charm of 
the house. Mr. Gray is a great believer in the free use of guano, 
and judging from the freshness of his plants he evidently knows 
how to use it to advantage, although he does not make a practice of 
administering it direct to his Orchids. Acropera Loddigesi in large 
plants with many pendulous racemes is very interesting. It suc¬ 
ceeds best well elevated above the rim of the pot and grown in a 
warm house. Another plant requiring similar treatment is the old 
but handsome Gongora atropurpurea, for when in flower it is very 
interesting. Oncidium ampliatum majus and O. incurvum are well 
grown, the latter flowering freely. The blooms are small, but are 
produced freely and remain a long time in perfection. It is useful 
during the autumn and winter months. Calanthes are sending up 
good stout spikes, which will succeed the Odontoglossum Alexandra 
and 0. grande now in bloom. 0. citrosmum is making strong 
growths, which will make a fine display in the spring, and Cattleya 
crispa, C. Mossise, and C. Trianfe are likewise promising well for 
the future ; they are all large plants. The fragrant Lycaste 
aromatica in good specimens is much admired. L. (Maxillaria) 
Harrisoni and L. II. alba are well worth growing, especially when 
the plants attain the size of these at Sudbrooke. Other good 
plants of easy culture are Brassias, various sorts of Epidendrums, 
Cypripediums, C. Boxalli is exceptionally well done, Stanhopeas, 
and Zygopetalums. In one of the vineries at rest are some Den¬ 
drobiums, and in another house are good plants of the pretty 
Anoectochilus Dawsonianus. Many fine species of this genus have 
been introduced, but some are so difficult to manage that one seldom 
has the pleasure of seeing a good collection. I believe the most 
satisfactory manner of growing them is to pot them in peat and 
sand, with a little fresh sphagnum moss and potsherds broken small 
and placed on inverted pans or pots in a large pan of water, taking 
care that the water does not touch the pots containing the plants, 
the whole being covered with a large bellglass, mounted an inch or 
two above the water to allow a sufficient amount of air to pass 
under. The leaves of the one under notice are very attractive, 
and the flowers, which are white, are very useful for cutting.— 
G. W. C. 

INDIAN EXPERIENCES. 

(Continued from page 359.) 

The Government botanical garden of the Nilgiris is situated on the 
slopes of the Dodabetta Mountain at Ootacamund, and, as previously 
stated, was first laid out by the late Mr. W. G. Mclvor in 1848. Since 
that date it has undergone considerable change and improvement, and 

is now under the direction of Mr. A. M. Lawson, late professor of 
botany at Oxford, who was appointed some few years ago director of 
Government Chinchona plantations, parks, and gardens, with Mr. Jamie¬ 
son, the former superintendent, as curator. The garden, since the time 
of its first formation, has gradually developed into one of the most 
beautiful, and, on account of the climate, one of the most enjoyable 
spots on the face of the globe. Beautiful trees, shrubs, plants, and 

flowers, collected from many lands, may be s en and studied in their 
fullest development in the open air all the year round. Originally the 
site of the gardens was a thickly wooded ravine with a range of altitude 
of from 200 to 250 feet. Mr. Mclvor, with great skill and taste, con¬ 
trived, by preserving portions of the natural forest and large individual 
trees, to lay out, by :paths, terraces, parterres, and pieces of water, a 
garden at once beautiful and picturesque, a veritable queen of pleasure 
grounds. Above and around the garden the slopes of the Dodabetta 
Mountain are clad with splendid specimens of Australian and Tasmanian 
trees, including many examples.of the Blue Gum and other species of 
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Eucalyptus, as well as numerous species of Acacia, all of which take ex¬ 
tremely kindly to the climate of the South Indian hill tracts. 

At the entrance gate is a large conservatory, in which is grown 
tender plants, such as Begonias, Bougainvilleas, Orchids, &c., but no 
artmcml heat is ever used. The director’s and curator’s houses are 
situated near the centre of the garden, and there arc other glas9 struc- 
tures which were built for propagating purposes during the early stages 
or the Chmchona experiment. The garden is entirely worked by coolies 
nom the Mysore and sometimes Chinamen, with East Indian overseers, 
the only portion of ground in the garden that may be called flat is 
situated near the entrance, and this is occupied with lawns, ponds, and 
flower beds, together with many fine specimens of coniferous and other 
ornamental trees and shrubs. This is the only portion of the grounds 
that suiters from frosts during the winter months. Hoar frosts may 
frequently be seen here in the early morning, while the upland slopes 
escape altogether. Many of the pieces of water contain miniature 
islands planted with grand specimens of Pampas Grass and Arundo 
conspicua both of which yield at Ootacamund larger and finer spikes 
or flower than any I have ever seen in England. Around the edges of 
these ponds may be seen, with their roots reaching far into the water, 
luxuriant plants of the Lily of the Nile (Eichardia aethiopica) with 
then perennial display of white blossoms. Eish, consisting of rudd, 
lake trout, tench, carp, gold and silver fish, &c., were introduced into 

ese ornamental ponds about the year 1869. Since that date quantities 
ot these fish have found their way from the garden ponds to the Ootaca- 
mund lake and to many streams on the Nilgiris. To the late Mr. Mclvor 
and to Dr. Day must be accorded the credit of having introduced 
European fish to the waters of the Nilgiris. 

The first terrace is laid out in flower beds in the Italian style, with 
a very ornamental band stand in the centre. This portion of the grounds 
is a favourite promenade for the public. Rising from this in successive 
teiraces and winding paths the top of the garden is reached, from which 
a magnificent view of the whole station of Ootacamund is obtained, with 
its beautiful lake in the centre, and picturesque houses on every hill, 
throughout the whole station the Australian Eucalyptus and Acacia are 
planted in abundance, giving a somewhat sombre and churchyard apoear- 
ance, but this is somewhat compensated for during the months of July 
and August by the glorious display of the yellow blossoms of the Wattle 
tree (Acacia dealbata). During these months the appearance of these 
trees is truly magnificent. 

The paths and walks of the garden are mostly hedged with such plants 
as b uchsias, Heliotrope, Roses, Ac., and all yielding an abundance of 

iossoms all the year round, such plants as Roses and Heliotrope being 
wonderfully fragrant. Large and magnificent plants of Brugmansia 
sanguinea and suaveolens are continually met with on the steep grassy 
slopes, clad in their huge pendant blooms, which at nightfall throw off 
then peculiarly agreeable fragrance. Branches of these plants roughly 
lopped off and stuck into the ground, will as quickly form plants in this 
climate as Willows do in England. Grassy banks covered with 
Hydiangeas covered with bloom may also be seen, which are perfectly 
wonderful to behold. The flowers are usually of a very deep blue tinge, 
tis said from the presence of iron in the soil. French spotted and 

large-flowered Pelargoniums bloom admirably when planted out perma¬ 
nently on the sloping banks, and required no other treatment save a 
yearly pruning. I have seen banks of these plants covered with immense 
trusses of bloom and lasting for many months in the rarest beauty. In 
one particular recess towards the top of the garden there used to grow 
and bloom freely a clump of Camellias of various colours, and climbing 
up, and growing in the surrounding trees and borders, and flowering 
luxurumtly withal, such plants as Clianthus Dampieri, Habrothamnus, 
lacsonia, Mandevilla suaveolens, Kennedya, Chorozema, Begonia 

, , °'des> Azaleas, Aloysia citriodora (huge trees), Aralias, and scores 
of others. 

A very beautiful fernery exists near the top of the garden, which is 
very tastefully arranged and planted with numerous Ferns indigenous 
to the hills as well as from other countries. Although the Ootacamund 
botanical garden contained a most extensive and very rich and interest¬ 
ing collection of plants brought together from all parts of the world, no 
attempt at least up to the year 1877—was ever made at scientific 
arrangement, which was always a matter of deep regret. No better 
locality on the face of the globe could be found than Ootacamund for a 
garden of instruction in the true seuse of the word, and where expensive 
glass structures are not necessary for the bulk of the plants grown. 
Matters have no doubt improved since the advent of the present 
Botanical Director, Mr. Lawson, who, no doubt in time—should he be 
allowed the necessary means—will make the gardens at Ootacamund 
worthy to be classed with the best botanical institutions of the world. 

In closing these articles I have only a few words more to say with 
regard to the general appearance and climate of these beautiful hills. 
The first visit of those who have been for some time located on the hot 
and arid plains of Madras is delightful and exhilarating to the last 
degree. The visitor as he begins the ascent of either of the Ghauts 
leading from the plains, is not prepared for the wonders that are 
gradually revealed to his gaze as he ascends mile after mile of the 
winding mountain road. Leaving the steamy and hot village at the foot 
of the Coonoor Ghaut, with its acres of graceful Cocoanut and Areca 
Palms, the traveller gradually mounts into a region where the rich 
tropical vegetation gives place to a more stunted form of growth. From 
the splendid forms of the Palms at the foot to the region of Cinnamon, 
Cloves, Guava, Loquat, Mangostecn, Nutmeg, Papaw, [Theobroma, and 
Vanilla, and higher still into the region of Coffee, Tea. and Chinchona, 

till at last the plateau is reached where is produced the Orange, Pear, 
Apple, Plum, Wheat, Barley, and innumerable other plants and fruits 
from the temperate climates of the world. And if this view of the cul¬ 
tivated products of this wonderful region be deeply interesting to the 
visitor, still more so is the natural scenery of the mountain gorge 
through -which he has passed for a distance of some eight or nine miles, 
and rising in that distance to an elevation of 6000 feet. At an elevation 
of 3000 feet the scenery becomes bold, increasing in grandeur till huge 
walls of rock rise on each side of the road, every rift and cranny of which 
sends out its living mantle of everlasting green, while on one side of the 
path is a deep ravine choked up with a mass of forest verdure, on which 
you look down with awe and hear, but cannot see, the rushing and 
tumbling of a stream far in the depths below. Streams of water dashed 
into the whitest spray fall at intervals from the heights above down the 
face of the rocks, giving infinite beauty and grandeur to the scene, 
i erns and Lycopods innumerable clothe the roadside banks, including 
species of Adiantum, Microlepia, Davallia, Pteris, Angiopteris, Asplenium, 
&c., while the graceful tops of the Tree Ferns (Alsophila) may be seen 
in every ravine pushing through the mass of other foliage. 

On the plateau itself may be found wild in abundance the Dog Rose, 
Honeysuckle, Cotoneaster, Hypericum, Passifiora, Rhododendron arbo- 
reum, Indigofera, and numerous other flowers and shrubs. Many plants, 
such as the common Groundsel, (Enothera, French Marigold, and others, 
which have originated no doubt from seeds imported from England, 
have become acclimatised and now grow as weeds on cultivated grounds. 
I have seen the Neddewattum Chinchona plantation belonging to the 
Government literally covered with the French Marigold, the product of 
self-sown seed. The roads of this plantation are all hedged with Box, 
which is allowed to grow from 2 to 3 feet in height, and which looks 
very trim and beautiful. In addition to the numerous plants met with 
on these hills, both introduced and indigenous, the song of the thrush 
and blackbird is continually heard in the glens and woods. 

Tiie plateau is not rich in showy Orchids, but there are some at the 
higher elevations which are to be found in large quantities, and are very 
pretty. Coelogyne corrugata and C. odoratissima are both found grow¬ 
ing on sheet rocks, sometimes in large masses of ten or a dozen yards 
square, which are very lovely when in flower. These two plants, T 
believe, are supposed to be difficult to flower in this country, and this, I 
imagine, is from the want of proper treatment. I recently saw a large 
plant of C. corrugata at Kew in a house amongst other cool house 
Orchids ; the pseudo-bulbs were very large, but the foliage was at least 
3 or 4 inches longer than I have ever seen it in its wild state on the 
Nilgiris. The pot was at that time placed in a position at least 
10 feet from the glass, and I was told that the same plant had been in 
the gardens for three or four years, but had never flowered. It ought 
to be remembered that these plants come from a climate where the 
maximum temperature is only 77°, and where the mercury frequently 
falls to 38°. They also grow on sheet rocks on the grassy slopes entirely 
unprotected from the bright sunshine and monsoon rains. They have 
also to undergo the annual privation of from four to five months of total 
drought without one single drop of rain to moisten their leaves or roots. 
I would humbly suggest to growers of the two Orchids named above 
that they never be subjected to any great heat, and be kept during the 
period of their growth in an open frame fully exposed to both sun and 
rain at least during the height of the English summer. On the slopes 
of the hills leading to the plains numerous Orchids are found, in¬ 
cluding Dendrobium album, D. Pierardi, D. barbatulum, Vanda Rox- 
burghi, Saeeolabium (several species), Aerides crispum, and numerous 
others. 

In closing these articles I would give a word of warning to young 
gardeners about to go to India to engage in planting. In India with 
care there is little or no danger to be apprehended from the climate, 
and there is always the chance for a steady man to do well and save 
money. On the other hand, if extravagance be not avoided, disappoint¬ 
ment and ruin will be the inevitable result.—Planter. 

NOTES FROM BADMINTON. 

Badminton, the Gloucestershire residence of the Duke of Beaufort, 
is one of the best known places in the west of England, but it is only of 
late years that the name has become so familiar with horticulturists. 
Mr. Nash, the well-known gardener in charge of the gardens having de¬ 
servedly gained a good reputation both for fruit and vegetable culture. 
The park is undoubtedly one of the finest in the country. It comprises 
many thousands of acres of land well stocked with a variety of noble 
trees, and there are numerous fine avenues, delightful drives, and charm- 
ins' views, and fine droves of deer, to be seen by all who choose to avail 
themselves of the noble proprietor’s liberality in throwing open the 
place to all comers. Of the pleasure grounds but little be said'beyond 
remarking that they are kept in excellent order. It is a famous place 
for horses, hounds, and fox hunting, and pleasure grounds, conserva¬ 
tories, and flower gardens are quite a secondary consideration. 

Not so the kitchen garden and fruit houses to which Mr. Nash has 
devoted so much time and labour with highly satisfactory results to all 
concerned. Large quantities of Grapes are grown, and well grown too ; 
and strange as it may appear, the favourite variety is the Black Alicante, 
which is in demand early and late. It cannot by any means be termed 
a richly flavoured sert, no matter how well grown it may be, but it is 
considered most refreshing by the tired fox-hunter, hence the great de¬ 
mand for it. Black Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, Gros Colman, and 
Muscat of Alexandria are also grown in quantity, and in most instances 
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the crops, though heavy, were of excellent quality. Mr. Nash is an old 
“ Colemanite,” and attaches much importance to the process of reno¬ 
vating the borders, more especially from the front. There are several 
good Peach houses, including one recently contrived and built at a 
trifling outlay by Mr. Nash. Several fairly large trees were shifted into 
this house last March, and these were carrying fairly heavy crops at the 
time of our visit. Such old favourites as Stirling Castle, Bellegarde, and 
Barrington Peaches, and Elruge, Hunt’s Tawny, and Pitmaston Orange 
Nectarines are largely grown, and they frequently prove very hard to 
surpass. A long succession of Melons is maintained, several useful 
sunken houses being devoted principally to their culture. Sutton’s Per¬ 
fection is much liked, and there was a fine crop of it hanging, the old 
Golden Gem also being plentiful and in good condition. Cucumbers for 
all seasons are grown very similarly to Melons—that is to say, are not 
stopped till the top of the trellis is reached, the fruit being produced 
from the laterals and sub-laterals. When exhausted they are at once 
rooted out, the supply being maintained by successional plants, as in the 
case of Melons. This is found to be a better plan than depending solely 
on partially exhausted red-spider-infested plants so frequently to be met 
with. Cardiff Castle is the sort solely depended upon, and it would be 
a difficult matter to name a more generally excellent variety. Tomatoes 
also are in great demand, and a lot of plants in various stages of growth 
were doing good service in the Melon and Cucumber houses. Old 
Orangefield, Dedham Favourite, and Sutton’s Perfection are the sorts 
grown, and all give good crops of excellent quality. In the plant houses 
are grown a useful assortment of plants, principally for house decora¬ 
tion. A fine plant of Tea Rose, Rubens, trained over the roof of one of 
the plant houses, is found to be invaluable. It yields flowers freely all 
the year round, and in the spring immense quantities of fine blooms are 
gathered from it. 

There are eleven acres of kitchen garden, the greater portion being 
enclosed by fine old walls in good preservation, and which were < rected 
in the year 17()2. The Apricot wall is 1-1 feet high, and well furnished 
with trees, which, with the aid of blinds and fish nets, rarely fail to yield 
heavy crops. Ambrozia is very highly spoken of, and other Apricots 
that do well at Badminton are the Moorpark, Hemskirk, Early Turkey, 
Breda, a useful early sort, and Shipley, the best late variety. A great 
amount of wall space is devoted to Pears, and there are a fine lot of 
trees, which are principally horizontally trained. The most reliable 
sorts are Jargonell", Williams’ Bon ChiAtien, Beurifi d’Amanlis, Pit¬ 
maston Duchess, Iiacon’s Incomparable, Beurre Diel, Marie Louise, 
Glou Morceau, Josephine de Malines, Zephirin Gregoire, Winter Nelis, 
Beurre Ranee, and Soldat d’Esperen. Peaches, Plums, Cherries, and a 
few Apples are also well treated, and altogether there are a fine lot of 
wall trees. They are not starved, all receiving a good share of the solid 
manure so very abundaut at Badminton, and in most instances the 
roots have a 6 feet wide border to themselves. It is the vegetable crops 
disposed close to the walls that frequently ruin so many wall trees in 
other gardens. Apples were plentiful and good, Kentish Pippin being 
found one of the most generally useful sorts grown, various other good 
varieties, however, finding a place in the collection. 

As before stated, the kitchen garden is exceptionally extensive, and 
under Mr. Nash’s able management is made to produce enormous 
quantities of good vegetables. The soil is well and deeply worked, 
abundance of good manure being deeply mixed with both spits. In 
spite of the dry season Peas were plentiful late in August, Ne Plus Ultra 
and Sturdy being fo .nd the most reliable sorts, the quality in each case 
being of the very best. The yield of Potatoes is .usually enormous, but 
this season abundance of haulm and roots were formed, but compara¬ 
tively few tubers, this being most marked in the case of Scotch Champion. 
In addition to the last-named, Magnum Bonum is also extensively grown, 
the sorts preferred for the earliest supplies being Racehorse and Reading 
Russet. Large breadths of Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, and other winter 
vegetables were in fine condition, while the Celery was exceptionally 
well grown. Lettuces were most plentiful, and equal to any we have 
yet tasted in a more favourable season. They are grown on wide deeply 
dug borders in which large quantities of old Mushroom bed manure 
being added to the soil. Blaclc-seeded Brown Cos is considered one of 
the best for summer as well as winter us°, and Yeitch’s Superb White 
Cos and Sugar Loaf are grown with it. Box edging has been gradually 
superseded by thin roughly dressed and locally quarried stones ; these 
forming a neat edging, do not afford harbour for slugs, and are of no 
further trouble after they are once properly fixed. There are fine 
harbaceous borders running through the centre of the kitchen garden, 
these containing a great variety of useful plants and shrubs. The large 
bushes of Golden Elder just outside the walls were very beautiful, and 
the fine bushes of Galega officinalis alba were covered with flowers. The 
Moutan Pasonies have been grown to a great size, and are but little 
affected by the late severe winter. Large batches of Garraway’s White 
Mignonette are erown for cutting from, and it is much liked at 
Badminton.—Visitor. 

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. J. WRIGHT. 
This premises to be a valuable addition to the large-flowered Japanese 

section that exhibitors of cut flowers would do well to add to their col¬ 
lection. It was raised from seed by Messrs. John Laing & Co. of Forest 

Hill, and distributed last year by them to a few cultivators to test its 

merits. It was first brought into public notice at the Crystal Palace 

Autumn Exhibition, when Mr. Flight of Winchester showed two medium 

sized blooms in one of his winning stqnds. After judging in the incurved 

classes, Mr. J. Wright of The Journal of Horticulture had his attention 

attracted to the bloom as being distinct, the colour pure, and the florets 

and flowers generally of good substance, and he thought it a promising 
variety. It proved to be an unnamed seedling, that year on trial, and 

the raiser then named it Mrs. J. Wright, as a compliment to one who 

we may say first discerned its merits, and who is, as many of the readers 

of the Journal know, a close observer of the Chrysanthemum. After a close 

inspection by all the judges the flower was unanimously awarded a first- 
class certificate, and that honour has this year been confirmed by the 

Royal Horticultural Society and the National Chrysanthemum Society. 

The plant is naturally of a tall habit, growing from 6 to 8 feet high, 

and the bud from which the accompanying flower was produced was 

taken by Mr. Stevens about the first or second week in August. The 

flowers shown by him this autumn were all from crown buds, the 

terminals that were allowed to grow were much taller and produced 

very indifferent flowers in comparison. The bloom when first opening 
throws its florets out straight, but after being more fully developed they 
begin to curl and slightly contract, which gives the flower a some¬ 

what smaller but more solid and beautiful appearance. It has been 

accurately described in the reports of the Journal. I may say that it is 
of good constitution, with light foliage, somewhat intermediate between 

Belle Paule and Fair Maid of Guernsey.—C. Orchard. 
[Mr. Molyneux writes :—“ This variety has not done well with me 

this year, but I have seen it in grand condition elsewhere, and it is quite 

first-rate.” Mr. Tunnington observes :—“ I am much disappointed with 
Mi’s. J. Wright. The flowers, now half open, appear too light in build, 

though our plant is strong, and I had been proud of it all the season. I 

fear it will not prove a flower worthy of the name.” The engraving is 

not in the slightest degree exaggerated.] 

SEASONABLE HINTS ON FLORISTS’ FLOWERS. 
Although not perhaps so interesting a month to the florist as 

those in the early part of the year, when he is looking daily for the 
full development of the flowers he has watched over so carefully, it 
is nevertheless as important a one as any, for on the well-heing of 
the plants there depends a vast deal of their future progress. If 
they have been neglected, and are in any way, either in the soil or 
plant, dirty ; if the drainage of the pots is bad, or the frames where 
they are to be housed are not watertight, then mischief will ensue, 
and the loss of valued, if not valuable, plants or roots must follow. 

. I am now writing of what we old-fashioned people know as florists’ 
flowers—Auriculas, Carnations and Picotees, Pansies, Pinks and 
Ranunculuses, Tulips—added to which the Gladiolus and Chrysan¬ 
themum have put in a claim which cannot be refused ; but of many 
other claimants, Pentstemon3, Delphiniums, Calceolarias, &c., I 
must say you are very excellent in your way, but I cannot admit 
you into this brotherhood. 

Auriculas.—I should imagine that it has been a trying season 
for the Auricula. The long-continued drought has not been good 
for a plant, which, although it abhors stagnant water about its 
roots, yet is fond of moisture during the summer months. Although 
it is now a long time since its “ forbears ” were induced to forsake 
their Alpine homes and become civilised, there is yet some of the 
old tendency left. During the summer months Alpine heights are 
exposed to heavy dews and mists, and all Alpine flowers rejoice in 
them, and get strength to bear the scorching sun. We cannot, and 
do not desire to imitate this ; and now when we have brought them 
into their winter quarters, we must remember there is another con¬ 
dition attaching to them. They are there covered with snow and 
kept warm. This we cannot do ; but at the same time we must 
avoid exciting the plants ; keep them as restful as we can, and do 
not expose them to the alternating heat and cold of our winters. 
They should be kept as restful as possible, not allowed to get dust 
dry, but just kept from flagging. Should aphides appear on the 
leaves it will be better at this season not to fumigate, but to brush 
them off with a soft painter’s brush. As to the woolly aphis of 
the roots, nothing can be done with it now, but in the spring, when 
the pots will have to be generally overhauled, it is desirable that 
the frames should be well looked over, and any deficiency in putty 
or paint remedied. Nothing is more injurious to the Auiicula 
than drip, and therefore every possibility of its recurring should be 
carefully guarded against. Care should also be taken that the 
frames should be raised on bricks, for the present, at any rate, so 
as to allow a free ventilation of air about the plants. When the 
weather becomes more severe they may be withdrawn, and the 
frames allowed to stand upon the ground. 

Carnations and Picotees.—With these, again, the chief 
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requisites axe cleanliness and freedom from damp. I was some¬ 
what unfortunate with my plants in pots this year, so many of 
them not throwing out grass for layering until it was too late. 
Mr. Douglas has, however, most kindly remedied this for me, and 

must be guarded against, for although not so fatal as in the case of 
the Auricula, it yet sours the soil and leads to the unhealthiness of 
the plant. 

Gladiolus.—I have never had my beds look so well and with 

my own plants, which are now potted two in a pot, are looking 
well. They are placed in the pit where I bloom my Auriculas, and 
are thus easily looked over. At present all look remarkably well 
and free from any appearance of spot. With these, too, damp 

so few showing symptoms of disease as this autumn, proving, as I 
imagine, that the dry season has been suitable for the corms. For¬ 
merly I should at this time have been busy lifting, but I have 
determined this year to wait until the middle or end of next month 
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before I do so. I did try my corms of “ Shakespeare,” one of the 
earliest blooming varieties we have, and found the corms large and 
clean, and if they were a fair sample of what I might expect I 
shall be very well satisfied. 

Pansies.—These have done very well with me this year. I 
grew my small collection in pots, and afterwards turned them out 
in a cool part of the garden, the coolest I could find. I adopted 
the somewhat lazy plan of dividing the roots, keeping the young 
root-shoots for potting up. They are looking well, being now in 
small pots, where they will remain until the spring placed in a cold 
frame and kept from damp and frost. I have now none but Fancy 
varieties, so completely have they jostled out the more refined 
Show class, their greater hardiness and rich and varied colours 
making them most desirable. 

Dahlias.—The early October frost has made sad havoc with 
these very susceptible plants, and I fear seed savers, both of the 
double and single kinds, will be grievously disappointed. It will 
be now time to lift the tubers. They will be probably pretty ripe 
owing to the dry weather, and should be placed where they can be 
gently dried without fear of frost ; damp being also in their case 
to be specially guarded against, as it causes rot in the roots. 

Ranunculus.—The earlier or Turban varieties may be planted 
as soon as the soil is in good order, but these are not florists’ flowers. 
This honour is reserved only for the later or Persian varieties, 
and with these nothing can very well be done at present. They may 
be looked over, just to see that they are free from damp, and are in 
some place clear of frost. 

Tulips.—Years and years ago I used to grow these, and have 
made many.a pilgrimage to see collections of them in flower. I am 
old enough to remember journeying to Walworth to see Mr. Henry 
Groom’s collection, in which bulbs were priced at fifty or a hundred 
guineas, but which did not at the sale fetch as many pence. I have 
also reminiscences of visits to private growers in the neighbourhood 
of London, but all these are matters of ancient history. Mr. Turner 
grew a fine collection for years, invited people to see them, but no 
one came, and at last in despair he gave them up. Will the taste 
ever revive ? They are surely a most stately flower. They have, 
too, a histoiy, as Mr. Polman Mooy, in his paper read before the 
Horticultural Club last year, and published in the Journal, clearly 
showed. The difficulty of growing them has been exaggerated. But 
if anyone did commence, where are they to get bulbs ? Whether 
they are advertised in the north I know not, but one never sees an 
advertisement of them in the gardening papers. I believe that they 
are a most unsaleable commodity, and perhaps this is one reason 
why they are not put forward. We used to consider the 20th of 
November about the best time for planting, and very particular are 
Tulip growers as to the way they should be planted ; what flowers 
ought to be in each row arranged according to height, &c. It seems 
absurd to say anything about planting when there are none perhaps 
to plant; but it may be as well to say that they require a rich soil, 
and when the bulbs are put in, a little silver sand should be placed 
round them. Here in the south I do not think the old plan of 
covering the beds is needed.—D., Deal. 

. VINES IN POTS. 
For an early crop of Grapes, or in cases where old Vines have 

been removed, and until the young Vines come into bearing, pot 
Vines are most useful for securing a crop without causing a break in 
the supply. Vines that are forced early decline in vigour much 
sooner than those that are not started until the turn of the new year, 
and in these cases it is preferable to grow the early supply from pot 
Vines. Planting out young Vines in brick pits in small houses has 
been advocated in the Journal, and an excellent plan it is, as we can 
testify fr6m temporary Vines in later houses; but in the majority 
of cases these small houses are not at command, or are required 
for growing other plants later on after the pot Vines are cleared out. 
In our case a crop or two of Melons, or a good crop of Tomatoes can 
be grown, allowing ample time for the house being properly 
cleaned before the pot Vines are introduced. Last season we were 
fairly successful in their production. Bunches of Black Hamburghs 
turned the scale at 2 lbs., and in some cases 3 lbs., and Muscat of 
Alexandria 4 lbs. ; but in the case of the Black Hamburghs we give 
preference to bunches which weigh about 2 lbs., as they are invari¬ 
ably better finished. I am under the impression that many pot Vines 
are ruined through receiving too much water in the early stages of 
growth, for if freely watered before the roots become active the 
latter will perish. Very little water is required until fresh roots and 
active feeders form, but by the time the Vines are in free growth 
liberal supplies should be afforded. Attention in watering and 
feeding is the secret of success in the cultivation of pot Vines, for if 
allowed to become dry or flag failure is certain. 

The principal pot Vines here are grown in a lean-to Melon house ; 

brick pedestals are built up for standing the pots on, but previous to 
the pots being placed in position a layer of good fibry turves is 
placed on the top ; the crock holes are also enlarged to permit the 
egress of the roots. The old surface soil down to the roots is re¬ 
moved and top-dressed firmly with good loam, and a sprinkling of 
fine bone meal or Thomson’s Vine manure. After all the pots are 
placed in position water is given to settle the surface soil, and 
the pit filled firmly with Oak or Beech leaves so as to generate a 
bottom heat of 70° to 75°. It is the usual practice to remove the 
lower buds up to the trellis after they have started, but last season 
we allowed the lower buds to extend to five or six leaves, and which 
helped to swell up the stem to a large size ; in fact they were 
treated in this respect as recommended by Mr. W. Taylor for build¬ 
ing up the stems of permanent Vines. The Vines being short- 
jointed, all shoots for which there was not room for laying in as 
laterals were pinched to two leaves; this helped the upper part of 
the rods to swell considerably, and had a great influence on the crop. 

From the time the Vines were started water was only applied when 
really necessary, the leaves helping them in this respect. The 
after treatment as regards temperature, stopping, &c., was of the 
usual kind. After the Grapes were thinned care was taken that the 
Vines did not suffer by the want of moisture at the roots. Liquid 
manure (made of cow manure and soil) was freely applied, and sur¬ 
face dressing once a week of Standen’s manure, and occasionally of 
Thomson’s Vine manure. As the roots^ came to the surface a 
layer of loam, wood ashes, and pulverised cow manure in equal 
parts was placed on as required, this causing a plentiful supply 
of active surface feeders, ready to take up whatever was applied. 
These repeated surface dressings made it necessary to place a ring of 
turf around the rims of the pots to hold water.—A. Young. 

BULB BEDS. 
In preparing borders for mixed bulbs nothing further is needed 

than good soil 18 inches to 2 feet deep, enriched and stirred. If 
manure is added it should be short and fresh. There is very little 
virtue in manure reduced to a soapy mass. It, at best, is not more 
valuable than leaf soil, if, indeed, so good. The soil being a heavy 
loam overlying clay, it was mixed with leaf soil and the debris of the 
rubbish heap, the woody portions being charred, in about equal parts, 
and put on a foot thick, mixing it with the soil below, and stirred 
about a foot deeper, but not bringing the stubborn material to the 
surface. Drains with proper fall and outlet may be provided in some 
cases, 3-inch pipes laid 3 feet deep or more. In one case, the soil 
varying considerably, gravel was found within a foot of the surface. 
About 18 inches depth of the gravel was taken out, and a mixture 
put in of strong loam, leaf soil, and the rubbish heap in equal parts, 
with a fourth of sand, the whole thoroughly incorporated. In all 
instances the beds are raised about a foot in the centre. There are 
three beds, two have a background of evergreen shrubs to the north. 
The idea in one bed, a round one, is to have white and sweet flowers 
only. Crinum capense disposed 3 feet apart, the outside ones about 
18 inches from the sides of the bed. They are planted so that the 
bulbs are buried 4 to 6 inches deep. These are simply magnificent 
in foliage. At 18 inches apart areLilium longiflorum Harrisi planted 
4 inches deep. They have been lovely, and alternately with the 
Lilium is Anthericum Liliago in the centre and A. liliastrum near the 
margin—i e , 9 inches from it; and at 9 inches all over, excepting, 
of course, where the other plants are placed, there are Belladonna 
Lilies, which are planted 4 inches over the bulbs. It ought to be 
stated that the bulbs in all cases have a little sand placed under, 
around, and over them. I have only one suggestion to make, and 
that is an edging 6 inches from the grass of Zephyranthes Candida 
and var. minor. 

Another idea was to have a mixture of bulbs in an irregular¬ 
shaped bed, and it is a decided success. Tritoma uvaria nobilis was 
planted 6 feet apart, the whole surface being then set out at 2 feet 
apart, and in those places are planted in about equal proportions 
Lilium speciosum album, L. speciosum roseum, L. tigrinum var. 
splendens, Gladiolus gandavensis var. brenchleyensis, and Galtonia 
(Hyacinthus) candicans. At a foot distance apart, excepting where 
preoccupied, about equal proportions of German Iris, Iris Kusiana, 
Lilium Thunbergianum, L. candidum, L. croceum, and Crown 
Imperials (Fritillaria imperialis), and on the margin there are Nar¬ 
cissi of the bicolor and incomparabilis class, which are also dispersed 
through the bed along with Gladiolus of the blandus, byzantinus, 
and cardinalis type. In this bed there is a display of Narcissus and 
Crown Imperials, then of Irises, followed by the Liliums Thunberg¬ 
ianum and candidum with the early Gladioli, afterwards with Orange 
Lily with the Galtonia, and Gladiolus brenchleyensis, the white of 
the Galtonia and scarlet of the Gladiolus being in combination unique 
with the Tiger Lilies ; later come the second stems of the Galtonias 
with the Lilium speciosum vars., and the Tritomas bring up the rear, 
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lending colour to the Qaltonias and Liliums, which prolong the bloom 
into October. The Galtonia and Lilium epeciosum were very effec¬ 
tive even as late as October 21st, and there is the greenery of the 
German Iris and Lilium eandidum ; in fact, this arrangement is 
never without interest, and there is always something to charm from 
April to November inclusive. In this bed are a few bulbs of Lilium 
auratum and some Tuberoses. The Golden-rayed Lily does well, 
but the Tuberoses have their spurs to win. Perhaps it would be an 
improvement to introduce a margin of Winter Aconite, Snowdrops, 
Crocuses, and Scilla sibirica. 

The other bed is a regular shape on grass in the open. It has 
ltay Lily (Hemerocallis flava) at 4 feet apart, and Alstromeria 
chilensis vars., with aurantiaca, peruviana vars., and A.aurea at 2 feet 
apart; and at 1 foot apart Spanish Irises, Lilium aurantiacum • 
and at 6 inches apart Hyacinths and Parrot Tulip3. The best 
display is made by the Parrot Tulips, and the Irises, the Day 
Lilies, and Orange Lilies help to fix the eye and take off the mono- 

* be .yacin*hs are set off by the comparing greenery, and 
_ e Alstromerias are quaint and effective, keeping on up to frost, 
inese merely require attention to weeding in summer, and a surface- 
ressing in autumn of partially decayed leaves or spent manure— 

ttiat of an old Mushroom bed or hotbeds that have been formed of 
ung and leaves. Be the winter ever so severe no harm is done with 

tne mulching,_ but a little dry hay may be used as an extra precaution 
against harm in a severe weather, with which aid the most tender passed 
safely the severe winter of 188C-7. The situation is 300 feet above 
sea- evel, formation chalk, a mulch of cocoa fibre refuse in summer 
would be a manifest advantage, but it was not used this year. 

I have jotted down the foregoing as indicative of a change in 
favour of a much-neglected class of plants, a desire to have beds and 
borders that will have something of interest and beauty at all 
seasons. The idea could be extended with great advantage to 

any hardy and even half-hardy plants which are now excluded by 
the prevailing taste for masses.—G. Abbey. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 
MR. MEASE AND THE HULL CHALLENGE CUP. 

. ^,HE remarks of “ A Chrysanthemum Grower ” on page 364 resDect- 
mg the report that Mr. Mease is ruled “out of competition” at Hull 
this year is a great surprise to me, as it will be to many others. If that 

ofPthe HulTand’Fthf nk’rndnhu0pe’that Such action of the Committee 
IvtAiltf' East Riding Chrysanthemum Society will be the death 

for 1ssfi T U o™! °.f comPetition. On referring to the Hull schedule 

exhibit ” TThod that f - ^ glyes thom the “right to refect any 
ruiJ if rule 1S also m their schedule for 1887. Had that 
thit m m mittCd f,r?m the schedule for either year, I am of opinion 
ch^ss ^for emdcl not have been debarred from competing in the 
susneot ?hehH c,har1,lenge «°P this year ; but under the circumstances I 
suspect the Hull Committee are within their legal rights, but whether 

quite a^othmmnatter! ^ ^ *** IaW~iS CqUally °n their side-is 

rni “ ^ Chrysanthemum Grower ” has conferred a boon on Chrysanthe- 

hlJnt0rSrb? making public the case of Mr. Mease, if it Is true ; 
then I shall expect to see an official contradiction of the state- 

^ next issue. It is not possible to form a perfectly correct 
opinion of this matter, because we are not informed whether Mr. Mease 
entered the flowers originally in his own name, or whether he entered 

na?C, of lus employer. This is a distinction with a differ- 
ence, and the whole case turns npon it. Whether the Hull Committee 
are right or wrong in. their action, the system under which the cup was 

eVnpr^1Lt0fblMmwfOrliad Sat not becn in existence, the unpleasant 
have ^ would not have haPPened. The men of Sheffield 
have pluckily set a better example by offering a very valuable cup and 
a handsome prize in cash to the first winner, and it is to be hoped that 
pur best Chrysanthemum growers will show their appreciation of the 

• new departure by making a grand effort to obtain the magnificent 
puzes so generously offered on two separate occasions in that town_ 

UDALE, Elf or a. 

t 1 L^A^lfr°o™.1tbe Iett?r of “A Chrysanthemum Grower,” in your 
Journal of the 21 th mst., that m consequence of the death of my‘late 
lamented brother and sister, Mr. Mease is not to be allowed to exhibit 
his plants in Hull on the 17th prox. I should be glad if you could 

inform me on what grounds, or according to what rule of the Society 
such a decision has been arrived at, Mr. Mease is cultivating the plants 
at my request and at the expense of the estate, for he still holds the 
position of gardener at Wyncote.-T. F. Neumann, Executor rf the 
late Mr. and Mrs. C. JV. Neumann. 

It is greatly to be regretted that owing to exceptional circumstances 
the w nner of the Hull challenge cup has no opportunity of winning 
it finally. IV hat are the facts ! Should the same exhibitor win the cup 
twice consecutively, or three times altogether, it becomes his property. 
Ihe winner of 1885 failed to attain to the first position in 1886, other¬ 
wise it would have become his property. The winner of 1886 cannot 
finally win it this year, owmg to the lamented death of his employer in 

the interval. He has, however, been allowed to keep the plants by the 
executor for the purpose of this competition.' If the winner of 1885 
w™ perform a graceful act he should announce that if the winner 
of 1886 enters and successfully competes this year, he will waive all 
future rights in the competition so far as the winner of 1886 is con¬ 
cerned. I believe the Hull Committee would be unanimous in wishing 
to have the competition as between these two noted growers decided, 
whoever else may enter the contest.—A Member of the Hull Com¬ 
mittee. _ 

In reply to “ A Chrysanthemum Grower ” in your this week’s issue, 
allow us to say that the decision of our Committee not to allow Mr. 
Mease to compete for the challenge cup of this Society, “ as the holder 
of the epp” was arrived at after consulting the best horticultural 
authorities and taking legal advice on the matter. The circumstances 
of the case to be decided are very exceptional, and it is therefore neces¬ 
sary to carefully consider the interests of all parties—that of the Com¬ 
mittee as well as the exhibitors. Your correspondent writes quite in 
the interest of the present holder of the cup. We had to consider our 
position in regard to Mr. Lindsay, for Sir T. Edwardes-Moss, because in 

AASe-\T 6 Cup was won a"ain ky Mr. Mease (for the executors of the late 
Mr. Neumann) he might protest against its being finally handed over to 
them. Ihe Society is advised by its solicitor that the property in the 
cup only rests for one year, and is personal to the late Mr. Neumann. 
Much as the Committee desire to give Mr. Mease a chance of winning 
the cup finally this year, they cannot be blamed for following legal ad¬ 
vice, and having some regard for the possible “ trouble and annoyance 
m the future, and perhaps legal proceedings,” to which your correspon¬ 
dent refers. • 

Let us, however, add that Mr. Mease is not excluded as a competitor. 
It is quite open to him to enter the competition, either personally or on 
behalf of his employers, the executors of the late Mr. Neumann, and if 
he wins the cup it will be handed to him as the winner in whichever 
capacity he enters, but it will have to be returned to the Society at the 
end of the year in accordance with the rules. Our Committee having 
taken legal advice must follow it. They have no other course— 
Edward Harland, James Dixon, Hon. Secretaries Hull and East. 
Riding Chrysanthemum Society. 

[Ibis will answer the letter of Mr. Neumann better than we can 
and the suggestion of “ A Member of the Hull Committee ” will also be 
noted by those who are interested in the subject.] 

NEW VARIETIES. 

Many of the newer varieties seem inclined to be flowering too early 
for exhibition. We have many now almost at their best, such as the 
following : Annie Clarke, Charlotte de Monteabrier, both very fine 
blush pink rose ; 1 avourite, a beautiful blush variety ; La Triomphante, 
a splendid flower, which has been described previously in your columns ; 
M. D. D. Ilillier, a noble flower, crimson and gold, a fine variety ; 
Ornements, a very fine colour, after the style of Tokio, but a much 
larger bloom ; M. H. Elliott, a very curious salmon, suffused with cerise, 
a lixige flower; Salmoneum plenum, another handsome salmon tinted 
variety ; Mr. A\ m. Clark, quite the best of this class, a bold well-formed 
now er ; \\ illiam Stevens, should be in every collection, a well-formed 
bronzy red; Phoebus, very large flower of golden amber; Edouard 
Audiguier, very fine, of a splendid velvety maroon ; J. H. Laing, very 
handsome ; Jupiter seems a delicate variety, though a fine flower of the 
orange scarlet type ; Snowstorm, promises to be a very fine white ; 
Mme. la Marquise de Mun, Mr. Deveille, and Exposition de Troyes, the 
two former with ground silvery white, suffused with pink, the latter a 
beautiful pink, a fine noble flower ; J. A. Laing is a very promising 
salmon colour, with twisted petals ; M. Castel is a beautiful variety, 
crimson gold tipped, a very showy flower. 

Of the older varieties the most notable are :—Bacchus, Commandant 
Baco, Coquette de Castille, Criterion (very fine), Emeraude, Etoile du 
Midi, Garnet, Henri Jacotot (very fine), Joseph Mahood, J. Delaux 
(very large), La Triomphante (has come very fine with us). Marguerite 
Marrouch, Mr. Townshend, Mme. C. Audiguier (very large), Mme. Clos 
(a fine Anemone), Mdlle; Lacroix (seems to be good with most growers), 
1 eter the Great, R. Ballantine, Tisipkone (a very useful variety, though 
small), Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets (very promising. I should have 
included M. N. Davis in the new varieties, as it is a very pleasing 
colour and good flower. Amongst Anemones and reflexed Cincinnati 
seems likely to be a telling variety. Cullingfordi will be good in a 
week ; in fact, the whole of the sorts mentioned are nearly at their 
best. Most of the incurved varieties are ten days later. I have named 
the above with a view to see if some of my southern friends will 
mention which have come earliest with them,' most of these are from 
crown buds.—A Notts Grower. 

CHELSEA. 

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons for many years past have provided an 
annual display of Chrysanthemums in their Ring’s Road Nursery, com¬ 
prising both novelties and old varieties of proved merit. This season 
the usual number of plants are grown, a large span-roofed house being 
filled with them, and besides that an avenue of plants is formed in the 
Camellia house near the Brompton Road entrance, which has a very 
pleasing appearance. No special effort is made to obtain the plants in 
flower early, and it is found much more convenient to have a good dis¬ 
play at the time when so many Chrysanthemum admirers are visiting 
the numerous metropolitan shows. The first and second weeks in No3- 
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vember are the best tim s for inspecting Messrs. Veitch’s exhibition, but 
in common with others they are this year rather later than customary. 

All the best of the numerous Continental varieties grown, and there 
is a fine stock of incurved, Japanese, and the other sections, but in addi¬ 
tion to these the varieties raised by Mr. A. Salter and sent out by this 
firm include some of great merit. The Japanese variety Phoebus, sent 
out last year, we have repeatedly noted before, and it is worthy of 
general cultivation both for its fine clear yellow colour and good form. 
The list of all those raised by Mr. Salter may be interesting, as English 
seedlings are by no means numerous, though of course the seed was not 
ripened in this country. The years indicate the time when the varieties 
were sent out by Messrs. Veitch & Sons :— 1882—Lord Beaconsfield 
(Jap.), salmon red,.shaded amber yellow; Marquis of Lome (Jap.), 
reddish carmine semi-globular flowers ; Mary Major (Jap.), beautiful 
white variety; Rex rubrorum (Jap.), deep-re 1 shaded with crimson. 
Pompon, early flowering—Anastasis, pink shaded magenta, fragrant; 
Inimitabile, bright amber yellow ; Virginia, pure white, the best of the 
early whites. Brunette (late flowering Pom.) amber yellow.—1833— 
Mrs. Cullingford large, pure white (early flowering) ; La Candeur, pure 
white (large flowering) ; Royal Purple, bright purple (large flowering) ; 
Sir Beauchamp Seymour, bronzy red (large flowerin'), Duchess of Albany, 
pure white, outer petals tinged lilac (Jap.) ; Lucifer, vermilion red 
(Jap.) ; Tisiphone, petals threadlike, bright orange red (Jap.).—1884— 
Annie Holborn, white, tinged with lilac (Jap.); Comet, bronzy reddish 
rose (Jap) ; Distinction, golden yellow, striped scarlet (Jap.) ; Duke of 
Teck, rosy mauve s off used with white (Jap.); Gloria Solis, bright golden 
yellow (Jap.) ; Salteri, deep red, pissing to scarlet (Jap.) ; Single white, 
a good whits (Jap.), jingle flower.—1885—Maid of Athens, pure white, 
very late (Jap.) ; Mary Salter, white, broad petalled (Jap.) ; Rob Roy, 
centre orange red, shaded yellow (Jap.) ; Tubiflorum, pale rose, passing 
to white (Jap.) ; Prince of Orange, bright yellow shaded orange (large 
flowering) ; Talfourd Salter, bright red tipped yellow (reflexed large).— 
1886—Lady Rosebery, satiny rose (Jap.) ; Megara, narrow thread like 
petals, golden yellow (Jap.). ; Mrs. Weldon, mauve pink, quilled (Jap.) ; 
Phoebus, bright canary yellow (Jap.) ; Rosy Morn, rosy pink (Jap.) ; 
Memnon, deep carmine, shaded with violet (large flowering) ; Ruby, 
rich ruby red shaded with maroon (large flowering).—1887—Alice Bird 
(syn. Buttercup) bright yellow (reflexed) ; Aspasia, pale satiny rose (re¬ 
flexed) ; Irene, pale soft ros i (reflexed) ; Aurantia, bright orange yellow 
(Jap.); Janira, deep carmine red, toned with purple (Jap.) ; Melton, 
brick red, reverse nankeen yellow (Jap.). 

The plants are all very healthy, dwarf, and well clothed with good 
foliage, and there are large numbers of substantial buds to open. 
Amongst the Japanese already out the following are the most note¬ 
worthy—Alfred Chantrier, Charlotte de Montcabrier, Ornements, W. 
Holmes. Phoebus, Brise du Matin, Boule d’Or, Lakmfi, J, Delaux, and 
Mr. J. A. Laing. 

ROE HAMPTON. 

Passing Putney Heath, the right hand road in the direction of Roe- 
hampton leads to several good gardens where Chrysanthemums are prized, 
and amongst them being Dover House, Roehampton House, and Down- 
shire House, a trio of establishments where Chrysanthemums are skilfully 
grown and gardening carried out with somi spirit. Dover House is the 
residence of J. S. Morgan, Esq., and Mr. Forbes, the gardener in charge, 
has distinguished himself as an able cultivator in every department of 
an exceedingly well-kept garden. About 700 Chrysanthemums in all 
are grown, but the principal group of flowering plants is arranged in a 
span-roofed greenhouse or conservatory, later plants occupying the 
Peach houses, of which there are two remarkably long ranges. Very 
conspicuous in the group mentioned are plants of Elaine with large sub¬ 
stantial pure white blooms, which deservedly render this variety such a 
favourite one for cutting. Japanese varieties predominate at this early 
date, and Phoebus is again especially notable for both size and colour. 
Belle Paule is expanding well, and there are some fine examples of 
Margot, Fernand Feral, Chang, Chinaman, and L'lle des Plaisirs. The 
handsome richly coloured reflexed Cullingfordi is looking extremely well, 
while one of the best of incurved varieties set out is Jeanne d’Arc of 
admirable substance. Late in October is not the best time to visit Dover 
House Gardens, except to see the Chrysanthemums, but a cursory glance 
through the ranges of vineries and other houses is amply sufficient to 
indicate how much can be done by a judicious liberality in expenditure 
under the direction of a practical man. 

One portion of thi grounds attached to Roehampton House, the 
residence of the Countess of Leven and Melville, adjoins the preceding 
estate, and there we found Mr. Berry busy amongst his favourites, but in 
common with other growers lamenting the tardy development of buds 
and flowers. Some 300 Chrysanthemums are grown in the exhibition 
style, and incurved varieties have for many years formed a prominent 
feature in the collection. Now Japanese are so abundant and the majority 
so easily grown, there is a danger that thj incurved may be neglected, 
and admirers of these exquisite blooms cannot but feel thankful to the 
older growers who still give their close attention to those varieties. At 
present Mr. Berry has a number of the earlier Japanese in flower, and 
there are grand blooms from both crown and terminal buds. Unusually 
fine are Madame Desbrieux, M. Dilaux, Mdlle. Lacroix, Elaine, and 
Belle Paule, while scores of others are advancing steadily. A conserva¬ 
tory is just being completed for the plants, and when arranged in that 
they will forma beautiful group. In vineries and other houses it is 
difficult to see these plants to the best advantage. 

Downshire House is situated on the opposite side of Roehampton 
Lane, but quite near to the last named, and there the occupier, D. B. 

Chapman, Esq., enjoys a well-kept garden, and a varied rural prospect 
in the direction of Richmond Park. The gardener, Mr. Sullivan, has an 
extensive churg-, every department of which is creditable to his energy 
and ability, but he also m mages to include a collection of some 500 
Chrysanthemums that are promising some highly satisfactory blooms. 
Here, again, the peculiar retarding effect of the season is apparent, and 
in it seems that some exhibitors, even in the south, will find it difficult 
to have their blooms fully cut for the earlier shows. Whether it was 
the cold late spring, the exceptionally dry summer, or the effect of both, 
it is hard to say, but the general complaint is that Chrysanthemums 
suffered a check before they had completed their growth. In some cases 
the results of insufficient water supply are apparent in deformed or 
stunted buds, but happily Mr. Sullivan is little troubled in this way, the 
majority of his plants being in excellent vigorous condition, not gross, 
but clean and healthy, the buls sharing this character by expanding 
steadily and evenlv. The collection comprises most of the leading 
varieties both of Japanese and incurved, and we shall expect to hear 
something more of the blooms from this establishment during the season* 

WARREN HOUSE. 
Mr. G. Woodgate, Lord Wolverton’s able gardener, grows Chrysan¬ 

themums well at Warren House, near Kingston-on-Thames, and not 
many cultivators know the special requirements of different varieties 
better than he does. The plants are not grown luxuriantly, compact 
well-finished blooms being the chief object in view, nor are they grown 
mainly for exhibiting. Mr. Woodgate wisely recognises the first claim 
of the family he serves, and cheerfully cuts any blooms that may be 
wanted by them, yet he has generally some to spare for showing, and 
is seldom left out of the circle of prizewinners. Among the noticeable 
varieties were Mr. Cannell's introductions from Japan—the welcome 
quartet—Mr. Canndl, Mrs. Cannell, Edwin Molyneux, and C. Orchard. 
The first is yellow, the second white, the third rich crimson, and the 
fourth pale chestnut. They are of the “ Dragon” type, and promise to 
develope handsome blooms. Stanstead White was bearing fine and very 
attractive blooms ; and others expanding well were Carew Underwood, 
Ralph Brocklebank, Mrs. J. Wright,- Gorgeous (a broad-petal led yellow 
American variety), Mr. J. J. Hillier (apparently the same as John 
Laing), and Martha Harding. The noticeable incurved flowers were 
four fine blooms of Novelty on one plant, Lord Wolseley good, Prince 
of Wales very deep, Jardin des Plantes, and Prince Alfred, with others 
less advanced yet coming to time satisfactorily. The noble standard 
and columnar Sweet Bays on the terrace are not often seen equally fine 
in this country, and a large house is in the course of erection for 
wintering them. The garden is also celebrated for Carnations, of which 
Lady Wolverton is a great admirer, and Mr. Woodgate strives to do all 
things well. 

FIN33URY PARK. 

The exhibition of Chrysanthemums at Finsbury Park was opened to 
the public recently, and has already attracted a large number of visitors. 
This display has become very popular in the north of London; the plants 
are well grown and effectively arranged, constituting a show of consider¬ 
able beauty. About 2000 plants are grown, but the exhibition house, 
which is 100 feet long by 18 feet wide, will only contain 500 or 600 of 
the large specimens, the others being utilised for stock. The plants are 
disposed in two sloping banks at the sides, with a broad path down the 
c jntre, and as the visitors are only allowed to enter at one end and pass 
through no confusion is caused however large the numbers may be. The 
collection of varieties is a large one, comprising many new or recent in¬ 
troductions, as well as the standard stock of incurved, Japanese, reflexed, 
Anemones, and Pompons. The Japanese are much more advanced than 
any of the others, and Comte de Germiny, which is always grown well 
there, is largely represented, the blooms being abundant and of good 
size. Of Tendresse, M. Tarin, Elaine, Album plenum, Frizou, M. Roux, 
chestnut red, with yellow reverse ; the bronze red Joseph Mahood, anil 
M. Henri Jacotot are all in first-rate condition. M. J. Laing. of a reddish 
brown hue ; Alfred Chantrier, bronze red, with long quilled florets; 
Flamme de Punch, M. Delaux, and M. Moussilac also have fine blooms. 
Amongst the incurved Mr. Bunn, G. Glenny, Aureum m lltiflorum, and 
Golden Beverley are th! most advanced, fine clean blooms. A hybrid 
Pompon of a bright red colour named Paul & Son is likely to be a useful 
decorative variety, but Laine’s Anemone does not seem to be keeping its 
character as seen last year. The Superintendent, Mr. Cochrane, entrusts 
much of the management of the Chrysanthemums to his foreman, Mr, 
Mardlin, who gives close attention to the plants with very satisfactory 
results. 

HACKNEY. 

Mr. Wm. Holmes of the Frampton Park Nursery is well known in 
the Chrysanthemum world, and he has this year provided an interesting 
display of plants in one of his houses at Hackney. He also has two 
houses devoted to new varieties at his Plaistow nursery, and at both 
places the plants are well worth seeing. At Hackney they are grown 
more in the usual exhibition style, and a handsome group is formed of 
the leading Japanese and incurved varieties, many of which are now 
advancing rapidly, and developing fine blooms. At Plaistow, however, 
the plants are remarkably dwarf, having been slopped th: second week 
in June, and the success of this practice has been conclusively proved by 
the handsome blooms they are bearing, being fully up to exhibition 
quality. They range from 18 inches to 2J feet high, compact vigorous 
specimens with four to six blooms each, and are invaluable for grouping 
purposes. The new varieties include many of great promise, to which 
we shall have occasion to refer in another issue.—L. Castle. 
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NORTHERN SHOWS—A CHALLENGE. 
Following closely on the heels of Mr. Molyneux in his tour amongst 

the northern Chrysanthemum growers I found a great deal of interest 
evoked by his notes as published in the Journal. There has been a 
strong rumour that Mr. Molyneux intends to exhibit at Sheffield at the 
forthcoming Show there, and some of the growers have an impression 
that one object in his northern journey was to view the nakedness of the 
land, and to see his chances of success if he ventured so far north as an 
exhibitor, and most growers, both great and small, with whom 1 am 
acquainted would be delighted if Mr. Molyneux would exhibit, say at 
either Hull on the 17th, or Sheffield on the 18th, or Liverpool on the 
29th. In the first place, by so doing Mr. Molyneux would give small 
growers and beginners an opportunity of judging for themselves as to 
the results of his teachings as set forth in his book on *• Chrysanthemum 
Culture,” and in the second place it would probably settle the vexed 
question as to the quality of flowers South v. North, and Mr. Molyneux 
has never yet exhibited in the north he would have the opportunity of 
winning liberal prizes and vindicating his position as champion grower. 
At present the northern growers object to his title as such until he has 
met them and vanquished them on their own ground.—W. D. 

MEASURING BLOOMS. 

I HAVE thought it may interest some of your readers if I were to 
describe a simple inexpensive contrivance we have in use here for 
measuring Chrysanthemum blooms. It consists of a thin deal board 
a foot square, on which is marked consecutive rings a quarter of an inch 
apart, all being drawn from the same point—the centre of the board. 
A slot wide enough to take the flower stems is made to the centre, and 

Fig. 50. 

on the outside of each circle is marked its diameter, which multiplied 
by 3 gives its circumference. A flower any size can thus be measured 
much more correctly and quickly than by any other method that I am 
acquainted with. I send with this a rough sketch of our board, which 
you may reproduce in a reduced form in your pages if you think well 
Our board is 9 inches in diameter.—Thos. Winkworth, 

DEEP CULTIVATION—GAS LIME. 
This subject has been previously so much discussed and approved 

by experienced men, that I am much surprised at the statement made 
by Mr. Iggulden on page 300, that was very ably responded to by your 
correspondent “ A Thinker,” which leaves but a narrow margin for any 
addition to be made, except that the majority of experienced men would 
rather agree with him than with Mr. Iggulden. In my opinion Mr. 
Iggulden’s statements are very misleading, for to obtain such crops with 
so little labour he must be favoured with exceptional advantages. There 
are few, I think, who will dispute the advantages of “ intelligent deep 
cultivation.” Certainly due consideration is required in the practice, and 
a thorough knowledge of the ground to be operated upon is necessary. 
It is not wise (quite the reverse) to bury good soil 2 feet deep, and bring 
to the surface that which is so much inferior. If the subsoil is good and 
has been previously double dug or trenched no harm can be done in 

bringing it to the surface. Much depends upon the nature of the. 
ground to be worked. If very heavy frequent double digging is beneficial, 
but if light this operation need not be so frequently performed. There 
is not so much labour in the operation as many are inclined to think, 
for after a piece of ground has been double dug and exposed to the 
influence of a winter’s frost, it will grow two or three crops without 
being even plainly dug again ; in fact for some crops, such as the 
Brassica tribe, the firmer the ground the better, especially for those 
which are required to stand through the winter. By judicious manage¬ 
ment ground can be beneficially deeply worked without running the 
risk of having “ coarse vegetables.” If ground is in fair order no manure is- 
required for such as Beet, Parsnips, or Carrots. For the latter a good 
dressing of gas lime is most beneficial, especially if it is an old garden, 
and in any ground that is found to contain wireworm gas lime is the. 
best remedy, but should be put into the ground for some time previous 
to sowing or planting—about one bushel to 20 square yards, and worked 
into the ground directly. Great care is necessary in the use of it; if 
used too freely it will destroy the first crop put in. Writing of the use 
of gas lime reminds me of a farm bailiff I knew, who, in preparing some 
ground for the cultivation of roots, Carrots, Mangolds, &c., for exhibition 
purposes, dressed the ground too heavily with gas lime, with the result 
of destroying two sowings of the seeds. I usually manage to have a 
portion of ground double dug every winter, and that portion I generally 
sow with Peas, for no crop I consider pays better for good cultivation 
than Peas. Ground that is deeply worked is much drier than that 
which is not, consequently it is proportionately warmer and better 
suited for the quick growth of vegetables. 

Mr. Iggulden’s personal remark concerning “ A Thinker,” whether 
true or otherwise, is not calculated to be generally interesting to corre¬ 
spondents or readers of the Journal, and the less such remarks are 
indulged in the better, as they can serve no useful purpose, and often 
are mischievous in the end.—W. Simpson, Knomley. 

THE STRUCTURE OF FLOWERS WITH REFERENCE 
TO INSECT AID IN THEIR FERTILISATION. 

(Continued from page 366.) 

The last, but not the least remarkable example of the adaptation of 
Cowers to the visits of insects for the purpose of fertilisation to which I 
will allude is that of the Orchidaceous family of plants. The flowei of the 
Orchis is very abnormal. Its genera vary amazingly in the structure of 
the anther, the column, the lip, and indeed of all parts, but in the con¬ 
solidation of the style and stamen they are all agreed. “ The flowers,” 
to quote the words of an eminent modern botanist, Otto W. Thome, 
“ are rarely solitary, usually in spikes, racemes, or panicles ; and the 
superior perianth consists of two whorls, each of three leaves. Of these, 
the inner whorl is always irregular, and often has a spuired lip or 
labellum, the remaining five leaves of the perianth forming together the 
galea or helmet. The stamens are united with the style into a fleshy 
column or gynostemium, upon which the anthers are so placed as to 
stand above the stigma, which is but little developed, and consists- 
usually of a large viscid surface. Of the six stamens which are probably 
originally present, only one, L ss often two, attain perfect deve¬ 
lopment. When only one is thus developed, it is always opposite the 
labellum ; but when two, then one is on each side of the gynostemium^ 
Only a few Orchids have the pollen grains perfectly distinct; usually 
they are united together in fours, and thes=! again into granular masses ; 
or the grains are combined by a viscid fluid into a club-shaped mass or 
pollinium within each anther lobe. The two pollinia terminate at their 
lower end in a pedicel consisting of the dried-up viscid substance, con¬ 
nected together by a viscid gland or rostellum, as in the Bee Orchis, or 
distinct, as in Orchis morio.” 

If we dissect a flower of the early purple Orchis, we shall find that 
the stigma is bilobed, and consists of two almost confluent stigmas. It 
lies under the pouch-formed rostellum. The anther consists of two- 
rather widely separated cells, which arc longitudinally open in front: 
each cell includes a pollen mass or pollinium. The pollinium consists 
of a number of wedge-shaped packets of pollen grains united together 

■ by exceedingly elastic thin threads. Below the pollen mass is the elastic 
caudicle. The end of the caudicle is firmly attached to a viscid button¬ 
shaped disc. Each pollinium has its separate disc, which has a ball of 
viscid matter at its under side. The rostellum lies immediately below, 
and the balls of viscid matter lie concealed within it. Let me now try 
to explain how this mechanism accs. Suppose an insect, say a bee in. 
search of honey, to alight on the labellum, which forms a good landing 
stage, and to push its head into the chamber, at the back of which 
lies the stigma, in order to reach with its proboscis the end of the 
nectary, or what does quite as well to show the action, push a sharply 
pointed lead pencil into the nectary. Owing to the projection of the. 
pouch-formed rostellum, it is almost impossible to push an object into 
the gangway of the nectary without touching the rostellum. When 
this is effected one or both of the viscid balls will almost invariably 
touch the intruding body. These balls are so viscid that they stick 
firmly to whatever they touch, and the viscid matter sets hard and dry 
like cement within a minute or so. As the anther cells are now open in. 
front, when the insect withdraws its head, or when the pencil is with¬ 
drawn, one or both pollinia will be withdrawn firmly attached to the- 
object, sticking up like horns. The firmness of the cement is necessary, 
for if the pollinia were to fall sideways or backwards they would never 
fertilise the flower. Now let us suppose the ins ct to fly to another 
flower, or insert the pencil with the pollinium attached into another 
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nectary. If this be done at once it is evident that the pollinium will he 
pushed into or against its old place, the anther cell. How, then, can the 
flower be fertilised 1 This is effected by a very beautiful contrivance. 
W ithin a minute the pollinia, by the contraction of the minute disc to 
which they are attached, move downwards to an angle of about 45° from 
the first upright position. When the insect sucks the next flower the pollen 
masses come in direct contact with the stigmatic surface. The stigma is 
so very viscid that it is certain to pull off some of these pollen packets 
and rupture the threads. The whole pollinium is scarcely ever retained 
by the stigma, so that one pollinium serves to fertilise several flowers. 
So economical is Nature in her workings that even a few pollen masses 
are not unworthy of her sedulous care. 

Of all the pollen-carriers, and consequently flower-fertilisers, bees 
are the most assiduous. Attracted by the gay colours of the corolla, 
sweet scent, or the prospect of honey, they visit most flowers that are 
incapable of self-fertilisation. That bees can distinguish between one 
colour and another, and that they exhibit a preference for certain 
colours has been clearly proved by Sir John Lubbock and others. The 
bodies of some bees, and the legs of others, are so admirably adapted for 
the collection and carriage of pollen, that it is almost impossible for 
them to visit any flower in pursuit of honey without bearing away a 
large quantity of pollen grains. The body of the humble bee (Bombus 
terrestris) is the best adapted for pollen-carrying. Lepidoptera stand 
next in order of importance to bees as pollen-carriers. Their long pro¬ 
boscides enable them to drain nectaries which less favoured insects can¬ 
not reach. The despised wasp is not without its use as a fertilising agent; 
for, according to Mr. Darwin, “ if wasps were to become extinct in any 
district, so would Epipactis latifolia.” 

Honey, I need scarcely say, is the principal object of attraction to 
bees, butterflies, moths, and many other insects which assist in the work 
of fertilisation. It is secreted by specialised organs known as nectar 
glands. “ In the flower,” according to Dr. Goodale, an eminent American 
botanist, “ these glands consist usually of specialised parenchyma, not 
unlike the secreting surface of the stigma.” “ Nectar glarids,” continues 
the author, •“ may occur in any part of the flower, upon its bracts, or 
upon some part of the flower-stalk near it. From the nectar glands of 
proper floral organs the secretion of nectar is generally copious, and is 
prone to collect in minute cavities, such as shallow pits, or in conspicuous 
special receptacles, the so-called nectaries. The period of most copious 
secretion of nectar usually coincides with the maturity of the anthers or 
of the stigma.” Here we perceive another of Nature’s beautiful contri¬ 
vances for carrying out her purposes. Just at the time when the pollen 
is ready to do its work of fertilisation, or the stigma to receive it, a 
copious supply of honey both attracts and rewards the insect pollen- 
carriers. 

11m odours of flowers must be classed amongst the most potent 
attractions of insects. White flowers are more generally fragrant than 
those of any other colour. As examples of the accuracy of this proposi¬ 
tion, I would refer to those delicately scented flowers, the Lily of the 
\ alley, the Jasmine, ahd’the Butterfly Orchis. I cannot do better than 
quote the words of Mr. Darwin in explanation of this :—“ The fact of a 
large proportion of white flowers smelling sweetly may depend in part 
on those which are fertilised by moths requiring the double aid of con¬ 
spicuousness in the dark, and of odour. So great is the economy of 
Nature that most flowers which are fertilised by crepuscular or nocturnal 
insects emit their odour chiefly or exclusively in the evening.” 

I have ventured to call attention to a comparatively large number of 
important facts, and for the purpose of giving my authorities have 
quoted largely. If these quotations have the effect, as I trust they may, 
of directing attention to, and inducing a perusal of, the works referred 
to, this paper will not have been written in vain. It will naturally be 
asked, Why has Nature planned all these contrivances to bring about 
cross-fertilisation ? Mr. Darwin has clearly proved that plants which 
are the product of cross-fertilisation are both stronger in constitution 
and more prolific in seed-bearing, than those resulting from close-fertili¬ 
sation. Another and more important result may have been designed, 
namely, the origin of new varieties and new species. If we consider 
how much the skilled nurseryman has effected, within living memory, in 
the direction of producing new varieties in such well-known plants as 
Roses, Strawberries, Pelargoniums, Primulas, and a host of other flower¬ 
ing and fruit-bearing plants, we may readily understand how pollen¬ 
carrying insects may, in the countless ages that have passed, have been 
instrumental in effecting changes of a similar character in plant de¬ 
velopment. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 
LONDON CORN EXCHANGE.—November 1st and 2nd. 

t The first of the metropolitan shows was held in a room of the London 
Com Exchange on Tuesday and Wednesday last in aid of the Corn Exchange 
Benevolent Society. Prizes ranging from £2 2s. to 5s. were offered in nine 
classes for cut blooms, and it is stipulated in the schedule that all blooms, 
whether in competition or not, should be sold by auction on the second day. 
With the admission fees and the proceeds of the sale a substantial amount 
is usually realised, thus since 1883 the total has ranged from £13 to £27. 
A Rose show is also held in the summer on the same principle, which since 
1875 has been very successful, the amount in one case (1883) reaching as 
much as £G4. The shows are held under the management of Mr. Honry 
Robins, the courteous Secretary of the Corn Exchange, who deserves much 
credit for the successful results. The date fixed this year, owing to the late 
season, was fully a week too early, and many exhibitors were unable to 
enter; still the blooms that were shown were extremely good, especially 
those presented by Messrs. Davis & Jones, Camberwell. Successful exhi¬ 

bitors with Japanese varieties were Mr. Cyrus L?gg, Selhurst Road, South 
Norwood ; Mr. H. Shinder, Epsom ; Mr. A. B. Lambert, Streatham, and 
Mr. A. Margetson, Streatham. The incurved were not so fine, several of 
those named gaining prizes. Other exhibitors were Messrs. J. Spiers, 
Tottenham Park; A. Eowkes, Northampton; Wickham Jones, South 
Norwood; Robert Pirn, Streatham; Claude Bennett, 1G, Mincing Lane; 
J. Westwood, Wanstead; John Aste, Norwood; O. Hodge, Chislehurst, 
and N. Sherwood, Esq., who sent a tasteful basket of Chrysanthemum 
blooms. Miss Percy and Mrs. Robinson also had handsome bouquets of 
blooms, the former’s all white varieties, the latter’s bronze and yellow. 

SOUTHAMPTON.—November 1st and 2nd. 

Considering the late season, it was feared the date would be too early, 
but a capital Show was provided. Cut blooms made quit? a good display, 
while the quality in the Japanese blooms was excellent. The competition 
in all the Japanese classes was keen, as many as 550 Japanese blooms were 
staged. Fruit, as it always is at this Show, was of good quality. Vegetables 
were extensively staged and of very fine quality. Table plants, Palms, and 
groups for effect were of the best character. 

Cut Blooms.—With twenty-four blconis, twelve Japanese and twelve 
incurved, nine competed. First, Mr. Woodfire, gardener to J. P. Boyd, Esq., 
J.P., Emsworth House, Havant, showing Triomphe de la Rue de Chalets, 
Madame C. Audiguier, Thunberg, M. Astorg, Princess of Wales, Lord 
Wolseley, and Novelty, very fine ; second, Mr. J. Trinder, gardener to Sir H. 
Mildway, Dogmersfield Park, with large blooms a trifle coarse ; third, Mr. C. 
Penford, gardener to Sir F. Fitz wygram, Leigh Park. For twenty-four blooms, 
not more than two of any one sort, Mr. W. Neville, girdener to F. W. Flight, 
Esq., Cornstiles, Twyford, Winchester, was first with full solid blooms of 
Japanese and incurved; second, Mr. Wm. S. Woodfire, whose Japanese was 
of capital quality; third, Mr. G. Inglefield, gardener to Sir T. N. Kelk, 
Tedworth, Marlborough. Tr-n competed. For twelve incurved blooms three 
only competed. First, Mr. J. Snow, gardener to J. Bruce, Esq., South Park, 
Wadhurst, Sussex; Messrs. W. & J. Drover second. For twelve 
Japanese Messrs. W. & J. Drover, The Nurseries, Fareham, were 
easily first with a fine stand of full solid blooms, Carew Underwood and Fair 
Maid of Guernsey were the best; second, Mr. Penford, with fresh blooms. 
There were thirteen entries. For twelve Anemone varieties Messrs. Drover 
were again first, a close second being Mr. Woo ifire. Eight entries. For 
twelve reflexed, first, Mr. Woodfire, with good medium-sized blooms ; second 
Mr. Wildsmith, gardener to Lord Eversley, Heckfleld, Winchfield. In other 
classes for those not having won prizes and those debarred from showing in 
former classes there was brisk competition and good produce. 

For the best group of Chrysanthemums in pots, space 8 feet by G feet, 
Mr. S. Busby, gardener to F. Willan, Esq., Thornhill, Bitterne, was first for 
dwarf, clean, well flowered, and neatly arranged plants. Second Mr. T. 
Osborne, gardener to H. J. Buchan, Esq., J.P., Wilton House, Southampton. 
For six incurved or reflexed, first Mr. Wakeford, gardener to G. Harris, Esq., 
Aldermoor, Shirley. For six Japanese, first Mr. Wakeford, 5 feet over, freely 
flowered, smallish blooms. Single specimen Japanese was best shown by 
Mr. E. Wills, gardener to Mrs. Peace, The Firs, Basset—i.e., Lady Selborne. 
Mr. Wakeford was second with a large plant of Madame B. Rendatler, with 
small flowers. For the best incurved or reflexed Mr. Wills was first with Dr. 
Sharp, Mr. Wakeford second with Mrs. G. Bundle. For the best group of 
miscellaneous plants arranged for effect, 12 feet by 7 feet, first Mr. J. Rey¬ 
nolds, gardener to Col. the Hon. H. C. L. Crichton, Netley Castle, with a 
bright arrangement of flowering seasonable plants. Second Mr. G. Wills. 
The best group of Orchids was staged by Mr. Osborne, very choice varieties. 

Table plants and Palms were staged by Mr. C. J. Waite, gardener to the 
Hon. Col. Talbot, Glenhurst, Esher, and Mr. J. Reynolds. Solanutns, Poin- 
settias, and Primulas were staged well. 

Fruit.—For threa bunches of Grapes, distinct varieties, Mr. Hall, 
gardener to Captain Davidson, South Stoneham House, with Alicante, Bar- 
barossa, and Muscat of Alexandria, all well fin’shed, but rather small in 
berry; Mr. E. Molyneux, gardener to W. H. Myers, E3q, Swanmore 
Park, Bishop Waltham, being a close second with Alicante and Barbarossa, 
fiite. Third Mr. H. W. Ward, gardener to Earl Radnor, Longford Castle. 
For three bunches of black Graphs Mr. Molyneux was easily first for Bar¬ 
barossa, averaging 5 lbs. each, well coloured, of good shape. Mr. Hall was 
second with Alicante, finely finished. Mr. C. Curtis, gardener to J. S. 
Dixon, E-q., Holly Bank, Hythe, being third. For three bunches 
of white Grapes, Mr. J. Chalk, gardener to G. Reed, Esq , Westwood, Wil¬ 
ton Road, Salisbury, was first, his Grapes being good in quality. Second, 
Mr. T. Hall, with two bunches black Grapes. Mr. C. Warden, gardener to 
Sir F. Bathurst, Clarendon Park, Salisbury, was first with AlLante in 
good condition. Second, Mr. T. Osborne. For the same number of bunches 
of white Grapes, Mr. W. Sanders, gardener to J. East, Esq., Loystock House, 
Stockbridge, was first. Second, Mr. C. Penford. For the heaviest bunch of 
Grapes, first, Mr. Ward with Gros Guillaume, weighing 9 lbs. 15 ozs. Second, 
Mr. Molyneux, with the same variety, weighing 8 lbs. 14 ozs. For one Pine 
Apple Mr. Wildsmith was first, and Mr. Ward second. 

For four dishes of Apples, distinct, first Mr. Saunders with large finely 
coloured fruits. Second, S. Goodwin, Esq. For three dishes of dessert 
Apples, distinct, first Mr. Wildsmith with King oE .Pippins, R bston Pippin, 
and second Mr. Goodwin. For three dishes of kitchen Apples, first Mr. 
Saunders, second Mr. Hall. For four dishes of Pears, distinct, Mr. Saunders 
first, General Todtleben and Pitmaston Duchess very fine; second Mr. 
Wildsmith. also fine. For three dishes of Pears, first Mr. Saunders; second 
Mr. A. W. Rooke, gardener to W. Gascpigne Roy, E-:q., Byams, Mach- 
wood. 

Vegetables.—For a collection of six varieties, first Mr. E. Molyneux, all 
in capital condition; Mrs. G. Busby second, alse good. For the best col¬ 
lection of six varieties the prizes given by Messrs. Sutton & Sms brought 
seven competitors. First Mr. J. C. Waite with splendid prodqce ; Mr. Pope, 
gardener to Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, Newbury, was second, with 
very fine produce; third Mr. G. Inglefield; fourth Mr. Saunders. 

Mrs. M. Smout, seaweed florist, 8, Trinity Street, Hastings, had a 
first-class certificate for specimens arranged for table decoration, ballrooms, 
flowers, dfcc. First-class certificates were awarded to Mr. F. W. Flight fora 
new seedling'Japanese Chrysanthemum Bertha Flight, a full flower, long 
drooping florets of a pale blush or pink colour, very promis'ng; and to 
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Messrs. AY. & G. Drover for a now Japanese variety of the Comte de Ger- 
miny pattern of form and p tal, very pale creamy lilac, Btriped and mar¬ 
gined with a deeper shade of rosy lilac. 

Mn W. Colche-ter had a stand of Icthemic guano, Ac ; Messrs. 
W. Wood & Sons, Wood Green, London, also had a stand of their Orchid 
peat, and artificial manures. Very fine specimens of Mangolds grown on 
the Portswood Sewage Farm were shown, and Messrs. R. Smith & Co., St. 
John s Nursery, Worcester, had 60 dishes of Apple’, !all the leading sorts, 
finely coloured, and of excellent quality. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

The following are the dates of the principal shows to be held 
during the coming months,-at which Chrysanthemums will be the 
leading feature :—The figures following the name of the place at 
which the shows are to be held indicate the number of days 
devoted to the exhibitions, and it will be seen that a large majority 
are two-day shows. 

November. 
Thursday, 3rd 

Friday, 4th 

Monday, 7th 
Tuesday, 8th 

Wednesday, 9th 

Thursday, 10th... 

Friday, 11th ... 

Monday, 14th ... 

Tuesday, 15th ... 

Havant (2) 
Henlield (2) 
Leicester (2) 
Crystal Palace (2) 
Surrey (2) 
Royal Horticul¬ 

tural Society 
Brighton (2) 
St. Neots 
Highgate (2) 
Kingston (2) 
Bath (2) 
Croydon 
Weston - super - 

Mare 
Westminster (2) 
Ascot (2) 
Cornwall (2) 
Portsmouth (2) 
Brixton (2) 
Walton 
Ipswich (2) 
AVeald of Kent (2) 
Dawlish 
Hitchin 
Canterbury (2) 
Huddersfield (2) 
Street (2) 
Lewisham (2) 
Sheffield & Hal- 

lamshire (2) 
Twickenham 
Southgate (2) 
Lincoln (2) 

Tuesday, 15th ... 

Wednesday, 16th 

Thursday, 17tli 

Friday, 18 th 

Saturday, 19:h... 
Monday, 21st ... 

AVatford (2) 
Finchley 
Southend (2) 
Winchester (2) 
Putney 
York (3) 
Birmingham (2) 
Faversham (2) 
Birkenhead 
Northampton (2) 
Ealing 
Dartford (2) 
People’s Palace 

(4) 
Chelmsford 
Buiy St. Ed¬ 

munds (2) 
Chiswick 
Hull (2) 
Barnsley (2) 
Taunton 
Colches-ter 
Wimbledon 
Bolton (2) 
Sheffield & AYest 

Riding (2) 
Reading 
Chorley (2) 
Ramsbottom 
Wolverhampton 

(2) 
Bedford (2) 
Eccles (2) 
Live1 pool (2) 

Wednesday, 23rd 
Friday, 2oith ... 
Tuesday, 29th ... 

December. 

Thursday, 8tb, Alnwick. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 
Thu Weather and the Crops.—Until very recently the weather 

has remained dry with us. About the middle of October the water 
supply had sunk as low as it was in the warmest and driest part of the 
year, but vegetation did not suffer so much, and the cold dewy nights 
have kept plants fresh. Still, autumn crops have not grown as we have 
seen them, and an early winter would be much against many of them. 
Vegetables may yet be scarce, and any produce that is likely to go to 
waste should be used first, Brussels Sprouts are now well in, but there 
is little danger of their being spoiled, and although some might be in¬ 
clined to use them, they may be kept until other vegetables are used 
that may be destroyed by the winter. Only use the large leaves of 
Spinach and allow all half-grown ones to remain to gain size. 

Brussels Sprouts.-—The bottom leaves of these are decaying, and 
if allowed to remain on and hang down over the sprouts they will cause 
many of them to decay. It is therefore a good plan to examine them, 
taking all the dead and decaying leaves, but do not remove any of 
the green ones or the tops, as these assist greatly in shelteriag the 
sprouts. 

Kidney Beans.—AYe have been gathering many tender pods from a 
late sowing, but 8° of frost on October 25th blackened the plants, and 
our open air supply is over. Others in frames which have been covered 
at night are just beginning to bear, and those who took our advice some 
time ago and sowed seed iu their vacant frames will still have acceptable 
gatherings. Seed sown in pots have produced plants which are showing 
signs of flowering, and they will succeed those in the frames ; but damp 
is a great enemy to Kidney Beans at this season, and the foliage and 

flowers ought to be kept as dry as possible. Those in pots should he 
moved into a dry airy pit or house to form their pods. AYe never found 
Kidney Beans sown about this time a profitable crop, as they do not 
make much progress in December and January, and as the cook salted a 
large quantity of pods from the runners for midwinter use, we will not 
try to force more after our present supply is exhausted. 

Roots for Winter. — Nothing gives more satisfaction in the 
kitchen in winter than a good supply of Carrots, Turnips, Onions, 
Carrots, Beetroot, Salsafy, and Parsnips. Onions keep best in a dry 
cool place ; Carrots and Beetroot should be drawn up, and after cutting 
the leaves off pack them in moderately dry sand, leaf soil, or ashes, 
safe from wet and frost. They should only be stored when dry, and if 
packed in with the crowns protruding it will prevent many of them 
decaying. Turnips that are still growing may be left, but any large 
bulbs that might decay soon in the wet should be taken under cover. 
Do not bury them, but merely put them in a heap and throw a little 
straw over them. Parsnips and Salsafy are very hardy, and are better 
left in the ground. AYe only take up a quantity when we see indications 
of a long spell of frost. 

Late Peas.—These have not been very successful this season. We 
gathered what may be our last dish on October 24th. The variety was 
Ne Plus Ultra, but they were sown during the hot weather, and were 
much scorched before rain came. They have retained the marks of this 
until now, as the lower part of the haulm is quite brown and withered. 
Very early Peas are a more certain crop than very late ones, and those 
who wish to extend the Pea season as far as possible should give extra 
attention to the first crops. 

Old Vegetables.—At this time of the year there are always many 
decayed vegetables in the kitchen garden. Peas are mostly over, Kidney 
Beans quits past, and other vegetables have become useless. There is 
no gain in allowing them to remain, and the best plan is to, clear them 
all away. AYe do not approve of trenching this refuse in until it is par¬ 
tially decayed, and if it can be mixed with leaves and other refuse before 
retui ning it to the soil it will be all the better for the succeeding crops. 
Save the best of the Bean and Pea sticks, and burn the decayed ones, 
but do not clear away any green tops of Cabbages, as before very long 
every green vegetable may be in demand. 

Celery,—Although the season has not been one which is generally 
regarded as favourable to Celery this crop is good. The excessively dry 
weather did not cause many of the plants to bolt, but it prevented 
their making too luxuriant a growth, and the result is solid compact 
plants. The whole of the winter crop may now be earthed up another 
stage, and as this will be the last earthing for many rows it is a good 
plan to finish the top of the ridge and round the plants with finely sifted 
ashes, as these do not cause the plants to decay so much as soil in damp 
or frosty weather. It is early yet to begin to protect it from frost, 
but should it come very severe sprinkle a little fern or straw over the 
plants. 

Forcing Rhubarb.—Our next notes will be mainly devoted to 
forcin'-’', but as Rhubarb roots are the first to become ready for this 
operation they may be taken in hand at once. The leaves having died 
the most prominent crowns should be selected for the first crop. AYe 
do not advise their being lifted at this season, but if a cask with one 
end out, or a large box is turned upside down over the crown, and then 
form a good hotbed of fermenting manure of leaves over it and well 
round it, the young growths will spring up in a very short time. One 
good bed will force it to maturity, but the box or cask should not be 
completely shut in, as if the steam cannot escape from the interior it 
may cause the young growths to decay, and this should be avoided 
by having a little ventilation. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Figs.—Early-forced Trees in Pots.—If these have been placed in the 
open air they should be taken under cover to protect them from the cold 
autumn rains. It is presumed that the trees have been top-dressed, 
repotted, or had the drainage rectified, as advised in a former calendar. 
The trees should be placed in a rather dry well-ventilated house. Any 
thinning or shortening crowded attenuated growths should be attended 
to, and the trees dressed with an insecti :ide—8 ozs. softsoap to a gallon 
of water may be used for washing the trees, using a somewhat stiff 
brush, especially if scale has been present, following with the same, to 
which sulphur has been added, to bring it to the consistency of cream, 
being careful not to damage the points of the shoots and the embryo 
fruit. A dish of forced Figs early in the season is now considered a 
necessity in large establishments, and is not by any means difficult to 
obtain, hut a light well-ventilated house is necessary, with the command 
of plenty of heat, having pits containing fermenting materials to afford 
bottom heat to stimulate the roots. The Fig in pots requires abundance 
of liquid manure when growing, the trees being most prolific under 
limited root space. One of the great advantages of Fig culture in pots 
is the number of varieties that may be grown in a house of moderate 
dimensions, and which if forced early come in at a time when the 
dessert is not too varied. Brown Turkey is unquestionably the best Fig 
for general purposes, and the best white is AVkite Marseilles. The fol¬ 
lowing are also well suited for forcing and pot culture :—Osborne’s 
Prolific, Early Violet, Black Ischia, Brown Ischia, Violette de Bordeaux, 
Negro Largo, Angelique, AYhite'Ischia, Col di Signora Bianco, and Royal 
Vineyard. 

Vines.—Early forced Vines.—Those for affording ripe Grapes in 
April must now be started, whether they be in pots or planted out. 
Bottom heat in neither case is indispensable, though in all forcing 
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operations it hastens growth considerably ; therefore place fermenting 
materials in the pit in which these in pots are stood on pedestals of 
loose bricks, being careful not to allow the heat about the pots to ex¬ 
ceed 70° to 75°. Suspend the canes in a horizontal position over the 
fermenting material to insure a regular break. Syringe three times a 
day, keeping every part of the house moist by sprinklings in bright 
weather. Vines started at this season require a higher temperature to 
excite the buds than those started later. A temperature of 50° to 55° at 
night and 60° to 65° by day will not be too much to start with. Those 
planted out should have the border inside thoroughly soaked with water 
or liquid manure at 90°. The border or floor of the house should, if 
convenient, be covered 2 feet deep with leaves and stable litter in a state 
of fermentation, occasionally turning the material, as the ammonia 
given out is very beneficial to the Vines. The outside borders must be 
attended to ; if fermenting materials are not obtainable cover with a 
good thickness of leaves, with tarpaulin, shutters, or lights to throw off 
rain or snow. 

Bowes for Starting in, Decemb r.—Complete the pruning as it pro¬ 
motes rest. In pruning two eyes are ample for affording useful bunches, 
but Vines that do not afford bunches as large or so freely as desired 
should be allowed more buds, four to six, according to their vigour ; yet 
with the wood stout and short-jointed the close pruning will mostly 
afford the most satisfactory results, as what is gained in size of bunch 
is lost in size of berry, compactness of bunch, and good finish. A good 
useful bunch of well-coloured, thoroughly ripened Grapes is always 
appreciated, therefore aim at that, as size, whether of bunch or crop, is 
quite secondary. Dress the Vines, cleanse the house, having all in 
good order ready for a start at the proper time. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Hardy Azaleas.—The Ghent and Azalea mollis varieties intended 
for early forcin' may be lifted at once, and placed in suitable pots 
according to their size. If plenty of pots are available, the whole stock 
of plants intended for winter and spring forcing may be safely potted 
now. When the whole of the plants are lifted those not required for 
some time may be plunged outside in a convenient position ready for 
introducing to the various fruit houses as they are cleared for starting, 
or into other structures in which they are eventually to be brought 
forward. Our practice has invariably been, after potting the earliest, 
to lift the remainder ready, and lay them in for potting in succession 
as the pots utilised for Chrysanthemums become vacant. No advantage 
is gained by crowding houses with those required for spring flowering, 
for they are just as well outside, provided the pots are protected from 
frost by ashes or leaves. Rhododendrons may also be lifted and treated 
in the same way, as well as other hardy evergreen flowering shrubs. 

Li acs.—Those that have been plunged in pots may now be lifted 
from the soil, and all the roots that have extended over the edge and 
out of the base of the pots may be cut away. Those needed for early 
work should be left outside until they have been subjected to a good 
frost, which sends the plants quickly and completely to rest. By sub¬ 
jecting these hardy plants to early frosts they start afterwards quickly 
and freely into growth without reverting to undue measures. Young 
stock should be potted at once for next year’s supply of plants, or those 
that were forced late in the season may be pruned back closely, potted 
if they need it, or top-dressed with rich material, and plunged in an 
open sunny position. If these operations are performed early, the plants 
will make a capital growth next season and give little or no trouble in 
watering. Those that are lifted, if the foliage is still fresh upon them, 
should not be pruned before the leaves fall. This will give them a 
chance of making a few fresh roots before the approach of winter. To 
lx; certain of having good flowering arowths another year it is necessary 
to restrict the plants at their roots, for they are liable, especially 
Charles X., to make growths too strong to ripen sufficiently to set flower 
buds. 

Guelder Roses.—The best plants from the stock potted last year 
should be selected for forcing, and the remainder cut close back. It is 
much better to rely upon plants prepared in 5 to 7-inch pots than to lift 
large bushes for forcing. This can be accomplished by striking cuttings 
every year either from young wood early in spring nr from ripened 
wood at this season of the year. If strong one or two-year-old plants 
aie lifted and potted at once in the sizes named, and then plunged, a 
good number of plants of a suitable size for decoration will be the result 
another autumn. Primroses may also be lifted and potted. It is a mis¬ 
take to lift these plants and force them a month or two after they are 
potted. This system is certain to ruin the constitution of plants, or in¬ 
jure them to such an extent that they are useless again until the second 
or third year afterwards. 

Beiitzias.—With the exception of a few young plants lifted every 
autumn the whole of these plants are kept in pots. Young plants may 
be lifted and placed in 5 and 6-inch pots according to their size, and 
then plunged in ashes outside. They should be liberally syringed to 
preserve the foliage as long as possible, and then they will be partially 
established before wint r. As soon as the foliage has fallen they should 
be pruned close back and plunged in cold frames, and if brought for¬ 
ward gently in spring they will make early growth ready for forcing 
.moderately early in the season. If the plants from the general stock 
that have become weakened by forcing have the old soil shaken from 
their roots and repotted in fresh, and then treated the same as advised 
for young plants above, they will thoroughly recruit themselves in a 
season and make excellent plants. If this system is followed periodi¬ 
cally the whole stock can be kept in admirable condition. 

Lily of the Valley.—These, Spiraea japonica, and other similar 
plants used for forcing should be potted without delay, and those 
with small crowns planted for the next season’s supply of plants. 
After potting, the whole of these plants are better outside than in 
until they have been exposed to a good frost. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Evergreens and Conifers for Flower Beds. — Flower beds, espe¬ 
cially when situated near a dwelling house, unless filled with plants of 
some kind, present a very dreary appearance, and even when nothing 
but spring-flowering plants are used they are far from being attractive 
during the winter. Moreover, in many instances the Wallflowers, 
Forget-me-nots, Silenes, Saponarias, Limnanthes, and other biennials 
and perennials are at their best when many families are migrated to 
town. The style of planting that usually gives the greatest satisfaction 
includes ornamental evergreens, bulbous rooted and spring flowering 
plants, and if well carried out the effect is good from the commencement. 
It is somewhat expensive, especially at the outset, all but the biennials 
and such perennials as Alyssums, Arabisis, Aubrietias, Violas, Iberises. 
Primulas, and Polyanthuses having to be purchased. Some of the 
principal nurserymen prepare a variety of Conifers and evergreens 
specially for the decoration of the flower beds during the winter, and 
early in November is a good time for transplanting all and any of 
them. 

Selections of Suitable Plants.—Any of the variegated Aucubas are 
effective, especially in lar^e beds, and we have also largely used varie¬ 
gated Hollies of sorts, those about 2 feet high being very effective, no 
great difficulty being experienced in transplanting them either now or in 
May. The gold and silver variegated Box are of very accommodating 
habit and look well, while the gold and silver variegated Euonymus 
are still more effective. Euonymus radicans variegata is a showy 
edging plant, serviceable alike during winter and summer. The tree 
Ivies (Hedera arborea), both golden and silver, and Vinca elegant- 
issima are very showy, while plants of Yucca recurva are most orna¬ 
mental, and well adapted for the centres of small beds filled with 
dwarf plants. Mahonia aquifolia, Myrtle-leaved Portugal Laurel, 
and even neat plants of common Laurel, may be employed freely 
when large beds have to be filled. Of flowering shrubs the most 
servic able are the dwarf or herbaceous Ericas, Andromeda flori- 
bunda, Kalmia latifolia, Laurustinus, Ligustrum japonicum, and Rho¬ 
dodendrons daphnoides, myrtifolium, ovatum, and Wilsoni. Berried 
plants of Skiminia japonica, Cotoneaster microphylla, and Pernettyas in 
variety are also very ornamental. The best effect, however, is often 
produced by a liberal employment of dwarf Conifers, notably Cupressus 
Lawsoniana erecta viridis, lutea, nana glauca, Cupressus nutkaiinsis, 
Cryptomeria elegans, Juniperus tamariscifolia, Retinosporas ericoides, 
obtusa aurea, nana, plumosa, plumosa argentea, squarrosa, and plumosa 
aurea, Taxus baccata elegantissima, and Thujopsis dolabrata. These 
Conifers can be had in a very dwarf state and most suitable for planting 
in panels or neat designs, and a few about 2 feet high or less are attrac¬ 
tive when dotted among flowering plants. A well planted bed would 
look well throughout the summer, all being amenable to pruning, and 
may, therefore, be kept in good form for several years. If preferred 
they may be removed in April or May, and if properly attended to will 
be available for the beds again when required. The coarser evergreens 
may be planted in mixture or in rings or panels as preferred, and if 
not planted thickly the effect will be further enhanced next spring if 
Narcissi and Hyacinths are interspersed among them. The front or 
margins of these beds ought to be covered with dwarf ornamental 
foliaged or flowering plants, among which dwarf Tulips, Crocuses, Snow¬ 
drops, and Scillas may be distributed. 

HE BEE-KEEPER. 
HINTS FOR BEGINNERS. 

FIXING COMB FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS. 

In a recent number of this Journal I described the 
simple plan of suspending sections to the top bar whereby 
any number can be wrought on a hive in one compart¬ 
ment, thus putting the bees on the best footing to make 
the greatest weight in the least time, and providing the 
bee-keeper with the cheapest system of management. I 
now supplement the above by adding that comb founda¬ 
tion can be fixed in sections without more labour than 
dropping the guide into saw cuts in the centre of the 
upright portions of the sections. This plan is very 
handy when bees are situated at a distance from houses 
or workshops, such as when they are at the moors, for 
neither instrument nor melted wax are necessary. 

Should the bee-keeper find that the honey gathered by 
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the bees can be extracted and that a portion of it is 
desiiable, this system gives him an opportunity of working 
for sections and extracted honey from the same hive at 
the same time. It can also be done with less cost and 
trouble than by any other system. 

HONEY STRAINER. 

After a good extractor or presser nothing is more 
essential than a good honey drainer, which also serves as 
a jelly strainer, and to be convertible into other useful 
household utensils. We have one composed of boxes with 
their sieves which serve many useful purposes, and the 
boxes hold jars, while they can be used as seats. One 
serves as a small press, while another is convertible into 
a capital meat safe. * Its panels of perforated zinc are 
portable, and moveable shelves hold honey or other pre- 
serves. It stands about 41 inches high by 20 inches 
square; uppermost is a common sieve 18 inches in 
diameter, the honey is first poured into that and then 
passes into a milk pan 2 inches larger than the sieve and 
on which the latter rests. The bottom of this shallow 
milk pan has a hole about an inch in diameter, which is 
opened or closed by a sluice at will. The honey passes 

*11S Pan another sieve of a finer work and 
wholly of wire cloth, standing also inside a smaller milk 
pan, which has also a hole and sluice. A third may be 
used if necessary. A muslin tapered bag suspended by 
hooks right beneath the lowest pan completes the arrange¬ 
ment, and nothing is more cleanly nor gives more satis¬ 
faction than this kind of drainer, as any portion can be 
examined without disarranging or interfering with another, 
and the whole thing is inexpensive. 

THE WEATHER. 

The weather, after fully two weeks of a night tem¬ 
perature ranging between 20& and 25° Fahrenheit, sud- 

changed to a mildness of 63° in the shade on the 
27th October. The pleasant change was welcomed alike 
ly bees and bee-master , enabling the young unflown of 
the former to take a cleansing flight, and return 
to their hives in safety The mildness did not come a 
day too soon, and the colonies will be all the better, 
it enabling them to withstand subsequent severe weather 
and come out more healthy at the close of winter than 
they would had the favourable opportunity not occurred. 

As the mildness had an enlivening effect upon the 
bees, so did it act upon myself, and for the first time 
for some weeks did I attempt to have my bees well 
secured for the winter. It was late enough, seeing they 
had stood nearly bare but dry during the whole time of 
the cold an unavoidable mistake, but rectified bv prompt 
action the first mild day. Single-cased hives are either 
well packed between the hive and outer case, as well as 
on the top, or are wrapped on the sides with sacking 
covered by an apron of felt, and a good layer of soft 
material on the top, fully protected by a curved sheet 
of galvanised iron. The double-cased ones have it only 
on the top, and every colony occupies a full sized hive 
failed with combs. The custom of confining bees to as 
little space as they can be crammed into during winter 
1 cannot commend, and those who advocate the system 
have much to learn. 

SYRIAN BEES. 

Syrian bees still give me much cause for reflection, and 
those people who have had an opportunity of studying 
these insects, but neglected it, have lost much that is 
interesting. At the end of July I divided an old stock of 
Syrians after it had swarmed into four nuclei. The fully 
filled honeycombs were removed, leaving ten large sized 
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frames to be divided amongst the four. One had one comb, 
a second had two, a third three, and the fourth four. The 
last mentioned two I manipulated on the 27th, transferring 
he frames and bees from single to double-cased hives, and 

to my astonishment I did not observe a single empty cell. 
.Notwithstanding the lateness of the season, no less than 
six frames were tolerably well filled with brood in all 
stages. Five others were sealed to the floor with honey, 
and both lnves are much alike in all respects. I added a 
twelfth frame, and made all snug for the winter. One of 
the four missed fertilisation, and the other has been 
strengthened with bees from a Carniolian—it being pure 
will be kept for breeding purposes for another season, 
lliese cases give a fair idea what the Syrian bee can 
do. Taking everything, and the state of these nuclei 
into consideration when sent to the Heather, they have 
fai outstripped every other hive both in honey gather¬ 
ing and breeding. Whether so much late breeding will 
tell against the colony should a severe winter occur 
remains to be seen, but in their present state nothing 
could be more promising. 

THE DISTANCE BEES FLY. 

I have been much interested with the articles by 
“ A Hallamshire Bee-keeper,” particularly that part 
speaking of the distance bees fly for honey. I quite 
agree with him in opposing the idea or assertion that 
bees do not fly more than two miles. I have written 
much upon the distance bees fly, and the absurd views 
of those who say bees do not fly more than two miles, 
ine present year my bees stood amongst fine Heather, 
yet at times they flew over it, and were seen gathering 
honey at a higher altitude by a thousand feet than 
where they, stood, and at a distance of nearly three 
miles bee flight. Between the shores of Arran and the 
“Holy Isle is a distance of three miles, yet the bees 
cross legularly, and when situated a long distance, 
too, from the shore. Lately, in the house of a clergyman 
I saw and tasted sealed Heather honey, gathered by 
bees nearly four miles from the nearest point on which 
Heather grew, and I have witnessed my bees often at a 
distance of nearly four miles working upon the Heather. 
When the Ligurian bee was first introduced here I saw 
numbers of them lying in a grocer’s window, three 
miles fully from where the hives stood. I have never 
searched for bees further fiom their hives than the 
distances stated, but I have known a few bees and many 
drones return from a distance of nine miles. We have 
it on record where black bees were standing seven miles 
fiom Ligurian stocks that the queen of one was crossed 
by an Italian drone. I could cite many cases of bees 
being seen five and six miles from where they stood. 

Doubtless bees fly longer distances than two or three 
miles either, but the question that affects us bee-keepers 
most is, not how far far bees can fly, but how far from 
their stands will they gather honey abundantly, or rather 
how far can bees be stood from their field of labour 
before they show signs of a diminution of honey. At 
a distance of between one and two miles from the Heather 
I have witnessed hives gather as much as those amongst 
it, but while this happened at one end of the moor, at 
the opposite one bees similarly situated were a lon^ way 
behind. ° 

When bees are a little distance as a mile or so from 
the Heather during fine weather I have noticed no 
appreciable difference in the quantity gathered from 
tiiose nearer it, but during showery and squally weather 
those situated nearest it had the advantage. A mile 
or two for a bee with an empty bag is no great task for 
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a bee to fly ; the disadvantage is not in the distance, 
but in the time of gathering the honey, or in the home¬ 
ward journey. A heavily laden bee contending with 
adverse winds and a long distance is more likely to he 
lost than one within easy flight between the hive and 
forage ground. The distance bees can be situated from 
their field of labour without showing signs of less honey 
being gathered than those close to it has long engaged 
my attention ; but while I find some say that bees 
are better to be situated at least a mile from it, the 
greatest evidence says as near as possible. 

For my own part I am unable to answer the question, 
but I am of the opinion that the nearer the bees are 
situated to their labour the better; still I consider that 
half or even a whole mile from there will not diminish the 
yield of honey. If the question could be answered in a 
satisfactory manner it would be a great boon to many. 
As yet it is problematical, and there are few bee-keepers 
caring about making the experiment. I know this, I have 
in some seasons seen a quantity of Heather honey gathered 
by my bees at a distance of three miles from the Heather, 
while in others (and it was more often the case) not a 
cell. Now, taking these things into consideration I think 
most will agree with me, “A Hallamshire Bee-keeper” 
not excepted, that the nearer bees are situated to their 
labour the better the chances are that more honey will 
be gathered than at a distance if greater than a mile. 
—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

THE TERM OF A BEE’S LIFE. 
NUMBER of eggs laid by a queen. 

In reading “ Lanarkshire Bee-keepei-’s ” recent “ Essay on Bees ’’ 
I noticed some statements which seem to require some explanation, 
and I would he greatly obliged by your giving me that explanation. 
You say, “ I never fail to have bees every year in June that were 
hatched the May and June previously.” What is your proof that 
the working bee will live a year or more ? I have seen what seemed 
to me proof to the contrary. You say also in addition to the fore¬ 
going there are other wonderful phenomena, such as the almost 

■“ continued activity of queens in depositing 3000 to 4000 eggs in 
twenty-four hours.” The accumulation of bees at that rate would 
bo enormous, especially if they live a year—viz., 90,000 to 120,000 
a month. What becomes of them, and how can a hive contain 
them ? I have for a great number of years taken a deep interest 
in bees, and a reply to the above queries will be esteemed a great 
favour.—A. T. F. 

[My proof is what I have said in my essay. There is no difficulty 
whatever in recognising bees a year old when a queen of a different 
breed has been introduced to a queenless colony during August or 
September, and which bees could not be hatched later than June, 
and if of a sufficient number many survive until the next May or 
June as stated. I have other proofs I could adduce, but which are 
unnecessary, more particularly as you withhold “ proof to the 
contrary.” Not knowing the evidence you can bring forward in 
support of your theory, I do not care to occupy more space than is 
necessary. The fact is, whatever proof there may be as to the life 
of the bee, it will only stultify the other argument regarding the 
number of eggs a queen can deposit in twenty-four hours. I have 
witnessed a queen and the eggs she laid during that time, which 
numbered not less than 6000. This is, perhaps, more astonishing 
than the modest number of 3000. But then you say the hive will 
not hold them, but hives are not all of one size. There is a very 
important factor which may be brought into this argument which 
I have never heard mooted by any writer on bees, and which tends 
to keep the great accumulation of bees in check—viz., more bees 
die or are lost at all seasons between the ages of ten and twenty days 
than when older. At the present moment a number of my Syrian 
stocks have much brood in all stages. Now, I am certain that more 
aged bees will be alive in June than young ones. The more aged 
bees are, until their wings become ragged, the more vigorous they 
are. 

As to the number of eggs a queen lays in twenty-four hours, 
there is no difficulty in ascei’taining, and as little in answering. I 1 
have times without number examined hives containing about 80,000 
square inches of comb containing eggs and brood in all stages. 

Now, as every inch of comb contains fifty young bees, there would 
be upwards of 70,000 eggs and young bees in their various stages. 
Now, all these eggs were laid within twenty days, which would be 
deposited at the rate of from 3000 to 4000 daily, and I have witnessed 
much larger breeding space filled with brood. I could say much 
more on this question, but think sufficient has been said until we 
hear your arguments against well substantiated facts.—Lanark¬ 

shire Bee-keeper.] 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
J. P. Williams ifc Brother*, Wilhelm’s Rhue, Heneratgoda, Ceylon.—List 

of See^s of Tropical Plant* an t Commercial Products. 
William Etberington, Swanscombe, K‘nt.—Select Lit of Chrysa the- 

mum*. 

AH correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet Questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

NAMING! FRUIT.—The attention of senders of fruit to be named, is 
respectfully directed to the intimation near the foot of page 395. 

Size of Stands for Exhibition Chrysanthemum Blooms (T. TV L.).— 
The rule adopted by the National Chrysanthemum Society'is the following : 
“Exhibitors are required to have their stands made,in accordance with the 
metropolitan plan—viz., stmds for twelve blooms to be 2t inches long and 
18 inches wide, with holes (1 inches apart from cmtre to centre, to stand 
6 inches high at back, and 3 inches in front. Two 1 twelve-boards ’ may be 
used for twenty-four blooms. The six-Btands to be the same width—viz., 
18 inches bp 12. All stands to be painted green, and to have the supports 
secure. No limit as to size of board in any classes where Japanese blooms 
are exhibited.” 

Doyenne du Comice Pear (M. C. BA—You may safely plant the trees, 
this excellent variety succeeding well in this country where the soil and 
position are favourable for the growth and ripening of Ptars. It is recorded 
in the last edition of the “Fruit Manual” that the tree is a healthy 
grower and a very good bearer. It forms handsome pyramids on the Quince. 
Mr. R. D. Blackmore, writing from Teddington, says, “This is, to my 
mind, the best of all Pears ; very healthy, a certain cropper, of beautiful 
growth, and surpassing flavour. I have grown it to the weight of 14 ozs. 
on heavily cropped trees. But on a wall it is far inferior.” Writing from 
the Weald of Sussex, Mr. Luckhurst, of Oldlands, says, “It is a most 
delicious Pear, very sweet, rich, m-lting, and juicy.” 

Fruit Trees on Walls {An Amateur).—As the trees that were planted 
last autumn “ made no wood, and were tro'ubled a good deal in the summer 
with ants,” we suspect insects were permitted to infest the leaves and arrest 
growth. Ants do not as a rule trouble trees that are free from insects. All 
that can be done is to shorten the branches to a wood, not a fruit bud, and 
mu'ch the ground over the roots with manure, and the trees may possibly 
start growing in the spring. Any incip’ent growths that may be found on 
the branches may be cut hack to buds at the base. If there is scale on the 
branches dress them with softsoip and petroleum or other approved insecti¬ 
cide ; and in the spring adopt timely measures to prevent insects attacking 
the young growths and expanding levves; permitting them to get encrusted 
with aphides, then having recourse to strong insecticides for their destruc¬ 
tion, is an excellent way to prevent heal hy grow h. 

Roses for Wall (C. P.).—You do not indicate whether you live in the 
north or the Bouth, or whether yon require rambling growers or choicer 
sorts. The following are good, producing beautiful flowers when well 
grown :—Glloire de Dijon, ReineMa ie Henriette, Belle Lyonnaise, Cheshunt 
Hybrid. Marechal Niel, the Waltham Climbers, Nos. 1, 2. and 3, William 
Allen ltichardson, Climbing Devoniensis, Souvenir d’un Ami, Reve d’Or, 
climbingVictorVerdier, climb'ngCapitaine Christy,Celine Forestier, Madame 
Joseph Detbois, Solfaterre, Blairi No. 2, and Fulgens. Planted at equal 
distances they will cover the wa 

Heating a Small Greenhouse (N. S. P.).—As you wish to exclade frost 
with the least trouble in stoking we should have a small apparatus heated 
with gas, which we understand you have in your dwelling house. You 
will not find the cost of a small pipe for conveying it very serious. If you 
prefer, you can have the boiler you name to be heated witli coke and small 
coil ; but this would requ're more attention, and perhaps at times when it 
would be inconvenient. A flow and return 3-inch pipe along the front of 
the house, if it is a lean-to, would be ample, without the pipes being over¬ 
heated, involving the consumption of much fuel. 
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. F'°weUnZ Plants for Shrubbery Border Infested with Rabbits 
(j. o.). The best of all are Rhododendrons, and tve should use them as 
the principal evergreen. Azalea pontica (Ghent and English varieties), 
also A. mollis vars., Mahonia aquifolium, and the different varieties of Ribes 
are not particularly relished. Lilacs are somewhat nibbled, but Guelder 
Rose escapes, and so do most of the Spirmas. Sweet Briar is good, and so 
are Leutzia scabra and D. crenata flore-pleno. Co'oneaster Simmondsi is 
not seriously attacked, and the Sjringas (Pbiladelphus) are allowed 
to grow, whilst Weigelas escape scot-free. Hypericums are not much 
damaged, nor is Berberis Darwini. Dogwood and Elder, the Golden being 
very effective, also Double Gorse are very suitable. Spurge Laurel is not 
eaten by rabbits. The difficulty is at first planting. After the plants 
become established the Rabbits seem to care less for tinm ; but anything 
fresh they set upon with remarkable zest. 

Walks for Kitchen Garden (F. J. B.).-—A good sound walk can be 
made with coal tar or gravel, or preferably with ashes and coal tar, having 
granite siftings for the surface to insure its wearing better. The way to 
fr?f, '? *0 bring the walk to within 3 inches of the intended surface with 
rubble—i.e.. brickbats or similar material, giving the necessary incline, and 
putting any drains, with their cesspools and gratings at the proper level, 
the walk being made precisely as if it were intmded to finish with a coat of 
tine gravel. The ashes need only be sifted through a three-quarter-inch 
screen, so as to rid them of the coarser material. They should be dry, and 
being placed on a hard bottom be made into a mortar-like mass by pouring 
boiling coal tar into a hole in the centre, and mixing thoroughly. The 
walk havmg a somewhat smooth level surface spread on the asphalt evenly, 
and beat down firmly after having sprinkled it with half-inch granite chips. 
.If™ sufficiently firm roll so as to form a close mass and even surface. 

hen dry, which will depend on the weather as its attaining sufficient 
firmness admit of traffic over it, you will have a first-rate walk that will 
Jast a lifetime. Granite siftings make a capital walk, having them dry and 
made into a mortar-like mass with boiling coal tar. 

Constructing Pinery (Ferndale).—You confine us to a length of 10 feet, 
ouch a structure is too small for anything save a supply of Pines occa¬ 
sionally which may be a'l you require. The site should he free from 
stagnant water lodging within 3 feet of the ground level, and have the 
i frffc*’a®'e every ray of light. The aspect for the house should be south. 

A three-quarter span would be the most suitable, having the house 10 to 
1/ feet wide, with the pathway at the hack. We should make an excavation 
below the gr. und level 2 feet deep, and have the front wall 4 feet 0 inches 
high, and the back about 6 fe t. The roof lights may have a slope of about 
r 10 j'.n , feet of width. Side lights are not necessary; wooden ventilators 
immediately under the front wall plate, about 2 feet by 1 foot in every 
alternate light, with a similar width—t.e, a foot at the apex and on the 
south side the whole length of the house—will afford sufficient ventilation. 
Ihe fide walls should be taken up 9 inches thick to within four courses of 
bricks of their height, and then 4£ inches, the last being built in cement. 
Ibis will form a ledge in front, on which there should be two rows of 4-inch 
pipes, and other two will he needed at the back, but they should be in the 
path and on a similar level to the front ones. Those will be necessary for 
top heat. By having a 4f-inoh wall to form the side of the bed about 2 feet 
0 inches from the back wall, and the height of the front wall to the ledge, 
you will have a bed about 3 feet 6 inches deep for tan to afford bottom heat, 
and. you can have hot-water pipes covered and surrounded by rubble, or 
have them m a chamber covered with wood slabs, slate, or flag, whichever 
method you may think most applicable to your convenience. The front 
roof lights should be moveable, so as to be raised or removed as required 
for cultural requirements. ^ 

• Peal's (N. E.).—Your proposed plan is an excellent one. as 
in the course of a few years very satisfactory results may be looked for. 
Of the very early Pears is Rivers’ St. Swithin, which is of medium size and 
not unlike Jargonelle. Clapp’s Favourite is large and handsome, having a 
better constitution than Jargonelle. Tbe old Windsor is not despicable as 
a, market Pear; then comes Williams’ Bon Chretien and Madame Trevve. 
Louise Bonne of Jersey is capital where it succeeds, also Fondante 
d Automne, but it is only of medium size and will not keep. Beurre Hardy 
is good, but does not bpar freely in a young state. Of the large Pears 
Gregoire Bourdillon, Pitmaston Duchess, and Durondeau are good. 
Doyenne du Cornice is in every respect excellent. In some localities Marie 
Louise does remarkably well, and where it does not Marie Louise d’Uccle 
may be tried. It is large and good, and generally bears when others do not. 
We have only named those of which we have .experience, and on that 
account we recommend them. 

*** Bhe publication of this and the two preceding replies has been 
delayed through an irregularity in the post. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must m all cases he enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent, by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six specimens 
?in a* once, and any beyond that number cannot he preserved. 

'• :®f i-h0 Pippins, very fine; 3, the same variety small ; 
-. RoneBueh ; 4 and G not recognised; 5, Cox’s Orange Pippin. (Fritton). 

1, \ icar of Wmkfield ; 2, Brown Beurre; 3, not recognisable ; 4, Knight’s 
Monarch; 5 Charles Van Mons. (J. C. C.).—Peai s : 1, Doy enne- du 
Cornice ; 3, Beurre Diel; 4, Duchesse d’Angouleme. We do not think the 
seedlings possess any merit. Apples : 5, Yellow Bough ; 6, Margil. 
(W. J. G.).—1, Doyenne Blanc; 3, Altho-ps Crasanne ; 4, Green Yair ; 
5, too bruised for identification. The Apple is Margil. (TV. and 2 
notrecogmsable ; 3, Tom Putt; 4, Golden Noble; 5, Dumelow's Seedling • 
6 Hambledon Deux Ans. (G. T.).-l, Beurre Diel; 2, Citillac : 3, Gku 
Moreau; 4, Mareohal de Cour; 5, Napoleon; G, Beurre Ranee. (Maud 

ave).. Marie Louise d’Uccle. (J. TJdaJe).—1, not recognisable, inferior ; 
2, Annie, Elizabeth ■ 3, olaygate Pearmain ; 4, probably local, woithless; 
I Gilogil; G, W jken Pippin. N.B.—In consequence of Dr. Hogg’s absence 

November °n’ *rUlt cannot be named by him till after the middle of 

trDvf!+^leS+i?ftP^ant8'~^r? only undertake to name species of plants, not 
.s lat have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers, 

r lowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fem fronds { 

Qerri,!r°rieS‘ Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
xes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the beBt packing drv 

f Jhw»,-D0^tthxrWO*riSt' ,No£m0re than six. specimens can be named at om^ 
not rppnrrn' ’ (¥ontkre^’a ; 2, Ophiopogon spicatum variegatum ; 3, 

recognisable; 4, CasBia corymbosa; 5, Clematis Flammula; G, too 
imperfect, but apparently a Lonicera. ’ ’ 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 2nd. 

Business in an unsett'ed state. Prices unaltered. 

PLANTS IN POTS. 
, s. d. s. d. 
Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 8 0tol2 0 
Arbor vitae (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 

„ (common),dozen.. 0 0 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .... 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 
Begonias, dozen .... 4 0 9 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. ..0 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 0 12 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. ..0 0 0 0 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 
Erica, various, dozen ..90 18 0 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 
Ficus elastica, each .. 16 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 

s. 
Abntilons, 12 bunches .. 8 
Anemones, 12 bnnehes .. 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 6 „ 
Asters, 12 bunebes .. .. 2 0 

,, French, bunch .. 0 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 
Camellias, blooms .. 3 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 10 

,, 12 bnnehes.. 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 6 0 

„ 12 blooms 1 6 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 0 0 
Dahlia, 12 bnnehes .. 0 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches .. 2 0 
Encharis, dozen .. .. 6 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 2 0 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays .. 10 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays .. 16 
Iris, 12 bnnehes .. ..0 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 

blooms .. .. .. .. 1 6 
Lapageria, coloured, 12 
blooms.1 o 

Lilinm longiflorum, 12 
blooms.6 0 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 
blooms.1 6 

24 
18 

7 
10 

CUT 
d. s. 
0 to 6 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

_ s. d. s. d 
Fuchsia, dozen.6 0 to 9 0 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

„ Tricolor, dozen 0 0 
Gladiolus.o 0 
Hydrsngea, dozen .. .. 9 0 
Lilies Valley, dozen 
Lilium lancifolium, doz. 

„ longiflorum, doz. „ 
Lobelia, dozen.0 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 
Must, dozen . 
Myrtles, dozen. 
Palms, in var., each 
Pelargoniums, dozen 

scarlet, doz. 
Spirtea, dozen.0 

12 
0 
0 
0 
0 

12 
6 
0 

12 0 
21 0 

6 0 
9 0 
0 0 

9 
6 
0 
1 
6 
2 
0 

12 
6 
0 
0 
4 
8 
5 
1 

2 
0 

8 

1 

9 

3 

FLOWERS. 
d- s. d, 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 
,, Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 

Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 
Mignonette, 12 bnnehes 1 0 
Myosotis, 12 bunches ..00 
Narciss, 12 bunches .. 0 0 

„ White, English, bch. 0 0 
Pansies, 12 bunches .. 0 0 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 0 0 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 0 9 

„ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 

„ (double), bunch .. 0 9 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 
Ranunoulus, 12 bunches 0 0 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 0 0 

i, (indoor), dozen ,. 10 
„ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 
,, red, dozen (French) 1 6 
„ yellow .0 9 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 4 0 
Tropmolum, 1? bnnohes 0 0 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 
Tulips, dozen bloom3 .. 0 0 
Violets, 12 bnnehes.. .. 10 

„ (French), bunch 16 2 
i, (Parme), bunch 6 0 6 

s. d. 
to 0 0 

0 0 
6 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
6 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 
0 0 
1 6 

d. s. 
6 to 8 Apples, J sieve.l 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 

Cherries, £ sieve .... 0 0 0 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 65 0 60 0 
Figs, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Grapes, per lb. 0 6 2 6 
Lemons, case.10 0 15. 0 
Melon, each .0 6 10 

FRUIT, 
d. 

Oranges, per 100 .. .. 
Peaches, dozen .. .. 
Pears, dozen. 
Pine Apples, English, 

per lb. 
Plums, k sieve. 
8t. Michael Pines, each 
Strawberries, per lb. 

s. d. e. d. 
6 0tol2 O 
2 0 6 0 
10 16 

16 2 6 
0 0 0 0 
SO 6 0 
0 0 0 0 

Artichokes, dozen .. .. 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 
Capsicums, per 100 
Carrots, bunch ., .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle .. .. 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 
Endive, dozen. 
Herbs, bunch. 
Leeks, bunch. 

VEGETABLES, 
s. d. s. d. 
1 0 to 2 0 

0 6 
2 0 

Lettuce, dozen .. 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, per cwt. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. 
Scorzonera, bundle .. 
Seakale, basket 
Shallots, per lb. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per lb. 
Turnips, bunch .. 

d. s. d 
9 to 0 0 

0 3 
1 6 
0 4 
0 4 

making a Michaelmas farm valuation re- 

PROGRESS. 
We were U ------ 

cently, and a discussion of the table ot costs prepared for 
our guidance by a certain estate agents’ society led to the 
remark that “ Such guidance was undoubtedly useful, 
but after all much was left to the judgment of a valuer.” 
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It is just so in agricultural education; for however well 
grounded a young man may be in theory, practical expe¬ 
rience must be bad to enable him to elfect any real im¬ 
provement, and to obtain results at all superior to those 
obtained by the ordinary practitioner. That improvement 
is possible we know full well, and we may go farther and 
insist upon it that farm crops may be so improved as to 
render them really profitable. 

Take for example Wheat, of which we are told by a 
very high authority that the average yield throughout the 
country is under 30 bushels an acre; yet we have both 
White and Red Wheat yielding fully 40 bushels an acre, 
and we know a farm where the yield ranged as high as 
5-6 bushels an acre. Why is there so much difference ? 
it may be asked. A sound practical answer is given by 
two Wheat ears lying beside us as we write. One is 
2t inches long, the other fully 6 inches in length, with 
straw almost as large as our penholder. Careful selection 
of a pure sample of seed goes very far to insure a paying 
crop; without such care it were far better to give up 
growing Wheat at all. 

We certainly do not agree with the sweeping assertion 
that Wheat-growing does not answer and must be dis¬ 
continued in this country. Rather would we continue 
to devote a fair proportion of all suitable land to it, and 
at the same time take good care to do all that is possible 
to rear animals for market. There can be no doubt that 
is a sad want of energy in this matter. We are told that 
tiie number of home-fed cattle sold in the London cattle 
markets has decreased from 55 to 49 out of each 100 
animals submitted to the salesman. The proportion of 
sheep has declined from 71 to 45 in each 100 sold, and 
pigs have gone down from 76 to the miserably small 
number of three out of each 100 swine sold. In striking 
contrast to this falling off in the numbers of home-reared 
animals is an account of the beef and pork trades of 
Chicago in the Times of October 21st. We are there told 
that “ The hog is regarded as the most compact form in 
which the Indian Corn crop of the States can be trans¬ 
ported to market. Hence the corn is fed to the hog on 
the farm, and he is sent to Chicago as a package provided 
by Nature for its utilisation. A ride out among the rows 
of wooden buildings still existing by the square mile in 
the southern suburbs, as if to tempt another great fire, 
leads to the Union Stock Yard. The extensive enclosure 
is a town of itself, with its own banks and hotel, ‘ Board 
of Trade,’ post office, town hall, and special fire depart¬ 
ment, the latter being a necessity, as it occasionally has 
very destructive fires. About £400,000 has been invested 
in this undertaking, which covers nearly a square mile, 
a large part of it being cattle pens, through which lead 
eight miles of streets, and having sufficient capacity to 
accommodate 200,000 animals at one time. A scene in 
this place is most animated, the cattle men riding about 
on horseback driving their herds, while adjacent are the 
immense ‘ packing houses ’ that prepare the pork and 
beef for market. During the past twelve months these 
establishments have killed and packed 4,426,000 hogs, 
and 1,608,000 beeves, their product going to all parts of 
the world. This represents a very large proportion of 
the whole number of these animals in the States which 
are fatted to kill, for at the opening of this year it was 
estimated that there were in the country, of hogs of all 
ages, 44 millions, and of cattle, exclusive of milch cows, 
33 millions. The products of the packing reach enor¬ 
mous figures, being no less than 1,055 millions of pounds 
of pork and lard for the yeai’, and 573 millions of pounds 
of dressed beef. A very large proportion of the pork 

and lard, 810 millions of pounds, were exported beyond 
the States, and of this 90 per cent, went to the United 
Kingdom. The packers say their hog trade does not 
increase, but their beef trade grows at an extraordinary 
rate.” 

When are we to hear it said in this country that the 
hog is a package provided by Nature for the utilisation of 
cheap corn ? Nothing can be more deplorable than the 
mismanagement of pigs in this country. Filth and im¬ 
proper food bring swine fever, which spreads over the 
farms near, quickly leading to serious losses. It will be a 
true sign of progress when the management of pigs has 
the care and attention its importance merits. In any 
attempt at reform in this matter the value of oatmeal for 
fattening pigs must not be overlooked. Oats are not 
worth more than half the value of grinding Barley to sell 
or buy, yet the intrinsic value of the two sorts of corn as 
fat and flesh formers is almost equal. 

(To be contimed). 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

The collection and storage of Mangolds is now in hand. Most 
farmers have put off doing this as late as possible, owing to the vigorous 
growth of the crop throughout October, and such growth was much 
wanted where the roots were backward and small. Where silage has 
taken the place of roots there must be a considerable saving effected, 
but the makers of Maize silage have had that useful crop much cut up 
by early frost. We have seen several fields of Maize with all the upper 
portion of the plants browned by frost. We shall put no Swedes in 
clamps this autumn, for the roots are so small and compact that they 
will be better left on the land, unless there are special reasons for a 
clearance before spring. We have had to take large quantities of farm¬ 
yard manure in valuation, and Wheat sowing was at once followed by 
carting all such manure upon the land for Barley and Peas. It will at 
once be spread and ploughed in, and the land so left in readiness for the 
spring corn. This is not strictly according to routine practice, but expe¬ 
diency has much more weight with us than routine. We wish to get as 
forward as we can with all the land to be cropped next spring, because 
we have much foul land to grapple with next season. Where there is no 
ploughing in of manure ridging will be done, as it tends to expose the 
soil well to the action of the weather, and it is harrowed down for spring 
sowing fine as ashes, and the sowing may usually be done much earlier 
than if the land were not ridged. Of the foul land, that which is heavy 
may have to be kept for a long summer follow ; that which is light or 
good mixed soil may be cleaned soon enough for a root or green crop. If 
it can b s had for green crops it may be enriched by ploughing in of a 
crop or two, and so be brought into a condition of fertility for the fol¬ 
lowing season. We might say that foul land and failure go hand in 
hand, for whenever a farm is thrown upon our hands by the failure of a 
tenant, we have always to contend with its foulness and poverty. We 
hold that it answers best to devote the first year to getting such land 
thoroughly clean, dry, and fertile. To do all this in a single season, 
however, demands a special effort ; certainly any attempt at cropping 
would not answer. 

Malting Barley Competition.—Messrs. E. Webb & Sons inform tis 
that the sample which secured the champion prize medal for English-grown 
Barley at the Brewers’ Exhibition was Webb's Kinver Chevalier, originally 
grown from their seed. There were forty-eight competitors. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 32-10" N.; Long, 0° 8- 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

Date. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

Hygrome- a . *o«-» . Shade Tem- Radiation d 
1887. ter. 72 a • os 

§■=8 
perature. Temperature 

« 
October. = ZS j , In On 

332 a Dry. Wet. 5 = S-i Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 
Sunday . 30.310 41 2 40.8 E. 43.5 52.3 30.2 72.4 26.o 0.06: 
Monday. 24 30.020 40 9 37.2 N.W. 43 7 45 l 89 7 79.4 36 2 — 
Tuesday .... 25 30.510 354) 33 0 N.W. 43 2 45.9 30.4 81.0 26 6 — 
Wednesday.. 2 6 30.540 30.7 | 30.0 s.w. 42 2 48.3 25 4 77.4 23 2 — 
Thursday .... 27 30.153 40.5 43.3 S.E. 419 52.5 30.2 64.4 26.3 0.112 
Friday . 28 29.747 52 4 52.1 N. 43.1 59 6 44.2 98 4 42.3 — 
Saturday .... 29 29.711 50.3 47.9 S. 44.3 578 42.4 91.8 35 4 0.612 

30.144 42.5 j 40.6 1 43.1 51.6 34.6 807 30.9 0.786 

REMARKS. 

3rO.—Du',1 early; bright, pleasant ay. 
24th.—Ram in small hours ; flue told nay. 
25th.—Slightly foggy at time-, otherwise bright and cold. 
24th.—Cold, with slight fog till If a M .then bright. 
2"th.—Dull, with ooc.sional showers. 
2sth.—Rain in small hours, dull and damp till about 10 A M., then fine, warm, and bright. 
23th.—A lovely day, bright and warm; solar halo from 2 P M. to 2.30 P.M. Rain in the 

evening. Gale at night. 
A flue bright week, nearly all the rain recorded having fallen at night. Temperature 

about 5° below the average.—G. J. SYMONS. 
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10 
a 
u« 
13 
14 
15 
16 

TH 
F 
S 
SUN 
M 
Tn 
W 

Portsmouth, Brixton, Walton, Ipswich, and Dnwli-h Shows. 
HitcUin, Canterbury. Huddersfield,and Lewisham Shows. 

23rd Sunday after Trinity. 
Sheffield and Hallamahire Show. [cheater, and Putney Shews. 
Twickenham, Southgate. Lincoln. Watford, Finchley. Southend. Win* 
York, Birmingham, Northampton, Eiling, Dartford, & Chelmsford Shows. 

CRINUMS. 

T-OVE bulbous plants of an ornamental charac¬ 
ter are not nearly so abundant as those adapted 
for culture in greenhouses or similar cool 
structures, and nearly all the best of the bulbs 
available for the warmer houses are included 
in the Amaryllis family, which also in the 
Narcissi affords such a wealth of flowers out 
of doors. The Amaryllises or Hippeastrums 

take foremost rank for size of flowers and brilliancy of 
colours, but they do not need strictly stove treatment, 
succeeding best in warm conservatories or “ intermediate ” 
houses. With them may be named the Imantopliyllums 
which have been so greatly improved in recent years, and 
the useful Yallotas. The Eucharis,, however, is an all- 
important plant in both private and market establish¬ 
ments, its white wax-like flowers being highly valued for 
wreaths and bouquets, and scarcely less esteemed are 
some of the graceful and fragrant Pancratiums. Both 
these are restricted to a few cultivated species, but in the 
Orinums we have a much larger number to select from, 
presenting a range of floral form and delicate tints that 
places them at the head of all stove bulbs. 

Though the majority of Crinumsare natives of tropical 
regions in the Old and New Worlds, some are found in 
dstricts of a much lower temperature, and from South 
Africa we have a few species which with their varieties 
and hybrids thrive well out of doors in the warmer parts 
of Great Britain. Both the indoor and outdoor groups 
are easily grown, flower freely, and when in their best 
condition are exceedingly beautiful, bearing great umbels 
of twelve to twenty flowers on stout stems rising from 
the bulbs. The leaves are mostly long, 2 or 3 inches 
broad, bright green, and rather fleshy, often gracefully 
arching over the bulbs 3 feet or more in length. The 
bulbs attain considerable size under favourable treatment, 
but we rarely see such numbers of flowers produced in 
cultivation as in their native state, for specimens sent 
home by botanists frequently have as many as forty flowers 
in an umbel, particularly of the stronger growing species. 
There is one disadvantage attending many of the Crinums, 
and that is the flowers are not very durable, nor do they 
produce such a succession of flowers as the Eucharises and 
Pancratiums. To compensate for -this, however, they 
rarely miss flowering, and as the various forms naturally 
flower at different periods it is easy by growing a good 
election to have some in bloom during the greater por¬ 
tion of the year. The form of the flowers varies of large 
massive, funnel-shaped or spreading flowers, with broad 
divisions, the tube either short or long, and in the 
latter case often curved and more deeply coloured than 
the other portion of the corolla. Upon the characters 
furnished by the position of the flower—that is, whether it 

No. 385.—Vol. XV., Thikd Series. 

be erect or curved—botanists found some bf the groups in* 
which the species are classed. Much difference is notable 
between the broad petalled Crinums and those which 
partake more of the Pancratium type, such as C. Hilde- 
brandti, with long, narrow drooping divisions, and but 
for the absence of the characteristic corona of the Pan¬ 
cratiums they might be readily mistaken for one of them. 
White flowers preponderate, but there are numbers with 
delicate rose-tinted corollas, with rich rosy stripes down 
the centre of the divisions, rosy red tubes, and' some even 
of a purplish crimson hue, especially amongst the C. 
capense hybrids. The fragrance, too, of numerous species 
is delightfully delicate, exactly of the well-known Pan¬ 
cratium fragrans style, not too powerful to displease the 
most sensitive, and yet so freely produced as to diffuse 
itself throughout a large house. 

Referring briefly to the culture of the Crinums it may 
be well to deal first with those requiring stove treatment, 
or at least needing plenty of heat in their growing period. 
Bulbs are imported by the principal nurserymen of full 
flowering size, and they also grow on stocks from offsets 
or seed, so that purchasers can readily procure plants of 
almost any age to start with. The best soil for them in 
any stage is old turfy loam with one-fourth of leaf soil or 
peat, but any good substantial though not adhesive loam 
is suitable, with sufficient sand added to render it mode¬ 
rately porous.' For well-established plants that are wished 
to flower vigorously a small portion of old manure can be 
incorporated with the soil, but as a rule any assistance 
needed can be better afforded by means of weak liquid 
manure. Many of the Amaryllidaceous and other bulbous 
plants are not benefited by placing manure in the soil to 
the same extent as might be expected. Some of the most 
successful growers of Amaryllises now exclude all such 
substances from the soil, employing instead only the best 
loam procurable. Where these plants, too, are plunged 
in old tan, it is surprising what vigorous growth the roots 
make in it. Crinums are moisture-loving plants during 
their growing period, and must therefore have a soil that 
will permit the free passage of water, with efficient 
drainage to prevent any stagnation. The pots must be 
proportioned to the size of the bulbs, but 10-inch pots 
will be fpund large enough for most flowering plants if 
the offsets are removed. Some prefer repotting the 
plants with their offsets, as the latter usually provide a 
succession of flowers, and one specimen may be thus had 
in bloom several times during the year; but if it is 
desired to increase the stock, and very large pots are not 
wanted, it is better to separate the offsets, and grow them 
on singly. 

It is a rather tedious process raising Crinums from 
seed, as three or four years elapse before they reach 
flowering size even with the best management; it is there¬ 
fore preferably left to the nurserymen. Still it is not 
difficult to obtain a stock of young plants in this way, 
and seed is readily ripened if the plants are in a sunny 
situation. Experimental and professional hybridists have 
taken full advantage of the facility with which crosses 
can be effected in this genus, and numbers of very in¬ 
teresting hybrids have been obtained, especially by Dean 
Herbert, who has given in his works lists of the crosses 
he secured and the results, many of which afford some 
curious evidence of the laws ruling cross-fertilisation. 
The seed must be sown in sandy soil in heat, and when 
the young plants are visible they should be pricked off 
singly into small pots, being very careful in the supply 
of water at these early stages. As they advance they can 
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be transplanted into larger pots, and about the third 
year they will require their largest size, when they will 
probably flower if they have much good growth. 

A period of rest is necessary, but the plants should 
not be dried off to the same extent as some plants are 
treated, Encourage free growth, let this be well matured 
and the bulbs ripened by exposure to the sun, then the 
resting should consist in partially withholding water until 
the soil becomes dry, but not parched, so that either bulb 
or leaves suffer. 

The hardy Crinums of the C. capense group are excel¬ 
lent plants for well drained borders of rich deep soil in 
warm districts, such as the South and West of England 
and Ireland. Provided there is no stagnation they may 
be planted near ponds or lakes, as they like plenty of 
water, but they are more liable to suffer during winter 
in such places. A warm, moist border where protection 
can be given during severe weather is the best suited tor 
them, and if they are covered with a heap of dried leaves 
it will be sufficient in most cases, or a mat will answer 
the same purpose. Strong growing bulbs are often 
planted too near the surface of the soil, and Crinums 
should be at least 5 or 6 inches below the surface where 
the border is suitable. Travellers at the Cape of Good 
Hope have remarked how deep some of the numerous 
bulbs are found in a wild state, and have reasonably 
thought that failures in cultivation may often be traced to 
ignorance of this, especially as regards those in pots 
where a comparatively small depth of soil can be pro¬ 
vided. 

An enumeration of the Crinums known to botanists, 
or even to those alone which are grown in botanical col¬ 
lections, would require a series of articles, but a few of 
the most distinct and ornamental species may be noted. 
In extremely few private gardens would a dozen distinct 
Crinums be found, yet they might take the places of some 
other less beautiful occupants of our houses with ad¬ 
vantage. Of the tropical species the following deserve 
especial note as worth addition to stove plants— 
C. amabile, one of the most handsome of the genus, an 
East Indian plant, introduced by Dr. Roxburgh in 1810. 
It is strong in habit, with umbels of twenty or more 
fragrant flowers, the corollas 9 inches long, with broad 
recurving white divisions having a central crimson line, 
and purple stamens, anthers, tube, and ovary. This has 
a grand appearance when bearing one of its large umbels. 

C. americanum is a West Indian and South American 
plant with large flowers and bulbs, the former white, with 
spreading petals, and red stamens. C. asiaticum is 
another East Indian Crinum, its favourite habitat being 
at the side of rivers. It has an elegant appearance, the 
flowers being of good size with long narrow drooping 
white divisions, the filaments long, and tipped with red. 
The leaves are broad, and the umbel of considerable s’ze. 

C. erubescens is a South American species, but in 
general style it is suggestive of C. Hildebrandti. The 
flowers have long red tubes with long narrow white 
divisions, reddish filaments, and yellow anthers. The 
leaves are broad and furnished with a toothed cartilaginous 
edge, which distinguishes it from some selected species. 
C. giganteum is appropriately named, for in growth and 
size of flower it is the giant of the family. It is a native 
of Sierra Leone, whence bulbs were sent to the 
Marchioness of Rockhampton in 1792. The leaves are 
long and broad, the flower stems frequently 3 feet high, 
the corollas having tubes 9 inches long and 6 inches 
across at the mouth, white with a tinge of green on the 
external surface of the tube, the anthers being dark 

purple. Owing to the breadth of the oval divisions the 
flower has great substance and a bold appearance. 

C. Hildebrandti was discovered by the gentleman after 
whom it is named, Dr. Ilildebrandt, in 1875, amongst 
the mountains of the Comoro Islands, at an elevation of' 
3000 feet. In the same year bulbs were sent to the- 
Berlin Botanic Garden, but it seems uncertain whether 
any were then transmitted to England. Three years, 
later, however, Dr. J. Kirk, in honour of whom the next 
species was named, rediscovered it in its native land, and 
forwarded bulbs to Ivew, where it flowered in 1881. It 
has not become generally known, however, outside those 
gardens until Messrs. J. Yeitch & Sons recently flowered 
it, and exhibited a plant at South Kensington (fig. 51,. 
page 406). The leaves are, when fully grown, about 
2 feet long; the flower stem is 1 foot or more high, with 
six to twelve flowers, pure white, the tube 6 inches long, 
the divisions narrow and drooping. The filaments are1 
red and the anthers very dark, affording a striking con¬ 
trast with the pure white of the other portion. 

As showing two distinct types of Crinums, the figure 
of C. Kirki (page 407) may be compared with that of 
C. Hildebrandti. In this the flower has broad spreading 
divisions, white with a clearly defined central rosy crim¬ 
son bar. It is free-growing and produces large umbel3 
of flowers. The plant was introduced from Zanzibar in 
1879, and was brought prominently into notice by Mr. 
B. S Williams a few years ago, when it was certificated 
by the Royal Botanic Society at Regent’s Park. 

The principal hardy Crinum is C. capense, but of thi3 
there are numerous varieties, and by cx*ossing with other 
species it has yielded several beautiful hybrids. It i3 
sometimes seen under the name of longifolia, an old 
synonym, but quite obsolete now and very misleading, as 
there is a tropical species named C. longifolium quite 
distinct from C. capense. The latter has long, curving, 
funnel-shaped flowers, ranging in colour from pure white 
to purplish crimson. The leavts are long, and in habit 
the plant is strong, developing a large bulb. Three of 
the best varieties are album, pure white; riparium, 
purplish; and striatum, streaked with rose and white. 
With these must be named C. Powelli, a cross between 
C. capense and C. Mooreanum, which has proved quite 
hardy and free flowering in several districts. C. Mooreanum 
and C. ornatum have been successfully tried out of doors 
in a few warm sheltered situations, but they cannot bo 
regarded as safe in most localities.—C. 

FACTS ABOUT GRAPES. 
Gros Maroc. 

Although I have never yet written much in praise of Gros 
Maroc, quite the reverse in fact, I am bound to say it is sometimes 
to be met with in really first-class condition. Innumerable good 
examples, as far as appearance is concerned, have been forthcoming 
in all directions, but, with two exceptions, all I have tasted have 
proved of very poor quality indeed. We have it on a Black Ham¬ 
burgh stock in a second early house, and this rod perfected really 
grand bunches, each weighing about 3 lbs., but the flavour was very 
second rate. In a Muscat house on its own roots it was of very 
poor quality, and those^unches now hanging on a rod grafted on a 
Black Hamburgh stock in late house are no better. This being the 
experience of others beside myself, I was the more agreeably sur¬ 
prised to find it when tasted recently altogether superior. At 
Hindlip, near Worcester, it proves one of the best and most 
pleasantly flavoured black sorts grown, being rich, yet not too much 
so, as sometimes happens in the case of good Black Hamburgh. 
Added to this the bunches were of good size, the berries large, black 
as sloes, and carrying a good bloom. It is grafted on a Foster’s 
Seedling, and Mr. Barker informs me it is invariably good on this 
stock. 

Since I saw and taste 1 these a second eatable crop of Gras 
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Maroc has come under my notice, this time in quite a different 
direction—viz., at Gunnersbury House, near Acton. Here again it 
is worked on the Foster’s Seedling stock, and Mr. Hudson, the well- 
iknown gardener in charge, says it is always similarly good in every 
respect with him. According to my experience with the practice 
•of grafting and inarching Vines of one kind on a stock of a totally 
•different character, no perceptible difference, either for batter or 
worse, is to be noticed in the habit and quality of the inarched 
variety. . We have Muscat of Alexandria on the Black Hamburgh, 
Gros Guillaume on the former and Black Hamburgh, Mrs. Pince 
and Alicante also on the Hamburgh, and in neither case is there 
any noticeable difference from those on their own roots. The Gros 
Maroc is naturally of rank-growing habit, and it may be the re¬ 
straining influence of the less vigorous Foster’s Seedling stock 
has the effect of checking grossness, an improvement in the quality 
also resulting. . Foster’s Seedling is not remarkable for the 
superiority of its fruit; at any rate it is inferior to the Black 
Hamburgh, and in many instances might well be changed for a 
longer keeping variety, such as Gros Maroc. The latter invariably 
sells well, and this cannot be said of any white sort other than 
Muscat of Alexandria. 

Bctckland Sweetwater. 

In this district it is surprising how rapidly the Buckland Sweet¬ 
water is supplanting Foster’s Seedling, this being mainly due to 
the rather undue partiality judges at flower shows have developed 
for it. When well grown and finished it certainly is the more 
handsome of the two, but when as at Taunton the preference is given 
to rather second rate examples when there are perfectly finished 
bunches of Foster’s Seedling pitted against them, the judgment is 
•decidedly wrong. As a rule exhibitors are not often in the habit 
of placing themselves second, but the shrewd exhibitor of the 
Buckland Sweetwater was agreeably surprised at being awarded the 
first prize. Foster’s Seedling is no doubt more easily grown than 
Buckland Sweetwater, and in my estimation is the better Grape of 
the two. Neither ought to be grown very extensively, especially 

■seeing that Lady Downe’s, Alicante, Gros Colman, and Gros Maroc 
require very little, and in some positions no more fire heat to grow 
them to perfection. Moreover, the Alicante, Gros Maroc, and Mrs. 
Pince force capitally, and being of better appearance frequently 
realise much better prices in the market than any of the reouted 
•early kinds. 

Mrs. Pince. 

It appears that Mrs. Pince is improved by forcing. Mr. Lewis 
Barnes, gardener at Collingwood House, Hawkhurst, Kent, in¬ 
variably succeeds without hard forcing in ripening Mrs. Pince 
early in July, and has exhibited some of the best finished bunches 
I have yet seen. Exhibitors in the “ any black class of Grapes 
other than Hamburghs ” should take a note of this, especially if 
they fail to prevent cracking in the case of Madresfield Court. It 
would appear that there is every prospect of a much enlarged Mrs. 
Pince being shortly brought forward. In the vineries connected 
with the gardens at Hallow Park, Worcester, one spur on a rod of 
Mrs. Pince has developed for two successive seasons a bunch with 
■berries fully double the size of those on the other bunches, and if 
the young Vines raised from the lateral retain this character we 
■shall have yet another new variety in commerce. As far as I could 
see this extraordinary sportive bunch has set the berries evenly, 
and they have the square appearance denoting a fair complement 
of seeds. If it should prove to be as shy setting as its parent, or as 
in the case of the Canon Hall Muscat, even worse in this respect, it 
will be a pity for another disappointing sort to be distributed. A 
free setting extra large berried Black Muscat would, however, be 
welcomed on all sides. 

Alnwick Seedling. 

I have tasted Alnwick Seedling in various parts of the country, 
tiut in no instance has the quality proved satisfactory. It is really 
a second rate Grape. Very few now fail to set the berries as evenly 
•as Alicantes, and I have never seen them when ripe other than 
black. As far as habit and fruitfulness are concerned it is all that 
oould be wished for ; but there, however, its good qualities cease, as 
it is not even a good keeper. West’s St. Peter’s is altogether 
superior to it, yet we rarely meet with it, and I must also plead 
guilty to a reprehensible neglect of this good old sort. Mr. Hudson 
has long grown it at Gunnersbury House, and experiences no great 
difficulty in effecting a good set. It requires about the same amount 
of heat as the Alicante, and is grown in a mixed late house. It 

reduces abundance of bunches, rather loose in character, while the 
erries are round, medium sized, quite black, crisp, and pleasantly 

flavoured. Mr. Hudson long ago discovered that invalids could eat 
this Grape when all others proved unpalatable, his experience being 
exactly identical with that of one of our greatest authorities on i 
drapes—viz., Mr. A. F. Barron. 

Late Graphs. 

let another note from Gunnersbury House. In the year 1873 
Mr. Hudson planted a house with late Grapes, those intended to be 
permanent having an outside border all to themselves, while the 
supernumeraries were disposed in a narrow inside border or pit. The 
latter is about 3 feet deep and 20 inches wide, and was built close 
to the front wall. Both borders were built on the tank system— 
that is to say, are so constructed as to hold water in the case of its 
being necessary to flood out a second attack of phylloxera, with 
which Mr. Hudson has had an unwelcome experience. The inside 
and outside borders are not connected by means of an arched wall, 
but there are a few small drainage outlets at the bottom of the 
former. The supernumeraries alternated with the intended per¬ 
manent Vines, and from the first proved quite as profitable ; in 
fact, they have annually done so well that they are yet preserved. 
Lady Downe’s, Alicante, and Gres Colman are the principal sorts 
growing in these narrow pits, and each on an average are carrying 
ten good bunches. An annual good top-dressing of loam and 
manure with abundance of water and liquid manure is what Vine3 

in narrow bordtrs need, and what they receive at Gunnersbury 
House. I could give other instances where excellent Grapes have 
long been grown in narrow raised borders, but sufficient has been 
stated to open the eyes of intending planters to the fact that a 
small well attended border is much superior to the usual large 
borders only partially occupied 1 y roots. 

Black Hamburgh. 

Few Grapes pay better for superior culture than the Black 
Hamburgh, and no other sort appears so amenable to all sorts of 
treatment. At Gunnersbury Park last year a house of this variety 
was ripened in April. After being rested for about six weeks they 
were started afresh, and actually ripened off a good crop by mid¬ 
winter. It is not to be supposed that Mr. Roberts ever thought 
the Vines would go on perfecting two crops in the year, this being 
too much even for the long-suffering Hamburgh. They were thus 
treated in order to get all that was possible out of them in a short 
space of time prior to clearing them out and replanting with 
different varieties. In March a number of pot Vines were planted 
in a narrow loamy border, and these have developed into some of 
the finest rods I have ever seen. All reached the top of the house, 
and many of them will be only lightly shortened. One cane 
selected at random measured 2 inches in circumference upwards of 
12 feet from the roots, and all are very short-jointed with little 
pith, the wood being really as hard as it could well be. Strange to 
relate, one of the old Vines that was first cut hard back, both at 
the top and roots, and then planted with the young Vines, is nearly 
or quite as vigorous as the rest. If a good start has anything to do 
with it Mr. Roberts will eventually have some fine Grapes from 
those Vines.—W. Iggglden.__ 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES 
SWANLEY. 

One of the most remarkable characteristics of Messrs. Cannell and 
Sons’“ Home of Flowers” at Swanley is the regularity with which a 
succession of special attractions is maintained throughout the year. At 
one time the houses seem full of Pelargoniums, at another the Primulas 
appear to occupy all available space. Verbenas and Tuberous Begonias 
have similarly special seasons when they engross all the attention of 
visitors, and now having reached dull November several houses are d - 
voted to Chrysanthemums. Enormous numbers of plants are grown to 
afford the requisite supplies of cuttings to meet the annual demand, and 
it is always found difficult to obtain sufficient of such varieties as Lady 
Selborne, Refulgence, White Globe, and some others that are not very 
prolific of base shoots. A large space of ground outside has consequently 
been planted with a reserve stock, besides some thousands planted in 
borders under glass to yield early cuttings, and as a measure of safety 
in the event of severe frost. Beyond these three span-roofed houses are 
devoted to plants in large pots, grown to show the characters of the best 
varieties in all sections as well as the novelties which are now so abun¬ 
dant. The plants are dwarf, with lar^e dark green leaves to the base of 
the stems, and there are numbers of fine buds that with favourabli 
weather may be expected to develope satisfactorily. At present the dis¬ 
play is chiefly confined to the earlier Japanese, and in one of the houses 
these form a b autiful bank of bright and varied colours. Amongst the 
novelties are those sent out by Messrs. Cannell & Sons early in the 
present year. These comprise the following, raised from imported seed— 
Lady Cave, Arthur Wood, Mrs. Castle, Mrs. B. Wynne, Mr. Matthew, 
and C. L. Teesdale ; imported direct from Japan Mrs. H. Cannell, Mr. H. 
Cannell, Lady T. Lawrence, Lady Emily, Mr. Addison, Mr. H. Wellam, 
Shirley Hibberd, Edwin Molyneux, and Mr. C. Orchard. Few of these 
are as yet at their best, but the two last named, of the Comte Germiny 
type, are very promising in several collections. It should be added in 
reference to these that special prizes of £10, £5, £3, and £2 were 
offered at the National Chrysanthemum Society’s Show, Royal Aquarium, 
Westminster, November 9th and 10th, for the best twelve blooms of 
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these varieties. In announcing th'se prizes Mr. Cannell stated that 
they were to be judged by ballot—namely, each stand to bear a number 
only, small cards being sent to eighteen experts, who were requested to 
record upon these their decision, slipping the cards into a box, which 
was to be opened at 4 p.m. and the votes counted. Some doubts might 
bo entertained as to the advantages of such a system at large exhibitions. 
On a few occasions it might be suitable, but much delay would be 
caused in making known the awards. 

Beautiful as are the Chrysanthemums, their brightest colours pale 
in contrast with the brilliant Zonal Pelargoniums, of which there is 
grand display in several houses. In one the effect is strikingly rich, the 
white, pink, salmon, and scarlet tints being well proportioned and most 
tastefully arranged. There are several new varieties, but a quartette 
merit special notice—namely, Mrs. Cannell, a fine single white, with 
large beautifully formed flowers ; Swanley White, a double variety of 
excellent habit, very free, and pure ; Goldfinder, a brilliant double 
scarlet, most floriferous and co npact in growth ; and Chameleon, one 
of the dwarf decorative type, bearing double flowers of numberless 
narrow petals, scarlet, pink, and purplish, most variable and distinct. 
It will be useful both for decorative purposes owing to its compact 
habit, and for cutting, as the blooms stand well. Large numbers of 
Primulas are making good progress, and promise a fine show later on, 
and there are besides hosts of other attractions in the various houses. 
Mr. Cannell has now found ample scope for his energies at his Eynsford 
nursery and seed farm, where he has over 300 acres under cultivation. 
A considerable portion of the land near the railway (the Seyenoaks 
branch from Swanley), is devoted to hardy plants, Paeonies, Pansies, 
and Violets being grown by acres. A selection of the most useful herba¬ 
ceous plants is also included, and the soil evidently suits them. Other 
portions are devoted to vegetable seed growing. Some 20 or 30 acres 
have been planted with choice fruit trees, and the other part is at present 
devoted to pasture or ordinary farm crops. A seed store house of con¬ 
siderable size has just been commenced, and preparations for the first 
range of houses are also visible. The farm is situated in a very pretty 
portion of Kent, and within a few minutes’ walk of Eynsford 
station. 

FOREST HILL. 
Just as the last flowers are fading of the Tuberous Begonias, and the 

outdoor roots have been housed, Messrs. J. Laing & Sons are preparing 
to devote some of their convenient houses to the Chrysanthemums. For 
some years past the show of these popular plants has attracted many 
visitors, and this season it is one of the most satisfactory yet obtained. 
A new departure has been made in growing the plants dwarf instead of 
allowing them forun up to what exhibitors regard as the norrhal height, 
but which amateurs often Object to. When arranging plants for efiect 
it is most difficult to make a decent display of these giant-s ; and 
though fine blooms have great weight in competition, yet well finished 
groups are much more satisfactory, and a few dwarf well furnished 
plants in. the front have secured many an exhibitor honours that 
would not have been otherwise obtained. Several good growers have 
also proved that substantial representative blooms can be produced on 
such plants with due attention to disbudding and liberal treatment at a 
suitable period. This also Messrs. Laing & Sons have proved, for their 
plants were stopped the third week in June, and the majority are now 3 to 
4 feet high, bearingfour or five good blooms each, the stems clothed with 
well developed foliage to the base of the stems. A few of the taller 
growing varieties, which usually run up to (I and 7 feet when grown 
unstopped, do not exceed 4 to 5 feet on the stopping system. The plants 
are grown in 9 or 10-inch pots, and though vigorous growth is encou¬ 
raged no attempt is made to induce the grossness which some apparently 
consider essential to the production of fine blooms. 

The chief show house is a span-roofed structure 100 feet long, with 
a low central and two side stages. The plants being arranged upon 
these are brought near the glass, yet the blooms can be conveniently 
seen when passing round the house. All the best varieties are repre¬ 
sented, and the so-called continental novelties have also been tested this 
year, with the result that several are found to be synonymous with those 
sent out in previous years, and in several cases those really distinct are 
not superior to others already in cultivation. Last season Messrs. J. 
Laing sent out several seedlings raised at Forest Hill, and some of these 
have more than justified the good opinion previously formed of them. 
These were as follows, all Japanese varieties : —Agnes Flight, creamy 
white long florets ; Album Fimbriatum, pure white broad fringed florets ; 
Alpha, purplish rose : Evelyn, crimson ; Mrs. J. Wright, pearl white 
(figured last week) ; Mr. D. B. Chapman, purplish crimson, long florets, 
cut at the ends ; Mr. Stephenson Clarke, orange red, broad florets ; Mr. 
W. H. Burbridge, creamy white ; Rose Beauty, rosy lilac ; and Stan- 
stead White, a large bloom. Some of these, like Mrs. J. Wright, have 
proved very satisfactory this season. Alpha, Album Fimbriatum, and 
Mr. D. 15. Chapman have also gained certificates at several slio*s. 
Album Fimbriatum we recently noted in promising condition at Morden 
Park, and Mr. Gibson has a very favourable opinion respecting its 
qualities. It would bean advantage to English cultivators if the prac¬ 
tice of raising seedlings here was extended, as nurserymen in this coun¬ 
try are compelled to exercise more discretion in sending out novelties 
than the continental growers. 

Some of the most notable of the new and recent varieties are the 
following Japanese, the incurved not being quite out at present— 
Florence Piercy, white, narrow curled and twisted drooping florets, deep 
tine blooms from crown buds ; Val d’Andorre, grand, richly coloured 
blooms, cn plants 2.‘ feet high ; Coquette de Gasbille, excellent blooms 

on 2 feet high plants ; Ornements, deep red, gold reverse, not very large, 
but fine colour ; Forester, broad flat florets, white flushed with purple, 
large, but rather thin ; Duke of Berwick, narrow twisted florets, white- 
flushed with purple; and Lucien Baltet, purplish crimson, rich distinct 

colour, the florets broad and recurving. Other good varieties in flower 
are Madame de Sevin, Alexandre Dufour, Mr. Freeman, Mandarin, 
Madame Laing, Wm. Stevens, Comte de Germiny, Moonlight, Phoebus, 
Elaine, La Triomphante, Wm. Robinson, Madame Paule Dutour, Le 
Camoens, Bonnington, La France, Alfred Chantrier, Belle Paule, L’Or 
du Japan, and Theodore Bullier, The large Pompon, Elise Dordan, is 
also in excellent condition. 

In the other houses there are the usual sto.-ks of healthy stove and 
greenhouse plants, Orchids, &c., the. Nash Court variety of Lapageria 
rosea having -been an especial feature for some weeks past, its richly 
coloured flowers far surpassing any other variety in size and numbers.. 

STOKE NEWINGTON. 
The Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, now occupied by Mr. 

J. R. Chard, of “ floral decoration ” renown, was once widely famed for 
its Chrysanthemums—namely, when Mr. Forsyth was the ruling spirit. 

■ Specimen plants and blooms are not'grown now, but some thousands of 
small useful plants for-cutting, or employment in decoration, have taken 
their places. A house 120 feet long is devoted to compact dwarf planta¬ 
in pots for a late display, as they are most in demand during December 
and up to Christmas. Handsome little bushy Pompons in 48-sized pots, 
now covered with blooms are very attractive and useful.- Mr. Chard 
also has a large stock of1 Ferns, Pelargoniurtis, and miscellaneous bedding- 
plants. -i -i ■ : 

CHILWELL. 

A long journey may be taken and a good deal seen and done in a day in 
• these fast times. Leaving St. Pancras at 10 A.M.; We are at Nottingham in 
two hours and a half, and another ten minutes’ journey takes us to Beestom 

' for Chilwell ; we spend five or six hours there, and another equally good- 
train brings us back to St. Pancras at 10 p.m. A run cf about 250 miles- 
and reporting a Chrysanthemum show is perhaps not a bad day’s workq 
but “ work ” is scarcely the proper term, for a pleasant journey and a 
most agreeable reception at the end of it “renders the’day one of enjoy¬ 
ment rather than of labour. 

Judging front the great array of plants in the splendid houses of 
Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell must be regarded as the great 
Chrysanthemum centre of the midland counties. A greater number of 
plants are grown by some of the specialists in the south, and more 
attention paid to disbudding and the development “of individual blooms ; 
but’as a representative collection of plants, disbudded and otherwise, 
and the efiect produced by them, in a span-roofed house 100 by 30, and 

' about 15 feet high, this home exhibition at Chilwell must take very- 
high rank amongst the best of the year. But though special attention, 
has not been devoted to the production of a limited number of show- 
blooms throughout the collection, it must not be supposed there are 
none, for undoubtedly both of incurved and Japanese varieties could be 
cut worthy of being arranged in stands at the best public exhibitions. 

In the former section, perhaps, finer blooms of Jeanne d’Arc have- 
never been seen. They are remarkable for their depth and solidity, while- 
there is an absence of that roughness or bristliness which often mars the 
effect of this variety. Mrs. W. Shipman is in grand form, large enough 
for back row blooms in good stands, and unusually good in colour. It 
is questionable if finer examples have been seen of the variety. Lady 
Hardinge is above the average in size and depth, worthy of any stand. 
Prince Alfred, Lord Wblsdley and Alfred Salter are also very good, and 
the Queen varieties promising, while Lord Derby is deeper and finer than 
it is commonly met with. Mr. Bunn and the Beverleys are also good, 
and there is a bloom of Arigena, also known as Inner Temple, that is not- 
often seen equalled. It is prominent by its- size and effective by its 
amaranth colour, but the florets of this variety are coo short for incurv¬ 
ing, and even a bloom like this would weaken a stand of good incurved 
flowers. There are other varieties showing well, but as a rule Japanese- 
and'decorative varieties preponderate, and a few more good examples of 
the incurved section would give weight to the bright and diversified 
collection. 

Among the Japanese varieties the palm must be given to Wm. Stevens 
for brightness and effectiveness, handsome and elegant orange red blooms- 
of it showing to great advantage. For size, substance, and. general 
“ build.” also well coloured, Criterion is conspicuous, blooms of it equal¬ 
ling Mr. Tunnington’s best productions, and perhaps no. one has grown 
this variety better than he has. Madame Lacroix is represented in its 
best form, and must be regarded as one of the most constant and useful 
white varieties in cultivation. The newer Mrs. J. Wright, which Mr. 
James Douglas says is the best white yet raised, was not expanded, but 
the free growth and bold buds, seven or eight on a plant, characterised 
it as a “ good doer,” and that is what growers like, though the plant is 
too tall for low houses. It will be tried on the cutting-down-system at 
Chilwell, then taking the crown buds ; and if the “ crowns ” are a week 
later in consequence, that will probably be an advantage rather than 
otherwise, for southern shows at least, if not generally. . Mr. Stevens’ 
handsome blooms were too early for the shows, and so far as has been 
seen those from terminal buds are not large enough, yet charming for 
decoration. It is almost certain that the descriptions of varieties by a 
“Notts Grower,” on page 387 last week, though Mr. Pearson is not the 
author of them, were taken from this collection ; at any rate, they are 
very accurate, and it is therefore unnecessary to repeat them here. The: 
beautiful new yellow Japanese variety, Mr. Garnar, was. flowering and 
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■wiH be in request ; the blooms this year (the first) are not quite large 
pv,0Uk ’ bUt s.troll"ei' plants another season will probably remedy that. 

floe bus was in good form, with very clear yellow drooping florets, but 
they appear a little destitute of substance, and the blooms will probablv 
not last long in beauty. The Am rican Anemone variety Thorpe, iun., 

clear yellow, was admirably represented. Ordinarily its guard 
floret?are too irregular, but one bloom from which some of them had 
fleen removed was compact and smooth enough for any stand ; it was also 

cmfntin-T & cusllion> ancl worth at least five points out of six in 

It is found that many varieties are more useful at Chilwell when 
•topped two or three times, then allowed to bear all the flowers they 

'VltU?!Ut disbudding. In this way they are suitable for decorative 
ettect, and affording a wealth of sprays for cutting. Alex. Dufour, 
fliur flu Nina Source d’Or, and some others, including the bright 
t^ i lv01 de piococes, connot produce large blooms if disbudded, 

‘ , ,®c, ar?d the following will be grown as indicated next year. 
.Nel"e’ Chevalier Domage, Tendresse. Embleme, 

b lam beau, L Afncaine, Bouquet Fait, Ville d’Hejeres, William Clark, 
lerfecta, La Frissure, James Salter, Lady Selborne, Soliel 

Levant and possibly some others. Apart from the. display, which is 
now attracting numbers of visitors, another very large house is filled 
with hate varieties, and it is quite certain that there will be no scarcity 
•ot Chrysanthemums at Chilwell from the present time till the middle 
of January, and probably later. 

. In yistting- Chilwell it is impossible to overlook the Zonal Pelar°-o- 
mums that are now a “ blaze of beauty.” For habit, freedom, quality, 
a d colour, the varieties raised here are pre-eminent, and so far from 
ne public tiring of them, the demand this year has been greater 

ttian ever. A or is this surprising when we see such as Charles Mason, 
-bissy, Lord Tredegar, Mrs. David Saunders, International, and Lady 

rancis Russell; while of the old sorts for winter flowering Mrs. H. T. 
Barker and Charles Smith commanded attention. In others of the 
large house we find one devoted to Ferns and Vines, another to 
Stephanotis and Eucharis, a third to Vines in pots, very fine : a fourth 
to Camellias, a fifth to Marechal Niel and other Boses, a sixth to 
Camellias, and so to the number of over twenty ; and in one vinery is 
a fruit exhibition, the Messrs. Pearson having offered prizes to collec- 
i wVn nort;k °_f file Trent, but they w ere not awarded when we 
lett the N ursery. Time did not permit an inspection of the 20 acres of 
.young fruit trees, nor the 100 acres of orchards, but a glance was had 
at what cannot be found elsewhere—2000 fine plants of the beautiful 

ucca hlamentosa variegata, established in the open nursery, and have 
never been protected even when the thermometer has fallen below zero, 
r or rock work and choice positions such plants as these would add a 
feature distinct from everything else and attractive. 

and thereon calculating his chances of success in competition with the 
,Ivf:rP00l growers, is not such as is heard from men who have won a 

high position as cultivators, for such men have no objection to anyone 
seeing their plants two or three months before a show, and they do not 
attribute selfish motives to any fellow gardener who may give them a 
call. But if that was Mr. Molyneux’s object, why did he not report on 
the plants grown by Mr. Tunnington, who is one of the chief of the 
Liverpool growers? If he inspected those plants and kept silence 
about them he might lay himself open to suspicion ; but if he did not 
see them, what becomes of the “ impression ” that “ \Vr. D.” has recorded ? 
If Mr. Molyneux called at Calderstoim, or whatever the name of the 
place may be, it is fair to assume he would have reported on the plants 
there the same as on those at other places at which he called. 

As to the “results ” of Mr. Molyneux’s teaching, have not they been 
seen by many experienced judges at many shows, and are not these judges 
as capable of estimating the character of his blooms as “ small growers 
and beginners ” ar , l If not, then the “ beginners” ought to be the judges 
according to “ W. D.’s ” theory. 

In reference to the old “North and South’’ controversy, and the 
relative capacity of growers, it is safe to say there are first-rate Chrysan¬ 
themum growers in both districts, and possibly not far wrong to surmise 
there are some of the other sort. As a southern grower Mr. Molyneux’s 
record is known. What is the record of “ W. D.” I If through want 
of opportunities it should not happen to be quite so good, perhaps he 
can furnish the records of others who have won a greater per-centage of 
first prizes in a given time than Mr. Molyneux has. A few “returns ” 
of that nature would be interesting. 

Possibly “ W. D.” knows that the best Liverpool growers have com¬ 
peted in the south, and lost ami won prizes there, still toey failed in the 
end to win the coveted cup at Kingston, excellent as were their exhibits. 
I he late Mr. Harding proved the victor, but I venture to assert that the 
judges at those shows would say, if they had to make an affidavit on the 
matter, that every collection which Mr. Molyneux subsequently staged 
there was far in advance of Mr. Harding’s. It seems natural for a man 
who rises above his fellows, no matter in what he may be engaged, to be 
the subject of a certain amount of envy. Rivalry is good and whole¬ 
some, but petty jealousy not worth encouraging.—W. D. No. 2. 

MR. MBA.SE AND THE HULL CHRYS AN THEM CTM TROPHY". 

SOME years ago, when the Carter’s cup for vegetables was offered for 
competition, I did not compete for it, as it looked too much like a decoy 
bird, but the firm was most honourable in the matter, and gave the 
beautiful trophy to its lawful and meritorious winner, and I hope the 
Hull Committee will do likewise. However that may be, I trust Mr. 
Mease will compete again this year, and if successful he will be the re¬ 
cognised champion.—J. H. Goodacre, Evasion, Derby. 

TWO GOOD NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
Many Chrysanthemums have been introduced last year, especially 

from Trance, that are either old varieties under new nam s, as pointed 
out by Mr. Davis some time ago, orjthat are destined to a transient fame. 
Df those that seem most promising, La Triomphante and L’Ebounifee, 
both raised by Reydellet, deserve to be specially noted. They are ex- 
•cellent contrasts. The former opens a lilac rose and gradually assumes 
a whitish pink ; the latter opens a crimson reddish orange, and finally 
becomes almost pure yellow ; the former gracefully reflexes, while the 
latter is equally as good incurved. [The National Chrysanthemum 

■Society, when they next issue an edition of their excellent catalogue, 
might divide the Japanese into reflexed, incurved, &c.] Both com¬ 
menced blooming, from crown buds with me, the last days of October, 
-and thus would evidently be good for all the earlier November shows; 
while with terminal buds, any day to the end of November. Both 
■blooms would be large enough for show purposes, and are likdy to be 
.more largely grown next year. Of other new ones the tallest growing is 
Le Cid, while the dwarfest is Veitch Fils, not reaching 18 inches in a 
10-inch pot. I cannot speak for the quality of the blooms of those or 
others yet, but would suggest that growers give you an opportunity of 

■publishing a list of dwarf-growing Chrysanthemums. They would be 
exceedingly useful for conservatory and other decorative purposes where 
the tall growing cannot be utilised. I should have noted in reference 
to La Triomphante that the foliage is similar to Lady Talfourd, Ariadne, 
and a few others. Distinguishing Chrysanthemums by their foliage is 
•often important. 

REFLEXED CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
This class is very limited, so I am sure all lovers of those will wel- 

•come the three new additions noticed at Messrs. Veitch’s—viz., Alice 
Bird (Buttercup), bright yellow ; Aspasia, pale satiny rose—this descrip¬ 
tion resembles.Emperor of China, one of the most useful, freest bloom¬ 
ing, and hardiest Chrysanthemums in existence ; and Irene, pile soft 
Tose. As you have permitted me to make so many suggestions, the last 
would be that you give your readers a detailed description of those three 
when they are at their best.—\V. J. Murphy, Clonmel. 

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN GROWERS. 
“ W. D.,” whether designedly or unconsciously I am unable to say, 

pays Mr. Molyneux a great compliment on p. 339 last week, for if lie 
can by inspecting plants in September forecast with any substantial 
accuracy the character of the blooms they will develops in November 
he must be endowed with no ordinary mental power of penetrating into 
the future. The suggestion of his viewing the “nakedness of the land,” 

The Hull Committee, through their Secretaries, inform the public 
that, having taken legal advice, there is no other course open but acting 
upon it. Surely an appeal by them to the parties personally interested 
in the competition will clear the way of all difficulties. 

A peculiar hardship in Mr. Mease’s case is that if he again enters the 
competition and is placed first, as very possibly he may be, his position 
will still be as anomalous a one as is the case at present. Being gar¬ 
dener to the executors of his late employers it is very improbable that 
they will carry on the gardens and retain Mr. Mease on the mere 
prospect of his winning the cup. 

Supposing that he competes for and wins the cup at the forthcoming 
Show, I suggest that a fund be raised by public subscription to test the 
validity of. the position of the Committee if they refuse Mr. Mease 
absolute possession of the cup. If other means fail to bring about a 
satisfactory solution of the difficulty I shall be glad to give my mite of 
10s. 6il. towards the above object. On every hand we hear expressions 
of sympathy with Mr. Mease, and some have alreadv promised practical 
help in this matter.—Yorkshireman. 

I have noted the correspondence with reference to the Hull Chal¬ 
lenge Cup for Chrysanthemums. It may possibly simplify the case if I 
at once announce that as I last year lodged a protest against the 
Judges’ decision, and as those Judges have been this year re-appointed, 
the Otterspool Gardens will not be represented at the coming show.—■ 
D. Lindsay (dm Sir T. Edmardcs-Muss, bart.'). 

[As was stated in the report of the Hull Show last year, Mr. Lindsay 
only entered a protest against the awards in those class:s in which he 
lost—not in the one in which he was awarded the first prize. His pro¬ 
test was founded on the assumption that the judging was not done by 
points. The J udges’ “ points ” were placed before the Committee, and 
their accuracy was tested by scrutineers, who confirmed the verdict in 
favour of Mr. Mease and against Mr. Lindsay. AVe are authorised to 
state that the Judges express d their readiness to be relieved from 
officiating this year, or to act with a third accredited Judge, who might 
be approved ; one was appointed to whom Mr. Lindsay made no objec¬ 
tion. He now retires.] 

I have read with astonishment in the Journal of 3rd inst. Mr. 
Udale’s strictures on what he assumes to be the reasons actuating the 
Committee of the Hull and East Riding Chrysanthemum Society in this 
matter. 

Mr. Udale has entirely failed to grasp the facts of the case, and 
attributes unworthy motives to the Committee, which could find no 
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.place in the minds of honourable men. Mr. Udale writes, to quote his 
own words :— 

“ It is not possible to form a perfectly correct opinion of this matter, 
because we are not informed whether Mr. Mease entered the flowers in 
his own name, or whether he entered them in the name of his employer.” 

Notwithstanding- Mr. Udale’s admitted ignorance of the facts, he 
still apparently considers himself qualified to sit in judgment on the 
casIt is peifectly true, that by one rule of this, as of many other 
societies, the Committee “ reserve to themselves the right to reject any 
exhibit.” This rule, however, was never intended to be applied in such 
a case as this. If it could be so used, a Committee mLht always avail 
themselves of it whenever there was danger of a piece of challenge 
plate being finally won. In this case it so happens that the rule was 
never even thought of. Mr. Udale’s own good sense ought to have saved 
him from making such uncalled for remarks. 

The conditions affecting the challenge vase are as follows :— 
“ The winner to hold the vase until the next exhibition, when it 

shall be returned to the Society. Should the same exhibitor win the 
vase twice consecutively or three times altogether, it shall become his 
property. The vase to go to the employer, the money to the gardener.” 

These conditions, and these only, were considered by the Committee, 
and are those upon which the opinion of legal and horticultural authori¬ 
ties was asked. 

The entry last year was made by Mr. Mease in the name of his em¬ 
ployer, the late Mr. C. W. Neumann ; therefore I think even Mr. Udale 
will admit that Mr. Mease, j ersonally, has no vested interest in the 
vase whatever ; and as regards any interest which Mr. Neumann’s 
executors might have in it, our legal adviser is of opinion that the 
interest in it was personal to Mr. Neumann himself, and died with him. 

This being so, the Committee, much to their regret, have no alternative 
but to decide that Mr. Neumann’s executors cannot count last year’s 
win ; it would be manifestly unfair to the winner of the vase in 1885 
if they came to any other decision, for it must not be forgotten that the 
Committee have their duty to the latter as well as to the former. They 
have endeavoured to act in an impartial manner, and if their sympathy 
with Mr. Mease led them to an illegal course of action, it would no doubt 
be called in question by the other winner. 

Either Mr. Neumann’s executors or Mr. Mease, are however, perfectly 
at liberty to compete as new exhibitors, and if any means can be found 
by which the former may be allowed to count last year's win, I am con¬ 
vinced our Committee will be only too pleased. 

In conclusion I may mention that I saw Mr. Mease at tlw Bradford 
Chrysanthemum Show last Friday, and am happy to be able to state 
by his authority that he imputes no wrong motives whatever to 
our Committee.—It. Falconer Jameson, Chairman Hull and East 
Biding Chrysanthemum Society. 

VIOLAS. 
T DO not think Mr. Steel has read my communication rightly, or 

he would not attribute to me any desire of absolute exclusion of any 
Violas ; they are too highly esteemed by me for that. If Mr. Steel wiil 
read my note again at page 323, he will find that I merely exclude 
those varieties with rounded flowers formally, and refer them to the 
bedding Pansies. lie also infers that Mr. Dean and myself are not 
agreed as to Archie Grant, but my statement runs thus—“If we 
rigidly pursue this course—i.e. calyx with unequal sepals, we shall 
exclude the best Violas, such as Countess of Hopetown, Lady Pohvarth, 
and Archie Grant, and all those flowers having the same rounded 
tendency. These, then, would eo to the bedding Pansies, while such 
as Sirs. Grey, elegans, Grievi, lutea grandiflora, and such like, would be 
retained as Violas and if be will compare Sir. Dean's remarks with 
the above quotation he will find that the latter and myself are quite 
agreed save in the case of Countess of Hopetoun, which Mr. Dean, on 
account of its dense habit, early and continuous blooming, would place 
among the Violas. But if this be so, Sir. Steel and Mr. Dean are not 
agreed, for in Countess ot IToptoun we have a decided self, and if the 
distinction is to be followed of close or dense habit, we must admit 
such as Sirs. Chas. Turner and Lady Polwarth, while Pilrig Park, 
Champion Bullion, with pencilled or rayed flowers, cannot be regarded 
as seifs in the same way as Countess of Hopetoun. Still, I do not 
S2e the necessity for such a classification as this, and I think the whole 
might be more conveni ntlv grouped under two heads—viz., Violas and 
Bedding Pansies : beyond this, if occasion required, they may be grouped 
to colour, while the miscellaneous varieties, such as York and Lancaster, 
may be grouped as Fancies. Although Mr. Steel takes exception to 
the answer I give to his question —“ What are the characteristics of a 
Viola? he has not himself advanced anvthing more obvious, and re¬ 
quests me to examine a Pansy, but the Pansy has no existence botam- 
cally, and must be referred to the fountain head of Viola tricolor var., 
therefore the difference between a Viola and Pansy is nothing botanically, 
since they are, in the majority, the decendants of one specks. Our 
florists past and present have lifted the Pansy to its present standard 
of perfection, and very naturally laid down hard-and-fast rules for 
their own guidance. One of these is form, which I take to mean 
symmetry, ther fore nothing but a well rounded flower having all other 
qualities would be admissible, hence my reason for drawing the line at 
*’ unequal sepals for though this was allowed in the Pansies of fifty 
years ago, it is not admitted now, while Violas, such as Mrs. Gray, 
Elegans, Ardwell Gem, and many others, all have unequal sepals, which 
I have always regarded as typical of the Viola.—E. Jenkins. 

A full meeting of the Executive Committee of the Gar¬ 

deners’ Orphan Fund was held on Friday evening last at the “Cale¬ 

donian Hotel,” Adelphi, London, Mr. G. Deal presiding. Mr. Sherwood 

and Mr. John Lee were unanimously elected Vice-Presidents. After a 

careful consideration of the most convenient and absolutely safe method 

of investing a sum of money, it was resolved to place £500 in three per 

cent, consols, leaving a working balance at the bankers. Letters were 
read from gardeners of standing in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, ex¬ 

pressing their willingness to become local secretaries, and seven were 

appointed in Ireland and four in Wales ; an addition was also made to 

the list in England, which now numbers nearly sixty. Messrs. Pope 
and Son, Birmingham ; Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon ; and 

Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, kindly offered to distribute circulars' 
containing a summary of the rules and subscription forms in their cata¬ 

logues, &c., and a number were ordered to be printed for that purpose. 

At the Dext meeting, which will be held in December, it is not impro¬ 

bable that preliminary steps will be taken and methods formulated for 

dispensing such portions of the fund as may be justifiable, according to 

the rules, for the object for which it is being established. A feeling of 

satisfaction pervaded the meeting with the position attained, and with 

the co-operation of all who are willing to give it a great success is antici¬ 

pated and reuch good expjeted to be done through the agency of the 

Institution. 

- The Postponement of Shows.—We have already announced 

the postponement of the Liverpool Show to the 29th inst. in consequence of 

the Assizes, and the Southend Show has also been postponed to the 15tb- 

inst. Probably we shall also hear of others, but it is a serious matter to- 

alter the dates of exhibitions so late in the season as this, and Com¬ 

mittees should be very careful before doing so to consult the intending 

exhibitors, or they may do a great injustice to some persons who have 
successfully contended against the retarding effects of the season. An 

experienced grower remarks that he considers “the greatest skill is 

shown when a competitor has his blooms up to time in an unfavourable 

year, and a week’s delay will often render all his efforts useless.” Still, 
when it is the general desire that a date should be altered, it is advisable- 
to do so rather than sacrifice the show. 

- A visitor writes :—-“I was much interested in Mr. Gilbert’s 

Vegetable Novelties at South Kensington the other day, but what 

pleased me the most was the Universal Savoy. This seems likely to be 

a really useful vegetable, the hearts solid and compact, such as would 

take up little space in a garden and give good returns. I shall try this 

the first opportunity. The Chou de Universal (what [an extraordinary 

name) failed to impress me as a good addition to our vegetable list. It 

resembled a very strong coarse strain of Brussels^ Sprouts, but perhaps 

it possess s some quality I could not detect.” 

- Messrs. J. Veitch <Sc Sons exhibited specimens of their in¬ 
teresting hybrid Begonia Adonis at a recent meeting of the Royal 
Horticultural Society, South Kensington, and the plant has also been- 

attractive in their nursery for some time past. It will be remembered 
that Begonia John Heal resulted from a cross between B. socotrana and 

a tuberous variety, the former being the seed parent, and is remarkable 

for only producing staminate flowers. The pollen from this was applied 

to one of the best of the modern Tuberous Begonias, and from the seed 

thus obtained was raised Begonia Adonis. Much of the B. socotrana habit 

is observable in the seedling, the leaves being large and rounded, but 
the growths are those- of the ordinary tuberous ty pe. The flowers are 

large, with broad rounded petals, and the colour a pleasing rosy scarlet- 
It is not so free as B. John Heal, but is attractive and no doubt useful. 
If white or double varieties of B. John Heal *could be obtained they 

w'ould be welcome additions to_the winter flowering section. 

- The Watford Chrysanthemum Society will hold their 

second annual Show in the Agricultural Hall, Watford, on Tuesday anc? 

Wednesday, November 15th and 16th. The fourteen classes are in six 
divisions, for all exhibitors, mtmbers employing two or more gardeners* 
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amateurs, and cottagers. The prizes range from £2 10s. to Is., Chrys¬ 
anthemums, miscellaneous plants, fruit and vegetables being) included. 
The Hon. Sec. is Mr. C. R. Humbert, Watford. 

- Though possessing no claim to be regarded as a novelty, the 

Golden-edged Privet is a handsome and neglected shrub, for it is 

seldom seen in gardens. Messrs. Laing & Sons have some excellent 

Famples of it planted out and in pots, and the golden margin to the neat 

leaves, which are not quite so large as those of ovalifolium, is very rich 
and striking. The plant retains its leaves well, and at this time of year 

its colour is particularly bright, perhaps due in some degree to the dry 
hot summer just past. 

- In Mr. B. S. Williams’ nursery at Upper Holloway we recently 

had the good fortune to see an extremely fine variety of LiELiA 

PRASIATA which Mr. Fitch was sketching in his customary admirable 

manner. The plant is a very strong one, with branching stems and four 

flowering growths, each bearing a raceme of large highly coloured flowers, 
Iwo having six each, one with seven, and one with four. The sepals and 

petals are purple tinted, but the chief beauty of the flower rests in con¬ 

trast between the pure white tube of the lip and the broad rich crimson 

limb with unfolded side lobes tipped with crimson. The effect produced 

by twenty-two such fine flowers can be readily imagined, and we under¬ 
stand that the plant has been procured for one of the largest collections 
of Orchids in the south of London. 

■- There are many other noteworthy Orchids and general flower¬ 
ing plants in Mr. Williams’ large collections, but just now we can only 
accord a special paragraph to Plumbago capensis alba, which is 

destined to become a companion for the familiar blue form in some 

hundreds of gardens. Some little doubt has been expressed by those 
who have not seen this variety in flower as to whether it would prove 

pure white, as so many so-called white varieties of blue flowers come 
with a faint tinge of colour. The plants of the Plumbago that have 

been flowering for some time past at Holloway effectually dispel all such 

uncertainty, as the flowers are a pure opaque white and without the 
faintest tinge of colour. The plant is of free flowering and vigorous 

habit, and is well adapted for culture in pots or training to the roofs or 
pillars of conservatories. 

-The supplies both of flowersand fruit in CoventGarden Market 

are abundant, and amongst the former Bouvardias and Chrysanthemums 
are conspicuous. The red and white varieties of Bouvardias are in much 

demand, as they can be used in the most choice arrangements of flowers, 

and they possess a fine wax-like substance that fits them for association 

with any of the usual bouquet or wreath flowers. White Chrysanthe¬ 

mums, either Pompons, Japanese, or incurved,are largely used; a few of 

the more delicate shades of yellow or bronze also being favourites, while 
the scarlet Roi des Precoces has already made its appearance in some of 

the florists’ shops. Plants of Alexandre Dufour in small pots prove how 

well adapted this variety is cultivated in this style, as in a dwarf state 

the flowers are produced very freely, and the colour is a pleasing one. 
Apples and Pears are the most abundant of the fruits, good and cheap 

samples of both being numerous under a variety of erroneous names. 

The Apple and Pear Congresses may have assisted in corr cting the 

nomenclature of fruits grown in private gardens, but they do not seem 
to have done much for those sent to market. 

-- “S.” sends the following note on Pansy cuttings—“ This 

may appear a late period for inserting cuttings of Pansies and Violas, 

but I have found that late in October and early in November, so long 

as the frost is not severe, is a suitable time for the work. The soil is 

well dug, a little old manure is incorporated with it, but if the soil is 

naturally rich this is not necessary, and the chief point is to provide 

thorough drainage. If the soil is finely pulverised the cuttings root 
readily when inserted firmly in lines, and beyond seeing that they are 

not forced out of the ground by frost little attention is needed until 

they are transplanted in spring.” 

- Referring to the award of Certificates to Old Plants, 

An Old Florist ” writes—“ Is there any rule to regulate these awards 
at the Kensington Floral Committee meetings ? It seems not, for some¬ 

times an old plant is certificated, and at others an equally meritorious 
old plant is disregarded. Does it depend upon the partiality of in¬ 

fluential members of the Committee for particular classes of plants ? 

I have noted some very peculiar instances of both the above cases, and 

being unable to discover any rule for them I thought, perhaps, some of 

your readers could enlighten me. There are numerous excellent plants 
that have never been certificated, and some that are as scarce as intro¬ 

ductions of the current year, but rarity cannot be a sufficient recom¬ 
mendation for such awards.” 

- Alexandra Palace Rose Show.—Mr. Jno. Bateman, 72, 
Twisden Road, N.W., writes—“Can you spare me a little of your 

valuable space in which to ask whether the exhibitors at the above 
Show, held last July, have received any of the prizes then awarded? 

Not having received mine, or any word about them, I wrote twice to 

Mr. J. S. Cooke, the Secretary, but failed even to get a reply.” 

■- The autumn Exhibition of the Twickenham Horticultural 

Society will be held on November 15th and 16th, in the Town Hall 
of that town. The schedule enumerates thirty-five classes, in the 
majority of which three prizes are offered, Chrysanthemums, plants, and 
cut blooms constituting the chief features. Miscellaneous plants, vege¬ 

tables, and fruits are also well provided for, and these usually form an 
important attraction at the show. Many of the prizes are liberally 
offered by friends of the Society in the district. The Hon. Sec. is 

J. J. G. Pugh, Esq., 2, Heath Road, Twickenham.' 

- At South Kensington recently, Mr. J. Crook, Farnborough 

Grange Gardens, Hants, exhibited several well-grown plants of Trichi- 

nium Manglesi, which is seldom seen in first-rate condition, although 

it has been grown very successfully at Kew. With them were some 
pretty Celosias, Salvias, and the useful Primula obconica. 

- We are informed that the Committee of the Hull Chrysan¬ 

themum Society have erected a building 100 feet long adjoining the 
Artillery Barracks, for large as this building is it is inadequate for the 

accommodation of the products staged and the crowd of persons who 
attend the Show. The Exhibition is expected to be a very fine one, and 

much as the legal decision is regretted that affects Mr. Mease, and which 
the Committee are bound to obey, it at least affords a wider opportunity 
for other competitors winning a position in the coming contest. 

- A northern amateur says : “ The reduction in the price of 

Gladioli of late has been so great that a dozen first-rate sorts may now 

be had for the cost of one five or six years ago. This makes loss of the. 
carrns a comparatively trifling matter, and the grand flower should now 

be grown everywhere. In some catalogues, such, for instance, as that o^ 

Mr. Campbell of Gourock, the order in time of flowering of the French 
varieties is carefully indicated in four classes. In our north rn climate 

the latest sorts can be got to bloom only in favoured spots, and even 
there in exceptional seasons. Purchasers not acquainted with the 
Gladiolus should confine themselves mainly to the two earlier sections; 
the third is at best uncertain. The classification in the catalogue affords 

broadly a reliable guide, but remarkable deviations in the matter of time 
occur in all the classes and in different plants oE the same variety.” 

- We are requested to state that the address of Mr. William 

Dean, florist (late of Walsall), is now Mill Lane Nursery, Solihull, 

Birmingham. 

- A correspondent sends us a report of the autumn Show at 

the Great Western Nurseries, Glasgow ; but our pages were 
filled to overflowing on its receipt. The different structures are described 
as being attractively furnished, and were admired by nearly six thousand 
visitors. 

- Mr. H. Alderman, gardener to G. Hatfield, Esq., Morden Hall, 

Mitcham, has harvested a grand crop of Apples, mostly from old orchard 

trees. A very useful variety, and one which ought to be more exten¬ 

sively grown, is “Lewis’s Incomparable.” The fruit is large and very 
even, and more than 10 bushels have been gathered this year from one 

or two trees. 

- Mr. G. W. Cummins writes—“ Mr. Thomas Creed, gardener at 

Hill Top, Bramley, Leeds, is a successful grower of Poinsettias. The 

method he has adopted for some years is to cut down the plants (after 
they have rested a time) to within 3 or I inches of the pot, and when, 
they commence growing, about three shoots are allowed to remain. 
These are encouraged to grow strongly, and with his treatment they each 

attain the height of 9 or 10 feet, with bracts 20 inches in diameter. 

Some of his plants are several years old, but he is of opinion that they 

are at their best when three years of age.” 

- Mr. Charles Benham, Middleton Hall Gardens, Leeds, hassome 

Strawberries in Pots bearing a fair crop of fruit.. The plants were 
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iorced early in the spring, and after the produce was gathered they were 

placed outside and watered as required. At the end of August second 

blooms were observed, and when we saw them a few weeks ago they 

were arranged in their old quarters in a vinery, and judging from their 

appearance it will be an experiment worth repeating. 

- The eleventh number of the Kew Bulletin is devoted to 

descriptions of “ Colonial Fruit,” comprising Apples, Pears, &c., with a 

view to encouraging their production in Canada, Cape Colony, Natal,, 

Australia, and New Zealand. The imports of fruits into Canada are 

stated to be as follows :—The imports of such fruits into Canada (as 

might in large proportion be grown here) for the year ended J une 30th, 

188G, were as follows :—Apples from the United States, 31,575 barrels, 

value 63,775 dollars ; small fruits—viz., Blackberries, Gooseberries, Rasp¬ 

berries, and Strawberries, from the United States, 231,378 lbs., value 

23,557 dollars: Cherries and Currants, from the United Stat s, 51,085 

quarts, value 4011 dollars ; Cranberries, Plums, and Quinces, from the 

United States, 17,170 bushels, value 34,650 dollars ; from Newfound¬ 

land, 15 bushels, value 13 dollars ; Grapes from the United States, 

389,868 lbs., value 27,340 dollars ; Peaches from the United States 

592,880 lbs., value 42,571 dollars. 

MEMORIES OF A TOUR, 

(Continued from page 3SO.') 

TWO CASTLES AND THEIR-SURROUNDINGS. 

Leaving the Marquis of Bute’s kitchen gardens, we cross the 
highway into the Castle grounds, then take a drive of four or five, miles 
io Castle Cock to see the vineyard. First let us look at Cardiff Castle, 
or as it was described in past times, when princes dwelt therein, Caer 
Tail or Caer Daf, the Fortress on the Taff, the river that rolls hard by. 
It is a truly noble building in splendid condition, a great portion appear¬ 
ing to have been rebuilt—indeed its restoration by the present Marquis, 
if I remember rightly, involved an expenditure of £160,000 ; one tower, 
St. George’s. I think it is called, costing £50,000. Externally the archi¬ 
tecture of this tower is very beautiful, while the medheval decorations 
of the interior are superb. The noble Marquis is a great patron of art, 
and has it represented in its highest forms. We had the privilege of an 
ascent up some 170 stone steps, and though it was a tedious twisting 
journey, the fatigue was forgotten when the uppermost room was 
reached. Rich beyond description is the furnishing and treatment of 
the walls and pillars, yet without a suspicion of gaudiness ; the sculptures, 
paintings, and stained glass blending in pleasing harmony. What a 
change from the turbulent times of the past, when the double moat was 
forded and the Castle lost and won by the force of arms. The moat 
that surrounds the walls encircles many acres, a second moat protecting 
the keep that stands alone within the enclosure some distance from 
the main building. The walls extending from this like huge protecting 
wings, reaching nearly to the keep, are massive and high. One of them 
terminating in Robert’s tower, with its dismal entrance the same as it 
was more than 700 years ago, when Robert of Normandy was impri¬ 
soned in the dungeon for twenty-six years, and for trying to escape had 
his eyes put out. We read much about the chilvalry of the days when 
might was regarded as right and brutal force as king, but it is to be 
feared its lustre was deeply tarnished with cruelty. The top of one of 
the walls forms a promenade that can have but few parallels. It is 
quite level, perhaps 150 yards long and 10 feet wide, clothed with grass, 
and flanked on each side with battlements 2 or 3 feet high. Trees grow 
out of the wall and in places form a canopy overhead, and to look down 
into the depths below is enough to turn nervous tourists dizzy. The 
walls from the outer side are clothed with various creepers and Ivy that, 
judging by its stems, must have held its position for centuries ; but the 
wall on the town side is covered with Vines to a height of about 30 feet, 
the finest 4 ine wall no doubt in the kingdom. Several varieties are 
planted, the rods trained vertically. The Grapes were generally ripen¬ 
ing well, and the crops, notably on the young wood, very good indeed, 
lighter where close spurring had long been practised. The juice of these 
Grapes is perhaps now fermenting for light wine—not the best, for 
Mr. Pettigrew is an adept at wine-making as we shall see by-and-by. 

Previous to his entering on his extensive charge there were practically 
mo dressed grounds near the Castle. Now, apart from the small lawn 
within the moat, and the few flower beds, one -'‘swallowing” 3000 
plants, there are about thirty acres of lawn as level as a bowling green 
and as smooth as velvet. Leaving the burnt pastures in fields, and the 
seared grass plots in gardens, in the south of England, it was most re¬ 
freshing, even exkilirating, to look on this bright green lawn, on which 
the long shadows of the trees were clearly defined by the bright declin¬ 
ing sun. Not a sign of drought was apparent, yet it had been a 
“ terrible summer. Wherever we went, save in one instance, we were 
impressed with the views there held, that nowhere else could the 
drought have been so serious. The heat may have been great, and the 
scarcity of rain inconvenient, but the recovery therefrom must have 
been sudden, for the grass was as green in Cardiff and in other gardens 
in Wales as if it were growing in April, whereas in some parts of 
England the prevailing tint was brown a fortnight after we left the 
Tale of Glamorgan. No, my friends in the principality, I am not con¬ 

vinced you have undergone such a roasting ordeal as your brethren have 
had to endure, in some of the higher, and, as I think, drier districts of 
Britain, therefore be thankful, it is right to observe that Mr. Pettigrew 
did not blame the weather for any scarcity of garden produce, for he 
could say, and with truth, that he had “ pltnty of everything,” and of 
many crops plenty to spare. 

The pleasure grounds are oeing extended at the rate of about four 
acres a year, lawns being made, drives formed, and shrubberies planted ; 
and if the work continues a few years longer it looks like reaching 
Llandaff. And it is all done well, though a large piece of this smooth 
lawn has to be made over again. It is in this wise :—The drought re¬ 
vealed the existence of something below besides soil; and as Lord Bute 
likes going to the bottom of things, and has strong archaeological pro¬ 
clivities, digging commenced and was continued till the foundations and 
lower portions of the walls of an ancient monastery were laid bare. It 
has been no light task, but was conducted cheerfully by Mr. Pettigrew, 
and in due time, when plans are settled, all will be put right and the 
rough made smooth once more. Yet, though the noble margins adds to 
the beauty and interest of his estate, which he has good right and great 
reason to enjoy, he does not live for himself alone, making no provision 
for the industrial population of the thrifty town for which he and his 
predecessors have done so much and received so much in return. The 
advantages are mutual, and here, if anywhere, the aristocracy and 
democracy appear to march hand in hand ; at any rate, the coronet is 
prominent on the railway engines at the docks, indicating their owner¬ 
ship, while the men who drive these engines look as happy as if they 
were lords and masters of the whole concern. Well, for these, 
and all who choose to enter them, pleasure gardens eleven acres 
in extent have been provided alongside of the Castle grounds. 
These gardens have been established some years, and the trees over¬ 
shadow the paths, which are thus cool promenades in the summer. In 
half the public gardens in England trees have been planted far in the 
background, where they spoil the shrubs beneath them, while the walks 
are exposed to the burning sun, visitors either shunning them or pant¬ 
ing for the shade that they cannot enjoy. They make no such mistakes 
on the Continent, the first consideration of the authorities there being 
to provide shade, which is so restful and delicious, where it can be the 
most conveniently enjoyed during the period of outdoor life, that is so 
wholesome near towns. The glaring sun pouring down on the London 
Thames Embankment gardens simply drives the people out of them in 
hot weather, or they herd together under the few isolated specimens in 
crowded discomfort, while at the same time there is shade enough in the 
enclosures that cannot be enjoyed, because either the trees or the walks 
are in the wrong places. The Marquis of Bute has given ninety acres of 
land at Cardiff for a public park, and it is hoped those who are respon¬ 
sible for laying it out will not plant all the trees as far from the roads 
and walks as possible, but will take care, to provide shade for the multi¬ 
tude, as is done by the Elm avenue in Battersea Park and the Chestnut 
walk in Regent’s Park, that are delightful resorts for Londoners to lounge 
in during the tropical period of the j ear. 

In continuation of the pleasure garden referred to, a recreation 
ground of 4 acres has not long since been completed by Mr. Pet'igrew, 
and here the youth of the town can indulge in S[ orts and trials of skill 
that are necessary for the physical development of those whose days are 
spent in shops or sedentary employment. Nor have those who need not 
such stirring exercise been forgotten, and for such a bowling green has 
been made at a cost of £1400. It is one of the best we have seen, with 
well-appointed rooms attached, and our friend is to be congratulated on 
the excellence of his work. There are also twelve squares in the town, 
most of which have been planted by Mr. Pettigrew, and for the keeping 
of all he is responsible. It appears evident that every reasonable want 
is provided, and it is clear that whatever is undertaken is carried out 
well. This is not wasting money, but expending it wisely ; it is wasted 
when work is only half done, leaving an inheritance of patching ahd 
botching that gives satisfaction to no one. Thoroughness appears the 
governing principle in the conduct of improvements effected on Lord 
Bute’s estate. A project now in hand affords an example of this. It 
has been said the Castle grounds and the kitchen gardens are situated on 
opposite sides of a main thoroughfare. From the castle walls, which are 
high above the road, across the moat and highway, is a great distance to 
bridge ; yet it will have to be done, and to do it in a style worthy of the 
place will necessitate an outlay of £30,000—a nice little bill for making 
a walk to a garden. 

A reference to Cardiff would be incomplete without including the 
docks. They are the chief agents of its prosperity, and the outcome of 
the foresight and energy of the Bute family in past generations, with 
a continuation of it that shows no signs of abatement; £3,000,000 have 
been expended on them and the approaches, the new dock of 36 acres, 
opened this year, having cost £500,000, and its equal, perhaps, cannot 
be found. The merchandise is coal, all coal, the output being between 
7,000,000 and 8,000,000 tons a year, or, say, 150,000 tons a week. Trains 
run to the ships’ side, a 10 ton truck is run on a platform, which rises 
high enough, by hydraulic power, for tipping, and the contents are 
turned into the hold with greater ease than a gardener tips a scuttleful 
of soil on a potting bench, and about as quickly. When the tipping is 
in full progress the noise is like a protracted, yet intermittent, roil of 
thunder. Yet with all the attendant dust the main portion of the 
town is not black, and if we take the police as representing the inhabi¬ 
tants, they are the cleanest, finest, smartest men we have seen in the 
“ force ” of any corporation. 

We have seen what wealth can do when well applied, what labour it 
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employs in creating more, what an impetus it gives to trade and to art, 
what an incentive to the development of capacity ; and if we trac j it 
to its source we must follow the black caverns under mountain 
and plain, and though we recognise the presiding lord of the castle 
as good and great and noble, yet, after all, no other conclusion can be 
arrived at than that coal is king at Cardiff. 

CASTLE COCH. 

The drive from Cardiff to this ancient Castle is through a flat 
country. It is not picturesque, but the land is evidently fertile, and 
some, but not all, well cultivated. If I were asked what was the most 
noticeable feature along the route, which includes a village or two not 
quite arcadian in aspect, I should be inclined to say the number of 
dmgy, repellent, not to say ujly, public houses. One or two looked 
snug, clean, respectable hostelries, but the majority were the reverse of 
tempting to wayfarers. Passing through one village, however, with an 
unrememberable name, we admire a bright cheerful little mansion on 
the right, standing in well-kept and attractive grounds, which both 
owner and gardener must take delight in. This residence is in a 
measure historical, for the late Lord Beaconsfi-ld spent many happy 
hours in it before he took therefrom a wife ; and this reminds me of a 
memorable afternoon spent with Mr. A. F. Barron in the House of 
Commons, when the famous statesman’s great political antagonist made 
an earnest and eloquent appeal for a national monument for him, 
which speech the then Sir Stafford Northcote, with his proverbial 
grace, described as a memorial in itself never to be forgotten, and im¬ 
perishable. Thus party strife was hushed, and perhaps for the only 
time in my life I was really satisfied with the utterances of public men. 
If there should happen to be any readers who dissent from these 
remarks, I must ask them to blame Mr. Pettigrew for driving me past 
that house in Wales and awakening these slumbering memories. How¬ 
ever, my reverie is ended, and we push on to Castle Coeh. We see it 
ahead of us, rising above the trees on the slope of a commandin'* hill, 
and shortly reach its portal. 

It is an ancient fortress, but not very extensive, overlooking a pass 
between the hills on the east and down which a river flows, while the 
outlook from its towers southwards embraces a great extent of country 
to the Bristol Channel. It was for many years an uninhabited ruin, but 
has been restored by the present Marquis of Bute to its pristine strength, 
and the interior beautified in a manner that its old warlike chiefs never 
dreamt of. It is entered by a drawbridge and protected by a portcullis 
as in the olden time, and forms a quiet and secluded residence for the 
family when they wish to move from the greater buildingnear the busy 
town for a few days’ rest. It is surrounded by trees, indeed appears to 
be situated in a great wood, but not very far from its margin on the 
sides indicated, but high above the level of the surrounding district. It 
is a romantic looking pile, of ft kind that baffles the enterprise of Ameri¬ 
can millionaires to produce, one of whom once told me on an ocean 
steamer they could get anything for money but the old castles in the 
old country, and in respect to these they would own to being “ whipped.” 
Something has happened, deferring a reference to the chief object of 
our visit—the vineyard—to a future issue. 

EARLY CHRYSANTHEMUMS—SAVING SEED.. 

_ It must be remembered that in these notes I do not write about the 
prizewinuing class of plants, unless they are like Madlle. Lacroix, good 
for all purposes ; but about those that are early, semi-early, good for the 
open garden, and as pot plants for decoration, for market and large 
quantities of cut flowers. These monster one. two, or three flowers on a 
plant, are not indicative of the ability or strength of a sort as a flower 
producer in other modes of culture. The certificates granted, too, are 
very misleading, some even being given to old sorts—see for instance at 
South Kensington, the Floral Committee’s first-class certificate on the 
11th of October this year to L’Africaine. 

This season has not brought many striking novelties in early flowering 
Chrysanthemums, and the long continued dry weath r during the 
summer has rendered it hardly fair to fully judge the merits of those 
new sorts we have had under cultivation. We have learned this by ob¬ 
serving the behaviour of several old varieties—for instance, some have 
come later and partly failed. I will deal first with the shows. That at 
tha Crystal Palace on the 2nd and 3rd of September being a week earlier 
than usual, added to the effect of the season, which seemed to drive the 
flowers later, was not in favour of the display, in this instance only con¬ 
sisting of two competitors—viz., Messrs. Davis & Jones of Camberwell 
and myself, though Mr. Miles of the Dyke Hoad, Brighton, sent a very 
fine group of Mrs. Burrell for which he received a certificate. 

At the Aquarium Show on the 13th and 14th of September there was 
no particular new sort shown. The groups had the advantage of not 
being so tall as usual, and a new exhibitor, Mr. J. II. Witty of Highgate 
Cemetery, showed well. This is interesting, as it reveals the progress 
being made and the fitness of these plants for such places. The most 
striking advance in this exhibition was in the collections of cut flowers, 
the first prize going to Mr. Kendall, Roehampton, but he had old 
Chromatella and not F. Marronet, which is better. Mr. T. Ware of Hale 
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, put in, I believe, a first appearance in this 
class with a thoroughly representative exhibit, which had all been 
grown in the open ground, showing their capacity as open garden 
flowers. Mr. J. Blackburn, gardener to Mr. J. Scott, jun., Elmstead 
Grange, Chislehurst, took first prizes for eighteen and twelve blooms of 
Madame Desgrange, which were very fine. Mr. H. Elliott, gardener to 

Mrs. L. Harrison, Leyden House, Mortlake, took first prize for twelve 
blooms of the yellow Desgrange, also verv good ; in fact, the whole show 
exhibited marked progress, but I think there should be some regulation 
in the class for cut flowers to discourage more than one bunch of a 
sort and to encourage the exhibition of new sorts. I noticed several 
old varieties shown when there are better ones in cultivation, such as 
old 1 Uustration instead of Salter’s Early Blush. I did not exhibit, as 
I do not quite like the mode of judgment. Personally, I have no objec- 
tion in any way to Mr. Holmes; he is polite, obliging, and energetic, 
but as chief officer of the National Chrysanthemum Society I do not 
think it is good for him to act as judge or referee at the Society’s 
shows. If two judges are not sufficient, and in some cases they may 
not be, by all means have a third, but that third should not be anyone 
who must know who is the owner of each exhibit to be judged. Last 
year I did not know that Mr. Holmes was a kind of third judge, but 
when I received the report and schedule of this year it was plain 
enough, and I think it is not for the benefit of the Society that it is so. 

The difficulty of last season with regard to the Chrysanthemum 
Mrs. Burrell has disappeared I am satisfied, as I have grown both it 
and. the yellow Madame Desgrange, and I see it is slightly paler. 
Besides, I have had the opportunity of seeing a large number growing 
together mixed, and it was then quite easy to pick out the pale ones ; 
still the difference is so small that unless they are grown side by side 
many will say they are tin same. 

Mr. J. R. Pitcher has this season come out well. Messrs. Davis and 
Jones, both at the Crystal Palace and the Aquarium, Westminster, 
exhibited some noble flowers from 5 to 6 inches across, of course dis¬ 
budded blooms, and I showed at the Palace some good plants of natural 
growth. Its value consists in its differing so materially from Madame 
Desgrange, which has pointed florets, while Mrs. Pitcher has rounded 
florets and of a different shade of colour. 

Leoni Lassali ; with extended slock I have been able to test the 
varied merits of this. It is a peculiar but capital plant, with the habit 
of disbudding itself in a measure, for some buds fail and others come 
out into large Hovers. I have had it in bloom from May, and it was 
flowering on October 30th, many of the flowers being 3 inches across. 
It comes into competition with Blanche Columbe, which [ think it will 
surpass. Wm. Holmes has proved a first-rate scarlet crimson Japanese; it 
is a superb plant either to grow for show bloom or for masses of flowers. 
It likes a large pot, but can make a good specimen in 32-size. It is 
in the way to M. H. Jacotot, but does not seam to pale under glass 
so much as that does. It is probably rather earlier too. is of more 
robust habit, and is a more profuse bloomer; besides, when all the 
buds are left on it has rather longer stalks to keep the, flowers apart. 
I doubt not that it will prove a great market sort for cut flowers. It 
stands a fair amount of frost even when the flowers are partly 
out. 

I have been growing this season Vierge Japonaise. It is very much 
like Mdlle. Lacroix and is said to be a seedling from it. but the flowers 
seem not quite so large, though they are very beautiful, and the plant 
has power enough to develope every bud to a flower worth looking at. 
It will be most useful amongst white flowers in October. 

Alice Butcher is coming into favour, and is certainly the best early 
red Pompon, with Pierre Verfiel and Toreador making the three best 
early lvds. Red Luxembourg is likely to be good for rough culture, and 
my red orange to yellow Piercy’s Seedling seems likely to be useful for 
market. 

Many of the new sorts of this season sent us as early have proved 
by no means so, and some of the French ones are rubbish, notably tw® 
sent us by Delaux, “Nain Perpetual” and “ Nanum Tolosanum.” In 
the first place, they are so much alike that I fail to see the least differ¬ 
ence, and they are neither of them so good as old Curiosity, which we 
gave up years ago. Out of twenty-eight new this season on Ddlaux’s 
list marked as early most have not bloomed till October, and at present 
I have only found seven that are either semi-early or remarkable. All 
this wastes time, labour, and money, and will certainly tend to damage 
the reputation of those growers in France who serve us thus. 

One of the best finds of the season is Golden Fleece, of American 
origin. It is very early, blooming at the end of August, of a bright 
lemon yellow slightly resembling a Dandelion in form. The flowers are 
about 2 inches across, and the plant 2 feet high. It comes into competi¬ 
tion with Flora, but the individual flower stalks are longer, making it in 
some cases more desirable as a cut flower. 

Lord Mayor, a new French variety ; dwarf bushy plant, 3 feet high, 
flowers about 3 inches across; colour slightly resembling White Ced® 
Nulli; base of petals white tipped pink ; reflexed, very full and charm¬ 
ing flower ; most profuse bloomer in October. Will make, I think, as 
the French say, a good small pot plant for market. 

Lambeth Amateur is a most remarkable dwarf, robust variety, with 
leaves like none other, more like pieces of Cabbage leaf than anything 
else. I have a plant 3 feet high, which seems its natural stature, which 
is 3 inches round the stem at the base. The flowers are from 3 to 
4 inches across, white with a pale yellow centre, fl arets very broad and 
much reflexed. Blooms in October. 

M. Chretien, a good stout Japanese sort, grows about 3 feet high, 
blooms 3 to 4 inches across, florets magenta in colour, standing out 
straight, blooms in September. Marie Ouvray is an October bloomer, 
deep magenta Japanese, about 4 feet high, flowers 4 inches across, the 
florets very much reflexed. Mrs. Matheson (Matheson) has shown n® 
sign of bloom at the end of October. Panache Toulousain and Fan- 
chette are not worth growing. 
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I remember years ago when I used to have all my Chrysanthemums 
destroyed by the frost just as they were coming into bloom in the open 
ground it led me to grow early Chrysanthemums, thinking when I had 
the first Nanum into bloom in May why I could not grow seed. Well, 

Davis, lately of Plumstead, Kent (no relation of Mr. N. Davis of Cam¬ 
berwell, London), had grown fertile seed there, from which he raised 
good seedlings. M. V. Lemoine of Nancy, France, says he could not 
grow seed there. 1 sent my early sorts to Mr. Laxton of Bedford, and 

Fig.51.—CRINUif HILDEBRANDTI (See Page 398). 

he trial was made, the seed was looked for, but none obtained. Infor¬ 
mation of growers was sought. I was told to pull the middles of the 
fiowers out ; still with no results. It was said that plants from seed 
had been accidentally obtained in the nursery of Mr. Drain, Southgate 
Boad, Kingsland, from which some good sorts were grown ; and that Mr. 

he failed to get good seed ; and also to Mr. H. Elliott of the Springfield 
Nursery, St. Heliers, Jersey, who also failed. From all this and other 
experience I came to the conclusion that we must have season enough, 
flies enough, and pollen enough, which latter condition in these beautiful 
double flowers is wanting—there is no pollen and no fertile seed. The 
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next thins to consider was that there were no early or semi-double sorts 
to be obtained, which shut off progress in that direction ; but in a season 
or two, through the craze for single flowers, one was saved by W. H. Cul- 
lingford, Esq., of Crouch House, Seaford, Sussex, from seed he had from 
Mr. Hartland of Cork, Ireland, for which reason it was named Hartland’s 
Marguerite. From that last season I grew good ripe fertile seed. When 
I first raised seedlings years ago it was, of course, from foreign seed, and 
my first season they grew with vigour; leaves, stems, and roots all 
through the summer, but neither buds or flowers appeared. I was then 
told, “ Oh, they do not bloom the first summer,” so grew them on again 
the next. When well into the autumn they did flower, but proved 
useless. I afterwards grew others, but always thought from the results 

then in bloom, or anything near, and some are not now (October 30th). 
But the surprising part was the great variation, for no one would have 
thought, without the same experience, that they could have all come 
from the same plant, foliage, habit, and strength being so different; 
some very strong, others very weak ; some tall, some short; but none 
was so tall as the parent. Though two were earlier, most are later. 
This great divergence is very stranae and instructive. It is so different 
from our wild Chrysanthemum (C. leucanthemum), which does not 
vary in the least when grown from seed. I may mention here that at 
Santa Barbara, California, Mr. Holland says the seed of Chrysanthemums 
there falls out and germinates when the rain comes. He does not say 
what sorts, but I suspect only semi-double or single sorts. We want a 

Fig. 52.—CRINUM KIRKI (See page 398). 

that the seed was saved in the most slovenly way from very indifferent 
and mixed plants. 

A season or two ago, Mr. Thorpe of Queen’s, New York, U.S.A., sent 
me a small parcel of seed, to me of unknown parentage, from which I 
raised about 120 plants, sowing in slight heat on the 1st of March, one 
of which turned out good dwarf and very early, called Piercy’s Seed¬ 
ling. Two others fairly good did not bloom that season in time to judge 
them, but did in 1886. They are Ella Zuila and Crimson Anemone. These 
seedlings, like all others, were very various. This seed of my own 
growing was not so good-looking as the trade seed is, and more resembled 
that sent from New York, for with a glass you may pick out almost 
every seed that will grow. I sowed my own seed on the 1st of March 
in heat, and by the end of August two plants had bloomed, and I believe 
one had ripened seed. - -All the others, thirty-six in number, were not 

few enthusiastic amateurs like the Rev. F. Freeman of Wickersly 
Rectory, Rotherham, to carry on this work. 

I may suggest that the new Leoni Lassali is a promising sort for a 
seed parent, having pollen in some flowers. It will bloom in May from 
old plants, or struck cuttings the summer before. Roi des Prdcoces, too, 
though later, like Leoni Lassali, has a little pollen. Our great want is a 
good early crimson Japanese, or in fact any other sort if of good colour 
and one suitable for lamplight. Roi des Prdcoces is acceptable for this 
reason, I believe, for as a flower it has neither size nor form to recommend 
it. It is not unlikely that Mrs. Le Moult, although little more than a 
single, will prove saleable as a cut flower, as it is a good colour, a robust 
plant, and profuse bloomer, though not quite so early as Roi des Prdcoces, 
flowering from the middle to the end of October.—W. PlEBCY, 89, IVest 
Hoad, Forest Hill, 8. EL 
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GARDENERS’ ORPHAN FUND. 

A well-attended meeting of the Committee was held at the 
Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi, on Friday last, Mr. George Deal in the 
chair. 

• Amongst others, donations of 20 guineas from Mr. Sherwood (Hurst 
and Sons), and 5 guineas from Mr. John Lee were reported, these gentle¬ 
men being unanimously elected to the office of Vice-Presidents. 

Of the subscriptions and donations already received, it was agreed to 
inve-tthe sum of £500 in Consols. 

The following gentlemen having intimated their willingness to act as 
Local Secretaries were duly appointed :— 

ENGLAND. 

(In addition to previous List.) 

Mr. G. R. Allis, The Gardens, Old Warden Park, Biggleswade. 
Mr. W. Blair, Free Prets Office, Tonbridge. 
Mr. W. Bryant, Nurseryman, &c., Rugby. 
Mr. J. Burn, Abbey Park, Leicester. .. 
Mr. W. A. Green, Corporation Street, Manchester. 
Mr. J. Gore, Nurseryman, Ac.. Sefton Park, Liverpool. 
Mr. J. Hughes, Northwood Villas, Metchley Lane, Harbome, Bir¬ 

mingham. x ■ ■■ ^ 
Mr. L. Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road, West Hill Park, Halifax. 
Mr. G. Nqrman, The Gardens, Hatfield House, Herts. 
Mr. W. Ratchelous, St. Neots, Hunts. 
Mr. T. Wilkins, The Gardens, Inwood House, Henstridge, Blandford. 
Mr. D. Williams, The Gardens, Canford Manor, Wimborne. 

SCOTLAND. 

Mr. R. P. Brotherston, The Gardens, Tyningham. Prestonkirk. 
Mr. P. Drummond, The Nurseries, Stirling., 
Mr. G. Day, The Gardens, Galloway House, Garlieston. 
Mr. R. Laird, The Nurseries, Edinburgh. 
Mr. H. Ross,,The Gardens, Dalcherizie by Crieff, Perth. 

IRELAND. 

Mr. T. Bradshaw, The Gardens, Hillsborough Castle, Hillsborough, 
County Down. 

Mr. H. Carter, The Gardens, Downhill Castle, Coleraine, Co. Kerry. 
Mr. E. Dumper, The Gardens, Summerville, Limerick. 
Mr. A. Porter, The Gardens, Wood lawn, Co. Galway. 
Mr. T. Sheasby, The Gardens, Castle Dillon, Armagh. 
Mr. E. Tucker,. The Gardens, Curraghmore, Portlaw, Waterford. 
Mr. W. Wilson, The Gardens, Dromoland, Newmarket-on-Fergus, 

Co. Clare, 
WALES. 

Mr. A. Cakler, The Gardens, Vaynol Park, Bangor. 
Mr. W. B. Fisher, The Gardens, Stackpole Court, Pembroke. 
Mr. J. S. Trevor, The Gardens, Bryngwyn Hall, Bwlch-y-Ciban, 

Montgomery. 
Mr. G. Vearey, The Gardens, Gogirddan Hall, Aberysfwith. 
Mr. F. Woodward, Nurseryman, &c., Llandaff. 

A goodly supply of subscription forms and circulars is now prepared, 
which nurserymen and others may wish to distribute in their catalogues. 
These may be obtained on application to Mr. A. F. Barron, Honorary 
Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

November 8th. 

Owing probably to the abundance of Chrysanthemum attractions else¬ 

where the exhibits at Kensington were very few on Tuesday, and the 
Committees’ dut'es were quickly performed. 

Fruit Committee.—Present T. F. Rivers, Esq., in the chair, and 
Messrs. John Lee, W. Paul, J. Smith, J. Willard, G. Bunyard, J. Wood- 
bridge, G. T. Miles, G. Norman, T. B. Haywood, H. J. Veitch, W. Warren, 
R. D. Blackmor ■, and P. Crowley. There were very few exhibits before 
this Committee. Messrs. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, were awarded a 
vote of thanks for a new black Grape named Prenelaan, in the way of 
Mrs. Pince, but with a ewe -t not a musky flavour. A vote of thanks was 
also accorded to Messrs. W. Paul A Son for two dishes of Pears named 
Fondante Thirriot and John Mannington, the former being of good flavour. 
J. Gabb, Esq., Bewdley, showed fruits of a seedling Pear, like a small 
Bergamot, but it was over-ripe. Mr. F. Tozer, Leamington Spa, sent some 
seedling Potatoes raised from seed this year, the fourteen kidney-shaped 
tubers being all from one seedling. 

Floral Committee.—Present G. F. Wilson, E q., ia the chair; Rev. 
W. W. Wilks. J. Fraser, H. Bennett, H. Herbst, G. Duffield, W. 
Goldring, W. H. Lowe, B. Wynne, H. Ballantine, C. Pilcher, E. Hill, 
J. Dominy, H. M. Pollett, J. O’Brien, A. Lendy, T. Baines, J. Walker, 
and W. Holmes. Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, sent several new 
Chrysanthemums and a box of Bouvardia blooms, together with plants of 
the brilliant red President Cleveland. Mr. A. Hart, 130, High Street, 
Guildford, was awarded a vote of thanks for a richly coloured broad 
leaved Coleus named Hart’s Conqueror. Mr. Lawrence, gardener to 
B. Knox, Esq., Caversham, was awarded a vote of thanks for a Cypripedium 
Lawrenceanum with twin flowers. Mr. W. Cummins, The Grange Gardens, 
Carshalton, exhibited a plant of Ccelogyne Gardneriana, with a spike of 
white flowers and lemon coloured lips (vote of thanks). From the So¬ 
ciety’s Gardens, Chiswick, came a group of winter flowering Begonias, 
comprising insigin's, Knovvsleyana, Carrieri, and Saundersi, freely flowered. 

Mr. W. Holme q Hackney Road, had a vote of thanks for a-group of 

dwarf Chrysanthemums, mostly new varieties Japanese, of the present yea', 
and the group merited a higher recognition. A bronze Banksian melal was 
awarded to Mr. J. May, St, Margaret’s, Twickenham, for a group of excellent 
Cyclamens, the flowers large and the plants vigorous. 

CERTIFICATED PLANTS. 

Calanthe Halli (W. Hall, 11, Upper Tulse Hill).—A cross between C. 
Veitchi and O. vestits luteomculata, with pure white flowers of great s ze 
and substance. Th y were 2J inches across, the lip broad. Toe plant had 
two spikes about a’foot Jong each, and four small pseudo-bulbs. It was 
raised from seed about six years ago, and seems as notable for its dwarf 
growth as the fine substance of the flowers. 

Chrysanthemum. Mr. Ralph Brock'ebank (T. Wink worth).—The beautiful 
yello w sport from Meg Merrilies, which has been repeatedly described. 

Chrysanthemum Edouard Audiguier (J. Veitch A Sons).—A handsome 
Japanese variety which has been awarded several certificates, and which 
was recently figured in this Journal. 

Begonia Adonis (J. Veitch A Sons)..—An interesting hybrid between 
Begonia John Heal and a tuberous variety. It is fully described in a para¬ 
graph of Notes and Gleanings this w.ek. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 
CRYSTAL PALACE.—November 4th and oth. 

When it was found that Chrysanthemums were so late in expanding 
their blooms this season, it was feared that the early shows would suffer 
considerably, and the Crystal Palace Exhibition was spoken of as one that 
would not be satisfactory. It was therefore an agreeable surprise to many 
to see blooms so well represented on Friday last, both in numbers and 
quality. The weakest portion of the Show was that comprising the incurved 
variety classes, but these blooms are unusually late this year. The Japanese, 
however, included some remarkably handsome blooms, and the four groups 
of plants of the same section were the best we have seen at Sydenham. 
The competition was keen in some of the classes for blooms, from ten to 
seventeen entering in several instances. Besides the competing exhibits 
Mr. W. G. Head, the Superintendent, had a series of tast:fully arranged 
groups of well-grown Chrysanthemums in the centre transept and at the 
sides with large Palms and miscellaneous shrubs, which added greatly to 
the attractions of the Exhibition, imparting a furnishei appearance to the 
surroundings. 

CUT BLOOMS. 

The principal class was that for forty-eight blooms, twenty-four incurved 
and twenty-four Japanese, not less than eighteen varieties of each, nor more 
than two of one vaii-ty. The prizes were £10, £7. £5, and £3, and these 
substantial amounts brought ten competitors, the 480 blooms thus entered 
in this class making an extensive and beautiful display. Mr. C. Gibson, 
gardener to J. Worm aid, E-q., Morden Park, Surrey, won the premier 
honours with a most cr ditable colection of flowers, comprising the follow¬ 
ing, named in the order they were arranged :—Japanese, back ro w : Madame 
C. Audiguier, Maiden’s Blush, William Holmes, Fernand Feral, Hiver 
Fleuri, Madame C. Audiguier, William Holmes, Fair Maid of Guernsey; 
middle row: Mdlle. Lacroix, Fernand Feral, Comte de Germiny, Mdlle. 
Lacroix, M. Ardene, Criterion (very fine bloom). Maiden’s Blush, and M. 
Tarin ; front row : Thunberg, Elaine, L’Adorable, M. Delaux, Album Plenum, 
Grandiflorum, Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets, and Golden Dragon. Incurved, 
hack row : Empress of India, Lord Alcester, Alfred Salter, Queen of England, 
Golden Queen. Lord Alcester, Queen of England, and Empress of India ; 
middle row: Beethoven, Novelty (solid fine bloom) Lord Wolseley, Golden 
Empress, Lord Wolseley, Refulgence, Jeanne d’Arc, John Salter (solid 
handsome deep bloom); front row : Mr. G. Glenny, Refulgence, Princess 
Beatrice, Prince Alfred, Barbara, Lady Hardinge, Golden Eagle, and Mrs. 
Dixon. The Japanese were remarkably fine and grandly coloured. The 
incurved in the back row were not quite so deep as we have seen them from 
Mr. Gibson before, as they were not fully out, but the Queen type were 
notable for the breadth of the florets, and the two front rows comprising 
Novelty, Refulgence, and John Salt’r were solid well-finished blooms of 
great merit for subh an early date. Mr. H. Shoesmith, gardener to the Rev. 
Canon Saltwood, Rectory, Hythe, won the second prize with very neat 
incurved blooms, not large, but clean and with good florets, the Japanese 
being bright but somewhat thinner than the third stand. Mr. J. McKenzie, 
gardener to T. S. W. Cornwallis, Esq., Linton Park, Maidstone, was third; 
some of his Japanese, such as J. Ddlaux, Val d’Andorre, Belle Paule, and 
Gloriosum were of great size and substance, but the incurved were rather 
rough. Messrs. W. A G. Drover, Fareham, Hants, were fourth with a stand 
of large Japanese blooms, but irregular incurved, and they were not put up 
to the best advantage. 

Three classes were provided for incurved blooms, but tbs exhibits had 
evidently been contending against an adverse season, and the blooms were 
generally much below th; standard. There were three exhibitors of eighteen 
incurved varieties, the prize) being secured by Mr. J. Horsefield, gardener 
to Lord Heytesbury, Heytesbury, Wilts; Mr. J. Snow, gardener to J. Bruce, 
Esq., South Park, Wadhurs*, Sussex; and Mr. W. J. Smith, gardener to Mrs. 
Byan, Nenll Court, Tuubridge Wells. The competition was rather better 
with twelve incurved varieties, six entering; but the best were small, 
though those which gained the first prize for Mr. T. Wyatt, gardener to 
J. Perry, Esq., Braddenhurst, Caterham Valley, were neat. The varieties 
in this stand were as follows :— Back row: Lord Alcester, Jeanne d'Are, 
Prince Albert, and Empress of India; middle row: Alfred Salter, John 
Salter, Queen of England, and Jardin des Plantes ; front row : Mrs. Dixon, 
Mrs. G. Bundle, Mr. Bunn, and Lord Wolseley. Mr. C. Slade, gardener to 
Lady Bowater, Petersham, was second, Barbara and Mr. Bunn being very 
good. Mr. T. A. Benson, gardener to W. H. Roots, Esq., Canbury House, 
Kingston-on-Thames, was third. For six incurred of one variety Mr. J. 
Snow was first with Jeanne d’Arc, sma'l but solid; Mr. G. Ssevens second 
with Mr. Bunn : and Mr. J. Pannell, gardener to D. McDona'd Smith, Esq., 
Ashley House, Caterham Valley, was third with Lord Wolseley. 

Japanese varieties were excellently represented in all the classes, and 
the competition was remarkably keen ; for instance, in the class for eighteen 
Japanese there were seventeen entries, and soms were very close in merit. 
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J-P- M,unr°> gardener to E. J. D. Paul, B-q , Cambridge Home, Twicken- 
t-Ji a.3 P aced first with large blooms of tine substance, but which had been 

fWofzf mu ear ^.or some of the back-row blooms showed some fading 
P ■ -1 .fvarieties were as follows :—Back row : Madame C. Audiguier, 
1 • iQ, °ii ^rJer?sey’ H. Ardene, Oomtes-e de Beauregarde, Meg Merri- 
lies, and Belle Paule; middle row : Criterion, Madame de Sevin, Thunberg, 

rn«7 • v i°aX’?ar°nne de PraillJ, and Madame Bertie Rendatler; front 
p Andorre, Hiver Fleuri, Margaret Marrouch, Fernand Feral, 
to t, , Clerminy, and Bouquet Fait. The second prize was won by Mr. 

to C- E- Shea> E-<I> The Elmp. E°ot’s Cray, Kent, 
S excellent blooms of Criterion, Yai d’Andorrand M. Astrrg. The 

Orchard?eRlf,tfktn -Ky ^r:,A- Elpbick^gardener to J. Clutton, Esq., The 
A,|nr ?T°nn Wltb Bed e Pauls, Val d’Andorre, Meg Merrilies, M. 

n DeIaux very notable. For twelve Japanese Mr. J. Wyatt 
-r/irrm ui °n0Urs ^onSst the same number of exhibitors with fresh hand- 
TO™! bR°,'?)s N *he varieties named :-Baek r,w : M. Ardene, Maiden’s 
S m Paule; ?Pd Boule d’Or; middle row: Yal d’Andorre, Soleil 
fbmtp la p n6’- and .Madame C. Audiguier; front row: Album Plenum, 
ba^b bKrmiD?’ /• Delaux> and MeS Merrilies. Mr. E. Mawley, Ro°e- 

w?“pate.d> was second with capital blooms of Thunberg, Yal 
6^r Tln^ Agrements de la Nature. Mdlle. Lacroix, and Bironne de 

tt. A./Va IIe,wlt^ gardener to H. B. Mackerson, Esq , Hillside House, 
y fl’avi- U^i WaS d- Eelaux being very fine, a’so Val d’Andorre of 

for =' r ccdour> and Madame J. Laing unusually richly tinted. The prizes 
Monro J.aPane3e °f one variety brought sixteen competitors, Mr. J. P. 
„ram, i. nUcW£ ■dr?t Bonolu's with grand blooms of Belle Paule, the best 
7 °t this beautiful variety yet staged. Thy mostly exceeded 
mnro-in u mt !ieri very symmetrical, and with the purplish-mauve 

ire? floret3 deeP aRd well defined. Mr. H. Shoesmith was second 
»n,1 Arr T,e-, acro'x> very handsome deep blooms, such as are seldom seen ; 
and Mr. Packman followed with good examples of Elaine. 

i If exed variety made a plea-iig display, and the sixteen stands of 
fbo our. ,.a°m3r^?red caused the Judges considerable trouble in determining 
brio-iii kV S' C I innately Mr. C. Gibson was successful with fine, clean, 
Co?! a OODr? a,raDged as follows :—Back row : King of Crimsons, Cloth of 
pi,,-,,! , fz.e> and King of Crimsons ; middle row : Chevalier Domage, 
p f ad®ieme Pezier, and Phidias; front row: Cullingfordi, Amy 
rnliinof e» and Chevalier Domage. Mr. Shoesmith was second, 
third gf dl bem" Very rich in colour. Messrs. W. & G. Drover were 

■Rnfi-u!0 s*ands op twelve large Anemone blooms were staged, Mr. A. G. 
with o^fj ??,,deaer Sir H- Thompson, Hurst Side, West Moulsey, leading 
i. ° jloo!?3v ^r- Gibson gained a similar place with twelve Pompon 
aWr^Hnn.5 „nd Sullivan, gardener to D. B. Chapman, Esq., Down- 
blnoino , oeufmpton, won first honours for six Japanese Anemone, fine 
Mr r- ti ‘•ata.poil, Sceur Dorothhe Souille, Madame Clos, and Margouline. 

was accoAdAdalfh8ari®nfr °. T. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham, 
good varieties cble^ Pllze por twelve Pompons, fresh bright blooms of 

»,kinf!“p! tf Chrysanthemums arranged for effect, and already noted 
in thn aI,! exceptionally beautiful feature of the Exhibition, were entered 
Ismnoa.™ e.a §r,0HP occupying a space not less than 100 square feet, 
Four nr.mr! T}?}les on'y, except the margin, wliich might consist of Pompons, 
hlnnmq arranged groups, and so close were they in quality of 
in »r,iVir,„ arrang. ment that the Judges spent nearly half an hour 
ramhormfii3 i.a decision. Messrs. Davis & Jones, Lilford Road Nurseries, 
as their Jr, ’ bo'veXer> deserved the premier prize they finally won, 
r1 cmcrai^^ 'Vas ln a ^ ^aspects the best shown from that establishment. 

iloi1.8.'!rer® several plants of the handsome Edouard Audiguier, the 
wLIto f,18t“ct,y celenred blooms of which contrast d well with Mdlle. 
of thn 6 c e^r yeB°'v -^r- G-arnar of a similar type occupied the centre 
new a.*Y was honoured with a certificate ; Hamlet, another good 
and thn spreading florets of a reddish tinge tipped with yellow 
Hardlnt b\rlla?t ? ?oloured Garnet added much to the group. Martin 
n;'. f ’ p r" J- -Laing, Val d’Andcrre, and a neat bright red Pompoi 
Wncara i £ec.ocl*'J' were no'.eworthy amongst many other fine varieties 
nlnnt-- o t rain°. P°rest Hill, were second with dwarf well-growr 
hearina fiAAf® hlSh' clothed with foliage to the rims of the pots, and 
annthnr n Nicetas. The varieties were mostly those specially noted in 
«>Vn hffJA aud, A1® frouP wa3 arranged with much taste, plants of this 
thirl ii'fL admlra^ly adapted for grouping. Mr. G. Stevens, Putnev, was 

a0llp good plants faring many.fine blooms; and Mr. G 
CTi 1 had a grouP that 'vas highly commended. Mr. G. 
to; vens also had the only group of incurved varieties, for which the second 

P ?7aTOedG The best amatenrs’ g oup in a space of 50 square feet 
wasfrom Mr. WMebster, 12, Wilton Ten-ace, Thornton H.ath; Messrs, 
i?. wall and P. Cobb being second and third with bright groups. 

evtial classes were devoted to specimen plants, in which the leading 

W£r®!amtdbyM:;W‘ Clark, gardener to J. H. Lile, Esq , Devon 
House, Buxton Hill; Mr. C. Portwav, gardener to B. B. Portal, Esq., 

Weston^ H°USe’ Upper Pcoting; Mr. A Tomal n, Mr. A. Luff, and Mr. J. 

Primulas from Messrs. Rodbourn, Welstead, Lambert, and J. Carter and 
Co. were good; and Mr. A. Killick, Maidstone, had a large collection of 
Apples ; Messrs. Wood & Son, Wood Green, aDd Wm. Colchester, Ipswich, 
bad stands of artificial manures, soils, &c. First-class certificates were 
awarded for the following :—To Messrs.. Davis & Jones for Cbrj^santhemums 
Edouard Audiguier aDd Mr. Garnar; to Messrs J. Laing & Son for Amy 
burze and Edouard Audiguier; to Mr. T. Wiukworth for Mr. R. Brockle- 
bank; to Mr. YVoodgate for C. Orchard; and to Messrs. J. Carter & Co. for 
Mrs. Beale, a Japanese variety with broad curving substantial florets, a 
most promising variety. The others have been previously described. 

HAVANT.—Novembek 3rd and 4th. 

Although the general complaint of the Blow progress that Chrysanthe¬ 
mums have made since tie buds set reaches the extreme southern distiictsj 
the Havant Society can favourably compare their excellent Show of the 
present season w ith any of its previous efforts ; and though only a young 
Society it can boast of of showing its light over a large area, several of the 

principal prizswinneis at the larger Southampton Show hailing from this 
locality. 

The incurved blooms showed a marked falling off both in quality and 
quantity, but the weakness in this section was more than balanced by the 
splendid quality of the Japanese varieties, many of the blooms in this sec- 
tiou being of unusual excellence, particularly such vaiieties as Meg 
Merrilies, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Madame C. Audiguier, Thunberg, 
Jeanne Delaux, Marguerite Marrouch, Val d’Audorre, Golden Dragon, and 
Triomphe de la Itue des Cbal ts. The reflexed class also brought a strong 
competition, and included some remarkably good blooms, amoDg others of 
King of Crimsons, Distinction, and Cullingfoidi. 

Cut Blooms.—In the class for twenty-four cut bloom0, distinct, twelve 
incurved and twelve Japanese, Mr. R. Woodfiiw, gardener to C. P. Boyed, 
Esq., Emsworth House, took the premier position, closely followid by 
Mr. A. Payne, gardener to Mrs. E. Smith, The Oaks, Emsworth, and Mr. C. 
Hoskins, gardener to G. Wilder, Esq., Stanstead. For twelvp Japanese, dis¬ 
tinct, Mr. Woodfine wae again first, Mr. A. Payne second, Mr. C. Penford, 
gardener to Sir J. Clarke J ervoise, Bt., third. Fcr twelve incurved, distinct, Mr. 

Puller, Idsworth Gardens, Horndean, had the best stand, but was dis¬ 
qualified through inadvertently having two blooms of one variety, the prizes 
going to Messrs. Payne, Hoskins, and Roberts in the order named. For 
twelve large Anemones (Japanese excluded) Mr. C. Penford would have 
been a good first, but as the stand contained blooms of Fabien de Mediana 
and Soeur Dorothea Souille, this exhibitor was likewise disqualified, the 
priz s going to Messrs. Pajne, Woodfine, aDd W. Roberts, gardener to E. R. 
Longcroft, Esq.. With twelve reflexed Messrs. Woodfine, Payne, and Pen¬ 
ford were the winners. For twelve Japanese Anemones Messrs. Payne and 
I uller were first; the other prizes going as follows :—For six blooms 
Japanese, distinct, to Messrs. E. Smith, W. Coved, and W. Moseley, gardener 
to J. Taplin, Esq. For six incurved to Messrs. Covell, Smith, and Moseley. 
For six Anemones to Messrs. Coveil, Moseley, and Hoskins. For six re¬ 
flexed to Messrs. Coveil and Moseley. For twelve Pompons (three blooms 
each) to Mr H. Garnett, gardener to Commander Arbuthnot; W. Roberts, 
and N. F. Fuller, all in order named. 

Plants.—The principal plant class was for groups to occupy 40 feet, and 
the prizes were well competed for ; Mr. W. Roberts having the best exhibit, 
followed by Mr. W. Moseley and Mr. N. F. Fuller. For eight plants, distinct, 
Mr. Covell took the first, Mr. N. F. Fuller the second prize. For six plants, 
Pompons, Mr. H. Garnett was first, Mr. W. Roberts second, aud Mr. N. F. 
Fuder third. In the classes for single-handed gardeners the following 
showed some very excellent stands of blooms:—Messrs. H. Newell, H. 
Budd, T. Garnett, and R. Siinthill. In the amateurs’ classes the best blooms 
came from the Rev. R. J. Wells and Mr. J. Horril, both showing exceedingly 
well. In the cottagers’classes Mr. G. Kimber, Mrs. Skinner, and Walter 
Conner also had meritorious exhibits. Fruit and vegetables were largely 
shown, the competition being very keen and quality good throughout. 

KINGSTON.—November 8th and 9th. 

A highly satisfactory Show was held as usual in the Drill Hall, 
Kiogston-on-Thames, on Tuesday and Wednesday last, the competition 
being keen in all the principal classes for cut blooms, but specimen plants 
and miscellaneous groups were not so numerous as usual, nor were the in¬ 
curved blooms up to the customary quality, though the Japanese were gene¬ 
rally fine. 

cut blooms. 

a s‘ru&S'® Ml C; Gibson, gardener to J. Wormald, Esq., 
Mordeu Park, succeeded in winning one of the Kingston challenge vases, 
and he deserves hearty commendation for the perseverance which has 
culminated in success. His blooms were excellent, but he did not stage 
them quits so_ well as the second prizewinner, who had elevated his blooms 
at the back with considerable advan'age to the grn-ral effect. Th’s is the 
fourth challenge vase offered by the Kingston Society, one having been won 
by the late Mr. Harding, two by Mr. Molynenx, and this by Mr. Gibson, 
who has, however, competed in the class four times. It will be remembered 
that the prize is offered for forty-eight blooms—twenty-four incurved and 
twenty-four Japanese, distinct varieties—and in the winning stand the in¬ 
curved were distinguished by their neatness, breadth of florets, and solidity. 
The Japanese were also substantial and richly coloured. The varieties were 
a3 follows :— 

Incurved.—Back row—Lord Alcester, Alfred Salter, Empress of India, 
Golden Empress, Queen of England, Bronze Queen of England, Golden Queen, 
and Jeanne d’Arc. Middle row^Novelty, John Salter, Princess of Wales, 
Lord Wolseley, Jardin des Plantes, Prince Alfred, Refulgence, and Beauty. 
Front row—Mabel Ward, Princess Beatrice, Golden Eagle, Lady Slade, 
Barbara, Mrs. W. Shipman, Lady Hardinge, and Sir Stafford Carer. 

Japanese.—Back row—Madame C. Audiguier, Madame Lacroix, Japonais, 
Maiden’s Blush, M. Ardene, Criterion, Belle Paule, and Fair Maid of 
Guernsey. Middle row—Thunberg, Hiver Fleuri, Meg Merrilies, Triomphe 
de la rue des Chalets, Ralph Brocklebank, Comte de Germiny, and Golden 
Dragon. . Front row.—Agrements de la Nature, Album plenum, Boule d’Or, 
Marguerite Marrouch, Grandiflorum, Dormillion, Mdlle. Moulise, and M. 
Tarin. The second prize was gained by Mr. E. Coombs, gardener to W. 
Fjjrze,Esq.,Roselands, Teddington, who had deep incurved flowers, but not so 
solid as the first; his Japanese were, however, very fine both in size and 
colour, especially notable being a corner bloom of Ralph Brocklebank, J. 
Delaux, Baronne de Prailly and Thunberg. Mr. R. Cawte, gardener to 
J. P. Robinson, Esq., Brookleigh, Esher, was third with good Japmese, but 
rather rough and irregular incurved. The fourth prize was awarded to Mr. 
J. QuartermaD, gardener to C. E. Smith, Esq. Silvermore, Cobharn, with 
fresh blooms. There were five competitors. 

The incurved blooms were generally weak, though they were better than 
at the Crystal Palace. Mr. E. Coombs won the premier prize for twenty- 
four incurved, with fresh examples of the follow ing, but rather small : Back 
row—Golden Empress, Alfred Salter, Empress of India, Lord Wolseley, 
Quern of England, Novelty, Prince Alfred, and Lord Alcester. Middle row 
—Nil Desperandum, Jardin des Plantes, Prince of Wales, Jeanne d’Arc, 
John Salter, White Beverley, Baron Beust, and Mr. Bunn. Front row_ 
Cherub, Princess Beatri< e, Isabella Bott, Golden Eagle, Mrs. Shipman, 
Refulgence, Lady HardiDge, aDd Princess Teck. Mr. G. Warren, Kingston’, 
Surrey, secured the second prize; Mr. J. Carpenter, gardener to G. J . 
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Abbott, Esq , Rylens, Walton, was thirl; and Mr. J. Watson, gtrdener to 
Capt. Cundy, Southborough Park, Su biton, was fourth. The best twelve 
incurved was from Mr. 0. Slade, gardener to Lady Bowater, Richmond 
Park, with good blooms of—Back row—Queen of England, Golden Empress, 
Bronze Queen, and Empress of India. Middle row—Jeanne d’Arc, Hero of 
Stoke Newington, Golden Queen, and Lord Alcester. Front row—Nil 
Desperandum, Jardin des Plantes, Alfred Salter, and Barbara. Mr. J. 
Thorne, gardener to A. E. Flood, Esq., The Bush, Walton, was placed 
second, but his blooms were neater and more solid than the first. Mr. R. 
Cawte was third, and Mr. J. W. Reed, gardener to E. Pettit, Esq., Oatlands 
Park, was fourth. In a class of eight competitors, Mr. J. Wilkins, gardener 
to J. M. Pearson, Esq., Kingston Hill, took the Lad with six incurved blooms, 
representing Golden Empress, Empress of India, Jeanne d’Arc, Alfred 
Salter, Hero of Stoke Newmgton, and Mrs. Heale. Mr. A. Carter, gardener 
to Alderman Evans, Ewell Grove, Ewell, was second, and Mr. J. Buss, 
gardener to A. W. Aston, Eiq., West Hill, Epsom, third. There b ing six 
competitors. Mr. J. Thorne had the best six incurved blooms of one variety, 
clean pure blooms of Empress of India. Mr. Quartermain followed with 
the same variety, and Mr. Carpenter with L >rd Alcester. In the class for 
six incurved blooms from exhibitors who had never won a prize before, Mr. 
W. Allen, gardener to Sir G. Russell, Bart., M.P., Swallowfield Park, Read¬ 
ing, won tne chief prize with good blooms. Mr. W. Palmer, gardener to 
Hume Dick, Esq., Thames Ditton House, was a good second, and Mr. W. 
Skeet, gardener to F. J. W. Ponsford, E-q., Littleworth, Esher, was third. 

The Japanese blooms made a good display, and in the class for twenty- 
four distinct varieties there were seven competitors, several of which ran 
very close for the chitf prizes. Mr. J. Munro, gardener to J. Dean Paul, 
Esq., Cambridge House, Twickenham, won the first prize with substantial 
blooms of these varieties. Back row—Belle Paule, Fair Maid of Guernsey, 
Comtesse de Beauregarde, Yal d’Andorre, Madame B. R ndatler, Baronne 
de Prailly, Meg Merrilies, and Madame C. Audiguier. Middle row—Criterion, 
M. Burnet, Tnunberg, Madame Lacroix, M. Ardene, Duchess of Albany, 
Magnum Plenum, and Hiver Fleuri. Front row—Bouquet Fait, J. Delaux, 
Album Plenum, Comte de Germiny, M. Marrouch, Fernand Feral, Grandi- 
florum, Madame de Sevin. Mr. G. Warren was a close second with fine 
blooms, comprising M. Astorg, J. Dd’aux, Mrs. J. Wright, Mdlle. Lacroix. 
Mr. J. Carpenter was th’rd with an even stand, and Mr. G. Holden fourth. 
Ths class for twelve Japanese blooms was also a well-filled one, eight com- 
etitors staging fine blooms. Mr. J. Thorne was first with back ro v—Boule 
’Or, Ralph Brocklebank, Triomphede la rue des Chains, and Solsil Levant. 

Mid ile row—Fernand Feral, Madame C. Audiguier, Mdlle. Lacroix, and J. 
Delaux. Front row—J. Laing, Golden Dragon, Baronne de Prailly, and 
Elaine rather poor. Mr. J. Wilkins was second, Mr. R. Carter third, and 
Mr. J. W. Reed four h. All fr sn blooms, but rather rough. 

Nine stands of six blooms were entered, and Mr. C. Slade won the chief 
place with Meg Merrihes, Soleil Levant, Yal d’Andorr-, Fair Mad of 
Guernsey, Belle Paule, and Madame C. Audiguier, of good substance: Mr. J. 
Buss and Mr. Quartermain followed in the order named. Ten stands of 
six blooms of one variety w. re s'aged, Mr. G. War en Lading with fresh 
bright blooms of Fernand Feral • Mr. J. Quarce-main was second with large 
but rough blooms of Comte de Germiny, and Mr. J. Tnorne was third with 
a capital stand of Meg Merr lies, which we preferred to the second blooms. 

Reflexed Chrysanthemums were well r presented by sixexhibi ors, Mr. 
Cawie having the b“st twelve blooms of King of the Cr msonq Cullingfordi, 
Chevalier Domage being very no-able. Mr. E. Coombs was second, a’so 
having good b'.oomB of Cullingfordi, and Mr. C. Gibson ih>rd. 

There were seven competitors with twelve largi Anemone flowers. Mr. 
E. Coombes had the best blooms,’ g od exampl s of Lady Marguerite, Ac¬ 
quisition, Minnie Chate, Gluck, Empress, and Georges Sand; Mr. Yfarren 
followed with neat blooms, and Mr. C. Gibson was third. Of the four stinds 
of twelve Japanese Anemone Mr. G. Carpenter was firs-, showing handsome 
blooms of Mdlle. Cabral, Fabien de Medians, Maiame Clos, Madame Berthie 
Pigny, Timbale d’Argeat, aDd Marguerite Villageoise; Mr. C. Gibson was 
second, and Mr. J. Child third. 

Pompons were well shown by M ssrs. W. Clark, J. W. R;ed, C. Slade, 
and W. Lemon. In several other smaller classes there was good competi¬ 
tion. Dr. Walker, 12, Longfie d Road, Kingston, was first with twelve 
incurved blooms, and Mr. Hawkins with six. Dr. Wa ker was also first 
with twelve Japanese blooms very creditable examples; and Mr. W. North- 
over, 20, Queen’s Road, Wimbledon, was first with an exc silent six 
Japanese. 

The prizes for ths premier incurved and Japanese blooms in the Show 
were awarded to Mr. C. Gibson for Lord Alcester, a e’ean handsome example 
with broad florets : and to Mr. Cawte f or Criterion, a large well-doveloped 
bloom. 

GROUPS AND SPECIMEN PLANTS. 

The groups furnished some welcome colour to the Show, and arranged 
round the sides of tlio D rill Hall with the specimen plants they occupied 
considerable spice. With a group of Chrysanthemums to oocupy a space 
of 50 square feet, Mr. G. Stevens, Putney, won first honours with a most 
tasteful contribution, comprising well grown plants and fine blooms, in 
which Japanese preponderated. The colon-s w re very rich, but there was 
also a good proportion of light tints. Mr. W. Richer, gardener to Mrs. 
Dunnage, Allbury, Su-biton, was second with a bright and effective group. 
Mr. Hawkes, gardener to G. B. Tate, Esq., Lismaine, Kingston, w»s third ; 
and J. Bigwood, Esq., Tne Lawn, Twickenham, fourth, there being six 
exhibitors. An extra prize was awarded to Mr. C. Lane for a very neat 
and well finished group. Only one group of miscellaneous plants arranged 
for effect in a space of 100 square feet was entered, Mr. Filsett, Hatfield 
House, Twickenham, gaining the premier award with a graceful group, 
consisting of a groundwork of Adiantums with an edging of Isolepis, a few 
Palms, Crotons, Chrysanthemums, Ericas and Coleuses arising from 
amongst them. 

Mr. R. Cawte secured first honours with six trained specimens, fine even 
plants, 4 feet in diameter, and bearing good flowers. The varieties were 
Mrs. Dixon, G. Glenny, John Salter, Prince Alfred, Mrs. G. Rundle, and 
Prince of Wales. Mr. J. W. Rsed, had the secon 1 prize for plants of quite 
second-rate quality, but Mrs. Dixon was good. Mr. Cawte also had the beit 
six specimen Pom oons, free and beautiful spenmens of Maria Stuart. Miss 
Nightingale, Brilliant, Marguerite de Coi, Mr. Astre, and Model. Mr. Cawte 

was again first with three Japanese, Marguerite Marr uch, Madame B. 
Rendatler, and Madame Lacroix, all well flower, d, followed by Mr. W. Ree . 
Mr. J. W. Reed had the best single specimen Pompon, a well flowered plant 
of Golden Madame Marthe, the best reflexed, Pink Christine, and the best 
Japanese, Val d’Andorre. Mr. R. Press, Cowleage, Kingston, won several 
prizes ; Mr. W. Lemon, Kingston ; Mr. Wilson, and Mr. W. Holt, Norbiton, 
also secur d prizes. Dr. Walker, Wimbledon, showed several seedling 
Chrysanthemums, raised in February this year, which were commended. 
Mr. Elliott won the first prize for the only three standards—Mrs. Dixon, 
Mrs. Rundle, and G. Glenny. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

The plants for table decoration always constitute a pleasing feature at 
Kings on, and staged up the emtre of the tables they have a beautilut 
appearance. With nine plants Mr. W. Bates, Poulett Lodge Gardens, 
Twickenham won the leading prize with well grown plants of Ciotons 
interruptus, interruptus aureus, and Weismaoni, Dracmna elegantissima, 
and two plants of Pandanus javanicus variegatus, Thrinax eLgans, Cocos 
Weddelliana, Geonoma gracilis. Mr. H. Carter was second with gracaul 
Crotons and Dracaena, but a large leaved Abutilon spoiled bis collection. 
Mr. Herbert, gardener to F. A. Davis, Esq., Anglesea House, Surbiton, was 
third with larger plants. Mr. J. Buss had the best six table plants, very 
neat. Mr. G. Holden was ssconl, and Mr. A. Carpenter third. For six 
berried plants placed on the tables in a similar way, Mr. Elliott was farst 
with six good Solanums, Mr. Cothon following with well be ried Solanums, 
and Mr. Buss was third with Princess of Wales Capsicums. , 

In the fruit classes there was good competition, especially with Appi s 
and Pears. Mr. Griffin, gardener to Miss Christy, Coombe, was first in the 
black Grape class with gooi bunches of Alicante well coloured ; Mr. W. 
Davies, Weir Bank, Tedd ngton, and Mr. H. Bonner, Wolsey Grange, Eshei, 
following with Alicante ani Alnwick Seedling respectively. Mr. Gritnn 
was also first with Muscat of Alexandria, well coloured and clean, Messis. 
Bates and Bonn r following with the same varie’y. The chief Prl^®8 *5fr 
Apples were won by Mr. J. Child, gardener to Mrs. Slade. Claygate : Mr. W. 
Ba es, and Mr. J. Wilkins ; for] Pears by Mr. W. Davies, Mr. G. Smith, ana 
T. A. Glover. Primulas also contributed to the attractions of the show. 

For stands of flowers Miss Prior and Mrs. J. Dr^wett were the winners in 
the order named. Mr. W. Brown, Richmond, was first for a stand of hardy 
shrubs, Ferus, and Grasses, closely followed by Mr. Drewitt. Messrs. Perkins 
and Son, Coventry, bad the bes; hand bouquet, an extremely graceful ex¬ 
ample, followed by Mr. W. Brown, Richmond ; and Messrs. Perkins & Son 
were a'so first for buttonhole bouquets, very neat combinations of a few 
flowers. 

A first-class certificate was awarded for Chrysanthemum E. Molyneux 
(G. Woodgate), a Japanese variety with long broad flat flo ets, brill ant 
crimson on the upper snrfac; and golden on the reverse. If it cocoes with 
more substance this will be a good variety, for its colour is very distinct. 

HIGHSATE.—November 8th and 9th. 

The Highgate, Finchley, ani Hornsey Chrysanthemum Sooiety held its 
third annual Exhibition iu the Northfield Hall, Highgat , London, N., on tne 
above dates. The Hall in question is a spacious one, but the entries were so 
numerous tbat extra accommodation had to be provided in the shape ol a 
s imewhat large marque s. The Sh ,w was not re tricte 1 to Chrysanthemums, 
classes being also provided for fru t, and sections were reserved for amateurs 
and cottagers respectively. Mr. Henry Barnaby was an efficient Secretary. 

The open c'asses comprised cut blooms only. There was but one entry 
with twenty-four incurved flowers—namely, Mr. B. Calvert, gardener o 
G. K n-, Esq., Southw. od, Highgate, whose stand was of good average 
merit, several popu'ar varieties being well represented, and the firs^ P!'ie 
was awarded. The same exhibitor won With twelve blooms, followel by 
Messrs. Brittain, gardener to F. Rerkitt, Esq., J. P., Caen Wood lowe s, 
Highgate, and Mr. A. D. Clarke, garden r to VV. B. Brand, Esq , Lim 
Grange, Finchley. Japanese varieties were best Bhown in the pnncipa 
class (twenty-four blooms) by the last named exhibitor, his blooms being 
fresh and clean. Mr. Calvert followed closely, the third position being oimupie 
by Mr. T. Taylor, gardener to J. Johnstone, Esq.,UpperTerrace House, Hamp- 
siead. Two lots of twelve blooms were shown, a really excellent colle. on 
from Mr. Clark •>, which comprised several first rate blooms, winning w> 
something to spare. The second prize went to Mr. Taylor, the on y otner 
competitor. Four contested with twelve reflexed blooms, and here Mr. A. 
Caryer, gardeaer to A. G. M-iesner, Esq., was the most successful. He 
showed King of Crimsons, Chevalier Domage, and Cullingfordi reinirkably 
w 11. Mr. Brittain was second, and Mr. T. L. Turk, gsrdener to 1. Boney, 
Esq., Cholmeley Lodg>, Highgate, third. Mr. Brittain showed Anenome- 
flowered varieties sp'e ididly, and won easily. Mr. Turk be.ng place 
se ond. There was no other competitor. 

In the Beco id seition, open to ordinary memb rs and cottagers, the pri 
c'pal class was for twenty-four incurvel blooms, not less than eighteen 
varie ies, but th-re was no en'ry. Toe many blioms were asked for. Even 
in tbat for twelve flowers there was but one entry, this being “l’,0J s' 
gardener to Walter Reynolds, Esq., The Grove, Highgate. The stand was 
a g>od oae, the flowers being remarkably fresh. First prize was awarded. 
Japanese we-e fairly siown, Mr. Calvert winning with twelve. 1<l owe 
by Messrs P. Clement, gardener to S. Hicks, Esq., Springfield House, 
Mus well Hill, and T. L. Turk. These were all satisf ctory. Pomp as were 
fair, Mr Newry, girdener to Rev. R W. Powell, M.A., The Y.carage, o y 
Innocents, Hornsey, was first; Mr. Brooks a very close second, and r. 
Turk third. In furtli r classes for incurved and Japanese, restricted - 
single handed gardeners, Messrs. Turk, Caryer, and Newry were the chte 
pr ze takers. _ . , , 

Division 2, open to amateurs, provided an attractive portion of the sn > 
bringing forward many meritorious exhibits. There were four c asses pro¬ 
vided for specimen plants; Mr. Crane, 4, Woodview Te race, Arc w< y 
Road, winning with large flowering varieties—healthy, well-grown ®Pec " 
mens, hig ily creditable to him as an amateur. Mr. J. Smith, Fitzroy ii0 ' » 
Milltield L me, was second. Tne last named won with Pompons, a so wi 
a single specimen plant, another prizewinner being Mr. Murray, 2 q North- 
wood Road, Highgate, who showtd very creditably. Twelve cut blooms- 

1 were best shown in this section by Mr. J. Press, II, Vi:toria Co’tages, Arch- 
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wav Road ; Mr Runde-1, 28, Northwood Road, and Mr. Linfield, 20, Vernon 
Terrace, East End, Emch’ey, follow*d. These amateurs showed exceedingly 
well. Mr. Sears, 43, Gordon Road, Hornsey Vale, won with six incnrved, 
and also with six Japanese, minor prizes going to Means. Lin6eld, Press, 
and Crane ; Mr. J. Smith was successful with Pompons. The cottagers alto 
made a highly creditable display. 

Emit was fa’r'y shown, six classes being provided for members and 
cottagers. Mr. Brittain won with three bunches of black Grapes, having 
cap.tal examples, good in brnch and i erry. Mr. CaPert was a fair second, 
and Mr. Watjrworth (gardener to W. Holloway, Esq., Soutliwood Hall, 
Highgate) was tlrrd. In a corresponding class lor white Grapes, Messrs. 
Br.ttain and Waterworth were first and second, both showing well-ripened 
bunches. Mr. J. Hutt, gardene* to T. Ret path, Esq., Harriston. Hornsey, 
won with desse t Pears ; Mr. Pink, girdtner to J. Bjauchamp, Esq., New- 
townards, Highgate, with dessert Apples; and Mr. A. D. Clark-! with k-tchen 
Apples, minor p izes falling to Mess s. Cl-ment, C <1 vert, Wilkinson, and 

-Shepherd. Mr. Turk won with a dish of Tomatoes, Me-srs. Pink and 
Clarke following. 

Numerous special prizes were offered, amongst others a cup, value £21, 
the money for its purchase being bequeathed to the Society by the late 
Mr. J. G. West'ak°. Tlrs is to be won three tim°s before becoming the 
property of the exhibitor. Cask prizes w re also offered by Mr. Westlake, 
s ntor. The cup is offered for the two best specini’ n plants, aud it was 
won on the present occasion by Mr. J. B ooks with very fine profits ly 
bloomed specimens of Mrs. G. Rundle and Bouquet Ea t. Mr. Brittain was 
second. Special p'izes were also offered, among-t other-', by Messrs. W. E. 
Boyce for a specimen p’ant of the Pompon Mrs. Mardlin ; by Messrs. Wood 
and Son for the best white Chrysanthemum fed with their liquid manure 
powders; byM>ssrs.Cu hush & Son for cut blooms ; and by Mr.B.S. Williams 
for table plants. Effective miscellaneous groups were also arranged by 
the las£-named firms. 

EXETER.—November 4th. 

The annual Exhibition of Chrysanthemums and Fruit was held in con¬ 
nection with the Devon and Exeter Horticultural and Natural History 
Society, in the Victoria Hall, Exeter, on the above date, and was considered 
by those acquainted with the history of the Society to be the finest autumn 
Show ever held in the Devon capital. The display of cut blooms was 
especielly fine, and the same may be said of the Grapes, Apples, and Pears. 
The Committee and the new and energetic Hon. Secretary (Mr. G. D. Cann) 
are to be congratulated upon the excellent manner in which the Show was 
conducted. 

Plants.—The first class in the schedule is for a group of plants in pots, 
not less than eighteen varieties, arranged for effect in a circle with 
a diameter of 8 feet, the use of Ferns for front being optional. 
First, Mr. J. Weeks, gardener to E. A. Saunders, Esq., with a good 
and tastefully arranged group, many of the plants carrying fine 
fresh flowers. Mr. Bartlett, gardener to Lady Hotham, was a credit¬ 
able second. In the following class for a group of like dimensions, quality 
of blooms to be the leading feature, effect also to be considered, Mr. 
Prothero, gardener to T. Knapmai, Esq., was first with an excellent group, 
containing good flowers of several popular sorts; second, Mr. Bartlett; 
third, Mr. Rowland, gardener to W. Brock, Esq. The last-named exhibitor 
was first with a miscellaneous collection of plants arranged for effect, having 
a very light and pretty arrangement. Second, Mr. Bartlett, whose group 
was not quite so light in style, but included fine Eucbaris and Poin- 
settias. Primulas, Cyclamens, Bouvardias, Poinsettias, and plants for table 
decoration were best shown by Messrs. Crump (gardener to Mrs. Hart), 
Williams (gardener to W. Sun, Esq.), and Bartlett. 

Cut Blooms.—There was a grand display of these. For thirty-six 
Japanese, in not less than twenty-four varieties, the premier position was 
gained by Mr. Barnes, gardener to F. C. Daniels, Esq., Stoodleigb, Tiverton, 
with a splendid 6tmd, all the blooms being characterised by freshness and 
good colour, Belle Paule, Baronne de Prailly, J. Delaux, Mdlle. Lacroix, Val 
d’Andorre, and Moonlight, being all magnificent blooms. Mr. H. W. Ward, 
gardener to the Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, was a close 
second, and Mr. Dolling, gardener to Mrs. Wild, was third with a bright 
ft esh stand. Mr. McMillan, gardener to Sir George Stuckley, Bart., Moreton 
House, Bideford, was first for twenty-four blooms of Japanese, distinct, with 
a fine stand, containing good examples of Hiver Fleuri, Comte de Germiny, 
and Mdlle. Lacroix; the second and thii d prizes going to Mr. Barnes and 
Mr. Rowland in that order. Mr. Southy, gardener to General Hamilton, 
was the ortly exhibitor of eighteen Japanese, distinct, and he was awarded 
the first prize, his blooms although fresh were not very solid. The remain- 
ing prizes for Japanese fell to Messrs. Dolling, Barnes, Stiles (gardener to 
Mrs. Fripp), McMillan, and W. Fitzherbert, Esq. For six of any other 
colour Mr. Stiles was first with Madame C. Audiguier. Mr. Delors, gardener 
to F. W. Giant, Esq , was second with Bertie Rendaller. Three stands were 
put up in the class for thirty-six incurved, in not less than twenty-four 
varieties. The premier position was easily won by Mr. H. W. Ward with an 
even well finished stand. Empress of India, Golden Empress, Mabel Ward, 
Cherub, and Jardin des Plantes being in fine condition. Mr. Dolling was 
Becond, and Mr. Rowland third. Mr. McMillan was first for twenty-four 
blooms, distinct, showing Mrs. Hea’e, Jeanne d’Arc, Princess of Wales, and 
Empress of India in good condition ; Mr. Rowland being a creditable 
second. Mr. Stiles was first for eighteen varieties, Mr. Southy being second, 
and Mr. Rowland was third. Other prizes for incurved were won by Messrs. 
Dolling, Southy, and McMillan. R flexed (six blooms distinct) were shown 
in grand condition by Mr. Dolling, who took first priz», having, amongst 
others, grand blooms of King of the Crimsons and Mrs. Forsyth. Messrs. 
H. W. Ward and McMillan followed. 

Fruit.—There was a good display of fruit. Pesrs and Apples being quite 
a feature in the Show, and the Grapes were of high quality throughout, four 
classes being provided for them. 

Grapes.—Mr. Pike, gardener to the Rev. H. Clark, was first for three 
compact well-coloured bunches of Black Alicantes, Mr. Barnes being a close 
second. There was only one stand of Gros Colman staged ; the bunches and 
berries were large and fail ly well coloured, and for which Mr. Sparkes, 
gardener to R. Barnett, Esq., was awarded first prize. Four stands of Lady 
Downe’e were put up, Mr. H. W. Ward being easily first with three good 

sized and grandly coloured bunches ; Mr. Sparkt s securing second place. 
Mr. Barnes was first for three bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, showing 
clean well-coloured bunches; Mr. Martin, gardener to Lord Poltimore, Polti- 
more Park. Exeter, was second. 

Mr. Bu'l, gardener to general Sir R. Bailer, Downes, Crediton, was first 
with a Smooth Cayenne Pine between 7 lbs. and 8 lbs. weight; the second 
going to Mr. H. W. Ward for a nine fresh Queen. 

Apples.—For these sixteen classes were provided, and it would be im¬ 
practicable to give details of all the awards. Mr. John Garland, gardener 
to Sir T. D. Acland, Bart., Killerton, Broadclist, secured first place for a 
col'ection of twenty-fonr varieties, staging among others fine examples of 
Golden Noble, Alexander, Blenheim Pippin. King of the Pippins, Prince 
Albert, aud Wa iter’s King; second, Mr. Williams; third, Mr. Slade, gar¬ 
dener to Mrs. W. H. Cook. Mr. Mairs, gardener to Sir John Shelley, was 
to the front with a collection of twelve varieties, his Beauty of Wilts and 
Cellini being remarkably good ; Mr. Gibburp, gardener to Rev. Gibbs, was 
second, and Mr. Mortimore, gardener to Colonel White Thomson, Broomfield 
Manor, Exbourne, third. 

Mr. Street, gardener to Colonel Walrond, was first for collection of six 
varieties (culinary), his best dish being Emperor Alexander. Mr. Hopkins, 
gardener to Major G. H. Courtenay, and Mr. Garland being p’aced equal 
second. In the corresponding class for dessert varieties, Mr. Hopkins was 
to the front again, being followed closely by Mr. Martin. Messrs. James 
Enstone, gardener to Sir John Duckworth, Bart., Wear House, Exeter ; 
Burnett, gardener to James Searle, Esq.; Williams, Ma'tin, Street, J. Baker, 
Mr. Gibburp, Mogridge, gardener to Mrs. Ord; Delne, Garland, and R. W. 
Baker, Esq., took the remaining prizes for Apples. 

Pears.—For nine varieties Mr. Williams was first with clean even 
well coloured fruit, his Pitmaston Duchess being very large and beauti¬ 
fully coloured. Mr. Garland was a good second. The latter was first 
in the next class with a collection of six varieties, his Beurre Clairgeau 
being very highly coloured. Mr. Burnett was a good second, and Mr. 
Mairs third. With three dishes dessert Mr. Street was first and Mr. Hop¬ 
kins second. In the corresponding class for culinary Pears Mr. Street 
occupied first place again with grand dishes of Catillao, Uvedale’s St. 
Germain, and Black Pear of Worcester, Mr. Martin being second. Severn! 
of the exhibitors already named, with Messrs. J. Hans, W. J. Baltishell (?) 
and Powlesland were successful in minor classes. 

Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son of Exeter had a fine miscellaneous collec¬ 
tion, comprising a good group of Chrysanthemums iu small pots, a collec¬ 
tion of Apples and Pears, and cut blooms of Chrysanthemums. Messrs. 
Richard Smith & Sons, Worcester, staged a magnificent collection of Apples 
and Pears. Mr. S. Randall of Exe Bridge, Exeter, displayed a collection of 
Apples and us fnl decorative plants ; and Messrs. Stevens <fc Cannan put 
up some good stands of Japanese and incurved Chrysanthemums. 

BRIGHTON AND HOVE. 

The fifth annual Show of the above Society was held in the Dome and 
Corn Exchange Royal Pavilion, and was as great a success as ever. The 
cut blooms especially were much better than last year, both in numbers and 
quality, there being over 1500 cut blooms staged in the various classes. 

Groups.—The larger groups, 100 square feet, were arranged in circular 
form along the centre of the Corn Exchange, and with the Palms inter¬ 
mixed they had a fine appearance. The first prize was awarded to Mr. J. 
Turner, gardener to Major Way. Wick Hall, Hove, whose Palms were a Little 
larger, which seemed the chief point of m rit over Mr. Spottiswood’s of 
Queen’s Park, Biighton, who was seoond. Mr. Geo. Miles, Victoria 
Nursery, Dyke Road, was third with a neat arrangement of small plants. 
Mr. J. Bunny, gardener to W. A. Campion, Esq., Danny Park, Hurst, was 
first in the smaller groups, whi'e Mr. J. Hill, aardenerto M. Wallis,Esq., 
Springfield, Withdean was a good second. There were ten competing croups 
staged. Mr. J. Hill was an easy first for four standards, very good ; Mr. E. 
Mtaohen, gardener to Mrs. Armstrong, Woodside, Withdean, being second. 
For four pyramids Mr. M-acken was first, and Mr. Hill second. The same 
exhibitors were first and sjeond for dwarf trained plants. Mr. Hill was- 
first with very nest plant*. For six table plants Mr. J. Snow, gardener to 
J. Bruce, Esq., South Park, Waihurst, was first with clean healthy plants. 
Mr. J. Turner was second, the plants being fine altogether. 

Cut Blooms.—These were very good indeed. The chief prize of £10 for 
forty-eight blooms was won by Mr. Russell, gardener to Dr. C. F. Lewis, 
Htnfield; thes cond was awarded to W. Japp, gardener to G. Boulton, 
Esq.. Forfield, Eastbourne; Mr. J. Hopkins, High Cross, Framfield, Well- 
done, Sussex, being third. The competit’on was very close, there were nine 
entries in this class. Mr. Russell was first for twenty-four incurved, closely 
followed by Mr. J. Snow. The first prize for twenty-four Japanese was 
awarded to Mr. W. F. Smith, gardener to Mrs. Byass, Nevill Court, Tun¬ 
bridge Wells; Mr. Russ 11 being S’cond. For twelve incurved, Mr. G. 
Duncan, gardener to C. F. Lucas, Esq., was placed first, and in the corre¬ 
sponding class for Japane-e first p’ace was given to Mr. A. Emery, AIcod, 
Eastbourne. There was a keen competition in ths classes for six blooms of 
various kinds, and the amateur classes contributed much to the extmtof 
the Show. The class for six incurved, one variety, was a strong class, Mr.. 
Russell winning with Queen of Eng'aod ; as was also the six Japanese, one 
variety, won by J. Snow with Madlle. Lacroix, very fine. There was a good 
display of table bouquets, an improvement on those of last year. Mr. R. 
Miller, Shoreham, was first. Table decorations were not numerous, but 
ta teful. Mrs. Funnell, Tunbridge, was placed firs*. 

Fruit.—The entries for fruir, especially Grapes, were not quite up ta 
those of last year. For three white bunches Mr. Duncan, Warnham Court 
was first with Muscats in excellent condition ; Mr. Spo tiswood was a good 
second. There weie more entries for black, chiefly Alicantes. Mr. W. 
Coleman, gardener to R. Potts, Esq., Bentham Hill, Tunbridge Wells, was: 
first with well-finished Alicante; Mr. Spottiswood second with neat compact 
bunches of the same ; Mr. J. Dunzan was placed third and Mr. Godby fou th 
wi h excellent Black Hamburghs. With four dishes of dessert Pears them 
was a good contest. Mr. J. McFeate of Hungershall Park, Tunbridge, was 
placed first with even fruits; Mr. G. Duncan was second and Mr. C. Gold¬ 
smith third. In those shown by the latter exhibitor there was a dish of 
Pitmaston Duchess of extra size. Mr Bunney was placed first for stewing 
Pears, the variety being Catillac. For foi r dishes of dessert Apples Mr. 
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Goldsmith was first for Blenheim Pippin, Rihston Pippin, Cox’s Orange 
Pippin, and King Pippin, all very good ; Mr. Bunney was a good second. 
Mr. Goldsmith also took first place in the culinary class, his best dishes being 
Warner’s King and Peaegood’s Nonsuch. 

Vegetables.—There was a good display, but time and space forbid 
giving particular. The special prizes (for a collection of six vegetables) 
were piven by Messrs. Sutton & Sons of Reading. Mr. Bunney was awarded 
first, his Anglo-Spanish Onions being particularly fine; Mr. Spottiswood's 
second prize collection was dis’inguished by remarkable fine Prizetaker 
Leeks. For the best specimen Chrjsanthemum, prize g’ven by Mr. F. W. 
Setman of Western Road. Mr. Bunny was the winner with a fine natural 
grown plant of Source d'Or, to which was also awarded a certificate by the 
National Chrysanthemum Society. A similar award was also awarded to 
Mr. Hill for the best standard in the Show. For twelve Cyclamens (which 
were very good), given by Mr. C. Kilmister of North Street, Brighton, Mr. 
W. M. Miles was first and Mr. Godby a good second. The prize by Messrs. 
Norman Bros., St. John Potteries, for twelve Primulas brought ten competi¬ 
tors, first honours being awarded to Mr. Bunny for good double and semi- 
double sorts. A first-clas3 certificate was awarded to Mr. George Miles of 
Dyke Road for early flowering Chrysanthemums, Mrs. Burrell, a valuable 
addition to this class. 

Messrs. Sutton & Sons had a large collection of Potatoes; Messrs. Cheal 
and Sons of Crawley had a large collection of Pears and Apples, also fine 
samples of their new Potato. Trusland Beauty. Great credit is due to 
Messrs. Balchin for the tasteful decoration of the stage and its surroundings, 
and to the energetic Secretary, Mr. Longhurst, and the Committee, who 
has made such a success by their liberal prizes and excellent arrange¬ 
ments. 

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.—November 9th and 10th. 

The annual Chrysanthemum, fruit and vegetable Exhibition of this 
Society was held on Wednesday and Thursday in the Royal Aquarium, 
Westminster, the numerous liberal prizes offered inducing brisk competi¬ 
tion and an admirable display in all the sections. A very comprehensive 
schedule was prepared ea-ly in the year, and though the Society does not 
provide any sensational challenge vases, it has been found that exhibitors 
appreciate a substantial money prize quite as much, and perhaps more, as 
it requires only the one season’s struggle. Four classes were included in 
which the first prizes were £ 10—namely, for a group in a space of 100 square 
feet, for forty-eight incurved blooms, not less than twenty-four varieties or 
more than three blooms of a variety, for forty-eight blooms of Japanese 
varieties with the same conditions, and Messrs. H. Cannell & Sous’ special 
prize for their new Japanese varieties. Several prizes of £6, £d, and £4 
are offered as the first awards in various class -s, two five-guinea silver cups 
(or cash) were contributed by Messrs. Davis & Jonei for six blooms of Mrs. 
Norman Davis, and Messrs. W. M. Wood & Son, Wood Green, for one 
trained specimen plant, six Veitch Memorial medals and money prizes being 
also offered for twenty-four cut blooms, incurved, Japanese, reflexed, la-ge 
Anemones, hybrid Anemones, and Pompons. The class:s devoted to Chrys¬ 
anthemums were divide 1 as follows:—1 to 9 for plants in pots, 10 to 34 to 
cut blooms open to a'l exhibitors, 35 to 38 amateur classes, 39 to 43 metro¬ 
politan classes. 

The prizes for fruit aud Potatoes were contributed by the Royal 
Aquarium Company, Apples, Pears, black and white Grapes, and Potatoes 
having eight classes devoted to them, the chief prize being £5 for twelve 
bunches of Grapes in six varieties, with second and third prizes of £3 and 
£2. Then there were two classes for collections of vegetables, in which 
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, offered five prizes and Messrs. Webb and 
Sons four prices ranging from 3 guineas to 7s. lid. 

The exhibits were as usual arranged in the bodv of the Hall and in St. 
Stephen’s Hall, and much difficulty was experienced in stiging the compet¬ 
ing plants and blooms conveniently. The energetic Hon. Secretary, Mr. 
Wm. Holmes, however, with the aid of a willing band of exhibition 
Stewards, succeeded in producing a picturesque display, though the effect 
wou’d have been much hrightened if the exhibits cou'.d have been con¬ 
centrated in the large lower hall. 

_ We can only briefly note the principal features of the Show this week, 
with the names of the most successful competitors, as the time at which we 
go to press on Wednesday would not permit a detailed report such as this 
extensive Show deserve 1. The National Chrysanthemum Society affords a 
remarkable instance of development from a local northern Society at 
Hackney, and the character of the exhibitions held in the past two or three 
years with the rapid advance in the number of members prove how well a 
judiciously enterprising spirit of management is recognised both by exhi¬ 
bitors and the public. The weather on the opening day this year was 
extremely unfavourable, wet, and dull. 

Seven competitors entered with large groups, Mr. G. Stevens, St. 
John’s Nursery, Putney, being awarded the first prize for a handsome 
group in which there was a good proport’on of incurved varieties in com¬ 
parison with some richly coloured Japanese. Mr. G. Edwards, Balham, wa3 
second with a bright effective group ; Messrs. Davis & Jones, Camberwell, 
were third, also with a handsome group containing a larger number of 
Japanese varieties, the plants well grown and the blooms fine. For groups 
of dwarf plants Messrs. J. Laing & Co were first; Mr. J. Townsend, Putney, 
was second with a very pretty group of compact plants and good blooms ; 
Mr. Wm. Holmes being third with neat specimens. Standard specimens 
were very neat and good. Mr. G. Gilbey, Clapton, had the best four plants ; 
Mr. W. Davey, Stamford Hill, being second, and Mr. J. Mitchell, Bexley, 
third. For nine specimen Chrysanthemums Mr. W. Davey was fi st with 
excellent plants, followed by Mr. Portway, Upper Tooting. Mr. Lovegrove, 
Highbury, was accorded first honours for six standards ; neat, but not large 
specimens. M'ssrs. Wood it Sons’silver cup for a specimen was won by 
Mr. Alfred Clerk, manager to Mr. James, Norwood, for a beautiful example 
of Elaine, very even and well trained. 

The competition was very keen in the class for forty-eight incurved, 
nine exhibitors entering, the blooms generallv being superior to thoss at 
Kingston on the previous day. Mr. C. Gibson, Morden Park Gardens, wa3 

again successful wi ll neat solid blooms. Mr. Doughty, Angley Park, Cran- 
brook, was a very closs sec nnd, and Mr. H >okings, West Moulsey, third. Mr. 
Gibson’s stand comprised the following varieties :—Back row—Empress of 

India, Golden Empress, Queen of England, Lord Alcester, John Salter’ 
Lord Alcester, Golden Empress, Princess of Wales, Empress of India’ 
Alfred Salter, Queen of England, Bronze Queen, Lord Alces er, Queen of 
England, and Golden Empress. Middle row—John Salter, Novelty, Beauty, 
Golden Queen, White Venus. Golden Queen, Jmnne d’Arc, Lord Wolseley, 
Golden Queen, Princ ss of Wales, Lord Wols.dey, Lady Hardinge, Jeanne 
d’Aro, Princess Beatrice, Jeanne d’Arc, and Beauty. Front row—Mrs. 
Dixon, Princess Beatrice, Jardin des Plantes, Golden Eigle, Mrs. W. Ship- 
man, Empress Eugenie, Princess Bsatric’, Venus, Mrs. W. Shipman, Lady 
Hardinge, Birbara, Jardin des Plantes, Golden Eagle, Mab 1 Ward, Sir 
Stafford Carey, and Birbara. Three stands of twenty-four incurved blooms 
were entered, Mr. E. Sanderson, Harlesden, winning first honours with ex¬ 
tremely neat fresh blooms; J. R. Wild man. Esq., Clapham Park, and Mr. 
A. Ives, gardener to E. C. Jukes, Esq., Winchmore H 11, were second and 
third. 

With forty-eight Japanese blooms, Mr. W. Packman, gardener to C. E. 
Shea, Esq., The Elms, Foot’s Cray, won first honours with a remarkably 
even handsome collection, comprising the following varieties:—Back row 
—Fair Maid of Guernsey, Val d’Andorre, Golden Dragon, Triomphe de la 
Rue des Chalets, Mdlle Blanche Pigny, J. Delaux, Thunberg, Belle Paule, 
Mdme. B Rendatler, Baronne de Praidy, Boule d’Or, Mdme. C. Audiguier, 
Fair Maid of Guernsey, Val d’Audorre, Soleil Levant, and Madame C. Au¬ 
diguier. Middle row—Mdme. .J Laing, Meg Merrilies, M. Tarin, Comte 
de Germiny, Soleil Levant, La Triomphante, Japonaise, M Astorg, Red 
Gauntlet, Criterion, Mdlle. Licroix, Mdm». B. Rendatler, Red Gauntlet, 
Comte de Germiny, Elaine, Mr. J. Laing. Front row—Elaine, J. Delaux, 
Criterion, M. Astorg, M. Dalaux, Mr. J. Laing, Peter the Great, La 
Triomphante, Martha Harding, Mr. J. Laing, M. Delaux, Fernand Feral, 
Thunberg, Maiden’s Blush, Belle Paule, and Golden Dragon. The second 
prize was awarded to Mr. J. McKenzie, Linton Park Gardens, Maidstone, 
and the third to Mr. C. Gibson. 

Mr. W. Elphick, The Orchard Garden, It dgate, was the most successful 
with twenty-four Japanese, folio ved by Mr. J. Brown, Great Doods Gar¬ 
dens, Reigate, and Mr. J. Child, Esher. There were ten stands of twelve 
Japanese, Mr. J. Bettesworth, Cheshunt, leading ; E- Hawley, Esq.,second; 
and Mr. J. Hewett, Hythe, third. For six of any white Japanese variety, 
Mr. W. Green, Barnet, was first with fins Elaines ; Mr. D. Hiil following 
with Mdlle. Lacroix ; and Mr. Wddman with Elaine. 

The reflexed blooms were well shown, the chief prizes being secured by 
Mr. Hookings, West Moulsey; Mr. H. Moore, Bexley; Mr. W. Wiidsmith. 
Mr. Sullivan had the best stand of twenty-four hybrid Anemones, and Mr, 
G. Duncan cf Fompons. There were several other classes for Japanese and 
incurved, in which we could not obtain the awards, but we shall have occa¬ 
sion to refer to them in another issue. 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES. 

The best collection of twelve bunches of Grapes was shown by Mr. W. 
Pratt, Longleat Girdens, who had large bunches of Alicante, Muscat of 
Alexandria, Gros Colman, Trebbiano, and Lady Downe’s. Mr. W. Allan, 
Gunton Park Gardens, followed with fine bunches, but not quite coloured, 
of Black Morocco, Alicante, Mrs. Pince, Gros Maroc, Lady Downe’s and 
Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. J. Wallis, Keele Had Gardens, was third. Mr. 
A. Smith, Loughton, had the best three bunches of black Grapes, Gros 
Colman very handsome. Mr. S. Castle, West Lynn, was second with the 
same variety, and Mr. T. Osman third. Mr. W. Pratt was first with white 
Grapes, Muscat of Alexandria beautifully coloured. Mr. F. Lee, Mundford, 
Norfolk, second with the same variety, and Mr. G. Duncan, Horsham, 
third. ' -ii 

Fourteen collections of six dishes of dessert Apples were shown, Mr. R. 
Dean, Ealing ; M. J. McKenzie, Linton Park Gardens; aud Mr. Goodacre, 
Elvaston Castle Gardens, being the prizewinners in that order. There were 
also ten competitors with feix dishes of culinary Apples, Mr. J. McKenzie 
leading with grand specimens, followed by Mr. C. Ro3S, Welford Park 
Gardens, and Mr. A. Smith, Warren Hill, Loughton. 

Pears were not so numerous, but there were ten exhibits of six dishes 
dessert varieties, Mr. Wm. Allan, Gunton Park Gardens, securing the pre¬ 
mier award : Mr. C. Goldsmith, Kelsey Manor Gardens, Beckenham, and 
Mr. T. Osman, Chertsey, being second and third. 

With twelve dishes of Potatoes there were seven exhibitors, Messrs. 
E. Chaffing, Ellington, and E. S. Wiles, winning the honours in the order 
named, while of the ten collections of six dishes Messrs, Ellington, C. Ross, 
and F. Mdler were the winners. 

Messrs. Sutton’s prizes were won by Mr. J. Miy, Barnet, and Mr. T. A. 
Beckett, Amersham; Mr. C. J. Waite, E=her ; Mr. Wm. Pope, Newbury. 
Messrs. Webb’s prizes were won by Mr. Wm. Pope, Mr. G. Haines, Higa- 
worth ; Mr. J. May, and Mr. C. J. Waite. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, Kent, had a most extensive 
exhibit of Apples and Pears, 150 dishes, besides a dozeu baskets of grand 
specimens of Blenheim Pippin, Gascoigne’s Scarlet Seedling, Warner’s King, 
Cox’s Pomona, Lord Derby, Peasgood’s Nonsuch, and other. All the fruits 
in this collection were exceptionally fine. Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, 
had an exhibit of Potatoes, representing thirty general varieties, besides 
twenty-two sent out by this firm, ani a number of seedlings. All the 
samples were remarkable for their even size and good appearance. Messrs. 
Webb Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge, showed fifty disnes of Potatoes, in¬ 
cluding the selected varieties sent oat by themselves. Mr. C. Fidler, Read¬ 
ing, also had a large collection of Potatoes. 

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, hid a magnificent exhibit of 
Chrysanthemum blooms, with Zonal Pelargoniums and other plants. Mr. 
H. G. Smyth, Drury Lane, also had a stand of peat, soils, manures, &C. 

Messrs. Wood & Son, Wood Green, hid a stand of horticultural sundries, 
manures, &o. Mr. James George, 10, Victoria Road, Putney, showed samples 

of peat, Mushroom spawn, tobacco paper and cloth, Thomson’s manure, 
and fine Gro3 Colman Grapes. Mr. B. Field, Queen Victoria Street, had a 
stand of horticultural sundries ; and Mr. W. Colchester, Ipswich, had a 
stand of manures and horticultural sundries. 

Floral Committee.—Present: Mr. E. Sanderson, in the chair; and 
Messrs. T. Bsvan, Lewis Ca3tle, R. Dean, S. Gilbey, C. Gibson, J. P. 
Kendall, G. Langdon, R. Owen, G. Stevens, and C. Swift. Toere were 
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numerous exhibits before this Committee, novelties being more numerous 
than at any previous meeting this season. Certificates were awarded for 
several varieties of considerable merit, and Mr. G. Stevens obtained another 
silver medal for a stand of new varieties, Mr. It. Owen of Maidenhead 
securing a bronze medal for a similar stand, in which the blooms were not 
so large. Mr. Elliott of Jersey sent a large collection of seedlings raised 
this year. They were most varied in character, and the Committee thought 
\r interesting, desiring to see the best of them again another season. 
Mr. Addison, Maud Villas, Patchmore Road, Thornton Heath, exhibited 
blooms of Dr. Besancele sent out by Bonamy three or fou r years ago, and 
which has reappeared under the name of Le Reveil from Delaux this year. 

Certificates were awarded to the following:— 
, Suntll (M. Russell, Henfield).—A sulphur coloured sport from 

the Anenome Madame Goderau, considered very promising. 
_ Lord Eversky (Stevens).—A neat incurved, white sport from Princess 
lech certificated last year at Reading. 

Thorpe Junior (Sboesmith and Pearson).—A large Anemone of rich 
golden colour, a handsome bloom of gool size with broad guard florets and 
a high centre. 

Gorgeous.—{J.f. Kendall).—A golden yellew Japanese of the Thunberg 
style, with long twisting florets. 

Sarah 0/oeti (Owen).—A sport from the Japanese Madame J. Laing, 
golden, with slight bronze tint. Very promising. 
t> ■^■“hrf’urze (refleXed), E. Molyneux, Charles Dickens (Veitch), Mrs. 
Besie (Carttr), an<^ a ^e'v °t'hers were honoured that have been previously 

* CROYDON.—November 9th. 

iNCREAsme entries and a desire to cater for public patronage by the 
attraction of a band this year, induced the Croydon Horticultural Society to 
seek more commodious premises for its annual Exhibition of Chrysan¬ 
themums than it has had in former years, tte large Public Hall in George 
street being requisitioned. Unfortunately, though the Exhibition, as such, 
was a success, the quality of the blooms being excellent, exceedingly 
unfavourable weather militated against a satisfactory attendance. The 
principal awards are appended :— 

The chief class for incurved (twenty-four blooms) in the open classes 
produced a surprise in the defeat of the Surrey champion, Mr. C. Gibson, 
gardener to J. Wormald, Esq., Morden Park, Mitcham, who could only 
secure second place to Mr. J. Wyatt, gardener to J. Perry, Esq., Braden- 
hurst, Caterham Valley. The latter had a stand of fresh good sized blooms 
excellent examples of Jeanne d’Arc, Jardin des Plantes, and Lord Wolseley 
being the most conspicuous. Mr. Gibson’s best bloems were, it was evident, 
elsewhere, those in competition, though large, being somewhat rough and 
irregular. The back row flowers were good, notably Alfred Salter, Jeanne 
w an’ an<* ^mPress °f India. Mr. King, gardener to Philip Crowley, Esq., 
W addon, was third, two others competing. In the corresponding class for 
Japanese the last named was more successful, taking first place from Messrs. 
VVyatt and Gibson. Val d’Andorre, Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets, and 

fl611 t®vant being perhaps his best blooms. There was but one entry with 
rettexed flowers, Mr. Gibson,'’to whom the first prize was awarded for a meri- 
torious stand. Mr. J. R. Box, North End, Croydon, had the best group, Mr. 
" • Gurd, George Street, Croydon, taking second place. The latter had the 

xdiyersified arrangement, the form-r the best blooms. Mr. King won 
with foliage plants ; Mr. H. Alderman, gardener, Morden Hall, second ; and 
Mr. Kodbourn, gardener to Baroness Heath, Coombe House, third. 

Competition with cut blooms was not very brisk in the classes reserved 
lor gardeners and amateurs practising within a radius of four miles of the 
G^pydon Town Hall. Mr. E. Stew, gardener to E. Parritt, Esq., Lower 
Addiscombe Road, was the solitary exhibitor of twenty-four incurved, and 

the premier award. With the same number of Japanese Messrs. 
K. Ridger, gardener to Lady Ashburton, Addiscombe, and R. Haynes, 
gardener to Miss Freeman, South Norwood Hill, had tho field to themselves, 
and were placed first and Becond in the order given, nothing in the stands 
calling for special comment. Mr. Rodbourn had a remarkably even stand of 
twelve incurved. Prince Alfred, Lord Wolseley, and Jeanne d’Arc being 

rePresented amongst others. First prize was awarded. Messrs. Wei- 
stead, gardenef to Mrs. J. Lodge, Branley Hill, and J. Lover, gardener to M. 
Hodgson, Esq., Shirley Cottage, were second and third. Mr. Steer won with 
gvelve Japanese, Messrs. Rodbourn and Lane, gardener to Mr. Alderman 
Burrow, J.P., Park Hill, securing the remaining awards. Prizes in other 
Classes for incurved and Japanese were won by Messrs. Tilbury, gardener to 
t ef?’ LP-, South Norwood ; Staines, gardener to J. Newton, Esq., 
J.P., Park Hill; W. Jupp, gardener to C. Johnson, Esq., The Waldrons; 
Gyorj gardener to G. Parsons, Esq., Selhurst Road ; C. S. Bowman, London 
Road; and HaZell, gardener to J. R. Frewer,Esq., Lower Addiscombe Road, 
besides others already named. There was only one entry for twelve 
Anemone-flowered and twelve Anemone Pompons respectively, Mr. Rod¬ 
bourn being awarded the first prize in the first, and Mr. Dobson, gardener 
to Miss Stenning, Addiscombe Road, in the second. Both were good stands 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

Planting Fruit Trees.—Much depends upon the proper prepara¬ 
tion of the ground for young fruit trees, these being of a too valuable 
nature, and oqcupy one site too long to be planted in a haphazard 
fashion. We do not advocate preparing the holes before the trees are 
received, for the simple reason that newly moved soil is liable to become 
badly saturated during a few hours of rainfall, in which state it is 
totally unfit to receive the roots of fruit tree?. It is a wiser course to 

lay the trees in by their “ heels ” directly they are received, properly 
planting them as fast as the holes are ready. The drainage ought first 
to be seen to. Most kitchen gardens are sufficiently well drained, an 
addition to the number of drains in such cases being calculated to do 
more harm than good. A deep drain, or say about 3 feet below the 
surface, taken along the front of a wall border, or close to the walk, 
will do good service, especially when the subsoil is of a retentive nature. 
On no account would we take a drain immediately under trees, this 
cairying oil moisture.tliat is much needed at times. A single deep drain 
is capable of drawing off all superfluous moisture a distance of 10 feet 
on either side. Nor do we discover any advantages attending the intro¬ 
duction of a quantity of rough stones in the bottom of a hole formed 
for the roots of a fruit tree. They seem to encourage rather than 
check deep root action, and are very much in the way when lifting 
and root-pruning becomes necessary in order to induce fruitfulness, 
or the formation of sounder better fruit. In all cases carefully 
avoid low and also deep planting. If the soil is broken up two spits 
deep, and Which is advisable where the subsoil is a fertile or fairly free- 
working nature, this will sink considerably and the tree with it. In the 
case ot clayey subsoils we would either remove these as much as 
possible, substituting the best loamy soil procurable, or only lightly fork 
it up in order to assist the drainage. Do nothing to encourage the roots 
to ramble into such stuff, but rather make the surface soil more 
attractive, and, above all, plant high. Holes a little larger than the 
spread of roots arc unsuitable, especially iD the case of retentive soils. 
Let the holes be at least 4 feet in diameter, quite the largest trees needing 
them still larger. Remember it is not merely for one year but for many 
years that the site will be occupied, and the better the roots are treated 
the more likely that good crops will be secured. Each tree ought to 

. have its roots examined prior to planting, it being advisable to cut away 
all bruised or cut portions, and all the "broken points cleanly cut over. 
A clean cut always heals more rapidly than a bruise or break of any 
kind. Many of the trees received from the nurseries have their roots all 
matted together, this being the result of faulty planting. They should 
be spread out flatly and thinly into the fresh soil, or much as they start 
from the Underground portion of the stem, a little of the best soil or 
some fine compost being rather firmly disposed about them. When 
finished off the topmost roots ought to be no more than 4 inches from 
the surface, while the “ collar ” of the tree, or that portion nearest the 
roots, should in most cases be at least 6 inches above the ordinary level. 

This allows for sinking, and if eventually they remain above the level 
so much the better for the tree and its owner. Exposed trees to be 
staked up at once. Apricots against walls on heavy soil ought always 
to be planted high, and Peaches and Nectarines also thrive well when 
well raised. It should also be added that all fruit trees are benefited by 
a liberal addition of turfy loam, crushed bones, and burnt garden refuse 
to the ordinary soil; but it is the wall trees that usually stand most in 
need of it, owing to the same sites being so long occupied, perhaps for a 
century, with fruit trees, many of which have been dead and burnt 
before the present owners of the garden were in possession. 

Distances at which to PLANT.-^-Fan-shaped Peaches and Nec¬ 
tarines for walls may be about 15 feet apart, 20 feet not being too much 
where they succeed well. High walls can be better or more quickly 
furnished by planting both dwarf and half-standard trees alternately, in 
which case the dwarfs may be disposed 20 feet apart, and the half¬ 
standards or “ riders ” midway between them. Apricots grow to a 
larger size than Peaches, at least in gardens where they thrive, and these 
may well be planted a distance of from 15 feet to 20 feet apart, and 
24 feet apart, if half-standards are mixed with the dwarfs. If they 
do not last long plant them about 8 feet apart and train to a single stem 
—a system to be described more fully later on. Espalier or horizontally 
trained Pears, either on walls or along the. garden walks, if on the Pear 
stock to be 15 to 20 feet apart, but if on the dwarfing or Quince stock a 
distance of 10 feet to 12 feet apart is ample. Pyramidal Pears on the 
Pear stock and encouraged to extend to their full size to be about 12 feet 
apart, but if restricted both at the top and roots 8 feet apart is sufficient 
space. On the Quince stock and not root pruned they may be planted 
6 feet apart, and root-pruned 4 feet apart. Double oblique and upright 
cordons 2 feet apart and single cordons somewhat closer. The five- 
branched vertical cordons, one of the best methods of training Pears, 
ought to be disposed not less than 5 feet apart. Standard Apple trees, 
these always being best on the natural or Crab stock, may be planted 
24 feet apart each way, or rather more if fruit bushes are to share the 
quarters with them. Horizontally trained Apples on the Crab stock to 
be 15 feet apart, and on the Paradise or dwarfing stock 12 feet apart. 
Single horizontally trained cordons to be 12 feet apart, anti the double 
horizontals about the same distance. Pyramidal and bush-trained 
Apples on the Crab stock to be from 10 feet to 15 feet apart, and on the 
Paradise stock 3 feet to 4 feet apart. Fan-shaped Plums on walls ought 
to be from 15 feet to 20 feet apart, pyramids being 8 feet, and standards 
24 feet apart, Cherries being given about the same distances. Black Cur¬ 
rants, Red Currants, and Gooseberries maybe disposed either among 
standard fruit trees or in a quarter by themselves. They ought to be 
4 feet apart from row to row, the same distance dividing them in the 
rows. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Earliest Houses.—To have fruit ripe 
in April houses that are planted with Alexander and Waterloo Peaches 
may be closed about the middle of this [month, fire heat not being ap¬ 
plied until the beginning of December. Desirable, however, as are those 
varieties for forcing to afford very early dishes of ripe fruit, it must be 
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borne in mind that they have not the quality of Hales’ Early, Stirling 
Castle, or Royal George, which started at the same time will not afford 
fruit until May. The house may be kept close, but admitting air freely 
above 50°, employing fire heat only to prevent the temperature falling 
below 35°. The more slowly the trees are excited the stronger will be 
the blossoms. The outside border must be well protected with litter or 
dry fern, and if wooden shutters or tarpaulin are available they will be 
advantageous in throwing off excessive wet. A thorough soaking of 
water should be given to the inside borders, and if the trees are weakly 
a soaking of liquid manure not too strong will tend to a more vigorous 
break. Sprinkle the trees in the morning and afternoon of bright days, 
but do not keep them dripping with moisture. 

Succession Houses.—All the leaves are off, except in the latest house, 
where they should not be forcibly removed, at least not until they part 
readily from the trees, but when they are all off or come easily by brush¬ 
ing with the hand or a light broom, unfasten the trees from the trellis, 
prune them, thoroughly cleanse them and the house, and if need be 
paint the woodwork and trellis. Tie the trees to the trellis, leaving 
room for the branches to swell, tight tying being inducive of gum. Re¬ 
move the surface soil and supply fresh, give a good watering to the in¬ 
side borders, thereby having all in readiness for a start when required. 
The houses should be kept as cool as possible. 

Lifting, Root-pruning, Fresh Trees.—Any lifting, root-pruning, or 
the introduction of fresh trees should be performed at once, the plant¬ 
ing being proceeded with as soon as the leaves are nearly off the trees 
to be removed. Trees for planting in houses are best three to five years 
trained and prepared for lifting by digging round them a year previ¬ 
ously. Such trees can be lifted with an abundance of fibres, and being 
carefully planted they force well the first season, not being brought on 
too rapidly, and a moderate crop taken. It is always best to select such 
trees in preference to planting young ones, which do not fruit much the 
first two or three years, hence the advantage of planting trees in an 
already bearing state. 

Figs.—Early Forced Planted out Trees.—These should now be 
untied from the trellis and pruned. Those with the roots restricted to 
small borders will require the shoots thinned where too crowded, but 
those not having the roots restricted will need a hard pruning at the 
upper part of the trellis, cutting back those shoots that have reached to 
the limit, to where the succeeding shoots start. Remove any elongated 
spurs, reserving such as are short-jointed and fruitful. The house 
should then be thoroughly cleansed, washing the woodwork with scalding 
water, washirg the walls afterwards with quicklime and sulphur. Wash 
the trees with soapy water, and afterwards dress with an insecticide. 
Then secure the trees to the trellis, allowing room for the growth of the 
branches, forking the surface of the border slightly, removing the loose 
material, and apply a top-dressing of short partially decayed manure, 
about 3 inches thick, giving a good watering. Ventilate freely at all 
times, except when frost prevails, which it is well to exclude. 

Succ ssion Houses.—Prune and cleanse the trees without delay 
especially where insects have obtained a footing. Complete any root- 
pruning, lifting, &c., remembering that Figs with the roots restricted or 
confined to limited space are more manageable and fruitful than those. 
with an unlimited root area. Any unfruitful trees should be rather 
severely root-pruned, and the roots restricted to moderate-sized borders, 
depending more upon active feeders near the surface encouraged by 
mulching than a large extension of roots. 

Strawberries in Pots.—One of the greatest errors in growing 
Strawberri s in pots is placing them in Peach houses and with open 
ventilators, where from the passing currents of air evaporation is con¬ 
stant and excessive, which only wastes the energies of the plants, and 
not un-frequently destroys the root at the sides of the pots. All plants 
for early forcing should be in frames, with a view to protect them from 
heavy rains only. Those for midseason and late forcing are just as well 
plunged in ashes in a sheltered situation as anywhere, having a light 
covering of bracken or straw in severe weather. Drought is the great 
bane of the Strawberry, therefore those in frames must never be 
neglected, the soil always being kept moist. Plants of La Grosse Sucr^e, 
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, or other early sorts must be held in 
Teadiness for placing in the early Peach house, to which fire heat will 
lie applied early next month, or in the Strawberry house if on; exist. 
In a season when the plants are late it is advisable to make up a bed of 
leaves about 2 feet in height, and place the plants in a frame upon it, 
packing the spaces between the pots with damn leaves. The bottom 
heat at the base of the pots need not exceed 65°, the top being kept 
cool, 50° not being exceeded, and when mild draw off the lights. This 
will tend to promote activity at the roots and to push the crowns. After 
three weeks to a month of this treatment the pots must be withdrawn 
■or raised if the bed be still warm, so as to insure the plants bearing the 
temperature of the Peach house or Strawberry house without check, as 
would be the case were they taken from a warm bed direct to the 
shelves. Plants for placing in vineries to be started next month require 
similar treatment. In case of plants having well developed crowns and 
abundant roots the slight bottom heat is not necessary. 

Those having the convenience of a house for forcing Strawberries 
will find it a considerable advantage (in seasons like the last) to start 
the plants in bottom heat, and if a pit be employed having artificial 
heat, so as to maintain the top heat at 50° in severe weather, keeping 
them in it until the trusses are pushed clear of the crowns before re¬ 
moving them to their fruiting quarters. Time will be gained, as late 
plants (and all are late this season) will need very careful treatment to 
secure a satisfactory result with the first eirly-forcel plants. If worms 

have gained an entrance to the pots dislodge them with lime water 
rectifying any defects of drainage. 

Pines.—Liberal ventilation should be afforded to houses or pits con¬ 
taining young plants whenever the weather is favourable, and avoid 
clamping, as keeping the houses constantly saturated is more injurious 
than otherwise. Water will be required frequently, yet the plants must 
be examined every ten days, watering such as require it, as too great 
dryness is more prejudicial than is commonly supposed. In the fruiting 
department lose no opportunity of closing the house at 85°, keeping the 
night temperature at 70°, or a few degrees less in cold weather. Remove 
all the sup rfluous suckers, retaining one only, the best on each plant. 
Suckers on successional plants that appear before the fruit is visible 
should be removed, unless an increase of stock is urgent. At this time 
of year it is usual to make new beds of fermenting materials for the 
young plants. Tan is unquestionably the best material, a good substi¬ 
tute being found in Oak or Beech leaves, which should now be collected 
as dry as possible. In forming beds of leaves they should be firmly 
pressed ; tan, on the other hand, should be placed lightly together. 

Cucumbers.—Maintain a night temperature of 70°, a few degrees 
less in severe weather, advancing to 80° and 85° with sun heat. Admit 
a little air at the top of the house whenever the weather is favourable, 
but it must be done without lowering the temperature, it being better 
to shut off the top heat for an hour or two when the suu is powerful 
than to’ admit air when the winds are sharp and cold. Moderate 
ventilation is, however, beneficial in carrying off steam or accumulated 
moisture. The syringe may be laid aside except for damping the paths' 
walls, &c., in the morning and afternoon in warm bright weather, keep¬ 
ing the evaporation troughs filled with liquid manure. The water or 
liquid manure given to the roots must be of the same temperature as 
the house, as also must the soil that is added to the beds. 

The autumn fruiters being now in full bearing must not be over¬ 
cropped, therefore remove the fruit as soon as it attains a fair size, and 
all deformed fruit when seen. Examine the plants at least once a week 
for the removal of bad leaves, stopping or cutting away superfluous 
growths. 

Let the winter fruiters advance well up the trellis before stopping 
them, training the side growths evenly, and not more closely than to 
allow of the foliage being well exposed to light. Stop at a few joints of 
growth, or one or two joints beyond the show of fruit. Allow few or no 
male blossoms or tendrils, removing them as fast as they appear, and 
add fresh warmed soil as often as the roots have fairly covered the sur¬ 
face of the bed. 

PLANT HOUSES. 
Ldi“S.—The various Lilies that are used for decoration in pots and 

have properly ripened their flower stems need attention at once. More 
of these plants are ruined during the season of inactivity, through being 
kept too dry, or too wet, than by any other cause. To grow these plants 
well, they should be so accommodated that they will need no water from 
the present time until growth commences at the top of the bulbs. 
During this time they must not be dry, but the soil in an intermediate 
state. If the old flower stem is thoroughly ripe, it may be removed and 
all the old soil above the bulb, and if the remainder of the soil is sweet, 
and the drainage clean and good, they will only need supplying with a 
rich top-dre3sing of good loam, one-seventh of decayed manure and 
sand. Annual potting is not needed with those that have ample room 
at their roots—for instance, L. lancifolium album and rubrum will do 
well in the same pots for years. Those, however, that need larger pots 
should have the drainage and all loose or sour soil removed, and then be 
placed into a size larger. If the loam is of a heavy nature one-third 
of leaf mould may with advantage be added. The roots should not 
be disturbed, for injury to those that are plump and healthy will be 
certain to tell against the plants next season. Be careful that the soil 
of the old ball is in an intermediate state for moisture when potting is 
done, and the new soil should be in the same condition. Plunge the 
pots in a cool shed or cold frame, where the plunging material will 
protect them from frost and prevent the evaporation of moisture. If 
the surface of the soil and rim of the pots are buried beneath 2 inches of 
ashes the bulbs will remain in a capital condition until they commence 
root and top growth early in the season. Bulbs that are potted for the 
first time should be subjected to the same treatment, only a little sand 
should be placed at the base of each bulb as they are potted. 

Li-lium cmdidum.—This variety, Harrisi and longifolium, that 
have been forced in previous years must be grown for a time in the 
greenhouse or other position close to the glass where they will be safe 
from frost; in fact, the temperature should not fall below 45°. They 
must be kept growing slowly, so that undue forcing to bring them into 
bloom early in the season need not be resorted to. Any of these potted 
for the first time may be plunged in cold frames. The leaves of L. 
candidum will be developed, and, therefore, this variety should not be 
plunged too deeply to injure the foliage. Our newly potted bulbs of 
this variety were plunged when potted, and, therefore, their foliage has 
been developed through the plunging material in a natural manner. 

Preparations for Forcing.—A good supply of 1 aves in a dry state 
should be stored ready for making up fermenting beds in whicji to 
plunge various hardy flowering shrubs to bring them into flower. The 
moist gentle heat afforded by leaves is most beneficial in bringing for¬ 
ward various plants. If the house to be set apart for forcing operations 
has been thoroughly cleaned, leaves may be wheeled in and a bed made 
up without further delay. Early Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Azalea 
indica, and other plants that are ready may be stood upon the surface. 
The gentle heat produced by the leaves will be ample for the plants at 
first without resort to the hot-water pipes unless sharp weather should 
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set in early. Callas, if reeded early, come forward in a position of 
this description very quickly, especially if their pots are plunged. 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 22. 

In the old days, when the price of honey was com¬ 
paratively high, and there was a ready market at the then 
current price foi all available surplus of good quality, it 
was customary to advise all bee-keepers who desired to 
obtain a maximum of profit from their stocks to deprive 
them very closely at the end of each season, and to give 
a sufficient supply of syrup to take the place of the 
honey so extracted to last each stock until the end of 
March or beginning of April. A change has of late come 
oyer the aspect ot affairs, a black cloud has somewhat 
dimmed the rising sun on the bee-keeper's horizon, and 
a changed policy will commend itself to all those practical 
bee-keepers who are ready to meet new wants and present 
requirements by a change ot system and ideas. In those 
old days, when the price of honey was relatively high 
compared to that of sugar, it was undoubtedly a very 
profitable practice to deprive each stock of all its honey 
and then to feed with sugar syrup until a sufficient supply 
of artificial store had been given. In isolated instances 
and in bad seasons when honey is scarce and a good 
price can be commanded, the system of total deprivation 
will still commend itself, but unless honey is readily sale¬ 
able at a fairly remunerative price it is folly to pursue the 
practice. In the vast majority of instances the price of 
honey is so reduced that—taking into consideration the 
loss occasioned by feeding, by the process of storage in 
the cells, and evaporation before sealing, by loss of energy 
and therefore prematurely shortening of bees’ life, and by 
the labour which the bee-keeper must expend in taking 

the honey-making syrup and feeding it to the bees—the 
margin of profit is so small that, especially in view of the 
state of the honey trade, it seems suicidal to throw an 
extra surplus upon an already overstocked market. 

Every bee-keeper is beginning to feel more keenly the 
wide-spread depression which extends throughout the land, 
and affects in a greater or less degree every trade industry 
and profession. The gradual but long continued drop in 
prices has very considerably affected the position of the prac¬ 
tical bee-keeper, and if he does not desire to find himself left 
stranded on the shore by the wave of remorseless compe¬ 
tition he must at once exert himself in every possible way 
to combat low prices, not only by a cheapened production, 
but also by paying due regard to certain points in the 
management of the apiary and the sale and creation of 
surplus which have hitherto in this country escaped the 
notice which their intrinsic importance demands in view 
of the present crisis. The cause of the present low value 
of honey is that production has been increased, while the 
demand for the commodity has not increased in anything 
like the same ratio. This increase in production without 
a correspondingly increased demand has had the natural 
effect of depressing the market to the advantage of the 
consumer at the expense of the producer. Added to this, 
there has been for years a very considerable importation 
of honey from the Colonies, America, and other countries, 
which has—on account of the low prices which the foreign 
production has realised — considerably increased the 
exigency of the situation. A more equal adjustment of 
the balance of supply and demand can alone in future 
regulate prices. If this adjustment cannot in a short time 

be effected by a determined attempt to extend the con¬ 
sumption as well as the production of honey, many a bee¬ 
keeper will find that he is producing at a loss, and will 
consequently retire and take up some new industry which 
seem to afford him a better chance of making a profit 
by his exertion. It there is a practically unlimited 
suPPly> and only a relatively small demand, the market 
must be glutted, and prices will consequently recede to 
a point which will in the majority of instances absolutely 
preclude the possibility of making the management of 
an apiary a profitable undertaking. Even now the supply 
is practically unlimited, while the demand is compara¬ 
tively small and increases very slowly. 

Without in any way taking a pessimist view of bee¬ 
keeping it is impossible, and if it were possible it would 
be most unwise, to take a rose-coloured view of the 
present state of the industry; it is wiser to look facts 
in the face and endeavour to meet the exigency of the 
moment by changing our management. By this depriving 
system a large extra surplus is thiown upon a market 
already glutted. Bee-keepers who have the greatest 
difficulty in effecting a sale of their surplus honey proper, 
take this extra surplus for the sake of a possible chance 
of making an extra profit, forgetting that as things are at 
present there is more than a possibility of reaping a loss. 
Does it not seem suicidal to add to an already overstocked 
market an additional weight of honey which can never 
at the present relative prices of sugar and honey yield a 
fair profit? Is it not a wiser policy to leave the bees 
sufficient to supply their wants until another summer, 
and be content with taking as a surplus that honey only 
which remains over and above the amount required for the 
preservation of the stocks in the winter and spring ? 
There has been considerable discussion on this point 
in America, and the opinion of those who ought to be 
able to decide the question on a profit and loss view of 
the matter seems to be strongly against the purchase of 
sugar for feeding purposes when honey is in any case 
scarcely saleable at a price which will remunerate the bee¬ 
keeper for his trouble, and in many instances is only sale¬ 
able at a price which will entail upon him positive loss. 
But in the United States they have also, in forming an 
opinion upon the point, to deal with the question of 
adulteration, which has of late apparently assumed a 
somewhat serious aspect owing to the fabrications of 
persons who have attempted without a shadow of justifi¬ 
cation to condemn section honey as a product of machinery, 
and therefore a fraud. Apparently it is decided, if we 
may judge from the “American Bee Journal,” that when 
honey is low in price and not very readily marketable even 
at that low price, it is little short of madness to deprive 
stocks and then to feed them up into sugar. By doing so 
not only is the honey market glutted to a greater extent 
than is at all necessary, but the sister industry of the 
sugar boiler is assisted by his competitor, the bee-keeper, 
to the manifest disadvantage of the latter. When honey 
is plentiful it can only be sold at a price which leaves a 
very small margin of profit, and even this small profit 
sometimes entirely disappears. If, however, the purchase 
of sugar for feeding purposes was stayed, and the requisite 
amount of honey lor keeping the stock in health were 
withdiawn from the market, it would be far less difficult 
to dispose of first-class honey at a price far more satis¬ 
factory to the bee-keeper. At present we have not to 
contend in any great degree with the suspicion of adul¬ 
teration, but the consumption of large quantities of sugar 
in'the apiary at the very time vhen the surplus is being 
taken does often cause suspicion, and therefore gives an 
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impetus to the childish jokes by which certain ignorant 
people across the Atlantic attempt to ruin an honest 
industry in which many of their countrymen are engaged. 
At the present time many of the bee-keepers of my 
acquaintance are unable to effect a sale of their honey, 
and yet they have deprived their stock very closely. To 
do this they have had to expend a considerable amount of 
time, to purchase a large quantity of sugar, and have on 
hand a fictitious surplus which they may very possibly be 
compelled to use in the apiary. They have therefore lost 
very considerably. On the other hand, in certain instances 
where care has been taken to discover a market before 
taking the honey from the stocks a fair profit has been 
left to pay for the labour. 

To those bee-keepers who find a difficulty in disposing 
of their ordinary surplus at a remunerative price, my 
advice is not to closely extract from the combs of the hive 
itself, but to leave sufficient in every case to keep the bees 
until spring. That honey only can be considered surplus 
which is the overplus of food required by the bees them¬ 
selves. If the bee-keeper can make a profit by also 
taking the supply of honey left for the support of the 
bees, and supplying them with syrup at a profit to him¬ 
self, he will doubtless pursue that policy with advantage; 
but if he is unable to effect the exchange at a profit he is 
not only injuring himself but he is also doing a great injury 
to others by glutting the market with a fictitious surplus, 
and thereby reducing prices, and rendering bee-keeping a 
more precarious undertaking by increasing the supply 
when there is no demand.—Felix. 

BACILLUS MINOR. 
I MUST ask you, in justice to Mr. Cowan and myself, to allow space 

for the article to which reference is made by “ A Ilallamshire Bee¬ 
keeper” on the above subject in your,issue of October 27th, and, which 
I venture to think will sufficiently answer the charges brought forward. 

The contribution was made under the head of “ Useful Hints,”- in the 
British Bee Journal of July 21st, 1887, by myself, and of it Mr. Cowan 
was not even cognisant. 

The entire responsibility, therefore, rests upon inG, and I flatter 
myself that public opinion will acquit me of any desire to infringe 
upon what your correspondent claims as his own discovery, 

At all events, with him I have no desire to enter into controversy, 

and beg respectfully to decline being drawn into any discussion beyond 

the present contribution.—The Writer of “ Useful Hints ” in the 

British Bee Journal, November 2nd, 1887. 
“ Bacillus Minor.—We notice in several American communica¬ 

tions, also in our contemporary, the Record (current number), descrip¬ 
tions of diseased brood, which differs considerably in its symptoms from 
the ordinary foul brood (Bacillus alvei).. Of this disease we have had 
cognisance for-some years, but always felt inclined to consider it incipient 
foul brood, which, if allowed to remain undisturbed, would end in the 
malignant Bacillus alvei. The symptoms-are—listiessness in the bees, 
while other colonies are energetically at work ; death of the larva; at all 
ages, but chiefly in its early stages ; putridity, free from the usual offen¬ 
sive smell of foul brood ; death of the nymphs, unable to emerge from 
the cells, but free from putrescence, and. pierced and sunken cells. Of 
the few young bees which emerge most, are imperfectly developed, some 
being wingless, others having one wing only, some minus a leg, and 
many extremely diminutive—the prettiest little dwarfs, indeed, that 
can well' be imagined. Gradually the colony dwindles, although, when 
possessing a prolific queen, the population is offen maintained at par 
for many months—even to the end of the second year after the com¬ 
mencement of the attack. 

“.On opening a diseased hive there is no offensive smell perceptible, 
but still there is an absence of the pure fragrance emanating, from a 
healthy colony during the stpring season—a certain acidity which 
betokens fermentation, With the Editor of the Record, we are inclined 
to the opinion that the disease is partly congenital, but not entirely so, 
since we have known cases in which the contagion has been conveyed 
from hive to hive, and in which a change of queens has resulted in the 
infection of the newly introduced and healthy queen. We have been in 
the habit of designating this disease by the title of Bacillus minor, 
although its deadly effect, though slower, is equally sure with that of 
* Bacillus major alvei.’ That its cause' is a species of Bacillus we have 
not the least doubt, and we hope to be able to induce Mr. Cheshire fully 
to experiment upon some diseased colonies, and to report the results. 
Some of the queens lose then- pubescence, and become feeble qnd 
languid, and whenever, in such cases, an attempt has been made by the 
Lees to supersede the queen, it has invariably failed, the embryo insect 

| perishing either in the larval or pupa stage. Much of the dead laTvse in 
the early stage becomes desiccated, and is extruded by the bees, and 
may often be found on the alighting-board, while beneath may be seen, 
often in considerable number, the abortive nymphs. Our attempts at 
curative measures have always failed, although we have applied phenol, 
salicylic acid (both in syrup and as disinfectants), camphor, coffee, &c. 
Queens of other infected colonies have, to all appearance, continued in 
a perfectly normal condition, retaining their pubescence and fertility to 
the very last. We trust a remedy may soon be found for this insidious 
and most dangerous disease.” 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Tbomis S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham.—Catalogue of Roses 

and Sh> ubs. and List of Specialties. 
James Ya*es, Underbank, Stockport.— Catalogue of Carnations and 

Picotees. 
E wiug A; Co., Havant.—Price List of Nursery Stock. 
B. R. Cant, Colchester.—Descriptive Bose Catalogue. 
W. Eth rington, Swanscombe, Kent.—Select List of Chrysanthemums. 
Cooling & Sons, Bath.—Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees. 
Little i Bal’antyne, Carlis'e.—Catalogue of Trees and Shrubs. 
T. S. Ware, Tottenham.—Catalogues of Roses, Climbing Plants, Pceonies, 

and Specialties. 

®~c’ All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Book (Young Beginner).—“Select Ferns and Lycopods,” by Mr. B. S' 
Williams, obtainable at the Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloway, 
will probably suit you. 

Tennis Lawn (J. L.).—It is not absolutely necessary under all circum¬ 
stances in forming a lawn tenn’s ground to put a layer of chalk or other 
drainage underneath before laying down the turf. 

Bramley’s Seedling Apple (.4 Lincolnshire Gardener).—No matter how 
good your “ authority ” is on the subject, we venture to say that the variety 
mentioned is quite different from Warner's King. The fruit is different in 
appearance and solidity, keeping much betteb than .the other, and the tree is 
a more sturdy grower, yet is abundantly vigorous to-form a fine standard, 

Gros Maroe Grape (Gervase).—No doubt, as you say, the evidence ia 
confiicting relative to the keeping properties of this fine-looking Grape. A 
good deal depends on houses and management in preserving Grapes sound. 
We have seen Black Hamburghs in February, but-not often, and on the 
evidence of those few we cannot regard the variety as a long keeper. As 
you “ require sound Grapes of good quality in March, and cannot afford 
space for experiment,” you will adopt a safe course in not relying on Gros 
Maroc. 

Chionodoxa Lire ilia- (S. Porte us). — This beautiful spring flowering 
bulbous plant is quite distinct from Seilla bifo ia, though it is not uncommon 
to find a few of the latter amongst the Chionodoxas. The bulbs a-e very 
similar, and as they are said to grow together where the former are col¬ 
lected it is not easy to separate them, though all firms of standing make 
every endeavour to do so. If the whole of what you ordered for the Glory 
of the Snow proved to be Squills we should try some bulbs from another 
source. Chionodoxas are well worth cultivating, and are as hardy as and 
often flower with Snowdrops, the combination being appropriate and 
attractive. 

Improving Lawn (B. Lucas).—It would be of little use sowing grass 
seeds now with the object of giving your lawn a “ better and greener face,” 
but if you had done so a month or six weeks ago it would in all probability 
had a greener appearance in winter. Many lawns have been injured by the 
protracted heat and drought of summer, especially where the soil was thin 
and poor, and a top dressing of sifted soil, wood ashes, and manure, with a 
little bonemeil added thereto, and used as a top-dressing in February, sowing 
towards the end of March a renovating mixture of lawn seeds would improve 
them considerably. When lawns consist largely of deep-rooted weeds, such 
as Plantains, it is the best plan to dig them up, forking the weeds out care¬ 
fully, add fresh soil, or otherwise enrich the ground, then Sow seeds for 
forming an entirely new lawn. Dry weather in early spring should be chosen 
for doing the work in question. 

Pears not Bearing (A. Donald).—It is quite impossible for us to advise 
you on the question of root-pruning, as you give not the faintest idea as to 
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whether the trees are stunted in growth, or whether they grow luxuriantly. 
If the latter is the case, and few or no blossoms expand, then root-prun:ng, 
carefully don“, would p-ohably be beneficial; but if, on the other hand, they 
grow 1 ttle and blossom much, any restriction of the roots would do more 
harm than good. .Severe frosts and inclement weather in spring may have 
prevented lht setting of the fruit. This is often the cise, and when the 
calami y occurs two or three years consecutively the trees not infrequently 
assume a too luxuriant hab t of growth. 

t Striking Chrysanthemum Cuttings (J. Simpso^).— It is quite true that 
Chrysanthemum cuttings are inserted in November, rooted in cold frames, 

and there kept all the winter.” We do not see why you should wonder at 
that, as the plants are hardy, though when in fraim s the pots are plunged 
to their rims in ashes or cocoa-nut fibre refuse, and the cuttings or young 
plants are afforded protection from severe frost with mats, straw, or other 
suitable material. The cuttings are usually, but not always, inserted 
separately in 2-ineh pots, then there is no material disturbance of the roots 
in repotting. As to the best methods of procedure, that is a question of 
convenience for raising plants. We prefer them raised under cool condi¬ 
tions in autumn than drawn up weakly in a hot Cucumber frame in the 
spring. Reid Mr. Molyneux’s book. 

Sea Eagle Peach (G. D., Hants).—We have seen excellent crops of th/s 
good Peach ripen perfectly on open walla this year in the south of England 
and we have not a doubt that it would succeed undtr good management in 
Hampshire. It is described as follows in the “ Fruit Manual,” and you will 
perc ive is there stated to he suitable for your purpose :—“ Fruit very large 
3k inches wide and 3 inches high, round and even iu its outline, and marked 
with a slight suture. Skin pale lemon yellow, and with a deep red cheek 
on the side next the sun, that on the shaded side being paler. Flesh white, 
with a pale yellow tinge and a deep stain of red next the stone, which 
extends nearly through the whole; vinous and richly flavoured. Flowers 
Urge. Leaves with round glands. A very handsome late Perch, ripening 
in the Hid of Septf mber and beginning of October in the open air, and one 
of the bes-, for outdoor cultivation. It, was rrised by Mr. Riveis of Saw- 
bridgeworth from Early Silver Peach.” 

Plants for Shaded Wall (It. D. A.).—We question if there is any plant 
better adapted for “ covering a wall much shaded by Palms and Ferns in 
a large and wa m conservatory,” than Finis repens min:ma. It clings to 
the wall like Ivy, forming a smooth face of deep green leaves, not much 
larger than tlr se of the tree Box, but much darker and more pointed. The 
wanner the honse the faster it grows, and it likes moisture in the summer. 
The lofty hack walls of a range of houses at East C iff, Lincoln, are beauti¬ 
fully covered with this Ficus, and much admir d by visito’s. The species 
Ficus repens, has larger leaves, and may perhaps cover a wall a little more 
quickly than its smaller variety, but of this we are not sure. Possibly if this 
meets the eye of Mr. Wipf, Mr. Clayton’s able garden r, at Lincoln, he may 
oblige by stating how long the plants were id covering the wall so effectively. 
The c imbing Fern, Lygodium scandens, would cover the wall attractively i'n 
summer if wires we e provided up which it cou’d climb, but it loses many of 
its fronds m winter, especially in cool houses. Asparagus plumosus nanus 
grows well in the shade, and soon covers a lofty wall, where a warm green¬ 
house oi cool stove temperature is maintained, and has a very agreeable 
appearance. 

Tuberose Culture (IF. P. if.).—A successful grower has described his 
methed of culture as follows :—‘'The imported bulbs are received iu Decem¬ 
ber or January, when they are at once potted singly in 6-inch pots, and 
plunged where they can have the benefit of bottom heat to start them into 
growth. After th°y once start fairly they can be grown in a lower tem- 
pera'ure accl without bottom heat; and when all danger of frost is over if 
they are not wanted to flower early, they can be placed in a deep cold pit 
and be merely pro'eeted from the worst of tte weather till the flowers com¬ 
mence opening, when they will he improved by being taken into the green¬ 
house. Plants so treated will generaly flower some time between July and 
October. After flowering most people th ow them away as useless. This 
is quite a mistake, as I will endeavour to prove. Mire are at once shifted 
into 7 or 8 inch pots without disturbing the ball, using a good rch compost 
consisting of turfy loam witha little decayed manure, a few half-inch bones 
and a little charcoal. They are again placed in a warm house and soon 
commence throwing up shoots on of which only is left to grow, and it soon 
forms a new bulb on the top of the old one, wired will not fail in its turn to 
send up a good strong flower stem. The American variety known as The 
Pearl is one of the best, end is largely grown by those engaged in supplying 
cut flowers for Covent Garden Market.” 1 ° 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to he 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six specimens 
can he named at once, and any beyond that number cannot be preserved 
(G. B. Henley).— 1, Thompson’s; 2, Deux Soeius ; 3, Eas’er Bturre •’ 
•4, L vedale s 8". Germain; 5 Mareclul deCour; 6, Chautnontel (John 
Cranston cj- Co.).—4, Pa‘se Colmar; 5, Fondante de Main s; 6 Orange 
Bergamot; 7, Napo’don ; 0, Beurre Rince ; 10, CLmrmontel. (H. Hewat 
Crow).—1, Kerry Pippin. This is sure’y tie Apple which pnzzl d us so 
much la^t year. It seems to keep so long when grown on your soil that 
we faded to recognise it. 2, Is very much like Cockle’s Pippin, but too 
angul ir at tbe upp r paF, which imy be the result of local influences. 
3, NotGraven-t in, probably Wormsley Pippiu ; 4, A'friston; 5, Alfriston 
(Quota).—Pears-1, Nouveau Poiteau ; 2, Pitmaston Duchesie; 3, Mardchai 
de Corn*: Apples—2, B aut.y of Kent; 3, Wormsiey G'ange. (P. H 
Wright).—Marie Louise. ‘ 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not ** 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flow ring plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 

B,).—No numbers were attached to the specimens, it is therefore 
difficult to make it clear to wbioh the names apply. The purple flower is 
Aster nQv®-ang!i®; the plant wi h small b:ue flowers in close spikes is 

the sl®ndw Pla,nt without flowers we cannot name, but it 
(E It IF)' Thfi°nem^ m *be yellow flower was quite withered. 
Ep idendi-Lim-rep h cat urn? 7 reco^isab1^ but is thought to be 

COVENT GARDEN MAHKET.-Xovember 
Busine&s in an unsett'ed state. Prices unaltered. 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

9th. 

Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 
Arbor vitae(golden) dozen 

„ (common), dozen.. 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. 
Azalea, dozen. 
Begonias, dozen .. ., 
Capeioums, dozen .. .. 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. „ 
Draeieua terminalis, doz. 30 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 
Erica, various, dozen .. 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 
Ficus elastica, each 
Foliage Plants, var., each 

s. d. 
0 to 12 

Abntilons, 12 bunches .. 
Anemones, 12 bnnehes .. 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 
Asters, 12 bunches .. .. 

,i French, bunch .. 
Bouvardias, bunch .. 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 

,, i 2 bunches.. 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 

,■ 12 blooms 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 
Daisies, 12 bunches 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 
Gardenias, 12 blooms •. 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 
Hyacinths, Roman, 

sprays 
Iris, 12 bunches 
Lapageria, white, 
blooms. 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium lancifolinm, 12 
blooms ... 

CUT 
s. d. s. 
8 0 to 6 
0 0 0 

Fuchsia, dozen. 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 

>■ Tricolor, dozen 
Gladiolus. 
Hydrangea, dozen .! 
Lilies Valley, dozen ., 
Lilium lancifolium, doz. 

■> longiflorum, doz. 
Lobelia, dozen. 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen' 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 
Musk, dozen . 
Myrtles, dozen." 
Palms, in var.. each 
Pelargoniums, dozen .. 

,, scarlet, doz. 
Spiros a, dozen. 

FLOWERS. 

s. d. 
6 0 
0 0 

s. d 
to 9 0 

0 0 
0 O 
0 0 

12 0 
0 O 

0 0 
0 0 
6 0 
3 0 
0 0 
6 0 
2 6 
0 0 

0 O 
0 0 
0 0 

12 O 

12 0 
21 O 

0 6 

12 

12 

6 0 
1 6 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
6 0 
2 0 
1 0 

1 6 
0 0 

1 6 

1 0 

6 0 

1 6 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 
„ Orange, 12 bunches 

Marguerites, 12 bunches 
Mignonette. 12 bnnehes 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 
Narciss, 12 bnnehes .] 

„ White. English, bch. 
Pansies, 12 bunches 
Peas, Sweet,12 bunches.. 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 

,, scarlet, 12 trusses 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 
Primula (single), bunch.. 

■i (double), bunch .. 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 
Ranunculus, 12 bunohes 
Roses, 12 bunches ., 

ii (indoor), dozen 
,, Tea, dozen .. .. 
n red, dozen (French) 
„ yellow . 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 
Tropasolum, 12 bnnehes 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 
Violets, 12 bunches.. 

„ (French), bunch 
» (Parme), bunoh 

s. d. 

1 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 9 
0 4 

s. d. 
to 0 O 

0 0 
6 O 
8 O 
0 O 
0 O 
0 O 

0 9 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 

Apples, i sieve.1 
Nova Scotia and 

Canada barrel 0 
Cherries, J sieve .. .. 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs.65 
Figp, dozen .o 
Grapes, per 1b. o 

•Lemons, case.10 
Melon, each .0 

d. b. 
6 to 3 

FRUIT, 
d. 
6 

0 
0 

60 
0 
2 

15 
1 

Oranges, per 100 
Peaohes, dozen 

Pine Apples, English, 
per tb.. 

Plums, i sieve. 
St. Michael Pines, each 
Strawberries, per lb. 

Artichokes, dozen .. .. 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 
Cabbage, dozen .. 
Capsicums, per 100 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle .. .. 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. ., 
Endive, dozen. 
Herbs, bunch. 
Leeks, bunch. 

VEGETABLES, 
s. d. s. d. 
1 0 to 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
10 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
8 6 4 0 
16 0 0 
16 2 0 
0 4 0 0 
3 0 4 0 
16 2 0 
2 0 4 0 
0 4 0 6 
10 2 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 8 0 4 

Lettuce, dozen .. .. 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunoh. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, rer ewt. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. 
Scorzonera, bundle .. 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallots, per lb. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per lb. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 6 
1 6 8 0 

I 1 0 2 0 
0 9 i 8 

, 4 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 6 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 6 
1 6 2 » 
5 0 6 0 

s. a. 8. a. 
6 0 to 12 0 
2 0 6 0 
1 0 1 e 

1 6 2 6 
0 0 0 O 
3 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 

B. R. d 
0 9 to 0 0 
0 6 i 0 
0 2 0 6 
0 3 0 6 
2 0 s 0 
1 0 0 0 
4 0 5 0 
4 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
1 0 1 6 
1 6 0 0 
0 0 0 » 
0 3 0 0 
1 6 2 0 
0 4 0 8 
0 4 0 e 

PROGRESS. 

Improvements in the general management of farms 
near large towns are much in advance of the general 
practice still followed in those which are distant from a 
town or railway station. This state of things is just an 
outcome of circumstances, yet we hold that the distance 
is much greater than it ought to he. Let us take for 
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example the formula laid down for the guidance of the 
judges in the annual farm-prize competition under the 
auspices of the Royal Agricultural Socitty of England, 
which are : — 

1, General management with a view to profit. 
2, Productiveness of crops. 
3, Quality and suitability of live stock 
4, Management of grass land. 
5, State of gates, fences, roads, and general neat 

ness. 
G, Mode of book-keeping followed (if any). 
7, Management of the dairy and dairy produce, if 

dairying is pursued. 
And we think it must he granted that the conditions so 

specified are of importance upon any farm, especially the 
first of them. For it is undoubtedly the general manage¬ 
ment with a view to profit that marks the progress or the 
reverse in a farmer’s practice. 

The cropping of a first-prize farm near Liverpool on 
the estate of the Earl of Derby was 34 acres Wheat 
(19 acres after a layer, 15 acres after Potatoes and 
Turnips), 17 acres of Oats (5 after roots, and 12 after a 
layer), 15 acres of Barley, 5 acres of Tares, 22 acres of 
Potatoes, 2 acres of Swedes, 1 acre of Mangolds, 4 2 
acres of first year’s seeds (22 after Oats and 14 after 
Wheat), 22 acres of second year's seeds, 6 acres of 
permanent pasture. No strict rotation is followed, but 
st is usually as follows:—First year, fallow crop, mostly 
Potatoes, and a few Swedes and Mangolds. Second 
year, Wheat sown down with seeds. Third and fourth 
year, grass, usually cut five times in the two years. 
Fifth year, Oats, and sometimes Wheat. 

Now, we have drawn attention to a similar rotation 
to this before, but we give the course and cropping here 
fully, as showing the sort of crops which are found to 
answer best near a large town. It will be noticed that 
a large proportion of the land is in seeds—that is to 
say, a mixture of the stronger-growing Grasses and 
Clovers, of which extraordinary crops are bad by the 
repeated application of top-dressings of sawdust soaked 
previously in liquid manure. We commend this dressing 
to the attention of buyers of peat moss litter for the 
bedding of horses. We tried the peat moss litter upon 
its first introduction into this country, and are bound 
to own that we found it answer well enough, but we 
ask, Why buy it when we have a much cheaper and equally 
suitable supply of such material as sawdust ready to our 
hands ? Sawdust is now much used in towns as bedding 
for horses, and it is eagerly sought after by farmers, 
who find a ready sale in return of green fodder, of which 
heavy successional crops are obtained by liberal top- 
dressings of the saturated sawdust 

To show something more of practical details on such 
a farm we may add that in the year it was in competition 
for the prize 160 tons of hay were made there; that the 
first crop of grass was 12 tons an acre, which sold at 20s. 
a ton; of Tares the yield was 16 tons an acre at rather 
under 20s., a ton, and there was something like 110 tons 
to dispose of. But, then, it must be mentioned that some 
1500 tons of manure was used either as top-dressing or 
for ploughing in, and clearly the result justified the 
expenditure. 

Repeatedly are cleanliness and thorough cultivation 
mentioned in the account given of the farm by the judges; 
and we take it as a remarkable example of what may be 
done by an intelligent farmer keeping well within the scope 
of his means, and doing his work in the best possible 
manner. We recently gave an account of the practice 

upon the farm of the Aylesbury Dairy Farm near Hor¬ 
sham, in which the condition of the land was said to 
approach that of a garden owing to superior and very 
deep cultivation. Why should it not be so ? we ask. If 
by high cultivation we ensure crops proportionate in bulk 
and quality to our work in the production of them, then 
by all means let us have them. Repeatedly have we 
urged the importance of such high farming upon the notice 
of our readers, and we doubt not that eventually, instead 
of the best land going out of cultivation, we shall find it 
is being brought into a state of fertility such as our fore¬ 
fathers never conceived possible. That indeed will be a 
sign of progress much to be desired, for then shall we be 
able to hold our own in the keen competition with produce 
imported from the markets of the world, which compe¬ 
tition we fear it is a foregone conclusion that we cannot 
avoid, and are therefore bound to grapple with it in the 
best way we can. 

(To be continued). 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

The labour question has become a serious matter to farmers as well 
as labourers, for the farmer is bound to curtail expenditure in every¬ 
thing, and payments for labour are reduced as lov as possible. Instead 
of hedging, ditching, and draining being done in winter, little if any of 
such work is done now. Ploughing is pushed briskly on after harvest, 
winter corn sown, the root crop got off the land entirely or in part, and 
then the men who are regarded as supernumeraries are turned off to shift 
for themselves. Greatly as we deplore this unsatisfactory arrangement, 
yet it is by no means an easy matter to suggest a remedy. But we do 
say that under no circumstances can it answer for land to be badly cul¬ 
tivated, and it is clearly wiser for a farmer to curtail his acres rather 
than his labour, to do all the work he can by the use of improved farm 
implements, to select a few intelligent men, and so arrange his farm 
work as to keep on the men constantly. Harvest work and corn thr. shing 
of course call for extra labour, which need not be dwelt upon now, as 
such labour is always forthcoming. 

We have frequent consignments of small pigs of the size termed 
Londoners sent to the Metropolitan Meat Market, and generally find it 
answer best to have them killed and so disposed of rather than send 
them alive to local sales. Careful selection is, however, necessary for the 
London market, the best size being from (5 to 7 stones of 8 lbs. In proof 
of this, we may mention that of our last consignment, porkers weighing 
7 stone sold readily fords. 4d. per stone, but others weighing lOstone only 
realised 3s. lOd. per stone. The salesman said the 10 stone pigs were alto¬ 
gether too large and fat, the smaller size, not fat, being most in demand. 
This is one of those matters of detail worthy of attention, as leading to a 
profit upon both the feeding and sale of pLs. The smaller size of porkers 
should be had at the age of eight or nine weeks, but to have them ready 
for market by that age they must have the benefit of careful attention 
in feeding, warmth, and cleanliness, and there is no question that such 
care answers. We recently saw a sty containing a lot of porkers with¬ 
drawn from the sow and in a state of semi-starvation. Two or three 
Mangolds had been thro vn to them, but no sign was there of corn 
eeding, and they would require much of it to bring them into con lition. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 61° 83' 40" N.; Lon3. 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. 9 A.M. IN THE DAT. 

g&S-s Hygrome- d . 0 Shade Tem- Radiation P 
1887. S °5 » ® ter. $3 d 

yr 
perature. Temperature cj 

0* 
Oct. & Nov. 0) 3i r-| In | On a Dry. Wet. : So Eh Max. Min. sun. 1 grass 

Inches. deg deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. I deg. Ir. 
Sunday . ST 29 345 42 8 42.2 w. 45 0 52.3 08 9 8fi 7 : 09 0 0.61; 
Monday. SI 29 533 4n 0 08.4 w. 44.8 50.4 37.9 81.5 3 
Tuesday .... I 29 329 47.4 43 4 s. 44.0 48.4 08.1 52.2 3' .3 0.276 
Wednesday.. 2 29.243 45 9 44.0 | s. 439 52.1 39 2 81.2 1 31.3 0 168 
Thursday .... 3 28 839 49 5 48.1 : s. 44 2 5I.fi 43 2 79.2 1 3G.7 O 6'»4 
Friday . 4 28 980 48 4 45.5 1 8.W. 448 55 4 42 3 82.9 ! 09.4 0.1 «3 
Saturday .... 5 29.537 40.G 40.0 1 w. 44 8 53.0 37.4 89.9 j 32.fi (.212 

29 258 44.9 43.1 44.5 51.9 39 6 791 I 34.3 
1 

2.035 

REMARKS. 

30th.—dale in email hours; voient squall at shout 5010 a.m.; day generally bright, but 
with occasional showers and rainbows ; lunar halo In the evening. 

31st.—Fine and bright alter 11 a.m.; clear night. 
1st.—Unusually red sunrise; squally from S.E., with rain from 10a.m. till 4 pm., then 

dull and damp. 
2nd.—Morning alternately bright and dull, with rain at 7.30, between 9 and lo, and a few 

spots at 11.40a.m.; tine bright afternoon ; wmdy night. 
3rd.— Wet morning, with very low barometric pressure ; bright for a coup e of hours at 

midday; then chill again with frequent rain. 
4th.—Fine bright morning, with showers in the afrernoon. 
5th.—Fine and generally bright; ruin in lale evening and n'ght. 

A stormv and v»rv w-t. week. Temps-atnre about 3W above that of tiie preceding 
week, aud 1° Lelow the average.—G. J. bVMUNS. 
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Shlffl^r;^hwWi°p')?Ull’^!lrf18,ey' T’mD,on- Bolton, and Wimbledon 

Ramsbottom Show S' g’ftDd ShoWS‘ [Sho"s- 
24th Sunday after Trinity. 

Wolverhampton Show. 

Bedford Show. National Chrysanthemum Socie y—Floral Cemmittee,’ 

WINNING AND LOSING PRIZES. 

2^2lrn 
J- no period of tlie year is greater interest 

manifested in the floral world than during 
the present month, when the prizes offered 
for Chrysanthemums are being keenly con¬ 
tested for. Many of these have been lost and 
won now, yet many more remain to be decided. 
It is. curious to observe how showing—that 

,-'s’ winning and losing prizes—brings out the 
ldiosyncracies of individuals; and as a rule it is notice¬ 
able that those who are the most jubilant when winning the 
honouis provided are, obversely, the most depressed, not 
to say annoyed, when they happen to lose them. Occasion¬ 
ally we find an unsuccessful exhibitor so overcome by a 
defeat that he cannot restrain himself, and the only relief 
he appears to find consists in abusing the judges, who in 
his view have committed the glaring mistake of inspecting 
the exhibits with their own eyes instead of his. It is 
reported that when Canon Hole had once been adjudi¬ 
cating at a Rose show, a disappointed exhibitor was so 
violent m the denunciation of tlie awards that the Canon 
was moved to rebuke him in this gentle but not to be 
forgotten manner—l< My friend, I always said if ever I 
went crazed it would be over the Rose.” It was very 
sympathetic, no doubt, but very keen, and it is said the 
man of noise collapsed. 

After some experience of shows and showing I have 
found that no competitor is so unpopular, even with 
persons whom he regards as his friends, as one who gains 
for himself the notoriety of being a “bad loser;” and, 
on the other hand, no one wins such general respect as 
an exhibitor who accepts his defeat manfully, or who at 
least does not impute sinister motives to the adjudicators 
noi pioclaina the incapacity of officials of at least equal, 
and probably of far greater, experience than himself. 

It would perhaps be difficult to mention a better loser 
at floral contests than the late Mr. Charles Turner of 
enough. Even if lie should think the adjudicators hadx 
made a slight mistake, which is a joossible occurrence, he 
took care not to make another mistake by a torrent of 
verbal abuse in the show, or writing ill-judged letters to 
the press assertive of his own superiority, not as a culti- 
vatoi alone, but as a judge of his own handiwork. An 
ex nbitor who does such things may be a good judge and 
honest in his convictions, but he cannot make the public 
believe m his strict impartiality. That is not the way 
to get mistakes rectified; and if by accident they occur, 
no judges worthy of the name, and no directors of a show, 
would hesitate to put right what was alleged to be wron^ 
if their attention were called to the matter in a reason¬ 
able manner;. and if after a t earching re-examination of 
the pioducts in competition no reason is found for alter- 

^°. 386.—Yol. XV., Third Series 

ing the awards the disappointed contestant, who still 
storms, simply makes himself ohnexious and does injury 
to a . society, because. cultivators have no pleasure iii 
enteiing the lists, against him. Mr. Turner, ivlien lie 
happened to sustain a defeat, used to pass it off with a 
pleasant shrug of his shoulders and a well-known obser¬ 
vation—“Ah, well! we must try again, and do better 
another time.” That is a spirit which all admire—a 
manly utterance implying conscious strength, and a per- 
seveting nature that never fails in the end, not in winnin0, 
puzes only, but the. wide and unfeigned respect of all 
who are connected with shows and showing. 

It is fortunate there are so many exhibitors in the 
Anysanthemum ranks who, though liard-workin° gar¬ 
deners, yet are true gentlemen in putting the best con¬ 
struction on decisions that may happen to be adverse to 
their own interests, and not attributing motives that are 
the reverse of honourable to persons who can have no 
other motive than to do what is right in each case, and 
who, if they should happen to err through whatever cause, 
would be the first to hasten to rectify the error if it were 
brought to their notice in time for them to do so. They 
would do this in the maintenance of their own reputation 

as an act of justice, so to say, to themselves as well as 
to others; and only the thoughtless, prejudiced, or those 
capable of swerving from the path of duty could refuse to 
admit that such is the fact. The few who are differently 
constituted render themselves by their scarcity the more 
conspicuous, and are pitied accordingly. The man who 
cannot lose a prize without losing his temper is out of 
place as an exhibitor, and will best consult his own peace 
of mind and the comfort of others by winnin° fame 
at home, as he may be quite capable of doing, and as 
many have done in the past and as others will do in the 
luture. 

Exhibiting is made pleasant or the reverse by the 
conduct of those who. engage in it, and beyond any doubt 
those who receive their honours without ostentation, and 
bear their losses bravely, command the most esteem. No 
better, evidence of this is necessary than that afforded by 
an episode at the National Chrysanthemum Show last 
year, when Mr. C. Gibson, by an accident of his own, 
placed himself out of competition in a class in which he 
was the best exhibitor. His manly bearing on that, as 
on all occasions whether he wins or loses, led to the 
peifoimance of an act as graceful as it was gratifying_ 
the granting of a silver cup to him, which must surely be 
one of his most prized possessions. Had he been one of 
the unenviable few who rejoice in the defeat of others 
and rebel against their own, his discomfiture would 
have .been regarded as befitting, and certainly no sub¬ 
stantial token of sympathy would have been forth¬ 
coming under the circumstances. The judges who 
disqualified. him did their duty, and he knew it, hence 
acquiesced in the decision. He has more recently won 
the great prize at Kingston, and is thus rewarded for his 
perseverance through several contests. However near he 
was previously to the goal, not a murmur escaped him, 
and it was his high-minded conduct in this respect- 
retiring with grace and a resolve to try again, that caused 
such an unanimity of congratulations to be expressed on 
Ins well won triumph. 

Nothing is more pleasant in a show and more agree¬ 
able to all connected therewith than to see a loser bearing 
his defeat bravely. In this is displayed the character of 
the man, and it commands general approval. On the 
other hand nothing is more painful and pitiful in con- 

No. 2042.—Yoi, L XXVII., Old Series. 
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nection with exhibitions than to see and hear a disap¬ 
pointed competitor indulge in the vulgar exercise of 
abusing the judges, and proclaiming their incapacity, if 
not something worse, in respect to classes in which the 
verdict has been against him, while he approves that of 
the same officials when in other classes they award 
him the coveted prize. lie thus places himself in a 
dilemma of admitting their competence and fairness, 
while he at the same time condemns it. It is a most 
unenviable, not to say humiliating, position to be placed in, 
and only wants to be seen and recorded to be avoided. 
It is further curious that anyone so forgetting himself 
should be blind to the results, these being almost inevit¬ 
ably to strengthen the judges and weaken himself. 

In awarding the prizes for Chrysanthemums and other 
products, the judges do not know, nor want to know, 
whose collections are under examination, and that fact 
alone ought to shield them from the repulsive charge of 
favouritism ; yet such insinuations are not unknown, and 
it is because there are exhibitors capable of entertaining 
them that encouragement is 'withheld by those who are 
able to grant it effectually, and public exhibitions lose 
the support they would otherwise obtain, and thus a 
serious check is given to the advancement of practical 
horticulture. It does not follow, however, that judges 
of garden produce should be above criticism. They are 
public functionaries, and as such are, by their decisions, 
open to public criticism. If they are incapable, the com¬ 
mittees of shows and societies are responsible for their 
apjmintment. If open to influence from whatever source 
they must thereby merit the contempt of honourable men, 
and ought to be drummed out of the ranks of the great 
army of cultivators to which they belong. Judges must 
be men of ability, integrity, and courage ; and exhibitors 
men of mettle who can accept defeat when it is their lot 
to endure it, because the time is never likely to arrive 
when they will be tolerated to judge their own products 
and award themselves prizes to which they have no just 
claim.—Experientia docet. 

SOME GOOD IIARDY PLANTS AND TIIE WAY 
TO INCREASE THEM. 

All real lovers of their gardens, and those who wish for some¬ 
thing more useful than the class of plants with which the beds 
and borders are at present filled from year to year, welcome the 
growing taste for hardy plants, and the change which is gradually 
taking place of a more natural arrangement. The want at present 
felt by a great many gardeners and amateurs is a better knowledge 
of the best and quickest means of propagating and raising a good 
stock of the various things that are recommended to be grown. 
There is no comparison between the beauty of our hardy plants 
when grown in masses and the same plants in two or three isolated 
specimens. Beds and borders filled with a few good things are far 
more useful for cutting from, and more effective than if filled with 
a mixture of many kinds. Before they can be used in this manner 
a good supply of plants at command is requisite. To buy them in 
any quantity soon becomes expensive, but many of the best plants 
are easy of propagation, and the grower will soon become acquainted 
with the best means of doing so, by observing the habits of the 
different classes of plants. Some are easily increased by dividing 
the roots, others by seed and cuttings. Raising them from seed is 
always interesting, and a good batch of something uncommon can 
often be obtained in this manner. 

A sharp look-out should always be kept for any plants which 
show signs of ripening seed, and be careful dying stems are not cut 
off indiscriminately by those tidying the borders, and the chance 
of saving it be lost. The first flowers which open should be left on 
plants of which seed is desired, as these have a better chance of 
ripening, and will always be found to contain a greater proportion 
of good seeds. The pods or heads should be gathered before they 
become quite ripe, or they will burst and the seeds be lost ; others 
will be blown away by the wind. 

Most seeds are best sown as soon as ripe, if not too late in the 
season (say the end of August), then it is better to defer sowing 
until spring. Some seeds are a long while germinating, and are 
often thrown away, after a time, under the impression they were 
bad. For this reason it i3 best to keep seeds of hardy perennials 
by themselves. A small frame and a few handlights will do for 
this purpose. In summer time a rather cool shady place is most, 
suitable for them until germination takes place, when more- air 
and light should be given to prevent the seedlings becoming 
drawn. 

Cuttings, both of roots and tops, are ready means of increasing 
many hardy plants. Most of them will strike in a cold frame or 
under handlights. The point most particularly to be observed is to- 
insert the cuttings and place them where they are to strike as soon 
as possible after they are taken off, and keep them close until root¬ 
ing commences. A border should be set apart as a nursery where^ 
seedlings, rooted cuttings, and offsets can be planted out for a time 
until they are large enough to be transplanted to their permanent 
quarters. The following are some effective and useful plants illus¬ 
trating different modes of propagation. Japanese Anemones, white 
and pink, are amongst the first on the list. In March lift the soil 
round the old plants with a fork, when numerous buds will be found 
just ready to burst into leaf. These should be taken off with an 
inch or so of root attached, and inserted in pans of light soil. 
Place them in a frame (if with a gentle bottom heat the better). 
When two or three leaves have grown to each cutting harden them 
off, and plant out in rows on the nursery border. By autumn they 
will have grown into good plants for filling beds or forming group* 
in the borders. 

Narcissus are all beautiful and desirable. The incomparabilis 
and poeticus sections are perhaps the most hardy and useful. Their 
long flower stalks and light elegant blooms make them most valu¬ 
able flowers for cutting. To increase them, lift the old clumps 
when the foliage has turned yellow, divide them, take off the offsets. 
The largest bulbs can be planted in the same place, if desirable, after 
replacing the old soil with some new. The small bulbs and offsets- 
plant out in rows on the nursery border. In two or three years 
they will grow into flowering bulbs. 

German Irises are increased by dividing the roots either ii> 
spring or autumn. The offset should have two seasons in th© 
nursery border, when they will be strong clumps for transplanting; 
When making groups of them do not plant too closely, leave spaces 
between to be planted with Gladiolus. These flowering after the- 
Irises take off the bareness they have in summer when by them¬ 
selves. 

Perennial Sunflowers should be largely planted. The varieties 
which are too tall for the flower garden can be used in the shrub¬ 
beries. Dividing the roots in spring is the usual way of increasing 
them, but if one has only a few plants it takes some time to get a 
good stock in this manner. The small shoots which spring front 
the axils of the leaves on the flower stems may be taken off with a 
heel, or the stems, before becoming too hard, can be cut into lengths 
with a pair of leaves at the top. Place them under close handlights. 
Although they are rather slow in striking, eventually roots will be 
formed, and they will make good plants. Winter them in a cold 
frame and plant out in spring. The side shoots on the flower stems 
of Lychnis chalcedonica plena will strike in the same way. 

Rudbeckia Newmanni, perhaps next to Anemone japonica, is tha 
most popular of hardy perennials, and deservedly so. It is a plant 
that is easily propagated either by division, cuttings, or seed. 
The cuttings should be put in about August. Bupthalmium salici- 
folium, Helenium pumilum, and Doronicum Harpur Crewe, are 
three most useful yellow Composites. The latter is valuable as it 
flowers early. They are all propagated in the same way as Rud¬ 
beckia Newmanni. 

Although of the same character and colour, Coreopsis lanceolata 
claims a foremost place on account of it3 value for cutting purposes, 
also its long season of flowering. It is best raised from seed annually. 
Plant the seedlings in the nursery for a time where they will form 
strong clumps for transplanting. 

Senecio pulcher should be largely grown on account of its colour. 
This plant can be increased by cuttings of the roots, which should 
be taken off in the spring. Cut into lengths of about an inch, and 
given a little bottom heat, a good stock can soon be raised in this 
manner. I have found it a rather difficult plant to save seed ofr 
but this year I have saved some. 

Pentstemon barbatus is not often seen, but when seen in good 
clumps it is very beautiful with its long elegant spikes of scarlet 
flowers. The cuttings are a long time forming roots, and require 
to be kept close under handlights. 

Erigeron speciosns superbus, when seen in large masses, is a 
striking object in the garden. The quiet colour of the flowers, 
which are produced in profusion, is always pleasing to the eye. 
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They keep fresh a long time in water when cut. Cuttings taken 
m August soon root under handlights. 

, j^e varietJ the Tiger Lily named splendens is far superior 
to the type, the spikes and individual blooms are larger, and the 
colour brighter. The small bulblets which form in the axils of the 
eaves on the flower stems should be collected and sown in pans of 
ight sod; When large enough plant them out in the nursery, 
l ~fy?cln^us candicans is seldom out of place wherever it is 

planted. It is easily raised from seed. The seedlings will bloom 
the year after sowing. 

I am afraid my list i3 already too long, but I cannot omit the 
perennial Asters. No garden should be without a good selection 
° a ^m.e^us the best; longifolius formosus is also very 

rc^*e ^-ind taller, but very free flowering. It is rather 
lmcult to get them true to name. Before propagating any kind 

quantity it is well to make sure you have a good variety. 
H A?16 jS *s n°t so readily increased by division as the other kinds, 
ut if seed can be secured of it a good stock can soon be raised for 

iome planting.—A. Barker, Hincllij). 

MULCHING STRAWBERRY PLANTATIONS. 

This operation is generally performed in the spring, but in my 
opinion the present time (or rather the first time after this that 
tthe frost has sufficiently hardened the ground to render wheeling 
<on it a harmless operation) is the most suitable time, especially for 
young plantations. Although the Strawberry is comparatively a 
.hardy plant, young plants that have not had sufficient time to get 
well established in the ground sometimes suffer most severely in 
very hard winters, especially in low-lying and damp districts, but 
•on higher and drier ground the plants appear to stand the winter 
.better. Apart from the protection the mulching affords to the 
.plants, it can far more conveniently be placed on the ground when 
slightly frozen, and other work at this time is not so pressing as in 
.the spring. I have for several years mulched Strawberries in early 
winter, and have seen the good effect it has produced on the plants, 
.and especially during last summer, which proved so dry all through 
the season. Some may be inclined to say that the stimulating pro¬ 
perties of the manure would be all washed out of it before the 
plants could assimilate it, but I consider where the ground is pre¬ 
pared for planting Strawberries it should be made sufficiently good 
and solid that the plants should be independent of assistance from 
the mulching for at least two years after planting. After the 
second season a mulching of a more stimulating nature may with 
advantage be applied. When the ground is solid I consider that it 
retains all the stimulating properties of the manure the rains may 
wash out of it, and if the manure consists, as it ought to do, of a 
portion of rather long straw materia1, that will get well sweetened 
-by the action of the air and rain, and form a good bed for the fruit 
to lie upon. When the mulching is placed on it should be applied 
round the plants, so that in the winter time the bed will have the 
•appearance of a bed of straw rather than a Strawberry bed. Some 
may say that the mulching would form a good harbour for slugs 
•during frosty weather, but if the mulching was not on they would 
only descend farther into the ground out of the reach of frost. 
"The many advantages that arise from applying it on at this season 
of the year are sufficient to counterbalance any slight objection that 
may be brought forward. I am assuming that no disturbance of 
the soil will take place either before or after the mulching is applied 
in the shape of forking between the rows. In my practice no 
implement is used among the plants except the hoe after the fruit 
and runners are off ; the old mulching is cleared off, and the grouud 
lightly hoed to keep down weeds, and when frost comes round 
again fresh mulching is applied. 

Some Strawberries are much more tender than others. British 
Queen,. although a strong grower, will sometimes succumb to a 
hard winter. All those that are found to suffer most should have a 
thicker coating of mulching material, which may be of a lighter 
.nature. The best manure for the purpose is undoubtedly that 
from the stables where a good supply of straw is used in bedding. 
This thrown together just as it comes from the stables, and turned 
over twice, will make an excellent mulching, protecting them from 
frost in winter, drought in summer, and enable them to bring to 
maturity good crops of fruit—that is, if other conditions are 
favourable.—W. Simpson, Knowaley. 

ROSES AT ALDERMINSTER LODGE. 
The Rev. J. A. Williams is a well-known rosarian, and in a 

very pleasant district, not far from Stratford-on-Avon, he grows 
Roses admirably, Teas especially. Not that the soil is one of the 
lest, but Mr. Williams knows so well whit to do with Roses that he 

is never without good blooms from June until December unless tho 
latter month should be most winterly. At the foot of his garden 
a narrow portion of the river Avon is situated, and when tired of 
using its water he can sit down in the shade and indulge in pisca¬ 
torial pursuits. Mr. Williams not only excels in Roses, but he is a 
good all-round amateur gardener, and the cottage gardens about 
Alderminster give evidence of his practical teachings in this re¬ 
spect. When he gave his lecture on Roses lately in Birmingham 
he brought with him superb blooms, which were much admired, 
and induced me to pay him a visit soon afterwards to see his plants 
and how he treated them. The garden is rather exposed and 
slopes towards the river, so that Roses do not suffer from an excess 
of moisture at the roots and ripen the wood well. With good 
manure underneath and mulchings in summer the Teas luxuriate, 
and amongst the numerous collection at Alderminster Lodge the 
following were very fine in October :— 

Madame Lambard.—A most profuse bloomer and fine in form, 
varying in the shades of colour, sometimes darker than at others, 
and also in the foliage ; a very fine variety. 

Perle des Jardins.—Pale yellow and very free blooming, 
especially in the autumn ; a lovely Rose. 

Homere.—This good old variety does not do well here as a 
dwarf, and Mr. W illiams thinks it should be grown with him as a 
standard. 

Moiret.—Exquisite in a half expanded state, and a very free 
bloomer. 

Innocente Pirola.—White tinted with flesh ; a lovely Rose 
and a good autumnal bloomer. 

Alba rosea.—Very free blooming, and a favourite with Mr. 
Williams. 

Anna Olivier.—Tinted rosy buff, fine. 
Souvenir de Paul Neyron.—White, tinted with rose and 

yellow. 
Catherine Mermet.—Shy in blooming, but a beautiful Rose. 
Grace Darling.—One of Mr. Bennett’s new Roses, light 

shaded pink, continuous bloomer, and a beautiful Rose. 
Marie Van Houtte.—In various stages and fine everywhere ; a 

grand Tea, and should be generally planted. I noticed on a young 
shoot of a young plant eight good blooms. 

Monsieur Furtado. —Bright sulphur yellow. 
Rubens.—A very early bloomer, white, tinted with rose, free 

grower and excellent for market work. 
Amazone.—A long pointed bud of the richest yellow colour. 
Jean Ducher.—Very distinct, and, as with Madame Lambard, 

varies in colour. Mr. Williams designates its colour as “Straw¬ 
berries and cream,” as it resembles that combination in colour : 
very lovely, but not a wet weather Rose. 

Belle Lyonnaise.—There is a monster tree of this variety 
growing against the stables, which flowers continuously and is most 
useful. 

These are but a few of the fine Roses grown at Alderminster. 
Of course there are such varieties as William Allen Richardson and 
Bouquet d’Or, the latter a free grower and a very free bloomer, 
short-jointed wood, and a fine buttonhole Rose. Gloire de Dijon 
does best here in a northern aspect, as it colours better. 

What a grand climbing Rose Reine Olga de Wurtemburg is. Mr. 
Williams has a large tree, which covers a considerable space of wall, 
and for its rich deep green glossy foliage alone it is worthy of a 
foremost place. It is a strong grower, holds its foliage late, quite 
distinct, and the flowers are of a brilliant colour. Mr. Williams had 
this Rose three years ago from Mr. George Paul, and thinks most 
highly of it. Reve d’Or is another fine vigorous-growing Rose for 
a wall, a plant here being quite 20 feet in height, and the dark- 
coloured young foliage gives it a very pleasing appearance. There 
was an abundance of buds on it, and it is a very free bloomer. 

Reine Marie Henriette is a grand pillar Rose, and the coral 
colour of the flowers is most pleasing ; and Noisette Madame 
Caroline Ivuster, pale yellow with deeper coloured centre, is a very 
free bloomer and a charming Rose.—D. 

STABLE MANURE. 

The communication by Mr. Jenkins on page 294 on this subject 
will doubtless set many gardeners and others thinking how they 
can improve stable manure, and thus convert it from practically 
useless into valuable material as he appears to do. Stable manure 
varies widely in its quality, and we have no idea of its condition 
when ejected from the stable and passed under the supervision of 
your correspondent. But it may be very naturally concluded that it 
is only of inferior quality, if his own statements are rightly judged. 
The manure thrown out daily from 90 per cent, of stables in private 
establishments is very little better than straw. In the neighbour¬ 
hood of towns straw is of more value, and therefore horsekeepers 
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use no more than they are really compelled to do, and therefore we 
may reasonably conclude that the manure they have to dispose of 
will be as valuable as that Mr. Jenkins goes to so much trouble to 
prepare. It is of course concluded that he has to deal with a large 
per-ceniage of straw, the same as most of us have to contend with. 
Manure, whether from cattle sheds or stables, that can be purchased 
by gardeners and farmers, and by the latter principally relied upon 
in the neighbourhood of towns, is much better than the manure I 
could ever prepare from our stables. Sawdust and German moss are 
largely used in stables in the neighbourhood of such towns as Liver¬ 
pool, Manchester, and others. At one time considerable trouble 
was taken here in the preparation of manure from the stables. It 
was found that plants generally did not do so well with this manure, 
nrepared, as we thought, carefully, to prevent, by fermentation, the 
formation of carbonate of ammonia, which is very volatile and readily 
makes its escape. It is not doubted that Mr. Jenkins is following a 
scientific method of forming organic acids, which take up ammonia, 
by keeping his heap of manure moist and at a low temperature. It 
is, however, no easy matter to manage a heap of fresh manure from 
the stable with a large per-centage of straw at a temperature below 
80° Fahr. Above this the escape of carbonate of ammonia is said 
to take place. More than once it has been concluded that a heap of 
manure carefully prepared to fix the ammonia was particularly rich 
in this ingredient, but it failed to produce the gratifying results 
that were achieved with purchased manure from the cattle market 
and horsekeepers. 

Practical results of this nature led us to consider whether the 
heap of manure so carefully prepared was after all so valuable as 
had been supposed. The fact must not be overlooked that the 
preparation of manure on the principles advocated entails consider¬ 
able labour, which must be added to the cost of the manure, and it 
is very questionable whether the manure is increased sufficiently in 
value to warrant this extra labour and outlay, for manure cannot 
be prepared without adding materially to its cost. At the same 
time, it is useless trying to fix ammonia when perhaps there is little 
or none to fix The value of manures and their effect made from 
such materials as are thrown out of private stables, depends to a 
large extent upon the quality and texture of the land to which it is 
applied. It is observed that Mr. Jenkins only uses it in a 
thoroughly decomposed condition, but the majority have not 
supplies sufficiently ample to allow of their doing this. Sup¬ 
posing they had, it is an open question whether it is best 
applied in this condition or in a fresher state, so that its properties 
are naturally absorbed bv the soil ready for the roots as they take 
possession of the soil. The properties must be materially reduced 
in strength if the manure is exposed to much rain, and to be con¬ 
tinually returning this to the manure means labour ar.d expenses 
Would it not be better to use manure practically short and scatter 
it on the surface of the soil as it is dug, or some short time before 
it is necessary to crop the ground ? This depends upon the time the 
ground is dug, and the nature of the soil. On our light land we 
have practised this with excellent results, and have forked it beneath 
the surface some time prior to seed-sowing or planting. It is gene¬ 
rally supposed that it is best buried just beneath the surface on light 
soils, but it is questionable whether greater loss takes place by 
spreading it on the surface than by any other method of application. 
For heavy soils such a course is not advisable, for they are turned 
up and benefited by exposure to the weather nearly as much as they 
are by an application of manure ; in fact, the action of the weather 
must not be prevented by any such course from carrying out its 
beneficial effects. 

With regard to stable manure that is principally composed of 
straw, my course has been for some years past not to attempt to 
bring the straw into a decomposed condition. As much has been 
dried and stored as required for covering the ground amongst 
fruiting Strawberries to keep the fruit clean. Some given to the 
men for their pigs, and a good portion carted away to the farm for 
bedding. The short material has proved to be doubly valuable, and 
effected a considerable saving in labour. Less of it is required on 
the land, and this means unmistakeable economy, for labour spent in 
preparation and wheeling an extra quantity on the flats will more 
than buy any extra manure required. Short material is much more 
advantageous for our land than long straw decayed by any such 
process advanced by Mr. Jenkins. For heavy land, say such as Mr. 
Iggulden must have at Marston, long half-decayed manure formed 
by a si nilir process to that described on page 214 would prove of 
great value if only to keep it open and porous, so that air and 
warmth would have a better chance of penetrating it. 

It may be brought forward that there are many who must make 
use of the material thrown out of the stables or go without. This 
may be very true, but it does not alter the fact that the most 
economical method of procedure is not adopted. In the neighbour¬ 
hood of towns where straw is wasted in the manner I have described, 
many would gladly fetch it away if dried, and return the manuro 

after its conversion into superior material to what it would ever 
make by any attempt at decomposing it. Such a method would; 
prove far more economical and advantageous to gardeners, espe¬ 
cially those who have light soil to deal with, than would arise 
from daily attention to insure it being kept at a very low tem¬ 
perature. 

I am not writing to disparage those who are trying to make the 
best of what they have, but to point out that trying to fix ammonia 
is only a waste of labour when there is little to fix-.—W.M.. 
Bardney. 

KITCHEN GARDEN WALKS. 
It too often happens that kitchen garden walks are neglected. 

It is thought that as they are not in the pleasure grounds it does 
not matter in what condition they may be so long as they can be 
walked or wheeled on ; but this is a mistake, as a substantial tidy 
walk in a vegetable garden is always valued, especially in winter. 
I do not approve of having very wide walks in a vegetable garden 
where space is limited. It is seldom anyone wishes to drive a car¬ 
riage and pair through the kitchen garden, and if the walks are 
capable of accommodating two abreast, or allowing two wheelbarrows 
to pass each other without having to break down the edging, nothing 
more need be desired as a rule. But it is not with the width of 
walks generally that fault can be found so much as their condition,, 
especially in winter, and it is better to have a 0 feet walk in good 
condition than one 10 feet or 15 feet wide in bad order. There is 
no economy in deficiently made walks, as they will take much more 
labour to keep them in repair than it would take to make them 
properly, and it is astonishing how little repair a thoroughly ^well- 
made walk requires. 

If any repairing or alteration is required now is the time to attend, 
to it. If the foundation is soft dig it out, as it is impossible to keep up- 
a walk over a marshy bottom. Go down 2 feet if necessary, and in all. 
cases of a deficient foundation go down 18 inches at least. Put 
plenty of large stones in the bottom, and make the surface of some 
material that will bind. Keep the midale 3 inches higher to every 
yard width of the walk than it is at the sides, and there will always 
be a comfortable footway no matter what the weather may be. If 
the walk is a yard wide make it 3 inches higher in the centre than 
at the sides; if G feet have it 6 inches, and so on. Edge with box¬ 
wood, tiles, stone, or wood, which should also be kept in trim.— 
A Kitchen Gardener. 

VIOLAS. 

The notes on the above are very interesting and profitable, inasmuch 
as the Viola is calculated (at no great expense) to contribute in a most 
distinct and telling manner to the adornment of our flower gardens. 
Few, if any plants, can compete with them for general usefulness 
and effect. For fully seven months of the year Violas may be had 
in bloom, and some even push their way through the snow in early 
spring, and are gay almost with the Snowdrop and Crocus. They are 
quite hardy, readily propagated, easily managed, and mostly bloom 
simultaneously, consequently ought to be, and I believe are, destined to 
be the most popular of all bedding plants. With ordinary cultivation 
in the south they will answer admirably for spring and early summer 
decoration, and with careful planting, as pointed out by Messrs. Jenkins,. 
Baxter, Dean, and others, will be equally useful all through the season, 
whilst in the midlands and the north they should form the “ backbone 
of our spring and summer bedding.” 

Of 8000 V iolas and bedding Pansies planted here for stock there was 
not a single failure, and the season has certainly not been in their 
favour, rather to the contrary. Of course, odd plants died, but every 
row has been a perfect line of colour. For bedding and massing I 
would strongly recommend good self colours—the best grown here being 
Countess of Hopetoun, white ; Bullion, yellow ; Archie Grant, purplish 
blue ; Mulberry, the name correctly indicating the colour ; Duchess of 
Sutherland, lavender ; Ardvvell Gem, primrose yellow ; Queen of Lilacs, 
soft pleasing shade of colour.. We have not a good blue of the Blue King 
Pansy colour, but this Mr. Dean promises to supply in his True Blue. 

For exhibition, if they aspire so high, the best would embrace the 
most of the foregoing, with the Fancy or parti-coloured varieties, such 
as Countess of Kintore, Pantaioon, Mrs. Baxter, Mina Baxter, Unique, 
Dawn of Day, Skylark, and York and Lancaster, this latter variety 
being very distinct in early summer, and in every way desirable. These 
parti-coloured varieties are also very useful for bedding, massing, and 
general garden decoration, but are not in such demand as the seifs. It is 
strange that Mina Baxter has not found its way into Mr. Steel’s good 
graces. Here it is most distinct ; good dwarf habit and constitution, as 
Mr. Steel admits, and flowers almost crimson, the top petals regularly 
barred white. 

In attempting to define the difference between the Viola and 
Pansies might I suggest that the blotch be the one distinguishing 
feature ? It is quite evident that if they are for exhibition as cut 
flowers the distinction must lie in the flower, or there would be no end 
of quibbling. We must not allow habit to be the criterion, as many 
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Pansies might then have claim to be classed as Violas, and numerous 
Violas would find their way into the list of Pansies. Neither is there 
necessity to pursue a course calculated to deprive us of some of the best 
Violas viz., calyx with unequal sepals. Our aim should be to bring 
the whole family of Violas to resemble in shape Countess of Hopetoun, 
whose faultless flowers place it far ahead of most existing kinds. 

P>7 adopting my suggestion that the blotch be the characteristic of 
the Pansy, and the absence of the blotch or rayed centres to distinguish 
■the family of \ iolas, we would lose only such as Holyrood Sovereign, 
Blue King, which are all received as Pansies, whilst we should retain 
all that are entirely without markings, such as Bullion, Countess of 
Hopetoun, Golden Queen of Sprin r, &c., and all rayed varieties, such as 
Pilrig Park, Ardwell Gem, &c., and nearly all fancy kinds in the way of 

■Countess of Kintore, Mrs. Baxter, York, and Lancaster, &c. In my con¬ 
versations with Mr. Dean or Mr. Baxter I have always forgotten to 
mention this perplexing subject, but now that it is under discussion it 
is to be hoped that it will be satisfactorily and finally disposed of.— 
John Habkness, Bedale. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 

THE HULL CHALLENGE CUP. 

Being much surprised at the tone of Mr. Jameson’s remarks on 
rpages 401 and 402, I have carefully read my note on page 387 in order 
to see if I could find anything that would account for such an expression 

■of feeling. I do not find a word that can fairlv be interpreted as even 
guessing “ the reasons actuating the Committee of the Hull and East 
Hiding Chrysanthemum Society in this matter,” far less do my remarks 
attribute “ unworthy motives to the Committee.’’ I repudiate the 
suggestion of such thoughts or intentions. I have no reason to suppose 
the members of the Committee of the Hull and East Riding Chrysan¬ 
themum Society—collectively or individually—to be other than men of 
honour and integrity, and I do not think any of them would knowingly 
and wilfully commit an act of moral injustice to anyone ; and I think 
that Mr. Jameson will, in calmer moments, regret that he has hastily 
attributed to me suggestions and insinuations that had no existence 
either in my thoughts or my words. I did not suggest that the Hull 
Committee were acting under Rule 15 in this matter—my remarks, so 
kindly quoted by Mr. Jameson on page 402, being sufficient proof that 
Si had in my mind other possible reasons for their action—consequently, 
your correspondent, in his haste to show how I had “ entirely failed to 
grasp the facts of the cas1,” plainly exhibits his own failure to compre¬ 
hend accurately the meaning and intentions of plain language. Mr. 
Jameson credits me with considering myself “qualified to sit in judg¬ 
ment on the case, and in doing so hi credits me with far more vanity 
than I possess, although 1 admit not being alone in the possession of a 
fair share of it; but I may say 1 have known solicitors to err in their 
judgment; and it is generally admitted that the soundest advice they 
give, their clients is when they advise them to have “ nothing to do with 
law.” In the present case the Hull Committee had no other alternative 
ito their action ; but on reflection I am of opinion that Rule 15 would 
not shelter them, even if they were disposed to place themselves behind 
it, and their solicitor had advised that course. 

V hen I see a case of public interest that involves a positive hardship 
to an individual, and the hardship arises through what I conscientiously 
■believe to be a pernicious principle attending such case, I hope my 
“ °'vn good sense ” will always be backed by sufficient moral courage to 
enable me to draw public attention to the matter. 

As regards the principle of challenge cups for individual competitors, 
there has not been a reason given why such a system should be applied 
.to Chrysanthemums any more than to any other product of the garden. 
If such a cup or cups is offered annually for any other garden product 
I shall be pleased to be informed of it; what it is for, and where it is 

offered. 

I am very glad to find that I have drawn from Mr. Jameson a clear 
statement of the facts in re Mr. Meas; and the Hull Committee, conse¬ 
quently I think my original remarks were not written quite in vain. 
I feel sure that neither Mr. Mease nor any other right-thinking person 
would impute wrong motives to the Hull Committee.—J. Udale, 
Elf or d. 

—I suggest that in the future a clause be inserted in schedules 
issued by societies offering a challenge cup, distinctly stating that the 
death of an employer will invalidate the claim to a cup that has not 
been finally won ; exhibitors will then know what they are doing, and 
no hardship will be inflicted upon them. The case of Mr. Mease has 
forcibly illustrated one of the serious flaws incidental to the system of 
competition for challenge cups. 

[It is fair to Mr. Udale to state that in a note accompanying his 
former communication he said he “did not in the least wish to injure 
fhe Hull Society or Show.”] 

MR. MEASE AND THE HULL CHALLENGE YASE. 

I have to state that in consequence of Mr. Lindsay’s letter in the 
Journal of 10th inst., announcing the withdrawal of Sir Thomas 
Edwardes-Moss from the competition for the challenge vase, the Com¬ 
mittee are enabled to allow the executors of the late Mr. C. W. 
Neumann to count last year’s win, and Mr. Mease has been informed 
■of this. 

M ith regard to the reason Mr. Lindsay gives for the course adopted, 
l wish to say for the information of those who are unaware of the fact, 

that the Judges last year were Mr. George Gordon and Mr. John Wright, 
and they have been reappointed this year in conjunction with Mr. Wm. 
Kipps of Walton Lea, Warrington. Comment on these names is unne¬ 
cessary, but I may say that they are published in the schedule which 
was issued and sent to all previous exhibitors last spring. I should also 
like to add that Mr. Wright and Mr. Kipps judged at the Liverpool Show 
last year, and have, I understand, been reappointed this year. 

I omitted to say in my letter of last week that instances having come 
within the cognizance of the Committee of employers bavin; refused 
their gardeners permission to compete, the then Chairman, Mr. George 
Bohn, with a view of inducing them to do so, offered this challenge vase 
as an addition to the money prize of £10 previously given, and it is 
within my knowledge that it has had the desired effect. This, of course, 
benefits the gardener as well as the Show. 

I wish to draw particular attention to the fact that the challenge 
vase was an addition ; the Committee did not rob Peter to pay Paul, but 
continued the same money prize, and this y^ar have increased it to £15. 
—It. Falconee Jameson, Chairman Hull and Hast Biding Chrysan¬ 
themum Society. 

HORTICULTURAL CLUB. 

The usual monthly dinner and conversazione took place on Tuesday 
evening the 8th inst., when there was a large attendance of members. Mr. 
P. Crowley, in the absence of Mr. John Lee, presided ; there were also 
present the Rev. W. Willis, the Rev. F. H. Gall, Messrs. Girdlestone. 
H. J. Pearson, Chas. Pearson, T. W. Girdlestone, L. Upcott Gill, W. J. 
Jefferies, J. Walker, Francis Rivers, E. B. Lindsell, and the Secretary, 
Mr. James Walker of Whitton was elected a member. 

In the evening an interesting conversazione on the Chrysanthemum 
took place. Mr. J. Laing of Forest Hill kindly sent some dwarf plants 
to illustrate his method of culture, and Messrs. Davis A Jones of Lilford 
Nurseries a box of some of the newer varieties. The subject was intro¬ 
duced by the Hon. Secretary, who stated that while he had been for 
many years a cultivator of the flower, it had been for his own enjoy¬ 
ment, and not for the purpose of exhibition. He had been longer a 
cultivator of them than anyone in the room, and referred to the years 
gone by when Mr. James Salter of the Versailles Nursery, Hammer¬ 
smith was the great cultivator, and the introducer of all the new varieties. 
At that period and for many years afterwards there were no Japanese 
varieties, and when they were first introduced they were cried down by 
florists as “ragged jacks ; ” since thenopinion on them had greatly changed, 
and they were new the most popular classes, and it was a remarkable 
fact that while all the new, or nearly all, incurved varieties were sports, 
the number of Japanese seedlings seemed to be unlimited, for not only 
were they raised in Eurone, but new varieties were yearly being intro¬ 
duced from Japan and China. He mentioned that one firm alone— 
Diilaux—had this year advertised a hundred new varieties, or so-called 
new. It seemed to him that, as it was with the Rose, there were many 
who considered size to be the chief obj-ct to be looked for, and this he 
believed to be a mistake. The plants sent by Mr. Laing’s treatment, 
which he considered the best for general use as ensuring dwarf plants 
and good blooms, was described. The plants are struck in the usual 
way in January, they are allowed to grow without stopping, repotted 
as usual, and then about the middle of June arc cut down to within 
6 or 7 inches ; they then break, and three or four shoots are allowed to 
grow, and thus nice bushy and well-finished plants not higher than 4 feet 
are obtained. These, as soon as the flower buds show, are disbudd d, 
and with the result as shown in the plants exhibited—dwarf habit, with 
good and large blooms, quite large enough for any purpose. 

The Rev. W. Wilks cordially approved of Mr. Laing’s plan, and 
deprecated the growing of plants some 6, 7, and 8 feet high, which 
required a G foot step ladder to be used in order to see them. He also 
felt that the immense sizes obtained was no advantage, and that 
moderate sized blooms were far more elegant. He also thought that 
disbudding was carried too far, and that many varieties were much 
better withaut it. 

Mr. Charles Pearson, having first kindly read a paper by Mr. Laing which 
appeared in the “ Scottish Gardener,” said that he had devoted a good 
deal of time and thought to the question of disbudding, and that he felt 
persuaded there were several varieties which were much better for not being 
so treated ; that if they were they did not give satisfactory flowers, 
while if they were left in their natural state they were much more 
beautiful, and were covered with bloom ; and that, therefore, indis¬ 
criminate disbudding had to be avoided. He gave a list* of those what 
he had found were better if left in their natural condition. He also 
stated that he believed hard potting tended to the dwarfing of the 
plants, and that he had latterly rammed them quite hard when potting. 
He also considered that the plan of plunging the pots was a bad one, as 
the roots ousht to have the benefit of the sun’s action as much as 
possible, and it was most probably only used to save trouble in watering. 
The loss of foliage in the lower part of the stems was attributed to 
carelessness in this respect. 

[The list arrived too late for insertion, but most of the varieties are 
named on page 401 last week.] 

ADVICE TO JOURNEYMEN GARDENERS. 

With your kind permission I wish to give a few remarks for the 
above readers of the Journal. Several years ago I went as journeyman 
in the houses, under a well-known and much respected gardener in this 
county. The first advice he gave me was to keep a diary of operations 
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in the gardens. I have been very grateful to him for that advice. 
During the three years I was employed in the gardens in question I 
kept a diary of the work in pro jr. ss, inside and out, which I am glad to say 
has been of great benefit since, hence my reasons for drawing young 
gardeners’ attention to the subject. This time of the year is as good 
a time to commence as the beginning of the year; for instances, 
starting Vines, and preparing other plants for forcing, for supplying 
fruits and flowers for another year’s demands. By taking notes of 
plants that are forced to be in at a given time—foresample, Deutzia 
gracilis, make a note when it is placed in heat, also when in flower ; by 
so doing anyone will be able to tell within a few days how many 
weeks it takes to force the above plant into flower. The temperature 
of the forcing house will act a3 a guide. There are many other ways 
young gardeners can employ themselves in their spare time, such as 
taking note of plants that are most useful for house, table, and other 
decorative purposes. I would advise beginners, especially those em¬ 
ployed solely inside, to give the outside a good share of their attention, 
particularly the kitchen garden. The way that I found answered well 
was to make a note of the previous crop to the one put in. Peas, for 
instance, name of the variety, when sown and gathered. In some places 
the kitchen gardens are situated some distance from the other part of 
the garden. In such cases, where it is not convenient to look round every 
day during the busy part of the season, once a week would answer. 
Enough has be°n said, I think, to impress on the minds of young gar¬ 
deners the advantages derived from keeping a diary.—M., Lancashire. 

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES—BULLFINCHES. 
It is quite useless, I suppose, for me to say anything more on this 

subject in the Journal after Mr. Burton and the Editor, on page 226, 
appear so well satisfied that some new growth of wood has resulted 
from treatment of the roots. What the treatment was we are not in¬ 
formed. Time must prove whether the insects, which are acknowledged 
to be present, are innocent, and as to whether the canker will show on 
the new growth. “ Wait a wee,” examine, and report again in two or 
three years, and I shall be interested to know if they remain healthy. 

I am well satisfied with another year’s experience of my plan. All 
the treatment at the roots that my trees have received is a treat occa¬ 
sionally in the way of a few bucketfuls of liquid manure during the 
past unprecedented dry season, and they have borne some of the best 
fruit I have had, and the trees, which were almost dead with canker, 
are now as healthy as any I have and desire, irrespective of sorts and 
situations. Mine is not the only case. It so happens that I can enclose 
a Ribston Pippin Apple from a tree which a few years ago was con¬ 
demned, and was about to be grubbed up as useless, so badly was it 
cankered. I advised my neighbour, Mr. Allan Thornton, seedsman, &c., 
to try a good dressing of stem and branches with a strong insecticide. 
He used Gishurst compound, and the result is that it is nearly cured, 
and bears finer fruit than it ever did before, and this without disturbing 
a root. 

Next to canker and blight—i.e., periodical visits of aphides, in order 
of destructiveness to fruit trees, come bullfinches. These birds are 
more numerous this season than ever noticed before. This means a lot 
of trouble and mischief later on if they are not destroyed or caught. 
Some years ago I remember recommending catching them for many 
reasons in preference to shooting them. Within the past few weeks I 
have taken thirty-nine in trap cages within a few yards of the house 
door, the cages being hung against the buildings out of the reach of 
cats. This is no doubt a comparative clearance from the neighbour¬ 
hood, as they fly from garden to garden in search of berries in the 
autumn, and later on destroy the prospect of the coming season by 
taking oS the bloom from most kinds of fruit trees, especially Plums, 
Cherries, Gooseberries, and Currants, and to some extent Apples and 
Pears. House sparrows, which are almost as destructive to fruit buds 
as bullfinches, and large tits (Parus major), which are very fond of 
pecking holes in Apples and Pears, as well as destroying nuts, before 
they are ripe, and which are very destructive to Green Peas, are 
easily caught in the same way.—J. Hiam, Asttvoad Bank, Worcester¬ 
shire. 

[The Ribston Pippin is good, but its appearance marred by numerous 
specks, especially on the shaded side. With better root action, conse¬ 
quent on better growth, the crop will probably be still further improved 
next year. We have never denied the advantages gained by Mr. Hiam 
through dressing his trees, and possibly after further experiment we may 
have to say something in favour of his plan.] 

ORCHIDS AT MORDEN PARK. 

Readers of the Journal would learn from Mr. L. Castle’s 
remarks, which appeared the week before last, that Mr. C. Gibson, 
gardener to J. Wormald, Esq., has again some grand Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. I venture to assert that had he the convenience to grow 

Orchids, he would be quite as formidable a rival at the great, 
summer shows as he is at the Chrysanthemum exhibitions, but his- 
plants are restricted to one house associated with other occupants 
usually found in a stove. The stages formed of slate slabs are 
5 feet wide, and a small crevice is made between the walls and 
stage above the hot-water pipes to allow the heat to circulate better 
among the plants. Dendrobium Parishi growing on blocks with a 
little sphagnum and suspended are a dozen fine pieces, having- 
growths from a -foot to 14 inches long. They increase in size each, 
year, as may be seen by the old pseudo-bulbs, some of which are 
not more than an inch or two in length. D. cretaceum is equally 
good under the same treatment; D. Dalhouseianum is represented 
by a very fine specimen with fifty growths, and last summer bore 
twelve dozen spikes of bloom. Another plant of the same size is- 
D. Paxtoni, growing vigorously in a large pot. This blooms at- 
diffei'ent times of the year, and its beautiful orange and brown- 
flowers are always admired. D. formosum giganteum in a 9-inch- 
pot is also grown well. Other species showing the same care 
bestowed on them are—D. aggregatum majus, D. chrysanthum, 
D. densiflorum, D. nobile and the variety pendulum, D. Pierardir 
D. primulinum, D. pulchellum, and D. suavissimum. Cymbidium 
Mastersi with about thirty growths, and well furnished with flower 
spikes, will soon be in perfection ; there are already twelve blooms- 
open on some of them. It is much like C. eburneum in its habit- 
of growth, but the flowers are smaller and different in shape ; they 
are produced during the winter months, and remain fresh for a. 
long time. The compost used for potting is rough peat. Sobralia 
macrantha, which would make a fine plant for exhibition, is growing- 
in a 13-inch pot with a hundred or more growths, and would evi¬ 
dently enjoy a good shift, for the stems are coming up quite close 
to the rim of the pot, and are produced so closely together that it 
is only just possible to see through it. 

The Calanthes on a shelf over the path are sending up spikes,, 
and the useful Cypripediums, C. barbatum, C. insigne, and C. villo- 
sum are also grown. As I have already stated, Mr. Gibson has not 
sufficient space at his command, but he certainly knows how to 
make the best use of what he has. Besides the shelves and stage's 
full, there are many suspended from the roof, including good plants 
of Oncidium ornithorhynchum showing flower, Aerides odoratum„ 
Coelogyne cristata, Cattleya Trianae, Stanhopeas, Ac., and below- 
these are Lycastes, Peristeria elata, Saccolabium giganteum, and 
various Cymbidiums and Oncidiums. The Orchids, as well as. 
every part of the garden, prove that Mr. Gibson is not only a. 
successful Chrysanthemum grower but a thorough gardener.— 
G. W. Cummins. 

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The Tulip Tree.—Botanically this is known as Liriodendrore 
tulipifera, but the common designation is a fitting title, as the 
curious and interesting flowers are very like a Tulip. As the tree 
comes into foliage in early summer the leaves are of a very soft green1 
colour, curiously cut and very ornamental ; then they become darker,, 
and in late October they assume a bright golden yellow colour, which is- 
more intense than any other leaves of this hue. It is in June the- 
crowds of blooms appear, and their decided Tulip form, as well as their 
green and creamy colour, at once attract attention. It is strange- 
that with all these good points Tulip Trees are not more planted. There 
should be at least one in every garden, and in large gardens they may be 
planted more freely with advantage. About eight years ago we planted 
half a dozen Tulip Trees. The soil was not the most favourable, but 
they have done well, as they are now from 10 feet to 14 feet in height, 
and they are bushy and healthy. I can therefore assert that they do 
not require special or extra good treatment to make them succeed, and 
my experience is that th«-y are as easily grown as any tree I could 
name. 

Sweet Bay.—The -well-known Laurus nobilis is not absolutely hardyr 
as I have known it to be injured by frost and a severe winter in Scot¬ 
land, but that is only in exceptional years, and I never knew it to be 
killed in the south or in mild localities. Here it grows luxuriantly, and 
if sheltered in cold districts it might almost be depended on to succeed. 
It is worth trying everywhere, as it has the deepest green leaves of alt 
bushes ; its fragrance is very agreeable. The plants are very pretty 
when of conical form, and large clumps of them are also exceedingly 
effective. If the bushes are small and severe weather comes they can be 
easily drawn together by a string and then covered, but this practice 
will not often have to be put into operation. Plants are very effective- 
amongst other trees and shrubs, and if planted in the spring months they 
will become established before the summer is over. 

Kalmia latifolia.—This comes under the heading of American 
plants, and there are several Kalmias, but in my opinion none of them, 
equals the one named above in the great beauty of its flowers. It is a 
bushy shrub with foliage not unlike a Laurel, only the leaves are 
smaller. It is a good everg.ieen when not in flower, and when in blossom 
nothing can excel its pleasing appearance. The soft pink blooms are 
produced in showy clusters at the end of each shoot; they are very neat 
in outline, and so beautiful as to make them welcome in the most choice. 
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cut flower arrangement. The plant is quite hardy, but it likes a little 
shelter, and it keeps up its American character by doing best in a mix¬ 
ture of peat, loam, and sand. A bed of Kalmias is a grand feature, and 
m planting them in this way the whole of the old soil should be taken 
out of the bed, refilling it to the depth of 2 feet 6 inches with the com- 
post recommended. In planting single specimens a few barrowloads of 
old soil should be taken out, filling up with some of the proper material 
before planting. 

Hardy Azaleas.—I am reminded of these at- the present time, as 
some large bushes here are glowing with their rich autumnal tints, and 
they are objects of special beauty twice a year. It is impossible to 
over-estimate the beauty of these Azaleas when in flower in early 
summer, and all who grow them will be attracted by their exquisite 
colours and delightful fragrance. They come out with the Rhododen¬ 
drons, and although these may be more glaring than the Azaleas they 
are not so pleasing. Little groups of them in sma!l gardens are always 
valuable, and where there is much pleasure ground or good woods they 
may be scattered about profusely. They delight in a sandy and peaty 
soil, but will also grow in ordinary material. They are deciduous, and 
may be planted a little while before the leaves fall in autumn or any 
time during the winter. As they do not grow very fast it will be many 
years before they attain the' proportions of large bushes, but they are 
always compact, and therefore admirably adapted for small gardens. 
There are single and double-flowering varieties ; all are prettv, and 
should always be planted in variety. The mixed colours of these 
Azaleas are so pleasing that I would plant four or five dozen varieties. 

Halesia TETraptera.—-This is commonly called the Snowdrop 
lree, and is not very often planted, but it has a good habit of growth 
with pleasing foliage, and when in flower in early summer it is highly 
interesting, as the branches all bear a large number of pendant white 
flowers, which have a strong resemblance to the Snowdrop. It will 
grow freely and bloom profusely if planted in any garden amongst a 
general collection of trees, and all who know anything of good shrubs 
will always regard it as valuable.—J. Muir. 

We desire to thank Contributors who have favoured us 

with reports of Chrysanthemum Shows, and notes on other subjects of 

interest, though all of them cannot be promptly inserted during the brief 

period of the November exhibitions. 

A correspondent writes :—“I do not think much of Mr. Wink- 

worth’s contrivance for measuring Chrysanthemums, for the reason 

that it only gives the horizontal diameter, which in itself is very mis¬ 

leading in regard to the actual size and quality of the flowers. It is a 

common occurrence for the ugliest and worst of flowers to give the 

greatest horizontal diameter.” 

- W E regret to learn that the well known continental rosarian, 

M. Francois Lacharme, died at Lyon on the 5th inst. M. Lacharme 

was born at St. Didier - sur - Cheronne, France, on January 28th, 

1817. He was the son of an agriculturist, but early formed a liking for 

Roses, and in 1836 was apprenticed to M. Poncet of Lyon. He after¬ 

wards spent some time in Paris, and in 1840 took Mr. Plantier’s nursery 

at Lyon, where he has since raised many fine Roses, of which we may 

mention Alfred Colomb, Captain Christy, Charles Lefebvre, Comtesse de 

Serenye, Hippolyte Jamain, Louis Van Houtte, Madame Lacharme, 

Victor Verdier, Violette Bouyer, and Xavier Olibo amongst the H.P.’s. 

and Madame Willermoz and Madame Lambard amongst the Teas. 

- An Aylesbury correspondent writes :—“ Having taken the 

Journal in for many years, may I ask your assistance in again obtaining 

two or three plants of PRIMULA erosa ? for I have applied unsuccess¬ 

fully to several nurserymen who were likely to have it. A few years 

ago I had any quantity, and distributed it largely amongst my friends, 

but it is gone both from my own garden and theirs, i think if the 

Journal would kindly notice this want, and ask for information where 

it may be now obtained we should hear of it, and I could regain my 

lost pet.” 

- The beautiful Conservatory at Abberley Hall, Stour. 

port, is rendered gay just now by the very fine collection of Chrysan¬ 

themums grown by Mr. Young. There are fine blooms of such varieties 

as Lady Selbome, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Dr. Macary, Elaine, Mrs. 

G. Rundle, Madame C. Audiguier, Mr. Bunn, King of the Crimsons, 

Lord Alcester, Empress of India, and Queen of England. Besides 

plants bearing flowers of exhibition quality, others are grown in bush 

form foi de orative purposes, and th se are now a mass of bloom. 

- A somewhat large collection of Bouvardias is grown at 

Dover House, Roehampton, and the plants are of the utmost value in 

affording bright and fragrant flowers for cutting. They are sturdy 

little specimens a foot high, growing in 5-inch pots, and are flowering 

profusely. Several varieties are grown, including Priory Beauty, soft 

rose, very free ; Elegans, rosy red, also very floriferous and useful ; 

Dazzler, bright scarlet; Vreelandi, white ; President Garfield, double, 

pale salmon, a well known and beautiful variety ; and Alfred Neuner, 

double, pure white, free and good. 

- We have received from Sir Archibald Dunbar of DufEus House, 

N.B., specimens of fruit grown in the garden there which challenge the 

productions of our more favoured southern climate. We have seen some 

very fine specimens of Grosse Calebasse Pear, but we have no record of 

any exceeding that which is now before us, which is 9 inches in length 

and which weighs 1 lb. 14£ ozs. ; Gansel’s Bergamot is nearly 11 inches 

in circumference, and weighs 14 ozs.; Doyennedu Comice weighs 10ozs.; 

Hacou's Incomparable, 11 inches in circumference, weighs 12 ozs.; 

Sinclair, 4J inches long and 3j inches in diameter, weighs 11} ozs.; and 

Durondeau, 5J inches long, weighs 13J ozs. A splendid specimen of 

Peasgood’s Nonesuch Apple was the finest we have ever seen, being 

If.j inches in circumference and weighing 1 lb. 3.1 ozs. The conditions 

under which these were grown will be found in the following communi¬ 

cation which accompanied the fruit :—“ The garden is situated between 

the county town of Elgin and the shores of the Moray Firth, sheltered 

from the north by a hill which rises about 200 feet above the level of the 

sea, while the garden is only about 55 feet above sea level. Sir A. has 

had a sort of experimental garden here for upwards of forty years. He 

now finds that only about one-fourth of the varieties of Pears mentioned 

in Dr. Hogg's valuable descriptive catalogue, tried here, succeed, and 

these onlj' on the walls. Both early and cooking Apples do well ; but 

late varieties of first-rate Apples also require a wall. A few varieties of 

Plums and Damsons succeed and bear abundantly, and all sorts of 

Geans and Cherries are almost a certain annual crop. Being anxious to 

encourage fruit-growing in these parts, Sir A. gives grafts or cuttings 

freely.” 

- Mr. Joseph Mallender sends the following Summary of 

Meteorological Observations at Hodsock Priory, Worksop, 

Notts, for October, 1887 :—Mean temperature of month, 44-9°. 

Maximum on the 28th, 587° ; minimum on the 26th, 24’0°. Maximum 

in the sun on the 2nd, 10S-6° ; Minimum on the grass on the 26th, 17-2°. 

Mean temperature of air at 9 A.M., 45-3. Mean temperature of soil 

1 foot deep, 467°. Nights below 32° in shade, five ; on grass twenty. 

Total duration of sunshine, ninety-one hours, or 28 per cent, of possible 

duration. We had seven sunless days. Total rainfall, 174 inch. Rain 

fell on fourteen days. • Maximum fall in twenty-four hours on the 8th, 

0'62 inch. Wind velocity exceeded 400 miles on two days, and fell 

short of 100 mil s on three days. Average velocity, 97 miles per hour 

Approximate averages for October :—Mean temperature, 4S’2°. Rain¬ 

fall, 2-84 inch. Sunshine (six years), eighty hours. Another dry and 

very cold month. The mean temperature is lower than any of the last 

ten years except 1880, when it was the same. The nights were espe¬ 

cially cold, and the number of frosts on the grass is very large. 

-Carter’s Provident Sick Fund.—The second annual meeting 

was held on Tuesday, the 8th inst., in the warehouse of Messrs. James 

Carter & Co., Queen’s seedsmen, High Holborn, one of the spacious floors 

being specially cleared for the purpose. It was attended by about 250 

members, who by the keen interest displayed in the proceedings showed 

their appreciation of the benefits which had been obtained by the estab¬ 

lishment of the fund. The chair was occupied by the manager, Mr. 

C. H. Sharman. The report and balance-sheet were read and adopted, 

various suggestions for increasing the usefulness of the Society being 

given, and the necessary amendments of the rules made. During the 

second year of the Society’s existence the number of members on the 

register had risen from 268 to 353, all of whom were employes in various 

departments of the business. A further sum of £20 was added to the 

reserve fund. A donation of £10 was made to the Hospital Saturday 

Fund, and not the least pleasing feature in the meeting was the solicitude 

displayed by the members to make a provision so early in the Society’s 

existence for the assistance of widows or orphans of deceased members, 
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and a proposition was made that a subscription should be given to the 

Gardeners’ Orphan Fund recently established, and which it was thought 

would secure the objects in view ; but after a fair discussion it was seen 

that the benefits to be derived from that source would necessarily be 

very limited in extent, not being available for the relief of any but the 

orphans of manag rs or departmental foremen in nursery and seed estab¬ 

lishments. An amendment was therefore proposed and carried unani¬ 

mously that the reserve fund should be charged to the extent of £10 per 

annum for that object when required. The officers and members of the 

Committee were re-elected iwith acclamation, and a hearty vote of 

thanks for the chairman brouglff the proceedings to a close. 

- Fertile Hybrids.—“It is perfectly amazing,” says the “Ameri¬ 

can Gardeners’ Monthly,” “ how much work is needed to drive the great 

error out of the world that hybrids are generally sterile, simply because 

that much-abused beast, the mule, happens to be commonly (though not 

absolutely) sterile. Instances of the reverse are continually before us. 

One of the most useful is the success of Mr. Carman of the Rural New 

Yorker, in getting a productive race of grain between Wheat and Kje. 

He has also been very successful in getting the Blackberry and Rasp¬ 

berry to unite, though Mr. Wm. Saunders of London, Canada, has 

occupied this part of the field before him. Latterly Mr. Carman has 

been successfully crossing different species of Roses, and has seedlings, 

hut we do not yet know that the hybrids are fertile or sterile.” 

- Grapes at Ipswich.—The following cutting from the Suffolk 

Chronicle has been forwarded to us, as referring to an old reader of this 

Journal :—“Mr. John 31ay and his gardener are to be congratulated 

upon their success as Grape growers. For five years in succession at 

Ipswich autumn Show 3Ir. May has beaten the district. In fact, he 

has never been beaten since he exhibited. His fruit is remarkably fine 

and we daresay the quality is no less unexceptional. The competition 

is on no limited scale. The country houses, whose vineries lack no means 

and appliances for perfect cultivation, enter the lists, only to take sub¬ 

ordinate position to 3Ir. 3Iay. We like to encourage generous rivalry 

in such peaceful contests. Other growers had better make up their 

minds to beat 3Ir. 3Iay-—if th^y can.” 

-A Colonial paper thus describes a Huge Grape Vine :— 

“ There is a Grape 3rine in Carpenteria, the property of Jacob Wilson, 

that exceeds the famous Montecito 3Gne that was forwarded in 1876 to 

the Centennial. At the butt it measures 5 feet 10 inches, and 5 feet 

from the ground 5 feet 2 inches. Is is of the Mission variety, and is 

reputed to be the largest Grape Vine in the world. It is supported by a 

trellis, covering an area of ground almost 100 feet square. Mr. Wilson 

•informs us that the 3Tine, two years ago, produced four tons of Grapes.’ 

- Just as we are going to press we learn that at the Hudders¬ 

field Chrysanthemum Show, held on the 11th inst., the £10 prize 

for the best forty-eight cut blooms was won by Mr. A. R. Cox, gardener 

to W. II. Watts, Esq., Liverpool. For twenty-four varieties, twelve in¬ 

curved and twelve Japanese, Mr. J. P. Leadbetter, gardener to A. 

Wilson, Esq., Hull, won the premier priz°, other exhibitors being 

Messrs. Cox, Hargreaves, Daniels, Stokes, W. Smith, J. Bubb, and J. T- 

Sharp. Groups were also well shown by Mr. J. F. Brigg and Mrs. J. W. 

Taylor, who were first and second. The Show seems to have been very 

satisfactory. 

THE SOIL 
[4 paper read before the Puxton Society. Wakefield, October 29th, by Mr. 

D. Giimour jua ] 

When we gaze upon a for. st of trees in all the beauty of their full 
foliage, or pass by a well kept farm at harvest time, where we see the 
golden grain ripe for the sickle, or visit a iange of plant houses where 
are all the most lovely and interesting specimens of floral life collected 
together for man’s pleasure and gratification, it is difficult to imagine 
that at one period of its history the surface of this earth was nothing but 
a solid rock. I believe that some scientific men go so far as to say that 
at a still earlier date the whole of the ehments of this globe—air, land, 
and sea—were in a gaseous state, and simply consisted of vapours. 
However, we do not need to go back so far as that, but will content 
ourselves with making a commencement with the rocks. 

Most of us will have notic d that the surfaces of the stones used in 
our buildings, when these buildings have been erected some years, are 
subject to a kind of decay ; it is a very slow process, slow, but sure. It 
is this process going on in the world for countless ages which has pro¬ 
duced the soils which we cultivate at this present time. There is a 
certain element in the air we bivathe called oxygen, necessary to all 
vegetable and animal life, and it is this element which gives us life, to 

which most of, if not all, the decay and change in the world is due. If 
we examine the face of a cliff or crag which has been exposed for some 
time to the action of the weather, we find it gradually crumbling away. 
It may be very slowly, or it may be rapidly. This crumbling away 
naturally produces a quantity of loose material, in the more minute 
portions of which seeds become fixed and gradually form soil. So it 
was in the first instance. The rains and winds that beat upon the 
smooth face of the rocks gradually wore them away and formed a little 
soil in which the lower forms of vegetable life appeared. This oxygen 
I spoke of forms about one-fifth of the atmosphere ; it forms nearly the 
whole of water also, 9 lbs. of wateT containing 8 lbs. of oxygen. It is 
easy to see, therefore, that water assists change and decomposition very 
much. There is another element which is often present in both air and 
water, which much assists oxygen in its efforts to produce decay and 
decomposition, and this is carbonic acid gas, of which I may have to 
speak again. 

If a portion of soil be examined it will be found to consist of two 
parts, organic and inorganic, the organic parts consisting of remains, 
animal or vegetable—flesh or wood for example—and the inorganic 
being pi ces of stone, earth, or metal. 

The greater portion of all soils, except peat, consists either of sand, 
clay, or lime, and soils generally contain all three. The sand has been 
derived from the decay of sandstone rocks, the lime from limestone or 
marble, and the clay from slate. But a good garden soil contains other 
elements besides these three—the organic part before mentioned, con¬ 
sisting of animal matter, bits of wood, straw, hay, the roots of grasses, 
and the remains and dung of animals. If we go further and get a 
chemist to prepare an analysis of the soil, we find it generally contains all 
the following materials :—Organic matters, silica, alumina, lime, mag¬ 
nesia, oxide of iron, oxide of manganese, potash, soda, ammonia, chlorine, 
sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, carbonic acid. 

To enumerate all the things that man takes out of the soil would be 
to name everything on the face of the earth. The soil is the grand 
storehouse from which all life, animal and vegetable, draws its food. If 
we had a garden, and were to keep on growing vegetables in it, and 
removing the same year after year, there could be eventually only one 
result. No matter how rich the soil; no matter what efforts we made by 
digging and trenching, there would come a time when the garden would 
refuse to grow anything, the croj s would gradually dwindle away and 
diminish in quantity, and finally fail altogether. Why ? Simply because 
our successive crops go on removing certain constituents from ths soil ; 
and there being only a certain quantity of these constituents there to 
begin with, they must come to an end sooner or later. This will he 
news to some beginners, who imagine that with the purchase of the 
plants and shrubs they wish to cultivate, and planting them, their duties 
cease. Now were these persons to purchase a horse or a dog, it would 
hardly be necessary to point out to them the advisability of occasionally 
giving it a meal of some kind. So it is with plants and flowers, and it 
will be found that he who grows the finest flowers, fruits, and vegetables, 
generally has a goodly heap of manure and old turf somewhere on the 
premises. 

Wherever we kirn our ejes we see the improving hand of man, and 
we generally see chemistry going hand in hand with him in his improve¬ 
ments. Not very many years ago it w as the fashion to scoff at chemistry 
when applied to agriculture. Intelligent farmers and gardeners now, 
however, have abandoned this, and gladly welcome the assistance of 
science in the cultivation of the soil. Unfortunately for horticulturists, 
the efforts of agricultural chemists have been naturally almost entirely 
directed to agriculture ; and thus, although we can refer to probably 
more than a dozen analyses of Wheat and other farm crops, we cannot 
obtain one which gives us any information about flowers. In my own 
little experiments in Rose culture I am always brought to a standby 
my ignorance of the chemical constituents that go to make up the plant 
and flower. 

If we wish to get the best results from the soil, we must endeavour 
to arrange that it shall contain all the ingredients necessary to the 
growth of the crop. It is not enough to know that there is the quantity 
of each constituent present, there must be more ; and further, it must 
be in such a state that the roots can readily absorb it; the plant must 
not be kept waiting for food ; the food must be in readiness when re¬ 
quired. When we dress our soil with good stable manure, and plenty of 
it, we supply it with all the ingredients that a general crop requires— 
that is, supposing a soil to be fairly fertile, neither containing any 
injurious substance in such quantities as to be detrimental to vegetable 
life, nor wanting in anything not supplied in the manure, which is a 
necessity to the crcyi. But when we possess the knowledge that a certain 
crop requires an excess of some one constituent, it will greatly assist 
both crop and soil if we add it in addition to the manure. For instance, 
the ash of Potato contains 63 per cent, of potash and soda ; the ash of 
Wheat contains only 31 per cent, of these. But on the other hand the 
ash of Wheat contains 46 per cent, of phosphoric acid, and that of the 
Potato only 18 per cent. Now it is not difficult to see that the same 
amount of potash and phosphoric acid applied to fields where it was 
intended to grow these two crops side by side must result in a loss, for 
if we applied the greater amount of each in both cases the manure 
would be wasted, and if we applied only the smaller quantity the crops 
would suffer. 

A few words now as to how we can improve the soil. If there were 
no decay there would be no growth, for it is decay of matter in the soil 
which supplies food’to the plant. iOur object, then, must be to bring the 
and into such a state that the manures and other matters which we put 
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into it may undergo those changes which turn them into plant food. 
It we wished to cause a piece of wood or other vegetable matter to decay 
as quickly as possible, what should we do with it ? I should say place 
it in a position where air and moisture could both get to it. It has been 
proved by experiment that decay is most rapid where air and water 
meet. A bar of iron placed upright in a tub of water for some time will 

e round to rust away most rapidly just at the part which is nearest to 
, e surface of the water. Take a beam of wood, build it into a house, 
*eep it properly dry. and it will last for hundreds of years. Take the 

same beam, bury it deep in a bog, deep in water but preserved from air, 
and agam it will keep sound for centuries. Only the other day we read 
in the newspapers of the finding of the framework of an ancient ship, 

probably eight or nine hundred years old, in Lincolnshire; it was dis¬ 
covered during the excavating for a gas-holder deep in the ground, and 

e vvood was perfectly sound. Not very long ago I stood in a natural 
orest high up among mountains, where great trees, probably 8 or 10 feet 

m diameter, being blown down by the gales, decay and fall away to 
earthy matter in about four or five years, so wet is the climate, while 

e same trees down in the valleys, some 3000 feet below, I believe, 
stand sound and strong, the wood becoming like iron, for thirty or forty 
years after the settler has killed them. 

(To be continued.) 

FRUIT EXHIBITION AT THE CHILWELL 

NURSERIES. 

,. Numbers of visitors are attracted to these nurseries to inspect the fine 
display of Apples and Peirs. and £10 being offered in prizes brought 
a good number of exhibits. The Show is held in a spac'ous vinery 100 feet 
ju length ; 310 dishes are very neatly arranged on a table down the middle of 
the house. The c l'ect:on of twebe varieties, culinary Appl s (six fruits 
each) brought seven exhibito s. Mr. S. Rhodes, Tliurear.on Park, Notts, 
was first wi h good fruits, the most conspicuous being Maltster, exception¬ 
alu^ne’ Northern Greeninsr, Spencer's Favourite (Queen Caroline). 
Caldwell, Emperor Alexander, Noimanton Wonder, Warner's King, and 
j“l®n“.im Pippin. Second, Mr. J. Jo es, gardener to the Hon. Louis Hope, 
the Knowle, Haylewood, Derby, showing a splendid dish of New Haw- 
thornden. Equal second Mr. F. Oldham, garden r to 0. Schwind, Esq., 
Broomfield Hall, Derby. With dessert Apples there were ten exhibits of 
six dishes. First, Mr. Anderton, gardener to H. R. Clifron, E>q., C ifton 
Hal|, Notts, showing ia g-md condiuon Lord Lennox, Blenheim Pippin, 
Coxs Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins, New Bess Pool, and Rb-ton 
Pippin, all well grown. Mr. F. Oldham was a close second with King of 
the Pippins, Golden Reinette. C >x’s Orange Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, 
Blenheim Pippin, and Eve. Third, Mr. Attenborough, gardener to W. H. 
Farmer, E-q., Alexander Park, Notiingham. Wi h twelve dishes of Pears, 
distinct, there were five entries. First, Mr. Cunnington, gardener to J. 
Marriot, Esq., The E ms, Crosswell, Rubley. Nott°.—viz., BeuriA Hardy, 
Glou Morijeau, Benrre Ranc'1, Uvedale’s St. Germain, Urbaniste, Doyennd 
du Comice, Marie Louise, Durondeau (very fine). Doyenne Baussocb, Mare- 
chal de Cour, Beurrd Sterckmans, and Beurre Diel. Second, Ms. Marks, 
gardener to C. R. P. Morewood, Esq., Alfreton Hall, Derby. Third, Mr. Old¬ 
ham. In the c'ass for six varieties—first, Mr. Anderson ; second, Mr. Atten¬ 
borough; third, Mr. Coy, gard°ner to Rev. Drooston, Bingham Notts. For 
the heaviest Apple there were five entiies, the first prize going to Mr. 
Rhodes wilh a Mai s'er, weighing 12J ozs. An extra prize in this class was 
awarded to Mr. Anderson for a beautiful fruit of Blenheim Pippin. For the 
best dDh of Pears Mr. Cummington was first with a grand dish of Beurid 
D’el, and Mr. Milner extra for an exceptionally fine dish of Winter Nelis. 
Mr. Toulson of Chilwell, exhibited, not for competition, a fine Warner’s 
King, weighing 20.) ozs., also dishes of New Northern Greening, Court 
Pendii Plat, and King of the Pippins in good fo m. 

Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir Cast e Gardens, showed a very fine sample of a 
new Potato, Ideal, and Mr. Taylor, of King’s Newton, a very promi-ing 
late culinary Apple, which be intends to nime Newton Wonder. Among 
the varieties selected from Messrs. J. & R. Pearson’s own orchards were 
noticeable Golden ReinetU, Cellini, Warner’s King, Spencer's Favourite, 
Beauty of Kent, Polt's Seedling, N6W Northern Greening, and Duchess 
of Oldenburg, the latt-r still sound, though ripe in September. Blen¬ 
heim Pippin was included in eve-v collection, and was very fine through¬ 
out both in size and colour. New Noithern Greening was well represented. 
Mr. R. Milner exhibited in three classes, but as the competiti m was con¬ 
fined to Notts, Derby, Lincoln, Stafford, or north of these counties he was 
disqualified from showing against the otter exhibitors, but owing to the 
exceptional quality of his fruit he was awarded an extra fi si for twelve 
varieties of Pears, and an extra second for dessert Apples. 

MEMORIES OF A TOUR. 

[Continued from page 405.') 

THE CASTLE COCH VINEYARD. 

I WAS brought to a sudden stop last week just when entering on a 
description of this interesting example of Grape-growing in an open 
field as a commercial undertaking in the production of wine. In order 
to make as clear as possible the method of growing the Vines, I had a 
photograph of one of them sent to an engraver some time ago, and 
subsequently sent a written request to be furnished with the engraving 
of this Vine. It seems the artist had at the same time the view of a 
celebrated garden in hand, and so when I asked for the Vine he sent me 
the “ view,” and as there was no time to rectify the error I had to pull 
up sharp. The Vine now appears, and the view will no doubt follow in 
due course. Both of them afford sufficient evidence that my talented 
coadjutor can do his work better than I do mine, for I must attribute 
the mistake to my faulty caligraphy, of which I am often not a little 

ashamed. However, I managed to write “ Vine ” plain enough the 
second time, and had my reward. This reminds me of a delicate com¬ 
pliment b stowed by a celebrated gardener to whom 1 had occasion to 
write some time ago, and who replied, “ I have received your letter, but 
can only read some of it, as the style is so distinguished.” I thought 
that admirable, and the more so since my friend’s “style” of writing 
was so far beyond me, that I have not to this day been able to decipher 
anything like the whole of his letter, so we both stand “distinguished” 
for bad writing. This is mentioned in the hope that young gardeners 
who are desirous of entering the literary arena may take a lesson from 
our shortcomings, and distinguish themselves in a directly opposite 
manner. And now having stated what “ happened ” to check progress, 
we will glance at the vineyard, and see if what has been done there does 
not afford material for reflection. 

As was recently intimated in the review of Mr. Barron’s excellent 
woik on the Vine, the author remarked that, “the Castle Coch experi¬ 
ment of growing Grapes in an open vineyard is not considered to be 
very successful.” There was sufficient justification for the observation 
at the time it was penned in 1883, but there have been many changes 
since then, and amongst them the most important have been better 
and brighter summers than those shortly anterior to that date. The 
Vinos were planted in 1875, and in 1877 yielded forty gallons of wine, 
which, at the price now obtained for the “ Castle Coch ” brand, would 
be worth £60, or £30 an acre ; but the Vines were young then, and 
more wine was obtained in the following year. Then came the not to be 
forgotten season of 1879, when the Potato and grain harvests were failures 
through excessive wet, and many of the Grapes dropped off the Vines. 
This meant another year’s failure, for the wood was of necessity soft 
and unfruitful. There was a good crop in 1881. then two more failures 
through bad seasons, so that Mr. Barron was quite right, for up to 1883 
the experiment was certainly not very successful. If we take the first 
ten years probably the value of the wine made would not much more 
than pay expenses, yet there would presumably be no loss. 
The weather during the greater part of that period caused 
other fruit crops to fail, and the Vines had to endure an 
ordeal of exceptional and abnormal severity. But what do we 
find since then ? Not prosperity in agriculture, nor in ordinary fruit 
culture in this country ; but taking the wine value of this year’s vintage 
alone, we have at its actual selling price of £3 a dozen a total of £840, 
the yield, Dr. Hogg tells me—and he has seen the must, or new wine, 
since I saw the Vines—being 10 hogsheads. If we spread that over, 
twelve years we have an average of £70 a year, or £35 an acre, two 
acres being under cultivation. Can ordinary fruit culture or farm crops 
show an equal result i for that is a fair way of testing the matter ; and 
judging by that test, the Marquis of Bute is surely not adopting a 
reckless policy in extending his vineyards very considerably. The 
experiments now may fairly be considered satisfactory, and there is at 
least as bright a future for wine-growing in South Wales as for any 
other crop that is ordinarily grown in this country. Eleven more acres 
are to be planted, making a total of thirteen, or 62,920 Vines. 

The vineyard at Castle Coch is favourably situated both as to 
site and soil. The soil is yellowish loam of a medium texture 
resting on broken limestone. It was trenched 2 feet deep, and the 
turf turned in gave it a fibry texture. There is thus a good feeding 
ground and good drainage. It slopes to the south from the base 
of a high and heavily wooded hill, thus is well sheltered from 
the north ; it is also fairly protected from the east and west by lower 
and less heavily wooded hills from a quarter to half a mile away. The 
Vines are growing 3 feet apart in lines from north to south, with the 
same distance between the plants, or one to each superficial yard, making 
4840 to the acre. They are secured to strong stakes cut from the wood, 
such as are commonly used for Raspberries, and rise about 4 feet above 
the ground. As viewed from either end, looking up the slope from the 
south side, or down it from the north, the straight rows of Vines, neatly 
dressed, no laterals bristling from them, the ground clean, and the 
Grapes changing, it was impossibl: not to admire the general effect, and 
particularly the remarkable health of the Vines and the care with which 
they were tended. Mr. Pettigrew’s trusted helper practically lived 
amongst these Vines, and had his little lodge for shelter. He knew 
where the best bunches were, and pointed them out » ith modest pride 
and a politeness of manner that is not equally possessed by all tillers of 
the ground. His appeared to be a pleasant occupation, and he carried 
out intelligently the wishes of his chief. This active and experienced 
Vine dresser, though not old, had passed the meridian of life, and has 
since been summoned to his long rest, leaving a good name behind him. 

Most persons, I apprehend, who are expecting to see something for 
the first time form an imaginative sketch of the object. In my forecast 
of the Vines at Castle Coch I was at fault in one particular. I was 
under the impression they were managed the same as Raspberry canes 
are—that is, taking two or three up a stake, bearing them their entire 
length, then cutting them down in winter; others, of the summer’s 
growth, being trained in their stead. That is simple enough, but the 
method ado, ted with the Vines in question is simpler still. It consists 
in cutting back the bearing canes every year close to the main stem or 
stump 9 inches or so from the ground. The stem naturally enlarges, 
just as a spur does on the main rod of a Vine under glass. The Vines 
then may be said to be cut back to the spur every season, exactly the 
same as “ pollarding ” Willows. Several buds -break, and growths stait 
in the spring, just as they do from spurs in a vinery. Disbudding is then 
resorted to, and a selection of the most promising growths made for 
hearing. In the engraving three are shown, a leaf or two having been 
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removed to render them more visible. The bunches are produced from 
the second, third, or fourth joints from the base, but under glass the 
bearing laterals are topped, or as we commonly say “stopped,” at the 
first, second, or third leaf beyond the bunch, according to the space be¬ 
tween the rods ; but in the open air there is no limit to the space up¬ 
wards, and the growths, which correspond to the laterals in vineries, are 
allowed to reach the top of the stakes and are then topped, it may be at 
seven or eight leaves beyond the bunch. The secondary growths or sub¬ 
laterals are suppressed as fast as produced, this pinching and hoeing the 
ground to prevent weeds being all that needs to be done in the summer. 
The ground is not dug, but is firm, and “netted” with roots, and a 
dressing of Thomson’s manure has been, if I remember ri.litly, once 
applied. tfOJSAa , 

Thei(health of the Vines is of the best that can be imagined, as 
indicated by the sturdy growth of the canes and the extraordinary 
texture of the foliage. Consequent on the short-jointed growth the crop 
is clustered towards the base and not far from the ground ; and it is 

Fig. 53.—A CnMle Coch Vine. 

possible that it ripens the better on that account through the radiation 
of heat from the earth. The leaves of the Vines are not quite so large 
as those of well-grown Black Hamburghs under glass, but equal the 
best of them in substance, far surpassing the majority in that respect; 
and it would not perhaps be easy to find examples under glass equalling 
in weight the best grown in this op n vineyard, it is not the mere size 
or superficial area of leaves that represents their value, but texture or 
weight in accordance with size, or, in other words, a Vine leaf !) or 10 
inches in diameter may be better, because stouter and heavier, than one 
a foot or more across. When Vine leaves are abnormally large, and at 
the same time thin in texture, soft and flimsy, it is a certain indication of 
imperfect growth, and indubitable evidence of something being wrong 
somewhere. That there was nothing wrong with the Castle Coch Vines, 
or at least with the variety best adapted "for the purpose in view, and 
which is the most extensively grown, was apparent, and I have not the 
remotest fear of anyone who inspected th m in September, and who is 
cimpotent to judge on the matter, questioning their superior con¬ 

dition. In that respect they quite exceeded my expectations, and I 
was more than satisfied with my visit to this vineyard when the 
Grapes were ripening for the best vintage that has been seen m 
England in the memory of man. Whether the monks of old had 
b tter from their vineyards we shall never know, but if they grew 
their own wine in various parts of the country—and for what other purpose 
could the vineyards be established ?—why cannot it be produced in 
other districts than South Wales now ? The rainfall is less in many parts, 
and equally good shelter could be found, such as in clearances that might 
be made in unproductive woods and plantations. If I were in the 
position of many landed proprietors 1 should certainly try what could 
be done, and should not expect to fail. But it has to remembered 
that wine-growing involves waiting for results, these now attained at 
Castle Coch being represented by 60s. per dozen for the rich, yet 
vinous, Sauterne-like wine that is there produced through all stages, 
from inserting the cuttings of the Vines, pressing out the juice from 
the Grapes, and maturing and bottling the wine by Mr. Pettigrew. 
The demand for this wine exceeds the supply, the Marquis of Bute 
is satisfied, and his gardener ought to be proud of his work. 

Much more could be written on this interesting subject, but Clin s- 
antliemums are in the ascendent just now, show reports claiming space, 
and it can only be added that the ordinary early Sweetwater and 
Muscadine Grapes are of no use for wine-making in comparison with 
the variety chiefly grown at Castle Coch—the Gammy Noir. The bunches 
are not thinned, the Grapes, being small and blue-black in colour w hen 
ripe ; but it is not necessary that Grapes should be dead ripe for wine¬ 

making. 
We returned from Castle Coch via Llandaff, a neat, well-to-do-looking 

village-like city of apparently three or four hundred inhabitants, glanced 
at the beautiful tower of the restored cathedral, peered through the trees 
at the Bishop’s palace, and a two-miles drive, mainly through an avenue 
of young trees planted by Mr. Pettigrew, took us to his house again, 
from which we soon afterwards departed, with pleasant remembrances ot 

unbounded kindness, for Margam. —A Toukist. 

*** The figure 2 appears to have dropped out of the type on page 404 
last week, making the Recreation Ground at Cardiff 4 instead of -4 

acres. 

GROS COLMAN GRAPES NOT COLOURING. 

I should be glad if some of your able correspondents could inform 
me why this Grape has not ripened with me. This is the first time I 
have grown it. The vinery was started on January 15th at 45°, the 
heat was gradually increased until it reached 65° during the flowering 
period—night temperature—the day being 10° or 15° higher, according 
to the weather. The Vines all broke strongly and regularly, and all 
finished their crop beautifully, except Gros Colman. The A ine is not 
heavily cropped, having but eleven bunches of medium size. The \ ines 
were planted in 1884. What crops they carried previous to last year I do 
not know, but when I took charge, a little more than a year ago, every 
Vine from which the fruit was not cut had twenty-four bunches on, 
some of them very large. I thought the crop too heavy, so allowed none 
of the Vines this year to carry more than twelve bunches, and so give 
them a chance to recoup themselves this year. Would the heavy crop 
of last year affect the ripening this year ? A clever piece of workman¬ 
ship on the part of my predecessor was to plant the early vinery with Black 
Hamburghs, Gros Colman, Muscat of Alexandria, and Buckland Sweet¬ 
water, while the late house in which the Grapes are required for Christ¬ 
mas is planted with Alicante, Lady Downe’s, Mrs. Pince, and Black 
Hamburgh. Is it too late for me to shift the Gros Columns and Muscat 
of Alexandras into the late house, and bring the Black Hamburghs 
into the early vinery ? I must start the early vinery in January, and 
the late one in March. I would not mind having to sacrifice a crop 
next year on the Black Hamburgh that I want to move if I could 
secure a few bunches off the Muscats and Gros Colman in the late house. 
The vineries are span-roofed, and contain six Vines on each side. 1 he soil 
is sandy loam, the top spit from the deer park. It contains no lime, and 
as far as I can ascertain no lime rubbish was used in making the borders. 
The Vines have had plenty of water and liquid manure from the farm 
vard, also two dressings in spring of half inch bones. I may add, the 
last of the Grapes in the early vinery—with the exception of Gros Col- 
nian—were cut a fortnight ago, the crop having given entire satisfaction 
to my employer in all points. I enclose sample ot Grapes in question 
for the Editor’s opinion. They are deficient in stones (also flavour) as 
they were never fertilised beyond tapping the rods.—A YOUNG Head 

Gardener. 

[The Vines may be removed and replanted at once, due care being 
exercised in the work, and the leaves retain-d as long as possible. The 
Gros Colman Vine was weakened by overcropping last jear, and this 
year's crop, though much lighter, was still too heavy. The Grapes are 
of good size, but the skins too thin and tender for long keeping.] 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

November 8th. 

Scientific Committee.—Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in 
the chair ; Messrs. Lynch, Smith, O’Brien, Smee. Michael, Maclachlan, 
Pascoe, Bidley, Murray, Professor Church, Professor Ward, and Rev. 
G. Henslow. 

Kryng um Sp'ciss as Bcc-flurrrm.—With reference to Mr. V ilson’s 
observations on E. giganteum being a good bee-flower, Mr. Henslow 
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rlm-ked that a ^ee-keeper in North Wales had ascertained that E. 

linn^mUm+ j"a? also a F°°d plant. Observations were made upon 
noney scented by particular flowers, Mr. Maclachlan remarking that 
;; ®e,fv,e a remarkable flavour to it at Blackheath. Mr. Smee added 

m' f oo+ °!ney from near Mitcham was so strongly flavoured by Pepper- 
mint as to be uneatable. Professor Church called attention to the fact 

specimens of “ scented honey ” had long been in the Bethnal 
He obtained by placing the hives near to particular plants. 
ue believed they came from Russia. 

sent W talaziT>!!-—Smee reported upon the sp cimen 
y rs Newton to the last meeting, and corroborated the im- 

duo ptnLt'011 ex pressed; especially with reference to the allowing for 
a ij?P™?n and contraction. 
ebn ri >n —Mr. Pascoe exhibited a specimen 
ebunfera found on Vanda teres, and requested that a 
of foreign insects might be sent to him. 

the facftw^ Tree*—Professor H. Marshall Ward drew attention to 
which trpnl o sevcral notices had lately been made upon the injuring 

it had lnnt k Stain?d wiben growin& on a south sloping bank ; but that 
tation fn nofclced and recorded by Gilbert White. The iuterpre- 
so that- H,at t le roots are stimulated by the warmth due to the position, 
set in th proPer ripening of wood does not follow before frosts 

Cladngporhim fulvum.—Mr. 
right of Lynn sent 
latter forwarded the 

of Baris 
all such discoveries 

W. G. Smith brought, and Mr. Plow- 
specimens of this fungus on Tomatoes. The 

i .following communication I herewith send 
Toma?,? t .ClaJosP°rmm fulvum on the fruit, leaves, and stems of 

Tomatoes he-?'?6 ha,d t?em m my Possessi°n for six weeks, and the 
r °?7°e®have tnrned ml, so that the zone of green colour which sur- 

colour lice jin®us ln j^s ear^|er stages, while the Tomato is changing 
the narasitp c. ls^PPeared- TIlis maintenance of colour in and around 

nres?n?e f°UnC Wlth several of tb« Uredines, and is hue to the 

>ro?e?? of if I-"17? ‘U ”, °Jf the fun°us causin- delay in the normal 
processes of maturation of the host plant’s tissues.” 

remarkTn^H?-W ^aminis.—Mr. Plowright also added the following 

we?k thatPH.? ?S P??S1,te Stated in the Gardener*' Chronicle last 
upon Wheat S T?nt kad n0t been found 111 this country as a parasite 
<Annals of N fThlS, er,ror’ for 1 find that Mr. Berkeley, in the 
was serious^;at.ural Hlsto.ry>. ln 1865, mentions that a crop of Wheat 

on Afapecurus* agrestis!’^ * “ ia 1863’ Mr’ F‘ Currey fouud it 

ccerufa? "on:er«’ S-c.-Vr. Smee exhibited two flowers of Vanda 

slender stall-????, d°rSal ,Se,pal aborted’ ln one case. and drawn out to a 
two and three??h V"*3;1'?6 extremity hl tbe other. Bulrushes, with 
flowered tv?? h?i?S t0 them ’ als0 a Chrysanthemum of the Anemone- 
chSs ”??riet? h Supernumerary beads >>eloiv the ray, or « hen and 

coloSZ;tTf??“,a?iml~Mr- Ridley exbibited the curious orange- 
or f h‘S ? ant: lfc 13 about tbe size of a ben’s egg with four 
■central fr°m the base‘ They are P^Ssions, the 
fruit It •! 7blcb ls common with that of the mesocarp of the 

.Fernand? Nor^hm P'ant’ and used for liver complaints in 

Noronfa?SI^Pf;-T?s\likefbe preceding, was brought from Fernando 

and edible VL fl ralC‘, U had larSe oval crimson fruits, scented 
ana edible. The flowers only expanded at about 10 p.ar. 

blosf^m*ArTM.*rt"fe'THe a!Sc showed a dewing of a native tree in 

the convicts shouHmake^fJf ’ “ ^ lMge tr6eS are Cut down lest 

from G?p’-R^fIr‘ Pr.nc? exbibded the following autumn flowering species 

tei 2?niC G?d?n at CambridSe :-C- Pallasi, Tingitanus, Tourne- 
tortei medius, cancellatus var. cilicius, and longiflorus. 

WisW?rs&tly^~Mr- ?■ F- Wilson exhibited a stem grown at 
thGt^n h the d‘Iff^renCe between the cultivated form, which had 

th??? r),??hS°“S’-aUd the Tdd °ne bearinS only four t0 six- He stated 
missionary, a friend of Mr. Hufhlen of New York, describes 

Lilv?yn?r^J11?!1? ds °wn country (the Nilgirris) as a very handsome 
5 iLJr G MCt ?gb’, 'vltb from four to six flowers on a stalk 5 feet 
?ev???ppn 5m Gamble, bas seen it; on tbe hills about Simla, but has 
never seen wild any so big as we describe. 

GarbonUedCoqmJla Nut (Attalea funifera).—He also exhibited nuts 

hnon !?S °f thl3, Palm’ well known for turnery purposes, which had 
been dug up in the city. The three internal septa and the ovary walls 

ere completely changed to coal. It had doubtless been formed under 
great pressure. Similar results had been found after the great fire in 
f ooley Street. Professor Church remarked upon the remarkable hard- 

of absorbing ^se"nUt’ whlcb’ as cbarcoal, had an extraordinary power 

. Nandevilla suaveolen».—The Hon. and Rev. Boscawen sent fruit pods 
tu fb'® aP°§ynaceous plant, which are not often seen in this countrv, 
though Mr. Lynch said they found it at Cambridge. In the “Botanical 
L.0^1§(0Py ' 'a i 11 to ^—. X]     ? * 

fruiting. 

. :—~ —y vaujuuugc. in me notanicai 
Jo, 7, it is described as flowering in conservatories, but not 

CHKYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

PORTSMOUTH.—November 10th and 11th. 

Tli!E,iie-'T fbiii. Maib Land port, in which the Exhihit’on under notice 
was held, is a building of huu-uhI sizs. So l3rse is it that vans caa be 
drawn between the table-* a' cl their content! d^po.-i ed at any d sired point, 
and if fifty vehicles weie under the roof at once the whole of the available 

space would net be occupied. Th:s is a great convenience to exhibitors, 
and the wide promenades between the tables is convenient in another 
respect, for we are informed that upwards of 8000 visitors entered the Show 
in three hours—namely, from six to nine o’clock on the evening of the 
second dsy at Id. each lor admission. The Show was also of great magni¬ 
tude and mer.t—a striking advance on the Exhibition of last year. The 
groups were numerous and effective, some of the collections of specimen 
plants splendid, and the cut blooms, of which 2000 were staged, were most 
creditable to the several exhibitors. There was great and close compe¬ 
tition in most of tbe classes, and the work of judging was no light task. 

Cut Blooms.—The principal class was that for thirty-six blooms, dis¬ 
tinct varietifs, eighteen incurved and the same number of Japanese, the 
chief prize being the challenge vase, value £25, and £6 in cash; second 
prize £5 ; third, £2 10s. For these eight collections were staged, making a 
vurv fine display. It will be remembered that Mr. E. Molyneux, gardener 
to W. H. Myers, Esq., Swanmore Park, B’shops Waltham, succeeded in 
winning the first pr.ze last year, the conditions being that should the same 
exhibitor win the vass twice (not necessarily consecutively) it should 
become his property. Much interest was attached to the present year’s 
contest, as it was thought the high and dry hill of Swanmore during the 
tropical summer would not be favourable to the development of superior 
blooms, and Mr. Mo’yneex might have to relinquish possession of the vase. 
His blooms wer - not so large as we have seen them, but they were quite 
large enough for the occasion, also br'ght, snd beautifully finished, winning 
with comparative ease as resp-cts the incurved, though there were strong 
stands against, th in. The Japanese were not so large as some others, but 
remarkably fresh, the whites pure and the r mainder rich and clear in 
colour. The former, however, won him the position, and were tbe best 
incurved blooms we have seen this season. He has now wen three great 
challenge cups in six consecutive years, and none of his competitors will 
questioa the justice of the awards. The following are the varieties staged 
at Portsmouth :— 

Incurved.—Back row—Alfred Salter, Golden Empress, Emp-ess of Incia, 
Golden Queen of England Lo d Alcsster, and Queen of England. Middle 
row—John Salter, Lady Hardinge, E npress Eugenie, Jeanne d’Arc, Lard 
Wolseley, and Princ?ss of Wa’es. Front row—Mrs. Heales, Prince Alfied 
Barbara, Hero of Stoke Newington, Prince-s Teck, and Lady Carey. 

■Japanese.—Bmk row—Madame C. Audiguier, Meg M rrilies, M. Delaux, 
Fair Maid of Guernsey, Baronne de Praiiley, and Ralph Brocklebank. M'dule 
row—Criterion, Madame La ng, Thunb rg, Val d’Aniorre, Avalanche (fine), 
and TFomphe de la Rue d^s Chalets. Front row—Belle Paule, Soliel 
Levant, Eiwin Molyneux (rich), Hdlle. Lacroix, Martha Hardinge, and 
Jeanne Delaux. M ssrs. W. & G. Drover, nurserymen, Fareham, were 
placed second, the Japanese blooms ia this stand being heavy and gcod, but 
there was a fading off in the incurved blo'ms, though t-hty were far from 
inferior. Mr. R. Woodfine, gardener to Captain Boyd, Emsworth House, 
Ems worth, Havant, was a clo^e th rd with fresh but smaller examples and 
meritorious. A fourth prize was worthily awardtd to Mr. W. Neville, gar¬ 
dener to F. W. Flight, Esq, Cornstihs, Twyford, Winchester, Mr*. J. 
Wright and the new Miss Flight being attractively s aged. 

For twe ve Japanese blooms, d s inct v*rletie*, there were seventeen 
entries, the best coming from Mr. Woodfine, these being large, rich in 
colour and fresh, Jeanne Delaux, Thunbrrg, and Be le Pau’e being the 
best. Messrs. D over occupiei the sscond po i ion, while Mr. M lyneux 
took third honours. For twelve incurvel blooms, dist net, there was a 
strong and c'ose competition of twelve stands, Mr. Molvneux leading with 
fresh, full, solid b’ooms. Messrs. Drover were second, and Mr. Woodfine third, 
bo’h stag ng well. Ten compe'ed for twelve reflexed, not le*s than eight 
varitti s. Messrs. Drover were first with full deep specimens of Cul ingfordi, 
Amy Furce, Peach Christine, and C o h of Gold. Mr. Russell, gardener to 
Dr. C. F. Lewis, Henfield, Sussex, was second with med urn-sized full 
blooms, Mr. Neville third. Mr. Russell gained the highest honours for the 
same number of Anemone blooms, Mr. Woodfine being second, and Mr. 
Penford, gardener to Sir F. Fitzwygram, Bart., Le'gh Park, Havant, third. 
For six Japanese Anemones, three varieties, Messrs. Drover scored first 
honours, Fabian de Medians and Mdlle. Cabrol being very fine, Mr. Penford 
second. The best Pompons were staged bv Mr. Russell, closely followed by 
Mr. E. Garnett, gardener to Captain Arhuthnot. Messrs. W. Wood & Sons, 
Wood Green, London, offered their Jubilee silver medal with a money prize 
for eighteen cut blooms, s'x to be Japanese, six incurved, and six refiexed, 
the plants to have been fed with th ir ‘ 1 quid manure powder,” Mr. Molyneux 
was an easy first, staging grand incurved, fine Japanese, and good reflexed 
specimens, Messrs. Drover second. For twelve incurved blooms, distincr, 
amateurs only, the Rev. J. Wei s, Havant, was an easy winner, showing a 
capital lot; notable in this lot was a magnificent specimen of Lord Alcester, 
which was awarded the premier prize as the best bloom incurved in the Show. 
The premier Japanese was Avalarohr in Mr. Molyneux’s stand, a pure 
white bloom, extra deep and rolid, a new kind but little known. A beautiful 
Btand of single varieties, arrang d ia bunches of three, was staged by Mr. 
Molyneux, “ not for competition,” to which an extra prize was given, so 
meritorious were they considered. Many prizes were off< red to growe s 
living in Portsea Island oniy, and amateurs, the competition being keen, 
and the quality as a whole excellent. Mr. Molyneux took first honours for 
the best two blooms, one Japanese and one incurved, to be shown in separate 
classes with fine specimens of Madame C. Audiguier and Lord Alcesttr ; 
second Mr. Roberts, gardener to E. R. Longcroft, Esq., Havant. 

Plants.—A special inducement was offered for these in the form of a 
Jubilee first piize of £10 for the b st eight specimens, four incurved and 
reflexed, and four Japanese. Six competitors entered the lists, and the 
magnificent specimens justified tbe offer ng of such a prize. The best 
plants came f om the neighbourhood of Southampton. Mr. Wakeford, 
gardener to G. Harris, E-q„ Alder Moor, Shirley, was accredited chief 
honour for very fine specimens, some of th m mf asuring 5 feet in diameter, 
neatly trained, with good foliage, and profusely flowered, Fair Maid of 
Guernsey, Peter the Great, Mrs. Sharpe and Peach Christine being extra 
good. Mr. E. Wills, gardener to Mrs. Pearce, Firs, Bassett, Southampton, 
was placed second w th some very tine plants, but in justice to this exhibi¬ 
tor it should be said that f o ne evil dispo ed person, in the Dight of Novem¬ 
ber the 5;li,wilfully cuf and destroyed many of bis finest specimens—a most 
dastardly act. Mr. A. Smith, gardener to Mrs. Learmouth, Havant, was a 
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distant thirl. Another class was provided for the same number of plants, 
four to be Japanese, and the same number to be either incurved or reflexed. 
Mr. Wills took first honours with large neatly trained specimens freely 
flowered. Mr. G. Lambert was second, and Mr. Penford third. The best 
single specimen, any variety, was staged by Mr. Wills, a very fine one of 
Dr. Sharpe, second Mr. Penford. For the best group of Chrysanthemums 
in a space of 50 feet, eleven competed. Mr. Hatch, gardener to the Victoria 
Park Committee secured leading honours with an effective arrangement 
mainly composed of Japanese varieties carrying fine flowers and good 
foliage. Second Mr. C. H. Kingswell, gardener to Admiral Hopkins, The 
Dockyard, Portsmouth; third Mr. Roberts. Specimen Pompons were of 
moderate quality only. Table plants and Solanums were beBt staged by 
Mr. Molyneux and Mr. Penford. 

Fruit was not staged in large quantises, but the quality was good, parti¬ 
cularly the black Grapes from Mr. Molyneux, who took first honours for 
two bunches of black with Alicante finely coloured and of good size. 
Mr. E. Smith was second, showing the same variety, but smaller. The 
same exhibitors showed the heaviest bunches, that from Mr. Molyneux 
being 9 lbs. 12 oz->., a shapely bunch of Gros GuTlaume; that from Mr. 
Smith be ng Alicante, smaller. Mr. J. Chalk, gardener to G. Read, 
Esq., Salisbury, was first with two bunches of white Grapes, with 
medium sized, well finished examples of Muscat of Alexandria; Mr. J. 
Co veil, gardener to J. A. Martin, Esq., being sicond with the same 
variety. 

Vegetables were staged in goodly numbers. For a collection of eight 
distinct kinds, Mr. Molyneux was first with Veitch’s Au’umn Cauliflowers, 
Brussels Sprouts, Tomatoes, and Leeks being the most noteworthy ; Mr. 
Penford was second, staging good produce. Other classes were well filled 
with choice kinds. 

So great was the crowds of people visiting the Show, that barriers had 
to be placed in front of the cup blooms, and a policeman had to be stationed 
at that point to keep the people moving : 14,133 persons visited the Exhi¬ 
bition during both days, the amount taken at the doors being £165—namely, 
£92 at fid. each, £40 at 3d., and £33 in penny admissions. So much for 
popular prices in a populous district. Much credit is due to Mr. F. Power, 
the courteous and indefatigable Honorary Secreta1 y, for the excellent 
arrangements made both for exhibitors and the pubic, ably assisted by 
Messrs. Barnes, Ellis, Hatch, and Collins, members of the Committee, the 
latter directing the staging of the exhibits. Under such efficient manage¬ 
ment the Portsmouth Chrysanthemum Society is sure to prosper, and its 
exhibitions are probably ce3tined to take a very high rank in the floral 
world. 

BRIXTON.—November 10th. 

The annual Exhibition of the Brixton and District Horticultural Society 
is invariably a model in the even quality of the exhibits and the excellence 
of arrangement, but this year the want of adequate space was felt more 
keenly than ever. The courteous and experienced Secretary, Mr. W. Hall, 
however, disposed the exhibits most tastefully, and the general opinion 
was that it was the best Show the Society has had 

The Show of the present season was held in the lecture hall, Congrega- 
gational Church, Streatham Hill, on November 10th. The building is of 
modi rate size, and is provided with a gallery, from which the cut blooms 
and specimen plants arranged in the body of the hall can be seen to great 
advantage. 

A long table ran along the middle of the hall, large specimen pyramidal 
Chrysanthemums clothed in bloom being arranged along it in the centre, 
with Primulas immediately in front of them on one tide and Ferns on the 
other. Stands of cut blooms occupied the remaining portion of the tables, 
which were thus most attractively furnished. The platform at the upper 
end was occupied with Tree Ferns, specimen Chrysanthemums, stove and 
greenhouse plants, and Orchids, and also looked well. Other specimen 
plants were arranged at the sid-s of the hall. 

The schedule embraced thirty-eight class s, while several special prize3 
were alio offered. The following were the awards :— 

Specimen Plants. — Mr. E. Cherry, gardener to Mrs. Gabriel, 
Streatham, secured tin first prize for six plants of large-flowered 
varieties, having well-bloomed examples of Dr. Sharpe, Mrs. Dixon, 
John Salter, Mrs. Halliburton, Lord Alcester, and Barbara, Mr. J. 
Weston, gardener to Mr. D. Martineau, Clapham Road, being second with 
good specimens, and Mr. W. Clarke, gardener to Mr. J. H. Lile, Brixton 
Hill, third. Mr. Wtston won with six Pompons, having large profusely 
flowered plants, amongst which Golden Cedo Nulli and White Cedo Nulli 
were conspicuous. Mr. Cherry fo'lowed with smaller but healthy plants, 
Mr. Luff, gardener to Mr. R. R. Hyatt, bringing up the tear with a meri¬ 
torious batch. Pyramid Pompons were best shown by Mr. Luff, his col¬ 
lection including fine examples of Sceur Melainie and Calliope. Mr. Liver, 
more, gardemr to Mr. F. Webb, Christ Church Road, was second; he had La 
Sultaine large and profusely bloomel, but other plants were weak. Mr. 
Cherry was third. Mr. R. Clarke, gardener to Mr. Griffiths, Streatham, 
showed well in the class for three plants of large varieties, having Lord 
Alcester, Mrs. G. Rundle, and King of Crimsons in excellent condition. 
Taese easily accounted for first prize ; Mr. W. Clarke and Mr. Cherry fol¬ 
lowing in close order. In minor classes for Pompons, Messrs. Weston, 
Cherry, W. & R. Clarke, Livermore, Luff, and Howes, gardener to Mrs. F. 
Bennett, Upper Tulse Hill, were most successful. Mr. Sadler, gardener to 
Mrs. Lambert, Streatham, took first place in a class for twelve Japanese for 
prizes given by the President, Mr. T. Gabriel; Mr. Howes followed, third 
prize going to Sir. Luff. 

Cut Blooms.—The leiding incurved clas3 was that for twenty-four 
distinct varieties, and the premier award fell to Mr. C. J. Salter, gardener 
to Mr. J. Soutbgat’. He had exc edingly bright and fresh blooms, tbe 
majority of good size. The varieties were as follows:—Back row—Lord 
Alcester, Prince Alfred, Princess of Wales, Alfred Salter, Empress of India, 
Prince of Wales, Golden Empress, and Queen of England. Middle row— 
Lady Hardinge, Jeanne d‘Arc, Lori Wolselev, Beverley, .John Salter, Mrs. 
Heale, Mr. Cobay, and Jardin des Plintes. Front row—Mr. Bunn, Bronze 
Jardiu des Plantes, Barbara, Refulgence, Mis. Dixon, George Glenny, Mrs. 
Shipman, and an unnamed variety. Mr. T. Sadler was a close second, and 
Mr. Luff third. Mr. Salter was to the fore with twelve solid even blooms. 
Mr. Howe, garden1.r to Mr. H. Tate, Streatham Common, was the next in 

order of merit, making an excellent fight, and Mr. Sadler was third. Messrs. 
Salter, Howe, and Gibbons, gardener to Lady M. Pollock, Clapham, took the 
prizes for six blooms in the order named. 

A first-rate stand of large Anemone-flowered took the first prize for Mr. 
Swain, gardener to Mr. E. Jones, Clapham Park, in the class for twelve of 
that section, the varieties represented being—Back row—Gluck. Minnie 
Cbate, Lady Margaret, and Georges Sand ; middle row—Sceur Dorothea 
Souille, Georges Sand, Acquisition, and Gluck ; front row—Louis Bonamy, 
Prince of Anemones, Mrs. Pethers, and Soeur Porothd Souille. Neat 
blooms from Mr. Livermore took the second prize, Mr. Gibbons accounting 
for the third. There was not much to choose between any of these ; all 
were good. Mr. Livermore was first with Anemone Pompons, Mr. Gibbons 
following. , 

Japanese were finely shown in the class for twenty-four by Messrsr 
Mursell (gardener to Mrs. Burton, Streatham), Howe and Salter. The forme 
showed Madame C. Audiguier, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Jeanne Delaux, 
Yellow Dragon, Madame P. Pigny, M. Freeman, Triomphe de la Rue 
des Chalets, and Meg Merriles in the front row ; E. Molyneux, Ralph 
Brocklebank, Elaine, Val d’Andorre, Fernand Feral, Comte de Germiny, La 
Triomphante, and Boole d’Or. in the central row; and Mdlle. Moulise, Mrs. 
Townsend, Madame Feral, Mdlle. Lacroix, L’Adorable, Madame Laing, 
Marguerite Marouch, and Snowstorm, in the front row. Theie were large 
richly coloured blooms, and did gr,at cedit to the exhibitor. Air. Howe’s 
second prize stand comprised good examples of Criterion, Belle I’aule, and 
Hiver Fleuri, amongst others, and Mr. Salter showed well for third place. 
Mr. Sadler’s stand was very highly commended. Mr. Mursell was again to 
the front with twelve blooms, Mr. Salter followed closely, and Mr. Sadler 
was third. Mr. Howe won with six reflexed, a very neat stand, composed 
of King of Crimsons, Chevalier Domage, Distinction, Cullingfordi. Felicity, 
and Christine. Messrs. Sadler and Livermore were respectively second and 
third. In a maiden class for previous non-prizewinners Messrs. Plumb, 
gardener to Captain Grote, Clapham Common, and A. Moorcock, gardener 
to the Rev. S. N. Ranson, Streatham Park, were respectively first and 
second. 

ORCHins.—For six Orchids, distinct, in bloom, Mr. Salter was placed first. 
He had well-flowered pieces of Cjpripedium Ha’-risianum, C. Spicerianum, 
Yanda coerulea, Pleione lag-naria, Odontoglossum Insleayi, and Angrsecum 
Kotschyi ; Mr. Howe followed closely, with Mr. Luff third. For three plants 
Mr. Salter was again first, having Cypripedium Harrisianum, Vanda coerulea, 
and Cattleya Dowiana ; M>\ Luff was second and Mr. Howe third. Mr. 
Salter followed up bis previous victories by winning with a specimen Vanda 
coerulea with two fine spikes; Mr. Mursell was second and Mr. Fulbrook, 
gardener to Mr. B. B. Baker, Roupell Park, third. 

A first-class certificate was awarded to Mr. Salt6r for a fine mixed group 
of Orchids, and another to Mr. W. Hall for Calantbe Halli, the beautiful 
white-flowered hybrid recently certificated at South Kensington. 

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Mr. Livermore occupied the post of 
honour with three plants—namely, Epacris Model, Erica hyemalis, and 
Epiphyllum truncatum, Messrs. Fulbrook and Gidner, gardeners to Major 
Saunders, Clapham Park, taking the remaining prizes. Messrs. Hill and 
Livermore were successful with single specimens. 

Fine-foliage plants were best shown by Messrs. Luff, Cherry, H. Guj ett 
(gardener to Mr. T. Gabriel, Streatham), and Howe ; Ferns and Lycopods 
by Messrs. Luff, Wright (gardener to Mr, J. A. Wbittard, Streatham Hill), 
Hill (gardener to Mr. G. W. Ryder), Ranson (gardener to Mr. J. T. Gabriel), 
and Fulbrook ; Primulas by Messrs. Mursell, Ranson, and Salter (all very 
fine); table plants by Messrs. Luff, Guyatt, and Ranson; and Zonal 
Pelargoniums (Mr. Hyatt’s special prize) by Messrs. Ranson, Mursell, and 
Luff. 

Fruit and Vegetables.—Mr. Howe won with three dishes of dessert 
Pears, Messrs. Wright and Salter following. Mr. Guyett was first with 
kitchen AppleB, and Mr. Sadler with dessert varieties; Mr. W. Collins, 
gardener to A. A. Flashto, Esq., also showing well. Some fine bunches of 
Grapes were shown. Mr. Howe was first with excellent bunches of Alicante 
and Mr. Salter with Muscat of Alexandria, a minor prize falling to Mr. 
Wing, gardemr to Mr. W. Shepherd. Mr. Henry Tate’s special prize fell to 
Mr. Howe, who exhibited some fine well-ripened examples. 

Mr. Howe was a good first for a collection of vegetables, followed by 
Messrs. Hdl and Vince. Special prizes, given by Mr. J. R. Box, Croydon, 
went to Messrs. A. Luff and Swan. Other prizewinners wi.h vegetables 
were Messrs. Sadler, Wright, Salt r, Howe, and Case. 

LEWISHAM.—November 11th and 12th. 

The spacious public baths, near the South-Eastern Railway Company’s 
Btation at Lady Well, Lewisham, were requisitioned by the Lewisham and 
District Floral Society for its Chrysanthemum Exhibition on November 11th 
and 12th. They were admirably suit d for the purpose, the ground floor of 
the large bath affording ample space for the chief exhibits, those of a mis¬ 
cellaneous charactr r being arranged in the smaller bath adjoining. Two 
rows of tabling provided space for the cut blooms in the larger compart¬ 
ment, while groups and specimen plants were arranged at the sides and 
end. Tbe collective display was a highly attractive one, and the general 
arrangements of the Show reflected credit on the Management Committee 
and the energetic Secretary, Mr. Drake. 

The sohedule comprised sections for amateur members of the Society; 
others open to all comers, with substantial prizes ; others for gentlemen’s 
gardeners practising with'n a radius of three miles from the Lewisham 
Parish Church ; and others for ladies, witfi several spec’al awards. 

Amateur Members’ Classes.—Medals were offered for groups of plants, 
certificates and money prizes for specimens, and medals, certificates, and 
caBh prizes for cut blooms. 

Groups.—For the best groups of Chrysanthemums arranged in a space 
of not more than 50 square feet, quality and general effect to be the leading 
features, silver and bronze medals were offered, the chief award going to 
Mr. John Lock, 11, Wistaria Road, Lewisham, for bright, fresh plants, 
judiciously arranged. Mr. W. E. Jupp, Brockley, was second, his specimens 
hearing many fine blooms, but losing the first prize through carrying a 
number of dead flowers. 

Cut Glooms.—Mr. G. Walker, Lmgfield Road, Wimbledon, was the only 
exhibitor of twelve Japanese, and he received the chief award for a neat 
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ofaGuern^TrCr!^fP'e^nteibeia,2 L’AdoribIe’ Val d’Andorre, Fair Maid 
Elaine Fernand p ] ^°f,.Mei'rlhepi Belle Paule, Flamme de Punch, 
Jows! South Norwi?1, Ml G;, Lfroix> and Mr. T. Wickham 
well colnnroi 01W0°d> was t0 tba front with six blooms, thess being large 

de 6Si °f 5dUe- LaCr?ix- Mjdime B- Pendatler.Tnomphe 
Mr. G. S Addison Th^8’wUeIuS Marrouch> GHoriosum, and Criterion, 
third. Th;s w« ’. „ 7°° F'nth’, wa3 a good second, and Mr. Walker 
petition. ' a poptdar c,aS3i there being seven other stands in com- 

Ne^ngton^wMtiTthf'f6'3, eMl'' ?:n=ham> 6> Bethune Road, Stoke 
Mr. Walker follnwo^ 6 5?^r>-an<i.ke rema,kably neat and even flowers. 
Mr WickhamwV B,n5ha? wa, rgtin successful with six blooms. 
Addison bri^W ,?„l0u0kEecoDd ,placs with fresh but small flowers, Mr. 

Six Jain no 8 UP the rear. There were six others competing, 
view Terrace'a^T® Va5et5 were best shown by Mr. D. B. Crane,4, Wood- 
and theeramifle^andE0M ’ the variety being Yal d’Andorre, 
second with d* ^r* H. Needs, 35, Ringstead Road, Catford, was 
only exhiWtoHn ,b ^ °7erj c°uipeting. Mr. Addison was the 
first priz‘ for Lresponding incurved class, and he was awarded the 
also represented w txamP!e3 of Mr. Bunn. Six Japanese Anemones were 

mckbS?JS,ciXSE,r’"d bm u“ “ret 

Addison E JaPail,e8C; aod incurved were won by Messrs. Walker, 

Road BromleyZdKM i,®' J°h“’s)- Humphry (42, Pope 
Show was AnSilno • tut -S1 J°ne8- lbe prem,er incurved bloom in the 
The prize wasnfil Mr' F,rank Bingham's first prize stand of twelve. 

eymmPetrical,substam“l,Tn1afresah winning flower was of good size, 

£5, f^and^M^o*-^f^86 u°mpti9efi cut flowers only. Three prizes, value 
and twentv-i.’.^nc! °ffTd fort.T;eiSbt blooms-twenty-four Japanese, 
Mr. Shocsmith rve^» noJ les® than eighteen distinct varieties in each. 
Hythe easilv won 7 the Re,I: CaE0.n Hodgson, Saltwood Rectory, 
and well fin'shed Th^8^?26, Tbe maiority of b‘3 blooms were large 
Meg Merrilies m SnlTl® TOB1en^id Tere as follows :-Japanese : 
d’O? Midamp a’,i • •1 Levant;i Yal d’Andorre, Mdde. Lacroix, Boule 
Carew Und^rwindlgTrr’aaDd C?TW Hnilerwood in the back row; 
Delaux TrilT^ Madame John Laing (2), Boule d’Or, Jeanne 
Thunbe’rg in the d|a/a Bue des Chalets, La Triomphante, and 
Ouern=ef’ bimifo 6 ar°W,T Thunberff. Japonaise, ■ Fair Maid of 
Astorg at tht'frnn^ Th W' Harris, Roi des Japonaises, and M 
good were—bark TZ lnCD.1’ped varieties, which were particularly 
India (2) AlSsalTer Qr77 of En«klld’ Lord Alcester (2), Empress of 
Hero of’stoke Aw;er’.GoldeTn EmPr,°^- and John Saltar ; middle row: 
fiilL w 6 “e Newington, Jeanne d'Arc, Mrs. N. Davis Mrs Heale 

Mrs DixonP Lord w*!®®8]3 ofp^ales ,2)> and Mrs. Shipman; front row: 
Carey G Giennv1 mat?}*?’ PiT9t°1 Teck (2)> Cherub, Sir Stafford 
ton, J.P. Park Hill Mr- J- Stuns?, gardener to Mr. J. New- 
whole but sevAral ’/W00’ wa181secon3* His Japanese were good on the 
to Captain Torrens lncurs'ed blooms were weak. Mr. Pascoe, gardener 
to Mr C F Shea T'hda^?3’ a <dose third. Mr. W. Packman, gardener 
Japanese' and wnn e ^‘“vJ001’3 £**• had an excel'ent stand of twelve 
gill, Blurdon hTb and1^5-^1®8'/8!! M?ore> *ardener to Mr. W. C. Pickers- 
tion. Mr MW«?“d Stai5e8 foUowtng- There were eight in competi- 
incurved a n at bl5 p03iti°n in the corresponding class for 
followed’ Mr RlHtand BeSnn"Shm the premier award. Mr. Packman 

Croydon; b ing third.’ FourotLm^^etfd8^”10^ Addi8combe Farm- 

man’s first^rize* Wonm^nl8 °f/apa,lse Anemone-flowered, and Mr. Pack- 
of three irers h«t T i® Pol£pons> twelve varieties, in bunches 
Balham ’ The fatter ™ by M«S8ra-,PaSC00 * Edwards, The Nurseries, 
mums Messrs PerkinT^®®®^1’ wlt,b a haad b°ujuet of Chrysanthe-’ 

The lncil ' b _skln A S?ns’ of Coventry, being placed equal first, 
blooms Somo^/thnei.8 ,claF.ses included groups, specimens, and good 
Adlam,'anSd Cox.f ^ Ch'6 prizewinnera were Messrs. Hudd, Dodson, Nunn, 

themum^were In°Idml^rfb0?qaetSl ®Per^nes' and baskets of Chrysan- 
Lanier Rofli he Exhibition. Mrs. Birdseye, 23, 
the last named W1 8t ^ ^IrS' ^Y1,ckbam Jone3 second for a hand bouquet 
Road lSI MlnW1.n,1,ng with a basket ; Miss Hoyton, 24, Rycrofl 
Jones’ an 1 ivt™ ’ p91I°WIng- These were all charmmg arrangements. Mrs 

accounted fof ttehrsfnH6 7°* ,with ePer2nes- aad the lady also 
Road, bring second PnZ® f°r a de<“d tab’e, Mrs. E. A.Searie, Ringstead 

epedmen^fl6/ 1 7 MeSSrS' Wood & Son for the best trained 
Patrol Place1 OariJd VTld ma?"rG po,d;r went to Mr. W. Green, 3 
for six bunches nff,hd’ “s' 1LaPwood.being second. Mr. T. S. Ware’s prize 
was won bv Mr L U79efu d cora‘i7e Chrysanthemum, Mrs. H. J. Jones 
Prinmss of7Messrs. Davis and Jones also offered prizes for 

The mo,tnnw 15rS--N°T1man Divi3’ but the cla8saa did not fill, 
them,?™ fte worthy mmcellaueous exhibits were fine groups of Cbrvsan 

SStfTmMe“s?se G B?nvtr Wl™ Co’> of 
and Zonal Pelarvmiii,™?^^ld °n8’ a?,d cut blooms of Chrysanthemums 
commenHeA ®m°°D1U^S from Messrs. Cannell & Sons, which w re highly 
Roto on r'vrl efflr\Crar 5r & Co- exhibited Primulas and Mr. Arthur 
had a large sknT?f t tbr latter l,1gbly. commended. Mr. Benjamin Field 
and Mr Sox fa nr?lh°1CU tU Mr' GeorSe a baaket of Grapes, 
some being v«/fine “ wr h Chrysanthemums) a collection of Potatoes, 

presenTeT toV^rtlih ahhn *£? Sec?nd dap of the Sh°w a gold watch was 
fhe t°.Mr. Drake, the able and popular Secretary, by a few friends nf 

Y, in recognition of the zeal he had displayed on its behalf. 

BATH.—November 9th and 10th. 

8howLTth?URafi?0hlPrranVel-y/ather slow in starting a Chrysanthemum 
that the *>b bor i?JR.url',,-s cannot be twitted for any supineness now 
toat they are thoroughly interested in the matter. At any rate, the Com- 

Secret’ar^dn a?d Pea™on3 respectively as Chairman and 
remlfc ^hcIn^n J mai,}tA>a ‘be reputation of the district, with the 
rmmrt e° i j'°getber what most probably was one of the best all- 

nd exhibitions of the season. The prizes offered throughout are fairly 

liberal and the competition most Ireen, but we are afraid the unfavourable 
weather, experienced on the first day especia'ly, militated against the 
cnancea of a large attendance of visitors. 

Specimen Plants.—These, one of the Judge’, a piominent Liverpool 
fiY u ' i ’ rIgbtly characterised as being very superior, and, in our opinion, 
,e be8t eve.r brought together in the district. The premier prize for six 
large-flowering varieties was awarded to Mr. G. Tucker, gardener to Major 

I - Clarke, Trowbridge, who had grandly flowered speeirmns, about 
4 feet through, of Mrs. Dixon, Golden Christine, Mrs. Forsyth, Mrs. Glenny, 
Mrs. Bundle, and Pink Venus. Mr. S. Kerslake, gaidener to the Rev. E. 
Handley, Bath, staged pretty even blooms, and was second, the third prize 
going to Mr. T. W. Fisher, gardener to R. B. Cat-r, Esq., Bath. With four 
varieties Mr. A. W. Southard, gardener to F. J. Walker, Esq., was a good 
first, having Sir Stafford Norihcote (very fine), and Mrs. Forsyth, Pink 
Venus, and Mrs. Ruodle, also good. Mr. A. Hawkins, gardener to T. Jolly, 
Esq was second, and Mr. J. Weston, gardener to the Rev. C. C. Layard, 

-*■ be be,t three standards of incurved varieties were shown by Mr. 
gardener to S. Tredwell, Esq., these consisting of Empress of 

Indu, Mrs. Glenny, Mrs. Rundle, all very good. Mr. J. Soutnard, gardener to 
J" Brown, Esq., was a close second. Pyramids were well shown by Messrs. 

W. Taylor, gardener to S. P. Budd, Esq.; J. Southard ; and T. W. Fisher, 
wbc received the awards in the order named. For a large flat trained and 
well flowered Mrs. Ruodle, Mr. J. Southard was awarded the first prize and 
also the silver medal of the National Chrysanthemum Society, Mr. T W. 
Fisher being a creditable second, and Mr. W. Taylor third. Capitally 
flowered Japanese varieties were shown. Mr. G. Tucker was again first, 
such sorts as La Frisure, Hiver Fleuri, Madame Sevin, and La Nymph 
bemg particularly good. Mr. S. Kers'ake was second, and Mr. T. W. 
Fisher third, both staging creditably. With four plants Mr. M. Cole was 
first, having beautifully flowered specimens of Margot, Madame Bertie 
Flendatler, Madam a do Sevin, and L’lsle des Plaisirs. Mr. T. W. Fisher was 
second, and Mr. W. Taylor third. With three standards Mr. M. Cole took 
the lead, being closely followed by Mr. B. B. Titley, both having fresh and 
beautifully flowered plants. Pyramids of Japanese sorts were not so good 
as usual, but the Anemone-flowered were fairly well shown. Classes are 
also provided for conservatory plants, but all compete with small trained 
plants instead of more naturally grown, and therefore more serviceable 
examples. Groups of Chrysanthemums to occupy a space not more than 
12 feet by 6 feet were arranged by six growers, and all were highly 
meritorious. They were disptsid down one side of the hall, and the 
majority of them were not less than 7 feet high at the baok and well finished 
at the front. Mr. J. Southard was rightly awarded the first pr'z^, the whole 
of the plants used being clothed with good foliage and had very fine 
blooms. Mr. W. Taylor was second, and Mr. A. A. Walters third. 

Miscellaneous Plants.—Prizes were offered for a great variety of 
flowering and fine-foliage plants, and capital examples were brought to- 
gether. Mr. T. W. Fisher was the only exhibitor of six Orehids, and was 
awarded the first for fairly good Oncidium Forbesi, Oncidium varicosum, 
uuontoglossum grande, and other well known species. Primulas were 
wonderfully good. For twelve plants Mr. C. Fisher was first; Mr. Mould 
gardener to E E. Bryant, E*q., second; and Mr. T. J. Tait, gardener to 
Torrii" Pumphrey- bl?ird. _ With six plants Mr. E. Reeves was first and Mr, 
JM. Cole second. Poinsettias were good, and with these the prizewinners 
were Messrs. M. Cole, W. Pumphrev, and F. J. Walker. Mr. Pumphrey 
was first for Bouvardias, Mr. A. A. Walt rs second, and Mr. W. C. Drum- 
m°fid ‘bird ; and with Cvclamen the prizewinners Messrs. A. A. Walters 
and W. C. Drummond. Excellent table plants were shown, but the Judges 
displayed strange taste in their selections. Mr. G. Shelton, gardener to 
W. K. Wait, Esq., Clifton, was rightly placed first, Messrs. Cooling & Sons 
s cond, and Mr. A. A. Walters third. Three groups of mixed plants 
arranged for effect were in competition, but here again the Judges were at 
fault, the first pdze being awarded to the least meritorious ; the second and 
third prize groups compris'ng a greater number of choice flowering and 
fine-foliage plants well grouped. Mr. W. J. Mould was first, Messrs. Cool¬ 
ing & Sons, Bath, second ; and Mr. W. C. Drummond third. Messrs. 
W. J. Mould, H. Podger, W. C. Drummond, W. Dobson, J. Murch, T. w! 
Fisher, and H. Hawkins were the principal prizewinners in the classes for 
choice fine-foliaged and flowering plants. 

Cut Blooms.—There were several exhibitors new to Bath well to the 
front with the-e. The best twenty-four large flowering varieties were 
staged by Mr. J. Horsefield, gardener to Lord "Heytesbury, of Heyteebury 
House, who had a very creditable collection. Mr. H. W. Ward, gardener to 
Lord Radnor, Longford Castle, was only a few points behind, and took the 
second prize, his best bloom ‘being Lord Alcpster (awarded the silver medal 
of EatioDal Chrysanthemum Society). Mr. J. Baylis was third. With 
twelve varieties, Mr. J. H. Copp, gardener to W. E. S. Erle-Drax, Esq 
Sherborne, was well first; Mr. R. Richard, Bristol, followed closely. With 
six varieties the prizewinners were Messrs. J. Mdler, gardener to F. Tagart 
E-q., Bristol, M. Cole, and S. Andrews, gardener to A. G. Hayman, Eca ’ 
Frome. ’ 

The competition with Japanese varieties was close and good. Mr. H. 
W. Ward was rightly awarded the first prize for twenty-four varieties' 
amoDg these being very fine fresh examples. Mr. Horsefield took the second 
prize, he also having fine blooms. Mr. R. Richards was third, and also 
first for twelve varieties. Mr. J. H. Copp was second, and Mr. Ward third 
in this class. The best six varieties were staged by Mr. Miller, the second 
prize going to Mr. B. Hopkins, gardener to John Daily, Esq., Frome, and 
the third to Mr. S. Andrews, all hiving very good blooms of popular sorts. 
Remarkably good blooms were staged by Mr. R. Richards in the cla«s for 
Anemone-flowered sorts. Mr. G. Tucker was second, and Mr. T. Hobbs 
third. The best Pompons in bunches were staged by Messrs’. Copp 
F. Hooper, and Hawkin’. The first prize for a vase or epergne of flowers 
was awarded to Mr. W. Dobson, Bristol; Mr. E. T. Hill, Bristol being 
second, and Mias E. E. Hill third. Mr. C. Winstone, Clifton, had a huge 
yet well made bouquet, and was first, Miss Lambden being a good second 
and Mr. W. Dobson third. 

Fruit and Vegetables.—Some grand Grapes were staged, Pears and 
Apples being a’so plentiful and good. The best collection of six dishes of 
fruit was staged by Mr. W. Pratt, gardener to Lord Bath, Longleat, these 
consisting of very fine Muscat of Alexandria and A’icante Grapes, a good 
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Golden Perfection Me’on, Sa'wey Peache*, Forelle Pears, and Coe’s Golden 
Drop P.ums. Mr. W. Nash, gardener to tiie Duke of Beiufort, was a very 
creditable second, losing points principally with white Grapes, M>. J. 
Ellicott, gardener to H. W. Tugwell, Esq , Bath, being a close third. Alder¬ 
man Chaffin (Mr. W. Taylor, grower, Bath), was placed first for four 
bunch s of Grapes in two varieties, but he was fortunate in getting the 
“benefitof the doubt,” the exhibits of M*. Pratt apparent'y equalling Mr. 
Taylor’s. Both had Alicante and Muscat of Alexandria, and what Mr. 
Pr»tt lost with the former fie fully regained with his Muscats. Mr. Nash 
had very well finished Alicautes and fine Gros Caiman, and took the third 
priza. Alderman Chaffin was again first fcr three bunches of black Grapes, 
winning with three grand bun.hes of Laiy Downe’s, these only requiring 
a little more colour to make them perfect. Mr. Nash followed with 
good Alicante, and Mr. Hopkins was tnird with the same variety in good 
condition. There were also fine Gros Guillaume shown in this class. In 
the class for a white Grape, Mr. Pratt was wall first with superb Muscat 
of Alexandria, Mr. Caaffin following with fine bunches of the same variety, 
and Mr. Ellicott was a good third. Mr. W. G. Praguell, gardener to J.D. Wing¬ 
field Digby, Esq , Sherborne Castle, was first in a good class for six varietie.s 
of P,ars, having fine clean fruit of Pitmaston Duchess, Marie Louise, 
Beurie Die], Winter Neli->, Glou Morceau, and Doyenne du Com'ce. Mr. W. 
Bannister, gardener to H. St. Vincsnt Ames, Esq., Bristol, was a good second, 
and Mr. S. Downs third. For four varieties, Mr. G. Pymm, gardener to 
Mrs. Gouldsmith, Trowbrilge, was fir.t, having fine dishe3 of Pitmaston 
Duchess, Beurre Diel, Beurrh Clairgeau, and Yan Mons Leon Leclerc, 
Mr. W. Fidler, gard-ner to Baron C. de Tuyll, was second, and Mr. J. 
Ellicott third. Mr. Garraway, Bath, was first for six varieties, thpse con¬ 
sisting of highly coloured dishes of Woo.stock Pippin, Empress Eugenie, 
Ribston Pippin, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, and King of 
Pippins. Mr. E. Hall was second, and Mr. Bannister third. With four 
dessert varieties, Mr. Ward was first, Mrs. Pinder seoond, and H. Taylor 
third. A fine lot of cu iaary Apples were shown. Mr. Pragnell was first 
for six varieties, these consisting of Alfriston, Mere de Menage, Gloria 
Mundi, Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Warner’s King, and Bleinheim Pippin. Mr. 
G. Garraway was second, and Mr. J. Aplin, gardener to W. M. Baker, Esq, 
Gloucester, third, the last named having a fine dish of Lord Clyde. In a 
large class for one variety, Mr. Ward was first with Blenheim Pippin ; Mr. 
Pragnell second with Pcasgood’s Nonesnch; and Mr. Aplin third. Col¬ 
lections of vegetables exhibited on a space 4 feet by 3 feet were very good 
indeed, the three prizewinning lots being nearly of equal merit. Mr. Copp 
was first, Mr. G. Garraway second, and Mr. Pragnell third. 

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.-November 9th. 

The third Exhibition of this S e'ety was a most successful one in every 
way. A marked improvement w,s evidtnt in nearly all tie plant classes, 
nd a much better lot of fruit was shown than on previous occasions. Cut 

blooms were not quite to good as last year, owing to the absence of two 
prominent Taunton exhibito-s. Their places, however, were fairly well 
nlted by fresh competitors from Wells, and the local growers staged many 
good blooms. Messrs. W. H. Vanes and S. Lewis are the Honorary Secre¬ 
taries, and these gentlemen, ably assisted by a practical Committee, 
managed the whole affair in capital style. 

The best six plants of large flowering varieties were stiged by Mr. W. 
Brooks, Weston-super-Mare, who had neat well-flowered specimens of 
Gloria Mundi, Prince of Wales, and the Rundle family. Mr. Tatchell, gar¬ 
dener to A. G. Andrews, Esq , Wells, was a good second, and Mr. W. Brown 
gardener to the Rev. W. W. Aldridge, Weston-super-Mire, thi d. In a c’ass 
for four plants Mr. C. Holland, gardener to W. Ash, E q , Weston-super- 
Mare, was well fiist; Mr. H. Lambert second; and Mr. W. Treble, gardener 
to M-s. Mager, third. Mr. Holland had the best six plants of Japanese 
varieties, among these being beautifully flowered snecim'ns of Margot, 
Madame Berthie Rmdatler, Elaine, and Bouquet Fait. Mr. W. Brooks 
was a close second, and Mr. G. Tatchell third. With four plants Mr, W. 
Brown was first with freely flowered naturally grown specimens of 
Source d’Or, Little Beauty, and Madame Berthie Rendatler. The 
strongest competition was iu the class for three standards of any 
variety. Mr. C. Holland was placed first with creditable examples of 
Mrs. Forsyth, Guernsey Nugget, and Fingal. Mr. M. Cole, gardener to S. 
Tred veil, Esq, Bath, followed closely, the third prize going to Mr. W. 
Brooks, and a fourth was awarded to Mr. Tatchell. In the class for the 
largest and best grown specimen of any variety, Mr. C. Holland was first 
for a well-flowered flitly trained Mrs. Rundle, M’\ W. Brooks being a good 
second with Mrs. Dixon. The successful exnibitors of pyramids of incurved 
and Pompon varieties were Messrs. Holland, Brooks, and W. Lewis, gar¬ 
dener to E J. Cole, E q. Mr. C. Holland was first for six Pompons; anl 
Mr. H. B. Harrington, Weston-super-Mare, for four plants, the other prizes 
being woa by Messrs. W. Brooks, H. Horsfcman, and W. Lewis. Four very 
crelitable groups of Chrysanthemums were arranged, the p’ants in the 
.first and third prize groups having exce’lent foliage as well as good blooms. 
Mr. W. Brooks was fir^t; Mr. M. Baines, gardener to Cecil Smyth-higott,Esq., 
second; Colonel Mordaunt third; and Mr. W. Lewis fourth. Several good 
Palms were included in Mr. W. Brooks’ first prize group of six stove and 
greenhouse plants, and Mr. C. Holland was a good second, and W. Lewis 
third. Mr. Brooks was also first with six Ferns, these consist ng of 
Dicksonias and other gool Tree Ferns. Mr. W. Lewis followed closely, 
and Mr. C Holland was third. Mr. W. Brown wis a good first with six 
P, imulas, Mr. C. Holland b lug second, and Mr. W. A. McKenzie (gardener 
to Cre3well Crump, E q., Wells), third. Mr. W. Brooks was eisily first 
with a choice group of mlsoellanecue plants arranged for effect, and Mr. W. 
Lewis second. 

In the c'ass for twenty-four cut blooms of large flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums Mr. McKenzie was well first., his best being Empress of India, Lord 
Alces er, Go’den Empress, Inner Temple, Prince Alfred, Princess of Wiles, 
Eve, Lord Wolseley, Isabella Bott, Empress Eugenie, John Salter, and Mrs. 
W. Shipman. The second prize was taken by Mr. Brooks, who had good 
bio ms of Lord Wolseley, Prince Alfrel, Mrs. Rundle, and oth^r so'ts just 
named. Mr. Tatchell was third. With twelve varieties Mr. M. Masters 
was first; and Mr. E. Wh“eler, gardener to Miss Charrington had a similar 
awaid for six varieties. Japanese varieties were much b.tter represented. 

Mr. McKenz'e was well first, his best being Meg Merrilies, MadameJC* 
Audiguier, Madams Licroix, Maiaue Sevin. Belle Pauls, Madame Laing’ 
Thunberg, and Fair Mtid of Guernsey. Mr. Tachell was a creditable 
second, and Mr. W. Brooks a close third. Mr. C. Holland was first for 
twelve varieties, and Mr. W. Coates, gardener to Mra. Miller, for six. The 
best twelve Anemone-flow red were showa by Mr. W. Brooks, who had 
Madame Bertha Pigny, Fabien do Mariana, Laly Marguerite, Duchess of 
Elinburgh, Minnie Chate, and MidameOabrol fresh and good. Mr. C. 
Winstone, Clifton, fully deserved the awird of a first prize for a basket 
of autumn foliage and fruit; Mr. W. Brooks being second, and Mr. W. 
Treble third. Mr. Winstone was a’so first for a magnificent hand bouque’r 
the second prize going to Mr. Brooks, who also had a grand but rather 
closely packed bouquet. 

Several stands of black Grapes were staged. Mr. W. Duiurn, Weston - 
super-Mire, was well first for perfectly finished Alicante, Mr. J. Coates, 
being a good second with the same variety. In a corresponding class for 
any white sort Mrs. Mil er was first with two excellent bunches of Muscat 
of Alexandria, Mr. W. Lewis being second with Syrian. The best four 
dishes of Pears were staged by Mr. McKenzie, who had good Marie Louise,, 
Hacon’8 Incomparable. Beurre D el, and Vicar of Winkfield; Mr. W. 
Duff urn was second. Mr. J. H. Virgo was well first for four varieties of 
dessert Apples, and Mr. E. Brcoks for culinary sorts. Other successful 
exhibitors of Appe3 aud Pears were Messrs. C. Clarke, H. Marshall (gar¬ 
dener to R. Cox, Eoq ), and VV. Lewis. Good prizes were offered for collec¬ 
tions of vegetables, an 1 three good lots were staged. Mr. T. Tilley, 
gardener to Colonel Cotgrave, Banwell, was easily first, his collection 
including sevu-al of Sutton’s best varieties. Mr. J. Hall, Croscombe, waa 
second, and Mr. McKenzie third. 

ASCOT AND DISTRICT.—November 9th and 10th. 

The fourth Show of th's flourishing Society was hel 1 on the above dates 
in the spacious halls attached to the Grand St ind, Ascot Racecourse, and 
proved as regards exhibits highly succes-ful, although the unfortunate state 
of the weather must, we fear, have militate 1 against a financial succe-s. 
Iu the neighbourhood are some first-class gro vers of both group plants amd 
cue blooms. They would undoubtedly do credit to themselves if exhibiting 
at Metropolitan exhibitions, the winning stands being equal to those 
at the National Society’s Show. Groups are always well done, and this 
year all were remarkably good, the competition for those of a miscellaneous 
nature being very keen. S3ven handsome groups were arranged round the 
sides of the principal hall. Fruit and vegetables also were well repre¬ 
sented, quite a gran t display of the latter being made by the cot’agers. 

Plants.—For the best group of Chrysanthemums to occupy a semi¬ 
circular space not exceeding 6 feet in rad u’, Mr. Lane, gardener to Miss 
J. Dunning-Smith, King’s Ride, Ascot, was first with handsome dwarf 
plants well arranged. Specially noticeable were plants of Meg Merrihea 
scarcely 2 feet in height from the pot,and each carrying three flowers fit for 
an exhibition stvnd. Second Mr. Hawthorn, gardener to the Rev. B. Pearse, 
Ascit. Third Mr. Hugh s, gardener to H. F. de Paravieini, Esq , Heath- 
field, Ascot, with tiller plants and fine flowers, but bidly finished in fr9n*'r 
Fourth Mr. Bird, gardener t> C. Barnett, Esq. Mr. Lane was the principal 
exhibitor of trained plans, taking first prizes for four distinct varieties, 
also for three standards, King of Crimsons among the latter in fine 
condition. 

Cut Blooms.—The principal class was that for thirty-six blooms, to com¬ 
prise eighteen incurved distinct varieties and the same number of Japanese, 
a handsome and valuable silver challeng) cup going to the first prize¬ 
winner in this class. Seven competitors entered, all their collections being 
good. Mr. Page, gardener to A. Southard, Esq., Fern Lodge, Bracknell, 
was first, putting up two remarkably gool stands of blooms, the Japanese 
especially being extremely large, deep, and grandly coloured. They com¬ 
prised :—Back row—Triomphe de la rue de3 Chalets (very fine), Fair Maid 
of Guernsey, Madame C. Audiguier, Japonaise, Meg Merrilies, and Val 
d’Andorre. Middle row—Mdlle. Lacroix, Ralph Brocklebank, M. Mar- 
rouch, Maiden’s Blush, Madame J. Laing (fine), and G'oriosum. Front 
row—Criterion, M. Freeman, Thunberg, Balmoreau, Madame B anon© 
Pigny, and J. Delaux. The incurved were :—Back row—Queen of England, 
Empress of India, Alfred Sailer, Lori Aloester, Prince Alfred, and Golden 
Empress. Middle row—Empress Eugenie, Lord Wolseley, Jeanne d Arc, 
Baron Beust, St. Patrick, and John Salter. Front row—Mrs. Heale, Prin¬ 
cess Beatrice, Mrs. Shipman, Jardlndes Plantes, Lady Hardinge, and Mabel 
Ward. Mr. Lane was a good second. Third Mr. Tomlin, gardener to T. 
Ashby, Esq , Braeside ; this exhibitor being last year's winner of the 
challenge cup. Four classes were provided for incurved blooms, and fine 
flowers were staged, the competition being keen in each class. For eighteen, 
distinct, seven stands were entered, first, Mr. Page, having large solid, 
blooms. Second Mr. Popple, gardener to the Hon. Lady Stepney, Woodend, 
Sunninghill. Third Mr. Pau1, gardener to J. C. Bowring, Esq, Forest 
Farm, Windsor Forest, with large but rough uneven flowers. In the cuss 
for twelve incurved Mr. Hiobins, gardener to General Thornhill, Lavender 
Farm, Winkfield, was first: Mr. Lane second ; and third Mr. Siuc air, 
gardener to the Marchioness of Downshire, Easthamstead Park, in whose 
stand was a remarkably fine bloom of Jardin des Plantes. For six incurved 
Mr. Thorn, gardener to J. T. Mackenzie, Esq., Sunninghill, was first; Mr. 
Godfrey, gardener to H. C. Rothery, Esq., Bagshot, second; and Mr. 
Hughes third. For six incurved, one variety, Mr. Paul was first with extra 
fine blooms of Lord Alcester, one of which was awarded the National Chrys¬ 
anthemum Society’s certificate of merit for the best bloom iu the Show. 

The same number of classes was provided for Japanese blooms, the com¬ 
petition in every case being keen. In the open class for eighteen, Mr. Page 
again won first honours, among t n competitors, Btaging in fine style 
varieties almost the same as those before mentioned ; the variety Moonlight 
was very good in this stand; second, Mr. Popple; third, Mr. Tomlin; 
fourth, Mr. Hughes. Tne next class for twelve varieties was as strongly 
contested as the preceding one, Mr. L ne securing the first position with 
excellent blooms, Ralph B ocklebank being very fine, also Belle Paule, 
Thunberg, J. Delaux, Criterion, and Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets ; second, 
Mr. Hibbin3 ; third, Mr. Sinclair. In the six of on9 variety cliss, Mr. 
Pope was first w.ta remarkable fliwers of Triomphe de L Rue des Chalets. 
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One class was provided for twelve reflexed, Mr. Page see ring another first 
with a grand s and of blooms, King of Crimsonp, Jewess, Cloth of Gold, 
Distinction, Phidias and Mount Etna being especially line. 

As previous.y mentioned groups cf miscellaneous plants were well re¬ 
presented, and the Committee would do well to increase the prizes in this 
c. s.s< , *"• Sinclair won first honours with an excellent arrangement, con- 
s'sting largely of Calanthes, Palms, Dracaenas, Ferns, witha suitable edging 
of 1 anicum, &c.; second, Mr. Thorn, who freely used Cocob Weddelliana 
and Crotons, but was rather deficient in flowering plants; third,Mr. Wells, 
gardener to Mrs. Ravenhill, Winkfield. Plants for dinner tabl ■, Primulas, 
bolanums, Cyclamen, &c., were shown in large numbers, and arranged down 
the centres of the tables produced a pretty effect. 

. The display of fruit was good, Grapes, Apples, and Pears being exten¬ 
sively shown. For two hunches of black Grapes, Mr. C. Cooper, Sunning- 
hill, was first with good Gros Colman ; second, Mr. Hughes, with Alicante, 
medium bunches, very fine berries ; third, Mr. Wells. With white Grapes, 
alessrs. binclair, Cane, and Bird were the prizetakers. For three dishes of 
Apples and the same number of Pears (dessert), Messrs. Godfrey, Hold- 
iorth, and Fenner won the honours. Several other classes were equally 
good, many handsome dishes of Pears and Apples being staged. 

. Vegetables, for which Messrs. Sutton & Sons offered fpecial prizes for 
!J.X TSSr68* ma(^e a Sne display, the produce throughout was excellent. 
Mr. Godfrey was first, Mr. Hughes second, and Mr. Wells third. Messrs, 
button & Sons staged fifty dishes of Potatoes, large, clean samples of their 
well-known varieties. Much praise is due to Mr. Watkins, Secretary- (who 
also secured the silver cup in the amateur classes); also to Mr. Hay" for the 
excellent staging arrangements, the management in every way being a great 
improvement upon last year’s show. 

STREET (SOMERSET).—November 11th. 

. Vert marked progress in Chrysanthemum-growing has been made in 
this district, and a capital display of plants and cut blooms was the result. 
These were well arranged, and shown off to the best advantage in the 
Crispin Hall, a remarkably suitable place for holding such an exhibition, 
much credit being due to the Honorary Secretary. Mr. A. D. Porter, and 
the Committee generally. 

The principal class was for groups consisting largely of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, and four competitors entered for the prizes. Mr. F. Edwards, 
gardener to James Clark, Esq., Street, was awarded the first prize, his 
group comprising many wed-grown plants With fine blooms, and arranged 
in good style, such sorts as Fair Maid of Guerntey, Comte de Germiny, 
Madame C. Audiguier, Mrs. Rundle, Thunberg, Hiver Fleuri, Mons. Henri 
Jacotot, Gladiator, and Jardin des Plantes being well shown. The second 
prize was well won by F. J. Clark, Esq., Street, his exhibit being good 
alike as regards both quality and arrangement, a few Orchids being 
included. The best Chrysanthemums were Cullingfordi, Yal d’Andorre, 
Comte de Germiny, Meg M rrilies, F-dr Maid of Gu°rnsey, and Vtnus. 
The third prize was won by Mr. G. Chislett, gardener to Mrs. Rees Mogg, 
Glastonbury, who had eapi-.al plan's, but the effect was sadly marred by 
the massing of pink shades on one side of the group. Mr. Chislett obtained 
the first prize (a silver medal of the National Society) for six trained large 
flowering varieties, these consisting of capitally flow-red and not too 
formally trained plan's of M’s. Dixon, Lord Alcester, Jeanne d’Arc, Yenus, 
Prince of Wales, and Mr. G. Glenny. The second prize was awarded to 
Mr. G. Potter, gar tener to A. Colson, Esq , who had more formally traine i 
specimens, while Mr. J. Mnndy waB third. Japanese varieties were capi¬ 
tally represented, the prize plan's being train'd in good style and beau¬ 
tifully flowered. Mr. Potter was first, and received a silver medal for six 
plants, consisting of Nu't d’Hiver, Madame Berthie Renda'ler, Mdlle. 
Lac-oix, Margot, Peter the Great, and Comte de Germiny. M \ Chislett 
was a good second, his best being Dormillion, James Salter, and M. Henri 
Jacotot. Mr. J. Mundy had the remaining prize. Toe first prize for six 
plants, any varieties, was awarded to Mr. Potter; Mr. C. Bacon, gardener 
to Miss Ansell, being a good second. Mr. J. Mundy, an amateur, staged 
a capital lot of plants, and was first in several classes from which profes¬ 
sional gardeners were excluded. Mr. J. Payne, gardener to the Lord B’shop 
of Ba'h and Wells, Wells .Palace, was first for tab’e plants and Primulas ; 
and Messrs. T. Tatehe t, gardener to A. J. Andrews, Esq., Wells, J. Potter, 
and G. Chislett, were also successful in the different plant classes. 

There was quite a large display of cut blooms, the competition being 
close in every class. The first prize for twenty-four blooms, twelve 
incurved and twelve Japanese, was won by Mr. J. Payne, who had Golden 
Empress, Princess of Walts, Prince Alfred, Empress Eugenie, Princess 
Beatrice, Cherub, Eve, and Lord Alcester fresh and good; while the best 
Japanese were Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets, Madame C. Audiguier, 
Baronne de Prailly, Mons. Tarin, M. Ardine, J. Delaux, end Flamme de 
Punch. Mr. W. A. McKenzie, gardener to G. Cresswell Crump, Esq., 
Wells, was ODly a few points behind, several of his blooms, however, lacking 
freshness. Mr. T. Tatche'l was a good third. In the class for twelve 
incurved varieties the first prize, a silver medal of the National Society, 
was awarded to Mr. McKenzie, his best blooms being Emp ess of India, 
Golden Empress, L-rd Wolseley, John Salter, Evp, Mrs. Heal?, and Mrs. W. 
Shipman. Mr. Tatchell was a good second, and Mr. Payne third. Another 
bronze medal was awarded to Mr. Payne for the best twelve Japanese 
varieties, among which were good blooms of M. Tarin, Boule d’Or, Dor- 
million, Japonaise, and Madame C. Audiguier. Mr. Tatchell was again 
second, and Mr. McKenzie third. The prizewinners with Pompons were 
Messrs. Bacon, Payne, and F. J. Clarke. Mr. Tafchell was first for a vase 
of Chrysanthemums with Fern fronds added, and Mr. Summerhayes second; 
and for a bouquet Mr. Tatchell was first, Miss Summerhayes second, and 
Mr. Payne third. Mr. Payne was first for a beautiful basket of hardy 
foliage and berries, and Miss Summerhayes second. 

LINDFIELD.—November 10th and 11th. 

The annual Show of the Lindfield Chrysanthemum Society was held on 
Thurtday and Friday last, when, notwithstanding tbe falling eff in the 
competitirn for groups, there was a very grod show, which was arranged in 
the assembly rcom. There were only two m'r esfor groups, the prtmier 1 

award going to Mr. A. G. Brown, gardener to W. Savile, Esq , Finches- 
Ihue were very good blooms in this group, which were tastefully arranged. 

e,Je,c?n ;mPrlze awar(^e^ to Mr. BrayBher, garJeDer lo Mr. Caler 
Lindfield. The cut blooms, especially Japanese, made a good show. Mr. 
Venn, gardener to W. Thuday, Esq., had some excellent blooms in the first 
prize stand of twenty-four (twelve incurved and twelve Japanese), the 
Japanese being especially well finished. A good collection of Apples, not 
for competition, from Mr. Hodges, gardentr to S. C. Gibbons, Esq., Wal- 
stead House, Lindfield. The majority of the prizes were taken by the fol¬ 
lowing Messrs. A. J. Brown, T. Venn, J. Hodges, S. Horscroft, gardener 
t° ^ 0VThere w-as keen competition for the special prizes for 
fruit and Potatoes, given by various nurserymen. Notwithstanding 
the unfavourable weather the Committee have reason to believe they will 
have a balance in hand. At the dinner, held during tbe day, the Chair¬ 
man, Mr. A. J. Brown, referred to the benefits of the Gardeners’ Orphanage 
r und and stated that he hoped that the gardeners of Sussex would send in 
their names and subscriptions to him as soon as possible, he bein'* Local 
Secretary for the county. 

NEWPORT, ISLE OF WIGHT. 

The annual Exhibition took place at the Drill Hall on Wednesday and 
Thursday, and as regards the number and quality of the exhibits was a 
great success. Of the cut blooms 900 were arranged in the centre of the hall. 
There was a very keen competition in the open class, as well aa in the class 
for forty-eight blooms twenty-four Japanese and twenty-four distinct 
varieties. A great feature in the Show was the ladies’ class, no less than 
fifteen entering with bouquets and baskets, which the Judges had a difficulty 
with Great praise is due to Mr. A. E. Marvin, the popular Secretary, and 
the Commi tee, for the way the Show was carri d out. 

Groups of Chrysanthemums, any variety, gardeners’ class, Isle of Wight 
only.—First, Mr. G. Freeland. Second, Mr. G. E. Marvin. Six specimen 
plants, incurved or reflexed.—Find, Mr. G. Freeland. Second, Mr. A. E. 
Marvin. Three specimen plauts.—First, Mr. G. Wilkins. Second Mr W 
Morris. One specimen.—First, Mr. G. Wilkins. Second, Mr. G. Freeland- 
Nurserymen’s class, group, any variety.—First, Mr. J. W. Gould. Six 
specimens. First, Mr. J. W. Gould. Six specimen Japanese.—First, Mr- 
J. W. Gould. Twenty-four cut blooms, incurved or reflexed, eighteen- 
vaueties. First, Messr". H. Drover & Son, Yentno-. Twenty-four Japa¬ 
nese-First, Messrs. H. Drover & Son. Twelve incurved and twelve 
Japanese.—First, Mr. J. W. Gould. The amateurs’class was well repre¬ 
sented. Mr. F. Cooper taking all the first prizes for cut bloom". In the- 
cottagers’ class there were over fifty entries for cut blooms and pot plants. 
Ladies’ cla«s, best arranged basket of Chrysanthemums and Ferns.—First 
Mrs. J. H. Sharland. Second, Miss Lucy Sanders. Third, Miss Kate Mar vim 
Epergne of Chrysanthemums and Ferns.—First, Mrs. Morris. Second 
Miss A. A. Heilaby. Equal third, Miss Stark and Miss G. R. MarvinT 
Open classes, forty-eight cut blooms, twenty-four Japanese, distinct 
twenty-four incurved, distinct—First, Messrs. W. & G. Drover, Fareham. 
Second, Mr. J. Gash. Sir cut blooms, any variety.—First, Messrs. W i G 
Drover. Second, Mr. W. H. Jobling. Third, Messrs. H. Drover & Son! 
Twelve cut blooms, Anemones.—First, Messrs. W. & G. Drover. Second 
Mr. J. Gash. Third, Mr. G. Ingram. Special prizes, the premier bloom irr 
show, incurved. Queen of England, first, Messrs. W. & G. Drover. The best 
Japanese iu the show was Carew Underwoo 1, from Messrs. W. & G. Drover.. 

WALTON AND WEYBRIDGE. 

The thirteenth annual Exhibition of this Society was held in the 
Public Hall, Weybridge, on the 10th inst., and was well up to the 
average, although there was a slight falling off in some of the plant 
classes. Despite the inclement weather the Show was well attended, 
and under the management of Mr. Masters (Secretary), assisted by an able 
Committee, everything passed off satisfactorily, but want of space prevents, 
us giving an account of all the exhibits. For six trained plants (large 
flowering) there were only two entries, the first prize being won by Mr. 
Reed, gardener to E. Pettit, Esq., Oatlands Park, second Mr. Plowman," 
gardener to C. Lavers Smith, Esq., Walton, Loth having neatly trained 
plants with rather small flowers. For three plants, first Mr. Millican, 
gardener to H. Cobbett, Esq., Walton ; second Mr. Doyle, gardener to E- 
Aylward, Esq., Hersham. Standards were only moderate ; for three 
varieties Mr. Reed, Mr. Plowman, and Mr. Millican gained the prizes in. 
the order of their names. Single specimen—first Mr. Reed, with a good 
plant of Pink Christine. Pompon varieties did not claim much com¬ 
ment, the majority of the plants being thin and the flowers not at their 
best; but in the single spe -imen class Mr. Reed was first with a beauti¬ 
fully flowered plant of Golden Madame Marthe ; second, Mr. Plowman, 
with Marguerite de Coi, nearly as good ; third, Mr. Millican with the 
same variety. 

Cut blooms were numerous and generally well shown, especially the 
Japanese, but the incurved varieties have been seen better, many of the, 
flowers lacking depth. For twenty-four varieties, incurved, open class 
first, Mr. R. Cawte, gardener to P. J. Robinson, Esq., Esher, with a vtrv 
even lot; second, Mr. Carpenter, gardener to J. Abbott, Esq., Walton • 
third, Mr. Plowman. For twenty-four incurved (home class), first, Mrl 
Plowman ; second, Mr. Carpenter; third, Mr. Reed. Twelve blooms" 
first, Mr. Doile ; second, Mr. Thorne, gardener to A. E. Hood, Esq.’ 
Hersham ; third, Mr. Quarterman, gardener to E. Smith, Esq. Reflexed 
varieties were well shown by Messrs. Carpenter, Plowman, and A. 
Turner, Esq., Walton, Mr. Reed being disqualified, his stand unfortu¬ 
nately containing a bloom of Salteri. Japanese were splendidly shown 
by Mr. Plowman, who was first for twenty-four varieties with very 
bright clean flowers, Messrs. Carpenter and Reed following in tbe order 
of their names. Twelve blooms, first, Mr. Thorne: second, Mr. Quar¬ 
terman ; third. Mr. Millican. Mr. Thorne’s stand contained beautiful 
blooms of Ralph Brocklebank and Gloriosum, Mr. Millican’s a grand 
Belle Paule. There were three stands of Japanese Anemones. Mr. Plow- 
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man was first with a fine lot, beating Mr. Carpenter’s, which were first 
at Kingston ; Mr. Millican was third. 

One of the features of the Show was a ne>v class (prizes offered by 
the President, If. Cobbett, Esq.) for twelve large flowering blooms dis¬ 
tinct, to be shown as grown with foliage on the stems, not less than 
12 inches from the top of the box. This brought seven stands, the first 
prize going to F. Hopkins, gardener to J. Woclderspoone, Esq., Walton ; 
second, Mr. Carpenter ; third, Mr. Plowman. Special prize for group of 
Chrysanthemums, first, Mr. F. Hopkins ; second, Mr. Reed. For floral 
ornament and hand bouquet, Mr. Millican was first in each instance, 
there being strong competition. For nine table plants, first, Mr. Reeves 
gardener to W. Hemett, Esq., Oatlands Park. Mr. Doyle was first for 
Primulas. 

PUTNEY AND DISTRICT.—November 15th and 16th. 

The tenth annual Exhibition was held on the dates named in the 
Cromwell Hall, Putney, a much more capacious and suitable building 
for this purpose than the Assembly Rooms, and the Show was altogether 
worthy of the place and district. In the large group class of not 
less than twenty varieties there was excellent competition, the silver 
cup being awarded to Mr. A. Newell, gardener to Sir Edwin Saunders, 
Fairlawn, Wimbledon, with a freely disposed assortment of plants 
bearing handsome blooms and deep green foliage. Mr. G. Stevens, St. 
John’s Nursery, was second with a remarkably bright group, consisting 
mainly of Japanese varieties,, the face of the group being, perhaps, 
rather too smooth, but the arrangement undeniably beautiful. Third 
honours fell to Mr. J. Carter, gardener to H. J. Parry, Esq., Heathside, 
Wimbledon, the group, like the first, including many incurved varieties, 
the Japanese, that relieve the weight, beiDg rather weak. Mr. James 
Townsend was adjudged the remaining prize for an arrangement that 
would have been first at many shows, though rather close packing was 
apparent. The plants sloped from 8 feet at the back to a foot at the 
front, and the group was on that account admired. Prizes were 
awarded for smaller groups, but we failed to obtain the names of the 
winners. 

In the class for four specimen plants Mr. Pickling, West Lodge, 
Mortlake, secured the first position with upright trained plants 3 feet 
high, bearing from twenty to thirty fine blooms and splendid foliage, 
Mr. C. Bentley, gardener to H. Smith, Esq., having to take a second place 
with dwarf- trained and very good plants. Third, Mr. C. Bentley. This 
exhibitor staged the best pair of Japanese plants, very good indeed, also 
the best specimen incurved, a fine plant of Venus ; Mr. J. Bentley being 
second. Mr. Elliott, gardener to Mrs. Harrison, Mortlake, was placed 
first for a standard, Mrs. Dixon, with a beehive-shaped head, 3 feet 
across the base and 2J feet high ; Mr. C. Bentley closely following ; he 
was first also in the corresponding Japanese class with Roseum super¬ 
bum, quite a bouquet ; Mr. J. Bentley very closely following. 

In the class for twenty-four incurved cut blooms, distinct, the contest 
was exceedingly ‘.keen between Mr. E. Coombs, gardener to W. Furze, 
Esq., Roseland, Teddington, and Mr. Sullivan, gardener to D. B. Chap¬ 
man, Esq., Roehampton, the former winning by the skin of his teeth. 
Mr. Sullivan had the best back row blooms, including the premier in the 
Show (Lord Alcester), for which the prize was offered by Mr. Iceton, 
but lost a few points in the front rows. These were very fine stands 
indeed, worthy of being staged at any show in the kingdom. Mr. 
Stevens was third. In the classes for twelve and for six incurved blooms 
Mr. Sullivan took the lead with beautiful stands, Mr. J. Bentley, gardener 
to Sir T. Gabriel, Bart., being a good second, and Mr. J. Burnett, gardener 
to Capt. Fenwick, Wimbledon, a close third. Mr. J. Bentley took the 
prize for the best six blooms of any variety with compact solid examples 
of Lord Alcester; Mr. Campbell, gardener to Dr. Wood, Wimbledon, 
following with Queen of England. Mr. Coombes, Mr. Sullivan, and Mr. 
Stevens were the prizewinners in the order named for twenty-four 
Japanese varieties, all staging well ; for twelve blooms, in which there 
was great competition, the prizes falling to Messrs. Sullivan, Knowles, 
and J. Bentley. There were many other classes and excellent competi¬ 
tion that we are compelled to pass. In the amateurs’ class for twelve 
incurved Mr. J. Dark, gardener to J. Hooker, Esq., Putney, was first 
with extremely neat solid blooms ; Dr. G. Walker, Wimbledon, being 
second with larger but somewhat looser examples. Mr. G. Stevens took 
the lead with twelve reflexed blooms, lollowed by Messrs. C. Bentley 
and J. Batten. Mr. Sullivan staged the best Anemone blooms, and Mr. 
C. Knowles the best Japanese Anemones, Mr. Stevens being a very close 
second in both classes, and Mr. C. Woodhouse outdistancing other com¬ 
petitors with Pompons. 

Wreaths were beautiful, the first prize one, by Mr. Campbell, gardener 
to Dr. Wood, Roehampton, being the best we have seen made by a 
gardener, Messrs. Fall and Townsend following closely. Mr. G. Stevens 
took a distinct lead in bouquets, winning the first prizes in both classes, 
Messrs. Alderman, Moore, and Knowles also being prizetakers. 

Mr. Pitt’s prizes for groups of miscellaneous plants were won by Mr. 
Campbell, gardener to Dr. Wood, Mr. C. Knowles, and Mr. J. Batten. 
They were somewhat lacking in brightness, and in some the pots were 

■obtrusive. Messrs. Mahood’s prizes for vegetables were won by Messrs. 
Batten and Coombes ; the Society’s prizes by Messrs. C. Woodhams, 
Tigwell & Son, and J. Batten with excellent collections. Grapes were 
fairly represented, the prizes for black going to Messrs. Knowles, Batten, 
and Richardson ; white, C. Bentley, Springthorpe, and J. Bentley. The 
best kitchen Apples were staged by Mr. Batten, and the best dessert by 
Mr. J. Bentley. 

Mr. G. H. Pitt and Mr. J. Moore, to whom so much credit is due in 

the management of the Society, continue their valuable services in the 
position of Treasurer and Secretary. 

TWICKENHAM.—November 15th and 16th. 

The autumn Show of the Twickenham Horticultural Society, held 
in the Town Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday last, was highly satisfac- 
factory in all respects, and in quality of exhibits would bear favourable 
comparison with many other more pretentious shows. The entries were 
numerous, the total exceeding that of previous years by fifty, a most 
encouraging advance. The groups of Chrysanthemums were uncom¬ 
monly good, ard all were effectively arranged. Cut blooms were also 
of considerable merit. Table plants, fruit, and veg- tables in competi¬ 
tion werp well represented, the non-competing exhibits also occupying 
a large space and possessing more than ordinary merit. The courteous 
and able Hon. Secretary, Mr. Jas. J. G. Pugh, assisted by Mr. Bates and 
an experienced practical Committee, arranged the exhibits to the best 
advan'age in the large hall and three smaller rooms of the building, the 
general effect being exceedingly bright and pleasing. 

For a group arranged in a space of 50 square fc t there were five 
entries, T. Twining, Esq. (gardener, Mr. Parsons), winning first honours 
with a very handsome group, distinguished by the good quality of both 
Japanese and incurved blooms, the plants also being well disposed. The 
second place was taken by J. Bigwood, Esq., M.P. (gardener, Mr. 
Waldie), who had a highly meritorious group of dwarf plants, the 
blooms fresh and good, but the general appearance was rather flat 
owing to the plants being of uniform height and placed closely to¬ 
gether. T. Lane, Esq. (gardener, Mr. Cathpin), and Mr. G. Street were 
third and fourth. 

The principal cut bloom class was that for twenty-four, twelve in¬ 
curved and twelve Japanese, the competition being very keen between 
J. D. Paul, Esq. (gardener, Mr. Munroe), and W. Furze, Esq. (gardener, 
Mr. Coombs), the former bring verv strong in Japanese and the latter in 
incurved blooms. Mr. Munroe also had some solid fresh incurved blooms, 
and after careful consideration he was adjudged the first prize. Mr. 
Davis followed in the third place. Mr. Furze was,, however, the chief 
winner of twelve incurved, excellent neat blooms, Mr. W. Davis and 
W. Truefitt, Esq. (gardener, Mr. H. E. Lambert), following. In another 
class for twelve incurved Mr. Munroe took the lead, Col. Costley Murray 
(uardener, Mr. G. Morrell), and Mr. G. Warne securing the second and 
third places. Amongst six exhibitors of twelve Japanese Mr. Munroe 
was a^ain the premier exhibitor with fine fresh blooms, Mr. \V. Furze 
and Mr. Davis again following. For twelve large Anemones and twelve 
Pompons Mr. W. Furze was easily first, showing admirable blooms, Lady 
Margaret and Acquisition in the former being remarkably handsome. 

The miscellaneous plants comprised some baskets arranged for effect, 
G. J. Atkins, Esq. (gardener, Mr. T. Buckland), being first, a graceful 
Palm with Zonal Pelargoniums, Primulas, and Ferns edged with 
Isolepis. Mr. G. Fitsell was a close second. The table plants formed an 
interesting class, Messrs. Munroe, Street, and Capt. Webb being the 
prizewinners. Mr. II. Little, Twickenham, showed a group of Tuberous 
Begonias and Marigolds in pots, which attracted much admiration, and 
were very highly commended. Mr. Warren of Isleworth had a group of 
extremely well grown Cyclamens (highly commended), similar recogni¬ 
tion being accorded to Mr. J. May, St. Margarets, and Mr. J. Walker of 
Whitton for groups of Cyclamens, and to Messrs. Hooper & Co. for a 
most tasteful group of Orchids, Ferns, and other plants. Mr. H. Bray, 
Richmond, and Mr. W. Brown had interesting floral exhibits, the former 
bouquets and wreaths, and the latter two bouquets. 

With a stand of flowers Mr. G. Fitsell was first for a very bright 
and tasteful arrangement, Mr. W. Brown and Mr. Gardner taking 
the second and third places. For stands of autumn leaves and berries 
Mrs. Tindale had the most elegant contribution. 

Fruit and vegetables were numerous, Pears and Apples being espe¬ 
cially well shown. Mr. G. Garrod had the best four dishes of Pears, ex¬ 
cellent even examples of Duchesse d’Angouleme, Beurre Diel, Doyenne 
Gris, and one like Seckle. Mr. G. Morrell was second, having fine 
Marie Louise and Glou Moi^eau, Mr. E. Battle being third, showing 
large Catillac. Messrs. Garrod, Morrell, and Stroud were the winners 
in the Apple class, and with four dishes of fruit Mr. Wadham was in the 
first place, Mr. T. Buckland, Mr. Davenport, being second and third. 
The collections of vegetables from Messrs. Stroud, Garrod, and Morrell 
were selected for honours, the second named also having the best 
Tomatoes. Collections of Apples and Chrysanthemums from Mrs. Meek 
(gardener, Mr. Bates) were very highly commended, also Apples and 
vegetables from Mr. W. Mann, Whitton, and from Mr. W. Poupart, in¬ 
cluding some extraordinarily fine Celery. 

SHEFFIELD AND IIALLAMSHIRE.—November IItH and 15th. 

This Show was held in the Engineers’ Drill Hall, Glossop Road, 
Sheffield, on Monday and Tuesday last. The exhibitions of the Society 
have in previo is years been confined to members of the Society, but this 
season it was decided it should be extended, and open classes were pro¬ 
vided for twenty-four incurved varieties and twenty-four Japanese, 
prizes £10, £5, and £2 10s. for each class. In the class for twenty-four 
incurves there were but three entries, and the first prize was secured by 
Mr. J. Jellicoe, gardener to F. II. Gossag-, Esq., Camp Hill, Woolton, 
Liverpool, with exceptionally fine blooms, very fresh and even. The 
second prize was secured by Mr. D. Heany, gardener to H. G. Schintz, 
Esq., Mossley Hill, Liverpool ; third, J. Lambert, gardener to Col. 
Wingfield, Onslow Hall, Shrewsbury. In the corresponding class for 
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twenty-four Japanese'there were five entries, Mr. Jellicoe again securing 
first honours with large and fresh blooms. The second prize went to 
Mr. Hargreaves, gardener to J. P. C. Starkie, Esq., Ashton Hall, Lan¬ 
caster ; Mr. D. Heany being placed third with a good collection, only 
ODe or two points inferior to those placed second. The two other exhi¬ 
bitors in this class were Mr. Morton of Mordon Bridge. Darlington, 
nurseryman, and Mr. James Harrison of 107, Hoole Street, Walkley. Mr. 
Morton's stands were not placed, there being only three prizes, which is 
to be regretted, as his flowers wer • of high quality. The remaining stand 
of twenty-four Japanese, exhibited by Mr. James Harrison, a Sheffield 
working grinder, though not quit* so large as those last mentioned, were 
very creditable to the exhibitor, who is closely engaged during the greater 
part of each working day at his own trade. 

All other classes set forth in the schedule excepting the two above 
described, were limited, as in previous years, to members of the Society. 
In the classes devoted to cut flowers the principal exhibitors and prize¬ 
winners, taking them in the order as named, were Mr. Itedmill, gardener 

—Lowood, Esq.; Mr. E. Austin, gardener to Mrs. Allcard ; Mr. 
Stimpson, gardener to — Craven, Esq. ; Mr. Simmonds and Mr. White- 
ley. I he Japanese varieties shown in these classes were of m uch superior 
quality to the incurved, and were in many cases creditable exhibits. 

Groups of Chrysanthemums were much more numerous, and de' 
cidedly superior in quality to those shown at any previous exhibition of 
this Society, the prizewinners being the same as mentioned above for cut 
flowers. The first prize large group, shown by Mr. Stimpson, consisted 
for the most part of trained plants, and was very effective. Some good 
groups of miscellaneous foliage and flowering plants were also shown, 
and added much to the attractions of the show. In those for competition 
the first prize went to Mr. Speizht, gardener to Mrs. Fawcett ; second to 
Mr. Redmill ; third, Mr. E. Austin. 

Very fine groups, not for competition, were shown by Mr. Mower, 
Westbourne Conservatories, and Messrs. Fisher, Son & Sibray. That 
from the first named was of a very i xtensive character, filling the 
greater part of one side of the room, and was brightly coloured "with 
Ericas, Solanums, Roman Hyacinths, &e. In the latter group were 
some good specimen Cypripediums, greenhouse Rhododendrons, foliage 
plants, and Ferns. Primulas were as usual at the shows of this Society 
a very fine display. No less than five large groups were staged, and all 
of superior quality. The first prize was obtained by Mr. T. Marsden, a 
well-known local grower and prizewinner ; second, Mr. Redmill ; third, 
Mr. Simmonds. Some very fine specimens of Epiphyllum truncatum 
were shown by Mr. Speight, with heads 3 feet across and covered with 
bloems. Cypripedium insigne was also shown in considerable numbers 
and some noble specimens, the prizewinners being Mr. Simmonds and 
Mr. Herriot. The latter exhibitor was also first for three Orchids, with 
good well-bloomed specimens of Cypripedium insigne, Odontoglossum 
grande, and Oncidium Forbesi. 

There were ten stands of Grares (two bunches each) exhibited, Mr. 
Stimpson obtaining first prize in the class for black Grapes with medium¬ 
sized well-coloured bunches of Alicante. The white Muscats were not 
so good an exhibit, but the first prize bunches exhibited by Mr. Watts, 
Rotherham, were very creditable specimens. The same exhibitor put 
up, not for competition, a collection of well-grown Apples and Pears. 
Messrs. Fisher, Son <fc Sibray also showed, not for competition, about 
fifty-dishes of hardy fruits grown at their Handsworth Nurseries. 

The Show was much superior to most previous ones held by this 
Society, and was well arranged throughout, reflecting much credit upon 
those officials and members of the Committee upon whom has rested the 
responsibility and work, and especially upon the Secretary pro tern., Mr. 
R. Hall, who has been filling the office at a very arduous and difficult 
time, owing to the unfortunate illness of the Secretary to the Society, 
Mr. E. Austin. 

IPSWICH. 

The annual Show of Chrysanthemums, fruit, and vegetables was 
held at the Corn Exchange on Thursday and Friday last, and was 
acknowledged to be the best autumn Show the Society has ever had. 
The groups of Chrysanthemums in pots were arranged in the centre 
of the hall; on each side of the group were two tables, one being 
devoted to the cut blooms, the other to fruit, bouquets, baskets of 
flowers, and table plants. The vegetables were arranged on tables 
round the walls. 

The display of cut blooms was very fine, especially the Japanese! 
the incurved being small, and some rather rough. The best blooms in 
Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son’s stand of twenty-four were Lord Wolseley, 
Refulgence, L’Adorable, M. H. Jacotot, Mr. John Laing, and Crite¬ 
rion. Second, Col. Lowe (gardener, W. Dance) with good blooms 
of J. Delaux. Criterion, L’Adorable, and a good bloom of Madame 
Audiguier, to which was awarded the silver medal of the National 
Chrysanthemum Society for best bloom in the Show. 

Amateurs, twenty-four varieties, Mr. H. 'Lister, gardener to Lord 
Brooke, Eaton Lodge, Dunmow, was first, the best blooms being Queen 
of England, Empress of India, Novelty, Refugence, Mr. W. Shipman, 
Thunberg, Madlle. Lacroix, and a largo bloom of Triomphe de la rue 
des Chalets. Second, Mr. C. B. Skinner, with good blooms of Lord 
Wolsley, Japonaise, M. Marroucli. For twelve incurved, amateurs, 
the Rev. H. Berner was first with very neat well-finished blooms ; 
the best were Lord Alcestcr, Jardin des Plantes, and Empress Eugenie, 
very fine. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

Tiie following are the dates of the principal shows to be held 

during the coming months, at which Chrysanthemums will be the 
leading feature :—The figures following the name of the place at 

which the shows are to be held indicate the number of days- 

devoted to the exhibitions, and it will be seen that a large majority 
are two-day shows. 

No.tem.e i. 

Thursday, 17th Bury St. Fd- 
mund-t (2) 

Oh s wick 
Hull (2) 
Barnsley (2) 
Taunton 
Colcheter 
Wimbledon 
Bolton (2) 

Friday, 18th ... Sheffield* West 
Riding (2) 

Reading 
Chorley (2) 
Ramsbottom 
Wolverhamptoni 

(2) 
Bedford (2) 
Eccles (2) 
Liverpool (2) 

Saturday, 19-h... 
Monday, 21st ... 

Wednesdav, 23rd 
Fridav, 25th ... 
Tuesday, 29th ... 

December. 

Taursday, 8th, Alnwick. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Forcing Asparagus.—We can never have too much Asparagus. It 
is therefore desirable that its season be extended aS long as possible, and 
very early forcing will give much satisfaction in this respect. As a rule 
we begin to cut our forced Asparagus in November, and from then 
until spring the supply never ceases. It is one of the easiest of all 
vegetables to force. Good roots will produce plenty of fine heads in a 
very short time, but our crowns are not so good this year as we have 
had them, as the hot and dry weather checked growth in summer. 
They are well matured, however, and that is important, as, no matter- 
how large the roots may be, unless they are well ripened they will not 
force profitably. No roots are ready for forcing until they are four 
years old, and they may be forced from then until they are in their teens- 
Where the roots are growing rather close together one may be lifted 
here and there for forcing, and where it is intended to remove any beds- 
or plantations they may be lifted now and placed in heat, as the roots 
are never too old to force ; and although they may have to be dug up 
now, as might be the case in making alterations, they should on no- 
account be thrown away before being forced. Any place with a bottom 
heat of 85° or 90° and a top heat of 65° will be found suitable for 
Asparagus forcing. We generally force our winter roots in the bed of a 
Cucumber pit with a flue underneath it, and they succeed well there. 
At times when our Cucumber pit was not available we have made up a 
hotbed and forced Asparagus on this, and the results were equally good. 
The roots should be placed into their forcing quarters immediately they 
are lifted, as they soon dry up, and this is very injurious. On whatever 
kind of bed they may be placed for forcing there should always be a 
laj er of soil under the roots, then pack them on closely and cover with 
more soil until the crowns are hidden. Water thoroughly afterwards 
with water heated to 90°, and forcing will begin. From good roots we 
cut produce from twelve days to fifteen days after putting them in heat, 
and each supply of roots will yield heads for a fortnight or upwards of 
three weeks, and fresh supplies must be put in at intervals of this extent 
where a constant supply is required, but where the roots are not suffi¬ 
cient to keep up continuous forcing some may be put in occasionally to 
meet special demands. 

Seakale.—The leaves of this do not die as soon as those of 
Asparagus or Rhubarb, and forcing cannot begin until the crowns are 
leafless. Our plants wdl be bare in about another week, and then the 
first roots will be put in. It is not easily fore d in the ground at 
present, and the best way is to lift the roots. They are very accommo¬ 
dating, and if cut a little near the bottom in lifting them it will 
not do them any harm. Only well-developed crowns should be lifted 
to force thus early ; fifty or sixty will give abundance of produce. It 
is impossible to lift Seakale with any soil adhering to the roots, but that 
does not matter. We find a good way of treating them is to put a 
quantity of fresh tree leaves in the bottom of a 10-inch pot, then 
place from six to ten roots in it with the crowns just above the rim, 
and while one person holds them in this position another puts the 
soil all round and amongst them. The soil is settled about them by 
pressing it down and shaking the pot a little ; when this is finished 
they are watered, and then they are ready for forcing. If a large 
number are potted at once some may be placed in a cool place to be 
transferred to heat as required. It is always an advantage to have 
some in stock in times of severe frost or snow. At the time the roots 
are being lifted a hotbed should be formed in some dark shed or other 
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place, and as soon as the heat begins to rise in this plunge the pots to 
the rim in it. In ten days or so the growths will begin to push up, and 
they must be kept in the dark, as Seakale is not good unless perfectly 
blanched. After the first watering it rarely requires more, as the 
condition of the bed keeps the soil moist, and cutting the produce is all 
the attention it requires after the first operations have been completed. 
If the pots can be placed on a warm flue in a dark place growth will 
be produced, but in this case they will require much water, which should 
always be given at a temperature of 90°. Boxes might be used in the 
place of pots, and other dark places besides any indicated may be 
utilised for forcing. 

Asparagus, Seakale, and Rhubarb are the three favourite vegetables 
for winter forcing, but there are a few others of less importance for 
which there is a demand. Kidney Beans were dealt with in our last 
notes, and Mustard and Cress come more under the heading of salads 
than kitchen vegetables, but they are used in both the kitchen and 
pantry, and as other salads become scarce they will be much valued. 
They are the easiest and quickest of all to grow. They will be ready 
for use in ten days after sowing. If a little soil is put into any shallow 
box, made firm and watered, and the seed sprinkled on the surface, and 
placed in a temperature of 60°, growth will be rapid and satisfactory. 
We do not approve of covering the seed at this season, and it is a mistake 
to keep it too damp. When ready for use the boxes should be moved 
into a cool dry place. Chicory or Witloef, it matters not which, are 
useful salads in winter, and with Mustard and Cress and one or other 
•of these no one need ever be deficient of a good salad all the winter. 
The roots are Carrot-like in their habit of growth, and if dug and 
treated in all respects like Seakale they will furnish a fine quantity of 
valuable salacling. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Vines.—Houses of Thin shinned Grapes.—The heavy and continued 
falls of rain have saturated the soil and atmosphere, causing Grapes, 
particularly Black Hamburghs, to damp considerably ; even Madresfield 
Court keeps better, not being liable to suffer from damp to nearly the 
.same extent as Black Hamburghs, and the liability to crack is entirely 
sit an end as soon as the wood and foliage is thoroughly ripened ; in¬ 
deed, Madresfield Court keeps capitally until the end of November, and 
might possibly be kept until January, but we have not been able to 

■save any as a test, so great is the demand for this Grape. Black 
Hamburghs, and other thin-skinned Grapes, have been ripened well; 
the skins may not be thicker, but the flesh is certainly firmer, the 
b.rries being particularly rich and sugary, and though ripe early in 
August are, with Foster’s Seedling, keeping wonderfully well. Vines 
ripening their crops in September arc still in foliage, and will bear more 
moisture at the roots and in the atmosphere than those that have had 
the Grapes ripe since August; indeed a moderate amount of air moisture 
is necessary to prevent undue evaporation, the shrinking of the Grapes, 
it not being so much air moisture as a stagnant atmosphere that is 
fatal to the keeping of Grapes. Slight heat in the pipes will be 
required constantly to maintain an equable temperature, but this must 
not be high, or it will cause the berries to shrivel prematurely, 50° not 
being exceeded by artificial means, ventilating fre-lyand early in bright 
weather so as to prevent moisture being condensed by the berries. The 
■outside borders have been protected from rains by shutters or other 
material, and if inside borders too are covered with straw the Grapes 
will keep better. Covering the border prevents its cracking, and keeps 
down moisture likely to arise and prove injurious. 

Houses Cleared of Grapes.—Directly the Vines are leafless and the 
Grapes cut attend to the pruning. If the Vines are strong, having 
stout, short-jointed wood, they may safely be pruned to a couple of eyes. 
If, however, the base buds are small, and the Vines have not from 
similar buds in previous years given as large bunches as desired, the 
laterals may be left a little longer, but it is necessary that a plump, 
round (not flat), well-developed bud on stout, hard, thoroughly ripened 
■wood be selected for pruning to, aiming at a close compact bunch of 
well-set berries with a stout footstalk in preference to a large uneven 
bunch, which usually follow large flat buds on long-jointed wood, the 
foliage supporting such being large, thin, and incapable of elaborating 
the food and concentrating it in the buds at their base. Avoid 
pointed buds, they usually are not productive of bunches, and if they 
are on long-jointed wood the bunches should have a tendency to revert 
into tendrils. Wash the house thoroughly, and cleanse the glass. R ‘move 
only the loose bark, avoiding the scraping. Tepid soapy water is 
unquestionably the best means of cleansing the Vines, using a brush 
with care and judgment, following with an approved insecticide. Remove 
the mulching or loose surface material down to the roots, and place on 
a couple or 3 inches thickness of fresh loam, mixed with some old 
mortar rubbish passed through a three-quarter-inch sieve, night soil, 
soot, and wood ashes. If the loam be light add some clay marl dried 
and reduced to powder. Of turfy loam cut 3 inches thick and chopped 
moderately small have twenty bushels, of sifted old mortar rubbish add 
two bushels, of night soil mixed with an equal proportion of dry earth 
one bushel, soot half a bushel, wood ashes one bushel, clay marl (if the 
loam be light), two bushels, and one bushel of bone meal. Charcoal 
may be added to the extent of four bushels, together forming a chaldron, 
when thoroughly incorporated, of dressing for Vine borders, good alike 
as a rooting and feeding area. The early watering will wash the 
assimilated matter down to the roots, and fresh feeders encouraged into 
it can be kept there by surface dressing or mulching with short manure 

after the Grapes are set, feeding with liquid as necessary. If the 
houses must be used for plants they should be kept cool, admitting air 
freely, not exceeding 40° to 45° by artificial means. It is best, however, 
to dispense with the plants, admitting air freely in all but very severe 
weather, a few degrees of frost doing no harm to the Vines, but insuring 
more complete rest. 

Earliest-forced Vines in Pots.—The earliest started will now be 
showing signs of growth, so that the temperature may be slightly in¬ 
creased—53° min. and 66° max. by fire heat, with 10° more from sun heat, 
proportionately increasing the atmospheric moisture. The ventilation 
will require to be very moderate, and what is given should be at 
the top of the house ; if side ventilation be employed the cold air should 
be made to pass the heating surface so as to become warmed, as cold 
currents of ah are extremely pernicious. 

Cucumbers.—Cold sunless weather is very trying, as the continued 
firing dries the atmosphere more than is good for the foliage, the fruits 
becoming stunted and swelling indifferently, and when the pipes are 
close to the roots the soil is dried too much for healthy growth. Be 
careful in ventilating, providing it, however, whenever a favourable 
opportunity offers, but exclude it when the external air is sharp and 
cold. In bright but cold weather turn off the top heat when the sun is 
powerful and likely to raise the temperature above 80° in such weather, 
damping the house morning and afternoon, closing early. Care must be 
taken in damping, so as not to wet the embryo fruits, or they will damp 
off. Water will be required at the roots about twice a week. A 
temperature of 60° to (IS3 at night and 70° to 75° by day is suitable. 

The winter fruiters or plants from the August sowing, and planted 
out in September, have grown to the extent of the trellis or nearly so. 
Unless there is undue vigour in the plants they should not be allowed 
to fruit for a few weeks. Attend frequently to stopping, thinning, and 
tying the shoots, avoiding overcrowding and overcropping as the two 
greatest evils, subduing canker at the collar with quicklime well rubbed 
into the parts affected, removing every decayed leaf promptly. If 
mildew appear dust with flowers of sulphur, it being well to dust some 
over the plants with a view to its prevention. Aphides should be de¬ 
stroyed by fumigation with tobacco, being careful not to give an 
overdose. 

Melons.—Except in the latest house these are about over. Our 
lastest Melons have the fruit just beginning to net, and will be ripe 
some time in December. They need a rather moist genial condition of 
the atmosphere to insure their swelling, damping the house in the 
morning and again in the afternoon, putting on a “ crack ” of air in 
the early part of the forenoon to insure the dissipation of moisture and 
induce evaporation from the foliage. The night temperature is 60° 
to 65°, and 70° to 75° by day artificially, advancing as much as can be had 
from sun heat after the sun passes the meridian. The plants have 
liquid manure about once a week. Plants that set their fruit early in 
September from late July sowings are ripening. The should have air 
constantlv, and a temperature of 70° to 73°, with as much more as can 
be accorded by day, husbanding the sun neat, but not closing the house, 
withholding water from the atmosphere and roots. The fruit will ripen 
and prove acceptable even at Christmas and new year. 

PLANT HOUSE?. 

Ca'anthes.—The earliest plants will be pushing up their flower spikes 
rapidly, and great care must be taken iu applying water to the roots. 
After the first two or three flowers open, or the foliage has all died 
naturally away, they will need very little water, if any. This depends 
very much upon the temperature in which they are placed to bring them 
into flower. If the temperature ranges about 63°, and the atmosphere 
is moderately dry, they will need sufficient water to keep the pseudo¬ 
bulbs fresh and plump. If they are in a temperature 5° lower, with a 
fair amount of moisture in the atmosphere, they will need no water. 
Nothing is gained by hurrying them out in strong heat; 60° by night 
with a rise of a few degrees by day will be ample unless they are needed 
in fio ver as early as possible. Later plants should be kept in the same 
temperature, except those that have bem grown purposely for flowering 
in January ; and these must be kept slightly warmer and judiciously 
watered until they have thoroughly ripened and matured their pseudo¬ 
bulbs. The plants still in active growth should be arranged close to the 
glass, and on the sunny side of the structure, for under the most favour¬ 
able circumstances it is difficult to mature them sufficiently to insure 
health and vigour. 

Cattieyas.—Such species as C. Trianae will have completed their 
growth as far as appearance is concerned. Remove all in this condition 
to the coolest end of the structure and admit more air to them than is 
needed for those in a less forward condition of growth. The atmosphere 
in this portion of the house should also be kept drier by throwing less 
water about the floor and amongst the plants. It is difficult to regulate 
exactly the condition of the atmosphere in this respect, but much can 
be done if the method pointed out is only carefully carried into effect. 
Drier conditions generally in this structure will be needed. The syringe 
should be dispensed with, and less water applied to the roots. Too much 
water from this date will end in the roots perishing, and if the atmosphere 
i? kept too moist the foliage is liable to be spotted. Anight temperature 
of 60° will be ample, a few degrees more on mild occasions will do no 
harm. Watch for yellow thrips, which, if once allowed to become 
established, will cause considerable labour and annoyance, besides injury 
to the foliage. The conditions of the atmosphere from this time are 
very favourable for this pest. Directly any are observed dust the parts 
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attacked with tobacco powder. This should be washed out at intervals 
of three dajrs, and again applied until th y have been eradicated. 

I'endroiivms.—Do not place deciduous species that have matured 
their psmdo-bulbs and ripened their foliage in a cold draughty house. 
They will bear without injury the temperature of a cold house provided 
they are dry at their roots, the atmosphere moderately dry, and the 
plants are carefully screened from exposure to cold draughts. All that 
are not hard and well-ripened should not be placed in a lower tempera¬ 
ture than 50°. Pseudo-bulbs that are badly ripened and then placed in 
a cold house are very liable to damp. This can be avoided only by 
placing them where the atmosphere is moderately dry and a little heat 
used. Such species as D. chrysotoxum, D. densiflorum, D. thyrsiflorum, 
and others of an evergreen nature must not after the completion of their 
growth be placed in too low a temperature. By such treatment the 
foliage is certain to be injured and the plants sadly disfigured in con¬ 
sequence. The foliage, if it does not turn yellow towards the extremity 
while under cold treatment, is certain to do so directly they are returned 
to heat and moisture. Cold treatment during the period of rest will 
result in a few years in the plants decreasing in health and vigour. 
They must not at any time be in a lower temperature than 50°, and 
even then they should be dry at their roots and protected from cold 
draughts. 

Crchtgync cristata.—This and its varieties that have thoroughly 
matured their growth may be placed in the Odontoglossum house, or any 
cool structure where the temperature will not fall below 45°. They 
should not be syringed over the foliage, and less water will be needed at 
their roots, but on no account allow them to suffer or shrivel by an 
insufficient supply. Tne pseudo-bulbs must be kept fresh and plump. 

Masdevallia tnvarensix.—The Odontoglossum house is too cool for 
this variety unless the temperature maintained does not fall below 50°, 
and even then it should occupy the wannest end of the house. Under 
cool treatment it will go back rapidly if it does not die before the 
spring. It will increase quickly if given a position at the coolest end of 
the Cattleya house, unless an intermediate temperature between this and 
the Odontoglossum house can be afforded. 

K 
6) 

d- m. 

HE BEE-KEEPER. 
IN-AND-IN BREEDING. 

In most animal life, whenever in-and-in breeding has 
been continued for a length of time, a great amount of 
degeneracy takes place, visible often in the first and 
second generation. Very often precocity is produced, 
resulting in impaired vitality. rlhe long flight of the bee 
enables it, however, to avoid to a great extent the pos¬ 
sibility of mating with closely related bees. 

As is well known I have been taking a deep interest 
in the Syrian races of bees for various reasons, one of 
these being a determination to disprove the assertions of 
those who seem to find no good in them. I have suc¬ 
ceeded in my endeavours, and it is not my opinion only, 
but experience of their gathering in many instances 
double the quantity of honey that others did in the same 
time, which enables me to speak with confidence. That 
the Syrian bees have their faults I will not deny, but 
most of these are easily overcome after their habits are 
known. 

This year many people asked me for a queen of that 
race, and to accommodate them I set about to raise 
queens to supply my friends. For various reasons I bred 
or rather mated some, removing for that purpose the bees 
to a place where crossing with other drones would be 
avoided. In this I was tolerably successful, but owing to 
this very cause a number remained sterile, it being at all 
times difficult to get fertilised queens where there are 
none but closely related drones. At one time I was 
hopeful that all who had asked for queens would be sup¬ 
plied, but, unfortunately, after these queens had produced 
a woi’ker they suddenly became drone breeders. Pre¬ 
cocity does not show itself in the bee by early breeding, 
as often the earliest laying queens are the best, and their 
progeny good workers. In fact any light 1 can throw 
upon this important subject is but a conjecture, so must 
describe only what I witnessed. As I have stated, all the 

pure mated queens of this clutch have come to grief 
through becoming drone breeders immediately after a few 
hundred workers had been produced, just the opposite 
to what often takes place with a healthy normal queen. 
I have had the opportunity of dissecting one only of these 
queens, and the only portion was the sperm sac and the 
contents. The appearance of the spermatheca was thin 
and watery looking, as if some sort of fermentation had 
taken place. The drones that were produced presented 
nothing unusual about them. Judging from that I ana 
inclined to think that Nature, abhorring related mating, 
has so designed that it shall become sterile or partly so. 

Whether I am correct or not—and I have presumptive 
evidence that I am—we see those crossed with alien 
blood showing extra amount of vigour, and this to a great 
degree even when the cross is of the same variety. More 
than once I have sent bees to isolated places for the pur¬ 
pose of crossing, and it has been remarked that the first 
season showed the improvement in a decided manner. 

Most of us have experienced the great advantage of 
crossing with foreign varieties, but we should be careful 
to note on the other hand the degeneracy that takes place 
by in-and-in breeding. Another year I hope to be able 
to experiment further in this direction. Meanwhile those 
who have been disappointed in getting Syrian queens from 
me will know the cause. 

DRONE 3 IN NOVEMBER. 

It is not the first time there have been drones in great 
numbers in my hives at Christmas, and this year appears 
to be no exception to this phenomenon, It is only two 
weeks since the majority of drones were killed in all hives 
unless one still retaining a number. As a rule drones 
appearing so late indicate a sterile queen, but in this as 
it was in other cases the queen is in quite a normal state 
—at least was so several weeks since. A few queries are 
still lying unanswered, but these will have due attention 
at an early date.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

eo° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dm 

Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to- 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions, 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the- 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Vines (/. S.).—It is notnece-sary to pub'ish your letter, nor can it by 
satisfactorily answ- red in the pressure of preparing for press. It shall, 
however, have our b st attention. 

Staging Chrysanthemum Blooms (A Would-be Exhibitor).—As yon 
desire your letter to be answered by Mr. Molyneux it shall be sent to him,, 
and we doubt not he will oblige with a reply. 

Selling Trees (Inquirer).—We th’nk that, as a market gardener, yon 
can do what you suggest, but by all means consult a solicitor before signing 
any agreement. 

Rose-Growing (R. II. O.) —Precise information on the subject of yonr 
letter can only be obtained hy writing to Mr. D. Gilmour, Highbury, She'- 
fi Id, and ibis course we a vise you to a^opt. 
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The Hull Challenge Cup (B. L.).—You -will find from a letter in 
another column that there is what you term a “ deliverance from the 
dilemma,” and it is therefore not necessary to publish your communication. 

Books (Lux).—“Hardy Florists’ Flowers,” by Mr. James Douglap, will 
no doubt give all the information you require. It can be obtained from the 
author, Great Gearies Gardens, Ilford, Essex. (E. II.).—There are few 
books of the character you require, and to be successful in growing either 
plants, flowers, fruits, or vegetables for market a considerable amount of 
practical experience is needed. You would, however, find some useful hints 
in Shaw’s ‘‘ London Market Gardens” (London: 37, Southampton Street). 
Also, if Grapes are to form a part of the trade, obtain Mr. A. F. Barron’s 

Vines and Vine Culture,” published at this office. 

Eucharis (F. F. C'The plants are evidently attacked by the Eucharis 
mite, but we could only find one or two on the bulbs sent, and they do not 
appear to be badly infested at present. By all means follow the directions 
•given, and keep the Eucharists away from the Pancratiums. 

Wellingtonia Growths Dying (II. M.).—The roots Bent to us do not 
suggest that the source of the evil is in the soil. The withered branches 
present the appearance of being injured by sulphurous acid, and as you 
say “ much smoke and sulphur from the works near pass by aud over the 
tree ” that, we believe is the cause of the injury. We are obliged by your 
better, and the communication to which you refer will appear in due time. 

Erica mundula (C. M.).—The woodcut (fig. 54) will give you a better 

Fig, 54.—Erica maLdula. 

idea of this Heath than any description. It is a summer-flowering species 
of neat habit, the branches slender, the flowers in fours, bright red in the 
csntre bordered with white. 

Warts on Hibiscus Roots (C. L.).—The warted condition of the roots 
is more marked than usual, and is natural to many plants besides Hibiscus. 
Th y a*e not as a rule detrimental, but are usually most noticeable when 
the plants are grown in soil containing much organic and esp:cially vege¬ 
table matter. Their presence is not due to nematodes, as in the case of 
many plants that have galled roots, the galls existing as an essential of the 
plant’s economy. It is supposed they act the purpose of storing matter 
required by the plant. That they have economic value is manifest from 
their never being absent in the most vigorous examples. The specimen 
roots sent have every appearance of being healthy, though very much 
galled. Try b iking the soil before it is used ; not, however, burning it, but 
■heating in an oven or other place to a temperature of over 212°, striking 
and growing the plants in that soil. There is no danger, however, at pre¬ 
sent of the plantB falling a prey to nematodis of the description that infest 
•Cucumber roots. If you like to try an experiment on juour present plants, 
or some of them, place about a teaspoonful of iton filings on the surface of 
a 9 inch pot and stir lightly in, watering whenever necessary with a solu¬ 
tion of chloride of sodium (salt), half ounce to a gallon of water, then nitrate 
of potash (saltpetre), also half ounce to a gallon of water, and chloride of 
lim ■, also half ounce to a gallon of water, and afterwards with water only as 
required. We should b3 obliged if you would in a month send us roots of 
a, p'ant so treated. 

Scale on Apple Trees (H. H. C.).—Strong solutions of Gishurst com' 
pound, nicotine soap, Fir tree oil, and other insecticides will destroy scale, 
used as advised by the vendors ; so will a strong soap solution and petroleum 
in equal parts, applied after the leaves fall. We do our best to name fruits 
fioni the specimens before us, but both Apples and Pears are influenced by 
soils, stocks, and position; and it is seldom that the precise conditions 
under which the spec.mens are grown are made clear to us, this placing 
both the growers and ourselves at a disadvantage in endeavouring to ascer¬ 
tain c orrect names. 

What is an Amateur 7 (W. F. P.).—A citegorical reply cannot be 
given to this question. The framers of the schedules of very large shows 
regard all persons who are not nurserymen as amateurs ;,but this distinc¬ 
tion cannot apply to local shows, in which it is desirable to draw the line 
belween professional gardeners and persons who do not employ them, or 
only very occasionally to carry out work that is ordered to be done. In 
such c ses an amateur might perhaps be defined as “one who does not 
make his living by gardening, and does not employ a gardener regularly.” 
This slight altering of your suggestion may possibly meet the case of others 
who may be in a similar position to yourself. 

Eucharis and Gardenia Culture (Young Gardener).—The Eucharis are 
infested with the mite. They will do no good until they are shaken out, the 
roots washed, and started again in fr. sh compost. The best plau would be 
to secure a f esh stock of healthy plants. Tney do well in a compost of 
turfy Lam rather strong, with a filth of well-decayed manure intermixed. 
In potting the bulbs should be covered fully an inch deep. Bottom 
heat will a-sist them to make roo's, it being 90° at the base of the pots. 
Gardenias do well in good fibrous peat without any admixture, and will take 
almost any amount of liquid manure. Eucharis can;be flowered twice or 
ofiener iu a year by first securing good growth, and when complete afford¬ 
ing a rect of about six weeks, then placing the plants in heat, when they 
will start into flower. When in good condiiion they flower twice a year 
wi hout any p rticular treatment, other than that of growing in a stove 
with plenty of light and liberal feeding when making fresh growth. The 
Pelargoniums will not do much good on the back wall of a vinery. 
Camellias, if you want flowers, would be more suitable. The Roses would 
be best planted out, making a border for them about 18 inches to 2 ftet 
deep, and providing good drainage. Goi/d loam, with a fourth of well- 
decayed manure and a sprinkling of crushed bones, would grow them 
well. 

Preserving the Colours ot Leaves (B. T.).—The following plan is 
recommend d by a lady who has been successful in pr< serving autumn 
leaves:—As soon as possible after gathering them the leaves must be pressed. 
If they begin to welt or shrivel before you are ready to press them, put them 
in water and keep them there until they revive. See that no soil, no foieign 
substance of i ny kind, is on either side, and then with a warm, not hot, flat 
iron press aDd iron each leaf on its upper surface till it is perfectly dry, 
spreading it for this purpose on several lajers of paper, or on an ordinary 
ironmg-board, just as if it were cotton cloth. This over, oil each leaf on the 
same side on which it was ironed withlirse'd, olive, cr lard oil, using a 
small camel-hair brush or a bit of cotton batting tied to a stick, and tt en 
place them on dishts in the sunshine to dry. When dry reject all tho.e tha.. 
have a semi-transparent or oily appearance ; to prevent this get the thickest 
leaves yt. u can for your collection, and do not oil them too generously nor 
with a rough brush. It is a mistiken notion that autumn leaves need 
varnishing. Varnish makes them brittle and more liable to crack, while the 
excessive lustre that it imparts is unnatural. Oiling gives sufficient polish, 
deepens, clears, and preserves the colours, and keeps the tissu. s somewhat 
elastic. When the leaves get dusty wipe them with a damp cloth; if they 
curl damp them, and place the branch lor a few hours between papers under 
a pile of heavy books. 

Marechal Niel Rose (B. S. V. P.).—You do not say whether you intend 
to grow the Rose under glass or in ttie open, or whether it is dug from the 
open ground or established in a pot. A compost formed of five or six parts 
sound turfy loam, one of manure sufficiently decomposed to mix well with 
the soil, with a shovelful or two of wood ashes to a bushel of the loam, will 
grow the Rose well if kept scrupulous'y free from insects. A quart of bone 
meal and a little le:S of soot would sti 1 further improve the compost. Roses 
dug from the ground must be closely pruned. Moie particulars are 
necessary for mabling the most suitable treatment to be detailed. 

Heating a Greenhouse (V. E. S.).—We thought our reply covered every 
thing. We stated what in our opinion was the eisiest, cleanest and most 
certain method. We have not had experience with the “oil hot-water 
apparatus” you m ntion. We have known stoves ia houses both fail and 
succeed according to iheir capacity for the woik, and the ap itude and 
attention displayed in their management. If y^ur house is a span-roof 
we have not seen an oil st ,ve that would heat it satisfactorily, nor are we 
certain you would find one to answer if the house is a lean-to. You give no 
idea of its height. 

Plants for Rockery (W. B. T.).—Do not confine your plants to those 
of a “ creeping character,” but mingle with them others of a dwarf compact 
or spreading growth, and the effect will be much more satisfactory. Among 
those which we find to answer are Erica carnea, Azalea amoena, Kalmia 
nana, Erica Foxi, Phlox frondosa,P. Nelsoni, P. verna, P. setacea, Plumbago 
Larpentte, Thymus lanuginosus, Silene maritima, Hypericum patnlum, 
Lithospermum prostratum, Rhododendron ferrugineum, Andromeda flori- 
bunda, A. Catesbcei, and Gaultheria procumbens. 

Lady Downe’s Grape Unsatisfactory (Bev. F. F.). — The specimens 
sent show a very unsatisfactory condition of the Vine, the berries being 
very small, badly set, and shrivelled. It is no doubt in consequence of a 
deficiency of heat iD the early stages of growth, defective ventilation, and 
neglect of fertilisation when in flower. There must also have been a 
deficiency of nutriment during growth (especially at the time of ripening) 
and not sufficient heat. To grow Lady Downe’s well it should be started 
not later than early March, and encouraged with gentle fire heat in the 
spring and early summer. It should be fertilised with Black Hamburgh 
polleu, maintaining a rather dry heat during the setting of 65® to 75° 
artificially, 10° to 15° advance from sun heat. In thinning be careful to 
remove the very small berries only, and early, deferring the general thinning 
until the berries are the size of peas, when the sloneless ones from tln-ir 
lagging behind are readily distinguished. This Grape is also liable to scald, 
which usually takes place when the stoning is completed, or about th-ee 
weeks before changing colour for ripening. Maintaining a temperature of 
65° at night and 70° to 75° by day artific ally, ventilating early and freely 
through the day, is effectual in pr-venting it. The Grapes ought to be 
thoroughly finished by the middle of September, or at latest by the end of 
that month, but the highest perfection is attained when the ripening is 
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attained with sun heat early in September. Tue Vine is a free grower, and 
requir s liberal supplies of nutriment, mulching, and liquid manure until 
the colouring is advanced. The shoots shou d not be stopped tr less than 
two joints beyond the show of fruit, better three or four. The sub-laterals 
should be stopped at the first leaf—i.e., below the bunch, and on a level 
with or beyond it they may be allowed to extend more, but no more leaves 
mu-t be allowed to expand than can have full exposure to light. This 
app'ies equally to the leaves up to the bunch. Aft r stopping keep them 
closely pmched to one joint as fresh growth is marie. Ventilate freely in 
the early stages of growth, so a* to insure good well developed foliage, and 
always vtntila'e early, aim tdng just a little air to insure a circulation by 
or before the sun aots powerfully upon the bouse. Clone early wi'k plenty 
of moistu'e, and you ought to grow this very best of long-keexnng Grapes. 

Palms for Room Decoration (0. B. M.).—For this purpose the plants 
should be grown as hard in texture ai possible, coufining them to compara¬ 
tively small pots and feeding with liquid manure, soot water imparting a 
good deep green colour to ttie leaves. The following succeed well in a 
greenhouse temperature, but we grow our joun t plants in a cool stove, bo 
as to get them to a d corative s'ze in as short a time as possible, and they do 
not suffer when taken into a warm room, but those for halls should be well 
hardened before removal into the cooler quarters. CDamm-ops excelsa, 
Corvpha australis, Plioenix reclinata, P. tenuis, Rliapis flabelhformis, Sea- 
forlhia elegans, Sabal BJackburneana, Pritchardia filamentosa, and Areca 
rubra. Cool stove kinds are Cocos Weddelliana, Dsemonorops Palembani 
Arica lutescens, Kentia au-tralis, and Latania borbonica ; the latter is very 
useful for warm rooms. The chief cause of the foliage becoming withered 
at the tips is from their being grown in a warm house, moist, and close, 
which renders them soft, so that they cannot bear the dry air of rooms. 

Violets in Winter (Mrs. M.).—It is not difficult to have Violets in 
winter if the plants are given good treatment in summer, planting out well- 
rooted runners or suckers in April in rich soil in the open ground, keeping 
them free of weeds and runners during the summer, mulching before dry 
weather, or in June, with shoit manure, and watering in dry weather. They 
will be fine plants by the end of September, and commencing to flower, 
when they may be taken up with balls of soil and placed in frames in rich 
soil or leaf mould, only using the sash lights in case of frost. They cannot 
hnvs too much air whenever the w'eather is mild. In severe weather they 
should have protection over the lights. Good plants in a cool conservatorv 
ought to flower well in boxes or pots in a position close to the glass, but all 
depends on the previous preparation of the plants. Perhaps the blooms 
are eaten by slurs. Look for them af er dark with a lantern. Fine varieties 
are~siDF'e purple—Wellsiana, Victoria Regina, and OJoratRsiraa. Single 
white—White Czar and Rawson’s White. They are good alike for frames 
or outdoors. The best Violets, bowever.for winter are the varieties of Nea¬ 
politan—viz., New York, Marie Louise, De Parme, and Comte Brazzi. They 
are excellent for frames, blooming from September to Ap>il inclusive, and 
are charming grown in pots. We make a practice not to recommend dealers, 
b cause it would be unfair to do so. We are always pleased to answer 
ques ions on horticultural subjects. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six specimens 
can be named at once, and any beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(James Siam).—Red Pear, Bsurrd Clairgeau ; the other resembles Thomp- 
sons. Apple not kno -vn, certainly not Nonesuch ; probably a cider fruit. 
(n .A.).—1, Brown Beurre; 2, Easter Beurre; 3, Beurrfi Ranee. (J B. WA. 
—Marechal de Cour. (Joseph Harrison).—1, London Pippin ; 3, Alfriston’ 
6, Golien Reinette; C, Go'den Pearmain ; Nos. 2 and 4 were loose in the 
basket. (G. Harris).—The Apple is Alfriston, and the Pear Hacon’s Iucom- 
pirable. (IV. A).—4, Embroidered Pippin; 5, Reinette de Caux. (A 
Mitchell).—1, Durondeau ; 2, Crassane ; 3, Beurre Diel. The Apple is 
Orange Goff. (E. Fisher).—1, Brown Beurre; 2, Fondante d’Automne • 3 
Beurre Diel; 4, Golien Noble; 5 and 6, Not known; apparently Cider 
Apples. (George Smai'es).—Lord Lennox. (N. Bomnall).—The three Pears 
you sent are not Eyewrod, but Doyenne Gris. Tne other is, as you say 
Fondante de Charneu. What you take to be Conseiller de Cour is not that 
variety. It is a very inferior sort to that. 

Names of Plants.—We ooly undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
F lowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds' 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(W. B.).—Pholidota imbricata. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November IGth. 

Trade ve-y quiet. Prices unaltered. 

Artichokes, dozen .. .. 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 
Beet, Red, dozen .. 
Broccoli, bundle .. .. 
Brussels Sproutf, J sieve 
Cabbage, dozen .. .. 
Capsicums, per 100 .. 
Carrots, bunch ., .. 
Cauliflowers, dozen 
Celery, bundle .. .. 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 
Endive, dozen. 
Heros, bunch. 
Leeks, bunch. 

s. 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
1 
1 
0 
3 
1 
a 
o 
l 
0 
0 

VEGETABLES. 
d. s. d. 
0 to 2 0 
0 0 0 
S 0 0 
0 2 0 

Lettuce, dozen .. 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, pu 
Ouioas, bunch.. 
Parsley, dozen bunehe 
Parsnips, dozen 
Potatoes, per cwt... 

„ Kidney, ;er cv 
Rhubarb, bundle .. 
Salsafy, bundle 
Scorzonera, bundle 
Seakale, basket .. 
Shallots, per tb. .. 
Spinach, bushel 
Tomatoes, per tb. ,. 
Turnips, bunch 

s. d. s. d 
0 9 to 0 0 
0 6 10 
0 2 0 6 
0 3 0 6 
3 0 SO 
10 0 0 
4 0 BO 
4 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
10 16 
16 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
OS 0 0 
16 SO 
0 4 0 6 
0 4 0 6 
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FRUIT. 

Apples, i sieve.1 6 to 8 6 
Nova Scotia and 

Canada barrel 0 0 0 0 
Cberries, J sieve .... 0 0 0 0 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 60 0 65 0 
Figs, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Grapes, per lb. o 6 2 8 
Lemons, case.10 0 15 0 
Melon, each .o 6 10 

Oranges, per 100 .. .. 
Peaohes, dozen .. 
Pears, dozen. 
Pine Apples, English, 

per lb . 
Plums, i sieve. 
St. Michael Pinas, each 
Strawberries, per lb. 

s. d. s. d. 
6 0 to 12 0 
2 0 6 0 
10 16 

16 2 6 
0 0 0 0 
SO so 
0 0 0 0 

PLANTS IN POTS 

... s. d. s. d. 
Aralia Sieboldi dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 
Arbor vitse (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 

„ (common),dozen.. 0 0 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. ..0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen.o 0 0 0 
Begonias, dozen .... 4 0 9 0 
Capsicums, dozen .... 0 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 0 11 0 
Cineraria, dozen .... 0 0 0 0 
Dractena ternsinalis, doz. 30 0 60 0 

„ viridis,dozen.. 12 0 24 0 
Erica, various, dozen ..90 180 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 
Ficus elastica, each ..16 7 o 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 

s. d. 
Fuchsia, dozen.6 o 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 0 

,, Trioolor, dozen 0 0 
Hydrangea, dozen .. .. o 0 
Lilies Va'ley, dozen .. o 0 
Lilinm laneifolium, doz. 0 0 

.. lingifl >rum, doz. 0 0 
Margueri’e Daisy, dozen 6 0 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 3 o 
Musk, dozen .o 0 
Myrtles, dozen.6 o 
Palms, in var.,each .. 2 6 
Pelargoniums, dozen .. 0 0 

.. scarlet, doz. 3 0 
Poinse.tia.dozen .. ..12 0 
Solanum, dozen .. .. 9 o 
Spirsei, dozen.o q 

s. d 
to 9 0 

0 0 
0 O 
0 0 
0 0 
0 O 
0 0 

12 0 
6 0 
0 0 

12 0 
21 0 
0 0 
9 0 

15 0 
12 O 

0 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 

s. d. e. d. 
Abutilons, 12 bunches .. 8 0 to 6 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 6 0 8 o 
Alters, 12 bunches .. 2 0 6 0 

u French, bunch .. 0 0 0 o 
Bouvardiap, bunch .. 0 6 1 o 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 2 0 4 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. i 0 2 0 

7i 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 o 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 6 0 12 0 

7» 12 blooms 0 6 8 o 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 0 0 0 o 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 o 
Encharis, dozen .. .. 4 0 6 o 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 
Gladiolus, 12 spray9 

2 0 5 0 
0 0 0 n 

Hyacinths, Roman, 12 
sprays 0 6 1 6 

Iris, 12 bnnohes 0 0 n 0 
Lapageria, white. 12 
blooms. 1 6 R fi 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 
bl0ODC8. 1 0 l fi 

Lilinm longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 6 0 Q n 

Lilium lancifolium. 12 
blooms. 0 0 0 6 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches 0 0 to 0 0 
” Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 

Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 10 8 0 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Nareiss, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 

„ White. English, boh. 0 0 0 
Pansies, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Pelargoniums, 12 trasses 0 9 1 o 

,, scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 0 9 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 0 0 

., (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 q 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 0 0 0 0 

„ (indoor), dozen ..10 16 
„ Tea, dozen .. ..16 80 
>, red, dozen (French) 10 2 0 
„ yellow .0 9 l g 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 4 0 6 0 
Tropteoium, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms ..0 6 10 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 
Violets, 12 bnnehes.. ..10 1 e 

ii (French), bunch 16 2 0 
,i (Parme), bunch 2 0 4 0 

PROGRESS. 

To progress in dairy Farming especial attention shall 
be given in this paper, for it is a matter of primary irn- 
poitance to which more and more attention is given, and 
concerning which so much has been written that we are 
under considerable difficulty in making selections from 
the numerous essays and exhaustive reports of dairy 
shows which are at hand for reference. 

A practical and most satisfactory sign of progress 
is evident in the systematic management of dairy 
work, which is generally taking the place of the hap¬ 
hazard practice which so often had unsatisfactory 
results. V) eight, measure, temperature, cleanliness, all 
leceive due attention now, and together they render 
success a certainty. Really good butter can now be 
made quickly and well throughout the year, but there 
can be no question that we get the best butter—best in 
colour and flavour, when the cows have a full bite of 
grass. Much may be done by careful stall-feeding, but 
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when cows milked at 6 a.m., and at once turned out upon 
pasture, are lying down and contentedly ruminating by 
10 a.m., then colour and flavour are at the best. Butter 
made under such favourable conditions in early summer 
is undoubtedly excellent, but we prefer that which is made 
in a genial showery season after the haymaking, when the 
cows have nothing but the sweet, tender, succulent after- 
math. Then is the time to preserve butter for winter use. 
In France this is done upon a large scale in this way :— 
To ninety-eight parts of water are added two of lactic acid, 
and one five-thousandth part of salicylic acid. The 
lactic acid dissolves the salicylic and prevents its crystal¬ 
lisation. This solution is beaten up with the butter, 
and it is calculated that about one part of the salicylic 
acid in ten thousand parts of butter is sufficient to pre¬ 
serve the latter for an indefinite period, even in hot 
climates. Our readers will find it best to adopt the 
simpler plan of making up the butter in quantities of 
1 or 2 lbs., placed in strong brine under a board kept 
floating upon the brine so as to insure the complete 
immersion of the butter. The salt of the brine only 
penetrates the butter to the depth of a quarter of an 
inch. Each roll, therefore, is protected by this thickness 
of a crust of salt butter, all the rest being as perfectly 
sweet as when first put in. 

Reports of the recent Dairy Show at the Agricul¬ 
tural Hall contain much useful information of dairy 
management, and how the prize butter was made. We 
give some extracts for the benefit of our readers:—• 
Rev. S. H. Williams, Great Linford Rectory, Newport 
Pagnell, was very successful, gaining with a single entry 
in Class 61 not only first prize for best fresh butter very 
slightly salted, and made from Channel Island cows, 
but also the Lord Mayor’s cup for best butter made in 
the United Kingdom, and the Association’s silver medal 
for the butter sweetest and in the best condition on the 
last day of the show. Mr. Williams keeps a small herd 
of pedigree Jerseys, there being generally from six to 
eight cows in milk. The cows were at grass night and 
day, but would be housed at night as soon as the weather 
breaks up. The extra food consisted of li or 2 lbs. each 
of cotton cake in the morning, crushed Oats and bran 
at 4.15. p.m., also a little Clover hay in the rack to eat 
while the milking is going on. Thyss, Lockyer & Co.’s 
“Jersey” has been in use since November 1886. Supply 
of cold water is laid on to the dairy from a well by 
force pump. The cream rises in from ten to twelve 
hours. It is only fair to say that during this hot sum¬ 
mer not one setting of milk went sour. Hathaway’s 
barrel churn is used. The temperature of the cream 
when churned is 58°, and cream is churned twice a week. 
The butter is washed, Bradford’s butter worker (Albany) 
being used: The average price obtained during the year 
was Is. 6d., and the demand exceeds the supply. The 
cows are brought in to calve from August to April, in 
order to keep a regular and uniform supply during the 
year. 

Of another prizewinner we are told, “The dairy 
faces the north, and is kept most scrupulously clean. 
The floor is bricked, and the walls tiled with white 
glazed tiles. It is fitted with thick green glass shelves 
on which the tin pans are placed. In summer the cool¬ 
ing tins are used to set the cream, the skim milk being 
drawn of in twelve hours; but as soon as the cold weather 
commences the milk is skimmed from the pans, the 
temperature being from 56° to 60° for churning. Butter 
is made twice weekly in winter from soured cream, salt 
being put to it before churning. The butter is never 

touched by hand, a Cunningham worker being used. The 
price obtained per pound to private customers Is. 9d. all 
the year round.” In another prize dairy the cream is set 
in shallow Staffordshire pans for thirty-six horns. The 
churn used is the End Over End. The temperature 
of the cream when churned is 58°. Sweet cream is used. 
The number of revolutions of churn is fifty per minute. 
A circular butter worker is used. Price obtained for 
butter is Is. 8d. in winter and Is. 6d. in summer. The 
average quantity of butter made weekly is 200 lbs., the 
demand is greater than the supply. The mornmg the 
butter was made, of which a portion was sent to the 
Dairy Show, the details of the work were as follows:— 
3 gallons 2 pints of cream; butter, 10 lbs. 14^ ozs.; time 
of dimming, eight minutes : revolutions of churn, fifty per 
minute; time of making butter, thirty-five minutes. 

(To be continued). 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

The work upon our heavy land farm is now in a forward condition, 
and we shall be able to keep our labour expenses at a much lower weekly 
sum than we have ever done before. All last winter we had to encounter 
a heavy outlay on this farm for drainage ; this winter little, if any, such 
work remains to be done. An additional pond has just been made there 
for a supply of water in summer, in order to avoid a repetition of the 
costly experience during the recent drought, when we had to cart water 
daily from a stream some two miles distant from the farm. The work 
of excavation for the pond in a stiff clay was done for 5|d. per cubic 
yard, the clay being turned to account to form a dam or raised semi¬ 
circular bank at the lower side to hold water and so lessen the work of 
excavation. 

Autumnal work of ploughing and sowing upon the heavy land has 
been remarkably well done. We have now 150 acres, of winter corn 
sown, and much of it is already up and is a thick strong plant. There 
are some 70 acres of young layers upon this farm, consisting of Clover, 
Sainfoin, and Perennial Rye Grass, with about 20 acres besides of old 
pasture, so that our corn sowing next spring will not be a heavy busi¬ 
ness, and it will be much helped by the ridge ploughing of all land in¬ 
tended for spring corn. If prices do not improve—and we have no rea¬ 
son as yet to suppose they will do so—more of the hea y land will be 
laid down next spring in permanent or temporary pasture. Several 
acres of Lucerne will be sown, and we shall extend the Sainfoin layers 
very much. The crops of East Anglian farms have hitherto consisted 
principally of grain, but under the depression a much larger proportion 
of the land must be brought under forage crops. Sheep will th-n be 
kept upon such farms in much larger numbers than heretofore, and the 
plan will undoubtedly answer, especially if silage takes the place of root 
crops, which are expensive in cultivation and uncertain in result. All 
this process of change must be carefully wrought out, for there must be 
no rash or hasty change leading to heavy expenditure. AVe know a 
farmer who has now some 2000 sheep and 200 bullocks, for which he is 
buying much of the food. Such a plan cannot answer, and we should 
certainly fe-1 that we ran no inconsiderable risk of bankruptcy under 
it. To be really self-supporting a farm must produce most of the food 
given to the animals upon it, unless indeed we can purchase such food 
at a cheaper rate than we can sell the produce for. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

CAMDEN SQUAIIE, LONDON. 

Lat. 81° 82' 40" N.; Long. 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 
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Shade Tem¬ 
perature. 

Radiation 
Temperature 

1 
,Dry. Wet. Max. Min. 

In 
sun. 

On 
grass 

Sunday. 6 
Monday...... 7 
Tuesday .... 8 
Wednesday.. 9 
Thursday.... 10 
Friday .11 
Satarday .... 12 

Inches. 
29.375 
29.470 
29.785 
29.947 
29.830 
29.980 
30.204 

deg. 
43.8 
43.9 
48.5 
46.4 
45.0 
41.9 
42.1 

deg. 
42.1 
33.0 
47.0 
46.4 
45.0 
41.7 
40.3 

E. 
N.E. 
N.E. 
•N.E. 

.N. 
N. 
N. 

deg. 
44.9 
44.3 
44 7 
45 2 
45.8 
45.8 
45 2 

deg. 
53.6 
49.4 
52.6 
48.3 
48 4 
49.2 
47.8 

deg. 
40.0 
39.3 
438 
45.6 
45.3 
40.2 
39.7 

deg. 
77.2 
52.7 
72 8 
50.6 
52.2 
73.7 
71.8 

deg. 
33.8 
33.3 
41.2 
42.4 
43.9 
88.4 
34.9 

In. 

0.309 
0 192 
0.396 
0.010 

29.800 44.6 43.6 45.1 49.9 42.0 64.4 33.3 0.967 

REMARKS. 

6th.—Fine, and generally bright, but rather hazy In afternoon. 
7th.—Dull and damp morning, wet afternoon and evening. 
8th.—Overcast early ; bright from 10.30 A.M. to about 1.39 P.M., then dull again. 
9th.—Steady, soaking rain all day. 

10th.—Dull morning, dull and damp afternoon. 
llth—Fair,with a little sunshine, but slightly foggy at times. 
12th —Fine and generally bright. 

Temperature very equable, and for the first time for several weeks slightly above the 
average. Rainfall again above the average.—G. J. SYMONS. 
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TOMATOES FOR MARKET. 

OREIGN fruit is at a discount when well-grown 
home produce can be had at a reasonable 
price. Early in the season the former may be 
in demand, because it can be retailed for less 
than the wholesale price of English fruit. 
This will not be the case long, for the increased 
accommodation that is being provided for the 
culture of the Tomato will augment the supply, 

and'the price will be lower as a natural consequence. 
Corrugated fruit is also losing favour. The Large Red and 
its varieties have too much the appearance of foreign 
produce, and this may be one of the main reasons the 
public have against them. Intending growers for market 
must also bear in mind that large fruits, such as we are 
in the habit of seeing on the exhibition table, are not 
appreciated by the public. Purchasers prefer about four 
fruits to the pound to those that weigh 8 to 12 ozs. each. 
Sixpence or eightpence seems too much for one Tomato, 
and they say so freely, while no complaints are made when 
they get four or five for the same money. What is wanted 
is a smooth variety of moderate size that will set freely 
and crop heavily. 

Where early fruit is desired the plans for its produc¬ 
tion should already be matured, and a start made at once. 
Plants from cuttings are the best for early work, because 
they are hardier and fruit sooner than those raised from 
seed. If cuttings can be obtained now they will root 
readily if inserted singly in small pots and stood on a 
shelf in a temperature of 60° to 65°. Most of our plants 
for early fruiting were raised from seed sown near the end 
of September and kept cool. This method was adopted 
because we had not cuttings in sufficient quantity of the 
varieties needed. Seed may be sown at once, and the 
plants raised will be hardier and in advance of those 
raised from seed sown in January. They will grow slowly, 
and should be kept on a shelf where the night temperature 
ranges about G5°. A strong yet sturdy, and even woody, 
growth should be induced for early bearing. To insure 
this they must not be kept too warm, close, or moist: full 
light is essential, and a free circulation of air. Too much 
soil must not be provided, nor do. Tomatoes need rich 
mixtures. Any ordinary fertile garden soil that would 
grow a good crop of Potatoes without manuring will grow 
Tomatoes well. This year I have seen excellent crops in 
houses, that were formerly devoted to plants grown on the 
beds, in 2 or 3 inches of old Melon soil forked into the 
ashes that filled up the beds, a thin layer of manure being 
given after the fruit was set. This convinced me that 
these plants need considerably less soil than is generally 
given them. A large bulk of rich soil encourages soft 
growth and only half a crop of fruit. A moderately dry 

No. 387.—Ton. XV., Third Series. 

soil and atmosphere will insure firm growth and a good 
set of fruit. Ibis accomplished, the crop can be pushed 
forward under warmer, closer, and moister conditions, 
both in the atmosphere and at the roots. While rqoening 
drier treatment should be resumed. 

Some market growers during the past few years have 
practised a system of pinching the main shoot just beyond 
each bunch of flowers. This season we tried this method 
on one side of a house, while those on the opposite side 
were allowed to grow without pinching. Hackwood Park 
was the variety tried, and it is one of the best. Nothing 
was gained by pinching the plants, although a heavy crop 
can be obtained for half or three parts of the way up the 
roof. If Tomatoes are grown under suitable conditions 
and in firm but not rich soil they will produce a bunch of 
fruit every third joint along the stem. The quickest way 
of perfecting a crop of fruit is to allow the plants to set 
five or six bunches of fruit, and then keep them pinched 
until they are ripe. Although Tomatoes will bear any 
amount of pruning it is a great mistake to take off much 
growth at one time, and it tells perhaps more than anything 
against the flowers setting freely. The easiest and quickest 
way of managing the plants in this respect is to examine 
them about three times in a fortnight until they have set 
the crop that is desired. When this method is practised 
the knife is not needed, for the leaves and laterals can be 
pinched with the thumb and finger, without the slightest 
risk of checking the plants or interfering with their setting. 

As to varieties, Orangefield is entirely superseded by 
Suttons’ Earliest of all. It is a dwarf sturdy grower, and 
carries a heavy crop of well-coloured, moderately sized, 
rather fiat fruits, slightly corrugated, but not to be objec¬ 
tionable for market purposes. It is rightly named, for 
although it does not commence colouring before Hack- 
wood Park, Mayflower, and some others, it ripens the 
whole of its crop sooner than any, and for early market 
work I shall grow it largely in the future. Hackwood 
Park is the heaviest cropping variety I have grown this 
year, but a little care is needed in the removal of a few 
of the first fruits which grow too large and coarse. Acme 
is a gem for colour, a good cropper, and just the right 
size for market. Mayflower has produced some beautiful 
fruit of the right size, but has not cropped quite heavily 
enough for market purposes. Hathaway’s Excelsior is 
still one of the best, although it does not colour so well 
as some others, or ripen so quickly, and by allowing the 
plants to extend freely fruits of the right size can be 
obtained. Trentham Fillbasket is a great trusser, and 
colours beautifully. Four or five fruits of this make a 
pound. This variety appears to be well adapted for grow¬ 
ing on the extension system, and by laying in a fair num¬ 
ber of the lateral growths a heavy crop of fruit can be 
obtained.—Wm. Bardney. 

ROSES AND REVIEWS. 
At this time of year, when the horticultural world is 

gone Chrysanthemum mad, and the queen of flowers 
hardly obtains a short paragraph, it is satisfactory to meet 
with the Rose article in the “Quarterly.” No other flower, 
at any rate, that I know of has been thus distinguished, 
and the article has been written by one who knows well 
his subject. It might not be difficult to guess at his 
name; that, however, is not my business. I wish to call 
attention to the October “ Quarterly.” The article there 
is founded on a notice of Rivers’ “Rose Guide,” 1837; 
Reynolds Hole’s Rose book (10th edition!), and the 

No. 2043—Voi. LXXVII., Old Series. 
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N.R.S. Catalogue, 1880. The rise of the Rose to its 
present glory is clearly traced. Rivers started the 
standard Rose, and a Duke paid .£1000 for 1000 plants. 
'Jhe Geant des Batailles came out in 1847. How many 
of our modern exhibitors ever saw it ? yet Rivers sold 
8000 plants of it in 1849. lie was superseded by General 
Jacqueminot in 1859, a superb blood-coloured H.P., 
which even yet can hold its own. Chas. Lefebvre was 
given to the world in 1861. He is a prime favourite with 
the reviewer, who tells a story well worthy of the witty 
Canon’s Rose book, how a mechanic somewhere told him 
that he had often “ run a mile and a half in his dinner 
hour just to get a peep at * Charlie,’ tvlio was then at 
his best.” 1864 was the great year of all, that gave us 
Marechal Kiel, a seedling from Isabella Crag, and one 
most utterly unexpected ; “ very much,” says Canon 
Hole, “ as if a dingy old sparrow had hatched a canary! ” 

I am glad to see Marie Baumann meets with full 
appreciation, “ the rule of form, more of the perfect than 
any other'Rose.” I must admit, however, to have rather 
failed in allegiance. A. K. Williams to my mind is now 
the only best and most perfect H. P. Also perhaps the 
Hybrid Teas hardly meet with the recognition they 
deserve. Mr. George Paul’s Cheshunt Hybrid and the 
red Gloire Reine Marie Henriette are little likely to be 
surpassed in their particular department. There is a 
handsome recognition of Mr. D’Ombrain’s services to the 
N.R. Society, which he may well be proud of, and with 
whose name should be joined Mr. Mawley’s, who becom¬ 
ing joint Secretary rather later has largely helped to build 
is up. 

One aspiration of the great unknown’s all will certainly 
join in heartily—Oh for “ a snow-white Charles Lefebvre, 
a Mdlle. Blanche Marie Baumann, a scarlet Lamarque, 
and a crimson Marechal Niel.—A. C. 

THE SETTING, STONING, AND SWELLING 
OF GRAPES. 

Two practical voices have been heard on the subject of the 
West Lynn Vines, the cultivator and his critic. Would there be 
any objection now to a word from the theoretical or quasi scientific 
observer of the West Lynn practice who “ gently put ” the question 
upon temperature at flowering time, and who is very much in¬ 
terested in more ways than one in all that concerns successful Vine 
culture ? The difficulties of complete fertilisation and of perfect 
stoning at West Lynn are not newly developed. Some singular 
freaks were early exhibited by some Black Hamburgh bunches. 
The berries were absurdly small, and the stoning abnormally de¬ 
ficient. A very accomplished critic on that occasion laid down two 
confident propositions, which were these—1, That no berry could 
develope to a satisfactory size without a proper complement of 
seeds ; and 2, that a sufficient addition of lime would, in this case 
at least, correct the defective stoning. Lime in great abundance 
was added at once, and yearly since, without effecting a cure, and 
Grapes of large size have often enough been found—are, I believe, 
to be found now—containing only two seeds. Thus it seems that 
the root of the evil requires to be sought in another direction. 

Now it appears to be assumed hy some that efficient stoning is 
synonymous with successful fertilisation, but I have not yet met 
with sufficient evidence to convince me of this, although some 
colour is given to the theory—if it be one—by the fact that quite 
unfertilised berries are always also stoneless. Yet Grapes giving 
every evidence of successful fertilisation, and as I have said, of 
good size, are grown with less than their proper complement of 
stones. On the other hand, the difficulties and defects of ferti¬ 
lisation at West Lynn are so apparent that attention may well be 
concentrated upon them for the present, whether successful stoning 
follows their correction or not. The berries here often will not set 
at all with the ordinary “ tap ” of the wires, but require a direct 
application of the pollen. Or, again, a bunch will sometimes set 
and produce respectable Grapes with the tap only, whilst other 
bunches which have been more carefully and directly fertilised, 
from the Hamburgh say, have yielded decidedly better berries. 

I, for oDe, do not at all believe that there is any solution in 

questions of soil or plant food. The soil contains naturally all 
other plant food but lime in great abundance, and clearly lime has 
been sufficiently added. I can answer for it also that any possible 
oxhaustion has been more than met by a generous supply of all 
that could be required. That lime is in a sense a liberator of plant 
food is undoubtedly true ; but mineral manures, whether set free 
by its means or not, are washed away very slowly indeed, though 
of course the same is not true of nitrogen in any form. Then as 
regards the mechanical nature of the soil. There are borders at 
West Lynn of very light, as well as of much more adhesive soil, 
and some are so constructed as to prevent the possibility of the. 
roots straying beyond them, and there is no difference in the 
obstinacy of the Grapes to fertilise. That such difficulties should 
have occurred at all to a cultivator so observant and careful as. 
Mr. Castle, seems to me an indication not only of the unexpected 
obstacles which all gardeners may expect at some time or other in 
their pursuit, but probably it is one also of some peculiarity of 
situation, or other local atmosphere or surrounding, such as that 
to which our present critic has directed attention hy a probably 
very valuable hint. Such peculiarities as lowness of situation,, 
nearness to the sea, and an area of retentive soil around the 
vineries may require to be met with differences of temperature 
and ventilation at a critical time to those usually provided, and 
may even necessitate some important departures from ordinary 
routine. 

It is to be hoped that an honest and modest confession of 
occasional and exceptional shortcomings amidst considerable merit, 
may be the means of benefiting others beside him who has made it. 
—Proprietor. 

[We cannot speak too highly of the manner in which Mr. S. 
Castle, the manager of the West Lynn Vineries, places facts before 
the public, whether they are in his favour as a cultivator or not.} 

I read with great interest the article by Mr. Stephen Castle 
concerning the fertilisation of Grapes, and I think we must look to 
other sources than lime in some instances to get the desired effect— 
i.e., the normal quantities of seeds, as on that depends the size the 
berries will ultimately attain. If we can induce the berries to per¬ 
fect the proper quantity of seeds it is an easy matter to get the 
berries to swell to a large size. One seed is not enough, as feed 
how we will the berries will not attain half the size they would if 
they contained three or four seeds. A good set is half the battle ia 
Grape-growing, and it is vexing when we see other gardeners, with¬ 
out the least trouble, induce the Grapes under their charge to set 
properly. In the late vinery here we have the following varieties :— 
Mrs. Pince, Alicante, and Lady Downe’s ; but the most surprising 
part is that with Mrs. Pince, which is considered a shy setter, we 
do not have the least difficulty ; it sets as freely as Black Ham¬ 
burgh, and the berries have from three to four seeds each. The 
berries are of good size, the bunches large and compact. Lady 
Downe’s also sets pretty well, but Alicante, which is considered a 
free setter, we have some difficulty with. It is rarely that the 
berries have more than one seed, but this is of a good size. Last 
season we had only one presentable bunch on three rods, in the 
others the berries being about the size of peas. This year we 
fertilised every bunch, but even now the result is not so satisfac¬ 
tory as we should like, although the bunches are full, and an 
ordinary observer would not notice them much. The soil used 
both for making the border and top-dressing is off the limestone 
formation in which Rhododendrons will not thrive unless the beds 
are prepared.—A. Young. 

ON FLOWER GARDENING. 
What a glorious season the past has been for out-of-door 

flowers! We had a cold late spring, and Roses and some other 
summer flowers were poor and of short duration, but the set-off 
has been all on the side of plenty. We perhaps have an advantage 
over many, inasmuch as we grow all kinds of flowers—annual, 
bedding out of all kinds, florists’ flowers and herbaceous plants— 
always with the proviso that they are in each case free-flowering 
and effective, and each sort is grown in sufficient quantity to make a 
good display. Bedding plants are in disfavour in some quarters 
owing chiefly to the unsuitability of the plants grown. The 
system I have adopted is to grow only those which are always 
satisfactory in our own garden, rigidly excluding those of even 
doubtful effect. The result, in a season like the present, has bee n 
complete success. Exactly the same system has been adopted with 
hearbaceous plants, and instead of having the portions of the 
garden devoted to these bare of flowers, we secure a continuous 
supply, and an effective display quite as good as, though of a 
different character from, the bedding plants. Some of the old 
flowers are still indispensable, but we occasionally obtain novelties 
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-of the first merit, which on trial prove so good that they quite 
change the features of the garden, and give that change which is 
thought so much of in these times. Bearing on this matter is 
■distinctness in the planting and arranging of the flowers, no less 
than in the kind of plants employed. One of the very worst 
features of present day gardening is the monotony with which the 
same plants are grown in exactly the same manner in almost every 
■garden, so that one is obliged to be continually on the outlook for 
something good and novel in order to be somewhat different to 
one’s neighbours. This ought not to be. 

Coming now to a review of the plants which have been this 
year employed most largely, and taking bedding plants first, our 
two partial failures have been seedling Lobelias and the brown 
Calceolaria Sir H. Havelock. Both will be set aside for the future. 
Gur most effective plants have been large beds filled with Henry 
Jacoby Pelargoniums banded with pale blue Ageratum, and finished 
to the grass with a broad dressed edging of white Koniga. A very 
large bed was prettily filled with large plants of the good old 
Flower of Spring Geranium set widely apart, and the ground 
carpeted with light blue Ageratum. This central block was 
divided from the outside portion by a row of Dactylis elegant- 
issirna, next to which came a broad line of Mrs. Ellice Tropceolum, 
a beautiful deep orange sort, next to which came the soft-shaded 
Crystal Palace Gem Pelargonium, and a narrow edging of Koniga 
next the grass. A very nice arrangement in a small bed was com¬ 
posed of a middle block of white Lobelia Princess Royal, dotted 
with Chammpeuce diacantha and a few red Begonias ; the edging 
next the grass was Pyrethrum selaginoides, and behind that the 
good Wave of Blue Lobelia. The front of a long border was most 
effective, the plants being a line of Echeveria secunda glauca next 
to the grass, behind that alternate plants of the Lobelia just named 
and good plants of Golden Chain Pelargonium. Behind these, and 
growing among them, was Mangles’ Variegated Pelargonium, and 
next to that a broad line of Henry Jacoby. Beds planted in 
mixture and in juxtaposition with Christine Pelargonium (the best 
shade of pink we have seen) and yellow Viola mixed, and Bijou 
Pelargonium and mauve Violas mixed were very pleasing over a 
long period. Next season we shall have large beds in mixture 
respectively of Calceolaria Kayi and white Phlox Drummondi, 
Pelargonium Henry Jacoby and yellow Viola, Pelargonium 
Christine and mauve Viola, and Pelargonium Bijou and purple 
Viola, the edging in each case being a broad line of Cerastium 
tomentosum. Mixed beds are always effective when well done. 
Before leaving this part of the subject it may just be noted that 
an extremely pretty bed was composed of last winter’s flowering 
Pelargoniums, all the shoots being pegged down, and a few white 
variegated Pelargoniums dotted in among them. 

Coming now to annual flowers, some of these have been sur¬ 
passingly beautiful. Of such are single Zinnias, which have 
flowered continuously ; Asters, which were finer than usual. The 
•sorts we grew were Victoria—by far the finest—Reid’s Quilled, and 
the new white Paeony Perfection, of which latter two long edging 
lines were grown. Dwarf Sunflowers were really grand. Salpi- 
glossis, Phlox Drummondi, Gaillardias, the Crimson Flax, were 
perhaps the best of the others, but most annuals in ordinary 
cultivation are well worth growing. 

Amongst florists’ flowers Gladiolus were by far the best. In 
one border, 120 feet long, we had two lines of plants (about 
4 to 6 inches apart in the rows) of the best kinds, with an edging 
next to the walk of Asters. From the beginning of August till 
well into September these made a grand show of colour, and were 
of course, individually, of the very greatest interest. In fact most, 
if not all, visitors were as much surprised as delighted with their 

■beauty. Pentstemons were not so fine as usual, the dry season 
being very much against these moisture-loving plants. Phloxes 
picked up after the rains, but generally these were not a success. 
Dahlias were very good, Hollyhocks stunted in growth. Pansies 
we have all but discarded, keeping only a few sorts which do not 
die off. Antirrhinums have been very good ; Pinks and Carnations 
finer than usual. 

The hardy border plants, as a whole, have been finer than in 
some years. A very large number of the less effective sorts were 
■cleared out last winter, and many more plants of the sorts kept 
were planted mostly in clumps. Some hundreds of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums were dibbled into the borders in April, and these alone, 
-especially Precocity and Madame Desgrange, which were most 
largely planted, with some large clumps of Tritomas, made 
quite a show for many weeks. Tritomas have been really grand 
this year. We have them in several places, and in all alike they 
have done well. Clumps of Gladiolus—Gandavensis, Brenchley- 
ensis, ramosus, Ne Plus Ultra, and Lemoine’s hybrids—have been 
yery good in the borders. Large numbers of Delphiniums were 
planted and cut down in order to flower in autumn, but the dry 

weather had a bad effect, as few responded to this treatment. It is 
curious how a few striking flowers, planted in sufficient quantity, 
give their own individuality to mixed borders. We never saw this 
so plainly apparent as this autumn, when for weeks the main 
borders showed a broad mass of orange-scarlet (Tritoma) and 
white (Chrysanthemum) with a yellow edging (aloo Chrysanthe¬ 
mum). Looking from either end of the borders the individuality 
of the hundreds of other flowers then blooming was completely 
out of sight, and it was only while passing along the walk sepa¬ 
rating the borders that the other flowers—e.g., Japanese Anemones, 
various Michaelmas Daisies, Gladiolus, Pansies, Gailardias, Dahlias, 
Golden Rods, various early Chrysanthemums, single hardy ditto, 
Paris Daisies, and such like came under notice. Next season I hope 
to add to the beauty of these borders by having a couple of hundred 
of Aster bessarabicus to come between the Madame Desgrange 
Chrysanthemums and the Tritomas. Solidago canadensis will also 
be largely increased—it is such a beautiful and graceful plant. 
Pentstemons I hope to plant very largely in the front portion of 
the border, also a greater number of Gaillardias, especially the 
double Lorenziana. I shall also try a number of Cannas, a few 
hundreds of Pink Mrs. Sinkins and of Anne Boleyn, and possibly 
some one or two good annual flowers, and shall expect to tide over, 
with their help, the period between the break-up of the summer 
herbaceous plants in July, and the commencement of the autumn 
display six weeks later.—B. 

VIOLAS. 

I WAS delighted to read Mr. Jenkins’ remarks on page 402, and 
frankly apologise if I have in any way disturbed your correspondent’s 
feelings. When a discussion is commenced upon any subject we are all 
open to criticism, and as I could not find in Mr. Jenkins’ quotations 
any practicable information, I was led to ask how such a description 
could guide us. I do not think your correspondent need accuse me of 
any carelessness in reading his communication; on the contrary, I 
must ask him to withdraw the word “ absolute,” which he has thought 
necessary to introduce before exclusion, and which entirely alters the 
meaning of my quotation. I have not thrown out any insinuations as 
to the absolute exclusion of any Violas, and if simply quoting your 
correspondent’s own words does not please him, he ought to have thought 
of it before sending his article to the Journal. I admit that Mr. Jenkins’ 
language is rather difficult to understand. For instance, he says “ if 
I had read his communication rightly I would not attribute to him any 
desire of absolute exclusion of any Violas; ” and further, he says if I 
were to read his note again, at page 323, I should find that he “ merely 
excludes ” those varieties with rounded flowers formally, and refers 
them to the bedding Pansies ; but if Countess of Hopetoun, be ause of 
its rounded tendency, floriferousness, and dense habit, is an example of 
your correspondent’s judgment, I do not agree with either him or Mr. 
Dean, as I do not consider these at all essential characters in distinguish¬ 
ing the Viola from the bedding Pansy. Moreover, it is admitted by all 
florists that these are essential points, equally binding on the Viola and 
bedding Pansy, and have nothing to do with their classification. 

But to return to your correspondent’s quotation, “ calyx with unequal 
sepals,” I should like to have an explanation of these words, and also I 
should like to know the difference between the calyx and sepals of the 
Viola from that of the Pansy. If, as your correspondent says there is 
no difference botanically, where does he get his authority for asserting 
that all those with a rounded tendency ought to go to the bedding 
Pansies? This is certainly not a line of distinction I can support, for the 
rules laid down for my guidance were—First, colour ; second, form ; third, 
size (not too large). Of course, floriferousness, with a dense habit, aie 
essential points either in the bedding Pansy or Viola, especially with 
those who grow them as decorative plants, but there are others again 
who grow them for the exhibition table also, and if they cannot find in 
the Viola the points I refer to, they would certainly never stage these 
blooms on the grounds of floriferousness or habit. Mr. Jenkins does not 
see the neeessity for such a classification as I ventured to suggest, and 
thinks the whole might be more conveniently grouped under two heads 
—viz., Violas and bedding Pansies, and adds, beyond this, if occasion 
required, they may be grouped to colour, while the miscellaneous varie¬ 
ties may be grouped as fancies. I have no objection to this ar¬ 
rangement, as they would still remain in their respective classes 
according to my classification, and merely be arranged as t- e show 
Pansy — viz., Dark Self, White Self, and Yellow Selfs ; while 
class 3 in each family would be composed of the miscellaneous 
varieties spoken of by Mr. Jenkins. Thus, although your correspondent 
does not admit the necessity of my classification, he is rather inclined 
to favour my opinion, and I am much obliged for the hint he has 
thrown out, but he also takes care to remind me that although I take ex¬ 
ception to the answer he gives to my question, I do not myself advance 
anything more obvious. I will, therefore, venture to make another sug¬ 
gestion which I hope Mr. Jenkins will support and help me to carry out. 

It is a fact admitted by all florists that a dense well cut blotch is an 
essential character in all Pansies, whether show, fancy, or bedding ; I 
would, therefore, make this the distinguishing character between the 
two families, and while we hand over to the bedding Pansies all those 
with a dense well cut blotch, we would retain all those with pencilled 
or rayed flowers, as Violas. I have followed this course in my classifica- 
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tion, and your correspondent will thus see how Archie Grant, Merchiston 
Castle, and Mrs. Easter are examples in then.' respective classes of 
bedding Pansies, while Pilrig Park, Skylark, and Sejour with their 
pencilled and rayed flowers arc represented as Violas. Mr. Jenkins 
adds, “ Our florists, past and present, have lifted the Pansy to its present 
standard of perfection, and very naturally laid down hard-and-fast 
rules for their guidance.” Now, thisiis exactly the point I am aiming 
at, and if it is necessary to lay down such hard-and-fast rules regarding 
the Pansy, is it not equally necessary to have some such rules laid down 
regarding the Viola ? for I see no useiin dividing them into families if 
we have no distinguishing character to know the one from the other. 
“ Calyx with unequal sepals ” is merely a botanical term equally 
applied to the Pansy and Viola, and has nothing to do with form or 
symmetry whatever, hence my reason for asking your correspondent to 
explain his quotation.—G. Steel. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE APPLES. 
In sending a few Pears for your inspection, I take the liberty of 

asking for the origin of Ringer Apple. I do so because in housing 
Ringers and Dominos this autumn 1 was struck with their family like¬ 
ness. Indeed, I mixed both kinds together in the barrow as we emptied 
them out of the baskets from the tree, and it would have puzzled an 
editor to have picked out rightfully the Ringers and the Dominos re¬ 
spectively and entirely. Domino, I suppose, we shall never now find out 
the origin of. I have been trying for years to get at it, and have ran¬ 
sacked all the books I could come at, and written numerous letters to 
various fruit growers, but can get at nothing definite. 

Whilst I am writing, I would like to call attention to a circumstance 
which may, in our locality, cause some confusion in future years as to 
Bramley’s Seedling Apple. About thirteen or fourteen years ago Messrs. 
Hutchinson & Armitage, seedsmen of Nottingham, sold, from their shop 
in Victoria Street, young Apple trees under the name of “ Best of All.” 
I bought one, as also did a neighbour of mine, and of course many others, 
and now we find that our Best of All is really Bramley’s Seedling. This 
autumn I have been trying to get at the reason why this Apple was sent 
out by Messrs. Hutchinson & Armitage under the name of Best of All, 
but I find they have no reliable record as to the reason. It may be that 
as they showed specimens of fruits to induce purchasers of trees, that 
the name may have been thus commercially given as a sort of pushing 
advertisement notion, Best of All being more sounding and definite than 
plain Bramley’s Seedling. I throw this out as a solving of the difficulty. 
There is no question, however, about the matter. Best of All Apple, 
whoever may have it about Nottingham, is really Bramley’s Seedling. 
Mr. Merry weather of Southwell will perhaps confirm this and explain it. 
—N. H. POWNALL. 

[The Apples Domino and Ringer are distinct, the former being more 
conical than the latter and in use in September, usually decaying in 
October, Ringer keeping firm till February.] 

HOLLYHOCKS. 

I WAS much interested in the notes of your various correspondents 
in recent issues, and I should have been more pleased had Mr. Boston 
been able to describe more fully the interest in Hollyhock culture in 
the neighbourhood of Edinburgh twenty years ago and over. Being 
located on the south side of the border, his knowledge of that part must 
necessarily, be only partial. I could not but admire an exhibit of 
Mr. Boston’s (Dahlias) which gained a first prize for this year. Looking 
at them in an ordinary way they seemed to me to be the finest I ever 
saw exhibited, but I fear success in growing Hollyhocks now seems 
more a matter of chance or uncertainty. I used to know something of 
Hollyhock culture in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh twenty-five 
years ago, but for a number of years, till recently, I had given their 
culture up. About four years ago I tried a fresh collection to see how 
they would succeed. The first year they did fairly well, though cer¬ 
tainly they showed signs of the “ disease,” even from the time they 
came from the vendor. After planting them out in spring, when they 
began to grow, they were watered every evening with the rose on the 
can. This they seemed to like, as they made large green leaves, and 
when flowering time came they did very well. Next winter, however, 
we lost several of the varieties, and although I had a fine young stock, 
they were very badly affected with the disease also, so that for the next 
year 1 had to fall back on late propagated plants from the old stools. 
After planting out again, we found by watering them as before helped 
well to bring the plants on, of course giving water at the root also when 
required, but in certain weather the disease flourished accordingly. 
V hen the weather was hot and dry, I noticed that the leaves were quite 
covered with the warty specks, and they 'were altogether of a yellow 
hue. I cannot help thinking that growing Hollyhocks is now a very 
risky business, and I feel sure if a number of your readers try it they 
will give their experience as such. 

It will be found that some varieties do better than others —that is, 
as a rule, they seem to keep freer from the disease —the same as some 
varieties of Potatoes from the Potato disease. Two of the finest kinds 
in this respect that I have grown are Cygnet and Rev. D. Paul. I may 
just mention that recently, about this time of year, I had fine jroung 
plants in a cold frame, but before spring only a very few existed owing 
to the disease. The cold frame might have been too close and damp. 
Ibis year, out of about a dozen strong seedlings planted last spring, two 
proved to be very good—one a white, quite equal to, if not better than 

Cygnet. All these seedlings had scarcely any disease on them. So if 
select seed was sown in summer, and good strong plants obtained before 
winter, it might be a very good way to get some good spikes of Holly* 
hocks. A neighbour of ours, who has a fine heavy soil; though he has 
poorer varieties, the plants make a vigorous growth, with scarcely a 
trace of disease, so that much apparently depends upon the soil. In our 
case, with every attention, success seems a matter of uncertainty, with 
little or no prospect of getting up to the pitch of twenty years ago 
; bove referred to.— R. M. 

THE SOIL. 

[A paper read before the Paxton Society, Waiefield, October S9th, by Mr 
D. Gslmour, jun.] 

(Continued from page 427.) 

There is no doubt that the first step in the improvement of soils is 
to get rid of the superiuous water and to let in the air. The only way 
to do this is by means of draining. Many people think that the only 
advantage of draining is in the removal of the water ; but there is a 
great deal more in it than that, for it will be readily understood that 
when the water is drawn away from below the air must follow and take 
its place. Put some stones in a bucket of water, and while the water 
remains the air cannot get access to the stones ; but knock a hole in the 
bottom of the bucket, and the result is that as the water runs away it 
will be replaced by air. The same process is going on continually in a 
well-drained soil. 

On undrained land the rains that fall run away over the surface 
without benefiting it in any way. This was brought very prominently 
to my notice this summer. A tennis ground, the surface of which had 
become hard and baked likea brick, adjoins a piece of garden ground which 
had been well drained and hoed to keep a fine tilth and prevent eva¬ 
poration. A few hours’ heavy rain came, and while the water ran off 
the tennis ground in streams, doing little or no good—for it was as dry 
and hard as ever after the sun had shone on it for a fevv hours—the 
garden ground took up and absorbed every drop of the rain that fell1 
upon it, and a subsequent examination proved that the water had pene¬ 
trated some depth into it. 

J f we place a kettle of water on the fire, and allow the water to boil 
away in steam, we can see that a great amount of heat is required to do 
ib Before the sun can warm a soil the excess of water has to be con¬ 
verted into vapour and dried out of it, and the h°at of the sun is thus, 
wasted on undrained land. A well drained dry soil will absorb the heat 
of the sun to a much greater extent than could be imagined. Sir John 
Herschel observed that at the Cape of Good Hope the soil attained a 
temperature of 150° Fahr., when that of the air was only 120°, and no 
doubt this applies equally to our more temperate climate. 

The removal of water by draining changes the character of a soil ; a 
wet heavy clay, naturally cold, close, and adhesive, when dried by this 
means becoming open and mellow, and thus more easily and cheaply 
workfd. The wonderful chemistry of the soil, which results in the 
changing of manure and organic matter into plant food, can only go on 
in a very slow and imperfect manner in the presence of standing or 
stagnant water on undrained land ; therefore manure is, to a great ex¬ 
tent, wasted. The rain which falls on the soil is rich in ammonia 
(valued at £100 a ton), which it brings down, together with oxygen and 
carbonic acid, from the clouds. This rain, if allowed to run away from 
the surface of undrained land, as I said before, does not benefit it. On 
the other hand, falling on well drained land, it sinks where it falls, 
imparting its fertilising properties to the land, and as it sinks down 
drawing after it fresh supplies of air from the atmosphere, which are of' 
so much benefit. 

There are other reasons in favour of draining, hut I think I may pass 
on to another way in which we improve the soil. This is by digging and 
forking it, and the chief advantage of so doing is that we open it up and 
allow the water and air to pass through and penetrate into the interior 
of it. We also present a fresh surface to the action of the atmosphere. 
If we examine a sample of soil with a microscope we shall find it to a 
great extent composed of small pieces of stone. The oxygen of the at¬ 
mosphere acts upon the surfaces of these small stones just as it does in 
the case of the, large rocks and stones in buildings. When we dig our 
soil deeply and throw it up in ridges for the winter weather to act upon 
it, the benefit we derive from the practice is due to the fact that by this 
means the tiny fragments of rock are made to give up the mineral 
matter they contain for the use of the following crop. 

Now we come to the consideration of those things that we can add to 
the soil to improve it. If our soil is light and sandy the very best appli¬ 
cation we can make to it is clay, and the more we put on the better ; but 
it is of very little use to bury it in the ground in great lumps, the better 
plan is to strew it on the surface, where the frosts of winter can break 
it up, or the heat of summer dry it, when it may be easily broken up 
into | owder ; then dig it in. If the soil is heavy, cold, and binding we 
should procure road scrapings, sand, small gravel, wood ashes, straw, and 
decaying vegetable matter of any kind, all of which will help to make it 
lighter and more open. I do not think ashes are good to add to the soil. 
I once saw a Rose tree dug up with the larger roots nearly eaten through 
by them, and as they are known pierce gas and water pipes I think 
we are better without them. 

There is one very important element which I think is very much 
neglected in gardens, and that is lime. Now, so long as manure is used 
freely, so long as land is kept in good heart, there is no danger of lime 
doing any harm. On the contrary, there is, as far as I know, no such 
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friend to tlie farmer and gardener as this. It would be utterly impossible 
-to describe, in a short paper like this, the many ways in which it assists 
■us. I will just mention four. First, by supplying the lime that plants 
require as part of their food. Secondly, by combining with acids in the 
soil so as to remove the sourness therefrom. Thirdly, by turning the 
manure and vegetable matter into plant food ; and fourth, by acting on 
the mineral matter in the soil so as to fit it for entering into the roots 
of plants. Someone may say, “ I have limed my land"once, so that it 
does not require it again. ’ Ho is wrong for three reasons—because the 
crops remove a portion of it, because it sinks into the lower soil out 
cf reach of spade or plough, and because the rains wash it away and 
dissolve it out of the soil. Where soil already contains sufficient 
lime it is waste of time and money to apply it. Have we a light 
sandy soil to contend with 2 Then lime in a mild state will make it 
fiimer, and consolidate it. Or is our soil a heavy clay, then quicklime 
will open it up and make it easier to work. Have we an old garden 
where the soil is.full of manure, then lime will turn the manure into 
plant food and give us luxuriant crops. 

There is a manure we can all readily obtain, I allude to the sewage 
and waste water from our own houses. I suppose there is as much 
manure going down our rivers continually as would support the whole 
population if put on the land, while enormous sums are spent in the 
purchase of guano, bones, &c., to replace what we actually throw away. 
Hot only are our rivers thus converted into open sewers, but the loss to 
+i n.a*'10n amounts to many millions annually. Kow, even supposing 

.that it cost the nation the full value of this manure to collect and dis¬ 
tribute it on the land, the nation would still be.the gainer to an enormous 
extent, as there is a very great difference between paying away money 
as wages and throwing it into the sea. However, as far as we personally 
are concerned, all we need do is to procure an earth closet, or other 
eimilar contrivance, or a tank somewhere in the garden, and this done 
we immediately come into possession of a quantity of most valuable 
manure free of cost. To give an idea of how green crops relish S3wage, 
Mr. Hope of Barking has produced ten crops of Bye Grass, of 0°to 
10 tons each, in a single year. 

Another very valuable manure we have free of cost is the waste 
vegetable matter in our gardens — cabbage stalks, grass clippings, Potato 
tops, and similar stuff. These should be buried at once in the ground, 
where they immediately begin to decay, and in so doing yield up a 
quantity of carbonic acid and other matters so necessary in a soil. 
Never burn any kind of vegetable matter except wood and weeds, and 
not these latter except they have run to seed. The objection of burying 
wood in the soil is that it is apt to produce fungus, when it becomes 
difficult to get rid of it. 

Good farmyard manure may be safely applied to any kind of soil, 
but for those which are light and sandy, cow manure is preferable, as it 
retains water foi a much greater length of time, while horse manure is 
more applicable to heavy cold land for the very opposite reason, because 
it heats quickly.and so dries and warms the soil. The sooner manure is 
buried in the soil the better, provided the land is retentive or heavy : on 
light soils where the rains quickly wash the essence of the manure away 
it should be applied only a short time before the crops require it. 
1 may say that the presence of lime in a soil assists very much to fix 
and hold the manure therein until the crops require it. Where we have 
to keep or hold over the manure we should take care that the rains that 
fall are not allowed to soak through the heap and thus convey away the 
best and most valuable constituents of it. This may be prevented by 
having the heap under a shed, or nearly as well, by making the heap in 
the shape of a ridge, off which the rain will run without penetrating 
into the interior. 

Bones are one of the most valuable manures we possess. Where we 
plant a Rose or shrub to stand for some years a handful or two of half¬ 
inch bones will assist it for a considerable time. Where we grow vege¬ 
tables too, a good dressing of bone sawings will not be lost. Where we 
wish to assist an old plant or shrub, or a plant in a pot where it is not 
possible to repot it, few things are better than a top-dressing of dissolved 
bones. Mineral phosphate is now procured in various parts of the 
world, and when ground into fine powder is very similar in its action to 
bones, while at the same time it is very much cheaper. 

Fish manure is. said to be rich in phosphates and ammonia, and as 
potash is added, it should be a very valuable manure. I spoke of 
ammonia as being valued at £100 per ton. This material exists in the 
atmosphere in the form of nitrogen, the latter forming four-fifths of the 
air we breathe. Water readily absorbs it, and this is one reason why the 
rain is so much more refreshing to plant life than any artificial water¬ 
ing. Ammonia is produced largely during the decomposition of animal 
or vegetable refuse ; it is then absorbed by water, in which state plants 
can take it up by means of their roots. It acts principally as a stimu¬ 
lant, in this way enabling plants to which it is applied to absorb and 
make use of the other manures which may be within reach to a greater 
extent than would otherwise be the case. It has been found that where 
■ammonia has been intelligently applied to crops it has produced a luxu¬ 
riant growth and a proportionately greater return. The ammonia is for 
the most part contained in the liquid parts of the droppings of animals, 
which are very often unfortunately allowed to run to waste. Ammonia 
can be had in various forms—as nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, 

■carbonate of ammonia, and nitrate of potash ; but perhaps the easiest 
way to procure it is to obtain fresh horse droppings from the stables and 
place them in water. If used in any of the forms first mentioned it 
must be handled with care, as it is extremely easy to do a pound’s worth 
of damage with sixpenny worth of ammonia. Remember that a small 

quantity applied at intervals is better and safer than more put on at 
one time ; indeed this is the case with all manures, an even constant 
supply of plant food being far better for plants than a feast followed 
by. a famine, or something like it. Soot is a very valuable manure, 
principally because it contains ammonia. 

Ib conclusion, if we wish to got the full value’from the soil, while at 
the same time retaining it in its most fertile state, we must keep two 
points in view first, we must by our method of working it, digging 
deep, draining, and getting the air down into it, make use of and set 
free all the mineral matters and manures present therein ; and second, 
we must take care to add to it whatever it is deficient in, whether it be 
clay lime, or anything else. If we do this, and keep on persevering, we 
must eventually succeed. Lord Lytton in one of his plays says, “ In 
the bright lexicon of youth there is no such word as fail.” We cannot 
all be young again ; we cannot all be, perhaps, as successful as we wish. 
‘ u 13 not .irl mortals to command success,” but there is nothin^ to 
prevent their deserving it. 

GRAPES FOR QUALITY. 
I SHOULD like to ask some of your correspondents to devote a 

chapter to the best flavoured Grapes, black and white. Those who 
grow for quality have fewer varieties to select from of good ap¬ 
pearance to show or supply the table than those who do the same 
with Grapes of good appearance, but not of the highest quality. 
At most of the September shows we see plenty of thick skinned 
showy Grapes making up collections, most of them easily grown 
sorts. I see it hinted in your last week’s issue of something good 
likely to come in the way of a Black Muscat. I hope it will°be the 
case, as we have not one yet with a vigorous constitution and easily 
finished. No one can say Muscat Hamburgh has a good constitution. 
Some writers advise inarching it, and others say it does no good 
that way. I have inarched it this year on Muscat of Alexandria, 
and the wood is thicker and the eyes more prominent than on its 
own roots. I have done the same with Mrs. P;nce with the same 
result. The latter is much more easily managed than the former, 
although it is as seldom seen quite black. As to the relative position 
of the two while growing, my experience leads me to the conclusion 
that Mrs. Pince does well with Muscat treatment, while Muscat 
Hamburgh does best in a cooler house, which means do not force it 
hard. By this treatment I had the bunches this year of 3 lbs. 
weight and perfectly black. White Frontignan is scarcely ever 
mentioned in these days of large-berried sorts. Will someone take 
it up and some others of the best flavour until we have a second 
Muscat of Alexandria ?—T. S. 

JUDGING HAND BOUQUETS. 

At nearly every horticultural show a class is provided for hand 
bouquets. When well represented they are a very pleasing feature of 
the show, and take a good share of the attention of the lady visitors. A 
hand bouquet of medium size, good shape, and a pleasing combination 
of colours lightly arranged, is, in my opinion, spoiled if the Fern fronds 
are merely placed among the flowers after arrival at the show. How¬ 
ever elegant a bouquet of this description may appear, I think it ought 
to be passed by the judges, and preference given to others more firmly 
made, even if they are not quite as elegant in appearance. I have seen 
bouquets made in this flimsy manner receive prizes at shows in prefer¬ 
ence to others well and firmly made. Surely the judges had not ex¬ 
amined them all very closely, or they would have seen the faultv manner 
in which the bouquets were made. Such a bouquet is of no use to a 
lady, for unless she carried it in one position she would soon find that 
the greenery which gave it such a dainty appearance was vanishing bit 
by bit. If a gardener sent in a bouquet to the lady made in the way I 
have described, I fancy he would be requested to construct the next on 
a different principle. I will here give a few rules from an article 
written on hand bouquets by Mr. J. Robson, which appeared in the 
Journal of March 23rd, 1871. He says :— 

I. —A hand bouquet must be made so as to be easily carried in all 
positions in the hand without any of its parts being disarranged when 
it is turned upside down, and to prove this the judge to be at liberty 
to swing it sharply about in all directions in his hand, and if it will 
not bear this ordeal reject it. 

II. —The bouquet to be shown without any paper or other guard or 
bordering except that of flower or foliage, the handle also not to be too 
thick for reasons given in rule 1. 

III. —No flower having a disagreeable smell to be used for a hand 
bouquet; where such exists the bouquet to be disqualified. 

IV. —The quality of the flowt-rs used—■*>., their rarity not to be 
taken into consideration unless the arrangement be equally good or 
better than where common ones are used. 

V. —No bouquet to be exhibited under a glass shade unless all are 
provided with this appendage, but the exhibitor may be allowed to 
keep one over his bouquet until requested to remove it prior to judging, 
not afterwards. 

VI. —Dried and Everlasting Flowers not to be mixed with fresh ones, 
and the same may be said of foliage. 

VII. —Flowers may be mounted on wire or other substance, but too 
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much wirework ought not to be used so as to indicate its presence by 
the weight of the bouquet. 

It is a long time since the above simple but sensible rules were 
penned by Mr. Robson, but I think they, or some others, want bringing 
to the front again, for bouquets, like all other exhibits, should have few, 
if any, flaws in them to take leading positions.—G. Garner, Amberrvood 
Ga dens, Hants. 

LONDON’S LESSER OPEN SPACES—THEIR TREES 

AND PLANTS. 

NEW SERIES.—No. 5. 

Travellers upon those lines of railway which converge towards 
London Bridge from suburban Surrey are familiar with the uninviting 
district over which they pass to reach the metropolis after they have left 
New Cross. Rotberhithe, Bermondsey, Horselydown, it is impossible to 
think these attractive on a hasty survey from above, but coming nearer, 
if there be some things that repel there is also much that is of interest. 
It is hereabout, for instance, that some of the early experiments in 
market gardening were made by the Flemings, who having land d in 
Kent worked their way towards London. Explorations made below 
the surface in some places have brought to view masses of } eat, con¬ 
firming the tradition that anciently there was a lar*.e forest at Ber- 
mondsev, but as it laid low there were marshy tracts amongst the tre s. 
Some of the Oaks and Hazels, indeed, were dug out with the nuts 
attached to the boughs, these species now are scarcely to be found in 
the neighbourhood. A few years ago there was a newspaper contro¬ 
versy about a spot called Jacob’s Island, which some persons argued 
could not possibly have been surrounded by water in human history, 
but evidence was adduced to show that there were streams near the old 
abbey down to the sixteenth century. Much of the ground is still very- 
moist, hence the prevalence of fogs, yet it is admirably suited for the 
culture of some vegetables, which are in steady demand, as foreign 
competition has not touched thes°. Like many other districts this 
would be much improved if some kindly disposed individuals were to 
have planted on its open places and roads such trees as would be likely 
to flourish, and so replace those which have been either cut down or 
died off, for Bermondsey once rejoiced in a shady park attached to its 
abbey, incredible as this may appear. 

Horselydown, however, is higher ground ; formerly a grazing place for 
horses, it has now ceased to be “ downy,” vegetation is scant, yet it is 
not all bricks and mortar, and old names linger telling of the past, such 
as “ Snow’s Fields” and “ Potter’s Fields.” Then there is Maze Place, 
reminding us of the green maze that was attached to the old manor 
house ; it is overlooked by Planes which extend along one side of Guy's 
Hospital, and which, struggling upwards for light and air, have made 
themselves tall and scraggy. Close by, encircled by high walls, is the 
now disused burial ground of the hospital, which the Metropolitan 
Public Gardens Association has been endeavouring to get opened to the 
public as a recreation ground. It is not, I fear, a promising spot for 
flow’er culture, but it might be planted with some shrubs. The princi¬ 
pal open space available at present in Horselydown is the churchyard of 
St. John’s of about two acres, -which has been laid out as a garden for 
some years. Such places are apt to be a little dreary in autumn while 
the leaves are falling, especially if the bedding plants have be n suffered 
to remain until the early frosts seize upon them. I regret to notice that 
this is rather a common practice, especially when the plants after they 
are taken up are distributed amongst the poor, who thus receive them, 
or a part at least, in a half-dead condition ; and it is deemed, I suppose, 
a wise precaution to place the beds in grass plots, which are railed off 
from approach, allowing them only to be looked at from a distance, but 
it appears to me that this is not the way to popularise these open spaces. 
At least, as there is always a caretaker about there cannot be much 
danger in letting both adults and children vralk amongst beds chiefly 
planted with shrubs. I still hope for the day when in some of these open 
spaces there will be given simple lectures on botany, with illustrations, 
for the public benefit. 

In the garden of St. John’s, Horselydown, there are not many trees ; 
those recently planted are chiefly Planes, the older ones being Poplars, 
which have attained a goodly size, as the soil issuitable. One Plane, pro¬ 
bably about thirty years old, is conspicuous on account of the curiously 
contorted growth of trunk and branches. There are a few Scotch Elms of 
moderate dimensions ; this species is not one frequent about London 
suburbs, and the Weeping Ash appears a tree not to be encouraged in such 
gardens, for it does not favour the growth of its neighbours of smaller size. 
Here is a variety of evergreens, but only a part s em to flourish, the 
smaller leaved, such as the Privet, Box, and Thuias doing best. Yuccas 
have been placed here and there amongst the tall shrubs, and grow fairly 
well. Dahlias and Chrysanthemums are amongst the autumn flowers, 
and Stocks, with patches of Mignonette, linger on in bloom till 
November. Annuals, however, are not usually of much good in these 
gardens unless sown very freely indeed. 

The parish church of St. Mary Magdalene, Bermondsey, has a church- 
yarl converted into a garden of about 1| acre ; contiguous is the private 
garden of the parsonage, which can be viewed, but not walked in, by 
the public, as it is in a rather lower level. We are on historic ground 
here, for all about are memories of the great abbey at Bermondsey, with 
its base ground, its long walk, its farm, its park—and, what is oddest of 
all, its island 1 Yet there is every reason for believing that “Jacob’s 
Island ” was actually at one time what its name implies. A branch of 
the Thames flowed almost to the walls of the old abbey, and forking, 

made this island in its course. It was the abode of the Cluniac monks. 
At the Reformation Sir Thomas Pope built a mansion on the spot, and 
cut down most of the ancient trees, but some survived, as indicated by 
the name “ Three Oak Lane,” yet remaining in Bermondsey ; and pos¬ 
sibly “Vine Street” may be a memorial of an old vineyard, though 
Vines are scarce now in this region. Grange Walk, however, was tree- 
shaded in the recollection of some old inhabitants. A tavern sign of 
the “ Hand and Marigold,” and “ Marigold Lane ” beside it, arc- 
suggestive. Was this flower largely cultivated in the gardens once attached 
to the Elizabethan mansion? Or it may have been that on some of the 
land that was neglected a crop of the Ox-eye Daisy sprung up, this 
humble relative of the Chrysanthemum being often called Marigold by 
our ancestors, and distinguished by them from the Marsh Marigold, or 
“ Winking Mary-bud ” (Caltha palustris). Garden Marigolds of several 
varieties are growing now in the churchyard of St. Mary, appropriate to- 
the name. 

But as to trees, the finest to be found hereabout are the four Eastern 
Planes of this churchyard, indeed there are few handsomer trees in 
south London, though it is difficult to surmise what is their age. It 
also contains some rugged Elms which mav have braved the elements- 
and the Scelytus be- tie for a century, and Poplars old and young, with- 
one Birch at least, as the gardener remarked, to hint to the juveniles' 
that they often desire castigation with its twigs. There are old Elders- 
that must have been planted when this spot was a burial ground, and 
the species was thought fitting for such places, accompanied by the 
Laurel as symbolic of victory amongst our forefathers. Many ever¬ 
greens have been set since without regard to folk lore and tradition, 
and the method has been adopted of forming groups of one kind, or 
circlets, which makes the different species more conspicuous than whe-n 
they arc mingled at random. Amongst the plants of the flower beds 
my attention was called by the gardener to specimens of Weigela rosea- 
which had proved a success, and he had been growing, as an experiment 
that old “ herb of health,” the Tansy; of the herbaceous plants- 
Antirrhinums linger on to join the Asters and the Chrysanthemums. 

In the churchyard of St. James’s, Bermondsey, which is no great dis¬ 
tance from the preceding, trees and plants grow more vigorously, for the 
atmosphere around is purer, and the expanse of Southwark Park is not 
far off. This is a space of nearly two acres recently transformed from 
churchyard into a garden, with lines of Elms, Limes, and Poplars ; 
there are also a few Sycamores, that is not a species so familiar in. 
London gardens as the somewhat similar Plane. Here I found! 
growing the Guelder Rose, formerly a great favourite about London 
its relative, the Wayfaring Tree (Viburnum Lantana) might be in¬ 
troduced with advantage, as the berries and leaves make a show iis 
autumn.—J. R. S. C. 

Royal Horticultural Society.— At the meeting of the; 

Council of this Society on the 8th instant, an informal offer from the- 

Royal Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibition, to let the gardens andl 

conservatory at South Kensington to the Society at a “ guaranteed ”■ 

rent of £1000 a year was discussed. The Council felt that on financir»L 

grounds it was impossible for them to accept the offer, as the cost ct 

maintenance, with rates and taxes, would amount to at least another 

£1000, making an expenditure of £2000 a year for South Kensington 

alone, without counting office charges or the cost of Chiswick Gardens.. 

It was also decided that no advantage could accrue to the Society 

from the continuance of negotiations of which the end could only be 

delay and disappointment. The Council decided to issue forthwith an 

appeal on behalf of the Society to the horticultural public of the king¬ 

dom. The terms and conditions of this appeal were discussed anti 

settled generally. Subsequent to the meeting Colonel R. Trevor Clarke: 

and Major F. Mason resigned their places on the Council, and Mr. 

William Haughton gave notice that he should resign at the end of the 

year ; these gentlemen having been in favour of continuing the con¬ 

nection of the Society with South Kensington and the Royal Commis¬ 

sioners of the 1851 Exhibition. The Council will not take any steps h» 

fill these vacancies without consulting the Fellows. [We applaud this- 

dt-cision, and have no doubt that good will arise to the Society now that 

the Council have adopted a definite policy.] 

-The Weather has been changeable during the past week, 

but severe frosts have been experienced in some districts, the records 

ranging from 12° to 18° of frost on the eastern side of England. 

Shet, snow, and rain have fallen on several dajs, and in the neighbour¬ 

hood of London fogs have been almost continuous. The frost was 
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especially keen on Thursday morning, and at Colchester a number of 

valuable Ferns and fine-foliage plants were greatly injured when being 

conveyed to the show. The day proved an exceptionally brilliant one, 

seven hours of sunshine being recorded at one place in the south of 

England. 

- The second part of Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons’ “Manual of 

Orchidaceous Plants” is just to hand, but owinr to the numerous 

show reports this week we are compelled to withhold a full notice of 

this important work until another issue. The part is devoted to the 

genera Cattleya and Laelia, with such allied genera as Lmliffpsis, Tetra- 

micra, Schomburgkia, and Sophrouitis, of which it treats exhaustively 

both in descriptive and cultural details. It is a valuable addition to 

t le list of authoritative works on Orchids, and is liberally illustrated 

with wood engravings. 

- A correspondent who lias had much experience as an 

exhibitor and committeeman writes:—“I have real many articles on 

Exhibitors and Exhibiting, but never real one so clear and to the 

point as that by 1 Experientia docot.’ Every word he writes is true 

to the letter. There remains abundant room for forbearance from all 

parties concerned in flow r shows—committees, jalges, and exhibitors ; 

and committees and judges should remember that they, as well as 

exhibitors, are fallible.” 

-- A correspondent writes as follows respecting the Gardeners’ 

Orphan Fund :—“ I am having a box male similar to a child's money 

box, about 15 inches long, 5 inches wide and deep, with a slit in the top 

that will take a penny, and it is furnished with a lock and key. This 

has printed in large letters o l the front of it, “ Gardeners’ Orphan 

Fund.” It will be hung up in a conspicuous place in my office, where 

tradesmen and others ha-'e to come to do their business, as I thought the 

hint mi.ht be worth copying.” 

- “ W. G. D.,” writes :—“ Can any of your readers inform me of 

the difference between Carnations Mrs. Geo. 1 Iawtrey and Pride of 

Penshurst / I believe the former was sent out five or six years ago by 

Mr. Turner of Slough, who, in the first place, procured it from a florist 

of Sidmouth (Devon). Two years ago I bought rather extensively 

Pride of Penshurst, and a comparison of the two convinces rue that they 

are identical. Other growers report the same. If such be the case, in 

fairness to the raiser and introducer of ‘ Mrs. Geo. Ilawtrey,’ this name 

should it be known by, and not the adopted 1 Pride of Penshurst.’ ” 

- “ C. V. R.” writes respecting Chrysanthemum Madame 

Desgrange : —“ Would some reader kindly say what other varieties there 

are that associate well with the above, both as to height and colour, to 

form a bed ? ” 

-Leek Show and Competition.—In reference to this Show 

we extract the following note from the Kelso Chronicle : “ Messrs. 

Stuart <& Mein offered a few months ago the handsome prize of £5 for 

the best six specimens of the Lyon Leek grown from seed supplied 

directly by them. A Show and competition took place within their 

premises in Wood Market recently, and it was largely patronised. The 

competition was conducted on the same lines as the Cabbage Show held 

recently, and was open to all without fee or entry money, a card being 

sent with a packet of seed to all who signify their intention of entering 

the lists. Exhibits were forwarded from various districts south of 

Perthshire as far as the Isle of Wight. Thirty-four competitors sent 

specimens for show, almost the whole of which were remarkably fine 

and of great merit. Notwithstanding the wide area represented, how¬ 

ever, the twelve or fourteen lots consigned from growers in the im¬ 

mediate locality were of the highest excellence in point of quality. 

Between four of these the competition was very close, and it was only 

by careful consideration of the various points that the Judges were able 

to arrive at their decision. They awarded the prize to Mr. James 

Minto, Caledonian Brewery, Jedburgh, whose exhibits measured 

16 inches in length by 6 inches in circumference ; and notwithstanding 

the difficulty attending the task, their decision seemed to meet with the 

approval of all concerned. The gentlemen who officiated as Judges 

were Mr. John Cairns, The Hirsel ; Mr. Adam Renton, The Lees; and 

Mr. William Henry, Rowchester, a noted raiser of the Henry’s Prize 

Leek, a variety which was in much request for exhibition ten or twelve 

years ago.” 

- The Chrysanthemums at Waddon House, Croydon, the 

residence of Phillip Crowley, Esq., have been remarkably fine this year, 

and the gardens, which are so well managed by Mr. Walter King were 

visited last week by a large party of members of the Royal Horticultural 

Society’s committees and local gardeners. The Chrysanthemums form 

one of the best private displays we have seen this season, and there is 

also too much of general interest in the other houses to be dealt with in 

a brief note. Plants are thoroughly well grown at Waddon House, and 

the collection comprises some remarkable specimens. 

- Gardening Appointment.—Mr. Temple, for some years fore¬ 

man at Messrs. T. Hewitt & Co.’s Nurseries, Solihull, Birmingham, l as 

recently left their service on his appointment as heal gardener to 

Lord St. Oswald, Nostell Priory, Wakefield. 

- Hooper & Co., Limited, Covent Garden.—We learn that 

the report of the accountants of this Company, recently presented to the 

Board, showed a profit of 9 per cent, for the first half of the present year, 

and that it was decided to pay an interim dividend at the rate of 6 per 

c.nt. 

- A Jubilee Tree at Bridge of Allan.—In commemora¬ 

tion of the Jubilee of Her Majesty’s reign, a seedling of the fine old 

Sycamore “ Queen Mary’s Tree,” from Craigmillar Castl°, near Edinburgh, 

was recently planted in Cleopatra Place, Bridge of Allen, by Dr. Alex. 

Paterson. Agreeable to the wish of the donor, the sapling was named 

“ The Queen Victoria Jubilee Tree.” The ceremony was witnessed by a 

considerable number of spectators, the members of the Police Commis" 

mission attending in their official capacity. Among those present wore 

Chief Magistrate Drysdale, and Messrs. Graham, Maclean, Gray, Shaw, 

Cramb, Rose, Carmichael, and Philp ; P. Buchanan (assistant clerk to 

the Commissioners), W. Cousine (Master of Works), Thomas Camming, 

A. C. Dick-Cleland, &c. Dr. Paterson performed his agreeable duty in 

a workmanlike manner. The operation completed, he said :—“ Provost 

and Commissioners, l have to thank you for having so kindly complied 

with my request to allow me to plant a tree in Cleopatra Place, Bridge 

of Allan, to commemorate the Jubilee year of our beloved Queen. This, 

as you know, I had intended to ask your permission to do on the 

Jubilee day, which was so loyally held in Bridge of Allan, b .t that 

season of the } ear was somewhat unsuitable for planting such a tree. 

The tree which I have procured for this purpose is a seedling from 

Queen Mary’s Tree at Craigmillar Castle, near Edinburgh, commonly 

known in Scotland as the Sycamore tree. The mother of the tree I have 

now had the honour of planting has stood ‘ the battle and the breeze ’ 

for many centuries, as all Scotchmen know, and I trust, Provost and 

Commissioners, in handing over this tree to your custo ly, and that of 

your successors, you will all take special care of it.” Several other 

speakers followed, and Mr. Graham complimented Dr. Paterson highly 

upon the numerous services he had rendered to Bridge of Allan. 

_ The Hull Challenge Vase.—Mr. R. Falconer Jameson, 

Chairman, Hull and East Riding Chrysanthemum Society, writes—“ 1 

will not attempt to follow Mr. Udale through his arguments, but will 

merely remark that as he says he did not intend to impute unworthy 

motives to our Committee, I fully accept his statement. Mr. Udale in 

he postscript of his letter in last week’s issue suggests that a clause 

should for the future be inserted in the conditions relating to challenge 

cues, providing that in case of the death of an employer his interest in 

th; competition shall die with him. The condition should rather be 

that in case of th; death of an employer the interest in the competition 

shall descend to his executors in case they carry on the gardens, and 

also elect to carry on the conpetition. Everyone will, after Mr. 

Udale’s last letter, give him credit for not wishing to injure the Hull 

Society, but the suggestion contained in his postscript clearly indicates 

that he failed to grasp the salient points of the c ise.” 

_ Xhe Floral Committee of the National Chrysan¬ 

themum Society held a meeting in St. Stephen’s Hall, Westminster, 

on Wednesday last, when the following members of the Committee were 

presentE. Sanderson, Esq., in the chair, and Messrs. R. Ballantine 

W. Holmes, H. Cannell, J. P. Kendall, C. Gibson, Lewis Castle, G. 

Gordon, J. Mardlin, J. Langdon, J. Bevan, S. Gilbey, C. Swift, R. Owen, 

and G. Stevens. A silver medal was awarded to Mr. G. Stevens, 

Putney, for a stand of blooms comprising the following new varieties : 

—Buffalo Bill, Putney George, Rilpli Broeklebunk, Edwin Molyneux, 

Lady Cave, Mr. Garnar, Mrs. Lewis Custlc, Lady T. Lawrence, Mr. 

H. Matthews, Lord. E versley, Miss Nichols, and Mrs. Norman Davis, 

A bronze medal was secured by Mr. O.ven also for a stand of new 
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varieties. A large number of varieties was shown for certificates, the 

following being honoured :—Charles Gibson, incurved, a bronze sport 

from Mrs. Norman Davis (Mizen) ; Maggie Mitchell, Japanese (W. and 

G. Drover) ; Miss Annie Lowe, pale yellow sport from the Anemone 

Lady Marguerite (Lowe) ; Agnes Flight, White Japanese (Flight) ; 

Album Fimbriatum (Flight) ; and Primula Emperor (Cannell). 

SOFT WATER FOR GARDENS. 
Can you use your powerful influence through the Journal to 

induce owners of property to think of the soft water supply ? We, 
like many others, during the greater part of last summer were in 
great straits as to a supply of water, for many weeks we had to rely 
upon what was carted a long distance, and that of the hardest spring 
water. Now, after a very moderate rainfall all our tanks are full 
and running to waste, whereas if it could only be stored enough 
could be secured to take us well through the driest of summers and 
of the best possible quality. I think if the matter were taken up 
in the Journal it would induce many employers to consider the 
matter. It is surprising how soon many forget the past as soon as 
the rain comes, and how little notice is taken of suggestions. It 
will take many a day to obliterate from my mind the trials of the 
past summer. I believe nearly every place would catch enough 
water for all purposes if only tanks large enough were made to hold 
it. I should be pleased to see the thing well taken up by some of 
your more enlightened correspondents. I think great good would 
be the result. We are much indebted to you for many things that 
have already appeared in the Journal.—C. E. W. 

GROS COLMAN GRAPES NOT COLOURING. 

At this season of the year it is pleasant to see a few lines on Grapes. 
Your editorial reply on this subject is good, yet with your permission I 
would add thereto. 

In the case quoted on page 428 I at first thought the fact of these 
Gros Colman being started early on the 15th of January would have 
insured a certainty in colouring, and I will not say it would not have 
been even with the previous year’s treatment with a grower who knew 
the requirements of this peculiar yet valuable keeping Grape. It is not, 
however, heat, sun, ventilation, manure, water, or any one thing that 
will colour a crop of good fruit, but a combination of all. While 
acknowledging the quantity of sun heat in the short Jubilee summer 
I do not think that generally this did the good that the same amount 
of sun would have done over a longer period. Drought, and conse¬ 
quently a short supply of water, did not benefit the growing of Gros 
Colman. What this has done in some places is to present a crop of very 
indifferently coloured Grapes and Vines almost leafless in September. 
That the heavy crop of 1886 has left its mark is a fact, and bad “A 
Young Head Gardener” left six bunches only this year the chances 
even then would have been against him. No Grape shows more the re¬ 
sult of overcropping than this variety. We might one year have 30 or 
40 lbs., the next 10 lbs., b. sides the Vine showing the evil other ways. 

Deficiency of flavour at once tells me this variety did not receive its 
proper treatment. Advice can be given and taken freely on the subject 
of colouring, but no hard or fixed laws can be laid down.—Stephen 
Castle, West Lynn. 

MEASURING CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

In answer to your correspondent (page 425), I may say that although 
the board_ for measuring Chrysanthemums gives only the horizontal 
diameter, it is the easiest possible matter to measure the depth of any 
flower when placed on the board. For this purpose we have an ordinary 
2 feet rule (four fold), the t * o ends (marked 1 to 0 and 18 to 24 inches) 
are turned down at right angles, the whole thus forming three sides of an 
oblong, or perhaps I should say one side and two ends. The ends are 
dropped down on opposite sides of the board until the horizontal (inter¬ 
mediate 12 inches) length rests on the summit of the flower. The depth 
is then read at either end, counting of course from the angles. By a 
combination of the board and rule the “ actual size ” of any flower can 
be gauged, but I have yet to learn of any contrivance that will accurately 
gauge the “quality” of a flower. Perhaps your correspondent will 
oblige.—Thos. Winkworth. 

CATTLEYA LAWRENCIANA ROSEA SUPERBA. 

Cattleya Lawrenciana has already become a favourite with 

orchidists. and fine varieties have appeared in several collections. Pro¬ 

bably the best of these is that depicted in the woodcut (fig. 55) which 

Messrs. Veitch & Sons have described under the varietal name given 

above in their monograph of Cattleya and Laelia just issued. The 

illustration was prepared from the plant in Baron Schroder’s collection 

at The Dell, Egham, and faithfully represents the specimen there grown 

in a small basket, showing at once the sturdy habit and floriferous 

character of the plant. The flowers, too, are of an extremely rich rosy 

purple, lighter in the centre of the lip. 

Referring to the history of C. Lawrenciana, Messrs. Veitch state 

that it was “ first discovered by Sir R. Schomburgk during his ex¬ 

plorations of British Guiana, 1840-44, in the sandstone region of the 

Roracina, who, however, mistook it for C. Mossiae. It was re-discovered 

in the spring of 1884 by Mr. Seidl while collecting Orchids for Messrs. 

Sander & Co. It was also met with afterwards by Mr. Everard im 

Thurrn while botanically exploring the same region.” 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 
FALMOUTH.—November 5th, 10th, and 11th. 

A highly satisfactory Show was held in the Polytechnic Hall on the 
above dates in aid of the Falmouth Building Observatory Fund. The 
Japanese included some handsome blooms, but the incurved were not shown 
at their best, being unusually late. Beside the competing exhibits Mr. 
Prideaux Brune of Padstow (gardener, Mr. W. Brown), sent somehandsome 
specimens, which were generally admired. They included twenty-four 
Japanese, eighteen incurved, twelve reflexed, six large-flowered Anemone, 
and twelve Pompons of the best varieties. Gr at praise is due to the 
Executive Committee, and also to the obliging and energetic Hon. Secretary 
(Mr. J. P. Cregoe) for the excellent manner in which the Show was 
conducted. 

Cdt Blooms (open classes).—For thirty-six incurved blooms in not less 
than eighteen varieties, or more than two blooms of one variety, the prizes 
were a silver medal and bronze medal (those issued by the National Chrysan¬ 
themum Society). The only exhibitor was Mr. J. Britton, gardener to Mrs. 
Hodge, Menhay, to whom the first prize was awarded ; his blooms were 
very good, including fine examples of Novelty, Emily Dale, Mrs. Naish, 
Mrs. G. Bundle, Hero of Stoke Newington, and Empress Eugenie. For 
twelve incurved Mr. J. Britton also won first honours; Mr. J. Jolliffe, 
girdener to Mrs. Norway, Lawn Ciiffe, Flushing, wa3 second ; and Mr. W. 
Jenkin, gardener to Mr. A. F. Fynn, third. The reflexed vaiieties made a 
pleasing display, Miss Hotkin, F.ushing, having the best twelve blooms of 
Felicity, Caevalier Domage, Cullingforli, Temp'e of Solomon, La Belle 
Blonde, and Webb’s Queer. Mr. R. Johnson, gardener to Mrs. A. Fox, was 
second, and Mr. W. Jenkin, third. The principal class, No. 17, was that for 
twenty-four Japane-e blooms, distinct varieties ; here the competition was 
remarkably keen, the flowers being substantial and richly coloured. 
Eventually premier honours were given to Mr. J.Bishop,gardener to Mr. F. 
Hearle Cock, Tullimaar, Mr. J. Britton being a remarkably good second, 
and Mr. R. Johnson third. The twenty-four varieties as exhibited by Mr. 
Bishop‘(silver medal) were—Peter the Great, Source d’Or, M. de Sevin, 
Punch, Soleil Levant, Elaine, Comte de Germiny, Wm. Robinson, Fulgore, 
Coquette de Castille, M. N. Davis, Maiden’s Blush, M. Ghys, Bouquet Fait, 
M. Astorg, Magnum Bonum, Reverie, M. Lacroix, J. Delaux, M. H. Payne, 
LTntrouvable, Beau'ddes Jardins,Lady Selborne, and Bend Or. For twelve 
Japanese blooms, distinct varieties, Mr. J. Jolliffe was first, his Wm. 
Robinson, Brise du Matin, and M. Audiguier were of great size and Bub- 
stance, Mr. J. Biitton was second, and Mr. W. Jenkin third. The large- 
flowered Anemone blooms were rather small, a second prize was awarded to 
Mr. R. Johnson. In the Japanese Anemone class the competition was 
keener, but the blooms on the whole were small and iDfetior to those of last 
year. Mr. J. Jolliffe again secured a firsq Mr. W. Jenkin being second, and 
Mr. R. Johnson third. The Pompons were not well represented, Mr. W. 
Jenkin obtaining a second, and Mr. R. Johnson a third. 

In the amateurs’ classes Miss Hockin obtained the whole of the prizes 
awarded; her Japanese blooms were lovely specimens, Tiiomphe dela Rue 
des Caalets, M. Lacroix, and M. Audiguier being very notable. The 
incurved were rath r sma'l, but Mr. Bunn and Emily Dale were well grown. 
Extra prizes were also given to Mr. J. Bishop and Mr. J. Britton. Mr. 
Bishop's Lord Alcester and Empress of India were distinguished by their 
neatness, size of florets, and so’idity. 

Plants.—The groups of Chrysanthemums arranged for~effect were one 
of the exceptionally beautiful features of the Exhibition, occupying the 
whole centre of the Hall, and the Bide and end galleries. Class 1 was that 
for a group of Cnrysantkemums, twenty varieties, arranged in a Bpace not 
exceeding 80 square feet, quality and general effect to be the leading 
features. Four competitors arranged groups, but the first honours were 
given to Mr. W. Ruse, gardener to Marlborough Esta e, whose plants were 
exceedingly good and tastefully arranged. Mr. W. Jenkin was a very fair 
second, while third honours were divided between Mr. M. H. Richards, 
gardener to Mr. W. H. Lean, Atmyn Villa, and Mr. W. H. Harris. For six 
specimens, 1 irge flowered vari ties on single stems (Japanese excluded), 
Mr. W. Jenkin was first, Mr. M. H. Richards second, and Mr. J. Britton 
third. Mr. M. H. Richards obtained first for his six specimens, Japanese 
varieties, while Mr. W. Jenkin scored another fir^t for his three Japanese 
varieties. Mr. Kent was first in Pompons, and Mr. M. H. Richards first for 
single special n Pompon. A special prize (£L Is.) offered by Mr. W. Col- 
cheBter, Ipswich, for the best specimen plant in the Exhibition, in the pro¬ 
duction of which “Pure Iehthemic Guano” has been used, was awarded to 
Mr. W. Jenkin. 

The competing amateurs were Uwer in number than last year, but the 
quality of the exhibits was far superior. Mr. A. E. Skinner, with his well 
trained plants, carried off all the chief prizes. H s exhibits were of such 
exceptional excellence that had he competed in the open classes in all pro¬ 
bability he would have wrested some of the prizes from the professional 
gardeners. His specimen plants showed careful attention, beirig neatly 
arranged and well grown. 

DEVIZES.—November 15th. 

Although conducted and advertised in a very unpretentious manner, 
this Show was really one of the best held in the southern counties, and had 
it been more generally known what good prizes are given for cut blooms 
the competition would have been still keener. Mr. Thomas King, the 
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experienced gardener at Devizes Castle, has sole charge of all the arrange¬ 
ments, and it must be added he succeeds remarkably well without the 
assistance of a committee. The Show is held in the Corn Exchange, but 
this fine building is scarcely large enough for it, being as usual rather 
inconveniently crowded towards the evening. 

Three entered in the class for six plants of incurved varieties, Mr. W. 
Hale, gardener to C. N. May, Esq., Elm Lodge, Devizes, being well first for 
perfectly trained and grandly flowered specimens of Lord Alcester, White 
Globe, Mrs. Dixon, John Salter, Mrs. G. Rundle, and Empress of India. 
Mr. H. Clack, gardener to Major Colston, Roundway Park, fully merited the 
award of second prize; Mr. G. Tucker, girdener to Major W. P. Clark, 
Trowbridge, being a creditable third. Mr. J. Webb, gardener to W. Stan- 
combe, Esq., was the only exhibitor of four plants, and was awarded a 
second prize. Mr. Hale was also first for six plants of Japanese varieties, 
staging some of the finest specimens seen this season, and Mr. Tucker was 
a most creditable second. In the next class for four sorts Mr. Clack was 
well first, having Madame de Sevin, Madame Bertie Rendatler, Blanche 
Fleure, and Hiver Fleuri in capital condition, Mr. J. Webb was second. 
Mr. Clack was first and Mr. Hale second for plants of Pompon varieties, and 
for a trio of the Rundle family Messrs. Hale and Clack were respectively 
first and second. 

There were.no less than twelve competitors in the class for twenty-four 
cut blooms of incurved varieties in not less than eighteen varieties, many 
of them coming from a considerable distance. The first prize, a gold cup 
Value £10 10s., given by C. N. May, Esq., was awarded to Mr. W. Wi’d- 
smitb, gardener to Lord Eversley, Heckfield, who had a grand lot of blooms 
of well known sorts. The second prize, a silver cup, value £5 5s., presented 
by Mr. Alderman Chandler, was awarded to Mr. G. Trinder, gardener to 
Sir Henry Mildmay, Bart., Winchfield, and Mr. J. HorBefield, gardener to 
Lord Heytesbury, Hey tesbury House, took the remaining prize, both having 
an excellent.lot of blooms. Another silver cup, value £5 5s., was awarded 
to Mr. G. Trinder for twelve blooms of Japanese varieties, Mr. J. Horsefield 
being a close second, and Mr. C. W. Cook, Rendcomb Park, Cirencester, 
was third. The best twelve blooms of reflexed varieties were staged by Mr. 
W. Allen, gardener to Sir George Russell, Bart., Swallowfield Paik, Read- 
ing ; Mr. Wildsmith be:ng second. Mr. Allen was also first for twelve 
incurved varieties, the second prize in this instance goiog to Mr. Horsefield. 
Mr. W. Hale had the best twelve blooms with foliage, Mr. Horsefield also 
showing well and took the second prize. Large flowered Anemone varieties 
were well shown, Mr. F. J. Cjle, Rockleaze, Bristol, was first, and Mr. 
Wildsmith second. The first prize for a vase or epergne of cut flowers was 
awarded to Miss Louise Merritt, Devizes, Mr. Clack being second, and Mrs. 
Barnwell, Southbroom, third. Several pretty baskets of hardy autumn 
foliage were staged. Miss Hilda May was first; Mrs. Brett second; and 
Miss Lizzie Butler third. A valuable chal'enge cup awarded to the exhi¬ 
bitor gaining the highest number of points in the various cla-ses was taken 
by Mr. W. Hale. 

WELLS.—November 15th and IGth. 

The second annual Exhibition of this Society proved to be far in 
advance of the first attempt, several local growers having made great strides 
in Chrysanthemum culture, and were quite capable of holding their own 
against exhibitors from a distance. The Town Hall was utilised (o its fullest 
extent, and the introduction of the electric light was for several reasons a 
very happy idea. Mr. A. G. Andrews is the Honorary Secretary, and Mr. 
R. Isgar Treasurer, and much of the success of the Show was due to their 
effortB, a Committee, consisting of p actical gardeners, also rendering good 
assistance. In the plant classes the best prizes were offered for groups con¬ 
sisting largely of Chrysanthemums, and for these there were seven compe¬ 
titors, all exhibiting in a most creditable menner. Mr. T. Wilkinson, 
gardener to C. C. Tudway, Esq., who had a capital lot of plants arranged 
in a gord free style, was placed first, such Chrysanthemums as 
Golden Dragon, Meg Merrilies, Grandiflorum, Hero of Stoke Newington, 
Cherub, and Wbi'e Venus carrying very fine blooms. Mr. J. B. Payne, 
gardener to the Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells, was an extremely close 
second, having such sorts as Cullingfordi, Madame C. Audiguier, Bal- 
moreau,Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Comte de Germiny, in'.fine condition, 
as.well as a good assortmentof choice flowering and fine foliaged plants. The 
third prize was awarded to Mr. W. A. McKenzie, gardener to G. Cresswell 
Crump, Esq., ; a fourth prize bring given to Mr. G. Thyer, gardener to 
H. S. Bailey, E q. ; Mr. Minty, gardener to F. Berryman, Esq , bring highly 
commended. Mr. Chislett, gardener to Mrs. Rees Mogg, was we’l first for 
six trained plants of iccurvrd varieties, these consisting of Venus, Lord 
Alcester, Mrs. Dixon, Laly Hardinge, Mrs. Rundle, and Gu rnsey Nugget. 
Mr. J. B. Payne was a good sscond ; and Mr. G. Tatchell, gardener to 
A. G. Andrews, E q., third. For six Japanese varieties Mr. W. Potter, 
gardener to A. Colson, Esq., was well first, his group including capitally 
flowered plants of Nuit d’Hiver, Margot, Madame Lacroix, and Peter the 
Great. Mr. G. Chi lett was second, and Mr. Tatchell third. The best six 
plants, to include three Pompons, were staged by Mr. J. B. Payne, and 
Messrs. W. Potter and W. A. McKenzie were respectively second and third. 
Several good lots of table plants were staged, Mr. Minty being first with 
Cocos Weddeliana and Areta lute=cens in excellent health, and Mr. J. B. 
Payne was a good second. Mr. Wilkinson was first for larger fine-foliaged 
plants. A capital lot of Primulas were staged. Mr. Payne took the lead 
with a well-grown lot, these having fresh compact foliage and good trusses 
of bloom, the second prize gj’ng to Mr. T. Wilkinson, and ,he third to Mr. 
W. Lock, ga'd ner to Mre. Wollen. Messrs. Brown and Humphries each 
sent a lot of flowering and fine foliegei plants, which were arranged in 
various parts of the hall, and added largely to the general effect. 

There was good and close competition in all the classes for cut blooms. 
The principal class for twenty-four distinct vari ties to consist of equal 
numbers from the Japanese and incurved sections. Five lots were staged, 
and after a long scrutiny the first prize was eventually awarded to Mr. W. A. 
McKenzie, whose best were Madame Lacroix, Baronne de Prailly, 
Elaine, Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Madame Laing, Marguerite 
Marroucb, Empress of India, Lord Alcester, Princess of Wales, Prince 
Alfred, Golden Empress, Eve, and Lady Hardinge; Mr. J. B. Payne was a 
very close second, and Mr. J. Aplin, gardener to W. Meath Baker, Esq., 
Gloucester, third. With twelve incurved sorts Mr. McKenzie was again 
first, Mr. J. B. Payne being second, and Mr. J. Penny, gardener to G. H. 

Hicks, Esq., third, there being only a very few points dividing them. There 
were six competitors in the class for twelve Japanese varieties, the best four 
lots staged being of nearly equal merit. Mr. G. Tatchell, who was placed 
first,.had capit il blooms of Boule d’Or, Belle Paule, Elaine,Baro one de Prailly, 
Soleil Levant, and Dormiilon. The second prize was awarded to Mr. 
McKenzie, equal thirds being given to Messrs. Payae and Aplin. Mr. Payne 
had the best stand of Pompons, these being well Eet up, and Messrs. Penny 
and Tatche’l were respectively second and third. Mr. Payne’s first prize 
bouquet of Chrysanthemums and Ferns was very pretty and more chaste 
than is often seen when only these flowers are used; Mr. W. Lock was 
second and Mr. T. Wilkinson th'rd. The last named had a grand vase of 
Chrysanthemums and greenery, and was first, the second prize going to Miss 
A. Welch. For a basket or vase of autumn foliage and berries Mrs. Percy 
E. Barnes was first and Mrs. Payne second, both having very tasteful ar¬ 
rangements. 

Fruit was well and extensively shown. Mr. Payne was first for two 
bunches of black Grapes and Mr. T. Wilkinson second, both having Alicante 
in good condition, the third prize going to Mr. W. Lock. Mr. Payne was 
first for two good bunches of white Muscats and Mr. Wilkinson second. Mr. 
J. Wilkinson had Pear Doyennd du Comice in good condition and was first, 
Mr. Payne being second with well-grown Easter Beurre, and Mr. R. J. 
Watton third. Mr. Wilkinson was first for three varieties of dessert Apples, 
Messrs. Payne and Minty taking the remaining prizes. The first prize for 
three dishes of culinary Apples went to Mr. Aplin, who had fine fruit of 
Lord Clyde, Hanwell Souring, and B'enheim Pippin ; Mr. J. Hall was 
second and Mr. Payne third. The last named was first for a fine dish of 
Tomatoes, Messrs. Wilkinson being respectively second and third. 

CLONMEL.—November 15th. 

The annual Show at Clonmel, Ireland, was held in the Court House. 
There was a larger entry than, and the exhibits all round exceeded in 
quality anything that had ever been witnessed there before, while the 
attendance of visitors, at least in the afternoon, was greater than at the 
previous show. The members of the Committee who undertook the 
arrangements had no small share of work on hand; but they were equal 
to the occasion, the result of their efforts being that tli: room in which the 
Show was held presented a most tasteful and attractive appearance. Large 
and beautiful colbctions of exotic and other plants were kindly sent for 
decorative purposes by Mrs. Bagwell, from Marlfield ; Mr. G. Gough, Bird- 
hill; Mr. F. Clibborn, Anner House; Mr. Phelan, Spring Garden; Mr. 
H. S. Boyd, Suirmount; Mrs. Malcomsom, Mineda; Mrs. Crean, Cool- 
greany, and Dr. Garner. Amongst their contribut'ons were some very 
beautiful Orchids in flower, Begonias, Caladiums, Crotons, Ferns, Dracsenas, 
and other foliage plants. These were arranged along the centre of the 
stage, and contrasting with the magnifient bloom of the Carysanthemums 
all round, added greatly to the general effect of this horticultural exhi¬ 
bition. The Stewards, by whom all the preliminary details were kindly 
undertaken, were Messrs. Thomas Phelan, Henry S. Boyd, anl F. Clibborn. 
Those gentlemen seemed to have spared no effort to fulfil the task entrusted 
to them in the most satisfactory manner. 

The principal exhibitor of plants was George Gough, Esq., Birdkill 
(gardener, Mr. T. Bulfin), but Mrs. Malcomson of Mineila (gardener, Mr. 
J. Crehan), also showed some good plants. The cut blooms were numerous 
and of satisfactory quality, the leading prizes being secured by Frederick 
Clibbon, E-:q., Anner House (gardener, Mr. Crawley) ; Raymond de la Poer, 
Esq. (gardener, Mr. Crawford); Thomas Phelan, Esq. (gardener, Mr. 
Halpin); Mrs. Malcomson, and H. 8. Boyd, Esq., Suirmount (gardener, Mr. 
P. Darrell). Fruit was well shown by Mrs. Malcomson and Mrs. Crean. 

There were also successful shows at Waterford and Tipperary, at which 
several or the same exhibitors compete!. 

WATFORD.—November 15th and 16th. 

The second Exhibition of this Society, held in the Watford Agricul¬ 
tural Hall, proved a most successful one. Group.? of p’aut? arranged for effect 
were especially plentiful and good, no less than twenty-two of various 
dimensions being disposed in the body of the hall, and the effect by gas¬ 
light, looking from the gallery, was grand. Mr. Myer->, gardener to the 
Eari of Clarendon (President of the Society), had arranged, not for competi¬ 
tion, a beautiful miscellaneous group at one end of the Hall backed up with 
large Palms, Dracaenas, &c., and had these been given a central position 
the effect would have been even better. Dinner-table p’ants were shown 
in fine condition by several exhibitors, and all placed together on a long 
table at one end of the gallery. Had they been disposed down the centre of 
tables carrying the stands of cut blooms the plants would have shown 
off to greater advantage and improved the general effect. The schedule 
comprised four divisions for gardeners and amateurs, and one each for 
cottagers and ladies. 

Groups.—In the open class for a group of Chrysanthemums to occupy a 
space not exceeding 50 square feet Mr. Wi’son, gardener to G. Roopor, Esq., 
Watford, was first with well-arranged plants ; second, Mr. Davies, gardener 
to E. A. Woolley, Esq., Abbots Langley; third, Mr. Dinsmore, gardener to 
T. F. Blackwell, Esq., Harrow Weald, with dwarf plants, but th ? pots too 
large in front. For a similar sized group open to members only, Mr. Kirby, 
gardener to the Honourable Mr. Justice Charles, won first honours; second, 
Mr. Brown, gardener to the Right Hoa. Lord E-her ; and third, Mr. Brown, 
gardener to J. E. B. Cox, Esq., Meat Mount, Mill Hi;l. Classes were also 
provided for groups of 25 and 20 square feet, and in both the competition 
was keen and the groups effective, tut we fai'ed to obtain the names of the 
successful competitors. For a miscellaneous group of plants to occupy a 
space of 50 square feet seven competitors entered, Mr. Brown, Moat Mount, 
Mi l Hill, first with good foliage and floavering plants rising out of a 
groundwork of Adiantums ; second, Mr. Dinsmore; third, Mr, Condy, 
gardener to S. J. Blackwell, Esq., Harrow WeaU ; Mr. Beckett, gardener to 
H. H. Gibbs, Esq , Aldenham House, Elstree, wa* the principal exhibitor of 
trained plants, having grandly flowered incurved and Japanese varieties, 
each about 5 feet across. The three varieties of incurved were Prince of 
Wales, John Salter, and Mrs. G. Rundle; the Japanese, Madame Lacroix, 
Mons. H. Jacotot, and Maiden’s Blush. Mons. II. Jacotot was extremely 
fine, and, in addition to the first prize in the class, this exhibit was awarded 
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the silver medal offered by Messis. Woof it Sen, hoiticultural sundriesmen, 
Wood Green, for the most meritorious exhibit in t e Show. 

Cut Blooms.—Numerous classes were provided for these, but some of 
the incurved stands were very poor. The Japanese, however, made a fine 
d splay and, although the majority were not large, they were frish and 
bid ;ht, and some of the winning stands from Mr. Beckett were vtry fine. 
F r twenty-four incurved blooms (open to all) only two competed, Mr. 
Beckett being well first with very good Golden Empr ss, Mr. Brunlees, Lord 
Aleester, Princess Beatrice, Cherub, Mr. Bunn, and Jeanne d’Arc, <fcc.; 
third, Mr. Condy. In the succeeding class for twenty-four Japanese Mr. 
Beckett was again first with very fine blooms of Ralph Brocklebank, BaroDne 
de Prailly, Madame J. Laing, Meg Merrilies, Boule d’Or, L’Adorable, and 
Album Fimbriatum ; second. Mr. Blick, gardener to T. Narburgb, Esq, 
Els'rte ; no third awarded. For six incurved, one variety, first Mr. Beckett, 
with Jeanne d’Arc, s cond Mr. Blick, third Mr. Rumbold. For the same 
number of Japanese, first Mr. Brown, gardener to R. Henty, Esq., Abbots 
Lingley, with Madame C. Audiguier ; second Mr. Dinsmore. Two maiden 
clisses were provided for twelve blooms of incurved and Japanese respec¬ 
tively; for the latter Mr. Stevens, Abbots Lingley, was first, and for the 
incurved Mr. Dinsmore. Mr. Beckett won the special prizes offered by 
Messrs. Davis & Jones for three blooms of Carew Underwood and Mrs. Nor¬ 
man Davis, no exhibitor being forthcoming with a similar number of Edouard 
Audiguier for which a prize was also offered. In division 2, open to mem¬ 
bers only, Mr. Beckett was again a very successful competitor, winning 
ea-ily in the principal classes. He was first for twenty-four incurved, 
having very good Lord Alce6ter, John Salter, Princess of Wales, Golden 
Empress, Bronze Jardin, Empress of India, Jeanne d’Arc, Princess Beatrice, 
Barbara, Jardin des Plantes, Pr nce Alfr d, Mr. Bunn, and Hero of S oke 
Newington. The same exhibitor won first honours with twenty-four 
Japanese, a very fine stand, Ralph Brocklebank, Madame C. Audiguier, 
Madame J. Laing, Mrs. Mahood (very good), L’Adorable, Moonlight, and 
Val d’Andorre being most noticeab'e ; Mr. Rumbold was a good second. In 
the next class for twelve Japanese Mr. Rumbold first with very good floweis, 
second E. Mawley, Esq , B rkhampstead ; and for the same number of in¬ 
curved Mr. G. C'ark, Pinner, Mr. Rumbold, and Mr. Stevens were the prize¬ 
winners, Cla sea in d vision 3 were open to members employing not more 
than two gardeners, end here Mr. Blick, Elstree, was first for twelve incurved 
with a stand of very fine solid blooms, second Mr. C'ark, third Mr. Lajz 11, 
gardener to the R v. K. F. Gibbs, Etstree; and for a similar number of 
Japanese Mr. Mawley first with a fine stand of flowers, in ludiog Meg 
Merrilies, Japonaise, Thunberg, Boule o’Or, Fair Maid of Guernsey,Maiden’s 
Blush, and Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets ; second Mr. Layzell, third Mr. 
Davis. For twelve bunches of Pompons, not less than six varieties, Mr. 
Beckett was first, Mr. Brown, Abbots LaDgley, second ; and for the same 
number of Anemone Pompons Mr. Brown first, Mr. Beckett second. 

Fruit and Vegetables.—These made a fine display, especially the 
latter, tbe produce being of fine qua'ity. Out of the numerous classes for 
vegetables Mr. Beckett was first for twelve dishes with a splendid collection, 
and Mr. Henty second, and Mr. Beckett with produce equiltothat shown 
in the preceding cla^s, won first honours for six varietiis, the prizes given 
by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading. Mr. Lajzell had the best eight varie- 
t es in division 3. In the fruit clas-ea Mr. Beckett was easily first for a 
collection of six varieties, which included a very fine Smooth Cayenne 
Pine, good Muscat and Alicante Grapes. He also had the best six dishes of 
Apples, fine, highly co’our d examples of Feirn’s Pippin, KiDg of the 
Pippins, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Wellington, Blenheim Orange, and Mere de 
Menage. For three bunches of whit5 Grape5, first Mr. B lek with good 
Muscats ; second Mr. Brown, Mill Hi 1; and three bunches black, first Mr. 
B ckett, second Mr. Blick. Mr. Humphry, gardener to S. Johnson, Esq., 
Glenhaven, Elstree, also exhibited thr e large well-colour'd bunches of 
Gros Colman, winning the special prize offert d by Mr. F. G. King. Nume¬ 
rous other classes for Pears, Apples, &c., wrere well filled, the produce in 
most instances being very good. 

Groups of plants, not for competition, were s’aged by Mr. Darby, Wat¬ 
ford ; Messrs. Cutbush & Son. Highgate; and Mr. Jones, gardener to E. H. 
Lloyd, Esq., Langleybury; Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, also ex¬ 
hibited a large and representative collection of Apples. 

WINCHESTER.—November 15th and IGth. 

Another successful Show was held by this young Society in the 
Guildhall on the date named. The cut blooms and fruit were arranged on 
tables running the length of the central hall, with table plants and Primu’as 
on a raised platform down the centre of each table. Groups of Chrysan¬ 
themums and miscellaneous groups were arranged at the sides of the 
hall, while on the front of th) stage grand specimen plants of Chrys¬ 
anthemums. Cut blooms formed the chief attraction, and the chief 
class was that for forty-eight blooms, twenty-four incurved in not less than 
eighteen varieties, ncr more than two of one sort, the sams conditions 
restricting the Japanese. Five competed ; Mr. E. Molyneux, gardener to 
W. H. Myers, E:q., Swanmore Park, Bishop’s Waltham, was first; his 
incurved were handsome blcoms, tbe varieties being as follows :—Lord 
Alcester (2', Empress of India (2), Queen of England (2), Golden Empress 
(2), Alfred Salter (2), Emily Dale (2 ■, Jeanne d’Arc, John Salter, Princess tf 
Wales, Mr. Bunn, Bar' ara, Hero of S oke Newington, Mrs. Heales, Lady 
Hardinge, Princess Teek, Empress Eugenie, and Mr. Brunlees. Tne 
Japanese were Madame C. Audigitur (2), Fair Maid of Guernsey (2), 
Baronne de Praiily (2), R. B ocklebank (2', Meg Merrilies (2), Madame 
Laing, M. J. M. Pignv, Mons. H. Ellkrt, Belle Paule (2), Criterion, Ed*in 
Molyneux, Boule d’Or, Hon. M s. G. Adams, Avalanche, and Martha 
Hardinge Messrs. W. ifc G. Drover, nurserymen, Fareham, were second, 
the Japanese being very heavy, finely coloured, and well Btaged. Many fine 
bloomB were staged amongst the incurved, but there was a want of evennets 
and finish that lost them a few points. Third Mr. W. Neville, gardener to 
F. W.Flight, Esq., Cornstiles, Twyford, Winchester, with smaller blooms, 
but fresh and neat. Fourth Mr. C. Warden, ga- dener to Sir F. Bathurst, 
Clarendun Park, Salisbury. For twenty-four blooms in not less than 
tighteen varieties, any sort allowed, Mr. J. Bowerman, garden r to C. Hoare, 
Esq., Ilackwood Park, Basingstoke, was a good firct. Japanese in the back 
row were fire, the middle and fiont rows wire incurved varieties, large and 
full, yet a trifle rough. Mr. G. Trinder, gardener to Sir H. Mildmay, Bart., 

uogmersfield, W nchfield, was second, and Mr. Pope, gardener to Earl of 
Carnarvon, Highclere Cistle, Newbury, third. For twelve blooms incurved 
five entere i; Mr. Mo’yneux led. Mr. Neville was second with smaller but 
equally neat blooms, and Mr. J. Bowerman was third. For twelve varieties 
of Japanese Messrs. W. ft G. Drover were easily first for a heavy stand, 
second Mr. Neville, and Mr. J. Mildon, gardener to Mrs. Turner, Kings- 
worthy, was third. For twelve blooms, reflexed, in not less than eight 
varieties Messrs. Drover were first with deep full flowers, Mr. Neville 
second. For same number of Anemone varieties Messrs. Drover was again 
first wi h a capital stand, Empress, Mdlle. Cabrol, Gluck, and Souvenir de 
L’Ardene beiDg the be-t, second Mr. Nevil'e. For tw lve blooms, not less 
than eight varieties, Mr. J. Dauncey, gardener to J. B. Stcns, Esq.,Buckfield, 
Basingstoke, first, Mrs. Rewsberry second. Twelve blooms open to those not 
having won a prize previously : here the Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. Shenton 
(gardener,T. Annells), The Glen, Golden Common, Winchester, was well 
ahead with cap't d produce. The best of thr e stands of Pompons, arranged 
in threes, twelve varieties, came from Mr. E. Molyneux, Mr. Neville wa3 
second, and Mr. Shenton third. 

For the best collection of Cbr_ santliemums amnged in a space 8 feet by 
6 feet, quality and general effect to be the leading features, Mr. W. Ware- 
ham, gardener to T. Coke Burnell, Esq., Egmont, Winchester, was first 
with plants bearing good blooms, bur, the arrangement was _ only 
moderately good. For six specimen Chrysanthemums, distinct vatieties, 
Mr. Wakeford, gardener *o W. G. H.rris, Esq., Snirley, was easily 
fir t, staging specimens remarkable for their freedom of flowering and 
evenly trained. Peter the Great, Mrs. Sharpe, Mdme. Bertie Rendat’er 
were most noteworthy. For the beet miscellaneous group of plants in a 
space 8 feet by 8 feet, Mr. J. G. Axford, gardener to C. Slrpley, Esq., 
Twyford Moors, was first; second, Mr. Neville, both showing well. 

Fruit was a good show, especially of Grapes. For three distinct 
v rieties, one bunch of each, Mr. J. Bowerman was fi st amorgst six 
competitors, Alicante,'fine; Mrs. Pearson, finely coloured ; Muscat of Alex¬ 
andria, medium bunch, superbly colour, d. Mr. Molyneux followed, Bar- 
baross i being fine amongst his. Mr. T. Weaver, eardentr to W. W. Beach, 
Esq., Oakley Hall, Basingstoke, being third. For two bunches of black 
Grapes Mr. Molyneux led the way with perfect samples of Alicante; 
second, Mr. Weaver. For the fame number of bunches of white Grapes, Mr. 
Bowerman was easily first with fine ones of Muscat of Alexandria ; second, 
Mr. J. Chalk, gardener to G. Read, Esq., Westwood, Wilton Road, Salisbury. 
Mr. Molyneux had the heaviest bunch, one of Barbarossa, 8 lbs. 12 ozs. 
Fortbr^e va'ieties dessert Apple5, Mr. G. Beat, gardener to C. W. Chute, 
Esq., The Vyne, Basingstoke, was fiist with capital samples. For three 
dishes kitchen App’es, Mr. W. Butt, garlener to the Earl of Northbrook, 
Weir Cottage, Alresford, was fiist. For thr e varieties Pears, M-. G. 
Trinder was first, BeurreDiel, Beurre Clairgeau being the best. 

Vege’ables were finely shown, the competitio i beiDg brisk, Mr. R Lye, 
gardener to W. H. Kingsmill, Esq., Sydmonton Court, Newbury, being 
awarded premier honours for eight varieties. Especially good wore tbe 
Cauliflowers, Intermediate Carrots, Chancellor Potato, and Prizetaker Leeks. 
Mr. Bowerman was second, showing well; third, Mr. Dauncey. 

The most tastefully arranged stand of Chrysanthemums with foliage, 
Grasses, &c., for table decoration was one by Miss Flight, who used sing’e 
flowered kinds effectively; Miss Wells, College Street, Winchester, was 
second. Misses B. and A. Flight were the prizewinners for the b st ai- 
ranged stand of hardy shrub5, F.rns, &c., both showing much taste in the 
arrangement. The arrangements were Will car ied out under the direction 
of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. Shen'on. 

Messrs. Bunya-d ft Co., the Old Nurseries, Maidstone, had a very fine 
collection of Apples and Pears, as many as 150 dishes ; ihe larger kiuds of 
Apples, such as Blenheim Orange, Cox’s Pomona, Warner’s King, Peasgood’s 
Nonesuch werearrang d in square baskets, making a most attractive display, 
and were much admired by a crowd of visitors. 

CUCK FIELD. 

This Show wis held at the Talbot Assembly Rooms. Cu’kfield, on the 
15'h and 16th ins*’,, and considering the modest p izes offe'ed the Show was 
a good one, and a success in every respect. This little town can now boast 
of a regularly arranged Chrysanthemum Society, starf'ng with the respec¬ 
table number of sixty members. The chief attractions were the groups and 
the cut blooms staged, which were very good, and quite a credit to growers. 
The modest sum of 365. divided into five prizes brought eight compe’itors 
for groups. They were arranged against the walls of the room in semi- 
c’rcles of 5 feet radius. First prize was righily awarded to Mr. H. Scutf, 
gardener to T. W. Erie, E q., Millhall, for an excellent group of well grown 

lants. The second place was given to Mr. R. Inglis, ga dener to T. T. C. 
ister, Esq , Borde Hill. The ttiird to Mr. F. Dowding, gardener to Mr5. 

Lister, The Grang5, Warninglid, for sp’end'd blooms on tall plants tot illy 
unBuited for grouping. The fourth and fifth prizes were awardtd to Mr. 
W. Holden, gardener to Capt. Farmer, Wh’tmore; ana Mr. J. Hillman, 
garden5r to Mrs. Latham, Knowle, respectively with dwarf pi nts not show¬ 
ing particular high cultivation. Some dissatisfaction was expressed at tie 
decision of the Judges, as undoubtedly one of the groups showing b st cul¬ 
tivation, foliage hanging over the pots and good blooms at the top, was left 
out. No doubt more core will be taken by all another year in providing 
dwarfer plants, to give the groups a more finishei appearance. For two 
specimen plant?, incurved, Mr. F. F eist, gardener to F. M. Huth, Esq , Hen- 
mead, was first, Mr. H. Scutt being first for two Japanese with fine p’ant . 
The latter was also first for two standards. With six Primulas there were 
seven entries. Mr. J. Mitchell, gardener to M s. Maberley, Mytens, carri d 
off the first prize, closely followed by Mr. W. Minton, gardener to Mrs. C. 
Barren, Pickwell Lodge, Bolney ; and Mr. J. Lingley. gardener to T. W. 
Best, Esq., Harvest Hill. There were five exhibits of six Solanum5. Mr. 
G. StriDger, gardener to R. A. Bevan, E?q., Horsgate, was first with fine 
plants well ripened. Mr. J. Umpleby, gardener to H. Woodcock, Esq., 
Be’more, was second with finely berried plants, but not quite so well 
coloured. 

For twelve incurved Mr. F. Roberts, gardener to R. C. Nichols, E-q., 
Higliby Manor, Balcombe, was first with fine blooms, Mr. W. Manton tak ng 
the same position for twelve Japanese, the latter bemg also first for twelve 
Pompons. The greatest interest was manifested ia the special prize, open 
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to a 1 within a radius of six miles, for tweaty-four blooms, twelve incurv d 
and twelve Japanese. There were five competitors, and the contest was a 
KO°d one. Mr F. \ enn, gard-ner to W. Sturiy, E q., Paix Hill Park, 
handheld, was the winner with fine well-stsged (dooms. Mr F Godbv 

SnJmTr '\Dt: !Y,ith(er M°0:^The Oaks, Burgess Hill, was a good second’, 
and Mr. Roberts third. Had the latter gentleman staged bis blooms with as 

“UiCu nre as e,nn he have occupied a different position, for he 
na 1 both size and substance. 

Fruit-For two bunches of black Grapes Mr. Feist was first with go rd 
Gros dolman, Mr. Icglis being second with Aliean' e. Mr. Geo. Warren, gar- 
dener to Mrs. Hankey. Balcombe Place, Balcombe, was the only exhibitor of 
wh te Grapes Mr. Harding, gardens to B. B. Hodgson, E q., was fiist for 
two dishes of dessert Pears with very fine fruits of Nouveau Poiteau, and 

ment in the quality of the exhibits without exception. Groups of mis¬ 
cellaneous plants were of high merit, and those of Chrysanthemums and 
oiiage plants were superior to thos9 of past years. Specimen plants were 

not quite so numerous, but there was a general improvement in quality. 
1 ne classes devoted to cut flowers were well filled, and the flowers were 

of very high quality, especially those exhibited by Mr. Gill, gardener to W. 
Oldham, Esq., of Gainsborough. These deservedly took the first prize in 
the open daeses, and included the best bioom in the Show, a fine example 
of Madame C. Audiguier. Mr. Oldman was also awarded the National 
Chrysanthemum Society’s certificite for the excellence of his exhibits. 
Oih r hne blooms were shown by W. Ashley, Esq., who took five first prizes 
and one second; C. E. Marfleet, Esq, who obtained four first prizes, in- 
c.uding the prize for the best incurvtd cut bloom in the Show a superb 

Fig. 5o.— CATTLEYA LAWRENCIANA ROSEA SUPERBA. (See page 448). 

Duchfsse d Angouleme, tut it is questionable if the palate bad been appealed 
to if they Would have been superior, and Mr. Stiingei's B urre Diel and 
G neial Todtleben, wnich were placed second. For four d sbes of Apples 
ihere was a good competit'on, Mr. F. Downing took premier place his 
Blenheim Pippin and Mere de Menage being fine. 

Theie was aketn contest with trays of vegetibl-s. Mr. Manton main- 
tau mg his leadership in ih s department, but was closely followed by Mr. 
Stiiuger a.d Mr. M.tchell. There were tight eotr'es. dhe amateurs and 
cottagers, who make one of the best cottagers’ summer show sin the county, 
do nutseem to have quite entered into the spirit of thU autumn campaign. 
Mr. Geo. Wa-ren sent, not for competition, over thirty dishes of fruit; and 
Mr. Haskell, ga dener E. Noe', Esq , Lyndbursc, Warninglid, sent a similar 
exhib t of Pnmulas, a good strain of various colours, a blue o_e being 
noticeabl-.. 

LINCOLN.—November 15th and 16th. 

The fifth annual Exhibition was held in the N-w Corn Exchange as in 
past years, and the Committee are to be congratulated upon the improve- ‘ 

specimen cf the Hero of Stoke Newington ; T. C. Bourne, Esq., who took 
one first and five second prizes, one of the finest specimens of Mr. Bunn 
ev r seen at the Show being included in his collection; and by Septimus 
Lowe, Esq., Thomas Bell, Esq., and Mr. G. R. Brailsford. In the amateur 
classes Mr. E. B>evors carried nearly everything before him. Mr. Herring, 
gardener to A. Shuttlewortb, Esq., Hartsholme Hall, exhibited a very 
meritorious collection of cut flowers not for competition, and these were 
r’pservtdly awarded the National Society’s certificate. N. Clayton, E-’q., 

. J. Warrener, Esq., and Messrs. Pennell & Sons exhibited beautiful groups 
of plants not Lr competition, and these we e highly commended. Fruits 
wire well shown and in good condition. 

The competition in the plant classes as above indicated was not very 
strong, and for the groap of Chrysanthemums and other plants arranged 
fr.r effect in a semicircle, it r-sted between Sept. Lowe, Esq., and H. 
Greenbatn, Esq. (gardener, Mr. Foster), the former’s, which contained some 
very fins Chrysanthemum blooms, taking first honours. An objection 
was lodged against it on the ground that it wa9 not arranged within the 
prescribed space, but as the objection was handed in after time it was not 
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entertained. Of groups of Chrysanthemums and gveea foliage plan 
arranged for effect in a semicircle, T. C. Bourne, Eiq., and T. Bell, Esq., 
were the only exhibitors, and they ran each other very closely, the first 
prize eventually going to the former. 

Fruit was well represented, Mr. Warrener being the most successful ex¬ 
hibitor of Apples and Pears ; prizes being also avarded for the produce of 
R. H. Neville, E-q., (gardener, Mr. Hare), and H. Greenham, E;q. 

The competition for vases for table decoration was very keep, Miss 
Pennell winning first honours with an excellent arrangement, airy and 
graceful in composition, but inclined to be “ artificial.” C. E. Marfleet, 
Esq., was a close second with an arrangement of chaste colouring, bnt with 
a defective base ; a little more Fern there would have altered the respective 
positions of the prizewinners. 

The flowers exhibited in the cottagers’ class was of very high merit, and 
the improvement made daring the past year cle irly d rmonstrates what may 
be accomplished by perseverance. 

BIRMINGHAM.—November IGth and 17th. 

The Birmingham Chrysanthemum Society held the twenty-seventh 
annual Exhibition in the Town Hall, a place well alapted for the purpose, 
excepting that it is now becoming too small, so numerous are the exhibits. 
A decided improvement was manifested on this occasion in the arrangement 
of the various products. Iu a broad two-faced bank down the centre of 
hall was arranged on one side the group3 of Chrysanthemums, of which 
there were five, making a grand display as viewed from the gallery. 
Upon the opposite side were the specimen plants on a raised stage, standing 
three and four deep. Down the centre was a row of tall Palms, which lent 
a graceful character to the whole flowering plants below. On the sides of 
the halt, on long tables, were placed, on the side next to the body of the 
hall, the Grape3, Apples, and Pears, of which 150 dishes were staged, 
owing to the increased prizes offered, wh le the quality left nothing to be 
desired. On the opposite sides of the tables ware arranged the Primulas, 
for wh'ch Birmingham has long ba n noted. Mr. Dyer was the chief 
exhibitor of plants, all showing excellent cultivation, being freely flowered 
and possessing ample foliage. Cut blooms were a very fine display in the 
gallery—in fact, the whole Show was a credit to those concerned in its 
management, and Mr. J. Hughes, the indefatigable Secretary, deserves a 
special word of praise. Mr. Lathom, as Chairman of Committee, and Mr. 
Jones, as Treasurer, also assisted materially. 

Cut Blooms.—These were shown in large numbers, as many as 1500 
being staged in all classes. The principal class was that for forty-eight 
blooms, distinct—twenty-four incurved and the same number of Japanese— 
the handsome prizes of £10, £7, £4, and £2 being offered. For these eleven 
compe itors entered. The first prize was awarded to Mr. R. Parker, 
gardener to J. Corbett, Esq., Irnpney Hall, Droitwich. The incurved 
blooms were large, solid, fresh, and well finished; the Japanese were heavy, 
the colours good and well staged. The following are the names :—Incurved : 
Back row—John Salter, Alfred Salter, Jeanne d'Aic (very fine), Queen 
of England, Lord Alcester, Bronze Queen of England (extra good), 
Empress of India, Lord Wolseley. Middle row—Princess Teck, Mrs. 
Heale, Nil Desperandum (deep), Jardin des Plantes, Prince Alfred, Golden 
Empress, Refulgence (rich), Beverley. Front row—Barbara, Sir S. Carey, 
Hero of Stoke Newington, Mr. Brunlees, Mabel Ward, Princess Beatrice, 
Cherub, and Mrs. N. Davis. Japanese : Back row—Boule d’Or, Madame C. 
Audiguier, Fair Maid of Guernsev, Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets (grand), 
Belle Paule (fine), Thunberg, Meg Merrilies, Baronne de Prailly. Middle 
row—Carew Underwood, Comte de Germiny, Jeanne Dalaux, M. Astorg, 
Duchess of Albany (very fine), Mons. J. Laing, Japonaise, Maiden’s Blush. 
Front row—Soleil Levant, M. Burnet, Peter the Great, M. Marrouch, 
Grandiflorum, Madame Laing, L’Adorable, Yellow Dragon. Mr. D. Lindsay, 
gardener to Sir T. Edwardes Moss. Otterspool, Liverpool, was placed second. 
The Japanese was rather lighter, while the incurved were more uneven, 
particularly in the front row. Still, on the whole it was a very fine stand, 
and at many shows would have taken first honours. Mr. T. Lambert, 
gardener to Lord Harlech, Oswestry, was third, staging much smaller 
blooms. Mr. A. R. Cox, gardener to H. Watt3, Esq., Elm Hall, Wavertree, 
Liverpool, was fourth. For twenty-four blooms, distinct—twelve incurved 
and twelve Japanese—as many as thirteen entered the lists. Mr. Parker 
was again first, staging very fine flowers, mainly of the variety named in 
the leading class. Mr. Lindsay was here again second, staging good 
blooms; Mr. Oox being third. For eighteen incurved, distinct varieties, 
amongst seven competitors, Mr. Lindsay turned the tables on his rival, Mr. 
Parker, by winning first honours with large well-finished blooms. Mr. 
Paiker wa3 an exceedingly close second, a bad bloom of Jardin des Plante3 
spoiling his chances of success. Mr. A. Haggart, garden r to Mrs. Forster, 
Moor Park, Ludlow, wa3 third. As many as seventeen competed in the 
class for twelve Japanese, distinct. Here again Mr. Parker followed up his 

revious successes by taking first honours. Belle Paule, Triomphe de la Rue 
es Cbdlets, Duchess of Albany, Jeanne Delaux, and Boule d’Or were very 

fine. Mr. Lindsay tvas a capital second, and Mr. Haggart was a very close 
third, while other exhibitors followed closely. Mr. Parker was successful 
with twelve blooms of Anemones in not less than six varieties. These were 
not equal to the best staged last year. Mr. W, Comfort, gardener to G. A. 
Everitt, Esq., Knowle, Birmingham, followed. Prizes were offered for 
growers living within four miles of Stephenson Place. Ia all cases the 
blooms staged were meritorious. 

Plants.—Specimen plants of Chrysanthemums were staged in increased 
numbers and of superior quality as compared with last year, the plants being 
not so severely trained, while they wtre freely flowered, and on the whole 
were most creditable. For nine large flowering varieties, Japanese excluded, 
Mr. W. H. Dyer, gardener to Mrs. Marigol i, Edgbaston, was easily first; 
John Salter was an excellent sp cimen, Clullingfordi was also noteworthy. 
Mr. G. Brasier, gardener to Sic T. Martineau, was secrnd. For six plants, 
the conditions the same as in the above class, Mr. Dyer was again first. 
The best specimen large flowering, Japanese excluded, was a grand one of 
John Salter, carrying over seventy well formed blooms; these accompanied 
with fine foliage and free training presented a noble specimen most creditable 
to Mr. Dyer, by whom it was staged, J. Elkington, Esq., took second 
honours. Mr. Dyer had the best single specimen of Japanese, one of Val 
d’Andorre, 4 feet in diameter, freely flowered and of brilliant colour. Mr. G. 

Brasier was second with a specimen of Madame C. Audiguier carrying fine 
bloom3. Standard and Pompon pyramid Chrysanthemums were not 
remarkable for large numbers or high quality, but dwarf trained specimens 
iu three varieties of Pompons were well shown by Mr. Dyer; RoseTrevenna, 
Lilac, and Golden Cedo Nulli were capital. Mr. G. Fawdry, gardener to J. 
Breeden, Esq., Moseley, was second, while Mr. G. Brasier was placed third. 
For one specimen plant to be fed with Messrs. W. Wood & Sons’ liquid manure 
powder Mr. Dyer easily gained first honours. There was great improve¬ 
ment in the groups of Chrysanthemums arranged for qua'ity and general 
effect in a space not exceeding 80 square feet; five competed, all staging 
most meritorious collections, which formed a magnificent bank down the 
centre of the hail. Mr. J. H. Horton, gardener to R. Chamberlain, Esq., 
Edgbaston, who staged a very fine group of well-grown plants. Mr. Dyer 
being second for dwarfer plants, the blooms not quite so good, Mr. J. 
Wastall, gardener to J. B. Lees, Esq., Handsworth, being a good third. 
Primulas were staged in large numbers; Mr. T. B. Thomson, Sphrkhill 
Nurseries, Birmingham, was an easy first for tw lve Chinese, single varietes, 
any colour ; for six, same conditions ; for six doable flowered, any colour; 
and for s'x Fern-leaved, any colour, with plants in all cases such as are 
rarely seen. The varieties were Sensation (very bright), Marquis, Princess 
Louise, The Queen, among the single varieties, and Lady Mirtineau, a new 
double variety, was most conspicuous in that class. Mr. E. Cooper, gar¬ 
dener to the Bight Hon. J. Chamberlain, Highbury, Birmingham ; Mir. C. 
Shepherd, gardener to W. M. Warden, Esq., Edgbaston ; and G. H. Fewkes, 
Esq., Selby Oak, were seconds in the above classes. Mignonette, Cycla¬ 
mens, Zonal Pelargoniums, and other miscellaneous plants were stag id 
creditably, while bouquets were, as they always are. a feature at th:s Show, 
the best of the latter (nurserymen only) coming from Messrs. Perkins and 
Son, Coventry—a real gem. 

Fruit.—The Grapes showed a great improvem:-nt on other years, owing 
no doubt to the increased prizes offered. For six bunches, not less than 
three varieties, £5,‘ £3, and £2 were offered, bringing nine competitors. 
First, Mr. W. Taylor, gardener to J. Chaffin, Esq., Bath, for specimens 
of Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria, and Lady Downe’s, very fine in every 
respect. Second, Mr. J. Harvey, gardener to J. Watson E;q., Ticehurst, 
Sussex, Gros Colman bung especially good. For the best three bunches of 
black Grapes, Mr. A. John-tone, gardener to R. Ramsden, E-q., Knowle,was 
first with Gros Colman, extra fine iu bunch, b>rry, and colour. Second, 
Mr. J. Harvey, who had very fine Alicante. Third, Mr. Sage, gardener to 
Earl Brownlow, Belton, Gran'ham. Eleven oompeted. For the same 
number of bunches Muscat Grapes, Mr. D. Lindsay was first, showing Muscat 
of Alexandria variety extra fine, the bunches being large, heavily shouldered, 
while the berries were large and of a splendid colour. Mr. Taylor was 
secood with the same variety, not quite so large in bunch, but in other re¬ 
spects was firat rate. For two bunches of white Grapes, Muscats excluded, 
Mr. Sage was first, staging Trebbiano in capital style. M1-. E. Gilman, 
gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury, was second with th9 same variety. 
For one bunch of black Grapes, Mr. Taylor was first with Alicante, excel¬ 
lent in every way. Mr. A. Johnstone, gardener to R. Ramsden, Esq., 
Knowle, was second with Gros Colman, very fine. For one bunch of white 
Grapes, any variety, Mr. Taylor was first wi'.h a long tapering hunch of 
Muscat of Alexandria, fine both in berry and colour. Second, Mr. J. Dawes, 
gardener to M. Biddulph, Esq., M.P., Ledbury Park, Hereford. Third. Mr. E. 
Gilman. For one Pine, any variety, Mr. G. Robinson, gardener to J. Cart- 
land, Esq, King’s Heath, and Mr. E. Gilman were first and second respec¬ 
tively. For six culinary App’es there was keen competition. Mr. W. 
Green, gardener to E. V. V. Wheeler, Esq., Tenbnry, was first with speci¬ 
mens of splendid quality. Second, Mr. Sage. Third, Mr. G. Hodges, 
gardener to R. Cadbury, Esq., Moseley. For the same number of dessert 
Apples Mr. W. Green was again first, staging finely coloured examples. 
Second, Mr. W. Iggulden, gardener to the Earl of Cork, Marston House, 
Frome, Somerset. Third, Mr. W. Brown, gardener to W. C. Alston, Esq., 
Elmdon Hall. For eight dishes of Pears, distinct varieties, Mr. Parker was 
easily first, staging fine fruits of Beurrd Diel, Hacoa’s Incomparable,Beurre 
Bachelier, and Josephine de Malines. Second, Mr. Iggnlden with richly 
coloured fruit. Mr. Parker was again first with four varieties, all good 
samples. Mr. P. Blair, gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, was 
secood; Mr. Iggulden, third. 

Miscellaneous exhibits formed a strong feature. Mr. B. T. Thomson 
staged, “not for competition,” a handsome group composed of Palms, 
Crotons, Bouvardias, Poinsettias, Selagine'las, and Roman Hyacinths, all 
set in a groundwork of Ferns. Conspicuous in this group was some highly 
coloured plumes of Celo3ias grown as pyramids, forming a rare bit of colour 
amongst the green surroundings. Mr. Hans Niemand, Royal Nurseries, 
Harborne Road, Birmingham, staged, “not for competition.” a group con¬ 
sisting of Palms, Cyclamens, Erica hyemalis, Crotons, finely coloured, all 
neatly arranged. Messr*. Cranston it Co., The Nurseries, Hereford, staged 
a very fine lot of Apples ; while Messrs. E. Webb & Son staged a capital 
collection of Potatoes. Messrs. R. Smith & Co., The Nurseries, Worcester, 
had on view a splendid collection of Apples and Pears. Messrs. W. Thom¬ 
son Sons, Clovenfords, Scotland, had fine basketful of Grapes, Gros Col¬ 
man, magnificent in both bunch and berry. Messrs. Pope & Sons, nursery¬ 
men, Birmingham, ‘were awarded a certificate of merit for grand 
Pelargoniums, so freely were they flowered and of such excellent colour, as 
was also Mr. R. Owen, Castle Hill Nurseries, Mai lenhead, for a miscellaneous 
collection of Chrysanthemums cut blooms, one variety amongst these, 
Sarah Owen, being awarded a special certificate; it is a sport from Madame 
Laing, in the style of Criterion, but having more gold in it. Mr. Owen also 
received a fir3t-class certificate for Amy Furze, areflexed variety sent out last 
year. Messrs. W. & G. Drove", Fareham, Hants, received a first-class 
certificate for their new Japanese variety (W. G. Drover), lately described 
in these pages. Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Wood Green, London, had on 
view samples of their Orchid peat and other garden specialities ; while Mr. 
W. Colchester had on hand a large display of their Ichthemic guano. 

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, seedsmen, Reading, offered prizes for a collection 
of vegetables, six distinct varieties. For this there was spirited competi¬ 
tion. Mr. J. Lambert, gardener to Col. Wingfield, Shrewsbury, was first with 
a very fine lot, staging Parsnips, Leeks, Celery, Cauliflowers, and Carrots; 
second, G. H. Kendrick, Esq. (gardener, G. Neville), Edgbaston; third, Mr. 
E. Burdon, gardener to F. Wilmot, Esq. 
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RYDE, ISLE OP WIGHT. 

exhibits finT °ifened ry t£® M,ayor on the 16th in8t The various 
XDibits failed both halls. In the class for fifty-four blooms eighteen 

pet tor? tT8 0fMact,’ °“ Canne11’8 sjstem, there were seven com- 
B?rkham and Mr‘ Banting had a difficult task 

of Messr “ V Rate fff oT^?15TeVer’Je^en^lally deo!ded them in favour 
The ladies’ elasa e’ 11^' E’ Rldley, and B. B- Taplin in the order named. 
theenedmnes wirl7. ntWe ™5!e*ented. «»e baskets of Chrysanthemums and 

p rgnes with autumn foliage and Fern attracted great attention The 

cuh vatZoIlv lyJ-°V Cr00k’ value ^ for lsle of WSbt 
and lfr l & 8haH> contest between Messrs. H. Drover & Son 

two points!* Best' n? S‘ W\ RidIey’ - a™rded to the latter by 
J Tanhn florist R°?P °f Chrysanthemums, 7 feet by 5, first and cup Mr 
specimen’ nlanfl 8e<5Bd* Messrs' James & Son- florists, Ryde. Six 
Japanese :r u MrS‘ Barnes second S. E. Ridley. Single specimen 
. apane-e, first Mrs. Harvey, Shanklm, second S. W. Ridley Sin<>ie sDeci 

Dmve* first S' W- BidleV, second S. E. Ridley. Messrs.V. & G. 
blooms’- “reham, secured the chief prizes in the classes for thirty-six cut 
r“KUrrfe^ twenty-four in eighteen varieties! twelve 

wJ—JeS b om3’ twelve Anemone blooms, and twelve white Japanese 
F Rut i %VeTr\ PT°rod record, the other prizetakers being respectively Mes«rs 
E. Ratchffe, D. Hamilton, S. W. Ridley, and H. Drover In the Isle of 

filvm*mldM “forIr31' °-Brooke> Ea(h> was » successful exhibitor. The 
U er medal for the best bloom in the Show was won by Mr J Wilkins 

lowing^hVafd^d °f Thr.nberp’ Mefsi's. H. Drover -<fe Son 'closely fol- 
Mr JgFW Z d.Acdorre-1 Fruit was good, and the excellent Secretary, 
M .j. Eleyt is to be congratulated on the Buecess of the Show. * 

RLGBY.—November 16th and 17th. 

SocSy warsheTnnaltbSb0bW °Vhe Rll?by acd District Chrysanthemum 
romrpHH3 • on above dates in the Town Hall, when there was good 
competition m most of the classes. The groups from Mr T 

Robb,™ ^urserie3> and Mrs- Caldecott, The Lodge,?Rugby (gardener Mr b’ 
Percivl]0 hpTiT'nf-foteS p e ? aJ,ure, and were accorded equaffirst prizes, Hr.' 
,'ncr mas/er at ^uSby School (gardener, Mr. H. Kincr) follow- 

Michel] add M>6 T wg°T°d f?roups from tbe B*.v. P. D. Morice, Mr. W. G. 
the best twfntl V J‘ W-/j/-qneray in another class. Mrs. Caldecott had 

Sraisr^Aras r:?“th> Sb” “a *»»**» 

YORK.—November 16th, 17th, and 18th. 

of in tbe York Fine Art Exhibition building, and was ora 
excolfcnn 4 f *hUear- SFeoimen plants were v, ry numerous and of great 
The tWfl tPr°b5b 7 u?surPasEed at any '■how either in number or quality 
lhe three trained specimens exhibited by Mrs. Gulch of Holgate worth;?/ 

Londor? “tt* Jubilee medal offered by Messrs. Wood & Son of Wood Green 
creditable ta tim WSle BplfJ,ldld examp,es of cultivation, and were highly 
-hte fm * th grovrer- Tbe specimen plants collectively were a consider 
eb e improvement upon those of previous years, and they, in coni unction 

effect pot^eaBifv f°l CblIsantbemums and foliage plants, created a floral 
Cut flowers Slly forSotten by those who had tbe privilege of seeing them 
hvRr^n were well represented, and those exhibited in the larfe S 
DarH^?- R,chard3°n> Esfh, Elm Bank, York, and by Mr. T. B Morton of 

SwIegn0?he8Ce°Ii w^617 surpassed in qualify. The competirion 
onlv At- R.vi t®?> Tel? close> tns former winning by eight points 
nriveo 1 • R>chardson took first honours in almost every class—etaht first 
from home we fba" probably hear of him distinguishing himself farther 

f £ a°0lllfi1' Tear- Fruit was excellent in general Mr Goodacre 

GrVaapes in tahle“e’ ^ ^ to .he front? His’sfx bunches of 
MrsPPear<,o1^ were beautiful samples, and consisted of good 
cient in l ’ S°od bunches and berries of Gros Cohnap, hut slightly defi- 
ZrL\ C°-,0Ur’ aad sPlendid examples of Muscat of Alexandria aWt 
co'oure l n bUi"Cb’ ?e"i,lar and geod-sized berries, and well 
c oured. ibe be-.t two bunches of white Grapes came from Lord Hotham 

0f innPs3fcpCntCd by Muscat of Alexandria? superb in finish S 

f ”bL”‘ *W rs« IT.SS7 
plalts-K ^Mr1! t §.llov;s'-Group of Chrysanthemums and foliage 
Oroun nf PV3 ’ ;/- ■ Hln^toa : second, Dr. Baker; third, Mr. J. Key. 

Dr BakL°-hthM M^T%-i7anged etTect~First- Mrs.Gulch; second, 
cui-vld-First J. PjRmoor. Six specimen Chrysanthemums, in- 

f”• .lirst, Mis- Gulch; second, Mr. T. Smith; third, Miss Steward 
™l,P mCnRd JaPanFse—First, Mr. T. Smith; second, Dr. Baker. Six 
S^mith eDm\ re^exe(^-. Fi’st, Miss Steward, Bishopthorpe ; second, Mr T 
Thrnlc 66 sPecTImers> incurved—First, Mr. Gulch; second, Dr B iker' 
Es<i66 mPeclmens>. Japanese.—First, Mrs. dnloh ; second, J. T. Hmgston 
Rfrq'0nlb 6 sP8Clmens- rpflexed —First, Dr. Baker; second, Mis. Gulch’ 
Dr Baker161??’ ,P°“P°n ~F.rst, Mr. T. Smith; second, Miss Steward; third, 

Cut Flo,Sr. Pt?UfS'~Fnf’ Mr‘ MakiuS ; SeCoud> Ain. P. Wood. 
/ FJovers-Thirty-six Cliryeanthemums.—First, W. B. Richardson 

J Hofd8eneEsraMMP°IkRd);i feC°'KI Mr’ T-fB- Morton> Darlington; third; 
Mr RinWa1'’ M'P’’ Ee'&bley. Twenty-four Chrysanthemums—First 
£S«on; 3ec°n3, Lord Wenlo k. Twelve incurved—First, Mn 

son^ second, Mr? A.’ pSS. M°°re’ Twelve JaPanese—First, Mr. Richard- 

Pir^ Fa',1 If vrbU?C\eS ?rap,e3’ threo varieties, two bunches of each — 
Nevfl’lIfair. Harrl!?pi°n (gdrdener, Mr. Gooriaci e); second, Mr. R. H. C. 

Grace? 8Fir«?lr Wb"’ Lord Hotliam- Two bunches black 
W nte rTfr1?? ’ I Tt HinGston ; second, Mr. T. P. Wood. Two bunches 

Wltb beautifully finished Muscat of 
of ibn t 1 e$l<?nd’ Ar' ?■' Mdson. Assortment of Apples grown north 
tonD KI™“;rJlr13t’ J-.Eielden, Grimston Park (gardener, Mr. Ckw 

the Tienb ^ilal F°f lHafrSgt°-D' As60rtmcnt of Pears grown north of 
J Aliilp? ! E 1 of Harn“gton; second, Lord Hotham (gardener, 

Wlll.f<®i' e'VTrayc°f nme varieties—First, Mr. R. Kirk; second, Mr. J. 
“ • Pray of six varieties—First, Mr. J. Craig ; second, Mr. J. 

Htagaton o as??9: Messrs. Craig, Whitehead? Kirk, Hammond, 
ilingston, ana Theakstone divided honours between them. 

to imne™Tltteu-are -t0 be congratulated upon the success of their efforts 
nei<riib?mhnod cuflt^atl,on of Chrysanthemums, fruit, and vegetables in the 
fl®|fbbourhood of York, and more liberal prizes in the classes for cut 

FWi?-UKb]-draW SUC1‘ comPetitor3 as would make the York Chrysanthe¬ 
mum Exhibition second to none in the kingdom. 

CHISWICK.—November 7th. 

The Vestry Hall, near the large Green at Chiswick, presented a very gay 
appearance on November 17th, the occasion being the local Society’s annual 
Exhibition of Chrysanthemums, fruit, and vegetables. In general attrac- 
tiveness the Show marked a distinct advance on the one of last year, and 

Fr?uP® and ,c“t blooms were of equal if not superior quality. The 
Society is undoubtedly moving in the right direction. 

building in which the exhibits were arranged was spacious and well 
lighted ample room being found for inspecting the exhibits with comfort. 

Iwo K -0Wer clas'ea occupl!id tablea in the centre, groups and specimen 
ganged on each Bid-. The platform at the upper end was 

utilised for fiuit, vegetables, cut flowers, and various plants in pots. The 

7l°leiaRaDgement ,r®fl.eoted much credit on the Honorary Secretary, Mr. 
ant 1w a Id ?m °’ and bl3 a9sl'stallts. The following were the most import- 

The class for a group of Chrysanthemums, any class, to be arranged in 
a space not exceeding 60 square feet,-was well filled, there being five groups 
m competition for the prizes offered, all of considerable merit. The first- 

rrme?ti tbat- °f Messrs- W‘ Fromow & Sons, Sutton Court 
T’??36'/3’ Chiswick, was in every respect an admirable one, the group being 
large, the plants healthy and judiciously arranged, and tbe blooms of high 
average merit. Mr. E. Chadwick, gardener fo E. M. Nelson, Esq., Hangfr 
-H-ill House, Ealing, also had a most attractive arrangement. A group of a 

Wri?bthaTho1rria^ character>and very dose in point of merit, from Mr. 
vright, The Gardens, Devonhurst, Chiswick, won the remaining prize 

o^SrSw^bIDg’1ardeD6r E‘Tautz> Ej1-> Sutton LodSe- Chiswicki 
and G Webb, gardener to J. R. Sterling, Esq., The Chestnuts, Gunners- 
bury, deserve a word of commendation for the excellence of thrir collec- 

n?t?S'pi ■ Y-7 E.ne b70uP from Mr. T. May, gardener to the Marquis of 
Bute, Chiswick, though not m competition, is also worthy of note, and it 
was highly commended by the Judges. Mr. Chadwick received tbe premier 
award for three Pempons, trained specimens. In a similar class for large- 
flowered Mr. Picking, West Lodge, Mortlake was first. 

In the principal class for twenty-four blooms, twelve each of Japanese 
and incurved, prizes to the value of five-guineas were offered by Mrs. S A 
Eee. lhe first prize stand was an admirable one from Mr. C J Waite' 
gardener to Colonel the Hon. W. P. Talbot, Glenhurst, Esher. Mr. C.Long’ 
gardener to E. B. Ridges, Esq., Orchard Dene, Ealing, followed with good’ 
incurved but weax Japanese flowers, the remaining prizes going to Messrs 
Hudson, gardener to H. J. Atkinson, Esq., M.P., Acton, and Palmer', 
gardener to W. F Hume-Dick, Esq., Thames Ditton. Mr. Waite was again 
to the front with tweive Japanese, a fresh, even lot of blooms. He was 
followed by Mr. Davis, gardener to E. Tautz, Esq., Castle Bar, Ealing, and 
Mr. Hudson, the former running Mr. Waite somewhat closelv. Mr. W. E. 
iautz presented three prizes. E. Sanderson,Esq., St. Mary’s Road, Har'les- 
den, won with twelve incurved, the blooms being small but beautifully 

f«3b-and weB fifa’ished. _ Mr. Hudson was second and Mr. Chadwick 
third. Mr. Palmer won with six Jaoanese of one variety, showing Madame 
Audiguier in good condition. Mr. C. J. W'aite exhibited six fine blooms of 
Empress o, India in the corresponding class for incurved, and won easily 
Other prizes went to Messrs. Hudson, Picking, Baird, gardener to C. A. 
Daw, Esq., Homefield, Ealing, and Collyer, gardener to Mrs. Murrell, The 
Elms, Ealing. These prizes were presented by Mr. J. R. Starling In other 
classes for cut blooms, prizes were won by Messrs. Palmer, Chadwick. Long 
V&iyer’ Banderson. ar,d Baird, also by Messrs. Lareomb, Woodhouse’, 
Jeffreys, Thompson, Weal, and Leary, the last named all amateurs. 

Mr. Hudson was successful with four dishes of Apples, Mr. Waite beino- 
second, and Mr. Wright third. Mr. Wright was most successful with Pears! 
Messrs. Waite and Coombs, The Gardens, Sheen House, Mortlake, following! 
Mr. Hudson won with three bunches of Grapes, showing well ripened 
bunches of Alicante, Gros Maroc, and Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Baird 
followed, Mr. Waite bringing up the rear. The latter was to the front with 
vegetables, showing in his usual excellent form and winning easily from 
Messrs. Coombs and Laing. Mr. F. G. Tautz’s prizes for the b st spec’men 
stove and greenhouse plant fell to Messrs. Cowley (gardener to tbe prize 
donor), Chadwick, and Wright. The latter won the first prize offered by 
Messrs. Fromow ifc Sons for Primulao. Mr. Hueklesby (gardener to B. 
Hardy, Esq., Gordon House, Chiswick), and Mr. R. Wood securing the 
second and third awards. Mr. Hardy’s prizes for table plants went to 
Messrs. Waite, Wright, and Davis, gardener to II. G. Lake, Esq., Fairlawn 
House, Chiswick, in the order named. Mr. Goodson, A-kevv Nursery 
Shepherd’s Bush, had a group of Primulas in pots that was highly com¬ 
mended, also a fine specimen of Chrysanthemum Cullingfordi. 

COLCHESTER.—November 17th. 

The autumn Exhibition of the Colchester and East Essex Horticultural 
Society was held iu the New Corn Exchange of that town on Thursday, the 
17 tb mst. A good display of plants, cut blooms, fruits, and vegetables was 
provided, which were effec ively arranged in the commodious hall by the 
Secretary, Mr. Quilter, who ably conducts the affairs of the Society. 

The principal interest centered in the class for twenty-four cut blooms 
twelve incurved and twelve Japanese, the first prize being a piece of plate’ 
value 1° guineas, presented by the Mayor and Corporation of Colchester 
aua £2 in money added by tbe Society. The only condition under which 
this was offered was that it must be won twice by the same exhibitor before 
becoming bis property, and as it was open to all Englaud a good competi¬ 
tion was expected. Last year, the first season it was offered, Mr. H. Lister 
gardener to Lord Brooke, Easton Lodge, Dunmow, Essex, won it compara¬ 
tively easily, but on the occasion under notice there were five entries, and 
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four of the collections were so close in merit that the Judges (Messrs. J. 
Ridont and Lewis Csstle) found it necessary to point them very carefully 
to ascertain who was entitled to the first position. It was then found that 
Mr. Lister’s collection was several points ahead of the others, his blooms 
being more solid and deep, and he thus became the possessor of the piece 
of plate, but there were only four points between the second and third. The 
first prize stands comprised the following blooms:—Japanese, back row— 
Thunberg, Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Fa*r Maid of Guernsey, and 
Boule d’Or; middle row—Madame C. Audiguier, Criterion, Val d’Andorre, 
and Madlle. Lacroix; front row, Martha Harding, Madame J. Laing, 
L’Adorable, and Belle Paule. Incurved—back row, Lord Alcester, Empress 
Eugenie, Queen of England, and Golden Empress ; middle row. Princess of 
Wales, Lord Wolseley, Novelty, and John Salter ; front row, Mabel Ward, 
Jeanne d’Arc, Refulgence, and Cherub. The blooms were fresh and good, 
the Japanese being especially fine. Mr. S. PragnaH, gardener to H. C. 
Wei's, Esq., Chelmsford, who was also strong in Japanese, was second; and 
F. W.Flight, Esq., Twyford (gardener, Mr. Neville), was third. The Rev. 
H. A. Berners, Harkstead Rec ory, Ipswich, won first honours with twelve 
incurved blooms, very neat, compact blooms. In several other classes there 
were also good exhibits from local gentlemen. 

The best of the plant exhibits were in the classes for groups, and Mr. F. 
Kettle, gardener to Mrs. Egerton Green, King's Ford, Colchest r, was placed 
first with a very tasteful arrangement of miscellaneous plants; Mr. W. 
Dance, gardener to Col. Lowe, Halstead, was second. Mr. Kettle also bad 
the best six exotic Ferns, some of which had, however, been damaged by 
the post in transit. With a group of Chrysanthemums arraneed for effect 
Messrs. Saltmarsh ifc Son, Chelmsforl, were first with an excellent display, 
followed by Messrs. Unwin, Kettle, and J. Drew. Fruit, especially Apples 
and Pears, were well represented, and vegetables were also of good quality 

WIMBLEDON.—November 17th. 

The annual Exhibition of Chrysanthemums, &c.. in connection with the 
Wimbledon and District Royal Horticultural and Csttage Garden Society, 
was held at the Drill Hall on Thursdsy. Notwithstanding the lateness of 
the season and the inclemency of tie weather, the Show was a good one, 
and certainly an improvement on that of last year. The groups were ex¬ 
ceedingly fine, especially that arranged by Mr. Law, which included some 
handsome Palms, Bouvardias, doub’e Primulas, and Maidenhair Ferns. In 
another class Mr. Ware exhibited some choice plants, and those Shown by 
Mr. Smith and Mr. Chandler, which obtained second and third prizes respec¬ 
tively, were very fine. In the Chrysanthemum groups, arranged in 40 feet 
space, Mr. G. Stevens’ exhibit, consisting chiefly of incurved and Japanese 
varieties, were much admired. The cut blooms in all the classes were large 
and compact, those shown by Mr. Gibson, Dr. Walker, and Mr. Stevens being 
very attractive. The fruit and vegetables shown were excellent, as were 
also the exhibits not for competition. Covering the entire front ot the 
stage was a splendid miscellaneous group of plants exhibited by Messrs. 
D. S. Thomson & Sons of Wimbledon Nurseries, and which was highly 
commended by the Judges. The group included some magnificent Dracaenas, 
Palms, Eucharis, Bouvardias, and Cypripediums, intermixed with Chrysan¬ 
themums, Roman Hyacinths, Primulas, <fec., and it greatly improved the 
appearance of the Exhibition as a whole. The other free exhibits were a 
collection of thirty varieties of Apples, and three boxes of Potatoes shown 
by Mr. H. Alderman, gardener to G. Hatfield, Esq.; four stands of Chrysan¬ 
themums by Mr. Gibson, garden r to J. Wtrmald, Esq., of Jlorden Park; 
six dishes of Potatoes by Mr. Layzell; a handsome white wreath by Mr. 
Townsend of Putney; and cut Chrysanthemum blooms by Dr. Walker. 
The staging was arrang d by Mes rs. Lyne, Stratton, Dare, and Bridger. 
The Secretaries, Dr. Walker and Mr. Lyne, worked hard for the success of 
the Show, and to them the highest praise is due for the result. 

BARNSLEY.—November 17th. 

The first Show promoted by the Barnsley Paxton Society was opened 
on the 17th November by the Mayor, who was supported by the leading 
gentry of the town and neighbourhood. Being < hfir first attempt the Com- 
m ttee resolved on a novel and effective method of ensuring the social 
success of the undertaking bv forwarding admission tickets and inviting 
the members of the Town Council to the opening ceremony; thus an 
impetus was given to the movement which probably would not otherwise 
have been obtained. The open class was well filled with stands of flowers 
of excellent quality. Mr. W. Daniels, gardener to Mrs. T. Hague Cooke, Hall 
Croft, Mirfield, was placed first for twenty-four cut blooms, twelve Japanese 
and twelve incurved, the Japanese being fresh and highly developed heavy 
blooms, and of the incurved the same may be said all through, not one 
indifferent flower in the stand. In the local classes for cut flowers Mr. G. 
Wright won seven first prizes with flowers of good quality, this section being 
rather weak after the first awards. Plants were snown of varying quality, 
some being fairly good and others leaving ample room for improvement. 
Five groups of Chrysanthemums staged for effect were shown, the first 
prize being easily won by Mr. John Henshall, Cemetery Road Nursery, 
with an excellent group made up of naturally grown and bush specimens, 
the whole forming a bright and effective group, free from tbe general stiff¬ 
ness noticeable in arrangements of this character, and it was a good example 
for the other competitors to copy. The Show was well attended, and gave 
much pleasure to the working class s, who previously had no opportunity 
of seeing what the Chrysanthemum is capable of as a decora’ive plant; and 
the Paxton Society well deserve the congratulations which were showered 
upon them, this being their second success this year, having during the past 
autumn right royally entertained the members of the Yorkshire Union of 
Horticulturists, and by their spirited action have given an impetus to 
gardening all through the district. 

WILTS HORTICULTURAL.—November 17th and 18th. 

A successful Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show was held by the Wilts 
Horticultural Society in the Market House, Sal’sbury, on the above dates. 
This being the second Show of the kind held in Salisbury, the Committee, 
including the popular ex-Mayor (Fred. Griffin, Esq.) and the indefatigable 
Hon. Secretary (Mr. W. H. Williams) are therefore to be congratulated 
upon tl e result of their efforts. Tbe competition in most of the classes 
was good, and the exhili's weie highly ertditab'e. 

Groups and Specimen Plants.—Three classes were provided for 
groups of plants arranged for effect in a semicircle of 10 feet by 6 feet, 
and 8 feet by 5 feet, and several good arrangements were put up. In the 
first-class, Mr. E. L. Brown, Portland Place, Fisherton, Silisbury, was first 
with a group of Chrysanthemums, finished off with Ferns and Pelar¬ 
goniums, the flowers small but plentiful and fresh. Mr. James Chalk, 
gardener to Mr. Read, Westwood, Wilton Road, Salisbury, was s'cond, hie 
flowers being better, but the front badly finished. Mr. A. C. Curtis, gard n r 
to C. H. Radcliffe, Esq., Endless Street, Salisbury, was third with a group 
of miscellaneous plants. Mr. G. Inglefield, gardener to Sir John W. K-lk, 
Bart., Tedworth House, Marlborough, was fi st for a light and very effective 
arrangement, Calanthes, Cypripediums, Bouvardias, and Cyclamens being 
dotted about in a groundwork of Ferns. Mr. John Curry, gardener to 
Colonel Pepper, Milford Hill, Salisbury, was second for a good arrange¬ 
ment, but many of the foliage plants employed were too heavy for tbe 
purpose. Mr. John Hinxman, gardener to Mr. H. G. Gregory, The Island, 
Fisheiton, Salisbury, was third. In the third group class (Chrysanth - 
mums) Dr. F. W. Coates, St. John’s Street, Salisbury, was first for a very 
good arrangement, finished off with well-flowered little plants of Chrysan¬ 
themums growing in 3-inch pots. Mr. Frank Pearce, High Street, Salis¬ 
bury, was a good second, and Mr. Ambrose Tucker, Manor Road, Sal'sbury, 
third. With six specimen plants of Chrysanth- mums Mr. James Chalk was 
first, and Mr. E. L. Brown was second, both showing only moderately good 
plants. Amateurs.—Mr. Macnamara, St. Martin’s Church Street, Salisbury, 
was first, and Mr. C. J. Witcomb, Elm Grove, Salisbury, was second. With 
one trained specimen plant Mr. Frank E. Pearce was first with a good 
plant of Elaine ; Mr. G. Inglefield was second with a good plant of Peter 
the Great, both showing flat trained p’ants ; Mr. E. L. Brown being third 
with a well-flowered, balloon-trained p ant of Elaine. 

Cut Blooms (open).—These were shown well by Mr. Horsefield, gar¬ 
dener to Lord Heyiesbnry, Heytesbury, Wilts; Mr. Ward, Longfo d Cas ’c, 
Salisbury; Mr. Inglefhld, and Mr. Warden, gardener to S r Frederick 
Harvey Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park, Salisbury; Mr. Horsefield being 
invincible in all the classes in which he showed. The chief class was for 
twenty-four blooms, to not include more than two b’ooms of any one 
variety. Tt e three p>izewinning stands weie very o’ose to each other in 
point of merit. Mr. Hursefield’s first prize stand contained : (back row)— 
Maiden's Blush, Thunberg, Jeann^ Delaux, M- g Merrilies, Thunberg, Mar¬ 
garet Marrouch, Mr. J. Laing. Middle row—Bronze Queen, Empress (f 
India, Lord Alcester, Queen of England, Golden Queen, Alfred Silt r, 
Queen of England. Front row—Gold n Empress, Jardin des P'antea, 
Jeanne d’Arc, Mrs. Norman Davis, Jeanne d’Arc, Hero of Stoke Newington, 
and Princess Teck. Mr. Ward, who was second, was strong in Japanese. 
Mr. G. Inglefield was a good third, being a'so strong in Japanese. With 
twelve incurved, not less than e'ght varieties, Mr. Horsefield was to the 
front again with good blooms; Mr. Inglefield was second; Mr. Warden 
third with an even stand. With a like number of blooms of Japanese Mr. 
Horsefield led the way with solid blooms, being followed closely by MeB>rs. 
Inglefield and Ward in that order. With twelve blooms of reflexed, Mr. 
Copp, gardener to W. E. S. Drax, Esq, Holnest Park, Sherborne, was first wiih 
fine even samples of Cullingfordi, Golden Christin°, and Garibaldi. Mr. 
Ward was a close second. Mr. R. West, gardener to — Wigram, Esq., 
North'ands, Silisbury, took first for twelve Anemone-flowerei varieti •?, h's 
best blooms b. ing Fabian de Mediana, Empress, and Souvenir de L’Ar len -, 
Mr. Ward was a close second, and Mr. Inglefield was third. Amat urs.— 
In the class for eighteen blooms, not less than twelve varieties, Mr. John 
Voce (gardener, Mr. A. Williams) Church Fields, Salisbury, was first, and 
Mr. Tubb, gardener to Mrs. Ferryman, Redlynch House, Downton, was 
second. Mr. S. Melhuish, Sandford Screef, Exeter, had the best twelve 
blooms of not les* than six varieties, and Mr. J. Maynard, Wyndham Park, 
Salisbury, had the second best stand. 

Fruit.—Mr. Ward was first for a co'lection of six kinds of fruit with 
well-coloured Trebbiano and Gros Colman Grapes, Cayenne Pine, Lockinge 
Melon, Chaumontfl Pears, and Ribston Pippm Apples. Mr. Warden was 
second, showing well-finished bunches of Black Alicante and Muscat of 
Alexandria Grapes, Salwey Peaches, <fcc. Grapes.—In the class for two 
bunches of Black Alicante tb< re wereonly two exhibitors, Mr. Warden being 
easily first w.th good sized and grandly finished bunches; Mr. E. L. Brown 
was awarded a third prize. With two bunches any other black, Mr. Ward 
was easily first with two large and grandly coloured bunches of Gr< s 
Guillaume. Mr. G. Richardson, Claylands, Salisbury, was second, show¬ 
ing two medium sized and beautifully coloured bunches of Gros Colman. 
Sev< n lots were staged, including two small bunches of beautifully coloured 
Hamburgbs. Several lots of Muscat of Alexandria were staged, Mr. Waid 
being a long way ahead with clusters of large and superbly coloured 
berries. Mr. James Chalk was second with thin bunches, consisting of veiy 
clean and beautifully coloured berries. Mr. Ward was again to the front in 
the any other white class with two large well coloured bunches of Treb¬ 
biano. Apples and Pears made a nice display, the first being clean and 
well coloured. With three varieties of the former (dessert), Mr. W. Scot*. 
Bath Road, Exeter, was first with very good Cornish Aromatic, Cornish 
Gil iflower, and Cox’s Orange Pippin ; Mr. G. Inglefield b-.ing a good second 
with Blenheim Pippin, King of the Pippins, and Cox's Orange Pippin. Tea 
good collections were put up. Five collections of kitchen Apples were 
ent red, Mr. Scott taking first place again with good fruits of Blenheim 
Orange, Dumelow’s Seedling, and Beauty of Wilts ; Mr. J. Pinckney, Great 
Durnford, was second. C. W. Ga*er, Esq , Oakley, Millford, Salisbury’, was 
first for three dishes of Pears with good fruits of Pitmaston Duchess, Napo- 
lecn, and Duchesse d’Angouleme, Mr. Warden being a good second. 

Not for Competition, Miscellaneous Plants.—M ss-s. Keynes. Wi’- 
ltams & Co. showed two good groups of Chrysanthemum plants, ifec., on eith r 
side the entrance immediately inside the doors of the market hous°. The.-e 
being tastefully arrange! commanded a good deal of afention from visitors, 
as also did s’x buttonhole bouquets made by Lady Hulse, Breamors House, 
Salisbury, and two lirge clusters of Black Aficante Grapes from Mr. 
Charles VVarden, and carrying a fine bloom, attracted a g>od deal of 
attention, as also did a Corfu Melon exhibited by the Eirl ' f Radror, wh> 
received it from Malta a few days before tbe Show. Mr. Horder, Millford 
Hill, Salisbury, and Mr. Ward showed some good stands of cut Cbryssnthe- 

I mum blooms. The c a ses for exhibits fr. m ladies were also well filled. 
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HULL.—November 17th and 18th. 

Laroe as are the Artillery Barracks in which the Hull and EaBt Biding 
Chrysanthemum shows are held, additional space had to be provided this 

acconlmo<3ation of the products and visitors, an annexe 
100 feet long, and 30 or 40 feet wide being specially erected by the Com¬ 
mittee, ihe schedule was divided into forty-seven classes, the aggregate 
value of the prizes, including four silver cups, amounting to about £200, 
ana nearly oOO entries were made; though, as is always the case, some 
intending exhibitors failed to stage their produce, yet sufficient was forth¬ 
coming to make a great and good show. An imposing display was made by 

e groups, specimen plants were greatly in advance of those at previous 
snows, and never before has the average quality of the cut blooms been so 

'L-un while in the special class Mr. Mease surpassed all previous 
exhibits that have been staged in competition for the challenge cup, which 
, 6 'I0? with comparative ease, and it is safe to say that no prize was ever 
handed to an. exhibitor with more pleasure than this was by the Committee 
ot the show in question. Before enumerating his blooms brief reference 
must be made to the plant department of the Show. 

Groups. A silver challenge cup, value 10 guineas, was offered by the 
committee with the first prize of £10, in the open class for groups of 
Chrysanthemums arranged for effect with foliage plants in a space of 100 
square feet, the remaining prizes being £4, £3, and £2. Six oval-shaped 
groups were arranged st convenient intervals in the body of the main 
building, protected by s'rong barriers. The premier position was won by 
jar. J. B. Leadbetter, gardener to A'thnr Wilson, E*q., Tranby Croft. The 
central plant was an elegant Cocos, rising about 9 feet high, around which 
3 ivr £r°wn Chrysanthemums were taste ully disposed, many bearing 
eX-»iIbE'tl0n b'oom8> lightly interspersed with fine-foliaged plants, margined 
with herns and Crotons—a bright, cherrful and most creditable arrange¬ 
ment. Mr. G. Cottam, jun., florist, &c., Cottingham, was second wiiha very 
similar and excellent group, but the margin of Palms, &c., too broad at the 
sides of the oval. Mr. W. Mason, gardener to Lieut.-Col. Brooshooft, 
JxirkeJla, was third with a massive group of well-grown Chrysanthemums, 
but a little relief was wanted, and the margin was rather weak. Fourth 
honours were adjudged to Mr. G. Jarvis, gardener to B. Whittak r, Esq., 
Hessle, for an arrangement similar in character to the first and second 

. groups. Mr. H. H. Tavlor, Newland, Hull, was highly commended for a very 
rich assortment of Chrysanthemums, but ra her too closely packed. In 
the amateurs’ class for groups covering 50 square feet, Mr. A. W. Stanley, 
Midland Street, Hull, and Mr. S. Higham, Hessle, were the only exhibitors 
and were awarded the prizes in the order named, both exhibiting well! 
ihese eight groups, with an extensive, rich, and varied assortment of 
Chrysanthemums and other plants arranged in front of the orchestra by 
Messrs. E. P. Dixon & Song, produced a striking effect, and evoked expres- 
810118 of admiration from "visitors. 

Plants.—Though a decided improvement was manifest, the plant clas es 
were the weak part of the Show. The greatest display was made by plants 
not formally trained, or, to quote the schedule, “ the stems not depressed or 
bent down, but the shoots tied to stakes for support, to produce an evenly 
T A/rui tbe class for six plants, Mr. A. Thompson, gardener to 
J. Miller, Esq . Hessle, was easily first with specimens 3£ fe-t high, each 
having about thirty blooms of fair quality; second, Mr. J. H. Thompson 
gardener to John Fisher, Esq., Manor Hon e, Willeiby; th:rd, Mr. W.’ 
Mason Kirkella, with still larger and healthv plants, but smaller blooms, 
several others competed well in this class, but many of the plants would 
have been better if disbudding had been more freely indulged in. In the 
class for three trained plants, Mr. J. S. Graham, gardener to George 
Lawson, E q. Newland Grove, Hull, well won the first position with beau¬ 
tifully trained symmetrical plants. 2J feet high, bearing thirty to forty 
blooms of excellent quality, the foliage corn spondingly good. The right 
stamp of training was evident, the stems bemg bent at the bottom, not 
near the blooms, rendering the twisting objeotionable. Local growers 
may take the plants named as the correct type of trained specimens, and 
defeat Mr. Graham if they can next year; in the meantime he has our con¬ 
gratulations, for with the exception of some samp'es procured by Mr. R. F. 
Jameson last year and staged as “object lessons,” no such specimens have 
been seen at Hull. The second prize was awarded to Mr. J. A. Thompson 
for very well trained but rather too flat Pompons, by far the best of their 
a- a “owcver' yet seen in the Society’s shows. Third honours were 

adjudged to Mr. Mason for standards, also excelling others at previous 
exhibitions. These exhibitors were successful in other classes. The plants 
staged by amateurs were better than on any previous occasion. The great 
pressure on space prohibits an enumeration of the prizewinners. 

Cut Blooms.—The greatest interest naturally centred in the challenge 
vase competition, and as above indicated the Judges had no difficulty in 
placing Mr. W. Mease in the foremost position, and he accordingly secured 
the trophy and 15 guineas. Mr. J. P. Leadbetter, gardener to A. Wilson, 
Esq., Tranby Croft, Hull, gained the second award of £10 ; and Mr. James 
Coultas, gardener to W. Harding, E q., Holly Hu' st, Darlington, the remain¬ 
ing prrze of £5. Mr. Mease staged an extra fine collection ; there was 
scarcely a faulty bloom in the stand, while many of the incurved were of 
large size and depth, lh“ florets being remarkable for width, especially of 
the Queen family, and all were fresh and bright. The following are the 
names of the varieties staged, reading in each case from the left-hand 
comer. Incurved.—Back row—Queen of England, Lord Alcester, Alfred 
Salter, Empress of India, Golden Empress, Lord Wolseley, Queen of 
England. Middle row—Jeanne d’Arc, Mr. Bunn, very large ; John Salter, 
fine ; Golden Empress of India, Prince Alfred, Empress of India, Princess 
of Wales, John Salter. Front row- Empress Eugenie, Mrs. Heale, Princes 
Beatrice, Refulgence, Mrs. Heale, Hero of Stoke Newington, Cherub, Lady 
Hardinga. Japanese.—Back row—Madame C. Aud:gaier. Fair Maid of 
Guernsey, Boule d’Or, Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Fair Maid of 
Guernsey, Margaret Marroucb. Golden Dragon, Madame C. Audiguier. 
Middle row—Japonaise, Belle Panle, Meg Merrilies. Jean Dclaux, Ralph 
Brocklebank, Madame J. Lain?, Meg Merrilies, Triomphe de la rue aes 
Chalets. Front row—Madame Blanche Pigny, Criterion, M. Freeman, 
Mdlle. Lacroix, Annie Cla'k, Soliel Levant, Val d’Audorre, Elaine. Mr! 
Leadbetter was strong with Japanese, having s me larger and finer flowers 
than Mr. Mease, but had three or four weak t looms in his stand. The back 
and middle rows of his incurved were strong with one or two exc ptions, 

while the front row was comparatively weak. The cup and prizes wero 
given for forty-eight blooms, twenty-four Japanese and twenty-four in¬ 
curved, not less than eighteen distinct varieties of each. 

In the class for twenty-four blooms, twelve Japanese and the same 
number of incurved, not less than nine varieties of each, Mr. W. Mease 
again well won the first position. Mr. G. Lofley, Knighton, Leicester, was 
placed second with small but n»at incurved blooms, and very fair, bright- 
coloured Japanese. Mr. G. Cottam, gardener, Alma House, Cottingham, 
was the remaining p-izewinner. For twelve incurved blooms, distinct, Mr- 
Mease was again first, showing in bis usual style large fine blooms. Mr. 
W. Ashley, Lunefield House, Lincoln, was second with small hut neatly 
dressed flowers. In the corresponding class fortwelve Japanese Mr. Mease 
was once more first with an excellent stand of large, fine flowerB, Mr. W- 
Ashley being second with much smaller but very neat blooms. For twelve 
large hybrid Anemones, not less than six varieties, Mr. F. Mason, gardener 
to G. Bohn, Esq., Tanby Park, Hessle, was placed first with a capital lot of 
flowers of Madame Cabrol, Sceur Dorothee Souille, Madame Yillageoisc-, 
Madame Clos, Madame Berthe Pigny, and Fabian de Mediana. Mr. Dea - 
ing> gardener to F. W. Jameson, E-q., Eastella, Hull, was a close second. In 
the corresponding class for twelve Mr. J. A. Thompson, gardener to John 
Fisher, Esq., took the lead with fresh, neat, well-developed blooms, Messrs. 
Dearing and F. Mason being second and third respectively. For twelve 
reflexed Mr. Dearing was first with King of Crimsons, Dr. Sharp. Pink 
Christine, Chevalier Domage, Madame Madeline Tezier; Mr. J. A. Thomp¬ 
son second, and Mr. J. Hare, gardener to J. A. Hudson, Esq.. Beverley, 
third. For six blooms, one variety only, Mr. AVm. Mease was well first wilb 
large handsome blooms of Queen of England, followed by Mr. Dear'ng 
with Mdlle. Lacroix very fine; third, Mr. G. Lawson, Newland Road. For 
twelve bunches of Pompons with foliage, three blooms of each, Mr. W. 
Wilkinson, gardener to Mrs. Ross, Elloughton Lodge, took the lead with a 
capital stand. For twelve bunches of single varieties, with foliage as cu% 
Mr. Dearing was the only exhibitor, and was deservedly awarded the first 
prize. For the best collection of cut blooms, any varieties, in a spacs 16 feet 
by 18 inches, to be set up in any style the exhibitor chooses, for nurserymo n 
only. This class has principally been designed to briDg out new and worthy 
decorative varieties. Two competitors only entered, and the premier posi¬ 
tion was awarded to Mr. T. B. Morton, Mowden Bridge Nursery, Darlington, 
who staged his flowers in bunches wtth foliage, and the dispUy was very 
effective. Mr. Cottam was given the second award, but his flowers wero 
staged singly on stands in the usual way. 

The next four classes were open only to those residing in Lincolnshire 
within twenty miles of Hull, or anywhere within the East Riding of York¬ 
shire. For twenty-four blooms, twelve to be incurved, in not less than six 
varieties, and twelve to be Japanese, not less than Bix varieties, the frst 
prize of £3 3s. was given by Mr. E. P. Dixon, seedsman, Queen Street, Hu]'. 
To this R. Falconer JamesoD, Esq., who elected to take the testimonial pre¬ 
sented to him on his retirement from the officj of joint Hon. S-cretary ia 
the shape of a silver challenge cup, allowed it to accompany the first prize 
in th’B class. The cup is valued at 10 guineas and giveo under the same 
conditions as the orie in the class for forty-eight blooms. Mr. J. P. Lead- 
better was the successful competitor, followed closely by Mr. J. A. Thomp-on 
and Mr. Dearing. A protest was laid against the decision of the Judges by 
the employer of the second prizewinner, and the Judges went over tho 
Btands again, only to confirm their first decision. Mr. Leadoetter was first 
by about five points ; his incurved blooms were not so large as those of the 
second collection, but they were compaot, firmer, and of better quality. He 
also led a point or two >n the Japanese. There is no question about the 
Juiges’ decision being right, for several well-known Chrysanthemum 
growers who were consulted gave their decision the same as the Judges. 
For twelve blooms, incurved, not less than six varieties, first prize given by 
Messrs. Clark & Sons, Q.nen Street, Hull, Mr. F. White, gardener to H. H. 
Briggs, Esq., took the read with small but neat flowers, fallowed by Mr. F. 
Mason and Mr. J. A. Thompson. For twelve Japanese Mr. J. S. Graham 
was first with a capital lot of flowers, followed by Mr. J. A. Thompson, who 
had neat examples; third Mr. F. Mason. There was good competition in 
this class. In the class for twelve blooms, six Japanese and six incurved, 
first Mr. J. S. Graham; second Mr. R. Walker, gardener to Colonel Clitberow, 
Hotham Hall; third Mr. F. White. For the b( st stand of bloon s 
in classes 24 for twelve incurved and 25 for twelve Japanese, any 
varieties, a silver cup value 8 guineas was offered by the Hull Amat ur 
Floral and Horticultural Society, in addition to the money prize, and given 
on the same conditions as the two previously mentioned. In each of the 
classes Mr. A. W. Stanley, Midland Street, Hull, was first, and was awarded 
the cup for his stand of incurved blooms. Mr. John Hornsey, Anlably 
Road, Hull, was second in each class. The remaining classes, about ten in 
number, were principally devoted to six blooms of different kinds, and the 
prizes offered were well contested. Throughout this portion of the Exhibi¬ 
tion great strides have been made since last year, ana it is clear that many 
of the local growers will soon be capable of entering in the principal classes 
of the Exhibition. For the prenrer incurved bloom in the Show Mr. J. R. 
L°adbetter was first with Empress of India. For the best Japanese Mr. 
Morton, nurseryman. Darlington, was successful with a large bloom of 
Edwin Molynenx. In the amateurs’ class Mr. A. W. Stanley was first for a 
fine flower of Queen of England. 

Bouquets.—TR se were generally too much packed. Seme ten exhibits 
were staged for the three prizes offered for a bouquet of Chrysanthemums 
atranged with any kind of foliage. Mr. G. E. Smith, Floral Cottage, was 
first, a handsome arrangement of white flowers with a few red leaves round 
the edge, aDd Adiantum enneatum and Asparagus plumosus arranged 
amongst the flowers and at the outer edge. Mr. H. H. Taylor, Newlands, 
Hull, second ; and Mr. Cottam third. 

Certificntes.—Mr. Moiton, nurseryman, Darlington, was granted a certi¬ 
ficate ot his bloom of Edwin M Jyneux, and the same award was made to 
Messrs. H. Canned & Sous, Stanley ; also for Mr. C. Orchard, Mr. H. Can.- 
nell, and Lrdy Churchill, a single quilled chestnut-colou ed variety. 

Miscellaneous Exhibits.—Mr. R J. Wa’toD, Newlanl Toft Nurseries, 
Hull, contributed a collection of Zonal Pelargoniums in bloom ; Mr. G-. 
Cottam Ferns and small Palms ; Messrs. H. Canned dfe Sons coll ction of 
rut blooms of Zonal Pel-rgoniums and Chrysanthemums of various kinds ; 
Messrs. E P. Dixon, uurs-rymen and seer'smtn, Hul, a splendid colit ctioa 
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of Apples and Pears grown at their Burton Constable Nurseries, also 
Heaths, Solanums, Potatoes, and Turnips, these exhibits contributing 
powerfully to the interest and attractiveness of the Exhibition. 

READING.—November 18th. 

A first-rate Exhibition distinguished the fourth annual autumn 
gathering at Reading, and the progress made since the last Show was satis¬ 
factory in the highest degree. In numbers the exhibits far exceeded any of 
the preceding exhibitions at this town, while the quality was above the 
average of the present season. Cut blooms, specimen plants, groups, 
Apples, Pears, and Grapes weie admirably represented, and in the majority 
of the classes the competition was sufficiently keen to give the Judges more 
than ordinary difficulty. Moat unfortunately the weather proved exceed¬ 
ingly unfavourable, sleet and rain descending during the greater portion of 
the afternoon, and this materially lessened the receipts at the doors. 

The Show was held in the old and new Town Halls, both spacious halls 
being well filled with exhibits. In one the groups and specimen plants 
were arranged near the walls and on an elevated platform at the eud, the 
cut blooms and table plants occupying the centre of the hall. In the other 
hall most of the fruit was staged, some also occupying tables in the corridors, 
the extensive collections of Apples from Messrs. Bunyard & Co , Maidstone, 
being the most conspicuous. 

Cut Blooms.—There wete num rous competitors in several of the lead¬ 
ing classes, and the stands required considerable space. There were eleven 
entries with twelve incurved, W. G. Marshall, Esq., Taunton (gardener, 
Mr. Thomas), winning first honours with even, deep substantial blooms. 
C. Crew, Esq., Biliingbear Park ; Col. the Hon. W. P. Talbot, Esher (gar¬ 
dener, Mr. Waite) ; and Dr. Lewis, Henfie d, Sussex (gardener, Mr. Russell), 
secured the other prizes. F. W. Flight, Esq., Twyford (gardener, Mr. 
Neville), had the best twelve reflexed amongst nine exhibitors, very hand¬ 
some blooms and fresh. Dr. Lewis exhibibited well in several classes, and 
was first with twelve large Anemones, two competitors in the same class 
being disqualified for including Japanese Anemones. There was a remark¬ 
ably keen competition with twelve Japanese, fifteen admirable stands being 
entered, Mr. Thomas gaining the first place with fine fresh richly coloured 
blooms. Mrs. J. Dunning Smith, Ascot, and Dr. Lewis were the other 
prizewinners. An interesting class was that for twelve cut blooms in eight 
varieties, Pompons excluded, to be shown as grown, with not less than 
9 inches of stem above the board, but it would have been better if confined 
to either Japanese or incurved, ss these when together rather detracted 
from each othir’s beauty. The Japanese had a particularly good appear¬ 
ance in this way, as the full depth of the blooms could be seen. 0. Crew, 
Esq., was first wiih uncommonly good blooms of Belle Paule, Soleil Levant, 
and J. Deliux. There were thirteen exhibitors in the class, Messrs. Allen 
and Lees taking second and third prizes. 

The specimen plants included six extremely fine Japanese from C. H. 
Witherington, Esq., Sonning (gardener, Mr. Surman), with which the chief 
prize in the class was easily won. They were dwarf, about 4 feet in 
diameter, very even and profusely flowered, the varieties being James 
Salter, Elaine, La Charmante, La Nymph, Peter the Great, and Bouquet 
Fait. R. Tompkins, Esq., Reading (gardener, Mr. Booker), followed with 
taller plants. The same exhibitor (Mr. Surman) took first honours in several 
other classes with equally well grown specimens. A number of groups 
were entered, and the prizes were won by S. B. Stevens, Esq., B. Simoncls, 
Esq., W. J. Palmer, Esq., Mrs. Marsland, and J. Leslie, Esq., in the order 
named. 

Of the fruit the Grapes were an important feature, Mr. Perkins, gardener 
to the Right Hon. W. H. Smith, Henley, showing extremely well. He had 
the best two bunches of Alicante amongst eleven exhibitors, very large 
bunches admirably coloured. C. Hoare, Esq., Hackwood Park (gardener, 
Mr. Bowerman), was second, also with good samples, and Sir E. Colebrook, 
Bart., Chertiey (gardener, Mr. Osman), third. With three bunches of Gros 
Colman Mr. Jennings, Faruborough Grange Gardens, and Mr. W. Iggul- 
den, Marston Gardens, Frome, were the prizewinners in the order named, 
and very close in merit. In the Muscat class Mr. Woolford led with Bowood, 
small bunches but highly coloured, Mr. Perkins being second with very 
handsome bunches, clean and good, but not quite so finely coloured as the 
first. For two bunches of b'ack Grapes, Mr. Perkins won the chief place 
for beautiful examples of Alnwick Seedling ; Mr. Bowerman taking similar 
honours in the white. Grape class with Mrs. Pearson in excellent condition, 
Mr. Turton being second for Trebbiano. 

Mr. Perkins had the best oolleotion of fruit, good Grapes. Apples, Pears, 
Bananas, and PlumB, Messrs. Allen and Turton following. Mr. Turton was, 
however, first with six dishes of deesert Apples, extremely handsome speci¬ 
mens of Rosemary Russet, Adam’s Pearmain, Scarlet Nonpareil, Blenheim 
Pippin, King of the Pippins, and Cox’s Orange Pippin. Mr. Ross, Welford 
Park Gardens, was a close second; and Mr. R. Webb, Beuham, third. 
Messrs. Ross, Irvinp, and Turton were the prizetakers with six kitchen 
Apples, all showmg fine fruits, whi'e in the two other classes Mr. Ross had 
the best Blenheim Pippin and Mr. Turton the best Scarlet Nonpareil. 
Messrs. Trinder, Irvine, and Turton were the chief exhibitors of Pears. 

SHEFFIELD AND WEST RIDING.—November 18th and 19th. 

The above Society held tht ir third annual Show in the Corn Exchange 
on the 18th and 19th inst. The building is a spacious one and well adapted 
for an exhibition of this nature. On the whole the Show was a decided 
success, and considered to be in many respects superior to its predecessors. 

Cut Blooms.—The main attraction centred in the open class for forty- 
eight blooms, twenty-four incurved and the same number of Japan? se, not 
less than eighteen varie'ies of each. A silver cup value £15 15s. and £10 
was given as the first prize, £10 for the second, and £5 for the third. The 
cup was given by the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. H. Broomhead, Leopold Street, a 
gentleman who tikes great interest in Chrysanthemums, and is anxious to 
see this Society second to none in the kingdom. There were no le=s than nine 
entries for the cup class, but only three collections staged. Mr. Parker, gar¬ 
dener to John Corbett, Esq., M.P., Impnev Hall, D.oitwicb, was successful in 
securing tbe premier position with excellent blooms of both incurved and 
Japanese. Mr. Mease was only a few points behind. The third prize was 
awarded to Mr. Midgley, gardener to H. Mason, Esq., Bankfield, Bingley, 
Yorks, the competition being extremely close throughout. The third col¬ 

lection contained the brightest and best Japanese, but the incurved were 
somewhat irregular. The varieties were as fo'lows in the first prize collec¬ 
tion, commencing with the incurved at the lefthand corner Back row— 
Lord Alcester, Jeanne d’Arc, Lord Alcester, Queen of England, Empress of 
India, Queen of England, Empress of India, John Salter. Middle row— 
Golden Empress, Lord Wolseley, Jeanne d’Arc, Bronze Queen, Alfred Salter, 
John Salter, Jeanne d’Arc, Nil Desperandum. Front row—Cherub, Reful¬ 
gence, Hero of Stoke Newington, Mrs. W. Shipman, Mrs. Heale, Mrs. N. 
Davis, Barbara, Princess of Teck. 

Japanese.—Back row—Boule d’Or, Belle Paule, Triomphe de la rue des 
Chalets, Baronne de Prailly, Thunberg, Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, 
Meg Merrilies, Baronne de Prailly. Middle row—John Laing, Duchess of 
Albany, Meg Merrilies, Thunberg, Madame J. Laing, Carew Underwood, 
Belle Paule, Fair Maid of Guernsey. Front row—Criterion, Source Japonaise, 
Jeanne Delaux, Stanstead White, Yal d’Andorre, M. Burnet, Jeanne Delaux, 
L’Adorable. 

For twelve incurved, not less than nine varieties, Mr. \V. Mease was 
well first., Mr. Midgley second with a capital lot, and Mr. W. Gill, gardener 
to Mrs. Oldman, Summer Hill, Gainsborough, third. In the corresponding 
class for twelve Japanese, the prizes went to the same exhibitors, as they 
also did for six incurved blooms in two varieties In the corresponding 
class for six Japanese Mr. Midgley was first with Yal d’Andorre and Madame 
Lacroix; Mr. Mease second with Meg Merrilies and Jeanne Delaux; Mr. W. 
Gill and Mr. A. Bush were both placed third. For the premier bloom in the 
show Mr. Mease was successful with a grand Queen of England in the class 
for forty-eight blooms. 

The following classes were limited to growers within a radius of seven 
miles of Sheffield. For twelve incurved, distinct, Mr. W. K. Woodcock, 
gardener to Mark Firth, Esq., Oakbrook, was first with very good and neat 
examples; and Mr. E. PidBley, gardener to Mrs. H. Wilson, Westbrook, 
second. In the corresponding class for twelve Japanese the last competitor 
was successful with neat flowers, Mr. Woodcock second, and Mr. Allan, 
Traveller’s Rest, Langsett Road, third. For six incurved blooms Mr. E. 
Pidsley took the lead. For six Japanese the same exhibitor was first, and 
also for Bix large Anemone flowered, not less than four varieties. For six 
reflexcd Mr. Woodcock took the lead of Mr. Pidsley. In the amateurs’ 
classes for twelve incurved blooms, distinct, Mr. H. Broomhead, 39, Leopold 
Street, the gentleman who gave tie challenge cup, was deservedly first with ■ 
well finished examples. Mr. J. Harrison was placed second. In the corre¬ 
sponding class for twelve Japanese those exhibito: s held the same relative 
positions. For six blooms incurved Mr. Carmel took the lead, followed by 
Mr. J. Baines. For six Japanese Mr. Grubb was first. In the smaller 
amateurs’ c’asses many of the blooms equaled in dressing and finish those 
of Messrs. Sanderson and Molyneux. Bouquets were well represented, but 
the quality on the whole was not first class. 

Plants.—For six trained specimens Mr. J03. Walker took the lead with 
specimens from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet high, well furnished with foliage, 
but the blooms rather small; the National Society’s certificate for the best 
plant in the Show was rightly accorded to a plant in this collection. For 
three trained plants, also for six Pompons, the same exhibitor was again 
first with creditable specimens; Mr. E. Pidslsy was second with plants 3 to 
4 feet high, grown as bushes. Groups of Chrysanthemums were three in 
number, arranged for effect. Ferns and other plants being used as an edging 
fora depth of 18 inches. Mr. Jos. Walker was placed first with the lightest 
group. Mr. E. Pidsley second with a larger, stiflLr, and more tormal 
arrangement; some considered this should have been first, and no doubt it 
should if “effect” were ignored and a mass of colour the object to be 
attained. Mr. J. Harrison was third, having decidedly the best flowers,but 
his group had never been finished. Three or four tastefully arranged groups 
of stove and greenhouse plants were contributed, Mr. E. Pidsley's was first 
with the lightest and by far the most effective. Mr. W. Collier was second, 
but his exhibit was rather too heavy. Table plants we e not numerous, 
but the examples staged were very light and even throughout. Mr. 
Pidsley waB first for six plants, followed closely by Mr. J. Foggin, gardener 
to Mr. G. Wilson, with slightly larger plants. Third, Mr. W. Collier. 

Fruit.—Two classes were provided for Grapes, and the competition was 
limited in each case. For two bunches of black Mr. Midgley was first with 
Mrs. Pince ; Mr. G. Staples, Glapwell Hall, Chesterfield, second with Gros 
Colman ; Mr. A. Malcolm, gardener to J. Y. Cowlishaw, Esq., Sapton Ciiffe, 
third. For two bunches of white Grapes Mr. Midgley was first with well- 
coloured Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. Staples second. 

Miscellaneous Exhibits.—Messrs. Fisher, Son, & Sibray, staged excellent 
stove and greenhouse plants, also Conifers, as well a3 a large collection of 
Apples and Pears. Messrs. Hiram Sbaw & Son, Richmond Hill Nursery, 
Sheffield, Gros Culman, Barbarosea, and ALcante Grapes, also Aiiples, Pears, 
wreaths, Palms, Roman Hyacinths, and foliage plants. Mr. Udale contri¬ 
buted a very praiseworthy collection of Apples and Pears ; amongst them 
a dish of Red Currants in excellent condition was very noticeable. On th9 
second day of the Show Mr. Mease’s blooms from Hull were on view and 
attracted much attention. Certificates were awarded to Mr. T. Wiukworth 
for Ralph Brocklebank, and to Mr. W. K. Woodcock for the new yellow 
reflexed American variety, Gorgeous. The Show was well attended and a 
financial success is anticipated. 

WOKINGHAM. 

Chrysanthemum exhibitions are now very numerous, almost every town 
of pieteDsion considers its horticultural section incomplete without a 
Chrysanthemum show. Wokingham in this respect is not behind the 
times, and held a very good Exhibition of this favourite autumn flower 
last week. In the open class for twenty-four distinct, twelve incurved and 
twelve Japanese, for which substantial money prizes were offered, there 
were seven collections staged. Mr. W. Wildsmith, gardener to Lord 
Everslev, was awarded first honours for a highly meritorious collection 
all the Japanese being good, while the incurved were in some instances 
small, but neat and fresh. The virieties comprised—in Japanese, Thun¬ 
berg, Madame C. Audiguier, Soleil Levant, Triomphe de la rue des Chdlets, 
Meg M rrilies, Japonais, Madame de Pigny, Ralph Brocklebank, Henri 
Jacotot, Blanche Neige, Val d’Andorre, La Triomphante. Of incurved the 
following were notable :—Queen of England, Lord Alcester, Emily Dale, 
Jeanne d'Arc, John Salter, Golden Emprtss, Empress of India, Beauty, 
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Princess Teck, Barbara, Pink Venns, and Nil Desperandum. Mr. T. Ash¬ 
man look the second prize with larger incurved flowers, but a few of them 
very rough. Mr. W. Lane, gardener to E. Lawrence, Esq., King’s Ride, 
Ascot, was awarded the third position. All the collections were very close) 
indeed, there were only a few points between them. Several groups fur¬ 
nished the Bides of the Hall, the best coming from Mr. Sinclair, gardener 
to the Marchioness of Downshire,East Hampstead Park, WokiDgham. Mr. 
Ashman made a very good second, and Mr. Wilkes, gardener to J. C. 
Heathcote, Esq., Ptlly Court, \\ okiDgham, third. For six specimens the 
prizes fell to Messrs. Ashman, Goddard, and Wilkes in the order of their 
mimes. The principal amateur exhibitors were Mr. Oaiger Heffer, Mr. 
Hostler, and Mr. Bedford. Among cottagers, Messrs. Parsey, Couderey, 
and Lewis exhibited well. Both fruit and vegetables were very numerously 
represented and of high-class order, being seldom met with so gcod. 
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FRUIT FORCING. 

Pines.—Well ventilated span or three-quarter span-roofed pits or 
small houses properly ventilated are the most suitable for small stock, 
which at this season often suffer irreparable injury from being kept too 
close and warm, the plants being drawn and weakly. At night 65° 
should jiot be exceeded, but a mean between that and 55° at night, which, 
with 65° in the daytime, will keep all young stock gently progressing, 
admitting a little air at the top of house at 65°, leaving it on all day, 
but not to lower the temperature! below that point, and when the sun 
raises the temperature to 75° a free circulation of air should be allowed. 
Keep the bottom heat steady at 80°, avoiding anything approaching to a 
damp atmosphere, moderate humidity will suffice. Apply water only 
when the plants become dry, and then give weak liquid manure. Keep 
the plants near to the glass and allow them plenty of room. 

Suckers ready for starting now may be kept until March,and if there 
is likely to be a scarcity of suckers, any recently potted may be retained 
in 5-inch pots, affording them a light position in a moist pit, with a 
slight bottom heat and a temperature of 55° at night, keeping them 
rather dry at the roots. In the fruiting department (55° will be ample 
at night, 5° lower in the morning in cold weather, 70° to 75° by day. 
Take every opportunity of collecting leaves whilst dry, Oak and Beech 
being the best, and whenever a favourable opportunity offers push 
forward whatever may be necessary in the renewing or augmenting the 
fermenting beds. 

Figs.—Earliest Forced Planted-out Trees.—The earliest house, or 
that with the trees in inside borders, should now be closed with a view 
to having ripe Figs in May, but where the earliest Figs are had from 
trees in pots starting of the trees planted in borders may be deferred 
until the new year, so as to afford a succession. Yet if the trees planted 
out be now started they will afford a closer succession to those now 
being forced in pots. Water in a tepid state should be applied to the 
roots at frequent intervals until the soil is thoroughly moistened, intro¬ 
ducing thoroughly sweetened leaves and stable litter in ridge form into 
the house to produce a moist genial condition of the atmosphere, and 
induce gentle excitement, as well as to economise fire heat. Commence 
with a temperature of 50° at night, 55° by day, and 65° from sun heat, 
syringing the trees and every available surface in the morning and early 
in the afternoon, unless the weather be dull and cold, when the morning 
syringing only sht uld be practised. Admit air moderately whenever 
the weather is mild, closing the house with sun heat at 65°, or if it 
exceed that with full ventilation close the ventilators when the sun 
heat begins to decline. 

Earliest Trees in Pots.—These must not be hurried by too much 
bottom heat, but as the fermenting material settles more should be 
added and pressed firm, being very careful not to allow the heat about 
the pots to exceed' 65°. When the buds are swelling freely the tempera¬ 
ture may be increased to 55° at night, 60° by day by artificial means, 
admitting a little air at that, and allowing an advance to 70° or 75° by 
sun with corresponding ventilation, closing at 65°. Sprinkle the trees 
and house morning and afternoon, or in the morning only if the weather 
be dulL 

Preparing Trees for Early Forcing.—Young trees intended for 
forcing in pots another season should be shaken out and repotted, 
starting them into growth shortly or at once, so that they may make the 
necessary growth and complete it early, so as to have time to rest before 
being forced for fruiting. Brown Turkey, White Marseilles, and Negro 
Largo are excellent varieties. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Earliest House.—When the buds 
have commenced swelling maintain a temperature of 40° to 45° at night 
and 50° to 55° by day, admitting air moderately at the latter figure, 
allowing the temperature to rise to 65° from sun heat, syringing the 
trees and every available surface morning and afternoon until the bloom 
buds are showing colour, after which the syringing may be discontinued, 
but sprinkling the house, walls, and paths may be continued as before. 
There must be no attempt at a close atmosphere, but allow a little air 
at the top of the house to lessen the condensation of moisture by the 
glass. The inside border will require to be supplied with water slightly 

v armor than the mean of the atmosphere, maintaining the soil in a 
thoroughly moist state. Borders inside require careful watering, making 
sure that every part of the soil is thoroughly moistened. Outside borders 
will be benefited by lights or shutters in addition to a covering of 
bracken or litter for throwing off heavy rains and snow. 

Houses to Afford Ripe Fruit in May or Early June.—The house 
should be closed early in December, but no fire heat should be applied 
except to exclude frost, and for an hour or two in the early part of the 
day if the weather be severe ; not, however, exceeding 50° by fire heat 
m the daytime, syringing the trees and every available surface morning 
and afternoon. A ridge of thoroughly sweetened dung and leaves placed in 
the bouse after the border is well moistened will afford atgenial atmosphere 
superior to that obtained from hot-water pipes, admitting air whenever 
the weather permits, Peaches delighting in a well-sweetened atmosphere. 

Succession Houses.—Push forward the pruning, thoroughly cleansing 
the glass and woodwork, whitewashing the walls, and dressing the trees 
for the destruction of insects. Secure the trees, 'to the trellis, top-dress 
the borders, and keep the house cool by ventilating abundantly in mild 
weather. If the roof lights are moveable and off by all means let them 
remain so until the time arrives for starting the trees. No frost will 
injure the wood if it be ripe, and if not ripe satisfactory crops are not 
obtainable. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Gardenias.—Plants that are swelling their flower buds must not be 
kept in a lower temperature than 65° if they are to swell properly. Be 
careful not to give too much water, this will bring about deformity of 
the flower buds. If carefully supplied with water the same tempera¬ 
ture as the house, and artificial manure is applied in small quantities to 
the surface of the soil at intervals of two or three weeks, the roots will 
continue active and the flower buds develope naturally. Those that are 
first showing their flower buds and intended for spring flowering will do 
very well in a temperature 5° lower, provided they are not kept°too wet 
at their roots. Young plants in 2-inch pots intended for growing on 
early in the year should be placed in the first named temperature so 
that they can be kept slowly advancing. Pinch out the points of the 
plants to prevent their running up tall. Keep these plants close to the 
glass, but be careful that the soil does not become dry about their 
roots. 

MediniUa magnifica.—Tha growth of this plant should be completed, 
but, to further ripen it and insure a thorough season’s rest, remove it 
from the stove to an intermediate temperature, the atmosphere being 
kept drier, and less water should be given to the roots. .Keep the soil on 
the dry side, but do not allow the roots to perish by giving an insuffi-' 
cient supply. While under these conditions this plant is very liable to 
the attacks of thrips, which, if not destroyed, will quickly injure its large 
beautiful foliage. The best and quickest method of destroying thrips is 
to syringe the plant thoroughly with a solution of tobacco water. 

Antliurium Schertzerianvm.—All plants that have completed their 
growth may be removed from the stove to any structure where an in¬ 
termediate temperature can be maintained. They are ready for removal 
at any time after the foliage is fully developed. While under cooler 
treatment give the plants less water at their roots, or else they will 
perish. By giving them a good season of rest under such conditions 
they will be found to grow with increased vigour another season and 
flower with greater freedom than if kept in the stove the whole year 
round. 

Antliurium Andreanum.—The supply of water to the roots of this 
plant should be slightly diminished. If kept in the stove it will con¬ 
tinue to flower the whole season. On this account it is invaluable and 
conspicuous during the winter. 

Impaticns Hankeri.—Give those first coming into flower as light a. 
position in the stove as possible, where they will not be subjected to too 
much moisture on their foliage from the syringe. Keep young plants in 
2 and 3-inch pots close to the glass in a temperature 'of 60°. When 
ready the points may be removed to induce them to branch. Under 
this treatment they will grow strongly and make grand plants for early 
spring flowering if placed when ready into 5 and 6-inch pots. Use for 
a compost loam, one-seventh of manure, and a little sand. Press the soil 
firmly into the pots, this will prevent a soft rapid growth which re¬ 
sults from loose potting and the use of leaf mould amongst the soil. 
I. Sultani may also be allowed to come into flower. Pinch later plants 
for succession, and place sturdy seedlings now in 2-inch into 4-inch pots. 
If these are grown close to the glass and not too warm they will be very 
useful when the bulk of the winter flowering plants are over. 

Begonia Ingrami.—Bushy plants in small pots that have broken into 
fresh growth since they were pinched may be given a small shift at once 
and allowed to come forward into flower. These plants will be ready 
for the stove by the time Poinsettias, Euphorbias, and other similar 
plants are getting over. These plants will do well on a shelf where the 
temperature does not fail below 55°. Pinch when needed plants in 
3-inch pots that were rooted six weeks ago, and keep them in this size 
until early in January, when they may be placed into others 2 inches 
larger. 

Begonia nitida.—This and its varieties may be placed into 5-inch 
pots when ready for spring flowering. It is a mistake to place these 
kinds into too large pots in autumn, for they do not flower freely before 
February. If placed in their flowering pots between now and January 
as they become ready they will be invaluable for the stove until mid 
su mmer. 
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i§r Plli/i BEE-KEEPER. 
PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 23. 

One of the most important matters in connection with 
the practical management of an apiary still remains for 
our consideration. True, the systems and some of the 
principles of supering have been considered at various 
times by many writers of vast experience, and in former 
papers of the present series more than a passing allusion 
has been made to the best method of obtaining a large 
surplus either of comb or extracted honey. All the care 
and attention bestowed on stocks are with a view to pre¬ 
paring them for the honey flow; it is therefore most 
desirable for every bee-keeper to know in what way he 
may obtain most surely—taking one year with another— 
the largest possible saleable surplus from each of his 
stocks. 

In my opinion, based upon considerable experience, 
the tiering system, or some modification of that system, 
should he adopted in all cases and under all circumstances. 
Whether we desire to prevent the issue of a swarm or not, 
the tiering system is the one which should be adopted if 
we desire to obtain the largest possible surplus in the 
most saleable form. In some localities where the honey 
flow is brief, in some seasons when the weather is un¬ 
favourable, the usual tiering method must be considerably 
modified to suit the season and other circumstances, but 
the principle underlying the system should still be fol¬ 
lowed. 

This principle is that bees work better in a super 
gradually enlarged than in a large space provided from 
the first. Most bee-keepers are aware that bees are 
often unwilling to commence operations in a large super 
with a capacity for holding 100 lbs. of honey, and yet 
may easily be induced to store a greater weight if space 
is given by adding fresh supers as the bees become 
crowded. The old plan was to place a super on a stock 
and leave it there until every cell was sealed. By this 
the bee-keeper did his utmost to jeopardise his harvest; 
but as honey was readily saleable at that time at a some¬ 
what large sum per pound the loss was not so severely 
felt as it would be in the present year, when the bee¬ 
keeper has to combat low prices by increased production. 
The loss occasioned by placing a small or even a good 
sized super on a stock and leaving it there till finished is 
easily accounted for by the fact that honey must be left 
unsealed until a sufficient evaporation process has been 
completed. Every cell in the super being filled and no 
additional room afforded, the empty cells in the body 
hive would next be filled, then the cells from which the 
young bees emerge, until at last the queen is crowded out, 
the prospect for the year ruined, and the stock itself 
destroyed. 

Again, it is a mistake to place too small a super on 
any stock. If a stock is ready to work in supers at all it 
will commence in one of moderate size as soon as in a 
small confined space, which must rapidly be filled to over¬ 
crowding with the eager bees. A super body of ten 
standard frames, a rack of twenty-one 1-lb. sections, or 
any divisible super of some 20 lbs. capacity may be used; 
every bee can then at once commence work, and the bee¬ 
keeper will be ready to give increased space when it is 
required. Many bee-keepers who are decided in their 
opinion that the tiering system is by far the best and 

most profitable under ordinary circumstances, split upon 
the rock as to whether the second super should be placed 
above or under the first and partially filled super. With 
all due deference to the opinion of those who differ from 
me my experience is that—early in the season and when 
there is a fair prospect of a continued honey flow—it is 
to the manifest advantage of the bee-keeper to place the 
second and following super between the brood nest and 
the earlier placed super or supers. By so arranging the 
supers a vacant space is left between the brood nest and 
the partially filled super, and this space the bees will 
use every endeavour to fill with comb. But it may be 
said that by so placing the supers there is a risk that 
the supers may not be completely filled. This risk may, 
however, with care be minimised. In my own experience 
the loss from this cause has been so trifling that it lias 
never in any single year been greater than the loss which 
would be experienced by a bee-keeper following the 
method approved by many of placing the second and 
subsequent supers on the top of the one already in posi¬ 
tion. But even if in occasional seasons a considerable 
loss was experienced owing to the incompleteness and im¬ 
perfect sealing over of the supers, the loss so occasioned 
will be far more than compensated fcr by the increased 
yield of honey in other years. 

Another advantage—and to many bee-keepers a con¬ 
siderable one—is gained by placing one super beneath the 
other; so that the top supers, even if not completed quite 
so rapidly, are at any rate in less danger of being damaged 
by the heat of the hive and the constant travel of the bees 
over the comb. Now at a busy time of the year it is a 
considerable point gained if a labourer, or farmer, or 
other person who is engaged in apicultural pursuits 
—which when the honey flow is at its height demands his 
attention—is able to delay the removal of his supers 
without fear of their suffering in quality by being alloved 
to remain on the hive. In the case of supers of comb 
required for extracting purposes this argument will not 
apply, because the purity of the cappings is not material; 
but a super body may therefore he left on the hive in any 
position until the whole of the super bodies are ready for 
removal, and the bee-keeper has time to spare to pass 
the combs through the extractor, and the quality of the 
honey will by the delay in the removal of the supers be 
considerably improved. Whichever system the bee-keeper 
elects to pursue, he must give sufficient room and not 
too much. Taking into consideration the strength of his 
stocks, the flora of the district, the weather, and the 
prospective length of the honey flow, he must determine 
whether it will be to his advantage to place a third, fourth, 
or fifth tin upon his stocks, or whether by doing so he 
will endanger his chance of setting his earlier placed super 
completely sealed and finished. These are points which 
the discretion of the individual can alone decide. No 
hard-and-fast line can be drawn, but most bee-keepers 
can easily determine the amount of super space which 
the bees will probably require. Supers, especially early 
in the season, can hardly be kept too warm. During the 
cold nights of early summer many supers are entirely 
deserted by the bees, simply because sufficient care has 
not been taken to wrap the super up warmly in suitable 
coverings. As the season advances and the heat increases 
in intensity the coverings may gradually be lessened, hut 
great care must be exercised, or the bees will be driven 
from their work. If possible the covering should be lighter 
during the heat of the day and heavier at night. Too 
high a temperature will give the bees an inclination to 
swarm, too low a temperature will drive them from the 
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super to tho brood nest. The yield of lioney is greatly 
increased by the use of empty combs in supers, but 
foundation may be used with great success where comb is 
not available. The thinnest foundation which it is pos¬ 
sible to obtain must be used in the sections and the 
supers, the contents of which are intended for sale as 
‘•honey in the comb,” while full sheets of ordinary wired 
foundation are very valuable for use in frames which are 
intended for extracting purposes. The wires give solidity 
to the comb, and enable even the newest comb to be 
passed through the extractor without material damage. 
Any size of frame may be used in a super body, but it°is 
always convenient to use frames interchangeable with those 
in use in the body hives. 

Each succeeding year will add to the experience of 
the bee-keeper: each year he will probably find some 
new contrivances to aid him in his work. These are the 
fruit of experience. It is impossible to set down on 
paper a remedy for every misfortune, but a man who has 
mastered the elements of bee-keeping will be able to dis¬ 
cover efficient means of overcoming most of his diffi¬ 
culties, and will perhaps add something to the knowledge 
possessed by bee-keepers of more experience than him¬ 
self. A modest self-confidence engendered by knowledge 
will go far towards making a success, and a determination 
to succeed will, backed up by such self-confidence, gene¬ 
rally ensure success. 

. Bee-keepers as a class are ever ready to assist their 
neighbours; what knowledge they possess, that they are 
willing to impart to others. There are no “ tricks of the 
trade, yet every man of any experience in the manage¬ 
ment of bees will have certain little contrivances of his 
own to meet certain difficulties, and will gladly assist a 
brother bee-keeper to the utmost of his ability. Even if 
it were not impossible to write down these small helps 
sprung from unexpected difficulties, it would perhaps be 
an injury rather than an assistance to the bee-keeper to 
do so, because by taking away scope for ingenuity it 
would naturally diminish the interest which difficulty 
almost invariably creates.—Felix. 

PLACING BEES AT THE HEATHER—THE DISTANCE 
THEY WILL FLY. 

IN the issue for October 20th I intimated that in another letter I 
would explain the reason I prefer placing bees a mile from the Heather 
rather than on it ; and as I see your valued correspondent (“ A Lanark¬ 
shire Bee-keeper ”) for November 3rd rather questions my wisdsm, I 
think I cannot do better than explain the matter at once, so that he and 
all others may understand the matter. 

My locality is about five miles due east of the moors, which are com¬ 
paratively level table lands, 1200 or 1100 feet above sea level; th-y are 
here about four miles wide, and extend from Derbyshire, through York¬ 
shire, into Scotland. They vary in width in several places, and there 
are also several elevations rising to great heights, jet, generally speak¬ 
ing, they are level. On both sides here, west and east, the land is in a 
high state of cultivation up to its edge, and to look at the fine crops 
of Potatoes on the same level as the barren moors one would think 
they might be cultivated also, and so they might if shelter could be 
provided to break the wind. The Sheffield railway stations, the Town 
Hall, and the markets, where land sells at auction for £25 per yard, are 
within five miles of the Heather; in fact the borough boundary on its 
west side crosses a part of the moors. Thus it will be seen we have no 
lowland Heather. I make this explanation so that others may be able 
to compare their locality with mine. 

Heather honey is the most peculiar; it is thinner when first gathered, 
and is thicker when ripe. When it is abundant bees have not to fiy from 
blossom to blossom like they do on white Clover, but they only have to 
creep from one or two stems closi together, and without tiring them¬ 
selves they are soon loaded up. How long it takes them on an average 
to load up I cannot say exactly, but in 1886 I placed some black bees (I 
had driven the day before twenty miles away) about one mile off the 
Heather. I opened the entrance at twelve o’clock at noon (I had hived 
them), and at 12.30 P.M. they were returning from the moors laden with 
Heather honey, having “ marked the locality ” gone to the moors, loaded 
up, and returned in thirty minutes. There were about twenty-six strong 

stocks close by working to the moors which may have guided them 
omewhat, but still we may safely venture to conclude a bee will make 

three journeys per hour at a mile distance. 

eellYw the]?e°s bri"S I11 the thin hon*y they deposit it in every empty 
cell they can find, and when night comes they at once regorge them¬ 
selves with it and by putting forth as much energy ^possiffie 
stored mhf Th suPerfluous .moisture, after which they'deposit it in 
store combs. I he enormous heat they create for this purpose some- 

half °f the bees inside the hive to come out, all of which 

a long wav offgreThlBtH1gltatl0n T! the n°ise they mabe can be heard . on? wa.y °f- . This theory about bees reswallowing their honev and 
ripenmg it at night, was ably put forward by the late Mr. Pettigrew 
It has been considered by some, who claim to be authorities, a crazyidea 
but is received by me as an absolute fact, and did I believe otherwise I 
truth have to close my eyes against a’tot of evidence^proving its 

S0°n fiU a11 their celIs even in a large hive, and they are 
compelled by necessity to ripen their stock, and so reduce its compass 
before they can gather more. Now, if they are a distance fS 
moors, in flying home they ripen it considerably while on the wing or 
in other words, they are obliged to ripen it through the expenditure of 
energy; therefore, why not let them use some of this energ/that has to 
be expended in travelling a certain distance to and from the moorS 
Bees so placed will not show such a large bag of bees outside and there 
will be quite as much honey stored inside, fo much doefflyffig t 
ripen honey, that when bees have five miles to flv it is to all f. 
and purposes, already ripe when they reach their hives. ’“A L B K ” 
admits that he has seen stocks placed three miles further awaV from the 
pasture store as much Heather honey as those close to it in good seasons 
but considers that in bad ones those placed in the mid«jt nf TTr. ’ 
would do much better, and implies tbaPt he b”s See“Scks £ 

bi»T„, b„;pet mss. sa t^^Th’s"L‘°aS‘i“f 
SS-S H? SS 22? tS)a‘f ll"Ve,,S'.l5b“8 
affirmed that Heather at a low elevation yields little or no honey"ancM! 

Mt a<Senco,?ldChdfbee8nWOrking Uphi11 on Clover two miles away, yet 
not a bee could be found a quarter of a mile off below their hives 7 7 

I am quite willing to admit that it is best to place bees as near their 

JS"the matter® I thfnk T™®8 °l CX“pfc Heather, and to ex- 
which the basis of my ^ 

took our bees to the moors. We placed them ’in a ^ard^ndote tooths 
moors, and wffhin the Sheffield Borough boundary over the garden 

At fi t en6 Heather lay m an unbroken line as far as the eye could see 

diangeable period -Tn St hf°ney St°red in quantities, then came a 
penod , in fact, it was just such weather as “ A. L B K ” 

would expect bees close to the moors to outstrip those at a distanc’p 

the1 tnJrne'?l1 blUIS’. be.eu that stood between one and five miles from the Heather At NTU U ^uveeii one ana hve miles from 
uie Heather. At one to thr.e miles distance I could not see anv le^ 
honey, yet the bees were four or five times as nurnerrZ t 
concluded the stocks had been stronger, ™d s^ accounted for th« ,°nce 

Heather bloomed PA^dn T 7 ?tlCed th68e people’s st°eks before the 
tu ' Ag 1 aad my companions took our bees to the 

same place. The season proved as bad as it could be • dnv after ■. 
was either dull, windy, or wet, sometimes all three. There were only 

EeafSC 'ilftrSi worl"?'If the, turned out wet SwS tut. aicernoon, 1 could find thousands of bees chilled rm tno 
tone dose to the, could smell It, and mpttf £ wrf Lot™',,1;"; 

foindth^rdSK^^ 

“sag sas 1 
profit. I at once saw how it was-viz, when the weather is fine thev 
work as well a mile or two away as close to. When it is bad they stay 

.IfetT wUint™ 1*?? ,h>t eehuot male SX joSe, £ 
satety, while those close to are tempted to work to their death when it 

ST* n™ 1nr i„.b°«e dlst:;“ “■ workers. thus in indiffeient weathers stock standing one to three 

wiitcr° nmutevs°rCI“is®!W 7 “fd ^ m°re mature bees to go into winter quarters it is these mature bees we want for wintering and 
not young ones hatched in October, as our friend very welT knows 

,, a! ha™ several times noticed “A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper” assert 
that working on the Heather seems to wear bees to death more than 
any other honey-yielding blossom. It seems to be well understood bv 
those who are in the habit of taking their bees to the Heather and he 

given S°If VhealiircarcfSnrted n° satisfact°ry explanation has been 

comprehend the causeT^0 7 P°nd6r °V6r tbCSe Hnes 1 thinb he wil1 

I o^heCmaCtterreanrthat S future 

?8a% ?ndfClI?SaFir£®h ^'key have beenln one^fac^in 
1880 and 1887> and ‘bough this year the stocks lost many of their 
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foraging bees through returning to their old apiary five miles away, as I 
have explained, yet they gathered as much honey as those placed on the 
Heather, and the hives were also quite full of bees, while those put on 
the Heather were not a third of the strength. I do not think another 
season I shall be able to compare with any bees in this district that have 
been placed close on the Heather, as most now seem satisfied I am 
correct in my theory. Place bees a safe distance away, and the Heather 
harvest puts them in the best heart for winter ; plenty of stores and 
plenty of mature bees. As to the Heather having a weakening influ¬ 
ence, why I took mere nuclei this year, and brought them back 
rousing stocks, and had to give them :more combs to prevent over¬ 
crowding. 

In addition to the advantages I have here depicted, let us consider 
the following. The moors are not inhabited except by a few game- 
keepers and a shepherd or two, in whose care (?) bees are placed. You 
have to arrange your own accommodation the best you can. If there 
happens to be a wall or ledge of rock to act as a wind break you are 
in “ clover,” but as a rule you have only the hollows in the wild moor¬ 
land for shelter. You place vour bees yourself ; do all the work your¬ 
self ; and when you go to fetch them home, you have Is. per hive to 
pay for all that are alive, those that die are not charged for. These are 
the terms charged and enforced by all who take in bees in this district. 
This rent and expens s in a bad season like 1885 is well calculated to 
check moving bees to the Heather. Then the roads are bad ; if the 
rutty tracks can really be called roads. The journey every time you 
want to look at them is a great trial, while a mile or so away you will 
find a village, a good road to it, if not a railway station close to, as in 
my case, and for 2s. fid. you can have the use of a garden, a field, or an 
allotment on which you could place 100 or more hives, and you can 
command good help and accommodation when required. These are 
important matters to a cottager who desires to make his bees pay. 

In moving bees to and fro, I spread cheese cloth over frames which 
are broad shouldered ; two strong strips of wood screwed over their ends 
keeps them in place, and yet allows combs to have a certain amount of 
elasticity, wdiich is important. The hives are loaded on spring drays, in 
such a way that the combs are at right angles with the axle—that is, in 
a line with the dray ; some people say they should be placed the other 
way about, but no one will catch me doing it. The dray requires load¬ 
ing so that the springs show- signs of “ giving,” they will then respond 
to every variation in the road : loading so and travelling at dark, you 
can go at either a walk, a trot or a gallop, even when combs are sealed 
to the bottom. I have never yet had a comb break down in transit, and 
my frames are II inches wide by 10f deep', and mostly weigh from 4 to 
5 lbs. when returning from the Heather. If I have not made this impor¬ 
tant subject clear enough, l shall be happy to do so in reply to questions 
for more information on any point. 

Perhaps it is not generally known that when the wind is light and 
the sky cloudless, during the daytime it is very hot on the moors, parti¬ 
cularly in August, but at night and in bad weather during September 
it is very cold and wretched, so that it is certain death for a bee to turn 
out. At 600 feet lower elevation it is warmer, more sheltered, and they 
are able to return.—A Hallamshire Bee-keeper. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Davis & Jones, Lilford Road, CimberwGl, London, S.E.—Descriptive 

Catalogue of Dew and Old Chrysanthemums, 1887-1888. 

°0C' All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor ” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and wo do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Books (B. M. D.).—Tbe book by Mr. W. Low is published by Chapman 
and H 'll, Loudon ; or you cjuld obtain particulars from the author, Euston 
Hall Gardens, The fori. 

Primula erosa f J. T. S.).—Your card has been forwarded to our coire¬ 
spondent, who is, like yourself, an amateur. 

Size of Double Tennis Lawn {J. L.).—To allow space and to look well 
the lawn should be 10 yards long and 30 yards wide, atiy extra length and 
width being decidedly advantageous. 

Flowering Plants for North Wall {Idem).—Herbert? stenophyils, C oro- 
nilla Emf-rus, Crataegus Laelandi (for its berries), Cydonia j iponica var. 
prmceps, Forsythia suspensa, Jasminum nudifloruni, and Roses. 

Chrysanthemum (J. B. II.).—We have several times seen the Queen of 
England Chrysanthemum exhibited as light in colour as the bloom you 
have sent, and we do not- think it sufficiently distinct to be invested with 
a varietal name. 

Eucliarises (T. H.).—We cannot find any mites on the bulbs sent, but 
cense fog and gaslight that have been general in London for some days are 
not the mos", favourable c mditions f r examining small objects. The roots 
appear unhealthy. You cannot err by soaking the bulbs in a strong solu¬ 
tion of sortsoap, with a win-glassful of petroleum added, before potting 
them, though we are by no meins certain they are attacked by the mite. 

Vines and Plants (Puzzledi.—In the advice to which you refer plants 
were not considered. Your Vines will rest ill a temperature of 45°, and 
that will suffice for Primulas. A night temperature of 50° is needlessly 
high under the c:rcumstnnces, but the day temperature from sun may be 
higher without injury, the house being kept dry. A moist atmosphere is 
not required by the plants, but they must not suffer through drought at 
the roots, nor yet be watered excessively. With thoughtful attention you 
ought to succeed in your object. 

Planting Pmonies (B. K. D.).—A position much shaded by trees is not 
a good oue for the plants; but if not under the drip of the trees, and the 
ground is not impoverished by their roots, they would succeed fairly well. 
Tli - b d should be well manured and deeply stirred. Good sorts are Albi- 
flora chineusis plena, white; Albiflora Whitleyi, whit9; AtrosiDguinea, 
crimson; Decandolle, purplish rose ; Henry Demay, violet-purple; Eten- 
darj du Graud Homme, rosy purple; Marie Lemoine, rosy blush, centre 
creamy while; Madame Bollet, pink tipped white; Splendida, rose; 
Madame Cliaimay, deep rose; Souvenir d'Auguste Meillez, crimson-purple; 
and Doyen d’Enghieii, light carmine, tipped white. They may be planted 
when tae weather is mild. 

Storing Fruit (K. S. A.).—The top of the house and very light is the 
worst possible pla'e for storing Apples and Pears. Light is prejudicial to 
the keeping of fruit. A dark cellar is in every respect preferable, as it 
insures uniiormity of temperature, and a moderate degre; of mo sture is 
not injurious, as it keeps tbe fruit plump. Tbe fruit takes no harm laid 
oil beech or other non-resinous wood shelves ; or if the shelves are deal a 
thin layer of cl-:an dry straw will form a good bed, and prevent any taint 
arising from the wood. It is best to place the fruit in single layer, espe¬ 
cially the choicer sorts, and there is no necessity to turn it. The fruit 
should, however, be occasionally examined for the removal of any decayed, 
handling them carefully. Commoner sorts of fruit may be placed in layers 
or several deep, care being taken to remove any that show symptoms of 
decay. 

Composition to Prevent Rabbits Eating Shrubs {Idem).—There are 
some compositions that have a more or less deterrent effect on rabbits 
eating shrubs. One of the best is fish oil, which may be had at most 
fishing stations, but its smell is very nauseous. There are few shrubs that 
rabbits will not eat, especially in severe weather. The best remedy is to 
exclude them by wire netting. For shrubs that rabbits do not care much 
about see the issue of November 10th. 

Boiler and Piping for Heating House (R. B.).—To maintain a tem¬ 
perature of 50° by artificial means in ordinary weather two rows of 4-inch 
pipes along the front would be sufficient, having them one over the other— 
i. e., a flow and return; but to maintain that temperature when tbe weather 
is very severe you would require at least another row of pip ug, or two 
flows and a return. If you do not miud the expense it would be best to 
have four rows of 3-inch piping, two flows with corresponding returns, 
which would prevent the necessity of heating them highly to maintain the 
proper temperature. A saddle boiler, IS inch's long, 10 inches wide inside, 
and 11 inches high, would heat the pipes. Perhaps you would prtfer an 
imp-oved form of boiler ; but we never recommend any particular make of 
boiler for reasons that will be obvious on reflection. 

Dressing for Vine Borders {J. S.).—With the roots deep a trp-dressfng 
is not of much consequence, as they are not readily attracted upwards. 
By all means put the damage right, then remove tbe surfa-e soil down to 
the roots, and lift some of them, laying them in fresh material. If this be 
impracticable without prejudicing the c op much may be effee'ed by remov¬ 
ing the soil amongst the roots at the collar, aod replacing with fresh, so as 
to encourage fresh roots, which may, by judicious surface dressings, be 
induced to spread over the surface or npp r part of tbe border. If you leave 
the border otherwise as it is, apply a dressing of lime an inch thick, and 
mix it with the soil as deeply as can be done without disturbing the roota, 
or very little, aod it may be repeated in spring, but ODly then, pointing it 
in. Good loam with a twentieth of half-inch bones is a good surface- 
dressing 2 or 3 inches thick, mulching during growth. 

Stands for Exhibition Blooms, Chrysanthemums (A Would-be Exhi¬ 
bitor).—M>\ Molyneux sends the following reply :—“ Yon need not meet 
troubles half way regarding the Bizes of boards whereon to stow blooms, 
because it is rot likely that you will have many blooms of the size quoted 
—0 inches. Blooms of that size are rare. Where they do occur, and the 
stands are not allowed to be larger than 2 feet by 1 foot 6 inches wide, then 
one bloom must overlap another. This will not make any material differ¬ 
ence to the exhibitor’s chance of success, because good judges do not pass 
such flowers without notice. It is seldom that the front row blooms on 
any stand are so lar^e that they cannot be set up on the o thodox stands ; 
therefore if larger s’ands were used to accommodate the few extra large 
blooms the front and middle rows would suffer by having too much space. 
Tbe National Society admits the use of larger boards for Japanese vatieties, 
but they are seldom used. Exhibitors are alive to the fact that if larger 
boards be employed many of tbe bloom3 will not nearly touch each other 
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!2&32?7i^a?£SS10 5VJ consirWaHv onri ,> • * t^sandeto and from the shows is increased 

the SL1S88 th\,,tSt pbla t0 llnve 811 of one •»*«• Even if some of 
all thlt is L b “hT? the sides of the stands so much the better ; 

convenience oTtrans-t . p,J¥,n* the.m the centre of ‘he stand for trans t, i pi ic ng them again when the show is reached ” 

fore root-nrunW lifHn^ tb °P’rated 'V™ yere ni both serges bad, there- 

nearer the snrflce^to^tw r°?hS laylQg tbem in fresh and S°oJ soil 
those elongated 'h f,uttlr1K “i™*? dead spurs ancl shortening 
mprovemeft Dgvtbem mJh ,fin insecticide, resulted in 

operations to’ hove n?0E1<3ef ?0U ba,ve .a°ted wisely, the results shoeing the 

(No1 GaneeSbJSK’CV? and iudemellt- Tbe Pears 
Malines) are fairly good fruit ?he^oiif1US- ^e-n8 \ aUd J5’ JosePhine de 

from the cedar lavint i,! k- rfeta,a al1 ,th? fma11 roots orfibres emanating 

for LcorporatLV with thc f 5? amebon“ed surface soil of the border 

eachof bone^nd r rUjbis?’ a simdar^uanth.y of charcoal, ami a twentieth 

ft asusa t!s 
“?»5”n «“gD””'' ™ •■»«/ W 

stssr.*ft5sssfs^^ta“^asrs 

Pippin; 5, Cox’s Orangi Pi™4^ «h w ®reen’nS = b Striped Holland 
Beurrebiel- 9 L;.^ w-ij'PP i „6> WJken Pippin. (E. Fisher).—1, 

a name ; 4 Blenheim Pippin^l’ Not k™6 °ider f pvp,Ie’ Prcd,ab!y never had 
6, Wyken Pippin' ( T P? t ’ a’ N,ot known, probably another cider fruit : 
Easter Beurrb ( ^)-~1 and 2- Beurr<:' Diel; 3, Beurre Hardy; 4, 

rIlgif=^rs-s=s«H; 
anfumnalisatro-rubens6 “ 1 ; 2’ Laelia autumnalis; 3, L. 
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PLANTS IN FOTS. 

Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 6 
Arbor vitse (golden) dozen 6 

„ (common),dozen.. 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. .. o 
Azalea, dozen.o 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. o 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. o 
Dracjena terminalis, doz. 80 

_ ,i viridis,dozen., 12 
Erica, various, dozen .. 9 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 
Ficus elastica, each .. 1 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 

d. s. d. 
0 to 12 0 
0 9 0 

9 0 
0 0 

12 0 
0 0 

60 0 
24 0 
18 0 
18 0 
24 0 
18 0 
7 0 

10 0 

i Fuchsia, dozen. 
Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 

| ,, Tricolor, dozen 
I Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 
I Lilies Valley, dozen .. 
I Lilium lancifolium, doz. 
| ,, 1 ongiflorum, doz. 

Marguerite Daisy, dozen 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 
Musk, dozen . 
Myrtles, dozen. 
Palms, in var., each 
Pelargoniums, dozen 

scarlet, doz. 
Poinsettia, dozen .. .. 
Solanum, dozen .. .. 
Spiraea, dozen. 

s. d. 
6 0 

s. a 
to 9 o 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

12 0 

3 0 
12 0 

6 
0 

12 
21 
0 
9 

16 0 
12 0 
0 0 

VEGETABLES. 

s. d. 
Artichokes, dozen .. ..10 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. OS 
Beet,Red, dozen ....10 
Broccoli, bundle ....0 0 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 3 6 
Cabbage, dozen ., l 6 
Capsicums, per 100 .. 16 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 4 
Cauliflowers, dozen .. 3 0 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 e 
Coleworts, dcz. bunches 2 0 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 4 
Endive, dozen.1 o 
Herbs, bunch.o 2 
Leeks, bunch.o 8 

to 2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
4 
0 
2 
0 
4 
2 
4 
0 
2 
0 
0 

Lettuce, dozen .. .. 
Mushrooms, punnet .. 
Mustard aud Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. .. 
Potatoes, per cwt... .. 

„ Kidney, per owt. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. ,, 
Scorzonera, bundle .. 
Seakale, basket 
Shallots, per lb. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per lb. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

d. s. 
9 to 0 
6 1 

0 0 
0 0 

2 0 
0 6 
0 6 

FRUIT. 

Apples, J sieve.i 
Nova Scotia and 

Canada barrel 0 
Cherries, i sieve .. .. o 
Cobs, 100 lbs.60 
Figs, dozen .o 
Grapes, per lb. o 
Lemons, case.lo 
Melon, each .o 

d. s. d. 
6 to 8 6 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

15 
1 

„ s. d. b. d. 
Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0tol2 
Peaches, dozen .... 2 0 6 
Pears, dozen.i o 1 
Pino Apples, English, 

per lb... ./i 6 
Plume, £ sieve.o 0 
St. Michael Pinep, each S 0 
Strawberriee, per lb. ..00 

PROGRESS. 

Tnum ,C0VBNT GARDEN MARKET.—November 23rd. 
de still continues depressed, and with heavy s applies prices remain low 

CUT FLOWERS. 

8. <1. S. d. 
S 0 to 6 0 Abntilone, 12 bunches ;. 

Anemones, 12 bunches .. 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 
Asters, 12 bunches .. ., 

»» French, bunch .. 
Bouvardiae, bunch .. 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 
Carnations, 12 blooms . .* 

tt 12bnnobes.. 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 
~ »• 12 blooms 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 
Daisies, 12 bunches 
Eucharis, dozen .. 
Gardenias, 12 blooms 
Gladiolus, I2'spray3 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

sprays 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 
Lapageria, white, ii 
blooms. 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms.. 

Lilium lancifolium, i» 
blooms.. 

0 
0 

2 0 
0 0 
0 6 
2 0 
1 0 
0 0 
6 0 
0 6 
0 0 

0 0 
8 0 
6 0 

Lilies, White, 12 bunches o' Oto o' o’ 

0 
1 
4 
2 

0 
12 
8 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 
0 0 

2 0 
0 0 

16 3 0 

10 16 

9 0 

0 0 

Orange, 12 bunches 
Marguerites, 12 bunches 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 
Narciss, 12 bunches 

it White, English, bch. 
Pansies, 12 bunches 
Peas, Sweet, 12 bunches.. 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 

*, scarlet, 12 trusses 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 
Primula (single), bunch., 

ii (double), bunch .. 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 

i, (indoor), dozen 
,, Tea, dozen .. 
„ red, dozen (French) 
,, yellow . 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 
Tropteolum, 12 bunches 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 
Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 

,i (French), bunch 
,, (Parme), bunch 

0 0 
2 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
6 0 
3 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 9 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 

8 0 
s o 

A few hours before sitting down to write this article 
we received our copy of the second part of the Journal 
ot the Royal Agricultural Society of England for the 
current year, and a cursory glance through its pages 
showed us that they contain much useful and interesting 
information. Among other subjects which mark the 
progress of farmers, that of Agricultural Education 
attracted our especial attention as of primary import¬ 
ance m regard to its influence upon the future of farming 
in this country, and we purpose now giving our views of 
the training of young men in agriculture, with a brief 
review of the questions enumerated for the examination of i 
candidates for the Society’s certificates. 

The questions embrace Practical Agriculture; Agri¬ 
cultural and General Chemistry; Mensuration and 
Land Surveying; Mechanics and Natural Philosophy- 
Book-keeping; Geology; Botany; Anatomy and Animal 
Physiology. Taking them in the order of enumera¬ 
tion, we find more questions in Practical Agriculture 
than in any other section, and yet we are not satisfied, 
and would fain see them embrace many more branches ot 
the daily routine of farming. Question 1, as to the 
amount of capital required for a farm, mixed husbandry 
of 500 acres of strong land, admits of various answers’, 
bor our own part, we would rather have £.0 than the 
proverbial £10 per acre to invest in such a farm now 
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for sure are we that there never was raoi’e urgent reason 
for high farming tempered by sound experience and com- 
gnon sense than now. High farming and extravagance 
are, we know, in the opinion of many worthy persons 
synonymous terms, but to this erroneous conclusion we 
are bound to take exception. High farming is, in our 
-conception of the term, an embodiment of sound practice, 
true economy, energetic action, watchfulness, and ability 
to adapt our practice to the growth of produce suitable 
for markets available to us for the profitable disposal of 
it. Well indeed will it be for students if they grasp 
this idea clearly at the outset as a fundamental rule or 
axiom that nothing can alter. 

We do not purpose taking the whole of the questions 
-categorically; many of them are what may be termed 
examiners’ questions, while others are highly important, 
as for example—“ Explain the changes which may take 
place in the constituent parts of soils as the result of 
* paring and burning.’ On what kinds of soil and under 
what circumstances is the operation conducted with bene¬ 
fit, and when would it be disadvantageous ? ” or “ What 
feeding materials in common use are specially useful on 
account of the oil they contain ; which for the nitrogenous 
constituents, which for starch, which for sugar? Give 
-the per-centage amount of the selected ingredients gene¬ 
rally found in the foods named.” 

This, we may note in passing, is a question which it 
would be well if all farmers could understand and answer. 
Repeatedly have we pointed out that when two sacks of 
Oats can be purchased for one of Barley, it is clearly in 
the farmer’s interest that he should sell the Barley and 
purchase the Oats for feeding purposes on the farm. The 
per-centage of fat and flesh-formers in Oats is 75, in 
Barley it is 82. We feed animals by measure and not by 
weight, and we know positively from many years’ expe¬ 
rience that Oats, either whole or crushed or ground into 
fine meal, are most nutritious food for all farm animals. 
We have wandered slightly from the subject of our theme, 
but the fact that one of the students’ questions in¬ 
duced us to do so is clear proof of its value. Well, we 
agree by all means that young men should be well grounded 
in many if not most of the subjects given in the exami¬ 
nation papers. This done, we would have them enter 
forthwith upon practice. A suggestion that we should 
take pupils induced us to consider what they would have 
to acquire to be useful assistants to us, and good men of 
business upon a large estate. Now that land agents have 
so many farms in hand they must be good farmers, keen 
shrewd men of business, ready to adapt themselves to 
circumstances, and to farm according to local or market 
requirements. They must not be merely men of line and 
rule, but their practice must be subject to seasons. They 
must be prompt to seize opportunities to render their 
business really profitable, to spend freely when it can be 
done advantageously, to abstain from any expenditure 
that does not lead to profit. They must be able corre¬ 
spondents and accountants, good draughtsmen, able to 
design and alter buildings, to prepare plans, drawings, 
estimates, and specifications. They must also acquire a 
thorough knowledge of farm animals, of the work of 
selection, of cross breeding, and general management, all 
which demands steady application, intelligence, good 
sense, and above all mature experience, which last can 
only be had at the cost of several years’ devotion to the 
work. Such devotion is, however, given ungrudgingly by 
all earnest men, for with them the acquisition of know¬ 
ledge and fondness for their work invariably go together. 

(To be continued). 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

The condition of both our ewe flocks is now satisfactory; the tups 
are withdrawn, and the ewes will have special attention as to diet and 
general care. The flock on the home farm is now in the park where 
there is an abundant supply of acorns, of which the sheep are very fond, 
and upon which they thrive and fatten ; for the present therefore they 
will require no extra food. The other ewe flock has plenty of grass, 
and as there are no acorns upon the farm some chaff and Oats will now 
be given them regularly till the lambing time, which begins by the 
middle of January. No folding upon Turnips will be done till after the 
lambing, and*we are resolved that, let the weather be what it may, 
there shall be no Turnips used for pregnant ewes. Our losses have been 
so heavy owing to the pig-headed obstinacy of our shepherds in this 
matter, that most stringent orders have been given to both shepherds 
and bailiffs against the use of Turnips before the lambing. We have 
plenty of grass for grazing, and if it becomes covered by snow, then in 
addition to trough freeding with chaffed hay and straw and some corn, 
we have plenty of hay, Pea and Oat straw for feeding in racks. We may 
usefully repeat now the important fact that if a pregnant ewe is allowed 
to gorge itself with a mass of cold watery food such as it finds in half- 
frozen Swedes or white Turnips, the temperature of its body is lowered 
so seriously that the effect is fatal to the lamb, leading either to abor¬ 
tion or death in the uterus. We may be told that pregnant sheep have 
eaten Turnips with impunity ; we admit that this is so, but there is so 
much risk in the matter—risk very much in proportion to the age of the 
ewe—that we know it is better avoided altogether. 

A tenant farmer who had to sell his lambs to obtain funds for 
Michaelmas payments complained to us that he only had 26s. apiece for 
them. But we much question if he had just cause of complaint. The 
lambs were decidedly inferior animals, which were probably not worth 
more than 12s. or 14s. apiece last June, when we sold our best lambs for 
nearly 30s. apiece. Had we kept those lambs till the present time they 
would have been prime fat hoggets worth the top market price, for a 
man to obtain which so early in the season he must have well-bred 
animals that have had the best nourishment from the first. 

Spratts Patent.—“The Australian Mail just to hand gives parti¬ 
culars of the awards at the Adelaide International Exhibition, by 
which we see that Spratts Patent, Limited, have obtained the premier 
position, receiving the highest award. The Saltaire Exhibition just 
closed have also awarded this Company a gold medal for their unique 
exhibits of dog, poultry, and game houses and appliances.’' 

OUR LETTER BOX. 
Breaking Up an Old Lea (A. £>.).—If there is no more useful herbage fur 

grazing upon your old lea or lay, rs of eight to ten years, by a 1 means 
plough at once. Plough deeply, s > as to quite turn the sod over, then leave 
it alone, and sow Black Tartir.an or White Canadian Oats in February or 
March, whenever the soil is sufficiently dry for ihe work. By ploughing 
now you en ure that it shall be well pulverised by frost during winter, and 
be ready for sowing early next year. By no means disturb the so s after 
pi'itghing at this season of the year, for if you ploughed twice or used a 
cultivator you would only bring the grass to the surface again, and no 
amount of barrowtng wouid cleanse the land of it during winter. Rather 
bury the plant, as we suggest, by a single plough-ng, and it will decay 
and afford some nutriment for the Oat crop. A hundredweight of nitrate 
of soda per acre would help the Oat crop; but if you wish to give it a full 
dressing of manu-e, then give per acre 1 cwt. nitrate of sodi, 1 cwt. st amed 
bone flour, half cwt. mineral superphosphate, quarter cwt. muriate < f 
potash. Take care to have the manures procured sep ra'ely from a reliable 
source, and have them well mixed two or thre: days befote using. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 82- 40" N.; L>n(. 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude. 111 feet. 

Date. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

if* 8-1 Hygrome- a . Shade Tem- Radiation a 
1887. 

Is't 
ter. "Z a dZ § perature. Temperature a 

« 
November. P XH In On 

Dry. Wet. 5o Max Min. sun. gras9 

Inches. deg deg. deg. deg. dee. deg. deg. In. 
Sunday . 13 30.12ft 40 8 38.0 F. 45 0 42 2 40 0 47.4 38 8 
Monday. 14 29.684 4o « 38 7 N.K. 44 2 44 9 37 8 68,4 35.8 0.012 
I'uesday .. . 15 30.154 ?3 8 32 6 N.E 43 2 38.2 31 8 56 8 26.7 
Wednesday.. 16 3 >.406 28-4 28 4 Calm 41A 31*7 24.3 31.4 18-7 _ 
Thursday.... 17 30. 35 24.4 24.4 N. 4 13 37 4 22.1 57.8 21 >.3 _ 
Friday . 18 29.439 3».l 32.4 E. 39.2 34.4 23 G 35.2 21.3 0.2.5» 
Saturday .... ID 29.306 338 33.2 Culm 38.8 39 0 29.3 39.8 24 8 0 094 

19 892 33.5 32.6 41.7 38.1 29 S 43.1 26.6 0.362 

REMARKS. 
13th. - Pull all day. 
1 uh.-Fir e moraine, bright afternoon, clear evening. 
IStli.—Red sunrise ; bright till 11 A.M, then cloudy for a conp’e of lnuri, with a few 

flakes of snow : fine and bright after, tint with a little fog. 
lOiln—Ve-y cold with den-e fog, necessitating gas all day except two periods of about 

thirty minutes each; at 4 P.M., in the external air,objects first became visible at 
2n feet distance. 

]7tln—T Ine, bright, and cold, but witli frequent slight fog. 
18 In—Pull, with slight fog early, wet and foggy alter, very black from noon to 2 P.M, 

impossible to read laigetype close to a window at 1P.M.; enow from 2.4; r.M. 
till evening. 

19th.-Ground white ; dull and foggy all day. 
A very cold and unpleasant week, almost without bright sunshine and with excep¬ 

tionally severe fogs. Temperature, 12s below that of the preceding week and in-below 
the average, the average maximum for the week being lower than the average minimum 
fur the time of year.—G. J. SYMONS. 
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2nd Sunday in Advent. 

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

o announced in our columns last week the 
Council of this Society have decided on a 
course of action which we feel convinced will 
meet with warm acceptance from the horti¬ 
cultural community. In the opinion of the 
vast majority of persons interested in the 
welfare of the Society the South Kensington 
connection has continued too long. As we 

have previously stated, it has been the alliance of the 
Society with the world of fashion, which it has had to 

■share in feeding, that has crippled its nower for pro¬ 
moting its legitimate work, and has thereby alienated 
those who ought to be its natural supporters—horticul¬ 
turists of various grades all over the country. For a long 
time past the location of the Society at South Kensington 
has been, to employ a mild term, unfortunate, eventually 
becoming practically unendurable, until at length a 
decision had to be arrived at to enter into a fresh engage¬ 
ment with the Royal Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibi¬ 
tion. for a further tenure, or seek a habitation for ad¬ 
ministrative purposes elsewhere. The latter alternative 
lias been chosen, and we believe has been chosen wisely. 

The Royal Horticultural Society has been established, 
not very firmly at times, at South Kensington for twenty- 
six years. The meeting at which the decision was arrived 
that the. Society should make the gardens there and 
continue in possession under certain stipulations was held 
on June 9th, 1859. At that time the late Prince Consort 
was in full activity in promoting objects connected with 
the arts and sciences that he believed to be for the public 
good; the Court was gay, and rank and fashion gave 
countenance to the great undertaking. Everything looked 
bright on the surface, and in 1860 twelve members of the 
Royal Family joined the Society, and the following year 
Her Majesty granted permission for it to be styled the 
Royal Horticultural Society. By the agreement effected 
the Royal Commissioners as landlords, and the Society 
as tenant under a thirty-one years lease, were each 
bound to expend £50,000 in the formation of the gardens. 
For controlling and regulating the expenditure a com¬ 
mittee of six persons were nominated—three by the Com¬ 
missioners and three by the Society, the chairman being 
selected by the former, and to have “two votes in case 
of an equality in voting.” That insidious proviso placed 
the Society at the mercy of the Commissioners, who 
naturally desired to increase the value of their property 
by offering inducements that would make the gardens the 
rendezvous of the fashionable world, and in one year 
.=63000 was actually expended in music to that end. The 
policy adopted was totally antagonistic to the objects for 

No. 388.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

which the Society was established, and which are defined 
in its charter. 

It may not be without interest at this juncture to 
glance at the origin of the Society and a few salient points 
in its history. It is not uncommon to hear opinions 
expressed that it was never at such a “ low ebb ” as at 
the present time. Human nature is perhaps prone to 
regard the last calamity the greatest, but far greater 
difficulties beset the Society in past times than have to be 
encountered now, and as the greater were surmounted 
surely there is good hope that the lesser will be removed. 
Reverting, however, to the Society’s commencement and 
eaily career, we find it was originated by John Wedg¬ 
wood, the first proposition occurring in a letter to Mr. 
Forsyth, dated June 29th, 1801, and on which the opinion 
of Sir Joseph Banks was desired by the writer. On 
March 8th, 1802, Mr. Wedgwood wrote to Mr. For¬ 
syth :—“ It is now proposed to form a Society for the sole 
purpose of encouraging horticulture in all its branches, 
to form a repository for all the knowledge that can be 
collected on the subject, and to give a stimulus to the 
exertions of individuals for its farther improvement.” 
The Society was founded by resolutions adopted at a 
meeting held on March 7th, 1804, under Mr. Wedg¬ 
wood’s presidency, and was incorporated as the Horti¬ 
cultural Society of London on April 17th, 1809, for, as 
is stated in its charter, “the improvement of horticulture 
in all its branches, ornamental as well as useful,” though 
attention, according to Mr. Knight, was to be chiefly 
confined to the latter. After a more or less satisfactory 
career, during which the cardinal objects were kept 
steadily in view, the Society established a small experi¬ 
mental garden at Kensington in the commencement of 
the year 1818; but this being found too limited and too 
much within the influence of the London atmosphere, it 
was determined to seek another site, and the Chiswick 
garden, then thirty-three acres, was taken on a lease 
renewable for ever, and the stock removed there early in 
1822. That is in brief its early record. 

Now let some of its vicissitudes be recalled, and the 
very fact of their being surmounted ought to point directly 
to the recovery of prosperity from the present time ; and 
if this does not follow it must be through a lack of admin¬ 
istrative power as compared with that which rescued the 
Society from its previous difficulties. They appear to 
have commenced soon after the acquisition of Chiswick, 
which was too great for the resources of the Society; and 
the incurring of obligations too great to be met has been 
the rock on which it has been nearly wrecked time after 
time. In 1830 the Hansadions, which had been pub¬ 
lished since 1809, was abandoned, as the Society was 
found to have been “ mismanaged almost to ruin.” That 
was during Mr. Salisbury’s term as Honorary Secretary. 
He was succeeded by Mr. Sabine in 1810, who at first 
improved the Society so markedly that a gold medal was 
awarded to him in 1816. He appears to eventually have 
become by the adoption of a pushing policy “ not only 
the Secretary, but the President, Council, and head gar¬ 
dener,” and indulged in lavish expenditure for “increas¬ 
ing the imposing aspect of the Society,” until its debts 
amounted to upwards of £18,000. Yet there was not a 
shadow of a suspicion on Mr. Sabine’s honesty. The 
mistake was that “ he did not stop to calculate whether 
the income of the Society was equal to his determined 
expenditure; but with a rashness as fatal to a society’s 
as to an individual’s prosperity he resolved on an expen¬ 
diture, and trusted to hope for increasing the income up 

No. 2044.—Yol. LXXVIL, Old Series. 
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to the outlay.” The history of the past teaches whole¬ 
some lessons. Previous to the South Kensington con¬ 
nection a venturesome and unsound financial policy led 
to the sale of its house in Regent Street, also its library, 
and Chiswick was only saved through an appeal to the 
public resulting in the substantial sum of £2000. Nor 
can it be overlooked that the prevailing policy of the 
greater part of the past twenty-five years has been in¬ 
creasing the ‘ imposing aspect” of the Society in the 
form of musical attractions or of “ big shows,” which 
proved a source of weakness rather than of strength. The 
position at South Kensington was purchased at a ruinous 
price, for what do we find ? This : within about five 
years of the connection the Society had expended no less 
than £73,000 in completing the gardens, and was involved 
in a debt of £53,000, the whole of its liabilities previous 
to the undertaking being £4000. It will be seen the 
present obstacles are as nothing in comparison with others 
that have been overcome, and as the Society will soon be 
free from alien entanglements it ought by judicious man¬ 
agement to be placed on a satisfactory basis, and carry 
out usefully the work and objects for which it was esta¬ 
blished. 

The removal of the Society from South Kensington 
is now only a question of months. The final step has not 
been decided with unanimity, but has led to some resig¬ 
nations. This is almost inseparable in the abandonment 
of an old and the commencement of a new policy. 
Seceders in this case are gentlemen of great ability, and 
are held in high esteem for their probity. They are doing 
what they feel to be right. The Society must have 
financial support, but experience seems to show the futility 
of “trusting to hope” in its forthcoming in any sub¬ 
stantial manner from the inhabitants of South Kensington. 
Great and costly attractions are essential for securing and 
retaining local Fellows. When the attractions wane the 
Fellows withdraw, as was shown at the close of the great 
popular exhibitions, ending with the Colonial. The once 
“ most beautiful town garden in Europe ” is now a wild 
waste, save a narrow strip, and to incur an outlay of at 
least £2000 a-year for occupying this in the “hope” of 
its being recouped by local support would, instead of being 
advantageous to the Society, be far more likely prove its 
ruin. Besides, to provide attractions for the multitude is 
quite foreign to the purpose for which it was instituted. 

The time has now arrived for making a complete depar¬ 
ture in its administration. Let the objects as defined in 
the charter be kept in view, and accomplished in the best 
manner the finances allow; and in our opinion this can 
be best effected by developing the resources of Chiswick. 
That is the only safe anchorage of the Society. Let trials 
be made there, experiments conducted, and observations 
recorded—these to be published for the benefit of the 
horticultural public through the channels to which they 
naturally turn for information. It may appear dignified, 
and give eclat to a Society to publish a journal of its own ; 
but that is a matter of sentiment, and these are not senti¬ 
mental days. A journal would mean a loss of £200 or 
more a year to the Society if it were produced. This 
observation is not founded on supposition, but on fact. 
The public will not wait for official journals intermittently 
issued, for the simple reason that stale news is out of 
fashion; and the useful work that might be done at Chis¬ 
wick ought not to be left in obscurity. But it cannot be 
done without means. There is the garden and the man— 
both as good as can be found. Let them have all the 
support that is possible consistent with sound finance. 
Let all ideas of purchasing land and erecting buildings 

be abandoned. Take no city house at a necessarily high 
rent that could only be of real service about once a fort¬ 
night ; but if meetings are to be held in London, as may 
be desirable, do what some public and scientific bodies 
do—hire rooms for the occasion, and only then; thus the 
husbanding of resources will enable adequate recompense 
for sterling work, such as the Society ought to do and' 
which the public expect. Efficient service is cheap at 
almost any cost ; inferior workmanship and fanciful 
luxuries dear at any price. Let the Society be managed- 
on the principles indicated, and it will win the sympathy 
and receive the support of that large section (and it is. 
the largest) of the horticultural community who “ like- 
to see something for their money ” without long waiting. 
But time is a prime essential in the remodelling and for 
collecting the elements of strength. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
A REVIEW OF THE PAST SEASON. 

That the season of Chrysanthemum exhibitions just drawing;- 
to a close has been a successful one on the whole cannot be doubtei 
for a moment, not so much perhaps for the advance made in the 
quality of the flowers staged, as for the increased enthusiasm 
manifested in the exhibitions throughout the country. That the 
popularity of the flower, which is not unjustly styled the Autumn 
Queen, is on the increase, cannot be doubted ; we have only to look 
around and note the various exhibitions which have sprung up evea 
during the present year. 

I am inclined to think that some new incurved varieties may be 
brought to light during another year as the result of this season's 
tropical summer. I have noticed that an unusual number of petals 
have been found in all incurved blooms this season, probably the 
result of extra ripening of the wood. This may then be the means 
of producing new and varied forms in the section to which we have 
so few additions—the incurved. The great advance made in public 
favour of the Japanese section is the almost endless variety and 
form introduced, whereas in the large-flowered or incurved section, 
the production of new varieties is a very slow process. I am 
inclined to think that to obtain an advance in the incurved section 
in size and form we must have entirely new varieties, because I 
think all has been obtained from those varieties now in existence. 
Take, for instance, Princess of Wales, whieh I regard as the most 
perfect of all incurved Chrysanthemums. When seen in its proper 
character—size, colour, and form—I think there is nothing to equal 
it for quality and chaste appearance, and I have watched this 
variety- under many circumstances as to culture, climate, and other 
influences, but during the last half a dozen years I have not seen 
any advance made in this flower. Take again Lord Alcester, 
which is the best of the Queen family. No alteration can be 
found to have taken place with this for the better ; therefore I say 
if any advance is to be made in the incurved section it must be by 
the introduction of new varieties. No flower is nearly so popular 
with the poorer classes than the Chrysanthemum, either in a wish 
to cultivate it, or simply to inspect those grown by more favoured 
cultivators, and at the late Portsmouth Exhibition, where the 
executive adopt popular prices almost throughout the Show, but 
more particularly on the evening of the second day, when from 
six o’clock to nine the low charge of Id. is made, as many as 810i> 
people entered, and in a populous town like Portsmouth, where the 
difficulties of cultivating flowers are so great, it only shows what a 
hold upon the people the Chrysanthemum has acquired. In spite 
of the tremendous crush during the time named, it could not be 
said that a single instance of misbehaviour took place. Of course 
due precaution was taken by this enterprising society to prevent a 
block at any one particular place by fixing barriers and stationing 
policemen at certain points, but this was more for the convenience 
of the public, that all might have the same chance of inspection, 
than for any other reason. Many other societies in populous 
towns would do well to follow the example of the Portsmouth 
society, they would find it the means of adding to their revenue. 

As regards the quality of the flowers produced during the season 
now drawing to a close, referring first to the incurved section, it 
cannot be said otherwise than that the results have been disappoint¬ 
ing, when we consider the excellent appearance that the plants 
presented during the months of August and September for instance, 
it has been my privilege during the present month to see flowers 
grown in many parts of England, but speaking generally the re- 
s ilts have not been up to expectation. The blooms in many in- 
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stances have been large in diameter, but lacking in those two 
important points which go to make an incurved liower perfect— 
depth and finish. There Iras been a considerable amount of rough- 
uess visihle. Three reasons may be advanced to account for these 
defects, hirst, a cold sunless spring, which prevented that free 
giowth so desirable in the production of plants that will perfect 
b.ooms of the highest order of merit. Secondly, the excessively hot 
summer experienced is the cause of much of the roughness iu the 
petals. This has been the cause of so many cross-centred blooms 
met with, particularly in the southern counties of England. To 
p; esent flowers in a perfect manner has been much more difficult 
to the cultivator living in the south than it has been for his more 
favoured brethren in northern counties, for the reason the summer 
weather has not been nearly so trying in the north as in the 
south. I therefore contend that southern cultivators of Chrysan¬ 
themums have been handicapped this season as compared with 
growers residing in the north. The third reason I advance for 
defective blooms is that in some instances the plants were seriously 
affected by the severe frosts which occurred early in the season 
before the plants were safely under cover. Where they were so 
caught perfect blooms could not be expected from such plants ; in 
many instances the centre of the bud was quite blackened. The 
worst placed cultivators were those located in hilly districts where 
night dews are not experienced during the hot months of July and 
August, as they are in valleys or low-lying districts. For the 
simple reason there were few dewy nights in those months the 
plants stood a double chance of being dried to an extent injurious 
to their proper development later on in the season. 

A few remarks on the varieties may not be out of place here. 
As a rule varieties of the Queen type have done very well, although 
somewhat late in development, but the best of this family has un¬ 
doubtedly been Lord Alcester. It has taken more honours for 
premier bloom than all the other varieties together. In my opinion 
no collection is complete without it. Princess of Wales has per¬ 
haps been the most disappointing, for I have not seen once a 
thoroughly representative bloom ; evidently this variety has 
suffered considerably. Jardin des Plantes, the finest of all yellows, 
too, has been conspicuous by its absence in first class form, while 
Jeanne d’Arc, Lord Wolseley, and Prince Alfred have been good. 
Here again the northern growers have an advantage over the south. 
In a late season like the one now passing the former were able to 
use the first (and consequently finest) blooms of the three varieties 
named last ; whereas in the case of south country growers the first 
blooms of those named are generally past, and everyone knows 
what second blooms of such sorts are. Barbara has done well gene¬ 
rally, while Hero of Stoke Newington and Princess Teck have done 
but moderately well. A useful addition to this section is Mrs. 
Norman Davis, a pure yellow sport from Princess Teck. A good 
yellow of this class was much needed. Although those shown at the 
Aquarium were rough, I think this variety is destined to become 
a standard variety, when stock can be secured early in the season. 

The Japanese varieties have been shown in increasing numbers, 
generally throughout the quality has left little to be desired. There 
has been an absence of stale blooms, owing of course to the late¬ 
ness of the season. The colours have been bright and clear, while 
the staging of these has shown a marked improvement generally. 
It is not long since it was a common occurrence to see flowers laid 
flat upon the boards. In such a manner much of their beauty was 
lost. A too low position dwarfs the blooms, while one too high 
renders them thin in appearance, particularly if there is a prepon¬ 
derance of varieties with horizontal florets in the stands. Many 
new varieties have come up to the expectation formed of them late 
last season, and are destined to become standard varieties. Take, 
for instance, Carew Underwood, Mrs. J. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. H. 
Cunnell, Avalanche, Edwin Molyneux, Ralph Brocklebank, and 
Edouard Audiguier ; with such sterling varieties as Madame C. 
Audiguier, Jeanne Delaux, Thunberg, Triomphe de la rue des 
Chalets, Meg Merrilies, and Criterion, while a decided improvement 
-has manifested itself in that splendid variety Belle Paule, which 
•owing to some reason or other was presentable in only a very few 
instances last year. Taking it on the whole, it has been a good 
season for the popular “Japs,” the extreme heat of summer ap¬ 
parently not having exercised any ill effects upon their development. 
This section being much easier of management than the incurved, 
for the reason that form or smoothness of the florets is not of 
nearly so much consequence. 

I do not know that there is anything in particular to chronicle 
relating to the reflexed class. This section does not meet with 
general approbation, being somewhat stiff in appearance, while there 
is a want of colour, many being dull in appearance. It is true 

-Cullingfordi is a useful addition, and so is Amy Furze, but as to the 
classification of this variety there appears to be a difference of 
•opinion. In my opinion flowers of this section have not come up 
to the standard of excellence seen in preceding seasons. There has 

been a want of depth and solidity. Anemone Japanese have ad¬ 
vanced still farther in public favour. Their long graceful guard 
florets lend a charm to them as compared with the prim appearance 
of their older brethren, the older fashioned show Anemone of 
which Gluck or George Sand is a type. Fabian de Mediana still 
stands at the head of this section. This variety has in many in¬ 
stances shown a want of centre, also of colour. Nothing new has 
appeared in this section that I am aware of. A meritorious addition 
was made last year to the ordinary Anemone section—Grand 
d’Alveole, a variety producing large full centred blooms of a pale 
blush, most pleasing in appearance. Fine examples, except in a 
very few instances, have not been seen of the other sorts as in 
some other seasons, therefore it must be admitted that this section 
has suffered somewhat by the tropical weather experienced. Pom¬ 
pons and Anemone Pompons have shown a decided improvement 
generally. Fewer moderate stands have been shown, while in many 
instances those shown have been as near perfection as is possible to 
get without going beyond the limit of what Pompon varieties 
should be. Mdlle. Elise Dordon has maintained the reputation 
which it came out with last year for cutting. For vase decoration 
it is alike a gem as it is for exhibition unrivalled. 

Single varieties have not come to the front nearly as much as 
their merits deserve, owing perhaps to the fact that encouragement 
has not been offered to them by societies in the shape of prizes. 
For vase decoration, associated with Fern or other greenery, they 
have no rivals, so light and graceful are they when well disposed. 

Groups of Chrysanthemums have proved, if possible, more than 
usually attractive, not by their improved excellence, but by the in¬ 
creased numbers. At some exhibitions as many as eleven have 
been staged in competition for the prizes in one class. Plants 
grown for the purpose of grouping show full well what an adaptable 
plant is the Chrysanthemum for a variety of purposes. The method 
of “ cutting down ” is much to be preferred where conservatory or 
exhibition groups are required ; but for the production of high 
class blooms it must not be practised. Specimen plants generally 
do not show any diminution of numbers, whilst the quality has 
perhaps not been quite so good as in some seasons past ; still, many 
excellent collections have been staged. Less severe training has 
been practised with good effect, quality of flowers has been more 
sought after than mere numbers and size of plants, which is a step 
in the right direction. “ Experientia docet,” on page 419, gives 
some capital notes on “winning and losing prizes.” No person so 
quickly assumes an unpopular position in the exhibition world as 
a “ bad loser.” Some men cannot lose peacefully. Such men 
ought never to enter the lists of competitors, of course assuming 
justice is done to them. Mistakes do occur, but they are few 
During the whole of the present season I have not heard a single 
murmur of discontent from exhibitors who have been placed other 
than first, which speaks well for the feeling of the great army of 
exhibitors. Your correspondent pays a very high compliment to 
Mr. C. Gibson as to his manly bearing when taking second position, 
which I can readily endorse, hiving perhaps a better chance of 
judging him in this respect than anyone else. 

I should like to say a few words in conclusion upon the offering 
of prizes by societies. Were it not for the encouragement thrown 
out by Chrysanthemum societies in the shape of valuable prizes tho 
Chrysanthemum would not be nearly so popular amongst exhibi¬ 
tors. Valuable prizes have this year been offered by societies, and 
in most cases such societies have had the best shows. To my mind 
there is no kind of prize offered which is sj likely to increase the 
popularity of any society as that of challenge vases accompanied 
with substantial money prizes. Such prizes create an interest 
second to none in the Chrysanthemum world ; but, again, it is a 
mistake for any society to offer too many even of valuable challenge 
vases. Competitors tire of the tremendous strain which is placed 
upon them for the whole time which the vase is in their possession 
after winning it the first year. Societies know this, and act 
accordingly : therefore it is well to change the mode of offering 
prizes. Challenge vases make societies popular, and will also do 
much towards rendering them unpopular with exhibitors.—E. 
Molyneux. 

TWELVE GOOD PEARS. 
The following twelve varieties of Pears is a suitable selection 

for providing good fruits throughout the season :—Williams’ Bon 
Chretien succeeds best as a pyramid ; Beurre d’Amanlis, pyramid, 
or an east or west wall; Louise Bonne of Jersey, pyramid, on an 
east or west wall, but best on a west wall; Beurre Superfin, pyramid 
or west wall ; when grown as a pyramid the fruit takes on a russety 
appearance, when the flavour is delicious; to my taste it is the best 
Pear of its season. Marie Louise is a good successor to the above, 
and needs no comment, as its merits are well known ; it is good 
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either from a wall, standard, or pyramid. Doyenne du Comice 
succeeds under all forms of culture, and is about the best November 
Pear. Beurre d’Aremberg is best from a south or west wall. Glou 
Morfeau is good on a south or west wall, although I have known it 
delicious from a standard in the neighbourhood of London. Jose¬ 
phine de Malines does well on a south or west wall, where it is, to 
my mind, the best flavoured Pear in existence. "Winter Nelis, on a 
south or west wall ; flavour delicious. Easter BeurA, from a 
pyramid or a wall. Bergamotte Esperen, on a south wall. The 
only doubtful Pear in the above is Easter Beurre, but where it 
does well it is well worth growing. 

In addition to the above we grow the following late Pears, 
which are good :—Nouvelle Fulvie, Knight’s Monarch, and Olivier 
des Serres. This Pear could be substituted for Easter Beurre 
where that does not succeed. Beurre Hardy and Thompson’s are 
good Pears for the end of October. By adding the old Jargonelle, 
which everybody knows, we have eighteen as good Pears as can 
possibly be planted. The above were selected from upwards of 
200 varieties, and grown under various conditions and aspects.— 
A. Young, Abberley Hall Gardens, Stourport. 

EARLY FORCING-FROST AND ITS EFFECT. 
Early frosts are looked upon with some misgivings by the 

majority of cultivators, and those that appear early in autumn 
prove very detrimental to late-flowering plants and many vegetables ; 
but it is not to these that I intend to allude, but to such as we have 
experienced this year during the early part of November. Frosts 
varying from 7° to 14° thus early in the season may be regretted, 
when they stop for the time being the digging and general clearing 
up of the garden, but I hope to show that they are more beneficial 
than otherwise. The harm that frost may do during the early part 
of November to vegetation is more than compensated for by the 
advantages it confers upon cultivators who have early forcing 
operations to conduct for the supply of fruits, flowers, and 
vegetables as early in the season as possible. There is a growing 
tendency to start fruits such as Vines and Peaches, various flower 
roots, early vegetables, such as Rhubarb, Seakale, Asparagus, as 
well as hardy flowering shrubs, as early as possible in the season in 
the hope of being before our neighbours, or at least as early. Old 
practitioners rarely err in this matter, but younger men in their 
eagerness to outstrip others often find that instead of success their 
efforts prove futile. 

At this period of the year, amongst the most important things 
that engage our attention are Vines and Peaches for the supply of 
early fruit. Much can be done in their preparation by training 
them to grow earlier each succeeding year by starting them a few 
weeks or a month earlier ; but there is a limit to this, and if it is 
exceeded failure or partial failure is the result. The fact cannot 
be overlooked that early forced plants retain their foliage for a 
much longer period than those that are started later in the season. 
If we glance at Vines or Peaches started at the end of November 
or the beginning of the following month how much sooner will they 
lose their foliage—if it has been well cared for—than Vines or trees 
that have been started two months later. This will show at a 
glance that the trees in many instances are robbed of a season of 
complete repose that is essential to their well-being. Very 
frequently the trees in these early houses, especially during mild 
autumns, have not gone properly to rest before they are subjected to 
counter influences to start them again into growth. What is the 
result ? The flower buds fall from Peaches, and the bunches of 
Vines invariably turn up, and eventually wither. Very often 
instead of such disasters teaching a practical lesson they are attri¬ 
buted to other causes, and not unfrequently to the immature state 
of the wood. Such conclusions are generally erroneous, for the 
wood has had a better chance of ripening thoroughly than that on 
trees in second, third, or even late houses, and yet on these the buds 
remain or the branches lengthen as the case may be. The cause of 
such failures can in most cases be traced to the trees never having 
properly rested before it has been considered time to start them 
again. Vines in pots grown on the ordinary method, that would 
under favourable circumstances do well, often fail simply because 
they have been robbed of a season of rest. One of the greatest 
mistakes that can possibly be conceived is to start such plants at a 
given time whether they are ready or not. In this matter the 
season must be taken into full consideration, for upon it depends 
in a large measure when the Vines or Peaches completed their 
growth. To delay starting such even a month, and then push them 
forward more rapidly than is necessary under ordinary circum¬ 
stances, will prove less injurious to their health than to start them 
into growth really before they have completed the work of the 
previous season. Starting too early and too quickly is a great 

mistake, and with Peaches often results in the flowers expanding, 
in a weak or crippled state. 

Another mistake in the management of early houses for forcing 
is closing them so as to exclude early frosts. No doubt this is duo 
in a large measure to the practice of storing plants in them ; to 
keep them safe the house is closed, and not allowed to fall below 40° 
perhaps. I have failed from such causes, and hope to prevent 
others doing so. Early houses of this nature should be kept free- 
from plants, or only those- placed in them that will bear a slight 
frost without injury. If the ventilators are left open and the trees 
subjected to a slight frost it will do them no harm, but the most- 
satisfactory result will follow. Frost will decide matters, and send 
the trees to rest, after which they may with safety be started into- 
growth. It will be found that they will start freely, even vigorously,, 
without that risk of failure that otherwise is liable to follow. A 
lengthened rest is unquestionably of benefit, but this cannot be 
accorded to plants required for early work, and therefore it is 
important that the rest they receive should be, if even for a very 
short period, as complete as possible. 

In passing, Strawberries may be considered. House plants say 
early in November, when the early Peach house or vinery has been 
cleaned and prepared for starting, and exclude frost from themi 
after they are placed under cover—supposing they have not been 
exposed to it before. These, for the purpose of early forcing, may 
be layered [first in 5-inch pots, thus being practically confined at 
their roots. Keep them rather dry to induce rest, and what will be 
the result ? Plants left outside in 6-inch pots without this trouble 
in preparation, and exposed to frost, then housed, say a month later,, 
will be as early as the others, and produce double the quantity of 
fruit. The difference will at once be perceptible ; the first plants- 
will start slowly, the latter at once, pushing up their new leaves,, 
and the flower stems will be stronger and thrown up above the 
foliage, while those of the early started ones will be weak and 
short, often not long enough to reach over the edge of the pot„ 
But Strawberries are no exception to the rule. If we take Seakale 
and Rhubarb as examples, and leave them in the ground until the 
foliage has died, anl then lift them and place them in the forcing 
house, they will prove stubborn, and often refuse to move for 
weeks unless severe measures are taken to force them into growth,, 
and even then the growth is weak in comparison with what it should 
be. If instead of placing them in the forcing house they are left 
upon the surface of the ground, or placed in any convenient position 
until they have been exposed to frost, and then introduced, they 
will come away strongly and at once. I have placed roots treated', 
in this manner by the side of those started a month before, and 
been able to gather from the latest introduced ones long before I 
could from the others. 

Some are even more difficult to start than any that have been 
enumerated. For years I have had Lily of the Valley from the 
3rd to the 5th of November, but this was not attained by lifting 
the roots and placing them in strong heat. It was the result of 
assisting plants to make and ripen their growth under glass, and 
then enjoy as complete a rest as we could force upon them. Any 
attempt to lift plants and force them for such early flowers would 
only prove a failure. The majority do not go in for such early 
forcing as this, and it is not essential, but in our case it was a 
favourite flower, and one of the essentials of the establishment. If 
plants are dug up before they have been exposed to frost, or im¬ 
ported plants introduced, either crowns or clumps, they will refuse 
to start. I have obtained imported single crowns, placing them in 
strong bottom heat, and after two months of this treatment as they 
refused to start they were turned out, and they flowered freely the 
following July. But subject home-grown roots, or imported ones,, 
to a week’s frost in pots, boxes, or pans, with their crowns fully 
exposed, and then introduce them ; they will start readily and in a 
short time produce their flowers. Spiraeas, Lilacs, Guelder Roses, 
Rhododendrons, Ghent and mollis Azaleas, and other plants of a 

similar nature also refuse to start early before they have been 
exposed to frost sufficiently severe to bring growth to a complete 
standstill. It will be seen then and can be proved by all, that com¬ 
mencing these operations too early is a great mistake and may lead 
to failure, while a few weeks’ patience and the beneficial effects of 
frost will bring them into a satisfactory condition for starting. 
Early frosts will always be welcome to those engaged in early 
forcing on a large scale. No doubt a sudden change from mild, 
weather to such frosts as I have mentioned are injurious to many 
plants. Hollies may be taken as an example, and it is clear that 
they grow until very late in the season unless they are prematurely 
brought to a standstill, by lifting them at a certain stage or by these 
early frosts. Plants lifted in August and September seldom lose a 
leaf through these early frosts, but unlifted ones do, for a large 
per-centage of leaves near the extremity of the shoots fall. The 
plants are brought to a standstill, and the supply to these immature 
leaves being cut off, they naturally fall.—A Northerner. 
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NOTES FROM CHATSWORTH. 

A most enjoyable rifle is that from Sheffield to Chatsworth viS. 
. Edge, especially on a bright autumn morning. The distance 

■is fourteen miles. Leaving the smoky town behind, we soon begin to 
arrive at the residences of the wealthy manufacturers and pretty villas 

fi w®; "‘ceP^ lawns in front, most of them commanding a good view 
ox the l orkshire and Derbyshire hills. The fences for miles are built 
■loosely of stone, and present a peculiar appearance when seen from the 
summit of a hill. The roads, which are in capital condition, are only 
repaired during the winter at a time when the coach does not run. 
.Passing through the moorland belonging to Lord Fitzwilliam, the Duke 
ot itutland, &c., Froggate Edge is reached, and Surprise Valley, most 
appropriately named, for the traveller passes all at once among great 
rocks 14 feet or more in height, with Bracken growing luxuriantly on 
one side and open scenery on the other, with the winding river Derwent, 
where trout abounds under strict preservation. It would be almost 
impossible to exaggerate in a description of this delightful journey, and 
no wonder that the artist and lover of Nature make excursions to find 
shelter under the roof of clean cottages and farm houses along the 
iroute. ~ ® 

. Arriving at Baslow, and alighting at the Devonshire Arms, a ten' 
minutes walk brings us to the Chatsworth Park, and after a stroll 
through a portion of the same we reach Mr. Owen Thomas’s house, 
$ue w orthy superintendent of the celebrated gardens, which, under his 
guidance, I had recently the pleasure of inspecting. In the front of 
ius house, beyond a closely shaven lawn, is a charming rockery of Derby- 
shire stone, containing many choice alpine and herbaceous plants, 
backed up with Rhododendrons and other shrubs. The large house and 
summer home of Victoria Regia and other Lilies was just cleared and 
prepared to receive a grand collection of Chrysanthemums, which are, 
no doubt, making a fine display by this time. These and many other 

-softwooded plants are cultivated largely to come in during the winter 
time when the family is at Chatworth. Another house having a north 
aspect is utilised for retarding any plants that are likely to bloom too 
soon. Bouvardias, Eucharises, Pancratiums, Poinsettias, and Thyrsa- 

■canthus are grown in great quantities, as they are useful for cutting, 
and help to decorate the rooms and vestibules of the stately mansion. 
Amaryllises, too, are numerous, and are already making fine growth. 
A. Prince Albert has been flowering for some time. Several of the 
houses were enlivened with its showy blooms. 

The Pine stoves, Peach houses, vineries, &c., deserve much more than 
a mere passing notice did time permit. In four houses of Black Ham- 
burghs young rods were trained up last year, and each cane has pro¬ 
duced ten fine bunches, averaging 2 lbs. weight each, the berries being 
fine and well coloured. Muscats Holden Queen and Mrs. Pearson were 
exceptionally good. The earliest Peach trees had been started, and from 
these fruit will be gathered in April, Royal Ascot ripening about six 
*weeks before Princess of Wales. Many forcing houses are required for 
growing Kidney Beans, Strawberries, Tomatoes, pot Vines, &c. The 
Litchen garden is cropped in a most satisfactory manner, a large breadth 
of Snow’s Winter Broccoli being remarkably fine. 

The famous conservatory is situated some distance from the fruit 
houses and kitchen garden, being close to the historical mansion. On 
entering, some grand examples of Fern culture in baskets were con¬ 
spicuous. These were 5 feat or 6 feet across, and suspended they made 
a charming show, with the splendid specimens of Tree Ferns, Palms, &c. 
Musas are grouped together in various parts of the building, and 
represent twelve varieties, Musa Cavendishi fruiting freely. Begonia 
fuchsioides on pillars was in bloom and very effective, Dendrobium 
speciosum growing apparently wild, the roots clinging to the rockery as 
it might in its native home, Renanthera coccinea is also luxuriating in 
The same house. Although the place is nearly 70 feet high, the top of 
one of the Palms has forced its fronds through the roof. The pr< tty 
Hawthorn-scented Aponogeton distachyon was growing and blooming 
freely in a tank, and Nertera depressa clothed some of the tall Fern 
•stems. 

To go into a house devoted to Cape Heaths is now a rare treat, for 
Besides those grown for exhibition, few people afford them the space 
4hey once occupied, but at Chatsworth they have lost none of their 
prestige, as the large specimens and excellent condition of the plants 
amply testify. Several large houses are devoted to Orchids, and these alone 
are worth a long journey to see. In the Vanda house, growing in large 
'tubs of water, are two grand specimens of the Lattice Leaf (Ouvirandra 
fenestralis) with many long and broad leaves. Vanda ccerulea is well 
grown and flowering freely. This is one of the most handsome autumn 
lowering Orchids. The other species arc represented in very large 
plants well furnished with foliage to the base, V. Batemanni having 

■three strong growths. V. suavis, with the Chatsworth and Drumlanrig 
varieties, are very conspicuous. V. tricolor formosa and other forms, 
together with V. coerulescens, V. multiflora, V. Parishi, Y. insignis, 
V. Roxburgh]', and V. teres are thriving admirably. Among Angraacums, 
A. eburneum and A. sesquipedale were showing spikes of bloom. Cama- 
rrotis purpurea also shows that the treatment in moderate heat and 
.moisture suits it well, and the lovely Aerides vandarum too. 

The collection is strong in Coelogynes. C. Massangeana had becn 
blooming some time, with spikes carrying twenty-two blooms each. 
C. cristata, with the Chatsworth and Trentham varieties, are enormous 
masses bristling with flower spikes ; they will be fine in a few months 
time. C. speciosa major is nearly always in flower. The Cypripediums 
are in quantity, but the most noticeable in bloom at the time was 

C. Spicerianum, one plant with longer foliage than the rest bearing 
much the largest flowers. Huge plants of C. Harrisianum and C. insigne 
Maulei were also in fine condition. Cymbidium Devonianum, C. ebur¬ 
neum, C. Lowianum, and C. Mastersi are well grown. The Dendrobium 
house contains some of the best and most showy species. D. Dalhousi- 
anum would be prized by some of the large exhibitors could they possess 
them in the same condition as they are at Chatsworth. The famous 
plant of D. nobile, which so many admired at the Orchid Conference, is 
divided into scores of smaller ones, but there is another of nearly the 
same size, which perhaps will be quite as gay in its turn. Many other 
species are at rest in a cooler house. Pleiones and deciduous Calanthes 
are a great feature. The latter, which include C. Veitchi and varieties 
of C. vestita, are grown in large pots or pans, with about two dozen 
pseudo-bulbs in each, and these will yield a supply of blooms till the 
end of January. Few Cattleyas or Laclias were in bloom, although all 
were showing plenty of sheaths. Ladia anceps varieties, with good 
plants of the rare L. a. Dawsoni and L. autumnalis will be among the 
first to open. Of Oncidiums, 0. Jonesianum, O. tigrinum, and 0. Rogersi 
were in bloom, and in another house, amongst healthy plants of Odontc- 
glossum Phalasnopsis and 0. vexillarium were some fine pieces of the 
autumn blooming form of the latter. Masdevallia amabilis, M. tova- 
rensis, and M. Veitchi were also assisting to make the house gay. All 
the cool Orchids receive the same amount of care and attention as the 
others, and it is almost impossible to find a sickly plant amongst them. 
Epidendrum vitellinum majus, Odontoglossum Alexandras, 0. Halli, 
0. Pescatorei and Rossi majus, with a host of others, are clean and 
healthy. Disa grandiflora is grown in a cool airy house. The plants 
are divided, and the strongest selected and potte 1 together. That the 
treatment is understood is proved by the fact of a single spike carrying 
eleven flowers this year. 

Phakenopses, Nepenthes, and Sarracenias ought not to be forgotten. 
Of the latter interesting plants S. purpurea is richly coloured, and 
measures over 2 feet across. This gives but the faintest idea of the 
treasures under Mr. Thomas's care, and to him I tender my best thanks 
for his kindness and the information afforded.—G-. W. CtJMMixs. 

GRAPES AT EAGLE HOUSE, DOWNHAM. 

A very large range of vineries, planted and under one man’s care 
for twenty-one years, is not a pleasant charge to take, especially when 
the proprietor remarks, “ the crop, bunches, and berries get less every 
year.” The first st p was in the springi(though late) to reduce the large 
Vine borders outside, in some cases cutting the borders in two, then 
working up carefully towards the roots with a fork, at about 3 or 4 feet 
from the stems, the roots were laid in, having new compost ready for 
use. Thomson’s Vine manure was also largely used for top-dressing 
then, and again during the summer, with the result that there has been 
a better crop, larger bunches, and better berries for some years. The 
laterals are stronger, foliage very fair for size and stoutness, but in 
the late house especially more fire was wanted, now remedied for 
another season by adding two additional row s of pipes. The early Black 
Hamburgh, Buckland Sweetwater, and Muscadine were very good, but 
as it is with the present hanging crop I have to deal I will commence 
at once. 

Black Hamburgh, Mrs. Pince, and Lady Downe’s are grown in a 
long lean-to for late work. As all well know, no matter how good the 
first-named is, there is a falling off in appearance by hanging. Mrs. 
Pince was very well coloured, the bunches small, but a full crop and 
with fair sized berries. 

Lady Downe’s, however, I will describe rather fully. First of all 
the foliage shows too much “ cold green,” not natural autumn tints for 
this advanced period of the year, and according to the blackness of the 
Grapes the foliage should be well coloured. Foliage as it falls, 
though dead round the edges is, if even yellow, not a natural tint, show¬ 
ing very plainly the want of fire, especially in the autumn. Then I 
take it that the evils arising from this affect the wood not only for this 
present crop, but also for the next, though to a certain extent the next 
year’s crop may be benefited by proper cultivation. Also, no doubt, 
last year’s treatment told its tale on the ‘present crop. Now this is 
what I am driving at, a good, not heavy crop of Lady Downe’s, with 
the best berries I have yet seen this year, standing thus—this, too, with 
fertilising—sound berry, large, three stones, same size berry on same 
bunch, shrivelled, three stones. Smaller berry with two stones of both 
kinds, at once telling me that however desirable it is to obtain the full 
complement of stones, these stones will not keep berries from shrivel¬ 
ling. I must say the stones in both kinds of berres were in each case 
perfect. I have requested Mr. Strong to forward for your inspection 
a sample of Lady Downe’s. 

Of course I attribute this premature shrivelling to want of heat 
in the last stages of colouring, especially cold low temperature after a 
hot bright day. Mrs. Pince stands about the same, and in this as in 
Black Hamburgh I found any, or very few, four-seeded Grapes. 
Muscats are now the best I have seen this year, a good crop also, the 
majority will keep. Here I find in the largest berries three stones, and 
what is particularly vexing to me is the same number and as good stones 
in a shrivelled berry. I can assign no cause for this at present. I 
must, however, say only a few shrivelled berries are present, nor do they 
look like going worse ; plenty of fire was used here. I saw a splendid 
red of Duke of Buccleuch fit for bearing, but being in an outside 
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border I fear it will not do well. The Muscats are inside and out, and 
there are good cro, s on both.—Stephen Castle, Manager, West Lynn. 

[The samples of Lady Downe’s are, as our correspondent describes 
them, one bunch having fine berries of superior, the other small and 
shrivelled berries of inferior quality. The largest berry in the best 
bunch contained five seeds, the smallest in the same bunch one seed, 
the majority two or three seeds. The smaller and shrivelled berries in 
the inferior bunch also contained two or three seeds, fertilisation thus 
appearing to have been equally effected in both cases, and the condition 
of the berries influenced by the condition of the Vines or differing 
treatment. We have seen hundreds of large Grapes with few seeds, and 
smaller berries crowded with them, therefore conclude that something 
in addition to seeds is necessary for the production of large berries, but 
given the flesh-forming requisites may not seeded berries be expected to 
attain a larger size than the seedless? Some naturally large berried 
varieties have few seeds, the Dutch Hamburgh for instance, and others 
might be named. The subject is an interesting one worthy of attention 
and discussion. What are the flesh-forming requisites ? Would these 
large Grapes with few seeds be larger still if they had more.] 

AMARYLLIS RETICULATA. 

Although this plant is usually grown as a stove foliage plant it is 
far more attractive when in flower. The flowers are large and of a 
beautiful rose-pink colour, delicately veined with dark pink, with a 
white stripe down the centre of each petal, contrasting well with the 
dark olive green leaves, which also have a broad pearly white stripe 
running down the centre of each leaf. To induce it to flower it requires 
rather different treatment from the majority of Amaryllises. The plant 
being an evergreen it is very injurious to dry it off, but it requires a 
distinct period of rest, not absolutely withholding water, but giving just 
sufficient through the winter months to keep the foliage from decaying. 
As the days lengthen and the temperature is raised more water will be 
required, and by the end of May or the beginning of June they will 
commence throwing up their flower spikes. When in flower they last 
for a considerable time if taken to the couservalory. 

They do not require to be potted very often, once in three or four 
years being quite frequently enough. Our plants are potted in three 
parts loam and one part leaf mould, with a good sprinkling of silver 
sand. Four bulbs in a 32-sized pot produced seven spikes, which had a 
total of fifty flowers. I counted as many as twenty-seven open at one 
time, and we have several smaller plants which flowered equally as 
freely, and they have flowered for a number of years in the same way. 
They are grown in an intermediate house, which I think is the reason 
they flower more freely than plants grown in a stove temperature all 
the year through.—A. Whibley, Osborne House, Eastbourne. 

EXHIBITING—JUDGING BOUQUETS. 
As an humble aspirant for exhibition honours I have read with in¬ 

ter st the article on winning and losing prizes in a recent issue, also the 
remarks of Mr. G. Garner on judging hand bouquets. Both these articles 
are closely allied to each other, and as I have had a little experi¬ 
ence in winning and losing prizes, and exhibiting hand bouquets, I am 
tempted to offer a few remarks on them. First, I will take the winning 
and losing prizes in my own experience, and here I think lies the test 
of an exhibitor’s temper. I have many a time left the exhibition tent 
making sure of success when the exhibits have been close, but even my 
opponent has given me best, but on returning after the judues have 
been round have found my calculation entirely upset. The first 
quarter of an hour afterwards is always the worst. When the storm has 
blown over we have generally settled down to our fat“, and, like Mr. C. 
Turner, resolved to try again. Once I must confess to having a very 
long sulking fit over an exhibit, but the error was so glaring that it was 
the talk of the town for a very long time after, and even now it is re¬ 
ferred to at times, and I am only sorry I did not call in the committee 
as suggest d in your article, as by so doing it would have saved all the 
unpleasantness that has occurred since. I would suggest to all ex¬ 
hibitors (in glaring instances of error only) to have the decision of the 
committee on the day, and while the exhibits are on the table, rather 
than leave it and brood over it for months ; but 1 cannot help thinking 
that mistakes in judging would occur less often if the committees of 
shows would choose the men best fitted to judge the respective exhibits. 
I think some allowance should be made for exhibitors who are disap¬ 
pointed, and not too much notice be taken of a little outbreak of temper at 
the time, provided it does not last long, as no one knows but the ex¬ 
hibitor the strain that is put upon his nerves for a day or two before 
the show, and so on hour by hour till the work is done and the tent 
cleared. I can only say if a novice feels inclined to condemn any 
one of them let him enter for one or two good prizes at the next show 
and see for himself the effect a defeat would have on his stock of 
patient endurance. 

Dealing with the remarks on judging hand bouquets, I entirely agree 
with all the remarks Mr. G. Gamer makes as to bouquets being a good 
feature in any Show. Then, as to the Fern being inserted after the 
bouquets are staged, I hold with him it is entirely wrong, and the time 
was when I would have scorned the action, but evil communications 
corrupt good manners. I soon found if I was to win I must do what 
other exhibitors do — that is fill up the bare places with fresh Fern 
fronds, or if a piece of Fern was faded take it out and insert a fresh 
piece, both of which practices ought not to be allowed. 1 have seen a 

wreath of white flowers exhibited and take a prize with only the centre 
row of flowers fastened to the ring and then laid on the board, and tne 
other flowers and Ferns added the same as making up a table decora¬ 
tion, and no exhibitor in the same class, though beaten by it, was mean- 
enough to expose the trick. 1 have also competed with bouquets that 
have been partly made, and the “stick ups,” as they are termed in the- 
trade, inserted where required, simply by sticking the wired flowers into 
the base of the bouquet and have taken the beating (not in silence), 
but without public complaint, as that course would only create ill 
feeling and do no good. Any of the above tricks could easily be pre¬ 
vented if the judges would go thoroughly into the merits of a properly 
made bouquet, which I have been taught to consider was one where each 
flower showed itself fully, without being crowded, not comprising 
more than three or four different shades of colour, to be very light with- 
a small handle, and every part properly fastened. Of course the flowers 
used must depend on the taste of the exhibitor, and he must take his 
chance in the competition accordingly ; but I have seen bouquets win 
this year time after time with at least eight different colours and some¬ 
times as many as twelve, and on one or two occasions when they did not 
win I was asked for my opinion, and I had to point out Eucharises 
drawn in so that the flowers formed quite a cup, and other flowers 
packed accordingly. The bouquets were very pretty, and the best 
flowers that could be had, which I have considered have won the 
honours. I have also seen bouquets win containing flowers in the last 
stage of decay. On any of these points I should like to be put right as 
to what I am to do to be sure of gaining a first in any future contest. 

Now, as to Mr. Robson’s rules. Rule 1 l should like to see carried 
out at all shows ; that would soon put a stop to tricks. Rule 2.—As it is 
so long ago since Mr. Robson wrote them, the present neat papers and 
handles not being then obtainable, this ought to have all words takem 
out from “ shown to foliage.” Rule 3 is not necessary I should think. 
Rules 4, 5, 6, and 7 arc quite right: or in words I do not think anything 
can b- added to them.—A Learner. 

P.S.—Upon one occasion my contribution was placed behind a 
bouquet, which on critical examination we found had a handle about as 
large as that of a grub-axe, that I an sure no lady could have carried 
five minutes without making her hand ache.—A. L. 

Your correspondent Mr. Garner does well in bringing forward the 
above subject, since so much diversity of opinion exists as to points of 
excellence in the composition of hand bouquets, notably so in the case cf 
some recently exhibited in several well-known towns in the West of 
England, where size alone seems to constitute excellence, and this idea 
having gained ground, the result has been some monstrous exhibits) 
many of thjm frequently measuring 24 inches in diameter, and in one 
case 28 inches. How is this state of affairs brought about ? Certainly 
not on account of the prize money, which, if gained, would not cover the 
cost of one-quarter of the flowers used, but simply for the honour ; and 
as the only way to obtain that honour is, according to the present absurd 
idea (favoured also by the Judges) to make and exhibit one larger than 
any other competitor, the result has been an exhibition of some of the 
most ridiculous hand bouquets at the recent Bristol Chrysanthemum 
Show it has been my lot to come across. Whether or not the Society 
will see fit to insert a specification in their prize schedule for another 
year, it is to be sincerely hoped that the Judges will, by their decisions, 
give rise to a better idea of excellence. Although no doubt the evil will 
right itself eventually, as it is evident the climax has been reached, and 
it will be only the few that can afford the expense of procuring so large 
a quantity of choice flowers that will be 1 ft in the field, and instead of 
the array of bouquets generally brought together there will only be just 
one here and there having a “ walk over,” and these, finding th<-y have 
no opposition, will gradually reduce the size. As regards the judging 
of hand bouquets, I consider that a specification should be made both as 
to the limit of size, and also that the Judges should be at liberty to test 
the stability of its construction, and unhesitatingly reject all such as are 
made on what I should term the “ pincushion style,” in which thep 
flowers are stuck loosely on a wire network frame stuffed with moss, and 
which if inverted after the flowers are inserted would result in a total- 
wreck. 

Rules 1 and 4 of Mr. J. Robson’s list, with a limit as to size, are- 
in my opinion the ones that should be observed most in judging hand 
bouquets.—Florist. 

NOTES FROM ASHTON COURT. 

The month of November is not the best time in the year to visit 
gardens, whether large or small, with a view to admire the natural 
beauties of the place, or to inspect the valued treasures that find a con¬ 
genial home in the glass structures of modern gardens, but the im¬ 
proved methods of constructing and heating glass houses render it a 
matter of comparative ease to keep up a constant supply of choice 
flowers even in the depth of winter, and when visiting such extensive 
and well managed gardens as those under notice we are sure to find 
much to interest and please even in the dreary month of November. At 
Ashton Court a few weeks since I was particularly struck with the fine 
stock of winter-flowering plants then in flower or ready for flowering 
between the present time and Christmas. A long Peach house was 
principally occupied with a fine collection of Chrysanthemums grown 
for supplying cut blooms and for conservatory decoration, and a stock 
of plants more suitable for the purpose can scarcely be imagined, among 
them being most of the best varieties in cultivation. The foliage on 
the plants was good to the rim of the pots, and the flowers very bright and 
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fresh, without which Chrysanthemums lose much of their beauty. Some 
of the plants had been disbudded, leaving one flower to a shoot, while 
on others the flowers appeared not to have been thinned at all, and 
were carry ing one good central flower with numerous smaller ones 
clustering around—quite a nosegay in themselves. Those in search of 
cut flowers might cut and come again. A few plants were carrying 
four or five blooms only, and many of them would do credit to any 
exhibitor’s stand, some flowers of such varieties as Alfred Salter, Queen 
of England, L’Adorable, Cullingfordi, and Empress of India being very 
fine. A shelf along the front of this hous: was filled with strong 
healthy Cinerarias in 7-inch pots, which will doubtless make a grand 
display during the spring months. 

After inspecting the occupants of the Peach houses we came to some 
useful span-roofed houses and pits, which afforded capital facilities for 
growing the various subjects with which they were filled, but they arc 
found to have one drawback, which is, that the stages on each side of 
the central walk are rather too wide to admit of the watering being 
quickly and carefully performed. One of these houses contained fine 
single and double Pelargoniums, which were flowering grandly, the 
best varieties for winter flowering. Some of the plants were carrying 
enormous trusses of brilliant scarlet, and when grown to such a high 
degree of perfection Pelargoniums must be placed in the front rank of 
winter blooming plants. That old and popular variety, Guillion Mangilli, 
which Mr. Taylor when at Longleat brought prominently forward, was 
grown in quantity, and although in company with some of the best new 
varieties, was flowering as freely as any of them. Lord and Lady 
Chesterfield were carrying large trusses of deep scarlet coloured flowers ; 
Heroine, the best of all whites for winter work, was in fine condition ; 
Madame Thibaut, a grand flower of deep rich colour ; F. V. Easpail and 
C. H. Swinstead were represented by very large trusses with pips of 
enormous size. Many other good sorts were grown, but I only notice a 
few of the most striking. The next house was filled with Indian 
Azaleas and Begonias, which were being pushed on for early flowering. 
Another was principally occupied with Poinsettias, which were just 
beginning to unfold their scarlet bracts, and very promising plants 
they were, having good foliage to the rim of the pots. Bouvardias 
and Carnations find a congenial home at Ashton Court. Large quantities 
of the best varieties are planted out in span-roofed pits, and are found to 
be indispensable for supplying a good succession of their highly prized 
blooms. .Some of the most noticeable among them were—Hogarth 
(scarlet), Victor Lcmoinc (double scarlet), Vreeiandi (white), and a small 
but extremely pretty and useful one named, Rosea oculata. Among 
Carnations that well known variety, Miss Jolliffe, was yielding large 
quantities of its lovely salmon coloured flowers Pride of Penshurst, 
Vulcan, Valencia, White Swan, were all showing good blooms, and a 
few plants of that deep rich coloured variety, Mrs. Keen, were grown in 
pots. Cucumbers and Tomatoes filled two other houses. The former were 
just coming into bearing for winter use, while the latter, although the 
plants had been fruiting during a great part of the summer, were still 
carrying a good crop of smooth even sized fruits. After looking through 
these houses my impression was that they were turned to good account 
by skilful and systematic management, and Mr. Bethel and all connected 
with them are to be congratulated upon the fine stock of various plants 
with which they are filled. 

The family' not being at home the conservatory and winter garden 
were not in dressed attire, but many of the permani-nt objects which 
were planted out were in excellent health and vigour. Large plants of 
Camellias were beginning to unfold their ever-welcomed flowers, and a 
fine plant of Cassia corymbosa covering great space on the back wall 
was very effective with its bright yellow flowers, while on the side 
stages were arranged some well-grown Salvias, splendens Bruanti 
being grown in large quantities. This variety being very similar in 
appearance to the old splendens, but much' more compact in habit of 
growth, and consequently more suitable for some purposes. In the plant 
stove were good plants of Palms, Crotons, Dracaenas of sizes most useful 
for decorative purposes, for which use the plants are grown. In an 
adjoining house were capital specimens of Vandas. Aerides, and many 
other choice Orchids. Odontoglossums and other cool house Orchids 
filled a shelf near the glass in a fernery, and several good forms 
of 0. Alexandra: were flowering well. In the same structure were 
some capital Roman Hyacinths in full beauty, and their pearly white 
flowers are extremely useful either for cutting or for use in pots during 
the autumn months. 

I have simply recorded a few facts which came before my notice 
when looking round th se well-known gardens on a dull November day. 
But although the weather* was dull and cheerless, the hearty welcome I 
received there and the many good things that 1 saw rendered my visit 
a most enjoyable one.—H. D. 

THE GKEAT VINE OF KINNELL. 

The Black Hamburgh Vine of Kinnell, a former seat of the Macnabs 
near Killin, at the western end of Loch Tay, in Perthshire, is one of the 
great sights of the Breadalbane country. It is now the largest specimen 
of a growing Vine in the United Kingdom. The Marquis of Breadal¬ 
bane, on whose grounds of Auchmore it is situated, is justly proud of 
this splendid Vine, and has arranged that it may' be seen by the public 
every Wednesday between the hours of ten and two o’clock. When we 
saw it this autumn, about 500 bunches of luscious Grapes were hanging 
from it, which, at an average of 2 lbs. per bunch, means about half a 
ton of Grapes. The yield of this prolific Vine in recent years is interest¬ 

ing. In 1879 the yield was 1179 bunches ; but 376 bunches being taken 
off green, only 803 were left to come to maturity. In 1880 the yield 
was 1274 bunches, 560 taken off, and 714 left to mature. In 1383 the 
yield was 2102 bunches ; in 1884, 2172 ; in 1885, 2844 ; in 1886, 2868 ; 
and in the present year it yielded 2548 bunch s, 500 only being left to 
mature. It now fills a glass house 270 feet long, is growing as rapidly 
as ever, and is remarkably healthy looking. The stem, a little way 
above the ground, before it sends out its branches, measures 1 foot 
10 inches in circumference. It shoots out for 5 or 6 feet before it runs 
to branches. The only extra “ food ” the soil now receives is old bones 
broken to about half an inch. It is now about fifty-six years since it 
was brought as a young and healthy shoot to Kinnell. It may be 
mentioned that the famous Black Hamburgh Vine at Hampton Court is 
less in size than this Kinnell Vine, the leading branches, according to a 
recent authority, being about 110 feet long; but its principal stem is 
38 inches in circumference. 

The story of the Vine as told by the oldest inhabitant is briefly this : 
There happened to be an English shooting-tenant in one of the Macnab 
residences called Auehlyne, in Glendochart. He was fond of sport, 
but at the same time had paid so much attention to horticulture as to 
organise a glass house in the garden, in which this shoot of the Black 
Hamburgh Vine brought from the south was planted. This sporting 
tenant having suddenly gone abroad, the healthy shoot was removed to 
Kinnell, near Killin, and planted there. It took root and flourished 
fairly well. A genius of a gardener, Robertson by name, now took 
means to aid its growth. He had a substantial subsoil of leaf mould 
brought from near Finlarig, the burial place of the Breadalbane Camp¬ 
bells, on the shores of Locli Tay. This soil he prepared in the usual way 
for use, and with his best gardening skill and experience, the roots were 
sunk in this compost. The first year after this treatment the results did 
not appear very satisfactory ; a few scraggy Grapes were the total 
yield. But immediately afterwards it began its remarkable growth and 
fruit bearing, until it has attained its present magnificent condition. It 
is worth adding that the fruit of this Vine is not sold or selfishly used 
in any way, but with commendable liberality the Marchioness of 
Breadalbane sends, perhaps, a hundred bunches at a time of these 
luscious Grapes to the hospitals and infirmaries of Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
and Dundee.—(Chambers's Journa'.') 

The Grand Quinquennial Exhibition of the SOCIete Royale 

d’Agriculture et de Botanique op Ghent will be held under 

the immediate patronage of the King and Queen of the Bel.ians, from 

the 15th to the 22nd of April, 1888. The Programme, which is a rich 

one, is now before us, and many attractions are held out to induce 

exhibitors from all parts to enter for competition. We have no doubt 

this, which is the twelfth of the series, will sustain the great reputation 

which the Society has so long enjoyed for the excellence of their 

exhibitions. 

- The National Rose Society.—Arrangements have been 

made to hold the Metropolitan Exhibition at the Crystal Palace on the 

first Saturday in July, and the Provincial Show at Darlington some¬ 

where about the 17th of the same month. 

- At the Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick, on 

Thursday last A Sale of Tree Ferns was held by order of the Com¬ 

missioners of the Indian and Colonial Exhibition ; but though many of 

the specimens were very handsome, with stems 4 feet high and good 

crowns of fronds, they only realised from 10s. to 20s. each, with a little 

more in a few exceptional cases, and smaller Ferns were sold as low as 

Is. each. A large Todea barbara, with a stem 3 feet high and of 

great breadth, the fronds 10 feet long, realised £3, and two pans of the 

scarce Trichomanes reniforme were sold for 10s. We understand that 

the total amount did not exceed £ 100. 

- The Royal Horticultural and Agricultural Society 

op Antwerp announce the following exhibitions to be held in Antwerp 

in 1888. An exhibition of cut Roses at the end of June, a general 

horticultural exhibition in August, and an exhibition of Chrysan¬ 

themums in November. 

- A general Committee meeting of the National Chrysan¬ 

themum Society was held on Monday at the Old Four Swans, Bishops- 

gate Street, the following being presentThe President, E. Sanderson 
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Esq., in the chair, and Messrs. B. Ballantine, Wm. Holmes (Hon. Sec.), 

J. R. Starling (Treasurer), E. C. Jukes, B. Wynne, G. Gordon, Lewis 

Castle, G. S. Addison, H. J. Jones, R. Owen, J. P. Kendall, R. Dean, C. 

Gibson, J. Mardlin, Harman Payne, G. Stevens, &c. Arrangements 

were made respecting the payment of extra prizes at the Westminster 

Show. Tweaty-six new members and Fellows were elected, and it was 

announced that the Marchioness of Downshire had consented to become 

a patroness of the Society. It was decided to hold the annual dinner 

on December 13tli, and considerable discussion took place as to where it 

should be held. It was ultimately resolved to appoint a Sub-Committee 

to make the necessary arrangements and announce their determination 

as speedily as possible. We have since heard that it has been decided to 

hold the dinner at Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, upon the date named 

above, at 6 p.m. for 6.30 sharp. An unusually large attendance of mem¬ 

bers and friends is expected, and particulars can be obtained from Mr. 

W. Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney. 

- The Effects of the Fogs.—Few gardeners besides those 

who have to experience them have any idea of the injuries caused to 

plants by the yellow sulphurous fogs that have b en too frequent in the 

London district lately. It is well known that Orchid flowers, especially 

those of Phalfenopsis, commonly suffer considerably, but it is seldom 

that we see such damage as that caused within the past wtek or two. 

Plants of Azalea indica have had their foliage scorched as if by frost or 

severe fumigation, though some varieties have escaped uninjured, pro¬ 

bably owing to the leaves being of hardy texture. Acacia Drummondi 

has, with other greenhouse plants, had its leaves similarly browned, but 

Bouvardias have suffered the most, some plants being nearly killed, 

while Crotons, Gardenias, and other stove plants have also experienced 

some of the evil results. Strangely enough Boronia megastigma has not 

been affected in the slightest degree. 

- The Chestnuts, Gunnersbury.—This pretty little suburban 

residence, close to the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chis¬ 

wick, has interest for lovers of the Chrysanthemum, as being the 

abode of the esteemed Treasurer of the National Chrysanthemum 

Society, J. R. Starling, Esq. The Chrysanthemum is his favourite 

flower, but it does not claim the whole of his horticultural “ love.’’ 

Gloxinias, Begonias, Orchids, and other plants have a share in his floral 

sympathies. The collection of Chrysanthemums numbers some four or 

five hundred varieties, and is especially “ strong ” in Japanese, which 

arranged in a lean-to and a small conservatory, have a very attractive 

appearance. A few Orchids were in bloom at the time of our visit— 

such as Cypripedium insigne, Cymbidium giganteum, jOncidiums, and 

Dendrobiums—in variety, which afforded a welcome and interesting 

change after the glare of colour presented by the Chrysanthemums. It 

may be said to be a case of gardening under difficulties with Mr. Star¬ 

ling, for the garden is situated on a gentle slope towards the South- 

Western Railway, about 300 trains a day passing the house. The soot 

deposited on the glass is certainly not conducive to high cultivation, 

therefore the success attained is all the more creditable to the genial 

proprietor, ably seconded as he is by his gardener, Mr. George Webb. 

- “ A Constant Reader ” writes : “ There is a plant of the 

Irish Ivy, Hedera Helix canariensis, growing on the old church 

tower at Machynlleth. Montgomeryshire. The tower is square and 

G3g feet in height. The plant occupies two sides of the square, and 

covers in all 219 square yards. In our part of the country this, as a 

single plant, is considered a very large specimen. Would any of the 

numerous correspondents of your valuable paper obligingly inform me 

where larger plants are to be found ? ” 

- The opening meeting of The Royal Meteorological 

Society for the present session was held on Wednesday evening, the 

16th instant, at the Institute of Civil Engineers, 25, Great George 

Street, S.W., Mr. W. Ellis,-F.R.A S., President, in the chair. Mr. C. E. 

de Bertodano, Dr. W. A. Bowen, Mr F. J. Brodie, Dr. T. B. Hyslop, 

Prof. H. H. Me Minnies, and Captain T. C. Newton were elected Fellows 

of the Society. The following papers were read :—(1.) “ The Use of the 

Spectroscope as a Hygrometer Simplified and Explained,” by Mr. F. W. 

Cory, M.R.C.S., F.R.Met.Soc. The object of tbis paper is to suggest as 

simple a way as possible of using the spectroscope as a hygrometer in 

order to facilitate its introduction amongst observers as a standard 

meteorological instrument. The best form of hygrospectroscope as a 

recognised standard for the purpose of investigating and scrutinising the 

changes of the three parts of the spectrum mentioned is that originally 

termed by Mr. Rand Capron, “ The Rainband Spectroscope.” It ought 

to have a fixed slit, and in addition a milled wheel at the side for the 

easier adjustment of the focus. The author concludes by giving a set of 

hints to observers for taking weather observations with a pocket 

spectroscope. (2.) “ Rainfall on and around Table Mountain, Cape¬ 

town, Cape Colony,” by Mr. J. G. Gamble, M.A., M.Inst.C.E., 

F.R.Met.Soc. The author calls attention to the great, and in some respects 

peculiar, differences that exist between the quantity of rain that is 

registered on and around Table Mountain. The most striking feature is 

the small fall on the signal hill. The signal hill, otherwise called 

“ The Lion’s Rump,” lies to the west of Capetown, between it and the 

Atlantic. The average annual fall there is only 15 inches, while the fall 

at the western foot is 21 inches, and in Capetown 27 inches. The signal 

hill is 1113 feet above the sea. The fall at Platteklip, on the northern 

slope of Table Mountain, overlooking Capetown, and 550 feet above the 

sea, is considerable—namely, 45 inches. The greatest fall is at Waai 

Kopje, about half a mile to the southward of the highest point of the 

Mountain, at an elevation of 3100 feet, or 450 feet below the top. 

Another station on Table Mountain, further south—that is, to the lee¬ 

ward in the rainy season, and 2500 feet above sea level, has only 39 inches. 

The eastern suburbs, Rondcboscli, Newlands, and Wynberg, all have a 

comparatively abundant rainfall, 40 to 50 inches and upwards, the 

greater part of which falls in winter time. (3.) “ On the Cause of the 

Diurnal Oscillation of the Barometer,” by Mr. _R. Lawson, LL.D. The 

object of this paper is to show that the diurnal oscillation of the baro¬ 

meter is mainly due to the combination of the earth’s rotation with its 

orbital motion. 

- Mr. Gilbert Davidson, Ammanford, South Wales, announces 

a new crimson Clove Carnation Paul Engleheart, of which several 

correspondents speak in favourable terms. It is described as very hardy, 

of good constitution, the flowers of excellent colour and powerfully 

fragrant. 

- Pears at Birmingham.—A lover of Pears writes :—“ In the 

report you give of the late Birmingham Chrysanthemum and Fruit 

Show, mention is made of some of the Pears shown by Mr. Parker, the 

talented young gardener at Impney Hall, Droitwich. There were, how¬ 

ever, two what I may term unfortunate omissions—viz., Knight’s 

Monarch and Bergamotte Esperen. The former was by far the finest 

dish of that good old sort I have yet seen. So large were they 

that at first sight I might have been excused for taking them to be a 

rather small sample of the stewing Pear Catillac. Bergamotte Esperen 

was also exceptionally good. They were taken from wall trees which 

bore a good crop, and I am informed no difficulty is experienced in 

ripening both sorts to perfection. With us Knight’s Monarch is ripened 

much earlier and better than usual, but in some districts the crops 

dropped prematurely.” 

■—- The Chiswick Gardeners’ Mutual Improvement 

Society, which holds its weekly meetings in the Council Room of the 

Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick, is giving ample proof of its 

vitality and usefulness. On November 16th, Mr. Sidney Summers, 

foreman at Chiswick, read a practical and excellent paper on “ The Cul¬ 

ture of Tomatoes on November 23rd Mr. G. Barry contributed an 

essay on “ The Education of Gardeners,” which dealt with several im¬ 

portant and interesting matters. On November 30th Mr. W. Stanton 

will give a paper on “ The Chrysanthemum December 7th is devoted 

to a paper on “ Plant Marvels,” by Mr. Leonard Barron; Mr. T. Bones, 

on December 14th, will deal with “ The Cultivation of Vegetables.” Mr. 

Alexander Dean and others have also promised papers on various sub¬ 

jects. Such gatherings, with the discussions, cannot fail to be advan¬ 

tageous to young gardeners in many respects. 

- Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural 

Society.—The Secretary, Mr. Franc Gibb Dougall, informs us that the 

Flower Shows of this Society for 1888 are as follows:—1, spring, in 

City Hall, Candleriggs, Glasgow, on Wednesday, 28th March; 2, 

summer, within the International Exhibition, Kelvin Grove Park, Glas¬ 

gow, on Wednesday, 11th, and Thursday, 12th July ; 3, autumn, within 

the International Exhibition, Kelvin Grove Park, Glasgow, on Wednes¬ 

day, 5th, Thursday, 6th, and Friday, 7th September. 

- A correspondent writes regarding Carnation Pride of 

Penshurst :—“ Can any of your readers tell me the true origin of Mrs. 
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George Hawtrey, and who gave it its name ? Probably the florist of 

Sidmouth, Devon, could enlighten the Carnation growers in the matter, 

particularly Mr. F. Bridger, the raiser of the Pride of Penshurst.” 

We are informed that the first Show of Chrysanthemums, 

Fruit, and Vegetables at Bolton on November the 17th was a 

decided success from every point of view. The exhibits were good all 

round, the classes being well represented and the prizes well contested. 

In class 1, for a group of Chrysanthemums arranged for effect in a circle, 

the first prize was awarded to Mrs. Haslam] (gardener. Mr. J. Hicks) • 

second, John Heywood, Esq. ; third, Col. Cross Ormrod. The cut blooms 

were especially good. The best eighteen (nine incurved and nine 

Japanese) were from Mrs. Shaw (gardener, Mr. Chas. Jones) ; a grand 

collection, the second coming very near to it in merit. One very pleasing 

feature in the Show were the groups of stove and greenhouse plants 

arranged by P. Wilkinson, Esq. (gardener, Mr. J. Fountain), and Mrs- 

Shaw (gardener, Mr. Chas. Jones). The Committee have every reason 

to be satisfied with the result of their first Show. The Hon. Sec. was 

Mr. James Hicks, The Gardens, Ravenswood, Heaton, Bolton. 

CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS. 
Vi here there are many flower-stands to be kept furnished, especially 

through the winter, it would be difficult to mention a more useful plant 
than the above for supplying graceful green foliage. It is easily pro¬ 
pagated. grows vigorously, and bears cutting well. It is an old, well- 
known plant, and is seen to a limited extent in most collections, but is 
seldom given the prominence to which its useful qualities entitle it. 
those, however, who have to supply a quantity of cut flowers and 
ioliage should know how to value a plant of this sort ; for with plenty 
of foliage it is surprising how few flowers arc required ; indeed, most 
people of taste would prefer a well-arranged stand of all foliage to one 
arranged with a number of flowers and scanty foliage. Cyperus alterni- 
folius can be grown from seeds sown in well-drained pans or pots, filled 
to within an inch of the rim with a compost of equal parts of sifted 
loam, leaf mould, and sand. They can also be propagated by division ; 
every piece of crown, under proper conditions, will form a plant. The 
quickest and best way, however, of increasing this plant is by rooting 
the umbrella-like heads, which should be prepared in the following 
manner :—Cut off the heads with an inch of stem to them ; then, draw- 
mg them through the hand, cut off the grass to within an inch of the 
centre, now cut off about half of the grass close to the stem ; the cutting 
is then ready for insertion. Prepare pans or pots as for seeds, and fill 
them with sand, into which the cuttings should be thickly dibbled, 
being very careful to bury that part of stem from which the grass was 
cut, as that is where the roots will be emitted. Give a good watering 
through a fine rose to settle the sand round the cuttings, then place 
them iri a close, moist, propagating frame, in a temperature between 65° 
and 75°, and in a fortnight they will be rooted, ready to place into 
thumb pots. These, if in a suitable temperature, will soon throw up 
small fine heads, which for decorating small stands are simply invalu¬ 
able ; or, if not wanted for cutting, will be found graceful amongst small 
flowering plants or for forming an edging round the stages. 

If large plants are wanted they must be repotted as"required. They 
are not fastidious as to soil ; but, as they require abundance of water, 
being sub-aquatic, about a sixth part of crocks, bricks, or charcoal, 
broken about the size of horse beans, should be mixed with the soil, 
which help to keep it porous and sweet. If they can be planted out, 
even if it be under stases, so that they get a fair amount of light, they 
will throw up grand heads on stems 5 feet long, when for decorating 
large stands they are extremely useful, and especially so when about 
half expanded. The above cultural remarks apply to all the cultivated 
varieties of Cyperus.—J. H. W. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 
CHALLENGE CUPS. 

Permit me to tell Mr. Jameson that I have much more knowledge 
of the question that recently arose between Mr. Mease and the Com¬ 
mittee of the Hull and East Riding Chrysanthemum Society than I have 
chosen to make use of in the Journal; and Mr. Jameson commits a grave 
error when he repeatedly charges an opponent with “ ignorance of facts ” 
or of failing to “ grasp salient points,” because such opponent prefers 
to confine himself to such information as is elicited and given publicly, 
rather than make use of the abundant private and reliable information 
at his disposal. A wise man never underrates the knowledge or abilities 
of his adversary ; but Mr. Jameson appears to think that he may 
do so with impunity. During the past fortnight I have met nearly all 
the principal Chrysanthemum growers in the north of England, and 
the unanimity of opinion amongst them on the subject in question is 
surprising. I leave Mr. Jameson to infer whether that opinion is in 
favour of himself and his Committee, or of Mr. Mease and myself. ■ 

Mr. Jameson’s amendment to my suggestion is comparatively worth¬ 
less, because it probably would not meet 20 per cent, of cases ; and it 
would now utterly fail to serve as a “ bait ” to Chrysanthemum growers. 
My suggestion would prevent misunderstandings. The difficulty with 
Mr. Mease would have been impossible had such words as I suggested 

been inserted in the Hull schedule ; but Mr. Jameson’s would make 
confusion worse confounded.—J. Udale, Elford. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SPORTS. 

Mrs. Norman Davis.—Several sports have appeared this year amongst 
the incurved varieties, and those which were noticed last year have 
improved, this being very notably the case with the golden Princess 
Teck, Mrs. Norman Davis, which has been aptly compared to a late Mr. 
Bunn. In the Lilford Road Nurseries, Camberwell, Messrs. Davis and 
Jones have an extremely fine display of this variety, some hundreds of 
blooms being expanded, and one side of a long span-roofed house is 
entirely devoted to the plants. The variety is of robust habit; it is very 
free flowering, and the blooms are distinguished by their broad florets, 
depth, and richness of colour. Upon some of the outer florets a slight 
bronze or pinkish tint is sometimes noticeable, exactly of the same cha¬ 
racter as seen in the parent Princess Teck. As a decorative plant, and 
for affording a late supply of flowers, this Chrysanthemum will become a 
general favourite ; for the midseason and late shows it will also prove 
useful as a front-row bloom. 

Charles Gib on.—Last year a sport was observed on the varietv Mrs. 
Norman Davis, I believe in the same establishment—namely. Mr. Mizen’s 
of Mitcham—it was tested carefully ; and again this season under Mr. C. 
Gibson’s charge it has proved thoroughly fixed, quite distinct, and an 
acquisition of decided merit. It is of similar character to the parent, 
but with rather better-shaped blooms and very broad, substantial florets, 
of a deep reddish bronze colour—quite a lively tint for sports of that 
kind, which frequently come rather dull. It is very promising, and has 
been worthily named in honour of its grower. The Floral Committee of 
the National Chrysanthemum Society at once awarded a certificate for 
this variety, and there was some inclination on the part of one or two of 
the members of the Committee to award an equal recognition to Lady 
Dorothy, shown by Mr. Buss, as a bronze sport from Hero of Stoke 
Newington, and which had been previously certificated at Wimbledon. 
It was, however, finally decided that though there was some slight dif¬ 
ference perceptible betwe n the two as shown at Westminster, it was 
thought that the lighter colour of Lady Dorothy was due to its having 
been grown in a higher temperature, and that they were too much alike 
to be certificated separately. 

There is now quite a family of sports from Princess Teck, the white 
Lord Eversley coming nearest to that in character ; then the Hero of 
Stoke Newington, Mrs. Norman Davis, and Charles Gibson in a regular 
line of descent, Lady Dorothy coming from Hero of Stoke Newington. 

AN OLD CHRYSANTHEMUM. 

Blooms were recently sent to Westminster of an old variety of 
Chrysanthemum that has been lost sight of for many years—namely, the 
Old Tasselled Lilac. I have also been favoured with blooms of this 
historical curiosity, and its interest is certainly not its only merit. The 
blooms, it is true, would not do for exhibition in the present day, but 
they are pretty, graceful, light, and well adapted for arranging in vases. 
They are about 3J inches in diameter, with narrow quilled spreading 
florets of a pale rosy lilac hue, irregularly and shapely cut at the points. 
The blooms were sent from a Cornish garden, where it is said the variety 
has been grown for over fifty years. There seems to be no doubt that 
it is the original variety that was introduced, for I have carefully com¬ 
pared it with the descriptions published early in the present century. 
Mr. Harman Payne is also of opinion that it is the true variety, and has 
sent me a letter that he had intended submitting to the Floral Com¬ 
mittee, in which he discusses the mattei fully. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN FRANCE. 

I am informed that amateurs are giving much more attention to 
Chrysanthemum culture in France than formerly, and one gentleman— 
a reader of this Journal, by the way—has formed a collection of 2500 
plants. He recently opened his exhibition to the public on the payment 
of a small sum, and is reported as having obtained no less a sum than 
£480, which is to be handed over to a charitable institution. This is an 
idea that might be followed out by many gentlemen not only in France 
by in Britain. I also learn that a satisfactory exhibition was held at 
Roubaix, near the boders of Belgium, when a medal was awarded to Mr. 
Harman Payne for a collection of engravings representing varieties of 
Chrysanthemums. 

JUDGING CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Frequently it is unnecessary to resort to pointing in judging 
Chrysanthemum blooms, but wherever the competition is close or"the 
prizes of considerable value it is much more satisfactory to do so. I 
have had several instances of its importance this season, and especially at 
Twickenham and Colchester, where it would have been very difficult to 
arrive at a fair decision without the aid of some system. At both these 
Shows the leading classes were for twelve Japanese and twelve incurved, 
and the varying merits of such mixed stands require very careful 
weighing. Thus at Colchester the number of points obtained by the 
collection from Mr. H. Lister, which won the Corporation challenge 
prize, was as follows —Incurved 42, Japanese 45—total 87. The second 
stand from Mr. Pragnall numbered, for incurved 36, for Japanese 39— 
total 75. The third from Mr. Neville scoring for incurved 38, thus 
within four points of the first, and Japanese 30—total 68. At Twicken¬ 
ham the contest between Mr. Furze and Mr. Munroe was still closer, the 
latter winning only by one point in the twenty-four blooms. In such 
cases as this a method of sub-division must sometimes be adopted, and 
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Mr. J. Wright Ins an excellent and reliable system for this purpose. 
A simple plan was also proposed by Mr. Williamson in this Journal 
a few years ago, in which by means of marks and points four of the 
latter equal one of the former. A modification of this, reversing the 
names and retaining the point as the higher value, to be sub-divided 
i.ito four points where necessary, would meet every case. 

The system of judging proposed by Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, 
was tried at the National Show this month, but was not very satisfactory, 
and owing to some mistake in collecting the votes the first prize was not 
award.d to the best collection. I understand, however, that this has 
been subsequently corrected, as on re-examination of the voters’ cards it 
was found that Mr. J. Martin, West Hill House Gardens, Hartford, was 
entitled to the premier award. The stand of fine blooms shown by Mr. 
Martin will be well remembered for the grand specimens of Mr. H. Cannell 
and Mr. C. Orchard it contained, the finest examples of these distinct 
varieti* s that have been shown this season. Although it was stated in 
the schedule that the awards were to be made by the Floral Committee, 
this does not seem to have been followed ou:, and as a matter of fact 
very few of them assisted in the matter.—L. Castle. 

REVIEW OF BOOK. 

Manual of Orchidac/ows Plants, Part II., Cattleya and LcBlia. By 
James Veitch A Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King’s Road, Chelsea. 

Cattleyas and Laclias have long held a foremost place amongst 
the most valued Orchids, but they have become especial favourites 
within the past twenty years. Large numbers have been imported, 
many handsome novelties have been introduced, and some remarkable 
hybrids have been raised here that have all assisted in concentrating the 
attention of orchidists upon these two genera. It is not surprising that 
they should become popular, for the flowers are amongst the largest and 
most richly coloured of the whole family'. In most cases, too, they are 
freely produced, and though their culture is a little more expensive than 
the cool house Orchids wealthy amateurs have found an especial interest 
in them, and several have formed large collections. Spacious houses 
have been devoted to these plants, and such structures as that in Mr. 
W. Lee’s garden, Downside, Leatherhead, or Messrs. Veitch’s wonderful 
house at Chelsea annually afford Orchid exhibitions of surpassing beauty. 
There has consequently been a great demand for information, both 
cultural and historical, concerning the Cattleyas and their immediate re¬ 
lations and thorrgh several excellent works have appeared something 
of a more exhaustive character was required combining sound practical 
instruction with scientific accuracy, and sufficient general and historical 
particulars to give it a popular interest. It is the object of the work 
under notice to meet this demand, and we will endeavour to show how 
well it has been accomplished. 

The book is uniform in size, with the first part devoted to Odonto- 
glossums, but contains 108 pages, and is profusely illustrated with wood 
engravings, many of which are printed separately on toned paper. Three 
excellent maps are also given, indicating the geographical distribution 
of the two genera in Southern Brazil, Central America, and Mexico with 
Guatemala, and these constitute an important feature of the work, as 
they are carefully and clearly drawn, the names of the species being 
printed in small black type over the respective regions where they are 
chiefly found. The illustrations include the leading types of each genus, 
single flowers being mostly shown together with miniature representations 
of the whole plant in some cases, and more of these might be advan¬ 
tageously given, as single flowers convey but an imperfect idea to those 
unacquainted with the plant, and the best description that can b; penned 
falls short of an engraving from a popularly instructive point of view. 
In one case, that of the curious hybrid Sophrocattleya Batemanniana, 
an illustration is furnished of the details of the flower in the usual 
botanical style, and in such instances this is very interesting, as the 
resemblance to the different parents can be more readily traced. The 
frontispiece is an engraving of Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons’ Oattleya house, 
which was prepared for this Journal two years ago and was first published 
page 21.'), March 12th, 1885. By a strange oversight, however, there is 
no acknowledgment of the source whence it was obtained, and this is 
the more remarkable since the authors are usually so generous in such 
matters. 

To the genera Cattleya and Lselia the greater portion of the book is 
devoted, but the closely related Lmliopsis, Tetramicra (Leptotes), Schom- 
burgkia, and Sophronitis, which comprise only a few species, are also de¬ 
scribed. The generic characters are those of the Hooker and Bentham’s 
■’ Genera Plantarum ” translated into English and condensed. Then in the 
cn se of Cattleyas follows an interesting review of the geographical d istribu- 
tion, and three regions are mentioned as containing the principal species 
—namely, l; 1, Mexico and Guatemala in the extreme north of the 
region sketched above. 2, In the northern part of the South American 
Continent, that extends from the western Cordillera of New Granada 
to British Guiana ; and 3, The maritime provinces of southern Brazil.” 
The climatal characteristics of these regions are concisely sketched, and 
supply valuable information for cultivators. The cultural details are 
clear and full. 

The species and varieties of Cattleya are next treated, the C. lab’ata 
group comprising C. Dowiana, C. Mossias, C. Mendeli, C. Trianre, &c., 
which are botanically referable to 0. labiata, though usually regarded 
in gardens as ilistinct species. By the courtesy of the authors we are 
enabled to give thb figure of Cattleya labiata var. Dowiana (fig. 57), 
which is well known as one of the most handsome of the genus. Under 
these varieties are arranged numerous sub-varieties, but only the most 

distinct have been selected. The same system of nomenclature is 
adopted as with the Odontoglossums, but it seems inconsistent to give 
some the ordinary botanical names, and others the English equivalent. 
Thus under C. labiata var. Mendeli we have sub-var. “ bella ” as an ex¬ 
ample of the former, and “ Blunt’s,” James’,” “ Mr. Lee’s,” and “ Mrs. 
Morgan’s” as instances of the latter, and this occurs throughout even 
where the rejected names, like Reineckiana and Wageneri (under C. 
Mossias), have been recorded in botanical works by scientific authorities. 

After the C. labiata group has been fully discussed the remaining 
species are taken in alphabetical order, commencing with C. Acklandiaa, 
and ending with 0. AValkeriana. Laelia is treated in a similar manner, 
descriptive lists of hybrid Cattleyas and Laelias following together with 
Sophrocattleya Batemanniana, the hybrid between Sophronitis grandi- 
flora and Cattleya intermedia, and which was first referred to Laclia, 

Fig. 56.—Sophrocattleya Batemanniana. 

but has since been elevated into a new genus, the name indicating the 
two parents, and the method is a very good one in the case of bigeneric 
hybrids where it can be done without producing a cumbrous compound. 
It has been previously adopted with the hybrid between I’hilesia and 
Lapageria, which was converted into Philageria. For the woodcut 
pourtraying the Sophrocattleya we are also indebted to Messrs. Veitch 

and Sons. 
Tho literary character of the work is admirable. There arc a few' 

literal errors, but they are of little importance, and the book has 
evidently been carefully written and revised. We could have wished, 
however, that the index had been somewhat more comprehensive, as 
some of the varieties are not included, and many s.vnouyms are omitted. 
Still it constitutes a most welcome addition to Orchid literature, 
thoroughly reliable, and just what we should expect from the great 

Orchid experience of the firm. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 
FAVERSHAM AND DISTRICT.—November 16th ano 17tii. 

The first annual Show of this Society was held in the Diitl Hall, Favcr- 
sbam, on the 16th and 17th inst. The Association was only formed twelve 
months ago, and a great deal of its success is due to the energetic Hon. 
Secretary, Mr. C. Siidolph, who is assisted by an able Committee. The 
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Association has received a large amount of local support and distinguished 
patronage, and their first Chrysanthemum and Fruit Exhibition was a 
decided success. The entries were divided into three classes—professional 
gardeners, amateurs, and cottagers—all of which were well represented, 
liants were staged in the centre of the ha'l and the cut bloorai ranged at 
the sides, whilst the ends were occupied by exhibits by local nurserymen. 
In the cut blooms the most attractive class was the open twenty-four— 
twelve incurved and twelve Japanese. The competition was very keen, 
and soma grand blooms were exhibited, Mr. W. Ray, nurseryman, of 
Green Street, Winning the first prize ; Mr. G. Ray, nurseryman, Green 
btreet, second; Mr. Goodham, gardener to Mr. Thomas, Harold Nursery, 
Sittiugbourue third; and fourth, Mr. Geo. S. Addison, an amateur, of 
Thornton Heath. ’ 

In the class for twelve incurved Mr. Dodswell, gardener to R. Lake, 
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which secured him prem:er honours. Mr. Taylor took second prize, and 
Mr. Weller third. Mr. Finlay was again to the front with a fine collection 
of dessert Apples, including Lord Deiby, Blenheim Pippin, Wellington, iic. 

In the cottagers’ classes some good cut blooms of both incurved and 
Japanese Chrysanthemums wire siagrd, the principal prizewinners being 
Messrs. Percy Sherwood, T. Atkins, and T. Teriy, but iheir strong po’nt lay in 
the vegetable department. Mr. Fred. T. Hart, of Ospring Road Nursery,Faver- 
sham, had a very attractive stand, consisting of fo'iage, flowering, and 
berried plants, cut blooms of Chrysanthemum, amongst which were MM. 
Tliibaut et Keteleer, Edouard Audigubr.La Triomphante, Roi de Japonais, 
Framjois Debergne, and the best of ail Pompons, Mdlle. Elise Dordar. His 
collection of fruit included good dishes of Golden Noble, Blenheim 
Pippin, <Cc. 

Upwards of a thousand persons visited the Exhibition cn Thursday; 

Fig. 57.—CATTLEYA LABIATA var. DOWIANA. 

E-q., Nesvland-q was first with fine blooms of Lord Aicester, Emily Dale, 
Queen of England, Prince Alfred, and Empress of India, the last named 
beiDg a grand bloom. Mr. Taylor took second prize, and Mr. Ratcliff third. 
Mr. Dodswell was also first in the cl res for twelve Japanese, distinct, with 
good blooms of Belle Paule,Thunberg, Criterion, Granuiflorum, and Madame 
C. Audiguier. Mr. Taylor was again second, and Mr. Louth third. 
Reflexed blooms were well shown by Mr. Taylor and Mr. Ratcliff. In the 
latur's stand were good blooms of Cullingfordi and White Christine. 

In the amateur classes Mr. C. Stidolph's exhibits were far and away the 
best, and be succeeded in taking first prizes in the classes for six incurved, 
six reflexed, and six Japanese, followed by Mr. H. Dan, Mr. J. W. Cook, 
and Mr. G. R. Lyddon. Amongst the most prominent blooms in the 
winning Japanese stands were Granaiflorum, Elaine, Triomphe de ia rue des 
Chalets ; and in ilia incurved, Loid Wo.'seley, Lord Aicester, and Empre.s 
of India. 

Fruit and vegetables were exceedingly well shown, and one of the 
features of the Show was the superb display of Grapes. Mr. Finlay, of 

Lies Court, txhibited thr^e bunches of Alicantcs of extraordinary size, 

which of itself speaks for the success of the undertaking, and the executive 
are to be congratulated upon their first venture. 

ST. ALBANS AND DISTRICT. 

A capital little Show was held by the above Society in the Town Hall 
Assembly Rooms, St. Albans, on the 22nd inst. The prizes were small, but 
in most cases were well contested, particularly in the open classes for cut 
blooms. In the class fur twelve Japanese it was a close race between G. 
Lake, Esq., Bushy House, Watford (gardener, Mr. Rumbalds),and the Rev. 
K. F. Gibbs, Aldenham Rectory, Aldenham (gardener, Mr. Lazzell), the 
former gentleman being placed first with a very even stand of well-coloured 
blooms, the moat noticeable being Belle Paule, Grandiflorum, Fair Maid of 
Guernsey, and Comte de Germiny, the latter being very fine. — Hegan, 
Esq., Bucknalls, Watford (gardener, Mr. Sharpe) was a good third. In the 
incurved section the Rev. Gibbs was well to the fore, showing good blooms 
of Golden Empress, Emtress of India, Golden Queen, Eve, and Lord 
Wolseley ; second, H. Gilliat, Esq , Cecil Lodg1, Abbots Langley (gardener, 
Mr. Stevens); third, G. Lake, Esq. Wreaths and bouquets were well shown. 
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There was a good competition in the class provided for six plants, any 
variety, untrained and not disbudded ; Mr. Brown, Belmont Villas, Sc. 
Albans, was a good first. In the classes for Japanese and incurved, six 
plants in each class, the principal prizetaker3 were Miss Debenham, Ivy 
House, St. Albans, and Mr. Brown. G. H. Martin, Esq., The Bank, St. 
Albans, had the best specimen plant in the Show. 

There were no prizes offered for groups, but these were well shown by 
honorary exhibitors, the most noticeable being those sent by the President, 
J. Blundell Maple, Esq., Childwickbury (gardener, Mr. Nutting). Lord 
Grimthorpe, Batchwood (gardener, Mr. Whitelaw), J. S. Hill, Esq., Hawks- 
w ck (gardener, Mr. Emptage), and J. Rokeby Price, Esq., Clementhorpe 
(gardener, Mr. Shaw). In the latter gentleman’s group were some fine 
Calanthes. The exhibits which probably attracted the greatest attention 
were the grand specimens of trained plants from H. Hucks Gibbs, Esq., 
Aldenham House, Elstree (gardener. Mr. Beckett). Mr. Beckett has given 
many proofs of his skill in the culture of the Chrysanthemum, but it is 
doubtful that he has ever produced finer plants than those he has staged 
this season. The varieties were Prince of Wales, Lord Wolseley, Maiden’s 
Blu‘h. Mdlle. Lacroix, M. H. Jacotot, Prince Alfred, John Salter, Mrs. G. 
Glenny, Mrs. G. Bundle. The first five were very fine. Mr. Beckett also 
staged superb cut blooms ; these were very much admired, as were the 
fine collections of fruit and vegetables exhibited by him. 

A fine collection of cut blooms came from R. Henty, Esq., Langley 
House, Abbots Langley (gardener, Mr. Brown), also from H. Gilliat, Esq. 
Messrs. Lane & Son exhibited a fine lot of Apples. Mr. Tilbury, gardener 
to Mrs. Drake Garrard, Lamer Park, Wheathampstead, had a good display of 
fruit and cut flowers. Mr. Chapman, Hatfield, exhibited some choice speci¬ 
mens of rustic pottery, which were much admired. 

BUCKINGHAM.—November 22nd. 

The first annual Chrysanthemum Show was opened at the Town Hall, 
Buckingham, on Tuesday, 22nd inst., by the Mayor (G. H. Harrison, Esq.), 
and proved highly successful, and the Committee are to be congratulated. 
Special praise is due to the worthy Secretary, Mr. A. Walford, for the 
hearty manner in which he carried out the onerous duties of secretaryship, 
and to the Stewards, Counsellor J. Marshall and Mr. C. Tailby, who worked 
hard in the arrangement of the Show. Ihe hall presented a picturesque 
appearance. The centre of the building was occupied with three central 
groups; around the sides were groups 6 by G feet, specimen plants, 
Primulas, cut blooms, &c. In the adjoining small hall was arranged fruit, 
vegetables, and cottagers’ productions, &c. The majority of exhibits were 
of excellent quality, and were much admired by a large number of visitors. 
In the open class A for the best central group, Mr. W. A. Walter, gardener 
to Alfred B. Loder, Esq., Lillingstone House, near Buckingham, took first 
honours with a well flowered group ; Mr. T. Holton, Buckingham, second, 
with a neat dwarf group ; Mr. Saunders, gai'dener to H. Small, Esq., Clay- 
don Camp, third. Eor the best six natural trained plants there were seven 
entries, the first prize was secured by G. Bennett, Esq., with good well 
flowered plants ; Dr. Duke, second ; and Mr. W. Richardson third. In the 
open class for cut blooms, eighteen varieties of incurved (distinct), Mr. W. 
A. Walter took the lead with a good even and fresh stand; notably good 
were Princess of Wales, Hero of Stoke Newington, Princess Teck, Mr. Bunn, 
Jardin des Plantes, Barbara, and Cherub ; Mr. Tipler, gardener to M. S. 
Gulliver, Esq., Aylesbury, following second with a good stand, in which 
Empress of India and Lord Alcester were particularly good. For eighteen 
varieties Japanese, Mr. Walter was again a good first with fins blooms of 
Baronne de Prailly, M g Herrilios, Boule o’Or, Triomphe ds la rue des 
Chalets, Fair Maid, and Criterion; Mr. Tipler following second. For twelve 
Chrysanthemums, four reflexed, four Anemone, and four Pompons, Mr. 
Walter was first, and Mr. Tipler second. 

In class B, for gardeners and market growers within ten miles of Buck¬ 
ingham, Mr. W. Boulton secured the first honours for a beautiful group 
G by 6 feet, which was much admired. Mr. C. Saunders was placed second 
with a creditable exhibit. For six Primulas Mr. G. Freeman, gardener to 
Mrs. Pilgrim, Akeley Wood, gained the first prize with good plants. Mr. C. 
Chetwell, gardener to Bev. A. J. Mees-Hogg, Mixbury, second, and Mr. 
J. Price, gardener to H. Gosling, Esq., Westbury, third. For one specimen 
foliage plant Mr. G. Freeman was first with a fine Dicksonia ; Mr. Walter 
second with Latania borbonica; and Mr. Price third. In the cut blooms 
Mr. Walter again carried all before him; in fact, in this class his blooms 
were far ahead of all the other competing stands. For twelve varieties in¬ 
curved, distinct, Mr. Walter was first, Mr. Freeman second, and Mr. 
Saunders third. For twelve Japanese, distinct, in the same order again, 
Mr. Walter first, &c. For six varieties Japanese Mr. Walter, Mr. Freeman, 
and Mr. W. Sturdy, gardener to Mrs. Peel, Thornton Hall, were the winners. 
For six incurved blooms Mr. Walter was first, Mr. Freeman second, and Mr. 
C. Chatwell third. For borrquets (special prize given by Mr. Walter), first, 
Mr. Chatwell; second, Mr. J. Price; third, Miss Roberts, Tile House. 
Floral centrepiece, first, Mr. C. Tailby, Buckingham : second, Mr. W. Boul¬ 
ton, gardener to A. J. Roberts, Esq., Tile House, Buckingham. 

Two bunches of Grapes were shown by five exhibitors.—First, Mr. J. 
Price with Lady Downe’s; second, Mr. Walter with Biack Hamburgh ; third 
Mr. W. Boulton with Muscat of Alexandria. Four dishes of Apples (two’ 
dessert and two culinary) brought several entries of fine fruit. First, Mr. 
Walter; second, Mr. Freeman ; third, Mr. C. Tailby. For two dishes of 
Pears (one dessert,one culinary), first, Mr. Walter; second, Mr. Freeman; 
third, Mr. W. Sturdy. Vegetables were very fine. For the best collection 
the first prize was awarded to Mr. Freeman, the second Mr. W. Boulton and 
the third to Mr. Chatwell. Following this there were several well filled 
amateurs’ classes, likewise cottagers’, all of which included some excellent 
productions. 

■BEVERLEY.—November 23rd. 

For the last five years very successful exhibitions of the queen of 
autumn flowers has been held in this historic capital of the East Riding. 
The thanks of its inhabitants and neighbourhood generally have been weli 
deserved by the Gardeners’ Mutual Improvement Society, under whose 
auspices the Show was fir^t inaugurated and is still carried on. The Show 
this year waB a very great advance on its predecessors both in auantity and 
quality, many of the exhibits being fully equal to, and in several instances 
superior to those seen at shows of greater pretensions. 

In the op9n class for groups Mr. G. Cottam, nurseryman, Cottingham,Hull, 
was an excellent first with a well grown and tastefully arranged collection 
containing plants of Chrysanthemums, Palms, Crotons, Ericas, Ferns, &e, 
Mr. J. Smith, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, was a very close second. In the 
open class for twenty-four cut blooms (twelve Japanese and twelve incurved) 
Mr. Leadbetter, gardener to A. Wilson, Esq., Tranby Croft, was well to the 
front with excellent specimens of the very best varieties ; J. Fisher, Esq., 
of Willerby House, Hull, being seoond with flowers but very little inferior 
to his more successful opponent. The same exhibitors were similarly 
placed in the class for twelve distinct varieties. In the class open to all but 
dealers, J. A. Hudson, Esq , Longcroft, Beverley, won easily with splendid 
flowers of large size and exellent finish; the same may be said of two other 
stands exhibited by the same gentleman. Col. Clitkeroe, Hotham Hall, Brough, 
contributed several very good stands of fine flowers. In the same classes 
Col. Hodgson, Beverley, and Mr. G. Cottam were amongst the successful 
exhibitors. In the plant department, which contained many specimens of 
exceptional merit, Borne of the plants being fully 4 feet in diameter, and 
literally smothered with flowers, Mrs. CruBt, Beverley, and Mr. F. Smith 
had things pretty much their own way. Bouquets, buttonholes, and wreaths 
were fully up to the mark. The first prize bouquet and wreath, composed 
of Chrysanthemums, were very beautiful. Large and well finished bunches 
of Muscat of Alexandria and Alicante were shown. H. Stowton, Esq., 
Holme Hall, and W. F. Wrangham, Esq., Hotham House, were v«.ry suc¬ 
cessful with fruit of large size and good quality. 

One great feature in the Show was the splendid collection of over 150 
dishes of Apples exhibited by Mr. Geo. Swailes, nurseryman, Beverley. 
This collection was very tastefully arranged, and contained amongst others 
perfect specimens of Blenheim Pippin, Nelson’s Glory, Lady Henniker, 
Tower of Glamis, Ribston Pippin, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Alfriston, <fcc. 
This was without the exhibition the best collection of Apples grown in this 
neighbourhood that has been exhibited here for many years. 

BRISTOL.—November 23rd and 24th. 

The date of holding this important Show wat unusually late, but this > 

instead of injuriously affecting the number of entries seemed to have a con¬ 
trary effect. Atanyra'e, it was the best all-round display yet brought 
together by this old established Society, and its merits were fully appre¬ 
ciated by a large number of visitors. The Drill Hall in which it was held 
is a very commodious structure, and quite capable of holding all the 
numerous exhibits without unduly encroaching on the space required for 
the comfort of visitors. Mr. W. H. Bannister is the Secretary of the Society 
for the time being, and we should think would make a most excellent- 
permanent official. With him are associated a Committee of practical 
gardeners, who do their best to make the Show a great success in 
every way. 

Plants.—Trained specimens were certainly not up to their usual excel¬ 
lence, several noted growers having of recent years discontinued their 
culture. For six plants of large flowering varieties Mr. J. Lee. gardener to 
T. M. Miller, Esq., was easily first, taking a silver cup ; Mr. F. Perry, 
gardener to H. Cruger Miles, Esq., being second, and Mr. T. Gibson third. 
The best three specimens were staged by Mr. M. Cole, gardener to S. Tred- 
well. Esq., Bath, a capitally flowered Prince Alfred in this lot being specially 
commended as being the best trained plant in the Show. Mr. F. Perry was 
again second, and Mr. J. Lee third, both staging creditably flowered plants. 
Mr. W. Butter was first for four Pompons and Mr. Gioson second. The 
best three standard trained Chrysanthemums were shown by Mr. M. Cole, 
Mr. A. Potter, gardener to R. A. Ross, Esq., and Mr. W. H. Bannisttr, 
gardener to H.St. Vincent-Ames, Esq., being respectively second and third. 
In the class for a single specimen of Japanese Chrysanthemum Mr. A. Porter 
was first with an immense flatly trained and profusely flowered Bouquet 
Fait. Mr. J. Lee was second and Mr. Gibson third. The groups of naturally 
grown Chrysanthemums were fairly good, but were more remarkable for 
the quantity rather than the quality of the blooms. Mr. F. Perry was well 
first, Mr. T. Marshall, gardener to J. Dole, Esq., being a creditable second, 
and W. Taylor, gardener to Dr. S. P. Budd, Bath, third. These groups of 
Chrysanthemums were arranged down one side of the Hall and alternated 
with grand banks of fine-foliaged plants, the latter always being well 
shown at Bristol. Mr. W. Pye, gardener to J. Derham, E-q., was first for 
six fine-foliaged plants, which included a fine Cycas revoluta, a good Areca 
sapida, and well coljurei Crotons. Capta'n Bellfield was a very close 
second, and Mr. W. Dobson third. Witt, four specimens Mr. E. Miller, 
gardener to F. Tagart, Esq., was first, S. Budgett, Esq., second, and Mr. F. 
Perry third, all having well grown choice plants. Several good groups of 
six Ferns were staged, and with these Mr. E. Miller was first, Mr. W. H- 
Bannister second, and Captain Bellfield third. Bouvardias were well shown 
by Messrs. J. H. Val'ance. gardener to J. C. Wall, E-q., W. Rye, and G. 
Shelton, gardener to W. K. Waite, Esq.; Primulas by Messrs. H. Lewis, 
gardener to Boddam Castle, Esq., M. Cole, and B. Hard well; berried plants, 
by Messrs. J. Lee, J. Ayres, and W. Lintern, gardener to W. Butter, Esq.; 
Poinsettias by Messrs. M. Cole, W. Coates, and T. Loosemore, gardener to 
W. Cooper, Esq.; and table plants by Messrs. J. Ayres, gardener to T. 
Gibson, E-q.; VV. H. Bannister, and Captain Bellfield, the prizes being 
awarded in the order the names are given in each instance. Two excellent 
groups of miscellaneous plants were arranged, Mr. W. Rye was rightly 
awarded the first prize, his arrangement being light and tasteful, and com¬ 
prised many well grown Palms. Crotons, Dracaenas, Ferns, Calanthes, 
Cypripediums, Zygopetalums, and other Orchids. Mr. F. Perry had a very 
good bank, and took the second prize. 

Cut Blooms.—These were more numerous and much superior to what 
has previously been shown here, the stands from Taunton largely contri¬ 
buting to this improvement. Five growers competed with twenty-four 
large flowering varieties, Mr. C. Luc&s, gardener to J. Ma shall, Esq., Taun¬ 
ton, being well first; Mr. G. Runnacles, Sherborne, second ; and Mr. T. 
Hobbs, Bristol, a good third. Mr. Lucas, in addition to the first prize, was 
also awarded the silver medal of the National Chrysanthemum Society for 
the best stand of twenty-four blooms in the Show, ana also a certificate for 
the best single bloom, this being accorded to a wonderful fine Hero of 
Stoke Newington placed in the back row, and equalling the Lord Alcester 
in size and finish. He also had fine blooms of Empress of India, Bronze 
Queen of England, Golden Empress, Princess Alic', Lord Wolseley, Jeanne 
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t A h,ei?bj Mr- Howe, Emily Dale, Barbara. Blush Queen of England, 
«M W°ls!|ej, and Princess of Teck. With tw<lve distinct varieties Mr. 

A“°™s,' gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., Taunton, took the lead, having 
nne tresh blooms of Empress of India, Bronze Queen of England, Golden 
Empress, Lord Alcester, Alfred Salter, Prince Alfred, Mr. Howe, Jardindes 

anllS’rTarbara’ and. Jeanne d’Arc. Mr. J. Baylis was a good second, 
ana Mr. Runnacles third. Mr. C. Lucas was again first for six blooms, 
tnese being very fine, Mr. J. Aplin, gardener to W. M. Baker, Esq., being a 
good second, and Mr. W. Carpenter, gardener to A. Cole, Esq., third. With 
twenty-four Japanese varieties Mr. W. Thomas was rightly placed first, in¬ 
cluded in his stands being very fine fresh blooms of Madame C. Audiguier, 
Comtesse de Beauregard, Meg Merrilies, Belle Pauls, Yellow Dragon, J. 

aUX’rh-^uer^e Marrouch, Yellow Dragon, Gloriosum, Triomphe de la 
rue des Chalets, Peter the Great, and Soliel Levant. Mr. Runnacles was 
?,lny a very few points behind, his best being Fair Maid of Guernsey, Red 
S and Madame J- Ltdng. Mr. E. Miller was a creditable 
IT?™/ , ,lbe bestc twelve varieties were staged by Mr. C. Lucas, who had 
capital blooms of Carew Underwood, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Meg Merrilies, 
Comtesse de Beauregard, L’Adorable, The Daimio, Duchess of Albany, 
S16 d® iimbriatum, and Mrs. J. Bright. Mr. Runnacles was 

and Mr- W. J. Cole third. A few good Btands of Anemone-flowered 

WAifon T6r? v°v“' Ml'- W■ Tbomas was easily first, his best being 
maile. Oabrol Fabias de Medians, Souvenir d’Ardene, Fleur de Marie, 

"4 'T-J- °»Ie 
roc.,jrberf were two classes for hand bouquets, and several huge, though 
h-TT ® adnereXr,m„Prle3’ were sh°wn. Tne sooner these are limited in size the 
S®„oerV, Mr-Winstone, Chfton, had a first and third; Messrs. Perkins and 
wXfil; °Ventry’ one 8econd i Mrs- Dfer> Taunton, one first, and Mr. M. 

°a? 8econd and one third prize. Mr. Hook'mgs was also most 
successful with vases of choice flowers and hardy foliage and berries; 

well • D°?S°n’ E- T' Hl11- J- C- Aiki“- a*d C. Winstone also showing wen m these classes. 

V ^ND Yegbt-U3les.—A capital lot of fruit was shown, the com- 
disheftI? VfT k®?n nearly every class. The best collection of six 
leaf wwl v, !f?ed Uc ^r' }V- Pratt> ffardener to the Marquis of Bath, Long- 
Granb“uWully finished Mnsost of Alexandria and good Alicante 

P® !> G°lde“ Qneen Melon, Medlars, Apples and Pears. Mr. W. Iggulden, 
^a dener to the Earl of Cork, Frome, was a creditable second, and Mr. E 

fimt Mr T0 ww-rd- With Bla°k Hamburgh Grapes Mr. T. Painter was 
«m,ii k Vargo second, and Mr. W. Loosemore third, all staging rather 

b^npfnnCAheSa CVIr\?fatTt bad !uP«rb Muscat of Alexandria, and was first, 
-fj°^ed by Mr. J. F. Wilkinson, who also had very good bunches, 

wns'w11 PVZe to Mr- G-. W. Coates, gardener to Mrs. Miller. Alicante 
was not so largely shown as usual. Mr. Pratt was first with good bunches, 
the berries being large and fairly well finished; Mr. W. lUulden was 

werTsh Wh‘ kMvr W+ Ryf( also sta§ed welk The best finished Lady Downe’s 
were shown by Mr Iggulden, Mr. Pratt being second, and Mr. G. W. Coates 

first fnrtw havf,larg? bunches with fine berries. Mr. Iggulden was also 
1st for two good bunches of Gros Colman, Messrs. G. W. Coates and W J 

Cn«HAet.nSsreSpeC01T,ely,secondancltbird- Mr' vv- G Pragnell, Sherborne 
Atwin’ bad7ery feT c°loured bunches of Mis. Pince, and was first; Mr. J. 
Inthe rt0 J’ BSia’, EsT* being second, and Mr. Coates third, 
in the class for any other black sort, Mr. Iggulden was first with Gros 

^ f T- HiU ,second with Madresfield Court, while 
®V,st!rPa ClaSS t°Lan7 whlte sort Mr- Afcwe11 was first with well kept 
™®fSl8®dll“g> a"d Hr-%e second with Trebbiano. A fine lot of Pears 

«w?gnd’ Mr- Y’ Banaister waB first for six dishes, these consisting 
jfAg°°d,royeaae de Boussoch, Easter Beurrc, Marie Louise, Duchesse 
a An0ouleme, Pitmaston Duchess, and Counseiller de Cour. Mr. T. Painter 

MV* W° T?d’ fUd Mr' W-dggulden tbird- Mr- Jones had the best four sorts, 
fl Y\Ryi8 beiug.a good second, and Mr. W. H. Banms er third. Fine and 
T,Py Johcious fruit of Winter Nelis gained Mr. Virgo the first prize in the 
class for a single dish, Mr. Rye following with good Doyennb du Comice. 

Apples were remarkably well represented, no less than 700 dishes having 

±niTd- - ^r- Y’G- PraSne11 Was awarded the &8t Plize t°r six dilhef 
illo pi? ^arietits, these consisting of clean beautifully coloured King of 

Paarn^fn118’ C,°^??agePlPP1Q> Lord Burghley, Scarlet Nonpareil, Adams’ 
Pearmaip, and Ribston Pippin. Mr. Bannister was a good second, and 

Pih f;,7prg0 thlrAE ,Tbe best four dishes, consisting of Blenheim Pippin, 

bvMr TPTTplv’n 0X8 °»?n^-Pippin’ and King of the Pippins were staged 
The first nwvlf lance’ 7^° bemS second, and Mr. Bannister third, 
ine lirst prize for a s ngle dish was awarded to Mr. E. Hall for Ribston 
wasP I"guldea.followiDff with Cox’s Orange Pippin. Mr. Pragnell 
CaLfi 1 !h- i1X ??UnAary sorC8> Mr- APlin being second, and Mr? G. 

M hpd' Ml,'- APh-u was firs’ for a sinsle dish- having fine Blenheim 
Runnacles being second, and Mr. E. H dl third. Knightian 

fnr +V.A d br.onze ruedals of the Royal Horticultural Society were offered 
Mr t S' c^rup'ete collection of Apples. The foimer was awarded to 
iha .Watkm®> Hereford, who had at 1- ast 150 d:shes all the best new and 
“i k°r, S ’7 eultivation being included, and it was altogether a noteworthy 
exhibit. Mr. J. Scott, The Royal Nurseries, Meiriott, staged 140 dished 

bea7T samples of Sandringham, Gascoigne Scarlet, 
Lanes Prince Albert, Claygate Pearmain, Cornish Gilliflower, Costard, 

^nagevV C(? 8 Pj>I^0Ua’ Transparent de Croncels, Baumann’s 
Remette, Gloria Mundi, and Emperor Alexander, and secured the bronze 
medal. Pine Apples were the last in the prize list. Mr. Jones, Worcester 

Tr a.very dne Ruit of Smooth Cayenne, the second prize goin^ 
to Mr H. Morris, gardener to A. P. Vivian, Esq., who had a very good 
Charlotte Rothschild, and Mr. Pragnell was tbird 

There were two classes for vegetables. Mr. W. G. Pragnell was well 
first for ten varieties, these consisting of Wiight’s Grove White Celery, 
Hackwood 1 ark Tomatoes, Rousham Park Onions, A’gburth Sprouts, 
Scotch Champion Polatoes, Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Lion Leeks, Tender 
and True Cucumber, and Pragnell’s Exhibition Beet, all shown in the 
well-known Sherborne Castle style. Mr. Bannister had a clean good lot 
and was second, the third prize going to Mr. J. Aplin. 

Spec tat. Piuzes. Messrs. Wood & Son, Wood Green, London, offered a 
medal and other prizes for the best specimen plant of white Chrysanthe¬ 
mum fed with Wood & Sons’ liquid manure powder, and five competed for 

Sles®,', ■???'■ dABJ;e waa Placed first for a fairly good trained plant of Mrs. 
Bundle, Mr F. Perry being second with Fair Maid of Guernsey, and Mr. 
A. I orter third for a standard of Empress of India, the fine foliage and 
blooms of the latter being specially noteworthy. A special prize was also 
awarded to Mr. W. H. Bannister for his beautiful white Mignonette, Messrs, 
button «fc Sons offered prizes for six varieties of vegetables, and for which 
.„v® c9JuPeted; all staging very creditably. Mr. Bannister was first, Mr. 
E. T. Hill second, and Mr. Dole third. 

LOn-competitive Exhibits.—These were more numerous than usual, 
and were of a decidedly attractive character. Messrs. Parker and 
Sons St. Michaels Hill Nursery, lent some capital fine-foliaged plants, 
which were effectively grouped about the hall. Messrs. Gavaway & Co. 
Duroham Downs Nursery, Clifton, staged a fine lot of Chrysanthemums 
about loO blooms being shown, these comprising an admirable selection of 
new and oM sorts. Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, sent a remarkably 

ne lot of Cyclamens. They were stated to be only twelve months old, 
were principally in 7-inch pot?, and being far superior to anything of the 
sort previously^ seen in the neighbourhood of Bristol, naturally attracted 
much critical attention. A great variety of colours were shown, the 
flowers and foliage alike being good. Certificates of merit were awarded 
to Butterfly, a charming white, and Vulcan, a novelty recently named, the 
colour of this being a rich ruby red. Messrs. Sutton & Sons also had a 
capital assortment of Potatoes, all their popular novelties being well 
represented. Messrs. Wood & Son had a stand of all their specialties in 
tire way of manures and insecticides. Messrs. Wood of Eastville, Bristol, 
exhibited boiler and heating apparatus in working order, and Messrs. 
Crispin it Son, engineers, Bristol, also had somewhat similar exhibits. 

BEDFORD.—November 23rd and 24th. 

The first Show of this newly constituted Society, inaugurated on Wed 
nesday, the 23rd mst., and continued on the following day, proved, notwith- 
standing numerous prognostications of failure on account of the lateness of 
the fixture, an initial success. The Exhibition was held in the commodious 
uedtord Exchange Hall, in connection with a show of pigeons, rabbits and 
cage birds. In addition to liberal inducements held out to Chrysanthemum 
growers, pnz:s were offered in the sch dule for fruit and vegetables, Primu¬ 
las, ifcc. I nere was a good and extensive display of pot plants arranged in 
groups round the room, and these, with cut blooms and fruit and vegetables 
°Uj c? es ln tbe centre) interspersed with Primulas and some choice Orchids 
and herns not for competition, from Mr. Thody of Bedford, formed a very 
ettective display. Competition in most of the classes was strong, and the 
financial results such as will probably induce the Committee next season to 
renew and extend their efforts, especially in the direction of open classes, 
iiie arrangements were well carried ou’, and but for the regretable tem- 
porary lUness of the energetic Honorary Secretary, Mr. J. Sanders Clarke 
which att.cted a few minor details only, reflected credit on the Committee 
and fully gratified the expectations of the exhibitors and promoters It is 
evident that an increasing taste for and interest in the queen of autumn 
flowers has been fostered in the locality by the Exhibition just past, and 
greater results may be prospected from a repetition. 

■ w ^ibe <da8S 0PRn to all England for the best group of Chrysanthemums 
with foliage plants, space not to exceed 50 square feet, quality and general 
effect to be the leading feature, the first prize was awarded to Mr. J. C. 
Sheppard, Nurseries, Bedford, for a densely packed but rich collection of 
varieties, m which were contain!d some of the best novelties of 1886-7 in¬ 
cluding Edouard Audiguier, Madame Berthie Rendatler, W. Holmes, Florence 
Ring Charlotte de Montcabrier, Mrs. Clarke, Cullingfordi, Mdlle. Marie 
CIos, 3co., besides many of the finer old sorts in good form. Mrs. E. Horton 
Bedford, was placed second with a small but well-foliaged collection, contain- 
ing also some good varieties, and Mr. G-eorge Robinson, gardener to F. 
Howard, Esq., Abbey Close, Bedford, third, with larger and well-flowered 
specimens well interspersed with Ferns and foliage plants. 

For six large flowering Chrysanthemums, incurved, distinct varieties 
not dwarfed train, in the class open to amateurs and gentlemen’s gardeners' 
in the county, the first prize was, after careful consideration, awarded by 
the Judges to a collection from P. Howard, Esq.; second to Mr. G. Vvne 
gardener to C. Franklin, Esq., Bedford. A fine collection from Mr. J. Her- 
mann, gardener to Griffith Jones, Esq., Goldington Bury, being disqualified as 
not answering the requirements of the schedule, being fully grown dwarf- 
trained specimens, and an extra prize was accordingly awarded him. For 
six Japanese, the prizes were awarded in the same order, Mr. Hermann 
who, if his plants had been in compliance would have been first, being again 
awarded a special prize. In the class for four Pompons Mr. Hermann 'was 
placed first. In the same division were prizes for groups of Chrysanthemums 
30 square feet allowed. The first prize here fell to Mr. Hermann, who had 
in his collection good examples of Valle d’Andorre, L’lncomparable, F. A. 
Davis, Isabella Bott, Referee (reflexed rea), L’Adorable, M. Lemoine, and 
M. Leon Burnal. Mr. G. Vyne was placed second ; and Mr. R. Day, gar¬ 
dener to Joshua Hawkins, E;q., Bedford, third. 

In the open class for cut blooms, twenty-four distinct large flowering, 
Mr. J. Ripling, gardener to Earl Lytton, Knibworth, Herts, was first with 
a stand containing fine bloom9 of Lord Alcester, Golden Empress, Empress 
of India, Jardin des Plantes, Mrs. Shipman, Queen of England, and Hero of 
Stoke Newington ; second, Mr. W. Stevens, Great Houghton, Northampton 
with, smaller blooms, Barbara, Mr. Bunn, and Bronze Queen being notice¬ 
able in his lot; but the interest of all admirers of cut blooms seemed to 
centre in the open class for twenty-four distinct Japanese. Here Mr. 
Ripling was deservedly first with a splendid and very regular and welh 
arranged stand of large and fresh blooms, the colours being bright and 
striking. The varieties as follows M. Ardene, Bend Or, Fair Maid 
of Guernsey (very fine white), Madame C. Audiguier (very fine), Thunberg 
Duchess of Albany (bronze), Album plenum, Japonais, Criterion, M. Burnet 
Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Jeanne Delaux, Belle Paule, Val d’Andorre’ 
(very rich), Comtesse de Beauregarde, Grandiflora, Marguerite Marroucb, 
Cendrillon, Striatum, Ro-eutn supeibum, L’Adorable, Meg Merrilies. Mr. 
Stevens had also a very fine stand as second, Jeanne Delaux, Dr. Macary' 
Graudiflorum, Mr. Jno. Laing, L’Adorable, Boule d’Or, M, Burnet, Roseum 

superbnm, and Golden Dragon being his best flowers. Mr. H. Cook 
gardener to Colonel Unwin, Asp1ey Guise, Beds, also staged very credit- 
ably for third place. 
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For nine varieties in the open class, not Japanese or incurved, Mr. Ripling 
was first, having very fine blooms of Fabian de Mediana, King of Crimsons, 
Georges Sand, and Lady Margaret in his stand ; Mr. Stevens second. For 
twelve large flowering incurred blooms, distinct, open to all amateurs, Mr. 
W. G. F. Clarke, Hitcbin, came first, having Lord Alcester, Guernsey 
Nugget, and Empress of India good; Mr. Stevens was second here and first 
for twelve Japanese in the same division, Jeanne Delaux, Le Sceptre 
Toulousain. Jupiter, Duchess of Albany, Elaine, Comte de Germiny, and 
L’Adorable being conspicuous flowers in his winning stand. In the class 
for twelve Japanese, opm only to amateurs and gardeners of the county, 
Mr. J. Hermann took the lead, having striking blooms of M. Lemoine, 
Comte de Germiny, Soleil Levant, Val d’Andorre, Madame Audiguier, 
Chinaman, and Ethel; B. Seebohm, Esq., Bedford, being placed second. 
For twelve incurved in the same division Mr. H. Garratt, gardener to R. C. 
Alston, Esq., Harrold Hall, Beds, was first. Mr. Garratt was also first for a 
very striking stand of six Japanese in the same division with J. Delaux, Meg 
Merrilies, Madame C. Audignier, Soleil Levant, Album plenum, and Baronne 
de Prailly, all very fine. Mr. Garratt was also first for twelve and six large 
flowering incurved blooms in the same division. Mr. W. Etherington of 
Swanscombe, Kent, also sent several stands of good blooms not for compe¬ 
tition. In the class for six blooms of large flowered incurved varieties, 
open to amateurs only of the county, Mr. H. Sell, Luton, was first, and six 
Japanese in the same division Mr. F. H. Brown, Aspley Guise, led. 

Fruit.—Mr. G. R. Allis, gardener to Major Shuttleworth, Old Warden, 
was awarded first prize for two grand bunches of Black Alicante in the 
class for black Grapes; Mr. H. Landers, gardener to S. Whitbread, Esq., 
Southill Park also having fine bunches for second. Mr. R. Day, gardener to 
the Mayor of Bedford also showing Black Alicante very creditably for 
second. For two bunches of white Grapes Mr. Allis staged Pearson’s White 
Queen in fine condition, and was awarded first place. A very fine display 
of Apples and Pears was made, Mr. Landers coming first for dishes of 
culinary Apples with remarkably fine Alexanders, Blenheim Pippins, and 
Golden Nobles, Mere de Menage beiDg somewhat passee. For four dishes 
of dessert Apples Mr. Landers was also first with Cornish Gilliflower, Wor¬ 
cester Pearmain (?). Cox’s Orange, and Blenheim Pippin. For single dishes 
of culinary and dessert Apples, Mr. Allis and Mr. Landers were first re¬ 
spectively with Blenheim and Cox’s Orange Pippin. For four dishes of 
Pears Mr. Landers was first with Triomphe de Jodoigne, Beurre Superfin, 
Hacon’s Incomparable, and Conseiller de la Cour; Mr. G. Yyne being fii st 
in each class for single dishes of eight desseit and stewing Pears, and Mrs. 
Edwards, Alexandra House, Bedford, for six stewing Pears with Catillac. 

Vegetables were well and largely represented, some very fine Cauli¬ 
flowers being staged by Mr. Eilis, gardener to-Mrs. Orr, Pemberley. Bedford, 
who was first here, and also for two dishes of round Potatoes. For a ccl- 
lection of eight varieties of vegetables Mr. G. Robinson was first, and for a 
collection of Potatoes, Mr. G. Watton, Argyll Street, Bedford, showed The 
Dean, Sutton’s Seedling, Snowdrop, Vicar of Lalebam, Schoolmaster, and 
Village Blacksmith in fine form, and was placed first. Mr. Ell's, Mr. Watton, 
Mr. H. S. Sell, and Mr. F. W. Clayton, Luton, also took first prizes for single 
dishes of Potatoes; Mr. S. Dawson of Clapham, Beds, for a collection of 
six varieties of vegetabl s. Mr. G. Johnson, Bedford, was first for fine 
Intermediate Carrots, and Mr. W. Quatry, Bedford, for twelve fine and true 
white Spanish Onions. 

Mr. Wm. Colchester of Ipswich, exhibited his pure Icbthemic Guano, a 
well appreciated vegetable and plant fertiliser, ana Mr. H. Thody received 
high commendation for his valuable Orchids not for competition. 

FAREHAM. 

A grand Chrysanthemum Show and Bazaar was opened on Thursday, at 
the Town Hall, Fareham, by Lady Fitz-Wigram, in aid of the restoration 
of the parish church. Sir Frederick Fitz-Wigram, M.P., temarked that the 
Chrysanthemum Show and Bazaar bad teen arranged to help on a great 
and noble work. He was sure that in Fareham there would be willing 
hands and generous hearts, and that tbe work would be carried out com¬ 
pletely and successfully. Messrs. Goble and Warner kindly placed their 
large offices at the hands of the Committee for the Chrysanthemum Show, 
which was conducted by Mrs. E. Goble. Over .£130 was taken at the 
bazaar, and about 900 paid for admis.-ion to the Chrysanthemum Show. 
Messrs. W. and G. Drover carried out the arrangement of the Show-, the 
firm sending twenty dozen specimen blooms—Japanese, incurved, reflexed, 
and Anemones—also showing their new Japanese W. G. Drover, which has 
been awarded certificates at Birmingham and Southampton. The cut blooms 
were sold, and realised good prices, in aid of the above fund. 

CHICHESTER AND WEST SUSSEX. 

This Show took place last Thursday at the Corn Exchange, the building 
again proving none too large for the reception of the exhibits. Several new 
competitors entered the lists. The groups arranged for effect, GO feet square, 
made a fine display. Mr. J. Barnes, gardener to H. W. Gibbings, Esq, 
staged a fine collection, well set up, and an easy first. Mr. Alderman Pur¬ 
chase was a successful exhibitor, and Mr. G. Lambert showed well in speci¬ 
men plants, which gained him a prize; he has taken many prizes in pre¬ 
vious seasons at this show. In cut blooms Messrs. W. and G. Drover, as 
nsual, excelled, carrying off the first in open classes; aho setting up forty- 
eight not for competition. Thtir Japanese—including their certificated one3, 
Maggie Mitchell, W. G. Drover, Gloriosum, Bicolor, and White Dragon— 
Bhowed the other varieties well up. Their incurved were not quite so good 
as those shown at Southampton, Portsmouth, Crystal Palace, Ac. Table 
decorations made a grand display. The decision of the lady Judges caused 
some criticism during the day. In the classes for cut blooms there was a 
keen competition, the blooms surpassing all previous show3. Collections of 
vegetables, not less than twelve d stinct sorts, was well contested. General 
Hardy, C.B., first; the Right R.v. the Lord Bishop of Chichester, second. 
Tbe Judges were—Mr. Breese, gardeDerto Lord Leconfield, Petworth ; and 
Mr. Conowav, gardener to the Marchioness of Batb, W'.r lring. They had 
no little difficulty in awarding some of the prize1. To Mr H. H. Moore, 
the popular Secretary, and the Commi tee, great credit is due for the way 
the Exhibition was carried out. 

PONTEFRACT.—November 25th and 26th. 

For. the first time in its long history a Chrysanthemum Show was held 
in this clean, quiet, breezy town, on the dates named. Though the town 
itself is not large—10,000 inhabitants—it is the centre of a populous and 
fertle district, therefore well adapted for exhibitions of garden produce. 
The Pontefract, Knottingley, and Ackworth Chrysanthemum Society has 
for its President Lord St. Oswald, and his lordship’s late gardener (Mr. 
W. J. Ireland) took an active share in its establishment, and was appointed 
Chairman of the Committee, Mr. T. Ketchell, Ackworth, one of the most 
successful competitors of the Show, being the Vice-Chairman. The Exhibi¬ 
tion was held in the Assembly Room, a considerable sized and lofty hall, 
with an orchestra at one end and a narrow gallery surrounding the building. 
The groups of plants were arranged in the body of the hall, the cut blooms 
and other products round the gallery, except the blooms in the chief open 
class, which were honoured by a position at the front of the orchestra. A 
first glance at the Show revealed the fact of its being too large for the build¬ 
ing, and the way in which the curators, Messrs. Sheen, Ackworth, & Sunley, 
Milford Junction, disposed of the exhibits, with which they may be said to 
have been embarrassed, was highly creditable to their ingenuity and taste. 

Groups of plants arranged for effect constituted the most prominent 
feature. In the open class for miscellaneous plants seven semicircular- 
groups were disposed round the sides of the hall under the galleries, an 
equal number of groups of Chrysanthemums, each occupying 100 square 
feet, beiDg disposed in the body of the building, tbe central group circular, 
the others irregular ovals. These left but little space for visitors passing 
between them, and the effect of the huge mounds of flowers as viewed from 
the gallery was rich in the extreme. This latt r and more imposing class 
was confined to local exhibitors, and they are to be congratulated on their 
work, for it is safe to assert that an equal number of finer groups have never 
been s.en at a first show of any society, while those which won the chief 
prizes afforded evidence of good culture combined with good taste not 
always exoelled at established shows. The first prize in this class was won 
by Mr. Temple, garden* r to Lord St. Oswald, Nostell Priory, with a bold, 
bright, free arrangement of admirably grown plants, not a few bearing 
blooms good enough for prize stands, and though they were not too thinly 
nor formally disposed there was an absence of close packing, and the effect 
was highly agreeable. The margin was formed with dwarf bush-grown 
Pompons. Mr. T. Ketchell, gardener to C. Simpson, Esq., Ackworth, was a> 
very close second with a group of semicircular character, and imposing, the 
remaining prize falling to Mr. Maddock, gardener to R. Moxon, Esq , with 
a bright mass, but a little packed. The other groups were better than many 
we have seen win prizes, but the general smallness of the flowers, except in 
one instance, keeping them beyond the charmed circle, and in the excep¬ 
tion the plants were too few to be effective. All the exhibitors of these 
groups merit the recognition of the Commit ee, so well did they contribute- 
to the success of the Show. In the miscellaneous groups of stove and green¬ 
house plants, Mr. Ketchc-ll was placed first with a beautiful arrangement of 
Palms, Crotons, Poinsettias, EulaliaB, Roman Hyacinths, and Ferns; Mr. 
VV. Pearson, gardener to W. Jackson, Esq., being a close second ; and Ms. 
J. Lamprey, Ackworth, an excellent third, some of the remaining collections 
being a's > good. Specimen Cbrysanthemums were exhibited by Messrs. 
Temple, Ketchell, Neil, and Williams, who appeared to secure most of the 
prizes, but there is room for improvement in this sect’ou, and where dwarf 
training had been re orted to the growths were laced too closely down ; 
bent or twisted stems should not be appar nt-. 

Prizes of £5, £3, and £2 were provided in an open class of thirty-Bis 
blooms, in not less than sixteen it-curved and the same number of Japanese 
varieties. Three competitors eutered the list, but the contest for the premier 
position lay between Mr. W. DanieD, gardener to Mrs. T. Cook, Mirfield, 
and Mr. J. Boyle, gard ner to Mrs. Shaw, Oldham ; and after a close ex.- 
aminatiou of all the blooms the Judges had no difficulty in deciding in 
favour of the first-name 1 exhibitor. The incurves were even, solid, fresh, 
and of good size, and Japanese large and Iright. The varieties were 
arranged in the stands in the following order, reading each row from left 
to tight:—Incurved, back row—Queen of England, Empress of India, Alfred 
Salter, Lord Alcester, Alfred Salter, and Empress of India. Second row— 
Hero of Stoke Newington, John Salter, Jeanne d’Arc, John Salter, Mr. 
BuDn, and Lord Wolseley. Front row—Barbara, Beauty, NilDesperandum, 
White Venus,Empress Eugenie, and Biverley. Japanese—Boule d’Or, 
Madame C. Audiguier, Meg Merrilies, Criterion, Fair Maid of Guernsey, and 
Bou’e d’Or. Middle row—M. J. Laing, L’Adorable, Madame J. Laing, 
J. D.-laux, M. Tarin, and Val d’Andorre. Front row — M. Burnet, 
Madame Lacroix, M. FreemaD, Belle Paule, Duchess of Albany, and 
Madame Moulise. MaDy of Mr. Boyle’s incurved blooms were very fine in¬ 
deed, notably John Salt.-r, Alfred Salter, Princess of Wales, Hero of Stoke 
Newington, and Cherub, but some lacked solidity and freshness, were in 
fact a week too old, and the Japanese were comparatively weak in contrast 
with the others, yet Mr. Boyle was a strong opponent to vanquish on the 
occasion. Mr. R. Morris, Doncaster, was the third prizewinner. 

In the local classes the Japanese blooms were, as a rule, far superior i® 
the incurved, though some very good Anemones and reflexed were staged. 
A silver cup given by J. Taylor, Esq., was added to the first prize in the 
class for twenty-four blooms, twelve incurved, in not less than six varieties, 
and the same of Japanese, this being won by Mr. Dunn, gardener to Mrs. 
Jones, Elm-sail Lodge, with fresh and good incurved, though some rather 
small, and bright medium sized Japanese. Mr. Temple was second with 
finer Japanese, but flatter and looser incurved. In the class for twelve of 
the latter, and for twelve r flexed, and twelve Anemones, Mr. Ketchell was 
first with very good stands indeed. There was great competition in the 
class for twelve Japanese, Mr. Temple securing the leading position with a 
stand of fine blooms, including a grand Criterion, which ran Mr. Daniels?' 
Boule d’Or closely ar the best in the Show. The prize for the best incurved 
was also awarded to M\ Daniels for a compact and very bright John 
Salter. Tbe remaining prizewinners for twelve Japanese were Messra. 
KetchellandNi.il. Ttis exhibi'or also staged the best Roman Hyacinthi, 
and Mr. Moxon the best Primu'as, both being very good. Bouquets were 
of good average merit, the best miscellaneous bouquet, very free and chaste, 
being staged by Mr. Sunley, the best of Chrysanthemums by Messr-1. L. and 
R. Callam. We are uot able to enumerate all the prizewinners, and itmubt. 
si ffite to say iha’ Mr. Lazenby staged the best black and whi'e Grapes.— 
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Gros Colman and Muscat of Alexandria ; that tlaere waa good competition 
in Apples and Pears ; and that a splendid asB- rtrnent of these fruits was sent 
by Messrs. Richard Smith, & Co., Worcester, and a large and good collection 
from Messrs. Jas. Backhouse & Sons, York. 

The Show must he regarded as highly satisfactory and encouraging, and 
M1- T.Gloyer, the Hon. Secretary, and his coadjutors are to be congratu'ated 
accordingly. With a continuance of support, the same good management 
and more room, Pontefract shows may be expected to attain a good position 
in the Chrysanthemum world. 

WELLINGTON (SOMERSET). 

Chrysanthemum Shows are beciming fairly numerous in Somerset, 
nearly every town of importance now holding its annual meeting. Mr. 
. • Tite, who has had s me experience in stirring fresh societies, was mainly 
instrumental in bringing together a good di-play of both Chrysanthemums 
^dfruit at Wellington, and with the help of an influential Committee will 
doubtless succeed in arranging for a good annual exhibition. Mr. J. 
Denner, gardener to C. H. Fox, Esq , Shuts Lsigh, Wellington, was the most 
successful exhibitor of plants both in the open and local classes, and he 
also sent some fine Chrysanthemums and other plants for the adornment 

• r6 'n "^leh the Show was held. Dr. Meredith was also successful 
with plants. The best display of cut blooms, any varieties, was made by 
■"u Cooper, gard- ner to C. L. Collard, Esq., Abbotsfield, Wiveliscoinbe, 
and the same exhibitor was agaiu first for both twelve incurved and twelve 
Japanese varieties. Altogether he had very good blooms, some of the best 
of whtch were :—Incurved.—Lori Alcester, Sir Siafford Carey, Empress of 

oY?0vve (Tohn Salter), Hero of Stoke Newington, Lady Hardinge, 
Mrs. \\. Shipman, Jeanne d’Arc, and Alfred Salter. Japanese.—Ttsunberg, 
Madame C. Aud'guier, Ralph Brocklebank, Comte-se de Beaurega d, Mods. 
Brunet, Boule d’Or, and Triomphe de la rue des Chalets. Reflexed.—Cul- 
hngfordi, Pink. Golden, and Peach Christine, Cloth of Gold, Chevalier 
Homage, and Felicity. Mr. J. Denner took several priz-s for cut blooms, 
staging in addition to most of the varieties just named the comparatively 
new Japanese Souvenir d’Ange e Amiel, Maiden’s Blush, Moonlight, Martha 
Harding, and Gloriosum. Mr. Reuben Richards a'so sent capital blooms, 
including Anemone-flowered Sceur Dorothee Souille, Madame Clos, Rata- 
poil, Lady Margaret, and Empress. Mr. R. McMillan, gardener to Sir 
George Stuckley, Moreton House, Bideford, and Mr. G. J. Barnes, gardener 
to I. C. Daniel, Esq., Stooileigh Court, Tiverton. Eicli had several stands 
of good blooms, which fu’ly deserved the prizes awarded to them. Miss 
Poynter, Taunton; Mbs Clarke, Wellington; the Misses Elworihy, Wel¬ 
lington; and Miss F. L. Morgan, Wellington, were all awarded prizes in 
the c.asses for bouquets, vases and baskets of flowers, good taste being dis¬ 
played throughout. 

Mr. C. Cooper took the first prize in the class for two bunches of black 
Grapes with good Alicante, Mr. G. J. Barnes being second with the same 
variety, and Mr. Crossman, gardener to J. Brutton, Esq., Yeovil, third. A 
Becond prize was awarded to Mr. Crossman for white Grapes, and he also 
took a prize for AppPs. Other suoc' ssful exhibitors of App’es and Pears 
we^eaMessrs. C. Cooper, T. Pyne, J. Nat on, W. P. Martin, J. Bo warm an, 
ant, . Morgan. Messrs. R. Veitch it Son, Exeter, contributed a fine 
collection of Apples and Pears and cut Chrysanthemums, but not for com¬ 
petition ; as also did Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., Exeter. Mr. Godding, 
nur»e yman, TauntoD, sent some flowers; and good Ch ysanthemums 
were staged by Messrs. Stevens & Cann, Exeter. Mr. W. G. Clarke, 
nurseryman, Wellington, in addition to about 100 sorts of Apples and Peers, 
™ a great variety of choice pot plants. From W. G. Marshall, Esq. 
(,W. Mars had, gardener!, Taun-on, came several fine stands of Chrysan- 
tiiemum blooms; and Mr. John Bowermin, Cornbill, gave good assis ance 
in the shape of plants, as also dia Mr. F. T. Elwerthy, Foxdown. 

LIVERPOOL.—November 29th and 30th. 

i This ahow was held in St. George’s Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday 
last, and proved one of the very b st the Society has ever held. The 
morning was very wet and foggy, but exhibitors came in good numbers and 
almost threw the stagers into confusion; but they managed exoelUntly, in 
y,.e the increased number of exhibits, and not being able to have the 
Mali the night previously. The plants generally were good, both stove 
ana greenhouse, as well as the trained Chrysanthemums, while the untrained 
specimens show d a great improvement upon those of previous years. The 
fruit was excellent, and the cut blooms of Chrysanthemums were never so 
numerous. The Japanese were superior to what has ever been exhibited at 
imverpool before, while the Show was just a week late for the incurved. The 
best blooms in the Show were those staged by Mr. Mease. Mr. A. R. Cox 
followed with some excellent flowers, as will be observed from the list of 
prizes. We regret very much that time and space preve-t our dealing with 
many exhibits. 

, <-'ut Blooms.—These were more numerous than during any previous 
show held by the Society, for no less than 2700 were entered in the various 
classes for competition. Fully 1600 blooms of this number were staged, 
laking the blooms throughout, they were of better quality than dunng 

Rr*u1ClUS years> this was specially noticeable with the Japanese, which were 
both larger and brighter in colour. In the clas3 for forty-e:ght blooms, 
luirty-eix distinct varieties, no less than four exhibitors staged bloom0, and 
the competition was close. Mr. A. R. Cox, gardener to W. H. Watts, Esq., 

Ball, Wavertree, gained the silver tea service given by Messrs. J. 
Williams & Co., Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, and £3 as the first prize, with 
neat, fresh, solid, incurved flowers, which were particularly even, and the 
®?'me feature marked his Japanese blooms. The varieties were, reading from 
the left hand corner in each case—Incurved : Back row—Golden Empress, 
Empress of India, Queen of England, Lord Alcester, Empress of India, 
Golden Empress, Queen of England, and Lord Alcester, all large 
fine blooms. Middle row — Lady Hariinge, Jardin des Plantes, 
Princess of Teck, John Salter, Princess of Teck, Lord Wolseley, 
Jeanne d’Arc, and Empress Eugdnie. Front row—Barbara, Princess of 
Wales, Mrs. W. ShipmaD, Mr. Bunn, Hero of Stoke NewingtoD, Mrs. 
Ih ale, Lady Hardinge, and Cherub. Japanese : Back row—Boule d'O, 
Fair Maid of Gurnsev, Mons. Brunet, Meg Merriies, Baron de Pr-rilly, Boule 
d’Or, Beile Pasle, Ralph Brocklebank. Middle row—Meg Merri.iea, Jean 
Delaux, Ralph Brocklebank, Belle Paule, Martha Harding0, Mons. As.org, 

Jean De’aux, Criterion. Front row—Comte de Germiny, Mdlle. Lacroix, 
1 Be Sceptre Toulousain, Japonaise, Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Madame 

C. Audiguier, Mulle. Lacroix, and Duchess of Albany. Mr. J. Jellico, 
gardener to F. H. Gossage, Esq., Camp Hill, Woolton, gained the second 
award of £6 for fresh neat even flowers, being six points behind the 
first prize collection. Third, Mr. F. Roberts, gardener to W. D. Holt, Esq., 
West Derby, with one point over his opponent, Mr. J. Wilson, gardener to- 
E. Reynolds, Esq., Sancsfield Park West Derby, who was deservedly awarded 
an extra prize. 

In the class for thirly-six blooms, eighteen incurved, and the same 
number of Japanese, for wnich the Veitch Memorial medal was obtained 
and £5. Three exhibitors staged blooms for this coveted prize, and Mr. 
Wm. Mease, Wyncote, Allerton, was well ahead, having grand flowers in 
both sections, and this exhibit contained some of the finest flowers in the Ex¬ 
hibition. The varieties were incurved. Back row—John Salter, Alfred Salter, 
Lord Alcester, B onze Queen of England, Empress of IndD, Queen of England. 
Middle row—Emily Dale, Lord Wolseley, Jardin des Plantes, Princess of 
Wales, Mrs. Cullingford, Golden Empress. Front row—Princess of Teck, 
Cherub, Hero of Stoke Newington, Angelina, Jeanne d'Arc, and Empress 
Eugeoie. Japanese.—Back row—Boule d’Or, Madame J. M. Pigny, Ralph 
Brocklebank, Madame C. Audiguier, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Gloriosa, fine. 
Middle row—Belle Paule, Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Japonais', Meg 
Merrilies, Baronne de Prailly, Madame B. Pigny. Front row—L’Adorabl", 
Madame J. Laing, Mdlle. Lacroix, Criterion, Jeanne Delaux, and Golden 
Dragon. Mr. J. Jellico and Mr. R. Foster were the other two competitors 
in this class. 

For twenty-four incurved five exhibitors staged blooms. Mr. G. Eaton,, 
gardener to W. H. Shirley, Esq., Allerton Road, took the lead with neat fresh 
flowers; second, Mr. D. Forbes, gardener to A. Holt, Esq., Crofton, Aig- 
burth, some of the flowers being rather flat; third, Mr. G. Burden, gardener 
to G. Cockburn, Esq., Claughton. For eighteen incurved, distinct varieties, 
Mr. J. Jelico was successful with fresh even flowers; second, Mr. T. 
Foster, gardener to J. Brancker, Esq., Green Bank, Wavertree, with rather 
loose and rough blooms ; Mr. W. Wilson was the remaining prizewinner. 
Four collections were stage!. In the class for twelve incurved six stands 
were staged, and Mr. A. R. Cox took the most prominent position with large 
grand flowers in the back row and neat even ones in the other two; second, 
Mr. G. Burden ; third, Mr. T. Foster. In the corresponding class for twelve 
four competitors staged, and Mr. W. Mease was well ahead with large 
flowers of Lord Alcester, Empress of India, Bronze Queen, Queen of Eng¬ 
land, John Salter, Alfred Salter, Princess of Wales, Golden Empress,. 
Empress Eugenie, Hero of Stoke Newington, Refulgence, and Princes! of 
Teck. Mr. G. Buttler, gardener to T. Drysdale, Esq., Mossley Hill, was a 
good second, and Mr.G. Lyon, gardener to J. H. Kemon, Esq., third. 

In the class for twenty-four Japanese, distinct varieties, Mr. G. Eaton 
was placed first with large very fresh flowers of Belle Paule, Japonais-, 
Fair Maid of Guernsey, Boule d’Or, Madame J. Laing, Triomphe de la rue 
des Chalets, Golden Dragon, Comtesse de Beauregard, Criterion, 
M. Astorg, Jean Delaux, Madame Paul Dutour, L’Or du Japan, Meg 
Merrilies, Comte de Germinv, L’Adorable, Roseum Superbum, M. Free-- 
man, Peter the Great, Lady Matherson, Coquette de Cattilles, Thunberg, 
Val d’Andorre. and Mdlle. Lacroix. Mr. J. Jellico was a good second, and Mr. 
R. Foster, gardener to S. H. Thompson, Eiq., Thiogwall Hall, Broad Green, 
third. Five collections were staged in this class. For eighteen v. riaties 
four or five collections were staged, Mr. A. R. Cox took the lead with excel¬ 
lent flowers, followed by Mr. J. Jellico and Mr. D. Forbes. For twelve 
blooms Mr. Wm. Mease took the lead, followed by Mr. C. Osborne, and in 
the corresponding class for twelve Mr. John Wilson was first. In each of 
these classes the competition was good, and in miny cases very close. For 
the premier Japanese bloom in the Exhibition Mr. W. Mease was given the 
award for a fine bloom of Boule d’Or, and Mr. A. R. Gox had similar honours 
for Lord Alcester amongst the incurved. 

Ssove and greenhouse plants were as numerous and as good as in p-e- 
vious years. For six plants Mr. A. R. Cox was well ahead, with Ixora 
coccinea, Pi oenoenma prolifera B raesi, Azalea amoent, Croton Queen 
Victoria, Litama borbonica, Calamus ciliaris. Mr. A. Crosbie, gardener to 
B. Hall, E q., was a good second. For four plants Mr. A. Crosbie first, 
with Erica byema’is, a good Bjuvardia, and Cycas revoluta, and Croton 
Queen Victoria. Mr. A. R. Cox was a good second. For three Palms Mr. 
A. Crosbie was successful with very fresh examples of Latania borbonica. 
Cocos Wed lelliaua, an 1 Kentia B lmireana. S o nd, Mr. J. Jone3, gardens? 
to W. C. C ark, Esq., Sifton Park ; and Mr. A. R. Cox third. For one Palm 
Mr. A. R. Cox was first, followed by Mr. A. Crosbie. For four Ferns Mr. 
A. R. Cox w»s first with well grown plants of Cibotium Schiedei, a fins 
Gon.ophlebium, and a seedling Poly stichum. Mr. F. Smith was a close 
second, and Mr. Thomas Gowan third in the class for four plants. For 
one Tree Fern Mr. A. R. Cox was firet. 

Tab'e plaits were staged in their usuil style, being smal’, light, and 
v ry even in size. For six plants Mr. J. Jell co took the lead with 
Dracaena Guilfojlei, CrotorJ ai^b i thensis, Aralia Veitchi graciliima, 
Pandanus Vei chi, Kentia Fi steriara, and a Dra -rena ; second Mr. J. Agnew, 
with a capita lot; and third Mr. T. B.thel, gardener to A. Guthrie, E3q. 

Chrysanthemums in Pots.—These as usual were of the best quality, 
being neat and fresh. For four plants of Pompons Mr. J. Harrisop, 
gardener to Mrs. W. G. Ba eson, was first wlh excellent samplea of 
Ma oon Modal, Yellow and White Cedo Nulli. For four large flowering 
varieties the tame exhibitor again took the lead with Mrs. Dixon, Mr. Howe, 
Mrs. G. Rund e, Lady Hardinge. For one plant Mr. J. Hughes took the lead 
with Mrs. Dixon. For six bushe3 Mr. W. Bustard was first with bett r 
examples than have before been seen at the Society’s show. Mr. Peier 
Barber, gardener to A. Barnsley, Esq., was placed second. Groups of 
Chrysanthemums Wire exhibited for the first time, and great improvemerii 
is n eded before they cm com; are favourably with those that are shown at 
various exhibitions in the country. Mr. W. Bustard was placed first, and 
Mr. Peter Barber s coad. 

Primulas were good, better than they have been for some years. Mr. 
W. Tunnington, gardener to Mr. Mclver, Calderstone, was deservedly first, 
Mr. J. Harrison was second, and J. Hughes, gardener to H. Mclver, E-q., 
third. 

Orchids were not 63 plentiful as has been represented on many previous 
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occasions, but those staged were good. For one Cypripedinm Mr. T. Gowan 
was first with a large plant of C. insigne, very profusely flowered. For 
three Orchids Mr. W. Tunnington was first with Odontoglossum Alexandras. 
Zygopetalum Mackaji, and Calanthe vestita. For one Calanthe Mr. W. 
Tunnington was again first. Second Mr. McGarth, gardener to R. R. 
Heap, Esq., West Derby. For one Orchid Mr. A. Smith, gardener to 
D. de Yboorande, Esq., with Vanda Sanderiana with seven or eight fine 
flowers. Second Mr. J. Bounds with Cypripedium insigne. 

Fhuit.—The display of fruit was an exhibition in itself, and every 
class was well represented. In the open class for twelve dishes, distinct, 
Mr. J. H. Goodacre, gardenerto Earl of Harrinrton, Elvaston Castle, gained 
the premier position with a large Pine, good Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, 
Lady Downe’s, fair Gros Colman and Mrs. Pearson ; Pears, Beurre Diel, 
(large), and Beurrd Clairgeau ; Apples. King of the Pippins (fine colour), 
Blenheim Pippin (large and fine) ; a good dish of Red Currants, Coe’s Late 
Red Plum, and a fair Hero of Loclange Melon. Mr. J. Bennett, gardener 
to the Hon. C. H. Wynne, North Wales, having good Lady Downe’s Grapes 
and Blenheim Pippin Apples, really superb. Mr. W. Hanagan, gardener to 
R. C. Naylor, Esq., Horton Hall, Cheshire, the remaining award. Four col¬ 
lections were staged. For six dishes the same competitor was again first, 
having particularly good Muscat of Alexandria and Gros Colman Grapes, 
the latter being large in the berry and splendidly finished ; the same may be 
said of the former, but the bunch was large. The same kind of M Ion, 
Pears, and Plums were staged as in the previous class Mr. Hanagan was 
second, having good Apples and Pears, the Grapes being short of finish. 
Third, Mr. J. Bounds, gardener to A. L. Jones, Esq., Oaklands, Aigburth, 
four collections being staged. 

Grapes throughout were exceptionally good, being large in the bunches, 
berry, and generally well coloured. In the class for four bunches, distinct, 
Mr. J. H. Goodacre took the lead with large, well-finished bunches of Lady 
Downe’s, Mu-cat of Alexandria, very good ; Mrs. Pearson, grand ; and Gros 
Colman, a little short of colour, but the berries were exceptionally large. 
Second, J. Hollingsworth, gardener to J. F. Campbell, Esq.. Woodseat, 
Uttoxeter, having well-fini9hed Alicante and Gros Guillaume. Third, Mr. J. 
Barker, gardener to G. T. Raynes, E-q., Rock Ferry. No less than nine 
exhibitors staged in this class. For two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria 
there was four competito s, and the whole were really first class. Mr. D. 
Lindsay, gardener to Sir T. Edwards Moss, Bart., Otterspool, Liverpool, took 
the lead with large heavy, perfectly finished examples, followed by Mr. G. 
Middleton, gardener to R. Pilkington, Esq., Rainford Hall, and Mr. John 
Bounds, who were second and third respectively. For two bunchi s of any 
other white variety, eight lots were staged. Mr. J. H. Goodacre took the 
lead with superb bunches of Mrs. Pearson; Mr. J. Hollingsworth second 
with Golden Quern ; and Mr. A. Collins, gardener to S. Smith, Esq , M.P., 
Prince’s Park, third with the same variety. For two bunches of Black Ali¬ 
cante nine competitors staged, and the Judges had some difficulty in deter¬ 
mining the awards, for there was not a faulty bunch in th? whole. Mr. J. 
Downham, gardener to E. H. Harrison, Esq., Eastham, was deservedly 
placed first for large bunches, with even berries, and perfect in bloom and 
finish. Mr. W. Wilson, gardener to H. Cunningham, Esq., Gorsey Cop, 
Wavertree, was a close second, and Mr. J. Hollingsworth a good third. An 
extra prize was awardel to Mr. E. Gregg, gardener to W. 0. N. Shaw, Esq., 
Birkenhead. For two bunches of black Grapes with Muscat flavour, Mr. J. 
Hollingsworth was successful with two large bunches of Mrs. Pince, a little 
short of colour. Second, Mr. J. Richards, gardener to E. C. Friend, Esq , 
Rock Park, Rock Ferry, with neat examples of Madresfield Court. Third, 
Mr. J. Wallis, gardener to Rev. Walter Sneyd, Kee’e Hall, Staffordshire, with 
the same kind. For two bunches any other black, Mr. J. Hollingsworth 
t jok the lead with Lady Downe’s, very good ; Mr. A. Collins second with 
1 irge bunches of Gros Guillaume. Third, Mr. J. Downham, with grand 
hunches of Gros Colman. Five lots were staged. 

Apples were very numerous, and the quality was better than that of 
previous years, the colour was particularly well developed in many of the 
varieties. For six dishes of dessert kinds, distinct, Mr. J. Davis, gardener 
to Rev. H. Arkwright, Bodenham, Leominster, took the lead with grand 
examples of Blenheim Pippin, Prince’s Pippin, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Court 
Pendu Plat, and Rosemary Russet; second, Mr. Hannagan; third, Mr. J. H. 
Goodacre. No less than eight collections were stage!. In the class for 
three dishes fourteen collections were staged for the prizes offered. Mr. W. 
Hannagan was placed first with King of the Pippins, Blenheim Pippin, and 
Ribston Pippin ; second, Mr. J. Loundes, gardener to S. S. Parker, Esq., 
Sudley Road, Aigburth ; third, Mr. T. Elsworthy, gardener to A. R. Glad¬ 
stone, Esq , Court Hey, Broad Green. For one dish the Rev. L. Garnett, 
Christie'on Rectory, was successful. For eight di.-hes of culinary kinds 
Mr. J. Davis was well ahead with very large fine examples of Alfriston, 
Welford Park, Nonesuch, Hollandbury, Winter Nonesuch, Blenheim Pippin, 
Peasgood’s Nonesuch, Warner’s King, and Emperor Alexander ; second, Mr. 
J. H. Goodacre ; third, Mr. Hannagan. Nine cr ten lots we1 e staged. For 
four dishes Mr. R. Pinnington, gardener to E. Banner, Esq., Roby, was well 
first with Nelson’s Glory, Blenheim Pippin, Mere de Menage, and Alfriston ; 
second, Mr. Hannagan ; third, Mr. W. Mease. About the same number of 
collections were staged as in the preceding c’ass. For one dish Mr. J. 
Downham was successful, twelve or more dishes being exhibited. 

Pears were not perhaps quite equal in numbers to what we have before 
seen them, but the quality was all that could be desired. For eight dishes 
five collections w. re staged, and Mr. J. H. Goodacre was well first with 
Beurre Diel, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Bachelier, Glou Morceau, Duchess? 
d’Angouleme, Easter Beurre, Marie ^Louise, Doyenne du Comice; second, 
Mr. W. Mease, and third, Mr. J. Hannagan. For four dishes six or seven 
lots were staged, and Mr. R. Foster gained the leading honours, followed by 
Mr. Hannagan and Mr. R. Penmgton. For one dish of dessert Mr. R. 
Foster was first with Marie Louise, and Mr. J. H. Goodacre for one dish of 
stewing Pears. 

Miscellaneous Exhibits.—These contributed largely to the attractions 
of the Exhibition, and were more numerous than usual. Messrs. Fishlock 
Brothers received a certificate of merit for crosses, wreaths, and bouquets. 
The Liverpool Horticultural Company (John Cowan), Garston, the same 
award for a similar exhibit and a collection of stove and greenhouse decora¬ 
tive plants, including Orchids. Messrs. R. P. Ker & Sons, a cultural certi¬ 
ficate for an excellent collection of Cyclamens, well grown and most pro¬ 

fusely flowered. Messrs. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate, London, certificate of 
merit for Pernettyas, well berried in pots. Mrs. Southam, a certificate of 
merit for dried flowers under glasses and in frames. Mrs. Vestey the same 
award for skeleton leaves. An extra prize awarded for four double 
Primulas to Mr. J. Bounds. To Messrs. Davis & Sons for Chrysanthemums, 
a yellow sport from Princess of Teck named Mrs. N. Davis, a first-class 
certificate also for Chrysanthemum Mr. Charles Gibson, a sport from Mrs. N. 
Davis, also for Annie Lowe, a sport from Lady Margaret Anemone flowered. 
Messrs. F. and A. Dickson & Sons were highly commended for a collection 
of Apples and Pears, and the Bame award for Messrs. James Dickson and 
Sons. Messrs. C. Rylance & Co., highly commended for a collection of 
Apples, also the Covent Garden Seed and Bulb Compaiy. Mr. John Walkin 
a certificate of merit for a collection of Apples. A seedl ng Apple, not 
named, highly commended, exhibited by Mr. W. Neild, Wythenshawe. 

The Chairman (Mr. White), the Secretary (Mr. E. Bridge), and the Com¬ 
mittee deserve every congratulation for the manner in which they carried 
out the vaiious details of this large and splendid Exhibition. 

WOHK.ewhe WEEK.. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Vines.—Houses to Afford Grapes in May.—The Vines that are to 
afford Grapes at the time stated must be started without delay, nothing 
contributing more to a good break than a bed of leaves and stable litter 
placed on the floor of the house, and turned daily. The outside border 
should have the needful; rotection from cold rains and snow, two-thirds 
of leaves to one of stable litter affording a less violent but more lasting 
heat than dung. Provided the outside borders were covered with 
bracken, straw, or litter in early autumn so as to throw off the wet, the 
temperature will be considerably warmer than that of borders exposed, 
and in their case covering with hot litter may be dispensed with, but a 
covering of warm litter is preferable, especially to those borders exclu¬ 
sively outside. The inside borders should be brought into a thoroughly 
moist state by applying water, and in the case of weak Vines give 
liquid manure at 90°. Start with a night temperature of 50° in severe 
weather, 55° in mild weather, and 65° by day, except the weather be 
severe, when 55° will suffice, not exceeding those figures until the growth 
commences. Maintain a moist atmosphere by syringing occasionally, 
but excessive moisture excites the emission of aerial roots from the rods. 
Depress the rods of young Vines to the horizontal line or below it to 
insure the regular breaking of the eyes. 

Houses Started Early in November.—In the earliest house, whether 
the Vines are in pots or are planted in borders, the temperature will 
need to be increased to G0° at night in mild weather, 55° in severe 
weather after the buds break, and gradually increasing so as to have it 
60° at night when the Vines are in leaf, 65° by day in severe weather, 
and 70° to 75° in mild weather with moderate ventilation. The evaporation 
troughs need not as yet be charged with liquid manure provided there 
are fermenting materials in the house, but if not the evaporation troughs 
should be filled with the drainings of the dungyard or stables, cow 
byres, &c., avoiding, however, that of pigstyes. Failing those use 1 lb. of 
guano to 20 gallons of water, which is also suitable for watering Vines in 
pots, the water being applied at the temperature of the house. Tie up 
the Vines in position as soon as growth has well commenced, and before 
the shoots are so long as to be liable to be damaged in the process. 
Sprinkle the house two or three times a day in clear weather, avoid¬ 
ing a close atmosphere on the one hand and a dry one on the other. 
Disbudding should not be practised until the fruit shows in the 
point of the shoots. 

Midseason Houses.—The Vines from which the Grapes have been 
cut should be pruned ; indeed it is decidedly advantageous to prune 
the Vines directly the leaves have fallen, any Grapes still hanging 
having been cut and placed in bottles of clear rain water with a 
piece of charcoal in each. The Grapes will often keep better than 
on the Vines, as the temperature in the Grape room is more equable 
than can be commanded in a vinery. Keeping Graphs hanging after 
the leaves have fallen may not be prejudicial to Vines unless pro¬ 
longed to a late period, yet the greater extent of young wood keeps 
the sap more or less in circulation, and there is a certain amount 
of waste going on which cannot take place when the Vines are pruned. 
Prune, therefore, directly the leaves are all down, cut and bottle any 
Grapes at that time remaining, they being of the thin-skinned varie¬ 
ties, and not requiring the maturing so necessary for such varieties as 
Gros Colman and thick-skinned varieties generally. In pruning 
adhere to the system that has proved satisfactory, if the Vines are 
in good condition they will in all probability give sufficiently large 
bunches if pruned to one, or at most two eyes, good useful Grapes for 
everyday use on the cut-and-come again principle, so essential when 
the tabic must be supplied with fresh fruit. But if larger bunches 
are wanted, or the Vines from weakness do not afford bunches so large 
as desired, leave more growth, only be careful to select sound, round, 
well developed buds on firm well ripened wood. Aim, in fact, at 
finish. Large bunches invariably are defective of the finish of 
medium-size bunches. Vines that afford well-finished example pruned 
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to one bud will give a larger bunch and of equal finish from the second 
bud. If the soil. be rich, loose, and plentiful, the chances are the 
shoots or canes will be gross, long-jointed, having large thin-textured 
leaves, the buds large, pointed, or if laterals are encouraged flat, and 
these may give the sensational bunches, which justly have their merits 
calculated by weight. If, on the other hand, the roots are in a firm 
but favourable rootingmedium, causing an increase of root ramifications, 
then the wood will be stout and short-jointed, the leaves thick and 
leathery, and the buds at their base will be round, plump, and well 
matured. It is,, of course, assumed the foliage has full exposure to 
light for the solidification of the growth as made, and that cultural 
requirements are granted in full measure. 

We endorse Mr. W. Taylor’s opinion, expressed rather more than a 
year back, that our older, and it must be said higher quality Grapes, 
are not seen with so high a finish as they were when mere size was not 
thought so much of as at present. Let the Vines be dressed, the house 
thoroughly and everything put into order, so that there need be no 
hurry to put things straight. Keep the house as cool as possible, so as 
to insure complete rest. 

Tate Houses.—Every precaution should be taken against damp. 
The most prolific cause of Grapes not hanging well is drip, it being use¬ 
less striving to keep Grapes beneath a leaky roof, as a single drop of 
water getting inside a bunch of Grapes is sufficient to spoil it, though 
the decay of it may be only a berry, which being in the interior is not 
detected until the disaster is so spread as to spoil the bunch. Remove 
all leaves as they become ripe, affording only sufficient fire heat to ex¬ 
clude frost, keeping at 40° to 45°, and close the house in damp weather, 
and seeking to insure a dry, cool, and equable temperature. 

Cucumbers.—The winter fruiters are showing plenty of fruit. Un¬ 
less the plants are extra strong two-thirds of the fruit should be re¬ 
moved, removing also the male blossoms and tendrils, with any super¬ 
fluous shoots and bad leaves, but do not stop the growing points over¬ 
much for the next few weeks, affording water moderately—a supply 
twice a week will suffice. Cucumber plants growing in pots or boxes 
will require water oftener, with liquid manure occasionally. A night 
temperature of 65° to 70°, falling to 60° in severe weather, 70° to 75° by 
day, advancing to 80° or 85° with sun, will be suitable. The plants will 
require moderate forcing from time to time, taking care that the soil 
has been previously warmtd, press it firmly, but not hard. The bottom 
heat should be kept steady at about 80°. Atmospheric moisture will 
require to be moderate, damping only on bright mornings or early in 
the afternoon. If a night covering be afforded of mats or frigi domo to 
the glass it will be highly advantageous, but it must not remain on by 
day to the exclusion of light, every ray of which the plants must have. 
Remove old foliage and exhausted growths from the autumn fruiters, but 
do not overstop the growing points, avoiding overcrowding and espe¬ 
cially overcropping. Fertilise the flowers during a continuance of dull 
sunless weather. 

Cheery House.—Pruning the trees must now be attended to. 
T ull-grown trees regularly stopped during growth will require very little 
pruning. . Any that have grown considerably should be cut back to 
about an inch from the base of the current year’s growth, and the worn 
out or decayed spurs may be removed. The terminal shoots in the case 
of trees not full-sized must not be shortened unless the extremity of the 
trellis is reached, and the central shoot or shoots of young trees will re¬ 
quire to be cut back as may be necessary to originate shoots for filling 
the space regularly. The fan mode of training is the most suitable, and 
is more particularly applicable to the Cherry, as it admits of replacing 
any branch that may fall a prey to gumming. The house should have a 
thorough cleansing, the trees being washed with soapy water (4 ozs. to a 
gallon is not too strong), and then dressed with a composition formed of 
half a pound softsoap to half a gallon of water, half a gallon of tobacco 
juice, with four parts flowers of sulphur and one part of slaked lime, so 
as to bring it to the consistency of thin paint, applying it with a brush, 
being careful not to injure the buds. The house must be thoroughly 
ventilated until the time arrives for starting the trees, and is better if 
the roof lights are off. 

Plum House.—Plums require the same temperature as Cherries. 
They also require similar treatment as regards pruning—i.e., all last 
year s growths will need shortening, superfluous shoots may be removed, 
avoiding having the shoots too thickly placed. Dishes of Plums are a 
welcome addition to the dessert. Early varieties should be chosen, as 
Early favourite, July Green Gage, Early Transparent, Green Gage, 
Denniston’s Superb, De Montfort, Jefferson, Transparent, and Kirke’s, 
with Coe’s Golden Drop if a long succession is required. It is best, 
however, to grow the early sorts in a house by themselves, and have the 
successions in another, so that the syringing necessary to keep the foliage 
clean may be pursued until the fruit commences ripening. The fan 
mode of training is the most suitable for the Plum. It is necessary that 
they have the roots restricted, as in wide, deep, and rich borders the trees 
grow too luxuriantly. Trees three or four years trained to a wall are 
the most suitable. Good loam, preferably rather strong, with a sixth of 
road scrapings and a tenth of old mortar rubbish thoroughly incor¬ 
porated, form a suitable compost. If the loam be light add a sixth of 
clayey marl instead of the road scrapings. A depth of 2 feet, and a 
foot of drainage secured by a layer of old mortar rubbish, will suit 
Plums well, feeding by the surface. 

Strawberries in Pots.—The plants introduced to the vinery, 
Peach, or other forcing house should have the drainage scrutinised, 
making sure that it is free, and the loose surface soil removed, and a 
top dressing given of dried cow dung or horse droppings, rubbed fine 

with the hands, adding about a twelfth part of bone dust or other 
approved fertiliser well incorporated, then watering it with a rose 
watering-pot, so as to bring into a moist state, for if placed on dry it 
washes off in watering the plants. The pots may then be placed in 
position after removing any decayed leaves, making sure that there is 
no deficiency of water at the roots, for the old leaves will not show 
signs of a deficiency of water until the soil is very much too dry for 
healthy root-action, therefore rap the pots; a practised hand will 
readily detect by the sound which plants are needing water. La Grosse 
Sucree, Princess Frederick William, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, and 
Sir Harry are good varieties for early forcing. 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Ladia anceps.—Where these plants are grown moderately warm they 
will be pushing up their flowers rapidly. A long time elapses before the 
flowers expand after the spike is first visible, and nothing is gained by 
hurrying them out. If kept gently advancing they are certain to 
produce large well coloured flowers of great substance. A portion of 
the stock may be retarded by keeping them in a temperature of 50° 
to 55°. Be careful not to give tlnse plants too much water at then* 
roots, and destroy aphides directly they are seen ; if allowed to establish 
themselves on the flower spike it will eventually turn yellow and fail to 
open its flowers. Do not allow the plants to be too near the glass while 
their spikes are developing, for if they nearly touch the glass they may 
be destroyed during a very cold night. 

Max'hVarui picta.— The sweet flowers of this variety are very useful 
in a cut state for small vases. Most of the stock may be removed to a. 
cool house and kept dry, while one or two plants, according to their size, 
may be allowed to come into flower. By introducing a plant or two into 
heat at intervals of three weeks a long succession of these flowers may 
be had. After flowering the whole of the plants may occupy the 
warmest end of the Odontoglossum house until February. While in 
this position only give sufficient water to keep their pseudo-bulbs- 
plump. 

Maxillaria grandiflora.—This plant should have thoroughly matured 
its growth, and may be removed to an intermediate structure for two or 
three weeks, and then to the coolest house, in which it will rest 
thoroughly. Give water on the same principle as advised for M. picta. 

Lycaste S7iinneri.—All plants that have completed their growth may 
occupy the warmest part of the coolest house. They must be kept on 
the dry side, in fact give them no more water than is really needed to 
keep their pseudo-bulbs plump. Any plants that have not yet matured 
their growth may be kept in warmer quarters for a few weeks until they 
have done so. 

Odontoglossum Rossi majus.—These have commenced unfolding their 
useful delicate flowers, and with a good stock of plants there is no 
difficulty in having flowers over a period of four or five months. To 
attain this end the latest of the plants must be retarted by placing them 
at the coolest end of the house. This variety will bear very cool treat¬ 
ment, in fact it will not be injured in the least if kept in any structure 
from which frost is excluded ; however, it is not advisable to subject the 
plants to a lower temperature than 40°. While under these conditions 
do not allow them to hang too near the glass, and they must not be so 
moist at their roots as those that are kept in a house 5° to 10° warmer. 

The Odontoglossum House.—Remove O. vexillarium, O. Roezli, and 
O. cirrhosum from the Odontoglossum house to a night temperature of 
55° ; a temperature of 45° to 50° is too low for them. In a low tem¬ 
perature they go back, in fact often dgcay altogether. O. cirrhosum is 
one of the first to suffer, but under warmer treatment during the winter 
it will grow luxuriantly and increases its size rapidly. On severe 
occasions only should the temperature of the Odontoglossum house fall 
to 45° ; on all mild occasions the plants will do better if the temperature 
ranges 10° higher, falling in the morning to 50°. At the warmest end of 
this house place O. grande, O. Insleayi, O. citrosmum, Ada aurantiaca, 
Mesospinidium sanguineum, and allied plants, and then arrange O. 
Alexandras, for even this popular variety will not bear with safety such 
a low temperature as O. P<scatorei and the varieties of O. triumphans ; 
less moisture should be maintained both in the atmosphere and about 
the plants. By no means allow them to become dry or to suffer by an 
insufficient supply about their roots. 

Slugs.—Where Odontoglossums are grown moderately warm to induce 
them to complete their growth and flower during the winter instead of 
spring, the flower spikes will from this date push up freely. Every 
attempt must be made to eradicate slugs, for they quickly devour a 
large number of spikes. If any exist in the house carefully protect the 
tender flower spike directly it is visible with cotton wool. Little pans 
with bran should be placed freely amongst the plants, and these 
examined two or three times during the evening. Lettuce leaves should 
also be freely laid amongst the pots, and carefully examined an hour or 
so after dark, and again about ten o’clock. Slugs are very fond of 
tender Lettuce leaves, and we generally succeed in catching more by 
this than any other means. 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

Commencement of the Pruning Season.—Much of the work of 
pruning and nailing wall trees as well as the pruning and training of 
the open garden trees ought to be completed before midwinter, advan¬ 
tage being taken of every fine and mild day to push the work forward. 
We usually commence with the Pears. The wall trees being of good 
size and full bearing order do not give much trouble. All leading 
growths where space has yet to be filled ought to be laid in to their full 
length, unless other side branches are needed, in which case they ought 
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to be freely shortened bach. This part of the subject may, however, be 
reserved till the time has arrived for advising upon the treatment of 
.young trees. If the lateral growth was lightly spurred back once or 
twice during the growing season they will now require to be finally 
shortened, or otherwise long ugly spurs will result, these being alto¬ 
gether out of place on wall trees. All young growths, whether 
previously shortened or not, should be cut cleanly back to near the 
second or third prominent bud or joint, this forming the nucleus of a 
cluster of fruiting spurs. By this time the fruit buds will be easily dis¬ 
tinguished from the wood buds, the former being much the plumpest. 
It is frequently advisable to thin out and shorten large clusters of spurs, 
fruiting or otherwise, but it is those with a terminal wood bud that 
should be principally shortened, the aim being to keep the fruiting wood 
as near the walls as possible without sacrificing a portion of one season’s 
crop. Trees with long ugly spurs should be gradually brought into a 
more desirable state. Thus one half of the old spurs may this season be 
neatly sawn off to within 1 inch of the main branches and the remainder 
next year. The trees being in fairly good health will push out a quantity 
of healthy lateral growths near where pruned, and these may soon be 
converted into clusters of fruit spurs. In many instances it is advisable 
next autumn to lift one half of the roots and relay into fresh loamy 
compost, the remainder being similarly treated the following year. In 
this manner what are now comparatively worthless trees may be changed 
to a most profitable condition, and capable of producing extra fine crops 
of fruit. If any of the wall trees are not worth cultivating, when the 
grafting season arrives cut all the main or side branches hard back and 
regraft with a variety that is worthy of wall space. By no other method 
can a wall be so quickly refurnished with good bearing wood. 

Pyramids, Bushes, and Standards.—These also may now be 
taken in hand with advantage, and it is these which are usually too 
freely pruned. They must be thinned, but in many instances it is 
unwise to shorten many of the leading branch s. Wherever there is 
good space for a fresh branch leave the best placed lateral growth to its 
full length. If shortened in any way, even at the point, these young 
branches will push out a number of fresh shoots, but will form few or 
no fruit buds ; whereas, if left to their full length next season, they 
will make v ry little wood growth, forming instead of this fruit buds at 
every joint. Not only are vigorous trees thus brought into good bearing 
order, but if lateral growths are left thinly all over shy-beaiing or 
exhausted old trees, this soon has a re-invigorating effect on them. Some 
of our best fruit this season was gathered from what at one time were 
useless old trees. They were too old and too large to lift and replant, 
and had the simple experiment of clothing them with healthy young 
branches failed, regrafting would have been resorted to. It must be 
understood that these were pyramidal and bush-shaped trees, and pre¬ 
viously kept rather closely pruned. In the case of unpruned standards, 
th se we would freely thin, leaving as many strong young growths all 
over the tree as possible. The saw as well as the pruning knife is neces¬ 
sary for the work, it being frequently advisable to cut out whole faggots 
of wood from neglected orchard trees. Crowded trees frequently 
produce large crops of fruit, but which are of little value, whereas those 
freely thinned yield heavy crops of fruit of a size and quality to command 
good prices if need be. We have seen large old standards freely cut in 
all over the tree, nothing but numerous short stumps being left. These 
push out a quantity of strong young shoots, which, if duly thinned and 
then left alone, soon arrive at a bearing state. 

In the case of all healthy pyramidal and bush-shaped trees that 
have attained their full size—that is to say, have filled their allotted 
space, the leading shoots must necessarily be cut hard back, and all 
lateral growth be spurred in much as advised in the case of wall trees. 
If. however, there is yet plenty of room all round them, instead of short¬ 
ening back the leading shoots, say to a length of 6 inches, under the im¬ 
pression that it is necessary to gradually build up these main branches, 
they are left their full length, good fruitful trees will be much more 
quickly grown, requiring little or no root-pruning to bring them into 
full bearing order. They may appear rather weakly at first, and per¬ 
haps offend the eye of the critical trainer, but this changes in time, and 
after all that is said or thought the ordinary consideration should be 
how best to quickly secure heavy crops of fruit. Those Pears on the 
Quince stock and Apples on the Paradise stock are not often likely to 
grow too vigorously, the reverse being the rule, not enough healthy 
growths being formed on them. Such trees are apt to grow unevenly, 
one side becoming stunted while the other grows strongly. These are 
the worse to deal with. The best remedy is to freely shorten the shoots 
on the vigorous portion of the tree now, and during next summer pre¬ 
vent them again taking the lead. This may induce a better growth on 
the stunted portion and prevent the formation of a one-sided tree. 
Stunted leading branches on wall trees are sometimes lightly shortened 
back and redrafted with excellent effect, and the same plan might be 
adopted in the case of garden trees. Poverty at the roots may also have 
something to do with the uneven growth of these miniature trees, and 
those that are stunted especially ought to be replanted in fairly rich 
loamy compost. The least that can be done in the case of overworked 
trees is to bare the roots, covering them with a liberal dressing of short 
manure prior to returning the soil. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Hoses on their own Hoots.—In most gardens the most vigorous and 
floriferous Roses are the dwarfs on their own roots. At any rate, if 
these do not flower more freely than those on the Manettiand Briar stocks 
they are invariably the longest livers, being less liable to injury by frosts, 

and seldom refuse to grow in almost any soil. Unfortunately they can¬ 
not be bought, and those who want them must perforce strike their own 
stock of plants. Nor is this a very difficult matter to accomplish, as if 
treated like Gooseberries and Currants they strike almost as readily. 
November and the early part of December is the best time for inserting 
the cuttings in the open ground, but they will root if the work of pro¬ 
pagating is delayed till near pruning time, the cuttings in this case be 
disposed at the foot of a north wall. Our plan is to give up a good 
piece of open ground to the Rose cuttings, mixing plenty of road grit 
and a little manure with the soil, according as the cuttings are put. in. 
Well ripened young wood is selected, these being first shortened into 
1 foot lengths, then cleanly cot across at the lowest joint, rubbing off 
all thorns and shaving the lower buds at the same time. A trench 
6 inches deep is then cut, and after a little road grit has been scattered 
along this the cuttings are inserted, and the soil is then firmly trod about 
them. Another trench is then cut, more cuttings put in, and so we pro¬ 
ceed till the whole space is covered with several hundred cuttings. We 
dispose the rows 15 inches apart and the cuttings about 10 inches apart 
in the rows. On no account should the cuttings be kept out of the 
ground long after they are made, as should they once become dry a 
failure is bound to result. A surface mulching of leaf soil, spent tan, 
short manure, or ashes serves to check upheaval by frosts ; but if in spite 
of this precaution frosts penetrate deeply it will be necessary, after it 
has left the ground, to well fix it about the cuttings again, as they will 
fail to strike if the soil is at all loose. Any that were struck last season, 
unless very weakly, may be safely transplanted to where they are to 
flower for some time. Lift carefully, saving as many roots as possible, 
and replant in well worked and fairly rich soil. Long straggling shoots 
ought to be shortened considerably, or otherwise they are caught by the 
wind, and wind waving is most injurious to newly planted Roses. 
Where newly rooted Roses are plentiful and cut flowers are in great de¬ 
mand it is a good plan to plant a number of them lather thickly, 
pruning them early next year and covering with garden frames. They 
will produce a quantity of useful blooms long before those in the open 
are plentiful. 

THE PURGATORIAL PROCESS FOR CURING 
FOUL BROOD. 

At page 371 “A Hallamskire Bee-keeper” gives 
what he considers a new discovery for the cure of odour¬ 
less foul brood, and at page 372 finds fault with the 
Editor of the British Bee J>urnal on some points in con¬ 
nection with the discovery of this disease. Bacillus minor 
was so named by the writer of “Useful Hints” in the 
British Bee Journal I do not doubt; but as his mode of 
cure known as the purgatorial process a quarter of a 
century since was fully described in the columns of this 
Journal by various writers, such as “ A Renfrewshire Bee¬ 
keeper,” and Mr. T. W. Woodbury and others, including 
myself, the process is certainly not new. At the same 
time it is the most satisfactory and profitable way of 
curing foul brood. I have not the numbers containing 
the successful reports of the cure of foul brood, but from 
1862 onwards the most upon the subject will be seen. 
The idea of it being a congenital disease is not new either, 
as the answer to me upon the subject will be found in 
some of the numbers about the time mentioned. It was 
doubtless owing to some neglect of mine that these 
queens produced foul brood after often the treble-starving 
process. When prepared properly (and “ A Hallamshire 
Bee-keeper” is near the mark with his description) I 
never knew a single case of failure, and I am of the 
opinion that it is a mistake to suppose any form of foul 
brood is congenital farther than what germs may be in¬ 
troduced to her by the bees when feeding with the pre¬ 
pared pap. The rapidity with which these germs are 
produced when in a proper nidus is wonderful, and if a 
queen was affected with them to any extent, especially from 
birth, she would either not survive long or become sterile. 

I have not seen a single foul brood cell in my apiary 
for many years, at least amongst my own stock, the 
disease disappearing after the introduction of a better 
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system of ventilation which has. been often described' 
During the past summer, however, a disease of some 
sort, apparently akin to the odourless foul brood, appeared 
in a Syrian hive, but the diseased larvae were never 
sealed over nor reached the pupa state; every one of 
them was cleaned out by the bees. Some of the grubs were 
odourless, while others had a most foetid odour. To such 
an extent was this hive diseased it made no increase in 
the number of its bees during the best of the summer. 
Owing to these bees cleaning out every offensive thing 
from their hive, I at first thought it was foul brood, but 
the cheesy nature of the dead grub changed my opinion, 
and I made an experiment by removing every comb, giving 
them to queenless bees, and under their nursing the 
disease ceased. Apparently every egg matured into a 
healthy bee, not even one cell being left unhatched. 
Meanwhile the Syrians were at work in their new hive, 
from which the disease seemed almost to have disappeared, 
as only an occasional grub was thrown out. 

The only different treatment this hive had from the 
others was that it received a little Orange blossom honey 
from California. The bad effects arising from feeding bees 
with foreign honey is not a new discovery. Half a cen¬ 
tury since foreign honey was much cheaper than some 
sorts of inferior sugar which at that time could not 
be had for much less than Is. per lb., and I remember 
it being sold at Is. 2d. per lb. At that time bee-keepers 
did not attempt keeping many hives; but even with the 
few kept, when a bad season occurred it told heavily on 
the pockets of working men earning from Gs. to Os. 
weekly. Knowing that the bee books at that time re¬ 
commended honey as the best food for bees, many 
bee-keepers speculated in homy for feeding purposes, 
much to their dismay afterwards, for in every hive fed 
with it foul brood appeared. I believe that was not only 
the first but the last attempt to feed with foreign honey 
in this district. 

<\ir: \\ hen the late Mr. T. W. Woodbury’s apiary was 
infested with foul brood, about ISO.', he was driven to 
his wit’s end for a cure. Some amusing letters appeared 
on the subject, such as “Jonas Jackson’s,” among other 
things advising that money should not be taken in return 
for bees, if it were misfortune was sure to follow. The 
German writers hinted that the cause of the disease 
would never be found but by learned scientists. Every 
writer had an opinion of his own as to the cause. “ A 
Renfrewshire Bee-keeper ” gave the “ Purgatorial Pro¬ 
cess,” as a cure, and Mr. Woodbury in a private letter 
revealed that the cause in his case was feeding his bees 
with, foreign honey. Stifling and overheating is in my 
opinion the origin of foul brood in its worst form. 

THE USE OF FERTILE WORKERS. 

It will be remembered by many of the veteran bee¬ 
keepers how the late Mr. T. VV. Woodbury exercised 
himself towards the discovery of anything mysterious 
concerning bees for their and their owner’s interest. One 
of these things was what he then thought on queens 
laying eggs before fertilisation, and “A Renfrewshire 
Bee-keeper” saw in it something yet unrevealed to us to 
perpetuate the species at a critical period. I had nume¬ 
rous cases of eggs in a hive before the queen was fertilised, 
and which for a time I considered they were the eggs of 
the queen; but something occurred that changed my 
opinion, and in the early part of this year a beautiful 
example presented itself to me, confirming the change of 
my belief on so interesting a subject. On the 7th of 
March a queen was accidentally killed. A successor was 

reigning about the 20th, and by the middle of April the 
hive was well filled with drone brood in all stages, too 
early to be the progeny of a well-matured and healthy 
queen, which in many cases remains in a virgin state for 
twelve weeks before fertilisation, when she lays worker 
eggs, or that time elapses with some queens unfertilised 
before she lays eggs that produce drones only. 

Another examination of this hive was made about the 
middle of May, when, to the astonishment of all who 
witnessed it, worker brood was rapidly taking the place of 
what was occupied with drene brood so recently. The 
explanation of the above is, in my opinion, fertile workers 
are more often produced for the purpose of producing 
early, as they commence laying shortly after birth, while 
the drones of a sister bee are more distantly related to 
serve the queen than woidd be the drones of the queen, 
even should she be capable of mating after egg-laying had 
commenced, which 1 do not think could take place. 
Although some modern writers assert that drones, being 
the progeny of a fertile worker, are incapable of mating, 
it is a mistake; the drones of any fertile worker are as 
perfect in this respect as are any other, and numerous 
cases are on record of queens mating with the drones of 
fertile workers, and the above is but another instance of 
the same sort. At the time the queen would be fertilised 
no other drones would be on the wing, showing the utility 
of fertile workers, and the wise provision in Nature to 
perpetuate the species at a most critical time.—A L anakk- 

siiihe Bee-keeper. 

ODOURLESS FOUL BROOD. 

T I notice an article in the issue for November 10th, signed “ The 
Writer of Useful Hints in the British Bee Journal. November 2nd, 
1887,” replying to my letter, and I see he also encloses copy of the 
article I had in my mind ; for which I am obliged, as readers can see 
and judge for themselves. He says, “ The entire responsibility, there¬ 
fore, rests upon me, and I flatter myself that public opinion will acquit 
me of any desire to infringe upon what your correspondent claims as his 
own discovery.” But we are not told who did write it. 

In the British Bee Journal quotation it says, “ Of this disease we 
have cognizance for some years, but always felt inclined to consider it 
incipient foul brood, which, if allowed to remain undisturbed, would 
end in the malignant Bacillus Alveiand in the last, “ Our attempts at 
curative measures have always failed, although we have applied phenol, 

. salicylic acid, &c.” If we turn to the British Bee Journal for July 8th. 
1886, page 302, under the head of “ Useful Hints,” we shall find the 
following :— 

“ our district this evil has been very prevalent, in some cases 
leading on to foul brood. The queens, stimulated to egg-laying by syrup 
feeding, or the uncapping of comb honey, have produced more brood 
than the bees could well cover, while the speedy dwindling of the latter 
(caused sometimes by robbing as well as foraeing) has left whole sheets 
of unsealed larvfe to perish and rot— a meet hotbed for the reception of 
bacilli, or foul brood germs. In several cases we have found five queens 
with distended ovaries, accompanied by about a dozen bees, on three or 
four frames of putrefying larvae, without any of the odour, so well 
known to the practical expert, of foul brood. Is not this chilled brood 
often mistaken for foul brood 1" Here we have the ‘‘odourless” form 
of foul brood very fairly described only about a year previously, yet 
there is not a word about its being a disease. 

Mr. Raitt, in a footnote to my letter in the “ Record,” said he knew 
the disease I referred to, that it was not infectious but congenital, as he 
cured it by simply changing the queens. I have since s°nt him a sample, 
and he says it is the real foul brood, the only kind he has ever known 
as such ; yet Mr. Cheshire says not, and he ought to know. No wonder 
Mr. Raitt directed everything to be burnt as the only cure, which un¬ 
necessary course prompted me to write him an article, pointing out that 
there were two forms of foul brood, and the one was incurable with 
physic. 

Another point. It will be noted that the extract from the British 
Bee Joiirnal ot July last is now put forth to be judged on its merits. 3 
ara quite willing it should be so judged ; but it is not always fair to 
judge by a single paragraph. Now, as a matter of fact, a very lar^e 
portion of the columns of the British Bee Journal since July has been 
devoted to foul brood, and what they are pleased to call bacillus minor. 
Never once am l mentioned, nor is there a hint that a way to cure it has 
been published, and, to crown all, in every contribution sent to them in 
which myself, my plans, or s\.stems are mentioned the parts referred to 
are either left out, or the whoU contribution rejected.— AHallamshike 
Bee-keepek. 
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0CC' All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Cyperus alternifolius (J, H. IF.).—Thanks for yonr notes. By all 
means try again. It is creditable for the first attempt, and you will 
improve with practice. It is an advantage to any man to be able to express 
hia ideas lucidly, either in writing or speaking. Do not be in a hurry with 
the “ripening off” process, as you term it; secure a good development 
first. 

Expelling Worms from Pots (S. 8.).—Lime water we never knew fail 
to expel worms, provided the solution was strong enough and the hole 
in the pots stopped with clay, so as to thoroughly saturate the soil with 
the water. One pound of quicklime to three gallons of water, stirred 
well, allowed to stand forty-eight hours, and then used {i.e., the clear 
lime-water) will expel or kill the worms, the pots being flooded for a few 
hours. It is saf-r than corrosive snblimate, which, however, is more 
•effectual in expelling worms. If you use it be careful not to give too much. 

Pruning Vines (A. B.).—Judging by the wood, which is stout and 
well ripened, the Vines will be capable of carrying a moderate crop of 
"Grapes—say three to five bunches each, being guided as to number by the 
Bize of the bunches, not taking more than abont 5 lbs. of Grapes from 
•each Vine. The Vines should be piuned as soon as the leaves have fallen, 
cutting the canes back, so as to leave about 18 inches of good cane from 
the bottom of the rafter or trellis. Cover the outside border with a layer 
of leaves or short littery manure as a protection from frost. If leaves are 
used a little long litter over them will be necessary to prevent the leaves 
being blown about. 

Time to Plant Vines (F. A.).—The Vines should be pruned or cut 
back now to the length required, and kept in the pots in a cool airy house 
with the soil rather dry until spring, which is the best time for planting 
Vines that have been allowed to become leafless. When they are com¬ 
mencing to grow is the proper time to plant, the roots being disentangled 
and spread out evenly before covering with soil, which should be pressed 
rather firmly about them, watering moderately after planting to settle the 
soil about the roots, using tepid water, and mulching with short material 
about a couple of inches thick. 

House for Tomatoes (Old Subscriber).—The house would be a very 
suitable one for the growth of Tomatoes, the plants will do very well in the 
centre bed. They should not be planted too close, and nothing must be 
trained to the roof, or not high enough to shade them. The rows of 
Tomato plants must not be too close. You may have double rows— 
i. e., 18 inches apart, leaving every third row out for convenience of attend¬ 
ing to the plants. Your sketch chows no provision for ventilation. It 
will be necessary to have side ventilation. Hinged boards will answer 
very well running the whole length of the house, also top ventdation 
•will be necessary the whole length of the house, preferably lantern fashion, 
■an opening of not less than 1 foot wide. We consider Acme the best, but 
Hackwood Park is excellent, and for early use Earliest of All (Sutton’s). 

Barbarossa and Alicante Grapes for Planting in the Same House 
with Black Hamburghs (IF. A. P.).—We have had the varieties named 
succeed fairly well with Black Hamburghs, but Barbarossa (Gros Guil¬ 
laume) requires a much longer time to perfect its fruit, and for that reason 
Is best grown in a house with others that require a longer season of 
growth than is necessary for Black Hamburghs. Alicante, not requiring so 
long a period, does fairly well in the same house as the latter ; indeed, we 
had it this year in the same house in which it perfected well about three 
weeks after the Hamburghs. It forms a good succession to Black Ham¬ 
burghs when grown in the same house. It is besides much better in 
quality than Gr's Colman and some others of the class, the only recom¬ 
mendation of which is size. Alicante is the onlv Grape, except West’s 
St. Peter's, that has the sprightliness of the Black Hamburgh amongst thick- 
skinned Grapes, and it invariably colours well. 

Nutmeg Pippin (IP. Paxton).—The variety of which you speak so highly 
under the above name is Cockle’s Pippin, and it is thus described in the 
“ Bruit Manual : ”—“ Fruit medium sized, conical or ovate, and slightly 
angular on the s’des. Skin greeni-h yellow, changing as it ripens to 
deeper yellow, dotted with small grey dots, and covered all over the 
base with delicate pa’e brown rus-et. Eye small, and slightly closed, 
set in an irregular and somewhat angular basin. Stamens marginal or 
median ; tube funnel-shaped. Stalk an inch long, rather slender, 
obliquely inserted in a round and deep cavity, which is lined with russet. 
FJe-li yellowish, firm, tender, crisp, juicy, and sugary, with a pleasant 
aromatic flavour. O ils ellipt’cal, axile, open. An excellent dessert Apple 
of the finest qua'ity ; in use from January to April. This was raised in 
Sussex by a person of the name of Cockle, and it is extensively grown in 
this as well as the adjoining county of Surrey. It is mentioned by Forsyth 
in a MS. memorandum book as a Sussex Apple.” 

Apples and Plums for Market (IF. R. S.).—You will find Damsons 
profitable fruit, and we should plant those in the hedgerow, leaving the 
meadow for the standard Apples. The Barleigh or Crittenden and the 
Prune are the be-t Damsons for market. The new large Budace is useful, 
coming in after the chief crop. Early Apples as standards will pay you 
b:tt. Gool showTy Apples must be provided to suit the market, such as 

Worcester Pearmain, Ecklinville Seedling, Lord Suffield, Cox’s Pomona, 
Cellini, King of the Pippins, Small's Admirable, Stirling Castle, and Duchess 
of Old nburgh. If an}- of them succeed in your locality better than others 
vou Bhould plant those in quantity. You will, however, succeed much 
better on the cultivated ground. Plums and Apples succeed well together 
as dwarfs, the Apples on the Paradise stock. Plant in alternate rows 8 feet 
apart, with Gooseberries between, which pay well if gathered green. The 
following App’es do well as dwarfs, supplementing those enumerated 
above :—Iri-h Pescb, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Warner’s King, Ribston Pippin, 
Dumelow’s Seedling, Betty Geeson, and Mannington Pearmain. The last 
four are late varieties, but well worth growing. The following Plums do 
well as dwarfs :—Rivers’ Early Prolific, Belle de Septembra, Prince Engle- 
bert, Prince of Wales, The Czar, Sultan, and Victoria, all of them being 
good for market. E irly Prolific comes in before the market is glutted, and 
Belle de Septembre after. 

Culture of Vallota purpurea (R. S ).—An experienced grower has 
described the following successful practice in thess pages :—The compost 
employed should consist of turfy loam with a little decayed manure and 
leaf soil, with sufficient coarse sand to keep the soil open. In potting place 
three bulls in a well-drained G-inch pot; if bulbs are scarce have one in a 
3-inch pot, but I recommend the tormer practice where possible, as the 
plants will flower profusely and make a beautiful display. In potting place 
some of tho rou hest of the compost over the drainage, then three parts 
fill the pots with soil, and press it down gently to prevent it sinking too 
much. If 6-in'h pots are used pi ice the bulbs a little distance apart to 
allow the growth of offsets. Tie the bulbs to a small stick to keep them 
steady, give a good watering through the rose of a watering can, and 
transfer the pots to the greenhouse, assigning them a position near the 
glass, and the bulbs will soon commence growing. Never permit them to 
be insufficiently supplied with water, and in the summer months they 
should be sprinkled overhead. When the pots are qui’e full of roots and 
the flower stems appearing weak guano water may be given twice a week. 
After flowering remove the flower stems, as they exhaust the bulb; the 
pots can then be placed in any sunny part of the greenhouse, so as to have 
the bulbs well ripened. The soil must not be allowed to become dust-dry 
at any time, not even in the winter months. The Vallota is increased by 
offsets. The small bulbs can be taken in the spring, and are ei her potted 
Bingly in snail well-drained pots or placed in pans in a compost of half 
loam and leif soil with a little smd, and if placel in a warm part of the 
greenhouse they will soon produce roots. To flower the plants well they 
must be rootbound, and three bulbs in a G-inch pot will not require a larger 
pot for three or four years, providing the drainage is open. 

Ranunculuses (B. M.).—The tubers may be saf ly stored in a mixture 
of sawdust and cocoa-nut fibre refuse, quite dry, or in dry sand. Tne best 
season for planting is in the early spring, as soon as the most severe frosts 
have passed and the ground has become tolerably dry. Some time abont 
the end of February or the first week in March rake the surface of the 
bed in tie morning of the day previous to that fixed upon for planting. 
Supposing, then, that the weather is propitious, and all things prepared, 
commence by drawing with a hoe a drill across the end of the bed 

inch deep ; if deeper the roots will be weakened the succeeding 
year by fomiing a kind of stem neares the surface ; and if shallower, the 
plants are more liable to be struck with drought. The drill being drawn 
the right depth, plant the whole of No. 1, and press each tuber slightly 
down iQto the ground. Plant them, if large, 4 inches apart in the row ; if 
small, 3J inches will be a sufficient distance. Draw a Becond drill 5 inches 
from the fi st, and so on until the bed is finished. Cover the crowns of 
each tuber with fine sand. This will cause the tubers, when they are taken 
up in July, to come out of the ground quite clean for keeping. Then with 
a short-toolhed rake draw the soil over the tubers, and when it is level, 
with the head of the rake gently press the soil pretty closely upon them. 
The soil Bhould be retentive of moisture. The best kind is the virgin 
mould of some alluvial soil on the banks of a river or some lowland pasture. 
It should be of a rathor close texture, without any small stonee or sand 
amongst it. If the situation is low, with a wet subsoil, it must be well 
drained ; but if the subsoil is dry there is no necessity for drainage. If the 
soil should be thought too poor a small addition of decayed cowdung will 
be advisable, but it must be so decomposed as to appear like a black 
powder. Let it be thoroughly mixed with the soil at the present time, and 
again forked over in the spring before q>la.nting. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six specimens 
can be named at once, and any beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(IF. A. K.).—1, Certainly not Newtown Pippin, merely a wilding; 2, Curl 
Tail; 3, Brabant Bellefleur; 4, Pinner Seedling; 5, Cellini; G, Leather 
Coat. (IF. JR.).—1, White Nonpareil ; 2, Golden Pearmain; 3, Hughes’ 
Golden Pippin ; 4, Fearn’s Pippin ; 5, Court of Wick ; G, King of the 
Pippins. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 30th. 

Market still very dull. Large supplies of Canadian Apples to hand. 
PLANTS IN POTS. 

s. a. 8. d. s. d. 8. a 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen.0 0 to 0 0 
Arbor vitEe(golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

„ (common), dozen.. 0 0 0 0 „ Tricolor, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Asterg, dozen pots .. .. 0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 Lilies Valley, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 9 0 Lilinm lancifolium, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 ,, longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 0 12 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Dracasna terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 0 Musk, dozen .0 0 0 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 Myrtles, dozen.6 0 12 0 
Erica, various, dozen .. y 0 18 0 Palms, in var.,each .. 2 6 21 0 
Euonymus, invar.,dozen 6 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 ,, scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen i 0 18 0 Poinsettia, dozen .. .. 12 0 15 0 
Ficus elastica, each i s 7 0 Solanum, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 Spireea, dozen.0 0 0 0 
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CUT FLO WEES. 

Abntilons, 12 benches .. 
Anemones, 12 bunohes .. 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 
Asters, IS bunches .. 

» French, bunch .. 
Bouvsrdias, bunch .. 
Camellias, blooms .. .. 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 

,, 12 bunches.. 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 

>■ 12 blooms 
Cornflower, 12 bunches .. 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 
Daisies, 1*3 bunches 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 
Hyacinths. Roman, 12 

sprays 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 
Lapageria, white, 12 
blooms. 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 
blooms. 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 
blooms. 

s. d. s. 
3 0 to 6 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
S 0 
4 0 
2 0 
0 0 

0 G 
0 0 

1 6 

1 0 

6 0 

0 0 

s. d. 

0 
8 
0 

*0 
1 
4 
O 
0 

12 
8 
0 
0 
4 
« 
5 
0 

1 
0 

8 

1 

9 

0 

s. d 
Lilie3, White, 12 bunches 0 0 

„ Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 
Lily of the Valley, 12 

sprays .6 0 
Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 3 0 
Myosotis, 12 bunches .. 0 0 
Pansies, 12 bunches .. 0 0 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 

s. d. 
to 0 0 

0 0 

9 0 
6 0 

9 
scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 

Rolnsettia, 12 blooms .. 4 0 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 0 

,, (double), bunch .. 0 9 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 
Ranunotilus, 12 bnnches 0 0 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 0 0 

„ (indoor), dozen .. 10 
„ Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 

red, dozen (French) 1 6 
, yellow .3 0 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 4 0 
Tropseolum, 12 bunches 0 0 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 
Violets, 12 bnnches.. .. 10 

„ (French), bunch 1 6 
„ (Parine), bunch 8 0 

White Lilac, 12 sprays ..6 0 

0 0 
0 0 

1 6 
2 0 

VEGETABLES. 

Artichokes, dozen ,. ,, 1 „ 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 3 
Beet, Red, dozen 1 
Broccoli, bundle .0 
Brussels Sprouts, J sieve 3 
Cabbage, dozen 1 
Capsicums, per 100 1 
Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen .. 3 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 
Colewortg, doz. bunches 2 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 
Endive, dozen.1 
Herbs, bunch.0 
Leeks, bunch.0 

to 2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
4 
0 
2 
0 
4 
2 
4 
0 
2 
0 
0 

d. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
4 

FRUIT. 

Lettuce, dozen .. ,, 
Mushrooms, punnet 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 
Onions, bunch. 
Parsley, dozen bunches 
Parsnips, dozen .. 
Potatoes, per cwt. 

„ Kidney, ter cwt. 
Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 
Salsafy, bundle .. ,. 
Scorzonera, bundle 
Seakale, basket .. .. 
Shallots, per ft. 
Spinach, bushel .. .. 
Tomatoes, per ft. 
Turnips, bunch .. .. 

s. d. b. d 
0 9 to 0 6 
0 6 
0 2 

d. g. d. 
Apples, $ sieve.1 6 to 8 6 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 10 0 18 0 

Cherries, £ sieve .... 0 0 0 0 
Ocbs, 100 lbs. 55 0 0 0 
Figs, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Grapes, per ft. 0 6 2 6 
Lemons, case.10 0 15 0 
Melon, each .0 6 10 

Oranges, per 100 .. 
Peaches, dozen .. .. 2 
Pears, dozen.1 _ 
Pine Apples, English, 

per ft.16 
Plump, 4 sieve.0 0 
St. Michael Pines, each 3 0 
Strawberries, per lb. .. 0 0 

s. d. b. d. 
6 0 to 12 0 

0 6 

PROGRESS. 
In experimental agriculture we find the most remark¬ 

able evidence of progress; we ought perhaps to say in the 
results of such experiments, for they are certainly both 
numerous and remarkable enough. It is in them that we 
find expression given to the general feeling that improve¬ 
ment in practical farming is possible. Of course attempts 
are made to oppose and discourage such efforts at improve¬ 
ment. That sort of thing is inevitable, and we need 
not trouble our heads about it; our best justification 
being found in results ivhich are gradually bringing about 
a radical change in agriculture, not simply in one, but 
in every branch of it. 

W hen Professor Jamieson showed in his manure 
circular that for an acre of Mangolds we should use, in 
addition to 14 tons of farmyard manure, f cwt. nitrate 
of potash, 1 i cwt. nitrate of soda, 2 cwt. steamed bone 
flour, 1 cwt. ground coprolite, and 1 cwt. common salt, 
at a cash price for the chemical manures of 43s., there 
was an outcry about the extravagance of such a costly 
mixture; yet it was well knoivn by those farmers who 
had used his manures that, other things being equal, the 
manures would ensure a splendid and profitable crop. 
We are told in “ The Land Agent’s Record ” of November 

1-th that “ some crops do pay very well indeed, even in 
these bad times. Mr. S. Sherwood took the first prize at 
the Framlingham (Suffolk) Farmers’ Club last week for 
the best 3 acres of Mangolds with a crop which weighed 
45 tons per acre. It was obtained by the application of 
flora twenty-five to thirty loads of muck per acre, with 

"7o«kaimt;,4 7<hbasic slag’ cvvt- of nitrate of soda, 
and 28s. worth offish manure per acre ; the whole costing 
not ess than £6 10s. per acre. The result, however, 
wholly justified the expenditure, as the crop is a very fine 
one for so unfavourable a season as the present, and its 
value per acre must far exceed any corn crop, even when 
a full allowance is made for the straw.” We gladly quote 
this striking example of liberal and judicious expenditure 
which, instead of proving a piece of extravagance, was the 
embodiment of sound practical economy. 

Turn where we will, on every hand we find earnest 
energetic men striving for improvement without counting 
the cost of time, labour, and money, all which is given 
freely for the general good. Experiments upon Barley, 
Loots, and Grasses have been conducted this year by 
the Norfolk Chamber of Agriculture in connection with 
SxP°yrp Agncultural Society of England, upon the farms 
0 7r; bWlor at Wlntlmgham, Mr. Sapwell of Aylsham, 
and Mr Cooke at Flitcbam Abbey. The results will be 
published at tae end of the year, but we may mention that 
it was our privilege to meet the Committee and inspect 
the trial stations at Mr. Garrett Taylor’s farm on July 30tb 
and we were most favourably impressed by what we saw! 
Certainly, we gained important information, to be turned 
to account in our own practice, and we hope to give our 
readers a full account of the experiments and the results 
in time to be of use to them for another season. 

In the new number of the Journal of the Royal Agri¬ 
cultural Society we have an exhaustive report of sheep- 
feedmg experiments conducted at Woburn last winter by 

m 7elfkf’ by which it was proved that the most profit¬ 
able food for fattening sheep is decorticated cotton cake 
and that next to it is Wheat—ergo, as we have not to 
purchase the Wheat it must be the most profitable food 
for a farmer to use. At any rate, that is how we apply 
the esson, for we greatly deplore the low prices obtained 
lor Wheat, and the large sums spent on cake of one sort 
or another. 

Then we have an equally exhaustive account of field 
experiments on cattle Cabbages at Horsham, by which 
it is shown that the most efficient dressing used was 
one of phosphates with 2 cwt. of nitrate of soda and 
3 cwt. of salt per acre, which produced 8 tons 7 cwt 
extra Cabbages at a cost of £l 4s., or about 5s. per ton 
of additional Cabbages. From the results obtained 
growers of. Cabbages are recommended to use as an arti¬ 
ficial dressing at seed time 4 cwt. of superphosphate per 
acre, if the soil is fairly calcareous, or, if not, to use 3 cwt. 
of superphosphate mixed with 1 cwt. of bone meal, 
giouncl coprolite, or other finely ground phosphate top¬ 
dressing, after singling out, with 2 cwt. nitrate of soda 
per acre, mixed with 3 cwt. of salt. 

Knowing, as we do that many of our readers have 
no opportunity of seeing such reports, we strive by giving 
them particulars of results to keep them jiosted in the 
latest doings of pioneers in the work of imjirovement, in 
Older that they may keep abreast of the times, and turn 
to account every real improvement in agriculture as soon 
as possible after it is made public. The experiments are 
conducted so carefully, and are so exhaustive, that we have 
full reason to place entire reliance in, and to take action 
upon results. 
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WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 
Much time has been taken up in carting com sold at recent markets. 

~\Ve have had to push on corn threshing at one or two farms which have 
been in hand and were let at Michaelmas. Under our covenants the 
incoming tenant has to thresh, clean, and deliver corn left on the farm, 
anil he has the straw for so doing ; but we find that a new tenant has 
so much upon his hands at the outset that it hardly answers to hold him 
•strictly to such a bargain. It is his interest to see to the ploughing and 
sowing of winter corn : it is ours to see that no corn stacks sutler by ex¬ 
posure to depredations of any kind, and experience has shown that there 
is some risk of this. We had one large Wheat stack so left, from the 
bottom of which the straw was pulled so badly by a flock of geese that 
there was a considerable degree of risk that it would topple over. The 
mischief was done in some three or four days, and we should not have 
thought it possible that geese could have pulled out long AN heat straw 
in such a manner. The moral oE this is never to leave a corn stack 
without a fence of hurdles well set around it. It is a good rule so to 
enclose every stack, if there is not a close, strong fence around the rick- 
yard, for it is a common sight to see hay and Clover stacks with the 
sides much pulled about by stray cattle. Corn markets fluctuate at 
times in a curious manner for which it is difficult to account. Last 
market we had several samples of Barley on offer, and were able to 
dispose of all of thnm at fair rates, except one which we regarded as 
exceptionally good, for it was a full, heavy sample, thin-skinned, bright, 
and quite unstained by any exposure to weather. “ No,” said one mer¬ 
chant after another, “ we don’t want white Barley,” and we could not 
sell. Yet this is the very class of Barley which last season would com- 
mand an exceptionally high price. “ — 

Winter corn is a full, strong plant ; Wheat, Rye, Beaus, and Oats 
all having a flourishing, healthy appearance. Since our serious losses 
among the Bean plant last winter we have come to regard this crop as 
somewhat speculative. The losses were owing to the exceptional severity 
of the weather, which caused the stem to perish just upon the surface of 
the soil. In this matter we are very much at the mercy of the weather. 
We have, however, had the Beans sown by plough drills, so as to leave 
the surface rough and uneven, in order to afford the i lant some slight 
protection from cold, cutting wind. 

THE WHEAT CROP OF 1887. 
The very low prices during the last few years have, it is supposed 

induced farmers to use a not inconsiderable quantity of their Wheat as food 
for stock. The amount so withdrawn from human consumption if quite 
unknown. It has been estimated by some to be considerably less than one 
million, and by otli-rs to be even as much as two million quarters within the 
harvest year. Whatever the amount may be, it is evident that a n9w 
element of uncertainty is thus introduced into our estimates of the quantity 
of imported Wheat required to supply the deficiency of the home-grown 
crop. 

The “Agricultural Produce Statistics” published at the beginning of 
the year give, as the result of inquiries in 14.000 parishes in Great Britain, 
and many in Ireland, an ave-age yield of 26'89 bushels per acre for the 
Wheat crop of the United Kingdom in 1886. If we deduct from this 
amount 2^ bushels per acre for seed, as we did in the case of our own esti¬ 
mate, it leaves only 71 million quarters available for consumption by the 
population and for stock feeding. The imports less exports for the harvest 
year ending August 31st, 1887, amounted to 17^ million quarters, making 
altogether a total of little over 24j million quarters. But assuming the con¬ 
sumption per head of the population to be 5'65 bushe’s, which is the figure 
we have adopted for the last ten years, the amount so required would, inde¬ 
pendently of the quantity consumed by stock, be 2GJ million qua'ters, or 
two million quarters more than the estimated avail ible home prjduce and 
imports taken together. By the kindness of Messrs. Beerbohm I have been 
furnished with a statement of the amount of Wheat, and of flour reckoned 
as Wheat, in warehouse on July 1st, 1886, and July 1st, 1887, from which it 
appears that the stocks were slightly the higher in 1887, whilst it is esti¬ 
mated that subsequently to that date they somewhat increased. 

Our own cstima'e of the yield of the Wheat crop of 1886 was 29J 
bushels. This is considerably higher than that of the Government above 
quoted ; and it is also higher than the estimates of others. According to 
our figure, the available supply of home produce was nearly 8 million 
quarters. Even with our higher estimate of the home crop there 
is still a deficiency in the imports for the estimated requirements for 
human consumption, to say nothing of the amount consumed by stock. 
The evidence so far would thu3 seem to suggest the question whethtr th-re 
has not been some decline in the consumption per head of the population. 
At the same time it should be stated that if we take our own estimates of 
the available home produce and the recorded imports for the whole period 
of the eleven harvest years 1876-77 to 1886-87 inclusive, for which we have 
adopted a consumption of 5'65 bushels per head, the result shows precisely 
that amount availab'e, if no allowance be made for consumption by stock. 
It is obviously desirable, however, that those who are engaged in forming 
the est:mates of tli9 yield of the Wheat crop should also endeavour to 
ascertain the facts as to the quantity of Wheat consumed by stock. 

The Rothamsted result of 28f bushels, which more probably under than 
overrates the crop of the country, if calculated upon the slightly incr as d 
area this year—namely, 2,383,684 acres—gives an aggregate produce for the 
United Kingdom of 8,454,275 quarters. Hitherto we have always deducted 
21 bushels per acre for seed, but this is supposed to be too high an average 
at the present time, and if we deduct only 2 bushels, there remain 7,858 379, 
or rather less than 8 million quarters available for consumption. Still, 
estimating the consumption per head of the population at 5’65 bushels, the 
requirement for the harvest year would be 26,419,910, or nearly 26J million 
quarters, of which about 18£ million quarters would have to be supplied by 
tocks and imports. 

For some reason the imports of Wheat have been below the estimated 
requirements for the last two years. Whether or to what extent this is due 
to previous accumulations, to the home crops having been underrated, or to 
a reduction in the consumption of bread and flour, there is not sufficient 
evidence to decide conclusively. If there has been a reduced consumption, 
the question arises whether there has bee^i an increased consumption ol 
other foods. During the last few years there has been some increase in 
the number of both cows and other cattle kept, but there has upon the 
whole been a reduction in the number of both sheep and pigs. In fact, the 
records, neither of the home production nor of the imports of animal foods, 
afford evidence of any material increase in the consumption per head of such 
foods. . , ,, 

Further, a careful examination of the amounts of the imports of other 
articles used as human food shows in the aggregate a reduction rather than 
an increase in proportion to the population. In such articles as Rice and 
Potatoes, for example, which would to some extent substitute Wheat, the 
decline in the imports is very marked. Thus, while during the fiveyear3 
1877-81 the average annual imports of Potatoes amounted to 395,2< 7 tons, 
during the five years 1882-86 they amounted to only 156,017 tons, or to con¬ 
siderably less than one-half. Nor is it probable that the amount of Maize 
flour used has at all mateiiilly affected the consumption of Wheat. Ihe 
indication wrould thus seem to be, therefore, that if the consumption of 
Wheat has really declined, either the total consumption of food p°r head of 
the population has also declined, or that the deficiency in the Wheat im¬ 
ports has been compensated by increased supplies of home-grown foods, bo 
far as Potatoes are concerned, however, the “ Agricultural Produce Statis¬ 
tics ” show a decline in area, in produce per acre, and in aggregate produce, 
both in 1885 and in 1886 compared with 1884. On the other hand, there 
has, notwithstanding an increase in the imports of other vegetables, been a 
considerable increase in the area of allotment gardens. It would obviously 
be a ground of satisfaction should further information and consideration 
show that, notwithstanding the very low prices of grain, there ha9 been a 
larger consumption of some other home-produced food3. 

Whilst it is obviously of importance to the grower that his Wheat crop 
should yield well, it has ceased to be a question of any interest to the con¬ 
sumer whether the yield of the home crop is a few bushels per acre more or 
le js. Nor does such a difference on our much reduced area at all materially 
affect the supply from foreign sources. During the eight harvest years 
1852-53 to 1859-60, which were the first of our estimates of the home Wheat 
crop, nearly three-fourths of the aggregate amount consumed was of home 
growth, and little more than one-fourth was derived from foreign sources, 
but during the eight years 1878-79 to 1885-86 little more than one-third has 
been provided by the home crop, and nearly two-thirds .by imports ; and 
were it not for the value of the straw for bedding purposes it is probable 
that the reduction in the area under the crop would have been even greater 
than has actually been the caBe. . , , .. 

Although greater facilities for acquiring land have been afforded by the 
Actb of Parliament recently passed, there is not much probability that the 
result will be an increase iujthe area under Wheat or other grain orop3 ’ 
in fact, that tillage on a small scale will successfully compete with arable 
farming as at present practised. Nor is it likely that there will be any per¬ 
manent extensim of peasant holdings of pasture land, excepting in ioca i- 
ties where the soil and climate are specially favourable for permanent 
grass. But g irden allotments, as distinguished from peasant holdings or 
Irom farm allotments, are of very great advantage to the masses of the 
population, and will no doubt continue to extend as they have done largely 
during the last quarter of a century.—Sift J. B. Lawes (in Aature). 

OUR LETTER BOX. 
Distinguishing the Sex of Guinea Fowls (IF. S.).—The sex is some¬ 

what difficult to distinguish. One mirk is the cry, the hen alone n(ttenog 
tlie peculiar noti which nearly everybody c impares to the words , 
back,” utlered in a shrill tone. Cocks may also be distinguished by the 
arching of their backs, and running along on tiptoe with a mincing a . 
They are also more spiteful than the hens to other poultry. Anotnei 
mark is that the wattles of the ma’e are la-ger than those of the lemue, 
and rather differently placed. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUA11E, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N.; Long. 0° S' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

fl 
*3 
« 1887. 

November. 

i?i 3-5 
g «-/) £ 
S 
c3 ** 

Hygrome¬ 
ter. 

fl . 

a a 

So 

*o . 
p^o 
So° 
<V ® rH 
H 

Shade Tem¬ 
perature. 

Radiation 
Temperature. 

,Dry. Wet. Max. Min. 
In 

sun. 
On 

grass 

Sunday.20 
Monday.21 
Tuesday .... 22 
Wednesday.. 23 
Thursday.... 24 
Friday .25 
Saturday .... 26 

Inches. 
29.5G7 
29.593 
29.701 
29.930 
29.917 
29.736 
29.797 

deg. 
35.8 
33.4 
38.2 
39.3 
33.3 
38.2 
48.2 

deg. 
35.0 
33.4 
88.2 
38.0 
35.1 
37.1 
44.7 

N.E. 
Calm 
K.E. 

N. 
N. 

S.W. 
w. 

deg. 
38.8 
38 4 
38.5 
39-2 
39 3 
39.2 
39 3 

deg. 
38.8 
38.7 
43.3 
43.1 
39.8 
48.6 
52.1 

deg. 
31.1 
31.6 
30.9 
37.9 
32.5 
33.1 
37.9 

deg. 
61.2 
40.2 
47.6 
67.8 
40.8 
58.1 
58.6 

deg. 
24.G 
32.4 
31.6 
37.1 
27.4 
29.1 
30.7 

In. 

0.079 
0.152 

0.018 

29 756 38.5 87.4 — 39.0 43.5 33.6 52.0 30.4 0.249 

EE MARKS. 
20th.—Rain in small hours; cold damp fog all day. 

22nd^hidrfm°alia!!ouars-; dull, damp morning,but warmer; line afternoon; heavy 
shower 5 to 6r.M.; dull evening. 

23rd.—Fine, with a good deal of sunshine ; bright night. 
2(th.—Dull early, spots of rain about 10 A.M., then fair, overcast afternoon. 
Sltli.—Fine and bright, but slightly foggy at times. 
26tb.—Fine and warm, but not bright. ..... fnsr 

A variable week, with two or three pleasant days a little marred by slig ■ °g- 
perature variable, and though 5g above that of the preceding week a o 
the average.—U. J. Stmonj. 

Tern- 
below 
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The Natio -al Rose Sosiatya Annual Meeting and Dinner. 

>0 
11 
12 
11 
14 

s 
SUN 
M 
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W 

Srd Sunday in Advent. 

Rojal Horticultural Society—Committees at 11 a.m. 
[ of Fellows. 

Special Meeting 

•eating 

THE SCIENCE OF CHRYSANTHEMUM JUDGING. 

|H|S|'S Science has been authoritatively described 
as “ knowledge grounded on demonstration 
and self-evident principles capable of being 
reduced to practice,” the method that will 
be described of judging blooms of Chrysan¬ 
themums when placed in competition may 
fairly claim to come within the definition. 
The term, however, is mainly employed as indi- 

_ a sharp distinction between the looser plan of 
judging by guesswork. Mr. Lewis Castle, who knows 
Chrysanthemums and howto judge them, referred approv- 
ingly in his notes on page 471 last week to my method of 
recording the merits ofblooms in competing stands. That 
system is published in Mr. Molyneux’s book, and has, I 
know, been described as fanciful and complex. To that I 
have not the slightest objection, as it is only in accord¬ 
ance with custom to so regard anything as an inno¬ 
vation, or what is a departure from time-honoured 
•customs. It is well that this should be so, or we might 
be inundated with plans and schemes having little more 
than mere novelty to recommend them. Experience alone 
can prove the value or defects of new methods, and though 
I did not lightly, nor without many trials of its working, 
advance the plan of expressing the merits of blooms in 
two denominators instead of one where “ point” judging 
is resorted to, I am now fortified by the experience of 
others during the late campaign that the plan, instead of 
being fanciful, is severely practical, and so far from being 
complex its simplicity becomes apparent in a moment to 
persons who have not previously seen it carried out. 

There are a few persons who judge Chrysanthemums 
■occasionally that feel quite competent to determine the 
awards in close competition without having recourse to 

pointing,” or examining the blooms individually and 
recording the merits of each by a figure or figures. Such 
individuals are extraordinarily good guessers if they can 
decide accurately when three or four stands of forty-eight 
blooms are arranged, half of each being incurved and 
the other Japanese, and one kind taking the lead in one 
stand and the opposite kind in another. I have acted 
■with the majority of good judges from time to time, and 
am bound to say I have not found one who could have 
arrived at a true decision in a Sheffield class, for instance, 
in which Mr. Mease and Mr. Midgley staged so closely. 
There was no difficulty in guessing that Mr. Mease had 
the best incurved blooms and Mr. Midgley the best 
Japanese, but I cannot conceive it possible that the rela¬ 
tive value of the whole could be determined except by the 
most careful enumeration of the merits of the forty-eight 
blooms in the two stands. A decision could have been 
arrived at without the so-called “ trouble ” of pointing, 

No. 389.—Yol. XV., Third Series. 

but it would have been just as likely to have been wrong 
as right. Here is the result:— 

Mr. Mease. I Mr. Midgley. 

unred. 103+8 I icu'ved. 102 + 3 
J.pmtse. 110 + 9 | J p njae. 114 + 1 -.jj 

219 | 0 | 219 | 6 

Thus, Mr. Mease won by 2.6, or points only out of a 
possible 288—six points being taken as the standard of a 
perfect bloom. As will be seen, he gained six points by 
his incurved and lost 3^ by his Japanese, and the differ¬ 
ence between the gain and the loss represents the small 
majority named. The stands were examined by many 
good Chrysanthemum growers before the awards were 
made, and no agreement could be arrived at as to which 
was the better, but after the verdict was given as the 
result of such close scrutiny no one questioned its accu¬ 
racy. There was a general impression perhaps that Mr. 
Parker’s blooms would win the first position, and they did, 
but opinions were about equally divided as regards the 
others, as well they might, and the best of guessers could 
not have given a verdict the accuracy of which could be 
demonstrated, and hence meet with general acceptance. 
The difficulty is often greater in adjudging the second 
and third prizes than determining the first; but obviously 
the same care is needed in awarding the third as the first, 
or justice would not be done to all the competitors. 

There was closer running between two similar stands 
at Liverpool, and it was closer still between two stands of 
incurved blooms at Putney, only 03, or \ of a point 
dividing them. If anyone should say or think that this 
is drawing the line too fine my reply is, If I owe the 
objector 3d. he is as much entitled to it as he would be 
to Is. if that were the amount due. Book-keeping is 
reduced to a science because of the accuracy that is 
essential, and it would be clumsy work if no account were 
taken of the pence column in the ledger, or if no such 
column were prepared; and this brings me to the method 
of judging Chrysanthemum blooms that is so simple in 
action, while it is the most certain I have found in 
extremely close competition. 

For the purpose of enabling it to be understood at a 
glance and carried out easily by anyone who has a know¬ 
ledge of the different varieties, their character and capa¬ 
cities, it is worked on the shillings and pence system, 
“ points ” being entered in the shilling column and the 
margins of merit between them in the column for pence. 
A point is divided into parts, representing J, or f of 
the whole, and entered as 3d., Gd., and 9d. respectively. 
It would be easy to still further subdivide, but more 
minute divisions as representing the merits of blooms 
would not be so readily determinable. The desiderata 
are accuracy with simplicity, and these are provided, as 
may be seen by an illustrative case. Let us take the 
back row of blooms in a stand of twenty-four incurved 
varieties—Mr. Parker’s at Sheffield—and show their 
value : — 

1 Lord Alcester .... 
2 Jeanne d’Arc . 
3 Lord Alcester . 
4 Queen of England 
5 Empress of India 
6 Queen of England 
7 Empress of India 
8 John Salter. 

40 | 3 

In adding up the pence column we have a total of thirty- 
nine, or 3s. 3d.; the 3d. is put down and the 3s. added 

No. 2045.—Yol. LXXVII., Old Series. 
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in the other column, bringing the total to 40s. 3d., or 
4points. What could be simpler? And what would 
have been the probable result il the points had not been 
divided ? As there was not a bloom in the row or in the 
shoAV considered perfect in all points—size, depth, sym¬ 
metry, solidity, breadth of petal, freshness or colour— 
the total would, in all likelihood, have been thirty-eight 
(as the last bloom would no doubt have counted five), or 
a loss of 2^ points. It may be said, however, and with 
some degree of plausibility, that the loss would have been 
in the same proportion in the back rows of competing 
stands, so the result would still be fair to all. But that 
is not invariably so, as I find in corresponding rows in 
two stands one gains four points in the second column, 
while the other only gains If; indeed, from an examina¬ 
tion of the recorded value of upwards of S00 blooms before 
me, arrived at on the system advocated, I am more than 
ever convinced of the soundness of the proposition that 
“ in all cases in which the relative merits of competing 
stands are not clearly shown by one denominator two 
should be resorted to, and then the chance of a mistake 
would be reduced to a minimum.” 

As evidence that that f point is determinable and not 
without effect, a circumstance maybe alluded to as occur¬ 
ring at Sheffield. After the classes were finished the best 
bloom in the Show had to be found, incurved or Japanese. 
After a rigid search the honour was accorded to a fine 
Queen of England in Mr. Mease’s 48-stand. On sub¬ 
sequently looking through the points of 144 blooms in the 
class, this was the only one credited with 5-9 or 5f points, 
so that the f point told sufficiently to win the .National 
Society’s certificate, which was the prize in question, 
'there were several 5J point blooms, and few below 4 
points, so that practically, in good competition, there are 
only 4 points to work from 3, 4, 5 and 6, which renders 
subdivision the more necessary in accurately gauging the 
merits of the blooms. Nor does the two-denominator 
system take up more time than one, but rather takes less, 
and for this reason. Look at the list above given. The 
Judges examine No. 1, it is not perfect, and they hesitate 
whether to do it a little more than justice by giving it 
6 points or a little less by only entering n. Suggest half a 
point and they decide in a moment, 5‘6 being jotted 
down. No. 2 is seen at a glance to be of the same value, 
and is entered accordingly. No. 3 falls a little short of 
No. 1 (the same variety), and is quickly debited with 
half a point less. No 5 falls a point. No. 6 rises again, 
being equal to No. 2. No 7 comes down, but is a trifle 
better than No. 5 (the same variety), and No. 8 is appre¬ 
ciably better than No. 7, and gets J point more because it 
deserves it, the whole being completed in less time than 
in writing these lines, and in less time also than would 
be consumed during the pauses in determining on full 
points in each case, while there can be no question as to 
which plan is the more accurate. 

Do not let it be supposed that pointing is advocated 
throughout a show. Aothing of the kind is suggested. 
It would be altogether superfluous in the vast majority of 
cases, and a waste of time. It is only in large classes 
and close competition when it is necessary to resort to 
the plan; it should then be adopted without hesitation, 
conducted with the utmost care, and completed in the 
best possible manner. Much time is often lost by judges 
marching backwards and forwards, and sometimes getting 
more or less bewildered, then after all having to resort to 
figures. It is better to begin at the outset in cases of 
doubt in large classes. Pointing was not called for this 
year in the chief contests at Kingston, the Crystal 

Palace, Hull, and the Veitch Memorial class at Liver¬ 
pool, but was absolutely essential at the “National,” 
Portsmouth, Sheffield, another great class at Liverpool, 
Putney, and some other shows. As sli.ht evidence that I 
have no “ weakness ” on the matter, I have shared in 
judging at the least 500 stands of blooms this year, and 
pointed less than twenty, but the majority were forty- 
eights, and composed of half Japanese. Stands of 
twelve blooms and less can usually be judged by com¬ 
parison, as can the majority of eighteens and twenty- 
fours; but not all, as in the Putney contest. Space 
precludes giving particulars of this here, but something, 
will perhaps be said about it in the forthcoming 
“ Chrysanthemum Annual.” 

Judging by a general and, so to say, unsystematic 
inspection, of large mixed stands of nearly equal merit is 
not a safe course to adopt, for two reasons—1, the 
“ chance ” of deciding wrongly ; 2, the absence of material 
for showing the accuracy of the awards in meeting a 
possible protest. As has been stated in referring to the 
unfortunate Hull case last year, the protest was lodged 
on the ground that judging was not done by points ; and, 
assuredly, if it had not been, all the work would have had 
to be done over again on the pointing system, and what, 
that involves in a crowded hall no one knows only those 
who have experienced the difficulty. Let it be said in 
reference to the losing stands on that occasion that they 
contained splendid blooms beautifully set up. The first 
prize blooms were staged too low for creating a favourable 
impression at the first glance. They were in fact rather 
better than they looked, while the others looked rather 
better than they were; and therein, I suspect, lurks the 
sequel of the whole affair. The second prize stands did 
“ look ” better than the first, and in case of an equality of 
pointing would no doubt have had the casting vote in 
favour of superior staging ; but no one, I presume, would 
place this higher in merit than superior cultivation. It 
is not suggested that the winning blooms were badly 
staged, for they were not; they were somewhat low, and 
the exhibitor has staged a trifle higher this year, his 
stands having consequently a more imposing appearance. 
The blooms were subjected to close individual examination, 
and only in that way could their true merits be ascer¬ 
tained. 

In these days of close competition the flowers should 
be represented to the best possible advantage, for though 
experienced judges will find their value, there is the pos¬ 
sibility in close contests of losing points for faulty staging, 
and thus losing prizes. Exhibitors should newer forget 
that judges look for faults, and sometimes are glad to find 
one or two to justify them in their decision. Occasion¬ 
ally a stand is found in the south in which the blooms 
are staged rather too high, giving them a stiff or stilted 
appearance; but we do not find this in the north, the 
fault there tending in the other direction, and is often 
very apparent in the amateur classes. 

Reverting to the process of judging, so long as the 
intrinsic merits of blooms are held in the highest regard 
the point system must be resorted to in large mixed classes 
and close competition, and when this is very keen indeed 
it seems to me that the points must be divided, so that 
the smallest gradation in merit can be recorded. The 
method described has been tested by Mr. N. Davis, Mr. 
G. Gordon, Mr. J. Udale, Mr. C. Gibson, and Mr. W. 
Kipps. There is no sentiment about such men as those. 
They followed the plan because they found it easy and 
satisfying. In less than tvro minutes every one of them 
could take the lead in indicating the value of the blooms 
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by points and half points, and it was only when a doubt 
•arose that the quarter and three-quarter point, integers 
of three or nine, were employed to secure unanimity, and 
it is certain it could not be arrived at so quickly in any 
other way. On the evening preceding the Sheffield Show 
a discussion arose on Chrysanthemum judging, and Mr. 
B. Simonite declared a maximum of three or four jroints 
quite inadequate for representing the small yet important 
gradations in merit. He thought the points wanted 
'dividing, and his remarks met with general acceptance. 
It so happened that a page of figures showing the point¬ 
ing in two columns for each collection in a large class 
oould be produced. He grasped the plan in a moment, 
•and said, “ 1 hat is the best system I have seen,” and 
■with the instinct of a real florist continued, “ You cannot 
get far wrong with that if you take care of the key bloom.” 
That is the key to the position. Fix on the best bloom, 
in a stand, very carefully determine its value, and work 
from it as a standaid throughout. When there are 
several stands, which necessarily occupy time in “ going 
through, it is well to step hack to the key now and 
then, so as to have it clearly in mind for the pre¬ 
vention of an accident occurring in under or over 
pointing. I have known this to be necessary, and at 
least one of my colleagues knows it too. The ideal 
standard must be clear throughout for the work to be 
done well, whether the points be divided or not. I shall 
prefer the latter method until finding a better, then will 
adopt it with readiness by whomsoever it may be intro¬ 
duced. I have, however, had about enough of judging, 
and shall most willingly stand aside when the committees 
of shows may desire to try a change of officials. “ Has 
your judgment ever been questioned?” asked an in¬ 
quisitive interviewer a short time ago. I was able to 
reply, “Yes, several times, but it has never been over¬ 
turned by scrutineers.” To this he aptly rejoined, “ Oh, 
then you can retire with credit.” Rather a broad hint, 
I thought; and it “sticks.”—J. Wright. 

[Mr. J. Udale writes, in reference to this subject, “ I 
have noticed with pleasure Mr. L. Castle’s allusion to 
Mr. Wright’s system of ‘pointing.’ Having triedit on 
several occasions I can testify to the excellency of the 
system, and I think nothing could be more perfect, prac¬ 
tical, and simple.”] 

OIL AND SULPHUR ON HOT-WATER PIPES 
lx the Journal of Horticulture for October 20fch reference is 

made to the oil and sulphur remedy for mildew, from which we 
learn that some uncertainty exists as to what kind of oil should be 
used. As first stated in the “ Gardeners’ Monthly,” and on several 
occasions since, linseed oil has been invariably recommended. This 
is mixed with sulphur to the consistency of a rather thick paint, and 
in this state as much of it is rubbed on the hot-water pipes or ’flues 
as to fill the house with a strong odour. In so doing no harm to 
the most tender foliage need be apprehended, while at the same 
time every vestige of mildew that may be in the house will speedily 
disappear. 

We have had the most satisfactory evidence of this, and need 
only mention one or two cases by way of proof. In one instance 
a neighbour owned a large greenhouse chiefly devoted to Roses 
that were so subject to mildew that he was on the point of giving 
up their cultivation, every known remedy having failed to subdue 
the enemy. In this plight he was advised to try the sulphur and 
oil mixture. He did so, and had the satisfaction of finding the 
cause of his trouble entirely removed. Another case is that of a 
house in which Roses are chiefly grown. As soon as the fires were 
lighted in it last autumn the mixture was applied, and from that 
time until a few weeks ago not a sign of either mildew or red spider 
has been seen. The same practice has been followed this season 
with the utmost confidence that so long as the fires are kept on 
these troublesome pests will not be once seen. 

I was pleased to notice in the “ Gardeners’ Monthly ’’ for 

October that Mr. Meehan has “ by research in chemical botany 
discovered that oil vapour has long been known to be inimical to 
the growth of the lower forms of fungi, and that what we recom- 
rnend is in full accord with the teachings of this branch of science,” 
from which wc infer that the vapour of oil is alone sufficient to 
destroy mildew, and if so the remedy is somewhat simplified, but 
sulphur added cannot fail to greatly increase its power to destroy 
either animal or vegetable parasites.—A. Yeitcii, New Haven, 
Conn, U.S. 

QUALITY, QUANTITY, DEPRESSION. 
Fkoji an economic point of view the apathy of consumers in rc- 

spect to quality is about equal to the prejudice of cultivators in 
clinging to varieties which time has rendered obsolete. Consumers 
of late years have favoured quantity and appearance, to which no 
objection can be taken provided it be not at the loss of quality. 
Cultivators as a class have clung to varieties which are now left 
behind through the finer and more taking appearance of foreign 
pioduce. The latter has the still further advantage of being as 
cheap or cheauer than home produce. Much of course has been 
effected by competition and the cheapening of transit to the detri¬ 
ment of the home grower ; but the main cause of agri-horti- 
cultural depression is the outcome of a period of unparalleled 
prosperity, which dulled forethought, resulting in a sense of security 
11* ^*0 superiority of production, and the consequent decline of 
effort and industrial energy essential to its maintenance. If 
prosperity push produce to famine prices it naturally tempts rivalry, 
and has so acted that foreign produce is forthcoming at prices 
which the home producer is unable to cope with upon the old lines 

i.i3., the wages and the rents. . The grower must produce as much 
and keep his hold on the markets in a time of depression as in a 
lime of prosperity, otherwise he must abdicate to the foreigner or 
colonist. An equally good and cheaper article must be produced, 
and he must curtail his own expenditure in proportion to the 
lessened value of the products, and in addition easement must be 
accorded in the shape of lessened value of labour and of land to 
enable the grower to grapple with the influx of foreign produce. 
There must, in fact, be an all-round reduction in the cost of pro¬ 
duction, the markets being supplied with the best possible products 
at a price suited to the consumer. 
. In horticultural matters the depression is quite as pronounced as 
m agricultural. The farmer cannot provide a supply of food pro¬ 

ducts equal to the demand ; it is therefore met by imported in order 

to the maintenance of our commercial industry, which has passed 

the crisis safely, and our products maintain their supremacy through 

superiority and economy of use. The “ dawning of a better day ” 

has been effected by cheapening manufacture without any sacrifice 

of quality. That is as it always has been, and will be to the end. 

Out of the raw material—the SQil—the farmer must, if he mean to 
keep his place, rival colonial and foreign growers, grow more of a 

superior article, and it holds equally in respect of horticultural 
produce, which I propose briefly to pass in review. 

I he increase of national wealth during the Victorian era pro¬ 
duced a demand for the luxuries of life, as horticultural products 
were, and are still, considered by many, instead of in their truest 
sense, regarding them as food products ; but as time advanced there 
was a greater diffusion of wealth and of information on the means 
of production and the uses and value of vegetables and fruit as a 
dietary, that they came to be looked upon not so much as luxuries 
as necessities of life. The climax of the prosperity may be set 
down in 1870. The downward tendency may be set down as com¬ 
mencing in 1875, horticulture in the meanwhile having attained to 
a state of unparalleled prosperity. It had provoked foreign competi¬ 
tion, and I may be excused saying that up to that date the produce 
of the United Kingdom surpassed in quality any in the markets 
and brought the best prices. There were of course exceptions 
which need not be particularised. Since that time—i.e., during the 
last decade, there has been a powerful rivalry between home and 
imported produce, and I submit that had the supply of the markets 
continued in the hands of those making it a commercial transaction 
they would have held their own against importations. In conse¬ 
quence of the depressed state of agriculture and the non-residence 
of proprietors many large gardens hitherto used as producing 
luxuries have been converted into manufactories of produce for 
sale. I here was more or less of that going on from some estab¬ 
lishments for at least half a century or longer, but as I set out with 
the intention of adhering to matters of which I have cognizance we 
will put it down at forty years. During that time it has been a 
systematic practice for the gardeners of many establishments, small 
as well as large, at the request of their employers to dispose of 
surplus produce. Either the produce was in excess of the demand 
or selling was resorted to as a means of lessening the cost of main¬ 
tenance. There need be no question as to what the object was. It 
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could only be to lessen the cost and render the establishment more 
or less self-sustaining. It is useless to assert, as is often done, that 
this is a new thing. It is older, perhaps, than any gardener living, 
but it was restricted for the most part to the choicer fruits and 
vegetables, and was carried on for the most part quietly, as a matter 
of which no one knew anything save the gardener and fruiterer. 
Still, the proprietor was careful to exact an account, and the 
fruiterer equally particular in impressing upon intended purchasers 
the enhanced value the produce had through its being grown by a 
noted cultivator. I do not say it was a general practice, but I do 
submit that during the last four decades there has not been any 
extra demand for a supply of choice fruit or vegetables, but the 
fruiterer knew exactly where it could be had. The proprietor and 
grower appreciated alike the exchange and the renown, similar 
sentiments pervaded the intermediary. In that way much of the 
choicest produce bringing the best prices was disposed of in 
fruiterers’ shops, which said produce was clandestinely put in the 
market to the prejudice of the grower for sale. The clandestine 
grower could put the best fruit only in the market, his purpose 
being best served by acting so, using himself the middling and 
inferior ; but the grower for sale must dispose of all at a price, and 
with so much choice. What must he have for the middling and 
inferior ? He could have got out of the dilemma by growing all 
choice. Unfortunately crops of all kinds are subject to this sort- 
ment—viz., best, middling, indifferent ; consequently the private 
grower selling the best only and using the remainder had the com¬ 
mand of the market, though the grower for sale of necessity had to 
dispose of all his produce. At one place I was we sold all the best 
Pine Apples, the Grapes, and Pears, and I found the Pine Apples and 
Grapes, also Pears, brought a much higher price than was obtained 
by a grower of fruit for sale. This is a parallel case to the produce 
imported, which is uniformly the best the grower can export, and 
against which the home grower can only act at a sacrifice of the 
middling and indifferent, which points to a high standard being 
aimed at, and as so that the samples are very much higher and 
uniform than formerly. 

Having nearly reached the end of the tether what is to be 
done ? The grower for sale must insist that private gardens 
diverted from their original use—i.e., converted into market 
gardens, should be placed on an equality. The owner can let his 
garden or he can cultivate it. That need make no difference, but 
to make the matter equal all his structural erections used for the 
purpose of trade must be rated in the same ratio as those of the 
occupier or owner of similar structures used for commercial 
purposes. In that way we place all growers for sale upon an equal 
footing. With that I have no fear of our horticulturists being 
able to give a good account of themselves in the rivalry with those 
of other lands. 

It may be presumptuous, yet I cannot refrain from suggesting 
that as our gardens cannot be maintained in order and efficiency 
there should be a reduction in their size corresponding to the reduc¬ 
tion in the capital and labour. As it is there is no satisfaction to 
the proprietors nor any credit to the cultivators. Gardens do not, 
any more than farms, pay to lie idle, and the sooner they are put 
to useful purpose the better it will be for the proprietors, cultiva¬ 
tors, and the community.—G. Abbey. 

(To be continued.) 

TENNIS GROUNDS. 
I have omitted the word “ lawns ” often applied to tennis 

grounds, because I am of opinion that excellent courts may be 
formed without a lawn. So long as the weather is fine and the 
ground dry, turf forms a good surface on which to play, but in wet 
weather, and throughout the winter, as a rule, a turf surface is not 
by any means agreeable, as it is exceedingly damp for the feet, and 
often“becomes quite a pudde. The weather for days and weeks 
together in winter is sometimes so wet as to make the grass quite 
unfit for playing. It may be that some regard tennis as a summer 
game, but I know many instances where it is also indulged in to a 
great extent during the winter, and I think it is very desirable that 
the ground should be formed in such a way as to admit of playing 
immediately after rain. Where space is plentiful there might be 
two lawns, one on the grass and another with a dry surface, but 
where only one lawn can be made I am in favour of the latter. 

Some ten or twelve years ago I often saw tennis played exten¬ 
sively in the Midlands, and they had a good plan there of arranging 
their courts, as the playground consisted of a large level grass 
quarter, and the courts were marked out on this with white cords 
placed on the smooth surface of the grass and drawn very tight. 
These were shifted crossways, longways, or any way that was 
necessary to keep the grass even on all parts, and I thought this a 
good plan for the grass, but the best court for wet weather I have 

yet seen is one formed here eight years ago. We began making it 
by digging the entire length and breadth of the court out to a 
depth of 15 inches. Bough stones were then placed in to a depth 
of 1 foot, and they were levelled on the surface. The top layer 
was then applied, and consisted mainly of gravel with a little lime 
mixed in it. This was made perfectly smooth and very firm, and 
then allowed to settle. In a month or so it was again dressed on 
the surface with a rake, and afterwards rolled, and the result was a 
first-rate court. Many a game has been played on it in the best 
weather in summer, and it has afforded no end of amusement in 
the winter, as no matter how much rain falls, the surface is dry 
an hour afterwards. It becomes a little rough on the surface at 
times, but a raking and a good rolling makes it as perfect as if it 
was new again. We put down the lines with silver sand, and we. 
have found this answer so well from the first that we have never 
tried anything else.—M. M. 

EXHIBITING AND JUDGING BOUQUETS. 

“ A Learner ” has contributed a useful article upon this subject, 
and points out several serious defects in the present system of exhibiting 
bouquets. From his own statements it is evident he is also an occasional! 
competitor at shows, and it is surprising that one way of stopping the 
practices which he rightly condemns has not occurred to him. For 
instance, if he had avoided them himself, and protested against the 
exhibits of other competitors who were awarded prizes for bouquets' 
that had been finished at the show with Ferns or flowers simply stuck 
in and not secured, this would have been a more straightforward course 
than following what he considered a bad custom merely with the hope 
of securing a prize. It seems to me that the others might all urge the 
same excuse as himself, and join in a condemnation of a practice that 
had. however, been found necessary to insure prizes. 

That the custom is a bad one there can be no doubt, but it would be 
easy for the committees of societies, when framing the schedules, and 
the judges, when officiating, to stop it. A bouquet, in which ali the 
flowers and fronds used are not properly secured cannot be regarded as 
complete, and however tasteful it may be in design, should not be placed 
before one that is suitably finished. 

As regards the composition of a bouquet, the greatest evil is crowding, 
and next to this is looseness, though this is more rarely seen than the 
former. Some appear to think that a bouquet should be perfectly even, 
either flat or of a semi-globular form, and they are occasionally seen as 
regular if they had been clipped round ; others, again, go to the opposite 
extreme, and make their bouquets irregular bunches quite devoid of 
method. Extremes should always be avoided, and it must be borne in 
mind that it is “ the greatest art to conceal art.” Then there is great 
scope for the display of good or bad taste in the choice of colours. “ A 
Learner ” correctly observes that too many differently coloured flowers 
are often employed, but perhaps what he in a general way terms 
“colours” are sometimes only varying shades. Very beautiful floral 
designs are produced when several light and dark shades of one colour 
are employed, as when carefully associated these harmonise in a delight¬ 
ful manner. Contrasts are sometimes desirable when a bold effect is- 
required, but these, like discords in music, should only be introduced 
very sparingly and with a master hand, or they fail in their object.— 
An Amateur Florist. 

Now that so many objections are being raised to the enormous size1 
of bouquets sometimes exhibited, 1 hope, for the benefit of all parties 
concerned, that the subject will be thoroughly discussed and brought 
to some definite issue. To exhibit such monstrosities as have been put 
up at some of the principal west of England shows during the past 
season in a class for hand bouquets is beyond all reason. The exhibitors 
and judges must have quite lost sight of the purpose for which bouquets 
are intended—viz., to be carried by ladies, very few of whom, I think,, 
would prefer such monsters 2 feet in diameter to those of the ordinary size. 
If the managers of exhibitions think that such large floral devices add to- 
the attractions of the show, and are pleasing to the public, why not 
provide two classes for bouquets, one in which the size is limited to a 
certain diameter, and another in which the prizes will be awarded to- 
the largest and best arranged examples? This would allow the con¬ 
structors of the huge bouquets in question full scope for the exercise 
of their talent in that direction, while the good taste and skill displayed 
in making up those of a more useful size would have a fair chance 
of being rewarded.—On-looker. 

As an exhibitor of bouquets and table decorations at the principal 
shows in England, I should like to offer a few remarks, especially in 
bouquet making and judging. I was pleased to see Mr. Garner take 
the subject up, and bring forward the rules introduced by Mr. J. 
Robson, in 1871, which I should like to see enforced at every show, 
and particularly Rules 1 and 4. As regards size of bouquet, I should 
like to see a limit stipulated in every schedule ; it would give all an 
equal chance then, and induce more exhibitors to enter. The very 
reason I went to one show this year, 100 miles from home, was to 
encourage this sort of thing, as the limit of size in the bouquet class 
was stated to be 10 inches—without paper and Fern—and the basket 
12 inches. The prize was £1, and brought a good competition of about 
twelve exhibitors, some having bouquets double the size stipulated. 
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Ttoeattentuni ?f.the Secretary was called to the matter, and he promised 
to point it out to the Judges. Upon returning after the judging we 
found one of the large bouquets, 18 inches in diameter, placed first, a 

°n<L s<rc°“d> ?nd a 15-inch one third. On speaking to the 
•■Secretary about the mistake we were told that the Judges considered it 

fl1V°l0U? objection, as the best bouquet had gained the prize. 
-Now, that sort of thing must not be allowed. Let the rules be strictly 
^carried out. J 

=fatwafle tIv!f0Ugl1 fo,Ur yea/3 of showing strictly kept to the plan my 
father taught me when, after school hours, he would give me a few 

fif>TpnS w miake mt° j ,x)ufluet> and to my delight at the age of 
1 ^k a second prize at Weston-super-Mare. The following 

year 1 took two first prizes and a second at the Alexandra Palace. I 
always endeavoured to procure the best flowers, especially those I was 
*ure would keep-namely, double Primula and Roman Hyacinth, in 

t0 Bouvardlas> Ixoras, &c. I have found a good bouquet with 

oVn a,S fresa ts P°sslble uPon taken from a box, and in ten 
minutes afterwards on a hot summer’s day they were down fiat on the 

n8- Tfhe P?iSt su;ason has been a good one to test bouquet 
■makin?. Respecting the colours, I seldom use more than three, great 
favourites with me being Miss Jolliffe Carnations, Marshal Niel Rose, 

flowerf lightly placed together, every flower showing its 
propel shape, and wherever possible place it as it grows. Keep the 

ouquet a good shape, work the light sprays of Ferns in with the 
flowers and amongst the wires with moss, so as to avoid any addition 
on the show table. An attraction is to allow suitable flowers to han<r 
en the Bern over the paper. Eucharis Candida or Stephanotis with 
Primula are very pretty. For two seasons I had much success with 
bouquets made m this style, but I began to lose ground, and then dis¬ 
carded Miss Jolliffe Carnation in favour of Cattleyas and choicer 
flowers, which kept well and looked handsome. Often this season the 
bouquets have cost me the value of the second prize, and when beaten 

has been by much larger bouquets, worth double the prize money. 
Uhy should this be ? I consider if the prize is £1 the limit to the 
bouquet should be 18 inches ; of 15s. it should be 15 inches, and so on. 

g*alI!<ln1gJ}rat Pylzes means a loss, how many will continue to 
show . As A Florist says, we shall only see one or two bouquets on 
a show table instead of a dozen. I have been beaten by bouquets with 
ten and twelve colours in them, which I think is wrong, but as there is 
su ch a diversity of opinion I think that had better be left to the Judge 
Lut I consider that bouquet and table decoraticn Judges should be 
app ointed with some discretion, as it is not everyone who "is qualified to 
act in this capacity. 

Speaking of table decorations, I may say I always make the middle 
stand rather heavier in appearance than the ends. In the case of three 
stands, on a dinner table, by using darker flowers the end stands always 
match and to lightness in this as well as in bouquets I owe much of 
my success against very elaborate tables and choice flowers. Once this 
season I was defeated by a very unsatisfactory table for a good prize, 
tout I took the beating without complaint, for I knew I did not deserve 
it; and it is my advice to all, derived from experience in a short but 
active showing career, to take such matters quietly, and try again 
another time. I think that the same Judges never ought to judge the 
came classes two years in succession, for I have heard it said, “ So-and-so 
is always Judge here ; he likes your work.” My wish is that there should 
always be good prizes offered for table decoration and bouquets at all 
shows, for that is the most attractive part of many. By restricting 
the sizes of bouquets and encouraging lightness in table decorations, this 
will be encouraged.—J. R. Chard. 

STRAWBERRIES PREVIOUS TO FORCING. 
Our Strawberry plants for forcing in the spring are not so good this 

winter as we have generally had them. We were later Can usual in 
securing the runners. The excessively dry and hot weather was not in 
-favour of their rooting rapidly, and the adverse circumstances generally 

Inch they have had to contend against has caused them to be smaller 
than is generally the case, but their treatment before forcing and at 
present will not be altered from that of previous years. Beginners with 
Strawberries in pots are very apt to think that when in pots the plants 
are not quite so hardy as when in the open ground, and they frequently 
Keep them covered with glass, in frames or in some other place, under 
protection from the autumn, until they are placed in their forcing 
quarters in spring. But this is no advantage to the plants, and very 
often quite the reverse. There is no use trying to keep the large leaves 

■on the plants during the winter with which they were furnished in 
August and September, as it is not these which produce the fruit, but 
the crowns of the plants, and these are not easily injured. Indeed 
Drowns of medium size often fruit as well, or better, than large ones, 
especially if the latter are not well ripened and the former thoroughly 
matured. Small hardy crowns always winter well and start into growth 
freely, but they are all benefited by a complete rest, and it is this I 
advocate for them before forcing begins. As the weather in winter is 
often very wet, the roots may become too wet if the pots and plants are 
.allowed to stand upright, but if they are laid on their sides, with the 
■plants facing the light, they will be in a good position for passing the 
winter. No amount of rain will injure them then, and if a covering of 
straw, fern, or something of this kind is placed over them during the 
time of frost, and removed afterwards, they will keep capitally. If there 
are any empty frames, these may be placed in these in a standing 
.position, and the lights should be placed over them when there is much 

rain or frost, but do not keep them closed when there is no occasion for 
it. Another way is to plunge the pots up to the rims in ashes, but I 
could never discover the advantage of this plan. The important point 
ot all, however, is to keep them cool until forcing begins, as a complete 
rest is highly beneficial to them, and where they are kept in a semi¬ 
growing state all the winter, the crop, in nine cases out of ten, will be 
unsatisfactory.—A Kitchen Gardener. 

STABLE MANURE. 
Mr. Bardney having practised the method of treating stable 

manure as advocated by us, and now having found that practical ex- 
perience demonstrates a better and more economical method of dealing 
with it, he is certainly entitled to be listened to with respect ; but after 
all it very much depends upon the circumstances we are surrounded 
by, and, as your correspondent says, with what kind of soil we have to 
deal, whether light or heavy. Having to deal chiefly with soil, if not 
heavy, yet resting on a cold heavy subsoil, and at the same time verv 
deficient in humus, we do not see at present that we can beneficially 
alter our practice with regard to the treatment of our stable manure 
It is a very different case when we have to deal with old gardens often 
too rich in humus and decayed vegetable matter ; on such the manure 
we get may be only of little benefit, but with land such as ours, which 
has been for years only cultivated very shallow for farm crops, even de¬ 
composed straw, we are persuaded, is helpful in providing a rooting 
medium if it does not furnish much in the way of plant food We do 
not doubt for a moment the soundness of Mr. Bardney’s doctrine with 
regard to the fixing and non-fixing of the ammonia, provided his theory 
be correct as to there being little or none to fix ; and the question as to 
whether the manure is best lying on the surface or pointed in has to our 
mind long been an open one. As we have said before, it is very much a 
question of circumstances. Were we to follow out Mr. Bardney’s advice 
it would entail a very great deal more labour than we now bestow upon 
the manure (this being controlled by local circumstances), and we are 
not yet convinced that we should be the gainers, since ammonia can be 
purchased close to our gardens and applied so cheaply. We quite a°ree 
that it would be much sounder economy to dry the best of the straw and 
use it again, and often have rogrett d not being able to do so instead of 
going to the trouble we have to do to bring it into a decomposed state. 
At the same time we are convinced that if we are not following the most 
scientific mode of utilising our manure, that we are at least doin» the 
best under the circumstances. That the manure from the cow market 
or town stables, also provided the latter has not heated, is much better 
than our decomposed straw and horse droppings (although we get much 
of the urine with the straw) we have not a doubt. 

M e remember the late 11 Single-handed ” in reference to this matter 
said, I have seen no plan so feasible as sprinkling the manure heap 
with kainit, for a triple reason. It is cheap, it saves the ammonia, it 
furnishes potash and other salts.”—Wm. Jenkins. 

THE GARDENERS’ ORPHAN FUND. 
A MEETING of the Executive Committee of the above fund, which 

was wt-11 attended, took place at the Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi Terrace, 
W.C., on the 2nd inst., the Chairman of the Committee, Mr. George 
Deal, presiding. The minutes of the last meeting having been read, 
the Secretary, Mr. A. F. Barron, reported that since the last meet¬ 
ing he had received the names of sixty-six new subscribers, who had 
contributed in donations the sum of £15 9s., and as annual sub¬ 
scriptions £17 10s., making a total of £82 19s. : also that during the 
interval nine of the recently appointed local secretaries to the °fund 
had sent in the sum of £29 10s. 6d. in donations and subscriptions. Mr. 
Barron further reported that since the establishment of the fund the 
sum of just over £941 had been promised as donations, of which amount 
£614 15s. had been paid ; that as annual subscriptions £211 10s. had 
been promised, of which £128 16s. had been received. A copy of the 
declaration of trust was produced, under which the Trustees are pro¬ 
ceeding to invest the sum of £500 in 3 per cent, consols, in accord¬ 
ance with a recent vote of the Committee. The Chairman then sub¬ 
mitted a financial statement, premising it bv saying that under tte 
rules the Committee were required to fund all donations, and having 
regard to the support given to the Committee all over the country, he 
thought they might safely assume that by the end of the first financial 
year on the 30th of June next they would be in a position to invest in 
the funds a further sum of £500. 

He then set forth figures showing what might be reasonably re¬ 
garded as the amount available in July next for boarding out orphan 
children under their rules. After deducting all necessary expenses, and 
he put it to the Committee whether they should take early action for 
the purpose of placing some children upon the fund or defer it for a 
time. No election could take place until the annual meeting in July 
next. After some discussion the following resolution was unanimously 
carried :—“ That in the opinion of the Executive Committee the suc¬ 
cess which has attended the establishment of the Gardeners’ Orphan 
Fund is sufficiently assured to justify them in inviting subscribers to 
the fund to submit the names of orphan children as candidates, and that 
at the annual meeting in July next at least six orphan children shall be 
elected on the fund.” A Sub-Committee was appointed, consisting of 
Messrs. G. Deal, W. Roupell, C. H. Sharman, B. Wynne, and A. 1'. 
Barron (Secretary), to make the necessary arrangements for the en¬ 
suing election, and submit the same to the Executive Committee. 
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Letters were read from Miss Mason, an inspector of boarded-out 
children under the Local Government Board ; and from Miss Akers, 
the Secretary of an organisation which under the regulations of the 
Local Government Board takes the oversight of the boarded-out 
children, both of whom promised assistance in the matter. A letter 
was read from the Rev. H. H. D’Ombrain, offering the use of the Hor¬ 
ticultural Club as a meeting place for the Committee. A hearty vote 
of thanks was given to Mr. D’Ombrain for his offer. Mr. Barron an¬ 
nounced that some members of the Seed and Nursery Trades had taken 
between them 40,000 subscription forms for placing in their catalogs s. 
a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Deal closed the proceedings. 

Further donations and subscriptions will be thankfully received 
by Mr. A. F. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens, Chiswick, 
London. 

WADDON HOUSE, CROYDON. 

Within a few minutes’ walk of Waddon station, near West Croydon; 
Philip Crowley, Esq., has a pleasant suburban residence, and a garden 
in which he takes considerable interest. For several seasons Chrysan¬ 
themums have constituted an important feature there during November, 
and this year a very fine display was provided, to see which several 
members of the Royal Horticultural Society’s Committees with gar¬ 
deners in the district were recently invited. That the gardener in 
charge (Mr. W. King) has been more than ordinarily successful can be 
judged from the fact that he succeeded in defeating Mr. C. Gibson at 
the Croydon Show with cut blooms. This was an honour of no small 
importance, as, though the resources of Morden Park have been heavily 
taxed this season, the blooms were good, and Mr. King therefore 
achieved a success as a young Chrysanthemum exhibitor of which he 
might well be proud. Between 600 and 700 Chrysanthemums are 
grown, and the majority of these were arranged in two lean-to houses, 
one being chieflv devoted to incurved and the other to Japanese. A 
larger number of the latter are grown, as they are especially valued for 
their bright and varied colours, and at the time of the visit already men¬ 
tioned the plants formed a bank of rich and beautiful flowers, the pro¬ 
ducts of ■well-grown plants, as evidenced by the short firm wood and 
large, leathery, dark green leaves. The collection is a large one as 
regards number of varieties, including most of the best in cultivation, 
and to enumerate those well represented would take up too much space. 
The following were, however, unusually good in size of blooms and excel¬ 
lence of form—i.fi.. Madame C. Audiguier, Comte de Germiny, Grandi- 
florum, Val d’Andorre, Elaine, Criterion, Belle Paule, Meg Merrilies, 
Agr^ments de la Nature, Triomphe de la Rue des Chalets, Thunberg, 
Fair Maid of Guernsey, and Album Fimbriatum. Amongst the incurved 
the Queen family constitute the leading varieties, Lord Alcester being 
remarkable for its deep blooms and broad clear florets, Refulgence also, 
and John Salter with Lord Wolseley have been capital. Of the reflexed 
Cullingfordi is a favourite and is thoroughly well grown, its rich sub¬ 
stantial blooms showing up admirably amongst the other lighter 
varieties. 

But Chrysanthemums are considered only as a temporary or season¬ 
able attraction, the numerous convenient houses being devoted to 
Orchids, Ferns, Palms, and miscellaneous plants that throughout the 
establishment are distinguished by their fine condition, and many 
are specimens up to a good exhibition standard. They have gained 
honours at more than one show in brisk competition, and they are 
growing still more formidable to rival exhibitors. Amonpst the Ferns 
are splendid plants of Davallia Mooreana, Adiantums farleyense and 
others, with a wonderful example of Microlepia hirta-cristata, which 
from tip to tip of opposite fronds measures fully 12 feet, and it is 
in the most vigorous health. Two other Ferns that are thoroughly 
well trown are Trichomanes radicans, the Killarney Fern, and the 
delicate Todea pellucida. The Trichomanes is 4 feet in diameter, and 
crowded with its translucent fronds, the Todea being about a foot less 
in size, but similarly healthy. Of other stove foliage plants Dracaenas 
and Crotons receive much attention, the former comprising recurva, 
Lindeni, Baptisti, and majestica of fine proportions, and clothed with 
leaves to the base of the stem. A pair of D. Lindeni in particular are 
very handsome, 5 feet high, with broad well developed leaves ; Aspa¬ 
ragus plumosus, Anthuriums, and several Palms are noticeable in the 
collection. 

The flowering plants include Heaths, Azaleas, together with the 
ordinary conservatory plants, but there are also some of unusual 
interest. For instance, a plant of Impatiens Hawkeri, a grand bush 
over 6 feet in diameter, is very remarkable. This is only two years 
old, and yet it has formerl a fine compact specimen of that size, and 
has borne numbers of its large deep red flowers. It is much superior 
to the now well-known I. Sultani, as it makes a plant of better habit, 
retaining its lower leaves longer than the other. The graceful yellow 
drooping Urceolina pendula is grown in pots, and produces its flowers 
freely, while on the roofs of the various houses the most noteworthy 
plants are the elegant Petrasa volubilis, the large flower-d Aristolochia 
ornithocephaia, and the neat A. elegans, the imposing Hoya imperialis, 
which has had eight large clusters of flowers this year, the free little 
Ficus repens on several walls, a very large Lapageria rosea in the con¬ 
servatory, which has produced several thousands'* of flowers, and a fine 
Passiflora quadrangularis in the same house. 

To give an adequate note about the Orchids at Waddon House it will 
be necessary to [ ay another visit later on, but the Coelogynes cannot be 
passed without a word, as they are quite extraordinary, and afford an 

eloquent defence of the system of employing small pots for Orchids. 
The plants arc good varieties of C. cristata, and are in 32 and small 
24 sized pots, the pseudo-bulbs overspreading the sides and nearly 
reaching the stage upon which they are placed. One in the former size 
has thirty spikes showing, the others are producing forty-eight and fifty 
spikes each, while one large specimen, over 3 feet across, will probably 
have 100 spikes. The healthy condition of the plants, their stoutr 
pseudo-bulbs and firm leaves, prove that they receive liberal treatment, 
weak liquid manure being employed with discretion, as it also is for 
other Orchids of strong constitution ; but advantageous as this un¬ 
doubtedly is when judiciously applied, it is dangerous in the hands of 
inexperienced persons. Dendrobiums, Cypripediums, Cattleyas, and cool 
house Orchids are well represented, but the most notable within the past 
few weeks has been Liparis pendula, which, though rarely seen in 
gardens, is scarcely less attractive either in grace or fragrance than the 
favourite Dendrochilums. Three plants in small pots have from twelve 
to fourteen long pendulous spikes of pale j ellowish minute flowers 
closely placed, and the fragrance is of a peculiarly agreeable aromatic 
character. For vases th°y are very useful, and last nearly a fortnight 
when cut and placed in water.—C. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN AMERICA. 

While we have been busily occupied with the Chrysanthemum 
shows in this country our American horticultural cousins have also been 
similarly engaged, the popularity of this flower and the number of shows 
increasing rapidly within the past few years. The “ American Florist ” 
gives a series of reports in the November issue just to hand, and several 
of these are written by a lady in such an amusingly critical strain that 
a few passages may be reproduced. 

New Yobk.—The exhibition in this city seems to have been very 
satisfactory, and is thus noticed by the correspondent in question. “ The 
New York Horticultural Society has scored a big success. After a 
good deal of hard work and a certain amount of anxiety they have pro¬ 
duced a Show recalling the palmy days of Madison Square Garden, 
when they used to turn that desolate caravansary into a tropic jungle- 
The centre point of the Show must, of course, be the Chrysanthemums, 
but the interest was not confined to this class of plants. There were 
some good Orchids and some fine decorative plants. The Judges had 
rather a difficult job to decide on the merits of the best flower in the 
Exhibition, but they finally settled on Troubadour, a large fluffy pink 
Japanese. There were others that excelled it in size, but not in general 
excellence. Peter Henderson was winner of the prize for new varieties- 
introduced since 1885, and also for largest and best display of named 
kinds. Some of his new varieties were of very great merit, notably a 
rich ox-blood red, John Welsh. 

“ The baskets and vases filled with Chrysanthemums and Ferns cannot 
be very highly praised, and the bouquets of the same flowers were very 
poor ; they were like nothing on this earth so much as Derbyshire birch 
besoms, being built on the same model. 

“ The prize standards were shown by Geo. McClure. Among the 
many unique varieties shown by this exhibitor was Leopard, mauve, 
strangely spotted with pure white. Another mauve seedling of note is 
Volunteer. Mr. John Pettit is a terra cotta seedling of Mr. Spaulding’s, 
chiefly noticeable for the way the petals were whorled ; the heart of the 
flower being turned in an opposite direction from the outer ring. 
Dragon's Head was a pale pink with oddly notched petals ; Robt. 
Bottomly is a big white, very noticeable.” 

Boston.—-This show was held by the Massachusetts Horticultural 
Society, and was well patronised by exhibitors and visitors. “The 
Society has much reason to be proud of its Show this year, for in 
almost every particular it was the best exhibition of the kind it has 
ever given. The quality of the plants was far beyond anything ever 
seen here, and it would be difficult, if not impossible, to excel the 
specimen cut flowers shown, either in size, variety, or form. The 
premiums offered this year were larger than ever before, and this fact 
encouraged the growers to unusual efforts. With the exception of the 
usual fringe of fruit and vegetables about the sides, and a small group 
of Orchids and cut Roses on the stage, the plants in competition for the 
special prize for twenty named plants in 8-inch pots were sufficient to 
fill the lower hall. The premiums in this class were 100, 75, and 50 
dollars.” 

A first prize equivalent to £20 is rarely offered for Chrysanthemum 
plants in this country, in fact this part of exhibitions is often somewhat 
neglected in framing schedules. The result is that there is a perceptible 
decline in specimen culture, and it is only a few, like Mr. Beckett of 
Elstree, who have the opportunity of devoting the necessary time and 
care to their production. 

New Jersey.—Referring to this Show the lady correspondent 
observes:— 

“ This was purely a Chrysanthemum Show. There were some few 
cut Roses and foliage plants, but the Orchid family was represented by 
one sad and lonesome Zygopetalum only. Still, we can hardly complain 
on this score ; the Chrysanthemums were the object of the Show, and' 
undoubtedly the strong attraction. All the old favourites were there, 
but naturally most interest was felt in the direction of the novelties. 
The Spaulding prizes, six in number, awarded for new seedlings, have 
called out a lot of promising infants. These prizes are awarded by Mr. 
Spaulding with the understanding that all stock of prizewinners is to 
become his property ; the growers are to have the privilege of naming 
their plants, and in the spring of 1838 are to be furnished with one 
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plant of each variety entered. The novelties all run largely to oddity 
rather than beauty ; connoisseurs have become weary of ordinary types, 
and lavish their admiration on flowers that impress outsiders chiefly as 
horticultural jokes. It requires a liberal education to appreciate them 
on first introduction. The Pitcher prizes for the best single specimen 
and best specimen standard were taken by George McClure ; the same 
grower took the May prize for the best collection. Mr. McClure also 
took prize for the best display of dwarf Chrysanthemums to be grown in 
■6-inch pots. This was one of the most interesting features of the Show. 
The flowers were, almost without exception, particularly fine ; the 
plants were well grown and tastefully grouped. One of the handsomest 
flowers in this group was Cullingfordi. 

Thorpe Junior still stands at the head of the list among yellow 
Anemone-flowered varieties, while John Thorpe finds a worthy name¬ 
sake in the deep crimson flower that bears his name. For size as well 
•as beauty Mrs. Frank Thompson requires special note. It is a soft 
•silvery pink with a slight tinge of mauve, and has the usual straggling 
Japanese form, slightly incurred. It is particularly large and striking. 
Another superb new variety at this Show was G. F. Moseman ; one 
needs a whole dictionary of adjectives to do it justice. It is an 
irregularly incurved Japanese ; the petals are buff without, and bright 
iterra cotta within. It is very large and robust. 

“ Two charming new whites are Mrs. Langtry and Mrs. T. H. Spauld¬ 
ing. Both are picturesquely irregular in form ; the first-named is 
■especially noticeable for the width of its petals ; the flower rather 
resembles a fluffy bunch of white ribbon.” 

Floral decorations are usually important features in American 
•shows, and occasionally we have good examples at home ; but at New 
Jersey this department induced the following observations: — “The 
.poorest feature of the Show—we are treading on delicate ground now— 
was the display of designs. Most of them were criminally ugly ; they 
Teally ought to have been suppressed, out of regard for the sacred name 
of art. The first prize original design really gave one a pain in the eye. 
It was a sort of Japanese cottage—at Last we will call it a cottage —of 
•autumn leaves and flowers. It stood in a thicket of plants fairly 
arranged. A papier mache Jap in a Chrysanthemum toga peeped out of 
"the door ; he was not so very offensive, because he was partially con¬ 
cealed. In front another Japanese sat, or rather sprawled, in a rustic 
chair ; he held a cigar in his hand, and judging from his appearance he 
had indulged, not wisely but too well, in the cup that cheers and also 
inebriates. His clothes were also built of Chrysanthemums. This 
design was altogether indescribably affecting.” 

Chicago.—-At this town there seems to have been little of special 
consequence, but a note respecting the first-prize floral design is worth 
reproduction. This was “ a two-sided panel, one side of fronds of 
Adiantum gracillimum, with a basket of choice Roses embossed upon its 
side surmounted with two handsome bunches of Lapagerias alba and 
Tosea ; the reverse side bore two hearts partially joined, one of crimson 
Hoses the other of I iolets, skewered together with a Chrysanthemum 

■arrow. The side first described was really handsome, but the last was 
altogether too suggestive of the 10-cent ‘ 18-carat rolled gold engage¬ 
ment rings ’ of the agricultural paper advertisements, and gave a shiver 
to sensitive people.” 

Chrysanthemum Decorations.—At this time of year Chrysanthe¬ 
mums are largely emyloyed in floral decorations, and from the same 
source as the preceding is obtained the following note of two very taste¬ 
ful productions by the American florists :—“ The season of dinners was 
ushered in with one given at Delmonico’s to Count de Brazza the even¬ 
ing before he sailed with his bride for Europe. The cloth was cream- 
coloured satin. Through the middle of the board was an oval of plate 
glass to represent the ocean. This was supported on a band 9 inches 
wide of Thorpe, Jun., Chrysanthemums. At one end, placed in a cres¬ 
cent, was ‘ Au revoir,’ in large letters of Neapolitan Violets, and at the 
other end was ‘ De Brazza,’ in the same flower. Each letter was the 
same on both sides, and a favour to be presented to a guest after the 
feast. The letters ‘ Au revoir ’ were attached by sashes, the colours red, 
white, and blue alternating. The Italian colours alternated on the 
letter favours ‘ De Brazza,’ and were red, white, and green. The sashes 
were drawn to the centre of the plate glass ocean, and there a French 
knot was made—brilliant rosette of loops. Among these loops large 
■boutonniers of Forget-me-nots were laid. It will be seen that the pre¬ 
vailing style has reversed the placing of ladies’ favours as a centre and 
brought the men’s buttonhole ornaments there. Boutonniers are made 
of immense size for dinners. A single large Chrysanthemum, such as 
Mrs. Wheeler, is worn. Fred. Gordon made a dinner arrangement for 
an entertainment given Henry Irving on the 5th inst. A star 5 feet 
across was composed of all the golden and bronze shades of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. This was festooned, fringed, and finished with admirable taste. 
Loops of old gold ribbon formed a satin mat that showed only between 
"the points of the stars. The boutonniers were formed of Roman 
Hyacinths, there being from six to eight spikes in each. The room was 
profusely trimmed with autumn leaves, Chrysanthemums and Roses.” 

NOTES FKOM HINDLIP. 

Hindlip, or Hendlip, as it was termed in olden times, has, in com¬ 
mon with many other places in Worcestershire, an interesting history. 
It was here that some of the conspirators connected with the Gunpowder 
Plot hid for several days after its abrupt termination, and it was in the 
house occupied by Mr. A. Barker, the head gardener at Hindlip, that 
the letter from Mrs. Abington to her brother, Lord Monteagle, exposing [ 

the plot, was supposed to have been written. Unfortunately the old 
mansion built by Mr. Abington, and abounding in wonderfully con¬ 
structed secret chambers and passages, has been destroyed, and a much 
less interesting, though remarkably well built structure, has taken its 
place. This, however, it should be added, was not the work of the late 
Lord Hindlip, who, I believe, much regretted such an uncalled-for act 
of vandalism. The church close to the pleasure grounds and the 
vicarage, the house just alluded to as being occupied by the gardener, 
yet remains to interest lovers of historic research, and there are also 
a number of grand old Elm trees that must have been standing in those 
times. Some of these giants have the largest stems I have ever seen. 
A new feature is being added to the place in the shape of a lake of 
water, and this will enhance the beauty of an already charming land¬ 
scape, including the famous Malvern hills in the distance. I shall 
make no attempt to describe all that may be seen, including the 
number and position of the houses, at this well kept place, but instead 
of this propose to take the various departments of the gardens in 
detail, commencing with the 

Plant Houses.—There is no conservatory, but numbers of plants 
are employed in house decoration, and some of the houses near the 
kitchen garden are maintained in as attractive state as possible. Chrys¬ 
anthemums are extensively aud well grown, including many for pro¬ 
ducing large blooms. In former years Mr. Barker has exhibited most 
successfully at Birmingham and elsewhere, and had he decided to com¬ 
pete this year would have been a formidable opponent. All the best 
sorts are grown. They are all principally grown in 9-inch pots, and are 
not stopped. When the buds are set a top-dressing of loam, charcoal, 
and a sprinkling of Clay’s manure is given. Any kind of liquid manure 
calculated to clog the surface soil is avoided. When the plants need 
assisting in order to keep the foliage healthy and strong, good clear 
liquid manure is obtainable by soaking a bag of pigeons’ manure in a 
tub of soft water, this lasting a long time. Later on sulphate of ammonia 
is used, first at the rate of one-quarter ounce, and later on double that 
quantity to the gallon of water. Many do more harm than good with 
this manure, but not if they adopted Mr. Barker's plan of weighing out 
the quantities requisite for a large can of water, screwing these up 
singly in paper ready for use as required. The Chrysanthemums are 
flowered principally in a light span-roofed house erected for fruit trees 
in pots. A good variety of flowering plants are grown for the purpose 
of affording cut blooms. Cyclamens are flowering freely, and there are 
some fine double white Primulas. The latter are annually propagated, 
that is to say, every spring the old stems are mossed over, this causing 
them to strike root freely, and admits of their being safely cut to pieces 
and repotted. They are at first kept in handhghts set in a fairly warm 
house, and are subsequently shifted into fi-inch pots, and grown in 
frames with the seedling Chinese Primulas. Cinerarias are also plentiful 
and the plants strong. 

Nerine Fothergilli major is better grown than is often the case > 
plenty of fine flower spikes being annually obtained. Soon after they 
have ceased flowering, or early iu October, they are repotted, being then 
kept growing in gentle heat, a thorough drying off or resting being 
given during the summer. Under starvation treatment they make poor 
progress, but at Hindlip the bulbs are disposed thinly in 7-inch pots, 
these'more resemblin'Amaryllises than the average Nerines. Amaryllises 
are also extensively grown, the bulk of the stock being raised froni seed. 
This is sown in gentle heat early in the year. The seedlings are first 
pricked out in pans, then potted off and kept steadily growing in gentle 
heat throughout the autumn and winter. They are given another shift 
in the spring, and are kept moving to the autumn, being then dried off 
and rested for the first time. The strongest of the bulbs flower in the 
following spring, and the seed being obtained from a reliable source the 
majority of the flowers are superior to the common old forms. As seed¬ 
lings are reared each spring it does not take long, and costs but little to 
secure a large stock of bulbs. Quite large supplies of Rochea falcata 
and Crassula bracteata are grown and flowered on a dry shelf in a cool 
house, thesa two useful and old-fashioned succulents being seldom seen 
in such good condition. Long red Capsicums, well fruited, prove very 
useful for house decoration during the winter, and the same may be said 
of a well fruited Solanum Capsicastrum, the latter and also Bouvardias, 
which filled two large pits, being grown in the open ground during the 
summer and potted before frosts were experienced. Semi-double Zonal 
Pelargoniums are extensively grown for affording cut flowers during the 
winter, such sorts as Guillon Mangilli, F. Y. Rasphail, La Cygne, Can- 
didissimum plenum, Madame Thibaut, Mrs. A. Lattey, Louis Buchner, and 
Madame Dolby being amenable to gentle forcing. Perp.tual flowering 
Carnations are also well grown. 

The Eucharis amazonica deserve a separate Daragraph. At Hindlip 
mealy bug is absent, but in order to be thoroughly rid of it the stock of 
Eucharises had to be destroyed. Those to replace them and received 
from a friendly source proved to be equally as bad as those destroyed, 
and Mr. Barker decided upon applying a rather drastic remedy. The 
bulbs were shaken out of their soil, and after having all the leaves cut 
closely off were roughly and thoroughly cleaned. They were then 
placed in boxes of sandy soil and set on a hotbed. The whole of them 
eventually started afresh, and were then potted, about four bulbs going 
in a 6-inch pot. Plunged in a brisk bottom heat they soon filled these 
pots with roots, this necessitating a shift into 9-inch and in some cases 
rather larger pots. Being duly returned into the hotbed in a small 
forcing house and well attended to, especially as regards shading from 
bright sunshine, the progress was still most satisfactory. When I saw 
them in November a great proportion of them were flowering grandly, 
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the flowers being unusually large and handsome. Altogether this ex¬ 
periment was a most decided success. 

Crotons are principally grown for table decoration, a shelf in Pine 
stove just suiting them. Croton Heathi elegans, a variety very popular 
in the neighbourhood of Worcester, is one of the best for table work, and 
C. interruptus aureus, Johannis, and Countess are also good. Aralia 
Chabrieri is much liked for table decoration, and is an easily grown 
stove plant, while the better known and most serviceable Pandanus 
Veitchi is grown in quantity. The bulk of the plants in the fernery are 
planted out, being ornamental and less trouble thus treated. A great 
variety of Adiantums principally are in small pots, and with these is a 
fine supply of Asparagus plumosus. The latter are freely divided each 
spring, small plants being the most ornamental. For affording cut 
sprays a few are planted out, and in time will prove of great service. 
The hot-water pipes are partially enclosed in boxes, these being nearly 
filled with coarse rubble and faced with fine gravel, makes a capital bed 
for pot plants. I must not omit mentioning a line plant of Lapageria 
alba that was still flowering in large clusters on the roof of a span-roofed 
greenhouse. It is planted out in a narrow raised brick pit, this being 
very freely drained, and filled with a { eaty compost to which an abun¬ 
dance of charcoal was added. The use of the latter and the perfect 
drainage admits of abundance of water being given without souring the 
soil. 

Fruit Culture under Glass.—It is in this department that Mr. 
Barker's long experience under Mr. Coleman at Eastnor Castle is plainly 
manifest, as taken altogether there are few places where choice fruit 
generally is so well grown as at Hindlip. Two houses are devoted to 
Pine Apples, there being several good Smooth Cayennes ripe or ripening 
at the time of my visit, and a fine lot of plants for fruiting next season. 
All are given plenty of room, this being one good factor in the produc¬ 
tion of such sturdy well rooted plants. In each back corner of the pit 
in the fruiting house, a small space is bricked off for a plant of Musa 
Cavendishi, and these being very liberally treated, when about twelve 
months produce immense clusters of fine “ fingers,” which are altogether 
superior to the ordinary imported Bananas. After the fruit clusters 
show themselves great quantities of strong liquid manure is given the 
plants, and this helps to develope clusters 70 lbs. and upwards in weight. 
The Banana is a welcome addition to the list of autumn fruits, and I 
have frequently expressed surprise that so few of the noble plants pro¬ 
ducing them are grown. I cannot say much about the early vineries, 
beyond remarking that the wood appears most promising for a good crop 
next season, but in the late houses very serviceable crops of well ripened 
Lady Downe’s, Alicante, Mrs. Pinc°, Muscat of Alexandria, Gros Col- 
man, and Gros Maroc are hanging. Both of the latter are better finished 
and of better quality than I have found them elsewhere this season. 
Both Foster's Seedling and Lady Downe’s stock appears to well suit 
them. Oranges and Camellias thrive admirably on the back walls of the 
vineries, the roots being confined in narrow borders. The former were 
heavily fruited, while the Camellias, some of which are 14 feet high, 
were crowded with plump buds. 

Three or four large lean-to houses with high back walls are devoted 
to Peach and Nectarine culture, both the walls and semi-circular trellis- 
ing being furnished with grand trees. The whole of the fruit being 
consumed by the family large gluts are undesirable, and for this reason 
Mr. Barker prefers to plant rather thickly, especially against the back 
wall, and in greater variety than is often favoured, in order to secure a 
long succession. Cordons, or trees with one main stem, are principally 
grown against the walls. These are planted about 6 feet apart, and 
trained obliquely, the fruiting wood being laid in right and left each 
season, and the old bearing wood cut out at each winter pruning. In 
this simple manner capital bearing wood is secured, and in addition to this 
system of training admitting of a good variety being grown on a com¬ 
paratively limited wall space, it may safely be said to be the quickest 
way of furnishing the walls. Mr. Taylor when at Longleat adopted a 
somewhat similar method of furnishing an outside wall, though he did 
not so closely limit the spread of fruiting wood. Mr. Barker’s selection 
of varieties for an early house consists of Princess Louise, the best of the 
early Peaches, and ripening with him about the first week in May, 
requiring, however, to be eaten quickly ; Hale’s Early, this being about 
ten days later, and is handsome and good ; Condor, which ripens about 
the middle of May, is of good habit, and the fruit of fair size and other¬ 
wise good. Then follows the good old Royal George, and after this the 
handsome and good Dymond. Lord Napier, the earliest Nectarine and 
very fine ; Stanwick Elruge closely succeeds it, and this is described 
as grandly coloured and richly flavoured ; Albert, Pine Apple, and the 
good keeping Victoria are also considered valuable varieties of Necta¬ 
rines for forcing or successional houses. In the second early house 
Crimson Galande always does well and is very handsome ; Craw¬ 
ford’s Early is both early, handsome and good; Stirling Castle, 
Bellegarde, Alexandra Noblesse—a superior form of the old Noblesse— 
and Barrington, as well as several of the above mentioned Nectarines 
are grown. Some of the Peaches just named find a place in the fine late 
house, and also Princess of Wales, another good late sort ; Sea Eagle, 
handsome late and good, and Lord Palmerston, extra large, and at 
Hindlip of good quality. Humboldt Nectarine is also highly spoken of, 
and should be in every collection. 

Two light span-roofed houses are in the spring and summer filled 
with fruit trees in pots and Figs, the former being now set outside, and 
their pots and tubs protected with litter. They are fine trees, and I can 
readily believe perfect heavy crops of good fruit. The favourite Figs 
are Brown Turkey, Negro Largo, White Marseilles, and Black Bourja- 

sotte, the last named being of medium size, quite black, and of first-class 
flavour. All having their roots confined either in narrow raised pits orr 
large pots form very sturdy fruitful growth, and are much more profit¬ 
able than when planted out in a large border. Such excellent Plums as 
Green Gage, Jefferson's, Kirke’s, and Coe’s Golden Drop are grown in 
pots, and capital crops are taken from Apricots Royal, St. Ambroise, and 
Moor Park. A few Nectarines and Peaches are fruited in tubs, and 
these having a clear stem and a head trained over a flat trellis are- 
available for replacing any of the permanent trees on roof of Peach 
houses. La Grosse Sucrte is the favourite Strawberry for fruiting in 
pots, this being found the best for forcing. Pauline and King of the 
Earlies will be tried this season. Tomatoes and Cucumbers are in 
demand all the year round. Several sorts of the former are grown, 
including Perfection and Carter’s Green Gage, while Pettigrew’s Cardiff 
Castle Cucumber is solely relied upon for the winter supplies, and the 
plants being of good size before they are fruited they do not break 
down prematurely. 

Hardy Fruit and Kitchen Garden.—There is a very good num¬ 
ber of fruit trees of all kinds in the gardens at Hindlip, Mr. Barker taking 
a very great interest in this department. Of Pears there are numerous 
pyramids, horizontally trained, and cordon trees, and much of the fruit 
produced is of an unusually clean and bright character. Some of the 
best are Williams’ Bon Chretien, Beum5d’Amanlis,Fondante d’Automne, 
Beurr6 Superfin, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Hardy, Doyenne tin 
Comice, Pitmaston Duchess, Marie Louise, Passe Colmar, Thompson’s, 
Glou Mor§eau, Knight’s Monarch, Winter Nelis, Josephine de Malines, 
Beurre Ranee, Easter Beurre, and Bergamotte Esperen. Many of the 
horizontally trained wall trees are grand specimens, notably those that 
have been regrafted with superior sorts. This was accomplished by 
cutting back all the side branches to near the main stem and inserting 
the grafts in these, the character of the trees being thus quickly changed 
for the better. Choice Apples, Plums, and Apricots are also grown on 
the walls, the cordon system of training the latter being found the 
best owing to the trees not lasting long at Hindlip. There is a fine 
lot of pyramid Apple trees all just arrived at a good bearing state. 
The kitchen garden, and indeed the place generally, is very well managed, 
and I must not omit mentioning the capital lot of herbaceous plants 
grown near the kitchen garden. Mr. Barker has been in delicate health 
for some time, but his many fiiends will be glad to hear he is now much 
better, and I sincerely trust will soon be heard of again as a successful 
exhibitor.—W. I. 

MEALY BUG ON VINES. 

With the exception of the phylloxera, which entails the total 
destruction of Vines, mealy bug is unquestionably the most difficult 
insect to eradicate. It has been said that to do so is an “ impossibility,” 
but experience has proved that such assertions are not well founded, 
for it can, and has been, cleared out of vineries, not by half measures, 
but by strict attention and unflagging perseverance for a few seasons. 
When houses have become badly infested its eradication is not the work 
of a solitary season, but will entail considerable labour for two, three., 
or more seasons. 

To clean the houses and Vines thoroughly during the winter, and 
then conclude that all has been done that is practicable, will not achieve 
success, for upon examination it will be found that the pest is as nume¬ 
rous upon the Vines as was the case before the previous cleaning took 
place. This will be the condition of any vinery where the attempt to 
stamp out mealy bug is confined to cleaning and dressing during the 
resting period of the Vines. Year after year the periodical wintev 
scraping and cleaning is necessary without the slightest appearance of 
reduction of numbers. If bug exists in a vinery it is certain to get into 
the bunches, and then the Grapes are almost useless. Whatever may bs 
done to remove the pest the appearance of the Grapes is sacrificed. 

In any attempt to clear vineries of this destructive pest gardeners 
require the co-operation of their assistants. My experience leads me to 
believe that where gardeners and amateurs are determined to stamp out 
this insect, they are far more certain of achieving success than many 
gardeners who, from a constant variety of other duties, compel them to 
entrust the work solely to their subordinates. Under gardeners may 
think that I am casting a reflection upon them. I have, however, no 
wish to do so, but I hope that my remarks may stir th m to greater 
energy, care, and attention in such important matters, so that confidence 
can be placed in them. I was recently asked by one who had profited 
by some articles of mine to write again about young gardeners. The 
one who requests me to do so was without question the best “ bug 
hunter ” I ever had. 1 have had many young men engaged at this 
work, and the majority of them have been particularly careless, as if 
they had no wish or desire to exterminate this pest. It is a tiresome 
operation, and almost enough to weary the most trustworthy and atten¬ 
tive. If, however, our assistants would work with determination, they 
would the sooner be freed from such disagreeable work. 

I must, however, enter into details how the extermination of this 
insect is to be accomplished, and in order to do so effectually, a start must 
be made from the time the Vines are pruned. After pruning has been 
completed, every particle of the old bark should be removed from the 
Vines, as well as the dead portions of old spurs. The woolly matter 
about the eyes should be carefully removed, and every portion of the- 
outer bark, from the new as well as the old wood. The removal of the 
bark from Vines should be absolute, but it becomes a necessity if mealy 
bug exists upon them. Before scraping the Vines spread canvas sheets 
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under them, so that every piece of bark can be carried out of the 
structure and burned. This being done, the wood, glass, and wirework 
ot tiie house must be washed thoroughly with a strong solution of soft- 
soap and water, say at the rate of 2 ozs. to each gallon of hot water, 
this may be stringed off with water as near the boiling point as possible, 
as hot, however, as can be done without injury to the hands. After this 

paint the woodwork aud wires with pure petroleum. If the house can 
be painted afterwards with good white lead and oil all the better, but if 
the wood is clean this is not of very much importance if the previous 
painting has been thoroughly done. The walls, if limewashed, may be 
scraped, and every portion of stone or brickwork in the house may be 
painted with petroleum, the pipes as well, or the former with muriatic 
acid (hydrochloric acid). This I prefer for the walls and stonework, 
hut it must be diluted with water ; if it hisses freely after it is applied 
it will do. The walls afterwards should be limewashed with the mate¬ 
rial as hot as possible. If the back walls have been painted with lead 
paint, then subject them to the same process as the woodwork of the 

ouse. I he floors and curbs, if composed of flags, may be cleaned with 
chloride of lime. The former acid will clean them, but it is more 
expensive than chloride of lime, which will answer the same 
purpose. 

The Vines must bi washed, but a strong solution of any insecticide 
is not advisable ; they cannot bear it without injury when the whole of 
he outer bark has been removed. Petroleum may be advised, and has 

been on man v occasions, for dressing the Vines, as well as other strong 
solutions. This I consider is a mistake, for the Vines cannot bear strong 
insecticides after the whole of the outer bark has been removed. Petro¬ 
leum is too searching and penetrates the wood too far. It also injures 
the eyes to some extent. I am not alluding to the use of the oil in a 
pure state. If dressed or liberally syringed with petroleum at the rate 
ot one ounce to the gallon after they have been scraped it will prove too 
strong for the Vines. After dressings of this description the Vines break, 
irregularly and very weakly. I advise petroleum to be dispens d with, 
and the Vines washed with a solution of softsoap, 2 ozs. to each gallon 
of hot water. This we have found to do no injury. Even supposing it 
does not kill any bug in a small state that may be left upon the Vines 
they can be readily destroyed by another process that will be described. 
I he surface of the border should be removed and all small particles 
brushed up, placing fresh soil on the surface. 

. W these directions have been carried out, all has been done that 
is possible until heat and moisture are applied to start the Vines into 
growth. After they have b. en started for a fortnight the work that falls 

Un, r V‘lr<*eners begins, and much depends upon how they perform 
their duty. In two or three weeks mealy bug begins to come from its 
hiding places, and the Vines should be examined twice weekly, until 
they are pruned the following autumn. More can be done by persis¬ 
tently looking over the Vines in their early stages of growth than can 
be accomplished at any other portion of the season, and they may be so 
reduced in numbers that the following season will result in their exter¬ 
mination. 

When it is certain that some have escaped observation the enemy 
must be hunted down even after the fruit, has been cut. The syringe, 
which can then be used freely, will assist wonderfully in keeping them 
in check, but this will not prove sufficient, for if any exist they are cer¬ 
tain to establish themselves in safe positions. In early and second early 
houses keep the sub-laterals well in check, and with this object in view 
every precaution must be taken to preserve the main foliage of the 
V ines, The work of finding the bug is materially increased when the 
laterals are allowed to extend. In August and September all the sub¬ 
laterals can be removed and the main leaves only left. This gives every 
chance for examination, and in this stage when the foliage is hard and 
leathery the whole house, Vines as well, must be thoroughly syringed 
with petroleum and water. One ounce of the oil should be used to each 
gallon of water, the oil being well mixed with the water by the method 
that has been.so many times described. The Vines should be thoroughly 
drenched, which will result in the destruction of all small insects that 
may have established themselves on the leaves. This may be repeated 
in a week or ten days; in fact, every two or three weeks until the 
foliage falls. In each case the house must be shaded until the whole 
of the oil has been evaporated to prevent the foliage turning yellow. 
Those with houses full of fruit at the present time in which bug exists 
may with safety follow this method at once, and it will be found that 
their numbers will greatly be reduced before pruning time arrives. It 
may here be mentioned that after the laterals have turned brown and 
commence ripening the spot where a bug is killed may be touched with 
a small gum brush that hag been dipped in pure petroleum. This will 
insure the destruction of any insects that may be left. It must be done 
carefully by shaking out of the bush all the oil except that which 
naturally adheres to the bristles. This is a safeguard against the ap¬ 
plication of too much oil, which would certainly penetrate and injure 
the shoot. 

One fact in connection with the use of petroleum, which I have never 
seen pointed out, must be duly considered in its application to Vines. 
It has been thought by some that the oil in a diluted state falling upon 
the soil does no harm, for it possesses slight manurial properties. The 
last may be the case, I cannot say, but they are not of sufficient merit to 
justify its use for that purpose. The injury to the soil is much greater 
than any advantage that can possibly follow its use. It turns the soil 
very black, and the roots refuse afterwards to enter it. It has a tendency 
to drive them down, and if the soil after its use is not carefully 
removed annually the roots will quickly disappear from the surface. 

If the eradication of bug from our vineries is followed up on the 

principle advocated for two or more years its destruction will be 
round a possibility.—Wm. Bardney. 

The Royal Horticultural Society.—A special general meet¬ 

ing of the bellows of this Society will be held at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, 

December 13th, in the Conservatory, to receive a report from the 

Council, and to consider the statements and proposals contained 
therein. 

The SocifiTii Nationals d’Horticulture of France 

have arranged for a Horticultural Congress to be held at the rooms 

of the Society, 8-1, Rue de Grenelle, as in former years, during the 

annual exhibition in the month of May. All who are interested in the 

advancement of horticulture are invited to send papers for discussion. 

The Secretary is M. Ermst Bergman. 

-At their anniversary meeting on the 30th ult. the Royal 

Society awarded the Copley Medal to Sir Joseph Hooker in re¬ 

cognition of the services he has rendered as a traveller and botanist. 

The medal was presented by the President, Professor Stokes, who 

commented in complimentary terms upon the results of Sir Joseph 

Hooker’s travels in the Antarctic regions, the Himalayas, Palestine, 

Morocco, and North America, and referred to his several excellent 

floras, together with his share of the great production “ The Genera 
Plantarum.” 

High Exhibition Honours.—Last spring Messrs. Sutton 

consigned to Adelaide for the great Jubilee International Exhibition a 

splendid collection of seeds, and models of vegetables and agricultural 

roots, Grasses, Grass Seeds, and other articles bearing upon horticulture 

and agriculture, [and they have received from Sir Arthur Blyth the 

gratifying intelligence that the Juries have awarded them five first 

orders of merit, each carrying the highest prize medal. Mr. Martin J. 

Sutton has also personally received a flattering recognition for his 

excellent work on “ Permanent and Temporary Pastures,” the Juries 

having awarded it a first order of merit and the highest prize medal. 

- We regret to see the announcement of the Death of Lord 

Hawke, who was better known twenty years ago in the horticultural 

world as the Rev. Edward Hawke, Rector of Willingham, Lincolnshire. 

He was an ardent florist of the old school. Lord Hawke died suddenly 

at the Midland Hotel, St. Pancras, on the morning of the 5th inst., at 

the age of seventy-two. 

- Show Fixtures.—The annual Exhibition of the Hull and 

East Riding Chrysanthemum Society has been fixed for Thursday and 

Friday, November 22nd and 23rd, 1888. At a meeting of the Portsmouth 

Chrysanthemum Show Committee on the 30th ult. it was decided that 

the Show next year should be open for three days—namely, the 7th, 8th, 

and 9th of November, 1888. 

- The Devon and Exeter Horticultural Society have fixed the 

following dates for their Exhibitions next year Summer Show, 

Friday, August 17th; Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show, Friday, 

November 16th. Both to be held at Exeter. 

- At a meeting of the Chiswick Gardeners’ Mutual Im¬ 

provement Association, on December 21st, Mr. F. W. Burbidge will 

contribute a paper on “ Plant Names.” It may he remarked that Mr. J. 

Barry is the Hon. Sec. of this Association. 

•- An article in the “ Edinburgh Review ” for October, entitled 

<'• Rural France,” contained some interesting particulars respecting 

the horticulture and agriculture of that country, and from which we 

extract the following “ The Mulberry plantations of Gard or Herault, 

the wood of the Aisne, and the Flax of the Pas de Calais supply the 

raw material of the textile fabrics of France. ‘ Les Arbres de Nor¬ 

mandie,’ as Bernardin dc St. I’ierre called the Apple tre-s, produce cider 

in abundance ; wines and spirits of all kinds and qualities are manu- 
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factured from Vines, Beetroot, or Potatoes ; Hops supply the wants of 

her people, though the loss of the Alsatian provinces has reduced the 

growth; Olive yards and Walnuts produce oil for domestic use. France 

supplies the English markets with her early vegetables, the Asparagus 

of Argentcuil, the Artichokes and Broccoli of Rescoff, and the kitchen 

garden produce of the environs of Paris or the Nortillons of Amiens. 

Every grocer’s shop in Europe contains her Almonds, her preserved 

fruits, her dried Apples, or her tinned vegetables. According to the 

season she floods Covent Garden with her Strawberries, Cherries, Pears, 

Apricots, and Plums, her Chasselas Grapes from Thomery, her Peaches 

from Montreuil, or her Melons from Vaucluse. Angers sends her flowers 

famous since the days of King Ren6, and Grasse her perfumes to every 

part of the country.” 

- Me. E. R. Cutler, Secretary of the Gardeners’ Royal 

Benevolent Institution, informs us that “ on Friday, the 25th ult., 

Mrs. Jane Atlee, widow of Richard Atlee, nurseryman at Stockwell, 

and many years gardener to H. Beaufoy, Esq., South Lambeth, died 

in her 100th year, pensioner of the Gardeners’ Benevolent Institution 

since the year 1864.” 

- Carnation Pride of Penshuest and Mrs. G. Hawtrey 

—Mr. G. Goldsmith sends the following :—“ ‘ W. G. D.’ writes, page 447 

asking the difference between Carnations Mrs. G. Hawtrey and Pride of 

Penshurst. Not knowing the former I cannot tell him. If Mrs. G. 

Hawtrey was not introduced till six or seven years ago, how long 

previous to that time had it been in the possession of the florist a 

Sidmouth ? In 1872 I remember seeing a large border of Pride of Pens¬ 

hurst in the gardens at Penshurst Castle, and was so struck with it that 

I prevailed on the gardener, Mr. F. Bridger, to give me a plant, which 

he did conditionally. Now if Pride of Penshurst has been in cultivation 

ever since 1868, as I believe, and Mrs. G. Hawtrey only the last six or 

eight years, and they are identical, in fairness to the raiser of the former 

by that name only should it be known, and not by the adopted name 

Mrs. G. Hawtrey. Perhaps the raiser of each variety will favour us 

with the desired information.” 

-At a recent meeting of the Belgian Horticulturists in 

Ghent the following were present;—M.M. Leon ILalkin, Ernest 

Delaruye, Em. de Cock, Louis de Smet-Duvivier, Baudu, Raph. de 

Smet, and Jules Hye, M. Francois Desbois presiding, and M. Edm. Van 

Coppenolle acted as Secretary. Certificates of merit were awarded for 

Odontoglossum Alexandra album, from M. Edm. Vervaet et Cie; 

Cypripedium Dauthieri striatum, Cypripedium cardinale, and Cypri 

pedium vexillarium, from the same ; Cypripedium Arthurianam, from 

M. Jules Hye ; Cypripedium Bardeti and Cypripedium nitens, from the 

same ; Odontoglossum Harryanum, from M. L. Van Houtte ; Odonto¬ 

glossum Insleayi splendens, from M. James Bray ; Cypripedium 

conchiferum, from the same. Cultural certificates were awarded for 

Oncidium varicosum and Calanthe vestita rubra oculata, from M. L. de 

Smet-Duvivier; Cypripedium Spicerianum, from M. Louis Van Houtte ; 

and Sonerila Hendersoni, argentea, from M. L. de Smet-Duvivier. 

Honourable mention was accordtd for Cypripedium pleistochlorum, 

from M. Edm. Vervaet et Cie ; Rhododendron hybride, from M. Victor 

Cuvelier; Cypripedium Harrissianum superbum (flower), and Cypri¬ 

pedium Spicerianum, from M. Jules Hye ; Lycopodium pinifolium, from 

M. Louis Van Houtte ; Odontoglossum grande, from M. James Bray ; 

Cypripedium calurum, from M. Fr. Desbois et Cie ; Dracmna rubra 

compacta, from M. Louis de Smet-Duvivier ; and Angracum sesquipe- 

dalee, from M. Jules Hye. 

- We learn from Mr. James Douglas, the Hon. Sec., that the 

annual general meeting of the National Auricula Society and 

National Carnation and Picotee Society will be held, by permis¬ 

sion of the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, in the conser¬ 

vatory, South Kensington, as soon after twelve o’clock as possible on 

Tuesday, December 13th, 1887. The business of the meeting will be the 

election of officers and Committee, receiving the Secretary’s and 

Treasurer’s report, the election of Judges for the ensuing year, and any 

other necessary business as may pertain to the annual general meeting. 

E -“ W. B.” writes : “ Mr. J. Jellico, Camp Hill, Woolton, exhibited 

at the Liverpool Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show, on the 29th and 30th 

inst., a basket of his Hearting Borecole, which was very highly 

commended by the J udges. It is particularly curly and forms a close 

firm heart, more so than other hearting forms with which we are familiar. 

It is after the style of ‘ Read’s Hearting Borecole,’ but the sample ex¬ 

hibited appears to heart earlier, and is firmer than that well-known 

variety.” 

- In the article on Early Forcing, page 466, last issue, the 

word “ branch,” line fifteen from the bottom of the left hand column, 

should be “ bunch.” 

-The annual dinner of the National Chrysanthemum 

Society, as mentioned last week, will this year be held at Anderton’s 

Hotel, Fleet Street, on Tuesday evening, December 13th. Chairman, E. 

SandersoD, Esq., President of the Society. The Sub-Committee, ap¬ 

pointed to make the necessary arrangements, have been very successful 

in securing most suitable accommodation, and also a liberal menu at a 

moderate cost. The tickets are 3s. Gd. each, and dinner will be served 

at 6 for 6.30. 

- The November part of the Botanical Magazine gives five 

plates representing the following plants:—T. 6963, Landolphia 

FLORIDA, a tropical African Apocynaccous indiarubber-yielding plant, 

whieh has been variously described under the names L. comorensis, 

Vahlea comorensis, and Willughbeia cordata. Living specimens were 

received at Kew in 1878 from Sir John Kirk. It is a tall climbing 

plant with large deep green leaves and dense clusters of white fragrant 

flowers. 

- In t. 6964 is given a figure of Phalasnopsis Marine, which 

was found by Mr. Burbidge in the Sulu Archipelago, and named in 

honour of his wife. It was found upon mountains, and possesses a very 

hardy constitution. The flowers are of medium size barred with reddish 

purp'e. 

- The new Mexican Polemonium flavum is represented in 

t. 6965, but it is not a plant of much beauty, the flowers of a yellowish 

white tint and large. 

- The next plate, t. 6966 is one of Morina betonicoides, one 

of the Dipsacem, and a native of the Sikkim Himalayas. It was found 

by Sir Joseph Hooker in 1848 at elevations of 10,000 to 13,000 feet. 

The flowers are rosy red with crimson blotches at the base of three 

lobes. The leaves are tapering, margined with long slender prickles. 

- Vicia Denessiana, shown in t. 6967, is peculiar to the Azores, 

and even there much restricted in its area. The early buds are of a 

fine purple hue, changing to fawn and brown as they grow older. 

-Under the title “ Roses for Amateurs (L. Upcott Gill, 

170, Strand), the Rev. H. Honywood D’Ombrain has published a manual 

describing his experiences in the selection and cultivation of Roses, and, 

as might be expected from such a veteran rosarian, it contains much 

useful information. It comprises sixty-four pages of small type, with 

several illustrations that are, however, the least meritorious portion of 

the book. The cultural instruction is clear, concise, and sound ; a 

calendar of operations for every month in the year is given, and a full 

index adds materially to the usefulness of the production. 

- We learn with much regret that Mrs. Elizabeth Moore, 

widow of the late Thomas Moore, died at the Botanic Garden, Chelsea, 

on the 27th ult. Mrs. Moore was in her seventy-third year, and it will 

be remembered that it is only eleven months since she lost her husband. 

She was buried on the 1st inst. in Brompton cemetery. 

- The first annual meeting of the Scottish Primula and 

Auricula Society was held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on 

Thursday, the 1st December. The President, Mr. Cathcart, of Pit- 

cairlie, being unavoidedly absent, the chair was taken by Mr. Malcolm 

Dunn of Dalkeith Park. The Secretary and Treasurer submitted an. 

interesting account of the Society’s first Exhibition held in May last, 

which exceeded in extent the expectations of its promoters, although 

accidents in transit had deprived it of something like 150 plants- 

Financially the results were very gratifying, a satisfactory balance re 

maining in his hands. The Chairman congratulated the Society on the 

statement they had heard, and paid a well deserved compliment, which 

the meeting heartily endorsed, to the Secretary, to whose energy and 

courtesy the success of the movement is in no small measure due. In 

addition to a large and extended Committee the following gentlemen 

were unanimously re-elected to their respective offices :—President, Mr. 

R. Cathcart, Pitcairlie, Fife; Vice-President, Mr. W. B. Boyd, Faldonside ; 

Treasurer and Secretary, Mr. W. Straton,Annfield, Broughty Ferry ; Local 
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Secretary, Mr. James Grieve, Pilrig Nurseries, Edinburgh. Gratifying 

additions to the membership were announced. Mr. Straton intimated 
his intention of presenting a gold medal as one of the special prizes at 

e nest competition, the date of which was fixed for Wednesday, 9th 
ay, 1888. l\e are glad to report this good progress, and trust the 

Society will receive increased and continuous support. 

An extremely attractive feature at the recent Twickenham 
Show was a Geoup of Tubeeous Begonias from H. Little, Esq., 

he Barons, Twickenham, and it is so seldom that these plants are seen 

at late autumn shows that the following particulars from their exhibitor 
will be interesting. “ The Tuberous Begonias were raised from seed 

obtained from my collection last season, and sown in heat in February 
of this year. I raised about 500 plants, and pricked them out as usual 
from pans, three or four in a small pot, then potted them singly and kept 
them growing, shifting into 48’s and 32’s. They flowered splendidly in 

pots, and carried on the season up to November, so that as my large 
specimens (with which we have been successful this year in gaining 

first each time we have shown them) went out of flower the forward 

seedlings were coming on into full beauty, and as the later seedlings 
came on they bloomed, extending the season in a most pleasant and 
satisfactory manner. Out of a sowing there are sure to be some seeds 

that germinate later than others ; we save these and grow them on, and 
it is these later plants that bloom later. I am very pieased with this 

way of growing them, and have saved.seed for next year.” 

At the same exhibition and from the same garden was a col¬ 

lection of Feenoh and Afeican Maeigolds in Pots, which 

attracted much notice, and Mr. Little has obliged us with a note in 

reference to them. “ These were treated as annuals and planted out in 

the open, but as they had not finished their flowering in October I had 

them taken up and placed into large pots with as large a bole of soil as 
possible, keeping them shaded for a short time. They did not suffer by 
the lifting, not losing a leaf, and they are now blooming with the 

Chrysanthemums in my conservatory in the most satisfactory manner, 

and we shall be able to save the seed of the best quality plants, while 
if they had been left out the early frost would probably have spoiled 

them. They have been much admired in the conservatory, and form 

quite a striking feature with their large orange and lemon coloured 

blooms that last quite as well as the Chrysanthemums. I shall certainly 

grow more of them next season for this purpose, as they give double 
pleasure by blooming in the open during the summer, and give autumn 

flowers for the little trouble of taking care of them in the way I have 
mentioned.” 

-Gaedening Appointment.—Mr. E. Hunt, recently gardener 
to the late It. H. Cotton, Esq., Etwall Hall, Derby, has been appointed 

gardener to the Rev. R. G. Buckston, Sutton Hall, Sutton-on-the-Hill 
Derby. 

- Me. J. Mallendee sends his usual Summaby of Meteoeo- 

logical Obseevations at Hodsock Peioey, Wobksop, Notts, foe 

Novembee this year.—Mean temperature of month, 40'2°. Maximum 

on the 6th, 53'8° ; minimum on the 18th, 21-5°. Maximum in the sun 

on the 6th, 97'0°; minimum on the grass on the 5th, 15'9°. Mean 

temperature of the air at 9 A.M., 39 2° ; mean temperature of the soil, 

1 feet deep, 41-3°. Temperature fell below 32° in shade on eleven 

nights, and on grass eighteen. Total duration of sunshine in month, 
fifty-four hours, or 21 per cent, of possible duration. We had ten sun¬ 
less days. Total rainfall in month, D61 inch ; maximum fall in twenty- 
four hours on the 5th, 0’31 inch. Rain fell on nineteen days. Average 
velocity of wind, 9-2 miles per hour. Velocity exceeded 400 miles on 

three days, and fell short of 100 miles on seven days. Approximate 

averages for November Mean temperature, 4P7°. Rainfall, 2-04 inch. 

Sunshine (six years), 53'5 hours. The coldest November since 1879. 

Rainfall less than in ten of the previous twelve years. The rainfall 
from the 1st of January is about 9 inches below the average. 

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY. 
FLORAL COMMITTEE. 

The last meeting of the National Chrysanthemum S c’ety’s Floral 
Committee for 1887 was held at the Royal Aquaium, Westminster, on 
Wednesday last, the 7(h inst., when the following members were present:— 
E. Sanderson, Esq., in the chair, and Messrs. G. Stevens, R. Owen, C. G.b- 
bod, Lewis Castle, C. Swift, H. Canned, G. Gordon, T. Bevan, J. P. Kendall, 
and W. Holmes, Hon. Secretary. 

The exhibits comprised several novelties, but only one Chrysanthemum 

was considered worthy of a certificate—namely, J. Collins, from Messrs. W 
ana O. Drover, Fareham, a large Japanese of a bronzy buff colour with a 
tinge ot yellow in the centre. Blooms of Lady Cave, a neat small creamy 
white recurvmg Japanese, were shown from Mr. R. Owen and were com¬ 
mended. The same exhibitor obtained the silver medal for a stand of new 
varieties, comprising Alcyon, Mawet Postula, C. Wagstaff, Annie Roudiere, 
Mrs. Norman Davis, M. Maiheonnet, Ralph Brocklebank, Mrs. L. Castle, 
Putney George, Emilie Belloc, Le Danphinais, and Lady Cave. Mr. G. 
atevens was adjudged a bronze medal also for a very good stand, comprising 
a/16 at °m3 °L^r- H. Wellam, Lady Lawrence, Bombardier. Mr. Addison, 
Mrs. Norman Davis, Ralph Brocklebank, and Lady Emily. The first named 
nad rather the heavier blooms, but the latter was not much behind in merit, 
and the stand had a bright developed appearance. Mr. Sullivan of Roe- 
hampton sent a purplish seeiling Japanese that was not thought sufficiently 
distinct. Messrs. W. &. G. Drover, Fareham, sent blooms of their large 

apanese variety bearing the name of the firm, but it was considered too 
coarse, though a smaller one, named H. Wat rer, yellow, with a reddish 
edge to the florets, was admired by some. 

Mr. T.S. Ware, Tottenham, showed flowers of a bright yellow, late- 
flowering Chrysanthemum named Governor of Jersey, a Japanese with broad 
incurving florets. It is promising, and will probably be seen at the January 
r ‘ ,A °f.thanks was accorded to Mr. Taylor, gardener to Sir John 
Lu ibock, Bart., High Elms, Farnborough, fora collection of Chrysanthemum 
blooms, and a similar award was accorded to Mr. J. Guyton, Station Road 
Nurseries, Belton, Great Yarmouth, for a sport from Princess Teck, named 
Jubilee, of whuh a large stand of blooms was shown. They were highly 
®°touied, but the variety was not thought distinct enough for a certificate. 

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, showed a stand of new Zonal Pelar¬ 
goniums, comprising some very handsome varieties, two of which were 
certificated-namely, Mrs. D. Saunders, large bright pink, with a white eye, 
the blooms beautifully formed; aad Bridesmaid, very delicate and pretty, 
white, with a pale pink centre. 

WINNING PRIZES—UNDER GARDENERS. 
Now that the autumn shows are over and fresh in the minds of all, 

I think there is no more fitting opportunity to consider the position of 
under gardeners and how they are rewarded for the part they take in 
contributing to the success of many a prizewinner. There can be no 
question whatever that in gardens where produce is largely grown for 
exhibition, that au enormous amount of extra work must necessarily 
fall upon the foremen and other young men. In many cases they have 
all or the bulk of the work to do, and in order to accomplish this they 
may have to rise early and work late in the evening, so that the other 
work of the garden can be well kept in hand. How are they remune- 
lated for this hard work, and the loss of so much of their own valuable 
time that is so much needed by them for reading and study ? Do they 
share in the prizewinnings ? The gardener in the majority of cases, I 
fear, gets all the credit and the prize money as well. This is not right, 
and gardeners would be the first to protest if they exhibited successfully 
and their employers demanded the prize money. Legally, no doubt, 
it belongs to the employer, but in most cases it is given to the gardener, 
or shall I say he is allowed to show and have what he makes ? Is it 
right for the gardener to keep all that he can make from this source ? 
It causes discontent amongst those who serve under him instead of con¬ 
tentment and a greater determination to be successful another year, 
which would result if they shared in what was made, or were remune¬ 
rated in some shape or form. 

I should be sorry to brand all gardeners with such selfishness as I 
have depicted, for I know some who are generous to their under men 
and annually make them a substantial present out of what they win. 
But I fear the greater number do nothing of the kind. I know cases 
where the young men have had to pay their own expenses, and in others 
have only been barely allowed their train expenses. It is utterly im¬ 
possible to go to a show without incurring some expense, and I think 
this is both wrong and unjust when it is saddled upon those who do most 
of the work for which they receive no reward. Many a young man, 
perhaps never heard of, deserves the highest commendation for what he 
does and the part he takes in the preparation of produce for exhibition. 
It is to be hoped that those who have been successful throughout the 
year and have never given this matter thought or consideration will do so 
at once, and atone for the past by rewarding those under them for the 
assistance they have received.—A Lovee of Justice. 

ONCIDIUM DASYSTYLE DR. WOODFORDE’S VARIETY. 

Some time since attention was called to this variety in the 
following note :—Many Orchid growers are familiar with the 
graceful and peculiar little Oncidium dasystyle, as the dark crest at 
the base of the yellowish lip much resembles the body of a bee. 
The plant was imported by Mr. B. S. Williams from the Organ 
Mountains, Brazil, and was figured in the “ Botanical Magazine,” 
May, 1880 (t. 6494), and the form there depicted has been that 
generally seen in collections until quite recently. Dr. W. T. G. 
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Woodforde, Oakbank, Spencer’s Wood, Reading, has, however, for¬ 
warded a flower of a variety in his collection that is greatly superior 
to the ordinary type, considerably larger, brighter, and more 
delicate in colouring and marking. In the type first figured the 
flowers were inch in diameter, in this they are If inch from tip 
to tip of the petals. The sepals and petals are three-eighths of an 
inch broad at the base, pale yellow, heavily and clearly spotted with 
purplish brown, especially at the base. The lip is of a delicate 
creamy yellow tint, is 1 inch in diameter, five-eighths of an inch 
across the centre from the base to the margin, slightly indented at 
the apex, uniform, contracted at the base into a narrow claw, with 
a dark purplish black rounded projecting crest, which has a curious 
effect in contrast with the pale tint of the other portion of the lip. 
The column has two rounded wing-like projections near the top, 
spotted at the inner surface with pale purple. 

Dr. Woodforde has favoured me with the following particulars : 
—“I received it direct from Brazil (Rio Janeiro) two years ago, it 
being one of a parcel of some fifty Orchids brought home for me 
by my son, Dr. Sidney Woodforde. I was fortunate enough to 
have hardly any losses in starting them, and since then they have, 
without a single exception, thriven and done well in a cool ‘general 
utility ’ house, size 30 feet by 10 feet (glazed on the non-puttying 
system and amply ventilated). They have had to put up with 
ordinary treatment, as the house also contains some young Vines 
and climbing greenhouse plants, as well as the usual contents of 
such a house in their various seasons. They have grown vigorously 
and flowered, some last year, while others which had not then suffi- 

Fig. 53.— Oncidium dasystyle Dr. Wood.'orde’s variety. 

ciently established themselves have now done so, and promise well 
for bloom. In managing my Orchids I have been guided mainly by 
your admirable little book, with occasional references to Williams 
and other writers on them, and I need hardly say that they are a 
source of continual and daily interest to me. Last summer some 
plants of 0. dasystyle of the ordinary type bloomed with me and 
ar®. ^°w dowering again or showing for bloom. The variety of 
which I sent you a flower has a spike some 22 inches in length, 
bearmg eight blooms on the upper 8 inches. There is some little 
difference in the leaf of this and the ordinary kind.” Sir Trevor 
Lawrence, Bart., M.P., Burford Lodge, has a variety resembling 
this, which was purchased last year at one of the sale rooms. 
TV Poflstt, Esq., Bickley, also has a handsome variety, but 
differing from this in several points. 

Since then Dr. Woodforde has sent a drawing of a portion of 
the spike, and one of the flowers from this represented in the 
woodcut (fig. 58). He also adds, “ My plant began to flower early 
in July and continued in flower for four months—that is, till the 
beginning of November. The later flowers were on the secondary 
branchlets of the spike, the main stem of which was 22 inches in 
length, and had eighteen flowers. The last blooms were quite as 
1 irS® and bright as the earliest ones, and the plant continues in 
vigorous health.” 

ONCIDIUM CHEIROPHORUM. 
This is a dwarf-growing compact Orchid, deserving a place in 

the most select collection. The flowers, which are produced during 
the winter months on upright branching spikes, are a charmino’ 
yellow colour and remain in beauty for a long time. To succeed 
with this, it should be potted in peat and sphagnum with liberal 
drainage and grown near the glass at the coolest end of the Cattleya 
house. There are some splendid plants in flower at the present 
time under the above treatment in the collection of Eward Ellis 
Esq., Manor House, Wallington. They are in 6-inch pots, each 
carrying eight spikes with scores of sweet-scented flowers. In the 

same house, too, are numerous spikes of the showy O. varicosum. 
Of 0. tigrinum there are several forms, the best a good dark variety 
bearing thirty-eight blooms on a branching spike. The plants are 
suspended from the roof, and in this manner the graceful arching 
spikes are seen to perfection. Masdevallia tovarensis in 8-inch pots 
are in fine health, and will soon be in a mass of white bloom. Ca- 
lanthes also are showing well, some of the flower stalks having a 
leaf-like appendage. In the cool house the lovely Odontoglossum 
madrense has been in bloom for more than three months, and Mas¬ 
devallia amabilis in a large specimen has been continuously blooming 
for the whole year. All the Orchids are doing well under the care 
of Mr. T. Glover, the gardener.—W. G. C. 

CALANTHES IN BASKETS. 
Much is written about Calanthes and their culture, and I think 

too much cannot be said in favour of these lovely winter Orchids, 
for few plants attract more admiration than Calanthes when well 
grown. As a rule, I think gardeners generally grow them in pots 
only. At Raby we make a specialty of Calanthes in baskets as well 
as in pots, and as a basket plant I wish to pass a few remarks upon 
them. Calanthes, when grown in pots, lose that graceful appear¬ 
ance that they have when hanging from a basket. We have about 
sixteen baskets of Calanthes over a path in the plant stove with ten 
and eleven spikes in each basket. I measured one of the finest 
recently, and it was 5 feet 7 inches long, with fifty-three blooms, 
and not at its full length yet. We hang one basket of C. Veitchi 
and then one of vestita, and so on alternately. Each side of the 
path we have Ferns and different foliage plants, so that the green 
foliage underneath helps to show the colours of the flowers. I 
might mention that many of our pseudo-bulbs this year are flower¬ 
ing from the top as well as at the base. We have two distinct 
varieties of C. Veitchi. The colour of one is much darker than 
the other, and the flowers are produced much more closely together. 
The pseudo-bulbs also are quite distinct. In the light variety the 
pseudo-bulbs have an indentation as if a piece of string had been 
tied tightly around them ; the darker variety loses the indentation, 
and the pseudo-bulbs are quite straight. We consider the dark 
variety by far the better, still we like to keep the light one as a 
contrast. Those that have not yet tried Calanthes in baskets and 
have room to grow them should certainly do so next year. 

We re-basket our Calanthes about the middle of February, and 
grow them in a temperature from 65° to 70°, with a slight shade 
in summer. We first line the basket with sphagnum moss. We 
then mix a compost of fibrous loam with a very little Orchid peat, 
some cow manure that has been dried before so that it will break 
readily, and some sphagnum moss, with plenty of charcoal and rough 
sand. We shake all the small soil from the loam and use only the 
fibre. We plant the pseudo-bulbs well above the rim of the baskets, 
not too firm. We give them very little water till they are fairly 
started, then we feed them with liquid manure made from deer 
dung till they show their flower spikes, say about 3 or 4 inches 
long, then we gradually withhold water till they become quite dry. 
We leave the pseudo-bulbs in the baskets until we again re-basket 
them in February.—James Tullett, Foreman, The Gardens, 
Raby Castle, Darlington. 

APPLE TREE ENEMIES. 

Here we have, foremost, the notorious American blight, which every¬ 
body knows. This insect is said to retire into the ground during the 
winter, and to prey on the roots during that dormant period, and there 
seems no reason to doubt it. I have never attacked it under those con¬ 
ditions, but I do think that its position is anything but secure if we 
were to betake ourselves earnestly to its extirpation. I was sorely 
troubled with this pest two or three years since ; and last autumn I had 
brcome almost heartless at the serious appearance of many of our Apple 
trees. I had repeatedly applied spirits of turpentine to the larger 
patches, and had, in a great measure, conquered them in the nooks and 
crannies ; but they had, in many cases, completely invested the upper 
twigs, or young wood ; and I dare not pursue them all over the tree, 
knowing, by experience, that much turpentine is highly prejudicial to 
the tree. 

As soon as the leaves were falling—about the first week in November 
—I had the trees syringed heavily twice over, on two successive days, 
with a mixture of softsoap, water, and stable liquid, using four ounces 
to the gallon of soap, the stable liquid constituting nearly one-half. 
This was made to saturate every cranny of the trees, and so profuse was 
the application that the soil was completely caked with the falling 
liquid. I am of opinion that the blight was then near the surface of the 
soil, and, if so, doubtless numbers would be destroyed. I have now 
nearly cleared the whole garden of this pest, having applied spirits of 
turpentine the moment a patch appeared through the summer. I shall, 
however, repeat the dose, and hope to report an entire clearance. Our 
trees, formerly the admiration of all, presented such a bare appearance 
last September that I almost despaired of getting a good crop again ; 
but I have gathered at least 50 bushels from the mere espaliers of the 
kitchen garden, and finer samples were never seen. 
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Another sad pest of the Apple tree is a rusty looking fungus, which 
generally occurs towards the end of August. This, when it once com¬ 
mences, seldom ceases whilst a green leaf is left on the tree, which ulti¬ 
mately appears as though it had been scorched. I am not aware that 
any remedial measure is known. It is rather a matter which, beyond 
doubt, may be in the main prevented, and to which course I will shortly 
refer. 

Another serious pest of the Apple is the red spider, especially on hot 
•or gravelly soils. And here it may be observed that since sulphur is 
known to be destructive of the fungi in general, also to the red spider, 
and as these two enemies generally commence operations about the same 
time, and not unfrequently act in concert, it is well to remember that 
much may be done by the timely application of sulphur. 

Here I would remark on the vast influence exercised by certain soils 
•as a predisposing cause to insects. I am well assured that all soils which 

bave a tendency to become very dry, or very wet, for a long while, 
predispose the Apple to the attacks of insects. How this happens I am 
■not prepared to aver; but suppose that under such circumstances a 
torpid or sluggish root-action occurs, and, of course, the system of the 
tree possesses sap of a less watery character. Thus, a newly planted 
tree, of a good size, is almost sure to be liable to the attacks of insects 
■or fungi the first summer ; and so with over-severe root-pruning. This 
all points to the propriety of examining well the state of the soil before 
planting a tree or an orchard, and taking m»ans to correct the extreme 
tendencies to dryness or sourness through a too retentive character. 

But in very sandy and dry soils the water-pot will prove of eminent 
service to the Apple if used in time. It is of no use merely sprinkling ; 
nothing less than a thorough penetration of the whole mass of soil 
which contains the roots will suffice. And if a thick coat of moist mulch 
of any kind can be applied, the success will be proportionately complete, 
the mulch being laid 4 inches in thickness. This should be performed 
the moment the insects or fungi appear, providing the weather is dry ; 

otherwise the evil must be sought in other quarters. When these evils 
are suspected to arise from a soil or subsoil highly retentive of moisture, 
nothing short of drainage can be expected to cure the evil; and this, 
probably accompanied by transplanting. Indeed, in all cases of 
amelioration by means of draining, where trees are standing, it is well 
to take them carefully up and to replant them, although they may have 
been planted half a dozen years. Where soils have been soured by 
stagnant moisture they seldom gain a healthful condition without being 
broken up. 

Thus much for soils as affecting the mishaps that occur through 
insects or fungi; let us now s e what remains as to this question. 
Whether Apple trees have been attacked or not in the previous summer, 
it is well, in my opinion, to give them an annual dressing of some kind. 
Our great orchardists, our men of acres, will, of course, say it is impos¬ 
sible ; but we of the garden must not allow ourselves to be hedged in by 
their rough and off-hand plans. It is rather for us to lead them than 
the reverse, and it is sometimes expedient to do that in a few poles of 
land, that would ceass to be so in as many acres. Besides, we have a 
more delicate and very superior class of fruits to deal with than they 
have, and it is probable that our superior dessert Apples would, as 
dwarfs, make no great show in a cider district with cider Apple manage¬ 
ment. 

We all know that brushing in compositions is tedious work, especi¬ 
ally since labour has become so much more valuable ; but there is no 
need for it as to a general dressing. If I may suggest annual dressings 
by means of the syringe, and supposing it requisite to meet as many of 
the enemies of the Apple as could be in one mixture, it should be com¬ 
posed nearly thus : —softsoap, 4 ounces to the gallon of tepid water ; 
add four handfuls of sulphur to each gallon ; then add 1 gallon of stable 
liquid, and thicken the whole finally to the consistence of a thin paint 
by the addition of clay water, made by v orking up clay in tepid water 
and straining it through a coarse cloth ; a few handfuls of lime may be 
added. With such a liquid I would have the trees syringed twice ; once 
in November, when the foliage is nearly all cast, and a second time in 
the beginning of March, after the trees are pruned. This, I think, will 
prove of eminent service, and will destroy the coccus, or scaly insect, 
as well, which I had forgotten to name in its proper place, and which 
is occasionally a great injury to Apple trees.—R. E. N. 

SCHUBERTIA GRANDIFLORA. 

On September 13th this year, A. C. Bartholomew, Esq., Park 
House, Reading, exhibited a specimen of this plant at South Kensing¬ 

ton, when the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society 

awarded a first-class certificate for it, las, though it is not a new 
plant, is seldom seen in cultivation. It is a member of the Asclepias 

family, and a native of the Argentine Republic, whence it was intro¬ 

duced in 1837. The stems are long, slender, and twining, bearing the 

opposite leaves in pairs, elliptical in form, about 6 inches long by 3 

broad. The flowers are borne in axillary umbels of seven or eight, 
the pedicels covered with brownish hairs ; the corolla five-lobed, 3 inches 

in diameter, white, with a few scattered hairs, and possessing a power¬ 

ful odour, most agreeable at a short distance. 
This and the allied species, S. graveolens, with yellowish flowers, 

require a stove temperature and a compost of one-third light turfy 

loam, with two-thirds of peat and a little sand. Plenty of water is 
needed while they are growing, with occasional syringing, and atten¬ 

tion to keeping them clear of insects, especially mealy bug. They 
can be propagated by cuttings of the young side shoots inserted in 

very sandy soil in strong bottom heat. 

TOBACCO CULTIVATION IN ENGLAND. 

A CONFEEENCE of English Tobacco growers was held recently at 
the Salisbury Hotel, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, under the piesidency 
of Sir E. Birkbeck, M.P. Among those present were — Mr. Kains- 
Jackson, Mr. Faunce de Laune, Mr. Sharman (Carter & Co.), Mr. C. C. 
Knight (Farnham), Mr. Wigan (Kent), Mr. John Graves (Boston), Mr. 
Kerr (Dumfries), Mr. Moore (Chelmsford), and the Rev. Wyndham 
Madden (Kent). Sp eimens of English-grown Tobacco, as well as 
cigars and cigarettes manufactured from Tobacco grown in different 
parts of the United Kingdom, were exhibited in the room. After a 
short discussion, 

The Chairman said that they all must be agreed that they had to 
contend against many obstacles, difficulties, and novelties. With regard 
to the present season they had a very dry summer, followed by a cold 
and damp September, besides which, he was sorry to say, they had 
encountered many difficulties with the Inland Revenue authorities, 
though he was bound to add, as regarded his own district, that the 
Inland Revenue had rendered him every possible assistance. Among 
the growers there was more than ever a spirit of determination to per¬ 
severe with Tobacco culture in England, and they were convinced that 
they would ultimately be able to master all the difficulties they had had 
to contend with. He believed that in the future Tobacco culture in 
England could be made as successful as it was 200 years ago, when it 
was prohibited by Act of Parliament. As regarded his own crop he 
would simply say that he had grown four sorts during the year—viz., 
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the Virginian, the Big Frederick, the Kentucky, and the Yellow Prior. 
He had been rather severely criticised by Mr. Kains-Jackson because he 
had topped his Tobacco, reducing the number of leaves to about eight, 
but he felt it was far better to have a small number of leaves with 
better quality than to have more leaves and an inferior quality. For 
some reason or other this year the curing of his Tobacco had been far 
easier, the leaves had turned much quicker, and he had not had the 
difficulties that were usually met. This might have been in consequence 
of his having utilised a malt house for curing the Tobacco. He sug¬ 
gested that growers of English Tobacco should take into their con¬ 
sideration the question of having a central bonded warehouse in London 
where they could send their crops when they were dried, so that they 
might be under the control of one or more competent persons. The 
warehouse would be an immense help to the Inland Revenue authorities, 
inasmuch as they would only have to watch one warehouse instead of 
numerous premises; and when any grower desired to remove his Tobacco 
to sell it he might be allowed to do so. He had received a letter from 
Lord Walsingham expressing great regret at his inability to be present, 
and enclosing an account of the culture of a quarter of an acre of 
Tobacco at Merton, in Norfolk. It was Lord Walsingham’s opinion that 
Tobacco of commercial value could be grown in England in many 
varieties. He would merely add in conclusion that he could see no 
right or justice in maintaining the duty on home-grown Tobacco. 

Mr. Kains-Jackson said that in the month of September last he sent 
out to the chief Tobacco-growers in England a series of questions with 
respect to their modes of culture and the methods they adopted for 
curing the leaf, and he had received in many cases most interesting 
answers, which, if printed, would form a most useful book. The London 
Chamber of Commerce were offering two prizes of £50 each, one for the 
best specimens of foreign-grown leaves and the other for those of home¬ 
grown. 

Mr. Wigan, Mr. Knight, Mr. Greaves, and Mr. Madden having related 
their experiences in connection with home-grown Tobacco, 

Mr. Sharman said that with regard to the cultivation of Tobacco by 
Messrs. Carter this year, they had had something like sixty-four varieties. 
They had sent to every quarter of the globe and had obtained every 
possible variety of seed, and as far as he could see they had not made 
any very gre^it mistake as to the sort which they had already stated to 
be the best for general cultivation in this country. The yellow Tobaccos 
would no doubt pay better than the darker sorts, and the Kentucky and 
the White Burley, and, for bulk, the Big Frederick and the Connecticut 
were perhaps the best. In his opinion the home-grown leaf was essentially 
a cigar leaf and not a pipe leaf. 

After a short discussion it was decided that a Committee should be 
formed to arrange for an adjourned meeting, to authorise the printing of 
such reports as might be considered useful, and to consider the question 
of a central bonded warehouse for maturing and perfecting the crops, 
and the desirability of drafting a Bill to lay before Parliament as to the 
conditions under which Tobacco land in the United Kingdom might be 
cultivated ; the Committee to consist of Lord Walsingham, Sir E. 
Birkbeck, Mr. Kains-Jackson, Mr. Faunce de Laune, and Mr. Wigan. 

The proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the Chairman. 

We learn that the Tobacco grown last year by Lord Harris at Belmont 
was recently destroyed by fire by an order of the Board of Inland 
Revenue, and in the presence of one of their officers, in consequence of 
its being considered unfit to pay the duty. This year’s growth h is been 
dried in a hop-oast, and still hangs there, but the opinion of those who 
have been privileged to inspect it is that it will never be fit to smoke. 

HEXHAM NURSERIES AND GARDENS. 

Chbysanthemums and the records of the very numerous exhi¬ 
bitions devoted to them have occupied so much space in the Journal 
during the past few weeks, and have occasioned so much journeying, 
that there has been little time or opportunity for continuing notes on 
gardens in the north. Some friends have even become concerned at 
the abrupt termination of these contributions, and have been kind 
enough to express a hops that something farther might appear on the 
subject. For their satisfaction I have therefore given the preceding 
explanation, and may also add that I had neither concluded my notes 
nor exhausted my memory respecting the places visited in the north, 
and I should have been most unwilling to omit several establishments 
that have yet to be described. 

Hexham is readily reached by rail from Newcastle-on-Tyne, and is 
about twenty-one miles westward of that city on the line to Carlisle. 
It is a small town of some historical interest, and its pleasant situation 
near the junction of the North and South Tyne renders it an agreeable 
resort for tourists in Northumberland. The vale of Hexham is noted 
for its beauty and fertility in the north, and though the scenery is not 
so boldly picturesque as around Rothbury, it is of a thoroughly English 
character, varied and rich in vegetation. From several of the hills ex¬ 
tensive and delightful prospects can be obtained, and during the summer 
months a pleasant holiday could be spent there. Hexham itself is not 
of any great importance now, and the guide books tell us that it has for 
some time been chiefly celebrated for the manufactories devoted to the 
production of gardeners’ gloves, or “ Hexham Tans,” as they are termed; 
but to horticulturists its chief interest is due to Messrs. Fell & Co’s, 
extensive nurseries, and the surrounding residences, such as Duke’s 
House and Beanfront Castle, which well repay for a visit, as they are 

most beautifully situated. The nurseries named are, however, of such 
importance that they deserve the first attention. 

MESSRS. FELL & CO.’S NURSERIES. 
It is always pleasant to visit a well-kept and well-stocked nursery r 

and the establishments occupied by the above-named firm unquestion¬ 
ably fulfil these conditions, and they have deservedly obtained a sub¬ 
stantial reputation. Forest and ornamental trees, Conifers and shrubs, 
constitute the leading features of the Nurseries, and these are grown by 
millions, but fruit trees, hardy herbaceous plants, and vegetables for 
seed also occupy considerable space, the business comprising, in addition, 
a large northern seed and bulb trade. The Wentworth Nursery is that 
nearest to the station, and is devoted mainly to ornamental plants, 
shrubs, and trees ; the Prattsfield Nursery contains the fruit trees, with 
the farm and vegetable seed trials ; the Fellside and Hudshaw Nurseries 
upon the hill slopes on the southern side of the Valley, rising to a height 
of nearly 600 feet above sea level. The last two are devoted to the stock 
of seedling Conifers and forest trees, enormous numbers being grown, as 
can be judged from the fact that the firm was able some time since to 
undertake the contract for the supply of 300,000 trees for the extensive 
plantations in the Isle of Man. The soil and situation are admirably 
adapted for the production of sturdy, hardy trees—the ground sloping to 
the north or north-east exposes the plants sufficiently, especially at such 
an altitude, to prevent any danger of their being delicate or drawn. 
There is also sufficient protection to avoid undue check, that soon results 
in stunted growth from which trees seldom recover. Weakly and stunted 
seedling trees are most unsatisfactory in all respects, and perhaps after 
waiting several years it is found that they will never make symmetrical 
specimens or good timber. Whether planting on a large or a small 
scale, the selection of healthy young specimens that have been properly 
prepared by frequent transplantation is of the greatest importance. 
Messrs, Fell & Co. evidently give close attention to these matters, and 
even in such a tropical summer as the past it was surprising to observe, 
when inspecting the large quarters of Pines, Larch, &c., how fresh and 
healthy they all looked, showing the good effects of judicious cultivation 
and thorough cleanliness, for weeds are not tolerated in these establish¬ 
ments, and they are quite models in this respect. Several of the young 
trees were lifted to show the character of the roots, and they were in 
every instance dense masses of fibres of the most satisfactory kind. _ Of 
Scotch Firs, Austrian Pines, Larch, Spruce Firs, and all the principal 
deciduous forest trees, there are hundreds of thousands in excellent con¬ 
dition, and the seed beds, containing great numbers of the preceding for 
future supplies, were like neatly kept lawns, so even and close were 
they. The view from the upper part of these grounds is exce dingly 
beautiful, and I remember but one nursery that affords a similarly ex¬ 
tensive prospect—namely, that of MM. Jacob-Makoy at Liege, where, 
from a kind of observatory on one of their houses, a fine prospect is 
obtained of the town and the Meuse Valley. At Hexham it is somewhat 
similar, but the landscape is no't obscured by so much smoke as in the 
Belgian town. 

Returning to the two establishments in the lower ground the Went¬ 
worth Nursery first claims attention. The entrance to this is imme¬ 
diately opposite to and facing the .railway station. The main avenue 
running right through the nursery from here is 18 feet wide, flanked by 
borders 9 feet wide, on each side containing an assortment of choice 
Conifers intermixed with foliage and ornamental trees. Sections of 
young Conifers, such as Cupressus Lawsoniana, and its varieties lutea, 
gracilis, and erecta viridis, Retinospora plumosa and plumosa aurea, 
Thuiopsis dolobrata, and Biota elegantissima, with Aucubas, &c., being 
tastefully grouped together on both sides of this avenue ; while in front 
a good effect is produced with an edging of Dactylis glomerata elegant¬ 
issima aurea. Again artistically arranged behind these on each side are 
some specimens of Conifers and other leading sorts, including some fine 
specimens of Thuiopsis Standishi, Thuia Vervaeniana, Taxus elegant¬ 
issima, Taxus aurea, Widdringtonia cupressoides, Taxodium distichum, 
Podocarpus japonica, Cedrus Deodara, Biota aurea and elegantissima, 
Picea Nordmaniana, &c., &c. Diverging from the main avenue we find 
on each side large breaks of Roses (upwards of 17,000 being grown), 
while Gooseberries, especially Whinham’s Industry, which has been illus¬ 
trated in this Journal, is a speciality, large breaks of this variety being 
grown to supply the ever-increasing demand for it, not only in the 
United Kingdom but for continental markets, the United States, and 
Canada. Over 53,000 bushes of this variety were sent out last season. 
Hundreds of thousands of Thorns for fencing purposes are grown here, 
as well as in other portions of the nurseries, as large contracts are 
executed for the different railway companies. There are large breaks, 
of seedling and transplanted Beech, Ash, Sycamore, Oak, Scotch and 
English Elm, Chestnuts, Poplars, Limes, (Gold and Silver Elders are 
grown in quantity, suitable for seaside planting), while a large breadth 
of ground is devoted to specimen ornamental trees for parks and avenues 
planting, including some fine specimens of Purple and Fern-leaved 
Beech, Weeping and Cut-leaved Birch, Scarlet Oaks, Double White and 
Scarlet Horse Chestnuts, Red-twigged and Fern-ieaved Limes, and 
Maples. The collection of hardy plants comprises most of ths 
thoroughly useful species and their varieties, all the best being grown in 
large numbers. 

A number of specimen Conifers are grown in tubs and pots for em¬ 
ployment in the decoration of large buildings and pavilions at exhibitions. 
During the past season the firm was entrusted with the decoration of 
the Prince of Wales’ Pavilion at the Royal Agricultural Society’s Show, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, also with a similar charge at Blagdon Hall, the seat 
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f Sir M. White Ridley, where the Prince stayed during his visit to 
Newcastle. At the Royal Jubilee Exhibition in the same city similar 
and smaller specimens were employed in some of the large central courts 
■with excellent effect, which was considerably heightened by the admir¬ 
able lawns. Many of the choicest Conifers can be so employed in corridors 
and cold passages where few other plants succeed. In some cases, too, a 
system like that at Cragside, which has been previously noted, could be 
advantageously tried—namely, enclosing the beds devoted to the choicer 
or more tender Conifers with glass sides open at the top, but so con¬ 
structed that lights could be placed on in severe winters. 

The Prattsfield Nursery includes some capital young fruit trees, 
both trained and standards, Apples being extensively represented by 
a selection of the varieties that have been proved best adapted for the 
northern counties. A comparatively new Apple that is much esteemed 
in the north, especially in Scotland, is the Beauty of Moray, to which 
Messrs. Fell & Co. have given some attention with good results, as 
several gardeners have tried it and speak favourably of its merits as a 
culinary variety of har'dy constitution and as a good keeper. At the 
Chiswick Congress in 1883 it was only shown by one exhibitor, Mr. G-. 
Webster, The Gardens, Gordon Castle, Fochabers, N.B. ; and Mr. A. F. 
Barron thus describes it : “ Large, round, angular, greenish yellow, 
mid-season ; a favourite Apple in the north of Scotland.” It seems 
likely to be particularly useful in exposed situations, as I saw healthy 
fruitful young trees of it at Sunderland, where the number of varieties 
that will succeed is very restricted. The houses for propagating pur¬ 
poses are chiefly in the Wentworth Nursery, and there the choicer 
Conifers, are increased, together with a miscellaneous collection of 
indoor plants. Extensive packing and storing sheds, offices, &c., to¬ 
gether with a seed office in Priestpopple Street, complete the numerous 
departments of this firm. It need only be added; that in all abundant 
evidence is afforded of the energetic business-like system adopted by the 
courteous partners Mr. Fell and Mr. Milne, and their experienced 
manager, Mr. Brown.—L. Castle. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT WOODCOTE HALL. 

The Rev. E. W. Northey with his usual kindness gave the in¬ 
habitants of Epsom and district the privilege of inspecting his Chrysan¬ 
themums so successfully grown by his gardener, Mr. T.' Pledger, last 
Thursday and Friday. The plants are arransed in the conservatory, 
which is 65 feet in length by 21 feet, and was illuminated at night with 
lamps and Chinese lanterns. The cutting down system has been adopted 
with the result that all the plants (450 in number) are dwarf and com¬ 
pact and feathered with bright green foliage to the pot. The tallest, 
not exceeding 4 or 5 feet, are grouped together on the floor right through 
the centre among some finely trained Camellias planted out, the 
dwarf ones, 1J foot to 3 feet high, occupying the stages all round. There 
are three rows of these, and in front are two rows of well flowered single 
Primulas, red and white. Madame C. Audiguier has some well developed 
blooms on plants only 3 feet high ; Comte de Germiny, with large and 
well formed flowers, equally dwarf. Among the best Album plenum was 
very conspicuous. Boule d’Or, Baronne de Prailly, Balmoreau, Dr. 
Macary, Etoile du Midi, Hiver Fleuri, Meg Merrilies, Mdlle. Lacroix, 
Peter the Great, Triomphe du Nord, Jeanne Delaux, M. Desbrieux, 
Thunberg, Val d’Andorre, Madame B. Rendatler are also good. The 
Japanese Anemone-flowered and some of the best incurved varieties are 
well represented. There was a continual stream of visitors on both 
evenings, including many growers of this popular autumn flower.— 
G. W. C. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT EAGLE HOUSE, DOWNHAM, NORFOLK. 

Being invited to see these very popular plants in flower I availed 
myself of the opportunity, and spent a very enjoyable hour amongst 
them. My friend told me his flowers were creating a sensation ; 
well they might, for they were fine clean blooms fit for any exhibition 
table. The Japanese were in very fine form, and I send a few names of 
the best. Belle Paule, Comte de Germiny, Elaine, very large ; Fer¬ 
nand Feral, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Japonaise, Madame C. Audiguier, 
M. Astorg, Mdlle. Lacroix, Mr. John Laing, Thunberg, Lady Hardinge, 
Lord Alcester, Mr. George Glenny, Queen of England, Golden Empress, 
Cullingfordi, a noble flower ; Mrs. Forsyth, Soeur Dorothde Souille, 
Madame Cabrol. Anemone-flowered was very conspicuous. Madame 
B. Rendatler, Jeanne Dclaux, Mabel Ward, King of the Crimsons, very 
fine reflexed ; Soleil Levant, good j ellow ; Mrs. G. Rundle, and Mrs. 
Weston. It is not a very long list, but what I take to be of the best of 
the numerous varieties now grown. Mr. Strong is an old hand at Chrys¬ 
anthemum growing, and he has done well.—S. C. 

JUDGING AT SHOWS. 
At the late Chrysanthemum Show held in Manchester a most 

curious circumstance occurred in making the awards, and to me a most 
incomprehensible one—namely, in five classes as many as six equal 
prizes v, ere given, which means that twelve persons were awarded prizes, 
whereas five only should have had them. Such results show that the 
exhibits must have possessed a most wonderful likeness to each other 
in all points, or the only other reason I can account for it was a lament¬ 
able ignorance on the part of the judges appointed to adjudicate on 
these particular classes. I am not a believer in equal prizes only in 
very exceptional cases where the points of comparison are very few in 
number. Certainly in Chrysanthemum cut blooms, where so many points 

are involved, there should be no equal firsts, or any other grade, but 
more particularly first prizes. For instance, I do not think it is possible 
for judges to make two stands of, say, twenty-four blooms equal ; if by 
chance it does occur when the blooms are gone over and judged by the 
point method the first time, then the judges should start at the opposite 

that at which they finished—and if they should by any chance 
ariive at the same total of points again, which is hardly likely, the 
judges should look for an extra point in the setting up of the blooms, 
airangement of colours, and so on. These two points are surely worth 
some consideration in all cases, much more so in close competition. I 
look upon the award of equal prizes as loopholes for the judges to get 
out of a difficulty to determine by a little more labour which are really 
the best stands. 1\ e do not notice so very much one or even two 
equal prizes, but when as many as six are awarded in five classes there 
is reason to question the ability of the judges. The best security for the 
continuance of good exhibitors at any show is the appointment of com¬ 
petent men to judge their products ; and in these days of competition, 
where societies are so numerous and prizes so valuable, exhibitors have 
the remedy in their own hand, that of going where they know justice 
will be dealt out to them. Therefore all societies should bear this in 
mind, tha,t the appointment of qualified judges gives a popularity to 
their exhibition amongst competitors, and these persons are not the last 
to consider in prolonging the welfare of any society.—An Exhibitor. 

MRS. NORMAN DAVIS. 
Considering the limited time at his disposal and the crowd of visitors 

in St. George’s Hall, it is surprising your reporter gave such a full and 
good account of the Liverpool Show as appeared on page 477 last week. 
In that report reference was made to the new Chrysanthemum Mrs! 
Norman Davis ; but the exhibit merits a little further notice. Three or 
four round flat baskets were filled with blooms containing probably as 
many hundreds, massive, broad petalled golden globes, fresh, bright, and 
beautiful, proving to demonstration how admirably the variety is adapted 
for late exhibitions and decorative purposes. It is questionable if such 
a display- of yellow Chrysanthemums, or indeed of any other variety 
has been hitherto seen at a public exhibition.—W. 

AMY FURZE. 
This variety has been more than once certificated as a reflexed 

flower, but it only comes within that designation when in a young state 
and the florets are flat and imbricated. As the blooms get older, and 
especially when grown large on strong plants, the florets become more 
or less revolute, spreading, and distinctly arching, exactly in the same 
manner as in some of the Japanese varieties. In that form they are 
quite dissimilar in their essential character from recognised reflexed 
blooms, and cannot do otherwise than weaken the stands of these con¬ 
siderably. Very large blooms of Cullingfordi lose their reflexed character, 
but the departure is rarely so marked as in the case of Amy Furze ; and 
if these varieties are included in reflexed stands they should be young, 
as size is only attained at the expense of character, and when they 
assume the tasselled form they will be either passed or lose points with 
most adjudicators. Both varieties are excellent for decorative purposes. 
—A Judge. 

THE HULL CHALLENGE CUP. 
I AH sorry if I have hurt Mr. Udale’s feelings. Such was not my 

intention. I merely wish to make the matter clear to the readers of the 
Journal, and to do this it is unavoidably necessary for me to draw atten¬ 
tion to what I conceive to be the weak points of Mr. Udale’s letters. If 
my amendment to Mr. Udale’s suggestion is comparatively worthless, 
surely his suggestion is still more so, as if carried out it would actually 
prevent executors from carrying on a competition, and the absence of 
any provision to enable them to do so was the only obstacle to our Com¬ 
mittee allowing the late Mr. Neumann’s executors to-count last year’s 
win. The clause I have suggested would, should a similar case arise 
again, allow of a previous year’s win remaining to the credit of a 
deceased competitor’s executors. Mr. Udale claims to have been sup¬ 
porting Mr. Mease's case, but if the former’s suggested clause had been 
in force it would have entirely shut out the latter from winning the vase 
finally this year for Mr. Neumann’s executors, which the action of our 
Committee has enabled him to do ; such action, I may remark, having 
been taken immediately the legal difficulty was removed. Throughout 
this matter none have had more friendly feelings towards Mr. Mease 
than have the members of our Committee. 1 think the readers of the 
Journal will now have had enough of the subject. This, therefore, will 
be my last communication on the topic, and nothing remains but forme 
to thank the Editor for allowing it to be freely ventilated.—R. Falconer 

Jameson, Chairman Hull and Hast Riding Chrysanthemum Society. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT WALTON LEA. 
Walton Lea is the residence of John Crossfield, Esq., and is about 

two miles from the busy town of Warrington. Mr. William Kipps has 
for many years been in charge of the gardens, which are admirably 
kept, his object evidently being to do whatever he undertakes well. He 
is known as a competent judge of Chrysanthemums, and was at one 
time an exhibitor at the Liverpool shows, but during recent years he 
has devoted his attention to providing home exhibitions, and the plea¬ 
sure of these has, by the consideration of his employer, been shared 
in by such of the inhabitants of the contiguous town as took ad¬ 
vantage of the opportunity that was afforded on the two appointed 
days for a public inspection. The privilege appears to have been 
warmly appreciated, for upwards of two thousand persons attended. 
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The display was worthy of the occasion, two fine groups of plants 
being arranged in the spacious conservatory adjoining the mansion. 
The plants ranged from 3 or 4 to 6 or 7 feet high, and comprised the 
leading varieties. As groups they were of a first prize character, while 
many of the blooms were of sufficient merit to be arranged in the best 
exhibition stands. A third group was composed of twenty specimen 
Pompons, not closely tied, but free yet compact, the plants ranging 
from 2 to 3 feet in diameter, and were semi-globular masses of colour. 
On the side sills were plants about a foot high and nearly the same 
in diameter, in 5-inch pots. Several cuttings were inserted in the pots 
in August, and the plants almost resembled bouquets. Other features 
at Walton Lea merit notice, but in the meantime it must suffice to con¬ 
gratulate Mr. Crossfield and his gardener on the excellence of the 
Chrysanthemums that have been so much and deservedly admired by 
all who have seen them.—A Visitor. 

EDINBURGH CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW. 
The Scottish Horticultural Association had a Show of Chrysanthe- 

mums last year, on a small scale, and were so successful that this autumn 
it was determined to take the Music Hall in George Street—where the 
Royal Caledonian for so long a time was located—and there hold a two- 
days Show, on November 29th and 30th. The Council did not provide 
any large prizes ; but, notwithstanding, they induced exhibitors to come 
from all parts of Scotland—from as far south as Berwick, north to Aber¬ 
deen, while from the west came the best blooms in the Exhibition. 
All the classes were well filled. In the popular classes from seven to 
fifteen exhibitors staged for the prizes. Japanese were shown to the 
greatest perfection, the incurved being most deficient in finish. The 
chief prizctakers were Mr. Hepburn, gardener to W. F. Burnley, Esq., 
Ericht Bank, Dunoon ; Mr. McChattie, gardener to Marquis of Lothian, 
Newbattle ; and Mr. Grossart, gardener to J. Buchanan, Esq., Oswald 
Road, Edinburgh. The plants were less noteworthy than the cut 
blooms, and were generally tall and bare of foliage. 

Besides the competition exhibits most of the Edinburgh nurserymen 
contributed to the Show, Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons showing' most ex¬ 
tensively. Mr. Carruthers, gardener, Hillwood, Corstorphine, had also a 
good collection of some six dozen blooms for exhibition, the high quality 
of which attracted much attention. There was also a fair display of 
fruit sent from various growers, Grapes and Apples being most note¬ 
worthy. Financially the Show was a success, as about £30 was cleared. 
A Chrysanthemum Exhibition was also held in Dumfries on the 30th, 
and one at Dundee on December 2nd and 3rd. 

LEEDS PAXTON SOCIETY’S SHOW. 
The annual Exhibition of Chrysanthemums in connection with the 

Leeds Paxton Society was held in the Society’s Room, the “ Grand ” 
Restaurant, Boar Lane, on Saturday last, December 3rd, and was in 
every respect a great success. No prizes were offered, but this did not 
deter the members from bringing their choicest flowers in abundance, the 
result being a display which would not have disgraced any Exhibition, 
and must have been highly satisfactory to the Executive, who work hard 
throughout the whole year to make the Society’s meetings instructive 
and interesting to all. Additional interest attached to the exhibition by 
the fact that Mr. T. Garnett, St. John’s Gardens,Wakefield, read a paper 
entitled “ Cause and Effect in Chrysanthemum Culture,” in which he 
dealt with the points in dispute which had arisen from his “ critique ” on 
Mr. Molyneux’s practice, which appeared in the Journal of Horticulture. 
He gave an interesting review of the whole of the controversy which 
then took place, and said one more year’s experience had strengthened 
him in his opinions as to the correctness of the t osition he then took up, 
and he left it to his audience to determine how far their experience 
coincided with his own. An interesting discussion was opened by Mr. 
Hemming, who complimented Mr. Garnett on the ability he had dis¬ 
played in the production of his essay, and in the course of his remarks 
said that from several years’ observation he was of opinion that the 
dates given by Mr. Molyneux in his book for the propogation of Chrys¬ 
anthemum cuttings were in many cases too late for the locality in 
which they resided, and for the majority of varieties intended for large 
blooms he recommended November-struck cuttings, as giving the best 
returns. The discussion was continued by Messrs. Featherstone, Daniels 
(Mirfield), Grix and Wood, the latter of whom spoke highly in favour of 
the cutting-down system, and said he should continue to practise it. On 
the motion of Mr. Featherstone, seconded by Mr. Frankland, a hearty 
vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Garnett for his admirable paper. 
Mr. Garnett, having to catch his train, briefly returned thanks, and ex¬ 
pressed the hope that the paper and consequent discussion would help to 
clear up some of the unaccountables. 

Time would not allow of the discussion being completed, and the 
Committee intend devoting a special meeting to that purpose at an early 
date, and hold out a cordial invitation to all cultivators and lovers of 
the Chrysanthemum within easy reach of Leeds to give the benefit of 
their observations and experience. A vast amount of enthusiasm in 
Chrysanthemum growing is being displayed not only round Leeds but 
throughout the county of York generally, as is evidenced by the number 
of exhibitions which have sprung up of late years, and the increased 
amount of attention given to this popular flower by gardeners. That 
such will continue may be inferred from the fact that in a prize essay 
competition on plants grown in pots, fora money prize given by Mr. E. 
Kay, Holbeck Moor Pottery, Leeds, open to under gardeners in the 
West Riding, out of the seven papers sent in for competition four were 
on the Chrysanthemum. The Leeds Paxton Society showed by their 

meeting on Saturday that they are determined to keep pace with the 
times. The attendance numbered over eighty, most of whom were 
gardeners, and the meeting was ably presided over by Mr. J. Smith 
(President), with Mr. Frankland (Vice-President) in the vice-chair. Mr. 
W. Appleby, The Grove, Headingley, Leeds, is the Hon. Secretary. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW IN PARIS. 
The recent Show in Paris does not appear to have been very success¬ 

ful from our point of view, as a correspondent states “ that the flowers 
were very small, Pompons the size of buttons, and Mrs. G. Rundle about 
the size of a medium Pompon Dahlia. Mr. Mease of Liverpool sent a 
stand of cut blooms, which were by far the finest in the Show.” Per¬ 
haps if some of our growers were to send a few stands to the continental 
exhibitions it would assist in the improvement of the cultivation there, 
and it would certainly increase the number of their admirers. We. 
understand that blooms can be sent without any restriction, but cuttings 
are not admitted owing to the Phylloxera regulations. 

JUDGING BY BALLOT. 
Referring to some remarks on judging Chrysanthemums in our 

last issue, Mr. H. Cannell sends us a record of the ballot voting by 
which the prizes he offered were determined at the National Chrysan¬ 
themum Show. As the list is prepared we fail to understand the work¬ 
ing of the system, and if it were published we suspect the majority of 
our readers would be at least as much perplexed as instructed. Mr. 
Cannell observes :—“ I was much grieved, not being aware, when distri¬ 
buting the ballot tickets, that the schedule specified the voting was to 
be confined to members of the Floral Committee ; consequently the 
tickets were handed to various experts. The error having been pointed 
out it was decided to expunge all votes other than those on the Commit¬ 
tee ; the decision therefore was left to Messrs. Gibson and Kemp. Mr. 
Swift was also a member, but unfortunately did not record his vote. It 
is very gratifying that Messrs. Gibson and Kemp voted in the majority 
of all four prizes.” We should expect Messrs. Gibson and Kemp to vote 
correctly, and if we understand the list before us Messrs. Molyneux, 
Shoesmith, Beckett, and Mitchell voted in the same way, and their votes 
appear to be included in the totals ; yet in the final verdict seem to 
have been struck out for the reason indicated. Still, we are informed, 
subject to that revision, but through some mistake no prize was accorded 
to Mr. Martin, though subsequently Mr. Martin was awarded the first 
prize. The ballot system has not worked well nor given general satis¬ 
faction ; it is, however, new, and time may be required for perfecting it. 
Under any circumstances it could only be applicable to a limited 
number of stands, being much too cumbrous and time-absorbing to be 
practised throughout a show. It is for committees of societies to de¬ 
termine the manner in which prizes shall be awarded at their shows, and 
if the Committee of the N.C.S. consider the balloting method the b st 
th^y will no doubt adopt it in future. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT PERRY HILL. 
Messrs. J. Carter & Co. have had an unusually fine display of 

Chrysanthemums at their Perry Hill Nursery this season, the plants 
well grown and the blooms fine in all the leading varieties. Two houses 
were devoted to them, that near the entrance presenting a very bright 
and beautiful effect, as the plants were arranged to form a long bank in 
the centre sloping to the door, with smaller banks on each side. Mr. 
Waters is an experienced Chrysanthemum grower, and it is surprising 
how so good a display could be provided amidst such a multiplicity of 
business arrangements. Some of the incurved of the Queen type had 
deep well proportioned blooms, while the Japanese were extremely good 
in size and colours. Messrs. Carter’s novelty, Bronze Queen, has con¬ 
siderably improved this year, and in several places we have seen hand¬ 
some blooms of it. Amongst the new Japanese imported by this firm 
from Japan last season several have proved very promising, the finest up 
to the present being Mrs. Beale, which was awarded a first-class certifi¬ 
cate at the Crystal Palace Show early last month. This magnificent, 
variety has been said to be identical with another also introduced about 
the same time, but whether that be so or not it is a grand acquisition, 
the pure white florets being of great breadth and substance, incurving 
and twisting in a remarkable manner. It is a splendid exhibition 
variety and will certainly find favour with Chrysanthemum growers.— 
Visitor. 

THE NEWCASTLE ON-TYNE HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY. 
ANNUAL MEETING. 

On the 30th ult. the annual meeting of the Durham, Northumberland, 
and Newcastle-upon-Tyne Botmical and Horticultural Society was held at 
the Alexandra Hotel, Clayton Street, Newcastle. Aid. Thos. Gray presided, 
and there was a Lrge attendance. The annual report of the Council was 
submitted by the Hon. Secretary (Mr. Gillespie). It stated:— 

Last year, it will be remembered, closed with the large deficit of £12.7, 
and your Council entered upon their duties for the present year with a con¬ 
siderable amount of anxiety as to the future of the Society, not in the least 
diminished when the results of the spring show became known, which, 
excellent though it was as a floral display, realised for the two-days 
admission only the very meagre total of £99 0s. 6d., as against £133 4s. 6d. 
for the previous year, and £144 12s. for 1885. 

In the report for last year allusion was made to certain negotiations, 
then in progress with the Exhibition authorities, with the view of holding 
one of the Society’s shows in the Exhibition or its adjoining grounds. 
These negotiations resulted, ultimately, in mutual terms being arranged. 
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It was determined, after mature consideration, to abandon the summer 
show for the present year at least, and that an autumn one instead be held 
in the Exhibition ground on the 31st August and 1st and 2nd September. 
As the success or otherwise of the Society, financially at least, appeared to 
your Council to depend so grea' ly upon the results of this venture, to which 
they were now fully committt>J, they at once concern rated their efforts, 
and spared no expense which they thought would bring in an adequate 
return, to accomplish the desired result. The main feature aimed at, as an 
attraction for the autumn show, was to secure an exceptionably large and 
rare display of fruit, and to this end an unusually liberal prize list was 
drawn up and widely circulated amongst the most eminent fruit growers in 
the kingdom. The schedule included a special Jub lee prize, amounting to 
£50, for exhibits comprising fifty dishes of fruit each ; £21 10s. 6d. for fruit, 
vegetables, and flowers, to be competed for by artizans exclusively, and an 
additional attraction was afforded by a horse-leaping competition on the 
last day of the show, for which prizes to the amount of £26 10s. were 
offered.. Fully conscious of their responsibility in publishing a prize li?t, 
which, including the horse-leaping competition, amounted to £470, by far 
the largest ever offered at any one of the Society’s shows, and the large 
expenditure which must necessarily be incurred in connection with a show 
of the dimension contemplated, your Council appealed by letter to the 
Executive of the Exhibition for a contribution towards the special Jubilee 
prize fund, which was generously responded to with a donation of twenty 
guineas, for which the Council desire to record their grateful acknowledg¬ 
ments. To the numerous other contributors to the special prize fund, who, 
in order to relieve the strain of the extra expenditure wi re appealed to by 
the Secretary, the best thanks of the Council are respectfully tendered. The 
results of the Show, financially and otherwise, were an unqualified success— 
the display of fruit, flowers, and plants being of exceptional extent and 
excellence, whilst the attendance during the three days reached the enor¬ 
mous total of 87,680, an average of more than 29,000 per day, and far 
exceeding the most sanguine anticipation of all concerned. 

As shown by the accounts, the year commenced with a deficit of 
£126 19s. 9£d., and closed with the handsome surplus of £323 9s. lid. £300 

amoun.t has heen invested with the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Imperial 
Building Society at 4£ per cent, interest per annum, and the balance of 
£23 9s. lid. is in the hands of ihe Treasurer. 

The ^)es*' thanks of the Council are tendered to Sir Benjamin C. Browne 
for his occupancy of the presidential chair during the year, and for his 
donation of £10 10s. to the funds of the Society ; to the Vice-President, Mr. 
George Davidson, Mayor of Gateshead, for his services and donation of 
£5 5s. ; to the Corporation of this city for their renewed contribution of 
±10; and to the Trustees of the Charles Turner Memorial Fund for their 
very acceptable donation of £10 to the special prize fund. 

During the year, two active and useful members, Mr. W. Dinning and 
cn j jhii Wardle, ave retired from the Council, and their places have been 
filled by Councillor Alex. Hepburn and Mr. Augustus M Loades respectively. 

The Spring Show for next year will be held in Town Hall and Corn Ex¬ 
change on the 18th and 19th April, and the arrangements for subsequent 
shows are left to be dealt with by the Council, particulars of which will be 
duly announced in the public press and by circular. 

In closing their report of this most eventful year, the Council desire to 
express their satisfaction at the gr> atly improved financial position of the 
Society, which encourages them to look forward with hope that the future 
may bring with it a period of long-continued prosperity and increasing 
popularity and usefulness. 

The financial report showed that the iotal receipts bad heen £193119s. 3d. 
and the expenditure included last year’s deficit, £126 19s. 9d., and this year’s 
outlay, ±1481 9s. 6d., the balance remaining being ±300 invested, and 
£23 9s. lid. in the Treasurer’s hands. 

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, congratulated the 
Society on its financial position. Previously, during the last eleven years, 
the balance had only heen once on the right side, that was in 1883, when 
they had a balance of ±57 9s. 7d. In all other y- ars they had been on the 
wrong side, the deficiency ranging from £13 3s. 7d. to £396 Is. 3d. Gentle¬ 
men, however, would bear him out in saying that, during all these years, 
they had kept up their hearts, and determined to develope the interests of' 
horticulture in that district. The Spring Show had been gradually losing 
its attractiveness to the outside public during the last two years, and it 
might be thought that, with the falling off in receipts, it would be desirable 
to give it up. But they had to bear in mind that that Society had a very 
large number of members and associates, and it was only fair and due to 
them that the Council should give them some attractions for their money. 
The advantage of having members, as against gate money only, was that, 
whatever the weather might be, they bad their fund in hand. Therefore, 
instead of decreasing th‘ ir attractions, he thought it would be a wise thing 
to increase them,so as to insure a larger number of members and associates! 
With respect to the Summer Show, the deputation that waited on the Ex¬ 
hibition Executive was very courteously received, and a disposi ion was 
shown to fall in with their views. The terms agreed on, he believed, had 
been advantageous equally to the Exhibition and the Society. The numbers 
attending the Exhibition up to that time had been exceedingly small, and 
the number for the week previous to the Show was not equal to what they 
had had on each day. This showed that the Newcastle people not only ap¬ 
preciated the Show, but that people from a distance also did so, for he had 
the authority of Mr. Smith for saying that never before were the trains with 
visitors to the Exhibition so wi 11 filled as they were in the Show week. 
They had to thank the Railway Company for contribu ing, by their arrange¬ 
ments, to the success of the Society. There were complaints by many 
members, who could not get near the tents nor see the Show on the opening 
day, and some of them went so far as to threaten to withdraw their sub¬ 
scriptions. He hop- d, however, they would see that the Council were not 
to blame, and would be satisfied. With regard to the future, he thought it 
would be well, perhaps, if they could establish a Chrysanthemum Show in 
connection with the Society. This, he believed, would not only tend to 
keep the members who had taken a little offence at the Autumn Show, but 
might get them a large increase both in members and subscribers. He 
was very anxious about that, for at one time they had had about double 
the number of subscribers they had now. Anything, therefore, that would 
tend to increase the number of subscribers, he thought, was desirable. 

Benjamin Plummer, jun., seconded the adoption of the report, and 
added that he thought the Show had been advantageous not only to the- 
bociety but to the Exhibition, as they had shown the Exhibition authorities- 
an example m the catering of sports and attractions that had been of great- 
benefit to that institution. 

Mr. James Joicey, M.P., Longhurst Hall, wag elected President; the 
Mayor of Newcastle (Mr. W. D. Stephens, J.P.) Vice-Piesident, and seven, 
members were e ected to the Council. At the conclusion of the proceedings 
votes of thanks were passed to Sir B. C. Browne and Mr. Geo. Davidson 
(Mayor of Gateshead) for officiating as President and Vice-President du ine 
the past year, and a vote of thanks was also given to the Chairman. 

KITCHEN GARDEN. 
December is not a fiusy month in the vegetable garden so far as 

cultivation goes, but it is a time when alterations and improvements 
should be pushed forward. There are many who almost neglect their 
kitchen garden from the time the crops cease growing in autumn until 
it is time to sow again in spring, but we do not approve of this system,, 
as it cannot be followed with advantage, and a garden that is neglected 
in winter is never forward in spring or the most productive in summer. 
On the contrary, when all work is done in good season, everything will 
be ready for sowing and planting in proper time and in a proper manner 
in spring, and the advantage of this is very great as a rule. 

Trenching and Digging.—These are two important aids in the 
production of high-class crops, as in practice we have invariably found that 
the heaviest crops and finest produce are secured from deep well-tilled 
soil. There is no exception to this rule, and all with a few spare hours 
days, or weeks, in winter, would do well to devote them to trent hing or 
digging- Where the soil is very shallow, and the subsoil is poor or 
worthless, bringing the bottom to the top would not be beneficial, but if 
a quantity of old vegetable refuse is trenched down without raising the 
bad material to the surface, it will improve the subsoil for bringing it 
up at another time, and if a quantity of soil of any kind can be placed 
on the surface of shallow land it will assist the crops wonderfully. No- 
one should be satisfied until their vegetable quarters everywhere are at 
least 2 feet deep, and trenching and adding should be practised every 
winter until this is secured. Digging may always be done on those- 
parts that have been trenched in recent years, and the surface cannot be 
left too rough after this operation, as an open surface admits the air and 
frost, and these always pulverise the soil. Indeed in the case of stiff 
clay they are almost as good, and certainly as useful as a dressing of 
manure, and every vacant quarter should be dug at once. 

Manuring.—We do not approve of winter manuring, and seldom put 
any in the soil until immediately before cropping. The land which is 
dug now does not receive any manure, but a quantity of manure may 
be wheeled on immediately aft r digging, and made into a heap to- 
remain there until the spring. This is a much better way of keeping 
manure than allowing it to lie in some odd corner where its virtues 
when washed out do not benefit the soil, but run away or sink into some 
waste ground and are lost. By looking at the spot where the manure 
heap rested on a vegetable quarter during the winter the extra quality 
of the produce will always indicate the benefit of this manner of storing- 
it, but this does not apply to refuse, which should always be put 
under the soil, but only to such material as will benefit the crops im¬ 
mediately after being applied. There is hardly a private kitchen garden 
in the whole country where the supply of manure can be regarded as 
ample, and in cases of scarcity the best manure should go to the ground 
that is intended for the crops requiring most nourishment, such as 
Onions, Leeks, Cauliflowers, Celery, &c., and the lighter material to- 
Potatoes and other root crops, such as Carrots, Beet, &c. ; but apart- 
from this, various mixtures have often to be made up to make the 
manure go as far as possible, and this is a good time to look to it. Of 
late many leaves have been collected from pleasure grounds and else¬ 
where which are not valuable in themselves, but if they are mixed 
with manure from the cow sheds, piggeries, or stables they will absorb 
many of the qualities from the rich manure. This is a plan we have to. 
follow ourselves, and it is a good one. 

FRUIT FORCING. 

riNES.—Judgment and considerable skill are required to maintain 
with limited means a successional supply of ripe Pine Apples throuo-h- 
out the year. The cultivator with his tens or twenties is often at his. 
wit’s end how to obtain fruit at the right time, but with hundreds of 
successions there is no difficulty in maintaining an unbroken supply 
of fruit. Where a supply of ripe fruit is required in May and June, 
which is the time when home-grown fruit is most in request and the. 
plants are not showing fruit, it will be desirable to select from those! 
started last March, which have completed a stout growth and are now 
in a state of rest, such as show the best indications of starting inta 
fruit when subjected to a higher temperature both at the roots a'nd in 
the atmosphere. If the plants can be accommodated in a structure to. 
themselves it will be an advantage, but failing such they should 
have a light position in the fruiting house. It is not desirable. 
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to start u. ore plants at this season than are absolutely necessary, as the 
fruit will come up moie readily a month hence and be much stronger. 
Continue former instructions as to temperature, Ac., but in very severe 
weather a fall of a few degrees in the temperature is preferable to extra 
sharp firing, and wherever practicable a covering placed on the glass at 
such times will be desirable, being a saving of fuel and better for the 
health of the plants. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—Earliest Forced House.—With the 
buds swelling and advancing for flowering the atmosphere must not be 
kept nearly so close, as it is important that the blossom come on steadily 
and have time to develope a strong flower, perfect in all its parts. A little 
ventilation should be given constantly, and above 50° it should .be in¬ 
creased correspondingly with the temperature, but not allowing a de¬ 
cline below 50° in the daytime, sufficient artificial heat being employed 
for that purpose, and with sun heat an advance may be allowed to 05°,* 
closing for the day before the temperature has receded to 55°. A 
temperature of 40° to 45° is ample at night, or in mild weather 50°. When 
the blossoms are advanced so that the anthers are showing in the petals 
cease syringing the trees, but afford a moderate amount of moisture by 
damping available surfaces, as borders, paths, &c.,in the morning and 
early afternoon. Avoid a moist, close, stagnant atmosphere with a high 
temperature at night. Make sure that there is no deficiency of moisture 
in the inside borders. If necessary supply tepid water or liquid 
manure. Moistening the surface is only waste of time ; afford 
enough to moisten the soil through to the drainage. Weakly blossoms 
and failures in setting are often a consequence of moisture being given 
the tops of the trees instead of their roots. If there be a superabun¬ 
dance of blossom remove that on the under or back of the trellis by 
drawing the hand contrary to the growth. It will materially assist the 
swelling and strengthen the remaining flowers. 

Second Forced House.—This may be the first in some establishments. 
It is that from which fruit is to be gathered in May and early June, and 
to which fire heat will be applied about the new year. It must be 
closed at once, fire heat only being used to exclude frost, the trees being 
sprinkled in the morning and early afternoon, allowing time for them 
to become fairly dry before night. Nothing is so enfeebling as keeping 
the trees constantly dripping with moisture, especially at night. Do / 
not allow the temperature to exceed 50° without full ventilation. Soak 
inside borders with tepid water or liquid manure, and protect those 
outside with dry leaves or bracken and a little long litter, allowing a 
slope to the front, so as to throw off cold rains and snow. Some tar¬ 
paulin or spare lights would be an advantage. 

Succession Houses.—Proceed with the pruning, bringing matters in 
respect of cleansing the house and trees to as speedy a conclusion as 
practicable. If the houses have fixed roof-lights ventilate to the fullest 
•extent in all but very severe weather. It is much the best plan to re¬ 
move the roof-lights and expose the trees to the elements for the winter. 
Even the latest and unheated houses should be treated that way. We 
find the best results attend that method of procedure. Trees even that 
are liable to cast their buds, such as Noblesse, retain them, and attain 
to a much finer development of flowers than attends trees that are kept 
■constantly evaporating from the young wood through the time they are 
at rest by fixed roofs. The fogs, drizzling rains, and damp of November 
and December, with the drenching rains and snow, seem to suit Peaches, 
the tre s being invigorated and the soil enriched. 

PLANT HOUSE3. 
Tree Carnations.—The earliest of these plants that have flower buds 

In a prominent condition should have a light position where the tempe¬ 
rature at night will not fall below 50°. Under this treatment they will 
continue to develope their flowers. A circulation of air should be main¬ 
tained daily when the weather is favourable to prevent the plants being 
drawn up weakly. Later plants, or those for spring flowering, must 
also occupy a light airy position with a temperature's0 to 10° lower. 
Allow the plants to stand upon some moist base, and water them care¬ 
fully. A little artificial manure may be applied to the surface of the 
soil of all that have the pots full of roots. Watch for aphides, which 
are very liable to make their appearance at this season of the year, and 
are readily destroyed by fumigating them with tobacco. Such varieties 
as Souvenir de la Malmaison, Gloire de Nancy, and others of a similar 
nature required for later flowering should be kept cool. 

Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora.—-Plants that are established in 
pots may be pruned close back, leaving only one joint of the current 
season’s wood. The surface 6oil may be removed and the plants top- 
dressed with loam and one-third of decayed manure. If any of the pots 
are small in comparison to the size of the plants, transfer them into 
pots a size larger. For this purpose use good loam, a little sand, and 
one-seventh of manure. The soil should be pressed firmly into the pots, 
which should then be plunged in cold frames until it is necessary to 
start them into growth. 

Hydrangea hortensis.—Where this and its varieties are grown in 
quantity for conservatory and other forms of decoration, they should 
now be dwarf, sturdy, and well ripened in 21-inch pots. Those required 
for early flowering—in fact the whole stock, may be transferred to 4 and 
5-inch pots in which they are intended to flower. This operation is 
frequently deferred until they start into growth or show their flowers. 
At that season of the year many things require immediate attention, and 
work that can be done now should not be delayed. We have always 
found them flower and do equally as well when potted during autumn 
or winter as they have when the work has been done some months later. 
If the plants have been properly treated none of them should exceed 

3 inches in height. The stem in potting can be considerably reduced by 
placing them as low in the pots as possible. One good crock at the base 
will be ample. The soil should be the same as advised for H. paniculata, 
and pressed firmly into the pots. This is important, and will prevent 
their running up more than 9 inches or 1 foot in height when the heads 
are fully expanded, provided they are treated right in other respects. 
After potting, plunge the pots amongst ashes in cold frames until they 
have enjoyed a good rest, when those for early flowering may be started 
close to the glass in a vinery or Peach house. 

Hoses.—Hybrid Perpetuals required for early flowering may now be 
pruned back closely, and placed in vineries, Peach houses, or any cool 
structures for a few weeks until growth commences, when they may be 
assisted by gentle heat. Avoid the use of too much fire heat, or they 
will lengthen out weakly, and their flowers will be small and poor. The 
temperature should not exceed 55° at night, and this only on mild occa¬ 
sions. The remainder of the stock may be lifted from the plunging 
material outside and placed in cold frames. Tea varieties in pots that 
have been standing in cool houses for the last month will be showing 
signs of growing. Introduce these into a temperature of 50°, and they 
will commence flowering freely by Christmas. 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 

Lily of the Valley.—No border flowers better repay for good cul¬ 
tivation than these. Left crowded for many years in narrow borders 
they naturally flower very indifferently, both as regards the quality and 
quantity of the spikes. Some people imagine they have an inferior 
variety, but if they went the right way to work they would soon find 
theirs would equal the best imported clumps or crowns. They are of 
very accommodating habit, and will bear replanting at almost any time. 
We prefer to do it at this rather slack time of year. A good length 
of bed is forked over and the crowns divided, the plumpest and best 
being principally laid on one side for forcing and flowering in pots, 
pans, or boxes. Those replanted are spread out thinly on well prepared 
ground, usually in a cool part of the kitchen garden, and covered with 
about 2 inches of good soil. This lifting and replanting does not 
interfere with the flowering, and the new beds are fit for lifting again 
in about three seasons. Both new and old beds may with advantage 
receive a mulching of old Mushroom bed refuse or leaf soil at the 
present time. 

Herbaceous Borders.—These being duly cleaned, but not dug— 
this being better or more safely done after the bulbs are more through 
the ground—the next thing to be done is affording some kind of 
protection to the more delicate species. Delphiniums, Phloxes, Poten- 
tillas, Spiraeas, Japanese Anemones, Pyrethrums, Tradescantias, Achilleas, 
and Asters are with us quite hardy, but even these are benefited by a 
mulching of leaf soil, ashes, spent tan, cocoa-nut fibre, or strawy 
manure, and many other species absolutely require it. It should be 
mounded up well round the plants, but not so as to smother any leafy 
growth there may be. Choice Hollyhocks, border Chrysanthemums, and 
Pyrethrums are liable to be cleared off by slugs, and it is the wisest 
plan to pot a portion or all of these plants, wintering them in cold 
frames. 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 24. 
Past care ensures future success. If a large surplus 

of either honey in the comb or extracted is desired too 
much attention can hardly be given to the winter prepara¬ 
tion of those stocks which are expected to yield the harvest. 
With more care and attention bestowed on stocks in early 
autumn less would be heard of bad years, and in very 
many instances a large increase in the average weight of 
honey taken would be gained. It is not necessary to 
“ coddle ” bees in the cold months of the year, but it is 
most essential to keep them as dry as possible, to give 
them sufficient ventilation without draught, to leave them 
a good supply of food, and to see that every stock has 
sufficient bees to insure not only that it will live through 
the winter, but that in spring it will be strong, ready for 
the harvest, enough to work in supers or give a large 
swarm early in May without extraordinary care and 
preparation being bestowed upon it. Strong stocks kept 
dry will winter under otherwise most unfavourable con¬ 
ditions, but even the strongest stock will often entirely 
succumb, or at least receive grievous damage, if there is a 
hole in the roof through which the damp can percolate. 
The one great essential to success in wintering is a cover¬ 
ing which, while admitting a free circulation of air above 
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the hive, will effectually prevent rain or snow from finding 
an entrance. An ordinary wooden roof very often cracks 
after a dry hot summer, and if care is not taken to remedy 
the mischief before the storms of rain and snow come on 
an injury may at once be done, and unless immediate 
precautions are taken the ruin of the stock will be inevit¬ 
able. A little putty worked into such crevices and fissures 
and a good thick coat of paint over the whole roof will 
defy both rain and snow, and keep the hive dry and free 
from injury through the longest winter. 

Attention is very often not paid to covering the 
frames of the hive itself. In some cases there is barely 
any covering at all, and in others there is more than 
enough for three or four hives on every stock. A porous 
covering is so good and useful that it seems unnecessary 
to advise anyone to try the American cloth which is now 
used extensively in some apiaries as a winter covering, 
and with apparent success. Hives cannot have a better 
covering for winter purposes than one consisting of calico 
next the frames, then several pieces of felting, and on the 
top of these a section crate filled with sawdust or corkdust, 
and of sufficient size to extend over the surface of all the 
frames. There will, when such a covering is used, always 
be an upward though hardly perceptible ventilation, and 
both bees and comb will in spring be found in excellent 
condition, provided that sufficient care is taken in other 
respects. Above the section crates so filled, and between 
it and the roof of the hive, there should be a space of at 
least 6 inches. Under the eaves of the roof there should 
also be two or more small holes covered with perforated 
zinc, and so placed that the wind cannot drive the 
rain or snow into the hive. By means of these holes 
there will be a continued circulation of the air above the 
section rack, and any moisture which may by chance 
accumulate within will soon be dried up, and any moisture 
which may percolate through the top coverings of the 
frames will at once be carried away. With such a winter 
covering the entrance to the hive need not be large, 
although on the other hand if the bee-keeper is able to 
prevent mice from entering and gnawing the combs there 
is no objection to having an entrance larger than those 
usually seen in the winter months. Care must also be 
taken that the stand of the hive is firm and able to resist 
the strong winds which are sure to beat upon it with great 
force before another spring. If the hive is on a stand con¬ 
sisting of floorboard and legs, then pieces of slate or other 
material of a similar nature should be placed beneath 
each leg to assist in preserving it against the insidious 
onslaught of damp, which will cause the wood to rot, and 
may be the means, unless the mischief is perceived in 
time, of causing trouble and loss. Every roof must be 
made firm by some means or other to the hive which it 
protects. It is very easy to devise a fastening which 
shall unite roof and hive together securely, but if no other 
means are available a couple of bricks tied one on each 
end of a string of suitable length and slung over the roof 
of the hive and allowed to depend on either side will be a 
sufficient safeguard, even if in appearance a somewhat 
clumsy and awkward looking device. 

A good supply of food is an absolute essential to a 
successful winter management. A short supply, and con¬ 
sequently threatened starvation, causes restlessness and 
the loss, owing to flights on unsuitable days, of many 
bees. At least 25 lbs. of honey should be left, or an 
equal amount of syrup stored, in every stock. It is poor 
economy to starve bees in January and February when 
they are just beginning to become more valuable than at 
any other time of the year. If it pays to give 15 lbs. of 

honey to support a stock until the end of January, surely 
it is also profitable to allow another 10 lbs. to assist the 
bees to tide over the spring months also. To give an 
insufficient supply of food is utter folly and waste, but to- 
allow bees to consume a quantity of food and then to die 
is absolute and irreparable loss without one single or 
possible advantage; yet this is a course only too often 
pursued in certain apiaries where confusion exists as to 
the difference between an economical and a miserly man¬ 
agement. Economy should by all means be practised,, 
but care must be taken that the desire to practise economy 
does not become a craze for saving pennies at the expense 
of pounds. 

Weak stocks are very rarely profitable when managed 
upon the lines generally followed in apiaries of consider¬ 
able size. It is possible, no doubt, to build up a few 
bees into a strong colony capable of yielding a consider¬ 
able surplus, but it is more than questionable whether it 
is in any way profitable to keep over the winter (except 
for experimental purposes or for preserving a tew spare 
queens to supply the place of those which may possibly 
die in the course of the winter) such small colonies. It 
is, in general at any rate, a far wiser policy to winter two 
or more small lots together in autumn, and thus to form 
one good colony which will not require extra labour or 
extra care in the early and busy months of spring, than 
to keep them separate. Some bee-keepers believe, and 
act upon their belief, that bees winter better when con¬ 
fined to a space which they are well able to fill rather 
than when they are allowed to occupy the whole of the 
hive. Bees may winter well in hives thus reduced in size,, 
but judging from experience extending over many years 
it seems almost preposterous for any bee-keeper to attempt 
to maintain that a stock will winter better in a reduced 
hive than in one allowed to remain at its full size. Colo¬ 
nies under such circumstances may winter well, but they 
cannot possibly winter better than do those stocks which 
are allowed to remain undisturbed in hives of a large size, 
which allow several combs unoccupied by bees to hang 
on either side. The best stocks in spring are those which 
have neither had any frames taken away or any excessive 
care taken to keep them warm. Those who winter a few 
seams of bees on three or four frames may possibly have 
an advantage in reducing their hives to a capacity which 
will barely hold the bees, but the owner of a strong stock 
will make a great mistake if he thinks that by crowding 
his bees on to a reduced number of frames he is further¬ 
ing his own interests; and if for the sake of comparison 
he will treat two stocks as far as possible identical with 
regard to the age of queen, number of bees and food 
supply, one on the one plan, the other on the other, lie- 
will quite probably be surprised to find that the unreduced 
hive will in March and April contain the greater number 
of bees, and that it has not in any way suffered, while 
the reduced hive will have had a marked increase of 
mortality, and will consequently be weaker than its rival. 
—Felix. 

NOTES ON BEES. 
BEES WEARING OUT AT THE HEATHER. 

At page 450 “ A Hallamshire Bee-keeper ” says, “ I have 
several times noticed ‘ A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper ’ assert that 
working on the Heather seems to wear bees to death more than 
any other honey-yielding blossom. Tt seems to be well understood 
by those who are in the habit of taking their bees to the Heather, 
and he has also several times asserted that no satisfactory expla¬ 
nation has been given. If he will carefully ponder over these lines 
I think he will now comprehend the cause.” Has “ A Hallamshire 
Bee-keeper not made a mistake in attributing to me the above- 
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■words? Will he kindly point out the numbers and pages which 
he quotes from ? I do not remember using such expressions, nor 
should I do so, because they are contrary to facts. If the words 
were used they would be qualified, and the cause or manner of 
death given. I therefore repudiate the charge until it is shown 
where the quotation was taken from. I have witnessed hives at the 
moors having nearly all? their bees lost, but not by working on the 
Heather, but by some occult influence of Heather or season which 
I cannot explain. 

THE DISTANCE BEES ELY. 

The cogitations of “ A Hallamshire Bee-keeper ” are interesting, 
but I do not agree with him in all he says. I am in possession of a 
cumber of letters bearing upon the discussion of how far bees fly 
to the Heather, but only one of these letters state any experiment. 
The author of this information says, “I have placed bees in the 
midst of the Heather, and at one mile and one and a half mile 
distance from it. Those placed in the midst of it gathered less 
than those beyond it.” The cause of this is not given, but my own 
opinion is widely different from that given by “ A Hallamshire 
Bee-keeper.” It is a fact that flowers do not always present their 
gift of honey at all hours of the day, neither does the same kind 
of flower always withdraw the gift at the same time. Frequently 
we find bees working on a patch of Heather in the morning that is 
deserted by them at noon, or we see them there at noon, and they 
desert it at four o’clock. The time Heather yields most honey is 
the last week of its bloom. So plentiful is the honey at this time 
that when walking only a very few yards the shoes become 
clotted with it, and at this time, although raining (if calm) the bees 
gather great quantities of honey, and although scores of bees were 
■gathering from but a few yards, they would scarcely be seen, never 
having to do more than creep from spray to spray. Thunder 
showers and sudden cold gusts of wind are fatal to bee life on the 
moors, and the farther bees have to fly beyond a half mile or so, 
the more loss of bee life there is. 

The reason bees do not gather so much honey when situated right 
In the midst of the Heather as those situated a mile or so from it, 
is simply because the bees working near their hives may be working 
all day long on Heather the honey of which has either been all 
extracted by the bees early in the day, or the flowers have ceased to 
yield it in quantity sufficient for the bees to store. Finding a spot 
agreeable to their wants in the morning, the supply is greatly 
diminished by midday, although never wholly exhausted, sufficient 
charms being left to allure the bee, but to spend its time, if not in 
Idleness, in vain search. Now when bees are situated at a little 
distance from the Heather they do not confine themselves, working 
upon a spot exhausted, or partially so, but acting upon instinct and 
great power of smell, fly direct to the spots yielding the most honey, 
and I have witnessed bees working upon a different spot several 
limes a day. Although I am perfectly cognisant of the fact that 
bees fly four or five miles to the Heather, to place them that 
distance from it, expecting them to make great weight, would be 
folly. 

BEES EES WALLOWING- HONEY. 

I beg also to dissent from the idea that bees must necessarily 
reswallow their honey before it is honey proper. “ Ripening honey ” 
sounds harsh, and the modern mode of “ ripening honey ” is to me 
absurd. I do not deny the fact that when bees have empty cells 
below, but that they fill them through the day, then by degrees, 
not at night wholly, but at the times most suitable for themselves, 
which may be a wet day or two, if the temperature is high enough, 
gather the honey to the highest cells that are empty. Should the 
temperature be low the bees will never move it until it is to be 
consumed by them. 

There is one thing to be borne in mind—viz., bees never mix 
two sorts of honey, keeping every kind in cells distinct by itself. 
Now I am in the habit of taking my bees to the moors (when the 
season admits) for the purpose of getting supers filled with honey 
from the Thyme. For this purpose I take care that the hives have 
no empty combs beneath, and in a state ready for the bees to build 
in the supers. Two years ago I was fortunate in getting a large 
quantity of this delicious honey, and I am certain not a cell of it 
was stored below, neither was it reswallowed by the bees, but was 
at once stored in the supers, which the bees commenced to on a 
Saturday, and had them sealed in about five days, each cover weigh¬ 
ing about 30 lbs. There was no time to lose in reswa'lowing. The 
great heat raised by the bees on these occasions is not so much to 
expel water, as it is to enable them to secrete wax, serving both 
purposes perhaps. It is the law of gravity that enables the bees to 
separate the water from the honey. Owing to the inclination of 
the cell and the water being lighter than the honey rising towards 
the top, the bees gradually sip it off until the cell is thoroughly 
sealed, and then the bees discharge the superfluous moisture when 
on the wing or through perspiration. It is also a fact that although 

honey is thoroughly freed from superfluous moisture if allowed to 
stand exposed, it draws moisture again from the atmosphere, ren¬ 
dering it deficient in quality and perhaps favourable to start incipient 
foul brood. Hence the reason why I object to extracting unsealed 
honey, then put it through a “ ripening ” process. Honey proper 
cannot be improved by any process known as clarifying or ripening, 
nor by any admixture whatever. 

I could adduce hundreds of cases in support of my statements, 
but I will allow the following to suffice. A hive swarmed at the 
moors this year. The bees were at first put into a hamper, but 
afterwards into a straw skep, but not for a day or two. At the 
time the bees were put into the hive a super was put on. The 
weather was fine and the bees started work in earnest, first in the 
super, making combs and storing honey in it before there was a 
single cell built in the hive. At the end of four days the super was 
sealed, and at the end of four more days another was finished. 
There not being combs in the hive to store honey, why did the 
bees, or why could they, store honey and seal it in the supers as 
stated above, if it was necessary that honey should be reswallowed 
before it is honey proper ? Perhaps someone will answer. If not, 
it must be considered, as it was in Mr. Pettigrew’s case, that the 
theory is untenable. Mr. Pettigrew had nothing but straw hives 
to deduce and base an argument on further than theory ; but all 
the same, his large straw hives were admirably adapted to have 
empty cells beneath, and naturally the bees in a glut store there, 
seal by degrees, but it ends there. 

BEE3 GATHERING HONEY FROM LOW LYING GROUND. 

It is also a mistake to say that bees do not gather honey from 
low lying Heather. Heather, as a rule, growing upon moss does not 
yield much honey unless in warm seasons. Yet the Lohar moss, 
almost on sea level in Dumfriesshire, yields much honey of fine 
quality. Still, I observe that honey gathered at a high altitude 
is often of superior quality than that gathered lower down. The 
quality of honey depends greatly upon the kind of rock or soil 
beneath the surface. Bees when situated near the Heather will 
return from a distance to their hives filled with honey or laden 
with pollen in ten minutes from the time they left, and when 
plentiful in a shorter time. 

I did not require to give any evidence whether bees “ situated 
in the midst of the Heather ” had to fly three or four miles for 
honey, because the Heather was about four miles square, and beyond 
that there was none unless the sea was crossed on one side and many 
miles of land on the other. I shall be glad to hear further evidence 
on these interesting points.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
H & F. Sharpe, Wisbech.— Catalogues of Specialties and Seed Potatoes. 
Wm. Fell & Co.. Hexham.—Cata'ogue of Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, 

and Shrubs. 
John Laing & Sens, Forest Hill, London —Special 1 ist of Chrysanthe¬ 

mums. 
Thomas Laxton, Bedford.—List of Novelties and Specialties. 

®a° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Chrysanthemum Album Plenum (W. N. M.).—The above is the name 
of the variety of which you have sent blooms, which are very good, and 
you app- ar to have grown the plants well. They must have been misnamed 
before coming under your charge. . 

Cyclamen Flowers Deformed (F. </.)•—The flowers will sometimes come 
deformed like those you sent if the p’ants are unusually vigorous, and they 
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nhen dev®loPin° by too low a temperature or too dry an 

much maTuVe?nX1°na y’-n80’ t0° libefal ^P'ies of li(luid “atmre or too mucn manure in the soil will cause similar distortion. 

Affiliating Societies to the National Chrysanthemum Society (R. IT T 

vincial soCan ot^,fa P‘lrt’cular3 of the conditions upon which pro- 
Holml weaffiiiated to the above on application to Mr. Wm. 

SandroN?r8,ery’ Hackney- Medala ^e issued at cost 
mivdeae of tl6cate C1[ds fre! tj Pach society, they also each have the 
privilege of electing a member of the General Committee. 

Tou^fer^vhZ^r {Da”}fries)--^ you lived with the gentleman to whom 
the*exact rear* nnH "’°rk wa?, accomplished, you ought to be able to name 
which wo nrem,me i1: ywW d° tlr8 w?wi11 endeavour to find the record, 
Tleai to usP Tf wf fi a’hat yOU rejln,5e> tbou8b y°u fail to make your wishes 
Please wrhe JlTn T°rd> that '!dl Probably Snide us to the other. 
date of th^tes^ f ’ , g wbat y°u Wlsh us to do, and if you give us the 
date of the year for reference we will oblige you if possible. 

to renmfS, Cbr5reanthe™om Shows (.4. E.).-It is certainly our desire 
advertised in*6 sbows, practicable, and when tickets are received or the shows 
not succeed J m C°lumns We endeavour, though in every case we may 
fndebted fA ^ °,btaln a“ aC00u?t of the sbow for publication. We are much 
that we shonldllwrd?KerS and COraPetent amateurs for reports of shows 
oneraTion h Tvfe f t °,tb,erwilse f6061^ and thank them for their co- 
wPas vonr‘sh et kf8 .wh'ch ?ou refer> we regret, did not reach us, nor was vour show advertised in this Journal. 

i uaS'n8fnfAmaryUiSeS ( W- H' K-)--Tou have Seated b°th plants in 
unsatisfartore-tbe^ requi^ment8’.and lfc 18 not surprising that they are 

flow y ’ J ?der ordinary circumstances the Nerines would have 
Should Te m Td}e .malsl°g tbeir growth. The growth of the Amaryllises 
rested TV,!? k fdur,mS the summer and early autumn months, then be 
tomteofef i b®8t Pjan will be to repot the latter early in January in a 

°am i.and one'tb,rd leaf soil, with a little old manure and fand. 
;?ri?es be treated similarly a month or two later, employing more 

S °dtbe ,s°lb Tbe Orchid is Brassavola nodo-a. The Ferns we could 
not disc nguish, as no numbers were attached to them. 

Roses to Cover Trees and Wire Arches (Rosa).—For the trees, which 
we presume have not much head, consequently the soil not dried and im- 

P„3bed b.y tbeir roots Roses of the Ayrshire class-viz., Dundee 
rile H? i.Whlte’, j‘nged Wltb PlDk i Queen of the Belgians, white ; and Ruga, 
?r ?<■desb> w°uld Bj1*’ a so °* Poursalt Amadis, purplish crimson; of 
Multiflora Rubra, red ; but the best climbing Rose of the desired colour— 

fl '’ Pri18 ?.etlna-’ an 4™erican variety, with beautiful silvery pink 
M.T?f-ffe5frJhe ^re ai"cbf® have Tea-scented Gloire de Dijon, Reine. 
Mane Henriette, red; and Waltham Climbers, No. 1, 2, and 3, all red. To 
those Bdd Bouquet d’Or and William Allen Richardson, both Noisette 
Any Rose-growing nurseryman will be able to supply them. 

Grub? ln SoU (Amateurs).—The examples sent are the larva of tbe 
T®*y destructive weevil, Otiorhynchus tenebricosus, the habits of which are 
sent °n pag.l37?> °®‘ober 27th- 1887, iu reply to a correspondent who 
ent Cyclamens that had their roots eaten exactly in the same way as in 

the corm you have sent. He was advised to scorch all soil before using it 
lor potting purposes, sufficiently to destroy insect life. This we also advise 
rt H do’ molstemrlg the soil sufficiently for compression before using. 
Car correspondent now adopts that plan, and he has also informed us that 
ijemon oil applied to soil in which plants are established has been of great 

enefit in extirpating their enemies. It can be had from many nurse'v 
men, seedsmen, and dealers in garden requisites, with instructions for use. 

r^nf3Cr?CenCeS °n Peach Tree RootB (Caterham).-The knots on the 
IjvPH se?.t are common to Peaches, Nectarines,, and Plums, also to Apricots, 

wbl°b areon Plum stocks. They are most prevalent when the soil is 
loose, and of a light or vegetable nature. When the roots get into the con¬ 
dition your trees exhibit it is a clear indication that there is a want of 
reciprocal action between the roots and branches, which may be a conse¬ 
quence of the stock not enlarging with the scion, or the imperfect transmis- 

of 8aP tbr?ugh the faulty junction. We have usually found that 
- ^ , HSea 18 useful, and an addition of soil of a heavier nature is most 
penenciai. From the excrescences in due course would appear suckers. If 
it be necessary to remove them it should be quite down to whence they 
originate, so as to prevent their reappearance. 

4 m?.h1?y8anthemu“s (Cambridge).—You will observe what is said about 
‘,“•^7 urz® in another column. We have seen blooms suitable for reflexed 
8ta d\an? others that could not be so regarded. It appears to vary with 

r ?tr°?gi7 gr?WD’tben displaying what it undoubtedly possesses 
exhiWvTl of the Japanese character. Avalanche, as grown and 
??bbtfd b/u ¥y ?! Molyne,ux’ 18 a true Japanese—large, distinct, and effec- 

5 ■«1?ht,x3^e bave seen it’is rather small, but so were Edwin 
„r%ZZXrd Mrs- JVW»ght last year; but this year blooms have been 
5 r - rge,eTgh for any stand> therefore we tbink Agnes Flight 
worth trying. As Anemone varieties are rather scarce you may add Annie 

to your collection, also a variety you do not name—Thorpe Junior, as if 
you produce b ooms of it equal to some we observed at Chilwell they will be 

,of a Ph«e :m the best stands, but a few irregular ray florets may 
require to be withdrawn, so that those remaining are of equal length. 

fnr^?h®h f°r E.xbibitloP (W; C.).—Bourbon Roses are of little or no use 
exhibition, but occasionally a bloom of Souvenir de la Malmaison may 

* ,,ee“ ,n Prlz® stands. Nor can you expect to exhibit except in the 

TV?. ?^CxaSSeS;/r0mx.twenty-four Plants of Hybrid Berpetuals, and six of 
show „ d No,settes- , .Ik 18 a popuiar fallacy to suppose that a person can 

Tman£ S°od Woo™8 on a given day as be has plants for producing 
The best of cultivators with the best of soil cannot rely on one- 

« • °U mly’ b°yever> only desire to show in the smaller classes, or, 
„ efwise, perhaps intend to order duplicate plants. The following are 
2®, ‘bj*10” vaueties, and ought to succeed in your district with good 

attention. Hybrid Perpetuals Madame Gabriel Lumet, Ulrich 
Brunner, A. K. Williams, Merveille deLyon, Marie Rady, Francois Michelon, 
al v ,, “ann> ba I ranee, Marie Cointet. Marquise de Castellano, Duchesse 

l2,mbrosa> Baroness Rothschild, Etienne Levet, Monsieur Noman, 
Colomb, Loms Van Houtte, Abel Carriere, Charles Lefebvre, Le 

Havre, Beauty of Waltham, Prince Aithur, Marie Verdier, Star of Waltham, 

Comtesse d’Oxford. Teas:—Catherine Mermet, Comtesse de Nadaillae 
Innocente Pirola, Souvenir d’Elise VardoD, and Souvenir d’ un Ami. ’ 

See<u!“S ApPl0 iJ- Adams).—Your tree is probably correctly 
named, though the fruits as you Eay ‘are not exactly what they should be” 
The dry summer has probably affected them. We give an outhne of a 
ruit and a few particulars respecting the variety. According to Mr. Fetch 

the experienced representative of Messrs. Richard Smith & Go., of Wor- 
cester, this Lancashire Apple possesses a property that entitles it to the- 
consideration of those who have gardens in smoky districts. “ There is no 
Apple in existence, ’ Mr. Petch says, “ that will grow so well in and near 
hwwWnS 88 P,?Uf Seedbn?> and it should be recommended particularly 
K?LthfinOPUrp03e'f ?8 c,°“fi/m.atory of tbe accuracy of this estimate we have 
Mr Abbori0PwhI 8plenld frUsn MrjFlrtb’8 garden at Riverdale, Sheffield. 

H .wh° wa8 tben the gardener there, regarded it as the most 
useful Apple in the collection, and wished that half of the entire number of 
trees were of this variety. Many of the Sheffield-grown fruits wer“much 
TheYruhTofrihs rAeprfent®d> wblch is submitted as a fair average specimen, 
the fruit of this Apple emits a poweiful scent of ether or chloroform. It is 
Sy’Zr ln °'ltllne, roundish and flattened, very angular on the sides 
and at the base also puckered and ribbed round tbe eye. Skin smooth 
shining, and unctuous wh n npe, of an uniform greenish straw colour, and 

8£r*nkl£d With russet dots. Eye large and c’osed, set in an angular and 
ribbed basin; tube wide, conical; stamens marginal. Stalk half an inch 
long, stout, inserted the whole of its length in a deep cavity. Flesh verv 
tender and pleasantly subacid with all the character of the flesh of Codlins 
Cells of the core open; cell-walls elliptic, obovate, with toothed fungoid veins' 
An early Apple, ripe during September, of the Lord Saffleld and Domino- 
class, but heavier and keeps longer, often remaining firm until November 
The tree is a good grower, with large roundish leaves like the Hawthormlei/ 
and bears freely. Mr. Nelson of Catcliffe, near Rotherham, found this! 
Apple about thirty years ago m the garden of a Gooseberry grower at 
Oldham, who, he stated, had procured his trees from a Mr. Potts who had 
raised it. ’ Uilu‘ 

The Origin of the Green Gage Plum (J. Jackson).—You are orobablv 
incorrect. As we hive before stated in this Journal, and as is nublishorl 
the Fiuit Manual,” this universally known and highly esteemed fruit has 
been longer in this country than is generally supposed. It is said to bave 
been introduced at tbe beginning of the last century by Sir Thomas Gaeo 
of Hengrave Hall, near Bury St. Edmunds, who secured it from his broth!/ 
tbe Rev. John Gage, a Roman Catholic priest then resident in Paris In 
course of time it became known as the Green Gage Plum. Iu France 
although it has many names, that by which it is best known is Grosse 
Reine Ciaude to ffisunguish it from a smaller and much inferior Plum 
called Reine Claude Petite. The Green Gage is supposed to be a native of 
Greece, and to have been introduced at an early period into Italy, where it 
is called Verdochia. From Italy it passed into France, during the reion of 
Francis I., and was named in honour of his consort Queen Claude • bnt ifc 
does not appear to have been much known or extensively cultivated for a con 
siderable period subsequent to this, for neither Champier, Olivier de Serrea' 
Vautier, nor any of the early French writers on husbandry and garde Arm’ 
seem to have been acquainted with it. Probably, about the same time than 
it was introduced into France, or shortly afterwards, it found its wav into 
England, where it became more rapidly known, and the name under which 
it was received was not the new appellation which it obtained in France 
but its original Italian name of Verdochia, from which we mav infer that U 
was brought direct from Italy. It is mentioned by Parkinson in 1029 
under the name of Verdoch, and, from the way he speaks of it ’seems to’ 
have beea not at all new, nor even rare. It is also enumerated b’v Leonard 
Meager m the “ list of fruit which I had of my very loving friend, Captain 
Gurle, dwelling at the Great Nursery between Spitalfields and White 
chappel,” and is there called Verdocha. Even so late as the middle of the 
last century, after it had been re-introduced, and extensively grown under 
the name of Green Gage, it continued to bear i's original title and to be 
regarded as a distinct sort from the Green Gage. Hitt tries to describe the 
distinct on ; but as he trios aDo to show that the Reine Claude is also“dis- 
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linct from the Green Gage, h:s authority cannot be taken f.r more than it 
is worth ; a remark which may safely be applied to a'l our pomologists of 
the las-t century. Miller aho laboured under the same misapprehension as 
Hitt, for in his Dictionary he says, speaking of the Grosse Reine Claude, 
“ this Plum is confounded by most people in England by the name of 

■Green Gage.” We have s en, therefore, that the generally received 
opinion that this valuable Plum was first introduced to this country by the 
•Gage family is incorrect, but that it must have existed for considerably 
upwards of a century, at least, before the period which is generally given as 
the date of its introduction. 

Making Rockwork (Bi ton).—Almost every rockery demands special 
treatment. There are, moreover, two distinct methods of procedure accord¬ 
ing to the effect that may be desired. If the body of the rock is intended 
do be raised much above the ground levd, a quantity of soil and rubbish 
should he carried into the centre of the space. This soil, besides serving 
to support the rockwork, will also form a border for the plants to grow in. 
Having at hand plenty of large rough stones, broken bricks, or stony rub- 
h’sh of any kind or colour, proceed with these to imitate the form of 
natural rock as nearly as possible. Rough, bold, angular projections, and 
deeply formed chasms are the principal features in natural scenery which 
please us most. A rock, with a flat unbroken surface, whether horizontal 
•or perpendicular, presents too much sameness to be pleasing to the eye ; 
therefore, in imitating Nature, the projections should be varied and bold, 
and unless raggedness and intricacy form principal features in its compo¬ 
sition it will lose much of its effect. If the rockwork be on a large scale 
it should not be one continued line, but broken at intervals, in one part 
lost beneath the surface of the earth, and again rising in another part and 
resuming its sinuous form. So far there is little difference between this 
und the common method of making artificial reck. When, however, every 
stone has been arranged to suit the eye, the interstices between them are 
to be filled up with any kind of rough mortar. Of course, fissures and 
similar places intended for the plants which are to cover the reck must be 
left open, so that the roots may penetrate to the soil beneath the stones. 
The next operation is to daub the whole mass over with Roman cemeiV. 
For this purpose the latter should be mixed with water until it is of the 
consistence of thick pa'nt, in which state it may be applied to the stones 
with a large painter’s brush. The spaces between the sionea having been 
tilled with rough mortar prevents the cement from being wasted. The 
thickness of the latter on toe stones need not be more than the eighth of 
an inch. It will unite the whole into one mass, and the rockwork thus 
constructed is, beyond all comparison, far more natural than that made in 
the usual way. It has none of that disjointed appearance which usually 
accompanies rockwork made without cement. After a few months’ expo¬ 
sure to the wrather rockwork thus formed (if skilfully made) cannot, with¬ 
out careful examination, be distmgu'sbed from a natural mass ; it will 
soon cover all but the most prominent paits. If the cement be of a colour 
too light, which for some situat'ons may be tl e case, a little lampblack or 
soot may be mixed with it. Carr mutt, however, be taken that no sub¬ 
stance which may make the cement more porous is used, otherwise it will 
peel from the stones after a hard frost. Eor the benefit of those who are 
not accustomed to using cement we may mention that no more should be 
moistened at once than can be used in a short time. If the cement be good 
it will quickly harden, and will then be in a manner useless. In making 
artificial rock for waterfalls, or other constructions, where the cement may 
be constantly exposed to the action of the water, the best water-cement 
should be used. Any preparation that does not quickly indurate under 
water will in a short time be washed away, and leave nothing but the bare 
atones. 

Names of Fruits.—The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six specimens 
■can be named at once, and any beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(G. S.) —Beurre Die!. (.7. J. S.).—1, Napoleon; 2, Durondeau; 3, Duchese 
d’Angouleme; 5, Beurr6 Superfin; 6, Bergimotte Esperen. (William 
Seaton).—1, Flanders Pippin ; 2, Beauty of Kent; 3, Local; 4, Local: 5, 
Scarlet Nonpareil 6, Golden Pearmain. (M. H.).—1, Deux Sceurs ; 2, 
-Josephine de Malines ; 3, Beurre Capiaumont; 4, Deux Sceurs; 5, Knight’s 
Monarch. The App'e is London Pippin. We could not find a pill box of which 
you write. (W. H. ■/.).—1, Hawthornden ; 2, Scarlet Nonpareil; 3, Beurrd 
Diel; 4, Margil; 5, Quite rotten; 6, Warner’s King. (A. L.).—1, Duron¬ 
deau; 2, Elton; 3, Not known; 4, Cox’s Orange Pippin. (Courtenay 
/ ord).—French Codim. (J. Moofeby).—1, Rhode Island Greening ; 2, Yan 
Mons Leon Leclero ; 3, Golden Winter Pearmam; 4, Beurre Ranee; 
5, Stunner Pippin ; G, Beurre Dlel. (77. E. Monk).—1, Lewis’ Incomparable ; 
2, Not known ; 3, Braddick’s Nonpareil; 4, Aromatic Russet; 5, A Cider 
Apple not known; G, Ross Nonpareil. (J. R. Pearson & Sons.)—Un¬ 
doubtedly Cox’s Orange Pippin. (Agnes Pain).— 1, Yorkshire Greening; 
2, Ord’s Apple ; 3, Trumpington; 5, Lane’s Prince Albert; G, King of the 
Pippins; 7, Beachamwelt. (IT. Heath).—1, Yan Mans Leon Leclerc; 
2, Baronne de Mello; 3, Figue de Naples; 4, Knight’s Monarch. (A. Hag- 
gart).—The two small Apples are Blenheim. The large ones are very fine 
specimens of the same variety. Soil and situation have great influence on 
the coloration of fruits as welt as on their dev lopment, and the Blenheim 
Pippin is one of the varieties easily influenced. There have been many 
instances where the B'enhtim has given rise to new names from this 
circumstarce. (Andrew Blackie).— 1, Mere de Menage; 2, Lares Prince 
Albert; 3, not known. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(Inquirer).—1, Davallia Mooreaua; 2, Drvallia parvula; 3, Gleichenia 
Mendeli; 4, Todea pellucida; 5, Trichomanes reniforme. (R. 8., Ipswich).— 
1, Impatiens Hawkeri; 2, Impatiens Sultani; 3, Apparently a portion of a 
leaf of Dracmna Lindeni; 4, Soplironitis grandiflora, a good variety. 
(Amateur).—1, Odontoglossum Rossi majus ; 2, Liparis pendula; 3, Lselia 
autumnalis. (Victor).—We should think your plant is Griffinia Blumenavia. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 7th. 

No alteration. Business still stagnant. 

PLANTS IS POTS. 
R. 4. b. d. B. d. 8. d 

Aralia Sleboldi, dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen. 0 0 to 0 0 
Arbor vitas (golden) dozen & 0 B 0 Geranium (Ivy), dozen.. 0 0 0 0 

,, (common),dozen.. 0 0 0 0 „ Tricolor, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. 0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 0 0 0 0 Lilies Valley, dozen 0 0 0 0 
Begonias, dozen .. 4 0 9 0 Lilium lancifolium, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen ., 0 0 0 0 ,, longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 0 12 0 Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mignonette, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Dracaena terminalia, doz. 30 0 60 0 Musk, dozen . 0 0 0 0 

„ viricis, dozen.. ia 0 24 0 Myrtles, dozen. 6 0 12 0 
Erica, various, dozen 
Euonymu3, in var., dozen 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 

9 0 18 0 Palms, in var., each 
Pelargoniums, dozen 

2 6 21 0 
6 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 24 0 ,, scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 

Ferns, in variety, dozen 
Ficus elastica, each 
Foliage Plants, var., each 

4 0 18 0 Poinsettia, dozen .. .. 12 0 15 0 
i 6 7 0 Solanum, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 
2 0 10 0 Tulips, dozen pots .. .. 8 0 9 0 

CUT FLOWERS. 
Holly and MUtletoe now commencing for Christmas decoration. 

8. d. B d. F. d. 8. d. 
Abutilons, 12 bunches .. 8 0 to 6 0 Lilies, White. 12 buncheB 

„ Orange, 12 bunches 
Lily of the Valley, 12 

0 0 to 0 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 5 0 8 0 
Asters, 12 bunches .. .. 0 0 0 0 sprays . 6 0 9 0 

,, French, bunch .. 0 0 0 0 Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. 0 8 1 0 Mignonette, 12 bunches 3 0 6 0 
Camellias, blooms .. 2 0 4 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 1 0 1 6 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 0 9 

,, 12 bunches.. 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 

0 0 0 0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 
Primula (single), bunch.. 

6 0 8 0 
6 0 12 0 0 6 0 0 

,, 12 blooms 0 6 8 0 „ (double), bunch .. 
Roses, 12 bunches .. .. 

0 9 1 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 4 0 6 0 „ (indoor), dozen 1 0 1 6 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 0 0 0 0 ,, Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 0 
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 0 0 0 0 red, dozen (French) 1 6 3 0 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 , yellow . 3 0 tf 0 

sprays 0 6 1 0 Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 8 0 10 0 
Iris, 12 buuches .. .. 0 0 0 0 Tropseolum, 12 bunches 2 0 3 0 
Lapageria, -white, 12 Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 0 6 i 0 
blooms. 3 0 8 0 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 0 0 0 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 
„ (French), bunch 

i 0 1 6 
blooms. 1 0 1 6 l 3 2 0 

LUium longiiiorum, 12 „ (Parme), bunch 3 0 6 0 
blooms. 6 0 9 0 White Lilac, par bunch .. 6 0 7 6 

VEGETABLES. 
R. d. s. d. 8. d. s. d 

Artichoke?, dozen .. .. 1 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 6 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 6 i 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 s 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
Beet, Red, dozen .. .. 1 0 2 0 Onions, bunch. 

Parsley, dozen bunches 
0 3 0 0 

Broccoli, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 
Brussels Sprouts, \ sieve 3 6 4 0 Parsnips, dozen .. .. 1 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen .. 1 G 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 5 0 
Capsicum?, per 100 1 8 2 0 ,, Kidney, \ er cwt. 

Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 
4 0 0 0 

Carrots, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen 3 0 4 0 Salsafy, bundle .. 1 0 1 6 
Celery, bundle .. .. 1 8 2 0 Scorzonera, bundle .. 1 6 0 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 0 4 0 Seakale, basket •• .. 1 6 1 9 
Cucumbers, each .. .. 0 4 0 6 Shallots, per lb. 0 3 0 0 
Endive, dozen. 1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel .. .. 1 6 2 0 
Hero?, bunch. 0 2 0 0 Tomatoes, per lb. 0 4 0 6 
Leeks, bunch. 0 8 0 4 Turnips, bunch •• •• 0 4 0 6 

FRUIT. 
d. s. d. 8. d. 8. d. 

Apples, \ sieve. 1 e to 8 6 Oranges, per 100 .. .. 6 0 to 12 0 
Nova Scotia and Peaches, dozen .. .. 2 0 6 0 

Canada barrel 10 0 18 0 Pears, dozen. i 0 1 6 
Cherries, A sieve .. .. 0 0 0 0 Pine Apples, English, 
Cubs, 100 lbs. 55 0 0 0 per lb.. i 6 2 0 
Figs, dozen . 0 0 0 0 Plums, 4 sieve. 0 0 0 0 
Grapes, per lb. 0 6 2 6 St. Michnel Pine”, each 3 0 6 0 
Lemons, case •• .. .. 10 0 15 0 Strawberries, per tt>. 0 0 0 0 
Melon, each . 0 6 1 0 

PROGRESS. 
One of the most remarkable signs of agricultural pro¬ 

gress that is going on steadily under the depression, of 
which it may be said to be an outcome, is a knowledge oi 
soils and manures—how to cultivate the one, how and in 
what form to apply the other. The thoroughness and 
exhaustive nature of experiments by which such know¬ 
ledge is being acquired may well be taken as a guarantee 
of the soundness and real practical utility of results. 

One of the most valuable works in our library is a 
complete set of annual reports of the Proceedings of the 
Sussex Association for the Improvement of Agriculturej 
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This Association was formed in 1881, and the Report of 
its proceedings that year has especial value, as showing 
the thorough and careful manner in which the work was 
begun. Similar associations are springing up in other 
counties, and it may prove useful if we give a brief 
account of the details of primary importance in the work 
of such associations. 

The first four rules of the Sussex Association are so 
important that we give them fully 

1. That the work should consist of experiments, with 
the object of ascertaining the most efficacious and econo¬ 
mical forms of manures. 

2. That the crops experimented upon should be those 
largely grown in Sussex. 

3. That there should, in the first instance, be four 
experimental stations—viz.: 

(a) One scientific station for eliciting information, to 
be afterwards put in practice in the field. 

(b) Three field stations, where the experiments would 
be carried out in such a way as are, or might be, practised 
on a large scale. 

4. That the three field stations should be upon the 
three chief geological formations of the county—viz. : 
(a) The weald clay; (b) the Hastings beds; (c) the 
chalk. v 7 

It will be thus seen how thoroughly practical and 
comprehensive the work of the Association has been from 
the outset. The next step was one of equal importance. 
Rule 2 naturally gave rise to the query, What are the 
crops largely grown in Sussex ? The agricultural statis¬ 
tics issued by the Board of Trade afforded a complete 
answer, so that Professor Jamieson, the chemist of the 
Association, was able to show upon a diagram of the 
agricultural land of that county the proportion of land 
devoted to the crops of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Rye, Beans, 
Peas, Potatoes, Turnips, Carrots, Cabbage, Vetches, &c.; 
Rotation Grass, Permanent Grass, Hops, and Fallow! 
Then came the work of selection and mixing of manures 
for trial upon what were appropriately termed “ educa¬ 
tional plots, and these plots are of especial interest, as 
showing how farmers may analyse the soil for themselves, 
and obtain exact knowledge of its nature and require¬ 
ments. We invite special attention to this matter on the 
part of our readers, for the knowledge so gained may be 
regai ded as an indicator pointing to success even now. 

Professor Jamieson explains that the essential elements 
of plants are potassium, calcium, magnesia, iron, phos¬ 
phorus, sulphur, and nitrogen. A substance containing 
none of these elements is no manure. A substance con¬ 
taining all of these elements is a complete manure. A 
substance wanting one or more of these elements is a 
partial manure. Deprived entirely of any one of these 
elements the plant cannot live. No excessive quantity of 
any one element will make up for deficiency of any other 
element. Rational manuring is the application of all 
those—but only those—elements which are deficient in 
the soil. He goes on to show that chemical analysis of 
the soil properly conducted is the natural and speediest 
method of ascertaining which ingredient is deficient; but 
this is an operation which farmers generally will not 
learn to do for themselves, nor even be willing to pay a 
chemist to do. Without much trouble, however, and at 
little or no expense, similar information of the state of 
the soil may be ascertained by making the soil analyse 
itself, as it were ; in other words, by partial manuring in 
a systematic manner—i.e., by giving to one patch of land 
no manure whatever, to another patch of land all the 
essent al elements, and to six others all the essential ele¬ 

ments excepting one, and that excepted one being a diffe¬ 
rent element in each case. 

We may explain that so little iron is required in plants 
that it was rightly considered at the outset that no special 
plot was required as a test for it, nor was one wanted for 
lime. The outcome of the analysis was most important, 
leading as it did to the conclusion that the only fertilisers 
required by soil generally are nitrogen, potash, and plios- 
phorus. The best form in which these three manures 
can be used is as nitrate of soda, nitrate or muriate of 
potash, steamed bone flour, coprolite, and superphosphate, 
all procured separately, and mixed according to the for¬ 
mula which we have given repeatedly. 

i I>Io!1°kinS is stiii being pushed on briskly, especial care bavins been 
taken to plough the Mangold land immediately after the roots” were 
c eared off it. We had really a useful green crop to plough in, for in 
addition to the Mangold tops, Charlock had sprung up so thickly as to 
quite cover the surface. The showery autumnal weather has been 
peculiarly favourable to seed germination, and where land is infested 
by Charlock we were indeed glad to see its seed caused to growth 
now, so that the plant could be ploughed in, and a considerable out- 
lay tor hand and horse hoeing avoided next spring. We still see 
sheep folded upon Mangold land to consume the leaves. Such a plan 
coukl oniy be justified by great scarcity of food, for the leaves are so 
yaluabie for manure that they should, if possible, always be ploughed 
in. the leaf growth was so vigorous that some men had to go before 
the ploughs with forks to spread them over the surface in order that 
they might be quite covered by soil in the ploughing. A little extra 
labour in deep ploughing at this season of the year is well rewarded 
by a fine seed bed next spring, for soil so turned up and exposed to 
the action of frost becomes pulverised, crumbling when stirred in spring 
like a bed of ashes. _ We do all the ridge ploughing we can, first of 
all throwing the soil into ridges, which are at once split asunder 
V TJssm?, a. Pl°ugb along the middle of each ridge, by which means 
all the soil is moved and the ridges are left high, loose, and well 
open to the action of frost. In ploughing due attention is given 
to making enough water furrows on heavy land, and all such furrows 
are opened into the nearest ditch so as to ensure a speedy passage for 
rain or snow water. Foul land having much couch grass in it should 
also be ploughed up and welt exposed in order that stirring and clean- 

™ay begin early in spring, and with favourable weather then most 
or the grass roots may be got out quickly, at any rate much sooner 
than is possible when land is left unploughed till spring, and then 
comes up so sodden and heavy that exceptionally fine weather is neces¬ 
sary to render it possible to use harrows upon it. 

SEEDSMEN’S STANDS AT ISLINGTON. 
The Smith field Club Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, 

is very satisfactory in the number and quality of the cattle entries this 
year. It is said that there are not quite so many implement and ma¬ 
chinery exhibits, but all available space seems to be occupied. The 
seedsmen s stands are even more elaborate than usual, and there is an 
uncommonly good display of roots for such a bad season as the present. 
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, have ail extensive and handsome exhibit, 
comprising mounds of their select Mangolds, such as the Mammoth, the 
Intermediate, the Oxheart, and G-olden Tankard, all remarkable for their 
evenness ; fine examples of Champion Swedes and Kohl Rabi being ar¬ 
ranged in a similar manner. At the lower part of the stand are samples 
of Sorghum, the Thousand-headed Kale, Flax fibre, with miscellan- ous 
vegetable farm seeds, and a shield of medals accorded to the firm at 
numerous exhibitions. 

Messrs. J. Carter A Co., High Holborn, have a new and tasteful stand 
constructed of Wellingtonia gigantea wood, in commemoration of the 
jubilee of the firm. A series of recess s in front is devoted to samples of 
seeds, then there are specimens of Tobacco leaf, cut Tobacco, with 
cigarettes and cigars prepared from the samples grown on Messrs. Carter’s 
Kentish farms. Boxes of lawn and pasture grasses forma pleasing finish 
to the fore part of the stand, the upper portion being occupied with 
Green Globe. Elephant, Warden, and Golden Intermediate Mangolds, 
Green Kohl Rabi, White Globe Turnips and Prizewinner Swedes, all 
admirable specimens of their respective varieties. 

Messrs. Webb & Co., Wordsley, Stourbridge, have provided an excel¬ 
lent exhibit of farm roots, the Mangolds and Swedes being of great size 
and very even. The most notable of the varieties which this firm has 
carefully tested are the Champion Yellow Globe and the Mammoth 
Long Red Mangolds and the Imperial Swede. The samples of these are 
displayed in conical mounds and comprise a large number of roots. 
Specimens of farm seeds, Potatoes, including the new Stourbridge 
Glory and other exhibits, complete a very effective stand. 

Messrs. Harrison A Son, Leicester, also have a large number of 
Mangolds and Swedes, with Potatoes and miscellaneous seeds, Messrs. 
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, contributing a stand of Potato seeds and 
grain samples. 
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MANURES IN RELATION TO AGRICULTURE. 
Jin address delivered by Mr. Edward Luckhnrst at a meeting of the Ixworth Farmers’ 

Club, on Deoember 1st, 1887 ] 

Regarding the soil as a vehicle for plant food, it is clearly our 
lousiness as farmers to render its condition suitable for that purpose. In 
doing this we have first of all to insure thorough drainage and mechanical 
division. We then draw off superfluous water quickly, causing it to act 
as a scavenger of the soil, and also as a solvent of fertilising gases which 
pass into the soil and are taken up by the plant roots growing into it. 
Water passing thus through the soil erives place to air, which, pressing 
as it does at the rate of 15 lbs. to each square inch of surface, enters the 
soil as its pores become open to it. The high importance of this action 
will be in some degree apparent when it is understood that upwards of 
■90 per cent, of plant food comes from the air. Professor Jamieson puts 
it at 97 to 98 per cent., while the French chemist, M. Georges Ville, 
gives from 93 to 91 parts of plants as derived from air and rain. The 
difference is unimportant, if we can only grasp the principle and act 
upon it. Well-drained soil has its temperature raised, and instead of 
retaining water hurtfully to plant life, it becomes the vehicle of water 
to plants ; it gets rid of noxious matter, and in part opens the soil for 
the entrance into it of the warm fertilising atmosphere about it, thus 
promoting what has been termed circulation in the soil. In order to 
•grasp fully how much air and water contribute to the growth of plants, 
we have only to look at the bulk of a full crop taken from a field ; and 
yet although the small per-centase per acre of chemical ingredients 
added by us is comparatively trivial, yet without it and the proper cul¬ 
tivation of the soil, all the rest is useless, or very nearly so. 

Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash are the elements of fertility with 
which we have to keep the soil supplied, but before we do so the condi¬ 
tion of the soil must be rendered suitable for it. This fact cannot be 
too strongly enforced, pointing, as it does, unmistakeably to a clear saving 
upon the wasteful outlay upon manures which has so long been the bane 

■of farmers. I was once asked to inspect a field of Wheat to which a 
dressing of forty cartloads of farmyard manure per acre had been applied. 
Notwithstanding this heavy dressing of manure the growth of the Wheat 
was most unsatisfactory ; it was backward, stunted, and yellow, and the 
worthy farmer was fairly puzzled. My inspection of the soil brought 
to light the important fact that though firm enough to the tread, it was 
literally water-logged, and I had to explain that soil kept constantly in 
a saturated condition by water arising from the subsoil by capillary 
attraction, is virtually closed to the action of the air ; its temperature is 
consequently always so low that though the roots of plants may 
exist, they cannot thrive in it, and to apply manure to such soil is 
clearly a waste of labour, time, and money. 

Turning now to manures, I will take first of all muck, or farmyard 
manure, as being that in general use, and with the nature of which all 

■of us are more or less acquainted. It may, however, be as well to 
remind you that a ton of farmyard manure contains 9 to 15 lbs. of 
nitrogen, 9 to 15 lbs. of potash, 4 to 9 lbs. of phosphoric acid, and 75 per 
cent, of water ; the difference in quantity of the manurial constituents 
arising from the difference in the age of the animals and of the quality 
■of the food given them. The chief merit of such manure is that it con¬ 
tains all the necessary elements of plant food ; it may therefore be used 
without risk of harm, and with a feeling of certainty that some good 
will follow its application to the soil. I maintain, however, that such 
practice is vague, careless, slovenl}r, and wasteful. 1 go farther, and 
assert positively that the manufacture of farmyard manure is a costly 
and extravagant process for which there can be no justification. See 
what it involves ! The breeding or purchase of cattle, the free use of 
straw for litter, the cost of attendance and food throughout winter and 
spring, loading carts and carting to the manure heap, the turning over 
and mixing of the heap, carting again and spreading upon the land, 
with a certain heavy per-centage of loss of ammonia, to say nothing of 
the risk of losses among cattle, and a slow return, if any, upon the outlay 
incurred in the purchase of beasts, especially if they be Irish. Some 
muck there always must be at every homestead, but I would restrict 
the manufacture of it to the quantity necessary for root culture, but 
even then it should be used in combination with artificial manure. 
Farm} ard manure so combined in root culture is of especial value from 
the large per-centage of moisture it contains, for if only we can get our 
Mangolds and Swedes established early in the muck placed in the 
furrows in readiness for them, its moisture enables the young plants to 
grow so freely that the crop becomes fully developed, passing unscathed 
even through such a long period of drought as we have had this year. 

I could quote various authorities in support of my views here, and may 
instance Ville’s outspoken assertion that “ The farmer who uses nothing 
but farmyard manure exhausts his land. For whence comes the manure 
but from the soil ? As a fact farmyard manure does not make up for 
the loss of phosphates, lime, potash, and nitrogenous matter which it 
had to submit to through the carrying away of part, at any rate, of the 
crops grown on it.” In his seventh lecture he shows that no difference 
exists between chemical and farmyard manures except with regard to 
appearance and bulk, and he asks if this is the case why should we be 
condemned to produce farmyard manure at great cost and trouble if 
chemical manures can be procured more easily, adding, it is vain to 
bring forward the mechanical action of farmyard manure for the ferti¬ 
lisation of meadow land without its aid proves that this is not 
indispensable. 

I may here give an example of results arising from a trial of farm¬ 
yard manure and chemical manure in my own practice. A large piece 
t f permanent pasture held in reserve for hay was divided by a road into 

two equal parts, alike in every important respect, and I resolved to try 
the effect of muck on one half and chemical manure on the other. The 
farmyard manure at the rate of thirty cartloads per acre was applied in 
autumn towards the end of October ; its effect was soon visible, the 
herbage assuming a lively green hue and making growth while the 
weather was mild and open, so that it presented a striking contrast to 
the brown stunted appearance of the other half. In the following 
February this part was dressed with chemical manure, consisting of half 
cwt. nitrate of potash, three-quarter cwt. nitrate of soda, half cwt. mineral 
superphosphate, and half cwt. steamed bone flour per acre, procured 
separately from a reliable source and mixed at the farm. The effect of 
this dressing was remarkable ; the herbage starting into growth quickly 
soon took the lead of the other, eventually yielding a crop of hay twice 
the bulk of that obtained from the farmyard manure. 

Subsequently the use of muck was discontinued altogether on the 
hay pastures, and the effect of a regular annual dressing of the chemical 
manures was a steady improvement in the whole of the pasture, which 
so far as the hay crop was concerned was very little, if at all, affected 
by drought, for the application of the manure by the end of February 
or early in March ensured an early strong growth and a full crop of 
hay. Experience has shown the importance of this early dressing, for 
if it is not used till April a month’s growth may be lost, apart from the 
risk of drought and subsequent waste of manure. 

A comparison of the cost of the manures used in my experiment was 
equally in favour of the chemical manures, which cost only 23s or 24s. 
per acre, the additional outlay involved in the mixing and sowing being 
a mere trifle. The farmyard manure at 3s. per load represents an outlay 
of 90s. per acre, to which a considerable additional sum must be added 
for carting and spreading. To the popular but erroneous idea that the 
effect of chemical manures is of an exhaustive rather than permanent 
character, I am bound to say after many years of experience, that if 
rightly used in well balanced proportions the effect is entirely satisfac¬ 
tory, a gradual but marked improvement being visible in the poorest 
soil. As an example of this I may mention another case in my own 
practice. I once had a small seven-acre meadow on the top of a hill, and 
some 300 feet above the homestead of a small Sussex farm. This 
meadow, from its peculiar position, had probably never had a manure 
cart upon it, and when it came into my hands the pasture was so poor as 
to be worthless. Here was quite a unique opportunity for testing the 
effect of chemical manures, and I gladly took advantage of it. The same 
mixture of 2^ cwt. per acre of phosphates, potash, and nitrogen was 
applied with satisfactory results in the first year ; it was continued every 
February, and eventually the yield of hay from this meadow was fully 
2 tons per acre. Now, this was a poor, thin, silicious soil, but I have 
found the same mixture of manures answer equally well in the 
calcareous soil of this county. I am not alone in this, and may mention 
that the Rev. B. Porteus Oakes had the mixture applied to a piece of 
young permanent pasture at Hawkedon Rectory in the spring of this 
year, with such satisfactory results that he intends having it used upon 
the whole of his meadows next season. 

It should be mentioned here that pure home-mixed chemical manures 
generally (in the proportions given in the prescriptions of Professor 
Jamieson, issued by him for the guidance of the Association under his 
able management), have been used by myself on the poor thin soil of the 
Hastings sand formation, and also extensively in this county, on light 
soil at Nowton, mixed soil at Wyverstone, and heavy soil at Stanning- 
field, Depden, and Thurlow. Avoiding tedious details, I may usefully 
add that the effect of the manures upon all the ordinary corn and root 
crops has in every instance been entirely satisfactory, and I am confi¬ 
dent that without such aid I should have failed in my efforts to store 
with fertility the poor land which came under my care in 1885. 

(To be continued). 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 
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REMARKS. 

27th.—Fair till 8 50 A.M.; a sharp shower with squall fr m 9 to 9 20 A.M., then fair; flu 
and bright after 11 A.M. 

28th.—Fine, but rather foggy early, bright morning; some sunshine in the afternoon, 
but slightly foggy ; heavy rain at nigh'. 

29th.—Overcast all day; showers from 4 to 4.80 P.M.; fine and bright evening and 
night. 

30th.—Cloudy early ; fine bright day. 
1st.—Dull and misty morning; bright for an hour or two in the morning and in the 

evening; warmer throughout. 
2nd.—Cloudy early; bright warm day. 
3rd.—Fine, and still warm. 

A pleasant winter week, with a good deal of sunshine. Temperature rather more 
than 1“ above the average, and 5» above that of the preceding week.—G. J. SYMONS. 
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Kojai Society at 1.30 p.m. Richmoil Horticultural Sooiet,’fl Annual 
£ Diniier. 

4th Sunday in Advent. 

Royal Metaoroljgical 3oo!efcy it 7 p.ai. 

THE POTATO CROP—SUPERTUBE RING. 

IIRYS A NT HE MUMS having had a fair share 
of attention of late, just as Boses have in their 
season, it may not be unseasonable to refer tc 
a subject that, if less attractive in its nature, 
is not less important—the Potato croji of the 
year, as influenced by summer heat and 
drought, autumn rains, and early winter frost. 

. . . -^ie letter has probably done little, if any, 
injury in some of the southern counties, but in a great 
Potato-growing district in the north it is not easy to 
suggest how many tons of fine Potatoes were ruined in 
November. 

During August and the early part of September, 
when the ground was parched by the great heat and 
prolonged drought, the growing or languishing plants 
Bad such an exhausted appearance, especially on high 
■and not deeply worked and well-enriched land, that fears 
were entertained of the crop of tubers proving a failure. 
Ihey were small then, and their growth so much arrested 
that supertubering was generally anticipated on the occur¬ 
rence of heavy rains, with the dreaded result, that had 
been experienced in some previous years, of neither the 
original nor the subsidiary crop possessing substantial 
value, lhe late crops are now being alluded to that are 
mainly relied on for affording a supply of food for the 
population during a period of seven months, or from the 
end of September till the end of June, for new Potatoes 
are not cheap enough for the multitude till towards the 
close of the last-named month. 

A few years ago Regents, Victorias, and White Rocks 
were chiefly employed in field culture in the large Potato- 
growing districts for winter and spring use; but these 
have been practically superseded, and mainly by the 
Magnum Bonum. There is probably more of this variety 
grown than all others put together for market purposes 
dunng the period named, and its introduction and increase 
have been of unspeakable advantage to both cultivators 
and consumers. Its strong constitution has enabled it to 
practically escape the murrain in wet summers, and the 
same vigour has proved its capacity for struggling through 
a season of drought, and giving a good reward "for those 
who treated it well and waited for the harvest; but some 
growers did not wait long enough, while others waited too 
long, and both have been the losers. 

During the supertubering and disease eras in the 
1 otato s history, when the crops were so liable to ruin, 
the preventive that was more generally advocated than 
any other was early lifting, or taking up the crops as soon 
as the tubers attained a fair size, whether their skins 
were set or not, before the falling of the autumn rains 
that were so commonly followed either by the murrain or 

No. 390.—Vol. XV., Third Series. 

a second growth of tubers, both of which were at times 
disastrous. Early varieties were also strongly recom¬ 
mended, and not a few of their admirers predicted that 
in no long time late kinds would be obsolete. That 
\ie\\ of the future was not sustained, neither, it maybe 
i emarked, was it entertained by the most extensive culti¬ 
vators, whose crops extend over hundreds of acres and 
aie sold in thousands of tons. They tried the earlies of 
those days and found them wanting. The crops were 
oo ight, and the land after their removal became infested 

with weeds, which if not destroyed—and this involved 
expenditure—injuriously affected the succeeding Wheat 
ciop, or lendered its cleaning costly. A subject so 
gieat and of wide practical import as growing Potatoes 
loi the use of a nation, cannot be grasped in all its bear¬ 
ds? by growers of them in gardens with an acre or two 
in fields for a family’s consumption. Yet it is perhaps 
conect to say that those who have, with a few exceptions, 
gt own the least in bulk or area have written the most 
about the claims of varieties and methods of culture; 
anc, moreover, as the majority of teachers have practised 
—admirably it may be conceded, but on a small scale— 
in the south, their advice, especially in the early lifting 
of the main crops, as above indicated, has been substan¬ 
tially useless to the cultivators of the north, from whence 

ae bulk of the produce is drawn for general sustenance. 
The well-intentioned southern tutors founded their 

advice on early lifting on their experience that unripe 
tubers with tender skins, which ruffled at the slightest 
touch, would, if stored thinly and kept dry, soon set fresh 
skins, being then equal in appearance to crops that 
ripened in the ground; while they further found that 
those unripe tubers, though necessarily sad and watery 
when cooked, became under the treatment referred to, at 
least to a fair extent, mealy and of good quality. Grant- 
mg all that, the advice was all the same lost on northern 
cultivators. In the south the tubers of the main crop 
varieties, Regents, Rocks, Victorias, and others that 
ripen in late summer or early autumn, often attained a 
Ian useable size before the rains fell, but in the north 
at the same time the tubers were only about the size of 
Walnuts; and even if they had been large enough for 
use, storing the yield say from a plot of 100 acres thinly, 
and keeping the tubers dry to set their skins and develope 
starch, would be no easy task. It was, in fact, imnracti- 
cable, and experience proved it was the best policy to 
allow them to remain in the ground as long as they could 
grow, or till October. 

Let it be understood these northern Potato farmers 
are not ignoramuses wedded to old customs and practices, 
but intelligent educated men, who bring science to bear 
on their work, and who possess both the means and the 
will to do it well. They do not hesitate to invest freely 
in labour and fertilisers in bringing the land into the best 
condition mechanically and chemically for the crop on 
which so much depends, this practice being adopted 
because, as tested by the value of the produce, is found 
to be the most economical. A penurious system in cul¬ 
ture is the most costly of all, and though in many cases 
it is feared it is a matter of no choice, it has none the 
less contributed more than anything else to the unpro¬ 
ductiveness of the land, and to its depreciation in value; 
and what is more, nothing will restore it, if it is to be 
restored, but higher culture—better worked and cleaner 
land sufficiently fortified with the essentials of growth for 
the production of bountiful crops. If artificial aids, of 
whatever kind, can be brought to bear on the matter, let 

No. 2046.—Yoi, 1XXYIL, Old Series. 
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them be utilised; but to rely on them in any measure as 
substitutes for high culture can only end in disappoint¬ 
ment, and natural methods of improvement must never 
be overlooked. Good field culture of Potatoes means a 
yield of from 10 tons to 20 tons per acre, and when these 
weights are produced, as they are, and the produce 
realises £4 a ton, as it has, there is a margin left as a 
“living” off the land, even if half the value of the crop 
is invested in its production, and there can be no sub¬ 
stantial interest without a good investment. 

The Potato crop this year is unusually heavy, Magnum 
Bonum being taken as the staple variety. The plants had 
“potatoed” before the rain fell, and those who followed 
the advice of early lifting, which appears to have clung 
to the public mind, for avoiding supertubering, had to 
regret their action when they saw the results of another 
five or six weeks of growth. The early lifted produce 
does not represent half a crop, the tubers being small, 
malformed, and scarcely saleable; while those that were 
left are large, some perhaps too large, well shaped as a 
rule, the crop being more than twice as heavy as the pre¬ 
maturely lifted, and at the least thrice as valuable. This 
is not the result in one district alone, but in several widely 
separated. The growth after the rain and till very late 
in the autumn was wonderful. The heavy yield was not, 
however, gained by “supertubering” of the old ruinous 
kind, but in not a few instances was the produce of a 
distinct second growth of tubers which attained a full 
marketable size, most of them setting their skins firmly, 
but not all. In some cases the original tubers increased 
in size, attaining abnormal dimensions, yet not necessarily 
unshapely, but extending and “ thickening out,” a mark 
on them showing the first and second growth clearly; but 
in most cases the original tubers remained almost sta¬ 
tionary, some of them merely bulging out and spoiling 
their appearance, the second crop—that formed on 
“ spears ” direct from the stems, eventually proving infi¬ 
nitely the heavier and better in appearance and quality. 

This is “ supertubering,” no doubt, but of a profit¬ 
able kind, the form that was dreaded by the early diggers 
being exactly the reverse. This when it appeared in 
connection with weaker growers and earlier ripeners than 
the Magnum Bonum, consisting of young tubers pushing 
from the eyes of the first formed, or crop proper, and 
clinging like limpets to the rock; this “ supertubering ” 
commencing with a heavy fall of rain after a period of 
drought that brought growth to a standstill, and so far 
prematurely ripened the tubers, that, though small, they 
could not increase in size, but instead produced a cluster¬ 
ing progeny. Several of these second tubers were often 
found larger than the originals, yet not large enough, nor 
good enough for table use, though they answered for 
seed, producing fairly good crops; but those from which 
they sprang were of no use for seed, but only fit for 
pigs, probably doing these little, if any, good, for the 
tubers were hard, the starch having apparently been 
drawn from them by the supertubers, it is to be 
noticed that though the first formed tubers were so far 
ripened that they could swell no more, the eyes or buds 
were not developed, or they would have pushed growths 
in a natural way, producing stems and leaves above 
ground. This is what the earlier and fully ripened 
Ashleaf varieties have done when left in the ground, 
but the late kinds seldom. The supertubering described, 
when very pronounced is disastrous, and where the 
original tubers were large enough for use it was wise 
to dig them before the rain, if even a moderate crop 
could be secured, as it often could in the south; hence 

the advocacy of the plan that was, with rare exceptions, 
impracticable in the north for the reason stated. Ex¬ 
perience shows, too, that though early lifting may 
answer with Regents and others that ripen about the 
same time, it does not answer, nor is it needed, by the- 
later and stronger Magnum Bonum, for the early diggers- 
of this have certainly been very great losers. 

But, as intimated at the commencement of these notes,, 
there is danger in the other extreme of leaving the crops- 
in the ground too long, and being overtaken by frost 
before they can be secured. This has occurred with many 
in some parts of Lincolnshire, and possibly elsewhere. 
The growth was so strong and so late that the withering, 
of the haulm was waited for, this materially reducing the 
cost in facilitating the work of lifting. This was in full 
swing in November—all the hands that could be obtained 
being employed in it. It was a race against the portend¬ 
ing winter. In some fields the tops were pulled up, but 
the cavities thus left admitted the frost that immediately 
followed, and damage was dr ne. Hundreds of tons were- 
heaped and covered with straw, frost coming before they 
could be earthed sufficiently, and it is feared much loss- 
will be sustained in that way. Some readers in the 
salubrious south may possibly imagine that the winter 
of last year is referred to. They may not know that 
between the 14th and 20th of November this year that 
frost penetrated the ground to the depth of 5 inches, and 
that skating on deep ponds was indulged in. It is thought 
by some growers that the extent of the injury will affect- 
prices, and as they can afford to do so it is not unlikely 
they will “ hold ” their stocks for a time and wait tha 
issue of events. 

Enterprise as well as ability is not wanting amongst 
the best of the Potato farmers. They are on the look-out 
for new varieties and try many that promise to answer 
their purpose. They must be good growers, bearers, 
keepers, and cookers, with white (not coloured) skins, 
and preferably rough. Red and purple Potatoes are 
effective at exhibitions, and some of them of excellent 
quality when cooked; but there is no appreciable demand 
tor them in the markets, and they are therefore not likely 
to be cultivated on an extensive scale. Potatoes for 
exhibition have been fashionable during the past few years, 
and the “fancy” has done good in stimulating raisers 
and cultivators in the path of improvement. There is a 
plethora of varieties now. Some very good ones have 
no doubt been introduced, and their merits as croppers 
and cookers determined at Chiswick. These must have 
been widely distributed, and gardeners and others who 
have grown them might do good by directing attention to 
such as they have found to possess substantial advantages 
over older varieties. So far, after many trials in fields, 
the Magnum Bonum has held the premier position. 
Regents and some others are grown for special markets, 
but on “ Magnums ” reliance is mainly placed for pro¬ 
ducing the rent and something over; but it has a rival in 
the field now—a variety that does not figure prominently 
in trade lists, that has not been exhibited and certificated, 
nor frequently “ mentioned ” in the press. Its name is 
Imperator. Since 17 tons per acre were grown on a 
Yorkshire farm in a less bountiful Potato year than this, 
the extent of its culture has only been limited by the 
supply of seed. It is a robust, yet sturdy and upright 
grower, with round to oval, rough skinned, small eyed 
tubers, few being too small for market, but some too large, 
and the quality and appearance so good that the London 
salesmen who have received consignments are asking for 
more. Closer planting will I’educe the size, but a few 
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‘‘big ’uns ” can be sorted out without much grumbling 
from a crop of 200 sacks, or 20 tons to the acre, this 
having been produced on good warp land. Imperator is 
•believed to be of German origin and will perhaps be heard 
of again.—A Northern Grower. 

[ Relative to the second growth of Magnum Bonum 
Potatoes this year, we have samples before us, grown by 
Mr. Thomas Holman, a medical gentleman and intel¬ 
ligent cultivator, in Sussex. Mr. Holman was advised to 
•dig up his crop when the rain commenced in September, 
to avoid supertubering. Fortunately he only acted on the 
advice to a small extent. The early dug tubers are small, 
malformed, and unsaleable in comparison with the later 
sample which developed afterwards. These were pro¬ 
duced from the main stems of the plants above the first 
formed tubers, and are from 3^ to 4 inches long, faultless 
in shape, with well set skins, and in all respects excellent, 
ithe crop being 400 bushels, or 13 tons per acre. Mr. 
Holman also sends us a second growth sample, dug while 
the plants were green. These are much smaller and of 
good shape, but with ruffled skins, which spoils their 
appearance. Probably if kept in a dry dark place they 
may be found of fairly good quality very late in the spring. 
The samples demonstrate the great loss that would have 
been incurred by taking up the whole crop, as was advised, 
prematurely. After the extreme heat the ground was like 
a hotbed when the rain fell, hence the rapid growth and 
maturation of the second crop. The original tubers do 
not seem to have enlarged as appears to have been the 
case in the north, where the crops weie, perhaps, less 
advanced to maturity when the rain fell there.] 

“OLD LACHARME.” 
Now that the Chrysanthemum mania, as my friend ‘‘A. C.’ 

rails it, has lessened, there may be the possibility of something 
being heard about the Rose, and, by-the-by, I do not think that we 
Rose lovers have any right to complain, for when the month of 
July sets in, is not the Rose the prominent theme of the Journal ? 
Its pages diffuse a delicious “ attar,” and we almost expect to find 
it printed on rose-coloured paper. So that while we are getting 
about our denuded beds, we may well let the Chrysanthemum lover 
have his fling. It is everybody’s flower, which the Rose is not. 
She is too dainty to put up with the smoke and dust of a great city, 
while the Chrysanthemum (I will not say revels in it; seems to 
grow quite as well there as anywhere else; and as I want to remind 
the readers of the Journal that there is after all really such a 
flower as the Rose, I cannot do any better than put down a few 
notes concerning one whose death has made this an “ annus memor- 
abilis" to the Rose lover, and whom even a quarter of a century 
age we used to know by the familiar title of “ Old Lacharme.” It 
was not because there was a young Lacharme, as in the case of the 
Guillots, but it wa3, I think, a title of affection for one who was 
then in the prime of life. We never used to speak of the elder 
Guillot as old Guillot, but “ Guillot pere,” while of the galaxy of 
Rose raisers at Lyons—Guillot, Schwartz, Levet, Boucharlat, Ducher, 
Liabaud, Pernet, and others—Lacharme stood a very Saul amongst 
them, nay, I venture to say a head and shoulders above all the 
Rose raisers of the world. 

It is now more than twenty years since I first visited Lyons 
as a Rose lover. I had been there fifty years ago. Rumours had 
reached us that old Lacharme had at list gained the much-desired 
yellow Hybrid Perpetual, and as I was on my way to Paris I was 
asked to go down and see it ; but, alas ! when I got to the nursery 
and was cordially welcomed by Lacharme, he told me that he had 
been deceived, and that what the bud promised the opening flowers 
had belied, and that the long-wished-for Rose had not yet arrived. 
There was about the mau the unmistakeable signs of hard work, and 
in all his conversation you noted that his love for the Rose was not 
•of a purely commercial character. Like every grower for sale, he 
liked it to be a source of profit to him, but it was above all neces¬ 
sary that it should be a source of pleasure, and ambition also that 
his name should be associated with it. There was not about his 
nursery, any more than in most French nurseries, any attempt at 
tidiness, but everywhere signs of hard work, nor did his garden 
.contain that enormous number of plants that used to be found 

about Brie Comte Robert. His role was essentially that of a raiser 
of new varieties, and how well he fulfilled his mission the catalogues 
of the present day tell us plainly. He worked hard, and his health 
was not of the best. He felt that Lyons was at times too cold for 
him, and not so favourable for the seeding of his Roses as he 
wished, and so a few years ago there was a proposal made by him 
to the son of one of our principal Rose nurserymen that he should 
join him and migrate further south towards Montpelier or Toulon. 
It however came to nothing, but it was an evidence of the strong 
will and enthusiasm of the old man, for then he was approaching 
his threescore years and ten. 

I have called him the most successful Rose raiser that has ever 
lived. Success is to be measured, not by the amount of money 
made by flowers nor the quantity of seedlings sent out, but by the 
quality of those that bear his name ; and there is this to be remem¬ 
bered, that while many Rose growers who have let out large num¬ 
bers of varieties have purchased many of them from others and 
then sent them out in their own name, Lacharme never put his 
name to a Rose that he did not himself raise, and that therefore his 
success as a Rose grower cannot be measured exactly with others. 
He is handicapped in this respect. 

We have the means of testing this success, for the National 
Rose Society has published in its catalogue of exhibition and garden 
Roses the names of the raise: s of the flowers admitted into it, and 
also the year of their being sent into commerce There are 115 
Roses in the list, and of these there are several synonymous Roses, 
which brings the list down to about 105, and of these eleven are 
Lacharme Roses, while the remainder have been raised by twenty- 
eight other raisers. Thus, while he has raised one-tenth of the 
whole number, the others have contributed a little more than three 
each, taking them in the aggregate. This of itself would be a 
sufficient indication of his success, but this is still more remarkable 
when we take the names of his Roses. Of dark Roses he has raised 
Alfred Colomb, Charles Lefebvre, Louis Yan Houtte, and Xavier 
Olibo ; of light Roses, Captain Christy, Catherine Soupert, Com- 
tesse de Serenye, Hippolyte Jamain, Madame Lacharme, Victor 
Verdier, and Violette Bouyer. What a galaxy of grand Roses is 
here ! All, with the exception of Comtesse de Serenye, which I do 
not think will long last amongst our exhibition Roses, owing to its 
habit of becoming dirty (unless when the weather is of the finest), 
likely to last for many a long year, as some of the choicest 
favourites of the Rose growers, and appearing in almost every exhi¬ 
bition stand, and some of them the very grandest Roses in existence. 
Who will ever put aside such flowers as the grand old “ Charley,” or 
Louis Yan Houtte, or Captain Christy, Madame Lacharme, or 
Yiolette Bouyer ? and surely such a man ought to be ever held in 
affectionate remembrance by those to whose pleasure and enjoyment 
he has so largely contributed. Nor was he idle amongst Teas. To 
him we owe the robust and ever changing Madame Lambard and the 
old but beautiful Madame Willermoz. 

There was another class of Roses which, a'though not exhibition 
flowers, are amongst the most beautiful of our garden Roses, I 
mean those that are sometimes called Hybrid Noisettes, those 
beautiful white Roses of the Boule de Neige type. He worked 
vigorously at these, and it was from them that he hoped to obtain 
his yellow Perpetual, and in 1860 Madame Gustave Bonnet was 
sent out. In 1861 he produced Louise Darzens, and in 1862 he 
brought out Madame Alfred de Rougemont, named after the wife 
of a Swiss lover of Roses ; Lady Emilie Peel and Perle des Blanches 
in 1864, followed by Baronne de Maynard ; and in 1867 by Boule de 
Neige, the greatest favourite in this class, Coquette des Alpes, often 
with a faint edging of pink. In 1872 came Perle des Blanches, 
and in 1877 Madame Francois Pittet. These all run upon the 
same lines. There is in some of them a faint suspicion of yellow, 
especially when in the bud state, and for continuous blooming and 
purity of colour it is hard to beat them. 

It will thus be seen from this rapid survey of the old man’s 
lifelong work what p'easure and enjoyment he has been the means 
of giving to the Rose-loving community, and it was a graceful 
thought that impelled the members of the National Rose Society 
to send, through their Secretary, a letter of sympathy with his 
widow in her bereavement. There is no Lacharme to carry on the 
work, and his name will be associated with some of the finest Roses 
we have ; for while it is never safe to predict what may be done in 
floriculture, there is a limit beyond which it does not seem possible 
to go. We have reached it in Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c., and the 
experience of the last few years, while it indicates fresh grooves 
into which we may run, at the same time teaches us that it will 
never be easy to beat such Roses, in their own line, as are associated 
with the honoured name of Francois Lacharme. 

In appearance he was a man of ab)ut middle height, latterly 
much stooped with age and hard work. He had a fine expressive 
countenance, and what was really a noble forehead ; a3 one who 
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knew him well said the other day, had he been an educated man 
he might have excelled in any calling-. He had a bright eye and a 
kindly manner, while his whole bearing gave you the idea, that of 
all the adjectives which might be applied to him, the most appro¬ 
priate was that which the French have given to their new President, 
honorete.—D., Deal. 

RANDOM THOUGHTS. 
As we approach the end of another year it seems proper to 

look back on the past and also to try and see into the future. I 
think horticulturists may congratulate themselves on the progress 
made in 1887. Various beautiful and valuable additions have been 
made to our already large stock of plants, and the displays made at 
the very numerous shows throughout the year all over the country 
have been excellent in every particular. While I write, Chrys¬ 
anthemums are the rage, and the gardening papers teem, and have 
teemed for a few weeks past, with accounts of shows in all quarters. 
Little wronder need be expressed at the great popularity of the 
Chrysanthemum. It is a flower which, in an almost endless variety 
of shape, size, and colour, lends a charm to a period of the year 
which is naturally dull, and for this alone the Chrysanthemum is 
justly appreciated. 

Orchids seem holding their own well, and it seems to me that 
the more they are known, and the more it becomes spread abroad 
that they are not so difficult to cultivate, or so very dear (in many 
cases at least), as many people think, the more they will be grown. 
Many beautiful Orchids can now be obtained at prices that place 
them within the reach of most people, and anyone with ordinary 
intelligence can, by the ail of information conveyed in the garden¬ 
ing press and in books on the subject, attain to success in the 
culture of many Orchids. When we think that not only is there 
endless variety and wondrous beauty in the Orchid family, but also 
that the flowers of most of the lovely members of this very remark¬ 
able family last a long time when cut and placed in water, it appears 
not at all surprising that Orchid collecting and Orchid growing 
have become important branches of commercial horticulture. The 
energy and enterprise of Orchid importers is very remarkable, and 
all quarters of the globe are now explored, heavy expenses incurred, 
and numerous perils encountered in the search for new varieties, or 
else increased quantities, of the Orchid family. Orchid literature, 
too, is now becoming very important, and numerous works have 
been, and are being, published on the subject. 

Another large and continually increasing branch of commercial 
horticulture is Grape culture. When we go round the places 
about London which are devoted to Grape-growing, or visit the 
Channel Islands, where seas of glass are to be found, a somewhat 
overwhelming feeling comes to us ; the visitor is inclined to ask 
the question, “ Is not Grape growing going to be overdone soon ? ” 
Now it appears to me that there is ample room for all who at 
present are engaged in Grape culture. Whether in the future it 
will be overdone time alone can tell, but at present good Grapes 
are always in demand at a fair price, and I trust that such may long 
continue. Liberal treatment, judicious manuring with the proper 
manure, moderate cropping, thorough ripening, and careful packing, 
these are some of the things to be considered in commercial Grape 
culture, especially if the highest price in the market is aimed at. 
Some growers strive to obtain tremendous crops of second-rate 
Grapes, and renew their Vines frequently, considering that they 
make as much the one way as the other. 

Regarding the question of the demand and supply of gardeners, 
I am sorry to say that there seems an overplus of gardeners in the 
country. So many places have been reduced, that large numbers 
of gardeners of various degrees of experience have been thrown out 
of employment, and it docs not appear that in this respect much 
improvement can be looked for. In the future this evil can only 
be remedied by fewer young men entering the gardening profession, 
and as a matter of course this will happen if there is not a brisk 
demand for gardeners in the country. 

A seeming injustice in connection with commercial horticulture 
is, that those noblemen and gentlemen—now very numerous—who 
devote their gardens and hothouses principally to growing for 
market, are not subjected to the same rating, and it would appear 
that there is some cause for complaint here. The gardening press 
has been advancing -with the times, and much energy and enterprise 
are now devoted to the carrying on of the various papers which 
record the doings and sayings of horticulturists. It is to be hoped 
that the future, in spite of depression,” may have in store for 
horticulture a long period of success, and that the already large 
army of the lovers of horticulture for its own sake, or else as a 
means of honourable livelihood, may be increased. 

There are many parts of the globe still unexplored which may 
reward the collector of the future with many rich and rare gems of 

floral nature ; there are many branches of horticulture at home 
that have new fields to be explored, new wonders to be displayed ; 
and in roaming abroad or plodding at home, there is much to be 
done that will aid to extend our knowledge of plant life in all its 
wondrously diversified forms. May 1888 prove a very prosperous 
year for horticulture ; may those who take pen in hand at its close 
be able to record many new discoveries, many instances of increased 
success in culture at home, and a greatly increased enthusiasm for,, 
and appreciation of, a portion of Nature’s family, that contains 
amongst it endless variety of form, colour, and taste, that ever 
gives a charm or conveys a delight, and which has in the past been 
a means of solace, of refreshment, and of pleasure to many thousands 
of our fellow creatures in all conditions of life. It may confidently 
be stated that in the future horticulture will be no less enchanting, 
no less beneficial, no less elevating, than it has been in the past *. 
and if such prove the case, it will be to increased numbers, with 
increased facilities of enjoyment, und with all the advantages that, 
this nineteenth century can convey.—Scotia. 

KITCHEN GARDEN WALLS—THEIR 
OCCUPANTS. 

Few things probably tend to give more character to a private^ 
gardening establishment than kitchen garden walls well covered 
with trained fruit trees. It requires some years of care and 
attention to produce such ornamental specimens. I say ornamental,, 
because in some cases they have little else to recommend them than 
their appearance in being well trained, not having perhaps for years 
produced that which they were really planted for—a good supply 
of superior dessert fruit. This shows only too clearly that while so- 
much time has been devoted to the symmetrical balancing of the- 
branches, the roots have been left to take care of themselves, and 
by rambling far beyond the border originally prepared for them, 
have done nothing but produce an abundance of unfruitful growth.. 
Some people think a good wall is all that is required. Trees planted 
against that must be successful; but experience proves that success- 
is not so easily attained. Wall trees have a decided advantage over 
standards or pyramids if proper attention be only paid to root and 
branch, but should this be neglected, then I consider they are 
growing under greater disadvantages than those trees planted in- 
the open, as the latter reap the full benefit of the autumn and 
winter rains, also the refreshing rains and dews during the growing 
season, so essential to all vegetable growth. Trees planted close to- 
walls are to a certain extent cut off from these natural advantages, 
by the height of the walls, and the projections in the shape of 
copings, &c., besides the foliage suffering after such hot days as 
were experienced last summer by radiation during the night from 
the hot bricks. A thick brick wall, with its massive foundations,, 
has a great power of absorbing moisture from the soil surrounding 
the ball of the tree, and unless this is counterbalanced by repeated 
waterings and mulchings, the roots will naturally ramble in search 
of one of its greatest and indispensable agents—moisture. This 
will be found in the cold subsoil, and often a great distance from 
the tree. When roots reach such a position, then commences the 
downward career of the tree as fruit-producing. Even should it 
continue to give fruit for a few years, it will fall far short of the- 
standard wall trees ought to produce. It is hardly necessary to 
explain here how such trees should be root-pruned, as this has been 
often fully detailed in your columns, but carrying out those details 
properly will be the only way to get unfruitful trees again into a 
full bearing condition. 

Another point of great importance to wall trees where their 
roots are in restricted borders, or restricted to a given space, is 
that they must have a thorough soaking early in the season ; 
especially so in regard to Peaches growing against a south wall. 
Good crops of these have often been lost through shedding their 
flower buds during the months of March and April, consequent on 
the dryness of the border during that critical period when the- 
roots require a good supply of water to properly develope their 
blossoms. I consider two of the most essential points in connec¬ 
tion with successful fruit culture on walls is to have thorough, 
conlrol over their roots, a good supj ly of water to be afforded to 
both root and branch at the proper season. 

Before concluding, I should like to draw attention to the 
north walls, which are seldom seen to have other or better occupants 
than Morello Cherries. That a few trees of this valuable Cherry 
for late work is most useful I will admit, but a great quantity of 
the same fruit may be grown on dwarf bushes for early and mid¬ 
season work, thereby giving valuable wall space to other and 
probably better fruits. These that I will mention I have proved 
to succeed year after year, therefore I can recommend them after 
successful trials, and not through any fancy idea of what might be 
obtained. One of the most useful is Louise Bonne of Jersey Pear. 
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This has never failed to produce a good crop of fine fruit, thus 
prolonging the season of this favourite Pear quite a month or five 
-weeks. It has surprised many growers to see it so fine at such a 
late date, when probably theirs have been over for a month or more. 
I have exhibited it the last week in November in grand condition, 
and even now, December 3rd, I have several good fruit left. Some 
may wonder how trees in such a sunless position could ever ripen 
wood sufficiently to produce good fruit. I consider the secret is 
in a well prepared border, thoroughly drained, and raised above 
the natural level of the land, with a free mixture of lime rubbish 
and the like well worked about the roots. Among other fruits 
that have also proved very satisfactory are Beurre Ranee Pear ; also 
-Coe’s Golden Drop and Jefferson Plums, if protected with mats, 
will provide choice dessert fruit for weeks after the supplies have 
been consumed from west and east walls. Gooseberries, too, I have 
seen most plentiful under the same conditions, and it is surprising 
how long such fruit will hang if only protected from rain and frost. 
Several others, such as cooking Plums and late dessert Cherries, may 
all find a place on the north wall, and seeing that the season of such 
good fruits may be prolonged, I think it is well worth the time and 
attention in trying to secure thi3 end, but the returns greatly 
depend upon the condition of the roots, and this all depends upon 
Jiow the borders are formed.—R. Parker, Impney. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

A special general meeting of the Fellows of this Society was 
held on Tuesday afternoon in the Royal Albert Hall, Sir Trevor Law¬ 
rence, Bart., M.P., in the chair, for the purpose of receiving a report 
from the Council, and to consider the statements and proposals contained 
(therein. 

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, explained that a ques¬ 
tion had been raised as to the strict legality of that meeting ; but that 
meed not give rise to any difficulty in carrying any resolutions which 
might be passed, as the Council would call a special general meeting 
subsequently to give legal validity to any resolution. He then went on 
to say that in pursuance of the resolutions come to by the Society to 
make the best efforts they could to secure such a site as was pointed out 
by those resolutions, it had been found that any site offering any advan- 
stages would be so extremely costly that it would practically preclude 
-the Society, in its present pecuniary position, from going to such an 
expense. Several sites—among others some on the Embankment—had 
be n examined ; but, having regard to the great cost, the Council thought 
they could not recommend the Society to embark on any of them. The 
result was that they were left in a position to some extent unfavour¬ 
able. Personally he entirely agreed with the remarks made in the Times 
that morning. He did not think the Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibi¬ 
tion had dealt either generously or liberally with the Society. (Hear, 
hear.) IV hen it was considered that the Society had expended close upon 
£100,000 in beautifj-ing the gardens and in building arcades, &c., the 
whole of which had been practically swept away by the action of the 
Commissioners, he thought it certainly not too much to say that they 
had not be -n dealt with with very great liberality. (Cheers.) Sir Lyon 
Playfair—there was no disguising the fact—whose was the principal 
-voice in directing the operations of the Commissioners of 1851. had 
never viewed the Society very favourably ; and Sir Lyon Playfair had 
himself told him that the Commissioners felt it necessary to make an 
income out of the Gardens for their own purposes. As they were aware, 
Her Majesty the Queen had expressed a desire that the Society should 
remain in South Kensington, and the Council had felt to a certain extent 
ffiound by the expression of Her Majesty. He did not think the Com¬ 
missioners had felt equally bound ; and, at all events, the only proposal 
which had emanated from the Commissioners had been one that the 
^Society should pay them a rental of £1000 a year for the use of what 
remained of the Gardens, after the requirements of the Imperial Insti¬ 
tute had been attended to. The Council calculated that it would 
involve the Society in an expenditure of at hast £2000, and 
inasmuch as that was more than the total income of the Society, 
they did not see their way to entertain any such proposals. It was 
•the unanimous opinion of the Council, because several gentlemen 
who held opposite views had either sent in their resignations or were 
proposing to do so—that the connection of the Society with South Ken¬ 
sington had been one gravely disadvantageous to the former. (Hear, 
hear.) The question was what were they to do ? The view of the 
Council was that they devote their attention to the maintenance of the 
Chiswick Gardens and the conduct of plant, fruit, and vegetable trials 

■there, and possibly the establishment of a school of gardening, the imme¬ 
diate engagement of such premises in a convenient and central position 
as might suffice for office requirements, the safe housing of the Lindley 
Library, the meetings of the Society’s Committees, and its fortnightly 
shows, to the maintenance of which they attached great importance. 
He might mention that the Society had been in possession of Chiswick 
Gardens for sixty-five years, the results of which would be thrown away 
if they ceased to occupy the Gardens. (Hear, hear.) It was impossible 
to get similar accommodation anywhere else for the purpose which thosj 
Gardens had secured so many years, and he confessed it could not be 
but absolutely destructive to the Society and to any hope of future 
utility, and a serious national loss, were anything to happen to Chiswick 
Gardens. (Cheers.) The Gardens would not cost more than £1500 a 

year, and that was less than they had been costing. He was very glad 
to see that whatever might happen to the Society the Scientific Com¬ 
mittee had no intention of being dissolved, and he understood that the 
Fruit and Floral Committees were animated by a like intention of con¬ 
tinuous vigorous existence. (Hear, hear.) These two circumstances 
were very gratifying. In regard to the past, the work of the Society 
ought not to be forgotten, and one could scarcely go a day’s walk or ride 
into any part of the kingdom without seeing evidence of the past 
activity of the Society in the beautiful introductions by Douglas, by 
Fortune, and many others, and it ought not to be forgotten that it was 
in no small degree that owing to the fact that the Society sent Fortune 
to China, and that he was engaged by the East India Company for the 
purpose of introducing Tea into India. Indian Tea will next year be 
imported in larger quantities than China Tea, the first time in the 
history of this kingdom. (Hear, hear.) Another point was whether 
the publication of the work done by the Society might not be dealt with 
in a more systematic and satisfactory way. Something in the way of 
more detailed reports might be drawn up and periodically published. 
With regard to the financial position of the Society, at the end of the 
year they would probably be as they foresaw in June last—viz., they 
should be in debt about £1000. Speaking for himself, he was not 
alarmed at the sum, as in past years the Society had been more heavily 
in debt. On one occasion it was in debt £17,000, and on another 
£10,000. The fault had been, if they might gather wisdom without 
criticising the past, that when they had had a term of prosperity they 
immediately said the whole savings must be spent, and on one occasion 
a large dinner was given at Chiswick which w-as attended by a large 
number of the fashionable world. When they had s, ent the whole of 
the money they used to get into debt as rapidly as possible again. 
There would be an end of this sort of thing if the Society were to 
devote itself strictly to the advancement of practical and scientific 
horticulture, and they would not then be catering for the fashionable 
world, of which, he thought, they might entertain a legitimate con¬ 
tempt. That fashionable world changed from day to day, and what it 
loved one day it hated the next. If they put their trust in the fashionable 
world they would be depending on a broken reed. The Chairman then 
spoke about the charter, and mentioned that he had received a letter 
from the Society’s solicitors, and it appeared one of the most difficult 
thim-s in the world, having once had the advantage of being under a 
charter, to get rid of it. He was sorry to say it was very much like the 
old man of the sea who got round Sinbad’s neck. [The letter, which 
the Chairman read, stated that it would take from four to six months at 
least to obtain a new charter, and the cost would be about £200. In 
the case of opposition the expenses would he considerably increased. 
The letter concluded, “ On the whole, therefore, it seems that the new 
charter is the only feasible mode of reconstructing the Society.”] The 
Chairman went on to remark that as far as the Council were con¬ 
cerned, they were perfectly prepared to resign their position in view of 
enabling the Fellows to take what course they considered advisable. He 
might add that to carry on the Society the Council, or any modification 
of it, should have sufficient funds, and it had been estimated that 
£3000 a year was not at all too much to ask in view of the great work 
which had been done by that ancient Society. (Cheers). He 
was quite sure that the Society had not flourished and had not 
done as good work latterly, owing to the fact that it had been at 
the beck and call of the Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibition. 

'(Cheers.) With regard to the debt of the Society, had it not been for 
the loss on the Liverpool Exhibition the accounts would about balance. 
He thought there would be no difficulty in point of time of getting 
premises immediately for the purposes of the Society, in order that the 
fortnightly shows might still be carried on, supposing that they got 
encouragement from the Fellows in that direction. He had received 
promises of donations amounting to about £900 towards establishing the 
Society in its new home, and he had also received encouraging promises 
of healthy support from numerous firms connected with horticultural 
work, while others were anxious to know more of what was proposed to 
be done before they decided whether they would be able to help the 
Society. (Cheers.) 

Replying to some questions, the Chairman said a strong feeling had 
been expressed about the desirability of increasing the numbers of the 
Council. So far as the Council were concerned, they were most willing 
that that should be done, but that could only be done under a supple¬ 
mentary charter and not under the existing one, because the latter dis¬ 
tinctly stated that the Council should consist of fifteen members. 

Mr. Smee asked if every member of the Society was not jointly and 
severally liable for the debts of the IS iciety. 

Dr. Hogg replied that there was no personal liability. 
Mr. Smee said he would be willing to subscribe towards obtaining a 

new charter, and he moved that steps be taken in that direction. 
Major Lendy thought th^re would be no difficulty in raising the 

necessary funds, and seconded the motion. 
Mr. Shirley Hibberd urged that the present Council “ should not 

be allowed to go ” after their experience of 1872. (Laughter.) 
The Chairman said it was not with any idea of showing the white 

feather that the Coun il had made the suggestion. 
Mr. Shirley Hibberd said he did not attribute motives, but he 

wished to come to business. He considered that a great deal more 
might be done at Chiswick than had been the case in the past, and the 
unnamed rubbish which had been grown there should give » ay to things of 
sterling value, and Chiswick should be a place of final proof only. 
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Every person sending to Chiswick should be charged, thereby making an 
honest income for the Society. (Hear, hear.) 

Mr. Pearson said it appeared necessary that a new charter should 
be obtained, and they should take steps to form a new Committee, 
partly of the members of the Council and partly of the general Fellows, 
to draw up the draft of a new charter. 

Mr. J. J. Watts seconded the motion. 
Mr. Haughton thought that the Society could be governed under its 

existing charter. The minority on the Council, of which minority he 
was one, looked upon the question as a financial one. Funds should be 
obtained, and these could not- be obtained from the purely scientific 
class of the community. (Hear, hear.) The Society had once a sub¬ 
scription income of £10,000. In 1874 it was £8000, and in three years 
it was reduced by half by the taking away of privileges of the Fellows 
of the Society. If the horticultural world meant to have a purely 
scientific Society they must put their hands in their pockets. That was 
the plain issue between the two sections, and unless the pure horticul¬ 
turists were prepared to supply the money it was useless discussing the 
question. The Society must go forward on one of those two lines or fall 
between them. (Cheers.) 

The Chairman pointed out that when the Council were catering for 
amusing the fashionable Fellows enough money was not taken at 
the doors to pay for the bands (hear, hear), therefore Mr. Haughton 
was labouring und r a delusion. (Hear, hear.) Anything more hopeless 
than endeavouring to get money out of the South Kensington people 
for the Horticultural Society never entered into the mind of man. 
(Laughter.) 

Mr. Veitch said he should like to pay a tribute to the memory of 
the late Mr. Geo. Eyles, a pupil of Sir Joseph Paxton, who had done so 
much for horticulture. (ILar, hear.) He was sure the majority of 
those present agreed to cordially thank Sir Trevor Lawrence and the 
other members of the Council who had conducted the affairs of the 
Society under all difficulties. (Hear, hear.) They, however, wanted to 
s e the Council enlarged if the Society were to go on. They should 
also have a paid secretary, who would be called upon to devote the 
whole of his time and knowledge to the Society. (Hear, hear.) If they 
could have committees for various purposes, and were to act more on 
the lines of the Royal Agricultural Society there was still a future 
before them. It was no use endeavouring to get the Society to work 
under rules made in 1809 (hear, hear), and unless there was a remodel¬ 
ling, he did not think they would have any future. (Hear, hear.) 

The Rev. W. Wilks considered that fifteen members of Council were quite 
sufficient, and that “ too many cooks would spoil the broth.” All that 
was needed was that the Council should alter its rules and regulations 
to suit the popular and democratic sympathies of the present day. 

Professor M. Foster thought that some reconstitution of the 
Council should take place in order that its members might be in closer 
touch with the Fellows. 

Mr. Thiselton Dyer said they wanted something more than money* 
and that was a horticultural policy, and he did not think they could look 
for assistance from the public, unless they had a very different programme. 
They had catered for the fashionable world and had had skating rinks, 
fashionable gardens, and the like, but it was not horticulture. (Hear, 
hear). To speak plainly, the game was up—(Cheers)—and they must 
stick to their last and try to impress upon the public their earnestness 
by doing good work in the future. (Cheers). 

After 6ome further discussion the foregoing resolutions were embodied 
in a resolution moved by Dr. Masters, to the effect that the Council 
carry out the suggestions in pars. 6 and 8 of the “ Appeal ” below issued, 
and “ That this meeting requests the Council to consider the desirability of 
obtaining a supplemental charter, and meanwhile requests them to vary 
the byelaws in such a manner as to insure the full control of the 
Fellows over the election of officers and Council of the Society at the 
annual general meeting.” The following gentlemen were also nominated 
by the same resolution as a Committee :—Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., 
M.P., Baron Schroder, G. F. Wilson, Prof. Foster, A. Smee, H. J. Pear¬ 
son, H. J. Veitch. Shirley Hibberd, George Paul, and Dr. Masters. 

Mr. Pearson seconded the motion, which was carried with four 
dissentients. 

The following statement issued by the Council to the Fellows 
of the Society shortly before the meeting, was sent to us last week, with 
a request that we should not publish it till after the meeting :— 

The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society request the 
horticulturists of the United Kingdom to read and consider the 
following statement and appeal :— 

1, The grounds at South Kensington, known as the Gardens of 
the Royal Horticultural Society, having been devoted to the 
Imperial Institute, the Council endeavoured, in obedience to the 
wishes so graciously expressed by Her Majesty the Queen, the 
Patron of the Society, to obtain from the Royal Commissioners of 
the 1851 Exhibition such a site as would justify them in advising 
the Fellows to remain at South Kensington. 

2, The Royal Commissioners were, however, unable to offer 
any adequate site, and gave the Council distinctly to understand 
that the erection of offices, committee rooms, &c., on their land 
would not be held to confer any claim whatever, either legal or 
moral, to ihe use of the conservatory and Gardens for the purposes 
of the Scciely. The negotiations consequently came to an end. An | 

informal offer has since been made by the Royal Commissioners to> 
let a portion of the Gardens and the conservatory to the Society at 
a guaranteed rent of £1000 a year, which with rates, taxes, and 
maintenance would involve an expenditure of £2000 a year at 
least, a sum far beyond the resources of the Society. IS™*] 

3, The Society has been in existence for eighty-three years, 
having been founded in 1804, and incorporated by Royal Charter in. 
1809. It has done much to advance the interests of practical and. 
scientific horticulture, and it is the recognised authority on all 
horticultural questions. In addition to the valuable work of the 
Scientific Committee, presided over by Sir J. D. Hooker, K.C.S.I., 
C.B., F.R.S., new and rare plants, fruits and vegetables, collected 
abroad or raised at home, have been continually submitted, in 
large and increasing numbers, to the judgment of the Fruit and 
Floral Committees, whose verdicts are accepted without question- 
The Society has also continuously carried on valuable trials of 
plants, fruits, and vegetables at Chiswick. It has published during 
the last three years the following—viz., 

“ Report of the National Apple Congress held at Chiswick,. 
October, 1883.” 

“ Report of the Orchid Conference held at South Kensington, 
May, 1885.” 

“ Report of the National Pear Conference held at Chiswick-,. 
October, 1885.” 

“ Report of the Primula Conference held at South Kensington, 
April, 1886, and of the Orchid Conference held at Liverpool, June 
30th, 1886.” 

“ Report on the Effects of Frost on Vegetation during the. 
Severe Winters, 1879-80, 1880-81—published in 1887.” 

4, The Council are of opinion that the connection of the Society 
with South Kensington, however promising at first, has proved 
adverse to its true interests and permanent welfare. They 
recognise that altered circumstances require a complete reorganisa¬ 
tion of the Society on a more popular basis. They believe that, 
while local horticultural societies attract local support, a central 
metropolitan society (to which local societies may be affiliated) is,, 
in the interests of horticulture, indispensable. Under analogous 
circumstances the Royal Agricultural Society prospers, although 
there are local societies in every county of the kingdom. 

5, The Council do not believe that the Society can be carried on 
any longer under the trammels of the existing charter, which was. 
granted in 1860 in view of a wholly different state of things ; nor 
do they think a charter will be requisite for its future working. 
They believe that the numbers of the Council should be con¬ 
siderably increased and their mode of election modified and made- 
popular, and that the ordinary work of the Society should be- 
carried on by committees under powers delegated to them by the 
Council. They hold that the Society should henceforth devote 
itself strictly to the advancement of practical and scientific horticul¬ 
ture. 

6, The view of the Council is that the expenditure of the 
Society should be reduced as much as possible, and its resources 
devoted to the following objects :— 

(1) The maintenance of the Chiswick Gardens and the 
conduct of plant, fruit, and vegetable trials there; and 
possibly the establishment of a school of gardening. 

(2) The immediate engagement of such premises in a. 
convenient and central situation as may suffice for office 
requirements, the safe housing of the Lindley Library, the 
meetings of the Society’s Committees, and its fortnightly 
Shows, to the maintenance of which they attach great, 
importance. 

(3) The publication of periodical reports of the work 
done at Chiswick, and by the Society’s Committees, and on 
horticultural subjects generally, 

7, For many years the nature of the accommodation which the. 
Society has been able to obtain at South Kensington has virtually 
prevented meetings being held for the discussion by the Fellows 
of points of interest in the practice of horticulture. It is essential 
that these meetings should be resumed, and it is believed that they 
will be of great value in bringing together those who take an active 
part in British horticulture. It is also hoped that such meetings- 
would give an opportunity for the consideration of the numerous- 
directions in which the rural economy of the country seems likely 
to be modified by the substitution of horticultural for agricultural' 
methods. 

8, The Council would recommend that the subscription should 
be in future £2 2s. for Fellows, and that a grade of Member or 
Associate, at £1 Is., should be created for professional and practical 
gardeners, who have rarely hitherto belonged to the Society. They 
calculate that the maintenance of Chiswick will cost £1500 a year, 
and that for the other purposes of the Society a further sum of 
not less than £1500 a year will be required. During 1887, 150 
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Fellows have paid £4 4s., and 623 Fellows £2 2s., making a total of 
£1938 6s., a sum altogether insufficient for the working and require¬ 
ments of the Society. 

9, In conclusion, the Council believe that the extinction of the 
Royal Horticultural Society would be regarded by all interested in 
horticulture as a national loss. The history of the Society, and the 
good work it has done, and is doing, entitle it lo the consideration 
and support of the horticultural world, to whom the Council make 
this appeal. They address it with equal confidence to amateurs and 
to the trade, in the belief that their interests are identical, and that 
for the protection and advancement of these interests the mainte¬ 
nance of the Royal Horticultural Society is essential. The Council 
have had difficult duties to perform. While they are willing to 
continue to discharge these duties, if desired, they believe that the 
best course would be for them to place their resignations in the 
hands of the Fellows, at the end of the year, so as to leave the 
Society entirely unfettered. But they consider it due both to 
the Fellows and to themselves to say that, unless they receive assur¬ 
ances of adequate support, in response to this appeal, the Society 
must necessarily come to an end. 

10, The favour of an early answer is requested on the enclosed 
form. The donations would be devoted to the cost of establishing 
the Society in its new home, and to similar purposes. 

ORCHID NOTES. 

A notion prevails that Orchids generally are extremely difficult 
to grow unless houses are specially erected for them, and this, it is 
almost needless to add, has a most deterrent effect on would-be 
growers. Now we have no Orchid houses, or even many places 
that would be considered suitable for them, yet no great difficulty 
is experienced in growing and flowering a fairly good selection. 
What we can accomplish may safely be undertaken by various 
other cultivators with every prospect of ultimate success. Nor is 
the original outlay at all disproportionate to the amount of pleasure 
to be derived from the flowering of a small collection of Orchids, 
or even in excess of what would have to be expended in the 
purchase of a small collection of ordinary stove and greenhouse 
plants.. The novice need not procure the most expensive forms of 
the various species, this luxury being reserved until he can appre¬ 
ciate their distinctive features. For the present he must be content 
with the more common varieties, and strive to grow these to per¬ 
fection. All are more or less beautiful. The majority remain fresh 
for a much longer time than do ordinary flowers, and are certainly 
totally different as far as their formation and the habit of growth 
is concerned. 

CYPRIPEDIUMS. 

These are among the most easily cultivated, and if not parti¬ 
cularly beautiful, their quaintness attracts attention. C. insigne is 
the best known of the genera, and a very serviceable plant it proves. 
At the outset I made the common mistake of keeping it in an 
ordinary stove temperature, whereas it should be given heat only 
when forming fresh growths. Supposing the plants flower any 
time during the winter or early in the spring, they ought if possible, 
soon after the “ slippers ” drop off, to be placed in a plant stove or 
forcing vinery to complete their growth. It is unwise to be con¬ 
stantly pulling them to pieces and repotting, but if badly crowded 
with growths, or it is desirable to increase the stock, they may be 
carefully pulled to pieces prior to the commencement of active 
growth, and repotted in a compost consisting of one-half rough 
fibrous peat and charcoal crocks, and sphagnum moss in about 
equal proportions. Then if the pots are well drained there is little 
danger of the compost becoming sour, a contingency always to be 
guarded against in Orchid culture. Some mix turfy loam with the 
compost, but this practice ended disastrously when tried nere, and 
we use this for the annual spring top-dressing of established plants 
only. When growing freely they require plenty of water at the 
roots. In June all should be transferred to a cold frame or pit, 
and there be kept well supplied with water and shaded from bright 
sunshine. In September, or later if need be, they may be taken to 
a warm greenhouse, conservatory, or living room to develope the 
flowers already showing at nearly every fully formed growth. In 
a cool house or room, if kept properly attended to, tile flowers will 
remain fresh for about two months. This cool treatment frequently 
induces the formation of twin flowers, though we have had none 

as yet, but can point to plants in 7-inch pots bearing fully twenty 
perfect blooms. As far as my experience goes all the insigne group 
require much the same treatment, and I have found C. insigne 
Maulei quite as easily grown and much attractive than the type. 
Mr. Cypher at Cheltenham has a large stock of C. insigne puneta- 
tum (rightly considered the best in the group), and this with them 
succeeds admirably under much the same treatment as I have just 
detailed. 

The old C. barbatum with its dull variegated foliage and equally 
unattractive flowers I would not cultivate, backward as we are in 
Orchid culture, but much admire C. barbatum nigrum and superbum. 
There is no necessity to place either of these in a cold frame to 
induce flowering. Once well established in a porous compost similar 
to that just described, and which, let me add, appears to suit nearly 
all the Cypripediums, they will flower readily enough in July and 
August, and keep fresh and beautiful for at least six weeks. Nor 
do I believe in keeping them when in flower long in a cool house or 
room, this being apt to induce a second flowering soon after re-intro- 
duction into the ordinary plant stove or warm fernery where ours 
are kept. A cold frame or pit is, as I found to my cost, positively 
injurious to the heat-loving C. Dominianum, C. caudatum, C. 
Boxalli, C. villosum, C. Spicerianum, and C. Lawrencianum. Each 
and all of these are very distinct and beautiful and are easily grown. 
The last named has handsome mottled foliage and fairly pretty 
flowers. It appears quite at home in our mixed house, and the only 
variety just named that evidently needs a brisk stove temperature 
is C. Spicerianum. This I hold to be an excellent plant, as if grown 
in a rather loamy compost forms fine broad foliage and flowering 
freely in November. C. Dominianum, C. caudatum and caudatum 
roseum, C. Sedeni, and others with long twisted petals are all easily 
grown and very attractive when in flower. No resting or drying is 
necessary or advisable. They simply need a sweet rough compost, a 
fair amount of root room, and water whenever the surface soil ap¬ 
proaches dryness. We have C. villosum and C. Boxalli in a warm 
fernery, and without any particular treatment other than that just 
given, they invariably fbwer strongly and are fairly attractive.— 
W. Iggulden. 

To Our Readers.—In consequence of an accident on the machinoj 

which is always a possible contingency in printing, the whole of our last 

week’s impression could not he delivered at the usual time. We regret 

the unavoidable delay, and the disappointment which some of our 

readers may have thereby experienced. 

- The proposition made at the recent meeting of the National 

Rose Society that, if possible, an exhibition should be held in Dublin 

in 1889, will no doubt be favourably received by many of our Rose¬ 

growing readers in Ireland. There is also every reason to suppose that 

a good exhibition could be obtained, but whether the scheme is prac¬ 

ticable will depend upon thj support the Dublin Horticultural Society 

may be prepared to give. 

- The Winter in Scotland.—A correspondent writes :— 

“ Winter has been hovering around for some time and now seems to 

have closed his grip upon us in Scotland. A snowstorm has been general 

over the country for the last five days, depths of 1 to 8 inches undrifted 

being reported up to the 10th inst. In South Perthshire the general fall 

does not exceed inch. For the past three nights successively, 12°, 

16°, and 14° of frost have been registered. There is every appearance of 

a continued storm.” We may add by way of contrast that on the 

morning (13th inst.) we received the above note, the thermometer 

registered 50° in the open air in a suburban garden near London. 

- Last Tuesday, the 13th inst., was a busy day amongst horti¬ 

culturists in the metropolis. The chief event was the special meeting 

of the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington, which is 

reported on another page. On the same day and at the same place the 

National Auricula, Carnation, and Picotee Societies, together with the 

Committee of the National Dahlia Show, and the Royal Horticultural 

Society’s Floral, Fruit, and Scientific Committees. Then at the Co vent 

Garden Hotel in the evening, the Horticultural Club held a dinner. 
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The most important of the evening gatherings was, however, the 

annual dinner of the National Chrysanthemum Society at Anderton’s 

Hotel, Fleet Street, which attracted a large number of members and 

friends. 

- Many of our readers will be glad to see the announcement that 

the Queen has been pleased to approve the appointment of the Rev. 

Canon Hole, Chaplain to the Archbishop of Canterbury, to be Dean of 

Rochester, in the place of Dean Scott, recently deceased. 

- We are informed that the flokat, decorations at the 

People’s Palace on the occasion of the Prince of Wales’s visit on 

Saturday last were supplied by Messrs. John Laing & Sons of Forest 

Hill. 

- Deferring to Calanthes in Baskets at Baby, a corre¬ 

spondent writes:—Having seen the Calanthes at Raby, just at the 

time they were throwing out their flower spikes, I can fully believe all 

that is written about them on page 490 of last week’s Journal. Such 

pseudo-bulbs I never saw before, and I can readily imagine that the 

display they are now making is simply extraordinary. Evidently the 

culture of these Orchids, as well as fruit, Chrysanthemums, and other 

things, is well understood and carried out at Raby, Mr. Westcott giving 

much ot the credit to his intelligent and trusted foreman, who so faith¬ 

fully carries out his instructions.” 

- We regret to learn that a well-known horticulturist, Mr. G. 

Eyles, died rather suddenly at Kew last Thursday. Mr. Eyles was 

formerly with Sir Joseph Paxton at Chatsworth, and was subsequently 

Superintendent at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, which he left to take 

charge of the Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens at Chiswick and 

Sputh Kensington, the latter being laid out under his direction. Mr. 

A. F. Barron was appointed to the charge of the Chiswick Garden in 

1866, Mr. Eyles retaining the superintendence of the Kensington 

Garden, and in 1875 he resigned this appointment. Since then he has 

been chiefly engaged in landscape gardening, and was for a short time 

Secretary of the Richmond Horticultural Society. Mr. Eyles was 72 

years of age. 

- A meeting of the Horticultural Club was held on the 

evening of Tuesday last, when the chair was taked by E. G. Loder, Esq. 

There were present—Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, Dr. Hogg, Messrs. H. J. 

Veitch, Rivers, Philip Crowley, II. Pearson, A. Pearson, H. Turner, J. 

Walker, George Paul, &c. The evening was spent in discussing the pre¬ 

sent condition and future prospects of the Royal Horticultural Society, 

and the result was to approve of the proceedings that had taken place 

that day at the general meeting at South Kensington. 

-- Wakefield Paxton Society.— What is termed “ the Potato 

night ” was observed at the last meeting of the Paxton Society. There 

was a good gathering of the members at their rooms at Councillor 

Lupton’s, the Saw Hotel. Mr. W. Hudson, gardener at Sandal Grange, 

presided, and Councillor Fryer occupied the vice-chair. Mr. J. P- 

Carter, nurseryman, Cowick, and formerly gardener at Outwood Hall 

and Portobello House, read an interesting paper on “ The Potato.” A 

long discussion ensued on the subject, and whilst a number of speci¬ 

mens were carefully examined, a quantity of well-cooked specimens, 

some in their “ jackets” and others in the peeled state, were thoroughly 

enjoyed. As showing the interest evinced by some of the members of 

the Society in its proceedings, it may be mentioned that Mr. J. W. Simp¬ 

son, an active member of the Committee, who lives near Walton railway 

station, brought with him a quantity of capitally cooked Potatoes pre¬ 

pared at his own home, and placed them on the table at the “ Saw ” 

“ steaming hot.” In the course of the discussion Mr. Simpson fully and 

clearly explained the manner in which the Potatoes were prepared for 

the table, and no doubt many of the members would carry home some 

useful hints. Not only was “ the art of cooking the Potato ” fully dis¬ 

cussed, but also the best means of growing a good crop. Amongst a 

number of specimens exhibited was a variety known as “ The Ohio,” 

which had been brought direct from America. Councillor Fryer pro¬ 

posed a vote of thanks to Mr. Carter for his interesting paper. Mr. H. S. 

Goodyear seconded the motion. On the motion of Mr. Calvert of 

Wrenthorpe, seconded by Mr. G. Parkin, photographer, a hearty vote of 

thanks was given to Mr. Simpson and Councillor Lupton for supplying 

cooked specimens. Mr. Simpson replied, and gave some further hints as 

to the best mode of preparing Potatoes for the table. 

- The Winchester Horticultural Society.—The Execu¬ 

tive Committee have decided to hold their Chrysanthemum Exhibition 

next year on Tuesday and Wednesday, November 13th and 14th. They 

have not yet definitely fixed the date of the Summer Show. 

-A new journal, the Orescent, published at Portsmouth, contains 

in its issue of 9th inst. an excellent portrait of Mr. F. Tower, under 

the heading of “ The Most Useful Councillor.” Mr. Power is the 

Honorary Secretary of the Portsmouth Chrysanthemum Society, and in 

his capacity of town councillor has furthered various objects that have 

Ken of public benefit, upwards of .C1000 having been obtained for the 

hospital from flower shows that he took the lead in establishing in the 

town where he is so widely respected. 

-The issue of the Keiv Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information for 

December contains articles on Cubebs (Piper Cubeba), with an illustra¬ 

tion ; Sabicu Wood (Lysiloma Sabicu), also illustrated ; Mexican Fibre 

or Istle (Agave heteracantha) ; Food Grains of India; Brown Rooted 

Mexican Whisk (Epicampes macroura) ; Contra)erva, the product of 

Dorstenias brasiliensis and Contrajerva and Aristolochia odoratis3ima ; 

the Introduction of the Brazil Nut to the East Indies and Australia! 

and the Castilloa Rubber of Central America. As this number com¬ 

pletes the year an index is given, from which it appears that twenty- 

eight subjects of Colonial and economic interest have been treated 

upon. ' . / 

- Though by no means an unfamiliar plant in .gardens, it is 

comparatively seldom that Agathhaa ccelestis, or the Blue 

Marguerite, as it is sometimes called,’is cultivated in pots for the 

decoration of greenhouses or conservatories in winter. That for this 

purpose it is well adapted is proved by the groups of plants in the 

greenhouse at Kew, where they produce an excellent effect. The 

plants are grown in 48-sized pots, and are compact bushy little speci¬ 

mens, flowering freely, the flower,heads being of a bright clear blue, 

quite refreshing at this time of year. 

- Another plant that is employed in a similar way is Amberboa 

MOSCHATA, and arranged in groujs this is a vclcome addition to the 

plants available for such structures, as although the flower heads are 

not brightly coloured, being of a soft mauve tint, they possess an agree¬ 

able musky fragrance. With them is associated plants of Arctoties, 

arborescens, also a member of the Composite, with irregularly cut 

thick leaves, and large rayed orange-coloured flower heads. 

- Mr. B. S. Williams’s excellent “ Orchid Album ” is pro¬ 

gressing well, as the number of plates that have now appeared exceed 

300, and include representations of all the largest genera, with their 

most beautiful species and varieties, remarkably well executed, and 

faithfully coloured. The recent issue contains the following—Plate 305, 

Odontoglossum Pescatorei Germinyanum, a very beautiful 

variety which flowered in the collection of the Comte de Germinyj 

Chateau de Gouville, France, and it is from that plant the drawing was 

prepared. The flowers are of moderate size, but beautifully formed, 

with broad sepals and petals, the former, especially the two lower ones 

being stained with rose and a few dots, the petals pure white with a 

small crimson dot near the apex, the lip white with a few dark crimson 

spots, and the side lobes are crimson. The plant depicted is a strong 

one, with a long panicle of eighteen flowers. It is said that “ The 

system adopted at Gouville is to keep them in small span-roofed houses, 

having central paths and tables on each side. The range is a long one 

and has divisions of about 30 feet in length, each kind being grown in 

separate divisions. O. Pescatorei and O. Alexandras, however, are culti¬ 

vated together, and the plants are kept near the glass.” 

—;— Plate 306 represents Lycaste plana Measuresiana, a 

variety figured from the collection of R. H. Measures, Esq., The Wood¬ 

lands, Streatham. The sepals are greenish brown as in type, but the 

petals and lip are rounded, pure white, with very numerous circular 

bright rose dots, which have a very'pretty effect. They are much smaller 

in the lip than on the petals. 

-— In plate 307 is depicted the Brazilian Cattleya sororia, 

one of the C. bicolor type in habit, and a rare species, as the plant figured 

is the only one Mr. Williams has seen, and this flowered at Upper 

Holloway in July last year. It has long slender pseudo-bulbs, with 

two leaves each, and a raceme of about three flowers, the sepals and 

petals nearly equal in size, of a fine rosy tint, the lip magenta in the 

centre and lighter at the margin. 
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' Dendrobium formosum giganteum is shown in plate 308, 

a grand variety, which flowered last August in the Victoria and Para¬ 

dise Nurseries. The flowers are of great size, with very broad white 

sepals, petals, and lip, the last named having an irregular bright orange 

coloured blotch in the centre. It was first introduced by Messrs. Low 

and Co., Clapton, in 1856, from Rangoon, but has been frequently im¬ 

ported since in large quantities. The plants do not, however, seem to 

nourish long under cultivation. 

Gardening Appointments.—Mr. W. J. Novell for the past 

four and half years foreman at Grimston Park, Tadcaster, has been 

appointed gardener and bailiff to Mrs. Anson, Catton Hall, Burton-on- 
Trent. 

- At the ordinary meeting of the Royal Meteorological 

Society, to be held at 25, Great George Street, Westminster, on Wed¬ 

nesday , the 21st inst., at 7 P.M., the following papers will be read :— 

Mean Temperature of the Air at Greenwich from September, 1811, to 

June, 1856,” by II. S. Eaton, M.A., F.R.Met.Soc.; “Report on the 

Phenological .Observations for 1887,” by the Rev. T. A. Preston, M.A. 

F.R.Met.Soc.; “Earth Tremors and the Wind,” by Prof. John Milne, 

F.R.S., T.G.S.; “Pressure and Temperature in Cyclones and Anti¬ 

cyclones,” by Prof. H. Allen Hazen. 

-- Samples of Odam’s Horticultural Manures have been 

sent to us, but as this is not the best time of year for testing their effect 

on crops, we must content ourselves by stating that they have been 

found in the highest degree satisfactory by several of the best gardeners 

in the kingdom, whose names are included in the list of testimonials 

before us. We have had proof of the value of the manures of the firm 
in field culture. 

' "'E are desired to state that a plant of Dendrobium nobile, 

at Llanway House, Goldalming, is bearing 264 flowers on thirty-three 

spikes, the specimen measuring 4 feet 6 inches in diameter. 

- Mr. T. Jackson, the Hon. Secretary of the Kingston and 

Surbiton Chrysanthemum Society, informs us the twelfth annual 

Exhibition is fixed for November 6th and 7th, 1888. 

- Royal Botanic Society, 1888.—The spring exhibitions of 

this Society are announced to be held on Wednesdays, March 21st, April 

18th ; Summer Exhibitions, Wednesdays, May 16th, June 20th ; Evening 

Fete (probable date), Wednesday, July 4th ; Promenades, every Wednes 

day in May, June, and July, excepting exhibition and fete days. 

- Mr. W. Spinks, Royal Nurseries, Harborne Road, Edgbaston 

Birmingham, sends us flowers of a new Chrysanthemum which he 

states was “raised two years ago from Etoile du Midi as a sport. Last 

year it proved very attractive and was much admired. 1 grew fifty 

plants this season. It retains its character in every respect as a good 

grower, free flower, and a great favourite with everyone. I purpose 

sending it out next spring (March 1st), giving it the name of ‘ Hans 

Niemand.’ ” The blooms are of medium size with spreading florets, 

reddish bronze in the centre and golden in the outer florets. It will 

evidently possess considerable decorative value. 

VINE BORDERS. 
Most gardeners are familiar with the turf system of raising 

young Vines. The advantage of plenty of fibrous roots in laying 
a foundation for the success of the Vines no one will deny. I 
have assisted in clearing out many old borders to plant young 
Vines, and not in one instance was there to be found any appear¬ 
ance of the Vines ever being fibrous-rooted. To keep the long 
fat roots from running away something must be done. Adding 
every year to the new-made border as the long roots shoot out I 
do not advocate. I have experimented in the opposite course— 
that is, cut the ends of the long roots for a considerable distance 
back every spring, and by giving them a good fresh made-up mix¬ 
ture, both for outside and inside borders, until it is finished there 
will be no want of fibrous roots where they should be. I expect 
to get some heavy guns levelled at me for attempting to touch a 
Vine root in its onward course ; but the Vines so treated here bear 
ample proof of the system advocated. The size of bunqhes and 
general finish are signs that they like the treatment. 

The great amount of soil which makes up Vine borders in many 
cases is only good for keeping moisture and helping the roots to 
find nourishment where they should not be. Some advocate the 

extension system of training ; others advise restriction, as well as 
given degrees of temperature for setting the fruit; but pinch to a 
joint for training, or fire to a degree for good setting, and your 
labour is in vain for fruit of the highest quality, unless the root- 
action is perfect. There is no objection to fibrous roots, whether 
they be near the Vine or far away ; but in many cases they extend 
across the border and multiply in gravel walks and other places, 
instead of first occupying the place allotted to them.—T. S. 

PiEONIA OFFICINALIS var. LOBATA. 

The above plant is by many considered distinct enough to merit 

specific rank, although Mr. Baker regards it merely as a variety of the 

Fig. 61.—Pseiiiui officinalis lobata. 

common Pasony. Be this as it may, the plant in question, both for 

grace and beauty, takes a first place even in this handsome genus, and 

all who cultivate beautiful flowers would do well in adding it to their 

collections. The type P. officinalis has long been considered the female 

Pteony of Dioscorides, so named of course without any consideration of 

the real distinctions. The leaves are doubly pinnate, with oblong 

leaflets distinctly veined underneath. It grows from 2 to 3 feet in 

height, forming a bushy plant. It is the commonest species in gardens 

and has given rise to several double flowered varieties, amongst which 

are Sabini, rosea, blanda, rubra, albicans, Ac., a few of which are very 

beautiful, and indeed all are worthy of attention. 

P. lobata is dwarfer than the type, differing mostly in being dwarfer 

in habit, and having narrower and more numerous leaf segments. The 

flowers are rich cerise salmon, a very unusual colour in a Pfeony. It 

flowers with the others in spring.—M. S. 
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LILIES AT DUNEEVAN. 
The residence of J. McIntosh, Esq., near Weybridge, is cele¬ 

brated for its fine collection of Rhododendrons, but the leading 
feature of this garden during the later summer months are the fine 
clumps of Liliums, the majority of which find a comfortable home 
among the Rhododendrons. There may be seen in late summer 
grand spikes of L. auratum, the grand form known as virginale, the 
divisions of which are pure white, and free from the markings seen 
in the type. It is massive, too, in its flowers and buds, while the 
foliage and stems are proportionately so. The same robust character 
is well marked in platypetalum, but which has deeper and more 
intense markings, and in some instances, as in macrophyllum, the 
crimson soots emerge into a crimson-stained band in place of the 
gold which is so much admired in the typical auratum. These 
Lilies find their requirements exactly suited to a degree among the 
Rhododendrons. If proof were needed as to what they enjoy here 
it is ; protected from early spring frosts, so detrimental to them in 
their youth, by the foliage of the Rhododendrons, they grow un¬ 
checked, and being sheltered from the sun at their roots, they 
attain to great perfection. But the chief features among the 
Lilies in bloom were the grand clumps in full flower of Lilium 
auratum rubro-vittatum, some spikes bearing as many as nine 
superbly coloured flowers. In this variety the golden band of 
auratum is replaced by one of crimson, which merges into lake. 

By far the most remarkable example of Lily culture was that 
of L. Krameri, a slender-growing species at all times, but here it 
had quite outgrown itself and was in such vigour as I have never 
seen before. This lovely Lily was between 6 and 7 feet high, and 
had borne nine of its exquisitely shaded blossoms. The cultural 
requirements of Lilium Krameri as usually set forth are many and 
varied, and I have seen a large bed containing nearly 1700 of its 
bulbs, and which had flowered very freely. In this case the bed is 
of very sandy loamy peat raised several inches high and fully ex¬ 
posed to the sun. From another source I learn that to grow it to 
perfection it should be grown in cow manure and sand, while in the 
case under notice it is simply left alone ; the bulb in question 
which has produced the nine flowers this year having occupied the 
same position in the Rhododendron bed for the past eleven years, 
which in itself is the greatest proof of the requirements of this 
Lily I have ever seen, for in spite of its exquisite shading and 
general loveliness it is as a rule a difficult Lily to establish. While 
speaking of its cultural requirements it may be well to state that 
no two plants occupy the same position, some being exactly opposite 
in this respect. As regards the cow manure for this species, I can 
say it is not used at Duneevan, nor is it likely to be, nor should I 
from past experience of it attempt the use of it myself. One 
thing is certain, it does not get this or any other manure in the 
mountainous regions of Senano or on the hills near Kioto, where it 
grows wild at an elevation of 3000 to 4000 feet. Whether the 
Japanese use it under cultivation I do not know, but let its require¬ 
ments be what they may, Mr. McIntosh is undoubtedly to be 
credited with the production of the finest spikes of it up to the 
present time, and as this Lily has annually increased in strength and 
the number of flowers produced, it is only fair to assume that even 
this may be surpassed another year. With this, as with the majority 
of Lilies in this garden, they occupy positions in the peat beds 
among the Rhododendrons, and in each case while their stems and 
buds ascend into the open sunlight and air, the base is well sheltered 
by the ample foliage of the Rhododendrons. I mention this, for it 
is an important point in Lily culture, and it is surprising how much 
sun they will endure, provided the ground is sheltered in which 
they are planted.—J. H. E. 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

December 13th. 

The exhibits were not very numerous on this occasion, the seedling 
Ca’authes from the President’s garden and the Holborn Primulas were 
the leading features, with some Orchids, and several new Begonias from 
Chelsea. There was a large attendance of members of the Committees, and 
unanimous votes of thanks were accorded to the Chairmen for their services 
during the year. 

Fruit Committee. — Present — Dr. Robert Hogg in the chair, and 
Messrs. T. Francis Rivers, J. Lee, J. Willard, W. Denning, C. Ross, T. J. 
Saltmarsh, A. H. Pearson, James Smith, J. Burnett, J. Woodbridge, H. J. 
Witch, Wm. Paul, R. D. Blackmcre, Sidney Ford, P. Crawley, and G. 
Bunyard. Several exhibitors sent samples of Apples and Pears, but none 
was of special note except one varie* y from Messrs. Pearson & Son, Chil- 
well, called the Newton Wonder, of which good-sized fruits, yellow flushed 
with red on one side, were shown. Sir H. Thompson, West Mnulsey (gar¬ 
dener, Mr. A. G. Hookings) also sent a dish of Stachys affinis, a new 
vegetable fiom Japan, with small and spiral tubers, white, and somewhat 
resembling the texture of the Jerusalem Artichoke. 

Florae Committee.—Present—G. F. Wilson, E q., in the chair, and 
Mfssrs. J. Fraser, G. Duffield, H. Herbst, W. Goldring, J. Hudson, R. Dean, 
T.^Paines, B. Noble, B. Wynne, H. M. Pollett, J. Douglas, H. Ballantine, 

J. Dominy, W. Holmes, J. O'B.ien, J. Walker, H. J. Lendy, Amos Perry> 
E Hill, H. Turner, W. Wilks. 

Messrs. J. Carter it Co., High Holborn, exhibited a large group of about 
200 well grown Primulas in pots, vigorous yet compact plants, with large 
heads of richly coloured or delicate flowers, representing a number of 
distinct and excellent varieties. The principal of those shown were the 
following: Holborn White Improved, single, large flower, fine substance ; 
Elaine, Fern-leaved, pure white very large flower, and long leaves; 
Holborn Magenta, rich magenta crimson ; Holborn Vermilion, very bright; 
Holborn White, Fern-leaved, compact truss of large flowers; Holborn 
Prince of AVales, double rosy salmon, tall branching trusses ; Holborn Ruby 
Fern-leaf, very free and bright; Holborn Snowflake, double white, n atly 
fr nged ; Holborn Carmine, Holborn Blue, and Holborn Novelty, white 
with a rose edge. A silver Bank ian medal was awarded for the group. 

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm, Tottenham, showed several plants of Helle¬ 
bore var’eties, including caucasicus, august: folius, and Madame Fourcade, 
au even shaped and large flower. Plants of Sarracenia purpurea and Iris 
Histrio were also sent, the latter with four or five pale blue flowers. Mr. J. 
James, Woodside, Famham Royal, Slough, was awarded a vote of thanks 
for several good vatieties of Primulas, the flowers large, pure white, mauve, 
rich crimson, purple, or magenta. Messrs. H. Canntll dt Sons, Swanley, 
Kent, exhibited a collection of seedling Cannas, very diverse in colouring 
and extremely showy. Some were yellow spotted with orange, others pure 
yellow; some were scarlet edged with yellow, and others of the most 
intense scarlet or crimson (vote of thanks). From the same firm came 
plants of Primulas, one named Biidesmaid having flowers of great size, 
substance, and excellent form, the colour a soft rosy blush ; also KiDg of 
the Primulas, a fine single variety of an exceptionally rich crimson hue. 

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P., Burford Lodg-, Dorking (girdener, 
Mr. Biekerstaffe), had a large and handsome group of seedling Calanthes, 
chiefly varieties or hybrids from C. Veitchi, C. vestita, and Limatodes. 
Some of the most noticeable were—C. Yeitchi splendens, flowers of great 
size, deep colour, and white centre, 2J inches across from apex of upper 
sepal to the tip of the lip, the latter being 1$ inch in diameter; C. Sedeni, 
very deep in colour and compact in the spike ; C. amabili3, large flowers, 
pale blush, white centre ; C. burfordiensis, very deep rosy crimson, with re- 
flexing sepals and pstals (vote of thinks) ; C rubra oculata, white, with an 
intensely rich crimson in the centre; C. Yeitchi lactea, creamy white; 
C. nivea, flower la'ge, creamy white, with a yellow centre; C. luteo-oculata, 
pure white, with orange centre ; C. p rphyrea, a pretty, neat, bright rose 
flower, U inch across, the lip rounded ; C. rose3, flower very large, blush ; 
C. dubia, nevly white,and C. sanguinaria (certificated). Plants of Cypripe- 
dium Leeanum maculatum, rE authus grandiflorus, and Epidendrum palli- 
diflorum, with over a dozen panicles of small creamy white flowers (cultural 
commendation. 

Messrs. J. Yeitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited a box of flowers of Rhodo, 
dendron hybrids and several hybrid Begonias, including John Heal, Adonis 
and Winter Gem, a cross between B. socotrana and a tuberous variety; the 
foliage is peltate, dark green, and toothei at the margin, the flowers dark 
scarlet (vote of thanks). F. G. Tautz, Esq., Scudley House, Hammersmith 
(gardener, Mr. Cowley), showed a group of Orchids, chiefly Cypripediums, 
including C. Argus Moensi, a beautiful variety, with large dark blotched 
petals; C. Io, C. Ashbu’ton:® var. calospilum, C. Amesianum, and C. nitens ; 
Lycaste plana rubroglossa with white petals and a crimson lip, and a fine 
variety of Odontoglos3um. R.J. Meisues, Esq., Cambridge House. Cam¬ 
berwell (gardener, Mr. A. Simpkins), sent a plant of Cypdpedium Harry- 
anum, a new species .imported from Siam by Mr. Regnier in 1886 with C. 
callosum; it is supposed to be a natural hybrid between C. Lowi and C. 
villosum (vote of thanks). A. S. Smith, Esq., Silverme'e, Cobham, was 
awarded a vote of thanks for plants of Ltelia acuminata and Zygopetalum 
Mackayi. Mr. R. J. Guilbert, gardener to Miss Mansell, Queen’s Road, 
Guernsey, sent flowers of Chrysanthemum Guernsey Hero, a sport from 
Mis Cass Carey ; and Mr. Burnett, D.epdene Gardens, sent twin flowers of 
Cypripedium insigne. 

CERTIFICATED PLANTS. 

Adiantum Regina (H. B. May).—A handsome Fern, sngge tive of A. 
farleyense in the size of the pinnules, which in some cases exceed 1J inch 
in diameter. The fronds and habit are compact, and the colour is a fresh 
bright green. 

Primula, sinensis Bridesmaid (H. Cannell & Sons).—A grand single 
variety, with flowers 2) inches across, the corollas very thick, well formed, 
and of a soft rosy blush tint, very delicate and charming. 

Chrysanthemum Lord Eversley (G. Stevens, Putney).—An incurvid 
variety, a sport from Princess Teck, pure white, of fine form and substance, 
quite dstinct from the parent, with a g eenisli centre when opening, and 
becoming pu'e white afterwards. 

Pteris claphamensis (W. Soper, E-q., 307, Clapham Road, S.W.).—A 
pretty dwarf Fern, described as a hybrid between P. tremula and P. eerru- 
lata. The fronds are triangular in form, about 5 inches long by the same in 
breadth, pinnate, with long divided pinn® at the base, the margins serrulate. 
It is compact in habit, and is likely to make an extremely useful decorative 
Fern. 

Nerine Manselli (John L. Mansell, Esq., 2, Somerset Terrace, Guernsey). 
—Flowers v ry large of a bright rosy tint, mauve tinted externally, and 
about twen’y in a head. 

Calanthe sanguinaria (Sir T. Lawrence, Bart, M.P.).—A grand variety 
with very la'ge flowers of an int UBely dark red colour, by far the darkest 
form yet obtained. 

CARNATIONS. 

Carnations of all types are amongst the most valued of our hardy 

border plants, but hitherto there has been no variety which could truth¬ 

fully bo described as suitable for bedding purposes or for massing in 

groups. This is mainly due to the tendency which all possess in greater 

or less degree to spindle for bloom, necessitating an amount of staking 

which is both troublesome and unsightly. Many will therefore welcome 

the new crimson Clove Paul Engleheart, spoken of in last week’s issue 
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of the Journal, which supplies a want in this direction. Its dwarf 
sturdy habit and stiff flower stems, added to the rich colour and power- 
ful fragrance of its blooms, make it a most desirable bedding variety 
while the quiet tone of its strong grey-green tufts is pleasing even in 
the depth of winter. 

The great saving of labour in making use of a plant of this character 
where large masses of colour are required during the autumn months is 
obvious. I hough it is a mistake to suppose that Carnations can be left 
alone year after year to take care of themselves with good effect, yet 
they are hardy, need no coddling whatever, and the second year after 
planting gives the most satisfactory results. The only trouble required 
is layering a sufficient number every autumn to keep up the stock, and 
it is very doubtful whether any other plant will give so great a return 
of pleasure for the small amount of culture it requires as this Carnation 
Already a break into another and distinct shade of colour is foreseen, and 
it is therefore hoped that Paul Engleheart will be the forerunner of a 

who devotes special attention to Chrysanthemums, and his able assistant, 
are to be congratulated on the success of this “ home Exhibition.” 

EARLY VERSUS LATE VINE PRUNING. 

We were told last week to prune our Vines “ directly the leaves are 
fallen, the reason given being that “ the greater extent of young wood 

keeps the sap more or less in circulation, and causes a certain amount 
ot waste which cannot take place when the Vines are pruned.” Now I 
have an idea that the motion of the sap, which does take place after the 
leaves are down is downward to the roots, and is therefore not wasted. 
In proof of this 1 have seen the pieces cut from the leaders of younc 
Vines directly the leaves had fallen bleed very much at their base, 
whde the corresponding parts where they had been cut from did not 
bleed. There is, I should think, a considerable amount of sap in the 
young wood of a Vine even after the last leaf has fallen ; and what I 

Fio. 62.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT CHILWELL. 

sturdy race, which will still furth r extend the usefulness of this de¬ 
lightful hardy flower.—Cultivator. 

MESSRS. PEARSON’S CHRYSANTHEMUM HOUSE AT 

CHILWELL. 

In a report of the Chrysanthemums at Chilwell that appeared in 
this Journal a few weeks ago, the magnitude of the collection was referred 
to and its effectiveness pointed out. The engraving, from a photograph, 
will show that too much was not said in favour of this great display, 
that has been admired by thousands of visitors during the° past month. 
The plants were grown for the purpose of grouping, a considerable 
number being disbudded for perfecting a limited number of fine blooms, 
while all the buds produced by others were allowed to expand for pro¬ 
ducing a mass of flowers of differing size, and suitable when cut for 
various decorative purposes. A central group was formed down the 
centre of 100 feet long house, with a path surrounding it, the width of 
the structure, 30 feet, enabling side banks to be also formed. The 
plants were well grown and judiciously arranged. A visitor, who has 
seen many public and private exhibitions, describes the effect as 
magnificent. Leaving the imagination to fill in the colours it will 
perhaps be conceded he was not far wrong. Mr. Charles E. Pearson, 

would like to know is, whether it is better for the health of the Vine to 
cut the wood with the sap in it, or to wait a fortnight or three weeks 
(keeping them under conditions favourable to rest) before pruning. I 
know that we are continually told to “ prune directly the leaves have 
all fallen in order to ensure complete rest.” Still my bold ignorance 
gives me courage to ask the question, and I hope some of your esteemed 
correspondents will oblige.—T. C. 

| The author of the advice referred to comments on this letter as 
follows :—“ There is no such thing as live wood without sap. If the 
wood becomes dried to the extent of depriving it of all moisture it is 
practically dead. After the leaves fall the wood contains no more sap 
than at any other time during the period of rest with the soil in a moist 
state and the atmosphere favourable to the flow of the sap, and the sap 
then in the shoots, assuming them to be pruned, is no loss whatever to 
the Vines. If the weather be warm when the leaves fall it may not be 
injudicious to defer the pruning until it becomes cooler and less favour¬ 
able to the flow of the sap, but there is nothing so dangerous as delay, 
and nothing so likely to cause waste of the vital forces of the Vines as 
allowing them to long remain unpruned, and evaporate from parts which 
are no benefit and must ultimately be removed. A fortnight or three 
weeks’ rest after the leaves fall cannot be described as injudicious, and 
expresses nearly what was intended. The object was to enforce the ad- 
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vantages of early over late pruning, and the advice given was safe. W e 
have pruned Vines frequently before all the leaves had fallen, in the 
case of Vines for early forcing, but some cultivators think, and our ex¬ 
perience points in that direction, that the plan is advantageous to the 
buds that are to remain and furnish the crop on later Vines.”] 

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY. 

December 8th. 

The annual general meeting of the National Rose Society was held, 
by permission of the Horticultural Club, in their rooms at the Covent 
Garden Hotel, Henrietta Street, on Thursday, the 8th inst. There was 
a good attendance of members, thirty-four being present, including the 
Vice-President, the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, and the Hon. Secs., 
the Rev. H. H. D’Ombrain and Edward Mawley, Esq. The following 
were the names of the attendants at the general meeting, though several 
ether representatives of affiliated societies were present at a subsequent 
meeting to consider the dates of provincial shows, ffm. J. Jefferies, 
Cirencester : Rev. A. Cheales, Reigate ; Jno. Bateman, Highgate ; Rev. 
A. Foster-Melliar, Ipswich ; George Paul, Cheshunt ; Rev. Joseph H. 
Pemberton, Romford ; W. F. Cooling, Bath; Rev. T. N. Flintoff, 
Worcester ; R. Bloxam, Eltham ; Rev. F. Page Roberts, Scole ; Wm. 
Rumsey, Waltham Cross ; W. J. Grant, Hereford ; Geo. Prince, Oxford ; 
Rev. H. B. Biron, Hythe ; Rev. F. R. Burnside, Chipping Campden ; 
Capt. A. Christy, Sidmouth ; A. Slaughter, Steyning ; E. B. Lindsell, 
Hitchin; J. B. Hall, Birkenhead ; C. T. Hore, Beckenham ; T. B. Hay¬ 
wood, Reigate; J. D. Paule, South Hampstead ; T. W. Girdlestone, 
Sunningdale ; Geo. Bunyard, Maidstone ; J. H. Williams, Salisbury ; 
B. R. Cant, Colchester; Rev. F. H. Gall, Hitchin : Wm. Paul, Waltham 
Cross ; Rev. II. Berners, Ipswich; J. Burrell, Cambridge; R. E. West, 
Reigate. 

The Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen took the chair at 3 P.M., and 
business was commenced by Mr. Mawley reading the circular calling the 
meeting. The minutes of the last annual meeting were then taken as 
read, and at the suggestion of the Chairman Messrs. R. E. West and J. 
Burrell were appointed scrutineers of the ballot for the election of 
officers and Committee. The Rev. H. H. D’Ombrain next read the 
annual report, and Mr. T. B. Haywood read the financial statement, both 
of which were as follows :— 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE FOR THE YEAR 1887. 

In presenting their Report the Committee have again the pleasure of con¬ 
gratulating the members upon the continued prosperity and increasing 
influence of the Society in all matters pertaining to the Rose. 

Two exhibitions have, as usual, been held, one in the Royal Horticultural 
Society’s Gardens at South Kensington, and the other in the Waverley 
Market, Edinburgh. The Metropolitan Show was nearly as extensive as 
in recent years,but the quality and size of the flowers, owing to the severe 
drought then prevailing, proved much below the average standard. A novel 
and striking feature of this Exhibition was the display of Tea Roses, which 
was obtained by grouping together all the exhibits shown in the classes 
for Teas and Noisettes only. The effect was rendered all the more 
striking by the fact that on this occasion there were staged a larger number 
of blooms in this refined and popular section than at any show previously 
held. In order that the Society might still farther make good its claim to 
being really National, it was resolved that the provincial Exhibition should 
be hell at Edinburgh in connection with the summer Show of the Royal 
Caledonian Horticultural Society, and the Committee feel that their thanks 
are due to the Lord Provost of Edinburgh and the officials of the Caledonian 
Society for the very hearty welcome which they extend d to the members 
of the Society who visited this Show, and also for the liberal manner in 
which all the arrangements were carried out. This Exhibition proved a 
very interesting one, the Roses of England, Scotland, and Wales being all 
more or less well represented. It will thus be felt that in the matter of 
Roses at least the union has this year been well maintained. 

The Jubilee of our Gracious Queen was naturally regarded all over the 
kingdom as an occasion which should be in various ways permanently 
commemorated. It was, therefore, considered by many of our members 
that the National Rose Society ought not to be behindhand in this respect, 
and the initiative having been taken by one of our Yice-Presidents, the 
Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, at the annual dinner in Dec mber, a fund 
was started, and with it were purchased two handsome silver-gilt challenge 
trophies of the value of £50 each, to be competed for annually at the pro¬ 
vincial shows of the Society. 

The first competition took place at Edinburgh, and your Committee 
doubt not that these competitions will, as time goes on, add materially to 
the interest of these provincial exhibitions. The total sum raised amounted 
to £112 15s., while the cost of the vases was £102 6s. 6d., thus leaving a 
small balance, which, as it was not large enough for any sp cial purpose, has 
been added to the(general funds of the Society. 

The Committee have recently b:en engaged in collecting the opinions of 
the most eminent rosarians, both amateur and professional, as to what 
Roses should be inserted in the supplement to the Society’s Catalogue of 
Exhibition and Garden Roses, which they propose issning to members 
during the course of the ensuing year. 

Financial Statement.—-With regard to the financial condition of the 
Society the Committee are happy to report that in their opinion, considering 
the demands made upo-a their members and others during this Jubilee year, 
it is entirely satisfactory. The amount in hand at the beginning of the 
year was £6 19s., and now at its close there remains £48 3s. 2d. to carry 
forward to the next account, the total expenditure having been £555 4s. fid., 
while the aggregate receipts were £603 7s. 7d. A good many changes have, 
as usual, taken place in the personnel of the members, but the numbers 
Btill continue, as has been the case since the formation of the Society, to 
increase steadily. In addition to the annual subscriptions, as has before 

been mentioned, a further sum exceeding £100 has been canttibuted by 
the members to the Jubilee fund. 

Arrangements for 1888. — The Committee have felt, in the gnat 
uncertainty which seems to hang over the Royal Horticultural Society s 
movements, that it would be desirable to make some other arrangements 
for next year. Various plans and places have been suggested to them, but 
most of these on investigation have proved from various causes impracti¬ 
cable. After due consideration, arrangements have been entered into with 
the Directors of the Crystal Palace to hold the Society’s Metropolitan Show 
there on Saturday, July the 7th. The Committee, having regard to the 
zealous and efficient manner in which the Show at Darlington was carried 
out in 1882, under the care and good management of Mr. E. R. Whit well, 
have arranged to hold their Provincial, or Northern Show, at that place 
in the coming year. The data of this fixture will be Friday, July 
the 20th. 

Members’ Privileges.—The privileges of members are the same as in 
former years, subscribers of £1 being entitled to two private view tickets, 
and also to four transferable tickets admitting at the sune time as the 
general public. Members subscribing 10s. are entitled to one private view 
ticket, and also to two transferable tickets. Each one of these tickets will 
be available at either of the Society’s exhibitions. Members who are sub¬ 
scribing for the first time in 1888 will receive a copy of the Society’s Illus¬ 
trated Catalogue of Exhibition and Garden Roses. The new supplement to 
this Catalogue will be issued to all members as soon as published. In con¬ 
clusion, the Committee have again to express their sincere thanks to their 
local secretaries for the assistance given them by procuring fresh members, 
and also in other ways extending the influence of the Society. They wish 
in particular to mention Mr. R. E. West, thsir lately appointed local secretary 
for Reigate, through whose exertions an unusually large number of new 
subscribers have been induced to join the Society. At the present time 
there remain on the Society’s books altogether 443 members, as against 418 
in the previous year. 

BALANCE SHEET—YEAR ENDING 80th NOVEMBER, 1887. 

1886. Receipts. 
Deo. 1. Balance at Bankers 

Subscriptions received .. 
Donations to Society 
Affiliation Fees and for Medals from Affiliated Societies 
From Royal Horticultural Society 
From Royal Caledonian Horticultural Sooiety 
Received for Prizes 
Sale of Catalogues .. .. ,. 
Balance from Jubilee Fnnd 

Balance 

Expenditure. 
Printing, Stationery, and Advertising 
Postage, Telegrams, Messengers, and Sundry Expenses 
Expenses, South Kensington Show 

„ Edinburgh Show 
Medals.. .. .. .. .. 

„ for Provincial Societies .. 
Prizes, South Kensington Show .. 

„ Edinburgh Show.. 
Assistant Secretary and Accountant 
Balance at Bankers .. .. .. .. 

Subscriptions received 

JUBILEE FUND. 

Receipts. 

Expenditure. 
Elkington & Oo. 
Printing, Stationery, and Postage 
Balanoe carried to general account 

THOMAS BURT HAYWOOD, Hon. Treasurer. 
Audited and found correct, 

FRAS. TULLIE WOLLASTON) 
J. D. PAWLE j 

£ R. a. 
6 19 0 

.. SH 2 8 
6 0 0 

.. 72 10 6 
.. 80 0 0 
.. 100 0 0 
.. 18 0 0 

0 14 11 
6 0 6 

£603 7 7 

.. 48 3 2 

£ 8. a 
.. 84 0 0 
.. 27 8 10 

7 19 0 
8 10 0 
6 16 i 

.. 67 15 6 

.. 247 0 0 

.. H5 15 0 

.. 20 0 0 

.. 48 3 2 

£603 7 7 

£ 8. a. 
.. 112 15 0 

£112 15 0 

£ 8. d. 
.. 102 6 6 

4 8 0 
6 0 6 

£112 15 0 

Auditors. 

Several resolutions were then proposed and adopted without dis¬ 
cussion, as, for example, that the report and financial statement be 
printed and circulated ; also votes of thanks to the Horticultural Club 
for the use of their rooms d uring the season, and to the officers and 
Committee of the.National Rose Society for their services during the 
year. It was then proposed by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, aud seconded 
by Mr, G. Bunyard, that the following addition be made to Bylaw 12, 
“ No medal sent without prepayment.” It was stated in explanation of 
this addition that considerable delay had occurred in some cases in the 
payment for medals, and it was thought that prepayment would save 
the Treasurer and Secretaries some tronble. The matter was fully dis¬ 
cussed, several being in favour of modifying the clause to be inserted, 
but the original proposition was ultimately agreed to. The Chairman 
then announced the following to have been duly elected as Committee 
and officers for 1888 :—President, the Very Rev. Dean Hole ; Vice-Pre¬ 
sidents, the Hon. and Rev. j. T. Boscawen, Rev. J. M. Fuller, 
Robert Hogg, LL.D., and James McIntosh ; Hon. Treasurer, Thomas 
Burt Haywood ; Hon. Secretaries, Rev. H. Honywood D’Ombrain 
and Edward Mawley; General Committee, H. Appleby, J. Bate¬ 
man, Rev. H. A. Berners, R. Bloxam, G. Bunyard, Rev. F. R. 
Burnside, J. Burrell, B. R. Cant, F. Cant, Rev. A. Cheales, Captain 
Christy, W. F. Cooling, J. Cranston, Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, Rev. F. H. 
Gall, T. W. Girdlestone, W. J. Grant, T. B. Hall, R. Harkness, G. P, 
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MTV ShllleJ^beTd’ C’ F• Hore- w- J- Jefferies, E. B. Lindsell, 
T tt r>aSturSV Rev- F- Page-Roberts, G. Paul, J. D. Pawle, Rev. 
A I\tfbertA°Il;l G- W- PiPer> A- Pr>nce, W. Rurnsey, J. Sargant, 

E‘ West’ E' R' Whitwell, E. Wilkins Rev.’ 
Wollastonand " ' H‘ Wllllams ’ i[on- Auditors, J. D. Pawle and F. T. 

tb„wregcrd *?! th° Provincial Exhibition of 1889 it was decided that 
JfIT°n;J5f:c:’ thf Rev- H- H- D’Ombraln, should be instructed to write 
to the officials of the Horticultural Society in Dublin with a view to 

i ng ic Exhibition in that city, and the opinion of the meeting was 
strongly in favour of such a course. A vote of thanks to the Chairman, 
proposed by Mr. G. Paul, and seconded by the Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, 
Drought the business to a conclusion, but a meeting of Secretaries of 
affiliated Societies was subsequently held to endeavour to arrange the 
aates ot the shows next year to avoid clashing as far as possible. 

At 6 p.m the annual dinner was held in the same Hotel, the Hon. 
anci Rev. J. T. Boscawen presiding, and there was a good attendence of. 
members. 

HYBRIDISING AND CROSS FERTILISATION. 

Society of American Florists held their third annual convention 
at Chicago on August 16th, 17th, and 18th of the present year, and it 
has been previously noted that the meeting was a very successful one 
A volume devoted to the full report of their proceedings on this occasion 
has recently come to hand, from which we extract the following as of 
general interest :— 6 

Mr. John Thorpe of New York, after a cordial welcome, read a paper 
as follows—This subject has from time to time during the present 
century been so elaborately treated by such men as Darwin, Muller, 
Delpim, Hildebrand, as Scientists, on one hand, and by Lain», Lemoine 
and Bennett, as practical men on the other, that I feel it is one 1 know 
scarcely anything about. My experience, though of ifiuch interest 
personally, is of such limited extent as to make me feel as though I have 
no right in the field ; yet, some of my labours, contracted as they have 
been, may be of some service to those who are desirous of becoming 
producers of new varieties of plants by hybridising and cross fertiliSa- 
tion, if made known. 

The term "hybrid ” has been so generally wrongfully used, it is well 
tor me to say that there are no hybrids except they are the offspring of 
different species, as, for example, a seedling raised from seed of the well- 
known Gen. Grant (Pelargonium) Geranium as one parent, and Master 
Christine as the other, would not be a hybrid, but simply the result of 
cross fertilisation. But if a seedling could be obtained from Gen. Grant 
and the Rose-scented Pelargonium graveolens, then we should have a 
true hybrid At the same time, we must not forget that many of the 
most interesting groups of plants now cultivated were originally hybrids 

e sPe.cles > ^is is notably so in the Tuberous Begonias. The foundation 
of this supurb class being boliviensis, Pearcei. Davisii, Octopetala, 
admitted by botanists to be species, but the varieties in these groups to¬ 
day can be no longer hybrids, through their having been crossed 
repeatedly with one another. It must be borne in mind, however, that 
there is yet to be seen the influence of the original parentage in the 
different groups. J) or instance, the yellow varieties still retain the 
marbled leaves and dwarf habit of Pearcei, the orange-scarlet has the 
long leaves and branching growth of boliviensis, the deep crimson has 
the hairy and thick leathery leaves of Davisii, and so through each 
group there is a sort of ear-mark not to be obliterated. The same 
applies to Pelargoniums, to Carnations, to Chrysanthemums, to Roses, 
and, indeed, to all cross-bred seedlings. 

Among the few plants I have been interested in and experimented 
with are the Zonal Pelargoniums, perpetual flowering Carnations, and 
Chrysanthemums. Of the former I have raised seedlings by cross 
fertilisation for nearly thirty years, and during that period I have had 

the pleasure of seeing them brought from comparative obscurity to the 
position they now occupy. The many colours to be found in them at 
this time nave been obtained one by one from a very few, as may be 
remembered by those who knew how. limited, not only the colours, but 
the varieties were at the lime above mentioned. 

I have found that to be successful in raising seedlings it is neeessary 
to have patience, perseverance, and good judgment—to lay down your 
standard of perfection and what is wished to be obtained, and then 
work for it. One of the first things is to secure a good set of plants 
possessing collectively the properties most desirable, then to mate them 
accordingly, being careful to prevent their being fertilised by 
insects or otherwise, so as to be sure of your own work being 
accomplished. The best time of the year to cross Pelargoniums I have 
found to be early in November, as at that season there are but few 
insects to interfere, the atmosphere is not as bouyant, consequently the 
pollen grains do not float in the air as they do during the summer 
months, so that there is a greater certainty of making the cross positive. 

1 s*nce making November the seed month the results are more 
satisfactory, for instead of having to raise thousands to get a dozen 
improvements, as where the breeding was done in summer, only a few 
hundred need now be raised. 

For some years I have not used any varieties as parents except mv 
own seedlings ; as I found by the constant bringing in of varieties raised 
by others, I frequently have broken up the characteristics I was anxious 
to perpetuate. This is entirely at variance with what has been written 
pn the subject of cross fertilisation where the introduction of new blood 
is always recommended as being absolutely necessary ; but we have 

only to consider how the best stocks of vegetables and flower seeds are 
preserved, and how tne best breeds of horses, cattle, and dogs are main¬ 
tained It is certainly not by introducing foreign blood ; on the con- 
aarj, i is )y keeping stocks of seeds, and families of animals, away 
from the influence of strangers. J 

Fhe cr?ssmg of varieties to obtain particular colours is another 
™aUel''vhlcrh,ll!ls bee,n °f great interest to me, as I have found as a 
iulc where I have used a scarlet variety as one parent and a white one 
as the other, the result has not been as satisfactory as where I have 
used parents the colour of which have not been so widely separated, as 
there are always variations in seedlings, many of which differ greatly 
rom either parent, [f a seedling shows any new character it is de- 

cidediy the best thing to keep it intact for at least two generations, 
and to breed it in-and-in so as to establish its peculiarities. This not 
only applies to Pelargoniums, but .to cross-bred plants generally. 

In raising seedling Carnations for winter flowering it will be neces¬ 
sary to use for parents such varieties as have the tendency to flower 
early, combined with a strong free habit of growth, as I find a large 
majority of the seedlings do not flower as early and prolifically as their 
parents, many of which will give but one crop of flowers in early sum¬ 
mer. these I find are also much easier to cross in the winter months 
than at any other season. As with Pelargoniums so with these : I would 
advise laying a foundation of your own, and using those for parents 
having the most desirable properties. 1 

How far nature yields to man’s influence is well pourtrayed in the 
Carnation. T\ hen this, by different raisers, was taken in hand to im¬ 
prove it, there were but few free-flowering varieties; there were 
scarcely any with long stems, and most of them had split calyx. In 
the early clays of Carnations there was no choice, now we can afford 
to be critical, and this in the short space of twenty years. I hope 
to live to see the Carnation as it will be twenty years from now. 

Artificial fertilisation of Chrysanthemums has not been carried out 
0 great extent until recently. It is an operation requiring 

•greater care in manipulation than either the Pelargonium or Carna¬ 
tion. select the variety you wish to be the seed parent (plants in 

fi01^'111011 pots Preferred with one or two flowers on each), then, as 
the flowers open, with a pair of sharp scissors, cut off the petals so 
as to expose the styles at their base ; cover over with a piece of fine 
netting to prevent premature fertilisation. Select for your pollen, or 
male parent, one which has the desired properties you wish to combine ' 
with the seed parent, then as the pollen ripens apply it to the style 
with a fine camel's-hair brush or a fine feather. Chrysanthemum 
seed ripens m from three weeks to a month. 

The mechanical part of cross-breeding I need scarcely mention, 
except to say that it is important and absolutely neeessary to remove 
the stamens from all flowers before there is a possibility of their 
becoming self-fertilised, and to protect them from being crossed other 
than by the variety selected by the operator. The new varieties may 
be better than the older ones, if only from their having more vigour 
and stronger constitutions. 

(To be continued). 

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

It is questionable if greater number of horticulturists could be 
gathered together from the neighbourhood of any provincial town than 
assembled in Liverpool on Saturday evening the 10th inst The first 
annual gathering that the Society has had was a splendid success, and 
it is to be hoped that a social meeting of this description will be held 
yearly. Many less influential societies have their annual dinner, and 
Liverpool would do well to follow their example. It is only on such 
occasions that the members have an opportunity of meeting together 
mutually to strengthen that good feeling that should exist between the 
various branches of horticulture, and thus unmistakeably consolidate the 
institution. The Liverpool Horticultural Association was the outcome 
of a very small meeting held nearly nine years ago by Messrs. J. Bram- 
ham, W. Tunnington, W. Blomily, W. Mease, and TV. Bardney. It 
must be gratifying to them* as well as to all concerned, that the Associa- 
tion has made such great progress as to be financially and otherwise in. 
such a strong position. 

But turning to the proceedings of the evening, it must be stated 120 
persons attended. Fletcher Rogers, Esq., TVoodend, Grassendale, the 
Hon. Treasurer of the Society, took the chair, supported by Mr. White 
and Mr. Richardson, the Chairman and Ex-Chairman of the Association. 
After the Queen and Royal Family had been befittingly honoured the 
Chairman proposed the toast of the evening, “ The Liverpool Horticul¬ 
tural Association, to which Mr. \V hito very ably and suitably replied. 
A ext came “The Press,” to which Mr. W. Bardney responded. The 
toast of the “ Horticultural Trade ” was responded to by Mr. R. W. Kerr 
and Mr. T. Davies, the former unquestionably making the speech of the 
evening, ably urging the claims of the Association and appealing to the 
Chairman, Mr. Fletcher Rogers, who he said could, and he knew would, 
bring the Association before those ladies and gentlemen of the neigh¬ 
bourhood who had as yet not subscribed to the funds, to contribute one 
guinea or more and add it to their garden expenditure. The toast 
“ The Hon. Treasurer,” followed, to which Mr. Fletcher Rogers 
responded, and he bore testimony to the excellent manner in which the 
Society was managed, and he assured all present that the finances were 
conducted on as satisfactory a basis as those of any commercial business 
in the city. Mr. Richardson proposed the health of those who had so 
largely contributed to the dinner by giving plants, fruits, &c., to which 
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Mr. A. R. Cox replied. The health of Mr. White. Chairman of the 
Association, and Mr. E. Bridge, Secretary, brought a very enjoyable 
evening to a close. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY. 

The annual dinner of this Society was held at Anderton’s Hotel) 
Fleet Street, at 6.30 p.m. on Tuesday, December the 13th, and proved a 
remarkably successful gathering, about 100 members and friends being 
present. The President, E. Sanderson, Esq., was in the chair, and was 
supported by Sir Guyer Hunter, M.P., the Treasurer, J. R. Starling, 
Esq, and several other gentlemen: the Vice-President, R. Ballantine, 
Esq., and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Wm. Holmes beine also present. The 
usual loyal and patriotic toasts were proposed and duly honoured, and 
numbers of other toasts were proposed and responded to in very appro¬ 
priate speeches. An excellent selection of songs diversified the proceed¬ 
ings. 

In the course of the evening the surprising progress the Society has 
made in the past few years was frequently alluded to, and Mr. Holmes 
stated that the number of members is now nearly 500, showing an 
increase within the past year of 145, and it is estimated that the total 
income of the Society by the time of annual meeting will be fully £700. 
It was also announced that the whole of the prize money awarded at. the 
November Show—about £300—had been paid to the winners, and on 
this occasion the silver cup (won by the President) with the silver and 
bronze medals were presented to the winners, Mr. G. Stevens of Putney 
having won four medals and £19 in money. It was pointed out that 
the Society had done much good work, and it was evident from the 
support they had received that their efforts were appreciated by amateur 
and professional floriculturists, but there is still abundant scope for 
greater efforts, and the coming year will bring much useful work for 
the Society and its Committees to perform. 

The prize fund for the ensuing season was opened, and it was an 
nounced towards the close of the meeting that £45 had been promised 
or paid. It may also be added that there are now thirty provincial 
Societies affiliated to the National, including one at Melbourne, 
Australia. 

RIVAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

A spibit of rivalry, when conducted upon proper lines and within 
certain limits, is generally admitted to be beneficial ; but when the 
rivalry exists between those who should be united as members of one 
family—as they are members of one household—then the results are 
very liable to be diastrous to one or both parties. In Sheffield two 
Chrysanthemum exhibitions are now annually held, exclusive of small 
but highly creditable shows got up by workmen in different parts of 
the town. There ought only to be one representative exhibition. The 
exhibition held annually by the Sheffield and Hallamshire Gardeners’ 
Mutual Improvement Society has the right of priority ; but until this 
year I believe that exhibition, in regard to exhibitors, was confined to 
members of that Mutual Improvement Society. The Sheffield and West 
Riding Chrysanthemum Society was formed three or four years ago for 
the purpose of establishing an exhibition wherein all classes of the 
community might compete, whether they were members of the Society 
or not. The latter Society is composed of amateurs, gardeners, and 
cottagers ; the former is composed chiefly of gardeners. Each Society 
receives considerable support from numerous patrons, and both of them 
have this year held most successful exhibitions floriculturally. That of 
the Mutual Improvement Society far surpassed in general quality 
any of its previous exhibitions that I have seen, and the Committee are 
to be congratulated upon the success of their efforts to improve the 
quality of their exhibits. Several groups of Chrysanthemums would 
have occupied honourable positions at either the Aquarium or Kingston- 
on-Thames, places noted for the quality of their Chrysanthemums. 
Primulas, as a rule, are not shown better anywhere than they are 
annually at this exhibition. 

The exhibition of the Sheffield and West Riding Chrysanthemum 
Society was very strong in cut blooms. Classes and competitors were 
very numerous, and the Judges in that section had two or three hours’ 
hard work. Specimen plants were well shown by one or two exhibitors; 
but one or two exhibitors cannot make a large show unless they happen 
to be what are termed “ big growers,” which they were in this instance. 
A deficiency of specimen plants or of groups of plants always causes an 
exhibition to look weak, especially so in very large rooms. In Sheffield 
there is sufficient material to make a Chrysanthemum exhibition second 
to none in the kingdom, if the growers will all unite. Divided, both 
cannot hope to occupy such a position except by a very lavish expendi¬ 
ture of money, and I fear the receipts would not justify such an ex¬ 
penditure in both cases. Why cannot both Societies meet on common 
ground and hold one exhibition ? I believe I am correct in saying that 
about nine-tenths of the members of the Sheffield and West Riding 
Chrysanthemum Society are desirous of such a course. I also under¬ 
stand that some of the members of the Sheffield and Hallamshire Mutual 
Improvement Society are equally in favour of the proposal. If such is 
the ease, surely there can be no insurmountable obstacle in the way. 
Concession on one or both sides appears to be the remedy. To yield in 
such a case is far more honourable, truly dignified, and courageous than 
to be unyielding. It is admitted on all hands and by all who are dis¬ 
interested, that the aspect of two such Societies in one town being in 
conflict upon such a matter is deplorable.—J. Udale, Elford. 

A REPRESENTATIVE CHRYSANTHEMUM CLASS. 
At most the leading Rose Shows classes are provided for seventy- 

two blooms. Why cannot something of the same kind be provided in 
the case of Chrysanthemums ? It is conceivable that representative 
collections comprising this number of blooms could be provided more 
easily than showing forty-eight blooms in two sections alone. In order 
to bring the class within the means of the greatest number of growers 
the conditions should be as little exacting as possible, and the more 
easily they could be complied with the better the aggregate display both 
as regards the merit of the stands and the number of competitors. As a 
suggestion for the consideration of those who may think good to take 
notice of it, the following proposition is advanced as the framework, 
open to improvement, of what might constitute a very fine and highly 
interesting class:—Twelve incurved blooms, distinct; twelve Japanese 
blooms, distinct; twelve reflexed in eight varieties ; twelve large Ane¬ 
mones, four to be Japanese ; twelve Pompons, six to be Anemones ; 
twelve singles in six varieties. The two last stands to be arranged 
with three blooms (not more) of each variety, with stems and foliage 
not less than 4 inches above the board. 

Six stands of the nature suggested would be much more easily 
furnished than would four large stands of twenty-four incurved and 
the same number of Japanese, would be as easily conveyed to a show, 
and would be even more interesting. If a gold watch were offered for 
a first prize, the winner's name to be inscribed thereon (or £10, at his- 
option), with three other prizes of £7, £5, and £3, good competition 
might be expected, and a diversified and effective display produced. 
Such a class ought to be popular with exhibitors, and the representa¬ 
tive exhibits could scarcely fail to attract the attention of visitors to 
shows. Perhaps readers who are interested in Chrysanthemum growing 
and showing may say something for or against the proposition. If it 
will not stand tie test of of public criticism the idea can be abandoned, 
and no harm will be done by its advancement.—M. N. C. S. 

CLASS CARDS AT EXHIBITIONS. 
I NOTICED at the Hull Chrysanthemum Society’s Show a capital 

system of arranging the class cards for the guidance of exhibitors, and 
one that might with advantage be imitated by a large number of 
societies. Large cards, similar to prize cards, only perfectly plain, with 
“ Class 1,” “ Class 2,” and so on for every class in the schedule, printed 
on them in large letters and elevated on a neat stake in the centre of the 
stage, denoting the exact position where the exhibits in that particular 
class were to be arranged. These cards would do for j ears if taken care 
of, and they save endless confusion to exhibitors, stagers, as well as re¬ 
porters, who can see at a glance to what class any particular exhibits 
belong. These cards are far in advance of the old chalk lines, and save 
the labour of going with each exhibitor to show him where to place his 
exhibits. This system would only entail the outlay of a few shillings, 
and would prove advantageous if adopted by all large Societies, such as 
Liverpool and others.—R. 

CHALLENGE VASES. 

In the last paragraph of Mr. Molyneux’s article, page 465, he 
applauds on one hand the various societies who have offered challenge, 
trophies to be the property of those who win them two or more years 
in succession, while, on the other hand, in the interest of exhibitors he 
gently rebukes them. No doubt the paragraph has been written on 
purpose to draw from others their views on this subject; if not, his 
testimony is a little conflicting. If challenge vases render societies 
popular, and are unpopular with exhibitors, what must eventually be 
the result ? To my mind merely offering large trophies, such as have 
been given at Kingston, Hull, and Liverpool—the latter may be in¬ 
cluded, although the cup given on these principles was slightly less 
valuable—during the past few years, may, and do unquestionably bring 
such societies before the public. In a sense this may render them 
popular, but how long would they retain their popularity without the 
aid of exhibitors ? The latter are attracted to those shows that offer 
the greatest advantages, but have exhibitors appeared in Ruch large 
numbers to compete for these vases as would justify societies offering 
them in the future on the same principles? I do not think they have. 
At Liverpool the competition has been keener and better for the valuable 
prizes given annually by Messrs. Williams & Co. than was the case when 
given to be the property of those who won it for two consecutive years, 
or a certain number of times in alL This year 192 blooms were staged 
for the silver tea and coffee service given by these gentlemen, and £3 
by the society. This is now given, and has been for some years, without 
the slightest restriction, in fact no more so than the money prizes 
given by the society. 

At Hull only three collections were staged in the principal class for 
the challenge cup, which alone shows that these trophies are by no 
means looked upon with favour by exhibitors. In addition to the cup 
valuable money prizes were given as well—namely, £15, £10, and £5- 
respectively for the winner of the vase and the second and third prize. 
These alone, independent of the vase, should have drawn a better com¬ 
petition. The Committee of the Hull Society have certainly set a noble 
and generous example in giving such good prizes as well as the cup. If 
competitors can be induced to compete for challenge vases to be won 
two years in succession, it is only by such action that th°y can be ren¬ 
dered a success. The money prizes must alone be worth going for. I 
was pleased to see that the Hull Society had taken this line of action. 
They are certainly doing what they can to bring their Society into pro¬ 
minence and render their exhibition one of the best in the country 
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Even such liberal prizes did not induce exhibitors to enter the com- 

J’,1',hy wa® tlns ■ In my opinion the reason is perhaps, because, 

1S*bD0^ <?at tW0 or three of the leadin? growers are, or have 
others that are rather doubtful of their success against these 

growers are certainly detemd from doing so. Secondly, because the 

fr, i ^,U-P°n*ihe exhlbltor is intensified tenfold, especially if he succeeds 
Z^l ag * CUP’, Tbls ,s even more marked when the cup is given to 
ih„ f^r°pe 7 °f e employer and not the gardener. This touches 

r"^reaSOn’ ^nd gardeners will not enter freely when they know 
ioM I they Wln the cup it is not for them. The money prizes when 
large enough may draw them, but they do not willingly toil early and 
a Vn order to oompete for prizes that they know at the outset will not 

l r^ard thJem f(?r 80 (loin"- u must not be overlooked that extra 
K tX)Uir’ia!ld anxle.ty are imposed upon gardeners and their assist- 

wlii exmolting, and they are worthy of all they can win. Although, 
tWv? doubt, whatever they win is the property of the employers, 

j 9Palm’t or expect it, but willingly allow their gardeners to 
exhib’t and have what they can win. The employers are amply rewarded, 

c^L5^gardJener WOrks Wlth greater willingness and determination to 
succeed, and consequently the produce generally in the garden is better 

;?an,would ^ m the majority of cases if they were not stimulated by 
°f- W“ni5 a few Prizes. I wonder how many they would 

attempt to win if they were to reap no advantage by so doing 1 This 
may. certainly seem like selfishness on the part of gardeners, but it is 

Lu.v the case< Tbeylook with suspicion on “ challenge vases ” given 
to be the property of the employer, for such action may foster a desire 
t v claim for all cups, medals, Ac., that are won by the gardener, 
l nave known ill-feeling created by this cause, and the gardener gave up 

is place in consequence, as also did his successor. Whether they were 
wise m such a course is no part of my business to discuss. But if 
societies are to fulfil the object for which they exist it is the duty of 
those who manage them not to offer prizes that probably will lead to 
mischievous results. 

I may be referred to the competition at Sheffield, and told that it was 
no better than at Hull, although the cup th*-y gave w'as without the 
slightest restrictions and became the property of those who won it the 

rs year. Nine competitors entered, and it was certainly unfortunate 
that only three of that number turned up. No doubt Birmingham, 
-Hull, and other Shows being held so close together may have had much 

oi a? ?[, ■ , 8> and it must be remembered that there was a show in 
Sheffield only the week before. 

I know that it is contended that these challenge vases are given as 

an inducement to employers to allow their gardeners to compete. I do 
not see that this has had the slightest effect whatever, for those who 

ave competed for them in every case were allowed to exhibit before 
they were offered. There may be a solitary exception, but it is not 

nown to ®e. I think if cups were offered the same as the money prizes, 
to be competed for and won in one year, the number of exhibitors would 
be increased considerably. This would be more likely to render shows 

popular in the main with the public as well as the exhibitors.” The 
object should be to gain as many exhibits as possible for the prizes 
offered. The more that take part in the show the more popular it is 
likely to become, and it will insure the shows being good and improve 
annually Valuable prizes given on the principle of those at Kingston 
and Hull bring at the most probably not more than two competitors, and 

maintain that this is not as it should be. Liverpool has never offered 
more than a ten-guinea cup and £3 for the first prize, but the classes in 
many cases are protected so as to give small as well as large growers a 
chance, and the result has been one of the best autumn Shows in the 
country.—Wm. Bardney. 

ECCLES, PATRICROFT, AND PENDLETON CHRYSANTHEMUM 

SHOW. 

The first annual Exhibition was held under the auspices of the 
Patricroft Linnean Botanical Society at the Eccles Town Hall on 
F nday and Saturday, the 25th and 26th November. The Hall was well 
filled and presented an attractive appearance, and the Committee are to 
be congratulated upon the excellent exhibits of both plants and cut 
blooms. F°r Chrysanthemums in pots the principal first honours were 
■won by G. N. Leigh, Esq, Swinton (Mr. T. Balshaw, gardener), whose 
plants would have been hard to surpass at any show; J. Stock, Esq., 
Eccles (Mr. G. Barlow, gardener) ; Mr. W. Russell, nurseryman, Swin¬ 
ton ; Mr. James Smethurst, Winton ; and Mr. R. Johnson, Barton. For 

tU^ Trr°v?S’ ’IaPanesei the following are the first-prizewinners :—Mr. 
John vvalker, Stockport, and T. Dickens, Esq., Higher Broughton (Mr. 
H. Bennell, gardener) : Mr. Peter Eckerley, Middle Hutton ; Mr. J. 
Hoyle, Swinton ; and R. Johnson, Barton. For incurved cut blooms the 
first prizes were won by T. Dickens, Esq. (Mr. H. Bennell, gardener) ; 
Messrs. P. Eckersley, Middle Hutton ; W. Eckersley, Middle Hutton ; and 
R. Johnson, Barton. For six table decorative plants the first prize was 
awarded to J. Stocks, Esq., Eccles ; for six pots Roman Hyacinths to 
H. Dickens, Esq., Higher Broughton ; and for six pots Poinsettias to 
\\. Agnew, Esq., Pendleton (Mr. J. Bradley, gardener). 

A splendid collection of Palms and other decorative plants was lent 
by Mrs. T. Agnew, Eccles ; W. Agnew, Esq., Pendleton ; and Stuart 
Garnett, Esq., Pendleton. Messrs. W. Clibran & Son, Altrincham, ex¬ 
hibited, not for competition, a stand of nine dozen of each of Japanese 
and incurved blooms, which were much admired. They had also a 
separate staging for decorative plants, bouquets, wreatts, and sprays. 
Messrs. Dickson & Robinson of Manchester displayed a first-class 
selection of Cy clamens, Celosias, and other plants in pots ; and Messrs. 

Dickson, Brown, & Tait of Manchester showed a splendid collection of 
Cyclamens, Ferns, and Ericas. Messrs. W. Lovell & Sons of Winton 
sent a good selection of table decorative plants and Chrysanthemums in 
pots ; and Mr. W. Russell of Swinton was well represented by a. 
good display of Pompon Chrysanthemums in pots, and bouquets, 
wreaths, Ac. A splendid collection of Apples, grown by the exhibitor, 
Mr. James Derbyshire, Liverpool Road, Patricroft, was also staged in 
the Hall, and was much admired. The Judges were—Messrs. T. Cash, 
Prestwick ; J. Kertin, Altrincham ; J. J. Lowry, The Garden, Trafford 
Hail, Barton. The attendance was much above expectation, and the 
Committee feel encouraged by the generous support accorded to them. 

JUDGING BY BALLOT. 

A similar record of judging by ballot to the one submitted to you 
was also forwarded to me, and after studying and perplexing myself 
over it for a considerable time I threw it away disappointed, though 
afterward^ I thought the reason of my not understanding it might be 
attribute!l£to my obtuseness. Your observations on the subject have, 
however, satisfied me that such was not so. 

The way “how not to do it” was never better exemplified than by 
this example at the N.C.S. Show. When the method was first men¬ 
tioned to me, I inquired why three men were not sufficient to adjudicate, 
because if three were not enough thirty would not be too many, and if 
eighteen were necessary, why stop at eighteen J and why not have 
eighty ? But no ; it was to be eighteeen experts. Experts indeed ! It 
w as amusing to watch at least one of these experts, who displayed a 
decided flush of enthusiasm on receiving his ballot ticket. He was loud 
on the intrinsic qualities of the most overblown flower in the competi¬ 
tion, thereby displaying a perspicuity of intelligence that none but “ an 
expert could command. Add to this the suspense and desire of the 
public to know the awards, which were delayed from 11 a.m. till 6 P.M., 

and I think most exhibitors will exclaim, “ Save us from the ballot.” It 
may answer the purpose of the promoter to keep up the sensational ex¬ 
citement brought by such a means, but I trust never to see our worthy 
President mixed up with such a farce, or the N.C.S. ever again be the 
medium of its being enacted.—Bronze Peter. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM AMY FURZE. 

On page 499 “A J udge ” considers this variety should only be shown 
as a reflexed flower when in a young state. This seems to me a most 
unsatisfactory arrangement, and likely to lead to much misunderstand- 
ing, and not a little heartburning among exhibitors, unless, indeed, it 

were possible to instil into all judges and exhibitors alike the principle 
here laid down. 

The case seems to require one of two radical measures—either confirm 
Amy Furze as a reflexed, in which case each flower exhibited should be 
judged on its own merits and not subjected to “ be either passed or lose 
points ” when perfectly developed ; or it should be relegated to the 
Japanese class. Seeing that good reflexed flowers are comparatively 
scarce, would it not be advisable for the National Chrysanthemum 
Society to consider the advisability of a reclassification, when possibly 
such varieties as Elaine and Dr. Macary may be transferred from the 
Japanese class to the reflexed. I quite agree with “ A Judge” as to the 
excelence of Amy Furze as a decorative variety ; it comes good on any 
bud, and if not disbudded has the commendable habit of throwing anr 
abundance of small perfectly formed side flowers.—T. \V. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT ASHTON HALL, LANCASTER. 

IN Lancashire, where this popular flower is so well cultivated, there 
are very few plants which have been grown to greater perfection this 
year than the collection displayed in the gardens of the fine old resi¬ 
dence of J. P. C. Starkie, Esq., J.P. Although it is only recently that 
Chrysanthemum growing received much attention here, unless for 
ordinary use, yet at the time of my visit last month the collection was the 
centre of attraction to many who received a hearty welcome from the 
owner. The blooms were far beyond anything I expected to see in this- 
far northern division of Lancashire, and, judging from the position they 
held on the exhibition tables at Huddersfield and Sheffield Shows, where 
they were in competition with some of the Liverpool champion growers,, 
they are likely to be heard of again. The plants, which were most effec¬ 
tively grouped, occupied a large house, ranged in height from 5 to 10 
feet, and the blooms, many of them measuring from 8 to 10 inches in 
diameter, reflected great credit on Mr. Hargreaves, the head gardener* 
whose perseverance is recognised by his worthy employer.—Visitor. 

ALNWICK SHOW. 

The Alnwick Horticultural Society held a Chrysanthemum Show on 
Thursday, December 8th, in the Corn Exchange. The variety and 
excellence of the display gratified a numerous company, who failed not 
to avail themselves of the novel and interesting sight, while the pro¬ 
moters of this new venture have cause for satisfaction at the success of 
the project. It was at the last annual December meeting the proposi¬ 
tion to hold a Chrysanthemum Show was brought before the members- 
by Mr. D. P. Bell, an energetic local horticulturist and florist, and by 
them cordially agreed to. The fact of no similar show being held in the 
county evidences a spirit of enterprise on the part of the Committee* 
and has had the effect of awakening a healthy rivalry quite beyond the 
limits of the locality. 

The spacious hall ol the Corn Exchange on Thursday presented an 
exceeding pretty aspect, every possible variety of the popular Chrysan¬ 
themum being shown. Near the centre of the room stood a handsome 
pyramid consisting principally of Azaleas, Bouvardias, and foliage plants* 
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the judicious arrangement -of which was due to the efforts of the highly 
respected head gardener at the Castle, Mr. G. Harris, who has spared no 
pains and trouble in his endeavours to add beauty and variety to the 
non-competitive portion of the exhibits. At the south end of the hall a 
number of Orange plants—also from the Castle Gardens—were exhi¬ 
bited. Other exhibits not for competition included a number of 
Chrysanthemums of the variety Ralph Brocklebank, and for which 
Mr. Thomas Winkworth, gardener to Mr. Ralph Brocklebank, of Child- 
wall Hall, Liverpool, was awarded a first-class certificate ; a fine collec¬ 
tion of Apples and Pears from Mr. R. Henderson, of Chillingham Castle ; 
baskets of Tomatoes in excellent condition from Mr. J. Thompson, Shaw- 
don, and Mr. D. P. Bell, Alnwick; a few well developed Brussels 
Sprouts from Mr. J. Oliver, Eslington Park ; and some large Leeks and 
heads of Celery from Messrs. T. White, and G. Lockey, Alnwick. The 
exhibits were arranged on tables placed along the sides and centre of the 
hall. As was anticipated, the Chrysanthemum secured a large competi¬ 
tion the chief prizetakers being Mr. Paul Blanshard, Jesmond, and Mr. 
D. P. Bell, Alnwick. Prizes were also awarded for fruit, Mr. D. P. Bell 
carrying off first honours for Grapes, Mr. D. Inglis, Howick, for fruit 
and Pears. Cut flowers also entered into the competition, Mr. Bollom, 
Axwell Park, being most successful in this department. The Judges for 
pot plants and cut flowers were Messrs. T. B. Morton, Darlington, and 
R. Thompson, Felton Park ; and for the miscellaneous exhibits Messrs. 
G, Harris, Castle Gardens, and D. Inglis, Howick. The duties of 
Secretary were ably performed by Messrs. G. Simpson, J. Ferguson and 
W. Robertson. In the evening the Show was crowded to excess. 

CHALLENGE CUPS. 

I CAN assure Mr. Jameson, in reply to his “ last ” note, that the only 
“ feelings ” of mine he has yet reached are those which are identified 
with the humorous part of my nature; and my previous note was penned 
for the purpose of showing that it was impossible for him to be aware of 
the exact amount of my knowledge of the subject discussed. Doubtless 
Mr. Jameson’s motive for suggesting a clause enabling exectors to continue 
a competition was good, but it has to be remembered, in the case of the 
death of an employ er, there are scarcely any executors who would carry 
on the gardens and allow the necessary time and money required to 
grow Chrysanthemum flowers for the purpose, and on the chance of 
winning a cup. That being so, Mr. Jameson’s clause is a “ dead letter,” 
and my proposition remains in effect. 

It is a singular fact that out of between fifty and sixty Chrysanthemum 
exhibitions held this season there appears to be only three or four at 
which the challenge cups or vases are offered. The Liverpool people do 
not offer one, and I think that is the best Chrysanthemum show in the 
country. The National Chrysanthemum Society does not, nor Birming¬ 
ham, York, Lincoln, Sheffield and West Riding, or Huddersfield, and 
probably others that I have not seen are equally as good. If about 
SO per cent, of good shows are obtained without offering challenge 
vases, I think the remaining 10 per cent, could get up equally as good 
displays without recourse to them. I have always thought that chal¬ 
lenge vases, when offered for individual competition, were valuable 
objects misapplied. Nothing that I have yet heard, seen, or read has 
altered my views on that matter. I do not expect everyone else to agree 
with me, and least of all do I expect any member of those Committees 
who offer them, nor yet all the exhibitors who have won such cups or 
vases ; but I believe the majority of those exhibitors are tired of the 
system. 

Mr. Jameson appears desirous of encouraging employers of gardeners 
to take a gre,ater pleasure and interest in exhibitions ; that is a very 
laudable desiie. The question arises, How shall that object be best 
attained, and involving the minimum of individual disappointment 
combined with the maximum amount of true pleasure and most enduring 
inter st ? I suggest that competitions between town and town or county 
and county be arranged; challenge vases to be offer.d by committees 
in such towns or counties. The exhibits to be of a specified number of 
flowers of any kind or kinds of Chrysanthemums, the same to be 
obtained from any gardens within a certain radius of a town, or the 
boundary of a county, and with the consent of the owner as well as 
gardener. Large numbers of gentlemen who now object to their green¬ 
houses being denuded of all their best flowers for exhibition purposes, 
would have great pleasure in giving two or three or more of his best for 
a town or county competition, and he would feel all pride and pleasure 
of a soldier in a victorious army, if his town or his county won ; whilst, 
if they lost, he would not feel the chagrin of a losing individual com¬ 
petitor ; but, like the soldier in the conquered army, could say—right 
or wrong—“ it was all through those other fellows.” Perhaps this 
proposal is not very practicable. I know there are some objections, 
though not insurmountable, but I will leave them for others to point 
out. If any Chrysanthemum Society can see their way to carry this 
suggestion into practice, I think they would achieve such popularity as 
has not yet been attained. It may be objected, Why Chrysanthemum 
tournaments and not “Rose tournaments,” or “Cabbage Fights?” I 
reply, Why, indeed ? Most people are weary of the monotony of our 
ordinary flower shows. Chrysanthemum shows bid fair to fall into the 
same grooves, but as they are yet a comparatively new institution 
something may perhaps be done to save them from coming to such a 
miserable fate as the others.—J. Udale. 

JUDGING. 

I have read with very great pleasure Mr. Wright’s article on the 
science of Chrysanthemum judging in your issue of 8th inst. As a 
Chrysanthemum grower for nearly twenty years I consider it to be 

a most valuable contribution to Chrysanthemum literature. Many 
growers, although believing the decision of judges should be fina', 
take an interest in revising their decisions in close competitions. I was 
present at the Hull Show last year, and as soon as I heard that a 
protest had been entered in respect of the award referred to by Mr. 
Wright, I went to have another look at the two competitive stands. 
The losing stand appeared by general comparison to have the advantage, 
but on carefully pointing up the blooms after a similar system to 
that indicated in Mr, Wright’s article, my conclusions confirm the 
decision of the judges. The winning stand gained more in symmetry, 
solidity, and freshness than it lost in size and depth—the two points 
which first strike an observer. Had the Show been held a week sooner 
the verdict of the judges would probably have been reversed. If some 
such system of pointing had been used by the judges at the recent 
Chrysanthemum Show at Manchester, we should not, I fancy, have seen 
six equal prizes given, as referred to by your correspondent last week. 
No other system can be satisfactory in close competitions. I hope 
Mr. Wright will not think of leaving the ranks of the judges for some 
time to come.—Yorkshire Grower. 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 

Manure for Fruit Trees.—It is a curious fact that the vegetable 
quarters frequently get more manure than is good for them, while the 
fruit trees do not have nearly enough. Market growers never neglect 
their fruit trees and bushes, those in full bearing receiving annual, or 
at least biennial dressings of much better manure than most private 
gardeners can procure, and the superior crops of fruit well repay for 
the extra outlay. It is the long established trees and bushes in full 
bearing order that require assistance at the roots : those planted in fresh 
rich soil, and which grow too rankly, not needing any—are better with¬ 
out it in fact. In very many instances the wall borders are raised much 
higher than the rest of the garden, and old trees rooting in these not 
only suffer from poverty at the roots, but not unfrequently rarely, get 
enough moisture at any time of the year. We have seen Peach, Apricot, 
Plum, and Pear trees much improved by having first the surface roots 
bared, then giving a good soaking of liquid manure from a farmyard, 
followed by a liberal dressing of half-decayed manure, this being enclosed 
by the surface soil. Thus treated at this time of year, they break strongly 
in the spring, the bloom being stronger and more perfectly formed, the 
natural consequence being a good set of better formed fruit. During 
the summer and autumn the trees are much less liable to suffer from 
drought, and the fruit will be found of a better quality than heretofore. 
Many a fine old Pear tree both against walls and in the open fully 
deserves a tub or tubs of strong liquid manure and a good load of juicy 
manure. Orchard trees may well have a soaking of liquid manure at 
once and more during the winter, as well a liberal surfacing of solid 
manure, and it is very certain well established Raspberry, Strawberry, 
Gooseberry and Currant plantations need plenty of manure, these all 
being hungry surface-rooting plants. The finest samples of fruit are 
produced by the manured trees, and in some seasons it is only the best 
that will sell well. Advantage should be taken of the first frost to 
wheel out a good quantity of manure among the bushes, or enough to 
just cover the ground about them, and this we would very lightly 
fork-in in preference to leaving it in the form of a surface mulching. 
We have tried both plans, and find that the manure is most efficacious 
when just covered with soil,'it being the more accessible to the roots 
and less liable to dry up by winds and sunshine. Deep digging among 
fruit quarters generally is most injurious, but if the manure and weeds 
are lightly forked-in no harm results. All wall trees should have a 
clear border not less than 5 feet in width. As a rule the border is closely 
cropped nearly up to the wall, the cultivation necessary as well as the 
impoverishing vegetable crops inevitably driving the roots of the trees 
into the cold subsoil. The mistake is made in the first instance of 
having the borders so narrow, the temptation to crop them being 

irresistible. 

Pruning Cherries and Plums.—Although widely differing in 
their character, these yet require very similar treatment as far as 
pruning and training is concerned. The fruit in both cases is produced 
on the old spurs formed by shortening back the breastwood or lateral 
growth on the main branches. In the case of wall trees lay in the 
leading branches wherever there is space yet to be filled to their full 
length, and according as the fan-shaped trees spread a few well placed 
laterals ought also to be laid in, the aim being to have the whole of the 
wall covered with branches about 9 inches apart. If previous in¬ 
structions have been attended to the lateral growth would have been 
shortened at the summer prunings, but unless again spurred back to a 
length of about 2 inches these permanent spurs soon become long and 

unsightly. As a rule the fan-shaped trees are the best for walls, but 
we have done well with horizontally trained Cherries, and cordon Plums 
are recommended by some good growers. It is yet too early to prune or 
nail the young newly planted trees, and remarks on this portion of the 
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subject may be deferred accordingly. Pyramids or busbes of either 
Plums or Cherries may be treated much the same as Apples and Pears— 
that is to say, may have all lateral growth not required for furnishing 
the trees spurred back to near the main branches, the leading growths 
being either freely shortened back, or, if there is plenty of head room 
be left to their full length. Standards, especially of Plums, require to 
be freely thinned out, or the inside of the trees are profitless. Fore¬ 
shortening, or the act of cutting back the long straggling branches to 
better placed smaller ones, is also advisable. 

Morello Cherries, which are very profitable either on north walls or 
as pyramids or standards, require different treatment to the rest. These 
fruit principally on the young growths formed the season previous, and 
this should therefore be merely thinned as well as much of the old wood 
as can be safely taken out, and that reserved laid in neatly. Also thin 
out the young shoots on the pyramids and standards, but do not shorten 
back those saved. The bulk of the fruit sold in the London markets is 
grown on standard trees, and these would also be found most profitable 
in private gardens if the birds, notably blackbirds, could be kept from 
the fruit. r 

FRUIT FORCING. 

Vines.— Early Forced Vines in Pots.—Attention must be given to 
the fermenting materials in the pits, and if the pots are placed on pillars 
frequent additions of material should be made as the heat declines. 
The heat about the pots must be kept between 70® and 75°. The tem¬ 
perature should have been raised gradually after the buds commenced 
swelling from 55°, so as to have it about C0° to 65° 'by the time 
they are coming into leaf, allowing an advance of 5° to 10° by day 
carefully admitting a little air at 70°, and close early. Disbud as soon 
as the bunches can be detected, reserving the most promising. Stop 
the laterals about two joints beyond the bunches. The laterals proper, or 
those on the growth of the current year, should be removed up to the 
bunches, and those beyond allowed to extend as the space permits with¬ 
out crowding, it being essential that the foliage retained have full ex¬ 
posure to light and air, and no more than that encouraged. Usually a 
couple or three joints of lateral extension are sufficient for fruiting 
Vines in pots, the crop preventing much further extension. Where 
fermenting materials are employed the necessity for the application of 
moisture will not be so great as where the heat is obtained solely from 
hot-water pipes. Evaporation troughs should be filled with liquid 
manure or guano water, one pound of guano to twenty gallons of water, 
which may also be employed for damping the floors, Ac., after closing 
the house, or early in the afternoon. 

Early Forced [louse.—The buds of Vines started last month now 
show signs of swelling, and another good watering should be given the 
inside border at a temperature of 85° to 90°, and in the case of old Vines 
liquid manure should be freely applied. From the time the buds com¬ 
mence swelling the temperature should be raised 2° or 3° in the course 
of a few days, not exceeding 60° to 65° by artificial means until the 
Vines have produced their leaves. In quick forcing, and where the 
Vines are thoroughly established and have had a long rest, growth may 
be induced by a brisk moist heat of 70° to 75°, continuing it until the 
eyes have fairly started growing, when the temperature should be 
allowed to fall to 00° to Go0, with 5° to 10° rise in the daytime, it being 
important whilst the foliage is being made that a moderate temperature 
be employed, in order to secure short-jointed wood and stout well- 
developed foliage. Young Vines that have not been forced early will 
need to be brought down to a horizontal position to ensure their break- 

regularly. Some well fermented short stable manure and leaves 
placed in ridges on the inside borders will afford a genial moisture anil 
warmth, and lessen the necessity for frequent syringing. See that the 
fermenting materials on outside borders are not cooled "by snow melting 
on them, and lose no opportunity of turning and adding fresh material 
as may be required. 

Stkawbekries in Pots.—When the crowns commence swelling 
and the trusses appear the temperature may be advanced a few degrees 
by day. A temperature of 50° to 55° at night is sufficiently high for 
the present. Syringing the plants-gently in the early part of bright 
afternoons will be advantageous. Examine the plants daily, and supply 
water to all those which require it. Keep a sharp look out for aphides, 
and if any appear fumigate the house on two consecutive calm evenings, 
or at this time of year it may be practised in the evening and tarly the 
following morning. 

More plants should be placed in a house from which frost is ex¬ 
cluded, the decayed leaves being removed, and the surface soil loosened 
and top-dr. ssed with horse droppings rubbed through a sieve. The 
drainage should be attended to and if necessary rectified, and the pots 
washed. The plants may be introduced during the next three weeks to 
a Peach house or to a Strawberry house if such be available. La Grosse 
feucree, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Sir Harry, and President are 
suitable varieties. Plants for introducing later on will be quite safe in 
their quarters out of doors plunged in ashes to the rim, and a light 
covering may be given of dry fern or litter in severe weather, removing 
it in mild weather. 

• mfEH*RY ^0USE-—To insure a supply of ripe Cherries from the 
middle of April and onwards houses which are to be employed for that 
purpose must now be closed. Be sparing of fire heat at the commence¬ 
ment, not employing it unless absolutely necessary to maintain the 
temperature at from 35° to 40° at night, and 40° to 45° by day, ventilat¬ 
ing when the temperature is about 50° to 55°. Close the house at 50°. 
Syringe the trees and available surfaces early on fine afternoons, so as to 

admit of the buds becoming dry before nightfall. The border will be 
sufficiently moist through the removal of the roof lights, if not it must 
have water to bring it into a thoroughly moist state. Trees in pots if 
at ail dry will require repeated supplies of water to secure the thorough 
moistening of the soil to the base of the pots 

Early Farced Trets in 2^-Early Figs are best secured 
on tiees in pots, as a slight warmth at the roots is highly beneficial ; 

but even this has its disadvantages, as when the heat at the roots is 70° 
or more during the early part of the forcing process the growth is too 
apid, therefore see that the heat at the base of the pots is not more than 

“v™ le?ves are unfoWing, when the temperature may be 75° or 
even 80 at the base of the pots. The temperature of the house should 
be increased gradually to 60° at night, 65° by day by artificial means in 
severe weather 5 more in mild weather, 70° to 75° with sun heat and . 
moderate ventilation, closing at 75°, but be careful not to bring on the 
growth too rapidly, especially in dull weather, as foliage produced under 
such conditions is not of stout texture, but thin and liable to scorch 
under blight sun, and to invite red spider. Water in a tepid state must 
be applied to the roots as required, and the trees and house must be 
syringed morning and afternoon, so ag to have the foliage dry before 

become drv mPmg ^ h0USe later in the day U the atmosP^ere ba3 

PLANT HOUSES. 

Adiantum cuneatum.~Vla.ntB from which the fronds have been cut 
must not be placed in too low a temperature or supplied with cold water 
direct from the mam, or they will fail to start freely into growth. If 

supplied with tepid water and kept in a temperature of 50° 
until the early part of next month they will be safe, and may then be 

i , , PJWth m some structure where the temperature ranges 
about it) higher Be careful not to allow moisture to fall or rest upon 
fully developed fronds. Nothing causes them to turn brown sooner at 
tins period of the year. Keep young plants that are growing freely in 
4-mch pots in a temperature of 60°. Water them carefully and keen 
the foliage dry Small plants in thumbs may be kept in the same 
temperature ; if possible plunge the pots to prevent the soil drying so 
rapidly. * 5 

Asparagus plumosus.—This is unquestionably one of the best plants 
that can be grown for the production of greenery during the winter 
months. It will do well in any cool structure where frost is excluded 
In a cut state it is invaluable, and will last fresh in rooms for fully a 
fortnight. If plants have been stripped of all that is of service for 
cutting place them in heat, and they will soon commence growing freely 
and give abundance of material again in two or three months’ time. If 
this plant can be placed out in a cool house it will soon attain a large 
size and yield a supply over the greater portion of the year. 

Fuchsias.—Where these are required early prune plants that have 
been kept dry and have had a good season of rest. These should be in¬ 
troduced into a vinery or Peach house that is first started, or any other 
similar structure where they can be liberally syringed and the atmo¬ 
sphere kept rather moist. Good syringings will afford ample water for 
the first week or ten days, when the soil about the roots may be 
moistened with tepid water. 

Cannot.—These are very useful and effective for groups in rooms and 
halls where gas is used and very little light reaches them. Introduce a 
few plants into the same conditions as advised for Fuchsias, and when 
they are starting divide the crowns and place them singly in 5 or 6-inch 
pots. If larger plants can be used place clumps with three or more 
crowns in 7 or 8-inch pots. 

Chrysanthemums.—Give abundance of air to those required for 
flowering during January. The buds will swell rapidly and expand 
quickly at this season if the house in which they are placed is kept close. 
In case of frost use no more heat than is necessary to keep the tempera¬ 
ture at 35°. Although the season has been a warm and bright one 
Princess of Teck will be plentiful until the end of January. But these 
are from plants that were kept outside until the severe weather of a few 
weeks ago compelled us to place them under glass. Every plant kept 
for late flowering has developed buds, and they are expanding freely, 
which is not always the case when the summer and autumn has been 
damp and sunless. Throw out all plants as- the flowers fade that are 
not required for stock. Keep the old stools needed for this purpose in a 
late Peach house or vinery from which the foliage has fallen, give them 
plenty of air to keep them sturdy. Where plants are grown for the 
supply of exhibition blooms cuttings may beinserted at once. They can 
be inserted in a cold frame similar to Calceolarias in light sandy soil, 
and when they are rooted lifted and potted. Perhaps the best method 
is to insert them singly in small pots and place them under handlights, 
or in a frame in a vinery or other structure where the temperature will 
range about 4o . AVhen rooted on the latter principle they can be grown 
without a check. 

Lapagerias.—Those that have been grown in pots should, if practi¬ 
cable, be planted out, for they will grow much more rapidly under these 
conditions than in pots. When planted out and well established it is 
surprising what enormous shoots they push from the base, and the 
flowers are nearly double the size of those from pot plants. In planting 
them out be careful that the border is well drained, for they require 
abundance of water during the season of growth. Use for a compost 
rough fibry peat and good loam in equal proportions, with charcoal in 
lumps, and sandstone broken up, to be freely intermixed to keep the 
soil open and porous. They dislike a compost that will have a tendency 
to beeome sour. 
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HE BEE-KEEPER. 
PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 25. 

When the bee-keeper does not desire to diminish the 
number of his stocks, and yet perceives that certain of 
his colonies require reinforcements of bee3 before they 
are in a fit state for wintering, it is advantageous to either 
beg or purchase a few pounds of driven bees and add 
them to the weak stocks. Driven bees can in many 
neighbourhoods be purchased at Is. a pound; and 
although it is impossible accurately to gauge the number 
of bees which make a pound in weight, owing to the fact 
that gorged bees weigh more than those with empty sacs, 
and for other reasons of a somewhat similar nature, 
still, taking the average, it is, I think, a safe estimate to 
reckon that in a pound there will be at least 4000 bees. 
In effecting the purchase of driven bees, or in acquiring 
them by driving honey stocks for friends or neighbours, 
it is well to remember that in August every stock contains 
a quantity of old bees, many of which will die before the 
end of September; a pound, therefore, in August will 
contain a large per-centage of worn-out workers, while at 
the end of September many of these old stagers will have 
perished, and consequently a pound of bees at that time 
will be far more valuable than the same quantity in the 
preceding month. In any case, however, after adding 
5 lbs. of driven bees to a stock the winter may be awaited 
with absolute confidence, and with the certainty that in 
the spring such a colony will give the best results as a 
reward to the bee-keeper for his trouble and expenditure. 
There is not the slightest difficulty in adding driven bees 
to established stocks. One precaution may be taken, and 
one only is required; indeed, in some oases a safe union 
may be effected without the exercise of the slightest care, 
but it is far safer to adopt the surest method. Late in 
the afternoon the bees to be united must be taken to the 
stock to which it is intended to join them. A sheet must 
be spread on the ground in front of the stock ; two pieces 
of wood a few inches high must next be placed on the 
sheet. Six or seven puffs of smoke may then be blown 
in at the entrance of the stock, the driven bees with a 
sudden jerk being next thrown on to the cloth and 
sprinkled with scented syrup. The hive in which the 
stock is located may then be lifted from its stand and 
placed on the sheet, the opposite sides of the hive resting 
on the two pieces of wood in order to prevent crushing of 
bees and consequent loss of life. The hive must then be 
protected from the weather in any manner which is con¬ 
venient, and wdien in the morning the stock has been 
replaced in its stand, which has, of course, been kept in 
a dry place during the night, the union is effected. If 
this method is not convenient the bees may, after smoking 
the stock and sprinkling the combs from above with thin 
warm minted syrup, be thrown upon the tops of the 
frames, and after also sprinkling them a quilt may be laid 
over all until the united bees descend between the combs, 
when the ordinary covering may be replaced in the usual 
manner. 

If it necessary to unite two stocks—bees established in 
their hives—the colonies should be brought as nearly as 
possible together; both stocks should then be smoked 
and sprinkled with syrup, preferably scented, and the 
combs and adhering bees of both stocks be placed alter¬ 
nately in the same hive, the empty hives being of course 
removed. In these manipulations it is absolutely neces 
sary that the syrup used should be very thin; if thick 

syrup is used the bees will be absolutely glued together 
in one seething mass and many will perish. A few drops 
of essence of peppermint may be added to a pint of syrup 
in order to give it a scent sufficiently strong to deaden 
the difference in smell which undoubtedly exists, and is 
at once perceived by bees of different stocks when it is 
attempted to unite stranger bees to those already estab¬ 
lished in their hives. Some bee-keepers, however, never 
use any scent, and others adopt what I think is the need¬ 
less precaution of taking the bees of the stock to which it is 
desired to unite the homeless bees from their combs, and 
thus rendering them less inclined to fight with one 
another, because they have neither of them anything worth 
defending. 

With regard to the treatment of queens when uniting 
bees, so much depends upon individual circumstances that 
it hardly seems wise to lay down a hard-and-fast rule. 
In many instances the bee-keeper has no knowledge what¬ 
ever, save by conjecture, as to which is the best queen. 
He knows that his stocks probably contain queens, but is 
utterly ignorant of their respective values. In such a case 
it is just as well to let the bees decide the question for 
themselves, not attempting to pick out the inferior queens, 
but leaving the point to be decided by the bees in their 
own way. But when an intelligent bee-keeper knows that 
one queen is very valuable and another comparatively 
worthless, the valuable queen alone should be saved and 
all the others killed by the bee-keeper at the end of the 
honey season. In some cases it is even wise to cage the 
queen until the union has been peaceably effected, and 
then some forty-eight hours afterwards release her, or the 
direct introduction method, about which we shall have 
more to say, may be used. Other things being equal a 
young queen is almost always preferable to an old one. 
The bee-keeper who bears in mind the fact that there are 
five main essentials to successful wintering, keeping in 
view the future harvest, will always take care to fulfil the 
conditions which ensure success. Briefly, these conditions 
may be said to be:—- 

1, A good queen. 
2, A strong stock. 
3, A dry hive. 
4, Good ventilation without draught. 
5, A sufficient supply of food. 

When snow lies on the ground the strongest stocks 
may be confined to their hives if certain conditions are 
observed. Perforated zinc may be used to block the 
entrance, and a board should, in addition, be placed 
against the front of the hive to throw off the rays of the 
sun. Occasionally a little snow on the floorboard is also 
an assistance in the case of restless stocks on very bright 
warm days when soft snow is lying round the apiary. 
Many bee-keepers object to entirely closing the entrances 
of stocks, and maintain that by doing so strong colonies 
occasionally become excited and irritated by the confine¬ 
ment and are smothered to death. This may be so, but 
it has never happened in my own apiary nor in any 
apiary within my knowledge, but certainly a great loss of 
bee life has been occasioned when no perforated zinc has 
been used, but reliance has instead been placed upon the 
use of a board only. In warm sunny weather—even in 
midwinter — the air is often so mild that whether the 
rays of the sun fall upon the entrance or not many bees 
creep out and fly, and even if they do not perish in the 
snow they are utterly unable to find their way back to the 
hive—disguised by the board leaning against the front— 
but fly hopelessly about until by mere exhaustion they 

1 fall and die. Others, again, never either shade or close 
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the entrances, and they must therefore suffer great loss. 
Ihose who have experience to guide them may follow 
either plan, possibly with equal success, but those who 
have not yet had much practical experience in wintering 
bees will do well to close the entrances by perforated 2inc, 
and also to shade their hives, opening every entrance at 
the earliest possible moment. Naturally, if the entrance 
is not closed until the sun has risen and warmed the hive 
there may- possibly be a little disturbance, but the en¬ 
trances of it always to be closed if possible at night or in 
the early morning, and there is no special occasion to 
remove either the zinc or board until the bees may safely 
be allowed to fly. J 

The greatest care must be taken to exclude mice from 
hives in winter. They not only destroy the combs by 
gnawing them to pieces, but they kill many bees, and 
otherwise injure the stock by exciting the bees when they 
ought to be perfectly quiet. In cold weather, when the 
clusters are compact, great injury may be occasioned. 
.Lessening the entrances, trapping, and other means of 
either exclusion or extirpation must at once be resorted 
to if there is a suspicion that mice will enter, or have 
already entered, the hives. A sure sign of their presence 
is when pieces of comb somewhat larger than usually 
carried out of the hive are seen lying on the front board, 
it these are seen it is almost a certain sign of gnawed 
combs and other mischief, and the bee-keeper must con¬ 
sequently, during the winter and early spring months be 
continually on the alert if he sees this flag of distress. 
Ihose who have experienced the depredations of a single 
mouse will need no spur to induce them to take proper 
precautions. Those who have not yet been favoured by 
a visit from these small but destructive creatures will 
possibly, when they least expect it, find that what has 
never happened before may happen within a very few 
weeks or even days.—Felix. 

ODOURLESS FOUL BROOD. 

AM macb obliged to “ A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper,” page 480, for 
aking me to task for claiming too much in connection with the above 

nWp?1 Pretend.tP be above making errors, therefore I am always 
fied tWWlhen a mistak° I8 Pointed out to me. Still, I am not yet satis¬ 
fied that I am wrong. I did not, nor do I, claim that the “ principle ” is 

lfavelreCn0flVeryi’ ,do claim tbe way 1 carlT it out as being novel. I 
k and ®tudled niuch on foul brood, yet I never saw or heard of 

my way being tried. If our friend can refer me to a publication con- 

bur vknr T Shal be grateful to b'nl- I always understood that Wood- 
8 '" Jones way was to starve the bees in confinement. I tried the 

on1nff't S°f0n c°ndemn,ed lt; when I saw the bees “ unstarved ” at the 
nnt aff four,t,een day®- Mr- Jones now admits that twenty-one days will 

; then putting them on sheets of foundation is not the 
wav k llfr!' ? 0u,t’fas J- J- hoot finds to his cost, as well as others. My 
way is the least trouble and expense of any plan, and cures the 
havekmns Another thing, keeping the bees in confinement until they 

thev also be erH ap ^eIr ^ is n0t the way to cure the T^ens, should tney also be diseased.—A Hallamshire Bee-keeper. 

PLACING BEES AT THE HEATHER—THE DISTANCE 

THEY WILL FLY. 

and^f T^nari hiaS bCT,n fl!lly Seated by “ A Hallamshire Bee-keeper,’- 
S A Lanarkshire^ Bee-keeper” has also referred to the matter 

1 leather7011 W11 kmdIy allow me to state my experience of bees at the 

I havpSbad tw6 ,had,mT bees placed among the Heither ; secondly, 
, ave bad them placed about half a mile distant ; and, thirdly, I al- 

° remain at home. My garden is about 500 feet above sea 

fu,™, 18 a 2TaduaI rise to the moors of another 500 feet, and a 
1800 fpp(-hlKS- fI°m thf background with an elevation of from 1500 to 
YTiom if’ we placed our hives where bee-keepers from time im- 

? bad placed theirs, just among the Heather in the shelter of a 
some 900 feet above the sea level. Here my bees never 

dprv^w’ fii'sbed super being obtained. I observed that a 
Jtead W a'lS. be°'kecPer °f my acquaintance placed his hive at a farm 
steading about 4 mile distant to the north-west of where mine used to 

iifi,atld at a Iower leyel bv 200 feet, with the advantage of a good 
WKttpV TWaj’,an<? always sec°red plenty of fine Heather honey from 
his hives. I resolved to follow his example, and the next season placed 

my hives alongside of his. The result exceeded my most sanguine ex¬ 
pectations, and as each season comes round I place my hives in the same 
positions with equally satisfactory results. The bees have a fli-ht of 
about a mile before reaching the main body of the Heather. 

In 1880 a neighbour placed his hives about 2£ miles back from the same 
Heather, with the result that he did not secure a pound of super honey ■- 
while from my hives placed within a mile of the Heather I secured supers' 
of 10 lbs., 20 lb3., 25 lbs., &c. Last season he placed his hives beside 
mine and secured supers from every one. The distance from home to 
the stance at the Heather is only 4‘ miles (bee flight), yet I never had 
returns of bees. I he bees left at home did little more than sustain 
weight, and only in one instance did I secure a super, and it was princi¬ 
pally filled, from Lime trees, with cells of Heather honey through the 
combs. .This I believe was gathered from patches of Heather growing in 
plantations near home. During the past two seasons I have been enabled 
to visit my hives at the Heather twice a week, some weeks oftener, and 
in all sorts of weather, but never found bees carrying honey except on 
fine days. 

The result of my observations over several years is to place your 
hives in the most sheltered and convenient situation available, but not 
more than a mile from the main body of the Heather, so as to allow the 
bees a nice easy flight ; and that no advantage is gained by placing bees 
too near the Heather, as they do not feed in the immediate neighbourhood 
of their hives.—Mid-Lothian. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
J. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, Loudon.—Ulustra'ed Vade 

Mecumfor 1888. (Coloured plates.) 
Harrison, Barber & Co., 18, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.—List nf 

Chemical Manures. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS 

°85 AH correspondence should be directed either to “The 
Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 

or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one Mull write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet Questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than tM'o or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannct reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Book (N. D.).—If you will oblige with your name and address, not for 
publication, we will endeavour to supply you with the particulars required. 

Chrysanthemum Sport (B. E. F.).\— The variety Mrs. For.-yth i8 
synonymous with White Christine, and your “ sport ” is a reversion to the 
pink form of Christine, and it therefore could not receive a distinct name. 

Chrysanthemum Shows (Chorlei/).—We are greatly obliged to gar¬ 
deners and amateurs who favour us with reports of local shows, and we are 
always glad to insert such not ces when they leach us within reasona'le 
time of the dites of the exhibitions. In the present case, however, by 
the time the report appeared in our next issue nearly a month would have 
elapsed since the show was held. 

Lady Downe’s Grapes (J. S.).—As you give no reference to the 
article to which you refer, the insertion of your “ omission ” would scarcely 
have a tendency to promote what you desire. It is important that salient 
facts be kept in vi -w in communications on important subjects, or they 
necessarily lose much of their force, if not leading to erroneous conclusions. 
Perhaps you had better restate the entire case. Postscripts two or three, 
weeks old are regarded as somewhat out of date. 

Tomato Cardinal (Deal).—We cannot answer your question better than 
by citing a paragraph from the Chiswick report of the trial of Tomatoes 
conducted this season. The varieties and synonyms were determined by 
the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and, as you will see, 
Cardinal was considered identical with Perfection, this being certificated :— 
‘ Perfection (Farquhar); Livingstone’s Peifection (Rutley & Silverlock ; 
Livingstone’s Favourite.(Farquhar) ; Livingstone’s Favourite (Dean); Per- 
fection (Veitch) ; Reading Perfection ; President Cleveland (Farquhar); 
Cardinal (Farquhar); Stamfordian (Veitch); Mayflower (Veitch); Op- 
timus (Benary), Red Tomato, from Sandwich Islands (Carter); Webb’s 
Jubilee (Webb); Jubilee (Nutting).” 

Vines at Garston (Dumfries).—We have referred to the volumes of 
eight, nine, and ten years ago, and caa find no such record, so that the 
subject is either omitted from the index or you are wrong in your sup¬ 
position as to the date. You cannot exp’ot us to conduct a tedious search 
through the columns of another journal in the absence of more precise 
guidance than ycu have afforded. If Mr. Cowan inserted Vine eyes in 
Ma-ch, grew the canes, matured them, and cut rips fruit from them within 
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twelve months from the insertion of the eyes or buds, several persons, snch 
as his assistants and visitors, must have cognizance of the circumstance, and 
may possibly know the year in which the work was accomplished. We do 
not question the possibility, but what you appear to desire is verification of 
some record of a particular case. Perhaps now the subject is mentioned 
someone may be able to assist you in the matter. 

The Chrysanthemum Leaf-mining Insect (G. Wood).—The “maggots 
that form tunnels in Chrysanthemum leaves ” are produced in the same way 
that the maggots are in the leaves of Celery. The name of the Chrysanthe¬ 
mum ememy is Tryptera attemisise, which punctures the leaves, depositing 
eggs in them, these hatching into maggots that feed on the parenchyma of 
the leaves. This, or an a'lied insert, is exceediDg'y destructive to the 
larger-leaved forms of the white Marguerites—such as Chrysanthemum 
Halleri, the smaller leaved C. froticosum being also attacked, but less per¬ 
sistently. We know of a gard-ner who insures his Celery against the 
attacks of the fly by syringing the plants once a week in the summer with 
a weak solution of petroleum, which be says does the plants good, while the 
Celery fly will have nothing to do with them, and he has the best Celery we 
have tasted this year. 

Pruning Hoses when Planting (S. D. Jones).—We should not hesitate 
to shorten the very long growths, reducing them about half, though we 
know they are often left uncut till spring, and Roses thus left unpruned, 
say till April, have grown very-well, though we have also known some to 
fail. The d fierence may be attributable to the weather. Should the air 
be very dry over a long period, as it often is in February or March, when 
easterly winds prevail, the longer the shoots are the greater the evaporating 
surfaces, and consequently the greater the escape of the juice3 from the 
plants, at a time when the roots are inactive, and cannot absorb moisture 
from the so! to compensate for the loss. When Roses are dug up and 
planted in October and November they may commence rooting at once, 
and can then imbibe moisture to meet the demands of evaporation; but 
when planted now, and onwards, we suspect the roots remain dormant till 
the spring, and on this account we should shorten the branches as the 
safest course to adopt in conserving the moisture in the lower part of the 
stems. If a Rose tree is dug up in October, before tbe leaves fall, the 
moisture escapes from them, and the stems shrivel, but if most of the 
leaves are cut o2 the evaporating surface is reduced, and the stems remain 
the fresher. But, observe, we should only “ half prune ” now, shortening 
more closely in spring after the buds push from near the tops of the shoots, 
and if they grow an inoh o- more no harm is done by their removal. 

Mixed Laburnum (Beta).—Your designation of the tree leads ns to sup¬ 
pose that you refer to a Laburnum bearing both yellow and purple flowers. 
We have seen many o‘ such trees, the variety being known as Cytisus Adami. 
In ad probability this was originally produced upwards of fifty years ago 
in budding Cytisus pnrpurens on the common Laburnum. In this process it 
is supposed that a cell of the one species became divided and united to a 
cell of the other, and the result has been a plant producing not only flowers 
of each species separately, but others partaking of the characters of both. 
There are other instances in the vegetable kingdom in which a similar 
union of cells is believed to have tiken place, but Cytisus Adami is the 
best known and best established. Mr. Fish has added the following in¬ 
teresting notes on the subject:—“ The changes produced on the Laburnum 
when grafted are som times wonderful and wholly unaccountable. We 
have rarely seen the common or Scotch Laburnum sport into other varieties. 
We recol'ect of only one instance in which flowers of purpurascens appeared. 
But if you graft either of the Laburnums with Cytisus purpureus or 
Cytisus supiuus, the vagaries which sometimes take place are astonishing. 
A small stmdard of Cytisus alpinus was grafted with Cytisus purpureus, 
and on the same brinch will sometime! be found small pieces of yellow 
and purp'e, and at the very point strong shoots of the Cytisus alpinus, the 
‘ blood ’ of tbe stock finding its way thtough the more weakly growth of the 
scion. What is remarkable is, that grafting or budding with one variety 
will frequently, as the plant grows, present you with three or four varieties.’, 

Raising Seedlings (E. J. B.).—You aBk how it is that some pe sons can 
raise new varieties of flowers that are deemed worthy of certificates while 
all those that yen raise yourself are, when submitted to auth nrities are re¬ 
ferred to in the disheartening terms—“not superior to existing varieties.” 
Your disappointment may arise through not having the best varieties to 
save seed from, or you may not bo expert in fertilisation ; or again, you 
may only raise a small number of seedlings, or may piossibly do what we 
have often seen—raise mo e than you have convenience for growing, retain¬ 
ing the best growers and throwing the weaker away. You will perceive 
many things have to be taken into consideration, and then there is the cer¬ 
tainty of having an infini e y greater number of blanks than prizes in the 
work in question. It has been staged, for instance, that “ Mr. Keynes of 
Salisbury sows every year, and has done so for many years past, 30,000 
Dahlia seeds, and has averaged about ten named flowers for the last twenty 
years or more—a small per-centage, equal to one-thirtieth per cent: in this 
esse, however, it would seem as if many good flowers must 1 e lost, for 
30,000 seedlings ought to give at lea-t thirty varieties worth naming, or say 
one-tenth per cent. The late Mr. John Salter estimate! that seedling 
Chrysanthemums worth naming averaged one in every 2000 plants, or 
one-twentieth per cent. Mr. Downie grows 500 Pentstemons or Phloxes to 
get ten first-rate novelties, this being at the high rate of 2 per cent. In 
the raising of plants that admit of careful manipulation, the rate is still 
higher—the result, no doubt, of the oont-ol the raiser exercises. In the 
case of Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and Chrysanthemums, the raiser has not much 
control, but he selects the seed parent and watches over the growth of the 
seed, which is under control to some extent. The e are cases in which the 
cross-breeder goes direct to his work, and having in his mind's eye exactly 
what he wants, insures it right off ; but this is not an everyday business.” 

Material for Protecting Fruit Trees (B. L.).—We have not found any 
better mat< rial for protecting fruit trees when in blossom than scrim 
canva=, which is sufficiently thick to afford the requisite protection without 
excluding air and )igh% these being essential for the Btrong development 
of the blossom. Tbe material should, however, only be used at night 
during the prevalence of frost, or by day when frost prevails, removing it 
n the morning as a rule by 9 o’clock, and having it placed over the 

trees by 5.30 p.m., earlier or later according to the weather and the season. 
Nothing is so fatal to fruit blossom as damp and unnecessary protection 
that is known as “coddling.” It needs air, and for the performing of its 
functions it must he dry, our climate never being devoid of the requisite 
moisture for the development of the organs of fructification, a close con¬ 
fined atmosphere beiog more fatal to fruit blossom than a few degrees of 
frost with dryness. Whenever the atmosphere is warm, or the external 
air above 45°, the material should not rc-nniu over the trees, though it may 
be applied before that temperature occurs in the afternoon aft-r a fine day 
in anticipation of a frost at night, and it should remain on until the atmo¬ 
sphere becomes genial ; otherwise tbe hardier the blossom and young 
growths are kept the less likely are they to suffer. Very close material is 
not good, as it prevents a change of air, and favours the accumulation of 
mo’sture ; it is also too opaque and weakening, hence we find better sets 
of fruit under a double thickness of herring nets and spruce branches than 
under a coustant covering of heavy material. Coating with oil would 
enhance the durability of the materi tl, but it excludes air. Nettings with 
small mesh are suitable, the best being of wool. Scrim canvas rightly used 
has been found to answer for protecting fruit blossom in a situation 500 feet 
above the level of the sea in a cold district in Yorkshire. 

Names of Fruits.—-The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must in all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six specimens 
can he named at once, and any beyond that number cannot be preserved. 
(J. O.).—All fruits are attended to as soon as is practicable, and we find 
some named under your initials on page 351 in our issue of October 20th. 
If these are yours that were sent ou October 17th we think there was not 
much time lost over the matter. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh Btate in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(B. ft.).—1, Sophronitis grandiflora, a very good variety ; 2, Masdevallia 
Lindvni; 3, Odontoglossmn grande, something like a variety known as 
splendeus. (/'. T.).—1, Cymbidium sinense; 2, Asplenium viviparum ; 
3, Eranthemum pulchellum ; 4, Not recognised; 5, Tradesoantia zebrina ; 
6, Begonia metallici. 

GOVENT GARDEN MARKET—December 14th. 

Business somewhat better, but prices remain unaltered except for best samples 
Grapes. 

FRUIT. 

8. d. s. d. s. a. fl. a. 
Apples, l sieve.. .. l 8 to 3 6 Oranges, per 100 .. .. 4 0to 8 0 

Nova Scotia and Peaches, dozi-n •• •• 0 0 0 0 
Canada barrel 10 0 18 0 Fears, dozen. i 0 1 6 

Cherries, I sieve 0 0 0 0 Pine Apples, English, 
Cobs, 100 lbs. 55 0 0 0 oer fb. i 6 2 0 
Pig?, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 Plums, £ sieve. 0 0 0 0 

1 0 3 0 s 0 5 0 
Lemon?, case .. .. 10 0 15 0 Strawberries, per lb. 0 0 0 0 
Melon, each ., .. 0 0 0 0 

VEGETABLES. 

8. d. s. d. e. d. f*. d. 
Artichoke?, dozen .. l 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. .. 0 9 to 0 6 
Asparagus, bundle .. 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 8 1 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. , , u 3 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 6 
Beet, Red, dozen .. 1 0 2 0 Cnious, bunch.. 0 3 0 0 
Broccoli, bundle .. 0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches a 0 B 0 
Brussels Sprout?, & sieve 3 G 4 0 Parsnins, dozen { 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen , , 1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 5 0 
Capsicum?, per 100 . , 1 6 2 0 „ Kidney, yer cwr. 4 0 0 0 
Carrots, bunch .. , , 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. .. 0 2 0 0 
Cauliflower?, dozen 3 0 4 0 Salsaf}*, bundle .. ,• 1 3 1 6 
Celery, bundlo 1 6 2 0 Scorzouera, bundle 1 6 0 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 9 0 4 0 Seakale, basket .. .. 1 6 1 9 
Cucumbers, each .. 0 4 0 6 Shallot?, per !b. 0 3 0 0 
Endive, dozen .. .. 1 0 2 0 Spinach, bushel .. .. 1 6 2 0 
Heros, bunch .. .. 0 2 0 0 Tomatoes, per lf>. 0 4 0 8 
Leeks, bunch .. 0 8 0 4 Turnips, bunch .. .. 0 4 0 6 

CUT FLOWERS. 

Holly and Mistletoe now commencing for Christmas decoration. 

8. d. S d. S. d. 8. d. 
Abutilons, 12 bunches 3 0 to 6 0 Lilies, White, 12 hunches 0 0 to 0 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 ,, Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms 5 0 8 0 Lay of tbe Valley, 12 
Asters, 12 bunches .. o- 0 0 0 sprays . 0 3 0 

,, French, bunch 0 0 0 0 Marguerites, 12 bunohes 2 0 6 0 

Azalea, 12 sprpys . , i 0 1 G Mignonette. 12 bunches S 0 6 0 
Bouvardias, bunch .. 0 6 1 0 Narciss, white (French) 12 
Camellias, 12 blooms 2 0 4 0 bunches . 6 0 10 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms i 0 2 0 Pelargoniums, 12 trusses 1 0 1 6 

12 bunches 0 0 0 0 „ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 4 0 9 
Chrysanthemums,12 bch3. 6 0 13 0 Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 6 0 8 0 

M 12 blooms 0 6 8 0 Primula (single), bunch.. 0 8 0 0 
Dahliit, 12 bunch os 0 0 0 0 ,, (double), bunch .. 0 9 i 0 

Daisies. 12 bunches 2 0 4 0 Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 

Eucharis, dozen 4 0 6 0 RanaDoulas, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms 6 0 9 0 Roses, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Gladiolus, 12 spray3 0 0 0 0 „ (indoor), dozen 1 0 i 6 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 ,, Tea, dozen .. .. 1 6 8 0 

sprays 0 8 1 0 red, dozen (French) 1 6 3 0 
Iris, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 , yellow . s 0 6 0 
Lapageria, white, 12 Stephanotis, 12 Bprays .. 8 0 10 0 
blooms. 2 0 8 0 Tropmoluin, 12 bunches 2 0 3 0 

Lapageria, coloured, 12 Tuberoses, 12 blooms •• 0 6 i 0 
blooms. 1 0 1 6 Tulips, dozen blooms .. 1 0 2 0 

Lilium longiflorum, 12 Violets, 12 bunches.. .. 1 0 i 6 
blooms. 6 0 9 0 „ (French), bunch 1 3 2 0 

Lilium lancifolium, 12 „ (Parme), bunch 3 0 5 0 
blooms. 0 0 0 0 White Lilac, par bunch .. 6 0 7 6 
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PIANT3 IN POTS. 

F. a. 8. d. s. a. p. a 
Aralia Sieboldi. dozen .. 6 0 to 12 0 Fuchsia, dozen.. .. 0 to 0 0 
Arbor vita? (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 Hyacinths, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 

,, (common),dozen.. 0 0 o 0 „ (RomaD), doz. 9 0 15 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. 0 0 0 0 Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 50 0 42 0 Lilies Valley, dozen .. 36 0 42 0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 9 0 Lilinm lan ifolium, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 ,, longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 4 0 12 0 Atargnerpe l)aisv, dozen H 0 12 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 Mignonette, dozen . .. 0 0 0 0 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 0 Mask, dozen .. o 0 0 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 Myrtles, dozen.. .. 6 0 12 0 
Erica, various, dozen .. 
EuoDymus, in var., dozen 

9 0 18 0 Palms, in var.,each .. 2 6 21 0 
6 0 18 0 Pelargoniums, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen \ 0 18 0 Poimettia. dozen .. .. 12 0 IS 0 
Ficus elastica, each 1 6 7 0 Solauum, dozen .. 9 0 12 0 
Foliage Plants, var.,each 2 0 10 0 Tulips, dozen pots .. .. 6 0 9 0 

BREAKING UP LAYERS. 

Our correspondent “ A. D.,” to whom we recently 
gave some advice about the breaking up of old leas or 
layers, shows his appreciation of it by sending to us a full 
account of his intentions in the cultivation of a small 
farm of ninety acres, and in doing this he asks us several 
questions, the answers to which will, we think, be useful 
to our readers generally. 

The best crop to sow on old lea, or layers of eight or 
ten years broken up now or during winter, is undoubtedly 
Oats. This crop should be sown as early next March as 
the state of the soil and weather admits, in this way. 
First of all apply the manure mixture broadcast, harrow 
once, then drill in the seed and harrow sufficiently to 
cover it well. The advantage of thus using the chemical 
manure is that in a dry season the moisture in the soil 
acts upon it sufficiently to render much of it available for 
plant food by the time the crop is ready for it. We 
would not, however, bury the manure deeply in the soil, 
because of the risk of much of it being carried down into 
the subsoil in a wTet season. The cash price of the manure 
should be about 23s. Gd. per acre in any good central 
market or large seaport. 

If farming can be carried on successfully anywhere 
in this country it ought certainly to answer with “ A. D.,” 
whose land is of good sta|>le, well drained, well sheltered, 
and within a mile of a large town. With such exceptional 
advantages our correspondent is quite right in his pre¬ 
ference for dairy farming, in which he will find both Oats 
and Oat straw most useful. To this crop we would add 
others of roots including Mangolds and Carrots; but 
unless it is his intention to steam or boil Turnips we cer¬ 
tainly do not recommend them for dairy cows, raw Turnips 
invariably imparting an unpalatable flavour to butter. 
In breaking up old leas for root crops we should first 
plough deeply, and then, when the soil has by exposure 
become slightly friable and mellow, it should be cross- 
ploughed and so left till spring. The cross-ploughing 
brings the grass to the surface, and therefore as soon as 
the weather is favourable in spring the soil must be 
harrowed down, well stirred with a cultivator, and as 
much of the grass taken out of it as can be shaken free 
from soil. If the grass can be burnt in small heaps col¬ 
lected together all over the field it should be, both as a 
saving of labour and for the value of the ashes for manure. 

Ploughing, harrowing, and rolling may have to be 
repeated again and again till the land is really clean. It 
is then ridge-ploughed for Mangolds with a double-breasted 
plough, and farmyard manure at the rate of 14 tons per 
acre spread along the furrows, which should be some 30 
inches apart. C hemical manure is also scattered along 
the furrows, and is a mixture consisting of J cwt. nitrate 
of potash, cwt. nitrate of soda, 2 cwt. of steamed bone 
flour, 1 cwt. ground coprolite, 1 cwt. common salt, at a 
cost of about 43s. per acre. The ridges are then split 
down the middle by passing the double-breasted plough 
through them, thus closing the soil over the manure and 
forming new ridges, along the top of which the seed is 
drilled, and the soil closed over and about the seed by 
means of a light roller. 

The grass retained for permanent pasture should about 
the end of February have a dressing sown broadcast upon 
it \ cwt. nitrate of potash, 1 cwt. nitrate of soda, cwt. 
superphosphate, I cwt. steamed bone flour, at a cost of 
about 20s. per acre. See that all permanent pasture is 
not suffered to remain badly infested with noxious weeds. 
Docks, Thistles, Nettles, Gorse, Broom, Rushes, and 
Ononis are the most troublesome pests, and care should be 
taken to eradicate them from it. Remember that perma¬ 
nent pasture requires an annual spring dressing of manure 
to render it fully productive. In addition to sound, fertile, 
permanent pasture, we would have a piece of Giant Rye 
to mow early, and chaff with dry fodder for the cows, 
and a piece of Perennial Rye Grass for a successional crop 
to the Rye in spring, and for grazing or mowing through¬ 
out summer. Neither of these useful crops can now be 
had for next spring, and we only mention them in passing. 

Carrots are drilled on the flat in rich soil, and as only 
enough are required to afford a supply for the cows, say 
from October till January, we prefer to sow rather closely, 
and to keep them clean by hand-hoeing. We are aware 
that the rows are frequently made so far apart as to 
admit of the use of a horse hoe, and on large farms this 
plan may answer well enough, but on a small farm we 
would not have the rows more than a foot apart. It will 
be understood that the Carrots are intended for use till 
the Mangolds can be used freely. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 

All possible care must now be taken to keep the ewe flock quiet anti 
well nurtured. A neighbour of ours who has a valuable flock of black¬ 
faced ewes, got together at great cost, had them recently driven out of 
the fold at night, chased for half a mile, and much bitten by dogs. He 
thought a stray sheep dog had done it, but we suggested poachers’ 
lurchers, and we were probably right, for his watchmen have seen no 
night dogs, and the poachers are likely to avoid the neighbourhood of 
that farm for some time to come. The consequences of such a fright 
upon pregnant ewes may eventually prove most disastrous, and the 
farmer will indeed be fortunate if he has not several cases of abortion at 
lambing time. Not only should the ewes be kept quiet, but they should 
be kept on sound wholesome food, and on land that is firm to the tread. 
To fold ewes now upon soft sodden soil is not aivisable, for the strain 
upon the frame is very trying, as the feet become clogged and are 
moved with difficulty. 

Our flock of young ewes have been in folds on Mustard for a few hours 
daily, whenever the weather was suitable, but they were always taken 
off at night to sound dry pasture, and were given unthrashed chaffed 
Oat straw. This has enough grain with it to render it very nourishing 
food, and it is obvious that it is worth while to effect such a saving 
in threshing corn. Many flock masters are already much straitened 
for means to feed the sheep, and should next spring prove a late one, 
both ewes and lambs will probably be disposed of early. Repeatedly 
of late have we been pressed to purchase hoggets at such low rates that 
“they must pay.” We hold, however, that there should be no hap¬ 
hazard purchasing of farm stock simply because it is cheap. Keep well 
within the scope of your means, say we, and do what you undertake as 
well as you can. and above all things have a purpose and plan thoroughly 
well considered in reference not only to the purchase of stock, but of 
the provision of food for it, and to its final disposal. Because we do so, 
and exercise ordinary prudence in the management of our she p and 
other live stock, we have been called lucky, when in point of fact luck 
had nothing to do with our business. 
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MANURES IN RELATION TO AGRICULTURE. 

£in address delivsred by Mr. Edward Luckhu-at at a meeting of the lx worth Farmers’ 
Club, on December 1st, 1887.] 

( Continued from page SOS.) 

If we require proof of a general and widespread feeling that it is 
possible to do better than cling to the muck cart, I have only to point 
to the experimental work going on all over the country ; of the owners 
of large estates who are promoting such experiments—all by liberal 
subscriptions ; and many who are having them tried on their own pro¬ 
perty. I may mention Sir Thomas Acland, the Duke of Norfolk, the 
Duke of Richmond, Lord Sheffield, Sir Spencer Wilson, the Marquis of 
Huntley, Major Sergisson, Lord Brassey, Mr. Faunce de Laune, Lord 
Cranbrook. the Duke of Devonshire, Lord Leconlield, and Lord 
Winterton. Of the action of farmers in this matter, I may mention the 
West Norfolk Farmers’ Manure Company, composed entirely of practical 
farmers, with the exception of Mr. Thomas Brown, the very able 
chemist of the company, to whom, personally, I am indebted for many 
useful practical hints in the application of manures. Then, too, in 
Essex, we have an association under the guidance of Professor D^er; 
in Sussex in the south, and Aberdeenshire in the north, there are 
associations under the very able management of Professor Jamieson, and 
we are all familiar with important woik of Sir John Lawes and 
Dr. Yoelcker. 

Of practical results I have such a mass of information ready to my 
hands that it is impossible to include much of it in such a paper as this. 
I must, however, invite special attention to the result of Mr. F. J. 
Cooke’s Barley experiments at Flitcham Abbey, in Norfolk, last year. 
Upon one plot he used 3 cwt. of nitrate of soda and 3 cwt. of super¬ 
phosphate per acre ; upon the other plot he used the same quantity of 
nitrate of soda and superphosphate, with the addition of 2 cwt. of 
muriate of potash, and by an expenditure of 16s. for the potash he 
obtained 45 bushels more marketable corn per acre than he had upon 
the plot where no potash was used. This one fact will suffice to show 
what goocj work is being done in Norfolk. It has gone on this year upon 
the farms of Mr. Cooke at Flitcham ; Mr. Sapwell at Aylsham ; and 
Mr. Garrett Tayler at Whitlingham. It was my privilege to meet 
those gentlemen with Mr. Clare Sewell Read at Whitlingham experi¬ 
mental field on the 30th of last July, and what I saw then enables me 
to say that the forthcoming report will contain much useful information 
derived from the extensive and very thorough trials of different manures 
upon corn, roots, and pasture. 

An account of the great work done by Professor Jamieson in Aberdeen¬ 
shire and Sussex during the last eleven or twelve years would of itself 
afford useful matter for discussion for several evenings, and I must 
therefore avoid any attempt to give anything like a full statement of it 
now. But I am personally so greatly indebted to Professor Jamieson, 
and the results achieved by him have such a high national importance, 
that I must beg your forbearance while I give a slight sketch of what 
has been done in Sussex. The Sussex Association for the Improvement 
of Agriculture owes its origin to Major Sergison of Cuckfield Park. I 
have heard him tell how during a visit to Aberdeenshire in 1880 he was 
so much impressed by the importance of the results of the experiments 
which had then been carried on for five years by the Aberdeenshire 
Agricultural Association under the guidance of Professor Jamieson, that 
upon returning to the south he gave an account of what he had seen in 
some letters to the newspapers, the result being a meeting of agri¬ 
culturists at Brighton, and the formation of the Sussex Association with 
an annual income from voluntary subscriptions of from £500 to £700, 
and with Professor Jamieson as chemist to the Association. 

From the outset Professor Jamieson stated he came to teach no new 
thing; the sum and substance of his doctrine was common sense 
applied to chemistry in its relation to agriculture. In point of fact, his 
aim was to induce farmers to see for themselves which were the most 
•efficacious and most economical forms of manures ; to understand the 
nature of the soil they had so long essayed to cultivate, and to learn 
how to face the depression of agriculture with a full hand, by getting 
more out of the land than they had ever done before. The entire work 
was emphatically educational, but he had special “ Educational Plots” 
where was shown a method of analysing the soil by a process of partial 
manuring, in a systematic manner, by means of which farmers were 
taught how to obtain exact information of the state of thi soil by 
making the soil analyse itself as it were. I shall be happy to explain 
the details of this work at some future meeting, and it must suffice 
now to say that the great practical outcome of the trials upon the 
Educational Plots was that the only manurial constituents to which 
farmers need give attention are nitrogen, potash and phosphorus. A 
farmer therefore only had to make himself acquainted with the forms 
in which they could be got, ascertain the composition, and state of 
division, and the price, and the work was reduced to simple calculation, 
which any farmer could accomplish. 

In every report—at every meeting—farmers have been urged not to 
use any manure merchants’ mixture, but to procure each sort of manure 
separately, and to have them mixed under careful supervision at the 
farm. To assist them so far as was possible in this important operation, 
an annual manure recommendation circular has been issued, wherein 
the name and quantity of the most suitable manures for grass, corn, and 
root crops were given. This circular has become more valuable every 
year. This year it was published in February, and in addition to exact 
quantities of each sort of manure for each crop, the characters and 

descriptions of the manures were given, with the market prices in bags 
free on rail in London, andithe cash price of the mixtures per acre, as 
follows :— 

£ s. d. 
Grass mixture, about . 10 0 
Wheat mixture, about. Ill 0 
Oat and Barley mixture, about. 1 3 6 
Swede and Mangold mixture, about. 2 3 0 

Fourteen tons of farmyard manure were to be used for roots in 
addition to the chemical manure, which would bring the amount per 
acre for roots to nearly £5. If that amount is condemned as excessive, 
I would point to a paragraph in the Land Agents' Record of 
November 12th, where we are told that Mr. S. Sherwood took the first 
prize at the Framlingham Farmers’ Club in the previous week, for the 
best 3 acres of Mangolds, the manure for which cost £6 10s. per acre, 
and the crops weighed 45 tons per acre. I suppose nobody will question 
the editor’s remark, that the result wholly justified the expenditure. 

I have thus, in a very cursory manner, striven to show something of 
the great work now being done to enable British farmers to overcome 
difficulties which, under the heavy cloud of depression that is now 
hanging over us, would, without special effort on our part, prove in¬ 
superable. If aid from without in any form can be had. grateful indeed 
shali we be for it. Meanwhile, let us exert ourselves to do all we can to 
secure help from within, to foster a spirit of self-help and manly in¬ 
dependence, to show that our section of the community has its full 
share of the national trait of never knowing when we are beaten. We 
are engaged in a contest in which our very existence as farmers is at 
stake, and our efforts are handicapped by our farm produce being 
placed in competition with similar produce imported from the best 
markets in the world, by keen speculators ever on the watch to glut our 
markets with foreign corn and cattle when they are certain of a margin 
of profit upon their investments. If, therefore, it is possible by im¬ 
proved methods of culture to obtain better crops in a more economical 
manner than has hitherto obtained among us, I venture to hope that I 
have your approval of my efforts to help so good a cause this evening. 

The Live Stock Journal Almanac, 1888.—We have received a 
copy of this publication, and conceive it to be of great use to farmers 
and others who are interested in stock of various kinds, also in poultry, 
ducks, and pigeons. It is a comprehensive work of nearly 250 pages, 
including a breeders’ directory. Special articles from leading autho¬ 
rities on the subjects treated form a prominent feature, and the work 
is copiously illustrated. It is published at 9, New Bridge Street, Ludgate 
Circus, London. 

OUR LETTER BOX. 
Potatoes for Cows (An Inquirer).—Raw Potatoes are neither a palat¬ 

able nor nutritious article of diet for cows, and we a'together object to using 
them in such a manner. Cooked, crushed, and with enough salt mixed with 
the mass to render it palatable, it forms a tolerably nutritious article of diet, 
but its effect upon a cow would not be a ma’erial increase in the milk 
supply, and the advantage of its use for such a purpose could hardly be 
commensurate with the labour in itB preparation. We do not recommend 
it. Your selection of feeding stuffs has certainly the charactexi-tic of 
novelty, damaged flour being ai uucommon in cow dietary as raw Pota¬ 
toes. Try about 4 lbs., mixed with an equal quantity of bran daily. If 
the mixture is not taken freely by the cows, mixed with minced Carrots 
and sweet chaff would ensure its consumption, provid. d the flour is not 
mouldy and sour. If the flour is really sweet and wholesome, its tendency 
might be to eDrich the milk and assist the system in keeping up a full 
flow, but it is hardly calculated to increase it. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 32-40" N.; L»g. 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 
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Monday. 5 29.993 36.5 35.6 N.W. 42 4 43 2 356 63.8 31.2 
Tuesday .... 6 29.598 40.8 38.1 S. 41.2 44.L 35.4 50.3 28.9 0.027 
Wednesday.. 7 29.681 337 32.2 S.W. 40.3 394 31.9 63.3 26.7 0.04 L 
Thursday.... 8 29.761 38.4 38.0 BE. 39.3 53.8 33.1 54.5 28.2 0.262 
Friday . 9 29.419 48.6 446 W. 40.8 51.6 37 9 74.7 37.3 0.014 
Saturday .... 10 29.885 38.9 35.1 N.E. 41.4 4-.2 38.1 47.6 31.3 

29.745 40.1 37.9 41.1 45 9 36.5 57.8 82.2 0.468 

REMARKS. 

4th.—Fine, but cloudy throughout, with slight Bhowers in the evening. 
6th.—Cloudy early; bright day. 
6th.—Overcast morning; squally, with Bhowers from noon to 2 P.M.; then sunshine, 

followed by variable weather. 
7th.—Fine and bright early; clouded about noon; a few flakes of wet snow about 1 P.V 

then variable. 
8th —Wet all day. 
9th.—Fine and pleasant, and generally bright. 

lotn.—Fair early ; Blight snow showers from 10 AM. to noon ; cloudy afternoon. 
A variable but on the whole seasonable week. Temperature about below that of 

the preceding week, and almost exactly the average.—Q. J. SIMONS. 
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Rojal Foeiety nt 4.30 r u. 
Qaekett Club at 8 P M. 

Christmas Pat. 
Bank holiday. 

NOTES ON THE PAST ROSE SEASON. 

' T seems rather incongruous to offer any notes 
upon Roses at this time of year, but the 
best rosarians are true enthusiasts, and, as 
“Horace Vernet” remarked some time ago 
in the Journal, it is the man who thinks and 
cares for his Roses in snow and frost who 
will come to the fore in July in the exhibition 
tent. A few years ago a party of gentlemen 

were out partridge driving in January. The sport was 
somewhat slow, and the weather cold and depressing; 
but two of them seemed to enjoy themselves thoroughly 
—they had not met since the summer, and they chatted 
away, whenever they could get together, all the day long. 
“ What could it all be about ? ” said the others; “ there 
are those two fellows together again, instead of in their 
places.” One came nearer to overhear—“ Bless me ! it’s 
all about Roses! ” 

It is this enthusiasm which brings men to London in 
December from all parts of England to attend the meet¬ 
ing of the National Rose Society; but they have the motto 
“ Floreat Regina Florum ” deeply at heart, and much 
enjoy all talk about their favourite flower. I wonder if 
any of them are of the same opinion as myself, that at 
Rose shows single blooms should be set at one lixed 
distance apart in all stands, and that a modification of 
the same rule, tending to uniformity, should apply to 
triplets. It seems to me that it would be fairer, easier, 
and simpler for judges, exhibitors, and spectators, and 
would put all competitors upon a more equable footing. 
I know that some do not agree with me in this, and all 
will allow, I think, that some credit should be given to 
showing and setting-up; but my question is, Would not 
enough still be granted by some such rule as I have 
suggested ? 

The past Rose year has been noteworthy for the pass¬ 
ing away of the professional and amateur championship 
trophies from Essex; and, as East Anglia is the driest 
part of England as regards rainfall, it would seem at first 
sight as if the exceptional drought of 1887 had a good 
deal to do with this result. But I fancy the drought 
was more felt in the north-west and south-west of 
England than it was in the east, which is, to a certain 
extent, accustomed to and prepared for it. Still, an 
unusual season will always produce unusual results, and 
East Anglians do not despair of bringing back both the 
trophies again in triumph. 

The Rose shows in East Anglia are seldom reported 
in the Journal. They are not on the way to anywhere. 
A competitor from other parts of England is quite a 
rarity, and I fear it is hopeless to expect “D., Deal,” to 
pay them a visit. But good Roses are grown and shown 
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there, and although East Anglians are much handicapped 
at the National Exhibitions by a deficient train service, 
all the Rose-growing world knows the two late champions 
in Essex, and that it takes a good man, let him come 
whence he may, to beat the rector of Scole in Teas. 

Another feature of the past season was the unusually 
poor display of autumnal blooms. This was, of course, 
owing to the weather—the drought continued, but the 
sunshine did not; in fact, the last week of August and 
the whole of September and October seemed as note¬ 
worthy for the absence of sunshine as the earlier parts of 
the year had been for its presence. Our excellent Secre¬ 
tary told us last year, unless I am mistaken, that in 
1886 Madame Gabriel Luizet was one of his best autumn 
bloomers. It was not so with me, and in the past season 
it was the worst—worse than Frangois Michelon. I had 
one late flower of Her Majesty; I do not think it was 
strictly a second bloom, but I am sure we must all have 
been glad to find her blooms as good as they were. It 
struck me that most of those I saw exhibited were cut too 
late and too large. I found that when cut quite small 
they were much better in shape and colour. It is when 
they reach the flat expanded stage that one hears the 
muttered verdict—“coarse.” 

I know little of the new Roses, and hope that 
“ D., Deal,” and “ T. W. G.” will be kind enough again 
to give us some information about them; but I had 
two or three good blooms of Mrs. John Laing, and hope 
that this gold medal Rose will be included in the 
National Rose Society Exhibition list. 

The question of stocks seems like’y to be a fruitful 
theme ot discussion for some years. The Manetti has 
lately been waning in favour; but it is not probable that 
nurserymen will abandon it. Indeed this stock has 
lately found a powerful advocate in an unexpected 
quarter, and I hope that he will, as he says, “ cut many 
more blooms from Manetti to put in the champion stand 
of seventy-two; ” but I fancy that it will be gradually 
discontinued by amateurs for all but the strongest grow¬ 
ing H.P.’s. 

With regard to the relative merits of cuttings and 
seedlings of the Briar, it is well known that the former 
spread their roots almost horizontally, while the seedling 
stocks root deeper. I fancy this points to an adapt¬ 
ability on the part of each, not so much to different sorts 
of soil, as to different modes of treatment. If a man 
plants his Roses in November, and, beyond just pruning 
them in March, cares no more for them till he goes to 
look for blooms at the end of June, it seems to me that 
the seedling Briar stock would be able to withstand such 
neglect the best; while, on the other hand, he who 
endeavours to feed his plants regularly and amply with 
proper nourishment, will succeed best with those on the 
Briar cutting, whose roots, being near the surface, are in 
the best position to assimilate all food supplied as quickly 
as possible. The points against the seedling Briar seem 
to be—that, from the time of sowing the seed, the stocks 
take longer to prepare; that a batch is generally of 
unequal size and strength; that they are not quite so 
easy to bud; and that the budded plants of H.P.’s are 
not so strong the first year, and are too late for exhibition. 
On the other hand it cannot be denied that Tea Roses 
make very fine plants upon this stock. Some assert that 
finer blooms of the Tea varieties are to be had from 
standards than from cutting or seedling Briars. It is 
difficult to say why this should be, and at all events the 
dwarfs are more easily protected from, frost by the simple 
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process of earthing them up. Messrs. Cocker & Sons, of 
Aberdeen, have instituted a series of experiments upon 
the three stocks which I have mentioned, by growing a 
number of varieties on each of them side by side. For 
this they are much to be commended, but it remains to 
be seen whether they will succeed in establishing any 
facts which are not known at present. 

The ordinary Rose pests were, with me, neither 
better nor worse than usual in the past season. We 
heard a good deal last year about Orange fungus or red 
rust, but I have hardly ever found it do any practical 
harm. I had some leaves among II.P.’s touched quite 
early in the spring, but it did not seem to spread. 
Some weakish seedling Briars were a good deal affected 
by it, but as these were to be budded with Teas, which 
are not liable to this parasite, I did not trouble about 
them. I have in most years had some H.P.’s which have 
lost a good many of their leaves in August from this 
cause; but I have found no harm beyond a possible 
weakening of the autumnal bloom. “Ah! but a loss of 
the leaves prevents a due ripening of the wood,” someone 
said to me; but I do not see what is the use of ripened 
wood, if it is all cut clean away down to the ground in 
March. 

Aphides trouble me but little, and I quite agree with 
Mr. Duncan Gilmour that, leaving out of account ex¬ 
ceptional visitations like the winged swarms of 1885, 
Roses in vigorous health need fear little from this plague, 
I find the aphis brush the most speedy remedy for those 
I do have. When budding this last summer a row of 
Briar cuttings, I found there were a good many red ants 
about their roots; and, having occasion last month to 
transplant these cuttings with their dormant buds, I 
found on the underground stems and the roots adjoining 
them a quantity of aphides of a plum colour, but giving a 
yellow stain when crushed. I never heard of Rose 
aphides underground before, and hope they are excep¬ 
tional, or they might be as bad as the phylloxera; but I 
imagine they were carried and established there by the 
ants, which were still in attendance upon them. It is 
known, I believe, that ants do transplant aphides, and 
treat them as their milch cows. The moral seems to be, 
Get rid of your ants by boiling water or other means. 
They will often completely eat up a fine bud, though I am 
doubtful if they ever make the first incision. I rather 
fancy they are generally attracted by the sap issuing 
from a hole made by a caterpillar, and, having once got 
at the sap, come “ in their thousands,” and finish the bud 
right off. However, Orange fungus, aphides and ants I 
do not mind. My two great enemies are mildew and 
thrips, and I know of no prevention for either. 

The nature and life history of mildew has been most 
clearly shown us by Mr. Worthington Smith; but there 
is one thing about it I do not quite understand. I gather 
from his investigations that during the winter mildew 
spores, which have fallen with the leaves, rest in very 
minute damp-proof and frost-proof boxes (perithecia), 
which are only burst by the warm rays of the returning 
summer sun. How is it, then, that in attempting to force 
Roses in a house which has never had a Rose in it before, 
mildew is very apt to make its appearance, even in quite 
wintry months ? Oh ! for a preventive of mildew. lor a 
remedy I have gone back to the old one of sulphur pure 
and simple. 

I was never troubled by thrips till two or three years 
ago, but last year it was a great nuisance. I had not a 
single,bloom of Madame Lacharme, Yiolette Bouyer, and 
Ducliessede Vallornbrosa, which was not absolutely spoilt 

by it. These three varieties were by far the greatest 
sufferers, though a dozen eacli of them was grown in two 
separate places amongst others. No doubt the drought 
had a good deal to do with it, and if the blooms as well 
as the roots had been well watered the thrips might have 
been banished. But then these are just the blooms which 
are luined by wet after they begin to show colour, so that 
I was regularly in a dilemma. I tried different remedies 
with no effect, and of course anything that would stain 
the petals is inadmissible. I think I shall try wetting 
the buds, or applying something bitter, next year, before 
they show colour, but I have doubts as to the use of any 
such remedy. Any hints on this head will be gratefully 
accepted by—W. R. Raillem. 

HEAVY SOILS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT. 
A good, strong, holding soil when properly managed is one of 

the best a gardener can have to deal with, for as compared with a 
sandy soil it will grow better crops with less manure and retain its 
moisture much longer. To state that heavy clay soils are the best may 
startle some young gardener, it would have startled me six years 
ago. To see the water standing on the surface all the winter, and 
sometimes in summer too, like little ponds ; to require two spades 
for digging, one to take up a spit and another to push it off with ; 
and then in summer to see it bake like huge bricks, with cracks 
G inches wide and as deep as the cultivated soil; surely such a state 
of things may well startle any young gardener, especially if he has 
never seen what can be done with such soils. When in this deplor¬ 
able state heavy soils are by no means the best. One of the sandiest 
description would be far preferable to it, for then we could grow 
autumn and spring crops ; but with the other nothing is satisfactory, 
and unless a gardener be allowed sufficient labour and other facili¬ 
ties for bringing such soils into a friable condition, whether he be 
young or old, he has an especial claim on the sympathies of his 
brethren, for his life will be one of heavy toil, producing very 
meagre results. My object in writing this paper is to ti’y and show 
how these close heavy soils may be made friable and capable of pro¬ 
ducing the best of flowers, fruits, vegetables, and farm produce, 
thinking it may be of use to some inexperienced readers of the 
Journal. 

Burnt clay, or ballast as it is generally called, is an indispensable 
element for mixing with heavy soils to render them porous. Nothing 
we have tried equals it, and the manner in which plants of nearly 
all kinds root into it proves it beneficial to them. It seems to have 
the power of multiplying roots, for fruit trees will become a perfect 
mat of fibrous roots if a good quantity of fine ballast be mixed 
with the soil for them. 

We have burnt thousands of tons of clay in the last five years, 
not merely because we wanted the ballast, but because acres of 
good land were covered with it, and many valuable trees were being 
killed because 2 or 3 feet of clay had been piled over their roots. 
The process of burning clay has already been described in the pages 
of the Journal, and “ W. M.,” page 356, has promised to send par¬ 
ticulars of cost, so that it is not necessary for me to enter into detail 
on those points. I can, however, assure those who may wish to 
begin that clay burning is a very simple operation, requiring more 
common sense than skill, and that any labourer with a fair amount 
of the former will burn from 30 to 40 tons of clay with 1 ton of 
coal at 7s. per ton delivered, and that if the clay be carted to him 
will burn it in from three to four days—i.e., after the fire is well 
started. The ballast will require screening, but as that is generally 
done at odd times I am unable to state the cost. 

Having secured plenty of rough and fine ballast we may 
proceed with the draining, for all attempts at improving the 
surface will be of little avail unless we provide good drains for 
carrying off the surplus water. Draining is an old practice, but 
is it thoroughly understood ? or is it always done in a rational 
manner ? I could point to instances where hundreds of pounds 
have been spent in draining without doing any good ; in some 
instances the ground has been positively injured by being made 
less porous. Most gardeners and farmers know how to make 
puddle by treading and otherwise knocking clay about so as to 
stop up the pores that it may hold water, yet it is the custom for 
them to have the clay trodden, and sometimes even rammed, when 
it is being returned into the drain, thus stopping the pores of the 
clay and making puddle of it ; neither is that, all, for it stops the 
pores and joints of the pipes so effectually that it is impossible for 
either water or air to enter them. The primary object of burying 
draining tiles is the same as that of crocking flower pots—namely, 
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berriedSolanum^TS Pknt? T m°xSt consPicuous are the scarlet- 
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they have been forced, and they are purchased either for their 

Heaths %f°rPl-acin,g in Pots for general decorative purposes 

senfto theMaS®r}Ca hyGmllis and E' g™c«» autumnalfs are 
Palms Dracmnaks Vernarg° n,U™bers a"d seem to be in good demand, 
i aims, Uracamas, Ferns, and Cyperus alternifolius are the principal 
foliage plants, the Ferns being remarkably numerous PterLes of 
course predominate, but Polypodium aureum is also a favorite 
ov\ mg probably to its bold glaucous fronds, but several ^rowers sav 
it scarcely pays, as it is very slow compared with Pteris serrulata 
Many market complain that prices are low, and one expSnced 

barely reaSS ^ ^ bring £1°° ^°SSl^ 

p., Jh the nUt flo'ver department Christmas Roses (Hellebores') are 
much m demand, the blooms realising from Is. to 2s fid nef 
dozen and the large pure white flowers of H. nicer maximus are 

M^rkif •"I6"0!'t0 Eucharis- Roman Hyacinths^ sent to the 
Market m large quantities, but they do not sell at remunerative 
prices and some hundreds of bunches are misold neX every 
market morning. Lilies of the Valley are in fair demand b7t 

for Pf°r b‘UnCh °f a d?,Zen 8pikes at Christmas time can scarcely pay 
ViJ)rc,n^> espflall-y^hen they cost 25s. to 30s. per Sand 
Violets sell freely and English grown samples of good Wur 
ealise as much as 2s. per dozen small bunches, while much larevr 

2dT«hd VttS bntg “,d i avenue at -d, each. A few late Chrysanthemums are seen also 

Ttfch! ?rd Eucharlses. but Mignonette is scarce. The spathes of 
Richardia sethiopica are especially numerous this week as thev are 
much valued for church and other decorations ; the spathes ar<f also 
used large y for wreaths. Some of the florists L the central 
avenue make a specialty of choice flowers, and one in particular has 
a number of Orchids, comprising Odontoglossums Insleavi erande 
and crispum, Cypripedium insigne, Lielia anceps and^W 
Oncidiums. Small bunches of Heliotrope or Violets and Mm 

m°nk Zonal 4TtrK 6d' eaCh ap,pear to be favouriteS- Scarlet an*d 
Lnii ft Pelargoniums, with a few red Roses and Bouvardias 

EuchSises! aifcSnii ^ With white Ca-nias; 

Markets are also well stocked. 

PREPARING FOR CHRISTMAS IN COVENT 
GARDEN MARKET. 

in thPwS'hf1* t0nC,°V!nt G'ardenon one of the market morning 
", h! ee,k before Christmas is extremely interesting and instruc- 

of vefXwn° °thGr™rt Pr°bably coulTsuch an enormous supply 
of vegetable products be seen. The space of the Market is unde? 

Rb'SrUTtan?3rcb t0° restricted. but at this time of year 
Th! 1 7 lnadec!ua*e /or the accommodation of sellers and buyers 
The consequence is that within the Market itself the wholeavailable 
space is-blocked with bushels, barrels, boxes, and crates of all sizes 

Lnfus^n"'ouTsid^T and apparent‘y in the most inextricable 
tusion. Outside the covered space waggons of Evergreens 

Christmas Trees, Mistletoe, Holly, green vegetables, and TurnTps 

the fruit LNf ' are also well stocked. Of 
“ h f s,uPPIles are the long flat cases of Oranges of 

which there are some hundreds, and the barrels of brightly coloured 
American Apples, which are nearly as numerous. Continental and 

SaUiaidhTba^?68’ the f°rmer jh!edy in barrels and the lattev 
li tlat handle baskets, are consigned in large quantities the finer 
samples of home-grown late Grapes being confined mainly to a few 
Ladmg fruiterers in Covent Garden and the West End. ^Therc are 
afeF Iears- and fbe best samples command good prices as also do 
the best of home-grown Apples. Nuts are invariably in considerable 

easTend of°the cent8’ T* ^ tW° leadin,g depbts for these at the 
It “i v “ central avenue are now barricaded with scores of 
sacks and huge baskets of the principal sorts. Small Barcelona 
Nuts, Brazils and Chestnuts are the chief, but Filberts, Cocoa Nuts 
the Sapucaia Nuts and a few Walnuts ’are also seen Amount 
imported tropical fruits the Pine Apple is the most important and 

tWIe8rj lntbe Market comprise some remarkably fine fruits 
rtau m ma‘n y con?ls/U)f Brussels Sprouts, Potatoes, Savoys' 
Greens, and Turnips, with Onions. Of the first there has bee/a 

ffair height! demand be’ng als° keen has kePt UP P^ces to 

th® °utside market the great feature this week is the immense 
supply of Hol y and MisGetoe, and it is astonishing how so much 
of the latter important adjunct to Christmas decorations can b6 
procured. A large proportion is imported from the north-western 
departments of France, where it is grown extensively in the Tuple 
orclmrds. It is packed in light crates about 5 or 6 feet square PP d 
some thousands of these are forwarded to the London markets 
(luring the second and third weeks of December. They are mostly 
sold by auction, as also are the bundles of Holly, which are in 
similar demand. The samples in the Market th/season are not 
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quite so well “berried ” as they are in some years, and the price for 
good specimens is proportionately high. The evergreens employed 
in decoration include Cherry Laurel, Laurustinus, Aucuba, Ivy, 
Yew, and branches of miscellaneous Conifers, while the young trees 
of Abies, mostly cut off and inserted in pots, supply the “ Christmas 
Trees ” that afford so much delight to the juveniles. Numberless 
waggons loaded with these trees packed closely like dense miniature 
forests have made their way to the London markets this week, but 
Covent Garden has had the lion’s share. 

My visit was made early in the present week, and perhaps in 
another letter something may be told of another journey still 
nearer to the time of festivity ; meanwhile this note may be con¬ 
cluded with the compliments of the season to all readers of the 
“ Good Old Journal.”—Townsman. 

MIGNONETTE IN POTS. 
The variety of Mignonette is often condemned as a poor 

weakly one when the fault has been due to the system of manage¬ 
ment practised. If the greatest care is not exercised during the dull 
sunless weather these plants are almost certain to continue growth, 
which will destroy the prospect of large spikes of bloom. These 
are not the result of weakly growth, but of the opposite ; a close 
atmosphere or too high a temperature will start them into growth if 
they are now practically at a standstill. Growth during the dark 
days of winter should be so slow that it can scarcely be perceived. 
The plants should be arranged as near to the glass as possible, the 
pots standing upon some material that contains moisture, and 
placing them on dry shelves should be avoided. Sufficient water 
must be given, and at the same time excess must be carefully 
avoided, or the roots will perish. If the soil is allowed to become 
dust dry the foliage assumes a brownish yellow appearance and the 
shoots become woody. Free growth and large spikes need not be 
expected from plants in this condition. They will certainly pro¬ 
duce short small spikes in profusion. Abundance of air must be 
admitted to them on all favourable occasions, and no more artificial 
heat than will insure their being safe from frost. At night, if the 
temperature can be prevented falling below 35° they will be per¬ 
fectly safe. When admitting air avoid cold cutting winds, for it is 
better to keep the house closed. If severe frost sets in, and is 
likely to last long, more fire heat may be employed to keep the 
glass from being frosted and the plants in semi-darkness for two or 
three weeks. This would prove even more injurious than the use 
of fire heat early in the morning. 

Plants subjected to this treatment will commence growing 
strongly in February, and if judiciously watered will have large 
dark foliage and large spikes of bloom. Mignonette in pots for de¬ 
coration is by no means effective when the foliage has been browned 
by carelessness in watering during the stage of vigorous growth, 
but when they have been well cared for and have bold healthy 
foliage they are attractive amongst other plants in the spring. 
Plants from which bloom must be had should be kept in a tempera¬ 
ture at night of 50° with a rise of 5° by day. If air is admitted 
daily when favourable they will grow slowly and continue pro¬ 
ducing small spikes that are serviceable for cutting. If they are 
kept too warm they will continue growing instead of lengthening 
their flower spikes. To have a constant supply during the winter a 
good number of plants must be sacrificed for the purpose—that is, 
as far as the production of large spikes are concerned. Plants that 
flower during the next two months will, if cared for, give abund¬ 
ance of small spikes suitable for cutting until this favourite flower 
can be had from frames in which seed has been sown early to 
precede that sown outside without protection.—W. D. 

FACTS ABOUT GRAPES. 
MADRESFIELD COURT. 

For the first time since the introduction of this now very 
popular variety no complaints of its cracking badly have reached 
me either privately or through the Press. This would rather 
appear to favour the theory that cracking is really the result of ex¬ 
cessive moisture in the atmosphere, which penetrates the skins and 
fills the berries ; but I am not yet convinced on that point. It 
would perhaps serve no good purpose to go over the old ground 
again, the controversy on the subject being yet fresh in the minds 
of many of the readers of the Journal, and I have no wish to revive 
it. For many seasons we have not had such a long spell of com¬ 
paratively cloudless summer weather, and abundance of air had to 
be given early and late in some instances in order to prevent both 
the loss of foliage and berries by scalding. This evidently just 
suited Madresfield Court, few or no berries cracking, and plainly 
suggests one good remedy in less favourable seasons. Unfor¬ 
tunately in mixed vineries it is not often wise to unduly favour 
any one particular variety at the expense of the rest. For instance, 

our best Vine of Madresfield Court is in a house principally de¬ 
voted to Muscats, and being much earlier in ripening it would be 
unwise to admit air in quantity in order to prevent cracking' 
during the ripening perioff, as this would be most prejudicial to the- 
Muscats. Much as the Madresfield Court is liked for its table- 
quality, it being a really good companion for white Muscats, our 
Vine would have had to be sacrificed had we not heard of a fresh- 
remedy for cracking. In the neighbourhood of Dorchester crack¬ 
ing is prevented, not by drying off at the roots aud the admission- 
of more air than is good for the rest of the occupants of the house, 
but as far as the drying off or starvation treatment is concerned, by’ 
totally opposite measures. This came as a revelation to me, and I 
am in hopes will in the future prove as successful as it has done- 
this season. Not merely Madresfield Court, but all solid-berried 
Grapes, including Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pince, Lady Downe’s, 
Gros Colman, and Golden Queen require more liberal treatment 
than those with berries largely composed of sugar and water. We 
gave our Madresfield Court abundance of water with surfacings of 
Jensen’s fish-bone manure whenever the border (an outside one)- 
gave signs of approaching dryness, and the berries were larger and 
better finished than we have ever had them previously. Unfor¬ 
tunately it ripened at least six weeks too early for the shows, andr 
this spoilt our chance for a good place in the prize list. Some of 
the best examples of Madresfield Court I have seen this year were 
shown at Trowbridge by Mr. John Bailey (Mr. B. Hopkins,, 
gardener), Frome, and were rightly awarded the first prize in a good 
class for any black Grape of Muscat flavour. These bunches were 
grown in a mixed house, containing both Alicante and Black 
Hamburgh, and were part of a heavy crop. All the Vines in the 
house received liberal surfacings of loam, manure, and bones, as 
well as a summer mulching of strawy manure and abundance of 
water. Let me, therefore, advise any of my readers who have not- 
yet done well the variety under notice to try what a more generous- 
diet and plenty of moisture at the roots at all times will do. Many 
succeed well with it up to a certain point, but fail to colour the 
berries properly, the result of a great anxiety to prevent cracking. 

BLACK HAMBURGH. 
I have already alluded to this old favourite (see page 399), but- 

have not exhausted my facts about it. At the risk of being 
thought egotistical, I may mention having been fairly successful, 
with the Black Hamburgh, and could give a list of prizes won 
several years in succession, in good company too. Incredible as it 
may at first appear, much the best bunches have been grown in a, 
flue-heated Muscat house, the only other black variety being the 
Madresfield Court just alluded to. It is a well-known fact that is- 
an utter impossibility to properly colour the Black Hamburgh in 
a Muscat temperature. It ought to be equally as well known that 
the lower or front portion is from 5° to 10° cooler than the rest of 
the house, notably near the roof, this being the natural result of the 
circulation of the air, the coldest being the heaviest, finding its way 
to the lowest portion of the house, this in spite of the flues or hot- 
water pipes. Our Vine of Black Hamburgh was introduced from 
the next division and trained along the front of the house, the 
extra extension also greatly increasing the size of the stem. Being 
naturally earlier in starting than the Muscats, it is retarded by- 
giving plenty of front air, while the top ventilators being kept close 
favours an early start of the latter, all of which are planted in an 
inside pit. Directly colouring has commenced front air is given, 
some being left on all night, and the hottest part of the flue is also 
covered with old sacking. This treatment, coupled with judicious- 
cropping, results in a good finish, without any injury to the 
Muscats. Moreover, the wood always ripens well, the bunches are 
larger, and the berries set better than is the case in a house devoted 
to Black Hamburgh. It is a good method of utilising the front of 
a house, and is a “ wrinkle ” for would-be prizewinners. I prefer it 
to the old-fashioned plan adopted by Mr. A. Crossman, gardene ■ to- 
Mr. J. Brunton, Yeovil. On one occasion that I visited this, 
garden two rods in a mixed house of Vines appeared to have been 
filled, all the rest being once stopped. They had been kept outside 
of the house, and thus retarded, and were introduced when the 
slower ripening varieties had presumably got a good start, all then 
being ripened and given as much air as needed at about the same 
time. It was one of the many schemes tried by a gardener anxious 
to figure conspicuously in the show tent, and was attended with 
fairly good results. 

GROS GUILLAUME. 
This will never become popular among Grape growers for 

several reasons, but at the same time I consider its merits as a late 
variety much undei rated. Well grown it keeps well, and is a most 
refreshing Grape, superior in fact to all but Lady Downe’s, though 
not so rich as Muscat of Alexandria and Mrs. Pince. With some it 
is very shy fruiting, and in other cases it is quite the reverse, this I 
am fully persuaded being due to the fact that there js more than 
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ri o„f t [tu 01U lhe first tirae 1 fruited a rod newly 
t l Black Hamburgh stock two remarkably large and 

S tSerthe+,Cr°P’ and these having sill berries 
kelson and it lari t^1" i"’13 ther® an^ improvement the second 
Ward nf T had to make room for a more reliable variety. Mr. 

prefer the^or^ ^ G’ "v,0 glWS the GrosGuillaume (I should 
have seen iH? pronou,nceable Kl®e of Barbarossa) better than I 
with E elsewhere, kindly sent me wood from his Vines, and 

^n old Vine^T6 •8UC°??ful in establishing a graft on the stem of 
Black Ha mb ™rchlng a young Vine on a growing shoot of 
11m« r,U bi °h’ * E.very stron= lateral produced froin the rods 
Wrow tonH Was fruitful, and two bunches were left on each Vine 

Gur heaViest bunch this season 
berries rmi!.r d i°f 8 lbs,\ thls finishing beautifully, and all had 
these bip- arge as the Black Hamburgh. Unfortunately 
Lkla? of hWe value. They are sensational, and 

all ordinEr hat Can,ba,said in their favour, being too large for 
hivin^ ftm ?Urp°Sef’ and therefore also unsaleable. If instead of 
weight wT, dkfgen CEwTS w®ighing 16 lbs. in the aggregate this 
would be nfd nibU^ed through four or five compact bunches they 
would be of nearly double the value. Mr. Ward however secures 

“piril68 w'th fine berries well colored TndTuch 
S ,ne 0n ,eitber the exhibition or dining table. At 

Grane and^f7' S^9 sP3cially constructed for this noble 
imnori.r,^ du,nn" the winter and early spring months they play an 

partSs are held lnH® adornment of the dining table when large 
LvesvlEif'f B,-lng thoroughly well ripened the quality also 
berries whin ¥ 13 a mistake *o attempt thinning the 
at anv Jm! ^ n Ct ;-lu *act> Ver>' few- if a>W, need be removed 
*d sh o7r Sh^w h ° u?1iWISe a lo°f bunch- which would settle down on a 
out a fJw nM?hke*pancakeresuIts- It may be advisable to take 
which these irp .smallest or stoneless berries after it is certain 
“ arel this being done for the sake of appearance, a few 
small bemes detracting from the general effect. Very little 

Ward freelv- sb6 f L°Fgfwh but unless 1 am much mistaken Mr. 
the varfetlT h°’‘tens back th? long shoulders, a characteristic of 
shoulderless’°r Th™ c,omes his bunches are comparatively 
varieties and T Tf’S- F^F answers weH m the case of other 
next Sson P?ftam]y hope to try it with the Gros Guillaume 
fruit anTJL P1J 0± fire,heat is necessary both for ripening the 

r°°d Pf°Perly. There is no better stock for it than 

l ESt lnfl11 dUIfi ’ 3U- 1 haVue a9sisted yery good bunches from 
fered wIFb ;L'ldy Downe s’ The rod of the latter was not inter- 
flult fT,e ImffanZnWa^’ and annually Perfected about 20 lbs. of 
caused bv?mb!-°f Gudlaume being inserted at the bend 
S litter ^Up the r?of- 0nly one large branching spur of 
these iElrTabll°fime?’- r°m t*113 b?ing taken two bu"ches each year, 
plenty of bunel nl®bmg ^ ell. Those who are anxious to obtain 

Evstem nfbrl™ 1 °f tH?S Var,e‘y from o d rods must not ad°pt the 
Eastern of closely spurring back the laterals. We cut to a good 
plump bud, or to either the third or fourth joint.—W. Iggulden. 

CHURCH DECORATING. 
toomimhPK6 acc,ept,ed “ a ve/y good and safe rule to follow, that 
mtsEpE f bestowed on decorations is labour wasted. Simple 
aid nf*T ’ a,minlmara of material so long as there is sufficient 

a End pC.F1UCrh T17’are tbf P°ints t0 keep 1,1 dew in producing 
ag d flC - In doping walls, pillars, windows, &c., with ever- 

drllld f/ml Care Sh,°uld bu exercised- Where the portion to be 
shmffi °I larfe’ t len wreathing of the same character 
than+1,0 P °yed» and perhaps nothing is better for this purpose 
than the common Laurel, or where the shade of green may be con- 

TrZei jT J,ght ■?;, Po?»*1 L“rel "4 b. 8„&”d. 
till oY \ery 9Ultable- For wreathing of a lighter descrip¬ 
tion about 3 inches thick—common Box does very well. Wreath- 

mfofff°rirapiFg Palpits °r galleries, is very prettily made 
P t £ J of either tbe Silver Queen or Golden Queen Hollies, 

in the arrangement of the wreaths the style of the building has 

Ff,;mUrSe t0 be t?ken as, tbe key to tbe whole. but in most if not all 
foundings a simple method of draping the walls as in the following 
manner will be as effective as a more complex arrangement. Taking 
the doors as points for the beginning and ending of the several 
p r ions of the design, it will be found most convenient to be^in 
operations at one or each of these Forming a hoop over the door 
the wreathing may be carried either to the nearest side of the 
window next the door, to the farthest side, or to the centre of the 
same, allowing the material to droop according to taste. If attached 
to the nearest side, then another loop is hung above the window by 
the wreathing being fastened to the farther side, and each window 
is treated in the same manner. If, however, the material is carried 
across to the side of the window farthest from the door, it is con¬ 
tinued in the same way across each window, and a second line of 
mateual begins from the near side of the window, crosses the other 

a^ rr c.erdie’ and so continues till the last window is reached. This 
method is most suitable when the windows are large and rather far 
.part. By attaching pieces of wreathing to the highest points of 
the material put up as above, and allowing them to hang down the 
sides of windows and doors, a very good effect is produced. Where 

o wreathing is fixed over the centre of each window, these hang- 
g pieces are attached either underneath the ceiling or where the 

'' I.®a,, Passes. Mottoes may be introduced in any way thought 
m a e> I1® a5uve method of arranging the greenery yielding a 

suitable setting to these. 

Ends and organ recesses should be treated boldly but simply. 
Galleries may have an edging of Holly wreathing, such as already 
recommended, run round the top cornice, and neat loops of the 
same material carried between each of the panels, finishing with 
short pieces hanging from the points of intersection. The pulpit 
must be treated according to its character. When detached from 

in+Fr therflls HJore room for diversifying the arrangement. If 
ie orm of a platform, plants may well be arranged on its stage, 

t merely a box, then plants must be grouped only at its base, in 
any case ie plants used should be as little formal in appearance as 

j'ZSS\ ■ e’ j \case a couple of tall Palms will be more 
ettecLve and telhng than any number of smaller plants, which would 
ta.il to show their character a short distance away. 

With regard to dressing a box pulpit, where it stands well clear 
ot seats a few Maidenhair Ferns dotted for a groundwork, with an 

u f-'°m,® 0 or Isolepis and good Palms, Cyperus alter- 
1 o ius, am^?os and Curculigos not too thickly arranged among 

them with a Calla or two, a few Calanthe vestita, and cut stems 
ot late white and yellow Chrysanthemums have a very good effect. 

e? ,1Y1^d ^rom ^e body of the church by altar rails, these 
may je lightly draped with long shoots of Aspaiagus plumosus or 
tenuissimus, Cissus antarcticus, or variegated Ivy, a few tall Palms 
and Callas set behind this screen, and a neat free group of plants 
arranged in front. We have arranged a font—a wooden one—in 
various ways Nothing prettier, however, can be made of it than 
vy. raPTV it with hanging shoots of Ficus repens, Panicum, or 
eiried I uchsia procumbens, these plants standing inside an outer 

row ot Isolepis. A good plant, such as a Cocos several feet high, 
is redlllJe<f f°r the centre. A few tall spikes of Pampas Grass, 
and halt a dozen growths of the same, cut a good length, is also 
placed near the centre, the long blades of the Grass, of course, 
». i oopmg all round. A few small Maidenhair Ferns and Cyperus, 
with say three Arum flowers and a few Calanthes or Roman 
Hyacinths, make up what is a very pretty arrangement. Flattish 
window sills may berepdered very attractive by standing a line of 
isolepis along the inside front, with a few Ferns or pieces of 
oerried Holly covering the remainder, and one or more good plants 
standing well up from the others.—B. 

JASMINUM REEVESI. 
Allow me to call your attention and that of the readers of 

your Journal to the Jasminum Reevesi as an evergreen flowering 
shrub which deserves far more extensive cultivation in suburban 
and other gardens than it at present obtains ; in fact, for many 
years I have never seen more than one plant of it. Its hardy 
nature, bright deep metallic green foliage, healthy habit, and its 
beautiful umbels of golden yellow flowers most freely produced in 
August and September, should ensure it a place in every garden, 
and yet I have never been able to find it named in any of the cata¬ 
logues of our principal nurserymen. 

The specimen to which I allude was growing, and may be still, a 
few years ago in front of a terrace of houses in St. John’s Wood, 
London, very near to the “ Eyre Arms,” and was perfectly healthy 
though quite uncared for. It grew in a cold stiff clay soil close to 
the dusty road, was sheltered from the east winds, but otherwise in 
an exposed and somewhat draughty position. Its height was about 
4 feet. Will you kindly call the attention of your readers to a 
shrub which possesses such excellent qualities and well deserves to 
be grown ?—W. M. B. 

DOUBLE PANSIES AND IIEPATICAS. 
Double Pansies.—In looking through Parkinson’s “Paradisus 

Terrestris,” a valuable old gardening book published in 1629, I 
notice that he thus refers to Viola tricolor flore duplici (the double 
Heartsease). “ We have in our gardens another sort that beareth 
flowers with more leaves than the former (the varieties of 
Viola tricolor are alluded to) making it seem to be twice double, 
and that only in autumn, for the first flowers .are single that come 
in summer, that is of that sort that beareth purple flowers ; and it 
is to be observed that the seed of this kind will not bring all double 
flowers, but some only, if the ground be fit and liking, si that if 
you once had a plant of this double kind, you shall seldom mis* 
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to have double flowers again every year of its own growing or 
sowing.” 

Referring to Messrs. H. Cannell & Son’s “ Floral Guide ” for 
1887 they offer a “ grand old double Pansy,” and I wonder if this 
is a descendant in a direct line from the double mentioned by 
Parkinson. Mr. Hall of Truro and others cultivate an old double 
Pansy which is no doubt identical with Messrs. Cannell’s “ Old 
Double.” Whilst writing on Pansies, I will just refer to the fuss 
made about the Trimardeau and other foreign Pansies, offered as 
beating everything in Pansies. This is misleading, for they cannot 
compare in beauty of colours and form, and in size do not excel 
the grand Fancy Pansies of the Scotch and English cultivators, 
and packets of seed can be bought readily at from Is. to 2s. Gd. per 
packet. 

Hepaticas.—In “ Paradisus Terrestris,” already mentioned, 
the following list of Hepaticas is to be found—viz., 

No. 1, Flore cceruleo simplici major (the great single blue). 
„ 2, Minor flore pallido cceruleo (the small blue). 
„ 3, Flore purpureo (purple). 
„ 4, Flore albo minor (the lesser white). 
„ 5, Albo magnifico (the great white). 
„ 6, Albo fini argenteo (ash coloured or argentine) of a bluish 

ash colour changing to white. 
„ 7, Albo flore straminibus rubro (white Hepatica with red 

threads). 
„ 8, Flore rubro (red Hepatica). 
„ 9, Flore purpureo multiplici fine pleno (the double purple). 
„ 10, Flore coeruleo pleno (double blue). 

No. 3 is described thus—“ This is in all things like unto the 
first (No. 1), but the flowers are of a deeper blue, tending to a 
violet purple.” 

""Parkinson adds the following note on Hepaticas : “ They have 
obtained divers names, some calling them Hepatica, Hepatica 
nobilis, Hepaticum tvifolium, Trifolium nobile, Trifolium aureum, 
and some Trionitas and Herba trinitas. In English you may call 
them either Hepatica, after the Latin name, or Noble Liverwort.” 

How many of these varieties exist now ? Any information by 
growers of the Hepatica would be acceptable to many of your 
readers.—W. D. 

THE SETTING, STONING, AND SWELLING OF 
GRAPES. 

The thanks of the Grape-growing world are due to Mr. Stephen 
Castle for recording so honestly his experiences and difficulties. 
With your permission I will make a few remarks on the subject 
which seems most to perplex him. 

There may be exceptional climatal conditions to be studied and 
overcome in his case, as I have found more than once in my career, 
but it appears to me that the principal thing wanting is for Mr. 
Castle to have a lesson on moderation. 

Mr. Castle understands that potash is good for Yines, he directly 
goe3 and applies as much of that salt to them as I should have 
thought sufficient to pickle them. He makes up his mind from 
what he thinks conclusive experiments (which as he records them 
point, in my opinion, in another direction) that front air causes 
shrivelling, and he decides on giving little or no front air. He 
knows that lime is essential to the production of good Grapes, and 
he applies at least six times too much lime. 

I wish I was sufficiently near him to look into the facts of the 
case myself, for I have no doubt I should learn something from 
what I saw ; but as Mr. Castle is a close observer, I have no doubt 
he will be able to furnish me with the principal information I 
require to form a better opinion than I am now able to do. 

Does all the wood ripen thoroughly, or do some of the growths 
remain green through their entire length ? Is there a deficiency of 
pollen at flowering time ? I like the pollen to fall on to the leaves 
in such quantities that they have the appearance of having been 
dusted with sulphur. Lastly, and most important, Is it possible for 
a common earth worm to live in Mr. Castle’s border ? 

I do not recommend having a large quantity of worms there. I 
am not aware that they would do any particular good, but I do not 
think a border which is incapable of supporting a worm is fit to 
support a Vine. In other words, you may have quite a sufficiency 
of lime, potash, and phosphoric acid, and yet your Yines may starve. 
I believe, notwithstanding what has been added by “ Proprietor,” 
that this is the case with the Vines at West Lynn. 

There has been, on Mr. Castle’s own showing, sufficient lime 
(viz., 14 lbs. to the square yard) added to destroy everything in the 
shape of nitrogenous food that has ever been applied. As if one 
good dose was not sufficient it has been applied “three times a year, 

never top-dressing or mulching without using it.” Then I say the 
top-dressing or mulching did little or no good as far as feeding the 
Yines. Caustic lime should never be applied with manure, nor in 
any large quantity with rich soil. I should strongly advise that 
there be no more lime applied to the West Lynn Vines for at least 
two years.—Wm. Taylor. 

Mr. A. Young, on page 442, contributes a few lines on this, 
to me, rather important subject. The question is how to get 
berries with the proper quantity of seeds. Mr. Young would help 
further if he could ascertain if the berries that set without trouble- 
are any better seeded. Alicante is doing precisely with Mr. Youngs 
as myself ; truly the peculiarities of varieties are astonishing. 

In reply to “ Proprietor.” For seven years before coming to 
West Lynn stoning did not trouble me. Early Hamburghs I had 
in at the end of March or beginning of April. What few Grapes I 
kept were mostly on the Yines up to the end of February. With 
gently tapping the rods and probably a better climate (Worthing)1 
the berries set well. I should not, however, like to say the propor¬ 
tion of four-seeded berries ware large compared with those having 
three or two stones. The use of lime has improved the Grape at 
West Lynn both in colour, flavour, and good keeping qualities. 
Fertilising and stoning may be two very different things, yet with¬ 
out fertilisation I have seedless berries, and these are the first to 
shrivel ; therefore without doubt high cultivation is to be aimed at- 

I believe I have gained immensely by using less front ventilation 
this autumn since the Grapes were coloured. Do not suppose by 
this I advise no front air. What I mean is we ought to be very 
careful in admitting the cold air. More top air, more fire, and less 
moisture at flowering time will be my routine in future. 

“ Proprietor” appears to overlook the fact that a too heavily 
cropped Vine is always the worst to both set and stone its crop the 
following year. Is there a gleam of light here ?—weakness, and 
hence sterile flowers. Some Alicantes produced flowers in abund¬ 
ance, but small, with prominent anthers, and much pollen. L 
marked these. What do I find to-day? Berries rather smaller 
than in the bunches above or below, and wood only ripe to the 
fruit stalk, green beyond ; berries with not more than two stones,, 
mostly one. This must be weakness. One lateral is often very 
strong, the next weak ; and this irregularity has not been ex¬ 
plained. 

As a rule, the number and character of the seeds or stones are 
in proportion to the size of the berries, yet in some instances the 
larger berry on a bunch has only two stones, this berry being- 
rounder than the next berry with four seeds ; but suppose the 
seeds weigh the same in each case, are not the two equal to the 
four ? I have often found when one seed is imperfect the other 
is of unusual size. It has been my pleasure to dissect several 
berries growing at other places recently, and find the same defect 
and results as in my own, and a friend writing from Herefordshire^ 
says his experience is exactly the same as my own. Muscats run 
from one to three stones each, rarely four ; Alicante and Gros 
Colman average three stones each. “ There can be no seeds 
without fertilisation.” This is true, though in some instances 
self-fertilising suffices, though it does not in my case. I used no 
potash this season, as I had reason to believe I used it too freely 
the previous year. I have not seen a case stated of evil arising" 
from the use of lime. As to defective fertilisation, I send you a 
Muscat bunch on which I was requested to try an experiment in 
the spring. To the upper portion, the shoulders, pollen was applied 
with a brush, which was also drawn down one side of the bunch 
and round its tip at the bottom, the other side not being touched. 
What do you think of this ?—Stephen Castle, Manager, West 
Lynn Vineyard. 

[We think the necessity for artificial fertilisation was absolute- 
in this case. On the side of the bunch “ not touched ” the berries 
are of the size of peas, and not one stone to be found in any of them. 
On the other parts of the bunch the berries are good, yet somewhat 
variable, and as a rule, with scarcely an exception, their size is in 
proportion to the weight of the seeds ; and, further, the berries 
with no seeds, or imperfect seeds, are the most shrivelled, the foot 
stalks of the former being dried up. Only the berries with good 
seeds are large and firm. Though “Proprietor” communicated a. 
good letter on page 442, we doubt if he fully comprehended the 
importance of the loss of nitrogen from his Vine borders through- 
the too free use of lime as affecting the size of his Grapes. Liquid 
manure is known to increase the size of Grapes materially, and the- 
immediate effect of such applications depends almost entirely on 
the nitrogen they contain in the form of nitrates or ammonia, and 
these, as “ Proprietor ” is well aware, will not remain in soil that 
contains lime in abundance. Since writing this note Mr. Taylor’s 
letter has come to hand and is worthy of attention. The worm 
test is as good as it is simple.] 
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NOTES ON THE MISTLETOE. 

The Rev. F. H. Arnold contributes the following to the current 
number of “ The Naturalists’ Monthly,” and as it possesses especial in¬ 
terest at this season, we reproduce the substance of the article: — 

It has been truly observed “ that the Mistletoe is a most interesting 
plant, whether we regard its history associations or its manner of growth.” 
Each one of these particulars has given rise to long and learned dis¬ 
cussions, and there is much relating to it which needs further investiga¬ 
tion. 

These notes may not be unseasonable at Christmas, when one of its 
uses is in especial requisition. In days of vore, as Scott, in Marmion 
reminds us :— 

“ England wag Merry England when 
Old Christmas brought his sports again. 
****** 

The damsel donned ber kirtle sheen, 
The ball was dressed with Holly green, 
And forth to the wood did merry men go 
To gather in the Mistletoe.” 

First, let us re-examine its history—especially in connection with 
'the trees on which it grows, as a parasite. The Mistletoe, the Oak, and 
the Druids are associated from the most remote period of our annals. 
The plant itself is mentioned in the ancient Sagas, and was considered 

■sacred to Freyn, the Saxon Venus. The derivation of the term is gene¬ 
rally supposed to have been from the Anglo-Saxon word “ Misteltan,” 
but this cannot be affirmed with certainty, and, as every reader of 
English history knows, Pliny in the sixteenth book of his “Natural His- 
"tory has given on account of the ceremonies of the Druids when they 
removed it annually from the Oak, about the middle of March ; parts of 
"this relation are quoted in the many school books. I shall not hesitate, 
however, to repeat the words of Pliny, not vouching for the accuracy of 
the translation, as I have not the original by me. Pliny, it may be re¬ 
membered, was a contemporary of Vespasian and Titus. His statement 
as this:— 

“ The Druids hold nothing in greater veneration than the Mistletoe 
and the tree on which it grows, provided only that it be the Oak. They 

■select groves of Oak trees standing by themselves, and perform no sacred 
■ceremonies without green Oak foliage. Indeed, they firmly believe that 
whenever the Mistletoe grows upon the Oak it has been sent from 
heaven, and consider it a sign of a chosen tree. But the Mistletoe is 
rarely found upon the Oak. When it is discovered they collect it with 
very great devotion and ceremony, and especially on the sixth day of the 
moon. This period of the moon’s age, when it has sufficient size with¬ 
out having attained the half of its fulness, makes the beginning of their 
months and years.” 

The grand ceremony of cutting the Mistletoe from the Oak was the 
New Year’s Day festival of the Ancient Britons, and it was held on the 

■sixth day of the moon, as near the 10th March as the age of the moon 
permitted. They lead up to the tree two white bulls, and begin by 
tying them by their horns to the tree. The Arch-Druid then mounts 
the tree and cuts the Mistletoe with a golden sickle. It is caught as it 
falls in a white cloth. Then they offer up the victims as a sacrifice, 
praying that the gift might be prosperous to those to whom it was pre¬ 
sented. The animals were killed, cut up, and cooked ; meantime prayers 
were offered up, hymns were sung, and the heaven-born plant, thus 

■carefully saved from pollution by any touch of the earth, was distri¬ 
buted in small sprigs amongst the people, as a sacred relic for the new 
year, a panacea against every disease, a remedy for poisons, and a safe 
protection against witchcraft and the possession of the devil. 

As to the virtues, real or imaginary, possessed by the Mistletoe there 
must be considerable doubt. There can be no question, however, that 
the chief virtue ascribed to Mistletoe from the Oak by the Druids was 
the “ fructifying quality,” as Taliesin has it, “or of giving fertility to 
all animals,” as described by Pliny, and it was for this virtue, when 
•worn as an amulet or drunk in infusion, that the sprig of Mistletoe was 
•so anxiously sought from the hands of the Arch-Druid on the New Year’s 
Day festival. The next point is, why did the Druids especially venerate 
the Oak ? Was it on account of the extreme infrequency of the occur¬ 
rence of the Mistletoe on that tree ? This seems the most probable 
reason, and it is certain that in modern times such a find is of extreme 
rarity. 

. T>r- Bull has carefully collected and authenticated all the known 
instances of the Mistletoe growing upon the Oak. Besides those he 
mentions in Herefordshire, which are but two, he gives us an Oak at 
Badam’s Court, Ledbury Park, near Chepstow; one at Burningfold 
Farm, neariGodalming, in Surrey ; another near Basingstoke ; and one at 
Plymouth—in all only seven instances of the Mistletoe living upon the 

■Oak in England. One or two more have since been added. 
I myself have only once seen a branch of Mistletoe attached to an 

Oak bough. It was brought to Petworth Rectory about forty years ago 
from Northchapel in the Weald of Sussex, and hung up in the great 
hall of the rectory as a curiosity, where it long remained. As the Weald 
•of Sussex—the Anderida of the Romans—was formerly covered with 
Oak, it may have been one of the chief seats of Druidical worship. It 
has been thought by some that this was the case with Kingley Yale, 
near Chichester. This abounds with Yews, many of them of extreme 
age, and in their midst were, and perhaps still are, some very ancient 
Oaks beneath which the Druids may have sacrificed. Some of the finest 
■examples of the Mistletoe which I have observed in Sussex have been at 
Funtington, on Lime trees near the house of Admiral Wallis. These 
bave been noted by many persons. It has been also observed in great 
luxuriance on Limes at Versailles. 

In Hampshire, according to the recently published Flora of that 
county, Mistletoe is not common, and in the Isle of Wight it is very 
rare, if not extinct. . Wise, the great authority on the New Forest, says, 
“ I have never seen it on the Oak. It is abundant on the Apple trees 
in the forest keeper’s garden at Boldre Wood.” In the British Museum 
Herbarium there are two specimens, one labelled “ from the Oak near 
\\ incliester, 1870,” and another “ from an Oak in Lord Bolton’s Park, 
at Hackwood, 1861.’’ At Selborne, Hursley, Andover, and elsewhere 
in Hants it is met with chiefly on Apple trees and Thorns. In Sussex 
the Mistletoe is abundant in some of the larger parks, as at Parham and 
Cowdray, but in parts of the eastern division of the county it is rarely 
met with. 

“ one of Colepeper’s MSS. at the British Museum, in a curious 
notice of Sir Peter Freschville’s house at Stavely, Derbyshire, is this 
passage ‘ Ileare my Lord Freschville did live, and hcare grows the 
famous Mistletoe tree, the only Oake in England that bears Mistletoe.’ 
and to this tree the following letter, written between 1663 and 1682, 
from the Countess of Danby to Mrs. Colepeper, probably refers :— 

“ ‘ Dear Cozen,—Pray if you have any of the mistleto of yor father’s 
oke, oblige me so far as to send sum of it to yor. most affectionat servant, 
Bridget Danby.’” Let us hope that tie countess’ desires were fulfilled 
in all respects. 

Why the Mistletoe should attach itself to certain trees in preference 
to others is a problem not yet solved. According to a census given by 
Sowerby, the following is a table of the comparative frequency with 
which trees are prone to bear Mistletoe :—Oak 1, Sycamore 1, Acacia 1, 
Willow 2, Maple 3, Lime 4, Whitethorn 10, Poplar (mostly black) 20, 
the various kinds of Apple 25. There can be no doubt but that the 
favourite site of the Mistletoe is the Apple tree, and it seems to be 
especially attached to the order Rosaceas, since it occurs not only on the 
Apple but on the Pear, the American Crab, the Medlar, the Mountain 
Ash, the White beam, as has been observed at Harting, the Whitethorn, 
and even on a humbler member of the family, the Dog Rose. 

As regards the custom of kissing under the Mistleto"! I would refer 
those who wish to know the origin of this to “ Notes and Queries,” 
where the subject has been fully discussed in the first volumes of the 
series. 

In the British Flora the Mistletoe is the only representative of the 
order Lorantliaceae. It comes next to the Dogwood, and is followed by 
that curious little plant, the Moschatel, one of the prettiest of the tiny 
flowers of the spring. Its botanical description in full would be a some¬ 
what difficult one. A succinct account of it may be thus given. The 
stem is forked, with sessile intermediate heads of about five flowers. 
The flowers are dioecious, the barren ones with a corolla of one petal in 
four deep equal segments. The fertile ones with four petals, deciduous. 
The berries are globular, smooth, sticky, and juicy, one-celled, white, 
pellucid, sweet to the taste, and when boiled they make the best bird¬ 
lime, their glutinous property being formerly well known in country 
districts for catching small birds. It seems now almost disused, because 
perhaps boys, although eager to ensnare them, will not take the pains to 
make it. It is not so, however, with the London birdcatchers, some of 
whom I lately met with in the Stansted woods, artfully trying to catch 
unfortunate cock chaffinches. They had been very successful, and in¬ 
formed me that bird-limed straws were a certain method of capturing 
them, a stuffed chaffinch being placed above them. From the Latin 
name of the Mistletoe, Viscum album, we get the term viscid, and the 
missel thrush is also supposed to have been so called either as specially 
feeding on its berries or as being an especial propagator of the Mistletoe 
by carrying the berries from one tree to another. Why, however, it is 
thus distinguished from others of the Merulidae, most of which are very 
fond of berries, has not yet been satisfactorily explained. 

The mode in which the Mistletoe establishes itself in the tissue of 
other plants is very remarkable, and has been well described by De Can¬ 
dolle in his excellent “ Physiologie V6'dtale.” Old botanists believed 
that birds feeding upon the berries, and getting their beaks surrounded 
with the viscous matter they contain, rubbed their beaks against the 
branches to get rid of it, and thus introduced the seeds to their resting- 
place, and in this they are prohably correct. Careful botanists who 
have examined the process of growth in these plants from their earliest 
stage tell us that from whatever cause the seeds are brought in contact 
with the wood of the tree on which they establish themselves, they ad¬ 
here by means of the glutinous substance in which they have been em- 
b dded, and which hardens into a sort of transparent glue. Then two 
or three days after application the tiny radicle may be seen pushing 
towards the support, whether it be on the under or upper surface ; 
reaching this point it becomes enlarged and flattened. It now has the 
appearance of a sucker, and by degrees penetrates the bark. This 
operation requires some time, and is not completed until the plumule 
begins to be developed. By the time the young plant has a pair or two 
of leaves the attachment will be found tolerably firm. 

In propagating the Mistletoe I have known various failures. Per¬ 
sons have put berries in crannies in the bark, and stopped th<-m in with 
earth, and tried other methods without success. It may, however, be 
done in a very simple manner. A successful cultivator, a gardener, 
writes :—“ I frequently tried incising the bark and placing the berry 
therein, and had as frequent failures. However, seeing one day a spar¬ 
row, after pecking at a piece of fat bacon, fly away and proceed to clean 
its beak by wiping it on the bark ot a tree, it occurred to me that the 
propagation of the Mistletoe was outlined in the sparrow’s performance. 
Accordingly, at Christmas ensuing, having some young Apple trees in 
my garden, I moistened the end of my thumb, and therewith cleaned 
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the bark under the joint of a young tree, then wiped my thumb dry, 
and taking a Mistletoe berry pressed it with that thumb to the cleaned 
portion of the bark until the berry stuck to the tree. Nothing more was 
done. In fifteen months, or the next spring but one, appeared the 
plumule, slow of growth, not increasing much the next year. In this 
way I have made it grow on sundry young Apple trees in my garden, 
and in Thorn hedges also,” and in this way he sajs “ I believe it can be 
propagated on many trees, but not by incision. The most successful 
way appears to be to remove the seeds from the berry, and then smear 
them on the bark of the tree.” It may be mentioned that in a garden 
at Emsworth the seeds of the Mistletoe placed on a young Apple tree 
shortly after Christmas germinated, although the tree was afterwards 
whitewashed, and at the present time has several vigorous shoots about 
3 inches long. March rather than Christmas is probably the better 
time to place the berries on the bark, as the seeds are then more fully 
matured. 

The Mistletoe appears to be of slow growth, but sometimes attains 
large dimensions. A specimen from Brittany is mentioned as having 
measured 10 feet in circumference—one which grew at Ashling, near 
Chichester, was computed to have only grown a quarter of that size in 
fifteen years. A writer in the standard observes :—“ The chief supply 
of Mistletoe for the London market comes from Normandy and part of 
Brittany. In those provinces this parasite grows luxuriantly in the 
great Apple orchards. We get a little from various parts of England, 
but the quantity is quite insignificant compared with that obtained 
from the north-west of France, where indeed it is really cultivated and 
not left to grow by chance. Tons upon tons are conveyed across the 
Channel by the various lines of steamers trading with the north of 
France, and sent up in crates to the London markets to fetch prices from 
about 10s. for a small crate to about 25s. or even 30s. for a large one.” 
Mistletoe is a somewhat tender and perishable plant as compared with 
Holly, which is so largely sold with it at Christmas, and the dealers in 
it run proportionate risks. A man may buy at auction in the market a 
crate, the contents of which are to outward appearance in good condi¬ 
tion, only to find when he unpacks it either that the Mistletoe has been 
so knocked about as to be almost worthless, or that the middle portion 
consists of poor and scarcely marketable stuff—for the peasants of 
Normandy and Brittany are not akogether free from guile, and I am of 
opinion that if the London Mistletoe could be supplied from our English 
southern counties it would be certainly more reliable, but of this more 
presently. 

I would here quote an account of its sale at Covent Garden Market. 
In Christmas week it begins between two and three o’clock in the morn¬ 
ing, at which time it may be presumed few of us would be likely to be 
bidders, but at Farringdon the market is that dark, cold, raw, time it is 
even earlier. The Mistletoe is then sold by auction. The auctioneer, each 
accompanied by his clerk and a porter, is mounted on a stand and sur¬ 
rounded by a crowd of buyers. “ Next lot,” shouts the auctioneer, 
pointing to a crate of Mistletoe, “ 10s., 12s., 13s., 15s.—quickly—16s., 
18s., 20s.—yours.” The hammer descends, the auctioneer nods to the 
buyer, and the sale is completed, all but the payment of the money, of 
course, the whole time occupied having been less than a minute. The 
costermongers, retail dealers depart in the semi-darkness to vend the 
Mistletoe sometimes in single sprigs to hang in the hall, the sitting 
room, or perhaps the kitchen, to be placed there as an ornament, or 
placed over the head as may be. 

Now if Mistletoe can be sold in London at Christmas at prices vary¬ 
ing from 10s. to 25s. or 30s. per crate, it may be queried whether it 
might not be profitably cultivated at home, instead of our obtaining 
such large supplies from abroad. These are days not only of agricul¬ 
tural but of general depression, and we have need of utilising many 
overlooked resources. It may be asked why should we be mainly de¬ 
pendent on France for our supplies of Mistletoe. Why if it can be 
cultivated there should it not be cultivated here, in the Somerset, 
Sussex, and Hampshire orchards and hedges, from which crates of this 
valuable commodity could be so easily forward'd to town without the 
cost of the Channel transit. This may seem a somewhat prosaic ending 
to these notes on this curious but interesting plant, with all its quaint 
traditions, but were I to buy a sprig of Mistletoe, with its bright white 
glistening berries at Christmastide, I must say that I would prefer it of 
home growth, and not have of foreign production one of the most 
ancient amenities in our English folk lore, which from the times of the 
Hruids to present day has always been a favourite with our ancestors, 
is still so with ourselves, and will doubtless continue to be so when “ a 
thousand years are gone.” 

THE CULTURE OF BOUVARDIAS. 

There is no plant so useful at this time of the year for decoration 
either in the conservatory or intermediate house as Bouvardias, and 
anyone with a few old plants can readily increase them by means of 
cuttings. After the old plants have flowered they are placed in a cool 
house, and scarcely any water is given for a time. They are then 
pruned a little and placed into heat. Here they soon commence 
growth, and when the shoots are 2 or 3 inches long I take them off 
with a heel and dibble them into pans filled with leaf soil and silver 
sand ; they are then plunged into a bed where there is a bottom heat 
of about 65°, and in a few weeks most of them will be rooted. As soon 
as they are rooted they are placed on a shelf in a cooler temperature for 
a few days; they are then plac d singly in 3-inch pots, using a compost 
of loam, leaf soil, and sand, and are transferred to a moderately warm 

house. They soon begin growing, and the tops are pinched out to make 
them bushy. I place th m into a cooler temperature for a short time, 
admitting plenty of air, and by the end of June they have become 
quite hardy, ready to be planted out in their summer quarters. A 
border with a south-west aspect suits them admirably, and by the 
middle of September they will have four or five good shoots, and 
are ready to be transferferred to 6-inch pots. The result will be a 
profusion of flowers during the winter. Good free-flowering varieties 
are Yreelandii, white ; Dazzler, scarlet; Alfred Neuner. a good double 
white ; President Garfield, a double pink variety ; Hogarth, scarlet, 
with large truss- s ; Jasminoides, a sweet-scented variety ; and Elegans^ 
a bright scarlet.— T. Tebby. 

THE DINNER AT ANDERTON’S—IN TWO CHAPTERS. 

CHAPTER I. 

Let it be explained for the information of country readers who like 
to be acquainted with the facts of a case that “ Anderton’s ” means a 
great hotel and the loftiest building in Fleet Street. There are at the 
least two other tallish buildings on the same side of the renowned 
thoroughfare—namely, the Daily Telegraph and Journal of Horticulture- 
offices, which together can no doubt boast of issuing the “ largest circu¬ 
lation in the world.” The dinner referred to, as may be anticipated, is 
that of the National Chrysanthemum Society, of which perhaps a free- 
and modest account may be allowed to appear supplementary to the- 
precise report that was given last week. A very correct and particular 
narration of the proceedings will be attempted, and if there should 
happen to be a slight departure from absolute accuracy in every detail it 
must be attributed to a lapse of memory and not to an intention to- 
mislead. Notes could not be taken because I had no pencil, and if I 
had one, a shorthand report of the speeches was altogether out of my 
line. 

It was not a grand dinner attended by the elite of the fashionable 
world, but what may be termed a useful three-and-six penny spread ;• 
good enough for the money, and equal to the daily fare probably of 
average Chrysanthemum growers. Anyhow those who were there 
appeared to enjoy it, including myself as one of them. There was no- 
parson to say grace, but one exalt d personage with the Star of India 
glittering on his breast honoured the company with his presence. Sir 
Guyer Hunter is an M.P. for aa east end constituency, but on which- 
side he votes 1 neither know nor care. The Chrysanthemum is merely a 
plebeian flower, or has been so far; but it is looking up and gaining 
aristocratic admirers, so in due time we may hope that President 
Sanderson may be able to call on a chaplain for the occasion for dis¬ 
charging a befitting duty. It is curious out of so many clerics who pay- 
homage to the Rose that so few have fallen in love with the Chrysan¬ 
themum ; but there are a few, and there will perhaps be more as time- 
rolls on. But what has this to do with the dinner 2 Nothing except for 
noting an omission. 

And since I am on this track, let me note a few more omissions. A 
total stranger to “ Anderton’s ” and to nearly everybody in the great and 
crowded room, I yet had a very good guide, who appeared to know his- 
way about, and to be acquainted with almost everybody. With a 
curiosity that is, perhaps, not unpardonable, I wanted to see what those- 
gentlemen were like whose names were more or less familiar to me. 
Glancing down the toast list I whispered, “Are they all here?”1 
Straining his neck my friend replied, “ Yes, I think so, except Jones, 
and I don’t see him.” “ Is Dr. Hogg here, then ? ” “ No.” “ Dr.. 
Masters 2 ” “ No.” “ Shirley Hibberd ? ” “ No ; big pots, you know 
and the two doctors will have to be at the Horticultural Club Dinner, I 
expect; while Shirley,’ I believe, doesn’t dine out.” “Not dine out 7 
Why I read not long since of his eating and drinking ‘ real turtle ’ with 
the Lord Mayor, and telling how they make it with conger-eel ; then 
going on with an extraordinary narration about ‘ Taming a Turtle,’’ 
finishing something like this : * I will say no more at present. The story 
they tell about me is that through dining with the Lord Mayor he 
went off his chump, and talks ot nothing but turtle ; and it is perfectly 
true.’ Not dining out I why, there is his own word for it.” “ Oh, he 
was only romancing; but where did you see it?” “In the ‘ Goldert 
Gate,’ a five-shilling Christmas book, w-ith three shillings’ worth of non¬ 
sense in it and two shillings’ worth of sense. I call it the sublime and1 
ridiculous book, and will send it to you for your trouble.” “ Thanks ; 
but I can afford five shillings.”* There’s independence, or goodhearted¬ 
ness ; he permits me to bother him, and will have nothing in return. 
So I proceed, “ Is Wynne in this great company 2 ” “ I don’t see him 
busy, perhaps, or at the H. C.” “ Is he a ‘ big pot,’ then ? ” “ Getting 
on.” “Good. James Douglas—is he h re?” “No; he doesn’t muck 
care for the frivolities of life, I fancy, but is good company when he 
does come out.” “ John Lairig? ” “ No ; at the H. C., probably.” “He 
is ‘ getting on,’ then 2 ” “ Rather ; but two or three of his sons are 
here. That’s one—the dapper-looking little fellow, with the snug 
moustache, and he is as smart as he looks.” “ Well, I’ve found some¬ 
body at last. Can you point out William Earley?” “Earley? No 
he doesn’t like being out late. To see him to advantage you must be at 
the ‘Palace’ Show early in the morning.” “ Very well, then. George 
Gordon 2 I want to see him.” “ Sorry ; but you won’t see him to-night. 
He doesn’t care for luncheons, dinners, and that sort of thing—rather 
shuns them ; and I don’t think anything would have tempted him here 
but boiled Chrysanthemum.” 

* The new edition of this work, recently published by E. W. Allen, is onls 
2-. 6d.—Ed. 
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At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society’s 

Scientific Committee on December 13th Mr. A. H. Smee brought a 
flower spike of Odontoglossum maculatum, bearing leaves, and partly 

swollen like a pseudo-bulb. The usual arrest and differentiation of 
growth had not taken place, and the result was the production of a 

structure combining the characteristics of pseudo-bulb, leaf shoot, and 
flower stalk. Dr. Masters showed fruits of Cydonia sinensis. This 

plant was received from M. Van Volxem, in whose garden at Vilvorde 

the fruits had been produced in the open air. He also showed drawings 

of malformed flowers of Cypripedium Sedenix from Messrs. Veitch and 
Mr. W. Bull. In one case the lip was greatly reduced in size ; in the 

other, in addition to other changes, there were two lips placed side by 

side. An informal conversation took place as to the action of the 

Scientific Committee in the case of certain contingencies. Mr. Boscawen 

was strongly of opinion that under any circumstances the meetings of 

the Committee should be continued, and, if possible, in or in connection 

with the Lindley Library ; and this opinion was in substance cordially 
and unanimously upheld by the Committee. 

- A northern correspondent writes The weather in 

south Perthshire has, during the past week, been of the most 
variable character, frost, thaw, snow, rain, wind in quick succession- 

A slight snowfall whitened the country during the night of the 17th, 
and on the 18th we had 9° of frost.” The weather has been very 

similar in the south ; on several days there has been a little frost in the 

morning followed by heavy rain in the afternoon or evening, to be 
again succeeded by frost and a few flakes of snow. 

The balance sheet and statement of accounts for 1887 of the 
Sheffield and West Riding Chrysanthemum Society has been 

sent to us. The receipts during the year, including a balance of 13s. 
from 1886, amount to £178 11s. 6d., the expenditure to £174 17s. 9d., 
leaving a balance in favour of the Society of £3 13s. 6d., or £3 Os. 6d! 
in excess of last year. At the annual meeting, held on Monday night 

last, it was decided that the next exhibition be held on Friday and 

Saturday, November 16th and 17th, 1888, so that the fixture does not 
clash with that of Hull, as was the case this year, possibly both 
shows suffering to some extent in consequence. 

On Thursday last. December 15th, the Potato formed the 
subject of a paper read before the Manchester Horticultural Society by 

Mr. I. Robinson. Mr. Bruce Findlay presided, and in the course of an 
opening address concerning the importance of the Potato he observed : 

I ew persons had an adequate idea of the extent to which the Potato 
ministers to our necessities, and even to our luxuries ; but some notion 
may be formed when it is stated that in 1879 we imported from the Con¬ 
tinent 50,18o cwt. of Potato flour, 693 cwt. of Potato arrowroot, 9832 cwt. 

of Iotato starch, and 470 cwt. of Potato starch gum, making, with 

(>S8,910 cwt. of Potatoes imported, an aggregate value of £148,500, 
exclusive of what is produced at home. The imports of Potatoes, of 
course, vary according to our own crop.” 

Mr. F. Robinson’s paper dealt at some length with the his¬ 
tory of the Potato, the appearance of the disease and its subsequent 

progress. Then turning to its commercial importance he gave the fol¬ 

lowing statistics :—From the official agricultural returns published last 
year it appears that there were then 1,364,350 acres planted with 

Potatoes in the United Kingdom, and of this quantity more than 

199,858 acres were in Ireland. The cultivation has decreased since 1872, 
as in that year the land planted was a quarter of a million acres over the 
figures of 1886. In addition to this enormous production of our own we 

annually imported extensively. In 1883 our imports amounted to 
257,000 tons, and in the three following years the average was 125,000 
tons per year. The cultivation of the Potato in France is much more 

extensive, for last year there were planted 1,463,251 hectares, which was 
equal in extent to 3,658,128 English acres, and the total quanticy of 

Potatoes yielded was about 41,287,764 tons. He had not been able to 

procure the returns for Germany, but Prussia produced in 1886 
19,000,000 tons. Owing to the number of new and so-called new intro¬ 

ductions it was impossible to state with accuracy the number of varieties 
at present known in commerce. New varieties of a high-class character 

are always required, and concurrently with their introduction and dis¬ 

tribution those of inf rior merit and most liable to disease are discarded. 

He estimated the number to be some 300 kinds of white and coloured 

vaiieties, divided equally between the kidney and round shape. For 

agricultural purposes from 12 to 14 cwt. of Potatoes are planted per 
acre, the crops from which vary according to the variety, state of the 
ground, locality, season, time for planting, and after treatment. But 
under good conditions Early Kidneys may be expected to produce 

4 to 5 tons, Dalmahoy and Scotch Regents 6 tons, Champion, Magnum 

Bonum, and Maincrop 8 tons, and Imperators 8 tons per statute acre. 

Under very favourable circumstances, however, many instances have 

occurred this season where farmers have realised 12 tons, and in excep¬ 
tional cases from 15 to 16 tons of Magnum Bonum and Imperator. 

Among the important points on which there is a difference of opinion is 
the question as to how long one variety will last. In the evidence given 

before the Royal Commission it was stated that none last longer than 
twenty years. This is a subject on which it appears no printed records 

exist, but certainly twenty years is within the mark, as the Ashleaf 

Kidney has been recognised as a standard early variety for the past 
thirty } ears. 

-A NEW London Weather Chart,;by Mr. B. G. Jenkins 

I.R.A.S., has been sent to us. It is designed as a forecast of the 

weather during 1888, including the temperature, fluctuations of the 
barometer, rainfall and prevailing winds, all particulars being duly set 

forth as if they had occurred, indeed, according to the explanation, they 
have occurred, but it all happened in 1826. The author claims that 
“ the moon not only infiuences the weather but is the actual cause of 

it, for it has a hitherto undiscovered cycle of sixty-two years, and the 

weather is a coincident cycle.” It is an interesting theory, an 1 can be 
tested by anyone who likes to check the weather as it occurs with the 

prognostics recorded. The charts are in two sizes, 25 inches by 10 inches 
and 12 inches by 5 inches, the latter printed in extremely small type, 

and are cheap. They are published by Mr. R. Morgan, Westow Street, 
Norwood, London, S.E. 

-The usual monthly meeting of the Belgian Horticultu¬ 

rists was held in Ghent recently when the following were present :_ 

MM. Y. Cuvelier, R. Desmet, E. Delaruye, F. Desbois, J. Hye, M. de 
Cock, L. de Smet-Duvivier, Bauds, and Rosseel, M. Ch. Spae presiding, 

and M. L. Halkin of Brussels acted as Secretary. Certificates of merit 
were awarded for Cattleya velutina and Cattleya superba from M. L. 

Desmet-Duvivier; Cypripedium Amesianum, from M. James Bray ; 
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Oncidium species, from MM. Yervaetet Cie.; Cypripedium Lawrenceanum, 
from M. Grenier ; Cypripedium Crossianuro superbum, Cypripedium 

1nsigne, and Cypripedium pnestans, from M. J. Hye. Cultural certifi¬ 

cates were awarded for Cypripedium Spicerianum, var., from M. L. 
Spae-Vander Meulen, Cypripedium Spicerianum, var., Cypripedium 

Sallieri, and Masdevallia tovarcnsis, from M. J. Hye ; and Oncidium 
ornithorhynchum, from M. le Cte. P. de Hemptinne. Honourable men¬ 

tion was accorded for Draciena indivisa var., from M. de Bruycker of 
Meirelbeke ; Reinwardtia tetragyne, Masdevallia bella, Cypripedium 
Dayanum splendens, and Cypripedium Sedeni grandiflorum, from 
M. Ed. Pynaert; Cypripedium Scblimi, from MM. Vervaet et Cie.; 

Laelia Ddrmani, from M. Ad. D’Haene ; and Cypripedium Sedeni, from 
MM. Yervaet et Cie. 

- Horticultural Supper in Edinburgh.—A horticultural 

supper was held on the 16th inst. in the Windsor Hotel, Edinburgh. Mr] 
Wm. Thomson, Clovenfords, presided, and Mr. R.Munro and Mr. A. 
Mackenzie acted as croupiers. There were about seventy horticul¬ 

turists present. “The Magistrates and Town Council of Edinburgh” 
was proposed by the chair, and replied to by Councillor Hay. In pro¬ 

posing the toast of “ Scottish Horticulture,” the Chairman said if ever 

there was a time in the world’s history when it was important that the 

science of cultivation should be known in all its details, it was now 

It was becoming a serious thing for the nation that there was, generally 
speaking, no class of tenants able to make the very best of the land 
they held. There was, he went on to say, an opening now for young 

gardeners which did not exist twenty-eight years ago. He referred to 
the Tea planting in India. Gardeners were altogether much better off 

than when he was a young man. Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, in respond 

ing, said that he was often told that the present race of Scottish gar. 

deners were not equal to that of the past. He believed they were, and 

that they would carry forward the triumphs of former generations, and 

hand them down to the coming generations. Mr. James Grieve, in a 

humorous speech, proposed “ The Royal Caledonian Horticultural 
Society, the Scottish Horticultural Association, and other kindred 

Societies.” Mr. D. P. Laird, of the Scottish Horticultural Association) 

who responded, said he did not see why there should not be certificates 
for proficiency in horticulture. The other toasts included “ The 

Nursery and Seed Trade,” “Scottish Gardeners,” “ The Horticultural 

Builders,” “ The Horticultural Press,” “ The Market Gardeners and 
Florists,” and “ The Nursery and Seed Employes.” 

-The annual meeting of the Wimbledon Horticultural 

Society was held on the 14th inst. in Lecture Hall, Dr. Walker in 

the chair. It was statid that the total receipts were less than in 

1886, yet nearly £20 more had been awarded in prizes, and there was 

still a balance of nearly £10 in favour of the Society. Dr. Walker and 

Mr. J. Lyne were re-elected Honorary Secretaries, the following being 
elected as members of the Committee—Messrs. Alderman, Amoore, 

Berridge, Bentley, Cole, Chandler, Cypher, Dale, Faulkner, Gibson, 

Hunt, Methven, Newell, Northover, Shcaham, Stratton, Thomson, 
Thornton, and Ware. It was agreed that the Society should be 

amalgamated with the National Chrysanthemum and National Rose 
Societies. 

- The Kingston Chrysanthemum Society held their annual 

meeting on Wednesday, the 14th inst., the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. J. 
Drewett, presiding. From the annual statement it appeared that the 

income of the past year amounted to £223 3s. lid., which was made up 
by the following items :—Balance brought forward from previous year, 

£40 2s. 5d.; subscriptions received, £110 18s. ; money taken at doors— 
first day, £43 17s. 9d., second day, £25 Is. 3d., total, £68 19s. ; sale of 

tickets, £3 4s. 6d. The expenditure reached £215 5s. 7d., the chief item 

being £120 16s. for the Society’s prizes. There was a balance in hand of 

£7 18s. 4d. The falling off in the receipts was due to the exceedingly 

wet weather on the second day of the Show. Mr. T. Jackson resigned 

his post as Hon. Secretary, and was accorded a hearty unanimous vote of 

thanks for the services he had rendered. Mr. Woodgate was elected 
Hon. Secretary and the following as members of the Committee— 

Messrs. Attrill, Bates, Child, Cawte, Hardy, Lyne, Macpherson, Orchard, 

Puttock, Shepherd, Slade, Watson, Furze, and Dr. Walker. The Show 
next year will be held on November 6th and 7th. 

- On Wednesday, the 14th inst., the Ancient Society of 

York Florists held their annual dinner at the “ White Swan Inn.” 

The Lord Mayor of York, Mr. Alderman Rymer, occupied the chair 

and there were also present the City Sheriff, Mr. S. Border ; Mr. Coun¬ 

cillor Oakley, Mr. Councillor Wragge, Mr. T. E. Abbey, Mr. Marchanti 

Mr. Walton, Mr. Cowper, Mr. Ogden, Mr. White, Mr. J. Hume, Mr. 
Hebblethwaite, Mr. Carr, Mr. Fielden, Mr. Hampson, Mr. W. B. Dyson, 
Mr. Key, Mr. Lazenby, Hon. Sec. ; and others. Letters had been re¬ 

ceived from Aldermen Hornby and Wright, Councillors Matthews, Dale, 

Turner, and Lindberg, and Major Bairstow, Messrs. J. N. Rowntree, 

W. W. Hargrove, J. T. Hingston, J. Brown, and T. Coulson regretting 

their inability to be present. The usual toasts were proposed and re¬ 

sponded to, and the Chairman said, in the course of a short speech, that 

“ He was sure the Florists’ Society was doing a great work in the city 

of York. He remembered when they had their Horticultural Society, 

which unfortunately died a natural death. That Society had existed con¬ 
siderably over 100 years, and had, in some obscurity at one time, carried 

on its work quietly and unostentatiously. He was pleased to think it was 
now coming more to the front, making greater headway, and he was glad 

to say was never in a more prosperous condition than at the present 

time. They must all be delighted with flowers, and those who had not 

the faculty for training and cultivating them envied those who knew 

how to grow those pretty flowers known as ‘ florists’ flowers.’ He 
believed in Chryranthemums, for, as the Irishman said, he admired the 

moon because it came out and shed its light when all was dark, so Chrys¬ 
anthemums came out in winter when all other flowers ‘ had faded and 

gone,’ and shed their beauty all around. He rejoiced that he had been 
one who assisted in the establishment of the Chrysanthemum Show. 

He had been pleased to see how it had grown, and he knew it was now 
looked forward to with interest by the citizens, and as long as they 

acted bravely and nobly, and with some little enterprise, he was sure 
success would crown their efforts in the future as in the past.” 

-Auricula Page’s Champion.—Mr. W. Kilgour, Blair Drum¬ 

mond, writes :—“ A friend to whose opinion I am always inclined to 

defer informs me that what I have as this variety is not correct. He 
founds this mainly upon Sweet’s “ Florists’ Guide,” where Champion is 

figured and described. Sweet gives the ground as a velvety black, and 

my informant says that a plant which bloomed with himself, but which 

he subsequently lost, corresponded to that description. Every other 
authority, past and present, that I can meet with gives the body colour 

as more or less red, and in the bloom of my plants the red is quite de¬ 

cided. The colour may deepen as the plants get stronger, but certainly 
not to black. Inquiries tend to convince me that I have what was over 

thirty years ago grown in Scotland as Champion. One eminent florist 
whose collection of Auriculas was then well known exhibited beyond 
question as such the flower I have, and 1 can as readily doubt Sweet’s 

infallibility as believe that he and others should be cultivating and 

showing some other plant as Champion within a few years after the 

latter was sent out. I am anxious to know whether or not I have the 
true variety, and perhaps some of the readers of the Journal can 

help me.” 

- The Richmond Horticultural Society.—At the annual 

meeting of this Society held recently, the report of the year was read, 

the financial condition being satisfactory, as there is a balance to the 

credit of the Society of £19 4s. 2d., the total amount expended in 
prizes and medals being £261 0s. 6d. At the summer show eight silver 

Jubilee medals were offered for the most meritorious exhibits in the 

different sections, and seven were awarded to the following :—H. Little, 
Esq., East Twickenham ; Messrs. Hooper k Co., Twickenham ; Mr. W. 

Bates, gardener to Mrs. Meek, Poulett Lodge, Twickenham ; Mr. J. 
Coombs, Sheen House Gardens ; Mrs. Chard, Brunswick Nursery, Stoke 

Newington ; Mr. H. Down, Isleworth ; and Mr. G. Filsell, Hatfield 
House Gardens, Twickenham. These medals are large, handsome, and 

valuable productions, and were presented to the winners by Sir H. 
Whittaker Ellis. Hearty votes of thanks were accorded to the courteous 
and respected Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. H. Ford, and other officials for 

their services during the year. 

-A “ Local Rosarian ” writes as follows respecting the Na¬ 

tional Rose Society at Richmond : —“ I was present recently at a 

meeting of the National Rose Society, when the Hon. Secretary stated 

that it had been proposed to hold one of the National Society’s shows in 
Richmond, and he had twice written to Mr. Fori respecting it, but 

failing to obtain a reply, other arrangements were made. However, 
after the lapse of three weeks, he received a letter expressing willingness 

to receive the National Society, but it was then too late. I believe that 
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many persons would have been glad to see a really representative exhi¬ 

bition in Richmond, and there would have been no difficulty in making 

a great success. It is therefore unfortunate that this rather strange 
delay should have occurred.** ( 

, nr^HE Sub]ect ^or discussion at the last meeting of the members 
of the Wakefield Paxton Society held at Councillor Lupton’s, the 

aw o el, was “ The Apple,” and it was introduced by Mr. J. G 

rown gardener to Mr. J. B. Charlesworth, J.P., of Hatfeild Hali 
Councillor Milnes presided, and Mr. H. Oxley was in the vice-chair. 

ere was a good attendance of the members. A capital collection of 
dessert and baking Apples was exhibited, and Mr. George Perkin, of 

lork Street, exhibited a specimen of the “ Winter - Moth,” which com¬ 
mits great ravages amongst Apple trees. Mr. Brown, who is one of the 

oldest members of the Society and a Kentish man, has devoted con¬ 
siderable attention to the growth of Apples for many years past, and he 

read a capital paper on the subject. He pointed out the varieties of 
pp es which he had found from experience can be most successfully 

grown in this part of the country, and he advocated the growth of 

pples on an extensive scale by farmers and market gardeners. A long 

and interesting discussion took place on the subject, in which several of 

t e speakers complained that the smoke nuisance considerably interferes 
with the fruit growing in this locality. Mr. W. Pye, the postmaster 

in very complimentary terms, proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Brown 
for his paper, and the motion was seconded by Mr. G. Gill, of Eastmoor 
and supported by Mr. T. Garnett. 

DECEMBER NOTES AT UPPER HOLLOWAY. 

the rn^uetmber,)f05S yhich,so severely try the skill of cultivators in 
- district, and which play such havoc with flowers of 

TWr u ,,kmd8’ See“ *° lose much of their poisonous influence at 
semmnee M0,Vny«Pwbnbly 0wing to its elevated position, and in con- 
sequence Mr. B. S. Williams is enabled to provide quite a surprising dis- 

f°r ,thc‘imc ,of year. Within the present month and 
° 1 , da^e nearly 700 spikes and single flowers have expanded, and 

and r™wredS mr°re to, c°me amongst Laelias, Vandas, Cattleyas, 
and Gypnpediums. In each of the numerous houses devoted to Orchids 
c.!,pt;gr°Up Jr Plants in flower, besides the usual stock of sturdy healthy 
specimens that reserve their attractions until a later period. There is 
nrnVDw Ua/ nu“bf of Vandas in flower for this time of year, and it is 
probabiy due to the exceptionaily hot season having induced an early 

nrS-Peri<21, YhaitfVer tbG caus?> they Iook extremely well, and are 
hne highly coloured flowers. The plants of all genera 

mgh°Ut h ooAections are distinguished by their healthy appearance, 
the leaves of the Cattleyas, for instance, being as firm and as well 
n!!!Il“(aStC0U ( be wished, scores of sheaths being now produced. 
I his satisfactory condition is mainly due to two items in their culture : 
first, they are never weakened by excessive heat or undue shading, and 
second, they are kept thoroughly clean. Practical growers will fully 
appreciate the importance of these two matters, and the latter especially, 
tor, however correct the treatment may be in other respects, if plants 
f"5e1edW\th 1,nse,cfcs ffley cannot thrive. As an exterminator of 
msects of all kinds Mr. Williams now relies exclusively upon the 
Ihanatophore, which is employed in all the houses, including those 
contaming Orchids m flower, or the most delicate Ferns, without the' 
slightest injury to anything except the insects. Using the larger size 
with strong tobacco juice, it is found to be more economical and 
e ectual than fumigating with tobacco or tobacco paper, and the great 
advantage is that it can be employed where Orchids are in flower, a 
time at which they are especially liable to become infested with 
insects. 

. Gypnpediums are very numerously represented amongst the Orchids 
in flower, and a choice collection is now included of all the most beau- 
titul and valuable hybrids hitherto obtained. Mr. Harry Williams has 
made these an especial study, and has undertaken several interesting 
experiments in hybridising that may be expected to bring some good 
results. In several cases pods of seed are ripening that have been ob- 
tamed by crosses between widely separated species, and if a combination 
ot tbeir characters has been effected something of a very unusual kind 
must be looked for. Of the varieties in flower the following are note¬ 
worthy . G. Sanderianum, C. microchilum, C. oenanthum and its variety 
superbum, C. Dauthieri, C. porphyreum, C. Ashburtonim and its variety 
expansum with a very broad dorsal sepal, C. Sallieri, the large and 
yellowish form of the C. insigne type ; C. Fitcheanum, a novelty of the 
G. Hookeri type, but quite distinct; the magnificent C. Morganim has 
three superb flowers ; C. chloroneurum is very distinct, with the dorsal 
sepal quite a bright green ; C. cardinale, free and useful; C. calurum, 
G. meira, G. Leeanum, C. calophyllum, and C. superbiens, the last named 
flowering out of its usual season. 

The other houses contain plants in flower of Cypripedium Harrisi- 
anum, a very dark variety with five large polished flowers ; the useful 
and free C. Spicerianum, C. insigne Maulei, still the best of the type, a 
good plant with eleven flowers ; C. biflorum, a neat and pretty flower, 
the dorsal sepal crimson tinted with a white margin ; C. venustum, C. 

Crossianum, C. Sedeni, and another of the insigne family, C. punctatum- 
vioiaceum, which in some is preferred to Maulei, and is largely grown 
tor a winter supply of flowers. Although there is such a strong pre- 
yuf. ° family likeness in the Cypripediums, the species are also very 
distinct from each other, and perhaps more readily recognised than most 
o her members of large genera. They are also nearly all easily grown, 
and comprise so many suitable for winter flowering that their rapidly 
extending popularity is readily understood. 

~ , e miscellaneous Orchids in the warm houses include the following 
—Gala-nthes Veitchi and vestita, with several varieties of the latter, and 
the valued C. Turneri is also expanding. The graceful arching spikesof 
these plants arranged with other Orchids and Ferns have a graceful 
cflect, and their value for grouping cannot be too highly estimated. 
’ aaclas tricolor, insignis, suavis, and the Glen variety of V. tricolor are 
in flower, the last named a light form with a crimson lip and bright 
spots. A pilant of Catasetum Bungerothi in a 48-sized pot has two spikes 
of seven large wax-like flowers each, the broad concave lip being very 
prominent. Ibis fine Catasetum was figured in this Journal last De- 
cember, and the plant has since become well known, as it is one of the 
best of the species from a horticultural point of view, flowering frequently 
and growing strongly.. A particularly large specimen of Cymbidium 
eburneum has twenty-six spikes showing, and will present a fine appear¬ 
ance later in the season ; C. Lowianum is also showing flower spikes 
rreeiy. Miltonia Morelliana, Callender’s variety, is an unusually dark 
form, and has been in flower for nearly three months. A bsautiful dark 
variety of Phalmnopsis Sanderiana with crimson tinted flowers is 
notable. 

Dendrobiums superbiens and Goldieanum are nearly always in flower 
near the Vanda Hookeri corner of a small stove, and there also is Dendro- 
bium bigibbum with its variety album, which produces its flowers white 
m their early stages, becoming tinted as they grow older. In the same 
house is a small plant of Pleurothallis lamphrophylla, a species rarely 
seen, and the genus altogether is seldom represented in gardens, though 
such as this would well deserve attention. It has upright spikes of 
small yellowish semi-transparent flowers, and possessing a peculiarly 
agreeable though slight spicy fragrance. Some of these small flowered 
Orchids are undeservedly neglected in private collections, and this 
rieurothallis reminded us of the graceful Liparis pendula, so well repre¬ 
sented in the collection at Waddon House, Croydon. Quite a forest of 
spikes of Laslia anceps are expanding their bright flowers, and will afford 
a rich Christmas display. Trichopilia tortilis, Cattleya Chocoensis alba 
are flowering. Of the pretty little purple and white Leptotes bicolor 
there is a dozen plants with the flowers opening. Masdevallia 
tovarensis, Pilumna nobilis, Lycaste Skinneri alba, Trichosma suavis, 
Sophronitis grandiflora, Cattleya Percivaliana, Epidendrum ciliare, 
Cattleya Loddigesi, Brassia Lawrenciana, Zygopetalum Clayi, Odonto- 
glossum Insleayi leopardinum, and Oncidium janeirense are only a few 
amongst many good plants. 

In the cool houses are hundreds of fine Odontoglossums advancing 
into flower, including some charming varieties of 0. crispum, O. con- 
strictum, with its larger and better form 0. Sanderianum, are attractive, 
the distinct and elegant 0. ramossissimum having a place in the same 
house. The flowers are somewhat like a small cirrhosum about 2| inches 
across, the sepals and petals narrow, much undulated and curled, white, 
with pale violet spots on the lower half and base of the lip, which has a 
white crest in the centre. The, panicle had four branches of seventeen 
flowers. O. Ehrenbergi is like a miniature 0. Rossi. not very showy, but 
neat. Oncidium Forbesi, O. albo-violaceum, the exquisite Restrepia 
antennifera, and several other Orchids are also flowering in this depart¬ 
ment, which includes a large stock of select Masdevallias. 

The other houses are stored with extensive collections of stove and 
greenhouse flowering plants and Ferns, the latter looking particularly 
well for such a dull period as the present. Pitcher Plants, Crotons, and 
Dracfenas are well represented in their respective departments, besides 
Heaths, hardwooded plants, Cyclamens, and Primulas. All are well 
grown, and this alone would satisfy such a practical and experienced 
cultivator as the genial proprietor, Mr. B. S. Williams. 

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
The demand for novelties amongst Chrysanthemums has been 

great in recent years, and the supply has increased proportionately, 
the scores of so-called new varieties annually sent out by continental 
firms rendering Committees, such as those of the Royal Horticul¬ 
tural and the National Chrysanthemum Societies, obvious necessities. 
If no checks were imposed on the distribution of these very 
abundant novelties, it is to be feared that many growers would soon 
become disgusted with purchasing inferior varieties, or those that 
are merely syonymous with older forms. Some of the French 
catalogues are interesting studies, and the profuse manner with 
which adjectives are employed shows that describing plants for sale 
is quite an art, in which British nurserymen cannot pretend to 
equal their continental neighbours. A description that in a French 
list occupies 2 inches of small type we find compressed in an 
English specialist’s catalogue to a single line or less. Some amateurs 
have tried procuring the novelties direct from the foreign raisers, 
but how hazardous such an investment may be has been amply 
proved this season. For example, out of 100 varieties purchased 
for trial by such firms as Messrs. Davis & Jones, Messrs. Cannell 
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and Sons, Mr. G. Stevens, Messrs. Laing & Sons, Mr. Wm. Holmes, 
and Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, scarcely a dozen have been found 
sufficiently distinct or meritorious to obtain certificates or be recom¬ 
mended for general cultivation. Another year’s period of proba¬ 
tion may, it is true, develope better characters in some of the 
unsatisfactory ones, but the evidence is indubitable that much 
recklessness is displayed in sending out novelties, the raisers not 
being able to perceive that they will certainly spoil their business. 
In the case of the Chrysanthemum, as with nearly every other 
plant, when a promising novelty is obtained it is increased as rapidly 
as possible, with the result that it probably disappoints many 
growers in the succeeding year, falling short of the characters it 
possessed when first exhibited and certificated. Perhaps in some 
respects the Chrysanthemum is more liable to suffer in this way 

• S 
care with which they are selected and proved before submitting 
them to the public. Knowing the value, too, of distinct sport 
from standard varieties, both incurved and Japanese, cultivators 
apparently watch more closely for them, as the number sent to 
Kensington and Westminster has increased in the past year or two, 
though the character of the season, no doubt, has something to do 
with this. Another mode of addirg to the number of novelties in 
our collections—namely, importing them direct from Japan or 
China, has, however, hitherto been taken advantage of to a com¬ 
paratively small extent. It is now about twenty-seven years since 
Mr. Robert Fortune succeeded in introducing the first supply on 
Japanese varieties, and since then,.until last season, with the 
exception of the interesting importation by Messrs. J. Veitch if 
1881, comprising the well-known Comte de Germiny and Thunberg, 

Fig. 63.-CHRYSANTHEMUM EDWIN MOLYNEUX. 

than most other plants, for it is a quick-growing softwooded plant, 
that in moderate heat can be increased veiy rapidly, but forcing 
the growth has a weakening effect, and strong plants cannot be 
expected from weak attenuated cuttings. It must also be remem¬ 
bered that in sending out a new Chrysanthemum a nurseryman 
must depend almost exclusively upon his first year’s sale, the next 
season it will be so abundant as to be of little value from a trade 
point of view. A consideration of such matters should make pur¬ 
chasers endeavour to meet any expected defects by closer attention 
and better culture, and much can be done in the earlier stages to 
avoid unsatisfactory results. 

Home-raised seedlings from imported seed have become much 
more numerous amongst the Japanese than formerly, and the 
high position some of these have obtained is due chiefly to the 

scarcely anything has been done in that direction. It might be 
expected from tlie great length of time the Chrysanthemum has 
been cultivated in China and Japan, the popularity it has enjoyed, 
and the attention the natives give to flow'ers, that the collections 
would comprise many remarkable varieties, and that additions 
would be frequently made to their numbers. It has even been 
placed on record that there is, or was, a blue-flowered Chrysanthe¬ 
mum in the Celestial Empire, and that it is figured occasionally on 
old china. We cannot, however, obtain any evidence of its present 
existence, and travellers in China have searched in vain for this 
treasure. Nor have I been successful in finding a representation of 
it as stated, either in museums or private collections, and after all 
we must allow artists, like poets, some licence. We have, however, 
a “ blue ” Chinese Primula, why not a Chrysanthemum of similar 
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*{“*?, ?f some fortunate importer of varieties from the far east 
should discover it in his collection one November morning he mi«ht 
safely anticipate an extensive demand. =>nt 

Last year it appears that consignments of Japanese varieties 
were received m England by two firms, and Messrs. Cannell & Sons 
Swanley, were enabled to announce nine novelties, besides six of 
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nch.ucrt°fs,]n some 0:1X68 ; the leaf also is broader, 
with theh0tter Stxrk’ ttG nkde ™nnin« down near]y ^ the juncture 
IffS 11Mr- H,- Canne11 (fig- 64) is a handsome variety of a 
flnrpt! !d • 3'el-°H colour’ in 1,16 stJle of Thunberg, and with the 
tkindlv leV1rnghratTfTer m01^ 8Plrally than is shown in the woodcut 
(kindly lent by Messrs. Cannell & Sons) which is otherwise a 

Fig. 04.—CHRYSANTHEMUM MR. H. CANNELL. 

iheir own raising Of the former—viz., Mrs. H. Cannell, Edwi 
Molyneux, Mr C. Orchard, Mr. H. Cannell. Lady Lawrence, Lad 
Emily, Mr. Addison, Mr. H. Wellam, and Shirley Hibberd, the fiv 
first have proved to be exceptionally fine varieties, distinct, an 
grand additions to the list of exhibition Japanese. That- such 
targe proportion of first-rate novelties should be obtained from s 
small a number of introductions ought to encourage further effort 
to procure more from the same source. Two of the best of thes 
are Mrs. H. Cannell and Lady Lawrence, both white, but readib 

ls.inguished, and capital for exhibition purposes, owincr to thei 
size and substance. Mrs. Cannell has a large deep bloom, witl 
broad incurving florets, pure white, the habit moderately strong 
tie leaves narrow deeply and evenly cut, and narrowed at the basi 
into the leafstalk. Lady Lawrence is clear white, with verj 

faithful representation. Edwin Molyneux (fig. 63, also lent by the 
same firm) is a remarkably distinct and effective variety, with broad 
florets, slightly incurving at the tips, golden bronze on the lower 
surface, and an intensely rich crimson on the upper surface. When 
well grown this is a magnificent variety, and several good blooms of 
it have been shown this season. Mr. C. Orchard is of the Comtede 
Oerminy style, with reddish crimson florets and a pale bronze 
reverse. Under good treatment it produces substantial and hand¬ 
some blooms. These have been certificated at several shows, and 
are the best of the imported varieties, though probably another 
season’s trial may improve the others. 

The varieties raised at Swanley—namely, Lady Cave, Mrs L 
Castle, Mrs. B. Wynne, Mr. Matthew, Arthur Wood, and C. L. 

I eesdale, are mostly small Japanese, neat, bnt not so well adapted 
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for exhibition as the preceding. The three first are the best, and 
Lady Cave has been commended by the National Chrysanthemum 
Society. It has compact, medium-sized, white blooms, with fluted 
recurving florets, the other two being distinct shades of delicate 
pink, and have been included in several silver medal collections 
this season.—Lewis Castle. 

(To be continued.) 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

DONATIONS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
The following donations and subscriptions have been promised or sent 

in answer to the circular appeal, dated December 9th, for funds to enable 
the Society to establish itself in another home on removal from South 
Kensington :— 

First List. Donations. 
Annual 

Subscription 

£ B. d. £ 8. d. 
Smith, CharleB H. ff| 1#. 2 2 0 
Parker, Frank R. 2 2 0 
Balderson, H. 2 2 0 
Philimore, Charles B. ... 10 0 0 6 5 0 
Daniel, Miss E. ... 5 0 0 2 2 0 
Cheal & Sons, J. ... 5 6 0 
Cheal, J oseph . 2 2 0 
Cheal, Alexander. 2 2 0 
Ballard, Mrs. 2 2 0 
Hodgson, T. T. ... 2 2 0 
Bunyard, George. 5 5 0 2 2 0 
Beale, Lionel . 2 2 0 
EaBten, Arthur H. 1 0 0 2 2 0 
Wells, H. C. 2 2 0 
Gordon, John . 2 2 0 2 2 0 
Colebrook, J ohn. 5 5 0 2 2 0 
Wheeler, A. C. 2 2 0 
Wilson, G. F., F.R.8., ... _ 50 0 0 
Lewis, Arthur J. 2 2 0 
Townshend, H. 2 2 0 
Bartlett, John E. 10 10 0 2 2 0 
Onley, O. Savile. 1 1 0 2 2 0 
Terry, Captain Courtnay F. 2 2 0 
Terry, Mrs. Courtnay F. ... 2 2 0 
Harrison, Capt. J. N. ... 2 2 0 
Ducie, Earl of 50 0 0 4 4 0 
Vaizey, J. R. ... •V ... I 2 2 0 
Haye3, John . 1 1 0 2 2 0 
Finn, Alex. . 2 2 0 
Knighton, F. 2 2 0 
Ebury, Lord . ... ... 4 4 0 
Mawley, Edward 1 1 0 2 2 0 
Maxwell, Wellwood H.... 2 2 0 
Schroder, Biron. 200 0 0 4 4 0 
Lawrence, Sir Trevor ... ... 200 0 0 2 2 0 
Loder, E. G. 100 0 0 2 2 0 
Lee, vYm. (£100 in instalments) 100 0 0 2 2 0 
Courtauld, S. • •• 50 0 0 2 2 0 
Rothschild, Baron F. ... 50 0 0 2 2 0 
Veitch, Harry J. (first donation) 50 0 0 
Grimsliaw, J. Stanfield 3 3 0 2 2 0 
Lancaster, Arthur H. ... 2 2 0 
Ord, Mrs. Blackett 2 2 0 
Streatfield, Mrs. F. 2 2 0 
Pollett, H. M. 10 10 0 2 2 0 
Dawnay, Hon. Payan ... 10 0 0 2 2 0 
Hanbury, Edmund S. ... 2 2 0 
Adams, Chas. F.... 2 2 0 
Lee, Mrs. S. A. 50 0 0 2 2 0 
Pearson, Henry I. ... 20 0 0 2 2 0 
Ames-Lyde, Mrs. 5 0 0 4 4 0 
Leonard, H. S. 2 2 0 
Cotton, Rt. Hon. Sir H. 2 2 0 2 2 0 
Cundy, Charles. 2 2 0 
Swinburne, Miss. 15 0 0 2 2 0 
Roupell, W. 4 4 0 
Lile, John H. 2 2 0 
Bradshaw, R. 2 2 0 
Wood & Son, W. 2 2 0 
Gledstanes, Francis G.... 1 1 0 2 2 0 
Jupp, Mrs. Geo. H. 2 9 0 
Jupp, Mr. Geo. H. 2 2 0 
Pearse, Major-Gen , J. L. 2 2 0 
Cousins, C. W. 2 2 0 
Brick we 11, S. J. 2 2 0 2 2 0 
Ford, Sidney . 2 2 0 
Warren, John . 2 2 0 
Matthews, John. ... ... ... 2 2 0 

£1018 10 0 £148 1 0 

THE SOCIETY’S CHARTER. 

The following is the text of the solicitors’ letter referred to in the 
report last week, sent in reply to the inquiry of Sir Trevor Lawrence 

respecting the power of the Society to surrender its charter or to 
obtain a new one. 

13, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East, S.W., 
12th December, 1887. 

Dear Sir Trevor,— 
We have perused the copy of the Royal Horticultural Society's new 

charter left with us on Friday, and in reply to the questions submitted 
to us we beg to say :— 

1, That the Royal Horticultural Society could surrender their 
charter provided the Crown be prepared to accept a surrender, but this 
the Crown would not be likely to do unless upon the unanimous wish 
of all the members, and on being satisfied that all the Society’s liabilities 
had been discharged. 

Obviously the surrender of the present charter would put an end to 
the Society, but as a matter of fact there is no case of a surrender pure 
and simple otherwise than by the grant of a new or supplemental 
charter, and except for the latter purpose there could be no object in 
surrendering the present charter, as there is no individual liability under 
it, and it would be sufficient to allow it to lapse. A new or supple¬ 
mental charter would not necessarily extinguish the original charter. 
The present Society has already had a new charter in addition to its 
original charter. 

2, The present charter cannot be varied or amended otherwise than 
by a new or supplemental charter. The latter is obtainable by petition 
to the Privy Council, showing the grounds for variation or amendment, 
accompanied in practice by a draft of the new charter desired. This 
application is then advertised by the Privy Council and referred to a 
Committee, who will hear any objections against the proposed new 
charter on the part of any of the members of the Society or otherwise. 

3, It would take from four to six months at least to obtain a new 
charter, and the cost, as far as we can j udge, would be about (certainly 
not much less than) £200, and in case of opposition the expense might 
of course be increased. 

4, There is no power under the present charter to dissolve the 
Society, but under a new charter power of dissolution could, and should, 
no doubt, be obtained. The present charter gives no power to dispose 
of the Society’s property, and such power could and should be obtained 
by the new charter. 

A fresh Society or Association could be formed under the Companies’ 
Act, 1867, and under the license of the Board of Trade, but this Asso¬ 
ciation could not take over the property and undertaking of the present 
Society, the latter having no power under their present charter to make 
such a transfer. 

Upon the whole, therefore, it seems that a new charter is the only 
feasible mode of reconstituting the Society.—We are, dear Sir Trevor, 
yours faithfully, 

(Signed) Garrard, James, and Wolfe. 
Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P., 

President of the Royal Horticultural Society. 

REMODELLING THE SOCIETY. 
Several persons with whom I have conversed are of opinion that 

the time has arrived for infusing into the Council a more practical and 
business element, pointing out as evidence of the necessity that the 
special meeting for which such elaborate preparations were made was 
not known by its promoters to be illegal when the summonses were 
issued and the appeal was printed for circulation. The President could 
not do otherwise than pass the matter off lightly, but he would have 
been in a much stronger position if he had not been under the necessity 
of making an explanation on the subject. 

Another circumstance appears to have been found out at the las*1 
moment that ought to have been known before—namely, that a Roya 
charter cannot be cast aside so easily as was suggested in paragraph 5 of 
the appeal, which also informs us that a charter is not considered 
requisite. This is democracy with a vengeance, and, so far as can be 
gathered from the report, the suggestions were not in accordance with 
the views of the meeting. 

It would seem that about all that a new charter, or a supplementary 
charter, is wanted for is to grant power for increasing the number of 
the Council, and this is to be purchased at a cost of £200. As to old 
laws that are obsolete, what harm can they do ? The Council has power 
to make bye-laws to meet altered circumstances. Would it not be well 
to see what can be done by searching inquiry and close investigation 
under the present charter before indulging in the expenditure of the 
amount named, and perhaps more ? Sir Trevor Lawrence said the 
practice of the past has been to spend the “ savings ” as fast as they 
could when there were any, and when they had no money to get into 
debt. There appears some danger of a continuation of this, and incur¬ 
ring the penalty of £200 and six months. 

Is it not worth a little consideration as to the quality of the Council 
being open to improvement ? Surely fifteen competent, earnest, repre¬ 
sentative persons can be found to conduct the affairs of the Society. 
The number of members of the Cabinet is not greater than that for 
guiding the helm of the State. Until a mixed Council of amateurs of 
good social position and scientific attainments, with trade representa¬ 
tives, provincial and metropolitan, and a due proportion of selected 
gardeners, has been tried, where is the proof that an increase in numbers 
is so urgent as to warrant the expenditure of the large sum named, with 
six months of waiting, and possibly much more ? 

It is announced that a committee has been appointed to consider 
various matters, and to advise thereon. Cannot special committees be 
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gtt«****" If’ as is stated 
basis ” or as Mr Will eorffanisa|lon ls desirable “on a more popular 
of the presenfciaT” howTfb^-0 ^ the ‘Idemocratic sympathies 
no gardeners are admitted? TW-"1 th?. Jery firsfc organisation formed 
meeting consists of fiv) he Committee that was nominated at the 
and one horticultural bSflder ^^^erymen, two editors, 
of them : but at least- tlirm ' blut,ls f°und with them or any one 
to make it fair) 1 th\ee gardeaers who are Fellows should be added 

committee of^ °V “ ^ ” basis- » -ay be said n 
the allegation thatUa1S«°° la^e/°t working. What, then, becomes of 

DouglasTa Felfow of the^o ie/, ,ia to° sma11 ? Mr- da™s 
on ? And no (lonhf- * tbmk | why could not he be put 
Fellows and if ti.„_.ere are gardeners of the committees who are 
fellowship or It! G nofc *bere ouSbt to be. It is a question if 
a seat at the tables b if “in tW •++ be a accfsary qualification for 
Council on a more ‘tA i eommittemen had power to vote, a good 

The Pnnn”? P°P"Iar basls would soon be chosen. 

also to the fortoghtly comm.ittee meetings, 
shoiild be confine! lhe -eetings are important, and 
educational charaJter b fl! % sciftific- horti«dturaI, and 
on the Society’s resm/J^ ^ fc f tbe sbovvs bave been shams—drains 
them. A basis of S’ fbecaus1e practically no visitors paid to see 

respect to these meeting ’ ^ °“ a definite princiPle> is ^eded in 

unlJsseevtSremc0lo0/r Ga^n,ing i<lea ” « tempting on the face of it; but 
^peciaLl 1Mresnect^L", I - in f°Unding ifc (if ifc bc founded), and 
ChiswiclicannoM-iim admissions, it will prove a delusion and a snare, 
likely to lack a."ardener manufactory, for it lacks, and is 
far better “ school^’; '°b y important essentials. There are numbers of 
Chiswick and t n ex,stence. and to rush a lot of “pupils” through 
more harm than °n bbe,world as gardeners, would do much 
trusted howevpr°f °di" A practical and representative Council may be 

Sniy stite ’ Wlth thiS n°ti0n- if ifc ever emerges from the 

subject to^ii^mSfr^116/ are "° doubt desirable, and should be provided, 
obligations ^ ^ proviso namely, that money is in hand before 
safest and ? ' ,And in the meantime, is not Chiswick the 
A Fellow ^ resting-place and base for conducting operations 1— 

because^t7^ 17* tbe meeting referred to was only informal 
the commitfpp nr ca led by tbe Council officially assembled, and that 

and adopted by the meeiin?! 

TRIALS AT CHISWICK. 

HorticuRLuraf°Sn'~/n' Mr' Sbirley Hibberd’s speech at the Royal 
folloS! * PWe!! f \ “PA111" lasfc Tuesday afternoon, occurs the 
nor- ° j. b^niswick should be.a place of final proof only ” “Everv 

income foTthe SoHpr3'”10^^11^1' be charged) tbereby making an honest 
wfek a varltv ‘ ^ ,The be,|ng charged ” for sending to Chis- 
greatly alter the “ Pi final, P+r°-°f Wl11 15(5 valueless, unless they also 
An inLnpp h C;h,SWlck tnal routine ” from what it was formerly 

contSe do ^ fr6dUently occurred- aad ^ Chiswipi ° so,as *on" as f have a memory of the “ final proof ” at 
seedlTn?arftlrrkln? S s7dlinZ Potat° I induced a friend to send. This 
for foufve^T^ beeil ra-1Sed from systematical crosses, was grown 
proof ” 'Their “finhfn Sub“,ltted to tbe Chiswick authorities for “ final 
other variety^InJK 71* Set * down as synonymous with some 
six S ‘ ™the* popular, and yet the cross had been made 

Chiswick Snow’wbp mt°re’ 6 Sa1’d variety thouyh thus condemned at 
distinct from ^ kn0Wn and grown Proven Ctons of to be as aistmct from its synonym as anyone could wish. So much for “ Chis- 

^ut doens notrt0rm^aptiS-” *7 7 l*™* cha^d " will worl 
to sr nri + , tr°uble me much. I should think it about ;the last place 
Cbiaw^W ■ Tder ^UCb condltions. I will only add one thing—the 
Sever rt rin F-SUlt the/aiser of tbe Potato under mention-he 

ever tried to raise another after such discouraging “ proof.”_Q. 

PLANT NAMES. 

also of the Royal Gardens,DKewJ ’ f0rmerly the R-H.S. Gardens, Chiswick; and 

" in a name ? That which we call a Rose 
iJj any other came would smell as sweet.’' 

—(Shakespeare, “ Romeo and Juliet,” Act ii., Sc. 2 ) 
A name should be a lighthouse, and not a dark lantern.” 

It is nearly twenty years ago since I enjoyed the privilege that some 
of you here to-night can claim-viz., that of work and of study in the 
Chiswick Garden of the Royal Horticultural Society. I believe at 
.ahH^rAhVard?n Ts 8°mething like thirty acres in extent, having 
, JC,! -V stored orchard, a well-stocked arboretum, a delightfully in” 
terestmg wilderness-belt or “ wild garden,” richly furnished fruit and 
plant houses, and a staff of well-tried officials, of whom only Mr. A. F 
Barron, Mr. Douglas Dick, and perhaps a very few employes now’re- 

.Tb0,Sqe ^jre -tbe last of tbe Palmy days of a garden historical 
and of world-wide interest. Amongst other visitors to the garden in 
those times came Robert Fortune, formerly the Society’s plant col¬ 
lector and traveller m China; R. Thompson, late foreman of the fruit 
department, and the original author of that valuable text-book, rightly 
entitled the Gardeners’ Assistant,” the second edition of whic work 

m“’d be in every gardener’s book-case. The late Mr. T. Moore, Dr. 
Tr.™’. PI 7 @Tead; fungologist, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Lieut.-Colonel 
77L l e’ and many otbers wore aIso there on all council days, 
‘ \w 0 were young at the time, looked on these veterans with 
Q ’ ^0Df ered if there was any chance of our winning golden 

tbo Rpv \raSTthny ,ha,d and have worn 80 long. for happily Dr. Hogg, 
S®. r v ,SL J> Berkeley, and Colonel Clarke are still with us. Mr. 

ibeni a;S, now’ was the respected chief, and his aide-de-camp, 
i • / er.lc'l b’ause> was then busily engaged in raising the new 

1 varieties of Coleus, Caladium, and Dieffenbachia, which at the 
iTCi^y valuable and much admired. Even the painter (C. 

pi') \ ?nt ,t le carpenter (G. Davis) were men above the average1 
an<!. ammbic George Gale has but just left us ; and the seeds- 

an, dear cha.tty Benjamin Hide, or old “Ben,” as he was familiarly 
la‘lec > w’aS ? I°,veable character—a genial, honest member of the old 
school of what he called the “ Japonicas,” which term he used geneti¬ 
cally as including all gardeners whatever. The word “Japonica”—a 
very common specific name at Chiswick, when Fortune’s collections 
were arriving from Japan—reminds me that I am pledged to suggest 
o you something about plants and plant nomenclature, and even if 

i tell you much that, you know already, still I hope there may be a 
eWT7iln)s and suJgestions in this paper worth your bearing in mind. 

I fie first use of a name is to distinguish different individuals, different 
places, or different things, and, unless it does this definitely and pre- 
ciseiy, it is a bad name. A really good name is that which leaves no 
doubt of identity or locality, and it should be, if I may use such a homely 
illustration— ‘like a donkey’s gallop—short and sweet 1 ” The shorter 
and prettier names are the better as a general rule. Remember always, 
°T)'eri> t a g°°d name yields light, and a bad or imperfect name 

really obscures truth by disguising facts, and I want you to look a little 
c eeper than nomenclature, and to dive down for yourselves into the heart 
anti soul, so to speak, of natural things. I need scarcely remind you 
that all original workers, all reformers, all earnest men, whatever, gain 
their reputation by the study of actual things. Darwin’s nomenclature 
is ot the simplest, but he not only placed botany on a higher plane by 
ms observations and his records of the life-history of simple things, but 
he really turned the whole river of modern thought and feeling. 

Nomenclature has always been beset with difficulties, and I am 
sorry we cannot say that it is perfect now. But there is a simple way 
ror you to make it perfect for yourselves, and the condition is this : 
A ways learn the actual meaning of a name you read, be it in Latin or 
Greek. This you can do to a great extent from Johnson’s “ Gardener’s 
Dictionary, or any other good work of the same kind. 

In olden days in England men of any celebrity were named from the 
Placas they inhabited, or after the calling they followed ; thus we had 
, il)m, 1? Conqueror, William of Wykeham, or Geoffrey of Boulogne, 

the Black Prince, named after the colour of his armour, and the first 
Earl of Pembroke was named “ Strongbow,” presumably from his 
prowess in battle. In Sir Walter Scott’s “Fair Maid of Perth” you 
will remember the brave smith, “ Hal o’ th’ Wynd,” he who “ fought for 
his own hand ; ’ and another Scotchman, handsome and young, and 
famous in song, was simply known as “Jock o’ Hazledean.” This naming 
liom native or birthplaces would not do in these times of rapid transit 
and frequent removals, and the old custom of naming a man from 
his trade results to-day in having Glovers who keep a bakery, Cart- 
wrights and Carpenters who study science or law, Smiths who are artists 
or in the Church, while Tanners and Bakers, Turners and Goldsmiths, may, 
a,nd often are, engaged in any profession or calling rather than in those 
after which their ancestors were originally named. The giving of names 
also after geographical locations, or in allusion to some peculiarity in 
leafage or blossoming of the plant itself, has led the botanist into diffi¬ 
culties ; thus, amongst many other instances, Primula longifolia has 
really shorter leaves than many other species; Libonia floribunda is 
generally a very shy blooming plant in gardens ; Vallota purpurea has 
orange-red blossoms, not purple ones; and Narcissus montanus (N. pocu- 
liformis) is said by Salisbury to grow in deep valleys of the Pyrenees ; 
while only yesterday I sent to the British Museum and elsewhere a 
self-fertilising form of a South American Orchid, called Pilumna 
fragrans, having perfectly scentless flowers. All these instances go to 
prove that descriptive names can never be safely applied until after all 
the species, and even varieties, of a genus are collected and well known. 
Clusius, one of the earliest of plant collectors in Europe, got out of diffi¬ 
culties of this kind (v. “ Clus. Hist.,” 1601) by numbering his species 
I., If., III., instead of naming them ; and seeing that so many mistakes in 
naming arise from an insufficiency of knowledge, it is a pity some pro¬ 
visional system of numbering is not now resorted to whenever a doubt 
exists, a name only being given when it is quite certain that a plant is 
new and hitherto undescribed. If a rule of this kind was generally 
followed, we should have far fewer additions to that vexatious and con¬ 
fusing synonomy whieh now exists. 

(To be continued.) 

EXHIBITING AND JUDGING BOUQUETS. 

“ Amateur Florist ” is quite right when he says I am an 
occasional competitor at shows, but I do not think he competes very 
often, or he would not recommend me to protest against such a small 
matter as putting in a few Fern fronds. I did once speak about it, and 
the answer I received was something like this :—“ Do you think we have 
nothing else to do but trouble ourselves about such a frivolous matter as 
that ? No, Mr. ‘ Learner,’ do not grumble, but take your beating like a 
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man." One of my objects in writing on this subject is to see if by 
thoroughly discussing showing and judging we can bring about a better 
state of things, as if we could it would be advantageous both for judges 
and exhibitors. I am not sure that I am competent to discuss con¬ 
trasts or shades of colour, and it is not the object of this paper to do so, 
as tastes differ so very much in this respect ; but I will pass to Mr. 
J. R. Chard’s letter, and will take the dinner table first. I know the 
exhibit to which he refers, and I will, if you will allow me, give the 
exact particulars. There were three entries—two were from amateurs 
who had never before exhibited in competition in such a class, and the 
other was Mr. Chard. The schedule reads thus :—■“ For a dinner table 
10 feet by 4 feet 6 inches, laid out for ten persons, and arranged so .as 
to show the b st means of utilising fruit and flowers in its adornment.” 
Mr. Chard has done his work in his well-known style, but having other 
exhibits to see to in a stronger competition, and seeing he had nothing 
very strong against him in this class, he was decidedly careless, hence 
his inability to protest. One of the others was a very weak copy of Mr. 
Chard’s table ; but the one that had the first prize had three very heavy 
stands, chiefly of Marguerites and Grasses, with four dishes of fruit, two 
of each kind, a Pine, and a Melon. I pointed out to the referee Judge 
(the two Judges could not decide) that the table was not according to 
the schedule. He said he did not care, it was first. If I had been the 
Judge I should certainly have withheld the first prize, as they were all 
so bad. Now in this and Mr. Chard’s case of the competition, where the 
large bouquets took the first prize in a 10-inch bouquet competition, I 
am quite certain the judging was wrong, and could have been upset. I 
once exhibited at the Crystal Palace when the limit was 9 inches, which 
is too small. A very large beautiful bouquet was shown by a London 
firm, but was marked “disqualified, too large.” If all the judges would 
do the same without fear or favour I am certain it would soon be the 
means of making the exhibitors more particular. 

A word as to the value of the bouquets exhibited. Mr. Chard, I 
think, has only himself to blame for the present state of things. I could 
name one very good exhibitor of bouquets, whose method in making a 
bouquet for shows was always to take into consideration the value of 
the first prize, and to exhibit a bouquet about that value, but Mr. J. R. 
Chard in his endeavours to beat that exhibitor began to show costly 
bouquets. After a time someone else came on the scene with more costly 
ones still. I do not see how that state of things is to be altered except 
by haying judges who would altogether ignore the value of the bouquet 
and give the prizes to the best made ones. 

As to the size of a bouquet, I have seen a few, and it should be the 
practice for all shows to have one uniform size ; and the most fashion¬ 
able and handiest size is a bouquet with flowers and Fern 15 inches in 
diameter, or including paper not to exceed 18 inches. That would meet 
all requirements, as if no exhibitor showed a bouquet more than 10 or 
12 inches across, the difference between that and the largest would not 
be much, and they would altogether have a more uniform appearance. 
Have “ not to exceed 18 inches ” inserted in the schedule, and give the 
judges instructions to rigidly carry out the wording of the schedule, also 
Mr. Robson’s rule 1. I think I have said all I can on the subject, and if 
some other of your readers can assist with any suggestions in carrying 
out.the above what a happy future there is in store for judges and ex¬ 
hibitors (the winners of prizes especially) ; and I will conclude by wish¬ 
ing them, judges, exhibitors, readers, and yourselves a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year.—A Learner. 

UNDER GARDENERS AND EXHIBITORS. 

“ A Lover of Justice ” has opened a large subject on page 495, 
and despite his signature, I think he is scarcely just to all. But to start 
fairly, let us look at some of the side issues. First, he says, “ in many 
cases the under gardeners have all or the bulk of the work to do.” 
Perhaps so. I have found that is the case in all places of any size, 
whether exhibiting is done or not. The head gardener has enough to 
do the brain work properly, without attempting anything else, and if he 
leaves some of the latter to the foremen, it is to their advantage to 
exercise their heads a little as well as their hands. If ever our friend 
gets into a good head place he will probably find there is more to do in 
that way than he expected. As the pressure of the times increase this 
increases also, and if exhibiting is done it adds to this enormously. 

If the men work overtime, whether for exhibiting or anything else, 
they ought certainly in all cases to be paid a fair wage for it. I never 
would ask a man to work overtime if it were possible to avoid it, as it 
is wrong in principle. Twelve hours is long enough for anyone to be at 
their work and meals. They ought to have some relief to the mind ; and 
besides, if overtime is made one day, the next day’s work has to suffer 
for it, whether such overtime is paid for or not. I must say I like to 
see any of my men come in the garden occasionally for an hour after 
tea if any little thing wants attention. This tells me they take an 
interest in their work, and are studying my interest too, and therefore 
most certainly their own also. I wish all young men put as much value 
on their spare time as your correspondent does. But is it not possible 
for a young man to get anything besides money from exhibiting ? Most 
certainly they can ; that is if they like to profit by experience, for if 
anything is to look well on the exhibition table it must be grown to the 
greatest possible perfection. 

Again, he says, “the gardener gets all the credit.” This is not true in 
many cases, and as an instance, I owe my situation, which is one of the 
best in the kingdom, to the fact that when my present employers came 
to look round the gardens where I was then foreman, they saw, to put it 

in their own words, “ there was a good foreman.” Depend upon it no 
extra exertion on the part of a subordinate is lost to himself. It makes, 
a better man of him, and spurs him on to greater exertions, which are 
sure to tell in his favour eventually. I have served under some of the 
worst masters in this country, but always found that they appreciated a 
man who took a decided interest in his work ; and besides, if a man gets, 
the terms he agrees for it is his duty to do all he can. How many do 
we find do that ? I know some do, but often have reason to wish more 
did, both for my sake and theirs. As to the cases mentioned where the 
young men had their own expenses to pay, surely the best way would, 
have been to explain the case to the master. Probably it was an over¬ 
sight, or if not, I can safely say such instances are very rare. If a young 
man keeps his eyes open at a show he will gain knowledge that will 
eventually be of more use to him than the cost of his train fare, or the 
show will be a very poor one; and as to the gardener “ being allowed to 
show and have what he makes,” possibly your correspondent did not, 
know all the facts of the case. It is not well to put everything in print 
that we know, or much more might be said on this point. And now as 
to sharing in the prizewinnings. Taking exhibitors as a whole class, 
there are, of course, some who do better than others, but I find when all 
expenses are paid, taking one year with another, there is not a great 
deal of money left from exhibiting. I am quite ready to admit the. 
young men deserve some encouragement, according to the interest they 
have taken in the matter ; but how about sharing in the expenses in 
cases of failure, which happen to the best of exhibitors ? Perhaps that 
did not occur to your correspondent.—A Head Gardener. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 

AMY FURZE. 
Your correspondent “ T. W.,” page 532, considers that this variety 

should (1) either be confirmed as a reflexed kind, each flower to be 
judged on its merits and not subjected to be either passed or lose points ; 
or (2) it should be relegated to the Japanese class ; then (3) he suggests 
a reclassification in which such varieties as Elaine and Dr. Macary 
may be transferred to the reflexed class. Let me briefly reply to these 
propositions. 

1. The flowers are now judged on their merits as reflexed in reflexed 
stands, and if they are faulty why should they be treated differently 
from all other varieties, which are “ either passed or lose points,” accord¬ 
ing to the degree they fall from the standard of excellence ? 2. The 
suggestion that Amy Furze should be placed in the Japanese class is 
confirmatory of my views, that it is not a reflexed variety, therefore the 
more it displays its Japanese origin the more it must weaken a reflexed 
stand. 3. The proposition, if carried out, would make confusion worse 
confounded, and it is earnestly hoped the National Chrysanthemum 
Society will resolutely refuse to move on the lines suggested. The Com¬ 
mittee, I should think, would be much more likely to provide a class for 
reflexed or hybrid Japanese, as in the case of Japanese Anemones. 

Speaking to an experienced Judge the other day he put the matter 
in this form—“ True reflexed Chrysanthemums are of Chinese origin, 
and have flat florets lying flat on each other ; and when large blooms of 
Amy Furze develope, as they admittedly do, the Japanese character, and 
proclaim their Japanese origin, they are out of place in stands of 
reflexed blooms of the true Chinese type.” But though out of place 
in such stands they are judged on their merits when in them, as reflexed 
blooms with flat imbricated florets, and just in proportion as they 
“grow out” of this character and become spreading Japanese, in the 
same proportion they lose points as reflexed flowers. Judges will not, 
disqualify varieties of indefinite character unless specially authorised 
to do so by the schedule ; but they estimate them in accordance with 
the standard of excellence of the class they are intended to represent, 
and in doing this wherein do they err 1—A Judge. 

CHALLENGE VASES. 
The question raised by your correspondent Mr. Win. Bardney, is 

opportune at this season when societies are about to arrange their 
schedules for next year. A challenge vase under the usual conditions 
cannot be as attractive to the majority of exhibitors as a prize of the. 
same value to be won once and for all. No one wi'l dispute this point 
with your correspondent. Exhibitors will, as he says, “be attracted to 
those shows that offer the greatest advantages but societies are limited 
by their income when arranging their schedules. One that would be 
able to offer say a prize of £15 in each with a challenge vase value £15, 
might not be in a position to offer the vase as well as the money prize 
to be won in one year. 

If challenge vases are to give place to prize cards to be won in one. 
year, then I apprehend the value of the latter must be reduced in com¬ 
parison with the former, and the question arises, Would exhibitors pre¬ 
fer this ? But taking higher ground, the competitor who estimates the 
value of a prize in proportion to the difficulty of winning it is possessed 
of those qualities which will make him successful in whatever direction 
he may compete. To be the holder of a prize won against all comers for 
two years in succession is an honourable distinction which cannot 
be claimed by the winner of a prize in one year. The winners of 
trophies under such conditions as those in force at Kingston, Hull, and 
Liverpool should not be placed on the same level as those competing 
under less difficult conditions. 

Chrysanthemum societies are formed to encourage and promote the. 
cultivation of our favourite autumn flower in the neighbourhood where 
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to attract exhibit, from a ,c^ ™c g J 
as an additional reward to pre-eminent and deserving skill8 Ihe 
ambition to possess them being a great stimulus to superior culture and 
determination to succeed wherever they are offerod t Pf ;t y ■, i 
understood that the challenge vase is “an addition”’to the money prize' 

the eh?l°lUnt °! thenm°?ey prize must not be reduced to make way for 
the challenge trophy. I would then ask, Who would not rather comnete 

should mlktet+h F-1Ze Wlth the tr0phy 8x1(16(1 than without it ? Societies 
should make their money prizes as large as possible leavinTit tor 
gentlemen of wealth and position to add the challenge trophy gGentie- 
men are more willing to give a piece of plate to be won under the usual 
challenge conditions than they would be to give itto be wonin one vear 
*o sooner had the challenge vase been handed to Mr Mease at the Hull 
Show this year than Lieut.-Col. Gleadow generous*oStoreplace*! 

Mr. Bardney refers to instances where ill feeling has been created 
in consequence of challenge vases being given to be the nronertv of thp 

^ do™ prev^TmLnde'r! 
dn not 5=1 , tn f 1 to r th,c aPPbcation of his reference. Employers 
do not value these cups for their intrinsic worth, and it is the custom to 

“ak*°:er th:ir riue to the it i8 to be hope! S theIS 
f employers that the instances to the contrary known to Mr Bardnev 

"rrri0n& Your correspondent refers to the poor competiS 
0fthhee^;,enfhilw<;at theuHu,!! Sh0W in comparison1^ with lvalue 
season and kl Jto hT T (loubfc °wmS Partly to the lateness of the 

and also ,t0 tbe reluctance to compete with Mr. Mease, who was 
Mav l Tw w dlsad vanta-?e by the lamented death of his late employer. 
fufeih^ .WaS ?eVer handed by a Committee to a success¬ ful exhibitor with greater pleasure than this one was ? 

ft would be useful to know if exhibitors would prefer cups of reduced 

to!™* W7 M °ne yeT in place of more valuable challen^ Whfes 
SmlndF^irT- US™ conditions. Edw. Harlan d, Joint Uon'S c. 
null ana, East Riding Chrysanthemum Society. 

A REPRESENTATIVE CHRYSANTHEMUM CLASS 
The excellent suggestion of ‘ M. N. C. S.’ for increasing the number 

of blooms shown and the manner of displaying them requires some 
consideration, especially from those who, like myself, ale growers 

e5hibftor=h0rS-- ,think TT ‘ M- N- C- S-’ that 11 would be advisable for 
exhibitors having large collections to choose from to stage seventv-two 

Ut l ^ thlnk lt Would add to the uniform and effective 
f of the stages to mix the Pompons and singles with the large 

f a,;’ t ’ f°r lf lhes6 lattor were shown as suggested, with stem and 
nle5p°nfDOt leSS l5af 4 lnches above the b°ard, it would make the benches 
toTTlf soal1ewbat uneven appearance. As to what varieties should be 

d TiT® ^venty-two, might I suggest the following which I 
mI Iw- b° T, improvement, and would bring more competitors ? 
diftinlf 1 iW°Uldu 1)6j Tvvelve Japanese distinct, twelve incurved 
distinct, twelve reflexed, not less than eight varieties ; twelve large 

tontnMneSn1\Varj?tie8x; twelve Japanese Anemones, four var eties ; and 
ITi AT' Rundle> fou.r Mrs- Dixon, and four Mrs. G. Glenny. I 
think the vjilueof the prizes should be revised also ; say : First. £12 • 

-f7 ;5hirdV£4 ’ f°urtb> £2- And perhaps it would increase the 
popularity of our shows if competitors were allowed the option of takin 
their prizes in hard cash.”—W. Drover. 

RIVAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

•4-wv U®ALE ,in bis admirable letter published in last week’s Journal 
with the above heading has, I believe (though I am sure quite uninten- 

,1 s^newhat misrepresented our position as members of the 
Sheffield and \\ est Riding Chrysanthemum Society. He says “ There 
ought only to be one representative exhibition,” and as an abstract 
proposition I cannot but agree with him in this, but as a matter of fact 
1 contend there is not and never has been more than one “ renresen- 
tative exhibition ’ held in Sheffi- Id. “ The Sheffield and Hallamshire 
Gardeners Mutual Improvement Society ” is not a Chrysanthemum 
Society, nor can its exhibition in any way be looked upon as repre¬ 
senting Chrysanthemum culture in this district. The Society was 
formed about twel ve 3 ears since for the purpose of promoting the mutual 
improvement pf its members, firstly by monthly meetings- at which 
lectures are given, or essays read, and discussions promoted upon 
horticultural topics ; and secondly by making small grants of money 
from the funds of the Society in cases of need through sickness or 
eath in a member’s family. The Society has from its commencement 

Deen strictly limited in its membership to men employed as gentlemen’s 
gardeners either head or under men. Any person not so employed can 
only enter the Society as an honorary member, and as such cannot 
participate in any of the privileges or have any vote in the manage¬ 
ment of the Society’s affairs The Society thus formed progressed very 
satisfactorily during the first years of its existence, and received a 
fair amount of support and patronage from the employers of its 
members, and especially from its President, Ven. Archdeacon Blakeney, 
v.u., Vicar of Sheffield, who has from the first been its staunch and 
consistent friend and supporter. 

^ cry early in the Society s history it was decided to inaugurate an 
annual exhibition, limited to members of the Society, to be held in the 
Gutters Hall, and as there was then no Chrysanthemum Society in 
vnetneld, or any public exhibition in November, that month was fixed 
upon in which to hold it. Chrysanthemums were, however, at that 
time in Sheffield, as in many other towns, very indifferently grown and 

tha^a sbnwnf PLWaS £°m the first real’y more of a Primula show 
hold i J f Ch7santhemums. The Society has thus continued to 
ment to tbt 5r?U!* ™ the Cutlers’ Hall from nearly its commence- 
I bffiieTton iPQ7Q y-wr,; but Wlth tbe exception of one season only, 
strirtl J U? ‘ the Present one, each of its exhibitions have been 
viewed a Wd t0 ltS °nu members> and each year until the present, 
laualfed to“ ,0 Cb,Tsantbemum show, the exhibits have not 

qUaIlty ?f£lowers those to be found at the numerous 
thetcommenPP,amaftefrlShOWS’ held at Yarious hotels in Sheffield. At 
had attond5d °f he Prcsent *fson, recognising the success which 
Sheffield w I n°- ?reV1°“S exhibitions of our more recently formed 

West PiJing Chrysanthemum Society with its open and 
stolnl T d ,scbedul6> the Committee were stimulated to make one 
classes°one to'T f';,r forty-eight blooms, or, to be strictly accurate, two 
blooms’ ?/° iwTty1°Ur lncur.ved and one for twenty-four Japanese 
A,” .but " lth the sole exception of these two classes the exhibition 
As^Mp8 in previous years, strictly limited to members of the Societv. 

-Uda e remarks. the addition of these two open classes 
fddh m,1Hpr°Veidv^e whoIe character of their show, but with such 
conskWdh exhibition could not, scarcely more than formerly, be 

% rePrL'sentative one. Mr. Udale also claims for this Society 
shove ™ r° Prl(;r'ty’ ■, 9ertalnly as a representative Chrysanthemum 
show we dispute this claim on the grounds as above given. 

«h0ffiS bCT fr6quently stated in this Journal there are in and around 
•ind ooflsreat and annnally increasing numbers of enthusiastic amateur 
nro!lnoTnaT5i°TrS fl°f the 5°'ver’ many of whom are successful in. 
onr T T reall.y fine flowers, but none of whom until the formaion oft 
Ti/ lT C°U d fT‘blt tbem in Sheffi dd otherwise than at the shows 
held, as before stated, at public houses, from the fact that they were 

Even m TT<^tfleynbead“ltted’as members of the Gardeners’ Society. 
T 'ffl m1-’ Udale himself, at that time gardener at Shirecliffe Hall, 
Irnf Aw T tour °r five consecutive years annually producing 
some of the first examples in the kingdom, both of trained specimen 
tjws °f exhibition blooms, was debarred from exhibiting in 
Sheffield from the fact of a technical objection being raised bv the 
Committee as to his membership of the Gardeners’ Society. What, 
however, Sheffield Chrysanthemum growers most strongly objected to 
was the fact that this Society, spite of its very limited character, chose 
to give to their Show the title of “ The Sheffield Chrysanthemum Show *r 
tnus giving a very false impression to patrons as to what was really 
being done in Chrysanthemum culture in this district. Under these 
circumstances the Walkley Amateur Floral Society took the initiative 

y ca ling together a meeting of all the best known growers to discuss 
the matter, which was largely attended, and at which a resolution was 
adopted that tbe Gardeners’ Society be appealed to “ that they form 
open classes at their show so as to allow of anyone, gardeners, amateurs, 
or cottagers, competing by paying an entrance fee,” and a promise was 
made to assist such Gardeners’ Society to the utmost extent in pro¬ 
moting and maintaining such open classes. This appeal was duly made 
and sustained for a considerable time by repeated letters to the Secre¬ 
tary of the Gardeners’ Society, but which met with a most peremptory 
refusal on the part of the Committee to entertain the proposition, and 
the idea had finally to be abandoned, in consequence of which a second 
gathering of growers interested took place, and the decision was unani¬ 
mously come to, to establish the present Sheffield and West Ridin°- 
bociety. & 

No reason has ever yet been found for regretting such decision, 
as our Society has been a success from its commencement and has 
met with most hearty support as well from the Sheffield wealthy 
classes as from the very numerous amateur gardeners who now rank 
as ordinary members of the Society to the numbrr of about 150. 
.from the success our Society has just achieved, financially and other¬ 
wise, at our recent Show, we are fully assured of our ability to stand 
alone, as at present, and to continue our work with increasing success ;• 
but Mr. Udale is correct in asserting that nine-tenths of our members 
would welcome the opportunity for blending the two Exhibitions so as 
to make one equal to any held in the country, and which we think to be 
quite possible of realisation. 

What we would suggest in the matter is that the Gardeners’ Society 
continue to carry on the work of mutual improvement and pecuniary 
benefit of its members for which it was originally formed ; that they 
c-.ase to hold their annual Show, which has for years past proved to be 
a financial failure, and that such of their members who are most in¬ 
terested in Chrysanthemum culture take office upon the Committee of 
our Society, so as to have a part in the formation of our schedule and 
in the management of our Society. This, I believe, would have an 
effect in strengthening both Societies, as numerous gardeners who now 
hold aloof from the Mutual Improvement Society would thus be induced 
to become members, and the Show of the Chrysanthemum Society 
would be greatly improved by the introduction of more exhibitors in the 
classes for groups and specimen plants. That such a dream may be 
very near its fulfilment is my earnest wish.—W. K. Woodcock, lion. 
Seo. Sheffield and Wat Riding Chrysanthemum Society. 

A CHRYSANTHEMUM CATALOGUE. 

Many growers like myself hope that when the National Society 
issues the next edition of the Catalogue it will be thoroughly revised 
and brought up to date. It is defective in several respects, and does 
not contain all the varieties now in cultivation. A large committee 
should be appointed, and ample time allowed for the compilation of the 
work.—H. 
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KITCHEN GARDEN. 
Asparagus.—Our second plants of this which were placed in to 

force are now ready for cutting, and we shall have abundance at Christ¬ 
mas. Just now it is the most acceptable of all vegetables, and a few 
dishes give much satisfaction. Where the kitchen garden is of good size 
it pays well to raise a quantity of roots from seed annually and force a 
like number of matured crowns. They are not ready for forcing until four 
years old at least, and when beds or plantations become old the roots 
may be all taken up and forced. Our November-forced produce is some¬ 
times not quite so strong as that grown in the spring months, but it will 
grow as freely and strongly in January as in February and March, and 
those with roots to force may begin at once, as the produce now will be 
double the value of the later crops. The best mode of forcing has been 
detailed in a recent number. Asparagus plantations in the open are 
apt to be neglected in winter. We have often seen them with the old 
stems adhering to the roots in March. This is a bad practice, and must 
never be tolerated by those who wish to have good Asparagus. Clean 
all such beds at once, and if there is not enough manure to spread over 
the surface place a forkful over each root. 

Brussels Sprouts.—These are now doing good service in the 
kitchen. They are turning out well, and we consider them one of the 
best of all open air winter vegetables. The side leaves are now be¬ 
coming yellow up to near the top, and these are more injurious than 
beneficial to the plants. They should all be removed, but do not disturb 
the green top, which acts as a protector to the sprouts below, and when 
all have been used the tops may be cut oil and used as well. 

Seakale and Rhubarb.—Both of these are being forced freely, 
and produce will be plentiful at Christmas, but the first supplies will soon 
be over, and if there is plenty of roots do not fail to start some more 
to succeed the last that were put in. Both kinds of roots should still be 
lifted and forced in a dark warm place. As soon as the Rhubarb has 
all been gathered the roots are of no further use, but it is different with 
the Seakale, and if these are taken care of they will again make good 
plants. 

Celery.—Much Celery is grown for use in the autumn months, but 
it is at this time of the year and on throughout the winter that it 
becomes most useful in the pantry as salad, and in the kitchen stewed. 
In the latter way it is a delicious vegetable, and it is altogether so 
valuable, that all who possess a few trenches of it should do their 
utmost to preserve it as long as possible. Hitherto we have not had 
sufficient frost to injure the foliage, and it is still fresh and green, but 
severe frost is apt to make tbe growth pulpy, and after that it is only 
the part that is well buried by earthing that is sound. It is better to 
prevent the foliage being too much injured, and on the first indication 
of severe frost a good quantity of straw or bracken should be spread 
over the whole of the plants. When it thaws and the weather is fine, 
this covering may be removed and placed between the trenches ready to 
be applied again when necessary. 

Broccoli.—We do not remember a more favourable autumn for 
Broccoli than this has been. We are cutting several dozens of heads 
weekly. Yeitch’s Self-protecting Autumn variety was the first to 
afford heads early in November, and although this is not yet over, 
there are others ready, and amongst these Osborn’s is fine, and Sutton’s 
Winter Mammoth excellent. Should frost, however, become general, 
they will cease to do so well, and all that are ready should be used 
with care. Do not send any more to the kitchen than are actually 
wanted, and store all the surplus heads that are ready for cutting 
Cut them with 6 or 8 inches of stem attached, trim some of the leaves 
off this, and insert the stem in damp sand in a cool rather dark place. 
We fill several of our cutting boxes with sand, place a dozen or more 
Broccoli in each, and then move them into a suitable place. We have 
pulled up the plants altogether, tied a piece of twine round the stem, 
and hung it head downwards in a cool shed, but they do not keep so 
well in this way as with the stem in damp sand or leaf soil. If stored 
before becoming too large, or before frost injures them, they will remain 
good for a month or five weeks. 

Root Stores.—When roots are stored that are slightly damaged 
they may not begin to decay at once, but they are sure to do so before 
the winter is far advanced, and the present is a good time to examine 
all roots. The best way is to turn them quite over and re-store, and as 
they are moved throw all bad ones to one side. Onions are not keeping 
so well as we have seen them do after a far less maturing season. The 
earlier varieties are showing a disposition to grow, and when this 
happens they become useless. Any in this condition should be removed, 
and those which are still sound should be placed in a very cool situation. 
A high temperature is ruinous to them. White Turnips of large size 
should be drawn and placed in a cool shed under a covering of straw. 
Swedish Turnips are best left in the ground until far into spring. 

Spring Cabbages.—These are very promising, and as all the blanks 
were filled some time ago our plantations are quite full, but where there 
are still vacancies in the rows they may be filled at once, and a small 

handful of soot should be sprinkled round the stem of each plant. If 
the soil is dry and a little earth can be drawn to the stems all along the 
rows it will assist them greatly when frost comes. 

Salads.—A great deal of these will now be wanted. Lettuce and 
Endive in frames remain fresh and sound. It is important that they 
be kept from damp. Sow Mustard and Cress, as they may always be 
had quickly in a little heat when other salads are scarce. Radishes, in 
the open air ought to be plentiful and good in all gardens. Our China 
Rose variety, sown in September in long rows between Strawberries, is 
now as fresh, crisp, and good as any Radish could be in the most favour¬ 
able month in the year. 

Winter-sown Peas.—Last winter we made one sowing of Peas in 
November, one in December, and one in January, and those sown during 
the second week in December did best, as thejr were the most robust in 
growth and the first to pod in the spring. We, therefore, did not sow 
any Peas in November this year, but a good sowing will be made during 
the second week of December, and we would advise all to try a few rows at 
this time. Only the very earliest varieties, such as Ringleader, William I., 
Sutton’s Earliest Blue, or Carter’s Lightning should be sown. Manure 
the ground well, do not crowd the rows on each other, as they require 
all the light and sun available, and sow in drills 4 inches deep. After 
opening the drills tread the part where the seed will rest firmly, as they 
make the best growth in firm soil, and after putting the soil back over 
the seed surface it with a sprinkling of finely sifted ashes. The young 
plants will push up through these, and slugs and other depredators will 
not trouble them. 

Grub Antidotes. —Everyone who has owned a kitchen garden for any 
length of time soon finds that grubs prove troublesome and destruc¬ 
tive to some crops. This applies particularly to Carrots, Onions, Parsle 
and some others, and wherever their presence is suspected in the ground 
intended for these crops in the coming year an antidote should be 
applied. Gas lime, soot, and salt are three of the materials we use, but 
the first and the last do not suit the crops if applied immediately before 
sowing, and the best way of using them is to dig them into the soil at 
this season, and then the ground will be in splendid order for the crops 
by March or April. As in the case of the other lime we never weigh 
our gas lime as to the rate per acre, but put it on to suit the case, and a 
light sprinkling is sufficient to destroy almost all grubs. The same 
remarks apply to salt, but soot may be used more liberally. 

FRUIT FORCING. 
Peaches and Nectarines.—Earliest Hovse.—Cease syringing the 

trees when the flowers show colour, maintaining, however, a moderate 
moisture in the house by damping the floor on bright mornings and 
in the early part of bright afternoons. The temperature may be main¬ 
tained at 55° by day, 50° being sufficiently high for the night, and if the 
temperature falls to 50°, and in very sharp weather to 40p, it -will be 
more an advantage than otherwise. Examine the inside borders, and 
give, if necessary, a thorough supply of water at a temperature slightly 
in advance of that of the house. 

Second Early Haase.—The trees for affording fruit at the close of 
May or early in June must have their final dressing if one be necessary, 
be tied to the trellis if not already done, and the border inside well 
watered. The house should then be closed, employing no fire heat 
except to exclude frost, damping the trees and house in the morning and 
early afternoon of bright days. Fire heat must not be applied by day 
to raise the temperature above 50°. Protect the outside border with 
dry fern or litter, and if means are at command for throwing off heavy 
rains or snow it will be desirable to employ them. 

Succession Houses.—Push forward pruning and dressing trees after 
loosening them from the trellis, cutting out any weak attenuated wood, 
and where crowded thin well, leaving space between the current bear¬ 
ing wood for training in that intended to displace it. Secure the 
branches at once to the trellis, leaving space in the tree for the swelling 
of the shoots— i.e„, secure loosely. The surface soil should be removed 
down to the roots without disturbing them, and give fresh material— 
good turfy loam with an admixture of well-decayed manure, about a 
fourth, and a twentieth of bonemeal, not covering the roots more than 
2 or 3 inches deep. Carefully examine the inside borders, as dryness at 
the roots will cause the buds to fall later on. 

Houses which are to be started early next year should have the frost 
merely excluded now, completing the needful operations in cleaning, 
pruning, dressing, and tying the trees in later houses. Although the 
trees when at rest should lie kept cool and dry it is not desirable to 
expose them to many degrees of frost, indeed frost should for the most 
be excluded. 

Pigs.—Trees in unheated houses should be unloosened from the trellis 
or wall, have the branches tied together in convenient bundles, and be 
covered with a single thickness of mat and then some dry straw or Fern 
a few inches thick, securing with tarred string, mulching over the roots 
with some short rather littery material to a depth of not less than 
6 inches, which insure safety to the roots, whilst the covering with straw 
or other material will not only insure the branches against frost, but 
tend to a more complete state of rest. 

Unsatisfactory Trees.—This may arise from various causes. It is 
usually on account of the soil. It may be too rich and loose. A dressing 
of lime an inch thick may be pointed in as deeply as the roots will per¬ 
mit without disturbing them much, and after resting a time and when 
in good order tread it firmly. If the trees make long-jointed wood the 
better plan is to lift them carefully and replant, making the soil more 
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admi.xhSrp’ tfe Vme aI1 ^he 8ame- If soil be of a light nature an 
shoX-1oLt^Cwo7nI ^Wil‘ impr°Ve the Staple> tend to encourage 
2™ wood, and increase the size and quality of the fruit. 

the months t mUSt ^ made for Producing ripe fruit during 
and cZrlotfe V ^oothdeaved Cayeune, Black Jamaica” 
an 1 xr1,11 Rothschild, which failed to show fruit durine October 

£esSoT.1:K tDOt now UP in time t0 ripen at the^period in 
less time ’ such fa? mugfcPe directed to such as attain perfection in 
those nla’nt lht A Queen’ ®nvdlf» ;Providence, &c. Choose at once 
the centre siVns nf base, with a tendency to open at 
S t ; " f I'16/™1, being shortly visible, placing them in a 
R to® bottom heat of 850 to 90°, a top heat 
conditions arc m to/° by day, and 10° more when the external 
but not°to nrn,f l°Uf% le- 7 genial atm°spbere should be maintained, 
piiras^rin^ AL ?m feam 7es^lting of syringing the hot-water 
Ld then 7erv pL\S ovferhead onco °r twice a week is ample, 
the soil is in a n?ht y’ 0n ?.“? afternoons damping the house. See that 
a dash of m‘ln PCr condlt'onas t0 moisture, using tepid water, with 

tiyT?'yms ii “pio“,, whe° 

but hcreTafv!'~The 7Cather “ay not have necessitated sharp firing, 
weak a tel * .°f -sun> which is generally resultant of a 
the n ^ growth. Light is very important in the cultivation of 
as cllan as mssihlcw^n and now ‘he days are so short keep the glass 
manure too1? .b both .“Slde and out- Do not apply strong liquid 
them un Wv1'^ 7’ a!.lt 18 i!10 reverse of good treatment to stimulate 
be rich Sw! afDy TVme' sod’ however, applied to the roots should 
allow sweet. Be careful not to overcrop the plants, and do not 
S S g“*» *«> ^ng too Ion,. They keep fresh1 several days after 
Remove snLrhfl heels ar.® mserted in saucers of water in moderate heat, 
sarv Red^t t?OU8nrUijS7'S tley appear, and tie the growths as neces- 
with a wlat SifT 6h°Uc d subdued by syringing the infested leaves 
but car^mn !°L °f soft60aP (2ozs- to the gallon)—a safe remedy, 
dust the Sfcfcf bi° taken .n°fcato damage the leaves. If mildew appear, 
SDher e mo^ r d Pn Wlth flowers of sniphur, and reduce the atmo- 
them w,?l? 7 iUle‘ Gree!1 or black aphides may be destroyed by dusting 
evenim^fn tobacco powder, or fumigation on two or three consecutive 
evenings moderately. An overdose may do irreparable injury. 
heated'f7 Cucumbers and -Melons are obtained from frames, or pits 
bltw,y ffrm®ntmg materials, some fresh Oak or Beech leaves should 
b! t°gether> with one-third of stable litter, and, if necessary, 
warme f+n ed S<?. ^7,° lnduce fermentation. It should be turned when 
warmth t,hro,ugh’. alike to sweeten, to bring all into a genial state of 
inenmnror ^ inside, and to induce thorough 
incorporation of the materials. 

PLANT HOUSES. 
Allamandas.—Where these are required in bloom as early as possible 

in the season plants that have enjoyed a good rest in a temperature of 
00 may be started. These plants may either be repotted before they 
are introduced into a warmer house or after they have broken into 
growth. \\, e have potted them at both periods, and have found no ap- 
preciable difference in the results, and therefore prefer doing it before 
they are started. The plants should be turned out of their pots and the 
roots reduced, being careful to preserve as many fibry roots as possible. 
Ihe soil should afterwards be soaked in tepid water and allowed to 
dram before potting. If the plants have been in large enough pots the 
same size may be used. If necessary to increase the size of the plants 
do not reduce the old ball so liberally, and transfer them into pots one 
or two swes larger than they were resting in. They should be clean 
and liberally drained. The soil may be pressed as firmly as possible, 
a^d the plants then placed into a house with a night temperature of 65°.’ 
“ c?n be plunged in leaves or other fermenting material so 
much the better. The plants should be syringed twice daily, but no 
water will be needed at the roots before they start into growth. Use 
for a compost rich fibry loam and one-seventh of decayed manure. 
Rlants that are growing in borders should have the surface soil removed 
and top-dressed with equal parts of loam and manure. 
, . glabra.—If the earliest plants have not been pruned 

this should be done at once by the removal of unripe and all puny 
shoots. Nothing is gained by crowding the plants with weak wood that 
will not produce shoots strong enough to flower. When pruned the 
plants should be moderately thin, and a number of shoots of equal 
strength encouraged sufficient to furnish the plants with flowers after 
they are tied down. Plants that are not pruned should not be started 
for at least a fortnight afterwards. Those already pruned may be 
started in the same temperature as advised for Allamandas. They can 
either be repotted or top-dressed with rich material. If the former do 
not reduce them more than one-third, use the same soil as recommended 
for Allamandas, whether for potting or top-dressing, and press it firmly 
into the pots. This plant will do in the same size for years if the 
drainage is good and they are liberally treated. 

Clerodcndron Balfourianurn.—This plant will not bear disturbing at 
its roots so much as either of the preceding. When once they have 
been given their largest size they will do in the same pot for years, pro¬ 
vided they are top-dressed with decayed manure and fed freely during 
the growing season. When confined at their roots they are induced to 
make firm short growths all over the plant, which flower with greater 
freedom than long shoots that are freely made by young plants or those 
with ample root room. Soak the soil with tepid water before intro- j 
ducing them into brisk heat. Plants that are declining in health may | 

be recruited by turning them out of their pots and carefully reducing 
he old roots one-third, and then repotting them into the same sized pot 

in a compost of fibry loam two parts, one part of peat and one of leaves 
or old Mushroom bed ref use. To this may be added charcoal and coarse 
santk In the case of old plants this should not be done before they 
break into growth. Much the better plan is to throw them away and 
bnng on young healthy plants to replace them, which in three years 

tb« cut*.mg will cover very large trellises. When giving,young 
plants their final shift into 11-inch pots add one 6-inch potful of half- 
mch bones with the fine amongst them to every bushel of the compost 
^ “ay be f.eeded;0 ^ants still at rest must not be kept in a lower 
temperature than 60 , for if starved they are very liable to die 

Stephanotisfloribunda,—Plants that were well ripened, pruned, and 
kept for the last month in a temperature of 50° may now be started with 
the plants enumerated above. Soak the plants thoroughly with tenid 
water, and after they have drained place a good layer of manure on the 
surface and arrange them where they can remain until they come into 
flower. They should be moderately close to the glass, so that directly 
growth commences strings can be secured to the trellis and under the 
roof, upon which to train the young growths. Considerably more 
flowers are produced by this method than if the shoots were tied to the 
trellis as they extend. 

Gloxinias.—These may be started by Laying the tubers amongst leaf 
ould, in pans or boxes, until they commence growth, when they can 

be carefully lifted and placed into pots according to the size of the 
ubers. They may be stood on the surface in the forcing house amongst 

large stove plants that are being started. 
Achimines. Place these thickly together in pans of light sandy 

son and arrange in the forcing house. If the soil is moderately moist, 
the pans plunged, and their surface covered with cocoa-nut fibre 
refuse, they will need no water until growth is visible. A few Cala- 

lighTsandysoff80 beStarted plaC“g them in sma11 P°ts amongst 

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE GROUND. 
Selection of Botes.—Roses may be planted whenever the weather is 

mild and the ground in a good working condition. Let the weather be 
what it may, however, no time should be lost in ordering any that have 
to be bought in, or the chances are a difficulty will be experienced in 
procuring strong plants of the varieties needed. If received when the 
ground is in an unfavourable state for their reception, lay them in care- 
fuHy by the heels till they can be planted, taking care to protect them 
with strawy litter in the event of severe frosts being threatened. 

Hybrid Perpetual*.—As we have previously remarked, standards or 
those with an exposed stem of any length are the most unreliable, being 
he nist to suffer from frosts, and at their best are not often very orna- 

mental. If the Briar stems or stocks are protected with hay bands, 
f ern fronds, or straw, it must be a very severe frost that will cripple or 
destroy the Rose, but such protections are unsightly and very few care 
to adopt the plan. It is the dwarfs that live the longest, and these also 
usually thrive the best. They may be bought either worked on the 
seedling briar or Manetti stocks, and in either case if the point of union 
is buried slightly below the surface the Rose also emits roots freely be¬ 
coming in time equal in every respect to own root Roses. It is either 
the neglect of this precaution or ignorance of the value of the practice 
that leads to so many dwarf-worked Roses being planted too high these 
in time becoming miserably stunted and seldom last long. It’is not 
advisable to plant deeply where the soil is of a heavy or clayey nature 
moulding up the stems heavily being a preferable proceeding. We shall 
give a list of thirty-six varieties that can be depended upon, and if less 
m number are required the first twelve or more may be taken as well- 
varied selections. These are Alfred Colomb, A. K. Williams, Baroness 
Rothschild, Captain Christy, Charles Lefebvre, Comtesse de Chabrillant, 
Comtesse d’Oxford, Duke of Connaught, Etienne Levet, General Jacque¬ 
minot, La France, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Countess of Rosebery, Duchess of 
Bedford, Duke of Wellington, Ulrich Brunner, Dupuy Jamain, Francois 
Michelon, Her Majesty, John Stuart Mill, Jules Margottin, Merveille de 
Lyon or White Baroness, Madame Eugenie Yerdier, Marie Baumann, 
Abel Grand, Beauty of Waltham, Boule de Neige, Charles Darwin 
Duchess of Connaught, Edward Morren, Harrison Weir, Mdlle. Annie’ 
Wood, Senateur Vaisse, Camille Bernardin, and Annie Laxton. 

Teas and Noisettes.—Sunny walls are the best positions for these, 
where, if treated as liberally as they deserve to be, they grow vigorously 
and flower abundantly early and late. The Teas also thrive admirably 
in the open, more especially in the more southern districts; but even in 
favoured localities they ought to be grown as dwarfs, and be roughly 
protected during the winter with a good depth of strawy litter or dried 
bracken. Frequently these and other dwarf Roses are killed down to 
the snow line, or to where protected with litter; but supposing a few of 
the lower buds are well covered, they recover, and are all the better for 
this severe shortening back. The following are all worthy of a place 
in any collection :— 

Teas.—Catherine Mermet, The Bride, Marshal Niel, Etoile de Lyon, 
Gloire de Dijon, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Alba rosea, Madame Lambard’ 
Marie Van Houtte, Souvenir d’un Ami, Madame Hippolyte Jamain’ 
Adam, Isabella Sprunt, Homere, Niphetos, Perle de Lyon, Rubens’ 
Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Madame Falcot, Devoniensis, Anna Ollivier’ 
Sunset, Grace Darling, and Belle Lyonnaise. 

Noisettes.—Celine Forestier, Cloth of Gold, Lamarque, Jaune Desprez, 
Madame Caroline Kuster, Reve d’Or, William Allen Richardson, and 
Triomphe de Rennes. 
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Hybrid Teas.—As these partake largely of the habit and vigour of 
the Hybrid Perpetuals, they may be grown and treated much the same 
as advised for them. The best are—W. F. Bennett, Lady Mary Fitz- 
william, Countess of Pembroke, Cheshunt Hybrid, one of the most useful 
Hoses in cultivation, and good for all positions ; Viscountess Falmouth, 
Distinction, and Ducb< ss of Connaught. 

Bourbons.—Although a small section, it yet includes several desir¬ 
able and serviceable varieties—notably, Souvenir de Malmaison, very 
free either as a dwarf in the open or against a wall; Queen of Bedders, 
showy, and suitable for massing; Baron Gonella. late, and forming a 
•good succession to the majority of Hybrid Perpetuals ; Acidalie, fine for 
walls, white, and very free ; Sir J. Paxton, an old favourite, and very 
fioriferous ; and Rev. H. D’Ombrain, the richest coloured of all. 

Hybrid China.—These are excellent for pillars and the fronts of 
buildings, and also for the front rows in shrubberies. If only lightly 
pruned they flower early and late, and are very showy. Brennus, 
Madame Plantier, Chtin6dol6, Blairi No. 2, Fulgens, and Juno, are ajl 
good. 

Hybrid Bourbon are also suitable for similar positions as the preced¬ 
ing. Charles Lawson, Coupe d’H6b6, and Paul Ricaut are tried 
favourites. 

Austrian Briars.—These are very beautiful either as dwarfs or 
standards, the blooms being produced throughout the well ripened 
growths formed during the previous summer. Harrisoni is the earliest, 
and Austrian Copper, Austrian Yellow, and Persian Yellow complete 
the best. Rosa rugosa variety are beautiful when in flower, and are 
very ornamental when well fruited. They can be raised from seed or 
bought. Those kept with a short clear stem are most attractive and 
quite hardy. Rugosa and rugosa alba, both single flowering, the 
former rose crimson in colour, and the latter white, are the greatest 
favourites. 

Moss Roses.—There are both summer and perpetual flowering varieties 
■of these, the latter being naturally preferable, but there are several that 
are beautiful and worth growing among the former, including Gracilis, 
Captain Ingram, Princess Alice, Crested, Henry Martin, Reine 
Blanche, Lanei, and White Bath. Good perpetual flowering are Per¬ 
petual White Moss, Soupert et Notting, Blanche Moreau, Mousseline, 
and Eugene Verdier. The common pink and old crimson China or 
Monthly Roses are not so much planted as of old, but they are yet among 
the best for planted against cottages, sheds, and bare walls generally, 
and also in the shrubberies. 

Miniature Japanese, or many-flowered Roses, are suitable for edging 
beds of Roses, but cannot be termed quite hardy in all districts, and we 
prefer to keep them in pots. The best are Parquerette, The Pet, Anna 
Marie de Montravel, Lucida, Mignonette, and Perle d’Or. 

Banlisians are suitable for the sunny fronts of houses. They are 
evergreen and flower freely and early. Fortunei is the best white, and 
Jaune Serin the largest yellow. The old white is very sweetly 
scented. 

Ecergreen Roses (R. sempervirens) grow rapidly either over rockeries, 
old walls, or the fronts of houses. Adelaide d’Orleans produces in the 
summer a quantity of beautiful but scentless pale rose coloured blooms, 
and Princess Louise and Fdlicitb are also worth growing. 

flt^ IE BEE-KEEPER. i 
HINTS TO BEGINNERS. 

WINTERING. 

How to winter bees in a way that there shall he little 
loss has long occupied the minds of bee-keepers. Nume¬ 
rous methods have been tried to effect this, the best being 
those that kept the bees quiet, such as having the hive 
dry and free from draughts, without Having any inter¬ 
vening space between the floor and the combs, as that 
prevents the bees reaching the cluster when out airing on 
a day when the temperature is low. Whatever the form 
-or state of the hive may be it is better to have the combs 
reaching nearly to the floor, which never should be other¬ 
wise than thoroughly dry. Bonar advised suspending 
hives from the ceiling of a dry room or closet. Another 
Edinburgh bee-keeper described in the “ Farmers’ Maga¬ 
zine ” about a century since a dioptric hive. He says: 
—“As to dioptric hives, the best 1 have seen is of wood 
in the garden of Mr. George Jarvey at Bathgate. The 
bees are seen at work in it by opening wooden shutters on 
opposite glass windows. Mr. Jarvey takes out the honey 
as he needs it by opening one of these windows, and the 
hive is perennial, as he never kills a bee. One on a 

similar construction has been made some years ago for 
the writer of this account by Mr. Francis Clark Wright, 
in Edinburgh, which answers very well. Care must be 
taken that these wooden hives be well covered with thatch, 
to exclude the cold air during winter. I have suffered by 
not attending to this.” The advice thus given is sound, 
and is well worth impressing on the bee-keepers of the 
present day. 

Burying hives has in some instances been tried with 
success. The bees when immured consume less food than 
when allowed to remain on their summer’s stand. When 
hives are buried during winter care must be taken that 
the site is a dry one with a northern exposure, being 
away from the direct influence of the sun, or of any 
direct inlet of air. In the house where I live, nearly a 
century since the hives were wintered successfully in the 
attics underneath the thatched roof, the only precaution 
required being to keep them dark. The evil of housing 
bees is that if light is admitted, or even a strong current 
of air, the bees will at times leave their hive, going 
directly to the light or where the inlet of air is, and are 
lost. The best place for wintering bees I ever saw was 
in an attic above a dwelling house; but the bees were 
not imprisoned in any way, but had full liberty to fly 
out and in at their pleasure. The windows were open, 
and the hives stood in the centre of the floor. In such 
a comfortable position the bees wrere healthy, did not 
consume an extra quantity of food, and did not seek to 
fly out when the weather was unfavourable. 

The Stewarton system consists in wintering either in 
houses or in being well covered with straw. The hive has 
an eke or “ raise ” from 2 to 3 inches deep. This, how¬ 
ever, removes the edges of the combs too far from the 
entrance. The object of it was to insure dryness. 
Although this system is very old, “ W. R ,” in the Bee- 
keeper's Record, gives it under “Improved Wintering;” 
but another feature of the Stewarton hive he has adopted, 
after all his condemnatory remarks of it and those who 
used it. The Stewarton hive is the mother o' bee-keep¬ 
ing for wintering bees, and its suitability for storing 
quantity and quality is yet unsurpassed. It is, therefore, 
satisfactory to all those who have sung its praises so long 
to see “ Scotland’s most advanced bee-keeper ” adopting 
it almost in toio, although at a late date; but “ better 
late than never.” 

The American Bee Journal has been giving the opinions 
of some writers on wintering bees in a semi-dormant state, 
keeping them so for three months, and without food. 
Whatever may be the opinions of the Americans on that 
point, or the effect of the climate on the bees there, wTe 
need not trouble much. In this country the more com¬ 
fortable bees are kept during extreme cold the more likely 
are they to survive and come out strong when mild 
weather returns. If bees are reduced to a dormant state, 
and kept in that state without food beyond a certain 
period, they will never recover. Bees in a semi-dormant 
state will endure a certain temperature wdthout being 
injured, but if a lower temperature is reached half an 
hour’s neglect will destroy them. 

The nearest point to perfection in wintering bees in 
this country is what I have often described in these 
columns. During the month of September have the hives 
full size and full of combs containing not less than 
30 lbs. of honey, occupied by say from 4 to 10 lbs. of bees, 
having a young, proven, fertile queen. Cover the hive on 
the sides with straw or sacking, over which a piece of felt 
or tarpaulin must be wound about and tied firmly ; care 
must be taken that the felt projects from the upper edge 
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of the floor, which ought to be a ventilating one—a wide 
stretch in advance of an empty box beneath. The top 
of the hive must be covered with a piece of flannel, and 
over it a good layer of dried grass, and this should 
extend down the sides as well. A sheet of galvanised 
iron, bent to a semicircle, and held in position by two 
wires completes a hive costing, when made by a trades¬ 
man, not more than 10s., forming the cheapest and best 
hive made. As a comfortable domicile for bees and for 
producing honey in greatest quantities it cannot be im¬ 
proved upon, all other extras only add to the appearance. 
If the above simple arrangements are properly performed, 
the bee-keeper need not concern himself about his bees 
until the months of April or May, further than to widen 
the entrances as required. These, with the arrangements 
and hive so described, should not be wider than from 
1 to 2 inches. Where no ventilation is provided it is 
necessary to give more doorway, but remember that cools 
the interior of the hive, causing the bees to consume 
more food and producing a greater desire to fly out at an 
unfavourable time and so be lost. Keep in mind that it 
is important to have dryness, a uniform temperature of 
about 60°, plenty of food and air without draughts. 
During the whole of my life I never had a hive that 
required the dead bees to be drawn out with a hooked 
wire, unless in several cases with Syrian nuclei. 

QUEEN REARING. 

A judicious system of queen rearing at the proper 
time is the best means to ensure a successful issue, and 
a nearer approach to dispensing with the brimstone pit 
than all the noise that has ever been made about saving 
“ condemned bees.” Keep the hives strong during the 
honey gathering season, and prevent an undue increase of 
colonies by swarming. This is most easily effected by 
introducing young queens to all hives shortly after they 
have swarmed. Therefore, to have a supply of queens on 
hand at the proper time should be the aim of every bee¬ 
keeper. Either after the first hive has swarmed or the 
queen of one is deposed (at as early a time of the year as 
will warrant the act, which may be the month of May, or 
when drones are likely to be numerous) examine the 
hive between the eighth and tenth days, just when the 
queens are beginning to creep out. Have in readiness 
plenty of queen cages, either made from perforated zinc 
or wire cloth, I prefer the latter. They are from 1| to 

inches long, and about three-quarters of an inch in 
diameter, having one end closed with the same material, 
and a gateway close to it, having a gate made of one piece 
of wire, scrolled at one end to shut the way, and the 
other hooked to prevent its turning. The other end is 
left open, to be closed with a cork or pipe cover, about 
half an inch down. Two wires are stretched across, which 
prevents the cork slipping down too far, and supports a 
bit of honeycomb or candy for the queen to feed on, 
should the workers neglect her. The pipe cover is called 
into requisition when food is put in, but the cork when 
not. As the queen creeps from the cells either catch her 
by the wings and put her into a cage, or place the open 
end of the cage over her on the comb, and so secure 
her, and then stop the open end as described. 

There are various ways of preserving the queens—• 
that is, the surplus ones, because some of them ought 
to be at the head of nuclei, and these are formed by 
taking one or more combs with bees and brood, placing 
them in a box suitable in size by using dividing boards, 
but otherwise the same as the ordinary hive or portion 
thereof, covered and treated as a weak swarm. There is 

no difficulty in getting plenty of queen cells, but there is 
sometimes a difficulty in procuring a queen when wanted, 
.o e°ec^ this, take a tube of perforated zinc the same 

size as the cage; by a circular motion press it into the 
comb until pierced right through; now withdraw it, and 
push the cage containing the queen into the hole. Many 
may be so placed ; but a more handy way is to have a 
number of frames with holes on the top bar the size to 
receive the cage with the queen. Each frame may have 
irom three to five holes about 2 inches apart. Place 
these frames amongst queenless bees and they will 
attend to them for a long time, or until wanted. There 
is still another way of preserving queens by putting 
them into cages similar to those Mr. Frank Benton sends 
over queens in from the East. After securing the queen in 

mi,eSe.fCa°eS’ ^iem. *n a P0°ket where they will be warm. 
Ihe frames for holding the cages, however, is an admir¬ 
able plan, and so far as I have seen never been used by 
anyone but myself. Whenever a hive swarms, at least 
the following day after, overhaul it and excise every royal 
cell; then take a frame containing one of these queens 
(if you have not a fertilised one at hand) and insert in 
the hive, although I prefer putting the queen into one of 
my safety cages, which is about 3 inches square, divided 
into two compartments and covered with glass. When¬ 
ever the bees are seen to cling loosely to the partition of 
perforated zinc between them and the queen, and all loud 
humming ceased, she may be let loose by drawing the 
sluice, when the bees and the queen will join and frater¬ 
nise at once. When putting the queen into this cage it 
is only necessary to replace the glass with apiece of wood, 
having a hole to receive the round cage, and put it in and 
release the queen from the one to the other by drawing 
the sluice. By following this course all risk as to 
handling the queen is done away with. The advantages 
gained by introducing queens are: it entirely prevents 
after swarms, insures a young queen at the head of the 
stock in a laying condition at least two weexs earlier than 
if it had been allowed to swarm, thereby insuring a 
harvest of honey that otherwise would have been nil. 
Moreover, if a first swarm is not wanted it may have its 
queen deposed and swarm returned to stock. In this 
case, however, a fertilised queen should be given with 
additional breeding space given at the time. The above 
is the surest way of controlling swarming and having 
bees at the right time, a large harvest is insured, and 
there are no condemned bees. 

STAND AND FEEDER. 

In my various articles I have frequently alluded to 
the above, but never described it. I will do so now. It 
is a box the same size as the hive, which may be of any 
depth suitable to the tastes of the bee-keeper, but must 
be of sufficient depth to hold frames. It is provided with 
an alighting board (moveable), and must have a doorway 
and door the depth of the box at the back. The bottom 
is solid throughout, but the top> must be either nearly, 
wholly, or partially open for several reasons—such as if a 
ventilating floor or a large or small feeder is desired. 
These before me of my own are divided into three—one 
in the centre open, and the back and Iront close by pieces 
of wood half an inch thick. Underneath this is a drawer 
also divided into three spaces, all of them fitted with very 
thin floats. The front space is, however, closed on the 
top by another thin piece. This is for the purpose of 
preventing bees escaping when the drawer is taken out 
to be filled with syrup, which may be from 6 to 12 lbs. 
or more. With all deference to those who differ from 
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me regarding the utility of float-feeders, I consider them, 
as commonly made, the worst of all feeders. They warp, 
and allow the bees to get underneath them, and when 
refilled with syrup many are killed. To obviate this, the 
float-feeders 1 use are cut into narrow strips, a hole is 
bored at each end of them, and brass screws or pins 
passed through"them into the bottom. These nails guide 
and keep the floats in place, and warping is impossible 
with such narrow strips- This sort of stand has been 
long in use by me for feeding back inferior honey from 
both the comb and when dripped. When the former is to 
be fed back the drawer is to be taken out and placed in 
the bottom, and as there is a trench in the front of the 
box as well as in the door to receive the ends of the 
frames right above the drawer, frames or partly filled 
sections are fed back to a strong colony, and if the honey 
is of good quality will finish sections with it. To facili¬ 
tate emptying the combs open the door and put in a 
sheet of glass, and the bees will clean the honey out 
much more quickly than if the door were kept shut. 

This useful stand can be applied to many purposes. 
Having a strong moveable lid of zinc it makes a capital 
seat; if filled with trays holds many useful tools (queen’s 
cages, slate, paper, pens, pencils, ink, &c.), besides if 
wanted many flower seeds if the trays are filled with little 
boxes to hold them. During the spring of the year the 
bottom is cleared out and then makes a capital peameal 
feeder, while the feeder drawer is converted into a water 
feeder, being placed upon the lid of the box. All the rest, 
being well painted, is not affected by the weather. A 
pair of handles completes this useful adjunct to the 
apiary and garden, which only a few of the uses it can 
be put to has been mentioned. 

In another article I will touch upon queries in con¬ 
nection with Stewarton hives and supering.—A Lanark¬ 

shire Bee-keeper. 

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 
Ra'ph Crossling, Penarth Nurseries, South Wales.—Catalogue of Forest 

Trees, Confers, Fruit Trees, and Shrubs. 
R. Gilbert, High Park Gardens, Stamford.—Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable 

Catalogues. 
B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, LondoD, N.—Catalogue of Flower, 

Vegetable, arid Agricultural Seeds. 
Webb & Sons Wordsley, Stourbridge.— Spring Catalogue for 1888. 

(Illustrated with Coloured Plates). 
Sutton it Sons. Reading.—Amateurs’ Guide to Horticulture for 1888. 

(Illustrated with Coloured Plates) 
James Veitch & Sons, Roval Exotic Nursery, King’s Road, Chelsea.— 

Catalogue of Seeds, dc ,for 1888. (Illustrated with Coloured Plates). 

°a° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no .one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should be written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannct reply to questions through the 
post, and we'do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Pelican Chrysanthemum {H. 8.).—When exhibited by Mfss-s. J.Veitch 
and Sons this variety was considered quite di-tinct from White Dragon, 

but you are not the only purchaser of tbe former who has found it not to 
differ from tbe latter. We cannot explain the reason. 

Books ( XV. Scott).—The volumes, if complete and in good order, are of 
more than waste paper value. A set recently advertised realised 23s. If 
yon can dispose of yours locally for 5s. each that will be fair to buyer and 
seller, assuming, as we have stated, they are in good condition. 

Removing Greenhousa (A Tenant).—So far as we understand the case 
you are not legally entitled to remove the bonse or any part of it, for though 
it may not be attached to the walls of the dwelling, it rests on masonry, 
the foundations of which are in the ground, and the house is thus attached 
to the freehold and belongs to the landlord. Bona-fide nurserymen and 
florists can remove glass structures, as they are part of their stock in 
trade. 

Primulas {Coker).—If we had sent you some of these flowers packed in 
dry paper they would have reached you in a very different state than when 
taken off the plants, indeed so shrivelled and crushed that you would not be 
able to estimate their merits. So far a9 we can judge, however, from those 

ou have sent, tbough they do not appear to be superior to many others we 
ave seen, we think they are wortn p rpetuating, and you may further 

improve the strain by only saving seed from the best varieties. 

Plum Tree Gumming (H. J.)—Gumming, or the exudation of sap, 
arises from a variety of causes ; iu your ca=e it is probably as you suggtst, 
the result of the dry summer, assuming that your trees are not excessively 
vigorous. Like yourself, we have known fruit tries much injured by shoot¬ 
ing bullfinches in them, and you afford evidence that practice is not neces¬ 
sary in reducing the number of these birds, since you have entrapped fifty- 
eight of them this autumn. Perhaps if you were to describe your method 
it might be useful to others. 

Vines for late Vinery {F. L. D.).—As you require seven Vines, and 
will probably require to commence cutting in Novemter onward to April, 
we advise Madresfield Court, Muscat of A1 xandria, Black Alicante, Alnwick 
Seed'ing, Mrs. Pearson, Gros Colman, and Lady Downe’s; but if you do not 
want to commence cutting before Christmas, then we advise two Black 
Alicante, two Ahiwick Seedling, one Mrs. Pearson, and two Lady Downe’s, 
which are all of good quality. As the border must be flat provide extra 
drainage, and do not make a deep border ; 24 inches to 30 inches is quite 
deep enough. Crushed bones are the best, using at the rate of a twentieth 
of the loam, and well incorporating them therewith. 

Steamed Bone Flour (.7. H.) —Th!s is the result of grinding bont s that 
have had the fat and a portion of the ossein melted out of them by being 
subjected to steam pressure and powerful heat in a close boiler. When the 
bones ate tbus dried they can be ground into finer particles than new bones 
can, and the action of the manure is quicker in consequence, notwithstand¬ 
ing that the finer ar.d drier flour may contain a little less nitrogen. 
Perhaps your best plan will be to dissolve them by either of the following 
methods as may be most convenient:—1, Place 5 cwt. (or twelve bushels) 
of bone on an earthen floor, surrounded by a rim of ashes ; pour on as 
much water as the bones will suck up, and th- n pour on 2 cwt. of sulphuric 
acid ; it will boil somewhat violently for a while. When this has subsided 
it will get tolerably solid, aDd the ashes and all may be shovelled up 
together, and will be fit for use in a day or two. 2, Take a large watertight 
hogshead and cover the bottom with about 6 inches deep of dry soil ;°on 
this put a layer of bones of tbe same depth, and cover them entirely with 
wood ashes ; on these another layer of bones, then ashes, and so on till the 
hogshead is full, placing a good thickness of ashes on the top. Leave it 
exposed to the rains all summer and winter till spring. Then on removing 
the contents of the hogshead the bones will crumble to powder under a 
slight pressure, and form one of the most valuable manures ready for 
immediate use. 

Manures (if. S ).—The chief constituents in chemical manures are 
nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid in the form of sulphate of ammonia 
or nitrate of soda, muriate, nitrate, or sulphate of potash, and superphos¬ 
phate of lime or bonemeal. The advertised fertilisers contain those con¬ 
stituents blended better than you can probably blend them yourself, and 
are used by most of tlie leading cultivators. Urine contains all those 
ingredients. It is referred to in the “ Cottage Gardeners’ Dictionary 
as “ Excel’ent as a manure, but must only be given to plants when grow¬ 
ing, and in a diluted state. One of the most fertilising of Pquid manures 
is composed of Cabbage leaves, and other vegetable refuse, putrefied in the 
urine from a house or stable, and diluted with three times its quantity 
of water when applied. If mixed with bleaching powder (chloride of lime) 
there will be no offensive smell. Gypsum mixed with it, or a little oil of 
vitriol poured in, adds to its utility as a manure, as it prevents the escape 
of ammonia during putrefaction.” Instead of adding three times the 
quantity of water it would be safer with more than twice that quantity for 
the majority of plants in pots, and then would not benefit all regardless of 
kinds, root action, and soil. If you will send your postal address we will 
endeavour to answer y our other question. 

Various (F. S.).~ 1, There is nothing gained by the very early planting 
of Potatoes. We consider the middle of February in the case of imsprouted 
s- ts quite early i nough, even in light wrl! drained soils, and in heavy the 
beginning of March. The soil, however, is usually so wet and cold at 
those times that most growers prefer to place the sets in shallow boxes, 
eye-end upwards, to sprout in a place where they will be fr e fiom frost, 
which should be done early in February, deferring planting until the 
spring (quinox (i.e., March 21st), or thereabouts. We have known Ash- 
ltaf plauted on Lady-day and tue crop lifted soon after Midsummer-day, 
realising £65 per acre. The mrst important item to be attendid to with 
early so ts is to preserve the first sprouts, and if properly attended to they 
will not be more than half to three quarters of an inch long at the time 
indicated, and will go right away after planting, frosts, of course, some¬ 
times injuring the top3 after they appear above ground. Veitch’s Asbleaf 
is a good early variety, and beyond Becon 1 early it hardly pays to grow 
Potatoes in gardens, Covent Garden Perfection and Beauty of Hebron 
being much grown for market. Good-sized sets should be selected, and 
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*h°al<3- unl?« ?«»«, be planted whole. 2, So soon in February as 
the weather permits is the best time to sow Peas. For early Dickson’s 
?«BtofnAl|Brwl f°me »referr;°K William I ; s concl early, Gladiator ; late, 
Best of AH Criterion, Duke of Albany, and Ne Plus Ultra. 3, Blackcurrants 
b6,tn,W b/ifi °n y°“n* wood giving much the finest fruit; indeed, the only 

rf7 require is to have the old wood cut out and the young 
encouraged. 4, It is no use leaving the long shoot of the Vine on the 
east wall for fruiting ; but it will probably do no harm to the Vine and 
you can try what experiment you like with it, ’ 

Names of Fruits. The names and addresses of senders of fruit to be 
named must m all cases be enclosed with the specimens, whether letters 
referring to the fruit are sent by post or not. The names are not neces¬ 
sarily required for publication, initials sufficing for that. Only six specimens 
fF Ffr^ediaVnpf'axrd aQy beyond that number cannot be p?ese“ved 
A • Plu;,2> Go^ Rwset; 3, Dumelow'sdeedlint . 
C7AmiTmi 5’ Bradd'?ka Nonpareil; 0, Cox’s Orange PippFn 

B’)7lvFl'e:orowlledT?1PPin; 2. Winter Nelis; 3, Josephine de 
S 4foVp8„0D er m1 5> Nmght’s Monarch ; G, Belle de Noc'. (Henn/ 
sh re bv Cinp ^l"Tl'anlTia7JsParen.t> introduced from Russia into Lincoln- 
hire by General Boncherette. It is quite distinct from Tiansparent Codlin 

We camiot recognise the other two. 3, Is certainly not Omar Pasha. (Geo 
Ashmore). 1, Coxs Pomona; 2, Court Pendii Pl.t; 3, Dumelow’s Seed- 
lmg, intensely acid ; 4, Cambridge Pippin. 
var £ P!aut8'~We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
FWo ® th t -have or,6lnated from seed and termed florists’ flowers 
KimTbl bf 8Pecimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
boxes1 Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 

„ S wi ly damp I?088 or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at oncey 

C ,)\~z>’g°petalum maxillare. (HI K. V.).—It is Serico«raphis 
Am1ftrvnTbflana’ n0t-a Justlcja- Wf. s. T.).—It is apparently the bulb of 
decorum „fo™?8,ESlma.’. <W. P. T ).-\, Pteris serrulate; 2, Adiantum 

o ’n3’ gracilis autumnalis. (B. It.).—1, Odontoglosum Ehren- 
bergi; 2, Oncidmm Forbesi; 3, Restrepia antenuifeia. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 21st. 

bem?rea‘SP;~d £ * V*6W °f Chri8tma?’ 6ale‘ aU 10™d 

CUT FLOWERS. 
Holly and Mistletoe are now abundant. 

Abntilons, 12 bunches .. 
B. d. s 
8 0 to 6 

Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 
Aram Lilies, 12 blooms .. 5 0 8 
Asters, 1* bunches .. 0 0 0 

i» French, bunch .. 0 0 0 
Azalea, 12 sprays .. ,. 1 0 1 
Bouvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 1 
Camellias, 12 blooms .. 3 0 4 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 

*• 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 9 0 18 

3* 12 blooms 2 0 4 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 0 0 0 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 
Eucharis, dozen .. .. 4 0 6 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 6 0 9 
Gladiolus, 12 spray3 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

0 0 0 

sprays 0 6 1 
Iris, 12 bunches .. .. 
Lapageria, white, 12 

0 0 0 

blooms. 
Lapageria, coloured, 12 

2 0 8 

blooirs .. 
Lilinm longiflorum, 12 

1 0 1 

blooms. 
Lilium laneifolium, ia 

6 0 9 

blooms. 0 0 0 

d. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
I) 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

Lilies. White, 12 bunches 
„ Orange, 12 bunches 

Lily of the Valley, 12 
sprays . 

Marguerites, 12 bunohes' 
Mignonette, 12 hunches 
Narciss, white (F.eucb) 12 

bunches . 
Pelargoniums, 12 trusses' 

i, scarlet, 12 trusses 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 
Primula (single), bunch.. 

■I (double), bunch .. 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 
Kanunoulus, 12 bunohes 
Boses, 12 bunches .. .. 

i, (indoor), dozen .. 
,, Tea, dozen .. .. 

red, dozen (French) 
, yellow . 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. 
Tropmolnm, 12 bunehes 
Tuberoses, 12 blooms .. 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. 
Violets, 12 bnnebes.. ., 

,, (French), bunch 
,» (Parme), bunch 

White Lilac, par bunch .. 

6, , d. S. d. 
0 0 to 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

1 
J. 0 3 
2 0 6 0 
3 0 6 0 

6 0 10 0 
1 0 1 6 
0 6 0 8 
6 0 8 0 
0 6 0 0 
0 9 1 6 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 8 0 
1 6 8 0 
1 6 8 0 
3 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 3 0 
1 0 1 6 
1 0 a 0 
i 0 1 6 
l 3 2 0 
s 0 6 0 
6 0 7 6 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

. s. d. s. d. 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 6 0tol2 0 
Arbor vitse (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 

„ (oommon), dozen.. 0 0 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .... 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. 80 0 42 0 
Begonias, dozen .... 4 0 9 0 
Gapeioums, dozen .. ..0 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 9 0 18 0 
Cineraria, dozen .... 0 0 0 0 
Dracaena terminalis, doz. 30 0 60 0 

,i virid is, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 
Erica, various, dozen ..90 18 0 
Euonymus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 
Evergreens,in var.,dozen 6 0 24 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 
Ficus elastics, each ..16 7 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 0 

. , . s. d. s. d 
Fuchsia, dozen.o 0 to 0 0 
Hyacinths, dozen .. .. 9 0 12 0 

» (Roman), doz. 9 0 10 0 
Hydrsngca, dozen .... 0 0 0 0 
Lilies Valley,dozen .. 18 0 24 0 
Lilinm laneifolium, doz. 0 0 0 0 

longiflorum, doz. 0 0 0 0 
Margueiite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
Mignonette, dozen .... 0 0 0 0 
Musk, dozen . 0 0 0 0 
Myrtles, dozen.6 0 12 0 
Palms, in var.,each .. 2 6 21 0 
Pelargoniums, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Poinsettia, dozen .. .. 12 0 15 0 
SoJanum, dozen .. ..9 0 12 0 
Tulips, dozen pots .. .. 6 0 9 0 

VEGETABLES 
, 6, u» B. (I, 

Artichokes, dozen .. l 0 to 2 0 
Asparagus, bundle .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Beans, Kidney, per lb. .. 0 3 0 0 
Beet, Red, dozen .... 1 0 2 0 
Broccoli, bundle .... 0 0 0 0 
Brussels Sprouts, £ sieve 3 6 4 0 
Cabbage, dozen .... 1 6 0 0 
Capsicums, per 100 .. 1 6 2 0 
Carrots, bunch .. 0 4 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen .. 3 0 4 C 
Celery, bundle .... 1 8 2 0 
Coleworts, doz. bunches 2 0 4 0 
Cucumbers, each .... 0 4 0 6 
Endive, dozen.l o 20 
Herbs, bunch .. .. .. 02 00 
Leeks,hunch ,, 0 8 0 1 

s. d. s. d. 
Lettuce, dozen .. .. o 9 to 0 6 
Mushrooms, punnet ..0 6 10 
Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 3 0 6 
Onions, bunoh. 0 3 0 0 
Parsley, dozen bunches 2 0 so 
Parsnips, rtozeu .... 1 0 0 0 
Potatoes, per cwt. 4 0 5 0 

„ Kidnoi, ;cr cwt. 4 0 0 0 
Rhubarb, bundle .... 0 2 0 0 
Salsafy, bundle .... 1 0 16 
Scorzonera, bundle ..16 0 0 
Seakale, basket .... 1 0 IS 
Shallots, per tb. 0 3 0 0 
Spinach, bushel .... 1 6 2 0 
Tomatoes, per fb. 0 4 0 6 
Turnips, bunch .... 0 4 0 6 

FRUIT. 

. , , , s. d. s. d. 
Apples, ) sieve. p 6 to 8 6 

Nova Scotia and 
Canada barrel 10 0 18 0 

Cobs, 100 lbs. 55 0 0 0 
Grapes, per lb. 1 0 8 0 
Lemons, case.10 0 15 0 

_ s. d. s. d. 
Oranges, per 100 .. .. 4 Oto 8 0 
Pears, dozen.p o 10 
Pine Apples, English, 

PerK> .16 2 0 
St. Michael Pines, each SO 5 0 

CULTIVATION. 
As proof of the severity of the agricultural depression 

we .frequently see statements of the number of acres of 
land that have fallen out of cultivation under it, and till 
quite recently we accepted such statements in perfect good 
iaith. It was while we were on our way to a great county 
meeting with other members of the chamber of agricul- 
ture to which we belong, to discuss measures for the relief 
of the chief industry of the nation, that we had our eyes 
opened to. the fact that, at any rate in the great corn¬ 
growing districts, land was regarded as being out of cul¬ 
tivation when it ceased to be under the plough. It may 
have been laid down to permanent pasture with all due 
care, and be yielding full crops of forage, yet it was con¬ 
sidered to have passed out of cultivation. It was alto¬ 
gether in vain that we protested against such an erroneous 
and misleading conclusion. No, we were told, when land 
ceased to be arable land it passed out of cultivation! 
What would the farmers of the great dairy counties say 
to such a doctrine as this ? Yet we know that iu East 
Anglia permanent pasture has long been held to be a 
necessary evil rather than a permanent good. On a farm 
of 300 or 400 acres about twenty acres of pasture, often 
less, would be, and in point of fact still is, thought quite 
enough. Iu one sense we are bound to agree, and that 
is that twenty acres of mismanaged pasture is so much 
land wasted. Pasture that is foul with weeds cannot he 
profitable, and most East Anglian pasture consists of a 
weak growth of indigenous grasses thickly interspersed 
with Ononis arvensis, and strange to say nothing appears 
to be done to check the spread of the Ononis, yet it is 
evident that uprooting is the only remedy for such a 
rampant perennial pest. 

Negligence about pastures is not, however, confined 
to East Anglia. A foul, wet, poverty stricken condition 
is the characteristic of many a meadow in all parts of the 
country, and of such laud it might well be said that it 
was out ot cultivation. But such glaring examples of 
carelessness and negligence are altogether beside the mark 
as affecting the question before us. We know full well 
that a highly cultivated pasture is now one of the most 
profitable parts of a farm, and it is surely from ignorance 
of the advantage to be derived from such care that the 
term, “out of cultivation” is applied to it. In Miss 
Martineau’s charming account of “Our Farm of Two 
Acres,” she tells how by the exercise of care in keeping 
down weeds and moss, and by an annual dressing of 
manure, her meadow became conspicuous for its green¬ 
ness when all the rest of the pasture in the valley was of 
a uniform hay colour; and she adds in proof of the profit 
of such care, “There is no hay iu the neighbourhood to 
compare with ours.” Since her day we have had perma¬ 
nent pasture taken in baud by men of sound practical 
ability, and it has been clearly demonstrated that it 
answers to give as much care in the selection of seeds 
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and the treatment of the soil for forage as for any other 
crop. The truth of this must he patent to the most casual 
observer. If certain sorts of Grass and (lover answer 
better than others, it is surely worth while growing them 
and discarding the others; and if by cultivation we can 
not only increase the ordinary bulk of the hay crop by 
two or three time's, but also materially improve the pasture 
for grazing in spring and autumn, it is surely worth doing 
so. How a farmer can allow pasture to be spoilt by 
Ononis, Docks, Thistles, Rushes, and Nettles in the 
manner we often see without making some effort to eradi¬ 
cate them quite passes our comprehension; for it is a 
clear question of profit and loss, and we maintain that 
every foot of land for which rent is paid ought to be 
turned to full account. 

No sadder sight has met our eyes than land that has 
really been suffered to go out of cultivation. It had 
evidently been corn land, for the ridges were still visible 
though covered with a thick growth of couch grass. Of 
course it was susceptible of improvement by cultivation, 
but the vanished or vanishing capital of farmers can hardly 
be thought of for such work. Land farmed out is not 
easily reclaimed, as we in common with other land agents 
know to our cost. Farm after farm have we taken in 
band as they fell in upon the estate, and our work has 
been very much the same upon all of them. First of all 
drainage, next mechanical division and getting rid of 
weeds, then storage of fertility. It is possible to do all 
this in a single season, but the work is so costly and the 
price of farm produce so low, that it is generally spread 
over two or three years. In cases where it is not impe¬ 
rative that an immediate return should be had from the 
land, the most economical way to impart fertility is clearly 
by a succession of ploughed-in green crops. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 
The advantage to be derived from clay burning was never more 

apparent to us than when we were recently walking over some newly 
ploughed land on a clay farm on the borders of Essex. We have during 
the last two years spent much money in burning clay there and spread¬ 
ing it on the surface to be ploughed in, and it has now become so well 
mixed with the soil, that when ploughed after heavy rain it crumbles as 
it falls over from the ploughshare, thus showing than even the heaviest 
land may be rendered open to the action of rain and air. We have told 
before, and it will bear telling again, how that the clay so burnt was 
originally thrown into ridges when the ditches were made, and it had 
been so left for many years. These ridges were gradually cleared away 
and burnt, and we know that the money so spent was a sound invest¬ 
ment, for it would be quite in vain to apply manure to the land without 
some such preliminary treatment. We desire to call particular attention 
to this matter, because many a farmer has been puzzled about opening 
up the land fully to the action of sun and air. The ploughing in of 
half-decayed farmyard manure may do something, but the manure 
decays, and the soil soon settles down into a close mass again. It can 
never do so after burnt clay is applied, and the subsequent cultivation 
of the land is both easy and certain in its effects. 

The dairy cows are now having bran, Carrots, chaff, and hay, and 
some of the delicate Jerseys have an addition of crushed Oats. This 
dietary is both safe and simple, our especial aim being to avoid anything 
at all calculated to affect the flavour of the milk. If Turnips are used 
at all, they are always cooked, and the water strained off, so as to get 
rid of all unpleasantness of flavour. Cattle Cabbage may be used with 
advantage provided the quantity is moderate. The cows eat such green 
food ravenously, and if they have a large quantity the milk is quite 
certain to betray them by its rankness. Well mixed, sweet, wholesome 
food now goes far to insure good butter, and if cows can be had to calve 
in succession throughout winter at intervals of about a month, it will 
tend to render the butter really excellent in flavour, if a little deficient 
in colour. 

QUALITY, QUANTITY, DEPRESSION. 

( Continued from page 4S8.) 

To create a demand and keep foremost place in the world’s markets, 
■everything produced must be a combination of the highest quality with 
a maximum of quantity. If that can be effected and maintained by 
th-i home producer, foreign or colonial competition may be defied. Some 
commodities, of course, the farmer and gardener are precluded from 
producing so as to compete with imported products satisfactorily, but 

no grower need keep burning his fingers ” by sticking to crops which 
cannot be placed in the market advantageously. If unable to sell 
Wheat, Barley, and Oats at a profit, what hinders the utilisation of 
grain in the production of beef, mutton, and pork? Even imported 
grain might be so utilised, and it would be wiser than grumbling and 
the persistent sending of raw produce to market when the demand is 
for the manufactured. The consumption of the raw material—the 
grass, hay, ensilage, forage, roots, grain, and straw—would have the 
advantage of maintaining, if not improving, the fertility of the soil, 
a value as manure equal to that going off as produce, and re¬ 
presenting a storehouse capital, from which profits are to accrue in 
future. Except artificials the land gets little added to its staple where 
the hay and straw is sold off. It is useless keeping straw, &c., to absorb 
the liquids resulting from keeping animals ; the draining of cow byres, 
farmyards, &c., are not worth taking into consideration. A few tons or 
cwts. of artificials are worth very much more than all the manure the 
raw material consumed at home would produce. Everything goes off 
the land except that consumed in the manufacture of flesh, and those 
farms producing most flesh, or having the most animals fed by the 
crops produced, are in the most satisfactory condition from a landlord’s, 
farmer’s, and consumer’s point of view. There seems a great decrease 
in the number of food-supplying animals. The agriculturists decrease the 
output and are in danger of ruin by the low prices of produce. This 
in face of a population for the past half century increased beyond 
home means of feeding. The profits of cultivation are not in raw 
material, but in the manufactured article. True there must be no 
falling off in the production of raw material, there must be abundance 
with which to manufacture a superior article such as none imported can 
equal, and the farmer can out of our much-abused soil produce crops 
for which the climate is suitable equal to any, and by their judicious 
utilisation produce beef, mutton, and bacon superior to any in the 
world. Rents ought not to be an obstacle, nor yet aids to cultivation. 
There seems nothing lacking, only the awakening of agriculturists to 
the responsibilities of their position. They seem paralysed by the low 
prices of produce, yet the produce of farms, except cereals, brings more 
money than the best of imported. 

There has been depression enough from various causes, but the worst 
form of it is a depression of agricultural skill, energy, and determination. 
The land has not been, and is not cultivated. It is foul with weeds— 
weeds which take as much from the soil as the useful crops, and corre¬ 
spondingly decrease the yield. The culture that returns the most to the 
soil is the most contributing to present and future crops. Experiments 
with manure prove that all the land wants is a little nitrate of soda, 
muriate of potash, and superphosphate. What we want is to return to 
land as much as possible of that removed. It is Nature’s plan ; but my 
object is to show that no additions are of use without the soil being in a 
proper state of cultivation, so that the crops can abstract the full value 
from them. * 

Depression has had its seekers for alleviation. The greatest states¬ 
men have made propositions ; farmers have been advised to turn their 
attention to supplying the markets with fruit and vegetables. Some 
have done so, and where are they now ? The farmers are about as likely 
to command the markets with fruit and vegetables as the French with 
fresh laid eggs. The advice was no doubt well intentioned, and sound, 
too, only no calculation had been made of the farmers’ inaptitude and 
indifference; their best and only schoolmaster is depression. But we 
may pass the agriculturists as not likely, for at least another generation, 
to pass muster as cultivators of horticultural produce. True, they may 
add to the continuance of the uphill work before the horticulturists in 
the rivalry with imported produce ; but there is no fear of the issue 
with the intelligence and zeal that opposition occasions.—G-. Abbey. 

(To be continued). 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 51° 32'40''N.; Long. 0° 8'0" W.; Altitude, 111 leet. 

Date. 9 A.M. IN THE DAT. 

1887. 
•O ot ® <n «)_: Hygrome¬ 

ter. 
P . 
CT3 
3 P 

A- -*■ 

5o 

'o . 
• 31 
til <1, r_l 
H 

Shade Tem¬ 
perature. 

Radiation 
Temperature. 

P 
3 
« 

December. lIF Dry. Wet. Max. Min. 
In 

sun. 
On 

grass 

Sunday. 
Monday. 
Tuesday .... 
Wednesday.. 
Thursday.... 
Friday . 
Saturday .... 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

Inches. 
30.082 
30.138 
29.548 
i 9.553 
29.301 
29.430 
29.803 

deg. 
32.8 
32.1 
49.3 
39.6 
42 2 
51.6 
40.4 

deg. 
31.8 
31.4 
48.3 
37.7 
40.G 
50.3 
37.3 

N. 
S.E. 
S. 
S 

s.w. 
s.w. 
s.w. 

deg. 
40.3 
89 2 
39.2 
40.9 
40.5 
408 
41.7 

deg. 
40.2 
49 5 
50.9 
45.8 
51.9 
531 
458 

deg. 
27 9 
31-8 
31.1 
36.4 
365 
39.6 
38.9 

deg. 
40.3 

.50.2 
51.3 
61.2 
52.8 
71.6 
62.4 

deg. 
22.8 
29.6 
28.1 
29.3 
33^1 
33.2 
33.1 

In. 
0.142 
0.211 
0.028 
0.303 
0.052 
0.083 

29.694 4U £9.6 40.4 48 2 34.6 55.7 29.9 0.819 

REMARKS. 

11th.—A little snow early, but only cnongh to whiten the ground; dull, thowery day 
with heavy rain from 11 A.M. till 1 P.M. 

12th.—Cold, dud, and foggy, 
lath.—Very warm, dull, aud damp. 
14th.—Foggy ear y: tine, with some sunshine till nearly noon, then showery till 2.30 P.M. 

dull and damp after ; fair evening; heavy rain after 10 P.M. 
l.tth.—Cloudv morning, with slight showers; flue afternoon, bright in the early part. 
16th.—Wet till 11 A.M., then hright and fine except for one shower in the afternoon and 

auother in the evening. 
17th.—Bright and fine. 

An unsettled and changeable week. Mean temperature very near the average.— 
O. J. Symons. 
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Ibt Sunday after Christmas. 

THE CLOSING YEAR. 

LTHOUGH the year that is now approaching 
its termination has not been one of the best 
that has been experienced by gardeners and 
horticulturists, it has been brighter and better 
than some of its predecessors. The most 
important food crops have been good when 
high cultivation has jirevailed, and no season 
°f recent years has shown the necessity for 

high culture more conclusively than the exhausting 
summer of 1887. Imperfectly worked and impoverished 
land has been comparatively barren, the crops collapsing 
during the heat and drought, while on land deeply yet 
intelligently tilled and enriched they passed through the 
trying ordeal to which they were subjected, and as times 
go, gave a satisfactory return for the outlay expended in 
their production. The lessons that gardens afford in this 
respect ought not to be lost on agriculturists, and it is 
certain if they were appreciated and applied as far as is 
jiracticable the earth would yield a far greater increase 
than it does now. to the advantage of every section of the 
community. 

In glancing back over the past months, and it is desir¬ 
able that all should do so, there will, it is hoped, be much 
that is pleasant for the mind to rest on—good work done 
by able and earnest men, and approved by appreciative 
masters; prizes won by those who have striven for. them, 
and honours bestowed lor well deserved success; obstacles 
surmounted by perseverance on right lines that brings a 
reward sooner or later; differences reconciled by the 
exercise of good judgment; reconciliations effected between 
men of different views; and confidences restored that 
had temporarily lapsed. These are some of the episodes of 
the season, on which many minds will reflect with satis¬ 
faction as agreeable reminiscences of the closing year. 
Well is it if they are in the majority. 

But granting the existence of a large amount of satis¬ 
faction enjoyed by owners of gardens and their managers, 
it is equally certain that disappointments have been in¬ 
curred and circumstances happened during the year not 
conducive to general content. Difficulties have presented 
themselves of a nature that could not be immediately 
subdued, and some of them not anticipated. Accidents 
are contingencies of life, and when not the outcome of 
negligence that might have been easily avoided, should 
be accepted as what they are. It is useless to waste time 
and strength and to lose temper over untoward and 
practically unpreventible occurrences that may be incon¬ 
venient and something more, as it is to quarrel with a 
thunderstorm. The year, however, that is now approach¬ 
ing its termination has not been characterised by storms 

No. 392.—Vol. XV., Third Series 

of that nature and the heavy downpours consequent 
thereon ; but by the exact ojiposite—the absence of rain 
duung the summer months, that gardeners amongst others 
are not likely to forget. 

Adequate provision is often made, but not always, for 
a supply of water for domestic use, while the necessity 
yT, cultural purposes is overlooked. No one knows the 
difficulties attending a scarcity of water in gardens but 
those who have to endure it, nor the anxiety of mind 
experienced by gardeners when they see the crops on 
which they relied dwindling away—time, labour, and 
forethought being wasted in their production. An excess 
of rain cannot be jirevented, but a water famine may in 
most, if not all, cases be averted by a well devised system 
of water storage when it is in excess of immediate re¬ 
quirements. One of the great wants of the times is the 
provision of receptacles for water capable of holding all 
that falls from the roofs of buildings in and near gardens 
in localities where the natural supply is apt to fail, and 
pi ovision is not made to meet that very serious contin¬ 
gency. If the necessity is forced on the minds of pro¬ 
prietors of gardens, and steps are taken to prevent waste 
in times of plenty, the disappointment of the past will 
vanish, and assurance be felt of safety for the future in 
respect to this most important matter. 

Another source of misunderstandings has not been 
absent during the year—indeed, it has possibly been more 
pronounced than before—namely, the realised value of gar- 
den produce. From causes not far to seek the commercial 
spirit is abroad, and a widespread desire has been evinced 
by owners of gardens to endeavour to either make them 
self-supporting, or to substantially reduce the outlay 
expended in their management. Reports have been read 
of extraordinary crops of fruit, and market prices have 
been consulted in estimating its value, a feeling of “ Why 
cannot we do the same?” becoming established in conse¬ 
quence. “ I see we have so many bunches of Grapes in 
this house weighing so many pounds, and these at Covent 
Garden prices will fetch so much money; sell the crop, 
or what we do not want, but don’t let the best go.” That 
is not an unfamiliar instruction to gardeners; but what 
is the result ? This : Retaining the best and selling the 
relatively inferior brings down the real value of the pro¬ 
duce. so low that it is scarcely worth sending to market, 
and instead of 2s. or 3s. a pound expected, perhaps 4d. 
or 6d. is returned, or even less if the market is over¬ 
stocked. 

Yery much the same disappointing results have been 
experienced by the sale of flowers and vegetables as re¬ 
presenting the surplus of private gardens. It is not suffi¬ 
ciently comprehended that such produce as a rule is 
below, and often far below, the best grades grown pur¬ 
posely for market, and only the best can bring even fairly 
good prices. It should also be remembered that garden 
produce of whatever kind may look well at home, but 
when placed by the side of that of the best trade growers 
in Co vent Garden loses value seriously by comparison, 
and may be and often is practically unsaleable. 

It requires to be further stated as a matter of con¬ 
siderable moment to “private growers” and tbeir 
employers that the published prices of wares in Covent 
Garden cannot be taken as a safe basis of computing the 
value of crops at home. Granting that the prices are as 
accurately recorded as possible, there is such an extra¬ 
ordinary difference in the merit of consignments when 
placed on sale that it is quite impossible to estimate their 
value in advance. And not only so, but the supply 

No. 2048.—Yol. LXXYH., Old Series. 
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fluctuates so greatly, that the prices for certain articles 
may be 50 per cent, lower to-morrow than they rule to-day. 
Nor does that fully represent the case and the difficulty, 
for it is not unusual for a variation of from 20 per cent, 
to 40 per cent, to be observed in three hours. Ordinary 
gardeners selling the surplus produce which they grow 
are placed at an enormous disadvantage with trade growers, 
who are so to say on the spot, and make their forecasts 
accordingly. It is well that these facts be made known, 
and they are mentioned with the object of reducing mis¬ 
understandings between master and man, and preventing 
in some measure disappointment to both in the coming 
year. This is a great subject, which must be dismissed at 
present with the remark, which is more accurate than all 
the price lists, that it is practically useless to send second 
and third-rate produce, the surplus of private gardens, to 
Covent Garden Market. 

Taking a broad glance over the world of gardening 
it is gratifying to observe the great interest that is 
manifested in the introduction of whatever renders the 
pursuit more agreeable and satisfying, also in everything 
that tends to promote superior culture. It is true we 
have had no grand national or international horticultural 
exhibitions during the year to absorb universal attention ; 
nor are they needed for affording evidence of the existence 
of a deep and widespread sympathy with the work in 
which readers of this Journal are engaged. A growing 
tendency to decentralisation is apparent in the repre¬ 
sentation of horticulture. District vies with district and 
province with province more and more, each striving, and 
properly so, to attain the greater excellence, hence the 
spirit with which local associations are promoted and 
provincial shows encouraged; and taking these into con¬ 
sideration, and they cannot be left out, an aggregate is 
arrived at, both as regards the number and value of the 
prizes competed for and the character of the produce 
exhibited that has not been excelled, if equalled, in any 
previous year. 

Greater zeal than ever seems to be apparent among 
the working bees in the hive of horticulture, in the 
formation of gardeners’ improvement associations, which 
have more enrolled members than at any previous time. 
This is most creditable to British gardeners, and an 
unique feature in domestic service. We find no improve¬ 
ment societies organised by footmen, butlers, coachmen, 
and gamekeepers, with the object of rendering them¬ 
selves more competent in their vocations. This is peculiar 
to gardeners, and we claim for them merited recognition. 
Every inducement should be given for probationers to 
join in those assemblages, first as listeners, then as con¬ 
tributors of matter for discussion. These mutual im¬ 
provement meetings are true “ schools of gardening ” that 
cannot fail to be the means of spreading knowledge, made 
sound by close sifting, and therefore beneficial to those 
who have the opportunity for acquiring it. 

In numerous other ways, and through other agencies, 
that will probably be brought under review by qualified 
observers, the closing year denotes advance rather than 
retrogression in the delightful and important pursuit of 
horticulture; and though we cannot forget those who 
have laboured so long and so well, and now called to 
their rest, we can rejoice in veterans still with us, and in 
the uprising of young men who will creditably join in the 
furtherance of that in which writers, readers, and editors 
are mutually engaged—the art of cultivation. 

A consciousness of the exercise of honest effort, the 
accomplishment of good work, and the recognition and 
appreciation of commendable endeavour, convert into 

reflective pleasure the toils or the past, making for those 
who have striven to that end what it is hoped they have 
just enjoyed 

A Merry Christmas. 

CAMELLIAS IN MIDWINTER. 
Now that Chrysanthemums are over and many other flowers 

recently plentiful are becoming scarce, Camellias are rising in value, 
and a good supply at midwinter will give the greatest satisfaction, 
whether the flowers are for home decoration or market purposes. 
So far as I can judge at present the summer and autumn of 1887 
suited them admirably, as the bushes made good growth and formed 
abundance of flower buds, which are opening freely. Some growers 
cause their Camellias to bloom in October and November, but the 
flowers are not so valuable then as now, as other flowers, both in the 
open and under glass, are moderately plentiful in those months, and 
the Camellias do not open so well then as at this time. A bush 
that might only open four or five dozen flowers in October would 
readily develope three times that number at present, and although it 
may be considered early for a full display of Camellias, they are by- 
no means unseasonable now, and all will develope readily. I do not 
like the idea of forcing Camellias, as this term is applied to vegeta¬ 
tion generally. It may suit in some cases where the plants are 
growing in structures heated with hot water and where the tem¬ 
perature and atmosphere can always be kept agreeable, but forcing- 
does not suit them well in houses heated with flues, and in all cases 
the less artificial heat applied to them the better. In some years we 
have tried to force them by giving them plenty of heat in November 
and early winter months, as it i3 important that we have them in> 
bloom in December and January, and after that we have generally 
discontinued the fire heat, with the result that many buds fell with 
the artificial heat, but when left cool they immediately ceased falling 
and the flowers came out well. Iam referring to plants growing iu 
a structure heated with a flue, but as the weather has been very 
mild with us of late we have not put the fire on and the flowers are- 
opening more freely than we ever saw them in December. We 
have therefore no difficulty in seeing that where the buds are well 
forward they open best at present without artificial heat. 

Camellia buds falling is an annoyance which almost all culti¬ 
vators experience, but some to a greater extent than others. It is 
occasionally produced by natural causes ; but, as a rule, by mis¬ 
management. Excessive fire heat will cause it, and so will excessive 
dryness at the roots. Plants with their pots full of roots are very 
liable to suffer. They may be watered most carefully always, bu.t 
a slight dryness once or twice, which is liable to occur' sometimes in 
cases where no neglect was intended, is often sufficient to bring 
them off, especially if it happens when they are of a good size ov 
about to open. If the pots can be plunged some little time before 
the plants are expected to bloom, it is a great advantage, and the 
greatest care should be exercised in watering when the critical time 
arrives. If they occupy a conservatory where the hot-water pipes 
may be under the shelves on which they stand they would be much 
better moved from there and placed on or in a bed, if such exist, 
as their surroundings there will be more cool and conducive to their 
success. Where they are planted out the greatest care should be 
taken that the border is moist. If the soil is well drained it is 
almost impossible to give too much water when the plants are 
coming into flower and throughout that period. A close atmosphere 
is not in their favour, and as the atmosphere of most greenhouses 
and conservatories is kept closer now than further on in the better 
spring months, extra caution is necessary to prevent the atmosphere 
being too close, but by admitting a little fresh air in the best part 
of fine days this evil may be readily remedied. Damping the foliage 
with the syringe to moisten and soften the buds is more necessary 
in cases where fire heat is used than where that is dispensed with, 
but in times of severe weather, when fire heat must be used, they 
should be moistened once daily, but avoid letting the water fall on 
the pipes or the flue and give them a steam bath, as this is never 
acceptable to them. 

Beginners in Camellia culture sometimes buy small plants from 
a nursery during the summer or autumn and expect these to bloom 
freely at Christmas, but there is no gain in such a practice, as small 
plants are much better not forced in any way, and if they are kept 
back and not allowed to flower until the spring months, say Easter, 
they will improve quickly, and become larger much sooner than if 
they flowered at midwinter. Hardly anyone grows Camellias to 
bloom at this season without desiring to cut the flowers, and they 
are rarely taken off without a portion of growth being taken with 
them. This is often more advantageous than harmful in the case 
of large bushes, but where the plants are small and in pots it 
frequently checks them severely. The best way of dealing with 
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these is to take the blooms off carefully without any wood and 
wire them to stems.—J. Muir, Margam. 

Camellias generally commence losing their buds during the 
month of October, or very shortly after the plants have “been 
brought in. I hose who turn their plants out in summer often 
push them on with heat in order to secure early flowering which 
induces buds to fall, certainly meaning disappointment, especially 
with small plants. I will endeavour to explain some of the causes 

u ;5e b , modes of prevention. Those that require early flowers 
should make these provisions in the spring season by placing the 
plants required into heat as soon as they have flowered in order to 
get their wood made early and the buds set. During the growing 
period liquid manure should be used twice a week. Sheep manure 
is the best, or a surfacing of droppings is also good. The plants 
succeed admirably in a vinery if the Vines are not too thickly planted 
but insufficient light causes a weak growth. 

When the buds are set the plants should be removed to a cooler 
house for a few weeks to harden the wood previous to be in" placed 
outside, which should be in the beginning or middle of July at the 
latest. Select a place where the plants are protected from the 
direct rays of the sun during the middle of the day. The shade 
from trees where not too closely planted I have found to suit them 
admirably. The plants must not be left out after the middle of 
September but when housed give all the air possible for a month or 
«o. Ihe plants should be thoroughly syringed twice a day from 
the time they are turned out till the middle of October. This 
prevents thebuds becoming too hard. I have foundthat by placin" 
the plants in the full sun, however much water is given at the 
roots, the buds suffer, and in consequence they do not open so 
freely. Good drainage and plenty of water are essential to secure 
the buds. 1 believe in many cases failures are caused by plants not 
having enough water or by insufficient drainage, and plants thus 
treated should be in full flower in ordinary seasons by the end of 
December if kept in a temperate house or conservatory after the 
end of October. If the house should be planted with Camellias, 
■alrord some shading with Lapagerias. Syringing in this case must 
be maintained, especially through July and August, early in the 
morning and late in the afternoon.—J. P 

LEAF SOIL. 
This is a valuable commodity in all gardens. In propagating it 

is as useful as sand, and almost all plants in pots are benefited by 
its use. It is also excellent in the kitchen garden and flower beds, 
.and as a winter covering it is equal to the more expensive cocoa nut 
fibre. It is, however, more in propagating and potting that it is 
used and valued, but it varies in quality, and much that would turn 
out first-rate is rendered next to useless by the treatment it is sub¬ 
jected to. In many cases it is thought so long as it appears to be 
leaf soil that is all that is necessary, and the leaves are frequently 
used for hotbeds and other purposes before they come for potting. 
Indeed, this is considered the right way to convert them into mould. 
It is certainly one way, but far from being the right way ; on the 
contrary, it is the worst plan possible, as the fermenting bed reduces 
it to mere waste. We have used it often from Pine pits and never 
-felt satisfied with the result, but after receiving a hint from our 
friend Mr. J. Wright as to not fermenting it, we have ceased doing 
ao, and the result is a material which may be put to the choicest 
plants without producing fungus or any other deleterious matter. 
V e have abundance of leaves ; we could collect a thousand cartloads 
from now until March. They are chiefly Oak and Beech, and these 
are the best of all ; but we not go far afield for our leaf soil, but 
collect it quite close to the garden. We do not gather the leaves 
into a large heap to ferment as is often done, but we collect several 
cartloads into a hollow and spread them out in a layer about 
18 inches or 2 feet deep, and there they remain without fermenting 
until they decay naturally. Those collected in this way about this 
time last year are now in splendid condition, and by storing a 
^quantity in this way annually there is no difficulty in securing a 
•constant supply of leaf soil. I can recommend this system 
thoroughly.—A. G. 

PRUNING THE GOOSEBERRY. 
Pruning, although understood by professionals, is not so by 

thousands of amateurs and untried men. For the latter class I 
intend to offer a little plain advice detailing the practical minutiae 
'which belong to pruning. It may be here observed that some 
classification of the bushes is necessary in order to understand the 
question aright. The following points may serve to classify 
them :—1st, Mode of growth. 2nd, Age of bush. 3rd, Vigour of 
’the bush. 

As to the mode of growth, it must be tolerably obvious to most 

Gooseberry growers that a drooping tree whose points touch the 
soil should not be pruned exactly similarly to one that grows 
upright. As an instance of the former I may quote the Warring- 
on, and of the latter the old Champagne. Gooseberries are seldom 

trained on stems sufficiently tall in the nurseries, especially the 
drooping kinds, which should, in my opinion, be on stems a foot 
ingh at least. I will now proceed to the details of the pruning, and 
will suppose the first case to be a drooping bush, such as the 
Warrington. In almost all cases of Gooseberry pruning, thinning 
out is the first operation ; but I have had cases of strong-growing 
droopers in which it was expedient to have recourse to the hedge 
shears previously to venturing in with the knife. By removing 
many of the tips of the shoots with a light hand the knife may be 
passed freely amongst them, and the thinning out performed both 
with greater ease and precision. It is an established maxim to keep 
the centre of the bush very open ; for thin how we may, it is 
almost sure to become filled up during the following summer. 
Indeed, under all circumstances, it is far better to depend for the 
crop on those exterior portions which are exposed to the light than 
on any amount of interior shoots. 

In looking carefully over the interior of the bush many shoots 
or the past summer may be perceived, which, springing from old 
spurs of former years situated on the main branches, are forced up 
perpendicularly, or, indeed, sometimes converge. Most of these are 
useless, and nothing can justify the retention of many but a lack 
°q?x^eldo.r shoots. Every shoot should assuredly be pruned away 
which springs up in the very centre ; for in a well-pruned tree,when 
finished, there should be a hollow cylinder kind of opening down 
the middle of at least 6 inches in diameter—that is to say, in trees 
of any size and age. After this, what spray is left should be about 
() inches apart in the interior, and so selected as to point rather 
towards the outside of the tree. 

Now we come to the thinning out of the outside portion, for 
this, too, must be carefully thinned ; not so much, however, as the 
ulterior, as before observed, for on all that freely presents itself to 
the light I depend for my principal crop. It is well here to 
observe, however, that in the event of very late and severe frosts, 
and when the Gooseberries are just coming into berry, I have 
sometimes known the chief of the crop in the interior of the bush. 
1 may here at once offer an opinion as to the average distance at 
which the young shoots should be left ; but, as kinds differ so 
much as to mode of growth, a few preliminary observations will be 
necessary. Some of the huge “ show berries ” produce foliage 
of an enormous size, as also much longer and stouter footstalks to 
the leaves. Many of our best dessert berries, such as the Early 
Green Hairy, the Pitmaston Green Gage, the small Early Yellow, 
and the Champagne, are just the reverse—small, round, and com¬ 
pact leaves on the smallest amount of footstalk. Need I inform 
the reader here that on the shading character of the foliage should 
depend, the distances at which the shoots should stand apart ? 
Supposing, then, in order to assist those who have indistinct ideas 
on this subject, that a bush in question has abundance of young 
shoots to thin, that it is a very large kind, and that the object is 
the largest crop of the largest berries, G inches I should consider an 
average distance : but if required for exhibition I suppose our 
Gooseberry fanciers would thin them to at least 9 inches. But be 
the kind one of those very small dessert sorts before alluded to, and 
3 to 4 inches may suffice. As for the intermediates, which will, 
indeed, comprise by far the most numerous and most useful class, I 
should give 5 inches as the most useful on an average. In thinning 
out it is necessary to prune close to the main branch, unless it is a 
very lean tree, and requires to be excited to make wood ; this, how¬ 
ever, argues previous mismanagement or an ungenial soil. If the 
bushes be not pruned close the sure consequence is a profusion of 
stem-shoots in the interior, which will not only give the workman 
a deal of trouble in the ensuing year, but must detract from the 
general powers of the bush. 

We come now to the shortening process, which will complete 
the pruner s labours for the present. If I were required to lay 
down a rule for shortening it should be this :—Prune away all that 
you think the bush cannot consistently sustain in its present 
position without drooping on its fellow shoots. There are many 
reasons, however, why we should occasionally deviate from this 
rule, bending to circumstances too important to be slighted. I 
have before observed that the young shoots of Gooseberries dip or 
form curves of very different character ; this is one reason why 
shortening should differ. Another may be found in the fact that 
the extreme points of some shoots are very imperfect, whether 
through blight, unripeness, or leanness. Here, then, is a reason for 
removing at least the defective portion. As an average guide to 
the inexperienced I may, however, say remove something near one- 
fourth part of the whole length of young spray. 

The bushes are now pruned ; but are the operator's labours 
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entirely over ? I answer, No ! Have we forgotten that sad pest of 
the Gooseberry, the “caterpillar?” As this pest in its transforma¬ 
tion is understood to take to the soil during the winter I advise 
those who have time to pursue the old practice of burying the 
surface soil around the bushes. This is done by opening a trench 
around the bushes at about 2 feet distance, and paring all the 
surface soil over the roots of the bushes into the trench, removing 
about 3 inches. This must be stamped down ; and here an oppor¬ 
tunity occurs of introducing some manurial matters, as also of 
covering the surface of the roots thus robbed with a surface¬ 
dressing of any kind, according to the needs of the bushes. 

Before quitting the subject of Gooseberry dressing, which is, 
doubtless, better accomplished in November or December than at 
any other time, for a double if not a triple reason, I may here 
point to a practice which, although somewhat at variance with 
established principles, is an expedient worthy of a moment’s con¬ 
sideration by those who have suffered much from the depredations 
of insect enemies, the frost, &c. It consists simply in leaving an 
extra quantity of young spray in the bushes, in order to provide 
against contingencies. Those who do so, however, must lay their 
account with confusion in the bushes, unless they wait on them the 
moment the crop is secured. The attention requisite will consist, 
of course, in thinning out superfluous shoots, and, doubtless, in pre¬ 
ferring to remove the barren ones.—N. R. 

BOUVARDIAS. 
Although not possessing the massiveness of the Camellia, the 

effect of the Poinsettia, the brilliancy of Due Yan Thol Tulips, or 
the fragrance of Roman Hyacinths, the Bouvardias are valuable 
winter flowers, especially those of the Vreelandi, candidissima, and 
Hogarth types, and they have few equals at midwinter. I have 
seen them in flower before the summer was well over, and they are 
often very plentiful in the autumn. But plants which bloom then 
do not, as a rule, flower freely at midwinter, and it is very much 
better to have them in flower now than three months ago. I 
approve of pinching all the joints out until August or early in 
September, and then allow them to make growth, which will 
flower for the first time in December. 

Plants which bloom early may be kept in flower in a strong 
heat during the winter, but this is an expensive way, and cannot be 
practised by the majority of growers. There is, however, no diffi¬ 
culty in getting them to bloom for two or more months at a time, 
and the plants which come into flower in December will give a 
succession until the end of January or later. They are not exactly 
stove plants, neither will they succeed in a cool greenhouse, but an 
intermediate house or pit suits them admirably. They should now 
be kept in a light position, but they must not be too close. We 
have plants blooming at the present. One is in a close low pit with 
a temperature of from 65° to 70°, but in another pit with a similar 
temperature, only in the latter case the atmosphere is much more 
airy, and here the flowers develope with more freedom, gain better 
size and intenser colours, remaining much longer in perfection 
than those in the close atmosphere. We would have them all in 
the airy place, only there is not room for them, but if any of your 
readers have their plants in a close place and can give them more 
airy quarters, they will soon find them improve. 

I consider them semi-hardwooded plants, and for this reason 
they do not require much liquid manure, especially if it is manu¬ 
factured from hot artificials, such as guano, but liquid from the 
manure heap does them good. It will be noticed that the main 
points open first with some little side shoots further back that are 
later. If the whole shoot is cut off these unopened buds are lost, 
but if the piece that is in flower is cut with a short stem, and the 
others allowed to remain, they will soon flower, and if the plants 
are young and vigorous they will go on producing more shoots and 
flowers as the points are cut out. Gieen fly is apt to take pos¬ 
session of them at this season, and it stops the progress of the plants 
to a ruinous extent, but fumigation or a sharp syringing will always 
render them clean. Bouvardia flowers remain fresh a long time 
when cut and put in vases, and for buttonhole flowers and choice 
bouquets they are superb.—Welshman. 

MANURE HEAPS. 
“ Well, what of them ? ” someone will say. “ Surely everybody 

knows all about such a common matter.” Perhaps so ; but they do 
not always act as if they did, and one of the most simple and 
beneficial process to which they could be submitted is neglected as 
a rule. The aim of all is to secure a rich manure. No matter 
what ingredients are mixed so long as the heap is rich, and stable 
manure is the freest from grubs and insects of all, but that from the 
pig-sty and other sources is often a mass of grubs. These, if allowed 

to exist and be dug into* the soil, or even put on as a top-dressing, will 
interfere sadly with the success of many crops, such as Onions, 
Carrots, and Celery. It is no uncommon thing to be told, espe¬ 
cially by amateurs, that their garden soil is full of worms, and ini 
nine cases in every ten it is the fault of the manure. If this- 
were properly prepared before being placed in the ground, we 
should hear less of grubs injuring crops. Winter is the great time 
for getting manure heaps ready for spring use. All kinds of tree 
leaves, garden refuse, and odds and ends of every sort are collected 
together in most gardens to make up the necessary quantity, but 
we object to their being put on our soil without being purified, and 
this is very important in all cases. Lime must never be used in 
doing it. Salt and soot are the two best purifiers, and a quantity 
of one or both should be used in all mixed manure heaps. The 
manure may all be mixed together first, then throw soot over the 
top and begin turning the heap over. As this goes on, throw more 
soot in the centre, and work it in so that it will reach all parts. 
Salt rnay be used in the same way, only not in such large quantities, 
and if all who are troubled with worms in their soil, or at their 
roots and plants, would adopt this plan they would very soon be 
gratified with the results.—A Practical Gardener. 

RAPID GRAPE PRODUCTION. 
I see by the column of correspondence mention is made about 

growing and fruiting Vines in pots from eyes within a year. IT 
information is wanted of a similar experiment I can supply it. On 
the 1st of May, 1865, I put in some eyes of a few different varieties 
of Grapes, and grew eighteen plants of them, ripened the canes, 
started them into growth again, and ripened the fruit on them by 
the 1st of May, 1866, and sent some to table on that day. Two of 
the Vines were reserved for the International Horticultural Exhi¬ 
bition held in that month, and were awarded a first prize. Any 
person possessing a catalogue of that show will find it entered 
therein. They were so much admired that they were, after th& 
show was over, placed on the table at a large dinner party given at 
a mansion at Hyde Park Gardens, as I took them myself.—Thomas 
Record. 

THE INSECT ENEMIES OF OUR GARDEN CROPS. 
THE GRAPE. 

(Concluded from ‘page 3G5.) 

Amongst the smaller beetles belonging to the weevil tribe few, 
perhaps, are so persistently annoying to the gardener as those of the 
genus Otiorhynchus, and it is their habit to attack both vegetables 
and fruit. Of 0. sulcatus I have received many specimens this- 
season, as it has been abundant in many places, some persons think¬ 
ing the old insidious foe was a new enemy. From its occurrence 
upon Vines this has received the popular name of the Vine Weevil, 
and its relative, 0. picipes, that of the Clay-coloured Vine Weevil. 
This is a smaller and less common species, but of similar habit. 
The female insect deposits her eggs on or just below the surface of 
the earth, and the larvas or maggots feed on the roots of various- 
plants, preferring those of succulent habit, and feeding, with little 
intermission, from September to March. Young and tender plants 
are frequently killed by them. That they sometimes feed on the 
roots of the Vine is certain ; the injury there, however, is not so 
marked. These maggots are plump and pale, having a distinct- 
head, but no feet, the body studded over with short hairs, which 
aid them in locomotion. When they are exposed to view they 
always assume a curved posture. During the spring they are 
quiescent as pupte, and the beetles appear upon Vines or on other 
fruit trees in early summer, continuing to be about until July. 
Concealing themselves by day, they find plenty of nooks under the 
bark of old Vines or in the crannies of walls, and then swarm after 
dusk upon the leaves, though they do not touch the fruit. As the 
least alarm causes these beetles to feign death, they may easily be 
shaken off the twigs, caught in a cloth held beneath, and then dis¬ 
posed of. This weevil is distinguished from its brethren by the 
raised lines on the body, which give it a glossy appearance, though 
the colour is a darkish brown. When the presence of the insect is- 
suspected in gardens or houses many of the pupae may be killed by 
removing the surface soil along walls or round trees in the spring. 
Miss Ormerod recommends this plan for infested Vine borders ; and 
watering with ammoniacal liquor, petroleum solution, or decoction of 
quassia are also remedies. In some seasons the Apricot weevil (0. 
tenebricosus) has been found at Vine roots, more generally at those 
of shrubs and vegetables. The beetle has reddish legs and a body 
covered with yellow down. It emerges earlier than the other’s, and 
attacks buds or young shoots of the tree from which it is Darned, 
also those of the Peach, Plum, &c. All these beetles are unable to 
fly, but they are strong, as are the maggots, which defy cold and 
damp better than many insects. 
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nnmThefL+1Sett%lJl or in science Rhynchites Bacchus, is a 
name of terror the other side of the Channel from the great injury 
it does some years to the young leaves of the Tine It is an 
English insect also, but with us it confines its operations chiefly to 
the Apple, the newly set fruit of which is attacked and the ego of 
the weevil placed therein ; and it occasionally visits stone fruit, 
piercing to its very centre. But we have another weevil, fortunately 
not abundant, which follows the same method on our Vines which 
Sf, h!! e Pursues on those of France. This is R. betuleti, a 
little beetle of a steely blue, about a third of an inch long, and with 
un abdomen almost square. It appears on the Vine in April or 
May seldom entering houses. The female insect begins the 
mischmf, and the maggot completes it. She tears down a leaf 
wth her rostrum, commencing at the tip, and this loose portion of 
at she ingeniously rolls over the other, and the juices exuded bind 
nr,j)n+lasma^11 mass. Then several eggs are thrust into the roll, 
and the operation repeated until her stock is exhausted. The 
maggots hatch speedily, and are full grown in about a month, when 
Sr nS w.hlch .has ^en withered, falls, and they bury themselves 
for their transformation. There is no remedy save the prompt 
removal of any leaves seen to be rolled, and these are generally 
conspicuous enough. s J 

+wCTAng iU0W to *he Lepidopterous order of insects, it is notable 
that of the larger caterpillars none are known to feed habitually 
upon the Vine. Some years since I received some of the gay 
coloured horned caterpillars of the elephant moth (Chmrocampa 
■elpenoi) which had been discovered in a vinery, much to the 
astonishment of the owner, but this was quite an exceptional 
instance The caterpillar pests of the Vine are mostly small. On 
the Continent, however, their numbers and prolificness make them 

ii!njUrl0eS' A1t.Present we enjoy a comparative exemption 
from them. Some difference of opinion exists as to which is the 
w°rs . am inclined to think the bad pre-eminence must be given 
to the species long known as Tortrix vitisana, now styled by ento¬ 
mologists OEnectra pillereana. The moth is remarkable for the 
great length of its palpi or feelers. In colour it is brown or 
greyish brown, with a slight metallic gloss on the fore wings. Its 
caterpillar is not particularly distinguishable from several others of 
the tribe, of a dull green, sprinkled with whitish warts, and slightly 

t n an(^ May females settle upon the twigs, where 
they place their eggs singly. When these are hatched the young 
caterpillars are found drawing the flower buds together by means 
of threads, and they destroy all that they attack. It has been 
noticed that the Vine suffers most from this insect in cold and 
•damp springs. Early in August or sooner, other caterpillars appear 
of the second brood, and these feed upon the Grapes, ripe and 
unripe, covering the bunches with webs. At their maturity they 
bury in the earth sometimes, or else place the cocoons in other hiding- 
places. It has been thought there are three broods, but I believe it 
is more probable that there is a successive emergence of moths from 
the first brood, so that the young caterpillars may be found on the 
I™1/ formed Grapes, and also, later, upon those nearly ripe. In 
England this is accounted a scarce and local insect. The only un¬ 
questionable habitat is the Isle of Wight, where observers report it 
is attached to the Stinking Iris, which seems unlikely. Durincr 1880 
the Vines growing in East Cliff Gardens, Lincoln, suffered severely 
from a host of caterpillars, evidently those of some Tortrix, but 
the species could not be verified by any entomologist, as none of the 
moths were reared. I am almost convinced this was an appearance 
n -u PGlereaiia., yet it might have been the species next to be 
described which has been an occasional troubler of our Vines in the 
south. 

As an enemy of fruit trees in spring the larva of Ditula an<ms- 
tiorana is familiar to many gardeners, and to the Apricot it is 
specially partial, hundreds or thousands of these being sometimes 
found on the walls, living in and devouring the young leaves. This 
caterpillar is of a dull green, or else yellow green, with the head 
glossy, behind the eyes a black mark, on the back are four brown 
spowS, darkest in their centres, and separated by the dorsal line into 
pairs. About July the moth appears, measuring six to eight lines 
across the expanded wings, which are brown, varied by markings of 
a deep red or chestnut brown, speckled also with black, the chief 
markings being edged by scales of golden tint. At Ivew and else- 
•wflere larva of this species have been found devouring the Grapes 
in August, descendants evidently of the summer moths, a circum¬ 
stance which has much surprised entomologists, but we are hardly 
in a position to say whether it is exceptional or usual. Should this 
prove to be a frequent occurrence, it may be also the case that the 
Vine flowers are attacked by some caterpillars of the first brood. 

-Ur we may find that the second brood is a variety occurring only in 
some seasons, for it is not generally noticed as yet, but at present 
we are seant of information about it. On the Continent 0. roserana, 
also called Eupmcilia ambiguella, feed upon the Vine flowers in May, 
sometimes devastating whole districts. In Britain it is a very un¬ 
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species°of the^TYnf -d°f 3ppear to feed uPon the Vine. Other species of the Tortrix family are common on the Vines of Eurone 

favoured bv^1^ l101tunder Slass> their multiplication being 
Xt r genial climate than ours, which if it is unkindly 

to the Vine is also prejudicial to its foes.—Entomologist. * 

AN ARTIFICIAL MANURE. 
nnt‘+fiI+VE °men tho1uSht that an artificial manure might be brought 
out that would supply nourishment without smell, colourless when 
mixed with water not injurious to the leaves of plants when 
"m3d},°n \Cm (r> byReaving a deposit), would not sour the 
f US? dTr|g growt« ; in fact, plants will grow 
in nothing but sand, watered with this liquid. It has also another 
good property, it renders hard water soft. 

As an amateur I used this mixture last year with the most grati- 

rilSUlwnuI n°7,Y-ntTa f6W 0ther Persons to try it, and have 
asked the Editor of this Journal to make it known and use his 
discretion in the distribution of 1-lb. packets. The 1-lb. packet 
Mill, with ozs. of commercial nitric acid, make 160 gallons of 
liquid manure. The best way to mix the powder is to place it in a 
gallon jar, then add the water, leaving enough room for the 21 ozs 
of commercial nitric acid. Shake the jar until all is dissolved', and 
when you wish to use the manure put 1 oz. from the jar into each 
gallon of water. I have used the above to water Oichids, but if 
anyone wishes to use it in this manner I will answer them through 
tfiis Journal My impression is that once used always used. It 
also cleans the leaves of plants that have become coated with 
carbonate of lime from use of hard water.—Dum Spiro Spero. 

CHRISTMAS ROSES. 
These cannot be grown satisfactorily in many districts, much 

depending upon the nature of the soil and subsoil. A rather 
strong loam resting on a clayey subsoil appears to suit them well 
and nowhere can they be found in such quantities and vigour as in 
the neighbourhood of Bath. Acres of them are grown specially 
for producing cut blooms, these being sent all over the country, 
and pay weH. All are improved by protection, either by frames, 
handlights, or light houses ; in fact the greater part marketed are 
thus protected. In the open ground the larger variety, Helleborus 
niger maximus, is seldom fully expanded at Christmas, but the 
smaller form is earlier. Both have longer footstalks, and are of a 
purer white under glass—another good reason for affording them 
this protection. Unfortunately this usually necessitates wholesale 
lifting and replanting under glass, or it may be potting a few. 
This greatly weakens them, and it takes at least two clear seasons 
to refit them for lifting again. By this it will be seen three sets of 
plants are needed, all being lifted and gently forced in their turn. 
I hey seldom pay for being kept a second year in pots, and our 
plan, and that also practised by the market growers, is to freely 
divide them after flowering, and plant them afresh in rich garden 
soil. It duly mulched and watered in dry weather they soon attain 
a serviceable size, and in our estimation are simply invaluable. At 
the present time we have plants in 10-inch pots carrying as manv 
as sixty beautiful flowers.—B. ° y 

STRAWBERRIES FOR FORCING. 
Tiie time for forcing the above fruit will, ere now, in many 

places have begun. Many growers will, owing to the late hot 
summer, have but second-rate plants as compared with plants grown 
in previous and more favourable seasons, although for my part I am 
well pleased with my plants. True, I have had others larger as regards 
foliage in previous years, but never better rooted and ripened°than 
at the present time, and this I attribute solely to not layering the 
runners. I have never been fortunate in having more men than I 
knew what to do with, and the common practice of layering I 
could never see the use of. In my younger days I have seen many 
a fine runner spoiled by being layered in small pots and allowed to 
suffer by want of water. My practice is to obtain rooted runners, 
and in good loam pot them at once into their largest pots, and if 
possible place them close together for a few days under the shade 
of a north wall; syringe twice a day for ten days, and afterwards 
expose them in the open. Such runners will start right away upon 
recovering from the slight check, and with attention to watering, 
by October such runners will be fine strong plants, their roots 
having filled the pots. 

Many gardeners place their plants un ler cover to protect them 
from heavy rains. If the drainage is good and the pots well filled 
with healthy roots heavy rains will not hurt them. My plan is to 
cover outside Peach and Vine borders with stable litter or bracken, 
and by the end of October plunge all Strawberries to be forced in 
litter on these borders, never in any way protecting them. Should 
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frost, snow, or rain come, it will not injure the plants, this slight 
protection to the roots being all that they need. They are ready at 
any moment to do their duty when forcing time comes.—Southern 
All-round Gardener. 

NOTES ON TOMATOES. 
1887 will always be remembered by me as a year when we had extra 

good Tomatoes, and plenty of them. I have grown Tomatoes for 
manyyears. Indeed, as a journeyman I had charge of some which were 
not grown for use or profit, but only as ornament, and by many they 
were looked upon as being as dangerous to eat as Toadstools ; but 
times have changed since then. It is a pleasing plant to grow, as the 
fruit is very beautiful when well and freely produced. I have had 
very extensive collections of Tomatoes ; but I am tired of them, 
and during 1887 I have tried a careful selection. This, I think, 
partly accounts for the abundance of fine fruit wre possessed during 
the past season and so late as a fortnight ago. The variety which 
has served us remarkably well is Webb’s Sensation. In May last I 
noted-how exceedingly well it succeeded in pots for the early spring 
crop, and it has been excellent ever since. Its leading features are 
a robust compact growth with clusters of fruit at every joint, and 
every one of these are quite smooth and of a fine red colour. Some 
have been gathered as smooth as a cricket ball, and 18 ozs. in weight, 
and large quantities or the majority weighed 8 ozs., and the flavour 
is excellent. 

It is often said that large fruits may be good in the kitchen but 
inferior to use uncooked, and this may be so in some cases ; but I 
cannot understand a Tomato being first-rate cooked and inferior when 
uncooked. Small fruits may be more desirable for salad or dessert, 
and in that case Messrs. Sutton of Reading possess a little long 
clustering yellow one, which is sure to meet with the approval of 
all. Carter’s Greengage is also excellently flavoured, raw or cooked. 

In coming to remark on culture, I think a common mistake is 
made in giving Tomatoes too much soil to root in. It is astonish¬ 
ing how very little soil they will succeed in. The plants above 
referred to have not more than a peck each. This quantity was 
placed on a little mound on a stage in a low pit when the Tomatoes 
were planted at first, and they received no more until September, 
wrhen a surfacing of horse droppings was given them. This small 
quantity of soil prevented their making superfluous growth at any 
time, and this is an advantage, as when they make a great mass of 
wood they are not so much disposed to fruit as when only inclined 
to make one strong stem. They fruit more freely in a small quan¬ 
tity of soil, and it is an easy matter to feed them with liquid 
manure when it is noticed that they require this. Indeed, I would 
undertake to produce better Tomatoes and more of them in a hat- 
box full of soil than in a wheelbarrow-load. Those who allow their 
Tomatoes to ramble about and form an endless number of shoots 
and leaves will never secure a first-rate crop of fruit; hut if they 
are always kept to one stem the crop will invariably be a profit¬ 
able one. 

-^■s ^ is impossible to have Tomatoes ready too early in spring 
I have no doubt there are many of your readers now anxious to 
cultivate their plants in such a manner as to get them to fruit in 
March and not later than Easter, and to produce a good crop at 
these times we have found cuttings rooted in autumn by far the 
best. . They may be rooted in small 3-inch pots, and they may be 
kept in these until about the new year ; but to secure early 
f-it they should be placed into 6-inch pots as soon as pos¬ 
sible, and after being grown in these for a few weeks they 
should be transferred into 8-inch or 9-inch pots for fruiting. If 
confined to either of these sizes, and placed in a temperature of 65° 
or 70 , and fully in the light under glass, they will begin to fruit 
almost at once, and ripe fr»*t will be gathered from them before 
winter can be said to be over.—A Kitchen Gardener. 

To our Headers.—We desire to acknowledge the receipt of many 

expressions of good will received during the week, with strong wishes 
for the continued prosperity of this Journal. We reciprocate the kind 
sentiments expressed towards us, and shall endeavour to present the 
Journal in a form that will fulfil the wishes of our friends and 
supporters. 

- Royal Horticultural Society.—A special general meeting 

of the Fellows will be held at twelve o’clock noon on Tuesday,. 
January 10th, in the conservatory, South Kensington, S.W., to confirm 

the resolutions passed at the meeting held on December 13th. 

- The following are the dates of the meetings of the Royal. 

Horticultural Society’s Council, and of the Scientific, Fruit,. 

and Floral Committees in 1888. All are to be held on Tuesdays : 
Council meetings—January 10th, February 14th, March 13th, March- 
27th, April 10th, April 24th, May 8th, May 22nd, June 12th, June 2Gthr 

July 10th, July 24th, October 9th, November 13th, December 11th- 
Scientific Committee—January 10th, February 14th, March 13th and 

27th, April 10th and 24th, May 8th and 22nd, June 12th and 2Gth, July 

10th and 24th, November 13th, December 11th. Fruit and Floral 
Committees—January 10th, February 14th, March 13th, March 27th,. 
April 10th, April 24th, May 8th, May 22nd, June 12th, June 2oth, 

July 10th, July 24th, August 14th, August 28th, September 11th, Sep¬ 
tember 25th, October 9th, October 23rd, November 13th, December- 

11 th. 

- A correspondent writes respecting the Weather in the- 
north as follows :—“ We have had in South Perthshire no wind, rain, or 

snow during the past week, but the weather has been as inconstant as- 

during the preceding one, frost and thaw alternating every twenty-four 
hours. On the night of the 21st we had 13° of frost, and 7° on the 
night of the 24th. Roads are very badly covered with ice. Christ-mas- 
Eve and Christmas Day were fine throughout.” In the neighbourhood, 
of London sharp frosts occurred on Sunday night, Monday, and Tues¬ 

day, ranging from 9° to 14°, the weather clear with little wind. At 
Dover and other places on the south coast jthere has been a heavy fall of 
snow, 2 or 3 feet deep ; but on Wednesday morning in London the 

ground w-as only just whitened, the temperature being much higher than, 

on the two preceding days. 

- Chiswick Gardeners’ Mutual Improvement Associa¬ 

tion.—On January 25th, 1888, Mr. Lewis Castle, (Journal of Horticul¬ 

ture) will deliver an address entitled “ A Gossip on Orchids,” and on. 

February 1st Mr. George Gordon (Gardeners' Magazine) will discourse: 

on “ The Uses of- Flowers in Religious Services.” 

-We omitted to state in a previous issue that Messrs. Alexander 
Shanks & Son, Engineers and Lawn Mower manufacturers, of Dens- 

Iron Works, Arbroath, have changed their London office address from 

27, Leadenhall Street to 110, Cannon Street, E.C. Their warehouse and 
show room will be at 44, Tenter Street East, Goodman’s Fields, E. 

- The December number of the Botanical Magazine completes the 

forty-third volume of the present series, and is dedicated by Sir 

Joseph D. Hooker to Sir John Kirk in recognition of the services he has. 
rendered to science by extending our knowledge of the Natural History 

(especially the Botany) and the Geography of Eastern Tropical Africa,, 

and to mankind by the development of new industries (such as the india- 

rubber trade) in that country.” The plates included in that number 
represent the following :—T. 6968, Anthurium Veitchi, a handsome 

Aroid, now well known in gardens, and apparently the reason it is, 

figured is because the plant flowered at Kew this year. It has been in 
cultivation for eleven or twelve years, and was discovered in Columbia, 

by Mr. Waters when collecting for Messrs. Veitch & Sons. There are 

now many fine specimens in collections of stove plants, but probably the 

largest is that in the possession of Baron Schroder at The Dell, Eghamr 
of which an illustration appeared in this Journal, page 357, May 5tb. 

18S*. 

- In t. 6969 is depicted another Aroid, Helicophyllum: 

Alberti, a native of Eastern Bokhara, where it seems to have been 

found by Dr. Albert Regel, who despatched it to St. Petersburg, and 

tubers were sent thence to Kew in 1884. The spathe is large, of a deep, 

maroon purple on the inner surface, and green on the outer. It is- 
hardy in this country, but possesses a fetid odour that is not likely to 
gain the plant many admirers. 

- T. 6970 represents an old but pretty plant, Rubus arcticus,, 

which was first described in 1791, and now possesses no less than a 

dozen names. It is a native of the Himalayas, Burma, Java, China, and1 
Japan, though it has also been supposed, without sufficient evidence, to- 

be indigenous at the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena. The leaves 

are pinnate, sharply cut at the margin, and silvery on the lower surface 
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the flowers are large and pure white ; the fruits, which are freely pro¬ 
duced, are very ornamental, like long Raspberries, but insipid, though 

they are sold in the West Indian markets under the name of “Fram- 
boisier.” 

“ lN 6971 is given a figure of Oncidium micropogon, a 
species supposed to be from St. Catherine's in South Brazil. It has long 

pendulous racemes of yellow flowers, the sepals narrow and barred 
transversely with brown, the lip very distinctly divided into three small 

roundish and stalked lobes. T. 6972 is of Rhododendron rhombrium, a 
Japanese species from the Island of Niphon, where it-is found in moun¬ 

tain forests. It has neat rose-coloured flowers with even elliptical 
petals. 

A Pennsylvanian firm has a new Tomato which is called 
Peach Tomato, the fruit of which it is said might be as easily mis¬ 

taken for Peaches. It is said to be very productive, as also is the 
Puritan, the name of the newest Tomato from Boston. 

The Phylloxera has at length become nearly as bad on 
the roots of the Grape Vines in California as in Europe. In some 
localities the plantations are nearly ruined. They are, however, doing 

as the wide awake vineyardists of France are doing, grafting on the 

American stock. The varieties of the species Vitis ripariaare found to be 
the best. The insect attacks these Vine roots as well as the roots of the 
European, but on account of the very fibrous rooting character, they 

do not suffer much. The young roots grow faster than the trouble¬ 

some little insect can follow them. Hence these species of the Grape 

are known as resistant Grapes. Julius Dressel of Sonoma, in California, 
has 70 acres grafted on many varieties of the riparia s ction that are 

thriving wonderfully, and grafted Grapes will soon be a leading industry 
in California. 

A correspondent sends the following note :—“ The First 

Living Tea Plant in Europe.—Osbeck’s voyage to China in the 

Swedish ship ‘ Gothic Lion,’ which sailed in 1750, says : ‘After a stay of 

four months and ten days in China, our ship and the other Swedish ship 
began their voyage home. Every one leaped for joy, and my Tea shrub, 
which stood in a pat, fell upon the deck during the firing of the cannon s 

and was thrown overboard without my knowledge, after I had nursed it 

and taken care of it a long while on board the ship. Thus I saw my 

hopes blasted of bringing a growing Tea plant to my countrymen : a 

pleasure no one has been able as yet to feel, notwithstanding all possible 

care and expense.’ In a footnote to the English translation, the trans¬ 
lator, Forster, says; ‘ Linnaeus has had since 3rd of October, 1763, 

a fine Tea shrub brought him from China by Captain Carl Gustav 
Eckeberg, which is, as far as we know, the only one in Europe.” 

—— Celery at Kalamazoo in Michigan.—Mr. John van 

Bochove communicates the following to the “ American Gardeners’ 
Monthly ’ —“ I saw a note about Kalamazoo Celery, saying it would be 

interesting to know the cost cf land per acre, Ac. I thought I would 
give you a few notes. It is estimated that two thousand acres are under 

cultivation, from nearly all which two crops are taken, an 1 occa¬ 
sionally three crops in one season. Eighteen hundred persons, including 
men and the members of their families, are engaged in the cultivation 

of this vegetable ; and thirty-five hundred people who g t their living 
either directly or indirectly from Celery. Twenty and thirty and not 
infrequently fifty tons are shipped daily during the shipping season, 

which commences July 1st and continues until the Celery is all disposed 
of, which is usually before January 1st. The lumber for the boxes used 

in packing the vegetable alone cost 20,000 dollars last season. Land 

which formerly would have been considered dear at 30 dollars per acre, 
is now held at from 2 to 800 dollars per acre, according to location. The 

demand is excellent this season. The growers will commence to coop 
the first of next week and have most of it in by November l6t, when we 

may expect cold weather. The price is fair this season, the grower 
receiving 15 cents per dozen stalks. The amount of Celery shipped from 

here this season will crowd one-half million dollars pretty close. The 
crop is very fine notwithstanding the severe drought we have had all 
summer.” 

- The same periodical thus speaks of a well known British horti¬ 
culturist, Mr. John Laing.—“ This is one of those intelligent British 
gardeners of whom the Old World is proud. In his early years he 

became eminent in botanical as well as horticultural pursuits ; he has 

since been a member of several prominent nursery firms—but is best 

known as a hybridiser of flowers. Many of the wonderful races of 
plants that adorn our gardens and greenhouses had their origin with 

him. The Tuberous Begoniaa had an early start from his hand. He was 
born near Brechin, in Scotland, in 1823.” 

^ ® are informed that Mr. David Thomson, of Drumlanrig 
Gardens, has discovered a complete remedy for the Gumming of 

Cucumbers and Melons, an affection which causes trouble to a 
great^ number of cultivators yearly, and which seriously injures 

or luins their plants and crops. The remedy, we are told, can be used 
as a preventive of gumming, or as a cure when the evil occurs. A 
specific of this kind is a requisite in gardens, 

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural 

Society. —The Directors of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti¬ 
cultural Society announce that it is intended to hold three grand flower 

Shows during 1888. The spring Show will be held within the City Hall, 
Glasgow, while the summer and autumn Shows are to be held in con¬ 
nection with, and under the auspices of the Glasgow Int rnational Ex¬ 
hibition of Industry, Science, and Arts. The dates of the Shows will be 
as follows : — Spring Show in City Hall, Glasgow, Wednesday, 

28th March ; summer Show in International Exhibition, Kelvingrove 
lark, on Wednesday, 11th, and Thursday, 12th July ; autumn Show in 

the International Exhibition on Wednesday, 12th, Thursday, 13th, and 

Friday, 14th September. The Secretary is Mr. Franc. Gibb Dougalb 

167, Canning Street, Glasgow, and the Treasurer Mr. Chas. Macdonald 

Williamson, 194, West George Street, Glasgow. The schedule of classes 

and prizes for the spring Show is just to hand, and includes provision 
for forced plants, bulbs, alpine plants, &c. The prizes, however, are not 
large, ranging from 30s. to 2s. Gd. 

Auricula Page s Champion. — Mr. J. F. Kew, London 

Road, Southend, writes : “ Although not a fortunate possessor of this 
much-coveted variety, I am inclined to think your correspondent, Mr. 
Kilgour, page 540, has the true sort. In ‘ Tyas’s Popular Flowers,’ pub¬ 

lished in 1843, it is figured with a deep plum-purple body colour, shaded 
with a decided dash of red, and can certainly not be described as velvety 
black. This agrees with my recollection of the flower as shown so 

many times in London by Mr. Horner. Of late years, however, it has 
not been seen so often. In the same publication are mentioned two 

other of Page’s flowers—Duchess of Oldenburg and Lord Hill. It 

would be interesting to know if either of these are still in existence* 

Although said to be a Lonilon-rais d flower, Champion seems now to 
have completely disappeared from the south.” 

Messrs. Wood & Sons send us a list of about forty prize¬ 
winners of their several cups and medals offered for competition during 

the past season, with an intimation that the lists are free to all appli¬ 
cants. 

- Christmas in Canada.—The Lh'eponl Journal cf Commerce, 

December 21st, 1887, has the following note :—“ The dominion of 
Canada, more especially the new province of Manitoba, is largely 
peopled by natives of the British Isles, and these are strongly attached 

to the traditions of the mother country, its institutions, and its obser¬ 
vances. In the last steamer which left the Mersey for Halifax upwards 
of 100 tons of space was occupied by crates of Holly and Mistletoe, 
principally on through bills of lading to Winnipeg, Manitoba.” 

- The Camellia.—At the last meeting of the Wakefield Pax¬ 
ton Society at the “ Saw Hotel,” Mr. H. Oxley presided, Mr. W. Glover 

was in the vice-chair, and there was about an average attendance of the 
members. Mr. W. L. Skinner of the Silcoates Nurseries was announced 

as the essayist, and in introducing him to give an address on “ The 
Camellia,” Mr. Oxley spoke of him as one of the fathers of the Paxton 
Society, and one of the oldest gardeners in this district. He said Mr. 
Skinner always gave them some interesting information, and he com¬ 
bined Scotch humour with English wit. Mr. Skinner, who has been in 

the district twenty-four years, then gave the Paxtonians some good 
advice with regard to the growth of the Camellia. In the course of his 
remarks Mr. Skinner said that although the Camellia has lately given 
way to the growing popular taste for Chrysanthemums, he believed the 
Camellia will never go out of favour ; in his opinion it still stands in 
the front rank of flowers for winter. He explained that though the 
Camellia is a native of Japan and China, and said it is fareasier to grow 
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in this country than is generally supposed, indeed it is often killed by 
kindness in many parts of England. In the south of England and west 

coast of Scotland the Camellia is grown out of doors, and in other parts 

©f the country it thrives where the protection is a simple glass cover. 
He fully explained the mode of growing the Camellia from the seed to 

the flowering period, and showed that great patience and perseverance 
are required for about six years before plants which will sell for Is. each 
can be obtained from seed. The process of grafting and treating the 

plants was minutely described, and Mr. Skinner particularly urged his 

hearers to guard against sudden transitions of heat and cold, or the 

flower buds will fall from their plants. If they studied Nature as much 
as possible their efforts in the growth of the Camellia would be attended 

with pleasure and success. An interesting discussion took place in 
which Messrs. Brown and Garnett were the principal speakers. On the 
motion of Mr. W. Glover, seconded by Mr. T. Garnett, and supported by 

Mr. Amos Sexton, Mr. H. S. Goodyear, and Mr. Oxley, a very hearty 

vote of thanks was given to Mr. Skinner for his interesting address. 

MICROSPERMA BARTONIOIDES. 

This pretty annual now figured is closely allied to the Bartonias, 
from its resemblance to which it has derived its specific nam°. It is 
\ native of Mexico, and was introduced into this country from Hamburg 

Fig. 65.—Wicrosperma bartonioide?. 

in 1S49, under the name of Eucnide bartonioides. It is of succulent 
habit, growing a foot high, with ovate, lobed, and serrated foliage. The 
flowers, which are nearly 2 inches across, are terminal, and produced 
either singly or in pairs, with five spreading, ovate, obscurely toothed 
petals, of a sulphur-yellow above, but much paler beneath. The 
stamens are arranged in five fascicles or bundles, the filaments of each 
fascicle being united at the base, and attached to one of the petals. 

The cultivation of the Microsperma involves a little care; for, 
although it is quite hardy enough to bear the open air, its succulent 
nature renders it liable to injury in all stages of its growth from any 
excess of moisture, whether in the seed-pans or the borders. It may be 
raised in the spring on a gentle heat, in pots of well-drained sandy 
loam. The seeds should be thinly sprinkled on the surface of the soil, 
and then gently pressed in ; they will germinate with greater readiness 
than if covered more deeply. In raising these and other small seeds, 
it is a good plan to cover the rim of the pot with a piece of glass, which 
will greatly retard the evaporation from the soil, and obviate the 
necessity of frequent watering ; but as soon as the seedlings are above 
the soil, the glass should be partially removed, as too much care cannot 
be taken to preserve them from damping-off. When sufficiently large 
to transplant, they should be potted two or three together in 4-inch pots, 
using a mixture of sandy loam and leaf mould or peat ; good drainage 
must be insured by a handful of crocks. In May the plants may be 
transferred to the borders, with their balls of earth entire. We are 

inclined to think that the seed might be sown in the open borders 
about the middle of April, if the soil is light, and a handlight can be 
placed over the patch for the first month or so. The plant may also be 
grown in pots for the window or greenhouse ; and in this situation it 
will be more likely to ripen seed than in the open ground. As in the 
case of the Loasas and some other genera of the same family, the 
foliage of this plant is armed with stinging hairs, but they are much 
less venomous than in Loasa and Caiophora, and need not deter the 
amateur from its cultivation.—W. T. S. 

Before Orchids generally were so largely cultivated the good 
old D. nobile was to be seen in many collections of plants, and it is 
yet one of the most serviceable of the genera. It well repays for 
good culture, and where many buttonhole bouquets are required 
during the winter and spring months it is invaluable. Some of the 
best specimens of it are frequently to be seen in an ordinary mixed 
plant stove, and it is in such a position where ours are grown and 
flowered. With these, as with many other Orchids, it takes some 
time to find out the positions best suited to each, but when once 
found, their culture becomes a comparatively easy matter. Ours 
are most at home on the front wall of a central pit filled principally 
with Crotons, Ixoras, and Dracaenas. Here they get plenty of heat 
and moisture and light, the blinds being let down only when bright 
sunshine prevails. A successful Orchid-growing friend of mine is 
of opinion that the principal object in all cases should be to fill the 
pots, pins, or baskets with roots as quickly as possible, and plenty 
of bloom is sure to follow. If not exactly correct in all instances, 
it is a very important factor in all successes with Dendroblum 
nobile. When they are either pulled to pieces and repotted more 
often than is wise or expedient; or, on the other hand, are not 
attended to often enough, very few active roots are found in the 
compost, though there may be plenty on the plant—such unhealthy 
p'ants usually forming young growths where flowers ought to be 
produced. It was with a quantity of these young shoots that we 
made a serious commencement of D. nobile, and a few details from 
this stage may be instructive. 

Early in the spring is the best time to take off and establish 
these already rooted growths, and only those that are firm, and say 
about 5 inches or rather more, be selected. Any that are soft 
should be left for a few days longer, or otherwise they are liable to 
decay. We prefer to have them with a short piece of old pseudo¬ 
bulb or growth attached, but if this cannot be spared, the young 
growths may be cut cleanly away. The next proceeding is to half 
fill as many clean 5-inch pots as are needed with crocks, on this 
placing a layer of the roughest of the compost, the latter consisting 
of roughly broken Orchid peat, crocks, charcoal, and chopped 
sphagnum in about equal quantities. About four growths are 
placed in each pot, and well raised above the rim, the compost 
being carefully disposed about the roots, without, however, burying 
the collar. A tiny stake is given to each growth, but no sphagnum 
is packed over the surface of the pots, this oftentimes doing more 
harm than good. Yery little water must be given at the outset, 
sprinkling the growth being all that is necessary for a time, and no 
shade whatever ought to be given. When it is found both the top 
and roots are active water may be given—they must be treated, in 
fact, much the same as ordinary newly potted stove plants. If 
kept growing in a brisk heat, these newly established growths will, 
in one season, attain a length of from 12 to 15 inches in length, and 
proportionately sturdy. In the autumn they should be given a 
position as near the glass as possible, and very much less water at 
the roots, only enough being applied to keep them from shrivelling. 
The temperature of our house during November and December 
rarely exceeds 60° by night, and from 5° to 10° higher in the 
daytime, this being a comparative rest for the majority of the 
occupants of the house. A higher temperature and much moisture 
in the atmosphere, such as is maintained in very many stoves, would 
not favour a rest, and in all such cases the D. nobile will be better 
for a time, or say from October to January in an intermediate 
temperature, or even a greenhouse, little or no water being given 
during that time. When given a higher temperature, many of the 
growths flower freely early in the spring, in which case they may 
be cut to their full length, or be cut down directly after flowering 
is over. Should they not flower it is advisable to preserve them, 
as they most probably will do so the following spring. During the 
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second year no repotting ought to be attempted, unless in the case 
of any badly furnished, but all should be encouraged to push up 
fresh growths from the base of the old ones. During the growing 
season abundance of water should be given them, and plenty of 
heat and overhead moisture, the autumn resting being again resorted 
to. 

As will have been gathered from the preceding, we believe in 
pruning D. nobile, as it is very certain since we have adopted the 
practice ours have greatly improved. It is the only sure way of 
securing even handsome heads of bloom, this being well set off by 
the fresh green foliage, and altogether more attractive in appearance 
than when the flowers are produced on the naked two-year-old 
growths. At the present time we have a row of healthy plants, the 
growths of which promise to flower at nearly every joint. Directly 
after they have flowered all will be cut down to near the swollen 
bases, and in a few days strong fresh growths will follow. If the 
plants are getting too large for their pots, a shift is given, as much 
of the old compost being picked away from the roots as possible 
without greatly damaging them, prior to being distributed through 
the fresh compost. Any not doing well are frequently improved 
by being shaken out of the sour compost, having the dead roots cut 
away, and then be repotted in a fresh mixture. Plants not repotted— 
and as before stated there is no necessity or wisdom in making this 
an annual proceeding—may well have a surfacing of fresh compost, 
this being much preferable to an unavoidable mutilation of the 
roots. Sphagnum we still dispense with as a surfacing, the plants 
doing as well, or better, without it. If a long succession of bloom 
is desired, batches of plants may be rested and re-introduced into 
heat at intervals of about three weeks or a month, the aim being 
to get them into flower early, or say at the present time, rather 
than to unduly retard flowering till late in the spring, and thereby 
lessen the chances of well ripening the late-formed growth. 

D. nobile is frequently described as a greenhouse plant, but it 
is altogether a misleading description, at all events I never saw any 
presentable pots of it wholly grown in a greenhouse. They require 
the brisk heat and moist atmosphere of a stove, forcing vinery, or 
forcing pit to cause them to form a long stout growth, then comes 
a spell in a greenhouse, followed by a return to heat to properly 
open the flowers. There are several forms of D. nobile commonly 
cultivated, some being more brightly coloured than others, but the 
D. nobile nobilius is by far the best, and is yet very rare indeed. 
An occasional possession of a single flower of it is all I can aspire 
to. The growths of this and other choice Dendrobes may be in¬ 
creased either by cutting into short lengths much as we would old 
Dracaena stems, or the growths may be coiled round on the surface 
of a pot of Orchid compost and pegged down, nearly every joint 
eventually producing a growth which may be taken off with strong 
roots attached when fairly firm. 

D. Bensonire, which usually flowers in May, is a very beautiful 
deciduous species, requiring much the same treatment as D. nobile. 
It succeeds admirably suspended in pans, and the growths being 
well ripened flower at nearly every joint. D. Falconeri I am 
anxious to succeed with, as it is a gem among even the beautiful 
and large family of Dendrobes. The growths or pseudo-bulbs are 
very small, knotty, and branching, but when kept in a compara¬ 
tively small pan suspended near the glass in a plant stove many 
fine beautifully coloured flowers are sometimes produced from both 
old and young growths. It flowers in May and June. It is ever¬ 
green, but does not need much water during the late autumn and 
winter months. D. Dearei, a comparatively but little known 
species, is worthy of a place in every collection, especially seeing 
that a mixed plant stove exactly suits it all the year round. It 
forms erect growths, which retain their leaves for a long time, and, 
what is a rather unusual occurrence, each growth is capable of 
flowering several times. Our plant gave us two spikes in June, and 
it is again beautifully in flower, this being a characteristic of the 
species. The flowers with us are of medium size and pure white, 
with the exception of a greenish stain on the lip, and they remain 
fresh fully two months. Altogether it is a remarkable introduction, 
which can be bought at a fairly cheap rate, and when extra well 
grown produces flowers larger than D. nobile. Mr. Cypher 
strongly advised me never to dry it off or rest it in any way, this 
being the cause of many failures. It succeeds in an ordinary well 
drained pot, and a compost similar to that given to the D. nobile. 
If found to be dry at any time it is treated to a dip in the tank of 
warm water kept in the house. D. formosum giganteum is, as far 
as my experience goes, the finest of all Dendrobes. It is of sturdy 
erect growth and evergreen—that is to say, does not shed its leaves 
the same season as formed. The flower spikes are produced from 
the point of every strong growth, and usually in August or Sep¬ 
tember. The individual flowers with us are usually about 4 inches 
across, but I have seen them still larger ; sepals and petals pure 
white, the lip also white with a yellow blotch near the throat. 

These again last a long time ; our best spike we kept six weeks, and 
was then quite fresh when cut. I prefer to keep both this and 
D. Dearei in the house where grown, being under the impression a 
cool house suits neither the bloom or plant. It succeeds admirably 
on a square of wood without any compost, or in a pot or basket of 
the rough porous compost previously described. It is a vigorous 
grower, requiring plenty of light and moisture, one successful 
grower giving his plants, when growing strongly, a little weak 
liquid manure. D. bigibbum is the latest to flower, and completes 
my limited selection. It is a very beautiful species, and very un¬ 
like the rest of the family. Mr. Cypher has a remarkably fine 
batch of it at the present time, worth going a long way to see, and 
I cannot do better than give his treatment. The plants are all kept 
in comparatively shallow pots or pans, these being well drained, and 
a compost consisting largely of good peat and sphagnum is used. 
AU are suspended near the glass in a brisk temperature, plenty of 
water being given the plants at the roots, and a moist atmosphere 
maintained. Thus treated they form unusually strong growths, the 
best being nearly 3 feet in length and proportionately strong. 
Rather less water is given in the autumn, but they are never 
wholly dried off or rested in a cool house. The flower spikes are 
produced from the points of the young growths, and also from the 
old bulbs, these continuing to flower for several seasons in succes¬ 
sion. There are several forms of this, as of so many species, the 
best having extra rich rosy purple flowers, but all are beautiful and 
acceptable at this time of year. A plant we grew near the thick 
rolled glass of a warm fernery is flowering from the old stems only, 
and this position will not again be tried. We also have plants of 
D. thyrsiflorum, which annually flower freely without any trouble 
being taken with them. The pendulous spikes of yellow flowers 
are very beautiful, but retain their freshness for a very short time 
only, and for this reason do not recommend it.—W. Iggulden. 

LJ2LIA ANCEP3. 

A grand specimen of the above may now be seen in the 
gardens at Clevely, near Liverpool, T. S. Timmis, Esq., carrying 
sixty spikes, with 140 fully expanded blooms of large size and 
good depth of colour. Mr. Cromwell, the able and enthusiastic 
gardener, informed me the plant was imported two years ago, and 
is believed to be identical with a variety known as L. a. grandiflora. 
I am also favoured with a bloom, which I enclose for your inspection. 
This is by far the largest number of spikes I have ever seen on this 
beautiful autumn-flowering Lfolia, and as far as I know, the largest 
number that has been produced at any time. The plant is in robust 
health, grown on a raft suspended in the usual manner. It is, how¬ 
ever, not the only plant worthy of special note. A bank of Calanthes 
Veitchi andvestita arranged with Ferns, Poinsettias, &c., are parti¬ 
cularly good. Orchids, generally, are in splendid health, the col¬ 
lection of which, already rich, promises to become one of the best 
in the north of England.—Bradwen. 

[The variety is a good one, the flower sent measuring 5 inches 
from tip to tip of the sepals, and 41 inches between the extremities 
of the petals.] 

EXHIBITING AND JUDGING BOUQUETS. 

“ A Learner ” is rather inconsistent in some of his remarks. la 

his first letter he strongly condemned the practice of inserting Fern 
fronds when the bouquets are ready for exhibiting. It has since been 
pointed out that the most straightforward course he could have adopted 
would have been to show his own bouquets, properly made, and then to 
have protested against the others not in accordance with his ideas. He 
now excuses himself by saying it is such a small matter that it would be 
disregarded by the judges. If that is so, why did he write in such 
strong terms respecting it ? I hope “ Learner ” is not a disappointed 
exhibitor ; for I am sure he could tell us much that is useful, but not by 

condemning the practices of other exhibitors and then following them 
himself. 

By the way, I consider that he is unduly severe with Mr. Chard’s 
exhibit; and I doubt if h; will ever equal that exhibitor in the tasteful¬ 
ness of his floral displays or in the number of his successes. I have 
seen many contributions from Mr. Chard and his wife that for simplicity 
of materials and grace in combination could scarcely be surpassed ; and 
I am certain that during his career as an exhibitor he has assisted 
greatly in the improvement of taste in these matters. That their merits 
have been widely appreciated is amply proved by Mr. Chard’s list of 
prizes won during the past three years—namely, ninety first prizes at 
Crystal Palace, Brighton, Croydon, Richmond, TunbridgeWells, Newcastle- 
on-Tyne, Southampton, Regent’s Park, Nottingham, Chiswick, Salisbury, 
Taunton, Matlock Bath, Exeter, and Hastings. These were awarded for 
bouquets, stands of flowers, baskets, table decoration, buttonholes, &c.; 
and if “ Learner ” can produce a list like that he may safely pose as a 
critic in floral decorations. I only know one firm that can equal it— 
namely, Messrs. Perkins & Son, of Coventry.—Amateur Florist. 
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A WINTER’S DAY AT CHELSEA. 
Those who are familiar with Messrs. J. Veitch <Sc Sons’ great nursery 

in the King’s Road, Chelsea, know quite well the wonderful resources of 
the establishment and the enormous stock of plants it contains from 
every quarter of the globe. With so wide a diversity of plants from 
many climates a perpetual succession of attractions is ensured in all 
seasons. It requires a number of visits to enable a stranger to thoroughly 
realise this fact, but it is of little consequence what period is chosen for 
the inspection, there is always ample to interest a visitor. Of course at 
certain times some special feature largely predominates, as the 
Amaryllises, the Carnations, the Chrysanthemums, and the Orchids, 
though the flowering period of the last named is much more extended, 
than the others. Still, of all times the end of December would be con¬ 
sidered likely to be the least satisfactory for a journey to the Chelsea 
nursery, yet how erroneous an opinion that would be may be gathered 
from the following notes on a visit made a few days ago. 

GREENHOUSE HYBRID RHODODENDRONS. 
To this firm belongs the credit of having produced a group of hand¬ 

some flowering plants, the merits of which are now fully recognised in 
hundreds of gardens, and their popularity is increasing yearly. The 
greenhouse hybrid Rhododendrons, as they are rather indefinitely 
designated, comprise the now numerous descendants from R. javanicum 
and R. jasminiflorum, which, crossed with other species, have resulted 
in the production of a series of distinct forms, remarkable for the sub¬ 
stance and rich colours of their flowers, both single and double. They 
possess several valuable qualities, and not the least of these is the 
duration of the flowers, which individually retain their beauty for 
several weeks ; the rich colours also are quite exceptional, combined 
with wax-like substance and gloss. The somewhat tall or straggling 
habit of the earliest hybrids was not in their favour, but recognising 
this defect the efforts of the hybridisers have been steadily directed to 
its rectification, and this has been to a great extent accomplished. The 
plants are now much more compact and bushy in habit than formerly, 
and it is particularly noticeable in the double varieties. Another good 
point in their favour is that they are easily grown, though some have 
fancied otherwise from the neglect of a few simple items in their 
culture. They succeed admirably in good turfy peat and sand with 
moderate but carefully arrange 1 drainage, without any manure in the 
soil or liquid manure at any time. They should be potted firmly, but 
not rammed hard, have ample root room, plenty of water, a humid 
atmosphere, and a minimum night temperature in winter of 50°. Fre¬ 
quent syringing is requisite to encourage growth and keep them clean, 
and if this is well attended less watering at the roots will be needed. In 
repotting the plants treat them liberally for space—that is, a strong 
young well rooted plant in a small thumb pot may be transferred into 
a large forty-eight quite safely, and indeed beneficially. This opera¬ 
tion can also be performed at any time, though the bulk of the stock 
may be preferably so treated in spring or autumn. They are readily in¬ 
creased by cuttings inserted singly in small pots, and if flower bud 
shoots are taken they will flower in two or three months’ time ; for 
example, there is a plant of Princess Alexandra 4 inches high in a small 
thumb pot, bearing a truss of nine fine flowers. These make quite as 
good plants subsequently, as after the flowers are off several shoots 
Start from the same point, and a more branching plant is thus obtained. 
If the ordinary growing shoots are used as cuttings it is often necessary 
to cut them back to induce buds to start lower on the stems, as if not 
well furnished from the base they never make good specimens. 

Some idea can be formed of the usefulness of these Rhododendrons 
for winter flowering when it is stated that there are now eighteen named 
varieties or hybrids in flower, besides several novelties that have not yet 
been named, and over 150 trusses are expanded, comprising about 1000 
flowers. In the show devoted to these plants the following are now in 
flower :—Balsaminreflorum album with eight trusses of seven flowers 
each, forming a good compact specimen with its double flowers full and 
of excellent form ; Princess Alexandra of a delicate tint, free and 
beautiful ; Taylori, one of the original forms but still excellent in many 
points, the flowers large with broad lobes, of a fine rosy hue, and in 
good trusses ; Duchess of Teck, rich and handsome ; Duchess of Edin¬ 
burgh, flowers very massive, of a rich dark red colour ; Javanicum, large 
orange flowers ; Maiden’s Blush, delicate pale pink or blush ; Favourite, 
bright pink, light tube'; Princess Frederica, yellowish buff, Power of 
great size, showy ; Prince Leopold, orange red and buff, good flower, 
free ; Jasminiflorum, white comparatively small flower in good trusses, 
and very freely branched, it is one of the parents of the series of hybrids 
and crosses ; Princess Royal, a fine pure pink, a favourite form, and 
almost constantly flowering ; Crown Princess of Germany, salmon red, 
yellow tube ; Queen Victoria, orange buff, the flower stalks deep red ; 
Duke of Edinburgh, deep rosy crimson, good trusses, free ; and Duchess 
of Connaught, rich dark red, handsome flowers. In the house reserved 
for novelties, several of great promise are in flower, but have not received 
names ; yet others that have been honoured with titles and have been 
certificated are as follows—Jasminiflorum carminatum, exactly of the 
Jasminiflorum type, but with the flowers bright rose coloured, very free, 
a small plant having six trusses ; Excelsior, yellowish buff, with red 
stamens, large flower and truss, ten flowers in one on the plant under 
notice ; and Monarch, rosy salmon, round even lobes, ten flowers on a 
truss. Several others have been obtained, constituting a distinct group 
with shorter tubes, and more bell-shaped flowers, combining with these 
characters a dwarf compact habit. 

ORCHIDS. 

To enumerate the Orchids in flower at Chelsea would at any period 
of the year require a long chapter to do them justice, and even in 
December if all the plants in flower in the numerous houses could be 
arranged together in one large structure an astonishing and highly 
effective display would be produced. But the principal object is to 
provide the exact requirements of the plants, and this cannot be effected 
by frequently transferring them from house to house, and a check at 
this time of year to delicate Orchids often results in irreparable injury. 
Many excellent cultural lessons can be learned at Chelsea, and one of 
the most interesting of these is the successful manner in which Orchids 
are grown in small pots, pans, or baskets. This subject has been 
referred to before, and there is no doubt that amateur cultivators often 
err in giving their plants too much root room. Some of the most suc¬ 
cessful have fully recognised this fact, and all except the stronger of the 
terrestrial Orchids are much more r stricted in their root space than 
formerly. There is no danger of excess of root space in the case of 
Orchids on blocks, but even with them a much neater effect is produced 
by the employment of moderate sized pieces of wood. An example of 
this is afforded in the case of that useful, beautiful, and fragrant Orchid, 
Cattleya citrina, of which an illustration is [given in fig. 66, represent¬ 
ing one of Messrs. Veitch’s plants sketched some time since. This 
species thrives admirably at Chelsea, and when the plants suspended 
from the roof of one side of a long range are in flower they have an 
extraordinary appearance. 

In the second part of the admirable publication the “ Manual of 
Orchidaceous Plants,” devoted to Cattleyas and Laelias, published by 
this firm, there is a most interesting account of the history and culture 
of Cattleya citrina, which is here reproduced. 

“ One of the most remarkable of Cattleyas, and the only one found within 
the Mexican territory proper, where it is abundantly distributed over the 
mountain ranges and h’gh table-lands lying between the 17th and 20th 
parallel of north latitude at elevations ranging from 6000 to 7500 feet. Its 
peculiar invert d habit and handsome fragrant flowers early attracted the 
attention of naturalists, among the first of whom to make mention of it was 
the Jesuit Hermandez, who wrote on the Natural History of Mexican 
animals and plants in the seventeenth century, and who described this 
plant under the almost unpronounceable name of Corticoatzontecoxochitl, 
a name by which it appears to have been known at that period among the 
natives of the country, by whom the flowers were held in high esteem. It 
was first int oduced into England by the Horticultural Society of London, 
about the year 1823 or 24. The Society, however, possessed but a single 
plant of it, which appears to have died a short time after its introduction. 
We find no further mention of it till 1838, when it was introduced from 
Oaxaca to the Duke of Bedford's collection at Woburn, where it flowered in 
April of the following year, nor again till Ghiesbreght, twenty years later, 
collected a considerable quantity on the slopes of the mountains of Micho- 
acan for M. Linden’s horticultural establishment at Brussels, whence it 
became generally distributed among the Orchid collections of Europe. From 
that time to the present, frequont importations have caused it to become a 
familiar object in almost every Orchid collection in the country. The 
flowering season of C. citrina is in April and May. The specific name 
refers to tie colour of the flower, which, when held in an erect position, has 
some resemblance to that of our native plant Tulipa sylvestris. 

“ Cultural Note.—C. citrina has always been consideted a refractory plant 
under cultivation, a circumstance that has arisen probably more from inat¬ 
tention to the climatic conditions under which it lives in its native 
country, than from any cause inherent in the plant itself. Growing in the 
“ Tierra fria,” or cool region of Mexico, where the atmosphere is compara¬ 
tively dry for nearly six months of the year (November-April), and the rain¬ 
fall during the remainder of the year not excessive for tropical latitudes, it 
follows that a cultural treatment as consonant with these conditions as the 
altered circumstances of a glass structure wdl admit, should be applied. 
The late Mr. J. C. Spyers once remarked ‘that few can boast of growing 
and flow* ring C. citrina well for half-a-dozen years together,’ and, therefore, 
it should be tri'd in various ways. When blocks of wood are used, which 
the inverted habit of the plant wou’d seem to sugg st as the most suitable 
medium for it, the plants should be securely fastened with wire, and the 
blocks suspended with the leaves downwards ; they will succeed for a few 
vfars on the wood of almost any of our commoner trees, as the Apple, 
Hawthorn, Birch, and Box, as well as Teak, over wh’ch the roots will creep 
freely. The blocks should be suspended in the coolest part of the Cattleya 
house, where they can receive the maximum of light and air. There iB 
scarcely an Orchid known that, for six mouths of the year, requires a more 
moderate supply of water thanC. citrina; but when deve oping its growths, 
and the flower scapes appear, it should be literally supplied. We have, 
during the past few yea s, successfully established imported plantain small 
shallow pans with good drainage, surfaced with sphagnum and peat, and 
suspended from the roof. The new growths have been most satisfactory, 
and have p odneed flowers as fine as we have ever seen ; but even here 
Nature vigorously asserts her right: the impor ed bulbs with their leaves 
are placed in the pan in an erect position, the new growths with their 
leaves take a horizontal one, while the subsequent growths assume their 
natural downward direction outside the pan.” 

Cypripediums constitute an important feature at this time of year, 
and it will only be necessary to mention a few of the principal to give 
an idea of their diversity. Most noticeable is C. Leeanum superbum, 
the celebrated hybrid from C. Spicerianum and C. insigne, which 
preserves all the good qualities of hardness and vigorous constitution of 
the latter parent, with a bold broad dorsal sepal almost wholly white, 
except a few purple and brown spots and lines at the base, and a brown 
or yellowish polished lip. It endures the fogs of town districts much 
better than C. Spicerianum ; indeed, it is practically unaffected by 
them, it is also very floriferous, for small plants in thumb pots have 
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f°Uf fine fl,ow.ers each- This Cypripedium will undoubtedly 
obtain a great popularity, and in the future when it becomes more 
abundant will supersede all but the best varieties of C. inXne for 
winter culture. Of the Sedeni type we have the original form, c! 

vivicans, a fine dark variety in the way of C. oenanthum superbum, C. 
insigne Maulei, C. microchilum, C. marmorophyllum, C. vexillarium, C. 
calosum, C. Barteti, C. purpuratum, C. Sclimi, and C. Mrs. Charles 
Oanham. The last named resulted from a cross between C. Veitchi and 

Sedeni candidulum, with most delicately tinted or nearly white flowers 
and C. cardinale, which has a deep rose compact lip, bluish petals, and 
whitish dorsal sepal, a handsome and useful hybrid. C. Schrcederas is 
also one of the rose or crimson tinted hybrids with massive flowers, a 
large lip, and very long drooping petals. Then there are plants of the 
rich dark polished C. oenanthum superbum, C. calurum, C. Harrisianum 

C. villosum, but did not originate in this nursery ; it has very large 
flowers,_ 6 inches in diameter from tip to tip of the outstretched petals, 
the lip is also deep and of great size, the dorsal sepal and petals have a 
peculiar dark reddish brown tint, the lip is lighter coloured and well 
formed. It is extremely free, of strong habit, and evidently a thoroughly 
useful acquisition. 
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Amongst the miscellaneous Orchids the Calanthes rank next to the 
Cypripediums in number of flowering specimens at the close of the year, 
the excellent C. Veitchi with varieties of C. vestita afford a wealth of 
flowers in long graceful racemes, from white to the richest rose. The 
hybrid C. lentiginosa of the C. porphyrea tppe, and C. bella being 
choice additions to this group. In the cool house are many beautiful 
varieties of Odontoglossums Alexandras and Pescatorei, one of the 
former in particular being very notable with a raceme erf ten beautifully 
formed flowers, the sepals and petals broad, heavily suffused with a dis¬ 
tinct purple tint, a few brown spots in the centre of the petals and 
lip. Phalasnopses, Saccolabiums, Oncidiums, with Angrascum sesquipe- 
dale are the chief attraction in the warmer houses, and of the last 
named there are about seventy-five flowers opening, that will shortly 
afford some grand examples of this remarkable Orchid. Other plants in 
flower are the following :—Sophronitis grandiflora, Odontoglossums 
maculatum, Andersonianum, Insleayi, leopardinum, Dendrobium endo- 
charis, Angrcecum bilobum, Dendrobium chlorops, Cymbidium Lowi- 
anum Mastersi and giganteum, Yanda coerulea, Zygopetalum Mackayi, 
Laslias anceps, L. acuminata, L. anceps in several varieties, including 
Sanderianum, and Epidendrum ciliare. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
Lapagerias.—Though not in flower now, the house of white La pa" 

gerias contains such a large stock of healthy young plants that it well 
deserves a note. For cool houses no climbers can surpass the Lapage- 
rias, both red and white, but especially the latter. At Chelsea no fire 
heat is employed, except in very frosty weather. Keeping the plants cool 
and clean renders them hardy and healthy, and it is to neglect of these 
two points that most failures are attributable. Young plants from 
layers are in all stages, from those a few months old to specimens fit for 
training to the roof of a large conservatory or placing on trellises, and 
preparation has been made for next year’s supply by filling a large bed 
with stems to yield shoots for young plants next season. With them 
are grown some plants of the interesting hybrid Philageria Veitchi, 
which, however, is not quite so floriferous as either the Lapageria or the 
Phileria (its parents) : a curious fact, as many hybrids are more free 
than the parents. Perhaps, however, there may be some cultural secret 
that has yet to be discovered. It is also rather strange that, though the 
Philageria is of climbing habit, like the Lapageria, it cannot be propa¬ 
gated by layers, but only by cuttings. 

The new and graceful Fern, Nephrolepis rufescens tripinnatifida, is 
represented by some capital specimens, which in the erect and plum-like 
character of the tall fronds is rather suggestive of the Struthiopteris. 
The blush-white Kalanchoe carnea is a free and useful plant, one 
specimen having twelve large trusses of its small, neat flowers. The race 
of winter-flowering Begonias, obtained from crosses between B. soco- 
trana and the tuberous varieties, include a trio of beautiful forms—John 
Heal, Adonis, and Winter Gem—all very distinct, of good habit, with 
beautiful foliage and abundant, long-lasting flowers. The Pitcher 
Plants are in the best condition, and afford at the present time the finest 
display that could be found in cultivation of all the best species, 
varieties and hybrids. In addition, there are the usual winter-flowering 
Heaths and forced plants, which render the show-houses extremely ' t 

THE DINNER AT ANDERTON’S. 

( Continued from page 539.) 

CHAPTER II. 

As will be seen in this correct account of the celebrated dinner, I am 
working on the show system in dividing the classes and arranging the 
groups for effect. It will be noted also, as at most shows, there were 
“ no entries,” and these having been accounted for by my obliging 
friend, we will now take a glance at the collections staged. The big 
classes were arranged across the end of the room, President Sanderson 
occupying the “ leading position,” as the regular reporters say, with the 
high officials stretching along on each side of him ; but one of them I 
noticed was flitting to and fro as if acting as aide de camp to the grand 
Panjandrum. 

Before proceeding further let it be said that everything was con¬ 
ducted in the most “ proper ” manner at the commencement of the pro¬ 
ceedings. It would not be right to allow the Christian world to think 
that as we had no clergyman we had no grace. This was said with due 
solemnity, and the vocalists sang with much feeling “ For these and all 
thy mercies,” the company rising and remaining standing till the last 
sweet cadences died away. Then the clatter began down the three long 
tables, and it was a clatter. Between the courses I had time to look 
round, and of course wanted to know a few things. I had been watching 
a guest taking soup, and his action denoted energy of character. I asked, 
“ Who is that man with the beaming countenance and not many whiskers, 
he who keeps half rising and leaning across the table for a jaw with his 
vis-a-vis’!” “ Oh,” said my guide, “that is Cannell.” “ Really,I have had 
lots of good things from him, but never saw him before. He looks very 
happy, and as if he were doing well; bought 10,000 acres of land in 
Kent, hasn’t he ? and hunts 2” “ No,” you are wrong there,” he replied; 
“ he has got a lot of land, but not so much as that, and I have not heard 
that he hunts.” “ Well, of course I may be wrong, but I thought I had 
read about his favourite hors’, ‘ Tom,’ that I took to be a hunter.” He 
may have been, but I guess all he does now in that line is hunting after 
business.” I was glad to hear that, for I have known hunting farmers 
go too fast and fall into the pit of depression. An hour afterwards the 

head of the Home of Flowers went bustling past me. I thought I heard 
him say he couldn’t stop another minute, he couldn’t indeed ; it was a 

fine meeting, very fine—very fine, but he was obliged to go to meet the 
Duke of Somebody (I didn’t catch his name) at his club about sending 
a shipload of things to the colonies. And that was the first and last I 
saw of Mr. Cannell. His table companion over the way was Mr. Wright. 
I had seen him before, but thought he had gro*n. 

But the clatter is over, the clearing away is done, thanks returned, 
and the President, with up-raised hand, flourishing a mallet. He made 
his “ pile ” in the timber line my friend thought, and could afford a good 
mallet. Well, he had one and he used it. When calling attention it 
came down, making the table shake and the glasses jingle. When the 
cheering had been long enough it was up in the air in a threatening 
attitude. It acted like a talisman. I never saw such a magical mallet. 
Let it be said the great grower and finisher of incurved blooms is a 
shortish, big framed, square shouldered, sharp featured man, with a good 
deal of facial expression and well-marked lineaments. He is active, 
energetic, enthusiastic, full of good humour of a rollicking kind—the 
man for the occasion, apparently everybody’s favourite, and pcrhap9 
there are not many like him at threescore years and ten—just the man 
to strike a stranger.—I don’t mean with his mallet. “ Gentlemen,” he 
said, in robust tones, “ we are all loyal heie, I give you ‘ The Queen, the 
Prince of Wales, and all the Royal Family.’ We are all loyal 1 say, 
loyal to the backbone. We revere them, we’ll fight for them if wanted, 
and we’ll win, the same as we do at the shows.” Down came the 
mallet, crash went two or three hundred hands on the tables, with as 
many feet dancing on the floor, in came the singers to take the lead, and 
the “ National Anthem ” went with a swing. So did the mallet quickly 
after for the next toast from the Chairman, “ The National Chrysanthe¬ 
mum Society.” It was a noble institution, he was proud of it, proud to 
belong to it, proud of the men who made it. It had done wonders, and 
it would do more, for it had got the men and got the money—not (in 
subdued tones) that it would refuse more, and if any of the company 
pressed it into the coffers, he shouldn’t like to be an obstructionist. 
(Cheers.) 

“And now gentleman,” he said almost solemnly, as if approaching 
something of tremendous moment, “I have the great pleasure, the very 
great pleasure, of asking Mr. Richard Dean to propose the next toast— 
“ Our Patrons and Fellows.” A rattling cheer gre ted him as he rose—a 
tallish, thinnish, palish faced, and iron grey hairish sort of man. With 
slightly tremulous voice, yet clear, and in thoughful words and fluent 
utterance he did his duty well. After conveying a tribute of apprecia¬ 
tion to all supporters, and recognising the honoured presence of one who 
had served his country and won the great prize of the Star of India, he 
expressed the pleasure it was in these days to know that all ranks could 
meet so happily in a Society that was strictly non-political. This was a 
“ hit, sir, a decided hit,” and the mallet had to go up to stop the cheers. 
The speaker then paused to tell what he called a melancholy story, but 
I should spoil it in attempting a reproduction. Mr. Dean also suggested 
that the congratulations of the meeting be sent to the Rev. Canon Hole 
on his appointment to the Deanery of Rochester—a graceful proposal, see¬ 
ing that the new Dean is a rosarian. Sir Guyer Hunter responded to the 
toast, referring to his experiences of gardening in India and the medals 
Lady Hunter won at flower shows in Bombay, concluding by wishing 
unbounded success to the National Chrysanthemum Society with which 
he had the pleasure to be associated. This very agreeable speech was 
much applauded. 

Now followed a little bustling about and spasmodic breathings were 
heard, as if something serious was going to happen. I had now Mr. 
C. Gibson pointed out with Mr. C. Orchard near him, and they looked 
like two working bees, spare and active. “ No better men in the room,” 
said my guide. “ Gibson has nearly swept the boards this year, and 
Orchard has helped to win a lot of prizes, but he wants a gardener’s place 
again, and whoever gets him will get a good man.” The bustling was 
preparatory to the presentation of prizes, this being evidently regarded 
as one of the events of the evening. The first was a handsome silver 
cup handed to the President for his splendid incurved blooms. He 
received it amidst cheers, and said though he had hundreds (I am 
not sure of the exact term), he should prize this most highly, and 
endeavour to win more, for though he was seventy years old there was 
life in the old dog yet. I am sure I am correct in that ; and he clasped 
the shining goblet to his breast as if he loved his cups. 

Mr. F. C. Jukes proposed the “ Affiliated Societies ” in one of the 
best speeches of the evening, “ A treat,” my friend remarked, and it 
was. Mr. J. Fraser gave the “ Treasurer and Honorary Secretary,” 
observing he had no idea he should be called on, and had nothing to 
say, but he had no difficulty in making something that met with warm 
acceptance. Mr. \V. Holmes was entrusted with “ The Committees 
General and Floral,” remarking on the zeal and ability displayed by 
all, the proof of this heing seen in the high position attained by the 
Society in the Chrysanthemum world. They could do more with more 
money, and if any friends were longing to help, perhaps someone would 
kindly wait on them. Several gentlemen responded to those toasts, 
one pleading the cause of the reserve fund, another for a better prize 
list, and so on, and all so earnestly and eloquently that the hands of 
the multitude could not be kept out of their pockets, and to relieve 
them it seemed necessary to send round collectors. Amidst all the 
plaudits and endeavours to do justice to each other it was difficult to 
learn who had done most for the Society ; each seemed to say that he 
had done nothing, but somebody else had done everything, until the 
compliments and disclaimers got so mixed that they could not be 
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separated. One jolly farmer-looking individual, however, said he had 
done something, for he thought he had got more medals than anybody, 
and a niceish bit of money, and so the matter was settled. 

Bringing proceedings to a dose Mr. Addison proposed “ The Press ” 
saying they couldn’t get on without it; and Mr. Wright, who responded 
said neither could he very well, and didn’t want very much. He hoped 
tney would press on in their good work, as it was that which filled the 
press and made it interesting, and so forth. A few other complimentary 
toasts followed, Messrs. Barron and Head having the last words, their 
speeches being very much alike, and may be condensed into a sentence, 
,,lsn g°°d to be here ? ” That appeared to he what everybody 
thought, as the meeting broke up just in time for me to catch the last 
tram from King's Cross.—A Countryman. 

THE VEITCH MEMORIAL MEDALS. 

It is a generally expressed opinion that the West of England is not 
very 'jell treated with respect to the Yeitch Memorial medals. Twice 
since their institution one has been offered at Exeter ; but, unless I am 
much mistaken, no other society in the south-western counties has been 

favoured. Before it is too late I ask, Why is this ? and, fur¬ 
ther, v\ hy has Bath been passed over in favour of Exeter, or, indeed, in 
favour of any other provincial town ? No other society can possibly do 
more for horticulture than does the Bath Floral Committee, and all 
acquainted with the merits of the case will readily agree with me that 
the encouragement given has been far from creditable to the citizens of 
Bath, with a few noteworthy exceptions, and a recognition from other 
sources would have the best possible effect. Neither Mr. Pearson, the 
able Secretary, nor the Committee generally would, I feel certain, wish 
me to 1 go round with the hat” in their behalf ; but they would fully 
appreciate the distinction of having one or more of the much-coveted 
Veitch Memorial prizes placed at their disposal by the Trustees, and 
horticulturists of all shades hereabouts would be glad to hear that this 
has been done. 

No less than five good shows are annually held at Bath—a greater 
number, I believe, than any other town can boast of ; and, consequently 
the medal or medals would not partake somewhat of the character of a 
“ wbite elephant,” unless, indeed, an embarrassment be felt in deciding 
to what particular class or classes they ought to be devoted to. First, 
they have an excellent bulb and spring show ; next, a grand show in 
May, at which there are many fine collections of flowering and fine- 
foliaged plants staged, and to these last year were added an exception¬ 
ally grand collection of Orchids. Roses are wonderfully popular in 
Bath, and a really good show is invariably held. Early in September a 
two-days show is held, the great features in this case being Fuchsias, 
flowering and fine-foliaged plants, Ferns, Begonias, cut flowers, and, 
last but not least, a very excellent collection of Grapes, Melons, 
Peaches, and other fruit in season. The Chrysanthemum Show in 
November is, I can truthfully assert, second to none ; this, after visiting 
several other highly reputed exhibitions. It will thus be seen there is 
good room for any number of Memorial and other special prizes and 
medals ; not that exhibitors require any extra inducement to bring them 
to Bath. _ On the contrary, they turn up regularly in great numbers—a 
proof positive that the Bath Shows are most popular with this section of 
horticulturists, and ought to be recognised accordingly.—On-lookeb. 

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Wednesday 
evening-, the 21st instant, at the Institution of Civil Engineers 25 
Great George Street, Westminster, Mr. W. Ellis, F.R.A.S., President, in 
the chair. 

The Rev. R. Barker, Mr. W. W. Day, M.D.; Mr. H. N. Dickson, Mr. 
H. Harries, Mr. P. S. Jeffrey, B.A,; Mr. H. A. Johnstone, and Mr. J. 
W olstenholme were elected Fellows of the Society. 

The following papers were read :— 
(1) , “ The Mean Temperature of the Air at Greenwich from 

September 1811 to June 1856,” by Mr. H. S. Eaton, M.A., F.R.Met.Soc. 
This is a discussion of the Meteorological Journals of the late Mr. J. H. 
Belville and those of the Royal Observatory. The general results of 
this investigation are :—1, That there was no appeciable change in the 
mean annual temperature of the air at Greenwich in the period 1812 to 
1855 inclusive. 2, That on the eminence on which the Royal Observa¬ 
tory is situated the average temperature at night, or rather the early 
morning, is in all cases higher than over the lower grounds. 3, That 
with a north-wall, or possibly a north-window exposure, higher maxi¬ 
mum temperatures are found at the lower stations. 4, That the move¬ 
ments of the thermometer are retarded with a south-wall exposure, as 
compared with an instrument on an open stand, especially where the 
situation is a confined one, the indications of the thermometer not 
following changes of-temperature so promptly owing to the modifying 
influence of the adjacent building. 

(2) , “ Report on the Phenological Observations for the year 1887,” 
by the Rev. T. A. Preston, M.A., F.R.Met.Soc. The past season was a 
most exceptional one. For flowers it was disastrous ; fruit was gene¬ 
rally a failure, though there were exceptions ; those kinds which pro¬ 
mised well turned out very small or spoilt by insects. Vegetables were 
universally poor, roots were destroyed by insects or drought, and green 
crops soon passed off. The Wheat crop, however, was better than was 
expected. Barley on light lands was poor, but that which was sown 

early was satisfactory. Meadow hay was not up to an average crop, but 
Clover and seed hay were much more nearly so. In Kent the fruit 
crops turned out lighter than usual, but the prices have ruled higher. 

(3) , “ Earth Tremors and the Wind,” by Prof. John Milne, F.R.S., 
I .G.S. The author has made a detailed examination of the tremor re¬ 
cords obtained in Tokio, and compared them with the tri-daily weather 
maps issued by the Imperial Government of Japan. From this compari¬ 
son the following conclusions have been drawn :—1, Earth tremors are 
more frequent with a low barometer than with a high barometer. 2, 
With a high barometric gradient tremors are almost always observed, 
but when the gradient is small it is seldom that tremors are visible. 3, 
The stronger the wind the more likely it is that tremors should be 
observed. 4, When there has been a strong wind and no tremors the 
wind has usually been local, of short duration, or else blowing inland 
from the ocean. 5, When there has been little or no wind in Tokio, 
and yet tremors have been observed, in most cases there has been a 
strong wind in the other parts of Central Japan. 6, from 75 to 80 per 
cent, of the tremors observed in Tokio may be accounted for on the 
supposition that they have been produced either by local or distant 
winds. 7, The only connection between earth tremors and earthquakes 
in Central Japan is that they are both more frequent about the same 
season. 

(4) , “ Pressure and Temperature in Cyclones and Anticyclones,” by 
Prof. H. A. Hazen. The author has made a comparison of the observa¬ 
tions at Burlington and on the summit of Mount Washington, U.S.A., 
and as the result of a study of about 4000 observations from two days 
before till two days after the passage of cyclone and anticylone centres, 
he has arrived at the following conclusions:—1, In both cyclones and 
anticyclones the pressure lags from ten tr eleven hours at the summit 
of Mount IV ashington. 2, The temperature change at the base precedes 
very slightly the pressure change, but at the summit the change occurs 
nearly twenty-four hours earlier. 3, The temperature appearsto be a very 
little earlier at the summit than at the base, and certainly varies much 
more rapidly at the former. 4, In a cyclone the difference in tempera¬ 
ture between base and summit is less than the mean before the storm, but 
the difference rapidly increases after the centre has passed. Just the con¬ 
trary is true in an anticyclone. 5, The total fall in pressure in a cyclone 
at the summit very nearly equals that at the base, and likewise the rise 
in an anticyclone. 6, The fluctuation of temperature, that is from the 
highest to the lowest, at the summit is double that at the base in a 
cyclone, but it is only a little greater in an anticyclone. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. 
USEFUL VARIETIES. 

Before the Chrysanthemum year closes perhaps a few notes from 
a “ cut and come again ” point of view may not be uninteresting or 
uninstructive. Several of the newer varieties tried have not proved so 
good as expected, though the treatment may have been at fault. Others 
have shown that they will be acquisitions of value, and many of the 
older varieties have well held their ground. Disbudding in almost every 
case has proved advantageous. We have not only disbudded, but in 
some cases thinned the shoots when they seemed too thick. In the 
notes which follow the remarks apply in all cases to disbudded plants. 

One of the brightest varieties is Val d’Andorre. It is of a dwarf 
short-growing habit, the foliage large and of a pleasing shade of green ; 
the flowers of good size, freely produced, and the brightest we have. 
This should be grown well, as it repays any extra care. Janira has 
given great satisfaction. It is very free-flowering, the blooms coming 
of a good size, and while unfolding the silvery centre is most attractive ; 
when the bloom is developed it is of a suffused shade of violet, and 
under artificial light appears a crimson. Snowstorm is a white variety 
which attracts attention from some people, while others see nothing in 
it. It is most valuable where cut flowers are in demand, as the distinct 
form of this variety gives quite a decided character to an arrangement 
of flowers and foliage. Ornement is a rosy crimson sort, very free, and 
altogether a good variety, the form of the flower being very attractive. 
We look forward to this becoming a standard kind. Perhaps the best 
of all the newer kinds for the north is W. Holmes. This is a very free- 
flowering variety, the blooms coming a good size, but not too big, and 
its colour rich. Fernand Feral makes a capital bush, the flowers coming 
large, and colour bright. 

As a good variety for the north perhaps none excels Lady Selborne. 
It is very free-flowering, and the flowers have the great merit of con¬ 
tinuing fresh and unstained by age for many weeks. They keep good 
here for at least seven weeks, and no white variety yields so many 
flowers as does this one. The trio—Mrs. Rundle, Mrs. Dixon, and Geo. 
Glenny—are in their way extra fine, but they have the fault of turning 
pinky very quickly. Cloth of Gold is a charming shade of yellow. So 
is Phoebus, but this sport requires to be well disbudded to show itself in 
good condition. Peter the Great is still one of the best yellow sorts, so 
clear and soft. I like Gluck very much, and a really fine thing appears 
in Golden Fleece, a summer-flowering sort, which I am increasing as 
rapidly as possible. La Vierge is also very good, in some respects better 
than Madame Dcsgrange. which, as a cut flower, is very apt to fall in 
pieces. Roi des Precoces has been grown for the past three years or so. 
It is very good, and the later blooms are quite distinct in shape and 
shade from the earlier ones. Margot shows the same peculiarity, the last 
blooms being much pretter than the first, this perhaps accounting for 
its name. Simon Delaux, Source d’Or, L’lle des Plaisirs, Rex Rubrorum, 
Julie Lagravere, Reverie, M, J. Laing, Elaine, Fair Maid of Guernsey, 
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and Mdlle. Lacroix are quite indispensable sorts. I very much like 
Fleur du Marie with a soft yellow when opening ; Timbale d’Argent, 
bright green centre in the same staee ; and M. Astorg and Ethel, which 
often show black centres when opened. These are not profitable, but 
they are pretty. Mary Anderson is a beautiful single white with yellow 
centre. 

It is curious that varieties do not succeed so well in some places as 
others. I have noticed this repeatedly ; but there are any number of 
beautiful sorts to pick from, and it would be a difficult matter to get up 
an Index Expurgatorius of these beautiful flowers, most sorts having 
some good point to recommend them, and most a good many.—B. 

JUDGING CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
Having some years’ experience at our local and other Chrysanthe¬ 

mum shows, I beg to add myitestimony in favour of Mr. Wright’s system. 
At our local show this year the competition for twenty-four incurved, 
and the same number of Japanese cut blooms, was very close, and utterly 
impossible to fairly decide except by “ pointing,” that is by agreeing to 
set a defined numeral value on every cut bloom and then adding the 
totals. If this system was adopted generally no such result would be 
likely as that referred to at Manchester—viz., “ six equal prizes in five 
classes.” Most judges know that except in the more evenly balanced 
classes “ pointing ” is unnecessary, a glance sometimes showing where 
merit lies. If this were not so, time in those short winter days would 
be insufficient. 

“ EARLY ” VARIETIES LATE. 
This was, in my experience of certain varieties, a peculiarity of the 

past season, in regard to plants grown outdoors against a protected 
south wall, and also indoors. Pynaert Van Geert, Henri Jacotot, Simon 
Dclaux, and Fleur Etc, that are often in bloom mid-October, are now 
blooming with ordinary treatment with me, while Mandarin is only 
gone. M. Mousillac and Margaret Marrouch again are not quite ex¬ 
panded, and keeping company with Lady Matheson, Pelican, Ethel, 
Brazen Shield, Hero of Stoke Newington, and Princess Teck, which may 
fairly be considered late varieties, while I have seen the former in bloom 
the first week in November. As I mentioned Lady Matheson and 
Brazen Shield, I should like to ask some reader who has grown them, if 
they think they can be classed as Japanese ? I am looking forward to a 
new edition of the National Society’s excellent catalogue, with sub¬ 
divisions of the Japanese section into groups, such as incurved, reflexed, 
general time of blooming, size, show or decorative, tesselated, and 
soon. 

NEW VARIETIES. 
Of those of last season that came under my notice, Carew Under¬ 

wood for show purposes is certain to be largely grown. It was splen¬ 
didly shown, both here and in Waterford, from Kilcronagh. Martha 
Harding I accidentally lost the best buds of, but it seems a fine variety, 
and has been commended by many growers. Avalanche, after Mr. 
Molyneux’s opinion, “ the finest white Japanese Chrysanthemum in ex¬ 
istence,” hardly requires further testimony. For some reason the season 
seemed not favourable to Maiden’s Blush or Phoebus, yet few large 
growers will care to be without both. Of Ralph Brocklebank, Mr. and 
Mrs. H. Cannell, Edwin Molyneur, Mrs. J. Wright, M. H. Elliot, 
Bertha Flight, and Lady T. Lawrence, with others I have had re¬ 
cently fine blooms from Swanley, and apart from the fact that all those 
have received first-class certificates, if I remember rightly, there can be 
little doubt that they are destined to become standard varieties. Car¬ 
ter’s Bronze Queen, also Mrs. Norman Davis and Lord Eversley, 
both sports from Princess Teck, are I believe the only real additions to 
the incurved, while Amy Furze (doubtfully) is the solitary reflexed ad¬ 
mitted. There are to be still added such new certificated varieties as 
Agnes Flight, Mr. C. Orchard, Edouard Audiguier, Macaulay, Duke of 
Berwick, Mr. Garnar, Album Fimbriatum, and J. Collins.—W. J. 
Murphy, Clonmel. 

AMY FURZE) CHRYSANTHEMUM. 
I BEG to thank “ A Judge ” for his reply. My principal object in 

writing was to point out the anomalous position held by Amy Furze. 
That some confusion existed and does exist is admitted by “A Judge ” 
in his reply. That being so, should the National Chrysanthemum 
Society think proper to provide a class for reflexed Japanese it will, I 
presume, have a similar effect to that proposed by myself—namely, 
placing such varieties as Elaine and Dr. Macary, as well as the variety 
under discussion, in a more satisfactory position. I should like to see 
all new varieties thoroughly tested before being certificated, and when 
classed be judged on their merits as flowers, and not as now, when the 
variety in question is (according to “A Judge,” page 499) a reflexed 
during early maturity, and a Japanese when in its prime. May I ask 
do flowers of Dr. Sharp and Cloth of Gold answer to the required 
standard by the quotation from !< An Experienced Judge” (pag-i 546)? 
and if they do not, do they also lose points ? When I turn to my 
schedule I find a class for reflexed, when to a catalogue a list of re¬ 
flexed, but nowhere the hard-and-fast line insisted on by “A J udge,” 
and confirmed by “An Experienced Judge” on pace 546. Will either 
of those gentlemen kindly give your readers a short list of varieties 
answering to this standard ? by so doing he will greatly oblige others 
who are deeply interested in this matter, as well as myself. It would be 
very interesting, and not a little instructive, as showing the unanimity 
of opinion (which “A Judge” seems to assume exists), or otherwise of 
judges generally, if exhibitors who may here set up good flowers of Amy 
Furze have had their position strengthened or weakened thereby. I 

have a notion that judges, like other men, have each their peculiarities 
or leanings which in time become well known, so that some very 
shrewd and successful exhibitors, acting on the old adage, “ to be fore¬ 
warned is to be iorearmed,” cater accordingly.—T. W. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. J. WRIGHT. 
It may not be generally known that this very fine new Japanese 

Chrysanthemum is capable of producing late blooms. About the middle 
of November I cut two large blooms from one plant. Upon the. stems 
bearing: blooms cut I noticed at each leaf for about 1 foot 6 inches 
down the stem flower buds were formed, which by their appearance pro¬ 
mised to yield flowers later on, consequently the plant was given some 
assistance in the shape of liquid manure occasionally. The result was a. 
number of beautifully developed flowers more purely white (if it were 
possible) than larger flowers produced at the ordinary time—middle 
of November. These late flowers were cut on Christmas day.— 
E. Molyneux. 

PRIMULA SINENSIS. 
Chinese Primulas have never been so diversified in the colours 

and forms of their flowers, nor so well grown as they are at the pre¬ 
sent time, but it must be remembered that over sixty years has been 
required to bring them to their present state of perfection. In private 
gardens, nurseries, and market gardens Primu’as are now almost in¬ 
dispensable in the winter months, and the enormous number of 
plants raised every year from seed would be astonishing if the total 
could be known. Yet their popularity is still extending, owing, in a 
great measure, to the continued efforts of hi bridisers to improve the 
quality of the flowers and increase the number of distinct and meri¬ 
torious varieties. The trade growers have paid such close attention, 
to the plants, and have exhibited such admirable examplts of their 
skill, that the general system of culture has been greatly improved. 
The long drawn plants with loose straggling umbels of flowers that 
were at one time characteristic of the Chinese Primula are now rare 
esc- ptions, and compact specimens with sturdy well developed foliage 
and dense trusses of flowers just rising above the leaves are the rule. 

Though many now well-known Chinese plants were introduced 
before the close of the eighteenth century, yet this Primula does not 
appear to have been brought into cultivation here until 1821. In .that 
year an illustration was published in the “ Botanical Register” (t. 539), 
under the name of Primula pnenitens, which Mr. Sydenham Edwards 
said was “ drawn from a plant (we believe the on'y one in the country) 
which flowered last March in the collection of Mrs. Palmer, at Bromley, 
Kent. It had been brought by Capt. Rawes from the gardens at Canton, 
where it probably found its way from some more northern quarter of 
the Chinese Empire, none of the genera having, we believe, been ob¬ 
served as native of the levels of so low a latitude. Samples in a dried, 
state had been previously transmitted by Mr. Reeves, a gentleman in 
the employment of the East India Company at Canton.” He farther 
observes that the name sinensis by which it had been mentioned by Mr. 
Sabine would have been adopted, but Loureiro in the “ Flora Cochin- 
chinensis ” had previously described a Primula under that name. Four 
years later—namely, in 1825, a figure also appeared in the “ Botanical 
Magazine” (t. 2564) under its present accepted title, with a reference 
to Hooker’s “ Exotic Flora,” where it was also described as Primula sinensis. 
In both the illustrations noted the trusses depicted are large and loose, 
two whorls of flowers on slender pedicels 24 inches long, five to. seven 
flowers in a whorl. The corollas are 1J inch in diameter, rosy crimson, 
but not of good shape as it is understood at the present time, the spaces 
between the lobes being wide. As early as that the variability had been 
remarked, especially in number of teeth in the calyx and the variously 
jagged margin of the corolla, and some doubts had been entertained as 
to whether it was properly classed in the genu3 Primula. Dr. Hooker, 
however, thought there were “ two distinct varieties,” though others 
attributed the variations noticed to the effect of cultivation. 

The plant was welcomed by both nurserymen and amateurs, but it 
became especially popular on the Continent, and in 1826 is repeatedly 
mentioned as a general favourite in France and the Netherlands. About 
that time a large collection was grown at Chiswick, as well as by the- 
leading metropolitan nurserymen, so that it was soon a familiar plant in 
greenhouses. Two or three varieties only are mentioned in lists for some 
years, and though many forms must have been occasionally raised, no 
effort was made to fix them. After the Floral Committee of the Royal 
Horticultural Society was instituted in 1859, the number rapidly 
advanced, and from then up to 1884 no less than fifty-three were 
honoured with certificates. From the latter date until 1887 twelve 
varieties were certificated—a much larger proportion in the time ; and 
as half these were from one firm (Messrs. Sutton & Sons), it is an indi¬ 
cation that they possessed some special qualities. 

In their nursery and seed trial grounds at Reading, Messrs. Sutton 
and Sons have now a fine representative collection of Chinese Primulas, 
to which a few notes may be devoted, as showing the types and the-, 
extent of variation now obtained. They can be conveniently classed in. 
three large groups :—1, Plain-leaved varieties ; 2, Fern-leaved varieties ; 
and 3, Ornamental-leaved varieties ; each of which can be subdivided. 
into the forms with single and double flowers. 

Plain-leaved Primulas.—These form the original type of P. sinensis, 
with the leaf blade palmately lobed or nearly circular in outline, and 
as they radiate regularly from the centre of the plant they form quite a 
rosette of foliage with the trusses of flowers rising from the centre. The 
single varieties comprise Giant White and Alba magnifica as the most 
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remarkable of the white flowered series, both with large solid flowers 
the corollas of great substance, beautifully formed, and pure white. In 
the coloured varieties there are many rich and delicate tints, Reading 
Scarlet being one of the brightest. Improved Chiswick Red is a standard 
variety. Ruby King is of a peculiar handsome ruby crimson shade. Im¬ 
perial Purple is very rich crimson purple. Reading Purple is similar, of 
a fine deep colour. Grand Lilac is a fine type of the mauve tinted 
varieties, and Advance is a soft rose with a large truss, Pearl being, 
as its name implies, a delicate pearl v white. Lastly, there is Reading 
Blue, which is very distinct from the others in its colour, and looks 
well when arranged with them. Besides these there are mixed strains of 
single varieties, comprising the good points of most of the preceding, 
and sometimes yielding promising novelties. 

The double varieties of this section are numerous,and comprise some 
useful plants, as the flowers last so long. The best and most distinct 
only are selected as named varieties, and of these the names Double 
Scarlet, Double Rose, Improved Double Carmine, Double Blue, Double 
White, and Double Carnation Flaked, well indicate the respective tints. 
The Double Blue is a decided acquisition, as the flowers are well 
formed and the colour good. The Carnation Flaked is prettily marked 
or mottled with rose and white, very distinct. The special hybrid strain 
includes semi-double and double varieties of many tints, and the mixed 
double strain is similar. 

Fern-leaved Primulas.—The production of a variety with long instead 
of rounded leaf blades, and more or less cut at the margin, formed a 
peculiarly interesting break amongst the Chinese Primulas, and they 
now constitute a distinct group. It was about I860 when the first of 
this type was brought prominently before the public under the name of 
Filicifolia. Since then many forms have been raised from it, presenting 
almost as much variation as the ordinary plain-leaved type. Of the 
single varieties in Messrs. Sutton’s collection the best are—Rosy Queen, 
Rosy Lilac, a specially beautiful form with neatly fringed flowers ; 
Snowdrift, very pure, and the ordinary Red or White Fern-leaved. 
The doubles are not quite so abundant, but the Double Blue and Double 
White are excellent, with fine substantial flowers and beautiful leaves. 

Ornamental-leaved Primulas.—This is quite a new group, though we 
may look for a considerable extension now it has been commenced. A 
remarkable variety at Reading is Gipsy Queen, which has dark-bronzed 
metallic-like foliage, and white or rose-tinged flowers, a very striking 
contrast. The Moss-curled is, however, the most peculiar, the leaves 
being of a light fresh green, deeply crisped and curled at the margin, 
and the flowers white or lilac, single or semi-double. These make a 
pleasing margin to a group of the other varieties. Variegated or golden¬ 
leaved forms have been obtained, but not thoroughly fixed at present. 

HYBRIDISING AND CROSS FERTILISATION. 

(Cont'nved from page 521.) 

The discussion following the reading of the paper already given 
brought out several interesting matters, the principal contribution being 
by Mr. Henry Bennett of Shepperton, who was attending the Con¬ 
vention, and was introduced by the President, Mr. Robert Craig, and 
Mr. Peter Henderson in flattering terms, stating that “ his marvellous 
Roses had made his name a household word all over America.” 

Mr. Bennett said—Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen : I was 
much interested in Mr. Thorpe’s remarks, though I could not quite 
catch some of them. Hybridisation came in first, as we know, by 
crossing various species, not with a commercial object in view, but 
scientifically. I have not much to say on this subject, and indeed have 
not much voice with which to say anything. But one remark of Mr. 
Thorpe’s leads me to say that I do not think people need be discou¬ 
raged in hybridising because of a fear of insects operating on the 
flowers. My opinion is that you have only to divest what you are 
operating on of the colour or the petals, and that you thus remove 
the source of attraction for the insects. You thereby interfere so with 
Nature that you deceive the insect kingdom. I think that the scent 
may in some instances attract insects. The scent may not be taken 
away when the petals are gone, but I believe that the great attraction 
for insects is the colour of the petals. I took my cue in this from 
Charles Darwin, who contended that the colour of the petals of the 
flowers was the cause of attraction for insects. When you have 
removed the petals you are free from insect interference in my 
opinion. 

In Roses, by the use of a crimson male you can get a crimson colour 
from a white female of the Hybrid Perpetual class, but no one has 
ever yet got the yellow into a Hybrid Perpetual. Whether it will ever 
be done we cannot tell. The yellow in the Polyantha japonica once 
fertilised will produce a yellow almost to a certainty. If you fertilise 
with the yellow variety you will almost certainly get a yellow with it, 
even though you operate on a white flower. One important matter 
in hybridising for commercial purposes is this : you are to pay par¬ 
ticular attention so as to secure a high quality in the male plant. 
There is very little difference between the lines in the plant kingdom 
and those in the animal kingdom. You will get better progeny from 
a moderate female with a good male than you will get from a thoroughly 
good female and only a moderate male. Of course the better the parents 
the better the results. I have had many good results from a bad female, 
but never succeeded in getting good flowers from a bad male. I think 
there is nothing more that I can say about it at present. The matter 

is one that lies within narrow limits, and it must be remembered that 
long time is required to work it up. 

Before returning to my seat, let me say that this is the first time 
have crossed the Atlantic, and I cannot let the opportunity pass without 
thanking you all for the very great kindness I have received in this city. 
It has been more than 1 expected, and I shall hold it in remembrance- 
as long as I live. I thank you all for the attention you have given me. 
(Great applause). 

President Craig.—Ladies and Gentlemen : I am sure that we all feel 
grateful to Mr. Bennett for giving us so freely from the store of his 
knowledge. It was hardly fair to call upon him without any notice- 
whatever, and I certainly feel that I express the sentiments of all 
present when I say that we are extremely grateful to him. 

Mr. D. S. Heffron of Washington Heights, Ill. (after an urgent 
invitation from the Chair for a continuance of the discussion) said r 
What I have to say is testimony in part to what Mr. Bennett has said 
in reference to the selection of parents for fertilisation. I have experi¬ 
mented some in crossing Cannas, Callas, Grapes, and Potatoes. I have 
succeeded better with Potatoes than with the others, as many people 
know. I select first the mother plant, and in doing that, I endeavour to 
get one that has a healthy constitution—one that is a good strong grower, 
and is of the form that I want to have perfected. Then for the male 
plant 1 select one of the requisite colour, and of the other characteristics' 
that I want to reproduce. In crossing the two I could scarcely fail to 
get something better. Not all of them may have been better, but many 
of th-m were better than the parents. I think, from my own limited 
observations, that that is a good rule, and I throw it out for what it is 
worth, that you may think of it for yourselves—viz., in the female- 
parent get the strong, healthy-growing plant of the right height, and 
then in the male plant look to the colour and the form of the- 
flower. 

Mr. Wm. K. Harris of Philadelphia (who was called upon by the 
Chair as one who had done much useful work, particularly in the 
Geranium line), said he could add nothing to what had bean so welL 
said by the gentlemen who had preceded him, as the methods stated by 
them were substantially identical with those which he had adopted, 
with results similar to those just described. The gentlemen had spoken 
of selecting the male and female plants for colour, form, &c. He 
(Mr. Harris) had also been governed in his selections by the apparent- 
strength, health, and other characteristics of the parent stock. As a 
general thing, he had been successful in the results obtained, seldom 
failing to get something superior. Of course he had not been successful 
in every instance. He had found that, by scientific methods, the grower 
was certain to obtain at least a few flowers of superior quality; 
whereas, if Nature was unaided, thousands might be grown without 
the appearance of anything having a quality above the ordinary 
average. 

Mr. John N. May of Summit, N.J. (having been called upon by the 
Chair) said—Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen : For some years I 
have been experimenting to some extent on Roses—that is, so far as 
hybridisation goes. I am not an experimenter in the growing of Roses. 
In the hybridisation, to attain a colour, I find that we are obliged to 
select—as the gentlemen who have preceded me have stated—not only 
a good strong constitution, but we have to select very carefully the 
colours which we wish to have perpetuated in our new seedling. I had 
an idea in my head some years ago that I wanted to improve the colour. 
To do this I found to be a more difficult matter than I had anticipated, 
for the reason that while we already had the yellow, we had not the- 
extreme colour that I wanted. As I understand it, we cannot create from 
Nature a primary colour, we can only assist Nature. Scarlet has never 
yet been produced in the Rose. Appreciating this fact, I made it the 
object of my researches to obtain the nearest possible approach to a 
scarlet. To that end I took G6n<5ral Jacqueminot and fertilised it with 
Perle des Jardins. The result is a Rose which is ten shades brighter in. 
colour than any known Rose at the present day. That is simply the 
result of one of the experiments that I have definitely accomplished. 
(Applause). 

A Delegate.—Will Mr. May state which was the male parent ? 
Mr. May.—The male parent was Perle des Jardins. 
President Craig (after an interval of waiting) said : The Chair 

would much prefer that members would take part in the discussion 
voluntarily, so that the distasteful task of calling upon them may not 
be imposed upon the Chair. The modesty of the gentlemen present is 
such as to leave your presiding officer no alternative, and the Chair 
would therefore call upon Mr. Charles T. Starr, of Avondale, Pa. 
(Applause.) That gentleman has given us some varieties of Carnations 
that are standard — some that no florist can afford to do without. 
Now, if he will just tell us how he got those results, or give some idea 
about it, we will feel very grateful to him. 

Mr. Charles T. Starr, of Avondale, Pa., replied : Mr. President, I 
am not accustomed to speaking to an audience of the size of the one. 
before me, and I may therefore encounter some embarrassment in 
stating my ideas in the way that I would like to state them. I 
originated the Buttercup Carnation, as perhaps you all know. That 
has been long years ago, and I may state also that it was done, as I 
might say, with my eyes shut, because I was without any known law to- 
go by. It was produced from the cross of Edwardsii as the female, 
parent and the old Astoria as >the male parent. In the crossing of 
the Edwardsii with the Astoria, I obtained the colour of the young 
plant from the Astoria. The statement has been made here that the 
colour of the male is generally reproduced in the cross fertilisation, and 
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in the case of the Buttercup the colour would come from the Astoria. 
But the constitution of the Buttercup is entirely different from that of 
the old Astoria, the latter beiDg rather a weak grower, and it is difficult 
to tell whence the constitution of the Buttercup came. We are now 
striving to get a good rose colour with Grace Wilder as the male parent, 
and the Edwardsii as the female parent. Some little time will have to 
elapse before the result of this effort is developed. We have a very 
good orange colour, which was produced by fertilising the Buttercup 
with the Century, the result being a very bright or deep orange. I 
might add a word in regard to the growing of the seed, or producing it 
after the fertilisation. It is this : About two days after the flower has 
been fertilised, if a union has been formed, the petals being to curl. 
We then cut the petals off to the top of the calyx. That is necessary, 
as otherwise the seed will be likely to mould, as we generally grow the 
seed in the greenhouse altogether in the spring months. We find Feb¬ 
ruary the better time for fertilising the Carnation. As soon as the 
seed has become ripe we plant it at once before it becomes dry. I have 
known Carnation seed to come up and develope in three days. It is 
necessary to be very careful of the little seedlings after they have 
developed their second leaf, else they will damp off at the top of the 
ground. We then pot th°m in small pots, grow them for about a 
month, and set them out in the open ground. 

Mr. W. Hughes, of Hillsdale, Mich., inquired as to the modus 
operandi of the crossing of the male and female plants. 

Mr. John Thorpe of Queens, N.Y. (being deputed by the Chair to 
reply), said : All seedlings are the result of sexual intercourse, as you 
know ; and unless the conditions of the female plant are such as to 
enable it to receive the pollen from the male, you will not have any 
seed. The mechanical application is simply the transferring of the 
pollen of the male to the stigma of the female plant. It is one of those 
things which it is difficult to describe, but which may be readily under¬ 
stood. 

Hon. C. C. Cole of Des Moines, Iowa.—I did not understand Mr. 
Bennett’s statement of how the fertilisation on the petals by insects 
could be prevented. He said it was easily done, and stated the process 
of preventing it, but I did not understand his statement, 

Mr. Henry Bennett of England.—Perhaps I had better say a word 
or two further on the point with regard to the prevention of insect 
interference. I really took my ideas from Sir John Lubbock and 
Charles Darwin. They both say that the colours of the petals of 
flowers constitute the attraction for insects which are bent on extracting 
the farina or honey from flowers. After operating on the flowers by 
taking the petals away, you need have no fear of any interference from 
the insect kingdom. That is the result that I have found. Three have 
been many experiments tried by Sir John Lubbock with bees on 
coloured paper. The bees are more attracted by the colours than by 
the honey or anything you put on the flowers. So that if you take the 
colours away you remove the attraction. I, myself, have done this; 
and my whole experience has proved the efficacy of the remedy. I have 
never detected the insect fertilisation on a flower on which I have 
operated, and I do not believe it will be detected in any case after such 
an operation. 

Mr. L. B. Pierce of Talmage, 0.—Will the seed mature just as 
well ? 

Mr. Bennett.—Yes ; it will. Most flowers are bi-sexual, and these 
are more difficult to treat than those which are of either sex. If 
you want variations the way is to take out the bearing organs before 
they burst. If you get seed from that part of the flower after that, you 
are certain to have a new variety, whether it is interfered with 
manually or by the insect kingdom. In view of the great demand that 
exists for distinct varieties, it is almost impossible, in our day, to keep 
pace with the times if we wait for variations in the natural way. 
(Applause.) 

PLANT NAMES. 

[A paper read at a meeting o! the “Chiswick GardeDero' Mutual Improvement Asso¬ 
ciation.” on December 2l6t, 1887. By F. W.Burbidge, F.L.3., M.R.I.A.. Curator Trin, 
Coll. Botanical Gardens, Dublin; formerly of tbe K.H,8. Gardens, Chiawick; and 
also of the Royal Gardens, Ke w.] 

[( Continued from page 545.') 

One may safely say that plant names are well-nigh coveal with 
human speech, and further that the earliest of plant names were in 
reality short descriptions, rather than the terse binominals adopted 
since the days of Linnaeus. Thus the common “paper white” or 
Narcissus papyraceus of to-day, was figured in 1612 in the great 
“ Hortus Eystettensis ” as “ Narcissus orientalis polyanthus minor totus 
albus,” that is to say, “ The Eastern Narcissus, having many flowers on 
a stalk,” these being small in size, and altogether white in colour. I 
take this plant as an example partly because I think I know more of 
Narcissus than of any other flowers, and so feel myself to be on safe 
ground, but I also allude to N. papyraceus because this season, for the 
first time, the bulk dealers and nurserymen are offering as “ new ” a 
large flowered form of the “ Paper White Narcissus ” for forcing pur¬ 
poses, and, singular to relate, this large-flowered kind is also figured by 
Besler, in the aforesaid “Hortus Eystettensis,” under the name of 
“Narcissus orientalis medius totus albus polyanthus,” so that instead 
of this plant being new, it is figured in 1612—that is, four years before 
the death of Shakespeare. But for the beginning of plant names we 
must go back to a much earlier period. The great Indo-Chinese region, 
although rich in legendary traditions, yields us very few ancient records 

of plant names that can be absolutely fixed to the species of to-day, and 
the same is true in a lesser degree of that great centre of learning and 
luxury—the Egypt of four or five thousand years ago. But we do 
know something of the plants cultivated by the Egyptians, such as the 
Onions, Garlic, and Cucumbers for food, and the Nelumbium, the rosy 
and blue Water Lilies for beauty and religious rites and ceremonies, not 
forgetting the Papyrus (Paper Kush), on which as paper perhaps the 
earliest of Egyptian written (as opposed to stamped or incised) records 
were inscribed. Now, in relation to plant names, this Paper Reed or 
Papyrus is very important, since two of the most interesting words in 
our language have derived their origin from the names long ago applied 
to this plant. The word “ paper ” is simply a shortened corruption of 
Papyrus itself, but the Greeks knew the Papyrus of Egypt or its products 
as “ Byblos ” whence we have derived our name “ Bible,” meaning a 
written document (as a papyrus scroll or book), and now almost sacred 
in its usage for that oldest and best of all books, the Scriptures—as bound 
together in one volume. I need scarcely ask you to remember that the 
chronology which has for years been adopted—that makes the world 
only about 6000 years old—is now believed to be very much short of 
the real truth; but, of course, the real distance of time since the 
beginning is now unknown, and perhaps unknowable. It is sacred 
history which informs us of the reviling of Moses (b.c. 1500) by the 
Israelites when they asked him in their wanderings in the desert, “ Who 
shall give us flesh to eat ? We remember the fish which we did eat in 
Egypt freely, the Cucumbers and the Melons, the Leeks, the Onions, 
and the Garlic.” Now Herodotus, the celebrated Greek traveller and 
historian, who lived B.C. 484-406—that is to say, about one thousand 
years later than Moses—corroborates the sacred story and tells us that 
it was Cheops who built the great pyramid in twenty years, for his own 
tomb, with one hundred thousand men, and that it was he who degraded 
the Israelites to servile labour—and Herodotus is also particular to 
inform us that the “ Radishes, Onions, and Garlic ” eaten by the 
builders cost no less a sum than one thousand six hundred talents 
(Greek talent of silver—£243 15s.). 

Perhaps the earliest of written plant names occur in the Hebrew 
version of the Scriptures, the first being, “ And God said, Let the earth 
bring forth grass,” See. (Genesis i., 5, 11). Noah’s having planted a 
vineyard after the flood, and that he drank to excess of its produce, is 
another example, setting aside the well-known Garden of Eden, in which 
the first gardener, Adam, was installed and employed. You will observe 
that even before the fall he was to labour to dress and keep that garden 
even in his innocence and new-found life and joy. The first of all 
plants mentioned in the Bible is the Vine, -but “ Saifron ” (Crocus 
sativus) is mentioned in the “ Song of Solomon ” nearly a thousand 
years before Christ. But the transcribers from the Hebrew into Greek 
and Latin, as also the English translators, have not always agreed as to 
what was really intended by the earlier scribes. We may for example 
take the well-known passage, “ I am the Rose of Sharon, and the Lily of 
the Valleys.” Now, to-day in gardens the “Rose of Sharon” is 
Hypericum calycinum, and the “ Lily of the Valley ” is Convallaria 
majalis ; but it is pretty certain that neither of these plants was 
intended, neither being natives of Palestine. The Hebrew word trans¬ 
lated “Rose” is “ Chabatsteleth,” and the best of etymologists tell us 
that some bulbous plant is evidently by it intended. The Targum has 
“Narcissus,” the Vulgate or Latin version “ flos campi ” (flower of the 
field), while “ Sharon ” also may be translated as field or plain. Now 
amongst bulbous plants “ Crocus,” “ Colchicum,” “ Anemone,” and 
“ Sternbergia,” have been suggested, but Canon Tristram, of Durham, 
and other learned authorities, lean towards some Eastern form of 
Narcissus Tazetta having been the flower intended in the Hebrew 
version. Even Pliny, who was born twenty-three years only after 
Christ, and so was ten years old at the time of the Crucifixion, tells 
us that “ Narcissus is a sort of Lily with a white flower and a 
purple cup,” and in the botanical work of many centuries later we 
find Tulips mentioned under their older title of Lilio-Narcissus. As a 
fact botanical names were in an ever changing state of chaos until the 
days of Rauwolf, and of the great past master Linnaeus, who decreed 
that a plant should possess two names only, a generic or family name, 
say Brown or Smith, and a specific or surname like Tom or Frederick 
William. At the same epoch began that Mede or Persian-like law that 
a plant once named and figured or described, should always retain that 
name unless it had been previously applied to another species. In the 
early days of botany, long after Linnmus even, posts were slow and 
erratic, and other communication between the leading botanists was so 
incomplete, that it often happened that the same species were named 
two or three times over by different people, in different, or even in the 
same country. Hence that array of synonyms which prove confusing to 
the uninitiated. 

We must now retrace our steps a little, and remembering that the 
Hebrew scribes were certainly among the first to mention plants in 
writing, we must also remember that the papyri or paper literature of 
Egypt was in the main destroyed at Alexandria. But there are stone 
carvings in Egypt supposed to be nearly 6000 years old, which repre¬ 
sents plants, and in the museum at Cairo (I believe also at Kew and the 
British Museum) are actual flowers taken from mummies known to be 
at the least 3000 to 4000 years old. 

Herodotus tells us of two kinds of Lotus growing in the Nile—viz., 
the Water Lilies, the Poppy-like heads and fleshy roots of which were 
eaten by the Egyptians, and he also alludes to the Nelumbium, and 
firmly establishes its identity with the Nelumbia of to-day by saying its 
fruit resembles a wasp’s nest. But in the tomb of Phtah-hotep, a high 
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functionary who lived at Memphis 4000 years before the Christian era, 
are scenes in bas-relief representing the ingathering of the Grape 
harvest, and the bruising it with the feet, and other scenes remind us of 
the bibulous weakness of the great ark builder, since they represent 
people in the state of those who do not take wine in moderation. We 
need not pretend to talk of the deterioration of our modern cultivated 
fruits, when these bas-reliefs of Memphis speak to us across a gulf of 
five or six thousand years, and show the produce of the Vines of Egypt 
at that time to have been as fine as the Grapes of to-day. 

(To be continued.) 

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN. 
Filberts and Cob Nuts.—These are a very profitable crop in 

Kent and some parts of Sussex, and in most districts they pay for good 
culture. They succeed admirably when planted in rows midway be¬ 
tween the lines of standard Apple and Pear trees, or a piece of good 
ground may be given wholly to them, the bushes being disposed about 
9 feet apart each way. Frequently they are grown outside the garden 
walls in a line next the shelter trees or tall hedgerows. Here, thanks 
to the shelter afforded by these trees or hedgerows, good crops of Nuts 
are often secured when those in the open have failed to bear. Cold 
frosty winds are most injurious to the delicate blossoms and catkins of 
the Filberts and Cobs, hence the advisability of affording them some 
kind of shelter. The bushes or trees that produce those extra fine 
bunches of Nuts are invariably pruned and well attended to, being 
raised and trained much the same as a Red Currant bush. The start 
being made with a strong-rooted sucker, this is first cut down to within 
15 inches of the ground, and supposing this results in the formation of 
three strong well placed branches, these must the following winter be 
cut back to within 4 inches of the main stem. Six branches, or suffi¬ 
cient for laying the foundation of a good bush, should then be selected 
and staked out in a circle, the centre being kept quite clear. In order 
to have these main branches both stout and' well furnished with bearing 
wood they must be gradually “ built up,” being at the winter pruning 
cut back to about 12 inches in length, or still harder if weakly. During 
the summer following a well placed growth should be selected, a leader 
on each branch, and staked if need be, the other coarse lateral growth 
being lightly shortened. This to be an annual practice till a height of 
about C feet is reached, when they may be stopped constantly. The 
winter pruning consists of freely shortening back all the long growths 
and old bearing wood, leaving the catkin-bearing spray untouched. 
Thus treated they soon commence bearing freely, and immense clusters 
are usually produced. These, in common with ordinary fruit trees, 
should be kept cleared of all sucker growth, and be freely manured at 
least biennially. Naturally grown bushes and trees are, however, more 
common than the trained and closely pruned bushes just described. 
Even these merit better treatment than is usually given them, or other¬ 
wise the produce is but slightly superior to the Hazel Nuts. For instance, 
the ground about the stems may well be cleared of suckers and weeds, 
say as far as covered by top growth, a liberal dressing of half-decayed 
manure being then lightly forked into the surface. A little thinning- 
out of the branches is not thrown away, and any old and rather stunted 
trees may with advantage be cut down to within 18 inches of the ground. 
This will be followed by a thicket of young growth, which ought to be 
freely thinned out early in the summer. A new tree may be then 
formed either on the lines just laid down or by allowing the branches to 
grow naturally. Anyway, a marked improvement in the quality of the 
Nuts will soon be apparent. Both the common red and white Filberts 
are suitable for planting, and the thin-shelled or Cosford is reliable and 
good. The Spanish and dwarf Prolific Cobs are large and free-bearing, 
and may well be planted in quantity. 

Winter Dressing for Wall Trees.—Fruit trees of all kinds, and 
more especially those growing against walls, require a winter dressing 
for the purpose of destroying insect pests nearly or quite as much as 
do those under glass. Pears are infested by scale, Apples by American 
blight, Peaches by aphis and red spider, Apricots by red spider, Cherries 
and Piums by aphis, all being more or less injurious to the trees. Now, 
or while the buds are dormant, is the time to exterminate them. At no 
other time can it be done so thoroughly and simply. Gishurst compound 
mixed and applied exactly as the vendors direct on each box is, no 
doubt, a good remedy, plenty of practical gardeners using no other in¬ 
secticide. Some, however, prefer the hot water and petroleum dressing, 
The water should be heated to a temperature of about 120°, and to 
every 3 gallons should be added 6 ozs. or three wineglassfuls of 
petroleum, or paraffin as it is more commonly called. Ordinary 8-oz. 
medicine bottles are found very handy for measuring the oil. Some 
further add a lump of softsoap of near the size of a hen’s egg to each 
3-gallon can of water. The old directions as to preventing the oil from 
collecting on the surface of the water remain good. We set two syringes 
at work, one being constantly and forcibly discharging back into the 

can, the other distributing the temporary mixture over the trees. If 
only one syringe is used the contents every other time must lie dis¬ 
charged into the can. The oil without water would be injurious, and 
w ater without oil of no avail. A second dressing may sometimes be 
necessary for Pear trees. 

FRUIT FORCING. 
"V ines.—Earliest Forced.—Great care is required at this time, being 

careful to avoid chills, such as those resulting from cold currents of 
air and watering the borders with cold water. Now the foliage is 
becoming active, root action will be excited, and should be encouraged 
by supplying tepid water at a temperature not exceeding 90°, and not 
allowing the fermenting materials to decline in heat at this critical 
stage. It is a good plan to keep a heap of leaves and stable manure in 
reserve, from which the supply may be drawn as required. Disbud 
and tie down before the shoots touch the glass, not being in too great a 
hurry in stopping, nor restricting to a certain number of joints beyond 
the bunch (yet there ought to be two, and better three or four), but 
extend the growth so as to insure a supply of well-developed foliage all 
over the house, avoiding overcrowding. Remove superfluous bunches as 
soon as choice can be made of the best, avoiding overcropping. Keep 
the house at 70° to 75° by artificial means as the flowers open, and 
maintain a rather drier condition of the atmosphere. Vines in pots 
should as soon as the fruit is set, be copiously supplied with liquid 
manure, maintaining a moist atmosphere. Damp the paths two or three 
times a day, and occasionally with liquid manure, keeping the avapora- 
tion troughs charged with the same. 

Houses to Afford Ripe Grapes in J une.—The Vines that are to 
supply these should be started at once, abundance of fermenting 
materials being placed on the outside border, or if it be already pro¬ 
tected with a good thickness of dry fern or litter, fermenting materials 
may be dispensed with, and if wooden shutters or glazed lights are at 
command for throwing off the wet it will be an advantage. Water the 
inside border thoroughly with water at a temperature of 90°, and 
economise fuel by the free use of fermenting materials being placed 
inside the house. Damp the house and Vines two or three times a day 
when the weather is bright, but in dull weather once or at most twice 
a day will be ample. The temperature should be 50° to 55° by artificial 
means, and 65° from sun heat. 

Hovses from which the Grapes have been Cut.—The Vines should be 
pruned with as little delay as possible. Cut to a plump eye or bud as 
near to the main stem as possible. This will cause the spurs in course 
of time to become long ; and so they do by any mode, but it is easy to 
train up young canes for the displacement of there. All loose bark 
should be stripped off, no attempt at scraping being made, and the Vines 
washed with softsoap and water. Avoid pigments which leave a deposit 
on the Vines calculated to interfere with their power of respiration. 
Remove the surface soil or mulching down to the roots, and replace with 
fresh material. The house should be kept cool, but, if utilised for plants 
the temperature artificially should not exceed 45° ; indeed plants that 
require safety from frost only should be placed in vineries when the 
Vines are at rest. 

Late Houses.—Maintain a mean temperature of 45°, with a dry 
atmosphere in houses in which Grapes are hanging. Examine every 
bunch frequently, and remove all decayed berries. Ventilate the house 
on fine dry mornings, and keep it closed when the weather is damp. 
Where late Grapes were ripened comparatively early, and it is 
desired to start the Vines soon after the middle of February, the Grapes 
may be cut, the ends of the stems being inserted in bottles of rain water 
secured in an inclined position so as to admit of the fruit hanging clear 
of the bottles. Any dry room will be a suitable place where an equable 
temperature of 40° to 45° is maintained. This will admit of the Vines 
being pruned and the house cleaned. 

PLANT HOUSE3. 
French and Fancy Pelargoniums.—The plants intended for early 

flowering are now well established in 5-inch pots, and are sturdy little 
specimens with five or six shoots. Arrange these near to the glass, 
where a temperature of 50° to 55° can be maintained. Keep the 
atmosphere moderately dry, and water the plants carefully at their 
roots. Admit a little air daily when the weather will allow of this being 
done. A firm sturdy growth must be encouraged, or they will run up 
tall and weakly. This will spoil the appearance of the plants, and they 
will not flower freely. Directly flower buds are visible give the plants 
a little artificial manure on the surface of the soil, which may be re¬ 
peated at intervals of a fortnight until they are in full flower. Bushy 
young plants in 3-inch pots may be placed into 5-inch pots for succes¬ 
sion ; these should be potted firmly in loam, a little sand, and one- 
seventh of decayed manure. After potting return them to the position 
close to the glass that they have been previously occupying, in a night 
temperature of 45°. Pinch the shoots of later plants in the same size 
pots, and also of all old stock plants that need it. 

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Those well established in 5-inch pots, whether 
single or double varieties, may be treated the same as advised for French 
and fancy varieties that are required early. All that are in 3-inch pots 
may now be placed into 5-inch, except any few plants that are not 
ready, which can be left a few weeks longer. These will grow slowly if 
placed close to the glass, and a temperature of 45° maintained at night. 
All that are not needed in flower before the middle of May may have 
their shoots again pinched as soon as they are established and have made 
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2 or 3 inches of growth. Old plants that have been resting since 
November may be pruned, provided they are dry at their roots, and 
kept in this condition until they break into growth. A vinery where 
the temperature is kept at 50° will suit them well. If it is necessary to 
increase the stock of any of the plants that are cut back cuttings will 
root freely enough if placed singly in small pots and placed on a shelf 
in a temperature of 65°. It is not wise, however, to commence propa¬ 
gating for another month except the stock of any variety is limited and 
it is necessary to increase it as much as possible. Plants in flower must 
have a temperature of about 60° with a moderately dry atmosphere. Do 
not throw more water about than is absolutely necessary, and be careful 
to remove at once all dead and decaj ing flowers. 

Petunias.—Place a few of the most forward plants now in 3-inch 
pots into 5-inch, and allow them to come into bloom. These may be 
placed with the early flowering Pelargoniums. A little leaf soil may be 
used in the compost for these plants, and the soil need not be pressed 
quite so firmly. Pinch the shoots of young plants intended for succes¬ 
sion, and when they have broken into growth place them into 5-inch 
pots. 

Heliotropes.—Young sturdy plants with about four shoots in 3-inc*1 
pots may be placed into 5-inch pots, and introduced into a temperature 
of 60°. Pot them firmly in loam, one-seventh of manure, and a little 
sand. If these are kept close to the glass they will soon come into 
flower. Pinch the shoots of young plants to insure their forming four 
or five shoots. Standards, pyramids, or bushes that have ceased flower¬ 
ing may have their shoots neatly tied, not pruned, and if top-dressed 
with a little rich material and placed in a temperature of 60° will soon 
start into growth, and soon be in full flower again. These will not 
produce such large trusses as the young plants, but if they are healthy 
they will make short sturdy growth only, and be in full flower before 
them. 

Calceolarias.—Strong healthy plants in 5-inch pots that are mode¬ 
rately full of roots may be placed into others 2 and 3 inches larger. The 
whole stock of these may be potted on from time to time as they need 
more root room. Do not allow them to become root-bound before this 
operation is done, or they will be thrown prematurely into flower. 
Keep these plants perfectly cool and standing upon a moist base. 

Bouvardias.—Plants that flowered early and have been kept dry to 
ripen and harden them will have roots in capital condition for cutting 
into short lengths for next year’s stock of plants. Two or three portions 
of root may be placed in the centre of each small pot. A little sand 
should be placed about the roots and covered with about a quarter of 
an inch of fine soil. When placed in pots at first they can be grown 
on without a check, which will result from lifting them out of pans and 
boxes and repotting them. Place the small pots in boxes with a little 
cocoa-nut fibre refuse amongst them, and stand the boxes on the surface 
of the plunging material in the forcing house. 

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING.—No. 26. 

A good queen must at all times be maintained at the 
bead of every stock. If the best results are desired, what¬ 
ever system it is intended to follow in the management of 
the apiary, hut especially when the bee-keeper desires to 
control or altogether to prevent the issue of swarms, strict 
attention must be paid to this essential point. There 
may he differences of opinion as to respective values of 
the several races of bees, some preferring the Ligurian or 
the hybrid, and others the common black, but upon the 
absolute necessity of retaining at the end of all stocks the 
best queens only of the respective races there cannot be 
two opinions. Upon this point at any rate there is 
practical unanimity. Queens are generally, but not by 
any means invariably, most productive, and consequently 
most valuable, in their second season. After that period 
their productive powers become gradually less, until at 
last they either die or are superseded. But, notwith¬ 
standing the loss of power, it might not be so impera¬ 
tively necessary to replace these queens if there was not 
considerable danger of their death taking place in the 
early spring months, when the bees are left powerless to 
raise a fertile successor, or towards the end of April, 
when, unless the bee-keeper takes immediate steps to 
prevent the mischief by giving a young fertile queen, the 

bees of the stock will raise a number of young princesses 
and throw off a swarm. 

To prevent either of these two equally undesirable 
events it is a wise management to keep young queens 
only, except in individual instances when a bee-keeper 
may desire for some peculiar or particular reason to pre¬ 
serve an aged queen, even at the risk of loss in the 
following year. In some cases it is possible, and in small 
apiaries when possible most economical, to purchase 
young fertile queens at the time they are required; 
but unless a thorough reliance can be placed, not only 
upon the uprightness of the vendor, but also upon his 
knowledge of the essential points to be observed in 
queen-raising, it is only at a risk that these bought 
queens are utilised. 

The best stocks in the apiary should alone be used 
for queen-raising purposes—stocks which have a good 
record and show little propensity to SAvarm. Again, not 
only must care in every case be taken to select the best 
stock for raising the queens, but equal care at least must 
be taken when choosing the colony in which the drones 
necessary for fertilising the princesses are to be reared. 
Stocks which, in addition to the other two points, have 
been proved to be good workers, and are not too irascible, 
should be the colonies from which to rear both queens 
and drones. It is, of course, not by any means easy at 
any time—in fact, during the height of the season prac¬ 
tically impossible—to ensure that the selected queens and 
drones shall mate; but with proper care and attention 
a strong probability will result that we shall achieve our 
desire. At the end of April and n the beginning of May 
there are but few drones flying, except those reared in 
stocks especially encouraged or stimulated for the pur¬ 
pose. If early drones are required a stock may be 
induced to rear them by gentle feeding, and by placing 
a frame of drone comb in the centre of the brood nest. 
For effecting the mating of queens with selected drones 
we must if possible have drones and queens ready to fly 
in the beginning of May, and there will then be a proba¬ 
bility, amounting almost to a certainty, that our desire 
w 11 be consummated, and our efforts rewarded by success. 
The drones should be ready to fly at the latest during the 
first week in May. The sooner the queens are able to fly 
after that time the better will be their chance of meet ng 
the selected drone. Luring the last days of April steps 
must, therefore, be taken to compel a stock possessing 
the required points to produce queens. This is done by 
removing the queen from the stock selected, and shaving 
the bottom edge of a comb containing worker eggs. 
Queen cells will then be raised in varying numbers, and 
a stock must be prepared to receive each one which it is 
desired to preserve by the time when they become suffi¬ 
ciently ripe for removal. In eight days—sometimes a 
day more or less—the bee-keeper must form his nuclei, 
which are small stocks used for queen-raising purposes. 
Nuclei are formed by removing two or three combs from 
a strong stock with the adhering bees, but not the queen. 
The adhering bees will not in many cases, however, be 
sufficient, and therefore the bees from a few more combs 
must also be added. The reason is, that the old bees 
will at once return to their old stand, the young alone 
remaining in the nucleus. One of the combs of the 
nucleus should contain brood in various stages, and the 
other honey and pollen. 

The space caused in the stock by abstracting these 
combs must be filled up with empty combs. The frames 
which are to form the nucleus must be placed in a hive 
and closed up with dividers, and warmly covered when the 
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operation thus far is complete. The nucleus is, in fact, 
ready to receive a ripe queen cell. The stock containing 
the.royal cells must now be opened, and a cell cut out, 
taking the greatest care not to shake or bruise the rcyal 
cot, and also cutting out with it an inch of the adjoining 
comb. This cell must now be placed head downwards 
between the combs of the nucleus, and kept in position 
by a pin stuck through the spare piece of comb cut out 
for the.purpose. The nucleus must now be kept warm, 
and a little feeding done if necessary. In the course of 
a /ew days the princess will emerge; shortly after that 
will meet the drone, and, unless some accident happens, 
become fertile. She must then either be removed to a 
strong stock or extra combs must be added to the nucleus, 
which will thus be gradually built up into a strong stock, 
and in reality form a swarm. Care must be taken not 
to allow the queen cells to suffer a chill during removal, 
and extreme caution is necessary when excising them 
from the comb to which they depend. This method may 
be adopted at any time when the weather is fit for the 
flight of queens and drones, and no difficulty need be 
apprehended in carrying it out. 

Introducing the queens to stocks will receive attention 
in a following article, but at present it may not be unwise 
to again call, the attention of bee-keepers to the value of 
co-operation in this as in many other matters connected 
with the management of the apiary. If one bee-keeper 
gives up a stock for drone-raising, and a neighbour gives 
up a stock for queen-rearing, both will receive a benefit, 
and both will have the advantage of the trouble and 
expense being divided. Many bee-keepers naturally 
object to devoting their best stock to raising a few queens. 
In small apiaries it is certainly only at a considerable loss 
that queens are raised, because possibly only three or 
four are required, and the remainder must be destroyed 
unless they can be sold or exchanged, and this is in most 
districts rarely possible. It is preferable in such cases 
to purchase the queens if they can be obtained from re¬ 
liable men at fair prices; but it is no economy to give 
a low price, and receive a diseased or comparatively worth¬ 
less queen. It is far better on the whole for a few small 
bee-keepers to club together and agree to divide the 
expense of queen raising between them rather than to 
trust to strangers. The best stocks must always be 
chosen for the purpose, and if early drones are required, 
the greatest possible care must be taken to feed the stock 
regularly, otherwise the larvae will be certainly destroyed, 
and the hope of the bee-keeper frustrated. 

Many experienced men prefer to re-queen all their 
stocks in autumn, and provided the queens are not reared 
too early the princesses will mate with the selected 
drone, because the other drones will in all normal cases 
be killed at the end of the honey season. Such 
queens are good unless accidentally killed or maimed for 
two seasons, except when hives of large size are used, and 
the productive powers of the queen are consequently 
taxed to the utmost. As such large hives should always 
be used in our opinion, if profit is the object of the 
management of bees, it will be necessary to have a fresh 
supply of queens every year, but when small hives are 
used a queen which in a large hive would be comparatively 
worthless, will in a small hive with a circumscribed 
brood nest be equally as valuable as a younger and more 
fertile mother. Each one must act in the manner best 
calculated to effect his object. It is sufficient to have 
pointed out the means by which queens may be success¬ 
fully reared, and as it were compelled to mate with 
selected drones.—Felix. 

BEES WEARING OUT AT THE HEATHER 

RIPENING HONEY. 

WHE-NJ !*Tan t0 read “ A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper's ” contribution 
on page o03, taking me to task for misquoting him, I really felt surprised, 
j urely, I thought,.my memory has not been playing me a trick, and led 
me to asenbe to him what had been said by someone else I always 
read his articles with great care-firstly, to get all the information I can 
tor I have an idea he was a veteran bee-keeper before I was born and 
is a thorough master of his subject. Secondly, to see or get hints on 
points that are still unsolved, for he has such a happy knack of stating 
them, which makes his articles so interesting. Therefore I determined 
at once I would find the quotation, but before I reach to the end of the 
paragraph he says, “ I have witnessed hives at the moors having nearly 
aH their bees lost but not by working on the Heather, but by some 
occult influence of Heather or season which I cannot explain.” Here 
we have it ; he has seen strong hives dwindle down to nuclei on the 
moors, and. he cannot explain the cause. I do explain it- I sav it 
caused by Dees being.tempted to leave their hives through’the smell of 
the Heather and getting chilled before they could return. To prevent it 
I place the hives a mile off the Heather. I did not imply, or intend to 
imply, that he had said Heather had a weakening influence on bees 
individually. I meant that strong stocks dwindled down to weak ones 
as the context of my contributions will show. I also tried to show that 
when hives were located a mile away off Heather, nuclei rapidly 
increased into fud stocks, while full stocks appeared to lose none of 
their population, owing to the fact that when working on the Heather 
bees are not worn to death so much in flying from blossom to blossom. 

He does not appear to have ever made any experiments on the Doint - 
probably I never should have suspected the real cause had I not had 
the entree of almost every apiary in my district, and as I keep my eves 
open I quickly susp?cted it. Then curiously enough, the only experiment 
made by others he quotes goes in favour of my theory, thaUa mile away 
is. the proper location. Then I see “ Mid-Lothian ” comes forward to say 
his bees have always done best when placed a mile off. Now while T 
assert most positively that one mile off the Heather with 300 to 600 feet 
rise is the proper place to fix them, I do not wish to say or imply that 
they will do so equally well five miles off, or why am I annualb/at the 
trouble and expense of moving my bees four miles nearer/ I simply 
said that in fine settled weather bees would work well at five miles 
distance, yet I know they will not attempt the journey if there is a risk 
of being caught m a storm. I maele this assertion and gave my facts to 
prove it to refute a statement made in another Journal that bees would 
starve with good pasture two miles off. Then, again, while I fix; on one 
mile as being the best, I do not think the extra advantage will pay for 

mflesroffble and 6SpenSe 0f movinS b,,es if they stand within three 

°ur friend speaks of bees working in different places at different 
times.of the day : for instance, they would be working on one patehffi 
morning and another m the afternoon, the afternSon patch being 
always deserted in the morning, and vice versa. I once propounded the 
theory that ‘-the honey flow depended on the amount of sunshine and 
not on the amount of flowers ”—i.e., no sun no honey, much sun much 

oney, and I was well laughed at. This was several years ago, and yet I 
still assert this theory to be true, though it did not seem to work during 
the past droughty summer, the fact being the earth was devoid of moit- 
ture to help the sap to flow. The last spring I noticed a fine bed of 
Arabis albidam full bloom, where the sun could not shine upon it 
untd 3 p m. then it came between two houses, in the form of a narrow 
ribbon-like beam I he interesting point was to see it totally neglected 
by the bees till the sun reached it, then they only worked on "the narrow 
strip it shone on moving as it moved. I venture to assert therefore 
that where the bees did not work no sunshine fell. 

The other point he differs from me about is the Pettigrew theory of 
bees re-swallowing their honey to evaporate it, and implies that because 
bees store ripe honey in the new comb they first make in an empty hive 
they could not re-swallow it, and therefore the -theory is untenable f 
do not see it in this way. When bees have empty cells they first de- 
posit them honey in those celis and ripen it afterwards, and acting on 
that theory I have for several years always extracted my honey the first, 
thing m the morning before the bees began working, and I have yet to 
see the first crude honey thrown out; it is while still warm run through 
muslin and bottled, and always sets as hard as a brick. The wet emntv 
combs set the bees m a rage for gathering more honey, and with the 
day before them and plenty of sun they not unfrequently refill their 
combs with ripe honey for extracting next morning. I once extracted 
the same combs filled with ripe honey three mornings in succession. 

Now does it not occur to our friend's mind that when bees have no 
comb they keep the honey in their sacs until some have evaporated 
theirs into wax and built comb for them to store it in ? The instance, 
he gives does not in my opinion prove Pettigrew wrong, it only shows 
that bees can adapt themselves to altered circumstances. Those who 
disbelieve Pettigrew had better first get over these two facts—viz crude 
thin unripe, watery honey is always found in the combs in the evening 
of the day honey has been gathered ; while next morning, that is before 
any bees begin working, every bit is quite ripe. If bee-keepers will only 
get up and take the day by the forelock they will never require such 
inventions as honey ripeners,” i.e., spoilers. |I should think the authors 
of some of them must lie in bed until the cool of the evening There 
is one with quite a maze of zigzag passages and hot-water arrangements. 
—A Hallamshire Bee-keeper. 
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TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 

Alexander E. Campbell, Cove Gardens, Gourock, N.B.—Catalogue of 
Choice Hybrid Gladioli. 

H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent.— C italogues of Kitchen Garden and 
Flower Seeds and Chrysanthemums, 1888. 

Clir. Lorenz, Erfurt.—Illustrated Catalogue for 1888. 
Waite, Nash & Co., 79, Southwark Street, London, S.E.—Wholesale 

Price Current, 1887 and 1888. 
William Barron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Birrowash, near Derby.— 

Catalogue of Ornamental Plants, 1888-9. 
Dickson, Brown, & Tait, 43 and 45, Corporation Stra :t, Manchester.— 

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, 1888. 
Dickson & Robinson, 12, Old Militate, Manchester. — Catalogue of 

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, 1888. 

°0° All correspondence should be directed either to “ The 

Editor ” or to “ The Publisher.” Letters addressed to Dr. 
Hogg or members of the staff often remain unopened un¬ 
avoidably. We request that no one will write privately 
to any of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to 
unjustifiable trouble and expense. 

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions 
relating to Gardening and those on Bee subjects, and should 
never send more than two or three questions at once. All 
articles intended for insertion should he written on one side of 
the paper only. We cannot reply to questions through the 
post, and we do not undertake to return rejected communica¬ 
tions. 

Chrysanthemums (A. B.).—The sport from Sultan at first sight is sug¬ 
gestive of Mr. Ga-nar, a new imported Japanese variety ; but on closer 
examination it is found to resemble Agrements de la Nature more nearly. 
It is certainly worthy of preservation. Grow it well another season, and 
send blooms to the Royal Horticultural or National Chrysanthemum 
Societies’ Floral Committees. Both sports and seedlings require to be 
thoroughly tested for at least two seasons before their merit can be deter¬ 
mined. The other we do not think is Cullingfordi, but the bloom is too 
small and undeveloped to enable us to recognise the variety. 

Thomson’s Manure (E. E.).—It is excellent for every description of 
crop, and for Vines is best applied as a surface dressing about three times 
during the season of growth—i e., when the Vines are swelling their buds, 
when the Grapes have been thinned, and again as soon as the fruit changes 
colour. If given prior to a good watering, if such be necessary, its fer¬ 
tilising properties will be washed into the soil; but if not watered in 
scratch over the surface with a fork or a rough rake, so as to mix it with 
the soil immediately after its application. Two or three ounces per square 
yard is a proper quantity to apply. 

Snow on Plants (F. Webb).—It is quite true that some plants, “such 
as Pinks and Pansies,” may be “ flattened and broken by melting snow,” 
but as a rule we suspect much more damage would be done by clearing 
the snow from them, as, apart from the risk of the plants being broken by 
the workman, there is the possibility of their exposure to a severe and 
protracted frost, and in that way sustaining serious damage. We shake 
the snow oil such trees as are obviously almost certain to be smashed 
when it melts, and its removal sheuld be done promptly while it is in a 
light dry state. If you sweep the snow from a portion of a lawn and 
severe frost follows and is long continued, the superior condition of the 
grass that remained under the snow will be apparent when the thaw comes, 
showing conclusively the effectiveness of Nature’s protector. 

Wallflowers (Mrs. Makin).—It does not follow that the disappoint¬ 
ment you experienced last spring will have to be “ endured over again ” 
through your plants being killed this winter, though at the same time it is 
impossible to suggest any method for keeping tbem alive in the beds or 
borders that would be effectual in your case. Only in one year out of ten 
were these plants killed in a garden 200 miles north of London, their 
endurance of frost being the consequence of their hardiness through the 
method of culture adopted. The seed was sown very thinly in the open 
garden in May, so thinly that the seedlings did not touch each other till 
an inch or two high, and they were transplanted 18 inches apart in the 
hardest and poorest ground and the most exposed position that could be 
found. They there grew slowly but sturdily, producing woody stems with 
foliage resting on the ground, and were planted in October, or soon enough 
to produce fresh roots, and thus become established before winter. If 
grown thickly together, or in rich soil in the summer, or transplanted too 
late to form fresh roots before winter, the plants are almost certain to 
succumb during severe weather. They may often be seen in open fields 
where they are grown for producing flowers for the London market, practi¬ 
cally uninjured by the winter, while in gardens where the plants, through 
their tender bringing up, are killed. 

Rosemary (.4. Allen).—There are three varieties—the green, golden- 
striped, and silver-striped. The first is in general cultivation. It thrives 

best on a poor, light soil mixed with old mortar or other calcareous matters. 
Int-uffi, or when the plants are s. lf-raised on an old wall, they will bear 
our severest winters; but in a rich soil they lose much of their aromatic 
nature, and perish in frost. For the green vnriety the situation may be 
open ; but the other two, being tender, require to be planted beneath a 
south wall, or in pots, to be sheltered in winter. Propagation is by cuttings 
and rooted slips during any of the spring months, or by layers in the sum¬ 
mer; but the finest plants are raised by seed. By layers is the best mode 
of propagating the gold and silver-striped varieties. Sow in March, or 
early in April, in drills half an inch deep and G inches apart. The rooted 
slips, and the cuttings of the young shoots, must be from 5 to 7 inches long, 
and planted in a shady border, in rows 8 or 10 inches apart, previously 
removing the leaves from the lower two-thirds of their length. Layers 
may be formed by cutting young branches half through on their under side, 
and pegging them down an inch or two below the surface ; they become 
established plants by autumn. Water must be applied abundantly at the 
time of planting, and occasionally afterwards until established. 

Making a Hotbed (Amateur). — Perhaps the following particulars 
will suffice, but if you have bad little or no experience in raising Cucumbers, 
the earlier you commence the more likely you will be to fail. In preparing 
the manure we will commence with it lre6h at the stable door. The first 
thing is to throw it into a close body to “ sweat.” Shake it over loosely 
and reject a portion of the mere droppings, for these take the most purify¬ 
ing, and, mort over, engender an overpowerful and sometimes unmanageable 
heat. The main bulk of the material thus thrown together will in a week or 
so become exceedingly hot, and must then be turned completely inside out, 
and iu so doing evety lock or patch which adheres together must be divided. 
Sprinkle with water now regularly as the work proceeds, rendering every 
portion equally moist. After the mass has lain for about four days longer 
give a liberal amount of water on the top. This will wash out at the bottom 
of the heap much of its gross impurities. In a few more days it must be 
again turned inside out, using water if dry in any portion, and after laying 
nearly a week it should be almost fit for use; but it is well to give it even 
another turn. If any tree leaves or strawy materials are to be added to the 
mass they may be so at the last turning but one. The heap ought now 
to be “ sweet; ” a handful drawn from the very interior and applied to 
the nostrils will not only be devoid of impure smell, but actually possess a 
somewhat agreeable scent, similar to the smell of Mushrooms. Select a 
spot p rfectly dry beneath, or rendered so, exposed to a whole day’s sun ; 
but the more it is sheltered sideways the better, as starving winds, by 
suddenly lowering the temperature, cause a great waste of material as well 
as of labour. Some portable screens, therefore, are useful things for early 
work. The ground surface should be nearly level. It is well also to fill 
most of the interior of the bed after building it half a yard in height with 
any half-decayed materials, such as half-worn linings, fresh leaves, <fco. 
This will in general secure it from the danger of burning, whilst it will 
also add to the permanency of the bed, for the Cucumber roois will descend 
and thus secure an indefinite amount of food during the hot weather of 
summer. A bed should be at least 4 feet high at the back, if 5 feet all the 
better; and as soon as buflt let some littery manure be plaoed round the 
sides in order to prevent the wind searching it. As soon as the heat is 
well up, or in about four days from the building of it, the whole bed should 
have a thorough watering. It is now well to close it until the heat is well 
up again, when a second; and lighter watering may be applied, and it will be 
ready for the hills of soil. 

Cottagers, Amateurs, and Garden Labourers Exhibiting (E. J.).— 
Yours is the second letter we have received on this subject, and our reply 
will suffice for both inquirers. The difficulty appears to be as to the classes 
in which regular workmen in gentlemen’s gardens should be allowed to 
compete at local shows. Agricultural labourers and other occupants of 
small cottages feel themselves handicapped if regular workmen in gardens 
enter the lists against them, the “ garden men ” thereby securing moBt of 
the chief prizes. It is undoubtedly desirable in public exhibitions that 
the competitors be as near as is practicable placed on equal terms. In 
respect to the two sections indicated there cannot be equality, because if a 
man has worked in a good garden for a number of years he lias served an 
apprenticeship as a kitchen gardener and can raise plants, grow them, 
and time the crops for a giveD date as well as a professional gardener 
can, and better taan some of them. Further, workers in gardens have 
facilities for procuring surplus plants and choice varieties that agricultural 
labourers cannot obtain, these latter thus being placed at a disadvantage 
in two important aspects. Then “amateurs,” which for the purpose in 
question may coosist of persons who employ men for digging, trenching, 
manuring, and other heavy work, the employers practically growing and 
attending to their own crops—these persons who may be well-to-do shop¬ 
keepers, farmers, and professional men, object also to compete with the 
“garden men,” because their professional experience and other advantages, 
real or supposed, p’ace them beyond the pale of “ amateurs.” It is not 
easy to arrive at a decision in such cases that will give general satisfaction, 
and probably impossible that any one decision can be applicable to all. In 
districts where men regularly employed in gardens are numerous and funds 
adequate, prizes are provided for those men, and a conflict of classes is 
avoided. But such cases are t xceptional. In one Society garden labourers 
were allowed to compete with cottagers on signing a declaration that no 
plants, seeds, roots, or produce were obtained from the gardens in which 
they worked, the breaking of such engagement resulting in disqualification 
to exhibit at any future shows. The. plan answered very well, but the com¬ 
mittee of another local horticultural society bad to pass a rule excluding 
regular workmen in gardens from competing in either the cottagers’ and 
amateurs’ classes ; indeed, they w. re entirely debarred from showing for 
prizes. Before this stringent rule was adopted there was nothing but dis¬ 
quietude, and the existence of the society was jeopordised, but afterwards 
it flourished and flourishes still. It is necessary that the circumstances 
attendant on each case be considered in seeking a right solution in this per¬ 
plexing matter. 

Names of Plants.—We only undertake to name species of plants, not 
varieties that have originated from seed and termed florists’ flowers. 
Flowering specimens are necessary of flowering plants, and Fern fronds 
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should bear spores. Specimens should arrive in a fresh state in firm 
boxes. Slightly damp moss or soft green leaves form the best packing, dry 
cotton wool the worst. Not more than six specimens can be named at once. 
(2J. R. M.).—1, Erica gracilis autumnalis; 2, Erica hyemalis; 3, Helleborus 
niger maximus; 4, A dried flower of Trichinium Manglesi. (S. W'.).— 
1, Davallia dissecta ; 2, Davallia Mooreana ; 3, Davallia parvula. (J. U. H.).— 
1, A good variety of Epiphyllum truneatum ; 2, Asplenium Adiantum- 
nigrum. 

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 2Sth. 

A f air business has been done on the whole during Christmas week, but prices have 
been unchanged. 

FRUIT. 

s. a. P. a. B. a. B. a. 
Apples, $ sieve.. .. i 6 to 3 6 Oranges, per 100 .. 4 0 to 8 0 

Nova Scotia and Pears, dozen .. .. i 0 1 6 
Canada barrel 10 0 18 0 Pine Apples, English, 

Ccbs, 100 lbs. 55 0 0 0 per ft>. i 6 3 0 
Grapes, per lb... ,. .. i 0 8 0 St. Michael Pines, each 3 0 5 0 
Lemons, case .. •• 10 0 15 0 

VEGETABLES. 

p. a. P. d. s. a. B. a. 
Artichokes, dozen .. 1 0 to 2 0 Lettuce, dozen .. 0 9 t) 0 6 
Asparagus, bundle .. 0 0 0 0 Mushrooms, punnet 0 0 l 0 
Beans, Kidney,per lb. 0 s 0 0 Mustard and Cress, punt. 0 2 0 0 
Beet, Red, dozen .. 1 0 2 0 Onions, bunch.. .. 0 8 0 0 
Broccoli, bundle .. 0 0 0 0 Parsley, dozen bunches s 0 8 0 
Brussels Sprouts, A sieve 3 6 4 0 Parsnips, dozen 1 0 0 0 
Cabbage, dozen ,, 1 6 0 0 Potatoes, per cwt... 4 0 5 0 
Capsicums, per 100 ,, 1 6 2 0 ,, Kidney, per cwt. 4 0 0 0 
Carrots, bunch 0 4 0 0 Rhubarb, bundle .. 0 8 0 0 
Cauliflowers, dozen ,. 3 0 4 0 Salsafy, bundle 1 0 1 8 
Celerv, bundle 1 6 2 0 Scorzonera, bundle 1 8 0 0 
Coleworts, dcz. bunches 2 0 4 0 Seakale, basket t 0 1 3 
Cucumbers, each .. 0 A 0 6 Shallots, per ft. 0 s 0 0 
Endive, dozen .. .. 1 6 2 0 Spinach, bushel i 6 2 0 
Hero?, bunch .. .. 0 3 0 0 Tomatoes, per ft>. .. 0 4 0 a 
Leeks, bunch .. .. 0 3 0 4 Turnips, bunch • • 0 A 0 a 

PLANTS 

P. a. 8. d. 
Aralia Sieboldi, dozen .. 8 0 to 12 0 
Arbor vitse (golden) dozen 6 0 9 0 

„ (common),dozen.. 0 0 0 0 
Asters, dozen pots .. 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, dozen. so 0 42 0 
Begonias, dozen .. .. 4 0 9 0 
Capsicums, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Chrysanthemums, dozen 9 0 18 0 
Cineraria, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Dracaena termiualia, doz. 30 0 60 0 

„ viridis, dozen.. 12 0 24 0 
Erica, various, dozen 9 0 18 0 
Euonvmus, in var., dozen 6 0 18 0 
Evergreens, in var., dozen 6 0 24 0 
Ferns, in variety, dozen 4 0 18 0 
Ficus elastica, each i 6 7 0 
Foliage Plants, var., each 2 0 10 

CUT 

0 

F 

s. d. s a. 
AbutilonB, 12 bunches .. 8 0 to 6 0 
Anemones, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 
Arum Lilies, 12 blooms .. 5 0 8 0 
Asters, 12 bunches .. 0 0 0 0 

French, bunch .. 0 0 0 0 
Azalea, 12 sprays 1 0 1 6 
Bonvardias, bunch .. .. 0 6 1 0 
Camellias, 12 blooms 3 0 4 0 
Carnations, 12 blooms .. 1 0 2 0 

,i 12 bunches.. 
Chrysanthemums, 12 bchs. 

0 0 0 0 
9 0 18 0 

„ 12 blooms 2 0 4 0 
Dahlia, 12 bunches 0 0 0 o 
Daisies, 12 bunches 2 0 4 6 
Encharis, dozen .. .. 4 0 6 0 
Gardenias, 12 blooms .. 6 0 9 0 
Gladiolus, 12 spray3 
Hyacinths, Roman, 12 

0 0 0 0 

sprays 0 6 1 0 
Iris, 12 bnnohes .. .. 
Lapageria, white, 12 

0 0 0 0 

blooms .. 
Lapageria, coloured, 12 

2 0 s 0 

blooms. 
Lilium longiflorum, 12 

1 0 1 6 

blooms. 
Lilium lancifolium, 12 

6 0 9 0 

blooms. 0 0 0 0 

N POT3. 

s. d. 8. a 
Fuchsia, dozen.. .. 0 to 0 0 
Hyacinths, dozen .. , .. 9 0 12 0 

„ (Roman), doz. 9 0 10 0 
Hydrangea, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Lilies Valley, dozen .. 18 0 24 0 
Lilinm lancifolinm, doz. 0 0 0 0 

„ longiflorum. doz. 0 0 0 0 
Marguerite Daisy, dozen 6 0 12 0 
Mignonette, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 0 
Mnsk, dozen .. .. 0 0 0 
Myrtles, dozen.. .. .. 6 0 12 0 
Palms, in var.,each .. 3 6 21 0 
Pelargoniums, dozen .. 0 0 0 0 

,. scarlet, doz. 3 0 9 0 
Poinsettia, dozen .. .. 12 0 15 0 
Solanum, dozen .. 9 0 12 0 
Tulips, dozen pots .. .. s 0 9 0 

Lilies. White, 12 bunches 
s. 
0 

d. a. 
0 to 0 

a. 
0 

,, Orange, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Lily of the Valley, 12 

8prays . 1 0 2 0 
Marguerites, 12 bunches 2 0 6 0 
Mignonette. 12 bunches 8 0 0 0 
Narciss. white (Fiench) 12 

bunches . 6 0 10 0 
Pelargoniums. 12 trusses i 0 1 6 

„ scarlet, 12 trusses 0 8 0 9 
Poinsettia, 12 blooms .. 6 0 8 0 
Primula (single), bunch.. 0 6 0 0 

„ (double), bunch .. 0 9 1 0 
Polyanthus, 12 bunches.. 0 0 0 0 
Ranunculus, 12 bunches 0 0 0 0 
Boses, 12 bunches .. .. 0 0 0 0 

„ (indoor), dozen 2 0 8 0 
,, Tea, dozen i 6 8 0 

red, dozen (French) i 6 8 0 
. yellow . 3 0 6 0 

Stephanotis, 12 sprays ., 0 O 0 0 
Tropmolum, 12 bunches 2 0 8 0 
Tuberoses. 12 blooms .. i 0 1 6 
Tulips, dozen blooms .. i 0 2 0 
Violets, 12 bunches.. i 0 1 8 

(French), bunch i 3 S 0 
,1 (Parme), bunch s 0 5 0 

White Lilac, par bunch .. 6 0 7 

CHRISTMAS CATTLE. 
Can such a thing as agricultural depression be pos¬ 

sible? was the question to which we gave involuntary ) 

expression while seeing the wonderful show of animals 
and implements held recently in the Agricultural Hall, 
Islington. Certainly no sign of depression was visible 
there ; on the contrary, ample evidence of progress and 
improvement met our eyes on every side. The show has 
been pronounced by a competent judge to be the best of 
its kind ever held in the world. However this may be, 
it was of undoubted excellence in every section, but more 
especially so among the cattle, where we were glad to find 
a falling off in mere size and excess of fat, that extrava¬ 
gant class of animal having clearly given place to sym¬ 
metrical beasts, plump enough for all practical purposes. 

Early maturity was probably never better exemplified, 
and that, too, in almost every class; and proof was shown 
that it is possible for an animal of about twenty months to 
increase in weight at a rate of almost lbs. daily. This 
was best seen among the Herefords, Sussex, and Shorthorns, 
but all classes were good, each containing many superior 
animals, with the exception of polled Suffolks, which we 
regret so say was a weak class, and yet we know it to be 
quite one of the best and most useful, both for beef and 
dairy cattle. Suffolk farmers, with those of Norfolk and 
Essex, have probably felt the severity of the depression 
more keenly than it has been felt elsewhere, and it was 
hardly to be expected that they would be able to se id 
many contributions to the great metropolitan show. Nor 
is mere prize-winning to be regarded as a sure sign 
of prosperity. AVe know it is not, and could point to a 
prominent prizewinner at the show who has had several 
thousand acres of land thrown upon liis hands, and whom 
we had met only a few days previously at a great county 
meeting to pass motions of appeal for help to the 
government in our need. 

At our local show there were considerable numbers of 
bullocks, sheep, and pigs, all which were sold by auction 
on the following day. The head of the principal firm of 
auctioneers had to express regret at a falling off in 
numbers among the cattle, his number for sale being less 
by seventy than it was last Christmas. He also said 
that during the last few months he had sold many beasts 
at only a fraction over 5d. per lb , and he knew that it 
could not answer to fatten, or even graze beasts at so low 
a price. But it must answer the purpose of the Islington 
prizewinners to sell at the fancy prices at which so 
many of them are able to dispose of their Christmas 
beasts, to say nothing of the value of the reputation so 
gained, and which would lead to many a subsequent pro¬ 
fitable sale of young stock. It was a knowledge of this 
fact which induced a contemporary to declare the 
Islington show one huge advertisement, and undoubtedly 
it was very much so, but we should hardly suppose Her 
Majesty’s thirteen prizes would be turned to account for 
trade purposes. 

The fattening of sheep for such shows appears to be 
carried to as ridiculous an extreme as that of cattle was 
formerly. The Marquis of Bristol’s first prize pen of 
magnificent Suffolk sheep were sold for £7 a-piece, yet 
they would probably prove more profitable as an adver¬ 
tisement to the butcher who purchased them than they 
did to the noble breeder of them, for the development of 
such huge masses of fat is a costly process, which after 
all answers no sound practical purpose. AVe require early 
maturity in sheep even more than in cattle, but we do 
not require them to be forced into an abnormal con¬ 
dition of fatness. The champion prize went to a pen of 
wonderful Oxfordshire wethers, but we question if such a 
prize may be taken for the guidance of stoclunasters, 
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■Oxford men were, of course, perfectly certain of the 
soundness of a decision which gives the post of honour to 
the sheep of their county. We are certainly of opinion 
that for champion prizes to be really useful they should 
-only embrace special classes, and among sheep the 
Downs and Longwools ought certainly to be kept separate 
in such a competition. We have had practical experience 
of the high value of judicious cross-breeding among all 
animals of the farm, and we should much like to s ee 
special recognition of really useful classes of cross¬ 
breeds. 

Practical utility before fancy, say we, and that prin¬ 
ciple should be the leading one at our cattle shows. It is 
undoubtedly gaining ground, for hard times have led to 
the practice of rigid economy even in breeding of prize 
animals. Does it pay? is the question which every 
cattle breeder has to ask himself now, and the answer is 
not unfrequently the reverse of satisfactory. Feeding 
stuffs are all very cheap now, and so long as they are 
nutritious we hold with a liberal use of them in the right 
way. This is to feed well from the outset, and never to 
suffer any animal kept for profit to fall off in condition, 
for that means a loss of money in the end. Early 
maturity is now a certainty if only the animal be both 
well bred and well fed. 

WORK ON THE HOME FARM. 
Hardly any of what may be termed extra winter work is now done 

upon many farms, for as soon as harvest work is ended there is a 
reduction of labour, extra hands being easily available for corn-thresh¬ 
ing. The sound of the flails on the barn floor is now almost entirely a 
•thing of the past, yet we do know one worthy yeoman farmer who 
keeps his barns filled with corn sheaves in reserve for winter hand¬ 
threshing. The men thresh and clean it for about Is. 8d. per quarter, 

■and the master says the cost is not greater than if the work was done 
by steam ; he is thus able to retain the services of a given number of men 
throughout the year, and avoids taking on a number of strange hands 
for special work. It would be well if all seed corn, at any rate, were 
hand-threshed, for so little care is taken to clean out the threshing 
drum after each sort of corn is finished that it has really become a 
difficult matter to procure pure samples of seed. The great seed firms 
are fully aware of this, and their offers of pure seed corn command an 
•amount of attention from farmers which in these hard times is 
absolutely marvellous. To give 10s. or 12s. a bushel now for seed corn 
•would appear an absolute absurdity, yet it is done, and we are 
assured there is an extensive trade in such samples. We entirely agree, 
however, in the wisdom of growing only the best sorts of corn, but the 
difficulty is to know which are the best for our particular soil. It 
certainly does not answer to depend upon what may be termed show 
.samples, for they are frequently the outcome of special culture that is 
hardly within the scope of an ordinary farmer. The really safe course 
to follow in the selection of seed is to buy improved samples of well- 
ffinown sorts, and not hastily turn to novelties which may or may not 
be worth having. Giant Wheat soon becomes dwarfed in poor soil, and 
the yield is then altogether inferior to that of an ordinary sort. A 
little common sense brought to bear upon this matter will keep a man 
from going far wrong in it. Never let it be forgotten that our practice 
•requires balance, and that to give an extravagant price for seed com to 
be sown upon poor, wet, or foul land never answers. First of all make 
sure that the condition of the land is sound and fertile, and then the 
seed cannot be too good for it. It is as much worth while doing all we 

■can towards good cultivation as it ever was, and it is just those farmers 
who have kept up the condition of the land who are best able to face 
hard times. 

UNITS OF VALUE IN MANURE. 

Morton's Almanack for Farmers and Landowners,* is a valuable 
publication, many subjects of importance being treated in its pages by 
recognised authorities. As an example we cite the following contri¬ 
bution by Mr. F. J. Lloyd, F.C.S., Consulting Chemist to the British 
Hairy Farmers’ Association, which will be interesting to many culti¬ 
vators, both on the farm and in the garden :— 

“ The value of a manure to the farmer depends upon its ingredients 
and the use to which he may apply it; but the price of that manure 
•depends upon the demand and supply of the substances containing those 
ingredients. Thus guano, being difficult to obtain, as the supply is 
becoming limited, while the demand for it does not diminish, fetches in 
the market a high price, and if the farmer would buy the substances 
contained in guano in some other forms, he might obtain them for much 
less than by buying them as guano. But this assumes that the sub- 

* Vinton & Co., Hampstead Road, London. 

stances can be bought in other forms to possess all the qualities of those 
substances as present in guano. Now this has not been proved, and 
indeed all the evidence goes to show that phosphoric acid in one form 
and phosphoric acid in another form have very different values for the 
farmer’s land and crops—that nitrogen in one form may be most valu¬ 
able, in another form most useless. It will be seen, then, that in valuing 
manures by units very great errors may be made unless the form in 
which the constituents exist is known as well as their quantity. It is 
in his ability to estimate the form, quite as much as in estimating 
the quantities of the ingredients, that the value of the analyst lies. 

“ The principal constituents which we shall find in manures will 
be 
" Phosphoric acid as soluble phosphates, as in superphosphates. 
“ Phosphoric acid as insoluble phosphates, as in mineral phosphates. 
“ Phosphoric acid as precipitated or retrograde phosphates, as in 

precipitated phosphate. 
“ Potash, as chloride and sulphate, as in kainit. 
“ Nitrogen, as ammonia salts and nitrates easily soluble, as in ammonia 

sulphate or sodium nitrate. 
“ Nitrogen as organic compounds easily decomposed, as in blood. 
“ Nitrogen as organic compounds slowly decomposed, as in shoddy. 

“ By taking in the Agricultural Gazette, or any leading paper, the 
farmer may see the quoted prices of the compounds which contain these 
substances, and from these quotations he may calculate the unit values 
of the above constituents for that week. 

“For example, we may find the quotation of superphosphate, 25 per 
cent, soluble, is £3 a ton. Convert the price of the manure into 
shillings, and divide by the per-centage of constituent present, 
thus :— 

£3 
20 

25 ) 60 ( 2s. 5(L 
Or 2s. 5d. is the unit value of the soluble phosphate in that manure 
Take as another example sulphate of ammonia, 24 per cent, of ammonia 
price £13 10s. per ton. Convert the price into shillings, divide by per¬ 
centage, and we have the unit value (price is the more correct term) of 
the ammonia. 

£13 10s. 
20 

24) 270 (Us. 3d. 
Or 11s. 3d. is the unit price of ammonia in the sulphate of ammonia, at 
the price quoted. 

“ By reversing the process we thus compute the value of a compound 
manure. Thus a manure is offered the same week at £6 a ton, said to 
contain 30 per cent, soluble phosphate and 3 per cent ammonia. If we 
know how the ammonia exists, and that it is present as sulphate, our 
calculation of the fair market price would be as follows :— 

“ Thirty per cent, of soluble phosphate at 2s. 5d. per unit. Multiply 
2s. 5d. by 30 gives the value in shillings of the soluble phosphate. 

“ Again, 3 per cent, ammonia at Us. 3d. per unit. Multiply Us. 3d. 
by 3, and this gives the value of the ammonia ; add the two together, 
and we obtain the value of the manure at the prices here assumed as 
quoted. 

Thus: 2s. 5d. x 30 = 72s. 6d. 
And Us. 3d. x 3 = 33s. 9d. 

106s. 3d. 
or £5 6s. 3d.; therefore the manure is too dear at £6 a ton. 

“ Such is the method of discovering and utilising the unit values of 
the constituents in manure, the chief difficulty being, as before stated, 
to know the form in which the constituents exist.” 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
CAMDEN SQUARE, LONDON. 

Lat. 61° 82' 40" N.; Long. 0° 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet. 

DATE. 9 A.M. IN THE DAY. 

2_! Hygrome- Shade Tem- Radiation a 
1887. is®? • ter. ♦3 a til perature. Temperature. Cj 

« 
December. In On 

pa 2 os Dry. Wet. Q1© H Max. Min. sun. grass 

Inches. deg deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. In. 
Sunday . 18 29.798 35 7 34.0 S. 40.8 43 9 34.4 55.8 27.6 0.069 
Monday. 19 29.536 326 30 2 W. 39.8 37.1 30.9 47.2 25.9 _ 
Tuesda’y .... 20 29.543 33.2 32.4 w. 38.8 369 28.7 38.2 25.1 0.013 
Wednesday.. 21 19.658 33.4 32.8 N.W. 382 35.9 31.2 41.1 28.5 
Thursday.... 22 29.967 32.5 32.1 N. 38 2 33.3 31.8 37.8 28.1 _ 
Friday . 23 29.989 32.0 32.0 K.W. 37.8 40.8 28.5 44.9 25.9 0.023 
Saturday .... 24 29.890 39.9 381 87.5 4L2 31.4 47.8 27J 

29.769 34.2 33.1 I 38.7 38.4 31.0 44.7 26.9 oao5 

REMARKS. 

18th.—Beautiful morning, cloudy afternoon ; rain 4.S0 to 6 P.M., showers after. 
19th,—Morning fine and bright, dull afternoon; drizzle after sunset. 
20th.—overcast, and at times damp; rain, with flakes of snow at 3J.5 r.M. 
21st.—Cloudy, hut dry. 
22nd.—Fine, but no sunshine. 
23rd.—Slight fog early, flue and bright afterwards. 
24th.—Kain in early morning, fine thioughout; tine moonlight night. 

A tolerably fine week, much cooler than the previous one, and rather below the 
average.—U. I. SYMONS. 
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